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GENER A · ÎN DÊ X

TO VOL. LVI.

BANKRUPTCY LAW .

Act of bankruptcy - Assignment, 292. Execution creditor - Seizure by - Power of court , Order and disposition --Reputed ownership of hired
Adjudication - Creditor's debt, 366. over sheriff - Fraudulent conveyance, 241. furniture, 367.

Agreement to transfer property - Bills of Sale Act , Execution creditor under 501. - Reduction of proof PARTNERSHIP
Registration necessary, 131. and dissolution of injunction, 403. Admission of proof of partner of debtor, 466.

Appeal from Registrar - Refusal to register resolu - “ Family ” assignments - Advance - Fraud - Costs, Death of partners — Distribution of property

tions, 78 . 76 . Bankruptcy Act 1869, 349.

Application to restrain creditor from yoting - Proof, Fraudulent Bankrupt - Payment of creditor and Decease of partner - Property of old firm and

350. costs of prosecution out of the estate, 367. of surviving partners, 366 .

Appointment of a creditor 's solicitor, 240. Fraudulent preference, 131. Proof of debt by a partner against the estate of

Bankers - Stakeholders - Costs as, 240. Fresh evidence - Re-hearing - Surprise , 329. his late partner, 132.

BILL OP Sale Friendly Society - Right to payment out of assets Sale of property of bankrupt partner - Alleged

Assignment by single partner of partnership of insolvent officer in his hands by virtue of his fraudulent schemeof other partners to obtain

property, 467. office, 386 . the property at an undervalue - Jurisdiction ,

By one partner of partnership property to Garnishee order (absolute) — A “ charge” on debt 149.

secure possible risk , 77. attached , 466. Receiver - Payment by to particular creditor - Cre

Consideration - Money advance and promissory Guarantee of payment of bills — Bank having ditor ordered to refund to trustee, 168.

note , 40. the guarantee parting with the bills — No right Receiver's costs – Subsequent bankruptcy - Lia
Stock in trade purchased since the bill - Liqui- | to prove against estate of bankrupt guarantor, bility of trustee, 203.

dation, 39. 150. Rejection of proof, 328 .

Chancery suit - Injunction - Examination of plain - Infants , Liability to be made bankrupts, 294. Resolutions, registration of — Meetings of creditors

tiff in suit, 275. LIQUIDATION Ejecting proxy, 293.

COMPOSITION Appointment of receivers — Interim injunction - Sale by trader debtor for value - No transfer

Abortive proceedings- Costs of proceedings Refusal of high sheriff to withdraw - Motion Secret reservation - Subsequent creditors, 113.

Adjudication - Bankruptcy Act 1869, s. 126 , to commit for contempt, 274 . SECURED CREDITOR

sub-sect, 11, 131. Arrangement by debtor to re-purchase estate Production of securitiee, 328.

Default in payment- Action for orignal debt, 24 . from trustee Rights of trustees against third Proof, 385.

Non-payment- Valuation of security - Injunc parties – Directions of Court, 9. Sum paid into Court to abide event of action

tion, 60. Creditor present, but not voting , 92. Does not create the plaintiff a secured credi

When are the proceedings pending, 328. Leave to proceed de novo on petition - Dis tor, 76.

Creditor and surety - Resolution to accept com crepancy between debtor's statement and Sheriff - Seizing under execution - Not entitled to

position to which creditor assents - Absolute proofs, 313 . deduct creditor's costs on handing proceeds to
release of surety , 313. Stock- in -trade acquired by debtor after filing trustee, 467.

Debt incurred by fraud - Action - Discretion of petition, the property of the trustee, 222. Solicitor of bankrupt - His right to recover on

Court to restrain , 366. Liquidator - His right to prove and vote - Produc security given for his costs before filing of petition

Debtor's summons — Application to dismiss | tion of bills of exchange on proof, 150, 466. I against third parties, 202.

Claim arising out of partnership dispute - Stay- Meeting of creditors - Notico necessary to be given Solicitor's costs - Right to prove for, 257.

ing proceedings on summons without security | Sect. 28 B . A . 1869, 132. Stoppage in transitu - Delivery of goods at railway

222. Mortgage obtained by fraud - Claim to follow terminus - Delivery of bills of exchange, 77.

Discharge- Examination not passed , but good divi- money in hands of mortgagor, and to preserve Stoppage in transitu — Romittance on general ac

dend paid , 202. lien on mortgaged estate, 168. count, 40 .

Execution creditor for a sum under 501. - Previous Order and disposition - Goods not in reputed owner- Surety of bankrupt debtor - Right on payment of

seizure for over 501. - Injunction dissolved as to ship of vendor where it is custom of the trade to debt to benefit of creditor's proof, 220.

tormer , 274. leave them with him , 293. Wife's allowance under separation doed - Proof,

Execution creditor - Part payment by debtor to Order and disposition - Goods in possession of 443.

sheriff when in possession - Right of trustee to neutral third parties - Transfer but no notice of Written orders to debtor " Charges " under ss. 12

securities handed to sheriff, 293 . change of ownership, 328. . and 16, 466.
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CORRESPONDENCE OF THE PROFESSION .

Administration of Oaths, The, 445.

Arbitration Clauses in Legal Documents and the

Profession , 388.

Articled Clerks, 152, 445.

Articled Clerk's Notices, 115 ,

Articles of Clerkship , 152.

Assizes, the - Judges and Solicitors, 444.

Attorneys and Solicitors, 170, 242.

Attorneys' and Solicitors' Bill, The, 468.

Bankruptcy Rules, 445.

Beall v . Smith , 134, 152, 223.

Bills of Sale Act 1874, 443.

Charges of the Incorporated Law Society, The, 134 .

Christmas Appeal, A , 152, 223.

City of London Court, The, 295.

Clerks of the Peace at Petty Sessions, 424.

Clerks to Attorneys, 468.

Commissions for Oaths in Common Law , 78.

Copyright in Photographs, 388.

County Court Committals, 468.

County Court Justice, 206 . | Officials under the Land Transfer Bill, 444.

County Courts, 351. Our Invaders, 94, 206, 351, 404.

Distinction at the Final Examination, 445. Our Invaders - Bankruptcy Accountants, 224.

Hats off ! 206 . Practice in the Colonies, 42.

Hilary Final Examination , 333. Profession, The, 186.

Infant Bankrupts, 333. Prosecution of Bankrupts, The, 388.

Interests of the Profession, The, 8, 42. Reading for the Final Examination , 468.

Justices ' Clerks, 444. Red Tape in the Chancery Pay office, 152.

Land Transfer Bill, The, 445. Rejected Ballot Papers, 333.

Law Agents, 42. Repeal of Attorneys' Certificate Duty , 296 , 315.

Law Amendmentand Law Publications, 8 . | Searches, Inquiries, and Notices, 61.

Leases of the London Corporations, 369. Security for Costs , 296 .

LegalEducation - Gray's Inn - Calls to the bar,242. Statutory Legislation, 468.

Legal Practitioners' Act 1874, The, 387 . Succession Duty Act, 60.

Legal Practitioners' Society, 61, 223, 369, 404, 445. Tax on Solicitors, The, 404.

Legal Practitioners' Society - Unqualified Prac - Town Clerks as Political Agents, 468.

titioners, 387. Unqualified Persons, 405.

Literary Quotations, 170. Voting for Guardians of the Poor, 275.

Lodgers'Goods Protection Act, The, 424 . | Working of the Ballot, The, 295, 315.

Occleston, Re, 333. Working of Tribunals of Commerce, The, 444.

COUNTY COURT DECISIONS AND PROCEEDINGS.

Accountants' charges, 441. Charter-party - Demurrage— Civil commotion in Lease - Construction Reservation; or grant of
Action - Defence of Liquidation - Informal resolu foreign state, 112. sporting to lessor , 312 .

tion - Application to restrain , 166 . Chattel— Ownership - Regaining possession , 91. | MARRIED WOMEN' S PROPERTY ACT
Administrators, Transactions with, 38. Consequential damages — Too remote, 383. Lia bility of married woman to be sued, 188.

ADMIRALTY County Courts and Courts of Record, 384. Wife's separate property, 167.

Barge - Jurisdiction - Costs, 76. Damages to furnished house — Valuation , 383. Measure of damages - Lord Campbell's Act, 422.

Necessaries, 239. EJECTMENT Minor, Liability of, 238.

Necessaries - Pilotage , 348. Estoppel, 221. New trial, Application for - One of the jury a friend
Agreement - Stamp - Sufficiency, 239 . Possession - Evidence, 59. of a party - Costs, 129.

Bank cheque - Action to recover the value of, 128. Suspicious deed - New trial - Costs, 129. New Trial, Application for - Railway Company ,
Blackburn , Mr. Justice, and the Judge of the EQUITY Negligence, 76 .

Cambridge County Court, 465. Administration suit -- Restraining creditor's Piecework --- Materials - Liability of employer, 347.

CARRIAGE OF Goods action , 255. Railway Company - Liability to maintain fences,

Goods sent at Owner's risk , 383. Equitable mortgage, 327. 201.

Horse - Consignee not ready to receive- Right In County Courts, 255. Railway - Obstructing a level crossing , 312.

of Carriers, 255 . Specific performance - Agreement to purchase Russell, Q .O ., Transfer of Mr., 382.

Liability , 384. cottages, 129. Sale of goods - Statute of Frauds, 239.

Non -delivery of goods, 167. FRIENDLY SOCIETY Setting aside judgment obtained by default under

Owner's risk - Delay, 441. Death of indebted treasurer - Liability of exe County Court Act 1867, s. 2 , 274.

CARRIAGE OF PASSENGERS cutors and sureties, 421. Sheriff's fees --Action against attorney for, 128.

Luggage- Delay - Damages - Logs off booking | Foresters' Court ordering a sale of mortgaged Solicitor and client, agreementbetween - Set-off , 148

company' s line, 292 property, 23. Surety of separate creditor discharged by substi

Passenger 's luggage- Hamper of provisions, Husband and wife living apart - Revocation of wife's tution of joint liability - Agreement for substitu

292. authority , 239 tion -- Evidence, 311.

Passenger's luggage - Lost at station - Lia - Husband and wife - Wife's agency, 128 . Tithes - Covenant running with the land - Right

bility , 167. INTERPLEADER of assigneb, 849 .

Personal luggage, 39. Costs in , 39. Trade fixtures - Purchase - Removal, 58.

Personal luggage - Samples or patterns, 291. County Court Act 1867, s. 31, 385. Turnpike road - Negligence of trustees - Liability .
Punctuality , 23, 147, 148, 220, 421, 442, 465. Married Women's Property Act, 1870; 58. 130,

Railway Companies agents for one another Judicature Commission and the County Courts, Will - Construction - Vesting of legacy, 40 .

Goods - Loss - Liability , 442. The 90. Witness - Liability of attorney for expenses of, 39 .

LAW LIBRARY.

Abdy and Walker's Gaius, and Rules of Ulpian , 377. , City Press City of London Directory, The, 285 . | Hadley's Introduction to Roman Law , 143.

Andrews's Manual of the Laws and Courts of the Crockford's Clerical Directory, 395. Hardcastle' s Bushby' s Manual of the Practice of

United States, 143, Crump's Theory of Stock Exchange Speculation ,ge Speculation , Elections, 249.

Arnould 's Memoir of Lord Denman, 142. 359. Hardcastle 's Election Petitions, 305 .

Cabinet Lawyer, 249. Currie's Indian Law Examination Manual, 160. Jordan 's Joint Stock Company's Handy Book , 5 .

Carson's Shelford's Real Property Statutes, 231, Dowell's Income Tax Laws, 196 . Kenyon, Life of Lord, 142.

Chambers's Digest of the Laws relating to Public Finch's Pursuit of Truth , 34. Knight's Government Directory, 213.

Health , 394. | Gibbons's and Nathan's County Court Equity , 305. ' Law Magazine, 177 .
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Lawyer's Companion and Diary , 34 ,

Letts's Diaries, 160.

May's Law of Insurance, 304 ,

Michael, Corfield, and Wanlyn 's Public Health
Manual, 196 .

Notcutt's Factory and Workshop Acts, 395.

Owen's Elementary Education Act, 305 .

Paterson 's Treatise on Fishery Laws, 5 . Stephen's New Commentaries on the Laws of

Preston 's Supreme Court of Judicature Act of | England, 231.

1873, 34. Washburn's Treatise on Easements and Servitudes ,

Rattigan's Roman Law of Persons, 143. 395.

Rawlinson on Instructions for Wills, 432. Winslow 's Manual of Lunacy, 143 .
Revised Statutes, 87. Yeatman 's History of the Common Law of Great

Spilbury's Book of Lincoln 's Inn, 177 . Britain and Gaul, 377.

LEADING ARTICLES .

Acceptances againstConsignments, 80. Functions of the Railway Commissioners, The, 393. , Married Women - Their General Engagements and

Adjournment of Criminal Trials, 49. Future of Legal Education, The, 121. Separate Estate, 4 .

Adjustments between Tenants for Life, and Re- Gifts to Illegitimate Children , 230 . Means of Knowledge and Representations as Af

maindermen, 247. Gifts to Illegitimate or Reputed Children , 264. fecting Contracts, 210.

Admiralty Jurisdiction - Damage to Cargo, 229. Husband and Wife as Contracting Parties, 158. Non -Registration of Mortgages including Fixtures,

American Criticism on the English Bar, 413 . Illegal consideration : The Position of a Particeps The, 246 .

American Opinion upon the Operation of the Judi Criminis, 50 . On the Valuation of Annuities and Future and

cature Act, 248. Imprisonment for Debt in County Courts, 430. Contingent Debts and Liabilities in Bankruptoy,

Arbitrary Powers of Public Bodies, The, 375. Indorsement of Sales, & c., upon Deeds, 283, 211,

Assignments of Choses in Action before and after Inferior Courts and the Profession, 450. Our Jury System , 410 .

Insolvency , 229. Judicial Statistics for 1872, The, 19, 51. Parol Evidence of Collateral Agreements, 49.

Bankruptcy Jurisdiction , 412. Knowledge by a Purchager of Tenancies or Charges, Prospects of Solicitors, The, 453.

Bankruptcy , The Work in the Courts of, 2 . as Affecting his Right to Compensation , 358. The Recent Bankruptcy Decisions, 303.

Baron Martin , 173. Land Title and Transfer Bill,431, 451. Relevancy of Evidence in Criminal Cases, 139, 176.

Bench and Bar in Ireland, The, 177 . Law of Alluvion in England and in India , The, Rescission of Contracts of Sale ofGoods, The, 248.

Board of Trade Inquiries, 303. 285, 323, Sales by Trustees, 192.

Capture of the Virginius, The, 69. Legal Aspect of the Railway Passenger, Tho, 340. Searches, Inquiries, and Notices, 8, 18, 32, 50, 284,

Charity Commissioners' Report and the Charity | Legal Aspects of the Tichborne Case, 357. 322, 341, 375.

Trustees' Incorporation Act 1872, The, 452. Liabilities of Husbands for Debts contracted by Separation Deeds and Divorce, 175 .

Companies and their Shareholders, 452. their Wives, The, 194 . Some Bankruptcy Decisions, 66 .
Contracts by Corporations and their Agents, 174. Liabilities of Insurance Agents, The, 392, Suggestions for Amending the Practice Relating to

Contracts by Married Women affecting Real Estate, | Liabilities of Solicitors for Improper Suits, The Stop Orders, 18 .

87, 141. Supreme Court of Judicature Act, 1873, The, 2,
Conversion - Essential Elements, 359. Liability of an Execution Creditor to Refund, The, 17, 31, 67, 122 .

Debenture Bonds and Promissory Notes, 16 . 821. Third Report of the Judicature Commission, The

Decisions under the Licensing Acts, 38. Liability of Infants to Bankruptcy, The, 340. • 411.

Duties Payable by Reason of Deatb , 105, 139, 157, Liability of Railway Companies for Unpunctuality, Title to and Transfer of Land, 86.

193, 212 . The, 68. Transfer of Company Shares to paupers, Tbe, 68.

Election Petitions, The coming, 266 . Liability under the Mines Regulation Act 1872, 283. Trustees and the Commutation of East India Stock,

English and Amerian Law , as relating to Stipula Libels in Newspapers, 85 . 193.

tions by Carriers, 159 . Licence and the Punishment of Counsel, The, 320. What is a Valid Voluntary Settlement of a Chose
Estates of Partners in Bankruptcy, The, 85, 103, Limited Rights of Way, 121. in Action ? 104.

123. Lord Chancellor and the County Courts, The Now , When are Judgments Charges on Land ? 376.

False Representation by Agents, 432. 302. Working of the Ballot, The, 265.

Felony by Carriers' Servants, 394 . Lord Justice Christian on Irish Appeals, 330. Year 1873, The, 156 .

LEGAL OBITUARY.
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LEGISLATION AND JURISPRUDENCE .

Action against Mr. Plimsoll, 398

Attorney and Solicitors' Bill, 397, 433

Ballot Act, The, 398

Benefit Building Societies, 397

Bills of Sale Act Amendment Bill, 398

Committal of Mr. Whalley, The, 398, 399

Conjugal Rights (Scotland) Act Amendment Bill,
455

County Constables (Scotland), 398

Gas Companies, 397

Hypothec, & c. (Scotland), 378

Illegal Practices in the Church, 397

Imprisonment for Debt Bill, 433, 454

Infanticide Bill, 433

Innkeepers' liabilities, 398

Irish Grand Jury System , The, 454

Judicature Act, The, 454

Juries Bill, 454

Land Titles and Transfer Bill, 415 , 433, 455

Married Women's Property Act (1870 ) Amendment

Bill, 433

Middlesex Sessions Bill, 398

New Courts of Justice, 398

Offences against the Person Bill , 433

Public Prosecutors, 454

Real Property Limitation Bill, 414

Registration of Voters ( Ireland ), 433

Returning Officers ' charges, 433

Sale and transfer of land, 378

Transfer and title of land, 395

Tribunals of commerce, 454

Weights and measures, 398

MAGISTRATES' LAW .

Accused persons in Coroners' Courts, 36 , 235 Gaming in a licensed house - Licensing Act, 1872, 74 |London Gas Act, 1868 , The City of - Revision of

Alehouse licences, 215 Inclosure — Evidence – Certificates as to making price - Operation of award of commissioners, 37

Bastardy Laws Amendment Act, 1873, The, 236 road, 199 | Magistrates' clerk 's fees, 180

Bonâ fide travellers - Licensing Act, 235 Judges at theMiddlesex Sessions, 365 Masters and Servants Act- Shoemakers, 327

Bodkin , Death of Sir William , 402 Licensing Act, 1872, sect. 12, The, 108 Masters and Servants Act, The, 146

Chief Clerk to the Lord Mayor, 309 Licensing Act 1872, The - Criminal Responsibility of Practice under the Licensing Act, 1872, 56

Discretionary power of fixing punishment in criminal Licensed Persons for Offences Committed in their Rape - Complaint by prosecutrix admissible in evi

cases, 273 Absence by Servants, Agents, & c., 272 dence, 127

Extradition - Evidence, 56 | Licensing Laws, The, 109 Stealing as a bailee, 365

NOTES AND QUERIES ON POINTS OF PRACTICE .

Acknowledgment - Married women, 61 | Covenant for production of deeds and indemnity of Legacy duty - Release of debt by will, 8

Admission of attorneys, 405 vendor against liability under former covenant Legatee - Duty , 134

Admission to Final Examination, 134 - Practice, 134 Lessors under marriage settlement, 43

Agents and debt collectors, 8 Creditor - Proof - Liquidation, 61 Liquidating debtor - Conveyance, 369

Agreement for weekly tenancy - Stamps, 78 Custody of infant, 79 Liquidation - Creditor - Proof, 61

Allotment of stock , 134 Debt - Running accounts, & c . - Contract, 8 Lists- County Courts, 242

Alteration of signature by holder - Right ofaction Devise- Words of revocation, 61 Localauthority under the Gasworks Clauscs Act, 8

Promissory note, 334 Dog trespassing; 468 Lord Mayor 's Court - Jurisdiction , 79

Apparent possession, 257 Duty - Legatee, 134 Loss of property - Negligence - Innkeeper, 43

Articled clerk - Books, & c., 334 Easement, 134 Magistrates' clerk, partner of, 334

Articles, 42 Education Act 1871, and Amendment Acts, 61 Marriage- Conveyance - Tenants in common, 405

Assignment of leaseholds (1000 years) -- Intestacy, Ejectment, 25 Marriage settlement, lessors under, 43

334 Ejectment by mortgagee, 334 Married woman - Acknowledgment, 61

Assignment of term , 369 Election petitions, 388 Married Women 's Property Aci, 170

Ballot Act - Personation , 316 Equity - Fees - County Court, 43 Mortgagee , ejectment by, 334

Bankruptcy - Practice in County Courts, 351 Execution by devisee - Trusts, 242 Mortgagee suing mortgagor's tenant for rent, 207

Bankruptcy Act 1869, the, 223 Expenses for keep of dogs, 468 Mortgage— Stamp, 61

Bill of costs -- Partner, 78 Fee for search, 134 Negligence, 363

Books, & c. — Articled clerk , 334 Fees - County Court- Equity, 43 Negligence - Innkeeper - Loss of property , 43

Case in bankruptcy wanted, 170 Final Examination , 94 Notice to quit, 8

Case wanted, 43 Gas Works Clauses Act, Local Authority under Not proven , 42

Cheque - Indorsement, 78 the, 8 Partner - Bill of costs , 78

Cheque - Supposed swindle, 61 Goods, sale of - Statute of Frauds, 42 Partner ofmagistrates' clerk , 334

Club, 405 Habendum - Conveyancing, 334 Partnership, 170

Commissioner, 61 Indorsement - Cheque, 78 Personation - Ballot Act, 316

Contract - Debt - Running accounts , & c., 8 Infant, custody of, 79 Poor Law , 42

Conveyance, 61 Innkeeper - Loss of property - Negligence, 43 Power, 42

Conveyance - Liquidating debtor, 369 Interest in land, 25 Powers of administratris, 296

Conveyance - Stamp, 115 Intestacy - Assignment of leasehold (1000 years) , Practice - Covenant for production of deeds and

Conveyance - Tenants in common - Marriage, 405 834 indemnity of vendor against liability under former

Conveyancing, 42 Investment-- Trustees, 79 covenant, 134

Conveyancing - Habendum , 334 Joint tenancy , 79 Practice in County Courts - Bankruptcy, 351

Copyhold practice, 206 Jurisdiction - Lord Mayor's Court, 79 Practice in the colonies, 8

Coroner 's Law , 352 Justices, qualification of, 316 Preliminary examination and dispensing order, 257

County Court- Equity -- Fees, 43 Landlord and tenant, 334 Probate duty , 351

County Court - Lists, 242 . Landlord and tenant- Rent, 186 Procedure, 170

County Court practice, 316 Law of banking, 468 Promissory note - Alteration of signature by holder

County Court - Remitted action, 134 Legacy duty, 42 - Right of action , 334
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Proof - Liquidation - Creditor, 61

Qualification of justices, 316

Railway - Trespass, 61

Release or debt by will — Legacy duty , 8

Remitted action - County Court, 134

Rent - Landlord and tenant, 186

Repudiation of bet, 43

Rightof action , 170

Right of action - Promissory note- Alteration of

signature by holder, 334

Running accounts, & c. - Contract - Debt, 8

Sale of goods - Statute of frauds, 42

Satisfied mortgage term , 334

School Board accounts, 333

Seal, 296

Settlement of furniture, 351

Shop window , 445

Solicitor's accounts, 352

Stamp, 42, 388

Stamp- Conveyance, 115

Stamp - Mortgage, 61

Stamps - Agreement for weekly tenancy, 78

Suocession Duty Act, 8

Suppoged swindlo - Cheque, 61

Tenants in common - Marriage - Convoyance, 405
Ten years 'clerk , 269

The Tippling Act, 43

Tithe rentcharge, 352

Trespass, 269

Trespass — Railway, 61
Trustee and cestuis que trust, 352

Trustees - Investment, 79

Will and codicil, 61

Winding -up, 445

Words of revocation - Devise, 61

NOTES OF THE WEEK.

NAMES OF CASES.

Adams o . North British Railway Company, 20

Imperial Land Company of Marseilles, The, v . Masterman, 20

Matlock Old Bath Hydropathic Company, we The (Case of The Manchester

Finance Corporation ), 20

SUBJECTS OF CASES.

Company - Winding -up - Contributory - Allotment of shares in satisfaction
of debt, 20

Practice - Affidavit of documents, 20

| Patent-- Agency - Royalty - Injunction , 20

PROMOTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Ackrell, H . W ., 279

Allen , W ., 171

Barne, G . H ., 371

Brook, W . B ., 171

Burridge, W ., 153

Carr, A ., 353

Collins, H . W ., 298

Cooke, F . D ., 317

Duffield, W . W ., 353

Ford, C., 243

Ford , D . M ., 116

Ford, T . T ., 371

Gilbertson, W ., 225

Gould , W ., 171

Greenfield , B . E ., 188

Hooper, P ., 279

Jackaman , 8. B ., 153

Janman, T., 469

Jaquet, W ., 116

Jehn , R., 335

King, T ., 135

Leckie, P ., 116

Leigh, R ., 243

Litchfield , R . W ., 188

Morgan, F ., 469

Phillips, G ., 116, 371

Pickett, H ., 353

Potts, E . B ., 298

Reed , H ., 298

Robins, H . E ., 335

Smale, J., 371

Snowden, F ., 116, 371

Stokes, C . W . R ., 426

Tapley, R . L ., 426

Tromp, B . H ., 98

SOLICITORS: JOURNAL.

Accountants preparing deeds, & c., 125 Debtors' Act (Ireland) 1872 - Decree mis-stating date Power of appointment - Doctrine of cy près appli.

Action against an attorney - Award - Moving to set when debt incurred - Alteration of decree without cable, 36
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The Law and the Lawyers.

A COMPLAINTagainst a railway company refusing to forward coal

from the pit's mouth for a private consumer is what might be
looked for in the existing state of things on the coal market ; but
that the public are powerless as against the companies is suffi
ciently plain . The company, however, concerning which a corre
spondent writes to the Times , has based its refusal on a very un
popular ground, namely, that to carry for private persons would
give offence to the colliery owners. Had they simply declined to
carry coals for a private individual they would have been perfectly
safe in giving no reasons. It has been twice held that neither at
common law nor under the Railway and Canal Traffic Act is a
railway company bound to carry coal even for coalmerchants, and

that it is quite open to such company to carry only for colliery

The County Courts Admiralty Jurisdiction Acts seem to have owners. Of course if a company professes to carry coal generally

worked well, and to have conduced to the settlement of proceed . they will not be able to select the individuals for whom they will
ings outside the legal tribunal. In 1872, 354 suits were entered , carry. They may elect to carry for a particular class, and to carry
and 141 vessels arrested , but only 111 final decrees made. In only a particular kind of goods, and , having done so , are not com

forty-six cases the Judge was assisted by nautical assessors, and pellable to go beyond their undertaking. This, perhaps, is one

the total amount claimed was £35,536 . The amount of attorneys' more very forcible argument in favour of the purchase of railways

costs allowed was £1448. The amount of fees paid to the court by the State.
fand was £588 ; to the registrar, £563 ; and to the high bailiff ,

£308. There were fifty-six suits pending at the beginning of the The Judicial Statistics for 1782 give us the following results of the
year,but it is believed that a large number of these have been equity business transacted in the County Courts : Total number of
settled. There have been ten appeals, two warrants of execution equitable 'suits or proceedings, 683 ; suits for the administration of
have been issued , £176 have been realised , and £24 incurred as estates , 225 ; for the execution of trusts, 27 ; for foreclosure or re
costs of sale. demption , or for enforcing any charge or lien , 96 ; for specific per

formance, 89 ; for delivery up or cancelling any agreement for
We give elsewhere an obituary notice of Sir JOHN WICKENS, who sale or purchase, 5 : for the dissolution or winding-up of a part
died last Thursday week . He had been a Vice -Chancellor for a nership , 55. The number of notices or petitions filed , were as fol
comparatively short time, but during that time he gained a lows : For the appointment or removal of trustees, 24 ; for any
reputation for capacity which his career at the Bar led the other purpose under Trustee Acts, 54 ; for the maintenance or

Profession to expect. We learn from practitioners in his court | advancementof infants, 6 ; for partition , 21; for injunctions, 30 ,
VOL LVI. - No 1596.
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Trustees availed themselves of sect. 24 of the Act of 1867 in 51 in

stances. The total amount involved in these proceedings was

£108,491 ; and the amount of attorneys' costs allowed was £5199.

The amount of the fees paid to the Consolidated Fund was £1066 ;

to the registrars, £1817 ; and to the high bailiff, £628. There
were. 244 suits pending on the 31st Dec. 1872. There were 6

appeals and 2 committals for contempt ; and six warrants of execu
tion or possession were issued .

the attorneys agreed upon the costs in many cases in the City

Court which are not included in the return . There were

only nine equity suits in this court for an amount of £1465, the

amount of attorneys' costs allowed being £79.

A MATTER was recently before the Judge of the Keighley County
Court which has excited public indignation , and which , if any

thing can, ought to arouse the legal Profession to action in the

assertion of their rights to be the only agents of the law and the

only persons concerned in its administration . Encouraged by the
impunity which attends their proceedings, " law agents ” located

in London , who advertise that they will transact all the business

of a solicitor for reduced remuneration , are now engaged in

carrying out a system of plunder by means of threats couched in

technical terms and remitted to poor debtors. This is the usual

form of the threat : “ It having become evident from your silence

that extrememeasures will be required to recover thedebt against

you at these offices, we have to intimate that on the expiry of

three days from your receipt of this notice the necessary steps

will be taken towards obtaining a warrant of execution against

your goods and chattels , failing which a warrant of imprisonment

for contempt of court will be applied for, the expense of all which

will fall on you to pay . No further notice of any kind can be

sent." Doubtless, in the majority of instances, this threat has its

designed effect, and whether he have any defence or not, the

debtor will probably be induced to pay . In this instance the

Judge said that this debt-collecting firm had themselves com

mitted a contempt of court. But what of that ? A recent case

has decided that the County Court has no power to cite persons

before it and punish them . The only remedy is to be found in

energetic action on the part of the Profession to induce Parlia

ment to stamp out these unqualified practitioners. Trade co

operation for collecting debts is unobjectionable, respectable

solicitors being usually employed to take legal proceedings, but

the practice of these agents who by threats and abuse of process

extort from defendants and debtors the costs which their scale of

pay does not enable them to obtain from their employers, will

cause the County Courts to become a nuisance. It is the duty of

the Profession to protect the public as well as themselves.

THE WORK IN THE COURTS OF BANKRUPTCY.

OUR readers will be interested to know what has been the work
transacted in the various courts of bankruptcy throughout the

country, and the Judicial Statistics for 1872 furnish this informa

tion , with some instructive comments on the working of the Act

of 1869. In 1870 there were 1351 bankruptcies, 2035 liquidations

by arrangement, and 1616 compositions,making a total of 5002.

In 1871 there were 1238 bankruptcies , 2872 liquidations, and 2170

compositions, giving a total of 6280 . Last year there were 933

bankruptcies, 3694 liquidations, and 2208 compositions, giving a

total of 6835. It will thus be seen that the bankruptcy business

has steadily increased , bankruptcies declining , and liquidations

and compositions rising in public favour.

The proportion of costs incurred in realising the estates of in

solvents has been about 30 per centum , made up thus ; 16 per

cent. for law costs , including stamps for duty and court fees ; 6 50

trustees' remuneration , 5 -25 incidental expenses ; that is for 1871

giving total costs, 27:75 per cent. ; but in 1872 the law costs were

18:50 per cent., and the total expenses of realisation 30-75 . It is

remarked that where creditors have availed themselves of the

powers and facilities given them by the Act, the results have been

highly satisfactory . As an illustration , one case is mentioned as

occuring in 1872, where assets amounting to £11,167 14s. 2d . were

realised at a total cost of £356 13s. 4d., of which the solicitor

received £129 13s. 11d. and the trustee £155 Os. 10d.

The compositions made by debtors with their creditors have

unfortunately decreased in amount. In 1870 , '71, and '72 respec

tively there were 94 , 172, and 262 respectively at ls. ; 255 , 428, and
490 exceeding ls., and not exceeding 2s. 6d. ; 606 , 647, and 586 ex

ceeding 2s. 6d., and not exceeding 5s.; 345, 298, and 292 exceeding
5s ., and not exceeding 7s. 6d. ; 482 , 288, and 242 exceeding 78. 6d.,

and not exceeding 10s. ; 144, 107, and 83 exceeding 10s., and not
exceeding 15s. ; 14 , 10, and 7 exceeding 15s., and under 20s. ; and
57, 50, and 38 at 20s. in the pound. The proportion of composi

tions over 78. 6d . in the pound to compositions at or under 2s. 6d .
in the pound in 1870 was as two to one, and in 1872 as one to two.

To show the operation of the provisions relating to debtor's

summonses, which , we conceive, largely accounts for the decrease

in common law business, wemay cite some figures. In 1872 1626

debtor's summonses were issued in the London Court, and 1448

in the County Courts - total, 3074. In 1871 1456 were issued in

the London court, and 1529 in the County Courts - total, 2985.

It has been recently contended by correspondents that the pro

visions of the Act relating to the close of a bankruptcy apply

equally to liquidation by arrangement. We have disposed of the

notion , and it is remarked in the statistics : “ The provisions with

respect to the close of the bankruptcy, the discharge of a

bankrupt, the release of the trustee, and the audit of accounts

by the comptroller, do not apply ; but the close of the liqui

dation may be fixed, and the discharge of the debtor and the

release of the trustee may be granted by a resolution of the

creditors in general meeting, and the accounts may be audited in

pursuance of such resolution , at such time, in such manner, and

upon such terms and conditions as the creditors think fit .

In 1872, in the London court, 1393 petitions for liquidation were

filed , 492 resolutions registered , and 157 resolutions for discharge.

The gross amount ofdebts was £3,810,395 ; gross value of estate

£933,001; and gross amount of stamp duty £4337. In the

County Courts for the same year, and the same purposes, the

figures were 5354 , 3202 , 1068 ; £4,617,379 ; £1,723 ,252, and

£14 ,684. In the London courts in the same year 512 resolutions

for composition were registered , the gross amount of debts being

£1,175 ,635 ; the gross value of the estate £341,679, and the gross

amount of stamp duty £2661. In the County Courts the figures

were respectively 1696 , £2,034 ,363 ; £694 ,519 ; and £5754 .

The appellate business has been as follows :- In 1872, 68

appeals were presented to the Court of Appeal in Chancery ; in

39 the decision of the court below was affirmed , in 12 reversed ,

and in 2 varied ; whilst 17 were withdrawn or arranged. To the

Chief Judge 74 appeals were presented ; in 30 the judgments

were affirmed , in 24 reversed ; and 2 were varied , 1 remitted .

2 arranged , 14 withdrawn. These figures exclude pending appeals.

The number of bills taxed in 1872 was 11,814 ; the gross amount

being £306 , 135 19s. The amount struck off on taxation was

£51,440 Os. 6d .

LORD ROMILLY, Lord WESTBURY's successor in the European Assur

ance Arbitration , commenced his first public sittings on Monday.

During the first few days his Lordship was engaged in hearing

cases in which the official liquidators impeached transfers of

shares made shortly before the winding -up of the society, on the
ground that the transferees were improper persons to be placed

on the register . Judgment was reserved in all these cases except

one ( Joshua Murgatroyd's case ), in which Lord WESTBURY had re

quired the transferor to show that the transferee was a proper per

son to be placed on the register, and it was now held that this

requisition had not been complied with . One remark that has

fallen from Lord ROMILLY, is to be especially noticed . He has

stated that the principles which have already been established

will still be applied in allmatters of the arbitration. With regard

to the alleged improper transfers, it is well known that Lord

WESTBURY laid down most stringent rules as to the liability of the
transferor, especially in Walton Williams's case (Law TIMES, Euro

pean Reports, p . 125). Lord ROMILLY has intimated his opinion that

thejudgment in this case covers Phillips's case, where a medical

officer of the society in August 1870 directed his solicitors to dis

pose of his 590 shares. They went to a share dealer ,who gave them

The name of GILBERT mentioned in Williams's cases (sup.) This

name was sent in to the society and approved , and the transfer was

executed in Nov . 1870, and registered . The petition to wind-up

the society was not presented until June 1871, and the order to

wind-up was not made until Jan . 1872 ; in the winding-up, the

official liquidators placed the name of the transferor on the list

of contributories. Judgment has been reserved in these transfer

cases until the next sittings, when no doubt the principles applic
able to them will be still further elucidated .

The City of London Court transacted a large amount of business

last year, and is credited in the Judicial Statistics with one-fourth

of the admiraity suits of the County Courts. There were 151

suits entered , thirty -nine vessels were arrested , final decrees were

• given in fifty -six cases, in thirteen cases the Judge was assisted
by nautical assessors, and the amount claimed was £12 ,150, and

the amount of attorneys' costs allowed £1513. It is remarked

in the official returns that in many instances the attorneys agreed
upon the costs, and settled the cases out of court, and these are

not included in the return . The sum allowed in all the other

County Courts for attorneys' costs in respect of 203 more cases
than were entered at the City of London Court was £65 less than

the above amount, which is a curions circumstance, and more

curious still when taken in connection with the statement that

SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE ACT.

(Continued from page 447.)

PART IV . - TRIAL AND PROCEDURE.

THE most important part of the Act, in so far as it affects the

greatest number of our readers, is that which relates to trial and

procedure. This is the part of the Act, under the authority of

which the rules of practice of the new courts are to be framed , and
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by virtue ofwhich a system of pleading new to most pleaders of complete power to deal with all these matters, and may be looked

the present day is introduced . Moreover, this part provides for upon as a satisfactory solution of a difficulty that has long

the establishment of district registries, by means of which all presented itself to the Profession . In cases of reference to or

causes may be carried on down to trial in the country, without the trial by referees, the referees will be officers of the court, and

necessity of the proceedings being brought up to London , except in | will have such authority as may be prescribed by rules, or by

such cases as require the direction of the court before trial. The the order of reference or trial ; the rules will probably give
mode of trial of certain causes is also regulated . all the powers of a Judge for the purpose of each reference . The

It has long been a subject of complaint that the system of arbi report of a referee upon any question of fact on any trial, such

tration has grown into an abuse , and when the expense of tbis report beingmade on a reference of either thewhole or a portion of

mode of settling disputed questions is considered , it will be well the cause, will be equivalent, unless set aside by the court, to the

understood that some change would be made in an Act whose verdict of a jury (sect . 58 ). This again is an important provision .

object is to facilitate the course and lessen the expense of litiga Hitherto , on a cause being referred by order of court, it was

tion . Even the powers given to the Judges to refer causes to referred to the final arbitrament and award of the person selected ,

the arbitration of the masters has always been looked upon as a and his award was binding and could not be set aside if in regular

great boon , and it has only been regretted that the multifarious form . The court could only enforce it. Now , however, the report

duties of those officers have not enabled them to devote more of the referee will be subject to revision by the court, and if any

time to this part of their duty. Many schemes have been pro palpable mistakes have arisen , they may be corrected . In con

posed to meet this difficulty , but the one that has been adopted in nection with this matter, it may be well to call the attention of our

the Act was the one which received the greatest approval. It is readers to the fact that this system of reference has long been in

now provided that there shall be attached to the Supreme Court existence in the High Court of Admiralty. In that court, when

permanent officers, to be called official referees, for the trial of ever any question of amount has to be ascertained , it is not

such questions as shall under the provisions of the Act be directed found by the court itself, but it is referred to the registrar of the

to be tried before such referees : (Part V ., sect. 83.) The number court assisted by merchants to ascertain . When this has been

and qualifications of the persons to be so appointed from time to done, the registrar reports to the court the amount, and, if no

time, and the tenure of their offices, is to be determined by the dispute as to the accuracy of the report arises, the court makes a

Lord Chancellor, with the concurrence of the presidents of the decree in accordance therewith . If, however, the amount is dis

divisions of the High Court of Justice or a majority of them (of puted , an appeal lies to the court by way of objection to the regis

which majority the Lord Chief Justice of England shall be one), trar' s report, and the matter is gone into before the court. It

and with the sanction of the Treasury. These official referees frequently happens that in assessing damages important questions

will perform the duties entrusted to them in such places-- whether of law arise as to the principles on which damages are to be given ,

in London or in the country - as may from time to timebe directed and it is not too much to say that the tribunal formed by

by any order of the High Court or of the Court of Appeal, and all the registrar and merchants has been found to work most
proper and reasonable travelling expensesincurred by them in the satisfactorily. It is not uncommon , also, for questions relating

discharge of their duties are to be paid by the Treasury out of to the priority to which several claimants against a fund in

moneys to be provided by Parliament. Subject to any rules of the registry are entitled are referred to the registrar with

court, and to such right as may now exist , to have particular cases an equally satisfactory result. The power of review has a natural

submitted to the verdict of a jury, any question arising in any tendency to make these officers more careful in their decisions.

cause or matter (other than a criminal proceeding by the Crown ) In addition to the powers given to the court by the Act with

before the High Court or the Court of Appeal,may be referred by respect to proceedings before referees and to their reports, the

the court, or by any divisional court or Judge beforewhom it may be court will have all such powers as are given to any court whose

pending , for inquiry and report to any official or special referee, jurisdiction is transferred to the High Court with respect to

and the report of any such referee may be adopted wholly or par references to arbitration and proceedings before arbitrators, and

tially by the court, and may (if so adopted ) be enforced as a judg their awards by the Common Law Procedure Act 1854 . Thus the

mentby the Court (sect. 56 ). This section gives only a limited Act, whilst instituting the new tribunal of reference, does not

power to the court to refer any questions subject to the right of takeaway the power of referring any cause to the final arbitra
trial by jury ; this power is , however, increased by the following tion of any person selected by the parties, and further protects
section (sect. 57 ), in reference to certain matters. After giving the rights of parties so referring matters in difference out of
power to refer any question of factor of account by consent of court. There is nothing in the Act which will any more than

the parties, it is enacted that in any cause requiring any prolonged before hinder awards being made rules of court and being
examination of documents or accounts, or any scientific or local enforced . The main objection to the existing state of things has

investigation, which cannot in the opinion of the court or a judge always been that if a cause was referred , the decision of the arbi
conveniently be made before a jury, or conducted by the court trator was in all cases final, or at least there was no power in the
through its other ordinary officers, the court or Judge may, at any courts to go into his reasons so as to upset the award if he had
timeand without the consent of the parties , order any question proceeded on an erroneous ground. This is now remedied by the
or issue of fact to be tried either before an official referee, to be system of official referees, who will be obliged when reporting
appointed as before mentioned, or before a special referee to be to the court to show their reasons for their decisions, and at the
agreed on between the parties, and any such special referee so same time any person desiring to have his cause finally settled by
agreed on shallhave the samepowers and duties and proceed in the an arbitrator may do so by referring it so that the arbitrator's

same manner as an official referee. All trials before refereesare to award shall be final, and not capable of review by the court.

be conducted in themode prescribed by rules of court and, subject The establishment of district registries is next treated of by the

thereto, as the court or Judge ordering the same may direct. Act, but this must be reserved for our next issue.

Themode of trial is to some extent provided for by the rules (34
and 35) in the schedule attached to the Act, one of the most im .

SEARCHES, INQUIRIES, AND NOTICES,
portant provisions of which is that the referees shall proceed with

the trial in open court, de die in diem , in a similar manner as in (Continued from p . 4:46.)

actions tried by a jury . These are most important provisions, both THE YORKSHIRE AND KINGSTON -UPON -HULL REGISTRIES.

by giving the courts the power, long wanted , to enforce references THE Acts relating to the different Ridings are as follows: -- 2 & 3

in causes which can only be satisfactorily settled in that way, and Anne, c . 4 ; 5 Anne, c. 18 ; and 6 Anne, c . 35 , relating to the West

in instituting arbitration courts,which shall sit withoutthe expen Riding, the registry office being at Wakefield ; 6 Anne, c. 35 ,

sive and harassing adjournments which now take place, for the relating to the East Riding and Kingston upon Hull, the registry

convenience, not of the parties, or as a rule of their attorneys, but office being at Beverley ; and 8 Geo . 2 , c . 6 , relating to the North

of the arbitrator and counsel concerned . It will be noticed that Riding , the registry office being at Northallerton .

the power of reference given to the courts by the two sections The provisions of the 2 & 3 Anne, c . 4 , are somewhat similar to

(sects . 56 and 57), relates to distinct matters. The former section those of the Middlesex Registry Act (7 Anne, c. 20), to which we

gives power to the court to refer a cause for the purpose of inquiry have recently referred . The section ( 1 ) avoiding unregistered

and report by the referee, but not for final decision ; for instance, deeds, conveyances, and wills , is in nearly the same language, and

if in the conrse of any cause a question arises as to the condition those ( 7 , 8, and 17) relating to the memorial and its contents, are

of any place or thing, the court may refer the question to a referee, similar, with the exception that it is to be directed to the registrar

whose report will guide the court in its decision ; a ship may be of the office and proved before him or his deputy, and the heirs,

damaged in collision , and it may be important to ascertain in executors, or administrators, of the grantor, grantee , or devisee,

what direction the blow was struck , by an inspection of the ship are not empowered to sign it . A memorial of deeds, conveyances,

itself ; this would be a proper question to be decided by the and wills, made and executed or published in London , or in any

report of an official referee. Again , the issue of fact having been other place not within forty miles of the West Riding, are to be

decided , a plaintiff may become entitled to damages, the amount registered, if prored before a Judge at Westminster or a Chancery

of which can be better ascertained by a referee than by a jury. commissioner (sect. 18 ). Memorials of wills are to be registered

The latter section (sect. 57), on the other hand, provides for cases within six months of the death of a testator dying within the

where the whole question would best be decided by arbitration , kingdom of England, dominion of Wales and town of Berwick .

and gives power to refer for trial causes in which the sole question upon - Tweed , and within three years of the death of a testator

at issue between the parties is one of amount, or a technical point dying upon or in any parts beyond the seas (sect. 20) , and in case

relating to the construction of machinery , or relates to land of the will being contested, or other inevitable difficulty, without

boundaries or similar matters. The two sections together give the wilful neglect or default of the devisee or other interested
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person, it is to be sufficient if the memorial be registered within had before, ard therefore that a first legalmortgageewho,without

six months of his attainment of the will or the probate thereof, notio , of a second duly registered mortgage, had advanced a

or removal of the impediment (sect. 21). No time is , however, further sum to the mortgagor upon the same lands was entitled

fixed after which a purchaser would be safe , as is limited by the to priority over the second mortgagee. It does not, however,

Middlesex Registry Act. from the report of the case, appear whether such further sum was

The 5 Anne, cap. 18 , declared that it should be sufficient that secured by any writing or not, but if it were secured by writing as

bargains and sales be enrolled in the Registry Office, and provided it probably was, the decision would seem to have been overruled by

(sect. 10) for the entry of satisfaction in cases where mortgages that in the subsequent case of Moore v . Culverhouse, by which a

had been registered, and subsequently paid off . second duly registered mortgage was declared to have priority

The provisions of the 6 Anne, cap . 35, relating to the East over a prior unregistered further charge given to the first mort

Riding and Kingston -upon -Hull Registry , are also similar to those gagee, but of which the second mortgagee had no notice. In the

of the Middlesex Registry Act, and provision is made for the proof case of Ex parte Langston (17 Ves. 227) Lord Eldon decided that

of thememorials in London , or at places forty miles distant from where the first charge was created by a nere deposit of deeds, a

the East Riding, similar to that made by the West Riding Act . further advance would also be secured even if no charge were given

The provisions for registering memorials of wills are similar to in writing, provided that positive evidence were furnished that the

those of the Middlesex Registry Act, with the exception that further advance wasmade upon the security of the deposited deeds ;

nothing is said about the concealment or suppression of a will ; the and in a subsequent case (Ex parte Hooper, re Hewitt ( 1 Mer. 7)

times for registering a memorial of a contest or other impediment where the first charge was created by a legal mortgage, he ex

are limited to six months after his death , where the testator dies pressed his dissatisfaction with the principle upon which he had

in Great Britain ,and three years where the testator dies elsewhere ; acted in the previous case, and considered that it should not be

and there is no protection given to purchasers by effluxion of further enlarged, and decided that as the legal estate had been

time. The Act also provides for the enrolment of deeds of bargain assigned by way of mortgage, the mortgagee was not entitled to

and sale in the Registry Office, and that in all such deeds so say that he held the conveyance as a deposit , and that a subsequent

enrolled , the words grant, bargain , and sell shall be construed in advance upon a parol engagement that the amount should be

all Courts of Judicature to be the usual covenants for title. tacked to the original mortgage debt created nothing more than

· The same Act, after reciting the 2 & 3 Anne, c . 4 , and 5 Anne, a debt by simple contract. A purchaser ormortgagee obtaining

c. 18, enacts, that after the 29th Sept. 1708 , all and every the pro the legal estate with notice of a prior registered equitable charge,

visions, clauses, articles, matters, and things in that present Act or a prior unregistered conveyance ormortgage, will be postponed

contained , concerning the East Riding, and the town and county in equity to theowner ofthe other charge, conveyance, or niortgage

of the town of Kingston -upon -Hull, and not provided for or con (Rolland v. Hart L . Rep. 6 Ch. Ap. 678 ), but not so at law (Doe

tained in the recited Acts, or either of them , should extend d . Robinson v . Allsop, 5 B . & A . 142). As registration is not

unto and affect all honors,manors, lands, tenements, and heredi. notice, a duly registered document will have priority over one

taments situate, lying, and being within the West Riding (the previously but improperly registered . The memorial may be

mortgage or purchase whereof should exceed the sum of 501.), as lithographed (Reg. v. Registrar of Middlesex, 7 Q . B . 156 ). A
effectually as if the same and every of them were respectively memorial of impediment to registering a will must be registered

inserted and contained in the recited Acts (sect. 34 ). within the time limited by the Acts . In Chadwick v . Turner ( L .

The provisions of the 8 Geo. 2 , c . 6 , are very similar to those of Rep. 1 Ch . Ap. 310 ), no memorial of impediment to registering a

the Middlesex Registry Act ; there is , however, an omission , in will was registered, but the will was found previously to the

the section (11), which declares themode in which a memorial is mortgage by the heir -at-law to the plaintiff, of the property which

to be attested , of the words “ one whereof to be one of the wit was situate in the East Riding of Yorkshire and equitable only , the

nesses ; ” as the section stands, it would , at first sight, mortgage was registered , and the will was also subsequently re

appear that the memorial is to be attested " by two witnesses gistered , the court decided that the plaintiff had obtained a proper

to the execution of such deed or conveyance," but as the charge and that there was no sufficient notice of the will to the

Act goes on to say “ which witness shall upon his oath " heir-at-law , and , consequently, not to the plaintiff, and Lord Justice

prove the execution , the intention, and omission appear pal Turner added that he was by no means satisfied that notice to the

pable. In lieu of the proofby a witness, the persons signing and heir would bind the plaintiff. The memorial of a deed poll which

sealing the memorial, or one of them , can , before the registrar or requires execution by and was actually executed by a grantee

his deputy, acknowledge the signing and sealing of the memorial, must be attested by one of the witnesses to the execution of the

and the execution of the deed or conveyance therein mentioned . deed by a grantor : (Reg. v . Registrar of Middleset, 28 L . J .

Provision is made for proving memorials of deeds, conveyances, N . S ., 77, Q . B .)

and wills made at any place not withiu forty miles of the North ( To be continued .)
Riding similar to thatmade for the other Ridings. Memorials of

wills are to be registered in the same times as they are in Middle

sex, and in case of a contest or other inevitable difficulty, a memo MARRIED WOMEN — THEIR GENERAL ENGAGEMENTS

rial of such contest or difficulty is to be entered within six months AND SEPARATE ESTATE.
or three years , according to the place of the death of the testator In a short note we recently drew attention to the very interesting
being in Great Britain or elsewhere. In case of any concealment decision of the Privy Council in the case of The Chartered Bank
or suppression of any will or devise, no purchaser for valuable of Australia v . Lemprière (29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 186 ), with refer
consideration is to be defeated or disturbed in his purchase by any ence to the powers and liabilities of a married woman with respect
title made or devised by such will unless the will be actually regis to her separate estate. The growing disposition of the courts
tered within three years after the death of the devisor or testatrix and of the Legislature to make a married woman , as far as she
(sect. 17). The Act provides for the enrolment of deeds of bargain can bemade consistently with the principles which have hitherto
and sale in the Registry Office, and gives similar effect to the guided the courts of equity, capable of contracting and making
words “ grant, bargain , and sell ” in such deeds as is given by the her separate estate liable , adds importance to the general ques .
East Riding Act, and it further provides for the enrolment at full tion, and we propose, therefore, to look at the course which has
length of any deed , writing , will, or conveyance upon proof of its been followed in the decisionswhich have culminated in the case of
due execution before the registrar or his deputy , or before a judge the Australian Bank v. Lemprèire.

at Westminster, or a Chancery commissioner, where the execution We have examined all the authorities with some care, and it will

did not take place within forty miles of the office. Such enrolment be seen we think that in this branch of law there is less incon•
is to be in lieu of the registration of a memorial and office copies of sistency in the decisions than usually prevails . In Gratley v . Noble,
the document enrolled are made evidence in all courts of record . (3 Madd .), the elementary question was argued whether a feme
None of the Acts extend to any copyhold estates or to any covert's separate estate can be made to answer for “ general

leases at a rack rent, or to any lease not exceeding twenty -one demands " upon her. The argument in support of the affirmative

years, where the actual possession and occupation goeth along was this : It is admitted that she may dispose of her separate

with the lease. property by a specific charge on her separate estate; such estate ,

therefore, is liable to her debts. Norton v . Turville (2 P . Wms.
MIDDLESEX AND YORKSHIRE REGISTRIES

144) was cited to establish this . There a feme covert having a

Equitable charges and assignments and agreements to charge separate estate gave a bond, and it was held to be a charge on her

Tequire registration in the same manner as legal charges, and so separate estate though the separate estate had notbeen specifically

do memoranda of deposits of deeds : (Moore v . Culverhouse, 29 charged. Grigby v . Cox ( 2 Ves. Sen . 517), Allen v . Papworth ( 1
L . J . Rep . N . S . 419, Ch. ; Neve v . Pennell, 2 H . & M . 170 ; Re Ves. Sen. 163), Hulme v. Tennant ( 1 Bro. C . C . 20 ), Sockett v;

Wight's Mortgage Trust , L . Rep. 16 Eq. 41.) If, however, the Wray ( 4 Bro . C . C . 485) , Heatley v . Thomas (15 Ves. 596 ), and

charge be created by a deposit of deeds, without writing of any Bulpin v. Clarke (17 Ves. 365), were also cited as fully establish

kind, it would appear that no registration is necessary, there being ing the proposition that a feme covert with a separate estate

nothing to register : (Sumpter v . Cooper, 2 B . & Ad. 223 ; 9 L . J . contracting a debt, her separate property is liable , though she has

Rep . 226 , K . B .) Registration , however, is not notice , so that a not specifically charged such property with payment of the

purchaser or mortgagee obtaining the legal estate without notice debt. Then Stamford v . Marshall is quoted as an older case

of a previous duly registered equitable charge will have priority : (2 Atk . 69) decided on thebroad ground of the liability of separate
(Morecock v Dickens, Amb.678 ) and in the old case of Bedford v. 1 property to the general engagements of a feme covert, the only
Backhouse (2 Eg. Ca. Ab, 615 ) it was decided that registration exception being where an annuity is granted out of the separate

gave no greater efficacy to deeds that are registered than they ' estate of a femecovert, and the annuity is set asidefor a defect in the
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memorial; the grantee in that case cannot recover out of the having separate property to contract in any way she likes to
separate estate ofthe femocovertthe consideration be has paid for the the extent of such separate property, and if in pursuance of such
annuity . With the exception of this particular case, it was argued , contract she gives a lien or charge upon the property , which

in Gratly v . Noble (sup.) that the general rule is that a feme covert can be enforced without invoking the powers of a court of

with a separate estate is considered as a feme sole , and her separate equity, it will be liable . But in respect of her general engage

estate is liable to answer such obligations as she would be com ments, expressly made with a view to charge her separate

pellable to discharge if she were & fome sole . On the other side it estate, otherwise she cannot be made liable personally , obviously
was said that, in Hulme v . Tenant, Lord Thurlow , by saying that not at law , and as appears by decided cases, not in equity.

the court will bind a feme covert as to making her separate A few remarksmay be necessary to complete the treatment of

estate " liable to her own engagements," meant some contract in this subject, with reference, namely , to the nature of the engage .

writing. It was not found necessary in Gralley V . Noble to ments which will bind a married woman 's separate estate . There
decide the general question . is one plain principle : If credit be given to a married woman ,

In Stuart v . Kirkwell (3 Madd . 387) it was decided that a primâ facie the separate estate is liable . And the engagement

married woman living apart from her husband, and having a must be something more than a mere contract. Indeed the cir

separate maintenance, renders thesame liable by accepting a bill of cums'ances of each particular case must guide the decision . If

exchange. The Vice-Chancellor there said , “ As incident to the there are facts attending the making of the engagement which

power of enjoyment of separato property, she has a power to ap show that the woman is the person looked to to discharge the

point it ," and the court would “ consider a security executed by her liability contracted , and if she acts in pursuance of her contract as

as an appointment, pro tanto , of her separate estate.” The liability a feme sole, and in any way deals with her separate property so as

of a married woman's separate estate to debts, and how such to create a charge or lien upon it, that property will be liable . As

debts may be contracted , is fully discussed in Vaughan v . Vander . Lord Selborne stated in the Privy Council, the question is one of

stegen , ( 2 Drewry), and there it was said (at p . 182), “ The incon great difficulty, and in every case which could arise a court would

sistency of drawing a distinction between the different engage . probably have to put its construction upon the circumstances.

ments of a married woman having a separate estate, with reference The position of married women at present is decidedly anomalous.

to the different forms in which they are contracted , together with Wehavea common law doctrine that they cannot contract ; wehave

the unsatisfactory character of the reasons assigned to justify this modified by equitable doctrines, and these doctrines affect

such distinction , has forced itself more and more on the attention separate estate by contracts which at common law she is unable to

of successive Judges, and a growing tendency has been mani. execute so as to charge herself personally ; and the courts of

fested to adopt a more consistent view by holding , first, that to equity have gone the length of saying that if the case ever arose ,

the same extent to which a married woman is , by courts of it would probably be decided that separate estate might be made

equity, constituted a feme sole, with respect to the capacity liable for a common assumpsit. Those engaged in administering

of enjoying and the capacity of disposing of property , she and applying the law , therefore, should not too hastily run away

ought also to be regarded as a feme sole with respect to with the notion that because a feme covert cannot at law con

the capacity for contracting debts or engagements in the tract to bind herself personally , therefore, a femo covert with

nature of debts." Some observations of Lord Cottenbam are separate estate stands upon the same footing , and does not affect

then quoted, in which he makes no distinction between verbal' that estate by her contracts. She may contract, and the court

promises or engagements and contracts in writing, when writing will have to say, under all the circumstances, whether the contract

is not essential to the validity of the engagement. The judg binds the separate estate . If the estate is stocks and such like, a

ment in Vaughan v . Vanderstegen says, later on ( p . 188 ), “ It has suit in equity against the trustees is now necessary in order to

not yet indeed been made the subject of positivedecision that the reach it ; if it is movable property , in such a position as to be

principle embraces her verbal engagements or cases of common liable to a lien , it would clearly appear to be affected by the

assumpsit. . . . . Considering, however, the decisions I have | contract in the hands of the person entitled to the lien .

referred to , and the reason of the thing, I think it very probable

that when that question arises for decision it will be decided in

the affirmative."
LAW LIBRARY.

This view seems to have been adopted by the Privy Council in
Lemprière's case, for, after referring to the cases quoted above and Joint Stock Company's Handybook . By RICHARD JORDAN. Third

some others, the Lord Chancellor, delivering judgment, said :

“ I think, too, that the principle on which all the cases proceed ,
Tuis little work is published with a view to sapplying practical

that a married woman in respect of her separate estate is to be
instructions for the formation and management of Joint Stock

considered as a feme sole, is in favour of her liability on her Companies, and its value is proved by the fact that it has reached

general engagements ; upon the whole, therefore,” said his Lord a third edition . Mr. Jordan 's directions are concise and

ship , “ I have cone to the conclusion that not only the bonds,
thoroughly intelligible. Wemay notice particularly the subject

bills, and promissory notes of married women , but also their " memorandum of association ," the essentials of which are so

general engagements,may affect their separate estates, except as
fully indicated that it would be difficult to err in framing the

the Statute of Fraudsmay interfere where the separate property document. “ Fully paid -up, or vendors' shares, " and " share war

is real estate.”
rants ' receive careful attention, and having looked through the

The nature of the general engagements which will bind the book wemay state briefly that it sums up clearly and well the

separate estate of the wife is indicated by Ayett v . Ashton (1 My. &
practical effect of the Joint Stock Companies Acts.

Cr. 105), where a married woman,with the concurrence and in the

presence of her husband, signed an agreement in writing to grant
A Treatise on the Fishery Laws of the United Kingdom . Second

a lease. That case turned upon the representations as to the Edition . By James PATERSON , Esq., of the Middle Temple,

amount of the wife's separate estate at the timeof the execution of Barrister-at-Law , late Chairman of the Special Commissioners

the agreement, and only a personal decree was soughtagainst the for English Fisheries. London : Shaw and Sons, Fetter-lane.

wife for specific performance. The court would not recognise the MR. PATERSON has divided his work into three parts, dealing

personal liability of the wife on the contract, but it did recognise respectively with England, Scotland, and Ireland , whilst the

her power to pledge and make answerable her separate estate residue is devoted to the statutes , which are given in exten 80,

for her engagements — adopting the doctrine laid down by Sir with notes to the sections. The fishery laws certainly give us

Thomas Plumer in Francis v . Wigzell ( 1 Madd. 258 ). some curious illustrations of our mode of passing enactments .

Then, as to the process for enforcing claims upon the separate Our author tells us that the Salmon Fishery Act of 1861, which

property . If a feme covert makes a general engagement, and in was very wide in its scope, and repealed all the former Acts, was

pursuance of such engagement puts her personal estate within the soon found to be very imperfect. The Act of 1865 was then

control of the person with whom she contracts , can it not bemade passed , and “ that Act, in its turn , was found defective," and the

available ? In Francis v . Wigzell the observations of Lord Act of 1873 was passed , the main object of which was to confer on

Thurlow in Hulme v . Tennantwere quoted with approval, and that Boards of Conservators the power to make byelaws so as to vary

learned Judge said that the general engagements of the wife shall the close season which the Act of 1861 had made uniform .

operate upon her personal property . If that property is in the We recently noticed a new work on this subject by Professor

control of trustees, and can only be got at by a suit in equity, the Bund, and objected to his method of interpolating sections of Acts

trustees will be decreed to apply the property in satisfaction of the and lengthy extracts from judgments in the body of the work !
liability contracted by the cestui queuse . In Nantes v . Carrock (9 Mr. Paterson , we are glad to observe, avoids this. His narrative

Ves. 189) , Lord Eldon said : “ One of the greatest difficulties of the law is straightforward , and if hemakes use of judicial dicta

that has occurred in this court, is how to give any execution and decision , he does not do so slavishly, but applies them as one

against the property of a married woman . In this case the pro having a thorough knowledge of his subject . That he has such
perty is only stock , and there is no instance of this court giving knowledge the work clearly proves ; and wewould refermore par

execution against stock eo nomine, upon which there is no lien ." ticularly to his treatment of the question, What is a several fishery ?

And in Jones v . Harris (9 Ves. 497), the same Judge was of and also the nature of right of fishery. The book is one in which

opinion that upon a mere contract of a man with a married the majority of our readers will probably take little interest, and

woman , “ the court will not consider him , in all events, as con | we shall not quote Mr. Paterson to show that our commendation

tracting with her as a married woman merely, but as a married is deserved . His work is certainly one of the clearest and most

woman having separate estate." Upon this doctrine, therefore, scientific publications on a special subject which we have met

there would appear to be a right ou the part of a married woman I with .

Edition .
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proceedings are considered by a not inconsider The Commission on Sale of Leaseholds for terms not ex . coln 's - inn - fields-- A . S . Field . Leamington ,
able portion of the Profession to be valueless. ceering originally 100 years, shall be ith less than the scale Durnfort , Francis Mount. 4 , South -square , Gray ' g . ipn ;

on Sale of Freeholds and Copyholds.
Other law societies in London and the provinces

and 26 , Lincoln 's- inn- fields - C . R . v . Longbourne,
Fractional parts of £100 to be reckoned as £100. 26 , Lincoln ' s - inn - fields.

are more or less helpless, being without charters [SPECIMEN TABLE.J
Edwards, John James. 84 , Newgate-street - 0 . C . T .
Eagleton , 84, Newgate -street.

of incorporation . As to some of these, amalgama Edwards, Stanley, Lynn ; and 2, Cursitor- street - F , R .
tion is talked about, but practically nothing is LOANS. SALES. Partridge, Lynn

done. The existence of serious grievances is
Elliott, Albert Augustine, 174, Whiteball-place - J .
Hopgood, 17a , Whiteball-place .

admitted ,men of energy and foresightmeet, as Mortgagor' s Mortgagee's Vendor' s Purchaser ' s Ferguson , Daniel Lawrence, Alford , Lincoln - F . J .
Solicitor. Solicitor. Solicitor. Solicitor.

they have lately met at Birmingham , but, what Rbodes Alford .
Fernell, Henry Geo. Tudor, Sheffield ; and 9, Bedford

with the unconscious state of the society sup . row - W . Smith , Sheffield .

posed to represent solicitors, and the apathy of Ferbank , William , Newport - C . B . Fox, Newport.
100

Flint. Charles Albert, Canterbury ; and 17 , Lincoln 's200solicitors as a body, the proceedings end in in .
300 inn - fields - H , T Sankey, Canterbury .

effective resolutions. It is remarkable that the 400
Foster , Edward Walker Webb, Ulster Villa , Leyton .

500
present relations between the two branches of the

etone - E . Browning , Redditch ; E C . Browning , Red
1 .000

ditch ; C . N . Cole, 30 , Essex street.
Profession should be allowed to continue, and the

2 .000 Freeman , John Tilleard , 17A, Whitehall-place - J . Hop
3 ,00

indifference of solicitors in this respect is certainly 4 .000 good, 17a , Whitehall. place.
5 ,000 110 Geare, Henry Ce- il, 6 , Raymond-buildings --- C . P . Wood ,

extraordinary . Solicitors require important re 6 ,000 120

forms affecting the Bar which must come, and 7 ,000 18090
8 ,000 Ghest, John, the younger, Manchester ; and 2 , Elling,100 115 140

that at no distant period . Barristers must be 9 . 000 110 112 150 ton .street, Istington -- J . A . Foyster, Manchester ; F .
10 ,000 120 120 160 Weatherall, 7 , King' s Bench -walk .

liable in an action for negligence, and solicitors 15 .000 127 10 170 157 10 210 Grey, Hubert Allen , 100 , Cambridge street, Warwick .

must havemuch greater facilities for being called 20 .000 1465 195 195 0 30 square -- W . H . Duignan, 15, Bedford row ; J . R .
30 .010 1R3 15 245 270 0 860 Fenwick , 12, Fenchurch -street ; C . G . G . Rushworth ,

to the Bar. But the necessity for reform may $ 1,000 221 295 345 460 15 , Bedford - row .
23850 ,00 15 845 580

apparently invite without inciting to action , and Haines,GeorgeWilliam , 10 , Storey' s -gate, Westminster

our correspondents must not rely on the ends - P . J . W . Cooke, Gloucester ; J . Andrews, 12, Bed
ford -row .

being attained by means of journalism only . LIST OF GENTLEMEN APPLYING TO BE Hamer, Henry, Liverpool - J . Rayner, Liverpool.
ADMITTED. Hamshaw , John Lovell, Farnham , Surrey - H . Potter,

Notices of admission for Michaelmas Term , 1873 . Farnham .

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. Harman, Orlando George, 7, Gray's-inn -square - A . H .
Alford, William , 10 , St . Swithin ' s-lane ; articled to E . Crowther, 7 , Gray' s -ipn square .

WILL - ERASURE – SUBSTITUTION - DEPEN K . Blyth , 10 , St. Switbin ' s -lane .

DENT RELATIVE REVOCATION . - Where a testator
Allan , Charles George ,62, Moorgate -street - J . T . Simp

Harvey, Richard , 5 , Barge-yard, Bucklersbury - C .
Gammon , 5 , Barce -yard .

son , 62, Moorgate street.
attempts to substitute the name of one legatee Allen . Samuel, Sheffield - W . B . Fennell, Sheffield . Harvey, Henry Fairfax, Royston ; and 9, Bedford-road

- H . Thurnall , Royston
for that of another by erasing the name of one | Bantoft, W . the younger, Ipswich ; and 43, Bedford . Hastings, Alfred Gardiner, 23 , John- street, Bedford .
and writing the name of the other in its place , if row - S . A . Notcutt, Ipswich . row - E . Futvoye , 23 , John -street .

the alteration is not attested in accordance with Barnard, Edward Erpest, 11 , Southampton - Buildings, Heath , Alfred Samuel, 10, Basingball-street - s . Heath ,
the Wills Act, the court may receive evidence as Chancery lane ; Keynsham , near Bristol ; and Basinghall-street.

to the original form of the will, and pronounce Upper Bedford - place - H . Livett, Bristol. Hedger , Philip F . Frushard , 2, Ladbrooke- terrace ,
for it in that form . A will contained a bequest to

Barrett, Joseph , 163 and 137, Fenchurch -street - T . W . Notting.bill - J . Sharp, Southampton ; E . Harrison ,
Buckler , 137 , Fenchurch - street. Southampton .

my " Batten , Thomas, Bradford , Wilts - G . Spackman, Brad - Hime, George, Liverpool- H . W . Collins, Liverpool ;
There was no evidence as to when the erasure was ford, Wilts . T . Martin , Liverpool.
made, but the court being of opinion , from ex . Bean , Wm . Henry Rodbard, 16 Beauford terrace ; 170, | Hinton , Edmund,“ 3, Lilford-road , Camberwell; J.

trinsic evidence, that the words erased were “ my | Ladbrook Grove-road ; and Cheltenham - P . J . W . Blenkinsop, Euston Station ; R . F . Roberts , Euston

niece Edith,” and also that the alteration had
Cooke, Gloucester ; . W . Perkis , Lincoln 's- inn . Station .
fields.

been made in the mistaken belief that the be. Hooper, F . Montgomery B ., Exeter, and 55, Chancery
Booth, John Edward , Leeds - H , Appleton , Leeds. lane - H . W . Hooper, Exeter.

quest would be valid , granted probate, with the ' Bowers, William Henry Bowyer, Birmingham - J . Jell, Hopkins, John Leifchild, 1, Lincoln ' g-inn -fields
words “ niece Edith ” restored : (In the goods of Birmingbam . R . G . K . Brookes, Stow -on - the-Wold ; R . J. Brookes ,
E . J .Maccabe.29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 250. Prob .) , Bowling, Arthur Masterson Law , East Lodge, The Mall, Stow -on -the-Wold ; W . Perry , 1 , Lincoln 's -ino- fields.

Hammersmith -- H . P . Bowling , 26 , Essex-street, | Hudson , Thomas, Manchester - W . H . Talbot, Man
SUIT BY WIFE FOR JUDICIAL SEPARATION - | Strand. chester .

CRUELTY - PRIOR DEED OF SEPARATION - WIFE Bowman , John Frederick, 5 , Clifford -street, Bond-street Jackson , Ernest Gratian , Belper - J . G . Jackson ,
UNSUCCESSFUL - WIFE's Costs . - After the exe- / - W . D . Freshfield , 5 , Bank -buildings. Belper.

cution of a deed of separation the wife filed a Boyce, Herbert Edward, 46, Parliament-street, West - James, Edward, 10, Royal- crescent, Notting-hill - J . S .
petition for judicial separation on the ground of minster ; and Gwydr House , Westminster - S . Bir Torr, 38, Bedford -row .

cham , 46, Parliament-street. Jeans, John Locke, Alford, Lincoln ; F . J. Rhodes, Al
cruelty . She failed to establish cruelty and her Bray, Henry Malthus, 99, Great Russell-street - R . Bray ford .

petition was dismissed , but the court, being and F . R . Warren , 99,Great Russell-street. Jennings, Frederick William , Portsea, and 34, Lime
satisfied that her attorney had acted in the beliet Brewis , John , Sunderland ; and 35, John -street, Bed - 1 street, City - W . Jennings, 34, Lime-street ; H . Ford ,
that she had a substantial case ,allowed the wife' s ' ford row - G . 8 . Radson , Sunderland . Portsea .

costs up to the amount for which security had Broadbent, Spencer, Liverpool - F . Broadbent, Bolton ; Kennedy, Arthur, 26 , Chancery-lane ; T. Kennedy, 26 ,
count for which security had , J . P . Robinson , Liverpool Chancery- lane.

been given in the registry : (Flower v. Flower, Brockman , Alfred Drake, Folkestone-- R , T , Brockman, King , Edward, 1 , Bedford -row , and Wirksworth - J . F .
29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 253. Div .) . Folkestone, Kingdon, Wirksworth ,

Geare, Hennd buildings. . Manchester ; inchester; F .

OVA
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Langworthy, Frederick,Modbury, Devon - R . Andrews, Toller, Ernest Edward , East Heath , Hampstead - BASSETT (Hon . Emily H .), formerly of Tehidy Park , Corn
Modbary. Messrs. Upton and Co. , 20 , Austinfriars . wall, late of Abbey Hotel, Great Malvern widow . Nov .

Ledgard, John Armitage, Heaton Chapel, near Stock Treacher, John, 9, Gerrard -street, Sobo - W . A . Brown, 30 ; G . Rooper, solicitor, 17. Lincoln 's - inn - fields, Mid .

port, and Manchester - J . Richardson , Manchester . 35 . Lincoln 's - inn - fields.
dlesex .

BRENNAN ( Jas . ) , 248 , Church -street , Walker. NorthumberLee, Edward , 14 , Perey terrace, Ladbrooke-grove-road Tudor, John , Brecon - J . R . Cobb , Brecon. land , grocer. Dec . 20 ; J. A . Philipson, sol.citor, 65 , Pil
-- E . V . Lewis, 61, Cheapaide. Walker- Jones, Francis A .,Melbourne, Sydney, Adelaide, _ prim -street, Newcastle -upon Tyne.

Leeds, Charles Edward, Bury St. Edmunds, and 12 , Launceston , Hobart Town, Australia ; and i, Vinery BURTON (Henry J. ), 58 , Pentonville -road , and 7, Philpot
Hunter-street, Brunswick -square - J . Sparke, Bury villas, St. John ' s -wood - C . Meredith , 8 , New -square. lane, London , grocer. Nov . 29 ; Tamplin and Co., soli
St. Edmunds. Walker, Hugh Mewburn , Lee - T . Walker, 12, Furni. citors, 159 , Fenchurch -street london .

Lindsell, Frederick R . Barber, Lyme Regis - R . Hill val's inn . CLAY (Elizabeth ), Rastrick , Halifax . York , widow . Dec .
31 ; Ford and Co. , solicitors, 70 , Albion -street, Leeds.

man , Lyme Regis ; R . W . Hillman, Lyme Regis. Waller , Arthur, 19, Highbury-terrace - G . Waller, 75,
Ling, Frederick Gaskell, Halesworth - E . Cross, Hales 1

COCKAYNE (Betty ), Clarkson -street , Sheffield . York ,widow .
Coleman -street .

worth . Wallingford , Alfred Bishop, 38, Stockwell Park -road Dec. 6 ; A . Smith and Son, solicitors, 26, Castle -street ,
Sheffieli.

Lucas Ernest F . Bourne, Louth - T . F . Allison , Louth . E . A . Wallingford, St. Ives. CRIDLAND (Henry Wm.), formerly of Dockhead, late of 262,
Makin , Robert Henry , Liverpool - W . Blackmore, Walters , Frank, Wanstead - L . Walters , 3 , Finsbury . Old Kent- road . Surrey, cheesemonger. Jan . 6 ; G . H .
Liverpool ; and 3 , Founder's -court, Lothbury . circus. Hogan , solicitor , 23, Martin ' s -lane, Cannon - street ,

Martin , Thomas Frederick, 155 , Canyon -street, City Ward, Charles Bernard, 32, Bernard-street, Russell. London .

T . Martin , 155, Cannon-street ; L . W . Gregory, 155, square - H . E . Hunt, Nottingham . DOCKER ( Joseph ), Brook -cottaga, Chorlton -cum -Hardy,

Cannon- street .
near Manchester, gentleman . Dec. 15 ; Sale and Co..

Warne, Harry Duke, 15, Furnival's -inn ; and Rochester solicitors, 29 , Booth -street, Manchester.
Meres, Frederick Angustus, 58 , Millman -street ; and | -- J . T . Pran , Rocbester . Doe ( Thomas). Mount Bures. E - sex , miller . Dec . 16 ;

11, Serjeant' s - inn - T . Sismey, 11, Serjeant' s .inn . Waugh, Edward Lamb, Cockermouth - E . Waugh, Smythies and Co., solicitors, North Hill, Colchester.
Middlebrook , William , Barton -on-Humber - J . ] Cockermouth . EARLE (Henry E .), 28, Inverness-terrace, Bayswater, and

Priestley , Barton on Humber. White , Henry Arthur, 12 , Great Marlborough -street 82, Grosvenor -street, Bond-street , London, wine mer

Mills, Frederick William , 1, Brunswick -villas, Hill-road , A . W . White, 12 , Great Marlborough -street. chant. Dec. 16 ; Chas. Earle , 9, Duke-street, Portland .
place, Lndon .Abbey -road – H . R . Lempriere, 56, Lincoln 's -inn Wilkes , John James, 8 , Granville -square , Pentonvill EDWARDS ( Richard W .), 40, Harrington street, Hampstead

felds. and Darlington - T . Clayhills , Darlington . road . Middle-ex , gentleman. Dec. 2 : Whitakers and
Minshall, Philip Henry, 106, St. Paul's-road, Camden Williams, Robert Jones, Putney ; and Mold - T . T . Woolbert, solicitors, 12, Lincoln 's-ion fields, Middlesex .
town ; and Oswestry - W . Sbaen , 8 , Bedford-row ; C . Kelly , Mold . ELLIOTT (Samuel). H . M .'s Court of Probate , Doctor' s
Minshall, Oswestry. Williamson , James, the younger, Surbiton - J . William . Commons, London , and 42, Harleyford -road , Kennington ,

Mould , John Clarke, Melton Mowbray - Messrs. La son, 6 , John- street, Bedford -row . Surrey, gentleman . Nov. 30 ; Brooks and Co. solicitors,
tham and Paddison , Melton Mowbray . Wise, William , Ashbourne, Derby : and 70, Upper 7 . Godliman -street, Doctor' s Commons, London ,

Marcott, Edwin , Offchurch , near Leamington - G . C . Gloucester-place , Dorset-square - J. J. Wise, Ash EL Dex (Wm . ), formerly of 57, Regent-street, Lambeth

Greenway, Warwick . bourne.
walk , and 21, Lambeth -walk , Surray, late of 09. Lough
borough -road , North Brixton, Surrey, gentleman . Dec .

Nash, William , 142, Rye-lane, Peckham -rye ; and 45 , Woodforde, Randolph , 18, Everett-street, Russell 5 ; Whitakers and Woolbert, solicitors, 12 , Lincoln 's - inn
Threadneedle-street - J . H . Cotterill, 45 , Thread square ; and Bath - J . Stone, Bath , fields, Middlesex.
needle -street . Woodhouse, James Thomas, Bridge House, Sydenham ; 1 FAULDER Elizabeth ), formerly of 15, Fitzroy -square , Mid

Northgraves, Charles, Kingston -upon -Hull - R . H . and Kingston upon Hull - W . J . Reed , Kingston dlesex , late ofBoulogne-sur-Mer, France , spinster . Nov .
Dawson , Kingst D -upon - Hall . upon Hull. 17 ; Hill and Son , solicitors, 39, Old Broad-street, London ,

O 'Brien, Lucius Melville, Southampton - T . Harrison Worsley, James Edwardson , Warrington ; and 36 , Esser Fitz -GIBBON (Lady Isabella , M . A . ), 85, Lowndle -square ,

Stanton , Southampton street- W . Beaumont, Warrington ; W . H . Brook, Middlesex , piaster. Dec . 1 : Walker ant Martinean ,

Owen , Morris , Carnarvon - R . D . Williams, Carnarvon .
solicitors, 13, King ' s - road , Gray' s -inn , Middlesex .

Warrington . FULLER ( Louisa M . B . K . , late of Brussels, formerly of
Parton, George Adolphus, Collamore, Wandsworth Wright, William , Ratland -park , Perry-hill, Lower West Court , near Finchampstead , Berks, and Comeroy,

W . Clark , 66, Gresbam House. Sydenham - J . Wright, 8 , New -inn , Strand . near Honiton, Devon , widow . Dec. 1 ; Leman and Co .,
Paxton , John, Berwick -upon - Tweed ; and 105, Glou Young, Adrian , Dorking ; and 6, Serjeants '.inn - H . solicitors , 51, Lincoln 's - inn - fields, Middl- sex .
cester -road, Regent's -park - R . Douglas, Berwick . Young, 6 , Serjeants ' -inn . GRAHAM (Alfred ), Mossley Vale House, Mossley Vale , near
upon - Tweed . Young, John Arnold , Bury ; and 4, North -road , Clap. Liverpool, gentleman . Dec 31 ; G , Webster, solicitor, 6 ,

Pearce, James Collins, Ealiug ; and 45, Essex-street
York-buildings , Dale- street, Liverpool.

ham -park - Alfred Grundy, Bury. GUIE (Wm . J . , formerly of Borough Market, Southwark ,
T . Kipping, 45 , Essex -street . and late of 9 , Sussex Cottages , Alpha -road , New Cross,

Peddar, Sydney Hampden, 41, Finsbury-circus; and 7 , Pursuant to Judges' Orders.
Beresford -road , Highbury — T . P . Cobb , 41 , Finsbury

Kent, fruit salesman . Jan . 1 ; H . Simpson , solicitor, 20 .
Andrews, Henry, 25, Austinfriars- S. B .Merriman, 25, Borough High -street. London .

circus. Austinfriars . GUXXELL ( David ), Chesterton , Cambridge, gentleman .

Pinsent, Richard Alfred , Church -road, Essex -road , Calcott, George L . Berkeley, Leighton Buzzard , and Dec. 31 ; Eaden , Harris and Knowles, solicitors, 15 , Sid .
Islington ; aud 9, Bedford -row - T . s . James , Bir . 27 , Grosvenor-road , Highbury New Park - J . Newton , ney -street, Cambridge.

minghan . Leighton Buzzard HENDERSOX ( Elizabeth Martha ), commonly called LadyF . M . B . Calcott, 52 , Lincoln 's
inn -fields. James Townshend, Yarrow

Pomeroy, Edward Boyce, Wymondham - E . P . Clarke,
House, Bintry, Norfolk ,

Wymondham ; J . White, Wymondham . Godfrey, Joseph Wallace, widow . Jan . 1 ; F . Leach , solicitor, 10 , Lancaster- place,10 , Gloucester-terrace, Strand , London .
Porter , Thomas Simpson , Bedford - L . Jessopp , Bed

Regent' s -park - J . W . Budd , 20 , Austinfriars.
HERLEY ( Jane), late of Torquay, formerly of Weston -super

ford . Greatheed , William , 19, Lincoln ' s -inn - fields - W . Led . Mare, widow . Dec. 1 ; D . W . J . Thomas, solicitor ,
Preston , Donald William , 19 , Norfolk -street, Strand ; sam , 17 ,' Lincoln 's - inn - fields ; H . Chaplin , 19, Lin brecon .

Norwich ; and 14 , Lincoln 's- inn - fields- A . Preston , coln ' s - inn - fields. Hicks ( Anne P . ), Brooklands, near Ross , Hereford, spin .

Norwich Hankinson , George Henry, Woodlands-park , near Al. ster . Nov. 30 : E . J . Austen, solicitor , 79 , Denbigh -street ,
Belgruve-road, Londontrincham - R . K . Cooper,Manchester.Prichard, Iltyd Moline,57,Granville -park , Blackheath ; HONE (Jas. ), 49 , Great College-street, Camden Town, Mid

and 43, Chancery- lane — R . Cunliffe, 43, Chancery Overell, Albert Edward , Leamington Priors - W . dlesex, and 38 , Charles -street, Middle ex Hospital, Mid
lane. Overell, Leamington Priors . dlesex, fringe manufacturer. Dec 31; Shaw and Fraser ,

Pritchard , Wm . Bepning , Beaumont-road , Wimbledon . Pope, John Noble Coleman , Stoke Lodge, near Bristol solicitors, 8 , Furnival's Inn , London.

park - A , J. Pritcbard , 7 , Knight Rider -street ; H . J . W . Leonard, Bristol. JACKS X (Elizabeth ). Wigan , widow . Dec. 10 ; Leigh and
Ellis, solicitors, The Arcade, King street, Wigan .Smith , Francis Peters, Norris -bill , near Ashby -de-laFrancis , 36 , Lincoln ' s - inn - fields.

Zouch , and 71, Cambridge-street , Pimlico - E . B . JAXKS (Mary E ), St. Owen -street, Hereford , spinster .
Quelch , Francis, Everton, Liverpool - S . D . Worship, Jan . 1 ; W . J . Humphrey . , solicitor, Hereford .
Liver pool. Junnings , Burton -upon - Trent. JoHx8 ( Samuel), Garibaldi- villa , Warwick , gentleman . Dec.Quilter, Charles, 140, Tufnel-park-road - J. Beaumont, Stanway, Edward Fancutt, 36, Bartholomew -road , 1 ; Wm . Moon, solicitor, 15, Lincoln 's Inn- fields, Mid

53, Coleman -street . Kentish Town - P . C . F . Tatham , 13 , Knightrider- 1 alfsex. ve
Rawlinson , Francis, Dalton - in -Furness -- J. Poole, Ul. street. KEEN ( Jos ), Godney , Meare, Somerset, cattle dealer . Nov.

80 ; S . Hobbs, jun. , solicitor, Wells , Somerset
verstone. Taylor , Henry Alfred , 15 , South -street, Finsbury .

KENNEDY (Jos . , Brown-sireet, Manchest r , and The PopReeves, Edmund Whitelock . Heath field . Wimbledon . square- G . Ř . Jaquet, 15, South -street.
lars, Edge lane, Chorlton -cum -Hardy, Lancaster, letter .

common - H . W . Reeves, 4 , Lincoln 's -inn - fields. Tyrer , Alfred , Liverpool- W . K . Tyrer , Liverpool. press printer . Dec . 25 ; J . Peacock , solicitor, 86 , Cross
Rickards, Artbur Torriano, Putuey ; and 39 , Old Broad Notices of Application to take out and renew street, Manchester.
street - H . Heald , 23 , Throgmorton -street ; R . H . KNIGHT, (Samuel), Pontefract, York , corn marchant.

Hill , 39, Old Broad -street. Attorneys Jerlificates. Dec. 28 ; Coleman and Sangster, solicitors, Pontefract.
Robinson , John , Sunderland - W . S . Robinson , Sunder Baker, George, 25, Larkhall-lane, and 37 , Great Percy | MARSHALL (Charlot e ), Brunswick- villas, near K + w .bridge,
land . street, Pentonville . June 14 . Old Brentford , Middlesex, widow . Nov. l ; Raston and

Rundle, Richard Albert, Plymouth ; and 3 , Mylne | Brabant, William Frederick , 2 , College crescent, Belsize
O ., solicitors, Brentford , Middlesex.

MCPHERSON (Isabella ), High-street, Maidenhead , Berks,street,Myddleton-square - R . E . Moore, Plymouth . Park . May 27 . widow . Nov. 25 ; H . C . Draper, solicitor, 54, Vincent
Saver, William , Todmorden ; and Richmond -hill - J .

Bryan , William , 59, Farrington -square. Junn 14. square, Westminst r .

Stansfield , Todmorden .
Bruce , Thomas Dundas, 10 , Albert- street , Regent' s Moon (Wm . . formerly of Liverpool, late of Woolton Hill

Sanders, Olitr George, 33, King.street, Cheapside - B .
Park . June 25 . house , within Woolton , Lancashire . Esq . Dec . 1 ; Pears

and Co ., solicitors , 3 , Harrington -street, Liverpool
Norton , 2, Gresham -buildings ; G . T . Powell, 33 , Johnson, H . Skingley, 38, Walbrook, and 78, Wells- |

street, Oxford -street. June 14 . MOORTON (Walter), 129 , Pakington - stret. Esgax-road ,
King - street . Cheapside.

Lindop . Thomas Crump, Torquay. June 2 . Islington , Middlesex , licensed victuall T . Nov. 20 ;
Saxby , Joseph , Heaton Moor, near Stockport : and Fal Nash and Co . , solicitors, 2 , Suffolk - lane, Cannon -street,

low field , near Manchester - J . Peacock , Manchester. May, Alfred Henry, Bristol, and Kings' Kerwell, Devon . London .
Jane 2 .

Seott, John Sefton , Biackburn ; and Manchester - J . NAPIER (Major Gen . Geo. T . C . C . B .), Morpeth -terrace,
Bolton , Blackburn

Moorsom , William Frederic . Ewell. June 14 . Westminster, Nov. 2 ): G . Rooper, solicitor, 17, Lin .

Sheppard , Hobart M ‘Lean , P ., 7, Clifton -grove, Dalston
Ransom , Arthur, Newport, Monmouth ,and 137, Barns coln 's in - ti lds. Middlesex .
bury -road . June 14 . OWEN ( John B . ), formerly of Stanford -hill , Mid Hezex , late- T . Horwood , 7 , New Broad - street

Smith , Francis John , 6 , Gray's -inn -square, and Mans of 17 , Upper Hrnsey-rise, Middlesex. Eg
Skipton, Thos., the younger, Chesterfield - T . Shipton ,

Dec. 18 ;
field . June 20 . Rixon and Co., solicitors, 52,Gracechurch - 8 reet, London .

Chesterfield . PEARSON (Charles ), Temp- ford Hall, Tempsford , B dford,
Smith , Alfred Oxnard , Durham - J . Watson , Durham . Stockwood, Alfred , Pontypridd. Jane 14 .

Underwood , Edward Morgan , Hereford . June 14 .
Esq . Dec, 1 ; Barne and Parker , solicitors , 87 , Lincoln ' s

Spender, Frank Richard , Bradford-on-Avon --- J . Sparks, Inn - fields, Middl.sex .
Bradford-on -Avon , Wall, William Henry, Pembury , Kent, and 8 , Token PETTET ( Elizabeth T . ) , Orchard - hill , Greenwich , Kent,

house- yard . June 14.Stevens, Samuel George, 26, Northumberland-place, spinster. Dec. 1 ; Sandom and Kersey, solicitors, 52 ,

Bayswater - T . L . Wilson, 3 , Westminster Chambers . Watson , James, Croydon . May 17 . Gracechurch- street, London .
PRIOR (WM.), formerly of Kemerton , Gloucester, late of

Stow , Montague Haslam , 13 , Buckland-crescent , Bel. Weymouth , gentleman , Nov, 25 ; L . Jessopp , solicitor ,
size- park - T . S . Preston , 35 , Lincoln 's- inn - fields. UNCLAIMED STOCK AND DIVIDENDS IN THE Bedford ,

BANK OF ENGLAND. RADFORD (Ellen ), Southwell, Nottingham , widow . Dec. 1 ;
Sullivan , John Mortimer, 5 , Bond-street, Claremont
square - C . K . Sharp, 31 and 32, Lombard -street.

S . R . P . Shilton , solicitor, St. Peter 's Churchside, NotTransferred to the Commissioners for the Reduction of the
National Debt, and which will be paid to the persons tingham .

Sumner, John Bird , Cheetham , Manchester - J . W . respectively whose names are prefixed to each in three
RADFORD (JOB .) formerly of Alfreton , Derby late of South

Addlesham , Manchester. months, unless other claimants sooner appear . ) well. Notts , farmer. Dec . 1 : S . R . P . Snilton , solicitor,

Sykes, Alfred , Crosland Moor, near Huddersfield MARTINDALE (Edmund ), Moka, Mauritius, Esq ., L200 New St. Peter' s Churcb -side, Nottingham .

T . H . Ramsden , Huddersfield . Three per Cent. Annuities. Claimant, Vesey Weston
RIMMER ( Ralph ), Wigan , coal propr etor. Dec . 10 : Leigh

Holt, administrator to Edmund Martindale, deceased .Talbot, Jobn Edward , Higher Broughton, near Man .
and Ellis , solicitors, The Arcade, King -street . Wigan .

STEVENS (Dr. Wm .), M . D . Upper Wick House, near Wor SUTTON (Sir John , Bart ., Norwood -park , Nottingham ,
chester - W . H . Talbot, Manchester . cester. Three dividends on the sum of £2500 New Three and Bruges, Belgium . Dec. ; Ward an 1 Co ., soli itors,

Tanner, Arthur, 144 , Ebury-street ; and Bristol - R . H . per Cent. Arnuities. Claimants , Richard Reader Harris 1, Gray's -inn square, London .
Orter , Bristol. and Wm . Wilkes Cawley, executors of Wm . Stevens, de

TAYLOR (Geo . ) , 0 , John -street, Bedford - row , Middlesex , and

Tanner, William , Chelmsford - W . J. Bruty, Chelms ceased .
Waveney -villa , Ventnor, Isle of Wight, printer. Dec. 15 ;

tord . WITTs (Rev . Edward Francis ). Upper Slaughter . Gloncey R . H . Nettleship , solicitor, 37, John -street , Bedford-row ,
London ,tershire ; LEA (Geo . Edward ), Upper Slaughter farmer ;Terry, William Curtis, Fulham - 0 . Richards, 16, War WHEELER (Henry ), Bolingbroke House, Wandsworth . com .

and WITTY ( Francis Edward Broome) , Upper Slanghter,
wick-street, Regent-street. Esq . 2166 18s. 4d . Reduced Three per Cent. Annuities . mon , Surrey, Esq . Dec. 1 ; Lawrancy and Co., solicitors,

Theobald , John Theophilus , The Limes, Lower Tooting Claimants, said Rev . Edward Francis Witts , Geo . Edward
14, Old Jewry-chambers , London ,

- J . P . Theobald , 8 , Furpival' s inn . Len , and Francis Edward BroomeWitts .
WILLIAMS (Mary A .), Walthamstow , Essex , widow . Dec . 1 :

Thomas, George, Carnarvon - E . G . Powell, Carnarvon ;
W . Houghton , solicitor, 13a , St. Helen ' s -place , London ,

J . H . Roberts , Carnarvon . APPOINTMENT UNDER THE JOINT-STOCK
Thomas, Matthew Watson , jun ., Walthamstow ; and WINDING -UP ACTS .

25, Martin ' s - lane , Cannon street - H . W . Nelson , 26 , WIRE TRAMWAY COMPANY (LI n for winding. With a view of depriving naval courts-martial
Martin ' s - laue, Cannon-street. up to be heard Nov. 7 , before V . C . M . of the right to adjudicate upon offences punish

Thompson , Henry, Fairfield ; and Liverpool - G . Haigh ,
Liverpool

CREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 VICT. c . 35 . able by civil law , a petition to the House of Com .

Tippets, William J . Berriman , 16 , Highbury-grove - J. Last Day of Claim , and to whom Particulars to be sent.
mons andmemorials to the Lords of the Admiralty

B . Tippette , 5 , Great St. Thomas Apostle ; J . B . | ADAMS ( John ), Hollyland, Pembroke. Esc . Dec. 6 ; A . I| and Privy Council have been prepared and are

Tippette, jan ., 5 , Great St. Thomas Apostle . Scott, solicitor, 39, Lombard -street, London, influentially supported .
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LEGAL NEWS. CORRESPONDENCE OF THE | the amending statute ,where the reader may find
the amendment in full. In such a work any ordi.

PROFESSION .
IMPRISONMENT FOR DEBT. nary reader can " find his way about" without

The following letter was lately addressed to the Nors. This Department of the Law Tixes being open to lations should not afford the same facilities. Butdifficulty. There is no reason why larger compi.

Times, but did not secure insertion : free discussion on all professional topics, the Editor is not

“ I have no desire to trespass unduly upon your responsible for anyopinions or statements contained in it. it is not to be doubted that the foverish competi.

columns, bnt as you have to use a lawyer's tion of publishers to be first in the field cramps

phrase) repleaded upon the question raised in the THE INTERESTS OF THE PROFESSION . - I quito and embarrasses mon even of the highest pro .

letter of Mr. Pitt Taylor and myself, as to the agree with your correspondent' s remarks in your 108810fessional distinction , and to some extent places

power of imprisonment on fraudulent debtors, last impression that “ no educated men are so in . them in a false position. In the case of Glen's
extending to all debtors alike, whether over or adequately paid " as solicitors. And why ? Public Health Law , the grievance is , however, of
ander £50 , and you now insist that this equality . I Simply because they quietly submit to the in a different complexion , and the responsibility
though it exists, is merely theoretical, and is justice with the utmost complacency. It would belongs solely and exclusively to the publishers .

reduced to a practical inequality , through the be impossible to find outside the profession & A CHAIRMAN OY A LOCAL BOARD.

unequal operation of the Bankruptcy Act 1869, body of men so utterly apathetic and indifferent,
upon the two classes of debtors, you have raised and so completely devoid of energy when their
a new and distinct issue which justifies rejoinder . own interests are affected , as “ our noble selves." NOTES AND QUERIES ON
You state, or at least I think your readers would I feel that in saying this I am only repeating what POINTS OF PRACTICE .
understand you to state that, under the provisions has been over and over again assorted . Tho older
of the Bankruptcy Act 1869, a debtor owing practitioners, whom we naturally expect to take OTIC . . - We must remind our correspondent that this

more than £50 can , by surrendering his property the initiative, are, to a certain extent, responsible column is not open to questions involving points of law

to his creditors, it it yields 108. in the pound or for this inertness. Wedded to the stereotyped
such as a solicitor should be consulted upon . Querits will

more, obtain , as of right, a full discharge from all procedure and traditions of the past, they look
be excluded which go beyind our limits.

N . B . None sre insertod nnlegs thename and address of the
his debts, and thus free himself from all risk of aghast when the slightest innovation is suggested. writers are sent, not necessarily for publication , but as a

imprisonment ; whereas a poor man ,whose debts to some extent this is natural enough , and there
guarantee for bona Adet.

are less than £50, cannot avail himself of this has been quite enough of " innovation " of a
mode of escape, but must pay the uttermost certain kind already . Law is rapidly losingmuch Queries.
farthing under the oppression of County Court of its cumbrousmachinery and antiquated forms, 1 . RELEASE OF DEBT BY WILL - LEGACY Duty . - A .

summonses and commitments, aggravated by and its reformers - with the best intentions, prob . owog Testator £100 . Testator by his will releases the

accumulated costs. Now this is a misapprehen . ably have so far popularised it by establishing debt. Is such debt liable to legacy duty ? - Q .

sion of the true effect of the Act. The limit of County Courts, Building Societies, and similar
£50 , as an amount of indebtedness, and the limit institutions. The result is , that by virtue of 2 . PRACTICE IN THE COLONIES. -- 1 . Can & clerk , baving

of 10s. as an amount of dividend, have reference special legislation, the once needful offices of an
served bis articles to a solicitor in this country and

only to bankruptcy proper; and no debtor, trader, attorney are frequently all but superseded. The
passed the necessary examination, commence practice
in any of the colonieg - 0 . 9 . , Queensland , Australia ? 2 .

or non -trader, can, by any act of his own, make registrar prepares the plaint for the " suitor ;.” It 80 , are there any, and what steps to be taken to

himself a bankrupt, and thereby acquire the right the solicitor to the building club,at & ridiculously enable him to do so 3 . it necessary that he should
to a discharge by payment of a dividend of 10s. in small fee, fills up and completes the printed con . state the fact to the Incorporated Law Society before
the pound. The adjudication in bankruptcy | veyance or mortgage for the “ member ; ” and signing articles. - AN ENQUIRER.

must be the act of a creditor, or creditors, whose thus the ball rolls, the independent practitioner,
debts amount singly , or in the aggregate, to £50. when one is employed on the other side, coming

3. NOTICE TO QUIT.- Jones lot & farm to Smith,

But any person , trader , or non -trader, peer or in for his full share of abuse because his charges
Brown, and Robinson , as joint tenants from year to year

peasant, merchant or mechanio, who finds himself are necessarily made out on a different scale.
with a proviso against underletting : Smith has ceased

to occupy the farm , and a notice to quit was given to
insolvent, may, under the 125th section of the Now , it is the fear of incurring the bad graces of Robinson , which was addressed to Brown and Robinson

Act, by filing a petition , admitting his insolvency, the client under these and similar circumstances only . Query, whether such & notice was a good notice

that has brought about another grievance. Our against Smith , and can Jones eject Smith , Brown, and

moned , and leave it to them to determine whether charges are , as is well known, based upon a fixed
Robinson , and it so , against whom should the action of

they will accept a surrender of his property for scale ,or, in some cases, upon a certain scale of com .
ejectment be brought ? Please refer to cases. B .

equal division among them . In this proceeding |mission . The public think both too high, and the 4 . AGENTS AND DEBT COLLECTORS. - Will any of the
there is no limit as to the amount of indebted . Profession foolishly confirm thatopinion by 000A . readers of the Law TIMES inform meof the best courseness. The £50 liznit has no reference to it . An siopally giving way. I should like to know who to pursue in proceeding against so - called " agents " and

insolvent who owes £5 only may avail himself in the country would dare to uniformly enforce
“ debt collectors , who appear as advocates, and con

of it as well as an insolvent who owes a the taxing scale ,much less that of the Law Society .
duct cases in the County Court, and refer me to wutbo .

million ; nor has the limit of 10s. for divi.
rities on the subject ? I presume that such " agents, "

The fact is that country attorneys are anything who in the absence of tbe plaintiff undertake a cause,

dend. There is no limit at all. If the property but true to themselves in the matter of remunera . may be treated as violating the rights of an attorney

were to yield 198. 11d . in the pound , that would tion. Underselling, I am afraid , is more frequently (although they may appear as witnesses to testify as to

not give him a right to a discharge. Whatever the rule than the exception . The Profession
the defendant' s means) , and be proceeded against accor

dividend the estate may yield , the debtor must should condescend to take a lesson from the dingly. BURTON -ON - 1'RENT.

depend for his discharge upon the voluntary act | labouring classes, and stick together and " strike" |

of a certain majority of his creditors. This state now and again . No doubt this reprehensible
5 . SUOCESSION DUTY Act.- A ., in 1840 , purchases real

of the law is accurately stated by Mr. Davis (the " competition ” is partially , though not by any life annuity to the vendor, duly charged and secured on
estate , the consideration being partly cash and partly &

stipendiary magistrate for Sheffield ) in his exami. means wholly , owing to the fact that agents the estate by deed of even daté. A . dies in 1861, having
nation before the select committee. The real compete (most improperly) for certain kinds by his will empowered trustees to sell the estate , wbich
difficulty in the poorer class of debtors availing of business which should rightly fall to our lot they do in 1871, subjeot to the annuity . In 1873 the

themselves of these provisions lies , as Mr. Davis exclusively . Th
annuity Ceases by reason of the death of the anvuitant .

nts ont, in the amount of the fees payable to | ported in their nefarious traffic by the public, who
Is succession duty now payable in respect of the cesser

Government. This , however, might, if thought fall an easy prey — though they don ' t think 80 - to
of the annuity ? And if so , on wbat principle should it
be calculated , and by wbom must it be borne ? The pur.

desirable , be met by a greatly reduced and gradu - their exactions ; and although the attention of the chaser of 1871, and present owner, is a stranger in blood
ated scale of fees ; and such a plan , as it strikes attorneys must be repeatedly drawn to this to both A . and his vendor (the annuitant) ,wo were

me, would be better than the scheme recommended empiric phlebotomy, yet no attempt in the in . strangers in blood to each other. INQUIRER .

by the committee, of forming a fund by payments terests of the Profession is made to suppress it !
to be made by the debtor, which could only come The best solution of the problem is to have,where

6 . LOCAL AUTHORITY UNDER THE GASWORKS CLAUSES

out of his future earnings, thus perpetuating the practicable , an epforced scale of remuneration by
ACT. - By the Gas Works Clauses Act 1871, s . 85 , gas

companies are required to forward to the localautho

very class distinction which the committee 80 commission in substitution of che “ bill of costs." rity ” certain annual statements of accounts. The prc
strongly reprehend . But allow me to point out This time-honoured document does incalculable visions of this Aot apply to every Gas Company who
that the operation of the Bankruptcy Act 1869 is mischief to the Profession , when it gets into the has obtained Parliamentary powers or any provisional

introduced as a divertion , and bas really nothing hands of the laity. The scale of commission ,
order (under the authority of the Gas and Water

to do with the question , because, if the existing however, should not be too high . In this respect
Works Facilities Act 1870 ) . since July 1871. There

jurisdiction is properly exercised , it would never the Law Society ' s scale is , I think , open to objec . I there are gas companies to wbich this section applies.
must , therefore , be many towns in England in which

be put in force against a man who is shown to be tion . Again solicitors should combine, and by Will any of your readers inform me who is the recog .

insolvent. In its proper exercise it would be con - | acting in concert uphold their privileges and nised local authority " in the case of a market town
fined to the dishonest debtor who has the means secure their full emoluments . Depend upon it , I not being a municipal corporation ? A . F . W .

of paying, but obstinately refuses to apply them . until the Profession makes its voice to be felt
And the question then resolves itself into this, not merely heard - it is quite hopeless to expect plory B . on a contract to thresh the corn A . then has,

7 . CONTRACT _ DEBT- RUNNING ACCOUNTS, & c . -- A . em .

whether, admitting that the redress for breach of a the abolition of “ certificate duty ” or any of the and B., by threshing on five occasions, finishes the con
civil contract should be limited to a civil remedy, other innumerable grievances and restrictions to tract. A , pays for occasions 1 , 3, 4 , and refuses to pay
is not the imposition of a temporary restraint which we are so unjustly subjected . Weare un. | for 2 and 5 on account of imperfect work . B . puts :
upon a man 's liberty intended to coerce him into fortunately attacked from within and withont into the County Court for only , and succes

doing that which he onght to do and can do, and Untrue to one another , we find ourselves weakest
A .' s paying the sum into court . Can B . now County

a restraint therefore which it is in his power at when we need to be strongest.
| court A . for money due for occasion No. 2 ? - X .

A . B .

any time to get rid of, really a civil remedy,
and not to be confounded with punishment for Answers .
a crime ? Undoubtedly the number of debtors LAW AMENDMENT AND LAW PUBLICATIONS. (Q . 66.) EJECTMENT. - Looking through some back
imprisoned is appallingly great. It is , however, I willingly acceptMr. Lumley 's assurance that all numbers of the LAW TIMES, I notice this query ,and the
satisfactory to see from Mr. Norwood 's returns the sections of the amending statutes referred to replies of “ Jus. ” and “ X . Y . " It appears to me that

that the number has been reduced from 7978 in are to be found in the New Sanitary Laws, although
the latter are not put as strongly in favour of themort.

1871 to 6910 in 1872. I hope a still further reduc. in a state of dislocation . I trust, however, that
gagee as the cases cited and others fairly warrant. I

tion will be shown for the present year ; but I feel it is not presumptuous on my part to adhere to
the principal sum remain unpaid on the day pamed , the
mortgagee can maintain ejectment against the mort.

strongly that the number is still excessive, and the opinion that every statute in such a work kagor, although he remain in possession without giving

that it Parliament and the public can be induced should be set out in full in order that the reader him notice to quit or demanding possession . Where the

to look at the question practically , and not may have each in a complete form under his eye,
mortgagee suffers the mortgagor to remain in posses

theoretically or scientifically , the remedy for the and so be able to impress on his mind a know
gion , the latter is not tenant at will to the former,

evil that now exists in the number of imprison. ledge of the contents . An excellent illustration
but at the most tenant by sufferance only , and

ments would be found not in abolishing the juris. of what a manual ought to be may be found in Mr.
may be treated as tenant or trespasser at the election
of the mortgagee. (See the cases cited by “ Jus," and

diction , but in regulating themanner of its exer- Taylor's Local Government Act 1858, comprising Partridge v . Bird , 5 B & Ald . 604 : 9 . c . : 1 D . R . 272.)

cise.” A COUNTY COURT JUDGE.” | other statutes. Here the amended and the amend. Themortgagor is not entitled to possession in respect
ing statutes are presented with equal distinctness . of his equitable estate , unless there is someagreement

THE magistrates at Marlborough -street havo All amended sections are notified and a few words the mortgagee,'who may, at any time, without giving
I to the contrary : but be bolds it solely at the will of

announced their intention not to hear articled or added describing the purport of the amendment. apy prior notice, recover the sameby ejectment agains
managing clerks of attorneys. Reference is then given to the proper section of ' him , unless he is ready to pay principal, interest, an

arer
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her at the be,

on, in which the date of

costs : (St. 1017, 2 Sp. 641, 618 .). In ejectment by L . ( Q . 81) . RECONVEYANCE - Costs. - A . A . R .'s answer of been made, and the number of such applications
mortgagee the mere fact of his having received in . | last week must, I tbink , be forek must, I think, be founded on a misconception is decreasing.terest on the mortgage loan to a time later than the Scrace v . Whittington is inapplicable , surely . That was a

“ The reasons for this failure are clearly shownday of the demise in the declaration , does not amount case wbere one attorney did the work of another at the
to a recognition by him , that the mortgagor or his | latter' s request, and therefore differs widely from the in the report of the Royal Commission of 1869 to
tenant was in lawfal possession of the premises till the case in question . H . G . be, not the opposition of one branch of the Pro.
time when such interest was paid , and consequently is fession , but the danger , delay, and cost of having ,
no defence to the ejectment: (Doe d . Rogers v . Cad. in all cases, to prove a sixty years' marketable
sallader , 2 B . & Ad . 473.) A , F . W .

LAW SOCIETIES, title, and to settle the boundaries as against ad .
joining owners.

(Q . 80 .) MEMORANDUM OF DEED. - " Consuetudo " is METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL LAW " To put the matter plainly, the landowners of
unquestionably correct in the view which he takes. The

ASSOCIATION . England think the advantages of registration tooright of one part owner to place a memorandum on
deeds which relate to the common title cannot be ad . SECOND DAY. dear at the price required to obtain it . The Land
mitted , but the permission to make such a memoran Transfer Bill of last session , therefore, proposesThe proceedings were resumed ateleven o 'clock , to adopt the second mode - to mako registration
dum may in many cases be properly asked and properly

conceded . Take as a reductio ad absurdum of Wi's con the president, Mr. Charles Pidcock , in the chair. easier, at the sacrifice of someof the advantages
tention , the case of a conveyance by the same deed of LAND TITLE AND TRANSFER BILL . of the Acts of 1862. The settlement of boun .
Wbiteacre to A , and of Blackacre to B . B . thinks fit Mr. G . J . Johnson (Birmingham ) read a paper daries is, in all cases, to be optional with theto cut up Blackacre into ten or a thousand , or a million ,

on the Land Title and Transfer Bill. After prelots, each of which he conveys to a different purchaser . applicant (Section 35) and he has a choice of three
According to W ., each purchaser would be entitled to mising that he should confine himself chiefly to modes of registration :
have an abstract of his conveyance indorsed on the the principles as distinguished from the details " 1 . With absolute certified title ; if, after in .
original deed , the effect of course being to prejudice of the Bill, the writer proceeded to state that, in vestigation , a twenty years' good holding title is
A . ' s right by turning the originaldeed into a register of considering this or any other question of legal shown.
the title to Blackacre , in which A , has no interest. It reform , the first thing to be done was to ascertain " 2. With limited certified title , i.e ., limited tois the clear right of a part -owner to insist that deeds
relating to the common title shall not in any way be & date selected by the applicant.accurately what are the evils which it is supposed
tampered with . Asto indorsements of notice of charges , that the alteration will remove. These, he said , " 3 . Simple registration , in which the date or

& c ., see 2 Davidson Cons. part 2 , 801-805, 3rd edit. ranged themselves under the two chief heads of registration is the starting point.
Z . Y . title and transfer, and , after describing the pre - “ It is obvious that in the two latter cases the

sent state of the law as to both , continued : “ To attainment of the chief benefit of registration ,
( Q . 86 .) Loss OF GOODS.- B . as A .' s agent, lad pre

sumably au implied authority to send back in the explain the cause of this state of things is foreign viz ., indefeasibility of title, superseding any
the purpose of this paper, and would require a further investigation , is postponed until by theordinary course , such goods as he did not approve, A .

the owner, is the proper party to sue : ( Dutton v . Solo . operation of the Statutes of Limitation the docu .
mons, 3 Bos. & Pul. 584 ; Dawes v . Peck , 8 Term Rep. is not, as is generally supposed, the fault of the ments placed on the register as the root of the
330.) . Z . Y . lawyers. It is the result of a succession of con . title is secured from impeachment. Until that

An action against a carrier for loss of goods in - ! trivances extending through centuries to evado time arrives, the previous title must be shown
trusted to him for conveyance should , in the absence of

the restrictions of feudalism , and to enable and investigated as at present. So also, unlessan express contract for the carriage of them , be by the

owner of the goods as the party damnified . Where the Englishmen to gratify one of their strongest the boundaries are settled as against adjoining
goods have been delivered to the carrier to be conveyed instincts, viz ., to deal with their land as they owners, and such boundaries must be verified by
to a person named by the consignor, the consignee is please, and withoutanybody but the persons con . | evidence independent of the register. In these
prima facie the owner of the goods : (Addison on Torts , cerned knowing anything about it. As for a long points the scheme is inferior to Lord Westbury's ;
504, 4th edit .) Where the goods were sent merely for

time this had to be done indirectly, and by means but, as it is quite clear that the landowners ofapproval, the owner sued : ( Swain v . Shepherd , 1 Moo . &
Bob . 224 ) . A . is the proper party to sue the Railway of all sorts of subtle contrivances, it is not to be | England will not have the greater benefits of Lord

Company for the loss of the goods. A . A . R . ' | wondered at, although it inay be regretted , that | Westbury's scheme on the onerous conditions on
- The property in the goods remains in A ., and ho our law of real property is as complicated as it is . | which alone it is possible, there is no way to get

therefore is the proper party to sue: ( Swain v . Shep. But, whateverbe the cause of this complication , it a starting point other than that proposed by the
herd , 1 Moo, & Rob . 224 ). H . G . appears to me clear that the complexity is an evil . Bill of last session , viz ., beginning with the best

and if it be possible to simplify it it ought to be provisional one which can be conveniently got,
( Q . 87.) REMED IES FOR DEBT - ACTION AND BANK. simplified ; and if it be not possible it must be and trusting to time to cure all its original imper.

EUPTCY -- Costs. - B . cannot com pel payment of the costs because the lawyers of the present generation are fections. To accelerate the ripening of registered
of a debtor's summons in bankroptcy, where the debtor not as astute as their predecessors, who invented titles not certified as absolute at the time of regis .
rays the debt before & petition is filed in bankruptcy

the contrivances of fines and recoveries, the tration , Lord Selborne proposes, by the Real Pro
thereon ;many of the County Court judges have held
this to be so . A . A . R .

doctrine of uses , lease and release, and other perty Limitation Bill, to shorten by one- half the
means of escape from a system which had become present statutory periods of limitation .”

- I think that B . . having elected to accept the

debt and costs in the action instead of petitioning unsuitable to the growing wants of the com . Then , after describing the technical processes
for an adjudication, the court would not now enter |munity in which they lived . At the outset welof registration and transfer as proposed by Lord
tain a new application for payment of costs of the are met with the initial difficulty of all alterations Selborne's Bill, and the question of the necessary
summons. See the decisions of Goulburn, Commis- | in any established system , especially one which publicity of the register, the paper summed up the
sioner, under the somewhat analogous sections of the has been slowly builtup during six centuries, and question thus:
Act of 1849 : ( Ex parle Cornick , 31 L . T . Rep . 0 . S .

that is how we are to effect the transition from346 ; Anonymous 5 L . T . Rep . N . S . 239 ) . " As to registered dispositions by registeredIt may be

doubted, notwithstanding the discretion as to costs the old system to the new . The popular notion is owners (i.e ., absoluto sales ,mortgages, or, as the
given to the court by the Bankruptcy Rules of 1870 that you have only to pass a short statute to that Acts call them , charges), certainty of title will
( 185 – 189 ) , whether in any case the costs of the effect, that from and after the commencement of be ultimately secured , and, if reasonable facilities
debtor ' s summons can crought properly to be this Act all lands and interests in lands shall be are given for searching the register, facility of
charged against the debtor, where the debtor pays transferable in like manner as stock in the books transfer will be promoted . As to all other dispo
within the prescribed period , or where the proceedings

do not culminate in an adjudication . Z , Y . of the governor and company of the Bank of sitions (i.e., all unregistered dispositions by legal
England , and the thing is done. All lawyers owners , and all dispositionsby equitable owners ),
know that, at present, this is impossible, for themeasure will not affect the present modes of

( Q . 88 . ) PROBATE DUTY WHEN EFFECTS DO NOT EXCEED
these among other reasons : alienation, but will simply add the cost of inves2100 . - Tbe exemption has not been repealed . Z . Y .

" 1 . In the case of stock only one kind of in . tigating the registered title to the present. Of
- In the new edition of Prideaux, the mention of terest is recognised , namely, the absolute owner- | the two parts of the Bill, therefore , the provisionsprobate duty being chargeable where the effects are

sworn under £100 is an error . The duty payable pre . ship , whereas for centuries past all kinds of as to title seem to be clear and certain in their
viously to 27 & 28 Vict . c . 56 , was 10s . on the value of interests in possession , reversion , remainder, and operation ; but the provisions as to transfers
effects above £20 and under £100. Probate or letters expectancy, to . ay nothing of other partial in . appear to be incomplete in theory and uncertain
of administration under £100 arenow exempt : (sect. 5 .) terests, such as mortgages and leases, have been in practice , and to require some years' experience

A . A . R . freely created out of and are clothed with the before it can be ascertained whether they are

( Q . 89 .) FEMALE MORTGAGEE. -- If the freehold is to legal ownership ; and in addition to these there is workable or not. In order to place before the
pass the deed must be acknowledged . Z . Y . the still greater mass of beneficialand equitable meeting certain definite points for discussion , I

- A female mortgagee having married should ac interests . submit the following as tentative, and not dog .
knowledge the reconveyance upon the mortgage money “ 2 . The stockholder cannot encroach upon the matical propositions :
being paid off . It is a disposition , release, and extin . boundaries of any other stockholder, or be en . " 1 . That so much of the Bill as concerns the
guishment of an estate which she aud her husband have

croached upon by him ; nor is he entitled to, nor registration of_ title is good, and should be sup .in her right in land : (sect . 77 of 3 & 4 Will. 4 , c . 74 .)
can he be made subject to , any of the rights over ported by the Profession , as solving the difficultyAn estate extends to any interest, charge, lien , or in .

cumbrance in , upon, or affecting lands either at law or

in equity : (see definitions same Act ; see also Mr. Wil. | |ments . In the case of land the determination of gister without the costs of a previous judicial in .
liams' s observations at page 410 , in his treatise on Per my boundaries and rights is in reality the deter vestigation , and avoiding the other difficulties
sobal Property , 8th edit. A . A . R . mination of the boundaries and rights of every which have been found so inimical to the general

- In this case (being a debt of the nature of an in . adjoining owner . adoption of the Act of 1862.
terest in land ) , it will be requisite for the female mort. " 3 . In the case of stock there is the starting " % . That the provisions as to transfer require,
gagee to perfect the assurance by acknowledgment ;

in order to the rapid and safe transaction of busi .(Williams v . Cooko, 4 Giff. 313 ; see also Rees _ v . Keith , point of registered absolute ownership , which is
il Sim . 388.) T , E . H . the desideratum in landed property. ness, an open register.

“ Now , unless we are prepared to register every “ 3 . That the proposed machinery of caveats is
- The reconveyance must be acknowledged . (Read tenant in possession of land as theabsolute owner susceptible of improvement.

sect: 77 of the Fines and Recoveries Act in connection as soon as “ 4 . That provisions as to mortgages, or,as they
with sect. 1 , which defines " estate ." ) H . G . stated, this starting point can only be got in one are in future to be called , charges, appear to need

of two ways : very careful revision .

Replication . “ 1. By investigating the title of the present " 5 . As before observed, the establishment of

owner, and if such title be found to be good, District Registries appears absolutely essential to(Q . 56 .) Right OF WAY WITH DOGS THROUGH CHURCH
TARD . I do not see the inconsistency which " X " alleges placing him on the register, and certifying his the proper working of the scheme, and I submit
to be contained in my reply . Il, as " X " says, there ownership . that the basis of the index of registration should
18 & pablic footway through the churchyard , such “ 2 . By putting any person on the register who be the parcels identified by a map, and not by the
footway would , in my opinion , prima facie extend to shows an apparently good title , leaving it to the names of the parties, as the best modeof ensuring
permit foot passengers to take dogs with them , or to operation of the Statutes of Limitation to perfect facility and accuracy of search . On this point I
wheel a hand-barrow , & c . - in short, to use the path as

such title . would direct attention to the very clear pamphlet
foot passengers do ordinarily use a path . It, however ,

there were no such highway, it would be absurd to I “ The first of these modes has the merit of of Mr. George Whitcombe, of Gloucester
suppose that there could be any custom established securing a clear starting point, and was the foun . “ 6 . The provisions in the Bill, as to solicitors,

against tbe vicar which would compel him to admit dation of Lord Westbury' s Act of 1862 , and of are some of them satisfactory , and some very
dogs into the churchyard , whether accompanied by Lord Cranworth 's Declaration of Title Act of the much the reverse . Section 164 , enabling the Board
their masters or not. The due and proper use of a

churchyard as such, surely does not require that thefa same session . It has been tried, and has failed in of Registry to make rules for our remuneration ,
parishioners' dogs , much less those of the general the sense that only a comparatively small number based on the principle of a percentage sum of an
publie , should bave access to it . 2 . Y . T of applications to place lands on the register have ' ad valorem scale , is a step in the right direction .
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The expression , ' or other agents, which occurs the law societies and others , with a request for an there was a steady increase in the number of
in Sections 12 , 36 , 46 , 160, and 164 , should be expression of their views upon the points therein members of the association, and he was glad to be
either omitted altogether or defined to mean raised. able to announce that several members of the
agents of solicitors only . The confidence now Mr. C . E . Mathews seconded the motion, and Profession in Birmingham had forwarded addi.
necessarily reposed in solicitors in transactions in it was carried . tional donations to the society' s funds. He had
real property will be quite as necessary under the

(We reserve a portion of the report of the pro. been very much struck with the prudence and
new procedure as it is now ; and it is not too ceedings until next week , owing to pressure on liberality which characterised the operations of
much to require that no person should be per. the board in the relief which it distributed.our space. ]mitted to engage in these transactions as agent Applications had been made from Birmingham ,
for any other person except he be thoroughly
competent, and be under the control which SOLICITORS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION .

and had been referred to him , as the local director
there, for inquiry , and in every case there had

solicitors now are . The thirty -first half-yearly general meeting of been a careful desire on the part of the directors
" Lasti , I contend that even with the most the members of this association took place on in London to know what the real merits of the

fect system that can be devised a priori much Wednesday, the 22nd Oct., at theMasonic Rooms, case were. When the applicant was deserving ,
alteration will be found to be necessary in its New - street, Birmingham , Mr. William Simmons and the assistance given was usefully applied , aid
practical working, and that, until a satisfactory Allen, of Birmingham , in the chair . had been repeatedly granted . He had pleasure in
system has been established and verified by The report of the directors, as follows, was calling attention to an item in the receipts
experience, it is highly inexpedient to make regis . taken as read : namely, a bequest of £3000 (legacy duty free)
tration compulsory after two years, as it is pro . The directors, in compliance with the 16th rule of the under the will of the late Miss Hannah Bracken .
posed to do by sect. 18 . I venture on this head association, present the thirty - first half-yearly report bury, of Brighton . He hoped that the admirable
to repeat in substance what I stated in a paper of its progress and operations. example of Miss Brackenbury, in helping their

Since April last sixty -six additional members have
read on this subject at the last meeting at Bristol | association would be borne in mind by the membeen elected , making , with those elected during the

- that the history both of attempted and actual previous half year, 146 new members gained during the bers of the Profession throughout the kingdom

legislation on this matter is a warning against year ; a rate of increase so far satisfactury that it is as one worthy of their own adoption . He had
making provisions compulsory until they have in excess of that of the previous year. great pleasure in moving that the report and
been fairly tried and found to be workable. From The association has now 2282 members enrolled , of statement of accounts now presented be received ,
the year 1830 to the year 1853 the proper remedy

whom 791 are life and 1491 annual subscribers. Twenty
| adopted , and printed for circulation in the usual

two of the life members are also annual subscribers ,

for the admitted evils of real property law was In consequence of the absence of the auditors from way .

supposed to be a registry of deeds. It was re. London in the Autumn of the year, it has frequently Mr. R . A . Payne (of Liverpool) seconded the
commended by the Real Property Commissioners been a matter of difficulty to presentan audited balance- resolution , which wag unanimously agreed to , and
in 1830 . and embodied in numerous Bills intro . / sheet of the accounts made up to the month preceding | he took occasion at the same time to hand in a

duced from that timeuntil the year 1850, and in
that in which the autumnal meeting is held . The long list of new subscribers at Liverpool which he
directors have, on this occasion , had the half - yearly

the latter year the Registration and Conveyancing
Commission formally reported that this salutary

account completed to the 31st Aug . and, with the l had succeeded in obtaining prior to his leaving

sanction of the meeting , they propose, in future, to
home.

improvement was continually frustrated by the close the half yearly balance-sheets with the close of On the motion of Mr. C . Pidcock (of Worcester),
persistent opposition of attorneys and solicitors . themonth of February and August. seconded by Mr. W . H . Guest (of Manchester), &
In the year 1853 another attempt was made to From the balance sheet for the five months ending vote of thanks was passed to the directors and

31st Aug which the directors now present, it will be
establish a register of deeds, and the select com . seen that the receipts during that time have amounted auditors for their services during the year. . .
mittee to whom the Bill was referred investigated to £4716 28. 9d . , which , with those of the previous half On the motion of Mr. G . J . Johnson (of Bir

the whole question, and reported that we had all year make a total of £6382 49. 4d , received during the mingham ), seconded by Mr. J. Rider (of Leeds),

along been right and the public and the theorists eleven months. the directors and auditors were re-appointed for
were wrong, and that registration of deeds would The directors have much pleasure in reporting a the ensuing year.

do more harm than good . From that time regis . munificent legacy (duty free) of £3000 under the will of Mr. E . W . Williamson (of London ), secretary of
the late Miss Hannah Brackenbury , of Brighton ; and

tration of deeds (which for a quarter of a century
a legacy of £10 4s . 8d . under the will of the late Miss

the Incorporated Law Society , was added to the

had been the favourite panacea for all the evils of Margaret Collin , of Bishopwearmouth ; a further dona- list of directors , in the room of Mr. Thomas

real property law ) was discarded in favour of a tion of £100 from Mr. John Clayton , of Newcastle Kennedy, of London, deceased ; Mr. John Henry

scheme of registration of title . This latter scheme | upon Tyne, the present chairman of the board ; and a Kays , of New Inn , London , was appointed an

was embodied in the legislation of 1862, which in farther donation of £47, from the executors of the late additional auditor : and a vote of thanks having

its turn has failed in its original shape, and it is
Mrs. Frances Sarah Clower, of London . | been passed to the chairman for presiding , the
During the five months included in the account the

about to be improved by Lord Selborne's Bill. directors have expended in grants to the necessitous |meeting, which was fairly attended, terminated .
The provisions in the measure now before us are families of eight deceased members of the association

new and untried , and, great as is their apparent the sum of £255 , and during the same period £210 to ARTICLED CLERKS' SOCIETY.superiority to the provisions of 1862, we can never the necessitous families of twenty- five deceased non .

be sure that any measure is good until it has been
members. These amounts, with those of theprevious | THE annual meeting of this society was held at 1 ,

decided by experience ; and, having regard to the
half-year, give a total of £655 paid within the eleven Milford -lane, Strand , on Wednesday last. Mr.
months to thenecessitous families of nineteen deceased

fact that all dealings with real property (unlike
Hanhart in the chair.

members, and of £405 to the necessitous families of
making fresh rules of practice in the courts) are The committee and officers presented the annual

forty - six deceased non -members , making in the whole

permanent in their character, I maintain it is £1060 expended in general relief during the past eleven reports, which were very satisfactory in every

most unadvisable to make this measure compal. months. respect.

sory , unless and until it has been fairly tried , and
The anniversary festival of the association took place New officers and committee were elected, and

in June last , by permission of the council of the In
that, therefore, sect . 18 ought to be struck out of

the society commenced its new session under very
corporated Law Society , in their new lecture hall , and

the Bill.”
favourable auspices .

was presided over by the Hon . Mr. Justice Denman .

Mr. J . Murray (London ) read a paper on “ Re. His Lordship was supported by his brother , Lord Den .

gistration of Assurances .” man, his son , G . L . Denman, Esq ., and by many mem BRISTOL ARTICLED CLERKS' DEBATING

The President said the admirable paper of Mr. bers of both branches of the Profession . The festival
SOCIETY .was well attended , and a net addition of £620 to the

Johnson was so exhaustive that very little more funds of the association was the result. A MEETING of this society was held at the Law
was to be said on the subject. It must strike Since the last report the directors bave invested a Library, Small-street, on Monday evening , the
everyone that the Bill was a most important one ; further sum of £3800 in the purchase of Indian Four 20th inst., J. Inskip , Esq., solicitor, in the chair.
and should it pass in its present state it would per Cents, the total funded capital of the associa - Mr. Baylig opened in the affirmative on the sub
seriously affect not only the interests of the Pro. tion being now £28,032 88 . 3 . stock - consisting of iect. « Was the case of Coddington v . Paleologo

£6 83 38. 3d . Thres per Cent. Consols ; £7803 178. 8d .
fession , but their clients at large. Most of the Indian Five per Cents ; £9425 178 . 4d . Indian Four per ( 15 L . T . Rep . N . S . 581 ; 15 W . R . 961), rightly
legal reforms had increased the expense of con Ceuts ; £3907London and North Western Railway Four decided ?" Mr. A . C . Castle opposed , and the

veyancing instead of diminishing them ; and the per Cent. Perpetual Debenture Stock ; £250 London question was ultimately carried on the side of Mr.
question was whether they would be increased and St. Katharine Docks Four per Cent. Debenture small

should this measure pass . He did not doubt that Stock : and £62 10s , Three per Cent Reduced Annuities,

they would . It appeared to him that should the
producing together annual dividends amounting to
£1117 .

Bill pass in its present shape real property would A balance of £251 98 . 5d . remains to the credit of the LEGAL OBITUARY.be transferred in the same way as railway stock Association with the Union Bank of London , and a sum

and other personal property. Whether that would of £15 is in the secretary ' s hands. NOTE . - This departmentof the LAW TIMES, is contributed

be beneficial to the community or not was another The decease of their respected colleagues, Mr. James by EDWARD WALFORD , M . A ., and late scholar of Ballio !

question .
Sharp , of Southampton , recorded in their last report , College, Oxford , and Fellow of the Genealogical and

and Mr. Charles Edward Ward , of Bristol, which has Historical Society of Great Britain ; and, as it is desired
After some discussion , in which Mr. Burton , since taken place, with the retirement of Mr. William to make it as perfect a record as possible, the families and

(London ) Mr. Miller (Bristol), and Mr. Southall friends of deceasedmembers of the Profession will obligo
Carter, of London , having created three vacancies at

by forwarding to the LAW TIMES Office any dates and
(Worcester), took part. the board , Mr. William Eastlake, of Plymonth , Mr. materials required for a biographical notice.
Mr. Shaen (London ) proposed : “ This meeting, Leiwg Fry, of Bristol, and Mr. Harry Smith Styan , of

whilst approving generally of the principle on London, have been elected to fill them . The directors J. TRAILL, ESQ .
· which Lord Selborne's Bill is founded as to the re deeply regret to have also to record the recent death of

Mr. Thomas Kennedy, of London , who had been a THE late James Traill, Esq., of ħobbister, in the

gistration of titles , is of opinion thatuntil the pro member of the board since the foundation of the Asso Isle of Orkney , and of Rattar, Caithness-shire,
visions as to transfer are tested by experience it ciation , and whose place they have not yet filled up . formerly police magistrate in London ,Greenwich ,
is highly inexpedient to make registration com . The directors and auditors will complete, at this and Woolwich , who died on the 17th ult., at
pulsory." ensning general meeting, the term of office for which Worthing, Sussex, in the seventy -ninth year of
Mr. Dees (Newcastle -upon - Tyne) seconded the they were elected ; but are eligible and willing to con

his age,was the second but eldest surviving son of
motion .

tipue their services if re -appointed .

It is proposed to elect a third auditor, in pursuance the late James Traill, Esq., of Rattar, some time
Mr. Torre (London) thought the society should of the power pow given by the 17th Rule ,and the name sheriff of the county of Caithness ; his mother was

not commit itself to any opinion on the subject of Mr. John Henry Kays, solicitor, New Inn , London , Lady Janet, second daughter of William , tenth
until it felt itself fully qualified to do so . Mr. a life member of the association is, with his concur. Earl of Caithness, and he was born in the year
Johnson ' s paper had thrown all the light possible rence , submitted for your approval.

1794 . Hewas educated at Glasgow and at Balliol
on the subject, which he thought should be The directors have had great pleasure in appointing

the present generalmeeting to take place at Birming College, Oxford, and was called to the Bar by the
bronght under the notice of the Lord Chancellor ham , where the Association met last in 1862, and they Honourable Society of the Middle Temple in
and Lord Cairns ; and he suggested , with Mr. sincerely hope that one result of this renewal of the Michaelmas Term 1820. Mr. Traill for many
Johnson' s permission, that a copy of his paper society ' s visit will be a large increase in the number of years discharged the duties of magistrate at
should be sent to each of their Lordships. its supporters in that important town. Greenwich , and also previously at the then
Mr. Sutherland proposed an amendment, that (Signed , on behalf of the board ,) Union Hall Police-court in London. Thedeceased 's

the principle of registration of titlesmerely should JOHN CLAYTON , Chairman . position as a magistrate extended from the year

be approved ; which was seconded by Mr.Winter The Chairman, in moving the adoption of the 1838 down to Jan . 1868 , when he retired. Mr.

botham , but negatived ; the originalmotion being report, observed that, although Birmingham had | Traill married , in 1824 , Caroline, youngest

cariied . not contributed so much to the association as it daughter of the late William Whateley, Esq.,,of

Mr. A . Ryland (Birmingham ) proposed thatMr. might have done, looking at the strength of their | Handsworth, Staffordshire, and by her, who died

Johnson ' s paper be printed , and circulated among ' body in that town, it was satisfactory to see that ' in 1858 , he has left issue.
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at the same and its occupant & su 12
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VICE -CHANCELLOR WICKENS. lieutenant for the county of Durham , and served At Chancery- lane.
THE late Vice-Chancellor Sir John Wickens, who as high sheriff of that county in 1848 . He was 1 Tuesday ....... Nov. 4 General paper

Wednesday . .. . .. 5 Ditto
died on the 23rd ult., at his residence, Chilgrove, also for many years Custos Brevium of the Court Thursday 6 Ditto

near Chichester, in the fifty-ninth year of his age, | of Common Pleas until the abolition of that office , | Friday 7 Ditto
was the second son of the late James Stephen when he retired with a pension , and he was like- Saturday.. 8 Petitions, short causes, ad .

journed summonses, andWickens, Esq., solicitor, of Chandos-street, wise formerly Major of the Durham Militia .
general paperCavendish -square , London , by Anne Goodenough . According to Sir Bernard Burke, the family of the

Monday . .. .. . 10 General paperdaughter of John Huyter, Esq., of Winterbourne late baronet is descended from Robert de Eden , Tuesday 11 Ditto
Stoke, Wilts, and sister of the Right Hon . Sir , who died in 1413 ; and they have received _ two Wednesday 12 Ditto
William Goodenough Hayter, of Southill Park , peerages, in the persons of Lord Henley and Lord Thursday 13 Motions and general paper
Berks. Hewas born in the year 1815, and was Auckland . The baronetoy of West Aucklandwas Friday 14 General paper

conferred, in 1672 , upon Robert Eden, Esq., of Saturday............ 15educated under Dr. Keate at Eton, where he conferred , in 1672, upon Robert Eden , Esq., of Petitions, short causes, ad
journedthat place, M . P . for Ďurham , and that of Maryobtained the Newcastle Scholarship , and soon

summonses, and

general paper
afterwards he was elected to an open scholarship land in 1776 , on the governor of the province of Monday ... . . 17 General paperat Balliol College, Oxford , then in the height of Maryland , who was the second son of the third Tuesday ....... . .Tuesday 18 Ditto
its first successes under the late Dr. Jenkins, baronet of the older creation . The issue of the Wednesday ......... 19 Ditto
afterwards Dean of Wells . At Oxford he closed | eldest son having become extinct in 1844 , the Thursday 20 Motions and general paper

Friday .. .. . . . . . . 21 General paperhis undergraduate career, during which he ob . representation of the family and of the two
Saturday ............ 22 Petitions, short causes, ad

tained , among other distinctions, the Newdigate baronetcies devolved on Sir William Eden , the
journed summonses, and

Prize for English Verse, by taking his Bachelor's baronet now deceased . The late baronet married general paper
degree in Michaelmas Term 1836 , as a “ double in 1844 Elfrida, youngest daughter of Colonel Monday ..... . 24 General paper

first class ." He did not, however, obtain the Iremonger, of Wherwell Priory , Hampshire, 25 Motions and general paper
much coveted honour of a Balliol Fellowship , as whom he had a family of four sons and five Atthe Rolls , unopposed petitions must be presented ,
his facetious propensities had shown themselves daughters. His eldest surviving son , William , and copies left with the secretary , on or before the

Thursday preceding the Saturday on which it is in .in several practical jokes against the master and who now succeeds to the title and estates, was
tended they should be heard .tutors of his college, which appeared to them to born in 1849 .

Causes set down previous to Transfer .
render it extremely doubtful whether he would Benson v . Winkworth Pritchard v . Collette
ever settle down into a staid , sober, and demure Hay v . Bates Collette v . Pritchard

THE COURTS & COURT PAPERS.“ Don," such as they who congregated in the Clowes v . Hogg Patrick v . Gye

BalliolCommon Room . He afterwards settled in Wood v. Wood Ridgway v . Ridgway

London to study for the Bar, and in Easter SITTINGS AND CAUSE LIST FOR King v. Dixon Ridgway v. Ridgway

Term 1840, he was called by the Honourable Society MICHAELMAS TERM 1873. Remaining Causes transferred from the Bools of the
Vice Chaneellors Sir R . MALINS and Sir J . WICKENS ,of Lincoln ' s - inn , and in a short time obtained a
by Order dated 2nd May 1873.considerable practice. His reputation as an equity

Hards v . King Cleary v . Kennington
draftsman while at the Bar was very great, and Fortune v . Thompson The Blake Sole Sewing

he was believed to possess & most accurrate Court of Appeal in Chancery . Innes v . Mathias Machine Company (Li

acquaintance with the science of Chancery plead . (Before the LORD CHANCELLOR .) Boatwright v . Boatwright mited v . Hart

ing, which , as most of our readers know , is a At Westminster . Marler v . Tommas Wynne » . The North Sta .

Chambers v . Saffery fordshire Railway Combranch of knowledge not now much cultivated . Monday ...... Nov. 3 Appealmotions
At Lincoln 's - inn , Scott v . Laver pany

In 1868 he was appointed to succeed the present Tuesday ... .. . Nov. 4 Appeais Lewis v . Musgrove Bolton v . White
Lord Justice James, who was then made à Vice Wednesday .. . .. 5 Ditto Neal v. Pearce Overend, Gurney, and Co.
Chancellor of England , as Vice - Chancellor of the Thursday . .. . . .. 6 Ditto Power u . Williams ( Limited ) v . Brett

Duchy of Lancaster, & position which has often Friday . ....... .. .. . 7 Petitions and appeals Trethewy u. Helyar Stokes v . King

Mondayproved a stepping stone to the bench of the 10 Appeals Hadwen v . Kenworthy Fletcher v . Fletcher
Tuesday . .. . . .. Thomas v . ThomasDittoHigh Court of Chancery. Mr. Wickens held

Holland v. Gutch

Wednesday Cbambers v . ChambersAppealmotions and appealsat the same time another office which is now
Hodges v . Wieland

Thursdayhernant a still greater | Friday Appeals Retallick v . Huxham Martin CoastV . Kent

looked upon as giving Ditto Cameron v . Leyland Railway Company

claim to a judgeship . He acted for some time as Ditto Salmon v . Brooks Maxfield v . Burton

what is called the Attorney.General' s “ Devil” in Tuesday .. .. . . .. 18 Ditto Wood v . Wood Outin v . Heathcote

We inesday Rowlandson v . Mercer
Equity. 19 Appealmotionsand appeals Larkins v . Phipps

In April, 1871, the deceased judge Thursday 20 Appeals Murrell v . Ferryman The Ystalyfera Iron
succeeded Sir John Stuart, on his resignation , as 21 Petitionsand appealsFriday Wagstaff v . Kemp. 0. The Neath
one of the Vice-Chancellors of England. The Monday 24 Appeals Wilkinson v . Wilkinson Brecon Railway Co .

career of Sir John Wickens on the judicialbench , Tuesday .. . 25 Appealmotionsand appeals
The Comptoir D 'Escompte Budd v . The Neath and

though so short, was sufficient to show that he The Lord Chancellor will (except on Saturdays ) de Paris v . The Consoli. Brecon Railway Co .

during Term usually sit in full Court with the Lords dated Bank ( Limited )
possessed the very highest qualities which can be Cruickshank v . Bland

Sidney v . SidneyJustices of the Court of Appeal. Bartlett v . Weeks
looked for in an equity judge. Indeed , he had Gibson v . Woodruff Rice v . Castle
showed himself to be abundantly endowed with ( Before the LORDS JUSTICES. ) Enfield v . Roscoe Steers v . Eveleigh
these even when practising at the Bar. There At Westminster . Clarke v . Allison Rowsell o. Morris

was always something fair and judicial in his Monday ...... Nov. 3 Appealmotions Dent v . Hoye Watson v . Boss
At Lincoln ' s -inn , Hill v . tillarguments as an advocate. In his Jetfiey o . Hopkinsjudicial Tuesday ...... Nov. 4 Appeals Burton v . Maw Smith v . Keysell

capacity Sir John Wickens was called upon to Wednesday . .. . Ditto Mapleson v . Bentham Pearson v . Hall
deal with a number of difficult cases, including , in Thursday 6 Ditto Clarke v . Clarke Nicholson v . Welsh
particular, many which involved the constructions Friday .. .. 7 Bankrupt appeals and appeals Somes v . Renton Jackson v . Paul
of wills, and very few of his decisions were called Saturday.. Petitions in lunacy and appeal Hill v . Fry Brayshay v . Robinson

petitionsin question with success. His name is perhaps Hayne v . Hayne Kellaway, pauper, V .
Appeals Rowe v . Rowe Douglas

best known to the public as the judge who | Tuesday Appeals from the County Pala - Graesser v . Crowther The Ramsgate District
decided the case of Aylesford v . Morris , which at tine of Lancaster , appeals White v . Matthews Local Board 0 . Daniel

the time was very much canvassed in all quarters . from the Stannaries Court , | White v . Latters Dickson » . Dickson

Vice-Chancellor Wickens, it will be remembered , and appeals Kenworthy v . Coffin Averill v . Beeston

relieved the Earl of Aylesford from a bargain by Wednesday ... ...... 12 Appeal motions and appeals Faulkner v . Kershaw Holden v . Holden
Thursday .. 13

which he had agreed to pay within six months of
Appeals Mair v. Mair Smith v . Smith

Friday... Bankrupt appeals and appeals
his attaining his majority interest at the rate of Saturday 15 Petitions in lunacy and appeal Causos sot down since the Transfer.
sixty per cent. for a loan of money , and the Vice petitions Matthews v . Roberts | Ibbetson v May

Chancellor ' s decision was in March last upheld on Monday Appeals Fulford v . Hilliard Smith v . Holroyd

appeal by the Lord Chancellor and the Lords Tuesday Ditto St . John' s College Cam . |Mitobelson v . Thompson
Wednesday .... Appealmotions and appeals bridge v . Earl of Efling

Justices. He was a stuff gownsman down to his Waring v . Currey
Thursday 20 Appeals ham Jones v . Church

elevation to the Bench , an appointment which he Bankrupt appeals and appeals Newcomen v . Wharton Bond v . Surman

held for many years as Equity Junior to the Saturday .... 22 Petitions in lunacy and appeal Sackville v . Smyth Homes v . Postlethwaite

Attorney-General being incompatible with his petitions Birks v . Wells Grant u . Provest
taking silk , and he never aspired to a seat in Monday Appeals Glegg v . Rees Rainford v . Moreton

Parliament. “ Sir John Wickens," says a con Tuesday 25 Appeal motions and appeals Holroyd v. Ackroyd Newell v . Keene

Frankish v. Morris Meyrick v . Mathiastemporary , “ was one of those men whose eleva - Such days (if any) as the Lords Justices shall be
sitting with the Lord Chancellor or the Judicial Com . The Thames Iron Works, | Reid v . Johnston

tion did not place a distance between himself and mittee of the Privy Council are excepted . Ship Building, Engineer- Miller v . Crockett
his contemporaries at the Bar. He was always ing, and Dry Dock Com . Harris v Andrews

easy and unaffected in his manners, both in and Appeal Motions. pany ( Limited ) v . Nisbet | Jolly v . Ford
Radcliffe v . Banksout of court, and even since his elevation to the Re Middleton Cotton Spin - Re Metropolitan Carriage Evans v . Evans

ning and ManufacturingBench the Vice Chancellor walking away from his
Wright v . Johnstonand Repository Company Blackburn v . Lamb

Company (Limited ), andcourt with his cigar in his lips was not an | (Limited ), and Graham v . DreweCom Meek , Knt. v . Webster

Daniel v . LloydCompany's Acts ; ex parte pany' s Acts ; et parteunfamiliar figure in the precincts of Lincoln 's
Mulcaster Bell

Dronsfield Official Liquidator Sanders v . Pooley Joseph v . Emanuel
Inn ." The late Vice-Chancellor Wickens married , Ro sameCompany ; ex parte Elmslie v . Beresford Jarvis v . Bergheim Berry v . Gibbons

in 1845 , Harriet Frances, daughter of William Clegg Imperial Land Company of Ward v . Lawson Gibbons o Gibbons
Meek v . Corfield

Davey, Esq ., of Cowley House,Gloucestershire , by Marseilles v . Masterman Smith v . HartRe Bank of Hindustan ,
China, and Japan (Li- Re Matlock Old Bath Hy Oliver v . Oliver Line v . Hall

whom he leaves a family to lament his loss. Blaxhall v . Allan
mited ) , and Company' s dropathic Company (Li. Coulson » . York - York v.

Haselfoot v. Boyd
Acts (Campbell' s case) mited ) , and Company' s Coulson

SIR W . EDEN , BART. Re same Bank (Hippesley's Acts (case ofManchester Few v . Berry The Patent Marine Inven .

Johnson v , RawlinsonFinance Company )case )The late Sir William Eden, Bart., of Windlestone
tions Co . (Limited ) 1 .

stone Re same Bank (Alison 's Re same Company (May. Dugdale v . Hays Chadburn

Hall, in the county of Durham , late Custos Reid v . Dundannard ' s case )case )
Icke v . Underhill

Breviam of the Court of Common Pleas, who died Harrison v . Bagnall Robinson v . Evangt or Common Pleas, who died | Carter v . Stevens
Webb v. Tulk Lord Abinger v. Ashtonon the 21st alt ., in the seventieth year of his Appeals. Greaves v . Lund Minet v . Morgan

age, was the eldest surviving son of the late Sir | Cavander v. Bulteel | City of London Brewery Basnett v . Moxon
Owen v . Symonds

Frederick Morton Eden , Bart., of Maryland , U . S . ' Dallas v. Wolls Company (Limited ) v . Adie v . Clark Nicholson v . Knott
(who died in 1809 ) , by Anne, daughter of James Bromilow v . Pilkington Tendant Myers v . Smith Len v . Len

Paul Smith, Esq., of New Bond -street, and was Elmer v. Creasy Conno, Garland Fuller v . South African Taylor v . Rule
Silver and Copper Min - Lacy v . Waiteborn in the year 1803. He succeeded to his Selby v . Nettlefold
ing Company (Limited) Pratt v . Carnsewfather's title , on the death of his brother , in 1814 , Reason v . Mills Miller v . Crockett

and to that of his cousin , the late Sir Robert Rolls Court. May u. Potter Atherton » , Merriman
Johnson .Eden , Bart., of West Auckland, in 1844. At Westminster . O ' Donoghue », Lamb Still v . Elliott

Sir William was a magistrate and deputy . | Monday ...... Nov. 3 Motions Watson v . Watson Price v . Bainos

Monday ...........

14

18 Ditt

Friday.....

. . . . 20

Merrn. I
Coppimited )
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............

21 Petio general rned sum

PetitionsDes. adjow paper

.... .... . 25

V . C . Malins' Court. Friday ......... Nov. 7 General paper Tnesday ...... Nov . 18 General paper

• At Westminster. Saturday ... ..... .... 8 Petitions, short causes, and Wednesday ......... 19 Ditto

Monday ...... Nov. 3 Motions general paper Thursday ............ 20 Motions,adjourned summonses,
Monday 0 In Bankruptcy

At Lincoln 's - inn . Tuesday . . .. . . . . 11 General paper Friday 21 Petitions, adjourned sum
Tuesday ....... Nov . 4 General paper Wednesday 12 Ditto monses, and general paper
Wednesday . .. 5 Ditto 13 Motions and adjourned sum |Thursday

Saturday.......... Short causes, adjourned sum
Thursday . .. .. . 6 Ditto monses monses and general paper
Friday . .. . 7 Petitions and general pa per Friday 11 General paper Monday ... .. . .. .. .. ... 24 General paper

Saturday . 8 Short causes, adjourned gum 5 Petitions, short causes, andSaturday......... Tuesday Motions and general paper
minges, and general paper general paper

10 General paperMonday Monday In Bankruptcy Causes.

Tuesday 11 Ditto General paperTuesday Lyall v . Fluker Tosswill o . Gillman

Wedne -day 12 Ditto Wednesday Ditto Stanford v . Fane Ashman v . Blackstock ,
Thursday 13 Motionsand general paper Thursday ..... Motions and adjourned sum Adams v. North British Horwood v . Penny

Fridav 14 Petitions and general paper monses Railway Co. Carnegie v . Carnegie
Saturday 15 Short causes , adjourned sum .

Friday. General paper Magdalen College, Oxford Horton v . Hall
monses, and general paper 22 Petitions, short causes, audSaturday v . Bateman .

Monday
Wilkes v . Wilkes

......... County Court appeals and gene general paper Perham v . Legge Beckett v . Buckley
ral paper

18 General paper
Monday 24 In Bankruptcy

Tuesday .....
Perbam v . Legge Haynes v . Earl

Tuesday .... 25 Motions and adjcurned sum
Wednesday

Wagstaff r . ColrinWordsworth v. Crawshaw
19 Ditto Bullocke v . Bullocke
20 Motionsand general paperThursday

monses
Hodges v . Patrick

Griffiths v . Bedborough Browne r . White

Friday 1 Petitions and general paper Causes set doren previous to Transfer . Rowed v , Saunders Dickinson o . Parr

Saturday 22 Sbort causes, adjourned sum The Isle of Wight Oyster London and ProvincialMa Sheffield v . Gray Wilson v . Wilson
monses, and general paper Fishery Co . (Lim . ) v . The rine Insurance Co . v . Arnold v . Jervis Payne v . Wright

Monday .. 24 General paper Corporation of Newport Seymour Watts v . Watts Gray v . Denton

Tuesday .. 25 Motions and general paper ( I . of W . ) Taylor v . Fisher Attorney-General 0 . The Cook v . Needham

Causes. Heath v. Crealock King v . Sherrott Mayor, & c . of Barnsley Hayes v . Wright

The Cassel Colliery Co. Belcher v . Green
Moon u . The Original Har. Whittaker v . Whittaker Littledale v . Bickersteth Dimsdale v . Frith

(Lim ) v . The Anglo - Allen v . Lewis tlepool Collieries Co. Bousfield v . Bousfield Wilkinson v , Elster Silverthorne v , Spokes

German Mining and Com . Stewart v , Lupton ( Lim .) Pinchard v . Fellows Turner v . Turner Campbell v . Francis

pressed Fuel and Fire Gould v . Clavey Batchelor v. Bladon Hathesing v . Laing Williams v . Lucas De Lisle v . Hodges

Clay Co . Barnston v . Barnston Howes v . Phillips Laing v . Zeden Newbald v . Hale Hastie v . Pilcher

Smith v .Government Stock Laurie v . Hemsworth
Great Western Insurance Bailey v . Schweitzer Blackstock v . Blackstock - Alleyne v . Alleyne

Investment Co. Carey v . Lloyd Co. v . Cunliffe Giffard v . Phillips Ashman v . Blackstock Harrisson v . Laver

Smith v .Government Stock Mortimer v . Ring Treacher & Co . (Lim Baxter v . Chapman Davies v . Eggar Richardson v . Mallcott

Investment Co. Caballero v . Henty Treacher Smith v . Keene Lewthwaite v . Lewthwaite Cook v . Giggall

Coulthurst v . Smith Cleaver v . Jones Burkev. Keith De Brito v . Hillel Wilson v . Coffin Benson v . Tyson

Hatton v. Haywood Rotch v . Marshall
Churchill v . Portsea Island Tucker v. Dimsdale Sugg v. Foster De Tourville v . Barton

Trowell v . Spreckley Murrell v . Elkins Gas Light Co . Middleton v . Barker Waring v . Scamp Truman v . Manners- Sutton

Denny v . Morris Pollard v . Wright Youde v . Cloud Wilson v . The Furness Ry. Groom v . Savery Peters v . Haine

Armstrong v . Holmes Johnson v . Bailoy Co . Marshall v . Redford Waldy v . Bradshaw

Bide v . Harrison Camm v . Read
Remaining Causes transferred from the Books of the Vice Murton v . Bigham Master v. Richards

Maxwell u . Maxwell Hockin t. Hockin Chancellors Sir R . MALINS and Sir J . WICKENS, by Braffield v . Scriven Saull v. Saull

United Lands Co. (Lim . ) Bailey v . Hartley Order dated 9th June 1873 . Pritchard v . Roberts Stansfield v . Peverall

v . Great Eastern Ry. Co . Gibson v . Taylor Leese v . Martin Hopkin v . Ollard
Smith v. ButlerAvis v . Avis

Davies v . Howells MacLellan v . Buchanan Fennings v . lain Groom v . Groom

Wilson v . Compton
Yardley v . Holland

Prescott v . Barker
Moore v . Ross Sempill v. The Queensland Crawshay v . Crawshay
Bumpus v . BumpusBaker v. Wilbraham

Johnson v . JohnsonMaynard v . Eaton
Sheer Investment Com Boutmy v . Boutmy

Woodford v . BrookingHeron v . Davey
Devereux v . DicksonRaggett u . Findlater

pany ( Limited ) Boutmy v . Burdett

Brown v . Towell
Delaney v . HodgsonPidsley o . Pidsley

Coghlan v . Kempe Radloff v. Le Lievre Rhodes v . Rhodes
Gallagher v . Fleming Mackrell v . Notley

Hawks v . Longridge Topkeu r . Parrott
Clipperton v . Cartwright Atkinson v . Jones

Sbaw v . LongbottomTowell v. Brown
Hanson v . Leighton Hancock v . Heaton Bell v . Bell Cope v . Evans

Parker y , McKenna
Wylam v . Watts

Harvey v. Horry
Driver v . Driver Re John Evans' Estate Brown v . Rye

Rudge v . Bennett
Gatecliff v. WardDigby v . Ward

Porter v . Bell Evans t . Evans Walker v . Lawton

Colson v . Norris
Ramm v . Taylor

Candy v. Candy
Dubois v . Charsley Wright r . Wright Hunter v . Wortley

Pemberton v . Barnes
James v . James

The Nowgong Tes Co . of
Cooper v . Green De la Rue v . Marshall Grimley v . Arnold

Henley v . Borough of Mutlow v . S . H . Bigg
Assam (Lim .) (by Official Burnand v . Taylor The Powell Duffryn Steam Hervey v . Hervey

Cole u . ScottBatley
Liquidator) v . Barry Whelpdale v . Crosse Coal Co. (Limited ) v . The Darke v . Clough

Latham v . Chartered Bank Green w . Cooper
Wilts and Berks Čanal | Lloyd v. Evans Taff Vale Railway Co. Darke v . Starr

of India , China, and Aus. Rumboll v . Taylor
Navigation Co . v . Swin . Wbite v . Witt Boydell v . Thornewell Miller v . Miller

tralia Wilson 0 , Northampton
don Water Works Co . Brown v . Beet Wright v . Larkin

Lewis v . Lewis and Banbury Junction
Kitchin v . Ibbetson

Lauza v . Lewin

(Lim . )
Baron Howard of Glossop

Pickering v . Chadwick
Darley v . Entwisle

Railway Company
Souch v . East London Rail .Burgess v . Bennett

Pickard v . Pickard v . Earl of Shrewsbury
Colquhoun , Knt. v . Cour. Snelling v . Thomas

Mayor, & c ., of Hastings v. way Company Gardner v . Biurbury Lane v . Sewell
Paine v . Jones

Ivall
tenay

Peel v . Smith
Whitehouse v . HortonSpraggett v . Spraggett

Fisher v . RussellCarter v . HenstridgeEmson v . Saffron Walden Ea parte Brain and others Gael v . Fenwick Slack v. Stott
Horn v . King Robins v . Rose

Humphrey v . LawsonRy. Co.
Binns v . Fisher Adams v . Norris

Blakey v . Rushworth Moody v . Martin
Countess de Palatiano v . Parker v . Trigg Iver v , Armstrong Littlefield v . Plomer

Lane v , Salt
Hartley

De Witte v . Denne
Parnell v . Stevens Oddy v . Green Wilson v . Wilson

Bell v . London and South Tomlinson v . Lowe
Hall v . Harland Thynne u . Day Marshall v . Marshall Wakefield v . Mattock

Jones v . Habershon Okey v . Hogg
Western Bank (Lim .) Christie v . Ovington Coulson v . Tyrrell

Bain v . Percy Cayless u . Sills
Gott v. Gott Baron Greville v . Greville Cator u . Drew Humphrys v . Bull
Swain v . Swain

Leach v . Smith
Berry v . Harris

Smith v . Grant Scbank v. Scott, Bart .
Curvick v . Tucker Tetley v . Dunwell

Dean v , Butt - Stephenson
Whitely v. Kemp Korlbel v . Gardner Oldham v , Oldham Gillespie r , Howard

Prince v . Dear Fox v. Heinke v . Butt
Brock v . Cridland

Price v . RayGill v . Downing
Evans v . Verrall

Newman , Hendy
Blakeley v . Crawshaw

Harding v . Spiller Robins v . Gillam Bruco v . Le Cerf
Bird v. Bird 's Patent Deo .Dixon v . Fisken

Thomas v . HowellKent v . Kent
Brown v . MooreLake v . Baylay

Palmer v . AkersNind v . Church
Singer v . Audsley dorising and Utilising Milliken v . Lowe
Wickham v . Fitz -Worlock

Tyssen v . Stacey
Sewage Co. (Limited )

Smith v. SmithSchollick v . Edye
Bolton v . Adams Goo ison v . Richardson

Moses v . James
Dick v . Montague

Pickering v . Ager
Worthington v . Curtis Lovibond v . Perryn Perry v . Bacon

Wilson v . Thornbury Maddin v. Driscoll
Hoe v . Thorpe EarlWaldegrave v . Bastard Angell v . Wilkinson Hargreaves v . Bold

Taylor v . East London Ry. Fisher v . Harrison
Lancaster v . WalkerGreg v . Sagar Angell v . Ronald Marsh v . Marsh

Barton v . Hobson Moon , Veale
May v . May Hare v . Topham Kidd v . Tallentine

Ive v . Smith Bates v . Eley
Taylor v. East London Ry. Armstrong v . Armstrong

Gwynne v . Coulthurst De Tourville v . Beswick

Day v . Stoward
Gwynne v . Great Eastern Eley v . Bates Viant v . Hart Boynton v . Boynton

Pudge v. Pudge Lucas v . Siggers
Railway Co. Hooper v. Abell M 'Callan v Goodle Broadhurst u , Mellor

Randeil v . Samels Higgs v . Ritherdon Grcaves v . Smith Attorney General v . Ray Fischer v , Edbrooke

Kelsey v . Kelsey Stephenson v . Stephenson Causes set down since the Transfer . Burbury v . Burbury Adcock v . Robinson

Bryan v. Moss Perring v . Trail
Edmundson v. Hargreaves , Adkins v. The Common Blackstock v . Asuman Havelock v . Priestly

Parks v . Briscoe Nalborough v Jackaman Mackett v . Bayliss Council of City of Lon Chamberlain v . Chamber - Laidler v . Laidler

Street v . Bonsor Sedlmaier v . Lawrie Attorney-General 0 . The don lain West v . Bipas

Canter v . Wodehouse Hooper v . Hooper Furness Railway Co. Walker v . Hellawell Howlett v . Cole Thomas v . Davies

Pizzey v . Wilkinson Trebilcock v . Thomas Fothergill v . Rickards Norris v . Barber Turner v . London & Soutb Gray v . Bateman

Barrett v . Beck Colling v . Thorn Forbes v . Black Clark v . Adie Western Railway Com . Haines v . Ricketts

Flood v . Hampden Blayney v , Lawrence Williams v . Evans Maule v . Davis pany Cann v . Cann

Kettle v , Drayner Pearce 0 . Londan Tram Hyde v . Large Sykes v. Smith Any causes intended to be heard as short causes
Barnes v . Barnes ways Company (Limited ) Wood 0 . Harrogate Im - Lownds r . Williams before the Master of the Rolls or either of the Vice

Goodwin v . Gray Vickers v . Dicks provement Commis Earle v . Appleyard Chancellors must be so marked at least one clear day

Reece v , Reece Shelton v . Kidman sioyers Attorney -Generalv.Metro before the same can be put in the paper to be so heard .
Lloyd v . Finlay Ball v . Connett Levy v . Creighton politan Board of Works N . B . - In Vice Chancellor Wickens' Court no cause ,

Walker u . Dobson Wier v . Gisborne Hoggarth , Simpson Gibbon v . For motion for decree or further cousideration , can , except

De Bay v . Griffin Ward v . Ramsden Vaughan v . Halliday Stenhouse r . Davidson by order of the court , be marked to stand over, if it be
Plumer v . Gregory Angell v . Angell within twelve of the last cause or matter in the printed
Reunick v . Kino Sykes v . Wilde paper of the day for hearing .
Darcy v . Batt Dutton v . Hockenhull V . C . Wickens' Court.
Blackmore v. Tuck Smith v . Smith
Bradshaw v . Congreve Rodgers & Sons (Limited ) AtWestminster.

Bright, Kut. v . Marcoartu v . Rodgers Monday ..... Nov. 3 Motions
Webster v. Malcolin Stafford v . Heaton At Lincoln 's- inn .
Jupp v . Callaway Parr v . Nunn Tuesday .. .. .. Nov . 4 General paper
Maupsell v , Payne Blacque v . Rowlinson

Court of Probate .
Wednesday . . .. .. . . 5 Ditto

Ffrench . The British ! Howell v . Lloyd
Thursday .. 6 Ditto

Tednesday .. ....... Nov. 5 Wednesday .......... Nov. 12

Commercial Insurance Whittet v . Hooper
Thursday .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .

Friday ........ 7 Petitions,
Thursday ...adjourned sum .

Moate v .MoateCompany (Limited )
Friday . .. . .. 7 Friday

Gruning v . Smethurst Oakes v . Oakes
monses, and general paper Saturday . .. . . ..

Torrens v. Hilliard

8 Saturday ....
Cullins v . Slede Saturday 8 Short causes, adjourned sum ... . .. ... .. .

Whitaker v . Whitaker
monses, and general paper CAUSES.

Monday 10 General paper

Tuesday 11 Ditto Court itself.
Wednesday .. .

V . C . Bacon 's Court.
12 Ditto

Beale v. Beale (otherwise Harris and Pittam ,

Thursday 13 Motions,adjourned summonges, Jones ) and others Simons and others

At Westminster , and general paper
Caulton and Caulton v . Wood v . Wood

Monday ...... Nov . 3 Motions
Caulton and couscou "Friday............... 14 Petitions, adjourned sum . Wrench Gibbons v. Lowe

At Lincoln 's - inn .
monses, and generalpaper Slater v . Scattergood and Hawke v. Hawke

Tuesday....... Nov . 4 General paper Saturday ......... Short causes , adjourned som . others Jackson 0 , Jackson

Wednesday .. .... .. . 5 Ditto
monses , and general paper Murray u . Murray

Harvey r . Peck and John .

Thursday . .. .. . .. 6 Ditto Monday ............. 17 General paper Presland 0 . Longueville son

ing
onlatiano " Parmlinsonulley .

Grerille
Barley v. Bu; Lowe

Co .

Co .

Common Law Courts.
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Liquidations by Arrangement.

Thursday ...

19

20

Jury Causes . Harper v . Harper & Lyttle | Noverre falsely called | BYAM , EDWARD G ., captain in H . M .'s army, Woolston , near
(Queen ' s Proctor inter Bridgman , Bridgman Southampton . Pet. Oot. 23. Reg . Thorndike. Sur. Nov. 11

Ruston v . Evans & Evans,Tichborne , Tichborne HUTTOX , ALEXANDER , silk agent, Nottingham . Pet. Oct. 94 .Durant . Durant and Wade & Rogers interven . vening ) ( in camera ) Reg . Patchitt. Sur. Nov . 10
Blackett and others cited Tanner r . Tanner SIMPSOX, CHARLES, builder, Kingston -upon - Hull.Singleton v. Singletoning Pet . Oct. 24.

Reg . Phillips. Sur. Nov. 8Bird and others v . Bird Carter v . Johnson & John. Special Jury Causas. SPICER, WILLIAM , baker, Wareham . Pet. Oct. 24 . Reg. Dickin .
Spencer and Simpson v . son son . Sur. Nov. 7Benn v. Benn , Okeden and Stanford v . StanfordPepperdine . Bulley v . Daubeny BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED .Whitson - Benn o . Benn Wentworth v . WentworthTathamu . Tatham and Hanghton and Griffith u .

Houson 0 , Houson and I and Buscarlet Gazette, Oct . 21 .Tatham and others cited Elliott
Trueman Logan v . Logan and Rat ABRAHAMS, ABRAHAM, boot warehouseman, Bath . June 3, 1873Lemm 0 Hawkins and Adams v . Edgley

Cooper 0 . _ Cooper, and _ Logan v . Loganothers. Smith cited Turner v. Broadwood
Queen 's Proctor inter- Troeman 0. Trueman andBoyes r. Wall and Barrett Burrage v . Burrage
vening ShawEmanuel and Salomon v . | Gayler & Gayler v . M 'Cleish

Long v. Long and Richard . Hunt 0. Hunt, Wicks,Blackett v . BlackettBraham FIRST MEETINGS.son Collins and LeonardEarwaker v. Stedman and Hough and Hough v. Bran . Smith 0. Smith Powell v . Powelland Jones Gazette, Oct. 24.Stedman dreth and Brandreth
ABEL, GEORGE, schoolmaster, Brighton . Pet. Oct. 20. Nov . 10 ,Hea word o . Hardon and White and others v . Hal. Rubery v . Rubery and Fraser v. Fraser

Wakefield Tilbrook v . Tilbrook at three, at office of Sols . Black , Freeman , and Gell, BrightonHardon ford and others ADAMS, SARAH , widow , of no occupation , Longton . Pet . Oct , 18 .Wood v. Wood Hill 0 . Hill and AbellMarsh and Cookson v . An. Chantrell v . Chantrell and Nov . 4 , at eleven , at once of Sol. Stevenson , HanleySbapland 0. Sbapland ; ! (Queen ' s Proctor inter AVIS , EDWARD FORWOOD, transfer printer, Birmingham . Pet . 'derton Lamb
Shapland v . Shapland veping ) Oot. 20 . Nov. 3 , at twelve , at office of Sols . Jolf and Goule, BirCopeman and Prest V . Brackpool v . Patterson

minghamBridges v . Bridges and Suddick v . Suddick andWrout Robing and Finglass 0 . BATTY , JOHX, wholesale druggist, Hull. Pet. Oct. 20 . Nov . 5 , atMacaulay , (Queen 's Glendenning (Queen' sBaylis & Shirley v . Smith Brain and Brain twelve, at offices of Sols . Stead and Sibree, HullProctor intervening ) Proctor intervening ) BELOHER, NAPOLEOX , and STAGG , WILLIAM , brewers, HassardJohn and John 0 , Ellis and Gregory v . Davison
Rhodes v . Rhodes and Palmer » . Palmer st, Hackney- rd . Pet . Oot, 21. Nov . 13 , at twelve, at othoes ofothers Carter v . Timmings Sols . Duthield and Bruty , Tokenhouse -ydFisher v , Fisher and JonesCurtisShaw v . Still and others BISHOP. WILLIAM ROBERT, butcher, Broadway, Ealing . Pet. Oct.Edwards v . Edwards and (Queen 's Proctor inter 14. Nov . 4 ,at three, at the New - inn , Ealing. Sol. Philp , Hayes
Barker vening ) BLAKE, FRANCIS THOMAS, Bhipbuilder, Hope Shipbuilding-yard .Court for Divorce and Matrimonial Causes .

Morris » . Morris Cleland v . Cleland and Northileet. Pet. Oct. 22 . Nov . 20 , at three, at Barnard , Clark ,
M 'Lean , and Co., Lothbury . Sols. Messrs. Beard , Basinghall-stFall Court ................................. Wednesday , Nov. 12 Kingsley v . Kingsley Fluke - -Cleland v . Cle BOND . WILLIAM , innkeeper , Callington , Pet. Oct . 21. Nov . 8 ,TRIALS BY JURY. Archdall v . Archdall and land at eleven , at oftice of Sol. Peter , Callington

Miller v , MillerLa Touche BOWERS, JAMBS, iniller, Windermere - rd , Upper Holloway . Pet .Wednesday ......... Nov. 19 Friday 5
Thursday Oct . 31. Nov . 6 , at two, at 12, Southampton .bldgs , Chancery- la .Boughton t, Boughton20 Bright v . Bright (Queen 's6Saturday .. .... .. ... ..... Sol. Lydall

21 Wednesday ..Friday Coupland v. Coupland andProctor intervening )10 BROOKE, WILLJAM , hotel koeper, Essex -st, Strand . Pet. Oct . 22 .
Hugbes v . Hughes and Coupland Nov . 18 , at three , at office of Sols . Grout and Stephenson , Sur22 Thursday ...Saturday .. .
Muirhead Milward r . Milward - Mil. folk -la , Cannon - stWednesday .. 26 Friday BROOKS, FREDERICK , out of business, Malden - rd , Kentish - town.ward v , MilwardDaggers 1 . Daggers and27 Saturday ... Pet. Oct. 22 . Nov. 11 , at twelve, at office of Sols . Smith andFriday . . .. . . .. .. 28 Wednesday Robinson Vickers, Southampton .bldgs, Holborn

BROWN, DAVID , tailor, Bolwn. Pet. Oct. 20 . Nov. 6 , at three, atSaturday .. . . . 29 Thursday ... Common Jury Causes. office of Sol. Gooden . ManchesterWednesday . . . . . 3 Friday .. ... ..... ... . Gregg v . Gregg , Ward and | Thompsou v. Thompson CARTER, ROBERT, gold chain maker, Birmingham . Pet. Oct, 20 ,Thursday ...... 4 Saturday ....... Nov. 6 , at eleven , atofice of Sol, Davies, Birminghamand BaxterPadmore CHESTER, WILLIAM HENRY, commission merchant, Liverpool.Full Court - Appeals. Parker r , Parker Lang v . Lang and Prior Pet. Oct. 22. Nov . 19, at three, at ottice of Sols . Barrell and RodChaldecott o . Chaldecott | Eyre *. Eyre Gething 7. Gething and Greenwood 7. Greenwood way, Liverpool
CHRISTIE , JAMES COKE, wine merchant, Liverpool. Pet . Oct. 21.and Cartwright Baxendale - Gothing vil and GreenwoodErskine r , Erskine Nov . 18 , at three , at office of Sols , Barreil and Rodway , LiverNewton 0 . Newton andGethingPowell 7. Powell and Jones pool

Amery v . Amery Hamlen COLLJNGE, JAMES, provision dealer , Manchester . Pet. Oot. 22 .Before the Court itself - Undefended Frame r . Frame Brand v. Brand Nov . 7 , at three, at offices of Sol. Murray, ManchesterDuval v. Marks, falsely Stotherd v .Stotherd ,Mont Batobeler v . Batcheler Clarson 0 , Clarson and CREESE, THOMAS, farmer, Powick and Maddersfield . Pet . Oct .
21. Nov. 7 , at three, at the Reindeer inn , Worcester . Sol.called Duval _ gomery and Moore Gilbert u . Gilbert, Spencer Newton Parry , BirminghamBailey u . Bailey Edmonds v . Edmonds and Gade Clark v . Clark DAVIDSON , BICHARD , tailor , St. Helen 's . Pet. Oct. 21. Nov . 5 ,Van Neirop v . Van Neirop Martin . Martin & Beaver Newton , Newton , Allen Glover v . Glover at three, at office of Sol. Ritson , Liverpool

and SillsKnowles v . Knowles and Parfait r . Parfait and Perry DEAX, WILLIAM , grocer , Manchester . Pet. Oct. 21. Nov . 3 . atiChild v . Child
two, at Crowther and Co ., accountants , Manchester . Sol. Salt ,Joyce Bumford • . Bumford and Dorn r . Dorn, Welham and Townsend v . Townsend and Tunstall

Grant Dalton 0 Fooks, Burdett Towtell Snowdon FELTOX, JAMES, bootmaker, Bradford . Pet. Oct. 20. Nov . 4, atotherwise Millemau, Thompson D . Thompson, Brown r . Brown and Crellin ten , at offioe of Sol. Rhodes, Bradford
FITZMAURICE , THOMAS, wholesale provision dealer, Manchester .falsely called Grant Dali Evans, and Brothers CAUSES standirg over by consent or otherwise ; to be Pet. Oot. 22 . Nov. 11, at three , at the Waterloo hotel, Mancheston Norman r ,Norman

replaced in tue List of Causes for Hearing on the ter . xol. Bent, ManchesterButcher . Batcher Hare r . Hare FORRESTER, JARVIS, in lodgings, Longton , Pet Oct. 16 . Nov . 6 ,Petitioner giving ten days' notice in writing to theMoody r. Moody Neerthim v . Needham at eleven , st ortices of sol. Weloni, longton
FRANKLYN. BESJANIN , twilor, King 's . rd , Chel-en. Pet. Oct. 22 .Knight o . Knight & Phipps Myers v .Myers other parties for whom an apper T & ice has been
Nov . 20 , at eleven , nt Slater and Panell, Guildhall- chbs. Suls .Relf r . Relf, Pressley,aud Tallock v . Tullock entered , and filing a copy of such notice in theand Mes rs . Beard , Basinghall - stRegistry.Wild Waylen GARDINER. GEORGE, bricklayer, " Huddersfield . ' Pet. Oct. 21 .

Harker v. HarkerGwinneth v . Gwioneth Strongv òngThomas 2 . Thomas Nov. 11, at eleven , at office or sol. Sykes, HnddersfieldSenior , Seuior Huyes v . 1 ayes, Kiddy,and GJBOX, GEORGE, tailor, Klares borough . Pet. Oct. 21. Nov. 8 ,Chapman 0 . Chapman and Smith v . Sinith
Tolson 0 , Tolson Bakewels at twelve, st office of Sols. Mesera , Kirby, KnaresboroughRuddock Broadhead v . Broadhead GREEX , JOSEPH , innkeeper, Milford . Pet. Oct. 21. Nov . 5 , atHughest. Hughes Williamson 7. Williamson Scott r . Scott and JonesCathbertsont .Cuthbertson hall part one, at the Tuwuhall, Carmarthen . Sol. Lloyd , Hayirand Hudson Gabb v . Gabband Marshall fordwestGreenwood v . Greenwood Whitchurch r . Whitchurch
Tatlock o. Dufaur de Lou . i Whitcombe v , Whitcombe GROVES, AXXA, baker, Webber-st, Blackfriars- rd . Pet. Oct. 14 .Richmond , Richmond and Butler

Oct. 31, at three, at the Claremont Arms, Upper Grange - road .Fernando v. Shaw , falselyboey, fulsely called TatRoyston u . Royston Birkby . Birkby Bermoudsey . bol. Porter, Leadenhall. stlook called FernundoStevenson v . Stevenson Anthony v . Anthony HARRIS , CHARLES BUTLER, clerk in holy orders , Dunstable .Colburn v , Colburn | Klashen , falsely called Pet . Oct . 22 . Nov. 12, at eleven , at Lovelock and Whiffen, ColeHall v . Hall Gill v . Gill and Slater
Barlow v . Barlow man -st. Sol. Robinson , Old Broad stBaker 7, Baker & Williams Atkins v . Atkins Hugbes , v . Hughes (in HARRISON, ROBERT, tailor, Barnsley. Pet. 0 ot.' 18. Nov . 11, atAllan v . Allan and Somer . Robinson v . Robinson camera) .Somerset u , Somerset twelve, at the Royal hotel, Barnsley

Smith v . Smith ville The judge will sit in chambers to hear summonses at HARVEY, JAMES, grocer, Newport. Pet . Oct. 20 . Nov. 5 . at
leven , at Nicholls and Leatherdale , Old Jewry . chmbs. Sol.Monck • . Monck Casson . Casson & Morton halt-past ten o ' clock , and in court to hear motions at

Joyce, NewportFozier , falsely called Richardson v . Richardson twelve o ' clock , on Tuesday, Nov. 4 , and on each suc - BARWUOD, THOMAS, piumber, Bolton . Pet. Oct. 22 . Nov. 7, at
Wheeler , Wheeler and Pringle ceeding Tuesday until Tuesday , Dec. 16 , inclusive. three , at ottice of sol. Dawson , Bolton

HEALD, BENJAMIN , fruiterer, Stokton . Pet . Oot . 20 . Nov . 7 , atO ' Brien o . O 'Brien Carroll v . Carroll and Max. All papers for motions on Tuesday, Nov, 1, must be
two, at the Station hotel, Stockton , Bol, Robinson , DarlingtonCOWRO , Cowne well left with the clerk of tbe papers in the Registry of the HENKR, CORD, tailor, High Holborn . Pet. Oot. 17 . Nov . 4 , 20

Tombs . Tombs Cook v . Cook Court of Probate at Doctors ' Cominons, or with the three , at office of Sol. Swaine, Cheapside
West . West, Bailey , and Nettleton v . Nettleton and chief clerk of the Registry of the Court for Divorce HOWARD, HENRY ROBERT, stonemason , Watford . Pet. Oct. 20 .

Nov . 12, at three, at Sols. Jones, Tindale , and GroveBlessed Stevens aud Matrimonial Causes at Doctors ' Commons, before JOHNSOX , ELIZABETH , out of business, Harborne. Pet. Oct. 10 .McNicol 3 . McNicol and Tittensor v . Tittensor and two o ' clock on the preceding W dnesday, and for Nov. 4 , at eleven , at oftices of Sol. Davies, Birmingham
Bedo Darby motions on subsequent Tuesdays before two o 'clock on JONAS, JOHN jun ., furniture bruker, Manchester . Pet. Oot. 22 .

Rousby r . Rousby Price u , Price Nov . 7, at thiee, at the Royal hotel, Crew . Sol. Salt, Tunstallthe proceding Thursdays.
Porter v . Porter JONER , ROBERT WILLIAM, apothecary, St. Thomas's Hospital,Sissons v . Sissons

Lambeth , Pet. Oct. 22 . Nov. 19 , at four, at ottoe of Sol. Robin .Wilkinson v . Wilkinson Toyne v . Toyne
son , Temple -chmbs, Fleet-stHopper v . Hopper McWean v. McWean , Orr, Koun, ADOLPH , importer of Bohemian glass ware , Gerrard -staMillward o . Millward and and Goldsworthy Soho. Pet. Oct. 22. Nov . 8 , at hall . past ten , at office of Sol.THE GAZETTES. Buchanan , Basinghall stSheard Eldred u . Eldred

LAMBARD , GEORGE, smith , More -at, Hackney . Pet. Oct. 2.Scott v . Scott and Burnett Harrison , Harrison
Oct. 31, at twelve, at oftice of Mr. Hudgeil, 37, Gresham .stKirk . Kirk and Burgess LANGFIELD , EDWIX , no occupation , Maidenhead Pet . Oct. 92 .Hawkins , Hawkins Cornwell Nov .1 6 , at eleven , at office of Sols. Fletcher , St. Paul, Lynch ,
and Smith , Staple- inn , HolbernWarren o . Warren , Oliver , Fagg » . Fagg Gazette, Oct. 17.

LAWRENCE , RICHARD , farmer, Swinfen - farm , near Lichfield .and Granville Schottlander Schotte | GREGSON and Sox , attorneys and solicitors, Rochford and South Pet . Oct. 20 . Nov. 7, at twelve, at once of Sols . Barnes and
Babbage . Babbage lander end. Oot. 4 . (William Gregson and William Gregson , jun .) Russell , Lichfeld
Oltiver v . Olliver Baker v . Baker Debts by Gregson , jun . LEONARD, EDWARD, jun., stationer, High -st, Cheltenham . Pet.PAYNE and NELSON , solicitors in Chancery and attorneys , King's. Oct. 20 . Nov. 5 , ateleven , at office of Sol.Marshall, Chelten .Brewer o. Brewer and Dark Saward, falsely called At. rd , Bedford row . Oot. 14 . ( Thomas William Payne and Joseph hainBartholomew w . Bartholo . wellv, Atwell ( in camera ) Dunn Nelson ) LEWIS, THOMAS, bullder, Twerton. Pet, Oct. 22. Nov. 6 , atmew and Gorman Maginn r . Maginn & Hayes Gazette, Oct. 21. twelve, at office of Sol. Wilton , Bath

MILTON , WILLIAM , grocer, Tower st, Waterloo- rd . Pet. Oot. 13.Howden v . Hoween Waller v . Waller & Roberts | JENKINS and PRICE , attorneys and solicitors, Tavistook -st
Nov . 4 , at three, at 41, Gutter- la , CheapsideCovent.gdn , and Guildford st, Chertsey. June 24 . ( ThomasBefore the Court itself - Defended . MOTTERAM , GEORGE HENRY, paper dealer, Grard Juncticn -st .Moses Jenkins and Arthur Rolls Prico )
gardener , Colesbill. la , Fulham - rd . Pet. Oot. 20 . Nov. 6 , atFitzgerald , Fitzgerald Johnstone V . Johnstone
twelve, at office of Sols . Smith and Vickers, SouthamptonCosterton » . Costerton H . M .Att-Gen . & Hawkins bldge , HolbornHampden r , Hampden and Smith v . Smith Bankrupts. FEEDHAM, WILLIAM, Journeyman joiner, Nottingham . Pet. Oct.
22. Nov. 10, at eleven , at c . Rogers, Willoughby -house, Pave .Thomas Hope v.Hope and Erdody Gazette, Oct. 24 . ment, Nottingham . Sol. BlackCollett v . Collett & Bruck . Morris v. Morris & Taylor

To surrender in the Country . NICHOLSON , GEORGE, grocer, Horsforth , near Leeds. Pet. Oct 18 .shaw Walker , Walker & Dick . Nov . 10 , at three, at ottice of Sol. Granger, LeedsADDISON, GEORGE, gentleman , Bath . Pet. Oot, 22. Reg . Smith . PARRATT, GEORGE FREDERICK , no occupation , Marylebone- rd .Fitzgerald v . Fitzgerald son and DeGil,otherwise Sur. Nov. 5
Pet. Ost, 15 . Nov . 6 , at two, at Lovelock and whiftin , account(Queen ' s Proctor inter D 'Oliverey GARDNER, JOSEPH, butcher, Ware . Pet . Oct. 18 . Dep- Reg. ants, 16 . Coleinan st. Sol. Starkey, Angel-ct, Throgmorton .

vening) Roberts v . Roberts & Clarke Hawks. Sur. Nov . 6
streetHOLYOAKE, LYTTLETOX , esq., Ombersley. Pet, Oct. 20. Sur.Firebrace . Firebrace Lawrence v . Lawrence and PARTRIDGE, FREDERICK , machinist, Stoke. Pet. Oct. 20 . Nov ,

Nov. 7
4, at one, at the Lamb Lotel, Nantwich . Sol, Lisle, Nantwioh ,Noah v . Noah Mills POOLE, CHARLES, attorney , Pudsey. Pet. Oot. 21. Reg . Robin . and CreweSmithies . Smithies Morris r .Morris and Jones son . Sur. Nov . 7

PEACEY, ARTHUR THOMAS, out of business, St. Paul's rd , Can .Sykes r . Sykesand Adolpho Patchett v . Patchett SWIFT, HENRY, no occupation , Stoke-on -Trent. Pet. Oct. 22. nonbury . Pet . Oct . 22. Nov. 15 , at three, at othco of Sol.
Dep -Reg . Marshail. Sar. Nov. 8Sadler . Sadler Essell v . Essell & Harding Downing , Basinghall-stTAYLOR , THOMAS, and FILDES, HENRY, joiners , Hyde, near PERMAN , WILLIAM , Yeoman , Mottisfont. Pet. Oet. 22. Nov. 11 , atPilsbury , Pilsbury Jackson v . Jackson Stockport. Pet. Oct. 20. Reg . Hall. Sur. Nov. 13 twelve, at ottice of Sols. Stead , tylee and Potter , RomseyFollit r. Follit Bingley v, Bingley Gazette, Oct. 28 . POUPART, ANN, and POU PART. JAMES, market gardeners ,

Plaw v . Plaw and Lemon Campbell v. Campbell, Walham -green , Fulham . Pet . Oct. 23. Nov . 12, at twelve, at

Nurser. Nurse and Tomlin To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall-street. ottices or Bols. Chinery and Aldridge, Rasex . st, StrandTotten and Doggett
RAWCLIFFE, Joux, cloth manufacturer, Leeds. Pet. Oct. 17 .Giacometti o . Giacometti BUDGETT, JOHN SEASON BURGESS , Eurgeon , King ' s . pl, CommerPalmer v. Palmer & Moon cil. rd . Pet. Oct. 23 . Reg . Roche. Sur. Nov . il Nov . 4, at one, at oftice of Sol, Hardwick , LeedsWatkins o , Watkins | Wild o . Wild & Perkinton DENXYS, EDWARD LASCELLES, retired Major-General of Her RICHARDSON, GEORGE THOMAS, coach builder, Barbican . Pet.

Sisterson , Sisterson Pearen v . Pearen & Pearen , Majesty 's Indian army, Ledbury . rd , Bayswater . Pet. Oct. 21. Oct. 22 . Nov. 10 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Howell, 112, Cheap

Eagleton , Eag eton Reg . Brougham . Sur. Nov. 11 sideotherwise Pearce
SAMUEL, ABRAHAM , job draper, Orent Alice -st, Goodman ' s .Stoel r . Steel PAKK, JAMES ALLAN, Cadogan - ter, Sloane- st. Pet. Oct. 24 . Reg .Staplee r'. Staplee Brougham . Sur . Nov. 19 felus. Pet. Oct . 13 . Nov. 3, at two, at office of Sol. Barnet ,

Pratt 1 . Pratt and Spry Tregidgov, Tregidgo Now Brond - stTo surrender in the Country .Schleier . Schleier Fairmaner v , Fairmaner SANDS , OSBORN ROBERT, ten dealer, Lower Sloane- st, Chelsea.
BLER , JOHN , ale dealer, Sale . Pet. Oct. 23. Reg . Kay. Sur. Pet. Oor. 18 . Nov. 4, at two, at Izard And Betts, Rodou ntanta ,Fraser v . Fraser Wilks r. Wilks and Paolini | Nov. 13 46, Kastchenp . Sols . Reed and Lovell , Basinghall -st

Loveday .. Loveday and Professional Partnerships Dissolbed.
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BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY,

stat twelt
WILLIAM Erap.carma pati . on

ASTO Montagu, Boon, 7and 8.pet: Oct. 23. NRK WARB

Menibers of the Birkbeck Building

SAVORY, JOHN, shoemaker, Northrepps. Pet. Oct. 22. Nov. 13, JIBSON, RICHARD PRINCE, shopkeeper, York. Pet. Oct. 21. , 9073 NEW SYSTEM OF BUYING A
at twelve, at the Dog inn , Aylsham . Sols . Winter and Francis, Nov . 6 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Orumbie , York
Norwich JOHNSON , JOSEP . and WADDINGTON , EDWIN ARTHUR , orkum

SEED, SAMUEL, builder , Rochdale . Pet. Oct. 20 . Nov. 5 , at three HOUSE WITHOUT MONEY.manufacturers, Burdett- rd , Limehouse . Pet Oct. 23. Nov . 13,
at office of Sol. Ashworth , Rochdale at three , at office of Sols . Raven ani Curtis, Queen Victoria - st

SELL, EDWARD MARK , victualler, Rotherhithe -st. Pet . Oct. 21. LEVASTON , LEWIS EDWARD , professor of music, Wimborne. Pet.
Nov . 7, at twelve, at office of Sols. Taylor and Ward , Great Oct, 24. Nov . 17 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Whitehead , Bourne
James - st, Bedford - row mouth

SHEIL, LAWRENCE, ironmonger , Liverpool. Pet. Oct . 21. Nov. LITTLE, ROBERT, bricklayer, 'Edgware - rd , Hendon . Pet. Oot,
10 , at two, at office of Sol. Hughes, Liverpool 13 . Nov. 10 , at three , at ottice of Sol. May, Golden .sg 29 AND 30 , SOUTHAMPTON -BUILDINGS,

SPRING , HENRY ALFRED, saddler , Gloucester. Pet . Oot . 18 . LONG , GEORGE, printer, Ciaderford . Pet . Oct. 24 . Nov . 8 , at
Nov . 3 , at one, at I, College-bldge , Gloucester one, At offloes of Sol. Jackson , Stroud CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON .

STACEY, CATHERINE JANE , teacher of millinery , Clarence - st, MACVEIGH , JAMES, jun., draper, Maxwell- rd , Falham . Pet. Oct .
Upper Brook -st. Pet. Oct. 22. Nov . 6 , at three, at office of Sols . 23, Nov. 7, at twelve, at the Chamber of Commerce , Cheapsido.
Smith and Boyer, Manchester Sols . Peacock and Goddard, South - 99 . Gray 'g inn TATOST PERSONS ARE FAMILIAR with

STONE, JAMES, tallor, Exmouth . Pet. Oot. 20 . Nov . 12, at twelve, MARTIN , JOHN, warehouseman , Manchester Pet. Oct . 24 . Nov.

at the Bule Haven hotel, Exeter. Sol. Sobey 7 , at three , at the Star hotel, Manchester In what is known as the " THREE YEARS' SYSTEM
SYMONS, ROBERT, photographer, Tenby. Pet. Oct . 18 . Nov . 10 , MERIGOT, JEAN LOUI8, wine merchant, Liverpool. Pet. Oct . 25 . of the Pianoforte Makers, by which anyone who Hires an
at twelve, at the Townhall, Carmarthen . Sol. Stokes, Tenby Nov . 10 , at twelve, at office of Ivey, accountan ', Liverpool. Sol. Ludrument and pays the Hire for that period, becomes the

TASKER WILLIAM , joiner, Hessle . Pet. Oct. 21. Nov. 3, at two, Hughes, Liverpool ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE . Pre .
at office of Sols. Merare. Rollit, Hull MERRIN , HENRY, crinoline skirt manufacturer, Wood -st, City, viously to the introduction of this plan it was almost as

THOMAS, WILLIAM LOUIS, grocer, Brushfield -st, Bishopsgate . and draper , Stoke Newington - rd . Pet. Oot. 24. Nov. 10 , at two, difficult for those of limited income to buy a good Pianofortewithout, and Market -row , Crossland -rd , South Hackney . Nov . at offices of Gamble and Harvey, 1, Gresham -bldgs, Basinghall
3 , at three, at office of Sols . Hicklin and Washington , Trinity st. Sols . Millerand Muller, Sherborne- la as O BUY A HOUSE ; and persons went on year after
89 . Southwark MITCHELL , HENRY, licensed victualler, Tiverton . Pet. Oct. 22 . year, paying for the Hire of an Instrument, and expended

TOMLIN , JAMES, painter, Barnsley . Pet. Oct. 20 . Nov. 6 , at ten , Nov. 18 , at twelve, at office of Sol, Toby, Exeter As much money as would have bought the Pianoforte

at ofce of Sols , Dibb and Raley, Barnsley MITCHELL, JOHN. fish dealer, Halifax. Pet. Oot. 94 . Nov . 10 , at set: ral times over .
TUBBY, ROBERT JOHN, stationer, Broad .s . Teddington . Pet. four, at offices of Sol. Storey , Halifax Whatwill hold sood for Pianofortes will hold good for
Oct. 20 . Oot. 28 , at the Galldhall tavern , Gresham .st, in lieu of MYERS, MORRIS, wire worker, Buston -rd . Pet, Oct. 3 . Nov . 11 , 10SES ; and there are manywho would no doubt AVAILthe place originally named at four, at offices of Dubois , accountant, Gresham -bldgs. Sol. THAISELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITI, if it wasTURNER , HENRY WILLIAM , grocer, Hulme. Pet. Oct. 20. Nov . 7 , Sydney , Leadenhall.st
at three, at office of Sols . Eltoft and Hampson , Manchester NUTTALL, SAMUEL, wood turner, Bary . Pet. Oct. 25, Nov. 12 , at forded them , of becoming

WALKER, THOMAS, joiner, Huddersfield . Pet . Oct. 20 . Nov . 6 , at three , at offises of Sols . Messrs. Grundy and Co. , Bury THE OWNER OF A HOUSE
half past two, at office of Sols . Messrs. Sykes, Huddersfield OLIVER , THOMAS, quarryman , Llanddeiniolen . Pet. Oct . 18 .

Nov . 8 , at twelve, at offices of Sol. Jones, Conway
WALKER, WILLIAM , gentleman , Bournemouth . Pet. Oct . 21. PITHER. WILLIAM , builder, Ascot, par. Sunninghill. Pet. Oot. in the sameway as they have already become the owner of
Nov . 6 , at eleven , at otiloe of Sols , Guillaume, Fleet.st 24 . Nov. 14, at three, at offices of Sol. Long. Windsor tesir puiloforte .

WARE , FREDERICK , and LAVERACK , GEORGE EDWARD, engi. RESTELL, JAMES HENRY, wine merchant, Jewry. st, and THE DIRECTORS
neers , City .bridge, and Marshgate - la , High - st, Stratford . Pet . I Lee- rd , Blackheath . Pet. Oct. 25 , Nov. 11, at two, at office of
Oct, 21. Nov. 12 , at two, at the Guildhall tavern , Gresham -st . OF THESols. Fallowsand Whitehead, Lancaster-pl, Strand
Sol. Swaine, Cheapside RICHARDSON, JOSEPH HAYTOX POLLARD , licensed victualler , DIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY

WHITE , WILLIAM , grocer, Barnley . Pet. Oct. 18 . Nov . 7 , at three , Bootle , near Liverpool. Pet . Oct . 23 . Nov . 10 , at three, at office
at offices of Sols . Southern aud Nowell, Burnley of Vine , 30 , Cable -st, Liverpool. Sol. Worship , Liverpool HAVE DETERMINED TO AFFORDWILLIAMS, Joux, grocer , Hereford . Pet. Oct. 20 . Nov. 6 , at one, ROBERTS, GEORGE, jeweller, Kingston upon Hall, and Cotting
at office of Sol. Farmer, Hereford ham . Pet. Oct 20 . Nov . 10, at twelve, at office of Sol Spink , TRS SAME FACILITIES FOR PURCHASING

WILLIAMS, JOHN, wheelwright, Manchester. Pet. Oct . 20. Nov . Kingston upon Hull HOUSES
10 , at three, at ofice of Sols. Farrar and Hall, Manchester RULE, CHARLES, mining agent. Gracechurch st. Pet. Oot. 25 .WRIGHT, Rev . RICHARD, clerk , Gisburn , West Riding . Pet . Oct. Nov. 13, at two, at ofllce of Lass, accountant, Cornhill. Sols . As now exist for Buying Pianofortes .
22. Nov . 13, at eleven , at offices of Sols. Maule and Burton , Wilkins, Blyth , and Margland , St. Swithin ' s la
Huntingdon A TOUSE being, however , a more expensive article to PurIUSSELL , WILLIAM , stationer , Walsall, Pet. Oct . 25. Nov. 10 , at

Gazette, Oct . 28. three, at office of Sols . Duignan , Lewis , and Lewis , Walsall Chia than a Pianoforte , the “ Three Years' System ” will
SEBRIGHT, GEORGE, ar ist, Linslade . Pet. Oct. 15 . Nov . 4 , at apply . excepting in a very few cases : so that a MORE

ADCOCK , WILLIAM , brickmaker , Sileby . Pet. Oct. 23. Nov. 12 three , at the Clarendon hotel, Linslade . Sol. Parkes , Beaufort LINGTHENED PERIOD IS NECESSARY over which
at twelve, at office o ' Sols. Deane and Lickorish , Loughborough , bldge , Strand he line of Hiring must extend .
and Walbrook , London SEWELL, GEORGE ROBINS , licensed victualler, Tooley -st. Pet.

ADUTT, LEON MARCO , and FINZI, HENRY WARBURG , com Oct. 23 . Nov . 14 , at twelve ,at theGuildhall Tavern , Gresham -st . In pursuance of this resolution
miss on agents, Mark -la . Pet. Oct. 23. Nov . 21 , at twelve , at Sol. Clark
offices of Nicholson , 7 and 8 , Railway -approach , London -bridge . THE DIRECTORS HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTSSIMCOE, JOHX, farmer, Nantwich . Pet. Oct. 95 . Nov. 12 , at

three, at office of Sol, Martin, Nantwich WITHASHMAN, JOSEPH , general dealer, Emma- pl, Kensington . Pet . STANLEY, JOSEPI BIRD, builder, Leamington Priors. Pet.
Oct . 20 . Nov. 5, at three, at 15 , Oldham 's gardens , Farringdon . Oot. 23 . Nov . 10, at twelve, at the Bath hotel, Leamington THE OWNERS OF HOUSESroud Priors. Sol. Clinch

AUSTIX , THOMAS HENRY, ironmonger , Crewkerne. Pet. Oct . 22. STARK , Joux , tobacconist, Newcastle upon Tyne. Pet. Oct. 22. in various parts of London , and its Suburbs, by which they
Nov. 6 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Hodgson , Birmingham Nov . 12, at twelve, at office of Sols . Keenlyaide and Forster

BACKHOUSE. THOMAS, gentleman , Bromley -rd , par. Beokenham . are enabled to afford to theNewcastle upon Tyne
Pet. Oct. 21. Nov . 17 , at twelve, at office of Quilter, Ball, and STEVENS, MATTHEW , baker, Cardiff. Pet. Oot. 24. Nov . 7, at
Co ., Moorgate - st. Sols. Kimber and Ellis, Lombard .st twelve, at office of Sol. Waldron , Cardiff

BAKER , HENRY JONES, an BAKER WALTER WALTON ,Faddlers, THOMPSON, Josep , and THOMPSON, JEREMIAH , and TUOMP SocietyBristol. Pet . Oct. 94 . Nov . 10 , at twelve, at offices of Barnard , SON, BENJAMIN , miners, Quarry Bank , near Brierley hill, Pet .
Thomas, Tribe, and Co., Bristul. Sols. Fussell , Prichard , and Oot . 22 . Nov . 7, at eleven at office of Sol, Shakespeare , Oldbury AND OTHERS
Swarin , Liverpool THOMPSON , ROBERT, butcher , Essex - rd . Pet. Oct. 17 . Nov. 4,

BAKER, WALTER WALTON , saddler, Didmarton . Pet. Oot. 24 . A very wide CHOICE in theSELECTION both of HOUSES
at eleven , at tbe Claremont Arms, Upper Grange- rd , Bermond

Nov . 10 , at two, at offices of Barnard , Thomas , Tribe, and Co ., ild the locality in which they are situated . The Plan uponsey . Sol. Porter , Leadenhall- stBristol, Sols . Fussell, Prichard and Swann , Bristol THOMAS , WILLIAM , jun ., potato salesman , Birmingham . Pet . which the Directors propose to proceed is
BARRATT, WILLIAM , bootmaker, Edgware - rd . Pet. Oct . 21. Nov . Oct . 24 . Nov. 17, at three, at office of Sols . Rowlands, Bagnali , TO LET THESE HOUSES FOR A PERIOD OF

10, at three, at the Guil ihall tavern , Gresham - st . Sol. Clarke, and Rowlands, Birmingham
St . Mary 's eq. Paddington TWELVE -AND - A -HALF YEARS.

TODD, WILLIAM , gardener, Manthorpe -cum -Little Gonnerby.
BASTIX, THOMAS FRANCIS , grocer , Bristol. Pet. Oct. 94 . Nov. Pet. Oot. 21 . Nov. 7 , at twelve, at the Angel hotel, Grantham . + the end of which Time, if the Rent be Regularly Paid ,

17 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Ward , Bristol Sol. Belk , Nottingham
BATCHELOR , MARK , oilman , Maidstone. Pet . Oot. 21. Nov. 7 , at TRIGG , CHARLES, tailor, Leicester . Pet. Oct. 25 . Nov. 11, at THE HOUSE
one, at the Bridge Bouse hotel, London Bridge , Southwark . Sol. three , at office of Sol. Owston , Leicester
Goodwin , Maidstone TURNER , ROBERT Joux , bookseller, Ridgway -rd , Wimbledon . vill become the absolute Property of the

BIBBY, SAMUEL JORDAN . jeweller, Carnarvon . Pet. Oct. 20 . Pat. Oct. 93 Nov. 11, at twelve, at offloes of Sols , Flux and
Nov . 7, at two, at the Queen 's hotel, Chester. Sols. Pioton , TenantLeadbitter, Leadenhall-st
Jones, and Roberts, Carnarvon VULLIAMY, HENRY, surveyor, Gracechurch - st, and Fairview ,

BISHTON, WILLIAM , timber merchant, Wolverhampton . Pet. Oct. WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENT OF ANY KIMacaulay - rd , Chapham common . Pet. Oct. 23 . Nov. 20 . at tvo,20. Nov. 8 , at twelve at office of Sol. Barrow , Wolverbampton at office of the Mercantile Association , 33, Gutter -la . Sol,
BLYTH , CHESLYN ABNEY, captain in Her Majesty 's 2nd regiment IN ALL CASESVanderpump, South - sq . Gray's - inn
of foot, Cathedral hotel, St . Paul' s Churchyard . Pet. Sept. 1 . WALKER, Joan, farmer, Halifax. Pet. Oct . 18. Nov. 10 , at three, POSSESSION OF THE HOUSE
Dec. 15 , at three , at office of Sols . Raven and Ellis , Queen at offices of Sol. Rhodes , Halifax

AVictoria - at WHITE, EDWARD , bootmaker, Priors Hardwick . Pet. Oct. 23. WILL BE GIVENBONNEY , EDWARD CORNELIUS, grocer , Southampton , Pet. Oot. Nov . 13 , at four, at the Buck and Bell inn , Banbury . Sol.
22. Nov. 11, at twelve , at office of Nicholls and Leatherdale , ac Wood, Southam WITHOUT ANY IMMEDIATE OUTLAY IN MONEY.
countants, Old Jewry .chmbs, London . Sol. Swayne, South WUITE , GEORGE, poulterer, Exeter . Pet. Oct. 25 . Nov . 12, at
ampton Exccpting Payment of the Law Charges for the Title

three , at office of Sol. Friend , Exeter
BOTT, JOHN MALING , and BOTT, JOHN , wire workers , Birming WHITXELL, JAMES RAMSEY, grocer, South Shields. Pet. Oct . 23. Deeds, which in all cases will be restricted to
ham . Pet . Oct, 23 . Nov. 7, at twelve, at office of Sol. Hodgson , Nov . 11, at three, at offices of Sol. Duncan , South Shields Five Guineas.
Birmingham WRIGHTSOX, MARIA , widow , milliner, Coburg -cottages, Albert

BRAY, RICHARD , bootmaker, Upper Berkeley - St .west, Hyde-pk . rd . Richmond . Pet . Oct . 24 . Nov. 11, at three , at office of Sols . BEYOND THIS SMALL SUM
Pet. Oct. 24 . Nov. 11, at two , at offices of Messrs . Broud , Wal Wood and Hare , Basinghall - st, also at Croydon and Reigate
brook . Sol. Ellerton , Queen -st, Chenpside NO PAYMENT OF ANY KIND

BROOKS, CHARLES CHRISTOPHER , Oommercial traveller. Elgin .
ter , Catford Bridxe. Pet Oct. 13 . Nov. 6 , at two, at the Sam . Dibidends. IS REQUIRED BY THE SOCIETY
brook hotel, Sambrook - ot, Basinghall- st. Sol. Gowing, Basing BANKRUPTS ' ESTATES . BEYOND THE STIPULATED RENT, WHICH MAYhall .street

BE ILID EITHER MONTHLY OR QUARTERLY.
BROWN, JOHN , and BROWN, CALEB, drader, Birmingham . Pet . Tho Oficial Assignees, & c., are given , to whom apply for the

Oct. 25 . Nov. 12, at twelve, at offices of Sol. Buller , Birming Dividends. THE RENT PAYABLE BY THE TENANTham Bloomfield , G . O . grocer, second and Anal, 7d . At Sol. Coaks,
CAWDRON, JOSEPH, no occupation , Heighington . Pet. Oct. 23. | Norwich . -- Culshau , G . joiner , final, 3d . At Trust. J . Platt. 36 , Includes Ground Rent and Insurance for
Nov. 8, at eleven , at office of Sol. Page, jun ., Lincoln London -st, Southport. - Gribble, F . J . builder , first and final, 5s.

CLARKE, HENRY, build . r, Shifnal. Pet . Oct . 23 . Nov. 8, the Whole Term .At Trust. R . E . James, 52, Moorgate -st. - Houchen , J . draper, first
eleven , at office of Sol. Osborne, Shifnal and final, 1s . At Barnard , Clarke, McLean , and Co ., 3 , Lothbury. Although theNumber of years for payment of Rent is fixed

COKER, JOHN , jun ., contractor, Ryde. Pet. Oct. 25 . Nov . 11 - Kinery , B . C . wine merchant, first, 28. 6d . At Trust . J . Slater , I,
half past twelve, at the Crown hotel, Ryde. Sol. Joyce, New at Twelve and a -half ,

Guildhall . chmbs, Basinghall-st. - Lannigan , T . R . draper , second
port and faal, 78 . 5d . At Barnard , Thomas, Tribe, and Co . Albion A SHORTER PERIOD MAY BE CHOSEN AT AN

COBB, Joux, gardener, Grove-rd , Richmond. Pet. Oct. 20 . Nov. chmbs, Bristol. - Lidbetter, W . farmer, first and final,4d. At Sol. INCREASED RENTAL.
6 , at twelve, at office of Sol.Eynes, Grecian - chmba, Devereux Glover , Walsall. --McAra , D . S . outfitter, first add final, 5s . 9d . At
ct, Temple Honey , Humphrys, Baggs , and Co ., accountants , 28, King-st, OR

COLLIXS, JAMES, butcher, Walworth -rd, Lambeth . Pet. Oct. 25 . Cheapside Watson , H . stationer, first, 2s , 4d . At Trust. S . Smith ,
Nov . 18 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Cooke , Devereux court, Harvey, and Co ., 65, Basinghall.st . - Wike, G .and J . M . merchants, A LONGER PERIOD AT A LOWER RENTAL,
Temple second , 8d . At Trust . A . Murray, 102, King- st, Manchester .

COOKES, JOHN MEASURES, auctioneer, Leamington Priors . Pet. Thu tcrmsof which may be ascertained on application toMichael , W , shopkeeper , second , 2d . Shepard , TredegarOct, 22 . Nov . 10, at three , at the Bath hotel, Leamington Priors . Boteer , L . stone merchant, first and final, 208. At Trust. J. S . the Manager.
Sots. Sanderson and Hassall , Learnington Jenninge, 7, Charles - , Bradford . - Busst, J. ironfounder , first and

COOK, JOSEPH , greengrocer, Bradford . Pet . Oct . 23. Nov . 7, at final, 38. At Trust . W . G . Dixon , 46 , Queen - st, Wolverhampton.
three, at offices of Sol. Neill , Bradford Cumes, W . butcher, second and final, ls. 6d . At Truet. K . Snel THE ADVANTAGESCook , THOMAS HARRISON , Outfitter, South Shields. Pet. Oot. grove , Queen -st, Exeter .- Ennit , P . farmer , first , 18 . At Trust.
23 . Nov . 10 , at three, at office of Sol. Duncan , South Shields W . G . Smith , Shannon - ot , Corn -st, Bristol. - Hill , G . auctioneer , OF THISCORDINGLEY , JOSEPH BIXKS, b erhouse keeper , Manchester . first and final, 28 . 10 . At Trust. D . Shaw , Pierpoint-st, Worces.
Pet . Oct. 24 . Nov . 10 , ut three , at office of Sols . Sutton and ter . - Tuinguorth , H . Joiner , second and final, ls . 7d . At Trust . G .
Elliott. Manchester Chambers , Darley - st , Bradford . - - Jepron , H . hat manufacturer,

CORFE, JOHN, out of business, Birmingham . Pet. Oct. 6 . Nov . first and final, 8g . 3d . At Trust. Å . Vaughan, 61, Princess-st, MAY DE SUMMED UP AS FOLLOWS :6 , at ten , at otfices of Sol. East , Birmingham Manchester. - Jones, H . o . provision merchant, first, 6d . At Trust.
Cox , LEWIS , grocer, Birmingam . Pet. Oct. 13 . Nov . 6 , at H . Bollond , 10 , South John -st , Liverpool.-- Juby. W . F . draper , 1 . Persons of Limited Income, Clerks, Shopmen , and
twelve , at offioe of Sol. Fallowe, Birmingham first and final, 8 d . At Trust . J . D . Viney, 99, Cheapside - tage, others , may, by becoming Tenants of the BIRKBECK

CRAIG , ROBERT, draper, Portsea . Pet. Oct. 23. Nov . 7, at four, F . tobacconist , first 28 . At Trust . E . C . Chatterley, 25, Old Jewry . BUILDING SOCIETY , be placed at once in a position of
at ottices of Sol. King , Portses - Pearson , T . coal dealer, tnird , 8d . At Trust. W . Hleston , Old independence as regards their Landlord ,

EDISS. THOMAS WYATT, builder , Southsea. Pet. Oct. 24 . Nov . Townhall -chmbs. - Salmon , F . W , manufacturer of incubators,
8 . at eleven , at office of Paioe, Landport. Sol. Walker, Land . final, 3s . 1 d . By Trust. H . W . Newton , at ottice of J . 0 . Warden , 2. Their RENT CANNOT BE RAISED .
port 11, Guild -st, Stratford -on -Avon . - Smith , W . C . coprolite merchant,

EDMONDBOX , EDWARD, geamen 's outfitter, North Shields. Pet. 3 . They CANNOT BE TURNED OUT OF POSSES. A
final, ls , 12d . At Trust. C . Wisbey , 26 , Trinity - st , Cambridge.

Oct. 25. Nov . 14 , at three, at office of Sol. Duncan , South SION so long as they pay their Rent .Webb, O . J . retired paymaster from navy , ls. 3d . At office of J .
Shields Howard, registrar of Portsmouth County Court. 4 . NO FEES or FINES of any kind are chargeable.

FABRAH , FREDERICK , out of business, West End -grove , Mort
lake. Pet. Oct. 25 . Nov. 15, at one, at office of Sol, Warrand, 5 . They can leave the House at any time without notice ,
Ludgate -hill rent being payable only to the timeof giving up possession .

FRENCH , GEORGE, bootmaker, Bigh - st, Marylebone. Pet. Oct. BIRTHS MARRIAGES AND DEATHS 6 . II circumstances compel them to leave the House
25 . Nov. 14 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Chalk , Moorgate - st before the completion of their Twelve and a half Years

GERRISH , WILLIAM HALL, corn merchant, Cardiff. Pet . Oot . 33 . BIRTH . Tenancy, they can Sub-let the House for the remainder ofNov. 13, at two, at ofhos of Barnard , Thoma , Clarke, and Co ., CARLESS. - On the 17th ult ., at Hereford , the wife of Joseph Car . the Terme Or they c . Transfer their right to anotherCardiff Sol. Ensor, Cardify less, Town Olerk of Hereford , of a daughter .
GIBSON, JOHN CHARLES, surgeon , Droitwich . Pet. Oct. 20. Nov. Tenant.MARRIAGR .

8 , at three , at the Hop Marker hotel, Worcester. Sol. Corbet SHEE - INNES . - On the 14th ult . , at Thomag town, county Kil 7. Finally , NO LIABILITY OF RESPONSIBILITY
GOOLD , GIDEON , factor, Handsworth . Pet . Oct. 23 . Nov. 7, at kenny, George Shee, of 11, K ng 's Bench walk , Temple , barris. any kind is incurred , beyond the Paymentof Rent by thc.
three, at offices f Sol. Hodgson , Birmingham ter-at- law , to Jane, eldest daughter of H . Innes, Esq , of who acquire Houses by this New System .

GROVES, JOHN JAMES, corn merchant, Surbiton . Pet. Oot. 22 . Thomas .town .
Nov . 21, at four, at office of Sol. Wetherfield , Gresham -bidge, DEATHS. be BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY have on their
Guildhall, London PEEL. - On the 15th ult ., aged 46 years , Arthur Peel, H . M .'s Chief List several HOUSES, which they are prepared to LETO

HOLLIS8 , THOMAS ROBERT, contractor 's assistant, Yalding -rd , Justice for the Island of Antigua the TWELVE AND A HALF YEARS SYSTEM , and
Blue Anchor- rd , Bermondsey . Pet. Oct. 22. Nov. 8, at eleven , TALBOT. On the 23rd uit , agd 70 years, Henry Talbot. Esq ., of many cases Immediate Possession may be obtained ,
at offices of Sols. May and Sykes, Adelaide-pl Oakland, near Kidlerminster, Justice of the Pence , and Deputy . theHOBDEX , WILLIAM JOHN, bootmaker, High -8t, Lower Norwood . Lieutenant for the county of Worcester.
Pet. Oct. 24 . Nov . 10, at twelve, at the Greyhound hotel, Croy . WICKENS. - On the 23rd ult ., at Chilgrove, Chichester, aged

23rdult., at Chilgrove, Chichester, aged | Berrister may be obtained on annlication to Paced
don . Sol. Parry 68 years, Vice- Chancellor Sir John Wickens. FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT,Manager ,

New System of Purchasing a House,
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To Readers and Correspondents .

A NUMBER of communications from correspondents are unavoidably held over.
EDWARDO. - Wedo not insert questions of the nature you send,
Anonymous communications are invariably rejected .

All communications must be authenticated by the name and address of the writer
not necessarily for publication , but as a guarantee of good faith .

by local professionalmen of the tediousmode of procedure and of

the whole system of trial by naval courts martial. Reform is
absolutely necessary , and we wish the petitioners success. The
JUDGE ADVOCATE should be a member of the Bar, one of standing
trained in the practical work of his profession ; and solicitors in
naval arsenals should be appointed Deputy Judge Advocates.

:
:

TO SUBSCRIBERS. ALTHOUGII the appointment of the ATTORNEY -GENERAL to the Chief
The volumes of the LAW TIMES, and of the Law TIMES REPORTS, are strongly and Justiceship of the Common Pleas has not been made at the time
uniformly bound at the Office , as completed, for 59.6d, for the Journal, and 4s. 6d. we write, there is no doubt that the position will be offered to him ,
for the Reports . and we have reason to know that it will be accepted . ThereforePortfolios for preserving the current numbers of the LAW TIMES, price|5s , 6d., by
post 5d . extra . LAW TIMES REPORTS, price 3s. 6d ., by post 3d . extra. tuving wemay treat Sir John COLERIDGE as the new Lord Chief Justice.

He is the eldest son of the Right Hon . Sir JOIN TAYLOR COLE
RIDGE, was born in 1821, and educated at Eton ; he was scholar of

CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.
Balliol College, 'and afterwards Fellow of Exeter College Oxford .

Four lines or thirty words........... 35. 6d. | Every additional ten words ..... 0s. 6d. He was called to the Bar of the Middle Temple in 1847, was made
Advertisements specially ordered for the first page are charged one- fourth more

than the above scale . Recorder of Portsmouth in 1855 , and received a silk gown in 1861.

Advertisements must reach the Office not later than five o'clock on Thursday He contested Exeter in the Liberal interest in July 1864, and
afternoon ,

though defeated on that occasion , was returned for that city at the
general election in 1865. Hewas appointed Solicitor-General in

NOTICE . Dec. 1868, on which occasion he received the honour ofknighthood .
The LAW TIMES goes to press on Thursday evening , that it muy be received in the remotest In Nov. 1871 he succeeded Sir R . P . COLLIER as Attorney-General.parts of the country on Saturday morning. Communications and Advertisements must

de transmitted accordingly . Nono can appear that do not reach the office by Thursday He has been called the “ West of England lawyer," and his career
afternoon 's post. on the Western Circuit in a measure entitles him to be so de

When payment ismade in postage stamps, not more than 58, may be remitted at one time. signated , but we do not think that he would put foremost his
All communications intended for the Editor of the Solicitors' Department should be so claim to be a lawyer. In an address delivered to the Articledaddressed .

Clerks' Society he too modestly, no doubt, expressed his surprise

Now ready, price 68 . 6d . (including Index to Volume), PART VIII. of at his own success at the Bar. That success, however, is easily to

MARITIME LAW REPORTS (New Series). By J. P . ASPINALL be accounted for. Elegant and polished speakers are not numer

Esq ., Barrister-at- Law , in the Admiralty Courts ofEngland and Ireland, and in al ous at the Bar — their occupation , indeed , is almost gone. Con
the Superior Courts , with a Selection from the Decisions of the Unlted States Courts sequently Sir John COLERIDGE was able to take a position which ,
with Notes by the Editor. The First Series of " Maritime Law " may now be had com
plete in Three Volumes , all bound , price £5 5s , for the set, or any single volume fo if not of the highest kind recognised by practical lawyers, was
22 28 . Back numbers may be had in complete sets, certainly unique. But with this fine faculty of speech he unites

London : HORACE Cox, 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .
a singular capacity for apprehending rapidly the legal bearings

Just published , price 5s .6d ., PART III. of VOL. VIII. of of a case and applying legal principles. For this reason we antici
DEPORTS of MAGISTRATES, MUNICIPAL , PAROCHIAL, pate that he will make an admirable Judge.
LU ELECTION , and ECCLESIASTICAL LAW CASES, decided by all the Conuits .

Sent post free to subscribers, N . B . - The back volumes and parts may be had ; the vols.

at 253 . each , half-bound .
AMONG the publications made under the authority of the MASTERLondon : HORACE Cox , 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .
of the ROLLS, there appeared three years back an interesting work
entitled , “ The Black Book of the Admiralty," and edited by Sir

CONTENTS. TRAVERS Twiss. In the preface to the work the learned editor

regrets the loss of the original Black Book , which was a sort of
REPORTS. LEADING ARTICLES, & o.

record of the ancient statutes or laws governing the admiralty
COURT OF ADMIRALTY. TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS........ 15 jurisdiction , and was supposed to have been written , in part at

THE EUGENIE (Nos. 6491 and 6524)
LEADING ARTICLES :

Bottomry - Master's wages, and dis least , as far back as the reign of Edward III. or Richard II.,Topics of theWeek ....... ..bursements ..... ... ... ... Debenture Bonds and Promissory Notes... 16 before the prohibitions restraining the court from exercising juris
HOUSE OF LORDS. The SupremeCourt of Judicature Act 1873 17

MANSFIELD (falsely called Cuxo ) v . Suggestions for Amending the Practice dion over foreign contracts commenced . Its loss seems to have
CUXO Kelating to Stod Orders .......... 18

Suit for nullity of marriage - Impotence been discovered by a Mr. LUDERS on 2nd June, 1808 , when heSearches, Inquiries, and Notices ....
- Delay - Burthen of proof .... .......... 316 The Judicial Statistics for 1872 ...... applied at the office at Doctors' Commons and was informed " by

COURT OF APPEAL IN CHANCERY. NOTES OF THE WEEK :
Court of Appeal in Chancery .................... the proper officer ” that they had never seen such a book , andSTEVENS . THE MID HANTS RAILWAY
V . C . Wickens' CourtCOMPANY : THE LONDOX FINANCIAL knew nothing of it . The value of the book as a legal authority

ASSOCIATIOX 2 . STEVENS PATENT LAW
Rallway company - Railway Companies may not be very great, but as a literary curiosity , and perComplete Specification .....
Act 1867. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 318

SOLICITORS' JOURNAL : haps as evidence of the jurisdiction claimed , if not exercised ,
SIMMONS . PITT

Topics of the Week ... .. . .. . ..
Real estate - Conversion - Failure of by the Court of Admiralty in early days, it is most interest.
purpose for which conversion was

Notes of New Decisions.....
Correspondence .......... . ing . Hence we are glad to be able to announce that thedirected .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . 320
Unclaimed Stock and Dividends in the

COOPER E. COOPER Bank of England ...... missing volume has been discovered by the Assistant Registrar of
Portions - Advancement - Gift of share Creditors under 22 & 23 Vict. c . 35

of residue by will ....... ............ ........... 321 Reports of Sales ......... · the Court of Admiralty , Mr. BATHURST, among some private
V . C . BACON ' S COURT. REAL PROPERTY AND CONVEYANCING : papers belonging to a former Registrar of that court. Its

Re THE MATLOCK OLD BATH HYDRO Notes of New Decisions
PATHIC COXPAXY (LIMITED ) (WHEAT identity can scarcely be doubted , because it answers so accurately
CROFT'S CASE

COUNTY COURTS:

Company - Winding- up - Conditional Norwich County Court ..................... all the descriptions given of it, and moreover, among the same
contract to take shares ......... ......... ... .. 324 BANKRUPTCY LAW : papers was found a document, dated in the year 1808 , and signed
COURT OF QUEEN ' S BENCE . Wesuminster County Court....

with the initials of Sir CHRISTOPHER ROBINSON , afterwards JudgeBEST . PEMBROKE (CURTIES Gar LEGAL NEWS .........
alshee of the Admiralty Court (as well as those of other persons), pur
Garnishee - Interpleader - Judgment NOTES AND QUERIES ON POINTS OF PRAC.
creditor ....... . ... .. .. porting to be a report to the College of Advocates, as to the BlackTI E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * * . * * * . . . * . . * . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

COURT OF COMMON PLEAS. LAW SOCIETIES : Book in the Admiralty registry . This report, which is in print,
BURNS v. POULSOX Metropolitan and Provincial Law Asso .

Negligence - Master and servant- Act . ciation .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. so accurately describes the volume which has been found that its
ing within the scope of his employ University College ..... ..... .

authenticity cannot be doubted . The Black Book is written onArticled Clerks' Society . ......
The Union Society of London . vellum , and some of its pages are illuminated . It was originallyCOURT OF EXCHEQUER AND Solici ors' Benevolent Association ......

EXCHEQUER CHAMBER. Law Students ' Debating Society ..... ..... . bound in black - hence its name; but now the colour hasmuchALLOOOD AND OTHERS v . BLAKE : ROACH Law Association
r . THE SAME ; CLEXXELL . THE SAME ; Huddersfield Law Students' Debating worn away . At the same time some other old manuscripts of
REED . THE SAME ; ALLGOOD AND Society
OTHERS P . F . BLAKE considerable interest were discovered .
Will - Limitations of estates tailUlti. LEGAL OBITUARY
mste limitation " for default of such THE GAZETTES
issue to all and every other the issue

ofmy body" ..... ...... BIRTH 3, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS ........... .. 29 We are happy to say that the anticipations concerning the vacancy

in Vice-Chancellor Wickens' Court , which we expressed last week ,
have been disappointed . The LORD CHANCELLOR recommended Mr.
CHARLES Hall for the appointment, and he has accordingly been
raised to the Bench . It wasexpected ,we believe, that a member of
the Common Law Bar would be selected to succeed Vice -Chan
cellor WICKENS, so as to prepare for the coming into operation of the

So great is the dissatisfaction felt amongst the Profession in Judicature Act. The maintenance of the divisions of the courts
most of what wemay call Government seaport towns, upon the would seem to render such a step unnecessary , and it is difficult
subject of naval courts martial, and the mode of conducting to point out a common lawyer, who could have filled the post, who
them , that a movement is on foot with a view of bringing would have accepted it. Under all the circumstances, therefore,
the matter under the consideration of the House of Commons ; we may congratulate the Government on having made a perfectly
indeed , we are informed that at Plymouth a petition addressed satisfactory appointment. The new VICE -CHANCELLOR is the fourth
to the House has been prepared and submitted to the members and eldest surviving son of the late Joux Hall, Esq ., of Man
of the Law Society there. It is reported that the Lords of the chester. Hewas a pupil of Mr. LEWIS DUVAL, the most eminent
Admiralty and the Privy Council will also be memorialised upon | Conveyancer of his day,and subsequently ofthe late JAMES RUSSELL
the subject. Weknow that at Portsmouth great complaint is made 1 then an equity draftsman in very large practice. He was
VOL. LVI. - N0. 1597 .
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called to the Bar by the Society of the Middle Temple in I it was issued , and transferred for value and without notice by the

November 1838, and was soon engaged in a large and thief. The transferee applied for payment, and on refusal
increasing practice . Amongst the more celebrated cases in brought an action against the company. The first question was
which he acted as counsel were the Bridgwater case, in which whether the bond was a promissory note. The court said , “ It is

he was engaged with the late Lord WESTBURY and the present under seal, and therefore is primâ facie a covenant, not a promise,
LORD CHIEF BARON , and the Shrewsbury case , and very recently and it is quite clear that a covenant to paymoney is not negotiable
the case of Allgood v. Blake, in which he argued alone, both in the by the custom ofmerchants."

Court of Exchequer and Exchequer Chamber, on behalf of The elementary principle which prevails in this branch of the
the successful parties, many of the most eminent counsel of law was stated by Lord Cranworth in the case of Dixon v . Bovill
the day, including the present LORD CHANCELLOR and the pre ( 3 Macq. 1), namely, that independently of the law merchant and
sent MASTER of the ROLLS, being counsel against him . Al of positive statute , the law does not enable any man by a written
though never raised to the dignity of a Queen's Counsel, engagement to give a floating right of action at the suit of anyone
he was offered a silk gown by the late Lord WESTBURY, then into whose hands the writing may come, and who may thus

LORD CHANCELLOR, which he declined, and in the year 1864 he acquire a right of action better than the right ofhim under whom
was appointed by the same learned lord one of the conveyancing hederives title. The Act of Anne gave negotiability to pro
counsel to the Court of Chancery. He was elected a Bencher of missory notes, and upon that Act questions have arisen as to the
the Middle Temple in January last year. Since the elevation of liability of corporations upon their bonds in the hands of trans
the late Vice -Chancellor WICKENS to the Bench , he has been the ferees. These bonds or debentures always contain an under
acknowledged head of the junior Equity Bar , and his business has taking to pay a sum of money at a date certain , and this fact
been , it is believed , more extensive than that of any other stuff militates against the view that the instrument is 4 deed . In the

gownsman . It will be a source of satisfaction to the Profession case of theGeneral Estates Company, ex parte City Bank (L . Rep .
and to suitors in Chancery to know that his elevation to the 3 Ch. at p . 762), Lord Justice PageWood said : “ The instrument

Bench is due to his professional eminence alone, and not to any is called , on the face of it, a debenture, which , so far as it goes,

political considerations. is in favour of its being a deed , and not a promissory note ; but

when we look at its contents we find that the company thereby

undertake to pay to the order of Hodges on the 1st July , 1867 ,
Weunderstand that many firms in the city are complaining of the sum of £1000 , with interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per

the practice that now prevails at Judges'Chambers in reference to annum , which , apart from the material substitution of ' under
judgment summonses. Under the old régimethe dishonest debtor take ' for ' promise,' is the simple and ordinary form of a
was soon brought to book by means of the writ of capias ad satis promissory note.” Then the Lord Justice added, “ The
faciendum , but now , although no doubt where the debt exceeds better opinion seems to me to be that this is a promissory
501., a debtor's summons, after the necessary demand, with a view note ; but if it be not so , the authorities go to this, that
to bankruptcy , is often resorted to as a means of enforcing payment, where there is a distinct promise held out by a company
yet in cases under that amount the judgment summons is the only informing all the world that they will pay to the order of the
machine left for theuse of the creditor against a dishonest debtor person named , it is not competent for that company afterwards to
who seeks to protect his goods by a bill of sale . And here set up equities of their own and say that because the person who
we may obserre : If a judgment creditor instructs his attorney makes the order is indebted to them they will not pay .” This
to issue a writ of fi. fa., he incurs considerable risk . We decision of the Lords Justices overruled that of Lord Romilly in
may mention that it is becoming the habit of sheriffs' officers the court below (18 L . T . Rep . N . S . 457), who had relied upon the

(whose emoluments are no doubt in great part swept away by absence of any previous contract of the parties that themoney in
recent legislation ), in case they are instructed to withdraw , in question should be paid by negotiable instruments, which dis
the face of an adverse claim , to charge not only possession money tinguished the case from the Natal Investment Company's case
for the one or two days during which the instructions of the ( 18 L . T . Rep. N . S . 171 ). “ Here," said the Master of the Rolls ,
execution creditor are being taken , and the necessary search for “ there is no previous contract on the subject, and the form of
the usual bill of sale is made, but actually the levy fee of one debenture is not so favourable as that in the Natal Investment
guinea ; and in some cases a charge is made for auctioneer's valua Company, for there it was said they would pay the holder ; here
tion . Indeed, a case was lately brought to our notice in which they only say that they will pay Mr. Hodges or order .” And he
such a charge was made, although there was a claim for rent held that the holder was bound by the equities existing between

exceeding the amount of the valuation . No doubt in the majority Mr. Hodges and the company. In the case of The Blakely Ord

of cases these claims are very properly left unpaid . It seemsnow nance Company ( 18 L . T . Rep . N . S . 132 ) there had been a previous
the rule at Judges' Chambers to dispose of a judgment summons arrangement that the debentures to be issued should be taken as
by ordering payment of the debt either in one sum or by instal money, and, beingmade payable to bearer, the company was held
merts, according to thedebtor 's means as disclosed by the affidavit to have contracted itself out of the equities subsisting between

of the judgment creditor, or other person on his behalf. We think them and the original creditor.
we can safely say that, as a rule , the debtor disregards this order, These cases having turned so much upon particular circum

either entirely or in part ; but no commitment attaches to this stances, little principle is to be extracted from them , but in the
order. A second summons is necessary, and only in the event of Natal Investment Company's case Lord Justice Cairns tells us

non -compliance with this (and not always then ), does commitment what construction he places upon the words “ or to the holder for
follow . Weare glad to learn that some of the Judges sitting in the timebeing of this debenture," namely, that in order to avoid

chambers so highly disapprove of judgment debtors leaving their the difficulty and expense of creating an assign by deed , they pro

judgment creditors to get the best information they can as to the vided , through themedium of the contract with Coqui, that the

capability of the former to pay, and oftheir disregard of the process company would recognise any person who held the debenture from
of the court, evidenced by non -attendance at chambers on the Coqui to be in as good a position as if he had becomethe assign of

summons, to be cross-examined as to means of payment, that the debenture by deed ; that if some one came forward and pro

instead of making an order on the first summons they direct a duced to them a debenture of which he was the holder, they would
summons to issue, calling on the debtor personally to attend , in not insist upon his proving his title,by a formal and actual assign

order to be examined as to his pecuniary position . It would be ment from Coqui ; but it appeared to him that there was nothing

well if this plan was more generally adopted , though it would be whatever in the words intended to put the holder for the time

far better if in the first summons the debtor was warned that by being in a better position than an assign by deed , and the holders

non -attendance in person he would be guilty of contempt of court, were held bound by the equities between Coqui and the company.

and liable to commitment. It is certain that the course at pre The operation of the seal in depriving a note of its negotiable

sent adopted is unsatisfactory , expensive, and dilatory , and it character is not yet decided . It is laid down in Byles on Bills ,

will not surprise us to find the judgment summons abandoned by that at common law bills of exchange and promissory notes,

the Profession as a means of enforcing payment. being simple contracts , cannot be under seal, at least so as to

retain their negotiable qualities. Unfortunately it was not found

necessary in Crouch 's case to decide whether an instrument under

DEBENTURE BONDS AND PROMISSORY NOTES. the seal of a corporation can be a promissory note. In all the cases

• It certainly is very desirable,” said Mr. Justice Blackburn , in de- | in which the nature of instruments under seal of corporations has

levering the judgment of the Court of Queen 's Bench in Crouch v . been considered , some special provision has been made for the

The Credit Foncier of England (29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 259), " that it issuing of negotiable instruments, and following the course which

should not be left doubtful on the face of an instrument whether it is usual with our courts, all points not essential to the decision of

is a covenant or a promise." This desirability is owing to the cir the particular issue were carefully avoided , and the general ques

cumstance that covenants to fulfil a promise to pay do not con tion of the power of a corporation to issue negotiable instruments

stitute a negotiable instrument, whereas an absolute promise to under seal at common law remains unsettled . In Crouch ' s case,

pay does, if not under seal. The assignment of an instrument the Queen ' s Bench followed this convenient practice, and , impor

containing a bare covenant confers no right to sue upon the trans- tant as the matter is, they leave it still at large.

feree. In the case above quoted an incorporated company Among some American leading cases which have recently

promised under seal to pay to the bearer a specified sum at a fixed reached a second edition , we see that there are decisions which

date, " or upon any earlier day upon which this bond shall be en have raised the point, and we find it laid down that an instru

titled to be paid off or redeemed,” according to certain condi ment under seal, though in the form of a promissory note , is

tions. The bond in question was stolen from the person to whom I not negotiable (Foster v . Floyd , 4 McCord 159) ; the endorser
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of such instrument is not liable on his indorsement (for which The existing offices of prothonotary and district registrars
a number of authorities are cited ) ; nor can the assignee of will probably be allowed to die out with the present holders,

such an instrument sue the obligor in his own name (Clark v . and as the Act gets into full working order it is probable

Farmer 's Manufacturing Co., 15 Wend. 256 ; Sayre v . Lucas, 2 that it will be found more convenient to carry on the work

Stewart 259 ) ; and he takes it subject to the equities between the of the Supreme Court, whether Common Law , Chancery,

original parties (Hopkins v . The Railroad Company , 3 Watts & Probate, or Admiralty , in one office . Hence it may be fairly

Sergeant 410 ). By statutes in some of the States, we are told , predicted that when the existing district registrars have ceased to

this rule is altered . In North Carolina, bonds, bills and notes, hold office , their business will be united in each district into one

with or without seal, have from an early period been central office. This section operates from the passing of the Act,

negotiable. In Georgia , under a statute, all sealed and un but nothing has as yet boen done under it . Every district registry

sealed instruments for a definite sum of money payable will have a seal with which every writ and document issued out of

to order, assigns or bearer, are negotiable by indorsement. the registry is to be impressed , and all writs and documents, or

In Ohio sealed instruments payable to one, or order or copies of them , so sealed will be received in evidence without

bearer, and in Alabama such as are payable to one or bearer further proof (sect . 61). It is impossible to define the duties or

are negotiable by indorsement, but not without indorsement, even powers of district registrars , as they are to be regulated by rules

though payable to bearer. Further, it appears that a very admir of court (sect. 62), but it is more than probable that they will have

able system has been adopted for ensuring the negotiability of the powers now possessed by masters at common law , and some of,

bonds issued by the United States railway corporations, namely , of if not all, the powers of chief clerks in Chancery. This is the neces

" registering ," as it is called , the bonds at the holder's option , and sary conclusion to be drawn from the section regulating the pro

of creating or destroying negotiability in the hands of different ceedings to be taken in district registries (sect. 64 ), for it is there

honest holders, or even in the hands of the same honest holder , at provided that, subject to rules of court, writs of summons for the

pleasure. In the bonds of the Camden and Amboy Railroad the fol commencement of actions in the High Court are to be issued by

lowing direction and notice is contained ,“ The holders of this bond the district registrars ; and unless any order to the contrary be

may transfer the sameat pleasure, either in person or by attorney, made by the High Court, or a Judge thereof, all further proceed

either to a specfied person or to bearer, and by bearer to any ings, including proceedings for the arrest or detention of a ship ,

specified person , said transfer to be made only on the books of her cargo and freight, in an action down to and including entry

the companies, such transfer to be entered thereon by an officer for trial, or if a plaintiff is entitled to sign final judgment by

or agent of the said company, by them designated for that pur reason ofnon -appearance ofthe defendant, down to and including

pose." If we took the same precautions in issuing debenture finaljudgment, or an order for an account,may be taken before the

bonds in this country, we should avoid the difficulties which have district registrar, as prescribed by rules of court. This section ,

arisen in the cases which we have referred to . however, enables the Judges to enlarge the power of the district
To show the confusion which has been created with reference to registrars by providing that all other proceedings as may be pre

the negotiability of debentures, and the equities between the scribed by rules of court may be taken , and if necessary recorded
original parties by the various decisions, we have only to quote a in the district registries. This will have the effect of throwing
passage from the judgment of Vice-Chancellor Malins in the case , upon the district registrars all the work which may now be
of the Imperial Company of Marseilles ( L . Rep . 11 Eq . at p . 493 ) : done by a master or chief clerk , if the Judges shall think fit
“ With regard ,” his Honour said, “ to Re Natal Investment Com to do so . Indeed , without such power being put into the

pany, it was said that all these three cases, Ec parte City Bank, hands of a district registrar, the purpose of the Act would
Re Natal InvestmentCompany, and Ex parte New Zealand Banking be greatly hindered, as constant recourse to the Judges in
Corporation , could stand together. It is not necessary for me to Chambers would become necessary, and this would involve
go into that question, because it is clear that the Lords Justices , the removal of proceedings to London . To provide, how

in Ex parte City Bank, did not consider that they were overruling ever, for cases which can be more advantageously carried on in
Re Natal Investment Company. I have already observed that I am London , power is reserved to any party to an action to apply to
unable to see how Re Natal Investment Company can be reconciled the High Court , or a Judge in Chambers, to remove the proceed
with Ex parte New Zealand Bunking Corporation and Ex parte ings from a district registry to the proper office of the High Court
City Bank. In Re Natal Investment Company the bonds were in London ; and if the court grant the application , all the docu
made payable to the holder, his executors, administrators, or ments in the cause are to be sent up to the proper office of the High

transferees, or to the holder for the timebeing of the debenture Court, and the action is to proceed as if it had commenced in
bond .' I am unable to see any distinction between 'payable to London (sect. 65) . To facilitate the investigation of matters of
bearer ' and ' to the holder for the time being, because the bearer account and inquiries into question of fact, power is given to the
is the holder for the time being. But if the cases are inconsistent Judges in any pending action to refer such questions to the dis
I am bound by the latter case, in which the former one was fully trict registrars, and to order the production at the registry of

considered ; and with every respect for Lord Cairns I cannot help books and documents, accounts, and other evidence for that pur
coming to the conclusion that he might with great propriety have pose ; and the registrar will make his report to the court in
decided Re Natal Investment Company the other way .” writing , and it will be acted upon as the court shall see fit. Fees

Undoubtedly the courts ought, whenever possible, to construe in the district registries are to be taken by means of stamps.
debentures payable to bearer as negotiable, and companies and Throughout this notice it will have been plainly visible that
their creditors ought to take precautions that the instruments are many gaps still remain to be filled up by the rules to be published
properly framed , if they are intended to be transferable. Lastly , under the Act, before it can be put into working order. The power
the Legislature ought to follow the American example , and make to make these rules is conferred (sect. 68 ) upon her Majesty
instruments containing covenants to pay specific sumsof money acting under the advice of the Lord Chancellor, the Lord Chief
in the nature of bonds payable to bearer negotiable, though under Justice, and the other Judges. The rules are to be made before
seal. the commencement of the Act, and will regulate (1) the sittings

of the High Court and the Court of Appeal, and of the Division

SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE ACT 1873.
Courts and Judges in Chambers ; (2 ) the circuits , including the

time and places at which they are to be holden , and the business
(Continued from page 3.)

to be transacted thereat ; ( 3 ) all matters consistent with or not
PART IV . - TRIAL AND PROCEDURE.

expressly determined by the rules contained in the schedule
The part of the Act which most affects our readers is that which attached to the Act, and which require to be regulated by fur
provides for the establishment of district registries. This pro ther rules ; (4 ) and generally the practice and procedure of the
vision will have the effect of putting in the hands ofboth attorneys courts , the duties of their officers, costs, and the conduct
and suitors the power of commencing and continuing proceedings of civil and criminal business for which provision is not expressly
in a centre not far from their own places of residence, and to a made by the Act. Rules made under this section are to be laid
great extent will free them from the system of agency business | before Parliament, and may be annulled on the address of either
which is now necessitated by all preliminary matters being carried House within forty days after their being laid on the table , but
on in London . The Act itself (sect . 60) recites that it is expedient will be binding until or if not so objected to . The general
to facilitate the prosecution in country districts of such proceed . practice and procedure of the High Court and Court of Appeal

ings as may be more speedily, cheaply, and conveniently carried are, however, regulated by the schedule to the Act,which is made
on therein , and with that object empowers Her Majesty by order in part of the Act (sect. 69), and is to come into operation imme
council to appoint district registrars for districts to be defined by diately on the commencement of the Act. Although the rules in
the order. From these registries writs of summons are to be the schedule are to form the first guide to the practice of the new
issued , and various proceedings in an action are to take place, courts, they will not necessarily be permanent, because it is
which will be more fully noticed . It is clearly the intention of the expressly provided that after the commencement of the Act these
Act that the district registrars are to be ultimately the same per rules,and all rules made under the former section ,may be annulled

sons as the registrars of County Courts in the chief local centres, and altered by the Judges ; in fact full power is given to the Judges
for power is given to appoint any registrar of any County of the Supreme Court (sects. 68 , 69, 74 ), to make and alter rules
Court ; but power is also given to appoint as district registrars, as they shall see fit, provided only that the rules in the schedule
the registrars or prothonotaries of the Common Pleas at are to form the first rules of practice, and cannot be altered until
Lancaster and the Pleas at Durham , and of the various local the Act has commenced . It is obvious, however, that there are

courts from which an appeal lies to the Supreme Court and the | certain courts whose jurisdiction is transferred , having forms and
district registrars of the Courts of Probate and Admiralty . I proceedings so peculiar to themselves, that any general rules
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applicable to the Supreme Court could not be carried out in those with A ., although such completion did not take place until a day
divisions of it. Hence it is provided (sect. 70), that the rules now or two after that of the sale to B . The practical object of stop
in force in the Court of Probate, the Divorce Court, the Court of orders is to prevent frauds being practised , so that we must

Admiralty, and the Court of Bankruptcy, are to remain in force, assumethat there are people ready to commit such frauds, and it

except in so far as they are expressly varied by the Act, and are should be the endeavour of a court of equity to do all in its power

to apply to the High Court and Court of Appeal, that is to say, to to prevent them doing so. In the case we have supposed, A . could

the respective divisions exercising those jurisdictions,until they sell his interest to B ., and also to another person , and if he were

are expressly varied by rules made after the commencement of rogue enough to attempt such a fraud he would probably be

the Act. One effect of this enactment will be that practitioners cunning enough to arrange that both purchases should be com

in those divisions will, on the transfer of jurisdiction , have nothing pleted on the same day, or at least within a day or two, so that

new to learn , and will find everything standing as if the Act had neither would have the remotest idea of the negotiations with the

not passed . The practice and procedure in criminal matters is other, nor would the person who completed second be aware of

- also to continue the same, but may be altered by rules of court the prior completion by the other purchaser. To prevent such a

(sect. 71) ; this includes the practice as to Crown Cases Reserved . fraud we would venture to suggest that a system ofnotices should

It is not intended by the Act, or by any rules made under it , to be adopted , under which a purchaser or other interested person

affect themode of giving evidence by oral examination ofwitnesses could immediately lodge a restraint in the Paymaster-General's

in trialsby jury, except as to thepower of the court to allow affidavits office. This notice might for convenience' sakebe required to be

or depositions to be read (rule 36 ), or the rules of evidence, or the given upon a printed form to be obtained at the office, and it

law relating to jurymen or juries (sect 72 ). Moreover, it is should be available for a short timeonly , say for the next fourteen

expressly provided (sect. 73), that existing forms of procedure in days during which the Chancery offices were open . This would

the courts ,whose jurisdiction is transferred , may be continued to give ample time for the interested person to obtain a stop order ;

be used for the same purpose as they have hitherto been used , if he did so it should refer to and operate from the lodging of the

provided that they are not inconsistent with the Act or the sche notice, but if he negiected to do so the notice should for every

dule , or are not abolished by rules made under the Act. As purpose be considered null and void , and should confer upon the

the rules in the schedule are of considerable length , it would be person giving it no rights or equities of any kind whatsoever. In

impossible to notice them now , although they come more properly order to discourage any attempt rashly to lodge notices, the per

under this head, but they will be treated of separately. As son signing them , who should properly be a solicitor, should be

they effect great changes in the practice of the courts , they are answerable for any loss or expense caused to any other person

worthy of careful attention and separate notice. interested in the fund by the improper lodging of a notice. If a

With a view of securing to the public a thorough reform in the system similar to that above suggested were adopted , it would be

administration of justice, of which the present Act is only an impossible for a person interested in a fund to commit a fraud

instalment, it is provided (sect . 75 ) there is to be a council of with respect to it, unless through the wilful negligence of the

Judges meeting at least once a year for the purpose of consi. person first dealing with him , in which case the result of the

dering the operation of the Act, of the rules of court in force , negligence would fall upon the proper person .

and also the working of the offices, the duty of the officers of the Another improvement in regard to stop orders suggests itself

courts , and of examining the defects in the system of procedure to us. Stop orders are often obtained for temporary purposes, as,

ard administration of the law in the SupremeCourt or in any infe for instance, to secure the payment of an annuity for a life, and

ferior court,whence the appeal lies to the SupremeCourt. Theywill such life may drop before the fund becomes divisible . Again ,upon

report to the Secretary of State the amendments and alterations every sale where the purchase-money is paid into court the order

they may think necessary, and what other provisions, which can directing such payment provides for the execution of a conveyance

not be carried into effect without the authority of Parliament, by all proper parties, and that the purchase-money be not disposed

it would be expedient to make for the better administration of of without notice to the purchaser. The effect of this order is

justice. If necessary an extraordinary council of the Judges may that if it be lodged at the Paymaster -General's office no dealing

be convened at any time. can take place without the concurrence of the purchaser. We

All Acts of Parliament relating to the Courts and Judges whose believe a purchaser is bound to remove the stop order at his ex

jurisdiction is transferred , are to be read as applying to the pense so soon as he obtains his conveyance, but in practice this

courts and Judges constituted by the Act, and all commissions course is seldom adopted , it being the general custom for the

made under these Acts by which Judges are empowered to try purchaser to authorise the vendor's solicitor to consent on his

any causes, civil or criminal, are to remain in force until revoked behalf to any proposed dealing with the fund. The latter course

or altered in due course of law : (sect. 76 .) is objectionable in two ways ; first the purchaser might die before
The remainder of the Act, except the schedule and the part it was necessary to act upon the authority , in which case his re

relating to the jurisdiction of the inferior courts , is of a formal presentatives would have to be sought out and served , or their

character, and will require but short notice, which wemust, how authority obtained , and secondly, the purchaser might make him .

ever , now defer. self liable for the solicitor's improper use of the authority . As a

better system we would suggest that an order be no longer deemed

SUGGESTIONS FOR AMENDING THE PRACTICE necessary for the discharge of a stop order, but that such stop
RELATING TO STOP ORDERS . order may, for all purposes, be considered discharged upon the

Now that the Supreme Court of Judicature Bill has become law , filing in the Paymaster-General's office of a consent for that pur

and rules will have to bemade for regulating the practice under pose by the person in whose favour the order was obtained , such

it, it seems a good time for suggestions to be made upon a consent in all cases to be annexed to and verified by the affidavit

subject likely to be embraced by such rules. of such person ' s own solicitor.

When a fund is standing in the name of the Paymaster The chief clerks in chambers should have power to make stop

General of the Court of Chancery an assignment or a charge orders affecting funds, notwithstanding the circumstances under

upon it, or of or upon any interest in it , is not complete until a which they were paid into court. Some of the chief clerks con

stop order has been lodged in the Paymaster-General's office , and sider they cannot make such orders when the fund paid in under

not only so ,but such assignment or charge is liable to be defeated the Trustee Relief Act exceeds £300 , and such a fund is of course

by some one else previously lodging a stop order in his favour. from its nature more liable than any cther to be affected by claims

A stop order is now generally obtained upon summons in by purchasers and mortgagees who would require stop orders to

chambers, but in a few cases it is necessary that a petition be protect their interests.

presented to the court . Let us assume that A . is entitled to an

interest in a fund in court, which he contracts to sell to B . B .

goes to the Paymaster-General's office and inquires whether any
SEARCHES, INQUIRIES, AND NOTICES.

stop order has been lodged there, and is answered in the negative,
MIDDLESEX AND YORKSHIRE REGISTRIES.

upon which he completes his purchase, and on the same day he (Continued from p . 4 .)

takes out a summons for a sto p order, which is not returnable at WHEN thememorial is of an endorsed deed and the parcels are i

the earliest until after the expiration of two clear days, and described by reference to those of the deed upon which it is

very often not until after the expiration of a week . The order is written , the date, parties, and parcels of both deeds should be set

made,and the chief clerk endorses the summons, which , on the out in the memorial (15 Q . B . 976 ). The registration of an

following day , is left with the registrar for the order to be druwn assignment in which the lease is recited is not registration of the

up. Two days probably elapse before the order is ready for lease (Honeycomb v . Waldon , 2 Str. 1064), and the re -execution of

settling , and assuming that no engrossment is requisite, and a deed before fresh witnesses, will not do for the purposes of

there is not a press of work in the office , it takes at least another registration (Essex v . Baugh , 1 Y . & Coll. Ch. R . 620 ). *

day in which to pass and enter the order. Six days at least must It is considered prudent, notwithstanding the exception of

therefore elapse between the settlement of the purchase, and what copyholds from the operation of the Acts, that such leases of

is equivalent to giving notice to the trustee of the fund , and during lands of that tenure as would, if of other tenure, require registra

that time many things may happen and another stop order may tion , should be registered , and thatmortgages of leases , unless

be lodged , the effect of which might be to postpone B .'s rights to of leases originally held at rack rent, should also be registered .

those of the person putting on the first order. Wedo not for a It would not appear necesssary to register a will where the

moment wish to suggest that the latter should not have priority devisee is also the heir -at- law , and it seems to be the general

in some cases, but it is just possible that hemight have taken out opinion that it would not be necessary to register a will where the

his summons several days before the completion of his transaction ' legatee was also the executor, but we think it would be prudent
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. . . . . . 900 . 755

„ .. 185 , 896

*** ... 64,992

6 ,899

177 .421

12
51

44

that in the latter case the will should be registered to prevent the Pursuant to an Act passed in the session of 1868 (31 & 32 Vict. c. 71) ,

possibility of a subsequent will being found, under which a pur. Her Majesty, on the representation of the Lord Chancellor,may, by order

chaser without notice from the executor would derive a better in council, confer Admiralty jurisdiction to a certain extent, and under
certain restrictions declared in the Act, on any County Court. Under this

title except in Middlesex when the testator has been dead for Act, 34 County Courts and the City of London Court have been appointed

five years, or where having died in Great Britain he basbeen dead to have Admiralty jurisdiotion , and the proceedings for the year ending

two years, or where having died abroad he has been dead four years 31st . Dec. 1872 are shown in the table.

and no memorial of impediment has been registered , and except The cases in which probates or administrations of wills were granted

in the North Riding of Yorkshire where the testator has been under decrees of County Courts are shown in the returns furnished by the

dead for three years, and except in all the Ridings of Yorkshire
district registrars of the Court of Probate.

Hitherto there have been 59 County Court circuits, but Nos. 10, 34 , and
(with the exception , perhaps, of the West Riding where the pur 56 having been absorbed in the circuits adjoining to them respectively , 56

chase or mortgage money does not exceed £50,) and Kingston circuits only now remain . The number of places at which courts are held

upon-Hull where the testator has died in Great Britain upwards is now 499. The number in each circuit is shown in the table ; the number
of six months, or abroad upwards of three years, and no memorial of days of sitting on each circuit in 1872 is also shown.

For Circuit No. 6 , in which Liverpool is comprised, there are two judges.of impediment has been registered . For each of the other circuits there is one judge only .
THE BEDFORD LEVEL. The following are the number of plaints in the whole of the County

Courts, and the totals under each heading in the returns with reference to
By the 15 Car . 2 , c. 17, a corporation was formed called “ The the recovery of debts for the year 1872 , in comparison with the numbers

Governor, Bailiffs , and Commonalty of the Company of Conserva . for the preceding year and for 1862 :
tors of the Great Level ofthe Fens," upon whom certain benefits and 1872. 1871. 1862.

powers in connection with the 95,000 acres thereby allottedwerecon
Plaints entered ... 918,538

ferred, and by sect. 8 it was provided that all conveyances by inden .
817 . 169817,169

Cases from the Superior Courts 554 610 119

ture of the 95,000 acres or any part thereof, entered with the 901,829 — 919,118 - 4 847,285
registrar in a book to be kept for that purpose, should be of equal

Causes determined :
With a jury ... ... .... .. . .. 959 953 899

force to convey the freehold and inheritance of the 95 ,000 acres or Without a jury **
... ... ... 510 ,947 520 ,991 466,592

any part thereof as if the same conveyances by indenture were for 511 ,906 521,944 467 ,452
Judgments :

valuable considerations of money , inrolled within six months in For Plaintiff .. ... ... 305 ,354 307,229hione of the King's courts of record at Westminster ; and that no
259,400

For Plaintiff by
admission

lease, grant, or conveyance of, or charge out of or upon the 95 ,000
193 ,606 187,646

For Plaintiff by default :. 3,463 3 ,663 1, 128
acres, or any part thereof, except leases for seven years or under Nonguit .. . 8 ,339 8, 285 10 , 170

in possession , should be of force but from the time it should be
For Defendant , 8 ,854 9 , 161 9 , 107

521,944 - 3467 ,451
entered with the registrar as aforesaid , the entry whereof being í JudgmentSummonses :
indorsed by the registrar upon such lease, grant, conveyance, or Issued " ". . .. . .. . 124 , 367 123,928 122,283

Heard
charge, should be asgood and effectual in the law as if the original , Warrants of commitments " 66,606 61,584

book of entries were produced at any trial at law or otherwise. Issued . 33 ,823 33 , 704 26 , 57

A lessee who at the expiration of his lease, wished to avail Debtors imprisoned .. . 7 ,969 9,373
Executions against goods :

himself of the non -registration of the lease as a defence to an Issued ... ... ... .. . . . 181,123 131,760

action brought against him upon one of the covenants, was not Sales made . .. ... ... ... 3 ,877 4 ,435 4 ,849
Appeals ... 32 28

allowed to do so : (Hodson v . Sharpe, 10 East, 350 .) Lord Ellen Order to stay proceedings 47
borough in that case (at p . 353) is reported to have said , “ The Certiorarito removeproceedings 48 81

Act no doubtmeant for the protection of titles, that leases and Totalamount for which plaints entered £2,590,792 £2,662, 132 £2,006,687

On Judgments obtained by Plaintiffs on original bearings :
conveyances within the district should be registered , that every Amount of Debts ... ... .. . ... ... £1,282,693 £1,324, 156 £1,000,223
person interested in the inquiry mightknow in whom the title to Amount of Costs ... ... . . .. £62, 360 £61,670 £10 ,137

TotalamountofFees on all proceedings
any such land was and therefore as against persons who had been

£349,266 £270 ,64£358 ,031

Proceedings in cases of absconding debtors :
deceived by the omission to register, or even as against those who, Warrants to arrest . ..

without being deceired, knew that the Act had not been complied Bail given ..
Debt and costs paid

with , and relied on it ,the legal objection might prevail at law , but Warrants suspended .

not as between the parties themselves to the lease, between whom Proceedings under the Charitable Trusts Acts :
Matters beard . .. . .. . ..

the Act was not meant to operate." Le Blanc, J ., added , “ the . " * **
Orders made ... ..

object of that clause in the Act on which he (the defendant) relies, Proceedings for protection ofwives deserted by
their husbands :

was to take away the priority of the party whose title was not Orders registered .. .
registered , with respect to subsequent claimants whose titles were Orders discharged
registered, but it never was intended to operate between the Bankruptcy :

Number of adjudicationsby County
parties themselves so as to enable a lessee who had enjoyed under Courts ... ... ... . . 684
it, to dispute the lease.” In the subsequent case of Willis v . Debtors ' summonses issued *** 1 ,529

Brown (10 Sim . 127) , Shadwell, V . C ., concurred with the descision Declaration of inability filed bs
debtors ... 182 337

in Hodson y . Sharpe, but not with the dicta of the Judges which Petitions for adjudications filed ... 866 1,162

we have above given , and he decided that the only effect of the In the number of plaints entered in 1872 there is a decrease of 17,763, or

want of registration was to deprive the parties of the special 1. 9 per cent., as compared with the number in 1871. The number for the
benefits which the Act would otherwise have conferred upon them , latter year showed an increase of 6240 as compared with the number in

and added (at p . 149) : “ I wish it to be most distinctly understood
1870. As compared with the number in 1862 there is an increase , in 1872 ,

of 53,606 , or 63 per cent.
that I am of opinion that themeaning of those words is not that From a Parliamentary paper recently issued , (No. 123, Sess. 1873) it
conveyances of parts of the 95,000 acres shall not have any force appears that from the establishment of these courts in 1847 to the 31st

at all, but that they shall have no force for the purposes of the Dec. 1872, the total number of plaints entered is 18,200,811, for an aggre.

Act except from the timeof their being entered with the registrar." gate amount of £48,794,746. Theamount for which judgmentwas obtained

The latter view now appears to be accepted as correct, perhaps for during the sameperiod is £24 ,732 ,095.
The number of days of sitting for the whole of the circuits was 7973 in

the reason that it is the more palatable. A search should, how 1872, against 8041 in 1871, 8085 in 1870, 7909 in 1869 , 7987 in 1868, and 7893

erer, always be made in the Register Office, although the fact that in 1867. The number for 1872 gives 64.2 causes for each day of sitting ,

nothing is then discovered will not be conclusive that no prior calculating on the total number of causes determined . This average was

dealing has taken place . Upon completion it will be prudent to 64:9 for 1871 ; for 1870 , 64:7 ; for 1869, 68 :5 ; for 1868 , 71. 7 ; for 1867, 68-7 :

register all deeds relating to lands in the Level other than , of
for 1866 , 62. 1 ; for 1865, 57. 1 . The greatest number of days of sitting on

any circuit in 1872 was 313, on Circuit No. 6 , for which there are two
course,the excepted leases. judges ; the greatest number for a single judge was 168, on Circuit No.

12 ; the lowest was 111, on Circuit No. 39 ; against 326 on Circuit No. 6 ,

THE JUDICIAL STATISTICS FOR 1872.
161 on Circuit No. 2 , and 92 on Circuit No. 8 , respectively, the highest and
lowest numbers in 1871. The highest average number of causes deter.

COUNTY COURTS. mined on each day of sitting was 142, on Circuit No. 13 ; the lowest 25, on

The proceedings in the County Courts in the year 1872 for the recovery of Circuit No. 32 . In the preceding year the highest average was 157 , on

debt, the proceedings under the Charitable Trusts Act of the 16 & Circuit No. 19 ; the lowest 26 , Circuit No. 32.

17 Tict. c . 137 , the proceedings under the Act of 20 & 21 Vict. c. 85 , The causes determined in court were in the proportion of 56-8 per cent.
for the protection of wives deserted by their husbands, and the pro to the total number of plaints entered , leaving 43: 3 per cent. as the pro

ceedings against absconding debtors , are shown in the tables ; also , the
portion settled out of court. In 1871 these proportions were 567and 43. 2 :

number of courts having bankruptcy jurisdiction , the number of debtors in 1870, 57- 3 and 42:7 ; in 1869, 58 6 and 41:4 ; in 1868 , 58 .5 and 41: 5 ; in

summonses issued , the number of declarations of inability filed by debtors, 1867 , 5745 and 42.5 ; in 1866, 55'9 and 44:1 ; in 1865, 55 -4 and 44:6 ; in 1864,

and the number of petitions for adjudication filed , under the Bankruptcy 56 -4 and 43:6 , respectively.

Act 1869, in each County Court circuit . The number of County Courts Of the judgments given in 1872, 96 7 per cent. were for the plaintiff,
having jurisdiction in bankruptcy is 130. Circuits Nos. 39, 40, 41, 42, 44 , 1.6 per cent. were nonsuits , and 1.7 per cent. were for the defendant.
and 46 , which are comprised in the district of the London Bankruptcy In 1871 the proportions were the same. In 1870, 96 -6 per cent. were for

the plaintiff, 1 .6 per cent. were nonsuit:
Court, have no jurisdiction in Bankruptcy. The judges of the London

cent. were nonsuits , and 1 . 8 per cent. were for tho

Court only have jurisdiction in bankruptcy in the City of London . The defendant. In 1869 the same. In 1868, 96 :9 , 1 :5 , and 1.6 : in 1867, 96 6 , 107,

Court of Passage at Liverpoolhas concurrent jurisdiction in bankruptcy and 1: 7 ; in 1866 and 1865, 96 .2 , 1. 9 and 1: 9 ; in 1864, 95 9 , 2 :1 and 2 -0 .
with the County Court held there The number of debtors imprisoned gives one for 130 6 of the number of

Returns of the proceedings of the County Courts under the jurisdiction plaints entered, with the cases from the Superior Courts included . In 1871
in equity , conferred by the Act of 28 & 29 Vict. c. 99, have been fur. the proportion was one for 115:3 . In 1870, one for 138:3 ; in 1869, one for

nished by the treasurers, as obtained by them from the registrars, for the 95 :8 ; in 1868, one for 101 ; in 1867, one for 112 ; in 1866, one for 115 ; in
Fear 1872, and will be found abstracted in the tables, in continuation of 1865, one for 123 ; in 1864, one for 113 .
the abstract for the preceding year. ( To be continued.)
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NOTES OF THE WEEK . V . C . WICKENS' COURT. used to produce a given effect, when, in fact, only

(Before Lord SELBORNE, sitting for th late
one is capable of being so used successfully.

COURT OF APPEAL IN CHANCERY.
. . . The specification is addressed , not to persons

Vice-Chancellor WICKENS.) entirely ignorant of the subject matter, but to

Tuesday , Nov. 4 . Tuesday, Nov. 4 . artists of competent skill in that branch ofmanu.

(Before the LORDS JUSTICES.) ADAMS V . NORTH BRITISH RAILWAY COMPANY. factures to which it relates.” ( 1 Q . B . 938 ; 1

R6 THE MATLOCK OLD BATH HYDROPATHIC THE bill in this case stated that Frederick Foster Web . P. C . 214 .)
Elliott v . Ashton . N . P . 1840. - Coltman , J .,

COMPANY. (CASE OF THE MANCHESTER FI Burlock was, in 1869, constituted the general
NANCE CORPORATION ).

said : " The patentee must give such a description

agent of Messrs. Richardson and Co., an Ameri in his specification as would enable a workman of

Company - Winding-up - Contributory — Allot. can firm , to introduce and sell in Great Britain competent skill, conversant with the trade, to

ment of shares in satisfaction of debt. an invention for the improvement of safety. carry the invention into effect.” (1 Web. P . C .
This was an appeal from a decision of Bacon , valves for steam -boilers. In Jan . 1870 Burlock 222.)

V . C . The Manchester Finance Corporation entered into an agreement with the plaintiff , Neilson v . Thompson . 1841. - Cottenham , L C . :
having advanced £500 to the Matlock old Bath whereby, after declaring that he had the full “ The public are entitled to know for what it is

Hydropathic Company, the latter company allotted and sole power to treat for the sale of the in - that the patentee claims the invention , that they

to the corporation fifty fully paid -up shares of vention , he gave the sole agency for working may be saved inconvenience upon the subject ;

£10 in the Matlock Company in satisfaction of the patent in this country to the plaintiff , who therefore, the specification must tell the public

the sum advanced . The 2500 was, however, still was to have an interest in sales and profits to for what it is that he claims protection .” (1 Web .
treated as a debt, and it appeared that the two the extent of £25 per cent. The railway com P . C . 283.)
companies intended the shares to be merely a pany having adopted the invention for their loco . Neilson v . Harford . 1841. ( N . P .) - 1. A specifi.
security for the debt. In Feb. 1868 the Matlock motives , had paid a royalty for some valves sup cation is sufficient if it enables a person of ordi

Company gave the corporation a debenture for plied by the plaintiff, who however alleged that nary skill and knowledge of the subject to con
.£500 as a further security for the debt. The they had many more in use, for which they re struct the patented machine. Parke, B ., said to
Matlock Company was subsequently ordered to fused to pay any royalty. The bill then prayed the jury : “ You are not to ask yourselves the

be wound -up, and the Vice-Chancellor held that, for an account, for damages, and for an injunc question whether persons of great skill, a first

as they had paid nothing upon the shares, the tion . The defendants demurred on the ground rate engineer, or a second-class engineer, as

corporation must be treated as holders of unpaid that Burlook 's authority did not extend to & described by Mr. Farey - whether they would do

shares, and placed upon the list of contributories. right to give to Adams the privileges granted by it ; because generally those persons are men of

From this decision the corporation appealed . the agreement of 1870 , and in this view the late great science and philosophical knowledge, and

Yate Lee (with him Amphlett, Q . C .), for the Vice-Chancellor Wickens had concurred when they would upon a mere hint in the specification
appellants , stated that they were ready to give | refusing a motion for injunction . probably invent a machine which should answer

up all right of proof on the debenture for £500, H . M . Jackson , Q .C .,and Graham Hastingsap- | the purpose extremely well ; but that is not the
if they were removed from the list of contribu

peared for the plaintiff.
description of persons to whom this specification

tories.

Ince (with him Kay, Q . C .), for the official liqui
may be supposed to be addressed , it is supposed

Dickinson , Q .C .,and Colquhoun for the railway to be addressed to a practical workman , who

dator. company. brings the ordinary degree of knowledge and the

Lord Justice MELLISH said that on the fifty Lord SELBORNE allowed the demurrer, with ordinary degree of capacity to the subject.” In
shares being allotted to the corporation in dis- costs,without hearing a reply . the course of the argument in the Court of Ex.
charge of their debt, they ceased to be creditors | Solicitor for the plaintiff , T . Guscotte. chequer, Abinger, C . B ., said : “ Where the speci .
of the company . It appeared from subsequent fication usesSolicitors for the railway company, Ashurst ,transactions that both parties intended still to

scientific terms which are not

keep alive the debt. That could not be lawfully Mo
understood except by persons acquainted with the

Morris, and Co.
nature of the business , the specification is not

done. The corporation never agreed to take un . bad because an ordinary man does not understand
paid shares, but fully paid up shares were allotted it , provided a scientific man does ; butwhere the
to them in payment of their debt. They must, PATENT LAW . specification does not make use of technical
therefore , be removed from the list of contribu. (By C . HIGGINS, Esq., M . A ., F . C . S ., Barrister-at-Law . terms, where it uses common language, and

tors. where it states that by which a common man may
Lord Justice JAMES concurred .
Solicitors for the appellants, T . White and Son . COMPLETE SPECIFICATION .

be misled , though a scientific man would not
when it does not profess to use scientific terms,

Solicitors for the respondents, Satchell and (Continued from page 424 .) and an ordinary man reading the specification is

Chapple . Minter v . Mower. 1837. - " Patent for an im . misled by it - it would not be good. ”
provement in the construction , making, or manu 2 . (Court of Ex.) - The specification should be

THE IMPERIAL LAND COMPANY OF MARSEILLES facturing of chairs ." The specification thus such as, if fairly followed out by a competent

v . MASTERMAN . concludes : “ What I claim as my invention is , workman . noithout invention or addition , would

Practice - Affidavit of documents - Further the application of a self-adjusting leverage to produce the machine forwhich the patent is taken

affidavit - Reasonable suspicion . the back and seat of a chair , whereby the weight out, and such machine so constructed must be one
This was an appeal from an order of Malins on the seat acts as a counter-balance to the pres- | beneficial to the public. Parke, B . said , at Nisi

V . C . The defendants had. in pursuance of the sure against the back of such chair as above de. | Prius : “ If experiments are necessary in order

common order obtained by the plaintiffs, made
scribed .” It appeared from the evidence that a | to construct a machine to produce some beneficial

an affidavit of documents in the usual form , chair , acting upon the same principle as that effect, no doubt this specification is defective. If

referring to a schedule of documents , and con
which the patentee claimed , had been constructed experiments are only necessary in order to pro

cluding with the usual denial of their having or and sold by a person of the nameof Brown, before duce the greatest beneficial effect, in that case I

having had in their possession any other docu . the date of the patent ; this chair had , however, think the patent is not void .” Parke, B .,

ments. The schedules comprised a copy of a been encumbered by additionalmachinery. Held, delivering the judgment of the Court of Ex.

letter of the 19th Oct. 1865, from Messrs . Uptons
that the specification was bad . Denman , C . J ., chequer , said there was no authority to show that

and Co., solicitors in London , to Messrs. Maug- | said : “ The specification claimed more than the a specification , which could only be supported by
ham and Co., their agents in Paris , and copies of | plaintiff had invented , and would have actually a fresh invention and correction by a scientific

letters in reply of the 20th and 21st Oct. 1865, precluded Brownst. 1865 precluded Brown from continuing to make the person , would be good .
from Messrs. Maugham and Co. to Messrs.Uptong same chair that he had madebefore the patentee's ! 3 . (Court of Ex.) - A specification which con .

and Co ., in which the former stated that they discovery. .discovery. We are far from thinking that the tains a false statement in a material circumstance,

had sent therewith copies of certain documents patenteempatentee might not have established his title by of a nature that, if literally acted upon by a com

alleged by the plaintiffs to be material to the showing that a part of Brown's chair could have petentworkman , would mislead him and cause the

questions at issue in the cause . The defendants, effected that forwhich thewholewasdesigned . But experiment to fail, is bad . The patentee, in his

by their answer,admitted that Messrs.Uptons and his claim is not for an improvementupon Brown's specification said : “ The shape of the receptacle "

Co. acted as their solicitors in Sept. 1865, in re
leverage, but for a leverage so described that the a part of his machine) “ is immaterial to the

ference to the matters in question in the causo, description comprehended Brown's .” (6 A . & E . effect." This was held to cast upon the patentee

but denied that they had so acted after the 735 ; 1 Web . P . C . 142.) the necessity of proving to the satisfaction of the

17th Oct. 1865 . The Vice- Chancellor, on the
Galloway v. Bleaden . N . P . 1839, - Tindal, jury that any shape which could reasonably be

application of the plaintiffs. ordered the de. / C . J ., referring to the specification , said : “ If expected to be made by a competent workman
fendants to make affidavit of documents on the there is a want of clearness, so that the public would produce a beneficial effect and be a valuable

ground that the schedule afforded reasonable cannot afterwards avail themselves of it , much discovery.
ground for suspecting that the defendants had in more if there is any studied ambiguity in it, so as 4 . (N . P .) The omission to mention in the

their possession other documents than those set to conceal from the public that which the patentee specification anything which may be necessary for

out in the schedule , relating to the subject matter for a term is enjoying the exclusive benefit of, no the beneficial enjoyment of the invention is a

of the suit. From this order the defendants doubt the patent itself would be completely void.” fatal defect. Aliter if such omission go only to

appealed . (1 Web . P . C . 524 .) the degree of the benefit.

Cotton , Q .C . and Kekewich , for the appellents . Bickford v. Skewes. 1839. - Patent for a miner's 5 . ( N . P .) - The omission to mention in the

Glasse , Q . C ., Higgins, Q . C ., and Wingfield for
safety fuse. The specification directed the use specification anything which the patentee knows
of “ gunpowder, or other proper combastible to be useful is a fatal defect.

the respondent. matter," for the manufacture of the fuse. It 6 . (Court of Ex.) - A patent is not vitiated by a
Lord Justice JAMES said that there was nothing was objected , on behalf of the defendant, that the mistake in the specification , as where air is called

in the schedule to raise a reasonable suspicion plaintiff had failed to show that any other an imponderable substance, or sulphur a mineral ;

that anything had been inadvertently or other . material but gunpowder had ever been used in nor by a mistake in a matter foreign to the inven

wise omitted from the affidavits. It was perfectly the fuse ; or, if introduced , would answer the tion , which cannot mislead ; nor by the inaccu

clear that the letters in question had been written purpose desired . Denman , C . J., in delivering the rate use of wordswhich are explained by the con

and received by Messrs. Uptons, not as solicitors judgment of the court, said : " The first part text.

of the defendants , but as solicitors of the com - of this objection seems to us immaterial if other 7. (Court of Ex.) - The construction of the

pany which had just been registered . The affi- materials, not specified (and it is certainly not specification is for the court, the meaning of the

davit was sufficient in form , and contained an necessary to specify all) , but still within the words and surrounding circumstances having

express denial of the possession of any other description given , will answer the purpose ; no been ascertained by the jury. Parke , B . deliver.

documents relating to the subject matter of the ambiguity is occasioned . Nothing that can mis- ing the judgment of the Court of Exchequer , held
suit. The Vice-Chancellor' s order must there. lead the pablic, or increase the difficulty here it a just rule of construction to judge of the
fore be discharged . after of making the instrument, by the introduc- meaning of a particular phrase by taking the

ELLISH WE
| tion of terms which import the patentee has whole instrument together ; and he construed the

opinion . himself used them . The latter part of the objec. word “ effect " in one part of the specification as
Solicitor for the appellants , Freshfields. tion , if true in fact, would have been more meaning beneficialeffect, because it was evidently
Solicitors for the respondents, G . 8 . and H . material, because it does tend to mislead if it be used in that sense in some other parts of the

Brandon . stated that a whole class of substances may be ' specification . The intelligibility of the specifica

ame
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tion is a question for the jury. (1 Web. P .C. SOLICITORS' JOURNAL. | THE following law lectures and classes are ap
295.)

pointed for the ensuing week in the Hall of theCarpenter v . Smith. N . P . 1841. - Abinger,
C . B ., in his remarks to the jury, said : “ It is reiger. Many of those members of the Incorporated Law Incorporated Law Society. Monday, 10th , class,

quired as a condition of every patent that the Society who wish and recently endeavoured to Conveyancing , 4 .30 to 6 o ' clock ; Tuesday, 11th .
patentee shall set forth in his specification a true throw open the doors for the election of the council, class , Conveyancing , 4 .30 to 6 o ' clock ; Wednes
account and description of his patentor invention , making it more representative, are probably un - day, 12th , class, Conveyancing, 4 .30 to 6 o 'clock ;
and it is necessary in that specification that he aware of the fact that in Dublin the council of | Friday , 14th , lecture, Common Law , 6 to 7 o 'clock .
should state what his invention is , what he claims

to be new , and what he admits to be oid ; for if the Incorporated Law Society is annually elected
the specification states simply the whole ma- / by ballot. SEVERAL country solicitors have forwarded to as
chinery which he uses, and which he wishes to in . & quantity of printed matter addressed to each ,
troduce into use, and claims the whole of that as AMONGST the many offices which might with | and marked “ Private.” At the sacrifice of space
new , and does not state that he claims either any great advantage to the public, and in view of the we are bound to reproduce the whole of the im .
particular part, or the combination of the whole portant part of it, as follows, together with the

increasing necessity for a fairer distribution of body of a circular letter sent with the “ scale of
as new ,why then his patent must be taken to be

a patent for thewhole, and for each particular whatmay be called the pickings of the Profession , charges:"
Law Agency Offices, London .part, and his patent will be void if any particular justly be bestowed upon solicitors, that of clerk

In returning thanks to the legal profession we nowpart turns out to be old , or the combination itself of assize certainly seems one of the most con - beg to submit our revised low scale of agency charges

not new .” (1 Web. P . C . 532.)
Gibson v . Brand . 1842. - If the patentee claims spicuous. A clerk of assize should be a local for solicitors only ,which will be found on comparison to

be 25 per cent. below other agents, and to assure our
as his invention improvements in machinery or a !solicitor ,who would of course appoint his agent patrons that all business entrusted to us will be carried

out with the accuracy , fidelity , and despatch afforded
new combination of machinery , and the jury find to do the necessary work in London in the manner

by an experience of twenty years ,that he has only invented an improved process, adopted by under sheriffs.
It will be seen that our scale enables the country

the patent is void . Tindal, C . J., said : “ Looking
practitioner to secure to himself nearly the full benefitat the specification in the case, it appears to me of his charges.

that this patent cannot be supported at law , be- LA CORRESPONDENT informs us that there is an
LAW AGENTS AND ACCOUNTANTS , JOINT STOCK CONcause the plaintiffs have, in the course of it , 1 . . .
PANIES' REGISTRATION AGENTS AND LAW STATIONERS,

claimed more than they are entitled to .” His idea prevailing that the partners and articled London , W . C .
Lordship also said that the specification ought to clerks of members of the Incorporated Law SCALE OF CHARGES .

be so clearly worded as to enable any person of Society are at liberty to use the hall or reading Chancery .
sufficient understanding on the particular subject room of the society. This is an error to which | Registering Assignment of PatentsDeeds enrolled ..

to attain the result without doubt or difficulty, it
being the price paid by the inventor for keepingX : 10 we think it necessary to direct attention . Search for Specification of Patents

& especially as atthe present time efforts are being Cominon Law ,the public out of the enjoyment of the manufac .
Registering Bill of Saleture. Cresswell, J . : “ Every party is bound to made to increase and extend the influence of this Search Bill of Sale . . .. .. . .. .

tell the pablic clearly , by his specification , what Society, and when , too, it is said that every | Do. Warrant of Attorney .... . . ..
he claims, and what they may do or not do, with Filing Certificate of Acknowledgment .qualified solicitor skould feel it incumbent on himout risk of an action for infringing his patent. Searching Registered Judgments, Crown debts,

to become a member of the society . Lis pendens, and Annuities . ... ..(1 Web. P . C . 627 ; 4 M . & G . 179.)
Articled Clerks' notices for Examination and Ad.

· Macnamara v. Hulse, N . P . 1842. - Action for mission given , Affidavits and Admissions pre

the infringement of a patent for " certain im . pared , and Court attended on signing the Roll 150
provements in paving, pitching, or covering | A CORRESPONDENT inquires of us whether soli. Banleruptcy .

streets , roads, and other ways.” The patentee, citors only are competent to act as political agents Search for Composition Deeds or Cases in liqui.

in his specification , said : “ My invention consists for the purpose of attending before Revising Bar dation . .. . .. . 2 0
Service of Restraining Order on Judgment Cre.in an improvedmode of cutting or forming stone,
ditors, and making Affidavit of Service ............ 3 6or other suitablematerial for paving or covering risters . We are not aware of any enactment

Attending Meeting of Creditors , and letter reroads. " & c . limiting the right so to appear to solicitors ,The specification directed the blocka
porting result, as per time engagedto be ased for paving to be bevelled both inwards though we are bound to say such a condition

Probate Registry .
and outwards, but said nothing as to the precise would be only right and proper ; but it is hardly Valuationsmade for Probate in town or country.
angle at which the bevels were to be made. The a matter for which provision would be made

5 per cent . commission on total value ; (one .
third of the commission allowed to solicitors)infringement complained of was the manufacture

Wills proved , or Lettors of Administration extractedof wooden blocks according to the improvement
for country solicitors, in their own names ... . .. .. .. ..of the plaintiff . Abinger. C . B . . said : “ If the body. If the matter is open , an express provision la

Searching Will . ... . .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... ..specification leaves it to experiment to determino that certificated solicitors alone should be qualified Court fee ...
what is the proper angle, it is not good ; but if for such responsible and important posts would Attending forany other purpose at Registry......

any angle is a benefit, it will do." And, again :
Somerset House.be desirable.“ I think that the words 'any other suitable ma Passing Residuary Account (according to time)

terial ' include a wood pavement, though pro .
Passing Succession Account,A REPORT, in circulation , to the effect that the . . .. . . 2s. tobably the plaintiff never contemplated it .” ( 1 Car.
Paying instalinent of Succession Duty .. .. ..& Marsh . 478 ; 2 Web . P. C . 129.) Council of the Incorporated Law Society have
Paying duty on Legacy .. ..Walton v . Bateman. N . P . 1842. — Tindal, C . J ., decided to apply to Parliament with a view to Paying increase on Probate or Letters of Admi.

held that it was a question for the jury whether confirmation by statute of the “ Scale of Com nistration . .. .. . .. . ..
the patentee has given such a description of his Obtaining return of Probate Duty

mission ” recently circulated amongst members Search for Birth , Death , or Marriage . .. .invention and of themanner of carrying it out as
Attending Stamping Deed .. ....... . ... ..will enable a workman of competent skill in that of the society by the council does not, we believe.
Denoting Stamp to Duplicate Deedline of business to act upon it. ( 1 Web. P . c . convey the actual position of the matter. The
Obtaining Adjudication Stamp on Deed

621.) If a patentee knows a better mode than Scale has been submitted to the Lord Chancellor,
Joint Stock Companies' Registry.that which he states in his specification of carry - land in the event of his approving it , the applica

Registering Company
ing out his invention , his patent is void . (1 Web. Annualand other Returns filed 2 0
P . C . 622.) tion above suggested will be made. As is well Companies' Books, Prospectuses, Share Certifi .

cates, Letters of Allotment, forms of applicaThe Househill Company v . Neilson . N . P . 1843. | known, & very large number of solicitors do not
tion for Shares and Common Seal supplied at-- It is not necessary that the apparatus described belong to any of the existing Law Societies, either
25 per cent. less than any other Registrationin the specification should be productive of the in town or country , and webelieve - and are glad Agent.

greatest amount of benefit ; it is sufficient if an | so to understand that it is in contemplation to
General Business,

ordinary workman , acquainted with the subject, Books Audited and Accounts prepared (charge
could , by following the specification, construct? circulate the Scale in question among solicitors by arrangement ) .

Searching Records at Public Record Office . Conan apparatus productive of some benefit. Lord generally . The Incorporated Law Society repre
tracted Latin translated , copied , and verifiedJustice Clerk Hope, in addressing the jury, said : sents , or should do so, not less those who are not by affidavit (as per time engaged ) .

* The specification is to be read as addressed to members than thosewho are so .
Obtaining execution of Deed (cach name)artists, or persons of competent skill in the Paymentinto County Court . ... ....

branch of manufacture or process to which it is Notices inserted in Newspapers, & c . (each )
applicable. Hence, known machinery need not Passport obtained from Foreign Office ....

hot We are sorry to hear that the Hampshire and Friendly Societies enrolled ....be described , when the use of them is to be made
Law Stationery usual charges .in carrying out the object of the patent . . . . West Sussex Law Society established , we believe,
Articled Clerks prepared for examination in Solicitors'

Workmen of ordinary skill, means those compe. in 1869 , principally through the instrumentality of
Bookkeeping and Accounts.tent in the ordinary business and conducting of Mr. Cousins, the present clerk to the Justices of It is not enough to say that it is our actual duty

the particular trade - to furnish and construct Portsmouth , has become practically defunct, and to expose this ; not enough to say that the thanks

apparatus for the purpose required. Certainly ,
! | this , too, at a timewhen such societies are more of the Profession are due to those country solicitorsthe pursuer does not satisfy the condition of law ,

whose sense of professional etiquette im pels themif he says men of the greatest science - first-rate than ever needed , and, indeed, are springing up
to forward sůch matter to us. It must also be saidengineers-- could understand him ,and would know in every part of the kingdom . The matter con - that we are perfectly surprised -- we have written

what to do, or what direction to give. That is tained in the pages ofour present issue,especially it before over and over again -- that no society is
not enough . The specification must be for the

upon the subject of the serious encroachments formed to stamp out this touting , these depredabenefit of the trade when the patent is out ; it is
addressed to those engaged in particular depart upon the Profession , sufficiently illustrates the tions by unqualified persons, which is assuming

I in London very large and serious proportions. It
ments of trade, and who are to be employed in necessity for the existence of these societies, lie far na

of these societies, | is for us to give publicity to a wrongful state oforder to make apparatus for the purpose, those which , however, should be brought more in con - things ; it is for the Profession to rectify it. No
who are competent to make similar apparatus for tact with the Incorporated Law Society , if they doubt other business is transacted besides that
similar purposes. But the terms in the issue do shona not. ha in font
not denote common labourers or workmen em | should not be in fact branches of it. We hope to suggested by “ The Scale of Charges ."

ployed under thosewhich do furnish and constructof hear that the country society referred to will be

such apparatus,” (1 Web. P . C . 676 .) again resuscitated . We believe there are many NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
Nickels v. Haslam . 1844.-- The patent was for young professional men in Hampshire with ample SUIT FOR DISSOLUTION - PRIOR DECREE OF

" improvements in the manufacture of plaited
articles." energy who may well in their own interests render 1 JUDICIAL SEPARATION - CRUELTY COMMITTEDThe specification described but one
improvement. Held , by the Court of Common that assistance with the view we suggest which BEFORE THE DECREE - FRESH ADULTERY. - A

wife who had been judicially separated from herPleas that this did not render the specification older members of the Profession cannot be ex husband on the ground of his adultery, filed
bad. (8 Jur. 474.)

pected to bestow . a petition for dissolution , alleging fresh acts of

3s. to
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Court allowed + 3OT tha ATTO

adultery and cruelty, which were known to her | Bgall (Samuel). Great Charlotte : street, Blackfriars,
py and opelte which were known to her I BRALL ( Samuell. Great Charlotte - street, Blackfriars, disgented from . The proposition that a married

before the former decree. Held , that the d cre : Bursey, pawnhroker. Dec. 1 ; J. Attenborough , solicitor,

of jadicial separation was no bar to her petition | BLACKWOOD (Sir Henry) Bart., Portsea . Dec. 1 ; Grueber

woman 's separate estate is not liable to her
| 63, St. Paul's Churchyard, London. " general engagements " is accurate, if it is merely

for a divorce : (Green v .Grcen , 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . and Cooper , Rolicitors, 5 , Billiter-street, London ,
meant to say that goods sold to a married woman

251. Div .)

CARRINGTON ( Edmund ), Beverley, veterinary surgeon . in the ordinary course of domestic life , and con .

WILL TORN BY DISAPPOINTED LEGATEE
Jan. 1 ; Robinson and Son , solicitors , North Bar Within
in Beverley.

tracts made by her in respect of property not her
PROBATE OF THE PIECES AND AN AFFIDAVIT . COOKE (Geo ) , formorly of Fleet-street, London, late of separate estate, do not necessarily impose e

Kendall-place. Vasgall- road , North Brixton , now known

A disappointed legatee got possession of the will as 103, Vassall-road , Brixton, Surrey . Jan . 1 ; Messrs .
liability to be satisfied out of her separate estate :

after it had been read over to her, and tore it in Freshfields, solicitors, 5 , Bank -buildings , London . (Chartered Bank of Australia v . Lem priere, 29
pieces . One of the pieces was missing, and was DRAGE (Wm .), 9 . Arrow -street, Leytonstone road, Essex, L . T . Rep . N . S . 186 . Priv. Co.)
supposed to have been carried away by her. The gentleman . Dec. 1 ; Jacobs and Co., solicitors, 20 , Budge

row , Cannon -street, Joondon .
LANDS CLAUSES CONSOLIDATION ACT 1845 –

DONDERDALE ( Richard ) . Wheatley Brook , Thornley , Lan . PAYMENT OUT OF URT - TRUSTEES WITH

be proved by affidavit, and granted probate of the carter , yeoman. Dec. 27 : R . W . and A . Arcroft, solicitors, POWER OF SALE - Costs. - A testator devised
4 Cannon -street, Preston .pieces thus_ supplemented : (In the goods of G . Eacle (Geo. . . 137. Upper Thames.street, London , and real estate to trusteos upon trust, to sell when his

Clift, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 259. Prob .)
13. Butland -gste, Middlesex, and of Wargrave, Berks, youngest son should attain twenty -oue, and to

MATRIMONIAL SUIT - JUDICIAL SEPARATION
woolwarehouse keeper. Nov. 15 : Drake and Son , solici.

fors. 5. Cloak-lane. Cannon -street, London .
divide the proceeds of sale as therein mentioned ,

- PERMANENT ALIMONY - ALLOWANCE FOR Eve (Rav. Henry ), The Rectory, Ockenden , near Romford, and he directed that the receipts of the trustees

CHILDREN . — The joint in ,ome of the parties Essex. , Dec. 1 ; A . E . Francis, solicitor, 9, Austin should be good discharges. Before the youngest

Friars , Tondon .amounted to £563, of whi, h the wife had £196 | GARROD (Joseph N .), Falcon -square ,and Wyndham House ,
son attained twenty -one a portion of the real

arising from property se tled on her by her Carlton -hill. St. John's Wood, London , Esq. Dec. 8 ; estate was purchased by & burial board under

husband . There were three children of the
Robinson and Preston, solicitors, 85, Lincoln's-inn -fields, their statutory powers, and the purchase -money
Middlesex.

marriage, and the court, in allotting permanent HARRISON john ), Gladon. Yorks, formerly a slabber,after.
was paid into court under the 69th section of the

alimony to the wife, allowed £30 a year for each of wards a grocer. Dec. 1 ; J . Hartley, solicitor, Otley, | Lands Clauses Consolidation Act. On the youngest

these children in addition to the £196 a year of | HAY Lieut.Gen . Chas. C . R . ), formerly of 22, Cornwall.
Yorks.

son attaining twenty -one the estate became divi.
which she was already in possession : (Todd v . garde , South Kensington , Middlesex, late of Redboat sible into eight shares. The trustees and the per

Todd , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . : 52 Div.)

Villa , Freshwater, Isle of Wight. Dec. 15 ; Farrer and sons entitled to two of these shares presented a
Co. , solicitors , 68 , Lincoln ' s -inn - fields, Middlesex.

MATRIMONIAL SUIT - DESERTION - HUSBAND HEwer (Charlotte), late of 13, Southgate -street (formerly
petition praying either that the whole fund in

called Chernock -place ), Winchester, spinster . Dec . 81 ;

FREQUENTLY IMPRISONED - WIFE'S REFUSAL TO

court might be sold and the proceeds paid to the

Barnes and Bernard , solicitors, 11 , Great Winchester

RESUME COHABITATION . - The husband, who was

trustees, or that two-eighths might be sold and

street, London .the respondent, had been several times convicted Hill (Catherine), Compton -walk, Southampton, widow .
the proceeds paid to the petitioners entitled

of larceny, and sentenced to terms of imprison .

Dec. 27 ; Hickman and Son , solicitore , Southampton. . thereto , and that the remaining six - eighths might

HOLDSWOTH (Jas. ), Otley, York . Dec. 1 ; J . Hartley,

ment. The first separation oocurred when the

be carried over to the separate accounts of the

solicitor, Otley .husband withdrew from home, with his wife's HOUSTOUN (Wm .). Dhulough , Co. Mayo, Ireland, Esq.
persons entitled thereto ,and that the board might

Dec . 20 : G . Rooper, solicitor, 17, Lincoln 's - inn - fields,

consent, for the purpose of concealment. On his

be ordered to pay the costs. The board asked

Middlesex.release the wife refused to return to cohabitation , | MACLACHLAN (Daniel), Ventnor , Isle lof Wight, physician .
that the whole fund might be paid to the trus

and ultimately sued for a divorce. Held , that Nov. 29 : Lawrie, " Keen, and Rogers, golicitors, 21; tees, in order to save the costs of further peti.

Knightrider-street, Doctors'-commons, London . .
there was no desertion, the original separation MAITLAND ( Isabella ' R .), formerly of 18, Stratford-place,

tions. Held , that the board were not entitled to

having been with the wife' s consent, and the sub late of 17. Seymour-street, Marylebone, Middlesex, spin .
require the whole fund to be paid out at once.

sequent separation being involuntary on the

gter . Dec. 2 : Dawes and Sons, solicitors, 9 , Angel-court, Quære, whether the trustees were persons " abso

Throgmor on .street, London .

husband ' s part, and caused by the refusal of the

lutely entitled ” within the meaning of the 69th
MOYCE ( Elizabeth M . ), formerly of Magon 's Hill, Bromley ,

wife ,which was not founded on any matrimonial Kent, late of Shipborne , Kent, widow . Dec, 15 ; Walker
section of the Lands Clauses Act : (Re Lowry, 29

and Martineau , solicitors, 13 , King' s -road , Gray' s -inn ,
N . S . 233 .

misconduct : (Townsend v. Townsend, 29 L . T . Rep .

Chan .) .

Middlesex .

N . S . 254 . Div .)

LANDLORD AND TENANT- NOXIOUS SHRUBS
NIELD (Alice ). Woodfield Cottage, Alderley Edge, near
Manchester, rpinster , Jan 29 ; F . Whitaker, Duchy of

IMPLIED WARRANTY - COMPENSATION FOR Loss
Lancaster office , Lancaster- place, Strad, London . OF GAME. - A tenant for life of an estate with

Correspondence.
PATERSON (Sarah ) , 48, Tufnell. park - rond , Holloway , Mid powers of leasing , granted a lease of a farm .

dlesex , widow . Nov. 30 ; W . A . Williams. 17, Grafton .

road , Holloway.

The lessor died , and in a suit which was instituted

COLODIISSION TO ADMINISTER OATHS. - Several | SIDWELL !
SIDWELL (Ann ), 15. Eldon - square, Reading . Berks , widow . for the administration of his estate, the lessee
Dec . 22 Pownall and Co., solicitors, Staple -inn , London .

of my professional friends and I are unable to
brought in a claim for damages sustained by

SMITH (Wm . ). _ 5 . Adelaide-terrace , Kingston - nipon .Hull,

agree as to the meaning of the first paragraph on

gen "leman . Feb . 1 : Towney and Dawber, solicitors, 16 , the loss of some sheep and cattle which died ,

page 449 of your number of the 25th ult. After SOLOMON Samnel).' Pine Apple Lodge, Peckham Rye,
Parliament-street, Hull.

more than six months before the lessor' s death ,

the Judicature Act has come into operation will Surrey , and Covent-garden , Middlesex , market grower of
| from eating branches of yew trees growing on the

affidavits deposed to before common law commis.

fruit. Dec. 1 ; W . H . Oliver, solicitor, 61, Lincoln ' s -inn lessor' s land , which projected into the lessee' s

sioners be received in evidence in every division
fields, Middlesex .

South Jas.). 13pittlegate, Lincoln , brickmaker. Dec. 26 ;

field , and from eating cuttings of the yew

of the Supreme Court ? In a word , will the exist. R . A . White, solicitor, Grantham
trees which had been thrown into the lessee' s

ing distinction between common law and Chancery

STEWART (Char. A .), Manchester, merchant. Nov, 30 ; field by the lessor' s servants. Held (reversing

commissioners be abolished ? H . M .
| Hinde . Milue, and Ludlow , solicitors, 7 , Mount-street, the decision of the Master of the Rolls) that the

Manchester,[ Yes ; it is as you suggest, but see our note TIPPETT ( Jane H .). 37, Addison- road , North , Notting hill, claim could not be sustained , as the cause of

to the letter of " An Old Practioner " on this sub.
Kensington. Middlesex , spinster . Dec. 3 ; A . Norris , action (if any) died with the lessor ; and the exe
solicitor. 2, Bedford -row , London .

ject. - Ed. Sols . Deptit. ] W ' 1.SON (Rev . Wm . ). Southampton. Dec. 27 ; Hickman and

ontors were freed from all liability , no action

- I am obliged to you, and so must be all the
Son , solicitors, Sonthampton .

having been brought within the time appointed

Wood (Richard ), Duke of Wellington public horsa . Leete .

commissioners, for ascertaining from the highest

| by the 3 & 4 Will. 4 , c . 42. The lessee made
ptree (formerly South . strept ). Chelsea , Middlesex .

authority their position under the Judicature Act,
licensed victualler. Nov. 20 ; Nash and Co., solicitors, 2

another claim for damages sustained since the

and I colloct from the remarks contained in the
Suffolk -lane, Cannon street, London ,

lessor' s death by loss of cattle which had died

LAW TIMEs of the 25th Oct., that I as a Commis .
from eating yew cuttings lying on lessor 's land,

sioner in Chancery , and a Commissioner at Com .

to which the cattle had gained access through a

REPORTS OF SALES.
mon Law for five counties, will be enabled to

fence which was out of repair, and which the

administer oaths relating to common law in all

lessor hadnot covenanted to keep in repair. Held ,
Friday , Oct. 24 .

parts of England and Wales, and that a commis.

that the executors of the lessor were under no
By Messrs. WINSTANLEY and HORWOOD, at the Mart .

sioner at law , although his commission should | Fifty Shares in the Auction Mart Company (L25 paid ) - sold

obligation to keep the fence in repair, and that

only extend to five counties, will be able to

The lease re
for £687.

the claim could not be sustained .

administer oaths relating to the Chancery and

Sixty shares in the Animal Charcoal Company ( 16 paid ) served the game on the farm to the lessor. Two

for £285 .
Probate divisions, and to common law matters

monthsbefore the lease was executed , the lessor's

By Meeers, NORTOX. TRIST, WATNEY, and Co. ,
throughout England and Wales , so that we shall Surrey, Reigate - The Quarry-hill Estate, comprising

steward verbally promised the lessee that the

all have equal powers .
mansion and 16a . Ir. 35p , - freehold - sold for €12,000 ,

game should be killed down , and it was on the
I am induced to trouble Near East Grinstead . The Old Fstate, containing 439a. Or.

you with this letter because a correspondent was

faith of that promise that the lessee entered into
15p ., freehold - onld for £ '6 ,000 , including timber .

of opinion that commissioners would only retain | An enclosure, containing 8a . Ir. 10p . - mold for £:300 .
the lease . In spite of this promise the shooting

similar powers to those which they now possess.

Wood -strert 'EC. - N08. 2 , 3, and 4 , St. Alban ' s -court , free was let to a gentleman who kept a large quantity

hold - so ' d for £2200.
It would be a very great advantage if London

of game. On a claim by the lessee for damages
By Messrs . GADSDEN , ELLIS , and Co.,

Commissioners could administer oaths in the City. - Nos. 18 and 19 , Ironmonger-lane, freehold -- sold for
caused by the depredations of the game, Held

country, and vice versa .
£6010 .

(reversing the decision of the Master of the

Middlesex . Hanworth. - An enclosure, containing 14a. 2r .
AN OLD PRACTITIONER.

Rolls) , that the verbal promise constituted

80 . - sold for £1320 .
[ You take an incorrect view of the matter. | A Cottage and plot ofland --rold for £170.

& good collateral agreement, and was binding

Members of the Profession already holding com .
A house, with shop and garden - sold for £210 .

upon the lessor, and that the lessee was en

Ealing. - No. 13, Castle -hill -mews, freehold - sold for 1200.

missions will be enabled to exercise them in

titled to be paid the amount of the damages

reference to all business in the SupremeCourtand
Wednesday, Nov , 5 .

sustained by breach of it out of the lessor's

Court of Appeal,but where the commission defines | City of London . - No. 29, Budge-row , term 77 years - sold

By Messrs , Edwix Fox , and BoUSFIELD, at the Mart. estate : (Erskine v . Adeane, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S .

the limits within which it can be exercised , the
234. L . JJ.)

for 27000 .

terms of the commission in this respect will still

LIGHT AND AIR - EASEMENT - GRANT BY

hold good . - ED. Sols '. Deptmt. ]

GENERAL WORDS - LESSOR AND LESSEE - SUB

REAL PROPERTY AND
SEQUENT ACQUISITION OF ADJOINING HOUSE .
General words in a grant must be restricted to

UNCLAIMED STOCK AND DIVIDENDS IN THE CONVEYANCING . what the grantor had power to grant at the date
BANK OF ENGLAND . of the grant. In 1864 A . granted to B . a lease for

[ Transferred to the Commissioners for the Reduction of the NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
National Debt, and which will be paid to the persons

twenty.oue years of a house “ together with all

respectively whose names are prefixed to each in three
LIFE INTEREST OF A MARRIED WOMAN IN | edifices . . . lights . . . easements, ad .

months, unless other claimants sooner appear . ]
HER SEPARATE ESTATE - POWER OF APPOINT. | vantages, and appurtenances thereto belonging,

DAWSON (Maria ). 33, Bedford -square, widow ; ALCOCK
(Harry ) , Wilton Castle, Wexford, Ireland , Esq ., and

MENT. - A settlement on a marriage under which I or therewith held , used , or enjoyed. At the date
DEVEREUX (John Daly ), Ballyrank 's House, Wexford , property is settled to the wife for life, with re- l of the lease A . held , for the residue of a term
Esq . £22 163. ed . Reduced Three Per Cent. Annuities.
Claimants, said Maria Dawson , widow , Harry Alcock ,

mainder as she should , notwithstanding her expiring at Christmas 1868, an adjoining house ,

Esq ., and John Daly Devereux, Esq,

coverture,by deed or will appoint, with remainder over which most of the light came to the back
to her executors and administrators without re. | windows of the house leased to B . On the expira

CREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 VICT. C . 35.
straint on anticipation : held , to vest in equity the tion of his lease A . purchased tho reo

Last Day of Claim , and to whom Particulars to be sent.

entire corpus in the wife for all purposes as fully adjoining house, and in 1872 he pulled down that

BARNES ( Jane) , 9, Linden Grove , Peckham , Surrey , widow .

as a similar gift to a man would vest it in him . house with the intention of rebuilding it to a
Dec. 31; W . Edwin , solicitor, 56, Blackman-street; The judgment of Turner, L . J., in Johnson v . I greater height than its former height. B ., whose

London .
BARNES (John H . ), Bushery Grange, Watford , Herts, and

Gallagher (3 De G . F . & J. 513 ; 4 L . T . Rep. N . S. lights were not ancient lights, filed a bill to
the Stock Exchange, London , Esq.' Dec. 31; Clayton and 1 77) followed and approved . Shattock v . Shattock restrain A . from raising the new house to a greator
Sons, solicitors, 10, Lancaster-place, Strand, Middlesex, (L . Rep. 2 Eq. 182 ; 14 L . T . Rep. N . S . 452) height than the old house. Held , that the lease

ho fee simple of the
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to B . only amounted to a grant of the light coming | Mr. Wells addressed the court, contending that for Mortimer at six o 'clock . He got into the train
over the adjoining house during A .'s term in it, the matter complained of had been doneunder the at Weymouth at 12.30. It was stopped at Trow .
and that on subsequently acquiring the fee simple rules and regulations for the government of the bridge for some time, for some unaccountable
of the adjoining house A . was not estopped either Ancient Order of Forestry , which provided for the reason , and again at Didcot, where he was trans.
at law or in equity from dealing with the house in settlement of all disputes arising among the ferred to another train , and placed in a siding,

such a way as to interfere with B .'s lights. Bill members. The high court was the governing and off went the train in which he had taken his
accordingly dismissed with costs. Decision of body in the order ; and when an application was ticket. He was told he would catch the Mortimer
Malins, V . C ., reversed : (Booth v . Alcock, 29 L . T . made for the opening of a new court, it granted a train . He reached Reading at 5.57, and the train

Rp. N . S . 231. Ch.) dispensation for that purpose. The court had the was stopped outside the station by the signal

power to make its own laws ; but before it could for fiveminutes. Hesaw the Mortimer train at the

be affiliated to the district the laws had to be cer. Lower Station , and told the guard it would go .

COUNTY COURTS. tified by the Registrar of Friendly Societies. The The guard said " No." When he got into the
district had no power over the funds of any court station he told & porter and an inspector he
belonging to it , save the funeral money, which in wanted to catch the Mortimer train , but when

NORWICH COUNTY COURT. this case had been refused owing to the execu . | reached the lower platform the train started , and
Friday, Oct. 3. tive committee having suspended the Robin Hood he was left behind. He asked the inspector why

(Before W . H . COOKE, Esq., Q . C ., Judge.) for a violation of the laws. His Honour's prede. he did not stop the train , and he said hewas not

KENNEY AND CTHERS v .WELLS. cessor and the judge of another County Court looking . There was no train to Mortimer for an

elsewhere had decided that thelaws of the Forest .
Friendly society - Interference in litigation -- Lawsers provided for the settlement of whatever dis - |

hour and a quarter. He had ordered his carriage

to meet him at Mortimer, and his famiiy were
of the society - Decree of Forestors' Court order. | putes mightarise in the order. anxiously expecting him , as he had told them the
ing a sale of mortgaged property . His HONOUR said that there could be no doubt | weather was rough ; he therefore took a carriage

The principal business here to -day had relation that they had the power to settle any differences to Mortimer, for which he paid 108., and he now
to this case, probably one of themost remarkable arising between them as Foresters, but not as sued the company for thatamount. He then read

which has ever been brought before a court of British subjects. Here was a case in which money the following correspondence he had had with the
justice , and possessing immense interest for those was lent on mortgage, which the lenders were Great Western Railway Company :

belonging to friendly societies . obliged to have recourse to legal proceedings to “ The Firs, Mortimer, Reading,
Wilkin , of Lynn , appeared for the plaintiffs. get back . The Foresters could not issue a decree 29th Aug . 1873 .

The defendant had no legal representative . ordering a sale of the property. He (his Honour) “ Sir , I am sick , as everybody else is , of com
Wilkin , in his opening, said that he had to would not like to say positively that Jackson had plaining of the Great Western Railway Com

bring under the attention of the court, a matter sworn that the deeds were burned , but that cer. pany. Yesterday I left Weymouth by the 12.30 ex.
which affected the administration of justice , his tainly was the impression left upon his mind at press train , and by yourtimetable I ought to have
Honour's character - - the time. arrived at Reading by 5 .35 p .m ., my ticket being

His Honour (facetiously interposing ).-- " Good Mr. Wells said it was one reason why Jackson for Reading . I had arranged formycarriage to meet

gracious ! I hope you are not going to frighten
| had been restored thatthe deeds were not burned , me at Mortimer at a quarter past six, intending ,

me!" (Laughter.) and he (defendant) believed that they were in of course, to go on from Reading by the six p . m .
Wilkin said he was not going to do that ; but Downham at this moment. train . We did not reach the signal post at Read .

he was sure his Honour would say, after hearing His HONOUR remarked that that made the ing (having changed at Didcot from the express

the facts which it would be his duty to lay be- |matter all the worse, and Jackson might consider | train into another ) until four or five minutes

fore him , that any thing more extraordinary he himself fortunate that he was notnow undergoing before six. The signal stopped us from entering

had never listened to , atfecting as it did his powers penal servitude. The Foresters had no power to the station at Reading for five minutes, and the

as a judge, and an atteinpted illegal interference take evidence upon oath ; yet here they seemed to Mortimer train was standing at the lower plat.

with the pewers of this court. The plaintiffs, have gone behind his (the judge's ) back , and, | form , so that it was perfectly wellknown that the

James Kenney ,William Coe, and Henry Hamond, hearing what Jackson had to say, preferred to train from Didcot had arrived. When we got
are trustees of the Court Robin Hood (No. 1302 ) accept his version of what occurred , without into the station at two minutes past six I hurried

of the Ancient Order of Foresters, at Downham ; giving him (his Honour) an opportunity of defen . down to the Mortimer train , and saw it set off

and the defendant, Willis Wells, is secretary to ding himselì for giving a judgmentafter hearing before my eyes, and leaveme behind. I spoke to

the Ancient Order of Foresters Friendly Society, witnesses duly sworn. In thewhole course of his the inspector, and asked him why he allowed it

at Lyon, registered pursuant to the Act of Par . life he had never listened to anything so astonish. to go when passengers were on their way to it .

liament, the former being a branch of the latter, ing on the part of the people who professed to be His answer was, Well, sir , I was not looking.'

which , from its position , claimed a control over its | in their right senses. The plaintiffs were clearly I was obliged to take a carriage to my houso at

funds. In Aug . 1869, the Court Hobin Hood entitled to a judgment treating the suspension as a Mortimer, for which I paid 10s. This sum , of

advanced to one RobertNorton, ofWest Dereham , nullity , and to an order requiring the defendant to | course , I demand from the company. If it 18 not

the sum of £400 upon mortgage of some copyhold pay the funeralmoney. paid , I shall at once instruct my solicitor to com .

property . At that time a man named Philip Mr. Wilkin said that he was happy at being mence an action in the County Court against the
Jackson was one of the trustees of the Robin able to state from his own knowledca that both company, to recover the amount. The arrange

Hood and became the custodian of the deeds of Mr. Wells and the officers of the distriet he had ments at the Reading station are simply disgrace .

Norton 's property . For reasons which amply in attendance with him were persons of the ful, and I wish you could hear what your own

warranted it in taking that step, the Robin Hood | highest respectability, and hewas sure that they
officers along the line say about them . - Your

resolved upon calling in its money from Norton, really did notmean to do anything wrong. obedient servant, W . FORSYTH , Q . C .

but failing to obtain this without a resort to liti His HONOUR said that he, too , was convinced
“ You can send the 10s. by P . O .O . or stamps.

gation , Jackson was asked to join his co-trustees I had come from the Channel Islands, and my
of Mr. Wells ' respectability , and in the circum .

in the bill which it had been found necessary to

file on the equity side of the court against Norton ,
stances he thought the best thing to be done,

family were naturally made anxious by my non .

instead in giving an immediate judgment, would | appearance by the six p .m . train from Mortimer.”

which he refused . In the noticewhich was served
appearance by the six p . w . bad

be adjourn the case for a couple of months, in the The following reply was sent :
upon Jackson he was made to understand that in

the event of his neglecting or refusing to join
hope that a mutual arrangement would in the “ London , 1st Sept. 1873.

with the co- trustees in the suit, hewould bemade
meanwhile be arrived at. He would be glad to “ W . Forsyth ,Esq , Q .C .,

a defendant at his own risk as to costs - and
The Firs , Mortimer, Reading .see Mr. Wells on another occasion , although he

defendant he was made. At the hearing of the
hoped never again to see him “ Sir, I beg to acknowledge receipt of yourin this matter .

be (Laughter .)
suit,when asked to account for the non -production

letter of the 29th ult., in which you complain of

2011 Mr. Wilkin concurring in the course suggested ,
of the deeds, Jackson stated that his house had

the train by which you travelled on Thursday last

been burned , and gave his Honour to understand
an adjournment till the December sitting was missing the connection at Reading for Mortimer ,

ordered .
that thedeeds wereburned with it ;but,atall events

and I have to express my regret for the incon .

venience to which you were put in consequence.

the decree prayed for was granted , and themort
gaged property ordered to be sold , there being dne READING COUNTY COURT.

I will at once have inquiries made into your com

for debtand interest £473 , the costs amounting to
plaint and by an early post communicate with you

Wednesday Oct. 22.
£63 123. 9d., making a total of £537 12s. 9d . The

again . - Yours obediently,

sale realised but £436 ls. 2d., leaving a deficiency (Before H . J. STONOR, Esq., Judge.) “ J. GRIERSON , per A . BEASLEY."

of £101 lls. 7d . Jackson having rendered himself
FORSYTH V . GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY Mr. Forsyth next sent the following letter :

liable for the costs, a distress was issued for their COMPANY. “ The Firs , Mortimer, Reading .

recovery ; but as that had been done under the Railway company - Carriage of passengers – 5th Sept. 1873.

authority of a court of competent jurisdiction , it Punctuality “ Sir , - You have had quite time enough to make

seemed difficult to believe that Jackson , whose A railway company having by its time table stated the inquiry relative to my claim , and as I do not

frequent appearance before his Honour would that a train would arrive at a particular time. | intend to be trifled with , I beg to inform you that
that a train would arrive at a particular time, |

justify the impression that he was as well and that every attention would bepaid to ensure unless I hear from you satisfactorily by return of

acquainted with the effect of an order duly made punctuality of the train , being late half an
post I shall on Monday next instruct my solicitor

by an English court of justice asmostmen, should | __ hour ,.
to commence an action against the G . W . R . Co.

have tried to defeat it by an appeal to & body of Yours obediently . “ W . FORSYTH ."

individuals who, while indulging in high -sounding been committed. “ The Traffic Manager, G . W . R . Co.”

titles, had no power to interfero with a process of | Forsyth Q . C ., conducted his own case , W . F . The reply to that letter was this :

his Honour's court. Blandý, acting as his solicitor ; and Gledhill " G . W . Railway, Gen. Manager' s Office,

His HONOUR said that a more outrageous viola- appeared for the defendants. Paddington Station , 9th Sept. 1873.
tion of the law of the land in an effort to defeat Forsyth said , in opening the case, that he “ Sir, - In the absenco of Mr. Grierson , who is
the process of a legally -constituted English brought the action on public grounds, to en . out of town for a day or two, I beg to acknowledge
tribunal, or a piece of greater tyranny than haddeavour to stop the system of unpunctuality the receipt of your letter of yesterday 's date . It
been attempted to be exercised by those whom the on the Great Western Railway, whereby it was shall be laid before him on his return, and a reply
defendant represented , he certainly had never utterly impossible to make an engagementwith sent you as soon as possible. .
heard. It was he (his Honour) and not the plain . confidence and safety , and , being sworn , deposed “ Yours faithfully , A . BEASLEY.

tiffs,who had ordered Jackson to pay the costs to the facts as follows : In the month of August “ W . Forsyth , Esq., Q .C ., The Firs, Mortimer."
in the equity suit. If he had been wrong in that, he was travelling from the Channel Islands to Forsyth said he freely admitted that as a matter

Jackson would , upon application , have had every Mortimer, where he resides. It happened to be of law , in case ofanything beyond the control of
facility for appealing against his decision to a rough weather at the time, and he had written to the company occurring to delay the train , they
competent authority ; but, instead of that, he his family and said he should be homeon Thurs. were absolved from fulfilling their contract to
went to a body of men who had absolutely no day , Aug. 28th , at six o 'clock , if the weather convey passengers at a certain time. It was not

power in the matter whatever. As he had said , he allowed . The wind was high and the sea rough at an abrolute guarantee. He then quoted the case

had never heard anything like it ; but he would the time. The time bills showed that the train of Denton v.Great Northern Railway, in which ,

like to hear what answer the defendant had to left Weymouth at 12.30 p .m ., and reached Read . I according to the printed time tables a passenger
make to the complaint.

ing at 5,35, and there was a train to leave Reading train was to leave plaintiff's station in London at
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five o 'clock , to arrive at Peterborough at 7 .20 the facts of the case I will hear it, but I have already was pleadable in bar to an action for the original
same evening, and Hull at midnight. It turned given you my judgment on the law . debt.

out the train did not go as advertised . Lord No evidence was offered for the defendants. His HONOUR then said that it was necessary

Campbell and Mr. Justice Wightman held that ! Judgment was given for the plaintiff with leave | for the creditor to comply with the terms of the

the publication of the time table was an under to appeal. resolution , and he considered that in this case it

taking to convey the passenger . Mr.Forsyth was had not been done. In the resolution it was
then proceeding to read a newspaper report of a specially stated that the composition should be

case, in which Mr. Warwick Cole, the Birming . BANKRUPTCY LAW . payable at three months and six months from the

ham County Court judge, had given judgment date of the first meeting . The time for pay.
against the London and North -Western Railway WESTMINSTER COUNTY COURT. ment of the second instalment did not expire till

Company, when midnight of the 7th June last, and therefore the

Gledhill objected, on the ground that news.
Thursday Oct. 23. demand made on that day was premature, not

paper reports were not taken as evidence by (Before FRANCIS BAYLEY, Esq., Judge.) being in accordance with the resolution .

judges . He apprehended that they required a PEARSE AND ANOTHER V . COOPER . Plaintiff was therefore nonsuited .

proper law report. Composition under Bankruptcy Act 1869 - Action
His HONOUR observed that newspaper reports for original debt - Must be default in payment

were sometimes better . [ The objection was with. LEGAL NEWS.
drawn .] If by the terms of an extraordinary resolution a

Forsyth then gave a brief outline of the composition is to be accepted , payable on de- / won de. We are sorry to notice that the practice in Dub.
case against the London and North Western mand, at a certain place, and within a certain lin of solicitors advertising the removal of theirin

Railway Company . That company failed to con . time, such demand must be made accordingly . A offices seems to be on the increase .
vey a person to Holyhead as advertised in their demand made before the timementioned in the The funeral of the late Lord Chief Justice

time bills . The train started from Birmingham resolution is insufficient. If debtormakes default, Bovill took place on Thursday at Kingston

and ought to have met the Belfast mail train at
creditor may sue for original debt.

Cemetery.
Stafford, but the train was three quarters of an

This was an action brought by Frederick Pearse Arthe Surrey Sessions on Monday the chairman ,

hour late , and lost it. The company relied ar
Tand Ashton Lever. trading as Pearse. Lever ,

in his charge to the grand jury , mentioned the

upon their notice on the time bills that every and Co ., of 75 , Fleet-street, advertisement agents, sudden death of Mr. Dalby, who had been for
against Henry Edwin Cooper, of Bethnal-green

attention would be made to ensure punc many years a magistrate for the county.

tuality. Judgment was given against the com road , sewing machine maker, to recover the sum The office of Examiner of the Court of Chan .

pany. The next case quoted by Mr. Forsyth of £10 19s. 4d., balance of a debt due from the

was Freeman v . The Great Western Railway Com defendant to
cery , rendered vacant by the resignation of Mr.

the plaintiffs, after deducting C . Otter, has been offered by the Master of the

pany, heard at Reading before his Honour,who 14s. 8d., being the first instalment of a com . Rolls to, and accepted by, Mr. Anderson, Q . C .

gave judgment for the plaintiff. Another case re
position paid by the debtor. SIR W . H . BODKIN had to leave the bench at

ferred to was one at Epsom , in which his Honour | The action was entered on the 22nd September the Middlesex Sessions on Tuesday, from indis

decided against the Brighton company for not last. position , and it is understood that he will not

taking three passengers to Epsom in consequence Thedefendant had given notice that he intended sit in the court again this year . Mr. Serjeant Cox
of the Derby races going on at the time,when the to rely on the ground of defence, that the plaintiffs' presided in the first, and Mr. Barrow in the

three persons were the only ordinary passengers claim was barred by an extraordinary resolution second court.
of the defendant' s creditors, under the 126th sec .

to Epsom , and the train an ordinary one, and MR. HENRY JAMES, the new Solicitor-General,

room in it . Mr. Forsyth defied the defendants to tion of the Bankruptcy Act 1869, duly registered ; on Monday evening dined in the hall of the Middle
produce a case in their favour . The company did and that he also relied on a tender of the compo

not become absolutely liable against all accidents.widente
Temple for the first time since his accession to

sition due thereunder. office, and in the absence of the treasurer of the

If the delay had been through an accident, such 8 . R . Glyn , solicitor, appeared for the plaintiffs .
society (Sir J. B . Karslake) , read grace to the

as the breaking of a tube or embankment, he
Davies, solicitor , for the defendant.

benchers and students assembled .
should not have been there ; but when it arose Glyn submitted that, as it was for the defen THE Royal Commission on the legal depart

from neglect he brought the action in the interest dant to prove he had complied with the terms of ments, consisting of Lord Lisgar (the chairman ),

of the public. the resolution , it was for him to begin .

The time table was put in .

Baron Bramwell, Mr. H . West, M . P ., Mr. G . O .
Davies, accordingly , for the defendant , said that Trevelyan , M . P ., Mr. Law , and Mr. Rowsell,

Cross-examined by Gledhill : I took a return | he relied as his defence upon an extraordinary re have commenced their sittings in committee room

ticket from Reading to the Channel Islands. I solution passed by the statutory majority of de E in the House of Lord . The proceedings are
did not inquire if there was another train imme fendant' s creditors, at a meeting held on the 7th strictly private .

diately.
Dec. 1872 , and which was in the following terms : ELECTION JUDGES - At the gitting of the Conrt

His HONOUR ( to Gledhill) : Yon must show 1 . That & composition of 28. 6d . in the pound of Common Pleas on Tuesday morning an order
that there was a train immediately . shall be accepted in satisfaction of the debts due

Gledhill : There was Eu train in an hour and a to the creditors from
was read appointing Mr. Justice Grove to be

the said Henry Edwin

quarter, and he would have reached Mortimer Cooper. 2 . That such composition be payable by
placed on the rota for thetrial of election petitions

during the ensuing year. Baron Martin was also

earlier by that than by the conveyance. two equal instalments on demand ,at 281, Bethnal. selected by the Courtof Exchequer ,andMr. Justice

Forsyth : No. green -road aforesaid , at or after the expºration Mellor by the Queen 's Bench .

Gledhill, for the defence, said the company of three months and six months respectively , THE NEW Law COURTS.- The Royal Institute

fought the action on principle. The cases which from the date of this meeting . He then called the of British Architects held their first ordinary

Mr. Forsyth had quoted were entirely different to
defendant, who deposed that he had paid the first

the one then before his Honour ; cases in which
general meeting of thewinter session on Monday

instalment due under the resolution , that no

there had been a ticket granted at one station to

evening. The secretary read the opening address
demand had ever been made by the plaintiffs for of Sir Gilbert Scott, in which the president con

another at some distance, and the delay had the second instalment of the composition , and that gratulated the institution that the new Law
arisen in one train having failed to catch another. he had tendered the amount of it before action

Courts were about to be commenced ,and emphati
In Hurst y . TheGreatWestern Railway Company , brought. On cross-examination however the de

cally condemned thedisgracefulproposalto tamper
where a passenger who had taken a ticket from fence of tender entirely failed . A boy was called

with the perfection of the edifice to save a paltry
Cardiff to Newcastle. had got into a train at to corroborate defendant's evidence, but on cross

examination it transpired that he could knowBristol, to catch a Midland train at Birmingham ,
percentage .

A PETITION was lodged in the Court of Com
but from the train being half-an -hour late hó nothing of the matter in dispute.

then called
mon Pleas on Tuesday morning, praying that the

could not catch the Midland train , the Court of return of Mr. Henry James (Solicitor -General)
stated that on the 7th June last he had sent a

Common Pleas, before Erle , C . J . and Willes, J ., should
clerk to No. 281, Bethpal-green -road , to demand

be declared null and void , on the
held there was no cause of action . ground that he , both by himself, his agent or

His HONOUR. - But they did not put the time
the second instalment of the composition , and a

letter was real in corroboration of the fact . The
tables in evidence. There was no contract to

agents, and other persons in his behalf, were

convey the passengers to a certain place at a clerk was then called , who swore to having made
guilty of bribery , treating, personation ,and undue

the demand at Bethnal-green -road aforesaid , and
influence. The petitioners are John Marshall, of

certain time. Belmont, a justice of the peace ; and Mr. Walter

Gledhill said that Mr. Justice Willes said in
that defendant had said he had not themoney ,

butwould pay it on the clerk' s calling again . He
Chorley Brannan, of 10, Hammett-street, Taun

his judgment the question was whether the com .
then cited in support of his case Edvards v .

ton, auctioneer . The trial of the petition will,
pany entered into such a contract to guarantee to it is expected , come on for hearing in the course

take the train from Cardiff in time for the plain .
Coombe (27 L . T . Rep . N . S . 315 ) ; Ex parte Hodge,

tiff to go on by the next train from Gloucester to re Hatton (27 L . T . Rep. N . S . 397) ; Slater v .
of three weeks, before either Baron Martin or Mr.
Justice Grove. Mr. Hardinge Giffard , Q . C ., has

Newcastle . That depended first upon the word Jones, Capes v. Ball (27 L . T . Rep. N . S . 57). been retained with Mr. Serjeant Balantine for the

ing of the ticket , and secondly on the other facts . His HONOUR said that there was no doubt if | sitting member .

As to the first, it stated that the defendants default had been made plaintiffs would recover ; SIR JOHN COLERIDGE. - The Western Morning
would convey from Cardiff to Newcastle, but but that, looking at the terms of the resolution , it | News of to -day says : - The Attorney .General has

there was no statement that the train would arrive appeared to him a demand must be made at the not accepted the Lord Chief Justiceship, for it
at a certain time. place named in the resolution at or after the time has not yet been offered to him , nor is it likely

His HONOUR. - Here the time table shows an when the composition became payable, and that in that it will be offered until after the funeral of

express contract and a special agreement that this case it had just struck him the demand had the late Sir William Bovill ; but Sir John Cole
“ every attention will be paid to insure punc. | been made too soon . The resolution was passed ridge, before leaving Exeter for London, assured
tuality ," and that is a guarantee, if a guarantee on the 7th Dec., the six months then , at which his private friends that it was his fixed determi.

be necessary . time the second instalment would become due, nation to accept the offer , if , in accordance with

Gledhill. - It is for the plaintiff to show neglect. | would not have expired till midnight on the 7th precedents, he should receive it. His inclina

His HONOUR.-- He has shown a prima facie June last. tions, he said , would lead him to a contrary

case. Glyn said that it was very doubtful whether course, but his medical attendants strongly ad
Gledhill .- This occurred at the busiest season in any case a demand was necessary, and read vise some diminution of the severe and incessant

of the whole year at Reading, being the races. passages from the before-mentioned cases in toil of the past few years which of late has tola
Mr. Justice Willes said in the case he had support of his contention . Heargued that as in perceptibly upon him . But for Mr. Gladstone's

quoted ) that the only other circumstance is that the above cases it was ruled that it was the pay - pressing request, Sir John Coleridge would have

the train ought to have arrived at 4 .35 p .m . ment of the composition , and not themere agree . accepted the Mastership of the Rolls, but such a
His HONOUR. - But they did not put in the ment to pay it , which satisfied the debt ; it was request is not likely under the circumstances to

time bill. not necessary to prove a demand of payment, it be repeated on the present occasion .

Gledhill. - He says there is a doubt whether being sufficient that the composition had never THE RIGHTS OF MARRIED WOMEN . - At th

there is a guarantee. been paid. He also adverted to the fact that in | Croydon County Court on Monday, Mr. H .. .
His HONOUR. - In this case there is a guarantee. | Slater v . Jones, and Capes v . Ball (ubi sup.), | Stonor delivered an important judgment, which

Gledhill. - Chief Justice Erle says the whole where no default had been made, it was with some decides several points as to the rights of mar;

ase rests upon the ticket. considerable doubt that the judges had arrived at ried women in respect to their earnings an

His HONOUR. - If you have any evidence on the ' the decision, that a resolution for composition property . The claimant, Mrs. Laporte , claim

W
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under the Married Women 's Property Act seeing that right was ever done. To some of us ( Q . 6 .) LOCAL AUTHORITY UNDER THE GAS WORKS

1870 , for property in which her earnings, as a it was given to know him more intimately. Those
CLAUSES ACT 1871 . - Terms used in this Act have the

samemeanings respectively , as the same terms have
lodging-house keeper, had been invested by her , of us who had been his associates at the Bar ever when used in the Gas Works Clauses Act 1847 , and in
and which had been seized in executron of judg: found in him an honourable opponent or a loyal the Gas and Water Works Facilities Act 1870 (s . 4 ) .

ments which had been obtained. Mr. Stonor held colleague ; and full well we learnt to know that The interpretation of the term “ local authority ," re
that the second section of the Act which relates his vigorous intellect and his great earnestness ferred to in sect . 35 , means thebodies of persons named

to “ any money or property so acquired by a secured to every client who intrusted his interests in schedule A of the Gas and Water Works Facilities
Act 1870 (sect. 2 of that Act ) . " A , F . W . " will find the

married woman through the exercise of any lite - to his hands the truest and sincerest advocacy information he requires in thatschedule. A . A . R .
rary, artistic , or scientific skill," not merely re- the English Bar could provide. Some there are,
stricts the money or property in question to such my Lords, who knew him better yet, and those ( Q . 7 . ) CONTRACT- DEBT - RUNNING ACCOUNT, & c .

as may be acquired after the passing of the Act will mourn him most. Such of us as, may be, B . cannot divide his cause of action against A . for the

(either separately from or jointly with her hus- like your Lordships, enjoyed his private friend purpose of bringing two actions in the County Court

band ), but that it is to be further restricted ship , learned how loving and gentle he was to I (sect. 63 of 9 & 10 Vict. c . 95 ; and sect. 18 of 13 & 14
Vict . c . 61). A . A . R .

to money acquired by her separately from her | those who were of him - how generous in his
husband. With regard to the furniture , he could friendship to his associates, how considerate to
see no reason why it should not be included in the those who were dependent on him , and how open LAW SOCIETIES,
term " investment " in legal construction . As to and generous his hand to those who needed aid .
the operation of the first section with regard to If it be true that to live in the hearts of those we | METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL LAW
such investment,heheld that furniture was vested love is not to die , Sir William Bovill has not ASSOCIATION .
in her at law , and wasnot subject to her husband's passed away from among us . A generation must
debts. As regarded £20 which the claimant had go and come ere some of us will forget to mourn SECOND DAY.

received from her sisters, and laid out in furni. him , and ere every one of those for whom I have (Continued from page 10 .)
ture, the money not being earnings, or wages, it spoken , every member of the English Bar, ceases THE PROPERTY OF MARRIED WOMEN - PROSPEC

did not fall within the Act, and judgment for that to mention his namewith regard and respect. TIVE LEGISLATION WITH REFERENCE THERETO .
amount would be in favour of the creditors, and MR. C . E . Mathews read a paper upon this
for the balance in favour of the claimant. Mr, subject. He commenced by pointing out the
Stonor called attention to the extremely careless NOTES AND QUERIES ON manner in which the laws in force in the year
manner in which the Act was drawn , and also to POINTS OF PRACTICE . 1870 were altered by the Act of that year. The
the great hardship imposed upon creditors by the Act of 1870 was a good Act, so far as it went, but
Act. it dealt partially and incompletely with a recog

NOTICE . - We must remind our correspondents that thisTHE OPENING OF TERM . THE COURT OF
column is not open to questions involving points of law nised social injustice. It made but small altera

CHANCERY, Nov. 3 . - The Lord Chancellor, at- | such as a solicitor should be consulted upon . Queries will tion in the legal relations of husband and wife ;
tended be excluded which go beyond our limits.

N . B . - None are inserted unless thename and address of the but it did some very good things, which the paper
(the new Master of the Rolls ), the Vice-Chancel. writers are sent, not necessarily for publication , but as a enumerated . It was generally admitted that the

lors, Sir R . Malins and Sir James Bacon , entered guarantee for bona fides. Act was passed for the protection of the poorer
his court at Westminster shortly before 2 o 'clock . classes, and as a matter of fact the whole rule of
Before commencing the business of the day , his Queries . settlement in connection with the marriage of

lordship made the following observations, which 8 . INTEREST IN LAND. - Is an agreement for a mort. persons in the middle and upper clases had not
were received with marked attention and sympathy gage of a freehold estate an interest in land, within the been affected in any way . Speaking of the rights

by the Bar , who remained standing, and the meaning of the 4th section of the Statute of Frauds ? of a husband over the property of his wife, sub .
numerous spectators with whom the court was Refer to cases . S . A , ject to the alterations created by the Act of 1870 ,
densely crowded : - It is impossible for us to meet Mr. Mathews quoted the words of the late Chan .

here to day without a deep sense of the great
9 . EJECTMENT. - - Will twenty years' possession by a

cestui que trust, without the intervention of any trustee,
cellor of the Exchequer, that a man without a

losses which the Bench and the country have sus. give a sufficient legal title to maintain ejectment ? shilling might marry a woman of great wealth ,
tained by the death of the two eminent judges so Last surviving trustee died seventy or more years ago, and by studying the law of cruelty to perfection
lately taken from us ; and I feel sure I shall only and no appointment of new trustees has ever been made might, by a course of conduct just within the law ,
be giving expression to the common feeling of all or executed . S . B . drive his wife and children from him , seize their

the members of the Bar who are here present, as property, and reduce them to misery and destitu
well as to our own, if I attempt, however imper . Answers. tion, while he fattened upon the spoils of the un
fectly , to say a few words to express our sense of ( Q .) 1. RELEASE OF DEBT BY WILL - LEGACY DUTY. happy woman whom he had sworn to love and
those losses. The late Vice-Chancellor Wickens, | It but for the release the debt would have been recover cherish . It was difficult to imagine any just
whom we should have hoped to see present in this able at law , duty is pagal le , otherwise not. S . ground for the retention of a law which would
court to -day , was united to all of his colleagues - Legacy duty is payable in respect of a debt which seem to be as unnecessary as it certainly was un
upon the bench , and to many of our brethren of is released by will, and for the law on this point I

just. In the inevitable amendment of the law in
would refer your correspondent to the 7th section of

the Bar,by the closest ties of personal affection , the Legacy Duty Act, 36 Geo . 3 , c . 52. A case in this and other points, care would have to be taken
while to some of us he was endeared by a friend. point will be discovered in 3 Y . & J . 114 . E . W . P .E . W . P . in doing justice to the wife that injustice was not

ship which dated from the days of early youth . - The release by the will of the testator of a debt done to the husband. A woman of property
He brought to the discharge of his high duties owing to him is in the nature of a donatio mortis causa, should have larger powers of disposition over her
powers of mind, and cultivation , and accomplish - and therefore liable to legacy duty under 8 & 9 Vict. I freeholdlet. freehold and copyhold estates, but at the same

c . 76 s. 4 . A . A . R .
ments such as it falls to the lot of very few men to - The “ release ” or “ forgiveness ” of a debt due time she should bemade directly liable for the sup.
possess, and to those qualities he added a temper | from A . to the testator is “ a legacy " to A . within the port andmaintenance ofher household . A widow
the most uniformly cordial and amiable, & judg- meaning of the Legacy Duty Acts, and duty is payableuty Acts, and duty is payable | should have no right to dower, or to any interest

ment themost sound, learning the most extensive, thereon : (Attorney -General v. Holbrook, 3 V . & J . 114 ). in her husband's property , until his creditors

and all the qualities needed to make a very great T . E . H . were paid . A husband, in cases of divorce , ought
judge. The greatest expectations had justly been ( Q . 2 .) PRACTICE IN THE COLONIES. -- A clerk, even if no longer to be liable for costs to enable
formed of him , and during the short time he was admitted in England , cannot, as far as I remember,ember: a guilty wife to carry on a suit - at any rate ,
permitted to be upon the bench he has shown that commence practice in any Antipodean colony (New unless the court was satished that she was other.

if it had pleased God he would have fulfilled allIfilled all | South Wales excepted ) , without passing an examina . wise unable to do so . Nor should any allowance

those expectations. Of the other eminent judge Three months' notice of bis intention to for subsistence during a pending suit be allowed

whom we have lost, those practising in this court
pass such examination is required , and the subjects to a wife if the court was satisfied that she was

given are the same as here, with the addition of
have necessarily not seen so much , but all of us colonial law . In New South Wales (Sydney ) , an attor able to maintain herself without it , and no per
know how extensive was his learning , how greatng, how great ney admitted in England has simply to make an appli. | manent subsistence ought to be granted if a

his experience , and all of us, I think , must know tion to a judge at chambers for permission to practise, separation or divorce was the result of a wife' s

that there was no man of more indefatigable and put the usual notice in the Colonial Government misconduct. They must see that wives did not

activity in the discharge of all his duties - no man
Gazettee. It is not necessary to state anything to the

obtain important and unjust rights as respected
Incorporated Law Society here. These were the factsof a more kindly heart. I feel sure that in the
of the case in 1866 , but they may be altered now . I their husband ' s property, in addition to the

few words I have said I have expressed the feeling should , from practical experience , strongly recommend exclusive guardianship of that which was their
entertained by all members of the Bar as well as “ Enquirer " to remain at home. T . E . H . own. With regard to the objection urged that
by the whole Bench of Judges, and that such women were unfitted to have the disposalof their
feelings will be shared in throughout the country. ( Q . 4 .) AGENTS AND DEBT COLLECTORS. - The County own property, Mr. Mathews said he ventured to
THE LATE LORD CHIEF JUSTICE BOVILL. - 1 Court judge is the proper person to stop the practice think that it was within the knowledge of all

COURT OF COMMON PLEAS, Nov. 3 .- - On coming of debt collectors appearing as advocates in bis court. lawyers that a woman properly trusted with funds
into court, Mr. Justice Keating , who was much | The collector considers he has a right to appear before knew ell how to admini: them as men

affected , said : In view of the melancholy event the court by sect. 91 of 9 & 10 Vict. c . 95, and sect. 10 of did . He was certain that in many households the
15 & 16 Vict . c . 54 , as long as the judge allows him to do

which has deprived the court of its chief , had we so , and he is not liable for violating the Attorneys' Act , annual provision which was ensured to wives by
consulted our own feelings we should have been because sect . 33 of 23 & 24 Vict. c . 127 , exonerates him their marriage settlements caused them to be
disposed to adjourn the business. But so per so long as he has the leave of the judge. County treated with additional consideration and respect.

that such a course would be Court rule 115 , makes the provisions of sect. 10 (ante) A discussion then took place , in which Mr.
opposed to his wishes and feelings, who would applicable to all matters which may come before the England spoke against legislating for exceptionalnot have desired the public interest to be post- court. “ Burton -on - Trent" and his professional friends

should apply to the judge for a general order disallow
cases in such a manner as to destroy the mutual

poned to any other consideration , we have aban feelings of unity which ought to exist between
ing " agents " or " debt collectors ” appearing before

doned that intention . The court has sustained a him or practising in the court. A . A . R . husband and wife.
most severe and serious loss -- one to be deeply Mr. W . S . Allen (Birmingham ) said there could
and acutely felt by every member of it. A most ( Q . 5 .) SUCCESSION DUTY ACT. - The exercise of the scarcely be a difference of opinion as to the great
accomplished lawyer and distinguished judge has I power of sale takes the case out of the Succession Duty scandal dealt with in the paper . The Act of 1870

passed away ; no man ever sat on this or any Act (sect. 18 ), so that the Purchaser is not liable to left untouched the question so far as it affectedleft untouched the question so far as
other bench of justice more ardently desirous of any duty by reason of the death of the annuitant. the working classes ; and there was something
faithfully discharging his duties. The Solicitor- Daty, however, became payable under sect. 29 upon grievously defective in the law when a wife was
General (Mr. Henry James , Q . C .) said : In the the purchase -money , and has probably long since been left to bear the chief share of the consequences of

paid .
absence of my learned friend the Attorney- PR

S .
Succession duty is payable in respect of the cesser her husband' s misconduct, even when that mis .

General, I have been requested by my brethren of an annuity (sects. 3 , 5, and 20 of 16 & 17 Vict. c . 51, conduct had brought him within the reach of the
of the Bar to express to your Lordships the deep and see page 85 of Hudson on criminal law .
and sincere regret with which we have learnt the Duties ) . The interest of the successor will be con Mr.Ellett (Cirencester) thought an amendment
death of Sir William Bovill. My Lords, we all sidered to be the value of the annuity to him , such might be made by extending the jurisdiction of
knew him as Chief Justice of this court, and in

annuity to be valued according to the tables mentioned magistrates to cases which did not strictly come
in the Act (sects. 21 and 31 same Act ) , and the duty

him we all recognised a judge singularly earnest thereon must be borne by the present owner as theity within the definition of desertion .
in his determination to do justice to every suitor successor, and the only person beneficially interestedda | The Chairman referred to the hardship of re
who camebefore him , and one who conspicuously in the succession : (sects . 2 , 3 , 5 , 15, 42, and 41, same ) quiring a respectable woman , who had been
fulfilled the first duty of an English judge in Act .) A . A . R . deserted, to go before a board of guardians before
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she could obtain relief, or the husband be brought Selby ; Lindsay W . Winterbotham , of Strond ; I grew from generation to generation , and even from

before themagistrate, and said the poorer orders S. Alcock , jun., of Sunderland ; H . Addenbroké day to day. For instance, the laws of the present
required further legislation in a manner, to a per. and T . s . Eddowes, of Sutton Coldfield ; T . day had grown considerably since the times of the
tain extent, pointed out by Mr. Mathews. As Southall, W . P . Hughes, and T . G . Hyde, of Wor. Romans ; and the great question of to-day respect
regarded the richer classes, it was now the almost cester ; T . Marlow and Lauris Winterbotham , of ing international law , was consequent on the

universalpractice to insert a clause in the mar- | Walsall ; J. Lewis, of Wrexham ; and J . Holtby, growth of law , great divergences of opinion exist
riage settlement providing that any property of York . ing upon this point, some persons holding that
afterwards acquired by the wife should be settled there was no such thing as international law ; all

apon her, and he thought it a very wholesome UNIVERSITY COLLEGE. these questions came within the province of the

provision. On Thursday evening , the 23rd ultimo, Pro• lecturer to elucidate for the benefit of his classes.

Mr. Mathews, replying upon the discussion , fessor Sheldon Amos, M . A ., delivered a lecture at Law , in its very materials, form , and conception,

said that although magistrates were empowered the University College , Gower-street, on “ Tho grew ; it grew with all the changing incidents of

to grant protection orders , securing to a wife her Value of Lectures in the Study of the Law ," to a society, and every new form of relation and com .
earnings, those orders could only be granted in large audience. merce gave an impetus to it . It was, therefore,

the case of desertion, and it was found almost In the course of his remarks, the Professor obvious that no books could keep pace with it ,

impossible to get a wife to go into a police court said that about forty years ago saw the founda - but it afforded to the lecturer an opportunity to

and make the grievances between herself and her tion of University College, the chief object of display his usefulness by endeavouring to do what

husband known to the public. A case in point which was to encourage the faculties of law and books were unable to do , and to keep his eye

was furnished in Birmingham . A servant of his medicine . Among those who had occupied the steadfast on the changes going on around him , to

own married unhappily , and after she had borne presidential chairs at this institution were the lato watch every moral change in society, and to say

her husband three children he deserted her, and Mr. Austin , as well as the lecturer' s father , and whether any real change was being introduced

was now living with another woman. He was many other eminent men. The college had since into the land. The lecturer then proceeded to

earning £3 or £4 per week , but no provision that time been distinguished in medicine, whereas speak of the advantages of both sexes studying

could be got for the wife unless she went to the the legal faculty had unfortunately fallen off to together, and also of the categorical system of

parish . The result was he (the speaker) and some extent ; but, throughout the whole time he study as tending to bring together a much

some of his friends had to support her and her was of opinion that the college was not at fault, greater divergence of opinion , and consequently

children .
for it had always endeavoured , as far as possible, lan extended knowledge was obtained .

THE JUDICATURE ACT. to encourage the scientific study of the law , and
Mr. E . F . Burton (London ) read a paper on this had always held out its arms to young men , not

Act, examining the measuro in detail, and point. exclusively to barristers, but to all young men , to ARTICLED CLERKS' SOCIETY.

ing out the several ways in which it would affect comeand share in its teaching .
A MEETING of this society was held at 1, Milford

solicitors in their everyday practice. It was a 1 In speaking of the condition of law atthe pre. | lane, Strand, W . C ., on Wednesday, Nov . 5 , Mr. F .

great experiment. Whether it would turn out, for | sont day, he said that the present time was a J . Baker in the chair . M . 1 . D . Girang opened

the next twenty years, until a new race of criticalmoment in the history of legal education . Part III. of the “ Judicature Bill ” for discussion.

men shall be at the bar or at the bench , a Wewere now contemplating a very great change Mr. Wingfield opened thesubject for the evening's

blessing or a curse , would , in his belief, in the whole judicial institutions of this country .
debate, viz . : “ That the relationship existing be.

depend upon the temper in which the com - There were two great works to be done - the re
tween this country and her Colonies should be re.

mon law judges interpreted and adopted it. If construction of the form of the law , and the ensur organised on the basis of a Federation ." The

adopted by the common law judges (for it was ing of a complete and efficient legal education , to |motion was lost by a majority of one.
in the common law division that the real change bring allmembers of both branches of the Profes.
was to be worked out) in a broad and liberalsion in contact with thebest teachers. There wasno THE UNION SOCIETY OF LONDON .
spirit, it would simplify litigation, and avoid much doubtbut that this work would be done, as several THE first meeting of this Society after the Long

scandal. But if received in the same sort of schemes were contemplated by various bodies and Vacation was held at 1 , Adam -street, Adelphi, on

captious spirit in which the composition deeds associations, which schemes would , in a short Tuesday evening last, when the President moved
were dealt with under the old Bankruptcy Act, time, converge, and there would be as good a " That this House would view with regret the
suitors for the next twenty years would have a system in England as in many other countries . I establishment of a Monarchy in France by the

rough time of it . In conclusion , he adverted to The question of lectures would , he believed, be present National Assembly." A majority of the
the many important improvements introduced into come, very shortly, an important question ; and House approved themotion .

this Act upon the suggestion of the Incorporated the University College had already begun to avail
Law Society and other societies whose honesty itself in the use of them in the study of law . This SOLICITORS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.
of purpose had never been more completely college was the first that had offered public in

displayed . The manner in which their sugges struction to joint classes of men and women . But
THE usual monthly meeting of the Board of

tions were received did honour to the great mind the pointmight arise in someminds whether there
Directors of this Association was held at the Law

of the present Lord Chancellor. was in these days of abundant and easy access to
Institution , London , on Wednesday last, Nov. 5 ,

8 TOM Park Nelson in the chair : the other directors
A few words in commendation of the paper everykind ofliterature anything for the lecturer to

were made by the chairman , Mr. Sharpe, and do. Notwithstanding the variety and number of
present being - Messrs. Brook , Hedger, Rickman ,

others . books at the disposal of students, and in fact
Roscoe, Shaen , Smith , Styan and Torr (Mr. Eiffe ,

As several members had to leave by an early partly on that account, was it necessary for a
secretary). A sum of 1101. was distributed in

train , thanks were voted to the Birmingham Law student of law to have some one to guide him in
donations to nine necessitous families of deceased

Society for the munificent hospitality with which his studies, by pointing out the course he should
solicitors ; twenty -two new members were ad.

they had received and entertained the gentlemen pursue, and also the course he should avoid ; for
mitted to the association, and other general busi

who had attended from a distance ; to Mr. Horton , oftentimes a student spends a great deal of time
ness transacted .

the hon . sec.; to the localcommittee, for their great in wading through books which were of little or
and successful exertions to promote the business no use to him . It was also desirable when a par . LAW STUDENTS' DEBATING SOCIETY

of the meeting ; to the Royal Society of Artists, | ticular branch of the law was to be studied that a THE first meeting after the long vacation took
for their kindness in giving permission for the person should be able to know the bestauthorities place on the 28th Oct., at the Law Institution ,

conversazione to be held in their rooms that even . in the particular branch to which he directed him . i there being a large attendance of members. The
ing ; to the authors of paper ; read ; and to the self. If a student desired to learn history, Henry following question was discussed : “ Has a

president, for his valuable address and his able Maine might be studied to advantage ; or if he pecuniary legatee a right to call upon a residuary

conduct in the chair . required to study law for practical purposes , and devisee to contribute to the payment of debts ? ”

Mr. W . E . Shirley (Doncaster) afterwards read was endeavouring to ascertain what the law of and was decided in the negative. At the next

a pap ?r “ On the Education of Attorneys ;" and England was at the present day , he might go to meeting, held on 4th Nov ., the question discussed

the Hon . Sec . one by Mr. R . W .Griffith (of Cardiff ) , Blackstone . If for philosophical purposes, to was: “ Is the Judicature Act & satisfactory

containing “ Suggestions for the Revivalof the know what was the meaning of law , and what measure ? " and was decided in the affirmative by

Inns ofChancery ." place it held as a science, if it were a science, he a moderate majority .
The proceedingsthen terminated. would suggest the works of Austin . But in each
The following members of the Profession were of thesemethods of study the aid of the lecturer LAW ASSOCIATION .

present : Mr. Pidcock , in the chair ; Messrs. E . would be valuable . The law , as it concerned the
At the usual monthly meeting of the directors

Turner Payne, of Bath ; A .Ryland , G . J. Johnson , relations of men to each other in society , and
T . Horton , c . T. Saunders, R . É . Milward, s .

held at the Hall of the Incorporated Law Society
gave extended powers of freedom to some persons

Balden , jun.; W . S . Allen , T . E . Spencer, J. Mari.
in Chancery-lane, on Thursday ,the 6th Nov. inst.,

to restrain that power in others, was of great in .
gold , E . L . Tyndall, E . J. Hayes, J . H . Barclay, | terest to all classes, although by the great con

the following being present, viz. : Mr. Steward

H . W . Tyndall, E . B . Rawlings, C . E . Mathews, troversy concerning terms it was far from being
(chairman ) , Mr. Bennett, Mr. Burges, Mr. Car.

C . H . Edwards, F . Sanders, Thos. Martineau , understood by them . It affected everyone
penter, Mr. Collinson , Mr. Drew ,Mr. Hedger,Mr.

C . B . King, F . Price , L . P . Rowley, D . W . H . || directly or indirectly , by being associated with
Nelson , Mr. Nisbet, Mr. Sawtell, Mr. Sidney

Pemberton , Jacob Rowlands, G . F . James, G . W . commerce, property, crime. & c., and formed part
Smith , ' Mr. Styan , Mr. Williamson, and Mr.

Hickman , J . R . Holliday, W . Sextus Harding,
Boodle (secretary ) , a grant of £50 was made to

of the every day life of all persons. But in all

J . Chirm , V . Bower, W . Septimus Harding, J . G . these relations, and in the difficult controversy
the daughters of a deceased member , two grants

Bradbury, J . S . Canning, H . D . Crompton, Geo. respecting terms, it was the province of the lec.
of £10 each were made to the widows of non.

Page, Joseph Rowlands, E . F . Mason , C . Harding, turer to explain and suggest to his students the
members, three new members were elected, and

W . Lowe, W . Evans, W . Morgan , E . T . Ratcliffe, best books with which to become acquainted ;
other ordinary business was transacted.

H . L . Smith , E . M . Coleman , C . H . Owen , H . T . and when a student met with vagueness or
Edges, T . G . Lee, J. B . Clarke, B . Chesshire, W . | difficulty in a book , the lecturer was to HUDDERSFIELD LAW STUDENTS'
Brown, J . Jelf, Í. Stubbin , and J . L. Smith , of do what the work would , could it but speak . DEBATING SOCIETY .
Birmingham ; J . Miller and H . F . Lawes, of And not merely by answering the questions | On Friday evening, Oct. 24 , E . Tindal Atkinson ,
Bristol; R . Ellett, of Cirencester ; J. Slater, of of those whom he was teaching, but also by Esq., barrister -at-law , delivered a lecture before

Darlaston ; W . E . Shirley, of Doncaster ; H . New , encouraging his class to get up short con - this society on the first part of the Supreme Court
of Evesham ; G . Whitcombe, of Gloucester ; G . versations , thereby inducing them when they of Judicature Act 1973 . On Monday , Oct. 27, the

England , of Howden ; T . Marshall, J. Rider , met a small difficulty, they might to if it was a usual fortnightly debate took place . The follow
J. V . Kay and G . H . Nelson, of Leeds ; J. H .EIreal difficulty, and then if it was they could refer ing question was appointed for discussion : * $

Gill, W . Radcliffe, R . A . Payne, J . Atkinson , E . W . it to their lecturer. In giving his advice with there any implied condition in letting a furnished
Bird , R . S . Cleaver and J. H . Kenion , of Liver. respect to the study of books, the lecturer said, house that it shall be reasonably fit for habita :

pool ; A . W . Sadgrove, J. H . Kays, J. S . Torr, that, speaking from experience, he could tell them tion ? ( Smith v . Marrable, 11 M . & W . 5 ; Har

E . F . Burton, F . R . Parker , W . Shaen , E . Bromley , what to avoid ; but he should not endeavour to v . Winsor , 12 M . & W . 68 ; Sutton v . Temple,

T. Eiffe and Philip Rickman , of London ; T. thrust upon them certain opinions, simply because 12 M . & W . 52). Messrs. R . Welsh and 4:
Jepson , M . Bateson Wood , W . H . Guest and he had pursued that particular course of study . | Ainley conducted the affirmative, and Messrs .. .
Percy Woolley, of Manchester ; R . R . Dees, G . W . Another valuable aid of the lecturer was to ex . | Yeoman and W . Brown the negative. The
Hodge, T . G . Gibson and R . S . Watson , of New . plain to the student the great changes which question was decided in the affirmative by *

castle ; B . T . Sharpe, of Norwich ; T . Hawdon, of ' were continually taking place in law , which majority of three.
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LEGAL OBITUARY. displayed towards the Bar. And atNisi Priushe BENJAMIN, BENJAMIN , importer of foreign goods, Blackman-st,
very early committed the great blunder ofundnlv Borough , and Gresham -st. P - t . Oct. 25. Nov . 12, at tvo. at 29 ,

Blackman-st, Borough . Sol. Murray, Sackville - st, PiccadillyNOTE. - This department of the LAW TIMES, is contributed interfering with counsel, the result being that BRIDGMAX , JOHX, NUTHALL, GEORGE, and WEST, GEORGE BEN
by EDWARD WALFORD, M . A . , and late scholar of Balliol
College , Oxford , and Fellow of the Genealogical and

JAMIX , builders , Guldlord -st, Gray 's -inn - rd . Pet . Oct . 15 . Nov .within a few weeks of his promotion he came into
10 , at twelve, at the Guildhall tavern , Grexham - st. Sols . Wild ,

HistoricalSociety of Great Britain ; and, as it is desired violent collision with his old and powerful anta Barber, and Browne, Ironmonger la
to make it as perfect a record as possible , the families and BURTON , JOHNSON, srocer, Birmngham , Pet . Oct. 29 . Nov. 15 ,gonist, Mr. Edward James, the leader of thefriends of deceased members of the Profession will oblige a : eleven , at office of Sol. Allen , Birminghamby forwarding to the Law TIMES Office any dates and Northern Circuit. · No doubt he acted as he felt BUSBY, WILLIAM , grooer, Leigh . Pet. Oct. 27 . Nov . 13 , at two,

materials required for a biographical notice. conscientiously bound to act in the interests of at Anderton 's hotel, Fleet -st . Sol. Pullen , Harp - la , Great
Tower - st

justice, but it is now universally admitted that Cookson ,FREDERICK chemist's Assistant, Riinhill. Pet. Oct. 27 .
Nov . 12, at two, at office of Sol. Tyrer, Prescotthe best judges take as little part as possible inSIR W . BOVILL. COPAS, JAMES, merchant, Newbury. Nov , 7 , at eleven , at the

The late Right Hon. Sir William Bovill, Lord the conduct of a cause until the summing-up. On White Hart hotel, Newbury. Sol. Cave, Newbury
CRYER , JOSEPH , grocer, Blackfriars - rd , and Asylum - rd , PeckChief Justice of the Court of Common Pleas, who the whole , therefore, the honest opinion of lawyers ham . Pet. Oct, 23 . Nov. 17 , at three, at Izard and Betts , East

died , after a comparatively short illness , on concerning the lamented judge must be, that he cheap . Sols. Ingle , Cooper, and Holmes, Threadneedle- st
CUMING , THOMAS MORRIS, confectioner , Truro . Pet . Oct . 27 .

Saturday last, the 1st inst., at Combe House, was not great, or profoundly learned . But as a Nov. 13, at eleven, at office of Sols. Carlyon and Paull, Truro

near Kingston -on - Thames, the residence of J. c . commercial lawyer,acute, possessing a great grasp DAINTITH , JOHN , blacksrnith , Woolston -with -Martinscroft. Pet.
Oot. 25 . Nov. 11, at three, at office of Sol. Bretherton , WarringSim , Esq., in the fifty -ninth year of his age, was of facts, and a capacity of expressing his views tonthe second son of the late Benjamin Bovili, Esq ., concisely and well, we recognise in him a man | DALBY, WILLIAM , shopkeeper, York . Pet. Oct. 28. Nov . 14 , at
twelve, at office of Sols. Messrs . Mann , Yorkof Wimbledon , Surrey , who died in 1864. He was who would have been more usefulas a puisne than

DEMPSTER ,MARCUS BRUTUS , watchmaker, Richmond . Pet. Oct.born in the year 1814, and having been privately Nov . 14 , at one, at office of Sol. Robinson , Richmond

educated, was articled to Messrs . Willis, Watson , Sir William Bovill married, in 1844, Maria , DUPLOCK , JOHN , auctioneer, Eastbonrue . Pet. Oct, 27 . Nov . 13,
at eleven , at the Gildridge hotel, Eastbourne. Sol. Cordwell ,

Bower and Willis , of Tokenhouse-yard, Lothbury. daughter of John Henry Bolton , Esq., of Lee Park , Serjeant's inn , Chancery . la

Mr. Oxenford , articled with him . Says " At an near Blackheath , Kent, by whom he has had a EVEREST, FRANK , grocer, High -st, Bow . Pet. Oct. 28 . Nov . 24 ,
at one, at office of Sol. Smith , Church -ct,!Clement's . laearly age - for he was about two years younger | family of eight sons and four daughters. His FAULKNER, WILLIAM GIBSON , clerk, Navarino-gr, Dalston , Pet

than myself - he was remarkable for the zeal with eldest son , Mr. William Channell Bovill, is a Oct . 13 . Nov . 8 , at three , at office of Sol. Jacob, Bedford -row

which he pursued his legal studies, a virtue which , | barrister of the Middle Temple, and Clerk of FOWLER, ABRAHAM , corn dealer, Tadcaster . Pet. Oct. 28 . Nov .
24, at two, at offices of Sol. Harle, Leeds

in those days at least, was by no means universal | Assize on the Western Circuit. Fox ,WALTER, butcher, Cardiff. Pet. Oct. 28. Nov. 18, at eleven ,among 'articles. It was at the instance of Mr st oftices of Sol. Blelloch , Cardify
FRIGOUT, HENRY ALFRED , and ARTAUT, LOUIS , lamp manu .Bower, I believe, that he quitted the office for the

A . C . WALFORD , ESQ . facturers, Regent.st. Pet Oct. 29. Nov. 21, at three , at ottica
of Sol. Alsop , Marlborough - st, Regent-stBar." He was first admitted a pleader under the The late Arthur Carr Walford , Esq., barrister-at.

GARDNER , GEORGE, bootmaker , Bristol. Pet. Oot. 29. Nov . 14,Bar, and was called by the Honourable Society law , of Lyall-street, Belgrave-square , and of New . at twelve, At office of Sol. Miller, Bristol

of the Middle Temple , in Hilary Term , 1811 . square, Lincoln 's - inn , who died on the 24th ult ., GARRETT, THOMAS HORATIO WILLIAM , grocer , Ashton -underHe went the Home Circuit, and his course as Lyne. Pet. Oct. 29 . Nov . 14, at three, at ottices of Sol. Clegg ,
at Scarboro' Hall, Beverley, Yorkshire, in the Oldham

a junior was marked by his rapid entran je into fortieth year of his age, belonged , we believe, to GOODWIN , LORENZO, joiner, Leeds, Pet, Oct. 27 . Nov. 12, atan extensive and lucrative practice , and he soon two, at office of Sols. Simpson and Burrell, Leedsthe Shropshire branch of the Walfords, and GREAVES, FREDERIC JEREMIAH , painter, Lukennam . Pet . Oot.becameone of the acknowledged leaders on the ha - the son of one of the Messrs. Walford , 27 . Nov. 11, at twelve, at office of Sols . Emerson and Sparrow ,
Norwichcircuit he had chosen . The Surrey Standard the well-known solicitors, of Bolton -street, | HALL, WILLIAM , apothecary, Brompton-rd, St. M

says : - “ There can be no doubt that his lordship ’ s | Piccadilly, the agents for the London pro . Kensington , London , and Brighton . Pet. Oct. 28 . Nov , 19, atconnection with a great East-end manufacturing | perties of the Marquis of Exeter and Sir John two, at office of Sols. Tilley und Liggins, Finsbury .pl- south ,
London

firm contributed to his success at the Bar. In Sutton, Bart. The deceased gentleman , who was HARPER, Levi, miner, Sedgley. Pet. Oct. 25. Nov. 10 , at eleven ,
at ottice of Sol. Lowe , Dudleydefending their interests he gained great readiness

born in the year 1834, was educated at Trinity HARVEY, GEORGE, grocer, Reading. Pet. Oot. 29 . Nov. 13, atin dealing with the technicalities of engineering , | College, Cambridge, where he took his Bachelor' s eieven , at ottice of Sol, Beale, Reading
HAYWARD , CHARLES, hairdresser, Bridgewater . Pet . Oct. 29 .which are very puzzling to barristers ; and thus degree in 1855. He was called to the Bar by the Nov . 13, at eleven , at Smith and Boyle, solicitors, Bridgewater.

we find him engaged in almost all those compli. Honorable Society of Lincoln 's inn in Eas Sol. Chapman , Bridgewater
HIRSC Maxx, JOSEPH , wine importer, Cannon - st . Pet. Oct 28 .cated ' patent ' cases which are BO constantly

Term , 1858, and practised as an equity draughts . Nov . 27 , at twelve, at Broud , Broad , and Paterson , 35 , Wa.brook .before the courts . We need not say , however , Sol. Montagu , Bucklersbury
man and conveyancer. Mr. A . C . Walford was a HODGSON , JOSEPH WILLIABI , Ironmononger . Workington . Pet .thatMr. Bovill never sank into this speciality . In
member of an ancientand respectable family , who , Oct . 28 . Nov. 18 , at eleven , at ottion of Sol. Milburn , WorkingLondon , he was, perhaps, best known for his con tonif wemay believe Sir Bernard Burke's “ Landednection with the celebrated Tom Provis case, and Gentry ,' were settled several centuries ago at HOWARD, ROBERT, ironfounder, Rochdale . Pet. Oct. 29 . Nov

15 , at eleven , at at offices of sol. Standring , Rochdaleon circuit his briefs embraced cases of every de- | Walford, near Ross, in Herefordshire , various HUGHES, ELLAS, flour dealer, Llanbedrog . Pet. Oct. 29. Nov . 14 ,scription . He was fortunate, indeed , in the time branches ofwhich have settled atdifferent times in at two, at the Castle hotel, Bangor. Sol. Allanson, Carnar
von

at which he joined the Home Circuit. Platt, with Shropshire, and in Norfolk , Suffolk , and Essex , HUYT, WILLIAY DANIEL, butcher, Elstree. Pet. Oct. 27 . Nov .his solid law , and unfailing resource, had gone . Iwhere their descendants have remained down to 11, at four, at offices of Sol. Ablett, Cambridge-cer, Hydı .
parkMr. Serjeant Shee, Mr. Serjeant Channell, Mr. the present generation .

JACOBS, EDWARD , victualler, Bristol. Vet. Oct. 27 . Nov. 12, at
twelve, at offices of Sols . Benson and Thomas , BristolMontagu Chambers, Baron Bramwell,Mr. Justice

JACOBS, LOVI8, jeweller. Liverpool. Pet . Oct. 29 . Nov . 17 , atLush ,and Mr. Peacock were, so far as we remem . two, at office of Sol. Etty, Liverpool
JOXES, THOMAS, grocer , Dowlais, and Pantrwain , near Dowlais .ber , the leading counsel,when Mr. Bovill began to THE GAZETTES. Pet. Oct. 29 . Nov . 13, at half past ten , at 48 , Glebeland -st,takean active part at Nisi Prius. In a very short Merthyr Tydfil. Sol. Lewistime the greater part of these were from one cause KINGSLAND, MARK WILLIAM , miller. Hedlow . Pet. Oot. 24 .
Nov . 13, ut half past ten , at ottices of Sol. Stenning, Tun .or other removed , and Mr. Bovill speedily found bridgehimself engaged in almost every cause of import Gazette, Oct. 28. KINSEY, WILLIAM BARNS , and MERRITT, WILLIAM DOWYES,
architects, Great Suffolk -st, Borough . Pet. Oct. 29. Nov , 20,ance . His genial temperament undoubtedly GAMBLE and COOKE, solicitors and attorneys, Derby. March 15 . joint creditors , at twelve ; sep . creditors of Kinsey, atone ; sep .(Edward Gamble and Frederick Duckering Cooke .) Debts by creators of Merritt, at two, at offices of Sols , Ellis and Crossconduced to his success both with judges and Cooke field , Mark - lajuries ; and in the county towns - we can at least

LANGÁN , FRANCIS , shoemaker, Birmingham . Pet. Oct. 29 .
Nov. 12, at three , at offices of Sol. Duke, Birminghamsay it was so in Lewes and Guildford - he was a Bankragts. LYTHGOE, JAMES PARTINGTON , Cannon - st . Pet. Oct. 27. Nov .

general favourite.” In 1855 he obtained the 14, at two, at Hetherington and Co. 118 , Cannon -st. Sol. Smith ,
Gazetto, Oct. 31. Old Jewryhonour of a silk gown, andwas made a bencher of

MARTIN . WILLIAM HATCH , farmer. Clovelly. Pet. Oct. 23 .To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall-street.his Ion . In 1857 he entered Parliament in the Con . Nov . 12, at three , at office of Sols . Bridginan and Johnstone,COLLINS, MARK, hatter, Broad -st, Bloomsbury . Pet. Oct. 29.servative interest, as one of the representatives TavistockReg. Hazlitt. sur. Nov. 12. 801.'Godfrey, South-squaro MORRALEE, JOHN ROBERT, farmer, near Littletown. Pet. Nov.of Go TAHOURDIN , EDWARD CAVENDISH , stock and share broker, 28 . Nov . 13, at two, at offices of Sol. Folkard , Durham
Cornhill. Pet. Oct. 2 . Reg . Hazlitt. Sur. Nov. 12 . Sols . NEWELL, JOHN HOLLAND, brewer , near Walsall. Pet . Oct . 20 .post of Solicitor -General, in the administration
Paterson , Snow and Co ., Chancery -lane Nov . 14 , at eleven , at J . Slater, solicitor , Butcroft , Darlaston .then formed by the late Earl of Derby. When

To surrender in the Country . Sol. Edwards, Darlaston
PARKER , WILLIAM , fruiterer, Nottingham . Pet. Oct. 28. Nov 18 ,Sir Fitzroy Kelly , who was Attorney General, was BAGSHAW , JOHN, furniture broker, Sheffield . Pet. Oct. 30 . Reg .

Wake. Sur. Nov . 12 . at eleven , at office of Sol. Brittle, Nottinghamremoved to the Court of Exchequer as Lord Chief BRUNA, FELICE, ship broker, North Shields. Pet. Oct. 27. Reg. PAYNE, WILLIAM , boot maker, North -end and George.st, Croy .Baron , Sir William Bovill (then Solicitor -General) Mortimer. Sur. Nov. 11. don , and High . at. Epsom . Nov. 18, at twelve, at the Grey
CROSSLEY, Joux, jun., woolstapler, Hallfax . Pet. Oct. 29 . Reg. hound hotel, High -st, Croydon . Sol. Parrydid not succeed to the post of First Law Officer of Rankin. ' Sur.Nov. 13." . POATE , RICHARD, artist, Portsmouth . Pet. Oot. 24. Noy. 12, at

three, at the Chamber of Commerce, Cheapside. Sol. Feitham ,the Crown , Mr. Rolt having been appointed HURLEY, RICHARD, and DENTON , JAMES FLETCHER, wool.
staplers, Halifax . Pet . Oct, 27. Reg . Rankin . Sur. Nov . 13. PortseaAttorney-General. It was understood that Sir TRAGHEIM , NICOLAI, furniture dealer, West Hartlepool. Pet. POLLARD , MARY, grocer, Que n 's - head .la, Islington . Pet. Oot.

William voluntarily offered to waive his claim to Oct. 28. Reg . Elis . Sur. Nov . 12 . 27 . Nov . 17 , at three, at office of Sols, Messrs . Bastard , bra
bant- ct , Philpot lathe promotion to which he was entitled, in order Gazette , Nov. 4 . RHODES, THOMAS, earthenware dealer , Hull. Pet. Oct. 24 . Nov . "

that the services of so distinguished a lawyer as 7 , at twelve at office of Sols , Stead and Sibree. HullTo surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall- st . RILEY, WALDEX EVELYX ,wool extractor , Bradford , and Shipley .Mr. Rolt should be available for the Government. BUNGE, HUGO,merchant, Great Tower.st, and Clapham -rd. Pet. Pet. Oot. 27. Nov . 17, at three, at offices of Sol. Hutchinson
Sir William Bovill's short term Nov, . Reg. Roche. Sur. Nov. 26 Bradfordof office as

SELLER, MICHAEL HENRY, trunk manufacturer, Buckingham .Solicitor-General, gave him absolutely almost no To surrender in the Country.
st, Strand , under firm of W . Steer and Co . Pet. Oct. 30 . Nov .

CHOICE, JOSEPH , beerseller, Hinckley . Pet. Oct. 30. Reg . 21, at twelve , at the Guildhall coffee house, Gresham . st . Sol.opportunity of appearing before the House as a Ingram . Sur . Nov . 17 Miller , King st , Cheapsidemember of the administration . He was appointed DRURY, CHARLES VINCER, licensed victualler , Rovelden. Pet. SNOWDEX, GEORGE JAMES, upholsterer , Milo -end - rd . Pet. Oot.
Oct . 29 . Rek . Young. Sur. Nov. 15Nov. 1866, Chief Justice of the Court of ROCHE, PERCIVAL, Esq., Canterbury. Pet. Oct. 31. Reg. Call. 28 . Nov . 11, at two, at othces of Sol. Briant, Winchester-house ,

Old Broad -stCommon Pleas. He was sworn a member of her away. Sur.Nov . 14 SUNDERLAND, JAMES SMITH , warehouseman , Leeds. Pet. Oct. -
THERSBY, WILLIAM , tailor, Darlington . Pet. Oot. 31. Reg. 35 . Nov. 22 , at eleven , at ottice of Sol. Harle , LeedsMajesty' s Privy Council in 1867 ; he was also for Crosby. Sur. Nov . 14

THOMPSON, JOHN, baker, Leigh . Pet. Oct. 27. Nov. 13, at four,many years a magistrate for the county of Surrey,
BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED . at Anderton 's hotel, Fleet - st , London . Sol. Pullen , Harp -la ,and he was likewise a Fellow of the Royal Society . Great Tower - st , LondonGazette, Oct . 31. TINSLEY , EDWARD, draper, Hull. Pet. Oct. 27 . Nov . 12, atIn 1870 he was created an honorary D . C . L . by the HESSE,DAVID HERMAN ,merchant, Fenchurch-st. April 15, 1871 twelve, at office of Sols. Messrs. Chatham , Kull

University of Oxford . KENDAL, ROBINSON , managing director of a company, Lancaster TIVERS, CHARLES GEORGE, painter, Weybridge. Pet. Oc
and Bootle. Oct. 1, 1873. Nov . 18 , at three, at ottice of Sol. Jenkins, ChertseyThe article in the Surrey Standard, from which TRIPP , ROBERT, paiuter, Weston -super-Mare. Pet. Oct. 27.We have quoted , is evidently written by some one Nov . 13 , at twelve, at the St. Helen 's Glass Co . 6 , Nelson -st.

Bristol. Sol. Jones, Weston -super .Marewho knew the deceased judge well, and speaking Liquidations by Arrangement. TUCKER, JOSIAH , out of business, Sandringham -rd , Dalston .of his private character, the writer says that there FIRST MEETINGS. Pet. Oct. 28 . Nov . 14, at eleven , at office of Sols . May and
Sykes , Adelaide-pl, London -bridgenever was a brighter, happier man than plain stuff

Gazette, Oct. 31. UNDERWOOD , WILLIAM , bootmaker, Luton . Pet. Oct. 30 . Nov .** Dir . Bovill,” and by his urbanity he captivated | ALLWOOD, CHARLES, draper,: Southgate -pl, Colney-hatch . Pet. 5 , at twelve, at Good, Daniels , and Co ., 7 , Poultry. Sol. Snelleven political opponents. Oct. 20. Nov . 11, at three, at the London Warehousemen ' s VINCENT, ELIZA, and VINCENT, MARY ADELAIDE, laundry pro
Association , 33, Gutter-la . Sol. Salaman prietresses, Redcliffe - rd , and Seagrave -rd , West Brompton .ASHBY, GEORGE, grocer , High -st, Hampstead . Pet. Oct. 29. Pet . Oot. 24 . Nov 8, at ten , at offices of Sol. Marshal, King -stwas least successful.' He succeeded a great judge Nov. 22, at three, at the Masons' Hall tavern , Masons'-avenue, west, HammersmithBasinghall-st. Sol. Downing, Basinghall-st WAGNER , JOHN HEXRY, baker , Virginia row , Bethnal.green .who for years had presided over a strong court. ASHTON, PHILIP, victualler , Liverpool, Pet. Oot. 29. Nov . 13. at Pet. Oct. 29. Nov . 14, at two, at at 148 , Cheapside. Sol. Arnold ,He must have felt the superiority of Willes in three, at Vine , accountant, Liverpool. Sol. Worship , Liverpool Finsbury -pavementBARBER, DAVID , contractor , Birstal. Pet. Oct. 28 . Nov . 14, at WHITEHOUSE , HENRY WRICHT. Krocer, Phonix -st, Somers .learning, and indeed of Mr. Justice Keating also, three , at the Royalhotel, Dewabury . Sol. Ibberson , Dewsbury town . Pet. Oct, 20 . Nov . 12 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Eves,

both of whom possessed the advantage of long BARNARD . BENJAMIN WILLIAM , baker, Leigh . Pet. Oot . 27 . Old Corn Exchange, Mark -laNov . 13, at eleven , at office of Sol. Pullen , Harp - la , Great Tower WILLIAMS, JOHN ROBERT, tailor. Exeter. Pet . Oot. 29 . Nov. 15 .judicial experience when Mr. Bovill was promoted street
at eleven , at office of J, O . Harris, Wreford , and Co . accountfrom the Bar to be their chief. BELCHER, BEN, cook , Reading . Pet. Oot. 97 . Nov. 12, at eleven ,The diffidence Ants , Exeter. Sol, Huggins, Exeterat 28, the Forbury, Reading . Sol. Rogers, Rending WOOD, JAMES, grocer , Congleton . Pet. Oct. 98. Nov. 19,'at threeWhich such a feeling produced is said to have been BELL, SARAH MARSHALL, confectioner, Newcastle . Pet. Oot . 20 . at the Lion and Swan hotel, Congleton . Sol. Vaudreythe cause of the irritability of manner which he ' Nov. 12 , at two, at offices of Sols. Hoyle, Shipley, and Hoyle , WRIGHT, WILLIAM , wheelwright, Manchester . Per. Oct. 25 .

Newcastle Nov . 20, at three, at office of Sol. Richardson , Manchester

Professional Partnerships Dissolbed.

10

6

IVCLC
It was

at ofice Buggins,Ene Pet . Octson vaudrey. Oct. %.
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Gazette, Nov. 4 .
ALLEN,WILLIAM CHARLES, upholsterer, Tunstall. Pet.Oct.27. TROY LES Carees barre,

upholsterenshead, unpet. di con:
THE TEMPLE

Orders of Discharge.
Gasette, Oct. 28 .

Dibidends.
GREAT CENTRAL WINE CELLARS,

THE MOST NOTED VINTAGES,

AT WHOLESALE PRICES;hans. DENRY.. ondon tavector, Oxford Dewsbury Pet. Oct. 2

22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON

HIGH CLASS BOOTS.

Th

SUCH , RICHARD , chaser, Aston , near Birmingham . Pet . Oct. 31.

ALLEN, WILLIAM CHARLES, upholsterer, Tunstall. Pet. Oct, 27.
Nov. 11, at three, at office of Sol. Kennedy, Birmingham
TOWNLEY, CHARLES, baker, Somerton . Pet. Oot . 27 . Nov. 19 , at

Nov , 12, at three, at office of Sol. Hollinshead , Tunstall three, at office of Sols. Pain and Hawtin , Banbury
ARTHUR , ARTHUR DAVID , asphalter , Lincoln . Pet. Oct . 30 .
Nov, 18, at eleven , at offices of Jay, publio accountant, Lincoln .

WARNER , JOHN . beerseller, Hanley. Pet. Oot. 7. Nov . 6 , at
eleven , at 26 , Cheapside, Hanley

Sol. Page, Lincoln WEBB, WILLIAM , grocer, Sheffield . Pet. Oct. 30 . Nov. 14 , at
ASHBY, AARON DAVID , miller, Carshalton . Pet. Oct. 30 . Nov . twelve, at office of Appleby and Lawson, accountants , Queen -st ,

18, at half past two, at the Guildhall tavern , Gresham -st. Sol. Sheffield . Sol. Roberts
Arnold , Park -la , Croydon WINNALL, JOHN , farmer, Berrow . Pet. Oct. 31. Nov . 19 , at twelve,

ASHMORE, JOHN , joiner , Manchester . Pet . Oct. 31. Nov . 19, at at the Crown hotel, Worcester . Sols. New , Prance, and Gar
three , at office of Sol. Burton , Manchester rard , Evesham

BELL, WILLIAM , boot seller, Brecon . Pet. Oct. 29 . Nov. 21, at WINSER, HENRY JAMES, jun ., gas lamp manufacturer , Crafton .
two, at office of Sol. Bishop , Brecon gt, Soho. Pet. Oct . 29 , Nov . 22, at eleven , at offices of Brett ,
BENNETT, EDWIN , potato salesman , Brushfield - st, Spitalfields. Milford , Pattison , and Corn pany, public accountants , 150 ,
Pet. Oct. 28 . Nov. 14 , at three, at office of Sol. Webster, Basing Leadenhall- st. Sol. Musgrave, Albert-bldgs, Queen Victoria
hall- st street

BROADBENT, GEORGE, shoe merchant, Stockton -on - Tees . Pet . WYATT, PHILIP THOMAS, farmer, Shottesbrook . Pet. Oct . 31.
Oct. 30 . Nov . 19 , at eleven , at offlce of Sol. Robinson , Darling Nov . 15 , at eleven , at office of Sols. Barrett and Dean , Slough
ton YEATES, HENRY, boot manufacturer , Monmouth . Pet. Oot. 31.

BROOKES, EDWIN, lapidary, Birmingham . Pet. Oct. 29 . Nov .
14 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Davies, Birmingham

Nov . 15, at eleyen , at office of Sol. Gibbs, Newport
BROWN, ABRAHAM , grocer, Newcastle-under- Lyme. Pet. Oct .
31. Nov. 19, at eleven , at the County Court offices, Hanley .
Sol. Hollinshead , Tunstall

CAIN , JAMES, fish dealer, Bolton . Pet. Oct. 31 . Nov. 17 , at
three , at offices of Sol. Dutton , Bolton

CARDEN , RICHARD ARTHUR, doctor of medicine, Great Castle CLARKE, WALTER , out of business, Worcester
st, Oxford -st and clerk in holy orders, Augusta -ter, Grosvenor CROSBY , WILLIAM HARRISON , out of business, Scarborough
pk , Camberwell. Pet. Oct . 29. Nov. 18 , at three , at offices of MORTLOCK , FREDERICK HENRY, boot maker, Jermyn - street

Sol. Debenham , Lincoln ' s -inn - fields
CHUBB, JOSEPH WILLIAM HODDINOTT BUGLER, hairdresser ,

St. James' s, and Belmont -terrace, Wandsworth - road

Brighton . Pet. Oct. 29 . Nov. 15 , at eleven , at office of Clennell,
Great James-st, Bedford row . Sol. Goodman , Brighton | TRADE MARK . )

CORDEN , JONATHAN , butcher , Etruria . Pet . Oct. 23. Nov . 11, at
eleven , at offices of Sol. Stevenson , Hanley

COTTON , MARY, shopkeeper, Birstall. Pet. Nov . 1. Nov . 19 , at BANKRUPTS' ESTATES.
half past three, at office of Sol. Scholefield , Batley Tho Official Assignees, & c., are given , to whom apply for the

CRUMP, ISAAC, beker, Pulley. Pet. Oot. 29. Nov. 21, at twelve , at
office of Sol. Smith , Cheltenham Dividends. 22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON

CULLEY, WILLIAM HENRY DUBINSOx , baker, Cheltenham -pl, Hodge, A . seed crusher, first of Gs. At Carlill and Burkinshaw ,
Acton . Pet. Oot. 23. Nov . 12 , at two, at oftloe of Sol. Vernede, 4 , Parliament-st, Hull. - Lobley , R . S . tallow chandler , first of 10s .

At Dean , Gordon , and Hinde, accountants , 23 , Albion - st, Leeds.Craven -st , Strand
(OPPOSITE CHANCERY-LANE).

CUTTING, SAMUEL, miller, Stanton . Pet. Nov . 3 . Nov . 21, at Marsh , G . farmer, second of 38 . 2d . At Trust, J . B . Brown,

twelve , at the Council- chamber of the Guildhall, Bury St.
George -st, Luton . - Schoales, A . gentleman , first and final of itd . The Largest, Cheapest, and Best Wine Establishment in

Edmunds. Sol. Messrs. Salmon , Bury St. Edmunds At Sols . J . R . Adams, 15 , Old Jewry -chambers . - Sherwin , M . H .

DENISON , JOSEPH , draper, Bradford . Pet . Oct . 29 Nov. 14 , at W . music seller , second of 7d . At Trust, J . Elles , 38, Moorgate the World ,

eleven , at office of Sols. Watson and Dickons, Bradford st. - Willard , E . E . tailor , first of 2s. At Trust. W . Cooper, 7

DILLOX, ANDREW , licensed victualler, Bath . Pet. Oct. 27 . Nov. Gresham - st . - Williams, W , contractor, first and final of 4s. 1d . At

11 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Bartrum , Bath Barnard , Thomas, Cawker, and Co ., 10 , Temple - st, Swansea .

DODD, THOMAS, painter , Chester . Pet . Oct . 29. Nov. 18, at INSOLVENTS' ESTATES .

twelve , at office of Sol. Churton , Chester
Halloran , A . L ., master in Royal Navy, at St. George's -hall, BY THE BOTTLE,BY THE GLASS,

East Stonehouse. - Wooton , A . J . , superanuated muster baker ,DORMAN , HENRY, butcher, Lower Edmonton . Pet . Oct. 31.
Plymouth , at St. George's -hall, East Stonehouse.

BY THE GALLON ,

Nov. 19, at two, at the Guildhall coffee house, Gresham -st.

BY THE DOZEN ,

Sols. Treherne and Wolfertan , Ironmonger -la , Cheapside
FENXER, JOHN HOLMES, farmer, Canford . Pet . Oct. 28. Nov . AND BY THE CASK ,

12, at eleven , at office of Sol. Whitehead , Wimborne Minster BIRTHS MARRIAGES AND DEATHS
FENTON, RICHARD, out of business, Dewsbury . Pet. Oct. 31.
Nov. 19 , at three, at omce of Sol. Shaw , Dewsbury

GREEN,GEORGE , cab proprietor, Oxford. Pet. Oct. 30 . Nov. 24, BAINES. - On the 26th ult., at 9, Bevington- road,Oxford,the wife Or Packed in Hampers for Races and Picnics
BIRTHS.

at two, at the London tavern , Oxford . Sol. Cooper, Oxford of Henry Baines , solicitor, of a son .
GREEN , HENRY, and GREEX, THOMAS , stonemasons , Notting . BELL . - On the 24th ult., at Mapperley House, Lee, the wife of
ham . Pet. Oct. 31. Nov . 17, at twelve, at offices of Sol. Heath , Charles Bell, solicitor, of a danghter .

Nottingham CHATTERTON . - On the 29th ult., at Florence Villa , Wood- green ,
HAMLEY, RICHARD, butcher, East Stonehouse. Pet . Oct. 31. the wife of Horace W . Chatterton , solicitor, of a son .
Nov . 19 , at ten , at office of Sol. Square, Plymouth DYNE. - On the 2nd inst.. at Coombe Hou - e, Hampstead . lane,

HARVEY, GEORGE EDWARD, butcher, Palace -rd , New Town, Highgate , the wife of John Bradley Dyne, Esq., of Lincoln 's. inn ,

Bromley . Pet . Oct . 29 . Nov. 18, at three, at Bowen 's , 74 , barrister -at-law , of a daughter,
Basinghall-st. Sol. Gregory, Widmore rd , Bromley

HICKLIN . - On the 30th ult., at 163 , Clapham - road , the wife of
(Opposite Chancery-lane).

HEY , RALPH HEATLEY, wine merchant, Southport. Pet. Oct. J . W . Hicklin , Esq ., solicitor , of a daughter,

30. Nov. 18 , at twelve, at offices of Sols. Fowler and Car KING . - On the 31st ult ., the wife of Thomas King, Esq ., of

ruthers. Liverpool
Brighton , solicitor, of a daughter.

HOMES, SAMUEL, hatter, Tunbridge Wells. Pet. Oct. 30 . Nov. ROSTRON . - On the 7th ult ., at Beddington , Surrey, the wife of

17 , at eleven , at offices of Sol. Arnold , Tunbridge Wells Simpson Rostron , Esq ., barrister-at- law , of a daughter .
HOPKINSON , Tom , woollen cloth manufacturer, Slaithwaite . SANDY. - On the 22nd ult., the wife of T . G . Sandy, solicitor,

Pet. Oct. 20 . Nov. 19 , at three, at the Ramsden 's Arms inn , Burnley, of a son .

Huddersfield . Sol. Armitaga
MARRIAGE.

HOSKINS, EDWARD, baker, Ea - try . Pet, Oct. 23 . Nov. 21. at CHALK - BEZZELL. - On the 30th ult ., at St. Mary ' s , Lewisham ,

three, at offices of Sol. Minter, Folkestone
Edmund Chalk , Moorgate- street, solicitor, to Mary Ann Bezzell,

HUDSON , JAMES , ironfounder, Burnley . Pet . Oct. 29. Nov . 21, at Westcourt , Lewisham hill, youngest daughter of the lato

eleven , at office ofGin , accountant, 12, Hargreaves-st , Burnley . Henry T . Bezzell, Deptford , Kent.

Sol. Baldwin , Burnley DEATHS.
HUGGINS, SIMON, warehouse clerk , Upper Saltley , near Bir BRANSON . - On the 29th ult ., at Broom -grove, Sheffield , aged 80
minghum . Pet. Nov . 1. Nov. 17, at ten , at offices of Sol. Duke, years, Mr. Thomas Branson , solicitor,

Birmingham
GOODE. - On the 2nd inst., at Belle Vue, Ryde, aged 80 years,

JONAS , JOHN , jun ., furniture broker, trading as Barber and Co., Henry Goode, Esq., barrister -at- law .
Manchester. Pet. Oct. 30 . Nov . 14 , at three, at the Royal
Hotel, Crewe. Sol. Salt, Tunstall

JOYCE , HENRY JOHN , licensed victualler , North Woolwich - rd .
Pet. Nov . 1. Nov , 19, at at three, at offices of Sols. Wood and
Hace, Basinghall- st , London , also Reigate and Croydon WHOLESALE & RETAIL STATIONERS,

KEMP, JOHN , builder, Lower Wandsworth . rd , Battersea -pk ,
Pet. Oct. 27 . Nov . 22, at twelve, at office of Sol. Easton , 192, FLEET-STREET, AND 1 & 2,CHANCERY-LANE ,LONDON , E . O .
Clifford' s- innKENWORTHY, ROBERT JOHNSON , brickmaker, New Broad - st . Carriage paid to the Country on Orders exceeding 20s.
Pet. Nov . 1 . Nov. 21 , at two, at offices of Sols . Green , Allin , and

FIG . 1 . Fig . 2 .

Greenhop , St . Peter 's-alley , Cornhill
The normal condition of The perfect form of Shoes .

LUCAS, WILLIAM, painter, Bishop's Castle. Pet. Oct. 28. Nov. DRAFT PAPER, 5s., 6s. 6d., 78. 6d ., 78 . 9d ., and 9s. 9d. per me the Foot. a , b , c, d , Elasticated Leather .

18 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Morris, Shrewsbury ream .
LYONS, CORNELIUS, builder , Queen 's -ter, York -rd , Battersea . BRIEF PAPER, 15s. 6d ., 178. 60 ., and 238 . 611. per ream .

Pet. Oct. 31. Nov . 17, at two, at office of Sol. Walls, Walbrook FOOLSCAP PAPER, 108 . 6d ., 129, 6d ., and 158 . 6d . per ream ,
MARTIN , JOHN, engraver , Sheffield . Pet . Oct. 31. Nov. 18 , at CREAM LAID NOTE , 38 ., 48 ., and 5s . per ream .
twelve, at office of Sol. Wake, Sheffield

MCVEAGU, John , tailor, Ripon. Pet. Oct. 31. Nov . 18, at half
LARGE CREAM LAID NOTE , 4s. 6d ., 6s. 6d . , and 8s. per ream .

past eleven, at the White horse inn , Riron . Sol. Waistell,
LARGE BLUE NOTE , 39, 6d. , 4s. 6d . , and 68 . 6d . per ream .

Northallerton
ENVELOPES, CREAM OR BLUE, 4s. 6d ., and 6s. 6d ., per 1000 , (Nearly opposite Northumberland House),MIDDLETON, CHARLES THOMAS, wire drawer, Birchfields, and THE " TEMPLE ” ENVELOPE , extra secure , 98 . 6d . per 1000 .

MIDDLETON , GEORGE HENRY, grocer , Birmingham . Pet. FOOLSCAP OFFICIAL ENVELOPES, 1s. 9d . per 100 .
Oct. 29. Nov . 15 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Blewitt, Bir THE NEW “ VELLUM WOVE CLUB -HOUSE” NOTE ,

ESTABLISHED 1824,

minghamMILES, HARRISON, joiner, Burnley. Pet. Oct. 27 . Nov . 12 , at 9s . 6d. per ream , - BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS.

eleven , at offices of Sols . Backhouse and Whittam , Burnley " We should direct particular attention to their New Club
Moox , MICHAEL ALFRED ,mining engineer, Chester . Pet. Oct. house Paper : in our opinion it is the very best paper weever

30 . Nov . 21, at eleven , at office of Sol. Jones , Manchester wrote upon ." - London Mirror.
OSBORNE , WILLIAM , printer, Birkenhead . Pet. Oot. 29. Nov .

17 , at eleven , at offices of Roose and Price, accountants , Liver
pool. Sols . Addleshaw and Warburton , Manchester INDENTURE SKINS, Printed andMachine-ruled , to hold twenty

37 , STRAND, LONDON
PEATTIE , ISAAC HARPER, haberdasher, Eversholt et, Oakley -sq , or thirty folios, 28 . 3d . per skin , 26s . per dozen , 1258 . per
Camden -town . Pet. Oct . 23. Nov. 7 . at two, at offices of Coker roll ,
and Keeler, public accountants, 32, Cheapside. Sol. Barrett,
New -inn , Strand SECONDS or FOLLOWERS, Ruled , 1s. 11d . each, 22s. per dozen ,

DRESS BASKETS ,

PETCHELL, JOHN, sen ., and PETCHELL , JOHX jun ., shoe manu . 1058. per roll. OVERLAND TRUNKS,
facturers, Northampton . Pet . Oct . 31. Nov . 17 , at eleven , at RECORDS orMEMORIALS, 7d. each, 6s .6d. per dozen .
office of Soi. Jeffery , Northampton

DRESSING CASES,

PRIOR , CHARLES, grocer, Halstead . Pet. Oct. 20 . Nov . 14 , at DESPATCH BOXES, & c .
eleven , at office of Sol. Cardinall, HalsteadREW , ROBERT MAY, chemist, Regent- st . Pet. Oct. 80 . Nov . 26 , | LEDGERS , DAY- BOOKS, CASH -BOOKS, LETTER OG MINUTE- BOOKS

NEW CATALOGUE OF 500
SSFUTTED

at eleven , at offices of Solg. Davies , Campbell, Reeves, and An immense stock in various bindings. ARTICLES. Post Free.
Hooper, Warwick - st, Regent-st

RHEIN , CARL, fancy portmanteau manufacturer , Foster- la , ILLUSTRATED PRICE -LIST of Inkstands, Postage Scales
Cheapside, and St. Paul's -rd , Islington . Pet. Nov. 1. Nov . 18 , Copying Presses, Writing Cases , Despatch Boxes, Oak and

Walnut Stationery Cabinets, and other useful articlesat tro, at offices of Minton , Boyes, and Child , 2, Carey - la ,

PRIZE MEDAL FOR
ALLEN ' S NEW

General Post Office , E . O ., accountants. Sol. Buchanan , Basing | adapted to Library or Office , post free . DRESSING BAG . GENERAL EXCELLENCE

ball- st
RILEY, JAMES, Ashmonger, Hanley. Pet. Oct. 27 . Nov. 13 , at
oleven , at offices of Sol, Stevenson , Hanley

SEYMOUR, FREDERICK HENRY, out of business, High -st , Notting
hili. Pet. Nov. 3. Nov . 18 , at two, at Langbourn - ohmbs, 17 ,
Fenchurch - st . Sol. Bradford

SHIRLEY, WILLIAM OAKLEY , saddler, Brighouse . Pet. Nov. 1.
Nov . 19, three, at office of Sols. Learoyd and Learoyd , Hudders
fieldSILMAN , JAMES, out of business , Birmingham . Pet . Oct. 30. CAN BE PLACED ANYWHERE.
Nov . 14, at three , at offloeg of Sols . Wright and Marshall, Bir

minghamSMITH , PETER, bootmaker , Blackpool. Pet. Oct. 31. Nov. 17,
at half past two, at office of Sol. Edelston , Preston

SMITH . WILLIAM , carpenter , White Hart- la , Barnes . Pet. Oot .
31. Nov . 22. At three, at offices of Sol. Howell, Cheapside

SOLOMAXS, MICHAEL out of business, Holywell - la , par . St , Save hall the fuel, half the labour, and half the
Leonard , Shoreditch. Pet. Oct. 29. Nov. 27, at three, at office
of Sol. Heathfield , Lincoln 's- inn - fields dirt .

SPIVEY, FRANK, farmer, Eastwood . Pet. Oot . 29 . Nov . 18, at
two, at office of Sol. Blyth , Chelmsford Catalogues on application .

STEVENTON , ALFRED , accountant, Burelem . Pet. Oct. 28 . Nov .
10 , at two, at the Talbot inn , Stafford . Sol . Tomkinson , Burslem

STEVENS, MATTHEW , baker , Cardiff. Pet . Oct . 31. Nov. 17, at
twelve, at offices of Sol. Waldron , Cardiff

STODDART, MARTIN SMITH , printer, Sunderland . Pet. Oct. 31 .Nov.20,"atten,at offices of Sons. Oliver and Botterent, Sunder : MURDOCH AND CO ., 115 , CANNON STREET.

land
STOREY , JAMES, painter, Sale . Pet. Oct . 30. Nov. 17 , at three, WORKS- LARBERT, N .B .
at office of Sol, Sampson, Manchester

PARTRIDGE AND COOPER ,

DOWIE AND MARSHALL,
455, WEST STRAND, LONDON ,

ALLEN' S PORTMANTEAUX,

SWOT

ALLEN 'S

BAG

AMERICAN AND ANGLO -AMERICAN STOVES .

FOR HEATING AND COOKING .
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Court . . . * * * * * . . .. ., 345

- Six -mile clause . . . . ... .. .. .. . . .. . .. . ... .. .. .. . 26 Topics of the Week .. . .. .. . . ... .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .
Acceptances against Consignments . .

To Readers and Correspondents . The late Chief Justice died before tbe commencement of Term .
Eleven days of the Term have elapsed , and Sir John COLERIDGE
has not taken his seat. Under existing conditions, the loss of a

Anonymous communications are invariably rejected .
All communications must be authenticated by the name and address of the writer judge is calculated to operate most prejudicially upon business,
not necessarily for publication, but as a guarantee of good faith . and we can quite understand the hesitation in determining which

Judge should try the Taunton election petition . No Judge can
TO SUBSCRIBERS.

be spared - and, nevertheless, a vacancy is unnecessarily keptThe volumes of the LAW TIMES, and of the LAW TIMES REPORTS, are strongly and
uniformly bound at the Office, as completed, for 5s, 60, for the Journal, and 48. 6d . open .
for the Reports .

Portfolios for preserving the current numbers of the Law TIMES, price|5s, 6d., by
post 5d . extra . LAW Times REPORTS, price 3s. 6d., by post 3d , extra . We are informed that in all probability the Taunton election

petition will not be tried for some weeks to come. We have been
CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS. unable to ascertain that any leading counsel have been retained to

Four lines or thirty words............ 3s. 6d . | Every additional ten words ...... 0s. 6d. support the petition. It is not yet known what Judge will
Advertisements specially ordered for the first page are charged one-fourth more preside.

than the above scale .

Advertisements must reach the Office not later than five o 'clock on Thursday
afternoon , SOME curious statistics of the work done by Gray's -inn have

been published. The entire number of calls from Hilary Term ,
NOTICE . 1870 inclusive, is as follows :- In 1870, Hilary 0 , Easter 1 ,The LAW TIMES goes to press on Thursday evening, that itmuybe received in the remotest

Trinity 0 , Michaelmas 1 ; in 1871, Hilary 2 , Easter 2 , Trinity 1,parts of the country on Saturday morning. Conmunications and Advertisements must

be transmitted accordingly. None can appear that do not reach the office by Thursday Michaelmas 0) ; in 1872, Hilary 1, Easter 1, Trinity , 3 , Michael
afternoon 's post. mas 1 ; in 1873, Hilary 0 , Easter 0 , Trinity 0 . Total calls in 15

All communications intended for the Editor of the Solicitors' Departmentashould be 80
addressed. terms, 13. Thus, if the annual income of the society is £7000,

twenty -eight thousand pounds have been expended in calling
Now ready, price 6s . 6d . (including Index to Volume), PART VIII. of thirteen gentleman to the Bar, at a cost of upwards of £2150 each .

MARITIME LAW REPORTS (New Series). By J. P . ASPINALL
Esq ., Barrister -at- Law , in the Admiralty Courts of England and Ireland, and in al

the Superior Courts, with a Selection from the Decisions of the Unlted States Courts
with Notes by the Editor . The First Series of " Maritime Law " may now be had com On an interesting question of bankruptcy law , a correspondent
plete in Three Volumes, half bound, price £5 58. for the set, or any single volume fo
2228 . Back numbersmay be had in complete sets, writes : - “ In the Law TIMES of the 25th ult ., I observe No. IV .

London : HORACE Cox , 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W . C . of a series of articles you are publishing on the question of liqui
Just published , price 58. 6d., PART III. of VOL. VIII. of dation and composition by arrangement. In that article you state

DEPORTS of MAGISTRATES, MUNICIPAL, PAROCHIAL , that the question whether a debtor who is sued by a creditor who
I ELECTION , and ECCLESIASTICAL LAW CASES, decided by all the Courts. could prove his debt under the liquidation, should plead his order

Sent post free to subscribers . N . B . - The back volumes and parts may be had ; the vols .
25 25s . each, half-bound . of discharge as a bar, or apply for an injunction , is unsettled ; but

London : HORACE Cox, 10,Wellington-street, Strand, w .c . I trust you will allow me to venture an opinion that the question
is settled to a certain extent in the County Courts, which haveCONTENTS. primary jurisdiction in bankruptcy. Rule 289 may be taken as
the basis of the argument. This rule is supplemented by the caseREPORTS. COURT OF PROBATE .

REES 1. REES AND REES of Satterfield v . Fox (LAW TIMES, vol. xlix ., p . 114 , Liverpool Court),COURT OF EXCHEQUER. W111 - Interpolated sheet - Presumption 375
Re MABSKALL TURNER wliere an injunction was granted against action by creditor,

Attorney - Suspension of by Superior .
although debtor had pleaded , and was therefore estopped from

LEADING ARTICLES, & c.HOUSE OF LORDS. contending the debt was provable , and although the money was
THE LANCASHIRE AND YORKSHIRE RAIL
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cause ? Bidgood v . Way (2 W . Bl. 123), was the case relied upon by ACCEPTANCES AGAINST CONSIGNMENTS.
the defendant, but, as pointed out by the LORD CHIEF BARON , that An interesting question of commercial law has been raised more

is a direct authority to this extent only, that an action at law for than once lately, with reference to the rights and liabilities of

money had and received to the use of the husband and wife, simpli consignees who accept bills against consignments, such bills

citer , is not maintainable. In Jones v. Cuthbertson , the declaration being discounted by the drawer, and bills of lading of the

went on to allege what was not strictly in accordance with the goods consigned deposited as collateral security . What is the

facts, that the wife was entitled to receive the money for her sole interest of the consignee in the goods ? Has he an insurable

and separate use. But that was held to be sufficiently supported interest in them , so as to entitle him to effect an insurance upon

by the fact that she was entitled to the money laid out upon her them in his own name? And if the drawer and acceptor both

separate property . And it is to be further noticed that as against become insolvent, what are the bill holder's rights P

husband and wife , a chose in action cannot be taken to have The question raised under a policy of marine insurance goes

been reduced into possession against the will of the husband. The to the root of the matter, and the difficulty of dealing with it

in Jones v . Cuthbertson was decided to be an agent for satisfactorily will appear upon a reference to the case of Ebsworth

a particular purpose only . “ The money,” said Mr. Justice BRETT, V . Alliance Marine Insurance Company ( L . Rep . 8 C . P . 596 .)

“ was received alio intuitu with no intention by the husband to The action was brought to recover for a total loss of goods

reduce it into possession . There was therefore no reduction into on a policy entered into by the plaintiffs “ as well in their

possession by the husband, and consequently the wife might be own names as for and in the name or names of all and every

joined in action .” person or persons to whom the same doth , may, or shall appertain

in part or in all.” The plaintiffs were cotton brokers and agents

The commingling of Equity and Common Law Judges is one of the
in London , and were in the habit of receiving consignments of

pet projects of law reformers, but from the judgments in the case
cotton from correspondents abroad , for sale on behalf of such

of što Lean v . McKay, decided before the Long Vacation by the
correspondents, and making advances thereon by acceptances as

Privy Council, it would appear that in Nova Scotia , the result of
they were from time to time advised of the shipments. They kept

this process is not always satisfactory . The Privy Council
open policies with the defendants, and a certain consignment was

reversed the decision of the High Court of Judicature at Halifax.
declared upon two of the policies. The plaintiffs accepted a bill

That Court reversed the decree of the Judge in Equity in favour
for £3000 , drawn by the consignors against the consignment

of the appellant, who was the plaintiff in the suit below . The
valued at £5000 - and paid it at maturity . The goods were

Judges in the Supreme Court were divided in opinion . The
lost, and in opposition to the right of the plaintiffs to re

Court consisted of five Judges, ofwhom the Judge in Equity was
cover on the policies, it was contended that they had no

one. The four Judges who heard the cause for the first time
insurable interest at all in the cotton , but a mere expectancy of

were divided in opinion ; but the learned Judge in Equity, having
profit resting on a contingency : that if they had any insurable

changed his own view of the case , created the majority of the
interest at all, it could only be to the extent of their own beneficial

Court, which reversed his own decree. The Judicial Committee
interest therein , viz ., £3000 ; that they could only insure in their

regretted that the Judge in Equity should have changed his
own names and on their own behalf to the extent of that beneficial

mind, his original judgment being in their opinion right in its
interest ; and that the only persons who, without having a bene.

reasoning and sound in its conclusions. This must be very
ficial interest in goods equal to the whole value, can insure in

mortifying to the “ Judge in Equity ; " to assist in reversing your
their own names to the full value, and recover the whole value,

own decree, and then to be reversed again to your original position ,
holding the surplus as trustees, are those who are in law owners

is about as uncomfortable a judicial experience as we can well
and in equity trustees of the goods insured , which the plaintiffs

imagine.

were not. For those propositions an array of authorities was cited .

The argument of the plaintiffs was that they had the whole legal

interest in the goods when they accepted the draft for £3000, that

The case of Vian v. Maynard , tried last week in the Court of all their duty to the consignors from that timewas to account as

Exchequer before Baron CLEASBY, illustrates in a very forcible trustees for them for the surplus proeeeds ; and that, assuming

manner the anomalous condition of the English law on the subject that not to be so, they still had such an interest in the

of seduction . In that case there had been a previous trial for goods, and in every part of them , as gave them an insurable

breach of promise of marriage brought by the daughter of the interest in the whole, so as to entitle them to insure

plaintiff, but as there was not sufficient evidence of a promise by them to their full value in their own names, holding

the defendant the action failed . On this the father, in accordance the surplus (if any) above their own actual beneficial interest

with suggestions made at the former trial, brought an action for in the goods as trustees for the consignors. The accept.

seduction against the defendant. Thus owing to the rule of law ance of the plaintiffs was hypothecated with the bill of lading

that no action lies against the seducer at the suit of the party by the consignors with the National Bank of India , and the

immediately interested , but that the only right of action is founded bank, on presenting the shipping documents, were entitled to be

on the loss of the girl' s services to her father , reducing the paid the amount of the acceptance. As Chief Justice Bovill put

question to a case of master and servant, all the parties in this | it , “ The bill of exchange being drawn by the shippersand accepted

case were put to the trouble and cost of two trials , when the by the plaintiffs against the consignment, that consignment

whole matter might have been very well settled on the first occa immediately became an equitable security to the plaintiffs

sion but for the rule in question . If the woman who was seduced , for the amount of their acceptance, and they would have been.

and to whose father the jury awarded damages in the second entitled to have the cotton appropriated for their reimbursement.

action , could have brought an action for seduction in her own And his Lordship added , “ The equitable interest of the plaintiffs,

right, the two causes might have been joined, and all further after coming under acceptance against the shipment, was not in

trouble have been avoided . On what grounds such an anomaly any particular portion of the cotton , but in the whole and in every

is perpetuated it would be difficult to say , except that ithas become part of it ; and no portion of it could have been withdrawn without

venerable by age. It has been commented on over and over again , diminishing their security .” The court was equally divided in

and nothing but the aversion of the Profession from all changes this case, and Mr. Justice Brett did not agree with the Lord Chiet

in what they have become accustomed to could have kept such a Justice and Mr. Justice Denman as to the ownership of the goods

rule in force. The rule amounts to this , that the party really “ This contract and position ofaffairs," said Mr. Justice Brett, " dia

injured has suffered no injury sufficient for the law to notice, but not pass the legal property to the plaintiffs, for that was still

that her father, or master, who has lost her services, can bring the National Bank of India . It did not give a present right on

an action for such secondary and inferior loss. This loss of service possession of the bill of lading , or even a right of possession of th

may be of the most trifling description . In one case, indeed, tried cotton on arrival. . . . Until the acceptance should be met

by Chief Justice ABBOTT, his Lordship held that the loss by a should apprehend that the plaintiffs could not be held to be either

father of his daughter' s services in making tea was a sufficient legal or equitable owners of the cotton ."

loss to enable him to maintain this action . But when the loss of It will be useful at this point to notice another case not having

service has once been established , then damages are heaped up on reference to marine insurance, namely, The Bank of Ireland

otlier grounds, and this practice had become so inveterate in Lord Perry ( L . Rep. 7 Ex. 14 ). There the question was whethe

ELLENBOROUGH's time, that he said it could not be shaken , So that acceptors of a bill of exchange drawn against a specific cargo W

the damages given frequently include an appraisementby the jury entitled to have the proceeds of the cargo in the hands of the

of the moral delinquency of the defendant, and the injury and holder applied to take up the acceptance. There was a dou

dishonour sustained by the real plaintiff and her family . Is it not insolvency - of the drawers and acceptors of the bill - and witho

time that a rule of law , which places a father's inconvenience in going into the particular facts of the case, we would refer to

having to make his own tea above the loss of his daughter's judgment of Baron Cleasby who expressed his view of the co

virtue, and the dishonour they both suffer, should be abrogated , struction to be put upon the case of Èx parte Waring ( 19 Ves,34

and the seduction itself bemade the ground of action , if any such and the cases which have followed that decision . He said , " I may

actions are to be allowed ! There are somewhoj think , however, illustrate by an example what I conceive to be the effect of t

that such actions should not be maintainable, the consent of the authorities. Suppose A . and B . are drawer and acceptor of a

woman taking away the right of action . Whichever opinion pre discounted by a bank , and by the agreement between them

vails , it is very desirable that the law should be placed on a which the bank at the discount time is utterly ignorant

reasonable footing , and that juries should not import into their certain sum of money or the proceeds of a certain cargo is !

verdicts damages for injuries quite distinct from the ostensible applied in discharge of the bill, then, in the event of there b

one on which the verdict is founded . a forced realization of assets of those two estates, that sum

yere
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money or the proceeds of that cargo does not form a portion of is a liquidated demand in money, payable by the defendant

either estate, but is subject to the equity of going in discharge of under a contract express or implied, such as actions on bills of

the bill. The billholder, although he may prove against both exchange or bonds, or under a statute for a fixed sum of money ,

estates does not get the benefit thereby of the specific security set or on a guarantee where the claim against the principal is also

apart by A . and B . towards the discharge of the bill. There is no liquidated , or on a trust. The writ of summons in such cases may

mode of giving him the fair benefit of the arrangement except by be specially indorsed with the particulars of demand , after giving

making the security available at once for the payment of the credit for a set- off or payment ; and if the defendant does not

liability, and then the matter readily adjusts itself.” appear to such an action , final judgment may be signed for any

The position on these authorities may therefore be taken to be sum not exceeding the sum indorsed on the writ , with interest

this :- Biils drawn and accepted as against a specific consignment, and costs ; but the courtmay set aside or vary the judgment on

and discounted , are not, in the hands of the holder, a liability to such terms as may seem just. As now , in actions on bills of ex .

be satisfied out of the proceeds of the consignment, the holder change, where a defendant appears on a writ of summons so

being a stranger to any arrangement between the parties to the specially endorsed , the plaintiff may , on verifying the cause of

bills . In the next place, if the parties to the bills become insol. action by affidavit, and swearing that in his belief there is no

vent the proceeds do not form a portion of either estate, but go defence, call on the defendant to show cause why the plaintiff

to meet the acceptances. Lastly , bills being drawn and accepted should not be at liberty to sign final judgment, and the court or a

against consignments, and the shipping documents being hypo Judge may, unless the defendant satisfy the court or Judge that

thecated with the bills, the holder is entitled to be paid the he bas a good defence , or disclose such facts as the court or Judge

amount of the acceptances on tendering the shipping documents. shall think sufficient to entitle him to defend the action , make an

And if the acceptors become bankrupt the consignments would order empowering the plaintiff to sign judgment. Permission to

form part of their estate, subject to the payment of the amount of defend the action is to be granted on such termsas the court may

the acceptances .
think fit : (rule 7 .) The object of this rule is obviously to prevent

Another case which illustrates the complexities of commerce the vexatious defending of actions, and whilst it will not prevent

and the difficulties which may arise out of them in administering defendants from protecting their interests in those cases where

plain principles of law , is Ex parte Smart, Re Richardson their liability can really be disputed, it will have the effect of

( L . Rep . 8 Ch. App. 220 ), in which the question was raised , whether curtailing much useless and expensive litigation , such as is now

the doctrine of Re Waring applies only as between the drawer or kept up by the obstinacy of the parties, often despite the advice of

indorser of a bill and the acceptor. The person sending the their legal advisers. In cases of ordinary account, where the

remittances to meet the acceptances of the consignees, was no plaintiff in the first instance desires to have an account taken , the

party to the bills drawn by the consignor. But the Court of writ of summons is to be indorsed with a claim that such an

Appeal in Chancery , affirming the Chief Judge, held that this account be taken , and , in default of appearance and after appear

made no difference. “ I cannot follow the argument that has ance, unless the defendant, by affidavit or otherwise, satisfy the

been urged upon us," said Lord Justice James, " that the doctrine court or a Judge that there is some preliminary question to be

only applies where all parties are parties to the same bills, and
tried , an order for the account claimed, with all directions now

does not apply to a case where there are distinct contracts." usual in the Court of Chancery in similar cases, shall be forthwith

Where equity cannot be worked out without the application of the made : ( rule 8 .)

rule in Waring's case, that rule will be applied.” Rules 9 to 17 deal with parties to actions, and in effect carry

Hypothecation of bills of lading and acceptances against con out the provisions of sect . 24 of the Act by enabling the court to

signments is usually effected with banks by means of formal order any personswhose interests are involved in any case before

documents, a specimen of which will be found in Ebsworth 's case. it to come in as plaintiffs or defendants. The object of these rules

The interest which a consignee of goods hypothecated by the is to ensure the speedy settlements of litigated questions by doing

consignor has in them that case shows to be doubtful — at least as
away with the necessity of several actions where one will practi

regards the power to enter into a policy of insurance. The law in cally settle the question at issue. It is unnecessary to notice

respect of the appropriation of specific goods against which these rules further than by saying that the non - joinder or mis

acceptances are drawn, is tolerably clear, and we believe it is joinder of parties will not defeat an action , and that the court has

correctly stated above.
full power to insert plaintiffs or defendants at any stage, and

generally to regulate the parties between whom any question

SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE ACT.
before us is to be finally settled . In fact, the precise description

of parties is made immaterial, and in future persons bringing

RULES OF PROCEDURE. actions will not be put to the inconvenience now arising from

The schedule to the Act comes into force by virtue of sect. 69 , having in the first instance selected a wrong defendant.

and will form the basis of procedure in the High Court of Justice The present form of pleading is abolished , and for it is substi.

and the Court of Appeal in the first instance. The Act is so tuted something halfway between the Chancery and Common

worded that these rules must take effect on the Act coming into Law pleading. The forms of pleading are not given in these rules ,

operation , and no alteration can be made in them until after that but will probably find a place in the rules to be framed under the

time. Act. They are so far defined , however, that some notion of them

All common law actionshitherto commenced by writ , allChancery may be gathered from the existing rules. They are in future to

suits hitherto commenced by bill or information , all Admiralty or be printed , and the plaintiff is required , unless it is dispensed

Probate suits commenced in rem , or in personam , or by citation , are with by the defendant, to file and deliver to the defendant a

henceforward to bear one name, and are to be instituted in the statement of his complaint, and of the relief or remedy to which

High Court of Justice by a proceeding called " an action .” All he claims to be entitled ; the defendant will thereupon file and

other proceedings in or applications to the High Court will, deliver to the plaintiff a printed statement of his defence, set-off , or

subject to any rules to be made on the subject, be made in the counterclaim , and the plaintiff thereupon will file and deliver to

same form and under the same name as they would have been the defendant his reply. These statements are to be as brief as

made in any court in which the like proceeding or application the nature of the case will admit, and if too prolix , the penalty

could now be taken or made : (rule 1.) will be condemnation in the costs occasioned thereby. This de

Every action is to be commenced by a writ of summons, in scription of the new pleadings corresponds very much with those

dorsed with the nature of the claim made, or of the relief or remedy now in use in the High Court of Admiralty, and a reference to the

required in the action , and specifying the name of the division to forms of that court given in Williams and Bruce's Admiralty

which the action is to be assigned : (rule 2 .) This is an advantage Practice will very much assist anyone desirous of acquiring some

to defendants , for they will know at once the demand which is knowledge on the subject. Demurrers are to be raised in the

madeagainst them , whereas at present, in most instances, they form and manner to be prescribed by the future rule, and full

are compelled to wait for the declaration to ascertain the exact power of amendment is given to the court for the purpose of

nature of their alleged liability . Neither the formsof these writs, settling the issues between the parties ; moreover for this latter

nor of the indorsements, are given , but are to be prescribed, in the purpose a Judge has power, if he thinks an issue is not properly

ordinary causes of action , by rules of court, and the use of these raised , to direct them to be prepared , and if the parties differ to

forms will be enforced by costs being imposed upon plaintiffs settle them himself. Cross-actions are practically rendered un

using any more prolix or other forms, unless the court shall other necessary by a provision enabling a defendant to set up by way of

wise direct : (rule 3 .) The provisions for the service of these counter -claim any right or claim , whether it be a set-off or a claim

writs are much the same as those now in force. No service is for damages, and such a counter-claim will have the effect of a

required where the defendant, by his solicitor, agrees to accept ser- cross-action , and the defendant if he establishes his right may

vice , and enters an appearance. Where service is required it is to proceed to final judgment thereon . But if the two claims cannot

be effected , if practicable, as personal service is now made, but if it be tried together, power is reserved to the court to refuse leave to

be made to appear to the court or a Judge that prompt personal the defendant to set up the counter-claim . A plaintiff may unite

service cannot be effected by the plaintiff, an order for substituted in one action , and in the same statement, several causes of action

service, or for substitution of notice for service may be made. subject to the power of the court to divide them if they cannot

Provision is also made for service out of the jurisdiction , or for be conveniently tried together ; and a plaintiff is not to be con

notice in lieu of service, in such manner and on such terms as the fined to bringing an action against several defendants merely

court or a Judge may think just : (rules 4 , 5 , 6 .) The provisions because all are not equally interested as to the relief prayed , or as

of the Bills of Exchange Act, as to actions on bills of ex . to every cause of action included in the claims, but the court bas

change, are extended to all actions for debt, where the claim | power to prevent injury to a defendant by his being included in
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such an action . Power is given to the court to direct any question any time before the day on which the assurance is made (sect. 42),

of law which may arise in a case to be decided before the issues of and the distinct deed must be inrolled in Chancery either at or

fact are tried , or before a reference to an arbitrator or referee . before the time when the assurance is inrolled : (sect. 46 .) The

This is in effect the power to decide demurrers, and to decide settlor has the power to appoint any number of persons not ex .

matters of law which arise on the pleadings without the necessity ceeding three, to be the protectors of the settlement, but the ap .

of first inquiring into the facts : (rules 18 to 24.) pointmentmust be made by the deed of settlement itself, and the

The right to administer interrogatories is preserved much as it settlor can also by means of a power, also to be contained in the

now exists. Asthe new form of pleadings involves statements of same deed , authorise any other person to appointnew protectors,or

facts, and bence frequently reference to documents, it is provided a new protector, in the place of those who die, or by deed relin .

that any documents referred to in any pleading or affidavit ,must quish their office . Every deed appointing a new protector , or by
after due notice be produced to the opposite party who may take a which a protector relinquishes his office, is to be void unless it be

copy, otherwise the party in whose custody it is will not be | inrolled in Chancery within six calendar months after its execu

allowed to use it in evidence, except only where he can satisfy the tion . The person who would otherwise be the protectormay be

court that he has good reason for declining to produce it . The appointed as one of the protectors, and , unless otherwise directed

court has power to order the production of documents relating to by the settlor, he may act as the sole protector, if those appointed

matters in question in any proceeding , and may deal with those have died or relinquished office, and their places have not been

documents as it thinks right: (rules 25 to 27.) filled : (sect. 32.) If the settlor neglect to nominate protectors,

The rules hitherto noticed relate to the preliminary steps to then the owner of the first estate (not being an estate for years)

be taken before trial; those that follow deal with trial and its under the settlement, is, notwithstanding any charge, or even his
incidents. bankruptcy, to be the protector. An estate by the curtesy in

respect of an estate tail, or of any prior estate created by the

SEARCHES, INQUIRIES, AND NOTICES.
same settlement, and an estate by way of resulting use or trust

to or for the settlor, are to be deemed estates under the same
DISENTAILING ASSURANCES. settlement : (sect. 22.) A tenant in tail has now been decided to

(Continued from p. 19.) be the protector of all estates tail subsequent to his own : (Re
PREVIOUSLY to the year 1834 , tenants in tail were able to bar the Blewitt, 25 L . J ., N . S ., 393, Ch., reversing the decision of Lord

entail by fines or common recoveries, by means of the former the Brougham in Re Blewitt, 3 Myl. & K . 250, and Lord Cottenham

estate of the tenant in tail was converted into a base fee, that is an in Re Wood , 7 L . J ., N . S ., 144, Ch .) Where a married woman

estate which lasted so long as the tenant in tail or any of his issue is entitled under a settlement made either before or since the

was or were in existence, but by the latter the remainders were commencement of the Act (Keer v . Brown 28 L . J ., N . S ., 477, Ch.),

also barred , and the estate tail was converted into an estate in fee to the prior estate for her separate use, she alone is protector ;

simple. By the Abolition of Fines and Recoveries Act 1833 (3 & 4 but if she is not so entitled, her husband is joint protector with

Wil]. 4 , c . 74 ), the mode of barring the entail was completely her (sect. 24 ) , and in either case she can give her consent without

changed , and provision is made by which the formal amendment acknowledging the deed (sect. 45), but if the husband be lunatic,

of fines or recoveries by the alteration or addition of the names of idiot, or of unsound mind, and whether found so by inquisition or

the parties or description of the lands where a mistakeor omission not, the consent of the persons intrusted with the care of lunatics

is apparent from the deed declaring the uses of the fine or making is required , or if the husband be convicted of treason or felony,

the tenant to the writ of entry or other writ for suffering a com the consent ofthe Court of Chancery is required , but if from any

mon recovery , is rendered unnecessary (sects. 7 and 8 ), and provi. other cause he be incapable of executing a deed, or if his residence

sion is also made for the custody of the records, and for allowing a be unknown, or he be in prison unconvicted of treason or felony,

search to bemade for them , and extracts and copies to be obtained : | or if he be living apart from his wife by mutual consent or by

(sect. 13.) By the Act a general power of disposition for an estate sentence of divorce, the Court of Common Pleas may dispense

in fee simple, or for any less estate,'is limited to every tenant in with the husband's concurrence, and her consent is to be given as

tail (sect. 15 ), except he or she is by any Act of Parliament re if she were feme sole : (serts. 35 and 91.) If the estate conferring

strained from barring his or her estate tail, or he or she is a tenant the protectorship is vested in two or more persons, each of them

n tail after possibility of issue extinct : (sect. 18 .) Every disposi is to be deemed sole protector to the extent of his shure : (sect. 23.)

tion of lands under the Act by a tenant in tail thereof is to be A confirmed or restored estate is to be deemed a prior estate

effected by some one of the assurances (not being a will) by which under the same settlement (sect. 25 ), unless it be a leasehold

such tenant in tail could have made the disposition if his estate estate subject to a rent : (sect. 26 .) Nowoman in respect of her

werean estate at law in fee simple absolute, and no disposition by dower, nor bare trustee - except where under a settlementmade on

a tenant in tail is to be of any force either at law or in equity under or before the 31st Dec. 1833, he would have been the proper

the Act unless made or evidenced by deed, and no disposition by person to make the tenant to the writ of entry or other writ, for

a tenant in tail resting only on contract express or implied , or suffering a common recovery , in which case he is to be the pro

otherwise, and whether supported by a valuable or meritorious tector (sect. 31) — heir , executor, administrator, or assign , in re

consideration or not, is to be of any force at law or in equity under spect of any estate taken by him as such , is to be protector :

the Act, notwithstanding such disposition is made or evidenced by (sect. 27.) In case the holder of the first estate is disqualified , the

deed . The concurrence of the husband is necessary where the person (if any), who, if such estate did not exist would be the pro

disposition is madeby a married female tenant in tail, and the deed toctor, is to be such protector : (sect. 28.)

must be acknowledged by her as directed by the Act (sect. 40 ), If no protector be appointed , and the owner of the prior estate

but not necessarily before inrolment, or within the six months be an infant, no consent can be obtained. If the protector be

allowed for inrolment. The Court of Common Pleas, however, lunatic , idiot, or of unsound mind, and whether found such by

have power to dispense with the husband's concurrence where he inquisition or not, the Lord Chancellor or the Lord Keeper, or the

is lunatic, idiot, or of unsound mind, or in prison , or living apart Lords Commissioners for the custody of the Great Seal, or other

from his wife , or where he is incapable of executing a deed , and the person or persons (now the Lords Justices of Appeal in

no acknowledgment of the deed by the wife will then be neces Chancery ) for the time being intrusted by the Queen 's sign

sary (sect. 91) : (Re The London Dock Act 1853, 24 L . J ., N . S ., manual, with the care and commitment of the custody of the

606 , Ch., and 25 L . J ., N . S ., 45, Ch .) Courts of equity are persons and estates of persons found lunatic, idiot, or of unsound
excluded from giving effect to any disposition whether made mind , is or are to be the protector. If the protector be convicted

for valuable consideration or not, unless the disposition would be of treason or felony , or be an infant not entitled to the prior

effectual in the courts of law : (sect.47.) In the case of Peacock v . estate, or if it be uncertain whether an appointed protector be

Eastland ( L . Rep 10 Eq. 17), the tenant in tail granted the estate living or dead , the Court of Chancery is to be the protector, as well

unto and to the use of two persons upon trust to sell and stand as in those cases in which there is a prior estate sufficient to

possessed of the proceeds for his benefit, the deed was duly in . qualify its owner to be protector but where, by reason of the

rolled but was not executed by the trustees, who subsequently declaration of the owner or otherwise such owner is not the pro

executed a deed of disclaimer, and the court held that the entail tector (sect. 33), in any of the above-mentioned cases the consent

had not been barred . No assurance by which any disposition of is given by order obtained upon the motion or petition in a sum

lands shall be effected under the Act by a tenant in tail thereof (ex mary way, of the tenant in tail, the proposed disposition being

cept a lease for any term not exceeding twenty -one years to com first approved of : (sect. 48 and 49 ; see Re Blewitt, 25 L . J., N . S .,

mence from the date of such lease or from any time not ex 393, Ch.) . The protector is not to be considered a trustee, nor to

ceeding twelve calendar months from the date of such lease, be subject to any control as regards his consenting or refusing to

where a rent shall be thereby reserved , which , at the time consent, and an agreement by him to withhold his consent is void

of granting such lease, shall be a rack rent, or not less (sects. 36 and 37) ; but having once given his consent in the proper

than five-sixth parts of a rack rent) is to have any opera manner he cannot revoke it (sect. 44 ) ; although if he be tenant for

tion under the Act, unless it be inrolled in Chancery within six life in possession he is not prevented from consenting to the

calendar months after the execution thereof : (sect.41). Where the exercise of powers of sale and exchange overriding the estate

tenant in tail has not the first estate under the settlement then , ex - | barred (Hill v. Pritchard, Kay 394), and the courts of equity are

cept where the prior estate is for years only,he can only create a base excluded from giving any effect to consents when they would be

fee or bar his issue, unless he obtain the consent of the protector effectual in courts of law (sect. 47.)

of the settlement (sect. 34), which must be given either by the Where an estate tail has been barred , and converted into a base

same assurance by which the disposition is effected, or by a deed fee , the latter can be enlarged into a fee -simple absolute by a

distinct from the assurance, and to be executed either on or at l disposition under the Act by the person who, if the estate tail had
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not been barred , would have been actualtenant in tail of the same

lands (sect . 19), but the consent ofthe protector is necessary if the
base fee is of a reversionary nature only : (sect. 35 .) The base fee

will not merge by being united with tbe ultimate reversion , or
remainder in fee,butbecome enlarged : (sect . 39.)

A voidable estate, created by a tenant in tail in favour of a pur

chaser for valuable consideration is to be confirmed by any subse

quent disposition by the tenant in tail, other than a lease not
requiring inrolment, whatever the object of the disposition be, and

to the extent of the power of disposition by the tenant in tail, but
such voidable estate is not to be confirmed against a purchaser for

valuable consideration who had not express notice of the voidable

estate : (sect. 38 .)

The provisions of the Act are to relate to lands held by copy of

court roll, but the mode of disposition is different, being by sur

render where the estate of the tenant in tail is legal, and by sur

render or deed where the estate is equitable only : (sect. 50.) The
consent of a protector may be given by deed or to the person

taking the surrender, and the memorandum of the surrender, if

taken out of court, is to state the fact of the consent having been

given and to be signed by the protector. The consent, whether

deed or memorandum , is to be entered on the court rolls , and if the

former, an endorsement has to be made by the steward or deputy

steward that it was produced before the surrender, and has been

entered on the court rolls. If the surrender be made in court it is

to contain a statement that the consentwas given : (sects. 51 & 52.)
An equitable tenant in tail may bar tho entail by deed as if his

estate were freehold ,but the deed and the deed of consent (if any)

are to be entered on the court rolls , and a memorandum of such

entry has to be endorsed by the steward or deputy steward , and

it is provided that every deed by which lands held by copy of
court roll are disposed of by an equitable tenant in tail thereof,

are to be void against any person claiming such lands, or any of

them , for valuable consideration under any subsequent assurance

duly entered on the court rolls of the manor, of which the lands

are parcel, unless the deed of disposition by the equitable tenant

in tail be entered on the court rolls before the subsequent

assurance has been entered : (sect. 53.) No inrolment otherwise

than by entry on the court rolls of the disposition is required :
( sect. 54 .) The Court of Common Pleas, pursuant to the direction

contained in sect. 76 , have by their General Rules of Hilary Term

1834, fixed the amountof the stewards' fees asfollows : " For taking

a surrender or a protector's consent, 13s. 4d. ; for entries on the

court rolls, 6d . ; for every folio of seventy -two words ; and for every

indorsement, 5s."

( To be continued.)

| intended. But the court (Cockburn , C . J., Blackburn , Mellor, and Quain ,

JJ.) was unanimous in discharging the rule for a mandamus, upon the
authorities oited , fortified by that of Boden v . Smith ( 18 L . J . 121, C . P .) ,
in which case the foundation Act, 55 Geo. 3, 0. 51 (the County Rates Act),

limited the period of bringing a particular action to three months, while
Pollock 's Act (5 & 6 Vict. c. 97) limited the period to two years, and 8 & 9
Vict. o. 21 enacted that all the provisions of the County Rates Act “ should
be made and taken to apply to the rates authorised by 8 & 9 Vict. c 21
" as if the same provisions were severally re -enacted " in it , and the court

held that the limitation in the County Rates Act was incorporated in 8 & 9
Vict. c . 21 and not repealed by 5 & 6 Viot. c . 97.

It is believed that this decision , whether right in law or not, was quite
contrary to the expectations of the numerous persons, whether teetotallers,

brewers, or publicans, interested in its result ; and it may be noticed that
the contrary view was taken in the licensing text-books, one and all. The

case of Reg. v . Smith being only an application to sell liquor to be drunk
off the premises, the anomaly of the result is not perhaps quite so apparent

as it would have been had the application beon for a licence to sell for
drinking on the premises ; but it is plain , on reading sect. 8 of the Act of
1869 that both classes of licence stand on the same footing ; and that

applicants for all wine and beer licences (usnally a lower class , and one

which has been gradually more and more repressed by the Legislature ever
since their special licences first came into existence ) have a right of appeal

which applicants for public house licences have not. But aswas hinted at

by Mr. Justice Quain in Reg . v . Smith , other and greator anomalies might be
pointed out. By seats . 37 and 38 of the Licensing Act 1872. " grants of new

licenses shall not be valid ” unless confirmed by certain bodies of

justices, varying in constitution according to the locality. It being
now held that the refusal to grant may in the case of wine
and beerhouse licences be appealed against, what is the position of the

confirming body ? Confirm they must, otherwise the grant is not valid .
The result will be that where the justices below have refused , and
the Quarter Sessions have allowed an appeal, theremust be three hearings
of the sameapplication , a result which of itself is sufficiently absurd to show
that it can never havebeen intended . On the other hand , suppose that the

justices below have granted a licence,and that the confirming body have
refused to confirm it. Does an appeal lie from the confirming body to
Quarter Sessions, and if not, why not ? Add to this that the Licensing

Meetings are held in August and September, that the confirming body
generally sits before Quarter Sessions, and is at once fewer in number and

of greater licensing experience than the Court of Quarter Sessions,and the

only question would seem to be whether R . v . Smith is likely to be over

ruled , or whether an amending Act will have to be passed .
We next come to the more generally interesting case of Roberts v. Hum .

phreys. Before the Licensing Act 1872 a long series of decisions from Taylor

v . Humphries (30 L . J. 242, Ñ . C . ; 4L. T .Rep. N . S . 514 ) to Copley v . Burton

( L . Rep. 5 C . P .489 ; 22 L . T . Rep.'N . S. 88) had clearly established that in the

case of an information against a publican for selling liquor during closing

hours, it was for the informer to prove affirmatively not only that the
buyer of the liquor was not a traveller, but that the publican knew he was

not, and intended to sell to him notwithstanding . Mr. Justice Willes,

in Copley v . Burton , said : “ It is impossible to fail to perceive that the

principles laid down by this court in several cases have not been compre

hended by the magistrates . . . . It must for the future be understood that

the burden of proof lies apon the informer, and that a conviction ought

not to take place, unless the magistrates are satisfied that the inkeeper,

when supplying refreshment within the probibited hours, is cognizant of
e fact that the parties asking for that he taken of giving costs against

ies asking for it are not travellers. " And he hinted

that in future the unusual course might be taken of giv

magistrates were such another conviction brought up and quashed . The
authority then before the Act was overwhelming in favour of the publican .

The decisions (all ofwhich proceeded from the Court of Common Pleas),
certainly seem to conflict somewhat with the 14th section of Jervis 's Act,

which enacts that if an information “ shall negative any exemption ,
exception , proviso , or condition in the statute on which the same shall be

framed , it shall not be necessary for the prosecutor . . . to prove such
negative, but the defendant may prove the affirmative thereof in his

defence, if he would have advantage of the same." But this difficulty was

expressly presented to and got over by the court in the cases of Taylor T .
Humphries (11 L . T. Rep. N . S . 370), and Davies v. Scroce ( L . Rep .& C. P .
172 ; 19 L . T . Rep . N . S . 788) , in which latter case Mr. Justice Keating:

pointed out that a decision throwing the burden of proof upon the inn

keeper would cast upon him " an intolerable burden, for he would then be
precluded from supplying refreshments to any person whom he did not
actually know .” Indeed it is settled law that an inakeeper is liable , not
only to action , but indictment, if he refuse to receive a traveller : (Hawkins

ch . 78 ; R . v . Ivens, 7 C . & P . 213 ; Davies v . Scrace.) And to prevent an
innkeeper from selling to persons whom he did not actually know would

almost amount to preventing him from selling to travellers altogether ,
travellers being just the persons whom the innkeeper would not be likely
to know .

However, the questions in the recent case of Roberts v Humphreyswere
two ; (1 ) Does the Licensing Act 1872 shift the burden of proof from the

informer to the publican ? and (2), If the burden of proof be shifted, is
honest belief on the part of the publican any ground of defence, or must
he be convicted even without the mens rea ? Under the old Acts the

offence of selling during closing hours was one against the tenor of the

licence, which provided that the holder should not sell during those hours ,
except to travellers. Under the present Act (sect . 24 ) it is enacted that

" all premisesshall be closed ” during the closing hours, and that " any
person who sells . . . or opens or keeps open any premises for the sale " of

liquor during those hours shall be liable to a penalty . In the same section
are the words : “ None of the provisions contained in this section shall
preclude a person licensed . . . from selling to bond fide travellers or to

persons lodging in his house." And by sect. 51 the words of Jervis's Act

are incorporated , with a considerable addition, which proved fatal to the
appellant. The words of sect. 51 are, “ any exception, exemption , proviso ,
excuse, or qualification , whether it does or does not accompany the descrip

tion of the offence in this Act, may be proved by the defendant, but need
not be specified or negatived in the information, and if so specified
or negatived , no proof in relation to the matters 80 specified or
negatived shall be required on the part of the informant or com .
plainant.” All the old cases were cited for the appellant, but the court
( Blackburn , Quain , and Archibald , JJ.) was unanimous in holding that the
burden of proof is shifted by the new Act. “ The alteration," said Black
burn, J., " seemsto have been suggested by the previous decisions." The
statute , he observed , describes the offence, and states " three defences or
exceptions to the general rule, which defences are to be looked upon as
pleas to a count in trespass.” It is hard to see, however, how the now Aot

DECISIONS UNDER THE LICENSING ACTS.
A LEGAL year has now elapsed since the passing of the Licensing Act 1872.

The prediction that this Act would give an unusual amount of work to

lawyers has been fully verified ; and the present state of licensing law has

been visited with the strongest possible condemnation from the bench.

" Anything more remarkable , more confusing, more puzzling,” said Lord
Chief Justice Cockburn , in one case, “ I never met with in the whole course

of my judicial experience, and the whole of these licensing statutes con .
stitute a mass of chaotic legislation .” “ It is impossible ," added Justice
Blackburn, “ to say that any point is clear in these Acts of Parliament."
Out of the numerous cases that have been decided under the Act, we
propose to select two for consideration , as being of greater legal, as well as
greater general importance, than the rest : R . v . Smith (L Rep . 8 Q . B . 146 :

28 L . T. Rep. N . S . 130, nom . R . v . The Justices of Southport), which called
down from the Judges the remarks above quoted ; and Roberts v. Humph
reys (42 L . J . 147, M . C .). In R . v . Smith it was held (for the decision
amounts to this ) that the applicant for a beerhouse licence may , if refused ,

appeal to Quarter Sessions, whereas the applicant for a publichouse
licence may not. In Roberts v . Humphreys it was held that the burden of
proof, admitted to be upon the informer before the Act , is by the Act

shifted from the informer to the publican, upon a charge of supplying
liquor during closing hours to an alleged bonð fide traveller.

In Re Smith the court refused a mandamus commanding justices to hear

an application for a new licence to sell beer not to be drunk on the premises.

This is one of the licences which by the Wine and Beerhouse Act 1869 (32
& 33 Vict. c . 27) , s . 8 , justices have no discretion to refuse except on one of

four specified grounds, and the licence in question was admitted to have

been in fact illegally refused. But it was urged that the applicant had a

remedy by appeal, and that, therefore, the court would not interfere by
mandamus. Thus much being conceded , the whole question turned upon

the point whether the appeal, undoubtedly given by the Wine and Beer.
house Act 1869, had been taken away by the Licensing Act 1872 or not.
Now the appeal given by the Act of 1869 was taken by incorporation from
the old Alehouse Act of 1828 (9 Geo . 4 , c. 61), s. 2, the words of the Act of
1869 (s . 8 ) being that " all the provisions ” of the Act of 1828 as to
appeals from any act of any justice, shall, as far as may be, have effect
with regard to grants of certificates under this Act.” The appeal clauses

of the Act of 1828 were (except as to renewals and transfers) repealed

by the Act of 1872, which Act, however, while repealing certain

other sections of the Act of 1869, not only left sect. 8 untouched ,

but contained the words “ There shall be repealed so much of the
Wine and Beerhouse Acts as makes such Acts temporary in their

duration , and the said Acts shall henceforth be perpetual.” For the appli.

cant Peg. v . Stock (8 A . & E . 405), and Reg. v . Merionethshire Justices
(6Q. B . 343 ) , were cited as authorities that the repeal of the foundation

Sections of the Act of 1828 could not affect the structure reared upon them

in the Act of 1869. On the other side it was contended that the whole
series of licensing Acts must be considered as one statute, so that a
repeal of the foundation involved a repeal of the superstructure ; and ,
further , that to give one class of applicants an appealwhich was denied to
Another was a practical anomaly that the Legislature could never have
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alters the law except in respect of the point of pleading, that whereas following that which wehave quoted, in which he proceeds to say
under the old law , exceptions had to be negatived in the information , bat

were not required to be negatived in the proof, under the new law
that by getting rid of superstitions we must necessarily elevate

they need not be negatived in either. The question then would seem to the moral standard , and thusmake men more " a law unto them .

have been whether the words of sect. 24 of the new Act made that selves," and better adapted to obey beneficient positive laws
an exception, which in the cases under the old Acts had been held not to designed for their guidance : whereupon Mr. Finch foresees that
be one, and considering the highly penal nature of the statate, the reason the lawyer's occupation would be gone. The education of the
and authority of the old cases, the probability that sect . 24 of the new Act people by " habitual observance and experience of legal sanctions "
was arranged as it is for convenience in drafting, and that sect. 51 was

intended merely to effect an alteration in pleading, and last, though not is another phrase which captivates ; but we think Mr. Finch goes

least, the general reluctance of the courts in construing statutes , to admit too far when he says they are made moral or immoral by Act of

important alterations in the law by a sidewind , the correctness of the Parliament. The more highly the people are educated the less
decision of the Court of Queen 's Rench on the point would appear open to they seem inclined to accept legal sanctions, and Acts of Parlia
much question .

ment are criticised too sharply where their operation is incon .
On the further point in the case, whether an honest belief would excuse

the publican , Blackburn and Archibald , JJ., slightly inclined to the belief venient, to allow us to think that they make citizens moral or

that it would not, and Quain , J., to the belief that it would . The justices immoral.

had found that the appellant was negligent, but had not found whether he We thoroughly agree with writers, ancient and modern, from

had an honest belief or not. The case was accordingly remitted to the Plato to Dr. Taylor, who affirm that crime is the result of a

justices in order that they might find as a fact whether or not the appellant diseased condition of the mind. The moral nature is represented
acted innocently, in order to be re-argued in the event of this point being
found by the justices in his favour. If the court should ultimately hold , by themind, and if it is possible by education to improve the

as the majority has already inclined to hold , that this is one of the cases in moral nature, crime would undoubtedly diminish . Here , if we

which the ordinary rule " Actus non facit reum , nisimens sit rea " doos not were to follow out the subject, we should require to examine care
apply , the result will be that the publican will find himself between tivo fully Mr. Finch 's views on religion and science , which would be

fires. If he admit the apparent bona fide, he admits him at the risk of at foreign to the objects of legal journalism . We have already
least one pound penalty , for the Act (sect. 67) allows no mitigation below
that amount, and at the further risk of a conviction which , twice repeated , noticed in our leading columns our author's ideas on the subject

may cost him his licence. If he refuse admittance, he runs the risk not of the interrogation of nature as applied to the pursuit of truth ,

only of loss of custom , but of action and indictment. It is a question of and a contributor has shown how easily the views of Mr. Finch
fact, too, for each bench of magistrates to decide whether a particular may be met, and almost neutralised , by arguments which , equally
person be a traveller or not ( Atkinson v . Sellers, 5 C . B ., N . S., 442 ; 28 with his own, are at present mere matter of individual opinion .
L . J . 12 , M . C .) ; and , however discriminating your publican may be , how

can he hope to hit the particular view of the magistrates of his own We have only, in concluding this notice, to thank the author of

locality ? " It is believed that both magistrates and police have as yet the lecture for much entertaining and edifying material. His

worked the closing hours clauses with great moderation . But if the case of notes are rich with the produce of wide reading. Whatever we
Roberts v . Humphreys should ultimately be decided against the appellant, may do in the way of making our laws a means of education,
it cannot besaid that they have been encouraged by the Judges to continue there can be no doubt that the administration of the law must
it. As far as the public are concerned, the probable result of such a
decision would be to render the saving in favour of travellers practically derive great advantage from numbering among its professors

almost useless. cultivated thinkers such as Mr. Finch . To attain intellectual

eminence, whilst engaged in work much of which is of necessity

unintellectual, and at times almost mechanical, is a more common
LAW LIBRARY accomplishment now than in earlier times, and we are glad that

" The Pursuit of Truth . A discourse delivered before the Sunday
the law has its brilliant members in the department of literature

Lecture Society . By A . ELLEY FINCH, Esq. devoted to science and philosophy.

ONLY a portion of this very interesting discourse is devoted to
purely legal investigation , but Mr. Finch 's aim is to show that the The Supreme Court of Judicature Act of 1873. By THOMAS
truth " in theology , science, and law must be pursued upon the PRESTON. London : WILLIAM AMER .

same principles. The species of speculation which endeavours to Mr. Preston is no doubt quite right when he says thatduring the
connect law with morality, making the one react upon the other, next twelvemonths everyone in any way connected with the legal

Veading to the conclusion that " the moraland physical laws are profession will be studying the Judicature Act, and he has

allied by a closer analogy than is usually suspected,” is very produced an edition of it which will prove convenient to the

tempting, and elegant theories are very easily evolved under the student. But its value must be very fleeting. In twenty

teaching of the ancient philosophers. Mr. Finch , however, is not five distinct and separate instances rules of procedure to be framed

merely a speculator or a theorist ; he states boldly that the “ real by the Judges are referred to in the body of the statute, and

legal reformer ” aims at harmonising the rules of positive law whilst a knowledge of the statute itself is primarily needful, the

with the principles of moral rectitude, rather than at facili work which will form the basis of the practice” of the future
tating the course of legal procedure. This sounds extremely will be that which skilfully incorporates the new rules with the

well, and the ideal law reformer doubtless cherishes this Act. In the mean time, however, we recognise Mr. Preston's

great project ; but the reformers with whom we are practically enterprise, and he gives us an excellent index . For half a crown,

acquainted have certainly placed first in their consideration the therefore, the practitioner may obtain a work containing an

facilitating of legal procedure. The establishment of County introductory epitome,and the Act itself, with every other page

Courts by Lord Brougham was a greater measure of a practical blank for notes, so that when the rules come out they may be

kind than any which we can think of dealing with the harmonisa added .

tion of the rules of positive law with the principles of moral

rectitude. Again , Lord Selborne' s Judicature Act is almost The Lawyer's Companion and Diary, 28th annual issue. By
entirely a measure of proceedure. But Mr. Finch 's argument J . THOMPSON, Esq., of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at -Law . Lon
cannot be taken bit by bit and criticised : it hangs together , and don : Stevens and Sons, Chancery -lane. This work has become,

must be considered as a whole. This is shown by the passage ' if possible , more than ever indispensable in a solicitor's office.

SOLICITORS' JOURNAL. mates for rates, also composition for rates notes for reference to folios of ledger ; keep such

agreed upon between the board and owners books of accounts and in such form as the Board

AMONGST the emoluments yet enjoyed by solici. of property in the district, prepare all no- shall direct ; prepare annually a summary of

tors may bementioned the office of Clerk to Local tices to be given by the board, keep, check , receipts and expenditure, to be submitted to

Boards, which is usually filled by members of our and examine all accounts, books of accounts , auditor ; prepare and transmit all reports and

branch of the Profession , but a case has lately and report thereon , prepare all orders on Parliamentary returns ; conduct proceedings be

come to our knowledge which occasions us some the Treasurer, and countersign the same, ascer- fore justices ; find his own office and clerks. We

anxiety upon the subject. “ Wanted a Clerk to tain before each meeting the balance due to or make no comment, but only repeat - " Salary £60

the Local Board of,” & c ., recently appeared in from the Board in account with the treasurer , and a year.”

our advertising columns ; salary £60 a year. keep accurate accounts of all penalties, proceeds
“ The clerk must be a certificated solicitor," said of sales, & c., and all other sums applicable to UNDER the heading “ Law Societies,” in our

the advertisement in question, and the following district fund account, or otherwise payable to the present issue, will be found a reprint of a cir .

are a few of the duties of the office : - Attend all Board ; examine and check the accounts of the cular headed “ Legal Practitioners' Society,"

meetings, keep minutes, conduot correspondence, collector every month, to see that all moneys re- which has been largely circulated amongst the

make copies, prepare, & c., all deeds, contracts, ceived are duly accounted for ; obtain from sur. Profession both in town and country. That some

agreements , or other instruments , summon all veyor and inspector of nuisances a monthly of the work which it is contemplated should be

meetings, communicate all orders , & c ., to all statement, and examine same, preserve all done by this society ought to be undertaken

officers of the board, advise the board on all receipts and vouchers for production to auditors ; existing bodies we do not dispute, but that i

matters, prepare and keep all rate-books and esti. keep a minute book and journal,and insertmargina not undertaken by them is equally certain .
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wish those who would establish the “ Legal Prac NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. should be dismissed . A considerable delay in in .
titioners' Society," as a useful institution , every ADMINISTRATION WITH WILL ANNEXED — stituting proceedings in such cases is not a bar
Success, and we shall do all we can to further the SUBSTITUTED TRUSTEES. - Where a court of | where the evidence in support of the petition is

objects in view , and as to which we shall have
equity had made an order under the Trustee Act conclusive ; but such delay is very material where
1850 substituting new trustees for those named the chief evidence consists of conflicting state

more to say after themeeting on Thursday next. in the will , the Court of Probate granted ad . | ments by the parties . The burthen of proof is on
ministration with the will annexed to the substi the party seeking the remedy, and in those cases
toted trustees without requiring the execution of a especially should be strictly insisted on : (Mans

We have received from country solicitors during I dead .deed of conveyance to them by the old trustees : 1 field v . Cuno, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 316 . II . of L .)

the past week, several copies of the scale of (In the goods of C . Woodfall, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . GIFT OF MONEY - ACCEPTANCE AS A LOAN

charges issued by so -called law agents and ac. | 248. Prob.) PROMISSORY NOTE - CONSIDERATION . — The plain
countants, and which we reproduced in extenso LUNACY - PROTECTION OF LUNATIC's ESTATE tiff requiring somemoney to pay his election ex .

penses, applied through a friend to W ., his wife 's- APPLICATION FOR LEAVE TO ATTEND PRO.
in our last issue. We have also received nume CEEDINGS. - A stranger in blood to a lunatic, who uncle, for a loan of £1000. W . declined to lend
rons newspaper cuttings containing advertise is interested under a will made by the lunatic £1000, but said that he would advance £500 as a
ments such as that circulated by Campbell and before the commencement of the lanacy, will not gift, and deduct it from a legacy which he in
Co., headed “ Who is your Lawyer ? ” which we be allowed to attend the proceedings in the tended to leave to the plaintiff's wifeand children .

Heaccordingly drew a cheque for £500 in favourhave often before exposed in these columns. We 1 lunacy : (Re Scarlett, 29 L . T. Rep . N . S. 232.
Chan .) of the plaintiff, who, in acknowledging the receipt

commend these matters to the consideration of
PRACTICE - REHEARING - COMPANIES ACT of the cheque, wrote that he would gladly repay

the Legal Practitioners ' Society. 1862 ( s. 124 .) - The 124th section of the Companies it at an early opportunity . W . subsequently

Act 1862, which restricts the time within which changed his will and reduced by £500 the legacy

notice of rehearings or appeals must be given , which he had given to the plaintiff' s wife and
The following law lectures and classes are ap . refers to rehearings by way of appeal, and not to children . Three months afterwards the plaintiff

pointed for the ensuing week in the hall of the rehearings by the Court of Appeal of orders made had a conversation with W . , who, on the plaintiff

Incorporated Law Society : Monday, 17th , class, by itself : (Re The Blakely Ordnance Company expressing regret that w . should suffer logs by
having given him the money in his lifetime, saidCommon Law , 4 .30 to 6 o 'clock : Tuesday , 18th , I (Limited) ( Brett' s case , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 255 .

class, Common Law , 4. 30 to 6 o 'clock ; Wednes
that the plaintiff could allow him one per cent.,Chan.)

I ADMINISTRATION - GENERAL GRANT TO RE being the rate of interest which his banker would
day , 19th , class , Common Law , 4 .30 to 6 o 'clock ; CEIVER APPOINTED BY THE COURT OF CHAN . have allowed him . Thereupon the plaintiff
Friday, 21st, lecture, Conveyancing , 6 to 7 o ' clock. CERY. - A . died intestate, and it was alleged that voluntarily , and without being asked to do so,

To prevent interruption at the lectures, sub. his widow , without taking out letters of admis . signed and gave W . a promissory note for £500

scribers cannot be admitted to the hall after the tration , had got in part of his estate . The credi. and interest at one per cent., it being, according

lecture has commenced .
to the plaintiff 's statement, clearly understoodtors filed a bill in Chancery for the administration

of his estate, and a receiver was appointed . The between them that the promissory note should

receiver applied to this court for a grant of not be enforced as to the principal, but shonld

WHILE in England solicitors seem quite undis . administration, and oited the widow and next of merely serve as a security for the interest during

turbed at the appointment of barristers to the
kin . On their non -appearance the court made a Wi's lifetime. On W .'s death his executors bronght

general grant to the receiver : (In the Goods of an action on the promissory note , and the plain .
office of solicitor to many public departments of Man

Mayer, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 247. Prob.) tiff filed this bill to restrain the action . Held
the State, in Ireland it is quite otherwise, and it

WINDING -UP - CONTRIBUTORY - PAST MEM . (reversing the decision of Malins, V . C .), that,

is not long since that Mr. Charles E . Lewis, M P ., BER - PAYMENT OF OLD DEBTS - RELEASE. - B ., although there would have been no consideration
for the promissory note , if there was clear evi.when urging solicitors to action in this and who was on the B list of a company in liquida

tion , caused to be bought up and releaged to thekindred matters, directed attention to the spon
dence that the £500 had been in the first instance

company all the debts which were due by thetaneous and determined resistance opposed by
given and received as a pure gift, yet that as the
fact showed that the plaintiff had not assented to

company when he ceased to be a shareholder,
solicitors in Dublin to anything like encroach .

and which remained due at the commencement
receive it as a gift, it amounted to a loan , and

ments on their privileges by the Bar. It is of the winding -up : Held , that although the money was a good consideration for the promissory note,

satisfactory to know that the Crown solicitor in and that the action ought not to be restrained.
which was raisable from the A list contributories

Held , also , that parol evidence was inadmissible
Ireland is actually a solicitor. was insufficient to pay all the debts of the com .

pany, no call could be made upon B for the pay .
to show that there was an agreement between the

ment of debts, and of the costs of the winding .
plaintiff and W . that the promissory note should

A CORRESPONDENT inquires “ whether an under up. The assets of a limited company in liquida
not be enforced : ( Hill v. Wilson , 29 L . T . Rep .

tion (including the proceds of calls made in the N . S. 238.
sheriff can properly be also agent for one of the

Ch )

candidates at a Parliamentary election for the winding -up ), are divisible pro rata among all the
creditors of the company , at whatever time their ROLLS COURT.

city for which he is under-sheriff , receiving the debts may have been contracted , and accordingly
Tuesday, Nov. 4.

Usual retainer from such candidate.” Although the liability of pastmembers in respect of debts
FOTHERGILL v . ROWLAND.

we do not know of any statutory provision which contracted before they ceased to be members is

says in so many words that an under -sheriff is reduced by the amount paid upon the old debts
Demurrer - Suit for injunction - Breach of

disqualified from filling at the same time,and in
out of such assets : (Morris 's case , 29 L . T . Rep .

contract.

N . S . 256. L . C . & L .JJ.) This was a bill filed for the purpose of obtaining

the same place, the post of politicalagent, yet the an injunction to restrain the defendants from
NEGLIGENCE - MASTER AND SERVANT- ACTING / Sallino

two offices are hardly compatible, and it would be selling to any persons other than the plaintiffs
WITHIN THE SCOPE OF HIS EMPLOYMENT. - The the coals obtained from a particular seam in a

a matter for strong observation in case of an defendant was employed to remove some iron rails
colliery belonging to the defendant, Rowland. It

election petition where such under-sheriff (usually from the place where they were stacked to a appeared from the statements in the bill that in
& solicitor) undertook the reception and scrutiny vessel in the Liverpool Docks. It was the duty December 1871, the defendant Rowland entered

of the consignor to bring the rails to a particular
of votes . into an agreement in writing with the plaintiffs

spot, from which the defendant was to ship them . by which , in consideration of certain acts to be
The defendant's men having removed all the railsWeare sorry to notice that in a case before Mr. I delivered , his foreman got upon a waggon which performed by the plaintiffs, he contracted to sell

Partridge, at Southwark , an objection raised by a was waiting to deliver more rails , and in unload and deliver to them the whole of the get during
three years of the No. 3 seam in his colliery at

defendant to the case being conducted for the ing it, threw one upon the plaintiff. In an action | the price of6s. per ton . The plaintiffs performed
complainant by a person not a solicitor was over against the defendant to recover damages for the

their part of the contract, but in August last the
ruled , the magistrate stating that the rule of thehe injury received through the negligence of the defendant Rowland contracted to sell the colliery

defendant's servant, the judge nonsuited the
court was to admit articled clerks. On the other plaintiff . Held (per Grove and Denman , dissen . to the other defendants , Le having for some time

hand, we are glad to notice that at the Brightontiente Brett , J .), that the defendant's foreman was previous ceased to supply the plaintiffs with coal.
The bill prayed for an injunction restraining the

County Court, in a case of Wright v . Chantrell, a acting within the scope of his employment, and defendants from supplying other persons with the
Mr. Hawkins, who appeared for the defendant. | that there was therefore evidence to go to the coals. The defendants demurred to the bill.
having, in answer to a question by the judge, jury. Per Brett, J. - That the act of the foreman Roxburgh , Q .C ., and Gazdar for the defendant

was an act done at a period antecedent to that in
stated thathis occupation was that of an account Rowland.

which his duty in relation to the moving of the

ant and auctioneer,was told that he could only be rails commenced , and that, therefore, there was
Sir R . Baggallay, Q .C ., Fischer, Q. C ., Freeling

and Crossley for the other defendants,
heard as a witness, and had no right to take the no evidence on which a jury could find for the

Fry Q .C., and A . G . Marten in support of the
place of a professionalman . plaintiff : (Burns v . Poulson , 29 L ., T . Rep . N . S . | bill.

329. C . P .) Sir G . JESSEL was of opinion that the court
GARNISHEE - INTERPLEADER — JUDGMENT could not give any relief to the plaintiffs. The

A CORRESPONDENT sends us the following : The CREDITOR. - 1 & 2 Will. 4 , 6 . 58 , s. 7 , provides that contract was a contract for the sale and delivery

conveyancing charges advised by the Incorporated all rules, orders, & o ., made in pursuance of that of coal, a severed chattel having no relation to
Law Society, may probably be adequate remune. Aet may be entered of record ; and every such real estate , the remedy for breach of which oon

ration to the great offices who would not look at
rule or order so entered is to have the force and tract was by action at law , there being nothing to

effect of a judgment. This enactment does not distinguish the case from that of any ordinary
a conveyance or a mortgage for less than £100, i make a person who has obtained an order for the contract for the sale and delivery of goods. He

except as an accommodation to a good client. I costs of an interpleader issue, and has entered it | knew of no case in which , there being a contract

But in districts where snch small transactions are of record , a judgment creditorwithin the meaning to deliver particular goods at a particular price,

numerous, and fall to the lot of small practi of the garnishee clauses of the Common Law Pro - an injunction had been granted where specific
cedure Act 1854 (17 & 18 Viot. c . 125 ) , ss. 60 , 61 :tioners, it will not answer . Either a higher fee will performance could not have been decreed . He,
(Best v . Pembroke 29 L . T . Kep . N . S . 327 . Q . B .) therefore, must allow the demurrers.be insisted on , or if the solicitor be one of the
SUIT FOR NULLITY OF MARRIAGE - IMPO . Solicitors : Sharp and Ullithorne.

cheap and needy class , he will accept the terms18 TENCE - DELAY - BURDEN OF PROOF. -- In

and scamp the work . It is certain that the re . by wife for declaration of nullity of marriage on
Thursday, Nov. 6 .

muneration will be inadequate, and the scheme the ground of impotence of the husband, the medi.

would be much more likely to work if the scale cal evidence was inconclusive, and the evidence of MARLER v. TOMMAS.

began at £200. It would be for the true interest
the parties conflicting. The marriage was in Power of appointment of stock - Transfer executed

1863, and the parties separated in 1870 . The peti- by donee of power - Valid appointment.
of the laity, as well as the Profession, to make tion was filed in 1871. Held (affirming the judg. By a postnuptial settlement dated the 8th Sept.
that charge, ment of the Divorce Court) that the petition 1865, certain shares standing in the name of a

suit
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trustee for Mrs . Field for her separate use were CREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 VICT, c . 35. how and by what means the deceased came by
assigned to Luke Marler, who was to stand pog. Last Day of Claim , and to tchom Particulars to be sent. his or her death ; and that the police magistrates
sessed of the same opon trust for Mrs. Field for BAKER Caroline); . Derwent place, Birchfield -rond. Aston have no jurisdiction whatever to direct or antho .

life , for her separate use, and on her death for the Waterloo-street, Birmingham
rise the production at an inquest of a prisoner

children of themarriage, and if there should be no BRISTOWE (Stephen , 21, Silver -street, Golden-square, Mid committed to custody, under remand upon a

children of themarriage, then upon trust for such
dlesex, cheesemonger. Dec. 20 ; C . R . and H . Cuff , soli. criminal charge. And we are, therefore, not
cicors, 82, St. Martin ' s -lane, Charing-cross, Middlesex .

person or persons as Mrs. Field should by deed or | BURROWES (Isabella M .), 2, Eccleston -square , Middlesex,
re. Middlesex. | surprised to find that, in these respects, the de.

will appoint ; and in default of appointment, forLand of Calverden Lodge , Tunbridge Wells , Kent, widow . | cision of Re Reardon is confirmatory of our views.

her next of kin . There were no children of the
Dec . 81 ; Walker and Martineau , solicitors , 13, King's
road , Gray' s Inn, Middlesex .

It was admitted as a matter of course that the
marriage. Mr. Field died on the 15th June 1865, DREVER (John ), Tudor Villa , Winson -green , near Birming. | magistrate did not possess this jurisdiction , how .
and after his death the trustee in whose name the ham , Esq , a retired surgeon in H . M .' s Madras army: ever convenient was the practice which , 80

Dec. 80 ; E . W . Crosse , solicitor , 4 , Bell-yard , Doctors'
shares were standing, by the direction of Mrs. Commons, London ,Cor

long as it was uncontroverted , assumed the exis
Field , transferred the shares into her nameby & FELTON (Sarah , formerly of High-park House, Albert tence of a power in aid of an ancient tribunal,
deed of transfer, which was executed by Mrs. road, Aston park, near Birmingham , late of 2, Derwent and in furtherance of the ends of municipal and

place, Birchfield - road , Agton , widow . Dec . 30 ; Jno. S .

Field and duly registered. Mrs. Field died in Jan. Canning, solicitor, 44 , Waterloo -street, Birmingham
of natural justice. By what procedure the re.

1872, withouthavingmade any other appointment Fox ( Thos.), sen ., Thurlton, Norfolk , shopkeeper. Dec. 6 ; versal of this practice was decreed, need not now

of the shares, and intestate. The plaintiff, who
J . Copeman and Son , solicitors, Loddon, Norfolk .

| FREER (John B . ). Stratford -upon -Avon , Warwick , Esq .
be said . Bywhat illusory and needlessly aggrese

was the next of kin of Mrs. Field , claimed to be Dec. 13 ; H . o . and T . Hunt, solicitors, Stratford -upon sive arguments the inspiration of the Crown wag
entitled to the shares, and one of the questions in Aron . | propagated need not be recalled from the oblivion

GIBBS ( Jos . ), Ley' s Farm , Lissington , Derby, farmer.

the suit was whether the execution of the deed of Jan. 10 ; John Bamford, solicitor, Ashborne, Derbyshire.
which may happily overtake the echoesofa police.

transfer by Mrs. Field operated as an appoint HALE (Wm . ) , Ropley , Southampton , yeoman . Dec . 2 ; . office. But, if ever it should happen to be said that

ment to herself of the shares.
Blackmore and Sons, solicitors, Alresford , Hants. coroners' findings should not be regarded because

HASLAM (Robert ). Bolton , builder. Dec. 15 ; J . Gerrard ,
Sir R . Baggallay, Q .C . and Hadley for the solicitor, 21, Acres - field , Bolton .

coroners' juries have acquitted prisonerswho were

plaintiff.
HOKER (Samuel), Waterhouses, near Ashton -under-Lyne, afterwards tried and convicted, it will be remem .
yeoman. Dec . 18 ; Rushton , Armitstead , and Co ., soli .

Southgate , Q . C ., Alfred Smith , Fry , Q . C., and
bered that human imperfection prevails beyond the

citors , Mealhouse-lane, Bolton - le -Moors.

W . P . Beale for the defendants .

Howe (James ), Swindon, builder. Jan , 1 ; Kinneir and precincts of the coroner 's court ; that, but lately,

Tombs, solicitors, Swindon , Wilts. à judge of our Court of Bankruptcy hashad oc
Sir G . JESSEL held , that the execution of the | HUTCHINSON (James ), Bishop Auckland , Durham , grocer casion publicly to denounce that meddlesome

deed of transfor operated as an appointment by
and parish clerk , Jan , 10 ; Bowser and Ward , solicitors .

Bishop Auckland.
officjalism which would arrogate to itself the con .

Mrs. Field to herself. JONES (Hugh ), Rumworth , Lancaster, brickmaker. Dec. duct of prosecutions that have failed , to say the

Solicitors : Robinson and Preston ; Matthews
18 ; Armitstead and Co., solicitors , 1, Mealhouse-lane,
Bolton -le -Moors .

least of it ; and perhaps attention may be

and Matthews.
KEENE (James ), Godney, Meare . Somerset, cattle dealer . directed to certain other inquisitions of office, in

Nov. 30 ; S . Hobbs, jun ., solicitor, Wells , Somerset stituted by governmental departments, encroach .
LEWIS (Lieut. -Col. John ), 27, Dorchester-place, Marylebone,
Middlesex, Law and Co ., solicitors, 10 , New -square,

ing less constitutionally on the functions of the

Monday, Nov. 10 . Lincoln 's-inn , Middlesex.
ordinary criminal administration of the land. For .

NEWBERRY (Elizabeth ), Poole Cottage, Randwick , Glouces

LINE v. HALL. ter, spinster. Jan . 1 ; W . J . Fraser, solicitor, 78, Dean .
tunately, in Reardon 's case the effort failed to

Power of appointment- Appointment to object of lostreet, Sobo, Middlesex.
secure his committalby the magistrate before the

ORAM ( Jas .), late of Tottenham -road , Kingsland, Middle

the power for life ,with remainder to his son , not

coroner's inquisition , and equally failed the effort
sex, gentleman, formerly a watchmaker. Jan . 1 ; H .

an object of the power , in tail - Doctrine of cy Cowlard , solicitor, 14, Lincoln 's - inn - fields, Middlesex .
to prevent his being present at the inquest. Butwe

près applicable.

| PARSONS ( Jos.) Gloucester, innkeeper. Dec. 81 ; J .Wm . s . I are bound to say that,when the matter came to

Dix , solicitor, Exchange-buildings, Bristol.

GEORGE KILWORTH , by his will, dated the 1st

be discussed before the Court of Queen ' s Bench,
PONIATOWSKI (Joseph M . X . François Jean, Prince), 28,

of Jan ., 1805, gave and devised an estate at
Ebury -street, Pimlico , Middlesex, formerly a senator of

the attitude then adopted on behalf of the Crown

Napton -on - Hill, in the county of Warwick , unto
the French Empire. Dec. 1 ; Lawrie , Keen , and Rogers, was irreproachable. "It was extremely expedient
solicitors, 24 , Knight Rider-street, Doctors'-commons, I that the question involved should be presented i

his daughter Elizabeth , the wife of Esmy Edward London .
12. for 'life and after her deceage to the said | SMITH (Rev . Edward ), formerly of Ashley , Cambridge, late

judicial consideration ; the Crown did not oppose

Esmy Edward Hall for his life, and on his decease

of 11, Queen's Parade, Bath. Jan . 1 ; H . Cowlard, soli- ex -officio , but, bowing to the discretion of the court,
citor, 11, Lincoln 's- inn - fields, Middlesex.

he gave and devised the same to all or such one or SWYER (John), Cottage Farm . Lytchett Minster, Dorset ,
submitted that, lest justice might possibly be

more of the children or grandchildren of his said farmer . Dec. 31 ; H . W . Dickinson , solicitor, Fish -street , frustrated , specialcircumstances should be shown

Poole , Dorset.
daughter Elizabeth who should be living at the

in order to warrantthe granting of the writ ; at the

time of her decease, in such shares and proportions
same time intimating that, in a proper case, the

as the survivor of them , the said Esmy Edward REPORTS OF SALES.
Crown would apply for the writ and save the

Hall and his daughter Elizabeth should by deed
prisoner the expense of doing so. This line of in .

or will appoint, and in default of appointment to
terposition was conceived in a most proper spirit,

Thursday, Nov . 6 .
all and every the children of his daughter

and was quite what was to be expected under the
By Messrs. NEWBOX and HARDING, at the Mart.

Elizabeth in equal shares. Elizabeth Hall died in Soho. - Nos. 12 and 13 , Macclesfield - street, freeehold - sold
skilful and sensible auspices of the learned law

the year 1820, leaving the said Esmy Edward Hall | for £1680 .

adviser. And we are sure that, acting in the
her surviving, a son Giles Kilworth Hall, and Bloomsbury. - No. 15, Gloucester-street, freehold - sold for same spirit ,and acquiescing in the high authority

£760 .
three other children , but no grandchildren . Esmy | Brunswick-mews. - Improved ground rents of £69 168., term

of the decision in Re Reardon (a case which every

Edward Hall made his will, dated the 18th March 1 , 21 years - sold for L610 .
coroner should peruse and perpend) , the Crown

1844, and thereby devised the said estate unto his
Islington. – Nos. 31, 55, and 57, Canonbury-park North , | will, in future, move for a writ of habeas corpus

term 35 years - -sold for £1660 .

son , the said Giles Kilworth Hall, for life, with
to have any prisoner in attendance at a coroner's

remainder to the first and other sons of the said
Friday , Nov . 7 .

inquest, and so that he may there be examined as

Giles Kilworth Hall, severally and successively , | Life interest of a gentleman , aged 50 years, in £342 Three

By Messrs. VENTOM , BULL, and COOPER, at the Mart. a witness, wherever it happens that the prisoner

according to their respective seniorities in tail

and the coroner so desire, and that, in the opinion
per Cents, and of one-sixth part of $1500 Consols ; also a

male . The question in thesuit waswhether, as the
policy for £700 - sold for e510 .

of the coroner and of the Crown, the presence of

children of Giles Kilworth Hall were not objects Tuesday, Nov. 11.
the prisoner would not tend to frustrate the ends

of the power, the doctrine of cy près was applic. By Messrs. DEBENHAM , TEwson, and FARMER, at theMart. of justice.

able , so as to give to Giles Kilworth Hall an Yorkshire, Melbourne. - Rentcharge of £80 per annum ,
But there remains another question of much

estate tail.

secured upon a freehold estate of 248 acres - sold for moment. Is the police regulation to continue,

£1975 .

Fry, Q . C . and Batten for the plaintiff.
Sussex, near West Grinstead . -- The Woldringfold Estate,

under which prisoners are to be brought, in the

Roxburgh , Q .C ., and Doughty, Speed , Field, and

comprising mansion and 271a . Br. 2p ., freehold - sold for first instance, before the inferior court of the

£12 ,700 .
magistrate , instead of before the coroner's court

William Barber for the defendants.
Wednesday, Nov. 12 . which, as Fitzgerald, J., in all reason declared

Sir G . JESSEL said this was the very case where Regent's -park. - No. 24, Sussex-place, with stabling, term
By Messrs. RURHWORTH , ABBOTT, and Co., at the Mart. should have the prior conduct of the preliminary

the doctrine of cy près should apply ; the donee of 48 years - sold for £2600 .
inquiry ? One would suppose that the very con

the power had given to a child of an object of the
tention , that it is the office of an inquest to ascer.

power an estate tail, which the law would not
tain merely the cause of the death in question,

allow . His Honour held that Giles Kilworth
would suggest that that inquiry should be an

Hall took an estate tail.
swered before assuming that itwas caused by homi.

Solicitors : Peacock and Goddard ; Taylor,
cide and accusing a suspected person . But, asthe

NOTES OF NEW DECISONS.
Hoare and Taylor ; Rickardsand Walker .

coroner's function is of a nature more extensive,
HIGHWAY - NONUSER - LOCAL ACT. - A strip the propriety of bringing the suspected person

of land which has been declared by Act of Parlia before him , in the first instance, rests upon other

CREDITORS UNDER ESTATES IN CHANCERY,
ment to be a public highway will not of necessity reasons. The bringing of the suspected person

become so until all the provisions of the Act for face to face with the victim may lead , from de

LAST DAY OF PROOF. making and creating it have been strictly complied meanour, to important suggestions of guilt or

BULL (Henry W .), formerly of 12 , Wilton-crescont, after.
wards of 25, Ely -place, and late of 24, James-street,

with . Where commissioners, by their award innocence. And, if the person suspected can

Buckingham -gate, Middlesex , gentleman , Dec. 6 ; J . C .
under a local Act, set out a public highway, but adduce substantial and satisfactory proof of

Devereil, of the firm of Walters, Young, and Co., solicitors, no road was ever made in pursuance of the award , innocence, or that it appear that the death
9 , New -square , Lincoln ' s- inn , Middlesex . Dec, 26 ; M . R .
at twelve o 'clock .

and the proposed road always remained impassable was occasioned by natural or accidental causes ,

CARR (Ralph ), 1, Savage-gardens, London, and Waltham .
to the publio : Held , that themere allotment of a it is surely well that the cost of an expensive

stow , Essex, cork merchant. Dec. 6 ; B . F . Trench , piece of land by the commissioners was not suf. I prosecution should be saved by his immediate

solicitor, 51, Crutchedfriars, London . Dec. 15 ; V . O . M .. ficient to make it a public highway , and that all discharge, and that the imprisonment, harrass.

at twelve o'clock .
DEACON (Grosvenor ), 155 , Stanhope-street, Mornington .

the regulations of the Act of Parliament must be ment, and tardiness of trialand redress which he

crescent, Middlesex, gentleman . Dec . 1 ; E . Pope, soli .
complied with before it becamesuch a highway as might otherwise have to endure, should be

citor, 12 .Gray's Inn -square,Middlesex. Dec. 15 ; V . C . B ., was in the contemplation of the Legislature, and avoided ; instead of having the accused person

at twelve o 'clock .
Goma (Mary), formerly of Goodwyng, East Cosham , South

before the parish could be called upon to repair committed for trial by the magistrates, as in duty

ampton , late of Granville House, Nelson-street, Ryde, it : (Cubitt v . Maxse, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 244. | bound , upon a mere prima facie case against him ,

Isle of Wight, widow . Dec. 8 ; F . Jackson, solicitor , 55 , C . P .)
Chancery - lane, Middlesex .

and made the victim of a subsebuent abortive

HORN (John ) Middleton -in - Teesdale, Durham , tailor and

draper. Dec, 5 ; William Robinson , solicitor, Darlington ,
THE PRODUCTION OF PRISONERS AT

prosecution . And it is of some further conse
quence that persons whom the law presumes to

Dec . 12 , M . R ., at eleven o 'clock . CORONERS' INQUESTS.
RUSSELL (John ) Terhill House , Cheltenham , Esg , Dec . 8 ;

be innocent should not have increased difficulties

C , J . Collins Prichard, solicitor, Bristol. Dec. 20, M . R .,
COMMENTING on the case of Re Reardon , the cast upon them in the way of disproving their

at twelve o 'clock .
Irish Lav Times and Solicitors' Journal says : guilt, and that the expense, the delay , and the

STACKHOUSE ( Thos.), Taitlands, Stainforth , Giggleswick ,

York, gentleman . Dec. 20 ; Wm . Hartley, solicitor,
Writing upon the office of coroner (7 Ir. L . T . complications, should be avoided , which are 00

Settle, York , Jan . 13 ; V . O . M ., at twelve o ' clock .
483 ), before the decision now reported was pro - casioned by having to apply for the writ of habeas

WESTBURY (Right Hon . Richard Baron ), Westbury, Wilts, nounced , we, as lawyers, should decline to dilate corpus. The writ is a novelty in these cases, and
late of 75 , Lancaster Gate, Hyde Park , Middlesex . Jan .
7 ; Harrison and Co ., solicitors, 19, Bedford Row , London ,

apon matters so assured as that it is the proper it is difficult to forgee all its possible consequences,

Jan , 21 ; M . R ., at eleven o ' clock , function of the coroner's inquisition to ascertain ' Butwe can well conceive that expense,delay, and

MAGISTRATES' LAW .
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consequen es of its exe

complications, may indeed arise from the pro feet, or such other price as might be fixed by the bound. Upon appeal by the plaintiff to the Es.
vision that, when the inquest has concluded Board of Trade. Subsequently meter index cards chequer Chamber, the majority of that court
(eventuating, it may be, in acquittal), the prisoner were issued to the consumers, and among them to (Blackburn , Keating , Brett, Grove, and Archi.
is unconditionally to be remitted back to custody the defendant, on which the pricewas stated to be bald , JJ,, dissentientibus Quain and Honyman ,
and so detained . When traditional usage is 58. 5d. per 1000 feet. The defendant ceased to JJ.), affirmed the judgment of the majority of
ousted and overriden by sudden reformations, consume gas at his house in respect of which he the court below , and upon the same grounds ;
without recourse to the Legislature, and some was charged before the commissioners appointed but Quain and Honyman, JJ., were of a contrary
system has to be substituted forthwith as a by the Board of Trade had revised the price. In opinion , and held , with Kelly , C . B ., that there
temporary expedient, it is hardly possible to April they raised themaximum price of the gas to was a good contract for the 800 tons, and that,

consider and provide for every contingency , and 6s. 3d ., butbeyond a printed notice to this effect therefore, the judgment below should be re
a judicial imbroglio becomes only too possible . on the backs of the accounts , no notification was versed. Per curiam , “ Reply by return of post,"
Certainly, the conflict of concurrent jurisdictions made to the consumers. does not mean exclusively reply by letter
which has been brought about is attended with The learned counsel contended upon this state by return of post.” A reply by telegram , or
extreme inconvenience, and may not improbably of facts , that the defendant was not liable to pay by verbal message, or by any means, not later
lead to a failure of justice , if not to positive injus. more than 5s. 5d. per 1000ft. To hold otherwise than a letter sent by post, would reach its
tice to individuals ; while , it is anything but would be to import into his contract a term un . destination , would equally satisfy the requi.
seemly and conducive to the due administration ascertained until after the contract had termi. sition. Two persons each in ignorance at the

of justice that a public scandal should be created nated. The only contract binding upon the defen - | time of what the other had done, write a
by the deliberate disregard of the coroner 's autho. dant was that contained in the index card . If the letter to each other on the same day, the one
rity , and the undisguised attempt to set above revision of the commissioners was to have a re- offering to buy a certain article at a certain price,

it that of an inferior court, and to subject it to troactive effect, the greatest hardship would be and the other offering to sell the same article at
the surveillance and half -contemptuous toleration inflicted upon consumers who could make no cer- the same price. The letters cross each other in
of a police regime. What can be more grievously tain contracts , and he contended that the award the post. The majority of the court (Blackburn ,
detrimental to the interests of justice , than the of the commissioners could have no effect antil Keating, Brett , Grove, and Archibald , JJ.) ex
reiterated verdicts of jury after jury, denouncing notified to the consumers. pressed their strong opinion that such cross offers
this system and its unhappy results in case after Mr. BRIDGE said that he should hold that the would not make a binding contract, and that the
case ? What more lamentable, than to find a l notice issned in December relative to thenotice issued in December relative to the pos- offers in one of such letters could not amount to

judicial personage - whose high' office and func sible increase in price by the Board of Trade was an acceptance of the offer contained in the other :

tions are denoted by the fact that the Lord Chief binding, where no other contract had been en . ( Tinn v . Hoffman and Co ., 29 L . T . Rep . N . S .

Justice himself is our supreme coroner - flouted tered into. In the present case the index card had | 271. Ex. Ch.)

by & sub -constable, acting on his veritable or been issued subsequently to such notice, and that WINDING -UP - CONTRIBUTORY-- TRANSFER OF

sapposed instructions from theCastle,who refuses, constituted the only contract binding on the SHARES - ALLOWANCE FOR VALUE OF GOOD

as in the Marron case at Belfast, to receive the defendant. Had such cards not been issued , or WILL. - Application was made by the executors of

corroner 's warrant to bring up the suspected had they contained the notification which was a deceased shareholder, who had been settled on

person , until he obtains his superior officer ' s | issued previously, he should have held that the the list of contributories of a company , that B .,

permission , and , that having been graciously defendant wag liable to pay the increased price as who had formerly been a sha e com

accorded , perfunctorily deposits the warrant and from the 1st Jan. The company not being pany, but had executed & transfer of his shares

in his pocket, and takes it upon himself to represented by counsel, he would adjourn the some time previous to the commencement of the

pronounce a dead letter ; while the jury append summons for a week , but intimated his opinion in winding -up , might be settled on the list of contri.

to their verdict a statement " that, owing to what order that the company might know how to act. butories. B . was a director when he executed the

they considered important evidence being deli. transfer, the validity of which was disputed on
berately kept back by the Crown authorities, two grounds - first, that it was made in pursuance
they refuse to find such & verdict as otherwise of a fraudulent scheme to relieve B . and some of
might be warranted in the case .” May not this COMPANY LAW . his co -directors of their liability ; and , secondly ,
state of things well recall the saying of Bentham , that the provisions of the articles of association
that it is even more important that justice should NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. with respect to transfers had not been complied
seem to be pare, than that it should be pure in VENDOR AND PURCHASER - CONTRACT TO DE- with . The deed of settlement required that upor

reality ? Were we not justified in our former LIVER IRON - ACTION FOR BREACH OF. - On the a transfer of shares the consent of the directors

paper , as it were almost by anticipation, in 22nd Nov. 1871, the plaintiff wrote to the defen . should be obtained , that a certificate of consent

saying, as we now emphatically repeat : “ If a dants, asking their lowest price for 800 tons of should be given , which was to be entered in the

function is no longer of public utility, it surely iron delivered at P ., at the rate of 200 tons per share register, and that a deed of covenant, to be

does not mend matters to permit the function month, March, April, May, and June, 1872 ; to prepared under the direction of the directors,

still to be exorcised , but to render its exercise so which on the 24th Nov ., the defendants replied , should be executed by the transferee. B . obtained

“ We beg to offer you 800 tons at 69s. per ton the consent and certificate of the directors, but

invidious, that, in the course of time, it may come delivered at P ., and waiting your reply by return , M ., the transferee, did not execute any deed of

to be abated as a common nuisance. It may be remain, " & c . The plaintiff did not reply by " re- covenant, the directors not having required him

that, as the constable permits a delinquent to turn ." but on the 27th Nov . wrote to the defen . to do so ; and no objectionsweremade to the trans ,

proceed until he commits himself beyond yea ordantsas follows, “ Your price is high ; if I made fer at two subsequent generalmeetings of the com

Day , so, the coroner is to be allowed to indulge in the quantity 1200 tons, delivery 200 tons a monththe quantity 1200 tons. de pany. By a clause in the deed of settlement, it

the discharge of his duties, under watchfulpolice for the first six months of next year, I suppose was provided that “ if ever the losses of the

supervision , until the time comes for direct in . you would make the price lower.” In answer company shall have absorbed , not only the whole

tervention in order to supersede the office of to this the defendants, on the 28th Nov., called the reserve 80

coroner altogether. But if the office is to be wrote as follows to the plaintiff, “ In reply per cent. on the gross amount of the capital sub
superseded (we trust that it will not), is this, to yours of yesterday we are willing to make scribed for, the said company shall then be ipso
too, only to be accomplished by waging a long you an offer of further 400 tons, 200 tons facto dissolved , and the board of directors for the

conflict of authority with officers who are endea - in Jan ., 200 tons in Feb ., at the same price time being shall within twenty -one days , or as

vouring to perform , to the best of their ability, we quoted you in ours of the 24th inst., soon after such losses being incurred as the board

an onerous, delicate , and ill-paid public service ? " though the rate of freight will, doubtless, be possibly can, and they are hereby required to call

higher than that of the following months. Let us a special general meeting of the shareholders in

HAMMERSMITH POLICE COURT.
have your reply by return of post as to whether such manner as is hereinafter mentioned, and lay
you accept our offers of, together , 1200 tons." a statement of the affairs of the company before

( Before Mr. BRIDGE.) No reply was actually sent by return , but on the such meeting ." By other clauses in the deed , the

Wednesday, Nov . 12.
same day, the 28th Nov ., the plaintiff wrote and directors were to make up to 31st Dec. in each

THE GASLIGHT AND COKE COMPANY V. O 'BRIEN.
posted a letter to the defendants, “ You can enter year a full statement and account of the debts,

me800 tons on the terms and conditions named in credits, and liabilities, and the profits, gains, and

The City of London Gas Act 1868 — Revision of | your favour of the 24th inst., but I trust you will losses made or incurred by the company ; and

price - Operation of award of Commissioners. enter the other 400 tons, making in all 1200 tons were to produce at every annual meeting a report
In this case Major O 'Brien was summoned for referred to in my last at 68s." These two letters of the receipts and disbursements for the year
arrears of gas rates amounting to £5 2s. 9d . made crossed each other in the course of post, and on preceding, and of the particulars and amount of

ap of 28.6d . rent of meter, and 2s . 9d . charge for the 29th Nov., the defendants replied to the the funds or property of the company, and of the

cutting off the gas, the residue being for gas plaintiff ' s letter of the 28th , that they could not state and condition thereof. In 1858 the company

isbook his order for 1200 tons at less than 698., was in an unsatisfactory state,and an accountant,

F . 0 . Crump (instructed by Bartholomew ) L and even that offer they could only leave on hand employed to investigate the affairs, reported to

appeared for the defendant and first took objec. for reply by to -morrow before 12 o 'clock .” The
tion to the charge for cutting off the gas. The plaintiff did not reply within that time, and sub - cent. on the gross amountofthe capital subscribed

defendant had left his house and thereupon the i sequently the defendants declined on that ground for. In the said report, the accountant made no

company cut off the gas, for which they sought to to deliver any iron at all to him , wherenpon he allowance for the value of the goodwill of the

charge.
brought this action for breach of contract, con company as a going concern . A special meeting

The company's officer referred to a section of tending that, at all events, there was a binding was not called , but the annual general meeting

their Act giving power to the company to cut off contract for 800 tons. The majority of the Court occurred soon after the said report was made.

gas fourteen days after default made in payment of Exchequer (Bramwell, Channell, and Pigott, At that meeting the said report was not sub .

duly demanded . BB., Kelly , C . B . , dissenting), gave judgment for mitted to the shareholders, and the accounts laid

Mr. BRIDGE held that under that section there the defendants, on the ground that there was no before them did not show the true position of

was clearly no power to charge for disconnecting contract to deliver the 800 tons, as the plaintiff the company. The shareholders were, however,

the pipes of a consumer who had ceased to occupy did not accept the defendants' offer of the 24th informed that the increased claims upon the com

the house, Nov., his letter of the 28th Nov.being too late for pany had so reduced the margin of profits that
charge for gas was then disputed , and the that purpose ; and the defendants ' offer of the the directors were unable to recommend the pay .

company's officers based their claim on sects. 57 | 1200 tons was only open until noon on the 30th , ment of any dividend for the past year. Held

and 66 of the City of London Gas Act 1868. The and was not accepted within that time. The dea (per Lord Cairns and Lord Hatherley, affirming

former section says that if in the month of Jan . I fendants' letter of the 28th Nov. was one offer of the judgment of Lord Chancellor Hatherley ;

1871, or any subsequent year, application is made. | 1200 tons, and not two separate offers of 800 and Lord Chelmsford and Lord Colonsay dissentienti.

to the Board of Trade for a revision of the scale of 400 tons.'. Kelly , C . B ., on the contrary , gave bus), first, that the transfer from B . to M . was

illuminating power and price, commissioners shall judgment for the plaintiff, being of opinion that valid ; and, secondly, that the accountant ought,

be appointed ; and by sect. 66 the commissioners the offers of the 800 and 400 tons in the defen . in his report, to have made an allowance for

60 appointed shall, after hearing the applicants, I dants' letter of the 28th Nov. were distinct and the value of the goodwill, and that in the

IIx an illuminating power and price, to take effect separate , and that the offer of the 800 tons in absence of such allowance, the proof of the occur

ap on and from the 1st Jan. in the year of revision. I their letter of the 24th Nov. had been kept open , rence of the contingency contemplated by the

Notices had been issued by the company early in land was acepted by the plaintiff in his letter of | deed of settlement, failed . Sect. 30 of 7 & 8 Vict.

December that the charge would be 58. 5d . per 1000 ' the 28th Nov., by which the defendants were ' c . 110, enacts that the discovery of any defect or

e fund

supplied .

hyan 1
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error in the appointment of a person acting, or Sir R . Baggallay, Q . C ., Whitehorne, T . A . Roberts, a considerable creditor of the intestate for goods
who may have acted , as a director, or that such and Charles Walker for debenture-holders, oppos- supplied , being unable to obtain payment of his
person was disqualified , shall not invalidate acts ing the petitions. debt from the plaintiff, sent round to someof the
done by him either alone or jointly with other | Davey , for the trustees of a deed securing thetons of a deed soonring the weavers who had pieces in their possession , paid
director's before such discovery. Per Lord Cairns. | debentures. them the debts for which they held the pieces as
- That theerror of the directors in being satisfied Sir G . JESSEL made the usual order to wind . security , and they gave up the pieces to him , and
with the execution of the transfer by a person up the company. agno evidence was before | these he endeavoured to sell or otherwise make

becoming a director instead of requiring the exe him as to what had been done since the last
available for his debt, to the prejudice of the de

cution of a deed , was such an error as was con adjournment, and he must therefore assume
fendant and other bona fide creditors of the in .

templated by the above section , and that all the testate. Under these circumstances the plaintiff
that the respondents had neglected to avail them

acts done by the directors before such discovery and the defendant, on the 2nd Oct. 1872 , consulted
selves of the indulgence extended to them on the

were consequently valid and binding on the com Messrs. Dawson and Greaves, of Bradford, as to

pany.
former occasion .

The case having been decided after so the proper course to beadopted to protectthe estate
much difference of opinion ,and the parties having Solicitors, H . W . Vallance ; Wilkinson and Son , for the benefit of the creditors , and the advice

been to a great extent responsible for the irregu Lewis , Munnsand Longden . given was that the plaintiff should take out letters

larity and confusion that occurred , no order as to of administration with as little delay as possible,

costs was made. (Murray v , Bush , 29 L . T . Rep . and that in the mean time money should be

N . S . 217. H . of L .) REAL PROPERTY AND
found by some friend to take the pieces out

DEBENTURE PAYABLE TO BEARER - NEGOTIA . of the hands of the weavers on payment of

BILITY - PROMISSORY NOTE . - A debenture of a CONVEYANCING . the debts due to them , and thereby secure the

limited company, registered under the Companies surplus value of the pieces for the benefit of the

Act 1862, payable to bearer on a particular day NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. estate, and the suggestion was made that the

in the year 1872, with interest in the meantime, defendant should find themoney for the purpose.
MISSING WILL - PRESUMPTION OF REVOCA

but liable to be “ drawn ” and paid off before TION - EVIDENCE -- DECLARATION OF TESTATOR.
but he did not then agree to do so. The solicitors

that time, was sold by the company to M . in May - A will, which had remained in the custody of
then received instructions from the plaintiff and

1869 , and stolen from him in July of the same the testator since the time of its execution , was
defendant to prepare the necessary documents fur

year. Plaintiff , at the end of the year 1871, pur .
not forthcoming at his death. A draft was pro

obtaining letters of administration . The de

chased from one S., who had since absconded , ponnded ,and evidence of declaration wasadmitted fendant agreed to be one of the sureties in the

this debenture, which had been " drawn ” in Oct. to show an intention to adhere to the will. On
administration bond, and a Mr. Waterhouse was

1871, and demanded payment thereof from the the other gide evidence was offered to show that named as the other. On the following day

company ; but the company, having received |ompany having received the testator did not intend to leave his property
(3rd Oct.) the plaintiff, defendant, and Water.

notice from M . of the debenture having been in the manner in which it was disposed of by his | bouse, called an ] executed the bond and other

stolen from him , refused to pay it to the plain .the plain will, and that he had destroyed it by burning it.
| necessary papers, and the grant of administration

tiff, who brought an action against the company Held , that such declarations were admissible, not
was afterwards duly obtained , but not until the

to recover the amount of it . It was found at the as evidence of destruction , but of intention not
27th Oct., some delay having occurred in remit.

trial that the plaintiff had become the holder of to adhere to the will : (Keen v. Keen and others,
ting the money required for payment ofthe stamp

the debenture for value, and without notice, and 9 L . T . Rep. N . S . 247. Prob.)
and official fees. On the 7th Oct. the defendant,

that similar instruments had been treated as accompanied by the plaintiff,wentround to several

negotiable : Held , that the plaintiff could not
SETTLED ESTATES - INTERIM INVESTMENT OF of the Weavers' who held pieces, upon which they

recover . Even if the instrument had not been PURCHASE -MONEYS.- The purchase-money of land had liens, paid them the sums due to them , and

under seal it would not be a promissory note on sold under the Leases and Sales of Settled Estates took from them the pieces they then held . The

account of its liability to be drawn and paid off Act is cash under the control of the court for the sum paid by the defendant amounted to £15 2s.,

before the t me mentioned ; and the custom of
purposes of investment under the General Order and the piecestaken by the defendantarethe pieces

treating such instruments as negotiable , being
made in pursuance of 23 & 24 Vict. c . 38 , 8 . 10 . Re for the detention of which the action is brought.

recent, could not alter the general rule of law : Thorold ' s Settled Estate (L . Rep . 14 Eq. 31) , fol. Early in November 1872 , an administration sum

(Crouch v. The Credit Foncier of England lowed ; Re Boyd' s Settled Estates ( L . Rep . W . N ., mons was taken out in Chancery by a creditor

(Limited ), 29 L . T. Rep . N . S . 259 . Q . B .) 1873, p . 113 ; 55 Law Times, 100 ), dissented from : 1 for the administration of the intestate's estate.

(Re Taddy's Devised Estates , 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . This summons was served on the plaintiff. She

243. V . C . M .) took it to her solicitors, Messrs. Dawson and

ROLLS COURT. PORTIONS - ADVANCEMENT - GIFT OF SHARE Greaves, who appeared for her upon it ; and on

Saturday, Nov. 8 .
OF RESIDUE BY WILL - SATISFACTION . - A | the 11th Noy. the common decree for the adminis

Re LONDON AND AUSTRALIAN AGENCY CORPO
grandfather 's will contained a trust term for tration of the intestate' s personal estate was made.

RATION (LIMITED ) ; Ex parte BLAKE, Cook,
raising portions for his son 's younger children , | The usual advertisements were afterwards issued

and provided that in case the son should at any for creditors , and under them the defendant made

AND CLAPHAM . time during his life advance or pay any sum of a claim as creditor for £61 10s. 6d . (which included

Company-- Voluntarywinding-up -- Three petitions money to or for the use of any of his younger the £15 2s. paid by him to the weavers), and this

- Liquidators - Supervision order. children , then , unless the contrary should be l claim was duly allowed . The defendant having

IN August last Mr. Blake, a holder of twenty - five directed by him , any sum so advanced should be the pieces in his possession, Messrs. Dawson and

shares in this corporation, presented a petition in full or part satisfaction of the portion to which Greaves, as solicitors of the plaintiff , by the

for a compulsory winding-up order . Two other | the younger child would have been entitled under direction of the chief clerk , applied to the defen .

petitions - one by Mr. Cook and one by Mr. Clap the grandfather' s will : Held ( reversing the deci. dant to deliver the pieces to them for the pur

ham - by much larger shareholders, were filed sion of the Master of the Rolls) , that a gift by poses of the administration , offering to pay him

about the same time praying for a supervision the son's will of & share of residue to one of his the money he had advanced to pay off the weavers

order . Summonses to appoint liquidators were younger children was not a payment or advance with interest and costs. The sum actually offered

adjourned in order to give the company time to ment within themeaning of the proviso : (Cooper | (and which Messrs. Dawson and Greaves were

hold meetings. Accordingly a very numerously - v . Cooper, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 321. Ch.) ready to pay defendant) was £18 , which wasmore
attended meeting was held , when it was resolved to than sufficient for those purposes. The defendant

wind-up voluntarily , and to appoint the secretary, refused to receive the money or to deliver the

Mr. Latchmore, and Mr. Ford liquidators. At a pieces. He insisted upon retaining them ; his

subsequent meeting these resolutions were con COUNTY COURTS. words were , “ He would not have the money ; he

firmed . The petitions now coming on to be heard , would stick to what he had got.” He was then

Roxburgh , Q . C . and F . C . J . Millar, in support BRADFORD COUNTY COURT. asked whether he had the pieces in his posses

of a compulsory winding-up, contended that the Sept. 26 and 30 .
sion. He said he had sold some, not saying

appointment of liquidators was invalid , as having how many or for how much , and the rest he

taken place at the first meeting, and asked that (Before W . T . S. DANIEL, Q .C ., Judge.) had, and they were worth £40 and £50. This
any order to bemade should be made on Blake's HARTLEY (Administratrix ) v . THOMPSON. course of proceeding by the defendant having been
petition as baving been the first advertised, though Administration - Transactions with adminis. communicated to the chief clerk , Messrs. Dawson

not the first presented. trators.
and Greaves, as solicitors for the plaintiff, were

Waller, Streeten , Southgate. Q . C . (Graham LA transaction with a person entitled to adminis. | directed to bring this action in the name of the
Hastings with him ), Fischer, Q . C . ( Somers Lewis tration not validated after administration un . plaintiff. After being served with the summons

with him ), Langworthy and Law for other parties. less for the benefit of intestate's estate . After a the defendant communicated with the plaintiff,

Sir G . JESSEL made one order on the three decree in Chancery for the administration of and prevailed upon her to endeavour to
and prevailed upon her to endeavour to stop this

petitions for continuing the winding.up under the the intestate' s estate, the administratriæ is not action by giving a notice to the registrar of this

supervision of the court, and gave the costs of
at liberty to ratify , or refuse to allow an action court that the action had been brought without

the three petitions. The carriage of the order was to be brought in her name to defeat the trans
her authority, and he procured an attorney at

given to Mr. Cook , though advertised after Mr. |
action : (see Williams on Exors. 391, and the Leeds to draw up a notice to that effect, and

Blake's petition . authorities there referred to.)
which the plaintiff signed , and this notice hasbeen

Solicitors : J . J . Darley ; Mercer and Mercer. Phillips, instructed by Dawson and Greaves, Brad
put in evidence by the defendant, with some

correspondence which afterwards passed between
ford, for plaintiff. the attorney and Messrs . Dawson and Greaves

Robinson (Berry and Robinson ), Bradford, for
ReWESTERN OF CANADA OIL , LANDS, AND

| upon the subject. If the plaintiff had adhered
defendant. to the notice she was thus induced to sign ,

WORKS COMPANY (LIMITED ) . His HONOUR. - This was an action of detinue she would through her ignorance have been

Company-- Adjournmentof petitions to wind up - for the illegal detention by the defendant of cer - led into committing a contempt of the Court

No steps taken - Order made. tain stuff pieces, the damages being laid at £50. of Chancery, for which she would have been

THE two petitions in this matter now came on for The plaintiff is the administratrix of Joseph liable to be committed , and if not actually

hearing , having been adjourned by the Lord Hartley , who died on the 13th Sept. 1872, intes. imprisoned , would have subjected herself to the

Chancellor on the 4th August last , as reported in tate and insolvent. He was a stuff manufacturer | payment of what to her would have been a large

our issue of the 9th August ,with a view to giving in a small way of business, and employed weavers / sum for costs. The facts as stated by me havo

the company an opportunity of inquiry or arrange- who wove his pieces at their own homes on been proved upon the evidence of the plaintiff and

ment. It will be remembered that the petitions commission. The defendant was one of such Mr. Greaves, and the plaintiff,as far as she.co

had been filed by debentare -holders in respect of weavers , and at the intestate' s death was a showed her willingness to acknowledge a rig !

interest due on their charges. It now appeared creditor for work done as a weaver, for £40 , the defendant to retain the pieces to cover

that nothing had in the mean time been done, or thereabouts . Several of the other weavers | own debt. And on behalf of the defendant it was

exeept sending to Canada a person who has not in the village were creditors for work done as urged that, as the defendant took possession .. .

yet made any final report. weavers, and had woven pieces in their possession the pieces in question with the authority of the

Bagshawe, Jackson , Q .C ., and Locock Webb for which they claimed and were entitled to retain by plaintiff , although that transaction took place

the petitioners. way of lien as security for their debts . Shortly before the grant of administration , yet as such

Hon . R . Butler supported the petitions. after the intestate 's death, one Bently , who was grant was afterwards obtained, and before the
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the

decree in the administration suit was made, the withdrawing from the case, and it was not for his NORTHAMPTON COUNTY COURT.
transaction which would have been good at law if Honour to say whether he had thereby rendered

Wednesday, Nov. 3 .it had been completed after the grant, would be himself liable for costs. The horse belonged to his
validated by relation , and Williamson Executors, client, and was at livery at the Royal Hotel in his Eæ parte RINGROSE ; ReGIBSON .
p . 391 (6th edit. ), was relied on as an authority for name. It was not in Mr. Maule's possession , but Bill of sale - Stock in trade purchased since the
that proposition ; but on examination it will be Mr. Maule was authorised to sell it , and had an

bill- Liquidation .seen that the cases there referred to are excep. interest in it . That being so, he presumed that This case raised some important points in con
tional instances and do not support the defendant's it was hardly necessary for Mr Marshall to see nection with the subject of bills of sile. It ap .
contention . And in the same work the cases of the fifteen witnesses, as no doubt he knew what

peared from the affidavits filed in the case, that
Doe v . Glenn (1 Ad. & Ell. 49) and Morgan v. his case was before he seized the horse. The Mr. JohMr. John F . Gibson, draper, of Long Buckby , in
Thomas (8 Ex. 302) are cited , which show that horse was in another man 's stables , and he subanother man 'a stables and he anb. consideration of £120 advanced to him by Mr.

on exists o which the
mitted under all circumstances hewas not entitled John Ringrose , of the same place, assigned by billact done is for the benefit of the estate , or there be to costs. He further submitted that the examina of sale to the latter gentleman , in May 1872 , all

fraud ; as where a man takes goods as executor tion of the witnesses was premature, especially
the stock in trade and furniture which to him were

de son tort, sells them , receives the purchase seeing that he had not subpænaed the witnesses or thereafter should be on his premises, as security
money, then takes out administration and brings out of the district. for the repayment of the said sum . There was a
an action to recover the very goods he has sold Marshall submitted that it rested with an at

power given to Ringrose to take peaceable possesand been paid for. Here the estate was benefited | torney to consult his own convenience in wh sion of the property after defanlt made by Gibson
only to the extent of the money paid by the order he saw his witnesses, especially in a case in payment on demand . On the 4th August in
defendant to redeem the pieces from the weaver ' s, which might involve some annoyance to the | this year Ringroße demanded paymentof the £120and that money the defendant has been offered witnesses themselves.

to be made on the 8th . Gibson did not pay ,before action brought and he refused it, insisting His Honour had no doubt he had the power and on the 9th Ringrose went to Gibson 's
upon retaining the pieces for his whole debt, to allow costs in a case of interpleader, as well as

house , and told him he intended to realisethus doing the very wrong which he complained other actions. He thought for this purpose the
his security. On Gibson's representations, how .of when done by Bently , and thus making his 174th rule made summonses in interpleader cases
ever, Ringrose consented to wait until thedetention a wrongfulact as to the whole . There operate exactly as sommonses in ordinary cases.

| 11th to see if Gibson could find a person
being evidence that the value of the pieces he now He therefore thought that the notice of abandon . to purchase the goods privately , so as to

has is between £40 and £50, and the defendant ment not having been given within five days, the enable him to repay Ringrose. No purchaser
not having given any evidence as to how many execution creditor was entitled to costs. With being found, on the 11th Ringrose said he should
pieces he sold or what he received for them , I

regard to the point Mr. Gabb stated that it was at once realise his security. There was someam justified as against the defendant as a wrong necessary he should ascertain what witnesses were conflict of testimony as to what passed at the

doer in treating the value of the whole of the material, it would be very inconvenient for
latter interview ; but it appeared that early onpieces detained by him as £50, and judgment will him to do so. He thought the much more con
the morning of the 12th Gibson went to North

be entered against him for that sum , with costs.
venient course was to leave it to the Registrar, ampton after sending a letter to Ringrose to in .

Althongh the defendant refused the offer to pay and if either party was dissatisfied the matter
form him of the fact. Ringrose at once instructed

him his advances , he may still have a claim in might then come before him by way of appeg Mr. North , an anctioneer, to take possession and

equity to be repaid that sum , which claim he may land if it should be considered necessary ,heshould
nå sell the goods. North proceeded to Gibson ' s housebring forward in the administration , but over that be glad to confirm the ruling of the Registrar.

at ten in the morning of that day, and, findingI have no jurisdiction or control. If ,however ,the Costs to follow , as in ordinary cases.
the house locked , was unable to seize the proplaintiff is authorised and consents to make the perty . At two p . m . Gibson filed his petition fordeduction now , and the amount can be agreed
liquidation of his affairs ; a receiver was at onceapon , the judgment may be reduced accordingly ,

· WILLIAMS v . CHESSHYRE . appointed , and at about six p . m . the receiver
and the judgment may be still further reduced, if

Liability of attorney for expenses ofwitness. took possession , and was immediately followed by
the defendantwill give up the pieces he now holds

In this case the plaintiff is a road-maker, and the North , who also put in a man on behalf of Ring
and their value can be agreed upon, such value

defendant a solicitor. The action was brought to rose . It appeared that nearly all the stock inbeing the amount of the further deduction, but
recover £2 28., the plaintiff' s expenses in a caseto | trade then on the premises had been purchased

unless these matters are consented to, the judg
in which he alleged Mr. Chesshyre required his since the execution of the bill of sale .

ment will be entered for £50 and costs ; and the
attendance. Hensman (Norfolk circuit), instructed by Leake,defendant will take such further steps elsewhere

Stroud , who appeared for the plaintiff, stated of Long Buckby , now asked the court for an
as he may be advised. If the Judicature Act

that the case arose out of an interesting law . order that the furniture and the proceeds of the
were now in operation I could give complete stock in trade, which had been since sold ,suit, in which his friend was concerned for Mr.relief, but at present I have only the jurisdiction should be given up to Mr. Ringrose. He arguedof a Court of Common Law . J . B . Ferryman , who was summoned before the

that although at law goods not in existencemagistrates at the instance of the town commis .
sioners, for not paying the demand made upon could not be assigned , yet that there was a

him for the making of certain roads in Naupton - I his intention that the after acquired goods shouldsufficient " new act ” on the part ofGibson to showCHELTENHAM COUNTY COURT.
crescent. His friend carried the case to a suc

Friday, Nov. 1 . cessful issue, and before the case cameon at the pass to Ringroge, but if not, such goods, as soon
(Before C . SUMMER, Esq., Judge.) police-court be employed the plaintiff. Ches. as they came on to the premises, passed to him

in equity That being so, were they the goods ofMORSE v . SOLOMON . shure : “ Mr. Ferryman emploved him ." ] 'Well ,
another person in the possession , order,and dispoWilliams's case was that Mr. Chesshyre employedCosts in interpleader - -Application .

him , and that he told Mr. Chesshyre he had several sition of the bankrupt, with the consent of the true
F . Marshall applied for costs in this case. His owner at the commencement of the bankruptcy ?men at work at Prestbury , but Mr. ChesshyreHonour would remember that a short timeago he The bankruptcy commenced at two p .in , on thesaid , “ You go along and see this road , and I willcommitted a young gentleman named Maule for a

pay you what is fair and reasonable." Upon that | 12th August, but at ten a .m . Ringrose had done
term for non -payment of a judgment debt. . It his friend took Williams to the locus in quo , and all that was lawful and reasonable in trying to
having come to Mr. Solomon 's knowledge that there he made his investigation, and afterwards

take possession . He therefore did not consent to
Mr. Maule had an interest in a horse, the animal

attended before the magistrates, and he (Stroud) Gibson 's possession .
was seized instead of executing the warrant of Shoosmith , on behalf of the trustee for thebelieved that Williamswas one of the chief meanscommitment,butMr. Morse subsequently claimed

whereby his friend obtained his triumph at the creditors, opposed the application , and contended
it as his , and under circumstances that led him

police court. For that Williams had made his that Ringrose had not done all he could to get
(Marshall) to believe it was nothing less than

charge of two guineas, and his Honour would say possession . He had allowed Gibson to remain in
a conspiracy between two or three who were con

whether it was reasonable. The other question possession until the last moment. He ought to
cerned in it to make out the horse to be his pro

waswhether Mr. Chesshyre was liable. have seized on the 8th of August . As to the after
perty, and not Maule 's . He had had a great deal acqnired goods, Gibson had not consented to theirThe plaintiff was sworn , and bore ont this stateof trouble in getting up the case ,and had examined ment. He created laughter by stating that the passing to Ringrose. The property in them there
fifteen witnesses , several of whom he subpoenaed , fore remained with Gibson. Numerous cases werereason Mr. Chesshyre would not pay him wasand it was only within the last three days thatMr.

quoted during the argument.1 . because he would not swear there was only lin . ofGabb , Mr. Morse's attorney, had sent him a note His HONOUR said the case was one of constone on the road when there were 3in . Mrsaying he disclaimed the horse. He therefore Chessbyre said , “ You come, and whatever you siderable importance and difficulty, and although
asked his Honour to order costs as in an ordinary it had lasted a long time its nature fully justified

charge I will pay yon.”
case .

Chesshyre, the defendant, was sworn, and that fact . He was of opinion, however , after
Gabb, on behalf of Mr.Morse, submitted that it

stated that he was concerned in the case referred carefully considering the arguments, that Ring
was not a case in which his Honour ought to order

to for Mr. Ferryman , who was a gentleman of rose was entitled to the whole of the stock in
costs, the circumstances being somewhat pecu fortune. Before the case came on he recommen trade and furniture on the premises at the com
liar.

ded Mr. Ferryman to have a road.maker to mencement of the bankruptcy, and made an order

The Registrar explained to his Honour the cir
examine the roads, and accordingly Mr. Ferry . accordingly

cumstances under which the action was brought.
man himself went to Mark Williams, and they

The horse was seized by Mr. Solomon , and Mr. I went together to the road . Hewrote to Williams
READING COUNTY COURT.

Morse paid the amount into court, under protest,
and told him that Mr. Ferryman would pay him Thursday , Oct. 23.

in order to recover possession of it , and then what was right, but a charge of two guineas was (Before J. H . STONOR, Esq., Judge.)brought the present action , which he had since
absurd . He said he would advise Mr. Ferrymanwithdrawn from . WILSON V . GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY COMto pay what was reasonable , but he (Ches.

Marshall said the action was withdrawn last PAVY.shyre) never promised to pay himTuesday, after all the work had been done. personally .
Mr. Ferryman was a gentleman of fortune and Carriage of goods - Personal luggage.Gabb then submitted whether his Honour had

| able to pay his own witnesses, and was quite | The plaintiff in this case is a horse dealer livingpower to order costs. The money wbich Mr.
willing to pay any reasonable charge. in Reading , and the action was broughtto recoverMorso had paid to redeem the horse had been paid

His HONOUR , with regard to the general qnes £14 , the value of some horse clothing belonginginto court, and then they had withdrawn the case ,
| tion as to the liability of an attorney to pay a to the plaintiff which the defendants lost at

and had given notice they had withdrawn it . It
witness's expenses, said he was not liable unless Chester , in course of conveyance from Reading to

was a case in which Mr. Marshall's client ought to he made himself so . He did not like to decide the Holyhead , on the way to Dablin .
think himself very fortunate if he got the money

case simply on the ground that the plaintiff was ! Gledhill appeared for the plaintiff . The defen
at all, and if it had gone on , there was somedoubt

bound to make it out, and had left it in doubt. dants were represented by Mr. Mason , from their
what the result would have been .

He thought he ought to take the bolder course. | Paddington office.
His HONOUR - So Mr. Marshall says.

and say the defence was made out. He did think Gledhill stated that the plaintiff was from timeGabb, resuming, said at all events the matter that Williams believed he was employed for Mr. to time going to Ireland to purchase horses, and
was arranged ,and there was no object in bringing Ferryman : bat he could not see why he pre

in bringing Ferryman ; but he could not see why he preferred in the winter time he took with him sets of horse
it into court. There were , he submitted , no rules | Mr. Chesshyre's credit to the principal's in the

clothing, which he put upon the horses he pnr.
to enable his Honour to order costs as in an

| matter. chased . He had taken them as passengers' lug .
ordinary action . The plaintiff had the power of Judgment for the defendant, unth costs. ' gage. On 30th Sept. 1872 plaintiff took a third

Hiso pay any reasong hisses , and was amin
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class ticket to Dublin , seeing the horse clothing | daughter Anne until after the death of Anne, the R . Wilson , a draper in Warrington, filed a petition
put into the vån at Reading and at Chester, widow of the testator. This interest, intended in this court, with a view to a liquidation of his

where, in the removal from one train to another, for the benefit of the daughter , is not to take affairs by arrangement or composition . His

the clothing was lost. Plaintiff looked for it in effect until the death of the mother. The interest creditors resolved to proceed by liquidation ; the

the Holyhead train and missed it. The nature of is not that of a fixed sum as a principal sum of usual steps were taken , and Lewis Voisey was

passengers' laggage was decided in the case of money , the payment of which was delayed , but of appointed trustee 20th Aug . 1873 , but on proceed .

McCrow v . The Great Western Railway Company. | rents divisible at an uncertain time from the ing to realise the property of the debtor he found

The facts were not disputed . No obiection was farms, and these rents were not of a certain I one John Edwin Jones had already taken posses .

raised to the quantity, and the defendants had amount. The rents were to be paid as they might sion of the household furniture and stock -in - trade

notice that it was horse clothing. accrue during the two years after the death of the by virtue of a bill of sale purporting to have been
Mr. Mason contended that by 5 & 6 Will. 4 , mother. The claim of the plaintiff seems to be given to him by the debtor on the 19th April to

Great Western Railway Act, & passenger could founded on the authority of the case of Wright secure the sum of £355 and interest, and that he
only take with him 40lb . weight of articles of v . Wilkin (31 L . J . R . B . ; 6 L . T . Rep . 221) , had sold or caused to be sold nearly the whole of
personal clothing, and the company were not where there was & bequest of numerous legacies the household and trade effects of the debtor.
answerable for merchandise or anything else. He to various persons of certain definite sums of Whereupon a summons was taken out calling
argued that this horse- clothing way merchandise. money, giving an immediate interest to the upon the said John Edwin Jones to show cause
His HONOUR : I don ' t think it is creditable for legatees in such specified sums of money, and the why the said bill of sale should not be declared

the company to take such a course. It is right testator devised to thedefendant in the action cer . void and ordered to be given up and cancelled ,

that it should be generally known that nothing is
tain real and copyhold estates, and the residue of and why the said John Edwin Jones should not be

safe on the GreatWestern Railway except articles
her personal estate on the express condition that called upon to account to the trustee for all the

of personal clothing. If a gentleman , say a bar.
within twelve months he should discharge and property of the debtor which had cometo the hands

rister, takes books, or another gentleman a gun ,
pay the legacies, and the testatrix charged and of the said J. E . Jones or his agents under the

they are not safe on the Great Western Railway.
made chargeable her real and personal estate , said bill of sale or otherwise. The case came on

Gledhill : I take it that this Act must have been
with the payment of the legacies. The court for hearing before me on the 23rd Oct., Mr.

repealed ; a first-class passenger is now allowed held that the devise was not a condition work
held that the devise was not a condition working Smyley, of Manchester, representing the trustee,

1121b ., a second -class passenger 701b ., and a
a forfeiture on its non -performance, but a trust. and Mr. Kirby, of Liverpool, the claimant under

third -class passenger 561b .
But these facts materially differ from the case the bill of sale. When the bill of sale was pro

His HONOUR. - I will adjourn the case, if you
before me. Here no interest was intended to duced, it purported to have been given for an

like, to look into the law .
pass until the determination of the life estate existing debt of £350 and a further advance of

Gledhill. - Will your Honour go into the facts There is no bequest of a sum certain , the payment £5 only , and to assign everything in the shop and
of the case ? It has been adjourned two courts of which was delayed . The legatee died during dwelling -house (except a trifling amount of book
from no fault of plaintiff' s, and the facts are not the existence of the life estate of the testator's debts , books of account, and wearing apparel),

disputed ; so as to avoid the necessity of his
wife, and it appears to me that under the autho unless the sum of £355 and interest should be

coming here again .
rity of the case of Pawlett v . Pavlett and others, paid instantly on demand in writing. Mr. Kirby

The plaintiff was then examined by Gledhill. in dealing with real estate there has existed no admitted that such a bill of sale would no doubt

He said : I took a ticket on 30th Sept, 1872 , to interest transmissible to the executors of Ann amount to an act of bankruptcy under ordinary

go to Dublin , with four sets of horse-clothing, | Morgan , the daughter of the testator. _
circumstances, but in this case he contended it

rolled up in theordinary way . I gave them to the
The plaint was therefore dismissed. could not be so considered , inasmuch as the bill

porter, and saw them labelled to North Wall, Dubos
of sale was in effect taken in exchange for &

Iin . I had been in the habit of travelling by de
security of greater value, viz., a promissory note,

fendants' line to Dublin for two or three years. I BANKRUPTCY LAW .
signed both by Wilson and his mother, who is

always take horse-clothing in the winter time. I
quite able to pay, and which Jones gave up when

have not been refused to be allowed to take COURT OF APPEAL IN CHANCERY. the bill of sale was given ; and even then Mr.

them as luggage, nor has the weight been Friday, Nov . 7.
Kirby expressed Jones' s readiness to surrender all

complained of. I saw the luggage in the van
advantages under the bill of sale provided he

at Reading. I asked the porter to remove the
(Before the LORD CHANCELLOR (Selborne) and conld get back the promissory note he had given

clothing at Chester into the Irish train . I found
MELLISH , L . J .) up when the bill of sale was executed . The

it was not removed into the Irish train , and
Ex parte COTE ; Re DEVEZE .

answer to that is that in point of fact the goods

" blew " the porter up, and told the station master, Bankruptcy - Remittance on general account - have been sacrificed by a forced sale , and in point

and he said he would telegragh for them , and I
Stoppage in transitu .

of law that this is not a question between Jones

asked him to send them to Dyson 's repository , I THIS was an appeal from a
THIS was an appealfrom a decision of Mr. Regis. and Wilson, but between Jones and the creditors

Dublin . I went to Balinasloe fair, which lasted a trar Murray, sitting as Chief Judge in Bankruptoy . I of Wilson , who may have given him credit on the

week . The horse clothing was not forwarded to The debtor, Deveze, carried on business as a strength of the very stock in trade and furniture

Dublin . When I got back to Chester the station general merchant at London and at Lyons, his comprised in the bill of sale. Jones may not

master said it was forwarded to Dublin . Then | house at the latter place being managed by his have intended to take an unfair advantage of

they asked me where they should send it to, and I | father. The appellant Cote carried on business anyone, but the object of the bill of sale

gave them myaddress. I have not seen it to this
as a banker at Lyons. Deveze was in the habit of l wasmanifestly to enable him to sweep everything

time.
remitting to Cotebills drawn upon persons trading | away, to the exclusion of all except himself who

His HONOUR refused to allow Mr. Mason to
in France and Italy, in exchange for which Cote might have given credit to Wilson ; and if a man

cross-examine the plaintiff , stating that the com . | used to remit him bills drawn upon persons I chooses to hold out another to the world as a man

pany ought to be represented by a professional | carrying on business in England. On the 11th of substance when in reality he is only a man of

man ,
Jan . 1873 , Deveze wrote to Cote enclosing a bill straw , he must take the consequences. A con

No evidence was offered to dispute the facts, of that date, payable at three months, drawn | veyance of a man's whole property to secure a
and His HONOUR gave judgment for the plain . upon Messrs. Montagu , of Milan , for 26 ,732 lire past debt is fraudulent within the 2nd sub -section
tiff for the full amount with costs , subject to | 80 cents., and another bill on a French merchant. 1 of the 6th section of the Bankruptcy Act 1869,

the question of law .
On the 14th Jan . Cote posted at Lyons a letter to and voidable as an act of bankruptcy , nomatter
Deveze, enclosing certain bills on firms in London . what the consideration may have been : (ReWood,
At half -past five in the evening of the same day. L . Rep . 7 Ch . App. 302.) Mr.Kirby then contended

SWANSEA COUNTY COURT. Cote received a letter from Deveze, the father , that as Jones had taken possession on the 21st

Monday , Nov. 3.
stating that he had received a telegram from the July, and the debtor did not petition until the

(Before T . FALCONER, Esq., Judge.)
London house as follows : “ Montagu refuses to 25th , and no trustee was appointed until nearly &

LEWIS AND WIFE v . WILLIAMS.

accept bills. Tell Cote to hold bills of Montagu. month after, Jones could not be ousted , inasmuch
and remit nothing." By the regulations of the l as this is a proceeding in liquidation under sect.

Construction of will - Vesting of legacy . French post office, the sender of a letter can 125 , and not a proceeding in bankruptcy under

Arthur Williams, of the South Wales Circuit, reclaim it at any time before the departure ofreclaim it at any time before the departure of the sect. 6 . The 4th sub-section of sect. 125 saya,
instructed by Brown and Collins,appeared for the mail. Cote accordingly on receiving Deveze's “ The liquidation by arrangement shall be deemed

plaintiffs . letter, sent a clerk to reclaim the letter enclosing to have commenced as from the date of the ap

Howell, Llanelly , for the defendant. the bills to Deveze of London , and as through pointment of the trustee,” and there is no pro
His HONOUR gave the following judgment : In some mistake he had not complied with the re. | vision as in bankruptcy that the title of the trusted

this case I forced on the hearing at the last court, quirements of the post office, the letter was sent shall relate back to any act of bankruptcy. Citing

and the result illustrates how easily the facts of a on and reached Deveze on the 16th Jan . On the
and reached Deveze on the 16th Jan . On the Jones v . Harber (6 Q . B . 77) , Lomax v . Buxtor

case can be ascertained without the formality of 17th Jan . Deveze filed a liquidation petition , and (L . Rep. 6 C . P . 107) , Ex parte Todhunter ( L . Rep .
pleadings. One David Williams, who died in 1855 , the trustee subsequently obtained possession of

10 Eq. 425) ; but in the case of Ex parte Duignan ,
in his will dated the 24th May 1863, devised and the bills contained in the letter. The registrar re Bissell, decided by the judge of the County
bequeathed to his wife Anne, a certain farm called having refused to order them to be returned to Court of Warwickshire, upheld by Bacon , C. J.)
Ffolsyrefel, and an annuity of £6 for the term of Cote, he appealed . ( L . Rep. 11 Eq. 604), and affirmed by Lord
her natural life should she continue unmarried , De Gex Q . C . and Winslow for the appellant. Hatherley and the Lords Justices ( L . Rep. 6
and he devised the same farm to the defendant, Davey and Finlay Knight, for the trustee. Ch. App. 605), it was held that the title of
his grandson William Williams, and his heirs Their LORDSHIPS held that the appellant was the trustee appointed in liquidation relates
after his wife 's decease, on condition that the entitled to have the bills returned to him , inasmuch

entitled to have the billsreturned to him , inasmuch back in the same manner as the title of a
first two years' rent should be paid to the tes. | as he with the assent of the debtor intended and trustee under a bankruptcy Mellish , L . J ., in
tator's daughter, Anne Morgan , widow , and sub - attempted to reclaim the letter containing the that case observed , “ No doubt the words of
ject to a sum of £14 , to be paid annually to his bills, and it would bewrong to hold that a mistake sub-sect. 4 do create some difficulty , but they
son William , during his life, which was to com . Las to the mode of reclaiming the letter had the cannot control the other part of the Act, who
mence two years after the defendant had posses . effect of making the property in the bills pass clearly makes theproperty vest in thetrustee as in
sion of the said farm . Anne, the wife of the contrary to the intention of both parties to the bankruptcy,” and James , L . J., said , “ There was
testator , died in 1870, but Anne Morgan , the transaction . Appeal accordingly allowed .

no bankruptcy here, but it seems to me clear that

widow and the daughter of the testator, died two the liquidation by arrangement is only different

years before her mother - namely, in 1868. It is in the machinery by which the same object is to
alleged by the plaintiffs , who are the personal WARRINGTON COUNTY COURT. be obtained ; and the creditors are not to be in &

representatives of Anne Morgan, the daughter, Tuesday, Nov. 11.
worse position because they prefer dealing with

that during two years next after the decease of

Anne Morgan , the testator' s widow , the said farm (Before J . W . HARDEN, Esq., Judge.)
the property themselves, instead of dealing with
it under the Court of Bankruptoy . The inten .

was let for £50 a year,and it is prayed that it may VOISEY V . JONES. tion of the Act is that the same property shall

be declared that Liquidation - Bill of sale - Consideration - Money be given to the creditors in each case." I , there.

amount of the rents for the two years next afterL a dvance and promissory note. fore declare the bill of sale to be void as an act
the decease of Anne Morgan, the daughter of the In reference to this case , which was heard at the of bankruptoy , and order that all moneys re
testator, for the plaintiff , Sarah Anne Williams. last court day , his HONOUR now gave his deoisionceived by the said E . J . Jones, or his agents by
There is no interest given by the will to the l in the following terms: On the 25th July 1873 Mr. ' virtue of the said bill of sale , be accounted for
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by the said E . J. Jones with costs, such costs not | Wallace and Arthur Welch of the Inner Temple ; lands, (2) stock in the funds, (3 ) mortgages of

to include the costs of the proceedings before me Charles Henry Wharton, of the Middle Temple ; freehold interests in lands, (4 ) mortgages of lease.

on the 7th Aug. last . Sydney Edward Williams, of Lincoln 'g .innhold interests in lands, (5 ) furniture, (6 ) money

Bretherton applied to his Honour to make an RobertWilson and William Henry CharlesWilson, at his bankers, and ( 7) money owing to him in

order upon the trustee for the return of the of the Middle Temple ; and Arthur Yates, of business , devises and bequeaths all his real and

promissory note in his possession , which was sur. Lincoln 's-inn . At an examination of students of personal property to trustees, to be divided

rendered by Jones on the execution of the bill of the Inns of Court in Hindu and Mahommedan amongst charitable institutions. State if the will

sale by Wilson . Law , and laws in force in British India , held at will take effect as to the whole property , or, if
The application was opposed by Mr. Moore, on Lincoln 's -inn -hall, on the 27th , 28th , and 29th of not, as to what parts it will be inoperative, and

the ground that Mrs. Wilson, one of the guaran October , 1873, the Council of Legal Education why ?

tors to the note , was not before the court. . awarded to Messrs. George William Cline, of the 24 . H ., by his will, gives a legacy of £500 to his

His HONOUR declined to make the order, and Middle Temple ; Thomas Von Donop Hardinge, wife 's sister (a stranger ), and directs his executor

left it to Mr. Bretherton to consider what fo'rther of the Inner Temple, Charles Dalton Clifford to pay it on her attaining twenty -one. She sur

course he would take in regard to the application . | Lloyd , of Lincoln 's-inn, George McWatters and vives H ., and dies under twenty -one. Who is
Raj Kissen Sen , of the Inner Temple, John entitled to the legacy , and why ?
Tweedie and Henry Charles Creighton Wood , of 25. If, say, 100 acres of land be limited by deed ,

Lincoln ' s-inn, certificates that they have satis- or devised by will, to H . for life, remainder to his
LEGAL NEWS. factorily passed an examination in the subjects rightheirs, what estate does H . take ? and state

above mentioned. what governs the construction of such limitation .
It is stated that Government have determined PRESENTATION TO A SOLICITOR. - A new Town 26 . A tenant for life , with power of leasing , morto

to give Mr. Vernon Harcourt the refusal of the hall for Lewes, built by public subscription on gages his estate. Is he thereby prevented from

Solicitor Generalship. somo land belonging to the Lewes Provision exercising his power ? May or may not stipula .
PATENTS. - From the recently .issued Report on Mark tions be made on the mortgage for the exercise

Patents it appears that the aggregate surplus | vote of thanks, emblazoned , framed and glazed , of such power , andwhatwould in ordinary cases

income, on balance of accounts, from 1852 to last and surmounted with the Lewes arms, was on be proper ?

year amounts to 1 ,612,9281. Saturday last presented to the clerk . It bears 1 27. What is meant by the merger of a term ?
Hon . J . BANCROFT Davis has presented to the the following : “ Lewes Town and Record Room . and what are the requisites to effect it ?

Bar Association of New York a set of books - At a meeting of the Commissioners of the Lewes 28. Where terms of years are created by settle
seventeen in number - containing a full report of Provision Market, held at the above room , on ments ; what are the events usually expressed in
the proceedings of the Geneva arbitration . Tuesday the 7th October , 1873 . It was moved by the proviso for cesser of such terms ?

THE NEW VICE -CHANCELLOR . - Mr. Charles Mr. Frederick Flint, seconded by Mr. Thomas | 29. What separate right has a mortgagor or

Hall, the new Vice - Chancellor, took his seat for Bruce, sen ., and carried unanimously , That the mortgagee to lease premises which are in mort.

the first time on Thursday morning, in his court in best thanks of the Commissioners of the Lewes I gage P and what would be the lessee' s tenancy

Lincoln 's - inn , and proceeded to dispose of the Provision Market be given to Wynne E . Baxter, holding a lease from one of them without con .

business in the list for the day. Esq., their Clerk , for the able and efficient manner currence of the other ?
On Monday evening next, the 17th inst., the in which he has discharged the duties appertaining | 30. Within what period must an estate vest

opening meeting of the session of the Social to that office, and also for the services rendered when limited by way of future use or executory

ScienceAssociation will be held at their rooms in by him during the construction and completion of devise ? From what timeis such period reckoned ?

Adam - street, Adelphi, when Mr. Thomas Web . the New Town and Record Room , and that the 31. A woman , having real property, marries
ster, Q .C ., F . R . S., will read a paper “ On Copy . High Constables of the Borough of Lewes be without any settlement. What interest in that
right as affecting the Property of British Authors requested to have a copy of this resolution illu . property does her husband acquire on the mar.
in Foreign countries .” The chair will be taken minated and presented to him - (Signed ) Robert riage ? and has he any, and, if any what, powers
at eight o' cloak . Crosskey , Chairman , Senior High Constable of
SOLICITORS ELECTED MAYORS 1873- 4 . - Folke- the Borough of Lewes." 32 . A married woman is entitled to money

stone - Mr.William Wightwick (2nd time) ; King' s secured by bond. Her husband dies in her life .
Lynn - Mr. J . 0 . Smetham (5th time). Mr. Wil. time before the bond is paid off. Who becomes
liam Nichols Marcy, solicitor, Bewdley, and clerk entitled thereto ?

LAW STUDENTS' JOURNAL,of the peace for the county of Worcester, who
If the woman dies, leaving

her husband and a child , who can recover the
resigned the office of town clerk in May last, after money ?
forty-one years' service , was unanimously elected QUESTIONS FOR THE FINAL EXAMINA. 33. What powers are usually inserted in mar.
mayor of the borough of Bewdley on the ioth inst. TION . riage settlements where large estates are limited

THE WINTER CIRCUITS. — Up to the time of
MICHAELMAS TERM , 1873. - FIRST DAY.

going to press the times for holding the winter
in strict settlement, and by whom and underwhat
authority are they to be exercised ?

circuits had not been fully fixed . So far as at 1. - Preliminary . | 34. State the difference between a jointure and
present arranged they stand thus : Division il Questions 1 to 5 inclusive. & dower ? How is the former constituted, and
(Mr. Justice Keating ), Stafford, Nov. 29 ; Wor. II. - Common and Statute Law , and Practice of how does the latter arise ?
cester, Dec. 6 ; Hants (Winchester), Dec . 11 ; the Courts. 35. In what form should a mortgageof leasehold

Somerset ( Taunton ), Dec . 18 . Division 2 (Mr. 6 . State the enactment of “ The Common Law property be taken - and state, shortly , what

Justice Archibald ) , Leeds, Nov . 29 ; Chester, Deo. Procedure Act 1854," as to actions on lost instru . provisions should be inserted in it.

10 ; Glamorgan (Cardiff) , Dec. 15 ; Gloucester, ments. SECOND DAY.
Dec. 19. Division 3 (Mr. Baron Pigott ), Kent 7 . Should the loss be pleaded, what course
(Maidstone), Dec. 1 ; Sussex (Lewes), Dec. 4 ; should the plaintiff's attorney take ? IV . - Preliminary.

Essex (Chelmsford), Dec. 8 ; Surrey (Kingston ), 8 . When should coverture be pleaded in abate- Questions 36 to 40 inclusive.
Dec. 11 ; Warwick , Dec . 15 . Division 5 (Mr. ) ment,and when in bar ? V . - Equity and Practice of the Courts .
Justice Quain and' Mr. Baron Pollock ), Man. 9 . How may a judgment be obtained against & 41. Explain the meaning of the maxims, “ He
chester,Nov. 29 ; Liverpool, Dec. 10. The num . British subject residing out of the jurisdiction ? who seeks equity must do equity, " and “ Equity
ber of cases in each division already given will no 10. In what case, and how , may a party pro. considers as done that which ought to be done."
doubt be considerably increased before the “ com . | ducing a witness impeach his credit ? Give an instance of the application of each of
mission day." 11 . State what the law is as to stoppage in such maxims.
THE INNS OF COURT. - At the generalexamina - transitu . 42 . State the different kinds of trusts recog.

tion of students of the Inns of Court, held at 12 . What is the effect of a plea denying the nised by our courts of equity .
Lincoln 's - inn -hall, on the 30th and 31stof October, agreement, with respect to the evidence necessary | 43. Define an implied trust, a resulting trust,
and the 1st of November, 1873, the Council of for the plaintiff in an action on a guarantee ? and a constructive trust. Givò an example of
Legal Education awarded an exhibition of twenty- 13. Explain theaxiom “ Actio personalismoritur
five guineas per annum , to continue for a period cum persona ," stating exceptions to the rule. 44 . In the absence of a clause empowering
of three years, to Sidney Woolf, of the Middle 14 . What claimsmay be set-off ? trustees for sale to give receipts , can a purchaser
Temple ; and certificates that they have gatis. 15 . State the periods of limitation under the from them pay his purchase -money without being

factorily passed a public examination to the Hon. statutes in respect to simple, and specialcontract bound to see to the application of it ? State the
William Ashburnham , Messrs. Thomas Barclay, claims. authority for your answer.

William Houstan Boswall, of the Inner Temple | 16 . In what cases is infancy a defence ? In what | 45 . In the absence of any direction on the sub
and Christopher Cavanagh, ofthe Middle Temple ; not ? ject in a will, from what time, and at what rate,
Montagu Clementi,Walter Wilson Leroux Cosser, 17 . What is the pleading rule as to defences is interest on pecuniary legacies payable ; and
James Sutherland Cotton , and Edward Morton arising after the commencomentof an action ? what are the exceptions to the general rule ?
Daniel, of Lincoln 's - inn ; George St. Leger 18 . What is necessary to make an equitable 46 . If a pecuniary legacy be given to a creditor
Daniels, of the Middle Temple ; Madgwick defence a good defence to an action ? of the testator, in what cases will it be considered
George Davidson , of Lincoln 's - inn ; William 19 . Describe a good tender , showing how & an extinguishment of the debt, and in what cases
Oldham Dawson, of the Inner Temple ; John tender may be invalidated by the mode in which will it be otherwise ?
William Edwards, of the Middle Temple ; William it is made. 47. State the distinction between a legal and
Evansand Reginald Gray , of the Inner Temple ; 20. State some of the provisions of the Carriers' an equitable debt ; and give examples of each.
William Manning Harris , of Lincoln ' s-inn ; Jessé Act (11 Geo. 4 & 1 Will. 4 , C . 68) as to carriers' 48. Are foreign judgments regarded in equity
Herbert, Robert Johnson, and Sydney Twentyman liability for loss of goods exceeding the value of as specialty or simple contract debts; and to
Jones, of the Middle Temple ; William Frank £10. which class are Irish judgments considered to
Jones , of Lincoln 's inn ; Cecil George Kellner, of III. Conveyancing. belong ?
the Inner Temple ; James Knighton, of the Middle 24 . B . buys 1000 acres of land which are con . 49. If real estate be charged by will with the
Temple ; John Gilbert Kotze, of the Inner Temple ; veyod to him in fee simple . He dies intestate, payment of the debts of a testator, will such
William James Laidlay and John Kirkwood Loys, leaving a grandson (issueof a deceased daughter), charge have the effect of reviving a debt which is

of the Middle Temple ; William Samuel Lily , of a great grand-daughter (issue of a deceased son ), statute -barred ?
the Inner Temple ; John Page Middleton and and two daughters. Who will be entitled by1 50. Is an executor, under the usual decree for

Frank Normandy, of the Middle Temple ; Alfred descent to B .'s land ? Give an authority for your the administration of an estate , entitled to retain
Nundy, of Lincoln 's- inn ; William Blake Odgers, answer . a debt due to him (thongh statnte .barred ) in pre .

of the Middle Temple ; James Patten and James 22. If lands are devised charged with the pay . ference to other creditors of equal degree
11888. Porter, of the Inner Temple ; Arthur mont of debts alone, or charged with the payment 51. State some of the objections to an equitable
Horatio . Poyser, of Lincoln 's inn ; Meering of debts and legacies together, or charged with mortgage as a security .
Bloomfield Seager ,of the Middle Temple ; William legacies only , can the devisee in either , and , if in 52. Within what time, after the coming in of the
Sheepshanks, of the Inner Temple ; Samuel either, which , of those cases make a good title to lastanswer (where there are more defendants than

Stephens, of Lincoln ' s-inn ; Edward Storr , of the a purchaser or mortgagee without his being one),must the plaintiff in case of need , obtain an
Inner Temple : William John Tanner, Harold obliged to look to the discharge of such debts and order to amend his bill, and within what time
Thomas, and John Tweedie, of Lincoln ' s - inn ; | legacies ? after the date of the order must the amendments
Henry Vangittart, of the Middle Temple ; James ! 23. A testator being possessed of ( 1) fee simple be made ?

each .
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53 . Under what circumstances will biddings be trespass on the rights of the legal Profession , but fession properly represented in the House of
opened ; what time is allowed for the purpose ; it is even more singular that they should send Commons, and all future legislation watched by
and what steps must be taken by the person | their circulars to solicitors themselves. You will the society, and its influence brought to bear upon
desirous of opening the biddings ? observe that their circular offers, or is supposed it. It is consoling to know that we have at least
54. When a bill of discovery (not seeking relief) to offer, very great inducements to the country two eminent London solicitors in Parliament at

has been filed , and an answer put in , at what time, practitioner, as it states that their scale enables the present time. One object of the society, I
and by whatmeans, can the defendant obtain his him to secure to himself nearly the full benefit of propose, must be to increase that number until
costs his charges ; but I am sure all respectable country solicitors are fairly represented in the Lower

55. In what cases, if any, will the court deprive practitioners would prefer transacting their busi. House . There are, to my knowledge, several
& father of the custody of his children , being ness through their London agents. The Incor counties in England which do not possess
minors ? Mention cases , if any, in which such porated Law Society should really take notice of any local law Society , and I have observed
power has been exercised, and the grounds on letters of this nature, but it seems to view all that where such is the case , the esprit de
which the court has interfered . inroads upon the rights and emoluments of the corps is much lower than in those counties where

Profession with perfect apathy and indifference. such societies exist. The society need not wait
VI. - Bankruptcy . BRUTUS. for a building, there is a magnificent quadrangle

56 . What is the amount of the debt or debts at the Inns of Court Hotel in London , which
due to the petitioning creditor or creditors re PRACTICE IN THE COLONIES. - May I ask the would accommodate all who would assemble at
quisite to found an adjudication in bankruptcy favour of your inserting this letter in the next the annual meeting , and I know of public rooms
against a debtor ? publication of your widely diffused and influential in all the other towns I have named where similar
°57 . State some of the principal acts of bank. journal. I write , Sir, to ask the opinion of your accommodation could be obtained. I do not pro
ruptoy . self (if I am not asking too much ), as also to fess to give anything like a detailed scheme. I,at

58 . From what time is the bankruptcy deemed obtain the opinions of some of your readers who present, have only sketched a very rough outline,
to commence ? are best calculated to give reliable information on but I trust that those, who like myself, have the

59. State , generally , what property is , and what the subject of this letter, which is undoubtedly interests of the Profession at heart,and recognise
property is not, divisible among the bankrupt' s one which affects very closely a greatmany young its requirements, will join me in elaborating &
creditors. members of the Profession, and many who, like scheme which shall, at some future time, deserye
60. What are the rights and powers of the myself, are lawyers in embryo. I have for some the acknowledgments of our branch of the Pro

trustee in bankruptcy with respect to unmarket- time past been surprised to see the very large fession . AN ATTORNEY-AT-LAW OF TEN
able shares in companies, or land burdened with number of applicants for admission as attorneys YEARS' STANDING .
covenants ? at each term , and I feel sure that all of them
61. What debts are entitled to priority of pay- | cannotbe provided for, or at least as gentlemen

ment ? with good education should be, out of the law
62. What are the rights of a landlord for arrears business done by our branch of the Profession , NOTES AND QUERIES ON

of rent due from the bankrupt ? unless, indeed , the public, taking our sad circum POINTS OF PRACTICE .
63. Have the creditors any, and what, power stances into consideration , with a charitable

of removing the trustee in bankruptcy, and intent, should becomemore than usually litigious. NOTICE . - We must remind our correspondents that this
appointing another trustee in his place ? The question of emigration suggests itself as a column is not open to questions involving points of law

64. What settlements by the bankrupt are void remedy to many minds,my own included , and it such as a solicitor should be consulted upon. Queries will
be excluded which go beyond our limits .

against the trustee in bankruptcy ? is upon this important subject I ask the favour of N . B . -- None are inserted unless the nameand address of the

65. What is themode of proceeding if a debtor your opinion , and the insertion of these few lines. writers are sent, not necessarily for publication , but as a

desires to liquidate his affairs by arrangement ? If a gentleman has passed through his articles
guarantee for bona fides .

66 . What is the effect of bankruptcy on a person | here in England , and has been admitted , would it
being a member of the House of Commons? be necessary for him to serve under fresh articles Queries .

67. What is the effect of bankruptcy of one of in one of our colonies (Australia for example ) in 10 . ARTICLES. - I was articled in March 1872 for fire

several partners in a firm ? order to enable him to practise there as a soli. years, therefore the half ofmy term expires during the

68. What are the conditions on the fulfilment of citor ? Would thus going to Australia , after long vacation 1874, Is Easter Term 1874 the earliest in

which the court is authorised to grant the bank . having been articled here, necessitate an entirely which I can be examined for my Intermediate, or can I

VETUS.
rupt an order of discharge ? new course of legal study ? What would be some go up in Hilary 1874 ?

69. What are the liabilities of an undischarged of the greatest difficulties and disadvantages of
bankrupt to the creditors under his bankruptcy. an English solicitor thus emigrating ? I have 11. STAMP. - Will one of your correspondents kindly

70. State someof the principal cases in which a often heard the question of the advisability of inform mewhether a copy court roll admittance ont of

bankrupt will be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, “ trying the colonies " suggested by young law . court of a mortgagee requires a stump, and what ?
C . B . A .

and on conviction be liable to imprisonment ? yers and those about to become such . Indeed , as
far as I can see and hear, the subject engages 12 . POOR LAW . - A young union clerk , & solicitor ,VII. - Criminal Law , and Proceedings before many minds, so that I feel assured that if you would be glad if any of his professional brethren can

Magistrates. would answer these queries you would not onlybe inform him if they know of any case in which a grand

71. What are the three great classes into which obliging myself, but also would be conferring a child (being of sufficient ability so to do ) has been com
pelled to contribute to the support of his grandfathergreat benefit on the Profession, especially itscrimes are generally divided ?
ör grandmother , and under any and what statute .

72. To which of these crimes does embezzlement younger members. There is no prospect, so far G . K .
of money by & clerk amount ; and what is the as I can see, of the demand for legal labour in
punishment for it ? creasing, and ,this being so , if the labour increases, 13 . LEGACY DUTY . - J . G . by deed settled his real and

73. How does a conviction of felony affect the as it appears to be doing fast, it can only have personal estates upon trustees in trust, first for himself

property of the prisoner ? during his life, and upon his decease to convert the said

estates into money, and out of the same money to pay
74 . How far are strikes or combinations of labour must decrease, which decrease , I am sure , to A , T . , his sister - in - law , £70 , and the remainder

workmen to raise the price of labour lawful, or the man who has paid so heavily for his legal thereof to his nephew J . T . The settlement contains

the reverse ? education , admittance, and certificate to practise, no power of revocation . Is the legacy to A . T ., his
75. Is evidence by comparison of handwriting as most men do, cannot possibly bear. Under sister- in - law , subject to legacy duty > if so, at what

admissible in criminal cases ? these circumstances then , Sir, would it not be rate of duty per cent ? R . H . J .

76 . In what case can a person indicted and dis beneficial to the Profession at large if the emigra
charged recover costs from the prosecutor ? tion of some of its members took place ? 14. NOT PROVEN .- Will any of your experienced

77. Is housebreaking felony or misdemeanor, tions. AN INQUIRER . readers answer me the following question ? Can a cri

and what is the punishment for the offence ? minal be arraigned the second time fin Scotland with

78. What is the local extent of the jurisdiction THE INTERESTS OF THE PROFESSION . - I fully the verdict not proven ?

of the Central Criminal Court ? agree with the editorial remarks which appeared
79. If A . steal a coat in Middlesex and is in the Law TIMEs of the 1st inst., and with what 15 . POWER . - A , has a power of appointment of free

found with it on him in & county beyond the was written by your correspondent, " A . B .,” in holds " by writing under his hand and seal.” Can the
power be exercised by a will according to the Wills Act

jurisdiction of the Central Criminal Court, where the same impression. When that gentleman ( 1 Vict. c . 26 ) and not sealed ? The Act provides ( 8 . 10 )
should he be tried for the larceny ? wrote, “ Solicitors should combine, and , by acting that if execnted as there set forth & will shall be a valid

80 . How many justices of the peace must attend in concert, uphold their privileges and secure their exercise of a power of appointment notwithstanding &
to constitute a court of quarter sessions in a full emoluments," he hit upon the true and only further solemnity is required by the instrument giving

county beyond the Central Criminal Court ? remedy for most of the professional ills from the power. But see West v . Ray ( K . 392 ) . Is sealing

81. Can a convicted felon give evidence, or be a which we suffer. Even our bucolic fellow .subjects not an " additional solemnity ” within the Act ? See

jaryman ? in Warwickshire have recently taught as the
| also Prideaux (4th edit ., vol. 2 , p . 269) . A . B . A .

82. In what cases can husband and wife give power of combination . The present and past
evidence against each other ? administrations have had to yield to the effects of 16 . CONVEYANCING . - A . , by arrangement with B . , pur

83. How far is the evidence of an accomplice , well- concerted joint action , although they may chased freehold and copyhold land to be conveyed to C .

with promise of pardon , admissible ? have regarded acknowledged grievances urged (the son of A . and son - in - law of B . ) .(the son of A . and son -in , The contract was

84 . Is duelling, where death ensues, murder or by individuals without such combination within the name of A ., to whom by mistake the land was

manslaughter ? supreme contempt. The practical question is ,
afterwards conveyed , the purchase-money being paid by
B . A . died , having by his will dated in 1868 . after

85. What is the general rule in criminal cases How are solicitors to combine ? I would suggest ladevising other lands, given all his residuary . real, and

as to the admissibility in evidence of the declara, the formation of a new Solicitors' Association personal estate, to two trustees upon trust to convert

rations of dececased persons ? with head quarters in themetropolis and a branch and divide the proceeds amongst his children living at
his decease. The above mistake was not discovered

object is to make it truly represent the just re- untiluntil the estate had been wound -up, when , upon learning

the facts the testator ' s other children agreed to any

CORRESPONDENCE OF THE quirements of the Profession at large, the sub .
course requisite to rectify the error. The testator left five

PROFESSION . scription should be small (say a guinea or half & children , includingtwomarried danghters an la daughter
guinea a year), so that as many as possible now a minor . One of the trustees is now of unsound

Nore. - This Department of the Law TIMEs being open to
mind , but it is believed he understands the position of

might be induced to enrol themselves asmembers .

free discussion on all professional topics, the Editor is not It should have a generalmeeting of its members thematter sufficiently to execute any necessary deed .

responsible for any opinions or statements contained in it, once a year in London , and occasional meetings What course, under the circumstances , wonld it be
advisable to take, and would any deed which may be

in the large provincial towns, such as Liverpool, executed require acknowledgment by the married
LAW AGENTS.-- I inclose you a circular and Manchester, Birmingham , Bristol, Nottingham , woman ? SUBSCRIBER .

scale of charges which were received bymy firm & c., wbich should be the seats of the district com .
this morning, in an envelope marked private (andmittee meetings. At such general meetings the 17 . SALE OF Good - STATUTE OF FRAUDS . - Is a cheque

well it might be ), from some people calling them . I general and district committees should be ap
for the value of goods over £10 , drawn by the purchaser,

selves “ Law Agents and Accountants , Joint Stock pointed , and the requirements of the Profession
and delivered by the purchaser of the goods to the

Companies' Registration Agents , and Law Sta - thoroughly discussed and a programme agreed him as payment for the goods sufficient to satisfy thevendor at the time of the purchase, and accepted by

tioners," hailing from Southampton -row . It is upon . One of the chief objects of this association statute as " something in earnest to bind the bargain

truly astonishing how such people are allowed to ' must be to have the “ lower ” branch of the Pro . or in part payment,” no part of his goods having been

one e
tort
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ertained , wherefter the event,AN ARTICLED

on Ru

received by the purchaser, nor any note or memo- L (Q . 4 .) AGENTS AND DEBT COLLECTORS. - By leave of not conferring an interest expectant on death on the
randum signed , & c . ; and the cheque having been dls . the judge of a County Court any person may appear person in whose favour the same shall be made, shall be

honoured before delivery of the goods ? If yes, quote instead of the party to address the court :" ( 15 & 16 accompanied by the reservation or assurance of or con
cases. R . G . B . Vict. c . 54, s . 10 . ) What persons not attorneys may not tract of any benefit to the grantor, or any other person ,

do is set out in 6 & 7 Vict. c. 73, 8, 2 , and the penalties for any term of life or for any period ascertainable only
18 . LXXKEEPER - LOSS OF PROPERTY - NEGLIGENCE . - for disobedience are prescribed by the 23 & 24 Vict, by reference to death , such disposition shall be deemed

1. occupies an inn at D . He also occupies (under a c . 127 , s . 26. Z . Y . to confer at the timeappointed for the determination of
different landlord ) a booth on a racecourse, such booth such benefit an increase of beneficial interest in such

- The judges of the Courts who allow these pests tobeing about two miles from the inn , and only used property , as a succession equal in annual value to the
daring the race week for the sale of ale and spirits. On appear are as much or more to be condemned than the

" agents " themselves. Perhaps the best remedy is yearly amount or yearly value of the benefit so reserved ,
Wednesday in the race week Y . handed his overcoat to
the waiter at the booth with the sanction of A . to take

assured , or contracted for, on the person in whose
provided by the Stamp Act, 1870 , ss. 59, 60 . It is, how . favour such disposition sball be made." As the quesever , a difficult question to deal with , especially when

care of. The coat was afterwards lost or stolen . Y .
they are countenanced as they are by those before whom tion supposes a sale in consideration partly of cash and

now claims damages for the logs . A . admits the facts, they appear. See also 6 & 7 Vict., c . 73, s. 2 ; 23 & 24 partly of an annuity , it would appear to be a transaction
but says he is not liable as an innkeeper , the booth not within the exception of " a bona fido sale," and therefore

Vict., c . 127 , s . 26 . A person may be indicted for acting
being part of his inn , and that Y . was not a guest. as an attorney , when not admittkd or enrolled : ( R . v .

no succession duty would be payable . Legacy duty is
Will any of your correspondents kindly give metheir clearly payable under A . ' s will for the proceeds of the
opinion and refer me to any cases ? W Buchanan , 8 Q . B . 883 ; 15 L . J ., 2 B . 227 , 13 J . 423 , Q . B .). B . sale under that will, but not succession duty upon the

A . F . W . ' falling in of the annuity . I shall be glad to elicit
- Unauthorised persons who practise as attorneys

19. CASE WANTED. - Where can I find a report of
| further opinion upon the point, as a somewhat similar

or solicitors may be either indicted or proceeded against case has occurred to me.
Waite v, Waite decided in the Divorce Court a few years for a contempt of Court. (See Pulling's Law of At

torneys, 3rd edit., 526 .) H . G .
[25 L . T. Rep . N . S . 847 .- ED. ]

LAW SOCIETIES,( Q . 5 .) SUCCESSION DUTY ACT.- Succession duty, cal.

20. COUTTY COURT - EQUITY _ FEES. A decretal order
culated in the usual way , is payable by the present
owner in respect of the cesser of the annuity . When LEGAL PRACTITIONERS' SOCIETY .

provides that property be sold with the approbation of
he purchased in 1871 , his solicitor should have foreseen

the judge , and that conditions of sale and abstracts be
that duty would sooner or later be payable on the

prepared , subject to the approval of the registar. This ceseer of theannuity , and should have had it allowed for
necessitates the registrar ( A ) sitting to inquire into T This society has for its object the reform of the

out of the purchase -money . The case was analogous
fitness and approve of auctioneer and timeand place of

to that of a purchase from tenant for life and remain
existing state of the Legal Profession. The want

sale ; also to inquire into value of property and fix re
serve bids, and ( B ) to peruse and settle conditions and

derman . As to the rate of duty, by the combined effect of such a society has long been felt, and the
of sects. 5 and 15 of the Succession Duty Act, the duty demand for it has been rendered all the moreabstracts , & c ., for which no fees are set out in the
will be the sameaswould have been payable by A ., that imperative by the recent and the impending legis .table of fees. Can any brother registrar tell me from

experience or cases it for A the fee for sitting to make is, 10 per cent. T . E . H . I lative changes in our judicial system .
inquiries may be made ; or any fee may be charged for - I think that no duty is payable, since A ., “ the Societies for promoting these changes, as well
either A or B ? REGISTRAR COUNTY COURT, person originally entitled " (see sec . 15 ) was never liable as societies for the amendment of the law itself ,

to pay any. An able paper on the succession duties ap - I already exist. This society is of a less ambitions
peared in the LAW TIMEs of the 4th Jan , last , to which

| character, and will confine its operations to the
21. REPUDIATION OF BET. - A . bets B . that his neigh I would recommend reference. H . G .

reform of proved abuses in connection with thebour's horse is black ; B . bets A , that it is not . They - The question involves very difficult considera- Profession only
cach put £2 into thehandsof C .Ag stakeholder. A . and B . tions, which in all probability will require judicial au
go to see the horse and return satisfied that it is black . thority in order to a satisfactory solution. Z . Y . Although its basis is thusrestricted , it will have
A demands the money from C . ; B ., although satisfied no lack of work to perform . Among the subjects
that the horse is black , and that he has fairly lost, which are likely to engage its attention may be
" backs out ” of the bet, and orders C . not to pay A . his (Q . 6 .) LOCAL AUTHORITY UNDER THE GAS WORKS mentioned the following :
( B .' s ) $ 2 to A . C ., however, pays it to A ., the winner. CLAUSES ACT. - If A . F . W . had used a reasonabie 1. To define the rules of etiquette of the Legal
Is he safe in so doing , under 8 & 9 Vict . c . 109 , 8 . 18 . or degree of diligence before penning his query he would
is be liable to an action by B . for money had and re . Profession , and reduce them to a writtenhave read sect . 4 of the Gas Works Clauses Act 1871 ;
ceived ? I have read Varney v . Hickman (17 L . J . 102 . C . P . ) , sect . 2 of the Gas and Water Works Facilities Act 1870, code.

butthere the bet was repudiated before the event was and these sections would have led him to schedule A , of 2 . To define the rights and liabilities of the two
ascertained , whereas in the case before put B . did not the last mentioned Act, where he will find the desired branches of the Legal Profession inter se,
" back out,” till after theevent, was clearly ascertained information , Z . Y .
Answers will oblige

as well as in relation to the public.
AN ARTICLED CLEEK,

3 . To place the government of the Legal Pro( Q . 7 .) CONTRACT - DEBT - RUNNING ACCOUNT, & c.
22. LESSORS UNDER MARRIAGE SETTLEMENT. - A . is The contract appears to have been one and indivisible . fession on a sound representative basis.

entitled to an individual sbare in copyholds (as a joint If B . , therefore , in the first action could have recovered 4 . To protect the Legal Profession against the
tenant) which were included in the settlement on her the further sam -- but did not adduce evidence in sup . depredations of unqualified men .
marriage with B ., now deceased , who covenanted to port of his claim - he will be barred if he has elected Members of the Legal Profession of every de
procure A . , on her majority, to surrender her interest under 9 & 10 Vict. c . 95 , s . 82, and County Court Com .
therein to the trustees upon the trusts of the settle gree, whether barristers or attorneys -at-law ,

mon Rule . No. 74 of 1867, to accept the money paid | onlinitore aperial

ment, which has never been done. It is now desired by solicitors , special pleaders, conveyancers, procleaders convevancers . pr
into court in full satisfaction of his claim , otherwise by

all who are interested in the copyholds to grant a lease
the same rule “ the cause may proceed ." Z . Y . tors, articled clerks, or students of the Inns of

thereof. Who are the proper lessors ? and would it be Court, are eligible for membership. Members'
sufficient if the beneficiaries demised and the trustees

- The splitting of causes of action is not allowed ;
| annual subscription , 58. The expenses are not

ratified and confirmed ? A , B , A , but even assuming that Nos. 2 and 5 involved separate
causes of action , B . could not now sue ; for if the likely to be great, and the subscription has been

23. THE TIPPLING ACT. - Can wine to the value of 20s . causes of action may be joined they must (Girling v . fixed at an almost nominal amount, to secure the
wben consumed on the premises be recovered in an Aldus, 2 Keble ,617.) H . G . adhesion of as many of the Legal Profession as
action at law ? the Tippling Act only appearing to possible . Moral influence is much more needed
apply to spiritnous liquors , and the County Court Act ( Q . 8 .) INTEREST IN LAND . - S . A . should have given than material aid . Any movement for the reform
to beer , cider, & c . A . B . A . the circumstances relative to the agreement for mort of the existing state of the Legal Profession , to

gage. An agreement for a mortgage, where the deeds are be permanently successful,must necessarily pro
deposited , is not within the Statute of Fraudsas in such ceed from within , and secure the hearty co -opera

Answers . a case , “ the contract is not to be performed but is exe | tion and support of both branches of the Pro .cuted : ” Russell v . Russell ( 1 Bro . C . C . 269) . In order
(Q . 1.) RELEASE OF DEBT BYWILL - LEGACY DUTY. to constitute an equitable mortgage it is essential that fession .

Legacy duty mustbe paid : (Attorney-General v . Holbrook , there should be an actual delivery , for å mere verbal Members of Parliament, and other laymen of
3 Yo. & Jers . 114 ) . Z . Y .

- The forgiveness of a debtby will is in law a legacy ,
agreement to make a deposit of this kind will be insuf. 1I distinction , are eligible for the office of vice
ficient : Ex parle Coombe, in Re Beavan (4 Mad . 259) ; Ex president. The annual subscription of vice-presi.and is subject to lapse by the death of the debtor in the parte Coming (9 Yes. 117), and equity will not enforce 1 dents is 1 guinea . Donors of 5 quineas are eligibletestator' s lifetime : ( Elliott v . Davenport, 1 P . Wins. 83 ;

Toplis v . Baker, 2 Cox .. 118 : Izon v . Butler ; 2 Price , 34 ;
the specific performance of a written agreement to bor
row a sum of money on mortgage : (Rogers y , Challis , 27 | as life vice-presidents.

bat see and compare Sibthorpe v . Moxon , 3 Atk . 580 . )
Beav , 175 .) A . A . R . |

The observations of the Chief Baron in the judgment in
Any further information may be obtained from

Toplia v . Baker as to the mode of preserving a legacy - It would appear from Jeakes v . White (21 L . J. 265, the Hon . Secretary , Charles Ford , Esq., at the
from lapse are worth reading . When a testator by will Ex.) , that an agreement for a mortgage of freehold laná | office of the LAW TIMES, 10 , Wellington -street .

releases a debt, this is in legal operation a legacy, so as is an interest in land within the meaning of the 4th Strand , London , W . C ., to whom all communica.
to carry duty : ( Attorney-General v . Holbrook, 3 Y . & J ., section of the Statute of Frauds. In that case the tions should be addressed by members of the
114 ; 12 Price , 407 .) A . F . W . agreement (which was not in writing ), was not an agree. Legal Profession desirous of joining the society.

ment for a mortgage, butmerely to pay the expenses of Subscriptions may be paid to the Treasnrer ,
the investigation of the title in case the loan should

(Q . 2.) PRACTICE IN COLONIES. - Admission to prac go off ; but the observations of the judgesmest strongly W . T . Charley, Esq., D . C . L ., M . P ., 5 , Crown Office

tice in the Colonial Courts , independent of express imply that if it had been an agreement to mortgage it row , Temple, London , E . C . ; or to the society ' s
regulation , is legally in the discretion of the presiding would have required to be in writing , as relating to an bankers, Union Bank (Chancery - lane Branch ).
Oficer. In some cases there are regulating Acts (@ . g . , interest in land within the Statute . “ Platt, B . - Was N . B .--A preliminary meeting will be held on
for New South Wales , 9 Geo. 4 , c . 83 ) , I ut I am not the defendant bound to mortgage the lands ? " " Pos. Thursday, the 20th inst., at 7 .30 p .m ., at the
aware of any relating to Queensland . Attorneys and sibly he was not." " Alderson B . - Then the contract
solicitors are admitted , asot course , on producing their rooms of the Social Science Association, No. 1,merely relates to the investigation of a title, not to any
certificates. Clark ' s Colonial Law may perhaps give interest in land, and is not within the Statute ." Pol. Adam - street, Adelphi, London , W . C .
further information , but the writer has no opportunity lock , C . B . , concurred . A writing is doubtless essential,
of referring to it . G . H .

and it may be added that unless there is one the pro ARTICLED CLERKS' SOCIETY.
posed mortgagee's solicitor cannot recover his charges

( Q . 3 .) NOTICE TO QUIT. - The notice though addressed from the proposed mortgagor, in case the negotiation A MEETING of this society was held at 1, Milford
to Brown and Robinson only would be a sufficient notice should go off : (Melbourne v. Cottrell, 29 L . T . Rep . 293, lane, Strand , W . C ., on Wednesday, the 12th Nov .,

to Sunith if it appeared on the face of it that the land Q . B . ) T . E . H . Mr. E . F . Stanway in the chair. Mr. Ellis J .
lord intended to resume the sole possession of the entire Davis opened the subject for the evening 's debate,
property . As to the service of the notice it would be ( Q . 9 .) EJECTMENT. - This question is stated too suo . viz. : “ That a breach of contract for service ought
left to the jury to say whether the notice had not cinctly . As it stands there can be but one answer not to be treated as a criminal offence .” The
reached Smith . This they would probably presume mere lapse of time is no ground for the presumption

under the circumstances : ( Jones v . Marsh , 4 Term Rep . that the cestui que trust has acquired the legal estate . motion was lost by a majority of six .
44; Doe v . Crick , 5 Esp . Rep. 196 ; Doe v . Watkins, 7 ) If S . B . had stated what the trust was , and what the

Z . Y . dealings of the cestui que trust with the property have
been , the way would have been clear to consider PETERBOROUGH ARTICLED CLERKS'

- Where two tenants hold premises in common , a whether, according to the decided cases, there is such DEBATING SOCIETY.Botice to one of them is sufficient to determine the a probability that the legal estate has been conveyed
tenancy: ( Doe and Macurtney (Lora ) v . Crick , 5 Esp . 196 ) . A MEETING of this society was held at the New

that a jury would be directed to presume & conveyance ,
It is evidence of a notice to the other tenant, who lived But as it is, I see nothing to prevent an application

County Courts, Peterborough , on Thursday even .
elsewhere : Doe and Bradford (Lord ) v . Watkins, 7 East , the court for the appointment of a new trustee. ing, Oct. 30 , John Percival, Esq., in the chair ,
31 ; 3 Smith , 517 .) Jones can eject Smith , Brown, and T , E . H . The subject of discussion was, " A ., a spinster,
Robinson, and by the C . L . P . Act, 1852, 8 , 168 , the writ engaged to be married to B ., demands a return of
must be directed to the persons in possession , and to all
Persons entitled to defend the possession of the property Replication.

correspondence which has passed between herand
claimed . A . F . W . B . ; Can she subsequently sue B . for breach of

( Q . 5 .) SUCCESSION DUTY. - Neither " S .” nor " A . A . R .,"
- I think that the notice is insufficient. (See Doe in answering this question , take any notice of sect. 7 of

promise of marriage ?" Mr. Bower opened the
aby v . Roe, 10 C . B . 663) , which , though not directly I the Succession Duty Act, which enacts, " Where any debate. The motion was negatived by a majority

in point, seemsanalogous. H . G . disposition of property, not being a bona fide sale, and of five .

ries demsorg anobrant a lesby

TO

probably
v. Watkins, ; . It is the cestui que trust he ground for the pre answer

Last. 851 ". Crick, 5 ces : (Jones
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LAW STUDENTS' DEBATING SOCIETY. | 1833 he became a member of Bragenose College, WILLIAMS, HENRY, quarryman, Llanelly. Pet. Nov . 8. Reg .
Shepard . Sur. Nov . 22

Ar the nanal weekly meeting held on Tuesday | Oxford , and in 1838 was elected a Fellow of Exeter | WRIGHT, WILLIAM HORACE, attorney Wootton -under -Edge, and
Paper -bldgs, Ternple , London , Pet. Nov. 8. Reg. Wilton. Sur .evening last , at the Law Institution, there being College. He took a double first class in classics
Nov . 22

a good attendance of members, the following andmathematics in Easter Term 1837 ; obtained the BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED.

question was discussed : “ On the winding-up of Chancellor's prize for the English essay in 1838 , Gazette, Nov. 4 .

an insurance company, is the holder of a current entitled , “ The Tests of National Prosperity Con . Cravex, FRANCIS, cotton merchant, Liverpool. June9, 1873
policy entitled to prove for such a sum as would sidered ," waselected Eldon Scholar 1840 , andwas
have been required at the date of the winding up elected to a Vinerian Fellowship in 1847 . Hewas Liquidations by Arrangement.
by a similarly constituted but solvent office , for called to the Bar at the Inner Temple in Trinity FIRST MEETINGS.
a policy of the like amount, conditions, and Term 1841 ; was the author of two publicatio
premium ?" On being put to the meeting at the one on the “ Limited Liability Act," the other Gazette, Nov , 7.
close of the debate , the question was decided in on the " Administrative Jurisdiction of the Court | ALEXANDER, FREDERICK , wholesale paper merchant, Portsen

and Buckland. Pet. Nov . 5 . Nov . 21, at two, at Totterdell's

the negative. steady practice, both in equity and conveyancing,
Commercial hotel, Portsea . Sol. Reed , Portse &

BAXTER , JOHN , warehouse keeper, Liverpool. Pet. Nov. 3 . Nov .
BRISTOL ARTICLED CLERK 'S DEBATING and was a sound and able lawyer, and highly | 20, at two, at office of Bleese and Co ., accountants, Commercial

Chambers, Liverpool. Sols . Whitley and Maddock , Liverpool

SOCIETY.
proficient in classical literature and mathematical | BERRY, NEWTON, drugglst, Metheringham . Pet. Nov, 3. Nov.

science. He was much beloved in private life andinne

A MEETING of this society was held at the Law
Heveamooh beloved in private life and l94, at twelve, at offices of Sol. Williams, Lincoln

CHASE , SOPHIA ANN , wife of Edward John Chase , out of
among his own friends. He was married in 1861 business, Gosport, par. Alverstoke. Pet . Nov. 1. Nov . 19 , at

Library , Small-street, on Tuesday evening , the to Caroline Elizabeth Bradley, daughter of the
four , at office of Sol. King, Portsea

4th inst., G . F . Prideaux, Esq., solicitor, occu
CLARK , HECTOR BENJAMIN , tallow melter, Leadenhall-market ,

late Captain James Bradley, R . N ., and Caroline Pet. Nov . 4 . Nov . 22 at three, at the Chamber of Commerce,

pying the chair. It was the first open night of the his wife , by whom he has left five children . His
145, Cheapside. Sol. Keighley

session , and a large number of members and
CLEMENTS, HENRY, hairdresser, Exeter. Pet. Nov. 3. Nov. 19 ,

remains were interred at Vichy, France, on the at eleven , at office of Sol, Daw , jun ., Exeter
several strangers were present. Mr. Doggett | COHEN , SIMEON, jeweller, Glossop .

6th Sept., but are to be shortly removed to High .
Pet. Nov. 5 . Nov. 21, at

opened in the affirmative, “ That the character
three, at offices of Sol, Sampson , Manchester

gate Cemetery.
COLLIER , WILLIAM , provision dealer, Bolton . Pet. Nov. 5 . Nov ,

and general policy of Cromwell have been un. 21, at two, at office of Sol. Ryley, Bolton

reasonably assailed.” Mr. Kimber opposed, and
COBLES, LAVINIA HELEN, widow , Portadown- rd , Maida-hill,
Pet. Nov . 3. Nov . 27, at eleven , at the Wheatsheafhotel, Hand .

after a spirited discussion , he obtained a large R . M . RICHARDS, ESQ . ct, Holborn . Sol. Roberson , Bedford .row

majority . The debate lasted until 10 .30.
THE late Richard Meredyth Richards. Esq ., | DOEL, WILLIAM , jun., labourer, Westbury. Pet. Nov. 4. Nov.

21, at eleven , at office of Sol. Shrapnell, Bradford -on - Avon
barrister -at- law , of Caerynwch , Merionethshire, EDWARDS, BENJAMIN JAMES, seedsman, Bishorsgate-s -within,HUDDERSFIELD LAW STUDENTS' and Cerrig Llwydion, Denbighshire, who died on and Strand. Pet. Nov. 1. Nov. 17, at two, at offices of Sol.

Bohm , New -inn , Strand

DEBATING SOCIETY .
the 4th inst., at his seatnear Dolgelly, Merioneth . | FARROW , JOHN WESLEY , of no occupation, Bulwell. Pet. Nov.

1 . Nov . 21, at three, at office of Sols. Cranch, Rowe, and

On Friday evening, the 7th Nov., E . Tindal At. Stroud , Nottingham

only son of the late Richard Richards, Esq ., of
kinson , Esq ., barrister-at-law , delivered a lecture

FIELD , JOHX , WOOD , 'WILLIAM SHELLEYS, WOOD, WILLIAM ,
Caerynwch , who was many years M . P . for and HAYNES, JOHN GEORGE, Btookbrokers, Warnford -ot,

before this society on the second part of the Judi.
Throgmorton - st. Pet. Nov. 3 . Nov. 28 , joint creditors, at

Merionethshire ,and formerly Accountant.General twelve ; Nov . 28 , sep , creditors of Field , at twelve , sep. creditors

cature Act. On Monday evening the 10th Nov. of the Court of Exchequer, and one of the Masters of W . S . Wood , at half past twelve ; sep. creditors of W . Wood ,

the usual fortnightly discussion took place. The oth
at one, at omces of Sols. Lawrence , Plews, and Boyer, Old

of the High Court of Chancery , and who died in:

question for debate - " Is an innocent principal
Jewry -chmbs1860 Hewas grandson of the late Sir Richard FREEMAN , EDWARD MICHAEL, wine merchant, Manchester.

generally responsible for the unauthorised fraud
Pet. Nov . 5 . Nov. 26, at three, at onces of Sols . Messrs. Higson ,

Richards, Lord Chief Baron of the Exchequer, Manchester
of his agent p” was conducted in the affirmative and his mother was Harriett , daughter of Jona GAME, THOMAS, harness maker, Tooley -st , Southwark . Pet.

byMessrs. William Brown and B . Crook ; and in
Crook ; and in than Donost nas horrett, daughter of Jona- | GAME, THOM

Oct. 28 . Nov, 12, at twelve , at offices of Sol. Nind , St. Benet

than Dennett, Esq. The deceased gentleman , pl, Gracechurch -st

the negative by Messrs. J. H . Sykes, and J . Kid .
who was born in the year 1821 . was edncated at GINNETT, WILLIAM , travelling circus proprietor, Hopwood,

ney. The question was decided in the affirmative. Westminster School, whence he proceeded to
near Heywood . Pet . Nov . 4 . Nov. 20 , at three , at office of Sol.

Orton , Heywood

The honorary secretary , Mr. Geo. Fredk . John Merton College, Oxford , where he took his GIRVAN, HUGH , out of business, Liverpool. Pet . Nov. 5. Dec.

son , announced at the close of the discussion , that
1 , at three , at office of Sol. Ritson , Liverpool

Ain

the prize offered by the president Henry Barker,

GLOVER, WILLIAM HENRY, commercial traveller, Birkenhead .

1846 . He was called to the Bar by the honourable
Pet . Nov. 1. Nov. 19 , at elever , at offices of Sol. Downham ,

Esq ., for the best essay on the law of principal Birkenhead
society of the Inner Temple in Michaelmas Term GORBE, MARY. poulterer, Liverpool. Pet. Nov. 4. Nov. 20, at

and agent had been awarded , by E . Tindal Atkin . in 1846 , and practised for some time as an equity |
three, at Vine, accountant, the Chambers, 20 , Cable -st, Liver

son, Esq., to Mr. M . J. Burn .
pool. Sol. Grocott, Liverpool

draftsman and conveyancer, and went the Oxford GOTTO , JOHX, linen draper , St. Neots . Pet. Oct. 31. Nov . 25, at
circuit. Hewas a magistrate and deputy- lieute twelve , at the Chamber of Commerce, 145 , Cheapside, London .

Sols. Davidsons, Carr, Bannister, and Morriss, Basinghall-staTHE UNION SOCIETY OF LONDON . nant for Merionethshire, and served as High LondonGREENHALGH , SAMUEL, confectioner, Bury . Pet. Nov. 3. Nov.

At a meeting of this society ,at 1, Adam -street,
Sheriff of that county in 1865 , and hewas also 19 , at three , at offices of Sols. Messrs. Grundy, Bury

Adelphi, held on Tuesday evening, the 11th inst.,
Chairman of the Quarter Sessions,and a magistrate GUEST, WILLIAM , hosier, Liverpool. Pet. Nov. 5 . Nov . 21, at

three, at ofilees of Sols. Lawrence , and Dixon , Liverpool

for the county of Denbigh . Mr. Richards was
the following subjectwas submitted to discussion ,

HARDWICK , JOHX, jun ., goldsmith , Leicester . Pet. Nov . 4. Nov .

formerly a Lieutenant in the Merioneth Militia .
and carried by a majority of one : “ That women

20 , at two, at office of Sol. Hunter, Halford
HARRIS, WILLIAM , jun ., commission agent. Bartlett's bldge,

He was twice married : first, in 1845, to Elizabeth
should be admitted as members of the Univer .

Holborn , and Hillside, Friern Barnet, Colney Hatch . Pet. Nov .

sities."
Emma, danghter of William Bennett, Esq ., of 5 . Nov. 24, at one, at offices of Sols . Dolman and Colegrare,

Farringdon House, Berks ; and secondly, in 1863,
Jermyn .st

HATCH , GEORGE, plumber, Great Yarmouth . Pet. Oot. _ 31 .

to Louisa Janette Anne, only child of the late Nov. 18, at 'twelve, at Blake, accountant, Qreat Yarmouth . Sol.

LEGAL OBITUARY. Edward Lloyd Edwards, Esq ., of Cerrig -Llwydion ,
Palmer , Great Yarmouth

by whom he has left a youthful family.
HEPPELL , JANE, spinster, dealer in boots . Durham . Pet. Yov. 3.
Nov . 19, at three, at office of Sol. Marshall, Durham

HEWES. STEPHEN CANDLER , watchmaker. Ware. Pet. Oct . 31.

NOTE . - This department of the Law TIMES, is contributed
Nov . 20, at eleven , at the Saracen 's Head hotel, Ware. Sol Jones,

by EDWARD WALFORD, M . A ., and late scholar of Balliol Colchester

College, Oxford , and Fellow of the Genealogical and THE GAZETTES.
HIGGINSOX , GEORGE, photographic artist , Southport. Pet. Nov. !

Historical Society of Great Britain ; and , as it is desired
5. Nov, 21, at two, at the Railway hotel, sou .hport. Sol. Lup.

to make it as perfect a record as possible , the families and
ton , Liverpool

friends ofdeceased members of the Profession will oblige
HILL, HENRY, provision dealer, Manchester. Pet. Nov. 4 . Nov.

by forwarding to the Law Times Office any dates and
24 , at three, at office of Sols . Messrs. Heath , Manchester

materials required for a biographicalnotice .

HOPKINS, HEXRY, corn merchant, Britannia - ter, Chelsea . Pet.

Gazette, Nov. 8 .
Nov. 4. Nov. 27, at three , at offices of Solg. Wood and Bare,

Basinghall-st
BELLHOUSE, Thos. T . and BOND , JAS., solicitors, Manchester . I

WILLIAM ORANGE MARSHALL, ESQ .
HOWES, JOHX, butoher, Lower Edmonton . Pet . Nov . 3. Nov. 2

Nov . 1 , Debts by either
at eleven , at the Four Swans hotel, Waltham . cross . Sols. Dur.

We have to record the death of Mr. William
field 'And Bruty , Tokenhouse -yd

IRVING , ROBERT, clog manufacturer, Carlisle Pet. Nov . 1. Nov .

Orange Marshall, solicitor, who died suddenly at Bankrupts.
18 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Wannop, Carlisle

his residence , The Elms, Grove -road , Southsea , ERRATUM - In Gazette of Oct 28, for JOHN ALLAN PARK , read

JONES, HUGH , boot dealer, Penisawarn . Pet. Oct. 31. Nov . 17, at

two, at office of Sol. Jones, Carnarvon

Portsmouth , on the 3rd inst., at the age of sixty JAMES ALLAN PARK
JOWETT, ELI, watchmaker, Bradford . Pet . Oct. 29 . Nov. 15 , at

six years. Mr. Marshall was articled to the late
Gazette, Nov . 7 .

eleven , at office of Sols. Dawson and Greaves , Bradford
LEACH, CHARLES THOMAS, LEACH, SAMUEL. and HARDING ,

Mr. Alexander Poulden , of Portsea, and admitted
To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall-street. FREDERICK , tea merchants, Southampton . Pet. Nov . 3. Nov .

in Easter Term , 1831.1 . Mr. Marshal
BOWERS, JAMES, out of businesr, Windermere-rd . Upper

17 , at twelve , at Edmonds, Davis, and Co., Poultry. Sol. Hick .

Holloway. Pet. Nov. 4. Rek . Hazlitt . Sols . Messrs . Berkley, man

his father, as clerk to the late Portsea Commis and Calcott, Lincoln 's -inn . Sur. Nov. 19
LEE, WILLIAM , shoemaker, Crewe. Pet. Nov. 3. Nov. 25 ,at tro,
at office of Sol. Warburton , Crewe

sioners, which office he held for a number of CONINGTON, H . F . gentleman, Rerent-st. Pet. Aug. 20 . Reg.
Brougham . Sol. Angel, Great Marlborough -st. Sur. Nov . 21

LLOYD , THOMAS, grocer , Norton Bridge. Pet. Nov. 3, Nov . 14 , at

years, until the dissolution of that body upon the FREYSTADT, HERRMANN, FREYSTADT, ADOLPH, and PEISER,
eleven , at office of Sol. Brough , Stafford

GEORGE, general warehousemen , Jewin -st, London

establishment of the Local Government Board ,
and

MILNER, DANIEL, jun ., publican , Bonley . Pet. Nov . 4. Nov . 20 ,

Denton , near Manchester, under firm of Tueski, Sons , and Co . ;
at eleven , at 1, Market -walk , Huddersfield . Sols. Messrs .

when he was unanimously elected as their clerk . and also at Atherstone, under style of A . Robinson and Co. Sykes

and Wilson -st, Finsbury, under style of Thomas Charlton , and
MORGAN, THOMAS, bootmaker, Aberystwith . Pet. Nov. 5 , Nov.

In 1853, Mr. Marshall was elected Treasurer to Co . Pet. Nov . 3 . Reg . Pepys. Sol, Sturt, Ironmonger- lane.
18 , at eleven , at offices of Sol. Atwood , Aberystwith

the Corporation of the Borough of Portsmouth , Sur. Nov . 35
MORTERS, ROBERT JOHN , grocer , Coxhole . Pet. Nov. 4 . Nov . 28 ,
at eleven , at Mawson's Station hotel, Durham , Sol. Brignal ,

PIESSE , GEORGE AUGUSTUS, dealer in jewellery, Lyon ' s inn
and only resigned the office in June last, in con chmbs , Strand . Pet. Nov. 5 . Reg . Pepys. Sols . Buckler, and jun ., Durham

sequence of failing health , when the counsel ex . Co . Fenchurch -st. Sur. Nov . 18
MUNT, JOHN WILLIAM , jun ., provision merchant, Southampton .

Pet. Nov. 4 . Nov. 24 , at twelve, at office of Sols. Coxwell, Bas.

pressed by resolution their appreciation of the To surrender in the Country. sett , and Stanton , Southampton
strict integrity with which he had discharged the BANKS, JAMES,mercantile clerk . Everton, near Liverpool. Pet. OWEN , RICHARD , farmer, Beddgelert. Pet. Oct. 20 . Nov . 21, at

Nov . 19 . Reg . Hime. Sur.Nov . 19
eleven , at the Sportsman 's hotel, Carnarvon . Sol. Williams, Car.

duties, and which indeed characterised the whole DUNN, GEORGE, dealer in pictures, Windsor . Pet. Nov. 1 . Reg . narvon

of his professional career. In 1867 , Mr. Marshall Darvill. Sur. Nov. 92
PRESTON , JOHN , plumber , Stretford , Pet. Nov. 4 . Nov . 21, at

resigned the office of Clerk to the Local Board of
HUSBAND, SAMUEL , jun., carpenter, West Looe. Pet. Nov . 5 .

eleven , at office of Sols. Addleshaw and Warburton , Manches

Reg . Pearce. Sur. Nov . 20
ter

Health , and joined Mr. William Pearce, of Port LENT, FREDERICK , victualler , Halifax. Pet. Nov , 5 . Reg . Ran
PRINCE, JAMES, trainer of horses, Patcham . Pet. Nov. 4. NOV .

19, at three , at offices of Sol. Goodman , Brighton

sea , with whom he continued in partnership until kin . Sur. Nov. 20
MURDOCK , JOHN , travelling draper, Bristol. Pet. Nov . 1. Reg .

PROUT, THOMAS JOHN, pianoforte tuner , Plymouth . Pet. Nov. 3.

the time of his death . His rectitude and a wil. Harley . Sur. Nov . 19
Nov. 25, at eleven , at office of Sol. Vaughan , Devonport

lingness at all times to set aside his own interests TOMLINSON , JOHN THOMAS, grocer, Rugby. Pet. Nov. 5. Reg.
PURCHASE , ISAAC BENTLEY, grocer, Lymington. Pet. Nov. .

Kirby. Sur. Nov. 24
Nov. 18, at two, at the Chamber of Commerce , Cheapside. SOLS

in favour of those of his clients, secure for him a Gazette, Nov . 11.
Noore and Jackman

name of which his relatives and his professional

PYNE , WILLIAM , in lodgings, Taunton , Pet. Nov . 1 . Nov. 19, &

To surrender at the Bankrupts ' Court, Basinghall-street. ten , at office of Sol. Reeves, Taunton

brethren in Portsmouth may well be proud . ELMORE, FRANK , professional singer , Colville -sq , Notting - hill.
Rice , GEORGE, clerk to a solicitor, Hereford - rd . Bayswater . Pet.

Pet. Nov. 7 . Reg . Murray. Sur. Nov. 25
Oct . 27 . Nov. 15 , at twelve , at Mr. Johnson 's , 4, High- st, Mary .

FILIPOWSKI, DENIZEN , inerchant, Hewlett -terrace, Brixton .
lebone. Sol. T . Johnson , 8, High-st, Marylebone

T . H . HADDAN , ESQ .
Pet. Nov . 7. Reg . Murray. Sur. Nov . 26

RICHARDSON , GEORGE, leather factor, Leicester . Pet. Nov. 4.

HODGES, JAMES CLIFFORD , no occupation , Marlborough - rd ,
Nov. 21 at half past eleven , at office of Sol. Harvey, Leloester

The late Thomas Henry Haddan, Esq., M . A ., St. John' s -wood . Pet. July 23. Reg . Spring- Rice . Sur. Nov . 27
RICKWOOD, CHARLES, farmer, Purleigh . Pet. Nov . 3. Nov. 28, at

HARRISON , RICHARD WAKEFIELD, Auctioneer, Askew . rd , Shop
three, at the Golden Fleece tavern, Chelmsford . Sol. Gowing.

B .C . L ., barrister-at- law , of Highgate, and of herd ' s -bush , and Archer's - st, Bayswater. Pet. Nov. 7 . Reg .
Basinghall- st

Lincoln ' s-inn , whose death at Vichy, France, on Murray . Sur. Nov . 25
ROBERTS, WILLIAM HENRY, attorney. Golder 's- green , rendon ,

Wood, ARTHUR , stock jobber, Addlestone, Chertsey , and Stock
and Coleman -st. Pet. Oot. 22. Nov. 15. at half past ten . at

the 5th Sept., we have already announced, was the Exchange, London, Pet. Nov . 6 . Reg. Pepys. Sur. Nov. 25
office of Bishop , 10, Queen - st- pl. Sol. Nethersole, New - inu ,

Strand

eldest son of the late Mr. Thomas Haddan , soli. To surrender in the Country . SAMBROOK , JOHN , and SAMBROOK , SAMUEL, builders , Stoke-011

citor, of London, by Mary Ann, his wife, BLEACULEY, James, cloth agent, Manchester. Pet. Nov. 6 . Rer. I Trent. Pet . Nov. 1. Nov . 19, at eleven, at office of Sol. Steven

Kay. Sur. Nov . 27
danghter of John Haddan , Esq . He was born in

son , Stoke-on - TrentTAYLOR , EDWIN , cotton spinner, Higginshaw , near Oldham . SAUNDERS, GEORGE BHARP, underwriter. Cornhill, and Roigate.

London in the year 1814 , and received his early Pet. Nov . 4. Reg . Tweedale. Sur . Nov. 24
Pet. Nov. 3. Nov. 21, at three , at the City Terminus hotel

WILLCOCKS, SAMPSON, licensed victualler, Chichester ,
education at a private school at Finchley. In

Pet . I Cannon - st. Sols. Wilson , Bristows, and Carpmael, 1, Copthas

" Nov. 7. Rex Evershed." Sur.Noy. bldgs, London

Professional Partnerships Dissolbed.
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1

HOUSE WITHOUT MONEY.

| BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY,el

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY

Orders of Discharge.

SAUNDERS , WILLIAM WILSON, underwriter, Cornhill, and Rei OsmOND, JOSEPH, Boda water manufacturer, Swindon . Pet. HE NEW SYSTEM OF BUYING A
gate , and Charlwood . Pet. Nov. 3. Nov . 21, at one, at the City Nov . 8 . Nov . 25 , at two, at the Railway hotel, Barker' s , New
Terminus hotel, Cannon - st. Sols . Wilson , Bristows, and Carp Swindon
mael, Copthall -bldgs PALMER, RICHARD, Bloom - gr , Lower Norwood . Pet. Nov . 8 .SCHOEFFT, AUGUST, artist, Regent- st. Pet. Oct . 17 . Nov . 20 , at Nov . 28 , at two, at ortoo of Sols. Halse , Trustram , and Co.,two, at office of Sols. Linklater, Hackwood, Addison , and Cheapside
Brown , Walbrook PENMAN , SAXUEL, chair manufacturer, Sweet Apple-ot, Bishops .SCHOFIELD, ABRAHAM , sen ., SCROFIELD ABRAHAM , sen ., and gate - st-without. Pet . Nov. 7. Nov . 24 , at one, at offices or Sol.
SCHOFIELD , JOSEPE ,Nannelmanufacturers ,Milnrow near Roch Betteley , London -wall
dale ; Ogden , near Milnrow , Littleborough ; and Goldsmith -st , PHILPOTT, FREDERICK STEPHEN , farmer, Redrnarley D ' Abitot. 29 AND 30, SOUTHAMPTON -BUILDINGS,
London . Pet. Oot . 27 . Nov. 18, at three , at the Albion hotel, Pet. Nov . 6. Nov. 25 , at twelve , at otices of Sols . Messrs .
Manchester. Sols . Sale , Shipman , and Seddon, Manchester Corbett, Worcester CHANCERY LANE, LONDON .SEDGWICK , THOMAS WILLIAM, out of business, Commercial-rd , POCOCK , THOMAS, grocer , Duke- st, Grosvenor-sq. Pet. Nov. 6 .
Peokham . Pet . Nov . 3. Nov . 18 , at three , at office of Sols . Nov. 24, at two, at 6 , Portman - st, Portman -sq . Sol. Cooper
Raven and Curtis, Queen Victoria - st

RANDS, WALTER JAMES, stationer , Hampstead - rd . Pet . Nov. 3 . MOST PERSONS ARE FAMILIAR withSBYXOUR, JOHN, gentleman , Shaftesbury . rd , Hammersmith .
Nov. 25 , at two, at oftice of Sols . Messrs. Eyre, John - st, BedPet. Nov. 4 . Nov . 19, at two, at once of Sol. Bradford , Lang
ford . row I what is known as the “ THREE YEARS' SYSTEM "bourn . chmbs, Fenchurch - st

RIBBONS , ELIJAH, pork butcher, Southampton -st, Camberwell. of the Pianoforte Makers, by which anyone who Hires anSMITH, JOSEPH WILLIAM , greengrocer , Dewsbury . Pet. Nov . 4
Pet. Nov . 7. Nov, 24 , at two, at offices of Birchall, London -wall,

Instrument and payg the Hire for that period, becomes the
Nov. 19 , at two, at offices of Sol. Fryer, Dewsbury

Sol. Harrison , London -wall
ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE. Pre .

SPENCER , JOAN FRANCIS, and SPEXCER, RICHARD, grocers,
RIDER, RICHARD, miller, Newland. Pet. Nov. 7. Nov. 25 , atBirmingham . Nov. 17 , at three, at office of Sol. Fitter, Bir.

viously to the introduction of this plan it was almost asono, at office of Sols. Messrs . Watson , Kingston -upon - Hull
difficult for those of limited income to buy a good Pianoforte

mingham
ROBINSON , JOHN , Jcensed victualler, Stockton -on - TeesSTANLEY , JOHX, boot manufacturer , Leicester . Pet . Nov. 3.

Pet as " BUY A HOUSE ; and persons went on year afterNov. 6 . Nov. 28, at eleven , at office of Sol. Robinson , Darling .Nov . 21), at twelve , at office of Sols . Fowler, Smith , and War.
year, paying for the Hire of an Instrument, and expendedtonwiek , Leicester

ROBINSON , PATRICK , woollen draper, Sheffield . as much money as would have bought the PianofortePet. Nov. 1.
STANTON, JAMES, and LONGMORE, JAMES, Ironmasters, West

Nov . 24, at three, at offices of Sol. Milnes, Huddersfield several times over.
bromwich . Pet . Nov . 5 . Nov. 21, at eleyen , at the Talbot

SAUNDERS. HENRY, builder, Roehampton Priory Park . Pet.
What will hold good for Pianofortes will hold good for

hotel, Oldbury . Sol. Shakespeare, Oldbury
Nov. 3 . Nov. 19 , at three , at ottice of Sol. Ditton , Ironmonger.

HOUSES : and there are many who would no doubt AVAIL
STERRATT, ISRAEL, wood turner , Manchester . Pet. Nov . 3 .

lane
THEMSELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY, if it wag

Nos. 19, three , at office of Sols . Hinde, Mline, and Sudlow ,
Manchester SHAW , HUGH, bricklayer, St. Helen 's. Pet. Nov. 6 . Nov. 24, at

afforded them , of becomingSTEVEXSOX , JOHX , commercial traveller, Stoke-on - Trent. Pet . three, at offloes of Sol. Messrs . Quinn , Liverpool
Oct. 30. Nov 24 , at eleven , at office of Sols . Messrs. Tamkinson SHEPHERD, JAMES, woollen Carder , Rochdale . Pet. Nov . 6.

, THE OWNER OF A HOUSENov . 24, at three , at office of Sols. Messrs . Roberta, RochdaleBarlem
SMITH , JOHN, Joiner, Fenton . Pet. Nov. 3. Nov . 27, at eleven ,

in the same way as they have already become the owner of
TATLEY, PEILIP , out of business, Bolton . Pet. Nov. 3 . Nov . 18,

at offices of Sols . Adderley and Marfleet, Longton
their pianoforte .

at three, at office of Sols . Hall and Rutter, Bolton
SMITH , WILLIAM , builder, Birmingham . Pet. Nov. 5 . Nov. 22,

* . THE DIRECTORSVICKERS, EDWARD , builder , Bedford . Pet. Nov . 4. Nov. 20, at at eleven , at office of Sol. Ladbury, Birmingham
eleven , at offices of Sol. Conquest, Bedford STYLES, AUGUSTUS, farmer. Stone. Pet. Nov. 7 . Nov. 28 , at

OF THE
WALTERS, FRANK, lithographer , Museum - st, Oxford .st , and eleven , at ottice of Sols. Haywards, Keele, and Swann , Dart
Long-acre , Pet . Nov. 4. Nov. 20 , at two, at office of Sol. Walls, ford
Walbrook

TAYLOR , SAMUEL, carved oak furniture manufacturer, High- st,WATSON, WILLIAM JAMES, commission merchant, Manchester . Fulham . Pet . Oct . 30 . Nov. 20 , at two, at office of Sol. Yer
HAVE DETERMINED TO AFFORDPet. Nov . 4. Nov . 26, at ten , at office of Sol. Boote and Edgar , nede, Craven - st, Strand

THE SAME FACILITIES FOR PURCHASING :TAYLOR, THOMAS, chemist, Bloxwich . Pet. Nov . 7 . Nov. 25, at
Manchester

HOUSES
WESTBROOK , JOHN EDWIN, baker, Deptford . Pet. Oct. 30. two, at office of Sol. Clark , Willenhall
Nov , 27 , at two, at office of Sol. H athfield , Lincoln 's - inn - flelds THOMAS, JOHN, grocer , Taliesio , par. Llanoynfelin . Pet, Nov . o As now exist for Buying Pianofortes.

WHITENEAD, Joux, stonemason , Vauxhall brdge -rd . Pet . Nov . 5 . Nov . 21, at twelve, at office of Sol. Jones , Aberystwith

4. Nov. 19 , at hall. past ten , at the East Arms, Kempshead . THOMPSON, JOHN , hatter, Derby. Pet. Nov. 6 . Nov. 23, at two,
A HOUSE being, however , a more expensive article to Pur .rd, Lower Kennington - la , Lambeth , Sol. Bilton , Renfreword , et offices of Sol. Hextall, Derby

chase than a Pianoforte , the " Three Years' System " will
Kennington -lane THURSTANS, THOMAS, licensed victualler, Wolverhampton .WISDEBANK , WILLIAM , grocer , Isle of Wight. Pet. Nov . 4. not apply , excepting in a very few cases : so that a MOREPet. Nov. 7 . Nov. 24 , at eleven , at offices of Sol. Turner,

LENGTHENED PERIOD IS NECESSARY over which
Nov. , at one, at office of Sol. Hooper, Lincoln 'g- inn- fields Wolverhampton

thetime of Hiring must extend .
WOOLFORD, CHARLOTTE, greengrocer, Cleveland-st, Fitzroy-sq . VANE, GEORGE, brassfounder , Birmingham . Pet . Oot. 22. Nov.
Pet. Oct. 28 . Nov. 14, at ten , at 6, Beaufort-bldgs, Strand . Sol. 22 , at ten , at office of Sol. East, Birmingham

In pursuance of this resolutionland WARDEN , JAMES, commission agent, Birmingham . Pet. Oct. 18 .WYCHERLEY, THOMAS, hosier, Middlesbrough . Pet. Nov. 5 .
Nov. 17, at ten , at office of Sol. East, Birmingham THE DIRECTORS HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTS

Nov . 21 , at eleven , at office of Bennison and Co ., Middlesbrough .
WELLS, JAMES, corn mercbant, Wynford - rd , Islington . Pet .

WITH
Sol Dobson , Middlesbrough

Nov. 8 . Nov, 29, at two , at office of Webster, Basinghall.st . Sol.
Popham , Vincent- ter, IslingtonGazette , Nov, 11. THE OWNERS OF HOUSESWILKINSON, WILLIAM , commercial traveller, Sheffield . Pet.AINSLEY, THOMAS, grocer , Sunderland. Pet . Nov. 6 . Nov. 24, at Nov. 3 . Nov. 20 , at twelve , at office of Sol. Fairburn , Shef In various parts of London, and its Suburbs, by which they

eleven , at office of Sol. Fairclough , Sunderland field
WRIGET. BERNARD ST. JOHN, draper, Marlborough -ter , Upper are enabled to afford to the

BALL, CHARLES THOMAS, leather seller, Northampton . Pet.
Holloway -rd . Pet. Nov. 6 . Nov . 28, at three, at office of Sol.Nov . 6. Nov . 21, at three, at office of Sol. Becke, Northampton

| Members of the Birkbeck BuildingBAPTIST, JAXES, leather seller, Goldsmith 's -row , Hackney -rd . Davie, New - Inn , StrandPet. Nov. 6 . Nov. 24, & t twelve, at office of Messrs . Lovering , YATES, JOHX, machinemaker, Birstal. Pet . Nov. 8. Nov. 25 , at
SocietyGreshain -st. Sol. Montagu, Bucklersbury three, at office of Bol. Ibberson, Dewsbury

AND OTHERS
BARTLETT, CHARLES, Birmingham agent, Charles -st , Hatton ZEWYBAUM, ABRAX BEAR , builder, Beaumont- s . Mile- end . rd .
gan . Pet. Nov . 7 . Nov. 22 , at eleven , at omoes of Sol. Aird , Pet . Nov. 8. Nov 17 , at three, At offloes of Sols. Ingle , Cooper,

A very wide CHOICE in theSELECTION both ofHOUSESBastoheap
and Holmes, City Bank - chbs, Threadneedle- st

and the locality in which they are situated . The Plan upon
BRAXD , WILLIAM HENRY, metal broker, Middlesborough . Pet .

which the Directors propose to proceed is
Nov . 3. Nov . 21, at eleven , at offices of Sols. Fawcett, Garbutt,
and Fawcett , Stockton on . Tees

TO LET THESE HOUSES FOR A PERIOD OFCAMPBELL, ALEXANDER WISE, travel' ing draper, Bedminster.
TWELVE-AND - A -HALF YEARS,Pet Nov . 8 . Nov . 24 , at two. at office of Sol, Ray, Bristol

At the end of which Time, if the Rent be Regularly Paid,
CHAPXAN , JOIx , farmer, Huntingdon . Pet . Nov , 5 . Nov . 26 , at

Gazette, Oct. 30.eleven , at the George hotel, Huntingdon Sol. Hunnybun,

THE HOUSE
BUNX , JOHN , charter master , Saltwell Coppice , Kingswinford

Huntingdon

CHIXXOCK , GEORGE WILLIAM , builder, Tibbet's road ,BromleyCHATTERLEY , John, grocer , Birmingham . Pet. Nov . 5 . Nov .
Will become the absolute Property of the21, as twelve, as office of Sol. Free , Biriningham

Gazette, Nov. 7 .CLAPTON, JOHX , out of business , Sidbury . Pet. Nov . 8. Nov . 26,

TenantGIBLIX , WILLIAMI , baker, High Ongarat three, at office of Sol. Pitt, WoOester

WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENT OF ANY ?
DOBBS, GEORGE, carriage builder, Albion -rd . Ham nersmith .
Pet. Nov. 4 . Nov . 19 , at eleven , at offices of Sol. Marshall, King .

IX ALL CASES
st-west , Hammersmith

DORRINGTOX, WILLIAM HOWITT , dealer in agricultural imple . BIRTHS MARRIAGES AND DEATHSments, St. Alban ' s, Pet. Nov . 5 . Nov 20 , at three, at the George
hotel, St. Alban 's . Sol, Annesley, St. Alban ' s

MARRIAGE. WILL BE GIVEN
Dux , JOAN , grocer , Kingston upon Hull. Pet. Nov . 6 . Nov .

ADAMSON - SYNNOT. On the 28th Aug., at Geelong , Victoria,21. at twelve, at office of Sol. Jacobs, Kingston upon Hull
WITHOUT ANY IMMEDIATE OUTLAY IN MONEY,Truvers Adamson , Esq., barrister -at- law , to Catherine, youngerELLIS, JOHN , bootmaker , Liverpool. Pet. Nov. 8. Nov . 26, at daughter of the lato George Syndot, Esq ., of Fernside, near Gee

Excepting Payment of the Law Charges for the Titlethree , at orces of Gibson and Bolland , publio accountants ,

Deeds, which in all cases will be restricted to
Liverpool. Sols , Harvey and Alsop , Liverpool

DEATH.ESSEI, JONATHAN GILEAD , baker, Mlle-end- rd . Pet.Nov . 1. N
Five Guineas.

GOODE. On the 2nd inst., at Belle Vue, Ryde, aged 80 years ,29, at two, at office of Ager , Barnard 's inn , Holborn . S
Henry Goode, Esq., barrister -at-law .

BEYOND THIS SMALL SUN
Roberts , Thanet- pl, Ternple-bar

FASSTONE, WILLIAX. butcher, Romsey. Pet. Nov . 7 . Nov . 25 ,
NO PAYMENT OF ANY KINDat four, at once of Sol. Kilby, Southampton

PRASCE , WILLIAN , boerseller, Bedford Leigh . Pet. Nov . 7 .
IS REQUIRED BY THE SOCIETYNov . 24 , at eleven , at offices of Sols. Richardson and Dowling ,

BEYOND THE STIPULATED RENT, WHICH MAY
Bolton

WHOLESALE & RETAIL STATIONERS, BE PAID EITHER MONTHLY OR QUARTERLY.
GOODALL, GEORGE, baker, King's -rd , Chelsea . Pet. Nov . 6. Nov .
21, at four, at the New Corn Exchange tavern , Mark - la . Sol.

192. FLEET-STREET, AND 1 & 2 , CHANCERY-LANE , LONDON, E . C . THE RENT PAYABLE BY THE TENANT
Cutler, Bell -yd , Dootors'.commons

Carriage paid to the Country on Orders exceeding 208.EANNEL, ABRAKAN, baker, Kislinbury. Pet . Nov . 4. Nov. 19 ,
Includes Ground Rent and Insurance forat three, at office of Sol. Jeffery, Northampton

the Whole Term .
FBXRY, MICHAEL LEON , of no occupation , Canonbury -ter, Isling .
ton. Pet. Xov . 6 . Nov . 24 , at three, at office of Sol. Coburn ,

Although the Number of years for payment of Rent is fixed
Leadenhall- gt ream ,

at Twelve and a -half ,
HODGKINSON , WILLIAM , shoe manufacturer , Chorlton -upon BRIEF PAPER, 158, 6d ., 178 . 6d ., and 239. Bd . per ream .
Xeilock . Pet. Nov. 7 . Nov . 24 , at three, at offices of Sols. FOOLSCAP PAPER, 108. 60 ., 129, 6d ., and 158. 6d . per ream ,

A SHORTER PERIOD MAY BE CHOSEN AT AN
Addleshaw and Warburton , Manchester

CREAM LAID NOTE, 38., 48., and 58 . per ream . INCREASED RENTAL,
HOPKINS, WILLIAM , Furgeon , Ilandsworth . Pet. Nov . 6 . Nov .

LLARGE CREAM LAID NOTE, 4s . 6d ., os . 6d ., and 8s . per ream .26, at three, at onces of Sols . Wright and Marshall, Bir .
LARGE BLUE NOTE , Ss. bd ., 48 . 6d ., and 6s . 6d . per ream .mingham
ENVELOPES , OREAM OR BLUE , 48 . 6d ., and 6s. 6d ., per 1000 .HORS , SAXUEL, Kettering , and BUBRELL , WILLIAM ROBERT,

A LONGER PERIOD AT A LOWER RENTAL,Kettering and Lowestoft, shoe manufacturers. Pet. Nov. 7 THE " TEMPLE " ENVELOPE, extra secure , 9s . 6d . per 1000.
Nov, 24, at twelve, at oftice of Sol. Shoosmith, Newland FOOLSCAP OFFICIAL ENVELOPES, 1s, 9d . per 100. Thu 'Icrms ofwhich may be ascertained on application to

the Manager.
ISAACS , HENRY, carver, Leman -st, Goodman' s- fields. Pet. Nov . THE NEW “ VELLUM WOVE CLUB -HOUSE ” NOTE .
7 . Nov . 24 , at ihree, at office of Sol. Brighten , Bishopsgate -st. 9s. Bd . per ream ,
without

“ We should direct particular attention to their New ClubJOHXBOX , THOMAS COATES, hotel Iceeper , Luton . Pet. Nov. 6 .
house Paper : in our opinion it is the very best paper we everNov . 28, at eleven , at the Guildhall coffee -house, Gresham -st .

SOL Cann , Fenchurch - st wrote upon ." - London Mirror .
OT THISKASZ, CORNELIUS, boot dealer, Liverpool. Pet. Nov . 7 . Nov.

3 , at one, at office of Nine, public Accountant, Liverpool. Sol.
INDEXTURE SKINS, Printedand Machine -ruled , to hold twentyDrewe, Liverpool

or thirty folios , 29. 3d . per skin , 263. per dozen , 1258 . per
MAY DE SUMMED UP AS FOLLOWS :

KELLY, JOSEPH , builder, Pendleton . Pet. Nov . 5. Nov. 24 , at
three , at offices of Sols . Sution and Elliott, Manchester roll,

1. Persons of Limited Income, Clerks , Shopmen, andLITERSIDGE, DAX, yarn spinner , Almondbury . Pet . Nov , 6. SECONDS or FOLLOWERS, Ruled , ls , lid , each , 228. per dozen , others, may , by becoming Tenants of the BIRKBECK
Nov . 24 , at three, at office of Sol, Ramsden , Huddersfield

1058. per roll. BUILDING SOCIETY , be placed at once in a position of
LUGAR . FRANCIS ÁLBERT, chemist, Derby. Pet. Nov . 8 . Deo . 3 , RECORDS or MEMORIALS, 7d. each, 6s.6d . per dozen .

independence as regards their Landlord ,
at two, at offices of Sol. Hextall, Derby

WALLIXSOX , STEPHEX, commission merchant, Bread -st . Pet.
2 . Their RENT CANNOT BE RAISED .Oct . 25 . Nov . 20 , at two, at the Guildhall coffee -house, Gresham .

LEDGERS, DAY-BOOKS, CASH - BOOKS, LETTER OGMINUTE -BOOKS 3 . They CANNOT BE TURNED OUT OF POSSES .8 . Sols , Phelpsaná Sidgwick , Gresham - st
MANY, ROBERT, jun ., builder, St. Alban ' s . Pet. Nov . 4 . Nov . SION so long as they pay their Rent.An immense stock in various bindings,

4. NO FEES or FINES ofany kind are chargeable .
21, at three , at office of Sols . Mills and Lockyer, Brunswick -pl, ILLUSTRATED PRICE-LIST of Inkstands, Postage Scales
City -rd

Copying Presses, Writing Cases, Despatch Boxes, Oak and 5 . They can leave the House at any time without notice .
MATASLE , WILLIAX GEORGE, box manufacturer, Twister's .

rent being payable only to the time of giving up possession .
Walnut Stationery Cabinets, and other useful articlesaley , Banhu )-row . Pet. Nov . 7 . Nov. 25 , at eleven , at office of

Sols. Messrs. Anderson , Ironmoneer- la adapted to Library or Office, post free .
6. Il circumstances compel them to leave the HonsoKATTHEWE, SAMUEL, butcher , Newton Abbot. Pet. Nov. 7.

before the completion of their Twelve and a half YearsNov . 27 , at twelve, at Magor 's Commercialhotel, Newton Abbot. TUNERAL REFORM . – The exorbitant
Tenancy, they can Sub -let_ tlie House for the remainder of

Sol. Watts , Newton Abbot

the Term , they call Transfer their right to another
MILLER, JOAN GRAHAM, draper, Congloton . Pet. Nov. 7 . Nov. items of the undertaker' s bill have long operated as Tenant.

22 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Cooper, Congleton an oppressive tax upon all classes of the community . WithKITCHELL, HEXBY, DAY EDWARD JOSEPH, and BUTTER & view of applying a remedy to this serious evil the
7. Finally, NO LIABILITY or RESPONSIBILITYWORTH , JOSEPH , woollen manufacturer, Dewsbury . Pet. Nov . 7, LONDON NEOROPOLIS COMPANY, when opening

any kind is incurred , beyond the Paymentof Rent by theNov. 24 , at three, at the Royal hotel, Dewsbury , Sol. Ibber . their extensive cemetery at Woking , held themselves pre
who acquire Houses by this New System .

WL, Dewsbury
pared to undertake thewhole duties relating to interments

The BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY have on their
MITCHESON , JOHN , grocer, South Shields. Pet. Nov. 8 . Nov . at fixed and moderate scales of charge, from which survivors

List several HOUSES , which they are prepared to LETO
% , st three , at office of Sol. Mabane, South Shields

may choose according to their means and the requirements
the TWELVE AND A HALF YEARS' SYSTEM , and

XTERS, FREDERICK , professor ofmusic , Nottingham . Pet . Nov

of the case . The Company also undertakes the conduct of7 . Nov . 33 , at twelve, at offices of Sols. Wells and Hind , Not
many cases Immediate Possession may be obtained .tingham Funerals to other cemeteries, and to all parts of the UnitedOLIVER, JOSEPH , plumber , Metheringham . Pet. Nov, 7. Nov . Kingdom . A pamphlet containing full particulars may be The Terms on which Houses can be placed on th25, at eleven , at office of Jay, wocountant, Lincoln . Sol. Page 1 obtained, or will be forwarded , upon application to the Begister may be obtained on application tojan ., Lincoln Chief Office, 2 , Lancaster -place , Strand , W . 0 . FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT,Manacor

POSSESSION OF THE HOUSE " ,

long

Chele
tors .Corn

RSS BET
DRAFT PAPER , 59., 68. 6d ., 78. 6d., 78. Id., and 98. Od. per

OR

THE ADVANTAGES

New System of Purchasing a Houso,
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Sales by Auction.W HAT AM I ? A Popular Introduction to
Mental Philosophy and Psychology. Vol. I. The

MECHANISM ofMAN. By EDWARD W . dox , Berjeant
at- Law . Price 88, 60 ,

CONTENTS :

CHAP. СНАР.

1. Introduction , 25. The Mechanism of the

2. What am I ? Mind : The Faculties
8 . The Man . that perceive the rela
4 . How weGrow . tions of external ob
5 . How we Live . jecte .
6 . What Life is . 26 . The Mechanism of the
7 . The Beginning of Life . Mind : The Reflective
8 . The Germ . Faculties .
9 . How we Die . 27. Of the Memory .
10. How we are Moved , 28. How the Machinery of
21. The Senses. the Mind works.
12. Of the Sense of Sight. 29. Of the Will.
13 . Of the sense of Hearing. 30 . The Soul - its Dwelling
14. Of the Senses of Taste and its Destiny.

and Smell. 31. Soul- Spirit - Anima,
15. Of the Sense of Touch , 82. The Argument.
16 . Of the evidence of the 33. Consciousness .

Senses. 84. Presumptive Proofs .
17. About Life , 85 . The Natural and the
18. Ofthe Brain . Supernatural.
19 . The Mechanism of the 86 . What the Soul is .

Mind. 37. The Dwelling-place of the
20. Classification of the Men Soul.

tal Powers. 88. The Shape of the Soul.
21. The Meccanism of the 39. The Condition of the

Mind : The Propensities. Soul after Death .
22 , The Mechanism of the 40 . The Outlook of the
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man of letters than of a lawyer. For this reason we incline to
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wages as will enable their servants to provide against the effects tion says that any company may so far modify the conditions con
of accident, either by saving or insurance, but neither railway tained in its memorandum of association , if authorised to do so by

companies nor any other employers of labour can bemade to insure its regulations as originally framed , or as altered by special resolu

their servants against their fellow servants' carelessness or tion as thereinafter mentioned , as to increase its capitalby the

neglect. There are cases where accidents are caused by the over issue of new shares of such amountas it may deem expedient or

working of signalmen or guards, or by the neglect of the directors to consolidate and divide its capital into shares of larger

to provide proper appliances for working the system . But in these amount than its existing shares. Sect. 50 gives power to the
cases the real remedy is not to alter the law , but to bring the fault company in general meeting to pass a special resolution

home to the directors or employers, when the law , as it at present altering the regulations contained in the articles of association.

stands, would meet the case ; for masters are now liable to their The dry point was whether, having altered their regulations

servants for the consequences of their own faults. If such a Bill by special resolution , the bank could issue new shares. “ If,"

as that alluded to is introduced into Parliament it will undoubtedly said Lord SELBORNE, “ the effect of the resolution was neces.

meet with strong opposition on the part of the railway companies, sarily to alter the regulations of the company --that is, the

and their advocates will not want reasons to urge against its articles of association as originally framed - by authorising an

being passed into law . increase of the capital by the issue of new shares which those

articles did not authorise, then I think it was sufficient to

enable the company to modiiy, by an actual issue of new
The County Court Judge of Surrey has decided a case on the shares, pursuant to that authority , the conditions as to the

Married Women 's Property Act 1870 , which gives it, we think , a amount of capital of the company contained in the memo

more extended operation than can be safely sanctioned . It was randum of association ." The LORD CHIEF BARON , when the

alleged that the married woman, whose goods had been seized , question of the effect of the resolution and the actual issue of

had invested her separate earnings in such goods. She kept a shares was before the Exchequer Chamber in Alison 's case , came

lodging house, and her husband lived with her. It was argued to the conclusion that the resolution was bad as attempting to

by counsel for execution creditors that as the claimant' s hus. combine, uno flatu , two operations, namely , the authorisation of

band was living with her in the lodging house, she could the increase of capital by the issue of new shares, and the actual

not be said to have carried on the business of such lodging increase of such capital by the creation of such new shares - the

house separately from her husband. To this his HONOUR replied , " I one, in his opinion , being a condition precedent to the second. On

think that if it had been the intention of the Legislature to limit this the LORD CHANCELLOR differed , being of opinion that it is

the provision of the Act to cases where the wife lived apart not necessary that the second of these two operations should be

from her husband, or gained her earnings or wages at some other performed by anyresolution at all. “ The authority to make the

place than where her husband resided , such intention would have issue,” hisLordship said , “ was indeed required to be given by a

been clearly and unequivocally expressed , and that it is not neces special resolution ; but the power of issue, when once given , was

sary for the separate carrying on of a business by a married capable ofbeing exercised by the board of directors.” This is a

woman that she should live apart from her husband, or gain her principle which is of importance beyond the particular cases which
earnings or wages elsewhere than where he resides, but only that were under review .

he should not carry on , or assist, or take part in carrying on such

business.” Any construction may be placed upon an Act so ill The law of extradition hasbeen for a long time in an uncertain
framed as the Married Women ' s Property Act, and it would hardly condition , and the practice ill-defined. The recent discussion
be possible to say that it was wrong ; but we think the Act should before the Court of Common Pleas, in the case of Emile Ferrand,
be so construed as to prevent frauds upon creditors, which the a French prisoner, showed that recent legislation has taken a leap
construction of the learned County Court Judge obviously which is of very questionable expediency. The question in
facilitates. Ferrand's case was, whether evidence could be taken in England

in relation to a prosecution pending before foreign tribunals.

MR. VERNON HARCOURT is not a Solicitor-General of the conven The objections to allowing such a course raised by Mr. Justice

tional type. Having been for a number of years a member of the KEATING , were, that the application to the court must necessarily

Parliamentary Bar, he relinquished the active practice of his pro
be ex parte, and the proceedings conducted in the absence of the

fession to pursue political honours. The line which he has taken prisoner ; and , further, the Act of 1856 directed that the Lord

in the House, however , has been of a quasi-legal character , his Chancellor and two Judges should frame rules for giving effect

greatest hits having been made in connection with International to the provisions of the Act, and regulating procedure under

law and the law of conspiracy. His success as a debater , although
it , which had not been done. To the first objection the case

marred in a measure by some faults of temper, has been unques
of Re Elise Counhaye (28 L . T . Rep. N . S . 761), is an answer.

tionable , and that he possesses very considerable power is univer
There Mr. Justice BLACKBURN said : “ I believe we are all

sally admitted . From a political and administrative point of view
agreed that the 14th section (of the Extradition Act 1870 ),

a man with these qualifications must be a most desirable law
makes depositions admissible in evidence, provided they are

officer ; but we anticipate that his want of familiarity with the duly authenticated without regard to their having been taken

practice of the ordinary tribunals will be found to be a drawback in the manner required by our law . Whether depositions

of no small magnitude. And we cannot consider him fortunate are taken upon the investigations of the particular charge made

in being led by an Attorney-General who, excellent as he would in this country, or whether taken in thepresence of theaccused , are

have been as a subordinate, is not of the calibre to which we have matters which weneed not consider as affecting the admissibility

been accustomed in our first law officer. This is not so much Mr. of the documents. I believe those are points which are seldom or

James's fault as the fault of accidental circumstances. Rarely has never considered of importance in other European countries, and

a rise been so rapid ; he had not the opportunity of learning the the section is, I think , satisfied if the authentication is established.”

elementary duties of his office - which he would soon have done
His Lordship added, for the guidance of magistrates, “ I wish ,

under such a master as Sir John COLERIDGE - before the post above
however, to guard myself from being supposed to lay down that a

him became vacant. The rather singular combination of talent magistrate should accept as indisputable all that is deposed

which we find in our law officers will therefore be entitled to every against a person in his absence, or upon a charge against another

consideration if in some respects it fails of practical efficiency . person . Such a deposition he should take, of course, with quali

Generally, no doubt, Mr. HARCOURT will give strength to the fication, although he cannot refuse to admit it." In Ferrand's

Government, and if his zeal for law reform doesnot abate under the case the application was not, as in Counhaye' s case , to dis

influence of office wemay look forward to someusefulmeasures of charge a prisoner out of custody, but to examine witnesses

a practical character.
in England in order to furnish the French Government

with materials for the prosecution of the prisoner in France,

Sect. 14 of the Act of 1870 enacts that depositions or statements

Two important cases arising out of the liquidation of the Bank of on oath taken in a foreign State, and copies of such original

Hindustan , China, and Japan were before the Court of Appeal in depositions or statements, and foreign certificates of or judicial

Chancery on Wednesday . The appeals came from Vice-Chan documents stating the fact of conviction may, if duly authen

cellor WICKENS' Court ; one decision appealed from being that of ticated, be received in evidence under this Act. By the Amend

the late VICE -CHANCELLOR , and the other that of Lord Justice ment Act of the present year this section was made to include

JAMES sitting for him . The effect of those decisions was to affirmations and copies of affirmations. Then , sect. 5 of this last

declare the right of CAMPBELL, HIPPISLEY, and Alison to repay . Act provides that a Secretary of State may , by order under his

ment with interest of all moneys paid by them upon exchanging hand and seal, require a police magistrate or a justice of the peace

their shares in the Imperial Bank of India , China, and Japan , to take evidence for the purposes of any criminalmatter pending

in pursuance of an arrangement entered into between the in any court or tribunal in any foreign State ; and the police

two banks under which the business and assets of the magistrate or justice of the peace, upon the receipt of such order,

Imperial were transferred to the Hindustan , while the shall take the evidence of every witness appearing before him for

capital of the Hindustan was to be increased from £2 ,000,000 to the purpose, in like manner as if such witness appeared on a

£4,000,000 by the issue of 20 ,000 new shares, which were to be charge against some defendant for an indictable offence. . . : .

offered to the Imperial shareholders upon certain terms. The “ Şuch evidence may be taken in the presence or absence of the

question involved was whether the resolutions authorising the person charged, if any, and the fact of such presence or absence

increase of capital were good under sect. 12 of the Act of 1862 , shall be stated in such deposition ,” Mr. Justice BRETT remarked

andbound the dissentient shareholders of the Imperial. That sec - ' that had it not been for this section he should have thought it was
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a fundamental principle of English law that no examination should trials to civil, but it contained no enactment on this head. And in
be taken in a prisoner's absence. So that we have an Act of 1866 the Court of Queen 's Bench , in Winsor' s case, fully adopted
Parliament in direct conflict with the fundamental principles of the doctrine of Foster and Hale that the court could not discharge
onr law - and this simply to facilitate legal procedure in a foreign a jury in order to enable the prosecution to get further evidence ;
State . The Court of Common Pleas have not yet arrived at any and only upheld the power in cases of actual necessity . The same
decision , and it is certainly remarkable that they should hesitate docirine was upheld in the court of error, and though there are dicta
to make an order so as to bring the statute of this year into full in the judgments which are wider than the decision , the record
operation . showed a case of actual necessity, arising from various physical

causes, and the judgment only was that it did show such a case of

necessity. Several hours had elapsed ; it was near midnight on
ADJOURNMENTS OF CRIMINAL TRIALS. Saturday, and the commission was to be opened at the next

A VERY grave question is raised by the adjournment of the Tich assize town, where the business was heavy , and the jury were

borne trial for the purpose of obtaining further evidence - a grave nut likely to agree. The result was a very strong case of actual

question not only as regards that particular case, but as regards necessity, and it was fully stated on the record . It was quite

all criminal trials in general. If the adjournment was not war understood in that case, and is implied in the judgment, that if

ranted in law there can be no doubt it is an error in the law which a good cause for the discharge was not shown it would have been

will invalidate the trial. If it was warranted in law , then it will error in law , for the case went to a court of error on that ground.

alter the whole of our criminal procedure, and have grave results The same rule of law applies to an adjournment, and the dis

on the administration of justice. Bevond all doubt Judges have charge of the jury was only resorted to in lieu ofan adjournment,

always hitherto been under the impression, and been firmly because an adjournment was known to be inadmissible. A very

persuaded , that there was no power of adjournment in criminal high degree of actual necessity was never sufficient to justify the

cases, any more than for the discharge of a jury except for actual discharge of a jury ; but the judges have held for centuries that

physical necessity . In old times it was not unusual to discharge there must be an actual physical necessity to justify an adjourn

a jury in order to allow the prosecution to get fresh evidence, but ment. If it were otherwise the whole of our criminal system of

Lord Hale and Mr. Justice Foster both reprobated the usage as an justice would have to be altered , and the gravest inconveniences

abuse, and Foster said, “ Let us hope the question will never again would arise. What Justice Mellor meant by saying that it

be raised whether such a practice can be right.” It is obvious that has been done “ hundreds of times ” no one can surmise ?

Judges resorted to the practice because they were well aware that No one engaged in the practice of criminal justice has ever heard

they had no direct power of adjournment for purposes of evidence, of it , and the greatest Judges in our own times have declared that

and so they sought to attain their object by indirect means. An it was inadmissible . The passage cited by Mr. Justice Lush from

adjournment for purposes of evidence hasnever been heard of either Archbold 's Criminal Pleading is utterly incorrect, as anyone will

in a civil or a criminal case. No doubt actual physical necessity see who examines the original cases. They were not cases of

would justify a discharge of a jury or an adjournment ; and thus, adjournment at all, but only a brief suspension of the trial on

in 1754, in the trial of Elizabeth Canning for perjury , which account of some unavoidable accident. No one can say that in

lasted fifteen days, the trial was adjourned de die in diem . the present case there is any accident or neccessity ,nor any greater

But except on the ground of physical necessity no adjournment expediency for purposes of justice than always appears when an

could take place in a criminal trial, either for felony or misde unforeseen defence is made. This constantly happens at sessions

meanor, and so said Lord Chief Baron Macdonald when alluding and assizes ; and though there may be good ground for legislation ,

to Canning' s case, as one of necessity. “ There,” he said , " physi that does not justify a change of the law by the judiciary . The

cal necessity forced an adjournment." But in 1781, in the trial of defeat of justice in a particular case has often happened , but it

Lord George Gordon , Lord Mansfield sat from eight in the morn was never considered enough to warrantthe judges in altering the

ing until five the next morning, which he wonld not have done rules of law . The Judges are sworn , not to administer justice

had he not felt bound in law to sit as long as he found it physi but to administer justice according to law . That means accord

cally possible. ing to settled rules and traditions. And no one has ever

In the trials for high treason in 1794 , which lasted several days, yet heard of a power in the Judges to do whatever they think

Lord Ellenborough and Lord Chief Baron Macdonald expressly good for the furtherance of justice. Such a notion must be

recognised the general rule in cases of felony or misdemeanor, erroneous, for it would dispense with legislation , and give the
and put the adjournment on the ground of physical necessity , con Judges power to alter the law .

cluding thus : “ except in the case of physical necessity or impos

sibility the rule ought to be observed ." And the adjournment

was also strictly limited to the necessity , and Lord Ellenborough PAROL EVIDENCE OF COLLATERAL AGREEMENTS.

said the court must sit from day to day as “ closely and diligently WHEREVER the hard and fast rule excluding parol evidence to

as they could ." The same principle was laid down by Lord control or vary a written document can be relaxed with advantage,

Kenyon in 1796 ; and he expressly put the adjournment there cannot be two opinions concerning the advisability of such

from day to day on the ground of actual physical necessity . relaxation . We have recently had two important illustrations of

He also carefully directed a special entry on the record of the view which courts having equitable jurisdiction will adopt in

the necessity for the adjournment, obviously in order to construing agreements which do not fully carry out the declared

guard against error in law which would otherwise lie ; for intentions of the parties. In Erskine v . Adeane (29 L . T . Rep .

there would be a hiatus in the proceedings otherwise unex N . S . 234 ), Lord Justice Mellish said , “ The common law of

plained and unjustified, according to the settled rule of law , and England is distinguished from the law of almost all other countries

the result would be that the trial would be invalid . If it were by the fact that it does not imply contracts and agreements to

not so then there would be an arbritary power of adjournment for anything like the same extent, but generally obliges those who

any reason , and among others to enable the prosecutors to better make contracts to insert in those contracts all the stipulations by

their case, the very thing which Hale and Foster deprecated as an which they intend to be bound.” “ No doubt then ," his Lordship

abuse. Therefore the reason for the adjournmentmust appear on added , " there are cases in which obligations may be implied , but

the record , and be a reason valid in law . The same rule of law | as a general rule , the man who wishes to have a particular stipula

was laid down by the Court of King's Bench in the time of Lord tion for his benefit,must take care to have that stipulation inserted

Tenterden , that in a criminal case, whether misdemeanor or in the contract.”

felony, there can be no adjournment, except for actual physical Such stipulations being omitted from an agreement, the point

necessity . The only difference is that in cases of felony the jury to be considered is whether the stipulation cannot be substantiated

cannot be allowed to separate during the necessary adjournments as a collateral agreement. The case of Erskine v . Adeane and that

from day to day. The general rule was the same. There was no of The Llanelly Railway and Dock Company v . London and North

power of adjournment for purposes of justice, either in civil or Western Railway (29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 357), furnish some useful

criminal cases. Hence the most iniquitious lawsuits took place information upon this subject. In the former case two questions

daily from the want of evidence which could often have been sup were raised , the one relating to the keeping fences in repair , and

plied, butno such thing as an adjournment for the purpose ever took the other to keeping down the game. It was held that a cove

place. Criminals were acquitted at every assize owing to theabsence nant by the lessor to keep up the fences could not be imported

of evidence which could often be supplied , and no one ever dreamt into the lease, and on the second point that there was sufficient

of a generalpower of adjournment for purposes of justice. In 1853 evidence of a collateral promise by the lessor to keep down the

the Common Law Commissioners reported that it was unfortunate game to entitle the lessee to compensation for damage done by

that in civil cases there was no such power, and in the Act of 1854 gameupon the land. This case is themore important because it

an enactment was inserted which conferred it. But the law in must frequently happen that the execution of an agricultural lease

criminal trials remained the same; and hence the greatest of our is induced by a promise such as we have referred to ; and indeed

judges have held , over and over again , that there was no power of the same question arose in Morgan y . Griffith (23 L . T . Rep . N . S .

adjournment for purposes of evidence. Among those who have so 783). There the lessee urged the insertion in the lease of a clause

held have been Gurney , Wightman , Cresswell, Willes, and providing that the rabbits on the land should be destroyed . The

Watson . The utmost that they have ever been known to do has lessor refused to insert such a covenant, but the promise of the

been to wait for an hour or two ; suspending the trial; not ad lessor that they should be destroyed was proved by the lessee to

Journing it , and keeping the prisoner meanwhile in the dock - in the satisfaction of the County Court Judge and the Court of

order to avoid even the appearance of an adjournment. In 1865 | Exchequer, to which the appeal was carried . The point of law

dir , Denison 's Act passed , for assimilating the practice of criminal was whether the parol evidence was admissible , and it was argued
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that the alleged promise imposed upon the landlord an onerous disposition was made, who might claim to be admitted upon
obligation , and was inconsistent with the full enjoyment of the payment of the proper fines and fees (sect. 66 ).

right of shooting for pleasure contained in the lease. That, it was By the Bankruptcy Act 1849, sect. 208 , the several clauses of

said , distinguished the case from Lindley v . Lacey (17 C . B ., N . S ., the Fines and Recoveries Act to which we have above referred .

578 ; 11 L . T . Rep . N . S . 273 ), where an undertaking to stay an and that to which we shall later on refer , and several others not

action against the plaintiff was part of the consideration which material for our present purpose, were to extend and apply to
induced the plaintiff to sell the defendant certain fixtures and proceedings in bankruptcy under a petition for adjudication as
furniture. The first agreement containing this term was verbal, fully and effectually as if those clauses had been there re-enacted
and the subsequent written agreement did not contain it. The and expressly extended to such proceedings.

action was not stayed and the plaintiff brought his action to The Act of 1849 was repealed by an Act passed in 1869, but in
recover damages against the defendant, and the jury found that his lieu of the repealed enactments, the Bankruptcy Act 1869 em .
undertaking was a distinct collateral agreement, and the court held powered the trustee in bankruptcy to deal with any property
that it was admissible in evidence . to which the bankrupt is beneficially entitled as tenant in tail, in

In the case of The Llanelly Railway and Dock Company v . The the samemanner as the bankrupt might have dealt with the same,

London and North - Western Railway Company, collateral matter and the several sections above referred to of the Fines and

was referred to to show the nature of the consideration for an Recoveries Act are to extend and apply to proceedings in bank

agreement in the result held to be indeterminable. The agree ruptcy under the Act of 1869, as if those sectionswere there re

ment between the two companies was, as Lord Justice Mellish enacted and made applicable in terms to such proceedings.

stated , so onerous upon one, making their line liable to carry the Lands to be sold , whether freehold or leasehold , or of any other
trains of the other, and there being no reciprocal clauses, that it tenure, where the sale moneys are subject to be invested in landsto

would have been beld to be determinable upon due notice. But besettled upon a tenant in tail, and money subject to be so invested ,

on the letters which passed before the execution of the agree are to be treated as the lands to be purchased and be considered

ment being looked at, it was found that a large sum of money subject to the same estates, as the lands to be purchased ,would, if

was advanced by the defendant company to the plaintiff company purchased , have been actually subject to . Where copyholdsare di.

to enable them to complete their railway - - a sum which the rected to be sold , the disposition must be entered on the court rolls.

plaintiff company could not have borrowed in the market at all The disposition , however, of leaseholds for years or of money, is to

when it was so advanced . “ You may treat it," said Lord Justice confer upon the assignee personal estate only and be by assign

James, “ as a collateral bargain which should not be revoked , ment by deed, which is to have no operation under the Act, unless

just as we let in evidence the other day , in the case of a lease, of a inrolled in Chancery within six months after its execution (3 & 4

collateral bargain by a landlord to keep down the game ; and just Will. 4 , c. 74 , sect. 71). In Re Brooking (6 Jur. N . S . 461), lands

as in the case of mutual wills, you cannot read the one will for having been taken by a railway company who had paid the

the purpose of construing the other ; but you can give evidence purchase-money into court, the tenant in tail included such lands

that there were two wills made, for the purpose of showing that with others in his disentailing assurance, but upon his application

there was a mutual agreement between the testators that the to the court for payment to him of the money, the company

will should not be revoked.” To this his Lordship added : “ You objected that no proper disposition had been made , a subsequent

can give evidence of anything to rebut an implication of a re- | disentailing disposition of the money was made and inrolled, upon

sulting trust, or to rebut an implication of an advancement for a which themoney was directed to be paid to the tenant in tail, and

child , or a person to whom the donor or the purchaser is in loco the company were directed to pay the costs of the second deed.

parentis ." In Re South - Eastern Railway Company (30 Beav. 215 ), the late
In short, the leaning of the Courts plainly is to give effect to all Master of the Rolls considered that as the land had been actually

evidence adding terms to agreements if those terms can be made conveyed to the company in fee simple, no disentailing assurance

to appear an essential part of the consideration ; and the cases we was necessary, and the decision in this case has been subse

have cited are very good illustrations of the class of contract quently followed in the case ofNotley v . Palmer (L . Rep. 1 Eq. 241).
which may be affected by collateral agreements. Parties, how Every deed required to be inrolled in Chancery , by which lands

ever, must be prepared with the most satisfactory proof of col.
or money subject to be invested in the purchase of lands are

lateralagreements. Lord Justice Mellish said he should not be disposed of under the Act is, when inrolled as required by the

contented with evidence only of one of the immediate parties as Act, to operate and take effect in the same manner as it would

to what took place when no one else was present. have done if the inrolment had not been required , except that

every such deed is to be void against any person claiming such

SEARCHES, INQUIRIES, AND NOTICES.
lands or money, or any part thereof, for valuable consideration

under any subsequent deed duly inrolled, if such subsequent deed
DISENTAILING ASSURANCES. is first inrolled (sect. 74 ).

(Continued from p . 33 .) The Inrolment Office is in Chancery-lane, but in pursuance of
POWER was given to a commissioner in bankruptcy to dispose by the 1 & 2 Vict. c . 94, a public record office has been built near

way of sale of the lands of which the bankrupt was actual tenant in | Rolls-gardens, where all the records, with the exception of those

tail for as large an estate as the bankrupt could , had he not been | of recent date, are kept. By the same Act sealed copies of re

bankrupt, then have done ; such disposition to be by deed (sect. corded documents can be obtained and are evidence. Where any

56 ), and " unless the landswere of copyhold tenure " to be enrolled dealing takes place with a tenant in tail, or with lands which have

in Chancery within six calendar months of its execution ,and if the formerly been the subject of an ' entail, search should bemade to
lands were of copyhold tenure, then to be entered on the court | see that the disentailing deed way duly inrolled within the pre

rolls (sect. 59). Where there was no protector, the commissioners | scribed period of six months from its execution , and further to see

could enlarge a base fee of a bankrupt tenant in tail (sect. 57) , and I that no prior disposition , voidable or otherwise,had been made by

the consent of the protector is to have the same effect when given the tenant in tail. If the lands be of copyhold tenure, the secret
to a disposition by a commissioner, as when given to the dis will not be at the Record and Inrolment Offices, but of the Court

position of an ordinary tenant in tail (sect. 58 ) . A disposition | Rolls .

by a commissioner which creates a base fee has this advantage

over a disposition made by an ordinary tenant in tail, that if ILLEGAL CONSIDERATION : THE POSITION OF A
during the continuance of the base fee, or, in other words, the

PARTICEPS CRIMINIS .
existence of the bankrupt' s issue, there ceases to be a protector of

the settlement, the base fee immediately thereupon becomes AYERST V . JENKINS (29 L . T. Rep. N . S . 126 ).

enlarged (sect. 60 ), and a similar result will happen when the base In the above case an attempt was made by the representative of
fee had been created previously to the bankruptcy (sect. 61) . A a particeps criminis to set aside a voluntary settlement made in

voidable estate created in favour of a purchaser for valuable favour of the settlor's deceased wife' s sister, with whom he had

consideration by a tenant in tail becoming bankrupt, or by a cohabited . This is a state of things under which the suggestion
tenant in tail entitled to a base fee becoming bankrupt, is to be of illegality is raised with the worst possible grace, and that
confirmed by the disposition of the commissioner to the extent was set aside, and the settlement upheld, is creditable to our juris

to which the commissioner could dispose of the land with the benefit prudence.

of the chance of the enlargement of the base fee by reason of there The plea of illegality or immorality , for whatever purpose

ceasing to be a protector during its continuance, but no confirma advanced , is one which ought to be looked at very closely, an

tion will take place by a disposition to a purchaser from the com we shall presently indicate the peculiar position which is assumed

missioner for valuable consideration without express notice of the when a particeps criminis endeavours to avail himself of it. . . ,

voidable estate ( sect. 62 ). Notwithstanding the death , during his gality of course embraces immorality, and the same principis

bankruptcy, of the tenant in tail, or tenant in tail entitled to a of law apply whether the agreements or transactions are

base fee, the subsequent disposition of the commissioner was to prohibita or mala in se. Transactions are mala pro!

have the same operation as if the bankrupt were living in the where they are forbidden by statute, expressly or by 1

following cases : first , where at the bankrupt's death there was cation ; they are mala in se when immoral or plainly ob

no protector of the settlement ; secondly, where the bankrupt left to the common law . It is not difficult to deal with,

issue inheritable, whether there was or was not a protector (sect. actions which are mala prohibita , but it is not easy at all

65). The disposition by the commissioner of copyholds other than and under all circumstances, to say what agreements or ac

of an equitable estate , was to have the sameeffect as if the copy - | themselves so bad as to justify the courts of equity in rel!
holds had been surrendered to the use of the person to whom the enforce contracts founded upon them , or to relieve part

ssly . or by impli.
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the consequences of them . And there is , in limine, a plain dis
tinction between executory and executed contracts or transactions.
In the case of Taylor v . Chester (21 L . T . Rep . N . S . 359 ; L . Rep . 4

Q . B . 311) Hannen, J., cited an observation of Parke, B ., in
Scarfe v . Morgan (4 M . & W ., at p . 281), " If an illegal contract is

executed, and a property, either special or general, has passed
thereby , the propertymust remain." Upon that counsel observed ,
* That has never been decided ; if it were law , the court would
have to go into all the circumstances of the illegal contract to see
if the property had passed ." Upon this point Ayerst v . Jenkins

throws some light, and the Lord Chancellor said that in cases pre
senting no circumstances obnoxious to the mind of the court, he

thought it “ consistertwith all sound principle, and with all au .
thority to recognise the importance of the distinction between a
completed voluntary gift and irrevocable in law , and a bond or
covenant for an illegalconsideration, which has no effect whatever
in law ." His Lordship then referred to Whaley v . Norton ( 1 Vern .

483), in which the Master of the Rolls said , “ that there would be
a difference in these cases between a contract executed and execu

tory, and that the court would extend relief as to things execu
tory, which , if done, it may be might stand.” To a similar effect
was Lord Eldon ' s judgment in Rider v. Kidder (10 Ves. 366 ) . And

we conceive that the dicta and judgment delivered in Taylor v .
Chester support this view as regards remedies at law as well as in
equity . A completed gift for an immoral consideration cannot be
set aside in equity, nor can the subject matter of an illegal con

tract, parted with by one person in pari delicto with another, be
recovered back .

To discuss what is an illegal consideration opens a very wide field ,

and as we are dealing with Ayerst v . Jenkins, we will confine our

attention to contracts taiuted with immorality. In that case the
Lord Chancellor referred to the collection of old authorities to be

found in the note to Benyon v . Nettlefold ( 3 Mac. & G . 100 ), the

result of which he thus stated : 1 . Bonds or covenants founded on
past co -habitation , whether adulterous, incestuous, or simply

immoral, are valid in law , and not liable (unless there are other

elements in the case) to be set aside in equity, 2 . Such bonds or
covenants, if given in consideration of future cohabitation , are

void in law , and therefore of course also void in equity . 3 . Relief

cannot be given against any such bonds or covenants in equity if the

illegal consideration appears on the face ofthe instrument. At law

the principles are equally plain and well-established ; and we pass
on therefore to consider the position of a particeps criminis.
The practice of the court of equity is this : If an illegal considera

tion does not appear on the face of the instrument, the objection

of particeps criminis will not prevail against a bill of discovery in
equity, in aid of the defence to an action at law . And under some

circumstances (but notunder all),when the consideration is unlaw .
ful, and does not appear on the face of the instrument, reliefmay
be given to a particeps criminis in equity . In Ayerst v . Jenkins,

as stated by Lord Selborne, relief was sought by the representa

tive not merely of a particeps criminis, but of a voluntary and

sole donor, on the naked ground of the illegality of his own inten .
tion and purpose ; and that not against a bond or covenant or other
obligation resting in fieri, but against a completed transfer of

specific chattels, by which the legal estate in those chattels was
absolutely vested in trustees, ten years before the bill was filed ,

for the sole benefit of the defendant.” “ I know no doctrine of
pablic policy ,” said his Lordship, " which requires or authorises a
court of equity to give assistance to such a plaintiff under such

circumstances.” The governing principle in such cases is , at law
as well as in equity, “ In pari delicto melior est conditio possi .

dentis ” - a maxim of law established , as Mr. Justice Mellor
said in Taylor v . Chester, not for the benefit of plaintiffs or
defendants, but founded on the principles of public policy,

which will not assist a plaintiff who has paid over money or

handed over property , in pursuance of an illegal or immoral con

tract, to recover it back ; and as Lord Truro said , in Benyon v .

Nettefold , the law , in sanctioning the defence of particeps criminis,

does so on grounds of public policy, namely, that thosewho violate
the law must not apply to the law for protection . Chancellor

Kent has very well and concisely stated the condition of

the law in sect . 467, vol. 2 , of his Commentaries, — " A parti

ceps criminis has been held to be entitled, in equity, on

his own application , to relief against his own contract,
when the contract was illegal or against the policy of the

law , and relief became necessary to prevent injury to others.
It was no objection that the plaintiff himself was a party to the

illegal transaction :" (citing Estabrook v . Scott, 8 Ves.446 ; St. John
v . St. John , 11 Id . 526 ; and Jackman v . Mitchell, 13 Id . 581.) “ But

if a party, who may be entitled to resist a claim on account of its
illegality , waives that privilege and fulfils the contract, he cannot

be permitted to recover the money back ; and the rule that potior

et conditio possidentis will apply :" (Howson v . Hancock , 8 Term
Rep. 575 .)
We agree with Chief Justice Best, who, in Richardson v . Mellish

(2 Bing. 229) , expressed the opinion that the courts had gone too
far in setting aside contracts on the ground that they were in
contravention of the public policy, and that the objection in such
cases ought to be founded on someclear and unquestionable prin
ciple and never applied to doubtful questions of policy .
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THE JUDICIAL STATISTICS FOR 1872.
COUNTY COURTS.

(Continued from page 19.)

The amount for which plaints were entered in 1872 is less by £71,340

than the amount for 1871 . The amount in 1871 showed an increase of
£17 ,370 over the amount for the preceding year, following an increase of
£22 ,197 in 1870 over the amount in 1869, of £45,432 in 1869 over the
amount in 1868 , and an average increase of £243,341 in each of the three

years preceding 1868 . The average for each plaint entered in 1872 is
£2 178. 6d ., against £2 178 . 10d . in 1871, £2 178 . Îid . in 1870 , £2 168. 4d. in
1869, £2 128. 10d. in 1868, £2 6s. 70 . in 1867, £278. in 1866, and £2 7s. 2d .
in 1865 .
The amount of debt for which judgment was obtained in 1872 on original

hearings is 45-6 per cent. of the total amount for which plaints were
entered . In 1871 this proportion was 49- 7 per cent. ; in 1870, 49- 9 per cent. ;

in 1869, 50.5 per cent. ; in 1868, 51.3 per cent. ; in 1867, 52-2 per cent. ; in
1866 , 51.1 per cent. ; in 1865, 50-2 per cont. ; in 1864, 55-7 per cent.

The amount of costs in 1872 shows an increase of £690 , as compared
with the amount for 1871. The amount for 1871 was less than the amount
for 1870 by £649. The amount for 1870 showed an increase of £2045 on

the amount for 1869, following an increase of £1655 in 1869 on the amount
for 1868 . and an average increnge of £6967 for each of the three years

preceding 1868 . The costs are 4 .8 per cent. of the amount of debt for
which judgments were obtained on original hearings in 1872, against
4 6 per cent. in 1871, 4:7 per cent. in 1870 , 4:4 per cent. in 1868, and 41 in
each of the years 1867 and 1866 .

The amount of fees in 1872 was less by £8765 than the amount for 1871 .
The amount for 1871 exceeded the amount for 1870 by £5186 , there having
been a decrease of £4649 in 1870 as compared with the amount for 1869.

The amount for 1869 showed an increase of £2919 as compared with the
amount for 1868, following an averege increase of £32,233 for each of the
three years preceding 1868.

The following are the totals, under the different headings in the returns,
of the proceedings in equity in the whole of the County Courts, for each of
the years 1872 , 1871, and 1870, with the average for the years 1867,
1868, and 1869, and the totals of the proceedings from the commencement
of the operation of the Act on 1st Oct. 1865 to 31st Dec. 1866.

From 1st Oct.
Average 1865 to

1872 . 1871 . 1870 . , 1867-8- 9. 31st Dec. 1866.
Number of plaints entered :

For administration of estates , 212 224

For the execution of trusts. .. .

For foreclosure or redemption , o

for enforcing any charge or lie

For specific performance ... ..

For delivering up or cancelling any
agreement for sale or purchase 5

For the dissolution orwinding-up
of a partnership ... 56

Number of petitions or potices filled :

For the appointment or removal
of trustees .. . .. . . .. . ..

For any other purpose under
Trustee Acts ... .

For themaintenance or advance
ment of infants ... ... ... . . 6 15 6

For partitions ... . .. . .. . .. .. .

For injunctions. .. .
Number of instances of payments by

trustees under section 24 o 30 & 31

Vict. c . 142 ... .... . ... ... ... ... 51 46 1 23
Total number of equitable suits or
proceedings ... , .... ... ... 683 767 668 685

Amount of subject matter in
dispute or otherwise ... ... £103,491 £116,692 £87, 804 £87,834 £128 , 162

Amount of attorneys' costs
allowed .. ... . ....... £5,199 £4,499 £4,849 £5, 364 £5,032

Amount of fees :

Payable to Consolidated Fund £1,066 £1, 189 £1, 101 £1,047 £1, 255
Registrars ... £1,817 £1,838 £1,815 £1,967 £2,339
High Bailiffs ... £628 £684 2654 L612 £817

Number of suits or proceedings pend.
ing on 31st December ... ... . .. ... 24 239 247 256 266

Number of appeals .. .

Numbers committed for contempt ... 2 2

Number of warrants of execution ,
possession , & C .... ... ... ... ... ... 6 3 8 13

The following are the totals shown in the returns of the proceedings in
Admiralty suits in the County Courts in 1872 , 1871, 1870, and 1869 :

1871 1870 1869

Total number of Admiralty suits or pro
ceedings ... ... . .. .. . 354 375 337

Arrests of vessels 141 138 144 99

Final decrees .. . 111 131 123

Amount of claims £35 ,536 £34,402 £28,345 £28 ,675

Amount of Attorney £1,488 £1,556 £1,729 £1,591

Amount of fees :
Court fund . .. £588 £574 £630 2528

Registrar ... £563 £463 £487

High Bailiff £308 £247 £263

Suits or proceedings pending 68

Appeals .

Warrants of execution .
Vessels sold :

Amount realised £176 £656 £598 £541
Costs of sale £134 445 £65

Cases settled ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
adjourned sine die
transferred to the High Court of

transferred to Cinque Ports Court
of Admiralty .. . . ..

„ transferred to County Courts.. .
withdrawn ... ... ... ... ... ...

It is supposed that the majority of the cases given as pending in the
Hartlepool and Liverpool Courts and in City of London Court have been
settled out of Court. It is stated also that in many instances the attorneys
agreed upon the costs and settled the cases out of court , and that con .
sequently they are not included in the return .

City of LONDON Court.
Under the Act 30 & 31 Vict. c . 142, which came into operation on the

1st Jan . 1868, the Sheriffs' Court of London was assimilated with the

County Courts under the title of the City of London Court .
The following were the proceedings in this court for the recovery of
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debts in each of the years 1872 and 1871, with the average for 1870, 1869,
and 1868, and the number in 1867 under the former jurisdiction of the court.

1872. 1871. 1870 -69-68 .

h
o

Average 1867 .

||11,739JULOTca

44 59

|
|

| |
|35 45

69

797
£1465

registr
e

3 :49 £35£29
915

Issued ... 124

oned . .. 30 2

I
l

co

23 28

2

Plaints entered 14 , 257 13 ,683 14,604

Cases from the Superior Courts
Causes determined :

With a jury .. . 58
...

Without a jury ... ... ... 6079 5719 6585 5574

Judgments :
For plaintiff .. . . 4576 4542 5406 4353

For plaintiff by consentor Imission , 1146 835 805

Nonsuit ... 164 194 229 306

For defendant 228 190 189 176

Judgment summonses :
Issued 1179 1158

. ..
1022 1021

... ... " "
Heard 431 455 418

Warrants of commitment :
153 255 231

Debtors imprisoned . .. 50

Executions against goods :
Issued ... 1903

... ...
1905 1386

. .. . .. . .
Sales made ... ... ... ... ... 19

Appeals . ..

Orders to stay proceedings... ... ...
Certiorari to remove proceedings
Totalamount for which plaints entered £60,751 £53,365 £64,498 L42 ,651
On judgments obtained by plaintiffs
original hearings :

Amount of debts ... ... .. . ... . .. £24,725 £23,053 £27 .916 £18 ,858
Amount of costs . .. ... £2169 £1904 £2235 £1532

Totalamount of fees on all proceedings ... £6882 7097 7998 5400

Number ofdays of sitting ... ... ... 171 176 172

The following are the totals of the equity proceedings in the City of
London Court under the differentheadings in the table, in each of the years
1872, 1871, 1870, 1869, 1868 :

1872 1871. 1870. 1869. 1868.

Totalnumber of equitable suits or proceedings 2 9 9 11 14
Number of plaints entered :

For administration of estates .. .

For the execution of trusts . .. ... . ..

For foreclosureor redemption,or enforcing
any charge or lien ... .. .

For specific performance ... .. .

For delivering up or cancelling any agree
ment for sale or purchase ... . .. . ..

1872 1871. 1870 . 69 . 1868

For the dissolution or winding-up of a =
partnership ... ... ... ... ... ... ..

Number of petitionsor notices filed :
For theappointment or removalof trustees

For any other purpose under Trustee Acts

For the maintenance or adyancement of
infants . .. .. . . . . . . .

For partitions ...

For injunctions... .. .

Number of instances of payments by trustees
under sect . 24 of 30 & 31 Vict . c . 142 .

Amount of subject matter in dispute or other.
£1313 £3906 £3563

Amount of attorneys costs allowed . . £79 £22 £62 £134

Amount of fees :
Payable to consolidated fund £17 £17 £22 £17

registrars . . . . . . £18 £46
high bailiffs ... ... ... 93

Number of suits or proceedings pending on
31st December ... .. . ... ... ... .. . .

Number of appeals . ..
Numbers committed for contempt ... ...
Number of warrants of execution, possession,

& c . ... ... . .. . ..

The following are the totals shown in the return of the proceedings in
Admiralty suits in 1872, 1871, 1870, and 1869 in the City of London
Court :

1872 . 1871 . 1870 . 1869.

Total number of Admiralty suits or proceedings. 151 191

Arrests of vessels ...
Final decrees . . . .. . . 64

Amount of claims. .. ... £12 ,150 £17, 111 £12, 284

Amount of attorneys' co £1513 £1243 £1124

Amount of fees :
Court fund . .. £252 £286 £232 £221
Registrar £238 £225 £213 £170

High Bailiff . £43 £49 £48

Suits or proceedings pending ... ... 93

Appeals ...

Warrants of execution ... ...
Vessels sold :

Amount realised ... £124 £146
Costs of sale . £507

Cases adjourned sine die

transferred to High Court of Admiralty...

147 125

:
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SOLICITORS' JOURNAL. in the constitution of the society brought about the law at present stands, a magistrate has no
by the new charter and bye-laws proceeds, “ your power to order the production of the prisoner

WE remind our readers that theannual certificate committee have no doubt that henceforward the before the coroner . It is , however, very hard ou

duty has been payable since the 15th inst., andand council will take a much more active lead in all an accused person that to the double expense of a

must be paid before the 16th Deo. The names of matters that interest the Profession throughout defence in the two courts he must add that of an
solicitors taking out certificates before the 1st the kingdom " The Vice President on the occa application to the Superior Court for a writ of

Jan . next will appear in next year's Law List. In sion in question expressed “ his gratification that habeas corpus, and very embarrassing to his soli
the case of renewal certificates solicitors are un the tendency of recent imperial measures had citor to feel that he cannot have his client before
certified from the 15th Nov. until the date of been in the direction of placing solicitors on an the coroner under the above circumstances except
renewal, where such certificate is obtained after equality in regard to public appointments with by virtue of such writ.
the 15th Dec . barristers of seven years' standing." We are

The following law lectures and classes are ap
glad to hear it, and trust that such tendency may A COMPLAINT reaches us that the copies of affi

pointed for the ensuing week in the hall of the become more perceptible . davits now issued from the chambers of the Com

Incorporated Law Society. Monday, 24th, class,
mon Law Judges are in many cases so badly

Conveyancing , 4 . 30 to 6 o 'clock ; Tuesday, 25th ,
written as to be hardly legible . A country solicitor

THE delay in issuing commissions for oaths in the
class, Conveyancing, 4 .30 to 6 o 'clock ; Wednesday,

has forwarded oneof these , and we certainly think
common law courts has always been somewhat

26th, class , Conveyancing , 4 .30 to 6 o 'clock ;
the complaint is very well founded if what is

excessive, and we are sorry to hear, that with a
Friday, 28th , lecture , Common Law , 6 to 7 o 'clock

before us may be taken as a specimen. The idea
number of London and country applications to the

p . m . Members of the Incorporated Law Society
conveyed to our minds is that some incompetent

judges to be so appointed , more delay than ever
are entitled to attend the lectures. Subscribers

youth is set to work to copy affidavits at so much
may be expected ,owing to the greater demand than

are not admitted after lectures have commenced .
a day or week instead of their being entrusted to

usual on the time of their Lordships. In applica . law stationers or writers . Solicitors have a right
| tionsmade during the present woek , we are told | to expect that they should be so copied as to

ALTHOUGH the elevation of Mr. Hall to the that the commissions will not be ready for a facilitate the despatch of business,not to impede it.

Chancery Bench meets with undoubted approval, month at the least, perhaps two. This delay is the
yet there is a somewhat strong feeling amongst more unfortunate, as when the Supreme Court of
solicitors that the claims of older and equally Judicature Act comes into operation the mode of

THE Master of the Rolls on a recent occasion

competentmen have been overlooked . Mr.Glasse, issuing commissions for oaths generally , is likely
dealt somewhat summarily with the parties to a

Q . C ., Mr. Amphlett, Q .C ., and Mr. Southgate, to undergo somematerial alterations.
suit which, being the last cause on the paper on

Q . C ., are named as such . There is a report, for
the day in question , was ordered to be struck out

which we cannot vouch , that Mr. Hall, during the
because neither counsel nor solicitors was present.

vacation , was occupied , at the country seat of the
ig the TIE inconvenience which country solicitors ex His Honour added that he should require very

Lord Chancellor, with laborious work connected
perience who are in the habit of appearing in cogentreasons before he would consent to restore&

with legalmeasures which have been or will be
magistrates ' courts is very great in connection cause to the paper struck out under such circum

submitted to the Legislature.
with the practice which often obtains of an stances. Nodoubt his Honour has, since the com .
accused person being committed to custody undering committed to custody under mencement of Term , made great progress with his

remand , or for trial, before the finding of the list, but the altered state of things in his court,as
At the annual meeting of the Incorporated Law coroner's jury. A very strong illustration of this regards despatch of business, takes the Profession
Society of Liverpool held on the 5th inst., the is to be found in the case of Re Reardon , referred somewhat by surprise, and as it is probable that
report, which was taken as read, after stating to by us in our last issue, page 36 , where the the parties to the cause in question have been long
that the number of members was 191, and after prisoner was by such committal prevented from waiting for a hearing,and as, if not restored to the
referring to the legislation of the session ,contained attending the inquiry before the coroner, although paper, it will probably be very many months
the following, on the subject of the organisation it was desired by the coroner himself that the the cause is again reached, it is to be hoped
of the Profession . “ Your committee think it prisoner should be called as a witness, and where the suitors will not be thus severely dealt wi
right to refer to the great advance made by the the prisoner's attorney swore that he was advised owing to the neglect (if any) of their profession
Incorporated Law Society of England towards this and believed that it was necessary that his client advisers. Solicitors will do well to watch mo
object.” The report, after stating the alteration should be tendered as a witness. No doubt, as closely the cause list.
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NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. addressed to the company , to A . Furness, and the have passed between the clerk of Mr. King and

RENTCHARGE IN FEE - REAL ACTION - 3 & 4 other shareholders in it ; and to Mr. Nutt and Mr. Mr. Shearman and his clerks at the interview in

WILL. 4 , c . 27 , s . 36 . - The old remedy by real | Robert King, their respective solicitors ; and to his office on the 8th April 1873. Mr. Shearman 's

action for the recovery of a rentcharge in fee Mr. Robert King and his solicitor. The facts of version of what occurred was in effect this : That
having been abolished by s . 36 of 3 & 4 Will. 4 , the case were shortly these : In Dec. 1872 , the Mr. King ' s clerk then handed the authority to a

c. 27, an action of debt is now maintainable applicants, who were two of the shareholders of clerk of Mr. Shearman's for Mr. Shearman 's

therefor : (Thomas v. Sylvester and others, 29 the company, presented a petition to wind it up. approval; that it was taken in to him , and

L . T . Rep. N . S . 290. Q . B .) The petition was heard on the 22nd Feb . 1873, returned to Mr. King's clerk , with an intimation
SPECIFIC LEGACY - DIVIDEND – APPORTION . and was dismissed with costs. The order directed that it would be all right if signed , when the latter

MENT ACT 1870 . - The dividend on shares in a payment by the petitioners to the company and said the signatures to it would be obtained . Those
public company, partly earned before the testa the opposing shareholders, who were sixty -six in statements were corroborated . Mr. King ' s clerk ,
tor' s death , but declared afterwards, belongs | number, of their costs ol the petition :| number, of their costs of the petition . The costs however, said that, after some general conversa

entirely to the specific legatee of the shares ; and were taxed at 1441. 18s. 3d ., the taxing-master's tion, the authority was taken in to Mr. Shearman ,

the Apportionment Act 1870 does not introduce certificate being dated the 4th April. On that who, as Mr. King' s clerk was informed , perused

any new rule in this respect : (Whitehead v. | day,Mr. King,the solicitor of the company,and the it, but declined to give an opinion on it, and said
Whitehead , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 289. V . C . M .) shareholderswho had opposed the petition,wrote to he would require everything to be done in strict
PRACTICE - REVIVOR - BILL DISMISSED - PETI. Mr. Shearman , the solicitor of the petitioners, a form . . Mr. King's clerk was told Mr. Shearman

TION OFAPPEAL - SUBSEQUENTDEATH OF PLAIN . letter , in which he said that unless he received the declined to approve the authority. The clerk then
TIFF. - In a suit to obtain a declaration that the amount of the taxed costs in the course ofthe ensu . left Mr. Shearman ' s office , saying, “ Well, then ,

defendant was a trustee of certain real estate for ing Monday he should proceed to enforce payment. he shall have everything in strict form ." Mr.
the plaintiff, the bill was dismissed . The plaintiff That demand of payment was one whichThat demand of payment was one which Mr. King' s clerk in other respects denied the allega .

presented a petition of appeal,but died before the King was not entitled to make, the practice not tions of the other side, and his statements were
appeal washeard. On the application of a person abling him to enforce payment until either the corroborated by Mr. King and other witnesses.

claiming to be a devisee of the plaintiff , that the 17th April, or some later period. Mr. Shear . Common Law

suit might stand revived against the defendant, man, upon receipt of that letter, wrote to Mr. Bar), and C . H . Turner, in support of the motion ,
and that the petition of appeal might, if neces Hollington informing him of the taxation of the contended that the issue of the writs was clearly

sary, be amended , order made : (Chadwick v . costs, and requesting to have a cheque for the wrongful and an injury to the applicants, for
Chardwick , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 284 . Chan .) amount by the next morning. Mr. Hollington which they had a right to sue at law . As the

LANDLORD AND TENANT – LEASEHOLD IN . called upon Mr. Shearman the next morning and applicants had a clear right of action , the court

TEREST - YEARLY TENANCY . - Agreement entered gave him a cheque for the amount. That was on a would not allow them to lose it by upholding

into between A . and B ., and signed by them . | Saturday ; and on the following Monday, the 7th these writs .
whereby A . “ agreed to let ” to B . a certain shop , April, Mr. Shearman wrote to Mr. King , where. DeGex, Q . C . and Ingle Joyce, for King , opposed

“ at the yearly rental of £36 ;" and A . further upon the latter sent on the next day, the 8th the motion , and submitted that the applicants'

agreed " not to give B . notice to quit as long as April, a clerk to Mr. Shearman with a form of case rested on the assumption of the validity of

he continued to pay the rent when due." At the authority for his approval— that being an autho- a contract which could not be entered into. No

time of entering into the agreement, A . was a rity from Mr. King 's clients to pay the taxed costs solicitor could bind even his own clients not to

lessee of the shop for a term of years, of which
But here

to
about ten years remained unexpired : Held , that half of the applicants that, on the clerk taking to the applicants werenotMr. King' s clients. Want
under the agreement, B . was not merely a yearly Mr. Shearman on that occasion the form of autho . of good faith on his part towards someone else' s
tenant, but had a right to remain in possession rity, it was approved by him , and returned to the clients was out of the question . He had really
for theunexpired residue of A .'s term , as long as clerk approved, and that the clerk stated the been misled by Mr. Shearman. If the applicants
he paid his rent when due : (Re King's Leasehold authority would be signed in a few days . On the were in any respect right in their views, they

Estates, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 288. V . C . M .) other hand, it was alleged that Mr. Shearman re . ought to have asked the cthe court to

PLEA THAT DEFENDANT IS NOT EXECUTOR fused to approve the authority , and that it was summary jurisdiction over solicitors as its own

ADMINISTRATION SUIT. - A testator by his will re -delivered to the clerk , he being informed that officers. But the case was not one in which the

appointed A . and B . his executors. A creditor' s | Mr. Shearman declined to give an opinion upon court would exercise such a jurisdiction , and, on

suit was instituted against the two executors for it, but would require everything to be in the whole of it, themotion should be refused with

the administration of the testator' s estate , and strict form , or to that effect ; and that the costs.

the bill alleged , as the fact was, that one of the clerk aid not say that the authority would be Lindley , Q . C .and Bronksbank were for the com .

executors, B ., had not proved the will or re. signed in a few days. There was no communica - pany.

nounced pro bate. It also alleged that B . was tion between Mr. Shearman and Mrs,King in thetion between Mr. Shearman and Mr. King in the Dickinson , Q .C .was heard in reply .
indebted to the testator' s estate, and that A . was intervalbetween the 8th April and the 23rd April . / The VICE-CHANCELLOR having at theconclusion

insolvent, and did not intend to enforce the debt On the 21st April Mr. King, as solicitor for the of the arguments reserved his judgment, now deli .

against B . By his answer B . disclaimed all in - company, issued the two writs againcompany , issued the two writs again t the goods vered it. He stated the facts of the case as
terest,and offered to renounce. The plaintiff then of the applicant - the one againstMr. Iullington , above set forth , and, after minutely commenting

amended his bill, introducing allegations with a directed to the sheriff of Middlesex, and the other on the evidence, said he thought that upon it the
view to interrogating B . as to his debt to the to the sheriff of Surrey , each for the sum of correct conclusion was that the authority sent by
estate. To the amended bill B . ont in a ples that £144 18s. 3d . The writs were lodged by Mr. Mr. King for approval by Mr. Shearman was ap

he had by deed renounced probate before the bill | King with the sheriffs, and both writs were exe- proved by him , that Mr.King's clerk was informed

was amended . Held (reversing the decision of cuted on the 22nd April. The officers were placed that Mr. Shearman had approved it , that such
Maling, V . C .) that the plea could not be sus. / in possession of the business premises of Mr. | clerk did state that the signatures would be ob

tained : (Morley v. White, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 289. | Hollington at about half- past five of the after- | tained and the authority furnished in a few days.

Chan .) . noon of that day, he not having cash in hand to and that Mr. King 's clerk did not correctly inform
TAXATION OF COSTS _ OUTPORT CHARGES pay the amount, and being unable to obtain it him of what had occurred at the interview of the

AGENT NOT ATTORNEY OR PROCTOR - REVISION from his bankers ; the officers were also placed in 8th April. If that was the correct conclusion it
- SEPARATE BILLS OF COSTS.-- The practice , possession of Mrs.Hollington 's private residence . followed that the writs should not have been
which has hitherto obtained in the High Court of Mr. Hollington having communicated with Mr. | issued as they were issued , and that the appli.

Admiralty, of presenting separate bills of costs for Shearman , paid , on the following morning, under cants had established that they were issued con .
the London proctor's charges and for the ontport | protest, £154 4s. 9d ., the amountof the costs, and trary to good faith . Mr. King must be respon

or country agency charges, is now objectionable £9 6s. 6d ., the costs of the levy, to the officers . sible, although he might not have been correctly

and must be discontinued for the future. Although At the time of that payment Mr. Shearman and informed by his clerk of what had occurred . The

a proctor may employ an agent, who is not an Mr. Hollington only knew of the execution Vice-Chancellor had said that the writs should

attorney or solicitor, to act as clerk pro hac vice, directed to the sheriff of Middlesex , and had not not have been issued . It was said on the argu .

for the purpose of collecting evidence in a cause, heard of a writ having been issued to the sheriff ments that what happened did not amount to an ,

& c., in the outports, and may lawfully charge for of Surrey ; but in the afternoon of the same day agreement not to issue execution at the time
the expenses incurred in respect of such agent, as | Mr. Shearman was informed by Mrs. Hollington when it could , according to the practice of the

agency charges made by such an agent for doing of the execution levreaof the execution levied on her premises. Mr. court, be issued , but at most amounted only to a
work which is essentially the work of a proctor, Shearman therenpon informed the officers in poses. statement that the signatures would be procured

attorney , or solicitor, such as “ taking instruc sion of Mrs. Hollington 's premises that he had if they could be procured , so as to allow of
tions for brief and drawing the same." & c . will | paid the £154, 4s. 9d ., but the officers required payment being mado under the authority to Mr.

not be allowed upon taxation : (The City of paymentof £4 Os. 6d., the expenses of the levy. King instead of to the parties ; that payment to

Brussels, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 312. Adm .) Mr. Shearman was, on behalf of his client,Mrs. Mr. King would have been a good payment
Hollington , obliged to pay, and accordingly did without the authority, and that Mr. King could

VICE -CHANCELLOR HALL' S COURT. pay that sum in order to procure the withdrawal not, as solicitor of the company, bind the company

Wednesday, Nov. 19.
of the officers. On the same day Mr. Shearman not to issue execution when execution could be
wrote to Mr. King complaining of his conduct in / issued. As to the construction thus put upon

Re THE COMMONWEALTH LAND, BUILDING , Es. issuing the writs as he had, thereby wantonly what passed at the interview , the Vice-Chancellor

TATE , AND AUCTION COMPANY (LIMITED ). I putting Mr. Shearman 's clients to great and un - thought it was not correct. It was to be observed

Solicitor and client- Writs of fi-fa issued against necessary damage, annoyance, and inconvenience, that Mr. King's clients were interested in ob

good faith - Process. informing him of the payments which , under pro- taining paymentbefore the time when a writ could
This matter came on to be heard on a motion on test, he had made, and concluding by a request be executed , and that what occurred provided

behalf of Mrs. Ann Hollington , and Mr. Alfred that Mr. King would let him have the promised for and contemplated such earlier payment - the
Jordan Hollington . The notice of motion asked authority and receipt signed by the shareholders, applicants thus making a concession in favour of
that two writs of fieri facias, dated the 21st of as also the mfarine dated the 21st of l as also the master ' g certificate. That letter was Mr. King' s clients . Whether or not payment

April 1873 , issued by the above-named company delivered by Mr. Shearmandelivered by Mr. Shearman' s clerk to Mr. King, could without the authority have been properly

and Alfred Furness and others, shareholders in it , who thereupon stated that the only reply he had and effectually made to Mr. King it was not neces .
and directors respectively , to the Sheriffs of to make was that Mr. Shearman had better send sary to determine, seeing that Mr. King and Mr.
Middlesex and Surrey , against the goods and the balance (30s.) due to him for copy affidavits Shearman acted upon the view that the authority
chattels of the applicants , might be set aside, as on the petition . Mr. King did not send any other was necessary . Mr. King had not as solicitor for
issned contrary to good faith, and that the com reply. There was no further communication beon ba - I his clients , authority to contract with the debtor

pany , A . Furness, and the other shareholders , or tween the solicitors. Mr. Shearman gave the after judgment that his clients would not enforce

Dr. Robert King might pay the costs of the notice of motion , which , as amended, was to the payment of their demand until a specified time ;

application . The notice asked , in the alternative, effect above stated . The motion came on to be but he had , as the Vice-Chancellor thought,

that, if the court should think the writs ought heard on the 13th inst., and the arguments occu . authority to arrange on their behalf for accelera

not to be set aside, then Mr. Robert King might pied the court during that and the following day . tion of payment. In Loregrove v. White ( L , Rep .

be ordered to pay to the applicants the damages, À great deal of evidence was adduced on both 6 C . P . 444 ), Mr. Justice Smith said : “ The

costs, charges, and expenses attending the issuing sides, but a brief reference to a small portion of it attorney has, no doubt , controlover the processof

of the writs, and also the costs of and occasioned is all that is here necessary. A principal discus. execution so far as such purpose is concerned ;

by this application. The notice of motion was ' sion in the case arose upon what was alleged to but that he has not complete control over it is
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shown by the decision that if the debtor has been years ago, and that he was, therefore, entitled to I Clarke.--My Lords, I have just been instructed
taken on a ca . sa . he cannot consent to his dis . the benefit of the Statute of Limitations. In to show cause, but I am in this position -- that the
charge, though in the case of a fi. fa .he can consent 1868 a suit of Weldhen v . Fluker (to which the office copies have not been taken of the affidavits.
to the withdrawal of it , as in Levy v . Abbott, I plaintiff Lyall was a party ), was instituted with that were used in support of the rule, nor has

(4 Exch . 588) . If it is for the advantage of the reference to some of the matters now in notice been given of the affidavits on which I now
client, he may accept payment of the debt by in . | dispute between the parties to this suit , and a show cause . Under those circumstances I can
gtalments ; but he cannot, I think , enter into a decree was pronounced . The decision of the ques . only ask your Lordships to allow the matter to be
binding agreement that execution shall not issue tions in this suit depended on this - whether an enlarged until next Term .

for a given period of time." Mr. King , for his insolvent could , after making of a vesting order , KEATING , J . - What is the excuse for not in .
clients, by his clerk presented the authority, and , and before his discharge , by any act or acknow - structing you before ?
as the Vice -Chancellor considered , stated by such ledgment of his — as, for example ,by the signature Clarke. - I have heard of none.
clerk that it should be signed and forwarded in a of his schedule and the filing of his affidavit , Garth . - The rule was moved in January last
few days . Nevertheless, misled by the statement alter the position of his creditors under the insol. and at the request of the Law Institution, at my
of his clerk, Mr. King took no step whatever to vency . The 9 Geo. 4 , c. 14 ,and the 2 & 3 Will. 4 , instance , it has been enlarged at someintervals to
get the authority signed . Hemade no communi. c . 27 , and several authorities, were cited in the the present time.
cation to Mr. Shearman that he was not doing so ; arguments. It will be sufficient for the purpose

aments. It will be sufficient for the purpose DENMAN , J. - Not January, it was in May.
ecution having arrived , he l of this report to refer very briefly, to the 40th sec. | Garth . - This gentleman has been already sus.

issued the writs . The Vice-Chancellor could not tion of the latter statute. By that section it is pended from practice in this court for two years ,
but regard the issuing of execution urder such provided that no action or suit shall be brought

to recover any sum of money secured by any different offence which wag brought before thecircumstances as contrary to good faith - in say .
by a rule in January, and now this is an entirely

ing which he did not impute to Mr. King any mortgage, judgment, or lien , or otherwise, charged court , for misappropriating a sum of £50 thatwas
wilful wrongful act, be having received from his upon or payable out of any land , at law or in handed to him by a gentleman in July last year,
clerk the version given to him of what occurred. equity, but within twenty years nöxt after a pre for paying probate duty. I applied for the rule in
Mr Sherman was led by Mr. King. Zoting I sent right to receive the same shall have accrued AS

April, and at Mr. Biddles' own request , it has been
through his clerk , to believe that payment was to to some person capable of giving a discharge for enlarged by the Law Society up to this time; and
bemade to Mr. King after he had obtained the or release of the same, unless in the meantime upon the last occasion there was the usual rule
due execution of the authority . Mr. Shearman, some part of the principal money or some interest drawn up - -that any affidavits he had to file in
therefore, properly abstained from paying the thereon shall have been paid , or some acknow . answer to the application should be filed a week
costs, even after the time when execution could ledgment of the right thereto shall have been bebefore the Term , and this is the first intimation
issuefor nonpayment thereof. Theapplicants now given in writing , signed by the person by whom we have received .
asked that the writs mightbe set aside, they de- the same shall be payable, or his agents , to thehe Clarke. If I were allowed to go into the facts
siring to proceed at law against Mr. King or his person entitled thereto, or his agent ; and in such I think there are matters upon the affidavits
clients to recover damages. It was not, however, case only within twenty years after such payment beforemeon which I should ask your Lordships
alleged thatthe levying of theexecutionsoccasioned or acknowledgment, or the last of them , if more to go into the question .
any pecuniary loss to the applicants or either of than one, was given . KEATING , J.- What was the nature of the
them . Annoyance there must have been , but the Dickinson , Q .C . and Fielding Nalder were for charge ?
Vice-Chancellor did not think that justice required the plaintiff in the case. | Garth . - A gentleman in July last year entrustedthat the writs should be set aside. He thought | Greene, Q . C . and Methold , for the defendant, l him with £50 to pay probate duty . Instead of

that the proper order to be now made was, under were not called on . paying it , he received the money and misappro
all the circumstances , that Mr. King should pay The VICE - CHANCELLOR, after an elaborate

priated it . Hewas applied to over and over again
to Mr. Hollington the sum of £9°6s. 6d., the examination of the authorities referred to in the by other solicitors, who were instructed to apply
amount of the costs paid by him through Mr. arguments, said the principal defence wbich had for the money, and at last representations were
Shearman to the Sheriff of Middlesex, and to Mrs. been set up to the plaintiff's claim was the made to the Law Society, and Mr. Williamson
Hollington the sum of £4 0s.6d ., the amount of Statute of Limitations. In reply to that the

wrote to him a letter, in which he told him the
the costs paid by her through Mr. Shearman to plaintiff had relied on the effect of certain litiga .

accusation against him , and asked what answer
the Sheriff of Surrey , and also to pay the appli- tions in a suit of Weldhen v . Fluker, in which a

he had to it, and this is the answer that hemakos
cants their costs of this motion . As regarded the decree had been nade, and by which it was said in February 1873, the money having been paid to
other respondents, he should not make any order the plaintiff here had been entitled to redeem the

him the previous July . “ Sir , - Āt the time I
upon themotion. As to Mr. King, he considered property. But the questions argued now were received the cheque from this gentleman an
that he had jurisdiction to make him pay the costs not raised in that suit. It might well be that

attachment was issued against me, compelling
occasioned by his having issued execution under there mighthave been acknowledgments available | meto absentmyself from my office for some time,
the circumstances, as in the cases of Re Hogan | then , which would not be so now ; and that, and ultimately, when going there, I was taken and
(3 Atk . 812 ) ; Aubrey v . Aspinall (Jac. 4 , 1 ) ; although the statute could not then have been set

imprisoned for upwards of six weeks. In conse
Browre v. Davies (4 Jur. N . S . 683) ; Bayley v. up , it might be so here. The proceedings in that

quence my business becameneglected , nor could I
Buckland ( 1 Ex . 1 ). The company had filed an suit had no bearing on the questions at issue in
affidavit of the liquidators of it (the company this one, which , in truth , depended on the 40th

get money from many people who were indebted

to me. The fact of my imprisonment became
being now in the course of being wound up under section of the statute of the 3 & 4 Will. known, and I was pressed on all sides, and ,
a voluntary winding-up), and that affidavit had 4, c. 27 . To that statute Lord St. Leonards although I made every effort, I could not raise
been replied to by Mr. King . In those affidavits had given a most liberal interpretation - an inter

pretation to which also the Vice- Chancellor ac.Mr. King and the liquidators were at variance as
the money to repay. Had I been left alone I
should have done so." That is his explanation .

to whether the latter sanctioned the writs of | ceded . But Lord St. Leonards was not dealing
exocution . The Vice-Chancellor did not consider with a case or cases similar to this. The statute Clarke. There were fees owing to Mr. Biddles.

it necessary to say which of the two parties,Mr. was one which shortened the time for setting up KEATING , J . - So he says.
King or the liquidators, was right as to that, titles to real estates ; and although , no doubt, it Clarke. For business done by him .
because he thought that under the circumstances was to be construed liberally, the true policy of KEATING , J . - At all events , this is a gentleman
the order he had mentioned should be made it must never be lost sight of. That was to quiet who thoroughly knows the practice of the court.

against Mr. King, although he was, he thought, persons in the possession of their lands ; and, The rule has been enlarged from the 30th May

led to act as he did through not having been though construed liberally , it must not be so read last, he does not take out copies of the affidavits,

accurately informed by his clerk of what occurred as to let in claimswhich the policy of it clearly , if and five minutes before the case comes on he
at the interview on the 8th April, and because not expressly , excluded . Then what was there in hands a brief to the learned counsel, without
he did not consider the case one for giving costs the present case to take it out of the operation of putting him in the situation of being heard. He
to the company. the statute ? An insolventhad,on his own petition , does not even come here to attempt to take out

obtained an order denuding himself of all interest copies, or to see how matters are going ; in fact,

Wednesday, Nov. 19 .
in his own property, and vesting it in trustees, he appears to me to treat the court, or at least the
for the benefit of his creditors. Could it be said

LYALL v. FLUKER . proceedings, with something very like contempt.
that he might directly after such an act on his ! We see no reason why the rule should not bemade

Mortgage --Redemption - Statute of Limitations. own part, by any acknowledgment of his , take absolute to strike him off the rolls ,
THE plaintiff in this case filed his bill for (inter from his creditors that property which he had

alia ) an account of what was due to him for prin . deliberately made theirs, and which, but for such

cipal, interest, and costs in respect of certain | acknowledgment on his part, was completely Re JOHN STAINER JONES.
judgment debts and equitable charges, or mort. theirs ? So to hold would be most unreasonable . Garth , Q . C . - In this case,my Lords, I have to
gages, on some land at Shorne, in the county of The Vice-Chancellor then referred to the sectionon move that the rule be made absolute. It was a
Kent. It appeared from the bill that on the as above stated , and continued : Who was the

rule calling upon the attorney to shew cause why
21st May 1841, and the 24th Dec. in the person by whom the money was — for the purposes

he should not be struck off the rolls, and there issameyear, William Neely gave the plaintiff two of the Act, and of this suit- payable ? The object
no cause shown .of this suit was, it must be remembered , to trywarrants of attorney , with defeasances, to secure

The rule was obtained in June
last.

to him , by means of the land in Kent, the repay . the title to land. Then, by whom , and to whom , KEATING, J . - Is it to strike him off the rolls ?
ment of two sums of £500 and £1000 , witn was the money payable ? By the assignee in the Garth . - Yes, my Lord.
interest. In that year the plaintiff obtained judg . insolvency to the owners of the land. It was not

tl KEATING , J. - What was the ground of thament against William Neely for £1000 and costs. payable by the debtor himself. He was not, rule ?

and in 1813 a judgment for £2000 and costs . therefore, the person contemplated by the statute. Garth. There were no less than four charges
Those judgments were duly registered and re. Whatever might have been the effect of the against him . He has shown no cause and has
registered, and were so for the last time on the debtor's acknowledgmonts under other circum .

filed no affidavits. There were four cases against
13th Feb . 1867 . stances — if , for example, the insolvency had been him . One was, & writ was sent to him for seryice,In 1849 William Neely took
the benefit of the Act for the Relief of Insol. at an end when it was given - was another ques. and for service only, without any authority tovent Debtors, and the defendant was appointed tion altogether . But as the case now stood , he receive the money . He told the person uponhis assignee. On the 17th March 1849. the must hold that the plaintiff had failed to establish

whom he served the writ that he had better pay
Insolvent Court made the usual vesting order, on his case, and that his bill in this suit must be dis - | the money, and the money was paid , £34 , for
the petition of William Neely. In the schedule missed , with costs. which he never accounted . About four months
filed and signed by him in the insolvency, and

| afterwards another writ was served upon the
after themaking of the vesting order , he admitted APPLICATIONS AGAINST ATTORNEYS. debtor at the suit of the sameperson , and then it

the debts due from him to the plaintiff . More. COURTOF COMMON PLEAS, Nov. 11. turned out that this man had received themoney,
over , in an affidavit sworn by him on the 4th (Before KEATING , BRETT,GROVE, and DENMAN . and had not accounted for it and the money had
Aug. 1852, in the insolvency, he also stated the to be paid over again . Another case was, he was
debts due from him to the plaintiff. The defendant JJ.)

denied the due registration of the judgments ; he
employed by a schoolmistress, near Bristol, toRe JOHN HENRY BIDDLES.
collect a sum of money for her , £10 , which healso claimed to be entitled to the lands, in priority Garth , Q .C . - In this case, my Lords, a rule was collected , but he never let her know anything

to the plaintiff, and he insisted that the debts and obtained to strike an attorney off the rolls, and about receiving the money, and appropriated it
equitable charges were all dated more than twenty ' I shall ask that the rule may bemade absolute . ' to himself. There are two other cases, one a case
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ench .

of probate duty, and the other was an application REPORTS OF SALES. justified a liberal payment to counsel, this was
for one of the arbitrators for the arbitrator's fees, one. It was not a very large fee, but the master
and the arbitrator never authorised him to apply . Tuesday, Nov. 18 . has reduced it . It is a question of principle , of
The arbitrator applied afterwards and the money By Mr. H . E . MURRELL, at the Mart . great and grave importance, not only to the Bar ,
had to be paid twice over, because this money had

Blooomsbury. - No. 89 . Devonshire-street, freehold - sold for but to the public ; it is conceded that the attorney
been misappropriated . £1035 , for the petitioner was acting for the benefit of
KEATING, J . - You had better call him . Gray's inn -road. – No. 18, Wilson -street, term 37 years , his client, and that being conceded I think it of the

sold for £380 .
Mr. John Stainer Jones was called three times Camden -road . - Nos, 70 and 72 , Brecknock- road, term 76 last importance to the public that when a solicitor

by the officer of the court, and there was no years -- sold for £895 . thinks fit to give a proper remuneration to a
reply . Euston -road . - No. 188, Seymour-street, term 18 years --sold

for £100. counsel, his authority should not be treated with
KEATING , J . - Then let the rule be made abso. No. 166 , same street and term - sold for £175. levity and set aside. I think no taxing-master ,

lute to strike him off the rolls. Paddington . - No. 22, Cambridge-place, term 48 years- sold whether of this or any other court, can be as
for £365 .

No. 19 , South Wharf-road, term 49 years - sold for £235 . good a judge as a respectable solicitor acting
bona fide for his client. He hasmeans of knowingRe JAMES JONATHAN THORNLEY . Wednesday , Nov . 18. what is just to the Bar, taking into account the

Garth , Q . C . - My Lords, - In this case I am going By Messrs. HARDs and VAUGHAX , at the Mart. merit of the counsel he thinks fit to employ. We8 st. Christopher. - A sugar estate , known as Godwin ' s plan .to make an application to your Lordships that the tation, containing 604 acres, with plant and live stock think this was a most proper fee, both in amount
rule should be discharged, but I think I ought to sold for 20500 . and in principle . Asto the item of the subpoenas,
tell your Lordships what the nature of the appli. By Messrs . BoxkaX and Sox . which is an item of very considerable magnitudo ,
cation is, in order that you may deal with it , De Beauvoir Town, - The lease of the Perseveranco Tavern, we see no reason to doubt the statement ofMr. Con.
notwithstanding we have notbeen able to serve the l _ term 19 years -- sold for £1850 . cannon that it would be dangerous to serve sub .
defendant. The Court of Exchequer have sus. Dalaton. - Nos. 9 and 10 , Gayhurst-villas , term 71 years,

sold for £450 . pænaswith more names than one. Butit is stated
pended him from practice for two years , and the by the master that there was an agreement thatBy Messrs . RUSHWORTH , ABBOTT, and Co.
Court of Queen 's Bench have done the same subpoenas should be allowed for each two wit
thing . In this court the rule is that all the Mount-street . – No. 7, Bell-yard , term 13 years - sold for

£450. nesses ; the matter was quite in his discretion
materials in the other courts should be brought Fitzroy-square. – No. 39 , Fitzroy-street, term 12 years - sold | and we decline to interfere . As to the item of
here, that your Lordships may deal with it as for £450 ,

fees on the briefs of counsel, I apply all I said
they did , or as you please. Mr. Thornley is, so before to this. 150 guineas were given to each of
far as we can ascertain , in America at the pre

ELECTION LAW . the leading counsel ; but this was cut down. I
sent time, and I should ask your Lordships to will again refer to the judgment of Bovill, C. J.,
deal with it as the other courts have dealt with it, in the Southampton case . The first question

and suspend him for two years , or else to dig. ELECTION PETITION COSTS. argued there was as to the fees allowed to the

charge the rule , whatever your Lordships think In view of the coming generalelection it may be leading and junior counsel. " If these fees were
right. We have not been able to serve him , and interesting to our readers to peruse the judgments allowed as being a uniform standard of allowance
there is no doubt he is abroad . in a case heard some time since in Dublin on the without reference to the particular case, we think
BRETT, J . - Why should it not be postponed above subject. It is the well-known case of this course would be wrong, and that the master
Garth course we can , J ., said : “ The gene. ought to exercise his judgment in each case, but

I do not know that that is ofany advantage, except ral principles upon which we should proceed in at the same time we see no objection to themaster
to myself and my learned friend . If he comes this case are clearly laid down by Bovill, C . J . : adopting such a scale as an average for ordi.
back another application can be made ; it is ‘ It is impossible to lay down with exactness any | nary cases.' This was an extraordinary case. The
merely to preventmy coming to the court every rule upon the subject, but generally it would seem master allowed 100 guineas as the usual fee. He
Term , or twice every Term , and asking your that all such costs should be allowed as a solicitor should have exercised his discretion. There should
Lordships to enlarge the rule . If you allow the would ordinarily incur in the conduct of his be no uniform rule in a case of such magnitude.
rule to be struck ont that will be the best course. client's business , excluding those extraordinary As to the consultation fees and refreshers, we do
KEATING , J. - Then at your request we strike costs which may have been occasioned either by not think they should have been reduced, but we

it out. the default of the client, as by his incurring & decline to interfere with the discretion of the
contempt, or by his express instructions as to master as to the number of consultations. As to

employ an unusualnumber of counsel. It appears the shorthand writer' s notes, nothing delays the
Correspondence. to us that the parties entitled to their costs ander langecase so much The

LIFIED PRACTITIONERS – Deeming it the orders, were entitled to an indemnity for all machinery for taking down the evidence, by means

the duty of every solicitor to make known to the costs that were reasonably incurred by them in of shorthand writers, was provided by the Legis .
Profession every attempt he observes, by persons the ordinary course of matters of this nature, but | lature. During the whole of this case there was
not solicitors to usurp the province of those who not to any extraordinary or unusual expenses in : | constant reference made to the shorthand writers

are, I beg to call attention , through your valuable curred in consequence of over-cąution or over. notes which were in the possession of counsel,
medium , to the enclosed advertisement which is anxiety as to any particular case, or from con - and after all this are we to come to the conclusion
repeated week after week in the Rugby Gazette sideration of any special importance arising that shorthand writers are not to be paid for by
and Midland Times. Possibly it is not so flagrant from the rank , position, wealth , or character, the parties ? We think they should be paid for ,
an invasion of the rights of the Profession as of either of the parties, or any special desire but not as charges for brief, but specifically what
many others, but I think the whole system of on his part to ensure success. We think | was paid for them should be allowed , and the
such invasion , for, undoubtedly, it has now also that such extraordinary costs as an attorney attorney's expenses incident to procuring them .
become a system , ought to be crushed ; and I would not be justified in incurring without dis . It was said that three counsel were allowed ,
avail myself of this opportunity of giving to the tinct and special instructions from his client, and that they should take down the notes. I
legal world this notice, in the hope that the accu . ought not to be allowed , nor the costs of purely think when a counsel is in a case he should
mulated showing up of these advertisements may collateral proceedings, upon which a party has act as counsel and not as a mere note -taker.
induce some solicitors of ample means to take the failed , nor those which may have been occasioned As to the expenses of the witnesses, the regis .
matter up in earnest. GEORGE ASHMALL . by his default ,negligence, ormistake :' (Southamp- trar' s certificate is not indispensable , themaster

The following is the advertisement so properly ton case, L . Rep . 5 Č . P . 182.) I will first take the should allow all witnesses, bonâ fide' summoned ,
complained of, with certain omissions, and which petitioner's notice and his objections to the taxa - no matter whether they were examined or no.

We commend' to the notice of the Legal Prac. tion . The first item of importance contained in We think the party is not bound to examine

titioners Society : the affidavit of Mr. Ooncannon , the petitioner's every witness he summons. As to the objection

COMMERCIAL INQUIRY OFFICE.
agent, was the retainers to counsel. The peti. that the registrar did not give his certificate till

Head Office: - Cheapside.
tioner retained two leading counsel, giving them after the judge's term of office expired, our pre
each ten guineas before the petition was filed , in vious decision renders it unnecessary to decide

Branches : - Manchester, Blackburn , Leicester , Edin . order to secure their services. There was much this point ; but we have doubt that the registrar
burgh , Newcastle , Glasgow , Cork , Dublin .

In the interests of trade, and at a heavy expenditure discussion on the principle of these retainers . We could give his certificate even now . As to the ap .
of time and capital, these Offices have been established . cannot see the principle on which the master plication of the respondent to reduce the taxation
Whatmembers are entitled to for £3 38 : - Entitled to took five guineas off one, and allowed no of the master, one of the items was to disallow

- Legal advice at any time, or any number of times , retainer to the other counsel. I think there the fees paid to counsel for daily consultations
free of charge , on any commercial question . Debts is some doubt as to whether this retainer did where it did not appear that difficult points or
applied for , subject to commission ,

Our system of Debt Collecting is much approved not retain the services of the counsel for life . unexpected complications had arisen during the
No spending of good money after bad ; special facilities Wewere referred to the rules of the Bar which were trial. If that was so , the master would have had

in County Courts ; judgment against debtor in twelve adopted at a meeting of the Bar held on 3rd May, to have retried not only the Galway Election
days : attendance to prove debt unnecessary ; commis 1864, and by thom it appeared that a fee of five Petition , but alsn have decided what matters re
sion 5 per cent. under £20 , 24 por cent. above . A care guineas was sufficient to retain any member of quired consultations. As to the witnesses who
fully revised list of swindlers, with their latest aliases the Bar for a particular court or circuit where he were examined to prove treating ,the report of the
is kept at this office .

NOTICE. - In this office, a debt, after application is ordinarily practised , but the retaining fee to re- judge was generally against the respondent, and
made, is not left to die a natural death . Prompt, effi . tain a counsel in every case was understood and wedecline to go behind that.

cient,and volantary advice is given to subscribers as to was there laid down to be ten guineas. That is MORRIS and LAWSON , JJ. concurred .
eans of recovering same. If in London, a clerk | necessary to retain a counsel before a suit was

waits upon him in the country , by post) and obtains instituted . This jurisdiction did not exist at all at
from him such instructions as will enable us to recover the time these ruleg were passed . These inquiries
debt without any further trouble to subscriber , and THE BENCH AND THE BAR .
without any attendance of subscriber being necessary . | are almost invariably held in a remote part of

Terras : - £3 38., £5 58., and £10 109. and upwards, per the country . Wedo not think that this retainer

Annum . N . B . - Banks and their Branches contracted comes at all within the descriptive particulars CALLS TO TUE BAR.
lor, court or circuit where the member of the Bar LINCOLN 'S -INN . - John Morley , Esq ., B . A ..

usually practised ,' and , therefore, wethink that Oxford ; Frank Pownall, Esq., M . A ., Oxford
To Correspondents. the attorney for the petitioner was perfectly Sebastian Evans, Esq., M . A . and LL . D ., Cam .

STUDEST. - Wharton ' s Law Lexicon , price 2 guineas , justified in securing the services of these counsel, bridge ; Arthur Griffith' Poyer Lewis , Esq., B . A .,
A COUNTRY ARTICLED CLERK. - You cannot quit the service whom he, in the exercise of his discretion ,thought Oxford ; John Reeve Brooke, Esq., B . A ., Oxford
of your principal without his sanction . It is an omission
in your articles . No doubt the almost invariable practice necessary for the proper conduct of his case, George Burvill Rashleigh , Esq ., B . A ., Oxford ;
is to allow an articled clerk to serve the last twelvemonths and he was quite entitled to give them ten | George Broke Freeman, Esq., B . A ., Cambridge
in the office of the London agent, but this gives you no guineas each . We are of opinion that this Robert Wood Smith , Esq., B . A . and S . C. L ., O .
right to require it . - ED.

INQUIRER. - See Order No. 8 , issued by the authority of the item should be allowed, and we will send it ford ; Frederick Ernest Muntz, Esq., B . A ., Cam .
judges, on the 31st Jan . 1883, parsuant to 23 & Vict. .. back for retaxation . The next item is the case bridge ; Thomas Herbert Robertson, Esq., B . A .,
127, 84, 5, 8 and 9. You must present yourself for examin. laid before the senior counsel to advise proofs. Oxford ; Alexander Henry Patterson, Esq ., B . A .,
ation (intermediate ) in one of the two Termsnext before
or After one-hall of your term of service . Communicate Twenty guineas were paid for this, which was Cambridge ; Henry Nicholas Courtney. Esq.,
with the Registrar of Attorneys , Law Institution , Chan cut down by the master to fourteen gaineas ; we LL . B ., Cambridge ; Arthur Horatio Poyser, Esq.,
cery.lane. The questions and answers for the last ex
amination can be obtained of Mosers, Evison and Bridge, cannot see on what principle . If there ever was B . A ., Oxford ; Edward Bellasis , Esq. ; George
la stationers, Chancery-lane. - ED. Soms . Derr. bridge, ' a case, the magnitude and importance of which ' Montagu Worthington, Esq., B .A ., Cambridge ;
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Philip Harry Van Cortlandt, Esq. ; Frederick Sir John Karslake said that the Legislature letter of the 2nd Oct. to the Secretary of State,
Harvie Linklater , Esq. ; Alexander Edward Pole, armed our courts with this authority as a matterned our courts with this authority as a matter I considering it of groat importance to have on the

Esq. ; Alweyne Turner, Esq. ; Edward Morton of international courtesy . He did not see why register (by sect. 36 of the Licensing Act 1872 ,

Daniel, Esq . ; Edward Rowdon , Esq. ; John the prisoner should not instruct counsel to show directed to be kept) the correct names and ad .

Wilkes , Esq., B . A ., Cambridge ; Percival Beevor cause. As a matter of fact, a somewhat similar dresses of owners to whom certain notices of dis
Lambert, Esq., B . A ., Oxford ; and Donglas Nu order made at chambers had been set aside by the qualification and convictions have to be given .

gent Wyndham E . C . Grenville -Murray, Esq., Court of Queen 's Bench , on the application of Sect. 36 of the Act states that “ every person

B . A ., Oxford . counsel for the prisoner , as informal. The pri- applying for a new licence or the renewal of a
INNER TEMPLE. - Georgo Drinkwater Lucius soner could not be made to attend here. as he licence shall state the name of the owner of the

Cary, Esq., M .A ., Cambridge ; Arthur Bovell, could not be held in custody. It seemed from a premises in respect of which such licence is

Esq ., B . A . , Cambridge ; Henry Studdy Theo - recent case in the Queen 's Bench , in the matter granted or renewed , and such name shall be

bald , Esq., B . A ., Oxford ; William Frederic of a prisoner named Elise Counhaye, that deposi- endorsed on the licence.” Sect. 42, sub -sect. 3 ,

Thompson , Esq., Oxford ; William Samuel Lilly , tions duly authenticated , though not taken in the enacts, “ The justices shall not receive any evi.
Esq ., L .L . M ., Cambridge ; Henry De Burgh Hol. presence of the accused, were admissible in pro . dence with respect to the renewal of such licence

lings, Esq ., B .C .L ., M . A ., Oxon ; Jacques Edouard | ceedings under the Act of 1870. which is not given on oath ," and such sect. 42

Chenaux de Rosieres Durup de Balaine, Esq., GROVE, J. remarked that this was only a semble concludes, “ Subject as aforesaid, licences shall be

Paris ; Cecil Jalland Page Clay, Esq., M . A ., Ox. from the case, and added that the statate of 1870 renewed and the powers and discretion of justices
ford ; Thomas George Stacpoole Mahon , Esq ., did not contain the strong words introduced in relative to such renewal shall be exercised as

B . A ., Oxford ; Thomas Ryburn Buchanan, Esq., that of the present year. heretofore."

M . A ., Oxon ; John Frederick Leigh. Fleming,Esq., Sir John Karslake said that the Act of 1870, The justices and their chairman and clerk con .
B . A ., Cambridge ; Arnold Morley, Esq., B . A ., extending that of 1856 to criminal matters, was sidered that the justices had power to require the
Cambridge ; Henry Fielding Dickens, Esq., B . A ., possibly an instance of the Legislature entirely statement of each person applying for a new
Cambridge ; William George Blane, Esq ., B . A ., forgetting what the other Act was about. It licence or the renewal of a licence to be given on
Oxon ; Cecil George Kellner, Esq ., B . A ., Cam might be a rule of English law that depositions oath.
bridge ; William Henry Gibb , Esq ., B . A ., Cam - | taken in the absence of the accused could not bel For administering such oath the clerk charged

bridge ; Charles Robert Tyser, Esq ., B . A ., Cam used against him , but the English courts might an additional fee of 1s., according to the scale of
bridge ; Walter Herries Pollock , Esq., B .A ., nevertheless allow such evidence to be taken . fees referred to in his said letter of the 2nd
Cambridge ; John Henry Ward, Esq ., B . A ., Cam They merely perpetuate the evidence, they do not October. It will be seen by the Secretary of
bridge ; John George McMaster, Esq . M .A ., sanction its use. The order could be framed so State's letter of the 6th October that he considers
Dublin ; Henry Stevens, Esq., B . A ., Cambridge ; as to issue an affidavit of notice to the prisoner “ the requirement of an oath on the statementas
William Scott Goodfellow , Esq., B . A ., Cam and service. It was assumed by the comity of to the ownership of premises to be unauthorised
bridge ; William Holmes Carbery, Esq . ; David nations that foreign tribunals would act right, by the Licensing Act 1872, and quite unneces.
Lewis , Esq., B . A ., Cambridge ; James Eyre and in this case they were desirous of having sary ," and that “ the charge of a fee for such
Thompson , Esq., M . A ., Oxon ; Gordon Taylor evidence given under the sanction of an oath oath is therefore irregular.” Section 36 of the Act
Bentinck Wigan , Esq., B .A ., Cambridge; William instead of a voluntary statement.
Henry Nash, Esq. ; Arthur Heathcote Montagu

enacts that in every licensing district there shall
BRETT, J ., remarked that in the recent Extra be kept by the clerk a register of licences “ con

Long, Esq., 'Oxon ; Arthur Welch , Esq. ; Alfred dition Amendment Act the Legislature had ex
taining the partienlarg of all licences granted in

Bray Kempe, Esq., B . A ., Cambridge ; and James the district, the premises in respect of which they
pressly and deliberately overruled what the courts

Patten , Esq ., B . A ., Oxon .
MIDDLE TEMPLE. — Sidney Woolf, Esq., of the

were granted , the names of the owners of such
considered a fundamental principle of English
law , and the courts were of course bound by their

University of London, holder of an Exhibition in
| premises, and the names of the holders for the

time being of such licences.
decision .Common Law and of Real Property , and of an

There shall also be

entered on the register all forfeitures of licences,
KEATING , J., said that the wording of the lastExhibition granted by the Council of Legal Educa .

Act proved that the Legislature knew what wordstion in Michaelmas Term 1873 ; Robert Lloyd
disqualification of premises,record of convictions,

Kenyon , Esq., of Christ Church , Oxford, M .. ., to use to effect its deliberate purpose.
and other matters relating to the licences on the

Those
register.”

words, however, did not appear in the Act of
The latter part of the section enacts

and Vinerian Law Scholar ; William Young, Esq., “ and there shall be paid by each licensed person

of the University of London , B . A . ; John Barton 1870 .
to the clerk in respect of such registration the

Sir John Karslake said that the order might beHutton, Esq ., of Trinity College, Dublin , B . A . ;
Sydney Twentyman Jones, Esq., of Trinity Hall, drawn up in an imperfect form to be completed or sum or fee of 1s. for every licence granted or

renewed .”
Cambridge, LL. B . ; Frederick Forester Goold , affidavit of service. The prisoner would then

Esq., of London University ; William Blake have an opportunity of appearing by counsel. The justices' licences are in force for one year,

Odgers, Esq., of Trinity Hall, Cambridge, B .A . ;
Civilised nations must be trusted to do their duty expiring on the 10th Oct. in each year , and there

James Nathanielda'Russell Day, Esq., of Christ's
in criminal cases. Our own laws of evidence were fore at the Annual Licensing Meetings, a renewal

College, Cambridge, B . A . ; Arbuthnot Butler not perfect, and a trial was now pending in which licence is granted to each applicant who previously

Stoney, Esq., of Trinity College, Dublin , B .A .,
very strong remarks had been made on the incon- | held a licence. Since the passing of the Licensing

LL. B . ; Charles William Greenwood , Esq., of
venient distinctions between civil and criminal Act 1872, such licence by way of renewal granted

Trinity College, Cambridge, B . A . ; William evidence in our own courts. at each licensing meeting has been entered on the

Rutherford, Esq., of the University of Edinburgh , GROVE , J ., said he should like to have the
register by the clerk , who has each year charged

M .A . ; Alexander Comyns, Esq., of Trinity Col. question argued before granting an order . Why
each licensed person a fee of ls. for every licence

lege, Dublin , B .A ., LL. B . ; Thomas Moreton , had the French Government not applied to a
“ renewed ."

Esq . ; Charles Bousfield Shaw , Esq . ; David Jones Secretary of State, under the recent Act ? It will be seen by the Secretary of State's letter

Lewis , Esq . ; John William Edwards, Esq. ; Sir John Karslake said this had been done, but of the 6th Oct. that “ with regard also to the re
Charles Marsh Denison , Esq . ; Samuel William the Secretary of State had sent them to the gistration of licences on renewal, Mr. Lowe thinks

Casserley, Esq., of the University of London , court. that re-registration in every case, where is no
LL. B . ; Alfred Guy Whipham , Esq . , Jesse Her KEATING , J ., said there was a provision in the change of ownership , is unnecessary and oppres.

bert. ian .. Esa . : Robert Bovill Neblett. Esg . : Act of 1856 that the Lord Chancellor and two sive. "

and Robert Wilson, Esq. judges should frame rules for giving effect to the Although the former part of sect. 36 enacts
provisions of the Act , and regulating procedure that the register is to contain particulars of " all

under it . This had never been done, and he licences granted ," yet as the latter part enacts

MAGISTRATES' LAW .
looked upon it as a formidable objection to the the payment to the clerk of a fee of ls. for every

motion . licence granted or renewed , the clerk considershe

COURT OF COMMON PLEAS.
Butt, Q . C ., in answer to a question of the court, is entitled to register every licence renewed , and

stated that he had urged the objection alluded to to charge each licensed person such fee on " every

(Sittings in Banco , before KEATING , BRETT, by Mr. Justice Keating in a recent motion before licence granted or renewed ,” that is , “ yearly, "

GROVE, and DENMAN , JJ.) the Court of Queen 's Bench , but that the court irrespective of change of ownership

Re EMILE FERRAND, A FRENCH PRISONER. | had refused to entertain it . Sect. 29 of the Act of 1872 empowers the local
Extradition - Evidence . KEATING , J ., said that quieted him , though he authority to grant to any licensed victualler or

SIR John Karslake (with him J . H . Hodgson ) I should have great doubt had the matter been res keeper of a refreshment house in which intoxicat

moved , on the part of the French Government,for integra. He should , however, like to have the | ing liquors are sold , “ an occasional licence exempt

an order to examine witnesses in England, in order nature of the charge before the court. ing him from the provisions of the Act relating to
that their depositions might be used in a criminal It was arranged that thematter should be again the closing of premises during certain hours, and

trial abroad. He made his application under the mentioned to the court next week , with fresh on the special occasion or occasions to be specified
Extradition Act of 1870 , which extended to materials for a decision . in the licence."

criminal proceedings not of a political nature an The Newark Licensed Victuallers' Association
Act of 1856 , enabling evidence to be taken here in

PRACTICE UNDER THE LICENSING ACT have, by their secretary , on more than one occl
relation to civil and commercialmatters pending sion applied to the justices for a general order ,
before foreign tribunals . He produced the certi.

1872 .
exempting ,on certain days, thelicensed victuallers

ficate of the French ambassador thattheprisoner. The following case has been submitted to counsel as a body from the provisions of the Act relating

Emile Ferrand, was in custody on a charge of by the justices' clerk of Newark : to closing of premises. The justices have declined

fraud , and that his offence was not of a political THE LICENSING ACT 1872. to make such generalorder, as being contrary to
character. The matter had been before Mr. Counsel's attention is particularly called to the the intention of the Act, and have only granted
Justice Denman at chambers, who had referred it copy of correspondence between the Secretary of the occasional exemptions by “ an occasional

to the court, his difficulty being that the examina - State for the Home Department and the Justices licence ” to each licensed victualler requiring or

tion would be in the absence of the accused . As of the Peace for the Borough of Newark , and to applying for the exemption . And the justices have
to this, the Extradition Amendment Act, passed in the copy memorial incorporated therewith , which declined to recognize the association , contending

August of the present year, expressly enables a accompanies this case. It will be seen therefrom such association has no locus standi before them ,

Secretary of State to order the examination of that differences have arisen between the licensed and that they must have applications from indivi.

witnesses for the purpose of any criminal matter victuallers of Newark and the said justices and duallicensed victuallers, so as to be able to enforce
pending abroad, whether in the presence or their clerk upon the construction of the Licensing the penalties imposed by the Act for infringement
absence of the person charged . Act 1872, and as to the duties of the justices and of any of its provisions by such persons. For each
BRETT, J ., said that if it had not been for the their clerk thereunder. occasional licence so granted the clerk has charged

Act last cited , he should have thought it a funda - | At the General Annual Licensing Meetings for a fee of 28 .6d., considering that in the absence of
mental principle of English law that no examina - the borough for the years 1872 and 1873 , the chair - any fee being named in the Act of 1872 for such
tion should be taken in a prisoner' s absence. man was the present ex-Mayor of the borough , occasional licence, he is legally entitled to charge
KEATING , J., thoughtthe charge should be defi. and who is a solicitor in proctice. Atsuch licens- the full fee of 58. for every such licence as for an

nitely stated , as it was in proceedings before ing meetings the justices required each applicant original licence, but being satisfied to charge for
magistrates under extradition treaties. One of for a licence or a renewalof licence to state on such occasional licence the same fee as is given by

the practical inconveniences of this novel proceed . oath the nameand residence of the owner of his 5 & 6 Vict., c . 44 , sec . 3 , for endorsement of a tem

ing was thatit must necessarily be ex parte. premises, for the reasons stated in their clerk 's ' porary licence.
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Counsel is requested to advise on behalf of the REAL PROPERTY AND the contract within the meaning of the condition

justices and their clerk .
1. Whether under the Licensing Acts or other.

CONVEYANCING .
of sale ; secondly, that theplaintiff wasnotentitled
to damages for loss of bargain ; or, thirdly , to re

wise the justices have the power or discretion to cover the costs of defending the suit in Chancery .

require each applicant applying to them each year NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. Per Bramwell, B . (contra ), first the finding of the
for a new licence, or for the renewal of licence, to WILL - CONSTRUCTION - SPECIFIC LEGACY. - A arbitrator that the rescission was not from the
state on oath the name and address of himself testatrix gave to her trustees a certain sum of £3 vendor' s unwillingness or inability to answer or
and the owner of the premises in respect of which per Cent. Annuities, “ or the stocks or funds comply with objections or requisitions, concluded
such licence is granted or renewed ? And, if so , which may at the timeofmy death represent such the case against the defendant ; but, secondly ,
whether the clerk can legally charge a fee for annuities," upon trust to pay or transfer thereout even if that were not so , the vendor nad no power

administering such oath in addition to the fees “ £100 of such trust funds ” to A . : Held, that to rescind at the time he did ; nor any right
payable for the licence ? the expression " of such trust funds ” must be under the conditions to rescind at all, except in

2. Is the opinion of the Secretary of State, as construed to mean “ part of such trust funds," respect of objectionsmade to the title disclosed

expressed in his letter of the 6th Oct., in con. and that therefore the legacy to A . was specific . in the abstract, or of those that arose therefrom .

formity with the requirements of the Act as to Distinction between specific and general legacies : Upon error being brought by the plaintiff , upon

the registration of licences ? If so , are not (Davies v. Fowler , 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 285. that deci Chamber ,

licences granted yearly by way of renewal to the V . C . M .) it was held by Blackburn , Keating , Brett, Archi
same person to be entered on the register either WILL - CONSTRUCTION - LEGATEE - SUBSTITU . bald, and Honyman , JJ., that the judgment of
as to date or otherwise ? And if so, how is the TIONARYGIFT TO CHILDREN - DEATH OF PARENT the majority of the court below was right, and
register to show “ particulars of all licences | BEFORE DATE OF WILL . - A testatrix by her will should be affirmed . Sed contra, per Grove, J .,
granted ,and the names of the holders for the time gave a sum of money to the children of her late agreeing with Bramwell, B ., on the first ground ,
being of such licences ? ” cousin , and declared that if any “ legatee ” that the judgment was wrong, and should be re

3. Can the clerk legally charge at each Annual should die in her lifetime leaving a child or chil. versed : (Gray v . Fowler, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 297.
Licensing Meeting , or otherwise, whenever adren him or her surviving, such legacy should not Ex. & Ex. Ch .)
licence is transferred at a speecial sessions for lapse bat be paid to such child or children : Held VENDOR AND PURCHASER - CONDITIONS OF

transfer of licences, the fee of 1s. for registration (affirming the decision of Malins, V . C .) , that the SALE — DELIVERY OF ABSTRACT – WANT OF

of every licence granted or renewed ? If not, I children of those of the cousin ' s children who | TITLE IN VENDOR - TIME FOR MAKING OBJEC

when and under what circumstances may he died before the date of the will did not take by TIONS. -- The plaintiff was the purchaser, at a sale
charge such fee ? substitution , their parents not being “ legatees by auction , of an estate put up for sale by the

4 . Are the justices right in their contention as | under the will : (Hunter v. Cheshire, 29 L . T . Rep . defendant (together with A ., since deceased )

to “ granting occasional licences " only to indi. | N . S . 283. Ch.) subject to conditions of sale. By the third con
dividual licensed victuallers ; or have they the VENDOR AND PURCHASER - CONTRACT FOR SALE dition the vendors were to deliver an abstract of
power, and ought they to make such grant, by | OF REAL PROPERTY - ABSTRACT OF TITLE - | title within seven days, and “ all objections and

one general order for the whole of the licensed DELIVERY, WITHOUT FRAUD, OF IMPERFECT requisitions not stated in writing and delivered

victuallers within their jurisdiction ? And are the ABSTRACT - DEFECT IN TITLE ARISING ALIUNDE to the vendors solicitors within fourteen days
justices justified in refusing to grant the Licensed - DEEDS BONA FIDE OMITTED FROM ABSTRACT. from the delivery of the abstract, were to be con
Victrallers' Association , as an association , any - The plaintiff ' s testator was the purchaser , at sidered as waived," and, in that respect, “ time
locus standi before them an auction , of real estate belonging to the defen . was to be of the essence of the contract." The

5. Can the clerk legally charge the fee of 2s. 6d . the conditions | twelfth condition stipulated that “ the vendor
for each “ occasional licence ? " If not, what fee that “ an abstract of the title " should be de being trustees should not be required to obtain

ought he to charge for the same ? livered within seven days from the sale, and the concurrence of anyone interested in the pro
Ănd generally to advise the justices and their that the purchaser “ should , within twenty-one ceeds of the sale," and the fourteenth condition

clerk on the case. days from such delivery, make his objections and stated that “ if the purchaser should fail to
COPY OPINION . requisitions in respect of the title ;" and that all comply with these conditions his deposit should

I am of opinion that upon an ordinary renewal objections and requisitions not mado within that be thereupon actually forfeited to the vendors,"

the justices should not require a statement on time should be taken to be waived ; and that, in who were to be at liberty to resell and recover the

oath or otherwise of the ownership , because sect. case the purchasers shecase the purchasers should make any “ objection deficiency , if any, and the costs of resale from

42, part 2 provides that they shall not take any to or requisition on the title ," which the vendor the defaulting purchaser . The plaintiff signed the

evidence with respect to the renewal, & c ., unless should be “ unwilling or unable " to answer or usual agreement to complete the purchase accord

after notice of opposition . Upon application for comply with , the vendor reserved to himself the ing to the conditions, and paid a deposit of £300.

a new licence the justices are bound to take evi. | option (notwithstanding he might have attempted An abstract of title was delivered within seven

dence of the ownership . It is said that the to answer or comply with “ such objections or | days, which showed that the property had been

applicants shall state the name of the owner, but requisitions," or might have partly done so ) " at devised to the defendant and his co-trustee A .

I rather infer that it is not to be on oath . any time ” to rescind the contract, on repaying the

2 and 3 . I am of opinion that the Secretary of deposit, & c . An abstractwas delivered within the | F . S ., the testator' s son - in - law , for life, and after

State is wrong as to the registration . By sect. 36 seven days, and within the twenty -one days the his decease to sell the estate and stand possessed

the register is to contain the names of theholders | purchaser sent in (together with valid objections) of the proceeds” “ upon the trusts for the chil.
for the time being. How can this be if the original a frivolous and unfounded objection to the title dren of the said F . S . as therein mentioned .” It

licence expire on the 11th Oct., and the renewal is therein disclosed ; and, as he persisted in such was stated in the abstract that F . S . would join

not registered ? It seems tome clearly necessary objection and declined to complete, the vendor in conveying the property ; but the abstractwas
to register the renewal- not the particulars afresh filed a bill in equity against him for specific per silent as to whether or not F . S . had any children .
- but the fact of renewal, and in case of a transfer, formance. In his answer to the bill, put in on An objection , though not until after the expira

the name and address of the present holder. If the 23rd Sept. 1868, the purchaser repeated and tion of the stipulated fourteen days, was

so, it follows that the clerk is entitled to the fee insisted on all his old objections, and he also for made by the purchaser to the title , on the

of 13.,and both propositions are completely estab the first time raised a new objection to the title , ground that F . S . being still alive, the power of
lished by the concluding sentence of sect. 36 , on the ground that the abstract was defective sale had not arisen , and the vendors could

" and there shall be paid by each licensed person because of the omission therefrom of certain deeds make no title, to which the vendors replied ,

to the clerk in respect of such registration the which materially affected the title, and of the first, that the objection was made too late ;

som or fee of ls. for every licence granted or existence of which deeds he had only recently ,existence of
and secondly that it was not a valid one. It

renewed .” and long subsequently to the delivery of his ori. subsequently appeared that the trustsjin favour
4. I am also of opinion that the justices are ginal objections, become aware. On the 2nd Dec . of the children of F . S .were for the benefit of such

clearly right in not recognising the Association , 1868 . and whilė the suit was pending, the pur of his children by H . S ., the testator's daughter,

and in granting occasional licences to individuals chaser died . On the 26th Jan . 1869, the vendor 's as should be living at testator' s death , to be

only. Nor have they the power under sect. 29 to solicitors applied by letter to the late purchaser's | paid to them if sonsat twenty-one, or if daughters
make any such general order as is proposed . solicitors for the name of his executor , " in order " at thatage or marriage, with limitations over for

Under that section the licence must be granted to (they added ), “ to revive the suit, which weshall the benefit of survivors on the death of any

the individual and must specify the special do at once.” On the 11th Feb . 1869 this informa child under twenty -one and being a daughter un . .

occasion or occasions, and the hours. It is also tion was furnished to them , and on the following
tion was furnished to them , and on the following married . F . S . and H . S . had eight children living

in my opinion an original licence, and may be so day , the 12th , they informed the purchaser' s soli. at the testator's death , all of whom at the date of

treated in charging a fee. citors that " they should rescind the contract the sale had attained twenty -one, and three of
I should , therefore, suggest to the justices that and present petition to dismiss the bill.” Even whom being daughters had married and settled

they answer the letter of the secretary to the tually , on the 12th April 1869 , the bill was dis - | their shares of the trust fund. An action having
effect that, in accordance with his letter, they missed , without costs, on the purchaser's motion . been brought by the plaintiff, the purchaser, to
propose to abandon the evidence of ownership An action having been brought by the plaintiff, recover his deposit, it was Held , by the Court of
upon renewals, and the oath in respect of it , on asexecutor of the purchaser,against the vendor for | Exchequer (Kelly , C . B . and Martin and Pollock ,

the originalapplication , but that upon the ques.
breach of contract in not deducing a good title , and BB.) , that he was entitled to recover it back ,

tion of registration they are advised that it is a
for damages for loss of bargain , & c ., it was found, although the objection to the sale was not made

matter over which they have no control, inasmuch as facts, by the arbitrator to whom it was re- within the stipulated fourteen days, the vendors
as sect. 36 peremptorily directs not them , but the ferred , to state a case for the opinion of the court, having in fact no title at all to sell the property ,
clerk , to register the renewal, and that otherwise first, that the omission of the deeds from the ab . and no power to make one. By Kelly , C . B . , that
the register could not show the present state of stract was made intentionally , but bona fide and the abstract was not a complete or sufficient one,
the premises,whether licensed or not. They might | under the advice of counsel, as it was supposed and therefore the time limited for delivering
add, also, that they are advised that the clerk , in that they did not affect the title ; secondly , that objections had not commenced to run . By Martin
Omitting to register such renewals, would render | in an abstract delivered by the vendor under a and Pollock , BB., that the condition as to waiver
himself liable to an indictment for disobeying the previous contract in 1867 to sell the property to and forfeiture applied only to objections and re
statute , as in my opinion he would be. By sect. another purchaser, these deeds were included , quisitions in the case of a simply defective title
58 the register is to be evidence of all thematters and that on an objection being taken in respect which could be made good on the defects being

required to be be entered . of these deeds, the contract was abandoned by supplied ,and notto a title wholly bad,and incapable

WILLIAM J. METCALFE. the vendor ; thirdly , that a good title was not of being made valid . Semble (also by Martin and

Temple, Oct. 17 .
deduced in the present case , but that there was Pollock , BB .) , that the abstract, if a true abstract
no fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation ; and of such title as the vendor had at the time, was

rthly, that the rescission of the contract by good , although the title shown by it was bad , and

THE LATEST PROMOTION .- A Brussels corre - the vendor was not from unwillingness or in . not such as the purchaser was bound to accept,

spondert writes :- “ The English residents here ability on his part to answer or comply with ob and that thereference to the trusts of the will, in

were greatly amused at reading , in one of the jections to or requisitions on the title . Held, by favour of the children , sufficiently called the

Brussels papers, that 'General' Vernon Har - the Court of Exchequer , Kelly , C . B ., and Martin vendee's attention to the trust, to call on him to

court had been appointed Solicitor-General - Le and Cleasby, BB . (Bramwell, B . dissenting as to make a requisition or objection on the subject :

Genéral Vernon Harcourt a été nominé Solicitor the first, and doubting as to the second), first, I (Want v . Stallibrass, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 293 .

Général.' » that the defendant had power to and did rescind ' Ex.)

decen e income to
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MERCANTILE LAW . money for all the looms, and he had the full sums are in no sense damages which the plaintiff
power of removing them all at once or as soon has sustained through the defendant's breach of

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. as he pleased . He did remove nine of the looms, contract. They are sums which the plaintiff has

CHARTER-PARTY--ADVANCESAGAINSTFREIGHT but left seven , and on the 29th inst. the plaintiff voluntarily paid under a view which he thought

- STIPULATION FOR INSURANCE UPON ADVANCES gave the defendant formalnotice to remove those proper to adopt of the course which it was for his

BEING EFFECTED BY CHARTERERS. - By a charter. seven forthwith . The defendant having paid the interest to take in a litigation with a third party ,

party made at Bombay , & ship of the respondents , whole amount of the purchase money, the fifth who was neither party nor privy to the contract

merchants at Greenook , was to proceed from condition ceased to be operative, as its object had between him and the defendant ; and in which

Bombay to Calcutta , and there load a cargo to be been fully answered by payment to the plaintiff litigation the plaintiff would have succeeded ac

conveyed to the United Kingdom . A clause in the of the purchase -money, and the removal of the cording to the evidence before us upon this trial
charter-party was as follows: - “ Sufficientcash for loom previously to the 1st April thenceforth | if he had thought proper upon that occasion to

ship 's ordinary disbursements to be advanced the became a matter which concerned the defendant have made the proper evidence of his defence

master against freight ; subject to interest ,assur. only . The plaintiff having performed his part of receivable according to law . Upon the trial of

ance, and 25 per cent. commission ; and the master the contract by giving the defendant the right and the present action I have allowed the agreement
to indorse the amount so advanced upon his bills of opportunity of removal, and thus, as it soems to to be put in evidence though not properly stamped ,

lading .” Of this charter-party the appellants me, the contract between these two parties was being tendered for a collateral purpose . Mr. Berry

were indorseos. While the ship was at Calcutta fully performed , and neither could complain of for the defendant, objected to its reception, and,

preparing for the voyage, various advances for the any breach of the other. What happened after . if this case is carried further , the benefit of that

ship 's ordinary disbursements were made by the wards, and which has furnished the occasion for objection is reserved to the defendant. The plain

appellants, and the master gave them , on account | the present action ,was this : On the 1st April the tiff asked for a judgment in his favour, at least
of such advances, a bill drawn on the respondents. defendant's seven looms, together with a number of for nominal damages, contending that by not re

The respondents refused to accept the bill, on the others which had been sold by the plaintiff and moving within the seven days the defendant had
ground that the master had no power to give it. not removed by the purchaser, had not been broken his contract. As the defendant paid at

and that under the charter-party the appellantsDellante removed from the Mill, but the plaintiff duly once the whole purchase money to the plaintiff,

should have effected an insurance on freight to tendered to the landlord the possession of the mill he thereby acquired the full benefit of his con .

theamount of their advances. No such insurance by offering him the key, which the landlord re- tract, and the non-removaldid not injure him ,but

was, however, effected , though the appellants had fused to accept, insisting that the notice of the operated only to the defendant's prejudice .

time to insure after notice of the respondents ' re . 30th Dec . was not a proper notice, and that he Judgment therefore will be entered for the de.

fusal to accept the bill. The ship having been was entitled to a six months' notice, and conse fendant, with costs.
lost on the v o to the U | quently the tenancy was not determined , and he

appellants brought an action to recover the should hold the plaintiff liable to the accruing

amount of their advances. Held (affirming an rent, which was payable in advance, and treat CROYDON COUNTY COURT.

interlocutor of the first division of the Court of the continuance of the looms in the mill as a con Monday, Nov. 4 .
Session ), that under the charter-party the re. tinued occupation by the plaintiff. Assuming (Before H . J .STONOR , Esq., Judge.)
spondents had a right to rely on an insurance upon the notice of Dec. 1st to be a good notice, as

COSTICK V , LAPORTE ; Nash v . SAME ; WELLS V .
the advances being made by the appellants , who being one authorised by the contract of tenancy,

SAME (MARTHA C . LAPORTE , Claimant).the landlord's contention was unfounded, andhad stipulated for and received the right to charge
the premium ; and that the appellants, having

| really against his interest, for the looms that Interpleader — Married Women 's Property Act

chosen not to insure, must bear the loss.
1870 .had been left by the defendant and the otherHeld |

purchase fixed to t Under sect. 1 a married woman is entitled to earn .
further that a clause in the interlocutor appealed
from . affirming in law that advances against | not removed during the term , became the pro ings of business, though carried on where her

freight for a ship 's ordinary disbursements can be perty of the landlord , as part of the freehold , husband resides, if he does not assist or inter

recovered in the event of the loss of cargo, should and they had ceased to be chattels removable fere therein . Under sects . 1 and 11 such earn .

be omitted, because unnecessary, and, assuming
according to the usage of trade by the plaintiff or ings, and the investments of the same are vested

the question to be governed by English and not
any person claiming under him . The law upon in a married woman at law as well as in equity .

Scotch law , incorrect : (Watson and Company v . this subject is perfectly clear, and the authorities Under sect. 1, furniture purchased with such

Shankland and others, 29 L . T . Rep. N . ' . 349.
are collected in Woodfall's Landlord and Tenant, earnings, held to be an “ investment." Presents

H . of L .) p . 482, 7th edit . Poole's case (1 Salk . 368, by C . J . to a married woman laid outwith such earnings

Holt) ; Ex parte Quincey (1 Atk . 477, by Lord in furniture not within the Act.

Hardwicke), and other authorities down to Lyde In the above actions and interpleader summons,
v . Russell (1 B . & Adol. 394 ), and Minshail v . J heard at the last court,

COUNTY COURTS . Lloyd (2 M . & W . 450 ) , and the recent case of His HONOUR this day delivered judgment as

Holland v . Hodgson ( L . Rep . 7 C . P . 328. Ex. Ch .) | follows : In these three actions the plaintiffs
BRADFORD COUNTY COURT. have established beyond all question that loomsof recovered judgments for £33 178.6d ., £15 18s. 60.,

(Before W . T . S . DANIEL, Q .C ., Judge.) the description of those in this case are fixtures and £17 13s. respectively , and levied executions

Oct. 24 and 28 . and not chattels, so far as the right of the free on goods in the house where the defendant resides.

TURNER V . TOMLINSON . holder is concerned . The law upon this point is His wife now claims these goods as her property

so clear, and has been so long settled and well in which her earnings in the employment of a
Trade fixtures - Purchase - Removal. understood , that I should not have thought it lodging -house keeper have been invested by her,

A purchaser from a tenantof trade fixtures is bound necessary to do more than state it but that I find and to which she is entitled for her separate use

to remove them during the term , at the peril of that brokers in this district,who , like the defen . under the Married Women 's Property Act 1870,

their becoming the property of the landlord , and dant, buy property of this description , are in the sect. 1. The amount of the judgments has been
if he has paid the tenant for the fixtures, but frequent habit of leaving the machines noon the I paid into court by the clain riends.

omits to remove them ,contrary to the conditions premises , in the hope of being able to sell them The circumstances of the case are as follows :
under which he bought it is his loss, and not a upon better terms if left standing than if In August 1872 , the claimant was living with her
breach of contract for which the tenant can removed . And it is well for them to know that in husband (who was an invalid ) in a house at
recover even nominal damages. If disputes order to secure this advantage to themselves, if Brighton , taken in her name, and in which she
afterwards arise between the tenant and his they buy from a tenant and do not remove during carried on the business of a lodging house keeper,
landlord,which the tenant compromises by pay. his term , they must treat with the landlord for also in her name, and by her alone, although her
ment of a sum of money , he cannot recover permission to continue the looms upon the pre- husband on a few occasions wrote letters in his
against the purchaser the sum so paid , or his mises, as the loomsbecome his property, and may own name to tradesmen and others, chiefly as to
costs of defence as damages ; they are too be sold and disposed of for his benefit without repairs of the house (three of which were pro
remote. reference to them . The dispute between the duced ). These letters he wrote at the request of

W . Shaw , instructed by Rawson , George, and plaintiff and his landlord afterwards took this the claimant, and otherwise he had nothing to do
Wade, for plaintiff. singular course. The plaintiff insisting that his with the management of the house. In themonth

Berry (Berry and Robinson ) for defendant. tenancy hadbeen July determined and his liability of August 1873, most of the furniture in the house
His HONOUR. - This action is brought to recover as tenantatan end ,the landlord brought an action was seized in execution and sold , and after pay
the sum of £31188.7d .as damages forbreach of con . against him in this court for use and occupation ment of the debt there was a trifling balance ,
tract. The facts were as follows. The plaintiff was subsequent to the 1st April, and claimed £50. To which was paid to the claimant. A small quan .
tenant from year to year of a mill, called the sustain his defence it became necessary for the tity of furniture remained unsold , and addi.
Woodlands Mill, of Low Moor, near Bradford , plaintiff to put in the agreement of tenancy, tional furniture was purchased by the claimant,
under an agreement which entitled him to deter. and to show that the notice of the 30th and the whole of such remaining and addi.
mine the tenancy on three calendar months' Deo. was a good notice, and properly sent tional furniture , the claimant deposes, was pur.
notice, at any time, to be served or sent through ! through the post. Upon being produced the chased by her since the passing of the Married

the post. The rent, £175 per annum ,was payable | landlord objected to its reception in evidence Women 's Property Act , 9th Aug . 1870 , with her
quarterly in advance. He had occupied the mill for want of a proper stamp. The registrar, on earnings, and with presents amounting to £20,
for trade purposes, and had placed in it ma- | looking at the document as the officer of the given to her by her sisters for her separate use ;
chinery, which was affixed to the freehold , but court charged with that duty, decided that it was and the claimant produced bills and receipts made

removeable as trade fixtures. On the 30th'Dec. not properly stamped. It was stamped with a out in her own name, showing the dates of the
1871, he sent his landlord a notice through the 6d. agreement stamp only , whereas it ought to purchases and prices of such goods, with some
post of his intention to determine the tenancy as | have been stamped with an ad valorem stamp trifling exceptions. All these goods have been

from the 1st April 1872, and deliver up possession upon the amount of rent reserved , and upon seized in execution . The first point is whether
on that day. The machinery was advertised for appeal to me I held the decision of the registrar the earnings of this lady fall within the terms of
sale by auction on the 12th March 1872. Tbe to be right. The proper stamp according to the the first section of the Married Women's Pro

sale was duly held and the defendant attended scale in the schedule to the Stamp Act (33 & 34 perty Act 1870 . The second point is whether the
and was declared the purchaser of various lots Vict. c . 97) s . 96 , being £1. This defect could furniture purchased by her with such earnings

comprising sixteen looms. By the fourth con. have been remedied by the plaintiff paying to theve been remedied by the plaintiff paying to the wasan “ investment ” within the meaning of that

dition of sale , all the goods sold were to beat the registrar the penalty and the stamp, and the cost section . The third point is, the operation of the
risk of the purchaser from the fall of the hammer, of proving the document to be stamped ; but he section with regard to such furniture supposing it
and to be removed at his expense within seven preferred entering into a compromise with the to be such an investment. The words of the
days from the day of sale. By the fifth condition, landlord , and paid him £15 in satisfaction of his section are : “ The wages and earnings of any

if the purchaser did not romove the goods within claim , and the costs of the action . And he paid married woman acquired or gained by her after the
seven days his deposit was to be forfeited to the his own attorney the sum of £16 38. 7d. for the passing of this Act, in any employment, occupa

vendor, who was to be at liberty to re-sell, and if costs of his defence. These sums, together with tion , or trade in which she is engaged , or which
any loss arose on such re-sale the purchaser in 15s. for certain broken squares of glass , as to she carries on separately from her husband ,
default was to pay such loss with the costs of the which there was no evidence, make up the also any money or property so acquired by her

re-sale . In this case the defendant, immediately amount of the damages sought to be recovered through the exercise of any literary, artistic ,
after the sale , paid to the auctioneer, as the agent | from the defendant in this action . A simple state . I or scientific skill , and all investments of such

of the plaintiff, the full amount of his purchase . ' ment of these facts will suffice to show that these 'wages, earnings, moneys, and property shall be
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amount

deemed and taken to be property held and settled at law , to enable her to bring such actions that, in 1862, themortgagee and mortgagor joined

to her separate use, independent of any husband and commence such proceedings. I therefore in conveyance. This proceeding in 1862 brought
hom she may be think that if the claimant was " entitled to them within the required term of twent ears ,

alone shall be a good discharge for such wages, the furniture purchased with her earnings for ber That would be his case. He would now proceed to
earnings, and property .” It was argued by the separate use under the 1st section of the Act (as I put in the severaldocuments. The first deed was
counsel for the execution creditors that as the have held ), the same was vested in her at law , on the 6th and 7th Jan. 1834 , being a lease and

claimant' s husband was living with her in this and not in her husband, and was, therefore , not release , and a conveyance in fee from George
lodging-house she cannot be said to have carried subject to his debts, and she has taken her proper Baker to Peter Older of all that messuage or tene
on the business of such lodging house separately I remedy in this court , and is entitled to a verdictment, with garden and appurtenances therein , in

from her husband ; but I think that if it had as to the proceeds of such furniture. A difficulty the occupation of Charles Hampshire. The next
been the intention of the Legislature to limit this remains as to the £20 which the claimant admits to document was dated the 8th Jan. 1834 , in which

provision to cases where the wife lived apart from have received from her sisters and laid out in furni. | Peter Older mortgaged it to the said Baker for the
her husband , or gained her earnings or wages at ture , and as thismoney is clearly neither wagesnor term of 1000 years for £60 , with provisions for
some other place than where her husband resided , earnings, it certainly does not fall within the Act, redemption , on payment of principal and interest ,
such intention would have been clearly and un - and is simply the case of a woman receiving with with power of sale in default. Then , on the back
equivocally expressed , and that it is not neces. her husband' s consent a sum of money probably of that was a receipt indorsed for £60 , as a
sary for the separate carrying on of a business by for her separate use , and which she lays out with receipt for principal and interest, due on the
a married woman that she should live apart from his sanction in the purchase of furniture used by | mortgage dated 8th Sept. 1835 . On the 7th and
her husband , or gain her earnings or wages her in her separate occupation , and the question 8th Dec. 1835 Peter Older mortgaged to Charles
elsewhere than where he resides, but only that at present is whether at common law this furni- John Woods for £90 , continuing the power of
he should not carry on , or assist, or take part ture can be seized by the sheriff, and I feel no sale in default. On the 10th Nov . 1862 , the inden .
in carrying on such business. If the incomeof doubt that such is the case and that, therefore, tare between Peter Older on the first part,Charles
money be settled on a woman separately from the judgment creditors, according to the priorities | John Woods on the second part, and Edward
her husband , it does not imply thatthey are living of their executions, are entitled at law to recover Hoad on the third part, was drawn, being a con
apart, and there is nothing in what may be theamount from the money paid into court. It is , veyance to Edward Hoad , for a consideration of
termed the settlement by the Legislature of her however, possible that the claimantmay be able to £50 . On the 15th March , there was a reconvey .
earnings and wages for her separate use which to make out a case in equity by showing thather hus ance, endorsed on the back of the deed by Edward
mymind involves or implies her living apart from band did , in the words of Lord Hardwicke in Mac. Hoad' s executors to Caroline Woods, Charles

him , or gaining them elsewhere than at her resi- lean v . Langlands (5 Vesey, 78), “ by some clear and John Woods having died in the meantime.
dence. It will be observed that the second clause distinct act devest himself of his property , and He put in an authorised copy of the will of
of the section relates to " any money or property engaged to hold it as a trustee for the separate Woods, whereby he willed his property abso .
so acquired by a married woman through the use of his wife," and if so she would be entitled luteiy to his wife Caroline. Now he came to the
exercise of any literary, artistic, or scientific to an injunction from the Court of Chancery stay plaintiff . On the 25th of April 1871, Caroline
skill .” The effect of the word " so " in this ing further proceedings (according to the case of Woods conveyed , both under the will of her late
clause appears to me to be very doubtful,whether Newlands v . Paynter , 4 Myl. & Cr. 408 ), and husband and under the re-conveyance , the pro .
it merely restricts the money or property in ques . | likewise to the payment to her now of the remain - perty in question , in fee, to Peter Allwyn , the

tion to such as may be acquired after the passing ing £20 of the fund in court. But if she be plaintiff, for a consideration of £30. That was
of the Act (either separately from or jointly with entitled to such relief in equity, I think it very the end of the documentary evidence. He pro
her husband ), or whether it is to be further doubtfulwhether this court could afford it to her posed to make out a prima facie case , and then ,

restricted to money acquired by her separately under the limited jurisdiction which it possesses when Mr. Lascelles had brought his case forward ,
from her husband . The first is certainly the in equity . Of course the subjoct-matter is within to call, if necessary, further evidence.
strict grammatical construction of the clause. Lascelles said he should object to that, but on
but, on the whole , I incline to the later con is difficult to say that it falls ander the second an intimation from his HONOUR he withdrew the
struction as being more rational in itself, and head of such jurisdiction , viz., “ the execution of objection .
also more consonant with what I conceive to trusts ” (County Courts Act 1865, s. 1) , notwith . Folkard then called Mrs. Clark, one of the
have been the intention of the Legislature ; but standing that constructive trusts have been held tenants of the house, who proved being distrained

in neither case , do I think , does the second to fall under that head (Clayton v . Renton , L . on for rent in 1849 .
clause affect the construction of the first clause. Rep . 4 Eq. 58 ) ; and it certainly does not fall W . H . Biddlecombe was the next witness, and

With regard to the furniture, I can see no reason under any other head of such jurisdiction . The he said that he was bailiff at Godalming County
why it should not be included in the term " in . | claimant has also admitted that she is in receipt Court, and remembered distraining.

restment, " in legal construction , however it may of certain rents settled to her separate use, Francis Hillier said that in 1851 his father was
be in common parlance. The third pointis attended but there is no evidence that such moneys the tenant of the cottage, and a distress was put
with much difficulty. The section says that such were applied by her in the purchase of any of the in for rent.
investments by & married woman “ shall be goods which have been seized , and therefore it In answer to Lascelles, Hillier said that his
deemed and taken to be held and settled to her is immaterial. On the whole, I thing that there father refused to pay any rent after that,and he
separate use ." Now , if property be “ held and must be judgment in favour of the creditors ac. never did pay any ."
settled to the separate use of a married woman,” cording to the priorities of their execution to the This was Folkard 's case .
it is clear that (independently of this Act) it must amount of £20, and judgmentfor the claimant as Lascelles thought that as the plaintiff had failed
be vested in some other person for that purpose , to the balance. I cannot conclude without draw . to make out the receipt of any rent, or to show
either in a trustee, or, if no trustee be named , in ing attention to the extremely careless manner occupation or possession since 1851, a period of
her husband , and if it remain in her husband, it in which this Act is drawn throughout, and also more than twenty years, there was an end to his

must still remain at common law subject to his to the great hardship on creditors, who are given case. There was also an unsatisfied term of 1000

debts, and in such case her remedy against her by it no action at law against married women years.
husband's creditors would only be by a bill for debts incurred by them probably on the credit His HONOUR said that was eased by the Satis
in equity, and, as will presently appear, it is of the earnings and separate property vested in fied Terms Act .
extremely doubtful whether such relief could be them by the Act (and which they cannot recover Lascelles handed up the case of Owen v . Owen
obtained in this court, or only the superior at law ), but are left to the expensive, hazardous, (3 H . & C . 88) but
court. It, however, seems to me convenient and and tardy remedy of a Chancery suit in the His HONOUR, after looking into it , said he was
equitable to hold that the effect of the 1st section , Superior Courts in every case, however small the quite clear it did not apply to the present case.
taken in conjunction with the 11th section ,which amount may be. Verdict for the execution cre. Lascelles contended that plaintiff' s only evi.
gives the wife a right of an action at law in respect ditors according to their priorities for £20 , and dence was that of a documentary character. He

of the property held or settled to her separate for the claimant as to the rest of the moneys in again alluded to the mortgage as a term of 1000
use, is to vest such property in her and devest it court. The whole of the money to remain in years, and said that that interest still existed .

from her husband at law , and that it is much to court one month , with liberty to all parties to ap His HONOUR repeated that that was eased by

be regretted that the 1st clause did not contain a peal during that time, and no order as to costs. the Act of 1845 . The question waswhether, upon

clear express provision of the kind . As the Act the Statute of Limitations they had shown the
now stands, a married woman's earnings and the occupation of possession , or enjoyment within
investments of it are “ to be deemed and taken to GUILDFORD COUNTY COURT. twenty years.

be held and settled to her separate use ;" wbilst Thursday, Nov. 13 . Folkard said that in 1862 there was payment
deposits in savings banks and property in funds, upon the mortgage.ALLWYN v . LUFF.
joint- stock companies. and industrial societies . His HONOUR. - That action between the third
are,by the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th sections, to be (Before H . J. STONOR , Esq ., Judge.) parties cannot affect the defendant. Defendant,

deemed “ to be the separate property of such Ejectment - Possession for twenty years — Evi. as far as it appeared , was in possession ,and might

woman as if she were unmarried .” And personal dence . have been , for any evidence to the contrary , in

property coming to her as next of kin not exceed . THISwas an action to eject defendant from a cot possession for twenty years . There was no evi.

ing £200, and the rents and profits of real pro. | dence that plaintiff had exercised any of the rights
perty are declared by the 7th and 8th sec. Folkard , barrister , instructed by Alberry and of ownership for twenty years.
tions " to belong to the woman for her sepa - | Lucas, Midhurst, was for the plaintiff. Folkard. - We claim through the mortgageo and
rate use." The 11th section , however, pro . F . A . Lascelles, barrister, instructed by G . H . themortgagor.

vides " that a married woman may maintain an | Hull, Godalming , was for the defennant. His HONOUR. - That does not affect the case.
action in her own name for the recovery of Folkard , in opening the case, said it was an The question is whether you have proved that you
any money earnings, wages, and property by the action brought to recover v ossession of a house have been in receipt of the rents, or in possession
Act declared " to be her separate property , as if and garden , situate at * Haslemere. Plain . of the property , within twenty years .
euch wages, earnings, moneys, chattels, and pro. tiff is a chemist, and occupies the post-office at Folkard said that the Act of Will. 4 was

perty belonged to her as an unmarried woman, Haslemere, and defendant occupies the property passed expressly to protect the title of mort.
and in any indictmentor other proceeding it shall which is the subject of action . He should be | gagees. Till that deed was executed — the deed of

be sufficient to allege such wages, earnings, and | able to trace the ownership of the property since 1862 — there had been rent received within twenty
property, & c ., to be her property.” And I think the year 1834. In 1834 one Baker conveyed it to years — to wit , within eleven years, and therefore

that, according to a liberal and equitable construc. Peter Older in fee . This property Peter Older Peter Older was at perfect liberty to convey.
tion of the Act, I ought to hold that, as the Act afterwards mortgaged to one Woods ; afterwards Payment of interest and principal of the mort.
gives themarried woman the same absolute and both Older and Woods conveyed to Edward Hoad ; gage wasmade in 1862.

exclusive right to bring actions and institute | Edward Hoad's executors afterwards conveyed to His HONOUR. - That cannot affect the defen

criminal prosecutions in respect of earnings and Caroline Woods, who also took under the will of dant, except under same Act of Parliament. Show

Investments of the sameas it does with regard to her husband, the mortgagee , Woods. For a con- me the Act.

the funds and other property especially named insideration of £30 Caroline Woods conveyed to the While a copy of the Act (7 Will . 4 & 1
the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 7th, and 8th sections, it present plaintiff. With regard to the question Vict. c . 28) was being procured , Folkard again
must have been the intention of the Legislature to which would arise out of the Statute of Limita - | urged that by the payment of the interest and

vest such earnings and investments in her as tions, he should show that rent was paid under principal in 1862 the statute of Limitations could
well as the funds and property last mentioned ' distress in the year 1849, and also in 1851. After only be brought to bear upon them from that date.

ere .
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As his HONOUR was about to refer to the Act, ATTORNEYS' CERTIFICATE. - The duty on attor- 12. What is the effect of marriage upon the

Lascelles rose and said he should be sorry to neys' certificates is now payable, and must bepaid contract of a feme sole ?
occupy the Sime of the court unnecessarily. He by the 16th proximo.

III. - From Williams on the Principles of theLaw
had looked into the matter while they had been TAE TEMPLE GARDENS. - The chrysanthemums

waiting , and he was bound to admit that what at the Temple Gardens are now in bloom . Mr. of Real Property.

his learned friend said was right. Newton , the head gardener of the Inner Temple ,
| 13. What is the proper form of a conveyance

Folkard said that he was glad to hear his friend has reared a fine show , including a white Venus. in order to vest a freehold estate in one person as

say so. The first statute of Will. 4 did not THE NEW LAW OFFICERS. - With regard to the trustee for another ?

protect mortgagees, and , in consequence of the dignities to be conferred upon the new Attorney 14 . What are the rights of a husband in respect

inconvenience thus occasioned , the Act to which Generaland Solicitor-General, the Daily Telegraph of the real estate of his wife ; and has any, and

he had referred was expressly passed to remedy states that both willbe knighted, and that in the what, alteration lately taken place in the law
it . The statute preserved to the mortgagee and case of the Attorney -General a Privy Councillor. regarding them ?

those claiming under him the same right of entry ship will also be bestowed - a prececentwhich it is 15. A man dies , having contracted for the pur.
as if the previous Aot had not been passed . He intended to follow in future cases. It is also gene chase of an estate ; by whom is the contract to

(Folkard ) proceeded to quote two cases in point rally understood that after the Judicature Bill be performed , and to whom will the estate

from the 17 Q . B . Rep ., and said that on these comes into operation the law officers of the Crown belong ?

cases and the Act he based his case. will not, so far as concerns the action of Liberal 16 . In what cases may trustees of a will, or

His HONOUR said , that under the statute and Governments - continue to have any particular executors, sell or mortgage their testator' s real

the two cases quoted , the plaintiff was entitled to claim to such vacancies as may arise in the chief estate for the payment of debts or legacies ?

a verdict, and he found for the plaintiff. seats of Common Law Courts, though every 17. Define an executory interest,and distinguish

special instance will, of course, be considered on
it from a contingent remainder ?

its merits. 18. What limit does the law impose on the

BANKRUPTCY LAW . The case of Reg. v. Fox and others, arising out creation of executory interests ?

of a boxing -match at Portsmouth , and which has
19. For what period can a testator direct the

attracted so much attention in the public press,
income of his estate to be accumulated after his

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
has terminated , after many adjournments, in the

decease ? and by what title is the Statute con

Tuesday, Nov. 18. committal for trial at the next assizes, on 11th trolling it commonly known ?

(BeforeMr.Register Roche, sitting as Chief Dec ., of all the prisoners, one ofwhom is a captain IV . - From J. W . Smith ' s Manual of Equity Juris.
Judge.) in her Majesty 's 100th Regiment, and who acted prudence.

Re TAYLOR. as referee between the parties. Mr. Ford , for the 20 . If a sale or mortgage is proposed to be

Composition - Nonpayment - Valuation of security defence, in an exhaustive argument, quoted the made by trustees (without the concurrence of the

-- Injunction .
case of Reg . v . Young, and from East's Pleas of party in receipt of the rente ) , under a power for

THIS was an application on behalf of G . A . Taylor, the Crown, Foster's Crown Cases, Russell on raising money, which has for a great number of

a liquidating debtor, for an order restraining Crimes, and other authorities, contending that years not been exercised , what, if any, obligation

Michael Waterer from proceeding with an action boxing was not prohibited , and that it was not is imposed on the purchaser or mortgagee ?

against the applicant. Accompanied in the present case with more than 21. In what cases will a court of equity enforce

In July 1872, Taylor, who had carried on busi.
ordinary violence, that the match was similar to a specific performance of a parol contract within

nees in Change Alley as a tailor, presented a peti. that which took place at public entertainments, the Statute of Frauds ? Give three instances.

tion for liquidation by arrangement, and at the and thatthe deceased showed no symptoms of dis. 22. If a mortgage is cancelled by a mortgagee,

first meeting the creditors passed a resolution to tress. The Bench deliberated for one hour and a and is so found in his possession on his death,

accept a composition of 2s. 6d , in the pound , pay
half, and were not unanimous in their decision . what is the effect as regards the mortgage debt ;

A MAGISTRATE ON THE ]
able by instalments of 1s . 3d , each on the 1st Oct.

TE ON THE POLICE . - At the what becomes of the legal estate in tiune whatbecomes of the legal estate in the mortgaged

and the 1st Nov. then next, in satisfaction of
Clerkenwell police court Mr. Barker , in the course premises, and what is the right of the mortgagor

their debts, and a trustee was appointed for the of hearing several cases in which the police had in relation to it ?

purpose of making the payments to the creditors. preferred charges of drnnkenness against the 23. State some of the instances in which persons

At the second meeting of creditors the resolution defendants , and had signed the charge-sheets to having limited or ulterior interests in land have a

was confirmed , and it was afterwards duly regis . that effect, complained that the police never in right to have the title -deeds secured, or brought

tered. Mr. Waterer was a creditor of Taylor for
their evidence said anything about the charge of into court for preservation.

£200 and upwards, holding as security a policy drunkenness, and therefore he discharged the 24. Where both parties to a suit, in a foreign

of assurance upon the debtor 's life , and the name defendants. He further remarked that when the country , are residing in this country, have our

of Mr. Waterer appeared in the list. The compo .
defendants were charged with disorderly conduct courts of equity any, and if any what, authority

sition had been paid to all the creditors except Mr. and not with drunkenness, the police invariably to act on the parties in regard to such suits, and

Waterer, and the trustee stated that, although he gave evidence to the effect that the defendants by what means ; and how can our courts act

had the necessary funds in hand , he was unable to were drunk . He thought it very strange that without appearing to limit or control the foreign

pay him , not knowing the amount at which he constables were not instructed to give their court ?

valued his security . Mr. Waterer had been re
evidence in a straightforward and proper manner. 25 . In cases of private nuisance, what circum .

quested to prove his debt, but he had not done so. When charges of drunkenness were preferred by stances are necessary to justify the interposition

The question was whether the creditor could now the police, and the police did not think proper to of a court of equity by injunction ?

proceed at law for the recovery of his original
give evidence tosubstantiate the charge, he should 26 . If a person of unsound mind is domiciled

debt. always discharge the defendants. abroad , may a Commission of Lunacy issue in this

Winslow appeared for the appellant, and Doria
THE NEW SOLICITOR -GENERAL.--Mr. William country in any, and if in any , in what case ?

for the debtor . George Vernon Harcourt, Q . C ., who has just suc V . - Book-keeping.

His Honour, in giving judgment, said the
ceeded Mr. Henry James in the office of Solicitor 27. Describe the use of a day-book .

question in this case was of a very simple kind.
General, is the second son of the late Rev . William 28 . Explain the meaning of the terms, “ debit”

The authorities showed that if default was made
Vernon Harcourt, and grandson of the late Most Land “ credit.”

in payment ofa composition the debts of the cre.
Rev . Dr. Edward Vernon Harcourt, many years 29 . What is meant by posting the ledger ?

ditors would revive, but in the presert case appli.
Archbishop of York . He was born on the 14th 30 . On which side of a ledger ought goods sold

cation had been made to the creditor to value his
Oct. 1827, and was educated at Trinity College,College, to be entered - debtor or creditor ?

security, so that the composition might be paid
Cambridge, where he took his Bachelor's degree in 31. If you receive £5000 from A . B ., with in

u 1851. and obtained the honours of a senior optime

upon the balance of the debt, and he had not done structions to pay £2000 to C . D ., and retain

so. He that sought equity must do equity . If
If and a first- class man in the Classical Tripos. He 83000 for credit of E . E how should von

was called to the Bar at the Middle Temple in the sums in your ledger ?
the creditor had said the policy was of no value,
or had estimated the value of it , the trustees would Easter Term 1854 , when he chose the Home Cir .

cuit : in 1856 he was made a Queen ' s Counsel. He
have been bound to pay the composition upon the
balance, but as the facts stood there was no pre

has been a commissioner for the Amendment of

the Naturalisation Laws, and also of the Neu .tence for bringing the action , and an injunction
CORRESPONDENCE OF THE

must be granted , the trustee tendering to the
trality Laws. Mr. Vernon Harcourt holds the PROFESSION .

creditor the composition on the debt actually due Professorship of International Law in the Uni

to him .
versity of Cambridge . He has satas the colleague | NOTE. - This Department of the LAW TIMES being open to

of Mr. Cardwell, in the representation of the city
free discussion on all professionaltopics , the Editor is not

of Oxford , since the last general Election . He is
responsible for any opinions or statements contained in it .

LEGAL NEWS. married to a daughter of the late Mr. Thomas H . SOCCESSION DUTY ACT. - A question under this
Lister, and step-daughter of Sir George C . Lewis . heading was asked in the LAW TIMES of the 1st

An American, in replying to his antagonist in inst., in reply to which several diametrically

court, said he had " å keen rapier with which to opposite opinions have been expressed . As one of
pierce all fools and knaves,” whereupon his LAW STUDENTS' JOURNAL, your correspondents has referred with approval to
opponent “ moved the court " that the rapier be the paper upon this subject which appeared in the
taken from him lest he should commit suicide. QUESTIONS ASKED AT THE INTER . LAW TIMES of the 4th Jan , last, perhaps he and
CENTRAL CRIMINAL COURT. - The Judges on MEDIATE EXAMINATION . your other correspondents may like to have my

the rota for the next session of the Central MICHAELMAS TERM, 1873 . opinion . It appears clear, I think, that sect . 12
Criminal Court, appointed to commence on Mon

1. - Preliminary .
would have exempted A . from any charge for duty

day next, are Chief Baron Kelly, Mr. Justice had he survived the annuitant. This section

Brett, and Mr. Justice Quain . Questions 1 to 5 inclusive . appears to have been overlooked by “ D .,"

SIR THOMAS ERSKINE MAY, Clerk of the II.-- From Chitty on Contracts . " A . A . R .," and " T . E . H .” Section 7 , to which

House of Commons, and Sir Henry Sumner 6 . What constitutes a valid simple contract the former refers, has, as he rightly supposes, no

Maine, have been unanimously elected Benchers 7 . Whatare the principal distinctions between bearing upon the matter. Assuming , therefore ,

of the Middle Temple . a simple and a special contract ? that A . was never liable to any presumptive duty,

As many as 14 ,053 attorneys and solicitors , 8 . What agreements are required by the Statute sect. 15 does not apply , as “ H . G ." seems to

writers to the signet, proctors , and notaries took of Frauds to be in writing ? think, that section being only applicable to those

out the annual certificate authorising them to 9 . Is it essential that the consideration should cases in which the vendors were, or, but for the
practise, in the financial year 1872-73. The num | be expressed in agreements, required by that sale, would have been , liable to some presumptive

ber is 229 more than in the preceding year. Statute , to be in writing ? duty. “ S ." seems to have come to a correct

CHANCERY CHAMBERS.- The chambers now 10 . How is the law under the Statute of Frauds conclusion ; the latter part of his answer is, how

occupied by the chief clerks of Vice -Chancellor altered as to guarantees by the 19 & 20 Vict., ever , inconsistent with the former , although the

Hall are about to be pulled down, to complete c . 97 , s. 3 (The Mercantile Law Amendment section of the Act (29th ) to which he refers, has

improvements in Lincoln ' s -inn , The old chan . / Act 1856 ) ? some bearing upon the point. The question does

bers of the Rolls ' Court are being prepared for 11. What is the effect of the consideration in a not state whether the power of sale given to the
the officials . The removal will be made next contract being executory with respect to bringing trustees was imperative or discretionary , nor does
month . an action on such contract ? it state what beneficial disposition was made of

Times being
responsible lon on all profession
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the estate or of the moneys to arise from its sale. I strongly recommend it to those who remember what 1 portion of the real estate at a sale. Who are the neces
If the power were imperative, and the moneys the more ambitious societies have done for us.

more ambitions societies have done for ng
C . T .Bary parties to the conveyance ?

were directed to be distributed as personal estate, After the experience we have had of them , it is
the case would fall within the provisions of the plain that, for some reason or other, they have 28. MORTGAGE - STAMP. - A . mortgaged a farm to B

Legacy Duty Act (55 Geo. 3, c . 184 , sched . 3 ) failed to accomplish themore urgent and practical
for £1000 ; no covenant for payment of interest was in

(Attorney-General v . Holford , 1 Pri. 426), and ,by objects for which they were established , andeso
serted in themortgrge, as it was not intended that any

should be paid . A . afterwards borrowed the further
force of seot. 18 of the Succession Duty Act, would have ceased to enlist the support of an enormous sum of £300 of B . , and gave him a further charge on the

be altogether exempt from the operation of the majority of the members of the Profession . If farm for the £300 and interest, and also covenanted for

last-mentioned Act : (See remarks of Lord West the new society will only “ confine its opera payment of interest on the original principal sum of

bury in Attorney-General v . Littledale , L . Rep . 5 tions to the reform of proved abuses in con
£1000 from the date of the further charge. Is the fur .

H . of L . 299 ). If the purchase-moneys were nection with the Profession ," and take care
ther charge liable to additionalstamp duty in respect of
this latter covenant ? If so , would it be sufficient to

directed to be reinvested in land , to be settled, the that those operations are well-timed and suffi. stamp the deed as a security collateral to the original

case would not fall within the provisions of the ciently energetic, it will soon have a larger mortgage in addition to stamping it with ad valorem
Legacy Duty Act (Mulcs v . Jennings. 8 Ex . 830 ) , member- roll and do more real good than all the duty in respect of the further charge, or is ad valorem
but would come within the 29th section of the older bodies put together. I hope that at duty on the £1000 (as on mortgage) required ? Refer

Succession Duty Act. If the power of sale were the preliminary meetings to be held the pro ence to authority desired . CLERK .

purely discretionary , as, for instance, if A . settled moters will consider the advisability of having
the estate and gave his trustees a power to sell it branch societies or district committees in all con

29 . RAILWAY _ TRESPASS. - A . is convicted for trespass

ing on a line of railway and fined 10s , and costs . The

if they thought proper, succession duty would siderable towns throughout the country, and of railway company in a few days afterwards placed on

appear to attach upon the estate itself until the holding at least two general meetings every year, their stations printed notices ofthe offence as a caution
sale actually took place ; but immediately upon one in London and the other in some provincial to others , giving A .' s name and address. Can they
the happening of that event the estate would be town to be selected from time to time. This legally do so ? Casesand authorities will oblige.

free from any claim for presumptive duty .
A CONSTANT READER.

In would tend to foster and increase amongst indi.
either of the cases a purchaser under the power vidual practitioners, especially in the country, a 30 . MARRIED WOMAN - ACKNOWLEDGMENT. - J . P . , who

would not be liable to any duty consequent upon feeling of interest in the general wellbeing of the died in 1869, by his will made in 1868,devised to trustees

the testator ' s death , nor to any duty to which the Profession . The prospectusmentions “ some of his widow and two sons), freehold property upon
testator was not himself liable. I am further of the subjects which are likely to engage the atten - | trust for sale , the widow to receive interest of proceeds

the opinion , expressed in the paper above referred tion " of the society ; but I hope it will not fail
for life , then divisible amongst his children . The sons

(trustees ) died in 1870 . The will contains usual clause

to , and for the reasons there stated , that the pur - to deal also , as incidental to its main objects, for appointment of new trustees , and the widow by deed

chaser is not even liable to that duty to which the with matters such as (a ) the direct representa appointed another son and a daughter. The daughter

testator, if he had lived, would, on another ' s tion of solicitors in Parliament ; (b ) the considera shortly afterwardsmarried , and the property has since

death,have been liable . I am , however, bound to tion and , as far as may be the guidance, of pro been sold . Does the purchaser' s conveyance require

admit that my opinion is somewhat opposed to posed legislation affecting the interests of the acknowledgment, the married daughter being simply

the recent decision in the case of The Solicitor- | Profession ; (c ) the facilitating of changes from
bare trustee , with a beneficialinterest after hermother' s

death ? G . M . W .
General v . The Law Reversionary Interest Society either branch of the Profession to theother. Imay,
(L . Rep . 8 Ex. 233 ) . In the case before us the perhaps, be allowed to suggest the expediency 31. LIQUIDATION - CREDITOR - Proof. - A . applies to
purchaser is clearly not liable to pay any duty in of sending copies ofthe prospectus to all theknown B . for a loan of £100. B . not having the cash bands to
consequence of the death of the annuitant. The law students' societies. In connection with most | A . certificates of shares in a building society, worth

principal difficulty in the case as regards duty of them there are many young solicitors, and both
considerably more than thatamount, which certificates

arises from the postponement of the sale for ten they and their pupils would be valuable accessions.
A . deposits with C . as socurity for a loan of £100 . A .
files his petition for liquidation , and in his statement

years from A . ' s death . If the disposition in the The societies, as such , would also no doubt be includes only B . in respect of this transactin. C . being

will brought the case within the operation of the induced to affiliate or unite themselves with the secured ,of course will not prove, and it is argued , as to
Legacy Duty Acts, legacy duty became payable Practitioners ' Society, for the purpose of concerted B ., that until he pays the 2100 he is not a creditor, and

upon A .' s death upon the value of A .' s interest in action . Before concluding I should like to say one
has no claim proveable under the liquidation . He is

the estate - viz ., its value less the value of the word on the impudent encroachments of county
therefore advised not to pay or attempt to prove ; but,
on the other hand , it is said that if he has not sustained

the oth & present loss to the extent of the value of the shares ,

within sect. 29 of the Succession Duty Act, then , properly keep a tight rein on these gentry , but in he is at least £100 the worse, because he must pay that

whether the power was imperative or discretionary , others they permit them to have " the ear of the amount before he can recover his property, and should
succession duty was probably paid upon A .'s court,” aswell as to give evidence and issue pro therefore prove for that amount. What is B .' s posi

death upon the basis of the beneficiary 's life ceedings. One of your correspondents has I think
tion ? SUBSCRIBER .

estate in the balance of the annual rents after suggested the only effective remedy. Let the 32 . EDUCATION ACT 1871. AND AMENDING ACTS.
deducting the amount of the annuity : (Sects . 20 attorneys in every districtmake an application to Can you , or any correspondent of the LAW TIMES,

and 21.) Upon the sale taking place, if it were the judge of each court for a general order pro oblige “ Clerk ” by giving him the title , publisher , and

made in pursuance of a discretionary power, and hibiting the appearance of these agents, and let price, of any good and complete treatise on the Educa
the beneficiary were absolutely entitled to the the application be supported by a memorial signed tion Acts, up to the present time, for the use of School

Board clerks . CLERK,
proceeds, succession duty would be payable upon not only by the attorneys regularly practising in
the capital of such proceeds, but credit would , of the court, but, if possible , by all residing in the
course,be given for the amount already paid . If, town and neighbourhood .' J . H . D .

33 . COMMISSIONER . - Can a commissioner for taking

affidavits who is the managing clerk to a firm of soli

however, the beneficiary were only entitled to a citorg, take affidavits in business matters in which his

limited estate or interest, the further succession firm are concerned . ENQUIRER .

daty payable upon the sale would only be in NOTES AND QUERIES ON
respect of his life interest in the increase of his
incomearising from what was practically the sale POINTS OF PRACTICE . Answers.
of the reversion to the rents eaten up by the ( Q . 1 .) LEGACY DUTY, & c . - In Izon v . Butler ( 2 Price
an ir . NOTICE . - -We must remind our correspondents that this 31) and Attorney -General v . Holbrook (3 Younge & Jerv .

cumstances of the case the proper duty has not column is not open to questions involving points of law 114 : 8 . c . 12 Price . 407 ) , legacy duty was declared pay

been paid , it must fall upon the investment of
such as a solicitor should be consulted upon . Queries will able on two bond debts , bequeathed to the obligees .
be excluded which go beyond our limits .

the proceeds of the sale, and the persons encitled N . B . - None are inserted nnless thenameand address of the (See Williams on Executors , 7th edit ., vol. 2 , p . 1303 ,

to it , and not upon the estate or the purchaser. writers are sent, not necessarily for publication , butas a and Roper on Legacies, vol. 2 , p . 61. 3rd edit.) C . C .
guarantee for bona fides.

THE WRITER OF THE PAPER OF THE
4TH JAN . LAST. ( Q . 8 .) INTEREST IN LAXD. - As themortgagor agrees

Queries.
to grant an " actual interest " in land , a written agree

ment is required under 29 Car. 2 , c . 3 , s . 4 : (Crosby
SEARCHES. INOUIRIES,AND NOTICES. - I should 24. WILL AND CODICIL . - Is there a case in which a v . Wadsworth , 6 Ea . 602 : Carrington v . Roots , 2 Mee. &

be glad if you would direct the attention of the will has been held to speak from the date of a codicil | Wel. 218 ; Jones v. Flint, 10 Ad. & El. 753 , cited in
writer of the article on Searches, Inquiries, and subsequently made confirming the will ? S . Sugden ' s Vendors, 14 edit., Ch . 4 , sect . 2 .) It appears

Notices in the LAW TIMES of the 8th inst., to the that the writing would be necessary even if themort.
gage shonld be executed one day subsequently : ( Brace .

Bedford (North ) Level Act 1857 (20 & 21 Vict. | 25 . CHEQUE - SUPPOSED SWINDLE. - A ., a Londoner, bridge v . Heald , 1 Bar. & Al. 722.) A mortgage may be
c. 109 ) , s . 45 , which removes all necessity for the drew a cheque on a London bank for £5, payable to B . assigned by parol : Richards v . Syms, Barnard 90 ;
entry of any lease, grant, conveyance, bill, or (also a Londoner ) or order. B . spent some days at an Martin v . Mov ' in , 2 Burr. 979 ; 1 Bligh , N .S ., 541 ; see
other document on the register as to lands in the

hotel in Devonshire, and paid his bill of £4 with the
Bythewood' s Coav., vol. 1, pp . 278 , where the subjectcheque , which he endorsed , receiving £1 in change .

North Level District, and to the Middle Level Act is discussed .) c . c .
The cheque was dishonoured , and B ., although applied

1862 (25 & 26 Vict. c . 188 ), s. 10 ,which has a similar20 net. C . . 1001, S .. V , which has a similar to , cannot or will not pay the money , and the holder
provision as to lands within the district of the

( Q . 9 .) EJECTMENT. - Twenty years' possession con
(the hotelkeeper) thinks he has been swindled. I fers a prima facie tltle , which it might be difficult toMiddle Level proper. Whether a similar enact. presume any action against A . must be brought in a uproot effectually , although the legal e tate is out

ment is contained in any Act affecting lands in metropolmetropolitan county court. If so , can the holder standing . If possible , it should be got in , for safety ,

the South Level I have been unable to ascertain ,
recover his expenses to London, and is there any mode and to prevent the necessity of joining several plain
of compelling the attendance, as a witness , of B . ?

bat carefulsearch should be made. S .
tiffs. See 15 & 16 Vict . c . 76 . ss. 180 - 201 ; Doe d . Hanson

Please suggest a mode by which the hotelkeeper can v . Parke ( 4 A . & E . 816 ) , cited in Cole on Ejectment, pp ,
[The writer is much obliged to “ S .” for point- punish B., if hecannot recover his money. S . 74-5 , where it is stated that the names of the trustees

ing out the above Acts,which had been overlooked should be joined with that of the costui que trust : ( Doe
in consequence of their being Local Acts . The 26 . DEVISE -WORDS OF REVOCATION . - A . by his will, d . Harding v . Cooke, 5 Moo . & Pay 181 ; Doe d . Wilkins v .
writer will thankfully receive further suggestions dated in 1839, deviseit certain estates (held on a lease Cleveland , 4 Man . & Ry. 666 , cited in Bythewood's
and corrections. They should be addressed to for lives renewable for ever) in Ireland to C . in fee . A . I Conv., vol. 1 (1812 (, and Doe d . Hurst v . Clifton , 4 A & E .

afterwards, by a codicil to his will , revoked the devise 809 ; Orchard v . Coulstrony , 6 Man. & Gr. 75 ; Doe d .
him atthe LAW TIMES Office. - ED. ] and declared " that the said C . shall not at any time Prosser v . King. 2 Dowl, 240 : Doe d . Vine v . Figgins, 3

have or be entitled to the said estates or any share Taunt. 440 ; Doe d . Shepherd v . Roe, 2 Chit. R . 171 ; Doe

thereof. "
THE LEGAL PRACTITIONERS' SOCIETY.- It

d . Hammick v. Fellis, id . 170,may be referred to .)A , then devised said estate to D . , " for the
term of his patural life, with remainder to his first and C . C .

would really seem as if at last some few amongst other gods successively in tail male ." All D .' s sons are

the large number of practising solicitors in dead, and left no issue . D . is now dying. To whom ( Q . 10 .) ARTICLES. - " Vetus " cannot present himself
England were awakening to the fact that “ some. will the estate go on his death ? C . being the heir -at for intermediate examination earlier than Easter Term ,
thing must be done,” and that unless we are will- law of A ., and there being no ulterior devise of the 1874 : (see Reg. Gen . Trinity Term . 1861, sect. 2 , sub

property, and the entail having failed . Do the words sect . 1 .) Should he not present himself in that or theing to be quietly extinguished by unnecessarily revoking the devise to C . debar him from claiming asPT ensuing term , his examination as to time will be sub
prejudicial legislation , and the various forms of A .' s heir-at- law ?

PERSEVERANDO . ject to any rule which may be made relating thereto ,

encroachment from which wehave already suffered should the judges in the exercise of their power and
so much , that " something ” must be done soon . 27 . CONVEYANCE . - A testator devises and bequeaths discretion as a lawfulauthority, think fit so to do : (see

The formation of the Legal Practitioners' Society all his real and personal estate unto and to the use of Supreme Court of Judicature Act, 1873, part 3, s . 26.)

whose prospectas you printed in your last issue) his trustees upon trust to sell and convert into money, H , L .

18 a practical step in the right direction , and the and thereout pay his debts and a legacy given to the
wife of one of the trustees ( B . ) , and divide the rest of ( Q . 11. ) STAMP. - By the Stamp Act 1870 , the stamp

det that it is of " a less ambitious character ” the proceeds of such sale and conversion between the duty on a memorandum of a surrender , if made out of

Man someof the existing societies will probably ' trustees themselves. One of the trustees ( B .) buys a court, is the same as on a sale ormortgage of a freehold

A
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estate . The admittance generally forms part of the America . The Vienna Patent Congress on this result. Authors, who formerly were paid by
surrender, and which may be arranged under the follow subject was attended by a large body of Ameri- | patronage , were now rewarded according to their
ing clases : Consideration , Surrender , Parcels, Estate, | can masters, and an accredited representative labours, the value of which were fully recognised .
Admittance, Habendum , Fine, Signature of Steward .
The admittance of a mortgagee is analogous to that of

| from the Government of the United States. In and there did not appear to be a better regulation

a purchaser , the stamp du y being payable only on the the course of the discussion , some of the Ameri. than this possible.
principal deed, viz ., the surrender , and under sect. 84, can speakers who were insisting on the rights of | The meeting terminated in the usualmanner.
cl. 2, the steward can refuse to admit any person inventors, were met with the question , what do
tenant under, or by virtne of any surrender, & c . , which you say as to the rights of authors ? If you ask
is not duly stamped . The stamp duty of 2s. 6d . on

Europe to give an international patent law , surely ARTICLED CLERKS' SOCIETY.
copyhold admittances (13 & 14 Vict. c . 97 ) has been
Tepealed . COPYHOLD . the United States should give a copyright law , A MEETING of this society was held at 1 , Milford .

upon which there was an unanimous expression ofimons expression of lane, Strand, W . C ., on Wednesday, the 19th Nov.,

(Q . 12.) Poor LAW . - " G . K ." is referred to 43 Eliz . opinion in favour of such a law , with a promise Mr. E . F . Stanway in the chair . Mr. H . Saunders
c . 2, ss. 6 and 7 , which treats of relief by relations who to follow up the subject. It had been found con . | opened the subject for the evening's debate , viz.,
must be natural relations by blood, and to the last ont" to distincnish between the two senses " That a republican Government is best suited to
edition of Archbold ' s “ Poor Law .” In the index to

the latter he will find under the head of “ Grand which might attach to the word “ copyright " the Spanish people .” The motion was lost by &
father,” liability to maintain grandchildren, and to be with referense to rights existing before and after majority of three . The Judicature Act is also now

maintained by them . PAUPER. publication . Copyright before publication was the under discussion by the members of this society ,
- A grandson is not liable to keep a grandfather or common-law right to property founded on labour a portion of the Act being considered and dis .

grandmother : (see Justice of the Peace 31, p . 755 . ) __ and occupancy ; property existed in ideas em . cussed at each meeting .
F . W . F . bodied in words, lines , or sym oom .

mitted to paper. That embodiment was in the
( Q . 13 .) LEGACY Duty.-- Assuming that J . G . did not LEGAL PRACTITIONERS' SOCIETY .

sole possession and sole control of the author : he A PEmarry a relative , A , T ., his sister - in - law , would have to | A PRELIMINARY meeting of members of both
pay succession , not legacy duty , at the rate of tex per could retain in secret or disclose its subject in a branches of the Profession took place on Thurg.

cent. upon the £70 , to which she succeeds upon his limited or partialmanner, or publish it by print. l day last, at the rooms of the Social Science Asso .

death. J. T . would also be liable to succession duty ing or sale in the usual manner. Copyright after
upon the remainäer of the settled property, at a rate or on publication was the creation of the muni. ciation, 1, Adam - street, Adelphi, to consider the
to be settled by his relationship to J . G . (sect. 10 ) . S . desirability of establishing the above society, the

cipal law , regulated by the ordinances and prospectus of which we published last week , and
statutes of each country . To property in the

( Q . 15 .) POWER .-- Sealing is pot an additional solem - product of intellectual labour before publication , which has already received much support. The
mity within the Wills Act (vide Taylor v . Meade, 34 LJ. , chair was taken by W . T . Charley , Esq., M . P ."

the term claim or right might be applied withCh . 203 ; in addition to the case quoted , West v . Ral, D . C . L ., and it having been resolved to establish
Kay 392) . The following occurs in Prideaux , 6th edit. , equal propriety ; but to property in such product the society, after much discussion , the meeting
p , 298 : " Where a power of appointment is to be ex . after publication the term claim should be was adjourned to the 7th Jan . next. Pressure on
ercised under hand and seal of the donee, it cannot be applied , inasmuch as the " right " was that which

cur space prevents our publishing a full report ,exercised by a will of the donee executed according to the law of each individual country afforded. The
the formalities of the Wills Act if it is not also sealed." which , however , we hope to do in our next issue.

right after publication consisted in the right ofSig . We understand that a large number of letters
the sole and exclusive liberty of multiplying were received from members of both branches of

( Q . 17.) SALE of Goods -- STATUTE OF FRAUDS. copies of the work so published, the conditions of the Profession , as well in country as in town , ex
Would not the vendor' s best course be to sue the pur which it mightbe expedient to vary according to pressing regret at being prevented attending the
Chaser on his dishonoured cheque, leaving the latter to exigency of each country

prove the want (if any ) of consideration ? meeting .The word tant
The word " author " used in the statute is em .
ployed without limitation or restriction ; itmust, MANCHESTER LAW STUDENTS' DEBATING

( Q 18. ) INNKEEPER. - See case precisely in point an . therefore, include every person who shall
swered in Justice of the Peace for 15th Nov. 1873 , p . 733. | be an author, unless from

SOCIETY .
F . W . F .

the rest of the | A MEETING of the members of this society took
statute sufficiens grounds could be found for place on the 18th inst., Mr. Jeffson, solicitor,

( Q . 20 .) COUNTY COURT - EQUITY - FEES. - For ( A ) giving the term a limited signification .ed signification . The president of the Manchester Incorporated LawThe

Registrar of County Court can charge as be takes preamble of the Imperial Copyright Act 1812 , Association in the chair . Dr. Pankhurst ,barrister .

accounts in every sense of the word ; for ( B ) he is was quite inconsistent with the conclusion that
not entitled. His duties are purely ministerial, and

| at- law , delivered a lecture on the “ Historic and
the protection given by the statute was intended | Philosophic Methods in relation to the Study of

although the decretal order directs that the conditions to be confined to the works of British authors.
of sale and abstract should be approved of by the the Law ."
registrar, nothing is generally done in respect of them On the contrary, it seemed to contain an invitation
by way of in sestigation . The responsibility rests with to men of learning in every country to make the
the solicitor who has the conduct of the sale. In a United Kingdom the place of first publication of THE COURTS & COURT PAPERS.
sale under the Partition Act 1868, in which I was their works ; and an extended term of copyright
interested , Registrar of the County Court of the dis- throughout the whole of the British dominion BANKRUPTCY COURT.
trict charged for ( A ) but not for ( B ) . QUID. was the reward of their so doing. So interpreted THE following notice has been issued : - “ The

and applied , the Act was auxiliary to the ad . Chief Judgewill not sit on Monday next, the 24th ,

vancement of learning in this country. The real but will sit on Wednesday, the 26th , and following

LAW SOCIETIES, condition of obtaining its advantages was the days."
first publication by the author of his work in the

LAW AMENDMENT SOCIETY. United Kingdom . After many representations
Last Monday evening the first meeting of the from the colonies, itwas suggested , by authority THE GAZETTES.
Law Amendment Society took place at its rooms, of the Board of Trade, that each colony should
Adam -street, Adelphi, when a paper was read by take its own steps to protect the British author, Professional Partnerships Dissolbed.Mr. Thomas Webster, Q . C., on " The Copyrightas and an Act waspassed (10 & 11 Vict. c. 95, 1847),
affecting British Authors in the Colonies, United by which provision was made for supending the Gazette, Nov . 7 .
States, and Foreign countries." prohibition of the importation of foreign reprints HOWARD and CILLESPIE , attorneys and solleitors, Old Broad- st .

Oct. 18 . (alfred Howard and Alexander Gillespie )
The chair was taken by Mr. Henry Reeve, C . B . , of English books into a colony, in cases where the

Gazette, Nor, 11 .
who, in introducing Mr. Webster , dwelt upon the colony might make the provision for protecting cheCLEMENT and Sox , uttorneys and solicitors. Alton . ( James

importance of the subject about to be introduced the rights of the author, such provisions having White Clement and James White Clement. jun .) As regards

of International Copyright. Besides the interest the approval of Her Majesty in Council. Then
Clement jun Nov. 8 . Debte by J. W . Clement

MARTIN . GREGORY , and BOWERMAX, Attorneys and solicitore:
which the subject had for authors, he said , and the Government became empowered to suspend Cannon - st. July 31. (Lewis William Gregory and Richard

nected h copy . | the operation in the colony of the Imperial Copy.
Johan Bowerman )

right, it had a legalbearing, as it raised questions right Act. The different Acts afterwards made
of law , both in this country and in the colonies, with regard to the subject were said to have been Bankrupts.
which had not been as fully considered as perhaps a complete failure . Under them the colonists Gazette, Nov. 14.
they should be. The object the society had in collected next to nothing for the British author, To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall streer.
view was to call attention to the questions of and were supplied with United States reprints, DOBSON , JOHN THOMAS, financial agent, West Kensington .gdns,

this kind, and to afford information on various smuggled across the border without paying duty.
Pet. Nov . 12 . Reg. Pepys. Scls . Messrs. Chapdell , Golden -54

Sur. Dec .
points which presented themselves to the mem . The inefficiency of the Act rendered it necessary EATON, AMBROSE,merchant, Great St. Helen's, and Devonshire

S ; and he had no doubt that the paper about that some arrangements with both Canada and
cottage, Devonshire - rd , South Lambeth . Pet. Nov. 12. Reg .

Spring Rice. Sol. Dowing, Basinghall- st. Sur. Nov . 27
to be read would contribute to that result. the United States should be made. HANDLEY, JAMES, victualler , Wych - st, Strand , and St. Leonards.

In the course of Mr. Webster's remarks, he said in the discussion that followed the reading of
Mortlake Pet . Nov . 11. Reg. Pepys, Sols. Roscoe and Co

High-st, Finsbury. Sur. Nov. 25
that property in intellectual labour, as embodied the paper To surrender in the Country .

in a " book " or " dramatic piece," the subject of Mr. Frederick Hill said that the proceedings at DEAX , JOHN AUGUSTUS, grocer, Nottingham . Pet. Nov . 10. Reg .

Talfourd 's Act, 5 & 6 Vict. c . 45 (the Imperial the Vienna Congress augured well for the success Patchit . Sur. Dec . 1
DEVON, Dowager Countess of, Welshpool. Pet. Nov . 11. Reg .

Copyright Act 1842), was recognised by most of the measure which contemplated allowing Talbot . Sur. Nov . 25

civilized nations, and maintained and protected authors, wherever they might issue their works, JOHNSON, RICHARD , and JOHNSON , WILLIAM HENRY, waton .

makers, Sheffield . Pet . Nov . 10 . Reg . Wake. Sur. Nov . 28by them in some way . The laws of such the right over the proceeds of the labour. It JOYXBOX, PETER, cotton broker , Liverpool. Pet. Nov. 11. Reg .

property, as regarded subject matter and owner seemed that wewere on the point of inducing the Hime. Sur. Nov . 26
PRICE , HERBERT, and WESTALL. JOHN , painters , Salford . Pet.ship , might be regarded as substantially | Americans to agree to some satisfactory arrange . Nov . 11. Reg . Hulton . Sur .Nov . 26the same in all countries , but the practice ment. Under the present circumstances the re ROBINS, JOHN, carpenter, Stamford . Pet. Nov . 10. Reg . Gaches.
Sur. Nov. 26

and procedure were widely different. The ward of intellectual labour was diminished , the TILLEY, HENRY ARTHUR, schoolmaster, Hanwell. Pet. Nov . 1 .

assimilation of the law practice and proce. motive for exertion was reduced , the character of
Reg . Ruston . Sur. Nov. 29

WARD, JAMES, lessee of tolls , Tiverton . Pet. Nov. 11. Dep . Reg.
dure, affecting or relating to such property , literature was to a certain extent marred , and the Daw . Sur. Nov . 25

was a subject well deserving the attention of true interest of all was in the protection of the
WORRAD, CHARLES, fruiterer, Birmingbam . Pet . Oct. 29. Reg .
Chauntler , Sur. Nov. 26

this society . It had been touched upon on very best works of literature. He then moved Gazette, Nov. 18 .
various occasions. The late Mr.Roberteon Blaine that the paper be referred to the Jurisprudence To surrender at the Bankrupts ' Court, Basinghall-street.

brought the subject of international copyright section of the association for their consideration . | HARDIN, ALFRED, draper, Milo End-rd . Pet. Nov. 13. Reg.

before the jurisprudence section at the Brad with a view to action . Pepys. Sur. Dez. 2
KOHLER , WILLIAM ,match manufacturer , Southwark -bridge-rd .

ford Congress of the Social Science Association | Mr.Whitewas of opinion thatthe difficulty and Pet. Nov , 13. Reg . Hazlitt . Sur. Deo, 3
in 1862. A number of gentlemen , interested as unfairness which existed under the Copyright Act PHILLIPS, T . J . gentleman , Elgin .villas, Clapham . Pet . Nov. 13 .

Reg . Pepye. Sur. Dec . 2

authors and publishers, had brought the subject was in the power of Parliament to remedy. STEADMAN , FRANCIS ROBERT, dining room keeper, Forens
from time to timebefore the Foreign Office , the Mr. Thomas Longman thought that if copyright terrace , South Kensington . Pet. Nov. 13 . Reg . Pepys. Su

Dec. 2
Colonial Office, and the Board of Trade ; communi. was property it should be protected and guarded STRANGE, FREDERICK , proprietor of the Roval Sarrey Gardens.

cations had also taken place with Canada and the in the most careful manner. Lord Macaulay , Penton . pl, Kenniugton .pk . rd . Pet. Nov . 13. Reg . Roche
Sur. Dec . 4

United States. Draft Bills had been prepared and speaking in theHouse of Commons on the subject, WEIGALL, JOHN CHARLES EDWARDS, solicitor. Union . ct, Old

schemes proposed with the common object of se - said that there was no doubt that copyrightwas Broad -st. Pet. Nov . 14. Reg . Murray. Sur. Dec . 2

curing some more satisfactory arrangement as a monopoly ; butwas of the very best kind, and To surrender in the Country.
regarded the colonies and the United States of was created for the best obiect, and with the best BROWN. THOMAS,milk seller, Leeds. Pet.Nov. 12. Reg.Marshan

Sur. Deo, 3
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Liquidations by Arrangement.

Dec. 1,at tWEARD, breweritel, Winchest

COHEX , FORTUNI, merchant, Manchester. Pet. Nov . 13 . Reg. JOXES, EDWARD WHITE, glası derler , Nottinghum . Pet.Nov. 11 CROMBLEHOLME, JOSEPU , provision donler , Preston . Pet. Nov ,
Kay. Sur. Dec. 4 Dec . 1, nt twelve, at office of Sol. Maples, Nottinghan 13. Dec . 1 , at two, at the White Horse ina, Preston . Sol. Edel.

COLLINS, CHARLES, coil merchant, Addlestone . Pet. Nov . 8 . | JONES, THOMAS, out of business, Kinyswinford . Pet. Nov . 8 . ston , Preston

Res . Bell, Sur, Dec. 2 Nov, 26, at hall -pa - t eleven , at office of Sols . Homíray and DEVERILL, JOHX, and TITTERTON, ARTHUR, East India mer .
GLOVER , WALTER JOHN, merchant tailor , Newcastle upon Tyne. Holberton , Brierley -hill chants, Crosby - sq . Bishopsgate-st. Pet. Nov. 14. Nov . 29, at
Pet. Nov. 13 . Reg . Mortimer. Sur. Dec. 2 KELSEY, WILLIAM , trimming manufacturer, Chilton - st, Beth . two, at the Masons Hall tavern , Masons-avenue, Basinghall -st .

HILL,GEORGE, wool dealer , Halifax. Pet. Nov . 15 . Reg . Rankin . nal-green -rd . Pet. Nov. 11. Nov. 26 , at twelve, at the London Sol. Downing . Basinghall- st

Sur. Dec , 4 Warehousemen ' s Association , 33 , Gutter - la . Sol. Plunkett, EBISON , HENRY, road manager, Horsforth . Pet. Nov . 10 . Nov .
HURDLE, HENRY JOHN , cheesefaotor, Hnifield . Pet . Nov . 13 . Gutter - la 26 , at three , at office of Sol. Hardwick , Leeds
Reg . Symonds. Sur. Dec . 1 Kixg, THOMAS, outof business, Ryde . Pet . Nov . 3. Nov. 25, at EDMONDS, THOMAS, innkeeper, Barnwood . Pet . Nov . 14 . Nov .

KZARSLEY, EDWARD, gentleman , Woolton . Pet. Nov . 14. Reg . three at once of Sol. Killby, Southampton 29 , at two, at office of Sol. Jackson , Stroud
Watson . Sur. Dec. 2 KNUTSSON, JOHAN OLAF , clerk , West Hartlepool. Pet. Nov. 5 . ELLIOTT, ISABELLA , furniture dealer, Birmingham . Pet. Nov .

KINGSLAND , MARK WILLIAM , miller , Hadlow . Pet. Nov. 13 . Nov . 25 , at three, at the Raglan hotel, West Hartlepool 13 . Nov, 28 , at three , at offioe of Sol, Fitter, Birmingham
Reg. Cripps Sur. Nov . 29 LARXEY, GEORGE ROBERT, greengrocer , Green -st, Bethnal grn . EVANS, DANIEL, builder , Llantlechid . Pet. Nov . 7 . Nov. 23 , at

MUGLESTON , THOMAS BARROW , innkeeper, Brasted . Pet. Nov . Pes. 12. Nov . 28, at three , ut offices of Sol. Brown , Finsbury . two, at the Railway hotel, Bangor. Sol. Jones , Menai-bridge
13 . Reg . Cripps. Sur. Nov . 29 piace EYRE, Joux , and EYRE, THOMAS, shoe manufacturer, Long

SMITH , GEORGE, car proprietor , Llandudno . Pet. Nov . 13. Reg . MANLEY, HERBERT, oil merchant, Manchester . Pet. Nov . 11. Buckby. Pet . Nov. 13. Dec. 4 , at three, at offices of Sol. Shoo .
Jones. Sur, Nov . 29 Nov . 27 , at three , at office of Sols . Sale, Shipman , Seddon , and smith , Newland

STERRATT, ISRAEL , wood turner, Manchester. Pet. Nov . 13. Sale , Manchester FILMER , THOMAS, jan ., miller , Newnham . Pet. Nov . 13 . Nov .
Reg . Kay. Sur. Dec . 5 MEANLEY, WILLIAM HEXRY, farmer, Rushall. Pet. Nov . 12. 26 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Johnson , FavershamWILKES, EDWARD, nut and boltmanufacturer, Darlaston . Pet. Dec . 1, at eleven , at office of Sol. Stanley, Walsall FLEMING , GEORGE ALEXANDER, reporter, St. Mary 's -sg, Ken .
Nov . 13. Reg . Clarke. Sur. Nov . 20 MURRAY, GEORGE HARGREAVES, china dealer, Marchester, and nington - rd , London , und Hastings. Pet . Nov. 12. Dec . #, at

Bolton . Pet. Nov , 12. Dec . 3, at three, at office of Sols . Addie . twelve, at offices of Sols . Peckham , Maitland , and Peckham .
BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED. shaw and Warburton , Manchester Knight Rider - st , Doctor'r - commons

NICOLL, DONALD , wholesale clothier , Paternoster -row . Pet. FORD , WILLIAM , builder , Watford . Pet. Nov. 12 . Nov. 28 , at four .
Gazette , Nov. 11. Nov . 10 . Nov. 28 , at two, at the Guildhall tavern , Gresham .st. at the Wellington Arms, Watford . Sol. Godfrey

LEWER , CHARLES , brewer, Winchester. Sept. 17, 1873 Sols . Morley and Shirrefr, Mark .la Good , JAMES WILLIAM , tea dealer, Harp - la . Pet. Nov . 13 .
PARRATT, Joux, jun., commission merchant, Liverpool. Aug . 3 , PARK, WILLIAM , berrhouse keeper, Trowbridge. Pet. Nov . 10. Nov . 29 . at eleven , at office of Sol. Aird , Bastoheap

ISTO Nov. 29, at one, at office of Sol. Shrapnell, Trowbridge GREAVES, WILLIAM HENRY, milk dealer, Middlesborough .

Gazette, Nov. 14 . PARKER , JOSEPH , boot manufacturer, High - st, Chatham . Pet . Pet. Nov . 11. Nov. 29, at one, at office of Sol. Gray, Leeds
Nov. 12. Nov . 29 , at four, at E . Cogswell, 72, Gracechurch -st, HARBOUR , DAVID , carpenter, Hawley- rd , Kentish -town. Pet.

HODGES, WILLIAM HIEXRY, gentleman , Streatham . pl, Brixton . Sol. Hicks, Gracechurch -st Nov. 11. Nov . 26 , Attwelve, at ottice of sol. King . Walbrook
hill. Sept. 3, 1673 PARSON , HENRY, commercialtraveller, Ipswich . Pet . Nov . 12. HALE , WILLIAM SAMUEL, of no occupation , Palmerston -ter ,ROGERS, FREDERICK W ..gentleman , Marlborough-hill, St. John' s Dec . 2, at twelve , at office of Sol. Jennings , Ipswich Lordship -la , East Dulwich . Pet. Nov . 13. Dec. 1, at eleven , at
wood . July 12, 1873 POTTER, GEORGE, builder, Knighton . Pet. Nov. 11. Nov 28 . at office of Sol. Hodgson , Salisbury - st , Strand

twelve, at the Norton Arins hotel, Knighton . Sol. Peters , HAWKES, JOSEPH , baker, Luton . Pet. Nov . 10. Nov . 28 , at three ,
Knighton at offices of Sol. Jeffery, Northampton , and Luton

PRICE. JAMES PALMER , broker, landsworth . Pet. Nov. 8 . HEUSER, PHILIPP, cabinet maker, Lookton -st , Bramley - rd ,
Nov . 22, at two, at offices of Sol, Fallows, Birmingham Notting Hill, and Talbot -mexs, Talbot -rd , Notting -hill. Pet .

FIRST MEETINGS. PRICE , RICHARD, baker . Worthing . Pet. Nov . 11 . Dec . 11, at Nov, 11. Deo. 1, at two, at office of Sol. Nutt, Brabant- ct,
twelve, at oftice of Sol. Luckett, Worthing Philpot-la

Gazette, Nov , 14 . RICHARDSON , EDWARD SAMUEL, bontmaker, Derby. Nov. 29 . HOLDER , HENRY, gag fitter , El ham . pl, Kent-st, Borough . Pet.
at twelve, atthe Bell hotel, Derby. Sols. Watson and Dickons, Nov. 14. Dec . 1 , at a quarter past ten , at the Southampton

BAILEY, HERBERT, of no occupation , Cresswell. Pet. Nov. 5 Bradford tavern , Southampton -bldgs, Chancery - la , Sol. Bilton
Nov. 21, at two at offices of Sol. Stevenson , Stoke-on - Trent RODMAN , GEORGE, cabinet maker, Bristol. Pet. Nov . 8. Nov . HUGHES, RICHARD , winemerchant, Aberystwith . Pet. Nov . 28 .BARSECUTT, HENRY , china dealer, Piymouth . Pet. Nov. 12, 28 . at twelve , at . Adams, accountants, 21, Baldwin -st, Bristol Nov. 27 , at one, at office of Sol. Jones, AberystwithDec. 1, at twelve, at office of Sol. Edmonds, Plymouth Sol, Sherrard , Bristol KEMP, ISABELLA , oil warehou eman , Great Windmill-st , Hay

BARNES, EDWARD , brewer, Winchester. Pet. Nov . 9 . Nov . 24 , SANT, JOITX , veterinary surgeon , Lincoln . Pet. Nov . 7 . Nov . 29 . market. Per. Nov . Il. Nov . 28 , at twelve , at Stevens' hotel,
at four, at the Eagle hotel, Winchester. Sols . Godwin and at eleven , at office of Sole . Toynbee and Larken . Lincoln Old Bailey . Sol. Cotton , Old Bailey
Shenton , Winchester SEDDOX, EDMUND, chemist, Fleetwood . Pet. Nov . 12. Nov . 27, LYONS, LEWIS HENRY, umbrella manufacturer , Redcross- st .

BARON, JOSEPH , reed manufacturer, Old Accrington . Pet. Nov . at two,at the White Horse inn , Proston . Sol. Edelston , Pres . Pe :. Nov. 15 . Dec . 2 , at two, at offices of Ladbury , Collison ,
10 . Dec . 2, at eleven , at the Crown hotel, Old Accrington . So and Viney , 99, Cheapside. Sols . Lewis and Lewis , Ely -place ,
Barlow , New Accrington . SEDGWICK , ELIZABETH ,widow , Sedbergh . Pet. Nov . 10 . Dec . Holborn

BAXTER , JOSEPH , buyer, Bradford . Pet . Nov. 8. Nov. 28 , at 4 , at twelve, At the Black Bull Hotel, Sedbergh . Sols . Messrs . LAGERWALL , RICHARD EMIL MAGNUS, commission agent,
ten , at office of Sol. Hutchinson , Bradford Moser, Kendal Graham rd , Dalston . Pet . Nov. 13 . Nov. 27, at three, at office

BESCOBY, EDWARD, ont of business, Ashchurch - ter , New .rd , | Smith , Jonx, and HEWITT, JOHX, engineers, Old .si, St. Luke's . of Sol. Molt , St. Paul' s- chmbs, Paternoster -row
Hammersmith . Pet . Nov. 8. Nov. 27 , at one, at office of Sol. Pet . Nov. 11. Nov . 26, At three, at office of Sols. Harcourt and LEE, JOSSPH . builder, Brunswick - ter, Lower - rd , Rotherhithe .
Warrand , Ludgate - hill Macarthur, Moorgate st Pet. Nov. 13. Dec . 2 . at one, at offices of Sols . Merriman ,

BETTAM , RICHARD , boot dealer, Cheltenham . Pet. Nov . 12, SPIXK , EDWARD , grocer '* assistant, Hull. Pet. Nov. 10 . Nov . Powell, and Co., Queen - st
Dec . 1, at eleven , at ottices of Sol. Chesshyre , Cheltenham 27 , ac twelve, at office of Sol. Bell, Hull LEVER,GILES , tripe drepser, Liverpool. Pet. Nov . 14 . Dec , 10 ,

BRYANT, WILLIAM , bootmaker , Princes . rd , Notting- hill , and | STAPLEY, EDWARD MAITLAND, and STAPLEY, GEORGE, commis. at twelve, at offices o ' Sol. Goodman , Liverpool
Caledonian - rd , King 's -cross . Pet. Pet. 7 . Nov . 27 , st three , at sion nerchants, Old Jewry -chba. Pet . Nov . 6. Dec . 2, at LUCAS , HEXRY, hair pir manufac urer. Birmingham . Pet. Nov ,
the Mason ' s Rall tavern , Mason ' s -avenue, Basinghall-st. Sol. twelve, at the City Terminus hotel, Cannor - st . Sols. Messrs . 11 . Nov . 18 , at three at office of Sol. Walter , Biriningham
Watson , Basinghall - st Linklater, Walbrook MACQUEEX , WILLIAN JOHX, tailor, High Holborn . Pet. Nov . 13 .

BUTLER , WILLIAM HENRY, bridle ontter, Walsall. Pet . Nov . STEPHENS. HENRY EDWARD, tailor , Bristol. Pet. Nov . 12. Nov . Deo . 1, at one, at the Guildhall tavern , Gresham - st. Sol. Briggs
10 . Nov . 35 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Glover, Walsall 21, at eleven , at office of Sol. Es- ery, Bristol Lincoln 's inn - fields

BUTTERWORTH, JOIX , een .. BUTTERWORTH , JOHX , jun ., and 1 STEWART, ROBERT, and LORD , WILLIAM , cotton spinners, MATHER , JOHN JOSEPH , dealer in velveteens, Manchester. Pet ,
BUTTERWORTH , JOSEPH , flannel finishers , Saddleworth . Pet . Bacup. Pet. Nov. 10 . Nov 28, at three, at the Wheat Sheni Nov . 15 . Deo . 3 ,at three , at office of sols. Farrar and Hall, Man .
Nov . 12. Nov, 27, at twelve, at the Railway hotel, Saddleworth . hotel, Manchester . Sol. Standring, Rochdale chester
Sol. Buckley , Stalybridge STIMPSOX, EDWARD, engine turner, Lincoln . Pet. Nov . 11. Nov . MOORE, JOHX, rrinter, Beauf rt-bldge , Strand. Pet. Nov . 10 .CHADWICK , WILLIAM HEXRY, beerhouse keeper , Chorlton -on 29, at elev- n , at otfices of sol. Harrison , Linonin Nov. 29 , at eleven , at o :fice of Lomax , Jeimyn - et, St. James' s.
Medlock . Pet. Nov , 10. Dec . 1, at four, at office of Sols. TAINTOX, ALFRED , ironmonger, Stamford . Pet . Nov. 8. Dec. 1. Sol. Morris
Learoyd and Learoyd , Huddersfield at threr, at office ofScl. King. Birmingham MOTTRAM , GEORGE , potato dealer Sheffield . Pet. Nov. 14 .

CHAPMĀX , WILLIAM , and HALL, CHARLES, bootmakers, Horn TAYIOR , JOHN BRAIN , printer , Bristol. Pet . Nov, 12. Nov . 29. Dec . 3, at three ,at offices of Sol Patteson , Sheffieldcastle . Pet. Nov . & Dec 3 , at twelve, at the Corn Exchange, at two, AC 6 , Bath -st, Bristol MURRAY, WILLIAM , ship joiner, Kinston upon Hull . Pet. Nov.
Horncastle. Sol, Tweed , Horncastle TOWXSEXD , WILLIAM butcher, Birmingham . Pet. Nov . 12. Nov . 12 . Nov. 27 , at twelve , at ottices of Sol, Stead and Sibree , King
CLEGG , SQUIRE, grocer, Liverpool. Pet. Nov . 10 . Nov. 26 , at 23 , at tao , at office of Sol. Brown, Birmingham ston -upon -Huil
three, at offices of Sols. Evans and Lockett, Liverpool VARLEY, SAMUEL ALFRED , telegraph engineer, Roman . rrad , NICHOLS, JAMES, agent, Hurst-st, Dulwich rd , Lambeth . Pet.
COBHAN FRANCIS ALGERNOX , judge' s clerk , Southwick cres , | Barnsbury . Pet . Nov . 11. Dec . 1 , at three , at the Guildhall Nov. 13. Dec. 6 , at twu, at office of Sol. Downing, Ba inghall
Hyde.pk , and Judges' cbmbs, Rolls- gdn , Chancery - la . Pet . tavern , Orehm -st stret
Nov. 11. Dec . 8 , at twelve, at office of Sols . Turner, Lempriere , | WALKER , EBENEZER , and WALKER , JAMES, chemists, Malmes . PACKMAN . WILLIAX GOLDUP, veterinary surgeon . Wenning .
and Turner , Lincoln ' -inn - fields bury . Pet Xuy. 12. Nov 23), ut two, at the Queen 's hotel, ton - rd , oid Ford , London , and St . Neots. Pet . Nov . 7 . Nov .

COLEMAN , Joux , contractor, Scarborough . Pet. Nov . 10. Dec . 11 Swindon Sols Jones and Forester, Malmesbury 9 , at ten , at the Victorių tavern , Morpeth - rd , par. Bethnal.
1, at two, at the Bull hotel, Scarborough . Sul. Watts , Scar . WALKER, JOHx , tea merchant, Manchester, Pet. Nov. 11. Dec. krpen , Sol. Lonx, Lansdowne-ter , Grove-rd , Victoria .pk
borough 1 , at three, at oftices of Solo . Addleshaw and Warburton , Man . PARKY, JOHX, and MACKINTOSH , BEXJAMIN , joiners , Liverpool.COLLIX , CAMPBELL, flock bed manufacturer, Liverpool. Pet. chester Pet. Nov , 13. Nov . 28 , at twelve, at office of Sols. Fowler and
Nov, 12. Dec. 8, at two, at Theobalds, Ockleston , and Co., | WARD, WILLIAM JOSIAH, carpenter, Litchfield -st, Soho. Pet. Carruthers , Liverpool
accountants , Liverpool. Sol. Cotton , Liverpool Nov . 7 . Nov. 22, at three, at Grayson , solicitor, Hunter- street, PATTIBON, THOMAS , painter. Malton . Pet. Nov . 13. Dec. 1 , at

COLLISOX, WILLIAM HALL , carman , Lower Thames-st. Pet. Brunswick - sq . Sol. Cooper, Charing cross eleven , nt offices of Sol. Jackson , Malton
Nov . 12. Dec. I , at two, at office of Sol. Trass, Lincoln ' s - inn - WATSOX, ABNRY, spring knife manufacturer, Sheffield . Pet. PHILLITS, DAVID , grocer, Aberystwith . Pet . Nov. 14. Dec . 2 ,
fields Nov. 8. Nov. 21, at four, at ofllce of Sols . Messrs. Binnsy , at two, at oftices of Barnard , Thomas, and Cc. public account

COLQUHOUX , PETER, commission merchant, Manchester, and Sheffield ants, Bristol. Sols . Cux, Davies and Browne, Brynmawr
Glasgow . Pet. Nov . 11. Dec . 2, at three , at office of Sols . Addle . Watsox, JOHX , whitesmith , Wakefield , Pet. Nov . 6 . Nov . 27 , at ROBERTS , OWEX, painter, Upper Bangor. Pet. Nov. 6 . Nov. 21.
Rhaw and Warburton , Manchester thiee, at the Manor house inn , Wakefield . Sols. Stocks and at two at the Railway hotel, Bangor . Sol. Jones , Menai bridge

DAVIES, DANIEL, grocer, Tredegar. Pet. Nov. 12. Dec. 1, at Nettleton ROBIX SOX , SIMEOX , tallor, Bacup . Pet. Nov. 13. Dec . 2, at three
eleven , at office of Sol. Dixon , Newport WEBBER, SIMox , clothier, Birmingham . Pet. Nov. 8 . Nov . 25 , at At the Thatched House, Manchester. Sol. Tattersall, Manches

Davis , SAMUEL, baker , Weston -super -Mare . Pet. Nov . 11. ten , at office of Sol. East , Birmingham
Nov . 22 , at eleven , at offices of Sol. Chapman, Weston -super. WELBURN, JOUX , provision dealer, Bradford . Pet. Nov . 11. Nov. RODDIS, JOHX, baker, Moulton. Pet. Nov. 14. Dec. 1, at eleven
Mare 24, at threo , at office of Sol. Atkinson , Bradford at othee of Sol. Jeffery , Nortuampton

DAVISOX, GEORGE, tailor, Sheffield . Pet. Nov . 12. Nov . 22, at WESTON , WILLIAM , shoe manufacturer, Leicester . Pet. Nov . 11, ROGERS, GEORGE, draper, Pewaty. Pet. Nov. 14. Dec . 3 , at one
twelve, at offices of Sol Tattershall, Sheffield Nov. 27, at twelve, at office of Sols . Fowler, Smith , and Warwick . at office of Barnard , Thomas, Tribe, and Co . public account.

Daviss, JOSIAH , manufacturing confectioner , Roman - rd , St. Leicester ants, Bristol. Sols. Brittan , Press, and Inskip . Bristol
. Mary . Stratford , Bow . Pet , Nov . 12 . Dec . 11, at three , at WESTOX , WILLIAM EDWARD , clothier, Biriningham , and Stour . RUST, THOMAS, coalmerchant, Bedford . Pot. Nov . 15 . Dec . 9,
Holloway , accountant, 173, Ball' s Pond - rd , Islington . Sol. bridge. Pet. Nov . 13. Nov . 26 , at three, at office of Sols . Wright At twelve, at office of Sol, Jeffery , Luton , and Northampton
Heathfield , Lincoln 's - inn- fields And Marshall, Birmingham SALISBURY, ROBERT BELL, jun ., miller, Valentine.pl, Black .

DAWES, JAMES, Wheelwright, Dudley . Pet. Nov. 7 . Nov . 25, at WHEELER. GEORGE SAMUEL, animal preserver , Bristol. Pet. Nov friars . rd . Pet . Nov. 11. Dec. 1, at two, at office of Sol.
eleven , at office of Sol. Shakespeare, 0 dbury 11. Nov . 29 . at eleven, at Miles and Read , accountants, Bristol.

DAWSON, GEORGE LODOWICK , trainer of race horses , Middleham . Sol. Price , Bristol SCHOTT, JOAN BERNARD, tavern keeper, Upper Marsh , Lambeth .
Pet. Nov . 10 . Nov . 28, at twelve, at office of Sol. Robinson, WHITAKER, JEREMIAH RIDGE, tallor, Shipley . Pet . Nov. 12 . Pet. Nov. 13. Dec . 2 , at 1hree , at offices of Sols . Lumley and
Darlington Nov . 29 , at eleven , at office of Sols . Terry and Robinson, Brad . Lumley . Conduit -ot , Bond - et

ELLWOOD, CAARLES, chessemonger, Moore -pk -ter, King's - rd , ford SEAGRAVE, GEORGE , SEAGRAVE , FREDERICK , and SEAGRAVE,
Fulham . Pet. Nov . 12 . Nov . 27, at four, at office of Sol. Aird , WICKHAM , EDWARD, farmer, 'Snaith . Pet. Nov . 11. Dec . 2 , at CHARLES, commission agents, Liverpool. tut. Nov. 15 . Dec .
Bastcheap three , at the Green Dragon hotel, Pontefract. Sol. Brown 2 , st two, at office of Hime, Liverpool. Sol. Pearson , Liverpool

PAUST, Joux , grocer, Frieston , near Boston. Pet. Nov. 11. WILSON, BENJAMIN , grocer , Boston . Pet . Nov. 7 . Nov. 24 , AT SHEA, DAXIEL , out if employmeut, Florence- rd , New -cross. Pet.Nov . 27 , at eleven , at office of Sol. York, Boston twelve, at Blake's Private hotel, Manchester- st, Manchester sq . Nov . 13. Dec . 1 , at three, at othce of Sol. Carter, Oid Jewry
FLETCHER , JOns, chartermaster , Dudley . Pet . Nov . 7 . Nov. 1 Sol. Goren , South Moulton - st, Oxford -st chambers

3 , at twelve, at offices of Sol. Shake peare , Oldbury WOOD, WILLIAM , painter, Darlaston . Pet. Nov. 10 . Nov . 20 , at SMITH, WILLIAM , out of business , Weston -under - Penyard , near
FROWD, JOHX , ale mercbant, Great Berkhampsted . Pet. Nov. eleven , atothces of Sol. Sheldon , Wednesbury Ross, and York chmbs , Adelphi, Pet. Nov. 11. Nov . 27 , at one,

11. Nov . 28 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Bullock , Great Berk . WOODALL, JAMES , oil merchant, Preston . Pet . Nov . 7 . Nov . 24 , at the Bell hotel, Gloucester . Sol. Goatly
bampsted at two, at the White Horse Inn , Preston , Sol. Edelston , Pres. STEVENSON, WILLIAM , hosier, Nottingham . Pet. Nov. 14. Dec .

GAGE , THOMAS HASTINGS, tobacconist, Great Yarmouth . Pet. ton 11, at twelve, at otce of Sol. Smith , Nottingham
Nov . 10 . Nov . 26 , at three, at offices of Sols . Jay and Pilgrim , WOODS, JOSIAH ,mineral water manufacturer, Birkenhead . Pet. STOVELL, STEPHEX , grocer, Park ter, Sutton . Pet. Nov . 11 .
Norwich Nov . 11. Nov . 27, at tro, at ottice of Sol. Downham , Birken . Dec . 1, at the Chamber of Comineroe , Cheapside. Soi. Tickle ,

GIBBS, JAMES, artist in glass, Gloucester -rd , Regent's -pk . Pet. head Great St. Thomas Apostle , Queen - st , Cheapside
Oct. 20 . Nov . 21, at eleven , at office of Sol. Davis, Bedford - row , | AIRSCHMAXX, JOSEPH (trading as 01Aham and Co ,l, wine im . SUTTON, WILLIAM , carpet warehouseman , WERD Hartlepool.
Holborn porter, Cannon -st . Pet . Nov . 1. Nov. 27 , au 145 , Cheapside, in Pet Nov . 11. Nov. 28 , at one, ntoffices of Sol. Gray, Leeds
GOMER, CHARLES, boot dealer, Brighton . Pet. Nov . 10 . Deo . 1' hieu of the place originally named SWANSTON , Joux , glass manufacturer, Newcastle upon Tyne.
at three, at Edmonds, Davis, and Clark , 32, Poultry , London . Pet. Nov . 13. Dec. 3 , at eleven , at cflces of Sols . Ingledew
Sols . Black , Freeman , and Gell, Brighton Gazette, Nov . 18. and Daggett, Newc ustle-on - Tyne

GOODERSON , WILLIAM , flour factor , Dean -st. Commercial-rd . TAYLOR, THOMAS GIDEON, draper, Marlborough . Pet. Nov . 11.
Pet. Nov . 8 . Nov . 25 , at three , at offices of Sol. Shearman , ANDREWS, BENJAMIN . bank clerk , Cambridge-gdns. Notting. Nov . 29, at eleven , at the Crown hotel, Devizes. Sol. Cave
Little Tower. gt hill. Pet. Nov. 8 . Nov. 27, at two, at offices of Dubois, ac. NewburyGRANT. RICHARD, houge decorator , Crawford - st, St.Marylebone. countant, Gresbam - bldge, Basinghall.st . Sol. Maynard TIER, FREDERICK FIGO, innkeeper , Birdham . Pet. Nov . 14 .
Pet. Xov . 10 . Nov . 27 , at three, at the Goldhawk tavern . BARNES, THOMAS, butcher, Medmenham , Pet. Nov. 19. Nov. Dec. 3 , at three, at the Dolphin hotel, Chichester . Sol. Janinan .
Hammersmith 29, at two, at office of Sol. Spicer , Great Marlow East Pallant

GREGORY, JOHN , victualler, Northumberland-pk , Tottenham . BARNETT, WILLIAM JAMES, hat manufacturer, Exeter. Pet. TOUT, EDWARD , baker, Abery truth . Pet . Nov. 15 . Dec. 4 , at
Pet. Nov . 11. Dec . 2 , at twelve, at W . F . Copland , accountant, Nov . 14 . Dec. 4, at half past ten , at Haxell' s Exeter hotel, two,at flloes of Sols . Cox , Davies an 1 B owne, Brynmawr
Queen -st, Cheapside . Sols Peckham , Maitland, and Peckham , Strand, London . Sol, White , Exeter TRUMAN . CHARLES, saddler, Pontypool. Pet. Nov . 11. Dec. 2,
Knightrider- st, Doctors- commons BLECH , HENRY FERDINAND , accountant, Middlesborough . Pet . at two, at Mersr . Hancock ,Triggs, and Co.accountants, Bristol,

GREGORY, THOMAS, malesman , Manchester . Pet . Nov . 11. Nov . Nov. 15 . Dec . 2, at twelve at office of Sol. Belk , Middles Sol. Lloyd , Pontypool
25 , at three, at omice of Sol. Mann, Manchester borough TUCKETT, EDWARD PARKIN , Innkeeper, St. Thomas the Apostle .

HARDING , RICHARD , cabinet maker, Ilfracombe. Pet . Nov. 11. BUCKETT. WILLIAX , builder, Ningwood, Isle of Wight. Pet. Pet. Nov, 14 . Dec . 1, at eleven, at the London and South
Nov . 27 , at twelve, at the King's Arms hotel, Barnstaple. Sol. Nov . 13 . Dec . 2, at twelve, at office of Sols. Messrs . Eldridge, Western hotel, Exeter . Sol. Rogers
Yox Newport, Isle of Wight VAXXER, JORX , Woolporter, Blandford Forum . Pet. Nov 12 ,

HARDWICK , THOMAS, grocer's assistant, Allington -st. Pimlioo . BUFFEX, FREDERICK FORSTER , accountant, Moorgate -st , and Dec . 1, at twelve , at the Railway hctel, Blandlord . So .. Moore
Pet. Nov . 11. Nov . 17 , at two, at office of Sol. Walls, Walbrook Tollington .pl, Hornsey -rise. Pet. Nov . 10 . Nov . 28 , at two, at Wimborne Minster

HATHAWAY, JAMES, out of business, Aldridge. Pet. Nov . 11. office of Sol. Blagden , Great Winchester-8t WALLACE, WILLIAM THOMAS, hotel keeper, Dorking. Pet. Nov .
Nov. 28, at eleven , at office of Sols. Wilkinson and Gillespie , BURDEN, JOHN WALTOX , out of business, Belgrave . Pet. Nov , 11 . Nov . 3, at threr , at the Guildhall coffee house, Gresham .st .
Walsall 15. Dec . 2 , at twelve , at offices of Sols. Fowler, Smith , and Sol. Baker , Old Jewry -chbs

HERRIXC , EDWARD, and DOBIE , THOMAS MELDRUM , edge tool ! Warwick , Leicester WATSOx, Joxx , carpet warehouseman , Church - passage , Gres .
manufacturer , St. George 's -st East. Pet. Nov . 12. Nov . 28 , at CANHAM , JAMES, Job master, Anerley . Pet. Nov . 10 . Nov. 26 , at ham - st, and manufneturer, Watling-st. Pet . Nov. 7 . Nov . 25,
two, at Mosley and Co ., Chapel. pl, Poultry. Sol. Rae, Mincing . ten , at the Southampton Arms. Southampton bldgs, Chaucery. at two, at oftices of Sols . Phelps and Sidgwick , Gresham .

la . Sol. Bolton , Renfrew - rd , Kennington - lu street
HETLEY, WILLIAX, farmer, Peterborough . Pet. Nov. 11. Nov . CHARLESWORTH , JOHX , and WATSON, JOSEPH , joiners, Batley . I WATSOX , WILLIAM , chemist, oid Brond .st. Pet. Nov. 12 . Nov .

17, at eleven , at office of sol. Gaches, Peterborough Pet . Nov . 12 Nov . 2.9 at two, at office of Sol. Wooler , Batley 98 , at three, at offices of Sols. Reep. Cane, and Co., Bush - la ,
HIDE, CHARLES, grocer , Luton . Pet. Nov . 10. Nov . 28 , at three , CLARK , THOMAS WALTER, draper , Luton . Pet . Nov. 13. Dec . Cannon - st
St J . Bath and Co . 40A , King William -st, London 4 , at eleven , at office of Shepherd, 29 , Park - st West, Luton . Sol. WATT, HODGSOx, and PEARSON, ARRAN , colonial brokers,

HOLBOYD , JOSEPH , grocer , Binley Pet. Nov. 11. Nov. 28, at Neve, Luton Mincing - la . Pet. Nov . 15 . Dec. 2 ,at uwo, at office of Turquand
two , at office of Ss. Me srg . Robinson , Keighley COLLINS, SAMUEL, bookseller, High -st, Bromley. Pet. Nov . 10 . Younge, and Company, public accountanta, Tokenhouse - yd .

HUXTABLE, EDWIN BEEDLE, out of business, Cheltenham . Dec. 1, at three, at the Guildhall coffee -house , Gresham -st . Sols. Sols. Ellis and Crossfiold , Mark . la
Pet. Nov . 5. Nov . 29 , at eleven , at offices of Sol. Marshall, Messrs. Piesse , Old Jewry -chos WHITIXG, SAMUEL , journeyman gas fitter, Lowestoft. Pet . Nov.Cheltenham COPSEY, GEORGE, and COPSEY, JAMES, woollen drapers , King 's 14 . Deo . 8, at twelv , at offee of Sol, Archer, Lowestoft

JANES, CHARLES, mercantile clerk , Birmingham . Pet. Nov. 10 . Lynn . Pet . Nov , 14 . Deo . 1, at twelve, at the Court House, I WICKS, JOUX HEXRY, printer, Rolls -bldgs. Fetter- la . Pet. X3
Nov . 2 , at three, at Moe of Sol. Jaques, Birmirgham Downham Market. Sol. Reed , Downham Market 13. Deu. 1, at twelve, at of hoe o ! Sol. Morris , Leicester-89

atants, Bristol. | Hilbery. Crutchers

SON ,Aatomice coser : Parkerete, Cheapaide. Partlepool.

lane
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WILLIAMS, DAVID Owen, linen draper, Swansea. Pet.Nov, 12. T INAHAN ' S LL WHISKY.
Dec . 1, at twelve , at office of Sol. Stockwood , jun ., Bridgend

WILLOUGHBY, ROBERT SAUNDERS, out of employment, Lock
wood - rd , Drummond rd , Bermondsey . Pet. Nov, 6 . Nov. 29 , at This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the

three, at office of Sol. Porter, Leadenhall.st very
WILSON , HARRIETT, stationer, Winsford . Pet. Nov . 1. Nov . 22 , CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,

at one, at offices or Sols . Messrs. Cooper , Tunstall in quality unrivalled , perfectly pure, and more wholesome
WOOD, SAMUEL, shoe manufacturer, Northampton . Pet. Nov . 15 .

Deo. 5 , at three, at office of Sol. Shoosmith , Newland
than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the red seal, pirk

WRIGHT, JOHN, stonemason , Barrowby , Pet. Nov . 14. Dec . 5 ,
label, and cork branded " Kinahan 's LL . Whisky." - Whole

half past two, at the Three Tuns inn, Thirsk . Sol. Waistell,
sale Depot, 20 . Great Titchfield -street, Oxford -street, W .

Northallerton
WYNNE , RICHARD HAWKINS, tobacconist, Portobello - rd , Not
ting hill. Pet. Nov. 14. Dec . 2, at ten , at office of Sol. Digby ,

Lincoln ' s - inn - fields

SPECIAL NOTICE .
ALFRED WEBB MILES' S Establishment

is replete with NEW GOODS for WINTER OVER
COATS, Elastics for Frock and Mourning Coats, Vestings,
Bedford Cords for Hunting Breeches, Scotch and West of
England stout Angolas for Riding Trousers, Travelling
Suits , & c . A . W . M . is distinguished for Gentlemen ' s
Dress of the best quality atmoderate charges for cash pay .
ments.

12 , BROOK -STREET, HANOVER-SQUARE, LONDON , W .

A LFRED WEBB MILES' world -famed
11 168. TROUSERS (originated by him ) from stout
and warm new Scotch Tweeds, Ch - viotr, & c ., thoroughly
maintain their high reputation , and are in all respects
better value than ever.

12, BROOK -STREET, Hanover-square, W .

HIGH CLASS BOOTS.

Orders of Discharge.
Gazette, Nov . 11 ,

HART, HENRY, coalmerchant, Ramsgate ,

Gazetto, Nov. 14 .
CHEESEBROUGH, JOHN EDWARD, woolstapler , Bradford

HANCE , JAMES BUSWICK , woolbroker , Liverpool

KELLER , JOHN AXTON, japanner, Joseph - st, Bow Common -la

FIG . 1 .
The normal condition of

the Foot.

Fig . 2 .

The perfect form of Shoes.
a , b , c , d , Elasticated Leather .

DOWIE AND MARSHALL ,

455 , WEST STRAND, LONDON ,

(Nearly opposite Northumberland House),

ESTABLISHED 1824 ,
BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS .

Dibidends.
BANKRUPTS' ESTATES.

The Official Assignees, & c., are given , to whom apply for the
Dividends.

Bancks, J . non -trader, first, 1 29-32d . Paget, Basinghall-st.
Chambers, W . M . winemerchant, second , Is. d . (and 38. 24d . to
new proofs ). Paget, Basinghall- st. - Colombine, D . E . money scr :
viner, first, sid . Paget, Basinghall -st. - Harrison and Sherratt, St.
Helen 's , fourth , 1n . Stone , Liverpool. - Inif, S . plumber, first ,
4d . Stone, Liverpool. - Yeo , R . W . order clerk, fifth , ls. 114 .
Paget, Basinghall. stBonnett, S . orthopaedio practioner , first, 4d . At Trust. J . C . G .
Bennett, 30, Friday - st. - Bowman , W . agent, first , 58 . 8d . At Trust ,
R . Buck , 56 , Fawcett -et, Sunderland. - Caven , N . draper, second ,
8d . At Trust. A . McDowall, 21a , Watling- st. - Cooper, A . boot
manufacturer, first, ls . At Trust . B . Nicholson , 7 and 8, London .
bridge Railway approach . - Dickinson , J . bootmaker, second ,
1s . 3d . At Trust. I . Bolland , 10 , South John -st, Liverpool. -
Edwards, J . timber dealer, third and final, 8d . At Trust. A . G .
Nicholson, 7 , Norfolk -st, Manchester . - Fayer , W . baker , first,
108 . 6d . At Trust. T . W . Read, 30, Castle - st , Liverpool. - Rinde,
A . W . out of busiliens, 20s. At Trust. P . Vine , 20, Cable -st ,
Liverpool. - Hully , M . butcher, 98 . At Trust. I. P . Heap , Bigh
gate, Kendal. - McDowall, T . draper, first and final, 4s. 2d . At
Trust. 6 , Pye, 3, Bank -bldgs, Colchester. - MeIntyre, D . draper,
second , 2s, så . At Trust. W . H . Richards, 54 and 55, Causeway .
head , Penzance . - Thomas, B . wine merchant, first, le . At Trust.
11 . A . Murgatroyd , Windmill, par . Calverley. - Whittaker , G .
bleacher , first and final, ls .2d At Trust. C . Wolfenden , 10 , Acres .

field , Bolton .Beale , E . cattle dealer, 5s . At Trust . J . Moore, High -st, Andover
- Brooke, I. woollen manufacturer, first and final, 7d . At Trust .

J . D . Good Market-pl, Dewsbury . - Copping, W . T . miller , final,
18. Cd . At Trust. E . J . Craske, Head -st, Colchester . - Davies, J .
estate agent, first and final, 8s. At Trust. F . W . Read, 30 , Castle

st, Liverpool. - Fisheo, E . butcher, Syd. At Trust. T . H . Palmer ,
Redwell- st, Norwich . - Galland , T , 8 . gentlemen , final, 208 . - Love,
A . widow , first, 6s. 8d . At Sols . Simmonds and Clark , Bath . --
Mason , R . and J . builders, second and final, 9a . At Trust. T . Y .
Strachan , Central-bldge , Grainger -st-west , Newcastle . - Sheldrake,

F . farmer, first and final, 78 . 6d . At G . Pye 's , 3, Bank -bldge,
Colchester . - Webb, B . P . cheesemonger, first and final, 6d . At
Sol. Mossop. Cannon - st. - Whinnerah , H . contractor, firstand final,

48 . 3d . At Trust. T . Grundy, 9, Lawson - st, Barrow -in .Furness.
Wright, H , lead merchant, first and final, 6s. At Sussex . rd , South

ampton. Sols . Stocken and Jupp, Leadenhall. st
INSOLVENTS' ESTATES .

Apply at ProvisionalAssignee's Office, Portugal-st, Lincoln 's.
inn , between 11 and 2 on Tuesdays.

Halloran , A . L .master in the navy, third, 3s . 1 . Pearoe, East
Stonehouse. Wotton , A . J . superannuated master baker , third ,

28. 74d. (and jd .). Pearce, East Stonehouse

T EFT-OFF CLOTHES. — Mr. and Mrs.
U PHILLIPS. 81. THAYER -STREET. MANCHES .
TER -SQUARE, LONDON , W . , are the Best BUYERS of
all kinds of LADIES'andGENTLEMEN 'S ATTIRE, Silk ,
Satin . Velvet, Brocades, Dresses, Court Trains, Antique
Lace , old English and Foreign China, Household Furniture ,
Jewels , Plate, in fact every kind of Property for ready
cash . Ladies or Gentlemen waited on at any time or dig.
tance. A !) letters receive prompt attention . Money orders
to any ancunt for Parcels from Town or Country. Estab
lished 1820 . Ready money only .

Thousands of testimonials. The subjoined are copies :
" Gloucester , April 2 .

Mrs . A . N . writes : - " I have received your P . 0 . 0 . with
thanks for your liberality and attention . I shall recommend
all my friends. I have bad business with others, but none
have given meso much satisfaction as yon have . ”

Brighton, May 4 .
Lady S . T . writes : - " I received the registered letter con .

taining the notes. I quite agree with Mrs. R . C . that you
are very straightforward in conducting your business. I
shall have great pleasure in recommending any friends who
may wish to dispose of their cast -off clothes that are too

good to give away. " “ Edinburgh , May 13 .
“ I send you a large box of clothes. I am quite satisfied

that you give the full value, as I sent the last you had of me
to someother person first, and your price was much above
their valuation . I leave it to you to send me what you con
sider the value of the present articles. I have recommended
you to my sister, Mrs, M , Y ., of Reading."
Weare every day receiving the samekind of testimonials,

which show that we do give the full value of all articles
offered to us . If this is not sufficient to satisfy themost
sceptical we challenge all dealers. We not only buy of
ladies and gentlemen , but our demand is so grent thatwe
purchase of the trade. Ladies and gentlemen, by disposing
of their property to us, get the best price , thereby saving a
second profit . Our only address in England is

31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHESTER -SQUARE .

LONDON .

CANADA : ST. PAUL-STREET, MONTREAL,
AUSTRALIA : MYER'S-STREET, SANDHURST, VIC

TORIA : and

31, THAYER -STREET , MANCHESTER-SQUARE
Where all letters and parcels must be addressed.

Established 1820 .

THE TEMPLE

ladies andof the tradis,get theess in EngRER.SQUARE ,

BDB. P whin .
Lawanal,Shell

HOOOO
TUNERAL REFORM . – The exorbitant

items of the undertaker' s bill have long operated as
an oppressive tax upon all classes of the community . With
a view of applying a remedy to this serious evil the
LONDON NECROPOLIS COMPANY, when opening
their extensive cemetery at Woking, held themselves pre
pared to undertake thewhole duties relating to interments
at fixed and moderate scales of charge, from which survivors
may choose acording to their means and the requirements
of the case . The Company also undertakes the onduct of
Funerals to other cemeteries, and to all parts of the United
Kingdom . A pamphlet containing full particulars may be
obtained , or will be forwarded , upon application to the
Chief Office , 2, Lancaster - place , Strand , W . 0 .

ALLEN 'S PORTMANTEAUX,
37 , STRAND , LONDON

ALLEN

BIRTHS MARRIAGES AND DEATHS | TRADE XARK . )

BIRTHS.
BATTISHILL . - On the 13th inst ., at Mont- le -grand , Heavitree,BATTISHILL.– On the 13th inst., at Mont-le-grand, Heavitree, GREATCENTRAL WINE CELLARS.
Exeter, the wife of Wm . J . Battishill, Esq ., solicitor, of a son .

LEE . On the 16th inst ., at 35 , Connaught -square , thewife of L .
Yate Lee, of Lincoln 's - inn , barrister-at- law , of a daughter, 22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON

MARRIAGE.
PALMER - STEMSON . - On the 15th inst., at St. George's , Thomas

Hitchin Palmer , Esq., solicitor, Norwich , to Elizabeth Carter (OPPOSITE CHANCERY-LANE).
Stemson , widow of the late George Stemson , Esq ., of Exeter

The Largest, Cheapest, and Best Wine Establishment in

PARTRIDGE AND COOPER ,
the Worla.

WHOLESALE & RETAIL STATIONERS, THE MOST NOTED VINTAGES,
292 , FLEET-STREET, AND 1 & 2, CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON, E . C . BY THE GLASS, BY THE BOTTLE,

Carriagepaid to the Country on Orders erceeding 20s. BY THE GALLOX , BY TE DOZEN ,

DRAFT PAPER, 5s., 6s . 6d., 78. 6d., 78. 9d ., and 93. 9d . per AND BY THE CASK ,

ream .
BRIEF PAPER, 158. 6d . , 178 . 6d ., and 238 . 61. per ream . AT WHOLESALE PRICES;FOOLSCAP PAPER , 10s. 6d . , 128, 6d ., and 158 . 6d . per ream ,
CREAM LAID NOTE , Ss., 18., and 58. per ream . Or Packed in Hampers for Races and Picnics
LARGE CREAM LAID NOTE , 48. 6d ., 6s. 6d., and 8s. per ream .
LARGE BLUE NOTE, 3s, hd ., 48. 6d . , and 6s . 6d . per ream .
ENVELOPES, CREAM OR BLUE, 46 . 60 . , and 6s. 60 ., per 1000.
THE " TEMPLE ” ENVELOPE , extra secure, 9s, 6d . per 1000.
FOOLSCAP OFFICIAL ENVELOPES, 1s. 9d . per 100 . 22 , FLEET-STREET, LONDON
THE NEW “ VELLUM WOVE CLUB-HOUSE” NOTE . (Opposite Chancery -lane).

es. 6d , per ream ,
“ We should direct particular attention to their New Club TADBROKE-SQUARE, W . (close to) . - Ahouse Paper : in our opinion it is the very best paper weever

wrote upon .” - London Mirror .
Superior FAMILY RESIDENCE , erected by th

freeholder in a choice and healthy spot, five minutes' walk
from the Notting -hill- gate Station , and ten minutes from

INDENTURE SKINS, Printed and Machine-ruled , to hold twenty Kensington -gardens. The house has been erected in a
or thirty folios , 2s . 3d . per skin , 268 . per dozen , 125s . per co - tly manner, and contains every known convenience

roll ,
necessary for families of distinction will be decorated to

SECONDS or FOLLOWERS, Ruled , 1s. Iid . each, 223. per dozen , tenant' s taste. Rent £225 per annum , - Messrs. Swain , 82

1058. per roll.
High -street, Notting-hill, W .

RECORDS orMEMORIALS, 7d. each, 6s . 6d . per dozen .

DRESS BASKETS,

09090 OVERLAND TRUNKS,

DRESSING CASES,

DESPATCH BOXES, & c.
NEW CATALOGUE OF 500

FITTED ARTICLES. Post Free.

BAG
ALLEN ' S NEW

PRIZE MEDAL FOR

DRESSING BAG . GENERAL EXCELLENCE

UOLLOWAY' S PILLS. - Nothing better.
L With the shortening days and foggy atmosphere the

human system will certainly bemore or less deranged, and
notably these inveluable Pills exert a greater and more
beneficial influence over loss of appetite, dyspepsia, bilious
errore , irregularity of the bowels , and nervous disorders

than any other medicine. Their mode ofaction is tho onghly
consonant with reason . They completely purify the blu-od ,
relieve both head ant stomach of All faulty functions, and

expel all oppressive acumulations from the bowels. With
the blood purified an i all pois ns purred from the system ,

regularity must prevail throughout the body, aches and
pains must cease , healthful energy must supplant weari.
ness , and the shaky nerves must reg in their wholesome

tone.

AMERICAN AND ANGLO -AMERICAN STOVES .

FOR HEATING AND COOKING .

CAN BE PLACED ANYWHERE.

LEDGERS, DAY-BOOKS, CASH -BOOKS, LETTER OG MINUTE -BOOKS
An immense stock in various bindings.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE -LIST of Inkstands, Postage Scales
Copying Presses, Writing Cases , Despatch Boxes, Oak and
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A LESSON has been read to returning officers at School Board
elections by Mr. HAWKES, a Birmingham solicitor, which may
prove of service generally. The deputy returning officer, who
was an alderman of the city, published an analysis of the voting,
showing the number of Catholic, denominational, and unsectarian
votes given in the respective districts. Mr. HAWKES points out
that this publication is a direct infraction of the Ballot Act, the

34th rule being in the following words: - " 31. Before the returning
officer proceeds to count the votes, he shall, in the presence of the
agents of the candidates, open each ballot box, and, taking out the
papers therein , shall count and record the numbers thereof , and
then mix together the whole of the ballot papers contained in the
ballot boxes.” The object of the Legislature he points out was to
concealthe local complexion of the votes, and,he adds,no onehaving
electioneering experience in counties, or in boroughs like Tam
worth , can fail to appreciate the great protection to voters which
such an arrangement secures. The justice anıl accuracy of this
remark is quite obvious, and returning officers at School Board
elections willmake a great mistake if they are less diligent than
such officers at municipal and Parliamentary elections in carrying
out the ballot system .
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Tie remedy of a judgment creditor against the land of his debtor
has been further considered in a case which we reported last week
(Hatton y . Haywood , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 385) . There the creditor
had issued a writ of elegit, and obtained a return from the sheriff.
The debtor, however, had become bankrupt, and the land had been
handed over to his trustee before it had been actually delivered
over to the plaintiff under his writ of elegit. This raised a dis .
cussion as to themeaning of “ actually delivered in execution ,"
the words of the Law of Judgments Amendment Act (27 & 28
Vict. c. 112). The first section says that no judgment, statute, or

Excise licence for a carriage- A carriage recognizance to be entered up after the passing of the Act, shall
affect any land (of whatever tenure ), until such land shall have
been actually delivered in execution by virture of a writ of elegit,
or other lawful authority, in pursuance of such judgment, statuto
or recognizance. In the Earl of Cork v . Russell (26 L . T . Rep .
N . S . 230 ), it was decided that a judgment creditor who had not
issued execution had no interest in the land so as to entitle him to
be a party to a suit for foreclosure. This was a decision of Vice

THE LORD CHANCELLOĶ has ordered that the offices of the County Chancellor MALINS, and the same learned Judge decided IIatton v .
Courts may be closed on the 26th and 27th days of December Haywood in accordance with it . Vice-Chancellor PAGE Wood
next . took a different view in Re Cowbridge Railway Company (18 L . T .

Rep . N . S . 102), and expressed the opinion that it could not have
The courts of common law are evidently disposed to recognise the been intended by the Legislature that a judgment creditor should
validity of a consideration for a promise acted upon by a contract- have no interest in the land until he had obtained actual possession
ing party, although there may be a suggestion that the contract is of it , for the very sufficient reason that incorporeal hereditaments
against public policy. Bartering votes for charities is about as which are expressly made land within the meaning of the Act,
unwholesome a traffic as can well be imagined , but on strict could not be the subject of actual delivery. “ The intention must
principles of law , if A . gives his votes for the candidates of B . at I have been ," said Vice-Chancellor WOOD , “ simply that all those
VOL LVI. - No. 1600 .

The Law and the Lawpers.
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remedies which a judgment creditor can effect by means of a writ debtor. This , however, is a consideration constantly disregarded

of elegit must beexercised by him before he can comein under the | by County Court Judges, the prevailing and overriding notion

Act." Consequently , in the case before him , where there was a being under almost all circumstances to put all creditors, diligent

prior elegit, he held that the subsequent judgment creditor could and idle, upon one footing .

not present a petition for sale of the land until he had got rid of An interesting question arose out of a bill of sale in Rahn 's case ,

such prior elegit. In Guest v . Cowbridge Railway Company (18 although not novel - namely, whether a bill of sale purporting to

L . T . Rep . N . S . 871), Vice -ChancellorGIFFARD seemsto have been assign partnership property , but executed by one partner only ,

of opinion that actual delivery under the writ was necessary . was valid . Another question in the same case was whether the

Referring to the first section of the statute he said , “ That is plain transfer of certain delivery orders amounted to a fraudulent pre

enough , I think , and it must mean that no judgment creditor can ference in favour of the transferee , who was security only for a

have any right of any kind until he has put the writ into the debt due by the debtor . The first point is , we think , sufficiently

hands of the sheriff . But it goes further, I think, because clear. On the authority of Harrison v . Jackson (7 L . T . Rep . 207),

although possibly putting the writ into the hands of the sheriff and Steilitz v . Eggington (Holt, 141), the learned Judge of the

may give him a right to file a bill to remove a legal impediment, I County Court held that he was bound to come to the conclusion

do not think he has any right in the shape of a lien on the land that the bill of sale was void . The judgment of Lord Kenyon in

until he has got a return from the sheriff.” Notwithstanding the Harrison v . Jackson quite supports Mr. Collier 's view , and is un .

very considerable difficulty raised by Vice-Chancellor Wood to the doubted law . “ The law of merchants," said Lord Kenyon, " is

strict and literal construction of the Act, theweight of authority is part of the law of the land ; and in mercantile transactions, in

in favour of holding that a judgment creditor obtains no interest drawing and accepting bills of exchange, it never was doubted but

in the hands of his debtor until it has been given into his posses that one partner might bind the rest. But the power of binding

sion by the sheriff. There is a further question as to priority each other by deed is now for the first time insisted on except in

where, for example , a subsequent judgment creditor is the first to the Nisi Prius case cited ” - Mears v . Serocold , sittings in Easter

put his writ into the handsof the sheriff . Vice-ChancellorGIFFARD Term 1785, at Guildhall, cor., Lord Mansfield , C . J . - “ the facts

in Guest's case was clearly of opinion that under the Act where of which are not sufficiently disclosed to enable me to judge of its

things are properly done, the priorities must be determined propriety. Then , it was said that, if this partnership were consti

according to the dates at which the writs are put into the hands of tuted by writing under seal, that gave authority to each to bind the

the sheriff.

others by deed ; but I deny that consequence, for a general partner

ship agreement, though under seal, does not authorise the partners

A PRACTICAL question of somemoment on the subject of costs was to execute deeds for each other, unless a particular power be given

discussed in the case of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Raihvay for the purpose.” In theabove-mentioned case of Mears v . Serocold ,

Company v . Gidlow (29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 399), namely , whether if Lord Mansfield is said to have ruled that for a partnership debt

judgment in the courts below with costs be affirmed by the courts one partner had authority to execute a bond for another. The

of appeal, interest runs on the costs as well as on the judgment. editors of a leading American case on the law of partnership

The judgment of the Exchequer in favour of the defendant (Livingston v . Roosvelt) thus state the law as established by nume

which of course was judgment for his costs only - was affirmed by rous decisions: “ The rule that one partner cannot, by his implied

the Exchequer Chamber. An appeal under the Common Law authority , bind the firm by a sealed instrument,applies only where

Procedure Act was carried to the House of Lords, and there the the firm is sought to be charged , and not where the object is to

judgment of the Exchequer Chamber was affirmed. And it was discharge a debt due to it. . . And it has been decided in case

ordered that the appellants should pay to the respondents the costs of sales and assignments, where the property may be transferred by

incurred in respect of the appeal. It was contended that as a delivery , that such a transfer so consummated by delivery, is not

judgment debt carries interest by statute, here the judgment being annulled by being attested , or having the trusts on which it ismade

for costs, the respondent was entitled to interest upon the costs described by a deed , and this applies to a general assignment for

of appeal from the Exchequer Chamber. By sect. 30 of 3 & 4 the benefit of creditors, to a mortgage of chattels , and to an

Will. 4 , c . 42, if any person shall sue out any writ of error assignment of a chose in action by one partner under seal." In

upon any judgment whatever given in any court in any action Rahn 's case it was endeavoured to show that there had been

personal, and the court of error shall give judgment for the delivery by symbol, but this failed . The above citation shows

defendant thereon , then interest shall be allowed by the court of that had such attempt succeeded it would altogether have altered

error for such timeas execution has been delayed by such writ of the complexion of the case. As to the transfers which did take

error for the delaying thereof. The case under notice decides that place, and the objection raised that they amounted to a fraudulent

the House of Lordsmay give costs, and the taxing-master may in preference, the learned Judge relied upon an obiter dictum of Lord

his discretion tax them so as to allow interest on the judgment Justice Page Wood , in Ex parte Foxley, re Nurse (18 L . T . Rep . N . S .

appealed to that House. But if this be not done, interest on costs 862), as supporting the proposition that a request by a surety to

cannot be obtained beyond the time of thedelay caused by appeal. the principal debtor is sufficient to make a payment in pursuance

ing to the Exchequer Chamber. Such questions as this will lose of it good against the trustee in bankruptcy. Under the parti

much oftheir interest after next year . ticular circumstances of that case, the assignment was held to be

fraudulent, and the obiter dictum is not of a very satisfactory

character. The assignee had indorsed a bill of exchange nine

SOME BANKRUPTCY DECISIONS. months previously, and a bill of sale had been executed in his

We report some interesting decisions from the Liverpool Bank favour. In consideration of that, and furtheradvances, the debtor

ruptcy Court, which we may usefully summarise. In Re Keyworth made an absolute assignment. All that Lord Justice PageWood

it was held that a sum paid into court by a defendant to abide the said was that he was not prepared to say that the risk of indorsing

event of an action does not constitute the plaintiff a secured the bill was not in itself an equivalent which would have sup

creditor in the event of the defendant becoming bankrupt before ported a bill of sale ; but the assignment was held fraudulent,

the action is determined . There have been two cases decided in and no decision upon this particular point was given. The

the Superior Courts bearing upon this point, namely, Murray v . case of Strachan v. Barton (11 Ex. 647), was also mentioned

Arnold (7 L . T . Rep. N . S . 385) and Culverhouse v . Wickens (17 as showing that such a consideration would prevent a transfer

L . T. Rep. N . S . 478). The former turned upon the effect of the being fraudulent. It was contended there that there must be a

payment of a sum of money into court on the eve of a trial, in debtactually due, and that if there were not , a payment, though

order to obtain a commission to examine witnesses in India , made under pressure, would be fraudulent. It was determined

and the question was whether , under the 184th section of the that the question whether the debtor had a right to insist on paya

Consolidation Act of 1849, the assignee was entitled to the amount, ment of a debt was immaterial, as if, for example , the debtor was

and the creditor bound to come in as a creditor holding security. applied to to take up a bill on Saturday which was due on Mon
It was held that the payment into court did not constitute the day, and did so, thatwould not be a fraudulent preference. There

plaintiff a secured creditor, and was not in any sense a payment however, the person applying was a bill holder for value, in which

to secure a debt. The amount was therefore held to belong to the case a debt exists, and the right of action only is suspended. We,

plaintiff absolutely. Chief Justice Cockburn there remarked however, are decidedly inclined to agree that if the precise point

that the case was distinguishable from that of a garnishee, arose it would be held that suretyship is sufficient consideration

there being in the latter case an ascertained debt. Culver to support á bill of sale, and to save a payment from being a frati.

house v . Tickens was such a case. There it was held that dulent preference, the debtor being pressed to make the payment.

payment into court by a garnishee under a judge's order is The case of Re T. S . Trumble raised the question ofappeal from

a payment within the meaning of the Common Law Pro the decisions of registrars. It was attempted to go to the court

cedure Act 1854, s. 65, and discharges the garnishee ; and the on appeal from the registrar on a question of proof of debt. 16

subsequent execution of a composition deed by the debtor will was objected that the only appeal from the registrar to the court
not prevent the creditor being entitled to the money so paid lay with reference to the registration of resolutions, and as the

into court. In the Liverpool case proceedings in connection with claimant had elected to take the decision of the registrar as to the

the action were restrained , the result of which was, as the learned proof, he could not apply to the court. The learned Judge held

judge remarked , that the end and object of the payment into court that this was so .

ceased , and there was no longer any claim which the creditor Having expressed a strong opinion concerning the appointment

could make out. This, we think, shows the enormous hardship I of Mr. Collier to the Liverpool County Court, we may take th

which may be inflicted upon a plaintiff who, by his diligence, has opportunity of saying that he has made a very good Judge, and

obtained a perfectly fair advantage over the other creditors of a gives great satisfaction.
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From the dicta which we have cited, itwould appear that decided.
opinions have been entertained by eminent judges that a wilful

transfer to a pauper to escape liability does not relieve the trans

feror. There are , however, express decisions from Pass's case

downwards, that such a transfer, unaccompanied by any other con

sideration or condition , is good , and relieves the transferor. It

was consequently reserved for Lord Westbury to decide positively

that such a transfer was void . And his decision in Walton

Williams's case (LAW TIMES European Reports , p . 125) is certainly

as strong as it could be made. He said (p . 126 ) : “ I do not care

a rush whether the directors inquired or not , or whether

there was misrepresentation or not ; but if I find the man

who desires to dispose of his shares in favour of A . B .,

knows very well in his mind at the time that A . B . was

an insolvent man , or a dishonest man , and most improper

man , for some reason or other, to be introduced into the partner

ship, I shall hold that that personalknowledge on the part of the

individual disposing of his shares forbade him to do what he

desired to do, and that his persisting in doing it, relying upon

the ignorance of the directors, and concealing what he knew was

a fraud upon the directors.” Had there been an appeal, we do

not think that such a doctrine could have been sustained .

Neither do we think that it will be accepted as law by the ordi
nary tribunals.

TRANSFER OF COMPANY SHARES TO PAUPERS.
It is undoubtedly a question of much importance to sharehoders

in limited companies to know under what circumstances they are

safe in tranferring their shares. The decisions in the European

arbitration by Lord Westbury , and by his successor Lord Romilly ,

have gone the length of establishing that if, when a company is a

going concern , a shareholder, relying upon the ignorance of the

directors, introduces into the partnership an improper person ,

whom heknows to be such , the transferor remains liable to the com

pany. This doctrine, it has been said , is scarcely in accord with

the popular viewson the subject. Wethink wemay add that Lord

Westbury was the first to sanction it as a legalprinciple . It is ob

servable , however, that there has been some tendency in this

direction . For example, in the case of Re the Mexican and South

American Company, ea parte Hyams (29 L . J ., N . S ., 242, Ch.), Lord

Campbell said , “ According to the decision of this court, to which I

respectfully bow , if it had been proved that they (the transferors)

had parted with all interest in their shares, although for the

express purpose of getting rid of their liability, and although they
knew they were of no value, and that the transferee was a man of

straw , they would have been absolved from liability , and ought to

be removed from the list of contributories. I confess I should have

hesitated before I concurred in thesedecisions,because I think there

might have been a considerable difference drawn between the

analogy of an assignee of a lease assigning the lease to a man of

straw and a shareholder who has become a partner with others,

and who has incurred a joint liability at a time when the property

had ceased to be of any value, and his sole object being to throw

the liability entirely on his co -partners.” And it is noticeable that

Lord Justice Mellish , in King's Case , ReGreat Wheal Busy Mining

Company ( L . Rep . 6 Ch. App. 196 ; 24 L . T . Rep . N . S . 599 ), said ,

" I can quite conceive, that a court of equity may say that a

transfer by a shareholder to a mere pauper, for the sole purpose

of avoiding liability , is a fraudulent and improper transfer, and

ought to be set aside."

The other side of this question was strongly presented by Vice-

Chancellor Page Wood , in the case of Re The Phoenix Life

Assurance Company, Ex parte Hatton (31 L . J. 340, Ch .), the point

there being as in preceding cases as to the bona fides of the

transfer. Referring to the decision in Pass's case (28 L . J ., N . S .,

769, Ch .), the Vice-Chancellor said : “ From my recollection of

that case, the principle upon which it was decided was that it was

the very life of these companies to make their shares easily

transferable ; and that any doubt or difficulty raised by companies

as to whether their shares were or were not transferable, as the

transferees were supposed to be solvent or insolvent, would be

destructive of the object they had in view , namely, the attracting

of capitalto societies of this description , with facilities at all times

to shareholders for relieving themselves of liability ." The doc

trine of Pass's case was also approved by Lord Justice Rolt in

Re National and Provincial Marine Insurance Company,

Ex parte Parker ( L . Rep . 2 Ch. App . 685). In the course

of the argument the Lord Justice said : “ I see nothing un

reasonable in the doctrine of Pass' s case, that if a shareholder

of a company is minded to get rid of his shares he may do

$0.". And counsel urged that the very time when a person

having the right to transfer his shares is most likely to wish to

exercise it , is when a liability is impending. Lord Justice Rolt

commenced his judgment with the observation , “ I am still

inclined to think that the transfer of shares expressly to escape the

liability of a shareholder , does not necessarily vitiate the transfer,

and I should not dispose of this case adversely to the appellant

upon any such ground."

Lord Westbury seems to have put on one side the essential im .

portance to public companies that no doubt should exist as to the

transferable nature of their shares, which has been so much con

sidered by other Judges, and to have given rein to his indignation ,

undoubtedly just from a moral point of view , against persons

forsaking a partnership, and throwing their liability upon their

co-partners who sought no escape. There is , however, an obvious

distinction between a private partnership and a joint stock
company . Persons take shares in a company knowing that

those with whom they associate themselves may at any time

cease to be partners by transferring their shares. It is otherwise

in a private partnership ; there can only be dissolution by expira

tion of the period for which it was contracted , by death , by con

sent, or by order of the Court of Chancery. In his work on Part

nership Mr. Lindley necessarily places companies upon a distinct

and separate footing, and he names the only grounds upon which ,

in his opinion , a transfer can be avoided . He says (2nd edit .

P . 1352, quoted with approbation by Lord Justice James, in King's

case, in Re Great Wheal Busy Mining Company ( L . Rep . 6 Ch . 196 ;

24 L . T. Rep. N . S . 599), « Notwithstanding there is a complete

transfer the transferor will be held a contributory if the evidence
shows not only that the transfer wasmade to get rid of a liability ,

out that the transfer was not a real transaction and was not
intended to divest the interest of the transferor, and to render the

transferee the bona fide owner of the shares, but that the trans

feree held them subject to the orders of the transferor." And the

inference would seem to be that if the transfer were made simply
to avoid liability it would be good .

SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE ACT 1873.

RULES OF PROCEDURE.

(Continued from page 32.)

The last notice of this Act shortly reviewed those rules which
related to proceedings before trial; most of the remaining rules

relate to the place and mode of trial, and to appeals.

In a former issue attention was called to the rules as to the

place of trial under those sections of the Act by which the sittings

of the court for the trial of issues of fact are provided for. It is

unnecessary to say more here than that all local venues are

abolished , and primâ facie every action is to be tried in Middlesex,

unless the plaintiff, in his statement ofclaim , namethe place where

he proposes to try . The venue, however, may be changed by order

of a Judge. The lists for trial at the sittings in London and Mid

dlesex are to be prepared , and the actions allotted for trial in

accordance with future rules, butwithout reference to the division

of the High Court to which such actionsmay be attached ; that is

to say, subject to the rules to be made, all causes in whatever

division commenced , are to be tried as to issues of fact before any

Judgeappointed to sit for that purpose. In fact, the sittings in

London and Middlesex will be held more as the assizes are now

held ; the assize Judge trying issues from any Court : (rules 28
and 29.)

The mode of trial is next provided for : (rules 30 - 35 ). The

judges of the Common Law Courts have frequently pointed out
the urgent need there has always existed for the appointment of

official assessors to assist the judges in trying technical questions.
This need is now supplied . Actions are to be tried before a judge

or judges, or before a judge sitting with assessors, or before a

judge and jury, or before an official or special referee, with or

without assessors. This will be a great assistance to judges and

to referees, and will probably have a good effect in shortening the

length to which causes, depending rather upon questions of

practical or technical experience, now extend. The plaintiff has

the choice of the mode of trial, in the first instance, on giving

notice of trial; but the defendant may, by giving due notice
within such time as may be fixed by the future rules, require the

issues of fact to be tried before a jury, or he may apply to the
court for an order to have the action tried in any other of the said

ways, and in the latter case the court has power to order the mode

of trial. It frequently happens that in one action there are

different questions of facts which would be best tried in different

ways, and to meet such a case it is provided that the court may

order different questions arising in the same action to be tried by

different modes of trial ; and as one issue of fact may depend upon

the result of others, the court may order that one to be tried first
before the others, and may appoint the place for such trial. Where

an issue of fact is to be tried by a jury, the trial is to be held before

a single judge, unless the trial is specially ordered to be held

before two or more judges. This last provision leaves everything

as it now stands in respect to jury trials, and would still preserve

the right of trial at bar in exceptional cases . Trials before

refereesare to take place wherever the referee shall consider most

convenient and may be adjourned from place to place as he thinks

fit , subject only to the order of the court. A referee may have an

inspection or view , either by himself or with his assessors (if any)

as he may deem expedient for the better disposal of the contro

versy before him . The continuous and vexatious adjournments

of arbitrations are also provided against by a direction contained

in the rules that, unless otherwise directed by the court or a

judge, the referee shall proceed with the trial in open court, de die

in diem , in a similar manner as in actions tried by a jury. As

questions of law may arise in a reference which require the

decision of the court, power is given to the referee before the trial

is concluded , or by his report under the reference to him , to submit
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any question arising therein for the decision of the court, or to as to benefit partieswho havenot appealed from , or complained of.

state any facts specially, with power to the court to draw inferences the decisions, and the court also has full power over the costs of

therefrom . Wherever such a submission or statement is made the the appeal. A respondent need not give notice of motion to
court will enter such order thereon as it may think fit , and the institute a cross-appeal; but the respondent, if desirous of varying

court will have power to require any explanation or reasons from an order,must give notice of his intention , but the admission to
the referee, or to remit the action or any part thereof for re-trial do so will not vitiate his right to proceed ; thatwill only be ground

or re-consideration to the same, or any other referee. for an adjournment. The mode in which evidence taken in the
Evidence of witnesses, in the absence of any argreement between court below is to be brought before the Court of Appeal, will be

the parties, and subject to any rules of court as to certain classes regulated by rules of court or special order, and such evidence is

of cases, is to be taken viva voce and in open court, at the trial of to guide the Court of Appeal as to the proceedings below . No

any cause or at any assessment of damages. The court or a interlocutory order not appealed against will debar the court from

Judge will, however, have power to order that any particular fact making such order as it may think just. Appeals from interlocu.

or facts may be proved by affidavit, or that any affidavit may be tory orders are to be brought within twenty -one days, and other
Tead at a trial on such conditions as are reasonable , or that any appeals within one year, and this time can only be extended by

witness whose evidence in court ought to be dispensed with , may special leave of the court. Security for costs of an appealmust be

be examined by interrogatories or otherwise,before a commissioner given . An appeal will not operate as a stay of proceedings or

or examiner ; provided that the court may order a witness to be execution , except the court so order, and no intermediate proceed
produced for cross -examination . Upon interlocutory applications ing will be thereby invalidated : (rules 48 -58 .)

evidence may be given by affidavit, subject to the power of the This completes the rules in the schedule to the Act. It will be

court to order the production of the party making the affidavit manifest to anyone, perusing our short notice of them , that many

for cross -examination . Affidavits must be confined to facts blanks remain to be filled up by the future rules. Hence it is

within a deponent's own knowledge, except on interlocutory mo impossible to discuss them fully. Our next notice will treat of

tions, when statements as to the belief, with the grounds thereof, the remaining parts of the Act dealing with officers, inferior courts,

may be admitted , and this is enforced by the penalty of costs for and certain miscellaneous matters.
unnecessary matter, Admissions may be made by notice, given

either in the statement of the case or otherwise, so as to admit the

truth of the whole or any part of the case stated or referred to in THE LIABILITY OF RAILWAY COMPANIES FOR
the statement of claim , defence, or reply . Either party may call UNPUNCTUALITY.

upon the other party to admit any document subject to such

exceptions, and, if the admission is refused , the cost of proving it
It has been thought that the law laid down by Mr. Stonor, in the

will have to be borne by the party so refusing , whatever the re
case of Forsyth v. Great-Western Railway Company, was novel.

sult of the action : (rules 36 -39).
We find , however, in the LiverpoolMercury, of 9th Dec., 1869, the

• following , which shows that in the County Courts, atany rate, the

The next succeeding rules deal with interlocutory orders and

directions. Power is given to a Judge to make any order at any
question has arisen and been decided before :

stage of the proceedings to which the party may upon the ad
A case of considerable importance to railway companies and travellers

missions of fact in the pleadings be entitled . This would pro
was decided at the Liverpool County Court on Wednesday . On the 11th

Sept. a gentleman took three tourist return tickets, for himself, wife, and

bably entitle a plaintiff to final judgment if the admission should child , at the station of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Company,

be such as to show the defendant's liability in law . Power is in Liverpool, for Perth. The Lancashire and Yorkshire line ends at

given to the Lord Chancellor to transfer any question from one
Preston , and at that place passengers for Scotland have to change to

Judge to another, and to the court to order any enquiries to be
carriages of the London and North -Western Company. Owing to delays

made, or accounts to be taken , at any stage of the proceedings.
on the journey, the train was twenty minutes beyond the appointed time

before it reached Preston . The Scotch train had set off , and there being

For the preservation of lands, goods, or other things, the subjects no train until Monday, the plaintiff, his wife , and child , had to stay at an

matter of actions , full power is given to the court to make orders hotel during Sunday, until there was an available train ; and for the

for their entry, safe custody , examination , or for any other purpose expense so incurred he now sued the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway

for the benefit of the parties, or the better obtaining of full evidence
Company. The company , in defence, relied upon a notice in the time

and information . Power is also given to order the examination of
tables and bills that they do not guarantee the arrival and departure of

their trains at the times named. The Judge (Mr. Serjeant Wheeler ) held ,

witnesses before an officer of the court or other person , and to however, that the delays on the journey from Liverpool to Preston were

order the deposition made to be filed in court, and to give leave, avoidable ; that the company did not use the care and diligence which it

any party to give such deposition in evidence. Before the receipt was their duty to use, and that therefore the plaintiff was entitled to &

of the defendant's statement of defence, or after the receipt and verdict.

before taking any other proceeding in the action, a plaintiff will
SANDERSON v . LANCASHIRE AND YORKSHIRE RAILWAY COMPANY.

be at full liberty to discontinue his action , or part thereof, on
The learned Judge said : - This action was brought to recover expenses

payment of the defendant's taxed costs relating to so much as is
incurred by the plaintiff in consequence of the failure of the company to

withdrawn. Such a discontinuance will not be a defence to a
take him and his wife and child from Liverpool to Perth , on Saturday, the

11th Sept. last, as they had contracted to do. Mr. John Forshaw appeared

subsequent action . After the above time, however, a plaintiff for the plaintiff,Mr. Bellringer for the defendants . It was agreed that no

may not discontinue without leave of the court or a judge. question should be raised as to the plaintiff's right to sue in the form

Similarly, a defendant cannot withdraw his defence without leave.
adopted with respect to the three passengers. The facts are these :- On

A nonsuit, unless the court otherwise directs, is to have the same
the day in question the plaintiff took three tourist return tiokets at the

effect as a judgment on the merits for the defendant, but in case
station in Liverpool, for Perth . According to the company's time tables

the train was timed to leave Liverpool at a quarter past two, was due at

of surprise or accident, a nonsuit may be set aside on such terms Preston at 3.35, was to leave Preston at 3.43 , and to arrive at Perth at

as to payment of costs as the court may think fit : (rules 40 -46 .) twenty minutes past eleven . The line of the defendants ends at Preston ,

A very important change is introduced by the rule providing
and at that place passengers for Scotland have to cross from the arrival

for costs. All costs of and incident to the proceedings of the
to the departure side of the station, and to change to the carriages

High Court are to be in the discretion of the court. At the same
of the London and North -Western Company. The train was seven minutes

late in leaving Liverpool,was delayed at Ormskirk five minutes,was again de

time the right of a trustee, mortgagee, or other person to costs layed three minutes before reaching the Preston station , and was further de.

out of a particular estate or fund to which he would be now layed five minutes between the entrance to the station and the alighting plat

entitled in courts of equity is continued : ( rule 47.)
form . On reaching the platform , itwas twenty minutes beyond its appointed

New trials are not to be granted on the ground of misdirection ,
time, and thirteen minutes beyond the timeofdeparture thence of the Scotch

or of the improper admission or rejection of evidence, unless it
train . That train had been sent off, and there was no other train that day

to Perth, or any train on the following day, because in Scotland there is no
should appear to the court that substantial wrong has been railway travelling on Sunday, and the earliest available train for Perth

thereby occasioned at the trial ; and if the wrong should affect left Preston on Monday morning. Under these circumstances the plaintiff

only part of the matter in controversy , the court may direct a new and his wifeand child repaired to an hotel at Preston, and there remained

trial as to that part only. Bills of exceptions and proceedings in
until the Monday . For the expenses thus incurred this action is brought,

error are abolished , and all appeals are to be by way of rehearing
no claim beyond actual outlay being made by the plaintiff. Since the

decision in 1856 of the case of Denton v. Great Northern Railway Company

brought on by way of motion without any formal proceeding . By (reported in 5 E . & B . 861), in which the court held , that the representa

notice of motion an appellant may appeal from the whole or any tions in their time tables amount to a contract on the part of the company

part of any judgment or order on condition that he so states in
with those who should come to the station to forward them as stated, the

the notice. The notice is to be served only on persons affected by
companies have protected themselves by inserting a notice in the tables

the appeal, subject to the power of the court of appeal to order
that they do not guarantee the arrival or departure of the trains at the

times named . In this instance the company rely upon such a notice as an

the notice to be served on any other persons and to make an answer to the action . The notice , it seems, is published monthly in their

order as if the parties so served had originally been parties. The time bills, and appears upon their large posting bills ; and, further, as they

powers of the court of appeal will embrace all the powers of the say, upon all their tickets. Upon this last point, however, their witness

court of first instance, including discretionary power to hear
wasmistaken , for on reference to one of the tourist tickets, it turned out

further evidence viva voce or otherwise. Such evidence may
that there was no such notice upon it . The plaintiff ,moreover, stated that

he had never read or seen the notice in the time tables or posting bilis ,

be given without special leave upon interlocutory applications or and that he had no knowledge, and therefore it was contended that hewas

in any case where matters have arisen since the decisions appealed not bound by it ; but the plaintiff is in this difficulty as to this part of the

against, but upon appeals from a decree or judgment on case, that the ticket alone does not amount to a contract on the part of

the merits, special leave must be obtained to produce further
the company, nor is any duty thereby imposed upon them to have a train

evidence at the hearing of the appeal. The Court of Appeal
ready to start at the time at which the passenger was led to expect it.

has full power to vary or reverse any order, and to make
(See the case of Hurst v. Great Western Railway Comyany, 19 C . B . 310.)

By the mere issuing of the ticket in question the contract, as there

such further orders as may be required , and this may be done so I decided, would be a contract to carry the passenger from Liverpool
ool to
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Perth within a reasonable time. To make out the contract to convey by a it was so or not , the capture was clearly unlawful, for this reason :

particular train , or series of trains, leaving and arriving atspecified times , The capture of a vessel on the high seas, bearing the flag of another

the issue of the ticket must be connected with the representations in the nation , can only be justified (where it is not in self-defence) on one

company's time tables, and, therefore , the production of those tables is of two grounds : piracy or belligerency. Now , as to the latter, it may at

necessary to the plaintiff' s case. That being so, he is , I conceive, bound once be dismissed, for the Cubans themselves protest that there was no

by their contents, and , consequently , by any notices or conditions by war . They deny that the rebels can be considered as belligerents, and

which the company can lawfully limit their responsibility. The notice on insist that they are rebels and nothing more. And , be it borne in mind ,

which the company rely , looking at its terms, and taking them in their that rebellion is an offence only against municipal law ; an offence essen

widest sense , amounts to a claim of entire immunity for the consequences tially territorial, and which could only be committed

of delays, however caused , and whether occurring upon their own line or foreigners on Spanish territory, or at all events in Spanish waters. And

upon the lines of other companies connected with them for which they as the intention to commit an offence can scarcely be worse than the

issue tickets . This claim , if pushed to its limits, could not, I think , be offence itself, all that the crew of the Virginius could possibly have been

sustained , because, although a company may by a proper notice make guilty of was complicity in an intended act of rebellion , that is , an

special contracts, the conditions they attach in order to be binding upon intended offence against municipal law . But it is a first principle of

the public must be reasonable . Upon referring, however, to a later page international law that no nation can enforce its criminal law in the terri

of the company' s time tables, it will be seen that they do not in fact claim tory of another , or on the vessels of another on the high seas. Neither

the extensive immunity which the notice already referred to implies, for has one nation , intending peace, any power of capture over vessels bearing

amongst their generalregulations I find this further provision : “ Every the flags of other nations, excluding cases of piracy .

attention will be paid to insure punctuality so far as practicable , but the It is another first principle of international law that the flag (apart

directors give notice that they not undertake that the trains shall start or from cases of piracy ) covers the vessel - except as against the vessels of

arrive at the time specified in the bills , nor will they be accountable for the State whose flag is carried. Even a state of war or recognised belli.

any loss, inconvenience, or injury which may arise from delay or deten . gerency does not militate against this principle, as we saw in the

tion ." Taking these notices together, and giving effect to their plain case of the Trent, which occurred after the recognition of belligerency .

terms and import, they really come to this, that the company will use It might be a question , perhaps, whether if there had been Confederate
all reasonable care and diligence to insure punctuality , and that if soldiers on board the Trent, and the vessel was conveying them to the
notwithstanding this care and caution delays occur, they will not be United States instead of taking them away, an American war vossel might
responsible for that delay. This I take to be the contract which the law not have captured them ; but then if it could have been done, it could only
itself would imply , without any special notice by the company, and the have been done in right of war, and then, by the same right principle,
contract, and its co-relative obligation apply to the whole journey for the persons taken would have been entitled to be treated as prisoners of
which the ticket is issued , though the company ' s own line extends only war. This , however ,would not be the case here, as there was no belli.
part of theway. Now the question in issue is whether there has been a gerency. The flag, therefore, covered the vessel, and the flag was

breach by the company of their contract duty to the plaintiff. The time American . The capture , therefore, was unlawful, unless the vessel was
tables must be regarded as the basis of the contract, or as was said by piratical, and piratical in an international sense. But piracy in tha', sense
Lord Chief Justice Erle , in a case before him , “ they must be taken to be involves an intention to commit general depredations on the high se is , and
in the mind of the carrier when he receives & passenger for conveyance.” here there was no idea of committing depredations on the high seas at all.
Acting upon these arrangements in the present case , it was the duty of the On the contrary, the case of the Cubans is that the crew were going to
company to use every attention (adopting their own phrase ), first , to start Cuba , and were to engage in hostilities there, and hostilities only , against
punctually , and, secondly, to avoid delays on the way to Preston , so as to Cuba . It was, therefore, the reverse of a case of piracy , and the imputa .
reach that place in time to enable passengers for the North to cross from tion of piracy is a mere pretext. Pirates, in the sense of international law ,
one side of the station to the other, and to take their seats in the North . are those who intend to capture and plunder vessels of any nation they

Western on train . What happened ? There was the series of delays may meet with on the seas. That is the only species of piracy which justi
already mentioned between Liverpool and Preston , four in number, re fies capture on the seas by the vessels of any nation , for the very reason
sulting in the loss of twenty minutes in time, and of the onward train to that pirates are in that sense , the enemies of all nations. But in the

Scotland . Delay No. 1 was not explained , but perhaps these facts may present case the crew were only the enemies of the Cubans, and were

account for it : The guard of the train had only arrived at the station by bound for Cuban territory , and had no idea of any depredations on the
an in - train at 2 .19, four minutes after the out-train should have left ; but high seas, still less of general depredations. Therefore they were not
whether that was the proper time for the in -train , or if it were late, why pirates, and the capture of the vessel on the high seas was unlawful. Nor
it was so, the coart was not informed . The guard, however, as soon as he is this all : for it is avowed that the character of the vessel was known,
had disposed of the parcels in his charge with the in -train , which, he says, and it was, therefore , well known that it was not piratical.

he did in three minutes , made the best of his way to the out-train which But, on the other hand, even assuming that the capture was lawful, and

was then in motion , with another man in his place. Upon the accustomed taking the worst possible view of the vessel captured , and the destruction

guard reaching the train , his intended deputy left it , and the train pro . of its crew , this will not render the execution of the foreigners on board

ceeded . The company , therefore, in their substitution of another for the one whit less unlawful and criminal. For, as regards foreigners, even
accustomed guard , did that at last which one would have expected them assuming that there was any colour for the charge of piracy, they were
to have done at first, so as to prevent delay at the outset of the journey . entitled to a legal trial before a regular court of justice. They were not
Delay No. 2 , at Ormskirk , was due to affixing a horse-box to a passenger tried for piracy , because it would have required a regular trial, and before

train . Delay No. 3 was not explained . Delay No. 4 was due to the occu . any regular tribunal they must have been acquitted . This waswellknown,
pation of the rails between the entrance to the Preston station and the and it was also known that if any delay were allowed the Government
platform by intervening trains, but there was no evidence to show how would not permit the execution to proceed. Again , we say that there can
that obstruction happened , or that the course was not quite clear for the be no question that the capture was unlawful, nor that the executions of

train in question to pass into the station if it had been in time. It seems the foreigners were acts of murder. They were authorised by no conrt of
to me that all these were avoidable delays, but in truth the two at Liver justice, nor by the local government, still less by the Government of Spain .
pool and Ormskirk (which were clearly so ) were more than enough to There is no precedent for any such an atrocity, and no civilised Govern .
account for the loss of the onward train , and to render necessary the stay ment would have sanctioned it .
at Preston of the plaintiff and his family from Saturday to Monday . Our seizure of the Caroline during the Canadian Rebellion , as it is
Under all these circumstances, and for these reasons, I am of opinion that the nearest case in point, illustrates by contrast the illegality of
the company did not use the care and diligence which it was their duty to these acts of the Cubans. We cut out and burnt the Caroline,
use to enable the plaintiff to reach his destination that night, and that, it is true ; but not on the high seas. She was within the waters
therefore, he is entitled to a verdict for the amount claimed . of the colony, and engaged in actual hostilities against it . Yet ,

as she lay on the American side of the river, her captors were

careful not to touch anyone on board , and they only seized and de

THE CAPTURE OF THE VIRGINIUS. stroyed the ship. The Americans raised an outcry, and were only
satisfied when they found that the ship was actually molesting our

[ COMMUNICATED.] subjects, being within a few hundred yards of our shore. Under those
It is hardly creditable to this country that there should be any doubt as to circumstances the ship was seized and burnt, though not until every

the true character of the capture and execution of the crew of the person on her had been taken out. No one dreamt of pretending

Virginius. And it is still less creditable to find it actually asserted and that we were entitled to treat the crew as pirates ; and if we had

done so , assuredly we should have been involved in war. When themaintained that persons going out to aid insurgents struggling for political
President issued a proclamation against the American sympathisers -

independence are liable to be captured on the high seas and summarily although their head quarters were on British territory - he warned them

executed as pirates ! Such a notion could only be entertained from utter d “ render themselves liable to arrest and punishment by the

ignorance of the first principles of international law , and by such as have laws of the United States, " and not a word was said admitting any right in

taken their ideas of it from the loose language of debates instead of from us to punish them as pirates. Nor did we ever set up such a right. It
is true thatwhen afterwards someof the American sympathisers actually in .

its recognised authorities. The facts are these : A vessel bearing the
vaded Canada , and many of them were taken in arms, they were tried by

American flag , but destined , no doubt, to aid the insurgents in courtmartial, and oneortwo of them were executed. But they had actu .

Cuba, is captured on the high seas in time of peace, by a Spanish ally been taken in arms on British territory , and their lives were forfeited

cruiser, but so far as has yet appeared, without any authority from the by the laws of war. And if the unfortunate crew of the Virginius had

Spanish Government, the vessel is carried into a Cuban port , and there landed , or had even been captured when landing - in arms - on the Cuban

shore, they would have incurred the same fate. Then there would have
many of those on board , mostly English and American subjects , are sum .

been no doubt as to their acts, and though their execution in cold blood
marily executed without trial -- for å trial by court martial in such a case would have been barbarous, it would have been justified . Those only
is, of course , no trial at all ; as a court martial can only take cognisance of would have been seized whowereactually engaged in insurrection on Cuban
offences against the laws of war committed within the territory . Now it

territory. But the crew of a ship captured on the high seas and not actu
does not admit of the smallest doubt that the capture was unlawful ; and ally engaged in piracy , were entitled to a trial in a regular court of jus.
that whether it was lawful or not the executions of foreigners were simply

tice, in order that their guilt might be proved and their degree of guiltacts ofmurder.
judicially ascertained. Taken on the high seas, where they wereonly in

Those who have attempted to defend the conduct of the Cubans have transitu , and had no idea of committing depredations, they had committed
treated the subject as if it were merely a question as to the legality of the

no offence beyond the misdemeanor cognisable by the municipal laws of
capture , and they have almost entirely blinked the question as to the their own countries. And their summary execution , under the pretence of
executions. But in reality the question as to the capture is comparatively a crime for which they were not tried - and without the sanction of the
of small importance so far as the foreigners on board are concerned ;

Spanish Government- was, whether the capture was lawful or not, neither
and whether it was lawful or unlawfulmakes not the slightest difference

more nor less than murder.
as regards the character of the executions. For it is forgotten that if the

capture was lawful, the crew were entitled to be tried for the offence sup.

posed to have justified the capture. But for that supposed offence they
LAW LIBRARY. - In our notice of “ The Pursuit of Truth," by Mr.were not tried at all. Thatof itself shows that the pretence of piracy was

false ; and the only question as to the capture is , whether it was not itself Finch , we omitted to give the name of the publishers - Messrs.

unlawful, and was not authorised by the Spanish Government. Butwhether | Longmans, of Paternoster -row .

AT
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SOLICITORS' JOURNAL who by education are not qualified to enter the notice before that time only was required, as in
Profession . Their office in this respect is one of the case of an intermediate examination .

We hear somuch and with reason of the neces
considerable responsibility .

Refused .

sity for organising the Profession , that wewillingly COURT OF COMMON PLEAS.
give publicity to the suggestion of a solicitor that A SOLICITOR writes to us urging the necessity for

all members of his branch of the profession care
solicitors should dine in hall in London occasion

Tuesday , Nov. 25 .

ally . The building of the Incorporated Law
fully studying the valdable paper recently read Ex parte GREVILLE.

by Mr. Marshall, of Leeds, on the organization

Society in Chancery-lane offers ample accommo
Articled clerk - Employment as vestry clerk.

tion of the Profession . We think solicitors will do THE Attorney -General (H . James, Q . C .) moved

dation . Much advantage is likely to arise from well to do so , and we hope to hear that it is for a rule calling on the examiners of the Law
such an institution , and the circuit mess and the to be published in the shape of a pamphlet, for Society to grant the applicant a certificate of

dining in hall of the othor branch of the Profes
| it is a document deserving deep consideration . having passed the preliminary examination for

The thanks of the Profession are pre-eminently
sion affords ample proof of the utility of so assem .

admission as an attorney .
due to Mr. Marshall for his labour in connection i Garth Q . C ., and Murray, appeared to show

bling. Allsolicitors, conveyancers, proctors, and with his exhaustive paper, a portion of which cause in the first instance.

articled clerks should be admitted. We incline to we now reproduce, and which we hope to com The applicant was articled to a solicitor in

the opinion that, if properly worked , it would be
plete on a future occasion. A short report ap February 1871, being at that time dependent on

largely attended and very beneficial.
peared in our issue of the 25th Oct. last. his father , who was clerk to the vestry of Wands

worth . His father died in 1872 , leaving his mother
and younger brother dependent on his exertions.

A PROPOS of the suggestions, upon the subject of He was offered by the board the office vacant by

HERE and there , no doubt, there are solicitors to the power of the Judges of the Superior Courts to his father' s death , and accepted it. When ex
| strike attorneys off the Rolls , contained in Mr. amined at the Law Society he satisfied the ex .

moment thatthey care not whether it be £9 or £6
Marshall's valuable paper read at the recent aminers of his proficiency, but they refused to

or £90 or £60 ; but to the many it is quito other .
meeting of the Metropolitan and Provincial Law grant him his certificate, being of opinion that he

Association at Birmingham , the question is asked

wise, and certainly the complaint of a recently

held an office and exercised an employment other

of uswhy barristers should not be disbarred by than that of articled clerk , contrary to the pro

admitted solicitor, that it is rather hard on him the same authority . We confess we cannot dis. visions of 23 & 24 Vict. c . 127, s . 10. It was

to pay £4 10s. for a certificate when admitted in tinguish between the two cases unless it is to find stated on behalf of the Law Society that they

Trinity Term last, and a similar amonnt before that there is practically more reason for vestingsting were willing to grant a certificate if it could be

the 16th Dec. next, is well founded. It is a
such a power in the Judges as regards the Bar done consistently with the statute .
than as regards solicitors. One advantage arising

matter which demands that attention at the hands

| Affidavits of the applicant and the attorney to
| from the Judicature Act in this respect is - we whom he was articled stated that he gave all the

of the Incorporated Law Society which it would presume-- that one application , instead of, as at time required to the service of his articles, and

astonish us to find that it receives .
present, four, will be sufficient to remove the name discharged his duties as vestry clerk either by

of an attorney and solicitor from the rolis. This deputy or in the evenings.
will effect a great saving to the Incorporated Law The Lord Chief Justice COLERIDGE said :- I

ELSEWHERE appears a letter from " A County
Society. think , Mr. Garth , we need not trouble you . I am

Attorney of ten years standing " upon the subject

of opinion that we cannot grant this application ,

of the delay - serious delay - in issuing commis

A SOLICITOR at Faversham sends us the old ad . with regret in this case, because it is stated by

sions for oaths in common law . In the country

vertisement to which appears the name of “ Car. the Attorney -General, and not controverted by
penter, Craven -street," and as to which hemakes Mr. Garth in any way , that this young gentleman

this delay is far more serious than if it occurs in
some very reasonable deductions, which , however, is a verymeritorious person ,and there is no desire

in connection with town applications. It often it is really no use our producing, for we have to prevent his admission as an attorney , if within

happens that in consequence of this delay clients times out of mind given ample exposure to this the rules of the court, and the provisions of the

- who cannot be sworn before their own solicitor,

advertisement and every other of the kind, to no Act of Parliament, he can be admitted . Now I

if a commissioner - are obliged to travel many

purpose whatever . Wepresume that the council confess, for my own part, it seems to me impos

obliged to travel many of the Incorporated Law Society consider that sible to get over the direct enacting words of the

miles in order to get the necessary oath adminis . I they are powerless in these matters : if so , the 10th section of the 23 & 24 Vict. c . 127. I am

tered . No doubt the common law judges have sooner they so inform the Profession the better, clearly of opinion , that enacts a condition prece

this matter under their serious consideration . for there is a general impression among solicitors dent, that before & person can be admitted an

but if not, we venture to commend it to their

that they can and ought to deal with the subject attorney , he must comply with the words of the

mer of depredations by unqualified persons, at whose statute , and not hold any office, or engage in any

immediate attention . Applications of a similar hands the poorer public suffer so much .
employment whatsoever, other than the employ

kind to the Lord Chancellor are dealt with , with

mentof a clerk to an attorney or solicitor, with

little or no delay .

certain savings which do not affect the present

THE following Law Lectures and Classes are ap case ; and that he must by affidavit show and

pointed for the ensuing week in the Hall of the prove that he has fulfilled that condition which is
We understand that the judges have recently incorporated Law Society : - Monday, 1st Dec., enacted in the earlier part of the section , that is ,
appointed a committee from among themselves to class , Common Law , 4 .30 to 6 o ' clock . Tuesday , as to not holding any office, or engaging in any

frame the rules of procedure to be used in working

2nd ., class,Common Law , 4 .30 to 6 o 'clock . Wed . employment. Now I think in this case this gen

the Supreme Courtof Judicature Act. We venture

nesday, 3rd ., class , Common Law , 4 .30 to 6 o 'clock . | tleman has both held an office,and been engaged
Friday, 5th, lecture, Conveyancing , 6 to 7 o' clock . | in an employment, and it would be trifling with

to express a hope that a ready use will bemade of
the words of the statute , and would certainly be

the practical knowledge and experience which
an example of the truth of the saying that hard

solicitors and their clerks can certainly bring to AS

A SOLICITOR at Landport, in Hampshire, sends us cases make bad decisions, if we were to come to

bear on the deliberations of the committee. The

the following advertisement, which has just ap any other conclusion in this case than that, how

peared in a local paper. It speaks for itself , and ever much we may regret it, this gentleman has

knowledge of members of the Bar for such par. needs no comment. Weomit names, & c . :
not fulfilled the conditions enacted by the 10th

poses when compared with that enjoyed by the SOUTHSEA. – Accountant and General Busiсess section . The case of Re Peppercorn , decided in this

other branch is as a theoretical compared with a

Agent ; for sixteen years Managing Clerk to a Soli. Court was a case of a very peculiar sort. It

citor. - Mortgages Negotiated , Wills , Agreements,

practical knowledge, and we feel confident that it

was a case in which , if it were an “ office ," it came
Leases , & c . , prepared . House property bought and

will not fall short of a misfortune if the committee sold by private treaty. Debts collected .

to the man as part of a family arrangement. The

of judges leave the work in question to so -called

whole matter was a matter of family property ,
and the stewardship of the manor devolved upon

draftsmen . The necessity for adopting ouradopting our DECISIONS AFFECTING SERVICE UNDER
him . In the language used by the Chief Justice

suggestion seems so apparent that we cannot ARTICLES.

in delivering the judgmentof the Court - devolved

think it will be overlooked . Seeing that the

upon him as a matter of arrangement between

Saturday, Nov. 22.
council of the Incorporated Law Society is only at

himself an his brothers and sisters,and was held

Re BRIMACOMBE.
by him for the purpose of looking after, with

present partially representative, it would be wiser
An application was made to the Full Court more advantage, their common property. It was

at least that a draft of the proposed rules should by Philbrick on behalf of R . C . Brimacombe a very peculiar case. It was a case in which , ap

be submitted to , say a dozen solicitors to be for a rule directing that service under articles of parently, the judgment of the Court must have

named by the judges , each having especial quali. clerkship and an assignment should count from been , that under the circumstances , these words

fications for the general work . The easy and inex.

their respective dates, notwithstanding the non . were complied with , and no “ office ” was held,

pensive working of the rules is not one iota less

enrolment of the articles within six months after because, although the word “ office " is used by

date and the non-production to the Registrar of the Chief Justice in delivering the judgment, it

important to the Profession than to the public , | Attorneys and Solicitors of the assignment for appears by the report of the case that the judges

who must be first considered .
entry within three months after enrolment.

of this court had satisfied the judges of the

Granted .
Queen 's Bench , and had pronounced their judg
ment with the assent of the judges ofthe Queen 's
Bench , who had decided the case upon the words

THE practice of giving articles to clerks is on
Re A . B ., AN ARTICLED CLERK.

An application was made to a master at Judges'
of the statute, and must thereiore have been satis

the increase with solicitors to an extent which A

we cannot approve.

fied not merely that the spirit of the statute was

It is a wise
Chambers for leave to enter notice in the jadges'

provision
unbroken , which , as I gather, they thought all

which permits & clerk under certain circum .

books of intention to apply to be admitted in the
then Michaelmas Term 1873, the same having

stances to obtain admission to the Profession ,

along, but must have been satisfied by the reason .

ing of the judges of this Court, that the letter of

been omitted to be entered through ignorance of
and it would be equally wise if greater facilities

were offered by

the statute also , upon which alone that had pro

which solicitors could
the rules of Hilary Term 1853.

be
Granted . ceeded , had not been broken in that particular

called to the Bar. There is, however, a
case. Without saying more about it, it may be

practice obtaining by which some solicitors give Tuesday, Nov . 25.
enough to say that that was a very peculiar case,

articles to those in their employ , the quid pro

and it stood on its own ground . We are asked

quo being a reduced salary , and sufficient con .
Re C . D ., AN ARTICLED CLERK,

to extend that case by a very much wider and

sideration is not given under these circumstances An application was made to a master at Judges' broader decision . Certainly I am of opinion, and
to the fitness of the clerk to become a member of Chambers for leave to give nunc pro tunc exami- | I believe the court are unanimously of opinion , 10

the Profession . If the solicitor overlooks this, nation and admission notices for Hilary Term is not prepared in this case, with whatever

there is yet the Incorporated Law Society , who 1874, on the ground that the applicant had con - regret, to extend the construction of the statt

have the power practically of excluding those ' cluded , though erroneously , that but a month 's ' in the manner asked for by the Attorney -Generado
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ORGANISATION AMONG SOLICITORS. the most limited kind. Any human being may other resources, and no other machinery than
A PAPER read at the meeting of the Metropolitan advertise himself as a law agent ; he may advise, such as the Incorporated Law Society conld fur .
and Provincial Law Association , at Birmingham , prepare all kinds of documents , and if he take nish , we should behopelessly beaten . The society
by Mr. Marshall, M . A ., solicitor, Registrar of the the precaution to get paid beforehand and to keep is not furnished with arms for this warfare. It
Leeds County Court, and hon . sec . of the Leeds clear of proceedings in court, he may do & n has no means of getting at the 600 and odd mem .
Incorporated Law Society , containing the follow . attorney 's business on his own terms. He is bers of the House of Commons. It has no means
ing observations: liable to an action for negligence, but so are of getting at those who can influence those mem .

we. It is plain that we do not get, in the berg.Organisation of the Profession .
shape of state protection , an equivalent for the

I use these words to describe the manner in Incorporated Law Society as representing
stamp duties we pay and the regulated charges

which the forces at the disposal of our branch of we submit to. Solicitors.
the Profession are applied to secure the ends In Manchester, out of 295 practising solicitors,
which we desire. In order to determine whether Solicitors Officers of the Court. thirteen only belong to the Incorporated Law
this organisation is good or bad it is necessary . But we are officers of the courts. And whyBut we are officers of the conrts. And why Society . In Liverpool, out of 283 solicitors, it

to estimate, first, the amount of the force at dis - are we officers of the courts ? Because in counts sixteen members only . In Birmingham ,
sult produced by that the old time the apiby that the old time the appointment of an attorney with 193 solicitors, it numbers twenty -four. In

force. If the result be considerable in proportion was a branch of the royal prerogative.branch of the royal prerogative.
TheThe Bristol with 189 solicitors, there are ten who

to the forces involved , we shall conclude the or- king granted a monopoly to practise law as belong to it ; and in Leeds, with 104 solicitors,
ganisation to be good ; if inconsiderable , we shall he granted a monopoly to sell wine or salt . It is five only are of that society .
conclude it to be bad. Now the force at disposal, for the members of a liberal profession to consiafor themembers of a liberal profession to consider | The Metropolitan and Provincial Law Associa
and which & theoretically perfect organisation whether it is consistent with their dignity and tion occupies somewhat different ground . It has
would render effective, is the influence, direct or interest that they should be subordinates of the 614 members, 194 of whom are London solicitors,
indirect, of some 10,000 attorneys (the real courts, and as such , liable to dismissal at the dis - and 420 country solicitors ; while in the Incorpo.
numbers are 10 ,350 , of whom 3600 practise in cretion of the judges, or whether it would not be rated Law Society the country members form
London , 6750 in the country) , spread like a better that they should follow their calling with about one-third of the whole body, in the Metro .
net over the face of the country ; collected in the same responsibilities and under the same politan and Provincial Association they form morethe same responsibilities and under the same lontan
large numbers in the centres of population obligations to the general law and to public opinion than two-thirds. I need not describe the consti.
and business, more spargely distributed in thinly- | as other membersof the community . I say nothing tution of a society to which we all belong, nor need
peopled districts, arranged , in fact , in a kind of minor matters , such as our exclusion from the I say much as to the work it does. By its autumn
of rough proportion to the importance of the Inns of Court, and the like ; but, looking at our meetings it has rendered us an invaluable service ;
particular district . And the course of busi position broadly , and considering how much the

broadly and considerine how much the it has brought representatives of the whole Pro

ness is such that the attorneys of a given town or State exacts and how little it gives in return , I fession together ; it has made usacquainted with

district are necessarily thrown together and know maintain that there is urgent need of some change ; / each other ; it has rendered co-operation on a
each other ; they are acquainted more or less with that a body of men having the very great power , large scale possible. In this and in its provincial

the leading practitioners in the neighbourhood , which I assume attorneys to possess, should allow connection it contributes precisely that element
and they are certainly associated with an agent in things to remain as they are , can only be explained of strength which is wanting to the Incorporated
London of their own profession . by supposing that our power is not available, and Law Society. But I am doing it no injustice in

is known not to be available, for concerted action . saying that in every other respect it is less power
Influence of Solicitors. This is the conclusion at which I think everyone ful and less complete in its administrative

While the nature of their business tends to I must arrive who contrasts the means we have machinery than the sister association . The actual
throw them together , it also tends to give them with the result obtained by thosemeans. Given, work of this association is conducted in London
considerable influence, especially in public and the present circumstances and professional status necessarily and inevitably the London members on
quasi-public affairs. These affairs have almost of attorneys, and their opportunities of improving the spot conduct it, just as the London members of
invariably their legal side, on which the opinion those circumstances, it follows, from a comparison the Incorporated Law Society, being on the spot,
and assistance of a lawyer is desired , and he thus of one and the other, that our organisation must conduct its business. And I am notaware tbatthere
has an opportunity of causing his opinion to be be bad. are any sufficient meansofdirecting from this Lon .
felt without appearing to obtrude it on matters Machinery of the Profession. don office the power which is undoubtedly given by

outside the professional sphere. It will be con- The same conclusion will be drawn from an the wide-spread local connection of the associa .
ceded that the force at the disposal of our profes. examination of the machinery actually at work . | tion . I do not forget the Northern Union ,but
sion is not only considerable in itself, but exer . It is not well adapted to secure its ends. Let us from some reason or another that experiment has
cised under conditions which enable it to be consider what that machinery is. It consists of: not worked well. With its own members the
used with great effect. To what effect and pur- three parts - the Incorporated Law Society, the association communicates of course, but those
pose has it been used ? The answer to this Metropolitan and Provincial Law Society , and members scarcely constitute more than a twentieth
question is really very curious. Our position ! of the Profession . Sending circulars to individualsus. Our position thirty -four local law societies .
as regards the State is this. The State says The Incorporated Law Society is a corporation is not a hopeful way of inducing energetic action .
to us, “ It is of importance to the com - consisting of about 2500 members, of whom more Weknow the fate which awaits circulars. Granted
munity that you gentlemen should be properly than one-third are country practitioners , and it that that which I believe has never yet been
qualified for your duties, and, therefore , we has been in existence nearly half a century . (The attempted were done, and committees formed in

will take unusual precautions in your case. We members of the Incorporated Law Society were, all the towns in which the Metropolitan and Pro
will examine you before you enter upon your pro - on the 29th July, 1873 , London members, 1806 ; vincial Association possesses sufficient members
fessionalstudies ; we will examine you while you

country members, 689 - total, 2495.)
to form a working body , what would that amount

It is in
are engaged in them , and when you have finished to ? At most to this - that active influencesmany respects the official and accredited repre
them . You must be articled to some member of mightbe set up in sometwenty or thirty differentsentative of our branch of the profession , and it
your own calling, and you must pay a considerable is invested by the various Acts of Parliament centres. That falls far short of our requirements.
stamp duty for the privilege. You will, of course, with importantduties relating to the examination , Considering then , that the ground in London is
have to pay an annual tax for the liberty to admission , and registration of attorneys and

already occupied by the Incorporated Law Society,
practice. Butwemust take care that you do not solicitors. ' It is, in a sense, the guardian of the and that the ground in the country is , for pur .
abuse the liberty . We will, therefore , frame a profession , and the censor of its morals . All law poses of conjoint action , scarcely occupied at all,
scale to regulate your charges, and wewillbe slow bills , and especially bills directly affecting us,are I am led to conclude that this society is not an
to alter that scale. You are officers of our courts, watched by its Council, who frequently interfere effective machine for the organisation of the pro
and, therefore, our judges have the fullest and with good effect during their progress through fession, and that, neither independently of the
most arbitrary powers over you. You are at Parliament. But it is only in a limited sense the Incorporated Law Society nor in union with it ,
liberty to make as much money as you can under representative of the profession at large , con . does it furnish adequate means for bringing to a
these conditions, but the prizes of your own Pro . siderably more than two-thirds of whom do not focus the considerable , but diffused , force at our
fession are not for you .” Such is our position as belong to it . A large number both of its mem . disposal.

regards theState, and it is not so good but that it bersand of those who are not members complain of Local Law Societies.
might easily be improved . The two branches of its policy , as too acquiescent- with what justice I now come to this, the third and only remaining

the Profession, the certificate duty and the reserva - it is immaterial here to consider. One thing is part ofour existing machinery .

tion of all important appointments for the Bar, clear ; were the Incorporated Law Society dis . There are 6750 country solicitors in England

are matters which would bear a little alteration . posed to be ever so active, the effective force and Wales, carrying on business in 1319 towns

It might not be an unwholesome change if we which it could wield would be in no sense and villages. There are just thirty- five local law

were permitted to exercise in all the Superior commensurate either with the needs or with the societies, some of which are probably rather in
Courts the right of speech which is at present aggregate power of those on whose behalf it existence than in active operation . Let us con .
limited to the Court of Bankruptcy . I am not would assume to act. Suppose, for example, that sider the distribution of these thirty - five societies .
aware that any subversion of the relations some Chancellor of the Excheqner were to prop

some Chancellor of the Exchequer were to propose The county of Northumberland possesses one,
between ourselves and the Bar has followed

to increase the solicitors' certificate duty . What at Newcastle . The county of Cumberland pon
from that particular concession . What has would the Incorporated Law Society do ? It would sesses one, at Carlisle. Westmoreland has one at
happened is exactly what might have been no doubt prepare an able and conclusive state Kendal, and Durham ope at Sunderland . Lanca .
expected . In important matters the most ex. ment on the question . Its council would address shire owns five ; Manchester, Liverpool, Preston ,
perienced barristers are engaged - points of the Government, and would be listened to with the Lancaster, and Bolton -le-Moors. Yorkshire has
practice and cases which will not bear expense polite attention which people who have made up three, namely, Leeds, Hull, and the Yorkshire So .
are argued by the solicitor, in whose hands the their minds bestow on adverse critics. Repre. ciety at York . The county of Lincoln is represented
business lies , and with entirely satisfactory re sentation in the House of Commons. Somemem - by the society of Lincoln ; the county of Stafford
enlts . bers of Parliament who are directly accessible counts the societies of Wolverhamptom and Bil.

Remuneration . to the councilwould be induced to support them . ston , and Leicestershire the society of Leicester.
Then the scale of costs requires revision , as . The pressure of public opinion could not be Worcestershire has one representative atWorces.

suming that we are to have a scale of costs . brought to bear ; if it came into the scale it would ter, and Warwickshire one in the active society
Physicians, barristers, engineers, land surveyors, probably be on the wrong side. A contest of this of this town. There are law societies in North
and accountants ask what they think they can | kind is fought in the lobbies. Now , what would ampton and Cambridge for those counties. Suf

get, and the best of them get pretty nearly what be the answer of the gentlemen who advises the folk gives us Bury St. Edmunds ; and there is one

they choose to ask . The profits of mercantile Government on such matters where ho asked the at Buckingham . Gloucestershire has two, one at

men are only limited by the effect of competition . probable result of a division depending on the Gloucester and one at Bristol ; and Devonshire
The wage-earing population have succeeded by efforts of the Incorporated Law Society ? It is has two at Exeter and Plymouth respectively .
combination in obtaining an advance which goes not necessary to answer that question . I have put The county of Somerset has two, one at Bath and
far to meet the increased cost of the necessaries a case affecting our interests only , and uncompli. a county society whosehead quartersare at Taun

of life . But our tariff is the same, and unless we cated with other considerations ; still one on ton ; and the county of Dorset one at Dorchester,
take steps to raise it nobody else will. If it be which the Incorporated Law Society would be Hampshire, Kent, Surrey , and Sussex are each

objected that we get & monopoly as a set-off to bound to exert its whole strength , and I maintain represented by one county law society , while in
this fixed charge, I reply that the monopoly is of that if we had to fight out such a battle with no Wales, Denbighshire and Flintshire have a joint
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society, and Anglesea and Carnarvon a joint Costs - COPYRIGHT - PIRACY - INQUIRY AS TO Correspondence .
society likewise. Of the forty English counties PROFITS. - Where in a suit for the infringement
sixteen are unrepresented by any law society. of copyright the chief clerk 's certificate , made in

FINAL EXAMINATION . - Can any of your readers

Those counties are Nottingham , Derby, Chester, pursuance of the decree , was, on the application
inform mewhere some practical hints as to the

Rutland of t
books to be read for this examination and where the

Bedford, Hertford, Essex, Oxford , Berks, Wilts, and subsequently confirmed , the court refused to
method of reading them can be found ? - EPSILON

Monmouth , Cornwall. In Wales it suffices to say make any order as to the costs of the summons
BETA - Apply to the Secretary of the Incorpo .

that none of the twelve counties are represented, and subsequent reference : (Kelly y . Hodge, 29
rated Law Society , Chancery -lane, for particulars

except the four which form the northern boundary L. T . Rep. N . S. 387. V .C . B .).
of the lectures and classes ; this will give you

of the principality . Considering, then, the geo. INNKEEPER - Loss OF VALUABLES — NEGLI.
some clue, and inquire of someone lately passed .

graphical distribution of our thirty - five law GENCE. - Where a guest at an inn has an oppor. - Ed. Sols.' Dept.]

societies , we find that twelve belong to the six tunity given him of securing valuables in his pos. - When & clerk 's articles expire in the long

counties north of the Humber ; twelve belong to session , by giving them over to the custody of the vacation , the first time he can offer himself for

the twenty -three counties of the Midland District, innkeeper or otherwise, and neglects such oppor . examination is in Trinity Term . If however he

including in that division those which lie on the tunity ; Held , by the Court of Exchequer (Kolly , does not do this until Michaelmas, is it the prac

north of a line connecting Gloucester with Ipswich C . B ., and Martin , Bramwell, and Pigott, BB .) , tice of the examiners in such a case to take into

and south of the six northern counties ; and nine that his conduct amounts to such negligence as to consideration the extra time the candidate will

to the ten counties south of that line. In Wales | deprive him of his rignt to recover against the have had to prepare himself and thus require

the two law societies are confined to the four innkeeper, in case of such valuables being lost or more perfect answers than they would have done

northern counties. The northern and southern stolen : (Jones V . Jackson , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . had he presented himself in Trinity Term .

coun & are therefore relatively the best repre . 399 . Ex. )
OMEGA. - The examiners not being remunerated

sented ; the northern counties having an average ATTORNEY - SUSPENSION OF BY SUPERIOR cannot be expected to and do not deal so precisely

of two law Societies each , and the southern COURTS - DIFFERENCE IN PRACTICE . - When an with applicants as is suggested by the question

counties something less than one each , while the attorney and solicitor has, for misconduct, been The object should be to win honours, not merely

Midland counties possess as nearly as possible an suspended by order of one of the courts of equity to pass. - ED . Sols.' Dept.]
average of one law society for every two counties . from practising in the Court of Chancery for ten

( To be continued.) years, the Court of Exchequer, upon proof and
verification being laid before it, by affidavits, of,

AFFIDAVITS. - Referring to your last week 's
impression , and to the complaint of the illegible

first, copies of the petition and order of the court
NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. of equity and the affidavit used there on the

handwriting of copies supplied from the offices of

WILL - INTERPOLATED SHEET — PRESUMP. hearing of the petition ; secondly , a transcript of
the Masters of the Common Law Courts, there is

TION . - Testator's will was engrossed on fifteen a shorthand writer's notes of the judgment of
the additional element of complaint in the fact

sheets of paper by a law stationer. They were suspension in Chancery ; and thirdly, the identity
that 6d . per folio is charged , or 50 per cent. more

numbered consecutively , and on a sheet numbered of the attorney _ will grant a rule nisi for gus
than what is allowed for copies made by legal

sixteen , testator had written & codicil, and on pension for a like period from practising in that
practitioners. Can anyone explain this anomaly,

another sheet, numbered eighteen , a schedule of court, and such rule will make itself absolute ,
which ought to be put an end to ?

plate, pictures, & c ., referred to in his will. At without being further moved , in default of cause
G . S . AND H . B .

testator' s death the will was found with the being shown within the time therein limited . In
original page four taken out, and a page sub . the Court of Queen 's Bench, in such a case, the

AGENCIES. — The enclosed is so remarkably

stituted in the testator ' s handwriting, the num . rule is granted absolute in the first instance ,
unique that I beg to send it to your journal. The

bering of which had been altered from seventeen whilst the practice of the Court of Common Pleas
circular in question was placed under the door of

to four . The several sheets were tied up with red in a similar case is to grant a rule to show cause :
my private house on Saturday night last by the

tape, and the original page four was found loose Re C . Wright ( 1 Ex. 658 ; 17 L , J . 128 ), and Re billsticker' s man. SUBSCRIBER .

in the testator' s davenport. Held , that in the Brutton (26 L , T . Rep . N . S . 33 ; 41 L . J . 58 , C . P ) THB PROVINCIAL PRIVATE DETECTIVE AGENCY.

absence of any direct evidence , the presumption cited Re Marshall Turner (29 L . T . Rep . N . S .
(Under Professionalauspices.)

was that when the will was exeonted the pages 1 345. Ex.) .
Chief Offices : - 192, Bute - road , Cardiff .

A widespread want bas long been felt in the provinces
were bound together, and were in the same state CONVEYANCE - COVENANT FOR CERTAIN LAND and more especially in Welsh districts , of efficient, un
as when it was found after the testator' s death : TO BE " NEVER SOLD , " BUT LEFT FOR THE I encumbered , and higbly experienced assistance in busi.
(Rees v . Rees and Rees, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 374 . “ COMMON BENEFIT ” OF BOTH PARTIES ness and domestic matters , demanding the enlistment

Prob .). VALIDITY - CONSTRUCTION . - A deed of con .
of thorough culture . As a rule, ordinary detectives ,

SOLICITOR AND CLIENT-- COSTS – CHARGING veyance contained an agreement that certain
unavoidably , intermix with so vulgar a class , as neces

ORDER - PROPERTY RECOVERED OR PRESERVED
sarily to partake of its babits , and helplessly to inter

land, described in the deed , should " never be
- 23 & 24 VICT. C . 127, s . 28 . --- A solicitor is not hereafter sold , but should be left for the common

mingle with its particular vein . Therefore, such men
are rendered peculiarly unfit, for even temporary intro .

entitled to a charging order under 23 & 24 Vict. I benefit of both parties and their successors." Induction into drawing rooms and other ponte circies

c . 127, s . 28 , in respect of costs incurred by him a suit brought to compel the removalof a house
That being so , satisfactory arrangements have been

whilstacting for the plaintiffs in a suit in which a alleged to have been built on the said land in con .
completed whereby, in painful domestic circumstances

decree has been made for the administration of a travention of the said agreement. Held (reversing
and delicate embarrassments of business, effectual and

testator' s estate, and for the appointment of a
experienced services are immediately available . The

the judgmentof the Supreme Court of Judicature, promoters of this agency are themselves gentlemen of
new trustee where proceedings in the suit have Halifax, Nova Scotia ), that the agreement was good social position and undeniable business capabili.

been stopped by the plaintiff after the decree has one the performance of which might be enforced ties , that have been sharpened by lengthened and inces
ties, that have

been carried into chambers and accounts brought in equity , because (1) on the true construction of
sant services in such legal and general matters as

in by the defendant, and no certificate has been its terms it amounted, not to a perpetualrestric
peremptorily and invariably tend to mould the polished

made by the chief clerk , and no new trustee ap - tion of sale, but to an agreement on the part of
man of theworld and complete man of business. These

pointed : (Pinkerton y . Easton , 29 L . T . Rep .
gentlemen can , at a moment' s glance , point out the

the grantor to leave the land in the state in which shoals and quicksands of life that are to be avoided ,

N . S . 364. M . R .)
it was at the time of the conveyance ; and ( 2 ) the and surely rebuild , and safely pilot forth again into the

WILL- TRUST TO LAY OUT PERSONALTY IN agreement contemplated , not an uncertain and
calmest sea , smiling beneath an unsullied sky , themost

LAND TO GO ALONG WITH SETTLED PROPERTY indefinite use of the land by the parties, but that
sbattered and hopeless social wrecks. They, therefore ,

OUTLAYS IN REPAIRS AND IMPROVEMENTS ON the land should be left open for the advantage of
confidently expect at the hands of a discriminating

SETTLED PROPERTY.- - A testator by his will di. l the parties as adjoining proprietors : (McK lean y .
public , that liberal patronage that talentand experience
may always demand at the hands of Britons. It must

rected bis trustees to lay out his residuary per - | McKay, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 353 . Priv . Con.) be remembered that the agency is under the immediate

sonalty in the purchase of lands, to go along with SUMMONS BEFORE A MASTER FOR SECURITY direction of a solicitor ofmany years professional expe

certain settled property . Held , that the court FOR COSTS, OR TO REMIT THE CAUSE TO A
rience , that has been principally derived from the very

had no power to direct part of the residuary per
first London and Provincial law offices ; whilst , from

COUNTY COURT. - By the 30 & 31 Vict. c . 68, s . 1 ,
sonalty to be laid out upon repairs and improve

morning to night, it likewise commands the ever watch
the superior judges are directed to make general ful and energetic services of a gentleman of thorough

ments on the settled estate : Re Lord Hotham 's rules empowering the masters of the courts to do experience in all matters of everyday, as well as peculiar
Trusts ( L . Rep . 12 Eq. 76 ) , not followed : Bruns. any such thing and to transact any such business, and especial business . The agency has further at its

kill v . Caird , 39 L . T . Rep . N . S . 365 . M . R .) and to exercise any such authority and jurisdic .
immediate command, a potential staff ofable and relia

PROMISSORY NOTE - INTEREST - INSTALMENTtion in respect of the same, as by virtue of any
ble men . The charges are based on the following prin

OF A CERTAIN SUM OR MORE - INDEFINITE TIME statute or custom , or by the rules and practice
ciples : - A consultation fee of three guineas is , in the

FOR FINAL PAYMENT.-- Defendant, on the 25th of the said courts are now done, transacted , or
first instance, payable by every patron , and at the same
time, a further sum , proportionable to the distance to

April 1872 , promised in writing to pay to the plain - l exercised by a judge of the said courts sitting at be travelled , & c ., is agreed upobe travelled , & c ., is agreed upon aud arranged . A final
tiff £170 , with interest at 5 per cent. as follows: chambers. And by the General Rules of Michael. agreement, providing for the payment of a further sum ,

The first payment, to wit, £40 or more, to be paid mas Term 1867 , the judges ordered that the
in proportion to the amount of success achieved , is at

on the 1st Feb . 1873 , and £5 on the first day of masters should transact all such business, except
the same time prepared and executed . All communi

each month following , until the note and interest
cations must, in the first instance , be addressed to the

certain matters therein excepted . By a subse.
should be fully satisfied. Upon default in pay.

General Manager, Mr. HENRY WILLIAMS, or to Wa.
ict . c . DAVIES, Esq . , Solicitor, at the chief oflices of the

ment of any of the said instalments , the full sect. 10 that it shall be lawful for anyone against agency, 192, Bute-road, Cardin .

amount then remaining due was to be forthwith whom any action of tort may be brought in a

payable. Held , that this was a valid promissory Superior Court, to make an affidavit that the

note : (Cooke v . Horn , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 369. Q . B .) | plaintiff has no visible means of paying the costs
UNCLAIMED STOCK AND DIVIDENDS IN THE

BANK OF ENGLAND,

PATENT- GENERAL AGENT- INFRINGEMENT of the defendant, should a verdict not be found ( Transferred to the Commissioners for the Reduction of the

- PARTICIPATION IN PROFITS — RIGHT TO SUE- for the plaintiff, and thereupon a judge of the National Debt, and which will be paid to the persons

DEMURRER . - To a bill stating an agreement I court shall have power to make an order that
respectively whose names are prefixed to each in three

months, unless other claimants sooner appear. )
made between a general agent of the patentees of unless the plaintiff shall, within a time to be
an American invention to introduce and sell the

FARRANT Sarah ) . Chertsey , Surrey, spinster, £150 Three

therein mentioned, give full security for the de per Cent. Annuities. Claimant, saíd Sarah Farrant. ,

invention in Great Britain , and the plaintiff , fendant's costs , to the satisfaction of one of the | LANDER (John Drought), Moyclare, King's Co... Escy

whereby the plaintiff was to have the sole agency masters, or satisfy the judge that he has a cause
HEALY (Rev . Robert ), Tyrrel' s Page, Westmeath , and
FRAZER Robert Enraght!, Ferbane, King' s Co ., E99

and control of the working of the patent in of action fit to be prosecuted to the Superior Court, £299 89. Three per Cent Annuities . Claimants, said John.

England, upon certain terms, including a share of all proceedings in the action shall be stayed, or in Drought Lander , Rev. Robert Healy, and Robert Enragut

royalties and profits, praying for an account for the event of the plaintiff being unable or unwilling Frazer .

damages, and an injunction to restrain future to give such security, or failing to satisfy the
MIREHOUSE (Agnes) , Upper Seymour-street. Portman .
squaro , spinster , 474 6s. Three per cent Annuities :

infringement, the defendants , who were alleged to judge as aforesaid , that the cause be remitted for Claimant, Agnes Fisher, wife of the Rev. Cecil Bow
be using the invention , demurred . Held , that the trial before a County Court to be therein named : MORSE 'Arthur), Swanham , Norfold , brewer, and MOR

Fisher , formerly Agnes Mirehouse , spinster.
and MORSE

plaintiff was a mere agent for the sale of the Held, that themaster has jurisdiction , under the (Rev . Herbert ), Emsworth, Hants, clerk , £104 128 .

invention , and was in no such position as gave before-mentioned rules, to hear such an applica
New Three per cent Annuities . Claimants, Frances

him the right to file auch a bill, which was in the tion : Held also, that the master having refused
Denning, widow , sole executrix of Rev . Stephen Poynta
Denning , deceased , who was sole executorof Rev. Heroes

form of a patentee's bill for infringement : (Adams to make an order , the court will not review his Morse, deceased .

v. The North British Railway Company, 29 L . T . decision : (Parker v . Roberts, 29 L . T . Rep, N . S .
SMITH (Chas. ) , 21, Norfolk -st, Lower -road, Islington ,

dlesex , gentleman , £215 12s, sd New Three per te

Rep . N . S . 367. V . C . W .) 402. Ex.) Annuities. Claimant, said Charles Smith .
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-

WARNER (Rev .Geo . Brydges Lee ) ; Daxe ( John ), Canter WILDING ( John ), New Accrington , Lancaster, innkeeper. LACY ( Bernard G .) , late of 32. Hampden -road, Brighton ,
bary : and EDGFLL (Alexander ), Raymond-buildings, Dec . 16 ; H . Bannister . solicitor, Accrington , Dec . 22 , and formerly of Poole , Dorset . Dec . 23 ; Thomas C . A .
Gray's- inn , Middlesex, gentleman ; £3088 16s . Reduced V . O . B ., at twelve o 'clock . Brine, solicitor, Market-street, Poole, Dorset.
Three per Cent. Annuities. Claimant, said Rev . Geo . LANDS (Christopher ), Running Horses, 1, Austin -road ,
Brydges Lee Warner , the survivor.

WELLER ( Elizabeth Jane), West Wycombe, Bucks, spinster .
Battersea, Surrey , carpenter and beershop keeper. Dec .CREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 Vict. c . 35. 13 ; R . Wastell, solicitor , 24 , Cecil- street, Strand , Middle

£33 18. sd . Three per Dent. Annuities. Claimant, said Last day of Claim , and to whom Particulars to be sent. sex .
Elizabeth Jane Weller. ADAMS ( Thos .), Nottingham and Lenton Firs, Lenton , LEESON ( Henry ) , Chip and Rising Sun , High-street, Shad

Nottingham , Esq . Dec . 31 ; Watson and Wandsworth , well, and the Fishmongers ' Arms, Holles -street, Clare .

HEIRS-AT-LAW AND NEXT OF KIN .
solicitors , 13 , Weekday Cross, Nottingham . market, Middlesex, licensed victualler. Dec. 10 ; Young,

ANDREW (Geo .), Ludworth , Derby, of Compstall, Chester, Jones , and Co., solicitors , 2 , St. Mildred 's -court, Poultry ,
MORLEY (Geo .), Guisborough, York , landed proprietor . of Manchester and of Leamington , cotton manufacturer , London .
Next of kin to come in by Dec. 20, at the chambers of calico printer , collier, and merchant. Jan . 6 ; Stevenson | LEWIS (Lieut. Col. John ) , 27, Dorchester- place, Marylebone,
V . C . M . Jan 8, at the said chambers, at 12 o 'clock , is tbe Lycett and Co., solicitors, Chancery-place, Manchester . Middlesex . Dec , 12 ; Law ,Massey , and Halbert, solicitors ,
time appointed for bearing and adjudicating upon such ASHTON ( Jas.), Mimwood , Herts, Beq . Jan . 12 ; Cunlife 10 , New .square, Lincola 's - inn , Middlesex . .
claims. and Leaf, solicitor , 56, Brown -street, Manchester LLOYD (Ann), 67 , Brecknock -road, London , spinster. Jan .

AsTox (Wm . ). 1 , St. Ethelbert- street, Hereford , solicitor . 1 : Henry Sowton , solicitor, 13, Bedford -row , London .

APPOINTMENT UNDER THE JOINT-STOCK Dee . 25 ; 8 . Farmer, solicitor , Hereford . Loxo (Wm . H . ). Brackley - park , Great Lever, near
BAINBRIDGE (John H . ), Bishop Auckland , Durham , brewer .

WINDING -UP ACTS.
Bolton , commercial traveller . Dec. 18 ; Rushton , Armite

Jan . 1 ; J . Proud, solicitor, 16 , Market-place, Bishop
CO-OPERATIVE OMNIBUS ASSOCIATION (Limited .) - Creditors stead, and Co ., solicitors, 1, Mealhouse-lane, Bolton -le

Auckland . Moors .
to send in by Dec, I their names and addresses, and the
particulars of their claims, and the names and addresses

BELLMAX (Rayner!, Earl Sobam , Suffolk . purgeon . Dec. MAITLAND (Lady Sarah ), The Palace, Hampton Court,
Middlesex, widow . Dec . 31 : Parkin and Pagden , soli1 ; Kerrison and Preston , solicitors , Bank-street, Nor.of their solicitors (if any ) to J. Cooper, s, Coleman-street

buildings, London , the official liquidator of the said asso
wich . citors, 5 , New -square , Lincoln ' s - inn , Middlesex .

ciation . Dec. 15 , at the chambers of the M . R ., at 11 o 'clock ,
BENSON (Amelia St. George B .), formerly of Gloucester | MALLET (Henry) , Nottingham and Sherwood Rise , Notting
place. Portman -square, and 34, York -street, Portman .

is the timeappointed for hearing and adjudicating upon
ham , lace manufacturer . Dec. 31 ; Watson and Wads

square, and late of 13, Wyndham -place, Bryanstone .such claims. worth , solicitors, 13, Weekday Cross, Nottingham .
Essex BREWERY COMPAXY (LIMITED !. - Creditors to send in square,Middlesex, widow . Dec. 15 ; Merediths, Roberts, MIERS (Simeon L . ) , 4 , Upper Montague -street, Russell

and Mills, solicitors, 8, New -square, Lincoln 's-inn, Midby Dec. 12 their names and addresses, and the particulars
square, Middlesex ( carrying on business at 45 , Hounds.

dlesex.
of their claims, and the names and addresses of their

ditch ) , wholesale clothier . Jan . 1 ; H . Harris , solicitor ,
BIDWELL ( John ), formerly of the Foreign Office, then of 91,

solicitors, if any, to A . Thomas, 2 . Adelaide-place, Lon
84A, Moorgate -street, London .

don-bridge, London , the official liquidator of the said
Onslow -square, Middlesex, late of Dansgarth House, | MOON (William ), formerly of Liverpool, late of Woolton
Crickhowell, Brecon, Esq . Jan . 1 ; Newman and Lyon ,

company. Dec. 19, at the chambers of the M . R ., at eleven
Hill-house , within Woolton , Lancaster, Esq . Dec. 1 ;

solicitors, 7, King's Bench -walk , Temple, London .
o 'clock, is the time appointed for hearing and adjudicat.

Pears and Co., solicitors, 8 , Harrington -street, Liver
BINDLEY (Geo .), Coventry, haberdasher. Jan . 14 ; Twist

ing upon such claims.
pool.

and Sons, solicitors , 16 , Hertford -street , Coventry .
LA GAULOISE COMPANY (LIMITED ). - Petition for winding.

Moses (Samuel) , 19, York -terrace , Regent's - park , Middle .

BLISS (Henry ) , Q . C ., 5 , Paper-buildings. Temple , and 26 ,
up to be heard Dec. 18 , before the M . R .

Aex, Esq . Dec. 28 ; - Montagu , solicitor, 3, Bucklersbury,
Eccleston -aquare, Middlesex, Esq . Jan . 24 ; Young and

LICENSED VICTUALLBRS' CO-OPERATIVE SUPPLY ASSOCIATION
London , E . O .

Co., solicitors, 6 , Fredericks-place, Old Jewry, London ,
( LIMITED ). - Creditors to send in by Dec . 1 , their names

Nixon (Jas. 0 .), Nottingham and Sherwood Rise, Notting

and addresses and the particulars of their clains, and the
BROWN (Wm . H .) , 40, Chrisp -street, Poplar, Middlesex, ham , ironmonger, Dec . 31 ; Watson and Wadsworth , soli.

names and addresses of their solicitors, if any, to James draper . Dec. 31; Wm . Sturt, solicitor , 14, Ironmonger. citors, 13, Weekday Cross, Nottingham .
lane, London ,

Boyes, 2, Carey -lane, London , the official liquidator of the
ORGAN (Richard ), Brockworth , Gloucester, timber mer .

BUTLER (Martha ), 1 , Merton -terrace, Iffley -road , Oxford ,
said aesociation . Dec. 20, at the chambers of the M . R .

chant, innkeeper , and farmer . Dec. 29 ; Mullings, Ellett ,
spinster. Dec. 18 ; W . H . Walsh , solicitor, Oxford .at eleven o 'clock , is the time appointed for hearing and and Co ., solicitors, Cirencester.

CHRISTIE (Robert M . ), late of Bankside, Surrey , civil PARROTT ( John ), 2 . City - terrace, Peterborough , Northamp
adjudicating upon such claims. engineer, but afterwards at the time of his decease of

MALAGA LEAD COMPAXY (LIMITED ) . - Petition for winding.
ton , city missionary: Dec. 14 ; J . H . Lgdall, solicitor, 12,

Blanc Pignon , near Boulogne-sur-Mer, France. Dec. 15 ;
up to be heard Dec . 6 , before the M . R .

Southampton -buildings, Chancery.lane, London .
Lewis and Watson , solicitors, 89, Gracechurch -street, PENNELL ( Dr . Richard L . )

SATURN SILVER MIXING COMPANY OF UTAH (LIMITED).
M . D ., Venbridge, Cheriton

London ,
Petition for winding-up to be heard Dec. 5 , before Bishop, Devon . Dec. 30 ; Geare and Co., solicitors, Queen

V . C . M .
COWELL (Richard ), Cardiff, Glamorgan ,merchant. Feb . 1 ; street, Exeter.

SKAGER- HOLA ESTATE Co. (Limited ) . - Creditors to send
Ingledew , Ince, and Vachell, solicitors, 121, Bute -street, | PEPPERCORN (Francis), late ofWood- green , Middlesex, gen .
Cardiff tleman, formerly of West-street, Hereford . Dec, 6 ; Bur

in by Dec. 80 their names and addresses, and the particu CROOK ( John ), North -street , Bedminster, Bristol, brewer.
lars oftheir claims, and the names and addresses of their

dekin and Co., solicitors, Sheffield .

solicitors, if any, to L . Tiden , 34, Clement' s - lane, London ,
Jan . 1 ; Fry, Otter, and Brown, solicitors, Shannon RANSON ( John ), Manor Farm , Monksleigh , Suffolk , farmer .
court, Bristol.

the liquidator of the said company. Jan . 14, at the Dec. 31; G . C . Sherard, solicitor, 11, Lincoln 's-inn -fields ,
DANIELS ( Lydia), Bocking, Essex,widow . Jan . 1 ; Edwardchambers of the M . R ., at twelve o ' clock , is the timeap

Middlesex.
E . Clark , solicitor, Snaith , near Selby, York .

pointed for hearing and adjudicating upon such claims.
RAVES (Mary A . ), 33 , Amwell -street , Clerkenwell , Middle

DETTMAR Harrintt), 33, Lansdown-place, Brighton , Sussex, sex, spinster . Jan . 1 ; J . L . Dale , solicitor, 8 , Furnival's .
widow , Dec. 8 :1Humphreys and Morgan , solicitors, Gilt inn, Holborn , Middlesex.

CREDITORS UNDER ESTATES IN CHANC ERY.
spur-cbambers, Holborn Viaduct, London , SALE ( Rev . Canon ) , Sheffield , clerk , doctor of divinity , and

EDCELL (Caroline) , 21, Cadogan - place , Chelsea , Middlesex . vicar of Sheffield . Dec. 13 ; Rodgers and Thomas, soli .
LAST DAY OF PROOF. widow . Nov. 20 ; J . Edgeil, solicitor, 17, Clifford 's Inn, citors , Bank - street, Sheffield .

BILLINCTON (Wm . ), Nelson -atruet,Greenwich , Kent, under. Fleet- street, London , SALB ( Edward ) . Honington , Warwickshire , gentleman .
taker. Dec. 15 ; Wm . Bristow , solicitor, Greenwich . Dec . EDWARDS (Richard W . ) , 40 , Harnington - street , Hampstead . Dec . 18 : E . V . Nicoll, solicitor , Shipston -on -Stour.

2 , at twelve o ' clock . road , Middlesex , gentleman . Deo . 2 ; Whittakers and SEMPER Harriet) , 14 , Grove -road , St. John 's -wood , Middle
BULL (Henry w . ), formerly of 12, Wilton -crescent, after _ Woolbert, solicitors, 12, Lincoln 's Inn - fields, Middlesex. sex , widow . Dec . 18 ; Norris and Sons, solicitors, 2 , Bed
Fards of 25 . Ely -place, and late of 21, James-street, EIX (John ), 4, Great Winchester-street-buildings, Lon . ford -row , Middlesex .
Buckingham -gate, Middlesex , gentleman . Dec. 6 ; J . C . don , nd 7 , Kent-terrace , Regent' s -park , Middlesex , mer . SMITH ( John B . ), formerly of Honiton and Com beraleigh ,
Deverell, solicitor, 9 , New -equare, Lincoln ' s- inn , Middle chant. Jan. 1 ; Bischoff and Co., solicitors, 4, Great Win . late of Awliscombe , Devon , solicitor. Jan . 1 ; Stamp and
sex . Dec. 22 ; M . R ., at twelve o 'clock . chester -street-buildings , London .

Son , solicitors, Honiton , Devon .
CARR (Ralph ) , 1 . Savage- gardens, London, and Waltham ELLERTON ( Richard ) , Ellerton Lodge, Downholme, York, SOLOMON (Samuel) , Pineapple -lodge, Peckham Rye, Sar
stow , Essex, cork merchant. Dec . 6 ; B . F . French , gentleman . Jan . 1 ; John Wm . Teale , solicitor, Leyburn . rey, and of Covent- garden , Middlesex, grower of fruit .
solicitor, 51, Crutchedfriars, London , Dec . 15 ; V . O . M ., ELSDEN (Wm .) , formerly of 57, Regent-street, Lambeth . Dec. 1 ; W . H . Oliver, solicitor, 61, Lincoln 's - inn , London.
at twelve o 'clock . walk , and 21, Lambeth -walk , Surrey, late of 60, or 69 , SOWERBY (Wm . ). Massingham , Lincoln , farmer . Dec . 16 ;

CLEMENTS (Geo . ) , Ryde, Isle of Wight, Hampshire, brewer . Loughborongh -road , North Brixton , Surrey , gentleman . Oldman and Iveson , solicitors, Gainsborough .
Dec, 15 ; Chas, Cole, solicitor, Portsea . Jan . 8 ; V . O . M ., Dec. 5 ; Whitakers andWoolbert, solicitors , 12, Lincoln 's . SULIVAN (Emily A . F .) , 4 , Grange -terrace , Brompton, Mid
at twelve o 'clock inn - fields, Middlesex , dlesex, spinster. Jan . 1 ; J . V . Franklin , solicitor, 2,

COMBY (Joanna ) , 14 , Belitha-villas, Barnsbury, Middlesex , ELSMERE (Peter ), Birmingham , secretary to the Society of Tanfield - court, Inner Temple, London .

spinster. Dec. 12 ; .d. Combs, solicitor, 25, Bucklersbury, Artists. Dec . 15 ; Webb and Spencer, solicitors, 56, New TOOTAL (Edward ), The Weaste, in Pendleton , Lancaster,
London . Dec. 92 : V . C . B . at twelve o 'clock . street, Birmingham . Esq . Dec . 31 ; Slater, Heelis, and Co ., solicitore, 74,DEACON (Grosvenor ) , 155, Stanhope-street, Mornington , FFINCH (Rev. Benjamin S .) , The Rectory House, St. Paul, Princes -street, Manchester.
crescent, Middlesex. gentleman . Dec. 1 ; E . Pope, solicitor, Deptford , Kent, clerk . Dec. 7 ; Park and W . B , Nelson , TRAVIS (Dr. Nathaniel A . ), M . D .. Nice. Feb . 1 : E . S .
12, Gray's -inn -square , Middlesex . Dec. 15 ; V . 0 . B , at solicitors, 11, Essex -street, Strand , London , Wilson , solicitor , 6 , Whitefriargate , Hull, England ,

twelve o 'clock . FLEWKER ( John ), formerly of Derby, late of Dawlish . VICARA ( Jas. ), 2 , Scotland- place , Liverpool, wine and spirit
GOMON (Mary ) formerly of Goodwyns East Cosham , South - 1 Devon , gentleman . Dec. 6 : Pearson and Whidhorne. merchant. Dec. 30 : Taylor and Son , Bolicitors , l ,ampton , late of Granville House, Nelson -street, Ryde, solicitors, Dawlish , Devon . Mawdsley -street, Bolton .

Isle of Wight, widow . Dec. 8 ; F . Jackson , solicitor, 55 , FORD (Walter ) , 159, Gray ' s - inn -road , Middlesex and Guild . WADE ( John ) , late of 8 , Beech Grove -terrace (formerly of
Chancery - lane, Middlesex . Dec . 15 ; V . O . M ., at twelve ford Lodge, Margate , Kent, gas meter manufacturer . 22, Moorland-road ), Leeds, gentleman ( formerly wool
o 'clock . Dec. 12 ; Sharp and Ullithorne , solicitore, 1, Field - court, merchant). Dec. 23 ; Burdekin and Co., solicitors, 41,

GRAHAM (Chas. J .) , Brighton , Sussex. Dec. 1 ; Crawley and Gray's - inn, Middlesex, Norfolk -street, Shefheld .
Arnold , solicitors, 20, Whitehall -place , Middlesex . Dec. 5 ; FOSKETT (Maria M . G . ), Ashley House , Southlands -grove . WARNER (Stephen ), North Petherton, Somerset, tailor .
V . C . B ., at twelve o 'clock . Bickley, Kent, wiaow . Dec. 31 : Shepheard and Sons, Dec. 20 ; Ruddock and Auber, solicitors , Bridgewater,

HIGTON (Ellen 8 . ), Southport, Lancaster. Jan . 5 : Blagg solicitors, 32, Finsbury -circus, London . Somerset.
and Son, solicitors , Cheadle, Stafford . Jan . 15 ; V . C . M ., FOWLES (Ralph ), Malpas, Chester, yeoman , Dec. 22 ; WHITE (Henry), 53, Great Marlborough -street, Regent
at twelve o 'clock . Eyton P . Jones, so . icítor, Whitchurch , Salop. street , Middlesex, tailor. Jan . 1 ; Crouch and Spencer,Hodgsos ( Jog.), formerly of 12, Church-row , Limehouse , GARDNER ( John P .), Kendal, brazier. Dec . 15 ; C . Gard solicitors, 8 , Gray' s -inn -square , London ,
Middlesex, and late of 4 , Tyndale place , Islington , Mid ner Thomson , solicitor, Finkle-street, Kendal, West WHITNEY (Susan ), formerly of Cork , late of 7 , Drayton .
dlesex , iron merchant. Dec . 22 ; H . F . Pullen , solicitor , moreland . grove , Old Brompton (now known ag 77 , Thistle -grove ,
2, Gresham -buildings , Guildhall, London . " Jan . 14 ; GARNIER ( The Very Rev . Thos . ) , D . O . L . , The Close . Win . West Brompton ), Middlesex, spinster. Dec. 1 ; H .

V . C . H ., at twelve o 'clock . chester, clerk , formerly Dean of the Cathedral Church . Tyrrell, solicitor, 14, Gray' s-inn -square, London.
HOLBOROW (Ethelbert), 18 . Ledbury-streeet, Peckham , Dec . 20 ; F . Bowker, solicitor, 23, St. Peter 's -street, Win . WHITTAKER ( John ), Strand -lane, Radcliffe , Lancaster,
Surrey , elastic gusset manufacturer . Dec . 8 ; F . C . chester. ironmonger. Feb . 1 ; Greenhalgh and Finney, solicitors ,
Adams, solicitor, 61, Lincoln ' s -inn - fields, Middlesex. GERARD (Josiah ) , African trader , late of Lagos, Africa , and 8 , Acres- field , Bolton

Dec . 20 ; M . R . , at twelve o 'clock . formerly a lieutenant in H . M . 2nd West Indian Regi. WHITTLE (Geo . S .), lately residing at 31 , Brixton -road ,
HOLr Robert ), Bury, Lancashire, timber merchant. Dec . ment, and police magistrate . April 15, 1874 ; H . Quinn, Brixton , Surrey , and carrying on business as a wine and
6 ; Thomas Dodds, solicitor, Bury. Dec. 15 ; V . C . M ., at solicitor, 2 , South John -street, Liverpool, England . " spirit merchant, at 20 , Miles -lane, London , Dec . 31 ;
twelve o 'clock . HALE (Wm .) , Ropley, Southampton , yeoman . Dec. 24 ; G . B . Welsford , solicitor, Weymouth . .

Hory ( John ), Middleton - in - Teesdale, Durham , tailor and Blackmore and Son , solicitory, Alresford , Hants. WILLIAMS (John ) , Park -terrace, Regent' s - park , Middlesex .
draper . Dec. 5 ; Wm . Robinson , solicitor, Darlington . HANBURY (Sarah ) , formerly of Merfield , Yorkshire, late of fishmonger . Dec. 1 ; Walker and Co ., solicitors,
Dec. 15 ; M . R ., at eleven o 'clock . 88. Piccadilly , Westminster. Dec. 31 ; Woollacott and Founders '- hall, St. Swithin ' s -lane, London .

HOYLE (Henry), Little Harwood , near Blackburn , Lan Léonard , solícitors, 61, Gracechurch -street, London . WINNINGTON (Henry J .) , 18 , Petersham -terrace, Kensington ,
caster, gentleman . Dec. 15 ; H . J . Robinson , solicito HARRISON Wm .), Leicester, gentleman , Jan . 31 ; Miles and Middlesex , Esq . Jan , 1 ; B . Gardner, solicitor, Bewdley .

Blackburn , Jan . 9 ; M . R ., at twelve o 'clock , Co . solicitors, Bank -street, Leicester.
HUGHES (Jenny ) , Netley Cottage, Fawley , Southampton , Hogg (Charles ) . Lanesfiela , Cheltenham , Esq . Dec . 17 :

widow . Dec . 4 ; J . Thomson , solicitor , 23, Great Win Ticehurst and Sons, solicitors, Essex -place, Cheltenham . REPORTS OF SALES.chester-street, London . Dec. 18 ; M . R ., at twelve o 'clock . HOKER (Samuel) , Waterhouses , near Ashton -under -Lyne,
IRTING (Wm . ). Workington , Cumberland, colliery proprie yeoman . Dec. 18 ; Rushton and Co ., solicitors, 7 ,Meal.
tor. Dec. 13 ; A . Helder , solicitor, Whitehaven . Dec . 22 ; house - lane, Bolton -le -Moors. Thursday , Nov. 20.
V . O . M ., at twelve o 'clock . HOLT ( Jas. ), formerly of Sydney, New South Wales, and By Messrs. WILKINSOX and HORNE.

PANSELL Jog .), Liverpool, bookseller and stationer . Dec. late of Lawn House, Upper Tooting , Surrey, Esg . Dec .
3 : Thos. H . Sampson , solicitor , Liverpool. Dec . 23 ;

City of London . -- Nos. 1, and 2, Poultry , partly freehold and
8 : T . W . Denby, solicitor , 8 , Frederick ' s - place , Old Jewry ,

M . R ., at eleven o 'clock
partly leasehold , was knocked down at the sum of £25,500

London .
PHILLIPS (John A . P .), 3 , Alexander Villas, King Edward

to a person in the room who had no means of paying the
HORNE (Margaret) Kendal, Westmoreland, widow , Dec. 15 :

road , Hackney , Middlesex, warehouseman . Dec . 1 ; Geo . E . Gardner Thompson , solicitor, Finkle -street, Kendal. deposit ; the property will in consequence be again offered

Webb , solicitor , 3 , Crosby-square, London , Dec. 12 ;
to public competition , at the Mart, on Wednesday, theHOYLE ( Eliza K .) , formerly of 1, Camden - cottages , Den .

V .O . B . , at twelve o 'clock . 3rd of December , at two o ' clock .
mark -road, Camberwell, Surrey, late of 272, Camberwell

RESTALL ' (Henrietta ), 101, Marylebone road , Middlesex , road , Surrey, widow , Jan , 14 ; C . Mott, solicitor, 15, Pater By Messrs. WINSTANLEY and HORWOOD, at the Mart.

spinster. Dec . 15 ; Thos, S . Lewis , solicitor, 7 , Wilming . noster- row , London . Pimlico . - No. 4, Vauxhall-bridge-rd . term 58 years - sold
ton -square, Middlesex . Jan . 7 ; M . R . at eleven o 'clock . IZARD (William ), Brigton, Sussex , gentleman . Dec . 31 ; for £610 .

RUSSELL (John ) , Terhill House, Cheltenham , Esq . Dec. 8 ; W . A . Stuckey , solicitor, 4 , Prince' s place , North -street , Nos. 6 and 8 , sameroad , term 54 years--sold for £1050.
Chas, J . C . Prichard, solicitor , Bristol. Dec. 20 ; M , R . at Brighton . Bloomsbury. - No. 41, Devonshire- street, freehold - sold for
twelve o' clock . JOHNSON (William S .), North Shields, gentleman , Jan , 30 : £815 .

SAUNSE ( Sir Matthew R .), formerly Chief Justice of Bom Leitch and Dodd, solicitors, Howard -street, North
bay, late of 5 , Hume-street, Dublin , Ireland . Feb . 14 ; A .

West Croydon . - St. James's- road, a plot of land - sold for
Shields. £390.

Norris , solicitor, 2 . Bedford -row , Middlesex. March 6 ; JOHNSTON (Alexander ), Shanghai, China, Esq . Dec. 20 ; Shadwell. - No. 93, Anthony-street, and No. 1, Cornwall.
M . R ., at eleven o 'clock . Nelson and Son , solicitors , 6, Godliman -street, Doctor's street, term 19 years - sold for £205 .

STACKHOUSE ( Thos . ), Taitlands. Stainforth , Giggleswick , Commons, London . No. 93, Anthony-street, and Nos. 3 and 5 , Cornwall-street
York , gentleman . Dec. 20 ; Wm . Hartley , solicitor, | Jones (Hugh ), Rumworth , Lancaster, brickmaker . Dec . sold for £150.
Settle . Jan . 13 ; V . C . M .,at twelve o 'clock . 18 : Rushton, Armitstead and Co., solicitors, 1 , Mealhouse Thirty-three houses in Cornwall-street, term 19 years--sold

TIZARD (John ). Weymouth and Melcombe Regis, Dorset, lany, Bolton -le-Moors . . for 1195 .
solicitor, and late a partner in the firm of Eldridge, Pope, KIRK (John ), late of Richmond Lodge, Devon , linen mer . Nos. 205 and 207, Cable-street , sameterm -- sold for £205.
and Co., Dorchester , brewers. Dec. 17 ; H . T . George, chant. and lately trading at Belfast, Co. Antrim , and at
solicitor, Weymouth . Jan . 12 ; M . R ., at eleven o ' clock . . Keady, Armagh , and in New York , U . S ., under the style

By Messrs. NEWBOX and HARDING .

TURNER (Mary ) , Derwent-hill, Crosthwaite , Cumberland , and firm of William Kirk and son . Márch 1 ; William Islington . - Nos. 65, 67, 69 , Canonbury- road ,and an improved

widow . Jan. 12 ; V . O . H . at one o 'clock . Miller Kirk, 12, Bedford -street, Belfast. ground rent of £20 per annum , term 15 years - sold for

WESTBURY (Right Hon . Richard, Baron ), Westbury, Wilts , Kiss (William D .) , ,, Fen -courb, Fenchurch -street, London, £1130
and 75 , Lancaster -gate , Hyde- park , Middlesex. Jan . 7 ; and 32, Deacon -street, Walworth , Surrey, gentleman . Nos. 36 , 88 , and 40, Spencer-rond , same term - sold for £800 .
Harrison and Co., solicitors, 19, Bedford -row , Holborn , Dec. 30 ; J . W . Marsh , solicitor , 2 , Fen - court, Fenohurch . South Hackney. -- Nos , 48 and 49, Hedger's -grove, term 80
Middlesex , Jan . 21 , M . R .. At eleven o 'clock , street , E . C . yoang - sold for £195 .

. DUISUALUL ONL I NE
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ByMessrs. TOPLIS and HARDING . The Magistrates' Clerk. - Could you distinguish offence whatever, and said he did not see how the
City . - No. 22 , Paternoster-square, terzn 35 years - sold for between heads and tails ? case could be proved when the 17th section men .4680 .

Friday , Nov. 25. Witness.-- No, but I heard them say it . I saw tioned the word gaming, and they had to go back

By Mesars. Nonton . TriST. WATNEY,and Co., at the Mart. | them look at them , and heard them say , “ They | to other statutes to explain that word . As to the

Lower Tooting. -- Church -street, freehold residence, known are all tails ," and then put them into the hat facts, he believed he should be able to dispose
as the “ Rookery, " and la . Sr. 37p . - sold for £1521 , again , There was no money passed then . At entirely of the idea that there was any gambling .

Brentford . - High -strett, three plots of building land - sold
twenty- five minntes to three the gentleman on Mr. to show that it was impossible for any one outsidefor £100.

Tuesday, Nov. 22. Foster 's right hand pulled a bag out of his right to distinguish between different coins, or to hear

By Messrs. BROAD, PRITCHARD, and WILTSHIRE, at the hand trousers pocket, and took out of the bag what was said .
Mart. what I thoughtwas a sovereign , and put it on the Evidence was then called .

Soho. - No. 27 and 23, St. Ann's-court, freehold - sold for table , at the same time saying,' “ I have another The Magistrates retired , but were only absentLiz10 .

By Messrs. DEBEXHAX , TEwrox, and FARMER . sovereign to lose.” A minute or two afterwards two minutes. On their return , the CHAIRMAN
Whitechapel-road. -- Nos . 124 and 125 , freehold - sold for one of thein said , " What are we going to have to (Major French ) said - We are very sorry to think

City. --No.81, Aldersgate-street freehold -sold for £1620.
drink ? " that the conductor of so respectable an hotel

This evidence was not shaken . should have forgotten himself and lent himself
Cartwright, in addressing the bench on behalf to an indiscretion which I don ' t think he would

of the defendant, said that it appeared thatupon have done if he had considered the thing . He
MAGISTRATES' LAW . the night in question , Mr. Foster was compelled has been exceedingly well defended , but the pre

to be up, awaiting the coming in of the Irish mail, ponderance of evidence is against him , so strongly ,
NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. which , as their worships knew , arrived a little that there cannot be a doubt in our minds that

INNKEEPER - LICENSING ACT 1872 – BONA FIDE after half-past two in the morning. While so gambling was going on in that room contrary to
TRAVELLER – ONUS OF PROOF. - If a person waiting, he was no doubt in the commercial room the Act that governs licensed houses, and there

licensed to sell intoxicating liquors on his pre with two customers who had come in rather late. fore we sentence the defendant to pay a fine of
mises suppliespersons within the hours prohibited But his explanation of what took place was this . £10, and in default of payment of the penalty
by the Licensing Act (35 & 36 Vict. c. 94 ), s . 24 , Upon that night, as well as upon the night pre- and costs , there willbe imprisonment, which there
the onus lies upon him of showing that the persons ceding , Herr Dobler had been giving a per - is no occasion to dwell upon , but, for the sake of

so sapplied are bona fide travellers. Quære , formance,and something was said about his trick form , we will say one month . We are not in .
whether the existence of an honest, though mis - of taking money from a hat ; and so it could be clined to say anything further, because we think
taken belief on his part that the persons so sup oniy inferred that what did take place received an | the defendant committed an act of indiscretion

plied are bona fide travellers, is sufficient to interpretation by the witnesses unfavourable to contrary to the wishes of the directors of that
exempt him from liability under the Act. the defendant, resulting in this serious charge, hotel, whose servant he is .
QUARTER SESSIONS - APPEAL - POWER OF | when there really was no gaming whatever. What Mr. SALISBURY. - You will understand from

JUSTICES TO MAKE RULES OF PRACTICE - REA- was done was done in a " larkish ” mood, and not what the Chairman says that we do not intend to
SONABLENESS OF RULE. - A court of quarter for the purposes of gaming. He (Cartwright) had endorse the license, because that would be unjust

sessions has no power to refuse to allow the entry not had his attention directed to the section to the proprietors, who have suffered quite
of an appeal against the refusal of justices to | under which the information had been laid , but he Lenongh from what he has done

grant a certificate for a licence, on the ground of assumed it was under a section of the last

non - compliance with a rule of the sessions re. Licensing Act. [ The Magistrates' Clerk : Yes, the
quiring that appeals must be entered and the 17th section. ] Then of course it would be an im . HAMMERSMITH POLICE COURT.
grounds of appeal given to the clerk of the peace portant consideration for their worships whether Friday, Nov. 21.
three clear days before the first day of sessions, the evidence, if they decided to place that con (Before Mr. BRIDGE .)
when all the requirements of 9 Geo. 4 , c . 61, s . 27, struction upon it given by the witnesses, estab
have been complied with . A court of quarter lished the fact that there was gaming. The wit THE GAS LIGHT AND COKE COMPANY v .

sessions having refused solely on such a ground nesses were outside thehouse, and he was prepared
O ' BRIEN .

to allow an appeal to be entered on the first day with evidence to show that, taking it for granted Gas rates - City of London Gas Act 1868 - Rise in
of sessions, made an order under 12 & 13 that everything took place which they said they price - Notice to consumer - Award of commis.

Vict. c . 65 , s. 6 for the payment of costs by the saw , they could not possibly have heard what was sioners.
appellant to the respondents , as on an appeal said . They were nineteen feet from the party , In this case, a report of the first hearing of which

which had not been entered or prosecuted . Held , and separated from them by a thick wall,by thewin . appeared in the LAW TIMES of Nov . 15 ,

that the order for the payment of costs must be dow ,curtains,gauze blind,and therest of theappurdow ,curtains,gauze blind,and therest oftheappur Besley ( instructed by Curtis and Bedford , soli.
quashed : (Reg . v . Pavleit, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 390 . tenances, so that it was next to an absolute impos- citors to the Gas Light and Coke Company )
Q . B .) sibility to hear the conversation . It necessarily appeared and said that he was prepared to prove
LARCENY - SERVANT - BAILEE . — A traveller followed , therefore, in describing what took place, that a contract had been entered into by the

was entrusted with pieces of silk about 95yds. that the witnesses rather allowed their minds to defendant with the Western Gas Light Company,

each ) to carry about with him for sale to such come to the conclusion that gaming was going on which company was amalgamated after the date
customers as he might procure . It was his duty | In point of fact, this was more like a prosecution of the contract with the complainant company,

to send by the next post after sale the names and instituted upon a theory or basis arrived at by who thereupon becameentitled to enforce all con .

addresses of the customers to whom any might persons who were simply spectators. But in case tracts entered into with the Western . The con

have been sold , and the numbers, quantities, and their worshipsshould consider that the facts were tract of the defendant was to pay 5s. per 1000,
prices of the silk sold . All goods not so accounted as the witnesses had stated , then he would call or other gas rate for the time being. The rates

for remained in his hands , and were counted by their attention to the law . The words in the Act were varied from time to time,and on the 7th April

his employers as stock . At the end of each half. were, if any licensed person “ suffers any gaming 1873 , the defendant ceased to consume the gas at

year it was his duty to send in an account for the or any unlawful game to be carried on .” Now the house in respect of which this chargewasmade.
entire six months, and to return the unsold silk . what was an unlawfulgame ? There was no law Op the 17th the commissioners appointed to revise

Within six months after four pieces of silk had which he was aware of, except the Vagrant Act, the price appointed by the Board of Trade , made

been delivered to him , the traveller rendered an which dealt with the subject of coins at all. an award fixing the maximum price at 6s. 3d .
account of the same, and entered them as sold to | There was an Act which dealt with pitching andThere was an Act w

By a notice served on all consumers, on Dec . 16 ,

two persons, with instructions to his employers to tossing, the 31 & 32 Vict., which was an amend. 1872, notice was given that the price would be
send invoices to the alleged customers. It turned ment of the 5 & 6 Geo. 4 . It was difficult to 5s. 5d .,or such other price as mightbe fixed by the
out that this was false , and that he had appro understand how the former could bemade to apply Board of Trade. In March 1873 a meter index card
priated the silk to his own use. Held , that he to that case . What did the Act mean by the was left with the defendant on which the gas rate
conld be properly convicted of larceny as a bailee : word gaming ? Did it mean all sorts of offences was stated to be 5s. 6d. per 1000. By the City of
(Reg . v . Richmond , 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 408. Cr. which cameunder the term gaming in that par - London Gas Act 1868 the award of the commis.

Cas Rəs.) | ticular section , or what did it mean ? Because ioners fixing the price is to take effect as on and

they knew full well that there were games which from the 1st Jan . of the year of revision (s. 66) .

CHESTER CITY POLICE COURT. were lawful ; they also knew that games might be He submitted that the facts being proved the gas
played , so long as they were not played for money rate for the time being , which the defendant was

Tuesday, Nov. 18 . or money ' s worth. It was no offence for men to liable to pay pursuant to his contract, was that
Gaming in a licensed house - Licensing Act, 1872, play at cards, so long as they did not play for which was fixed by the commissioners, namely ,

sect. 17 . money, or to play at dominoes or backgammon, so 6s. 3d .
MR. DAVID FOSTER, the manager of the Gros long as itwas not for money. The learned gentle. Mr. BRIDGE remarked that what the commis.

venor Hotel, was charged upon an information, man then quoted the words of the VagrantAmend. sioners had power to fix was the maximum price.

laid by Mr. J . L . Fenwick , the chief constable , ment Act 1868,which made pitching and tossing in It did not follow that that would be the chargeto
with having permitted gaming , contrary to the a public place an offence, and having cited a case consumers.
provisions of the 17th section of the Licensing as to what was meant by a public place , and also P . O . Crump (instructed by Bartholomew ) said
Act. the late Lord Campbell's definition of gaming, that was his point, and the defendant's contract

Cartwrightappeared for the defendant. which included the staking of money , he said it I having terminated on the 7th April he could not
P . C . 15 (Holland) said - At half past two on was clear from that it was necessary to show that be affected by an award of the commissioners

Tuesday morning last I was on duty in Eastgate - /money was staked . made on the 17th . The commissioners having

street. I was passing the Grosvenor Hotel, when Mr. SALISBURY.-- So far as I am concerned , and power only to fix the maximum price it was

I saw a light in the commercial room , and I heard | I am sure my friends will go with me, I don 't necessary that the company should prove that by

people talking inside. I looked through the wantto stop you in any argument, but don 't you some resolution it authorised the charge of6s. 3d .
window - the blind was down , but there was a think you should confine yourself to this 17th upon the consumer. No evidence of any resolu

distance of two or three inches between that and / section ? tion had been adduced. If this were an action
the window frame- and I saw Mr. Foster and two Cartwright. - I have been trying to make out for calls it could not be sustained without proof
other gentlemen , one on each side of him . that there is no gaming according to law . of the resolution authorising the call.
Mr. SALISBURY. — Were they standing or Mr. SALISBURY. - But the offence is against this | Mr. BRIDGE said he should adjourn again to

sitting ? Act, that he has permitted an unlawful game or give the company an opportunity of supplying
Witness. -- Sitting down. Mr. Foster had a hat gaming . this evidence. It was clearly necessary.

in his hand, and was shaking it . Presently he Cartwright said he had been arguing upon the The point, however, was waived for the time

turned it upside down upon the table, and there assumption that there had been no gaming ; and being , in order to test the merits , and
came ont of it what I thought to be a halfpenny, there was no law , so far as he could make out, Crump proceeded to argue that the notice of

a penny ,and a two-shilling piece or a half-crown. which declared what took place to be gaming , as the 16th Dec.was insufficient. The intention of
The CHAIRMAN . - Were they pushed towards the only Act of Parliament he could find which the Legislature that public notice should be given

the winner ? bore upon the user of coin was the 31 & 32 Vict., of a rise or reduction by advertisement in a local

Witness.- Yes, they were. I stood there aand heasked how far that was recognized bythe last newspaper or the Gazette was plain from sect. 40

quarterof an hour, duringwhich time the shaking Licensing Act ? Heargued that what took place of the Metropolis Gas Act of 1860, and sect. 55
of the hat was continued , and money passed each was analogous to pitching and tossing in a private of the City of London Gas Act of 1868 , the former
time, except when they all came heads or tails. room , which, if there were no stakes, was no ' providing for notice by advertisement on a rise of
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price, and the latter for notice in the Gazette in arise. Held, further, that it was for the appel. the society, and that a call which was duo

the case of reduction by consent. The proper lants to allege the licence of the Crown, and that had not been paid . The call was subsequently

course for the company to pursue was to give such licence was not, on demurrer to the declara - paid , and on the 21st of March, 1870, a formal

notice in January that they would charge from tion , to be assumed until the contrary wasaverred notice of the wish to transfer the shares to

that date the maximum price which should be by plea : ( Chaudière Gold Mining Company v. “ George Taylor, engineer ," was sent to the

fixed by the commissioners. The meter card fixed Desbarats, 29 L , T . Rep . N . S . 377. Priv . Co.) society. On the 7th April, 1870 , a transfer was

the rate at 58. 6d . and the defendant could not be NEGLIGENCE - RAILWAY -- INVITATION TO

executed , whereby Mr. Mushet transferred theaffected by an ex post facto award .
Mr. BRIDGE said that the notice of Dec. 16 shares to Mr. Taylor, and Mr. Taylor acoeptedALIGHT AT A STATION - EVIDENCE FOR JURY.

- Plaintiff was travelling on defendants' line; at them in consideration of £35 paid to him by the
had been left at the defendant's house, as it had the station to which she was going, and which she

transferor. After some delay and objections thebeen left at others, and he should hold it to be a knew well, the train went beyond the platform ;
transfer was registered and Taylor's name placedgood notice. He thought the meaning of the Act

intiff saw that this w on the register of shareholders. It appears thatof Parliament was, that although the comis
the name of the station called by the porters,and Taylor was the son of the laundress of Mr.sioners did not make their award until long after
her compartment being close to the end of the Stewart's business chambers, and, instead of beingJanuary , the power of the company under the
platform , she put her foot on the step in order to an engineer, was a stoker on a railway with wagesaward was to take effect as from the 1st January
get out ; at that moment the train was backed , I of 278. a week , and was wholly unable to meet thein each year. If there were no application for

revision the price was fixed at that at which it plaintiff was jerked on to the ground, and received liability on the shares. Taylor was never paid the

injury . The door had been opened by another sum of £35 . ; he was merely promised £1 bystood in 1870 ( s . 57) . The commissioners are to
passenger, and plaintiff heard nowarning that the Stewart, but he never received it . In the windingfix the maximum . The company in this case gave train was about to move back . Held that these

up of the society the officialliquidators impeachednotice that they would charge 5s. 5d., or such facts did not amount to evidence of negligence on
the validity of the transfer, and applied to have

other price as might be fixed by the Board of the defendants' part to go to a jury : (Lewis v .
Mr. Mushet's name placed on the list of contribu .Trade . This notice was not precisely accurate, London , Chatham , and Dover Railway, 28 L . T .
tories.

but he did notthink notices of this nature should Rep. N . S . 397. Q . B .)
Napier Aliggins, Q .C . (with him Montaguebe required to be as precise as in other cases.

Cookson ) , in the argument for the official liqui.The question was, whether they gave sufficient WINDING -UP - CONTRIBUTORY - AMALGAMA.
dators, relied on the decision of Lord Westburynotice to the consumer. Mr. Crump's argument TION - ALLOTMENT- DELAY IN REPUDIATION in Walton Williams case ( L . T . European Rep .,

might be very good to show that the legislation ACQUIESCENCE . - By the terms of an agreement
p . 125 ) , and contended that full information as toought to be amended, but, being as it was, he for amalgamation entered into between the P .
the proposed transferee had not been given tothought he ought to order payment of the Company , which was a limited company, and the
the society by the transferor, and that the misamount. U . Company, which was an unlimited company, I representationsmade to the society were sufficient

Crump applied for a cage, which was at once the P . Company was to be wound-up voluntarily , to invalidate the transfer .

granted . and its members were to be entitled for every Cotton , Q . C . (with him Kekewich ),forMr.Mushet

fully paid -up 5 share held by them in the P . contended that the shares had been disposed of
Company to five shares of £1 each , fully paid up, I the ordinary way on the Stock Exchange, and

MARITIME LAW . in the U . Company, W ., who had been a director
that if there had been any misrepresentation , it

of the P . Company, and a holder of twenty fully
had been made by Mr. Stewart, who was not Mr.

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. paid -up shares in it, applied, in July , for 100 fully
Mushet's agent.

paid - up shares in the U . Company “ in accordance
PRACTICE - COLLISION - CROSS CAUSE - SECU . I with the terms of the agreement for amalgama

Lord ROMILLY, after stating the facts of theRITY - FOREIGN PARTIES. - Where a cause of case, proceeded . - Withoutmeaning to assert that,tion ,” but an order having been made to wind .
when a company is failing, one of the shareaage is instituted in the High Court of Admi- | up the P . Company compulsorily before his ap holders may not get rid of his shares by disposingralty against a ship , in respect of a collision in

plication reached the U . Company, W . requestedwhich the ship of the plaintiffs is totally lost, the chairman of a committee of shareholders of tion of the debts upon the other shareholders
of them to a pauper, and thereby throw his por

and the defendants institute & cross cause in
the P. Company, to whom he had sent his appli . (though I consider that this proposition was notpersonam against the plaintiffs in respect of the cation not to forward it to the U . Company laid down by the Lords Justices in any case, and it

same collision, both parties being foreigners until the compulsory winding-up had been was strongly dissented from by Lord Campbell) ,
resident abroad , and the plaintiffs decline to give

stayed and all impediments in the way ofsecurity to angwer judgment in the cross cause, still I am of opinion that if such a transfer ofthe amalgamation removed. The compulsory
| shares can ever be supported , it is incumbent on

or to enter an appearance, the court will apply
order having been stayed and the winding. I the transferor to supply the company with all thethe provisions of the Admiralty Court Act 1861
up continued under supervision, W 's appli.(24 Vict. c . 10 , s . 34), and will order proceedings materials and means in his power to enable themcation was sent into the U . Company, and on to form a just and accurate conclusion as to theto be stayed in the principal cause until security
the 7th Aug. a letter was sent to him stating that fitness of the transferee to be supplied in theis given in the cross cause : ( The Charkieh , 29
the 100 shares had been allotted to him and his

L . T . Rep. N . S . 404 . Adm .) place of the transferrer . Unless this is done, itname entered on the register ,and that the amountSALVAGE - ATTEMPT TO ASSIST IN REMOVING to be credited on the shares would be “ the pro appears to me that the transferor is conniving atSALVAGE BY OTHERS - RIGHT TO REWARD . - a fraud against the society, and cannot gain anyportionate amountof the net assets of the P . Com advantage from the transaction in which he is so
ere a vessel makes a signal of distress, and pany.” W ., being absent from home on a yacht

another goes out with the bona fide intention of ing cruise , did not receive this letter till the end implicated . These conditions, which I considerassisting that distress, and as far as she can does of August. On his return to London , early in necessary, do not seem to have been fulfilled by
of August. On his return to London , early in Mr.Mushet. He knew that Mr. Stewart was a

80, but some accident occurs which prevents her October, he repudiated the shares, and was told

services being as effectual as she intended them person regularly employed for getting rid of un.by the chairman of the U . Company thathis nameto be, and no blame attaches to her, the Court safe shares. Without saying that Stewart waswas not on the register . In the following month technically the agent of Mr. Mushet, there areof Admiralty will not allow her to go entirely
an order was made to wind -up the U . Company , many circumstances which show that he was

unrewarded , but for the interests of commerce and W .'s name was found to be on the register in much more cognisant of Mr. Stewart's proceed

and navigation, and as an enconragement to per respect of the 100 shares . The deed carrying out ings and of the situation of George Taylor

form salvage services will give some reward .
the agreement for amalgamation was engrossed in all of which he onght to have communicated

Semble, if the property is salved by other means :
duplicate, and one part was executed by each to the society ) than he thought fit to make

( The Melpomene, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 405.
Adm .) company . The part executed by the U . Company known to them . The conduct of Stewart is

differed materially from that executed by the P .MASTER 'S WAGES AND DISBURSEMENTS — open to the gravest suspicion ; he acts as noCompany : Held , that there was no binding agree .MASTER ALSO CO -OWNER - RIGHT OF CO -OWNERS ment foramalgamation between the two companies, broker would have acted on any Stock Exchange
TO SET-OFF SHIP 'S EXPENSES. - In a suit for wages and that W .' s delay in repudiating the shares who regarded his own character ; he agrees to
and disbursements by a master, who is also co - allotted to bim not in accordance with the terms take the shares for £35, to be paid to his client ;
owner, the other co -owners may, under the Mer . | he seeks for a client in the son of his housekeeper ,

of his application , did not amountto acquiescence, to whom nothing appears to be said about thechant Shipping Act 1854 (17 & 18 Vict . c . 104),
and that his namemust be removed from the list

8 . 191, set up a counter claim or set-off in respect of contributories of the U . Company. Decision of £35 - at all events , who never gets that sum ,of outstanding co-ownership accounts , and claim which is disposed of by Mr. Stewart's direction
Bacon , V . C ., reversed : (Wynne' s Case, 29 L . T . leaving the directors to suppose that it was athat the balance (if any) be paid to them . To a Rep . N . S . 381. L .JJ.)

petition claiming master' s wages and disburse transaction bona fide with the person who wanted
to speculate on the probable rise of the shares.

ments , and praying a reference of any accounts
arising in respect thereto to the registrar and If they had been acquainted with thewhole trans.EUROPEAN ASSURANCE ARBITRATION .merchants, an answer alleging the master to be action it would have been a clear breach of duty
also co -owner, and that accounts are outstanding Wednesday, Nov. 26. on the part of the directors, of which no person
between the plaintiff and the defendants, as co

(Before Lord ROMILLY.) cognisant could have allowed any one to have
taken advantage without gross misconduct to the

owners, showing & balance on all accounts in

MUSHET'S CASE .favour of the defendants, and praying a reference shareholders, for whom they were trustees. I
to the registrar and merchants of all master's and Company solvent - Transfer - Subsequentwinding . doubt whether Mr. Mushet himself considered

up - Misrepresentation - Contributory .co -ownership accounts , will be allowed by the | the transaction a bona fide one - nay , it appears
High Court of Admiralty : (The City of Mobile, The facts of the case were these. In Sept. 1869, that Mr. Mashet himself, in February, 1870 , was

29 L. T . Rep. N . S . 406. Adm .). a petition was presented to the Court of Chancery trying to sell the same shares to a fresh transferee .

to wind-up the European Assurance Society, but I am confirmed in the view I take of this case by

it was unsuccessful. Mr. Mushet, who held 1400 observing what Lord Westbury did respecting it

shares in the society, thought it advisable to make in June last, and nothing that has since been doneCOMPANY LAW inquiries into the real condition of the society, appears to me to affect the then position of the
and he was ultimately advised by Mr. Bell, a parties. It appears to me that Mr. Stewart, forNOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
stockbroker of Edinburgh , to part with his shares, £35 , got George Taylor to accept the shares,CAPACITY OF TRADING CORPORATION TO and even to pay a small sum in order to berelieved giving him nothing ; that he was a mere catspaw

ACQUIRE LAND. - In an action on a warranty of of them . He accordingly anthorised Mr. Bell to to enable Stewart to carry on the transaction for
title brought by the appellants, as vendees of dispose of the shares. Mr. Bell then went to Mr. / his own benefit, intending George Taylor to take
mining property in Lower Canada , against the Robert Stewart, another Edinburgh stockbroker, l'nothing ; and I think that Mr. Mushet, both by
respondents as the representatives of the vendor who undertook to find a purchaser on condition of his agents and by himself, was aware of the
of the appellants' vendor : Held (affirming the 6d. per share, or £35 , being paid to the purchaser . | nature of the transaction , or was so bound by the
judgment of the Court of Queen 's Bench , Lower | Mr. Steward supplied the name of the purchaser | inquiry that he was bound to make that the trans.
Canada ), that the appellants, as a trading corpo . | as “ George Taylor, engineer, Coltbridge, Edin . | fer of shares made by Mushet to George Taylor
ration , were incapable by the law of the colony of burgh ." À transfer to him was executed and sent does not exonerate Mr. Mushet or relieve him
acquiring lands without the licence of the Crown , I to the society on the 1st Nov. 1869. Objections from the liability that he incurred by taking the
which it was not alleged that the appellants had to this transfer were raised by the directors / shares. I am of opinion, therefore, that Mr.
obtained ; and therefore that the sale having been on the ground that proper notice had not | Mushet must be restored to the list of share .
invalid, the right to sue on the warranty did not ' been given according to the regulations of ' holders.
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D 'OUSELEY'S CASE . Weymouth to Mortimer. He had a return ticket part , and was, in fact, an assignment by the
Husband and wife - Purchase of shares by wife - to Reading . The train started at 12.30, and debtors of the whole of their property with the
Liability of husband - Concurrence of husband . was timed to reach Reading at 5 .35, and the exception of a small amountof furniture, which

This case raised the question of a husband 's lia train starting for Mortimer left at six o'clock. was afterwards sold for £30. The property com .

bility on shares purchased by his wife. | There were delays at Trowbridge and Didcot, and prised in the deed included the lease , goodwill,
In 1867 Mrs. d 'Ouseley became entitled, under the consequence was that the train did not reach fixtures, stock , and book debts of the debtors,

the will of an aunt, to a legacy of £1000. Her Reading till 5 .57, and it was kept outside the amounting in thewhole to £683 108., the considera .
husband consented to her receiving the money station for five minutes. Plaintiff told the ser. tion money being made up partly of a sum of
and employing it as she thought fit. She accord. vants of the company he wanted to catch the £500 and interest then due from the debtors to A .

inglylinvested someof it ( £326 58.) in the purchase Mortimer train , yet it was allowed to start before and R . Cook amounting to £560, and partly of &
of 800 shares in the European Assurance Society , he could reach it. There was no other train for sum of £123 paid by them in cash to the debtors

The shares were procured for her by a localagent an hour and a quarter, and he took a conveyance at the time of the execution of the assignment.

of the society , who was well aware that she was a and sued the company for the cost of it - 10s. The grounds upon which the trustee rested his

married woman. The dividendswere paid to her, The defendants offered no evidence, and there case were that the execution of the deed was an

and her husband never dealt with the shares at was a verdict for the plaintiff, with liberty to act of bankruptcy as a fraudulent transfer , and
all. In the winding up of the society he was defendants to appeal. Application for a new trial that it was void as a fraudulent preference.
placed on the list of contributories in respect of was now made. The grounds of such application His HONOUR, in giving judgment, reviewed the

the shares, and his application was to have his were as follows: First, the wrongful reception of facts of the case , and said there was direct

nameremoved . verbal evidence to contradict, or in opposition to , levidence that the sum of £500 was advanced on

Everiti, for Mr. d 'Ouseley, contended that the the written terms of the contract between theween the the faith of a bona fide contract madebetween the

shares were treated as the wife's separate estate,
parties ; secondly , no evidence was adduced byby parties to execute the deed , and no extrinsic cir .

and that Mr. d 'Ouseley was under no liability in
plaintiff at the trial in support of the real cause cumstances were disclosed tending to show fraud

respect of them .
of action as set out in the summons ; thirdly, in fact as against the general creditors , and no
that the verdict was against the weight of evi.

Lord ROMILLY grieved to say that in his opinion ground existed for avoiding the transfer as an
dence adduced by the plaintiff.

there was no doubt as to Mr. d 'Ouseley ' s liability . act of bankruptcy .

The legacy of £1000 was in law his property ; he
Digby, barrister (instructed by Gledhill) now Upon the question of costs,

could give a discharge for it , and his allowing his
appeared on behalf of the company in support of Mr. Registrar MURRAY said this court should

wife to invest the money did not prevent his
the application for a new trial. Forsyth appeared be very slow to encourage what he might term

being liable in the same manner as if any other in person to oppose the application. Blandy pocket agreements. Creditors --members of the

agent had invested it for him . His Lordship again acted as solicitor in the matter for Mr. family in this case - chose to advance money on

thought the case a very hard one, and, in conse. Forsyth.

quence of its being so he had delayed it , hoping

the promise, be it in writing or be it not, that a
Forsyth took the preliminary objection that the

8 company had no locus standi, as there was anhe might find some mode of rescuing "Mr. |

bill of sale should be given , and they kept that

agreement in their pocket which they might easily
d 'Ouseley from a difficulty into which his wife 's appeal pending at the present time,and an appeal register, and on the eve of insolvency they gave a

dealing with the money by his consent, and withh supposed that a certain effect is not to be given
to à subsisting judgment. The existence of a

notice which resulted in a conveyance by the

his concurrence, had placed him . However, that debtor of all his property to those particular

could not be done, andMr. d 'Ouseloy must remain judgment or verdict could not be affirmed , and at | creditors. He declined to allow costs against the
on the list of contributories ; but the case was so the same time a new trial be applied for . That

had been decided several times. He would reforhard that no order would be made against him for
trustee .

costs. to one or two cases. LIVERPOOL BANKRUPTCY COURT .
Napper Higgins, Q .C ., and Montague Cookson His HONOUR said he would not trouble Mr.

Forsyth further. The grounds on which a newwere for the official liquidators.
Saturday , Nov , 21 ,

The sitting was then adjourned to Wednesday trial was asked were all grounds of appeal not (Before J . F . COLLIER , Esq ., Judge.)

next. grounds for a new trial, and the defendants had Re J . KEYWORTH .
had leaveto appeal. Bankruptcy Act 1869, sect. 12 - What constitutes a

Digby said the company had served their notice secured creditor

COUNTY COURTS . of appeal. Held , that a sum paid into court by defendant to
His HONOUR observed that the case ought to abide event, of action does not constitute plain .

COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH . be then in court ready for signing or settling by tiff a secured creditor in case the defendant

Tuesday, Nov. 25. him . becomes bankrupt before action determined .

(Before Lush and ARCHIBALD, JJ.) Digby said that under some misapprehension Murray v . Arnold (7 L . T . Rep . N . S . 385 ; and Cul.
the solicitors to the company had not delivered verhouse v. Wickens ( L . Rep . 3 C . P . 295 ; 17

FLOWER v . PURKISS. the grounds of appeal, thinking that Mr. Blandy L . T . Rep. N . S . 468 ), distinguished .
Admiralty jurisdiction - Barge - Costs. the solicitor for the plaintiff, would accept the This was a motion on behalf of Mr. Banner, the

THE point was raised in this case as to how far grounds of appeal afterwards. That was fre. trustee of the property of the liquidating debtor,
the Admiralty jurisdiction of the County Courts quently done, and might have been done in that an agricultural implement maker in Liverpool,
extends. It arose upon a question of costs, a rule case. He was willing to go on with the appeal if for an order that a sum of £880 be declared part

nisi having been obtained by the defendant Mr. Forsyth would accept the grounds of appeal of the estate divisible amongst the creditors.

calling upon the plaintiff to show cause why he now . The circumstances of the case were these : - In
should not be deprived of his costs, which had Forsyth . - Certainly not. I intend taking ob July last an action was brought against Ker .

been allowed him on taxation , on the ground that jections if the appeal goes on . worth on a bill of exchange for £1200 drawn by
the action in which they were incurred had been His HONOUR. - I cannot disturb the verdict. one Lacy , whose affairs are now in liquidation ,

improperly brought in the Court of Queen 's The GreatWestern Railway Company were very upon and accepted by Keyworth , and by the

Bench , within the meaning of the Statute 31 & 32 wrong in not defending the case upon its merits, I drawer, endorsed to Messrs. Griffiths, Tate, and

Vict. c . 7 , s . 9 , which provides that “ where a and afterwards they should have given notice of Co ., the plaintiffs in the action . On the 22nd

plaintiff brings an action in the superior court, the grounds of the appeal in due time and pre. | July order was made giving leave to Keyworth to

which might have been brought in the County sented their case at this court. appear on payment into court of £880 to abide
Court, he shall not recover his costs." Digby said there could be no appealnow , as the the event of the action . That sum was paid in

The action was brought to recover the cost of grounds of appeal were not given in due time, accordance with the terms of the order ,and on the
damage done to the plaintiff's ship by a barge of and, therefore, hemoved for a new trial. 29th July further order was made for a compul.

the defendant's in the river Thames, the collision

occurring within the body of a county.
| His HONOUR said that if the plaintiff consented sory reference. On the 2nd Sept. Keyworth filed
he would enlarge the time for appeal, but he his petition for liquidation, and shortly after.

Phillimore, in showing canse against the rule . I would not give a new trial even if the plaintiff | wards Mr. Banner was chosen trustee. The pre

argued that the County Court had no jurisdiction consented , as the defendants ought to have de sent motion was two-fold , viz., to restrain the

over a barge, because it wasnot a ship overwhich fended the case on its merits at the hearing . | action and to obtain possession of the £880.
the Court of Admiralty had jurisdiction within
the meaning of the Act, which , therefore, could

Forsyih would not consentto an enlargement of Martin appeared for Mr. Banner, and

not be conferred upon the County Courts. '
time for appeal, and the application for a new Potter , instructed by Duncan , Aill, and Parkin ,
trial was dismissed with costs, the effect of which

R . E . Webster, in support of the rule, contended
son , for the plaintiffs in the action .

is that the verdict for the plaintiff will stand.
that the Court of Admiralty had jurisdiction over

Martin argued that under the present Bank .

the barge, and cited cases in support of this pro
ruptcy Act the Court of Bankruptcy had exclu.

position , which jurisdiction was, he said , con sive jurisdiction to decide all questions arising in

ferred upon the County Courts by the 31 & 32 BANKRUPTCY LAW . any bankruptcy . Here the question pending was

Vict. c . 10, which gives these courts, in certain
whether the plaintiff in the action was a creditor

cases, some of the powers of the Court of Admi. COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
or not. The functions of the trustee now were

ralty. Mr. Webster went on to show from this
far more extensive than those possessed by the

Wednesday, Nov . 26 .
that it was clear that the action might have been

former assignees in bankruptcy. It was his duty

brought in the County Court, and that the plain . (Before Mr. Registrar MURRAY, sitting as Chief now to receive and decide upon all proofs of debt,

tiff was wrong in having brought it in the Court Judge.) and for such purpose to administer oaths,

of Queen 's Bench , and submitted that in conse. Re COOK AND Cook .
and from his decision there was an appeal to the

quence the rule ought to bemade absolute . " Family ” assignments - Advance - Fraud - Costs.
court. In the present case all that the plaintiff

The COURT (Lush and Archibald , JJ.) , gave | This was a motion by the trustee in this liquida- claim before the trustee, and that being so there
18. in the action need do was to substantiate his

judgment, confirming Mr. Webster's view of the tion against one Aaron Cook , the father, and could be no objeot in further prosecuting tl e
effect of the cases and statutes, and made the rule Robert Cook , the brother of the debtors, seeking |
absolute .

B action , as even if the plaintiff obtained a verdict
to invalidate a deed of assignment executed by the the trustee was not bound to admit the claim .
debtors a short time previously to their liquida . By rule 289 every creditor in respect of a prove.

READING COUNTY COURT. tion as being fraudulent and void . able debt shall , in the event of a liquidation by

Wednesday, Nov. 19. Finlay Knight appeared for the trustee. arrangement being resolved upon , be absolutely

(Before H . J . STONOR, Esq., Judge.)
Colt for the respondents. restrained from commencing or prosecuting any

The debtors, William and John Cook , trading action against the debtor or his property, and he
FORSYTH V. THE GREAT-WESTERN RAILWAY at Reading under the style of W . and J. Cook , as submitted here as this debt was proveable he was

COMPANY. wholesale and retail tea dealers and provision entitled to a restraining order. Assuming the

Application for new trial. merchants , filed their petition for liquidation on restraining order were granted, the money paid

This case was decided against the company at the 10th May 1873 . The deed which the trustee into court to abide the event of the action became

the last court. The plaintiff is a Queen 's counsel, sought to impeach was dated the 15th April 1873, returnable, as the “ event ” or “ result ” of th

living at Mortimer . It will be remembered that and was made between the debtors of the one part, action was that it had been stayed by a court o

on the 28th Aug. the plaintiff was travelling from and Aaron Cook and Robert Cook of the other competent jurisdiction.
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Potter, in reply , relied upon the case of his co - partner ; hecould only havebeen authorised first branch of the application , viz., that with re
Murray v. Arnold (sup. ) and several others since so to do either by deed or by signing the partner. ference to the bill of exchange, are these. A bill
decided under the 184th section of the Act of ship name in the presence of the co-partner . It of exchange for £553, drawn by Messrs. Stuart,
1849 , where it was held that money deposited as was argued that there being a symbolical delivery Whitehead, and Co., upon Mr. Chadwick , the
security to abide the eventual determination of of a chair in the name of the whole property at debtor, and accepted by him , was due on the 13th

the action created a lien in favour of the plaintiff, the time of the execution , that amounted to a Feb . in the present year. On the 11th Feb .Mr.

and his rights were not affected by the subsequent delivery , and that such delivery was good , inde. Chadwick wrote a letter to Messrs. Stuart,White.
bankruptcy of the defendant. By the proviso in pendent, and apart from the deed , and bound the head , and Co., enclosing a bill for £300 drawn

the 12th section of the present Act, à creditor | partnership. But the symbolical delivery is pro . upon them , and asking their acceptance of it as a
holding security,as he submitted his clients held , vided for in the deed, and I do not think it can be partialrenewal of the bill for £553. In the same
were expressly authorised to dealwith their secu - considered as a delivery separate or apart from letter Mr. Chadwick enclosed an unsigned bill,
rity as though there had not been any bank . the deed . Where there is a deed , everything that with the acceptance of his firm written across it ,
ruptcy. is done must be considered as done under it, and for the like amount. The bill was afterwards
His HONOUR gave judgmentasfollows : - I think the fact that the bill of sale was afterwards regis. | signed by Stuart, Whitehead, and Co.,and retained

this case is distinguishable from Murray v. Arnold tered is someevidence that it,and not the delivery, | by them . On the 12th Feb .Messrs. Stuart, White .
(3 B . & S . 287 ; 7 L . T . Rep. N . S . 385) and Culver. was relied on . The property comprised in the bill head , and Co., returned their acceptance to Mr.
house v . Wickens (17 L . T . Rep . N . S . 468 ; L . Rep . of sale or its equivalent, will, therefore, have to be Chadwick in a letter which may be presumed to
3 C . P . 295) . The judgment in both those cases restored , and will pass to the trustee. With have reached him on the 13th . On the 12th Feb .
are based upon the hypothesis that the payment respect to the delivery orders for the matches and Mr. Chadwick swears that he became first aware
into court is payment to the plaintiff, and in the wine, the same rule would not apply . Rahn had that his bankers would not retire the £553 bill,
judgment of Willes, J ., in the latter case, it is implied power to pledge the personal property of as he had expected they would , and on the day it
recognised that if the creditor could not make the firm for advances. It remains to be considered was due , viz ., the 13th , it was dishonoured . Mr.
out his claim , the payments could only be treated whether the transfer was or was not a fraudulent Chadwick did not payMessrs. Stuart , Whitehead ,
as conditional. In the present case the payment one within the policy of the bankruptcy laws. I and Co.'s acceptance to his bankers to meet part
into court cannot, I think, be regarded as pay. do not think that it was a voluntary transfer ; of this £553 bill, but retained it in his own hands
ment to the plaintiff ; it is , in reality , only of the indeed the only reasonable explanation of the till the 25th , when he handed it to the trustee in

| transaction is that it was done on pressure of a liquidation . Messrs. Stuart, Whitehead , and Co.
whatever they may turn out to be, shall not be severe kind'from Whitfield , for I disregard the pro . have since provided for both the £300 bills, viz. ,
prejudiced . But, however thatmay be, I think it mised advance of £300 . I do not think it was their acceptance of Chadwick 's bill and Chad.
my duty to restrain further proceedings in this done with any intent to delay or defraud the other wick 's acceptance of their bill, both of which
arbitration . It is discretionary whether I should creditors, or from any preference for Whitfield ; became due on the 13th June, and also for
do so or not, no doubt, but it appears to me that all the facts negative such a supposition . On the the £553 bill. To cover the latter bill and
it is an essential part of the policy of the Bank. subject of the proportion which the matches and expenses they drew & bill for £557 odd on
ruptcy Act of 1869 that all the creditors should wine bore to the remainder of the debtor 's pro Chadwick . Both these latter bills appear on the
be placed upon an equal footing ; but, by so doing, perty , I have no trustworthy evidence . I maviproof. On the 19th Feb . Mr. Chadwick filed his

I shall introduce an entirely new element into the observe that this point of the case was scarcely petition for liquidation . On the 21st May Messrs.
case. Directly the proceedings have been re- | touched upon in the argument ; and I may con . Stuart, Whitehead, and Co. filed the usual affi.
strained the end and object of the payment into clude that it was not considered of any great davit of proof of debt against the estate of Mr.
court ceases, there is no claim that the creditor | importance. The inference I draw from all the Chadwick , and claimed to prove among other
can make out, and, according to the judgment of circumstances of the case is, that this property items for the £300 bill accepted by Mr. Chadwick ,
Willes , J . . in Culverhouse v . Wickens, under such I did not bear any snch relative proportion to the land they have since claimed a dividend on the

circumstances the payment into court would be, stock in trade, fixtures, and furniture of the six | full amount set forth in the affidavit . Upon
as he expresses it, “ discharged .” If that is so it shops as to make its transfer an assignment of all examining the sum set out in the proof it was
can be the property of no other person than the the debtor's property with an unimportant excep . found that £300 more was claimed than was due,
defendant in the suit , and under his liquidation tion , or even an assignment of the greater part of and this Mr.Whitehead admits to be the fact. It
passes to the trustee. I shall therefore order the the debtor's property ; nor did the transfer affect was argued before me that there had been a
fund in court to be paid to the trustee. The their insolvency , which was complete before. It specific appropriation of Messrs. Stuart, White .
costs of this application to be paid out of the fund . was argued that Whitfield 's claim being a mere head, and Co .' s acceptance, and that it was in Mr.

Notice of appeal was given and £20 named as undertaking of suretyship , the debtors had re . Chadwick 's hands, clothed with a trust to devote
the amount of deposit. ceived no equivalent for the transfer, but in the it only to the object to which it had been specifi.

case of Ex parte Foxley ( 18 L . T. Rep. N . S . 862 ; cally appropriated - viz ., to a part payment of the
L . Rep . 3 Ch. App . 515) it seems to be distinctly bill for £553 ; but I think that Messrs. Stuart,

Ex parte BOLLAND ; re RAHN AND CO. admitted by Sir W . P . Wood, L .J., that a Whitehead, and Co.' s dealings with respect to
Bankruptcy Act 1869 — Sect. 6 . saretyship was a sufficient equivalont to support that acceptance (i.e., the £300) negative the idea

Bill of sale executed by one partner in a firm of a bill of sale, and there is no difference in principle that any such intention was in their minds, or at
all partnership assets held to be invalid . Is a between a bill of sale and a transfer such as the any rate lead to the conclusion that they have
bill of sale given to secure a possible risk valid ? present. His words, which are at p .520, are these : waived any right to take advantage of it . In
Held on the authority of Ex parte Foxley (18 " The debtor gave a security to cover the risk of their letter of the 14th Feb ., in which they return
L . T . Rep . N . S . 862 ) to be a sufficient equivalent. Lewis in indorsing the bill. I am not prepared the bill, no such specific appropriation is alluded

THIS was a motion on behalf of Mr. Bolland, the to say that that was not in itself an equivalent to. The bill came into Mr. Chadwick 's hands on
trustee of the property of the liquidating debtors, which would have supported a bill of sale." In the 15th Feb., and remained in his hands until the
who were commission and cigarmerchants , having Strachan v. Barton (11 Ex. 647) it was held that 25th. On the 15th Messrs. Stuart , Whitehead ,
fiveretail cigar shops in different parts of Liver the paymentby a bankrupt of a debt not due was and Co . became aware, by a letter of Mr. Chad
pool, for an order of the court to declare that a not necessarily a frandulent preference, and in wick 's , dated the 14th , that the bill for £553
bill of sale executed immediately prior to the liqui. Edwards v . Glyn (2 EN . & Ell. 29) a request from would not be met. Not a word do they say during
dation by one of the debtors (Rahn ) of all the a surety was held sufficient to negative a fraudu. that period aboutthe bill being specifically appro
partnership assets in favour of Mr. Whitfield , as lent preference. Upon these authorities I am priated to the payment of the £553 bill, nor do
security for a past debt, was void , and an act of prepared to hold , if necessary , that the liability of they make any request that it shall be returned to
bankruptcy . The further question was as to the Whitfield on the promissory note was a sufficient them . It is true that on the day of the first
validity of a transfer of wine and matches which equivalent for the transfer of the wine and meeting of creditors Mr. Whitehead says, and it
were alleged to be a fraudulent preference. matches. For the foregoing reasons I think the is not denied , that he claimed the return of the

Walton , instructed by Miller , Peel,and Hughes, principal ingredients necessary to making this bill from the trustee, and he purs

appeared for the trustee in the liquidation , and transfer void , or an act of bankruptcy, are want. his want of diligence in insisting upon its return

Etty for Mr. Whitfield .
ing ; and I refuse so much of the motion as relates by some hope being held out by the trustee that

to the wineand matches. The costs will come out if he met both hills he could be entitled to have
The facts stated shortly were these : - In the of the estate. the value of his own acceptances returned to him .

month of March last, Rahn , who was a partner in But what does he do ? On the 21st May he in .
the firm of Rahn and Eaton , was requested by Re DANIEL CHADWICK . cludes this very sum in his proof ; in fact, on the
Mr. E . C . Whitfield to give him security, in ac

Bankruptcy Act 1869 – Stoppage in transitu . 21st May he elects, he deliberately elects, for his
cordance with an alleged previous promise, for
the payment of a sum of £400 borrowed by Rahn

attorney drew up his affidavit of proof on his ownHeld, on the authority of Wilmshurst v . Bowker ,
instructions, and as he says with all the bills and

through Mr. Whitfield , and for the repayment of and Maddock v . Granger, that the arrival of
facts before him , to treat this £300 as a loan from

which the latter was security . Rahn accordingly the goods at the railway terminus, and the

executed a bill of sale over all his effects to Mr.
his firm to Mr. Chadwick , andwhen the time comessubsequentdelivery to the purchaserof the usual

Whitfield , who immediately afterwards took pos .
for a dividend he claims a dividend upon it. Fromadvice note , rendered the transit complete . Also

session of the property. The firm thereby being
the beginning to the end of the transaction until

that a bill of exchange, although alleged to be
the present proceeding is instituted, not a word

sent for a specific purpose, and in the hands ofdivested of everything, filed their petition for do we hear from Messrs . Stuart, Whitehead , and

liquidation, and a motion was made by their
the debtors on their failure, is not returnable,
where, by proof of debt and other circumstances,

Co. about the specific appropriation of the bill to

trustee to set aside the bill of sale. there is evidence sufficient to satisfy the court the payment of the £553 bill. I therefore think

His HONOUR, in giving judgment, said : With that at the time of forwarding the bill, therewas that Messrs. Stuart, Whitehead , and Co. are not

respect to the facts of this case, Imay premise nothing definite either expressed or implied in entitled to have the bill given up or to receive its
that I regard Mr. Whitfield ' s version as substan . themind of the sender . equivalent. My judgment in the matter of the
tially the true one. It is difficult to imagine any . THIS was a motion argued a few weeks ago in wire stood over by arrangement until the decision

thing more misleading than the affidavit of the which judgment was reserved . of the appeal from this court in the case of Ex
debtor. It is also evident that he concealed from

James, instructed by Woodburn , Pemberton , and
parte Catlin and Waller, re Chadwick (29 L . T .

Whitfield the fact that Eaton was his partner,

and there is such strong intrinsic evidence of un
Sampson ,appeared to support the application.

Rep. N . 8 . 431), the principle involved in the two
Jases being precisely similar. In that case the

trathfulness about his testimony that I do not Martin , on behalf of Mr. Bolland, opposed. decision of this court that the transitus was at an

think him worthy of credit. It is admitted that His HONOUR now said : In this case I am asked end when the goods came into the warehouse of
atthe time of the execution of the bill of sale by to order Mr. Bolland, the trustee in liquidation the railway company at Liverpool having been

Rahn alone there was a partnership between Rahn of the property of Daniel Chadwick , to repay to confirmed, I give judgment to the same effect with
and Eaton , and that the property assigned was Messrs . Stuart, Whitehead, and Co., the sum of reference to the wire. The application will there .

partnership property . On the authority of the £300 in respect of a bill of exchange drawn by the fore be dismissed with costs.
cuses of Harrison v . Jackson (7 T . R . 207) and said Daniel Chadwick and accepted by Messrs . Sampson said he was unaware whether it was
Steiglitz v . Egginton (Holt, 141) I am compelled to Stuart, Whitehead , and Co., and dated 10th Feb . the intention of his clients to appeal, but,
come to the conclusion that the bill of sale was 1873 ; and to deliver up an advice note relating assuming they were so advised , he should be glad

void , as being a deed purporting to assign the to fifty -one bundles of wire consigned by Stuart , if the court would now fix the amount of deposit .
partnership property , but executed by one partner / Whitehead,and Co ., to the said Daniel Chadwick . His HONOUR said the ordinary sum , £20 , would
only. Rahn had no implied authority so to kind The facts of the case, so far as they relate to the be sufficient.
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Re T . S . TRUMBLE. SIR JAMES MARTIN has been appointed Chief to be ineligible for that position . By an old

Bankruptcy Act 1869 — Registration of resolutions Justice of New South Wales , to succeed Sir Alfred custom in the Middle Temple any member of the

- Practice.
Stephen , C . B ., who has resigned the office . Inn who receives during Term the rank of serjeant
MEETING OF PARLIAMENT.-- It is announced is formally “ tolled out ” of hall, but it is a some.

Held that the court could only entertain an appeal
officially that the Houses of Parliament will meet what curious circumstance that, although many

from theregistrar on the questiou of registration . on the 5th of February, 1874 , for the dispatch of | distinguished members of the society have been

The registrar's duties were merely ministerial, business. raised to the Bench and to the minor dignity of
and if a proofwas questioned which affected the | SIR JOHN B . KARSLAKE has announced his in the coif during the last seventeen years, only three
registration , it ought to be submitted to the tention of coming forward as a candidate in the received their promotion in Term time and went
court.

Conservative interest for the representation of through the ceremony of last evening - namely,
This liquidating debtor was a paperhanger in Huntingdon . He says in his address that the Lord Chief Justice Cockburn , Mr. Justice Hony

Liverpool. Hepresented his petition in November
opinions he entertained when he was successively man, and Lord Chief Justice Coleridge. Nearly

of last year, with liabilities of £1525 and assets Solicitor-General and Attorney -General are well 200 members of the Inn , both barristers and
£976 . In the same month the creditors passed known, and he has not seen any reason to changeresolutions to liquidate by arrangement, and ap- ' them .

students, dined in hall on the occasion, and
among the Benchers who supported the new

pointed Mr. Williams trustee. A proof of debt
was tendered at the meeting by Mr. George hata

THE Licensed Victuallers' Protection Society Chief Justice were Mr. J . R . Kenyon , Q .C ., the

eorge have directed their solicitors to prepare a Bill to treasurer ; the Right Hon . Sir Lawrence Peel,
Trumble, a brother of the bankrupt, for £1563, amend the Licensing Act of 1872 ; and a con - Vice Chancellor Hall, Sir John Karslake, Sir
and objected to by the chairman. On the resolu ference will be held at the London Tavern on the Henry Sumner Maine, the Right Hon. Peter
tions being presented for registration , the objec . 10th Dec. to consider the clauses of the Bill, with Erle ; Mr. Hawkins, Q . C ., Mr. Powell, Q .C ., Mr.
tion to the proof was considered by the registrar, the view of taking prompt and vigorous action in George Loch , Q . C ., Mr. Milward, Q . C ., Mr. John

and finally, after much discussion and delay , he the forthcoming session. Inquiries are being son , Q .C., Mr. Gray, Q .C ., Mr. Prentice, Q .C .,
rejected it, and registered the resolutions. Etty

made to test the feeling of the trade upon & Mr. Little , Q .C ., Mr. H . T . Cole , Q . C., Mr. Fox
applied for an appointment to appeal from uniform closing hour throughout themetropolitan Bristowe, Q . C ., Mr. Charles Clark, and Mr.
the registrar 's decision as to the proof. The police district . Charles Shaw , the under treasurer . Lord Chief
registrar said the proper course was to appeal WILLS AND BEQUESTS. - A writer in the Globe, Justice Coleridge read grace both before and after
against the registration , and in support of such with reference to testamentary documents , dinner , and gave from the chair , without com .
application to revive the question of the validity observes, “ that the nature of somemen reveals ment, the toast of the Queen , which was received
ofMr.George Trumble' s debt, for if it was esta . itself only in their last wills and testaments. In with the heartiest enthusiasm . No speeches were
blished the registration fell to the ground , as the

resolution of creditors would be insufficiently
delivered . At the close of the dinner Sir Johnthese the vanity or caprice , or the irony, or the

spite of an individual, restrained by circum . Coleridge, who was loudly cheered by the mem
signed . Etty said he did not object to the regis . stances during life , often find fresh vent. Sure
tration , and all that he wanted was his client' s

| bers, was escorted to the principal door of the

of being beyond the reach of retaliation, when hall by the Benchers and the under treasurer,
debt admitted , and his dividend paid thereon . the shaft he levelled is fired , he feels no compunc. and by the head Porter (Mr. Bye) bearing his
The registrar intimated if that were so the parties

tion for the wound he is about to create , but staff of office. As the Judge passed out the doors
should go before the trustee, and in case he rather regrets that he is able to exert his indivi. were closed upon him , and the bell in the hall
rejected the proof there could be an appeal to the
court . Etty preferred adopting his own course ;

duality from beyond the grave. The manner tower was solemnly tolled for someminutes. In

and finally, after some discussion , an appointment
even in which their funeral obsequies are to be this way the Lord Chief Justice formally ter
performed give many immense concern . Some minated his intimate connection with the Inn .

was given for the court to consider the validity of insist on being buried in the most private and He subsequently re-entered the Parliamentary
the debt. On the 22nd inst. the appeal came on unostentatious manner ; while others , of whom chamber as a guest of the Benchers . On the new
for hearing . the late Duke of Brunswick seems to have been a Judicature Act - by which it will not be necessary
Myburgh , instructed by Duke and Goffey, I conspicuous example, live in a perpetual dreconspicuous example, live in a perpetual dread for a Judge to become first of all a serjeant-at

excepted to the jurisdiction of the court. The lest they should be interred without the pompous law and thus to change his Inn -- coming into
only appeal which was provided for by the Act circumstances they regard as suitable to their operation this ancient ceremony will fall into
was against the registration of the resolutions. station . The caprices of the will-maker have no desuetude.
Here , on the question of proof, the registrar ha limit.” Reference is made to the singular case of
given his decision, and had registered the proceed . | Megger Ludovico Cortorio , A . D . 1418, who desired
ingg. Had the parties desired , they could have that his friends and relatives should not weep at CORRESPONDENCE OF THE
adjourned the question of the proof for the opinion his funeral, and his instractions were observed PROFESSION .
of the court ; but as they had elected to take the with strictness. for jolity prevailed moon this

registrar' s decision , it was too late to revive the occasion instead of sorrow . NOTE. - This Department of the LAW TIMES being open to

matter, except by appeal to the Chief Judge or CRIMINAL STATISTICS. -- On Wednesday the free discussion on all professional topics, the Editor is not

from the trustee, in case he rejected the proof.
responsible for any opinions or statements contained in it

criminal statistics of Ireland for last year ap

His HONOUR held the objection to be good, as peared in a Parliamentary volume. Compared COMMISSIONS FOR OATHS IN COMMON LAW .

he saw no provision in the Act or rules sanctioning with 1871, the decrease is 111, or 17 6 in malicious It is stated in the Solicitors' Department of the

an appeal from the registrar' s decision , except as offences against property.ences against property . Walicious offences | Lav Times for last week , that cases have occurredMalicious offences

to the registration of the resolutions . against property stood at a minimum of 526 in where Common Law Commissions to take affida

Myburgh then , after some discussion, said that, 1867, rose to a maximum of 764 in 1870, but in vits which were bespoken a month ago,will notbe
as he did notwish the claimant to be damnified by 1872 tell to 520 , or below theminimum reached in ready for another month - perhaps two. Allow

a technical objection , he would consent to the 1867 , showing a subsidence of this very grave me to say that I applied last February, nine

court considering the proofas an appeal from the class of offence , in which the Irish statistics are months ago, through my agents, and was then
trustee , who, under his advice, would at once

usually more unfavourable than those of England informed that no more commissions would be

reject the same. and Wales. There was an increase of 105 in riots granted until July . In July the application was

Etty censented to that course, and after evi and breach of the peace last year, compared with renewed , when I was told the commissions could

dence was adduced and arguments urged on both the preceding, which arose from the party riots at not be signed until November. Again I reminded

sides, the court reserved its judgment.
Belfast. A table shows that the outburst of my agents of thematter the first week in Novem
agrarian crime which occurred in 1869 and 1870 ber, and received a reply that they hoped to write
has undergone a remarkable diminution . It is me satisfactorily by the middle of Michaelmas

stated that notwithstanding the unfavourableLEGAL NEWS. ng the unfavourable Term . As yet, however, I have received DO
character of the harvest last year, producing further communication from them on the subject.

pressure on the poor, and withdrawal of savings, The inconvenience and delay, therefore, in my
THE Glasgow News hears that the Government | there were in the eleven months ended the 31st case , far exceeds that mentioned by you , and is

has resolved to set up in Scotland, and in Ireland | July last, only 2147offences and outrages specially quité inexplicable.
also , a court of final appeal. reported , as compared with 2422 in the eleven A COUNTRY ATTORNEY OF TEN

A DINNER was given at Willis 's Rooms on months ended the 31st of July 1872 - the pressure YEARS STANDING ,
Saturday evening by the past and present mem - had, in other words, been attended with a diminu
bers of the Oxford circuit to Mr. Henry James, tion of crime. In reference to crime in counties

Q . C ., on his appointment as Attorney-General. and districts, it is stated by the compilers in this

Mr. Huddleston , Q . C ., presided ; and amongst document that the great problem indicated by the NOTES AND QUERIES ON
those present were Lord Romilly , Mr. Justice Trish statistics in 1872 is how to deal with town POINTS OF PRACTICE.
Keating ,Mr. Baron Pigott , Mr. Amphlett, M . P ., crime to guard against such dangerous develop
and Mr. Kenyon , Q . C . ments as were exhibited at the recent fire in

NOTICE . - We must remind our correspondents that this

SOLICITORS ELECTED TO THE OFFICE OFMAYOR Dublin . The population of Ireland in 1871 was column is not open to questions involving points of Law
1873-74 . - In addition to those already published 5 ,402 ,759 ; the offences disposed of summarily last such as a solicitor should be consulted upon . Queries will

by us, the following solicitors have been elected year 211,470 , being a proportion of 391'4 in each be excluded which go beyond our limits .
| N . B . - None are inserted runless the nameand address of the

to the office of Mayor for the ensuing year : Mr. 10 ,000 of the population . The excess of town writers are sent, not necessarily for publication , but as a

C . J . Follett, B . C . L ., Exeter (second time) ; Mr. crime is a feature in the present tables. There guarantee for bona fides .

Arthur Leech , Newcastle-under-Lyme, Stafford . were two persons sentenced to death in Ireland

shire ; Mr. Charles Newman , Barnsley (second last year, neither of whom were executed . Com Queries.
time) ; Mr. Charles Denton Leech , Bury St. parisons aro drawn in the document between 34. STAMPS -- AGREEMENT FOR WEEKLY TEXANCT . --

Edmunds; Mr. W . H . Bailes , Boston . England and Ireland. Of 29 ,121 of both sexes in what stamp does a lease from week to week or an

RULES OF PROCEDURE IN THE LAW COURTS . prison last year in Ireland 12,700 could neither agreement for a weekly tenancy require ? If a penny

The Times understands that progress is being read nor write . Last year in Ireland the total receipt stamp,must it be obliterated in the usual way ?

made in the framing by the judges of the rules of cost of repression of crimewas £1,336 ,388 , of which
Ex OFFICIO .

procedure which they were to make under the £929,705 was for police, £334,246, for persons in
35 . BILL OF Costs - PARTNER. - A solicitor re

Judicature Act. The judges have met , and a com - confinement,and £72,4371, for prosecutions,
mittee has been selected from among them . Under

tained to institute suit. During its progress he took &
THE NEW CHIEF JUSTICE.- On Tuesday even . partner . Should costs against client be in two parts

the direction of this committee three draftsmen ing Sir John Duke Coleridge, the recently -ap. i .e . , in name of solicitor to time of partnership com .

are at work , one of whom has been selected pointed Lord Chief Justice of the Common Pleas . I mencing , and afterwards in name of firm , or the whole

for his acquaintance with procedure in common took formal leave of the Society of the Middle in name ofsolicitor first instructed .

law , one for his knowledge of the practice in the Temple , with which Inn of Court he has been
INQUIRER FOR CASE ,

oquity courts, and the third on account of expe - connected as a student, barrister, reader , and 36 . CHEQUE - INDORSEMENT. - A chegue drawno

rience in the Admiralty , Probate , and Divorce bencher for the last 30 years. In the ordinary la country branch of the London and County Bank, a
courts . A draft of the rules is expected to be course of things he would this Term have suc. payable to tbe order of “ the executors of Mrs. G .,
ready before the end of the year, and it will then ceeded to the Treasurership of the Inn on the banded unindorsed by R . W . (who is her executor

be carefully considered , with the object of placing completion of Sir John Karslake's term of office , Ni Pit
J . P . for a particular purpose . J . P . indorses the

the definitive rules in the hands of the Profession but his prior appointment to the Bench , and his
cheque, “ J . P ., executor of Mrs. Giblin . " and obtatus

htnkes it tocash for the cbeque at another bank, wbich takessometimebefore the Long Vacation . consequent removal to Serjeants'.inn, caused him ' the chiefoffice of the London and County Bank , *
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it is honoured ,and in due course it is returned to the ( Q . 26 .) DEVISE - WORDS OF REVOCATION. - The rever - quired in searching out from a mass of evidence
branch on which it is drawn . First, Is the indorse- sion was in C . on A .' s death , and on failure of the estate what could and what could not be laid before &
ment by " J . P .” a forgery ? second , Who loses the tail C . cannot be prevented from taking the whole esmoney, ( a ) the executor of Mrs. G ., (6 ) the drawer, or tate. The reyocation was good without the words jury, and he also spoke as to the necessity of legal

(c) the bank ? R . B . P . quoted , which only embody the testator' s personal knowledge in drawing a will. He then proceeded
feeling, ond are inoperative to defeat the rights of C . to speak of the grievances of which the legal

37 . TRUSTEES - INVESTMENT.- Can trustees under the as heir. See 1 Reeves' Hist. Eng . Law , 105 ; Co . Litt., profession complained . He put on one side the
following clause invest upon East Indian Railway | 19la , n . ( 1 ) vi. 3 . OWL. question of legal education , as that had been taken
Stock ? Please give a reason , and, if possible, an - The heir-at-law is entitled, since he can only be up by the Legal Education Association. Hewas
anthority : “ And the said trustees shall lay out or disinherited by an eflectual gift to some one else. not there, he said , to express an opinion upon that
invest such moneys in their or his own names or name Z . Y .
in the Parliamentary or Public Stocks or Funds of

Association ; but he was entitled to refer to the

Great Britain , or at interest on Government or real existence of that Association as an evidence that

securities in England or Wales , or on the bond or bonds ( Q . 27 .) CONVEYANCE. - B .'s co -trustee or co-trusteesees it was possible for the two branches of the Pro
of some corporate body constituted by Act of Parlia will release to him . Ows fession to combine together for a common object,
ment, or in the capital stock of some incorporated com - Subject to any question as to the payment for her for they had found it possible to sit on the
pany constituted by Act of Parliament and paying a separate use or otherwise of the legacy to B ' s wite - l council of that Association together. (Hear, bear.)
dividend ." B .' s co - trustees, by virtue of their legal and beneficial

interests , can make a title . I doubt , however , whether The artificial barrier raised between the two

38. JOINT TENANCY. - If any of your readers will it would be good as against unpaid creditors of the teg branches was a grievance of which both sides

enlighten me on the following query I shall feel greatly tator, who might very properly insist that a bona fide complained . A flourishing junior at the Bar re

obliged : - If one of three joint tenants aliens his share, sale should have been made to a stranger . Z . Y . cently told him that the Bar and attorneys were
do the two remaining tenants still hold their parts by natural foes. There were persons who thought
joint tenancy and survivorship ? Thus, suppose A ., B . ,

( Q . 29.) RAILWAY - TRESPASS. - The placards being
that the internecine war between thetwo branches

and C . are joint tepants in fee , and A . conveys to D . his century civi.share in the lands, and then B . dies , in what shares are true, would not render the company or its officers liable | was hardly consistent with 19th
the lands then held ? I am aware that the share which to an action for libel. The persons concerned in the lization . An eminent Queen 's Counsel had said
is disposed of becomes a subject of a tenancy in common placarding are , however, prima facie, liable to indict - 1 that " attorneys exercised a malignant influence
with the remaining two. INTERMEDIATE . ment. In order to escape conviction they would have over the Bar : ' and lately an eminent solicitor

to show not only the truth of the libel, but to persuade | declared that it was “ timethe reign of barrister
a jury that it was for the public benefit thatthe offender39 . CUSTODY OF INFANT. - A . B ., who is resident in the should not only be fined but held up as a scarecrow , for dom should cease.” Now was this state of things

United States of America , is desirous or removing nis
the warning of others. I think that placarding offenders to be allowed to go on without an attempt being

"a u v
infant child from the custody of his wife and her rela .

i ndshich ea comnanies or Imade to humanise, not to say to Christianise , the

tions, who reside in this country , into the custody of their officials have no right to adopt . As a rule the relations between the two branches before another
his parents, who also reside in this country . What is public press sufficiently exposes offenders. Z . Y . race of lawyers grew up ? The fact of a barrister
the proper course for him to adopt for this purpose ,
and form of authority for him to execute , and need it

dying in a common lodging house of starvation ,
be under seal or bear a stamp, and how should it be ( Q . 30 .) MARRIED WOMAN. - The deed must be ac. opened the eyes of the public to the hollowness of
executed and attested , and what would be about the | knowledged . Z . Y . the existing state of things. Many barristers
cost of applying to the Court of Queen 's Bench . for a were keeping up the position of members of the
writ of habeas corpus ? LEX. ( Q . 31.) LIQUIDATION . - B . lends A . sbares, which A . aristocracy upon the income of paupers . Success.

does not return when requested, having, with B .'s con - ful solicitors, on whom wealth had descended
40. LORD MAYOR' S COURT - JURISDICTION . - Will any sent pledged them to C . for £100 . There can be no doubt in olden showera wara sitting in gplendid

of your readers inforrn me how jurisdiction has been that B . would recover against A . damages on A .' s im
conferred upon the Lord Mayor' s Court in respect of plied contract to redeem the shares for B . ' s benefit , and | homes without a chance of obtaining dignity or
debts contracted in the country ? I have now before me theamount of damages would be the amount re- honour. There were persons who thought that
a summons from the above court in respect of a debtquired to redeem the shares . This should be proved the existing state of things exercised a demoralis .
for provisions contracted 200 miles from London , I for under sect . 31 of the Act of 1869. 2 . Y ing influence upon the Profession . (Hear.) It
secured by a bill of exchange sent to the defendant by was asked whether it would be possible if a higher
a firm of accountants in town for acceptance . I wasunder the impression that " transitory " actions were ( Q . 33.) COMMISSIONER . - In the third edition of Day's tone prevailed for attorneys to gamble for counsel

qualified as regards inferior courts of record , and only
Common Law Procedure Acts, p . 24 , see as to affidavits and counsel to jilt their clients ? Would it be

triable where the defendant resides, and the place where sworn before attorneys, their agents , and clerks, | possible for accountants, law stationers, money

thedebt was contracted . It is so in the County Courts . R . G . H . T . 1853 , rr . 142- 3 post, and Horsefall v . Matthew lenders, debt collectors, and advertising quacks
HARDSHIP . man ( 3 M . & S . 154 ). R . G . H . T . 1853 , r. 142, no affidavit to usurp the functions of the legal Profession ?

of service of process shall be deemed sufficient if sworn
[ The jurisdiction of the court is limited to the city . before the plaintiff ' s own attorney or his clerk : (See

(Cheers.) Would there bean Inn of Court , calling
except in Foreign Attachment. But the difficulty of
objecting to jurisdiction is so great that it is generally

Foster v . Harvey 11 W . R . 899, July 1863. v . c . WJ I gentlemen to the Bar at a cost of £2150 each ?

yielded to . - ED .]
T . 1853, r . 143, where an agent in town or an | If the rules of etiquette were defined , would un

attorney in the country is the attorney on the record , scrupulous men violate them with impunity ?
an affidavit sworn before the attorney in the country | Thara wonld be no satisfactory solution of
shall not be received , and an affidavit sworn before an

Answers.
existing difficulties until there was joint action

attorney ' s clerk shall not be received in cases where it

(Q . 12 .) POOR LAW -- LIABILITY TO MAINTAIN GRAND
would not be receivable if sworn before the attorney between the two branches of the legal Profession .

PARENT. - " Pauper ," in your last number, in answer to
himself ; but this rule shall not extend to av affidavit | They had been too long kept apart, and it was

" G . K .. " states that in the index to the last edition of to hold to bail. G . S . time they met in a spirit of compromise. Each

Archbold ' s Poor Law , under the head “ Grandfather, ” should be prepared to sacrifice something for the
will be found “ liability to maintain grandchildren , and general good . The public interest should be
to be maintained by them ." The index, it is true, con LAW SOCIETIES, paramount. It might be hoped that the noble
tains such a reference, but I am unable to find any Profession to which they belonged would then be
authority for the latter proposition in the body of the

book ; on the contrary , I am convinced that the law as THE LEGAL PRACTITIONERS' SOCIETY. | as unsullied as the ermine of the judges who adorn

laid down 31 J . P ., p . 755, referred to by “ F . W . F .” in Tur meeting of barristers our judgment seat. (Cheers.)
Themeeting of barristers and solicitors , to which

your last issue is correct. X . X . X .
Mr Gresham . the high bailiff of Southwark ,

reference was made last week , was held at the corroborated the chairman 's statement of the
rooms of the Social Science Association , Adelphi,

(Q . 13 .) LEGACY DUTY. - From the initials given in the sociation, Adelphi, unpleasant state of feeling between the two
under the presidency of Mr. W . T . Charley, D . C . L . / branches, and he expressed his regret that it didcase it may be guessed that A . T . was the sister of

J . G .'s wife -- not the wife or widow of J . G . ' s brother . M . P ., on Thursday, the 20th inst., to consider exist. He did not think there should be any
II A . T . were such sister , the reply given by " S . " is the necessity for founding a Legal Practitioners' I disagreement between members of the Bar
correct. In the other event; 3 per cent. only would be Society, for “ the reform of the existing unsatis and attorneys.

Z . Y .
He then alluded to the state

payable, under sect. 11 . factory state of the legalprofessiou.” The pro of things in Gray 's- inn , in which he was
posal was that the society should restrict itself personally interested , his son having been ex

(Q . 14.) Not PROVEN. - In answer to the question as " to the reform of proved abuses in connection
to the Scotch verdict of Not Proven in your issue of the with the Profession only , " and among its objects his father as an attorney .

cluded from the inn because he was articled to

15th , I may inform your correspondent that a person
He alluded to the

the following were mentioned : To define the rules dissatisfaction caused by barristers taking briefswho has been a cquitted by such a verdict cannot again
be indicted on the same charge. It operates in exactly of etiquette of the legal profession, and reduce without the possibility of attending to them ,
the same way as a verdict of Not Guilty . It has been them to a written code ; to define the rights and and this too, without any responsibility ; while
found to work well ; but this is not the place to enter | liabilities of the two branches of the legalprofes- attorneyswould be held directly responsible for any
on the question of its merits and demerits . sion inter se, as well as in relation to the public ; neglect. As to Gray's - inn, he said that though an

ADVOCATE . to place the government of the legal profession attorney ,hemaintained the right ofmembership in
on a sound representative basis ; and to protect his Inn , and he went on to complain of the usurpa(Q . 16 .) CONVEYANCING . - The concurrence of the cestuis

que trust under H .' s will does not appear to be abso
the legal profession against the depredations of tion of the duties and privileges of the Profession

lutely necessary : but, if it be necessary , it will be ino unqualified men . by accountants and others in bankruptoy, county ,
perative against the married women , unless they ac The Chairman , in his opening speech , stated and police courts . He thought a society such as
knowledge the deed . A new trustee should be ap that letters had been received from members this proposed to be would be a most useful one for
pointed in the place of the one said to be of unsound
mind. Z . Y . of both branches of the Profession favourable the Profession .

to the objects for which the meeting had been Mr. Gresham , jun., urged the necessity of a
(Q . 21.) REPUDIATION OF BET. - I think C . was safe in called , and it was felt that there was no existing society such as this proposed to be, to protect the

paying over , notwithstanding B . ' s protest . See Martin society to which could be confided the onerous Profession against the depredations of unqualified
v . Hewson (10 Ex. 737.) Z . Y . task of reforming the abuses in the legal pro - persons.

fession . The question of that night would be Mr. Coryton , late a judge at Rangoon , thought
(Q . 24.) WILL AND CODICIL . See Wills Act of 1837, 8. whether there should or should not be a society that an amalgamation of the Profession would

34 ; Winter v . Winter (5 Ha . 306 ) ; Gordon v . Atkinson founded . The law had been amended , and the lead to partnerships between the two branches.
(1 De G . & S . 478 ) : Brooke v . Kent ( 3 Moo . P . C . 334 ,
1 No . Cas . 93 ) . But the rule that a codicil confirming a judicial system reconstructed , but no effort had | In India the feeling was something like that
will makes the will for many purposes bear the date of been made to redress the grievances of which which the chairman had described as the feeling
the codicil is subject to the limitation that the testa both branches of the Profession complained , and of some in this country , that lawyers were a
tor's intention be not thereby defeated (Dos v . Hole, 15 the Profession stood in nearly the same position nuisance. The Government in India looked upon

that it stood a century ago . There were many | litigation as a nuisance, and tried to keep it
persons, no doubt, who would improve the legal within bounds. After some explanations with

(Q . 25.) CHEQUE - SUPPOSED SWINDLE . - The plaint
must be in a Metropolitan Court. The judge has power,

profession off the face of the earth (a laugh ), ) the Chairman on one or two remarks madeby the

bowever , under 19 & 20 Vict . o . 108, s. 22, to change the and abate it as a nuisance ; and there were latter, hewent on to say that simplifying the law
venue, The judge will directwhat number of witnesses not wanting members in the House of Commons in India opened up plenty of fair business. He
are to be allowed , on taxation of costs ,and what allow . with that desire ; but hemost emphatically stated explained the system prevailing in India , and
ances are to be made for attendance. See 9 & 10 Vict. that the public could not get on without lawyers. stated that the judge had to discover, by having
c . 85 , 8 . 86 : County Court C . L . Rules 130 , 132 . B . can (Hear.) A man might be his own priest or the parties to a litigation before him , the points
be summoned as a witness under the above section . his own doctor with more or less success, but at issue, and then to confine the parties to those
(See Shortt and Jones. County Court Acts . pp .69, 70 . ) B .

not criminally responsible unless it be proved that he | he failed altogether when he tried to be his own points. He thought there was room for improve

knew , or bad reasonable ground to suspect, tbat the lawyer. He instanced the necessity of legalment in the system in this country.
cheque would be dishonoured . Z . Y . ' assistance by recounting the discrimination re - l Mr. Crump said that he had come to the meet.

Jur. 13). OWL.
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ing to hear, and with no intention of speak . E . Lewis, M .P ., so often expressed by him upon THE COURTS & COURT PAPERS,
ing , but in response to a suggestion that he that subject . He was entirely opposed to amal.
should make some observations, he would say gamation. He begged to move the resolution he SITTINGS AFTER MICHAELMAS TERM 1873.that he did not think the rules of the Pro. had read .

fession required any codification . As a barrister , Mr. Gresham seconded the resolution, which
he could not say that he had known of any heart was carried nem . con . Equity Courts.
burnings or jealousy as between the members of On themotion of Mr. Ford, seconded by Mr.
the two branches of the Profession . He had | Lowe, it was resolved that the meeting be ad . Court of Appeal in Chancery.
seen no trace of “ a malignant influence on the journed to the 7th Jan . next at the same place at (Before the LORD CHANCELLOR.)
Bar ” by attorneys, who, in his intercourse with 8 o 'clock . At Lincoln ' s -inn .

them he had generally found to be educated gen - An unanimous vote of thanks to the chairman Tuesday ...... Dec. 2 First Seal. Appeais
tlemen , and he could not understand how busi. | closed the proceedings. Wednesday ......... 3 Appealmotions and appeals

Thursday . . . .. .. 4 Appeals
ness could be carried on as it is if that feeling

Friday 5 Bankrupt appeals, petitions,
existed . The fact that an enormous amount of and appeals
work was conducted in and out of court to the HUDDERSFIELD LAW STUDENTS' Monday ... 8 Appeals
satisfaction of the public , showed that the two DEBATING SOCIETY. Tuesday Ditto

branches did work in accord , and he believed that A MEETING of this society was held on Mon - 1 Wednesday 10 Appealmotions and appeals
they would continue to work in accord . He was | day, the 24th inst., Mr. G . L . Batley occupied Thursday Second Seal Appeals

Friday Bankrupt appeals , petitions,

emphatically opposed to any proposition for amal. the chair . The following question was appointed and appeals
gamation . But, if attorneys could not live because for discussion : “ Was the case of Revell v . | Monday .......... Appeals

of the depredations upon their profession by un . Blake ( L . Rep. 7 C . P . 300), rightly decided p" Tuesday......... 16 Ditto

qualified men , let those enactments which existed Wednesday .. .. . .. ..
Mr. B . Crook conducted the affirmative, and

17 Appealmotions and appeals

for the protection of the Profession be strictly
Thursday . .. .. .. .. 18 Third Seal. Appeals

Messrs. G . W . Morrison and E . F . Brook the Fridayenforced in the tribunals of the country. Let it not 19 Bankrupt appeals , petitions,
negative. The question was decided in the and appeals

however be supposed by the public that the twovo negative. During Term (except ou Saturdays ) the Lord Chan .

branches were engaged in internecine warfare . cellor will usually sit in full Court with the Lords

He believed that if a poll were taken of the Pro . ARTICLED CLERKS SOCIETY . Justices of the Court of Appeal.

fession there would be no differences of opinion
A MEETING of this society was held at 1, Mil. (Before the LORDS JUSTICES.)

except as to the means of facilitating business.
Speaking as a barrister,he desired to point out that ford- lane, Strand , W . C ., on Wednesday , the 26th At Lincoln 's -inn .

November, Mr. George Castle in the chair . Mr.in the matter of briefs being taken which could not
Tuesday ..... Dec. 2 First Seal. Appeals.

be attended to , the barrister, in this matter, was Baker opened for discussion, " The Judicature Wednesday . ....... 3 Appeal motions and appeals
Thursday .. . .. . .. . 4 Appeals

often in the hands of his clerk , who would take in Act,” Part VI. Mr. G . E . Browne opened the Friday 5 Bankrupt appeals and appeals

business in the bona fide expectation that it subject for the evening 's debate, viz . : “ That the Saturday..... Petitions in lunacy and appeal

would receive proper attention , and who could not Profession does not sufficiently guard and advance petitions

its own interests." Monday
always foresee the engagements of his employer. The motion was carried . Appeals

Tuesday 9 Ditto
The remedy for the grievance of a barrister Wednesday . .. . . Appealmotions and appeals

not attending to briefs was in the hands of the BRISTOL ARTICLED CLERKS’ DEBATING Thursday ... . .. . .. Second Seal. Appeals

attorneys; for if they found a man so over . Friday ... . . .. . . .. . .. .. 12 Bankrupt appeals and appeals
SOCIETY. Saturday ... .. ... .. . .whelmed with business that he could not attend 13 Petitions in lunacy and appeal

A MEETING of this society was held at the Law petitions
to all his work , it was their fault in retaining

| Library, Small-street, on Tuesday evening, the Monday 15 Appeals
him . For his part he did not see that there was

| 18th inst ., E . J . Swann, Esq., solicitor, occupied Tuesday Ditto

any grievance in there not being an amalgama. Wednesday . .. 17 Appealmotions and appeals
the chair. The following subject was discussed : Thursday

tion . He did not want to become an attorney, but 18 Third Seal. Appeals
“ Wasthe opinion of the Court of Queen's Bench Friday .. . .. . . .. . .

he had no objection to any solicitor becoming a 19 Bankrupt appeals and appeals

barrister per saltum . He did not think , if there
in the case of Roberts v . Humphreys (21 W . R . Saturday ... 20 Petitions in Tunacy and appeal

885 ) well founded in view of previous decisions ? ” petitions

were an amalgamation, that the Profession would
hold the position it now did before the country ; Mr. Foster opened in the affirmative, and was

The dars (if any ) on which the Lords Justices sball
be engaged in the Full Court or at the Judicial Com

for there was something now about the Bar opposed by Mr. Dymond. The question was de. mittee of the Privy Council are excepted .

perhaps it was owing to their not being brought cided in the affirmative by a majority of one.

into direct contact with the public - which gave it Rolls Court.

& peculiar position . If that were broken down , PETERBOROUGH ARTICLED CLERKS' At Chancer -lane.

and the barristers were liable to be pressed DEBATING SOCIETY. Tuesday ...... Dec. 2 First Seal. Motions and general

by their clients to take strong views of par. paper
A MEETING of this society was held at the County Wednesday ......... 3 General paper

ticular cases as attorneys were, the influence of
Court , New -road , Peterborough , G . F . D . Gaches , Thursday ............ 4the Profession would be diminished in the country, Ditto
Esq., solicitor, in the chair . Mr. M . P . Grissell, Friday .... ... .... ... .. 5

and they would be deprived of the means they
Ditto

opened in the affirmative : “ An owner of lands in Saturday . .. . . . . .. .. . . 6
had now of doing a vast amount of good to the

Petitions, short causes, ad.
journed summonses, and

public. The one object of the society should be fee simple , whose rents are payable half-yearly at general paper

to ensure that steps were taken to protect the Pro . Michaelmas and Lady-day, dies in the month of Monday .......... Further considerations and

fession , and the Profession should do their best August 1872, having made his will dated 1869, generalpaper

whereby he devised his estates in Peterborough Tuesdayto suppress unqualified persons. There could be
General paper

Wednesday . ... . . .to A ., and the residue of his real estate to B . Ditto
no doubt that in County Courts and other tri.

Are the executors entitled under the Apportion .
Thursday

bunals , the Profession was robbed by accountants
11 Second Seal. Motionsand gene

ral paper

and agents of all kinds , and he was surprised to ment Act (33 & 34 Vict. 35 ) to receive from both Friday .... 12 General paper

see so large and powerful a body as the attorneys or either of the devisees at Michaelmas 1872, the Saturday .... Petitions, short causes, ad .
journed| amount of the rent which shall have accrued duesitting quietly by , while the legitimate profits of

summonses, and

general paperin respect of the estates devised to them respec.
their profession were taken by persons who, he Monday ............tively from Lady -day 1872 to tho day of the

5 Further considerations and

believed , fostered the worst class of litigation in
testator ' s death , as part of the personalestate ofthis country.

general paper
Tuesday . .. . .. .. . General paper

Mr. Leslie , as a solicitor , was entirely opposed the testator ? " Mr. J. W . Smart replied in the Wednesday .. ..... .. 17 Ditto
Thursdayto amalgamation , and he felt that the subject of negative, and after a good discussion the affirma ........... 18 Third Seal. Motions and gene.

depredations on the Profession was one requiring tive was carried by a majority of four . ral paper

Friday 19 General paper
serious attention . He did not complain of the Saturday 20 Petitions, short causes, ad .
junior Bar, but thought it would be very de journed summonses , and

sirable if leaders confined themselves in the com . LEGAL OBITUARY. general paper

mon law courts to particular courts as they do in At the Rolls , unopposed petitions must be presented ,

Chancery .
and copies left with the secretary , on or before the

Note .- This department of the LAW TIMES, is contributed Thursday preceding the Saturday on which it is in .
Mr. Lowe spoke at some length with reference to by EDWARD WALFORD, M . A ., and late scholar of Balliol

College , Oxford , and Fellow of the Genealogical and tended they should be heard ,
the conduct of unqualified persons in County Historical Society of Great Britain ; and , as it is desired

Courts and police courts , as well in London as the to make it as perfect a record as possible , the families and V . C . Malins' Court.
country, friends ofdeceased members of the Profession will oblige

by forwarding to the LAW TIMES Office any dates and At Lincoln 's-inn .
Mr. Charles Ford then rose to move theonly reso . materials required for a biographical notice ,

lution , which he said was intended to submit to the
Tuesday ...... Dec. 2 First Seal, Motions and gene.

ral paper
meeting, namely, “ That it is expedient to esta Wednesday .. ..A . H . WHITAKER , ESQ .blish a society to be called ,

3 General paper
The Legal Prac Thursday 4 Ditto

titioners' Society , for the purpose of reforming The late Alfred Hanbury Whitaker, Esq., bar Friday .. . .. .. 5 Petitionsand general paper
abuses in relation to the legal profession . " He rister-at- law , who died on the 10th inst. at Saturday Short causes , adjourned sum

said he felt much pleasure in undertaking the Abbot's -walk , Reading , was tho youngest son of monses, and general paper

the late Edward Whitaker, Esq., of the Manor Monday
office of honorary secretary , not only because such

General paper
Tuesday . .. . Ditto

a society might certainly be made of use to the House, Bampton , Oxon, and was born about the Wednesday .. .. . 10 Ditto
Profession ,but also because he felt sure its opera . / year 1816 . He was called to the Bar by the Thursday 11 Second Seal, Motionsand gene
tion would be of advantage to the public. This Honourable Society of the Middle Temple in ral paper

being a preliminary meeting it was not his inten- | Hilary Term 1844, and practised for someyears as Friday . 12 Petitions and general paper
tion to address them at any length ; he would a conveyancer at his chambers in Field -court, Saturday............... 13 Short causes, adjourned sum .

monses, and general paperonly refer, therefore, to one or two points. The Gray's - inn. Monday ............ County Court appeals and gene.

depredations of unqualified persons upon the ral paper

Profession was beyond question serious. The W . MILLS, ESQ. Tuesday . .... . General paper

practical exclusion of solicitors from passing to The late William Mills, Esq., barrister-at- law , Wednesday . 17 Ditto
the Bar was a great injustice , and he had received who died on the 23rd ult., at his residence in Thursday .. 18 Third Seal. Motions and gene

letters from the Lord Chancellor, the late At Sackville-street, in the thirty - first year of his age, Friday ral paper
Friday................ 19 Petitions and general paper

torney-General (Sir J. D . Coleridge), and the pre . was the eldest son of John Robert Mills, Esq., of Saturday ............ Short causes , adjourned sum .

Bent Master of the Rolls, and others, admitting York , and was born in the year 1843 . He was monses, and general paper

that the rules of the Inns of Court in this respect called to the Bar by the Honourable Society of

required modification . He (Mr. Ford) felt strongly the Inner Temple in Hilary Term 1863, and prac. V . C . Bacon 's Court.
on this subject, it was discreditable to the Barand tised with considerable success as a specialpleader At Lincoln ' s - inn .

an injustice to solicitors. Upon the subject of on the Midland Circuit. He also attended the Tuesday ...... Dec. 2 First Seal. Motions and ad .
the liability of counsel for negligence, he quite North Riding of Yorkshire Sessions, and also the jouined sunimonses

agreed with the views entertained by Mr. Charles ' York City and Leeds Borough Sessions. Wednesday . ...... 3 General paper

. . . . . . . . . . . . 18
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Friday . .. .. . . . .

..........

deraPet. No sol.
Emanuoriley:

nehardwick
BRODZSV. John's W .Gresham :sher, Upper m.ce of Sol.

* ** * .. .. .. .

...........

there.
Sono

DOCK

Thursday ......Dec. 4 General paper SIDEBOTHAM , NATHAX , and MARSH , JAMES, machinists, Ash NATHAN, SAMUEL LEWIS, jeweller, Hatton .gdn. Pet. Nov . 18 .
5 Ditto ton- under-Lyne. Pet. Nov . 21. Reg. Hall. Sur . Dec . 11 Dec . 9, at two , 8 : Ridler 's hotel, Holborn . Sols . Messrs . Lewis ,

Ely . pl, Holborn
Saturday .. . .. . . . . 6 Petitions, short causes, and BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED.

OSBORNE, HEXRY ERNEST , optician , Sheffield . Pet. Nov. 19 .general paper Gazette, Nov . 18 . Nov. 28 , at half past eleven , at office of Sols . Broomhead ,Monday In Bankruptcy
Wightman , and Moore , SheffieldJEWELL , THOMAS, architect, Leadenhall-st. Feb . 2 , 1872Tuesday General paper

PRESBURY, Joux, farmor , Boylestone. Pet. Nov . 19 . Dec. 6 , atWednesday . .. . .. three, at the White Hart hotel, Uttoxeter. Sol. Wilson , Bur.
Ditto Gazette , Nov. 21.

ton -on - Trent
Thursday 11 Second Seal. Motions and ad - GOLDSWORTHY, ROBERT, delivery clerk , Arlington -st, Camden . PRICE , JAMES, fishmonger, Bristol. Pet. Nov. 20 . Nov. 22 , at

journed summonses town. April 16 , 1872
eleven , at office of Sol. Essery, BristolFriday

REED, GEORGE SOMMERS, builder , Ilfracombe. Pet. Nov . 15 .General paper WOOD, SAMUEL HOYLE , yeast Importer, Leeds. March 13, 1872
Dec . 2 , at two, at the Queen ' s hotel, Ilfracombe, Sol. Bencraft ,Saturday Petitions, short causes, aud
Barnstaplegeneral paper

RIGBY, JOHX , watchmaker , Blackburn . Pet. Nov . 15. Dec. 3 , atMonday In Bankruptcy Liquidations by Arrangement. twelve , at office of Sols . Messrs. Ainsworth , Blackburn
ROBINSON, THOMAS, innkeeper, Middleham . Pet. Nov. 15 . Dec .

Tuesday 16 General paper
4 , at one, at office of Sols. Messrs . Teale, BedaleFIRST MEETINGS.DittoWednesday

SKERRITT, CHARLES, plurnber, Ruddington . Pet. Nov. 17 . Dec .Thursday 18 Third Seal, Motions and ad Gazette , Nov, 21. 5 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Belk , Nottinghamjcurned summonses . SMITH , BENJAMIX , hay dealer , Leeds. Pet. Nov . 15 . Dec. 1, atAPPS, GEORGE, umbrella maker , Mansell-st, Whitechapel. Pet. three, at office of Sol. Walker , LeedsFriday General paper Nov . 12. Dec . 3 , at ten , at office of Sol. Dobson , Southampton . SMITH , BENJAMIX , coaldealer, Barrow -in - Furness. Pet. Nov . 18 .
Saturday........ Petitions, short causes , and bldg , Chancery.la

Dec . 5 , at ten , at the Ship inn , Barrow - in . Furness . Sol. BradBAXTER, ROBERT COWLEY, stationer, Manchester . Pet. Nov .general paper
sbaw , Barrow - in Furness18 . Dec. 10 , at three, atoffices or Sols. Farrar and Hall, Man . SMITH , Exos, shoemaker, Chilmark . Pet. Nov. 17 . Dec. 3 , at

chester
three,at offices of Sol. Hill, SalisburyBLACKBURN, JOSHUA, contractor, Heckmondwike. Pet. Nov . 17. SMITH , FRANK , grocer Middlesbrough . Pet . Nov . 17. Dec. 3 , atV . C . Hall's Court. Dec. 3 , at half past three, at office of Sol. Scholefield , Batley
eleven , at Mrs. Barker 's Temperance hotel, Middlesbrough .At Lincoln 's -inn . BRODZIAC , LEwis, generalmerchant, Coleman - st, and Alexandra Sol. Bainbridge, Middlesbrough

rd , St. John 's -wood . Pet. Nov . 20 . Dec . 12, at two, at the
SOMERS, JOHN BARNES, farmer, Pinner. Pet. Nov. 18. Dec . 15 ,Tuesday ...... Dec. 2 First Seal. Motions and gene Guildhall tavern , Gresham .st. Sol. Emanuel, Walbrook
at two, at offices of Sol. Venderpump, South -square , Gray' s-innral paper BROWN, CHARLES, confectioner , Upper Wortley. near Leeds, STACEY, ALFRED, general dealer, Petersfield Pet. Nov . 12 .

Pet. Nov , 14 . Nov . 29 , at two, at office of Sol. Hardwick ,Wednesday ......... 3 General paper
Nov. 29, at four, at the Dolphin hotel, Petersfield . Sol. King ,Leeds
PortseaThursday 4 Ditto BULL, GRENVILLE BALLAD, farmer , Aston Clinton . Pet. Nov . STAXTON, JAMES, and LOXGMORE, JANES, ironmasters, Brad

Friday . . .. . . . 5 Petitions, adjourned sum . 19. Dec . 11, at twelve , at offlee of Sols . Messrs. Parrott, Ayles . ford . Pet. Nov . 19 . Nov . 21, at twelve , at the Talbot hotel,
monses, and general paper bury

Oldbury . Sol. Shakespeare , OldburyCALDWELL WILLIAM . jun . . joiner, Latchford . Pet. Nov . 18 . STEED . WILLIAM , builder. Bookhan . st , and New North -road ,Saturday 6 Short causes, adjourned sum Dec. 5, at three, at Brooks, Commercial-chmbs , Horsemarket. Hoxton . Pet . Nov . 19 . Dec. 10, at one, at office of Sol. Hooper,monses, and general paper st, Warrington . Sols. Davies and Brook , Warrington
City -rd , Finsbury .sg

Monday .. . General paper CARLING , JOSHUA, wine merchant, Leamington . Pet. Nov, 14 . STEVENSOX , WILLIAM , cotton manufacturer , Marsden . Pet.
Dec . 2 , at eleven , at office of Sol Hodgson , BirminghamDittoTuesday :

Nov . 14 . Dec . 5 , at three, at office of Sols . Addleshaw andCHADWICK , WILLIAM HENRY, beerhouse keeper, Chorlton .on . Warburton , ManchesterWednesday ..... Ditto
Medlock . Pet. Nov . 10 . Dec . 1, at four, at othses of Sols . STICKELIS, GEORGE THOMAS, Ventnor. Pet. Nov . 13. Dec . 2 , atThursday . . . . . . 11 Second Seal. Motions, ad. Learoyd and Learoyd , Huddersfield

one, at R . Jones and Co. Lancaster - pl, Strand . Sol. Durraitjourned summonses, and gene. CLARK , GEORGE, sadaler, Batley . Pet. Nov. 17 . Dec. 3 , at ten , WALLACE, WILLIAM THOMAS, hotel keeper, Dorking . Pet. Nov .
at ottice of Sol. Wooler, Batleyral paper

19 . Dec. 3 , at three , at theGuildhall coffee house, Gresham .st.CLEAVE, ROBERT, ironmonner , Wolsey- ter , Clarence- rd , Ted .
Sol. Baker , Old Jewry -chmbgFriday 12 Petitions, adjourned sum dington , also Meard ' s - ct, Wardour-st, Soho. Pet. Nov . 17 . WEBSTER , GEORGE, generalshop keeper, Bristol. Pet. Nov . 12 .

monses , and general paper Dec . 5 , at two , at offices of Sol Seale, Lincoln ' s -inn -fields
Dec . 2 , at eleven al office of So). Wnims. BristolSaturday ............ 13 Short causes, adjourned sum CLEGG , JAMES, grocer , Lowmoor, par. Bradford . Pet . Nov. 18 . WELLS, HENRY ROBERT, stationer , Kingsland High -st, andDec. 6 , at ten , at offices of Sols. Berry and Robinson , Brad . Devonshire - ter , Kingsland . Pet . Nov , 19 . Dec . 15, as two, atmonses, and general paper ford
A . Luss, accountant, 60, Cornbill. Sols . Wilkins, Blyth , andMonday General paper CLEMENT, JAMES WHITE, attorney , Alton . Pet Nov. 15 . Dec .
Marsland , St. Swithin 's. laTuesday Ditto 2 , at three , at the Swan hotel, Alton . Sols . Messrs . Parker , WHITE , ROBERT, victualler, Harrold . Pet. Nov. 12 . Nov. 29 , atWednesday . . . . Ditto Bedford - row
three , at office of Sol. Stimson , BedfordCON DOX, JOHX, coal merchant, Perseverance-wharf, Millwall WILKINSON , JAMEX , soda water manufacturer , Warrington .Thursday 18 Third Seal. Motions, ad dock , and Kingsbridge . pl, Westferry - rd , Millwall . Pet Xoy . Pet. Nov. 12. Nov . 24, at twelve, at office of Sol. Moore, War .

journed summonses, and gene 18. Dec . 5 . at three , at the Ironmonger ' s Arms, Westferry - rd , rington
ral paper Millwall. Sol. Fenton , Worship - st

WILLIAMS, SAMUEL JOHN , bootmaker, Mount.rt, Grosvenor- sq .adjourned COOKE, WILLIAM , cordwainer, Metheringham .sum . Pet. Nov . 17 .Friday.................. 19 Petitions,
Pet . Nov . 20 . Dec. 8 , at twelve, at 90, Lower Thames - st. Sol.Dec . 3. at eleven , at office of Sol. Tweed , Saltergate
Farnfeldmonses,and general paper CRABB, RICHARD, bootmaker , James-st, Oxford - st , Paddington . WILLMOTT, WILLIAM BALLARD, blacksmith , Queen ' s -rd , Not

Saturday.............. 20 Sbort causes, adjourned sum . st, and Harrow - rd , Marylebone . Pet . Nov . 8 . Dec. 1 , at eleven , ting.hill. Pet. Nov . 14 . Dec . 1, at eleven , at the Biewery
monges and general paper at Coles, Wilson , and Co ., 63, Bishopsgate - st-within . Sol. tavern , Goldhawk-rd , Shepherd ' s.bush

Dobson , Southampton bldgs
WOODCOCK , WILLIAM , confect!oner, Bridlington - quay. Pet. Nov.

Any causes intended to be heard as short causes
CROOKALL, ROBERT, and CROOKALL , JOHN , tea dealerr , Bolton . 17 . Dec. 5 , at three , at the Black Lion hotel, Bridlington . Sol..before the Master of the Rolls or either of the Vice . Pet. Nov. 17. Deo. 3, sep . creditors of R . Crookall and J Harland, Bridlington

Chancellors must be so marked at least one clear day Crookall, at ten , at offices of Sols . Richardson and Dowling. WORTHY,' JAMES, dealer, Templeormbe. Pet. Nov . 14. Dec , 2,
Boltonbefore tbe same can be put in the paper to be so heard .

at three, at the Greyhound hotel, Wincanton . Sol. Davies ,CROWTHER, TOM , farmer , Whistone's -farm , Thurstonland, par
Sherborne

N . B . - In Vice-Chancellor Hall's Court no canse ,
Kirkburton . Pet. Nov. 17. Dec. 4, at 2, at office of Sol. Booth WRIGHT, WILLIAM , draper, Liverpool. Pet. Nov. 18. Dec. 4, atmotion for decree or further cousideration , can , except Holmfirth

three, at offices of Sol. Quinn , Liverpoolby order of the court , be marked to stand over , if it be CURTIS, FREDERICK, tailor, Warren -st, Fitzroy .eq . Pet. Nov ,
within twelve of the last cause or matter in the printed 12. Nov. 29 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Willis , St. Martin 's -ct,

Gazette , Nov . 25 .Leicester-eqpaper of the day for bearing. DaxcE, WILLIAN , brickburner , Shaw -cum - Donnington . Pet. AINSWORTH , ALFRED BROOKS , merchant's clerk , Liverpool. Pet .
Nov. 12 . Nov. 29, at ten , at office of Sol. Cave, Newbury Nov. 20 . Dev. 5 , at office of Sol, Cotton , LiverpoolDawsox , DAVID , bootmaker, Maidstone. Pet . Nov. 17 . Dec. 6 . ARMSDEX, EDWARD , quarryman , Llanberis. Pet . Xov . 15. Dec .
At eleven , at the Cathedral hotel, St. Paul B -churchyard . Sol. 6 , at two, at office of Sols . Picton , Jones, and Roberts, CarWINTER CIRCUITS. Stephenson , Maidstone narvonThe following is the complete list of the Circuits BARBER , EDWIN, hairdresser , Glossop. Pet.Nov . 20 . Dec. 11, atDENTZ, JAMES, late tobacconist, Hull. Pet. Nov , 19. Dec. 3 , at
three, at ottice of Sol. Chambers, Hull two, at offices of Sols . Pinnell and Butterworth , ManchesterDEWINTER, ELIAZER, grocer , Sun -st, Finsbury . Pet. Nov . 19 . BEARDSWORTH, HEXRY, Ecale cutter, Shettieldof the Judges :

Pet . Nov. 21 .Dec . 9 , at threr , at office of Sol. May, Princes -st Spitalfields Dec . 8, at twelve, at oflice of Sol. Tattershall, Sheffield( Before Mr. Justice KEATING .) DILKE, FRED , plumber , Bristol. Pet. Nov . 18 . Dec . 8 , at three , BELCHER, GEORGE GRESHAM , commission agent, Manchester .Winchester , Dec, 11Statford , Nov. 29 at office of Sol. Hobbs, Bristol, Pet . Nov , 21 . Dec . 8 , at three at office of Sol. Leigh , ManchesWorcester , Dec . 6 terTaunton , Dec. 18 DRAKE, JAMES, cellarman , Bristol. Pet. Nov . 18. Nov. 20 , at
eleven , at Clark , 1, Bristol. chmbs, Nicholas -st, Bristol. Sol. BEYXETT, ROBERT CHRISTIE , architect, Melcombe Regis. Pet .(Before Mr. Baron Pigott.) Stevens, Bristol Nov . 20 . Dec . 8, at twelve, at the Auction Mart , Melcombe

Regis . Sol. Howard , Melcomb Regis
Maidstone, Dec. 1 DYKE, GEORGE, italian warehouseman , Liverpool. Pet. Nov , 17 .Kingston, Dec. 11

Dec. 4, at three , at ottices of Sols . Masters and Fletcher, Liver . BENT, EDWARD STANLEY, attorney at law , Manchester. Pet.Lewes, Dec . 4 Warwick, Dec. 15 pool Nov . 22. Dec . 8 , at three, at the Waterloo hotel, Manchester .Chelmsford, Dec . 8 EMERY, JOHN WILLIAM HENRY, grocer, Langley, near Oldbury . Sois. Messrs, Heath , ManchesterPet. Nov . 18 . Dec. 5 , at three, at office of Sol. Sheldon , Wednes. BERRY, VICTORIA HELENA, refreshment- room keeper , Southport(Before Mr. Justice QUAIN , and Mr. Baron POLLOCK.)
bury Pet. Nov. 20 . Dec. 8 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Cuishaw , LiverManchester, Nov .29 Liverpool, Dec . 10 EYES. Joux , joiper , Northwich , Pet. Nov. 18 . Dec . 9, at eleven, pool
at office of Sol. Cheshire, Northwich BisSICKS, JOSEPH JAMES, oilman , Bristol. Pet.Nov. 17 . Dec. 9 ,(Before Mr. Justice ARCHIHALD .).

FARSHILL, FRANCIS , ont of business, York , Pet. Nov . 14. Dec. at two , at office of Barnard , Thomas, Tribe, and Co. accountLeeds, Nov. 29 Cardiff , Dec . 15 9 , at three, at offices of Sol. Granger , Leeds ants, Bristol. Sol. Thick , BristolChester , Dec . 10
BLEST, DAVID , shoemaker, Wolverhampton , Pet. Nov. 18 . Dec .FAULKNER, WILLIAM , dealer in wines, Newark -on - Trent. Pet .| Gloucester, Dec. 19

Nov . 14 . Dec . 2, at twelve, at the Ram hotel, Newark -on - Trent. 6, at half -past ten , at office of Sol. Stratton, Wolverhampton(Before Mr. Justice HONYMAN .) Sol. Belk , Nottingham BOULD, ENOCH , greengrocer , Hanley . Pet . Nov. 12. Nov. 27, atNewcastle, Nov.29 1 Aylesbury, Dec. 20 FORD, PETER, rope manufacturer, Stroud. Pet . Nov. 19. Dec. 6 , eleven , at ottice of Sol. Stevenson , Hanley .
BRAYFORD, JAMES, butcher, Hanley . Pet. Nov , 12. Nov . 27 , atat one, at office of Sol. Jackson , GloucesterDarbam , Dec. 3

FORDHAM , HENRY ABRAHAM , fancy box manufacturer , Shafies . two, atothce of Sol . Stevenson , Hanley
bury - st, New North - rd . Pet. Nov. 17. Dec . 3 , at two, at office BRIDGWOOD, WILLIAM , cab proprietor, Birmingham . Pet . Nov .
of Sol. Perry, Guildhall.chmbs 4 . Dec . 3 , at two, at the Clarendon hotel, Birmingham . Sol.FRESHNEY, PARKINSON, draper, Beverley, and Hull. Pet. Nov . Gem , Aston
11 . Dec . 3 , at twelve ,at offices of Sols . Stead and Sibree . Hull CADIOT, EMANUEL HORACE , and JOHNSTOX, JOHX, commercialGASKELL, JOHN, plumber, Southport. Pet. Nov . 19. Dec. 6 , at agents, Queen Victoria -st. Pet. Nov . 17 . Dec. 4, at twelve, ateleven , at office of Sol. Barker , Southport offices of Kemp, Ford , and Co ., public accountants , Walbrook ,GEORGE, AUGUSTUS, milliner, Birmingham . Pet. Nov . 19. Dec . Sol. Wickens, Palmerston .blogs, old Broad .st
5 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Duke, Birmingham CARTER, THOMAS, onttle salesman , Birmingham . Pet . Nov . 19 .

GILL, WILLIAM BELL, grocer , Otley. Pet. Nov . 13. Nov 29 , at Dec. 4 , at twelve, at oftice of Sol. Free, BirminghamGazette, Nov. 18. ten , at Fawcett and Malcolm , solicitors, Leeds. Sols . Berry and CHAPMAN, JOHN EDWARD, farmer , Southgate. Pet. Nov . 18 .
Robinson Dec . 8 , At three, at office of Sols. Lewis, Munns, and Longden ,

WORSHIP and CROZIER, attorneys and solicitors, Liverpool,
GREEN, HARVEY ROBERT, farmer, Great Horksley. Pet. Nov . 17 . old JewyOct. 29. (Starling Day Worship and Philip Augustus Crozier.)
Dec . 8, at three, at the Fleece hotel, Colchester. Sol. White, CHEAL, JOHX , accountant, Reigate. Pet. Nov. 20. Dec. 5, at
Colohester eleven , at the Market hall, Redhill. Sol. Greece, RedbillGREEN, RICHARD ANGELL, goldsmith , Strand. Pet. Nov. 7 . COLLINSON, CHARLES, earthenware manufactorer, Burslem .
Nov. 29 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Roberts, Coleman -st Pet . Nov . 15 . Dec . 3, at twelve, at office of Heaton , solicitor,HALL, JAMES , joiner, Reigate. Pet. Nov . 18. Dec. 4 , attwelveGazette , Nov , 21 , Burslem
at offices of Bol, Morris , Cannon - gt , London COLLINS, JAMES, builder, Weedington -rd , Kentish -town . Pet .To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall-street. BARDACRE, ROBERT, and EDMONDSON , THOMAS, drapers, Black

Nov , 19. Dec. 18 , at twelve , at 21, Wellington -st, StrandDYER, LEOX , King Henry 's.rd , Primrose- hill. Pet. Nov. 18 . burn . Pet. Nov . 14 . Dec. 5 , at two, at the White Bear hotel,
CORDER, MICAH , granary keeper , Corders Sufferance Wharf ; .
Shad Thames, Horselydown ; and Burnt Ash - hill, Lee.Manchester, Sols. Hall and Holland, BlackburnPeg Pepys. Sols. Rooks and Co. King-st, Cheapside. Sur.

Pet .
Dec. HARDMAN , EDMUND , Woolstapler , Bradford . Pet. Nov . 18. Dec . Nov , 21. Dec . 17, at three, at office of Sol. Kearsey , Old Jewry4 , at eleven , at office of Sols. Terry and Robinson , Bradford CROSSING , JOHN THOMAS , commercial traveller, Plymouth .

LAWYEX , WILLIAM , stock broker , Tokenhouse -yd , and Holm .
wood , near Dorking. Pet . Nov . 18 . Reg . Hazliti. Sol. Dollman , HEBB , GRAINGER, builder , North - gr West, Mildmay.pk . Pet.

Pet. Nov . 17 . Dec. 10 , at ten , at office of Sol. Square , PlymouthCornhill . Sur. Dec. 3
Nov. 18 . Dec. 8 , at two , at office of Sol. Pearpoint, Leicester CROWTER, WILLIAM , monetary agent, Southsea . Pet. Nov . 19.To surrender in the Country. square

Dec . 6 , at two, at Totterdell's Commercial hotel. Sol. King,BROADREAD, WILLIAX HEXRY, Joiner, Manchester. Pet. Nov . HOLLANDS, HENRY, butcher, Lydd . Pet. Nov, 12. Dec. 9 , at Portsea
13. Reg . Kay . Sur. Dec. 3 three , at the White Hart hotel, Hythe. Sol. Minter , Folke CUMMINGS, JONX , ironfounder. Newcastle upon Tyne. Pet. Nov .CLEOD , WILLIAM , travellir.g draper, Llanelly. Pet. Nov. 18. stone

20. Dec . 5 , at two, at office of Sol. Sewell, Newcastle -uponReg. Lloyd Sur. Dec. 3 . JACKSON, FABJAN, diamond merchant, Moorgate -st. Pet. Nov .
TyneBONESTLÁL, DAVID, paper hangings dealer, Manchester. Pet. 14 . Dec . 2 , at two, at the Guildhall coffee -house , Gresham - st. DAVIES, DAVID, tcbacco merchant, Laird -rd , Drummonds-rcal,

Nov. 13 . kez. Kay . Sur. Dec . 4 Sol. Murray , Sackville -st, Piocadilly
Bermondsey . Pet. Nov . 21. Dec . 10, at one , at offices of sol.WELSBY, JOHNSON GORE , general broker, Liverpool. Pet . Nov. JACKSOX, WILLIAM , grocor. Coatham . Pet. Nov. 17 . Dec. 2 , at Barron , Queen -st, Cannon -st

18. Reg . Watson . Sur. Dec . 3 three, at Graham , Ramsgate . Sol. Trotter
DELAHOY, SAMUEL, tailor, Wisbench . Pet. Nov. 20 . Dec . 5 , atWILLIAMS, HUBERT BRYMER, clerk in holy orders , Fordington . KING , CHARLES, wool dealer , Hall 'ax. Pet. Nov. 18. Dec . 5 , at one, at office of Sol. Ollard , Wisbeach

Pet. Nov . 19 . Reg . Symords. Sur. Dec. 3 eleven , at othoe of Sol. Boocock , Halifax
DUDD, GEONGE EDWIN , grocer , Weston super Mare. Pet. Nov .KRIEGSFELD, LOUIS , waterproofer, Manchester . Pet. Nov. 17. 21. Dec. 8, at one , at the Railway hotel, Weston -super -Mare .Gazette, Nov . 25 .

Deo, 8 , at three, at office of Sol. Orton , Manchester
Sols . Reed and Cook , BridgwaterTo surrender at the Bankrupts ' Court, Basinghall-street. LEAVERS, HENRY, Jace manufacturer, Nottingham . Pet. Nov . JACKSOX, ROBERT BURRA, upholsterer , Lyall.pl, Pimlico . Pet .

LLAH , BESRY JAMES, auctioneer, Alma-villas, Dalston -la , and 18. Deo. 4 , at twelve , at the Assembly Rooms, Nottingham , Nov . 21. Dec. 8 , at three, at office of Sols. Philp and Behrend ,Union -ct, Broad -st. Pet. Nov . 20 . Reg . Pepys. Sur. Dec . 3 Sol. A -hwell, Nottingham
Pancras la , Queen -stMEALLIN , GEORGE, wine merchant, New Kent- rd . Pet . Nov . 19. LEE, JOSEPH , tin plate worder, Warrington . Pet. Nov, 12. Nov . FITZROY, ELIZABETH , widow , Halton , near Leeds. Pet. Nov . 15 .

ker . Hazlitt. Sur. Dec . 10 22 , at twelve at office of Sol. Moore, Warrington
Dec. 3, at three , at omoe of Sols . Fawcett and Malcolm , LeedsPETIT, EDWARD, jeweller, Fulham -rd . Pet. Nov. 20 . Reg . LEIGH . THOMAS, farmer . Ashton upon -Mersey . Pet. Nov. 17 FOSTER . HENRY BENTON . coal merchant. Althorpe- rd . WandsPepy Sur . Dec. 9 Dec . 4, at three, at offices of Sols. Gardner and Horner, Man . worth . common . Pet. Nov . 14 . Dec . 5 , at twelve, at office ofWELAH, WILLIAN JAMES, cheesemonger, High -st, Stoke New chester
Sols. Mwer and Smith , Salters'- hall- ot. Cannon -stington . Pet. Nov . 21. Reg . Murray . Sur . Dec. 9 LEONARD, WILLIAM , waterman , Milford Haven . Pet. Nov . 12. GEORGE, Joux DANIEL, grocer, Cheddar. Pet. Nov . 21. Dec. 8 ,

Nov . 22, at two, at theGuldhall, Carmarthen . Sol, Perry , Pem at two, At office of Sol. Hobbs, WellsTo surrender in the Country.
broke Dock

GROOM, JAMES, licensed victualler, Wolverhampton. Pet . Nov .BARRON, REUBEX , woollen manufacturer, Morley . Pet. Nov. 20. LIGHT, CHARLES LLEWELLYX, civil engineer, Stockwell-park -rd .
22 . Dec . 9, at three , at office of Sol. Dallow , WolverhamptonBeg . Nelson . Sar . Dec. 10 Pet. Nov . 17 . Dec . 4, at eleven , at office of Sol, Barker, St. HAMMOND, HORACE, builder, Tunbridge Wells, Tet . Nov . 21 .BEDBOROUGH, ELEANOR, widow , Slough . Pet . Nov . 22 . Reg . Michael's.hougọ , Cornhill

Dec , 10, at ten, at the Camden hotel, Tunbridge Wels. Bol.
Darytu . Sur. Dec . 13

MAIN , JOHN HENPY, boot manufacturer , Princeg -st, Spitalfields. Palmer , TunbridzeBRIGGS, CHARLES, draper, Rotherham . Pet. Nov. 20. Reg . P - t . Nov. 18 . De- . 4 , at two, at office of Sol. Barnard , White BANDLEY , PHILIP , potato salesman , Pump-row , SpitalfeldeRodgers. Sur. Dec . 10
Lion -st, Norton Fc gate

market, and Bethnal green . rd . Pet. Nov. 18 . Dec. 3 , at -BUDGE, CHABLES JAMES , commission agent, Hotwells. Pet. MAYNARD, JOHN, grier , Cheltenham . Pet. Nov . 15 . Dec . 2. at

quarter past ten , at the Victoria tavern , Morpeth . rd , BethnalSov. 21. Ber . Harley . Sur. Dec. 8
eleven , at office of Sol Marshall Cheltenham

green . Sol. Long , Laudsdown -ter, Grove . rd , Victoria . pk

THE GAZETTES.

Professional Partnerships Dissolbed .

Bankrupts.

one ,GEORGEt one, a
riaswatirterer, Lya. Philp

21. Preed OBERT Bathree,

PORGE, JOHN
of sol. Hobbs We

Wolverhampuiverhampton
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PARTRIDGE AND COOPER ,

THE FIELD,
NAD EHrees Botticeof

Country Gentleman's Newspaper,

HODGSON , JOIN OSWALD, licensed victualler, Long-acre. Pet.
Nov . 21. Dec . 18, at three, at the Enterprise, Long -acre. Sol.
Armstrong, Old Jewry

HUBBARD , JOHN MICHAEL, ship 's steward , Lynton -rd , Bermond .
sey. Pet. Nov , 18. Dec . 4, at three , at office of Sol. Webster ,
Basinghall-st

HUGHES, WILLIAM , draper, Manchester. Pet. Nov . 21. Dec . 11 ,
at three , at office of Sol. Rylance . Manchester

ISAACS , ISAAC, tailor. Westminster -bridge- rd . Pet . Nov . 23
Dec. 8 , at two, at office of Sol, Moss ,Gracechurch -st

JONES, ABRAHAM , boot manufacturer, Oldbury, and Tipton .
Pet. Nov . 22. Dec . 9 , at eleven , at offlces of Sol. Shakespeare ,
Oldbury

JONES, EVAN , builder , Merthyr Tydfil. Pet . Nov. 19. Dec. 6, at
one, at office of Sols . Simons and Plews, Merthyr Tydfil

JONES, FREDERICK , hatter, Oxford - st. Pet. Nov . 21. Dec . 12,
at two , at office of Sol.Geoghegan , Lincoln ' s - inn - fields

JONES, WILLIAM FRANCIS, draper, Llandudno. Pet. Nov . 17 .
Dec. 6 , twelve, at the Queen hotel, Chester. Sol. Louis ,
Ruthin

KIRKMAN, JAMES, draper, Bradford . Pet. Nov . 20. Dec . 5 , at
three, at offices of Sol. Walker, Leeds

LEE, ANN, refreshment-house keeper , Wigan . Pet. Nov. 20 . Dec
10 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Ashton , Wigan

LEVI, JOSEPH , clothier, Birmingham . Pet. Nov. 20 . Dec . 5 , at
eleven , at office of Sol. Cottrell, Birmingham

LYONS, LEWIS HENRY, umbrella manufacturer , Red Cross - st .
Pet. Nov . 21. Dec . 8 , at two, at office ofLadbury, Collison , and
Viney , Cheapside. Sols. Messrs. Lewis, Ely -pl, Holborn

MASSINGHAM , GEORGE PLOWRIGHT, watchmaker, Boston . Pet.
Ny. 20 . Dec . 8, at eleven , at offices of Sol. York , Boston

MILIS, GEORGE, bootmaker , Sunderland, and South Shields .
Pet. Nov. 20 . Dec. 5 , at three, at the Commercial hotel, Leeds.
Sol. Bell, Sunderland

MITCHELL, THOMAS, saddler, Sheffield . Pet. Nov . 17. Dec . 8 , at
four, offices or Sols. Mersrs. Binney , Sheffield

MORBY, JOSEPH , and LACHLAN, THOMAS TENNANT, picture
dealers, Cornhill. Pet. Nov . 22 . Dec . 15 , at four, at the Free .
masons' tavern , Great Queen - st, Holborn . Sol. May

NADIN , ALFRED, brush dealer, Sheffield . Pet . Noy , 18, Deo . 8 ,
at three , at office of Sols. Fawcett and Malcolm , Leeds

PAGE, JAMES, Balford , and Heaton Norris. Pet. Nov . 20 . Dec .
8 , at three, at office of Sols. Sutton and Elliott, Manchester.

PARKER , JOHN CHARLES , builder , Hastings, and Bye. Pet . Nov.
29. Dec. 8 , at four, at office of Mr. Cogswell, 72, Gracechurch
st. Sol. Rashleigh , Old Kent-rd , London

PERTWEE, JAMES FREDERICK , farmer, Layer -de- la - Hay. Pet.
Nov . 18 . Dec . 13 , at eleven , at the Saracen ' s Head hotel, Chelms.
ford. Sol. Arthy, Chelmsford

POTTS , RICHARD , builder, Sunderland . Pet. Nov. 19 . Dec . 9, at
three, at offices of Sol Steel, Sunderland

PUGH , FREDERICK CHURCHILL, dress maker, Liverpool. Pet.
Nov.20 . Dec . 8, at two, at office of Ivey , public accountant,
Liverpool. Sol. Hughes, Liverpool

RADFORD , CHARLES, wholesale provision merchant, Manchester.
Pet. Nov . 20. Deo. 4 , at three, at office of Sols. Messrs. Bond,
Manchester

RIGBY , GEORGE, hat manufacturer, Ashton - under- Lyne. Pet.
Nov . 22. Deo . 12, at eleven , at the Pitt and Nelson hotel, Ash
ton - under-Lyne. Sol. Lord , Ashton -under-Lyne

RILEY, KICHARD CHARLESWORTH, manufacturing chemist,
Birstal. Pet . Nov . 19. Dec . 8 , at three, at office of Sol. Ibber
son , Heckmondwike

ROBERTS, JOHN , grocer, Warrington . Pet. Nov. 20 . Dec . 11, at
three, at the Spread Eagle hotel, Manchester , Sols .Grundy and
Kershaw , Manchester

SCOTT, FALLOWS, tailor, Cockermouth , Pet . Nov . 19 . Dec. 4, at
eleven , at office of Sol. Wicks, Cockermouth

SEAGRAVE , GEORGE, SEAGRAVE, FREDERICK , and SEAGRAVE ,
CHARLES, commission a ents, Liverpool. Pet. Nov. 15 . Dec.
10, at two, at offices of Hime, Liverpool. Sol. Pearson , Liver

pool
SENIOR , Ayos, yarn spinner, Kirkburton . Pet. Nov. 21. Dec .

8 , at three, at oftice of Sols. Robinson and Johnson , Hudders..
field

SKIPWORTH , SARAH , widow , farmer, Billericay . Pet . Nov . 20
Dec. 9, at two, at the Saracen 's Head hotel, Chelmsford . Sol
Dubois , King -st, Cheapside

SLATER, CHARLES JOSEPH ,merchant, Sheffield . Pet. Nov . 18 .
Dec. 4 , at twelve, at offices or Sol. Wake, Sheffield

SPIERS, WILLIAM , chemist, High - st, Leyton . Pet. Nov . 18 . Dec .
4 , at eleven , at office of sol. Lind , Beaufort-bldgs, Strand

STORR, JOHN EDWARD, jeweller's agent, Faunce- st, Kennington

pk. Pet. Nov. 17. Dec . 4, at two, at office of Sol. Barnett, New

Broad - st
STONIER, JOHN BENSOX, writing clerk , Birmingham . Pet. Nov.

5 . Dec. 5 , at ten , at office of Sol. East, Birmingham
STRINGER , WILLIAM , beerhouse keeper , Huddersfield . Pet . Nov .

22. Dec. 11, at eleven , at office of Sol. Sykes , Huddersfield
TARRY, HARRIS , baker , Grosvenor-pk , Camberwell. Pet. Nov .

19 . Dec. 4 , at three, at office of Sols . Stocken and Jupp , Leaden .

hall- st
TAYLOR, HENRY, custom house agent, Leadenhall. st. Pet. Nov .

14 . Dec. 2, at three, at the Bell inn , Edmonton . Sol. Philp ,
Pancras-la , Queen -st

TODD, ELLEN, bootmanufacturer , Leeds. Pet. Nov . 19. Dec. 4 ,
at three , at office of Sols. Fawcett and Malcolm , Leeds

TRUMAN , WILLIAM SAMUEL, wine merchant, Botolph -la , East
cheap . Pet. Nov . 12 . Dec. 1 , at twelve, at theGuildhall coffee .
house, Gresham . st . Sol. Smith , Leadenhall - st
USHAW , WILLIAM , watchmaker,Kingston - on -Hull. Pet . Nov, 20 .
Dec. il , at twelve, at office of Pickering , accountant, Kingston
upon -Hull. Sols, Stead and Sibree , Hull
WARE, EDWIN , winemerchant, Portsea . Pet. Nov. 20 . Dec. 10,
at two, at once of Brett, Milford , Pattinson , and Co . 150 .
Lendenhall-st, London , Bols. Cousins and Burbidge, Ports .
mouth
WHITEHURST, WILLIAM , and WHITEHURST, HUGH, elastic web

manufacturers, Derby . Pet. Nov. 18. Dec. 11, at twelve, at
office of Sol. Leech , Derby

WIGG , SAMUEL LEGGETT, builder, Kessingland . Pet. Nov. 21
Dec. 11, at twelve, at office of Sol. Seager, Lowestoft

WILKINSON , SAMUEL, licensed victualler , Wolverhampton . Pet .
Nov. 20 . Dec. 6 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Barrow , Wolver
hampton

WILLIAMS, FRANCIS, builder, Kingston -on - Thames . Pet. Nov .
20. Dec . 11, at three , at office of Sol. Buckland , Kingston .on .
Thames

WILSON, BENJAMIN COULTMAN , house agent, Belgrave- sq . Pet.
Nov . 17 . Dec. 8 , at two, at ofice of Sols. Link ater , Hackwood ,
Addison , and Brown, Walbrook

WINTERS, GEORGE, tailor, Hitchin . Pet . Nov , 19 . Dec . 8 , at
eleven , at Guildhall coffee -house , Gresham . st. Soi. Dhillitoe,
Hitchin

WOOD, JAMES, builder , Hampton - st, Walworth - rd . Pet. Nov. 19 .
Dec. 4, at one, at office of Sol. Rose and Thomas, Salisbury . st,
Strand

WOOTTON , GEORGE, draper , Clophill. Pet. Nov. 20 . Dec. 8, 20
twelve , at office of Sol. Conquest, Bedford

H . T .merchant, first,od. At Trust. A . W . Chalmers, 5, Fenwick . Now ready, price 1s., free by post 1s. 2 d .,
st. Liverpool. - Palmer, A . Hadlow , final, 28 . 3d . At Trust . J.
Winser, Hadlow, Tunbridge. - shar , T. joiner, first and final, 58 THE RURA L ALMANAC
At Trust. J . Simpson, Bank - chmbs, Nottingham . - Young, G .
watchmaker, first and final, 6d . AtMessrs, Haigh and Atkinson , AND
Wide- st , Selby

INSOLVEXTS' ESTATES. SPORTSMAN 'S ILLUSTRATED CALENDAR
Apply at Provisional Assignee 's Office, Portugal-st, Lincoln 's . For 1874.

inn , between 11 and 2 on Tuesdays .

Cooper , J . W . clerk in the commissariat department, late Park
rd , Notting hill The Letterpress consists of

Lists of Hounds,their Masters, Whips, Kennels, & c .
BIRTHS MARRIAGES AND DEATHS Clubs and their Club Houses.

Yachts and their Stations, Commodore, Vice -Commodore.
Secretaries, & c., with the Winning Yachts for the Year

BIRTHS. 1873 .
TUYT. - On the 23rd inst ., the wife of Joseph Hunt, Esq ., solicitor, Chambers of Agriculture,
Ware, Herts , of a son . Epitomeof Acts of Parliament passed relating to Country

MERRICK . - On the 23rd Inst ., at 2 , Rayner' s road , Lime- grove. Gentlemen .
park , Putney, S . W ., thewife of Wiliam Merrick , solicitor , of a
daughter . SEVENTEEN FULL -PAGE ENGRAVINGS.DEATH .

JOHNSTONE. - On the 21st inst., at 33, Montpellier -terrace, Chel
Tenbam , aged 82 years, the Hon . J . W . Johnstone, Judge in And a vast amount of Information relating to the Farm ,
Equity of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia . Stable, Hunting, Country House, Garden , Natural His .

tory, the Government and Government Offices, Rates of
Postage, and other matters usually looked for in an
Almanac.

London : HORACE Cox, 346, Strand, w . .
WHOLESALE & RETAIL STATIONERS,

192, FLEET-STREET, AND 1 & 2 , CHANCERY- LANE, LONDON , E . O .
Carriagepaid to the Country on Orders exceeding 209.

DRAFT PAPER, 53., 65. 6d.,78. 6d ., 78. 9d., and 98. 9d . per
ream .

BRIEF PAPER , 158. 6d ., 178 . 60 ., and 239 . 61. per ream .
FOOLSCAP PAPER, 10s . 6d ., 12s. 6d ., and 158 . 6d . per ream ,
CREAM LAID NOTE, 38., 48., and 58 . per ream . or
JAARGE CREAM LAID NOTE, 48 . 6d ., 6s. 6d ., and 88 . per ream . SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 29.
LARGE BLUE NOTE, 38. hd . , 4s. 6d ., and 6s.6d. per ream .
ENVELOPES, CREAM OR BLUE, 48 . 6d. , and 6s. 6d ., per 1000 . CONTAINS :
THE " TEMPLE " ENVELOPE, extra secure, 9s. 6d . per 1000 . The Weakness of “ The Force . "
FOOLSCAP OFFICIAL ENVELOPES, 1s . 9d . per 100 . The Custom of Warranty - Horses.
THE NEW “ VELLUM WOVE CLUB-HOUSE ” NOTE , The Ceylon Jungle Fowl(with an illustration ).

9s. 6d . per ream , Ornithological Rambles in Spain ,
The Depths of the Sea ." We should direct particular attention to their New Club . The A . B . C . Resolving Pistol (with an illustration ).house Paper : in our opinion it is the very best paper we ever Shooting in South Africa .

wrote upon ." - London Mirror . Newmarket and Other Coursing Meetings.
Croydon Steeplechases.

INDENTURE SKINS, Printed andMachine-ruled , to hold twenty Hunting Notes from Leicestershire, Ireland, & c .
or thirty folios, 2s , 3d . per skin , 26s . per dozen , 1256. per Emigrant Fields of North America ,

Prospects of British Columbia .roll.
Sport on the Coast of Mantchuria .

SECONDS or FOLLOWERS, Ruled , 1s . Ild . each , 228 . per dozen, A Trip in the Gulf of Siam .
105s . per roll. Athletics at Oxford and Cambridge.

RECORDS or MEMORIALS, 7d. each, 6s . 6d . per dozen . Rowing at the Universities.
Bream Fishing on the South -west Coast of Ireland .
An Act for the Preservation of Coarse Fisn ,

LEDGERS, DAY-BOOKS, CASH - BOOKS, LETTER ONMINUTE- BOOKS Illustrative Whist Hands.
An immense stock in various bindings . Chess at the City of London Club , & c .

ILLUSTRATED PRICE -LIST of Inkstands, Postage Scales Crib - biting and Wind-sucking in Horses.
Copying Presses, Writing Cases, Despatch Boxes, Oak and The Manutacture and Preservation of Manure.
Walnut Stationery Cabinets, and other useful articles Scotch AgriculturalNotes .
adapted to Library or Office , post free. Preparing Young Vines for Planting.

Goli, Bicycling, Football, Poultry, and Pigeons.

TUNERAL REFORM . – The exorbitant Price 6d. By post, 61d.
F itemsof the undertaker's bill have long operated as FIELD OFFICE, 346, STRAND , LONDON , W .C .

an oppressive tax upon all classes of the community. With
& view of applying a remedy to this serious evil the
LONDON NECROPOLIS COMPANY, when opening
their extensive cemetery atWoking, held themselves pre
pared to undertake the whole duties relating to interments
at fixed and moderate scalesof charge , from which survivors THE LADY'S NEWSPAPER ,
may choose according to their means and the requirements OFof the case . The Company also undertakes the conduct of
Funerals to other cemeteries, and to all parts of the United SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 29.
Kingdom . A pamphlet containing full particulars may be
obtained , or will be forwarded , upon application to the CONTAINS :
Chief Office, 2, Lancaster-place, Strand , W . O . Lady School Board Candidates.

Fellow Travellers : III. Third Class .
The Boarding out " System .
Portraits of Sir GarnetWolseley, C . B ., and Charles II.,

late Duke of Brunswick .
TheMantuan Onyx Vase, with Illustration ,

FASHIONABLE TAILORS, Canserie de Paris .
The Tabarde Inn Southwark , with Illustration .
Silver Chatelaine and Pendants , with Illustrations.
Fashionable Boots and Shoes, with Illustrations.

THE QUEEN ,Funer case. Therding to their charge,flating to interes pre

MANEY and CONNOR ,

SCIENTIFIC TROUSERS MAKERS.
A LARGE VARIETY OF

COLOURED SUPPLEMENT OF
NEW GOODS for COATS and TROUSERS KNITTED MITTENS.

FOR THE SEASON.
DRESS AND FASHION : The Parisian Fashions (from our

315 , HIGH HOLBORN own Correspondent). - Striped Velveteen Bodice and Tunic;
Black Silk , Grey Cloth , and Brown Faille Costumes ; Faillo
and Velvet Indoor Toilette ; Carriage, Dinner, and Evening

LONDON . Toilettes ; Fashionable Buttons; Invalid' s Flannel Jacket ;
Erabroidered Chemise ; Dress Improver ; Caps, & c ., with

(Four Doors East of Chancery-lana.) Illu -trations.
THE WORK TABLE. - Hibernian Embroidery ; The School

of Art Needlework , & c .
LTOLLOWAY'S OINTMENTand PILLS. THE HOUSEWIFE. - On Home Service : Notes and Queries;
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plaintiff's separate property , and gave her judgment. We think ,
however, that the Deputy-Judge should have drawn the plaintiff 's
attention to sect. 13 of the same Act, which makes a married
woman liable to the parish for the maintenance of her husband.
The pig or its proceeds ought certainly to have been claimed by
the guardians and wemight thus have had a very neat decision
on this eccentric Act of Parliament.TO SUBSCRIBERS.
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Tue position taken by Dr. KENEALY in summing up the evidence
for the defence in the Tichborne trial, namely, charging conspiracy

upon the part of Romish ecclesiastics for the purpose of obtaining
the control of the revenues of the TICHBORNE estates, reminds us

that the Tichborne case is but an incident of the warfare which
that learned gentleman is professedly waging against the Church
of Rome. Hewas connsel for the defendant in Darby v . Ouseley
in 1856 , which was a very singular action . It was brought by a
tide-waiter at Liverpool for a libel imputing to him that he was a
rebel and a traitor by reason of his being a Roman Catholic, and

.
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parts of the country on Saturdaymorning. COTRmunications and Advertisements must
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London : HORACE Cox, 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .

of England " by prayers and other means " to the Roman Catholic
faith. The defendant's counsel, at the close of the plaintiff' s case,
did not intimate that he proposed to call witnesses and (having
elicited on cross-examination of the plaintiff that he was a Roman
Catholic , and considered himself bound by the canons of councils,
and believed in the authority of the Pope) in his speech proposed
to refer to the notes of the Rheimish Testament,and to describe to
the jury the nature of the Austrian Concordat with the Church
of Rome, and to read certain canons of the Councils of Lateran
and Sens, Trent and Thurles, with a view of showing that the
principles and opinions entertained by eminent members of the
Roman Catholic Church were inimical to loyalty . The judge
ruled that these matters were irrelevant and the defendant's
counsel having in his speech repeated the charge against the

plaintiff, the learned judge commented upon this in his summing
up as evidence of malice, expressed his opinion on the libel in
strong terms, and having left the question to the jury as one
merely of amount of damages, they found for the plaintiff. This
verdict the full court declined to disturb .... ... .. . . 478
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SIR GEORGE JESSEL would appear to be setting an admirable
example in more ways than one. His judgments which we have
already reported , are remarkably pitby and concise, i good
specimen being that afforded by Paull v . Tortimer (29 L . T. Rep .
N . S . 418 .) : " Three executors allow an investment of 500l. to
remain upon a security which is at the time quite insufficient.
They then proceed to distribute the residue. One of them dies,
and the legatee claims to be paid her legacy . The surviving
executors, under a misapprehension of their duty, rezist . The
administration of the estate is thrown upon the court, and in the
course of it they stop the suit by payment of the legacy. They
then ask the executors of the deceased executor for the difference
of the amount realised and the 5001., which is paid . Now they
claim the costs of their abortive resistance. I am at a loss to
understand upon what principle such a claim can be supported .
If a legacy is paid by mistake, executors cannot claim it back from
the residuary legatees. If the omission to set apart a sum to
meet this legacy were a breach of trust, of course the liability
might be established. But it is not a breach of trust, and I hold
that the representative of the executor is not liable for the costs of
a resistance to the demand of the legatee, which was undertaken
without notice to him . The summons'must be dismissed with
costs." The question in this bare form , it was stated , had not
occurred before . In another case (Fothergill v . Rowland , 29 L . T .
Rep. N . S . 414) Sir GEORGE JESSEL said he did not approve when
at the Bar, and does not now that he is on the Bench , of the
practice of not deciding a substantial question when it is fairly
raised between the parties and argued , simply because it is raised
by demurrer. He thought demurring ought to be encouraged ,
and questions thus speedily and cheaply determined .

- -- -

Law reform is attracting attention in the Australian colonies, and
a somewhat remarkable article on thesubject appears in the South
Australian Advertiser for the 30th of last September, the object
being to advocate the extension of the jurisdiction of the local
courts . A very extraordinary illustration of elaborate pleading is
given as evidence of the desirability of encouraging the simple
procedure of the local courts. The pleading in question was a
declaration in the case of the North Australian Company v . Black
more, commenced three years ago, and still unsettled . The
declaration is thus described by our contemporary : “ It consisted
of more than 650 pages of brief paper, equal to over 1300 pages of
foolscap , containing about 5000 common law folios of seventy -two
words each . The cost of a single copy of this immense monument
of legal art, at the ordinary rate of 3d. per folio , wonld amount to
the trifling sum of £62 10s., and it would take fifty days to write
out such a copy.” “ The court," we are told , “ when the simple
and concise statement of the plaintiff 's cause of action was pro
duced , consisted of three learned and experienced Judges. Even
they were incredulous at first. They refused to believe that the

93
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The Law and the Lawyers

A DEPUTY County Court Judge has decided that a pig is an invest
ment within the first section of the Married Women 's Property
Act 1870. The married woman in question was “ separated ”
from her husband by the operation of the poor law , he being in
the workhouse. Shemanaged to earn somemoney while he was
there,which she invested in a pig . She, however, sold the pig to
& creditor of her husband, who, instead of paying for the pig ,

claimed a set-off. The Deputy- Judge held that the pig was the
VOL LVI - No. 1601.
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art of man , or the skill of a pleader, could manufacture such a

simple and concise declaration as was presented to them . It was

only the serious assurance of counsel that this formidable mass of

paper was really the declaration in the action that at length con

vinced the court of the correctness of the assertion as to this

question of fact. On the trial of the cause all parties were
happily spared the pending infliction of having these simple and
concise pleadings read . This was dispensed with by general con

sent. Consequently, the trialwas had without the plaintiff 's own

statementof his cause of action being read.” Pleaders who indulge
in this monstrous and antiquated form of declaring are the worst
enemies of their own calling, and when the Judicature Act comes

into operation it is to be hoped that concisenessand verbal accuracy

will be carefully cultivated .

how the costs of the liquidation proceedings should be paid. An
application wasmade by the debtor to a County Court Judge for

an order for payment of them out of the estate, but it was disa

missed with costs : hence the appeal. The 292nd of the Bank ,

ruptcy Rules 1870 says " that where bankruptcy occurs pending

proceedings for or towards liquidation by arrangement, the proper

costs incurred in relation to such proceedings shall be paid by the

trustee out of the debtor's estate, unless the court shall otherwise

order." The Chief Judge states clearly the only circumstancesunder

which the court should otherwise order. He said that he was of

opinion that unless a corrupt and fraudulent motive could be

proved againstthe bankrupt, the costs ofthe liquidation proceed
ings ought to be paid , and, in the particular case, the only possible

motive of the debtor in filing his petition was to preserve the pro

perty for the general body of creditors. A contention was raised

that liquidation by arrangement being negatived before the filing

of the bankruptcy petition , the bankruptcy did not take place

while the liquidation proceedings were pending. His Lordship ,

however,does not appear to have given any attention to this point,

and the debtor got his costs of the liquidation and of the applica

tion in the court below .

To the production of what documents a party is entitled at the

hands of his adversary is a question of much practical importance,

and there is a general principle that letters passing between co

defendants are not privileged from production though written

after the dispute has arisen , and in contemplation of litigation , or

even after the institution of a suit , and with a view to defence in

the suit - except as to such parts thereof as contain the opinions of

legal advisers consulted by the defendants : (Kerr on Discovery ,

146 .) A further exception was made by the case of Hamilton v .

Nott (L . Rep . 16 Eq. 112), where one defendant was a solicitor, and

acted as agent for the solicitor on the record to collect evidence in

the suit. The letters which passed between him and his co-defen

dant were held privileged from production . The principle has been

further illustrated by the case of Carr v . New Qretrada Company,

before Vice -Chancellor Malins on the 22nd ult.,where it was sought
to obtain production of correspondence which had passed between

the company and their agent. The documents in question were

rough notes kept, made and prepared by the agent, from which a

statement was compiled for the use of an arbitrator appointed by

the company on the occasion ofan arbitration on the subjectmatter

of the suit. On the ground that the notes were compiled by an

agent of the company they refused to produce them , and their re

fusalwas held justifiable . "

When our police are discovering such extraordinary capacity for

falso swearing and arresting harmless and unoffending people, it is

somesmall satisfaction to find that the weakness is not confined

to this country . A case recently reported from the Supreme

Court of Illinois reveals a state of things in that State which we

hope is not universal. CHRISTOPHER RAFFERTY was found guilty of

themurder of PATRICK O 'MEARA , a policeman . In giving judgment
in error, Judge MCALLISTER said : “ The record contains evidence

tending to show that the homicide was committed by the prisoner

in resisting thedeceased ,who was a policeman of thecity of Chicago,

whilst engaged , in connection with another policeman , whom he

was aiding in the act of committing an illegal and wholly unjusti

fiable invasion of prisoner's liberty, by attempting to seize his

person and take him off to prison withoutany authority to do so ."

The circumstances of the arrest strangely resemble those to

which we are rapidly becoming accustomed . The prisoner , to use

the Judge's own words, “ was sitting quietly and peaceably by a

table in a saloon , when O 'MEARA , the deceased , and another

policeman of the name of SCANLAN , came in . O 'MEARA imme

diately pointed the prisoner out to SCANLAN . The prisoner, upon

seeing O 'MEARA, addressed him in a friendly manner,asking him

to take something to drink , or a cigar, which was declined ." He

was then told that the police had a warrant for his arrest ; the

deceased stood at the door to prevent his escape, and then the

fatal shot was fired . There was not the slightest pretence that

the prisoner had been accused or suspected of having committed

any felony, or that at the time he was in the act of committing a

misdemeanor or even any violation of a city ordinance. The

warrant held by the police was one of several which had been

signed by a magistrate in blank , to be filled up by the inspector as

“ emergency ” required . At the trial this warrant was excluded

from the attention of the jury, and upon that ground the prisoner's

counsel excepted. The Court of Appeal has held that evidence of

the illegal nature of the warrant was admissible , the law being

clear that in resisting an illegal arrest , if death result ,the crime is

manslaughter — notmurder.

The question whether not only the Croydon Court, but all County

Courts within a radius of twenty miles of London should not be

abolished , and their jurisdiction vested in the metropolitan courts

is one of great importance , and the only objection that can be

raised to it must necessarily come from those locally interested,

and the meeting held at Croydon on the 25th ult. gives expression

to the local feeling temperately and properly . But the public, we
conceive, frequently suffer by being obliged to go into districts,

carrying with them London counsel and attorneys, in cases which

might with much greater convenience be tried in the City, or at

Westminster or Marylebone. We suppose, however, that the

argument which has been advanced in favour of maintaining the

HomeCircuit applies equally to themaintenance of the local courts

round London . The Judicature Commission , however, has advised

their removal, and , this being so, a very strong case must, we anti

cipate, be madeout to save them from extinction . The tendency of

recent legislation lies decidedly in that direction . The question of

imprisonment for debt was also discussed at the Croydon meeting:

On this question we think that the resolutions which were passed

at themeeting, and which we publish elsewhere, call for observation .

We quite agree that the power to commit to prison those who can

and will not pay their debts vested in both the Judges of the

Supreme and County Courts, ought to be continued, but

we can see no reason for excepting from it any debtor, how

ever much his debt or his earnings, always provided he comes

within the clear and simple category of “ being able, and

not willing to pay ;" and indeed , this is one stronger reason for

enforcing payment on the humbler classes according to their

ability , because to them credit is absolutely necessary at certain

times of want of work , or ability to work , and it is only by the

guarantee afforded by the imprisonment of the dishonest that the

honest can get credit. Weknow of no alteration that is required

in the law which now wisely rejects all questions of fraud in con.

tracting the debts, which are left to the criminal tribunal, but

resolves all cases into the simple question - - is the debtor able and

not willing to pay his just debts ? We hope, notwithstanding;

the report of the committee of last session as to the law of

imprisonment for debt, that we shall not have another added to

the many recent changes for change sake.

The question of the payment of the costs of liquidation proceed

ings where bankruptcy supervenes is one which should be under

stood by practitioners, and we therefore direct their attention to

Er parte Jejj'ery ; re Hawes (29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 433). There a debtor

being unable to attend to his business, somebill of sale holders,

with his consent, took possession of his estate, and called a meet

ing in order to make some arrangement with his creditors gener

ally . Being, subsequently , apprehensive that his estate was being

sold atan undervalue, he instructed his solicitor to file a petition for
liquidation . A receiver was forthwith appointed , and took posses

sion of the estate. At the first meeting, however, the proposition

to liquidate was negatived by a large majority , and the next day a

petition in bankruptcy was presented against the debtor, and he

was adjudicated bankrupt. Thereupon the question arose as to

Ir we may form an opinion upon some observations which appear

in the last number of the Irish Law Times, we need have little

scruple in reforming the courts of law in Ireland , and abolishing

the intermediate Court of Appeal. We have rarely seen so

graphic a description of utter confusion as we find in the columns

of our contemporary , and in order that we may not understate

the case, we will give his own words : “ As the courts are at pre

sent constituted ," we are told , “ they do not satisfy the publico:

themselves, either in the manner they discharge their own busi

ness, or review each other's decisions. The courts of first instance ,

or those which hear and decide cases of pleading and pract
on the common law side of the Hall of the Four Courts , an

control the trial and decision of questions of law and fact and

their disposal at Nisi Prius, are jealous of their respective regula

tions, differ in their views, clash in the exercise of their respe
tive jurisdictions, and when reviewing each other's decisions

the Court of Error, as at present constituted , “ pay each other ol

withoutmuch consideration or respect. When the Common ,
and Exchequer fancy they catch the Queen 's Bench at fault, they

trip them up unmercifully, and when the Queen 's Bench con

round in their turn to take either of their former critics to të

they feel disposed to return the compliment with interest.

sometimes find great questions decided on appeal to the Cou

Error, by a minority of judges overruling the decision of

majority, and the public are obliged to be content with the la

thus laid down, although the reasoning, as well as the numb

the dissentients is more to be relied on . As to the courts of

Master of the Rolls and the Vice-Chancellor, on the equity si
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we are constrained to say they have each their respective views, of some interest and deserves discussion . In the action of Mr.

and although in the main they have earned the respect and con - | Dixon against the Pall Mall Gazette , if we remember rightly , refer

fidence of the public , yet their practice and procedure are not ences to other criticisms which has reviewed his book favourably

what the Profession and the public desire, especially in the sub were held inadmissible . In the action of Mr. Gilbert against the

ordinate offices attached to each .” This we venture to think is a same newspaper the line pursued in criticising his previous plays

lively Irish sketch , and one in which implicit trust ought not to was adverted to to support the suggestion that the critic had been

be placed. It is hardly credible that a number of educated gen actuated by malice , and this was allowed. The principles upon

tlemen entrusted with the highest functions in the State , should which matter other than that constituting the libel is admitted

administer the law according to the bias of their personal feelings. has been more than once discussed , and it is clear that such

The Court of Appeal our contemporary is rather shy of, simply matter should be accepted with great caution . Chief Baron

observing that matters there have become too exciting to be plea Pollock , in Darby v . Ouseley (25 L . J ., Ex., at p . 229) says : “ The

sant. Anything that the Legislature may do with these courts rule is that other paragraphs or passages of a document put in by

cannot assuredly make them worse than they are - if we believe the plaintiff are to be read as part of his evidence, if they are

the Irish Law Times . connected with , or construe, or control, modify, qualify, or explain

the passages which have been read by the plaintiff ; but that was

THERE seems to be as much inconsistency in the decisions arrived
not the case in the present instance . Not only was the article an
entirely distinct one, but it did not at all interpret, modify, or

at by the Masters sitting for the Judges at Chambers in matters
explain the passages put in by the plaintiff , and it was entirely

relating to articled clerks' notices, as there is want of uniformity
irrelevant to it ; except that it related to the plaintiff, it was upon

in the notices themselves. Previous to a Preliminary Examina
a different subject." From this it would seem that in order to

tion it is necessary to give one calendar month 's notice prior to
entitle a plaintiff to put in anything besides the article complained

the day of examination . For an Intermediate one calendar of, to give colour to it , it must not only refer to him but be relevant
month 's notice, prior to the first day of the term in which the

to the subject matter ; and if it is sought to provemalice by such
candidate proposes to present himself for examination , is requisite.

other publication it must directly affect the alleged libel. “ The
In the ease of a Final Examination a clear term 's notice must be

subsequent article put in by the plaintiff," said the Chief Baron in
given . Our last week 's number contaiued a report of two cases

Darby v . Ouseley, “ was only admissible as evidence of malice ,
determined by Masters sitting at Chambers. In the first applica

and the passage proposed to be read for the defendants could not
tion was made, on the 22nd ult . for leave to enter copies of an

be deemed part of that evidence, because it did not at all affect it."
admission notice, given for Michaelmas Term last, in the Judges'

In that case the plaintiff's counsel, in order to show actualmalice ,
books one day previous to the day appointed for admission , the put in a number of the defendant' s paper subsequent to that con

rules of Hilary Term 1853 prescribing the period when such taining the libel. The defendant's counsel proposed to read as
entries should be made, prior to the Term preceding that in which part of the plaintiff 's evidence a paragraph in the same paper

admission as an attorney is sought. The application seems to have referring to the action which had then been commenced by

been grounded on an affidavit of the applicant's ignorance of the plaintiff, but Mr. Justice Willes, not considering that such para
rules, and an order was made in the terms of the applica

graph was one in any degreemitigating , modifying, or explaining
tion. In the second case, as reported by us, an order was the article put in as evidence of actual malice, ruled that it was
solicited on the 24th ult. for leave to give to the Masters of the

not to be read as part of the plaintiff' s evidence.
Queen 's Bench , and to enter in the same Judges' books, a similar

Wethink it may be contended , therefore, that, in strictness ,the
admission notice for the ensuing Hilary Term , and the applica fact that in previous articles a newspaper has pursued a course

tion was refused . The anomaly is apparent. In the first case apparently inimical to an author, ought not, unless actually affect
the publication for one Term of the applicant's name in the usual

ing the subject-matter complained of, be admitted as evidence of
list must have been taken as being all that was considered neces malice. But publications subsequent to the article complained of
sary, and the entry in the Judges' books a matter of no conse

may be taken together with it so as to prove malice. Malice, in
quence . In the latter, the same publication for one term in the

strictness, is a question of law upon the libel itself, and the libel
same list, coupled with the fact of the entries standing in the must be taken in connection only with anything subsequent which

Judges' books for a period of nearly two months prior to admis controls , explains, or aggravates it.
sion , does not suffice, notwithstanding the statement on oath of The course which has been pursued in connection with the case
the applicant that he had been led into the error of not giving of Gilbert v . Enoch is somewhat extraordinary , and one which we

his notice in due time, by supposing that a similar notice to that
think ought not to be encouraged . Although the jury found both

required in the case of an Intermediate Examination was all that parties innocent of any offence, Mr. Gilbert has resorted to the
was necessary . We commend these cases to the consideration of

newspapers to reiterate his charge against the Pall Mall Gazette,
the various Articled Clerks' Societies in London and the

and the Pall Mall Gazette has printed its justification , saying in
provinces. effect that the jury were not warranted in adding anything to

their verdict, and that what they did add - namely, that the play

LIBELS IN NEWSPAPERS. was innocent and inoffensive - was untrue. The press generally

The case of Gilbert v . Enoch , recently tried before Mr. Justice seemed highly pleased with the verdict and the expression of

Brett, seems to have attracted a somewhat undue amount of the jury, and we think both parties might well have rested con

attention , as if somenovel principle had been established , or the tent. As it is , neither party is satisfied ; even the Pall Mall,

old principles applied in some new manner. The alleged libel was which has the verdict, quibbling concerning the observations of

contained in a criticism on a comedy , the criticism amounting to the jury. Obviously juries would do well to remember the

this : That the play was coarse, vulgar, and indecent. What did privilege which Mr. Justice Brett reminded a jury a few days

Mr. Justice Brett tell the jury ? First, that however hostile in since that they enjoy, of giving no reasons for their verdict. The

spirit and wrong as a criticism - rather a loose expression ,wethink Pall Mall is now seeking to prove that the jury were wrong in

- if it does not travel away from the work to slander the author, saying that the play is innocent, and certainly it would seem that

it is no libel. If the criticism goes beyond the work , and attri if the play is innocent, the criticism was a libel. Trial by jury

butes to the composer some conduct or motive which , if truly will be worth very little if the litigation is to be prolonged in the

imputed, would in the eyes of reasonable persons of right senti. columns of the press. And, as a rule , comments by a litigant

ment, cause a feeling of hatred , ridicule , and contempt for him , it upon his own case are dangerous. (Strauss v . Francis, second

is a libel. Bona fides and honest belief in its truth are then action . )

immaterial. What is there in this which was not already estab

lished law ? Was it not said, in effect, by Lord Ellenborough, THE ESTATES OF PARTNERS IN BANKRUPTCY. - I.

when he directed the jury, in Tabart v. Tipper ( 1 Camp. 351) , NUMEROUS cases with reference to the administration of the estates.

thus : “ That publication I shall not consider as a libel which has of partners in bankruptcy , show clearly enough that the subject

for its object , not to injure the reputation of any individual, is not without difficulty , and it is desirable that the established

bat to . . . expose a vicious taste in literature, or to censure what I principles of the bankruptcy law with reference to it should be

is hostile to morality ? " And further on , “ Reflection upon well understood . Wewill first consider what is joint estate.

personal character is another thing. Show me an attack on the A good illustration of the questions which may arise as to what

moral character of the plaintiff, or any attack upon his character is joint and what separate estate, is furnished by Re Rowland and

unconnected with his authorship , and I shall be as ready as any Crankshaw ( L . Rep. 1 Ch . App. 421) . The arrangement there

Judge who ever sat here to protect him ." Or what did Mr. was this. Crankshaw was to employ Rowland as his traveller

Justice Brett say which was not in effect said by Lord Tenterden and superintendent for fifteen months; Rowland to purchase

in Macleod v . Wakley ( 3 C . & P . 313) ? “ Whatever is fair and can goods for Crankshaw without commission , and to receive a salary

be reasonably said of the authors of works, or of themselves as of £150 a year, and 10 per cent. on the profits remaining after

connected with their works, is not actionable unless it appear deducting the salary ; the business to be carried on under the

that, under the pretext of criticising the works, the defendant firm of Rowland and Co. ; and that at the end of the fifteen months

takes an opportunity of attacking the character of the author ; and a partnership should be formed between them on certain terms.

then it will be a libel." We do not, however, wish to detract from In the March previous to the July at which the partner

the admirable clearness and conciseness of Mr. Justice Brett ' s ship was to be entered into , Rowland was adjudged bank

direction , which gives us the law applicable to the case under rupt, and on the day following Crankshaw was also adjudged
consideration in terms not to be misunderstood . bankrupt on a separate petition . The question arising on

There is a feature in the case apart from the direction which is the appeal was whether there was any partnership - whether
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the estate was not all the separate estate of Crankshaw . Lord I every principle of equity that the joint estate, whose default was

Chancellor CraNWORTH said, “ When two partners are bankrupts, the origin of the whole difficulty, should get from the private

all the property must go in payment of all the creditors. In the estate of one of the partners that which would be to the prejudice

administration of bankruptcy it has been the object from the of the separate creditors of that partner, and thus to enlarge the

earliest times to apportion the estate as fairly as possible between funds of the joint estate which has already received the whole
the jointand the separate creditors . There is often much difficulty of the guardians' balance ."

in doing this satisfactorily, but some rules have been clearly laid

down , for instance, that the joint property pays the joint creditors

and the separate property pays the separate creditors." His Lord TITLE TO AND TRANSFER OF LAND .

ship then held that as Crankshaw suffered Rowland to trade in the All attempts to render the transfer of land inexpensive and the

nameof the firm , any persons trading with him were entitled to title to it more secure, have hitherto signally failed . Several of

say that Rowland and Crankshaw were the personswith whom they our most learned lawyers have tried to unravel the difficulty, but

dealt , and that the goods were joint goods. with different degrees of non -success, and the existing system of

In the next place, assume that there is a partnership but no land registry is a farce played at a cost of ten times the fees
joint estate. The law is clear that the joint creditors rank as received .

separate creditors against the separate estates of the respective Why have there been so many failures ? Do the present body
partners ; but the existence of any joint estate, however small of landowners hope to keep their number select by allowing the

and though it appear that after payment of costs there will be cost of obtainingthe article to be far heavier than therewould seem

nothing to distribute - prevents the joint creditors from proving any occasion , and by keeping up the wholesome dread that a

against the separate estate. Yet, if the joint estate is so situated person who has bought and paid , probably dearly, for land has to

that it cannot bemade available for the payment of the creditors, run the risk of some one turning up with a better title to it than

it will be regarded as though it did not exist. he has obtained ? Wethink no cost nor dread of the kind will

There being a partnership clearly established , the next important prevent people buying land when they can get it, although it is in

consideration arises where one partner only becomes bankrupt. most cases one of the worst pecuniary investments to be obtained ,

As regards the separate estate of the bankrupt partner, the rule is the return upon the outlay being in most cases less than it would

that until separate creditors are satisfied , joint creditors cannot have been had the money been invested in Consols.

prove against it . They may, however , prove under a separate There are two matters to be solved - one, the title of the holder

adjudication , and may vote at anymeeting of creditors. There are is to be made quite secure ; and, two, the mode of transfer is to

someexceptions to the general rule which are thus stated by Mr. | be simplified . Everyone who has had experience in conveyancing

Robson : If a joint creditor obtains a separate adjudication against knows that in every large property a great number of persons,

one partner, he will be allowed to prove in competition with born and unborn , are interested , and that it sometimes happens

separate creditors, on the ground that as the adjudication is for that a person whose name has been inserted in the settlement as

their benefit, and he is precluded by petitioning from suing for a remote beneficiary, comes into possession . In all large settle

his own debt, it would be inequitable not to let him come in with ments, the husband, the lord of the soil, has a life estate, his wife

the separate creditors. And this privilege will be allowed to the a jointure secured by a term of years given to trustees ; then

petitioning creditor although the bankrupt may be separately the eldest son has an estate given to bim which he is capable of

indebted to him in an amount sufficient to sustain the adjudica - converting into absolute ownership ,but which , if he allowsmatters

tion . It will also be allowed, although as to part of the dividends to remain , will devolve on his eldest son , and so on ad infinituit.

received , the petitioning creditor may be a trustee for a joint cre Younger sons and daughters are provided for by means of the

ditor who, according to the general rule , could only prove as a term of years, under which the trustees can raise portions by a

joint creditor. sale or mortgage. The property, in case there happens to be no

The operation of the rule prohibiting joint creditors from children , is then generally settled upon the brothers and the other

proring against the separate estate, was discussed by the Lords remoter relations of the lord and their children , estates for life

Justices in Lacey v . Hill ; re Bailey's Claim (28 L . I . Rep . N . S . only being given to persons in existence, to whom are also given

86 ), in which Lord Justice James recognised the “ number of nice powers of jointuring wives and portioning children .

and complicated questions arising from the rules in bankruptcy To make the title to landed property quite secure, one of two

as respects joint and 'separate estates." His Lordship observed steps must be taken ; either all limited estates, and the power to

that “ the rules which have been laid down are rough rules of create new ones, must be swept away ; or else, which appears

justice, because some rule must be laid down for the purpose of more rational, there should be two kinds of estates as at present,

keeping joint and separate estates distinct, and for paying the viz ., legal and equitable estates ; the former should always be

joint and separate creditors out of the one and the other." Before absolute, with full powers of selling, letting , and otherwise dealing

noticing the point in that case, it is necessary to look at Ex parte | with the land , without the slightest reference to the interest of

Topping (12 L . T . Rep . N . S . 3 ) which dealt with the right of a any person beneficially entitled . The equitable estate should ,

co- partner to prove against the estate of his insolvent partner . subject to dealings therewith by the person in whom the legal

That is an important question , as affecting the rights of estate is vested , entitle the beneficiaries to the enjoyment of the

creditors, and Lord Westbury said that the established rule property and the rents and profits ; but as regards the land itself,

that a co-partner cannot be admitted to prove against the the beneficiaries should have no estate or claim , except whilst it is

estate of his partner until the joint debts are satisfied , was in held by the trustee. In the event of any dealing with the pro

tended for the benefit of joint creditors : and in cases where that perty of which the beneficiaries disapproved , they should , except

intention fails, and the joint creditors are not benefited by the in the case of actual fraud, have a remedy only against the trustee

operation of the rule , the rule itself will cease. And he held that personally.

where the estate of a co -partner could not by possibility yield a To simplify the transfer of land , registration is absolutely neces .

surplus, the partner was entitled to prove - as he would not be sary. A registration of dealings, as at present in force in Mid

thereby paying himself out of money which might be due to dlesex and Yorkshire , is totally useless for the purpose, the sole

the joint creditors. Lacey v . Hill is the converse of the above, in object there being to prevent fraudulent dealings, and the effect

which it was sought to take from the separate estate of an insol being to increase the expense of each transfer. What is wanted is

vent partner to pay the joint debts of the firm . A . was a partner a system by which it can be shown at once who is the person

in a banking firm , and on his becoming treasurer of a board of legally entitled to sell and to confer an indefeasible title , and this

guardians, his partner B ., and C . who was not a partner, became can only be done by a compulsory system of registration , under

his sureties. The bank stopped payment, and A . died three days which all land will appear, together with the name of the person

afterwards, and a suit was instituted in Chancery to administer authorised to seli.

his estate . The other partners in the firm were adjudicated bank Such a system , although expensive, would not be impossible .

rupts. A .' s joint and separate estates were both insolvent, but In cases where land is settled , the trustees should be entered as

B .' s separate estate was solvent. When the bank stopped payment the owners ; and where there are no trustees, the person or persons

over £5000 was standing to the credit of the guardians. . c . paid to be so entered should be the nominee or nominees of the tenant

this amount in full, and was repaid a moiety of it out of B .'s sepa for life and remainderman .

rate estate , having previously been admitted to prove in the Chan To prevent expense there should be two registers, one provi

cery suit for the whole £5000. He also proved against the sional, the other absolute. To get placed upon the latter, an

joint estate of the firm for the second moiety of the £5000 . applicant should prove that he, or the person or persons forwhom

The trustee in B .'s separate bankruptcy sought to prove against he is a trustee, had or have a saleable title , or that he has been

A .' s separate estate for themoiety of the £5000 repaid to C . out upon the former register for five years, and no steps have been

of B .'s separate estate, but the Lord Justices refused the applica taken to remove his name. To get placed upon the former re

tion on the ground that in reality the partnership received the gister , an applicant should prove that he or his beneficiary has a

money and owed it to the guardians. Lord Justice Mellish said primâ facie holding title .

that there was “ a sort of joint and several liability.” And here Registration appears to us to be principally a question of expense.

we get at the third class of partnership bankruptcies. First, we Should the public bear it or should the landowners ? The object

have a partnership bankrupt with and also without joint estate ; of registration is to make titles more secure and easier of transfer ,

secondly, one partner only bankrupt ; and thirdly , the partner and the practical effect will be to increase the value of land by at

ship bankrupt and a contest between separate estates of different least the amounts now paid by the seller and purchaser, for the

partners over what is a " joint and several liability.” As to this expenses of the transfer, less a certain per centage, which will be

third head Lord Justice Mellish said : “ It would be a violation of payable upon future transfers.
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What matters it to the large majority of landowners that they

may get short and absolute titles to their properties, under which

they can easily deal with them , when their present titles are

matters of public notoriety. Their ancestors have held the lands

for ages, and their fondest wish is to keep them in the family.

Instead of making lands more saleable, they would prefer a law of
perpetual entail, and in the absence of such a law they do all in

their power to prevent a sale ,by prevailing upon their eldest sons,

at the earliest convenient opportunity, to resettle the land. And ,

again , other persons have bought land with a desire to found

families, and they do not wish to have it sold or made easily

saleable

To whom , then , would a system of registration be acceptable ?

Not to the public who hold no land, for the selling value of land
would be proportionately increased ; nor to the ordinary holder of

land, because of the expense of registration . The only persons
who would derive advantage are the owners of building estates

and land jobbers. Why should the public be taxed for the benefit
of these individuals , or why should all landowners be put to a

heavy expense in registering because the system will be beneficial
to a few of their number :

If the public are not to be benefited by registration , it seems

only fair that they should not have to bear the expense of it , and

it seemshard to throw the expense upon the landowners, who can

have no delight in the results of the scheme. If, however, it be

considered that the public will be benefited , they have clearly a

right to demand that the system shall be compulsory , and , there

fore,more likely to be self-supporting.

The question appears to be one for the landowners to settle

amongst themselves. If they want to feel more secure in their
titles, than they do at present, or to feel that they can transfer

their property more quickly and inexpensively than they are at
present able to do, they have only to speak out, and, doubtless, a

satisfactory system will be soon brought forward ; but in coming

to any determination , they must bear in mind that the preliminary

expenses of any system of registration will necessarily be heavy,
and will fall upon themselves.

In this state of uncertainty as to the effect of the Vice-Chan

cellor's judgment in Avery v . Griffin , it becomes necessary to refer

to other cases. Nickoll v . Jones (15 L . T . Rep . W . S . 383), before
Vice-Chancellor Wood ,bears upon the question . There a compro

mise was entered into between the plaintiff and defendant in a

probate suit , and an agreement signed by plaintiff and by one of

the defendants, the husband, " for himself and wife," and by A . B .
“ as attorney for the wife.” Interest in land of the wife was

affected by the agreement, and though it had been made a rule of

court, the Vice-Chancellor said the agreement could not be
enforced because it was not acknowledged by the wife . The

reporter's note is as follows : " No contract entered into by a
married woman with a person who knows her to be married other

wise than by deed acknowledged , or by some act in court in which

she is put at arm ' s length from her husband, can bind her real

estate, even though she has for a long time led the other party to
believe that she will abide by such contract, and he has on the

faith of such belief irrevocably abandoned valuable rights ." In
the course of his judgment the Vice -Chancellor said , “ The law

had pointed out one way, and one way only , in which a married
woman could bind her rights in real estate.” This case disposes
completely of the supposition that the element wanting in Arery
v . Griffin was the consent of the husband. But there is the case
of Wilkinson v . Castle ( 18 L . T . Rep . N . S . 100 ), decided by Vice

Chancellor Stuart, whose decision was affirmed by the Lords
Justices on appeal, which seems to set at rest any ambiguity as to
the effect of Avery v . Griffin . During coverture the wife became
devisee in fee of certain property. The husband and wife entered
into an agreement between themselves of the one part, and the

purchaser of the other part, for the sale of the property. The
agreement was signed by the husband and wife, and by the pur

chaser. There was somedelay in preparing the conveyance deed ,
though the purchaser got into possession of the property , and

the husband and wife sold through another solicitor to a third per .

son and conveyed by deed acknowledged . The second purchaser
filed a bill against the first purchaser in possession , praying for a
declaration , that he was entitled to the property in question ; the

defendant set up his agreement claiming a prior equity ; but it
was held by the Vice -Chancellor, and also on appeal, that as he
knew he was contracting to purchase the wife 's estate, he took

nothing urder the agreement, and could not even compel the

husband to convey his interest and receive an abated price. The
defendant's counsel admitted that he could not ask for the per .

formance of the contract so far as it affected the wife's fee simple,

but only to the extent of the husband's estate by the curtesy .
And in the judgment the Vice-Chancellor remarked " that the

defendant claimed by an agreement of which it is impossible that

he could obtain a decree for specific performance."
It would seem , therefore, that the ground of the decision in

Avery v . Griffin , is based not upon the non -compliance with the

4th section of the Statute of Frauds, nor upon the fact of the
husband not being an express party , but upon the doctrine that

when a feme covert and her husband enter into a contract to

convey her real estate, such an interest in land passes to the con

tractee, as to contravene the provisions of the Statute for the

Abolition of Fines and Recoveries.

This appears to be a subject which has not received at the hands

of the Profession the attention which it deserves. It is a matter

of constant occurrence that the solicitor of a feme covert vendor

goes to a sale and signs the contract as her agent in the ordinary

form , and the purchaser' s solicitor is content therewith . Where

a husband and wife entitled in her right, or trustees, one of whom

is a feme covert, seek to sell real estate, it is seemingly advisable

to have executed when practicable, a conveyance upon trust to

sell duly acknowledged by the married woman , but it is not quite

clear what course should be taken in the case of those instruments

where it has been held that there is no power to delegate a trust

for sale.

CONTRACTS BY MARRIED WOMEN AFFECTING REAL
ESTATE .

[COMMUNICATED BY A SOLICITOR. ]

It is laid down in the last edition of Chitty on Contracts (1871,

p . 179) that where an estate is devised to a woman in trust for

sale , and she afterwardsmarries,she cannot, during the coverture,

bind herself by contract to convey the estate so devised to her in

trust. This doctrine is founded upon a case decided by Vice

Chancellor Giffard in 1868 (Avery v . Griffin , 18 L . T . Rep . N . S .

819 ; L . Rep . 6 Eq. 606 ), and it will be necessary to note the

leading points therein in order to correctly interpret this doctrine

of disability. There were three trustees with power to sell real

estate , and one of them at the date of the will was a spinster.

Before the exercise of the power the spinster married . The two

other trustees and themarried trustee, with her husband, gave to

a solicitor ordinary verbal instructions to sell the trust estate by

auction ; and he accordingly entered into an agreement

with the purchaser, as agent of the vendors, in the

usual form , though the married trustee and her husband had

not conferred upon him express authority to sign the agree

ment on their behalf. The vendors discovering that the estate

had been sold at an under value, repudiated the agreement

for sale on the ground that one of the trustees had become since

her appointment a married woman , and therefore incompetent to

act ; and alleging that there was consequently no contract of sale

with the purchaser. The purchaser filed a bill to enforce his con

tract, but the Vice-Chancellor held that he could not obtain

specific performance of it upon the ground that “ a feme covert

could not bind himself by contract to convey an estate devised to

her in trust for sale ." This important judgment, couched in such

general language, is somewhat ambiguous, and at first sight one

is inclined to suppose that the Vice-Chancellor had regard to the

facts of the particular case upon which he was adjudicating , and

more particularly as neither the married woman nor her husband

were express parties to the contract. The Law Times reporter seems

to have adopted this view , for in the Notes of New Decisions on

Conveyancing (22nd Aug. 1868) , referring to this case, he says :

" Itwas objected that the contract was void because the husband of

the married trustee had not assented to it, and so it was held .”

The Law Journal reporter, in his note of the caso , says : “ Bill for

specific performance against trustees one of whom was a married

woman , dismissed , as the feme covert could not bind herself by

contract to convey."

LAW LIBRARY.

The Statutes Revised . Vol. IV ., from 41 Geo. 3, to 51 Geo. 3 ,

1801-1811. London : EYRE AND SPOTTISWOODE.

This volumecovers only ten years, but the chronological table pre

ceding the text shows how vast an amount of cumbrous matter

has been got rid of by the revision . The work is printed in

the same admirable manner which has characterised the publica
tion .

NOTE . A continuation of the Specimens of Codification of the law of

Marine Insurance will be found under “ MARITIME LAW ."
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SOLICITORS' JOURNAL. | THERE seems to have been some considerable The following law lectures and classes are ap
doubt until very recently as to whether a sum - pointed for the ensuing week in the hall of the
mons for leave to plead several matters was Incorporated Law Society : Monday, 8th , Claas

The Legal Practitioners' Society, whose adver. necessary, in the case of one of several pleas being Conveyancing , 4 .30 to six o 'clock ; Tuesday, 9th ,
tisement appears in our issue of to -day , seems to that of payment into court. Weunderstand that ditto ; Wednesday, 10th , ditto ; Friday, 12th,

have somewhat altered its tactics. The " defining the masters have lately met and deliberated upon Lecture, Common Law, six to seven o 'clock .
the rules of etiquette of the Profession, and re - the question , and it is said that they have decided | Students are not admitted after lectures have

ducing them to a written code," viewed from a that the summons is unnecessary in cases where commenced .
the doubt only arose in consequence of the plea of

practical point of view , we certainly considered a payment into court. NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
reform (if the proposal can be so designated) not ADMINISTRATION — MINORS — NEXT OF KIN
likely to be accomplished, and if accomplished We have received numerous letters from solici. | OUTOF THE COUNTRY - GRANT TO FIRST COUSIN .
hardly likely to produce very much good . Inso . tors upon the subject of the statements made by The sole next of kin of the minor children of a

far as we can gather from the advertisement, this more than one speaker, at the recent meeting of deceased intestate were two uncles, both of whom

had been absent from the country , and had notmembers of the Profession , to establish “ Theseems, at all events for the present, abandoned as
Legal Practitioners Societyone of the objects of the society . Then again ,

in reference to the been heard of for many years. The minors elected
amalgamation of the two branches , we are a first cousin as their guardian , and the court,

the " placing the government of the Profession authorised and requested to say that this is not, under the circumstances,made the grant to him ,
on a sound representative basis ;" this seems to and never has been , for a moment in contempla without citing the next of kin : ( In the Goods of
have disappeared as an object of the society . As tion by the promoters of the society in question , Burchmore, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 377. Prob.).

to this, no doubt in both branches there is much who are entirely opposed to it. ADMINISTRATRIX - WIDOW RECEIVED HER
MOIETY OF ESTATE - 20 & 21 VICT. c . 77 , s . 73.

room for improvement, especially as regards the
An intestate dying in India , the government, in

Bar ; but the society would most assuredly find We express no opinion on the alleged misconduct whose service he was, paid a moiety of his estate
its work “ love' s labour lost, " if it attempted of Mr. Pollard , of the Treasury , as reported in

to his widow , and transmitted the other moiety to

such a reform without the hearty co-operation of
last Monday's papers, re The Tichborne trial, butat this country, to be distributed among his next of
we may observe that that gentleman , though in

both governing bodies , and both branches of the kin here. The courtgranted administration under
many of the daily papers described as one of the

Profession . The society is one which in our opinion assistant solicitors to the Treasury, or words to
the 73rd section to the representatives of the next
of kin , limited to this particular sum of money :

solicitors will do well to support, the main objects that effect, is in fact not a certificated solicitor att | (In theGoods of Hughes, 29 L . T : Rep . N . S. 377.
now being to bring about a fairer adjustment

all. As our readers well know , the so-called Prob .) .
solicitor to the Treasury is a Queen ' s Counsel, and

of the relations of the two branches of the Profeso many of hig subordinates are barristers, but we PRACTICE - INTEREST ON JUDGMENT FOR

sion and to protect the Profession against the are not aware that Mr. Pollard is otherwise than
COSTS IN THE CAUSE - HOUSE OF LORDS - IN
TEREST UPON COSTS IN . - Where the judgment ofdepredations of unqualified men . While such are simply one of the clerks of the department.
a Superior Court is affirmed , with costs , in the

the aims of the society it deserves, indeed com Exchequer Chamber , and such decision of the
mands, the support of the entire Profession . We think it high time that the form of subpæna Exchequer Chamber is subsequently affirmed, on
It may be that the society will resolve itself should undergo some alteration . The necessity | appeal, by the House of Lords, who order the

into two branches, one to represent the Bar and
for inserting at least two names as witnesses is costs incurred by the successful party , in respect
not justified by modern requirements. It seems of the appeal, to be paid to him " the amount

the other solicitors, each having separate com - I almost absurd that, in order to comply with this, thereof to be certified by the Clerk ofParliament,"

mittees, and acting to a certain extent inde- solicitors should be obliged and permitted to the Superior Court has power to allow interest
pendently the one of the other , but conferring insert a fictitious name where the subpæna is , in only on the sum for which judgment was origi.

fact, only required for one witness.together when mutual interests are concerned .
nally signed in such Superior Court. for such

time asexecution has been delayed by theproceed
This may be desirable , but we do not think there ings in the appeals to the Exchequer Chamber and
is at present in the two branches that feeling and A SOLICITOR writes to us to say that he knows

the House of Lords, that is for the period between

disposition which will secure such a condition of of a case in which a City House Agent in a very
large way of business is in the habit of preparing

the date of the original judgment and its final

things as one of the results of the presentmove- | leases in such numbers that it is a source of in . affirmance by the House of Lords ; but it has no

ment. No doubt solicitors have far the greater
jurisdiction or power to give interest on the costs

come to the extent of hundreds of pounds a year, incurred in such appeal. So held by the Court of
interests at stake ; they have to work the amal- and that on a lessee' s informing him what his,
gamation of the two principal societies — the In .

Exchequer (Kelly, C . B ., and Martin and Pigott,
the lessee' s solicitors would charge for preparing
a lease, the land agent invariably replies that he

BB .) : (Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Com

corporated Law Society , and theMetropolitan and will get it done for so many guineas less. The
pany v . Gidlow , 29 L . L . Rep. N . S . 399. Ex.)

Provincial Law Association - and they have to sa de solicitor asaures us that, having lately insti. WILL - CONSTRUCTION - CHRISTIAN NAMES--

secure the further representation of the interests tuted proceedings to enforce specific performance No LATENT AMBIGUITY - PAROL EVIDENCE NOT

of solicitors by the establishment of properly of a contract, being an agreement for lease pre ADMISSIBLE. - A testatrix gave “ to her niece

organised local law societies working in conjunc.
pared by the land agent in question , he was, | Laura , the second daughter of her brother John

tion with the chief society. The Legal Practi.
| owing to the imperfect way in which the document | Webber,” certain chattels. In a subsequent part
was prepared , compelled , under the advice of of her will she gave to " each of her neices, Laura

tioners' Society should make the accomplishment counsel, to abandon the proceedings and pay costs. Webber ” and others, 250 :
of this one of its objects, for by thismeans it would | We hope that our correspondent will feel it his ately afterwards “ to each of her nieces, the said

probably relieve the society from further labour
duty to bring the case nnder the notice of the Laura Webber ” and others £100 : and divided

in putting a stop to the depredations of unquali .
council of the Incorporated Law Society , for it is her residuary estate equally between “ the said

so serious and flagrant an offence against sects. Laura Webber ” and three others. Testatrix had
fied persons, which all the established societies to 64 of the last Stamp Act and other earlier two nieces ,one named Laura , the second daughter

ought to do their utmost to suppress. enactments, that we feel convinced the council of her brother John , and the other named Laura

will see the necessity of taking steps to enforce Frances Tonkin , the daughter of her brother
paymentof the penalty or penalties. We certainly | William . Held , that the testatrix having once

The complaint of a London firm of solicitors , that strur clearly and accurately described her niece Laura ,
which we published in our last issue, upon the or one of these sections ought to, though it does as Laura “ the second daughter of her brother
subject of the charge of 62, per folio for conies of not, include the preparing of wills, agreements John," whenever she mentioned “ her niece

affidavits issued from the chambersof the common
under hand only, and powers of attorney. In all Laura ” afterwards, she must be presumed to

probability a not inconsiderable portion of leases have meant the same person : there was conse

law judges, will not, we hope, pass unnoticed . in connection with property in London are prequently no latent ambiguity , and parol evidence
Wehave searched in vain to find when , and under pared directly or indirectly by the large firms of was therefore not admissible to show which of the

what circumstances, the charge was increased land agents. We commend this matter to the two nieces was meant : (Webber v . Corbett, 29

from 4d . to 6d ., and at what time the taxing
consideration of the " LegalPractitioners'Society." | L . T . Rep . N . S . 365, V . C . M .) .

FOREIGN PROCESS - PRIMA FACIE VALIDITY
masters recognised such payments as correct - TRESPASS -- MALICIOUS ACTION. – Defen .
in bills of costs. There is no reason why | A FIRM of solicitors send us the following letter | dant entered into a charter-party with plain .

the charge per folio for these copies should be
and the subjoined notice : “ A poor widow in this tiffs ' agent for the voyage of plaintiffs' ship

greater than that allowed to the Profession for lar to the one mentioned in the LAW TIMES of don to the agent upon his personal liability,
town is being pestered with printed papers (simi- to Philadelphia and advanced money in L

the same work . Moreover, the charge for 1st Nov., p . 2 ) , as to payment of a debt due to Being unable to obtain payment he applied

such work in the Court of Chancery is to this some person whose name is not disclosed , neither to and was refused by the plaintiffs, and he
day only 4d . per folio . Where an affidavit is the amount of debt due, and intimating that if then direthen directed an attorney at Philadelphia to pro

long - and there are many of them this charge
the debt be not paid within three days from the ceed against the freight there upon the ship 's
receipt of the paper, steps will be taken to obtain

operates as a wholly unnecessary tax upon arrival. Accordingly a writ of attachment, par.
a warrant of execution against her goods, or a porting to have issued from the District Court of

saitors. warrant of imprisonment for contempt of court. Philadelphia in an action by the defendantagainst
As no notice has been taken of the former papers, the plaintiffs, was served non the captain , and

MANY of our readers are probably unaware that
orm has now been sent to h the ship was seized . The captain paid the money

ever since the system of examinations, by the woman is not aware that she has ever paid in . under protest, but no steps had been taken in the

members of the council of the Incorporated Law stalments towards the liquidation of any debt. | action nor in resisting the attachment by the

Society , for admission on the roll of attorneys, If you ,as the Editorof the Solicitors' Department, present plaintiffs. They now gued for trespass

was instituted , it has been usual for the council to think fit in the interest of the Profession to give and conversion of the ship , for malicious process
publicity to this paper, you can do so " : against the ship for a false claim , and for money

dinner recently took place in the hall of the THE UNITED KINGDOM MERCANTILE OFFICES, LONDON . received by defendant to plaintiffs' use. No

Society in Chancery.lane, Mr. G . H . Janson , the Arrear Notice.
evidence was adduced concerning the validity of

president, in the chair. Among the visitors a Sir , -- The instalments towards payment of the debt
the writ of attachment according to American

present on the occasion were
due by you , as per payment paper in your possession ,

Vice-Chancellor being in arrear, it is necessary to intimate that pay law . Held , that by the comity of nations the
Hall, the Attorney-General, Mr. J. G . Talbot, mentof all instalments duemust be sent here by Tues . process of foreign courts should prima facie be
M . P . ; the Town Clerk of the City of London, the day next, otherwise steps for immediate recovery of the assumed to be valid ; and that therefore the plain .
City Remembrancer , and numerous members of entire claim and expenses will proceed on the following tiffa. not having obtained a favourable termina
the Society , including those who fled the office of day . We are, your obedient servants, | tion of the proceedings at Philadelphia , could not

A . B . and Co . (Accountants ) .
scrutineers at the recent election to fill vacancies Sevenpence added to the amount due, being the ex. | recover from the defendant : (Taylor v. Ford , 23
on the council. pense of this notice . L . T. Rep. N . S . 392. Q . B.)

KO . and almla immedi.

be some

he incl

din her afto min rion . The usual
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TWO MODEL ACTIONS AT LAW . HEIRS-AT-LAW AND NEXT OF KIN . DANGAR ( Francis R . ), late of Sydney, New South Wales ,
THE two cases which we cut from the Times and but temporarily residing at the time of his death at the

Albany, Piccadilly , England, Esq . Feb . 24 ; 0 . J . Mander.
printbelow , are perhaps unfortunate specimens of MORLEY (Geo ),Gainsborough, York, landed proprietor.

Nextof kin to send in by Dee. 20, at the chamber of V . C . solicitor, 9 , New -square, Lincoln 's - inn , Middlesex .
the business of the common law courts. In one of M . Jan . 8 , at the said chambers, at twelve o 'clock , is the DENNYSON (Ann ), Bellerby . Spennithorne, York , widow .

them a bad case seems to have been made infinitely timeappointed for hearing aid adjudicating upon such Jan . 1 ; Teale and Son , solicitors , Leyburn . .
Dowse (Samuel). Marsden . Almondbury, York, cottonForse by the conduct of the counsel engaged for claims.
spinner . Jan . 15 ; A . H , Owen , solicitor, Station -street,

the defence, on which we add no comments to Huddersfield .
DYER ( John ), Great Cornard , Suffolk , gentleman .UNCLAIMED STOCK AND DIVIDENDS IN THEthose of the learned judge : Jan . 1 ;

BANK OF ENGLAND. Ransom and Son , solicitors, Sudbury, Suffolk ,

COURT OF COMMON PLEAS. FAU :KNER (Geo. ), Shanghai, China, merchant. March 30.[ Transferred to the Commissioners for the Reduction of the Edmands and Mayhew , solicitors, 33, Poultry, London .
MONDAY, Dec. 1 . National Debt, and which will be paid to the persons FRY (Chas . ), Donnall' s- row , High -road , Lewisham , Kent,

respectively whose names are prefixed to each in three
(Before Bretr, J. and a Common Jury .) corn and coal merchant. Dec. 16 ; Parker and Son ,months, unless other claimants sooner appear. ] solicitors , Lewisham .

GOFF v. LOVEGROVE . CHARMAN (Hannah , widow , and CHARMAN ( Thos. ), gentle GARNE ( Thos. ), Broadmoor Farm , Sherborne, Gloucester,

Higginswas for the plaintiff ; Huddleston , Q . C ., Willis, man . both of East Grinstead , Sussex. £122 18. 9d . Three farmer. Jan . 10 ; Kendall and Son , solicitors, Bourton-on .
per Cent. Annuities. Claimant, said Thomas Charman, the-Water ,

and Fullarton were for the defendant. the survivor GROVES ( John ), Lark -hill, St. Martin , near Manchester,This was an action brought to recover from the EDEN (Geo . Mortnn ), 78, Onslow -square, Brompton , Mid retired glove manufacturer . Jan . 6 ; T . R , Huxley ,
defendant certain chairs , which the plaintiff said were dlesex , Lieut.-General, two dividends on the sum of solicito , Worcester .
his. There was a count for slander , the words said to £966 138. d ., Reduced Three Per Cent. Annuities. GUNNELL (Richard P .), Woodford , Northampton , Esq .
have been uttered accusing the plaintiff of theft and Claimant Louisa Anne Eden , widow , administatrix , with Jan . 6 ; Archbonld and Hawkins, solicitors, Thrapston .
other acts of misconduct. will annexed, to Geo . Morton Eden , deceased . HARINGTON (Martha ), Nurbiton , Surrey, widow . Feb . 2

HILL (Henry Finch ), Green - hill, Harrow , Middlesex , far Loughborough and Sons, solicitors , 23 , Austin - friars ,
It appears that , the plaintiff having bought some mer. £200 Three Per Cent. Annuities . Claimant, Henry London .

chairs, the defendant came to his place of business with Finch Hill, acting executor of Henry Finch Hill, deceased . HARRIS (Edward) , FroomeFarm , near Dorchester, yeoman .
a van and an officer , said they were Government chairs, LACY ( Elizabeth Mary ) , Camden -street, Islington , Middle Jan . 1 ; G . Symonds, solicitor , Dorchester.
used the language complained of, and took them away . sex , spinster . £212 123. New Three per Cent. (formerly HARRIS (Louisa ), 60, Oxford-terrace , Hyde- park , Middle
A man named Collins, from whom the plaintiff had New £3 108 . per Cent. ) Annuities . Claimant, Richard sex , widow . Jan . 1 ; H . Harris , Sta , Moorgate -street ,

bought these chairs , was arrested ; an investigation was Hall, administrator to Elizabeth Mary Lacy , deceased . London .

HEDGES, Thos. P . , Bristol, accountant. Jan . 17 : J . and H .LEWELLIN ( Very Rev . Llewellin , D . O . L .. Dean of St.made at Slough , and he was committed for trial at David 's , Cardigan ; LAWRANCE (Edward Billopp ), Baker - Livett, (solicitors, Albion Chambers, Small-street, Bris
Aylesbury . Eventually Collins, who was the defendant' s street, Portinan -square, Esq . , and SMITH (Col. John tol.
servant, was convicted of stealing chairs, and sentenced Thos. ) , Twellat House, Lee, Kent. One dividend on the HENLY, Alexander , 330, Fulham -road , Middlesex, and 31.
To twelve months imprisonment. The chairs were sum of £17416s . ld . Three per Cent. Annuities. Claimant, Cannon -street , London, merchant. Dec. 31 ; Horace
marked " Lovegrove, Slough," and someofthese marks said Very Rev. Lewellin and Col. John Thomas Smith . W . C . Chatterton, solicitor, 4, Ludgate- hill, E . O .

had been obliterated . PULLEY ( Emily Newell), Kidderminster , spinster . £260 HOGG (Charles , Lanesfield, Cheltenham , Esq . Dec. 17 ;
Thedefence was that they were chairsmade forGovern Three per Oent. Annuities . Claimant, said Emily Newell Ticehurst and Sons, solicitors, Essex . place Cheltenham .

ment, that Collins had stolen them , and that the plaintiff , Fulley, spinster. HUTCHINSON ( James ), Bishop Auckland, Durham , grocer
SHAW (Charles ) , the Stock Exchange, gentleman . One divi. and parish clerk , Jan . 10 ; Bowser and Ward , solicitors,well knowing that they were stolon , had bought them dend on thesum of £1039 178 , 11d . Three per Cent. Annui. Bishop Anckland.

from him . The plaintiff , who admitted that he bad ties ; two dividends on £1912 178. 60 . ; two on 21990 8s, 10d ; LINES (Wm .) , 56 , Clissold -road , formerly known as 27 .
been , in 1871 , sentenced to eighteen months' imprison three on £4137 38 , 10d . ; and four on £3937 8s . 10d . , New Park -road , St. Mary, Stoke Newington, Middlesex,
ment for receiving stolen goods, was cross-examined at Three per Cent. Annuities. Claimant, Wm . Shaw , ad gentleman . Jan . 10 ; R . and W . B , Smith , solicitors, 7 .

great length by Mr. Huddleston, but in the midst of his
ministrator to Chag. Shaw , deceased , New -square, Lincoln 's -inn , Middlesex .

TELFER (Somerville ), Philpot-street, Commercial- rond , LUKE (Wm .), Charlestown, St. Austell, Cornwall, mer.
cross-examination , pawnbroker . £300 New Three per Cent. Annuities. chant.. Dec . 31 ; Shilson , Coode, aud Co ., solicitors, St.

The learned JUDGE suggested that Mr. Huddleston Claimant, Maria Telfer, widow , and John Ashbridge Austell.
shoul, wait and see what Mr. Higgins would ask the Teller , executors of Somerville Telfer , deceased . Lyon (Chas, J .) late of 51, Park -walk , Chelsea, Middlesex ,

plaintiff, and what further proof he would give. and formerly of 12 , Coleshill-street, Eaton -square, Mid
dlesex , Esq . Jan . 1 ; Nicholson and Herbert, solicitors,That learned gentleman called the plaintiff's wife , and 28, Spring -gardens, Charing Cross, Middlesex.

closed his case. CREDITORS UNDER ESTATES IN CHANCERY. MAKIN ( Jos.) Monks Eleigh, Suffolk , farmer . Jan . 6 ;
BRETT, J ., addressing the jury, said - Gentlemen, can Last DAY OF Proof. Robinson and Co., solicitors , Hadleigh , Suffolk .

you trust these witnesses ? COOPER (Jeremiah ) , Green -street, Piccadilly, Middlesex . MALTBY ( T'hos. K . ), New Hinksey, Berks, gentleman . Dec .
29 ; Wm . H .Walsh , solicitor, Oxford .

After some consideration , the Foreman said - No, we Lient.-Col. in H . M . ' s 18th Regiment of Infantry, and
Companion of the Bath . Dec. 6 ; T . H . and O . B . Hodg MARQUES ( Elizabeth C . ), Twyford , near Reading , Berke,

cannot. son , solicitors , The Courts, Carlisle . Dec. 15 ; V . C . M ., widow . Jan . 23 ; J . C . Wootton , solicitor, 2 , Finsbury

Higginsthen elected to be nonsuited . at twelve o 'clock . circus, London .
MARTYN (William ) , 17. Thayer-street, Manchester-square ,

BRETT, J . - Such being the case, I must express my GOODE (Henry S ,), 44 , Howland-street, Fitzroy-square ,Middlesex , solicitor. Jan . 6 ; H . W . H .' Lea, solicitor. 7. 1 Middlesex , Esq . . Jan . 24 ; G . E . Thomas, solicitor, 8 ,
opinion , which is , that a more impudent action never Furniva 's - inn , Holborn , Middlesex . Feb . 6 ; M . R ., at Regent-street , Middlesex.
was brought. The man is just out of prison , and he twelve o 'clock . OLIVER (James), Lambourne Cottage, Bow -road , Middle
brings an action simply because Collins was not actually | GORDON ( Ann ), 47 , Richmond -road. Islington , Middlesex , sex, Esq . Dec . 15 ; W . H . Oliver, solicitor, 64, Lincoln 's .

tried on the indictment for stealing chairs sold to him . I spinster . Jan . 12 ; Clapham and Fitch , solicitors, 181 inn - fields, Middlesex,
PINCHBECK (Lucy ), 97, Queen 's -road . Peckham , Surrey .the plaintiff having been found guilty previously on & Bishopsgate Without, London . Jan , 26 ; V . 0 . H ., at

charge of stealing property sold to some one else .
spinster . Dec . 31 ; B . W . Jones, solicitor, S , Walbrooktwelve o 'clockIt | HALLWORTH (Chag. ), Manlden , Bedford , miller. Jan , 1 ; buildings, Walbrook, London .

was not necessary to proceed on another charge. Not ! John Wright, solicitor, Ampthill, Bedford . Jan . 18 ; | POBCIIER ( Sarah ), Park corner , Winchfield , Southampton ,

only is there no ground for this action , but it is a most V . C . B . attwelve o 'clock . widow . Dec. 31 ; White and Co. , solicitors, 12, Great

impudent proceeding altogether . IHLER (John ), si, Ashburnham -road , Greenwich , Kent, Marlborough - street, London .

gentleman . Dec. 24 ; J . Dingwall, solicitor, 8, Token REYNOLDS (WilliamThe plaintiff was then called . J .) , 32, St. James' s -street, and 31,

The defendant at once rose and said he was ready to house.yard, Lothbury, London . Jan , 13 ; Claverton -street, Pimlico , Middlesex , print seller andV . O . M . at
twelve o 'clock . publisher . Jan . 14 ; C . H . Hodgson, solicitor, 10 , Salis

take any further proceedings against the plaintiff whic KENNEDY (Henry ), Marine-terrace, Brighton , Sussex, E -n . bury-street, Strand, Middlesex.

his Lordship might advise. RIDER (Mary A . E . ) , Ramsgate , Is le of Thanet, Kent,Jan , 1 ; R . Grimshaw , solicitor, Prince Albert -stret ,

BRETT, J , replied that it was no part of his duty to Brighton , Jan , 16 ; M . R ., at twelve o 'clock . widow . April 6 ; M . and 0 . Daniel, solicitors , Effingham
street, Ramsgate .

give advice. LANE ( Thos. ), formerly of Grove End House, Grove- road .In the course of the trial it was proved St. John ' s -wood, late of 18 , Boscobel-gardens, Alpha-road , ROBERTSON (Robert), Morpeth , Northumberland.
that the plaintiff had bought the chairy at a very low

Dec .
London , merchant. June 12, 1874 ; Jas. J . Stokes , soli 20 ; B . Woodman , solicitor, Newgate- street, Morpeth .

price from a cart or van having the defendant' s name on citor, 101, Borough High -street, Southwark, London , SITI (Chas.), 14 , Green -street, Wellington -street, Black
it, and he and his wife both said it was a common June 21 ; V . C . B . , at twelve o 'clock . friars-roal, and 18 , Grove Hill -terrace, Grove- lane, Cam

berwell, Surrey, sugar refiner and vinegar maker. Dec .custom in the trade to buy chairs from a van , and that MAPPIX (Wm .), Sheffield , provision dealer . Jan . 6 ; Wm .
they had often done so before . 31 ; W . J . Myatt, solicitor, 2, Abchurch -yard, Cannon .The plaintiff also said Wilson , solicitor, Sheffield , Jan , 20, M , R ., at twelve

street, London ,o 'clock .that he should give no more for picked out or selected STACEY (Benjamin ), Cliff Cottage, Corton, Suffolk , Esq .
chairs than for chairs rejected by the Government. MARSDEN ( Jos. D . ), 59, Friday.street, London, and Ed.

monton , Middlesex , solicitor. Jan, 2 ; Thos . F . Robin Jan . 1 ; Tbos. Day , Saxmundham , Suffolk , and Charles
Webb , 45 , Oranbourne-street, London ,son , solicitor, 9, Tokenhouse-yard, London , Feb . 2, M , R .,

at twelve o ' clock . SWATTON (William ), formerly of Gloucester Villa , Croydon .

Tuesday, Dec. 2 . MOTT (Chas. F .), Hastings, Sussex. Dec. 20 ; Walter grove , West Croydon , late of Sydney- road, Stockweli,
Surrey, gentleman . Jan , 8 ; J . L . Dale , solicitor, 8 , FarCheesman , solicitor, Hastings . Jan . 8 ; V . C . M ., at twelve(Before HONYMAN, J., and a Common Jury.) o ' clock . nival's -inn , Holborn , London,

THORPE (Mary A . ), Bank-street, Sheffield , widow . Dec . 1 ;RIGTON (Ellen 8 .), Southport, Lancashire. Jan . 5 ; BlaggTURNER V. HAZELL .
and Sons, solicitors, Cheadle , Stafford , Jan , 15 ; V . O . M ., Rodgers and Thomas, solicitors, Bank -street, Sheffield .

Shaw and Hollwere for the plaintiff ; and Frith for the at twelve o ' clock . TOMLINSON (Wm .), 194, Essex-road. Islington , Middlesex,
defendant. SHEAT (Wm . H . ), late of 35 , Finborough -road, South Ken . draper . Jan . 14 ; Phelps and Sidgwick , solicitors, 3 ,

This was a case partly heard yesterday. It was an sington , Middlesex , and formerly of Upton Manor, Essex, Gresham -street, London ,

and some time since resided at Slashee's Hotel, Austin ,action to recover a sum alleged to be due from the de
TORRIANO ( Chas , J . ), late a lieut, in the 2nd Native Veteran
Battalion in the Hon . East India Company's service,Neveda , U . 18 . A . Feb. 14 ; Chas, Grundy, solicitor, 26 ,fendant to a surgeon for fees, medicine, attendances .

Bridge -row , Cannon -street, London , March 2 ; M . R . , at who died at Vizagapatam , East Indies . April 4, 1874 ;
and consultations . It was said that the defendant had eleven o ' clock . Hensman and Nicholson , solicitors, 25 , College -hill,
been injured in a railway accident, and that the plaintiff SIMMONS (Edwd.) , 1, Elizabeth -place, Liepsic-rond , Camber London , E . C .
had agreed to charge him nothing, and to look to the well-road , Surrey. Jan . 1 ; J . G . Shearman , solicitor, 10, WALKER (Francis ), Bellerley , Spennithorne, York , gentle

Company for his remuneration . The now defendant, Gresham -street, London . Jan . 15 ; V . C . M ., at twelve man . Jan . 1 ; J, Teale and son , solicitors , Leyburn .
however, was nonsuited in his action against the Com . o 'clock , WALLIB, Jas., Kingston upon-Hull, merchant. Jan . 15 :

| TURNER (Mary ). Derwent hill, Crosthwaite, Cumberland ,pany, but he said that the now plaintiff had urged him
Stamp and Co ., solicitors , Quay -street Chambers , Hull.

widow . Dec . 24 ; Geo . Ansell, solicitor , Keswick . Jan, 12 ;to go on, and not to settle, as he should charge him
WHATELEY, Geo ., 41. Waterloo street, Birmingham , and of

V . C . H ., at one o 'clock , the Cedars, Ampton -road , Edgbaston , near Birmingham ,
nothing . His attorney also had, according to the defen | WALKER (John ), 5 , Oarrington -street, Nottingham . Jan 5 ; solicitor. Feb . 1 ; H . P . Bowling, East Lodge, The Mall,
dant' s statement, agreed to conduct the action gratui Samuel Brittle , solicitor, St. Peter 's -chambers, Notting. Hammersmith .
tously , buthe had sinceput in an execution and swept WHITE (John ), late of the Oriental Club , Hanover -square.

ham . Jan . 16 ; V . 0 . M . at twelve o 'clock .
away all his property." The plaintiff of course denied | WEEKES (Thos.), Halling-wharf, Stratford , Essex, and Middlesex , and 23, Hanover-square , Esq ., formerly

surgeon in the Service of the East India Company, on theBattersea , Surrey , limeburner. Dec. 31 ; R . Prall , solicithat he bad ever entered into any such agreement as
the defendant set up. tor, Rochester. Jan 11 ; V . C . H . at twelve o 'clock . Madras Establishment. Jan . 18 ; Lee, Pemberton , and

Reeves, solicitors, 44, Lincoln 's - inn- fields, Middlesex.
On cross-examination , the defendant said tbat he did WISEMAN ( Jas .), Heathtield -terrace, Halifax, York , gentle

not believe that the jury in the action against the rail man , Jan . 15 ; Wavell and Co., solicitors, 26 , George
way company said that he was not in the accident at CREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 VICT, c . 35 . street , Halifax.
all, or that he told the late Chief Justice Bovill that he Last day of Claim , and to whom Particulars to be sent.
was a returned convict . He admitted that hewas asked REPORTS OF SALES.BELLINGHAX (John ) , Upper Clapton , Middlesex , gentleman ,
some questions, but he did not know whether a warder Jan . 1 ; J . Brunskill, solicitor, 13, Great James -street ,
from the hulks and two gaolers were shown to him . Bedford -row , Middlesex . Wednesday, Nov. 26 .
There were four gentlemen who stood up, and he was BIGMORE (Wm .), 21, Brook -street, Ratcliffe , Middlesex, By Messrs. Edwin Fox , and BoUSFIELD, at the Mart .

asked if he knew them , but he said that he did not. He labourer. Dec . 15 ; H . Ramsden , solicitor, 150, Leaden Stockwell- park - road . - The Stockwell Grammar School,thought it would be the counsel to the company who hall-street, London ,

asked him if he was a returned convict.
term 39 years - sold for £140.BORROW (Major Joha ), 20, Pall-mall, London . Jan . 1 ; C . J .After several

Borrow , Gillingham , Dorset. City . - No. 38, Bartholomew -close, freehold - sold for £110,
more questions from Mr. Shaw , the defendant said , BOULNOIS ( John , 30, Sloane-street, Chelsea, Middlesex, up . Thursday, Noc. 27 .
" You have got a dirty client, and you are asking dirty bolsterer. Jan . 12 ; 0 . Ricbards, solicitor, 16 , Warwick By Messrs. HARDs and VAUGHAN , at the Mart.

questions, and I will not answer them ," street. Regent-street, Middlesex . Rotherhithe. - No. 18 , Princes-street, freehold - sold for
On this the jury said they were quite satisfied , and Box (William ), Woodland Mount, Oumberworth Hall, L270 .

after some discussion found a verdict for the plaintiff Emley and Nortonthorpe Mills , near Huddersfield , fancy By Messrs . NEWBOX and HARDING, at the Mart.
cloth manufacturer. Feb . 1 ; Hesp , Fenton , and Owen ,

for the amount claimed . Canonbury. - No. 3, Douglas-road , terın 78 years - sold forsolicitors, Station -street, Huddersfield .
2000 .Share applied for immediate execution , on which Frith BRYSON (John ), late of Dorchester House, Beverley- road , Barnsbury .-- No.163, Hemingford- road, term 69 years - sold

said , " They are welcome, if they think they can get Kingston -upon -Hull, formerly a timber merchant, and for 2510 ,
anything." afterwards a shipowner and gentleman . Jan . 10 ; J . J . Upper Holloway .-- Nos. 25 and 29 , Alexandra -road, term 85Thorney, solicitor , 10 , Parliament-street , Kingston -upon

In the course of the present trial the learned Judge | Hull
years - sold for £555 .

repeatedly remonstrated with the defendant' s counsel
Nos, 1 to 6 , Stanley -terrace, term 85 years - sold for £1830 .

CHEEK , Thos. F ., St. Germain 's Tavern , Forest -hill, Kent,
Kennington -lane. - Nos. 73 to 76, Devonshire -street, term 5

for his mode of conducting the case , and on reference and the White Lion , High-street, St. Giles's , Middlesex . years - sold for £180 .
being made by him to pagsages in his own speech for Dec. 31 ; Hunter and Co., solicitors, 9 , New -square, Lin

By Messrs. GADSDEN , ELLIS , and Co., at the Mart.the defence, his Lordship said he should not forget that coln 's Inn , Middlesex .
CLEMOW , Wm . R ., Anderton ' s Hotel, Fleet- street, London , Tower-hill . - No. 2, Postern - row . freehoid - sold for £1990 .

speech to his dying day . Hotel-keepeer. Jan . 1 ; J . Price, solicitor, 12 , Serjeants ' Shoreditch . - No. 194, High-street, The Eagle Beer bouse,
Verdict for the plaintiff , with immediate execution . Inn , Fleet-street, London , freehold - sold for eisio,

dantag. His atbt to settle w plaintin ninstthe gant, | Gresroad, Sury): 2, Elizabeth

.
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No, 193, adjoining - sold 'or £1190 .
(c) Arn . Mar. Ing. 4th edit, 1839 ; contra , Humphrey REAL PROPERTY AND

No. 70 , Holywell-lane - sold for £600 .
' v . Union Ins. Co., 3 Mason 's Rep. 429.

Whitechapel-road. - No, 188 , The Lord Rodney's Head, free American Law . - The deduction is made though
CONVEYANCING .

hoid - sole for £2000.
Nos. 9 and 10 . Hope- place -- sold for £235 .

the ship be now :
Aldgate . - No. 31, Mitre-street , term 10 years - sold for £60 . Nickels v , Maine Fire and Mar. Ins. Co., 11 Mass. NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.

Bethnal- green . - Freehold ground-rent of £10 per annum
Rep. 253 ; Dunham v. Commercial Ins. Co., 11 JUDGMENT CREDITOR - INTEREST IN LAND

soid for £290. Johns Rep. 215 ; Phillips 1431.
The value of the old materials is deducted from

NOT CAPABLE OF ACTUAL DELIVERY IN Execu

TION - 27 & 28 VICT. c . 112. - By the Law of

To Correspondents.
the nett expense of the repairs, after deducting Judgments Amendment Act (27 & 28 Vict. c . 112)

the one-third.
JAMES A . TUCKER.-- You are entitled to present yourself

a judgment creditor has no charge on the land of

for Intermediate Examination in Easter Term 1874, by
Arn ., 4th edit., 810 .

giving the necessary month' s notice . We do not think

his debtor, although he has issued a writ of elegit
American Rule . - The value of the old materials

that thepostof paid organist would be regarded as a con . is applied towards the payment of the new . The
and obtained a return from the sheriff , where the

travention of the provisions of 23 & 24 Vict. c . 127, s . 19, so
long as it does not interfere with service under articles ;

interest of the debtor in the land is not capable
third is then deducted from the balance.

but it is wise in such a case as that which you put that the

of being actually delivered in execution : (Hatton ,

2 Phillips, p . 181.consent of the principal should be obtained Read the Repairs at a port of distress are paid for by v . Haywood , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 335. V .C . M .)

case of Exparte Greville. reported in our last week 's issue. I underwriters at the rate prevailing at that port.
WILL - MAINTENANCE AND EDUCATION - Dis.

page 70, and the case of Re Peppercorn , therein referred to .

- ED. Sole. DEPT.

Benecke Pr. of Ind., 459 -61; Center v . American
CRETION OF TRUSTEES - EFFECT OF ADMINIS

Ins. Co., 7 Cow . N . Y . 561.
TRATION SUIT. - Where & testator by his will

Goods sold to pay for repairs at a port of dig. gives his trustees & discretionary power of

tress, are paid for according to their clear value advancement for the maintenance and education

MARITIME LAW .
at the port of destination , or if sold for more, of children presumptively entitled under the will,

| the larger som may be recovered .
SPECIMENS OF A CODE OF MARINE

the court will not control the trustees in the

Arnould, 811 ( n . 3) .
exercise of their discretion , because a decree has

INSURANCE LAW . Freight.
been made in a suit for the administration of

By F . 0 . CRUMP, Barrister-at-Law . ( See this title , sub -title “ Partial Loss.” ]
testator' s estate : (Brophy v . Bellamy, 29 L . T .

(Continued from page 435, vol. lv.)
Rep . N . S . 380. Chan .)

PARTICULAR AVERAGE - LOSS.
Under valued policies the underwriter pays

only such proportion of the value stated as the
Definition .

Loss arising from damage accidentally and
freight lost bears to the full intended cargo. COUNTY COURTS,

proximately caused by the perils insured against
Under open policies the loss is adjusted upon the

or from extraordinary expenditures voluntarily
gross proceeds of the freightat the port of desti. THE JUDICATURE COMMISSION AND THE

incurred for the sole benefit of some particular
nation, and the underwriters pay the actual

AF amount of freight loss :
interest :

COUNTY COURTS.

Arnould, 1st edit ., 253 ; Boulay- Paty, Cours de
Arnould (4 edit. ), 843.

A LARGE and important meeting was held at the

Droit Commercial, vol. 4 , p . 481 ; Code de Com ., Cargo.
Croydon Town-hall, on the 25th ult., under the

art. 403 ; Benecke Pr. of Ind ., p . 165 , 166 ; Phillips, Under valued policies the basis of adjustment
| presidency of Dr. Á . Carpenter, J. P ., for the pur

sect. 1422 . is the value of the cargo stated in the policy.
pose of protesting against the evidence given

Note . - Expenses incurred which fall on the insurer
by virtue of the sue and labour clause must

| Under open policies it is the prime cost on
before the Judicature Commission , to the effect

be distinguished from particular average. The board .

that it would be for the public convenience that

French law , however , includes such expenses under The underwriter pays the aliquot part of the
the Croydon County Court should be abolished.

the term particular average . Code de Com ., art . original value estimated by the proportion of loss.
The chairman in introducing the business of

463 ; 4 Boulay- Paty, Droit. Mar.481. This loss is ascertained by comparing the gross
the meeting, expressed an opinion that it would

SHIP .
produce of the sound with the gross produce of

be not only unwise but unjust to remove the busi.

Loss . the damaged sales :
ness of the County Court of Croydon to London .

The following losses are allowed as particular . Johnson v . Shoddon , 2 East. 581 ; St . on Av. 92.
Having commented upon the hardship thatwould

average : Sails split or blown away by the extra- . A portion of cargo shipped in separate packages
be inflicted upon tradesmen and the community

ordinary force of the wind ; cables parted or being lost, and another portion damaged , it is generally by compelling them to go to London .

washed from the deck if properly kept there ; usual to adjust the loss separately .
to recover a small debt, the chairman said &

masts sprung ; spars carried away ; planks Where several articles are insured together ,and resolution on this subject would be submitted

started ; damage by the vessel being so strained each suffers a particular average loss, the loss
to the meeting, and respecting a proposal

that its shape is distorted and its value mate- must be adjusted separately on each :

which had been made to abolish the system

rially diminished ; loss of boats ; tearing off the Arn . 4th edit. 830 .

of imprisonment for debt. On this subject

sheathing ; breaking of the upper works, or

NOTE. — There being a sale of damaged goods with a there might be a difference of opinion , but he

view of comparing sound and damaged values,

timbers, or any part of the ship ; damage by acci.

must say that it would be unwise to take from

the charges of such sales are added to the amount

dental straining ; or by lightning ; or by fire ; or

County Court judges the power they possee

by collision ; or in a justifiable engagement; and
and thewhole is then apportioned on the under

U Tue 1035 arter its quantum has been ascertained sending persons to prison who could pay and

loss by plunder and force and while the ship is in
writers in the usualway.

would not. This was, he believed , the class of

possession of captors or pirates :

Stevens on Average, 148 - 150 ; Beuecke Pr. of persons who would be the most affected by the

Phillips, sect. 1424.
Indem , 436 , 437 .

abolition of imprisonment, and it was the very

Wages and provisions of crew engaged in
The loss is generally adjusted at the port of class against whom tradesmen and other creditors

repairing damage for which underwriters are

destination on the gross proceeds ormarket value should be protected . It would , however, be sug .

liable, but not otherwise :
there .

gested that no imprisonment should take place

2 Phillips, sect. 1429, p . 175 ; Hall v . Ocean Ins. Co.,
Arn . 4 edit. 831 ; Phillips, sect. 1454.

when the amount was less than 40s., and where

21 Pick ,Mass. 472 ; Arn . (4th edit.) 784 ; Boulay
Goods being unloaded at a port of distress, the debtor was a working man in receipt of weekly

Paty on Emerigon , vol. 1 , p . 619 .
found damaged, and sold to prevent further de

Fronch Law . This expenditure is particularaverage terioration , the claim is adjusted as a salvage

wages, who was willing to pay his just debts. Dr.

during delay to repair , and also during quarantine :

Carpenter having expatiated on the benefits of the

(Codede Com , a 103, pars 4 and 5 .)
loss .

Arn . 4 edit. 832.

County Court to the community at large, and the

ADJUSTMENT.
If the assured , for reasons of his own, puts an

justice of the decisions of the learned judge, who

end to the risk at a port short of the destination ,

presided therein , called upon Mr. Henry Moore,

.. Ship . .
to move the first resolution .

Under valued ' policies the basis of adjustment loss by sea -damage should be adjusted upon the 1st. - " That this meeting is surprised to hear
is the value in the policy, unless manifestly fraud. | same principles as at the port of destination .

ulent :
Arn . 4 edit . 832 ; 2 Phillips, sect. 1467.

that it has been proposed before the Judicature

Barker v . Janson, L . Rep. 3, C . P . 308 ; Shave v . Fel. Particular average on memorandum articles is

Commission to abolish the Croydon County Court,

ton , 2 East, 109 ; Haigh ý De la Cour, 3 Camp. 319 . recoverable if it amounts to 5 per cent. on the
and attach the same to a London court, and

Under open policies it is the value of the ship at gross proceeds of the sound sales :

desires to enter its protest against such a pro,

the commencement of the risk :
Arn. 4th edit. 832

ceeding, destroying as it would do the great
Stevens on Average, 190 : Beneke Pr. of Ind . 133 . There being only part of a full intended cargo convenience which the Croydon court affords to

NOTE (a ) . - In open policies , therefore, the under- on board , the loss under a valued policy is adjusted the district.”

writer pays the same aliquot part of the sum he upon the proportion which the damage bears to
2nd. — “ That the meeting regrets to find that &

has agreed to ingure as the damage or expense

of repairing it , is of the ship ' s value at the com
the whole intended cargo.

Committee of the House of Commons has reported

mencement of the risk .

in favour of the abolition of Imprisonment for
On a continuing policy attaching to different

In valued policies he
pays the sameproportion of the valuation in the parcels of goods successively and indiscriminately , Debt in the County Court in all cases ; it being

policy .
the loss is adjusted on the proportion which the

| the opinion of this meeting that the fear of such

NOTE (b ) . - Aship being valued at different sums in

different policies the sum recoverable is liable to

I sum insured bears to the value of the goods at imprisonment is the only security which a brand

be diminished by the sum already recovered under
risk on board at the time of the loss :

man now has to recover from those who, having

other policies on the same risk for the same loss .

Crowley v . Cohen, 3 B . & Ad. 478 ; Arn. 4th edit. 833 ; the means to pay, are not sufficiently honest to

Bruce v . Scais , 1 H . &

Phillips , s . 1471.
C . 769 : S2 L . J . Ex. 132 :

be just without being compelled by law to be so:

Bortsfield v . Barnes , 4 Camp. 227 ; North of England

Where no particular mode of proving damage But this meeting is quite of opinion that such
Iron Steamship Company v . Armstrong. L . Rep . 5 to goods is stipulated for , the assured is not sub imprisonment should not be enforced for debts.

Q . B . 244 ; Arn , 4th edit., 292, et seq .
ject by usage to any condition , as to a survey | less than 40s., and where the debtor is ordina

If a ship is repaired at a port of distress and of the damaged goods :
earning a weekly wage less than 20s. per week .

totally lost before arriving at her destination , the Rankin v . American Ins . Co., 1 Hall N . Y . 619.
3rd . “ That the present mode of requiring

cost of the repairs is recoverable in addition to Profits, & c.
plaintiff to show that the defendant has themeans

the total loss :
Livie v . Jansen , 12 East, 655 (per Lord Ellen

If the profits are valued , and a part of the to satisfy his debt, before the judge has powe

borough ) ; See Le Cheminant v . Pearson , 4 Taunt.

goods are lost or damaged , the assured must commit him , is unreasonable and uyu ? .

367 ; Stewart v . Steele, 5 Scott 's N . R . 927 .

what proportion of the profits thatwould | throws upon the plaintiff an onus whichp
when true,

If not repaired when lost the repairs form no

have accrued on the goods having arrived sound | belongs to the defendant, who could , when
hich he

ground of clain . But if the ship is sold un
he has lost by reason of their being damaged or a

easily prove the contrary, and from whic

repaired the average loss is recoverable :
part of them lost, according to the state of the ought not to be relieved .”

Knight v. Faith , 15 Q . B . 619,668 per Lord Campbell.

market, and he will be entitled to recover a corre . Mr. W . Grantham moved the following resolu

Practice.
sponding proportion of the amount at which the tion :

When the damage has been repaired one-third
profits are valued .

4th . - " That a petition to the House of Com

new material for old is deducted (a ) : - unless the

Under an open policy upon profits the assured | mons, embodying these resolutions, and pro

ship be on her first voyage(b ) , or she fail to come
must prove what amount of profit would have

that the County Court of Croydon may ng

again to owners' hands without his default( c ) :
accrued on the goods had they arrived sound :

removed or interfered with : and that noo

(a ) Da Costa v . Neunham , 2 T . Rep. 407 ; Poingdestre
Phillips, sect. 1473 .

tion may be made in the law of imprisonme

v. Royal Etchange Assurance Company, Ry. &

Where the loss on goods is by expenditure and debt in the County Courts as it now stang

Moo . 378 .

not by damage to them , it is not a loss on profits . | as regards small sumsand workingmen

(6 ) Fenwick v . Robinson , 3 C . & P . 323 ; Pirie vil unless specifically so agreed in the policy :
of low wages, be signed by the chairman

Steele , 2 Mood & Rob , 49 ; 8 C . & P . 200. Phillips, sect. 1475.
half of the meeting, and be sent at once

er to

itions, and praying

not be

ourts as it now stands, except

working men in receipt

the chairma
n

on be
sent at once to the
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Lord Chancellor, and also to the senior corn 'y said machine and its appendages, with the full that upon demand of restitution and refusal by
member for presentation : and that a copy of the address.-- Wintessmyhand, + BENJAMIN MURGA- | the plaintiff no more force was used than was

same be forwarded to all the representatives of TROYD. Witness, John Capestick . July 17 , 1871." | necessary to gain possession - held that the plea

the county of Surrey in Parliament,with a request Having read this document the two men took was an answer to the action , and overruled the

that they will support its prayer." the machine out of plaintiff 's shop by force, and demurrer ; and the case is, therefore, properly an

against his will , and with such violence that, in authority on the proposition of law laid down by

removing the bobbins of thread, which was on the Mr. Addison , but not an authority for the defen
BRADFORD COUNTY COURT. machine, they threw them against the window and dant's contention here. The defendant's men ,

Nov. 8 and 25. broke it. The plaintiff remonstrated , but in vain . when they entered the plaintiff's house under

(Before W . T. S . DANIEL, Q .C ., Judge.) He told the men he had bought themachine from pretence of the authority contained in thememo
Murgatroyd , and offered to fetch the receipt to randum of the 17th July, 1871, and with the in .

HUTCHINSON v . AUDSLEY.
show them ; but the man who had read the paper tention of removing the sewing machine by

Chatiel - Ownership - Regaining possession . said Murgatroyd had no right to sell, and he had violence if resisted, committed a trespas8 , and
A person claiming to be owner of a chattel, finding power under that paper to break open any door, the defendant admits himself to be liable for their

it in the possession of another,who claims to have an acts, as having been done by his authority. Now
bought it bonâ fide from a person whom he necessary , to get possession of the machine. By the agreement gave the defendant no authority
believed to be the owner, is not justified in re- means of this violence and these threats the two which would sanction such an act, and the defen .
gaining possession by trespass and threat of mongot possession ofthe machineandtook it away . dant's advocate did not attempt to justify the
violence, but should pursue his remedy by action . And it is admitted that these men were sent by entry under the agreement, but he insisted
Addison on Torts (3rd edit. ), 317 ; Blades v. the defendant, and that he authorised and held that at most nominal damages only could be
Higgs (30 L . J ., À , S., 347, C . P .), explained himself responsible for their acts . Upon the given ; and in support of that contention he
Where a trespass is committed under circum - hearing before me it was contended by the defen cited ' Pritchard v . Long (11 L . J., N . S ., 306 ,
stances of unjustifiable violence exemplary dam - dant' s advocate that all that was donewas justifi. Ex.) , where, in trespass for entering the plaintiff ' s
ages may be given . Bell v . Midland Railway able by law , and that the plaintiff had sustained dwelling house and taking certain goods, not
Company (30 L . J ., N . S ., 273 , 9 . P .), Emblem no injury which was a cause of action . The alleging them to be the goods of the plaiutiff ,
V . Myers (Ib ., 71, Ex .) . Possession of a chattel agreement was proved by the attesting witness, upon a plea of not guilty the plaintiff recovered
is sufficient evidence of property against a and that Murgatroyd 's namewas signed by him - nominal damages only , the court refused to
wrongdoer (Add . 355).

Murgatroyi putting his cross . There was no in increase the damages by the value of the goods ;
Watson for plaintiff. | ventory to the agreement, but it was not disputed Parke, B . stating the plaintiff is not entitled

Bilbrough (Rawson , George, and Wade), for that the machine the plaintiff had, and which was to a rule to increase the damages, for he cannot

defendant. taken from him , was the machine to which the maintain an action for taking the goods in ques
His HONOUR. - This action is brought to re- l agreement related ; and it was proved that M tion , unless they are his property ; but here there

cover the sum of £101s. as damages, first ,for the gatroyd had not paid all the monthly payments is no allegation that they belonged to him , nor any
wrongful taking and conversion by the defendant only four or five . It was said on behalf of the admission to that effect in any special plea ." In
to his own use of a sewing machine, the property defendant that the agreement showed that Mur- the present case the nnachine is alleged to be
of the plaintiff ; secondly, for that the defen . I gatroyd was only a bailee for hire of themachine, | the property of the plaintiff, and, thereupon ,

dant, on the 20th Oct. 1873 , broke and forcibly and had no property in it, and could not there . | Pritchard v. Long (which, it may be observed ,
entered the dwelling house of the plaintiff , stayed fore transfer any property in it to the plaintiff - was decided in 1842, and long before the Common

and made a noise therein , and removed and took the purchase by him not having been made in Law Procedure Act was passed, which gave the

and carried away the plaintiff's sewing machine, market overt. And it was then insisted that the judge at Nisi Prius power of amendment so as to
and disposed of the same to his own use. Thefacts property of the defendant being found in the prevent a failure of justice through mere techni.

of the case are these : The plain Siff is a tailor in possession of the plaintiff, and the plaintiff apon cality , & power which this court possesses, and it

a small way of business , having a shop in Brad . demand refusing to give it up , the defendant was is for the judge to exercise whenever applied to )

fori. In Aug . 1872 Benjamin Murgatroyd, who justified in using as much force as was necessary can have no possible application to the present case.

was in the sameway of trading in Bradford , was to re-possess himself of his own property. And a But apart from any question of increasing the
then giving it up,having purchased a greengrocer 's passage in Addison on Torts, p . 347 , 3rd edit., was damages by the value of the goods seized , when
business, and he applied to the plaintiff and asked relied upon as stating the lay upon thesubject. The alleged and proved to be the property of the
him if he would buy a sewing machine, which passage is this : “ Reception of goods wrongfully plaintiff, I don 't think that the plaintiff is limited
Murgatroyd had had in use in his own business I seized or stolen . If A . has actual possesis own business seized or stolen . If A . has actual possession of a to nominal damages when the tre n act of

upwards of twelve months, and represented to be chattel and B . takes it from him against his will, lawless violence and insult , and attended with
his own ; in reply the plaintiff said he would if he | A . may use as much force as is necessary to defend actual damage to the plaintiff's property, though
could try it, and on trial found it suited him . his right and enable him to retake the chattel ; that damagemay be small. Hero there was lawº
Murgatroyd thereupon sent the machine to the and if a chattel has been seized and carried away less violence, and some evidence of damage to the
plaintiff's shop, and he tried it ; and though it by a person who has no colour of title to it, and plaintiff's property, by breaking the window in
was a little out of repair through use, he con - | the owner comes anddemands it,and the trespasser throwing off the bobbins from themachine. The
sidered it would suit him , and he and Murga- refuses to give it up , the owner may use force defendant, assuming that he had a right, chose to
troyd ultimately bargained for it , Murgatroyd sufficient to enable him to retake his property." exercise it with a high hand , and in a manner

asked £t 108., the plaintiff offered £4 58., And for this proposition the case of Blade v . Higgs which was intended to intimidate the plaintiff ,
which sum Murgatroyd agreed to accept, and on ( 10 C . B ., N . S., 713, and 30 L . J., N . S ., 347, C . P .), and by threat of violence to his property terrify
the 13th Aug. 1872, the plaintiff paid Murgatroyd is cited . But I am unable to see the application him into submission , and he succeeded . In such

15s., and took his receipt for that sum , as the of that case to the present. The plaintiff was not a case a jury would be justified in giving ex
purchase-money for the sewing machine. The la person who had taken the chattel from the | emplary damages (Bell V . Midland Railway

lamages (Bell v . Midland Rovex

plaintiff had the machine repaired and put in defendant when it was in his actual possession Company , 30 L . J ., N . S . 273 , C . P ., and Em .
order for use, and he used it in his business, in and against his will, nor was the plaintiff a person blem v . Myers, Ib . 71, Ex.) ; and, sitting
his shop in Bradford , from Aug. 1872 down to the who had seized and carried away the chattel as a jury , I am justified , and consider it
20th Oct. in the present year. And , as far as the having no colour of title to it. He had bona fide my duty in order to protect a peaceable man ,
plaintiff is concerned , I am satisfied that he bought and paid for the chattel from a person who aud one who was innocent of any intentional
honestly bought and paid for themachine, believ . represented himself to be, and whom the plaintiff wrong towards the defendant, as the plaintiff
ing it to be Murgatroyd's property . On the 20th believed to be , the true owner, and whose pos was, and to prevent the recurrence of such high
Oct. last a man, who was a stranger to the plain - session of the chattel was and is in law prima handed lawlessness, to give exemplary damages .
tiff, came into his shop ,where he and his son were facie evidence of property in it, though the pur. The defendant's advocato maintained, with much
at work on their board, and asked if he had a chase not having been made in market overt, it is earnestness, that upon the construction of the
sewing machine in his possession. The plaintiff open to the true owner, by a proper course of pro agreement of the 17th July 1871,Murgatroyd was
said yes, and showed it the man. Having looked ceeding , to allege and prove his ownership, and a bailee for hire, that he had no property in the
at it the man asked the plaintiff whom he got it procure the restitution of the chattel, or recover he bail

from . He told theman he had bought it of Ben - damages for its unlawful detention or conversion , sold the machine to the plaintiff he determined
jamin Murgatroyd more than twelve months ago , as the case may be. But neither the passage in the bailment, and passed no property in it to the
and the circumstances under which he bought it . Addison nor the case of Blades v . Higgs is any plaintiff, having none to pass ; and he cited two
The man said Murgatroyd had no right to sell the authority for the course pursued by the defendant cases, Cooper v. Willomatt (14 L . J ., N . S ., 219,
machine, it was not his to sell, and he should go in this case . The case of Blades v . Higgs, as is C . P .) , and Marner v. Banks (17 L . T . Rep . N . S .

and get a warrant against Murgatroyd , and went well known, ran its course through Westminster | 147) , to show that when a bailee for hire sells the
away. About three hours afterwards the same Hall, and was ultimately decided by the House of article bailed to a bona fide purchaser for value,
man ,accompanied by another man, again entered | Lords (31 L . J . , N . S ., 151, C . P ,and 34 L . J ., N . S ., who buys in ignorance of the bailee's want of

the plaintiff's shop, where he and his lad were at 286), and confirmed the law as laid down by Lord ! title, whether such sale be by private contract, as
work , and in a loud tone and violent manner Holt in Sutton v . Moody ( 1 Lord Raym . 250) , and in Cooper v . Willomatt, or by public auction , as in
(intended to intimidate the plaintiff) read the recognised and acted on by the Court of Exchequer | Marner v . Banks, if the sale be not in market
following document : “ 8 , Exchange-buildings, and the Exchequer Chamber in Lonsdale v . Rigg overt, the bailor (the real owner), may in an
Bradford, 17th July , 1871. Memorandum , No. 107 . ) ( 26 L . J ., N . S ., 196 , Ex.), that game killed by a action of trover, if there be conversion , or of
- I, Benjamin Murgatroyd , of No. 5, Pratt-street, trespasser becomes the property of the owner detinue if there be not, recover the property or
Leeds- road , Bradford , have this 17th day of of the land where it was killed, and that the tres. its value from the purchaser. These cases are
July , 1871, hired of F . J . Audsley and Co., of 8, passer had no property in it,and could not transfer useful for the purpose of showing that if the con .
Exchange-buildings, a manufacturing machine, any title or colour of title to it, to a person who struction of the agreement be as contended for by
Singer principle, and its appendages , as stated in was cognizant of the unlawfulmeans by which it ! the defendant, there was neither necessity nor
the inventory at the end of this agreement, at the had been obtained. The plaintiff in Blades v . Higgs excuse for the defendant resorting to the lawless
rent of £1 per month , and having paid £1 this was a licensed dealer in game, who had bought in violence resorted to in this case. Having found
day, the next payment to be made on the 17th | themorning two sacks full of dead rabbits from the machine in the plaintiff ' s possession , and
Aug., and so on from month to month till the poachers, who had unlawfully taken them in the having demanded it from him , and he having

sum of £8 is paid , subject to the following con . night from the preserves of the Marquis of Exeter, refused to deliver it up, the law gave the defen
ditions, viz . : In the event of my not paying any and the rabbits were taken from him by the dant an ample remedy for the recovery of his.
one of the said payments on the day they are due, Marquis's servants, using no more force than was property or its value , if it were his, as
I agree and do hereby give fall permission to the necessary for the purpose . And upon demurrer against the plaintiff ; but in any proceeding
said Audsley and Co. to enter upon any premises to a plea in an action brought by Blades against for such recovery the plaintiff would have
wheresoever the said machine and its appendages the Marquis's servants for assault and battery , had the opportunity of questioning the defen
may be, either peaceably or otherwise, and remove and unlawfully taking his goods, the Court of dant's title , and having the right properly
the same therefrom for his own use. I also Common Pleas - the demurrer admitting the considered and decided by lawful authority .
agree to pay the said hire whon due, and give allegations of the plea to be true, which alleged The advocate for the plaintiff did not argue the
up the said machine and its appendages as above the unlawfulness of the plaintiff 's possession , question of the proper construction of the agree .
stated, and also agree to give to the said Audsley the goods were the property of the Marquis, ment, but relied upon the tort committed by the

and Co. immediate notice in case of removal of the ' by whose orders the defendant had acted, and ' defendant,and the plaintiff' s right to substantial

1 ha
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ssion from

damages, and in the view I take ofthis case,it is not before performance the trustee may, on behalf bills amounting to £3524 88. mentioned in the
necessary formeto decide the question of construc of the debtor, take proceedings in his own nane | notice of motion . In opening this motion the

tion . The agreement is drawn by the defendant to protect the estate against an adverse claim following questions were raised for decision :
himself, and is unskilfully prepared, and it is by by a third party. Where a trustee applies to First, whether on the 25th July 1873 (the day
no means clear that although the words hired and the court for directions under sect. 20 Bankruptcy when the petition for liquidation was presented ,
hire and rentare used , that the transaction was a Act 1869, and directions are given , parties and to which day the title of the trustee related )
hiring in the true sense of the term , or that the against whom the trustee, in pursuance of such the respondent George Millar had any and what
monthly payments were rent reserved as a hiring . directions, raises an adverse litigation , are not lien on the goods referred to in the notice of

In the two cases cited there were undoubted prejudiced , nor is the trustee protected as against motion ; secondly, if he had , whether, according
hirings. The transaction in the present case them by such directions if the litigation fails to the rule established in Ex parte Waring, the
looks more like a sale and purchase , the purchase The rule in Ex parte Waring (19 Ves. 345) goods ought not to be sold for the benefit of the
money being payable by instalments , the property is not applicable there there is not a double debtor's estate, and the proceeds divided pro rata
passing by the contract, but the vendor reserving insolvency. And bill holders, if it be in among the other respondents (the bill holders),
to himself the right to reclaim posses their power to compel a second insolvency, and their proofs against the debtor's estate

the purchaser, so as to restore to himself the lien and thus bring the rule into operation , are not reduced proportionably ; thirdly , whether,
of an unpaid vendor for such portion of the pur. bound to do so if it be to their prejudice and assuming the lien as to the goods to be estab
chase money as might remain unpaid - a right they decline : (See also Powles v. Hargreaves, lished , the acceptance for £700 mentioned in the
which would be good and enforceable as between 3 D . M . & G . 430 ; 25 L . J ., N . S ., 1, Ch . ; Hickie 's notice of motion would , under the circumstances
the parties, butwould not be enforceable against case, L . Rep . 4 Eq. Ca., 226 ; Ex parte Alliance under which that acceptance was received by
a bona fide purchaser for value without notice Bank L . Rep. 4 Ch App. 424 ; City Bank v. Millar, be covered by the lien ; and, if not,
of the agreement. I make these remarks Luckie, L . Rep. 5 Ch., App . 773 ; Bank of Eng- whether the court would order Millar to deliver
that it may not be supposed that I assent land v . Perry, L . Rep. 7 E8. 14 ; Ex parte Smart, it to the trustees as forming part of the debtor's
to the construction of the agreement as in . L . Rep . 8 Ch., App. 220 .) estate . There was also a subsidiary question
sisted upon by the advocate for the defendant. Ambrose, instructed by Wood and Killick , Brad raised npon a separate notice of motion , to which
The proper construction would require careful ford , for motion. Millar and Messrs . Balfour and Co. (but not the
consideration, and if the agreement were fairly Shaw , instructed by Busfield and Atkinson , bill holders) were respondents , whether part of
open to two constructions , as it was prepared by Bradford ; Gordon , Lincoln ' s -inn - fields, London ; the goods of which Millar was in possession at
thedefendantand imposed by him upon an ignorant | Watson (Watson and Dickson , Bradford ) ; and the date of the notice of motion (8th Oct.) had not
man who could neither read nor write, that con . | B . C . Pullan , Leeds, appeared for the different been wrongfully obtained by him from Messrs.
struction might be adopted which was most respondents. Balfour and Co. since the 25th July 1873 ; butthis
favourable to Murgatroyd, and more especially if, His HONOUR.-- This motion is made on behalf motion , after being partly heard , has, on the
as urged by the defendant's advocate, a construc- of Charles Joseph Buckley , the trustee of the submission of the trustee, been since dismissed
tion in the defendant' s favour would render Mur- | property of the debtor, Arthur Charles Bartrum , with costs. And the order in the present motion
gatroyd liable to a charge of felony under 24 & 1 for an order directing that George Millar shall will therefore apply to all the goods and proceeds

25 Vict. c. 96 , s . 193. As against the defendantas forthwith deliver up and transfer to the said of goods in the possession of Millar on and since
a wrongdoer, the plaintiff' s possession, honestly Charles Joseph Buckley all stuff pieces and manu- the 25th July last,as well as the $ 700 acceptance.
acquired , is sufficient to sustain the allegation of factured goods belonging to the estate of the said | As part of the trustee's case, it appeared on refer
property in this action , and I see no reason why I debtor, or forwarded to the said George Millar by ence to the file of proceedings that the said
should assess the damages at less than the sum the said debtor, and which are now in his posses general meeting of creditors under the petition
claimed. The judgment will therefore be entered sion or under his control, and directing that he was held on the 13th Aug. 1872, and at such meet.
for the plaintiff for £10 and costs , and as this shall account for and pay over to the said Charlesing resolutions were duly passed , first, that the
court is accessible at all times at little cost, and Joseph Buckley the proceeds of such goods so affairs of the debtor should be liquidated by ar

its decision can be obtained with little delay , there belonging or forwarded as shall have been sold angement, and not in bankruptcy ; and , secondiy ,
is no reason why parties who consider the rights and disposed of by him since the 25th July last, that Buckley should be appointed trustee. And

of property infringed upon , should take the law and for an order directing that the said George on the 15th Aug, these resolutions, with others ,
into their own hands with violence, instead of Millar shall transfer and deliver to the said were duly registered and the trustee ' s appointment
seeking redress here, when the case is within the | Charles Joseph Buckley a certain acceptance for duly certified .orduly certified . ItIt also appeared that on the 10th

limit of the jurisdiction of this court. £700 drawn by the sail debtor by his firm of Sept. 1873, a meeting of the creditors of the
A . C . Bartrum and Co., upon and accepted by debtor was duly held for the purpose of consider
Messrs. E . MacMorland and Co ., now in the posing any offer made to the trustee by the debtor on

BANKRUPTCY LAW . session of him the said George Millar ; or that it the 26th Aug . 1873, to pay the costs of the pro
may be declared that such goods and proceeds, ceedings, and to pay in full such of his creditors

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. and the said acceptance or some part or parts as were entitled to be paid in full, and to pay to
thereof respectively , are securities for indemnify - | his other creditors a composition of 78. in the

Monday , Nov. 21. ing the said George Millar against the payment of pound, by three equal instalments at the respec
( Before Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM .) certain bills of exchange, amounting altogether to tive periods of thres, six , and nine calendar

ReGEORGE ODGER . £3524 8s., drawn by the said debtor in the name months, from the date of the acceptance by the

Liquidation - Creditor present, butnot voting.
of his said firm upon and accepted by the said trustee of such offer ; all such instalments to be
GeorgeMillar, and which were current on the said secured by bills of exchange, payable at the

THIS was an application for the confirmation of | 25th July 1873 , and that the holders of such bills above periods respectively , to be drawn by the

certain resolutions passed at a meeting held in are entitled to the benefit of such security, and to creditors upon and accepted by the debtor ; and
July last, providing for the acceptance of a com . | have the same applied in paymentof the said bills, I the payment of the bills for the last instalment to
position of 18. in the pound in satisfaction of the land are entitled to participate in the samerateably be secured as after-mentioned ; and that the pro
claims of creditors and the annulment of the in proportion to the amonnts of their respectin proportion to the amounts of their respective | perty of the debtor vested in the said trustee
bankruptcy . The bankrupt was described as of bills without prejudice to their rights to rank on should be retransferred to him on the acceptance
High-street , Bloomsbury , boot-maker. He had the estate of the said debtor, and to claim against of such composition by the creditors as a scheme
sued the Figaro for an alleged libel, and being the said George Millar for the balance or residue, of management of his affairs (except certain spin .
unsuccessful in the action , was adjudicated on if any, of the said bilis which may remain due to ning and weaving plant at Newland Mills, which
the petition of the proprietor of that publication . | them after realising the said securities, and apply . the trustee should retain as a security for the

J. Vernon Musgrave, who appeared in supporting the proceeds thereof towards satisfactioning the proceeds thereof towards satisfaction of payment of the bills for the last instalment of the
ication , stated the amounts due to them in respect of their said composition as mentioned in the said offer),

been placed befora Mr. Paget, the officialassignee, respective bills , and for an order that in case any and such meeting was held for the purpose of
and a point now arose upon his report with of such bill holders shall have proved against the considering thepropriety of sanotioning the accep
regard to the position of one of the creditors who estate of the said debtor, the amounts of their tance by the trustee of the said offer or any modifi
attended the meeting , but took no part in the respective proof are to be reduced by the cation thereof as a scheme of settlement of the
proceedings. amounts they may receive in respect of their | affairs of the said debtor. And at such meeting
His HONOUR observed that according to a de- proportion of the proceeds to arise from the it was resolved that the sanction of the creditors

cision of the Lords Justices in Ex parte Orde, re said securities, and in case they have received of the debtor be, and the samewas thereby, given
Horsely , a creditor who attended a meeting with - any dividends or composition from the said to the acceptance by the trustee of the offer of
out voting in any way must be considered , in debtor or his estate in respect of their said debtor, subject to the following modifications,
reference to the resolutions come to at such debts, for an order that they may repay and namely : That the composition be paid by three
meeting , as a dissenting creditor. account for the same to the estate of the equal instalments at the respective periods of two,

Robinson , as representing the creditor, in ques - said debtor , and for an order directing for the six , and nine calendar months from that date
tion , intimated that his instructions still were to purposes aforesaid all necessary inquiries and ac. | (10th Sept.) ; and that the last clause of the ones
take no part in the proceedings. counts to bemade and taken , and that all neces. giving thedebtor a right to take theweaving plant
Mr. Registrar BROUGHAM said the creditor sary orders and directions may be given for the at a valuation be withdrawn ; and that the trustee

neither assented nor dissented , but threw the realisation and application of the said securities ; be authorised and empowered to accept such
responsibility upon the Court . In the face of the and that, if necessary , a receivermay be appointed offer so modified accordingly ; and to re-transter
decision referred to , he was unable to confirm the l for the purpose of effecting such realisation and to the debtor the property late of the debtor the

hen

resolutions, but the application mightbe renewed application , and generally for the purpose of vested in the trustee (except the spinning an
if the assent of all the creditors to the confirma settling the rights and equities between the weaving plant at Newland Mills referred to in the
tion of the resolutions could be obtained. undermentioned parties and estate of the debtor said offer ) immediately after the debtor shall have

respectively , and the rights of proof of the said paid to the trustee the costs of the prothe trustee the costs of the proceedings
bill holders upon the said estate , and for an order and the amount due to the trustee and to t

BRADFORD COUNTY COURT. providing for the taxation and payment of the creditors of the debtor who are entitled to be par
tee

Oct. 18 and 21 ; Nov . 18. costs ofand incidental to this application by such in full ; and shall have deposited with the tru

(Before W . T . S , DANIEL, Q .C ., Judge.) person or persons or otherwiseas the court should the bills of exchange required by the terms of
think fit , and generally for such other order as to offer so modified to be given for securing to

Ex parte BUCKLEY ; Re BARTRUM . the said court should seem meet. The respon | other creditors of the debtor the composiu

Arrangement by liquidating debtor to repurchase dents are Mr. George Millar, of 56, Bow .lane, 7s. in the pound mentioned in the said offer,
estate from trustee - Rights of_trustee against Cheapside, London , commission agent ; the Brad that the trustee be authorised and empowered or
third parties- Application of Ex parte Waring ford *Old Bank (Limited), Bradford ; Messrs. | retransfer their spinning and weaving plant,

- Directions of court - Litigation by trustee Richardson and Co ., 28, Clement's -lane, London, such part thereof as shall then be unsold ,
B . A . 1869 , ss. 20 and 28. bill brokers ; the Exchange and Discount Bank debtor immediately after the whole of the bil

Where a debtor under liquidation proceedings (Limited) , Leeds ; Messrs. Benjamin Wright and the last instalment of the said composition
makes an arrangementwith his creditors to re. Son , stuff manufacturers , Wibsey, near Bradford ; have been paid ; and, lastly , that the terms a
purchase his estate from the trustee (which is and Messrs. Wilkinson and Airey, silk spinners, specified be assented to by the credito
approved by the court under the 28th section Brighouse, near Huddersfield . The respondents scheme of settlement of the affairs of the
Bankruptcy Act 1869) upon certain conditions, ' (other than Millar) are the holders of the several There does not appear to be any evidence ou
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file of proceedings that the debtor attually or comes dne,and give a valid discharge for it ; and, venoy is necessary to the application of the rule ;
personally assented to the modifications of his as a consequence , that the trustee and the debtor it does not rest upon any original right in the bill

offer, as resolved upon by the creditors ; but are not only bound not to interfere with or provent holders ; though, when the application of the rule
such assent must, for the purposes of this motion , such receipt by Millar, but are bound to do all has been rendered necessary by reason of the
be assumed to have been given , because it appears acts necessary or proper for enabling Millar to double insolvency , the bill holders may obtain the

that by an order of this court, dated the 30th obtain such receipt. The second question , namely, beeefit of it by independent proceedings of their
Sept. last, made on the application of the trustee whether the rule established in Èx parte Waring own ; but no authority has been cited , nor am I
and supported by the affidavit of himself and his ought to be applied in this case, has now to be aware that any exists showing that they are com .
clerk, it was ordered thatthe approval of the court considered. The contention on the part of the pellable to do so to their own prejudice. The
be, and it is thereby given to the said resolution debtor is that the bill holders are bound authorities upon the subject, which were cited ,
and to the arrangement thereby authorised as a to apply to Millar and compel him to realise the are Ex parte Waring (19 Ves. 315 ; 2 Rose
schemeof settlement of the affairs of the debtor ; goods which he holds, and apply the proceeds Bank . Cas. 182) ; Povoles v . Hargreaves (3 D . M . &
and on the hearing before me it was admitted by (including the $ 700 acceptance when received ) in G . 430 ; 25 L . J ., N . S ., 1, Ch .) ; Hickie ' s Case

the trustee, on behalf of the debtor, that such payment of the acceptances amounting to ( L , Rep . 4 Eq. Cas. 226 ) ; Ex parte Alliance Bank

assent had been given . Upon this order and these £3524 8s. pro rata among them , and then that (L . Rep . 4 Ch. App. 424) ; City Bank v. Luckie

resolutions appearing, it was objected by Mr. they should be admitted to prove against the ( L . Rep . 5 Ch . App. 663), Bank of Ireland v. Perry
Pullan , on behalf of the respondents, the Ex - estate of the debtor and receive the composition of ( L . Rep. 7 Ex. 14) , Ex parte Smart ( L . Rep . 8
change and Discount Bank , Leeds (who are the 7s . in the pound upon the amount of their bills , Ch . App . 220 .) A short staternent of the case of
holders of seven of the bills in question , amount- less the sum they shall have received from Millar. Ec parte Waring, which established the rule in

ing to $ 1333 lls.) , that the trustee had no right, In other words, that the debtor is entitled to have question , and the principles of Lord Eldon's

title, or interest in him which would justify his the goods in Millar' s handsapplied for his benefit, judgment will show its ipapplicability to the
raising this litigation with the bill holders for the discharged of his liability , and indemnify Millar present case. In Ex parte Waring the facts were
purpose of reducing their right of proof upon the | As the debtor has obtained a resolution of his these - Bracken and Co.,manufacturers, in Lan .
bills ; that, as trustee, his duty was to protect the creditors (which is binding upon ali his creditors, cashire, drew upon Brickwood and Co., bankers ,
interests of the creditors, and not take part with including the bill holders) to accept a composition in London , who accepted their drafts , Bracken
the debtor for whose benefit this motion , so far as of 78. in the pound, the creditors (other than the and Co. remitting to them cash and bills to cover

it affected the bill holders, was intended to bill holders) have no interest in the question of the their liability , and Bracken and Co . had also
operate. This objection was not concurred in by amount for which the bill holders are to prove, depositod with Brickwood and Co. the deeds
all those who represented the other respondents. and on which they are to receive the 78. in the relating to certain real estate as a further

Mr. Watson , on behalf of the respondents ,Messrs. pound. That is purely a question between the security . On the 7th July 1810, Brickwood and

Wrightand Son ,and Messrs. Wilkinson and Airey , debtor on the one hand and the bill holders on the Co., the acceptors, became bankrupt, being at
t should make a declaration I other. Now I take it to be quite clear that the that time under liability upon acceptances for

as to the rights of his clients . To remove the bill holders are entitled to receive from thedebtor | Bracken and Co. to the amount of £25.000 , but

objection Mr. Ambrose, for the trustee , offered to as drawer, and Millar as acceptor, either together having in their hands belonging to Bracken and

amend the notice of motion by adding on behalf or separately, 20s, in the pound upon the amount Co . as security for their indemnity - cash balance

of the debtor," and , if required, to add also the of the bills, and that as they are now limited to £6760 7s. 6d., also short bills £21,645 10s., and

name of the debtor as a partý moving. This 78. in the pound from the debtor, as drawer, they deeds relating to real estatewhich realised £2961 ;
was objected to on behalf of Millar and some are entitled to recover at least the difference, 138. | these, amounting together (exclusive of the cash
of the ot r respo the balance ) to more than the acceptances, so that

the amendment would, as they conceived , mate best way they can from Millar. They are not Brickwood and Co., theaccommodation acceptors,
rially affect their interests in the merits of the bound to have regard to the fact that Millar were fully covered by the securities in their hands.

motion as it now stands. I proposed to allow the is an accommodation acceptor. They are enti. Now if on the day after their bankruptcy it had
motion to be amended as the trustee might be tled to treat him as primarily liable , and been ascertained whatwas the demand Brickwood
advised on the payment of costs, but this was not deal with him accordingly . As between the and Co. bad against Bracken and Co., it is impos
assented to by Mr. Ambrose , and I thereupon debtor and Millar, the debtor is primarily sible to deny (Lord Eldon says) that if Bracken

allowed the motion to proceed , reserving to Mr. liable to pay the acceptances in full and to in and Co . had relieved Brickwood and Co. of the

Pullan the full benefit of his objection , but I demnify Millar from all liability in respect of acceptances for £2400 , the short bills and the deeds

intimated that I should treat the motion , so far them . But the contention on the debtor' s part is , must have been restored to Bracken and Co. On
as it was adverse to the interests of any of the that because he has become insolvent he has the other hand, it was equally clear that Bracken
respondents , as a notion made by the trustee in relieved himself from his liability to Millar, as and Co. could nothave re-demanded the short bills

the interest and on behalf of the debtor as the acceptor, and can demand to have the goods and or the deeds without bringing in under the estate

purchaser of the property under the scheme of moneys which are in Millar's hands as an indom - of Brickwood and Co. funds equal to the claim

arrangement. The debtor not having yet complied nity against his liability as accommodation ac- | that Brickwood and Co . had in respect of the short
with the conditions precedent mentioned in the ceptor, and which are insufficient for that pur. bills and the mortgage, for they were first appli .
scheme, is not now entitled to a transfer of any / pose,withdrawn from Millar,and applied to relievo able to the discharge of those acceptances, not
of the property vested in the trustee, and, conse. the debtor of his liability as drawer. This is for the security of the persons in whose hands
quently , the trustee still remains the legalowner shown by the letters written by Messrs. Wood those acceptances were, but for that of Brickwood

of such property . But, nevertheless, the debtor i and Killiok , on the 30th Sept. to the bill holders. and Co., who had become liablo for them . The

is, in my opinion , entitled to ask the trustee : The demand thus made would involve a plain liability of Brickwood and Co.must be exonerated
to take all such proceedings as may be necessary and manifest injustice both to Millar and the bill before anyrestitution could be claimed by Bracken

or proper for the protecting the property against · holders ; to Millar because it would withdraw and Co . In consequence, however, of Brickwood

any claims set up by third parties which would from him property which , being insufficient for his and Co.'s bankruptcy, Bracken and Co . also

have the effect, if enforced , of preventing the indemnity , he is entitled to dispose of to the best became bankrupt ; this happened on the 2nd

debtor's possession when and if he shall become advantage for his own protection , and to the bill Aug. 1810, and it then became impossible for
entitled to it. The debtor may, therefore, in my holders, by compelling them to accept a dividend the rights between the two estates to be
opinion , try the question between him and Millar, of 78. in the pound upon a reduced amount of properly adjusted . Bracken and Co.'s estate
using the ratne of the trustee for that purpose . proof, which must leave them less than 20s , in was no longer able to make the restitution

The question , however,must be tried between the the pound . On the 26th Sept. last, and before necessary to entitle it to redemand the securities
trustee and Millar exactly as the question would the resolutions of the 10th Sept. had been con - from Brickwood ' s estate , and Brickwood 's estate
have had to be tried if the property had never been firmed by this court as a scheme of arrangement was left in possession of property of Bracken 's

vested in the trustee by means of the liquidation . | under the 28th section of the Bankruptcy Act estate, which did not belong to it. The full

Under the liquidation the trustee acquired such 1869 , the trustee applied to this court for its amount of the bills were proved against both

property and rights only as the debtor then had directions upon a statement now upon the file estates, and neither estate could have the benefit
the liquidation which is the voluntary act of the which represented the facts of the case, as the of the specific appropriation ; thus a wrong was

debtor could not deprive Millar of any rights he debtor afterwards stated them on his appli- done to Bracken 's general creditors by a proof
then possessed, nor prejudice him in the enjoy . cation , and which , upon the whole evidence I being made againsở that estate for this £24 ,000 ,

ment or enforcement of those rights, and there . I have come to the conclusion was erroneous. On which ought to have been paid by the securities

fore the first question raised by this notice of thatapplication coming before me, and assuming in Brickwood ' s hands, and Brickwood's creditors
motion, namely , whether Millar had any property the facts to be correctly , stated , I directed that the had the undue advantage of having applied for

by way of lien in the goods in question may, I trustee should give such notice of motion as he their benefit property of Bracken held by Brick .

think , in this way be properly tried upon this might be advised for the purpose of bringing wood for a specific purpose, which was no longer
notice of motion as it stands, but of course Millar and the bill holders before the court, in enforceable . Lord Eldon cut the knot by holding

the parties objecting have the benefit of their order that the rights and equities of all parties that the property held by Brickwood as security
objection reserved. (His Honour examined the might be ascertained and declared . And the pre - should be applied in payment of the acceptances
evidence in detail, and proceeded .] I come to the sent notice of motion has been given in conse to the persons holding them , not as in the nature

conclusion that the lien claimed by Millar is quence of that direction ; but neither Millar nor of a direct demand or right in those persons, but

established , and that the first part of thenotice of the bill holders ought to be prejudiced by that as the true way of arranging the equities between
motion , which ' asks that Millar shall forthwith direction , nor are they in any way bound the two estates. And in that particular case the
deliver up to the trustee the goods in his posses by the trustee 's statement as to any of the facts result was that the bill holders were paid in full

sion, as belonging to the debtor's estate, must be alleged by him ; and I notice this particularly , out of the proceeds of the securities, and both
dismissed , and this will extend to the goods in because it must not be supposed that a trustee estates relieved of the proofs, and thus com

Millar's possession received from Messrs. Bal. derives any advantage over an adverse party , or plete justice was done to the other creditors

four. The next part of the motion asks for the secures any benefit or immunity to himself by any of each estate. Now apply the principles of that

delivering up to the trustee of the acceptance order the court may make upon his ex parte case to the present. Brickwood answers to Millar ,
for £700 . On this point his Honour said : - If it statement, beyond this, that as the court has Bracken to the debtor Bartrum ; Brickwood , the
were necessary to come to a decision upon this sanctioned his proceedings, he may expect to be accommodation acceptor, becomes bankrupt,

point I should be strongly disposed to consider indemnified out of the estate for any costs he may having assets of Bracken in his hands more than
the $ 700 acceptance was sought to be obtained properly incnr himself, or be ordered to pay to sufficient to cover all his liability . Millar is not

by the debtor unfairly to the prejudice of Millar, those with whom he raises the litigation , if it bankrupt- is still liable for the whole amount of
but it is not necessary to cometo such a decision , should ultimately fail. The trustee's case , now his accommodation acceptances, having assets of
because it was admitted upon the argument be that the facts are fully before the court, depends the debtor in his hands not sufficient to cover his

foremethat the £2208 118. 9d., mentioned in the entirely upon the applicability of the rnle ostab - liability. The debtor , the accommodated drawer
debtor's balance sheet as the ostimated value of lished in Ex parte Waring to the present case. În primarily liable to indemnify Millar , and not
goods in the hands of Millar, applicable to meet my opinion that rule is not applicable . The having done so , voluntarily makes himself bank .
his acceptances for £3524 8s. , included this foundation of that rule rests upon the necessity rupt, or what is equivalent to it, and then
acceptance for £700 ; and that admission , coupled ! for applying it in order to adjust conflicting rights buys back his estate from his trustee for

with the evidence , is sufficient to entitle Millar to and equities between two sets of creditors, claim . a sum equal to 78 . in the pound on his debts ,
retain that acceptance as part of his lien , and to ing under the forced administration of two insol- of which his liability as accommodation drawer

receivo the £700 from Mr. Morland when it be. vent estates. The existence of the double insol. I forms a part, and then seeks to withdraw from

over it in te00om M
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Millar assets which are insufficient for his indem . CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS. — The cost of crimi. POLLING DISTRICTS. - A return has been issued

nity , and which in Millar' s hands are primarily nal prosecutions in Ireland in the year 1871-72 of the divisions of counties into the polling dig.
applicable to that purpose, and have those assets was £64,935 58. 5d ., against £75 ,244 Os. 20. in the tricts of England and Wales, under the Ballot
applied to relieve him from his primary liability as preceding year. Act 1872. In Middlesex, including the City of
the accommodated drawer, and having done that Mr. WILLIAMS, late Attorney -General of the London, there are seventeen polling districts, and
wrong to Millar, he further seeks to compel the United States, has been appointed Chief Justice the several places are specified .
bill holders to reduce their proof upon the bills by or the Supreme Court. He is succeeded by Mr. CROWN DEBTS.- For the year ending June

the amount of which by thesemeans he shall have Bristow , late Solicitor-General. 1873 , 150 persons— 68 in England , 1 in Scotland ,

wrongly deprived Millar. It appears to me that SOLICITORS ELECTED TO THE OFFICE OF and 81 in Ireland - were imprisoned at the suit

this contention of the debtor put forward through MAYOR FOR THE ENSUING YEAR . - Mr. Alfred of the Exchequer -- the Board of Inland Revenue

the trustee fails altogether, being an attempt to Rooker, Plymouth ; Mr. G . M . Watson , Stockton . for periods of from 1 day to 12 months. As to

apply the rule so as to cause, not prevent, a on -Tees ; Mr. H . E . Silvester, Beverly ; Mr. the Customs 114 persons were imprisoned , and

wrong. I have not omitted to observe that the Alexander Beale , Reading.
1223 persons were fined . In one case & fine of

trustee, through his solicitors, has endea voured EUROPEAN ASSURANCE ARBITRATION . - On £2000 was inflicted ; the offender was convicted
to induce some of the bill holders to force Millar | Wednesday last Lord Romily sat in the European in November 1871. The imprisonment of this
into bankruptcy , but he has not succeeded . The Assurance Arbitration . Some cases stood over, | person continued on the 2nd August 1873.
bill holders appear to have confidence in Millar, and in the case that was heard judgment was

and are willing to leave him to deal with his estate deferred . The next sitting will, probably, be held
and manage his affairs without any hostile inter- some time at the commencement of the new year, CORRESPONDENCE OF THE
ference on their part , and with that confidence, I when it is expected that a large number of cases
am of opinion the debtor, or the trustee on his will be ready for hearing.

PROFESSION ,

behalf , has no right to call on this court to inter ! CRIME IN IRELAND . - It is shown by the judi.
fere . The order, therefore, will be as follows : cial statistics for Ireland of last year that the

NOTE . - This Department of the Law Times boi 26 open to
free discussion on all professionaltopics, the Editor is not

Dismissing the motion 80 far as it seeks the treasonable offences, which in 1867 exceeded 500 , responsible for any opinions or statements contained in it

delivery up by Millar or his accounting for and were reduced in 1870 to thirty-seven , had fallen
paying to the trustee the proceeds of any of to seven in 1871, and had entirely disappeared in OUR INVADERS. - This is a question in which all
the goods in his possession or the acceptance 1872. Last year there were 211,470 offences dealt solicitors are interested , and in some places the
for £700 mentioned in the notice, and declare with summarily in Ireland against 220 ,179 in the evil is so great that deeds are drawn and charged

that the said goods, including the goods re . previous year. The number convicted in 1872
ceived from Messrs. Balfour and Co., and pro.

for by persons wholly unconnected with the Pro
ur and Co ., and pro . was 177,526 . fession . This being so , I would suggest (as it is

ceeds, and the acceptance or securities in the THE PRIVILEGE OF JURY. - In the recent Nisi useless to expect solicitors to take the initiative

ds of Millar for indemnifying him against the | Prius case of Wolf v . Clayton , where the defen . and to prosecute, and as there is no society to
payment of the several bills amounting to dantwas sued for an assault, and a verdict was protect them ) that they should bring their in .
£3524 8s., drawnby the debtor upon , and accepted given in his favour, it being in the opinion of fluence to bearand get the annual certificate duty
by Millar mentioned in that notice . And it I the inry " a mere horse-dealing Banabble . " the I discontinneddiscontinued . Withoutmore practical protectionWithontmor

appearing that the value of the said goods and presiding judge - Mr. Justice Brett - remarked , than they at present have, it is unfair that they
acceptances are insufficient for the purpose Don 't give any reason for your verdict , gentle as a body should be taxed in the way they are.
of such indemnity , declare that the said George men . It is a great privilege that you have never A COUNTRY SOLICITOR,
Millar is entitled to sell and dispose of to give a reason."
the said goods, and to receive the proceeds THE ELECTION PETITION AGAINST THE ATTOR
thereof, and also the sum of £700 due upon the NEY -GENERAL. - Notice has just been given that
said acceptance, and to give a valid discharge for

NOTES AND QUERIES ON
Mr. Justice Grove will hear the election petition

the same to the acceptors thereof,and it is ordered against the Attorney General (Mr. H . James), and POINTS OF PRACTICE.
that the trustee do concur with the said George his Lordship has appointed Monday, the 12th Jan .
Millar in doing all such acts as may be necessary to commence the proceedings. W . C . Russell, NOTICE. - We must remind our correspondents that this
or proper for enabling the said George Millar to Q . C ., andMr. W . G . Harrison will appear for the column is not open to questions involving points of Law

receive and give a discharge for the said sum of petitioners ; Mr. Serjt. Ballantine,Mr. H .Giffard,
such as a solicitor should be consulted upon . Queries will

be excluded which go beyind our limits.£700. And that the said George Millar do apply Q . C ., and Mr. J. O . Griffits , for the Attorney . N . B . - None are inserted nnless the name and address of the
the proceeds of the said goods, and the said General. The allegations against the sitting writers are sent, not necessarily for pubucation , but as a

acceptance for the benefit of the said bill member are - that he has been guilty by his
guarantee for bonu fides .

holders, in such manner as he and they shall agents , ofbribery, treating, undue influenco , and
agree upon, so that none of the said bill holders, persuasion . Queries.
after giving credit for the composition of 78. in the LAWYERS - as well those in embryo as those 41. FINAL EXAMINATION . - A clerk 's articles expire

pound, mentioned in the scheme of arrange- full fledged - seem particularly liable to that con . two days before the end of term . Can be procure ad .

ment for settlement of the debtor's affairs – ditid
mittauce in that term ? Would be be debarred from ob

approved by this court on the 30th Sept. 1873 papers by “ Mysterious disappearance." Not long
taining honours by notofferinghimself for examination

A . C .
- or so much of such composition as the said

untilthe following term ?
since a solicitor in the Isle of Wightwas lost for

bill holders respectively shall receive, do re. weeks, and during thepresent week it seems that
[ Yes , he can certainly be admitted in that term . Age

ceive more than 20s. in the pound on the
over twenty-six years is the only thing that disqualities

a Mr. John Jumblin , sent up to town by his for honours. - ED. Sols. Dept.]
amount of the bills respectively held by them ; | father to pass the intermediate examination at the
and declare that the said bill holders are entitled Law Institution , has shared a similar fate. No
to prove against the estate of the said debtor for doubt, in proper time, the gentleman in question Answers.
the full amount of the bills held by them , with the will be restored alive and well to his anxious

usual rebate as to any that had not matured on

(Q . 26 ) DEVISE - WORDS OF REVOCATION. - In Taylor

father, who applied to Mr. Flowers, at Bow -street, y . ' Taylor (22 L . J., N . S , 743 Ch.) Lord Cranworth

the 25th July last, and to receive the said compo - upon the subject.
says : - " As to the realestate , the law gives it to tbebeir,

sition of 78. in the pound thereon , in the manner THE VIRGINIUS. - A correspondent of the Pauland the law would do the same if the testator said that

provided for by their scheme of arrangement. | Mall Gazette comes to the following conclusions :
his real estate should not go to his heir , but omitted to

Order the said Charles James Buckley to pav to " On the whole , the nearest approach that can b
make a valid devise of it. "

the several respondents who have been served formed to a legal opinion on the whole matter iswith and have appeared upon this motion their that, according to legal analogies, the Spaniards ( Q . 31). STAMPS---AGREEMENT.- By 33 & 34 Vict. c . 97 ,
costs to be taxed by the registrar . and let the I had a right to seize the ship that they had no la penny stampmust be attached to any cach e

said Charles James Buckley be at liberty to add right (unless they entered Cuban waters) to try
any definite term less than a year , of any dwelling.

house or tenement, or part thereof, at a rentalof less

the said costs and also his own costs of this appli . the men whom they found in it ,but only a right than £10 annually . Under sect . 21 , the stamp should
cation to the costs which he is entitled to be paid to detain them and deliver them over to the be cancelled , subject to a £10 penalty ; and by sect . 36 ,

under the said scheme of arrangement, but so as Americans for trial, with a possible exception in by the person whose signature is first made. According

not ice the r
rignt of the creditors of the regard to subjects of their own who had already to Tilsley on Stamps (3rd edit ., p . 476 ) , an agreement

said debtor to the said composition of 78. in the committed crimes against Spanish laws. Lastly,
| for a lease is on a similar footing. See p . 505, 506 , as to

other leases. C . C .

pound, on the security provided for the last in - it appears to me that unless they entered Spanish

stalment thereof. Liberty is reserved to the waters they could not be regarded as rebels, and 35 ) , BILL OF Costs - PARTNER . - Unless the client

trustee to apply to this court in respect of the that, whatever else they were, they were not expressly consented to accept the firm as bis creditor

disposition and application by the said George pirates. This , however, is so qualified and in the bill should be in the single nameof the solicitors

Miller of the said goods and moneys, the subject tricate a view of the subject that no human instructed ; for the right to enforce payment of the bill ,

of the said indemnity, and otherwise under this creature not being a lawyer could be expected to being a chose in action , cannot be transferred to a third

order as hemay be advised . act upon it , and the general result appears to be
party (and here the firm is a third party ) without the

that international law , as it is called , is in a vague
consent of all the parties to the original contract . But

if the client consented to become debtor to the firm the

unsatisfactory state, and leaves out of account whole bill should be presented in the name of the firm :

LEGAL NEWS.
manymatters which it ought to provide for.” ( See Moor v . Hill , 2 Peake, 10 ; and Wilsford v . Wood , 1

PRIVATE BILL LEGISLATION . - The total Esp . 183 .) OWL.

number of sets of plans deposited in the Private - In this case I would make out two distinct

INTERNATIONAL LAW IN JAPAN . - The Japanese | Bill Office of the Board of Trade, is 241 for this | bills : No. 1 , in my own name solely ; and No. 2 , in

Embassy have appointed Mr. W . E .Grigsby, B . A ., year. Of these 121 refer to railways , 5 to tram .
the joint names of myself and partner. Such appears

of Balliol College, Oxford , Professor of Inter - ways, 68 to gas , road, water, harbour, pier , and
the correct plan . C . C .

national Law at Yeddo . Weunderstand that a schemes of a miscellaneous nature. In 47 cases
handsome salary has been guaranteed . Mr. the promoters have elected to proceed by way of dividends are guaranteed by the Indian government, I

Q . 37 ) . TBUSTEES — INVESTMENT. -- If the stock and

Grigsby took a first-class in the final classical provisional orders. On or before the 15th inst., would not object as trustee to invest therein , even
school in Michaelmas Term 1872 ; he afterwards notice is to be given to owners, lessees, and withont a special power for the purpose ; and which , ingained the Vinerian Law Scholarship , and last occupiers of land intended to be taken by any this case does not seem to be conferred , as " India " is

summer took a first class in the Law School. He private bill in Parliament,also notice as to appli
not named . See Davidson 's Conv. 7th edit. vol. 2 , p .

is also a graduate of the University of Glasgow , cations for tramways, & c .
It is possible191, 192, where the power is conferred .

Plans and books of
where he gained the Luke Fellowship , and is a reference were deposited by the 30th ult., and it is

that the settlor or testator intended to include Indian
securities in this case.

member of the University of London . There have understood that the numberwas 241, of which 121 - As East Indian Railway Stock , not being an

been five Japanese students studying law at relate to railways. By the 21st inst. all petitions authorised security , is not expressly mentioned in the
Oxford this Term , among whom are the son of the for private bills are to be deposited at the Private investment clause, I think this case falls under Harris

PrimeMinister, and Nabishima, one of the chief Bill Office with the particulars specified in the v . Harrts (29 Be. 107), where it was decided thata power
Daimios. These students manifest great zealand Standing Orders ; and on or before the 31st inst. to invest " upon the security of the funds of any com .

aptitude for the study of English law . They all estimates , declarations, and lists of owners and
pany incorporated by Act of Parliament," did not war.

I

take the lectures of their tutor in English , which
rant an investment in railway preference shares.

occupiers as required by the orders of the House. think , therefore, that the clause is not sufficient

they translate into their own language, and sub . | The money deposits in the Court of Chancery to l authority to the trustees to invest upon the stock in

mit the retranslations to his approval. bemade before the 15th Jan . OWL

S .

C. C.

question .
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scheme.

(Q . 39 .) CUSTODY OF INFANT. - A . B . should execute a And we have thirty- five local law societies, some with tolerable confidence that it will always failin
power of attorney (which is an instrument under seal of them very activeand powerful in their own dis . this respect. For it is not in human nature to
attested by one witness ) to some one in the country,

regitricts, and capable on an emergency of bringing expect a body, the working strength of which issending at the same time an affidavit as to the age of
the infant, the nature and amount of its fortune, whatWhat considerable force to bear ; others little more than formed by London men , to be zealous in doing
relations it has, and why A . B . desires to remove it social clubs, but each existing and acting in the that to which as London men they totally object.

from its mother's custody. Such person should then main independently and withoutany acknowledged So far as it was designed to enable London and
apply to the Court of Chancery. The application should means of combination . These societies are ,more the country to co-operate on points on which
be at chambers, by original summons, entitled, “ In the

over, so few and so situated in place that while no they are agreed , that object will be better pro
matter of C . B ., an infant, by his next friend ." If the

infant has no property a small sum , such as £100 , county or considerable district in the kingdom is moted by the country solicitors joining the older
sbould be vested in a trustee for his benefit previously sufficiently represented , sixteen English and eight and more powerful body, and thus making one

to the application . OWL. Welsh counties , to say nothing of many most im . very strong society instead of two comparatively

portant districts and towns, are not represented weak ones - a matter of so much importance that
at all. | it would be worth while making some sacrifice to

LAW SOCIETIES ,
Parliamentary Influence . make it , even if sacrifices were implied (which I

With these facts before us we need not wonder think they are not) in the step .

thatmen in official position can afford to sneer atORGANISATION AMONG SOLICITORS.
But as regards the country there is much to do .

our Parliamentary influence, and that legislation There are in England at least eighty towns which
(Continued from page 72 .) should be conducted without reference to our should have their law societies as a matter of

The Work done by Local Law Societies . opinions, and in a sense frequently adverse to our absolute and immediate necessity . In what state

Such being the geographical position , what is legitimate demands. Now I think that an edu . mustwe consider an organization to be in which

the nature of these law societies ; what do they cated and powerful body of men should not con there is no ready way of moving the Pro
fession in towns like Chester, with

set themselves to do , and how do they do it ? sent to this contemptuous indifference. We fifty .one
In

some cases I have reason to know , from corre .
practising solicitors, Derby, with forty-six solici.should not be satisfied to be held of so much

smaller account than the Licensed Victuallers' tors, Durham with thirty-four,Oxford with thirty
spondence with their secretaries, that but little
actual work is attempted ; that the committees Association or the Council of Trades "Unions. four, Huddersfield with forty- four, Sheffield with

And the question is , how to make ourselves felt .are rarely summoned , and that there is much diffi
eighty-eight, Bradford with sixty, Norwich with

There is but one means, and that is by a moreculty in securing an attendance even when impor.
eighty, and Nottingham with eighty-one solicitors

tant business is before them .
all these towns,moreover, the centres of impor .The societies of perfect organisation . I proceed to offer some

tant districts ?
which this is true exist mainly for the purpose of suggestions on this head .

social intercourse, of promoting good feeling and
I cannot help thinking that if this matter were

Suggestions for Organisation .
facilitating the settlement among themselves of

seriously taken up , and an appeal made to the
Suppose we had at this moment no organisation heads of the Profession in the towns I have

disputed points of practice or etiquette. These or administrativemachinery of any kind ,and that named , and in others mentioned in a list annexed
are important objects, and I do not underrate the question before us were, how best to arrange to this paper,many, at least, would be induced to
them . The really active societies, however, do our force and make it effective for the purpose in act.
this and something more. They watch legislation hand. What would be assumed as necessary by Modus operandi.
and judicial decisions affecting their interests and men who had to consider this question for the first
the interests of their clients. Law Bills in Parlia - time ? Given the circumstances of our Profession , I should suggest a circular pointing out the

ment are regularly sent to them , considered by on what lines would persons acquainted with necessity of the step, together with some hints as

their committees , and reported on when necessary those circumstances propose to build . I think it to the manner in which law societies may be

to generalmeetings of the society . The strongest would occur to every one that, in order to make formed and worked . That information on this

of them have recognised positions in their towns | subject is useful is shown by the applications
the mostof the influence of a body so widely sepa

as public bodies, and as such enter into official occasionally made to the secretaries of the estab
ratedassolicitors,no single centre ofadministration

communication with municipal corporations, lished societies for a copy of their rules . In townsliches

would suffice. I say " to make the most of the
chambers of commerce, and members of Parlia influence” - for it is not the paymentof an annual in which there is no law library the formation of

ment. The most powerful body in the locality subscription , but personal attention , that is one might be made with advantage a part of the

which knew that it had to encounter the deter needed . But in order to interest men in a subject

mined opposition of one of these societies would to the degree necessary to induce them to give But the law societies formed and to be formed
take that fact (I suspect) into consideration . I their active attention to it , it must be brought torequire two distinct lines of connection . First,
With every respect to Sir George Jessel, they are near to them and they must have something to they should be connected with what I call for

neither obscure nor uninfluential, but on the con - do with it beyond merely subscribing to further it . shortness “ The London Society ” - that is, the

trary, perfectly well known and highly respected ; To get at the solicitors of Cornwall and Northum . society formed by the merger of the Metropolitan

· wielding large powers , and wielding them for berland, for instance, wemust find something to do and Provincialwith the Incorporated Law Society .

the public good. A really active local law in Cornwall and in Northumberland ; something to I do not think it at all necessary that provision

society is , within its own range of influence, most engage their attention and make them feel that should be made for enabling law societies, as such ,
effective. For all purposes of local action , for they are directly responsible for a part of the to becomemembers of the London body .
the purpose of bringing to bear on public common work . And a second postulate would be,
questions, and on public men the concentrated | that an exceedingly strong administration must The working of Law Sociсties .
forc be established London. We shon | The mere fact of the establishment of a local
pose of establishing friendly relations between say to ourselves, - " Go to let us have a London | law society should entitle it to correspond with

the members of a profession who do business | office and branch offices allover the country. Let and obtain such information and assistance as

under somewhat exasperating conditions ; for the us give to our London office a strength and posi- the London ogthe London Society can bestow . There should be

purpose of compelling the attention of its mem . tion that will enable it worthily to represent us at a secretary in the London office, charged with the

bers to questions not only interesting as problems the centre of affairs , but let us take care that it special duty of corresponding with the local

in jurisprudence and political science, but of does represent us, and to this end let it be con - societies. Bus in a

direct moment to themselves ; for the purpose nected with its affiliated members by an efficient should be circulated among them , and their at
erving a high standard of system of representation and by constant and tention called to matters which men immersed in

professional honour, such a society is efficient and I active communication .”active communication .” A strong centralA strong central ad. their own business , and far from the centre of

powerful. ministration , connected with local administration affairs, are apt to overlook . Secondly, the law

Concerted action of Local Law Societies. sufficiently numerous to utilise our diffused societies should have facilities for co -operating as

But for the purpose of concerted action, as a strength , would be, I suspect, the guiding idea among themselves. It frequently happens that

means of bringing the united strength of our Pro . if we had to construct our organisation de novo . particular districts are specially affected by legis.

fession to bear on given questions, local law The system at present in operation does not, I lative and other proposals . There is a Railway

societies, as at present constituted , are not
need scarcely say. ful6il these requirements. It is Bill , or a Rivers Commission , or a Mines Regula .

adapted and are not effective . I say this with both redundant and defective. As regards the tion Bill, or some matter of that kind, in which
some knowledge of what may be done, and of what metropolitan administration , it gives us too much , the solicitors of a wide district may be interested.

has actually been accomplished, by the sponta and as regards the provincial adniinistration too It may even happen that on some more general
neous association of certain law societies. When little. Wehave in London two societies, each to question a very considerable uumber of country

the Judicature Bill was before Parliament there a great extent managed by the samemen, each solicitors may wish to act together and indepen .
were certain parts of that Bill - the district re. representing the same general interests, doing, or dently of others . Such was the case with regard

gistry clauses and the clauses relating to the ap.
| aiming at doing, the same work ; active together, to the district registry clauses of the Judicature

pointment of referees -- to which a large number inactive together, but with distinct offices, à Bill - such may be the case when the second rope

of country solicitors attached much importance .
separate staff and a differentname. And we have of the Judicature Commissioners is embodied in a

This part of the Bill having been pointedly in the country a wholly and absurdly insufficient bill. Such joint action is , under present circnm .
threatened . some societies who occasionally act number of law societies, unconnected with each stances, extremely embarrassing. It will be diffi .
together , the Law Society of this town, the other, and unrelated to the central offices in cult under any circumstances, but not so difficult.

societies of Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle , London , Assume for the moment that we had a hundred

and Leeds, took thematter up, had a meeting and Remedies. local law societies in the United Kingdom . They

formed a committee, sent some of their members The remedy for this unsatisfactory state of would probably be distributed somewhat in this

to London , prepared a circular which was issued things is not far to seek . As regards London , it way - thirty in the six northern counties, forty in

to every law society in the kingdom , procured the would appear on every ground desirable to unite the twenty-two southern and western counties ,

assent of about fourteen societies to that circular, the Incorporated with the Metropolitan and Pro and thirty in thetwenty-threemidland and eastern

distributed it to all members of Parliament, and vincial Law Association . So far as the interests counties. It would be quite practicable for the

in other ways actively intervened to secure the | of the London Profession alone are concerned , the law societies of these three groups to form them .

object in view . But the difficulties of working dual representation and management is nothing selves into unions — say the Northern , Midland,

were very great, and the labour was very great, but a loss of prestige and a waste of working Southern, Eastern, and Western Union , or, if

and those difficulties and that labour cannot, | power. So far as the interests of the country necessary, still more - with joint committees, and

under existing conditions, be faced often or except Profession are involved , the co -existence of the the power of summoning members whenever and

on occasions of very unusual importance. two societies only serves to perplex and em wherever desirable , and of acting on behalf of

Our position as regards organisation is there. / barrass. On those occasions, happily not very the constituent bodies .
fore this. We have two societies established in frequent hitherto, when there has been a division That is all that need be done at first in the way

London , occupying the same ground and doing of opinion between the solicitors of London and of framework . It would give regularity and
what may be regarded as practically the same the country, the Metropolitan and Provincial formal sanction to their acts, and additional regu .
work - watching the interests of the Profession Association is neutral, and therefore useless. So lations would grow out of this . The main diffi .

generally, directly and actually representing the far as this association was designed to furnish culty is , of course, in getting members at a dis.

London branch of it ,but without any adequate or the provincial branch of our Profession with a tance to attend, and in inducing them to work when

recognised means either of ascertaining the means of enforcing their views on points on they do attend . That is a difficulty which can .

opinions of the mass of country solicitors , or of which the metropolitan branch was supine or notbe surmounted by any administrative facilities,

giving effect to those opinions if they knew them . ' hostile, it has failed. And it may be predicted ' but the preliminary one can. But you will note

th

ent lot
i

papers
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that it is an obstacle which is serious in propor. 1 years ago there was a settlement of the consti. Gresham , Mr. Kelly , Mr. Masterman , Mr. Sidney
tion to the fewness of the societies ; as these in tutional system to a very considerable extent, Smith , and Mr. Boodle (secretary ), the sum oftutional system to a very considerable exte

crease it will almost certainly diminish .
and that was now being reflected upon the legal £50 was granted to the widow of a member, a
system by a substantial scheme of law reform , so grant of £10 was made to the widow of a non

Summary. that a kind of new career was opening up for the member, and two new members were elected.

The proposals I have laid before you are there - law student. Adverting to the origin and pro
fore shortly these : - 1 . The amalgamation of the gress oflaw , he said our personal law was derived LAW STUDENTS ' DEBATING SOCIETY .
Incorporated Law Society and the Metropolitan entirely from the old conception of the patriarchal
and Provincial Law Associations. 2 . The forma family. That was the unit ofancient society ,and

At the usualweekly meeting of the society, held
tion of an adequate number of local law societies , from that unit was derived the law of personal at the Law Institution on Tuesday evening last,

and the establishment of a connection between status such aswehave it at present. The law of the following question was discussed , No. 526 ,
the London society and the local law societies on property was derived from an aggregate of family legal: “ Bequest to A . for life, and after her

the onehand, and the local law societies between groups constituted into & village community .
| decease equally to testator's brothers, but if any

themselves on the other. I have purposely avoided From the relations of this village community
died (leaving issue) during A .'s lifetime, their

entering into detail as to the manner in which holding land in common , cultivating it in common , shares to be divided equally amongst their
these changes are to be worked out, both because and enjoying the fruits of it in common they children . Are children of a brother who died

m anxions not to distract your attention from obtained the roots of the real property law as it
| before the date of the will, and of whose death

what has to be done by a premature discussion existed in England. In connection with this part
testator must have had knowledge , entitled to

on how to do it , and because I conceive the diffi of the subject he described the law relating to
share ? " The question was decided in the nega

culties to be, not in carrying out, but in initiating married women 's property in England and in tive .

the scheme. When the men of our Profession France, contending that in the latter country it
awake to the fact that with all their great power was much more in accordance with justice than

UNION SOCIETY OF LONDON .

they are comparatively powerless ; when they in England. Heafterwards dwelt at great length | At a meeting of this society , held at the rooms of
draw the inference that this arises from an im on the analytic and philosophic stady of the law . the Social Science Association ,No. 1, Adam -street,
perfect organisation ,and , when realising this, they When they viewed tho law in its various phases Adelphi, on Tuesday evening last, the following
make up their minds to act, that first step will by a firm and clear use of the analytic process , subject was opened for discussion by Mr. Charles
involve the rest. I do not say that I attach no they were not only giving themselves a mental Ford , “ That the Happiness of Mankind is not
importance to the form which our organisation discipline which constituted a high education , but Increased by Civilisation."
is to take ; on the contrary, I consider it most they were laying the foundation of that solid After an animated debate, in which members of
important ; but I think the form of infinitely legs appreciation of the principles and deductions from both branches of the legal Profession took part
moment than the substance. This plan may be principles which , supplemented by a fair degree (the attendance of members being unusually

better than that ; but this or that plan is nothing of practical work in after life, was calculated to | large), the motion was lost by a majority of 1.

compared with the determination to have an make them not only sound lawyers, but efficient
organisation of somekind at any price and without public servants.

delay .
* Mr. J . F . Milne, solicitor, in moving a vote of

SOLICITORS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION .
THE usual monthly meeting of the board of

Lisr or TCWNS IN WHICH NO LAW SOCIETIES AT
thanks to the lecturer, expressed his dissent from directors of this association was held on Wednes
some of the views propounded on the subject of

PRESENT EXIST. day last, the 3rd Dec., at the Law Institution ,
married woman 's property . He believed that

The number of Attorneys is given in parentheses.

Barrow -in -Furness ( 14 )

London, Mr. Park Nelson in the chair , the other
what Dr. Pankhurst and his friendsmeant by the

| Hereford (26)
Bedford (14)

directors present being , Messrs. Brook , Hedger,
freedom of married women was the slavery of

Huddersfield (41)
Beverley ( 14 )

Lake, Rickman, Roscoe, Shaen, Smith , Veley (of
married men - which he should resist to theIpswich (38 )

Blackburn ( 28 ) Leamington (22 ) utmost.
Chelmsford ), and Williamson ; Mr. Eiffe, secre

Boston, Lincoln (17) Lewes (17 Mr. Cooper , solicitor, seconded the motion ,
tary . A sum of £115 was granted in donations

Bradford (60 ) Lichfield (17 ) which was passed with acclamation .
of relief to eight necessitous families of deceased

Bridgwater ( 19 ) Middlesborough (15 ) Dr. Pankhurst, in the course of his reply , after
solicitors, three new members were admitted to

Newark (17 )Burton -on - Trent ( 14 )
Bury, Lancashire ( 16 ) Newport, Monmouth (33) referring to the Married Women's Property Act ! !

| the association , and other generalbusiness trans.

Canterbury (18 ) Norwich (80) 1870, which he characterised as a very faulty
acted .

Cardiff (36 ) Nottingham (81) measure , expressed a hope that the time was not

Carmarthen (17 ) Oldham (20 ) far distant when acts of Parliament, before
PETERBOROUGH ARTICLED CLERKS'

Chatham ( 14 ) Oswestry (22 )

Cheltenham (41)

DEBATING SOCIETY .
Oxford (36 )

| becoming law ,would be reduced to plain , intelligi. On Thursday evening, the 27th Nov., a meeting

Chester (51)
ble terms, so that they might not have the judges

Pembroke and Dock (18)

Chichester (10 ) Penzance ( 14 ) saying, “ this is a muddle of words called an Act
of this society was held at the County Court, New .

Chippenham (10) Peterborough (16 )
of Parliament, and wehave to give an intelligible road, W . Wilkins, Esq., solicitor, in the chair.

Chorley ( 10 ) Portsea (26 ) meaning to it , but we cannot do so, and must do
It being an open night there was a large gather

Cirencester (11 ) Portsmouth as well as we can .” It was the function of Parlia
ing of the members and their friends.

Colchester (21) Reading (21)
Coventry (22 ) Rochdale ( 26 )

ment to say that they wanted certain things doing ! The subject for debate was “ The Advisability

Croydon (30 ) Rochester ( 18 )
but they should leave to competent legaldraftsmen / of Admitting any of the So-called Women's

Darlington (20 ) Salisbury (19 )
to say how it should be done. What was wanted Rights." Mr. Morgan opened in the affirmative ,

Deal (10 ) Scarborough (25 )
was a body of legal advisers to take up the ideas and Mr. C . V . Thorneycroft opposed . On being

Derby (46) Sheffield (88 ) which Parliament submitted , and reduce them to put to the meeting the quesnonput to the meeting the question was decided in

Devonport (19) South Shields (16 ) a technical but intelligible form before they re the negative by a large majority .
Dewsbury (22) Shrewsbury (37 )

Southsea ( 19 )Dolgelly ( 10 )
ceived the royal saction .

Doncaster (24) Stockport (15)
Thanks were then respectively accorded to the

Dover (14 ) Stockton (23 ) " retiring officers,'' to the members of the Man . LEGAL OBITUARY.
Dudley ( 18 ) Stourbridge (19) chester Law Library and Manchester Incorporated
Durham (34 ) Stroud (21 ) Law Societies, and, finally, to the chairman of the
Falmouth (10) Swansea (26 )

NOTE. - This department of the Law TIMES, is contributed

Greenwich (20 ) Truro ( 17 )

evening. After these votes had been severally by EDWARD WALFORD , M . A ., and late scholar of Ballo !

Halifax (36 ) Wakefield

College , Oxford , and Fellow of the Geneaiogical andresponded to ,and the secretary had made the usual Historical Society of Great Britain ; and , as it is desired

Hanley, Stafford (15) Walsall (25) announcements, themeeting terminated. to make it as perfect a record as possible . the families and

Harrogate (11) Warrington (17 )
The second meeting of the present session of the friends of deceased members of the Profession will obligo

Hartlepool (11) Warwick ( 18 ) above Society was held, at the same place, on
by forwarding to the LAW TIMES Office any dates and

Hastings (18 ) Whitehaven (22)
materials required for a biographical notice.

Tuesday evening the 25th inst., when W . A . B .
Haverfordwest, Pem Wigan (27)

broke (16 ) Yarmouth (29 )
Hamilton , Esq., barrister-at-law , presided . The H . J. BARTLEY, ESQ .
following officers were elected :Hon . Secretary and
Treasurer, Mr. C . T . Bateman ; auditor,Mr. R . G . 13

The late Henry John Bartley , Esq., of No. 30 ,
MANCHESTER LAW STUDENTS' DEBATING | Lawson : and members of committee Messra Somerset-street, Portman -square, W ., solicitors

SOCIETY H . N . Bryan , L . Broadbent, C . J . Cooper, Doyle,
who died on the 22nd ult., at his residence in

The annual meeting of this society was held on A . W . Grundy, R . G . Lawson , A . B . Platt , H . J .
Abbey -place, St. John 's -wood , at the age of forty
seven , was the eldest surviving son of the late

Tuesday evening , the 18th ult., at the Law Sharp , Jos. Whitaker, and W . A . Whitehead.
Messrs. C . J . Cooper, Jonas Craven . and G . H .

Charles Pitt Bartley , Esq ., solicitor. The de.

Library, Cross-street Chambers, Manchester .
Thomas Jepson , Esq.,solicitor, Presidentof the Medlicott , were proposed , and Messrs. Clayton ,

ceased gentleman , together with his father, had

Entwistle, Lord, Marshall, Nicholson , and Pratt ,Manchester Incorporated Law Association, occu .

carried on business in Somerset-street for nearly

pied the chair.
elected members of the society.

half a century , and by their upright and sterling

The minutes of the previous meeting having The Chairman then called upon Mr. Grundy to
qualities had achieved a considerable reputation .

been duly confirmed , the honorary secretary , Mr. | move, “ That no breach of a contract for service
He was highly esteemed and appreciated by, &

C. T. Bateman, read the committee's report, | ought to be treated as a criminal offence," which
largo circlo of friends. The remains of the de.

which was, on his motion , unanimously adopted , motion was seconded by Mr. Whittaker. Messrs .
ceased gentleman were interred in Kensal-green

Cemetery.
of the proceedings and position of the society Lawson and Bateman opposed the resolution ,

during the preceding session ; and proposed , as which , after a reply from Mr. Grundy and a T . H . A . POYNDER , ESQ .
new members, Messrs. J . H . Clayton , L . R . summing by the chairman, was rejected by a ma- The late Thomas Henry Allen Poynder, Esq.,
Entwisle . Charles Lord . Thomas Marshall, - jority of four votes. The proceedings concluded barrister.at.law of Hartbam .pork and Hulle

Nicholson , and William Pratt. The election of with a cordial vote of thanks to Mr. Hamilton . marton, Wiltshire, who died on the 26th ult. at

officers , appointed to take place on that evening , Bath , in the sixtieth year of his age, was the

was by special resolution postponed to the follow ARTICLED CLERKS' SOCIETY .
eldest son of the late Thomas Poynder, Esq.

ing meeting.
of Hartham -park and Hillmarton , by Saran

R . M . Pankhurst, Esq., LL. D ., barrister-at- A MEETING of this society was held at 1, Milford | Marianne, daughter of Allen Cooper, Esq.,,of the
law delivered a lecture on " The historic and lane, Strand , W . C . , on Wednesday, the 3rd Deo . | Hon . East India Company' s Service . He was

philosophic methods in relation to the study of Mr. H . Lewis Arnold in the chair . Mr. T . J . | born in the year 1814 , and was educated at the

the law .” Hebelieved the present was a moment Baker opened the subject for theevening's debate, I Charterhouse and at Bragenose College, Oxford;

of supreme importance with respect to the study viz. : “ That it is desirable to appoint a Public where he took his Bachelor's degree in 1836, and

of the law in England , for he believed they were Prosecutor .” The motion was carried by a proceeded M . A . in 1838. He was called to the
on the point of entering upon a much higher majority of 4 . Bar by the Honourable Society of Lincoln 's -IDE

estimate of the relation which the legal Profes in Trinity Term 1839, and practised for some

sion bore to the political and social system . They LAW ASSOCIATION . time at chambers in New .square, Lincoln

all knew that soon after any great political | At the usual monthly meeting of the directors, but retired some years ago from the active

reforin in which society hasmade some substantial | held at the hall of the Incorporated Law Society , ( of his profession . Like many members

advance, the law ,which was solid and inflexible , in Chancery-lane, on Thursday, the 4th inst., the family , Mr. Poynder took an active paitable
had to be amended , so as to bring it into har- | following being present, viz ., Mr. Desborough organising various movements of a cha

mony with the altered state of society. Some | (chairman), Mr. Steward , Mr. Burges, Mr. . nature in Wiltshire and in the metropolis, in

in,

uties

iny member
s

of his

ts of a charitabl
e

letropo
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, and his
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Gould v. Claves
Barnston v . Barnston
Laurie v . Hemsworth
Mortimer v . Ring
Caballero v . Henty
Cleaver v . Jones
Rotch v . Marshall
Murrell v , Elkins
Pollard v . Wright
Johnson v . Bailey
Camm v . Read
Hockin v . Hockin
Bailey *, Hartley
Gibson v . Taylor
MacLellan v , Buchanan
Wilson v . Compton

Johnson v . Johnson
Devereux v . Dickson
Topken 2 , Parrott
Hancock v . Heaton
Parker v . McKenna
Gatecliff r , Ward
Colson v . Norris
Pemberton v . Barnes
Burnand v . Taylor
Whelpdale v . Crosse
Lloyd u . Evans
Whiter, Witt

Smith o, Howard

| Whitworth . Sellars
Polini v . Gray
Levick v . Sherman
Harris v . Mozley
Mozley v . Harris
Thomas v . Davies
Hewitt v . Batt
Stacpoole v . Dunn
Mayhew v . Calder
Hands v . Gullick
Sale v . Wilson
Simon » . Lloyd
Murray r. Light
Collyer v . Collyer -Bristow
Geilgud o. Camus
Nixon v . Garnett
Williams r . Gilding

Roper v . Roper
Peacey v . Colman
National Society o . School
Board for London

Attorney-Gen . • , English
May v . Robertson
Jones v . Margetson
Pring 1 , Gimblett
Scaffold v . Hampton
Martell v . Dear
Tolfree v. Hunt

: Lyc
all

Supe
rü

name will consequently long be remembered by Remaining Causes, transferred from the Books of the Vice

those who have participated in his liberality. Mr. Chancellors Sir R . Malins and the late Sir J . WICKENS,

Poynder was a commissioner of lieutenancy for by Order dated 2nd May 1873 .
the city of London , and a magistrate and deputy . Cameron v. Leyland |Hodges v . Wieland

lieutenant for Middlesex and Wiltshire,and served Salmon v . Brooks Cruickshank v . Bland
Wilkinson v . Wilkinson Steers v . Eveleigh

as high sheriff of the latter county in 1865 . He The Comptoir D ' Escompte Smith v . Keysell
married in 1842 , Mary Anne, daughter of Robert de Paris 0 . The Consoli. Jackson v . Paul
Edmeades, Esq.,and became a widower about two dated Bank (Limited ) Kellaway (pauper ) v . Doug

years ago . Gibson v . Woodruff las

Kenworthy v . Coffin Smith v. Smith ,

T . BRANSON , ESQ . Faulkner v . Kershaw

THE late Thomson Branson, Esq., solicitor, of Causes set down since the Transfer .
Sheffield , who died at his residence, Broom Grove , Hawes v .es v. Essex Brewery Gibbons v. Gibbons
in that town, on the 29th Oct., in the eighty -first Company Smith v . Hart

Icke u . Underhill
year of his age, was the eldest son of the late Mr. Matthews v . Roberts

Newcomen v , Wharton Robinson v . Evans
Anthony Branson , of Ketton , in the county of Sackville v . Smyth Lord Abioger v . Ashton
Rutland, and was born at Matlock , Derbyshire, Birks v . Wells Minet v . Morgan
in the year 1793 . He was admitted a solicitor in The Thames Iron Works Taylor v. Rule
Hilary Term 1815, and at the timeof his death he Ship Building, Engineer- Miller v . Crockett

was the senior member of the Profession at ing , and Dry Dock Com - ! Atherton v . Merriman

Sheffield . Mr. Branson acted for many years as
pany (Limited ) , v . Nisbet Still v . Elliott

Graham 0 . Drewe Price v . Baines
consular agent of the United States of America at Sanders v . Pooley Fleming v. Manger
Sheffield ,and hewas one of the founders ofWesley Jarvis v . Bergheim Taylor v . Taylor
College, in that town , of which successful institu . Ward v . Lawson Attorney-General u . Local

tion he continued to be a trustee and the secretary Meke, Knt., v . Corfield Board of Aylesbury
Martin v . CunninghamOliver u , Oliverfrom its opening to the time of his decease, a Blaxall v . Allan Re Hayward ' s Estate

period of upwards of thirty years. The deceased Haselfoot v. Boyd Hayward v . Cook
gentleman was married , and has left issue a son , Few v. Berry Gale v . Fladgato
Mr. Charles Anthony Branson , who was admitted Johnson v , Rawlinson Collier , Walters
into the Profession in 1853,and was in partnership Dagdale v. Hays Caffin v . Caffin

with his father. His remainswere interred at the Reid v . Dunnan Hipe v . Jackson
Webb v . Tulk Quekett v . White

Sheffield Cemetery . Basnett v . Moxon Wright v. Phillips
Myers v . Smyth Higgatt v . Higgatt
Fuller v . South African Attorney -General v . Terry

JOHN P . FEARON, ESQ . Silver and Copper Min - Chadwick v . Parrett
We regret to announce the death of Mr. John P . ing Company (Limited ) Hay u . Bellamy

Fearon , the head of the well-known firm of
Reason v . Mills Fleming v. Banks
O 'Donoghue v . Lamb Gatty v . Pawson

Fearon , Clabon , and Fearon , solicitors and parlia . Watson u , Watson Tomkins v . Lydall
mentary agents , in Great George-street, West- I WayWaring c . Currey The Protector Endowment
minster. Mr. Fearon , from failing health , had Jones v . Church Loan and Annuity Com
lately resided athis house, near Cuckfield ,Sussex, Bond v. Surman pady v . Fitzroy

his native place, where he died on the 17th ult., in Homes v . Postlethwaite Garle v . Westall
Newell v . Keene

his seventieth year. Mr. Fearon was the son of Cooper v . Lyons
Meyrick v . Mathias Averill v . Beeston

the Rev . Joseph Francis Fearon , for many years Miller v . Crockett | Dixon v. Green
vicar of Cuckfield . Hewas educated at the for- | Jolly v . Ford

merly well-known school of Dr.Gurney, at Green - Evans v. Evans ( Limited ) v . Mongruel
wich . He was admitted in the year 1825 , and it Blackburn v . Lamb Illiff u . Ward - Nicholson

was not long before he attained eminence both as Meek , Kat. v . Webster 0 . Ward
Joseph v . Emanuel Buchanan v. Currie

a solicitor and parliamentary agent. Wetake the Berry v . Gibbons Haigh v . Kaye
following from the Sussex Express : “ One of those
farsighted men,who, in the infancy of the railway
system , perceived the importance of its extension V . C . Malins' Court.
through the country , he was, with a few others,
the originator of the South -Eastern Railway ; and Causes .

it was he who suggested , and at a criticalmoment, Digby v. Ward Brown v . Beet

accomplished , the purchase of the Folkestone Wilts and Berks Canal Souch v , East London
Navigation Co . 0 . Swin -Harbour, the control ofwhich he saw to be essen . Railway Company
don Waterworks Co . Peel v . Smith

tialto the foreign traffic of that line. Subsequently (Limited ) Ex parte E . Brain & others
Mr. Fearon was appointed solicitor to the At- Dorin v . Dorin Humphrey v . Lawson
torney -General in ex officio charity suits ; and Smith 0. Government M -ody v . Martin
we are assured that his reports on the cases which | Stock Investment Co . Thymne v . Day

were thus brought before him , would form a very Smith v . Government Okey v . Hogg
Stock Investment Co . Cayless r. Sills

instructive volume on the true principles of Armstrong v . Holmes Leach v . Smith
charity law . The dutles of this office obliged Prescott v . Barker Koelbel v . Gardner
him to deal much with educational schemes in Maynard v . Eaton Privce v. Dear
connection with endowed schools , and itmay be Harvey v . Horry Harding v . Spiller

interesting to many, at the present time, to learn Burgess v . Bennett Thomas v . Howell

that he was always opposed to mere secular Blakey v . Rashworth Palmer v , Aters
De Witte v . Dennie Smith v . Smith

teaching , which he held to be simply impossible . Hall v . Harland Moses v . James
It was mainly owing to his suggestions that the Bain v . Percy Maddiu v . Driscoll
Act was passed constituting the present Charity Smith v . Grant Fisber v . Harrison
Commission . But though a man of acute intellect | Whiteley v . Kemp May .May
and extensive knowledge , he will be remembered Brock v . Cridland Armstrong v . Armstrong

in his native place chiefly from the unvarying Newman v . Hendy Day v . Stoward
Kent v . Kent Lucas v . Siggers

kindness, sweetness of temper, and cheerfulness | Nind v . Church Higgsv. Ritherdon
which endeared him alike to rich and poor.” We Schollick v . Edye Perring v . Trail
may add that Mr. Fearon 's abilities and high Pickering v . Agar Nalborough v . Jackaman

principle , coupled with his geniality and gentle Wilson v . Thornbury Hooper E . Hooper
Taylor 0 . East LondonDesa of manner, won him the respect and kindly Trebilcock v . Thomas
Railway Co . Collins v . Thorn

regard of all his professionalbrethren . His death Taylor v . East London Blayney . Lawrence

will be generally regretted. Railway Co. Pearce » . London Tram
Pudge v . Pudge ways Co. (Limited )
Randell v . Samels Vickers r . Dicks
Kelsey v . Kelsey Shelton e . Kidman

THE COURTS & COURT PAPERS Bryan v . Moss Ball r . Connett
Parks v . Briscoe Wier v . Gisborne
Street v . Bonsor Ward v . Ramsden

CAUSE LIST AFTER MICHAELMAS TERM Canter v . Wodehouse Angell r . Angell

1873. Barrett v . Beck Sykes v . Wilde
Flood v . Hampden Dutton v . Hockenhull
Kettle v . Drayner Smith v . Smith

Equity Courts. Barnes v . Barnes Rodgers and Sons (Lim .)
Goodwin v . Gray r . Rodgers
Reece v . Reece Parr , Nunn

Court of Appeal in Chancery . Lloyd v . Finlay Blacque v . Rowlinson
(Before the LORD CHANCELLOR and LORDS JUSTICES.) Walker u . Dobson Howell r . Lloyd

De Bay v . Griffin Whittet v . Hooper
Appeals . Plumer v . Gregory Moate 7 . Monte

Cavabder . Bulteel | Colthurst o . Smith Rennick v . Kino Oakes v . Oakes
City of London Brewery Nelson , Nelson Darcy v . Batt Collins v . Slade
Company (Limited ) 0 . Blackmore v . Tuck Davison 0 , Barber
Tennant Chadwick v . Chadwick Bradshaw v . Congreve Bintley r . WrightMichael . Fripp Fothergill v . Rowland Bright, Knt. v . Marcoartu Hodson v , Spring

Occleston , Fullalove Fothergill v . Rowland Webster v . Malcolm Taylor v . Poncia
Attorney .Gen . 0 . Mayor, Fothergill r. Rowland Jupp v . Callaway Baxendale , Wilkinson

& c., of the Borough of Synge i. Synge Maupsell v . Payne Narraway v . BeattieSunderland
Ffrench . The British Com . | Davis v . Cox
mercial Ins. Co . (Lim . ) Halfpenny v . Davies

Gruniog v . Smetburst Lascelles » . Mills
Rolls Court . Torrens r , Hilliard Elmes r . Jull

Causes setdown previous to Transfer . Whitaker v . Whitaker De Stacpoole v, De Stac
Ridgway r. Ridgway Belcher u . Green poole

Cloves o . Hogs Ridgway r. Kidgway Aller v . Lewis Spear v . Whitworth
Edwards » . Loftus Stewart v . Lupton Todd r. Tidy

V . C . Bacon 's Court.
Causes set down previous to Transfer,

Stevenson v . Masson King v . Sherrott
Batchelor v . Bladon Whittaker v . Whittaker
Adlington v . Mence Bousfield v . Bousfield

Howes v . Phillips Pinchard v . Fellows

Great Western Insurance Hathesing v. Laing
Company v . Cunliffe Laing v . Zeden

Treacher & Co. (limited ) v . Bailey v . Schweitzer
Treacher Giffard v . Phillips

Burke v. Keith · Baxter 0 . Chapman
Youde v . Cloud Smith v . Keane
London and ProvincialMa. Tucker v . Dimsdale

rine Insurance Company Middleton v . Barker

v . Seymour Wilson v. The Furness
Taylor v . Fisher Railway Company .

Remaining Causes, transferred from the books of the Vice .

Chancellors Sir R .MALINS and the late Sir J . WICKENS,
by Order dated 9th June 1873 .

Avis v . Avis Bumpus v . Bumpus
Yardley v . Holland Woodford v . Brooking
Heron v . Davey Coghlan v . Kempe
Brown , Towell Mackrell v . Notley
Gallagher r . Fleming Shaw v . Longbottom
Towell v . Brown Driver v . Driver

Wylamu. Watts Porter v , Bell
Rudge v . Bennett Dubois v . Charsley
Ramm . Taylor Cooper v . Green
Healey v . Borough of Bat Mutlow r , Bigg

ley Cole v . Scott
Latham v . Chartered Bank Green v . Cooper
of India , China , and Aus. Rumboll . Taylor

tralia Wilson v . Northampton

Lewis v . Lewis and Banbary Junction
Pickering v . Chadwick Railway Company
Colquhoun v . Courtenay Saelling v . Thomas
Horn v . King Paine v . Jones
Countess de Palatiano v . Fisher 0 . Russell

Hartley Robing r , Rose
Bell v . London and South Parker v . Trigg
Western Bank ( Limited ) Parnell v . Stevens

Gott u . Gott Tomlinson v . Lowe
Swain » . Swain Bulley v . Bulley
Schanck v . Scott Greville v Greville
Fox v . Heinke Berry r , Harris
Blakeley v . Crawshaw Dean v . Butt - Stephenson
Dixon v . Fisken v . Butt
Singer v . Audsley Evans v . Verrall
Wickham v . Fitz -Worlock Bird •. Bird' s Patent Deo
Dick v . Montague dorising and Utilising

Hoe r. Thorpe Sewage Company (Limi
Greg v . Sagar ted )

Barton v . Hobson Worthington v . Curtis
Ive r . Smith Waldegrave v. Bastard
Gwynne v . Great Eastern Lancaster r . Walker

Railway Company Moon v . Veale
Greaves v . Smith Bates v . Eley
Smith r , Butler Eley v . Bates
Moore v , Ross | Hooper v . Abell

Causes set down since the Transfer .
Edmundson v . Hargreaves Earle v . Appleyard
Mackett u . Bayliss Attorney-Gen . v . Metropo .
Attorney-Gen . v . The Fur litan Board of Works
ness Railway Company Gibbon t . Fox

Fothergill r . Rickards Stenhouse v . Davidson

Forbes v . Black Donaldson v . Donaldson
Willams v . Evans Mawhood v . Morley
Hyde v . Large Horley r . Richards

Wood v. Harrogate Im - Love i . Hall
provementCommissioners Packman v . Wells
Levy v . Creighton Finch v , Prescott

Hoggarth v. Simpson Re John Tompkins, dec.
Adkins v . The Common Gardner v. Peach
Council ofCity of London , Shand r . Du Buisson

Vauxhan v. Hall day Dearden v . Lees
Walker u . Hellawell Schwartz v . Hamshaw
Norris v . Barber Coulthard v . Dewhurst
Adie v . Clark Drew v . Drew
Clark v . Adie Nicholson v . Carline
Maule v , Davis Atherton » . De Castro
Sykes v . Smith Cates v . Garside
Lownds v . Williams Allan v . Gott

V .C . Hall's Court.
Causes.

Howard v . Jervis | Stansfield v . Peverall
Camps v . Marshall Hopkin v . Ollard
Bullocke v . Bullocke Boutmy v , Boutmy
Attorney -General 0 . The Boutmy v . Burdett
Mayor, & c ., of Barnsley Rhodes v. Rhodes

New bald v . Hale Atkinson v . Jones

Wilson v . Cofin Cope v . Eraus
Leese v . Martin | Brown , Rye

Hay e . Bates
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Sev. Marsful Steam
The Company White 1 . Stott obs011Railway Mattegod v.Huis

THE GAZETTES.

South-western Railway Knowles v. The Midland | Professional Partnerships Dissolbed.
Gazette , Nov. 21 .

Bankrupts.

Fenpidgs v . Pain | Walker v . Lawton Hobbs v. Taylor McChlery r. Mills BROOKS, HENRY, blacksmith , Bolton. Pet. Kor. 95. Dec . 18 , at
two, at ottice of Sol. Ryley , Bolton

Darsie v . Mozley Hunter v . Wortley Foxwell v . Wright Kegan v . Chidley CHELL. JOSEPX , commission agent. Wolverhampton . Pet . Nov .
Radloff v. De Lievre Grimley v. Arnold Reece and others v . Atter . Golfrey Moss 20 . Deo. 18 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Barrow , Wolverhampton
Clipperton v. Cartwright Hervey c. Hervey bury Hotten o . Milbank CLARK , FREDERICK , vietnaller, Tottenhamn . Pet. Nov . 23 . Dec.

Bell v . Bell
15 , a three, ut ottice of Sol. Chidley, Old JewryDarke v, Clough Smith 4 . Forrester and Ball e , Bridges CLEMENTS , ANDREW , builder, Manchester. Pet. Nov. 22. Dec.

Re John Evans's Estate - Darke v. Starr Others i Clark v . Ohlson 18 , at three, at office of Sols . Sutton and Elliott, Manchester
Evans v . Evans Baron Howard of Glossop | Martinson v . Waltham Leveaux o, Ashworth COOK , REUBEN CHRISTMAS, furniture broker, Lowestof: . Pet .

De la Rue v . Marshall v . Earl of Shrewsbury Willshire , Fiske Hart v . Metropolitan Rail . Nov . 36. Dec . 15 , at twelve, at office of sol. Seago , Lowesto ' t

The Powell Duffryn Steam COULTER, ROBERT, commission agent, Liverpool. Pet. Nov . 34 .
Lane u , Sewell Montfort .. Barr I way Compasy Dec . 19 , & two, at Gibson and Bolland , accountants , Liverpool.

CoalCompany ( Limited ) Whitehouse v . Horton Woodley v . Metropolitan Collins v . Ullmann Sol. Morris, Liverpool
v . The Taif Vale Railway Slack v . Stott District Railway Com . Newmegan v. Samuel COWELL, JOHX, nierchant's clerk , Camden villas, Tottenham .

pany.Company Pet. Nov . 26 . Dec . 13, at three, at offices of Sol. Bassett, Tích .Jobnstone » . Fitzgerald
borne- st, Regent- circusBoydell v . Thornewell Adams v . Norris Barton v . Great Eastern Leslie v . Biddlecomb and CREW JOHX, cowkeeper, Latimer - ter , Notting -hill. Pet. Nov . 24 .

Darley v . Entwisle Littletield v . Plomer Railway Company another Dec . 18 , at three, al office of Scls . Tilley und Liggins, Finsbury .
Pickard v . Pickard Wakefield v .Mattock Coleman t , Doultou The Montrotier Aspbalte pl. south

Gardner u . Burbury Tetley v . Dunwell Spence " . London Tram .
CURTIS , EDMUXD, hotel manager , Shanklin . Pet . Nov. 11 . Dec .

and Cement, & c., Com 8 , at three , at office of Sol. Durant, Gulldhull-chmbs, Basinghall
Spraggett v . Spraggett Gillespie v . Howard ways Company pady v . Duncan street

Gael v . Fenwick Price v . Wray Strickland v . Dickenson Samar, McMillan DAVIES, Simox, jeweller, Cheetham . Pet . Nov . 26. Dec . 12 , at
Binns v . Fisher Bruce v . Le Cerf Tasker v . Brownill Same 0 . Drayson three, at office of Sol. Sampson ,Manchester

Iver v . Armstrong
DEAX, JOHN HUGH, botmaker, King 's Norton , P - t . Nov. 24 .Brown v . Moore Fowler v . Hencher Welton v . Great Northern
Dec . 9 , at twelve , at offices or Sol. Hawkes , Biriningham

Oddy v . Green Millikin v . Lowe Polak . Coburn Railway Company DINSDALE, JOHX, draper, Askrigg . Pet. Nov . 20 . Dec. 19, at

Marshall v . Marshall Goodson v . Richardson quarter past ten , at the Green Tree inn , Leyburn . Sol. Waistell,
NorthallertonChristie v . Ovington Perry v . Bacon EMERY, SAMUEL ANDERSOX, comedian , Alfred pi, Bedford -sq.Cator v . Drew Marsh u . Marsh Pet. Nov. 18 . Dec . 4, at eleven, at office of Sol. Johnson , Bed

Curnick v . Tucker Kidd v . Tallentire PROMOTIONS & APPOINTMENTS ford - ron

Oldbam v . Oldham Du Tourville v . Beswick N . B . - Announcements of promotions being in the nature EYNON , JAMES, ironmonger, Swansea . Pet . Nov. 26 . Dec. 15, at
eleven , at Barnard , Thomaa, Tribe, and Co ., Bristol. Sols .Gill v . Downing Boynton v . Boynton of advertisements , are charged 2s. 6d , each for which
Davies and Hartland , Swansea

Lake v . Bay lay Adcock v . Robinson postage stamps should be inclosed , FARWELL, JOHN ALISERT, baker . Melcombe Regis. Pes. Yov. 25.
Tyssen v . Stacey Havelock v . Priestly Dec . 15, at eleven , at the Auction Murt, Melcombe kegis . Sol.

Bolton v . Adams Laidler v . Laidler The Right Honourable the Lord Chief Baron Sir Howard , Melcombe Regis

Lovibond r . Perrrn West v . Binns
FIELD, THOMAS, dealer, withington . Pet . Nov. 18. Dec. 8, at

Fitzroy Kelly has appointed Mr. B . H . Tromp, of twelve , at office of Sol, Potter, Cheltenham

Angell v . Wilkinson Thomas 4 . Davies 16 , Essex-street , Strand , and 21, Inverness-ter FINKELL, ALFRED, innkeeper , Whitby. Pet . Nov. 29 . Dec. 11, at
Angell v . Ronald Gray v . Bateman three, at othees of Sol. Draper, Stockton

Hare v . Topham Haines v . Ricketts terrace, Hyde-park , a London Commissioner to FORSTER , THOMAS , afrmer , Old Cassop . Pet . Nov. 34. Dec . 9 , at
three , at office of Sols . Marshall and Folkard , Durham

Gwynne v, Coulthurst Cann v . Cann Administer Oaths in Her Majesty's Court of FOSTER , CHARLES, plumber, Harrogate , Pet. Nov . 23 . Dec. 12,
Viant v . Hart Watkins v . Evans Exchequer of Pleas. at eleyrn , ut ottice of Sol. Harle, Leeds
Attorney -General v . Ray Schofield . . Brown FRAZER , JOSEPH , upholsterer, Westbourne gr . Pet . Nov . 27.

Dec . 19, at three, at the Guildhall coffee -house , Gresham .st.
Burbury v . Burbury Macneill v . Popplewell Sols. Hillyer, Fenwick , and Stibbard , Fenchurch -st
Chamberlain v . Chamber Seymour v . The Iceland FREEMAX, HENRY, butcher, Nettlebed . Pet. Nuv . 24 . Dec. 9,

lain Sulphur Co. (limited ) at one, at 151, Friar st, Reading . Sols. Tidy, Herbert, and T .dy,
Howlett v. Cole Hill v . Hill Sackville- st, Piccadilly

GALE, MARIA AMELIA SUSAN, widow . Hackney . Pet. Nov . 26 .Turnert. London and | Drew v. Maslem Dec. 11, at twelve at office of Sol. O ' Brien , Dane's inn , Strand
GREATR X , QUIXTIX DICK , butcher , Maldon . Pet. Yov. 21. Dec .

Company Railway Company. ul. at eleven , at office of Sols . Crick and Freeman , Maldon

Tosswilt v . Gillman Routledge v . Richardson GREAVES, WILLIAM HUNSLEY , stulmerchant, Pudsey , and Brad .
ford . Pet. Nov . 26 . Dec . 12 , at eleven al office of So' s . Wood

Ashman v . Blackstock James v. Castle FIXCHAM and BELLYSE , attorneys and sclicitors, Blandford and Killick , Bradford
Horwood v . Penny Keys v . Keys Forum . Sept. 29 . (William Cole Fincham and Joseph Hayward GREEXIALGH, JOSEPH , cloth finisher, Leeds. Pet. Nov. 33 . Deo.
Carnegie v . Carnegie Coppin v . Coppin Bellyse ) 10 , at three, at Burrell an . Piokard , accountants, Leeds. So .

Myers
Horton v . Hall Gill v . Gill GREENWOOD , JOHX, glass denler, Kendal. Pet. Nov. 23. Dec. 18,Wilkes v . Wilkes Osboru v . Osborn at twelve,atoffice of Sul. Watson , Kendal
Beckett v . Buckley Haslam o . Eastwood HARRIS , BESSIE , lodginghouse keeper, Maida -hill. Pet. Nov . 23.
Haynes v . Earl Rowosley u . Collingwood Gazette, Nov.,28 . Dec. 17, at two at office of Sol. Hllbery , Crutched - friars
Wagstaff v . Colvin Heline v . Wootton HARRIS, EMAXUEL, hatter . Angella , Stratford . Pes. Yov. 20 .

To surrender at the Bankrupts ' Court, Basinghall-street. Dec . 17 , at three , at office of Sol. Willis , Charleg . 9 , HoxtonHodges v . Patrick Murlow v . L . M . Rigs SARGENT, FREDERICK DANIEL, clerk in Great Eastern Railway HARRISOX , GENRY, butcher. Sabden , near Whalley. Pet. Nov .
Browne v . White Kitching v . Jones Co. Suattord . Pet. Nov. 20 . Reg . Spring - Rice . Soi. Angell. 24. Dec . 12 , at elever , at onllce of Suis. Messis . Easthani, Clit .t
Dickinson v . Parr Houlgrave v . Edwards Gresham . . Sur, Dec. 11 roe
Wilson . Wilson Peele v , Sandford SOLUMANS, MICHAEL, clothier, Holywell -la , Shoreditch . Per EARROW , WILLIAM , grocer , Nep 'er -st, Deptford . Pet . Nov . 2 .

Payne v . Wright Dec . 12, at twelve, at office of Sol. Moss, Grucechurch .Nov . 28. Reg . Roche. Sol, Solomon , Finsbury .pl. Sur. Dec. 18Cottrell v . Finney HEATON , THOMAS WADDINGTOx, grocer, Wikan . ani Windley .
Gray v . Denton Agar v . Clement To surrender in the Country . Pet . Nov. 21. Dec. ll, at eleven , at flices of Sol. Asuion ,
Cook v . Needbam Bingley v . Benton BLATCHLEY, CHARLES, baker, Liverpool. Pet . Nov. 27. Reg Wigan

Watson . Sur. Dec . 10Heilbron v . HeilbronHayes v . Wright HESNELLY, BERNARD, draper, Liverpool. Pet. Nov , 25. Dec.
BURTON , WILLIAN , chemist, Sution. Pet. Nov . 21. Reg . Row 11, at three , at offices of Sols, Sale , Shipman , Seddon , and Sale.

Dimsdale v . Frith Field v . Clark land . Sur. Dec . 9 Manchester

Silverthorpe v . Spokes Kinghorn v . Williams HAWKINSON, WILLIAN HENRY, brickmaker, Hornchurch . Pet. HIRST, JAMES, Woolstapler, Bradford . Pet. Nov. 24. Dec 10, at
Campbell v . Francis Evezard v . Burke Nov . 25 . Reg.Gepp. Sur. Dec. 12 eleven , at otlice of Sol. Harris , Bradford
De Lisle v . Hodges Morison v . London Steam PLATT, JOSEPH , painter, Saddleworth . Pet. Nov . 21. Reg . I HIRST, WALTER mill owner, Morley. Pet. Nov . 23. Dec. 11, at

Tweedale . Sur. Dec . 10 three, at office of Sol. Ibberson , DewsburyHastie v . Pilcher Ship Co . (Limited ) PHICE, JOHN ALFRED, builder, Hanwell. Pet . Nov. 20 . Reg . | HOLLAND, WILLIAM , plumber, Duifield . Pet . Nov. 21. Deo. 20 ,
Alleyne v . Alleyne Hill v . South Staffordshire Ruston Sur. Dec. 13 at ten , at offices of Sol, Leech , Derby
Harrisson v . Laver Railway Co. SCRAGG, JOSEPH, cotton spinner , Ashton -under-Lyne. Pet. Nov. HOLT, CHARLES, tailor, Chequer- st, St. Albans. Pet. Nov. 21.

24 . Reg . Hyde. Sur. Dec. 12Cook v . Giggall Dec . 10, at three, at Honey, Humphrys, Baggs, and Co. King 8t,Elliot v . Trimleston SMITH , JABEZ, ironmonger, Keighley. Pet. Nov. 23. Reg. Cheapside. Sol, salaman
Benson v . Tyson Taylor v . Strange Robinson Sur . Dec . 9 HOLWILL, JAMES, tailor , Swansen . Pet . Nov. 26 . Dec. 11, at
Truman v .Manners - Sutton | Hyde v Holland WATSOX , WILLIAM JAMES, commission merchant, Manchester, twelve , at Barnard , Thomas, Cawker, and Co. Temple -st.

Sawtell v . Sawtell Pet. Nov . 20. Reg . Kay . Sur. Dec. lo Swansea . Sols . Davies and Hartland , Swansea
HONEYSETT , Joux , coalmerchant, Great Scotland yd. Pet. Nov.

Waldy v . Bradshaw Gazetle, Dec. 2 .Brooke v . Ingbam 8 . Dec . 5 , at eleven , ut office of Sol. Johnson , bedford -row
Master . Richards Raven v . Francis To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall- street. HOPK .XS, JAMES, button manufacturer, White Post- , Hockney
Saull v . Sanll ASHBY, GEORGE, grocer, Higl - st , Hampstead . Pet. Nov. 26 . Pet . Nov. 18 . Dec. 15 , at eleven , at Mr. Thwaites, 42, Bacil

Reg . Hazlitt. Sur. Deo . 17 hall- st. Sol. Scott, Basinyhall .at
DEVEsox, CHARLES, cowkeeper, Neville -ter, Hornsey- rd , Pet. HOWSOX, THOMAS , builder, Spennymoor. Pet . Nov . 24. Dec. 10,
Nov . 28 . Reg . Murray. Sur. Dec . 18 ut three , at ottice of Sols. Marshalland Fikard . Duriam

Common Law Courts . RICKET, EDWARD, Cook , South Lambeth - rd . Pet. Nov. 27 . Res . I JACOBS, LEWI8, lawkud, Merthyr Tydfii. Pet. Nov . 2 . Dec. 12,
Pepys. Sur. Dec. 16 attwe ve,at office of Sol. Green , Birmingham

Court of Exchequer. Jouxsox , MARY, boot dealer , Manchester . Pet. Nov . 26 . Dec.To surrender in the Country . 10 . at two, at otfice of Sols . Messrs. Hea h , Manchester ,
Customs. BUSBY, WILLIAM , grocer, Leigh . Pet. Nov . 28. Reg . Gepp. | JONES, FRANCIS WILLIAM , brushinaker, Regents -pk -rd . Pot.

Sur. Dec . 16 Nov . 13 Dec , 16 , at three, at office of Sol, Heathfield , Lincoln 's.The Attorney -General r. Carter DAWSON , ALICE, beer retailer, Manchester. Pet. Nov. 27 . Reg. inn fields

Remanets. Kay, Sur. Dec. 18 JOSES, RHYS, victualler, Swansea . Pet. Nov . 26. Dic. 10 , at
DURHAM. FREDERICK, land surveyor, Thorne, Pet . Nov. 26. twelve, at office of Sols . Davies and Hartland , Swansea

"Ward v . South Eastern , Rose v . Denton Reg . Wake. Sur. Dec. 12 LAWN, CHARLEN,alohiteot , Strand , and Fellows.rd . Haverstock
Railway Company Brewer v . Sanne DYKE, GEORGE, grocer, Liverpool. Pet. Nov. 27 . Reg . Watson . hill, and Markute . Pet . Nov . 25 . Dec. 17 . at two, at the London

Morris v. Frankish and Galbraith v . The Garstang Sur . Dec . 15 Warehousemn' s Association , 33, Gutter .la . Sol. Vauderpump

another Johnson, ELIZABETH, widow , Larborne. Pet. Nov . 20. Reg . South -sq . Gray' s inn
and Knot End Railway Chauntler. Sur, Dec. 15 LEE, THOMAS, tobacconist, Manchester. Pet. Nov , 24. Dec. 11, at

The Cambrian Railways Company SHEPHARD, SAMÚEL, bootmaker, Redruth . Pet. Nov. 28 . Reg . three , at offices of Sols. Sutton and Elliott , Manchester -
Co . 0. The Manchester Schofield v . Hernulewicz Chilcott . Sur. D . c . 13 LEGGETT, GEORGE, builder, Little George-st, Portman . . Petr
and Milford Railway Co. Hernulewicz v . Schofield WII SON , JOHN, oil refiner, West Gorton . Pet. Nov. 28. Reg . Kay. Nov. 25 . Dec. 17 , at two, ut office of Sols. Tiiley ani Li6811 ,

Sur . Dec . 18 Finsbury .plSouth
Copin v . Kressman Sydney v . Michael BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED. LEWIS, JOHN,husier, Leeds. Pet . Nov . 21. Dec. 9 , a : three, at
Bevan v . The Marbella Iron Gidney , Gorringe ttice of Sol. Turi er, Leeds
Ore Company (Limited ) Stewart v , Pigou Gazette, Nov. 25. MCCORMIC , JOHN, boot dealer, Rochdale . Pet. Nov, 25. Dec. 16 ,

Nicklin v . Great Western Nottage 0. London General CASEY, EDWIN , outfitter, Wilson - ter, Tredegar- rd , North Bow at three, at the Hare and Hounds inn , Rochdale . Sol. Lomaa ,

Railway Company jun . , Rochra e
Oinnibus Company Aug. 30, 1873

Thorp v . Craig
MARKS, KAUFMAXX ISRAEL , Iron merchant. Esther -pl, BridgeSOLTAU, EDWARD PENNINGTOX , gentleman , Redhill. March 23 ,

1873 st, Greenwich . Pet. Nov . 22. Dec . 15, at two, At orice or sui

Pearse v . Ponsford Gorringe v. Gidney
Messrs, Spyer, Old Bioad. stGazette, Nov. 28 . MARSDex, WILLIAM , pawnbroker . Blackburn . Pet. Nov . 31 .The Midland Wagon Com . Godfrey v , Marcus

TAYLOR, EDWIN , cotton spinner, Higginshaw , near Oldham . Deu. 11, at eleven , at offices of Sol. Darley, Blackburn
pany v . The Brecon and Johnson v . Bruff Nov. 4, 1873 MARTIN , BENJAMIN , late corn dealer. St Thomas's -rd , Burder
Merthyr Tydfil Junction | Young v . Ward rd , Bow . Pet. Nov . 21 . Dec . 6 , at ten , at offices of Solo
Railway Company Thorne and Wife v . Great Dobson , Southampton bldgs

MATTHEWS, WILLIAM , schoolmaster, Birmingham . Pet. Nov. *Brocheton v. Moffatt and Northern Railway Co . Dec . 9, at twelve , at offices of Sol. Fallows, Birmingham
another Callcott v . Crozier FIRST MEETINGS. MILLER , JOSEPH , plasterer, Leeds . Pet . Nov. 21. Dec. 11, at

Treloar a , Bigge March o , Graham three,. at office of Sols. Fawcett and Malcolm , Leeds
MORGAN WINDSOR , pattern maker. Stockton . Pet . Nov. * *Lomas and Wife v. The Slade and another v , Mill. Gazette, Nov, 28. Dec. 11 , at two, at ofice of Sol. Draper, Stockton

Great Western Railway bank ASHWORTH , Joux , and ASHWORTH , JAMES, cotton spinners, MORRIS, MOSES, beerhouse keeper, Newcastle. Pet. Nov . 24.
and the Metropolitan Pickering v . GreatWestern Accrington , Pet. Nov . 25, Dec. 12, at three, at the Wheatsheaf Dec. 9, at three, at office of Sol. Hollinshead , Tunstall
Railway Company Railway Company hotel, Manchester. Sol. Standring , Rochdalo MORTLEMAN, THOMAS, beerhcuse keeper. Nunhead, Peckham

Pet. Nov . 20 .Dear v Elwards ATKIN , DICK , butcher, Hitchin , Pet . Nov , 19 . Dec. 8, at eleven , Dec . 8 , at twelve. at office of Sol. SherwoesJohnson v . Brown
Russell v . Webster King William - stat Messrs . Wade, Hitchin . Sol. Harper, SheffordLevitt v . Hilton ATKIN , HERCULES, cabinet inaker, Liverpool. Pet. Nov. 24 . Dec . MURRELL, EDWARD, Innkeeper . Stamford . Pet. Nov. 24. Dec .
Cohen o. Taylor Lickorish v . Jervis 15 , at three, at office of Sol. Nordon , Liverpool 15 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Stapleton , Stamford

BAKER, JAMES FREDERICK , builder, Salisbury -ter, Kilburn . Pet. MUSK , ROBERT, blacksmith , Ilketshall . Pet . Nov . 25 . Dec. ,

New Causes. Nov. 14 . Dec. 6 , at one, at ottice of Sol. Johnson , High -st, Mary. at two, at oftioe of Sols , Overbury and Gilbert, Norwich
Brown v . Holt | Miller u . Hicks lebone NAYLOR, JAMES SADLER , exq ., Jermyn -st. Pet. Nov. .

Cox v . Overall
15 , at three, at office of sols . Ford and Lloyd , BloomsburyBAXKS, ELIZABETH , grocer , Newcastle upon Tyne. Pet. Nov.Selig v . Schumann

24 . Dec. 8, at twelve, at office of Sol. Dommer, Newcastle-upon NICHOLLS , ROBERT, beerhouse keeper, Mongotsfield . Pes
Wbinderay and others » . Simmons v . Reade Tyne 25 . Dec. 12 , at two, at office of Sol. Beckingham , Bristol
De Oleaga Richardson v. Jacobs BASSETT, CHARLES, attorney , Tichborne-st, Regent.circus. Pet . OLLEY , WILLIAM , and MILLER , WILLIAM HENRY, engine

Gay and another v . Taylor Edwards v . Simmons Nov . 8 . Dec , 4, at four, at 21 , Tichborne-st, Regent- circus . Sol. Enfield Wash . Pet . Nov . 25. Dec. 18 , at one, at ottice of

The Patent Telegraph Post Garner 1 . Pocock BASTER , ELIZABETH , berlin wool dealer, Brittox . Pet. Nov . 24, accountant,Gresham -bldgs, Basinghall-st. Sol. Dubois,so
Dec. 12, at two,fat the Royalſhotel, Bath . Sols . Henderson, Sal. st, Cheapside

Riband Company r . Ellis Pretty r . Miller mon , and Henderson , Bristol PAVELEY, CHARLES, victualler , New -st, Covent gdn . . !
Nicholson and another v . Corbett o . Downs BELCHER , BEX, cook , Reading. Pet. Nov . 22. Dec. 2, at eleven , : 5 . Deo . 22, at three, Adelphihouse , 754 , Strand. S01S .
Sherwood Tbe Munster Bank v . Hur. at 28, The Forbury , Reading . Sol. Rogers, Reading and Arnold , Salisbury -st, Strand

Snook v . Barclay
BINXS, ABRAHAM , jun., card maker, Batley. Pet . Nov. 25 . Dec . 12, PEARSON, SAMUEL, victualler, Bristol. Pet. Nov. 25. Dec

ley at half past three, at the George hotel, Heckmondwike. Sels. twelve, at J. S . Pitt, Albion .chmbs-east, Bristol. SOL * *
Roberts ( Bart . ) v . Cobu England v . Higgins Scholefield and Taylor, Batley Bristol
Barron 0 . Gurney and | Herbert v . Rymill BISHOP, RODERT, commission agent, Hackney -ter , Hackney. PIPE , WALTER , baker, George- st, Portland. pl, MaryleSutton and Co,
others Morgans r . Penney Pet . Nov. 18 . Dec . 11, at eleven , at Thwaites , Basinghall- street . Pet . Nov . 20 . Dec . 11, at three , at office of Sols. Button

Smith v . De Pothonier Sol. Scott, Basinghall-st Henrietta - st , Covent.gdn
Irvine r , Pearce m pat Yov. 21.BROMLEY ,WILLIAM , printer, Redditch . Pet. Nov. 25. Dec. 9 . | POUNTNEY, WILLIAM , gunmaker, Birmingham . Pes 20 .

Oldfield v . Wingrave Turner v . Hurper at three, at office of Sol. S .mmons, Birmingham Doc. 5 , at four, ottices or Sol. Parry, Birir.ingham

Wates v. Hainmers-Sutton

Gooley v. 8. ComparGenera
l

terth : The pagon Com

Liquidations by Arrangement.



Dec. 6 , 1873. ) 99THE LAW TIMES .

Sols. Bew -lvo Maruit
s

PARTRIDGE AND COOPER ,

RIECHTER. GEORGE, tailor, Hadleigh . Pet Nov. 21. Dec. 12 , at KETTLEWELI, HARRY MASOx, horticultural auctioneer, King . MARRIAGES .
two, at offices of Sul. Pollard , Ipswich St. Jovent-garden , unt Rosherville , High Beech . Pet Nov . 27 . MACCLYMONT- KERR . - On the 25th ult ., at Stranraer , C . R .

SAMP-OX. JATER , picture dealer . Cornhill, and Champion -grave, Dec . 16 , at three, at office of Sols. Plews and Irvine, Mark . la MacClymont, Esq . B . A ., barrister-at-law , of the Inner Temple .

Camberwell. Pet. Nov . 22. Dec . 18 , a : three at office of Sol. LAYCOCK , FRANCIA , tou dealer, Manchester Pet. Nov 27. Dec . to Charlotte Cumming, daughter of the late William , Kerr, Esq .

Davies, Furnival's inn . IIolborn
15 , at three, at office of Sols . Sutton and Elliott, Manchester TREYLETT - DE COSTAIN . - On the 26th ult ., At St. Pancras,

SEDGWICK , THOMAS WILLIAM , out of business, Commeroial. rd , LIGHT, ALBERT JOSEPH , builder, St. Margaret's .pl, Southwark . Thoma, Daniel Tremlett, barrister , Fellow of King 's College,
Peckham . Pet. Nov. 23 . Dec . 10 , at eleven , at office of Solo . Pet Nov . 29 . Dec . 18 , at two, atoffice of Sols . Kynaston and Cambridge, to Laura , younger daughter, of the late Count
Raven and Curtis , Queen Victoria -st Gasquet, Qu- en -st, Cheapside Gustave De Costain

SMITH , WAVERLEY, and SMITH , ROGER, power loom makers, LUMLEY, WILLIAM , cabinet maker, Morpeth . Pet. Nov . 29 . DEATHS.
Hopwood , near Heywood . Pet. Nov, 24, Dec . 13, at three, at Dec , 15 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Sewell, solicitor, Newcastle . AYRTOX. - On the 28th ult., at Bexhill, aged 57, Edward Nugent
ose of Sol. Orton , Heywood upon Tyne. Snl. Nicholson , Morpeth Ayrton , Esq., barrister, of Lincoln 's -inn .
STAPLETOX, GEORGE, butcher , Richmond -rd , Bayswater . Pet. MACDONALD, EUNICE, widow , Whitehaven . Pet . Nov. 28 . Dec . HUGHES. - On the 52th ult., At 35 , Hawley -square , Margate ,
Nov . 20 . Dec . 8 , at three, at office of Sul. Winkworth , Oxford -st 16 , at three , at Whitehaven . Sol. Paitson aged 72 , Wiliam Hughes , Esq ., solicitor
Berent- circus MACVEIGH , JAMES, jun., draper, Maxwell- rd .Moore-pk , Fulham . | ROSE. On the 3rd int.. at Brighton , aged 91.

TAYLOR , JOSEPH , yeast denler , Burslem . Pet. Nov . 10 . Dec. 5 , Pet . Nov, 27 . Dec . 16 , at twelve, at the Chamber of Commerce , George Rose, F .RS.. late Judge of the Court of Review .
at three, at office of Sol, Lees, Burslem 145, Cheapside. Sols. Peacock and Goddard , South -square,

TAYLOR , THOMAS, dutch yeast importer. Dershury . Pet. Nov . Gray's -inn
23. Dec. 12, at three , at office of Sol. Ibberson , Dewsbury MESSENGER, JAMES HENRY, artists' colourman , High -st, Hamp.

THOROGOOD, GEORGE, and THOROGOOD, ARTHUR , builders , stead , and Stanhope-st, Euston - rd . Pet . Nov, 17 . Dec . 13 , at
Romford . Pet. Nov . 21. Dec . 8, at two, at office of Sol two, at the Mason 's Ba'l Tavern , Mason ' s- avenue, Basinghall
Preston , Mark - la , Lonton st. Sol. Downing. Baringball.pt WHOLESALE & RETAIL STATIONERS,

TUBBY, GEORGE, fish alesman , Lowestoft. Pet. Nov. 24. Dec . MYATT, GEORGE ALBAX . saddler, Rugeley . Pet. Nov . 29. Dec .
12, at twelve, at the Star hotel, Great Yarmouth . Sol. Wiltshire, 17 , at three , at the Three Tuns inn , Stafford . Sol. Paliner , 192, FLEET-STREET, AND 1 & 2, CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON, E . C .
Great Yamouth Rugeley Carriagepaid to the Country on Orders exceeding 20s.
WALKER, HENRY, victualler, Sunbury. Pet. Nov . 23 . Deo. 11, XAYLOR, SARAH , and BARKER, JOHN , dyers, Birstall. Pet. Nov .

at two , at omce of Sol. Poole , Bartholomew - close 29 . Dec . 15 , at eleven , at the Black Bull hotel, Mirfleld . Sol. DRAFT PAPER, 5s., 6s, 6d., 78. 6d., 7s. 9d., and 9s . 9d . perWATTS, HEXRY, hot water engineer, St. Johnst, West Smith Ibberson rearn .feld . Pet. Nov. 15 . Dec. 6 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Eyre, NEWALL, JOSHUA, grocer, Smethwick , Pet. Xov . 29 . Dec . 15 , at
Rolls -chrbe, Chancery. la three , at offices of Sol. Wood , Birm ngham BRIEF PAPER , 159 ,6d ., 178. 6d ., and 288 . 61. per ream .

WETTOX, HEXRY, coach builder, Manchester . Pet. Nov , 25. PEARCE WILLIAM , miller, St . Stephens by Saltaeh . Pot. Nov. FoolsCAP PAPER , 108, 6d ., 12s , 6d ., and 158 . 6d . per ream .
Deo. 12, at two, at ofhoe of Sols. Addleshaw and Warburton , 29 . Dec . 18 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Gilbard , Devonport CREAM LAID NOTE, 38., 48., and 58 . per ream .
Manchester PIERCE, WILLIAM , Oxford . rd , Ealing, and GORDON, SAMUEL, LARGE CREAM LAID Nore , 48 , 6d ., 6s. 6d ., and 8s . per ream ..

WILLIAMS , GEORGE , grocer, Cambridge -rd , Kilburn - pk . Pet Grove. pl, Ealing, builders, Eat-in - rise, Ealing . Pet. Nov . 27. LARGE BLUE NOTE , Ss. Ad ., 1s. 6d . , and 6s . 6d . per ream .Nov. 26 . Dec . 18 , at twelve, at the Guildhall tavern , Gresham Dec . 17 , at two, at offices of Sols. Harris and Finch , Thayer ENVELOPES , CREAM OR BLUE , 46 . 6d ., and 6s . 6d ., per 1000 .st. Sols , Chorley and Crawford . Moorgate- st st . Manchester THE " TEMPLE " EXVELOPE, extra secure , 98 . 6d . per 1000 .WILLIAMS, RICHARD Hughes , brotinaker , Aberystwith . Pet. POWELL, FREDERICK , bilder , Tunbridge . Pet. Nov . 26 . Dec . FOOLSCAP OFFICIAL ENVELOPES, 1s. 9d . per 100 .Nov. 17 . Deo . 6 , at eleven , at office of Sols. Messrs . Hughes , 13, at eleven , at offices of Sols, Gorham and Warner, Tunbridge
Aberystwith PRESDEE, EDWARD, bootmaker, Birmingham . Pet. Nov. 28 . 1 THE NEW “ VELLUM WOVE CLUB-HOUSE " NOTE ,

WOOD, DAX, hatter, Bredbury. Pet. Nov . 19. Dec. 8 , at eleven , Dec. 15 , atten , at office of Sol. Duke, Birmingham 98. 6d . per ream ,
atonce or Sols , Messrs . Vaughan , Heaton Norris PRITCHARD, WILLIAM ELLSMORE , baker , Monmouth . Pet . " Weshould direct particular attention to their New ClubWOODHEAD, WILSOX, cloth merchant, Leeds. Pet . Nov . Nov. 48. Dec. 13, at eleven , al office of Sol. Ginbe. Newport
Dec. 16, Rt three , at office of Sols , Messrs. North , Leeds RAVEN, THOMAS, innkeeper, Penrith . Pet Nov. 27. Dec . 13 , at house Paper : in our opinion it is the very best paper weever

WRIGHT. JOHN , bookkeeper , New Ferry. Pet. Nov, 26 . Dec. 17 , two, at the Fish inn , Peorich , Sol. Broatch wrote upon ." - London Mirror .
at two, at the Clarendon rooms, South John -st, Liverpool ROADXIGHT, WILLIAM , farmer , Hillingdon . Pet. Nov. 28. Deo.

WRIGHT, ROBERT ARTHUR, alkall manufacturer , St. Helens, 20, at three, at the Chequers hotel, Uxbridge. Sol. Heron ,
Pet. Nov, 23 . Dec . 10 , at three, at the Fleece hotel, Church - st, Ely .pl, Holborn INDENTURE SKINS, Printed andMachine-ruled , to hold twentySt. Helens . So . s. Sale, Shipınan, Seddon , and Sale, Manches. ROSE . WILLIAM HEN RY,marine store dealer , Bristol. Pet. Nov. or thirty folios, 28 . 3d . per skin , 268. per dozen , 125s. per
ter 29 . Dec . 10 , at eleven , at office of Sol. E -sery, Bristol roll .

WRIGHT. WILLIAM , waste dealer , Bradford . Pet . Nov . 24. Dec . ROSE , JOHN , timber mercbant. New church - rit , Catherwell, And
12 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Rennolls, Bradford Union - rd , Rotherhithe. SECONDS or FOLLOWERS, Ruled , ls, lid. each, 228. per dozen ,Pet . Nov. 29 . Dec. 15 , at three, at

offices of Sol. Silvester , Great Dover -st, Newington 105s . per roll .
Gazette , Dec. 2 . Ross, Joun, carpenter , Ilainesvale ver, Goldhawk rd , Shep . | RECORDS or MEMORIALS, 7d . each , 6s, 6d . per dozen .

herd 's -bush , and Railway -arches, Shephord 's bush . Pet. Nov ,
ABBOTT, THOMAS JAMES , out of business, Princes- st, Rother 25. Deo. ii, at one, atoffice of Sol. Deere, King 's Arms-yd ,
hi he. Pet , Nov. 17 . Dec . 10 , at teni, at Messrs . Lewis ' s offices , Moorgate - st LEDGERS, DAY-BOOKS, CASH -BOOKS, LETTER OrMINUTE-BOOKS.123, Chancery . ls . Sol. Long SHERIFF, JAMES, Canonbury .pk South , London , and LINDSAY , An immense stock in various bindings.ABRAHAYS, ISAAC, furniture dealer, Liverpool. Pet. Nov. 27 JAN HENRY Cox , Liscard , East India merchants . Great
Dec. 18, at three, at office of Smart, Snell, and Co . Cheapside, Winche- ter- st .bldg . London , Liverpool, and Birmingham . ILLUSTRATED PRICE -LIST of Inkstands, Postage Scales
London . Sol. Xordon , Liverpool Pet . Nov. 29 . Dec. 18, at three, at office of Hols . Lewis, Munns, Copying Presses , Writing Cases, Despatch Boxes, Oak and

ALDOUS, WILLIAM , builder. Armagh - rd , North Bow . Pet . Nov . and Longrien , Old Jewry , London Walnut Stationery Cabinets, and other useful articles
26 . Dec . 16 , at two, at offices of Sols. Hudson , Matthews, and SHIELD, HENRY WILLIAM , barrister' s clerk , Yiewsley . Pet. adapted to Library or Otfice , post free .
Co , Bucklersbury Nov. 26. Dec. 15 , at two, at otfice of Sol. Mirams, New - inu,

APPLEBY, LANCELOT, cabinet maker, Middlesborough , and Strand
Coatham . Pet. Nov . 26. Dec. 18, at twelve, at the Corporation SPILLER, JORX, upholsterer, Swindon . Pet. Nov. 20. Dec. 19 , TUNERAL REFORM . - The exorbitant
hotel, Middlesborough . Sol, Dale, York at twelve, nt office of Sols Kinneird Tombs, Swindon

ACLD . JOHx, late accountant, Manchester. Pet. Nov , 24. Dec . SLACK , JOHX , jun ., Footmaker, Carlisle . Pet. Nov . 27 . Dec . 13 . items of the undertaker' s bill have long operated as
17 , at thrte , at the Swan hotel, Manchester . Sol, Gould , Man at two, at office of Sol. wrkht, Carlisle an oppressive tax upon all classes of the community . With
chester SMITH , SARAH , hat manufacturer, Bury . Pet . Nov . 29 . Des. 37 , & view of applying remedy to this serious evil the

BAXDY, WILLIAN HENRY, beerhouse keeper , Bedford . Pet. Nov . at three , atoffice of S . Messrs. Grundy, Bury LONDON NECROPOLIS COMPANY, when opening
24. Dec. 16. at twelve, at office of Mr. Smith , 920, Old -st, So. SMITH , WILLIAN FRANCIS , cheesemonger, Hackney - rd . Pe their extensive cemetery atWoking, held themselver pre
Lukes, London , Sol, Stimson , Bedford Nov . 29. Dec 15, at eleven , at offices of Kent, Flaxman , Hny . pared to undertak the whole dnties relating to interments

BUST. JANE, milliner , Manchester. Pet . Nov. 27 . Dec . 19 , at don , and Co ., accountants, 53, Basinghall- st. Sol. Warrand , at fixed and moderate scales of charge , from which survivors
three, at office of Sols. Hulme. Foyster , and Foyster, Man . Ludzate -hill may choose aec rding to their means and the requirementsebester SUT , SIDNEY SMITH, grocer , Shrerness. Pet . Nov 29 . Dec . o the case. The Companyniso nudertakes the rondinet ofBLAKE, JOHN. bank manager,Melksham . Pet. Nov. 20 . Dec. 15 , 13, at twelve, at the Law Institution , Chancery . lu . Soi. Cop

Funerals to other cemeteries , and to all parts of the Unitedat one at the Roval hotel, Bath . Sol. Nodder land, Sheerness
BLEEZE, HENRY RALPH , solicitor 's clerk , Luton . Pet. Nov. 27 . TAYLOR. DAX,saddler, Halifax. Pet. Nov. 23. Dec. 15, at four, at Kingdom . A pamphlet containing fall particulars inay be
Dec . 18. at eleven , at office of Sol. Neve, Luton office of Sol. Storey, Halifax obtained , or will be forwarde , upon applicatiun to the

BRYAX , WILLIAM , grocer , Dudley . Pet . Nov . 23 . Dec. 13, at TAYLOR , SAMUEL COCKSHOTT, joiner , Morecambe. Pet. Nov . 27 . Chiet Office, 2, Lancaste place, Strand, W . C .
eleven , atothee of Sol. Lowe, Dudley Dec 13, at ten , at office ofSl. Rhodes , Bradford

BOIXTON , JOHY, general draper, Stockton -on - Tees . Pet. Nov . 1 TOWNS, THOMAS CHARLES, conch boly murer. Ramsgate . Pet .
24 Dec. 13, at three , at office of Sol. Hopper, Newcastle-upon . Nov . 28 . Dec 16, tone,at the Eagie, Ramsgate . Sol. Dele -aux , TMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE COM
Tyne Canterbury

BOULD , THOMAS , and BOULD, ALFRED , grocera, Longton . Pet. TREGASKIS , WILLIAM , printer, Famouth . Pet. Nov, 26 . Doc . 1 PANY, 1, Old Broad -street, E . C ., and 16 and 17 , Pall
Xov . 21 . Dec . 11, at eleven at office of Sol. Welch , Longton 15, at three, at office of Sol Jenkins, Falmouth Dall, S . W .

BOYNTON , JOHX, commission agent, Middlesborough . Pet. Nov . TUCKER , WILLIAM , hatter, Fenchurch -at. P - t . Nov, 27 . Deo . Capital £1,600,000 paid up , and invested £70,000 .
20. Dec. 17 , at three, at office of Sol. Addenbrooke, Middles . 15 , at two, at office of Sol. Hubbard, Long - la , West Smithfield E . COZENS SMITH , GeneralManager .
borough TUAXER , ARTHUR JOHx, out of business Birmingham . Pet.

CAINE, JOIN , cal dealer, Birmingham . Pet. Nov. 27 . Dec . 15 , Nov. 27 . Dec. 12 , at three, at office of Sol. Borastun, Birming .
at eleven , st office of Snl. Allen , Birmingham 2UITABLE RE VERSIONARYham

CHEESMAN, CHARLES TAYLOR , fruiturer, Hove. Pet. Nov. 27 . | VALLER, JAXES. bootmaker, Walton st , Chelren . Pet . Nov. 26 . ! INTEREST SOCIETY.Dec. 15 , at three, at office of Sol. Mills, Brighton Dec. 15 , at twelve , at offices of Sol. Murray, Sackville .at, 10 , L incaster -place, Strand .CLARKSON , MARY, confeccioner, Wavertree, near Liverpnol, Pet. Piccadilly Established 185. Capital paid -up, £180 ,00 .Xov . 17 . Dec. 12, at three, at offices of Sols . Teebay and Lynch , WELLS, AUGUSTUS, licensed victualler , Ivy . In , Newgate - st . Pet .
This Society purchases Reversionary Property and Life In .Liverpool Nov . 27 . Dec . 94, at ten , at omice of Sol. Brighten , Bishopsgate .

COOK , KICHARD, commission agent, Sheffield . Pet. Nov . 27. Dec . terests, and grants Loans on these securities.st Without Forins of
13 , at Oue , at uztice of sol. Ta cerghall , Sheffield WHITTAKER, JOHX , farmer, Monks Coppenhall. Pet. Nov , 23. | Proposalma , be obtained at the oflice .

COOPER , JOSIAH , plasterer , Longton . Pet. Nov . 25 . Dec . 18 , at Dec. 13 , at three, at the Royal hotel, Crewe. Sul. Nordon , F . S . CLAYTON
eleven , at ofice of Sol. Welch , Longton Chester and Liverpool c . H . CLAYTOY. Joint Secretaries.

DORMAY, PETER , silk throwster , Macclesfield . Pet. Nov . 29 . WIGGINS, FREDERICK ALPHINGTON , archioneer, Rochford . Pet .
Dec. 13 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Hand , Macolesfield Nov. 26 . Dec . 11, a : three , At Mu lens' hotel, Ironmongerlane. ANXUITIES AND REVERSIONS.EDMONDS, PHILIP , and BENNETT, THOMAY, stonemasong , Mol. Dowaing, Basinghall .st
Charlotte - st, Blackfriars . rd . Pet . Nov . 24. Dec . 12 , at two, at WOODRUPY. THOMAS RFDERICK , grncer , Deal. Pet . Nov . 27 . REVERSIONARY INTEREST
offices of Dubois , 2, Gresham Didrs , Ba inghall- st, public ac Dec . 15 , at three, at the Royal hotel, Deal. Sol. Mercer, Deal

SOCIETY,oyuntant. Sol. Maynard , Clifford ' inn Woob . DAVID EDWIN , outfitter, Slough . Pet. Nov . 23 . Dec. 15 ,EVANS, JOHN , plumber, Slough. Pet. Nov . 28 . Dec. 16 , at eleven , at two, nt office of Sol. Durant, Guildhall -chmbs 68, CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON .
at the Crown hot ), Slough . S21. Charlesley , Slough WOOD, WILLIAM , grocer, Sheweld . Pet. Nov. 28 . Dec . 16 , at CHAIRMAX . - Alfred H . Shadwell, Esq .EVASS, THOMAS, acoountant, Sheffield , Pet.Nov . 25. Dec . 11, a : tweive at office of Sol. Singleton , Shotneld
twelve, at office ut Sols . Smith and Hinde, Sherteld YORK , WILLIAMS, boot manufactnrer, Wolverhampton . Pet. DEPUTY -CHAIRMAX - II . Cecil Raikes, Esq ., M . P .

FALSHAW , WILLIAM , grower of fruit, Orcharri .gdns, Turnham . Nov . 29 . Dec. 15, at twelve, at the Queen ' s hotel, Birmingham . Reversionsand Life Interests purchased . Inmediate and
green . Pet. Nov. 21. Dec . 15 , at one, at office of Sol. Barron , Sols . Messrs, Underhill and Green , Wolverhampton Deferred Annuities granted in exchange for ReversionaryQueen .at , Cannon - st

and Contingent Interests .
FIELDING, ABRAHAM , drysalter , Halifax . Pet . Nov . 26 . Dec . 13,
at two, at the Grittin inn, Halifax . Sol. Jubb , Halifax Dibidends. Loans may also be obtained on the security of Reversions.

Annuities, Immediate , Deferred , and Contingent, and alsc
FINLAY, HUNTER, dootor of mordicine, Grove terrace , Lewisham . BANKRUPT8' ESTATES.Pet. Nov. 27 . Dec, 12, at twelve, at office of Sol. Haynos, War. Endowmerte , granted ou favourable terins.
wick . ct, Gray 's- inn The Official Assignees, & c., are given, to whom apply for the Prospectuses and Formsof Proposal, and all further infor

FOSTER , WILLIAM , beer retailer , Darla ton . Pet. Nov . 28 . Deo . Dindends. mation , may be had at the office.
13 , at two,at onces of Sol. Corbett, Darlaston Gibbins, T. farmer, first, is. 8d . Pagot, Basinghall-st. - Gilbert, H . C . B . CLABON , Secretary.GAUNT, JOSEPH , fun , woord cutter, Shettleld . Pet. Nov 25. Dec . timber merchant, first, 9d . Paget, Hasinghall-st. - Meu , A . . fy .12, attwelve , at office of Messrs. Tasker , accountants , Sheffield . brewer , first, Is. 71. 16d . Paxet, Basinghall- st. - Wells, J . carpen
Sois. Messrs. Webster, Sheffield USS OF LIFE OR LIMBter , first,9d. Paget, Basinghall -stGises, GEORGE WILLIAM , baker, Kingston -on - Thames. Pet. Nov Benl, D . shopkeeper , ja . At Sol. Crumble . York . - - Bilsborough WITH THE CONSEQUENT
23. Dec . 15, at two, at office of Sols. Wilki. son and Howlett,

and Hopseood , boot inerchants, second, 2x. 6d . At Trust. A . Hines,Bedforo -st Covent.gdn LOSS OF TIME AND MONEY,2 , Victoria -st, Manchester. - Clayton , J . victualler , second andGLOVER, JOSEPH , jun ., licensed victualler , Leicester. Pet . Nov . final, 18 . 7 d . A . Trust. H . Bolland, 10 , South John -st, Liverpool. CAUSED BY
22 . Dec. 18, at two, At the Welling' on hotel, Leicester . Sols. ( ottam , W . reed maker , Arst, 48 , 6d . At Trust. W . Gilyard , 25 , ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS,
Fowler , Smith , and Warwick , Leicester Market st, Bradford . - Cull , K . widow , 6s . 6d . At J . B . Blake, 3.GREEN , JOHX, commerc'al clerk , Jubilee .st, Mile End -rd . Pet. PROVIDED FOR BY A POLICY OF THE

Lothbury Trust. E . G . Modridge. - Eden , J . H . hotel keeper,
Nov. 27 . Dec . 15 , at twelve, at office of Sol, Buchanan, Basing first and final, ls. At Sols. Stone and Simpson , Tunbridge RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE COMPANY

Wells . - Fairtreather , D . draper , third and final, is. Id . At Trust.
GREEN, JAMES TURTON , plumber , Stourbridge. Pet. Nov . 27 . | An Annual Payment of £3 to ER 53. Insures 21000 at Death

W . Affleck , 30 , Friday .st. - Guna , Jamieson , and Co., merchant ",
Dec. 13, at eleven , at the Cominissioners' Room , Stourbridge. final, 11d . or an Allowance at the rate of £s per week for Injury .At Chatteris, Nichols, and Chatteris , 1, Gre-ham .Sol. Well, Stourbridge

bldge , Basinghall-st -- Kerrison , R . A . and R .sixth , 6d . At Trust. £725 ,00w have been paid as Compensation .
GREEX , JAMES HAMMOND, jolner , Leeds. Pet .Nov. 28. Dec. 13 , E . C . Balley, Crown -bank, Norwich . - Lane, E . P . cornfactor, OXE out of every Twelve Annual Policy Holders becoming
at twr, at the Star and Garter hotel, Leeds final, 28, 6d . At Greenway, Smith , and Greenways, Bank , a Claimant EACH YEAR .HAINSWORTH, JOHN EDWARD, engineer, Dewsbury . Pet . Nov. Leamington Priors. Trust . W . Humphriss . - Laurie , H . A . linen or particulars, apply to the Clerks at the Railway Sta4 . Dec . 17, at half past ten , at otfice of Sols. Messrs . Scholes , draper , first, 29 . 6d . ; second, 25. d . ; and third and final,Dewsbury tions, to the LocalAsents , or at the Offices ,

28 . id . At Trust. T . McConnell, 15 , Queen - st, Wigan .HARDY, MÁRTHA,miller, Rochdale . Pet . Nov . 28 . Dec . 17 , at CORNHILL, AND 10 , REGENT-STREET. LONDON
Partington and Bradbury, cotton spinners. first, 9 .three , at ofhcg of Sol. Standring, Rochdale At WILLIAM J. VIAN , Secretary .
Trust, P . Kevan , 12, Acresfield , Bolton . - Sfetto, A . D . ShareHARRISON , JOnx, tollor, Barnet -st , Hackney- rd , and Green - st, dealer, first, 2s. At Trust. J . Waddell, Mansion House -chmbsBethnal- green . Pet. Nov. 27. Dec . 22, at three, at office of Sol. TAW UNION12, Queen Victoria - st. - Whitworth , G . W . hop merchant, first, FIRE AND LIFEHesthfield , Lincoln 's Inn fields

HAWKYARD, THOMAS, sen , and HAWKYARD, THOMAS, jun ., and 28. 3d . At Few and Cole, 79 , Borough High -st, Southwark . INSURANCE COMPANY.
Trust . P . S . Punnett. - Willis, J . W . draper, second and final, Chief Office .- 126 , CHANCERY LANE LONDON, w . o .

HAWKYARD, JAMEM, wool dealers, Rochaale . Pet. Nov. 27 .
Dec. 16 , at thrre, at the Wheat Sheaf hotel, Manchester. Sol. 24d . At Trust . J. Willoughby , King 's Arine- la , Carlisle . Capital. - ONE MILLION STERLING .
Standring, Rochdale Fully subscribed by upwards of 400 Shareholders, nearly all

HENDERSON , ROBERT WILLIAM CUTHBERT, house decorator , of whom are members of the Legal Profession .
Newcastle upon Tyne. Pet . Nov. 26 . Dec. 2 , at twelve, at
Ordce cl Sol. Story , Newcastle upon Tyne BIRTHS MARRIAGES AND DEATHS CHAIRMAN . - Sir William Foster, Bart.. Norwich .

HICK , JOHX, coffee-house keeper, Mile End - rd . Pet. Nov. 27 . DEPUTY -CHAIRMAX . - James Cuddon , Esq ., Barrister -at .Dec . 16 , at two, at offices of Sol. Robinson , Gresham -house, Old BIRTHS. Law , Goldsmith 's -building, TempleBAWTREE. - On the 26th ult ., at Witham , Essex , the wife of The Capital subscribed and Funds in hand amount toJOHNSON, SAMUEL , cloth manufacturer, Farsley . Pet. Nov. 27 Frank Postle Bawtree , solicitor , of a son . upwards of £1,330,000, atfording unquestionable security,
Dic. 15, at thre, at office of Sol. Ferns, Leeds BOOME. - On the 25th ult., at Barnwell Lodge Stoke Newington , The Directors invite attention to the new Form of LifeJOXW , EDWARD, Fulham - rd , Brompton . Pet. Nov, 27 . Dec . 17 the wife of J . H . Boome, Esq., of Lincolu 's - inn , barrister- at Policy , which is free from all conditions.
at three, at otoes of J . F . Lovering and Co ., 8ccountants , 35 , law , or a son ,
Greaharr - st. Sols. Mo Sig. Piesse , Old Jewry-chmts CHUBB - On the 27th ult ., at the Chestnuts, Elmer' s End The Company ADVANCES Money on Mortgage of Life

JOSE , JOHN , sadaler , Llangollen . Interests and Reversions, whether absolnte or contingent.
Pet. Nov. 29 . Dec. 16 , at Beckenhamn , the wife of E . M . Chubb , solicitor of a daughter .

two,at the Lion hotel,Wrexham . Sol. Hugbes , Corwen FREEMAN . - On the 2nd inst ., at 37 , Thornhill.square , N ., the wife Prospectuses, copies of the Directors' Report, and Annual
ENWARD , GEORGE , bootmaker , St. Leopards-on -Sea , Pet . Nov , of Georye D . Freeman , Esq ., solicitor, ofas n . Balance Sheet, and every information sont post free on ap
2 . Dec . 15 , at twelve, at Mr. Nichols u . London -bridge Rail. I GRIFFITH - On the 30th ult. at 31, Hyde .pk sq . the wife of plication to
way -approach , London . Sol. Jones , Hastings Charles Marshall Griffith , Esq ., barrrister -at- law , of a daughter . FRANK M 'GEDY, Actuary and secretary,

3 BIRTHS MARRIAGES AND DEATHS DEBroan - et
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sensi

W HAT AM I ? A Popular Introduction to
Mental Philosophy and Psychology . Vol. I . The

MECHANISM ofMAN . By EDWARD W . COX , Serjeant
at- Law . Price 88 . 60 . TNTERMEDIATE EXAMINATION . –AMR. DAVID J. CHATTELL, who inspectsCONTENTS :
CHAP - Solicitor PREPARES PUPILS, either personally or

СНАР. all Ground Rents entrusted to him for disposal,
1 . Introduction , 25 . The Mechanism of the through the post. . Termsvery moderate. - Apply, by letter, invites BUYERS or SELLERS ofGround Rents to CALL
2 . What am I ? Mind : The Faculties to “ 86, " Southampton -row , London, W . O . upon or COMMUNICATE with him at his well -known

8 . The Man . that perceive the rela corner Offices , 29A , Lincoln 's - inn - fields. No commissionTAW EXAMINATIONS - A Solicitor, a4 . How weGrow . tions of external ob charged to purchasers.

5 . How we Live. jects . U Graduate of Oxford , READS with GENTLEMEN
6 . What Life is. 26. The Mechanism of the for their Preliminary . Intermediate, and Final EXAMI TREEHOLD AND LEASEHOLD GROUND7. The Beginning of Lite . Mind : The Reflective NATIONS. - Address " M . A ., Messrs. Fletcher and Co.,

8 . The Germ , Faculties . 11, Staple inn , London , W . C . RENTS . - Mr. DAVID J . CHATTELL, having for
9 . How we Die . 27. Of theMemory . many years devoted his particular attention to this class of

10 . How we are Moved , 23 . How the Machiner SOLICITORS' INTERMEDIATE EXAMI. investments, is, through his extensive and constantly in .
11. The Senses. the Mind works. > NATION -GENTLEMEN are PREPARED by a creasing connection , enabled to dispose of Ground Rents,
12. Of the Sense of Sight. 29. Of the Will. BARRISTER for this Examination, either personally or

without delay, at fair market prices. The Special
13 . Of the Sense ofHearing. . The Soul - its Dwelling Monthly List, containing particulars of numerous parcels ,through the post . Also for all the other Legal Examina14 . Of the Senses of Taste and its Destiny. tions. - Address " A . B ., ” care of Mr. Frederick Jones, 8, paying various rates of interest, and suitable for the employ.

and Smell. . Soul - Spirit - Anima. Serjeant' s -inn , Fleet- street, E . C . ment of large or small amounts, may be had , gratis , on
25. Of the Sense of Touch . 82. The Argument. application at his Offices, 29A, ( corner of) Lincoln 's - inn .

16 . Of the evidence of the 83. Consciousness . TAW PUPILS. - A BARRISTER , who has,
fields, and forms the best medium between buyers and

Senses . 34 . Presumptive Proofs . sellers .
17. About Life . with almost uniform success, prepared nearly one

85 . The Natural and the
18 . Of the Brain , Supernatural. thousand Students for Examination prior to Admission as VESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and
19. The Mechanism of the 36 . Whatthe soul is . Attorneys, many of whom have obtained a Prize or Certifi

VI FARMER'S LIST of ESTATES and HOUSEScate of Merit, including two Clifford 's -inn Prizemen , REMind. 87 . The Dwelling-place of the to be SOLD or LET, including Landed Estates, Town andCEIVES PUPILS for Intermediate or Final Examination ,
20 . Classification of the Men Soul.

tal Powers.
Country Residences , Hunting and Shooting Quarters,to whom he devotes Ave hours daily . Fee moderate . - For. The Shape of the Soul. Farms, Ground Rents, Rentcharges, House Property, and

21. The Meccanism of the . The Condition particulars, or an interview , address " Mr. J ., " Messrs.of the
Mind : The Propensities .

Investments generally, is PUBLISHED on the first day of
Soul after Death , Stevens and Sons, Law Booksellers, 119 , Chancery-lane,

22. The Mechanism of the
each month , and may be obtained , free of charge, at their

40 . The Vutlook W . C . - N . B . Classes are forming , limited in number, for theof the Offices, 80, Cheapside, E . C ., or will be sent by post in return
Mind : The Sentiments ensuing Hiliary , Easter, and Trinity Terms.Soul. for two stamps. Particulars for insertion should be
Common to Man with 41 . The Pre-existence of the
the Lower Animals,

received not later than four days previous to the end of the
Soul. M R . E . H . BEDFORD, Author of the “ In

The Mechanism of tho precedingmonth ,. The Dwelling- place ofthe termediate ExaminationGuide," " The Intermediate
Mind : The Sentiments Sonl. Examination Guide to Bookkeeping,” and Editor of “ The
Proper to Man . . The Condition of the Preliminary. " " Intermediate, " and " Final, " has CLASSES MESSRS. VENTOM , BULL, and

24 . The Mechanism of the Soul. daily reading at his Chambers, 9, King' s Bench -walk , COOPER' S MONTHLY REGISTER, containing
Mind : The Intellectual . The Mystery . Temple, for each of the Examinations. particulars of Estates and Farms, Furnished and Unfur.
Faculties, 45 . Conclusions. nished Houses in Town and Country to be sold or let,

DRELIMINARY, INTERMEDIATE , and Ground Rents, and other Investments, may be had free on
OPINIONS OF THE PRESS .

1 FINAL EXAMINATIONS for SOLICITORS. - M . Application , or by post for one stamp. Particulars intended
for insertion in nextmonth 's Register should be forwarded

A most usnfuland charming book . - Standard . J . ERLE BENHAM (formerly of King' s College, London , by the 26th inst. - Auction and Estate Agency Offices, 8 ,
Serjeant Cox sketches his psychological systein with a author of several works), whose pupils have always met

with unparalleled success, has CLASSES READING forbold , free, and not unsteady hand. - - Daily Review .
Bucklersbury, E . C .

Written in such plain language and in such a popular these Examinations. He has recently prepared a nephew
Great Queen -street, Lincoln 's - inn - fields. - A valuable Freeand an articled clerk of two of the legal examiners. Forand entertaining style. - Oxford Ierald ,

references to Noblemen , Members of Parliament, Queen 's hold Corner Building Site , occupying an area of nearly
A remarkable book . - Builder .
We commend it to the serious study of thosewho would

1500 square feet , with important frontages.Counsel, Rectors, Members of the Incorporated Las
find an intelligible answer to the monstrous question Society , and other gentlemen of status. - Address _ to 20 , MESSRS. WINSTANLEY and HORWOOD
" What am I ? " - Leicester Mercury. Deve eux- court, Temple : or to the care ofMe-grs. Butter I are instructed to offer for SALE by AUCTION , at

London : LOXGMAN and Co., Paternoster-row . worths, 7, Fleet- street , Her Majesty ' s Law Publishers . the MART, Tokenhouse -yard , on TUESDAY, DEO. 9 ,
LONDON GAZETTE (published by authority ) and at One for Two o 'clock , in One Lot, a very valuable FREE

HOLD PROPERTY, consisting of the two dwelling-horsesTHE SANS-PLIS SHIRT. LONDON and COUNTRY ADVERTISEMENT OFFICE and shops, with the premises adjoining, known as Nos. 22
No. 117, CHANCERY-LANE, FLEET-STREET. and 23, Little Queen -street, Lincoln 's - inn , occupied for

REGISTERED Nov. 1848 . many years by Mr. Darling, the well-known bookseller. TheDENRY GREEN , Advertisement Agent, property posse -ses one frontage of about 47 feet to Little
Specially adapted to meet thewants 1 begs to direct the attention of the Legal Profession to Queen -street, and another of 81 fent to Great Queen -street,

the advantages of his long experience of upioards of twenty . the entire sunerficialarea being about 1450 feet, and offering
of five years, in the special insertion of all pro formá notices, an opportunity for the erection of one or more warehouses,

BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS & c ., and hereby solicits their continued support. - N . B . One or for a set of chambers for barristers and solicitors, for
copy of advertisement only required , and the strictest care which its proximity to the site of the New Law Courts

and and promptitude assured . Officially stamped forms for ad renders it peculiarly eligible. No. 23 is at present let at a
nominal rent, but possession of the whole will be given onvertisements and file of London Gazette kept. ByappointGENTLEMEN OF SEDEXTARY PURSUITS

ment completion of the pureha . e . May be viewed .
Printed particularsmay be obtained of

Fase Combined with a Perfect Fit. mo SOLICITORS. - Office for PATENTS, Messrs. MORRIS , STONE, TOWNSON , and
MORRIS , Solicitors, 5 , Finsbury -circus, E . C . ;

Patterns and Particulars of Measure 5 . SERLE STREET, LINCOLN ' S -INN , W . C . at the Mart, Tokenhouse-yard ; and of Messrs. WINSTANLEYMessrs. DAVIES and HUNT, Patent Solicitors, continue toment free by post .
procure BRITISH and FOREIGN PATENTS, & c.. at and HORWOOD , 10, Paternoster-row , St. Paul's , E . C .

most moderate charges, and to SOLICITORS at agency rates.
Stratford , Essex. - Detached Freehold Residence, known as

Solicitors and intending Patentees should obtain their the Deanery, detached Freehold Cottage Residence known
" HANDBOOK FOR INVENTORS” gratis on application

51. CONDUIT-STREET. BOND-STREET. as the Grange, and eligible Freehold Building Land.
or by letter.

M R . W . H . COLLIER is instructed to
T EFT-OFF CLOTHES. – Mr. and Mrs. L OFFER by AUCTION , at the Swan Hotel, Stratford ,

PHILLIPS , 31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHES on MONDAY, Dec. 8, at Six for Seven in the Evening, a fur
TER -SQUARE, LONDON , W . , are the Best BUYERS of Parents who have oncemoved in a superior station of ther portion of the important FREEHOLD PROPERTY,
all kinds of LADIES 'and GENTLHMEN ' S ATTIRE , Silk , of life , intended as CANDIDATES for the FEBRUARY situate on the Romford -road , at Stratford -green , close to
Satin , Velvet, Brocades, Dresses , Court Trains, Antique ELECTION 1874 of the ROYAL ASYLUM of the St . | Stratford Church , the Town -ball, the Broadway, and railway
Lace, old English and Foreign China, Household Furniture, ANNE' S SOCIETY .must be NOMINATED on or before stations on the Great Eastern Railway, called Stratford and
Jewels, Plate, in fact every kind of Property for ready the 11th day of DECEMBER , 1873 . Stratford Bridge, comprising a capitaldetached family resi.
cash . Ladies or Gentlemen waited on at any time or dig. The Schools are Examined annually by the Syndicate of dence, known as the Deanery, containing three reception
tance . All letters receive prompt attention . Money orders Cambridge . Pupils are prepared for the Oxford and Cam rooms, six bed rooms, stabling for three horses, and capital
to any arncunt for Parcels from Town or Country . Estab bridge Local Examinations. kitchen garden ; detached Cottage Residence known as the
lished 1820 . Ready money only . Formsof nomination and tickets to view the Schools can Grange, fronting Water- lane, and containing entrance hall,
Thousands of testimonials . The subjoined are copies : be obtained at the Qtice. drawing room , dining room , three bed rooms, day and night

" Gloucester, April 2 . Funds are greatly needed , and will be thankfully re . nurseries , servants' bed room , kitchen , and usual offices ;
Mrs. A . N . writes : - " I have received your P . 0 . 0 , with ceived by the Treasurer, Philip Twells, Esq ., V . P ., Messrs . and in lots, excellent Freehold Building Land, tithe free

thanks for your liberality and attention . I shall recornmend Barclay, Bevan, and Co ., 54, Lombard -street, E . C ., or by and land tax redeemed , having frontages to the Romford ,

all my friends. I have bad business with others, but none R . H . EVANS, Secretary. road , Water-lane, and Deanery-road leading therefrom , and

have given meso much satisfaction as you have ." Office, 52, King William -street. E . C . well adapted for the erection of good residences. Nine

" Brighton , May 4 . tenths of the purchase -money may remain on mortgage or
OFFICES, Paternoster-row . Only £60 aLady S . T . writes : - " I received the registered letter con . contract at 5 per cent. interest, to be paid in nine years by

taining the notes. I quite agree with Mrs. R . C . that you year for å suite of Three Rooms on Second Floor. equal half- yearly instalments ; but the whole or any part of

are very straightforward in conducting your business . I
Spacious, well.lighted , and in good order . Well adapted the balance may be paid off atany timewithout notice . .

shall have great pleasure in recommending any friends who for a solicitor. - Apply to WORSFORD, HAYWARD, and Co. , Particulars, plans, and conditions of sale may be obtained

may wish to dispose of their cast-off clothes that are too Auctioneers, 12, Victoria -street, E . C . of Messrs. R . and A . RUSSELL, Solicitors, 59 , Cole

good to give away ."
man -street, E . C . ;

“ Edinburgh , May 13. OFFICES to be LET, at No. 7 , John -street , of the AUCTIONEER, 14, Moorgate-street, E . C . ; and at the
“ I send you a large box of clothes . I am quite satisfied Bedford -row , on the Ground or First Floor . - Apply | place of Sale.

that you give the full value, as I sent the last you had of me as above .
to someother person first, and your price was much abovetheir valuation . I leave it to you to send mewhat you con . mo SOLICITORS AND OTHERS _ To be HOLLOWAY' S PILLS. - Restorer of
sider the value of the present articles, I have recommended 1 Health . - Mankind is waylaid on all sides by the

1 LET, first- class suites of OFFICES, on the ground,
you to my sister , Mrs . M , Y ., of Reading." first, second , and third floors of excellent, newly -decorated

causes of disease at all seasons : the winter (unless yigilanty

Weare every day receiving the samekind of testimonials,
guarded against) is a peccant promoter of mischiet in the

premises ; also extensive cellarage on basement. - Full
which show that we do give the full value of all articles

human system . This medicine concentrates, in a surprising

particulars of Messrs. DEBENHAM , TEwson , and FARMER,
offered to us. If this is not sufficient to satisfy themost

manner, all the artificial means of purifying, regulamin

80, Cheapside.
sceptical we challenge all dealers . We not only buy of

and strengthening the animal powers. Holloway' s Pills

ladies and gentlemen , but our demand is so great that we
have formany years enjoyed themost extensive patronage

TTSEFUL NOTICE. – FORTHCOMINGpurchase of the trade. Ladies and gentlemen , by disposing
and have had testimonials awarded to them which speur

of their property to us , get the best price, thereby saving a
ELECTIONS. - To Country Solicitors. -- Take note volumes in their praise . In many cases these pills seem to

second profit . Our only address in England is
of the address . - PRIVATE INQUIRY OFFICE (1852) , exercise a specific effect over diseases , which is manifested

ate of Deverenx-court, now 33 , Essex -street, Strand, estab . by the comfortable feelings of the patient, and by the
31. THAYER -STREET, MANCHESTER -SQUARE . shed by Mr. C . F . Field , late Chief Inspector of the Metro provement in the character of all the secretions. The pins

LONDON . colitan Detective Police, and Mr. C . Nicholls . Lact mildly , yet effectually , on the bowels.
CANADA : ST. PAUL -STREET, MONTREAL.

AUSTRALIA : MYER 'S -STREET, SANDHURST, VIC
TORIA : and

31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHESTER -SQUARE
Where all letters and parcels must be addressed . FOR HEATING AND COOKING .Established 1821

SPECIAL NOTICE . CAN BE PLACED ANYWHERE.
ALFRED WEBB MILES'S Establishment

is replete with NEW GOODS for WINTER OVER
COATS. Elastics for Frock and Mourning Coats , Vestings ,
Bedford Cords for Hunting Breeches, Scotch and West of
England stout Angolas for Riding Trousers, Travelling Save half the fuel, half the labour, and hall the tiSuits, & c . A . W . M . is distinguished for Gentlemen ' s
Dress of the best quality at moderate charges for cash pay
ments. dirt.

12, BROOK -STREET, HANOVER-SQUARE, LOxdox, W . Catalogues on aoglication .
ALFRED WEBB MILES' world -famed
1 168 . TROUSERS (originated by him ) from stout

and warm new Scotch Tweeds, Ch - viots, & c ., thoroughly
maintain their high reputation , and are in all respects
better value than ever .

12. BROOK -STREET, Hanover -square, W . WORKS- LARBERT, N . B .

TAS

BURDEN AND KEER

CHILDREN (whether Orphans or not) of

AMERICAN AND ANGLO -AMERICAN STOVES.

RDOCH AND CO ., 115 , CANNON STREE
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made on the 17th Sept. 1869 . The liquidation proceeded in
Chancery for a year and a half, and the arbitration has lasted more
than two years and a half. It is worthy of notice that almost
within a year of the commencement of the arbitration the first
dividend of 2s. was ordered to be paid , and the creditors of the
other companies were paid in full. The European Assurance
Arbitration Act was passed seventeen months ago , and it does not

appear that there are any signs of a dividend being paid .
TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The volumes of the Law TIMES, and of the LAW TIMES REPORTS, are strongly and
uniformly bound at the Office, as completed , for 53.60 . for the Journal, and 4s. 6d .
for the Reports.

Portfolins for preserving the current numbers of the Law Times, price 5s ,6d., by
post 5d , extra . LAW TIMES REPORTS, price 3s . 6d ., by post 3d. extra .

CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.
Four lines or thirty words............ 3s. 6d . | Every additional ten words ...... Os . 60.
Advertisements specially ordered for the first page are charged one- fourth more

than the above scale .
Advertisements must reach the Office not later than five o'clock on Thursday

afternoon ,

NOTICE .

The LAW TIMES goes to press on Thursday evening, that it may be received in the remotest

parts of the country on Saturday morning. Communications and Advertisements must
be transmitted accordingly . None can appear that do not reach the office by Thursday

afternoon 's post,

When payment is made in postage stamps, not more than 58,may beremitted at one time.
All communications intended for the Editor of the Solicitors' Department should be so
addressed .

It was for a considerable time a rexed question what damages

ought to be given for convertion of stock. The following case
has recently occurred in America : The plaintiff and defendants,
who were stockbrokers, entered into an agreement whereby the
plaintiff was to deposit with the defendants such collateral security
or margin as they should from time to time require, and they
were to purchase certain stocks, and to hold and carry the same,
subject to the plaintiff' s direction as to the sale and disposition
thereof, as long as he should desire,and should not sell or dispose of
the sameunless plaintiff' smargin should be exbausted orinsufficient
and not then unless they should demand of him increased security ,
or require him to take and pay for the stocks. In an action to
recover damages for a wrongful sale by defendants of the stocks,
the Judge instructed the jury that the plaintiff , if entitled to
recover, was entitled to the difference between the amount for
which the stock was sold by the defendants, and the highest
market value which it reached at any timeafter such sale down to
the day of trial. On appeal this direction was upset. There
seems, however, still to be an opinion in the United States that
circumstances may occur which would justify such a direction .
Since Owen v . Routh (14 C . B . 327 ) our own rule has been in
flexible , fixing the damages by the price the day before the trial.

Just published, price 5s. 6d., PART IV . of VOL, VIII. of
DEPORTS of MAGISTRATES , MUNICIPAL, PAROCHIAL ,
N ELECTION,and ECCLESIASTICAL LAW CASES, decided by all the Cou ' ts .

Sent post free to subscribers. N . B . - The back volumes and parts may be had ; the vols .
at 258. each , half-bound .

London : HORACE Cox, 10, Wellington-street, Strand, W . C .
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Now reads, price 58 . 6d ., PART I., VOL . II., of
MARITIME LAW REPORTS (New Series). By J . P . ASPINALL , As a general rule interrogatories at common law are answered , if

M Esq ., Barrister- at- Law , in the Admiralty Courts of England and Ireland, and in all
the Superior Courts, with a Selection from the Decisions of the United States Courts , not with absolute bona fides, at least with such regard to thewith Notes by the Editor. The First Series of " Maritime Law " may now be had com object sought to be attained , as to cause applications for oral
plete in Three Volumes, half bound, price £5 5s, for the set, or any single volumefor
22 % . Back numbers may be had to complete sets ,

examination to be very rare. Nevertheless, Peyton v . HartingLondon : HORACE Cox , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .
(29 L . T . Rep ., N . S ., 478 ), should not be overlooked . There a
defendant had answered interrogatories in “ a voluminousNow ready, price 5s . 6d ., Part VII. of Vol. XII. of

Cox' S CRIMINAL LAW CASES. Edited by EDWARD W . Cox, manner,” introducing many additional and irrelevant topics.
U Serieant-at- Law . Recorder of Portsmouth . It contains the Gas Stokers' and Application was made to a Judge under the 53rd section of theother important Cases. The Parts and volumesmay still be had to complete sets . It is Common Law Procedure Act 1854 , by which , in case of omission

the only complete series of Criminal Cases published in England . An Appendix contains

a valuable collection of Precedents of Indictments . without just cause, to answer sufficiently written interrogatories,London : HORACE Cox , 10 , Wellington street, Strand, W . C .
the Court or a Judge may , at discretion , direct an oral examina
tion of the interrogated party as to such points as they or hemay

CON TEN TS . direct, before a Judge or master. In Peyton y . Harting, Baron
MARTIN had made an order that the interrogated party should

? EPORTS. SOLICITORE' JOURNAL
attend before a master and make oral answer “ as to such pointsTopics of the Week ......

ROLLS COURT. Notes of New Decisions .........
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Lords Commissioners of Eer Majesty's Treasury in favour of
bankers when receiving Chancery dividends under powers of
attorney. The convenience of the legal Profession is not less
important, and when to this inconvenience of attending as
required , from all parts of London , weadd the fact that solicitors
are not allowed to charge for such attendances in party and party
costs, we certainly think that a good case is made out for

The Albert Assurance Arbitration is approaching its termination. further considerable alteration . We fail to see why crossed
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citors under powers of attorney, for instance , for the receipt of recover the difference between 25. 10d. and 2s, 11 d . from

dividends by creditors in creditors ' suits so that personal attend BENEKENDORFF. The court held that there was no contract

ance in such cases may also be dispensed with . That of which we between the plaintiffs, the brokers, and the defendant, but

complain is frequently aggravated by the necessity for all the per between HEILBUT and the defendant. A feature in the case

sons to whom a cheque may be payable, to attend and receive the was a prior contract by the brokers to buy of SCHLUTER

same, where it is desired to avoid the expense of a power of at and Co., but that contract was cancelled by mutual consent.

torney. Again, there are few firmsof solicitors in extensive practice Mr. Justice BRETT considered that the brokers exhausted the

who have not in their offices Chancery suits in connection with authority which they had received from the defendant by entering

which small sums are payable, but which , practically , can never into that contract, and that the defendant was not bound to pay

be received , simply because of the expense of taking the parties HEILBUT. Consequently, when the broker paid HEILBUT, he paid

to the office to receive the sameor the expense ofand incidental him what there was no obligation on the defendant to pay, and

to receiving it under power of attorney . As an illustration of consequently which the defendant was not liable to recoup. The

the objectionable working of the present rules ,we may mention only refuge for the broker was to claim against the defendant

that while a solicitor can receive a cheque for costs , without being for goods bargained and sold , and there he is met by the fatal

identified by another solicitor known to the officials, where he is objection that he cannot constitute himself a principal. Then

himself known to them by previous identification , yet, if the soli it was argued that by custom the broker makes two contracts,

citor receiving such cheque for costs were the next day to present one for his seller and one for himself. But obviously the only

himself at the same office to receive a cheque as a creditor in contract intended was with HEILBUT. “ Were there evidence of

a suit, he could not obtain payment until he was identified . such a custom , " said Mr. Justice BRETT, “ I cannot say how far

it would be reasonable, but we have no evidence of it, and I

cannot agree to any such general proposition as that a broker
A SOMEWHAT startling claim to a lien was before Vice-Chancellor may treat himself as principal.” The position seems to have
Hall on the 8th inst. The defendants were bankers, and the bill been clearly laid down by Chief Baron KELLY in Fairlie v . Fenton
was filed by a person of unsound mind found lunatic by inquisi (22 L . T . Rep. N . S . 373 ; L . Rep. 5 Ex. 169). Speaking of the
tion for a declaration that the defendants were not entitled to a broker he said “ he, no doubt, may frame a contract in such a
lien on certain boxes and deeds, securities, and documents of title way as to make himself a party to it and entitled to sue, but
contained in them . The lunatic had , when a stockbroker, employed

when he contracts in the ordinary form , describing and signing
the defendants as his bankers, and they made advances to him himself a as broker, and naming his principal, no action is main
from time to time upon securities. At the time of the inquisition tainable by him . Though innumerable contracts of this nature
certain boxes were in the defendants' possession , containing daily take place , yes no instance has occurred within my own
securities of customers of the lunatic. The keys of the boxes recollection , nor has any instatce been cited to us, where an action
were kept by him , and he had access to them when and as he has been brought by a broker, describing himself as such in the
desired for the purpose of depositing or removing securities.

contract, and not using words which expressly , or by necessary
The advances were not made on the contents of the boxes, but on implication , make him a contracting party.” And there are
securities specially lodged for the purpose. In consequence of observations in the judgments in Mollett v . Robinson (23 L . T . Rep .
several customers of the lunatic having applied for their securities, N . S . 187) to the same effect. There ought, therefore, on this
the boxes were examined in the presence of the plaintiff's one point connected with contracts through brokers to be no mis
solicitor, and the securities which belonged to customers

understanding as to the law .
handed over, until all claims were satisfied . It had been

contended that the committee of the lunatic were the only
Our readers will probably have perused with attention , and some

persons entitled to the boxes and deeds of the customers ;

but the customers being satisfied , the bankers then set up their
feelings of alarm , the judgment of the LORDS JUSTICES delivered on

the 6th inst., in the case of Beall v . Smith . The application was
lien on all that remained , relying upon a custom of themselves

made to the court by the committee of a lunatic, praying that
and other bankers in London as a part of their ordinary business

certain proceedings and orders in a suit instituted in the name of
to receive securities on deposit generally, and they rested their

the lunatic by a next friend might be declared to be improper and
present claim to a lien upon that general custom . It is difficult to

unauthorised , and that his solicitors by whom they had been con
understand how the bankers could believe that they were entitled

ducted and obtained might indemnify the lunatic 's estate from the
to such a lien . The VICE -CHANCELLOR remarked that “ No cases

loss occasioned thereby. It is very difficult to go into the merits
were cited in the arguments which sufficiently upheld the defen

dants' contention . They relied on the general law as to a of the question in the face of the careful and elaborate judgment
of Lord Justice JAMES, and it would be improper to express any

banker's lien on his customer's property in their hands, and on

that alone, and said the boxes came into their hands in their ordi
opinion , considering that Messrs.MERRIMAN and Co., the solicitors

affected , have declared their determination to appeal to the House
nary business, as bankers, because they allowed their customers

of Lords. We propose now simply to summarise the propositions
to make such deposits with them . But that fell short of a proof

of law established by this decision . Primarily it is laid down that
that such a practice was the general practice of bankers towards

as between a person non compos mentis and a solicitor proposing
their customers. The defendants'answer did not state such facts

to act in his interest and on his behalf, the latter is not protected
as would warrant the conclusion that the lien on which they

relied existed or could be implied . The generallaw of lien was part
even by the orders of the court which he may obtain . “ Those

orders are, as between them , really the solicitor' s own orders."
of the law of merchants, and having regard to the authorities on

Secondly, it is essential to a suit by a person of unsound mind suing
the subject, he must hold that the lien which the defendants had

by his next friend that he should not havebeen found so by inquisi
set up failed .” The true principle as regards a banker's lien is
clearly laid down at p . 301 of Grant's Law of Bankers (last edit.) tion. Having been found so by inquisition , or becoming of sound

“ The banker has a general lien upon all securities in hand belong
mind , the suit is completely paralysed thereby . “ If he becomes of

unsound mind ,” says the court, “ the next friend can have no pre
ing to any customer which have been lodged with him as security,

text for continuing his intervention ; if he is found lunatic by
and the lien extends to any general balance thatmay be due,unless

inquisition so as to be under the control and protection of the
the security was received under special circumstances that take it

Crown and of the Court in Lunacy, there is equally no pretext
out of the general rule : (ReWilliams, 3 Ir. R . Eq. 346 )," It is
difficult to imagine more special circumstances than those revealed for continuing the officious protection of a self- constituted

in the case which we have noticed .
guardian or committee, when there is a legitimate protection in

the proper tribunal.” The finding of the inquisition stops the

suit ; it cannot even go on until the appointment of a com
The question so much discussed recently of the right of a broker | mittee. A receiver in Beall v . Smith was appointed by the Court

to deal as principal was again raised in White and another v . Bene of Chancery ; the lunatic was found so by inquisition. The Court

kendorf (29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 475 ) . The broad general principle of Appeal declared that under the circumstances all proceedings

sought to be established in the motion in that case was that by the taken after the appointment of a receiver were unauthorised and

custom ofmarkets a broker is personally responsible , andmay sue improper, and that all the proceedings after the finding on the

his employer for goods sold and delivered . Mr. Justice KEATING inquisition , were irregular and void . The solicitors were held

observed that it was a startling proposition that both buyer and responsible for these proceedings, and were ordered to make

seller look to the broker only , and Mr. Justice BRETT added that good the loss to the lunatic 's estate, the order made being to

it was one that cannot be maintained . Undoubtedly the propo direct that they should pay into court in the lunacy the sums

sition is startling , and it would seem only necessary to examine paid for costs to themselves, to the defendant' s solicitor, and to

the nature of a broker' s employment to see that it is unfounded . the accountant, deducting the costs of the suit up to the appoint

The accepted definition of a broker is that he is an agent employed ment of the receiver. They were further ordered to pay all the

among merchants and others to make contracts between them in costs of the suit , and of the appeal, as between solicitor and

matters of trade, commerce, or navigation , for a commission , com client. This is a very severe decree, more particularly as Lord

monly called brokerage. And Domat, b . 1 , tit . 17, s. 1, describes Justice JAMES did not find that Messrs. MERRIMAN had acted

him as being a person empowered , not to treat, but to explain the mala fide. He found simply that the proceedings taken by them

intentions of both parties. Now in White v . Benekendorff the plain were not taken in the interest of the lunatic , but for their own

tiff brokers were agents for HEILBUT and Co. in selling to BENE purposes. We simply state the effect of the judgment of the

KEN DORFF certain indiarubber at 2s. 11 d . per lb . Without giving Court of Appeal, forbearing to examine the facts upon which the

any reason , BENEKENDORFF threw up the contract, and instructed conclusions were arrived at. The lesson taught by it must be

the brokers to sell at 3s. They did sell at 2s. 10d., and sought to carefully regarded . The solicitors acted bonâ fide ; they were not
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aware that they were taking irregular or improper proceedings. dressed me in the most bitterly offensive terms which could be selected .

But because these proceedings were not absolutely necessary in
(Indications of dissent.) I am sorry to have to say so, but that is my

the interest of the lunatic , they are visited with a heavy penalty .
opinion , and I cannot alter it , whatever may be the opinion of others.

The Lord Chief Justice. - Well, let us go on .
The courts , as a rule, are disinclined to punish solicitors person

ally for proceedings taken bona fide, and we shall be glad if the
An eminent person once said that the power of a Judge is too

House of Lords can discharge or modify the declaration of the great. He has the power to punish for contempt, but in too many

Lord Justices. Vice-Chancellor WICKENS was of opinion that there
cases he cannot exercise it . The conduct of the defence in the

had been only an error of judgment to which the court was in a Tichborne case furnishes us with a striking illustration of this.

measure a party .
Wedesire to say, and we are sure that we speak the sentiments of

the entire legal Profession , that Lord Chief Justice COCKBURN is

universally admired , esteemed , and respected, and that any advo

Wehave recently heard much of the licence of counsel in the cate who, taking advantage of his position, offers an insult or an

cross-examination of witnesses. We have also for many weeks indignity to this distinguished head of the Common Law Bench,
past seen a counsel wearing a silk gown verging upon open con commits an offence which is absolutely unpardonable. Whether

flict with three learned Judges. It is marvellous that an explosion it is one which can hereafter be taken cognizance of by the govern

has not occurred before. It has come at last in a form which must ing bodies of the Profession is a matter for the most serious

be preserved as a warning to future generations of lawyers. Here consideration .

is the newspaper report :

Dr. Kenealy . - My object is to show that all these witnesses have, one THE ESTATES OF PARTNERS IN BANKRUPTCY . - II.

after another, been talked to by various persons, and have been influenced
in that way. WE propose in this paper to discuss the questions raised in the

The Lord Chief Justice. - Hitherto you have signally failed to show that. recent cases of Ex parte Honey ( L . Rep. 7, Ch. 178 ; 25 L . T. Rep.
Dr. Kenealy. - That is a matter for the jury and not for your Lordship . N . S . 728) ; Ex parte Stone ( L . Rep . 8 Ch . 914 ) ; and Eo parte

Your Lordship is perpetually insultingme from the bench . Hammond ( L . Rep . 16 Eq . 615 ; 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 72), as to the
The Lord Chief Justice. - What did you say, sir ? joint and several liabilities of partners.
Dr.Kenealy repeated his words. In the case of Ex parte Honey , a joint and several promissory
The Lord Chief Justice. — Sir, don't use such language to me, because I

won 't bear it .
note was signed by two members of a firm , by the firm , and by

Dr. Kenealy . I consider that your Lordship has insulted meby whatyou several other persons. The firm having become bankrupt, the

have said in open court, taking into account the number of times it has holder of the note carried in proofs against the joint estate of the
been repes.ted . firm , and against the separate estates of the two partners who
The Lord Chief Justice . — You have no business to use such language, sir . had signed the note. This raised the question of the construction
Mr. Justice Lush . - I think it is quite time to put an end to this kind of

of the 37th section of the Bankruptcy Act 1869, which says that
cross- examination .

A Juror. - It has no effect on the jury whatever. “ if any bankrupt is at the date of the order of adjudication liable
Dr. Kenealy . -- I am very sorry to hear your Lordship say this. I mean in respect of distinct contracts, asmember of two or more distinct

to ask the jury to suspend their judgment,and to say whether a number of firms, or as a sole contractor, and also as member of a firm , the
persons, having talked to these witnesses, may not have influenced them circumstance that such firms are in whole or in part composed
in what they were going to say.

of the same individuals, or that the sole contractor is also
Mr. Justice Lush . - When you hear that a witness has formed his opinion

before he spoke to anyone, what reason can there be for such an in . one of the joint contractors, shall not prevent proof in

ginuation ? respect of such contracts against the properties respectively

Dr. Kenealy. - I have no doubt it is the witness' s conscientious opinion , liable upon such contracts.” The proper construction to be put
but that is surely not to preclude me from questioning him . upon this section is a matter of somedoubt. Lord Justice Mellish
Mr. Justice Lush . - But I think something is due to the opinion of the | discussed the meaning of the words “ firm ” and “ sole contractor,"

Bench , and as I understand of the jury , that a great dealof time is being

wasted . and said “ the section speaks of a person liable as a “ sole con

Mr. Justice Mellor. - I very much regretted, Dr. Kenealy , to hear you tractor, and also a member of a firm .” It is true it speaks of the

say what you did to the Chief Justice. It is the first time that I ever joint liability as being the liability of " the firm , " the reason of

heard it said that a judge was not at liberty to interpose an observation of which, I apprehend is , that unless there is a firm there can be no
that sort when he considered that a question was not regular. I don 't

joint estate. I should apprehend that the word “ firm " would
mean to impute to you anything wrong on account of the question which

you put, but I am bound to say that the judge has a duty to perform in
apply to every case where there was a joint estate. If per

reference to the examination of witnesses. sons who did not carry on business in partnership at all,

The Lord Chief Justice. A great many witnesses have been called - I either generally or in respect of a particular business, made
really forget how many - with regard to this particular matter. The same a joint and several note, although they would be jointly
kind of questions have been put to all of them , and nothing has been and severally liable, there would be nothing but their separate
elicited from any one of them to shake confidence in the opinion which they

estates to administer — there would be no joint estate. The
had formed , whether rightly or wrongly , that he is the man . Thewit
nesses make their statement, and it is reduced to writing in the ordinary words relating to a firm are not, as it appears to me, to prevert
way. I have not heard a single answer from a single w the words “ sole contractor ” and “ joint contractor,” according to
lead one to suppose for a moment that the witness hąd formed his judg. the plain and ordinary meaning of words, from being applied to
ment from what had been said to him by one of the solicitors for the pro every joint and several promissory note. A joint and several pro
secution or by any one else. I cannot therefore help interposing and say .

missory note being entered into, there are " joint contractors” and
ing that time has been wasted . It is the duty of a judge to interpose when

he sees that the public time is being wasted ; and I cannothelp saying that “ sole contractors." His Lordship subsequently added , “ It appears

it is not consistent with decency for a counsel to say that the judge has in . to me that a joint and several promissory note, though it is one

sulted him when hemakes such an observation . Applause.) instrument, contains both a joint contract and distinct separate
Dr. Kenealy . - I must exercise my discretion , although I may be indis contracts by the severalmakers. It seemsto me, therefore, to be

creet in doing so .

The Lord Chief Justice. It is not discreet or decent for a counsel to
within the plain meaning of the words of this section ; and the

address a judge as you have done. only conclusion I can draw is that it was the intention of the

Dr. Kenealy . - Your Lordship has repeated that so often that Legislature that wherever there was a joint and separate contract
The Lord Chief Justice (with emphasis, and tapping the desk before and joint and separate estates being administered in bankruptcy ,

him as he spoke). - For seventeen years have I sat on this bench , and I the creditor should be entitled to prove against both the
never had an unpleasant word with counsel before I had the misfortune to
preside over this trial.

joint and separate estates," Upon this view of the section

Mr. Serjeant Parry . That is so . it was accordingly held that the holder of the promissory
Dr.Kenealy . - I have done all I could to avoid it . (Exclamations of note was entitled to prove against and receive dividends from

" Oh !" from members of the Bar.) both the joint estate of the firm and the separate estate of the two
Mr. Justice Lush. When I first heard what I have heard from you, I partners who had signed the note. A question , we should have

must say that I did so with astonishment that any gentleman of the Bar
said , was raised as to the creditor's right to receive a dividend in

should have so misconducted himself, and I think the offence is much

aggravated by the fact that the gentleman using such language holds the
each case. Lord Justice James was clear that the right to prove

office of her Majesty' s counsel, who owe a special allegiance to her carried the right to receive a dividend . “ The whole Act," he said ,

Majesty's Court. “ is framed on the plan of simply declaring the right of proof in
Dr. Kenealy .-- This is not the first time you have reminded me of this , each case, and then by a single clause, it says, once for all, that a

and I have borne more in this court than I ever did before. proof carries with it a right to dividend ." Lord Justice Mellish
Mr. Justice Mellor. - If this were to occur in any other trial, the adminis went through all the sections relating to proofs , and came to the

tration of justice would be very much impeded . I remember what that
ocato whom you have so frequently mentioned . M . same conclusion .

Berryer , said with regard to the relations between the Bar and the Bench In Ex parte Stone,we have a case where there is no evidence
conducing to the despatch of business. Those relations cannot exist if on the face of the instrument that the parties were contracting
such things as these are to continue . as partners, and it was there held that parol evidence is admissible
Dr. Kenealy.-- I have been treated as no other counsel was ever before to show that the debt forwhich the liability was incurred was a

treated in any of the courts of Westminster .

The Lord Chief Justice (energetically ). - You have brought it down upon
partnership debt, and the money which it represented use'l for

yourself. Counsel cannot expect to violate all the ordinary rules and partnership purposes. Such evidence being satisfactory , proof

system of conducting justice, and to outrage all the rules of propriety, and was admitted against the joint and several estates of the bankrupt
not bring down upon himself the censure of the Bench . The judges would partners. John and ThomasWelch were in partnership, and they
be wanting in their duty if they did not observe upon such conduct. (Sup borrowed a large sum of money from their father, Henry Welch .
prassed cheers.)

Dr. Kenealy - I am quite anxious to pay due attention to the censure of
In the agreement entered into covenanting for the repayment,

the Bench , provided it is conveyed to me in different terms from what have the partners signed in the name of the firm , and this was the
boen customary with your Lordship . Your Lordship has frequently ad . ' only fact which distinguished the case from that of Ex parte Honey
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(ubi sup.) “ It was there decided," said Lord Justice Mellish , transferable by delivery ), as token for all his kind attention to

“ that the separate contractor need not be carrying on business meduring illness," was held to pass the bond, though no con

separately. Here the question is whether it is necessary that the sideration was given for the gift , and the bond was not delivered

joint contract should be formally entered into in the name of the to M . With regard to the last-named case, Vice-Chancellor Bacon

firm ." He concluded, “ from the very nature of a covenant the doubted the accuracy of the report, which, however, he himself

covenantors must covenant in their own names; a firm as such did not accurately represent, for he says that the memorandum or

cannot enter into a covenant. I think it is quite unnecessary that letter was retained by the donor, whereas the report says that it

the firm should be specially mentioned, if the contract is made for was not, though the Indian bond was. It is true that that case is

partnership purposes." very shortly (for the importance of it too shortly ) reported, and

We cannot add anything which would make these decisions the judgment of the Master of the Rolls occupies only seven

plainer or more intelligible than they are ; and we will proceed to lines , but we have yet to learn that that detracts from its

refer shortly to the case of Ex parte Hammond , which relates to authority . The Vice-Chancellor is equally incorrect in saying of
the release of partners. A partner received his discharge under Richardson v . Richardson that the “ assignor ceased upon the

his separate liquidation , and the question was whether this released execution of the deed to be the owner of the things which he

him from the joint debts so as to exempt him from further assigned,” for the main argument against the donee's title

bankruptcy proceedings in respect of them . The appeal came up there proceeded on the fact of the non-delivery of the

to the Chief Judge from the decision of the County Court Judge notes, and therefore of the donor still continuing their owner .

for Greenwich , who started this difficulty, that if two partners But Vice-Chancellor Bacon grounds his decision on the judg.

were separately discharged under liquidations in respect of their ment of Lord Justice Turner in Milroy v . Lord (4 D . F . &

separate estate, and thereby released from liability to bankruptcy J . 264) , which he pronounces to contain a clear and distinct

proceedings in respect of the partnership debts, the joint creditors exposition of the law upon the subject. There T . M ., by a

would have no means of realising the partnership property . The voluntary deed , assigned some bank shares, which were trans

Chief Judge pointed out, however, that in such a state of things ferable by entry in the bank books, to L . in trust for the plain

the joint debtors were entitled to have every farthing of the joint tiff. No transfer was made; but L . held a general power of

estate administered. “ The effect of the liquidation ," he said , " is to attorney to transfer T . M .'s shares, and a power to receive divi.

take out of the debtor every particle of his property , while at the dends on the bank shares, which dividends he for three years

sametimehe gets discharged from all his debts. By the express after the execution of the deed received and paid to the plaintiff,

terms of the Act joint debts are proveable under a separate liqui sometimes directly , and sometimes through T . M . The Lords

dation . In what way are the joint creditors prejudiced in the Justices, reversing Vice-Chancellor Stuart, held that T . M . had

present case ? The County Court being asked to adjudicate these neither declared himself nor L . a trustee for the plaintiff, though

debtors jointly bankrupt, one of them answers, “ The debt alleged on the latter point Lord Justice Turner had “ great doubt," and

to be due from me is not due; I am already discharged from it, and admitted the intention was that the trust should be vested in

there is no reason why I should be adjudicated a bankrupt, for by | L .” whilst both Judges felt the hardship of the decree they made,

means of sect. 102 the creditor has an ample remedy under the and struggled against making it. The clear and distinct ex

existing proceedings.' If an adjudication is made against one position of the law referred to by Vice-Chancellor Bacon was

partner alone, the joint creditors are entitled to have every this :

farthing of the joint estate administered . It is useless to spell “ I take the law of the court to be well settled , that in order to

out the old Acts of Parliament or the new rules, none of which render a settlement valid and effectual, the settlor must have

can countervail the plain provisions of this Act. You cannot done everything which , according to the nature of the property,

make a man a bankrupt who does not owe a debt, and the was necessary to be done, in order to transfer the property.”

appellant is entitled to say, ' I do not owe any debt; I am dis ( This seems irreconcileable with Richardson v . Richardson , where

charged from allmydebts. Nor is there any such danger as the the “ nature of the property,” the notes, required indorsement and

County Court Judge thought would arise. The joint estate delivery , and yet the assignment was held good)

remains as much liable to the joint debts as it ever was.” " And render the settlement binding upon him .”
We shall follow up this branch of the subject in another paper. ( This is not telling us much ; for everyone admits that everything

“ necessary " must be done. The question is -- What is necessary ?)

The Lord Justice then proceeded to lay down three rules, to one
WHAT IS A VALID VOLUNTARY SETTLEMENT OF A or other of which a donor must resort to make the settlement

CHOSE IN ACTION ?
valid . He must either ( 1 ) actually transfer the property to the

A RECENT decision of Vice-Chancellor Bacon (Warriner v . donee or ( 2 ) to a trustee for him , or (3 ), declare that he (semble or

Rogers, 28 L . T . Rep. N . S . 863; L . Rep . 16 Eq. 340), threatens the trustee ) “ holds it in trust for the purposes of the settlement.

to throw the law on this subject — which we had hoped had This may be all very true, buthere again the pinch of the question

been tolerably settled by such cases as Richardson v . is - What is such a declaration of Trust ? and this the Lord Justice

Richardson ( L . Rep . 3 Eq. 686 ,) and Morgan v . Malleson leaves undefined . And again

( L . Rep . 10 Eq. 475 , - again into confusion : and we are com “ The cases, I think , go further to this extent, that if the settle

pelled to ask , Is there no escape from this absurd and mon ment is intended to be effectuated by one of these modes, the

strous state of things, that at this time of day , with the court will not give effect to it by applying another of them . 11.10

nineteenth century on its wane, there is no certain rule as to is intended to take effect by transfer, the court will not hold the

what by the law of England does or does not constitute a valid intended transfer to operate as a declaration of trust, for then

donation ? Nor will sect. 22, sub -sect. 6 , of the Judicature Act every imperfect instrument would be made effectual by being

cure this, unless “ declarations of trust ” are “ assignments ” converted into a perfect trust."

within it , wbich it can hardly be contended they are. (See Law But Vice-Chancellor Wood , in Richardson v . Richardson , five

TIMES, June 28, 1873.) Now we are not disposed , unless com years later than Milroy v . Lord , thought that the circumstance,

pelled , to disturb the law as laid down by so great a master of whether “ the assignor has done all he can, is not the sound doc.

equity jurisprudence as the Judge, himself afterwards a Lord trine on which to rest these cases," and that if there be “ an out

Chancellor, who decided Richardson v . Richardson . Still less and out assignment” affecting to pass everything by the instru .

are we inclined to accept in the place of it any rule of law laid ment " such a declaration of trust is as good a form as any thau

down, though more recently ,by another Vice-Chancellor, who is at can be desired .'

best only a co-ordinate authority. Nevertheless, the decisions The importance of Warriner v. Rogers, in our opinion, is not so

are in conflict ; so it will not be disrespectful to Vice-Chancellor much the decision in that particular case, which was one relat

Bacon if we scan a little closely the grounds of his judgment. A to choses in possession (and is therefore strictly no authority

donor about six months before her death, delivered to the donee cases of choses iu action ), and was really decided on the groun

a box, but retained the key, saying, “ Take this box into your that , the character of the paper writing was testamentary, as.

possession , it will be of some service to you some day , but you the way in which the Vice-Chancellor resorted to the learning

must not open it until after my death .” In the box was a on the latter class of cases, and set up again the refined

paper writing signed by the donor, and stating that the " con over nice distinction between assignments and declarations

tents of this box is a deed of gift to the said John Warriner," trust which was formerly said (18 Beav. 282) to pervas

inter alia , “ of all the furniture, silver, glass, china, and the all the cases, but which Kekewich v . Manning ( 1 De. G . 1 :

things in the house at Stramongate, my mother's portrait , 176 ), Donaldson V . Donaldson (Kay, 711), Miller v. Ha

watches and chains and trinkets, in care of J . Haston , also (5 Ir. Eq. Rep . 324 ) , supported and followed by Richardson

£100 each for all of Warriner's children ; if anything happened Richardson and Morgan v . Malleson , had contributed to. "

among them , the other to be divided among the rest." No through , establishing in its stead somesensible and tangib,

deed of gift was in the box, or ever executed . The Vice by which to try every case. These had decided ( 1 ) that the

Chancellor held there was no valid declaration of trust. In no magic in the words employed , and that ineither the

Richardson v . Richardson , G ., by voluntary deed , assigned all “ trust," nor “ confidence," nor “ any language creating at

her personal estate to B . absolutely, and gave B . a power of is necessary ; (2 ) That the true tests of the validity

attorney to sue, & c ., for the assigned premises. This was held to transfer are not whether anything more is possible or capa

pass promissory notes belonging to G ., found in B .'s possession nded something
being done by the donor, but whether he “ intended son

after G .'s death ,though unindorsed, and notproved to havebeen ever more, when called on to do it, distinctly expressed
delivered to B . In Morgan v . Malleson a paper writing, signed by assignment to be future,” and “ whether the donee
J . S ., " giving and making over to M . an Indian bond (which was | advantage of what has been done, without requiring af

creat
ing a trust,”

he validi
ty

of the

or capab
le

of

, expres
sed

in the

be donee can take

requi
ring anythi

ng
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more to be done by the assignor, and without requiring the sons entitled under the limitations of a will or settlement, because
assistance of the court as against him .” it is necessary , in order to give effect to the intentions of the tes

And Mr. Tudor has observed (2 L . C . 4th edit. 263 ) that, not. tator or settlor, that the property should pass in the same line of

withstanding the remarks of Lord Justice Turner, in Milroy v . Lord , succession as if it were land ; and, therefore, in case of intestacy ,

the tendency of the court is to hold that to be a declaration of as to the heir , and not to the next of kin . But here the neces

trust , which , according to strict construction , would amount only sity for the fiction ends. And why should it be extended

to an imperfect assignment, and he cites a string of cases in sup where no such necessity or reason exists ? Why should the

port of this position . Crown be precluded from claiming in respect of any money

How , therefore, amidst this state of “ confusion worst con - whatever, while it is de facto money, duties imposed upon

founded ” of the authorities , Vice-Chancellor Bacon could see all personal estate by Act of Parliament, merely because its

his way so easily , or pronounce the law upon the subject to be deceased owner may have directed it to have been laid out in

clear and distinct," and as “ needing no other exposition or re land ? When it is remembered that, as this very case shows,

ference than Milroy v . Lord ,” we are at a loss to understand. property clothed with this trustmay pass, not only through a long

succession of persons entitled to limited interests, but from gene

ration to generation , to a succession of heirs entitled to an
DUTIES PAYABLE BY REASON OF DEATH .

absolute interest in the whole property , it cannot be supposed
The case of Attorney -General v . Lemas, recently decided in the that the Legislature intended to confer & power upon anyone
Court of Exchequer has convinced us that the laws relating to who might think fit to create such a trust, to exempt his personal
these duties are greatly in need of amendment. estate from duties to which it is liable by law for an indefinite
We propose to consider the several recent cases of DeLancey' s

period of time. I am of opinion , therefore, that the principle, or
Succession ( L . Rep . 4 Ex. 345 , and L . Rep. 5 Ex . 102) ; equitable fiction , upon which courts of equity have so long held

Attorney -General v . Cecil (L . Rep. 5 Ex. 263) ; Forbes v . Steven that money to be laid out in land is, for certain purposes, to be
( L . Rep. 10 Eq. 178 ) ; Solicitor-General v . Law Reversionary treated as land , is inapplicable to the interpretation of the statutes
Interest Society ( L . Rep. 8 Ex. 233 ) ; The Executors of Perry v .

imposing duties upon personal estates ; that these statutes
The Queen ( L . Rep. 14 Ex. 27) : and the above-mentioned case

must be read according to the plain and ordinary meaning of the
of Attorney -General v . Lemas, and we shall attempt to point out language which the Legislature has used ; and consequently that
the manner in which the Acts appear to us to operate unfairly , thismoney not having been actually laid out in land, is liable to
and to suggest alterations.

duty in personal estate under the Legacy Duty Acts." We quite
The first case to which we shall refer, viz ., that of De Lancey's agree with every word which the Chief Baron has used , and as it

succession , relates to the Legacy Duty Acts, and the facts of which
appears to us quite clear that upon the death of the testator A .

as reported wereas follows : Under a will dated in 1799, a testator
took the absolute reversion in fee expectant upon the death with

who died in 1800, leaving two sons, H . and B ., and a daughter C .,
out issue of himself and B ., and that C . never took any interest

bequeathed a large sum of money to trustees upon trust for in under the will, we consider that by force of the Legacy Duty
vestment in land , to be conveyed to the uses following in addition

Acts , the following duties became payable , viz ., legacy duty at
to the ordinary uses to support contingent uses, viz ., to the use

3 per cent. under A .'s intestacy upon the absolute reversion to
of his son A . for lite with remainder to the first and other sons

the money , expectant upon the death without issue of B ., which
of A . in tail male with remainder to the use of the testator's son

passed by such intestacy to B . ; further legacy duty at 3 per cent.
B . for life, with remainder to his sons in similar manner, with re upon the death of B . upon the capital of the fund which thus
mainder to the use of the testator' s right heirs. The money was passed to C ., and upon the latter' s death legacy duty at 5 per
never invested in land, but A . received the income until his death cent., as ordered to be paid , but whether the above duties were
in 1840 , when he died a bachelor and intestate. B . then received

all actually claimed and paid , we have no knowledge .

the income until 1857 , when he also died a bachelor and intes.
Chief Baron Kelly, concurred with Mr. Baron Cleasby, that if

tate. C . declined to receive the income, and died in 1866 a spinster

and intestate . Upon Co's death the fund was paid into the succession duty were payable it would be by reason of the devo

Court of Chancery, and, with the exception of the incomewhich
lution from C . to D ., and not by reason of the disposition made hy

accrued during C .'s life which belonged to her personal representa
the will of the testator, and that C ., not the testator, would be

the predecessor within the meaning of sect. 2 of the Succession
tivewas paid out to D ., who was the heir at law of C . Thecommis

sioners of Inland Revenue, treating the money as equitably con
Duty Act (16 & 17 Vict. c. 51) .

verted into land, claimed from D . succession duty upon it at the
Upon appeal ( L . Rep . 5 Ex. 102), the decision of the Court of

rate of five per cent., according to his relationship to C ., but D . Exchequer was affirmed , Chief Justice Bovill stating that “ the

insisted that he was liable only to pay legacy duty under the will argument on the part of the Crown has proceeded on the ground

of the testator. The court was equally divided in opinion , Chief that, by reason of the will, and of the trusts still continuing, the

Baron Kelly and Baron Channell considering that legacy duty | money is to be treated as land for all purposes, including

was payable, and Barons Bramwell and Cleasby being of opinion liability to duty, and that, therefore, succession duty attaches

that succession duty was payable ; but they all agreed that D .'s upon it as land. But that argument has pressed the equitable

interest must be considered to be derived from C ., and that the doctrine on which it proceeds beyonds its legitimate limit.

duty must therefore be at five per cent. Baron Cleasby being the When it is said according to that doctrine a fund to be laid out in

junior baron , withdrew his opinion , and the court declared that land is treated as land for all purposes, and that in the phraseology

legacy duty was payable . The case was argned principally upon of the courts it , in fact, is land , the language so employed is figura

the construction of the proviso at the end of the 19th section of tive and metaphorical ; ” and his Lordship proceeds to state, with

the Legacy Duty Act ( 36 Geo. 3 c . 52) ; and we are inclined to approval, the decision of Lord Langdale in Matson v . Swift (8

agree with Mr. Baron Cleasby that that section relates solely to Beav. 368 ), and more particularly the questions which Lord Lang

the duty payable by reason of the interests actually created by the dale suggested - “ Whether after a conveyance of land in trust to

will, and that so soon as the property becomes vested in a person sell, or after valid contracts for the sale of land and the death of

absolutely , and he has paid the legacy duty imposed upon him by the legal owner, the Crown can be entitled, for its own purposes

it, it ceases to have any operation ; but we also agree with Chief only, to enforce the equities between the parties ? If the parties

Baron Kelly when he stated " that he was by no means prepared should release each other, could the Crown, for purposes merely

to say that if the 19th section had been omitted altogether in the fiscal, not in the contemplation of any party , and not required to

Act, the duty would not have been payable,by virtue of its general fulfil the intention of any party , be entitled to the benefit of

provisions, upon anymoney to be laid outin land,untilactually solaid trusts, which are declared or acted upon only for the purpose of

out," and he added , “ The doctrine that money to be laid out in giving effect to the intentions of the parties ? "

land is to be treated as land , though long established in courts of We cannot say whether probate duty was claimed in respect of

equity is , in truth , a mere fiction , and no more ; and founded the fund upon A ., B ., and C .'s intestacies ; but we have no hesita

npon what Lord Thurlow , in Pulteney v . Earl of Darlington (1 tion in saying that, as legacy duty was payable because the pro

Bro . C . C . 223 , 237), called the cant expression ,' that in equity perty was actually personalty, probate duty must , for the same

what is to be done, is considered as done.' This fiction is , in reason , have become payable.

deed, reasonable and just when applied to the succession of per. (To be continued .)
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SOLICITORS' JOURNAL. 1 tion of the amalgamation of the two principa be allowed his costs rather than the “ losing "
societies ; if not, we hope that those memberswho one. Various applications to allow costs to the
feel the importance of the question will take the defeated side had frequently been made to him ;

In our last issue we felt it our duty to call atten - necessary steps prescribed by the new bye -laws to but whatever the practice obtaining in other

tion not only to the want of uniformity in the bring the matter before the society at an early courts he , for his part, would take care that, as

notices required to be given by articled clerks in date. It would be very beneficial if some arrange- a rule , he would cause the side which lost the

reference to the respective examinations which ment could be made with the Government by |ice ozaminations which ment could be made with the Government by suit to pay its own costs. We quite concur in
which the payment of the annual certificate duty Sir George Jessel's opinion and hope that when

have to be undergone prior to admission on the should qualify for membership of the society. the Judicature Act is in full operation the posi.
rolls, butalso to the conflicting decisions arrived tion of parties to a suit as regards costs will be
at by the masters at Judges' Chambers in matters more clearly defined , especially for the better

THE delay in publishing the names of gentlemen
relating to such notices. A question of probably guidance of solicitors.

voly who passed the final examination last term is
greater importance is that of the right of articled occasioned by the fact that the list has not yet

clerks to hold offices, or be engaged in other been issued by the Incorporated Law Society, THE following solicitors have been elected to the
employment of any kind during articles, which which we believe is owing to the great pressure office of mayor for the ensuing year : Mr. G . T .

was lately considered by the newly -appointed put on the epintor put on the entire staff in the office of the society Picton Jones , Pwllheli,Carnarvonshire, fifth time;
in consequence of the issuing of the annual certifi. Mr. J . Parry Jones, Denbigh , N . Wales, third

Lord Chief Justice in the case of Ex parte cates, the duplicate declarations necessary to time. This makes in all fifteen solicitors elected to
Greville, reported in our issue of the 29th ultimo, obtain which are unfortunately only carried into theabove office for 1873-4 , so far as we have been

page 70. It certainly does seem a great hardship the office by the great majority of solicitors just able to ascertain at present.
that articled clerks should practically be debarred in time to pay the duty at Somerset House before

during the continuance of their articles of clerk .of dark the 16th inst. We hope, however, to be able to
publish the list in our next issue . Weare pleased to notice that in the case of The

ship from filling offices which, while they in no Corporation of Dover against the South -Eastern

way interfere with their duties under articles , and The London, Chatham , and Dover Railway
Companies, before the lately appointed railwaywould often be a source to them of profit, not A SOLICITOR at Uxbridge writes us as follows :

“ I often think that the LAW TIMES would be doing commissioners, the town clerk of Dover was re.

only in a pecuniary but also in an educational a good practicalwork by publishing in its columns presented by his London agent. We hope soli
sense . Webelieve the rule of the examiners to the various appointments connected with the law citors will see the necessity of availing themselves
be not to object to articled clerks holding offices for which attorneys and solicitors are eligible, in of the audience before this tribunalto which they
which are honorary in their nature, and the whose gifts are these several offices, and as near are entitled .

duties of which are performed after office hours . as may be the stipend in each case.” We can

Whilst we do not pretend to quarrel with the
only say that if we can satisfy ourselves that it THE following law lectures and classes are ap .

would be of interest to the Profession we will pointed for the ensuing week in the Hall of the

decisions lately arrived at by the Court of gladly undertake to execute the suggestion of our Incorporated LIncorporated Law Society ; - Monday, class Com
Common Pleas at the instigation of the Incor- correspondent ; at present, however, we are in mon Law , 4 .30 to 6 o 'clock p .m ; Tuesday,ditto, 4.30

porated Law Society upon the construction of some doubt as to its utility . to 6 p .m . ; Wednesday, ditto, 4 .30 to 6 p .m . ;

sect. 10 of 23 & 24 Vict. c . 127 , yet we are de
Friday, lecture, Conveyancing, 6 to 7 o 'clock . This
concludes the lectures and classes for Common Law

cidedly of opinion that the statutory provision in We are very glad to notice that the Legal Edu for the present year. Those in equity do not com
question should be relaxed, for we are confident cation Association, a deputation of the members mence until the 10th April in next year . Stu

that at times, and that not anfrequently , it works of which have waited on the Lord Chancellor dents are not admitted after lectures have com
are not to be lulled into inaction , either by the loss | menced .

with actualdetriment to thebest interests of those ofmuch valuable support, or by the recent mea

who will in future represent the Profession. sure of the Inns of Court ; on the contrary, We are sorry to notice from correspondence

we learn from the Honorary Secretary of the which has lately appeared in one of the daily
association (Mr. J. V . Longbourne), that they papers that a considerable doubt has been thrown

It may not be generally known that the office of
will continue their labours with the same energy upon whatwebelieve to be the right of solicitors,
which has characterised their work in the past. I or counsel instructed by them , to appear on

Queen 's coroner and attorney, formerly held by a Our wish for their continued success is we are behalf of seamen , or ship ' s passengers and their

barrister-at-law , and which properly should be confident, shared in by the great bulk of the Pro relatives, and shippers and under writers, before
held by a solicitor, is now filled by a non -pro fession . Courts of Inquiry held by direction of the
fessional gentleman . The office of coroner of the Board of Trade, under Part 8 of the Merchant

WE have lately had forwarded to us certain
Queen 's household and of the Verge, is now , and Shipping Act 1854 . From the correspondence in

spurious notices which purport to be issued from
has been for many years, held by a solicitor.

question we gather that these courts are not un
County Courts, from which we find that these are frequently in the habit of deciding that upon
not only issued by debt collectors and all kinds of these inquiries the crew of a ship , and others
agents, but even by ordinary tradesmen , for the interested (with the exception of the owners) have

Weare glad to find thatthere are some solicitors purpose of obtaining payment of their debts, I no lotheir debts , no locus standi before them . We know of no
who appreciate the labourg of the Incorporated | and we are sorry to say that we believe they owe || sufficient reason for the adoption of this course,
Law Society. We bave received a letter from a their origin as a rule to law stationers, some of and we are confirmed in our opinion by the terms

solicitor at Leeds, taking exception to our criti. | om a great variety of a letter written by direction of the Board of
cisms upon that body, in which he says : - “ It is can be purchased . This is a question , perhaps, of Trade upon the subject and which forms part
quite true that the Incorporated Law Society is not greater importance to the administration of justice |

the correspondence to which we refer, in which
in the countrya very active law reformer . but it does good work than to the Prolession for

the following observation appears : “ The inclina
and the value of that work should be fairly recogashonld be fairly recos ! although in many cases they are merely reproduc tion of the Board of Trade is to give beamen and

nized.” We are quite prepared to adopt the tions of statutory provisions long since repealed , ships' passengers, and others, the same privileges
expression of opinion of our correspondent." That yet they occasion much alarm to certain classes of as are given to the shipowners.” A rule to the
the work undertaken by the council is good and the community whod the community who are unable to distinguish contrary would be wholly unjust, and we hope

beneficial, as far as it goes, we do not for one between these spurious documents and the actual that we shall not in future hear the right of
moment dispute ; on the contrary , we are as pre. process of the County Courts, the judges of which solicitors so to appear questioned by any of thesolicitors so
pared asanyone can be to recognise to the utmost ought to have power in certain of such cases to l conrts in

the gratuitous labour of the council in the inflict a fine as for contempt of court.

interests of the solicitor branch of the Profession .
Having said so much in order to remove any mis NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.

So far as weare aware the council of the Incor
understanding that may possibly exist, it is but MALICIOUS PROSECUTION OF ACTION - ACTION

porated Law Society have not, at present, in any
just to add that themajority of solicitors feel that FOR - DECLARATION - NECESSITY OF ALLEGING

there is important work undone, the charge of
way availed themselves, in the interests of the
society, of the power given them by the new

DETERMINATION OF PROCEEDINGS IN PLAIN

which might well be committed to the care of | TIFF' S FAVOUR . - A declaration for maliciously
bye-law , by virtue of which they may elect, as

committees of the council, each appointed for extraordinary members of the council, any and without reasonable or probable cause pro

special purposes. The abuse of the privileges of member of the society (not exceeding ten ), curing the arrest and detention of a vessel in a
the Profession by unqualified persons, the unsatis

who, at the time of their election , shall County Court suit for necessaries , " until the pro
factory relations of the two branches of the Pro.

hold the office of president of any other law ceedings in the said court in the matter of the

fession as well inter se , as in connection with the society established in any place in the United
said arrest and detention were determined , and

public, the organization of the Profession , the
Kingdom , except the metropolis , for like or kin

the said ship released, ” is good , without an ex
amalgamation of the society with the Metropol

dred purposes. We believe that the power and press averment that the proceedings were deter
litan and Provincial Law Association , the forma mined in favour of the plaintiff . Per Blackburn

tion of local law societies as branches of the
influence both of the council and the society

and Archibald , JJ., dissentiente Quain , J . : (Red
society, indeed , the adoption, in this respect, of would be augmented by proceeding to these elec

tions ; and members of local law societies will do
way v . MacAndrew and another, 29 L . T . Rep .

Mr.Marshall' s schemefor organization ,the estab .
well to bear in mind , in electing their presidents,

N . S . 421. Q . B .)
lishing a system by which periodical meetings of
the members of the society , if not of solicitors office of extraordinary members of the council.

WILL - ILLITERATE PERSON - INDEFINITE
that they are (we hope) likely to be elected to the

ESTATE - CHARGE OF GROSS SUM - FEE - OLD
generally , could be held in London and the pro . Wewait, with interest, for the deteraination of LAW . - A testator, who died in 1806 , by his will
vinces for the consideration of all questions of the council upon this subject, and we hope that gave two freehold houses to one of his sons with .
interest to or concerning the welfare of solicitors, action has been already taken in thematter . out any words of limitation , subject to legacies
- all these matters require attention , and to those and annuities, with a gift over , in case of aliena
who would urge that the Incorporated Law tion or death without issue, to his brothersand
Society , by its council , does all that can fairly be During the present sittings in the Rolls Court , sisters, nominatim also subject to the legacies
expected, must be reminded of the existence of the the Master of the Rolls , addressing the counsel and annuities , and with a direction also to pay
Metropolitan and Provincial Law Association , and present, said that when a judgment was given sums of £4 to each of certain grandchildren as
36 local law societies, all without any connection against one of the parties in a suit referring to a they attain the age of twenty -three : Held , that
with the chief society , and of an effort now being small matter of property, & c ., that side generally on James's death without issue, and without bar
made to establish the “ Legal Practitioners' petitioned to be " allowed costs." Now , whilst ring any estate tail he might have had , the
Society ," which we believe is receiving much admitting that, in some exceptional instances, brothers and sisters took as joint tenants, and as

support throughout the country. This state of costs should be allowed to the losing side, he says the gift was coupled with a direction to pay

things speaks for itself , and requires no further that ought not to be made the rule , but rather several gross sums, their estates would in a case
comment from us. We hope to hear that the the exception . It was contrary to all principle coming under the old law , be enlarged to a fee
Council have determined upon calling a meeting of and notions of justice that the party who had simple : (Wilkinson v . Wilkinson , 29 L . T . Rep .
the members of the Society , to consider the ques. I received the benefit of the judgment should not N . S . 416 . M . R .)

vhon

ion .
-

-
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below

ARTICLED CLERK - SERVICE UNDER ARTICLES excess , the section was applicable. Held also, ance and education , promised the plaintiff, by
- ABSENT ABROAD FOR ONE YEAR ON ACCOUNT that the judge need not specifically direct as to parol, that he would pay her an annuity or sum

OF ILLNESS - 6 & 7 VICT . C . 23 ss. 12, 14. - An what points themaster is to examine thedefendant, of £300 per annum , by quarterly payments of £75
articled clerk having been absent from work but that a general direction is sufficient : ( Peyton each , so long as she should continue to do so . Not
during eleven months of his articles on account of v . Harting, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 478 . C . P .) being satisfied with the way in which the children
ill-health , and with the consent of his employer, JUDICIAL SEPARATION - CUSTODY OF CHI were being brought up by the plaintiff , the defen

the court refused to admit him as an attorney : DREN GIVEN TO THE WIFE. - Where the parties dant discontinued the payment of the annuity,
(Ex parte loses, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 420 . Q . B .) I had been judicially separated at the suit of the whereupon the plaintiff brought this action against

PRACTICE - TAXATION OF Costs — SEPARATE wife and the custody of the children had been him to recover the arrears of the annuity due to

ANSWERS FILED BY SAME SOLICITOR - DISCRE- || given to her , the court allowed a third party ( the her. The declaration claimed only £600 for two
TION OF TAXING MASTER - ORDER 40, R . 12. paternal grandfather) to intervene to show cause years' instalments, but it was proved at the trial
Whether the costs of separate answers filed by the why the custody of the children should no longer that arrears weredue for two years and a half , and ,

same solicitors should be allowed on taxation or be committed to her : (Goderich v .Goderich , 29 thereupon , the learned judge amended the claim

not is a matter entirely in the discretion of the L . T . Rep. N . S . 465. Div .) in the declaration by increasing it to £750, for
which sum the plaintiff had a verdict . Held, by

taxing master : (Beattie v. Lord Ebury, 29 L . T . COURT OF PASSAGE - NEW TRIAL - MOTION
Rep . N . S . 419 . V .C . B .) the Court of Exchequer (Kelly, C . B ., and Bram .

IN SUPERIOR COURT FOR - JUDGE'S NOTES. - A
well and Pigott, BB.) – First, on the authority ofPRACTICE - SUBSTITUTION OF DEFENDANTS - copy of the notes taken by the judge at the trial | Wells y . Horton (4 Bing. 41 : 5 L . J . 41. C . P .) and

MISDESCRIPTION - COMMON LAW PROCEDURE of a cause in the Passage Court of Liverpool is
Souch v . Strawbridge (2 C . B . 808 ; 15 L . J. , N . S .,

ACT 1852 - SECT. 222 ( 15 & 16 VICT. C . 76 .) — Where not needed in order to support a motion in a 12
170, C . P .), that this agreement was not onewhich

an action had been brought in error against the Superior Court for a new trial; and such motionmotion was “ not to be performed within the space of
clerk of a localboard of health , the court allowed may, according to the established practice , be

one year from the making thereof," and, there .
the name of the local board of health to be sub - made by counsel who did not appear in the court

fore, that it need not be in writing under sect. 4stitnted in of the cler

of the Statute of Frauds, and the plaintiff's
(Lord Bolingbroke v. Townsend , 29 L . T . Rep. C . P .) action was maintainable thereon . Bramwell and
N . S . 430. C . P .) . . TRADE-MARK . - INJUNCTION . - An English ad. | Pigott, BB ., were of opinion (Kelly , C . B ., for .
CONTRACT FOR SALE OF CHATTELS - BREACH - Ijective, merely describing the quality of a manu. | bearing to express an opinion on the point) that

SUIT FOR INJUNCTION - DEMURRER. - A court of factured article, will not be protected by the the agreement was determinable at any time, at
equity will not grant an injunction to restrain the court as a trade-mark . Therefore, when the the will of either party , upon reasonable notice .
breach of a contract for the sale of chattels where plaintiff, who dealt in malt liquors in London , Secondly, that under sect. 222 of the C . L . P . Act
specific performance of the contract would not be sold stout which was subjected by him to & 1852, the learned judge at the trial had full power
enforced . A . entered into a contract with B .by particular treatment, under the name of Nourish - to amend the claim for damages in the declara .
which B . agreed to sell to him the whole of the ing London Stout : Held , that he was not entitled | tion , the understatement of them being a “ defect”
get of coal of a specified geam in a colliery belong to an injunction restraining the defendant from within the words and meaning of that section .
ing to B . during a period of five years at a certain selling stout under the name_ of Nourishing (Knowlman v. Bluett, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 462 .
price . On a bill by A . to restrain B . from selling Stout: (Raggett v . Findlater , 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . Ex.)
the coal to other parties : Held that A . was not 448 . V . C . M .) LIBEL - DECLARATION - UNSUPPORTED INNU .
entitled to any relief in equity : (Fothergill v .Row

land, 29 L . T. Rep. N . S . 414 . M . R .)
PRACTICE - ADMINISTRATION SUIT - WANT OF ENDOS. - Declaration in libel, first count on the

PARTIES - DEMURRER ORE TENUS - Costs. - An following words : “ Weare requested to state that
EXECUTORS — OMISSION TO PROVIDE FOR objection to & bill for the administration of the the Honorary Secretary of the T . Defence Fund

LEGACY - RESISTANCE TO LEGATEE'S CLAIM real estate only of a testator , and without the is not and never was a captain in the Royal
LIABILITY OF REPRESENTATIVES OF DECEASED joinder of his legal personal representative, is Artillery , as he has been erroneously described .”

ECUTOR - COSTS. Three executors allowed an valid , though not raised by the answer, and may Innuendo , that the plaintiff was an impostor , and
investment of £500 to remain (under a power in be taken by way of demurrer ore tenus at the had falsely and fraudulently represented himself
the will) upon an insufficient security . One died . I hearing. Where such an objection is plain on the to be a captain in the Royal Artillery . Second
The legatee claimed the legacy. The surviving face of the bill , it is not the duty of the defendant count : “ the gentleman in question was a pay
executors opposed her claim on an administration to give notice to the plaintiff that he will avail | master in the Royal Artillery , and as such re .
summons. They gave no notice to the executor himself of it, and he will be entitled to the costsceived in due course the honorary rank of captain
of the deceased executor of the proceedings : of the day : (Rowsell v . Morris, 29 L . T . Rep . N . in the army, which is so stated in his commission .
Held, that the estate of the deceased executor was S. 446 . M . R .) His name appears under the head of paymasters
not liable to pay the costs of such proceedings :

(Paull v . Mortimer, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 418 .
MATRIMONIAL SUIT – ALIMONY PENDENTE on halt pay in this month 's Army List. He is

certainly not entitled to hold a command as anLITE . The parties in a matrimonal suit had beenM . R .)
living separate under a deed by which the wife re artillery officer .” Innuendo, that the plain

ARTICLED CLERK - STAMPWITHIN SIX MONTHS ceived an allowance of £40 a year, when the hus. tiff was an impostor, and had falsely and

STAKE OF LAW - RECKONING OF SERVICES band instituted a suit for divorce on the ground maliciously represented himself to be a captain

6 & 7 VICT. c. 73, ss. 819. - An attorney' s articled of his wife 's adultery. The wife petitioned for in the artillery . At the trial it appeared that the
clerk applied to stamp his articles within six | alimony pendente lite. The court, however, plaintiff had been a paymaster in the Royal
months of their execution , being misled by the though it was shown that the husband's faculties Artillery, that he held a commission as honorary

words of the Stamp Act 1870, s. 43 , but the Inland had increased since the deed of separation , re captain in the army, and was addressed and gene
Revenue refused to affix the stamp except upon fused to make any order for alimony. Held , on rally known as captain . He became honorary

payment of a penalty . The clerk subsequently appeal to the Full Court, that the Judge Ordinary secretary to a fund, and in respect of his connec

paid the penalty, together with the duty, but in was right in making no order, as no change had tion therewith , and his name being attached with

consequence of his mistake in the law , he was pre- been shown in the status of the wife : (Powell v. the addition “ Captain ,” R . A ., to certain adver
Tented from enrolling his articles within the time Powell and Jones, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 466 . Div .)in tisements, the alleged libels were published in the
required . The court allowed his service to be defendants' newspapers. On these facts the plain

PLEADINGS - EXCEPTIONS - SCANDAL - Costs. tiff was nonsuited . Held , that the nonsuit wasreckoned from the date of the articles, instead of
_ In cross suits between husband and wife, with

from the day of filing the affidavit required with right : as the wordsalleged to be libellous did not

the enrolment, under 6 & 7 Vict. c . 23 , ss. 8 and 9 :
reference to certain leaseholds the separate pro prima facie support the innuendos, there was no

(Ex parte Hayward , 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 422.
perty of the wife, the husband set up an agree evidence to go to the jury of circumstances ren

Q . B.)
mentmade on the marriage, that in consideration dering the statements charged capable of bearing

BILL OF REVIVOR - TIME FOR ENROLMENT
of advances by him to pay the debts of his wife's ththe meaning imputed to them : (Hunt v . Goodlake,

ELAPSED - NEGLIGENCE OF PLAINTIFF - DE
first husband, she would concur with him in sell. | 29 L . T. Rep. N . S . 472. C . P .)

MURRER - 15 & 16 VICT. C . 86 , . 52 – Cons. ORD. ing the leaseholds to recoup him ; and in answer

23, R . 28. - A bill was dismissed on appeal in Deo. to interrogatories by the wife, the husband pre

1867 . No steps were taken until Nov. 1872, when ferred against her à charge of adultery . On ex Correspondence.ceptions to such answer for scandal: Held , on the
an order nisi for enrolment was granted . notwith .

standing the time for enrolment had expired . One
| OUR INVADERS. — Wehave received the followauthority of Christie v. Christie (28 L . T . Rep.

of the defendants died in Dec. 1872. On the 16th
N . S . 807 ; L . Rep . 8 Ch . 42) , that the exceptions ing letter from a solicitor upon the subject

Jan. 1873 the court ordered an enrolment, subject
must be allowed, and everything with reference to of the notices issued by “ The United King

to the plaintiff presenting his petition to the
the adultery struck out, with costs : (Pearse v . dom Mercantile Offices, Legal Department,” and

House of Lords within a given time. It was then
Pearse ; Pearse v . Perase, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 453 . 'which we have often printed in these columns :

ascertained that by the death of another defen
V . C . H .). “ My impression is that the document, a specimen

dant in 1870 , the suit had become abated , and the TENDER BY PUBLIC CONTRACT - GOOD Con - of which I enclose you, has already been exposed
in your paper ; but having within a short spaceRegistrar refused to draw up the order. The | SIDERATION - UNILATERAL CONTRACT. - The de.
of time had two of them brought to my office, I

common order to revive having been refused , the fendant tendered to supply the plaintiffs with

plaintiff filed a bill ofrevivor, to which theexecutors certain goods at a fixed price, or with any of them
think it right to call your attention again to it ,
as the audacity of the authors seems rather to| that the plaintiffs should order. After the plainof one of the deceased defendants demurred . Held ,
increase with publicity than otherwise, and itthat the court had a discretion to grant a decreé | tiffs had given some orders, the price of the goods

rose, and the defendant refused to supply them ,
should be as widely and generally cautioned

for revivor after the time for enrolment had ex . against as possible. In one case & poor woman
pired , and would exercise it, except under special on the ground that the contract was unilateral,

with a sick husband and a large family came to
there being no consideration for the defendant'sand extraordinary circumstances of neglect or
promise to supply the goods, and there was nodelay : (Patch v . Holland , 29 L . T . Rep. N . S .,419.

me in the greatest fear and distress, and it was
some time before I could satisfy myself and her

V . C . H .) obligation on the plaintiffs to give the order :

Held, that the tender of the defendant to supply
that there was no actual process whatever in force

PRACTICE - INTERROGATORIES - INSUFFICIENT
what goodswere ordered , coupled with the plain

against her. The

ANSWER - ORAL EXAMINATION BEFORE MASTER.

client' of the office was a

- The 53rd section of the Common Law Proce .

tiffs ' order was a sufficient consideration to bind small tradesman , whose experience told him that

a very small order would be obtained through the

dare Act 1854 (17 & 18 Vict. c . 125) directs that
the defendant: (Great Northern Railway Com .

in case of omiagion, withont inst. nor to o lpany v. Witham , 29 L , T . Rep . N . S . 471. C . P .) 1 County Court, and who had no doubt found that

the awe-inspiring threats of the ' United Kingdom

sufficiently written interrogatories, the judge may STATUTE OF FRAUDS (27 CAR . 2 , c . 3 ) , SECT. 4 | Mercantile Offices ' were, in many cases, more

direct ap oral examination of the interrogated - PAROL AGREEMENT TO PAY FOR MAINTEN - I efficacions. EDMUND H . CHEESE ."
party as to such points as he may direct before ANCE OF BASTARD CHILDREN - AMENDMENT OF
the master. A defendant having answered the CLAIM FOR DAMAGES IN DECLARATION AT TRIAL .
interrogatories in a voluminous manner, intro . - The plaintiff , a feme sole, being themother of five ARTICLED CLERKS HOLDING OFFICE . -
ducing many additional and irrelevant topics to children by the defendant, ranging from five up to see by an answer in an issue of to -day to a

those contained in the interrogatories, the judge fourteen years of age at the time of the promise correspondent, “ James A . Tucker," that you
made an order directing the defendant to appear after mentioned , the defendant, in consideration express it to be your opinion that an articled

and answer orally before the master. Held , that that the plaintiff would , at his request, take and clerk may hold an appointment as a salaried
Where the answers contained such an amount of continue to take the sole charge and support of organist, provided it does not interfere with his

Irrelevant matter as to amount to an impertinent the said children , and provide for their mainten . ' service under articles or with his duties in office
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hours , without contravening section 10 of 23 & 24 | Bull (Jas.), formerly ofKingsdown, Bristol, late of St Clair | stones were then 5in , thick . The footway on this,
Villa , Lower Redland- road , Cliftor , first clerk in H . M ' s

Vict. c. 127. The case having occurred to me, Il Custo
side of the square was formed by the flagstones,

Customs at the port of Bristol. Jan . 15 ; O ' Donoghue and

wrote last week to the secretary of the Incor- Co ., solicitors, 1, St. Stephen 's -street, Bristol.
and curbstones over the cellars of the houses ..

porated Law Society . asking his opinion . and Davis, otherwise CARTWRIGHT (Mary A .), 25, Welbeck - The flagstones having been worn down by the

street, Cavendish -square, Middlesex, spinster Dec. 21 ;

received the following answer :
Chauntrell and Pollock , solicitors , 63 ,Lincoln 's Inn -fields,

traffic over them to the thickness of only 2 ) in .

2nd Dec ., 1873. Middlesex.

became dangerous and required repair . The

DEAR SIR , I do not think you could hold the appoint ELLICE (Russell), Lombard .street, London and Brickendon magistrate determined that it would not be just
ment referred to in your letter of the 29th ult. . and bury, Herts, banker . Jan . 31 ; R . Dixon, solicitor, 5 ,

receive a salary for so doing , without vitiating your
Finsbury -square, London .

that the respondents should be at the expense of

service . The examiners have no objection to a clerk

HADDAN ( Thos. H .) , New -square. Lincoln 's - inn . and North supplying a roof to the appellant's cellar, nor
grove, Highgate, Middlesex, barrister -at- law . Jan . 15 ; that the annellant shond be at the expens

holding an honorary office the duties of which are per

that the appellant should be at the expense of

Western and Sons, solicitors, 7, Great James-streeet,

formed after office hours. - I am , dear Sir , yours faith . Bedford -row , Middlesex .
paving the footway in front of his house ; he:

fully ,

E . W . WILLIAMBON , Secretary . KIRK ( John ), late of Richmond Lodge , co . Down, linen therefore directed that each should pay hall the

You should, however, refer to the case of Re Greville. merchant, lately trading at Belfast, cn . Antrim and
Keady, co . Armagh , and in New York , U . S . A . March

expense of repair . Held , upon a case stated , that

I may add that the appointment referred to in 1 ; Wm . M . Kirk , 12, Bedford-street, Belfast .
under the circumstances the respondents were

Mr. Williamson 's letter necessitates my attend. KIRTLEY (Matthew ), Derby, engineer. Jan . 24 ; Beale and liable for the whole expense : : (Hamilton v. St..

ance on Sunday and Wednesday evenings only , so
Co ., solicitors, 28, Great George- street, Westminster.

LOCK (Hannah ), Easton, Southampton , widow . Dec. 31 : |
George, Hanover-square. 29 L . T. Rep. N . S . 428 .

that whether I receive a salary or not, the service F . Bowker , solicitor, 23, St. Peter's -sireet, Winchester . . Q . B .)
is the same, and the two cases ought, at any rate , | LODWICK (General Peter),684, Westbourne-terrace, Middle LARCENY BY BAILEE (P . 467 ). - The prisoner

sex, and general in her Majesty' s Indian Army. Jan . 15 ;

to bear precisely similar relation to meas an
Western and Sons, solicitors, 7,Great James-street, Bed was employed by the prosecutor to fetch coals

ARTICLED CLERK . ford .row , London
from C . Before each journey the prosecutor made

[ Re Greville was reported in our issue of the MEARA (Charlotte C .) , 9 . Royal-crescent, Cheltenham , up to the prisoner £24 , out of which he was to
spinster. Jan . 20 ; Ticehurst and Sons, solicitors, Essex .

29th ult., page 70 . - ED. Sols.' DEPT. 7 place , Cheltenham ,

pay for the coals, keep 23s. for himself, and if the
MILLS (William ), Ivy Cottage, 347, Albany-road, Camber- price of the coal, with the 233., did not amount to :
well, Surrey , gentleman . Jan . 14 ; H . F . and E . Chester,

To Correspondents.

£24 , to keep the balance in hand to the credit of
solicitors, 86 , Newington Butts , London , S . E .

AN OCCASIONAL READER. - If the half of a term expires in

NEDHAM (Susannah 8 . ), Leicester, spinster . March 2 ; | the next journey . It was the prisoner' s duty to

Dalton and salasbury, solicitors, Leicester.

Hilary Torm next, he can present himself for examination

pay for the coal as he obtained it with the money
ROWBOTTOM (Wm . ), late of 1 , Elizabeth -mews, England.

up to and including the following Trinity Term , after

lane. Haverstock -hill, Middlesex, formerly or 21, and 4 , received from the prosecutor and the prosecutor

which he could only do so by special leave ( 2 ) and if A . goes
up for intermediate examination , and is unsuccessful, he is

Westmoreland-street , Marylebone, Middlesex, coachman . did not know but that he did so, but provided he

entitled , in the absence of any direction to the contrary , to

Jan . 22 ; 8 . J. Robinson, solicitor, 58, Gresham -house, Old Iwas gupplied with the coal, and not required to

Broad -street, London ,
present himself for examination in the following term , sub

WALLIS (Frances, otherwise Fanny ), formerly of 4 , Brung. pay more than the proper price for it , it was im

ject to the necessary notice . We cannot fully answer the wick -villas, New -road, Har mersmith, Middlesex , late of

query without the exact date of the articles . - [ Ep . Soli's

material to the prosecutor in what manner tho

Dept. )

Hill Villa , Melton -road , Woodbridge, Suffolk , widow .

Dec. 13 ;

On the 20th March the
O . Richards, solicitor, 16, Warwick -street,

prisoner paid for it .

Regent-street, Middlesex.
prisoner had a balance of £3 in hand, and the pro

UNCLAIMED STOCK AND DIVIDENDS IN THE | WATES ( Edward ) , 15 . Harmer -street, Milton -next-Graves secutor gave him £21 to make up £24 for the

BANK OF ENGLAND .

end, Kent, solicitor. Jan , 31 ; Hooke and Street, solici

[ Transferred to the Commissioners for the Reduction of the
tors , 27, Lincoln ' s- inn - fields, Middlesex.

next journey . The prisoner did not buy any coal,

National Debt, and which will be paid to the persons

WEST (John M . ), Duke of Sussex , 18 , Pierrepoint-row , Is. but fraudulently appropriated it : Held, that a

respectively, whose names are prefixed to each in three lington, Middlesex, licensed victualler . Dec . 31 ; Nash conviction of the prisoner for larceny of the £20

months, unless other claimants sooner appear. )

and Co ., solicitors, 2. Suffolk - lane, Cannon -street, London .

CLARK (Geo . Thos. ) and BRUCE (Henry Austin ), both of 13,
WHITING ( Rev . Jas. ), Vicar of Royston , Herts. Jan . 17 ; A .

as a bailee was right : (Reg. v . Aden , 29 L . T.

King' s Arms-yard , Moorgate -street, Esqs. 2225 Red Sea
M . White , solici or, Colchester .

Rep . N . S . 467. C . Cas. R .)

and India Telegraph Annuity , claimant said Geo . Thos.

WISEMAN (Jas. ), Heathfield -terrace , Halifax , York , gentle LARCENY - RECEIVING - ACCESSORY IN SECOND

Clark .

man . Jan . 15 ; Wavell and Co., solicitors, 26, Gcorge

WHITE ( Thos.) and PRICE (Geo. Wm .), 57, Mark-lane,mer. street, Halifax .

DEGREE. - An indictment charged S . with stealing

chants . El per annum Red Sea and India Telegraph

18s. 6d., and C . with receiving the same. The facts

annuity , claimant said Thos, White , the survivor.
REPORTS OF SALES.

were : S . was a barman at a refreshment bar, and
C . went up to the bar, called for refreshments,

CREDITORS UNDER ESTATES IN CHANCERY. Tuesday , Dec. 9 .
and put down a florin . S . served C ., took up the

LAST DAY OF PROOF.

ByMessrs. DEBEXHAX , Tewsox,and FARMER, at the Mart. florin , and took from his employer 's till some

ALLEN (Wm .), Sutton, Chester, fariner. Dec . 81 ; Wm . H .
Linaker, solicitor , Runcorn . Jan . 7 ; M . R ., at eleven

City of London . - No. 22, Peter' s -bill, freehold - sold for
money, and gave C . as his change 188. 6d., which

o 'clock .
£1000 .

ANDREWS (John ), Modbury , Devon, Esq. Jan . 10 ; J. H .

London Docks. - No. 9, Dock -street, a profit rental of £50 C . put in his pocket and went away with . On

Square, solicitor, Kingsbridge, Devon. Jan . 24 ; M . R ., at
per annurn , term 11 years - sold for £230 .

leaving the place he took some silver from his

twelve o 'clock

By Messrs . WINSTANLEY and HORWOOD.
pocket, and was counting it when hewas arrested .

BAKER ( Edward ), 3, Cross-street, Chapel-street, Stockwell, Lincoln 's- inn- fields. --Nos.21, 22 ,and 23, Little Queen- street, On entering the bar signs of recognition took place

Surrey, carpenter. Dec . 20 : Gresham and Son, solicitors, I freehold -- sold for £2750 .
24, Basinghall- street, London , Jan . 9 ; V . C . H ., at one Hackney . Nos. 1 to 5 . Grove-street, copyhold - gold for 1915 . | between S . and C . , and C . was present when S .

o 'clook ,

Nos . 6 and 7, Grove-street, and a plot of land - sold for took the money from the till. The jury convicted

BEW ( John ), Warwick, grocer . Dec . 22 ; Wm . B . Sander £1500 .
Bon, solicitor, Warwick , Jan . 7 : M . R ., at eleven o ' clock .

S . of stealing and C . of receiving. Held , that this

Nos. 8 and 9 Morpeth -road - sold for 2310.BRADFORD (Martha ), 183, Beresford -street , and 13 , Flood Old Fors. - No. 149, St Stephen's -road, freehold - sold for was evidence which the judge ought to have left

terrace, Walworth , Surrey . Dec. 24 ; Wm . Lewis, solici. 1480 .

! to the jury as reasonable evidence upon which C .

tor, 7 . Wilmington -square , Middlesex . Jan . 11 ; V . C . B ., | West Ham . - No. 9 , South -street, freehold - sold for £35 .

at twelve o 'clock .

might have been convicted as a principal in the

BREWITT ( Tbos .), Rayleigh , Ersex , Esq . Jan . 16 ; E . P .

By Messrs. D . CRONIX and Soxs, at the London Tavern . second degree ; and that therefore the conviction
De Gex , solicitor , 4 , Raymond -buildings, Gray' s - inn, Mid - Oakley- square. - - The lease and goodwill of the Prince for receiving could not be sustained : (Reg. v .

dlesex. Feb . 6 ; M . R ., at twelve o 'clock .
Alfred , term 69 years - sold for £6510.BULL ( Benjamin ) Harlow , Essex , farmer. Jan . 1 : John Norwood Junction . -- The lease of the Alliance Tavern , term Coggins, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 469. C. Cas. R .)

W . Windas, solicitor, Epping. Jan . 15 ; M . R . at eleven
16 years - sold for £690 .

ExcisE - CARRIAGE USED SOLELY FOR CON

o 'clock .CLARKE ( Jos.), Ramsey, Essex, farmer. Jan . 1 : H . S .

VEYANCE OF GOODS IN TRADE OR HUSBANDRY.

Goody, solicitor, North -hill, Corchester, Jan , 15 ; M . R . at

- By the 32 & 33 Vict. c . 14 , s . 18 , a duty is im

eleven o 'clock .
MAGISTRATES' LAW .

COOPER ( Ann E . ), formerly of Holbridge- place, near

posed upon carriages having a certain number of

Woking, Surrey, late of 6 , Warrior-square -terrace, St .

wheels and being of a certain weight ; and by sect.

Leonard ' s-on -Sea, widow . Dec. 81 ; J . Burgin , solicitor,
NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. 19, sub -section (6 ) , it is enacted that the term

8 , John street , Bedford-row , Middlesex, Jan . 19 , V . C . M ., RAPE - CONSENT - IDIOT. - Upon the trial of an * carriage ” means and includes any vehicle diawn

attwelve o ' clock ,
Davis ( 8 ephen T .) , Kingston upon Hull, manure manu

indictment for rape upon an idiot girl, the proper by a horse or mule “ except a waggon, cart, or

facturer. Jan . 3 ; Roberts and Leak , solicitors, Kingeton .

direction to the jury is that if they are satisfied other vehicle used solely for the conveyance of

upon-Huil , Jan . 9 , V . C . M ., at twelve o 'clock .
that the girl was in such a state of idiotcy as to any goods or burden in the course of trade or

FISCHER Peter J .), White Swan , Upper Norwood, Surrey,
innkeeper. Jan . 1 ; G . Crafter , solicitor, 81, Blackfriars .

be incapable of expressing either consent or dis. husbandry." The defendants were the proprietors

road, Surrey . Jan . 12 ; V . C . H . , at one o 'clock .

sent, and that the prisoner had connection with of a travelling equestrian circus, and it was their

GOODRICH ( Ermingarde), 10, Royal crescent, Brighton, her without her consent, it is their duty to find course of business to give a daily parade through

Sussex, widow , Dec . 31 ; Jos, Burgin , solicitor, 8 , Johu
street, Bedfuru -row , London , Jan , 19 ; V . C . M . at twelve

him guilty. The two cases of Reg . v . Fletcher are the towns which they visit. On the day laid in

o 'clock .

not adverse to one another . The principle is the information there was the usual parade in

HOOPER (Geo . H .) , Bloomsbury -square, Middlesex , and

Regency -square , Brighton , Sussex , Esq . Feb . 2 ; C . R .

properly laid down in the first case, and the Bishop Auckland, and amongst other carriages in

Rivington, solicitor, i, Fenchurch -buildings, Fenchurch second case was only a decision to the effect that the procession there were three drawn by horses ;

street , London . Feb . 9 ; V . C . B ., at twelve o ' clock . there was not that requisite testimony of want of
MAPPIN (Wm . ), Sheffield , provision dealer. Jan . 6 ; O . F . W .

one conveyed the band, consisting of eight per

Wilson , solicitor, Shetfield , Jan , 20 ; M . R ., at twelve

: assent to justify leaving the case to a jury : (Reg . formers ; two others conveyed four persons each ,

o 'clock .

Barratt, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 409. C . Cas. R .) and the persons in one of these were dressed in a

McCABE (Esther J . ), formerly of 14 , Southwick -crescent, POOR LAW – ORDER OF REMOVAL - IRRE
Hyde-park , Middlesex ,late of Ticehurst, Sussex , spinster .

gaudy attire and carried flags. These three car

Jan. 12 ; 8 . Potter, solic tor , 86, King-sireet , Cheapside ,
MOVABILITY -- UNEMANCIPATED CHILD. --- The riages were used also for carrying portions of the

London . Jan . 26 ; V . C . H ., at twelve o ' clock
amended proviso in 11 & 12 Vict. 0 . 111, s . 1 , to

ROBINSON (Margaret ), Priory - street, Micklegate , York ,

luggage and property of the circus from place to

widow . Dec . 31 ; G . M . Watson , solicitor, Stockton -upon

the Irremovability Act, 9 & 10 Vict. c . 66 , s . 1 , place, and at the timebefore mentioned therewere

Tees. Jan . 8 ; M . R ., at eleven o 'clock .

applies to all children who have not become clothes belonging to the circus in the back locker
Rose William B . ), ) , Howick - place, Westminster, Middle emancipated , whether living with or apart from
sex . barrister- at-law . Dec. 31 ; J . Brewer, solicitor, 6 .

of the band carriage, and also the music and

Victoria -street, Westminster, Jan. 10 ; M . R ., at eleven

their parents. A girl of nineteen , who had been musical instruments of the circus, and also in the

o 'clock .

two years in domestic service , and dependent on other carriages there were some loose deal boxes

SPRY Richard ), 97 , Curtain road , Shoreditch , Middlesex . | herself, in the respondents' union ,becamecharge
easy chair and couch manufacturer. Dec . 15 : Pritchard Lable : she had no settlement but that of her

and brackets : Held, that these three carriages

and Englefield , solicitors , Painter 's Hall, Little Trinity

were not within the exemption spocified in the 6th

lane, London . Dec . 22 ; V . C , B ., at twelve o 'clock . widowed mother , which was in the appellants'

TIZARD (John ), Weymouth and Melcombe Regis, Dorset, union.

sub -section of sect. 19 as carriages “ used solely
The mother had for years lived in and for the conveyance of any goods or burden in the

solicitor, and late a partner in the firm of Eldridge, Pope,
and Co , brewers, Dorchester. Dec . 17 ; H . T . George, soli .

| been chargeable to her place of settlement. Held , I conrse of trade or husbaudry,” and that they re

citor , Weymouth , Jan . 12 ; M . R . , at 11 o 'clock .
that the order of removal of this girl to her quired to be licensed : ( Speak v . Powell, 29 L . T .

WARD (William ), Elim Cottage , Hatherley -road , Chelten . mother's place of settlement was good : (St. | Rep . N . S . 434. Ex.)
ham , house agent. Jan . 10 ; Robert Wh- eler, solicitor,
Cheltenham , Jan . 22 ; V . C . M ., at 12 o 'clock ,

Olave's Union v . St.George's Union , 29 L . T . Rep .
WILLIS (Harriet ), Cheltenham , spinster . Jan . 10 ; Henry N . S. 426 . Q . B .)
Kinneir , solicitor, Swindon , Jan , 22, V . C . M ., at twelveBono , waon , u , V . U . L . & Wolve METROPOLIS LOCAL MANAGEMENT- REPAIR

THE LICENSING ACT 1872, SECTION 12 .

o 'clock ,
OF ROOF OF CELLAB - PAVEMENT OF FOOTWAY. At the Stamford Borough Petty Sessions, on the

CREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 VICT . C . 35 .

- The appellant was summoned uncer the Metro - 29th November last, the following case came be

ADAMS (Jog ), 25. Stainsby-road. Poplar, Middlesex, gentle. / politan Management Act 1855 (18 & 19 Vict. o . | fore the Bench :

man . Jan . 22 ; J . c . $ t. Aubyn Angove, solicitor, 120 , 120) , 8 . 226 , to pay for the repair of his cellar

Aldersgate-street, London,

In Saint George's -square, in the borough of

ADNETT ( Bazill W .) , Black Bull and Star, New Gravel

which the respondents had done under sect. 102 of Stamford , is a building owned by the Marquis of
lane, Shadwell, Middlesex , licensed victualler. Dec. 23 ; that Act. The magistrate found in fact that in Exeter , and known as the Assembly -rooms. This
J . Pendergast, 87 , Colet- place, Commercial-road , Middle front of the appellant' s house and the other building , in consideration of a rent, is let by his

sex .
BLACKFORD (Mary), Bewdley, Worcester, spinster. Jan .

houses situated on the north side of Eaton -square lordship to a Mr. Langley, who, for certain pay.

1 ; W . N . Maroey , solicitor, Bewdley .BROWN (Wm . H .), 40, Chrisp-street, Poplar, Middlesex, | walls of the cellars. Those cellars were so formed ling to use it for balls, lectures, operas, concerts,
were cellars covered by flagstones resting on the ments, lets it from time to time to persons apply .

draper . Dec. 31; William Sturt , solicitor, 14 , Ironmonger

lane, London ,

Twhen the square was built in 1830, and the flag . ' meetings, and similar purposes.
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On the 26th November 1873, these Assembly. ' kind . Mr. H . G . Lake, chairman of the Licensed MARITIME LAW .
roomswere let to certain persons connected with Victuallers' Protection Association , presided over

& temperance society known as the “ Good the conference, which was fairly well attended , SPECIMENS OF A CODE OF MARINE
Templars.” A meeting at these Assembly -rooms some of the members, he said , having come from INSURANCE LAW .
was called by handbill, and to this meeting the distant parts of the country . The simple object,

By F . O . CRUMP, Barrister-at-Law .
public were admitted free of charge. A person he said , was to discuss amendments of the Act of
named Thomas Pollard attended the meeting, and 1872 . Mr. John James Homer, the treasurer, (Continued from page 90 .)

there ,whilst drunk ,was guilty of riotous conduct. explained the objects of the Bill in question , DEVIATION AND CHANGE OF VOYAGE.
Pollard was summoned before the justices under which , he said , were few and simple, the cardinal Definitions.
the second part of section 12 of the Licensing point being the question of hours. He thought Deviation - Voluntary departure withoutneces.
Act 1872 , and at the hearing the question arose the late Home Secretary made a mistake in sity - or a departure, through gross ignorance, or
as to whether or not the Assembly-roomswere, ignoring an uniform system and substitutirg an tho part of the captain (a ) - from the usual course
during the time such meeting was held , a public elastic principle. That had created , he said , ill. l of the voyage insured ; or delay in commencing
place. feeling and heart-burning throughout the trade. and prosecuting the voyage for purposes alien to

In support of the contention that the rooms He explained that they proposed by the Bill about theobjects of the adventure.
were a public place when such meeting was held , to be brought before Parliament to repeal the (a ) Phynn v. Royal Exchange Company, 7 T . Rep
Sewell 7. Taylor (29 L . J ., 50, M . C .), and Reg . 24th , 26th, and 36th sections of the Licensing Act . 505.
v . Holmes (22 L . J ., N . S ., 122 , M . C . ; 1 Dear. All the provincial societies bad been asked to send or after

C . C . 207), were cited, and particular stress laid delegates to the meeting . To the question were sailing the assured abandons the thought of pro
upon the judgment of Lord Campbell in the last their societies favourable to an uniform system of ceeding to the port of destination originally pre
case. closing ? seventy-seven of the large provincial scribed by the policy, and sails for another.
Against such contention it was suggested by cities and towns replied in the affirmative, in . Woolridge v . Boydell, Dougl. 16 ( a ) .

the clerk to the justices that “ public place," as cluding, among others, Scarborough , Dewsbury , Intention to Deviate.
used in the 12th section , might possibly have to be Maidstone, Burton -upon - Trent, Hull, Stockport, A mere intention to deviate does not discharge
taken ejusdem generis, with a highway ;" and that Lincoln , Newcastle upon Tyne, Sunderland, North the insurer.
although the Assembly -room might, when the and South Shields, Dublin , Belfast, and Kewly v . Ryan , 2 H . Bl. 363 ; Thelusson v . Fergusson

meeting was held , be " a place of public resort, " more. The result was that seventy-seven in all 1 Dougl. 361.

it was not clear to him that it was then a public answered favourably as to the question of hours. Test of Deviation .
place. The notes to Paterson 's Intoxicating In London alone, he said , of the answers (3329 in If the risk be altered there is a deviation .
Liquor (Licensing) Act 1872 , p . 12,Oke's Synopsis , number) received , 2874 were in favour of twelve If the risk be enhanced there is a deviation .

11 edit., vol. 1 , p . 727 and 729, notes 442 and 444, o 'clock and 455 in favour of 12 30, being a majority And if the risk be altered without being
Oke's Licensing Act, and Ex parte Freestone (25 ) in favonr of closing at twelve o'clock of 2419. / enhanced there is a deviation .
L . J . 121, M . C .) , (where Reg. V . Holmes Mr. Childs, solicitor to the Licensed Victuallers' Arn . Ist edit . 312 ; Phillips, sect. 983 ; Company o

is mentioned and commented upon ) ; Hirst v. | Protection Association , stated how the Bill sought African Merchants v . British and Foreign Marine

Insurance Company, 28 L . T . Rep. N . S . 233 .Molesbury (40 L . J . 76 , M . C .) , and the Vagrant to amend the Licensing Act of 1872. The pro .

Act Amendment Act 1868, were mentioned . The posed alterations had reference chiefly to the The Loss .

Bench adjourned the case to the next petty ses. times of closing, and those were left blank in the The logs need not have been in any way what
sion , directing the clerk to take counsel's opinion Bill. Mr. Sharman, the secretary , read an explana. ever connected with the deviation .

in themeantime. tory letter as to how the Bill proposed to deal Effect of Deviation .
The following opinion of Mr. C . G .Merewether with existing grievances, from the Queen 's counsel Deviation determines the liability of the under

upon theabove facts wasreceived at the adjourned by whom it had been drawn, adding that he was a writer fromwriter from the time of leaving the track of the
meeting : member of Parliamentas well as a Queen 's counsel. / specified voyage :

Marshall Ins . 139 ; Hare v . Travis, 7 B . & C . p. 14 .
" I am of opinion that the Assembly-roomswere but that he did not at present wish his name to

not during the time of the meeting a public place bementioned . A principal part of the proposed Efect of Change of Voyage.
within the Licensing Act, sect. 12, and agree with alterations of the existing Act was the manner If the determination to change the voyage be

stinction pointed out by the derk to the of dealing with the bona fide traveller " Me formed before the risk attaches, the policy is void

justices. Looking at the words employed by the Winterbotham , a leading member of the trade, ab initio. If not formed until after sailing the

Legislature, and the juxtaposition of highway , it who contendecithat uniformity asto honrs was the anderwriter is discharged from all losses which

appears to me that the place contemplated is one mainspring of all their action, moved that in the may occur subsequently to its being formed :

to which the public have a right to go, and where opinion of that conference the hours of opening Way v . Modigliani, 2 T . Rep . 30 .
they have a right to be, such as an open or en . within the City of London and its liberties, and WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES JUSTIFY DEVIATION .
closed market , a church , or arcade, in a highway. within the Metropolitan Police district, should be Deviation may be justified
That the courts still put a strict construction on from five a .m . to twelve p. m . on week days, and on 1. By usage.
similar words is shown by Tinson ' s caso, reported Sundays from one to three and from six to eleven 2. By licence in the policy .
in 39 L . J . 129 , M . C . The words in the Vagrant o 'clock . He commented on what the called the 3 . When made to save life [not property ).
Act, upon which the decisions relied upon were gross injustice to the trade of granting excep . 4 . When forced upon the assured by vismaior.
given , are different - viz ., “ any place of public tional licences , and said , speaking on behalf of 5 . When the control of the ship is taken out of
resort ;" and the amending Act of 1868 contains the whole trade , that they hated a drunken man the hands of the assured .
words which fortify me in the view taken here. as much as any other member of the community . 6 . In extraordinary emergencies to repair.
Sect. 3 enacts that any person playing in ( a ) any The motion was seconded by Mr. Wetenhall, who 7 . When necessary to avoid disaster.
open or public place, or (b ) in any place to which dwelt on the disposition which had existed during 8 . In repelling hostile attacks.
the public have, or are permitted to have, access, the last twenty years to shorten the hours of 1. Usage must be precise, clear, and well.

is liable to certain penalties. It is perfectly clear | labour, and, that being so , he submitted the established :

that the framers of that clause did not suppose licensed victuallers should not array themselves Arn. 4th edit. 427; Cormack v. Gladstone, 11 East ,
that the phrase (a ) included such a case as the against public opinion on that subject. He also 347 ; Salisbury v . Townson , Millar Ins. 418.

present. CHARLES G .MEREWETHER. contended , amid cheers, that twelve o 'clock should 2. The licence given by the policy must be

" 11, King' s Bench-walk , Dec. 2 , 1873." I be the hour of closing both in town and country . observed with the most scrupulous and literal

The justices, acting upon such opinion, dis and that if they went for that hour in the Metro exactness :

missed the case . polis the country people would also ask for an uni. Elliott v . Wilson, 7 Brown's P . C .459 .

formity of hours. Mr. Edwards, secretary of the Liberty to " touch and stay ” is construed

National League ,objected to the introduction of a | according to the character of the voyege and the

THE LICENSING LAWS. Bill by the trade itself. Mr. Graystone, of York , object which the parties had in view :
On Wednesday a conference of licensed vic. supporting the motion , thought they were much Arn . 4th edit . 435.

tuallers , convened by their Protection Society, indebted to the London trade for only asking for There being a liberty to touch and stay, it is no
was held at the London Tavern , to consider, in twelve o'clock , and he was of opinion thut all deviation to trade unless by so doing the risk is
accordance with the course pursued by them on the large town should be on the same footing with materially varied :

Arn . 4th edit . 446 .previous occasions, matters affecting the interests the metropolis as to closing at twelve o'clock .
A general liberty to touch at a port or at portsof their trade which are about to be brought Mr. Winterbotham explained that there was

before the Legislature. The immediate object of not the slightest objection on the part of the without specifying them will justify touching only
for the purposes of the voyage :

the meeting was to consider a Bill which they London trade to include the country as to the
3 Kent, Comm . 3rd edit . 315 ; Ph . s . 1007.

have had prepared by & Queen 's Counsel, for hour of closing. Mr. Cleaver also advocated one 3 . Deviation to save life is obviously justifiable

emending the Licensing Act of 1872 . In antici- hour for closing for the whole country, and he on principles of humanity : (Ph. s. 1027.) Devia
tation of the meeting, the trade, in their several deprecated on this occasion the provincial towns

tion to save property only is fatal : ( Ibid .)
sorieties , had been invited to consider whether being “ left out in the cold .” It was denied by

4 . A forced interposition of an intermediate
they were favourable to an uniform system of severalmembers of the conference that there was

voyage does not discharge the underwriter if the
opening and closing public houses all over the any such intention . The motion of Mr. Winter specified terminus ad quem is still kept in view :

country from 5 a . m . to 12 p . m . on week days, and botham was supported by Mr. Thurston , who Driscol v . Passmore, 1 Bos. & Pall. 200 ; Bottomley v .

on Sundays to open at 12.30, close at 3 , re-open at stated that they had received 3329 adhesions from Bovill. 5 B . & C . 210 : Vallojo v . Wheeler , Cowp 143.

5 or 6 , and close at 11 p. m . They had also been the trade in the metropolis in favour of one uni. NOTE . - The force may be physical or moral, or exist

asked,among other questions, to consider if they form nour of closing - namely , twelve o'clock . in a state of circumstances leaving the captain no

were favourable to grocers being placed in all After some further discussion , in which someof alternative : (Arn . 4th edit . 466 .)

respects upon the same footing as licensed vic- the provincial delegates took part, it was moved
6 . When in consequence of disaster the vessel

taallers in reference to police supervision ,hours and as an amendment by Mr. Knowles that half-past cannot safely pursue the voyage, the master is
magisterial control. It was stated that 75 licensed twelve at night be the uniform hour of closing on not only justified in quitting the course and seek .

Ling the most convenient and suitable port forvictuallers' associations in various parts of the week days. In the result the motion of Mr. Win .
country were represented at themeeting - a larger terbotham was carried by a large majority , and it repairs and supplies, or on account of other

number of societies , it was said , than were ever was afterwards agreed to appoint & committee to exigencies of the voyage, but it is his duty to

represented at any previous conference of the consider the clauses of the proposed Bill. seek such port :
Ph 8. 1018 , et seq . ; Mottone v . Lond. Ass. Co. 1 Atk .
Ch . 545 ; Petty v . Royal Ex . Ass. Co. 1 Barr. 341.

BOROUGH QUARTER SESSIONS. But if the ship was inadequately fitted out in
the first instance , departing from the voyage to

Borough. Wnat notice of
When holden. repair the deficiency is a deviation :

Recorder. Clerk of the Peace.appeal to be given . Forshaw v . Chabert, 3 B . & B . 158 ; Raine v . Bell, 9

East, 195 ; Thomas v . Royal Ex. Ass . Co 1 Price, 195 .Birmingham . Monday, Dec. 29 ......... | A . R . Adams, Esq., Q . C .... T . R . T . Hodgson . 7 . The ship may go out of its course , or delayDeal Friday , Jan . 2 .. .. .. R . J . Biron , Esq . .. . . 2 days .. .... .. .... E . Drew , to avoid disaster, to join convoy , or to gain intelDover Monday, Dec. 29 Sir W . H . Bodkin , Knt. ... 2 days .. G . W . Ledger.
Thursday, Jan . 1 J . B . Maule, Esq., Q . C . ... 10 days C . Bulmer.

ligence , ex. gr., as to a rumoured blockade of the

Wednesday , Dec . 31 ... F . J . Smith , Esq . ..... H . T . Sankey. port of destination . And deviation which would
Sandwich | Thursday, Jan . 1 .... .. .... . IR . J . Biron , Esg .. .. . .. . T . L . Surrage. be justifiable under a policy against the perils of

Leeds
Yargate
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the sea generally , is not a deviation under a policy or any other unavoidable accidents preventing the that the freighters could require the ship to go to

against one or some only of such perils : loading and unloading." There was also this somedischarging place not in the regular course
Phillips, sect . 1025 . clause : “ This charter to be in force for as many of navigation ,and only accessible atrare intervals.
NOTE. There has been gomedoubtwhether deviation voyages as the vessel can make in two years, to Then it appears that Brunswick Wharf is a

to avoid an excepted peril is justifiable (see the commence from the date of the first cargo being regular place , and is selected , and the ship is to
cases of O 'Reilly v . Royal Exch . Ass. Co., 4 Campb. unloaded .” It was proved by the captain that go there. It is a tidal harbour, and in all tidal

236 , and O 'Reilly v . Gonne, Ib . 247 ) , but Phillips

( s . 1025) is of opinion that it is . Arnould was of
there were several usual loading places in the harbours a ship is liable to be delayed by the

a different opinion (1st edit. 407 ) , but his view has
Bilbao River between its mouth and the town of state of the tide . If such a misfortune happens

not been adopted by his editor.
Bilbao ,of which three are San Nicholas, Zoroso , it is in the regular course of navigation . The

But ifthe voyage is given up and another entirely
and Oliviaga, the last being the highest up the ship here, when she lay on the mud bank, was not

distinct one undertaken on account of a peril not
river. The ship arrived at the port on the 1st as near to Brunswick Wharf as she could safely

insured against, the risk thereupon ceases.
Feb., and on the 7th the captain received orders get, and that the event shows; for in the ordinary

8 . The deviation must be strictly confined to from the merchant's agents, Messrs. Ybarra , to and regular course of navigation she might and

the purposes of self-defence . The engagament go to San Nicholas to take in cargo. The captain | did safely get to Brunswick Wharf, and then dis.

begun in self-defence may, however, be prosecuted took his vessel to San Nicholas on Sunday , the charge her cargo.” Now the charter- party in the

to capture, but if a desire be evinced to profit by 9th ,and on the 10th , at 6 a . m ., he was ready to above case is on all fours with the charter-party

the capture of prizes, and the direct course of the take in his cargo , but he was prevented by the before me. The ship was therefore bound to

voyage be thus departed from , there will be a de- harbour-master from putting , his vessel along: go to San Nicholas on the first voyage, and to

viation :
sideMessrs. Ybarra's wharf,which forms part of a Zoroso on the second voyage, and the lay-hours

Jolly v . Walker, 2 Park Ing.630. See other cases Arn . large quay orsetof wharvesby theriver side where would not commence until the ship had arrived
4th edit. 459. Haven v. Holland, 9 Mason 's Rep . he had been accustomed to receive his cargo , but at those places respectively , and was ready to
230 . he could have taken the cargo where the vessel then receive cargo . Now , I think it clear that she had

The Voyage. was lying. The loading of the vesselwas finished at performed her duty on the first occasion when she

The voyage, a deviation from which discharges 3 pm . on the 15th , so that there was to delay had arrived at San Nicholas, though she was pre

the underwriter , is the sailing from one port to offifty-seven hours beyond the stipulated lay . vented by the harbour master from coming into

another with all practicable safe and convenient hours, if the time be computed from the time the loading berth of Messrs. Ybarra . In Brown

expedition : when the vessel was at San Nicholas ready to v . Johnson (10 M . & W . 331) the ship was ordered

Phillips, sect. 981. load, but a delay of twenty -four hours only if the to Hull, and the usual place of discharge was the

Thelanguage describing the course of the voyage time be computed from the timewhen the vessel dock ; and it was held that the lay - days com .

must be taken in its mercantile acceptation : was allowed to go into berth . Upon the second menced from the time of the vessel's coming into

Phillips , sect. 979. occasion the vessel went light to Bilbao on the | dock, though she could not get to a place of
Any usageas to the course or mode of pursuing 2nd March, and on the 3rd the captain gave unloading until two days after, owing to the full

a voyage, or any variation from the usual manner notice , at 11 a . m ., that his vessel was ready , but state of the docks. This case has been followed
of pursuing and conducting it , rendered necessary that timewas to count from 2 p . m . The ship was by other cases, and the last reported case which I
and authorised under the policy by the circum . then at St. Nicholas, and the captain received can find (and which is the more closely applicable,
stances, thereupon becomes a part of the voyage orders at 1 p . m . (when he was at the town of as it is for demurrage in loading ) is Tapscott v .
to the sameeffect as if expressly provided for : Bilbao) to go to Zoroso. Bilbao is about three Balfour (L . Rep . 8 , C . P . 46 ). In that case it was

Phillips, sect. 981 . and a half miles from San Nicholas, and as the stipulated that the ship should proceed to any

A voyage is commonly characterised in part tide had begun to flow when he received his Liverpool or Birkenhead dock as ordered by the

by its implied or expressed object and particular orders, and as it would take three bours for the freighter ,and there load in thecustomary manner

limits : ship to get her steam up, the captain stated that a cargo of coals. The ship was ordered into the

Phillips, sect. 986. he was unable to get to Zoroso until the following / Wellington Dock , where coals are most usually

The mere specification of the voyage includes tide. He therefore claimed the lay hours to com - loaded from tips, of which there are only two, and

the usual place and mode of putting on board and mence from 2 p . m . on the 3rd , whilst the defen - / by the dock regulations no coalagent is permitted

landing the cargo :
Phillips . sect. 997.

dants contended that the time did not begin to to have more than three vessels in the dock at &

run till he had got to Zoroso, seventeen hours time. The plaintiff ' s ship was ready to go int

“ At and from " and " to ard from ." later. The defendants admitted their liability for the dock on the 3rd July , but was not allowed to

The insurance being “ at and from ," and " to or four hours on thesecond occasion,and for twenty - enter, because the coal agents employed by the

from " port or ports , the question of deviation is four hours on the first, and they paid £30 into defendants had three ships already in the dock ,

one of construction upon the particular policy . court for the demurrage . Mr. Ingledew appeared and two others in turn to get in . She got into

Arn , 4th edit., 432, 433, citing Bragg v . Anderson , 4 for the owners, and Mr. Ensor for the merchants. dock on the 11th July , but could not get under

Taunt. 229; Lambert. v. Laddiard , 5 , Taunt: 480 ; 1 | The only points in dispute were from what time, the tips for some time owing to the number of
Marsh Rep . 149 ; Ashley v . Pratt, 16 M . & W . 471 ; 1

Ex. Ch . 257 : 17 L . J . 135 , Ex. ; Harrower v . Hutch
under the circumstances, was the time to run ? vessels in turn to go under before her . It was

inson , L . Rep . 4 Q . B . 523 ; 5 Q . B . 584, 589 ; Brown
In Brereton v . Chapman (7 Bing. 559), it was held | held that the lay-days did not commeneewhen the

1. Taylor, 4 A . & F . 241. that the lay-days allowed by a charter party for a ship was ready to enter the dock , as contended by

A vessel or other interest being insured " at | ship 's discharge are to be reckoned from the the plaintiffs, nor at the timewhen she got under

and from " a port, the assured may , by manifest. | time of her arrival at the usual place of dig. the tips, as contended by the defendents, but at

ing an intention while in port to adopt another charge, and not at the port merely , though she the time when she got into dock . From this case

destination , avoid the policy.
should for the purposes of navigation discharge I think it follows that the plaintiff ' s ship was

And if she sails from the port for another some of her cargo at the entrance of the ready, under the terms of this charter, when she

destination , the result is the same, even though port before arriving at the usual place of dis was at San Nicholas, the appointed loading place,

the course of the voyage for some distance is
charge. But Parker v. Winlow (7 E . & B . 942) and that the merchant was answerable for, or

similar in both cases.
appears to me to lay down the law involved in the rather not excused by, the refusal of the harbour

Phillips, sect. 992 ; Tasker v . Cunningham , 1 Bligh ,
consideration of this case. That was an action master to allow the ship to go to the particular

p . 100 . for delay in unloading. By the charter the vessel, wharf or part of the wharf where the Messrs.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
when loaded , was to proceed to Plymouth , not | Ybarra usually load their cargoes. With respect

Convoy - Sailing with.
higher than Tor Point or New Passage, or so near to the second voyage, the case of Parker v. Winlow

It is no deviation for a ship which has once
thereto as she might safely get, and deliver the appears to me to show conclusively that the ship

sailed with convoy, and is driven back , to sail
same, & c . The ship arrived in the port of Ply - owner must answer for his inability to go up to

again without convoy, whether warranted to sail
mouth , and anchored in the Tamar on the 21st Zoroso sooner, by reason of the state of the tide.

with convoy or not.
June, and the merchant ordered the ship to the I consider that he received his orders to go there

Laing v. Glover, 5 Taunt. 49.
Brunswick Wharf to discharge. The port of in a reasonable time after the freighter knew that

But convoy being lost by delay, there is a de
Plymouth includes the tidal estuary of the his ship was ready. I will therefore give the

viation .
Tamar, in which , besides the harbour of Ply - plaintiffs a decree for £61, that is, for fifty -seven

Williamsv . Shee, 3 Camp, 469.
mouth and Devonport, there are several usual hours on the first voyage , and for four hours on
landing-places, one of which is the Brunswick | the second .
Wharf, below Tor Point and New Passage .

CARDIFF COUNTY COURT. In order to reach Brunswick Wharf it is neces

Thursday, Nov. 20. sary to cross a mud-bank in the Tamar. At MERCANTILE LAW .

(Before J . M . HERBERT, Esq., Judge.)
the time when the order to discharge was given
the tides were neap , and thevesseldrew too much NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.

WILSON V . THE DOWLAIS IRON COMPANY, water to be able to pass the bank even at high MARINE INSURANCE - INSURABLE INTEREST

Admiralty - Demurrage - Lay hours - Stipulations water during those tides. The captain requested OPEN POLICY - RIGHT OF CONSIGNEES TO IN

in charter -party . the merchant to send lighters to take part of the SURE . - The plaintiffs ,who are cotton brokers and
His HONOUR delivered the following judgment : cargo out, so as to enable him to cross the bank , agents in London , were , in the course of their

This is a suit in Admiralty under the County but they did not do so . The vessel proceeded business, in the habit of receiving consignments
Courts Admiralty Amendment Act, upon a claim towards the Brunswick Wharf, and grounded of cotton from Bell and Co ., of Bombay, and other

arising out of an agreementmade in relation to the on the mud -bank , where she_ lay till the high correspondents abroad , the plaintiffs making ad
hire of a ship , being , in fact , a claim for demurrage tides , when she got to the Brunswick Wharf, vances by acceptances ag inst the consignments.
in loading the plaintiff' s ship Campanil on two and notiee was given that she was there ready to The bills of exchange were usually negotiated in

several occasions. By a charter -party of the 12th discharge on the 2nd July . The plaintiff' s counsel India , and sent to the plaintiffs with the bills of
May 1871, the defendant chartered the plaintiff's contended that the lay -days commenced on notice lading attached , who accepted the same against
vessel,and it wasagreed that the ship should pro- of the arrival of the ship in the Tamar on the delivery of the shipping documents . The plain

ceed (after completion at Greenock , and having 22nd June, in which case there were nine days ' tiffs usually insured the cotton thus consigned to
liberty to take cargoes on the way there ) to demurrage. The court decided against the claim . them from Bombay with the defendants,bymeans
Bilbao ,not higher than Oliviaga, or so near thereto Crompton , J ., in his judgment, says : “ I think of an open floating policy for £5000 on cotton , lost
as shemight safely get, and there load in the cus- that the lay -days commenced just as they would or not lost, from Bombay to London , in ship or
tomary manner from the agents of the freighter a have done if the charter -party had expressed ships, and the insurances were expressed to be
full and complete cargo of iron ore ; and being so from the first that the vessel was to proceed tc made " as well in their own names as for and in

loaded should therewith proceed to Cardiff , & c. Brunswick Wharf, or so near thereto as she could the name or names of all and every person and
There was the following clause : “ seventy-two safely get. The ship is to go to Plymouth , a persons to whom the same doth ,may, and shall
running hours , Sundays excepted , are to be al. | tidal harbour. For the security of the shipownere appertain in part or in all . ” Bell and Co. , having

lowed the said merchants, if the ship is not sooner two points are named , and the vessel is not to be advised the plaintiffs of a shipment of cotton,
despatched, for loading , and to be discharged as required to go higher than those ; but below those drew upon the plaintiffs for £3000, at six month's
fast as the vessel can deliver , time to commence points she is to go to some discharging place. I sight,at the same timerequesting the plaintiffs to
from the time the vessel is ready to load and un. take it that place is to be selected by those whc insure the cotton . The bill of exchange was
load,and all hours on demurrage over and above the are to discharge her, with this restriction in their negotiated by a bank in India , and the plaintiffs
said lay -days, at the rate of 20s. per hour, except choice - that it is to be one of the regular usual accepted it on its arrival in London against the
in case ofhands striking work, or frosts, or floods, ' discharging places in the port . I do not think ' delivery of the shipping documents. The plain
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tiffs having two open policies then running with of trustees ; That Lord Hardwicke's decree was This judgment was affirmed on appeal, after a
the defendants, declared the cotton against them , binding on the court ; that upon failure of Lord long delay, in 1857. It was then thought that a
and at the same time wrote the London branch of E . to present, the college could say that they sale in lots would be an advantage, and C ., on the

the bank offering “ to hold the amount insured at had lost the right to present one of their fellows, tutor 's opposition to such sale , petitioned the

their disposal until payment of the acceptance for and that the gift over took effect so as to vest court to appoint an expert for the tutor to value
£3000.” . The vessel in which the cotton was the living in the college : (8t. John 's College, the property for such sale . The experts duly re
shipped having been lost at sea , the plaintiffs Cambridge , v . Earl of Eppingham , 29 L . T . Rep . ported their valuation to the court , but no

paid the bill of exchange for £3000, obtained pos. N . S . 447. M . R .) further proceeding, prior to the sale,was taken in
session of the bill of lading , and demanded the

FOREIGN STATE - PROPER PLAINTIFF - DE
the suit. Pending these proceedings, in April

policy moneys from the defendants. Payment
MURRER. - The minister of a foreign state does

1857, C . sold his life interest in the usufruct to L .,
being refused , the plaintiffs brought an action on

not represent his sovereign for the purpose of
who was subrogated in all C .'s rights, under the

the policies, averring that the plaintiffs, or someor
suing in this country in his own name in respect

deed of gift and the judgment of the courts. In
oneof them , were or was interested in the goods to

of his sovereign 's property : (Baron Penedo y . Sept. 1857, C . sold the corpus of the property.
the full amount claimed , and that the insurances

Johnson , 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 452. V .C . M .) Held (reversing judgments of the Court of Queen' s
were made for the use and benefit and on account Bench , Lower Canada) ; First, that the execution
of the person or persons so interested . Held (per WILL - CONSTRUCTION - " SUMSOF MONEY DUEWILL - CONSTRUCTION - " SUMSOF MONEY DUE of the power of sale by C .was not, in the absence

Bovill, C . J ., and Denman, J .) , that the plaintiffs TO ME ” - UNLIQUIDATED DAMAGE8. - Bequestby of fraud, invalidated by Co's previous alienation

had an equitable interest in every part of the a testator of “ all sums of money due to him at of the usufruct and the subrogation of his rights

cotton , they being liable upon their acceptance, the time of his decease.” At the death of the in another. Secondly , that judicial sanction was

and that the plaintiffs had such an interest in testator, A . was under an unascertained liability not necessary to the exercise of the power of sale ;

selling and managing the consignment as in law to him for breach of a covenant in a lease. Held , and that the clause " en observant les formalités

entitled them to insure ; and also that as the that the damages recovered in an action brought requises,” was directory only of the formalities

plaintiffs intended to cover the interests of all by the executor against A . for the breach passed imposed by the deed , and did not make necessary

parties interested in the cotton , they might under the above bequest, as the action merely the formalities required on judicial sales. Thirdly ,

recover the full amount under a declaration ascertained the amount of what was due to the that the tutor' s participation in the sale was not

averring interest in themselves, applying the pro - testator at his death : (Bide v . Harrison , 29 L . T .2, 29 L . T . essential to its validity. Fourthly , that on the
ceeds to the extent of their claims, and holding Rep. N . S . 451. V .C . M .) terms of the deed of gift, all the grandchildren
the remainder as trustees for the other persons WILL - INTENTION TO EXCLUDE FROM of the donor, including the children of B ., were
beneficially interested . Held (per Keating and RESIDUARY DEVISE . - The wife of A ., beinghaina | entitled to share per stirpes : ( Sutere v. Beaudry ,

Brett, JJ.) , that the plaintiffs ' having made entitled in fee , devised to him the B . property. 291.29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 410 . Priv . Co .).
advances on goods in transitu , had only a con . A .. nnder a wrong impression that his wife had WILL - CONSTRUCTION - GIFT OVER - PERIOD

tract right in the cotton to have the bill of lading no power of testamentary disposition , made his OF VESTING - PRIOR LIFE INTEREST. -- A tes

endorsed to them on payment of their acceptance , will containing this clause : “ And I am wishful tator beqeathed his residuary personal estate to

and that they , as consignees, though they were here to observe that my son R ., as heir -at- law of trustees, upon trust to pay the income to his wife
interested in every part, were not the legal owners, his mother, will inherit the B .' property , and is for life ; and after her decease upon trust in the

nor the trustees for the persons beneficially in therefore further provided for . " A . then devised events which happened ) to pay the income to his

terested , and could not therefore, recover more his residuary estate to other persons. Held , follow . | daughter (naming her) for life ; with a gift over
than their own beneficial interest : (Ebsworth and ing Circuitiing Circuitt v . Perry (23 Beav. 277 ; 28 L . T . Rep . in the event of her death without issue to his twoPerry (23 Beay. 277 : 28 LT. R

others v . The Alliance Marine Insurance Company, 1 o . s . 115 ) , that A . had died intestate as to the B . sons (naming them ) ; with a gift over in the event

29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 479. C . P .) . property , notwithstanding the residuary devise : of both his sons dying without issue to Mary H . ;
BROKER — MATERIAL ALTERATION - WHETHER (Hawks v . Longridge, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 449. |( Hawks v. Longridge. 29° L . T . Rep . N . S . 449 . with an ultimate gift over in case Mary H . should

BKOKER MAY TREAT HIMSELF AS PRINCIPALMV . C . M .) die without leaving any issue living at the time of

MOLLETT V . ROBINSON . - In the absence of evi- WILL - ILLITERATE PERSON – INDEFINITE her decease. The testator's widow died in 1823 .

dence of custom otherwise, a broker may not treat ESTATE - CHARGE OF GROSS SUM . - A testator His two sons survived her,and died without issue

himself as principal, and sue his employer as for who died in 1806 , by his will gave two freehold in the lifetime of his daughter, who died without

goods bargained and sold . The plaintiffs as houses to one of his sons without any words of issue in 1866 . Mary H . survived the daughter ,

brokers, bought for the defendant upon the 6th limitation , subject to legacies and annuities, with and died without issue in 1872 : Held (reversing

Jan. five tons of india -rubber, at 23. 11 d . per a gift over, in case of alienation or death without the decision of Malins, V . C .) , that the represen

lb., and sent them a bought-note in which the issue, to his brothers and sisters , nomination also tatives of Mary H . were entitled to the fund , as

india-rubber was set out as deliverable " during subject to the legacies and annuities, and with a she did not die without issue in the lifetime of the

the month of January .” A corresponding sold direction to pay sums of 41. to each of certain tenant for life : Edwards v . Edwards (15 Beav .

note was sent to the sellers, at whose instance grandchildren as they attained twenty -three. 357) , approved and followed . (Re Heathcote' s

ruck out " during the month of Held , that on James' s death without issue, and Trusts, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 445. Chan.)

January, " and wrote “ forthwith ,” but did not without barring any estate tail he might have had,
communicate the alteration to the defendant. On the brothers and sisters took as joint tenants, and

the 7th Jan ., the defendant decided to throw up as the gift was coupled with a direction to pay COMPANY LAW
the contract , and sent an order to the plaintiffs several gross sums, their estates would in a case
to sell at 3s. The plaintiffs could only sell at coming under the old law , be enlarged to a fee NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
28. 10d ., and having paid the sellers at the rate of simple : (Wilkinson v . Wilkinson , 29 L . T . Rep .

28. 11 d ., sued the defendant for the difference. N . S. 416 . M .R .) .
| VOLUNTARY WINDING -UP - PRACTICE. - Three

The plaintiffs having been nonsuited, Held that petitions having been presented , summonses to
STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS - POSSESSION UNDER appoint provisional liquidators were adjourned in

the alteration was material : that the plaintiffs
INVALID WILL - RIGHT AGAINSTOTHER DEVISEES order to give time to the company to hold a meet.

could not treat themselves as principals, and - ESTOPPEL. — The Statute of Limitations cannot ing, at which it was resolved to wind-up volun .
recover for goods bargained and sold ; and that

give a person who has entered into a life estate tarily , and two liquidators were appointed . At a
the alteration being material the plaintiffs had 15

I under an invalid will , a right against other divi. subsequent meeting these resolutions were conpaid to the sellers what the defendant was not
sees of the will. A testator devised lands, offirmed . Held that the appointment was valid .

bound to pay , and consequently could not recover which he was seised only as tenant by courtesy , One order was made on the three petitions, the
for money paid to the defendant's use. A prior to his daughter for life, remainder to her son , first of which was for a compulsory winding-up ,
contract (at the same price) having been made by
the plaintiffs with other sellers, and cancelled at

subject to legacies to the testator's heir and and the others for an order , directing the winding .

the instance of such sellers, Held , per Brett, J .,
others. The daughter entered under the will, up to be continued under supervision , and the

that in making such prior contract, the plaintiffs
paid the legacies, and continued in possession for carriage of the order was given to a petitioner ,
more than twenty years. She afterwards con

had exhausted their authority , and had no power
whose petition had been presented before, though

to make another : (White and another v . Beneken
veyed the premises in fee to the defendant. advertised after one of the other two. Semble ,
Plaintiff, who had acquired the interest of the that the secretary of a company is a proper persondorff, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 475. C . P .). remainderman under the will , brought ejectment, to act as liquidator : (Re London and Australian

Held , that the defendant was estopped from dis . | Agency Corporation , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 417 .
puting the plaintiff' s claim under the will : (Board | M . R .)

REAL PROPERTY AND v . Board, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 459. Q . B .) RAILWAY — LIABILITY - REDUCED RATE OF

CONVEYANCING .
DEED OF GIFT - POWER OF SALE - ALTERA: CARRIAGE — WILFUL MISCONDUCT . - Plaintiff

TION OF USUFRUCT BEFORE SALE. - By a deed of consigned goods by the defendants' railway at a
gift in May 1827, a widow gave to her son C ., to reduced rate, below the ordinary rate, upon an

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. take effect as an immediate gift, the enjoyment undertaking to relieve the defendants from all

CHARITY - TRUST TO PRESENT TO LIVING - and usufruct of lands in Montreal, for his life, liability in case of damage or delay, except upon

SPRINGING USE - FAILURE TO PRESENT- OLD and after his death to his legitimate children ; in proof that such loss, detention , or injury , arose
DECREE - COMMON RECOVERY. - In 1723 five case of his death without children, to his brothers from wilful misconduct on the part of the defen
advowsons were settled by deed , giving them to and sisters, or any of them , during their lives ; dants ' servants . It was proved that the goods
certain persons successively in tailmale ,upon the and if at C .' s death his brothers and sisters were placed in a truck to be attached to a train
" express condition or limitation " that upon a should be dead , the property should belong to passing the station late at night. That train
vacancy the person entitled to present should their legitimate children per stirpes ( par souches). / brought some cattle to the station, and the defen
nominate and present a Fellow of St. John 's , and | Power was given to the donee to sell the property dants' servants , in order to prevent the cattle
on failure so to nominate and present, that the for a rentcharge, if it should be judged by experts from being kept in their trucks till the next day ,
advowsons and right of presentation should be to to be advantageous to the succession . C . died drove them into a yard , from which they strayed
the use, benefit, and behoof of the Master and childlegs in 1861, having survived all his brothers | upon the railway, and upset the train , thereby
Senior Fellows of the college. In 1754 Lord and sisters. Two brothers, J . and B . , left children . injuring the plaintiff's goods. Held , in an action
Hardwicke made a decree by which , treating the B . died before the deed of gift of 1827 . In 1814 , for this injury , that the contract was reasonable ;
settlement as a “ trust or benefaction ," he held C . desiring to exercise his power of sale, filed a and that the facts proved did not constitute evi.
that the presentation of a certain class of Fellows petition in the court of Queen 's Bench , Canada , dence for a jury of defendants' liability : (Glenister
called Platt Fellows, instead of Incorporated stating his desire, and praying the court to nomi v . The Great Western Railway Company, 29 L . T .
Fellows, or Fellows on the ancient foundation, nate a council of the family to appoint a tutor to Rep. N . S . 423. Q . B .)
was void . In 1802 the then patron suffered a represent the substitutes, and to act with C . in RAILWAY - LIABILITY FOR ACCIDENT TO A
recovery. Fellows of St. John ' s continned to be nominating experts to certify as to the advantage PASSENGER ON LINE OVER WHICH IT HAS RUN
presented till 1871 to one of the living , but then of sale . The tutor appointed having refused to NING POWERS. - Under the statutory powers of an
Lord E ., the then patron , failed to present, and nominate an expert, C. brought a suit against Act of Parliament the L . and N . W . Railway Com
the bishop presented by reason of lapse. Held , him to compel him to do so . The court compelled pany ran passenger trains over a certain portion
that the settlement created a charitable trust ; the nomination of experts, who reported to the of the defendants' line of railway, paying to the
that the recovery could not operate so as to court in favour of a sale ; and the court ulti. defendants therefor a certain fixed mileage rate .
destroy the conditions upon which presenta . | timately declared C .' s right to exercise the power The times of the passing of these trains over the
tions were to be made, but simply as a change of sale “ en observant les formalités requises." ' defendants' line were regulated by the defendants ,
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man ,

and the signals , at the point of junction between pose it is disputed, see what expense may be in . is that there was a prevalent general cause of
the two lines of railway, were under their control cnrred ! Witnesses must be bronght from a great delay, arising from circumstances named in the

and management. In consequence of the driver distance, and as the knowledge of each witness exceptional clause existing up to the time the

of a L . and N . W . train negligently disobeying can extend only over a limited space of ground, ship was laden , as well as at the time of her

the signal duly given to him by the defendants' | many witnesses must be summoned . Atone end arrival. There were clearly disturbances in those

servants, such train , whilst running under the of a disturbed district all may appear to be peace ; districts from which the customary supply of ore

above-mentioned powers, and without any negli at another place there may appear the activity of at the port of Bilbao came, and the disturbance

gence on the part of any of the defendants' ser business, and yet they may be only hasty efforts was not a mere local riot, which could be eup

vante name into collision on the above mentioned to preserve whatmay be threatened with destrue . I pressed by the ordinary civil power of the town

portion of the defendants' line, with a train of the tion ; and in another locality the beasts of burden and this also was shown by the preparations

defendants, in which the plaintiff was travelling which may usually be employed to supply a port made for the defence of Bilbao - the breaking up

as a passenger under a contract with the defen or city with its common articles of trade may be of the railway , & c . Verdict for dejendant.

dants, and caused the injury to him for which this driven off . The bolt of war may fall on one place,

action was brought ; and it was held by the court and the noise of its explosion may shake thewhole

(Bramwell, Cleasby, and Pollock , BB.) that the district. One witness might relate little ,and even
action was not maintainable against the defen . several might appear to contradict each other BANKRUPTCY LAW .
dants , inasmuch as the L .and N . W . R . Company 's when no just ground of disagreement existed . In
servants, through whose negligence alone the the case of The San Ransom (28 L . J. 381 NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
collision occurred , were not concerned in the (1873) , P . C .) , where a ship had been delayed by

carrying of the plaintiff, and were not either in its captain at Valparaiso, under the apprehension THE BANKRUPTCY RULES 1870, R . 292 - LIQUI

the employment or under the control of the defen - of being captured , the evidence seems to have in .
DATION - No RESOLUTION - BANKRUPTCY -

dants, who consequently were not liable for the cluded reports respecting the movements of a
Costs OF LIQUIDATION - PRACTICE . - A debtor

injuries resulting from such collision . The Great vessel of war , and newspaper reports, which
filed a petition for liquidation of his affairs by

Western Railway Company v . Blake (in error) (7 might have been correct or incorrect, and arrangement, but no resolution was come to by

L. T . Rep. N . S . 94 ; 7 H . & N . 987 ; 31 L . J. 346 , the advice of & consul not to sail. The
the creditors. The debtor was subsequently ad .

Ex.) ; and Thomas v . The Rhymney Railway evidence of the most justly apprehended dan. Ju
| judicated bankrupt. Held , upon appeal, that the

Company ( L . Rep. 5 Q . B . 226 ; 39 L . J. 741, Q . B . ; I ger must be imperfect. But surely there would
ja ( costs of the liquidation proceedings must, in the

22 L . T . Rep. N . S . 297 ) ; s .c . in error ( L . Rep. 6 be no difficulty to provide in charter-parties that
absence of proof that the debtor bad acted from

Q . B . 296 : 40 L . J . 89 , Q . B . ; 24 L . T . Rep . N . S . those who are the parties to them shall be bound
| corrupt or improper motives, be paid out of the

145 ) discussed and distinguished : (Wright v. The by local official statements of fact relating to
estate, pursuant to the 292nd Bankruptcy Rules

Midland Railway Company, 20 L . T . Rep . N . S . causes of delay , matters of regular turn in loading ,
1870 : ( Ex parte Jeffery ; re Hawes, 29 L . T . Rep.

436. Ex.) or such other facts as are connected with what
N . S . 433. Bank.)

are usually called “ exceptional clauses.” This VENDOR AND PURCHASER - LIQUIDATION -

could be especially done when the evidence relates STOPPAGE IN TRANSITO - RIGHT OF VENDOR TO .

COUNTY COURTS , to events of a public character . Commissions to - A ., a merchant in Liverpool, bought certain

examine witnesses abroad are the source of a great winches of yarn of B ., in London, of C ., who

SWANSEA COUNTY COURT. money outlay, and the testimony of witnesses
acted as broker for both parties, “ to be taken im .

Rees v . Thomas.
brought from abroad is frequently enormously mediately from the wharf in London and paid for
expensive. It is thus that the great difficulty in by the buyers' acceptance at four months.” B .

Charter -party - Demurrage - Civil commotion in this case arises . What is sufficient evidence of sent an invoice of the goods to A ., inclosing a

foreign State. “ civil commotions " disturbing the trade of a bill of exchange for his acceptance, and on the

His Honour (Judge FALCONER ) said - In this port ? The plaintiff, through his agents, may same day C ., acting as agent for A ., directed the

case a charter-party was made between 1 wha goods to be forwarded by rail to Liverpool. Upon

Rees, the owner of The Village Belle , of 320 tons, disclose it . He may be ignorant, and it is the their arrival there the railway company sent A .
and W . H , Thomas, an agent for merchants. The duty of the defendant to excuse the non - perform the usual advice note that the goods “ remained
vessel was to proceed to Bilboa , and to load inance of his contract. The seamen on board the there to his order and were then held by the com

customary manner from the agent of the freighter Village Belle can tell us little . Their knowledge
pany, not as carriers, but as warehousemen ." A .

a complete cargo of iron ore, in bulk , to be brought is limited to the business of their own vessel, and did not accept the bill of exchange, but filed a

alongside, atmerchants 'expense ; and,being loaded to what they can imperfectly observe from its | petition for liquidation . B . having claimed the

to proceed to Llanelly , with an option of one outdeck . Neither the master, mate, nor seamen | right of stoppage in transitu as against the

of three voyages to Swansea . There were to be eight could relate what is passing on the not distant
trustee u tion : ( E

working days allowed to load at Bilbao , and to mountains which may interfere with the trade re Chadwick , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 431. Bank .)

be discharged in regular turn and in the customary | they are engaged in . John Jones, the mate of the BILL OF SALE - BANKRUPTCY OF ADMINISTR! •
manner, with all such despatch as the usage of the Village Belle, says : “ There were 400 to 500 TRIX - ASSUMPTION OF ABSOLUTE OWNERSHIP .

port will permit. “ All accidents or causes occur. | vessels there ; there were lots arrived after us. " - A ., a trader, died in Oct. 1870 , intestate, being

ring beyond the control of the shippers or affreigh . “ Did they get away before you ?" _ “ Yes, one ; indebted to the plaintiffs, to whom he had given
ters which might prevent or delay her loading or she loaded before us." Surely such an accumula a bill of sale, which was not registered . Adminis

discharging , including civil commotions, strikes of tion of shipe at the end of February and in March , tration was granted to his widow on the 14th

any pitmen or workmen , riots, frosts, floods, and d downto near the end of Aprilis strong evidence | Nov. 1870, who continued the business, remaining
stoppage of trains, accidents to machinery , & c ., of great disturbance of the trade , caused by these in possession of the chattels assigned by the buil
always excepted . Demurrage, 4d . per register ton political events mentioned by the witnesses. The of sale , and became bankrupt on the 13th Jan .

per day.” The charter being concluded on the ship Daniel was at Bilbao in February , but the | 1872 . On the 30th Jan . 1872 , the plaintiffs filed a

behalf of others, it was agreed that all liability of master was not able to getaway till April, though plaint in the County Court for the administra
agents signing in every respect, and as to all , it was early in April. The payment to him of tion of A .' s personal estate. Held , that the title

matters and things as well before as after, the demurrage is of no importance, as his delay might of the plaintiffs to the chattels could not prevail

shipping of the soid cargo, shall cease so soon as not have been excused by any exception contained against that of the trusteo in bankruptcy (1),
the cargo is shipped. The charter was to remain in in the charter-party . The ship Campanile was a because they had not taken possession under
force for three consecutivo voyages. Mr. David steamer , and it is admitted that a preference is their unregistered bill of sale ; (2 ) , because (inde

Rees, the plaintiff , and shipowner of The Village given to the loading of steamers ; perhaps, even pendently of that) they had allowed the adminis
Belle , produced the charter-party. He claims the | “ regular turn ” might permit such a preference. tratrix to continue in possession for more than

stipulated demurrage of 4d. per ton on 199 tons, for | The evidence of Mr. Warburton and of Vice-Con - twelvemonths, during which time she had dis
thirty - ninedays, which amounts to £129 7s. After sul Tutor proves a state of commotion and dismissed the character of administratrix , and as

reciting the evidence, his Honour continued : Mr. turbance, extending from February to April - sumed that of absolute owner of the chattels :
Strick stated that his client (the defendant) could that is , to the time of the departure of the Village (Kitchen v . Ibbetson , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 450.

not have chartered the vessel unless he had pro . Belle. How , in such a state of affairs , could there V . C . M .)
tected himself from the probable effect of civil / be order or regularity in the transaction of busi. PARTNERSHIP - BUSINESS CARRIED ON BY

commotions in Spain . Of the necessity of such a ness ? Somemerchants of San Nicholas, or per - SURVIVING PARTNER — SUBSEQUENT BANK

course there can be no doubt. In countries where sons having private wharves, or who were placed RUPTCY. - A deed of partnership between a father

educated men have influenced the multitude, and in favourable positions on the river, from the first and his son provided that in the event of the

society is protected by legal equality - the only | loading-place on the river Nervon to Bilbao , may | death of the father (to whom all the capital.be.
equality which in this world can be perpetuated or have loaded vessels . “ All accidents and causes longed, the son having only a share in the profits),
even exist- there is necessarily continued secu . occurring beyond the control of the affreighters, the partnership should be dissolved , and the gon's
rity . Contracts can be made and entered into preventing or delaying loading,” are specified in share in the profits should thenceforth belong to
in such contries without any reference to any the exceptional clause as well as “ civil commo the father 's personal representatives, or to such
expectation of the disturbance of the ordinary tions.” Is there not sufficient evidence of general person as he should by his will appoint. By his

business of life. In Spain , however, revolution commotion and disturbance of the trade delaying will the father authorised the trustees to delay
succeeds revolution , generalafter general, ecclesi. the loading of vessels ? The case of Tendvilsden v . for two years the sale and conversion of such part

astic after ecclesiastic , stimulate to frequent civil | Hardcastle ,heard bymeatCardiff so far back as the of his estate as might at his death beemployed in
strife , the desperate passions of an ignorant popu year 1857 has been cited . That case, in principle, | the partnership business, and in the meantimeto

lation . Against the effects of such events even has been sustained by several decisions of thé / make arrangements with the son for carrying on
private contracts require the protection of excep saperior courts : (Adams v. R . Mail , S . P . Com ., the business, and he appointed the son one of his

tional conditions. But in the expression of the | 32 L . J. 92.) The charter-party in that case pro . executors. The son alone proved the will, and

terms of such exceptional conditions, such as vided that the freighters should not be held to took possession of the estate, and continued to

“ civil commotions," charter-parties are defective be liable for any delay in loading caused by carry on the business for over a year after his

in not expressing what shall be received as suffi. frosts, floods, strikes of workmen, or accidents . father' s death , and he then filed a petition for

cient evidence of the facts connected with such I held that a strike at a particular colliery was no liquidation . The trustee in the liquidation sola
conditions. What, for exanıple, shall be sufficient defence to the action , the general market for the the stock in trade ,which consisted partly of goods

evidence of a “ civil commotion ? " A claim for de. purchase of coal notbeing affected by the strike. which existed at the death of the father, a

murrage may relate to £50 or £100, and the claim , The strike at a particular pit did not prevent the partly of goods since purchased by the son : Held,

if contested ,though perfectly just,may involve the obtaining of coal in the ordinary course of the that the moneys arising from the sale of th
expenditure of a very large sum of money to sustain coal trade, and it is now usual to meet such a case | parts of the stock in trade which existed atme

it, and an equally large expenditure to oppose it by a special provision in charter- parties referring | death of the father were divisible amongst t .

if it be unjust. A “ civil commotion " means much to the particular pit or pits from which it is in - I joint creditors of the father and son, and that t

more than a civil riot. It means attacks by force tended to procure coal. “ If, however, vessels are moneys arising from the sale of those parts .
on the authority of the Government through mea - laden in a port during the general disturbance the stock in trade which were purchased .by .

sures which disturb the ordinary trade or business of trade from some general caase , or during civil son since the death of the father were div
of a locality . The occurrence of such an event, | commotions of lading, such cases are exceptional. | amongst the separate creditors of the son :

from its publicity and importance, it may have The excusing cause is to be a general disturbance | parte Morley ; re White, 29 L . T . Rep . N . D . *

been assumed , would not be disputed . But sup . ' in the business of the port. The inference I draw ' Chan .)

and
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BRADFORD COUNTY COURT. the money of Mr. Joseph Craven , who was the before referred to , it appears that this document

Oct. 10, 29, and Nov. 25. brother of the bankrupt' s wife. Mr. Craven has had been prepared on the 16th Nov., and was

(Before W . T . S . DANIEL, Q .C ., Judge.)
recently died, but has not been examined under signed by the bankrupt on the 27th Dec., in
this proceeding nor made any affidavit in the consequence of a letter written to him on the 26th ,

Ex parte DICKIN ; Re JOWETT. matter. Broadbent, in his examination before the by Mr. Killick 's firm , to this effect : " Mr. Broad
Sale by trader debtor for value - No transfer registrar on the 13th Dec. 1872 , states that he has bent seems annoyed at your not calling to sign the

Secretreservation - Subsequent creditors. no interest in the £480, or the furniture and memorandum . Please do so at once." I have

The purchase of the goods of a trader not in effects, and that his name has been used simply to already observed that I inferred that the real
debted though for value, is void against subse- | give effect to Mr. Craven ' s arrangements. By | transaction , as intended by the parties them
quent creditors, if itbe kept secret,and the trader payment of the £480 on the 1st Nov., it would selves, was a loan by Craven to the bankrupt of
be alloweil to remain in possession without visible appear that Craven had through Broadbent as his £480, to enable the purchase to be made for his
change in the actual ownership, and there be a trustee, became the purchaser for value from benofit , and for which he was to pay Craven
secret trust for the benefit of thetrader, to take the trustees of the property mentioned in the interest at 5 per cent., and give a bill of sale as
effect in the event ofhis insolvency . memorandum of the 29th Aug. 1867, and as security ; and I look upon the agreement as pre

Notoriety is essential to perfect a purchase for between him and the bankrupt, the legal right to pared by Mr. Killick as an effort of skill and
value when the possession is not changed . (See the property was in Broadbent, and the equitable ingenuity to protect the property more effectually
Latimer v . Batson , 4 B .& C . 652 ; Kidd v . Raw . | ownership was in Craven . The effect of the against the bankrupt's creditors than could be

! linson , 1 B . & P . 59.) arrangement necessarily was, and I presumewas done by a bill of sale , which would require regis .
Watson (Watson and Dickson), Bradford ,for the intended to be, that as regarded the bankrupt's | tration and re-registration , and would be no pro

motion . position at Idle, and the property and effects at tection against creditors if mere formal possession

Killick ( Food and Killick, Bradford) , for the Thorpe House, and the farm , there was, and were taken , whereas the agreement would leaveThorpe House, and the farm , there was,
respondent. should be, no visible change whatever. He had the bankrupt in the undisturbed possession of the

His Honour. — This is a motion by Henry been the real owner up to the execution of the property , and enable him to keep up the appear

Dickin , the trustee under the bankruptcy of deed of the 27th Sept . 1867, and by means of the ance of real ownership until the critical moment
Joseph Jowett, that John Johnson Broadbent, arrangements made by Broadbent and Craven of insolvency should arrive, and then possession
of Bradford , worsted spinner , may be ordered to with the trustees, remaining a secret as they did , could be taken by virtue of the legal ownership in
deliver to the trustee certain household furniture he was enabled to continue, and did continue to Broadbent, and this might be done quietly and

and effects , referred to in the notice of motion , appear to all his friends and neighbours , and secretly , and still be effectual if taken in fact.

or pay to the trustee the sum of £480 , the value those who had dealings with him , and even those Now , what is the agreement ? It begins by

of the said household furniture and effects of the who might know of his insolvency , as the real representing Broadbent as the absolute owner,
bankrupt, and in his order and disposition . And owner still. And if any person with whom the which is true only in the most technical

that Broadbent may pay the costs of the appli. bankrupt might continue to have dealings in the sense. According to Broadbent's evidence , there

cation , or that such order may be made as to way of business had been informed that his furni. was a secret trust that for paying 5 per cent, on

the court shall seem reasonable in the premises. ture and effects and property at Idle had been the £480 the bankrupt was to have the use of the
The facts as established by the evidence are bought by Mr. Craven from the trustees, such property for the benefit of himself and family .
these : For some time previously , and up to the person being informed also or knowing thatMr. Proceeding upon the false assumption of absolute
27th Aug. 1867, the bankrupt carried on business Craven was his wife's brother, might reasonably ownership in Broadbent, he grants the bankrupt,
in Bradiord as a worsted top maker , at a mill have concluded from the fact that there was no as though he were an independent hirer or bailee

called Osborne Mill , and he resided with his wife outward change in the bankrupt' s position , that of the furniture , the liberty to use and enjoy it
and children at Thorpe House, Idle, in the parish the purchase had been made under some family independently of his wife and children , at a rent
of Calverley , which he occupied , with some land arrangement for the bankrupt's benefit, and that of £24, payable half yearly,the first paymentto be
attached , as tenant to Mr. Edmondson. In the he continued the real, as he was permitted to be madeon the 1stMay,and he is to insureagainst fire

month of Aug. 1867, the bankrupt found himself the apparent, owner. It appears, however, that in the name of Broadbent. It was admitted on the
unable to pay his debts in full, and resolved to this was not Mr. Craven ' s real intention . He in . | hearing beforeme that he never did insure. And
execute a creditors' deed under the Bankruptcy Act tended , as I infer from what took place, that in why is what is called rent fixed at £24 ? It is
1861. In contemplation of his insolvency , he, on the event of a subsequent insolvency of the bank . plainly the interest at 5 per cent. on the £480.

the 12th Aug. 1807, procured an inventory and rupt, whenever that might happen , he (Craven ) | And why is the first half yearly payment of this

valuation to be made of his household furniture should , through the instrumentality of Broadbent | rent to be paid on the 1st May 1868 ? Plainly
and effects ( including the live and dead stock in as his trustee,be enabled at any moment to assert because the £480 had been paid on the 1st Nov.,
the land and premises at Thorpe House) by and give effect to his real ownership , and have it though Broadbent's title had accrued on the 29th
Messrs. Hardwick , Best and Young, of Bradford , in his power to place the property beyond the Aug., and the bankrupt had had the use and

who valued the sameat £516 13s. Messrs . Wood reach of the bankrupt's creditors, and apply it enjoyment of the furniture all along. Was this

and Killick acted as the bankrupt' s solicitors in according to his discretion for the benefit of the rent ever paid ? Broadbent says it was not. He

the arrangements with his creditors, and on the bankrupt in providing , or helping to provide, a calls it interest . The proviso enabled Broadbent
27th Aug. 1867 , an assignment ( in the usual form ) home for his wife and children . What was done to enter and take possession of the property
of the bankrupt's estate and effects was executed to secure Craven 's interest was this : At first it if the rent was not paid punctually as it became

by the bankrupt to two of his creditors, James appears to have been suggested , at least I so inferdue. It was not paid. The proviso was not acted
Rhodes and Benjamin Read , as trustees for them from the evidence, that the £480 should be treated upon . Why not, if theagreement was intended
selves and the rest of the bankrupt's creditors. as a loan by Craven to the bankrupt, and the pur. | to carry into effect a real arrangement. His

And at the same time the bankrupt signed a chase as really made for him , and that he should Honour fully examined the evidence of the pro

memorandum in the following terms, indorsed on give a bill of sale of the property as a security forceedings and continued .] And thus by providing a
the inventory and valuation : " I acknowledge that the loan, and pay interest at five per cent. ; but means for helping to make a home for his wife and

I have this day handed over possession of the this suggestion was not adopted , under the advice children , the bankrupt has had the benefit of the

within mentioned articles to Messrs. James of Mr. Killick , who advised Mr. Broadbent purchase made by Mr. Craven , and which I infer

Rhodes and Benjamin Read ,and I hold possession that, as the ownership of the property was from all the circumstances of the case, was the
thereof on their behalf, and at their disposal, already vested in Mr. Craven , all that was original intention to be carried into effect in the

27th Aug. 1867, Joseph Jowett.” This memo- required would be a document defining the event of the bankrupt's insolvency . The ques
randum was signed by the bankrupt in order to interest which the bankrupt was intended to have tion raised by the notice of motion is whether

satisfy the requirements of sub- sect. 7 , of sect. in it . Such a document was accordingly prepared this mode of dealing with the property is effectual

192 of the Bankruptcy Act 1861. No other pos by Mr. Killick , his firm acting in the matter on as against the creditors of the bankrupt. It

session was given to or taken by the trustees. behalf of all parties , Craven , Broadbent, and the appears that the bankrupt's debts amount to
On the 29th Aug. 1867, the followingmemorandum bankrupt, and such document is indorsed on the £2322 18s. 10d . and his assets (exclusive of the

of agreement was indorsed on the same inventory valuation and inventory , and is as follows : property in question) to £178 68., so far as the

and valuation , namely, “ Memorandum . - That “ Memorandum , that Mr. John Johnson Broad trustee in the absence of the bankrupt has been
Messrs. James Rhodes and Benjamin Read, the bent, being the absolute owner of the articlesand able to ascertain . Mr.Watson, for the trustee,

Basignees of Mr. Joseph Jowett, agree to sell to things mentioned in this inventory and valuation , contended , first, that the furniture and effects
Mr. John Johnson Broadbent, who agrees to it is hereby agreed between him and Mr. Joseph mustbe treated as the property of the bankrupt,

purchase of them all the articles included in this Jowett, as follows - Mr. Jowett shall be at liberty and that the assignment to Broadbent was void

valuation , and all other property and effects at to keep , use, and enjoy , but not to sell or dispose for want of registration under the Bills of Sale

Idle belonging to Mr. Jowett, including the in - of, the said articles and things, subject to the Act (17 & 18 Vict. c. 36 ) ; but that contention
terest and benefit of the farm at Idle, held under stipulations of this memorandum , for so llong as must fail. Broadbent's title is derived from the

Mr. Edmondson for £480, to be paid as soon as Mr. Broadbent thinks fit , except as regards the trustee under the creditor' s deed of the 27th Sept.

the assignees require it after the registration of live stock and consumable stores, which Mr. 1861, and that was duly registered and completed

the deed , dated 29th Aug. 1867. Signed James Jowett may sell and dispose of. Mr. Jowett shall as a valid assignment against the bankrupt under

Rhodes, Benjamin Read, Jno. J . Broadbent." keep and maintain the articles and things in good the Bankruptcy Act 1861. The next contention

Best and Co.' s valuation was £516 13s., and did and sufficient repair, order, and condition , and was that the assent given by the bankrupt to
not include the interest in this farm ; why the insured from loss by fire, in Mr. Broadbent's Broadbent taking possession immediately , and

sale was for less does not appear. Subsequently , name, for £480 at least. Mr. Jowett shall pay waiving the week ' s notice to which the bankrupt
but previously to the 13th Sept. 1867, the deed Mr. Broadbent a rent of £2 + yearly , by half. was entitled under the agreement of the 27th
was executed by therequisite majorities in number yearly payments , beginning the first day of May | Dec . 1867 was a fraudulent preference, but the
and value of the bankrupt's creditors, such exe . next, for the use of these articles and things . answer given by Mr. Killick appears to me con
cution being attested by Mr. Killick or his Mr. Broadbent shall be at liberty at any time, clusive as to that ground ; Broadbent was not &

clerk, and therefore , I presume, procured by them upon giving to Mr. Jowett, or leaving at his resi: creditor - he was the legal owner of the goods,
on behalf of the bankrupt and his trustees, for dence, a weekly notice of his intention so to do, and the assent merely anticipated his right to
whom they also acted . On the 18th Sept. the to enter upon any place where the said articles resume possession of his own property . A third

deed was duly registered in the London Court of and things , or any of them , may be, and to take ground taken by Mr. Watson was that thewhole

Bankruptcy , and it must be presumed that the possession thereof, and may also take possession , arrangement was a scheme and device to deceive

bankrupt's estate and effects have been duly in manner aforesaid , without any such notice , if creditors, void both at common law and under the
adrinistered and the proceeds distributed among Mr. Jowett fail to punctually pay the said rent Statute of Elizabeth , as tending to defeat and

those who were his creditors at the date of the when due, become bankrupt or insolvent, or delay them . Upon this ground I think the ques .

deed, and their claimsduly satisfied . The £480 was make an assignment or composition with his tion must be decided . Mr. Killick met it thus :

handed by Mr. Broadbent to Mr. Killick on 29th creditors, and for the purpose of taking posses- That the purchase by Broadbent from the trus.
Oct., andon 1st Nov . 1867 was paid by him to Mr. sion Mr. Broadbent may employ any person or tees , though with the money and really on behalf
James Rhodes, one of the assignees, and a receipt persons as assistants, and break open any doors, of Craven , was a purchase for full value and bona

given in the following form : “ Jowett's assign. external or internal, or take any other steps that fide . As between Broadbent, Craven , and the

ment.-- Received from Messrs . Wood and Killick he may think necessary. Witness their hands, bankrupt, I have no doubt it was so , and that the

£480, paid them byMr. J. J. Broadbent. Signed, the twenty-seventh day of December, 1867, bankrupt was not intended, as between them , to
James Rhodes , assignee." It appears that the Signed , Joseph Jowett.” It is not signed by have any other interest in or power over the goods

£180 was not the money of Broadbent, butwas Broadbent. From the affidavit of Mr. Killick , I than was given him by the agreement of the 27th
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Dec. 1872 ; and that being so, Mr. Killick con - of Latimer ; and that it was generally known in ALBERT ASSURANCE ARBITRATION. — Lord
tended that the mode in which possession was the neighbourhood of Blenheim that an execution Cairns has directed that a third and finaldividend

taken and held by Harrison , though it might be had been put into the house. Bayley, J., said , of 54d. in the pound be paid to the creditors of
formal or apparent only , was immaterial if as the goods in question were seized under a fi. fa . ; the Albert Assurance Company . The previous
against the bankrupt it was real, and intended to the creditor took a bill of sale of them from the dividends were 23. and Is. 6d. The total amount.

be real, and he relied strongly upon Vicarino v . sheriff , and afterwards, for a valuable considera - therefore, which the creditors will have received
Holdsworth (20 L . T. Rep. N . S . 362) ; and he tion ,sold his interest to the plaintiff,andthecircum - will be 3s . 111d. in the pound .
further insisted that as the possession was instances attending the execution were well known COMMITMENTS IN IRELAND .-- The total number
fact taken before any act of bankruptcy had been in the neighbourhood . And, referring to Leonard v. l of commitments in Ireland during last year, ag

committed , which was available for adjudication , Baker (1 M . & S . 251), Watkins v . Birch ( 4 Taunt. stated in the recently printed judicial statistics,
the er and disposition with the 823), and Jozeph v . Ingram (8 Taunt. 838 ), his was 30,427, against 31,348 in the preceding year :

consent of the true owner (which was one of Lordship says, “ If goodsseized under an execution the males were nearly the same, being 19, 264 in

the questions also raised by Mr. Watson ), was ) are bona fide sold , and the buyer suffers the | 1871, and 19. 243 in 1872.

sufficiently answered . I am of opinion , however, debtor to continue in possession of the goods,
CRIMINAL STATISTICS. - The whole criminal

that this contention, though good as far as it still they are protected against subsequent execu . Irish population on one day was calculated re.
goes, does not go far enough ; it does not answer tions if the circumstances under which he has the

cently to be 30 in every 10,000 , against 89 in
the objection as to creditors being deceived . I possession are known in the neighbourhood.” And 10,000 persons in England and Wales ; and out of
collect from what was done that the intention was the law is laid down to the same effect in Kidd v .

217,333 persons proceeded against in Ireland in
that no persons, not parties or privies to the Rawlinson (1 B . & P . 59). These authorities

1872, 2267 were " known thieves.” -- Times, Dec. 4 .
transaction of purchase by Craven , should be establish that where the transaction is bona fide

aware that such a transaction had ever taken and for value, the continuance in possession is no
MUNICIPAL BOROUGHS. — The annual returns

place , but that all persons not parties or objection, provided the transaction is notorious.
relative to municipal boroughs presented to Par.

privies should be induced to believe that In every one of these cases, the validity of the liament and printed show that the receipts

the bankrupt still continued the real owner transaction , being in itself bona fide, has been up were £3,267,294 last year, and the expenditure

of the property at Idle, and were permitted to held upon the ground of its notoriety . Butwhere
£3,432,666 . The amount of loans effected on the

trust him upon the faith of that belief. There is there is no notoriety , no change of possession , or rates and outstanding on the 14th Aug . last was

evidence on the file of proceedings that one secret arrangement for the benefit of the party £6 ,830,874 .&
creditor, at least, was so deceived . Charles indebted , and a creditor actually deceived (which LEGAL EXPENDITURE. — The Royal Commis

Turner, a creditor for £198 , and described as of is the present case), I am of opinion that thethe sion appointed to inquire into the expenditure of

Idle, worsted spinner, by his affidavit , filed the transaction is void as against creditors under a the legal departments have agreed upon the first

12th Aug. 1873, states that " for three years prior bankruptcy . The question , however , is notnot report. The attention of the commission up till

to the filing of the petition in this matter I was in covered by any distinct authority , and it is a now has mainly been directed to the preparation

the habit of visiting the debtor at his house at satisfaction to know thatmy judgmentmay be set anand consideration of a scheme for the re-employ

Idle very frequently . During all that time the right on appeal if itbe wrong . There was another
ment or retirement of the holders of offices which

household furniture , the subject of this motion , point made by Mr. Watson , which I have not
may be abolished. The annual charges for com .

was in the debtor' s house at Idle , which was well yetnoticed, but have considered with someanxiety
pensation paid on account already amount to a

and comfortably furnished ; and the said debtor which was this , that the paper signed by the bank .
very large sum . It is not anticipated , however,

and his family used the same in the usual way , | rupt on the 1 ne seven that the commission will make a final report for

and the sameappeared to be treated as the pro - days' notice to which he was entitled under the severalmonths to come.

perty of the debtor. I understood and believed | agreement of the 27th Dec. 1867 (and which had | THE CRIMINAL COURTS . - According to an

the same to be his property until the same were been prepared for him by Mr. Killick to be signed article in the Globe, “ a very offensive mode of

claimed by Mr. Broadbent upon the debtor's on his return from seeing Broadbent) might be cross-examination has recently come into fashion
failure. Being under that impression and belief treated as in itself an ict of bankruptcy under in the criminal courts. A witness already on his

I lent money to the said debtor , and I am a sect. 6 , sub- s . 2 of the Bankruptcy Act 1869 as being oath , gives certain evidence ; he is immediately

creditor in this estate in respect thereof for the a fraudulent gift of part of his property , namely, I asked whether he swears that, and answers that

sum of £198 ." Although , in considering whether his right to retain possession of the goods in he does. But this by no means satisfies the cross

a transaction is void , as being intended to deceive question for seven days after service of the notice, examining barrister. You really mean to swear
creditors, it is not necessary to show that any and as having been given to Broadbent for the that ? & c . ' Remember you are on your oath ;'

creditor has been actually deceived , yet when it fraudulent purpose of enabling him to take pos - and similar suggestions that the witness is per
appears that a creditor has been deceived by the session at once, so that he (the bankrupt) might juring himself, are reiterated to induce the jury
false appearance necessarily created by the trans. be able immediately after possession was taken . | to believe his evidence untrustworthy This is

action , that fact is strong to show its inherent and within the seven days, to file his petition for hardly fair to one who may be endeavouring to
viciousness -- as being a transaction intended , I liquidation , and then abscond , as he did on the speak the truth , while a hard swearer will be by
because from its nature calculated , to deceive. | 19th Sept., believing that the goods would be no means checked by such unauthoritative addi.

Secresy and want of possession combined , pro - applied for the benefit of his wife and children , tions to the oath previously administered to him .

ducing, as they have produced in this case , a as they in fact were. If there were any direct This custom is singularly offensive to those who

deception upon one creditor at least, have the evidence to show that the waiver was made with have proper regard for an oath 's sanctity , but

effect, inmyopinion , of vitiating the titleof Craven that fraudulent intent in the mind of the bank ridiculously inoperative in the case of those who

and Broadbent, as his trustee, as against the rupt, the question would deserve serious con - | are not so influenced .”

creditors under the bankruptcy, and estop each of sideration . But there is no such direct evidence, THE LegalOffices Commission has for some time
them from saying that the ownership which the and I should hesitate to infer such an intention been sitting three days a week , and examining

bankrupt once really and notoriously had of this without the assistance of & jury. In answer to witnesses on the subject of the Chancery offices,
property , and which they permitted him , after the this objection of Mr. Watson's , it was pointed but without much avail. With their minds an

secret change of ownership , ostensibly to con - out by Mr. Killick that as the rent had not been utter blank on the matters committed to them ,
tinue, was not the real ownership ; and that these punctually paid , Mr. Broadbent had , under the they have had to receive instruction from those
goods ought therefore to be treated as the goods agreement, the right to enter at any time, and the who have comebefore them , and to learn step by
of the bankrupt at the commencement of the waiver of the seven days' notice was therefore not step what they require to know . This process
bankruptcy . I am not aware of any case in which required to authorise Broadbent taking possess has proved to be too slow and too inefficient for
the combination of secrecy and want of posses . sion . This , however, would not be an answer if the purpose , and it appears the commissioners

sion , followed by an actual deception of a the bankrupt believed he was entitled to the become more confused , and , to their own think
creditor, has been made the subject of decision ; seven days' notice, and for the fraudulent motive | ing , further than ever from their obiect the more

but I think the principle applicable to such a case and purpose suggested , waived it. I consider, they advance in their inquiry . No witnesses can

may be collected from the authorities to which I however, that I cannot decide the case on this be found to state that a radical fault exists in the

will refer. Latimer v. Batson (4 B . & C . 652) , was ground, though I recognise its importance . The organisation of the offices under review . Sugges
an action against the sheriff for seizing goods of order will be that the furniture mentioned in the tions of all sorts, relating to idleness , incompe

the plaintiff under an execution against the Duke inventory and valuation of Hardwick and Co., tency , and even to corruption in the officials of
of Marlborough at the suit of a creditor. At the and effects which were taken possession of by the court, have failed to produce the desired evi
trial it appeared that in 1823 . one Richardson , Harrison on the 18th Sept. 1872 . under the Glemma the co sioners have

who had obtained a judgment against the Duke, rity of Wood and Killick 's letter of that date, be resorted to one of the most reasonable methods of
issued a fi . fa ., under which property of various delivered by the said J . J . Broadbent to Mr. H . action ; they have asked the Lord Chancellor to
descriptions was seized at Blenheim . An officer Dickin , in as good a state and condition as the appoint a committee of officers of his court who
remained in possession until the end of 1823 ; then samewere when so taken possession thereof. Or shall report as to the best mode of reorganising
Richardson took a bill of sale from the sheriff, but in case the same cannot now be delivered in and amalgamating offices with a view to the pro
the Duke prevailed upon Richardson to postpone specie, then that the particulars and value thereof visions of the Judicature Actand the contemplated
the sale still further. In May 1824 , the plaintiff | be ascertained and certified by the registrar, and " fusion " of law and equity . This is an acknow
(Latimer) took from Richardson a bill of sale of the the amount of such value so certified be paid by ledgment of weakness , but we congratulate the
goods, and paid him for them the sum of £700, and the said J . J. Broadbent to the said H . Dickin commissioners on having arrived at a full know .
put a man in possession . On the 14th March 1825 , within seven days after the date of such certifi- ledge of their ignorance - the first step towards
a warrant was given by the sheriff to his bailiff to cate. And that the said J . J . Broadbent do pay the success of their labours. - Globe.
levy on the goods of the Duke for another judg . to the said H . Dickin the costs of and incidental ! WHAT IS LEGAL INSANITY ? The Master of
ment creditor . The plaintiff' s man was still into this motion , but the costs of the proceedings the Rolls had before him on Monday, in the cross

possession , but the officer seized and carried the before the registrar and of his certificate are petitions of Joy v . Joy , some curious evidence as
goodsaway . Up to that timethe Dukehad continued reserved , with liberty to either party to apply | to the mental condition of one of the petitioners.
to reside at Blenheim , and to use the goods as if with reference thereto, and by whom and to whom This gentleman , who is more than forty years of
no execution had been put in , but the execution such costs should be paid . age , appeared to have excited the commiseration
by Richardson was well knownat Woodstock ,and of his mother on account of his habits of life and
generally in the neighbourhood of Blenheim . The a certain tendency to follow bad example, which
only question left to the jury was whether the LEGAL NEWS. made him a likely dupe of vicious and unscrupu
sale by Richardson was bona fide ormerely colour. lous companions. She accordingly petitioned that
able . The jury found it was bona fide, and a A JUST LAW . - The Times states that, for the an arrangement might be made by order of the
verdict for the plaintiff was entered . A new trial first time, at the Woolwich Police court, an order court by which the income of themoney to which

was moved for on the ground that the judge should was issued on the 3rd inst., against a soldier for he is entitled under a decree in Chancery might

have directed the jury to find for the defendant if support of his illegitimate child. By the new be so paid as to find its way direct into the hands

they thought that the sale was colourable , or that clause in the Mutiny Act, non-commissioned of her son , without passing through the hands of

the Duke remained in possession . The rule was officers and privates are liable to deductions in persons who, in his mother 's opinion , were not
refuged . Lord Tenterden said it must be taken to their pay for the support of illegitimate children , suitable companions for her son. A mass of affi

have been proved that the transaction between and of their wives and families, to the extent of davits had been filed with a view of showing that

Richardson and Latimer was bona fide ; that 6d. for a non -commissioned officer, and 3d . for a the gentleman was of weak mind , and it was said

Richardson was paid for the goods with themoney private soldier. - Pall MallGazette, Dec. 5 . that he had got into the keeping of a family at

H
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LAW SOCIETIES.
Antwerp of doubtful reputation ; that he pos . NOTES AND QUERIES ON
sesssed and read with avidity a mass of immoral

literature ; and that he was incapable of under POINTS OF PRACTICE.
HUDDERSFIELD LAW STUDENTS'standing anything that was not of the simplest

DEBATING SOCIETY.
character. His Honour said that themother had , NOTICE. - Wemust remind our correspondents that this

The usual fortnightly meeting of this society wasin her maternal anxiety concluded that, because column is not open to questions involving points of law

such as a solicitor should be consulted upon . Queries will held on Monday, the 8th inst., Mr. Guy Morrisonher son was not very virtuous, therefore he was be excluded which go beyond our limits.

in the chair. The subject for discussion wasnot sane. But the law knew no degrees of in . N . B . - None are inserted unless the nameand address of the Should defendants in criminal cases be compe
sanity . Either he was or he was not compos writers are sent, not necessarily for publication , but as &

guarantee for bona fides . tent and compellable to give evidence , as in civilmentis. Vicious habits alone were no indication

cases ? ” Messrs. R . Welsh and E . H . Armitageof weak mind in the legal sense ; as for the devo
conducted the affirmative, and Mr. G . F . Johnsontion to immoral literature, a very distinguished

Queries.
the negative. The question was decided in theliterary man not only possessed but gloried in the

42. CONVEYANCE -- STAMP. - Perhaps one of your affirmative .possession of a large library of erotic literature , readers will be good enough to solve the following case
and yet no one doubted his sanity ; and, lastly , forme: “ A . executes a leage to B . of a certain freehold

ARTICLED CLERKS' SOCIETY.the incapacity to understand what was not simple property for & term of twenty -one years , reserving a

was one in which this gentleman by no means yearly rent of £21 ; at the end of ten years B . wishes to A MEETING of this society was held at Clement'sstood alone. Ultimately an arrangement was purchase the entire freehold of the property in ques. | Inn Hall, Strand, on Wednesday the 10th Dec.,
tion, and so A , executes a conveyance to him of the re- | Mr. E . F . Stanway in the chair . Mr. Bakermade with the sanction of the court.
version for £300. As by the conveyance of the rever- opened the subject for the evening's debate , viz. ,

DAMAGES FOR RAILWAY UNPUNCTUALITY . sion to himself, B . is released from the covenants con - That the cceptance by the Prime Minister.

The question of whether railway companies are tained in the indenture of lease.” Will any extra stamp

bound to keep the time set down in their time be needed beyond the ordinary £1 10s.
X . Y . without additional remuneration , of the office of

Chancellor of the Excheqner , vacates iis seat intables was raised before Mr. Whigham , in the
County Court at Aylesbury on Wednesday. The Parliament.” The motion was lost by a majorityplaintiff was Mr. Wm. Adams, cattle dealer, and Auswers. of one.
the defendants were the London and North - ( Q . 31.) STAMPS - AGREEMENT FOR WEEKLY TENANCY.
Western Railway Company, as the proprietors of -- The stamp duty depends on the rent reserved . If | BRISTOL ARTICLED CLERKS DEBATING

tho rent reserved on letting an unfurnished housethe branch line between Aylesbury and Chedding
SOCIETY.ton. exceeds the rate of £10 per annum , the same dutyIt was shown that on the 20th Oct. the must be paid as on a lease for a year as the rent re- Library , Small-street, on Tuesday evening,' theA MEETING of this society was held in the Law

plaintiff took a ticket at Aylesbury for Luton , served for a definite term . Thus an agreement fora
where he ought to have arrived at 9.28 a .m ., in week 's holding, at the rate of £11 per annum , would 2nd inst. F . N . Budd , Esq ., Barrister, occupiednd in

require a od . stamp ; if not exceeding £10 per annum , the chair . Mr. Crewdson opened the followingtime for Luton market, at which he was to dig. req
a ld . stamp. Adhesive stamps may be used to be obe subject in the affirmative , " Was the case ofpose of some beasts . The train by which he was

travelling from Aylesbury to the main line was Stamp Act, 1870, head “ Lease ;" also sect. 99 .)literated by the person who first executes. (See the Hammersmith Railway Company v . Brand

| (L . Rep . 4 H . L . Cas. 171, 18 W . R . 12 ) rightly
delayed nearly an hour,owing to the engine being

z . Y . decided ? ” Mr. Doggett opposed ; and, after å
short of steam . The consequence was he missed

the train at Cheddington , and did not arrive atl (Q . 35 .) BILL OF Costs - PARTNER.-- The firm cannot considerable discussion , the affirmative was
Luton till 11.30 a .m ., by which time the market | sue for any part of the costs, unless there be some carried by a large majority .

evidence, by acquiescence or otherwise, that the clientwas over. He now claimed 10s. damages per head
adopted the firm as his solicitors . Z . Y .of his beasts - 30 in number — which he did not get

LEGAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION .sold for nine days. Thewantof steam , it appeared,
3 .) CHEQUE - INDORSEMENT. - Under the circum At a meeting of the executive committee of thearose from the fire-box of the engine having been

choked , the fireman having Welsh coalthat day stances, J. P . might consider that he had an implied , association , held on Friday , Dec . 5 , R . Paul
authority to obtain payment of the cheque ; unless it Amplett, Esq., Q .C ., M . P ., in the chair. After a& variety to which he was not accustomed . It be clear that he could not reasonably have thought reference by the chairman to the great loss the

was pleaded for the defence that the company himself entitled to do everything neceesary to obtain association had sustained by the death of Vice
were exonerated from liability by the statement payment, and that in fact he had a fraudulent intentIch

cent Chancellor Sir John Wickens,who was an activeon their time.tables that they would not be re . | in signing as executor, there was no forgery . The bank !

sponsible for delay. His Honour held , however , 19 . As between the drawer and the executor of Mrs . solved that a deputation should wait upon theis relieved from liability by the 16 & 17 Vict. c . 59, s . member of the executive committee, it was re
that the choking of the fire -box was not a circum - 1 G , if there be no forgery, the executor of Mrs. G . I Lord Chancellor to ascertain what steps the
stance over which the company's servants had no must, of course, bear the loss ; if there be forgery , the Government was prepared to take in order to
control, and he therefore gave a decree for the drawer must bear the loss , unless, as seems probable,

give effect to the objects of the association .plaintiff for 403, in respect of the loss of his time. the executor of Mrs. G . has so dealt with the cheque

through having found no market for his cattle Since the meeting of the executive committee , itas to absolve the drawer. The fraud , if fraud there

at Luton . The Tribunal de Première Instance be, was rendered possible through the voluntary act of was ascertained that the Lord Chancellor would
the executor. Z , Y . receive the deputation in Lincoln 's -inn at fourof Brussels has recently pronounced a decision

which will be interesting to railway travellers in o 'clock on Friday, Dec. 12, which he received as- Unless J . P . is one of the executors,his obtain .
ing of the money appears to be rather a misdemeanour | arranged .

railways in Belgium are the under 24 & 25 Vict. c. 98 , s . 88, than a " forgery ; " and Several leading members of both branches of
property of the State, and it was against the if so , J . P . is liable to five years' penalservitude for the the Profession having consented to act on the

state that a traveller sought damages for delay fraud by 27 & 28 Vict. c . 47, or two years' imprisonment. deputation , were present on the occasion .

in the performance of a journey. On the 1st It is not a case of lorceny . B .'s conduct seems rash in

of February the complainant took a ticket at paparting with the cheque go as to make him responsible
for the loss in the first instance. As he treated J . P . asBrussels for Marchiennes. The train started at his agent, the latter might be liable in an action for

DUBLIN LAW STUDENTS' DEBATING
the time fixed , butwas detained for three- quarters damages, if solvent: (See Dunn ' s Case, 2 East, P . C .

of an hour near Charleroi in consequence of the c. 19 , s . 49 , p . 962, as to forgery.)
At a meeting of this society held on Mondayline being blocked by goods trains. The traveller
last, at King's Inns, Dublin , the following sub .sought 300f. damages for the delay to which he
ject was debated : “ That the present agitation of37 .) TRUSTEES - INVESTMENT. -- The East Indian

Company, being incorporated or constituted by Act of labour against capital is to be deprecated .”resisted the demand , contending that the delay to Parliament (12 & 13 Vict. c . 93 ) , I think its capital stock

which the plaintiff had been subjected was the is within the power in question ,
result of inevitable accident, and further , that, / - The cases of Hancorn v . Allen (7 Dick . 498 : ) Clough

LEGAL OBITUARY.according to the terms of the contract upon which v. Bond ( 3 M . & Cr. 496 ) , showed that an unauthorised
à railway ticket was granted , no compensation investment in India Stock would be made upon the

Note . This depnrtment of the LAW TIMES, is contributedgreater than the amount of the fare paid could be responsibility of trustees prior to 22 & 23 Vict. c . 35 , s .
| 32 ( 13th Aug. 1859 ), and 23 & 24 Vict, c . 38 , s . 12, when by EDWARD WALFORD, M . A ., and late scholar of Ballioldemanded . The court overruled that objection ,

this investment was legalized . The Act only applies to College, Oxford , and Fellow of the Geneaiogical andand decided that the blocking up of the line by an old India Stock , not that created by 22 & 23 Vict. c . 39 .
Historical Society of Great Britain ; and , as it is desired
to make it as perfect a record as possible , the families and

accumulation of trains “ constitutes a fault on See Lewin on Trusts, ch , xiv . S . 4 p . 252 . It is silent as
friends of deceased members of the Profession will obligepart of the administration , since it is not to be to mortgages or bonds. In these cases the trustees by forwarding to the LAW TIMES Office any dates and

contested that it is bound to assure a free passage should be furnished with an indemnity deed , in case of materials required for a biographical notice .

and the punctual arrival of the trains which are detriment. - C . C .
under its control.” The court made an order

THE HON . SIR G . ROSE, F . R .S .against the State to pay to the plaintiff the sum (Q . 38 .) JOINT TENANCY. - The joint tenancy con - THE late Hon . Sir George Rose, formerly a Master
of 150f. as damages . tinues between the owners of the shares not aliened : in Chancery and a judge of the Court of Review .

(Littleton, sect. 304 ) . Z . Y .
who died at Brighton on the 3rd inst., in the- The remaining tenants held their shares in ninety- gecond year of his age , wasborn in London

joint tenancy, and subject , as between them , to the

in or about the year 1782. He was educated atCORRESPONDENCE OF THE jus accrescendi : (Vide Watkins's Conveyancing, 8th

edit ., p . 160 ) . TRIO . Westminster School, where he became one of thePROFESSION .
most able and accomplished classical scholars of

- Unity of interest , title , time, and possession , are the day ; and it is stated that he frequently aided
necessary (See Cruise' s Digest, vol. 2 , p . 366 .) If in thepreparation of the Prologue and Epilogue ofNOTE . - This Department of the LAW TIMES being open to
A ., B ., C ., are joint tenants, and A . sells to D ., thefree discussion on all professional topics , the Editor is not

the “ Westminster Play , " at which from year toresponsible for any opinions or statements contained in it | unity of title is destroyed : (See Cruise, vol. 2, p . 379 ;
Lit . S . 292 .) Unity of possession is also at an end 1 year he was a constant attendant. Sir George
(Cruise , vol. 2 , p . 380 ) , and it is a tenancy in common , Rose was called to the Bar by the HonourableARTICLED CLERKS' NOTICES. — I read with which merely requires unity of possession (p . 399 , Lit. Society of the Inner Temple in 1809, and he was

much satisfaction your remarks in last Saturday's S . 292-99, and there is no survivorship . Hence, B .' s for many years the Senior Bencher of that body
LAW TIMES on the inconsistentdecisions given by | sbare descends to his heir ; or, if a term of years, it is Hewas made a King' s Counsel in 1827 . and in
the masters sitting for the judges at chambers. his personalty . c . c . 1831 he took his seat upon the Bench as judge ofOn the 4th inst. I myself applied for an order to ( Q . 12 .) POOR LAW - LIABILITY TO MAINTAIN GRAND

the Bankruptcy Court, or, as it was then called ,be at liberty to give an admission notice for Hilary PARENT. - The following note occurs (1 Bolt . Poor Laws, the “ Court of Review ," at the same time having
Term next, on the ground that I had never heard 374) : “ In this case (Waltham v . Sparkes, Skinner 566) | granted to him the rank and precedence as one of
of su ing requisite, and that I it is said by Holt, C . J . that the word children in the the judges in the Courts of Westminster Hall ,and

statute of 43 Eliz . c . 2 , s . 7 , extends to grandchildren ,believed my admission would follow my examina
receiving the customary honour of knighthood.because there is the same natural affection ; but no casetion as a matter of course ; but my application

| In 1840, during the Chancellorship of Lordhas occurred in which the same has been judiciallymet with a negative response . As I had entered determined . And perhaps, says Dr. Burn , there may be Cottenham , he was my
Cottenham , he was made & Master in Chancery ,into negotiations with the gentleman to whom I somedoubt as to this point ; natural atfection descends the duties of which office he performed for many

was articled for a partnership with him when ad - more strongly tbmore strongly than it ascends; and it is observable years. Sir George Rose, who was a Fellow of
mitted , the result became a grievance to me, and that whereas the 39 Eliz. c. 3 did only enact that the Royal Society and of the Royal Geographical

- www . vou vovaly # ilovanie w mo, anunorents and children should mutually maintain each la .
. " oa : "I was advised to apply to a judge, which I did , on ? .Society , married in 1821 Mary , daughter of theother , this statute 43 Eliz . , enlarging this branch , exthe 6th inst. , and obtained an order.

tends it to grandfathers and grandmothers, but doth late Capt. Robert Pouncey, of the Hon . East IndiaAN ARTICLED. not specify grandchildren," & c . Z . Y ." | Company' s Service. Lady Rose died in 1855.

d . T

ed .

is
capita z . Y .
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Ransome Pother v. The

Naand another uers v. Ralli

18

E . WALLER, ESQ . Reg . v . Calvo Little v . Wakefield White and anr, v . Mang. Potter v . Jones
Bergheim v . Clay and Featherstone v . Pallett field

The late Edward Waller, Esq., barrister -at-law ,
Kruger v. The Oceanic

others Same v , Elsdon Levy v . Jones Steam Navigation Co.
of Finnoe House, county Tipperary, and Lisderry , Richards and another v. Same v . Lacey Whitmore v . Birkett (Limited )
near Aughnacloy , county Tyrone, whose death has Hudson Same v . Brown Deslandes v . Ireland and King v . Lancashire and
been recently announced at the age of seventy i Wallis v . Walker Schutze v . Arnhold another Yorkshire Railway Co.

Austin and anr. v . JusticeGrenville v . Nurse Sheppard r . Ommanneywas the eldest son of the late Thomas Maunsell Nevill v . Foster
Patton and anotherWaller, Esq ., of Finnoe House. His mother was

v . Joyce v . Holland and an Symington V . Bates and Cosstick v . Ward

Cheeswright other another Bacon and another v . Duke
Margaret, only daughter of John Vereker, Esq. Simpson . Metropolitan Morison v . De Croy Abitbol v . Moss of Devonshire
a relative of Lord Gort - and he was born in the Railway Company Pilkingtonu. Forrest Levi and anr. v . Hugon Newman v . Davies

year 1803 . He was educated at Trinity College, Austin and another v. Von Cawtbron v . Keable

Dublin , where he took his Bachelor's degree in Milde Henwood v Curwen Court of Common Pleas .1826 , and he was called to the Bar at Dublin in Miller v. Watkins and Hewitt v . Birmingham and
Lichfield Junction Rail .Another Remanets.

1830. Mr. Waller, who was a magistrate for the Maxwell v . Brogden
Thompson v. Grove and way Company

Jackson v . Metropolitan
counties of Tipperary and Tyrone, married , in anther Weston and others v. Age Hamilton v . Shaw Railway Company
1829, Mary, only daughter of the late Henry Holderness and another . Ricbardson and others

Jasto Martin and another v . The

Crosslé,Esq., of Annahoe, in the county of Tyrone. Sheridan
WaydelinAston v . Underwood

Elmslie and others v . Bar. Eckhaus v . Westcott and Meyer and others v . Ralli Company

low others Gray, P . O ., & c. v . Hope
J . A . SHARP, ESQ . Verdure v . Mitchell Alexander and others v .

National Bank of Scotland Same v . Graham

THE late John Andrew Sharp , Esq ., solicitor , of Hancock v. Henderson Smyth v . A . G . Pooley Paget v . Ede
Hooper v . BlakeWillis and anotber v . Saun . Harnett and another v .Gray' s Inn, who died very suddenly , from heart

Tiden and another v . The

ders
Montis & another v . Harris

disease , at 62, Thornhill-square, on the 29th Oct., | Redhead and another Bessemer Steel and Ord .

Smith v . Gellatley Sotiriades v . Green and Jebsen v . East and West nance Company (Lim .)
in the 51st year of his age, was the eldest son of India Dock CompanyLeonino v . Wilson and otbers Godson v . Hewett
the late Mr. William Henry Sharp , silversmith , of Hudson and others v . Hill Silvester v . HyderHindley v . Hewett andothers
London . He was born in London in the year othersCox v. Marquis of London

Cazenave & another v . Boxand others

1823, and having been educated at a good private derry Sassoon and
Brown and others v . Badart |McLachlan and another

others v . Badart v . Brown & others v . Bain
school, he was, at about the age of 16 , articled in a MendelComley v . Westminster

Brewery Co. ( Lim .)solicitor ' s office in the city , and by his own perse. Sassoon and Brice v . London and Northothers v . Hintz and another v . Over .
· Western Railway Co .

HarrisElliott v . Lloyd
beck

verance and study, joined to very great integrity Brett v . Pettingill
Klein v . Moore Pinkerton r . Powell

Ball v . Brown
of character, he was at length placed in the posicharacter, he was at length placed in the poslo Potter, an infant. v . North Metropolitan Board Meadows v. DeMattos and Schroder and others 1 .of

tion he was destined to attain , having no assis Metropolitan Tram . Co . Works v . Pigot
another Cleugh and others

tance or influence whatever.
Collins v . DavisHe was admitted Breslauer o . Hudson Spartali v . Ellis

New Causes,into the profession in Hilary Term 1862, and was Samev. Same Doyle v . Ford
Lyall v . Freeman Burnham v . Phillimore Jackson and another v . Gel. Clifton v . Clifton

for some time partner with Mr. Ullithorne, at his
Sotiriades v . Green Geen and others v . Adam 1 latly and others Ramage, Secretary, & c . v .

chambers in Field-court, Gray' s Inn . The de Des pard v . Hong Kong and Solomon v . Milns Brown and others v . The Harvey
ceased gentleman was highly respected by all who Shanghai Bankg. Corpn. Champney v . Young Thames and Mersey MA- Ekman v . Hill and another
knew him , and his death is greatly deplored by a Adlerandapothero.Morice Johnson v. Lewis rine Insurance Company Metzler and another v .

Zarifi v . Wilkesand another Williams v . Plater and Russell u . Gale and another ' Gounod

Elizabeth Mary , daughter of Thomas Turner
Smith v . Kirbyand another another Boldero, Trustee, & c . v . Mellier and another De
Durere v . Hartley Wedgwood Coal and Iron Badcock | Worms

Pearson , Esq., solicitor, of Crowle , Lincolnshire, Papelier v . Ochsenbein Co . (Limited ) v . Crump Forward and another . Straker & others v . Pooley
by whom , who died in June (1866 , he had issue Janssen v . Harris Lewis u . Mutual Tontine Barnett and another Michell v . Thomas
one daughter, Grace, who died in infancy . His Catling and another v . Lon . Westminster Chamber Justiceand another v .Mer- Borries and others v . The
remains were interred at Whitchurch , Little Stain . don , Brighton , and South Association (Limited ) sey Steel and Iron Comel Imperial Ottoman Bank

more, Middlesex . Coast Railway Co. Wilkinson v . Harris pany ( Limited ) Privett 0 . Newsom and
Van den Eyndt v . Port of Hartmopt v , Masey Vittery & others v .Griffiths another
London Wharfing and Lamprell v . Gilbert and another Brown v . Van Brink
Warehousing Co . (Lim .) ! Elmslie and others v . Garrett v . Stewart, execu .

PROMOTIONS & APPOINTMENTS Marzetti v. Magniac and Burlow others tors, & c
N . B . - Announcements of promotions being in the nature others Pbillips and another . Barnet and another t . For Super v . Whalley
of advertisements , are charged 28. 6d, each for which Brown v . Ball Bay ton wood and another Tannerv. George & another
postage stamps should be inclosed . Archer and another r, Bir - Boyce v . Haroneski Jennings v . Alexander and Gamble v . Jervis

kenhead Imp. Coms. Leuty v . Greenhill others Bank of London 0 . Mc.
Schacht v . Head

MR. DOUGLAS MOREY FORD , solicitor, of Ports.
The Tharsis Sulphur and Henry
Copper Co. (Limited ) v . | Pawle . Hamilton

mouth , and Gosport, has been appointed , by the Causes. Edwardsand others |Girard & another v . Taylor
Lord Chief Baron, a Commissioner to Administer Hewitt and others v . Hind. | Buckingham v . Wilson and Prytz & another v . Anglo . Nichols v . Moore

Oaths in the Court of Exchequer of Pleas at ley another Swedish Steam Cutting Ras v . Howard
Westminster, for Hampshire and the adjoining Carter andavothr v. Styles Courtney 1, Hawgood Mills Co. ( Limited ) Dunnage & others . Hirst

Counties. Mannelle v . Beevers Sewill v . DeHorne Lowe v . Dalley Veyiers v . Lavington and
Shepherd v . Elliott Doxford v . Doxford

MR.WILLIAM JAQUET, of No. 4 , Serjeant's-inn , Cuesta v . Moses, Levy , and another
Ridgway v . Dudley and The Agricultural Hotel others Poole v . Fearnley and

Fleet-street , solicitor, has been appointed a Com . another Company (Limited ) v . Ford v . Smith another

missioner to Administer Oaths in Her Majesty's Brown v. Harton Baulger Republic of Peru v . Wageu . | Belliers v . West
Courts of Queen ' s Bench , Common Pleas, and Portlock v . Taylor Stanton v . Nourse lin and others Turner » , Elliott

Exchequer , and also a Commissioner for taking Searby v . Sprunt Thomas and another v . Smith v . Price 's Patent Yglesias and another v .
Hartshorn v . Fisher Stevens and others Candle Co . (Limited ) Thomas

Acknowledgments of Deeds by Married Women . Winter and another v . Martin v. Noad Chapple v. Clark Leuty the younger v. Vin
The Queen has been pleased to appoint Peter Farebrother and another Broughton and others v . Westv. Morton goe and another

Leckie, Esq., to be a Member of the Legislative Baker u . Lewis Mignon Beall, Trustees, & c . v . Dawson and another 0 .

Council of the Colony of British Honduras. Holland v . Joslin Cohen and another v . Har. Lewis, Secretary, & c . Barnes

The Queen has been pleased to appoint Francis Russ and others v . Tune grove and others Elus v . Smith Bluck & others r . Thorley
Bennett 0 . Dowel and Fitch and another v . Clerk Brown & another v . Rans. Fisher et x 0 . Great

Snowden , Esq., to be senior Puisne Judge, and another Bruningbaug V . Manches son Eastern Railway Co.
George Phillipo , Esq ., to be junior Puisne Judge of Duns v . Michael ter , Sheffield and Lin . Bergheim v . Roberts Bunyer v . Hodge
the Supreme Court of the Straits Settlements. Morrison and another colnshire Railway Com . Haynes v . Russell Holdon v . Lloyd

Watson pany Same v . Same Smith v . Brunt

Salisbury v . Lyall Tritton v . Browning Green & another v. Heatley Barnett v . Sheridan
Lawrence and another v . Rotheroe and another 0 . Drake v . Burgess The Protector Endowment

THE COURTS & COURT PAPERS The Burham Brick , & c . Hamel Arfwedson v . Gaskell and Loan and Annuity Com
Company (Limited ) Sondermann v . Bedford another pany v . Kipping

Wilkinson v . Gueret Moggie and another r . / Wood and another v . Com - Boyle v . Jarvis
CAUSE LIST AFTER MICHAELMAS TERM , Nicholson and another v . Bryant the younger mercialUnion Assurance Wheatley v Gearns

1873 Palmer' s Shipbuilding Palgrave and another v . Company Buchanan v . Burden
and Iron Compy (Limtd ) The Ocean Marine In . Bruerton 7 . Browne Fuller v . National Safe De

Common Law Courts.
Hurst and another v. Har surance Company Pickford and another v . posit Co . (Limited )

rison Rudd and others v . Grant Michael Willis et Uxv. Payne

McLaren and another and others Thompson v . Friend Davis et Uxr. Same

Queen 's Bench . Lesiter Sturge and others v . But. Hodgman v. Payne Hill v . Brabazon
Barlow 0 . Public Works ters and another Hodgman v . Terry Wick v . Lorsont

Remanets . | Construction Co. ( Lim.) Gripper and another v . Terry v . Hodgmau Jacobs v . Durye
Hughes v . Learoyd Hawkesley andwife v . Lon . Russell and ors . v . Downes Spellgrove and another Clark v . Abisbol Talley v . Ellison
Schon and others v . Bilbe don General Omnibus Co Cooper , Trstee, & c . v . Lon . Currie and another o. The Moss and another Knight v . Miiler
and another (Limited ) don and St. Katherine Thetis Marine Insurance mons Hall , Hatch

Hayward v. Newton and Sly and another v. Filling Docks Co. Company Harris v . Perry Carr v . Hartmont
others ham General Iron Screw Collier The Yorkshire Engine Saul v . Dowelland another Everett v . Cooper

Engstrom and another v . Murd chv. Honychurch Co . (Lim .) v . Richards Company (Limited ) v . Silvester v . Godly Smith v . Ford
Wallis and another Gabriel and others v . Upion Steamship Com . Crawley

Paton v . Gedalia 1 Neameand another pany (Lim . ) v . Stephen Bergheim v . Blaenavon
Walsh and another v. Lid . Consolidated Bank (Lim .) Barker v . Ballantine Iron and Steel Company

v .Guedalla and others Hemptenmacher v . Parker (Limited ) THE GAZETTES.
Coombe v . Thompson Guano Consignment Co. to Meyerstein v , Zeechin and Aspinwall 0 . Merchant
White v . Schmierer Great Britain v . Kellock another Shipping Compy. ( Ltd .)
Hugbes v . The Thamesand and another Browne v . Parker Rogers and another v .
Mergey Marine Insurance Ionian Bank 0, Ansted and Pugh v . South - Eastern King and another
Company another Gazette, Dec. 2.Railway Co. Page v . Sharp and anr .

Yglesias and another . Green and another v . Bud - | Norton v . Beaconhill Fire- | Macintosh v . Birley BAXTER , ROSE, NORTON , and Co . attorneys and Solicitors, Vic
Meiklereid and another gett and another brick and Clay Company Woollett v . Wilkins toria -st, Westminster . Nov , 1. (Robert Baxter, Philip Frede

Chartered Bank of India , Gray and another v . Blake rick Rose , Henry Elland Norton , Robert Dudley Baxter, Mark .
(Limited ) Boyce v . Rymilli ham Spofforth ,and John Brewer .) Debts by R . Baxter, Rose, and

Australia , and China v . Lloyd and others v . Linford Bloomfield v .Great Eastern Newell v . Thomson Norton
Just and another Railway Co. Chapman v . Nicholson

Klem and others v . Falk Northmore and another v . 1 Van Nieuwenhove Die Slatter v . The Loudon
Kevser and another v . 1 Kemble Bankrupts.raert v . Symon ' s Street Tramways Co.
Oxley | Quick v . Dunn and others Meadon v . Thomson Taylor v . Cresswell Gazette, Dec. 6 .

Mathews 0. Ansted and Curtis V . Lawson and Smyth v . Coombe and anr. Bowles v . Edwards To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall-street.
another others Dixon v. Denton Hodges v . Sillerey SOLOMON , GEORGE, Mount.pl, Whitechapel. Pet . Dec. I . Reg .

Overbeck and another v . Joyce and others v . Curling Clarke v . Dancer and anr. Lawes v . Miceli Brougham . Sol. Solomon , Finsbury.pl. Sur. Dec . 19

Ripley and another Ranken v . Mortimer Marcus v . General Steam The Wood- street Ware. To surrender in the Country .
Martin v . Patton Elkin and another v . Clarke 1 Navigation Co . house Co. v . Pavy and I cox. THOMAS GEORGE, gentleman , Birmingham . Pet. Dec. I.
Dobbing v . Wolverton and and others Ladbury v . Acres another Reg. Chauntler. Sur. Dec. 23

otbers Muller v . Shaw Dixon 0. London Small. Pries and another v . Land .
CROPP, JOHN, beerseller, Manchester . Pet. Deo. 3 . Reg . Halton .

North Australian Company Land Securities Co . (Lim .) Sur. Dec. 17
arms Co. (Limited ) messer HUSTABLE. EDWIN BEEDLE, out of business , Cheltenham . Pet.

(Limited ) v, King 0 . Rankin and another smith v . Manetti | Alvarado v. Oppenheim Dec. 3. Reg. Gale . Sur. Dec . 20

ers Sewill

gett

Professional Partnerships Dissolbed .
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Liquidations by Arrangement.

JOHNSON, EDWIX ,attorney, Leek . Pet. Dec. 3. Dep - Reg . Mair . | LAURENCE , THOMAS, Wollaston . par. Oldswinfort. Pet. Dec. 2 . | FRYETT, WALTER FREDERICK, oilman, Goswell-rd , Clerkenwell.
Sar. Dec. 19 Dec. 19 , at three, at office of Sol. Addison , Brierley -hill Pet. Dec . 1. Dec. 17 , at eleven , at ottices of Coles, Wilson , and

MAY, WILLIAM , boot manufacturer, Truro. Pet. Dec. 9. Reg . MCSHANE, PETER, grocer, Gateshead, and Sandgate . Pet . Dec. Co .. Bishopagate -st -within . Sol. Dobson , Southampton -bldgs
Chilcott . Sur. Dec . 17 2 . Dec . 17 , at three , at office of Sol. Sewell, Newcastle FYXMORE, ELIZA, (also known as Foster, Bliza), lodging -house

MONTGOMERY, THOMAS HENRY, tailor, Ealing. Pet. Nov. 29. MAXX, GEORGE, confectioner , Bedford . Pet. Dec. 1. Dec . 18 , at keeper , Great Cambridge st , Hackney . rd , and Clapham - rd ,
Rex . Ruston. Sur. Dec . 20 twelve , at Fox, 65 , Chancery- la , London . Sol. Conquest, Bed . London , and Southend . Pet. Nov. 29 . Dec. 17 , at two , at

MURPHY , BERXARD, provision dealer, Liverpool. Pet . Dec. 1. ford Sanderson ' s horel, Bevolg .ot, 29A , Basinghall .st.
• Reg . Watson . Sur. Deo. 17 MELDRUM , JAMES STENHOUSE , and WYDLER , ALBERT, calioo , I GAWTHORP, MARY, innkeeper, Carlisle . Pot. Dec . 3. Dec . 22, at
PEARSON , HEXRY, provision dealer, Carnarvon. Pet. Nov , 27. printers, Manchester, and Belfeld , Dear Rochdale, and Boar three, at office of sol. McAlpin , Carlisle
Reg . Jones. Sur. Dec . 16 shaw , near Middleton . Pet. Dec . 3. Dec . 19 , joint creditors , GILMAN , JOSEPH COPELAND , commission merchant, Manchester .

RICHARDSON, HARRY, scrivener, Birmingham . Pet. Dec. 1. Reg . Rt three ; sep . creditors of Meldrum , at four, at office of Sol. Pet, Dec . 5 Dec . 9 , at thrte, at office of Sols . Sutton and
Chauntler. Sur. Dec . 17 Wood , Manchester Elliott, Manchester

SODEX , THOMAS MAMMATT, silk throwster, Coventry. Pet, Dec. MILLARD, WILLIAM FRANCIA, printer, Lawrie-pl, Kirkdale , HARTLEY, KICHARD, fuller, Halifax. Pet. Dec. 4. Dec. 19 , at
2. Reg . Kirby , Sur. Dec . 18 Sydenham . Pet. Nov. 26 . Dec. 12 , at three, at office of Sol. oleven , at office of Sol. Longbottom , Halifax

Ody, Trinity - eq . Southwark HAWKES, WALTER, butcher, Cambridge . Pet. Dec. 6 . Dec . 23, at
Gazette, Dec . 9 . NEWBERRY, GEORGE, baker, Landport. Pet. Dec . 1. Dec. 18, eleven , at offices of sols . Ellison and Burrows, Cambridge

To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall- street. at four, at office of Sol. King, Portsea HOLLAND , HENRY RICHARD , out of business, Walsall. Pet. Dec .
ORAM , CHARLES, commercialclerk , Acacia - cottages, Acacia -rd , 4 . Dec . 24. at eleven, at office of Sol. Adams, WalsallLAZARUS, JOSEPH , rag merchant, Whitechapel-rd . Pet. Dec . 5 . Wood -green . Pet. Nov . 29 . Dec . 19 , at three, at offices of Sol. IMPEY, THOMAS, auctioneer, Ironmonger- la . Pet. Deo . 4. Deo .

Reg . Hazlitt. Sur . Dec. 19 Knight, Newgate- st 22, at twelve, at offices of Nicholson , 7 and 8 , London -bridge .
To surrender in the Country . OWENS, JOAN , farmer, Pant-glas, par. Llanass . Pet . Dec . 1. Railway -approuch , Southwark . Sol. Turner , London - bridge

AIXSWORTH , JAMES, publisher, Manchester. Pet . Dec. 5 . Reg . Dec. 17 , at twelve, at the Mostyn hotel, Mostyn . Sol. Jones , Railway -approach
Kay. Sur , Dec , 23 Conway JACOB, PHILIP, glass dealer , Birmingham . Pet. Dec. 2. Dec . 17,

CRICK MORE. JARVIS, coal dealer, Bungay. Pet. Dec. 5. Reg, POCOCK , LEWIS, picture 'dealer, Pall Mall. Pet. Dec. 3. Dec. 22 , atten , at office of Sol. East, Birmingham
Walker . Sur. Dec . 22 at two, at otfices of Sols . Linklater and Co., Walbrook JOUBERT, HENRI CHARLES RENE , und JOUBERT, JULES, up

HODSON,SAMUEL,farmer, Ramsey. Pet.Nov. 29 . Reg.Gaches. PHICE , THOMAS, wine merchant, Wrexham . Pet. Dec . 2 . Dec. holsterers, Percy-st, Bedford -sq , and King-st, Hammersmith .
Sur. Dec . 20 19 , at two, at officer of Sols. Bridgman , Weaver, and Jones , Pet. Dec . 4 . Dec. 19, at two, at office of Sol. Barker, St.

JORDAX . JOAN, dairyman . Green -la , Stoke Newington . Pet. Deo . We tminster-bldg ., Newgate -st Michael's -alley, Co nhil
G . Reg . Pulley . Sur. Dec. 23 PRUNIERES, BERTRAND, and PRUNIERES, FREDERICK , cabinet | KING , GEORGE BRIGGS, commission agent, Birmingham . Pet .

makers, Eden - st, Hampstead -rd . Pet . Nov. 27 . Dec . 15 , joint Deo . 6 . Dec . 23, at twelve , at office of sol. Griffin , Birmingham
BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED . creditors, at three , at the Guildhall coffee house, Gresham .st ; KNOWLES. JOSEPH , and PARKER, JAMES, cotton weste dealers,

Deo. 16 , sep . creditors of B . Prunières , at two : sep . creditors Manchester . Pet. Deo. 4 . Dec 23 , at three, at offices of Sols .Gazette, Dec . 2 . of F . Prunièrey, at three, at othce of Sols. Philip and Behrend, Messrs. He th , Manchester
BICKLEY, CHARLES CONDAMINE, Old Broad -st. July 10 , 1873 Pancras -la , Queen - st LANGLEY, WILLIAM , out of business , Wensbeok - rd , Victoria
MARSHALL, BENJAMIN JOHN , gentleman , Brunswick -sg , Hat. REED, GEORGE, general denler, Inverness- rd . Bayswater. Pet. pk . Pet. Deo. 6. Dec . 22 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Swaine ,
ton .gdn . July 25 , 1873 Nov. 25 . Dec . 13, at two, at office of Sol. Allen , B ,unswick Cheapside

square LEE , HENRY MICHAEL , patentee , Carburton -st, G eat Portland
Gazette, Dec. 5 . ROSSITER , WILLIAM wheelwright, Shearstone, par . North St. Pet. Nov . 2. Dec, 19, at eleven, at office of Sol. Lind, Beau

GRAY, JOHX, flagger, Preston . Aug. 5, 1873 Petherton . Pet. Dec. 1. Dec . 18, at twelve, at office of Sols . fort- bldge, Strand
Reed and Cook , Bridgewater MANNING , GEORGE, student of theology, Hoylake. Pet. Deo . 6 .

ROWLAND, ALEXANDER CAMPBELL, professor of music , South Dec. 30, at two, at ottice of Gibson and Bolland , accountants ,
arnpton . Pet. Nov . 29 . Dec. 17, at one, at offices of Bols . 10 , South John st, Liverpool. Sols. Anderson , Collins, and
Bradby and Robins, Southampton Kobinson , Liverpool

SADLER , HARVEY HENRY, beerseller , Heybridge . Pet. Deo. 2 . MERRILAN, WILLIAM , mercer , Monkwearmouth . Pet. Deo. 1 .

FIRST MEETINGS. Dec. 23, at eleven , at the King ' s Head inn , Maldon . Sols . Dec . 21, st half past eleven , at ottice of Sol. Skinner, Sunder
Messrs. Digby , Maldon land

Gazette, Dec, 5. SAUNDERS, HENRY JAMES, butcher , Tyler- gt. Regent- st . Pet. MILLS, FRANCIS , beer house keeper, Tonbridge- st , Euston - rd .
Dec. 1. Dec. 17 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Hewlett, Serle - st, Pet. Dec. 4. Dec. 23 , et eleven , at ottices of Lovering , 35 , Gresham .

ADAMS , ALFRED WILLIAM , merchant, Mostyn -rd , Brixton , Pet Lincoln 's. inn - fields st. Sol. Harston , Gresham stDeo. 1 . Dec. 16 . at twolve, at the City Terminus hotel, South SHARMAN . SAMUEL . hairdresser. Allington .st. Pimlico . Pet. I MITTOXETTE . FREDERICK ,metalbroker, Sedgley . Pet. Dec . 0 .Eastern Ra lway Station , Cannon - st. Sols . Campbell and Nov . 21. Dec. 11, at three, at offices of Sol. Bassett, Titchborne Dec . 20 , at twelve , at office of Sol. Barrow , WolverhamptonBeaumont, Cannon .st st , Rerent circus MOLINEUX , WILLIANI , jun ., painter, Stockton -on - Tees. Pet. Dec .
AVERY, EDWIX , and GRIFFIN , JOHN THOMAS , silk merchante , SHAW , HENRY, brickmaker, Timperly. Pet. Dec . 2 . Dec . 17, at 5 . Dec . 33, at three, at ottice of Sol. Aadeabrooke, Middles
Bishopsgate - st , also Coventry and Macclesfield . Pet . Dec . 2 . three, at office of Sols. Nicholls, Hinde, and Co ., Altrincham borouch
Deo. 18, at two , at office of Sol. Balley , Tokenhouse -yd SHERRIN , CHRISTIANA , artificial florist, Molcombe- st , Belgrave. OGDEN , WILLIAM , tin plate worker, Bolton . Pet . Deo . 5 . Dec .
BARBER , JOSHUA, woollen cloth manufacturer, Cartworth , near fq . Pec. Nov. 27. Dec . 15 , at two, at office of Sol. Hutchinson , 34, at ten , at othces of sols. Kichardsun and Dowling, BoltonHolmfirth . Pet. Dec. 1. Del, 17, at three, at otce of Sol. Vauxhall- bridge-rd OUNSWORTH , WILLIAM HENRY, boot manufacturer , Leeds. Pet .
Armitage , Huddersfield SHEWBROOKS, SAMUEL, builder, Taunton . Pet . Deu . 3 . Dec. 31, Dec . 4 . Dec. 22, av eleven , at Wharton ' s hotel, Leeds. Sol.

BARRY, CELIA , and DAVIS, ALICE , boot seller, Landport. Pet. at eleven , at office of Sol. Kite , Taunton Harle
Dec . 1. Dec . 16 . at three, at J . Wainscot, accountant, 9, Union . SHIERS, MECHAEL, coniectioner, Brixton - rd . Pet. Dec. 3. Deo. OWEN, THOMAS, winemerchant, Llandudno. Pet. Dec . 4. Dec.St, Portsen . Sol. Walker, Landport 22 , at eleven at office of Solg. Mesery , Paddison , Lincoln 's.inn . 20 , attwo, ul lno biosauins hotel, Chester. Sol. Dallow , Wo. ver .

Bass, JOHN , builder , Ipswich , Pet . Dec . 2. Dec. 19 , at ten , at fields hampton
office of Sol. Vulliamy, Ipswich SKINNER, WILLIAM BARRETT, upholsterer , Witney. Pet. Nov | PAYNE, WALTER , bootmaker , Slough . Pet. Dec. 4. Dec. 30 , at

BAYLEY, JOHN, chemist, Warrington . Pet. Deo. 1. Dec . 17 . at 2 . Dec . 17 , at hall past eleven , at office of Sol. Mallam , Ox two , at at office of Sul, Stopher , Uolemaa- st, London
three , at J . Davies And Co . Bewsey- st, Warrington . Sols . ford PERKS, WILLIAM , and WOUD, RICHARD JOSEPH , wholesale tea
Davies and Brook , Warrington SMITH , RICHARD HENRY, farmer, Beauchamp Roothing . Pet. dealers , Mark la . Pet. Dec. 4 . Dec . 31, at half past three, ut

BETTLE , WILLIAM , victualler, Ramsgate. Pet. Nov . 20 . Dec . 16 , Nov. 29. Dec. 2, at eleven , at Blyth , solicitor, Chelmsford . Sol. ottice of Sols Musry. But turd , Brabant. ct
at three , at the Crystal Palace Vaults , 7, High -st , Ramsgate . Smith , High Ongar PERKY, WILLIAM , and WOOD, LICHARD JOSEPH, wholesale teaSols. Sankey and Co ., Margate SPERRING , JOHN JOSEPH , veterinary surgeon , Bristol. Pet. Dec. dealurg , Murk - lx . Vet . Deu. 4. Dec. 31, # thrue, al offices of

BETTLEY , THOMAS, fish dealer, Runcorn . Pet. Nov . 29. Dec . 19, 1 . Dec. 16 , at two, at offices of Sol, Lane, Bristol Suls. Messrs . Bastard , brabant et
at half past three, at the Bee hotel, Liverpool. Sol. Day, Run STEWART, WILLIAM , tailor , Newcastle . Pet. Dec. 2. Dec . 18, at PETTY WILLIAM HENRY, merchant, South -st , Finsbury . Pet .

four, at the Neville hotel, Newcastle . Sol. Milnes , lluddersfield Dec . 5 . Jan . 2 , ul eleven , at the Guildhall come-house , Gres
BRAKE, EMILY RACHEL, no occupation, Marquesg- rd , Cannon STILL , FRANK, general warehouseman , Salisbury. Pet. Nov. 19 . ham .st . Sul . Iugle, Cooper, And Holmes , Threadneedle
bary, Pet. Dec . 2 . Dec. 19, at twelve, at office of Sol. Buchanan , Dec. 17 , at three , ut om ts of Sol. Hodding, Salisbury street
Basinghall st SYNONS, ROBERT, photographer, Tenby. Pot. Nov. 29 . Deo . 15 , PHILLIPS, BENJAMIN , draper, Bridgend . Pet . Dec . 5 . Dec. 18 ,BREND, JOHN, shoemaker, Abbotsham . Pet. Dec . 3. Dec. 22 . at At tweive , at the Townhall , Carmarthen . Sol. Stokes , Tenby at eleven , at vifion of Barnard , Thomas, Tribe , unu Co. Bristol.
two, at office of Sol. Thorne, Barnstaple TUCKER, WILLIAN , hatter, Fenchurch -st. Pet . Dec . 1 . Dec . 15 , Sols . Davies and Hartland , SWANSA
BROOKS, GEORGE, out of busines , Ashton -st, Salmon - la , Lime Messrs . Lindo, 12, King's Arms.yd , Muorgute -st , in lieu of the PODMORE, HENRY, wreelwright, Booley . Pet. Dec. 4 . Dec. 19 .
house. Pet Nov. 21 . Dec. 15, at twelve , at ottices of Suls . Barlon place originallv named at eleve , at Inces of Sol. Biowite, Birniughanand Drew , Forest

THOUTT, GEORGE, auctioneer, Twerton . Pet. Dec . 2. Dec. 20 , 1 PRIEST, Joax , out of business, Tettenhail. Pet. Dec . 4. Deo. 20 .
BrowX, FREDERICK WILLIAM , and BROWX, FREDERICK WIL . at twelve, at 26 , Arey -st, Lincoln ' . inn . Sol, Bartum , Bath at vieve u , at othce of Sul. Barrow , Woivu, hampton
LIAN, Jan ., tailors , Aldersgate . st. Dec . 18 , at three , at the TURSER , ROBEIUT, cotton doubler, Bollington . Pet. Dec . 3 . Dec . PRIOR, CHARLES , builder, Hereford . Pet. Doc . 3 . Dec . 20 , at
London Warehousemen 's Association , 33 , Gutter -la . Sul. 22 , atone, at the Iurner's Arms inn , boliington . Sos. Parruti. hait past three, at ottice of Soi. Corner, Ho, eford
Cattlin , Basinghall-st May, and Sons READ), SARAH , diuen draper, sacrborough . Pet. Deo . 5 . Deo . 2BUTTERILL, JOHX, bootmaker, Ferrybridge, near Pontefract. VINCENT, HARRIET COLSTOX, widow , innkeeper, Blaenavon . Pet. at one, ut hice suis . Kuuke und Migley , Leeds
Pet. Dec. 2. Dec . 20 , at hall. past eleven , at office of Sol. Carter , Dec. 1 Dec . 19 , a . two, at office of Sol. Lloyd , Pontypool REDNALL, WILLIAM RUSH , druggist, Colluinpton, Pet. Dec. 4 .Pontcfract WAKI LIX , Joun , viotualler, Ironmonger. row , St. Luke's . Pet . Dec . 23 , ut eleven , at ort.ve of alr. Andrew , 12, Bedluru -circusBUXTOX . JOSEPH HOLMES, surgeon , Compton. ter , Islington . Nov . 2 . Dec. 17 , at three , at once of Sol. Chidley, Old Jewry Exeter
Pet. Dec. 2. Dec . 19, at two, at the Guildhall coffee house, WATSON , JAMES, painter, Bacup . Pet. Dec. 2 . Dec. 30 , at three, SAYAGE, STEPHEX, licensed viotualler, Bangor, Pet. Deo . 4 .
Gresham -st. Sols . Hillearys and Tunstall, Fenchuron .bldge at the Dog and Partridge hotel, Manchester. Sol. Sykes, Dec. 2 !, ut two, a thu Yriars Vauica, Bangoc. Sol. Foulkes ,CHAPLEX , HEXBY. Joiner, Portsea . Pet. Dec. 1. Dec. 17, at four, Bacup Bangor
at office of Sol. King, Portsex WATSON,WILLIAM , chemist, oid Broad-st. Pet. Dec. 2. Dec. 18, SINPUN, JOSEPH , engineer, Budge row , Cannon -st. Pet. Deo. 4 .

COCKERTOX , ROBERT BLACKBURN, fellmonger , Warrington . two, at once of Sols . Reen, Lane, und Co ., Bush - la , Cannon -st Jan . 2, at two, at ottiou of Sol. Brown , Baringhall-st
Pet. Dec . I. Dec . 22 , at two, at ofco of Sols. Tyrer , Smith , and WAYLAXD, JAMES RICHARD, bak - r , Camden -pk . rd . Pet. Dec. 3. SPENCE, THOMAS WILLIAM , retailer of beer , Darlington . Pet .
Kenlon , Liverpool Dec . 19 , at two , ut oftice of sol. Puole, Bartholomew . closo Dec . 5 , Dec . 23 , at two, * ottices of Sol. Robinson , Durlington

COLE, GEORGE, rug merchant, Hunter - st, Dover - rd , Southwark . WRVILL , ELIZABETH , widow , out of business Samplord Brett. STAIGHT. THOMAS, out of business , Overbury . Pet . Duc. 3 .
Pet. Nov . 27 . Dec . 15 , at three, at offloes of Sols . Hicklin and Dec. 22 , at twelve , at otce of Sol. Ward , Bristol Dec. 34, at eluven, at the Swan botel, Towkesbury . Sol. MartinWashington , Trinity -F9 , Southwark WILDERSPIN , ROBERT, greengrocer, Bethnal- green - rd . Pet, Pershore

DATIE , WILLIAMS, bootmaker, Church - st, Croydon . Pet, Dec. Nov. 22 Dec . 18 , at three, at ottice of sol. Lewis, Hatton -gdn , YANDELL, SAMUEL, carporter , Taunton . Pet. Deo . 6 . Dec . 23,
3 . Dec. 22 , at three, at the Greyhound hotel, Croydon . Sol. Holborn at one, at office of Sols . Reed and louk , Bridgwator
Young, Gray ' s -inn -eq , and Croydon WILSON, RICHARD , krocer, Northwich . Pet. Dec.' 1. Dec. 9, at TAYLDER, WILLIAM POTTER, draper, Penryn . Pet. Dec. 6 . Dec.

BDWARDS, THOMAS, cinder dealer, Tipton . Pet. Nov. 29 . Dec, eleven , at the Wheat Sheal inn, Over 24, at twelve, at once of Sus, Carlyon and Paull , Truro15, at three , at office of Sol. Travis, Tipton WOODWARD, BENJAMIN , carpet manufacturer , Kidderminstor . TRAYXOR, CHRISTOPHER, hair dresser, Sheffield . Pet. Deo. 4 .
ELLIOTT, JAMES, greengrocer , Kingst, Hammersmith . Pet. Pet. Dec , 2 . Dec. 17 , a three, at the Lion hotel, Kidderminster Dec. 19, at three , at office of Sol. Gee, Shettleid
Nov . 28. Dec. 19 , at three, at the West Kensioxton Station Sol. Morton , Kidderminster TUGMAX, SAMUEL, and BRADSHAW , SYLVESTER CHRISTOPHER ,hotel, Russell . rd , Kensington . Sol. Haynes, Wellesley-rd , ZERLENDI, NICHOLAS MICHEL, merchant, Great Winchester-st. merobania , Liverpool. ret. Due . 4. Dec. 29 , at one , at the Law
Croydon Pet. Dec. 4 . Dec . 92 ,at two, atKemp, Ford , and, Co ., Wabruok . Association Rouins, Liverpool. Sols. Thornley and Dismore ,FORREST, FRANCIS , butcher, Plumstead . Pet. Nov . 28. Dec. 15, Sols. Hillyer , Fenwick , and Stibbard , Fenchurch -st Liverpoolat eleven , at ofces of Sol. Elworthy, Brewer-st, Woolwich VAUGHAN, WILLIAM , innkeeper, Welshpool. Pet. Dec . 5 . Dec .

GALE, JAMES printer , High - st, Brompton . Pet. Dec . 3. Dec . 29,
as one, at W . A . WIoughby , 4, Lancaster -pl, Strand . 20 . At twelve , . t offices of Sule . Barrison , WelshpoolGazetto, Dec. 9 .Sol. WATTS, EDWARD , grocer , Ashoott . Pet. Dec . 3. Dec. 18 , atBassett, Rochester , and Garden - st , Brompton ASTON , JOSEPH , Ironmonger , Kentish -town. rd . Pet . Dec . 5 . twelve , at the Railway hotel, Bridgwater . Sol. Lobbs, jun ..GILBERT, ALFRED, baker, Caterham Junction . Pet. Dec . 2 . Dec. 23 . at twelve, at ottices of Sol. Jones , Walbrook -bdge WeligDec. 18, at two, at the Greyhound hotel, Croydon . Sol. Hogan , BARKER , JOHN THEODORE , architect, Furnival's inn , and Rose | WHALLEY , RICHARD, grocer , Ashton -under -Lyne. Pet. Deo. 4.Xartin 's -la , Cannon -st, and Park - st, Croydon Cottage, Wellesley -rd , Croydon . Pet. Dee . 6 . Dec . 22 , at two, Deo . 19 , at three ,at otticus of Sols . Aadlechaw and Warburton ,

GLESISTER , ALFRED , blacksmith , Abbott's Langley. Pet. Nov . At office of Sol. Fryer , Gray 's .inn . pl, Gray 'g inn Manchester3 . Dec . 24 , at three , at F . llolloway, accountant, 173, Ball's BILLINGTON , JOHN , parket gardener, Southfield -rd , Turnham . WHITEHEAD, JAMES, agent, Coborn - row , Bow . Pet. Dec. 6
Pond- rd , Islington green , Acton . Pet. Dec . 1 . Deo. 22, at one, at office of Sols . L ev. 22 , at three, as office of Sol. Swaine, CheapvidoGLOVER, JOHX , farmer, Cossington , near Ratcliff on theWreake. Brown and Waters , Lincoln ' s- inn - fields WHITESMITH JOHN THOMAS, boot inanufacturer , KidderminsPet. Dec . 2 . Dec. 18, at three,at office of sol. Owston , Leices . BIRD , LEONARD STANLEY, shoemaker, Stroud . Pet. Deo . 4 . Dec . ter. Pet. Dec. 5 . Dec. 14, at three, at ottice or Sol. Corbet, Kidter 20 , at three, Atomice of Srl. Jackson , Stroud derminster

GODDARD ALFRED COURTENAY, russia broker , Old Broad - st. BOWSTEAD, JOHN FRANCIS , merchant, Birmingham . Pet. Deo . WILKINY, MATTHEW , varnih merchant, Aston , near BirmingPet. Nov. 24 . Dec . 16 , at twelve, at office of Sols. McLeod and 3. Dec . 18 , at three , at ottice of Sol. Fitter, Birmingham
hom . Pet. Duc. 4. Dec . 19 , at twelve , at ottice of Sol. Free ,Watney . Londor.- st , Fenchurch - st BRYAN, THOMAS, 8 .ooer, Longton . Pet. Deo . 3. Dec. 22, at Birining diuGREGG , PETER WILLIAM , confectioner , Mile End . rd . Pet . Nov. eloven , at office of Sols. Messrs . Tomkinson , Burelem WILLIAMS, THOMAS, grocer, Birmingham . Pet. Dec. 4 . Dec. 19,

28. Dec . 19 , at one, at offices of Sols. Barton and Drew , Fore . BURGH LL , EDGAR, bookkeeper, Livrepool. Pet. Dec . 5 . Dec . at ten a otticu of Sol, Beaton , Birminghamstreet
20 , at two, at the Stork hotel, Liverpool. Sols . Bridgeman , | WILSOX, PATER, baker, Stilton . Pet. Dec . 3. Deo. 20 , at eleven .GUMBLEY , JOSEPH , farmer , Tonyrefail, car. Llantrissant. Pet. Weaver, and Jones, Chester

at the Wentworth notei, Peterborough . Sol, Gruves, WhitDec. 2. Dec . 18 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Morgan , Pontypridd BURN, WILLIAM , builder, Blyth . Pet. Doc. 4. Dec . 19 , at twelve tleseyHARBOUR, THOMAS ALFRED, Assistant boot manufacturer , Col. at ottice of Sol. Garbut, Newcastle upon Tyne WoodHEAD, HEXY, beerhouse keeper, Shefeld . Pet. Dec. 9 .chester. Pet. Nov. 29 . Dec . 13, at twelve, at the Essex Arms BUSUBY, ROBERT WILLIAM , faraser, Bognor . Pet. Dec . 5 . Dec . Dec . 23, at twelve , as office of Sol. Fernell, Sheffieldinn , Colchester. Sols. Bartlett and Forbes , Bedford - st, Covent. 21. at eleven , at the Dolphin kotel, Chichester . Sol. Arnold ,
garden WOODMAX , THOMAS, huster , Tipton . Pet. Dec . 6. Dec . 22, at

Chichester
HARDING , WILLIAM , saddler , Landport. Pet. Dec. 2. Dec. 20, three, atoffice of Sol. Travis , Tipton

CALVERT, JOHx , draper, Leeds. Pet . Dec. 6 . Dec . 23, at two, at
at three , a : odce of Sol. King, Portsen WOOD, REUBEN, tripe dresser , Manchester . Pet . Dec . 5 . Dec .

office of Sol. Carr, Leeds 23, at twelve, at ultices of Messrs. Homer, Manchester . sol..HEAVEN , WILLIAM , dealer, Avening , near Nailsworth . Pet . Dec. CAREY, FREDERICK WILLIAM , cook -shop keeper, Old Castle -st .
1. Dec, 22 , at twelve , at office of Sol. Potter, Cheltenhamn Law , Manchester

Bethnal-green . Pet . Dec. 6 . Dec . 94 , at two, at office of Sul.
HEMXING , CLEMENT JOHN, painter , Handsworth . Pet . Deo . 2 ZUCKER, CHARLES, watchmaker, Kensington -pk - rd , NottingNind , St . Benet' s . pl, Gracechurch - st hiil . Pet. Nov . 28 . Dec . 16 , at two, at office of Sol. Marshall. .Dec. 19, at three , at offices of Sols . Maher and Poncia , Birming. CASTELL, GEORGE, packing ease manufacturer, Tenter .st. Little Lincoln ' s- inn - fields

Moorfields . Pet. Dec. 6 . Dec. 23, at eleven , at 22 , Tenteret,HITCHCOCK , EDWARD, wine merchant, Bishopsgate -st -within . Little Moorfields. Sol. Hicks, Annis- rd , South Hackney
Pet. Nov. 22 . Dec . 18, at three , at Waddell and Co ., Mansion DAXX, JAMES, bootmanufacturer , Leicester. Pet . Dec , 6 . Deo .
Houre - chmbs, 12, Queen Victoria -et. Sol. Stocken and Jupp, 23 , at twelve , at office of Sol. Harvey, LeicesterLeadenhall- et DAVIS , SOLOMON , legging manufacturer , Widegate- st, Bishops.HOPKINS, JOSEPH , builder, Pontrhydfendigaid , par. Caron . gate - st -without. Pet Dec 3 . Dec . 19 , at twelve, at office of Sol. BANKRUPTS' ESTATES.uwch - clan dd , Pet. vec. 3. Dec. 18 , at elever , at otfices of Sol. Levirton , Bishopagate -st-within
Jones, Aberystwith DOWXIXG , EDWARD JAMES, clerk , Bristol. Pet. Dec . 5 . Deo. 19 , The Official Assignees, & c ., are given , to whom apply for the

INMAS , CHAMLES, furnishing undertaker , Central-st , St. Luke's, Bt two, at office of Sol. Beckingham , Bristol Dividends.and City - rd . Pet. Deo . 3 . Dec. 19, at lelve, at offices of Sols , EVANS, EVAN HARRIS, barman Aberoare . Pet. Dec . 3 . Deo. 20 ,
Taylor and Jaguet, 8 . uth -st, Finsbury .sg at one , at office of Sols . Simons and Plews, Merthyr Tydal Williams, T. grocer, second, 8d . Stone, Liverpool

JENNER , HORACE , bootmaker , St. Leonard ' -on - Sea . Pet . Nov . FAIRLIE , CHARLES SHAKESHAFT, sun blind manufaeturer , Chapman, E . merchant, final, Bs .5d. At W . J . White and Co .
30 . Dec . 8. at twelve, at the Incorporated Law Society 's Rooms, Prioces-st, Rotherhithe . Pet. Deo. 1 . Dec. 17 , at one, at office acoouutants , 33, King. st. Cheap jue. - Edoards , J. t mber derler ,
Chancery -la , London , Sol. Jones, Hastings of Sol. Nind , St Benet- pl, Gracechurch -st third and final, 7o . At Trust. H . G . Nicholson , Norfolk - ut, Man .
SLIN , DAVID , mason , Kimbely rd , Nunhead . Pet. Dec. 2. FARROW . JOHN WESTLEY, of no occupation , Bulwell. Pet. Deo . chester. - Eling. J . Ah merchant, neoond and final, s. 6 d . AtDec. 17, at eleven , at the Guildhall tavern , London , Sols . Deo. 27 , at three, at office of Sols . Cranch , Rowe, and Stroud , Trust. M . Dowson , Flotlor gate , Grimsby. - Hall, J. jun , honier ,
Keene and Maryland, Lower Thames - st Nottingham first, 4s . At Trust. C . J . Buckley, 43 , Market- st, Bradford .KAULL, HESRY, baker , City .rd. Pet. Nov. 25, Dec. 13 , at three, FARROW , JOSEPH , out of business , Colchester . Pet. Dec . 2. Dec . Hughes, E , ta 'lor, first. 28. At Trust. C . H . Rees, 6 , Castle - st .at the Pinsbury hotel, 14 . Finsbury -s . Sol. Hicks, Annis- rd ,

Carnarvon .- Leer, H . A . cotton merchant, first, 6s, d .22 , at twelve , at office of Sol. Prior , ColchesterSouth Hackney At Trust .
FOY, MICHAEL JOSEPH , bootmaker, Leominster. Pet. Deo . 4 . H . Bolland , 10 , South Johust, Live. pool.- Palmer H . D . clerk inMENP, HUBERT HENRY, ironmonger, Marchmont- st, Brung. Deo . 22, at twelve , at the Royal Oak hotel. Leominster. Sol. the civil service, tirst, 48. AL Mersrs . Learoyd, 11, South -st,WIOK . . Pet. Nov . 27 . Dec. 12 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Finsbury. - ecorah, G .tirnber merchant, further, second and final,Wius, St. Martin 's - ct, Leicester- sq Gregg , Leominster
FRASER, JAMES , and PRUDHOE , GEORGE , oontractors, Sunder 28 . ed . At Trust. J . U Wing. Puideaux.chmbr, Change alley .

KNIGHT, CHARLES BEXRY, journalist , Bognor. Pet. Deo. 3. land . Pet . Dec. 4 . Dec . 92, at one, at ottice of Sol. Hall, Sun . Sheteld . Walker. W . und J. araners, first and Anal, Is . 5 . At
Dec . 20, at two, at office of Sol. Luckett, Worthing derland Trust. A . McDowall, 31A, Watling- st

2.

Zaton. Petet Wooly Dec. 13,

Dibidends.
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THE

CHRISTMAS DOUBLE NUMBER
OF

THE QUEEN .
THE LADY' S NEWSPAPER ,

Orders of Discharge.

INSOLVENTS ' ESTATES . IMAMAR INDIEN , the only MedicineApply at ProvisionalAssignee's Office , Portugal-st, Lincoln's 1 admitted to International Exhibition 1872, a Laxative,
inn , between 11 and 2 on Tuesdays . Refreshing, and Medicated Fruit Lozenge, the Immediate

Dickinson , R . O . generalmerchant, first, ss. 4d .-- Pearl, T . out of | Relief and Specific Cure of Constipation , Headache, Bile ,
business, first, 68. 9d . - Wilder , D . H . master in navy , fourth , Hæmorrhoids, & c . " Tamar," unlike pills and the usual
Rg. od . purgatives , is agreeable to take, and never produces irrita

tion . 28. 6d . per box ; post free 2d . extra . - E . GRILLON ,
22, London Wall, E . C .; also of BARCLAY and Sons, and
of all chemists .

Gazette , Nov. 25 .
DOW , THOMAS, baker, Hackney SPECIAL NOTICE.

Gazette, Nov. 28 . ALFRED WEBB MILES' S Establishment
BLYTHE, THOMAS MARTIN , and MOORE, ARTHUR, Liverpool is replete with NEW GOODS for WINTER OVER

Gazette, Dec. 2 . COATS, Elastics for Frock and Mourning Coats , Vestings,
RANKIN , ALFRED , commission agent, Philip-ter, Philip -la, Tot- Bedford Cords for Hunting Breeches, Scotch and West of
tenham England stout Angolas for Riding Trousers, Travelling

Gazette, Dec , 5. Suits, & c . A . W . M . is distinguished for Gentlemen ' s

COLEMAN, WILLIAM WARMAN , surgeon , Plumstead . rd , Woolwich Dress of the best quality atmoderate charges for cash pay

MAXXIXG , HEXRY, jeweller, York ments .

12, BROOK-STREET, HANOVER-SQUARE, Londex, W .

BIRTHS MARRIAGES AND DEATHS ALFRED WEBB MILES' world -famed
11 16s. TROUSERS (originated by him ) from stont

BIRTHS. and warm new Scotch Tweeds, Cheviots, & c ., thoroughly
JELF . - On the 3rd inst., at 3 , Burston - road, Putney , the wife of maintain their high reputation , and are in all respects
Arthur Richard Jell, Esq ., barrister- at-law , of a son . better value than ever.

KNOCKER . On the 4th inst., at The Hazels, Great Dunmow ,
12 , BROOK -STREET, Hanover-square, W .Essex , the wife fof William Wheatley Knocker, solicitor, of a

Bon . TOR PARK , FARM , and GENERALWRIGHT. - On the 7th inst., At Spencer-road , Putney , the wife
of H . Wildey Wright, Eeq ., barrister- at- law , of a son . ENCLOSURES.

YOUNG .- On the 3rd inst ., at 14, Onslow -square, the wife of
Francis Young, Esq ., barrrister -at-law , of a daughter .

MARRIAGES.
BELLINGHAM - CLAYDEN . - On the 2nd inst .. at Oakley , near
Bishop 's Stortford , Edward Nugent Bellingham , of Swansea ,
solicitor, to Caroline, second daughter of the late John Clayden ,
Esq., of Littlebury.

KIXG - LEESON . - On the 6th inst., at Chiswick , William King , of
Lincoln 's inn , Esq ., barrister -at- law , to Eleanor Constance,
only daughter of the late John Seymour Lesson , Esq ..

THIMBLEBY - RICHARDSON. - On the 4th inst ., at St. John 's

Church , whestone, Finchley, by the Rev . Joseph Spence, Rector
of East Keal, Lincolnshire , Uncle of the bridegroom , assisted by

the Rev . Alfred Kaye, IncumbentofWhetstone, Thomas William
Thimbleby, only son of Thomas Thimbleby, Esq ., Avenue Houga ,
Spilsby, to Mary Elizabeth , only child of the late Frank Richard

son , Esq ., of Hameringham , Lincolnshire . No cards .
DEATHS.

ROSE. - On the Srd inst., at Brighton , aged 91, the Hon . Sir George
Rose, F . R . S ., 'ate Judge of Court of Review .

TWOPENY. - On the 5th Inst., in Upper Grosvenor -street, aged 76,
William Twopeny, formerly of the Middle Temple, barrister-at
law

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 13,
CONTAINS :

A Beautiful Chromo-Lithograph Plate,

“ FEEDING THE ROBINS,”
Two Full-page Engravings of

MRS. SIDDONS AS THE TRAGIC MUSE
AND

MRS. BILLINGTON AS ST. CECILIA

PORTRAITS OF TWENTY ENGLISH LADIES OF
THE PRESENT DAY,

Eminent in Philanthropy, Literature, and Art.
Instructions for Decorating Churches at Christmas.

Illustrations and Directions for making two entirely new
Laces. - Reviews of Christmas Books, with 20 Illustrations.
Illustrations of the latest Paris Fashions in Dinner, Ball,
Promenade, and Afternoon Toiletten. -- Amusements for
Christmas, Acting Charade, & c ., Christmas Stories, & c .

The Drama. Music and Musicians. Gazette des Dames,
The Tourist . The Library. Pastimes. The Exchange,
Personal. The Boudoir . Court Chronicle. Society.
Obituary.
Notos and Queries on Dress, Work , Music , and other

subjects usefuland interesting to Ladies.
May be had of News Agents, Booksellers, and at the Rail .

way Stalls .
Price ls.

OFFICE : 346 , STRAND , LONDON , W . C .

MORTONNCIS MOD

(LIMITED)

(LIVERPOOL
WAYLOR STREET

CABLE FENCIA
THE FIELD,

Country Gentleman's Newspaper,
THEENC

INC

OPPARTRIDGE AND COOPER , Is in tise overmany thousand miles .

WHOLESALE & RETAIL STATIONERS, Specialattention is invited to theWIRE CABLE FENCES SATURDAY, DECEMBER 6.
- fitted with

192, FLEET-STREET, AND 1 & 2 , CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON , E . O . | CONTAINS:
F . M . & Co.'s PATENT GALVANISED Our Streets,

Carriagepaid to the Country on Orders exceeding 208.
OVAL IRON PENCING POSTS, Mr Arch' s Scheme of Emigration to Canada.

The Alleged Adulteration of Sherry .
DRAFT PAPER, 58., 6s. 6d ., 78 . 63 ., 78 . 9d ., and 9s. Od . per known as their No. A 5 and A 10 . Report of Experiments with Domestic Lamps .

Team . The large extent to which these favourite Fences have

BRIEF PAPER, 158. 60 ., 178. 6d., and 298 . 61 . per ream . been adopted enables them to be supplied at & price meet THE SMITHFIELD CLUB CATTLE SHOW .
FOOLSCAP PAPER , 10s. 60 ., 12s. 6d ., and 15s. 6d . per ream . ing all general requirements. The Cattle and The London Fog .
CREAM LAID NOTE , Ss., 4s.,and 58. per ream . The Devil Fish . with an Illustration .
LARGE CREAM LAID NOTE , 4s . 6d ., 6s. 6d ., and 8s . per ream . F . M . & Co.'s Rambles in Search of Shells .
LARGE BLUE NOTE , Ss . fid ., 4s. 6d . , and 6s. 6d . per ream , The Principal Two-year-Old Races of 1873.
ENVELOPES , CREAM OR BLUE, 48,6d., and 6s. 6d ., per 1000 . NEW PATENTSUSPENSION WINDERS Ridgway Club, Southminster, and other Coursing
THE " TEMPLE " ENVELOPE , extra secure, 9s . 6d . per 1000 . Dispense with the necessity of straining posts , thereby Meetings.
FOOLSCAP OFFICIAL ENVELOPES, 18. 9d . per 100 . greatly reducing the cost of the fence and also effecting a Prosecution for Coursing Trapped Hares.
THE NEW “ VELLUM WOVE CLUB-HOUSE ” NOTE , considerable saying in labour for erection , as they efficiently Hunting Notes from Leicestershire, Ireland, & c .
98. 6d . per ream , strain the wires from both directions at the same time. The Mastiff Judging at Birmingham ,
# Wa shonla direct portionlar attention to their New Olnb - \ They are readily inserted in existing lences The Spanish Bulldog Toro .

house Paper : in our opinion it is the very best paper weever i Tweed Salmon in November

wrote upon ." - London Mirror .
An Act for the Preservation of Coarse Fish .

Illustrated Catalogue on application . Chamois Stalking in the Tyrol.

LONDON OFFICE : 36 , PARLIAMENT-STREET, S . W
Sir S . Bakerat the Geographical Society .

INDENTURE SKINS, Printed andMachine-ruled , to hold twenty Tigers in India , and the Civil Service .

or thirty folios, 28 . sd , per skin , 26s, per dozen , 125s . per Emigrant Fields of North America .

roll. Now ready, price 1s., free by post 18. 21d .,
Rowing at the Universities .
Cambridge University Racquets .

SECONDS or FOLLOWERS, Ruled, ls , Ild .each, 225. per dozen, The Edinburgh Show of Fat Stock .THE RURAL A L M A NAC1058. per roll. Dublin , Plymouth , and other Poultry Shows.
RECORDS or MEMORIALS ,7d. each,6s. 6d. per dozen . AND Forcing the Lily of the Valley .

SPORTSMAN'S ILLUSTRATED CALENDAR Athletic Sports, Football, Golf, Bicycling , Canoeing,
LEDGERS, DAY- BOOKS, CASH -BOOKS, LETTER OGMINUTE- BOOKS Yachting, Chess, Cards, & c .

An immense stock in various bindings. For 1874 . Price 6d. By post, 61d.
ILLUSTRATED PRICE -LIST of Inkstands, Postage Scales

Oopying Presses , Writing Cases , Despatch Boxes, Oak and The Letterpress consists of FIELD OFFICE , 346, STRAND, LONDON, W .C.
Walnut Stationery Cabinets, and other useful articles Lists of Hounds, their Masters, Whips, Kennels , & c .
adapted to Library or Office, post free . Clubs and their Club Houses . W HAT AM IP A Popular Introduction to

DUNERAL REFORM . – The exorbitant
Yachts and their Stations, Commodore, Vice -Commodore. Mental Philosophy and Psychology. Vol. I. The
Secretaries , & C ., with the Winning Yachts for the Year MECHANISM ofMAN . By EDWARD W . COX , Serjeantitems of the undertaker's bill have long operated as 1873 . at- Law . Price 8s . 6d .

an oppressive tax upon all classes of the community . With | Chambers of Agriculture. CONTENTS :
a view of applying a remedy to this serions evil the Epitome of Acts of Parliament passed relating to Country СНАР.LONDON NECROPOLIS COMPANY, when opening CRAP.Gentlemen . 1 . Introduction .
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To Readers and Correspondents.
JUSTITIA . — We cannot give opinions on questions of law .
W . D . BALLANTYNE. - Consult a solicitor ; or , if you are a solicitor, consult counsel.
EVERAL important communications unavoidably stand over .

Anonymous communicationsare invariably rejected .

THE Supreme Court of the United States, in a most elaborate
judgment, reviewing all the authorities , has decided that a common
carrier cannot lawfully stipulate for exemption from responsibility
when such exemption is not just and reasonable in the eye of the
law ; further, that it is not just and reasonable in the eye of the
law for a common carrier to stipulate for exemption from responsi
bility for the negligence of himself or his servants ; and that
these rules apply both to common carriers of goods and common
carriers of passengers, and with special force to the latter .

NOTICE .
The LAW TIMES goes to press on Thursday evening, that itmuy be received in the remotest
parts of the country on Saturday morning . Communications and Advertisementsmust
be transmitted accordingly. None can appear that do not reach the office by Thursday
afternoon 's post.

All communications intended for the Editor of the Solicitors' Department should be so
addressed .

Just published , price 58. 6d ., PART IV . of VOL. VIII. of
DEPORTS of MAGISTRATES, MUNICIPAL , PAROCHIAL ,
N ELECTION , and ECCLESIASTICAL LAW CASES, decided by all the Courts.

Sent post free to subscribers, N . B . - The back volumes and parts may be had ; the vols .
at $ 3 . each , half -bound.

London : HORACE Cox , 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .

Now ready, price 58. 6d., PART I., VOL. II., of
MARITIME LAW REPORTS (New Series). By J . P . ASPINALL ,

1 Esq ., Barrister-at-Law , in the Admiralty Courts of England and Ireland, and in all
the Superior Courts, with a Selection from the Decisions of the United States Courts ,
with Notes by the Editor. The First Series of " Maritime Law ” may now be had com
plete in Three Volumes, half bound, price £5 5s. for the set, or any single volume for
£22s. Back numbersmay be had to complete sets,

London : HORACE Cox, 10, Wellington-street, Strand, W .C .

A REMARK which we have met with in the “ Memoir of Lord
DENMAN ," just published , recalls attention to the patronage still
remaining in the hands of the Judges to be conferred upon the
Bar. Every year the Judges who go circuit are besieged by appli
cants for revising barristerships, and in very rare instances is the
appointment given to themost deserving aspirant. In a letter to
COLERIDGE from the Midland Circuit in 1847 Lord DENMAN wrote :
“ I cannot help fancying that the Bar is becoming more a stage of
transition than a status — an apprenticeship exacted by custom for
obtaining some office, such as that of revising barrister , County
Court Judge, or commissioner of some sort. I heartily wish the
Judges were deprived of all patronage of this kind . Towards the
end of the assizes the looks of expectation and disappointment are
harrowing." The exercise of such patronage is a source of annoy
ance to the Bench and humiliation to the Bar.CON TEN TS.

PEPORTS.
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High Court and County Court ............ 517
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:
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A DEFECT, if such it is to be called, in the Ballot Act has been
pointed out in a case which came before the Manchester County

Court on the 8th and 13th inst. By the 42nd rule of the first
schedule, the marked register is to be open to inspection . All
the documents used at the municipal election are sent to the
town clerk ; and by the 29th rule of the same schedule the pre
siding officer is directed at the close of the poll to make up in
a separate packet, sealed with his own seal and the seal of the
candidates or their agents, the marked copies of the register of
the voters and the counterfoils of the ballot papers. Consequently
by this Act inspection is given of what by the Act is ordered to

be sealed up . The difficulty was got over by application to the
County Court Judge, who first heard the application in his
private room and granted a rule nisi for inspection of the regis
ter, which by consent of the Town Clerk , was subsequently made
absolute . A report of the case will appear under “ Election Law "
in due course.
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A DECISION of the Chief Judge in Bankruptcy upon the effect of a
settlement which purported to convey to trustees for the benefit
of the intended wife, not alone all the settlur then pos
sessed ,but allhemight acquire during coverture (Ex parte Bolland ;
re Clint, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 543), well deserves consideration .
It appeared that the recitals of the deed described the property in
tended to be conveyed, namely, all and singular the real and
personal estate which the settlor should at any time during
coverture possess, and the covenants in the deed included even
more words to carry out the same intention . There were trusts
declared of the property he absolutely possessed at the time, but
none of those comprised in the recital or the covenant. The settlor
became bankrupt, and his trustee claimed the after-acquired
property as part of his assets. The Chief Judge very properly,
as we conceive, pronounced against the settlement, and held , first,
that as there were no trusts expressed with reference to future
property, it must be taken that the husband intended that such
property should first be applied to his own use. Secondly, that
such a settlement was clearly void as against creditors. He said ,
“ If deeds of this description were to be acted upon it would be
impossible for anyone to carry on business. Nothing was more
opposed to justice and the policy of the law than that a man
should be at liberty to execute such a deed whereby his property ,
even to his boots, became subject to the trusts of the settlement.
Creditors had a right to make the debtor's property applicable
to the payment of their demands, and the trustee in the bank .
ruptcy was entitled to the shares" — which had been bought during

coverture .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

24

134

135
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NOTICE. - CHRISTMAS DAY AND BANK HOLIDAY.
Correspondents and Advertisers must send their letters by Tuesday
evening' s post for insertion in next week ' s issue of this paper.

The Law and the Lawyers.
An application of some practical importance wasmade to Vice
Chancellor Malins on the 13th inst., resulting , it is believed , in a
departure for the first time from the ordinary practice of the
Court of Chancery of appointing a special examiner to take the

The office of Associate on the Northern Circuit is one of some evidence of witnesses resident abroad. The witnesses proposed
importance, as also is that of Prothonotary for the County of Lan to be examined reside in France, and were admittedly unwilling
caster. Both these offices have for twenty -seven years been filled witnesses. They would not voluntarily attend before any examiner
by Mr. EDMUND ROBERT HARRIS. That gentleman has now retired or tribunal, and the order sought was to be directed to the
owing to ill-heal h , to the general regret of the Profession . We President and Judges of the Tribunal Civil de Première Instance
understand that Mr. THOMAS SHUTTLEWORTH , solicitor, son of tbe of the Department of the Seine sitting at Paris, requesting them

clerk of arraigns, has been appointed Mr. HARRIS's successor as to accept a commission from the Court of Chancery to delegate

Judges' Associate, but that, owing to the increase of business on one or more Judges of the Tribunal who should be charged to
the Northern Circuit, the duties of prothonotary will be divided , proceed to an inquiry in the form of French civil procedure, and

Mr. SHUTTLEWORTH being Prothonotary for Lancaster, Mr. to summon the witnesses resident in their jurisdiction to be

WORTHINGTON for Manchester, and Mr. T . E . Paget for Liverpool. examined upon certain allegations contained in the summons.
Mr. SHUTTLEWORTH' s appointment as Judges' Associate has, we The objection urged to the adoption of the course was that the
believe, given great satisfaction to the Bar, 1 French tribunal would not take the evidence by examination and

VOL. LVI. – No. 1603,
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cross-examination in our manner, nor permit counsel to con -

duct the examination , but would , according to its usual

practice, examine the witnesses itself. The opinion of an eminent

avoué was read to the effect that the French court in such a

case would adopt the English procedure . The Vice-Chancellor

thought that our Court of Chancery always had the power of

directing commissions to issue for the examination of witnesses

satisfied , from what had occurred , that the assets would not pay
1ls. in the pound, unanimously agreed to accept less ; and , if they

could not do so, the Act of Parliament had passed in vain . We

quite agree with the learned Judge in his conclusion , “ that

great mischief and injustice would be done to the other creditors

if the Court suffered the appellant, by reason of the accident, to

continue the action , for the company was as much bound by the

terms of the second resolution as it was by the terms of the first,

to which it was a party." The appeal was consequently dis
missed .

Will. 4 , c. 22. In pursuance of that power the Common Law

Courts had issued commissions to Judges of foreign courts

ex . gr. Lumley v . Gye (23 L . J . 112 , Q . B .), and sitting in the

Court of Chancery he considered that he had power to issue such

a commission which he thought the best possible course to be

adopted under the circumstances. Whilst not doubting the

existence of the power thus exercised by the Vice-Chancellor

we consider the necessity for its exercise an argument in favour

of the assimilation of the laws, and if possible of the procedure,

of the great trading countries.

THE County Court Judge of Dorsetshire, sitting at Bridport, has
decided that a husband who gives his wife, privately , instructions

not to run into debt with the baker, is not liable for bread supplied

to his household on credit . His HONOUR said that this principle

had been established by a case in the CourtofCommon Pleas. This

is to us a novel and startling doctrine. A wife is prima facie the

agent of the husband in procuring household necessaries suited

to his position in life. The defendant in the case before the

County Court Judge was in receipt of 14s. weekly wages, the

whole of which, he said , he gave to his wife, and told

her to pay for what was required . She failed to pay the

baker, who had no notice of the instructions to the wife . It

was positively held that he could not recover against the

husband . The most recent case decided in the Common

Pleas is Phillipson v . Hayter (23 L . T . Rep. N . S . 556 ),
where Lord Chief Justice BOVILL said , “ The domestic arrange

ments of the family being usually left to the control of the wife,

her authority extends to all those matters which fall within her

department, as, for instance, the supply of provisions for the house,

clothing for herself and children, and things of that sort. . . .

Even that limited authority must, however, be subject to this con

dition , that the goodsbe suitable to the position which the husband

allows his wife to assume.” In the old case of Etherington v .

Parrott (Salk . 118 ) a warning was given to the plaintiff' s servant,

by the husband , not to trust the wife any more. That was held to

rebut the presumption of the wife's power to pledge her husband' s

credit. That a private prohibition to the wife should have the
same effect would be an extraordinary extension of the law .

WE have recently discussed in these columns the right of a credi
tor of a bankrupt who has agreed to accept a composition , to sue

for his original debt when there is a failure to pay the composi

tion . On the 15th inst. the CHIEF JUDGE had before him this

question in a somewhat peculiar form ( Ex parte The Radcliffe

Investment Company, re Glover). A composition having been

accepted by creditors, payable by three instalments , on a basis

which excluded a large creditor, this creditor was subsequently

admitted to prove, and the debts upon which the composition

was payable thereby becoming so much larger the debtors were

unable to pay, and almost all the creditors agreed to accept a

smaller sum in the pound as the third instalment, the creditor

last admitted agreeing to reduce his debt. The appellant, how

ever, refused to be bound by the resolution , and brought his

action . The Deputy - Judge of the Manchester County Court re

strained the action , and from that decision the creditor appealed .

Lord Justice JAMES, in Hatton 's case (27 L . T . Rep . N . S . 396 ;
L . Rep . 7 Ch . 723 ) said : “ There may be cases in which , by

accident and not by default of the debtor, the composition is

not duly paid , and then no doubt the court would relieve the

debtor from the effect of any accident and remove any injustice "

And the CHIEF JUDGE pointed out that the possibility of such an

accident was contemplated by the Act, and creditors were, by the

126th section , 6th paragraph, entitled to “ add to or vary the

provisions of any composition previously accepted by them

without prejudice to any persons taking interests under such
provisions who do not assent to such addition or variation ." * His

Lordship proceeded to remark that it was upon that clause that

the case of the appellant rested , and in construing it he had to

consider what was the general policy of the law , and not to attach

a too literal construction to words which were apparently opposed

to such policy. The word “ persons” might no doubt, he said ,

include " creditors,” but they would be bound by the first resolu

tion ; and creditors being the persons to be bound , it would be

wrong to read the word as meaning “ creditors," unless it was
impossible to ascribe any other meaning to it . By the terms of

the 7th clause the provisions of a composition accepted by an

extraordinary resolution were binding on all the creditors whose

names appeared in the statement of the debtor produced to the
meetings at which the resolution was passed , but did not affect or

prejudice the rights of any other creditors. The meaning of the

clause was perfectly obvious. The creditors in this case being

In our issue of the 6th inst.,we made what we considered to be
somevery fair remarks upon an article appearing in the Irish Law

Times, concerning the relations existing between the Judges of the
common law side of the Four Courts. We ventured to describe

our contemporary' s article as “ a lively Irish sketch ," and we
questioned whether it was true to life . We doubted whether the

Irish Judges would actaswethought our contemporary suggested ,
and our construction of what he did say is disputed . In our own

justification , and for the benefit of the Irish Judges, we give our
comments and our critic 's reply in parallel columns :

Lav Times. Irish Law Times,
If we may form an opinion upon OUR contemporary has thought
some observations which appear in proper to question the truth of the

the last number of the Irish Law description contained in our second
Times, we need have little scruple last issue of the unsatisfactory man.

in reforming the courts of law in ner in which our Court of Exchequer
Ireland , and abolishing the inter- Chamber is constituted in this
mediaté Court of Appeal. Wehave country, and the way in which the
rarely seen so graphic a description several Courts of Common Law re.
of utter confusion as we find in the view each other's decisions when
columns of our contemporary, and considering them in appeal. We do

in order that wemay not understate not question the right of the Law
the case wewill give his own words : Times to criticise our views or im
“ As the courts are at present con . pugn our veracity when they catch

stituted ,” we are told , “ they do us tripping, butwe protest against

not satisfy the public or themselves, violent presumptions on the part of

either in the manner they discharge our respected contemporary, espe
their own business, or review each cially when they are put forward

other's decisions. The courts of without any knowledge of the sub

first instance, or those which hear ject, and when the meaning and
and decide cases of pleading and intent of our observations are dis .

practice on the common law side of torted and misconstrued . After

the Hall of the Four Courts , and quoting the portion of our article to

control the trial and decision of which we refer, the writer in the Law

questions of law and fact after their Times thus proceeds : - “ This, we
disposalat Nisi Prius, are jealous of venture to think , is a lively Irish
their respective regulations, differ in sketch , and one in which implicit

their views, clash in the exercise of trust ought not to be placed .” “ It
their respective jurisdictions, and is hardly credible that a number of
when reviewing each other' s decisions gentlemenentrusted with thehighest

in the Court of Error, as at present functions in the State should ad .

constituted , ' pay each other off,' minister the law according to the

without much consideration or re - bias of their personal feelings.” The
spect. When the Common Pleas sneer at our national vivaciional vivacity con

and Exchequer fancy they catch the tained in the first sentence may be

Queen 's Bench at fault, they trip attributable to either contempt or

them up unmercifully,and when the jealousy. If the former we can out

Queen 's Bench come round in their live it , in the hope that, when the

turn to take either of their former Law Times “ ventures to think "

critics to task , they feel disposed to again , it will confine itself to that
return the compliment with interest. harmless operation of the mind , and

We sometimes find great questions hesitate ere it publishes its rumina

decided on appeal to the Court of tions. If the latter, we are not

Error, by a minority of judges over surprised when we read the laboured

ruling the decision of the majority , articles in its columns, and especially

and the public are obliged to be the succeeding one to that we com
content with the law thus laid down, plain of, and which endeavours to

although the reasoning, as well as give an account of the very want of
the number, of the dissentients is uniformity in the practice and pro

more to be relied on . As to the cedure of the English courts which

courts of the Master of the Rolls we complain of as existing in the

and the Vice-Chancellor, on the Irish . Às to the latter imputation ,
Equity side, we are constrained to we emphatically deny that we ever
say they have each their respective insinuated that an f the

views, and although in the main Irish Bench could be capable of

they have earned the respect and “ administering the law according to
confidence of the public , yet their the bias of his personal feelings."
practice and procedure are not what It is notorious that our Irish Judges
the Profession and the public desire , entertain for each other thewarmest
especially in the subordinate offices feelings of personal friendship , and

each .” This weventure fully appreciate each other' s worth .

to think is a lively Irish sketch , and “ The bias of personal feelings," is

one in which implicit trust ought unknown amongst our Common Law

not to be placed . It is hardly Judges,and that fact tends to reflect
credible that a number of edu . greater credit on the impartiality

cated gentlemen , entrusted with the with which the different courts re
highest functions in the State, view each other 's decisions, and do
should administer the law according no hesitate to reverse them according

to thebias of their personal feelings. to the honest dictates of their impar.

The Court of Appeal our contempo- tial judgment. We have not found

rary is rather shy of, simply obsery . fault with “ the educated gentlemen
ing that matters there have become entrusted with the highest functions

too exciting to be pleasant. Any in the State," but we did find fault

thing that the Legislature may do with the system which , in England ,as

with these courts cannot assuredly well as here, make courts of first

make them worse than they are - if instance entertain in succession ap
we believe the Irish Law Times. peals from each other' s decisions,

and thus leads to the absurdity of the

few overruling the many, and the
conflict of authority which has been
the subject of well-grounded com .
plaint in Westminster Hall as well

as in the Dublin Four Courts.
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tono

LIMITED RIGHTS OF WAY. being taken by a railway company, furnishes a strong argument
Ir being now so much the practice of Parliament to grant to in favour of an affirmative answer to this question , for although a
public undertakings large powers oftaking lands, it is obviously of certain amount of private inconvenience is looked upon as allow
importance, in the first place, to see that proper reservations of able to secure a public benefit , it is also clear that more inconve
the rights of owners and occupiers of adjacent lands and property nience and loss must not be inflicted upon the landowner than is

are inserted in the particular Acts of Parliament ; and , secondly , absolutely necessary. To use the language of the Vice-Chancellor :
that the rights so reserved are not curtailed or annihilated . The “ He is to have asmuch enjoyment, and as free use of his land after
dangers which attend the user of land so taken are pointed out by the railway is constructed as he had before, so far as the exercise
the case of the United Land Company v . The Great Eastern Rail of those rights does not interfere with the rights of the railway

way Company (29 L . L . Rep . N . S . 498) . The railway company, company and the rights of the public in running over those lands
requiring certain Crown lands for the purposes of a railway, upon the railway."

entered into an agreement with the Royal Commissioners to make This is no doubt an exceptional case, for the Vice-Chancellor
two level crossings upon the railway for themore convenient enjoy . declined to regard the railway as a servient tenement; but it ,

ment of the adjacent lands of her Majesty . The plaintiff company revertheless, serves usefully to illustrate the general principles
became the purchasers of someof these lands, and it was in respect of our law .

of a right claimed by them to have a way over the level crossings

to the buildings erected on such lands that the bill was filed.
The contention on the part ofthedefendant company was, that in THE FUTURE OF LEGAL EDUCATION .

asmuch as at the time the level crossings were made, the adjoining Itmustbe a source of gratification to everyone interested in thestudy

land was only mud and marsh land, the level crossings could only and practice of the law , that there are among the eminentmembers
be used for the purpose to which land in that state was applicable. of the Profession a number of men who, feeling the utter ineffi

On the other side, it was said that building being a purpose to ciency of the present system of legal education , are determined to

which the land might be properly applied , convenient communi. do their utmost to carry a wise measure of reform . When the

cations for the residents in buildings so erected were necessarily Legal Education Association was established under the presidency

reserved . The railway company urged the great inconvenience of Sir ROUNDELL PALMER , it became apparent that the subject of

which would be entailed by all the residents having a right to legal education was one which could no longer be trifled

cross the railway. It will be seen that this raises very neatly a with ; but unhappily, owing to the opposition of the present

question of law of much practical importance. MASTER of the Rolls, and the want of knowledge on the part

Let us consider, first, the elementary proposition with regard to of lay members, the resolutions brought forward in the House

rights of way . It is perfectly clear that there may be grants of of Commons by Sir ROUNDELL PALMER were not carried . The

limited rights ofway ; and limited rights of way may be acquired elevation of the President of the Association to the wool

by user. For example , a way may be granted for agriculturalpur sack raised another impediment to the progress of the move

poses only ( Reynolds v . Edwardes, Willes , 282), or for the carriage of ment, and the larger reform contained in the provisions of the

coals only (Iveson v . Moore, 3 Ld. Raym . 291). And evidence of Judicature Bill presented a still more formidable obstacle to the

an user of a road with horses, carts, and carriages, for certain attainment of the objects of the Association . Fortunately, how

purposes, does not necessarily prove a right of road for all pur ever, the LORD CHANCELLOR was good enough , whilst resigning

poses, but the extent of the right is a question for the jury under the presidency of the association , to express his unabated interest

all the circumstances. If the way is confined to a particular in its aims, but his Lordship at the sametime added to the burden

purpose, the jury ought not to extend it ; but if it is proved to of the Judicature Bill by bringing forward the Land Transfer

have been used for a variety of purposes, the jury may be war Bill, and his hands thus became so full as to allow little hope

ranted in finding a way for all. Among other authorities for these to be entertained that he could find time to embody the reso

propositions are Harokins v . Carbines (27 L . J. 44 , Ex.), and Allan lutions which he introduced into the House of Commons in

v. Gomme (11 Ad. & Ell. 759.) There is a recent case which fol. a Bill. By great good luck the Judicature Bill was carried ; the

lows out the principles of these decisions. In Williams v . James Land Transfer Bill alone remains as a rival to the Bill for the

(16 L . T . Rep . N . S . 664 ; L . Rep . 2 C . P . 577) , a right of way for Reform of Legal Education yet to be framed . Under these cir

carting bay was disputed, on the ground of excess in using it cumstances it became highly desirable that the Legal Education

for carting hay which had not been grown on the dominant tene Association should ascertain .what are the present views of the

ment. Mr. Justice Willes there said : “ In the case of proving a LORD CHANCELLOR , and what the prospect of carrying a Bill

right by prescription , the user of the right is the only evidence. through Parliament. Hence the deputation which waited upon

In the case of a grant the language of the instrument can be re Lord SELBORNE on Friday in last week .

ferred to , and it is of course for the court to construe thatlanguage; The result of that deputation may be very shortly stated. In

and in the absence of any clear indication of the intention of the the first place, it was said very plainly that what the Inns of

parties, the maxim that a grant must be construed most strongly Court have done in improving the education of barristers is not

against the grantor must be applied . . . . The land in this case satisfactory . It is not in itself efficient, it is confined to the four

was a field in the country, and apparently only used for rustic Inns of Court, and at any time any one of the Inns.may retire

purposes. . . . I quite agree with the argument that the right of from the scheme and may call students in any way that it thinks

way can only be used for the field in its ordinary use as a field . . . . proper. We have over and over again expressed the opinion

The use must be the reasonable use for the purposes of the land in that the divided and frequently conflicting interests of the Inns of

the condition in which it was while theuser took place." And his Court unfit them to form an efficientgoverning body ofa great pro

Lordship took occasion to remark as to the extent of the right, fession . If they govern at all they do not govern well, and it wastoo

that it could not be used for a manufactory built upon the field . much to expect that when abruptly aroused from the lethargy which

Now it is clear that the right claimed in the United Land Com is traditionary , the Inns should fashion a wise and liberal scheme
pany v . Great Eastern Railway Company was a right in respect of of legal education . And as a fact it was found impossible to secure
a use of the land not existing at the time of the reservation . The combined action ; each Inn appointed their respective tutors and
land was marsh land ; but because it was marsh , was all conve professors,and in a fit of zealous enthusiasm , Gray's Inn , at a
nience of access to be cut off by the railway if the land was utilised ? moment when its very existence was threatened , owing to a slow
The Vice -Chancellor (Malins) said : “ The use and enjoyment of but sure process of exhaustion, founded tempting scholarships.
land means the use and enjoyment of it in any manner that sub But the emptiness and absurdity of these spasmodic efforts
sequent events may render expedient." This strikes us as a very was in the mind of every member of the Legal Education
wide doctrine, and taken generally as applied to rights acquired Association , and the impression was conveyed by Mr. AMPH
by prescription , it would undoubtedly be too wide; but in this LETT to the LORD CHANCELLOR . What did he propose in substi.
case the defendant company's Act of Parliament bound them to tution ? Ho proposed that which has been the scheme of
make and construct such convenient communications across, over, the Association from its commencement- the establishment of a
or under their railway , asmightbe necessary “ for the convenient General School of Law , to which members of the Inns of Court,
enjoyment and occupation of the lands.” And it was with re articled clerks, and the public should be admitted to study law .
ference to this that the Vice-Chancellor added to the above There is obviously no possible reason why a high order of educa
remarks : “ Nothing can , in my opinion , be more narrow than the tion should be reserved for barristers. It is in every way desir
attempt to put upon the language of this Act of Parliament the able that a knowledge of law should be widely diffused - not a
construction that,because the land was used in a particular manner knowledge of practice and procedure, but a knowledge of broad
at that time (1847), itmust necessarily be used in the samemanner general principles. It is now universally admitted that the study
for all future time, or actually be blocked out from all communica of law is as good a mental discipline as the study of mathematics,
tion with the outer world ." and there is certainly no reason why in the university or school

The “ use and enjoyment of land ” is a large expression. There articled clerks should not share to any extent they please in the

is no restriction here, and on the authority of Henning v . Burnett advantages offered to students for the Bar. The Americans

(8 Ex. 197), and Williams v . James (sup.), it would seem clear that appear to entertain a somewhat exaggerated estimate of the im

where the nature of the use and enjoyment of land is not specified, portance of legal study, but it is an error on the right side. A

it cannot be implied that the land shall not be used for any pur- | correspondent of an American contemporary considers the study

pose but that for which it is adapted when the right is acquired . of the law inferior only to the highest- theology. He writes :

Suppose, for example , coal or clay were discovered under the * The subject of comparative scientific jurisprudence is , in

surface, could they not be worked in exercise of the " enjoyment " of itself, not merely the pursuit of themes of themost transcendent

the land ? The circumstance in the case under notice of the land interest and importance, but in many aspects furnish the key to
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the inner secrets of history , while enlarging our respect for the pointed by him . Officers attached to any Judge are to be appointed

world in general, with the knowledge of the moral unity of man by that Judge. Officers of the Supreme Court, except those

kind . It gives significance to facts in the history of other lands, attached to the person ofa Judge and removable by him at pleasure ,

without which all is mysterious and oftentimes unaccountable . may be removed by the person appointing, with the approval of

It increases our reverence for the triumphs of human thought, as the Lord Chancellor. Salaries are to be settled by the I'reasury
it makes known the fact that the great and good of all ages have with the concurrence of the Chancellor. No officer attached to

contributed some ray to the noonday glory of our enlightened the person of a Judge will be entitled to a pension unless entitled

age. It enlarges the cosmopolitan spirit , for we soon discern that otherwise than by the Act, but other officers appointed under the

to foreign jurists and civilians we owe most of the scientific state Act, and whose whole time is devoted to the duties of their office,

ment of jurisprudence. And again, it increases our respect for are to be considered as in the permanent Civil Service, and as

heroism and moral dignity ; for it is true that most of the entitled to Civil Service pensions. Patronage not provided for in

grandest principles have been born of mighty struggles, and the the Act, if incident to the office of any existing Judge, shall con

champions of great principles have often been the scorned and tinue to be exercised on him during the continuance of his office ,

persecuted of their own day. Giants of moral power contemplat and willbeexercised on his death or resignation as may be directed

ing the truths of God are contemplated , rearing the science of under Her Majesty' s sign manual. Attorneys, solicitors, and proc

liberty and just and equal law , often amidst the gloom of tyranny, tors practising in the courts which by the Act become part of the

superstition, and persecution . Indeed , there is but one theme Supreme Court will be, on the Act coming into operation, called

higher than this, it is theology , and the science of religion .” solicitors of the Supreme Court,and will, so far as possible, have

To recur, however, to the practical question -- -What said the the same rights and be subject to the same obligations as they

LORD CHANCELLOR ? He reminded the deputation thathe still had now are. Persons who now are entitled to be admitted to prac

the Land Transfer Bill to carry through Parliament ; but, never tise in any of the above capacities will, under the Act, be entitled

theless, he expressed a hope of being able at an early date to to be admitted as solicitors of the Supreme Court, and will be so

introduce a measure to the notice of his colleagues. Whether admitted by the Master of the Rolls , and will have the same rights

they will approve and adopt it, or any similar measure, of course and bo subject to the same obligations as if the Act had not

his Lordship was unable to say . But, as an individual, he passed . Solicitors, attorneys, and proctors are to be deemed

declared his sympathy with the association , and promised to draft officers of the Supreme Court, and both branches of that courtwill

a scheme which he proposed to submit to the Inns of Court, the exercise over them the same jurisdiction as any of the Superior
Incorporated Law Society, and the Metropolitan and Provincial Courts now exercise : (sect. 87. )

Law Association . In this measure he will not confine himseif to With respect to the jurisdiction of inferior courts , it is provided

the subject of legal education , but will deal also with the constitu that Her Majesty may, by order in council, confer on any inferior

tion of the Inns of Court. This we hail as a wise extension of the court of civil jurisdiction the same jurisdiction in equity and admi
original scheme. There is no argument in favour of retaining the ralty as any County Court now has or may hereafter have. This

Inns of Court in their antiquated and practically useless form . A provision is rather contrary to the spirit of the recommendations of

great profession needs no traditionary respectability of its so-called the Judicature Commission ,which suggested theunion ofalljurisdic

governing body to secure to it vitality and honour, and if the vast tions in the County Court in the first instance. The Act further
revenues of the Inns of Court were applied to education and to gives power to every inferior court to have jurisdiction in equity or

scholarships — which might give a few students annually the oppor in law , and in equity or in admiralty , to give the same relief both

tunities of earning a means of support during their first year or as to claimsand counter claims in anymatter within its jurisdiction

two at the Bar - instead of dinners and beadles, the Profession as the Supreme Court is empowered to do. Where, however, &

would feel thebenefit of the change. The Inns of Court have done counter claim involves matter beyond the jurisdiction of an inferior

some good work ; they still are useful in a limited degree. Their court, that court may dispose of the whole matter in controversy

Benchers ought gladly to welcome a reform which makes them so far as relates to the claim and defence thereto , but can give no

thoroughly efficient for all practical purposes of the Profession, or relief exceeding its jurisdiction to a defendant upon such a counter

blots them out for ever. claim ; but in such a case the High Court may order a transfer of

the whole proceedings to the High Court. This, again , has not

THE SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE ACT 1873.
the appearance of materially enlarging the County Court jurisdic

tion ,but rather showsthat there is little or no intention of throw
(Continued from p . 68.) ing all the work into the hands of the County Courts. It is further

PART V . OFFICERS AND OFFICES — PART VI. JURISDICTION OF enacted that all the rules of law declared by the Act shall be in

INFERIOR COURTS - PART VII. MISCELLANEOUS. force and receive effect in all English courts so far as the matters

The remaining parts of the Act require but cursory notice , as į are cognizable by such courts . This provision was essential

they are mostly general provisions for carrying into effect the to secure uniformity throughout the country in rules of law .
enactments of the earlier sections. The miscellaneous provisions of the Act deal mainly with the

The officers of all courts whose jurisdiction is by the Act transfer of court documents to the SupremeCourt,with the saving
transferred to the High Court or the Court of Appeal are to be ofthe right to make circuits and issue commissions therefor, and
attached to the High Court, and to continue to discharge the the rights of the officers of the various circuits , with saving of the
same or similar duties as they have hitherto discharged . The rights of the Lord Chancellor and of the Chancellor of the County
officers of Courts of Common Pleas, at Lancaster, and the Pleas, Palatine of Lancaster. The Chancellor of the Exchequer ceases to
at Durham , are to continue to perform the same duties as hereto be a judge of the Court of Exchequer, but his other rights are un .
fore, and their duties and fees will be regulated by rules of court. touched . The sheriffs are still to be appointed as they now are,
The personal officers of the Judges are to remain the sameas they in the Exchequer. The Counties Palatine of Lancaster and Dur
now are so far as regards the Judges of the High Court; the ham will cease to be counties palatine so far as respects the issue
ordinary Judges of the Court of Appeal will be entitled to one of commissions of assize, butnot otherwise ; all such commissions
clerk. The clerks' salaries , however, are reduced by the Act. will in the future be issued as they are in other counties. The re
Compensation to any officer of any court whose jurisdiction is mainder of the Act consists of the interpretation of terms.
abolished or transferred is provided for by the Act. The status This completes our notice of the Supreme Court of Judica
of officers if in doubt is to be determined by rules of court ture Act 1873, but before leaving the Act finally, it may be as
provided that such rules do not alter the office, rank , salary , or well to point out what are the results of our cursory glances
pension of the officer, or require him to perform duties not over this important piece of legislation . In the first place , our
analogous to those he has hitherto performed . Any person now readers cannot have failed to notice that, although changes
empowered to administer oaths in any court whuse jurisdiction is are made by the Act, those changes are rather in name than
transferred will be a commissioner to administer oaths in the High in reality . When the Act comes into operation it will
Court or the Court of Appeal. The appointment of official be found that things go on very much in their old
referees is provided for : (sect. 83.) Their qualifications and the grooves. The same courts will sit under a new name, and
tenure of their offices is to be determined by the Lord Chancellor the same causes be tried under a new title. It must be obvious
with the concurrence of the presidents of divisions, and with that if any great change is intended in our judicial system the Act
the sanction of the Treasury . Future offices are to be regulated now under discussion is but a stepping -stone to that change.
by the sameauthority , and such officers as are required to perform The Act itself, by uniting all courts into one, will enable future
special duties with respect either to the Supreme Court generally | reformers to dealmore easily with the internal arrangements and
or with respect to the High Court or the Court of Appeal, or one jurisdiction of our Supreme Court. There will be no conflict of
of the divisions, or any particular judge or judges, may by the jurisdiction to overcome. Beyond this , however, little of vital
same authority be attached as required . The appointment of importance has been achieved . The district registries will no
officers assigned to perform duties with respect to the Supreme doubt be a great boon to persons not resident in London , but they
Court generally, or attached to the High Court of Appeal, and are incomplete without local tribunals. That local tribunals , as
of all commissioners to take oaths, will rest with the Lord Chan courts of first instance, must some day be established is obvious.
cellor. This would includeall masters, officialreferees, clerks, and For the present, however, country solicitorsmust be content with
other persons not attached to any particular division . All divi. the assizes. No doubt if it should appear to the Judges to be
sional officers are to be appointed by the respective presidents of necessary , there will be three assizes a year instead of two, and
the divisions, except in the case of the Chancery division , where it this is a matter which is left in the discretion of the Judges them
is provided that the Master of the Rolls shall appoint all officers selves. Again , nobody can read the rules of procedure given in
attached to the Chancery division who have hitherto been ap - the schedule to the Act, which are to be the basis of the futuro
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practice, without feeling that they have been drawn by some rising the sale of a particular ship , which was partnership pro
person who is not familiar with the practice of all branches alike. perty. In pursuance of this power, a deed was executed , to which
This will have to be remedied by the rules to be published under the other partner was a party, mortgaging the ship, to secure a
the Act. Indeed, the Legislature has purposely left large gaps in private debt of such partner. The Chief Judge held that the
the Act, which are to be filled up by the future rules. These power of attorney was rendered invalid by an act of bankruptcy
rules, we understand, are now being drawn by competentmembers committed by the partner who gave it in going abroad , and that
of the Bar, and when drawn will be, we have no doubt, submitted therefore the mortgage was never executed by such partner. But
to members of the other branch of the Profession , whose experi. the point in the case in which we are now interested is that
ence will enable them to give much practical aid . It is of the decided by the Lords Justices, that the execution of a deed pro
utmost importance that these rules should be carefully drawn, as fessing to pledge partnership property for the present and future
it is upon them that the successful working of the Act depends, separate debts of the partners, made the execution of the deed by
and without them the Act is a mere skeleton . If the rules are the partner who remained in England an act of bankruptcy . Lord
well-drawn there will be reason on their account alone to hail the Justice Mellish , delivering the judgment of the court, said : “ We
Act as one of the most important pieces of legislation of our day ; are of opinion that it is a fraud upon the creditors of a partnership
and a portion of the Act which will be recognised as a great boon for a partner who knows that his firm is insolvent to transfer part
is that which enables persons injured to recover without running nership assets to a creditor of his own, or to give a security over
the risk of having commenced their suits in a wrong court, and the partnership assets for his own private debt. Such a transfer
assimilates the law in all courts alike. necessarily tends to defeat the creditors of the partnership, and to

prevent the proper distribution of the assets under the bankrupt

law . It was admitted in the argument before us that the deed

THE ESTATES OF PARTNERS IN BANKRUPTCY.- III. would not give Mr. Snowball a valid security on the partnership

It will have been seen , as of course might have been expected , property for private debts owing to him by Martin Douglas ; but

that the first question arising when members of an alleged part it was contended that the deed might notwithstanding be valid , so

nership fail, must be one of evidence, what is partnership and far as it gave a security for partnership debts. We do not see
what is separate property . Apart from the common law doctrine how , upon the question whether the execution of a particular deed

that a partnership may be created by parties holding themselves is an act of bankruptcy, one part of the deed can be separated from

out to the world as such , Re Rowland and Crankshaw ( L . Rep . the rest. If by any part of a deed authority is given to apply

1 Ch. App . 421) referred to in our first article , shows that wbere partnership property, transferred by the deed , to purposes which

it is proved that no partnership in effect existed , the property are a fraud upon the creditors of the partnership , we think the

which was the subject of joint dealing will be considered by the execution of the deed makes a fraudulent transfer of property, and

Court of Bankruptcy as joint assets. And the partnership may | is, therefore , an act of bankruptcy .” The Lord Justice further

possibly be proved to have extended to particular dealings, and remarked that, if the partner giving the power of attorney

not to have been a general partnership , and the complicated had executed the deed , the partnership property would plainly

question may arise, to meet which sect. 37 of the last Bankruptcy have been transferred as a security for the several debts of the

Act was enacted . partners, unless they were held to have committed acts of bank .

Having discussed the generalprinciples regulating the liability ruptcy ; and the case of Bowker v . Burdekin (11 M . & W . 128 ) is

respectively of joint and separate estates, and the right of proof a direct authority that, where a deed to which all the partners in

of joint and several creditors respectively, we will here shortly a firm are made parties, would operate , if executed by all, as a

notice the procedure provided by the statute for dealing with in fraudulent transfer of partnership property , each party commits an

solvent partners and partnerships. By sect. 108 of the Act, any act of bankruptcy at the time he executes the deed , unless he

creditor whose debt is sufficient to entitle him to present a bank executes it as an escrow .

ruptcy petition against all the partners of a firm , may present
(To be continued .)

such petition against any one or more partners of such firm , with
out including the others. This is a useful alteration of the old

LAW LIBRARY,
law , it formerly being essential to the validity of a joint adjudica

tion that it should include all the members of a firm , and if The Law and Practice of Bankruptcy. By A . A . Doria, of Lin
for any reason a commission could not be maintained against coln 's Inn, Barrister -at-Law , London : Law Times Office.

one partner, a joint commission against the other could notbe Wemust regret that in bringing out this edition of his work on

supported . It was, therefore, necessary to take out separate com bankruptcy Mr. Doria has been unable to incorporate with his

missions against each partner. A further reform is provided by text the decisions reported up to the end of the last legal year.
sect. 101, by which power is given to dismiss a petition against So far from accomplishing this most desirable object, we find that
some respondents only . Mr. Robson says ( p . 574 ) that it would he has reserved for his introduction cases reported in 1872. He
seem doubtfulwhether the above provisions authorise a petition may have thought it desirable to give , in a compact form , all the
against some only of themembers of a partnership , founded on a case law upon the Bankruptcy Act of 1869 distinct from the old
debt jointly due from them .

law , but inasmuch as he has necessarily recast his book , basing
This is a point of some interest, and we are inclined to consider it upon the new law , it is difficult to understand why the cases

it clear that a joint creditor might present a petition against a should not have been introduced into the body of the work , and

single partner. The law , as we have already stated it, is, that thus brought down to the latest practicable period .

where there is no joint estate the joint creditors prove with the Wedo not deny, however, that the arrangement adopted has
separate creditors against the separate estates of the partners. its advantages . It is useful to be able to master the recent case
Suppose , therefore, that notoriously there is no joint estate of a law without wading through an entire treatise , and for chamber
partnership, but one of the partners has considerable separate use Mr. Doria's digest willbe very acceptable. And it is decidedly
property. It surely is open to the joint creditor to select that preferable to have a complete digest than elaborate " addenda."

partner and present a bankruptcy petition against him , so as to If at the page in the volume indicated in the digest of new cases

procure the administration of his separate estate. When we con a back reference is made, the practitioner will find that he
sider the practice established by decided cases as to separate adju possesses a treatise brought down to last term .

dications, there ought, it appears to us, to be no doubt on the The schemeof the book is undoubtedly the best of any that has
point. Mr. Robson himself tells us ( p . 575 ) that “ although a been published . The Act and rules are not placed in an appendix ,

joint adjudication cannot be founded on a separate debt, still a but they are set out in effect or in hæc verba when referred to in

joint debt will support a separate adjudication against any mem the body of the work . This is a great advantage, as it relieves
ber of the firm . For this purpose, an adjudication of bankruptcy the person consulting it from the necessity of turning backwards
is regarded as in the nature of an execution , which , in respect of and forwards. The arrangement is this : the section or part of

a joint debt,may be levied on the separate estate of each partner, the section applicable to the subject matter under consideration

although an action for recovery of the debt must be brought is first stated , then the rules relating to the particular question ,
against all the partners." Further, upon the separate adjudica afterwards the law and authorities bearing upon the point, and
tion of a partner, his share of the partnership property , after lastly the forms by reference to the numbers they bear in the
payment of partnership debts and the claims of his co-partner , schedules to the rules .
vest in his trustee. If there were no analogous case, we should Mr. Doria is an author of established reputation in this branch
be decidedly of opinion that one partner might be made bankrupt of the law , having, in conjunction with Mr. Macrae, brought out a
on a joint debt ; but in Ex parte Chambers (2 M . & A . 440 ) , a case work some years ago which was thoroughly appreciated by the
decided on the 97th section of the Bankruptcy Consolidation Profession. We have looked through his present work , and we
Act of 1849, where the whole of the partnership property belonged may say that it is well and carefully executed . In form it is less
to two of the partners, and the third had little or no property, an bulky than its rivals, and is excellently adapted to the exigencies
adjudication against the two, founded on a debt due from them of County Court practice.
jointly ,was held a valid adjudication .

But although we think that, on a joint debt, a creditor might BOOKS RECEIVED .
obtain a separate adjudication , any voluntary action upon the part

of the partners to divert partnership property to secure separate
Shelford 's Real Property Statutes, 8th edit .,by Carson . Sweet ; Maxwell .
Manual of the Laws and Courts of the United States . Stevensand Haynes.

debts, is contrary to the policy of the law . This point arose in Ew Rattigan 's Roman Law of Persons. Wildy and Sons.

parte Snowball ; Re Douglas (26 L . T . Rep. N . S . 295, 894 ; L . Rep . Winslow ' s Manual of Lunacy. Smith , Elder, and Co.

7 Ch. 534.) There one partner gave a power of attorney, autho- | Currie's Indian Law Examination Manual. John Flack and Co.
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SOLICITORS' JOURNAL must say that every facility should be rendered NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.

to suitors and their solicitors to withdraw CONSIDERATION FOR CONTRACT - CHARITY

causes from the list, either finally or tem - | ELECTION - EXCHANGE OF VOTES. - Plaintiff and

COMPLAINTS reach us that an extensive system porarily , and to make it necessary to obtain defendant were subscribers to & charity, the

of touting still prevails at the Westminster
an order from the chief of the court, or the judge objects of which are elected by votes proportioned

County Courts , where, on the opening of the appointed by him for that parpose, seems hardly
| in number to the amount of subscriptions. They
expressly agreed that if the plaintiff would give

court, men in numbers are found who not only likely to conduce to such facilities. his votes for an object of the charity whom the

interrogate the suitors , but are willing to furnish defendant favoured at one election , defendant

every conceivable information , and to " get the would give the same number of votes for the
case attended to " for some preposterously small PROBABLY there is no profession individualmemsmall PROBABLY there is no profession individual mem - plaintiff ' s candidate at the next election . Plain

fee. We fear that this applieg. in a greater orbers of which are more liable to suffer at the tiff performed his promise, but defendant mada

default : plaintiff thereupon subscribed to the
less degree,to all the metropolitan County Courts ,

and it is an evil which needs redress .

sent. Some ordinary process is served by direc- charity the sum of money necessary to secure the

tion of a client, the consequences being imprison number of votes promised by the defendant, and

sued defendant for the amount. Held , that a
ment or the sale of goods and chattels , and the

THE office of Commissioner Extraordinary of the
nonsuit, entered by the judge at the trial on the

ne unfortunate prisoner or debtor is apt to attribute

Court of Chancery, Ireland , for the London dis
ground that these facts constituted only an im

dis | all his trouble to the hard -heartedness of the
trict, is at present held by two solicitors only in

he perfect obligation and did not amount to a legally
solicitor . In a morbid state of mind the afflicted binding contract, must be set aside, and a verdict

the city of London ,and one only for the London and unfortunate being determines to avenge for the sum paid ' by the plaintiff, which were the

district outside the city, and the same solicitors, the supposed injuries so unsparingly heaped damages assessed by the jury, be entered for the

and no others, for the like districts are Commis
upon him . The latest victim to this state plaintiff instead, in pursuance of leave reserved :

sioners for the Superior Courts of Common Law
of things is Mr. William Walter, solicitor, of (Bolton v . Madden, 29 L . T . Rep., N . S ., 505 .

in Ireland. Applications are not unfrequently Newgate-streetand Thames Ditton , who was fired Q . B .)

made by other London Solicitors to be appointed
ATTORNEY AND CLIENT - PROCEEDINGS BY

upon by a man into whose house, in 1869, he had

to these offices, and we are sorry to say that,
WIFE AGAINST HER HUSBAND - LIABILITY OF

put a distress for rent on behalf of his client the

being in almost all cases opposed , they are as
HUSBAND FOR ATTORNEY'S COSTS . — The costs of

man 's landlord . Fortunately , Mr. Walter has a suit justifiably instituted by a married woman

often refused . We certainly are of opinion escaped without injury , except disfigurement of against her husband for a divorce or a judicial

that it is expecting too much to ask solicitors or his face by the gunpowder . The attempted inti separation , are “ necessaries " for which she may

their clients having affidavits to swear before midation of solicitors is of too frequent occur pledge her husband' s credit. A ., a married

these Commissioners, to travel from the outlying
rence, and certainly every protection should be woman, living apart from her husband, consulted

districts to , say Chancery-lane, near which is thehe rendered to them against such conduct as we
the plaintiffs respecting the ill usage she had re

office of the only Commissioner outside the city . I describe while they are merely endeavouring faith
ceived from her husband, consisting of his

Greater facilities ought to be rendered to Lon- fully to discharge their duty to their clients.
adultery and cruelty . They therefore made

don solicitors in this respect for the dispatch of
inquiries, and having satisfied themselves that

business. The Act empowering the issue of these
there were good grounds for legal proceedings,
they commenced a suit in the Divorce Court on

commissions was, webelieve, framed by the soli. THE Conservatives of Preston have just lost in | A .'s behalf. Before such suit was brought to a
citor who was first appointed to these offices, the person of Mr. Alderman Myres, solicitor, hearing , A . and her husband came to an arrange

and a relative of whom still holds the commis . deceased , a most valued and active local rep
ment whereby he executed a deed securing to her

sions for the London district outside the city. resentative, whose labours were not confined to
an annual allowance. The attorneys having sued

the husband for their bill of costs , the jury in
that town, but were also associated with the reply to questions left to them by the judge,

THE Town Council of Sheffield and the borough Conservative party in the county . He was found that there was legal cruelty ; that the
justices have been seemingly at variance on the registrar of the County Court at Preston, and plaintiffs made full inquiries to satisfy themselves

subject of the payment of a salary to the clerk to coroner of that borough for many years. and to justify them in acting as A .' s solicitors ;

the said justices in lieu of fees. The former having
but that it was not necessary in order to obtain

resolved to pay the clerk about to be appointed
the deed of separation to carry on the proceedings

by salary , in pursuance of 14 & 15 Vict . c . 55 , THE feeling among the Profession is so general
by filing the petition in the Divorce Court. Upon
a verdict of this finding being entered for the

the justices were unanimous in negativing the in favour of securing greater facilities for plaintiffs, held , that the action wasmaintainable,
resolution of the council, at the same timeagree the despatch of business , both in Westminster and that the costs incurred by the plaintiffs in the

ing upon a statement of the reasons which led | Hall and the Guildhall, the more so by proceedings at the suit of Ă . were (subject to

them to such a conclusion . The council seem to | reason of the fact that the new Law Courts taxation ) properly chargeable against her hus

have gone in for economy and the justices for are still visionary , that we believe it is in con band : ( Stocken and another v . Pattrick , 29 L . T .

efficiency, and we must certainly congratulate the templation to bring the matter under the notice Rep . N . S . 507, Ex .)
latter on the view they took of the entire ques- of the Lords of the Treasury through the agency SOLICITOR AND CLIENT - WRITS OF FI. FA.

tion . Indeed , it seems from a report in a local of both branches of the profession , who, with the
ISSUED AGAINST GOOD FAITH - PROCESS - LIABI

paper that the town council somewhat mistook public share equally the almost immeasurable
LITY OF SOLICITOR. - S ., as solicitor for a share

their powers upon this subject. Mr. Henry inconvenience occasioned by the present wretched
holder , presented a petition for the winding- up
of a company , which was dismissed with costs.

Vickers, solicitor, has been appointed to the accommodation afforded to all attending the sit K ., the solicitor of the company,made a demand

vacant office.
tings of our Superior Courts. Weare glad to for these costs upon S ., who had received a

notice the following incident which took place on cheque for the amount, but through some mis
MONDAY was the last day on which notices could Thursdey. In consequence of the small, ill. understanding between the solicitors, as to the
be given to owners, lessees, and occupiers of ventilated , and incommodious “ halls of justice ” | authority to receive the costs , payment was not
lands intended to be taken by any private Bill in provided by the Corporation of the City of | made until after a writ of fieri facias had been

Parliament , and it was also the last day for London for the judges who have to dispose of
issued and executed for theamount. On a motion

giving certain notices required by the Tramway
by S .' s client to set aside the writ, as issued con

the business of the after-term sitting at Guild . trary to good faith ; or in the alternative that K .

Act 1872. By far the greater number of appli- hall, the Hon . Justice Denman , who was to pre. might be ordered to pay the costs of the execu.
cations to Parliament in the ensuing session will side in the Second Court of Queen's Bench this tion and of themotion : The court refused to set
relate to the railways. Other standing orders of morning, said he should not expose either his the writ aside, but, considering that it oughtnot
both Houses have to be complied with before the own health or that of other persons who had to have been issued ,ordered K . to pay the costs
21st and 31st instant respectively. We under- / business in the court by holding a sitting in the of the execution and motion : (Re The Common .
stand that in consequence of the facilities ren - miserable little hole set apart for their use on wealth Land, Building Estate and Auction Com

dered for obtaining provisional orders from the that occasion . The room was miserably small, pa
te H

Board of Trade, parliamentary agents will not and more miserably ventilated. His Lordship
| Rep. N . S . 502.' V . C . H .)

be as busy as usual this session ,many provisional wished to know if there were no better court
orders being obtained by country solicitors than that provided by the City authorities for V .C . MALINS' COURT.

through their London agents without the inter- himself and the jury to sit in . The court-keeper Friday, Dec. 13.

vention of parliamentary agents.
said it was the only room provided by the Corpo- THE IMPERIAL LAND COMPANY OF MARSEILLES

ration. The learned judge then sent him to see
v .MASTERMAN AND OTHERS.

Last week the judges of the Court of Com
if there were not another room available for the Examination of witnesses abroad - Commission to

purposes of a court .
mon Pleas (in the absence of the Lord Chief

foreign court ,
If not, he was determined THIS suit was instituted in February 1870, by the

not to sit there. One of the jurors said he quite
Justice of the court) took occasion to remark liquidator of the company, with the view of fixing

upon the inconvenience which arose more parti.
endorsed the learned judge's remarks. When Messrs. Masterman , Fruhling, and Goschen , and

cularly affecting the court itself — in consequence
the learned judge ascertained there was no other others, with a liability to contribute towards the

of the practice (which , by the way, has obtained
court available he said there would be no Second repayment of the losses sustained by the company

for many years past) having grown up of solicitors
Court of Queen's Bench that day, in connection with their purchase of the Joliette

agreeing to strike out causes in the list, making
estate, near Marseilles,and the plaintiffs now took

them remanets. On Saturday last the Lord

out a summons to obtain an order of the court

THE following classes in Conveyancing will be

Chief Justice himself called attention to the

| requesting the president and judgesof the Tribunal

held in the Hall of the Incorporated Law Society Civil de Première Instance de Departement de la

matter, and intimated that he would disregard during the ensuing week : Monday, 4 .30 to 6
Seine, sitting at Paris, to accept a commission

orders so made unless he or his representative
from the Court of Chancery to delegate one or

directed that a case might stand over. We
o'clock ; Tuesday, ditto ; Wednesday, ditto ; after more judges of the tribunalwho should be charged

presume that when it is desired to have a cause
which the Christmas Vacation will intervene and to proceed to an inquiry in the form of French

taken from its place in the list. it is in the the lectures and classes in Conveyancing will be civil procedure in the cause, and in consequence

interests of the parties concerned that it is so
resumed on the 16th proximo. Those in Com

desired. Sometimes, no doubt, the removal of mon Law will commence on the 9th proximo.
department of the Seine, who might be required

causes in the way complained of, occasions Students will not have the benefit of either
on the part either of the plaintiffs or defendants,

inconvenience to the parties concerned in cases classes or lectures in Equity until the month of having reference to the matters in issue in the
| upon certain allegations stated in the summons

following close on them in the list, yet we ' April next.
suit. The summons further asked that if the

parte L . T

immon and hegy I witne
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president and judges would accept the commission of whom a great variety can be purchased . Permit | UNCLAIMED STOCK AND DIVIDENDS IN THE
it should issue ; that neither the commissioners me, through the medium of your columns, to state BANK OF ENGLAND .
thereunder nor any person employed by them into the Profession that I have never hitherto ( Transferred to the Commissioners for the Reduction of the

National Debt, and which will be paid to the personstaking the depositions should be required to take solely , nor does my firm of Edward Cox and Sons, respectively whose names are prefixed to each in three
an oath ,and that theexaminationsso taken should , now issue, deal in , or supply any forms at all months, unless other claimants sooner appear. )
when reduced into writing and authenticated , be akin to those above designated . We vend only GRAHAN (Lucy), Kensington, Rock Ferry , Chester, spin .

ster, 8132 12s. 1d , Three per Cent. Annuities . Claimant,transmitted to the Court of Chancery and read at such as are recognised in the several Chancery
Lucy Wilson ,wifeofWm . Wilson , formerly Lucy Grabam ,the hearing of the cause. The application was and common law offices, and adopted by certi- | P spinster .

PENNEY (Wm . Page) , Westbourne- villa , New North - road ,one of a novel and important nature, and the case ficated practitioners.
EDWARD CoxEDWARD Cox. St. John 's -wood, Middlesex , gentleman, one dividend onis, we believe, the first one in which the Court of

the sum of £500 Reduced Three per Cent. Annuities.Chancery has departed from its ordinary practice ARTICLED CLERKS AND THE JUDICATURE ACT. Claimant, Charlotte Annie Penney, acting executrix of
Wm . Pace Penney, deceased .

of appointing a special examiner to take the - How will the Judicature Act affect the position TOTTIE Thos.Wm .), Leeds, solicitor. £200 Three per Cent.

evidence when the witnesses to be examined are l of articled clerks in reference to the time,manner. | Annuities ; claimants , John Wm... Tottie, and. Margaret
resident abroad . It will be seen that the ground Tottie , spinster, executors of Thos . Wm . Tottie, deand subjects of their intermediate and final exami ceased .of the decision in this case was, there were un . | nations, or will clerks at present articled be an . | YORKE (Juliana Frances Anne ), Thrapston , Northampton .
willing witnesses to be examined , and that a affected by the Act ? widow . One dividend on the sum of £4310 48 . 2d ., ThreeCURIA . per Cent, Annuities ; claimant, said Juliana F . Annespecial examiner would have no power to compel [Not at all. See sect . 87. If you have not got Yorke.

the attendance and take the evidence of an un thē Act, get it by all means. - ED. Sols '. Dept. ]
Willing witness. APPOINTMENT UNDER THE JOINT-STOCKGlasse , Q . C ., Higgins, Q . C ., and Wingfield , ACCOUNTANTS PREPARING DEEDS, & c . — Will

WINDING -UP ACTS .appeared in support of the summons ; Cotton , any of your readers be good enough to inform me ST. PETER'S COLLEGE, Eaton-square. - Creditors to send in
Q.C . and Kekewich opposed it. by Jan. 3 their names and addresses, and the particularswhether an auctioneer or accountant can prepare of their claims, and the names and addresses of theirThe VICE -CHANCELLOR said that the cause in legal documents, under seal or otherwise, such as solicitors ( if any) to Wm . Edwards, 18 , King-street ,
in which this application was made was one of making wills and passing residuary accounts, & c ., Cheapside, London, Jan , 12, at the Chambers of V . O . B .

at twelve o 'clock , is the time appointed for hearing andgreat importance to the parties concerned, being and charge for same by so doing , do they become adjudicating upon such claims,
instituted to establish a liability of large amount amenable to the law , and what is the penalty ? |
upon an eminent firm ofmerchants, and involving Will the Incorporated Law Society entertain a CREDITORS UNDER ESTATES IN CHANCERY.questions of character . It was also one in which complaint made by a solicitor against such per LAST DAY OF PROOF .
both sides agreed that certain evidence must be soon ? CONGDOX (Robert), Fowey, Cornwall, gentleman . Jan . 5 ;

A SUBSCRIBER . John Barnard, solicitor , 8 , Lancaster -place, Strand , Midtaken in France. Now , it had been urged by the [Our Correspondent should communicate with
dlesex, Jan . 19. M . R ., at eleven o'clock .plaintiffs that there were many witnesses whose the Secretary of the Legal Practitioners' Society , Mason (Geo.), Highgate House, Clayton Heights, York
spinner and manufacturer . Dec . 22 ; R . H . Davies , solicievidence would be required and who would not at the office of this Journal. - ED.]
tor, 3 , Farnival's -inn, London , Jan 12 ; M . R . at twelvevoluntarily attend before any examiner or tribunal,
o ' clock .

and evidence to that effect had been produced MATER (Robert), formerly of Great Winchester-street,
before him , which not having been met by any ARTICLES. Wehave noticed in your issue of London , merchant, late residing in the Isle of Man .

Jan . 9 ; M . M . Johnson , solicitor, 20, Austinfriars, London ,evidence in contradiction , he must take to be true.
Jan, 16 : V . O . M . at twelve o 'clock .u

| Hayward (29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 422, Q . B ), be
nd 190' T Ren NS 422 Q . B . ) , being an ORXEROD (Geo. ), Higher Rose -grove, habet

The defendants, while admitting that theremust Rose -grove . Habergham Eaves,
Whalley , Lancaster, gentleman, Dec. 31 ; Hall and Baldapplication made to allow a clerk' s service to bebe a commission to take evidence in France, con .
win , solicitors, Clitheroe. Jan . 10 ; V . 0 . H ., at eleventended that it ought to be done by the appoint reckonod from the date of his articles, instead ot o'clock .

ment of a special examiner for the purpose in the from the day of filing the affidavit required with WALKER (David), Rise-end , Middleton, Warksworth ,
Derby, victualler. Jan, 19 ; B . L . Barrow , solicitor , Matothe emolument, the clerk having been misled bydisualway. The question was,which was the best lock Bath, Derby. Jan . 19 v . 0 . M .. at twelve o 'clock.

way ? The defendants urged that the practice of WELD (Jane Charlotte Baroness) , formerly of East Wood .
hay , Southampton , afterwards of 75 , Victoria -street,the Court of Chancery required the appointment Board of Inland Revenue refused to stamp the
Westminster, and late of Ostend, Belgium , widow . Jan .of a special examiner, and undoubtedly it was the articles within six months after execution , except

1 5 ; Jas . V . Harting, solicitor, 24 , Lincoln 's -inn -velde , Lon
usual practice of the court when evidence had to upon payment of the penalty of £10. It is with don . Jan. 19 ; M , R ., at eleven o'clock .

be taken in our Colonies or abroad to make such regard to this latter decision that womand we
an appointment, and a very proper practice venture to think , the Profession generally - will CREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 VICT. C . 35 .

Last Day of Claim , and to chom Particulars to be sent.it was when the witnesses were willing to give be chiefly interested . The section 43 above re
evidence ; but when, as here, there were witnesses ferred to is as follows : " Save as hereinbefore AMYS ( John D .), lately residing at Epping, Essex , and carry

ing on business there and at Harlow , as an attorney andto be examined who would not voluntarily give provided, articles of clerkship are not to be solicitor, Feb . 7 ; Wm . Pearson, Esq., Redgrove, Epping.
their testimony , what a vain thing it would be for stamped at any time after the expiration of six Essex ,

BARNETT (Francis L .), 5 , Roebuck -terrace, Great Doverthe court to appoint and send over some one to |months from the date thereof, except upon pay . street, Southwark , Surrey, pawnbroker. Jan. 28 ; W . W .
call for witnesses who would not come, and ment of penalties as follows, & c ." " Nothing in Comins, solicitor, 81, Great Portland -street, Middlesex.

BESEMERES (Wm .), late ofHumffray, Ballarat East, Colonywhose attendance he had no means of compelling . the Act previous to this section in any way has
of Victoria , journalist. Jan . 81 ; E . Flax and Leadbetter ,To do so would be to cause the occurrence of reference to articles of clerkhip, therefore there solicitors, 158, Leadenhall-street, London . .

two evils — first, a delay of justice ; secondly , can be no exception to its operation . Mr. BROWN (Sarah G .), Woodbridge, Suffolk ,widow . Jan . 15 ;
W . W . Welton , solicitor , Woodbridge.& waste of time and expense . If, therefore , | McKellar, who appeared for the applicant in the

BULLIMAX (Richard ), Newnham , Northampton, retired
it was possible to find a tribunal with the | case of Ex parte Hayward , stated in reply to Mr. servant. Jan . 1 ; C . B . Roche, solicitor , Daventry .

CHAPXAX (Martha ), formerly of 2 , Portland-place, Brigh .Justice Blackburn , that he presumed it was noonpower to compel the attendance of witnesses and
ton , Sussex, late of 13 , Cambridge -square , Hyde-park ,to take their evidence , it would appear the most | the authority of the 34 Geo. 3 c. 14, s. 10 , which Middlesex , spinster. Jan . 15 ; Fladgate, Clarke, and

proper and beneficial course to take advantage of enacts : “ That all vellum , parchment, and paper Smith , solicitors, 40, Craven -street, Strand, Middlesex .
CHEVALIER (Rev. Temple ), formerly of Durham , and ofthat tribunal. His Honour had here the evidence liable to the duties hereby charged, shall before
Esh , Durham , clerk , professor of mathematics in thethe same shall be engrossed . printed or writtenof an eminent French avoué that the tribunals in University of burham , but late of the city of Durham ,

France would take charge of the commission, and upon , be brought to the head office for stamping ." clerk , canon of Durham Cathedral. Feb . 2 ; T . Maddison ,
jun ., solicitor, 43, Sadler-street, Durham ,showing that it is asmuch to the interest of the That the Board of Inland Revenue refused to cunsolickichard

CLEMENT (Richard ), 20 , Wilton -crescent, Knightsbridge,Wilton .er
defendants as the plaintiffs that nugatory pro stamp the articles without the penalty. Mr. ! Middlesex . Jan . 15 ; Hampden Clement, 20, Wilton

ceedings should not be taken . The objection Justice Blackburn then asked, “ Has not that crescent, Knightsbridge.

urged was that the French tribunal would not section been repealed P ” the reply was, “ I should EDMISTON (Chas. S .), 5 , Charing -cross. Middlesex and
Beckenham , Kent, waterproofer . Jan . 31 ; Wm , Groves ,take the evideace by examination and cross -exa think by inference the Stamp Act of 1870 must be solicitor, 28 , Great George - street, Westminster .

mination in our manner, nor permit counsel to ENGLAND (William ) 25 , Ss. Ann's -road , Brixton -road ,taken to have repealed it,” to which Mr. Justice
Surrey, gentleman , Feb . 1 ; Withall and Compton , soliciconduct the examination , but would , as was its Blackburn adds : “ The words are not strong
tors, 19 , Great George-street, Westminster.

ustal practice , examine the witnesses itself. Now , enough for that, but the Legislature could not in GOWER ( Jabez S . ) , formerly of the RoyalHorse Repository ,
Barbican, London , and Leigham1870 have been aware of the existence of the oldhis Honour was by no means satisfied that in a Holme Streatham ,
Surrey, late of Leicester Lodge, West Brighton , Sussex ,Case like this, where complicated and important provision , and the applicant seems to have been Esq . Jan . 24 ; Walker and Co ., solicitors, 5 , Southamp

questions occurring in an English suit were in most excusably misled by the Stamp Act.” Not street, Bloomsbury, London ,
HOE (Richard ), 5 , St. James' s - road , Old Kent-road, Surrey ,volved , the French court would insist on adopting withstanding this, we think there is no doubt
packing case maker . Jan . 30 ; Carter and Bell, solicitors,this course, and he thought it highly probable that that the statute of 34 Geo. 3, c. 14 , has been 108, Leadenhall-street, London .

the questions to be asked could be agreed upon ; | wholly repealed by the Inland Revenue Repeal HUNTER (Edwin , Sheffield , scissormanufacturer. Jan . 14 ;
Burbeary and Smith , solicitors, 16 ,1Campo-lane, Sheffield ,and if this mode were adopted it would be very; Act 1870, sect. 2 of which runs thus : “ The en JENKINSON (Rev . Geo. ), Belford , Northumberland . Jan .

convenient. Cases had been cited to him where, actments described in the schedule to this Act, 15 ; S . Sanderson , solicitor, Berwick-upon - Tweed .
LOVE (Henry ). 46 , St. Peter -st . Mile End, Middlesex ,are hereby repealed , subject to the exceptions inunder the statute 1 Will. 4 , c. 22, the courts of
builder, and proprietor of the Two Beehives, Park -street,common law had directed a commission to issue the said schedule mentioned,” & c . The Act of Bromley, Middlesex , Jan , 06 M . K . Braund, solicitors, S ,

to the judges of a foreign court to examine wit 34 Geo. 3 , c. 14, being placed in the schedule in Furnival' s- inn , London .
nesses there. Such a one was Lumley v . Gye MORRIS (Nathaniel), Bolton -le-Moors, Lancaster, shopthis wise :

keeper. Jan . 8 ; Greenhalgh and Finney , solicitors , 8 ,(23 L . J., N . S ., 112 , Q . B . ; 2 El . & Bl. 216 . Session and Title or Abreviated Acres- field , Bolton -le -Moors,Extent of Re PARISU (Mary A . ), formerly of Oldbury , Worcester , late ofIt was said that those cases were especially upon chapter. Title .
1,Gravelly -hill, near Birmingham , widow . March 1 ; San .that statute , but on referring to that statute it
ders and Smith, solicitors, High-street, Dudley, Worcesappeared only to give the common law courts the tershire ,

POOLE ( Jas. ), Wick House, Westbury-upon- Trym , nearpowerwhich the Court of Chancery possessed long 34 Geo. 3 , c . 14 An Act for grant. The whole Act.
before, i.e ., the power of examining witnesses ing to His Ma Bristol, Esq . Jan . 81 ; Fussell and Co., solicitors, Liver

pool-chmte , Corn -street, Bristol.
jesty certainabroad. The Court of Chancery had then , in his TUDGE (Chas.), Llanvair Hall, Salop, farmer. Dec . 18 ;
stamp duties, & c . Thomas Weyman , solicitor, Ludlow , Salop.opinion, the power to do what the courts of luw

WEBB (Col. Edwd . A . H . ), formerly of 9, S . James 's - street ,had done in those cases, and having evidence that If then , this Act has been repealed , upon what Middlesex, late of 40,Gay -street, Bath . Feb . 8 ; Thos, W .
Gibbs, solicitor, 4 , Northumberland-buildings, Bath ,the French courts would accept the commission , authority can the Board of Inland Revenue refuse

I WILLIAMS ( James ), St. Weonards, Hereford , farmer . Feb .he thought the course proposed by the plaintiffs to stamp articles of clerkship within six months 1 ; Rev . Chas. J. Westropp, Wormbridge, Hereford .
was the best possible course, and he should direct of their execution without a penalty ? Surely the I WILLOUGHBY (Henry ), Blackheath ,Dartmouth - grove,

Kent, Esq. Jan . 16 ; W . A . Willoughby, solicitor, 4 ,the commission to issue. Hewould not, however, intention of the Legislature, as expressed in the Lancaster place, Strand, Middlesex .

now decide upon the precise form the commission 43rd section of the Stamp Act, is that they | WINMILL (Thomas), Park House, Clytha-square, Newport ,
was to take, nor its details ; those would have of should . And irrespective of the intention of the Mons.. gentleman . Feb. 1 ; W . J. Lloyd, solicitor, Bank

chambers, Newport.Course to be considered before the commission Legislature when passing the Act, the words of
went. The costs must be costs in the cause . the section we consider are in themselves conclu .

REPORTS OF SALES .sive. We can only regret that the case of Ex parte
Hayward camebefore the court upon a different Tuesday, Dec. 16 .Correspondence.
point,as there are numbers in the Profession who By Messrs . VEXTON, BULL, and COOPER, at the Mart .

SPURIOUS COUNTY COURT NOTICES. - In your have been led into a similar error - if error it be. Lancashire, - A contingent life interest in landed estates,
yielding £39,000 per annum , life aged 34 years - sold forisste of Saturday last you comment on the above, We trust that very soon the point may be argued 23150

a express your sorrow at having to say that before, and settled by, & more satisfactory tribu. Reversionary interest in one-ninth and one-third of one
- ninth of a sum of £32,000 ; also one-ninth and one-third ofyou believe they owe their origin , as a rule , to nal than , the Board of Inland Revenue.
one-ninth of £2, 116 Ss, Bank Annuities divisible in 1882law stationers, some of them in Chancery.lane,

HARVEY AND ADDISON . sold for £9515,

peal.
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Wednesday, Dec. 17. time, as a public document, yet, by what must dismissing the petition with costs, that it is noBy Messrs. FAREBBOTHER, LYE, and Co ., at the Mart.

Notting-hill.- No. 15, Carlton-road , term 91 years -sold for have been a mistake, a previous section enacted objection to such an order, notwithstanding sect.
that themarked register and the counterfoils of 5 of the Charitable Trusts Act 1860, that the

South Penge.--No. 4 , Derwent-road, term 91 years - old for the ballot papers should be put into one packet commissioners have made it on an application of
£490 .
ByMessrs , EDWIX Fox and BOUDFIELD, at the Mart . and sealed up. The Legislature, in fact, gave the a contentious character. Observations on Lord

Bayswater.- No. 11, Pembridge-terrace, freehold - sold for public permission to inspect that which could not Romilly' s judgment in Re Hackney Charities (36
33700 .

Brixton , - A freehold ground-rent of £26 58. per anpum
be seen . L . J ., N . S ., 169, Ch . ; 4 De G . J . & S . 588). The

sold sor €550 . His HONOUR. - They gave the public the right | 28th and 32nd sections of the Charitable Trusts

to inspect the outside. Act 1853, give the jurisdiction to appoint trustees
to the Master of the Rolls and the Vice-Chancel.

ELECTION LAW .
| Ambrose said he thongt there would be no diffi. 1o.lors in cases in which it was previously necessary
culty about it after he had got an order from the
court. His application was, first, for an order toMANCHESTER COUNTY COURT.

to file an information, bill, or petition, and by the

inspect the counted and rejected papers, and the
Act of 1860 this jurisdiction is transferred to the

Monday, Dec. 8 , 1873. counterfoils . Then if he satisfied the court that
Charity Commission : Held , that the power to

(Before J. A . RUSSELL, Esq., Q . C .)
appoint additional trustees is clear under the

he ought to have that order the seals would be ordinary jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery ;
Re THE EXCHANGE WARD ELECTION v. BATTY. broken , the macked register would be open , and

that sect. 32 of the Trustee Act 1850 , gives a| the town olerk would have no difficulty in com
Municipal election - Application under the Ballot

Act (35 & 36 Vict. c. 33) for inspection of marked
statutory power for that purpose, and therefore

plying with his demand, or rather right, founded that such a power is vested in the commissioners.

register of voters and voting papers and coun .
on the 42nd rule, to see the marked register . He The majority of two-thirds of the school trustees

terfoils, a petition having been filed in the Court
| asked for an order to that effect.

reqaired by the Education Act anticipates any
of Common Pleas against the return of a Coun . His HONOUR said it should be done most un . objection to the transfer of a school whose trus,
cillor - Rule nisi granted . doubtedly ; but suggested that the learned coun. toes are required to be churchmen . The court

This was an application in the matter of the sel should take a rule nisi. will not, upon appeal, interfere with the exercise
petition which has been filed in theCommon Pleas e said tha of discretion by the commissioners, except in &
by Mr. J . Nield against the return of Mr. Batty exactly . very strong case of miscarriage of justice, and

for exchange Ward . Dec. 13. - To-day the rule was made absolute by such discretion is properly exercised in a case
Ambrose appeared for the petitioner. consentthat the Town Clerk should produce to the where in consequence of differences between the
Theapplication was heard in the Judge's private petitioner and respondent respectively , and to

existing trustees, the school is closed , and educa

room , tion denied to the children of the district : Semble
Ambrose said the petition had been presented

| their respective attorneys and agents, at the Town
Hall, on the 22nd inst., and on such following thatneither the Court of Chancery nor the Charity

against Mr. Batty on the ground , among others, days (Sundays excepted ) as the parties might re
that he had not been elected by a majority of lgaire, the following books, papers, and documents

Commissioners have power to remove ex-officio
trustees : (Re Burnham National Schools ; ex

votes, the votes having been miscounted . That

was one of the grounds upon which , by tho pro
--namely , 1, the rejected ballot papers relating to parte Bates, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S ., 495. M . R .)

the said election for Exchange Ward : 2 , the BILL OF SALE — AGREEMENT NOT TO REGIS.
visions of the Corrupt Practices at Élections Act, counterfoils of the ballot papers relating to the TER - RENEWAL - 17 & 18 Vict. c . 36 . — At the
a petition might be presented. There were other same election ; 3, the counted ballot papers ; 4 , beginning of March 1872, it was agreed by the
and additional grounds in this case. the ballot paper account ; 5 , the unused and plaintiff and a person who owed him money that

His HONOUR. — The first question is what the spoiled ballot papers ; 6 ,' the tendered ballot the latter should grant a bill of sale upon his
number of votes really was.

Ambrose. - Yes . The petition also alleges that
papers ; 7 , the tendered votes list and list of votes furniture as security for a debt which ought then
marked by the presiding officer, and statement of to have been paid to the plaintiff, that the bill of

the votes were not fairly and accurately counted. the number of voters whose votes are so marked sale was to be kept renewed for twelve months,
His HONOUR read the petition and an affidavit by the presiding officer , under the heads “ physi. and that neither it nor the renewals should be

which had been filed by the petitioner. After cal incapacity ,'' Jews," " unable to read , and registered during that period, unless the grantor
reciting the facts alleged in the petition , Mr. the declaration of inability to read ; 8 , the should get into difficulties in the meantime. In

Nield went on to say that he had reason to believe
that many of the votes given for Mr. Batty were

the register of voters for the pursuance of this agreement & bill of sale was

election for the office of councillor, which was executed on the 8th March , and a fresh bill of
duplicate votes of persons who had previously | holden on the said first day of November sale on the 27th March , but the first bill of sale
voted at one or other of the wards on the 1st Nov . in each of the following wards of the city of Man . remained in posession of the plaintiff unregistered
He had therefore instructed his solicitor to apply
to the town clerk for an inspection of the docu .

chester, namely - Exchange, St. Clement's, New and uncancelled. On the 15th April the plaintiff,
Cross, All Saints', St. George's , Medlock -street, having learnt that the said grantor was in diffi

ments in his custody " other than ballot papers or Ardwick , and Cheetham Wards ; and the burgess culties, duly filed the second bill of sale dated the
counterfoils ,” but the request had been refused . roll for the said city of Manchester . The order 27th March , and on the 20th April took possession
Letters were also read which had been passed proceeded : “ That Sir Joseph Heron do at or of the furniture under it : on the 24th April, the
between the town clerk and Mr. C . J. Hall, the upon the said production and inspection, in the sheriff seized the said furniture under a fi. fa .
petitioner's solicitor. The latter pointed out that
by rule 42 of the first schedule of the Ballot Act it

presence of the parties authorised to attend the obtained by the defendant in an action against

is enacted that all documents forwarded by a
inspection , unseal all and every the packets and the grantor of the bill of sale . Held , in an inter
parcels wherein the before -named books, papers, pleader issue, that the second bill of sale was

returning officer in pursuance of the Act to the
con I valid against the execntion creditor . Smale v .

clerk of the Crown in Chancery, other than ballot tained , and that he the said Sir Joseph Heron Burr, L . Rep . 8 C . P . 64 ; 27 L . T . Rep . N . S . 555,

papers or counterfoils , “ shall be open to public do
inspection " at such times and places as the clerk

do by himself, or by some person or persons to be affirmed : (Ramsden v. Lupton ,29 L . T . Rep . N . S .
by him appointed for the purpose, attend on such | 510 . Ex. Ch.)

may direct. In the second schedule, by rule 64 ,
. by rule 64 , production and inspection during the whole time

sub-section B , it is enacted that all ballot papers I thereof : and, further, that the said Sir Joseph RIGHT OFWAY - GRANT - LEVEL CROSSINGS.

and other documents which in the case of a parlia
By the construction of a railway, some land

Heron and such other persons shall take and use belonging to the Crown was taken , and other
mentary election are forwarded to the Clerk of all such proper measures and precautions as he adjoining Crown land was severed from the rest.
the Crown in Chancery, shall in the case of a shall deem necessary, in order that the mode in
municipal election be delivered to the town clerk ,

The railway company were required by their Act
which any particular elector has voted shall not to make such convenient communications acrossand the provisions of part 1 in respect to the | be discovered , and in order that all such books, the railway, where it should be carried through or

inspection, production, and destruction of such papers, and documents as are to be produced and across Crown lands, as should be necessary for

ballot papers and documents, and to copies of inspected shall be safely kept from loss, damage, the convenient enjoyment and occupation of the
them , shall apply respectively to the ballot papers
and documents in the custody of the town clerk .

or other matter or thing whereby the same or any Crown lands. The company accordingly made
Mr. Hall held it to be clear from these enactments of them shall be injured , prejudiced , or altered in two level crossings. The severed land was, atthe

that all documents (other than ballot papers
any wise .” time there crossings were made, marsh or mud

and counterfoils ) in the custody of the town clerk
land , but it had since been reclaimed , and several

relating to an election were open to public inspec . houses built upon it . Held , that the owners and

tion . He desired to inspect the register of voters , REAL PROPERTY AND occupiers of these houses had a right to use the

and also the marked list, used by the returning level crossings, as the right of way was not
CONVEYANCING .

officers at each ward in the city . Sir Joseph
restricted to the “ convenient occupation " of the

Heron wrote , in reply , that there was no doubt land, for the purpose for which it was used at the

some difficulty in determining what might be the NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. time the crossings were made, but extended to the

meaning of the clauses which referred to the CHARITY - SCHOOL TRUSTEES — TRANSFER TO “ convenient occupation ” of the land , for any

powers and duties of the town clerk in relation to SCHOOL BOARD - CHARITY COMMISSIONERS purpose to which it might subsequently be

the production of documents in bis custody, but APPOINTMENT OF ADDITIONAL TRUSTEES — applied : (United Land Company y. The Great

it was not necessary to go into that question . By TRUSEEE ACT 1850, s . 32 - APPEAL. — By two Eastern Railway Company, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S .

the 29th rule of the first schedule of the Ballot deeds, made in 1838 and 1849, the two joint 498 . V .C. M .)

Act the presiding officer was directed ,at the close rectors of a parish were appointed trustees of a
of the poll,to make up in a separate packet,sealed Church of England School. In 1871, it having
with his own sealand the seal of the candidates become necessary to appoint a new master , the COMPANY LAW
or their agents, “ themarked copies of the register then rectors could not concur in any appoint

of voters and the counterfoils of theballot papers." ment, and the school was closed . A school board

The 37th rule provided that he should not open having been elected in the district, it was then NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.

that packet ; and the 41st rule said that “ no proposed that the school should be transferred to CONTRIBUTORY - SHARES ALLOTTED IN PAY

person shall, except by order of the House of the board , under sect. 23 of the Education Act of MENT OF A DEBT. - Shares in a company were
Commons or any tribunal having cognisance of 1870, which requires a majority of two -thirds of allotted to a creditor in satisfaction of a debt due

petitions, open the sealed packet of counterfoils the trustees to effect such a transfer . With this by the company. Subsequently the company
after it has been once sealed up ." He (the Town view a memorial was presented to the Charity gave the creditor a debenture for the amount of
Clerk ) must, therefore , necessarily decline to give Commissioners, asking them to appoint three ad the debt, which was treated as subsisting, but the

the inspection which Mr. Hall asked for ; and he ditional trustees, so that the requisite majority creditor retained the shares which had been
added that, in his own opinion, no inspection of mightbe obtained . This course was opposed by allotted to him , and agreed to surrender them on

the marked rogister in any case could be had one and supported by the other of the two joint payment of the debenture . Held, that, by the
unless under an order of the County Court. rectors . The commissioners, however , made an allotment of the shares in satisfaction of the debt,

Ambrose,after the reading of thecorrespondence , order appointing three additional trustees , all of the debt ceased to exist , aad that the creditor
said he thought the Town Clerk was to a certain whom were churchmen , one of them being chair- having taken the shares in satisfaction of his

extent right in the objection which he had taken . man of the school board . On a petition by the debt, could not be placed on the list of contribu .
Although by the 42nd rule it was clear the Legis . opposing rector, by way of appeal from the order , tories in respect of the shares . Decision of
lature intended that the public should be entitled under sect. 8 of the Charitable Trusts Act 1853, Bacon , V . C . reversed : (Re The Matlock , &'c ., Com «

to inspect the marked register of voters at any praying for the discharge of the order : Held , on pany, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 441. L .JJ.)

than TA ina
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Delay.

10 days ......
10 days

MAGISTRATES' LAW . against her in respect of the services actually
rendered : (The Nellie, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 516 ,
Adm .)BOROUGH QUARTER SESSIONS.

What notice of SPECIMENS OF A CODE OF MARINE
Borough, When holden . Recorder. Clerk of the Peace.appeal to be given , INSURANCE LAW .

Bath . . . By F . O . CRUMP, Barrister-at-Law ,T . W . Saunders, Esq. ......Monday, Jan . 5 .. 14 days ..... .. ....... J . Taylor.. . . .
Bedford Monday, Jan . 5 .. J . T . Abdy, Esq ., LL. D ... 14 days M . Whyley. (Continued from page 110.)
Berwick - on - Tweed Friday, Jan . 2 . .. W . T . Greenhow , Esq .. . .. . 5 days S . Sanderson .

DEVIATION AND CHANGE OF VOYAGE ,
Birmingham Monday , Dec. 29 A . R . Adams, Esq., Q . C .... T . R . T . Hodgson .

Bolton Tuesday , Jan . 6 . .. S . Pope, Esq ., Q . C . ..... 10 days J . Gordon .
Bridgnorth Friday , Dec. 26 W . Cope, Esq . 14 days W . D . Batte . Unusual and extraordinary delay in the proses
Canterbury Wednesday, Jan . 8 G . Francis, Esq . Statutory .. . . H . T . Sankey . cution of & voyage and prolongation of its period ,
Carmarthen Monday , Jan . 5 . B . T . Williams, Esq ...... 10 days J . H . Barker .

Chester Friday, Jan. 2 H . Lloyd , Esq . ............ . 14 days J . Walker . withoutnecessity or just cause, after the risk bas

Chichester Tuesday, Jan . 6 ... J . J . Johnson, Esq . , Q . C . 10 days E . Titchener . begun , is & deviation .

Colchester Thursday, Jan. 1 F . A . Philbrick, Esq. 8 days J . S . Barnes. Arn. 4 edit. 451.
Deal Friday, Jan. 2 R . J . Biron , Esg . . .. . . 2 days E . Drew There being liberty to stay,and additional delay
Derby Tuesday , Jan . 6 G . Boden , Esq ., Q . C . J . Gadsby. being caused by trading , there is a deviation,
Devonport Thursday, Jan . 8 . H . T . Cole, Esq ., Q .C ....... 10 days G . H . E . Rundle . Arn . 4 edit. 448 ,
Doncaster . . Friday, Jan . 2 E . J . Meynell, Esq .... .. 10 days E . Nicholson , Inglis v . Vaux, 3 Camp, 486.
Dover Monday, Dec . 29 ... Sir W . H . Bodkin , Knt... 2 days G . W . Ledger. Goods being insured until landed, any unusual
Faversham Monday, Jan . 5 .. G . E . Dering, Esq . .. . ... . . .. . F . F . Giraud ,

Gloucester.
and unreasonable delay in landing them has the

Tuesday, Jan . 13 .. C . S . Whitmore, Esq ., Q . C F . W . Jones .7 days . .. .. .
Great Yarmouth . . effect of a deviation :

Monday, Jan . 5 .. Simms Reeve, Esq . .. .. .. . I . Preston , jun ,10 days
Hastings Friday, Jan . 16 R . H . Hurst, Esq ., M . 14 days G . Meadows. Phillips, sect. 998.

Hythe Saturday, Jan . 3 ... R . J . Biron , Esq . 8 days W . S . Smith . If, owing to some unreasonable and unexcused
King 's Lynn ... .. . Thursday, Jan . 15 . .. D . Brown, Esq ., Q . T . G . Archer , delay in the course of performing her outward
Kingston -on - Hull Thursday, Jan . 8 . .. s . Warren , Esq ., Statutory ... . .. ... R . Champney . voyage, the ship is prevented from ” arriving at
Leeds . .. . .. . Thursday, Jan. 1 J . B . Maule , Esq ., 10 days .......... C . Bulmer.

the port " at and from which she is insured for
Margate Wednesday, Dec . 31. F . J . Smith , Esq . .. H . T . Sankey.
New Windsor .. . her homeward voyage until an unreasonably longMonday, Jan . 12 A . M . Skinner, Esq., Q .C . H . Darvill .
Portsmouth time after the subscription of the policy , suchFriday , Jan . 9 .. ... Mr. Serjeant Cox .. J . Howard .
Rochester . . Friday, Jan , 2 .... F . Barrow , Esq .... 8 days .. W . W . Hayward . delay is a deviation although the outward voyage
Sandwich Thursday, Jan. 1 R . J . Biron , Esq .... T . L . Surrage. is totally foreign to the underwriter on the home.
Scarborough Monday , Jan . 2 .. A . W . Simpson, Esq. 10 days .. .. . .. J . J . P . Moody .

ward policy :Shrewsbury Monday, Jan . 5 W . F . F . Boughey, Esq.... 14 days . . .. R . Clarke. Mount v. Larkins, 8 Bing. 108 ; Freeman v . Taylor ,
Tewkesbury Friday, Jan . 2 .... J . Fallon , Esq . . .. . . ... . .. . .. Statutory.. F . J . Brown. Ibid . 124 ,
Walsall Wednesday , Dec . 31... W . J . Neale, Esq... .. .. . ... . . 10 days ... S . Wilkinson .
Wenlock Saturday, Jan . 3 Ports— Geographicalorder.T . S . Pritchard , Esq . .. .. 14 days E . B . Potts.
Worcester ... Thursday, Jan. 8 F . T . Streeten , Esq. ...... 10 days R . T . Rea. A ship being insured on a voyage to ports of

dischargewhich are not specifically named in the
policy, she must visit such ports in the geogra

NORTHERN CIRCUIT. - LIVERPOOL. for interest upon their debt : that the value of the phical order of their distance from the port of

departure.town dues ought not to be added to the assess.Monday, Dec . 15 .
If she fails to do so it is a deviation :

ment; that the appellants were entitled to a Clason v . Simmonds, 6 T . Rep . 533 ; Andrews v . Mela

(Before QUAIN , J., and a Common Jury.) deduction for average deterioration , as well as for lish , 5 Hunt. 496 , 502 .
REG . v . LANGFIELD . the actualrepairs of each year ; and that the ex. Ports - Order specified in Policy.

The ports being named in a particular order in
Rape - Complaint made by prosecutrix admissible penses of collecting the rates, which should be

in evidence.
deducted from the amount. might be fairly com . the policy , that order must be observed although

Prisoner was indicted for rape committed on a girl | pated by dividing the whole expenses of collecting the sequence is not geographical :
Boatson v. Haworth , 6 T. Rep. 531; Marsden v . Reid ,

between 10 and 11 years of age. the appellants' revenue rateably according to the 3 East. 571.
Held by Quain , J., that what the girl said to her respective amounts of dock rates and town dues : The ship, however, may visit ports within the
aunt when making complaint as to prisoner' s (Mersey Docks and Harbour Board v . Overseers of

scope of the policy that lie wide of, or even , in
conductwas receivable in evidence. Liverpool, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 454. Q . B .) special cases, that lie diametrically opposite to ,

W . HENRY LANGFIELD was indicted for having at LARCENY BY BAILEE - SUMMARY CONVICTION . the direct course of the voyage, provided this bé

West Derby, on the 17th Sept. 1873. feloniously - The prosecutors (boot and shoe manufacturers) | done for purposes connected with the main object

2888nlted and ravished oneMargaret Fisher Lang. gave out to their workmen leather and materials of the adventure.

field , who was the daughter of the prisoner, and to be worked up, which were entered in the men's Bragg v . Anderson , Taunt. 229,
Arn , 1 edit . 367 .between 10 and 11 years of age. In the course of books and charged to their debit. The men might

Ports - Re-visiting.the case for the prosecution the aunt of the girl either take them to their own homes to work up,

was called as a witness. The girl had complained or work them up upon the prosecutors' premises ; To re-visit a port already touched at or to
to her of the prisoner ' s conduct, and it was pro but in the latter case they paid for the seats pro- sail backwardsand forwards from one port to the

other, unless liberty be given expressly or by im .posed to ask the aunt what the girl said when vided for them . When the work was done, they

she made the complaint to her. received a receipt for the delivery of the leather plication , is a deviation .
Arn . 4 edit . 431 ; 1 Phillips, sect. 1014.On behalf of the prisoner it was obiected that and materials and payment of the work . If the

although the fact that a complaint had been made
leather and materials were not redelivered , they Leave to sail backwards and forwards “ or to

might be given in evidence, yet that the termsof were required to be paid for. The prisoner Daynes touch one or more times," authorizes interme

that complaint could not be received in evidence was in the prosecutors' employ, and received diate passages.

materials for twelve pairs of boots ; he did some Bige v . Fletcher, 1 Dougl. 271 ,
against the prisoner. Thorndike v . Bordman .

work upon them , but instead of returning them ,
QUAIN , J. - What the girl said on the occasion sold them to the prisoner Warner. These mate Two Tracks.

of her making the complaint is most mate
rials were entered in the prosecutors' book to When there are two tracks to a terminus ad

rial, and of the very essence of the inquiry. Danes' debit, but omitted by mistake to beentered quem , one of which is specified in the policy , it is
He entertained a very decided opinion on the in Daynes' book . Held , that Daynes could not be a deviation to take the other ; and if it was the

point, and thought the evidence clearly admissible. convicted of larceny as a bailee under 24 & 25 settled determination of the assured at the time

Prisoner was found guilty of the attempt; and | Vict. c . 96 , s . 3 , as the offence of which he had of the execution of the policy to adopt the latter,

sentenced to eighteen months' imprisonment. been guilty was punishable summarily under 13 | the underwriter is discharged :

Addison for the prosecution . Geo . 2 , c . 8 . Quære, whether the transaction , as | Millwood v . Blakes, 7 T . Rep . 162

Potter for the prisoner. between the prosecutor and his men, did not Letters of Marque. .
amount to a sale of the leather and materials ? Clauses empowering the ship to cruise and carry

(Reg . v. Daynes, 29 L. T . Rep. N . S . 468. letters of marque are strictly construed.
NOTE. - The late Mr. Justice Willes , when at č . Čas. R .) Leave to chase, capture, and man prizes, does

Liverpool on Circuit, hasmore than once laid down not extend to convoying the prize afterwards :
in similar cases that the proper form of question Lawrence v . Sydebotham , 6 East , 45, 52 . The
was, “ Did you complain to - - of what the MARITIME LAW .

American Law . — This is no deviation unless

prisoner had done ? " involving delay or departure from the direct

course of the voyage :
NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. 1 Phillips, sect. 1030 .

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. SALVAGE - TERMINATION OF SERVICE - PLACE WAIVER.
POOR RATE - Dock RATE - TENANT'S PROFITS OF SAFETY . - Where a steam tug is engaged to The forfeiture of a claim under a policy incurred

- INTEREST ON DEBT - DEDUCTIONS. – The render assistance to a ship aground in the night by deviation may be waived in writing, but not by
Mersey docks are vested in the appellants, who time, and succeeds in getting her off, and takes a merely verbal consent to waive it after it has
are authorised to collect certain duties and rates her to a safe anchorage for the night, and lies occurred .
under various Acts of Parliament ; but the duties alongside of her till morning, the salvage service Phillips, s . 1040

leviable must be reduced if more than sufficient does not end on the ship being anchored , but the A prior deviation is not impliedly waived , al.
to pay off the mortgageg. and the charges of steam tag is entitled to reward for the time she I though known to the underwriter at the time he

management, of collection of rates, and of im . lies alongside the ship ready to render further accepts the risk, in case the policy in the usual
proving , repairing, and maintaining the docks assistance if required : ( The Philotaxe, 29 L . T . ) way describes the voyage so that the deviation in

and works. There are no shareholders, and no Rep . N . S . 516 . Adm .) question is a breach of the condition implied in
member derives advantage from his execution of SALVAGE- ENGAGEMENT TO RENDER ASSIST. such description .

the trusts. The docks were erected and purchased ANCE - SIGNALS OF DISTRESS - UNCOMPLETED Redman v. Lowdon , 3 Camp. 503 ; 5 Taunt 462 ; Arn ;

with borrowed money, and the interest is paid out SERVICE . — Where & steamship has been engaged 4th edit. 418 .

of the income. No provision of the Acts of to render assistance to another in distress by American Law . - The forfeiture is cancelled by

Parlis ect the liability of the docks to towing her to her port of destination and the fact of the previous deviation being known to
local or parochial rates. Under an Act of 1857 after severalhours' towing, the ships are parted theted the underwriter.

Ph . sect. 1041 ; Colos v . Marine Insurance Companythe appellants purchased certain town dues from by no fault of the salvor , and the conduct of the
3 Wash , C . C . 159 .

the corporation of Liverpool, the surplus of ship in distress leads the salvor to the honest
which , after payment of interest upon the sum belief that his services are no longer required ,and
fized as consideration for the purchase goes into thereupon the latter proceeds to her own destina SCOTCH LAW . - The Jedburgh Magistrates have

their general revenue account. Held , that in tion , he is not thereby deprived of his right to determined to enforce the law against persons
assessing the appellants to the poor 's rate no de- salvage reward , but upon the other vessel arriving who may be convicted of swearing in the public
duction should be allowed for tenant's profits, nor safe in port by her own exertions, may proceed streets.

attaa
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COUNTY COURTS . BRIDPORT COUNTY COURT. notice of his wife 's indebtedness. I am of opinion

Friday, Nov. 21 .
that the fact of defendant supplying his wife with

BIRMINGHAM COUNTY COURT.
(Before T . E . P . LEFROY, Esq., Judge.)

money to provide for his family from time to time

Thursday, Nov. 27 .
negatives her implied agency at law , and I have

SPILLER v . BUGLER . less hesitation in this case because I am quite
(Before H . W . COLE, Q .C ., Judge.) Husband and wife - Wife's agency. sure substantial justice is done. This ought to

WORCESTER CITY AND COUNTY BANKING COM - | The fact of a husband supplying his wife from be a warning to the plaintiff and all tradesmen to

PANY V . MOUNTFORD.
timeto timewith money necessary to provide for give notice to the husband of the wife's debt.

Action to recover the value of a bank cheque. his family negatives her implied agency to | There would be a verdict for £3 12s. 11d . only, the

This action was brought to recover £15 Ās. 1d. , | pledge his credit. debt incurred by defendant since his wife' s death .
being the value of a cheque upon the plaintiffs ' || THE plaintiff is a baker, of Barrack -street, and ! [We should like to be referred to the decision
bank , obtained by Joseph Shirt, and endorsed by the defendant is a fireman at the Pymore Mills . / which has gone this length . Phillipson v . Hayter

the defendant.
The parties had appeared before the court on two was the last decision in the Common Pleas, and

Young (instructed byMessrs. Barlow and Smith) former occasions, with a view to settle their that certainly does not support the learned judge.
appeared for the plaintiffs, and Nathan (instructed | differences, but each time an adjournment was - ED. L . T . ]

by Edwards) for the defendant.
necessary , and the plaintiff ' s accounts, which his

The opening statement of the plaintiffs ' counsel Honour wished to be satisfactorily putbefore him , BRIGHTON COUNTY COURT.
was to the effect that the plaintiffs had their were referred to Mr. Read, clerk to the registrar,
central offices in Worcester and branch establish | and the attorneys in the case, in order that a plain Wednesday, Dec. 11 .

ments in other parts of the country, one of which statement of how matters stood might be arrived (Before F . H . LASCELLES,Esq., Deputy Judge.)
was at Evesham , and another at Birmingham . at. The point at issue was this. Defendant had SMITH V . ANGOVE.
Sometime ago a person named John Shirt drew a dealt with the plaintiff forbread for nearly twenty

cheque on the Evesham branch in favour of the years. Mr. Spiller, in the course of his periodical
Sheriff's fees— Action against attorney for.

defendant for £14 18s. The defendant went to deliveries, had left bread at Bugler 's house for
THIS was an action by the officer of the sheriff of

the Birmingham branch for the purpose of getting seventeen years, when the latter' s wife died . At
Sussex to recover £6 12s., his costs and charges

the cheque cashed , when the cashier refused pay. that time, now three years ago , plaintiff alleged
on a levy made under the following circum .

ment. At an interview between the defendantand | that defendant was £11 15g. 11d . in his debt. On
stances :

Mr. Martin Abel, a managing director of the the other hand , Bugler repudiated the claim in
On the 10th June, defendant,who is a London

banking company, thedefendant explained that he toto. His defence was that he had given his wife
attorney , caused a writ of fi . fa . to be issued and

did not wish to pass the cheque through his own the whole of his wages - 14s. A week - to find
lodged with the town agent of the sheriff, to

bankers , because they had cortain bills belonging | household necessaries, and he had no reason to
recover theamount of a judgment debt and costs

to Shirt, which he had got them to discount, and think that she was not paying for the bread
in an action , in which the defendant resided at

in the event of the cheque being dishonoured there weekly . He also asserted that just as his wife
Brighton . The following day, the 11th June, the

might be a difficulty in getting the bills re was on the eve of death , he, in a conversation
defendant (Angove) received a telegram from the

newed. Upon that Mr. Abel consented to cash with the plaintiff, elicited from him that “ she
officer in the following words : " Johnson and

the cheque upon the responsibility of the de (his wife) was standing allright with him .” This
others v .Graham . Notice served on me. Graham

fendant himself. The cheque was subsequently admission the plaintiff denied everhaving made.
filed his petition for liquidation yesterday. Under

dishonoured by the Evesham branch , and in con F. W .Gundry again appeared for the plaintiff.
| these circumstances telegraph reply whether I am

1sequence thereof the present action was brought J . A . Day for the defendant.
to seize or not.” The reply to this telegram was:

against the defendant as the indorser of the bill. | Mr. Read laid the result of the examination of
Seize by all means." The officer having been

Young referred to the case of Woodland v . I plaintiff' s accounts before his Honour, who read
served with restraining orders, wrote to Mr.

Fear (7 E . & B ., 819), in which it was held that the items as follows : - Due to plaintiff at death of
Angove on the 17th June, requiring to know

banking companies having various branches at defendant's wife, 5th Sept. 1870 , £11 15s. 11
whether he should keep his bailiff in until the

which separate accounts were kept, and from bread delivered since, £23 2s. 4d . ; money paid
restraint expired on the 2nd July , or whether he

which cheque books upon the particular branches by defendant to plaintiff since his wife' s death ,
should at once withdraw , and to this Mr. Angove

were issued were, in the estimation of the law , $ 19 9s. 5d . : total balance owing, £15 8g. 10d . ;
replied on the 21st June, stating that “ the sheriff

separate banking companies ; and that, therefore, | deduct the £11 159. 11d. due at defendant's wife
must exercise his own discretion regarding the

where a cheque drawn upon one branch had been death , balance remaining, £3 128. 11d . The case
writ.” The officer , did not, however,go out antil

cashed by another, and subsequently dishonoured, was then gone into on its legalmerits.
the 2nd July , on which day Graham 's creditors

the parties were in the same position as though Gundry maintained that the article supplied to
passed a resolution to wind -up his affairs in

the banks were perfectly distinct. the defendant' s wife being bread , it was a neces.
liquidation, and of which due notice was given.

The case on behalf of the defendantwas that the sary one; also that there seemed to be the same
Application was then made to Mr. Angove, by the

cheque was not endorsed to the plaintiffs at Bir mode of dealing after defendant's wife ' s death as
officer for the payment of his costs and charges ,
the items of which were -- levy fee . £1 ls . : tele

mingham by the defendant with the intention of before, as shown by the fact that the debt had

passing the property and the cheque to them , but grown larger since ; and he held that it was very
gram , 18 . ; possession money , twenty -two days, at

only in order that they might get the money from discreditable for a man to try to make his dead
58. per day, £5 108. ; total £6 128. Mr. Angove

the branch bank. It was further contended that wife au scapegoat as the defendant was trying
repudiated all liability, and this action was the

an arrangement had been made between the defen - | to do .
result. It should bementioned that the return to

dant and the banking manager at Evesham that | His HONOUR said he could not exactly adhere
the writ was nulla bona.

that bank should continue to honour the cheques to Gundry' s proposition that the defendant had
Lamb for plaintiff, having opened the case as

of Shirt ; but it was explained on behalf of the been very irregular in his payments since his
above, proceeded to read and commenton the case
of Newman v .Merriman , reported in 26 L . T . Rep.

plaintiffsfthatat the time the conversation took wife ' s death , because in three years, out of

place, Shirt had an overdraft of £370, and the £23 28. 4d. he had paid £19 98, 5d., letting back
N . S. 397, which he believed would be relied on

bank ' at Evesham consented not to press him only £3 12s. 11d . He thought that rather corro
by defendant, and with great discrimination to

for the overdraw , but expressly said that borated the fact that the man
distinguish the present case from it , alleging

they should not honour any of his cheques paymaster.
special employment arising out of defendant's

beyond that amount unless they had funds in Gundry. - In three years he got £3 128. 11d. in
reply to plaintiff's telegram of the 11th June, as

hand for the purpose . Evidence was given on debt, and in seventeen years, before his wife ' s
the ground of such distinction . In Newman v .

the part of the plaintiffs to show that at the death , £11 15g. 11d . ; the latter being less taking
Merriman no such employment could be alleged ,

time the cheque was drawn the bank had no the average of three years.
but in this case he contended his clienthad & right

funds in hand belonging to Shirt. The defendant | Day. - Defendant for the past three years has
of action on a quantum meruit, for services ren

was called, and in examination in chief said that been paying for a specific purpose - that of satis .
dered . Also , benefit to the execution creditors

he had endorsed the cheque because he knew he fying the plaintiff for bread he was then supply
might have resulted from the acts of the officer ,as

could not get themoney without it. | ing from week to week , and not towards the old
in the case of a composition being agreed upon,or

Young asked the judgewhether it was necessary , debt.
the proceedings wholly falling through .

under such circumstances, to cross-examine the Gundry. It is one and the same account, and
| Angove, defendant in person, raised and argued

defendant at all, inasmuch as he submitted that payments could only go to the earliest items.
the following points , viz ., First, that the levy

it was really an undefended action ? His HONOUR. - If a man gives his wife money
was abortive ; secondly , that the officer must

His Honour took that view ,butallowed Nathan for household expenses he is not further liable .
be taken as acting throughout on the original

to reiterate his legal objections. Gundry .- But surely it is not the business of a
instructions derived under the writ ; and thirdly,

In giving his decision his HONOUR reviewed the tradesman to ascertain what understanding there
that no express employment was proved. In

facts of the case and the arguments adduced on is between husband and wife
support of the first point the file of proceedings

both sides . He said that he considered the result His HONOUR . - He ought to apprise the hus.
in Graham 's liquidation and the sheriff' s return

of the evidence was that the cheque was cashed band of the fact that his wife was getting in his
were put in , and Newman v .Merriman cited ; and

under circumstances which made it rather giving | debt.
it was submitted that that case must govern the

change for a cheque than giving cash for it in the | Day . — My friend,Mr.Gandry ,begsthe question
present one, should his Honour be of opinion that

ordinary way . According to the ruling of the altogether. Plaintiff told my client that at his
no express employment was proved . In support

court in the case of Kean v . Beard , the defendant wife's death there was nothing owing .
of the second and third points , it was contended

might be sued as the endorser of the cheque, and Gundry was about to quote what he deemed a
that the admission that the writ was duly lodged

the only defence that could be raised was that parallel pointsettled in his favour.
was sufficient to connect the officer with the

hich had been attempted , namely , that the de- His HONOUR interposed by saying that in the
sheriff as his servant throughout (per Abinger

fendant in endorsing the cheque had no intention Common Pleas it had been decided that where &
Shepherd v . Wheeler, 8 Car. & P . 332 ; Ramsay v .

of making himself liable upon it ; that it was like husband had forbidden a wife privately to buy
Eaton , 10 M . & W . 22). Before the passing of the

a person writing his nameon a bank note merely / goods on credit he was no longer liable .
Common Law Procedure Act, 1852, the law as to

for the purpose of identifying it . He considered , Gundry. — Here the goods were delivered at the
| the liability incurred by an attorney suing out

however, that the evidence established the fact defendant's own house.
execution was very unsettled , but in the absence

that the defendant had endorsed the cheque with Day . - To the wife.
of express employment or interference no general

the intention of making himself liable upon it . Gundry . At the house. It would break up all | principle whereby the attorney was held liable bad

and that it was cashed on the credit of the de- the credit in the country if such a debt as that been established , Lord Ellenborough laying it

fendant, and as a chequebearing his endorsement. were disallowed ; and he then cited the case he
down in Bilke v . Havelock (3 Camp. 374), that the

It must be conelusive that the defendant had had before referred to , which he contended made
writ according to the general rule must be con

endorsed the cheque , and negotiated it, with the the husband's authority to the wife binding upon sidered as the king 's writ, executed by persons ap

view of getting the money in theway he had , and him . This was not like one of those cases where
pointed by the Crown. The 123rd section ofthe Act

of being liable for the money received . He had , a " tallyman " went and induced a wife to buy alluded to , however, pointed outhow these persons
therefore, come to the conclusion that there was finery and jewellery, but the plaintiff had delivered were to be paid , and provided that they might

right on the part of the plaintiffs to maintain bread which it was absolutely necessary a wife levy the costs and expenses of executing the writ

this action in the form it had been brought, and and family should have.
.“ over and above " the judgment debt and costs

accordingly there must be a verdict for the plain His HONOUR said he should hold that it was (Marquis Salisbury v . The Queen , 29 L . T . Rep.

tiffs for the amount claimed .
the plaintiff' s bounden duty to give the defendant 1225). The telegram of the 11th June, sent off by

n was
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one of the defendant's clerks, was a mere expres. | costs. It was a very serious thing for a medical | it would be unfair for the defendant to carry the

sion of opinion as to the best course to be adopted , man to get in an action of that kind, and he contract into effect (as the cottages were not

and no instructions had been given by defendant believed the taxing master would admit that no worth what they were represented to be), and on

ex mero motu . Seizure being made after petition undue allowance was made, and in fact if there this point His Honour said defendant had made a

filed , no benefit could arise from it (vide cases in was any cause of complaint it was on the part of bad bargain . His Honour was further of opinion

point collected in last edit. Roche and Hazlitt on Dr. Turnbull. His Honour would see that a case that defendant at the time the contract was made

Bankruptcy ) and sheriff should have exercised a of that kind involved the very life and livelihood was sober. After considering all the circum

proper discretion . of a professional man, and he was therefore stances of the action, his Honour decreed for a

His HONOUR delivered judgment in these obliged to spare no expense to defend his reputa . specific performance of the contract, according to

words : I have given a great deal of attention to tion , and in point of fact instructed him to pre- the prayer of the plaint.

this case , which has been very ably argued . I pare brief for counsel, which he did , but was

need not recapitulate the facts , as they are so obliged to abandon the idea of having counsel

fresh . I must, however , refer for a moment to there on account of the great expense. All these HASLEMERE COUNTY COURT.

these dates and these telegrams. The first tele- costs were therefore abortive, and for these Dr .
Thursday , Dec . 11.

gram to which I need refer is that dated 11th Turnbullwould have to pay out of his own pocket.
June from Mr. Smith to Mr. Angove, and the More than that, he would desire to call his (Before H . J . STONOR, Esq., Judge.)
reply of the same date , of which the only perti. Honour's attention to the extreme suddenness of ALEWYN v . LUFF.
nent wordsare, “ Seize by all means." After that Mr. Boodle's withdrawal. He allowed the case to Ejectment - Suspicious deerl - New trial- Costs.

the sheriff' s officer wrote on the 13th June thathe proceed all the first day , and then when he saw A VERDICT in this case was given at the previous

did not see any object to be gained by his con . that his client must lose, he decided to withdrawltrial for the plaintiff .

tinuing in possession , butno reply is received to from it , and he (Mr. Stroud) had no intimation of Hull, solicitor, of Godalming , now made appli.

this . Tłe next documents that come before me such intention until he came into court on cation for a new trial on the ground of surprise

are a letter and also a telegram of the 17th June Saturday, and the consequence was he had his in a certain deed which went to show that consi.

from the sheriff' s officer, " Shall I withdraw my witnesses there at a great expense from Glou - deration money was paid in 1862, and also on the

bailiff or not p " Then comes the letter of the cester and elsewhere. Hesubmitted that this was ground that such consideration money was never

21st June from the defendant, “ The sheriffmust an exceedingly vexations proceeding , and he did paid . In support of the application Mr. Hull

exercise his discretion regarding the writ of think, having regard to all the circumstances, that said that he received no notice that the deed of

fi. fa ." I do not think it necessary for me to take it was a case in which the defendant ought to 1862 was in existence, and consequently at the

it further or to refer to any other document. have the costs of attending there that day.
last trial he was taken by surprise, and had noNow , there is no doubt that it is an axiom of law Potter pointed out that in any case it was not opportunity of disputing it. In support of the

that an attorney is not liable to a sheriff 's officer necessary to have Dr. Turnbull present, and that latter ground of the application , viz., that the
unless labour has been performed beneficial to his expenses therefore ought not to be allowed . consideration money supposed by the deed of
him ; but the defendant has admitted here that if His HONOUR said that it was by no means a 1862 to have been then paid , and which put the
any express contract is made an attorney is liable. matter of course that when an application of that case out of the Statute of Limitations, he would
The question for me to consider is whether or sort was refused the successful party got his put in three affidavits to show that such consi.
not any express contract was implied in that

costs. When a motion was made and costs were deration money never had been paid. If this
telegram , and I am distinctly ofopinion that there asked for, if notice was given of the motion , as a money had not been so paid then the action would

is an express contract. The words are, “ Seize by matter of course costs followed against the un - be barred by the Statute of Limitations, as the
all means." As early as the 13th JuneMr. Smith successful party , but where & motion was made plaintiff had no other proof of possession within
wrote to Mr. Angove, “ I do not see any object without asking for costs, it was not a necessity the period of twenty years. Mr. Hull then put
to be gained by keeping me in possession ; " and that costs were given . There was some doubt in in and read the affidavits of James Teesdale.

at last , but not until the 21st June, some further the matter,but he believed the defendant had Folkard, barrister, instructed by Albery and
correspondence takes place, when Mr. Angove, been put to a good deal of unnecessary expense. Lucas, of Midhurst, who opposed the application ,
wishing to wash his hands af the whole thing, It was perfectly easy , as Mr. Boodle had made up objected to the admission of the affidavit on the
writes and says that the “ sheriff must exercise his mind to withdraw from the case, for him to ground that itwas of a hearsay character .
his own discretion regarding the writ of fi. fa ." I inform Mr. Stroud of the fact,and thus avoid the His HONOUR ruled that such affidavit could be
shall find for the plaintiff for possession up to expense of his bringing all his witnesses. He read in support of an application for a new trial.

the 21st June, but no longer . thought this was a very vexatious expense, which Folkard said that the contents of the affidavit
probably the defendant would never be repaid. were only evidence in a new form . If it was not

CHELTENHAM COUNTY COURT. Under these circumstances, he thought in refusing evidence, it was a tender of evidence. The affi .

Friday, Nov. 28 . theapplication he ought also to give costs against davit of Teesdale was to the effect that in 1862 or
the plaintiff . At thesame time, although perhaps thereabont he drove Hoad (whom the deed put in(Before C . SUMNER , Esq., Judge.)
it was right and desirable that Mr. Turnbull by Mr. Folkard at the trial showed to have paid

JOHNSON v . TURNBULL. should attend there, his presence was notactually the consideration -money ) to Godalming to see his

Application for new trial - Oneof the jury a friend required , and he should not allow his costs. lawyer, whose namewasWoods. Woodswas not

satisfied that the property was clear, and he
Potter said he had toask his Honour to restrain (Teesdale ) did not believe Hoad paid any money .

CHORLEY COUNTY COURT.execution till next court day, when Mr. Boodle The nextaffidavit was that of John Hoad Tidy ,
would make an application for a new trial on the (Before W . A . HULTON, Esq., Judge.) nephew of the Hoad in question (who is dead ),

ground that one of the jury was a friend of the Friday, Dec. 12.
stating that he was one of Hoad's executors. He

defendant did not believe Hoad paid any money. If he had
His HONOUR said Mr. Boodle stated all that HALL V . PENDLEBURY . done so he should have seen an entry of it in

at the last hearing. Agreement to purchase cottages - Specific | Hoad's books, and no such entry existed .
Potter said he had not gone into the case fully, performance . Stephen Pannell, another executor of the estate

but he had just been asked to make the applica - Mutuality need not be expressed on face of agree of the deceased Edward Hoad ,made affidavit that

tion by Mr. Boodle 's clerk . ment, if it can be fairly inferred from the terms he never considered the property in question as

His HONOUR said Mr. Boodle' s clerk had asked used . Certainty as to termsand time notneces. belonging to Hoad .

Mr. Potter to make a hopeless motion , sarily of the essence of the contract. | Huti argued that a new trial should be granted,
Stroud said he must ask for the costs of that The fact of the bargain being a bad one for one of in order to give him an opportunity to call these

motion being granted . When his Honour made the parties not sufficient reason for setting it witnesses. He thought then thattheir twenty-two
an order for costs on Saturday last, Mr. Boodle aside. years' possession would run against the documen

intimated to him that he intended to bring ano . Watson (barrister) for plaintiff . tary title on the other side.
ther action , and asked him (Mr. Stroud ) where he Edge (barrister) for defendant. His HONOUR said the case of the plaintiff was
should like to have that action brought. He The chief facts of the case are that on the 2nd that the property was conveyed to him both by
replied that it was perfectly immaterial to him of May last plaintiff met the defendant in a public the mortgagee and mortgagor.

where he brought his action , because he was per house at Chorley, and the latter began to talk Folkard - We claim under both .

fectly certain of being successful wherever it was, it an Hull — But they prove that we had twenty -two
and as far as that went he left Mr. Boodle to take auction sale . The plaintiff thereupon said he had years' possession , and if we prove that in 1862 no
his own course. That understanding was come to some cottages to sell. Pendlebury said he would consideration was paid at all , it would affect the

on the day of the court, and on the 26th inst. Mr. give him £500 for them ,and after the offer had been groundwork of the whole thing.
Boodle wrote to him inquiring if he intended to repeated two or three time plaintiff accepted it, Folkard said that the presentapplication was one
apply for a writ of certiorari, as if he did not, he and an agreement was drawn up and signed by of the most extraordinary that he had ever heard
(Mr. Boodle ) would bring his action in the County each party in presence of witnesses, and the de. made, and it was made in the most extraor .

Court . To that he (Mr. Stroud ) replied that as | fendant deposited £5. Subsequently , however, dinary manner. It was attempted to be supported
then advised he had not the slightest intention of defendant repudiated the contract on the ground by evidence of the merest hearsay character
applying for a certiorari ; but that he should ap - that he was intoxicated at the time it was entered evidence that would never be admitted in a trial,
ply to his Honour to stay further proceedings into. Several witnesses for the plaintiff swore even if a new trial were granted . It was hear

until the costs in the former abortive action were that defendant was sober, while witnesses for the may evidence of interested parties given in

paid , pursuant to his Honour's order. Yesterday defendant said he had been drinking for a week , denial of a deed executed in solemn form , under

afternoon he received from Mr. Boodle a notice to and was drunk at the time. This part of the case sigo and seal. He challenged his friend to
the effect that he intended to apply to his was decided by a jury , who found a verdict for produce a single authority to show that such
Honour for a rescindment of the order for costs , the plaintiff. Counsel then argued the legalpoints , st tments and such affidavits had been re

on the ground of the misconduct of one of the 1 Edge, for the defendant, argued that there was ce ved by any court in contradiction of a deed
jury in not intimating to the court the fact that no mutuality in the contract,and that the court executed under hand and seal, and duly witnessed .

he was intimately acquainted with the defen - could not decree its specific performance, as there He (Mr. Folkard ) could not imagine what kind of
dant; and that if the judge refused to re- was no agreement for the defendant to purchase. grounds his friend was going to base his applica

scind the order for costs, then he should apply His HONOUR was of opinion that there was no tion for a new trial upon. On the ground of
for a new trial. Hefurther stated that he should necessity that such an agreement should be ex . surprise he should contend that there was no
apply for a taxation of coets , and also that pressly stated on the face of the contract. It is ground for the application woatever.

the judge might make such other order as he sufficient if it can be fairly collected from the His HONOUR intimated that he was of Mr.
might think fit. He meant to say thatMr. Boodle terms used . Folkard's opinion on the ground of surprise.
pat so many strings to his bow that he (Mr. Another objection was that there was a want of Hull said that if deeds came by surprise that
Stroud) really did not know which he was going to certainty in the terms of the agreement, it being should be sufficient ground for a new trial.
play upon , and hewas, therefore, obliged to come argued that no time was fixed for the payment of Folkard said that there was no suggestion that

there and bring Dr. Turnbull to defend the very the purchase money, or for the purchaser to be the deed was forged .
serious attacks which had been made upon his re- let into possession. His Honour. - No doubt the suggestion is that
putation, and which he could not for a single . His HONOUR thought the omissions were not the deed was concocted .
moment allow to go uncontradicted . He did of the essence of the contract, and that the law Folkard proceeded to deny the insinuation with

not think his Honour would refuse his order for would supply them . It was further argued that some indignation . Was it, he said , to be in

bol
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sinuated that Mr. Marshall, who drew the deed, A . J. Flint, solicitor, Derby, appeared for the road Act, passed in 6 Geo. 4 . The trustees could
and who had been , as he (the speaker) was plaintiff. not be indicted for non -repair , but the proper
informed, one of the most highly respectable Hextall, solicitor, Derby, for the defendant. . course was to indict the parish : Rex v . Nether.
solicitors in the county, would lend his hand to Flint opened the plaintiff's case, stating that thong (2 B . & A . 179), Rex v . Oxfordshire (4 B . &
such a transaction as that ? defendant,who residesat Doveridge, but practices C . 194). This was expressly recognised by Statute ,

His HONOUR pointed out that there was no at Uttoxeter, and rides backwards and forwards. the 5 & 6 Will. 4 ( c . 50 s. 94) , gave power to jus
evidence thatMr.Marshall prepared the deed . On the day in question was returning home, riding tices to order repairs summarily ; and the 3 Geo .
Hull. Wehave not heard ofMr. Marshall ; we| his horse at the side of the road, where there had | 4 (c . 126 s . 110 ), provided that where a parish was

believe that the deed was prepared by Mr. formerly been turf, but where a track or pad had indicted for not repairing a turnpike road, the
Woods himself . been worn by persons walking and riding. His fine inflicted was to be apportioned between the

In the course of some further discussion , it | horse suddenly stumbled and put its foot in a inhabitants of the parish and the trustees of the
transpired that the mortgagee, the mortgagor, hole close by the side of the road. Plaintiff was road , thus preventing circuity of action , and
and Mr. Marshall were all dead . thrown off but not hurt. The horse was injured obviating the necessity of proceedings by the

Folkard thereupon said that if after a lapse of to the extent of £15 . The damages had been ad . parish against the road trustees. For the defen .
twelve years such a deed as he had put in was not mitted on behalf of the defendant, and the only dant it was also relied on Young v . Davis (6 L . T .
sufficient evidence, no landed property would be question in dipute was that of liability . Mr. Flint Rep . N . S . 363 , in the Exchequer Chamber 9 L . T .
safe ; if such a evidence as that proposed to be quoted several passages from Addison on Torts, in Rep . N . S . 145) . This was an authority in his
given to upset the deed was to be admitted , no support of his case. favour. In that case every authority was cited .

gentleman 's landed estates would be safe . If the The plaintiff was called and deposed to the even as far back as the year books, and it was
matter in point had involved the name of some above facts. held that & surveyor of highways could not be
manwho had been prosecuted for perjury, then he Cross-examined by Hextall. - I find no fault sued for non -repair. In the same case (on appeal)
would grant that there would be some ground for with the hard road or its condition , there is a Willes, J., asked if plaintiff' s counsel could point
granting a new trial, but in this case hewould width of over 20ft . of made road at the point out any case against turnpike trustees for non .
contend that there was no ground whatever. Mr. where the accident happened , exclusive of a 5ft. repair , and was answered in the negative. If such
Folkard then went through the affidavits, and footpath on the opposite side of the road to where an authority was to be found, it would have been
argued strongly that they were of a hearsay I was riding . I frequently rode along the grass produced . There were other cases, but he (Mr.
character. One affidavit, he said , was hearsay and along the pad at the side of this road ; I did | Hextall) would not quote them . He relied on
upon hearsay. it to ease my horse , in fact nearly always ; I had those he had referred to . It was clear that at

His HONOUR. - I shall give a new trial to enable seen no sign of a hole there before. I think my common law no action lay for non -repair, and it
them to test the validity of this deed . horse did not make it by the ground giving way was for the plaintiff to show that in this case &
Folkard said he earnestly hoped his Honour at the moment, it must have been there before. I power to she had been given by Statute. Under

would not depart from all precedent and grant a never had any cause of complaint against the the Turnpike Acts the parish still remained liable,
new trial on hearsay evidence. He argued that a trustees before my horse fell on to the hard road and should be indicted if the road was in a bad

new trial should not be granted on another ground, and hurt its knees - it struggled from the hole on state of repair.
viz., that the other side had shown no evidence to the road . The hole was about as large as & His HONOUR. - Imust call on Mr. Flint to show

that they themselves had a good title . There had horse 's hoof, it was close to the road, there was me & case in which trustees have been held
not been a single affidavit put in by the other side not a foot of turfbetween it and the road . There liable .
to show that they had an atom of title. The were formerly posts and rails along that side of 1. Flint referred to Hartnall v . Ryde Commis.
proper course, Mr. Folkard contended , would be the road ; they were close to the hard road with sioners (8 L . T . Rep. N . S . 574 ), and to 3 Geo . 4 ,
for the other side to bring an action of ejectment no turf between ; they were taken away many (c . 126 , s . 74) , enacting that trusteesmay sueor be
against his client. Again , why did they not raise years ago. I do not recollect remonstrating with sued in the nameof their clerk.
this objection when the deed was produced at the a man employed by the road surveyor for cleaning Hextall argued that the case quoted was not in
last trial. He would strongly urge that it would up the turf ; I may have done so, if I did it was point. There the defendants had been made
be a bad precedent, and, he could not help saying because his so doing narrowed the grass at the liable by a special clause in a Special Act. The
it, a dangerous precedent, to grant a new trial on sides of the road along which I used to ride.

section of the Turnpike Act only prescribed the
mere hearsay evidence that the consideration Mr. Hawthorne,surgeon , Uttoxeter, was on the manner of suing and did not give a cause of action
money had not been paid . The parties who could spot a minute after the accident - plaintiff's horse | where none previously existed .
throw most light on the matter were dead, and the had got up - remembered the posts and rails being
deed was executed twelve years ago , and, if a new at the side of the road - the hole was an old post

His HONOUR. - You say that as a corporation

trial is granted , the first thing he should do would hole - it was two feet deep at least - it was partly
the trustees cannot be sued without a special

be to object to the introduction of this hearsay on the pad , but the greater part on the turf be.
provision to that effect , and that in the present

evidence at all. He contended that such evidence tween the pad and the road .
case there is no such provision .

was not to be received . If this were so , he could Cross-examined. There are a few inches of Hextall.-- Precisely so.

not imagine of what use a new trial would be to turf between the pad and the road . The road is His HONOUR. - I do not think I can give judg.

the other side.
always in very good condition - the posts and rails | ment for the plaintiff in the face of the cases and

His HONOUR said it was quite clear that the were close up to the road - they were removed ten argument for the defendant, but if necessary
deed was of a suspicious character and required a l years ago when they stood there, there was no will reserve the point, and give leave to either
good deal of examination. It was very possible grass between them and the hard road . Since that | party to set me right, if I am wrong, by an

that in cross-examination on that deed facts timethe sweepings of the road have been left at appeal, . .

might be elicited which would throw considerable the side, and a little grass has grown over them ,
| Hextall then addressed the Judge on the facts ,

light on the minds of the jury in deciding whether but there is not more than two or three inches and commented on the failure of the plaintiff and

that deed was executed in good faith and the con between the hole and the road. his witnesses to remember the exact positionsof

sideration money paid . Charles Crofts, builder, Uttoxeter , was sent by the old posts and rails. He would prove that

Folkard said the deed spoke for itself . plaintiff to view the spot ; a plan was made ; the when they stood there was a space of over 2ft. of

Hull replied that they were no parties to the hole was only a few inches from the hard road ; turf between them and the road , that when the ac

deed, and knew nothing of it. the posts and rails were close up to the road . cident occurred there were 3ft. of grass between

Folkard asked that if his Honour granted the Cross-examined . I have no distinct recollection nd where plaintiff was riding,and

new trial, he would allow all costs as between about the posts and rails, they have been removedut the posts and rails they have been removed should contend that there was no negligence on

the attorney and client. The objection ought to many years ; I do a good deal with such work as the part of the defendant; and that, even if there

have been taken at the trial. Such applications post and rails ; a good oak post will last ten or were , the plaintiff was guilty of such contribu .

were never granted without payment of all costs twenty years or more when fixed in the ground . tory negligence in riding at the side, instead of on
to put the parties in the same position as they Mr. Woolliscroft, of Somershall, said he knew the hard road , as would disentitle him to recover

were before . the scene of the accident ; people always walked | damages.

His HONOUR said he did not think the costs and rode along the side of the road . He corrobo . Thomas Dearville said he had been surveyor of

between attorney and client should be granted . rated the other witnesses as to the posts and rails the turnpike road for over twenty years ; always

The usual costs would , in his opinion , be suffi. coming close up to the road. kept it in the best state he could ; remembered

cient. Cross-examined . I never rode along the side of the posts and rails being taken away eleven years

After some further conversation , the road myself ; I am very cautious ; I have been ago. Hewas surveyor at the time, and superin .

Folkard said : May I ask your Honour to give thrown off my horse on the hard road ; it was no tended their removal. Lord Waterpark took

me leave to appeal from this your judgment to a fault of the road . great interest in their removal, and the levelling
Superior Court. I am convinced that the granting It was admitted that the trustee' s surveyor had of the ground on which they stood. At the same

of the application is totally without precedent. I ordered the hole to be filled up after the accident. I time a brook course , which ran between them and

and I must really ask your pardon to take the His HONOUR. - Of course it would be filled up . thehedge, was filled up, and a culvert put in . The

opinion of a Superior Court.
The surveyor would not let it remain after his | posts were carefully removed . No complaints

His HONOUR. - Iam certain it is for the interests attention had been called to it . had ever been made before . He measured the

of justice to give a new trial, and it is not for the Hextall. - Your Honour will not let that preju . distance from the hole made by plaintiff 's horse

interests of justice to give leave for an appeal. | dico the defendantas to his liability.
to the hard road, two days after this accident. It

His Honour ultimately , on the question of costs, His HONOUR. – Certainly not. was 3ft. In September last the turf was

said the costs of the last trial were to be paid . | Hextall submitted in the course of a lengthy “ dressed , ” and that has narrowed the space by

The costs of the application would be taxed by argument, that the defendantwas not liable. He some inches. .
the registrar within a week , to be paid within a I would show that no action would lie against | Cross -examined by Flint.-- The posts were bak .

fortnight, failing which an execution to issue. trustees of a turnpike road for its non -repair , and They were not sawn off.

consequently their clerk wasnot liable . The case
Mr. John Harpur, late surveyor of the Lit.

of Gibson v . Mayor & c., of Preston (22 L . T . Rep.
| church Local Board, Derby, and now surveyor of

UTTOXETER COUNTY COURT. N . S . 293), was greatly in point. Hannen . J . in the Derby and Mansfield Turnpike Road, said he

Monday , Dec. 15. delivering judgment, pointed out that at common had had twice examined and measured the locusin
(Before W . SPOONER, Esq ., Judge.) law no action lay for the non-repair of a highway, I quo in May last, and again this day ; found 3ft. of

and that a plaintiff must show that a right to sue grass between the site of the hole and the hard

CHAWNER v. SALE . was given him by statutory enactment. There road . The road itself was a particularly good
Turnpike road - Negligence of trustees - Liability . was no case of successful action against turnpike road ; full width ,and a good footpath on the oppo.

THE plaintiff,Mr. R . J . Chawner, solicitor, Uttoxe - trustees for non -repair ; Whitehouse v. Fellowes site side ; had had thirty years experience of road.

ter, sued the defendant, Mr. Wm. Henry Sale , (4L. T . Rep. N . S . 177) was not in point; the injury making .

solicitor, Derby, as clerk to the trustees of the there was damage to a neighbouring proprietor ! His HONOUR. - I am satisfied that due care and

Derby and Uttoxeter turnpike road. The follow . through negligence during the process of repairs. | diligence was shown in the removal of the posts

ing were the particulars of claim : “ For the injury There was no doubt the parish of Doveridge had and rails, and that there was no negligence

done to plaintiff' s horse on the 8th March 1873, been at all times liable to repair the road, and this on the part of the trustees. The surveyor does

caused by putting his foot in a hole left on defen - liability was expressly continued to them by the not guarantee his road . He is only required to

dant's road in the parish of Doveridge through General Asts (4 Geo . 4 , c . 958. 80 , and 7 & 8 Geo . 4 , 1 use ordinary diligence, and this he has done. ,

the negligent and unskilful repair of the said road. c. 24 s . 17,) as well as by the Derby and Uttoxeter. I give judgment for the defendant. Costs allowed .

hard rd
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BANKRUPTCY LAW . Bedford 's possession . His Honour said he did adjudged a bankrupt. By that means, all claims
not regard that fact as one of any importance, as on the part of the debtor would be entirely got rid

BIRMINGHAM COUNTY COURT.
the box and its contents were unquestionably of, and also all claims on the part of Mr. Owen ,
sent to Bedford by way of security for his debt, and it would simply be a matter to be dealt with

Thursday, Dec. 11. and not merely for safe custody. The question by the assignee under the bankruptcy on the
(Before H . W . COLE , Q .C . Judge.) was whether the remaining jewellery stock now one hand, and Mr. Morris on the other. If they

Re MORRELL AND GAITES, Ex parte SHARP. in the possession of Bedford could be retained should be unable to come to a proper understand .
Bankruptcy - Fraudulent preference.

by him as against the claim of the trustee in the ing about it, the assignee would have his remedy
bankruptcy. His opinion was that the deposit of in bringing the matter before the court, and

This was an application by Mr. Luke J . Sharp , that jewellery with Bedford was not the voluntary taking his Honour's direction , giving Mr. Morris
the trustee in the bankruptcy for an order to or spontaneous act of the bankrupts, or either of notice of the intended application.
compelMr. William Bedford, of Vyse- street, Bir . them , but the result of pressure, which , under His Honour inquired what amount of the
mingham , jeweller, to deliver up to them certain the advice of Mr. Fowke, was put on Morrell by estate had been got in .
jewellery goods and diamonds, deposited with him Bedford on the 22nd Aug . Under such circum . Beckingham replied that he was unable to
a few days before the bankruptcy, and for pay. stances, although Bedford knew that the bank . state. Mr. Owen received portions of the estate,
ment of costs. rupts were then in a state of bankruptcy, his but not half what the composition amounted to

Robert Duke, solicitor, Birmingham , appeared Honour considered it to be well established by at 2s. 6d. in the pound .
for the trustee, and James Motteram (oftheOxford the case of Ex parte Topham , Re Walker (L . Rep. His HONOUR- What is the amount of the
Circnit) , instructed by J. C . Fowke, solicitor, Bir- 8 Ch . App. 614) , that this was not a fraudulent debts ?

mingham , opposed the motion on behalf of Mr. | preference, and that Bedford was entitled to retain | Beckingham - The total amount of liabilities
Bedford . the jewellery stock now in his possession until was £602 16s. 9d .

The application was heard on the 28th Nov . the whole debtdue to him was satisfied , including His HONOUR observed that it seemed to him

last, and the court reserved judgment. the £95 for which the acceptance was given by to be a very proper application , buthe would hear
His HONOUR, in delivering judgment, said it the bankrupts. He, therefore, declared that the other side.

appeared that on the 30th July last, Bedford sold Bedford was entitled to a valid lien upon such of Essery (who appeared for the debtor)'said hehad
and delivered some 9.-carats brilliants for £95 to the jewellery stock deposited with him on the no opposition to offer to the application .
the bankrupts , Morrell and Gaites, who were 22nd Aug. as still remained in his possession for His HONOUR thereupon adjudged the debtor &
jewellers, carrying on business in Birmingham , | the £183 6s. 5d., which was due or owing to him bankrupt.
and took their acceptance for the price bearing from the bankrupts at the time of the bank
date 30th July , and payable about six months ruptcy, and thatsuch deposit was not a fraudulent
after date. On the same day the bankrupts sent LIVERPOOL COUNTY COURT.preference ; but he declared that Bedford had no
back the brilliants to Bedford to bemounted, and lien upon the thirteen rings, except for the sum Friday, Dec. 5 .
he mounted them in thirteen rings, for which work of £11 14s. (part of the £183 6s. 5d.) due to him (Before PERRONET THOMPSON , Esq., Judge .)
the further sum of £11 14s. became due to him . for work and labour thereon. He ordered that,

On the 16th Aug. he sent the rings to the bank on payment by the trustee to Bedford of such Ex parte HEWETSON ; Re MALLEY.

rupts' place of business too late for them to £11 14s., Bedford should deliver up the rings to Bills of Sale Act - Registration .
receive them , and they were brought back . But the trustee ; and he ordered the assessed jewel. A ., in consideration of B . giving him his acceptance
on the 18th Aug . he again sent the rings, when lery stock now in the possession of Bedford to be for £300, agreed to hand B . railway advice notes
they were duly received and a receipt given for sold by him , and that he should retain thereout for rope lying at the railvay station of the value
them . Under these circumstances all lien on the the balance of the said £183 6s, 5d., together with of £300. The agreementfurther provided that A .
part of Bedford in the rings was of course gone his costs of or relating to the present applica might sell the ropes on account of B . handing
at that time. It appeared , however, that later on tion : the surplus, if any , to be paid over to the him over the cash as received , and guaranteeing
the sameday , Morrell, one of the bankrupts, sent trustee. him a profit of £1 per ton , or in the event of A .
back the rings to Bedford, and shortly afterwards being in a position to redeem the goods before
called upon him and asked him to hold them for a the sale , he was to have the option on paying B .
few days, as he (Morrell) and his partner were then BRISTOL COUNTY COURT. £1 per ton profit. Before anything was done

quarrelling. This Bedford promised to do, and Friday , Nov. 21. under the agreement, except the delivery of the

he had since retained possession of the ringe, (Before E . J. LLOYD, Q .C., Judge.) advice notes to B ., the estate of A . went into
which were part of the goods in question. Besides liquidation , and his trustee finding the ropes
the £95 and £11 14s., there was in August a Re CHARLES JAMES BUDGE. standing in the name of A , in the railway com
further debt of £76 6s. 5d . owing from tho bank . Composition - Adjudication - Bankruptcy Act pany' s books, sold them on behalf of creditors.
rupts to Bedford for sundry goods sold . On the 1869, 6. 126 , sub- s. 11. B . moved the court for an order upon the trustee

18th Aug. the bankrupts were served, at the Beckingham , who appeared for a creditor, said in for the value of the goods, wher objection was
instance of a French creditor named Grillot, with that matter he had to make application to have a taken to the validity of the agreement on the

& trader debtor summons, dated _the 16th Aug., debtor adjudged a bankrupt, in accordance with ground that it required registration under the
and therefore Morrell went to Bedford and in the provisionsof the 11th sub-section of the 126th Bills of Sale Act .

formed him of the facts , and expressed a desire section of the Bankruptcy Act. The debtor for Held, subject to any further evidence to beadduced ,
that Bedford should co -operatewith him in taking some time previous to the filing of his petition on that the agreement was a bill of sale , and invalid
such steps as might be necessary in the interest of the 21st Dec. 1871, carried on business at St. without registration .
the English creditors. ' Bedford then went with Vincent's -terrace, Hotwells, as commission agent This was a case which by consent was left to a
Morrell to theoffice ofMr. Duke, his solicitor , and and dealer in cigars. At the first meeting of jury under the provisions of the 72nd section of
under the advice of Mr. Duke,who appeared to creditors held under his petition a resolution was the Bankruptcy Act . It was the second instance

have considered the interests of the general body passed accepting a composition of 2s. 6d. in the at Liverpool, in bankruptcy matters , where the
of English creditors rather than the interests of pound, 1s. 3 . to be paid in two months, and assistance of a jury had been invoked. The facts
Bedford personally, signed a trader debtor sum . ls. 3d . in four months, and the debtor asked Mr. | of the case were shortly these : In September last

mong on the bankrupts for the debt due to him , Philip Owen to secure that composition to the year Mr. Christopher Malley, a rag and ropemer

and it was served on them . Thus far Bedford creditors, and he agreed to do so . The resolution chant, made application to Mr. Robert Hewitson ,
had had no advice except that of Morrell's soli. was confirmed at a subsequent meeting, and the | also in the same trade, with whom he had pre

citor, Mr. Duke,who appeared never to have been estate was directed to be vested in Mr. Owen for viously transacted business, for his acceptance of

consulted , except to protect the interests of the the purpose of securing him against the liability two bills for £150 each . Hewitson assented con
whole body of English creditors. On the 22nd which he had undertaken on becoming suretý . ditionally upon being secured , and accordingly
Aug. Bedford consulted his own private solicitor, Shortly after the second meeting some disagree. Malley gave him railway advice notes for certain

Mr. Fowke, and in consequence of the advice ment took place between Mr. °Budge and Mr. flax tow ropes lying at the railway station of the
which that gentleman gave him , he sought an Owen, the latter alleging that the debtor had not value of about £300 . The terms of the arrange
interview with Morrell, and asked him for some given up to him the whole of his estate, and Mr. ment were reduced to writing, and were as
security for his debt. A request from Bedford at Owen having paid some of the composition de follows :
that critical timewas nearly equivalent to a com - clined to pay the others until the whole of the 30th Sept. 1872.
mand , and Morrell did not attempt to resist it , but estate was given up . That occasioned somedelay , C . Malley , Liverpool.

TO R . Hewitson & Co ., Liverpool.
at once agreed to send Bedford some goods as in the interim the debtor's wife died , and it then

Gentlemen , - In consideration of your accepting bills
security for the debt of the firm owing to Bed . | transpired that there was a policy of assurance for the sum of £300, I hereby hand you warrants for

ford, and another debt owing to another creditor, on her life in the Westminster andĠeneral Assur 30 tons tow ropes , and I draw on account at £7 per ton .
named Cohd ho had 1 claim ance Office for £200 , which policy existed at the I also agree to sell them for your account at the best

to the security ; and if anything was left after time he filed his petition , but which he never termsand price I can get, and hand you over cash for

them as sold , guaranteeing you a profit of £l per ton ;
paying them , Morrell stated that he wished it to disclosed in his statement of affairs. As

should I at any time prior to the goods being sold ,
be held for the English creditors generally . In soon as that fact came to the knowledge of hand you over the cash for the amount of the bills, you

consequence of what had been agreed to at that Mr. Owen he sent to the Assurance Company will hand mewarrants , and I will give you £1 per ton

interview , Morrell, on the evening of the same not to pay the money over without his con . profit, and all over the above price to be equally divided ,
22nd Aug. sent on behalf of the firm , two boxes currence. Subsequent to the meetings atwhich less expenses. CHRISTOPHER MALLEY.

of jewellery to Bedford . Later in the evening, the composition was arranged upon, and prior | In December last, Malley 's affairs went into
Morrell and Mr. Robeson, the traveller of the to the death of the debtor's wife, the debtor liquidation , and Mr. Bolland was chosen trustee .

firm , called on Bedford , and represented to him assigned or charged the policy to Mr. Morris , Heat once put a stop upon all goods lying at the
that the jewellery was more than enough to pay a wine merchant in this city, who claimed different railway stations in the name of Malley ,
off Bedi and amongst other goods those now in question ,

that was the fact , Bedford allowed them to take quently gave notice that no money should be paid for which Hewitson held advice notes. The
away part of the stock deposited , leaving one over by the assurance office without his con. trustee subsequently obtained delivery of these
box and a parcel, together worth £700. Bedford' s currence. Itmight be that Mr. Morris and the goods and caused the same to be sold by auction .
debt being now satisfactorily secured , be deter. creditors could have arranged matters between Hewitson thereupon commenced an action against
mined not to go on with the trader-debtor sum themselves, so that the application which he ( the the trustee for the value of the rope, but the
mons, which he had taken out through Mr. Duke, learned counsel) was then making would have court restrained the proceedings, and directed

and he communicated that intention to Morrell | been rendered unnecessary ; but for some reason the issue between the parties to be tried by a
on the 25th Aug. On the 25th Aug. Grillot, or other Mr. Budge also gave notice that he | jury in the County Court.

the French creditor, presented his petition in objected to either Mr. Morris or Mr. Owen re - Kennedy (instructed by Masters and Fletcher ),
bankruptcy, returnable on the 10th Sept., on ceiving the money , and claimed it for himself. | appeared for Hewitson ; and
which day Morrell and Gaites were adjudicated Under those circumstances it was manifest that Timpron Martin , solícitor, for the trustee.

bankrupts. Bedford had since given up to the the composition could not proceed, nor could the Kennedy, after briefly detailing the facts of the
trustees a further portion of jewellery stock , not proceedings go any further until that matter was case, called Mr. Hewitson , who produced the
necessary to answer his claim , but he still held settled and the money paid over. He (Becking agreement between the parties.
the remainder, which was said to be in a locked . I ham ) was instructed by a creditor for £40 to Martin objected to its reception on account of
ap box, the key of which had never been in apply to his Honour that the debtor might be ' its being unstamped, and the court sustained the

And
ohon

NO . he conse .
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objection, and thereupon the stamp duty, and a Gazette appeared only four days before the Majesty who may desire to resort thereto . 2 .
penalty of £10, was deposited with the registrar. meeting. | That it is desirable , in the establishment of such

The witness then produced the railway advice Gill, in reply , said the practice was not im . school, to provide for examinations, to be held by
notes,and perative as to the length of notice in the Gazette, examiners impartially chosen, and to require

Martin took exception to their being received as already in this very matter the court had con certificates of the passing of such examinations
without being stamped . He submitted that, like sidered resolutions passed at a meeting which had as may respectively be deemed proper for the

a dock warrant, they required & penny stamp, only been advertised seven days. Themain ques. | several branches of the legal Profession as neces .
that is, assuming that they were of any value. tion for the court was, had all the creditors been sary qualifications (after a time to be limited) for
His HONOUR , after referring to the authori- apprisapprised of the meeting ? Hesubmitted that they admission to practise in those branches respec

ties, decided that they did not require to be had , and the best proof of that was the fact t
stamped . every creditor of the bankrupt, except one for a In support of these resolutions a petition was
Mr. Hewitson then deposed to the facts already very small amount, was present or represented at presented , which was signed by about 900members

stated , and added that he had given the trustee the meeting . The only meeting which the rules of the Bar, including 18 Queen ' s counsel, and
formal notice not to sell the property. On cross required to be advertised ten days was that called by 6000 out of about 10,000 solicitors practising
examination he admitted that in March last he by the registrar, namely, the first meeting of cre- in England aad Wales. Though theGovernment
effected a composition with his creditors of 1s. 6d . ditors ; but all other meetings, even those called opposed the resolution chiefly on the ground that
in the pound. He could not state the amount of by the court, under sect. 20, were to be summoned there was not likely to be time for dealing with
his liabilities, but thought they were under as the court might direct, and, without such the question by Bill, the resolutions were only
£2000 ; the amount that the composition came to direction , by notice being sent to each creditor, defeated by a majority of 13 in a House of 219

he could not tell. The acceptances which he gave as had been done here, stating the object of the members. Since then the four Inns of Court have
to Malley formed part of his liabilities, and meeting . adopted a new scheme for teaching and examin .
although he had paid only a composition upon His HONOUR said it appeared to him clear, on ing students for the Bar. The committee of the

them he claimed the full value of the goods from reference to the prescribed form of advertisement Legal Association , however , say that what is
Mr. Bolland. He had not, when arranging with under sect. 28, that notice of the meeting must be wanted is a school of law not confined to one
his creditors, disclosed the ropes in question as advertised in the London Gazette and a local news- branch , but open to students in both branches of
part of his assets , as he was advised by his paper, and he understood the Chief Judge had so the legal profession , as well as to such of the
solicitor that it was not necessary . laid down the practice. The meeting , therefore, public as wish to study law as a science, and that
Mr. Malley corroborated the last witness as to having to be advertised in the Gazette, the this school should be administered by a public

the nature of the transaction : and on cross . only question was as to the length of notice to be and responsible governing body, not by self .

examination stated that his liabilities were, at the given , and as other meetings called by advertise- electing bodies which claim to be irresponsible,
date of his liquidation , £15 ,000. ment in the Gazette required ten days, he thought and which may atany moment modify or abandon
Several witnesses were then called , who deposed it would be a salutary practice to adopt here. If the schemes they have set in operation.

that it had been their custom to regard railway there was not some such rule, meetings might be ! The deputation appointed to wait on the Lord

advice notes as symbols of ownership , and that in called on the same day on which the advertise- | Chancellor (who ceased to be the president

both buying and selling goods they regarded the ment appeared, and thereby the notice
d calling ooda thay regarded the I ment appeared , and thereby the notice would be l of the association when he was appointed to

possession of the advice notes as equivalent to nugatory. With respect to the court having on a the Woolsack ) were : Mr. Amphlett, Q .C , M .P.,

possession of the goods. former occasion considered resolutions passed at a Professor Sheldon Amos, Mr. Bryce, Mr. Fry,
This evidence concluded the plaintiff's case ; meeting called by a seven days ' notice, it wasonly Q .C ., Mr. Kay, Q . C ., Mr. Lindley , Q .C ., Mr. J. C .

and done on Mr. Cotton waiving his objection to the Mathew , Mr. Osborne Morgan , Q . C ., M . P ., Mr.
Martin , after a lengthy discussion as to the par. notice. In the present case he did not consider Pearson , Q . C .,Mr. Westlake,Mr.Arthur Williams,

ticular issue to be left to the jury , said he should the resolutions had been passed at a meeting duly and Mr. Alfred Wills , Q . C . (representing the Bar) ;
ask for a nonsuit on the ground that the agree - convened , and therefore he should decline to with the following solicitors : Mr. Janson, presi
ment between the parties amounted to a bill of entertain them . dent,and Mr. F . J . Bircham , vice-president of the
sale , and required registration to be of any Incorporated Law Society ; Mr. Clabon , Mr.
validity . He had no wish to impugn the bona (Before J. F . COLLIER, Esq ., Judge.) Cookson , Mr. Hollams, Mr. Jevons (of Liverpool),

fides of the transaction between the parties, but Friday, Dec. 5 , Mr. B . G . Lake, Mr. Marshall (of Leeds), and Mr.
he submitted that as the agreementamounted to
an authority or licence to take possession of the

Re TRUMBLE.
Ryland, of Birmingham , members of the council

of the Incorporated Law Society ; Mr. W . J.
ropes, it camewithin the 7th section of the Act, Farrer, Mr. H . B . Freshfield , and Mr. J . V . Long

and was a bill of sale . He cited Re Steele and his late partner . bourne.

Keeling , and also the case of Sheridan v . Held , that until the partnership debts were dis Mr. Amphlett, Q .C ., M . P ., in introducing the
Macartney, in the Irish Court of Queen's Bench charged there was no right of proof. deputation , thought they might fairly claim to be

(5 L . T . Rep. N . S . 27) .
THE question in dispute in this case was as to the a representative body. He reminded the Lord

Kennedy cited Ex parte North -Western Bank,
admission of a proof of debt for over £1000 , which

had been tendered byMr. George Trumble against
| Chancellor that in March 1872 his Lordship , in the

re Slee (27 L . T . Rep . N . S . 461) , and maintained 4 House of Commons, proposed two resolutions

that the agreement was no more than a letter of theestate of the debtor,and rejected by the trustee. embodying the principal object of the association ,

hypothecation and a transfer of goods in the ordi. It appeared that for some time prior to 1866 the that object being to establish a general school of
nary course of business, and did not require regis .

debtor was a partner of George Trumble , and that
law where the students of both branches of the

tration under the Bills of Sale Act. they then made an assignment of their estate for Profession might receive instruction, and also to
His HONOUR said he should be prepared to the benefit of their creditors . At the date of the insure compulsory examination before any student

charge the jury that the agreement amounted to assignment the partners stood indebted to the is allowed to practise either branch . These reso

a bill of sale , and therefore, without registration ,
Adelphi Bank in a considerable sum on open Intions thonch opposed by the Government, were

was null and void. It was a point, however,
ascount, and also on promissory notes to the only defeated by a majority of thirteen. This

which he should like to consider further,and, as extent of £1650. George Trumble has since paid
in settlement of the bank's claim £950, and is nowthere was no dispute as to the facts of the case,

result was very encouraging , and still more
encouraging were the speeches made by the

but the whole question was one of law , he would
the holder of the promissory notes, and in respect

eminent persons who opposed the resolutions,

suggest that the jury be discharged and the thereof sought to rank upon the estate of his late especially by the Attorney-Generaland the Prime

matter left for the decision of the court . The co-partner, the present liquidating debtor. The Minister . What they then said amounted to

parties ultimately agreed to that course, on the claim , it was stated , had been the subject of
approvalof the principle advocated by the associe

previous litigation , and although it involved a 12
understanding that the right to adduce further a tion , though they thought that the timewas in .
evidence was reserved . The jury were then dis . nice legal question as to the right of a solicitor to

bind his client to a compromise, yet its solution
opportune, and that the House was not called

charged . upon to pronounce upon an abstract resolution .
was not necessary for the disposal of the issue Mr. Gladstone said the House could hardly be

Re JOHN CROSS. before the court. expected to give a decided opinion unless the ques
Bankruptcy Act 1869 - Sect. 28 — Practice . His HONOUR (after hearing Goffey and Etty , liDIS HONOUR (alter nearing Gropey and Ency, tion was before them in a practical shape, and he

Held that meeting of creditors must be convened solicitors for the parties concerned ) said that added that no man could bemorecompetentthan his
by a ten days' notice in Gazette and localnews. nothing was clearer than that one partner could Lordship was to prepare a Bill on the subject.

not prove against the separate estate of hispaper. Since then the Inns of Court had established a

This was a case which had been before the court co -partner, unless he had paid the co -partnership
debts in full, or in some other way satisfied those their own students, and, although there might be

for several months. The bankrupt, who was for.

new scheme of education and examination for

merly a colliery proprietor at St. Helens, in the
debts. HereMr. George Trumble expressly stated
that he had paid none of the joint creditors except

defects in this scheme, he believed it was an
first instance presented a petition for liquidation , honest attempt on the part of the Inns of Court
and, after several futile attempts to effect a com

the Adelphi Bank, nor was there any evidence
to meet the requirements of enlightened opinion

position with his creditors, hewas declared bank .
that the debts had been in any other way satisfied .

on the subject. Still, it did not cover the whole
rupt, and Mr. Bewley chosen trustee. The lia

On that ground he thought the proof of debt pro ground. There was no security in it for perma

bilities were about $8000 , and assets £50. A perty rejected , and should dismiss the appeal with nence , because any one of the four societies which

meeting of creditors was afterwards called under coste. now concurred in supporting it might at any

the 28th section , and an offer of 6d. in the pound Notice of appeal was given . | moment retire from the scheme, and , owing to the

accepted , Ibut, owing to some informality, it was constitution of the governing bodies of the Inns

notapproved by the court. Another meeting was of Court, it was difficult to procure from time to
then called at which 4d . in the pound was accepted , LEGAL NEWS. time in such a scheme any changes which the

but again the court refused to approve thereof. circumstances of the case might require. Under

On appea Ito the Chief Judge, he at first directed A GENERAL SCHOOL OF LAW . these circumstances, theassociation had criticised ,

the court to confirm the resolutions, but after - A DEPUTATION from the Legal Education Associ. though not in any offensive spirit , the details of

wards changed his mind, and affirmed the decision ation waited upon the Lord Chancellor at his the scheme as far as concerned the instruction

of the court below . Another meeting has since private room in Lincoln ' s -inn , on Friday after proposed for members of the Bar. “ The essential

been held, at which the creditors again resolved noon , the 12th inst., for the purpose of ascertain point," they said , “ in which this scheme is , in

to accept 4d. in the pound, and, ing what steps the Government are prepared to the opinion of the committee , wholly inadequate

Gill (solicitor ) now applied for the approval of take in order to give effect to the object of the to supply an efficient school of law is that it seeks
the court to the resolntion. Association . It will be remembered that in the to establish an organisation for teaching law con

Cotton (solicitor) on behalf of the Roughdale Fire Session of 1872 Lord Selborne (then Sir Roundell fined to students for one branch of the legal Pro
Clay Company, dissentient creditors, objected to Palmer, and President of the Association ) sub- fession only ." And they added :
the court taking the resolution into consideration , mitted to the House of Commons the following “ The committee feel that, under these circum
seeing that it had been passed at a meeting which resolutions : stances, it is the duty of the association to perse

had not been duly convened . According to the “ 1 . That it is desirable that a general school of vere not less earnestly than hitherto in its endea

practice of the court it was necessary that notice law should be established in the metropolis byvours to accomplish the objects for which it was

of the meeting should be given in theGazette and public authority for the instruction of students formed . The committee venture to think that the

one local newspaper ten days prior to its being intending to practise in any branch of the legal time has arrived when , in the words of the

held ; but in the present case the notice in the Profession , and of all other subjects of her Solicitor-General, it is practicable and desirable
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for the Government to take action in the matter. whatever course might be taken by the Govern . know that on this question the English law re

They believe that, to repeat his own words, that ment or by himself, and whether the Bill were quires that the jury should decide unanimously .
' opinion has been so far formed and decided that introduced as a Government measure or privately , Let us therefore try , gentlemen , to be in accord ,

a definite course can be marked out by so much those who were present might be assured that, as and to be so seems the more easy that the mili .

general assent as shows that another system is far as hewas concerned, he should act with a view tary law excludes , in such circumstances, all ex .

earnestly desired and wished for ,' and they feel to promote , as far as was possible the cause in tenuating circumstances.” After thataddress the

assured that when the proper time comes for which they all took an interest, and to secure its Judges voted thanks to the President for the
considering the details of a scheme embodying the ultimate success. manner in which he had exercised his functions .
views of theassociation , it will receive the favour . Mr. Pearson , Q . C ., said he had heard with great They were each in turn then consulted for their
able consideration of ' those who are mostable to satisfaction his Lordship 's intention to enlarge verdict, commencing with General de Malroy , the
decide what is most likely to accomplish the the scope of the Bill. At the same time, he did | youugest of them . The law forbids the publica .
greatest good that can be done by education . ' " not think the new scheme of the Inns of Court tion of the opinions expressed by themembers of

It might be asked why had they taken no steps quite so narrow as it had been represented . His ourt. ette .

to bring the subject before Parliamentduring the own Inn now admitted to the law lectures all A DEPUTATION of employers recently waited

last session ? It would be no breach of confi. persons, whether they were students for the Bar on the Home Secretary, in reference to the ques .

dence to say that his Lordship was so occupied or not. Such admission , however, came too late, tions involved in the proposed repeal of the

with the details of the Judicature Bill that it was and the result was that they had not made the Criminal Law Amendment Act, the amendment of

thought better to let the matter rest for another start which they ought to have made, and would the law of master and servant, and the alteration

year. The Association, however ,were of opinion havemade had there been a larger measure deal of the law of conspiracy . The deputation in
that the object they had in view would suffer pre ing with the position both of barristers and soli. cluded more than one solicitor, who explained the

judice if another session were allowed to pass citors. actual operation of the Acts in question , as well
without calling the attention of Parliament to it. Mr. Amphlett, as chairman of the Association, from the employers' point of view as from that of
Their principal object to -day, therefore was to thanked his Lordship , for the reception he had the employed .

ascertain whether individually, or, whatwould be I given to the deputation . JUVENILE THIEVES. — A boy, aged eleven , has
much better, because it would open up a better Mr. Farrer, on the part of the solicitors, also been convicted at Birmingham , for stealing three
prospectof success, as a member of the Govern . thanked his Lordship , congratulating the Associa sovereigns from hismother. Mr. Kynnersley , the

ment, his Lordship would be able to bring for. tion on the wise and bold measure which the Lord stipendiary magistrate, observed : “ Here is an .
ward' a Bill on the subject the next session of Chancellor was ready to introduce . other boy who ought to be sent to an industrial
Parliament. The deputation then withdrew . school, but the School Board has just taken that

The Lord Chancellor said it gave him much power out of our hands. Very likely the boy will
pleasure to see so many of his old friends and PROPER RETALIATION .- At Warwick Assizes turn out a professional thief ; and if so , the
co -operators in this work , and he was glad to Baron Pigott , in charging the grand jury, drew Borough may thank the School Board for it. The
assure them of his continued and unabated in attention to the large increase which had occurred boy will be discharged .” It deserves notice
terest in the object for which this association had in cases of violence in the county, and said his whether a dozen strokes with a birch rod would
been formed . His opinions respecting it had experience was that no punishment was so effica - not be salutary in cases of juvenile theft .
already been publicly expressed, and they were in cious as that of flogging. He had noticed that A JUDICIAL MUDDLE. - Themakeshift arrange
all respects entirely unchanged . He should not, the mosthardened and dangerous criminals , who | ment by which Lord Selborne sat for some timeas
therefore , omit to use any opportunities which evinced no emotion when penal servitude was Master of the Rolls has produced a curious con .

might occur in promoting the objects of the asso- mentioned , showed signs of concern and appre. flict of authority. We will mention two cases.
ciation . Last session his hands were too full of hension at the slightest reference to a flogging . The first involves rather a nice point of equity,
other things, and it would not have been prudent As cases of violence had gone up from two to thir . but perhaps may be made intelligible out of

for him then to take charge of this additonal teen , he intended to avail himself of Adderley's Lincoln 's-inn. A portion of certain land devised
measure. He reminded those that were present Act in all proper cases. to a tenant in tail is taken by a railway company
that one only of the important measures of Law On Friday, 12th Dec., Sir John Duke Coleridge, by virtue of its compulsory powers. The purchase
reform then introduced by him had become law ; Knight, was by Her Majesty's command , sworn money is paid into the Court of Chancery under
and the othermeasure,which he hoped to re- intro- of Her Majesty ' s Most Honourable Privy Council, the provisions of the Lands Clauses Consolidation
duce in an improved and amended form , would and took his place at the Board accordingly . On Act. Ought the court to allow this fund , repre .
occupy considerable timeand require great atten . the sameday the honour of Knighthood was con senting land, to be paid to the tenant in tail
tion in the approaching session . Hewas not, there- ferred on Henry James, Esq ., Q .C . M . P ., Her without requiring the execution of a disentailing
fore , now able, on the part of the Government, to Majesty 's Attorney -General ; on William George deed ? The late Master of the Rolls held that
enter into any engagement with regard to the Bill Granville Venables Vernon Harcourt , Esq., Q . C ., under like circumstances no such deed was neces
which the association desired to pass. When the M .P ., Her Majesty 's Solicitor-General ; on Charles sary . So also did Vice-Chancellor Malins, and
time came for the Government to decideupon that | Hall, Esq., a Vice- Chancellor ; on Archibald Paull the practice was generally regarded as settled .
question they would take into account the whole of Burt , Esq., Chief Justice of the Colony of Western Lord Selborne, however , declined to follow the
themeasurewhich they desired to promote,and they Australia ; and on William Henry Doyle, Esq ., cases upholding this doctrine, and made the order
would , doubtless, consider, among other things, Chief Justice of the Bahama Islands. for payment conditional upon the production to
whether the last session of the present Parlia STRONG expressions in courts of justice, ac. the registrar of a properly executed disentailing
ment was, with regard to this particular measure, cording to present views, must be repressed , and deed . A case involving the same question came
2 desirable time for pressing it forward. The the fastidiousness of people 's ears is not to be before Vice- Chancellor Malins last Friday, and he
Government would no doubt consider this ques- allowed to form their rule of conduct. It is adhered to his own decisions. “ I consider,” said
tion with a disposition to forward the objects curious to notice the change which a few years his honour, " that I am bound to regard the Lord
which the association and he also had in view ; has produced in this respect. Mr. Hayward, Q . C ., Chancellor when sitting for the Master of the
and if he could persuade his colleagues to adopt in his “ Biographical and Critical Essays ” says | Rolls simply as if he were the Master of the Rolls,
his view , they would then also , no doubt, be dis . ( p . 140) , “ During the first quarter of the century and only therefore as a judge of the first instance "
posed to support, either in the next session or the best bred people swore. . . . Mr. Justice that is to say, of no higher authority than the
some other session - supposing they were in office Best (the first Lord Wynford ) during the trial of Vice-Chancellor himself. His Honour had pre
- such a measure on the subject as he might Carlisle for blasphemy, audibly exclaimed to a viously held the samelanguage in another class of
recommend to them . For his own part , however, brother judge, I'll be d - d to h - 1 if I sit here cases, where the two courts upon the same facts
speaking now as an individual, he did not intend to hear the Christian religion abused .' Lord unhappily also cameto diametrically opposite con
to allow more time to pass without reducing Eldon was in the habit of revising drafts of clusions. Lord Selborne, at the Rolls , decided , in
into proper form a measure which should be fit | bills during prayers in the House of Lords. He l opposition to recorded cases, that the purchas

to be submitted to the Government for their had just risen from his knees when , in reply to anmoney of land sold under the Settled Estates Act

consideration , provided that he could obtain such ironical comment of Lord Grey, he said , D - n it, is not to be regarded as " cash under the control
information as he desired , and in taking this my lord , you ' d do the same if you were as hard of the court," the result of which decision is that,
course his present intention was not to confin . worked as I am .' " Swift 's line is adopted by us for the purposes of interim investment, themoney
himself to the scheme for a general school of law in its integrity : - “ Weneyer mention Hell to ears can only be laid out in the purchase of Exchequer
Thiswould form an important partofhismeasure, polite . ” Bills or in the Three per Cents. Sir Richard
which would so far proceed in the lines and THE DUC D 'AMAULE ON THE DUTY OF A Malins, on the other hand , treats such purchase .

upon the principles laid down by the association . JUDGE. - It is known (says Galignani) that the money as cash which is under the control of the
Buthe thought it would be expedient also to deal president of a court -martial must be the last to court, the result of his decision being considerably
with the constitution and government of the Inns reply to the questions put by the prosecution . to enlarge the power of investment. “ Itappears
of Court, and he proposed to do so in accordance Nevertheless, he is allowed to address somewords from the reported cases,” said the Vice -Chancellor
with the principles put forward in the report of to his colleagues before the opening of the delibe -- referring no doubt to successive decisionsat the
the Royal Commission which some time ago sat rations properly so called . That is what the Duke | Rolls by Lord Romilly and Lord Selborne — “ that
upon that subject. When he should have suc- of a manle should hs suc

ceeded in formulating a proper measure for this Weare in a position to give, if not the text, at purchase-money is cash under the control of the
purpose his intention was - and he had some rea- | least the exact sense of his address : - " Gentle court, and has subsequently decided the opposite
son to believe that Mr. Amphlett agreed that this men ," said he, after having pointed out that he way. I have always treated it as cash under the
would be the proper course — to communicate the was speaking before the opening of the delibera . control of the court, and I adhere to my previous

draught Bill , not only to the Inns of Court, but tions, " you must have remarked the attitude decisions. I should be very sorry to see any dis
to the Incorporated Law Society and the Metro . which I have taken up in the course of these de. position to narrow the construction of the Act

politan and Provincial Law Society . He should bates. Contrary to what is donebymany presidents under which the power of investment has been
then have the advantage of considering their of courts-martial, I have neither taken part with | extended ." Technically, of course, Lord Selborne,
observations upon the draught Bill before he the defence nor at all with the accusation . I have while sitting for the Master of the Rolls, may for
finally invited the Government to consider it . treated all the witnesses in the same manner, the time have divested himself of his authority as
This was the course he proposed to take. whatever their rank , and in whatever sense they Lord Chancellor. But as it is more than probable
He thought he should thereby be further. might come to depose . I contracted that habit that his opinions in the Lord Chancellor 's Court

ing the ultimate success of the object they in England, during my long exile, in attending would be the same as those he held at the Rolls , it

had in view , and he need not say that if , with the judicial pleadings of that country , and I think is clear that the unsuccessful litigants in the two
out prejudice to other business which would in that I have had your approbation . I take the cases we have mentioned would appeal against
Occupy the Government, it were in his power to liberty of expressing here the desire that, hence. Sir Richard Malins' decisions with a certainty

propose the Bill next Session, he should be most forward, military justice in France may inspire that they would be reversed . Perhaps the respec
happy to do so the earlier the better. On the itself with that rule . There is another custom of tive suitors , having in view the costs of appeal,
other hand , if the Government took the view he English Judges and law courts which I would will hardly be comforted by this knowledge. Mean
had already indicated - that to promote such a equally recommend to your attention . We are while it seems that, for judicialpurposes , a Lord

Bill in the last Session of Parliament would be to not here only as Judges charged to call for the Chancellor is not always a Lord Chancellor, but in
invite a party conflict upon it - he should then application of the penalty, we are also jurymen , a lower court may lose his dignity of a judge of
reserve to himself the right of adopting the course and in that quality we have to pronounce on the appeal, and be regarded , both in theory and pray

Which seemed at the time most expedient. But ' guilt or innocence of the accused. Well, you ' tice, as somebody else. - Pall Mall Gazette.
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B .

CORRESPONDENCE OF THE of C . D . disclaiming the legacy of £100, is entitled LAW SOCIETIES,
thereto ) is a brother of the testator. What legacy

PROFESSION . duty is payable upon the £100 ? The original legatee

who disclaims is liable to pay £10 per cent., but the THE UNION SOCIETY OF LONDON .

brother, who actually receives the money in conse- At a meeting of the Union Society of London , at
NOTE. - This Department of the LAW TIMES bezag open to

free discussion on all professionaltopics , the Editor is not
quence of A . B . disclaiming , is liable at the rate of £31 , Adam -street, Adelphi, held on Tuesday evening,

responsible for any opinions or statements contained in it per cent. . JUSTITIA. I the 16th inst., the following subjectwas submitted

45. FEE FOR SEARCH . - In obtaining a marriage cer.
to discussion and carried , “ That in the opinion of

THE CHARGES OF THE INCORPORATED LAW tificate , is the fee of ls . for a search payable where the this house the system of representation should be

SOCIETY. There can be but one opinion as to the exact day of themonth and year are given ? A . C . C . by personal instead of local constituencies.”

new scale of ad valorem charges promulgated by
the Incorporated Law Society , namely, that in 46 . ALLOTMENT OF STOCK . - Will any of your readers ARTICLED CLERKS' SOCIETY .
small cases the fees allowed are inadequate. It say what is the practice with reference to allotments ofoccurs to me that a satisfactory scale might new shares in respect of ordinary stock held under set. I A MEETING of this society was held at Clement's

tlement ? The Great Western Railway and Midland

perhaps be framed by a combination of an ad Railway have lately issued new shares to the holders of Girling, in the chair. Mr. Wingfield opened the
volorem fee, and special fees for particular parts ordinary stock which command a premium from the subject for the evening's debate, viz., “ That it is
of the work , somewhat on the principle of the date of allotment. Supposing £1000 ordinary stock in desirable to make military service compulsory on
scale for probates and administrations. “ Sufficient either of the above lines held by trustees undermar

fees ought to be allowed for investigating the riage settlement in trust, say for the lady for life ; an all.” Themotion was lost by a majority of two.

title, or else the client ought not to expect the
allotment of new stock is made ; the trustees have re

fused to take it up. Would the trustees in this case be

practitioner to be responsible.
LAW STUDENTS' DEBATING SOCIETY.

justified in banding over the premium which may be
EDWIN HYDE CLARKE. obtained on selling the new stock to the lady, treating Ar the weekly meeting held at the Law Institu

it as division or bonus, or are they bound to treat it as tion on Tuesday evening last,Mr. Hargreaves in

capital. The question must have arisen continually of the chair, the question for discussion was, No.

BEALL V . SMITH . - The order against Messrs. late, but weare not aware of any decision on the point, 1 223 Jurisprudential : “ Ought some purely
and we should be glad to know what is the practice .

Merriman and Co ., the solicitors for the plaintiff B , AND W . • | civil form of marriage to be made compulsory in

in the case of Beall v . Smith is , as you will
the United Kingdom ? ” After an animated

observe, calculated to create " some alarm in the 47. EASEMENT. - A . purchased a house and garden debate the question was decided in the negative.

mind of the profession ;" and it is of the greatest some three years ago. The garden is bounded on one The next meeting will be held on Jan. 6 .

importance that the facts of that case should side by the gable end of a house belonging to B . (ac

be correctly and fully stated, in order that we
quired about sixteen years ago ) , to which gable end are

nailed fruit trees belonging to A ., which have been

may know as nearly as possible ander what thethere , or trees in their stead, for upwards of twenty LEGAL OBITUARY.
circumstances we may venture to rely upon the years. B . a short timeago placed (without permission)
orders of a chief clerk and the decrees of a å spout along this gable end over the land of A ., and
Vice -Chancellor's Court, and be sure that these upon being requested to sign an agreement that such

NOTE . - This departmentof the Law Times, is contributed

spout remained only by sufferance, and was to be taken
by EDWARD WALFORD , M . A ., and late scholar of Balliol

decisions, hitherto thought to embody an in away at A .' s request, he refused , unless A . likewise
College , Oxford , and Fellow of the Genealogical and

demnity to the solicitors, do not in fact carry
Historical Society of Great Britain ; and, as it is desired

gave an agreement in similar terms as to the trees

latentand tenable responsibilities to them . Will

to make it as perfect a record as possible , the families and
pailed on his house end . As A , and his ancestors in friends of deceased members of the Profession will oblige

you permit me to say that I think it is incumbent title have enjoyed the easement of nailing the trees to by forwarding to the LAW TIMES Office any dates and

apon Messrs.Merriman and Co., in the interest of the house now belonging to B . for upwardsof twenty materials required for a biographical notice.

the Profession as well as for their own sakes, to
years without any agreement, has he not acquired the

let us know what are the facts on which they rest
right to do so . Please say what are A .' s rights, and
refer me to cases : and , should A , have no right, please E. N . AYRTON , ESQ .

their appeal ? If they can show complete bona fides, say what B . can compel A . to do.. S . THE late Edward Nugent Ayrton, Esq ., who died

or, as Vice-Chancellor Wickens puts it , if nothing
more ſhas occurred on their part than " an error

very suddenly on the 28th ult., from an attack of

of judgment,” they are entitled to the sympathy
48. PRACTICE - COVENANT FOR PRODUCTION OF DEEDS serous apoplexy , at his residence at Bexhill,

AND INDEMNITY OF VENDOR AGAINST LIABILITY UNDER Sussex, in the fifty - eighth year of his age, was

of the Profession now , and their gratitude here FORMER COVENANT. - A . , who is seised in fee simple of

after , if they can reverse the decision of the an estate, sometime since sold a portion of it to B . in an advocate in the Supreme Court of Bombay, by
Lords Justices , and if they satisfy the Pro feo simple , and on such sale A ., for himself, his heirs , Julia , daughter of the late Lieut. Col. Nugent,
fession at once apon that point we ought in

executors, administrators , and assigns, entered into an

unqualified covenant to produce the deeds, & c ., to B . ,
and he was brother of the Right Hon . X . S.

reality to make their cause our own. There his heirs and assigns. Of course, every tyro in con Ayrton , M . P ., the present Judge Advocate-Gene

would appear to me no good reason why Messrs. veyancing knows such a covenant runs with the land , ral. Mr. Ayrton was born at Richmond, Surrey ,

Merriman and Co. should hesitate to lay that A . has recently contracted to sell the estate to c . Is in the year 1815, and was educated at Ealing, of
statement before the readers of the Law TIMES, A . , on coxveying the estate , and handing over thedeeds, which then large and well-known school he was

as the case has already been twice before the & c ., to C ., entitled to require a covenant from C . to
bimself to produce the deeds, & c . , and to indemnify

“ captain " at the early age of thirteen . He subse

courts, and the evidence has now become ( like the
judgment itself) public property.

quently went to Trinity College, Cambridge,where
him against liability under the former covenant. In

The test of an old edition of Dart and of Sugden on Vendors and he graduated in honours in 1836 . After taking his
bona fides I take to be this : Was anything Purchasers it is stated that A . would be so entitled . I degree he spent some years in foreign travel, and
material, or was indeed any fact known to Messrs.rs . Will any of your correspondents kindly communicate was called to the Bar by the Honourable Society
Merriman and Co., concealed from the court ? If their views on the point, and say whether there has I of Lincoln ' s Inn in Michaelmas Term 1845. Mr.

the Vice-Chancellor and his chief clerk were made
been any recent decision either relaxing or abrogating

the rule .acquainted with all the facts of the case, it would
A SUBSCRIBER .

Ayrton practised at the Equity Bar, and as a con.
veyancer, and though not widely known to the

appear to be a cruel decision which visits the 49 . COUNTY COURT- REMITTED ACTION . - The defen . public , he was appreciated highly by those who
solicitors with punishment for an error of judg dant in an action commenced in Exchequer for £25 ( on knew him for his deep and scientific knowledge
ment in which the court (as the Vice-Chancellor contract ) gets it referred to a County Court under the of the principles of equity and real property law ,
says), must in that case have participated , and Act of 1867 . The plaintiff's attorney unreasona

delays to lodge the writ, & c ., at the County Court
so made its own. If on the other hand , Messrs.

and for his varied learning and cultivation ; he

office. What steps should defendant' s attorney take to contributed leading articles to various newspapers

Merriman and Co. have not acted with perfect 1

frankness towards the court, and if they have & c ? Should defendant's attorney give plaintiff' s attor- quently in the LAW TIMES. Mr. Ayrton published
compel the plaintiff to obey the order, lodge the writ, I of advanced Liberal politics ; he also wrote fre

withheld any facts from its knowledge, then the ney the original judge's order to lodge with the writ or
Profession can have no sympathy with them , and only the usual copy order. An early reply will much

one or two pamphlets on the subject of a decimal
coinage (which he maintained should be estab

the decision will moreover, when rightly under- | oblige.
GEORGIUS. lished without disturbing the existing copper

stood , carry no alarm into the ranks of the Pro
fession.

currency ) , and on improvements in the law of

A SOLICITOR Answers .
real property . On the passing of Lord Westbury's

[We have received elaborate affidavits from Transfer of Land Act, he was also the author of

Messrs. Merriman , who inform us that they
( Q . 42.) CONVEYANCE- STAMP. - The ordinary stamp

duty of £1 10s. is sufficient, the case being analogous to
an exhaustive work upon the samesubject. Out

think of applying to the full court for a re-hear.
that of a conveyance of a reversion expectant on a lease | side his profession also he was a man of high and

ing . - ED . L . T . ]
to the lessee who purchases under an option of purchasg / varied accomplishments, and his friends regarded

given to him by the lease. T . E . H . him as an excellent scholar. Mr. Ayrton 's health

failed in the summer of 1871, and from that time

( Q . 35 .) BILL OF Costs, & c . - In the case of an amiche ceased to practise at the bar. His loss will be

NOTES AND QUERIES ON able client, it appears thatmyplan holds good , admitting severely felt by many to whom he had endearen

Owlto be correct otherwise. The legal business done

POINTS OF PRACTICE. by A . is distinct from that done by A . and B ., and the himself.
partnersbip deed should regulate the profits, between

the parties, showing the different shares and the E . S . CHANDOS-POLE, ESQ .
NOTICE . - We must remind our correspondents that this periods of distribution ?
column is not open to questions involving points of law

C . C . The late Edward Sacheverell Chandos-Pole, Esq.,

such as a solicitor should be consulted upon, Queries will of Radburne Hall , Derbyshire, burrister-at- law
be excluded which go beyond our limits. 2 . ) POOR LAW . - The insertion of the following

N . B . - None are inserted unless the name and address of the
writers are sent, not necessarily for publication , but as a

correspondence with the Local Government Board on of his age , was the eldest son of the late Edward

guarantee for bona fides.
the above subject will oblige. " Sir, - Will you kindly

favour me with a reply whether & grandson is liable to
Sacheverell Chandos- Pole , Esq ., of Radburne, &

support his grandfather ? I am referred by some to 43
magistrate and deputy-lieutenant, and formerly

Queries .
Eliz . c . 2 , s . 6 and 7 , and the last edition of Arch High Sheriff of Derbyshire, who died in 1863 ; bis
bold ' s Poor Law , in the index of which I find, under mother was Anna Maria , daughter of the Rev .

43. ADMISSION TO FINAL EXAMINATION.- I wish to ' grandfather,' liability to maintain grandchildren and Edward Sacheverell Wilmot, and he was born in

pags my final examination in Easter Term 1874 , and to to be maintained by them . I cannot, however, dis - the year 1996 Mr Chandog Pole was educated at

be then admitted , but my articles do not expire until cover anything in the page referred to in the index

e page, referred to in the index I the year 1826 . Mr. Chandne. Pala .

the 12th May, and the day for admission will be the bearing on the subject , but the cases cited may cont
Eton and at Oriel College, Oxford , and was calledon will be the bearing on th

13th May. Can I accomplish my object withoutmuch some observations of the judges who tried them and to the Bar by the Honourable Society of me
trouble and expense, if not, when can I be admitted ? considered as law . I am told by others that this was | Middle Temple in Hilary Term 1867. Hewas &
ag 23 & 24 Vict, c . 127 s . 12 indicates that even in vaca the existing state of tho law until overruled by a case magistrate and deputy-lieutenant for Derbyshire ,
tion one can be admitted on an affidavit verifying the reported in the Justice of the Peace, vol. 31, p . 755 . I and served as High Sheriff of that county in

expiration of one' s articles .
W . D . have not been able to obtain a copy of this , being rather

an old number. The favour of your replying to the
1867 . According to Sir Bernard Burke, there is

simple question of liability or non -liability will greatly
scarcely an existing family which can deduce so

44 . LEGATEE - DUTY . - A . B . by his will bequeathed oblige. - I beg to remain , & c . The Secretary , Local | ancient & pedigree, combined with historic im .

£100 to C . D . the illegitimate son of his brother H . D ., Government Board ." - " Sır, -- I am directed by the portance, as that of the gentleman whose death

but A . B . after the execution of his will gave C . D . £100 LocalGovernment Board to acknowledge the receipt of

which was intended in lieu of the legacy given by the

T Board to acknowledge thereceipt of we here record. Representing the great house of
your letter , and in reply to inform you that a grandson

will . A . B . is dead, and C . D . does not claim the legacy is under ordinary circumstances liable by the general
| Chandos, of Radburne, and a younger branch of

of £100 from the executors of A . B . , and is prepared to law to contribute towards the support of his grand .
the Ferrars , Earls of Derby, the Poles derive an

execute a disclaimer of the legacy of £100. The re father . - I am Sir, & c ., DANBY P . FRY, Assistant Secre uninterrupted descent from the time of William

siduary legatee of the willof A . . (who, in consequence ' tary,"
PAUPER. ' the Conqueror, and have ever maintained a leading

play

perio parti
e

deed from his
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position in the counties in which they have been 4 . In cases to be argued before the arbitrator Victoria -street, Westminster, in the County of Middle
seated . In 1807 Sacheverell Pole, Esq ., of Rad . the facts and submissions are to be agreed (if sex, on . . . day, the day of 187 , at

barne, grandfather of the gentleman now de possible ). Where the party taking out the sum le
of the clock in the noon , on the hearing

ceased , assumed , by sign manual,as representative | mons thinks it reasonably possible that the facts
of an application on the part of
Date this doc 197

of the great Sir John Chandos, K .G ., the addi. and submissions may be agreed , he is to deliver a ROMILLY.
tional surname and arms of Chandos. The late draft case to the opposite party or his solioitor THOMAS PRESTON, Secretary.
Mr. Chandos-Pole married, in 1850, Lady_ Anna (if any) within fourteen days from the return day Tom
Carolina, elder daughter of Leicester, fifth Earlof of the summons. The draft case is to bereturned This summons was taken out by Solicitors

for
Harrington, by whom he has left a family to within fourteen days from its receipt either agreed

lament his loss. or not. If it is not agreed the separate case of SCHEDULE ( B ) .
the other party is to be delivered within fourteen Form of Order.
days thereafter. day the day of 187 .

H . R . SOUTHEE, ESQ .

The late Horace Robert Southee, Esq., solicitor,
5. If the case is agreed it is to be headed as an In the Matter of The European Assurance Society

fjagreed case. If the case is not agreed the case of
Arbitration Acts 1872 and 1873

of Ely -place, London,who died at his residence in and

Gnilford -street. Russell-square , on the 12th inst., each party is to be headed as a separate case. In theMatter of

in the forty - fourth year of his age, was the eldest
6 . Where either party considers it necessary On the application of [the Joint Official Liquidator

son of Robert Southee , Esq., solicitor , of Ely that there should be separate cases , the party of the above-named } by summonsdated
187

taking out the summons is to deliver his separate
addressed to and on reading the Agreed

place, and of the Rue d 'Amsterdam , Paris. He
case to the opposite party or his solicitor (if any), the Respondent to the Summons and on reading the

Caso (or the Separate Cases] of the Applicants and of

was born in the year 1830 , and was admitted a
solicitor of Trinity Term , 1861, and was in part

within fourteen days from the date of service of Affidavit of , No s worn the day

nership with his father ' in Ély -place. He was the summons. Within fourteen days from the of 187 and filed the day of 187

also a commissioner to administer oaths in the
delivery thereof the respondent is to deliver in re . and on hearing counsel for the several parties, I the

Courts of Queen's Bench, Common Pleas, and
Right Honourable John Baron Romilly , the Arbitratorturn his separate case.

recta from the appointed under the above-mentioned Acts, order as
7 . A case is not to set forth extracts from theExchequer. follows :low

deeds of settlement or other deeds or documents 1 .

R . J. BERKELEY, ESQ ., Q .C .
printed in the arbitration , but is only to refer1 2 . The Costs of the Applicants (or of the Respondent ]

thereto specifying the clauses. of and relating to the said summons and case shall be

THE late Robert James Berkeley, Esq., Q .C ., of | 8 . Three copies of the agreed case, or of each taxed, and shall be paid to them for him by the Re

Upper Mount-street , Dublin , who died recently spondent (or by the Applicants out of the assets of theseparate caso, are to be lodged at least three clear
at Monkstown, near Dublin , in the sixty -eighth said

year of his age, was educated at Trinity College,
days before the day appointed for hearing.

9 . Six copies of a separate case are to be de
Dublin , where he graduated B . A . in 1826 , and

livered to theopposite party or his solicitor at least COURT OF CHANCERY, 1873.
proceeded M . A . 1832. Hewas called to the Bar at
Dublin in Hilary Term , 1830, and was appointed a

three clear days before the day appointed for the NOTICE .

hearing . |
Queen's Counsel in 1832. Mr. Berkeley married ,

During the Christmas Vacation : - All applica
10 . A separate cage must be proved by affidavit | tions which are of an urgent nature, are to be

in 1837, Clara Maria , youngest daughter of the
late Hon . Major Edward DeMoleyns, and grand

or deposition , or by examination of witnesses be made to the Master of the Rolls .
fore the arbitrator at the hearing of the case. TheMaster of the Rolls will, if required , sit at

daughter of Thomas, first Lord Ventry in the

Peerage of Ireland.
11. Evidence is to be adduced in the same the Rolls House, on Wednesday, the 31st Dec.,

manner as in the Court of Chancery, and examina . 1873, and Wednesday, the 7th Jan . 1874. Any
tions and cross-examinations are to be taken be person desirous of making any application on

H . S . P . WINTERBOTHAM , ESQ. fore the assessor, unless the parties or either of either of those days ,must give notice at the Rolls

The death is announced of Henry Selfe Page them desire that they be taken before the arbi. House before 4 o 'clock on the previous Monday.
Winterbotham , Esq., M . P ., barrister-at-law , and trator at the hearing of the case. In cases of great emergency , applications to the
Under- Secretary of State for the Home Depart. 12 . Every affidavit is to be brought in for filing Master of the Rolls may be sent by book -post,

ment. The deceased gentleman had gone to Italy as soon as possible after it is sworn . There is to accompanied with the brief of counsel, indorsed

with the view of benefiting his health , which had | be a note thereon , stating by whom and on whose with the terms of the order applied for, and a
been somewhat impaired by excessive application behalf the affidavit is filed , and notice of the filing copy of such indorsement on foolscap paper with

to his official duties, and the change of scene and is to be forthwith given by the party filing to the an envelope addressed to the solicitor making the

relaxation had , it was thought, produced the opposite party or his solicitor. " application , and an envelope addressed to the
desired effect ; he was, however, suddenly seized 13. A written copy on Chancery affidavit paper | Vacation Registrar, and such other papers asmay
with illness at Rome on Saturday last, and died | of each exhibit to an affidavit (other than arbitra . | be thought necessary

in a few hours. Mr. Winterbotham was the tion printed deeds or documents, or documents
want . On applications for iniunctions or writs of Ne

second son of the late Lindsey Winterbotham , set forth in the case or an appendix thereto ) , is to exeat Regno, there must be sent in addition to the

Esq., a banker , of Stroud, in Gloucestershire, who be lodged at least three clear days before the day above, a copy of the bill, a certificate of bill filed ,

died in 1871, and his mother was Sarah Ann Selfe , appointed for the hearing of the case by the soli. and office copies of theaffidavits in support of the

daughter of theRev. Henry Page. Hewas born citors to the party on whose behalf the affi . , application .

in Marah 1837, so that he was now in the prime davit is filed , and the solicitors to the joint official The counsel's brief sent to the Master of the

of life , being only in the thirty- seventh year of his liquidator are within the same time to lodge a Rolls, will, when any order is made thereon , be

age. Born ofNonconformist parents,Mr. Winter like copy of all admissions entered into .
returned direct to the registrar , and a copy of the

botham was educated at Amersham School, 14 . Notice will be given by the secretary to the indorsement on counsel' s brief of the order made
Bucks,whence he proceeded to University College ,

solicitors in each case of the day when it will be will be sent by post to the solicitor making the
London , where he graduated with honours , taking

his B . A . degree in 1856, and LL . B. in 1859. Ho
in the paper for hearing.

application .

15 . The arbitrator will hear one counsel or The address of the Master of the Rolls can be
Was Hume Scholar in Jurisprudence in 1858 , obtained at the Rolls House.
Home Scholar in Political Economy in 1859 , and | solicitor only on each side. The chambers of the Master of the Rolls willbe

University Law Scholar in the same year. In
16 . The party in whose favour an order is made

1860 he was elected Fellow of his college. Hewas
is to bring in a draft order in the form in sche open on Wednesday, the 24th , and Tuesday and

called to the Bar by the Honourable Society of
dule B to these rules, and to obtain from the Wednesday, the 30th and 31st Dec. 1873 ; and

vitin Thursday, Friday, and Tuesday, the 1st, 2nd , and
Lincoln 's-inn in Michaelmas Term 1860 , and prac

secretary an appointment to settle the order with

tised at the Chancery Bar, and as a conveyancer, the assessor.
6th Jan . 1874, from 11 to 1 o 'clock .Notice of the appointment, with a

till he was appointed Under-Secretary of State
copy of the draft order, is to be delivered to the

The Equity Judges' Chambers (other than those
for the Home Department in March 1871. He

opposite party or his solicitor.
17. Cases, affidavits , and other documents re. of the Master of the Rolls ) will be closed on

had represented Stroud, in the Liberal interest, in Tuesday , the 23rd Dec. 1873, at 4 p .m ., and be
the House of Commons, since August 1867, when ,

quired to be filed or lodged, are to be filed or
re-opened on Wednesday, the 7th Jan . 1874 , at

upon the retirement of Mr. Poulett-Scrope, and lodged with the secretary atthis office .
18 . Solicitors are to enter appearances with theagain at the general election of 1868, he was

10 o 'clock a .m .

elected by a considerable majority over Mr. secretary at this office.

Dorrington, the Conservative candidate. Mr. 19. Bills of costs are to be brought in to the
PROMOTIONS & APPOINTMENTS

Winterbotham was one of the most rising new
secretary at this office. Requests for taxation

are to be obtained from him , and taxing master ' s
N . B . -- Announcements of promotions being in the nature

members in theranksof the Liberal party , and his of advertisements, are charged 2s, 6d . each for which

promotion to a higher office in due timewas con
certificates are to be lodged with him . postage stamps should be inclosed .

fidently expected by his friends, when he was thus 20. Summonses, cases, and other documents
Mr. Thomas King , of Brighton , solicitor, has.required to be printed , are to be printed on Chan .suddenly cut off by the stroke of death .

cery Bill paper. been appointed a Commissioner for taking
21. All communications respecting calls and Affidavits in Her Majesty's Courts of Queen 's

THE COURTS & COURT PAPERS.
other pecuniary matters in the arbitration are to Bench , Common Pleas, and Exchequer, for Sussex

be made to Messrs. Samuel Lowell Price, and and the adjoining Counties.

EUROPEAN ASSURANCE SOCIETY
John Young, the joint official liquidator, at this
office.

ARBITRATION . THE GAZETTES.
22. All communications respecting the general

GENERAL RULES. business of the arbitration are to be addressed to
Arbitration Office, 3, Westminster Chambers, the secretary at this office. Bankrupts.

Victoria -street, S . W .,5th Dec. 1873. By order of the Arbitrator, Gazette, Dec . 12 .
1. Applications to the arbitrator and cases to THOMAS PRESTON , To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court , Basinghall-street.

be argued before him are to be made or initiated Secretary . Byaxs, GRIFFITH E . builder, the Crescent, Stamford -hill. Pet.
by summons, stating concisely the nature of the * * * Printed copies of the deeds of settlement Deo . 9. Reg . Hazlitt. Sols . Messrs . Miller , Sherborne-la. Sur .

Dec . 23
application and being in the form in Schedule A and amalgamation of minutes ofproceed . HAZARD, GEORGE, draper, Albany.pl, Commercial-rd. Pet. Dec .
to these rules. ings before the arbitrator can be bought

10 . Reg . Pepys. Sols. Bannister and Co . Basinghall-st. Sur .
Jan . 13

2. The solicitors acting in the arbitration for at this office. HOWSE, H . W . chemist, Staple inn, Holborn . Pet. Deo , 10 . Reg .

the joint official liquidator by the appointment of Spring Rice . Sols . Messrs. Plesse, Old Jewry -chibs. Sur.
Jan . 8

the arbitrator are Messrs. Mercer and Mercer , SCHEDULE (A ) .
TRUMAN, WILLIAM SAMUEL, wine merchant, Botolph - la , kast .

Copthall-court, Throgmorton-street, and sum Form of Summons and Indorsement.
cheap. Pet. Dec . 10. Reg . Roche. Sols. Messrs. Lindo, King 's
Arms- yd . Sur. Jan . 15

monses addressed to the joint official liquidator In the Matter of The European Assurance Society To surrender in the Country.

are to be served on Messrs. Mercer and Mercer, Arbitration Acts 1872 and 1873 CARTER, THOMAS, cattle salesman , Birmingham . Pet. Deo. .

and all communications respocting applications to
and Reg . Chauntler . Sur. Jan . 6

and cases to be argued before the arbitrator are to
In the Matter of The ELAM , EDWARD , builder, Liverpool. Pet . Dec. 10. Reg . Watson .

Let all parties concerned attend beforeme, the Right Sur. Dec. 30
bemade to them . Honourable John Baron Romilly , the Arbitrator ap

GAZE, ROBERT, Bailmaker, Runham . Pet. Deo . 8 . Reg . Walker ,

3 . All summonsesand interlocutory applications pointed under the above-mentioned Acts, at the Office GUY, HENRY, commission agent, Clifton. Pet. Dec. 8 . Reg.
Sur. Jan . 3

will be heard in the first instance by the assessor. ' of the Arbitration , No. 3 , Westminster Chambers, Perkins. Bur. Dec. 23
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Liquidations by Arrangement.

MAY,WILLIAM, shipping agent, Barrow - in -Furness. Pet. Dec. 6. | MOORE, JOHN, printer, Beaufort-bldgs, Strand. Pet. Dec. 5.
Reg . Postlethwaite. Sur. Jan . 2 Dec . 22, at eleven , at Lomax, 3 , Jermyn -st, St. James's . Sol.

PLANCK, JOSEPH WILLIAM , builder, Trowbridge . Pet. Dec. 9. Morris , Leicester -sq
Reg . Smith . Sur. Dec . 24 MURPHY, NEIL , fishmonger, Wolverhampton . Pet. Dec . 8 .

Gazette, Dec. 16 . Dec. 93, at half past ten , at office of Sol. Stratton , Wolverhamp
ton

To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall -street. O 'REILLY, GEORGE FRANCIS , draper's assistant, Mansfield . Pet.
JACKSON, HEXRY, fruit salesman , Borough Market. Pet. Dec. 13 . Dec . 9 . Dec , 29 , at three , at office of Sol. Hogg, Mansfield
Reg . Roche. Sur. Jan . 22 PARISH , ALEXANDER, builder, Southampton - rd , Kentish -town .

VULLIMY, HENRY, surveyor, Gracechurch - st, and Fairview , Pet. Dec . 8 . Dec. 23 , at two, at offices of Sol. Rodwell , Chan
Macaulay - rd , Clapharn -common . Pet. Dec. 13. Reg . Roche. cery . la
Sur . Jan . 15 PIKE, JOnx, gentleman , Brixton -rd . Pet. Dec. 4. Dec . 22, at

WATTS , HENPY, hot water engineer , St. John -st, West Smith three , at offices of Bols . Manning, Great George-st, West
field . Pet, Dec. 12 . Reg. Murray. Sur. Jan . 9 minster

PLOWMAN , WILLIAM , and TAYLOR , WILLIAM , grocers, Wands
To surrender in the Country . worth - rd . Pet. Dec. 5 . Dec. 23 , joint creditors at two ; sep .

HUDSOX , HEROX, provision merchant, Birmingham . Pet. July creditors of Taylor , at three , at office of Sols. Harper , Broad ,
15 . Reg . Chauntler . Sur . Deo , 30 and Battock , Rood - la

JOHNSON, ELIZABETE, widow , Harborne. Pet. Nov. 2 . Reg . RIPPIN . AMOs, and RIPPIX , JOSEPH , curriers, Geddington ,
Chauntler . Sur. Dec . 30 Pet. Dec . 8 . Deo . 29 , at twelve ; sep . creditors of J . Rippon , at

WILLIAMS, THOMAS SEYMOUR, dealer in Sheffield goods. Wyr. hall-past twelve , at office of Sol. Rawlins, Market Har
ley . Pet. Dec . 11. Reg . Clarke, Sur. Jan . 6 borough

PUGH, MARY, spinster , Levenshulme, near Manchester. Pet. RODMAN, GEORGE, cabinet maker, Bristol. Pet. Dec. 10 . Dec .
Dec . 11. Reg. Kay . Sur. Jan . 7 23 , at eleven , at ofice of Sol. Eesery, Bristol

BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED. ROSE , WILLIAM , stocktaker, Middlesborough. Pet. Dec . 4 .
Dec . 22, at eleven , at Bennison and Co ., acoountants, MiddlesGazette, Dec . 12 . borough . Sol. Dobson

DAVENPORT, EDMUND SHARRINGTOx , landagent, Bucknill. ROSSINGTON , JOSEPH WILLIAM , builder , Boston . Pet. Dec . 9 ,
Oct. 3, 1886 Dec . 23 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Dyer, Boston

FITZSIMONS, JOHX, out of business, Liverpool. Sept. 2, 1873 ROXBURGH, WILLIAM , draper, Kingston -on - Thames. Pet. Dec .
MCCOY,GEORGE, generalhardware merchant, Liverpool. Aug. 7, 6 . Dec . 24 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Bennet, Friday - st

1873 SALVIDGE, JAMES, victualler, Bristol. Pet. Dec . 10 . Dec . 20 , at
eleven , åt offices of Sol. Easery , Bristol

SAMBROOK , JOHN , and SAMBROOK , SAMUEL, builders, Stoke.
on - Trent. Pet. Dec. 6 . Dec . 23, at eleven , at office of Sol.
Stevenson , Stoke- on - Trent

FIRST MEETINGS. SEPHTON, WILLIAM , marble mason , Liverpool. Pet. Dec. 8 .
Deo. 29 , at three , at office of Sol. Pemberton , Liverpool

Gazette, Dec, 12 . SMITH , CHARLES, commission agent, Bristol. Pet. Dec. 5 . Dec.
22, at eleven , at J . Downing, All Saints - la , Exchange, Bristol.

AKROYD , SAMUEL, butcher, Halifax . Pet . Dec . 9 . Doc . 22, at four STACY . SAMUEL . and STACY , BENJAMIN , wholesale stationers ,
at office of Sol. Storey, Halifax Righ -st, Shoreditch , and New inn - yard . Pet. Dec. 9. Dec. 29,

ATKINSON , JOSEPH FREEMAX, retired lieutenant, Southsea . Pet. joint creditors, at two ; rep . creditors of S . Stacey, at half past
Dec. 8. Dec . 31, at three, ut office of Sols. Cousins and Bur. three ; sep . creditors of B . Stacey , at four, at the Guildhall
bidge, Portsmouth coffee -house, Gresham - st. Sol. Angell

BECK CHARLES. Crocer . St. John - gt- rd , Olerkenwell. Pet. NOV . | STEPHENS. SAMPSON . wine merchant. Penryn and Truro . Pet.
27 . Dec . 16 , at twelve, at Mr. Hudgett's offices, 37 , Gresham -st . Dec . 9 . Dec . 27 , at twelve, at the Inns of Court hotel, Holborn .
Sol. Gray, Gresham - 8t Sol. Jenkins, Penryn

BISSELL, WILLIAM , axle manufacturer, Birmingham . Pet. Dec . STEPHENSON, CHARLES, cabinet maker, Huddersfield . Pet .
5 . Dec 22, at twelve, at ottices of Sol. Collis, Birmingham Dec. 9. Dec . 29 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Berry, Hudders .

BLICK , JAMES, gentleman , Regent's - pk -rd . Pet. Dec . 4. Dec. field
28 , at two, at office of Sol. Vernede, Craven -st, Strand STONE , FRANCIS , builder , Oxford . Pet. Doc . 6 . Dec . 22, at

BOWYER, GEORGE JOSEPH , gentleman , Brecknock - ter , Camden eleven , at St.Michael's -chmbs, Ship -st, Oxford . Sols . Hurford
rd . Pet. Deo . 6. Dec . 22, at eleven , at the London tavern , and Taylor
Bishopsgate - st. Sol. Crowther, Queen -st, Cheapside SWINDELLS, JOHN , innkeeper, Manchester. Pet. Dec. 8 . Dec .

BONBERNARD, LOUIS , commission agent, Cheapside. Pet . Dec. 24 , at ten , at office of Sol. Marlow , Manchester
10 . Jan . 6 . attwo, at the Chamber of Commerce, 145, Cheapside. TAYLOR , JAMES , publican , Crewe. Pet. Deo . 6 . Dec . 23 . at
Sol. Dutton , Strand eleven , at the Royal hotel, Crewe, Sol. Pointon

CLIFFE, JOHN GEORGE, commission agent, Manchester. Pet . THIRKILL, JOHN , joiner , Bradford . Pet . Deo . 4. Dec . 31. a
Dec , 10. Jan . 7 , at three, at offices of Sol. Barling, Manchester eleven , at offices of Sols . Lancaster and Wright, Bradford

CROUCHER, JAMES, baker, Southampton . Pet . Dec . 9 . Dec . 24 , THOMPSON, JOHN , draper, Birkenhead . Pet. Dec . 9. Dec . 2
at twelve , at office of Sol, Robins, Southampton at three, at office of Sol. Moore, Birkenhead

DALES, GEORGE, builder, Parchmore - rd , Thornton -heath . Pet . UTTLEY, SAMUEL FIELDEN , warp sizer , Walsden . Pet. Dec . 8
Dec. 8 . Jan . 2, at twelve, at Mullen 's hotel, Ironmonger - la . Sol. Dec. 23, at three, at office of Sol. Shippey, Manchester
Pullen , Harp- la , Great Tower -st VICKERS, CHARLES, manufacturer of chains, Birstal. Pet . Dec . 8 .DILLON , FOSTER OREWE, clock maker , Tunstall . Pet. Dec. 8 Deo . 23 , at ten , at office of Sol. Wooler, Batley
Dec . 94 , at eleven , at the County Court Offices, Hanley . Sol WAGGETT, ALFRED , tailor , Green -st, Grosvenor-eq . Pet . Dec .
Hollinshead , Tunstall 10 . Jan . 2 , at twelve , at oftice of Sol. Richards, Warwick -st,

Dixox, DAVID , innkeeper, Garston . Pet. Dec. 8. Jan . 3, at two, Regent- st
at offices of Sol. Lowe, Liverpool WEST, HENRY, carpenter, Oxford . Pet. Dec. 10. Dec, 31, at

DYER, JOHN, baker , Birmingham . Pet. Dec. 8 . Dec . 22 , at three, one, at office of sol. Thompson , Oxford
at office of Sol. Parry, Birmingham WILLIAMS, JOHN, out of business, Shrewsbury. Pet. Deo . 6

EVANS, WILLIAM , commission agent, Caebricks. Pet. Dec. 9 . Dec. 23, at eleven , at office of Sol. Morris, Shrewsbury
Deo . 23, at twelve , at office of Sols. Davies and Hartland , Swan

FULLWOOD, EDWARD, civil engineer, Queen 's -sq, St. James's - pk . Gazette Dec . 16 .
Pet. Dec. 8 . Dec. 24 , at twelve, at the London tavern , Bishops. ACRER, WILLIAM , farmer, Standon . Pet. Dec . 10 . Dec . 30 . at
gate - st- within , Sols . Keene and Marsland , Lower Thames - st two, at office of Sol. Digby, Lincoln ' s -inn - fields , London

GAME, THOMAS, harnese maker, Tooley-at, Southwark . Pet. Deo . ARNOULIN , EDWARD, glass shade manufacturer, St. John's
6 . Dee. 23, at twelve, at office of Sol. Nind , St. Benet .pl, Grace st, Clerkenwell, Lea -bridge, Hackney , and Crickfield .rd , Clap
church - st ton . Pet . Dec . 10 . Jan . 5 . ad twelve, at office of Sol. Smith ,

GASS , FREDERICK , manufacturer , Bartholomew - close. Pet. Deo. Great James- st, Bedford - row
5 . Dec. 30, at two, at the Chamber of Commerce , 145 , Ch eapside ASHWORTH , JOHN, and HALSTEAD , RICHARD , builders, Spot
Sol. Chidley, Old Jewry land. Pet. Dec. 12. Dec . 30 , at two, at the Wheatsheaf inn, Man

GEORGE, JOHN OVERLAND, draper, Gooderstone. Pet. Dec. 3. chester . Sols . Hall and Baldwin , Clitheroe
Dec . 22, at twelve, at the County Court House , Downham Mar BAKER, WILLIAM , baker, Southwick . Pet. Dec . 10 . Dec. 27 , at
ket. Sol. Reed , Downham Market twelve at office of Bertie, 17 , Great : James- st, Bedford - row ,

GILES, WILLIAM , ofno occupation , Redruth . Pet . Dec . 4 . Dec . London . Sol. Goodman, Brighton
20 , at three, at Paull's hotel, Chacewater . Sol. Tre vena, Red . BLACK , WILLIAM , commission agent, Manchester, Pet. Dec. 11.
ruth Dec . 29 , at three , at the Clarence hotel, Manchester. Sol.

GILL, THOMAS, whitesmith , Taunton . Pet . Dec . 10. Dec . 30 , at Woolley, Manchester
one, at oftioes of Sols. Reed and Cook , Taunton BRADLEY, FRANCIS , publican , Rochdale. Pet . Dec. 10 . Deo.

GOODALL, EDWARD PHILIP , commercial traveller, Berkeley - st. 29, as three , at the Hare and Hounds inn , Rochdale . Sol, Lomax,
Hanley. Pet . Dec. 6 . Dec . 24 , at eleven , at T . A . and F . W . jun ., Rochdale
Tomkinson , Burslem , Sol. Tomkinson , Burglem BROWN , SAUL, jeweller, Sunderland. Pet. Dec. 11. Dec . 29 , at

GRAY, JOHN , furniture dealer, Alfreton . Per. Dec. 9. Dec. 31, at three, at office of Sol. Hope, Sunderland
twelve , at the Black Boy hotel, Nottingham BURLEY, HENRY RAWSON, fruiterer , High . st. Wandsworth .

HAMILTON, WILLIAM HENRY, corn merchant, Cardiff. Pet. Dec. Pet. Dec. 11. Jan . 8, at three, at 10 , Trinity -st, Southwark .
9 . Dec. 94 , at eleven , at Barnard , Thornas, Clarke, and Co ., ac . Sol. Ody
countants, Cardiff . Sol. Griffith , Cardiff CARNEY, CATHERINE, manager for a poultry dealer, Liverpool.

HEATLEY, JOHX, fruiterer , Liverpool. Pet. Dec . 9 . Dec . 24 , at Pet. Dec. 12. Jan, 6 , at three, at office of Vine, Liverpool.
two, at Gibson and Bolland , accountants, Liverpool. Sol. W11 Sol. Ritson , Liverpool
liams, Liverpool DALE, HENRY AUGUSTUS, private hotel keeper, Bedford . Pet.

HORTON , GEORGE, pearl button manufacturer, Birmingham . Dec. 10. Dec. 30 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Tebbe, Bedford.
Pet. Deo. 10. Dec. 24, at twelve, at ottice of Sol. Fallows, Bir DARBYSHIRE , WILLIAM , plumbor , Southport . Pet . Dec .
mingham , Dec. 30 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Walton , Southport

HOWORTH, THOMAS, and HOWORTH , JAMES, cotton manu . DUNN , WILLIAM , painter, Saltburn-by- the- Sea . Pet . Deo . 9.
facturers , Stacksteads. Pet. Dec. 8 . Deo. 30 , at three, at office Dec. 29 , at eleven , At Mrs . Barker' s Temperance hotel, Middles
of Sols . Sale, Shipman , Seddon , and Sale, Manchester borough , Sol. Bainbridge, Middlesborough

HUTCHINSON , JAMES, beer dealer , Chorlton -on -Medlock . Pet. EAST, EDWARD , Kunmaker , Birmingham . Pet. Dec . 11 . Dec . 30 ,
Deo. 10 . Dec . 28 , at three, at the Falstaff hotel, Manchester at twelve , at offices of Sol. Rooke, Birmingham

ISAACS, LEWIS, boarding house keeper, Birmingham . Pet . Dec . EDWARDS, JOHN , and WESTPHAL ERNST HEINRICI, com .
9 . Dec. 24 , at ten , at office of Sol. Burton , Birmingham mission merchants , Great Tower -st. Pet . Deo . 10 . Dec . 30 , at

JAVAL , EDWARD CREMIEU, of no occupation , Lewes . Pet. Dec twelve , at offices of Sols . M 'Leod and Watney , London -st, Fen
8. Dec. 20, at two, at office of Sol. Smith , Gresham House , church - st
Old Broad -st, London ELLIOTT, WILLIAM RICHARD ,millwright, Plymouth . Pet . Dec .

JEWELL, JOHN, boot manufacturer, Plymouth , and Tavistock . 19 . Dec . 29, at one , at oflice of Wilkes , public accountant, 24,
Pet. Dec . 10 . Dec . 27, at eleven , at offloes of Sols . Messrs . George- at, Plymouth . Sol. Chilcott, Tavistock
Edmonds, Plymouth ESCHLE , FRIDOLIN , watchmaker , Swansea . Pet. Dec . 10 . Dec .

JONES, JAMES MAURICE , grocer , Luton . Pet. Dec . 5 . Dec . 22. 29 , at eleven , at office of Sols. Davies and Hartland , Swansea
at one, at office of Sol. Scargill, Serjeant's -inn, Chancery -la , GRAHAM , ROBERT, draper, Dudley. Pet. Dec . 10 . Dec . 30 , at
London half past ten at office of Sol. Barrow , Wolverhampton

KEATLEY, GEORGE, farmer , Sutton Coldfield . Pet. Dec . 10 . Dec . GRAVELY, CHARLES EWART, provision merchant, Brighton .
19, at twelve, at office of Sol. Fallows, Birmingham Pet . Dec . 10 . Dec . 30 , at three, at office of Sol. Lamb, Brighton

KELLER, JOHN ANTON, japanner, Bloomfleld . rd , Burdett- rd , GREEX, FREDERICK , cheesemonger, Lower Wandsworth - rd .
Bow , and Railway-arches , Bow Common - la Pet . Dec . 8 . Dec . Pet . Dec . 11. Dec. 30, at eleven , at Peele' s Coffee -house, Fetter
31, at eleven , at office of Sol. Brighten , Bishopsgate- street la . Sol. Marshall, King - st West Hammersmith
without GREGORY, STEPHEN, brick manufacturer , Upper Brailes. Pet.

KITCHENER , THOMAS, doctor of medicine, Chippenham . Pet. Dec. 11, Jan . 3 , at three, at office of Sol. Crosby , Banbury
Dec . 9 . Dec. 24 , et ten , at the residence of the petitioner , St. GRIFFIN , JOHx , and RUDD, WILLIAM HENRY, glass manufac
Mary 's -st, Chippenham . Sol, Bartrum , Bath turers , Birmingham . Pet. Dec. 12 . Dec . 29 , at hall past eleven ,

KNIGHT, GEORGE. law stationer , Gray 's- inn - rd . Pet . Nov. 29 . at offioes of Sol. Duke, Birmingham
Dec . 20 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Parker, Lombard . ct GRIFFIN , WILLIAM , surgeon , Ledbury. Pet. Dec . 13. Dec . 29, at

LAWRENCE , THOMAS, shopkeeper , Wollaston . Pet . Dec. 2. Dec. twelve, at the Feathers hotel, Ledbury . Sols . Messrs . Corbett,
19, at three,at office of Sol. Addison , High - st, Brierley -hill Worcester

LAWSON , EDWIN GEORGE, and LAWSON, HENRY, tobacconists , FALES , JOHN , fruiterer, Wolverhampton . Pet. Dec . 12 . Jan .
Birmingham . Pet . Dec . 10. Dec. 23 , at three, at office of Sol. at eleven at office of Bot. Barrow , Wolverhampton
Fallowe, Birmingham HANBERG , HENRY WILLIAM , tin merchant. Dod - st, Limehouse,

LEONARD , EDWARD , out of business, Aston . juxta - Birmingham . Pet. Dec. 19. Dec . 30, at two, at offices of Sols . Learoyd and
Pet. Dec . 10 . Dec. 19, at twelve , at office of Sol. Kennedy, Bir. Learoyd , South - st, Finsbury -sq
mingham HASKINS, HESTER, widow , out of business , Wick and Abson .

LUCKMAN , CHARLES JAMES, commission agent, Silver - st. Pet . Pet. Dec. 13 . Deo , 24, at three, at offioe of Sol, Peterson , Bristol
Dec. 11. Dec. 20 , at two, at Ladbury , Collison , and Viney, 99, HAWORTH , JAXES, BAWORTH , THOMAS, and HAWORTH , ROBERT,
Cheapside. Sols . Davidson , Carr, Bannister , and Morriss , cotton spinners, Bacup . Pet . Dec . 5 . Dec. 29 , at three, at the

Basinghall-et Derby Armshotel, Bury . Sols. Landsley and Artindale, Burn
MACDONALD, DUNCAN GEORGE FORBER, gentleman , Eastbourne. ley
Pet. Dec. 8. Dec . 24 , at ten , at the Crown hotel, Lewes. Sol. HERRMANN , ALEXANDER : prestidigitateur , Brighton . Pet. Dec .
Barrow , Leadenball- st 10 . Dec . 20, at three, at ofroes of Clennell, Great James- street,

MCLEAN , JOHN, Joiner, Lower Broughton . Pet. Dec. 9 . Dec. 29. Bedford . row , London . Sol. Brandreth , Brighton
at three, at the Union -chmbs, 15 , Dickinson - st, Manchester HILL, GEORGE HENRY, out of business, Wednesbury . Pet , Dec .
Bols. Messrs . Bond , Manchester 10 . Dec . 29, at three, at office of Sol. Sheldon, Wednesbury

MEARS, ISAAC, gasfitter, Hammeremith. Pet. Deo. 9 , Dec. 29 . HOCKENHULL, ROBERT, nursery gardener, Sale . Pet . Dec. 13.
at four, at Office of Sol. Parker, Cambridge- rd , Hammer Jan . 7, at eleven , at office of Sol Simpson . Manchester
smith HODGES, JAMES, grocer, Deal. Pet, Dec. 11 . Jan . 7, at eleven ,

MITCHELL, ALFRED , hosier, Gloucester. Pet. Dec. 5 . Dec. 23 , at 88, Middle- et, Deal. Sol. Drew
at twelve, at the Bell hotel, Gloucester . Sols . Burrup, and HOLLOWAY, THOMAS, chain maker , Barrow -in - Furness. Pet.
Coren , Gloucester Dec . 12 . Dec. 23 , at eleven , at the Ship hotel, Barrow - in - Pur

YOUTCHELL, WALTER, and SOUTH , HENRY, beda oom furniture ness. Sol. Jackson , Ulverston
manufaeturers, Motley - st , Curtain - rd , and City - rd . Pet . Deo. HUGHES , RICHARD , millstone manufacturer, Bunbury Heath ,
9 . Jan . 8, at one ; sep. creditors of Mitchell, at two; sep . Lear Tarporley, and Liverpool. Pet. Dec. 12 . Dec. 30 , at
creditors of South , & L three , at 10 . City - rd . Sola . Roscoe, two, at office of Sol. Bellringer, Liverpool
Hincks, and Sheppard , King-st, Finsbury-89 HOWSE, CHARLES , auctioneer, Chippenham . Pet. Deo. 12 . Dec .

MOLONY, JOHN, stationer , Brick - la , Spitalfields. Pet. Dec . 4 . I 30 , at eleven , at the White Lion hotel, Chippenham , Sol. Dyer,
Doc. 22, at two, at office of Sol. Copp, Essex -st, Strand

IRELAND, THOMAS ROBERT, baker, Theobalds- rd , Holborn . Pet.
Dec . 12 . Jan . 8 . at two, at offioe of Sol. Brown , Basinghall.
street

JACKSON , MILES, coal merchant, Chester . Pet. Dec. 12. Dec.
31, at twelve, at office of Sol. Churton , Chester

JOHNSON , WILLIAM HENRY, surgeon , Lydd and Lenham . Pet.
Dec. 12. Dec . 2 , at half past ten , at othces of Sol. Smith , Ola
Broad - st , London

JONES, ILES, grocer, Rhosymedre . Pet. Dec . 11 . Dec . 29 , at two.
at offices of Sols . Evans and Lockett, Liverpool

LANGE , DANIEL LARSEN, tailor , Trinity -sg , Tower -hill. Pet.
Dec . 13. Dec . 30, at three , at ofroes of Sols . Ellis and Cross .
field , Mark .la

LAWTON , JOSEPH , dealer in millinery, Middlesborough . Pet.
Dec. 8. Jan . 2, at three, at office of Sol. Addenbrook , Middles
borough

LEAROYD , JANE, private lodginghouse keeper, Huddersfield .
Pet. Deo . 10 . Dec . 31, at three, at offices of Sols . Messrs . Lea .
royd , Huddersfield

LONG, JOHN CRAVEX , blacksmith , Eccleshill. Pet. Dec . 12. Dec .
31, at three, at ofroes of Sols. Fawcett and Malcolm , Leeds

LYNDEN , EDWIN , smack owner, Lowestoft. Pet. Dec . 9 . Jan . 5,
at twelve , at offices of Sol. Archer , Lowestoft

MARVIX , ELIZABETH , milliner, Regent-st . Pet. Dec. 8 . Dec .
24, at twelve , at 298, Regent-st. Sol. Alcock

MATTHEWS, WILLIAM JAMES, leather dressing case mann
facturer , Newman -st, Oxford -st. Pet. Deo. 12 . Jan . 8, at two,
at 14, Southampton -st, Bloomsbury. Sols. Routh and Stacey

MAXWELL, JOHN , cotton waste bleacher , Bolton . Pet . Dec . 11.
Dec. 29, at three , at office of Sols . Hall and Rutter, Bolton

MILLARD, ANNIE , general shop keeper, Bridge -st, Kilburn .
Pet. Dec. 15 . Dec . 31, at four , at office of Sol, Cambridge.
ter, Hyde pk

MORRIS, HENRY, joiner , Liverpool. Pet. Dec. 10 . Jan . 5, at
three, at office of Sol. Harper, Liverpool

NICHOLSON, WILLIAM , gentleman , Grayshot - rd , Wandsworth .
Pet. Dec . 8 . Dec . 23, at twelve , at offices of Sols. Reed and
Lovell, Guildhall- chmbs, Basinghall- st

OLIVER, WALTER, tailor, Normanby. Pet. Dec . 12. Dec . 29, at
eleven , at offices of Sols. Hunton and Bolsover , Stockton -on
Tees

PALETHORPE, THOMAS, Agent, Nottingham . Pet. Dec. 11. Dec.
31 , at twelve , at office of Sol, Shelton , Nottingham

PARRY, SAMUEL, cattle dealer, Wombourn . Pet. Dec . 13. Dec.
29, at eleven , at omce of Sol. Barrow , Wolverhampton

PHILLIPS, THOMAS EDWARD , Packing case maker, Birmingham .
Pet . Dec. 12. Dec . 30 , at twelve, at ottice of Sol, Griffin , Bir
mingham

PRICE , REES, commission agent, Llandewibrefl. Pet. Dec. 9.
Deo . 27 , at half past ten , at office of Sol. Griffiths, Carmarthen

RANDS, THOMAS, licensed victualler , Ealing .common . Pet. Dec.
10 . Jan . 5 , at two, at office of Sol. Pittmann , Guildhall
ohmbs, Basinghall- st

RILEY , HENRY, and CLEGG , JOHN, builders , Accrington . Pet.
Dec. 6 . Dec. 30, at two, at ottice of Bannister, solicitor, Accring
ton . Sol. Nowell, Burnley

ROTHWELL, JOAN and CLARKE, JAMES WILLIAM , builders,
Kirchen -ni, Ealing . Pot. Dec . 8. Dec. 24 , at eleven , at offloes
of Kent, Flaxman , Haydon , and Co ., accountants , 55, Basil
hall . st. Sol. Warrand , Ludgate -hill

SAINSBURY, WILLIAM MARSDEX , out of business, Liverpool.
Pet. Dec . 11. Dec. 29, at two, at office of Gibson and Bolland,
accountants, Liverpool. Sol. Ritson , Liverpool

SIMS, REUBEX , wine merchant, Barrow - in - Furness. Pet. Dec . 13.
Dec. 29, at two, at the Victoria hotel, Preston . Sol. Gilbertson ,
Preston

SMURTHWAITE , THOMAS, mantle manufacturer, Almorah -rd ,
Islington . Pet. Dec. 11 . Dec . 31, at twelve, at office of Sol.
Child , South - eq , Gray's -inn

SPODE, MARTHA, furniture broker, Chester . Pet. Dec . 12. Dec.
29 , at three, at Office of Sol. Nordon , Chester

SPURWAY, JAMES, publican , Colyford . Pet . Dec. 12. Jan . 6, at
twelve, at the Dolphin inn , Colyton . Sol. Wilton , Colyton -

STOREY, WILLIAM HOLLINGWORTH , cordwainer, Navenby. Pet.
Dec . 11. Jan . 3, at eleven , at ofr.ce of Jay , public acoountant,
Lincoln . Sols . Toynbee and Larken , Lincoln

SUGDEN, WILLIAM , grocer, Kildwick. Pet. Dec. 13 . Dec. 94 . at
eleven , at office of Rawson , George, and Wade, solicitors , Brad .
ford . Sols . Wrightand Waterworth , Keighley

SWAINBOX, WILLIAM , wood turner , Durham . Pet . Dec. 12. Dec .
29, at twelve , at offloes of Sols, Hunton and Bolsover , Stockton"
on Tees

TAYLOR, WILLIAM , blacksmith , Gayton . Pet. Dec. 11. Deo. 30,
at twelve , at office of Sols . Glasier and Mason , King ' s Lynn

TESSEYMAX , JOHN MARTIN , fishing smack owner , Kingston
upon -Hull. Pet . Dec. 10 . Dec . 19, at two, at office of SOL.
Laveraok , Kingston upon Hull

THOMPSOX , EDMUND, hat dealer . Newcastle upon Tyne. Pet.
Dec. 11. Jan . 2 , at twelve , at omoes of Sol. Clavering, New
castle-upon - Tyne

WATMOUGH , WILLIAM , plumber, Manchester . Pet. Dec. 12,
Deo . 29, at three, at office of Sols. Sale , Shipman , Seddon , and
Sale, Manchester

WELLS, WILLIAM , out of business, Maidenhead . Pet . Dec . 10.
Jan . 6, at hall past two, at the White Horse, High -8t, Malden
head . Sol. Brrr, St. Mary ' s -sq. Paddington , London
WHALLEY, JOHN WILLIAM , bookkeeper, Blackburn . Pet. Dec

10 . Jan . 2, at three , at otice of Bols. Hall and Holland , Black .
burn

WILCOX , JANES JOSEPH, baker , Brighton . Pet. Dec. 10. Dec.
_ 30 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Mills, Brighton
YOUNG, SAMUEL, brushmaker, Birmingham . Pet. Dec . 10, Dec .

29 , at half past ten , at office of Sol. Duke, Birmingbam
ZEWYBAUN, ABRAM BEAR , ( commonly known 8 Barnett,
Abram Bear), builder, Beaumont- sq . Mile End rd . Pet. Dec.
11. Jan . 6 , at three , at offices of Sols. Ingle, Cooper , and
Holmes, City Bank - chmbs, Threadneedle -st

sen

Pibidends.
BANKRUPTS' ESTATES.

The Official Assignees, dc., are given , to whom apply for the
Diudends.

Anderson , J . C . clerk , 129. At Sol. Jaques, Birmingham .-- Baile
J . bootmaker, 28. At Sol. Sherratt , Wrexham . Collins, H . W . of
Woodbridge, Arst, 48 . At Trust . w . J . Andrews, Church - sty
Woodbridge. - Garrett, J . chemical manufacturer, first, 19 . 60 . 5
final, Is. 2d. At Trust. P . B . MoQuie , Albert-bldgs, Preegon 's
row , Liverpool. - Head , W . B . hotel keeper, Beoond and final,
342d . At Trust. J . A . Josolyne, 28, King - st , Cheapside. - Moort, A .
firs $ and final, 10s . At Trust. H . W . Banner, 94, North John -86
Liverpool. - Moore, J . first and final, 10s. At Trust. H . W . Banner,
24 , North John- st, Liverpool.- Pollerfen , E . chernist first gs. 80 .
At Trust. A . C . R . Adoock , 20 , South - st, Horncastle . - Shroff, M . D .
commission merchant, second , 29. 6d . At Trust. H . Bolland, 10,
South John -st , Liverpool. 8mith . Rev. P . clerk in holy orders,
ls. Trust. C . Other , Jun . - Whitworth , G . W . hop merchant, first
2s . and not 2s . 3d . as advertised in Gazette Nov . 28

Orders of Discharge.
Gazetto, Dec. 9. . .

-
-

GEDDES, WILLIAM BODDEN, miller, Warrington

É -
-

-BIRTHS MARRIAGES AND DEATHSBIRTHS MARIAGES AND DEBIRTHS.
BRANSON. - On the 8th Inst., the wife of Reginald Branson, bar.
rister-at- law , Bombay, of a son .

DRUMMOND - On the nth inst., at 3, Lyndhurst- road . Peckham ,
the wife of Patrick William Drummond, solicitor, formerly of
Croydon , of a daughter.

KNOWLES.-- On the 13th inst., at Surbiton , the wife of George
Knowles , barrister- at- law , of a daughter.

DEATHS.
MYRES. - On the 14th inst ., at Ribblesdale House , Preston, aged

65 years , Alderman Miles Myres , for twenty -one years Coroner
for the Hundred of Amounderness, and thrice Mayor of Pres .
ton .

OXENHAM . - On the 15th inst., at 17 , Earl's-terrace, Kensington ,
aged 74 years, George Nutcombe Oxenham , Esq ., barrister .at
law , Western Circuit, formerly Pellow of Exeter College, OX
ford .

SOOTT. On the 5th inst ., at an advanced age, David Soott, Esq .
Conveyancer, of 102, Penrose - street , Walworth , and Middle
Temple.SOUTHEE . - On the 12th inst., At 97, Guildford -street, Russell
eqnare , aged 13 years, Horace Robert Southee, solicitor.

STUBBS. - On the 13th inst., at St. Paull's Close , Wausau , aged 3L
bath years , George Brudnock Stubbs, Weg ., solicitor.
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ruptcy had power to carry out a decree of the Court of Chancery
in the matter of a partnership . Lord SELBORNE said that he did
not concur in the view of the Chief JUDGE that it was competent
for the Court of Bankruptcy to carry out the decree under the
72nd section . That section , he observed , gave very large powers
to the Court of Bankruptcy to decide all questions necessary for
the administration of a bankrupt's estate ; but it did not enable
it to draw within its jurisdiction the owners of property which
was not vested in the assignees, or to work out a decree for disso
lution of a partnership which had been previously made by the
Court of Chancery .
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An interesting judgment on the subject of testamentary gifts to
illegitimate children was delivered by Vice-Chancellor Malins, on
the 20th inst . The testator married twice. By his first wife he
had two children , both of whom died in his lifetime, one only
leaving issue . By his second wife he had two children , both born

before the marriage. By his will he gave to his wife power to

dispose of his property among “ our children ,” and in the event
of her making no will the property was to be equally divided
between his " children by her.” It was argued that by allowing
the illegitimate children to come in under thewill, the legitimate
children would be excluded . The Vice-Chancellor said , however,
that there is no rule to prevent legitimate and illegitimate children

taking together as a class where it is intended they should do so.
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The Taunton election petition has evidently created an amount of

excitement which seems likely to result in the introduction of
some novel features into the trial. The first of which we hear is
the framing of an affidavit on thepart of the respondent, making
extraordinary allegations against the petitioners as a ground for
obtaining particulars of the alleged acts of bribery, & c . Before
the application for particulars wasmade to the Judge, this affidavit
had been published in a local newspaper. This would have been
a sufficiently improper proceeding had the contents of such affi

davit been true ; being contradicted by four affidavits on the other
side, it should certainly have been confined to the attention of the
Judge. Proceedings, however, are to be at once commenced for
the purpose of punishing this contempt of court, and to obtain

redress for the libel. If election trials are to be conducted with .
this asperity , Parliamentary electioneering will become more

hazardous than it has been hitherto.
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The particulars furnished to us concerning the changes on the
Northern Circuit appear to have been in somerespects incorrect.
The appointments in the offices connected with the Court of Com
mon Pleas, at Lancaster, consequent upon the resignation of Mr.
HARRIS , have had the effect of making Liverpool the principal
centre, instead of, as hitherto, one of the districts of the county
subordinate to Preston . Mr. T . E . Pager, who has for the last
four years occupied the office of district prothonotary, at Liverpool,
now becomes the prothonotary and associate for the whole county .
Mr. Harris's successor at Preston, Mr. SIIUTTLEWORTI , is to be
district prothonotary for Preston , and deputy -associate for Lan
caster ; and Mr. E . WORTHINGTON, at Manchester, will act asdeputy
associate for Manchester, in addition to his previous appointment
of district prothonotary for that city . The registers of judgments
and executions to bind land will be transferred from Preston to
Liverpool. Mr. Pager will not have to go either to Lancaster or
Manchester Assizes, the district prothonotary for Manchester
acting as deputy-associate there, and the district prothonotary for
Preston acting as deputy -associate at the Lancaster Assizes. The
new arrangements extend to Lancashire only, and do not affect the
other counties on the circuit .
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THE astonishment expressed by the LORD CHEF Baron at the
revelations made in the case of Edmonds v . Jeynes will probably
be shared by all who perused the report. The plaintiff was a soli
citor who had lived and practised at Newent for more than thirty
years. Owing to the unfortunate circumstance that he had been
personally concerned in litigation with some influential persons in
the town he had becomean object of dislike to persons who seem
to have taken advantage of every opportunity to crush him .
Some considerable period after the death of his wife he was charged
with having murdered her . The coroner who held the inquest
when Mr. EDMONDS was committed on a charge of manslaughter
- was a solicitor, who had been personally engaged in litiga
tion with Mr. EDMONDS and had been defeated . Mr. EDMONDS was
then taken before themagistrates, and the chairman on the occasion
was Mr. ONSLOW , also an unsuccessful litigant in opposition to
Mr. EDMONDS. Mr. EDMONDSwas committed to the assizes to take

his trial for murder. The grand jury ignored the bill, but he was
THE Bankruptcy Court is evidently prepared to go any length in tried for manslaughter and acquitted . To fill the cup of persecu
exercising jurisdiction under the 72nd section of the Act of 1869 . tion Mr. EDMONDS was the subject of a special sermon from the
Werecently noticed that it was attempted to compel an equitable parish pulpit by a clergyman who also had differences with the
mortgagee of a fund who sought to recover 'he fund in the Court plaintiff , and was his bitter enemy; and lastly, the object of a
of Chancery to go into bankruptcy, because he was a creditor of malignant attack in a local paper - the Gloucester Mercury. For
the bankrupt mortgagor. In another case, heard on the 16th this libel he brought his action , and, we are glad to say, that he
inst ., the Chief Judge had considered that the Court of Bank - ' bas recovered 3501. damages. The LORD CHIEF BARON said , in
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addressing the jury," That we should have had an individual filling and the freight is to be paid as follows: £250 in advance.
the important post of coroner who had himself been the plaintiff Therefore, it was contended that the clause of lien was to be read

in a Chancery suit against the plaintiff , and the bill in which had thus- ' for freight, which word is to include the £250 hereinbefore

been dismissed with costs, and who may therefore very well have made payable in advance, and hereinbefore spoken of as a part

been suspected of having entertained angry feelings against him payment of freight.' There is some ingenuity, but, in our judg .

- that he should have been the coroner presiding upon the inquiry | ment, no substance, in this contention . It would be an unwar .

- an inquiry neither more nor less than whether hewas guilty or ranted thing to lay hold of a particular form of expression in one

not guilty of the grave crimeofmurder — that we should have had part of a charter-party or other instrument, in order to give to

an individual in this country filling and executing the functions of plain unequivocal language in another part of the instrument a

that public office under circumstances like these - that we should meaning different from its ordinary meaning . The ship never

have had a magistrate, who had been unsuccessful in several earned freight, and never began to earn freight. That it was pre

actions between himselfand the plaintiff, presiding as chiefmagis vented from doing so by the default of the other party entitles

trate on the occasion upon an inquiry as to whether it would be the owner to full compensation for all the loss sustained thereby,

his duty to commit the plaintiff for trial on the charge of murder but the compensation is not freight, and the nautical lien for

- -that all the proceedings should have occurred in this country, in freight does not extend to such compensation .”

which the law of England prevails, and by Englishmen - and,as
they would call themselves, English gentlemen — is altogether to

me something so improbable and so extraordinary that I should We report two County Court cases on the subject of delays on

deem it incredible,but that it is proved beyond any kind of doubt
railways, in both of which the company was mulcted in damages.

before you .” A magistrate and à coroner who can exercise their
One of these was heard in the Norwich County Court,the plaintiff

offices when a personal enemy's character and life are subject to
being the son and deputy of the registrar. A preliminary objec

their jurisdiction mustbe utterly unfit for their positions.
tion was taken under sect. 20 of 19 & 20 Vict. c . 108, but there

being no regular appointment of this gentleman as deputy regis

trar,the objection was overruled . The substantial question involved
A REMARKABLE feature of Nisi Prius trials, which has forcibly was whether the company was liable for delay arising from an
struck us during the sittings in Middlesex and London, is the accident. At the station from which the train was advertised to
frequency of the applications for a stay of execution. It would start there was only one engine ; a tube in the boiler broke, and
seem indeed that there is rarely any case of importance determined the engine was useless. The day following the plaintiff attempted
by a jury in which counsel for the unsuccessful party omits to to start from another station of the company, and was unable to
apply either for leave to move or a stay of execution . The Judica get on owing to some luggage trucks having got off the rails . As
ture Act will do something towards limiting the grounds upon to the first occasion , the Judge held that there was nothing to

which new trials may be obtained , butwe should be very glad to exempt a railway company from the responsibility which attached
see the Judges withholding facilities for upsetting verdicts, whilst to coach owners in the old coaching days, namely , to be in a
affording every opportunity to parties of raisingmatters of law by position to supply the place of a horse which broke down.
going to the full court. Juries are the constitutional tribunals for He was disposed to think that there was gross negligence in
the trial of questions of fact , and it seemsunreasonable that where having only one engine at a place like Wells ( in Norfolk ), the
there has been an unanimous determination of twelve men the terminal station for two lines of railway. But if this doctrine of
court on some possibly immaterial misdirection , or admission or negligence apply at all it must assuredly apply to all stations, and
rejection of evidence, should send the case after protracted delay it strikes us as straining the law to hold that a railway company
to other twelve men with equal chances of miscarriage. We can is liable to its passengers for delay owing to an accident over
imagine nothing more calculated to disgust suitors with the law which the company had no control, His Honour, however, has
than the want of finality in the verdicts of juries. The expenses reserved his formal judgment. In the second case, which was
of new trial motions, and of new trials themselves, are fre heard at the Aylesbury County Court, a cattle dealer going to a
quently ruinous, whilst rules nisi are often kept hanging over fair was delayed so long that he did not arrive until the fair was
from term to term until the grievance involved becomes stale. over. The delay in this instance was owing to the stoker allow

Staying execution is simply keeping succesful litigants out of ing the firebox to be choked, and the Judge held the company
the proceeds of a fair victory, and should be resorted to only in liable for the negligence of their servants, and awarded the plain .
cases of surprise or palpable miscarriage. Of course, a Judge tiff 40s. damages. These cases show a determination on the part
knows that when he is asked to stay execution it may be intended of the Judges to keep the companies to the contract entered into

to impugn his direction to the jury, and he feels a delicacy in with the public by means of the timebills, and if the public make
refusing to facilitate a review of his law . A little less sensitiveness a practice of insisting on their rights the general want of punc
on this head, we think, would be desirable in the best interests | tuality which now prevails may soon disappear.
of the law , for uncertainty and delay are the two elements which

now deter so many from seeking the regular and most satisfactory

means of obtaining the redress of their wrongs.
A CORRESPONDENT writes : “ In the ‘ Topics of the Week ’ in your

issue of the 20th inst. you refer to a decision reported in your

County Court news contained in the same paper. The Judge is
An attempt has been made to get over the rule that a shipowner reported to have held that a husband is not liable to pay for goods
has no lien for freight when no freight has been earned . A supplied for family use by a tradesman with whom he had for
charter -party provided that a ship should be loaded for Lagos bidden his wife to deal; and in your remarks you throw a doubt

with a general cargo, and bring back a cargo from Lagos, at upon the ruling of the Judge and the authority of the case in the
775. 6d. per ton for freight and hire, £250 to be advanced on Commor Pleas quoted by him in support of his view . I presume

signing bills of lading and clearing out , £5 a day demurrage. the case in question is Jolly v . Rees (10 L . T . Rep . N . S . 298),
After the vessel was loaded , but before she sailed, the charterers where it was held by ERLE, C . J . and WILLIAMS and WILLES, JJ.
failed . Under the bankruptcy, the shipowner claimed & lien for that it was not competent for the wife to make a contract binding
freight. It was disallowed by the County Court Judge, but the upon her husband for necessaries suitable to her estate and
shipowner appealed to the Chief Judge, and from the Chief Judge degree, against his will, and contrary to his order to her , though
to the full Court of Appeal. The point is one of some importance. without notice of such order to the tradesman. It is right to

It was contended first, on the principle of cases as to concurrent say that BYLES, J.dissented, saying: ' No private reservation of
acts, that the £250 became payable as a sum certain under the authority , or private agreement between husband and wife, not
contract as soon as the captain was ready and willing to sign the eommunicated to a tradesman honestly dealing with the wife by
bills of lading , and that that, therefore, constituted a sum certain supplying necessaries for the family in the ordinary course of
immediately and still recoverable as such , notwithstanding that domestic affairs, can affect the tradesman 's right to rely on the
the whole contract was determined and the voyage put an end to . apparentauthority of the wife.' Mr. Justice Byles's view is the
The LORD CHANCELLOR said that if it were necessary to decide same as that laid down by the Court of Exchequer in Johnson v .
that point, there would be very great difficulty in applying the Sumner (3 H . & N . 261). The case in question ( Jolly v . Rees) does
principle of the cases referred to to the case of the payment in not appear to have been cited in Phillipson v . Hayter, where the
advance, or at a particular stage, of an instalment of one entire question was as to certain articles being necessaries, the implied

consideration for one complete voyage or other service, where the authority of the wife to bind the husband not being otherwise
complete voyage or other service had never been performed , rebutted . I think Jolly v . Rees may fairly rank with those cases
and was on the non-payment entirely given up . But, assuming where it has been held that a surety is not discharged by a
even that it were so, how , his Lordship asked , does it become binding agreement to give time to the principal, though made
freight for which the nautical lien arises ? “ It was admitted that without his concurrence, if it is at the same time agreed
it would not be ordinarily so ; but it was contended that the lien that the surety shall not be discharged . In Smith ' s Manual of
was created by the express clause of lien . The express clause Common Law it is suggested that this last is contrary to principle .
is, however, for freight, dead freight, demurrage, and other charges. I may mention that I some time back moved for a new trial in &
It is not dead freight nor demurrage nor other charge, and it is County Court (the defendant having previously conducted his own

not freight in the ordinary sense of the word . But the contention case and lost), on the authority of Jolly v . Rees, and under
was that the word ' freight ' here was not to beread in the ordinary analogous circumstances, but the Judge declined to rehear the

sense, but that the clause was to be read in connection with the case." Our correspondent is doubtless correct in his conjecture ;
previous clause as to the payment of freight. The £250 , it is | but so much doubt has been thrown upon Jolly v . Rees that we
said , is there expressly stated to be payable as part of the freight, Isbould not have thought it could be used to support the doctrine
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law .

laid down by the learned County Court Judge. The utmost taken above, that collateral facts, though prior or subsequent to

extent to which Jolly v . Rees can be carried , as it appears the crime for which the prisoner is on his trial, if suffieiently con

to us, is that a husband may by private prohibition to the nected with the principal facts, are admissible in evidence.

wife prevent her from pledging his credit for necessaries in In the still more recent case of R . v . Garner et ua . (4 F . & F .

which he is no participator. In that case the necessaries were 346) the prisoners were charged with murdering, by means of

clothes for the wife and the children . The object of the majority arsenic , the mother of the male prisoner. Willes, J. here admitted

of the court in that case was to give the husband absolute dis evidence that Garner's first wife had been poisoned with arsenic

cretion as to his expenditure, and not to leave to juries to estimate nine months previously ; that an attendant who occasionally tasted

what may be suitable to his station . But obviously no such ques her food also showed symptoms of having taken poison ; that the

tion can arise where the necessaries are the necessaries of life food was always prepared by the female prisoner, and that the two

consumed in part by the husband himself. Jolly v. Rees is prisoners, the only other persons in the house, were not affected

doubted on principle by most text writers, and the judgment of with any symptoms of poison . This evidence, as in the former

Mr. Justice ByLES is inexorable logic, and we repeat that to apply case , was tendered and admitted for the purpose of rebutting the

the case as proposed would be an extraordinary extension of the inference of an accidental administration of the arsenic. The same

learned judge, in R . v . Harris (4 F . & F . 342 ) stated the true prin

ciple to be that facts should bereceived in evidence if the jury can

RELEVANCY OF EVIDENCE IN CRIMINAL CASES. fairly draw from them the conclusion thatby theact of the prisoner

CONSIDERABLE difficulty is frequently found in applying the rule an event similar to that charged in the indictment had previously

of evidence, which excludes proof of facts collateral to the point occurred. The prisoner in that case was indicted for arson , and

in issue. In the recent case of Reg. v . Cotton , an important ques the evidence of his identity being weak , it was proposed to show that

tion as to the admissibility of certain evidence of this character at a fire, which occurred a few days previously to another of the

was raised by the counsel for the prisoner . The facts of this case prosecutor' s buildings, the prisoner was seen standing by, with a

will be fresh in the minds of our readers. The prisoner was demeanour which showed indifference or gratification . This

indicted for themurder of a child by poison . It was proved that evidence was rejected , but it will be observed that it was tendered

arsenic was found in the child' s stomach , whereupon the prisoner 's for a purpose different from that for which collateral evidence was

counsel endeavoured to show that the child might have eaten the admitted in either of the previous cases ; it was here sought to eke -

arsenic of his own accord, or that, though administered by the out doubtful evidence of identity by ambiguous testimony of the

prisoner , it was done accidentally . To rebut the presumption prisoner's demeanour on former occasions, or, in other words, to

that the poisoning was accidental, the counsel for the Crown pro establish by means thereof, the substantive charge, whereas in

posed to give in evidence the death from arsenic of other persons R . v . Geering, and R . v . Garner, the fact of the death being proved ,

while in the prisoner's charge, or under her control. and evidence having in each case been given connecting the

This evidence was objected to on the ground of irrelevancy, prisoner with it , the evidence of other poisonings was admitted
but was eventually admitted . With a view to facilitate the future merely for the purpose of rebutting the hypothesis of accident.

application of the rule which excludes proof of collateral facts in In the very recent case of R . v . Balls (24 L . T . Rep. N . S . 760 ;

similar cases, we think that a consideration of some analogous 40 L . J ., 150, M . C .), the prisoner was indicted for embezzling

decisions may be useful. It may be assumed as an axiom that three sums of money from a coal society of which he was an

evidence of collateral facts which are incapable of affording any agent. It was his duty to pay into a bank every Tuesday to the

reasonable presumption as to the principalmatters in dispute will credit of the society the gross amount received by him in the

not be admitted , because it tends needlessly to consume the course of the week , and he was charged in three separate counts

public time; to draw away theminds of the jurors from the real with having embezzled the sums which should have been paid in

points in issue ; to excite prejudice, and to mislead ; while at the on three successive Tuesdays. It was proposed to show that the

same time the adverse party , having had no notice of such evi . prisoner had , during the three weeks, received thirty -one small

dence, cannot be prepared to rebut it . Though we confine our sums amounting, in the aggregate, to the sums stated in the

remarks to criminal proceedings, the same rule prevails in civil indictment. To this it was objected , that it would be admitting

causes — the only difference being that probably in the former the evidence of thirty -one different acts of embezzlement on one

exclusion of irrelevant evidence would bemore rigidly enforced . indictment. The evidence was received and the prisoner con

Such being the rale , let us proceed to consider the qualification victed . Cockburn , C . J ., in giving judgment on a case reserved

suggested by it, viz ., that where there is a reasonable connection
said , “ We think this conviction is right. Where a man has to

between the principal and evidentiary facts, proof of such facts account separately for each individual sum which he receives ,

is admissible. Thus it is laid down in Taylor on Evidence more than three sums or items cannot be put in one indictment,

( vol. 1 p . 334, 4th edit.), that when felonies are so connected but that is not this case. Even in that case, however, if the pur

together as to form part of one transaction , evidence of one may pose is not to prove the acts but to explain the intention and show

be given to show the character of the other. Itmight be inferred that the omission to account was not an accident, evidence may be

from this that evidence of collateral facts could not be relevant | given of other instances than those charged for that purpose."

unless they were contemporaneous with the specific charges under (To be continued .)

consideration , but though a dictum of Justice Bayley in Reg. v .

Ellis (6 B . & C . 147) , would appear to support such a supposition ,

it is submitted that this is not now the law , and that proof of DUTIES PAYABLE BY REASON OF DEATH .

collateral facts is receivable in certain cases, though not occurring (Continued from page 105 .)

at the same time as the act charged in the indictment, The second case to which we shall refer, viz ., Attorney -General v .

The first case to which we shall refer is one the facts of which Cecil (23 L . T . Rep . N . S . 20 ), has reference to the Succession Duty

bear a strong resemblance to that of Reg. v . Cotton . In Reg . v . Act, the facts as reported beingas follows: TheMarquis of S . was,

Geering (18 L . J . 215 , M . C .) the prisoner was indicted for the under his marriage settlement, tenant for life of certain estates,

murder of her husband by arsenic in Sept . 1848. Evidence was ofwhich his son , Lord C .,was tenant in tail. The Marquis and Lord

tendered on behalf of the prosecution of arsenic having been C . in 1855 barred the entail, and resettled the estates to such uses

taken by the prisoner's two sons, one of whom died in December as they should jointly appoint,and subject thereto to the uses of the

and the other in March subsequently, and also of a third son who old settlement. By two deedsdated in 1857 and 1860, the Marquis

took arsenic in the following April, but did not die . Proof was and Lord C . appointed certain of the settled estates to a trustee -

given of a similarity of symptoms in the four cases. Evidence for a term of years upon trust to raise , upon the death of the

was also tendered that the prisoner lived in the samehouse with Marquis, a large sum of money for the defendant. Lord C . died

her husband and sons, and that she prepared their meals. This in 1866 a bachelor, and the Marquis died in 1868 . The Crown

was objected to on the ground that the facts in question took place claimed duty at the rate of 3 per cent. from the defendant as upon

subsequently to the death of the husband, and that the effect of a succession created by Lord C . ; but the defendant contended

such evidence would be to show that the three cases of poisoning that under sect. 15 he was liable to pay duty at the rate of 1 per

were felonious. It was conceded that the evidence would have cent. only , which was the same rate of duty as his brother,

been admissible had the facts taken place previous to the death of Lord C .,would have paid . The court considered that the defendant' s

the husband . interest was a new succession , of which Lord C . was the settlor,

Pollock, C . B ., however , held the evidence receivable, as showing so that the case was excepted from the operation of the 15th section .

that the death of the sons proceeded from the same cause, viz ., We are inclined to think that the defendant was not liable to any

arsenic . “ The tendency," he says, " of such evidence, is to prove duty at all. We admit that ifby the disentailing deed the rever

and to confirm the proof already given , that the death of the sion in fee had been limited to Lord C ., he should be treated as

husband , whether felonious or not, was occasioned by arsenic . In predecessor of all persons who took by reason of his death ; but

this view of the case I think it wholly immaterial whether the the 12th section of the Act provided that, so far as he was

deaths of the sons took place before or after the death of the hus. concerned , he was to be treated as if the disentailing deed had

band . The domestic history of the family during the period that not been executed , so that had he survived his father, he would

the four deaths occurred is also receivable in evidence to show have been liable to pay duty at 1 per cent. upon the value of his

that during that timearsenic had been taken by four members of succession , or, in other words, his estate tail. The fact of the time

it, with a view to enable the jury to determine whether such taking for raising the charge having been postponed until the death of

was accidental or not." Alderson, B ., and Talfourd , J. concurred the Marquis, was sufficient to make the charge come altogether

with his Lordship in the opinion that the point ought not to be out of Lord C ' s estate, and not out of that of the Marquis, and

reserved. The above reasoning seems strongly to favour the view l we think that the case fell within the 15th section . The word
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“ succession " means “ any property chargeable with duty under | obtained the lion's share, because it was purely and simply a

the Act,” and it cannot be necessary that the whole of such partnership asset , is personal estate - personal estate to all intents

property should pass under the alienation , for sect . 43 empowers and purposes - and that the residuary legatees, whoare entitled to
the commissioners " at the request of any successor or any person it only because it falls within the gift of ' the residue of his per.

claiming in his right" to make separate assessments of the duty sonal estate and property must take it subject to the legacy duty

payable in respect of the interest of the successor in any separate which the law imposes on residuary legatees. It would take a

properties, or in defined portions of the same property, and it would good deal more than I have yet heard to satisfy me that a man

not therefore appear necessary that the whole estate or interest can with the same breath say effectually in this court . Give me

therein should pass by the alienation . A grant of a sum to be the money because it is residuary personal estate,' and declare

raised out of a reversionary estate is surely an alienation of so that it is not taxable because it is not residuary personal estate."

much of that estate as is necessary to meet such sum . If, there It appears to us that the conversion effected by means of a

fore, a portion of a reversionary estate or a sum to be raised binding contract for sale entered into by the testator and after .

thereout is capable of alienation , we cannot see how a new wards carried out, and the conversion effected by reason of the

succession arose in the case before us. There was already a property belonging to a partnership , are totally different. In the

succession , part of which was transferred , and that part was to former the testator has by his express act done all in his power to

fall into possession at exactly the same period as it would had no change the property for another of a different character, and at

alienation taken place. Where was the new succession ? If a his death the real property does not in fact belong to him , and if,

simple transfer of a reversion, without consideration , creates a new for instance, it be of a reversionary nature, the death of the tenant

succession through being a disposition within sect . 2 , a similar for life between the date of the contract and the testator's death,

transfer for valuable consideration would also fall within that will not in any manner affect his estate. It is true the legal

section . We take it that the contention of the defendant's estate is still vested in the testator, but that is all; he has, in

coupsel that to create a new succession a new life must be intro effect, only a lien upon the real estate to secure the unpaid pur

duced, upon the expiration of which some new interest is made chase money . In the latter case, however, the real estate does

expectant, is the true meaning of the clause, and, that being so , remain the property of the testator, and his estate will be affected

the defendant was only liable to contribute his share of the duty | by every fluctuation in its value. The object of equitable con

upon (the whole of the property , or , in other words, Lord Ci' s version as applicable to partnership property is solely to prevent

reversion , at thesamerate and timeas such duty would have been the operation of a legal rule under which the survivors would

paid upon such property had no alienation taken place. No duty become entitled to the whole of the property, which rule would

would ever have been payable in respect of such succession , for by clearly have an effect contrary to the intention of the several

the death of Lord C . the term for payment, which is fixed by partners. To carry out this object ,the Court of Chancery has

sect. 21, never arrived , for he was the only “ successor," and his made a rule that partnership property shall be considered per

life was the only basis upon which the calculation of duty could sonalty let its nature be what it may. In the present casethe law

have been made. If Lord C . had survived the Marquis, duty at has vested the whole of the partnership realty in D ., from whom it

1 per cent. would have been payable upon the basis of his life was necessary to obtain a conveyance before the court could carry

estate in the whole of the property , and it seemspreposterous to out a sale .

say that he should have been so liable , and that the defendant We quite concur, for the reasons wehave stated , in the decision

should have been also liable to pay further duty upon the same of the House of Lords but at that point, for the purpose of fiscal

property by the reason of the happening of the same event, and liabilities, the principle ofconversion must stop . So far as regards

that Lord C . would unquestionably have been so liable is clear the public at large it matters not whether the real estate be part

from sections 42 and 44 . If Lord C . was not so liable , duty could nership property or not, as it has to contribute to all impositions

be easily evaded, as, for instance, hemight have limited the whole to which other real estate is subject,and thatbeing so,why should

of the property or the greater portion to the use of his wife. the public be relieved of a portion of taxation ,for that is the proper
The third case to which we shall refer , viz ., Forbes v . Steven has way of looking at the question, because, owing to the particular

reference to the Legacy Duty Acts, the facts as reported being circumstances of the testator the property goes to his A relative
as follows : Sir C . with D . and E . carrying on business as partners instead of to his B relative. The question of conversion applies
under the style of C . and C ., in Bombay , purchased the premises in no further than to give the partnership real property , sold or
which the business was carried on , and had the conveyance made unsold , to the persons who are the testator's legatees, instead ofto
to the three, their heirs and assigns. The partnership was a the persons who are his devisees. Whoever takes takes in the
yearly one only , and in 1849 the partners were Sir C . and F ., their first instance at least an interest in realty , with a power of obtain
shares being respectively tbree- fourths and one-fourth . Sir C . by ing the legal estate without a legal conversion , and why , therefore,
his will gave the residue of his personal property to his grand should he pay duty in respect of the property which he gets which
children , and appointed English executors, and also appointed the in its relation to the general public is realty, when other people

several partners of the firm of C . and C . who might be living at who hold exactly the same class of property have not to pay such
Bombay at his death , executors of his will for the purpose of duty .
realizing his personal estate, including his dwelling-house and It will be noticed that the reasoning of the Vice-Chancellor
premises, and remitting the same to his English executors. would have been equally applicable in the case of a claim for pro

The premises in Bombay having been conveyed by D .,who had bate, but in the present case, however, no claim for probate duty

survived E ., to the executors of Sir C ., were sold under an order of could arise as the property was out ofGreat Britain at the testa

the Court of Chancery , and the purchase -money was paid into tor' s death .

court, and an arrangementwascome to for settling its distribution The Vice-Chancellor referred fully to the cases of Matson v.

between the representatives of the several partners. The Crown Swift ( 14 L . J., N . S., 354 , Eq.) ; decided by Lord Langdale,
claimed legacy duty upon the whole amount ( F . having also died ) and Custance v . Bradshaw (14 L . J., N . S ., 358 , Eq.) decided

upon the ground (amongst others) that partnership real estate by Wigram , V . C ,, and explained away both decisions upon

is considered in the Court of Chancery to be converted into money, | the ground that the circumstances were different, as we

and is therefore liable to legacy duty wherever such real estate admit they were. In both cases was the Crown unsuccessful in its

may be. James, V . C ., decided that legacy duty was payable, and attempts to obtain probate duty . In the former case the testator

basing his decision to a great extent upon the decision of had by deed conveyed the real estate to a trustee, upon trust for

the House of Lords in Attorney -General v . Brunning (8 H . of L . sale, and after payment of certain charges for the testator “ his

C . 243), which declared that probate duty was payable upon the executors, administrators, and assigns, and that without any

purchase-money of some real estate which the testator had con claim or equity therein , by, or in favour of the heirs as real repre

tracted to sell in his lifetime. The Vice-Chancellor quoted with sentatives of the testator, notwithstanding that the trust estate or

approval and adopted the words of Lord Chelmsford that " it any part thereof should or might remain unconverted at

certainly seems extraordinary that property which is recoverable the time of his death .” In the latter case rcal property

by the executor virtute officii which belongs to the next of kin and used for the purposes of the partnership had been conveyed

not to the heir at law , and which has the character of personalty to the testator and his co -partners as Tenants in Common .

thus impressed upon it in every other respect, should lose that In the case of Matson v . Swift, Lord Langdale stated : “ In the

character solely in relation to fiscal liabilities. It is difficult to present case an actualconversion was required , and has accordingly

understand upon what principle the conversion into personalty is been made since the testator's death , and the produce of the sale

to stop short of this point," and the Vice-Chancellor added that has been by this court treated as the personal estate of the

he was asked “ to hold that the House of Lords in Attorney . deceased . But I am of opinion that the Crown is not entitled to

General v . Brunning, left this as the singular state of the English any benefit from that conversion so made, and that the interest of

law , that whereas a conditional and contingent conversion , effected the deceased in the property was not subject to probate duty

by means of a contract for sale , enures, when completed, for the because, in fact, the interest of the deceased existed in the form

benefit of the Crown, as well as for everybody else , an uncondi. of an equitable interest in land of inheritance, and not in the form

tional, immediate, and absolute conversion , effected by means of of personal estate, in which form alone the administration of it

the contract of partnership , enures for the benefit of everybody could be granted by probate." And he was “ of opinion that the

else, but not for the benefit of the Crown. I am able to say that money to arise, and which afterwards did arise, from the sale of

no such absurdity is chargeable against that tribunal, or against the estate comprised in the deed , was not personal estate in respect

the English law ." The Vice -Chancellor further stated “ I have of which probate was to be granted , and therefore probate duty

therefore, no doubt, that the produce of thewarehouses, being the is not payable upon it.” In the case of Custance v . Bradshaw ,

produce of a partnership asset, of which Sir C .'s estate has in fact | Wigram , V . C ., stated : “ The case for the Crown was rested on
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this proposition that such property was in equity , though not in
fact , personal property for all purposes. Phillips v . Phillips
(1 L . J . N . S . 214 , Ch .) was referred to as having carried out that

rule and determined that real estate in such circumstances is
personal estate for all intents and purposes. A decision against

the Crown in this case would not conflict with that decision , or

with the other cases upon the same subject, and consequently I

am not called upon to express any opinion upon Phillips v . Phillips.
All that is necessarily involved in the cases referred to , including
that of Phillips v . Phillips, may be referred to this, that those

whom property directed to be converted , is vested in or bequeathed

to , are trustees for the owners of the personal estate, and the rule

is fully satisfied by that interpretation ." Again : “ Those who

claim under him are bound to take the property with the character

which the testator has impressed upon it, but that does not alter

the real nature of the property at the tiine of his death :” ( Bourne

v . Bourne, 11 L . J., N . S ., 416 , Ch .). Again : “ The right to

discharge the property from the trusts for sale on the part of the
testator, or those who claim under him , is part of the original
equity which , in the first instance, treats the real estate directed

to be converted as personal estate." And the Vice-Chancellor

concluded : “ The argument,which at the moment had some effect

on my mind, was that the interest of a deceased partner in the

estate is an interest in the balance to be recovered in respect of

the partnership accounts, but that, in my opinion , makes no

difference. That is true as between the partners themselves, but

it does not alter the nature of the property. The state of the

accounts may render a sale unnecessary, and so may the acts of

the parties themselves, so that no difference is made by that view
of the case ."

In the case of Darby v. Darby (25 L . J ., N . S ., 371 , Ch.) two

brothers had purchased land for the purpose of selling it again in
lots, and the purchase money was paid out ofmoneys standing to

their joint credit with their bankers, and the land was conveyed

to them as tenants in common . After selling some parts of the

land one of the brothers died , and Kindersley, V . C ., held that the

share of the deceased brother in the real estate " ought, as between
the real and personalrepresentatives, to be regarded as personalty.”

It is therefore fair to assumethat the Vice-Chancellor did not con

sider such real estate should be considered personalty except as

between the real and personal representatives.

We sball later on have occasion to refer to two or three other

cases in Chancery in which a direction for sale has been held not

to be a conversion out and out - or, in other words, for all pur

poses ; and if there be but one state of affairs under which a

direction would be held not to be a conversion , it seems to us but

reasonable to hold that so far as regards taxation such out and

out conversion should not be relied upon .

( To be continued .)

“ At such interview ," Mr. Merriman says in his affidavit, “ he (Ar.
Turner) stated that the defendant who was the plaintiff 's confidential
manager and agent had called upon him for advice as to how he should act
and the said Mr. Turner explained the embarrassing position in which his

client was placed and that he felt himself unable or unauthorised to carry

on the business during Mr. Beall's absence if that was likely to be of other

than a təmporary nature because to carry on the business would involve

the making of large purchases of goods the negotiation of consignments of

other goods on commission and the entering into of engagements involving
responsibilities which the plaintiff himself had always been accustomed to

do and which the defendant had never interfered in. It also appeared that

there was great danger of heavy loss arising to the plaintiff 's estate

through goods which were held on commission not being disposed of nor
returned to the consignors and there were a number of debts and claims

for payment of which pressing applications were beingmade and in respect

of which hostile proceedings were likely to be taken had they not been pre

vented the loss and damage would have been incalculable for an execution

or distress must not only have been levied upon the plaintiff ' s own pro .

perty but also upon goods which were held on commission as aforesaid .
There were also salaries wages rent and incidental expenses which it was

desirable to curtail and stop . That I was not able to give Mr. Turner an
assarrance that Mr. Beall would speedily recover although I informed him

ofmy belief that a few months of seclusion and curative treatment would

I thought restore his mental health . Mr. Turner said he could not let the
matter remain open so indefinitely as the position was one of much anxiety

to his client who desired to be relieved from the embarrassment and re

sponsibilities of his position and that I as Mr. Beall' s solicitor must do

something because Mr. Heather representing some of the members of Mr.
Beall' s family had given the defendant notice that he would not recognise

any of his transactions and that he (the defendant) would be held respon .

sible for all the property in the business which was of very considerable
value. That I discussed with Mr. Turner the expediency and desirability
of closing Mr. Beall's warehouse and winding up the business and deposit .
ing the proceeds upon security pending his recovery or being found a
lunatic and the appointment of a committee of his estate but to this Mr.

Turner pointed out that such a course would certainly be beyond his client' s

power and authority as Mr. Beall's manager and agent and that as Mr.

Beall believed he had started a lucrative business the defendantmight in
the event of the plaintiff recovering (as I hoped hewould recover) be liable
to have proceedings taken against him for destroying the business. That I
saw Mr. Turner on two or three occasions after this and we addressed our.

selves to the difficulties of the case and I was greatly assisted by his experi.

ence and counsel as he had himself acted for Mr. Beall and like myself I

believe he felt as he professed to do great sympathy for Mr. Beall's unfor.
tunate position and a desire to aid and assist in doing the best that could
be done for his interests and ultimately at Mr. Turner's suggestion weboth
agreed to take counsel's opinion in the interests of our respective clients
with the view of arririving at the bestmode of protecting the estate of Mr.

Beall who was then in confinement legally incompetent to act for himself

and at the same time to secure to Mr. Turner ' s client (the defendant) what

he required namely a proper discharge and indemnity .”

Messrs. Merriman thereupon filed a short bill, Beall (by his next

friend) being the plaintiff, and Smith the defendant, the sixth paragraph

of which alleged that “ under the circumstances above stated , great

difficulties have arisen with regard to the plaintiff's said business, and

great loss will be sustained by the plaintiff if steps are not immediately

taken to protect the plaintiff 's property by means of the intervention of

this hon. court, and in particular to wind-up or otherwise deal with the

said business and the affairs thereof."

The next step was the appointment of a receiver - Mr. W . J . White,
an accountant. He proceeded to realize the property , and by his affidavit

he states that Mr. Heather, the family solicitor , approved of his pro

ceedings. Hesays :

I have on several occasions during the proceedings in this suit communi.
cated with Mr. Heather and consulted with him respecting the same,and
particularly on the occasion of the said sale I caused a circular to be sent
to him announcing the said sale, and Mr. Heather 's son and partner
attended the said sale by tender, and soon after such sale I saw Mr.
Heather personally, and informed him of the result thereof, when he

expressed his full approval of the sale and his great satisfaction at the
result thereof, and throughout the proceedings in the suit Mr. Heather

always expressed his satisfaction at my appointment as receiver and

manager , and ofmy conduct in thematter.

And he adds that from his practical experience he could say that he

believed the proceedings in the cause saved the plaintiff's estate from

great waste and loss.

There appears to be some conflict of testimony as to what the pro
ceedings were in the chambers of the Vice-Chancellor on the appoint.

ment of the receiver, but the Lord Justice accepted Mr. Heather' s
statement that, after objecting that the suit was unnecessary, he

agreed to the appointment, but stipulated that no proceedings should be

taken without notice being given to him . Vice-Chancellor Wickens
in his judgment declared that he did not find this established .

That the family thought they had a promise to this effect the Vice

Chancellor thought reasonably clear ; and also that they ought to have
had notice of everything done in the suit, both as a matter of courtesy

and as a matter of right ; “ but,” his Honour added , “ as a matter of
fact, I believe that Messrs. Merriman and Powell did not consider any

such promise to have been made." In continuation of his judgment, his

Honour said , “ However, of the next step the family had notice. On the

14th December, 1871, it was proposed to sell the stock -in - trade. The
chief clerk , as I gather, thought that this was beyond the functions of a

receiver before decree, and probably suggested an immediate hearing, for
the purpose of getting over that difficulty. The cause was therefore

heard without notice to the family ; but I am inclined to believe on
the assumption of the petitioner's solicitors that when the family

assented to the sale they assented also to the chief clerk 's view upon this
point." About the necessity for the decree, the Vice-Chancellor enter

tained doubt. The Lords Justices had no doubt : they concluded that it

was altogether unjustifiable to spend a principal's money in giving relief
and a release to his agent.

Up to this point, judging impartially of the facts, and remarking that

THE IIABILITIES OF SOLICITORS FOR IMPROPER
SUITS .

Is making some comments last week upon the judgment of the Court of

Appeal in Chancery in the case of Beall v . Smith , we expressed our
reluctance to commit ourselves to any opinion upon themerits, thematter

being still sub judice - -that is to say , there being the remedy of an appeal

to the House of Lords. On reconsideration , however, we conceive that

the question involved is one so intimately affecting the fortunes and

characters of solicitors, that the facts of the case ought to be clearly
understood , and if Messrs. Merriman , Powell, and Co. have been guilty

of any misfeasance, that professional opinion should plainly express itself

to that effect ; but, on the contrary, if they have been made responsible

for an error in law and in judgment to which the Court of Chancery was
a party, they should be fully exonerated , and receive the sympathy of

their professional brethren.

The facts of the case are very few and very simple. Beall was a ware

houseman carrying on business in the City. In Nov. 1870, he first

became a client of Messrs. Merriman and Co., he having previously , it

would seem , been a client of a Mr. Heather. Messrs. Merriman received

Beall as a client, but declined to undertake some complicated matters on

which Mr. Heather was then engaged . Differences existing in Beall' s

family , his wife consulted Mr. Heather, whilst he himself was advised by

Messrs . Merriman . To the credit of the solicitors for husband and wife,

they appear to have made every effort to bring about a reconciliation ,

and this we mention at the outset, because Messrs. Merriman have been

accused of mala fides . It is obvious that had such reconciliation been

brought about, no stranger would have been introduced into the subse

quent proceedings, and the suggestion that the solicitors wished to act

independently of the family loses its weight.

The first step in connection with the lunacy of Beall was taken in the

Greenwich Police Court . Messrs. Merriman appeared for him there, and

urged the magistrate not to send him to a lunatic asylum ; but on a

medical report as to his mental condition , the magistrate made the order.

According to the affidavit of Mr.Merriman, Mr. Heather agreed with him

that it was undesirable to commence proceedings to have Beall declared

a lunatic. The next step in the matter was taken by the family , who

applied to Mr. Smith , Beall's manager, for an account of receipts and

payments and the stock on the premises. Smith (according to Mr.Mer.

riman's affidarit) consulted Mr. Alfred Turner (of the firm of Messrs.

Sole, Turner and Turner), who, in consequence called upon Messrs.

Merriman . We here arrive at a point when Messrs. Merriman are
entitled to give their own version of the proceedings to prove their bona

fides.
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LAW LIBRARY.although the Lords Justices were clear that nothing should have been done
by the solicitors of the next friend for the purpose of obtaining a decree ,
the Vice-Chancellor was not clear that the decree was needless, Messrs.

Merriman had proceeded in the ordinary way, with the consent of the
Chief Clerk , and the Vice-Chancellor exonerated them from even the

alleged breach of faith with the family in not communicating each step in
the proceedings.
We now come to the lunacy petition . On the 17th Feb. 1872, while

the snit was in progress , the usual petition for an inquiry was presented

in lunacy. Messrs. Merriman had notice, and appeared for the lunatic ,

demanding a jury , and on the order for further consideration of the suit,

obtained an order for the payment of their costs in the lunacy . On the

28th March 1872, Beall was found lunatic. From that time, in the

opinion of Vice-Chancellor Wickens, the next friend and his solicitors

ought to have considered their self- elected committeeship atan end . This

they did not do, but they proceeded to pass the receiver's and Smith's

acconnts , and after the cause had been set down for further consideration ,

proceeded to partially distribute the funds without notice to the person

having the conduct of the lunacy proceedings, or to the family .

Now with respect to the proceedings in lunacy, Mr. Merriman states

in his affidavit :

Immediately upon being served with the petition in this matter, I
attended at the Chambers of the Master in Lunacy, and there saw Mr.
Elmer, who represented the master on the occasion when I requested in .
formation as to the alleged sanction , desire, and requirements of the
master, referred to in the 41st paragraph of the said petition , and particu .
larly inquired what evidence or statement had been given by which the

said petition was authorised to be presented , but I was refused any infor.
mation whatever upon the subject, and although I stated to the said Mr.
Elmer that I was a respondent to the said petition , and produced to him
the copy petition which had been served upon me, he informed me that I
had no right to the information I asked for, and I could not ascertain
whether any authority had been granted or sanction given for the presenta
tion of the said petition .

And when the order in lunacy was made, counsel's opinion was taken as

to the effect which it would have upon the Chancery proceedings. The

managing clerk of Messrs. Merriman in his affidavit says:

The chief clerk having expressed a doubt as to the effectwhich the order

in lunacy would have upon the suit, counsel's opinion was taken upon the

matter, and be advised thatthe order dbe advised that the order did not affect the conduct of the suit ,

and that the same should be proceeded with in the ordinary course. This

opinion of counsel was laid before the chief clerk , and he agreed that it
was necessary to continue the suit until a committee was appointed , and

accordingly the suit was proceeded with in the ordinary course.

He also states that the fact that a son of the lunatic had been appointed

his Committee was not communicated to him by Mr. Heather or anyone
else .

It was imputed by Lord Justice James to Messrs.Merriman that they

were running a race with the lunacy proceedings. This is easily said , and

if Messrs. Merriman had been fully advised as to all the circumstances of

the institution of the proceedings in lunacy and their probable operation

upon the proceedings in Chancery, the imputation might be justified .

But we think it is perfectly clear that the solicitors were imperfectly in

formed and most unfortunately advised . Most unfortunately, also, the

Court did not set them right, and itself became a party to the mis

carriage.

Lastly , we arrive at the question of costs ; and the Lord Justice
having expressed his opinion that the solicitors were carrying on the suit
for their own purposes , the question of the costs should be narrowly

looked into . By order of the court in chambers, the costs of the plain
tiff , as between solicitor and client, were directed to be taxed , including

in the plaintiff 's costs any costs properly incurred by and incident to the
inquisition in lunacy. The receiver was directed to pay these sums out
of the money in his hands. Those costs included amongst others the
following items : 2461. to the accountant for investigating the books ; the
plaintiff' s costs 2071. ; the defendant' s costs 571. ; and the receiver's

poundage 1441. The Lords Justices made an order disallowing the
amount paid to the receiver , and the plaintiff's and defendant' s
costs after the appointment of the receiver. This strikes us as a hard
measure and rough justice. We have searched through all the papers
very carefully and with the sincere desire to trace out any reliable
evidence of a want of bona fides , and all that we can put our finger upon

is the means by which an order for the taxation of the costs was obtained.
Costs were included which the court were of opinion should not have
been included ; but the Vice-Chancellor considered that the representation
upon which such order was obtained , if wrong, was not intentionally so .

He remarked , however, “ Independently of the peculiar circumstances of
this case , it is I think the fundamental and necessary rule that a person

who ex parte as this substantially was, and behind the backs of the persons
entitled to object, gets from the court an order for payment of a fund
which was wrong, and which he was bound to know to be wrong , al.
though his intention may not have been otherwise than venial, cannot

be warranted, on the ground of his success, to claim a right to retain what
he so got. As a general rule , he must pay it back , and he must pay the
costs occasioned by its having been done.”

Wequite agree that any costs which the solicitors brought within the
order of the court, to which they were not strictly entitled , they were

bound to repay, and with costs ; but taking a full review of what the
Vice-Chancellor well describes as the “ peculiar circumstances ” of this

case, is there any pretence for saying that the solicitors acted otherwise

than bond, fide ? They proceeded in the suit with the sanction of the
Chief Clerk , and under the advice of counsel. They also acted under the
special direction of the court in distributing the fund and paying the
costs . From beginning to end we fail to discover either suppressio veri

or suggestio falsi ; and whilst the decree of the Lords Justices may be
legally sound , we must consider the measure meted out to Messrs .Merri
man exceedingly harsh , and wemust retain the opinion which weexpressed

last week, that it is calculated to excite some alarm in the Profession.

The Life of Lloyd, First Lord Kenyon, Lord Chief Justice of
England. By the Hon . GEORGE T . KENYON , M . A . London :

Longmans and Co.

Memoir of Thomas, first Lord Denman , formerly Lord Chief Justice
of England. By Sir JOSEPH ARNOULD , late Judge of the High

Court of Bombay. London : Longmans and Co.

WEregret that wehave nothing very favourable to say of either
of these works. The first probably would not have been compiled
had not Lord Campbell taken so much pains to pass a severe
judgment upon the character of its subject ; whilst the second,
expanded into two somewhat bulky volumes, might most advan .
tageously have been compressed into one of moderate dimensions.

There were certainly events in the life of Lord Denman which

justified the publication of a volume, and his character was high

and noble , and such an one as it is desirable to keep before the

eyes of aspiring lawyers. Butwe cannothelp thinking that a great

mistake is committed when as much care is bestowed upon the

little and the domestic phases of the life of an eminent person as

upon the great features of his career . The author of Lord Den

man 's memoir has not, however, limited himself to the minute

details of the everyday life of his hero, but has indulged his

readers with much weak oratory and third -rate literary produc

tions. More than this, we are favoured in the appendix with
some corporate addresses to the learned judge of the Common

Pleas, Mr. Justice Denman , on travelling the circuit upon which

his father won his fame. Sir Joseph Arnould has doubtless con
sidered it incumbent upon him as a biographer to tell all he

knew . A literary hack would have omitted the bulk of the mild

speeches and homely letters which are set out in the pages before

us, and would thus have toned down some of the Lord Chief Jus

tice's foibles.

According to the present biographer, Lord Denman began

life as a model baby, shone as a pupil of Mrs. Barbauld 's , and,

although he did nothing brilliant at either Eton or Cambridge,

the fact is so treated as to leave rooin for the exercise of a lively

imagination . His seven years at Eton are a blank in the bio

graphy, although we are told the relatives with whom he stayed

during the vacations ; and it is freely confessed that at Cambridge

the mathematics were toomuch for him . He was a good scholar,

however, notwithstanding, but, as scholars frequently do, he made,

on one occasion at least, a most unhappy use ofhis classicalattain

ments. His speech on the trial of Queen Caroline, not only was

ill- judged in its peroration , but contained classical allusions which

so much offended the King that Denman with great difficulty

recovered the favour necessary to ordinary advancement in his

profession .

It will be perceived from what we have said that we do not

regard Lord Denman as one of our greatest judges. His legal
knowledge was not profound, and he had not the brilliant

qualities which we call genius, and which supports a judge's
reputation in the absence of that knowledge. But he was an

eminently hardworking , highminded and conscientious judge

one of a class of judges who probably do the most substantial
service to the country ; upright, dignified , sufficiently learned , and

courageous. Lord Denman lived in stirring times, when courage
was an essential qualification for persons seeking to occupy
honourably high public positions.

It would be a waste of time and space to refer to Lord
Denman ' s career up to the time that he became Solicitor -General

to Queen Caroline - it was the career of a very successful advocate.

He had plenty of business at sessions and on circuit , and full

details of his successes are set out in his letters to his wife which

are largely resorted to by his biographer. His intercourse with

Brougham is interesting , but we think this portion of the

biography considerably marred by dwelling upon the wretched

picture of misery presented by the life of the Queen during and
subsequent to her trial. It was certainly not in any way neces

sary to the due realization of the character and qualities of Lord

Denman . All the autobiographical passages on this subject

would have been judiciously omitted .
The law is principally indebted to Lord Denman in his character

as a law reformer, and he himself considered this to be his great

claim upon the gratitude of his country , one of the results of his

labours being by his own direction recorded upon his tomb. He

was among the first to draw attention to the flagrant abuses of

the Court of Chancery , fostered as they were by the carelessness
or indolence of Lord Eldon ; and the amendment of our law of

evidence which was the work of a statute bearing his name is
perhaps one of the best monuments which could be erected to his

memory . Everyone admits the value of the reforms which he
inaugurated ; we know why they were carried , and it is rather

late in the day to reproduce a magazine article which expounded

his views previous to the carrying of the necessary measures.
But although a more enterprising biographer could have done

much to improve this part of the subject it is , as it stands, of
considerable interest .

Owing to the offence given to the King, as already mentioned,

Denman had much difficulty in obtaining his position as King's

Counsel. “ King' s Counsel at Last " is the heading of the 16th
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chapter, a chapter which, occupying severalpages,might have been “ The Life of Lord Kenyon " has been published with the

compressed into twenty lines . Herewehave extracts from speeches declared object ofmeeting and resenting the unfriendly comments

at city dinners, autobiographical records of the most ordinary of Lord Campbell. In his preface our author says : “ I do not

description respecting interviews with the Duke of Wellington think that posterity will ratify Lord Campbell' s condemnation of

and the progress of his intercession with the King ; and then a Lord Kenyon 's character, but I have felt it a duty which , as one

series of letters of congratulation from all sorts of known and un of his descendants, I owe to his memory, to give to the world all

known people. And when we come to Lord Denman as Lord Chief | the facts in the possession of his family, which may enable the

Justice the glory oftheevent is obscured by the intrusion of inci- public to form an impartial opinion as to his merits." With

dents absolutely childish . His first “ judicial circuit " seems to lawyers Lord Kenyon 's character required no vindication . We

have excited not only veneration and esteem , but comments in the are most of us suspicious of “ John Campbell,” and the law which

provincial press on his personal appearance. A lady unwisely pre Lord Kenyon gives us is received with respect, and is quoted as

served someof the comments, which unfortunately fell into the high authority . In this work , as in that noticed above, there are

hands of Sir Joseph Arnould. To justify the discontent which per many records of trifles, but the work is of interest, andmay prove

vades this review we will here cite one specimen ofthe letters with attractive to those anxious to understand the politico- legal

which these volumes are filled . Lord Denman writes from Lincoln history of the time in which Lord Kenyon lived .

to Lady Denman :- “ I have been completely confined to the court

all theweek , till after post time yesterday ; but everything was

then cleared away except one case of murder. All things have
Manual of Lunacy. A Handbook relating to the Legal Ca

gone off very well : theattendance ofmagistrates and grand jurors and Treatment of the Insane. By LITTLETON S . WINSLOW , M . ,

very large. Wehad more than forty guests at dinner , including and M . L ., & c. London : SMITH, ELDER, and Co.

the Lord Lieutenant (Lord Brownlow ) and Lord Winchelsea, THIS book has evidently been compiled with the greatest possible

whom , to my surprise, I found to be a very agreeable man . Sir care, under the affectionate supervision of the author's father , Dr.

Charles [Lady Denman 's maternal uncle ] attended in excellent Forbes Winslow . The statutory regulations as to finding pers ) s

health and spirits, and with good reports of all at homeand abroad . lunatics, the jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery over lun S

Wehave a brilliant day, and hope for a delightful ride to Newark . and their property , the provisions as to asylums, and the treat

Weenter Nottingham exactly at noon to-morrow .” And we ment of lunatics, are set out in lucid order, and with sufficient

ought to say thatmore than three pages are occupied with an ex . fullness to form a reliable guide. The undoubted increase of
tract from an article in the Morning Herald published at the time insanity in the country , unhappily , gives increased importance to

of Lord Denman 's appointment. this subject, and solicitors, as we have recently seen by very costly

Wemost distinctly say that we strongly object to this process experience, require to exercise great caution in acting with

of bookmaking , which must inevitably produce the impression | reference to the estates of lunatics. Whilst we heartily commend

that there was not enough importantmaterial to make a respect the general scheme of Mr. Winslow 's book , we think he has gone

able biography. This, however, is not the fact. Lord Denman too far in attempting to give an epitome of our jurisprudence , and

was actively engaged in questions of great legal and constitutional he has not turned the space he has devoted to it to the best

importance, and in writing his memoir a good opportunity was advantage. A handbook of the medical jurisprudence of insanity

afforded of skilfully placing these questions before the reader. might possibly be of some use, but to devote a part only of a

But, whilst Sir Joseph Arnould carefully details every domestic handbook to it made it requisite that it should be strictly technical.

incident and circuit joke, he shirks the difficult part ofhis subject. Mr. Winslow , however,has gone in for giving literary embellish

At p . 46 of his second volume, he says, referring to the question ments to his work , and in this respeet we think he erred . The

of privilege raised in Stockdale v. Hansard : - “ No attempt will value of his handbook is not necessarily thereby diminished , and

here be made to weigh the authorities adduced on either side in as the statutes and formsare given in extenso, we anticipate that

this ably and exhaustively debated question . Those specially it will become the vade mecum of practitioners in lunacy .

interested in legal and constitutional studies will find ready access

to the authentic materials of enquiry in the published Reports of

Parliament and of the Court of Queen 's Bench ” - thus adroitly Introduction to Roman Law . By JAMES HADLEY, LL . D ., late

evading a task requiring someknowledge and the exercise of some Professor of Greek Literature in Yale College London :

ability. In the next sentence thebiographer remarks that his work Sampson Low , Son, and Marston .
is intended for thegeneral reader rather than for “ specialstudents The Roman Law of Persons. By W . H . RATTIGAN, M . A ., Ph . D .

of constitutional law ." This is the key to the whole work . Lord London : Wildy and Son .

Denman has been made the peg upon which to hang a mass of
PROFESSOR HADLEY'S twelve Academical Lectures, which have

minute and trifling detail interesting to the general reader. As a been published as an Introduction to Roman Law , in our opinion,

consequence his reputation is made to suffer, his littlenesses are furnish a most attractive treatise on a difficult subject. We have

carefully described , and his greatness magnified by newspaper read the work with great pleasure. Whilst singularly accurate in

flattery so as to becomealmost ridiculous. all its details, the author has so simplified thematter as to makethe

We need here only remind our readers of some of the important first insight into the study clear and satisfactory. Pedantry is

matters in which Lord Denman was engaged - the Nottingham studiously avoided . Wo notice in the first lecture a very happy

Insurrection , the Queen 's Trial, Stockdale v . Hansard, the questions
description of the Digest. “ It is ,” says Professor Hadley, “ as if

arising out of the Suppression of the Slave Trade, the important one should make a compend of English law , by selecting the

and interesting question relating to the marriage laws arising out most judicious and accurate statements from treatises like those

of the prosecution of Reg. v . Mills ; O 'Connell's case , and Dr. of Blackstone and Kent, and the most pithy, pointed, luminous

Hampden 's case. Wedo not say that these matters do not find a utterances from the decisions of Judges like Mansfield, Scott,
place in the work of Sir Joseph Arnould , but they are padded in Marshall, and Story, and placing them together in an arrange
a way which detracts from their intrinsic merit and importance. ment which , if not altogether scientific , should be at least prac
To take only one example - Lord Denman 's judgment in the tically convenient, natural, and easily comprehended .” The

O 'Connell case. Who cares two straws what somehack writers in
Professor 's lectures abound in cultivated criticism and learned

the Morning Post and Morning Chronicle thought on the subject ?
comparison , and we cordially commend the volume to the atten .

Yet in the middle of the second volume a great part of the first tion of beginners in the study of Roman law .

being occupied with rapturous description of Denman 's voice and
Mr. Rattigan has furnished to the student a dry and technically

appearance — the Post is quoted to this effect : “ The dignified accurate treatise de jure personarum . He makes no claim to

impressiveness of his Lordship 's manner,and the graceful earnest
originality. “ All I claim to have done is to have carefully studied

ness of his elocution, are such that they not only engage the the works of the old civilians; to have compared their views

attention , but almost win the assent of any feeling auditory, even
with those of the modern continental jurists, and to have honestly

before the subject matter is fully compassed by the understand
examined for myself the original writings of the Roman juris .

ing." This in itself is nonsense, and to perpetuate the flattery of consults, and from all these sources to have compiled an un

the hour in a memoir intended , we presume, to be historical,
pretentious volume which might assist the student in the better

seems to us to be simply absurd .
understanding of the jus personarum of the Romans.” Wehave

We have indicated the rock upon which our author has split . | looked carefully through Mr. Rattigan 's labours, and we think

He has endeavoured to make his memoir “ popular ” - and that he has carried out his design most faithfully . All his propo

popular we can quite believe it will be . Many people will enjoy sitions are supported by authority , and he appends an excellent

looking beneath the ermine, “ going with George to Cambridge ” index.

who is never mentioned without a footnote, to the effect that
" this is the Hon . Mr. Justice Denman " _ following the interest of Messrs. STEVENS and HAYNES send us a Manual of the Laws and

theChief Justice in affairs at Eton , even to the circumstance of the Courts of the United States, and of the several States and Terri

wife of Provost Hodgson being in the garden within a fortnightof tories , with a directory of reliable practising lawyers, edited by
her confinement, and so on . Sir Joseph evidently has thought Mr. HORACE ANDREWS, of the New York Bar. The work , we are

little of what the legal profession may think of the work . For told in the preface, is designed for lawyers and business men .
Lord Denman's sakewe should have been glad could the Profes The object appears to be to give a plain statement of the law ,

sion have welcomed it as a worthy tribute to his memory as one of practice, and procedure of the courts, without the citation of

its ornaments. In every respect it falls short of this. We fear authority, so as to be a guide to nonprofessional persons. It must

Sir Joseph Arnould has done the same unkind office to Lord prove a most useful epitome, for it contains a great amount of

Denman that Holliday did to Lord Mansfield . varied information .
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SOLICITORS' JOURNAL.
solicitors' remuneration , and had been assured | THE Council of the Incorporated Law Society
that a measure would be introduced into Parlia . have fixed the amount of the subscription of
ment by the Government (which our readers are members of the society for the year ending 31st

In our last issue we directed attention to the in aware was in due course so introduced ) for the Dec. 1874 , at the same sums, both in the case of
convenience arising from there being only one purpose of facilitating the transfer of land , and town and country certificates, as have been paid

commissioner extraordinary in Middlesex (exclu that, should the samebecome law , it would , of for several years past.

sive of the city ) for taking affidavits or special
course, be most desirable that some corresponding

bail to be used in the Court of Chancery or
change should be made in the mode in which

superior Courts of Common Law in Ireland. We
solicitors were to be remunerated , and that they , We understand that the preliminary negotiations

now propose to call attention briefly to the rules
therefore, considered that it would not bewise to with a view to the amalgamation of the Metro
attempt any agitation for the reduction of the

and orders issued pursuant to the 13 Vict., cap .
politan and Provincial Law Association with the

certificate duty, pending the consideration of the
18, under which Act such commissions are

Incorporated Law Society are still proceeding,
more important matter to which they re and we shall hope to be able early in the en .

issued . They require that applications for such ferred . Here, then , we have the opinion of the suing year to congratulate the Profession on

commissions shall be by motion to the court from Council in Chancery -lane upon this certainly the accomplishment of this desirable object,

which a commission is sought, grounded upon not unimportant subject. The members of the which must tend largely to bring about the

affidavit and numerous certificates, certified
certificates. certified Profession know very well the fate of the proper organisation of the Profession . It must

copies of which have to be left with the clerk of
Land Title and Transfer Bill of last session , not be forgotten that to realise the objects of

the court. If an application is entertained , the
and we gather that because of the introduo. those who are working for this union , sacrifices
tion of that measuro to the Houses of Par

primary order on the motion is that the matter
will have to be made by individual and hard .

liament the Council of the English Society was of working members of the less important society :
stand over, in the meantime a copy of such order opinion that agitation for the reduction of the the members of the committee of which will have
with a reference to the document on which it has certificate duty should not be attempted . We a fair claim to any vacancies that may occur on
been grounded has to be delivered , within a are almost tempted to ask where is there a record the Council.
specified time, to every commissioner for the like of their ever having attempted any agitation , but,
purposes in the same town as the applicant, remembering the rebuke of our correspondent at A SUFFICIENT time has now elapsed since the

and within ten miles thereof. The attorney of
Leeds, we will leave it unasked . But,moreover, publication and issue of the scale of charges by

the applicantmust attend the court in person as
the Council did not advise agitation on the ques the Council of the Incorporated Law Society to

well on the application for the primary order as
tion , because if the Land Transfer Bill became

law , it would " bemost desirable that some corre
enable us to ascertain the feelings and opinion of

upon every subsequent application , to answer
the Profession generally upon it , and in this we

sponding change should be made in the mode in
questions, & c . After the primary order has been which solicitors were to be remunerated ” - in

are aided in no small degree by the, we may say,

made, notice thereof and of the day on which the other words, even if a necessity for the reduction
exhaustive correspondence which has for a long

final order is to be moved for, is notified by the of the annual certificate duty existed, yet no
time past appeared in our columns and in those

of other journals. The opinion seems to be

clerk of the rolls on each day in full term , until action should be taken , because something else that while “ The Scale" is well adapted to cases
the matter is disposed of. Before the final order might become desirable on the happening of a

certain event. Wemust confess it is difficult to
in which the money transactions are large, yet

is moved for an affidavit of the due service of the that it does not offer to solicitors a sufficient re.

* primary order must be made and filed . From
follow this reasoning, because, supposing the muneration in small cases. A correspondent in

the above our readers will learn not only that in
measure for facilitating the transfer of land had
become law , and supposing the desirability for

our last issue suggested as a remedy for this, that

order to obtain the above appointment there is corresponding change in remuneration had there .
in addition to the commission , special fees should

much formality , but especially that there is much upon arisen , yet that desirability might have re .
be allowed for particular work , somewhat on the

expense , so much indeed that while the present mained unaccomplished for session after session
principle of the scale for probate , & o . The in

rules and orders are in force there is little chance of Parliament. If the Council of the Incorporated
vestigation of titles involving as they do so much
responsibility for solicitors, we hope to hear that

of our enjoying greater facilities than at present Law Society are of opinion that the annual

certificate duty should be reduced, we can
the council are further deliberating upon the

exist for swearing affidavits in London in con
matter, and we have no doubt that any represen

nection with business in the Irish courts.
only say we cannot find sufficient reason in
their contention

tation of the Profession to them as well through
to justify a delay in that the medium of our columns as direct, will receive

agitation , without which it seems they think

no reduction can be accomplished ; and in
| due attention and consideration .

In our issue of the 29th ultimo, we called atten - this we certainly entirely agree with them .
tion to the necessity for bringing the practical Upon reeeipt of the communication from theexperience of solicitors to bear on the framing of English Society , “ Your Council,” says the re . A LETTER from law stationers, in Chancery - lane,of

thenew rules to be used in working the Judicature

port of the Irish Society, " immediately forwarded known respectability appeared in our last issue,

a copy of it to the Provincial Law Societies at
occasioned , we think fairly , by our complaint of

Act,and which are now being framed by threemem
the sale of spurious notices and forms of all kinds

bers of the Bar.
Belfast, Cork , and Waterford , and it seemed to be

In conformity with a previously

indicated intention , we now subjoin the names of

considered expedient to go forward in the matter by many law stationers in Chancery -lane. No
without having the assistance and co-operation of professional, or indeed non -professional, man

solicitors who we think most qualified , by reason
the Profession in England, for which , under the can travel the lane without noticing the extensive

of the ork in which
circumstances stated , your council could not display of these documents of all kinds - leases,

to undertake the suggested supervision : The hope.” Here is another illustration of the un .
or agreements for same,wills, bills of sale , agree

President of the Incorporated Law Society and animity of feeling existing among the Profession ments between landlord and tenant,and fifty other
the Presidents of the thirty - five other Law in Ireland, and determination to promote the formswhich should , and can only with safety , be

Societies ; Messrs. Baxter, Rose,Norton , and Co . ;
| interests of solicitors in the face of all opposition

prepared by members of the Profession . We feel
that our reference to this subject must not pass,

Gregory, Rowcliffe, and Co. ; Ashurst, Morris , or supineness. even for the present, without our saying that in

and Co . ; Bircham , Dalrymple, Drake, and Co. ; w
| We are asked by a firm of London solicitors to our opinion there are few law stationers known to

Fearon , Clabon , and Fearon ; Messrs. Ford and give publicity to a system of touting which is
| us who do not, or have not, trenched on the work

Lloyd ; Cookson , Wainwright, and Co. ; Thomas | perhaps worse than any other to which of late we
of the Profession , not, it may be, to an extent

and Hollams ; Lewis , Munns, and Co . ; Link- have had occasion to call attention . The solicitors
rendering them liable to penalties, but to an

laters , Hackwood , and Co . ; Field , Roscoe, and in question having been consulted by a poor client
extent adverse to the interests of the Profession .

Co. ; Longbourne and Longbourne ; Farrer, Ouvry , in reference to a will proved at Doctors' Com . We refer more particularly to work which London
and Co. ; Jevons and Ryley, Liverpool ; Mr. mons, they recommended him , with a view of law stationers undertake for country solicitors,

Marshall, Leeds ; Mr. Ryland , Birmingham ; Mr.

saving expense, to go there himself, and make the which , however, very many country practitioners

Saunders,Birmingham ;Mr.Broomhead ,Sheffield ;

necessary search , in order to ascortain the con . feel can only be safely and properly intrusted to

tents of the will. Having given their client the London agents. . .

Messrs. Ford , Exeter ; Mr. W . L . Harle, New necessary directions,and hehaving proceeded to the
castle -upon - Tyne ; Messrs. Ford , Portsmouth ; Probate Office, that occurred to him which occurs The letter of a London solicitor, which we print
Field and Co., Norwich ; Messrs. Darlington , almost daily to others. The man meets what he in another column,and which would haveappeared

Bradford ; Maddock and Sharp, Chester ; Parsons takes to be an authorised messenger , wearing a ' in our last issue but for pressure on our space, 13

and Bright, Nottingham ; and Mr. J . M . Daven - 1 white apron , who gets into conversation with him , I one which London practitioners will do well to

port, Oxford . Copies of the draft rules should and having ascertained his business and other consider, with a view to the adoption of similar

be sent to each , and they should be empowered | necessary particulars, takes him into Doctors' | tactics in relation to the hundred and one other

to appoint a committee to finally settle them on
Commons, and afterwards to an “ agent ” of some needless obstacles which arise daily in connection

behalf of solicitors as a body .

kind, who, without the least occasion , obtains an with the work done by solicitors with the
office copy of the will ; and in the end the unfor - officials in most of the public offices. The
tunate man , only wishing to ascertain the nature thanks of the Profession are certainly due to
of certain provisions in the will, receives a bill of Mr. Mason for his persistence in remedying his

ALTHOUGH little or no pressure has been brought £4 odd , which he is obliged to pay , and this for | undoubted grievance, which work he property
to bear upon the Council of the Incorporated Law work which the solicitors would have undertaken completes by addressing himself to the team
Society , with a view to the reduction of the at less cost, probably . No one can attend at press upon the subject. Our readers will notice
annual certificate duty, and although , therefore, Doctors' Commons without seeing these touts in how completely the observations in our issue os
they have not perhaps been called upon to convey numbers, three or four at the least, whose costume the 13th instant on the subject of the antiquated
to the Profession their opinion upon this subject, I certainly suggests that they are in some way and obstructive requirements which obtain in the
Yet it may be interesting to our readers to learn l officially connected with Doctors' Commons, and I Pavmaster-General' s office are confirmed by Mr.

the view of the council upon it. We gather from we are quite satisfied , from other information Mason 's letter. The consideration of this gentle
& statement in the columns of our contemporary , | within our knowledge, make a very good living by |man's letter reminds us of the petty objections
the Irish Law Times , that early in the present inducing tho unwary to give orders , and take steps which are constantly raised in connection
year the Council of the Society of the Attorneys the nature of which is not explained to , or under . / business in Doctors' Commons. The clerksof
and Solicitors of Ireland addressed through their stood by them . These men have a regular system seats, with some few exceptions, seem to delight

secretary a letter upon this subject to the Council of inquiring of all those who appear to be in returning the papers whenever there is a shado
of the English society , requesting to know whether search of information , as to the nature of their of exouse for doing so, and in this way the com

they thought that any and what steps could be business.
taken, with roasonable prospects of success, to

pletion of matters is often delayed for weeks,
and London solicitors are often driven to their

obtain the reduction of this duty , and the reply Weunderstand that the Railway Commissioners wits ' ends to furnish to their country clients
received was to the effect that the Council were of have appointed the 6th proximo on which further reason and necessity for returning the pape

the papers,

opinion that it was not desirable to take any to proceed in the matter of the Corporation of so difficult is it to gather the purpose of

steps, the moro 50 as they had had an interview | Dover y . South Eastern Railway and London , questions raised by these officials. We 10

with Lord Chancellor Selborne on the subject of ' Chatham , and Dover Railway Companies .
solicitors will follow our correspondent's good

ith
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example,and bring all frivolous objections raised V .C . MALINS' COURT. stances, participate with legitimate children in
in any of the public offices before the chiefs of de Saturday, Dec . 20. the benefit of a gift or & bequest to children
partments , who will, we hope and believe , for generally." And in Hill v . Crook (42 L . J.
their own credit , and the public good, deal with DORIN V . DORIN .

712), Lord Chelmsford says : “ I know of no

such matters as the Lord -Chancellor does not Will - Construction - Nlegitimate children .
objection in law to a gift to children with a clear

seem to have hesitated to do in the case com - | In this administration suit a question of some intention that it shall apply to existing illegiti.

plained of by Mr. Mason . interest and peculiarity aroso under the following mate children being so applied , although after .
circumstances :- The testator, by his will, after born illegitimate children must be excluded and
bequeathing all his real and personal property to the gift be extended to future legitimate children.”

WHETHER the decision of the Judge of the his wife in trust for her own use during her life, I consider, therefore, that I am warranted by

Brighton County Court in Smith y . Angove (re. proceeds as follows : - " And I leave her at liberty authority , as I think I am clearly by principle , in

ported in our last issue, p . 128) is well founded or to direct the disposal of the property among our saying, as I do , that the future children of the

not, it is certain that the lesson , to be learnt by children by will at her death in such manner as testator and the plaintiff, if there had been any,

solicitors from the circumstances and decision in she shall think fit , and should she make no will I would have been included in this gift. There

that case is , that, once & writ of fi. fa , is in the desire that the property existing at her death must, therefore, be a declaration that the two

hands of the sheriff or his agents, it is not safe shall be divided , so far as it may be practicable to infant illegitimate children are the objects of the

for the plaintiff's attorney to issue any instruc do so, equally between my children by her." . The power of appointment given to the plaintiff, and

tions to the officer - hardly indeed to express an testator, who was possessed of freehold and lease that they takeas the children of the said testator

opinion , unless aceompanied with a reservation hold property in London and elsewhere, and other by her, in default of her exercising the power. A

(which might always be made by letter, thereby property , of the value of about £23,000, was contrary construction would leave these children ,

saying all question as between the attorney and twice married . By his firstmarriage he had two who are clearly shown to have been the primary

the sheriff 's officer) thatthe attorney is not to be children , both of whom died in his lifetime. One object of the testator' s affection , destitute, and

prejudiced by any act of his,which otherwise might of these children died intestate and without issue, would also have the effect of making him intes

be construed into a liability between them . When but the other left issue an only child . By his tate as to the corpus of his estate, which it is

thewrit is handed to the sheriff , sheriff's officers second wife, whom he married shortly before the quite clear he did not intend to be. The costs of
well know , or are to be taken as knowing, that date of his will, he had two children , both of all parties would be out of the estate.

there is no pretence for alleging any privity whom were born before the marriage. The ques

of contract between them and the attorney issu : tion then arose whether, under these circum

ing the process, and very strong grounds ought stances, the two children born before themarriage UNCLAIMED STOCK AND DIVIDENDS IN THE

to be shown for fixing the attorney with such a could take under the words of the will, The case BANK OF ENGLAND ,

liability . The intention to accept such should be was argued on the 4th inst ., and the Vice Chan . [ Transferred to the Commissioners for the Reduction of the
National Debt, and which will be paid to the persons

shown by evidence of a weightier kind than would cellor delivered judgment this morning . respectively whose names are prefixed to each in three

be considered sufficient in ordinary cases ofalleged | Cotton , Q . C ., and Kekewich appeared for the months, unless other claimants sooner appear. )

contract. plaintiff ; Glasse , Q . C ., and Vaughan Hawkins for ALEXANDER (Henry) , San Francisco , California , gentleman ,
the illegitimate children ; Pearson , Q . C ., and £100 Reduced Three per Cent. Annuities. Claimant, said

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. F . C . J . Millar for the grandson of the testator. Henry Alexander

The VICE -CHANCELLOR said : It is clearly CLARKE (Katherine), Chargrove, Cheltenham , spinster,
DAMAGES TO SEA-WALL BY VESSEL . - The £291 6s.6d. New Three per Cent. Annuities. Claimant,

owners of a vessel, which the crew have left owing
proved in the cause that the testator always said Katherine Clarke.

to stress of weather, are answerable , under sect.
acknowledged the two children born before his COLLEDGE ( Thos. Richardson ), M . D ., Cheltenham , one pay

ment on the enm of £15, Red Sea and India Telegraph

74 of the Harbours, Docks, and Piers Clauses marriage as his children ; he had them , in fact, I Annuity . Claimant, said Thos . R . Colledge .

Act (10 & 11 Vict. c . 27) for damage done to a sea
baptised as such. Having , then , only these two

wall, after the crew have left her : ( The River
CREDITORS UNDER ESTATES IN CHANCERY ,children , the younger of whom had been born in

1861, and having married their mother the day LAST DAY OF PROOF .

Wear Commissioners v . Adamson and others, 29 BIRD (Wm. H .), 8. Elizabeth -place, North
before, he made his will in these terms. (His Brixton ,

L . T . Rep . N . S . 530. Q . B .).
Surrey, builder. Jan . 1 ; J . R . Church, solicitor, 9 , Bed

Honour here read the will.) Under these circum . ford-row , Middlesex. Jan . 8 ; V . C . H ., at three o'clock . .
WILL — MISDESCRIPTION OF EXECUTOR — stances, what did the testator mean by the ex . BOLTON ( Thomas J . ), Grove Park, Kingsbury, and of

EXTRINSIC EVIDENCE - PROBATE . — Testator Gough -street, Clerkenwell, Middlesex. Jan . 12 ; J . A .

i pression " our children " and " my children by Edwards, solicitor, & , Old Jewry, London , Jan . 21 ;
nominated as one of his joint executors " Georgina | her.” It cannot for a moment be doubted that V . O . M , at twelve o 'clock .

Geraldine de Bellin . ” At the timeof the making he must have intended the two illegitimate chil. CLARKE ( Jos.), Ramsey, Essex , farmer, Jan . 1 ; H . S .

of the will there was no person corresponding to dren he already had by the plaintiff . The inten . Goody, solicitor , North-hill, Colchester . Jan . 15 ; M , R .,
at eleven o 'clock.

that description . The court admitted extrinsic tion . then , being clear, it is the duty of the court | Cox (John ), Portrea, Southampton , widower, brewer, malte
evidence to explain the ambiguity, and being to carry that intention , which , as Sir Thomas ster , and innkeeper . Jan . 24 ; Coas. Cole , solicitor, Port

satisfied by it that he intended to nominate his
sea.' Feb. 4 ; V . . M ., at twelve o 'clock .

Plumer" said , is the Polar Star of construc- FISCHER (Peter Jos.), White Swan ,Upper Norwond, Surrey,

granddaughter, Adelaide Geraldine, it granted tion , into effect, if it can do 80 without innkeeper. Jan . 1 ;Geo. Crafter, solicitor, 81, Blackfriars
probate to her : (In the Gooils of ' O 'Reilly, 29 road, Surrey . Jan . 12 ; V . C . H . at one o ' clock

infringing any principle or settled rule of | FRENCH (Rt. Hon . Fitz- Stephen ), formerly of Lough Essitt,
L . T . Rep . N . S . 546 . Prob.) law . It was argued that since the testator Roscommon , Ireland , late of G ,Warwick -square, Pimlico ,

Middlesex, M . P . Jan . 31 ; R Petch , solicitor , 8, John
ARTICLED CLERK - EMPLOYMENT AS VESTRY street, Bedford -row , London , Feb . 6 ; V . C . M . at twelve

CLERK - 23 & 24 VICT, c . 127 . s . 10 . - An articled | put himself in the position of possibly having o ' clock .

clerk cannot perform any office or employment legitimate children by her, his will must necessa GOODRICH ( Ermingarde), 10 , Royal crescent , Brighton ,

Sussex , widow . Dec. 31 ; Joseph Burgin , solicitor. 8 ,whatever during the terms of service under 23 & rily be construed as having such children only in
John -street, Bedford .row , London . Jan . 19 ; V . 0 . M ., at

24 Vict, c . 127 , 8. 10 , even when such employment contemplation ; but such a construction would , in twelve o 'clock .
is in no way inconsistent with and in no respect my opinion , be a violation of his language, which , HUBBARD (Elizabeth ), 40, Sackville -street, Piccadilly,

Middlesex, spinster . Jan . 13 ; Allen and Son , solicitors ,
interferes with the service under his articles, and to mymind, plainly points to existing and not to 7 , Carlisle -street, Soho -square, Middlesex. Jan . 27 ; V . 0 .

where the services are performed at night or by future children , though such children might well | H ., at twelve o 'clock .

deputy . An articled clerk held the office of vestry be included in the gut; and considering the
Marsu (John R . ) , Alvaston Grange, near Derby, Esq . Jan .
31 : Chas. Fen , solicitor, 2 . Henrietta street. Covent

clerk , the duties of which he discharged either in number of years the connection with the plaintiff garden , Middlesex . Jan . 28 ; V . C . B . , at twelve o ' clock .
the evenings or by deputy . Held that he had had continued , and that no child had been born | MOISER ( Frederick ). 6 , James'-terrace, near York, land
violated the provisions of the statute : (Eæ parte for nearly four years, it is most improbable that surveyor and valuer. Jan. 1 ; A . Watson, sol citor, York .

Jan . 22 ; M . R . , at half -past eleven o 'clock .
Greville, 29 L . T. Rep. N . S .542. C . P .).

he had
MUTER (Robert ) . formerly of Great Winchester-street.
London ,merchant, but late residing at the Isle of Man .MATRIMONIAL SUIT - SERVICE OF CITATION but impossible that he had such children exclu .

sively in view .FILING IN THE REGISTRY - RULE 14 - PRACTICE .
The law is clearly settled that Jan . 9 ; M . M . Johnson, solicitor, 20 , Austin Friars, Lon .

don . Jan , 16 : V . C . M ., at twelve o 'clock .

- The citation was personally served on the re . existing illegitimate children may take under the Nixon (Chas.), 6 , Liston -road, Clapham , Surrey, civil
description of children whenever it can be ascer. engineer. Jan . 80 ; Radcliffe and Co ., solicitors, 20 .

spondentby petitioner's attorney , but theclerk who tained that it is intended that they shonlad Craven -street, Strand , Middlesex , Jan , 27 ; V . C . H . , at
was directed to file it with certificate of service twelve o 'clock .

in the registry misappropriated the fee and lost The great leading authority on this subject is PATTERSON (Robert), Wimbledon . Surrey, brewer, Jan . 31 ;

the citation . Under the circumstances, the court
Wilkinson v. Adams (1 V . & B . 422) , which is the Francis Robinson , solicitor, 36 , Jermyn - street, St.

James's , London . Feb . 7 ; V . 0 . H . , at twelve o ' clock .one principally referred to in the argument onordered a duplicate to be filed in the registry : POORE John o . M .) , 9 , Bloomfield - road . Maida-hill .

(Chilcot v . Chilcot and Smith , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . both sides. His Honour then stated the facts of Middlesex, Esq ., Jan. 19 ; Geo. T . Woodrooffe , solicitor,
that case and also referred to Beacherofty Beach . 1, New -square, Lincoln ' s .inn , Middlesex, Feb . 2 ; M . R . .

518. Div .) at eleven o ' clock .
Tadd . 49 PRICE ( Jas . ), 83 , Great Queen -street, Lincoln 's Inn - fields.

ACTION FOR SEDUCTION - INTERROGATORIES Crook v . Hill ( L . Rep. 6 Ch . App. 311), and the Middlesex , draper. Jan . 6 ; Robert Taylor, solicitor, 15 ,
INTERROGATORIES AS TO THE DEFENDANT'S ase before the House of Lords (42 L . J. Furnival's Inn, Holborn , Middlesex, Jan . 26 , V . C . H ., at
MEANS. - In an action for seduction , the plaintiff | 702) , and alsomentioned a recentdecision of his own | ROBINSON , (Margaret), Priory-street, Micklegate . Lork ,one o ' clock .

may interrogate the defendant as to whether he Re Bron nese widow . Dec . 31 : George M . Watson , solicitor, Stockton .

had not had connection with the plaintiff's authorities clearly established that illegitimate upon - Tees, Jan . 8 ; M . R ., at eleven o 'clock .
ROSE (Wm . ). 1, Howick-place, Westminster, Middlesex .

daughter ,whether he had not been informed by children may take under the description of the barrister-at-law . Dec. 81; J. Brewer, solicitor, 6, Victoria
her that she egnantby him , whether he was children of a particular person when they have | street, Westminster, Middlesex, Jan . 19 ; M . R ., at hall .
not the father of her child , whether he had not acquired the reputation or character of being so past eleven o 'clock .

SMITH (Jas . G .) , 29. Fenchurch -street, London , gentleman ,

offered to maintain the child , and whether he had and the court is satisfied of the intention of the Jan . 31 ; J. R . Adams, solicitor, 15 , Old Jewry , London ,

not stated , in the presence of other persons, that testator that they should take. Both these requi. Feb . 7 ; V . O . H ., at twelve o 'clock .

he had no reason to believe WHITING (Wm . ) , Stourcliffe -street, Upper George-street .no reason to believe she had had anad con
sites are , in my opinion , completely fulfilled in the Bryanston -square, Middlesex , job master' s foreman . Jan .with any other man . Interrogatories as to the present case, and I am therefore of opinion that 20 : H . Phillips , solicitor, 8 , King William -street, Strand ,

defendant's means are not allowable in an action the illegitimate children of the testator by the Middlesex , Feb . 2 ; V . C . M , at twelve o 'clock .

for seduction : (Hodsoll v. Taylor , 29 L . T . Rep . plaintiff answers the description of “ our children " WHITTAKER (Robert ), Oldham , cotton spinner . Jan . 12
Jas. F . Tweedale , solicitor , Oldham , Jan . 21 ; M . R ., at

N . S . 534 Q . B .) and “ my children by her ” - that is , the plaintiff, twelve o 'clock .

LEGITIMACY DECLARATION - PETITIONER OUT his wife. But it was contended by Mr. Pearson WYATT (Capt. Henry B .), R . N ., Ryde, Isle of Wight.
Jan . 14 ; H . S . Redpath , solicitor, 23 , Bush -lane , Cannon .

OF JURISDICTION - DECLARATION OF NULLITY | that the effect of giving the property to the two street, London, Jan. 98 , M . R ., at hall-past eleven
OF MARRIAGE. - At the hearing of a petition for children would be to exclude the legitimate child . o 'clock,

& declaration of legitimacy it turned out that the ren of the testator's marriage with the plaintiff,

petitioner was not within the jurisdiction . The but that would not have been so, for there is CREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 VICT. c . 35 .
petitioner' s legitimacy depended on the invalidity no rule which prevents illegitimate and legal Last Day of claim , and to tohom Particulars to be sent.

of his mother 's first marriage ,but although allthe children taking together as a class where it is BOULNOIS (John ), 80, Sloane-street, Chelsea, Middlesex ,
upholsterer . Jan , 12 ; 0 . Richards , solicitor , 16 , War

parties interested in it had been cited, and though intended that they should do so . In this case the wick -street, Regent-street, Middlesex.

one of the paragraphs in the petition prayed that words of the will are sufficient to include the Box (Wm .).Woodland Mount, Cumberworth Hall, Emley,
it might be declared invalid , the court refused on future children and they might therefore have and Nortonthorpe Mills , near Huddersfield , York , fancy

cloth manufacturer . Feb , 1 ; Hesp, Fenton , and Owen ,

& petition for declaration of legitimacy to pro- takon if there had been any. In Owen v . Bryant Solicitors, Station-street , Huddersfield. ,

nounce & decree of nullity of marriage : ( John . (2 De G . M . & G .) , Lord Cranworth gayg : “ I BRANNAN (Jas.), 89, Radnor-street, St. Lukes, Middlesex,

stone V . Johnstone, The Attorney -General and regret the notion of there being a rule that
agent to the Inspector of Prisons and Reformatories .
Feb . 10 : Joel M . Barnard , solicitor 19 , White Lion -street .

Hawkins, 29 L . T . Rep., N . S ., 547. Div .) Tillegitimate children cannot, under any circum . I Norton Folgate, Middlesex .
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ners

BROWN (Henry), Toxteth -park , and of Liverpool, ale and sons duly authorised for that purpose . The 22nd | from Mr. Crisp to do so. It appeared that hisporter merchant. Feb. 10 ; L . Houghton , solicitor, 32,
section provides that for neglect of the rules and object in going out was to purchase a business atLord - street, Liverpool,

CATT (Elijah ), Woodbridge. Suffolk , dairyman . Jan. 20 ; / general regulations the owner or agent shall be Maida - vale, which he succeeded in doing. When
W . W . Welton , solicitor, Woodbridge. liable to a penalty of £20. Held , that the owner he returned he told Mr. Crisp what he had done,

DOCWRA (Wm . ), Stanford Rivers, Essex, farmer . Jan. 16 ;
J . S . Pope, solicitor, Trinity - street, Colchester of a coal mine is not liable to a penalty for the and asked to be allowed to leave forth with . Mr.

GARDNER (Jas . ), 871, Oxford -street, Middlesex , naturalist . negligence of his servant in omitting to look the Crisp refused to allow him to do so, but said he
May 2; J .Goren , solicitor, 29, South Molton-street, Oxo | lamps under the above sections. When the words as soon as he get another
ford - street, Middlesex .

GOATLEY John St. John 's Villa , Brixton -road , Surrey, of a statute are equally applicable to penal or to assistant in his place. The defendant told him
gentleman . Feb . 1 ; Withall and Compton , solicitors, 19 , | civil consequences, the court will construe the that he could not stay, as he had to take posses.
Great George -streut, Wertminster, Middlesex.

statute in favour of the latter : (Dickenson v . sion of the business the next night ; but heGREEN (David B . ), Brockham -court, Reigate , Surrey,
gentleman . Jan . 1 ; Jas . 8 . Eastes, corn merchant Fletcher , 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 540 . C . P .) offered to give up one month 's salary to termi.
Ashford, Kent. PUBLIC HEALTH ACT -- HIGHWAY OR NOnate the engagement in lieu of a month 's

HART (John ), 167, Hoxton -street, Hoxton , Middlesex,
| HIGHWAY - NOTICE TO DISPUTE - How FAR notice.baker. Dec. 31 ; H . F . Wood, solicitor, 65, St. Paul's Mr. Crisp declined that offer , and

churchyard , London , E . C . APPORTIONMENT CONCLUSIVE . - Where the threatened proceedings against him if he left.
HABLAM (Charles), Friday-street, Henley-on - Thames, Ox. expenses incurred by a local board in sewering, without the month 's notice. He did leave with .ford , ironfounder, & c ., agricultural implement make
Jan . 14 ; E . T . Barrett, 8 , Finsbury -circus , London , levelling, & c., a street have been apportioned out that notice , and twice afterwards applied for

HOPKINSON (Ellen , Western Bank, Ashover , Derby , under sect. 69 of the 11 & 12 Vict. c. 63 , amongst the salary due to him from the 30th June to the
widow . March 2 ; R . T . Gratton , solicitor, 5 , Knifesmith . ronting , | 9th September , less £5 for one month 's notice .
gate, Chesterfield .

HORTON ( John ), otherwiseMorgan (William ), late a gunner adjoining, & c . , an owner who has not give The money was not paid , and on the 29th
in the 7th Battery 98rd Brigade of H . M .'s RoyalArtillery . written notice of his intention to dispute the November Mr. Keall took out a summons in the
May 2 ; F . W . Seamen , solicitor, Wednesbury.

LINES (Wm .), late of 56 . Clissold -road , formerly known as same within three months, as required by sect. 63 county court against Mr. Crisp for the amount,
27, Park -road , St. Mary , Stoke Newington , Middlesex, of 21 & 22 Vict. c. 98 , may, notwithstanding this , | and on the 10th December Mr. Crisp obtained this
gentleman . Jan . 10 ; R . and W . B . Smith , solicitors , 7 . summons against the defendant. The county
New -square, Lincoln ' s -inn , Middlesex.

the street is a highway. Sect . 63 of 21 & 22 Vict . court summons would not be heard until the 22ndMAKIN (Joseph ), Monks Eleigh , Suffolk , farmer . Jan . 6 ;Robinson, Safford , and Griinwade, solicitors, Hadleigh , | c . 98 makes the apportionment after three months | instant. Mr. Crisp deposed that the custom was
Suffolk . binding and conclusive only as to the various a month 's notice on either side, unless mutually

MARQUES (Elizabeth C .), Twyford, near Reading, widow . I amounts settled by it , but not the question of arranged to waive all such rights ; and Mr. Keall
Jan . 28 ; J . C . Wootton , 2 , Finsbury -circus, London .

MERA (Charlotte C . ), 9 , Royal-crescent, Cheltenham , lighway or no highway : (Hesketh v. The Local stated that either party could terminate the en
spinster . Jan . 20 ; Ticehurst and Sons, solicitors, Essex Board of Atherton , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 530. Q . B .) gagement at a moment's notice on giving the other
place , Cheltenham .

MERCER (Rev. Wm .', Sheffield . Jan . 29 ; Burdekin and Co ., LARCENY - INDICTMENT — CORPUS DELICTI. side a month ' s wages.
solicitors , Norfolk - street, Shefield . Prosecutor bought a horse,and was entitled to the Christmas took a legalobjection to the summons

MOORE ( John ), Pit - villa , St. John ' s -road, Carisbrook , Isle
of Wight, gentleman . ' Feb . 1 ; J . A . Moore, Pit-villa , St. return of 108., chap money , out of the purchase under the third section of the Act, which said ,

“ Nothing in this Act shall apply to any contractJohn ' s-road, Newport, Isle ofWight. money . Prosecutor afterwards, on the same day,
PROPERTY PROTECTION SOCIETY. - Jan . 31 ; Paul J . Bishop , met the seller, the prisoner ,and others, and asked of service other than a contract within the mean
Esq . , 12 . Clement's inn , Strand, Middlesex .ROWBOTTOM Wm .), late of 1, Elizabeth -mews, England-lane, the seller for the 10g., but he said he had no ing of the enactments described in the first
Haveretock - hill , and formerly of 21 and 4 , Westmoreland . change, and offered the prosecutor a sovereign , schedule to this Act ;" and there was nothing in
street, Marylebone, Middlesex, coachman. Jan . 22 ; S . J . who could not change it. The prosecutor asked that schedule which mentioned chemists' assis.
Robinson , solicitor , 53, Gresham House , Old Broad -street,
London. whether any one present conld give change . The | tants. They did not come under the head of

SMITER ( Elvina ), otherwise known as Mrs. Bedoschi), 5 , prisoner said he could , but would not give it tosaid he could but would not give it to artificer or labourer, but were in the position of
Duncan -terrace , Islington , Middlesex . Feb . 13 ; Davies
and Williams, solicitors, Abchurch House , Sherborne the seller of the horse, but would give it to the clerks to whom this Act did not apply .
lane, London , prosecutor , and produced two half-sovereigns. The Poland contended that although a skilled man ,

STEELE (John ), formerly of Week -green , Froxfield , after . prosecutor then offered a sovereign with one hand in the shop he was only an ordinary shopman ,wards of Langstone, but late of Emsworth , all in thecounty of Southampton, Esq. Feb . 16 ; Rivington aud to the prisoner, and held out the other hand for and as such he contended that the Act did apply
Son , solicitors , 1, Fenchurch -buildings, London , E . C . the change. The prisoner took the sovereign and to him under the head “ servant," although that

TOMLINSON (WM .), 194, Essex -road , Islington , Middlesex,
draper . Jan . 14 ; Phelps and Sidgwick , solicitors, 3 , Gre put one half-sovereign only in the prosecutor 's term did not apply to domestic servants and

sham -street, London . hand , and slipped the other into the hand of the clerks.
TORRIANO (Chas, J . , late a lieut. in the 2nd Native Vete . l seller. who refused to give it to the prosecutor. 1 Sir THOMAS WHITE said he had given the
ran Battalion in the Hon . East India Company's Service.
A pril 4 ; Hensman and Nicholson, solicitors, 25 , College and ran off with it . Held , that the indictment greatest consideration to the case in consequence
bill, London , E . C . rightly charged the prisoner with stealing a of its importance, and he had come to the conclu .

TUPPER Martin de Havilland ) , 13 . Church -street, Stoke sovereign : (Reg . v . Twist, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 546 . sion that there was no doubt the defendant did
Newington , Middlesex, gentleman . Jan . 25 ; Wm .
Blewitt, solicitor, 27, New Broad -street, London , E . C . C . Cas. R .) not come within the Masters and Servants Act,

WALLER ( John and Jemima), 103, Whitechapel-road , Mid and he must therefore dismiss the summons ; at
dlesex, licensed victualler . Jan . 15 ; Tanqueray, Wil.
laume, and Hanbury, solicitors, 31, New Broad-street,

the sametime he had no doubt that thedefendant
THE MASTERS AND SERVANTS ACT.

London , Ar the Guildhall Police Court on Wednesday in had acted very improperly to his master.
last week , Mr. Holmes Keall , a chemist and Poland said he would ask that the judgmentof
druggist, of Maida -vale, was summoned by Mr. the court might be respited for a week to give

COMPANY LAW James Crisp , of No. 4 , Cheapside, chemist and him time to consult ' his client as to whether he
druggist, his former employer, for breach of con would ask for a case for the superior court, so as

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. tract, under the Masters and Servants Act. to obtain a definition as to who really was a ser

WINDING -UP - VOID AMALGAMATION - REPAY. Poland appeared for the complainant. vant under the Masters and Servants Act.

MENT OF MONEY PAID FOR VOID SHARES - , H . N . Christmas for the defendant.-- Mr. Keall Sir THOMAS WHITE said it was a most impor

INTEREST. - A . was the holder of twenty - five had been an assistant to Mr. Crisp for about two tant question , and hewould give every facility for
shares in the L . bank, which in 1864 entered into | years on the usual terms of a month's notice, his / taking the opinion of a superior court. He would ,
an agreement for amalgamation with the H . bank , salary being £60 per annum with board and lodg - | therefore, adjourn the case for a week , and if the
under which it was agreed that shares in the H . ing. On the 9th Sept. the defendant asked leave plaintiff decided not have a case stated the sum .
bank should be allotted at £6 premium to such to go out for a short time, and received permission | mons would be dismissed .
shareholders of the I . bank as elected to accept
them . A . did so elect, and had allotted to him
twenty- five shares in the H . bank , in respect of
which he was credited with £125 for his old shares , BOROUGH QUARTER SESSIONS.

and he paid £150 in cash. Subsequently the Whatnotice of
amalgamation was attempted to be set aside as Borough, When holden . Recorder, Clerk of the Peace.appealto be given .
ultra vires, and the suit was compromised , but

Monday, Jan . 5 . .....previously to that A .' s shares had been duly for- 1 Bath T . W . Saunders, Esq . ...... 14 days J . Taylor,
Bedford Monday, Jan . 5 J . T . Abdy, Esq., LL .D ... 14 days ... M , Whyley .feited for non -payment of calls. Both banks were Berwick - on - Tweed Friday , Jan . 2 W . T . Greenhow , Esq...... 5 days S . Sanderson .

wound -up, and the liquidators of the H . bank Birmingham Monday, Dec. 29 A . R . Adams, Esq., Q . C .... T . R . T . Hodgson .
brought an action against A . to recover pay- Bolton .... Tuesday, Jan . 6 .. .. S . Pope, Esq., Q . C . ......... 10 days J . Gordon .
ment of the calls, which resulted in a de- Bridgnorth Friday, Dec. 26 W . Cope, Esq . .............. 14 days . . .. . W . D . Batte .
cision in A .' s favour. On a summons taken Bridgwater Tuesday, Jan . 6 . P . H . Edlin , Esq., Q . C .... 14 days J . Trevor

Brightonout by A . against the liquidators of the H . bank | Wednesday, Jan . 7 J . Locke, Esq . Q . C ., M . P . 2 days E . Evershed .

Canterbury Wednesday, Jan . 8 G . Francis , Esq . . .. . . .. . .. . Statutory... H . T . Sankey .
to enforce repayment to him of the above two Carmarthen Monday, Jan . 5 .. ... . B . T . Williams, Esq......... 10 days ..... .. J . H . Barker .
sums, with interest. Held (affirming the decisionsion Chester Friday, Jan. 2 H . Lloyd , Esq . ............. 14 days .. .. .. J . Walker.
of Lord Justice James, sitting for Wickens, V . C .), Chichester Tuesday, Jan . 6 .. . ... J . J . Johnson , Esq., Q .C . 10 days E . Titchener.

that the judgment in the action was conclusive, Colchester Thursday , Jan , 1 .. F . A . Philbrick , Esq . . .. .. 8 days J . S . Barnes .

and that A . was entitled to be repaid the £150, Dartmouth Wednesday, Dec. 31. A . W . Beetham , Esq. ...... 10 days W . Smith,

Deal . Friday, Jan . 2 ..with interest at £5 per cent. from the date of the R . J. Biron , Esq. ...... 2 days E . Drew .

Derby Tuesday , Jan , 6 .... G . Boden , Esq ., Q . C .summons, but that his claim to the £125 could not J . Gadsbr.

Devonport .. . Thursday , Jan . 8 .. H , T . Cole, Esq . , Q . C 10 days G . H . E . Rundle .
be sustained : (Alison 's case, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . Doncaster Friday , Jan . 2 E . J . Meynell, Esq .. .. . . .. 10 days E . Nicholson .

524 , L . JJ.) Dover . . . .. .. . .. . Monday, Dec. 29 Sir W . H . Bodkin , Knt.... 2 days G . W . Ledger,
Faversham Monday , Jan . 5 . .. .. . G . E . Dering, Esg . ... . . .. F . F . Giraud .

Gloucester Tuesday, Jan , 13 C . S . Whitmore, Esq., Q .C 7 days F . W . Jones.
Great Yarmouth . Monday, Jan . 5 ... .. Simms Reeve, Esq . . 10 days .MAGISTRATES' LAW . I . Preston , jun .
Hastings Friday, Jan . 16 R . H . Hurst, Esq., M . P . 14 days .... . . . G . Meadows.

Hythe . Saturday, Jan . 3 R . J . Biron , Esq . .. .. 8 days ... . W . S . Smith ,
NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. King' s Lynn .. Thursday, Jan , 15 ... D . Brown, Esq., Q . C . ...... T . G . Archer.

EVIDENCE - CERTIFIED BIRTH - REGISTERED Kingston - on -Hull Thursday, Jan . 8 S . Warren , Esq ., Q .C ....... Statutory.. . R . Champney.

Leeds Thursday, Jan. 1 J . B . Maule, Esq.,' Q . C . ...
COPY. - An instrument purporting to be a copy 10 days C . Bulmer.

Leicester . .. Monday, Jan . 5 C . G .Merewether, Esq.... 8 days R . Toller .
of an entry in the Register Book of Births, and to Liverpool ... .. Thursday , Jan , 8 J. B . Aspinali, Esq ., Q . C . Statutory. P . Wright.
be signed by the officer in whose custody the | Margate Wednesday , Dec . 31. 31. F . J. Smith , Esq . .... ..... . H . T . Sankey.
Register Book is stated therein to be, is admis . New Windsor Monday , Jan . 12 . ... . A . M . Skinner, Esq., Q . C . H . Darvill,

sible in evidence on its mere production under the Northampton Friday, Jan. 9 J . H . Brewer, Esq . ...... . .. 10 days .. .. . C . Hughes .

Portsmouth ...14 & 15 Vict. c . 99, b. 14 : (Reg. v . Weaver , 29 Friday , Jan , 9 .. Mr. Serjeant Cox . .. . 10 days J . Howard .
Rochester .. Friday, Jan . 2.. F . Barrow , Esq . .. . . .. 8 days ... W . W . Hayward .

L . T . Rep . N . S . 544. C . Cas. R .) Sandwich Thursday, Jan . 1 R . J. Biron , Esq .... T . L . Surrage.
MINES REGULATION - OWNER NOT RESPON . Scarborough ... Monday, Jan , 2 . A . W . Simpson, Esq . .. 10 days .. J. J. P . Moody.

SIBLE FOR NEGLIGENCE OF SERVANTS. -- The Shrewsbury Monday, Jan . 5 W . F . F . Boughey , Esq..... 14 days R . Clarke .

23 & 24 Vict. c . 151, s. 10 , and rule 3, provides Southampton Monday , Jan . 12 T . Gupner , Esq .. .. . .. . . 14 days E . Coxwell.
Tewkesbury .. .. 6 Friday, Jan . 2 .... .. J . Fallon , Esq .. .. .. . .. ... Statutory ... . .

that whenever safety lamps are required to be
F . J . Brown,

Walsall .. .. . Wednesday, Dec. 31... W . J . Neale , Esq . . .. .. 10 days S . Wilkinson.
used in collieries or coal mines they shall be first Wenlock .. . ... Saturday, Jan . 3 T . S . Pritchard , Esq . . .. .. E . B . Potts ,
examined and securely locked by a person or per. ' Worcester ..... Thursday, Jan , 8 | F . T . Streeten , Esq . ... ... | 10 days .... R . T . Rea.

14 days . .. .

10 days ... . ..
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REAL PROPERTY AND would be required , and we should have to create has put too much on, and we cannot get a

CONVEYANCING . not only a new office but a new official. But if draught." Witness knew the coal well. It was
the duties are purely ministerial, as I think they Welsh coal, and was known by the company's

can be made, then the clerk of the union , as a servants as'“ blind coal.” If the fire -box were
LAND TRANSFER . resident official of great intelligence, already choked, there could , in fact, be no draught, but

In a paper read on the 18th inst. before the Sta - employed in those analogous duties to which I he could not say that the fire-box was choked on

tistical Society of Dublin , Professor Donnell says : have referred , is marked out as the proper person this occasion. The coal was burnt regularly on

" If existing machinery can be adopted, and with to have charge of the local registry. The duties the company's main line, and any quantity of
slightmodification, to the purposes of land transfer , would not be very serious, for sometime at least, steam could be got out of it, if it were burnt
one of the practical difficulties in the way of the as the plan of registry I propose is voluntary . properly . The engines on the main line, how
introduction of a new system , viz., the expense , The waste of great machinery on first efforts is of over, generally had larger fire-boxes than those
will be obviated . Wehave seen how important is all things to be deprecated . Humble instrumen . of the engines on the Aylesbury and Cheddington

an accurate survey as the basis of any improved tality befits small beginnings. If the scheme branch .

system of registration , and how Lord Romilly 's succeeds, larger results will bring with them im . Templar urged that there was no cause of
scheme of 1850 never got into working order proved instruments ; if it fails , little has been action . The contract was one between the plain
because it necessitated the preparation of special lost, and we can begin again on a more elaborate tiff and the and had no reference

maps by the Ordnance Survey at a considerable ever to the cattle . The company simply under
expense . The registration commissionerg of 1857 took to carry the plaintiff within a reasonable
say that a uniform map furnishes " the bestmeans time, and they did carry him . They knew nothing

of identifying the property , and the clearest mode of the cattle which he might have had to sell at
of indexing correctly the registered title to it .” Luton . Moreover, they relied on the notice
Well, in the General Valuation Office, we have a
map ready prepared, and with references to the AYLESBURY COUNTY COURT. printed on their time-bills , that they would not

guarantee the arrival and departure of the trains
rate books, which would equally suit our system Wednesday, Dec. 18 . at the times specified , nor would they be respon
of local land transfer . This map is annually re (Before J. WHIGHAM, Esq., Judge.) sible for loss or inconvenience caused by delay
vised in accordance with the changes of occupa ADAMS v . LONDON AND NORTH WESTERN RAIL The ticket was issued subject to those conditions

tion and ownership which have taken place since WAY COMPANY. Clarke here interposed with the statement that
the last revision . The poor rate collector is bound
under penalty to make out and deliver to the

in the company 's time-bills they said that everyRailway unpunctuality - Unreasonable delay
attention should be paid , as far as was practicable,

clerk of the union before the 15th Nov. in each
Negligence- Firebox of engine choked .

to ensure punctuality .
year, a list of all tenements and rateable heredi. In this case Mr. W . Adams, farmer and cattle Templar, continuing his address, quoted the
taments in his district requiring revision . Any dealer, of Bushey Leys, Ellesborough , sued the well-know case Hurst v . The Great Western Rail.
ratepayer may hand in a similar list. Tho reviser | London and North Western Railway Company, way Company, and read the whole of the judg

of valuation , an official of the valuation office, for £15 , damages sustained by him by reason of ment given . The essence of the case hecontinued ,
furnished with these lists by the clerk of the the company having neglected to convey him from was whether the delay was reasonable and un
union, proceeds to the spot, and marks upon the Aylesbury to Luton , on the 20th Oct. last, in avoidable . He then cited other cases, and argued
maps the changes caused by alteration of farm accordance with the contract entered into by them for the reduction of damages.

boundaries, consequent upon consolidation or with the plaintiff, in consequence of the train from His HONOUR said he thought that the delay in
of | Aylesbury to Luton having been delayed beyond this case had been unreasonable, and that it might

occupiers and lessors are also recorded. We a reasonable time, whereby the plaintiff was pre - have been avoided . He did not think that, on
shall best describe the nature of this work in the vented from attending to his business , and sus the evidence, the present was a case for & non .
words of J. Ball Greene, Esq ., the commissioner tained great damage and inconvenience. suit ; nevertheless, he considered that it would
of valuation , in his evidence before the O 'Connor Clarke, ofWycombe, appeared for the plaintiff . be his duty to reduce very considerably the
Don 's committee on the Tenement Valuation of Templar, of this circuit, for the defendants. amount claimed for damages. He believed that

Ireland : - Every tenement in Ireland, from the The case was as follows : On the 20th Oct. last there had been culpable negligence on the part
largest farm to the most minute, is laid down on the plaintiff took a ticketat the Aylesbury station of the stoker, who had choked the fire -box . The

our map (the Ordnance Map] and corrected an . of the London and North Western Railway , for excuse was that the coalwas a kind to which the
nually . Then we have & schedule corresponding Luton , intending to go by the train which was stoker was not accustomed ; but it had been

with the map of owners and occupiers, the area , advertised in the company's time bill to leave shown that the coal was so well -known on the

value of the land, and the value of the buildings. Aylesbury shortly before seven o'clock in the line that there was a rec nised nam it

The boundaries of every tenement are laid down morning, and arrive in Luton at 9.28. He did not, | “ blind coal ” - and if it had been properly
and numbered to correspond with the terrier . As however , as the judge elicited , state to the book used there would have been no want of steam ,
soon as a man gets worn out we give it to the ing clerk that he was going to any fair, or that he and consequently no delay. The negligence
draught man to make another map. The old map wished to get there by any particular time, but of the stoker , and , partly , also of the driver, in

is kept among the records to show the changes. I took the ticket in the ordinary way . The train / allowing the fire-box to be choked , was the cause

Every change of boundary is compared by one of went very slowly as far as Marston Gate, where it of delay. If the coal had been unknown the fault

our officers on the ground with the map . Every l pulled up for fifty - five minutes. On arriving at would have lain with the company for putting into
new fence that forms a farm boundary is accu Cheddington the train by which he ought to have the hands of their men coal which was slow of

rately measured on themap. We give tracings, gone on to Luton had left . The station master ignition , and of the qualities of which the men
copies, and certificates of valuation to any person | told the plaintiff to go to an inn and try were not informed or aware,but the coalwas well
requiring them at the actual expense :' (QQ . 508 to get a horse to drive to Leighton or known on the company's line, and it was the

523). Laton . And he did so , but failed to get a duty of thedriver and the stoker to see that the

* How accurately this work is done, and how | horse. He then asked the station master to fire was fed moderately , reasonably , and carefully .

satisfactory it is, appears from some other obser- telegraph to Luton , asking somebody to sell | Itmight be true that on the occasion in question

vations ofMr. Greene before the same committee : his cattle for him , but the station master |cattle for him , but the station master | the day was heavy and unfavourable to a good
- If there is a dispute between landlord and declined to undertake any responsibility about draught, but the driver and the stoker, by their
tenant, one of them will write to say that the the matter. He went on to Luton by the experience, ought to have anticipated and pro
quantity is wrong , and that he cannot make it next train , and arrived at his destination at half. vided for that. The delay , then , was occasioned
out, and will ask us to send a tracing and a copy past eleven . By this time the fair , which was | by neglect on the part of the company's officers.
of the valuation. We send it, and it generally held on that day, was nearly over, and the plain . If thedelay had been in consequence of “ the act

settles the question :' ( Q . 526 ). tiff lost the sale of thirty lean beasts which he of God ," or occasioned by any circumstance or

“ This revision has been in operation since the had sent by road to the fair on the previous day . || accident over which the company 's servants had

first issue of the tenement valuation in each He had to bring back the cattle in like manner by no control, then there would have been no case

county or city . The first county completed was road to Ellesborough , at a cost of £2 10s . ; and for the plaintiff, and a nonsuit would have

Carlow , in 1853 , and the last, Armagh , in 1865 . / the expenses of two men , who were with them , | followed . But here the company were, according

The cost of this revision was, at first, paid by each were about £1. He had also paid 3s. 4d . for his to the terms of their time-bill , under the condi

county by presentment until 1860 , since then the ticket, and, moreover , he had to keep the cattle tions which operated as in the case of any public

government have undertaken payment of one-half for a week to recruit, because they were footsore. | carrier. They undertook to forward the passenger

of the cost. Objections have, however , been The plaintiff and his solicitor wrote to the com with reasonable despatch , and if the neglect of

taken on behalf of the Treasury, to this payment, pany, asking for compensation , but their reply their servants prevented the journey being accom .

as, except for income-tax rating, the revision is a was that the ticket was issued to the plaintiff plished with reasonable dispatch , the company

matter of local, not of imperial, concern . subject to the conditions on the company's time were responsible. In this case , then , the com .
* Additional work would require to be done by bills , namely — that although the times of arrival pany being responsible, the only remaining ques

the reviser in making tracings of maps for the land departure were stated thereon , the company tion was with regard to the amount of damages.
purpose of the registry ; and as the revision is, did not guarantee that the trains would arrive | Inasmuch as the plaintiff did not tell the booking .

except for assessment of income tax, of purely and depart at the times stated , nor would they clerk that he wanted to get to Luton at a certain
local concern , the cost of the revision would fairly be responsible for any loss or inconvenience occa time (either thereby giving the company an
be payable out of local rates ; and thus the sioned by the delay of the trains. On behalf of opportunity of refusing to incur the risk , or of
Treasury would be relieved of a payment to which , the plaintiff , evidence was called to show that the demanding an increased fare in respect of the risk

even at present, the objections are, to a large delay , on the part of the defendants, was unrea . if they chose to incur it ), he was not entitled to

extent, well founded. sonable , and might have been prevented by ordi. | the expenses of driving his beasts to Luton and

... " On more general grounds,the proposal tomake | nary care. . back , to recover according to his estimate , for the

the union the centre of local administration falls The engine-driver, on examination , said that loss of his market, his loss of sale, and possibly of

in with a growing tendency of the times. To the the reason ot the delay at Marston -gate was that profit ; nevertheless he was entitled to more than

proper functions of the union officials — the admi. | a new kind of coal was used for the first time that merely nominal damages. He lost a journey to

nistration of the law - have been added those of morning ; that they could not get sufficient | Luton and back ; he lost a whole day ; he lost the

sanitation , and the preparation of lists of voters draught to ensure combustion, and consequently value of his fare ; and was put to considerable in

and jurors. The latter work , discharged by the were short of steam . Moreover, the day was convenience, and no doubt to some expense. He

clerk of the union and the rate collectors, neces . | foggy and dull, which lessened the draught. He was, therefore , clearly entitled to, say, 40s.
f the daloy and had been damagee .

sarily involves a knowledge of the ownership and had sent in his report of the delay, and had been
the owners of lands in theunion ; and the employ . fined 10s. The coal had been used only once Templar asked for leave to appeal.

ment of these officials , in connexion with the land since the day on which the delay occurred .
Clarke protested against it . Itwas very hard to

registry ,would consequently form a decided check | Mr. John Henry Miller, innkeeper , of Aylesbury , appeal against a plaintiff who had got a verdict

upon fraudulent transfers. who had been a driver on the North -Western for only 40s. That sum would not cover the fees.

“ Who should be the localregistrar ? Thismust | Company's main line for fourteen years, said that ! The JUDGE said that all the court fees out of

depend on the nature of the registry , and the he was in the train on the morning that the delay pocket, with the usual other costs, would be

duties which the officer would have to discharge . I occurred . He went to see what was the matter, I allowed . He did not like to saddle the plaintiff

If those daties are at all of a judicial or semi. ) and the driver said , “ We have got a new kind of ſ with a law -suit ; and suggested that Mr. Templar

judicial character, obviously a trained lawyer ' coal, and my man has filled the fire-box up. He should next court day apply again , if before then
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the company had not changed their mind as to ' The plaintiff assenting , proceeded to state that evidence as to the state of the line at Kimberley ,
the expediency of appealing: | the second loss of time of which he complained but in cross-examination admitted that a portion
Templar, however, pressed his application , and occurred on the 11th of the same month , when of itwas out of gauge, caused by the trucks, in
His HONOUR acceded to it . he had arranged for leaving Walsingham by the coming off the metals, slightly forcing it from its

train published to start at 7 .11 a . m ., and to arrive | exact position .

at Norwich at 9 a .m . ; but that train did not run William Smith , driver of the goods train at
NORWICH COUNTY COURT. at all. Kimberley on the 12th Nov., also ascribed the

(Before W . H . COOKE , Esq., Q . C ., Judge.) His HONOUR. - Did not run at all ? trucks getting off the siding there as purely acci.

WATSON v . THE GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY T'he plaintiff said it did not. The train stated dental, such as no foresight could have prevented,

COMPANY.
to leave Walsingham at 9 .21 a .m ., and to reach and which could not be accounted for.
Norwich at 11.25 a . m ., did not arrive from Wells This being the defendants' case,

Railway company _ Unpunctuality - Negligence - until after 12 noon on the day in question , by ! The plaintiff , on the invitation of the court,

Liability - Plaintiff acting as deputy registrar which hewas detained at Walsingham three hours. briefly commented on the whole facts, contending

of the County Court district. The consequence was that he did not get to Nor. that the published time tables of a railway com .
This was a most important action , involving as wich antil 1.42 p . m . He expected to reach Ho- pany were a promise that the trains would run ;
it did

mersfield ,wherehe had somebusiness,at38 p . m . ; and that if they did not, the company was liable
railway company for loss of time occasioned in but when he found the train did not run, he took for the breach of faith. With reference to the
consequence of want of punctuality in running a horse and trap from Norwich , at which he episode of the 11th Nov ., his complaint was
their trains as advertised , and the right of a gen . arrived back again to take the last train to Wal. that the defendants were guilty of negligence in

tleman who frequently represents the registrar singham ; but as he had to see some people in not being able to run a train from Wells, which
to sue for damages in a court in the district. Norwich , that was impossible, and he remained was a terminal station , from the fact that they had

The plaintiff, Mr. George Anthony Watson, there all night, but for which he made no charge | no second engine there , which they ought to have

is a solicitor residing at Walsingham , but for expenses. He charged , however, £1 ls. for had. He had only to say in conclusion , that he
is commonly believed to be a partner in the horse hire from Norwich to Homersfield ; and as would not havo minded much if he had been

legal firm of Kent, Watson , and Watson, of a professional man, he claimed £2 28. for loss of but delayed once in a week ; but seeing that this

Fakenham . During a somewhat protracted ab . time, which he did not think would be considered occurred no fewer than three times in one week ,

sence from illness of Mr.GeorgeWatson , registrar too much . On the following day, he took u ticket he submitted that he had sustained guch special

of this court, his son , Mr. G . A . Watson , has for from Norwich to Fakenbam by the 12 noon train ; and substantial damage as entitled him to the
a considerable period almost invariably occupied but on arriving at Kimberley it was found that judgment of the court.

his seat at the public sitting of the court, which two or three trucks in a goods train had blocked Moore followed , per contra , arguing that all the

has led to a wide-spread impression that he was the main line, and there was a detention of two evidence went to show that the delays in question

the regularly -appointed deputy -registrar. From hours till another train came from Dereham to were ascribable to pure accident, and therefore

the moment it became known that Mr. Watson carry the passengers forward. For this he claimed that the company could not be held liable.

had resolved upon taking proceedings against the £1 ls, for loss of time. This was his third com - His HONOUR said that the case was a most im .

defendants in a court where his presence is so plaint; and with regard to it he would add portant one - so important, indeed , that he should
familiar , an unusual degree of anxiety was mani. that he made a personal examination of the line | like to give a decision in it which might be looked
fested as to how a case so singular in all respects at Kimberley , where he found the metals in a upon as a procedent-- not only for the Great
would be dealt with by the learned judge ; and dilapidated condition .

Eastern Railway, but for every railway in the
the interest was intensified on its oozing out that In cross-examination , the plaintiff said that he kingdom . As at present advised , he was against

an application was likely to be made for having used his season ticket from Walsingham to Faken . | the defendants on both points which had been

the case transferred to a court out of the district. ham on the 11th Nov ., and that he did not take a raised by their advocate, in which he contended

Watson (whose claim was for £4 43.) conducted through ticket at Fakenham to Homersfield , but that the delays could not have been helped , and

his own case ; and , instead of occupying his ac- only a ticket to Norwich . He had read the con - that damages could not be recovered for loss of

customed chair below his Honour, took his seat ditions prefixed to the company's tables, which time. Hewas disposed to think that there was

at the solicitors ' table . state that all that can be done will be done to negligence, gross negligence, in having only one

E . Moore (from the office of W . Shaw , the soli. secure punctuality in the departure and arrival of engine at a place like Wells, the terminal station

citor to thecompany), appeared for the defendants. the trains, but that these are not guaranteed . for two lines of railway . There was nothing to

On the usual proclamation by the high bailiff, Hewas neither an architect nor an engineer, but take a railway company out of the law of respon .
Moore rose to move the court under sect. 20 of he had no hesitation in saying that the rails at sibility which attached to the mode of travelling

19 & 20 Vict. c . 108 , which is as follows: " If an Kimberley were in bad condition when he saw in the old coaching days, by which , if one horse

action be brought by an officer of a County Court them on the 12th Nov .
broke down, the proprietor of the coach ought to

in the court of which he is an officer, except in the This was the plaintiff ' s case. be in a position immediately to supply its place
case of the registrar suing as official assignee, the Moore, for the defendants, said that his answer with another, or be held liable for the delay.
judge shall, at the request of the defendant, order to the action was that the train did not run from With regard to the contention that the plaintiff

that the venue be changed , and that the cause be Wells on the morning of the 11th Nov . in con. could not recover for loss of time, he (his Honour)
sent for hearing to the court of some convenient sequence of an accident which could not by any was ready to admit that had the plaintiff been a
district of which he is not the judge ; and the possibility have been foreseen , that a railway traveller for pleasure, he could not have recovered ,

registrar of the first-mentioned court shall forth - company was not liable for an accident unless it but he hardly thought this could apply to a pro :

with transmit by post to the registrar of such was shown to have taken place through gross fessionalman, the nature of whose business called

last-mentioned court a certified copy of the crder negligence ; that under no circumstances could him to different places. However , he should care
for changing the venue as entered in the minute the plaintiff recover damages for loss of time; and fully weigh the whole facts before giving his

book ; and the judge of such last-mentioned court that he had adduced no evidence to show that the judgment ; and if either side could submit any.

shall appoint a day for the hearing, notice whereof non -departure of the train on themorning in ques. I thing fresh to bim bearing upon the points which
shall be sent by post or otherwise by the registrar tion was not a pure accident.

had been raised , he would be glad to rereive it.
of such last-mentioned court to both parties." His HONOUR asked what could be greater neg If, when he gave his judgment, it was considered
Moore was proceeding to say that he understoodligence than a train which was advertised to run on either side of a nature which it was desirable

that the plaintiff was deputy -registrarof the court and did not run ? to have reviewed in the courtabove, he would not
when Moore submitted that it rested upon the plain . bo indisposed , on proper cause shown , to grant &His HONOUR remarked that he (Mr. Moore) | tiff to prove that it could have been run.

case ; for , as he had previously observed , the
understood what was not the fact. The plaintiff His HONOUR was of a different opinion, and points which had been raised were of the greatest

occasionally acts for his father for about the space thought the onus probandi lay upon the defen - importance alike to railway companies themselves,

of two hours once a month . There was only one dants.
and thewhole travelling community.deputy -registrar in his entire district. It was Moore essayed to fortify his contention by Judgment reserved .perhaps unfortunate to have an invalid registrar ; quoting several decisions in railway districts ; but

but there could be no depuputy -registrar who was as this failed to convince his Honour that the
not legally appointed by him (his Honour) in plaintiff had no case, he proceeded to call evidence READING COUNTY COURT.
writing, and certified by the Lord Chancellor, as to the cause of the non -running of the train

Wednesday, Dec. 17.
which the plaintiff was not only acting as he did from Wells on the morning of the 11th Nov.,

from month to month when his father did not (Before H . J . STONOR , Esq., Judge.)
and the delays arising out of this . The first wit

come. ness was PRENTIS v . MORTIMORE.
Moore asked that a note might be taken of his John Phillips, who said that he was the driver / Agreement between solicitor and client - Set-of

application , which , however, was refused . He of the train which was appointed to start from Bill of costs in liquidation to be taxedo
then begged his Honour's attention to the fact | Wells at 7 a . m ., on the day alluded to, but which registrar: although hur

that the plaintiff' s claim was for loss of time, did not run in consequence of the bursting of al 5 B . R . 1871.

owing to delay of trains on the defendants ' rail tube in the boiler about a quarter of an hour HIS HONOUR now delivered judgmentas follows:
way , and he contended at the outset that no such previously . It was a pure accident, such as no In these two actions broughtby the same plaintiff
action could be maintained . care could have prevented. In other respects, against the same defendant, the facts and circum
His HONOUR observed that that could be seen the engine was in good order. There was no stances are nearly identical, although the causes

after the plaintiff had stated his case, when Mr. other engine at Wells to take on the train , which of actiou are certainly distinct. The plaintiff, &
Moore would have an opportunity of cross-exami. could not be started until an engine arrived from grocer in Reading, being in difficulties, instructed
nation. However, he might remark that the Norwich . Hehad been twenty -three years in the the defendant, & solicitor in London, to appear

plaintiff 's particulars contained three separate defendants' service. The engine spoken of was , and defend several actions brought against him
charges of complaint for loss of time, for which he taken by himself out of the factory at Stratford at the end of last year and beginning of the
had put down a lump sum of £4 4s. ; and he | new in 1862 . present year, and during that period and up to
wished to know how much the plaintiff claimed Thomas Stevenson , district superintendent at April last, paid defendant's clerk large sumsof

for each . Norwich , narrated the steps which were had re . money, amounting, as the plaintiff deposes, to
The plaintiff said that the first paragraph in his course to by him on receiving information by | £60 or £70 ; but as the defendant's clerk deposes

particulars referred to the 6th Nov., when he was telegraph of the bursting of the tube, so as to to less than £50, on account of instalments and
a passenger from Fakenham to Norwich . The prevent inconvenience to the public. The engine costs payable to the plaintiff in such actions, and
time- table for thatmonth announced a train to which took the train from Wells was the one the charges and expenses of the defendantMorti;
leave Fakenham at 5 .55 p . m ., and to arrive at which left Norwich at 7 a .m . more in defending such actions for the present

Norwich at 7 .30 p . m . ; but it did not reach its William Ward, sub-inspector of permanent way | plaintiff. No account of such payments to the

destination until 9 .30 p . m . ; two hours later than on the Great Eastern Railway, said that he was defendant's clerk was kept by the defendant of

it would have done. For this detention , however, I atKimberley station immediately after the trucks | his clerk ,but vouchers for about £35 , paid in vari

he would only claim the nominal damages of 6d . went off the siding on the 12th Nov . He exa . ous sums for instalments and costs, were produced

His HONOUR saggested whether it would not mined the metals, and found them in very good | by the defendant's clerk , and the defendant

be better to strike out the first item altogether, I condition , observing neither defect in the road or I clerk further deposed that he had sent several

and confine their attention to the second and third rail . The main line was cleared about 2 . 35 p .m . other vouchers to the plaintiff , and that except

itoms. Samuel Long, platelayer, gave corroborative about £2 or £3 for incidental expenses of journeys,
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messages, & c ., the whole of the money advanced mentioned , which , although it had never been COURT OF APPEAL IN CHANCERY.
by the plaintiff was applied in payment of in delivered, he had a right to do, according to the

Tuesday, Dec. 16 .
stalments and costs. The plaintiff denies that case of Brown v . Tibbits (11 C . B ., N . S ., 855 ) ; but

he ever received any vouchers from the defen . as he had delivered no bill of costs, neither had (Before the LORD CHANCELLOR and the LORDS

dant, and never saw the vouchers produced he delivered any particulars of his set -off within JUSTICES.)

in court previously to such production . It is the timerequired by the County Courts Acts, and Re MOTION ; MAULE v . Davis.
quite clear that the defendant was guilty of consequently there was a verdict for the plaintiff , Partnership - Sale of bankrupt's property - Bank
gross neglect in permitting his clerk to receive and the set-off was disallowed. Under the cir . ruptcy Act 1869, s. 72 - Jurisdiction ,
moneys from the defendant without keeping cumstancee, however, I allowed a new trial, with Tots anneal candied the whole of yesterday and
proper accounts and giving proper receipts, liberty to plead the get-off, on payment of costs this morning the judgment of the court was de.
and although it is perhaps not absolutely by defendant,and on his bringing the money into livered .

necessary for me to express an opinion on this court, and after hearing it , I am still of opinion The appeal was from an order made by the
part of the case , I think that it will be convenient that the plaintiff is entitled to recover, and that

Chief Judge in Bankruptcy on the 28th July last.
and proper for me to say that on the balance of the defendant is not entitled to the claim which

This order was made upon the application of
the evidence before me, I am of opinion that the he has made as a set-off in that action, as I think
plaintiff advanced at least £65 to the defendant' s / the same was released by him on obtaining the

signees in bankruptcy of Mr.George Motion, who
clerk , and that the discrepancy between their promissory note , and further that it was pre.

was formerly in partnership with Messrs. John
evidence on this pointmay possibly be accounted viously satisfied substantially , if not fully , by the Hay and E . N . Briggs in the distillery business of
for by a particular sum of £18 , which the payments made on account to his clerk. The

Grimble and Co ., in Albany-street, and the order
plaintiff positively swore to have paid to the plaintiff subsequently brought the second action declared void a sale made in 1869by Mr. Staunton ,
defendant's clerk under special circumstances , to recover £42 10s., the balance of the promissory

the then assignee of the bankrupt's estate , of the
and which the defendant's clerk did not venture note of £50, £10 cash and £2 10s. interest on the

bankrupt's interest in thebusiness to his partners,
positively to deny, although he stated that he note (after deducting the £20 sued for in the first Messrs. Hay and Briggs, for £13,025., on the
believed he had never received it. At the end of action on the undertaking ) as money had and re.

ground that the sale was improperly made and at
March in the present year, according to the ceived by defendant to the use of the plaintiff ,

an undervalue. The sale was made under an
defendant' s evidence, tho defendant advised the and the defendant has pleaded as a set-off his un . agreement dated the 15th April 1869 , and was
plaintiff to present a petition for liquidation and taxed bill of costs in the liquidation, amounting

afterwards sanctioned by an order of the Court of
free himself from his liabilities , and thereupon the to £38 Rs. 9d ., and also a further set-off of

Chancery on the 15th July 1869, made in two
plaintiff asked the defendant if he could do it for £14 178. 9d., the unsatisfied balance of his bill of partnership suits of Hay v . Motion and Motion v .
£50. but ultimately offered and promised to pay I costs for defending the actions already men .

Hay, in which a decree had been made on the 30th
the defendant £60 for the expenses of liquidation , tioned , after deducting the £20 due on his under

of April 1864, for the dissolution of the partner .
viz, : £10 in cash , and £50 by a promissory note taking and claimed in the first action . On the

ship , and the sale of the whole business as a
of Mr. F . Halliday, dated the 25th March 1870 , grounds which I have already mentioned , and

going concern . After the sale of the bankrupt's
for the above amount, with interest at £5 per particularly the view which I take of the real interest to his partners, they sold and assigned
cent. per month , payable on demand. On the 9th agreement between the parties, I disallow the the whole business to Mr. George Maule. The

of April, the defendant filed the petition for second item of the set-off , but í allow ,the first order of the Chief Judge declared this sale also to
liquidation by the plaintiff in this court, and on item of the bill of costs in liquidation , subject to be void ,and directed thewhole business to be sold
the sameday the defendant obtained the promis - taxation by the proper officer , whom I think to be

as a going concern , as originally provided by the
sory note of £50 from the plaintiff,but only upon the registrar of this court in bankruptcy , under decree in the partnership suits , and gave Mr.
his, the defendant's , varying his agreement as to the fifth rule of the Bankruptcy Rules 1871. Maule liberty to bid at the sale . The sale was
the costs of the liquidation and undertaking to There will be a verdict for the plaintiff in the first afterwards advertised to be held on the 19th inst.
carry him through for £40 instead of £60 ; and action for £20 with costs, on the higher scale , The ait of MaulaThe suit of Maule v . Davis was instituted by Mr.
the defendant, on cross -examination , stated that payable in fourteen days, and there will be a

Maule in Vice -Chancellor Bacon 's Court against
he did so because he would never have obtained verdict for the plaintiff in the second action for Messrs. Davis and Wittington, and was, by special
the promissory notewithout. The defendant then £42 108., subject to the defendant's set-off of leave, heard originally before the Court of Appeal.signed the following memorandum : - “ Received £38 8s. 9d., or so much as the proper taxing By the bill Maule expressed his readiness to
of Mr. Thomas Prentis a promissory note of Mr. officer may have found or may find to be due,

e have it declared that the sale of the bankrupt' s
Frank Halliday for £50, and I undertake in the with costs according to the amount ultimately interest in the business was not binding on his
event of the said note being duly paid to return recovered by the plaintiff, payable in a month ; estate, but Mr. Maule sought to have it also
to Mr. Prentis the sum of £20 thereout. costs of application for new trial to be included . declared that he is entitled to a charge on the
(Signed ) T . H . MORTIMORE , 9th April 1873 .” The plaintiff and defendant agreed that the bobusiness , or on the bankrupt' s interest in it , for

The £10 cash had previously been paid to the costs of liquidation should be taxed by the regis the £13,025, which headvanced to Hay and Briggs
defendant but no mention of it was made in this trar, without prejudice to the defendant' s right to to enable them to pay for the bankrupt's interest,memorandum ; and in the petition for liquidation appeal in both actions . which they purchased .
the promissory note for £50 was returned as part
of the debtor's estate, but no mention was made Swanston , Q .C . and Sterling were for Mr.
of the £10 paid to the defendant, nor of the £20

Maule.

BANKRUPTCY LAW .
agreed to be repaid by him , which I regret to say J. W . Chitty and Romer appeared for the

has very much the appearance of a fraud upon assignees.

the plaintiff 's creditors , but may have happened NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. The LORD CHANCELLOR said that in their
through inadvertence, and I trust that such was PARTNERSHIP - SEPARATE ESTATE - PROFITS Lordships' opinion the respondents had failed to

the case. So far the plaintiff and defendant are OF SEPARATE ESTATE SET TO PROFIT AND Loss prove any such fraudulent scheme as they
substantially agreed, excupt that the plaintiff ACCOUNT- JOINT ESTATE. - C . and M ., who car. alleged on the part of the bankrupt's partners to
states that no other sum than £40 was ever men. | ried on business as ship chandlers, each applied in obtain his share in the business at an under
tioned as the costs of the liquidation . The plain . his own name for certain shares in a shipowners' value. Nothing which occurred before the agree.

tiff and defendant are further agreed that pre- company . Each paid the application and allot- ment of the 15th April 1869, appeared to require

viously to the filing of the petition a cunversation mentmoney on the shares allotted to him , and the or to warrant the inference of a fraudulent pur.

took place between them as to the costs of de- shares were registered in the names ofthe part pose. The provisious of that agree nent were
fending the action at the beginning of the year. ners severally . Each partner drew upon the prima facie fair and proper, and upon the whole
The defendant deposes that it merely amounted partnership funds for the payment of calls upon evidence their Lordships did not doubt that Mr.
to this, that such costs should be put into the the shares, and the amounts so drawn were de- Staunton and his solicitor, in entering into the

list of debts at a lump sum of £25. The plaintiff bited in the books of the firm to the individual agreement, acted with an honest purpose. The
deposes that nothing was said to this effect and partners, and opposite to these entries in the objection to this agreement, which was mainly

that he never read the list of creditors, but that books of the firm each partner signed his relied on by the Chief Judge, was founded upon
previously to filing the petition ,and handing over initials in red ink . The dividends on the shares the construction of sect. 137 of the Bankruptcy

the promissory note , and taking the defendant's were, however, carried to the profit and loss Act of 1861, which gives the assignees of a bank

undertaking to repay the £20, he said to the de account of the firm . The holding of ships or rupt power, with the sanction of the court, to sell
fendant " I suppose we are square up to this shares in shipowning companies formed no part by private contract the bankrupt's book debts
time," and the defendant said , in reply , “ cer of the business of the firm , but it appeared that and the goodwill of his trade or business. Their
tainly ." Upon this part of the transaction , I the partners had purchased the shares under the Lordships thought that section did not apply to
think, on the balance of evidence beforeme, that impression that the possession of them would be a sale by the assignee of a bankrupt's share in
the real agreement between the parties must be the means of introducing custom and business to the goodwill of the business, and his interest
held to have come to this : That if the liquidation the partnership . C . became bankrupt and M . in the book debts of a dissolved partnership ,

was carried out the defendant was to limit his claimed the shares standing in Co' s name, as especially in the case of a sale to the bank .
claim to £25 against the estate and look to obtain joint estate of the firm : Held (reversing the de rupt's partners, who were generally the most
his costs of the liquidation, not exceeding £40 , cision of the Chief Judge in Bankruptcy , that the advantageous purchasers of his interest. Nor did
out of the £50 promissory note returned as an entries in the books of the firm amounted to a | their Lordships think that there was any force in
asset, but if the liquidation fell through he was statement in writing signed by the partner that the objection founded upon the existence of the

to limit his claim against the plaintiff to such the shares were to be separate and not joint estate, previous order of the Court of Chancery for the
last-mentioned costs not exceeding £40, payable and that the mode of dealing with the dividend sale of the whole business as a going concern .
out of the promissory note for £50. In the latter was not contradictory of that statement, inas. Notwithstanding that order , the Court of Chancery

case the defendant would also have had to repay much as the effect of it was the same as if the had power to give effect to the agreement, and
the £20 according to his undertaking , but in the partners (who each held an equal number of the that which would be no objection to the agree .

former case it is difficult to say what the parties shares) had been separately credited with the ment in the court which made the original order,

contemplated , as £10 part of the balance or sum dividends : (Ex parte Bolland ; re Clint, 29 L . T . could be no objection to it in another court. But;
of £20 would have passed to the trustee in liqni. Rep . N . S . 525 . Chan .) though their Lordships were satisfied that no case
dation , and the remaining £10 ought certainly ANTENUPTIAL SETTLEMENT BY A TRADER of fraud had been made out by the respondents,
also to have been paid to such trustee, and both COVENANT TO SETTLE ALL AFTER ACQUIRED they were by no means satisfied that there had
would have been divisible amongst the creditors. | PROPERTY OF HUSBAND - BANKRUPTCY - IN - not been material error in the mode in which the
The £50 promissory note , together with £2 10s. | VALIDITY OF COVENANT. - A covenant in an ante value of the bankrupt's interest had been ascer .
for interest,was duly paid to the defendant by the nuptial settlement by the husband to settle upon tained. They were relieved from any difficulty as
drawer. The petition for liquidation fell through such trusts as the trustees should require all the to this part of the case by the submission of the
for want of a sufficient number of creditors at the real and personal estate of or to which he should appellant to pay, in addition to what he had
first meeting ,when no resolution was proposed nor become possessed or entitled during the covertare, already paid for the bankrupt's interest, such som
any adjournment moved. The plaintiff then is void as against his trustee in bankruptcy as as, upon inquiry,mightprove requisite to make up
brought his action in this court to recover back I being against public policy, and an attempt to the full value of the bankrupt' s interest. Their

the £20 on the undertaking . The defendant withdraw the whole of his property from the just Lordships did not think that the whole sale ought
pleaded as a set-off the amount of a bill of costs claims of his creditors : (Ex parte Bolland ; re to be set aside, upon the ground of error, in the
(434 175 . 9d.) for defending the actions already ' Clint, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 543 . ‘ Bank.) absence of fraud, butan inquiry would be directed
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fully,

to be made by one of the registrars in bankruptcy Sampson and Alsop , solicitors , appeared for the on by them without endorsement, but with &
as to what additional sum ought to be paid by parties concerned . guarantee of payment atmaturity to the Agra and
Mr. Maule for the bankrupt' s interest. His Lord . The Registrar said the first question before him Masterman ' s Bank , to be held by them as secu
ship said it was his duty to add that if their was the consideration of the objections to the rity, they allowing Barneds to draw upon them in

in his proofs of debt. The first referred to was marked separate bills for £50. 000 . This sum of £50 .000 .

view of the facts of the case they would have been objected to " on the ground of the bill of ex. less discount and charges, passed to the credit of
unable to concur in the propriety of his decision change given to the creditor not having been pro - Messrs. Fernie Brothers and Co. at Barned' s, and
that it was competent to the Court of Bankruptcy duced at themeeting was drawn outby them . On the 8th March, the
to work out the original decree of the Court of Sampson now produced the bill, and the regis . day on which the first batch of bills was drawn,
Chancery in the partnership suits . With the trar held it sufficient to cure the defect of its Messrs. Fernie Brothers and Co. gave to Barned's
interpretation put by the Chief Judge upon sect. non-production at the meeting. The next objec Banking Company a guarantee in the following
72 of the Bankruptcy Act 1869, their Lordships tion taken was to the right of the liquidator to terms :
could not agree. That section gave to the Court vote at themeeting. 48, Brown's -buildings, Exchange,

of Bankruptcy very large powers to decide all Sampson contended that the Joint Stock Com . Liverpool, 6th March , 1866 .

questions necessary for the proper administration panies Act only conferred power upon a liquida
TO BARNED' S BANKING COMPANY (LIMITED ) .

of a bankrupt's estate ; but it did not enable the
Gentlemen, -- We hereby guarantee to you the due

tor to prove and rank for dividend , and that in payment of the undermentioned drafts the same as if
Assignees to draw within the jurisdiction of the the absence of any authority the liquidator could they came endorsed by us :Court of Bankruptcy the owners of property which not vote. Assuming he could vote , he had no W . H . Daunt and Co ., on M 'Ewen Bryson , and Co. .

was not vested in the assignees , and who were not power to accept a composition . The debtor's £5000 at six months' date , dated 6th March .

originally subject to the jurisdiction in bankruptcy, petition was for either composition or liquidation ;
W . H . Daunt and Co ., on M 'Ewen , Bryson, and Co . ,

and still less did it enable the Court of Bank - and, as the liquidator could not accept theformer,
£5000 at six months' date , dated 6th March .

W . H . Daunt and Co. , on M 'Ewen , Bryson ,and Co.,
ruptcy to work out a decree for the dissolution of he had no right to vote for the latter , as one of £5000 at six months' date , dated 6th March .
a partnership previously made by the Court of the principles of the Act was that all creditors W . H . Daunt and Co., on M 'Ewen , Bryson , and Co .,
Chancery . No doubt the Court of Bankruptoy should be on an equality . £5000 at six months' date , dated 6th March .

would be able to compel a purchaser to reconvey Alsop argued that by the 80th section of the
All due 9th September next . - We are , gentlemen ,

property of a bankrupt which he had fraudulently Bankruptcy Act 1869, a company might vote
akruptcy Act 1869. a company might vote | your obedient servants, FERNIE BROS. & co .

acquired ,and a prior order of the Court of Chan - by an agent duly authorised , and in the pre On the 9th April, Messrs. Fernie Brothers and
cery made by consent would not stand in the way sent instance the company, although in liqui- Co, gave Barned ' s Banking Company a further
of this being done ; but in such a case as the dation , did , by virtue of one of the sections letter of guarantee in the following terms:
present, where the purchase money had been of the Joint- Stock Companies Act, continue in Liverpool, 9th April, 1866 .

already paid and distributed among the creditors, existence for the purpose of winding -up , and the TO BARXED ' S BANKING COMPANY (LIMITED ) .

who had received 20s, in the pound, such an order liquidator became its agent for that purpose , and Gentlemen , - In reference to the operation of the

would only be made upon the ordinary equitable as such agent had a right to vote. Th
advance of £50,000 in the acceptances of the Agra and
Masterman Bank at three months date against

terms of refunding the purchase money, and assented to the latter argument, and held that deposits of certain bills of exchange drawn at six

assignees in bankruptcy were as much bound as the liquidator, as the agent of the company, was months' date by Messrs. W . H . Daunt and Co., as

any other plaintiffs to return the purchase money entitled to vote. follows :
in such a case. With regard to the suit of Maule Sampson then took exception to the claim of the £20,000 on M 'Ewen , Bryson , and Co ., due 9th Sept.

V . Davis , their Lordships thought the plaintiff company in respect of interest, but the registrar
£30 ,000 on James Watson and Co . , due 18th Sept.

could not sustain it , and the bill must be dis - held that the debtor being a party to the promis
In consideration of your giving your guarantee to the

Agra and Masterman Bank for the transaction , we

missed with costs. Mr. Manle would , however, sory note, on which the company claimed , and the hereby guarantee due payment of theabove acceptances

be entitled to receive his costs in the bankruptcy amount of interest to be paid being specifically ofMessrs. M Ewen , Bryson ,and Co . , and James Watson

motion , so far as they had been increased by reason stated on the face of the document, he was liable and Co., to the same extent as though we were en
of the charges of fraud , and hemight set -off those for the amount claimed. The parties then came dorsers thereon . - We remain , gentlemen , yours faith

costs against the costs in the suit. to an agreement to nominate the liquidator as
FERNIE BROS. and co .

The LORDS JUSTICES concurred . trustee, and tendered a resolution signed by the All the parties engaged in the transaction failed ,
creditors to that effect, but it was refused regis. and none of the bills were paid at maturity . I

tration on the ground that it was not the resolu
LIVERPOOL COUNTY COURT.

am of opinion that there was good consideration
tion passed at the meeting . for both the guarantees. But by the language of

Thursday, Dec. 4 . A new meeting of creditors was ordered. the guarantees, the liability of Fernie Brothers

(Before Mr. Registrar Watson.)
and Co., is expressly limited to their liability as

Re John ELLIS .
endorsers ; all that they undertake to do is to

Friday, Dec. 19 . place themselves with regard to Barneds in the
Bankruptcy Act 1869- Liquidator's right lo prove

(Before J . F . COLLIER, Esq., Judge.)
same position as endorsers. If it had been in

and vote - Resolutions - Practice .

Held , that a liquidator of a joint stock company Re FERNIE BROTHERS AND Co.
| tended that the guarantee should be one simply
of due payment of the bills atmaturity , it would

being voluntarily wound -up is entitled to prove Bankruptcy Act 1861 - Deed of inspectorship have been easy to have so framed it, as was, in

and vote at meetings of creditors. Bills of -- Right of proof of debt- Guarantee - Bills of fact, done in the guarantee which Barned's gave
exchange held by a creditor, but not produced at Exchange. the Agra and Masterman 's in respect of these

meeting, should be produced on registration to A . entered into a guarantee to meet bills drawn by very bills . I cannot suppose that the managers

cure objection to their non production at the B . and accepted by C . for £50 ,000 to the same of Barned' s Bank were ignorant of the effect of
extent as if endorsed . The bank parted with the this limitation . They , therefore, knowing of the

THIS was an application to register certain b ills, and they were discounted by A . without limitation and of its effect in the case of the first
resolutions of creditors, whereby they deter indorsement, and all the parties thereto failed . batch of bills, parted with the bills , after having
mined to liquidate the affairs of the debtor, Held , that the bank which accepted the guarantee received the first guarantee, and in the case of the
by arrangement, and to appoint Mr. Bolland having parted with the bills without indorsement second batch accepted a guarantee in the same
trustee. The question at issue involved an by A ., deprived themselves of the right of proving terms, after having parted with the bills, in both
important point of practice. It appeared that against the estate of A . A .' s name notbeing on cases without endorsement. Nor is there, in my
the debtor was a shareholder in the County Pala - | the bills, there was no right of proof against his opinion , anything extraordinary or unreasonable
tine Loan Company, now in liquidation, and held estate. The true test of right of proofwas this, in their so doing , or any reason to think that &
twenty £10 shares. He became a director, and could the bank which accepted the guarantee full knowledge of the meaning and effect of the
introduced many of his friends who were desirous have sued successfully on the guarantee without limitation was not in their minds ; for if they had
cf obtaining loans from the company, and in some having the bills in their hands ? remained solvent, and the billa had not been paid

cases he became guarantee for repayment of the This was an application for the admission of a at maturity , they would, in the natural course of
loans. In respect of three such loans he was proof of debt for £50,000 , against the estate of business, have again become the holders , they
surety to the extent of £107, and on default of the debtors, shipowners in Liverpool, who exe would have had to pay the Agra and Masterman's
the original borrowers he became liable for prin . cuted a deed of inspectorship in 1866 . The facts | Bank, and would then have been entitled to have
cipal as well as interest, the latter computed at of the case are fully set forth in the judgment of their bills back - indeed , at any time by securing
the rate of 216 per cent., and making £528 . He the court. the Agra and Masterman ' s , they could have again

also borrowed on his own account £30, of which | Wheeler and Bigham , instructed by Freshfields, made themselves the holders. In my opinion , by

he repaid £10, and the claim of the company in of London , supported the proof. parting with the bills they deprived themselves of
respect of this loan was £409 138. 2d. He was Gully, instructed by Hüll, Stone, and Fletcher, their remedy as holders, and , as a matter of fact,
also liable on unpaid calls on his shares of £4 opposed the Agra and Masterman 's Bank have proved as
each , amounting to £80. At the first meeting of | His HONOUR , in giving judgment, said : In this the holdersagainst the estates of M 'Ewen , Bryson ,His HONOUR , in giving indomant said . In this

his creditors trade debts were proved which case I am asked to allow the official liquidators of and Co ., and James Watson and Co. The test is ,

amounted to £684, and & proof of debt was Barned 's Banking Company to rank as creditors could Barneds have sued successfully on this

tendered by the liquidator of the loan company against the estate of Messrs. Fernie Brothers | guarantee withouthaving the bills in their hands

for £1066 . That proof was objected to by the and Co., for a sum of £50,000 under a certain I think not. I am therefore of opinion that they

chairman , on the ground that the rate of interest letter of guarantee hereafter referred to. The have no claim to rank as creditors in respect of

was exorbitant, and could not in equity be en - facts of the case are these. In the early part of the sum claimed under it .

forced . The trade creditors thereupon resolved the year 1866 , Messrs. Fernie Brothers and Co., Gully asked that the costs should follow the

to ignore the claim and liquidate the estate by of Liverpool ; Messrs. W . H . Daunt and Co ., of result.“

arrangement, and appoint their own trustee. Liverpool ; Messrs. M 'Ewen , Bryson , and Co., of His HONOUR assented .

Alsop , for the liquidator, insisted upon his right | Glasgow ; and Messrs. James Watson and Co., of

to vote, notwithstanding the objection to his Glasgow , desired to raise £50 ,000 for operations give notice of appeal, except for the purpose of
Wheeler said that as there was no necessity to

proof. on the Stock Exchange. Arrangements were reducing the amount of deposit below £20 , he has
Sampson , for several of the trade creditors, made with Barned 's Banking Company for the nothing to say until he had consulted with his

admitted the right of a creditor to whose proof | advance of the money . Barned 's bank, however , I clients.
objection had been raised to vote, but in this not being in a position to provide ready money to
instance he submitted that a liquidator had no such an amount, entered into negotiations with
such right in competition with the rest of the the Agra and Masterman's Bank in London , LEGAL NEWS.
creditors. the ultimate result of which was that on

Alsop submitted that by virtue of the 95th the 6th March four bills of exchange for £5000 SOLICITOR ELECTED MAYOR . — Blackburn
and 133rd section of the Joint Stock Companies Act each , and on the 15th March six bills for John Pickop, Esq .
the official liquidator had full power to vote , and £5000 each , were drawn by Messrs. W . H . Daunt THE BALDACCHINO CASE . - There will be no
he accordingly signed a resolution to liquidate and Co ., the first four on Messrs. M 'Ewen , appeal in this case , recently decided by Dr. Tris

and to appoint the liquidator trustee. Both those Bryson , and Co ., and the last six on Messrs. tram , as to the erection of a baldacchino at St.
resolutions were tendered for registration , and James Watson and Co . These bills were on or Barnabas , Pimlico . The Chancellor, it will be
the matter camebefore the registrar on the ques. |about the dates on which they were drawn paid recollected , held that such ornaments were unlaw
tion of registration . ' into Barned ' s Bank , and were immediately passed ' ful in the Church of England .

meeting.
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CHURCH LECTURES. - A correspondent in the Temple in Easter Term , 1846, and in 1858 was LAW STUDENTS' JOURNAL .

Times of the 22nd Dec., suggests , thatby 13 & 14 appointed Assistant Justice of the General Court

Car. 2, c . 4 , 88 . 17 , 19, 20 , 21, and 22, it is decidedly of the Bahamas. In 1865 he was promoted to the EXAMINATIONS AT THE INCORPORATED

illegal for a layman to lecture in any church with . Chief Justiceship . He is also Judge of the Vice LAW SOCIETY.
out the license of the primate or diocesan , first Admiralty Court, and President of the Legislative FINAL EXAMINATION . — MICHAELMAS TERM ,
obtained in all cases. This statute subjects the Council of the Bahamas. Sir William H . Doyle is 1873 .

offender to an imprisonment of three months. márried to Miss Sarah Johnson, daughter of Mr. At the examination of candidates for admission
THE JUDICATURE ACT. - The Globe alludes to Samuel Johnson , of Nassau , in the Bahamas. on the roll of attorneys and solicitors of thethe " possibility of a short Bill being introduced I MUNICIPAL ELECTION PETITIONS. - Baron Superior Courts, the examiners recommended the

next Session to postpone the operation of this Act Martin and Mr. Justice Mellor, two of the judges following gentlemen , under the age of 26 , as being
for another year.” But" at presentthere appears on the rota for the trial of parliamentary election entitled to honorary distinction : - Edwin Murcott ,
no need of such a measure." It is suggested that petitions, have appointed Tuesday, the 13th Jan., who served his clerkship to Mr. George Cattell
" it would be better to postpone the initiation of for the trial of the municipal petitions from Not Greenway, of Warwick ,and Messrs. Robinson and
a new state of affairs than to begin it with a half tingham and Hereford , and Tuesday, the 20th Preston , of London ; John Locke Jeans, who
finished or ill-considered mode of procedure." proximo, for the hearing of the petitions from
BURCH V. THE REV. John REID . - OnSaturday, Liverpool and Manchester. On the first day of

served his clerkship to Messrs. Bourne and
Rhodes, af Alford, and Messrs . Scottand Co., of

Mr. G . H . Brooks, the Proctor, on the part of the trial the barristers appointed - namely , Mr. Dow . Lincoln 's - inn - fields, London ; Henry JosephBishop of Exeter, received a petition of appeal deswell, Q .C ., Mr. T . W . Saunders, and Mr. Birod Smith , who served his clerkship to Mr. William
in this case, recently heard in the Arches Court, — will sit at 11 o 'clock ; on the subsequent days at Frederick Baker, of London ; Jesse Thomas
and in which the defendant, the vicar of Tregony, | 10 o 'clock . Davies, who served his clerkship to Mr. Thomas
Cornwall, was suspended for three years on a On Wednesday the Chancery vacation com . Davies and Mr. John Paul Poncione, the younger,charge of immorality . The appeal will to-day be menced and lasts until the 6th Jan., inclusive.
lodged at the Judicial Committee. an , inclusive of London ; George Hime,who served his clerk

The law offices will be closed until Tuesday morn ship to Messrs. Anderson , Collins, and Robinson ,
The directors of the Law Union Insurance ing . The Master of the Rolls is the vacation

ny have issued a notice in which they say of Liverpool, and Messrs . T . and T . Martin, of
judge during the Christmas recess , and, according I Livornooi . Conra Rawww Commino

that they think it desirable to direct the attention
28 Liverpool ; George Barrow Cummins, who served

ha cawad

to a notice just issued , will, if required , sit at the his clerkship to Messrs. Hore and Monkhouse, of
of their insured to the great increase in wages | Rolls' House , on Wednesday, the 31st Dec., and Liverpool, and Messrs. Milne. Riddle , aud Mellor ,

and in cost ofmaterials, which in numerous cases on Wednesday, the 7th Jan. “ Any person de- of London .

renders reinstatement of premises destroyed by | sirous of making any apprication on either of those The Council of the Incorporated Law Society

fire for the amount insured out of the question. | days must give notice at the Rolls ' House before have accordingly awarded the following prizes of

Ittherefore becomes important that policy -holders four o 'clock on the previous Monday.” The
should revise their insurances , with the view of judge will take applications of an urgent nature, | Hononrable Society of Clifford' s . Inn : to Mr.

books : - To Mr. Murcott, the prize of the

satisfying themselves that their property is insured and his address can be obtained at the Rolls' Jeans, the prize of the Honourable Society of
for a proper amount. House. The chambers of the Master of the Clement's Ion : to Mr. Smith , Mr. Davies , Mr.

His HONOUR, the Vice -Chancellor Malins, has Rolls will be open on the 24th , on the 30th , and Hime, and Mr. Cummins, prizes of the Incorpo .

sanctioned the payment of a second dividend of 31st inst., and on the 1st, 2nd , and 6th Jan, from
rated Law Society .

38. 6d. in the pound to the creditors of the Inter eleven to one o ' clock . The Courts of Common The examiners have also certified that the
national Life Assurance Society, payable at the Pleasand the Exchequer will sit at Nisi Prius in following candidates, under the age of 26 , whose
offices of Mr. Maynard , 55, Old Broad -street, on and after Hilary Term on the same days. The names are placed in alphabetical order, passed
Wednesday next and the two following Wednes first sittings on Tuesday , the 13th Jan . , second examinations which entitle them to commenda .
days. It is announced that any of the creditors sittings,Monday,the 19th Jan. ; and third sittings, tion :- John Edward Booth , who served his clerk .
who have not received the first dividend can on Monday, the 26th Jan ., at Westminster. The ship to Messrs . Teale and Appleton , of Leeds ;
receive it with the second, provided there be courts will not sit in London during Term . After

Thomas Dent Gardner , who served his clerkship
nothing due from them in respect of loans on Term , in Middlesex, the sittings are appointed for to Messrs. Jones, Roberts, and Hale, of London ;
policies , and that they produce what is required 2nd Feb.,and in London on Monday,the 16th Feb. Ge| George Henry Hankinson , who served his clerka
of them in support of their title . BARON COLERIDGE. - The Right Hon . Sir John ship to Messrs. Cooper and Sons, ofManchester ;
WILLS AND BEQUESTS.- The will of the late | Duke Coleridge, Lord Chief Justice of the Court

Lord Chief Justice Bovill has been proved by his of Common Pleas, who is to be raised to the clerkship to Messrs. Strick and Bellingham , of
Thomas Noon Talfourd Strick , who served his

relict and eldest son . The document bears date | Peerage as Baron Coleridge , of Ottery St. Mary , I Swansea and Meases. Tamplin . Tavler and

the 20th Jan . 1870 , and is wholly in the hand. | Devonshire, is the elder son of the Right Hon . Joseph , of London : Alfred Bishop Wallingford .

writing of the testator, whose personalty has been Sir John Taylor Coleridge, of Heath' s Court, whowho served his clerkship to Messrs. Wallingford
sworn under £70,000. The testator bequeaths Ottery, St. Mary (many years a Puisne Judge of and Day , of St. Ives, Hunts, and Messrs. Neal
certain personalty to his widow absolutely , and the Court of Queen ' s Bench ), by a daughter of and Philpot, of London ; George Kyme Wright,
the income of the residue to her use for life , with the late Rev. Gilbert Buchanan , LL . D . He was who served his clerkship to Messrs . Staniland and
remainder to his descendants as shemay appoint, born in the year 1821 , was educated at Eton and Wigelsworth, of Boston ,and Messrs. Johnson and
The testator's shares in the County and Borough Balliol College, Oxford , where he obtained a | Jackson , of London . The Council have accor
HallGuildford Company (Limited), are bequeathed Scholarship , and graduating B . A . in 1842, was dingly awarded them certificates of merit .

ayor and Corporation of Guildford , the afterwards elected to a Fellowship at Exeter | The number of candidates examined in this
income and votes in respect thereof to be used and College. He was called to the Bar at the Middle Term was 166 ; of these , 157 passed , and ninewere
applied for the benefit of the Guildford Working Temple in 1847, and went the Western Circuit, of | postponed. By order of the Council,
Man 's Institution, of which the testator was which he was for some years the “ leader." He

E . W . WILLIAMSON , Secretary .
formerly the president. held the Recordership of Portsmouth from 1855 Law Society's Hall, Chancery-lane, London .
THE TEMPLE FIRE , A. D . 1737. - On the4th Jan. to 1866 , and was made a Queen ' s Counsel and

(Old Style ) about seven o 'clock , p . m . “ a dreadful elected a bencher of his inn in 1861. He sat in the

fire broke out in the Inner Temple , adjoining to House of Commons as M . P . for Exeter from The following circulars have been issued :
the Hall, and continued to burn with great fury | 1865 down to last month , when he accepted the INTERMEDIATE EXAMINATION .
until five o 'clock next morning, which entire con. Lord Chief Justiceship . He held the Solicitor. Incorporated Law Society U . K . ,

sumed the Inner Temple, kitchen , buttery, and Generalship from 1868 down to 1871, and suc. Chancery-lane, London, Dec. 1873 .

the great stairs that lead to the hall ; but the hall | ceeded Sir Robert P . Collier in the Attorney . Sir , - I am directed by the examiners appointed for

the intermediate examination of persons under articles
Generalship in the latter year. He was sworn awas with great difficulty preserved, which was of clerkship to attorneys, to inform you that Thurs

owing to the party-wall. It likewise consumed Privy Councillor a week or two ago. Sir John day, the 22nd January 1874 , is the day appointed for the

upwards of thirty chambers . At its breaking out Coleridge married in 1846 or 1847 Miss Jane examination , and that candidates for examination are

there was a greatscarcity of water, otherwise ' tis Fortescue Seymour, daughter of the Rev . George to attend on that day , at half past nine in the forenoon ,
thought it would have been extinguished without T . Seymour, of Farringford , in the Isle of Wight, at the hall of the Incorporated Law Society , Chancery

lane, London (Carey-street entrance.) The examinadoing any considerable damage. ' Tis said that by whom he has with other issue an eldest son , Ber
tion will commence at ten o ' clock precisely , and close

severalwritings of great consequence were connard John Seymour, now of Trinity College, Oxford . at four o 'clock .
sumed in the flames . H . R . H . the Prince of Wales DEATH OF CHIEF BARON FIGOT. - Lord Chief I have to remind you that your articles of clerkship
came there about eleven o 'clock p .m ., and by his Baron Pigot died on Monday morning, at his and assignment, if any, with answers to the questions
presence he animated the people, gave money to residence in Merrion-square , Dublin , after a pro as to due service, according to the regulations approved

by the judges ,must be left with me on or before the 3rd
the firemen , & c . , and staid until it was quite over . tracted illness. He had been in very delicate

January ; and in case your articles and testimonials ofhealth for some months, and had been unable toA party of the Foot Guards were placed in the service have been deposited here , they should be re
Temple Gardens, to take care of the valuable preside in his court since the commencement of entered , the fee paid , and the answers completed on or

goods,writings, & c., that were carried thither .” Term ; but no serious fears were felt until the before the 3rd January. No candidate will be examined

In the Gentleman ' s Magazine, vol 7 , p . 59, it is last few days, and up to Saturday evening he who shall not have complied with these conditions, or
stated that this was a considerable fire, and that himself expected that he would recover. His whose testimonials as to service or conduct shall not be

satisfactory to the examiners.
it caused much loss of property . illness then assumed an alarming aspect, and , in !

On the day of examination, papers will be delivered
THE NEW LEGAL KNIGHTS . - Sir Archibald fact, a report of his death was current in the city . to each candidate , containing questions to be answered

Paull Burt, who received the honour of knight- He made a slight rally , however, and survived the in writing, selected from the works specified by the

hood last week from Her Majesty, at Windsor attack of the disease until four o'clock on Monday examiners ; and a paper of questions on book -keeping ,
Castle , is the second son of the late Mr. George morning. Hewas born at Kilworth , County Cork , If you apply to be examined under the 4th section of
Henry Burt, and was born in the year 1810 . He in 1805, and was the son of a physician . In 1826 the Attorneys Act 1864), you may, on application , obtain

copies of the further questions relating to theten years '
was educated at a private school at Richmond, he was called to the Bar, after graduating in service antecedent to the articles of clerkship ; and
and was called to the Bar at the Middle Temple | Trinity College ; in 1835 he received a silk gown ; such questions, duly answered, must be left with your

in Michaelmas Term 1845, and practised at St. in 1839 he wasmade a Bencher of the King 's Inns, articles , & c . , on or before the 3rd January. ( a ) - I am , Sir ,

Christopher' s . In 1849 he was appointed Attorney . and was appointed to the office of Solicitor - your very obedient servant,
General of the Island of St. Christopher, in 1860 General under the Melbourne Administration . E . W . WILLIAMSON , Secretary .

Commissioner of the Civil Court in Western Next year he succeeded to the office of Attorney.
Australia , and in the following year Chief Justice General, and was made a Privy Councillor ; andin FINAL EXAMINATION,

of that colony . He has been a Speaker of the 1846 the late Sir Maziere Brady, who then pre. Incorporated Law Society U . K .,

House of Assembly in St. Christopher, a member sided in the Court of Exchequer , having been
Chancery -lane , London , Dec . 1873 .

Sir , - I am directed by the examiners appointed forof the Legislative and Executive Council there, elevated to the rank of Lord Chancellor of Ire.
the examination of persons applying to be admitted

and a member of the Administrative Committee, land , Mr. Pigot was appointed first Roman attorneys, to inform you that I'uesday , the 20th , and
and Chancellor of the Diocese of Antigua and the Catholic Chief Baron , with a general recognition | Wednesday , the 21st Jan . 1874 , are the days appointed

Leeward Islands. Sir Archibald married, in 1836 , I of his fitness. From 1839 to 1846 he represented for the examination , and that candidates for examine
Louisa , daughter of Mr. John Bryan, M . D ., of St the borough of Clonmel. The Lord Chief Baron tion are to attend on those days, at half past nine in the

forenoon of each day, at the hall of the IncorporatedChristopher' s. Sir William Henry Doyle, who was a visitor of the College of Maynooth , and a
was knighted on the sameoccasion , is the only son member of the Senate of the Queen 's University ,

( a ) Candidateswho have already proved to the satisfaction
or the late Mr. Edward Doyle, and was born in the 1 a Commissioner of National Education , and also of the examiners the ten years antecedent service are not

year 1823. Hewas called to the Bar at the Middle ' connected with other public bodies. required to leave replies to the further questions again .

ro
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Law Society, Chancery-lane, London (Carey-strect Spender, Frank Richard | Walker- Jones, Fras. Alexr. were to sign his name“ J. Jones," payment under
entrance ) . The examination will commence at ten Stanway , Edward Fancutt Wallingford , Alfred Bishop

such power mightwith equal reason be refused
o 'clock precisely , and close at four o 'clock . Stevens, Wm . Richard Walters, Frank on the ground thatthe person signing “ J . Jones "I have to remind you that your articles of clerkship Stoken , Walter Warne, Chas. Holland

might be one James Jones, notwithstanding the
and assigament, if any, with answers to the questions Street, James Lacy Warne, Harry Duke
as to due service , according to the regulations approved Strick , Thos. Noon Tal. affidavit might declare that the signature wasWatson, Thos .
by the judges , must be left with me on or before the fourd Webb , Tom Southey that of John Jones ; but, failing to convince him ,
loth Jan . If your articles were executed after the lst | Sturge, Francis Wheatley. Edwd. I sent the power and affidavit to the Lord Chan .
Jan . 1861, the certificate of your having passed the | Sykes , Alfred White , Henry Arthur cellor, with a statement of the fact, and his Lord .
intermediate examination should be left at the same | Talbot, John Edward White, Wm . Henry ship , through his secretary, having intimated totime ; and in case your articles and testimonials of Tarleton , Audley Parnther Wilkes, John James

the Paymaster-General that, in his opinion , theservice bave been deposited here , they should be re Tbeobald , John Theopbilus Williams, Robert Jones
entered , the fee paid , and the answers completed on or Tippetts , Wm . James Ber. Wills , John , the younger power was sufficiently executed to be acted upon ,
before the 10th Jan . riman Woods, Wm . Henry I have, after considerable delay , numerous at:

If you apply to be examined under the 4th section of Tudor, John Woodforde, Randolph tendances, and correspondence, arrived at the
the Attorneys Act 1860 you may, on application , obtain | Tyler , John Stephen house, Jas. Thos. position I should have been at the outset, and
copies of the further questions relating to the ten years ' | Walker , John Hamilton Wright, Geo. Kyme received the cheque. I make no complaintagainstservice antecedent to the articles of clerkship ; and such

individuals, having received perfect courtesy fromquestions, duly answered , must be left with your arti.
all parties. I opposed the requirements of the

cles , & c . , on or before the 10th Jan . ( a )
Where the articles have not expired , bnt will expire CORRESPONDENCE OF THE Paymaster-General because it seemed to me that

during the term , or in the vacation following such
PROFESSION . & system was vexatious which required a man to

term , the candidate may be examined conditionally ; sign his name contrary to his usual practice, andbut the articles must be left on or before the 10th Jan . ,
I tope I have thereby succeeded in preventing thisand answers up to that time. If part of the term bas NOTE. -- This Department of the LAW Times boing oren to
vexation reaching others.been served with a barrister , special pleader , or London free discussion on all professional topics, the Editor is not

agent, answers to the questions must be obtained from responsible for any opinions or statements contained in it John NICHOLAS Mason .
them , as to the timeserved with each respectively . No
candidate will be examined who shall not have complied ARTICLES OF CLERKSHIP. - Your correspon .
with these conditions, or whose testimonials as to ser A CHRISTMAS APPEAL. - I shall feel obliged by l dents, “ Harvey and Addison ,” have either mis.
vice or conduct shall not be satisfactory to the your kindly inserting the following letter in the road or failed to perceive the obvious meaning of
examiners , LAW TIMES.
On the first day of examination papers will be deli:

I am widow of the late Henry the words in sect, 43 of the Stamp Act 1870.
Eldon George Bankes, who is the son of the late " Save as herein before provided articles of clerk .

vered to each candidate containing questions to be

answered in writing, classed under the several headsseveral heads Rev . Edward Bankes, canon of Bristol and Glou . ship are not to be stamped at any timeafter the
of - 1, Preliminary ; 2 , Common and Statute Law , and cester, and Chaplain to Her Majesty , and grandter, and Chaplain to Her Majesty , and grand- expiration of six months from the date thereof,
Practice of the courts ; 3 , Conveyancing . son to the late Earlof Eldon , late Lord Chancellor
On the second day further papers will be delivered to of England . Acting under the advice of counsel, except upon payment of penaltiesas follows," & c .

They clearly relate to clause 41, sub -sect. 2 , andeach candidate containing questions to be answered I have filed a bill in Chancery against Mr. John
in - 4 , Preliminary : 5 . Equity, and Practice of the clause 42, sub -sect. 2, empowering the Commis

Scott Bankes, The Rev . Eldon Surtees Bankes,Courts : 6 , Bankruptcy , and Practice of the Courts ; 7 , sioners of Inland Revenue to stamp articles of
Criminal Law , and Proceedings before Justices of the and Mr. Frances Serrell, to pray the court to de clerkship on which a lesser duty than £80 has
Peace. clare that I am entitled to a share in the estate

Each candidate is required to answer all the prelimi- of the late Lord Eldon , but I am been paid , as in the cases of clerks to solicitors in
informed any of the counties Palatine of Lancaster, & c ., tonary questions (Nos. 1 and 4 ) ; and also to answer in

! by my solicitor that it may be eighteen months the full eum , qualifying, in that respect, for ad .
tbreo of the other heads of inquiry , viz . : Common Law ,

uity. The examiners will con - petore my case can be heard . In the meantime I mission in the Superior Courts at Westminster .
tinue the practice of proposing questions in Bank have no means of subsistence. I havebeen in the I cannot see that the Profession has been led into
ruptcy and the Criminaland Proceedings before Jus- workhouse , but owing to the kindness of friends
tices of the Peace, in order that candidates who have have been able to escape from it for a few weeks. | any error by the wording of the Stamp Act 1870.

It was only requisite to investigate the subjectgiven their attention to these subjects may bave tbe | My friends can no longer support me, and I must with ordinary care and attention . By 34 Geo. 3 ,
advantage of answering such questions, and having the return , Only those who have lived amongst the c. 44. articles of clerkship were required to becorrectness of their answers in those departments taken
into consideration in summing up the merit of their higher classes can appreciate the horrors of that stamped before being executed . By 7 Geo . 4 , c . 44,
general examination . dreadful place, and I do beg you to allow me to s . 4 , the Commissioners of Inland Revenue were

I am , Sir , your very obedient servant . appeal to the legal Profession to save me from prohibited from stamping articles of clerkship
E . W . WILLIAMSON, Secretary . spending my Christmas week separated from my after six months from date under any pretence

child , amongst the lowest of the low , in the Union. whatever, this limit of time being identical with
GENTLEMEN WHO PASSED THE FINAL Doing myutmost I cannot earn more than 8d . a ' that within which the articles were to be enrolled.

EXAMINATION . day at needlework , butmy child and I cannot live By the 9 Geo . 4 , c . 49, the commissioners were
MICHAELMAS TERM , 1873. upon this in the winter weather . The Rev . Tempowered to stamp between 15th July 1828, and

Allen , Samuel Hime,George Thomas Pigott, 16 ,Belgrave road, Upper Holloway, the last day of Hillary Term 1829 ; any articles of
Andrews, Henry Hodgkinson , Alfred | has kindly consented to receive donations on my clerkship dated prior to 22nd June 1825 , not stamped
Ashdowne, Thomas Honey, Fredk. Hen., B . A . | behalf. LOUISA BANKES,
Balch , Charles Edward Jackson , Ernest Gratian

before execution on payment of the duty, and of
Widow of the late Henry Eldon Bankes.Barber , Frank Edward Jacobs, Julius Octavius £5 penalty . By the 19 & 20 Vict. c . 81, articles

Barrett, Joseph Jeans, John Locke of clerkship (notwithstanding the Act 34 Geo. 3 )
Barrow , Alfred Jennings, Fredk .Wm . ARTICLED CLERK. - With reference to Greville 's could be stainped under the direction of the Lords
Bassett, John Kennedy , Arthur case reported on p . 70 of your issue of 29th Nov . I of the Treasury at any time after execution on
Batten , Thomas King, Edward last, can any of your readers inform me of any l payment of the penalties therein enumerated.Bennett , Charles Hudson Langworthy , Fredk .

case in which it has been held that Sunday service | By the Stamp Act 1870 , the Commissioners of
Black , Edward Wallace Lawrence , George
Booth , John Edward Lee , Edward in a choir (on salary) is an offico or employment | Inland Revenuewere empowered to stamp articles
Bowers , W . Henry Bowyer Lewis , John Pryse contrary to 23 & 24 Vict. c. 127. A . B . of clerkship after execution withont the interven .
Bray, Henry Malthus Lickfold , Jas. Ebenezer tion of the Treasury on payment of the duty ,and

Brown, Maurice Ling, Frederic GaskellBull , W . James Hastings Locke, Chas. Wollaston BEALL v . SMITH . - The letter which appears in the under-mentioned penalties, viz., if within one

Bulleid , John Howard Lucas, George
your issue of to -day , signed “ A Solicitor calls year, £10 ; if subsequently, £10 for each year,

Bullford , Charles Edward Major, Seymour Edwd. upon us to state the facts of this case, and we l and for the fractional part of a year. The
Calcott , Geo . L . Berkeley Marcy, James
Charles , Philip Affleck Mawdsley, Wm . Henry

nave no objection whatever to the position your key to the mystery is as follows : By the 15th

Churton , John Weaver Middlebrook , Wm .
correspondent takes up, and are content to stand section of the Stamp Act 1870 , & penany. "

Clarke, William Shuker Middleton , William John
Il on the issue raised by him . Let us, there. | £10 is made payable on any instrument taken

Collins, Charles Tyne
fore, briefly say that every fact was brought to be stamped after its execution , but by sub-sect.

Collyer , D 'Arcy B . Millett, Reginald directly under the notice of the chief clerk and
2 of that clause , the commissioners are em .

Colman , Gerald Charles Mogridge, Edward the court, and that no stop was taken clandes.
powered to remit or reduce such penalty within

Court, James Phillips Mould , John Clarke tinely , and that no fact, or part of any fact, was
twelve months, but by the 43rd section of this

Cruttenden , William Murcott, Edwin
withheld from the knowledge of the court, and

Act, the timewithin which they can exercise that
Cumming . Alexander Nazer, Percy WilliamCummins, George Barrow Newington, Arthur Curtis that the decree, and every order, wasmade in full power in the case of Articles of Clerkship .15

Cunliffe, Walter Hayes knowledge of every circumstance of the case , | reduced to six months, thus if Articles of Clerk

Davies, Jesse Thomas Nutt , Jas. Teed although our leader , Mr. Greene, Q . C ., had to | ship be tendered for stamping within six months
Davis , Charles Henry Overell, Albert Edward explain to his Honour, Wickens, V . C ., what took after execution the commissioners may in the ex.
De Soyres, Philip Palethorpe , Henry John

place on obtaining the order on further consider .
ercise of their discretion reduce the penalty

De Zoete , Gerard Fred . Paynter , John WynneDodd , Charles Walters Pearce, Alexr ., B . A . ation . We are perfectly ready to lay the facts of 1 (though in practice they do not) ; if subsequentry

Dow , Edward Augustus Pearce , Arthur
the case before your readers in onr own way but | taken for stamping , the penalties presence

Druitt, Robert, the yr . Pearce , Jas, Collins as you have already received from us copy of our the Act are peremptorily enforced . - E . C .
Durnford, Francis Mount Pearse , Geo . affidavits , we prefer to leave the matter in your
Eady , Chas. Swinfen Phillips, Edwd . Lord hands for the present.
Eve , Adam Edward Phillips, Sidney Heath
Fabling, John Deo. 20. MERRIMAN , POWELL , AND Co.

Pomeroy, Edwd. Boyce
Faithwaite, Thos. Winter, Porter, Thos. Simpson
the younger Pritchard , Wm . Benning

THE INCORPORATED LAW SOCIETY OF

Fardell , Gerald Tunnard Pruddah , William Red TAPE IN THE CHANCERY PAY OFFICE. IRELAND.
Farrington , Geo . Walker Quelch , Francis The following case may interest your readers : | We take the following extracts from the
Fernell, Hen . Geo. Tudor Rawlins, Thos. Davis Bur A power of attorney for the purpose of receiving l of the Council of this Society , at the late 8
Field , Ernest ney dividend lately bespoken byme at the Paymaster. half- yearly meeting :
Fluker, Chag. Edward Ready, Frederick General's , purported to be given by S . B . andFreeman , John Tilleari, Reeves, Edmund White

ATTORNEYS' CERTIFICATE DUTY. .

M . A . lock
M . B . the younger, to myself, and was duly | In January last your council wrote

Turber, Richard Rexwortby , James executed by the said persons, the latter, however , I council of the Incorporated Law Society ,
Gardner , Thos. Dent the then) apRice , Wm . Henry signing his usual signature, i.e ., “ M . B .," without requesting to know , in view of the fine
Gardom , Edw . Theodore Richarris, Chas. Watkin adding the words “ the younger.” The signatures | proaching session of Parliament, whe
Garnett, Charles Ruchore, Thos. Robert were duly verified by affidavit annexed to the thought that any and what steps could
Geare, Henry Cecil Sager, Wm . power, which stated in distinct terms that the with reasonable prospects of success ,Gill , Robert Thos . Sanders, Oliff George
Greatheed , Wm . signature “ M . B .” was the signature of “ M . B . the reduction of this duty , and your

Shakespear, Henry Hope
Hamshaw , John Lovell Sheppard, Hobart McLean the younger.” On applying for the cheque the ceived an answer from that society, dated

Hankinson , Geo . Henry Peter Paymaster-General refused to act under this Feb . 1873, saying that their council
Harman , Orlando George Shipton , Thos. the younger power unless I got M . B . to add the words “ the opinion that the reasons given by them ,

Harris, Wm . Holden Smith , Alfred Oxnard younger ” to his signature. This I declined to do, I to a similar communication made by yoHarrison , Josh . Smith , Francis Peters
Harvey , Richard seeing no good reason why he should be asked to at the commencement of the previoSmith , Henry Josh .
Hastings, Alfred Gardiner Smith, Henry Stanley sign in any manner other than with his usual sig . | Parliament, still applied with equal, iting
Heath , Alfred Samuel Spencer, Arthur Percy nature. I argued with the Paymaster -General, force ; also that their council had recently "

Helps, Clemt. Stackhouse Spencer, Geo, Emmett I that if a person named in a power as John Jones ' nterview with the Lord Chancellor on the

LAW SOCIETIES.

extracts from the Report
ener
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the previous session of

Pplied with equal, if not greater,

Chancellor on the subject
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he matterforwar vont has

Monday ...."

of solicitors' remuneration , and had been assured this particular class of business than had pre- association for the purpose of meeting the heavy
that a measure would be introduced into Parlia - viously been allowed . expenses which must necessarily be incurred
ment by the Government for the purpose of ATTORNEYS' AND SOLICITORS' ACT (IRELAND ), I ings and for printing, and other similar purposes.during the ensuing year in holding public meet.
facilitating the transfer of land, and that should

1866 (29 & 30 VICT. C . 84.)
same become law , it would, of course, be most It was further requested that the attention of

In December last the Council of the Cork Law members of the association might be called bydesirable that some corresponding change should
be made in the mode in which solicitors were to Society brought under the notice of your council the finance committee to the moderate expense at

he remunerated , and that their council, therefore, a case which had occurred before the polico magis. | which the work of theassociation had been carried

considered that it would not be wise to attempt trates in that city in the previous month of on up to the present time, owing to it having had

any agitation for the reduction of the Certificate August, in which a constable who took upon the advantage of the use of offices rent free, and

Duty pending the consideration of the more im . himself to state the case against an accused party of being able to dispense with any paid assistance.

portant matter to which they referred . Upon was allowed by the magistrate so to do, although On the motion of Mr. Osborne Morgan , Q . C .,

receiving that communication , your council imme. the attorney for the accused interposed to make M . P ., seconded by Mr. Gedge, Mr. Ralph Charl.

diately forwarded a copy of it to the Provincial a preliminary objection , on behalf of this Proton Palmer , of 8 , New -square, Lincoln ' g - inn, who

Law Societies at Belfast. Cork , and Waterford , fession , to such a proceeding ; the magistrate , | has kindly consented to assist the present hono

and it seemed to be considered inexpedient to go nevertheless, prevented the attorney from makrary secretaries, was unanimously elected an

d in the
ing his objection pending the statement of honorary secretary of the association .

ance and co -operation of the Profession in Eng. the constable , and ruled that the constable JOHN V . LONGBOURNE, Hon . Sec.

land, for which , under the circumstances stated , should be heard , in conformity with a cir- 20th Dec., 1873.

your council could not hope.
cular issued from Dublin Castle, dated 29th Donations in aid of the funds of the associa
August 1870, addressed to the magistrates of tion should be sent to the treasurer , J. M . Clabon ,

AN ACT FOR THE AMENDMENT OF THE LAW OF petty sessions for their guidance and instruction . Esq., 21, GreatGeorge- street, Westminster, S . W .

BANKRUPTCY IN IRELAND (35 & 36 VICT. c . 58.) The council of the Cork Law Society also in .
During the session of Parliament of 1872, an formed your council that they had subsequently

Act,bearing the above title, became law , not to brought the facts of this case before the autho. | PROMOTIONS & APPOINTMENTS

come into operation until Jan . 1 , 1873. rities at Dublin Castle, and had requested to be
N . B . - Announcements of promotions being in the nature

By the first section of said Act it is enacted informed by what authority any constable was of advertisements, are charged 2s , 6d . each , for which
that the Act shall be construed, together with so invested with the power, as not only his right, postage stamps should be inclosed .

much of “ The Irish Bankrupt and Insolvent Act but his duty , of conducting cases, and examining
1857, as is not by said Act altered or repealed , as and cross-examining witnesses, without the inter . MR. WILLIAM BURRIDGE , JUN ., has been elected
one Act, and may be cited for all purposes as the vention of any professional man, as stated in the the clerk to the new Local Board of Health , Wel.

Bankruptcy ( Ireland) Amendment Act, 1872." circular of 29th August 1870, but that their lington, Somerset.

In connection with this subject your council | council had been informed by the Under-Secretary Mr. S . B .JACKAMAN ,of Ipswich ,having resigned
have to inform you that they received a letter that the grounds or reasons upon which the law the office of borough coroner, after having held

from the chief registrar of the Court of Bank. officers arrived at the opinion expressed in the same for fifty years, Mr. H . M . Jackaman has
ruptcy and Insolvency , transmitting, by desire of circular referred to could not be inquired into . been unanimously elected his successor to that

the judges of that court, the draft of a revised Under these circumstances the council of Cork | office.
scale of solicitors' fees and charges in proceedings Law Society requested the intervention of your
therein , in view of the altered procedure, and by council on behalf of this Profession , and your

THE COURTS & COURT PAPERS.said letter your councilwere requested to depute council accordingly submitted a statement of the
some of their number to confer with the chief whole case (including the correspondence with the
registrar and chief elerk, in order that any sug - Under-Secretary) to Gerald Fitzgibbon , junior, SITTINGS IN AND AFTER HILARY TERM
gestions or alterations they might deem desirable Esq., Q . C ., for his opinion , a copy of which opinion 1874 .

in proposed schedule should be submitted to the is as follows :

judges. " In all cases of summary proceedings before Common Law Courts.
This the council accordingly did , and the Justices, it is provided by the Petty Sessions Act

members of their body who attended to confer (14 & 15 Vict. c . 93) , 8 . 9 , that the parties by and Court of Common Pleas .
reported that nothing could exceed the courtesy against whom any complaint or information shall SITTINGS AT NISI PRIUS - IN TERM .

shown to them by the chief and other registrars there be heard , shall be admitted to conduct or Middleser ,

and chief clerk , and by every official connected make their full answer and defence thereto respec. Tuesday ............ Jan . 13 | Monday ............... Jan . 26
with that court. Your council alludeto this sub tively, and to have the witnesses examined and Monday ..... ......... . .. . . .. 19

cross-examined by themselves, or by counsel orject with peculiar pleasure, as a further evidence
No London sittings this Term .

of the kindly and considerate desire which the attorney on their behalf. AFTER Term .

present judges of the Court of Bankruptcy and “ In all such summary procoedings, therefore , w
Middlesex . London .

.. Feb. 2 | Monday ............ Feb. 16Insolvency have uniformly manifested to consult no constable can beadmitted to conduct any case,
the wishes of your council in every matter having unless he be the party complaining.
for its object the upholding of the status and well. “ In all cases of proceedings for indictable Court of Exchequer.

being of your Profession, and to evince the offences of a public nature, every member of the SITTINGS AT NISI PRIUS - IN TERY ,

anxiety of these judges at all times to receive and constabulary is , by the Act 6 Will. 4 , c. 13, Middlesex .

give due weight to any suggestions which might charged with all the powers and duties of a con . Tuesday .............. Jan . 13 | Monday ............. Jan . 26
. .. .. .. 19be offered by your council tending towards that stable at common law or by statute, and these Mouday

No London sittings this Term .object ; and the result of the conference has been include the arrest of offenders on warrant, infor.

that a much more liberal scale of solicitors' fees mation , or suspicion of felony, the preservation AFTER TERM .

of the peace, and protection of property from
Middleser.

and charges has since been adopted and promul.
London ,

crime; and in every case of arrest it is the duty
|Monday .............. Feb. 2 | Monday

gated by that court.
... Feb. 16

of the constable to bring his prisoner before a
COMMON LAW SCHEDULE OF FEES. justice, in order that he may be committed for

It appearing to your council that the schedule trialor discharged . THE GAZETTES.
of law fees, settled by the judges in 1854 ,was not “ In such proceedings the Crown is the prose
sufficiently comprehensive in its terms, nor liberal cutor ; the constable, as a public peace officer , is Professional Partnerships Dissolbed.
enough in the fees allowed , to afford to your Pro charged wth the duty of explaining and proving Gazette, Doc. 12.
fession an adequate remuneration for the labour CUTTER and TURNER, attorneys and solicitors, Bedford .ga .
and responsible duties imposed upon them in the incident to this duty, he is, in my opinion , entitled Nov. 1. (William Henry Cutter and Edward Goldwin Turner )

transaction of common law business, your council to state the facts, and examineand cross-examine Gazette, Dec . 16 .
PHILP, WILLIAM ROBERT, and BEHREND, SAMUEL HENRY,witnesses .felt it necessary to endeavour, on behalf of the attorneys and Solicitors, 8, Pancrasla . Dec . 10 . Debts by

Profession, to obtain an increased scale of fees for | “ The Attorneys' Act imposes penalties only for Behrend

their services more in accordance with the exi . acting as attorney or solicitor,' and no one can
gencies of the times ; and having accordingly so act except on behalf of a party . It appears to Bankrupts.
devoted much time, care, and attention to the me that in offences the subject of indictment Gazette, Dec . 19 .
matter, they prepared a revised schedule of fees, constable, who, to use the common phrase, ' has

To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court , Basinghall-st.
copies of which they sent in June last to all the charge of the case,' is acting as a public peace BULL, HEXRY, solicitor's clerk, Aldridge -rd .villa , Westbourne
common law judges, with letters representing the officer, having no client except the Queen , repre . pk . Pet , Dec . 16 . Reg . Murray . Sols. Lewis , Munns, and Oo. .

Old Jewry . Sur. Jan . 13
necessity of having a new scale of fees settled , I senting the public , but not as a party, and that he TAYLOR , JOHX victualler, St. Andrew 'shill, Doctors -oommons.

and requesting their lordships' attention to the does not incur any penalty by so doing. Pet . Dec. 13 . Reg . Brougham . Sole. Nash , Field , and Co.,
Suffolk -la , Cannon -st“ I am , therefore , of opinion that the circularmatter as early as possible. "To surrender in the Country .

Your council brought this matter again before 1 of 29th August 1870, correctly states the law .
BENJAMIN , PHILIP, Great Dover-st , Borough . Pet. Dec. 17 .

the Lord Chief Justice of Ireland previously to “ (Signed) GERALD FITZGIBBON, Jun., Reg . Spring . Rlous. Sols . Messrs . Brandon . Sur. Jan . 8

the commencement of the Michaelmas Term just 10 , Merrion-square, North. BOLTOX, GEORGE EDWARD, farmer , Cainham . Pet. Dec . 16 . Reg .
Robinson. Sur . Jan . 6

ended , but they have not yet been favoured with “ Dec. 21, 1872.” BURCHBY, JOHN WRIGHT, Auctioneer, Peterborough . Pet. Dec.

any reply .
A copy of this opinion was subsequently fur. 17 . Reg . Gaches. Sur. Jan . 3

CURTE18, EDWARD , ventleman, Lavenham . Pet. Dec. 13. Reg .
nished to the Cork Law Society , but it did not Barnes. Sur. Jan , 3

COSTS OF ACCOUNTING BY RECEIVERS IN seem to your council that any beneficial result DBEW , - merchant, Old Broad -st. Pet. Dec . 16 . Reg . Brougham

CHANCERY. .
Sols . Hardwick and Holmes, Lendenhall - st. Sur. Jan . 9

In January last your council received a com . | matter.
would be obtained by further action in the JEALOUS, JOHN THOMAS, grocer, Whaplode Drove . Pet. Dec . 17 .

Reg . Partridge. Sur. Dec . 20

munication from Master Coffey, the senior Taxing NEALE, MAUDE, Margate . Pet. Dec . 17. Reg. Callaway. Sur .

Master in Chancery , transmitting a draft of a
Dec. 31

TERRELL, Joux, farmer, Cardiff. Pet. Dec. 17. Reg. Langley.
new form of costs of passing receiver 's accounts LEGAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION . Sur. Jan . 15

for consideration of your council, and inviting At a meeting held on the 19th instant of the
Gazette, Dec. 23.

To surrender in the Country .
auch suggestions as they might see fit to make in executive committee of the council of the asso . CAILLET, J., picture dealer, Manchester. Pet. Deo. 18. Reg

reference to the proposed scale of charges ; and ciation (Mr. Amphlett, Q . C ., M . P ., in the chair ), Kay. Sur. Jan . 15
your council having carefully examined same, had the report of the interview which took place on

BYRE, JOHN, and BYRE, THOMAS, shoe manufacturers , Long
Backby. Pet. Dec. 13. Reg. Dennis. Sur. Jan . 3

an interview subsequently with the taxing masters, the 12th instant between the Lord Chancellor and LEIGX, THOMAS, farmer, Ashton -upon-Mersey. Pet. Deo. 18 .

Who received all their suggestions with much a deputation from the association , was read, and Rek . Kay. Sur. Jan . 2 !
PRIXGLE, JAMES, farmer , Morpeth . Pet. Doo . 18 . Reg. Mortimer .

ourtesy, and having fully discussed same, pro - | ordered to be printed and circulated with the Sur. Jan . 3

used to consider how far they could adopt them . / report of the proceedings at the annual meeting
SMITH. SAMUEL BARTHOLOMEW , hotel manager, West Cowes.

Isle of Wight. Pet. Dec . 16 . ker. Blake. Sur. Jan . 5

Jour council afterwards received a revised draft of the association held in Lincoln 's -inn Hall in BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED .
Torm of costs from the taxing masters, by which | January last. Gazette , Dec . 15 .
appeared that nearly all the suggestions of your The finance committee were requested to take | BOWERS, JAMES, out ofbusiness, Windermere-rd, Upper Hollo

incil had been adopted ; and the result hasbeen I such steps as they might think expedient for way . Nov 1973RIDDIFORD , WILLIAM WALTER HATCH , timekeeper in the Royalthe production of a more liberal scale of fees for obtaining donations in aid of the funds of the Arsenal, Woolwich, Plumstead .common. Jan. 22, 1867
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SAWYER, WILLIAM SPENCER, merchant, Manchester. Pet. HODGSOX, HENRY, and HODGSON, WILLIAM CLAPHAM , builders.
Dec, 17 . Jan . 5, at three , at office of Sols . Atkinson , Saunders , Leeds. Pet . Dec . 18 . Jan . 10 , At twelve, at office of Sols. Bond
and Co ., Manchester and Barwick , Leeds

FIRST MEETINGS. SINPSON , HENRY, tailor, Widnes. Pet. Dec. 15 . Jan . 5 , at three , HODGSON, JOSEPH , lioensed victualler , Bristol. Pet. Dec. 17 .
at office of Sol. Nordon , Liverpool.Gazette , Dec . 19. Jan . 5 , at three, at office of Hancock , Triggs, and Co ., public ac

STANTON , SAMUEL LEAR, grocer, Moxley , par. Wednesbury . countants, Bristol. Sol. Alman, Bristol
ALCOCK, LUCY, farmer , Temple Ginting. Pet. Dec. 15. Jan. 5 ,at Pet. Dec. 17 . Jan . 5 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Smith , Wednes JONES , LEWIS , grocer , Llanelly . Pet . Dec. 20 . Jan , 5 , at eleven .

three , at office of Sol. Marshall, Cheltenham bury at Spilman -st, Carmarthen . Sol. Howell , Llanelly
ARCHER, DAVID , buckle manufacturer, Walsall. Pet . Dec . 16 . STRANGE, ROBERT, grocer, New North - rd . Pet. Dec . 16. Jan . JONES, THOMAS, commission agent, Bow -la . Pet. Dec. 13. Jan .
Sol. Stanley , Walsall 2 , at tro , at Tzard and Betts, 46 , Eastcheap . Sols . Carter and 12 , at three at offices of Sols. Harcourt and Macarthur, Moor

ASHTON. CHARLES, hatter, Royal-hill, Greenwich . Pet Dec. 12. Bell, Leadenhall- st gate .st
Dec . 27 , at twelve, at the Chamber of Commeroe, 145, Cheap SMITÉ , GEORGE, and SMITH , DAVID , cloth manufacturer, JORDAN , TIMOTHY, grocer, Derby. Pet. Dec . 18 . Jan . 8, at three,
side Guiseley . Pet. Deo . 13. Dec . 31, at two, at office of Sol. Carr, at offices of Sol. Leech , Derby
ASHWORTH , JOIx , and HALSTEAD, RICHARD , joiners, Stack Leeds KIRKLAND, PENELOPE, dealer in Berln 'wool, Leamington . Pet.

steads. Pet. Dec. 13, Dec . 30, at half past two, at the Wheat SUNDERLAND, THOMAS, machinist, Birmingham . Pet. Dec. 16 . Dec . 15 . Jan . 6 , at one, at 4 , Lower -parade, Leamington Priors.
Sheaf inn , Manchester . Sols. Hall and Baldwin , Clitheroe Dec. 30 , at three, at office of Sol. Parry , Birmingham Sol. Stockton , Banbury

BAKER , THOMAS, silk asent, Nottingham . Pet. Dec . 15 . Dec. TIMPERLEY , THOMAS, grocer , Earlstown Pet . Dec . 15 . De KINDER , WILLIAM , upholsterer, Peterborough. Pet. Dec. 17.
30 , at twelve, at office or Sol. Richards, Nottingham 30 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Ridgway , Warrington Jan . 9, at eleven, at office of Sol. Gaches, Peterborough

BARXARD, WILLIAM HENRY, tobacoonist, Gloucester . Pet. Dec . TONGE , MARY, TONGE , SAMUEL BARDSLEY, and TOXGE, LEAH , WILLIAM , paperhangings merchant, Manchester . Pet.
16 . Jun . 2 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Jaynes , Gloucester JOSHUA WILLIAM , grocers , Stalybridge. Pet . Deo . 17. Jan , Dec. 20 . Jan . 7, at three, at offices of Sols , Payne and Galloway

BARTLETT, JOHN, and BARTLETT, WILLIAM , wholesale boot 7 , at eleven , at the Clarence hotel, Manchester. Sol. Buckley, Manchester
manufacturers, Wrington . Pet. Dec . 15 . Dec . 31, at twelve, at Stalybridge LEWIS , DAVID , Innkeeper, Talywain , par. Trevethin . Pet . Dec.
Barnard , Thomas, Tribe, and Co ., accountants, Albion -chmbs, TYRER, THOMAS SAVAGE, jun ., commission agent, Liverpool. 17. Jan , 3, at ten , at the Crown hotel, Pontypool. Sol. Morgan ,
Bristol Sol. Perham Pet . Dec. 16 . Dec. 31, at twelve, at offices of Sols . Fowler and Newport

BATCHELOR, WILLIAM , bootmaker, Southborough . Pet. Dec , 13. Carruthers , Liverpool LINTOTT , EDWARD , coachbuilder, Maidstone. Pet. Dec. 17 .
Jan . 9 , at ten , at office of Sol. Arnold , Tunbridge Wells WALLIS , GEORGE, out of business, Dunstable. Pet. Dec . 5 . Jan . 5 , at one, at the Bell hotel, Maidstone. Sol. Mempes,

BERRY, JAMES, printer , Liverpool. Pet. Deo. 16 . Jan . 8 , at Jan . 1, at two, at the Railway inn , Dunstable . Sol. Burr, St. Maidstone
three , at office of Sol. Nordon , Liverpool Mary 's -eq . Paddington , London LISTER, ALFRED, clog maker, Rochdale. Pet. Dec. 18 . Jan . 2,

BEST, WILLIAM , out of business, New Grimesthorpe. Pet . Dec . WALMSLEY, DAVID , livery stable keeper, Preston . Pet. Dec . at three , at office of Sol. Lawton , Manchester
12. Jan . 7, at two, at oftice of Sol. Roberts Sheffield 17 . Jan . 6, at four, at office of Sols . Buck and Dickson , Pres. LONSDALE, RICHARD, grocer, Butcher- row , Ratcliff. Pet. Dec.

BLAXLAND, JAMES, farmer , Milton -next-Sittingbourne. Pet . ton 11. Dec. 30 , at twelve, at Mullen 's hotel, Ironmonger -la . Sol.
Dec . 15 . Jan . 1, at two, at the Bull hotel, Sittingbourne. WARBURTON, JOHx, decorator, Southport, and Manchester. King, Walbrook
Furley, Canterbury Jan . 5 , at three , at office of Sol, Simpson , Manchester LUCAS, JOHN, farmer , Gateforth , near Selby. Pet. Dec. 18. Jan .BOYNS.HENRY, grocer, Penrith . Pet . Dec, 17. Jan . 1, at eleven , | WATKINSON , ALFRED, oil merchant. Burnley . Pet . Dec. 15 . 5 ,at three , at offices of Sols . Davies and Brook , Warrington
atoffice of Sol. Trythall, Penzance Jan . 1, at three, at office of Sol. Hartley, Burnley MARTIN , FREDERICK HENRY, tobacoonist, Bath . Pet. Dec. 20 .

BRASHAW , CHARLES EBENEZER , draper, Hilltop - in - Attcrcliffe. WEEKS, ALFRED, boot manufacturer , Langley -pl, commerclal Jan . 5, at three , at office of Sol, Wilton , Bath
Pet. Dec . 12. Jan. 6 , at one , at office of Sol. Roberts , Sheffield rd -east. Pet. Dec. 15 . Jan . 6 , at two, at offices of Sols . Tilley MCCRUMMON , FARQUHAR , commission agent, Manchester . Pet.

BBEMNER , GEORGE WILLIAM , commission merchant, Mansion and Liggins, Finsbury . pl- south Dec. 20 . Jan . 10 , at one, at the Swan hotel, Manchester. Sol,
house .bldgs, Queen Victoria -st, and Milford Haven . Pet. Dec . WHITE , SAMUEL THOMAS, GARDINER, CLEMENT, and GARDI Ward
15 . Jan . 13 , at two, at the Inns of Court hotel, High Holborn . NER , EDMUND , general produce brokers, Bristol and Cardiff . MCPARLAN, THOMAS, farmer, Middleton . Pet, Dec. 18 . Jan. 6
Sols . Randalland Angier, Gray' s-inn-pl Pet. Dec . 12. Jan . 1, at twelve , at Barnard , Thomas , Tribe, at three, at office of Sol. Chorlton , Manchester

BROWN, DAVID , labourer, Llanwonno. Pet. Deo, 16 . Jan . 2, at and Co ., Albion -ohmbs, Small-st , Bristol. Sols . Beckingham , MEAGHER, CHARLES FRANCIR , licensed victualler , Newcastle
one, at office of Sol. Beddoe , Aberdare Bristol, and Stanley and Wasbrough , Bristol upon Tyne. Pet. Dec . 19 . Jan . 2, at three, at offices of Sol.,

BROWN. JOHN BARNES, commercial traveller, Manningham . WILLIS , WILLIAM , grocer, Seaham -harbour. Pet. Dec. 12 . Dec . Sewell, Newcastle upon Tyne
Pet. Dec. 15. Jan . 7 , at three, at office of Sol. Hutchinson , 30, at four, at offices of Sols, Messrs. Wright, Sunderland MONTEJO, URBANO, merchant, Billiter - st . Pet. Dec. 10 . Dec .

Bradford 30 . at twelve, at office of Messrs. Harding, Old Jewry . Sols.
BULLOCK ,WILLIAM HEXRY, tailor, Doncaster. Pet. Dec. 4 . Dec . Gazette, Dec . 23 . Ayles and Rawling, Gracechurch - st

31 , at twelve, at office of Sols . Shirley and Atkinson , Doncaster AIRD, JOHN 'SPARK , cattle dealer, Whaley Bridge, Chester. MOORE , GEORGE MARMADUKE, out of business , Watala . Pet.
BUTLER , HENRY, lodging house keeper, Brighton . Pet . Dec. 11. Pet . Dec . 19. Jan . 7, at one, at the Joddrell Arms, Whaley Dec. 19. Jan . 9, at three, at offices of Sols. Forshaw and Eaw .
Jan . 1, at three, at office of Sol, Goodman , Brighton Bridge. Sol. Law , Manchester kins, Liverpool

COATES, FREDERIC GEORGE, and SHARP, JOHN , and GRAN BAINES, MARTHA, widow , milliner, Huddersfield . Pet. Deo. 19 . MORRIS , DAVID JOHN builder, Rugeley . Pet. Dec. 16 . Jan. 1,
GER , THOMAS, warehousemen , Bristol. Pet . Dec. 16 . Jan . 2, at ! Jan . 3 , at elever , at offices of Sol. Bottomley , Huddersfield at three, at offices of Sol. Crabb , Rugeley
twelve, at the Queen 's hotel, Manchester. Sols . Messrs . Brit - 1 BARKBY , LUKE , shoemaker , Leicester . Pet. Dec . 20 . Jan . 8, at MORRIS, WILLIAM , chemist , Worcester . Pet . Dec . 17 . Dec. 31,

twelve , at offices ofSols . Fowler , Smith , and Warwick , Leicester at three , at offices of Sol, Tree , Worcester
COCKBURN , CHARLES, sen ., draper, Chatham . Pet. Dec. 17 . BARNETT, ALFRED JAMES, licensed victualler, Kidderminster . MOULSOX, THOMAS, warp sizer , Oldham . Pet. Dec . 20 . Jan . ,

Jan . 7 , at two, at Ladbury, Collison , and Viney , Cheapeide . Pet . Dec. 18 . Jan . 9 , at three , at othoe of Sol. (Corbet, Kidder at three , at office of Sol. Sampson , Manchester
Sols . Clapham and Fitch , Bishopsgate -et-without minster OSBORX , WILLIAM , carpenter , Falmouth . Pet. Dec. 18 . Jan. 5 ,

COOPER, HENRY CLINTON , auctioneer, Upper St. Martin ' s -la . BIDGOOD , WALTER HENRY, auctioneer , Cardift . Pet . Dec . 18 . at three, a toffices of Sol. Jenkins, Falmouth
Pet. Dec. 11. Dec. 26, at ten , at Haxell' s hotel, 370 , Strand Jan . 8, at eleven , at office of Sol. Blelioch , Cardiff . PARKER, JAMES JORDAN, innkeeper , Ealing . Pet. Dec . 17 .

CROASDELL , FREDERIC, and BROCKSOP, ARTHUR , Wholesale BILSBOROUGH , THOMAS, flannel merchant, Manchester . Pet. Jan . 8 , at two, at office of Sol. Best , Southampton
cheeseronger , Park .st, Southwark . Pet. Deo . 13 . Jan . 1, at Dec . 18. Jan. 13, at three at office of Sols . Sale, Shipman , Sed . PARLE, JOHN, joiner, Liverpool. Pet . Dec. 19 . Jan . 5, at three,

two, at office of Sols. Linklater, Hackwood , Addison , and don , and Sale , Manchester at offices of Sols . Teebay and Lynch , Liverpool
Brown, Walbrook BRADFORD, JOHN BENJAMIN , and PULLEN , HENRY, brass PARSONS, EDWARD, grocer, Brentwood . Pet . Dec . 17. Jan . ,

CRYDER, WILLIAM WETMORE, dealer in stocks, Gresham -house , founders, Leeds. Pet . Dec. 18 . Jan . 5 , at two, at offices of at three, at 23, Long - la , West Smithfield , London . Sol.
and Queen ' s gate , South Kensington . Pet. Dec . 17 . Jan . 12, at Sols. Simpson and Burrell , Leeds Hubbard
two, at office of Sol. Clements , old Broad - st BROWX , JOHN , sen ., and BROWN, JOHN, jun ., corn dealers, Pen . PAYNE, RICHARD, pianoforte dealer, East Grinstead. Pet. Dec .

DAVIS , SAMUEL, vicualler, Alcester. Pet . Dec . 13. Jan . 1, at rith , Pet. Dec. 17 . Jan . 7 , at three, at office of Sols . Cant and 19. Jan . 5 , at four, at the Crown hotel, East Grinstead . Sols .
at twelve, at office of Sol. Jones, Alcester Fairer, Penrith Stone and Simpson , Tunbridge Wells

DAVISON , GEORGE, shoemaker , Hawthorn . Pet . Dec . 16 . Jan . 3 , BURGESS, JOSEPH , farmer , Tarporley. Pet . Dec. 18 . Jan . 5 , at PILKINGTOx , JOHN, tailor , Burnley. Pet. Dec . 18 . Jan . 2, at
at three, at office of Sol. Bell, Sunderland two, at Offices of Cartwright, solicitor, Chester three, at offices of Pollard , 16 , Ormerod - st, Burnley . Sol. WildDEAN, GEORGE, boot dealer , Manchester. Pet. Dec. 17 . Jan . 7 . CHAMBERS, WILLIAM , oilman , Castle-rd , Kentish -town . Pet . ing, Burnleyat three, at Office of Sols . Addleshaw and Warburton , Man Dee . 18 . Jan . 5 , at one, at office of Sol. Johnson , High - street, PINCE BECK , GEORGE, engineer , Brunswick -villas , Hammersmith
chester Marylebone Pet. Dec. 13. Jan . 2 , at three, at office of Sol. Cooper, CharingDYSON , JAMES, DYSON , WILLIAM , and DYSON , ABRAM , cotton CHANDLER, RICHARD THOMAS, draper, Stafford . Pet. Deo. 18 . crocs
doublers , Halifax . Pet. Dec . 17 . Dec . 31, at two, at office of Sol. Jan . 8, at eleven , at office of Marris , accourtant, Birmingham . PRESS , JOHX, grocer, Dunstable- ter, Marsh -gate, Richmond.
Leeming , Halifax Sol. Bowen , Stafford Pet. Dec . 20 . Jan . 12 , at ten , at office of Sol, Steadınan, ColeEDMONDS, JAMES, coal merchant, Nottingham . Pet. Dec. 9 . COATES, FREDERIC GEORGE, SHARP, JOHN, and GRANGER, man -st
Dec. 30, at twelve , at the Assembly Rooms, Nottingham . Sols . THOMAS, drapers, Bristol. Pet . Dec. 19 . Jan . 8, at twelve, at RACE , DANIEL , cheesemonger, Canonbury - la , Islington. Pet.
Everalland Turner office of Messrs . Williams, accountants , Bristol. Sols . Messrs . Dec . 9 . Jan . 1, at three, at offices of Sol. Ody, Trinity -street,

ELLIS , HENRY JAMES, general shopkeeper , Bury St. Edmund's . Brittan Southwark
Pet. Dec . 17. Dec. 31 , at ten , at the Angel hotel, Bury St. Ed . COLE, JOHN THOMAS, Thaxted , and COLE , JOSHUA GEORGE, RIDSDALE, ELIZABETH , lithographic printer . Bradford . Pet.
mund's. Sol. Walpole , Bury St. Edmund's Great Dunmow , builders . Pet . Dec . 16 . Jan . 8 , at twelve, at Deo. 18 . Jan . 5 , at eleven , at office of Sols . Terry and Robinson ,

FOWLER, PHILLIP HENRY, chemist, Bacup. Pet. Dec. 15 . Jan . the Green Dragon hotel, Bishopagate -st, London . Sol, Snell, Bradford
6 , at three, at the Dog and Partridge hotel, Manchester. Sol. Great Dunmow ROBERTS, JOSEPH, boot manufacturer, Tipton . Pet. Dec. 17 .

Sykes CONN, WILLIAM , engineer, York . Pet, Dec . 19. Jan . 7 , at eleven , Jan . 5 , at three , at office of Sol. Sheldon , Wednesbury
FUDGE, JAMES, Innkeeper , Taunton . Pet . Dec. 17. Jan . 2 . at at offloe of Sol, Calvert, Lendal ROTHWELL, EDWARD, surveyor , Winwick , near Warrington .twelve, at offices of Sols . Trenchard and Blake, Taunton COOK , HENRY FRANCIR, grocer, Eastbourne. Pet. Dec . 17. Jan . Pet. Dec. 19 . Jan . G , at three , at office of Davies and Company,
GOLDSMITH , GEORGE, carpenter , St. Leonard 's . Pet . Deo . 15 . 12 , at three , at office of Sol. Chamberlain , Basinghall-street, Bewey -chmbs, Bewsey -st, Warrington . Sols . Davies and

Jan . 5, at two, at office of Cogswell, Gracechurch - st . Sol, Hicks, London Brook , Warrington
Annis-rd , South Hackney Coxox , Joux, baker, Gibson -st , Waterloo -rd . Pet. Dec . 8 . Jan . SAGE, JAMES.Joneesemonger, Queen 's -ter, Kilburn . Pet. Dec. 2) .

GOODHALL, JOHN, winemerchant, Newport. Pet. Dec. 16 . Jan . 5 , at three , at offices of Sol. Ody, Trinity - st , Southwark Jan . 7 , at two, at office of Sol. McMillin , Bloomsbury. sq .
5 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Hooper, Newport DANCE , JOHN, out of business , Birkenhead . Pet . Dec , 18 . Jan , SALVESON, ROBERT HENRY, oilman , College-pl, Lewisham .

GOSBELL, HENRY, wholesale stationer, Tabernacle - row , City- rd . 14 , at two, at office of Ford , 31, The Temple, Liverpool. Sol. Pet. Dec . 16 . Jan . 5 , at two, at office of Sol. Norris , Acton -st,
Pet. Dec . 17 . Jan . 5 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Perry, Guild . Crozier , Liverpool Gray's - inn - rd
ball chmbs, Basinghall-st DAVIES, STEPHEN EDWARD, licensed victualler , Birmingham . SAUNDERS, HENRY, gentleman , Kidderminster. Pet. Dec . 20.

GREEN, JOSEPH , grooer, Great Yarmouth . Pet. Dec. 16 . Jan . 6 . Pet. Dec. 16 . Jan . 5 , at eleven , at the Union hotel, Birmingham . Dec . 30 , at three, at Baxter -chmbs. Church- st, Kidderminster.
at twelve, at Blake, accountant, Great Yarmouth . Sol. Palmer, Sol. Shakespeare , Oldbury Sol. Corbet
Great Yarmouth DE CHASTELAIN , CHARLES EMANUEL JOHN , picture dealer , I SEDDON , JOHN, grocer , St. Helen 's. Pet . Dec. 19 . Jan . 6, at two,

HALL, THOMAS, worsted spinner, Leeds. Pet. Dec. 17. Jan . 9 , Buckingham Palace -rd . Pet. Dec . 18 . Jan . 6 , at twelve , at at office of Mather , 4 , Harrington -st, Liverpool. Sols. Barrow
at eleven , at office of Sol. Gardiner, Bradford office of Sol. Crump, King -st, Cheap - ide and Cook , St. Helen 's

HARLE, GEORGE, jun ., engineer , Whitley. Pet. Dec . 16 . Dec. 30 . DICKINSON , WILLIAM , builder, Seacombe Pet. Dec. 17 . Jan . SELLERS, WALTER, electro plater, Birmingham . Pet. Deo. 19 .
at twelve , at Messrs . Ridley, accountants, Newcastle . Sol. 5 , at twelve, at offices of Richarson , Oliver , Jones and Billson , Jan . 5 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Eaden , Birmingham
Thompson , Newcastle 10 , Cook - st, Liverpool SEYMOUR, FREDERICK HENRY, out of business, High -street,

HARRISON , CHARLES, grocer , Farndon , and Holt . Pet . Dec . 13 . DOLAN , MARK, ironmonger, Liverpool. Pet. Dec. 20 . Jan . 8 , at Notting .hill. Pet. Dec . 20 . Jan . 6 , at eleven . at offices of
1 Jan . 2, at two, at offioes of Sols. Messrs. Bridgman , Chester two, at office of Sol. Hughes, Liverpool Kent, Flaxman, Haydon , and Co ., 55 , Basinghall -st, aocountants .
HEASELDEN, JOHN, grocer, Hulme. Pet. Dec . 17 . Jan . 10 , at DUDD , WILLIAM , grocer, Clevedon . Pet. Dec . 20 . Jan . 5 , at Sol. Bradford , Langbourn .chmbs, Fenchurch -rt

three, at the York hotel, Manchester. Sol. Ward twelve, at offices of Sols . Henderson , Salmon , and Hendersons, SHAW , EMMA, beer retailer, Manchester Pet . Dec . 19 . Jan . 15 ,
HOLDEX, WILLIAM JOHN, viotualler, Aberavon . Pet. Dec . 15 . Bristol at three , at the Falstaff hotel, Manchester. Sol Law , ManDec . 30 , at three, at office of Sol. Tennant, Aberavon EDWARDA, HOLLAND , secretary , Devonshire - rd , Holloway . Pet . chester
HOLMES, WILLIAM HENRY, out of business , Tottenham -green , Dec . 19 . Jan . 5 , at four, at ofhoe of Sol. Wells, Paternoster -row | SMART. WILLIAM , innkeeper, Upper Machen . Pet. Dec. 18 .

Pet. Dec , 15. Jan. 3, at twelve, at offices of Sol. Knox, Newgate ELLISTON , FREDERICK HOLMES , auctioneer, Southampton . Jan . 6 , at eleven , at offioe of Sol, Gibbs, Newport
street Pet. Deo. 17 . Jan . 3 , at twelve , at ottices of Edmonds, Davis , STIRLING , WILLIAM , licensed victualler, Approach -rd , Victoria

HOWARTH , JAMES, flock dealer, Littleborough. Pet. Dec . 16 . and Clark, 29 , High - st, Southampton . Sol. Leigh , Southampton pk . Pet. Dec . 19. Jan . 3, at quarter past ten , at the Viotoria
Jan , 5 , at three , at the Spread Eagle inn , Rochdale . Sol. Stand . | EVANS, DAVID MORIER , newspaper proprietor, Serjeant' s- inn , tavern , Morpeth - rd , Bethnal- green . Sol. Long , Lansdown-tar.
ring , Rochdale Fleet- st ; Birchin - la ; Finch .la ; and Albion House, King Victoria -pk

HUGHES. JOHN , artist, Liverpool. Pet. Dec. 15 . Jan . 5 , at two, Edward' s- rd , South Hackney. Pet . Dec. 19. Jan . 12, at two, SYKES, JOHN, woollen manufacturer , Huddersfield and Long
at the Clarendon Rooms, Liverpool. Sol. Williams, Liverpool at office of Sol. Beddell, Bishopegate - st wood . Pet. Deo . 17 . Jan . 7 , at three , at office of Sols . Messrs.

HUNT. JOHN, draper , Ipswich . Pet. Dec. 16 . Dec . 31, at eleven , EVANS, JOSEPH , jobmaster, Buckingham Palace - rd . Pet. Dec . 10 Learoyd, Buddersfield
at office of Sol. Watts, Ipswich Dec. 31, at twelve , at office of Sol. Crump, King-st , Cheapside TATE, SUSANNAH , dressmaker, Halifax. Pet. Dec. 20 . Jan . 5 at

JARVIS , DANIEL KENT, oilman , Princess -st , and Great James - st. EVANSON , EDWARD, and GOULDER , EDWIN, builders, Radford , three, at office of Soi, Leening , Balifax
Marylebone. Pet. Deo. 12. Dec. 29, at twelve, at Thwaites , and Nottingham . Pet. Dec . 17. Jan . 6, at twelve, at offices of TERRY, GEORGE HENRY, grocer, Mirfield . Pet . Dec . 20 . Jan . 9,
Basinghall- st. Sol. Fulcher Sole , Messrs . Parsons, Nottingham at three. at the Great Northern hotel, Leeds . Sols. RobinsonONES, DAVID . and ROBERTS, RICHARD HENRY LLEWELLIN , FARNDALE . GEORGE, chemist Middlesborough Pet Den 17 and Johnson
iron plate workers, Birmingham . Pet. Dec . 15 . Jan . 9, at three, Jan . 5 . at eleven , at the Temperance hotel, Middlesborough . VALE , WILLIAM , licensed victualler, Stourbridge . Pet. Dec. 18 .
at office of Sole . Rowlands, Bagnall, and Rowlands, Birmingham Sol. Bainbridge, Middlesborough Jan . 3 . at twelve , ut office of Sol. Price, Stourbridge

JOY , WILLIAM , batter, Bitton . Pet. Dec. 12. Dec . 31, at eleven , FORGHAM , GEORGE, bootmaker , Wednesbury . Pet. Dec . 18 . Jan . VAUGHAN, EDWARD, builder , Colveston - orre , Ridley -rd , and
at office of Sol Atchley, Bristol 2 , at three , at office of Sol. Ebsworth , Wednesbury Birkbeck - rd , Kingsland . Pet. Dec . 8 . Jan . 1, at two, at the

KNOWLES, EDWARD, draper, Stockport . Pet. Dec. 15 . Dec. 30 . Fox , THOMAS, chemist , Keighley. Pet . Dec . 20 . Jan . 5 , at three, Guildhall Coffee -house, Gresham -st . Sol. Goatly , Bow -street,
at eleven , at office of Sol. Burkinshaw , Stockport at office of Terry and Robinson , Bradford Sol. Hodgson, Covent-garden

LEON, LOUIS HORNTz, and DAVIS , CASPER, tobacconiste, Bir Keighley VERNON . WILLIAM , manager of the Central Working Men 's
mingham , Pet. Dec . 16 . Jan . 1, at two, at offices of Sol. Maher 1 FRANCIS, CHARLES, builder, Harpurhey . Pet. Dec. 18 . Jan . 8 , Club, Nottingham . Pet . Dec. 18 . Jan . 12 , at eleven , at office of
and Poncia , Birmingham at two, at offices of Sols. Messrs . Chew , Manchester Sol. Brown , Nottingham

LEW18, THOMAS, grocer , Oswestry . Pet. Dec. 13 . Jan . 2, at FREEMAN, EDWARD, farmer, Lichfield . Pet . Dec. 20 . Jan . 5 , at I WALKER, HUGH, baker , Colby. ter, Upper Norwood . Pet. Deo
eleven , at the Osborne hotel, Oswestry . Sol, Jones, Oswestry . twelve, at the Old Crown hotei, Lichfield . Sols. Barnes and 13 . Jan . 1 , at three, at office of Sol. Cooper, Charing-cross

MANLEY, WILLIAM , innkeeper, Uphill. Pet . Dec. 17. Jan . 8, at Russell WALTERS, STANLEY, fariner , Mavesyn Ridware . Pet. Dec. 15 .twelve, at the Saracen 's Head inn , Bristol. Sol. Jones, Weston GAETANO, SEMENZA, Gresham -house. Pet . Dec . 18 . Jan . 8 , at Deo, 31, at twelve, at the Chadwick 's Arms inn , Ridware. sol.
super -Mare two, at ofhoe of Messrs. Turquand, Tokenhouse- yd . Sol. Cooper , Palmer, Rugeley

MANN, MARTIN , mercantile clerk, Tufnell-pk - rd . Pet. Dec . 4 . Billiter- st, E . C . WARD, THOMAS, hotelkeeper , Tewkesbury. Pet. Deo. 18 . Jan. 6,
Dec. 29 , at three, at office of Sol. Holmes , Eastcheap . GARBETT, JAMES PHILIP , builder , Great Yarmouth . Pet. Dec . at eleven , at office of Sols . Moores and Romney, TewkesburyMARKLAND, EDWIN , chemist, Kelvedon . Pet. Dec. 12 . Jan . 8 . 19 . Jan . 13, at twelve, at office of Blake, accountant, Great WESTGATE, ROBERT. Outfitter, Westnw -hill, Upper Norwood,at one, at office of Sol. Smith , Denbigh-st, Pimlico, London Yarmouth . Sol. Palmer , Great Yarmouth and Beckenham . Jan . 7 , at two, at office of Sol. Cotton , Cole

MASON , FREDERICK , carpenter, Birmingham . Pet. Dec. 15 . GILBEY, WILLIAM , fish merchant, Lowestoft . Pet. Dec. 19. Jan . man st
Dec. 29, at ten , at offices of Sol. East, Birmingham 8 , at two, at othoe of Sols. Chamberlain and Diver, Great Yar WHITLOCK , ROBERT TAss , cheesemonger, Lower -marsh, Lem :

ODEY, THOMAS , cab proprietor, Elizabeth . st, Buckingham mouth beth , Pet. Dec . 18 . Jan . 13, at two, at omce of Sols. Wood and
Palace -rd , Pimlico. Pet. Dec . 16 . Dec. 31, at two, at oflloe of GRAMMER , John , provision merchant, Brompton -rd , and Ful. Tinkler , Leadenhall-st
Sol. Wilding , Titchborne -st, Edgware- rd ham - rd . Pet . Dec . 18 . Jan . 7 , at two, at omice of Sol. Brown,

OWENS, WILLIAM , grocer , Pontprenllwyd , par. Penderyn . Pet Basinghall-et
Deo. 13. Dec. 31, at one, at office of Sol. Beddoe, Aberdare . GRANT, RICHARD, honse decorator, Crawford -st, Marylebone.

PATCH, THOMAS, miller, Bradford Abbas. Pet . Dec. 15 . Jan . Jan . 8 , at ten , at the Goldhawk tavern , Goldhawk - rd , Hammer .
2 , at two, at office of Sole . Messrs. Watts , Yeovil smith

POTTS , JOHN GREGORY, innkeeper, Witham . Pet . Dec . 13. GREGORY, FRANCIS JAMES, publican , Cheltenham , Pet . Dec . 12 . BIRTHS.
Jan. 8, at two, at the Fleece inn, Colchester. Sols. Messrs . Dec. 29, at a quarter past ten , at office of Sol. Boodle , Chelten . LEIGH. - On the 20th inst., at The Yews, Beaminster, Dorset, the
Digby, Maldon ham wife of Mr. R . Leigh, solicitor , of a son .

QUINN , JOSEPH , erg dealer, West Derby, and Liverpool. Pet. I GWINNEL, FREDERICK PROCTOR , grocer, Cheltenham . Pet. Deo . MILLAR . - On the 21st ingt., at 59 , Kensington -gardens-square
Dec . 16 . Jan . 7 , at three , at office of Sol. Baxter , Liverpool 15 . Dec . 31, at a quarter past ten , at office of Sol. Boodle, Chel the wife of F . O . J . Millar, of the Inner Temple , barrister- at

BUBHWORTH . JEREMIAT PHILLIPS, linen draper , Bradford . tenham law , of a son .
Pet. Deo . 15. Jan . 5 , at three, at office of Sol. Hutchinson , Brad . HAWORTH, ENOCH , grocer, Accrington . Pet. Dec. 16 . Jan . 5 , at ROLLIT. - On the 14th inst., the wife of A . K . Rollit, LL .D ., soll

three , at office of Sols . Addleshaw and Warburton , Manchester citor, Hull of a daughter .
ROBERTS, ROBERT, builder, Penmaenmawr. Pet. Dec . 9. Jan . | HENKEL, BENRY, commission merchant, Circus.pl, Finsbury . | WOODARD . On the 13th inst., at Manchester, the wife of M .

2 , at threr, at the British hotel, Bangor. Sol. Williams, Rhyl Pet. Dec. 18 . Jan , 13, at three, at offices of Sols . Lewis , Munns, Woodard , barrister-at -law , of a son .
RUDLEN, HENRY, grocer , Rayleigh . Pet . Dec . 15 . Jan . 1o , at and Longden , Old Jewry DEATH .
twelve, at the Crown inn , Rayleigh . Sols . Messrs. Digby, HILL, JAMES, baker, Trowbridge. Pet . Dec . 15 . Jan . 1, at one, WOODTHORPE. On the 19th Inst .. at laverstock -hill, aged by
Maldon at office of Sol. Shrapnell, Trowbridge F . Woodthorpe, Esq ., late Town Clerk of the City of London .

at Out of 61.807. 85W

HEASEL, at the LIAM JOHOS OF Sol.Tenhusine

reeper, UpRibbs, Kepproach:The Vict

hes.
Manches . 20 .

Barnes

" . FREDERICK ., carpenter: East, Birmingham
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NOTICE . is a most able Judge, he was “ unluckily , during his political

THE LAWYER' S ALMANAC for 1874 will be presented to our Subscribers career, a Conservative," whilst “ his juniors, Barons Deasy and

with our next number. Dowse , were both Liberals ." We trust that it is not meant to
suggest that changes in the positions of men already on the
Bench - changes of no politicalaspect whatever - are to be governed
by considerations of the political creeds of individuals years ago .
The Times evidently thinks that they are, for it goes on to observe
that “ the pretentions of Mr. Justice FITZGERALD - a Liberal well
known during his party career, and no relative of his Conservative

The number of cases which may be, and often are, cited upon the namesake in the Exchequer " (as if even relationship with a Conser
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they incli ne to economy and efficiency combined, they will promote
Mr. Justice FITZGERALD. If they can persuade themselves to set

aside politi cal prejudices altogether , and to be guided only by the

interests of suitors and the wishes of the Profession , by a regard

for long services and eminent ability, they will promote Baron

FITZGERALD , than whom no worthier successor of the late CHIEF

BARON could be chosen from the ranks of the Irish Bench or Bar. "

How can Mr. GLADSTONE possibly appoint anybody but Baron

FITZGERALD after that ? The feeling in Ireland is nevertheless

very strong thatthe judicial strength of the country ought not to

be weaken ed . On the whole the Government is placed in an

awkward difficulty by the death of the CHIEF BARON .

A SOMEWHAT novel application was made to the County Court

Judge of Birmingham on the 18th ult. An action being brought
upon a dishonoured bill, the defendant gave notice of a special

defence , which was that he had filed a petition for liquidation ,and

that his creditors had had a first meeting and passed the usual

resolution , and appointed a trustee. No notice of the meeting had

been given to the plaintiff, and he had not attended , and he

claimed to be entitled to go behind the resolution . His Honour

intimated that he had power under 289 of the Bankruptcy

Rules to restrain the plaintiff from proceeding with the action,

and he seemed disposed to make an order there and then . It was

suggested , however, that an application to him sitting in Bank

ruptcy was necessary, and he thereupon adjourned the case to

enable such application to be made. The position of the creditor

in the County Courts is even more disadvantageous than it is in

the Superior Courts. County Court Judges being Judges in
Bankruptcy , and adjourning causes from court day to court day ,

frequently upon slender pretexts, it becomes a matter of impos

sibility for a creditor to reap the fruits of his diligence if before he

gets to irial the debtor liquidates. In the case at Birmingham

the resolution was clearly irregular, but the plaintiff was de

layed to enable the debtor to call another meeting and pass a
proper resolution and obtain a restraining order. This is carrying

the power of restraint very far.

THE YEAR 1873.

The yearwhich has just closed was a remarkable year from a legal

point of view . The judicial system which has been the growth of

centuries - - the great division between equity, the offspring in its

recent developments of the power arrogated to themselves by

successive Lord Chancellors, and law , the creature of custom and

statute extended and explained by judicial decision - has been

swept away by the strong hand and overwhelming influence of a

Lord Chancellor who accomplished his reform while still a novice

in his high office. The Profession and the public during the last
twenty years had welcomed small innovations in the respective

jurisdictions, the introduction of common law remedies into

Chancery, and of equitable defences into common law , without

venturing to contemplate the fusion of equity and law . And

perhaps the most remarkable circumstance connected with the

greatmeasure of reform which will render ever memorable in our

legalhistory theyear 1873,is that it does not on its face enact a fusion

of two branches of jurisprudence . Its noble and learned author

foresaw that ifhewere to propose to merge the courts and shuffle the

Judges together, and submit all questions upon our different laws

to courts so merged , there would be an outcry based on reason

which might imperil the success of the measure. With a

prudence which many Chancellors of perhaps a higher order of

genius than Lord Selborne have lacked , he preserved existing

courts and their Judges, keeping the courts distinct even in their

nomenclature, and providing for the business to run almost pre

cisely in the grooves in which it has run hitherto.
We feel that when the magnitude of the Judicature Act is

regarded , all other measures sink into comparative insignificance.
At any other time the Railway and Canal Traffic Act, which took

away an important jurisdiction from a common law court, and

gave it to commissioners, would have been looked upon as a very

important measure- much as the Election Petitions Act of 1868

was considered , seeing that it took from the House of Commons

the exercise of important judicial functions, and transferred it to

the common law Judges. And the Act of this year is un
doubtedly one of great moment, as it seems to facilitate the re
dress of grievances alleged by and against the great carrying

companies of this country. The general legislation of the session
wehave already noticed in these columns, and we do not propose

to carry our readers over the ground again .
Next in importance to the great change in the judicial system

of this country is the operation of death and promotion in the

ranks of the Judges and the Bar. The death roll for this year

exhibits the names of men who could ill be spared . One of the

greatest lawyers England ever saw was lost to our court of ulti

mate appeal in the person of Lord Westbury . The Court of

Chancery had scarcely been adorned by the elevation of Sir John

Wickens, one of the most scholarly , accomplished , and able men

of his generation , before illness incapacitated him to perform the

duties of his office, and in a short time terminated fatally . The

Court of Common Pleas lost its Chief Justice, who, while more

distinguished at the Bar than on the Bench , was a painstaking

and conscientious Judge, and particularly capable in presiding

over his Court at Guildhall, which at the time of his appointment

was a favourite tribunal for the trial of heavy commercial causes.
The Court of Exchequer sustained a serious loss in the

retirement of Baron Channell, who died shortly after. An

Irish Judge of eminence, Chief Baron Pigot, died at the close

of the year , and this completes the list of our judiciallosses. Dr.

Lushington, for a long period Judge of the Court of Admiralty ,
died during the year, but he had previously retired from all

judicial duties. The other lawyers of position or note abroad
and at home, who must be named as having been lost to us, are :

Chief Justice Chase (of the United States), Mr. T . Chisholm
Anstey, the Hon . Sir George Rose (ex- Judge of the Court of

Review ), Mr. Thomas Tomlinson , Q . C ., Mr. James R . Hope-Scott ,
Q . C ., Mr. T . H . Haddon , Sir Wm . Alexander , attorney -generalto

the Prince of Wales,Mr. Serjeant Bellasis,Mr. Serjeant O 'Brien,
Mr. Edward Masson ( formerly Attorney -General for Greece), Mr.
Dominick M .Causland, Q . C ., Mr. Edmund FitzMoore, Q . C ., and

the Hon . William Jardine, Judge of the High Court of the North
Western Provinces of India .

The changes in the Bench and Bar by promotion have been

gradual, but in one sense remarkable. When we say gradual, we

intend to indicate that Government has not made any appointment

until the very last moment. By the retirement of Lord Romilly

from the Mastership of the Rolls it became necessary to appoint
a successor. With somemotive, never thoroughly comprehended

by the Profession and the public, Lord Selborne assumed the

functions of a Judge of first instance, and transacted for a con

siderable period the business of the court. At length Sir George

Jessel was appointed , thereby, although not necessarily , removing

from the House of Commons a politician having little influence as

a law officer, and who had particularly distinguished himself as

the uncompromising opponent of reform in legal education . The
Rolls Court proved to be for him a congenial sphere, and the

appointment was universally acknowledged the only one which

could properly be made. On the retirement of Baron Channell,

Mr. Pollock , Q . C ., was raised to the Bench in the Court of Exche

quer ; and the death of Vice -Chancellor Wickensmade an opening

on the Equity Bench to which the stuffgownsman in the largest

practice at the Equity Bar was promoted, and Sir Charles Hall

has proved himself to be a capable Judge. .

The promotion of Sir George Jessel vacated the office of

Solicitor-General, to which, after considerable delay , as usual,
a member of the Bar and the House of Commons who had dis

tinguished himself for his ability and independence , was selected ,

in the person ofMr. Henry James. The Government having sus .

tained a succession of reverses in the constituencies, the re- election
of their Solicitor became a matter of vital importance , and rarely

has the contest on the re-election of a law officer proved so

exciting. The solicitor was re-elected ,but when the year closed

the return was still threatened by petition . Within a few weeks of
Mr. James's appointmentand re-election ,the Attorney -General (Sir

John Coleridge) was raised to the vacancy created by the death of
Chief Justice Bovill, and Mr. James became Attorney -General.

This rapid rise of one whose reputation at the Bar had not

been of the highest order , but who had been known as a shrewd

lawyer and clever speaker, is perhaps unparalleled ,and deserves a

prominent position in the facts of the year. The Solicitor
Generalship vacated by him was filled by the appointment of Mr.
Vernon Harcourt, an accomplished debater but not a practical

lawyer. Sir John Coleridge, soon after his elevation to the Bench ,
was further elevated to the House of Lords, to which assembly he

will add judicial strength for the remaining period that it will be
required , and debating power of an essentially aristocratic order.

The business transacted in our courts has been such as to call

for little observation . In the Queen 's Bench a trial at bar has

been in progress formore than half the year, keeping at work all

the long vacation three learned Judges and a strong Bar. The

case which has occupied the attention of the court is in itself ex

traordinary, but it has been embellished with forensic asperity

and impudence which will make it a subject of curiosity

and wonder to coming generations. The case will further be

considered as proving the extremely useful purpose which is

served by our system of trialby jury , for twelve men have evinced

an amount of intelligence and practicalknowledge which has done

much to facilitate the just determination of the most gigantic

prosecution which lias ever encumbered a court of law .

It must be considered that speaking generally the legal business

in the country has declined , whilst, we believe, both branches of

the Profession have considerably added to their numbers.

Vigorous measures have been taken during the year by the

solicitors to improve the Incorporated Law Society and to bring

within it, or into action with it , the important law societies of the

provinces. The agitation for improved legal education , which lay

dormant during the passage of the Judicature Act , was revived
by a deputation to the Lord Chancellor at the close of the year,

and promises to lead to legislative action with reference to the
Inns of Court.

Here we think we may close the review of the year. The
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wisdom of the great change which that year inaugurated will be according to the degree of consanguinity of the successor to the

tested in the immediate future, and to that future it is impossible predecessor ; unless, therefore, the names and relationship of the

to look without someanxiety, but nevertheless with great interest predecessor and the original owner are sent to the commissioners,

and confidence in the power and efficiency of our tribunals . they cannot find out the rate ; but if the word successor referred

to any person other than the original owner the rate could not be

arrived at. The several sections to which wehave referred appear
DUTIES PAYABLE BY REASON OF DEATH . to us clearly and unmistakably to refer to the original owner and

(Continued from p . 141.) not the purchaser when the word successor is used, and we there

The fourth case to which we shall refer, viz ., Solicitor-General v . fore cannot agree that the 27th section had any reference to the

Law Reversionary Interest Society, relates to the Succession Duty question at issue, sach section only operating when the defendants

Act, and the facts of which as reported are as follows : X became entitled as successors,which it appears to us they had not

testatrix by will dated in 1839, devised her real estates to trustees done in the case before the court. If, therefore, the defendants
upon trust for her cousin T . for life , with remainder for T .' s were not liable upon the basis of the capital value, they could only

children , and in default of children , for W . in fee. W . was a be liable upon the basis of the life estate of some person who

cousin of the testatrix ; or, if we may be excused for using the could be brought within the meaning of the word successor as

phrase , a 5 per cent. relation . W . first mortgaged his reversion used in the 21st section .

to the defendants, and subsequently conveyed his equity of That a purchaser is not a successor appears to have been the

redemption to trustees for them .' w . died in 1870 , and T. died , view of Martin , B ., who, in his judgment in Attorney -General v .

without issue, in 1872 , whereupon the defendants became entitled Cecil (page 272), referring to sect. 15 , says it refers “ to an aliena

to the possession of the real estate. The Crown claimed the tion in the ordinary sense, as if, for instance, the late Lord C . had

payment from the defendants of succession duty upon the capital sold the whole of his interest to some third person before it came

value of the property at the rate of 5 per cent. upon the ground into possession . In such a case the words of the 2nd section

that they were successors, and being a body corporate, were liable would not be apt to describe the condition of things at the time

to have the duty assessed upon the capital in pursuance of when the interest fell into possession and the duty became pay

sect. 27 , the rate being settled by sect. 15 . Thedefendants con able , and this clause was therefore inserted in order to prevent the

tended that the 27th section applied to those cases only in which Crown from being deprived of the duty by a transaction of that

they took real property “ as successors,” and not as purchasers, nature.”

that they were not successors within themeaning of the second, Neither can we agree with the decision of the court upon the

the defining section , that the 15th , 20th , 42nd, and 44th sections question of the rate of duty. Our strong impression is that a

clearly referred to successors as persons who could not be purchaser is only liable to the payment of the exact amount of

purchasers , and that as W . was, therefore, the successor, and he duty, neither more norless, which the original owner would have

had died , no duty was payable by them , as W . would never have paid bad he not sold his reversion ; and this view seems strongly

been liable to any duty , or at all events that they were only liable confirmed by the note to sect. 44 in Mr. Hanson 's valuable book

to the payment of such duty as would have been payable by the upon the Probate, Legacy , and Succession Duties, which is as

heir at law of the alienor, and upon the basis of his life under follows : " Beside the successor. — The successor himself continues

sect. 21, but that the Crown had not pointed out the heir at law , to be personally accountable for the duty , although he has sold his

so that the rate could not possibly be fixed ,as thatmustbe decided succession .” The word successor cannot, refer to the purchaser,

by his relationship to W ., from whom he would have taken the and the word " continue" appears to us to have been appropriately

property by devolution. The court decided that the defendants used and implies a previous liability. It cannot be said that a

must pay the duty as claimed by the Crown, as they were within reversioner would be liable to pay duty upon the capital value

the meaning of the 27th section of the Act, having had a where it is clearly laid down by sect. 21 that his life estate is to be

succession vested in them by alienation . the basis of the calculation . Previously to the sale there is no
We consider the decision in the last-mentioned case to have been doubt he was only liable to the payment of duty at a rate fixed by

erroneously given . We cannot agree that a purchaser is a his degree of relationship to his predecessor,and upon the basis
successor, nor can we conceive that a purchaser should have to pay of his own age, and in the event of his death previously to that of
any duty to which his vendor, the person originally entitled , the tenant for life, neither he nor his heir -at-law or devisee would
would not have been liable . Under sect. 2 , to make a person have been liable to any duty by reason ofhis succession . Can it be
a successor, he must become entitled to the property “ either said that his liability was increased by the fact of his selling the
originally or by way of substitutive limitation ," and to show that reversion ? If so , the word " continue " is inappropriate.
the framers of the Act did not consider that a purchaser came Assuming, however, that a purchaser is liable to duty to which
within sect. 2 , we have only to refer to the first part of sect. 15 , | his vendor would not have been liable , how is that duty to be fixed ?
which provides that in case at the time appointed for the com The 15th section states that “ the duty payable in respect thereof,"
mencement of the Act any reversionary property expectant on i.e., the succession of the successor “ shallbe paid at the same rate
death shall be vested by alienation or other derivative title in and time as the samewould have been payable if no such aliena

any person other than the person who shall have been originally tion had been made." Assuming,as we before said , thatany duty
entitled thereto under any such disposition or devolution as is is payable where the reversioner predeceases the tenant for life,
mentioned in the 2nd section of this Act, then theperson in whom which wedo not admit , the duty payable can only be that which

such property shall be so vested shall be chargeable with duty in would have been payable if no alienation had taken place, viz .,
respect thereof as a succession at the same time and at the same that which would have been payable by the heir-at-law or devisee
rate as the person so originally entitled would have been charge of the reversioner . That such duty should be fixed by the rela
able with if no such alienation had been made or derivative title tionship of the heir or devisee and the reversioner seems clear
created . The above, we think , clearly explains what person was from the words of the 2nd section , and from the remarks of Kelly ,

intended to be pointed at by the use of the word “ successor," C . B . and Cleasby, B . in De Lancy's case, and from the decision in
viz., the person originally entitled , and it further shows that a Attorney-General v . Cecil. The court in the case under considera
purchaser was not considered a successor, as it was thought tion decided that the words “ as if no alienation had been made,"
necessary to make him chargeable with duty which would clearly should be read as equivalent to " as if the alienor had succeeded
have been unnecessary if he had been within the 2nd section and had to pay the duty," although they admitted " that taken
Wehave no hesitation , therefore, in saying that in cases of aliena literally the words would rather point to the real position of
tion of reversionary property before the commencement of the Act, things at the death of the tenant for life .” That the court acted
no duty would havebeen payable by the purchaser but for the 15th under the impression , clearly erroneous and contrary to their own
section , as he is not a successor, because he was not originally en decisions in the above-mentioned cases , that the rate of duty pay
titled ,and his vendor was not a successor,because at the commence able by the heir of a reversioner who had predeceased the tenant
ment of the Act he was not beneficially entitled . Wherereversionary for life was fixed by the heir 's relationship to the original settlor,
property has been sold by the original owner since the commence that is the predecessor of the reversioner, and not by the heir ' s
ment of the Act the case is somewhat different. So soon as the relationship to the reversioner, which was settled by the above
Act began the original owner became a successor, and his pro cases, appears clear from what is said in their judgment, viz . : “ If
perty became a succession, and in referring to such original the remainderman outlived the tenant for life there could be no
owner and his property the second part of the 15th section uses difficulty ; but, if he died before then it would be necessary to find
the words successor and succession , but such part speaks of the out who would have been his heir , and thus from his relationship
purchaser as “ any other person ," not any other successor ; the to the predecessor get at the rate of duty under sect. 10. It was

20th section speaks of “ the successor or any person claiming in said by the learned Solicitor-General that the rate payable by the

his right or on his behalf," " in his right” clearly referring to pur alienor himself would almost always be less, or at all events not

chasers, and the 42nd and 43rd sections speak in a similar greater than the rate payable by his heir , and that the Crown was

manner ; the 4- 1th section speaks of the person in whom the pro content to adopt the construction which in general imposes the

perty shall be vested by alienation as someone beside the successor ; lower duty ." If the predecessor of the reversioner be considered

and the 45th section requires the persons made accountable for the predecessor of the reversioner's heir we admit that what was

duty to send to the Commissioners a true account of the property „said by the Solicitor-General would be correct ; but as the previous

" together with the names of the successor and predecessor, and decided cases, which are not referred to in the judgmentand there

their relation to each otber.” There is no doubt that a purchaser fore must still be considered law , declare thatthe reversioner shall

has to pay the same rate of duty as would have been payable had be his heir 's predecessor, the statement of the Solicitor-General

no alienation have taken place. That rate is fixed by sect. 10 l appears to be without foundation and incorrect.
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That the court adopted the view expressed by the Solicitor wewill look at two cases which are cited in text books as throwing

General is further confirmed by their decision " that the Crown at some light upon the construction of the first section of the Married

all events made out a primâ facie case to be paid the duty which Women 's Property Act. Petty v . Anderson ( 3 Bing . 170 ) was an

would be payableby the alienor, as they need not prove the death of action of assumpsit for goods sold and delivered . The wife had

the alienor, and that if events have happened by which the duty carried on business on her own account during the imprisonment

would be less the defendants must prove them .” It appears, how of her husband, and he having returned to live with her after his

ever, from the report that the fact of the reversioner's death was discharge, it was held that he was liable for articles furnished in

stated in the information , so that it seems to us the Crown showed this business with his knowledge, after his return , though the

no title to duty at all, for they did not state who would have been invoice and receipts were in the name of the wife , and she was

the reversioner 's heir -at-law , and unless that individual were rated to and paid the poor's and paving rates. At the trial Chief

pointed out the rate of duty could not possibly be fixed , as that Justice Best, in summing up the case to the jury, made a point of

entirely depends upon his degree of relationship to his prede the circumstance of the husband being in the house where the

cessor, the reversioner . We have always understood that it was business was carried on , assisting in the business , and subsisting

the business of the plaintiff to prove his own case, and we have on the profits. He directed the jury to find for the plaintiff, on the

always considered that in matters at variance between the Crown ground that obviously the wife was the agent of the husband . On

and the subject the latter was to have thebenefit of anydoubtwhich the argument of the rule for a new trial the same learned Judge

might be raised . That such , however, is not always the case ap said “ The husband took advantage of the trade that was carried on

pearsto have been the opinion of the late Vice -Chancellor Wickens, by living on the profits , and a legal presumption arises from that

who, during the course of his extensive practice at the bar, had circumstance that the wife conducted the trade as his agent." He

occasion upon many occasions to study the Act and decisions. In added , however, “ undoubtedly the presumption arising from his

, a case before him , Ring v . Jarman ( L . Rep . 14 Eq. 363 ), he stated presence might have been rebutted , but there were no facts in the

his opinion to be entirely in favour of the contention on behalf of present case to repel the presumption ." The other judges, Mr.

the subject, “ but," added he, “ the case appears tome to be covered Justice Park and Mr. Justice Burrough considered the circum

by authority ,” referring to the case of Attorney -General v . Gell stance of the husband cohabiting with the wife conclusive,

( 3 H . & C . 615) decided by the Court of Exchequer ; and he signifi Mr. Justice Park citing Langford v . Tilor ( 1 Salk . 113 ),

cantly continued : “ The Succession Duty Act has in some cases which went directly to that effect . Mr. Justice Burrough
received an interpretation which seemsnot very consistent with said “ the husband was present and assisting in the business,

the old canons of construction as applied to statutes laying and therefore clearly liable to the plaintiff' s claim ." The other case

burthens on the subject.” . to which we refer is Smallpiece v . Dawes 7 ( C . & P . 40 ), where

(To be continued .) the evidence fell short of establishing the agency of the wife, and
an action against the husband for goods supplied to the wife in her
business, carried on in his absence, failed . For nine years the

husband was absent, avoiding a bankruptcy commission . During

HUSBAND AND WIFE AS CONTRACTING PARTIES. that period the wife carried on the business, and the husband was

Wehave before us two County Court decisions, which introduce seen at the shop on only two or three occasions, and had been

a new element of uncertainty into contracts entered into between present at the marriage of two ofhis daughters in the neighbour

married persons and the public. To one of these cases we have hood . Baron Parke said that this evidence was insufficient, and

referred on previous occasions, and shall advert to again presently . that the defendant coming to his wife 's house could only make him

The second turns upon the construction of the first section of the liable for necessaries supplied to her.

Married Women 's Property Act, being a decision of Mr. Stonor We think it may be fairly argued that if before the pass

upon a case presenting a peculiar state of facts. Before criti ing of the Married Women ' s Property Act it was a question in

cising this judgment we must confess to a certain amount of actions against the husband for supplies to a wife carrying on

diffidence . The cause was twice tried , and on both trials the trade, whether the fact of his cohabiting with her fixed him with

learned Judge came to the same conclusion . His Honour recog liability , it must arise with greater force, and so as to weaken

nised the difficulty of the case, but he laid down a broad propo the presumption of law against him since the passing of that

sition of law which is open to criticism , apart from the sur . Act. Before that Act as Chief Justice Best said in Petty v .

rounding facts of the case. That proposition of law was this : Anderson , the presumption arising from the circumstance of

that it is not necessary to the separate carrying on of an employ the husband cohabiting with his wife might be rebutted.

ment, occupation , or trade by a married woman , within the mean The Act of 1870 almost disposes of the presumption of law . A

ing of the Married Women ' s Property Act 1870 , sect. 1 , that she married woman may hold and enjoy the rights of property.

should live apart from her husband, but only that her husband If she is trading in her own name, can it be said that there is any

should not interfere or take part in carrying on such business. presumption of law at all that she is acting as the agent of her

It is clearly impossible to say that this is unsound in point of husband ? We feel driven to the conclusion that the presumption
law ; but, looking to the object with which the Act was passed , is perhaps stronger that she is trading " separately," and that the

can it be taken to have been the intention of Parliament to protect onus lies upon the creditor of the husband seizing the goods

married women living with their husbands ? As some evidence claimed by the wife to show that she is trading as the agent ofher

that it was, the County Court Judge cites the 13th section , by husband . We candidly confess that we have arrived at this
which a married woman is made liable to maintain her husband. conclusion against our first convictions, and strongly against our

For such a purpose, however, this section is , we think , of no inclinations, and in opposition to our idea of what is expedient.

weight, but rather, on the contrary , contemplates a husband who, Now the business carried on in the Croydon case was that of a

living apart from a wife having separate property, becomes lodging-house, and the case really set up on the part of the

chargeable to the parish . And what are the words of the first claimant was that whenever the husband interfered in the busi

section ? “ The wages and earnings of any married woman ness he was acting as her agent. He paid money to one

acquired or gained by her in any employment, occupation, or of the creditors, and requested him to give credit for it to his

trade in which she is engaged , or which she carries on separately wife. The invoices of the tradesmen were also made out to the

from her husband," shall be taken to be her separate property. wife . This latter factwe do not think of much importance, as it

There is nothing in these words to indicate a necessity for the wife is a common thing for tradesmen supplying necessaries to a

to be residing separately from the husband,and the little light household to send in the invoices to the wife. The rate collector

which decided cases throw upon the question seems to support the had been told that the husband was tenant of the house, and had

view of the County Court Judge, and to make the question one of so entered it in his rate book , but the landlord was dead . The

evidence on the facts of each particular case. In Reg. v . Harrald facts will be found more fully detailed and discussed in the judg.

( L . Rep . 7 Q . B . 361 ; 26 L . T . Rep. N . S . 616 ), wherein it was ment of the learned Judge ; but we think that we have said

sought to establish that the Married Women 's Property Act had enough to show that there was a pretty even balance of evidence

got rid of the political disabilities of married women , the Lord on the one sideand the other - in favour of the presumption of the

Chief Justice spoke of the Act as recognising and establishing the wife acting as the agent ofher husband, and of the wife 's separate

power of married women “ to hold property." And Mr. Justice trading . To which side under such circumstances ought the law

Hannen said , “ TheMarried Women ' s Property Act was intended to lean ? Wethink clearly against the separate trading of the

to protect married women in the enjoyment of the rights of pro wife . A married woman has it in her power to make it plain and

perty ." These expressions, wide and general as they are, do not unmistakeable that she is trading separately, so as to secure the

leave room , as it appears to us, for the suggestion that it is con protection of the Married Women 's Property Act. Cohabiting

trary to the intention of the Act that a married woman living with with her husband, the law implies a liability on his part for neces
her husband should be incapable ofholding or enjoying the rights saries supplied to her order ; and the Married Women ' s Property

of property. Act does not render the wife liable to an action upon her contracts.

But in a previous issue we observed that we considered that the It is hardly possible to conceive a state of things in which creditors

decision of the learned Judge opened a wide door to fraud , because could be more easily defrauded ; and although we feel constrained to

nothing can be easier than for a man to set his wife up in business agree that the learned County Court Judge has taken an accurate

in a house rented and occupied by him , and whilst she earns view of the Act, we think the facts of each case should be narrowly

money by the separate carrying on of this trade, for him to obtain watched , and the onus thrown heavily on the wife of establishing

all the credit of being the owner of the business. Before dwelling a separate trading .

upon this aspect of the questions, and the protection which credi The second County Court case to which we have referred was

torsmay throw round their transactions with a married woman , ' reported by us on the 20th ult ., and carried the right of the bus.
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hand to relieve himself from liability for necessaries supplied to
his wife to limits which , supposing them to be reached by any

existing authority, places persons dealing with married women in

a position of peril. Notwithstanding Jolly v . Rees, it is considered
an open question whether a husband by private prohibition can

relieve himself from liability for necessaries supplied to the wife,
more particularly where those necessaries are not personal to the

wife but peculiar to the household . Contemplate for a moment

this position of things :-- A married woman living with her hus.
band unable to pledge his credit for bread . A married woman

carrying on business in a house occupied by her husband , the rent

of which he pays, and to which he is rated ; neither husband nor

wife liable for goods supplied to the wife in such business. What

an absolutely monstrousstate of the law ! Wesay, therefore, tbat

it behoves judges to apply it with as much caution as possible ,

and to presume as much as they can against a state of circum .

stances which in effect is calculated to operate to the prejudice of

those who have dealings with married women .

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN LAW RELATING TO
STIPULATIONS BY CARRIERS .

A VERY exhaustive judgment was delivered in the United States
Supreme Court by Mr. Justice Bradley in last October Term .

After fully going through the American authorities the learned

Judge concluded as follows :

It is argued that a common carrier, by entering into a special contract
with a party for carrying his goods or person on modified terms, drops his

character and becomes an ordinary bailee for hire, and , therefore , may
make any contract he pleases , that is , he maymake any contract whatever ,

because he is an ordinary bailee ; and he is an ordinary bailee because he
has made the contract.
Weare unable to see the soundness of this reasoning. It seems to us

more accurate to say that common carriers are such by virtue of their

occupation , not by virtue of the responsibilities under which they rest.

Those responsibilities may vary in different countries , and at different

times , without changing the character of the employment. The common
law subjects the common carrier to insurance of the goods carried , except

as against the act of God or public enemies. The civil law excepts ,
also , losses by means of any superior force, an any inevitable
accident. Yet the employment is the same in both cases . And if by special

agreement the carrier is exempted from still other responsibilities, it

does not follow that his employment is changed , but only that his respon .

sibilities are changed . The theory occasionally announced, that a special
contract as to the terms and responsibilities of carriage changes the

nature of the employment, is calculated to mislead . The responsibilities
of a common carrier may be reduced to those of an ordinary bailee for
hire, whilst the nature of his business renders him a common carrier still.

Is there any good sense in holding that a railroad company, whose only

business is to carry passengers and goods, and which was created and

established for that purpose alone, is changed to a private carrier for hire

by a mere contract with & customer, whereby the latter assumes the risk

of inevitable accidents in the carriage of his goods ? Suppose the contract
relates to a single crate of glass or crockery , whilst at the same time the

carrier receives from the same person twenty other parcels , respecting

which no such contract is made. Is the company a public carrier as to the

twenty parcels and a private carrier as to the one ?

On this point there are several authorities which support our view , some
of which are noted in the margin .( a )

A common carrier may, undoubtedly, become a private carrier, or a
bailee for hire , when , as a matter of accommodation or special engagement

he undertakes to carry something which it is not his business to carry .

For example , if a carrier of produce, running a truck boat between New
York city and Norfolk , should be requested to carry a keg of specie , or a
load of expensive furniture , which he could justly refuse to take, such

agreementmight be made in reference to his taking and carrying the same
as the parties chose to make, not involving any stipulation contrary to law
or public policy. But when a carrier has a regularly established business
for carrying all or certain articles, and especially if that carrier be a cor
poration created for the purpose of the carrying trade, and the carriage of
the articles is embraced within the scope of its chartered powers, it is a
common carrier , and a special contract about its responsibility does not
divest it of the character.

But it is contended that, though a carrier may not stipulate for his own
negligence, there is no good reason why he should not be permitted to
stipulate for immunity for the negligence of his servants, over whose
actions, in his absence, he can exercise no control. If we advert for a
moment to the fundamental principles on which the law of common carriers

is founded , it will be seen that this objection is inadmissible. In regulat
ing the public establishment of common carriers, the great object of the
law was to secure the utmost care and diligence in the performance of their
important duties - an object essential to the welfare of every civilised com .
munity. Hence the common law rule which charged the common carrier
as an insurer. Why charge him as such ? Plainly for the purpose of
raising the most stringent motive for the exercise of carefulness and

fidelity in his trust. In regard to passengers, the highest degree of care
fulness and diligence is expressly exacted . In the one case the securing of
the most exact diligence and fidelity underlies the law , and is the reason

for it ; in the other it is directly and absolutely prescribed by the law . It
is obvious, therefore, that if a carrier stipulate not to be bound to the exer.
cise of care and diligence , but to be at liberty to indulge in the con.
trary, he seeks to put off the essential duties of his employment. And to

assert thathe may do so seemsalmost a contradiction in terms. .
Now , to what avail does the law attach these essential duties to the

employment of the common carrier, if they may be waived in respect to

his agents and servants, especially where the carrier is an artificial being ,
incapable of acting except by agents and servants ? It is carefulness and
diligence in performing the service which the law demands, not an abstract
carefulness and diligence in proprietors and stockholders who take no

active part in the business. To admit such a distinction in the law of

(a ) Davidson v . Graham , 2 Ohio St., 131 ; Graham v. Davis and Co., 4 Ohio St., 362
Svindler v . Hilliard , 2 Rich. 286 ; Baker v. Brinson , 9 Rich . 201 ; Steel v . Townsend ,
37 Ala , 247 .

common carriers, as the business is now carried on, would be subversive

of the very object of the law .
It is a favourite argument in the cases which favoar the extension of the

carrier 's right to contract for exemption from liability, thatmen must be
permitted to make their own agreements , and that it is no concern of the
publio on what terms an individual chooses to have his goods carried .

Thus, in Dory v . The N . J . Steam Navigation Company (1 Kern . 485) the

court sums up its judgment thus : “ To say the parties bave not a right to
make their own contract, and to limit the precise extent of their own

rospective risks and liabilities, in a matter no way affecting the public
morals, or conflicting with the public interests, would , in my judgment, be

an unwarrantable restriction upon tradeand commerce, and a mostpalpable
invasion of personal right.”
Is it true that the public interest is not affected by individual contracts

of the kind referred to ? Is not the whole business community affected by
holding such contracts valid ? If held valid , the advantageous position of

the companies exercising the business of common carriers is such that it
places it in their power to change the law of common carriers in effect, by
introducing new rules of obligation .

The carrier and his customer do not stand on a fcoting of equality . The
latter is only one individual of a million . He cannot afford to higgle or
stand out and seek redress in the courts. His business will not admit

such a course. He prefers rather to accept any bill of lading , or sign any
paper the carrier presents ; often , indeed , without knowing what the one
or the other contains. In most cases he has no alternativebut to do this ,
or abandon his business. In the present case, for example , the freight

agent of the company testified that though they made forty or fifty con
tracts every week like that under consideration , and had carried on the
business for years , no other arrangement than this was ever made with

any drover. And the reason is obvious enough - if they did not accept
this they must pay tariff rates . These rates were 70 cents. per 100lb . for

carrying from Buffalo to Albany, and each horned animal was rated at

2000lb ., making a charge of 14dols. for every animal carried , instead of the

usual charge of 70dols. for a car load ; being a difference of three to one.
Of course no drover could afford to pay such tariff rates. This fact is

rted to for the purpose of illustrating how completely in the power of

the railroad companies parties are ; and how necessary it is to stand firmly

by those principles of law by which the publio interests are protected.
If the customer had any real freedom of choice, if he had a reasonable

and practicable alternative, and if the employment of the carrier were not
a public one, charging him with the duty of accommodating the public in

employment ; then , if the customer chose to assume the risk
of negligence, it could with more reason be said to be his private affair ,
and no concern of the pablic . But the condition of things is entirely
different, and especially so under the modified arrangements which the
carrying trade has assumed . The business is mostly concentrated in a few
powerful corporations, whose position in the body politic enables them to
control it. They do , in fact, control it, and impose such conditions upon
travel and transportation as they see fit, which the public is compelled to

accept. These circumstances furnish an additional argument, if any were
needed , to show that the conditions imposed by common carriers ought

not to be adverse ( to say the least) to the dictates of public policy and
morality. The status and relative position of the parties render any such

conditions void . Contracts of common carriers, like those of persons
occupying a fiduciary character, giving them a position in which they can
take undue advantage of the persons with whom they contract,must rest
upon their fairness and reasonableness. It was for the reason that the

limitations of liability first introduced by common carriers into their
notices and bills of lading were just and reasonable that the courts sus
tained them . It was just and reasonable that they should not be
responsible for losses happening by sheer accident, or dangers
of navigation that no human skill or vigilance could guard against :

it was just and reasonable that they should not be chargeable for

money or other valuable articles liable to be stolen or damaged ,
unless apprised of their character or value ; it was just and
reasonable that they should not be responsible for articles liable to rapid
decay, or for live animals liable to get unruly from fright and to injure
themselves in that state, when such articles or live animals became

injured without their fault or negligence. And when any of these just
and reasonable excuses were incorporated into notices or special contracts
Assented to by their customers, the law might well give effect to them
without the violation of any important principle , although modifying the
strict rules of responsibility imposed by the common law . The improved
state of society and the better administration of the laws, had diminished
the opportunities of collusion and bad faith on the part of the carrier and

rendered less imperative the application of the iron rule , that he must
be responsible at all events . Hence the exemptions referred to were
deemed reasonable and proper to be allowed. But the proposition to allow
a public carrier to abandon altogether his obligations to the public, and
stipulate for exemptions that are unreasonable and improper, amounting
to an abdication of the essential duties of his employment, would never
have been entertained by the sages of the law .
Hence, as before remarked , we regard the English statute called the

Railway and Canal Traffic Act, passed in 1854, which declared void all
notices and conditions made by common carriers except such as the
Judge, at the trial, or the courts should hold just and reasonable, as sub
stantially a return to the rules of the common law . It would have been
more strictly so, perhaps, had the reasonableness of the contract been

referred to the law instead of the individual Judges . The decisions made
for more than half a century before the courts commenced the abnormal

course which led to the necessity of that statute , giving effect to certain
classes of exemptions stipulated for by the carrier, may be regarded as
authorities on the question as to what exemptions are just and reasonable .
So the decisions of our own courts are entitled to like effect when not
made under the fallacious notion that every special contract imposed by
the common carrier on his customers must be carried into effect, for the
simple reason that it was entered into without regard to the character of
the contract and the relative situation of the parties.

Conceding , therefore, that special contracts, made by common carriers
with their customers, limiting their liability, are good and valid , so far as
they are just and reasonable ; to the extent, for example, of excusing them
for all losses happening by accident, without any negligence or fraud on
their part ; when they ask to go 'still further, and to be excused for
negligence - an excuse so repugnant to the law of their foundation and to

the public good - they have no longer any plea of justice or reason to
support such a stipulation , but the contrary. And then , the inequality of
the parties, the compulsion under which the customer is placed, and the
obligations of the carrier to the public , operate with fall force to divest

the transaction of validity .
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On this subject the remarks of Chief Justice Redfield , in his recent col.
lection of American railway cases, seem to us eminently just. “ It being
clearly established , then, " says he, " that common carriers. have public

duties which they are bound to discharge with impartiality, we must con .
clude that they cannot, either by notice or special contracts, release them .
selves from the performance of these public duties , even by the consent of

those who employ them ; for all extortion is done by the apparent consent
of the victim . A public officer or servant, who has a monopoly in his
department, has no just right to impose onerous and unreasonable condi.
tions upon those who are compelled to employ him ." And his conclusion

is that, notwithstanding some exceptional decisions, the law of to -day
stands substantially as follows : “ 1 . That the exemption claimed by

carriers must be reasonable and just, otherwise it will be regarded as
extorted from the owners of the goods by duress of circumstances, and ,
therefore, not binding . 2. That every attempt of carriers, by general
notices or special contract, to excuse themselves from responsibility for
losses or damages resulting in any degree from their own want of care and
faithfulness, is against that good faith which the law requires as the basis
of all contracts or employments, and , therefore, based upon principles and
a policy which the law will not uphold .”
The defendants endeavour to make a distinction between gross and

ordinary negligence , and insist that the Judge ought to have charged that
the contract was at least effective for excusing the latter.

We have already adverted to the tendency of judicial opinion adverse to
the distinction between gross and ordinary negligence. Strictly speaking,
these expressions are indicative rather of the degree of care and diligence

which is due from a party, and which he fails to perform , than of the
amount of inattention, carelessness, or stupidity which he exhibits . If
very little care is due from him , and he fails to bestow that little, it is
called gross negligence. If very great care is due, and he fails to come up

to the mark required , it is called slight negligence, and if ordinary care is
dne , such asa prudentman would exercise in his own affairs, failure to bestow

that amountof care is called ordinary negligence . In each case the negligence ,

whatever epithet we give it, is failure to bestow the care and skill which the
situation demands ; and hence it is more strictly accurate perhaps to call it
simply " negligence " And this seems to be the tendency of modern

authorities.( a ) If they mean more than this, and seek to abolish the distinc
tion of degrees of care, skill, and diligence required in the performance of
various duties and the fulfilment of various contracts , we think they go too

far, since the requirement of different degrees of care in different situa
tions is too firmly settled and fixed in the law to be ignored or changed .

The compilers of the French Civil Code undertook to abolish these dis
tinctions by enacting that “ every act whatever ofman that causes damage

to another, obliges him bywhose fault it happened to repair it.” (6 ) Toulier ,
in his commentary on the code , regards this as a happy thought , and a
return to the law of nature. (c) But such an iron rule is too regardless of

the foundation principles of human duty , and must often operate with
great severity and injustice.

In the case before us, the law , in the absence of special contract, fixes
the degree of care and diligence dne from the railroad company to the

persons carried on its trains. A failure to exercise such care and diligence
is negligence. It needs no epithet properly and legally to describe it . If

it is against the policy of the law to allow stipulations which will relieve

the company from the exercise of that care and diligence, or which , in

other words , will excuse them for negligence in the performance of that
duty , then the company remains liable for such negligence . The question
whether the company was guilty of negligence in this case , which caused
the injury sustained by the plaintiff, was fairly left to the jury. It was
unnecessary to tell them whether, in the language of law writers, such

negligence would be called gross or ordinary .

The conclusions to which we have come aro - First, that & common
carrier cannot lawfully stipulate for exemption from responsibility when
such exemption is not just and reasonable in the eye of the law. Secondly ,
that it is not just and reasonable in the eye of the law for a common
carrier to stipulate for exemption from responsibility for the negligence of
himself or his servants . Thirdly, that these rules apply both to carriors
of goods and carriers of passengers for hire, and with special force to the
latter. Fourthly, that a drover travelling on a pass, such as was given in
this case, for the purpose of taking care of his stock on the train , is a
passenger for hire.

These conclusions decide the present case, and require a judgment of
affirmance . Wepurposely abstain from expressing any opinion as to what
would have been the result of our judgment had we considered the plaintiff
a free passenger instead of a passenger for hire.

Judgmentaffirmed .

LAW LIBRARY.

We have received from Messrs. John Flack and Co., of 3, War
wick -court, Holborn , an Indian Law Examination Manual, by

Mr. FENDALL CURRIE, of Lincoln 's -inn , City Magistrate of Luck .

now . This manual is a digest of questions and answers. The

questions are comprehensive and practical, and the answers very

full. To students who are partial to this mode of studying law ,

themanual will prove an acquisition .

(a ) Smith's Lead . Cases, 6th Amer. edit. ; Story on Builments, s . 571 ; Wyld v .
Pickford, 7 M . & W ., 460 ; Hinton v . Dibbin , 2 ' Q . B ., 661 ; Wilson v . Brett, 11 M . & W .,
115 ; Beal v . South Devon Railway Company, 3 Hurlst. & Colt., 337 ; L . Rep. 1 C . B .,
600 ; 14 How ., 486 ; 16 How .,474 .

(6 ) Art. 1382.

(c ) Vol. 6 , p . 243 .

We have received the admirable Diaries of Messrs. Letts and
Sons for 1874. They comprise the Universal Diary, interleaved

with blotting paper, for desk use ; the Diary or Bills -due Book,
containing a mass of general information in a compendious form ;

the Pocket Diary, and two pocket-book diaries . All these books

are got up with great care and excellent workmanship , and sustain
a well -established reputation .

PATENT LAW . a fair and reasonable interpretation , the court | all acids and alkalies, it is clearly bad, as there

(By C. Higgins, Esq ., M .A ., F .C .S ., Barrister-at-Law .) can see that the specification only claims an im - , are somewhich will not answer the purpose. If

provement on an old machine, it will be suffi- it be a claim of those only which will answer the
cient. (3 C . B . 182.) purpose, it is as clearly bad , in consequence ofCOMPLETE SPECIFICATION .

Stevens v. Keating. 1848. - Patent for “ a not stating those which will answer the purpose,
(Continued from p . 21.)

process or method of combining various materials and distinguishing them from those which will
Elliott v . Turner. Ex. Ch . 1845 . In covenant so as to form stuccoes, plasters, and cements, not, and so preventing the public from being

on an indenture by which B . was licensed to and for the manufacture of artificial stones, under the necessity of making experiments to

make and sell buttons according to A .' s patent, marbles , & c . used in buildings.” The specifica - | ascertain which of them will succeed and which

the issue was whether certain buttons made by tion , after stating the invention to consist in will not.” ( 2 Ex. 772 ; 19 L . J ., N . S . 57 , Ex.)

B . were made under the licence. The specifica - producing certain hard cements of the combina Beard v . Egerton . 1849. - In the construction

tion described the invention to consist in the ap- tion of the powder of gypsum , powder of lime- of a specification , the whole instrument must be

plication to the covering of buttons, of such stone, and chalk , with other materials, such com - | taken together, and a fair and reasonable interpre .

figured woven fabrics “ wherein the ground, or binations being (subsequent to their mixing) sub - tation given to the words used in it . A specifica

the face of the ground thereof, is produced by a mitted to heat, described the method or process tion of a patent for “ a new and improved method

warp of soft or organzine silk , such as is used in of making a cement from gypsum to consist in of obtaining the spontaneous reproduction of all

weaving satin and the classes of fabrics pro - mixing with powdered gypsum , strong alkali the images received on the focus of the camera

duced therefrom ." The jury asked how they (ex . gr. best American pearlash ) dissolved in a obscura ," in describing the process, stated it

were to understand the word “ or ” in the speci- certain proportion of water, this solution to be is to be divided into five operations. The first

fication ; whether it was used disjunctively, or, neutralized with acid (sulphuric acid being the consists in polishing and cleaning the silver surface

whether “ organzine" was the construction of best), the mass to be kept in agitation , and the of the plate, in order to properly prepare or qualify

the word “ soft.” The judge told them , that, in acid to be added gradually till the effervescence | it for receiving the sensitive layer or coating

his opinion , unless the silk was organzine, it was should cease ; and then a certain proportion of iodine) , upon which the action of the light traces

not within the patent. Held , that this direction water to be added (if other alkali were used , the

was erroneous ; for, that the judge should not quantity to be varied in proportion to its that sensitive layer or coating to the silver

have told the jury, absolutely, that soft and strength ) ; and the mixture having been broughtoth ) : and the mixture having been brought surface ; the third , in submitting, in the camera

organzine silk were the same, but that the words to a proper consistence by the further addition of obscura , the prepared surface or plate to the

were capable of being so construed , if the jury powdered gypsum , to be dried in moulds, and aetion of light, so that it may receive the images ;

were satisfied that, at the date of the patent, finally subjected to a furnace capable of pro- the fourth , in bringing out or making appear the

there was only one description of soft silk , - - and ducing a red heat. The specification concluded image, picture, or representation , which is not

that organzine, - - used in satin weaving ; but, by stating that other alkalies and acids beside | visible when the plate is first taken out of the

otherwise, that the proper and ordinary sense of those before mentioned would answer the pur - camera obscura ; the fifth , and last operation is ,

the word “ or” was to be adopted , and the patent poses of the invention , though not so well, and that of removing the sensitive layer or coating,

held to apply to every species of soft silk , as that the inventor claimed the method or process which would continue to be affected and undergo

well as to organzine silk . (2 C . B . 446 ; 15 L . J. thereinbefore described : Held , that the specific different changes from the action of light ; this

49, C . P .) cation was bad. “ It must either be a claim of would uecessarily tend to destroy the design or
McAlpine v . Mangnall. 1846. - If , taking the all acids and alkalies, or of all acids and alkalies tracing so obtained in the camera obscura ." It

whole specification together, and giving its words that will answer the purpose. If it be a claim of I then proceeded to give a description of the first
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operation, -- preparing the silver surface of the ject of a grant, but only as something known, former ; and provided the salary is adequate to
plate ; the concluding part of which directed that and necessary to be referred to , for the purpose the duties and responsibility, we certainly think
nitric acid dissolved in water should be applied of explaining the claim . Considered in this view , it is much to be preferred to payment by fees.

three different times , the plate being each time we think, the specification , in speaking of
sprinkled with pounce, and lightly rubbed with metallic circuits, may properly be considered as A CORRESPONDENT writes' to us suggesting a
cotton ; adding , “ When the plate is not intended comprehending all circuits which are metallic, as meeting between those members of the council
for immediate use or operation , the acid may be far as it is material to the improvements claimed of the Incorporated Law Society , known to be in

used only twice upon its surface after being ex- that they should be so , and that the expression favour of certain reformsaffecting solicitors, and

posed to heat; the first part of the operation , in question , is not to be construed with more those other solicitors (members of the society

that is , the preparation as far as the second strictness and precision than is necessary to
with some few exceptions),who devote themselves
to the accomplishment of similar objects ; so that

application of the acid , may be done at any time; enable it to fulfil that purpose of explanation for early in this year combined action may be taken
this will allow of a number of plates being kept which it was introduced .”' (10 Com . B . 838 ; with a view to inducing the society to direct their

prepared up to the last slight operation ; it | 20 L . J ., N . S ., 123, C . P . ; 15 Jur. 579.) representatives to take action in such matters.
is, however, considered indispensable, that, just Holmes v. The London and North Western

before the moment of using the plates in the Railway Company. 1852. - The plaintiff ob We understand that it is in contemplation , by
camera , or the reproducing the design, to put attained a patent for “ an improved turning table,"ducing the design , to put at tained a patent for “ an improved turning table, " certain members of the Legal Practitioners
least once more some acid on the plate, and to all the component parts of which , except one, Society, to bring (on behalf of solicitors), the sub

rub it lightly with pounce, as before stated ; were comprised in a prior patent, the specification ject of the exclusive rules of the Inns of Court
finally, the plate must be cleaned with cotton of which was not enrolled until after the date of as affecting the lower branch , formally under the
from all pounce dust which may be on the the plaintiff ' s patent. The plaintiff, in his speci. | notice of the First Lord of the Treasury, with a

surface, or its edges.” In a subsequent part of fication, claimed “ the improved turning table view to legislation on the su
Lol . I view to legislation on the subject. Any such step

the specification , having described the second hereinbefore described,” without showing that will have the entire approvalof solicitors through .

operation , viz., the application of the iodine, the any part of it was old . The jury found that the
out the country, and it is certain that such a

inventor observed : “ After this second operation introduction of certain suspending rods made the most eminentmembers of the higher branch , but
movement will not only have the support of the

is completed, the plate is to be passed to the table a new instrument. Held , that the specifi- also that Mr.Gladstone will lend a willing ear to

third operation, or that of the camera obscura ; cation was bad , as it did not distinguish what any such proposal as that which we understand

whenever it is possible, the one operation should was new from what was old . Jervis , C . J . , in the is in contemplation , always provided that for our

immediately follow the other ." Held , that, course of the argument, said : “ The object of the accustomed apathy is substituted on such an oc .

taking the whole specification together , the casion a determined and unanimous demand for a

direction as to the third application of acid , was is twofold ; first , that useful novelties should be relaxation of the present rules.

not to be understood to be a direction to apply given to the public , of which , at the end of the
the acid after the second operation, viz ., the term granted to the patentee, they should have A LAY contemporary , addressing itself recently

coating the plate with iodine, -- which , it was the full benefit ; and , secondly , that no person to the subject of “ The Inns of Court,” and the

proved, would render the whole process abortive, should inadvertently infringe the rights of the proposals of the Legal Education Association ,

but to apply it as part of the first operation ; patentee during the term for which the patent observed in reference to the admission of those

and that the specification gave sufficient informa- has been granted . In delivering judgment his
seeking to become solicitors, and the proposed
new school of law , that " it rarely dawns on the

tion to an operator of reasonable skill . (8 C . B . Lordship said : “ It is admitted as a general pro
six and eightpenny paying public that attorneys

165 ; 13 Jur. 1004 ; 19 L . J., N . S ., 36 C . P .) || position thatevery patentee must, in his specifica - l are a long-suffering race, but if we consider the

R . v . Cutler. 1849. - The specification of a tion , describe the nature of his invention either meekness with which they have endured their ex

patent for “ improvements in the construction of directly or in such a way as that those who read ciusion from judicial offices, their subordination

the tubular flues of steam boilers," described the specification with common ordinary under - to the other branch , and their exile from the most

two modes of performing one part of the inven standing, and fairly read it , may see and under- solid pudding, as well as the dignity of the Pro

tion, either of which it was stated would produce stand what is new and what is old . . . . . The fession , the fact will appear undeniable." We

the effect. At the trial the judge told the jury claim in substance is this for an improved turning
confess we do not quite agree with our contem

that, if either mode succeeded, the patent might table .' Now , that will not have the effect of
porary. Webelieve there is a strong feeling in

ot have the effect of the public mind where it is free from the in
be good , notwithstanding the imperfection of the making everything that follows a combination , fluences of the other branch , a feeling growing

others. Held , that this was a misdirection . merely because he claims the turning table.”' annually stronger, identical with the expression

Denman , C . J., delivering the judgment of the Maule, J., after pointing out that the patentee of opinion indulged in so frankly and so justly by
court , said : “ I told the jury that if either of had not distinguished what was new from what thewriterofthe article in question . That barristers
those methods were proved satisfactorily to do was old , said : “ If it be impliedly said in the and solicitors belong tooneand the sameprofession

the work , the patent might be good, notwith specification, that the suspension rods are new , cannot be doubted, yet the rules of the Inns of

standing the imperfection of the other . The case and an improvement on what existed before, the
Courtpresent to solicitors a barrier , in themajority
of cases impassable , to their being called to the

of Lewis v . Marling had been quoted as establish - same implication arises as to every other part.” Bar, and not contentwith this exclusion , which
ing that doctrine, but on examination we find (Macrory's P . C . 1.) cannot be justified either by public policy or the
that the court then only said that the claim of Tetley v . Easton . 1852. – Pollock , C . B . held at exigencies of the Profession, the Bar is accorded
somepart of themachine, which turned out to be Nisi Prius that (1 ) The question as to the identity every public or quasi-public post or office, for very
useless, did not vitiate the patent. This is cer- of two inventions described in the specifications many of which solicitors are frequently equally

tainly a very different thing from describing a / is for the court. (2 ) The patentee can only | well fitted . Unfortunately the influence of the

part of the machine as capable of co -operating claim that which he can give the public a con - / higher branch in the House of Commons is very

in the work , when in fact it is incapable , evenvenient means and facility to use . (3 ) Speci. 1
| great, and there is no organisation among

though , at the same time, other means are fications are to be construed in a candid and
solicitors. This latter necessity, we hope, will

d soon be met. Then, we venture to think, soli
described which might be effectually employed . | fair spirit ; and if any mistake in one part cancitors will be able to make their own terms

The reader of the specification , relying upon it , Ibe corrected by other parts of the specification , with the Bar,which ,however will not be advanced
might attempt to use the former mode in con- | such correction should bemade. (4 ) A patentee is in any hostile spirit, but will be the embodiment

structing the machinery, which would fail of its bound to give to the public the full benefit of of a policy which has first in view the interests of
purpose from being too accurately made accord. his knowledge on the subject of his invention . the public , and the mutual interests of both
ing to the patentee's instructions." (Macrory' s | The Court of Queen 's Bench held , that if a branches of the common Profession . A policy of

P . C . 137 ; 14 Q . B . 372n.) specification includes what is old as well as what
exclusion will be found as foreign to our pur

| pose in those times (which may be nearer than
The Electric Telegraph Company v . Brett . is new , the patentee must be taken to claim all, many imagine) as the policy of the Bar in im .

1851. - Patent “ for improvements in giving unless he clearly makes it appear that he does peding the admission of solicitors to their body
signals and sounding alarums in distant places , not claim as his invention that which is old . I has always been foreign to public interests.

by means of electric currents transmitted through Coleridge, J ., added : “ This rule may, perhaps,

metallic circuits. Subsequently to the patent, it admit of some modification in favour of the
was discovered that the return current could be patentee, in respect of things incidentally men . | A CORRESPONDENT writes : “ The recent adoption

conducted back to the battery through the earth tioned , which are old and universally known to
to I at the Rolls of a rule to cast on the losing party

costs in a large class of cases in which they hadas effectually as through a continuous metallic be so ; for, if he had occasion to introduce a
usually hitherto come out of the estate , increases

circuit . The defendant contended that, by using hinge into his machinery , it would be absurd to much the embarrassment of solicitors in advising
this method , they did not infringe the plaintiff's expect that he should point out that the hinge at the outset of cases , as they are pretty sure to
patent. Cresswell, J ., delivering the judgment of was not new .” (Macrory's P . C . 33.) get all the blame in the event of failure , notwith

the Court of Common Pleas , said : “ With regard standing the impossibility of their obtaining ,

to the specification , it is to be observed, that , when called on to advise at such an early stage,

the claim of the patentees being for improve
SOLICITORS' JOURNAL. and on ex parte statements and obscurely worded

ments not all immediately connected with, or
wills and other documents , the same clear view of

dependent on , each other, but all applicable to
We have received from the Town Clerk of the the facts, and the law applicable to them , which

giving signals , & c ., by means of electric currents,
Borough of Sheffield a copy of the report of the subsequently becomes developed and presented to

committee appointed by the Town Council to the judge after hearing the evidence on both sides

the plan adopted in the specification was, to prepare a new table of fees to be taken by the and the fullest exposition of the law by the

give an account of the whole system or mode of clerk to the borough justices, together with the ablest counsel - to say nothing of the further

transmission of electric currents for the purpose table of fees thereto attached , and which we are difficulty arising from the uncertainty in the

of giving signals , and the modes of giving those not able to produce at present owing to pressure law created by the numerous reversals of the

signals, specifying afterwards the parts claimed on our space, but which we hope to be able to decisions of the Judges by the Courts of
as improvements, and either expressly disclaiming print in our next issse, as well with a view the Appeal. Neither can solicitors find entire safety

or leaving unclaimed all that was not expressly
better to explain the differences of opinion existing in adopting the other alternative, of recom

eed in doubtful

claimed. It is obvious, that in such a specifica .

tion , that part which describes the matter
subject, as for the information of justices' clerks cases ; as they get equal blame if it turns out,

and the Profession generally. There is , no doubt, after the opportunity is lost, that the client would

claimed is to be much more strictly construed a strong feeling in many towns where justices' have succeeded had he ventured to proceed . The
than that which , though necessarily mentioned , I clerks are paid by fees that the system of pay . adoption of a hard and inflexible rule as to costs

$ not spoken of as a new matter, or as the sub . ment by salary should be substituted for thelis scarcely fair or suitable in themajority of the

ancil
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cases which come before courts of equity ; and their possession any other documents relating to l Eddis, Q .C . and Bradford , for the motion. The
though it may possibly be entitled to the appella . | the questions at issue in the cause. Held contempt is of a double kind. The paper was not

tion of summum jus, it will often prove in practice (reversing the decision of Malins, V . C .) that the agendine document, it was a mere fabrication :

to be summa injuria ." affidavit was sufficient, inasmuch as there was and it was plainly intended to prejudice the course
nothing in the schedule to raise a reasonable sus. of justice. As to the receiver, there was a mani.

We have alreadyhad occasion lately to refer to
picion that anything had been inadvertently or fest bias in favour of the plaintiff, who was his

the unsatisfaotory position of matters as regards
otherwise omitted from the affidavit, it being personal friend .

the swearing of affidavits in England for use in clear from the letters themselves that they wore Kay, Q . C . and Woodrooffe for the plaintiff. - We

the Irish courts and offices, and it seems from a
written and received when U . and Co. were not do not justify the circulation ; but it does not

communication which we have just received from
acting as solicitors for the defendants : ( The amount to contempt, as it could not possibly

Mr. Heury Oldham , of Dublin , who is an Irish Imperial Land Company of Marseilles v . Master affect the judgment of the court. Against the

commissioner for all the English courts , that we man , 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 559. Chan .) receiver there is no case.

have in some raspoots under-estimated the evils
PRACTICE - CREDITOB ' s BILL FOR ADMINIS The VICE-CHANCELLOR said there was not &

TRATION - DECREE, BY CONSENT, ON MOTION. - shadow of exouse for the conduct of the plaintiff ,
in this respoot, so much so indeed , that wo shall

feel it our duty , on a future occasion , again to.
The court will by consent, make an immediate and , as might be expected , he submitted, and

refer to , and deal more fully with , this subject ;
decreo , on motion , in a cause not in the paper, for declared himself ready to apologise, saying that

the more so bocause logislation, arising out of
the administration of the real and personal estate he did not know that he had done anythingwrong.

exigencios occasioned by the operation of the of a testator at the suit of a creditor, after a But there could be no doubt that the object of

Sapreme Court of Judicature Act,may be looked summons in chambers for the administration of the issue of the circular was to impede the undis.

for upon the subjoct of commissions for oaths
the estate had been taken out by another creditor, turbed and impartial course of justice. The

generally . We proposo now shortly to call atten. which was returnable before the first day on which receiver also had forfeited the confidence of the

tion to certain statutory provisions affecting this
the cause could be heard as a short cause : (Scaf- court. There being a clear contempt, the defen

question as regardsaffidavits sworn in Ireland for
fold v . Hampton ,29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 575 . V .C . M .) | dant and the receiver must pay the costs of the

use in the English and Sootch courts and offices
SHORT NOTICE OF TRIAL - “ IF NECESSARY ” motion ; and the receiver must be discharged .

and vice versa . As regards affidavits for use in
- MEANING OF - REASONABLE DILIGENCE ON Solicitors for the defendant, G . and W . Webb

the Irish Court of Chancery , the Chancery (Ire
THE PART OF THE PLAINTIFF. - When a defendant and Pearson .

land) Act 1867, provides that " affidavits , & c., inin is under termsof taking " short notice of trial if Solicitors for the plaintiff, Morrisons,agents for

all causes, & o ., pending in the court, shall and necessary," he is still entitled to full notice of George Carter Morrison, Reigate.
may be sworn and taken in England before any trial if the plaintiff can give it, using reasonable

judge or person authorised to administer oaths in diligence. What amounts to reasonable diligence,
depends upon the facts of each particular case.England," (800 30 & 31 Vict. c. 44, s . 81) . This is

Correspondence.

an important provision the nature of which is, wo The defendant having from time to time obtained SOLICITORS AND THE JUDICATURE Act.

believe, not known to many English commis time to plead , and being under terms to take With reference to the second paragraph , p . 144,

sioners for oaths in Chancery in England . Upon “ short notice of trial if necessary," delivered his of your issue in Saturday' s Law TIMES, I think,

thig subjoct our correspondent observes, " affida
pleas on the 7th July ; the plaintiff ' s attorney instead of Field and Co ., Norwich , you should

vits so sworn are constantly filed here and should , thereupon, on the same day , gave his pleader substitute “ J . B . Coaks," of this city . Mr.

when sworn according to our practice, be enclosed
instructions to reply , but as he stated in his Edward Field is & shrewd man , and a member of

by the commissioner in an envelope, sealed and affidavit) he did not receive the roplication from the Incorporated Law Society , and one of the

endorsed by him with the title of the cause or his pleader in time to deliver same and give notice examiners, but Mr. Coaks has more practice in

matter and subsoribedwith his signature.” In the of trial before the 14th . The cause was a country common law , Chancery, bankruptcy, and general

case of proofs of debt in the Irish Bankruptcy
one, and the commission day was the 21st of the commercial business than, I should think , any

Court, similar facilities for swearing the necessary samemonth . The defendant having treated the other three firms in the eastern counties, and he

affidavits exist both in England and Scotland. notice of trialas a nullity, the cause was tried as is generally admitted to be the shrewdest and

As regards the Irish Courts of Common Law undefended , and a verdict was returned for the sharpest man in the profession hereabout.

and Probate our correspondent says, “ There plaintiff. Upon a rule to get aside the verdict / WARNER WRIGHT.

is frequently the utmost delay, trouble, and upon the ground that the plaintiff, by delivering

expense , in having sworn in England affidavits
his replication and notice of trial within four days IRISI AFFIDAVITS.-- I think from the articles

for use in these courts." And he adds upon after receiving the defendant's pleas, would have in your numbers of the 20th and 27th inst., you

this subject, “ debts are often lost to English
been enabled to give full notice of trial, and that are not aware that our Chancery Commissioners.

creditors in provincial towns from want of an
short notice was therefore bad : Held, that the can take Irish Chancery affidavits - (see 30 & 31

authority to take the most ordinary routine
plaintiff was not bound to do more than use / Vict. c . 44 , s . 81) -- and also Irish Bankruptoy

affidavits . As regards the English Court of
reasonable diligence in replying and giving notice affidavits. (See 20 & 21 Vict. c. 60, s . 366.) My

Probate , the English Act (21 & 22 Vict. c . 95 , of trial, and that having, in the opinion of the Dublin agent informsme that affidavits so sworn

8 . 32) provides * that in Scotland and Ireland court, used reasonable diligence, the defendants are accepted both in Chancery and Bankruptcy.

affidavits " for use in this court “ may be sworn were bound to have accepted the short notice of A LONDON COMMISSIONER .
I trial. Held , however , that on the merits a new

before any person,”' & c ., " authorised to administer
APPOINTMENTS UNDER THE JOINT-STOCKoaths ,” while as regards the Irish Court of Pro . trial should be granted on payment of costs :

(Pretty v . Boscawen and another , 29 L . T . Rep . WINDING -UP ACTS .
bate, the Irish Act (22 & 23 Vict. c. 31, s . 28 )

CASTELL CARN DocuAN GOLD MINING Co . (Limited ) CreN . S . 579. Ex.)affords no such facilities for swearing affidavits in ditors to send in by Jan . 24 their names and addresses,

England and Scotland for use in that court , the and the particulars of their claims, and the names and

section in question providing that such affidavits addresses of their solicitors, if any, to Jas. Ford , 76 ,
V . C . BACON 'S COURT. Cheapside, London , the official liquidator ofthe said com

can be sworn only before such commissioners as pany . Feb . 19, at the chambers of V . C . H , at one o 'clock .

are direetly authorised by the Irish Court of Thursday, Dec . 18 , 1873. is the time appointed for hearing and adjudicating upon

Chancery or Probate to administer oaths in such MITCHELL v . CONDY. such claims.
MADRID STREET TRAMWAY Co. ( Limited ) - Creditors to

courts. The wording of this section is such that Contempt of court - Fictitiousdocument - Removal send in by Jan . 24 their names and addresses, and the
there is no room for doubt but that the framers of

of receiver.
particulars of their claims, and the names and addresses

it purposely omitted to provide as is provided in of their solicitors , if any, to John E . Walker , Bartholo

PLAINTIFF and defendant, partners, having dis . mew House, Lothbury , London , the official liquidator of
the corresponding section of the English Act.
The entire question requires readjustment, and, in

the said company. Feb . 7, at the chambers of the M . R .
agreed , a bill for dissolution was filed , and a at twelve o 'clock, is the time appointed for hearing and
receiver appointed. Before the decree the plaintiff adjudicating upon such claims.

our opinion , no measure dealing with it will be
caused to be circulated amongst the customers of

complete unless it provides that a commissioner
the firm a paper, headed as follows : - “ 1873. M . CREDITORS UNDER ESTATES IN CHANCERY.

for oaths can take affidavits in all courts in Her No. 156. Filed 30th June, 1873. In Chancery. LAST DAY OF PROOF.
Majesty's dominions. Lord Chancellor. - Vice-Chancellor Bacon. Mit- BAILEY. (Martha H .), 11, Daneby-street, Liverpool. Jan.

chell v . Condy. 12 ; W . W . Wynne, solicitor, 115 , Chancery- lane, London.Dollman , Condy, & Co . Re- 1 Jan . 22 ; v . c . H ., at one o 'clock .

NOTES OF NEW DECISONS.
ceiver' s Interim Report ; ” printed so as to re - GREENWAY (Wm .), High House, King's Norton, Worcester
semble the commencement of a bill or answer in shire, and of Birmingham , manufacturer and merchant.

Jan. 21 ; Unett and Page, solicitors, Birmingham . Feb .
ATTACHMENT FOR DISOBEDIENCE OF ORDER Chancery. The paper purported to be signed by 7; M . R ., at twelve o 'clock.

TO PRODUCE DOCUMENTS - SERVANT FORBIDDEN “ Lambton Young, Receiver,” and began as HAY (John ), formerly of 75A, Albany-street, Regent's - park ,

TO PRODUCE BY MASTER — CORPORATION - follows: " On being appointed manager and Middlesex , distiller, late of Old Oak Farm , Shepherd's
bush , gentleman . Jan . 19 ; Charles H . Compton , solicitor,

COMMON PLEAS AT LANCASTER . - In obedience receiver to the above estate on the 9th Aug. last, 19, George-street, Westminster . Feb . 7 ; M . R ., at hell

to the instructions of his directors, and in dis. I went carefully over the books of the firm , and past eleven o'clock. .
obedience of the order of the district protho MAY (William ), Romsey. Southampton , gentleman , Jan .

made a rough analysis of the accounts.” Then 20 ; Jos. Lott, solicitor, 12 , Great George-street, West
notary of the Common Pleas at Lancaster, and followed a statement respecting the moneys due minster. Feb. 4 ; M . R ., at twelve o 'clock .
of the order of an arbitrator, the secretary to and owing by the firm , in terms which Nixon (Charles) , 6 , Lisbon -road , Clapham , Surrey, civil

N engineer. Jan. 30 ; Radcliffe, Davies, and Cator, soli .
of a railway company refused to produce before the defendant argued were hostile to him , citors, 20, Craven -street, Strand. Jan . 27; V .C . H ., at

the arbitrator numerous books and papers of and towards the end appeared this : " Thé twelve o'clock.
the company, which the attorney of the plaintiff accounts contained in the annexed list would PARRATT ( Thos. T .) , Effingham , Surrey , gentleman . Jan . 28 ;

PalesLewis Winckworth , solicitor, 31, Abingdon -street, West

in the cause referred swore to be material to the seem to me to require the adoption of law pro - minster. Feb. 16 ; V . C . M . at twelve o 'clock .

plaintiff' s case : Held , that the secretary, being ceedings for their recovery, the indebtedness in RICHARDS (Wm.), 45 , Chapel-street. Penzance, Cornwall,

in the position of a servant, was justified in obey . | each case being most clear.” The receiver said
gentleman . Jan . 19 ; J . W . Tyacke, solicitor, Helston ,
Cornwall. Feb . 9 ; N . R . at eleven o 'clock .

ing the orders of his masters not to produce the that this paper was prepared for the purpose of TURNER (Samuel), Norton-in -the-Moors, Stafford, farmer.
documents, and a rule to attach him for contempt its being submitted to the chief clerk , and denied ! Jan . 12 ; Richard Heaton, solicitor, Burslem . Jan. 26 ;
discharged . Whether an action would lie in such | all knowledge of the circulation. M . R ., at eleven o 'clock .

The plaintiff | WHYTE (Wm . J .), 19, Norfolk . crescent, and of Bedford
a case , quære: (Crowther y . Appleby ; Re Sharpley , said that one day calling at the receiver' s office row , Middlesex, solicitor . Feb . 1 ; Wm . Collisson , soli

29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 580 . C . P .) when hewas not in he found the paper lying on citor, 27, Bedford -row . Feb. 12 ; ' v . C . H ., at twelva
o 'clock .

PRACTICE – AFFIDAVIT OF DOCUMENTS the desk , and made a copy of it withoutthe re.
SUFFICIENCY - FURTHER AFFIDAVIT - REASON ceiver' s knowledge. He said he had it printed
ABLE SUSPICION. — The schedule to an affidavit of and circulated without taking time to reflect that

CREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 VICT. C. 35.
documents made by the defendants comprised a hemight be doing wrong. Amongst the charges Last Day of Claim , and to whom Particulars to be sent.

BARWELL (Amelia ), Bounds- green , Colney Hatch. Middle
letter dated the 19th Oct. from U . and Co . (whom against the receiver were, that though he had

sex, widow . Jan . 31 ; Wordsworth , Blake and Co., solici
the defendants by their answer admitted to have assets in his hands he had allowed the rent of the tors, South Sea House, Threadneedle-street, London.

acted as their solicitors in the cause down to the partnership premises to fall into arrear, so that BROWNRIGG (Sir Henry J. ), Kt., C . B ., formerly inspector

17th Oct.) to their agents in Paris, and letters in
general of the Constabulary of Ireland , late of 12 , Talbot

the landlord distrained ; and that he had at square, Hyde Park, Middlesex. Jan . 31 ; J . R . Bailey,

reply dated the 20th and 21st Oct., which referred tempted to remove the business from London to solicitor, 8 . Tokenhouse-yard , London.

to certain documents alleged by the plaintiffs to Battersea , to the injury of the defendant and ad . COXFORD ( John W . ), 59, Great Prescot-street, Whitechapel,
Middlesex, gentleman . Feb . 94 ; H . S . Mitchell, solicitor,

be material to the questions at issue in the cause , vantage of the plaintiff. The defendant moved 5, Great Prescot-street , Whitechapel.
The defendants' affidavit concluded with the to commit the plaintiff for contempt, and to dis . | DOUGLAS (Catharina M . A .), 10, Fairford frore , Lenning
usual denial of their having or having had in ton -lane, Surrey, spinster. Jan . 30 : F . T . Girdwood, soldecharge the receiver. citor, 2 Verulam -buildings, Gray' s - inn, Middlesex ,
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14 days . .... . ...

.

10 days

14 days .... . . ...... .

Salisbury

. . . .

MAGISTRATES' LAW . measure, the Incumbered Estates Act 1849. Mr.
Secretary Lowe, whether popular in Ireland or

BOROUGH QUARTER SESSIONS. not, is known to be one of the most acute and
accomplished men of our time. Mr. Hobhouse ,

What notice ofBorough. When holden . Recorder Clerk of the Poace.
Q . C ., formerly a leading Chancery barrister, now

appealto be given . holds the important post of legal momber of the
Supreme Council of India . Mr. Waley, one of theAbingdon ..... .. .. . ... Thursday , Jan . 8 .. T . Bros, Esq . . .. .... D . Godfrey .

Bath Monday, Jan . 5 . T . W . Saunders, Esq . ...... J . Taylor. conveyancing counsel of the Court of Chancery ,
Bedford Monday, Jan . 5 J. T. Abdy, Esq., LL . D ... 14 days M . Whyley. died this year, just as he attained the highest
Bolton Tuesday, Jan . 6 ... S . Pope, Esq ., Q . C . ... ..... 10 days . .... .. J . Gordon . place in his own branch of the Profession . Sir H .
Bridgwater Tuesday, Jan. 6... P . H Ellin , Esq., Q . C .... 14 days J. Trevor. Thring is known to fame as the first of parlia .Brighton Wednesday, Jan. 7 . J . Locke, Esq. Q . C ., M . P . 2 days E . Evershed . mentary draftsmen , and as specially versed in the
Cambridge Thursday, Jan . 8 J . R . Bulwer, Est., Q . C . 14 days H . French . mysteries of land transfer. Mr. Wolstenholme isCanterbury Wednesday , Jan . 8 . G . Francis , Esq .. .. .. Statutory . .. . . H . T . Sankey.
Carmarthen Monday, Jan . 5 B . T . Williams, Esq......... 10 days .. . .... .. . .. . J . H . Barker . the learned editor of the latest editions of that
Chichester Tuesday, Jan . 6 .... J. J. Johnson ,' Esq., Q .C . 10 days E . Titohener . best of text-books, Jarman on Wills . Two of the
Derby Tuesday , Jan . 6 . G . Boden , Esq ., Q . C . ...... J . Gadsby. most eminent of these commissioners, the Right
Devonport . .. Thursday, Jan. 8 H . T . Cole, Esq., Q . C ....... 10 days . G . H . E . Rundle . Hon . S . H . Walpole, who practised in equity for
Faversham Monday, Jan . 5 ..... G . E . Dering, Esq... ........ F . F . Giraud .
Gloucester . |many years before becoming a Cabinet Minister,

Tuesday, Jan . 13 C . S . Whitmore, Esq., Q . C 7 days F . W . Jones.
Great Yarmouth , and Lord Justice Giffard - whose premature deathMonday , Jan . 5 ... . Simms Reeve, Esq . . .. I. Preston , jan .Hastings

Friday, Jan. 16 R . H . Hurst, Esq . , G . Meadows. was justly regardod as a public calamity - declined
Hythe Saturday, Jan . 3 R . J . Biron , Esq . . ... 8 days W . S . Smith . to sign the report. But their reasons for so
King' s Lynn...... Thursday, Jan . 15 ... D . Brown , Esq . , Q . C . T . G . Archer. declining are altogether in favour, not only of the
Kingston - on - Hull Thursday, Jan. 8 ..... S . Warren , Esq ., Q .C ....... Statutory. R . Champney. principle of registration of title, but of the work .
Leicester .. . . . Monday, Jan . 5 ... C . G . Merewether, Esq.... 8 days R . Toller. ing out of such a system under the orders of &Liverpool Thursday, Jan . 8 J . B . Aspinall, Esq ., Q . C . Statutory. . . . P . Wright.
New Windsor .. Monday, Jan . 12 A . M . Skinner, Esq., Q . C . 10 days ... . H . Darvill.

Landed Estates Court. In short, they preferred
Northampton

Friday, Jan . 9 J . H . Brewer, Esq . ......... such a gyetem ag we find actually established in
10 days . ..... ... C . Hughes .

Poole .. . Friday , Jan . 9 A . Collins, Esq . .. . . .. . .. . .. 8 days G . B . Åldridge. Ireland to that “ Land Registry Office" which
Portsmouth

Friday , Jan . 9 Mr. Serjeant Cor .. .. . 10 days . ... .. . J . Howard . their brother commissioners deemed sufficient for
Rye Thursday, Jan . 15 .. R . H . Hurst, Esq., M . P .... Statutory . G . S . Butler . England. The other commissioners , one of them

Friday , Jan . 9 J . D . Chambers, 10 days F . Hodding .
Shrewsbury

Monday, Jan . 5 W . F . F . Boughey, Esq .... a solicitor in large practice, the others, though14 days R . Clarke.
Southampton

Monday, Jan . 12 T . Gupner, Esq ... . 14 days . .. E . Coxwell , not lawyers, men of high general attainments,
Wenlock

Saturday, Jan. 3 T . S . Pritchard , Esq. ...... 14 days E . B . Potts , were selected for their fitness for the task com
Winchester . Monday , Jan . 5 A . J . Stephens, Esq., Q . C . 14 days W . Bailey . mitted to them an inquiry of vast importance,
Worcester Thursday, Jan . 8 F . T . Streeten , Esq . ...... | 10 days ............ | R . T . Rea . especially if we look at the probability that so

careful and elaborate an inquiry will be regarded
as conclusive - at least for many years to come.

REAL PROPERTY AND notes, which was subsequently paid off . After | Although there was not unanimity on many points,

CONVEYANCING . wards the testator advanced his son other sums, the general drift of the report is clear. There
amounting altogether to £1291, partly secured was a commission of a somewhat similar char.
by promissory notes. The testator then made a acter in 1857 ( a ) - resulting in a very large blue book

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. codicil by which he confirmed his will. The sum which may be deemed to have settled in the affir .
EQUITABLE MORTGAGE - AGREEMENT TO EXE of £1291 was owing at the timeof the testator's mative theonce vexed question - -whether registra

CUTE LEGAL MORTGAGE - MARRIAGE ARTICLES death . On a bill by the son to restrain the execution of title is better than registration of deeds.
- SETTLEMENT - CONSTRUCTIVE NOTICE - tors of the testator from proceeding with an Several years then passed away. Registration of
PRIORITY. - In 1866 L . deposited with a bank the action against him to recover the sum of £1291, title was introduced in the meantime into most of

title deeds of certain real estate to secure the and interest on the amounts of the notes from the Australian colonies, under circumstances
balance of his account, and at the same time he | their respective dates, on the ground that under which have been brought before this society by

executed a memorandum by which he agreed to the provisions of the will, as confirmed by the Sir R . R . Torrens and others . Lord Westbury,
execute a deed for legally carrying out the security. codicil , hewas released from the payment of any whose capacity and boldness as a law reformer
In 1871, two days before his marriage, articles interest thereon up to the time of the testator's none will question , framed and carried his experi.
were executed by which he agreed to settle the death , and that he was entitled to pay the debt by mental act for England. The line so traced out
same property , stating , in answer to inquiries by six yearly instalments. Held , that the will re. was followed in Ireland . still in the spirit of mere

the solicitor of the intended wife who prepared ferred to a specific sum , and was not affected by experiment. Practical lawyers began to be doubt.
the articles, that the property was unencumbered , the codicil, and the bill was dismissed : (Sidney v . fulwhether a merely optional system would ever
and that the title deeds were at his banker's for | Sidney, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 569 . Rolls.) work largely and advantageously ; and the incon
safe custody . Shortly after the marriage a settle - POWER OF APPOINTMENT- EXECUTION _ Doc. venience of two opposite and mutually exclusive

ment was executed by which he conveyed the TRINE OF CY-PRÈS . — The donee of a power of systems began to be felt , when this royal commis

legal estate in the property to the trustee of the appointment of an agappointment of an estate to one or more of the sion of 1868 was appointed .
settlement. On a bill by the bank for foreclosure. children of A .,by his will devised the estate to B ., The report was very carefully prepared ; and

Held , that it was the duty of the solicitor to have the son of A ., for life, with remainder to the first some of the commissioners appended their own

made further inquiries of the bank ; that the and other sons of B . (who were not obiects of the statements , showing minuto study of the subject .

intended wife must be taken to have had con | power ) in tail male . Held , that the cy .près doc The evidence was, for the most part, that of prac
structive notice of the equitable charge in favour trine was applicable , and that B . took an estate tising solicitors who had observed the working of
of the bank , and that the plaintiff was entitled to | tail : (Line v. Hall, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S.568, Rolls.) Lord Westbury's Act. The registrars under that
a foreclosure : (Maxfield v. Burton , 29 L . T. Rep. Act also gave full details of its working ; and Sir

N . S . 571. Rolls .) R . R . Torrens contributed the results of his large
LAND TRANSFER IN IRELAND,SETTLEMENT - CONSTRUCTION — SHIFTING experience in the Australian colonies.

CLAUSE - POWER OF CROWN TO LIMIT DIGNITIES. The Recommendations of the Land Transfer Com . The report enters largely into themerits of the
- A testatrix, by her will, devised certain estates mission of 1869, considered with especial refe . Middlesex registry, which it is hardly necessary
to trustees upon trust to settle the same in a rence to their applicability to transfer of Land in to add) is founded on an Aot of Queen Anne, and

course of entail to correspond as nearly as might Ireland. By R . DENNY URLIN , M . R . I. A ., in all essential points resembles the registry of

be with the limitations of the Barony of B ., and Barrister-at-Law . deeds in Ireland.
the provisos affecting the same. By a clause in [Read Tuesday, 16th Dec . 1873, before the Statistical Owing to the enormous amount of building in

the letters patent creating the Barony of B ., it ! Society of Ireland.) the suburbs of London, the Middlesex registry
was provided that if any person taking under One of the last letters written by Richard Cob office has become a very important one ; and in it

such letters patent should succeed to the Earldom den contains these remarkable words : are registered as many as 28 ,000 deeds in the

of D ., then , and so often as the same should “ The land question has a wider bearing than course of a single year. The indexing appears to
happen , the succession to the honours and has yet been given it in our public discassions ; be correctly and punctually attended to ; yet the

dignities thereby created , should devolve upon and it will not be seriously entertained by the report recommends without qualification the re
the person who would be entitled thereto if the people until it has been presented in its full signi. peal of the Registry Act, and the shutting up (as

person so succeeding to the Earldom of D . was ficance . " regards future transactions) of the Middlesex

dead without issue male. A settlement was If the lamented writer of these words had lived, Registry Office. Not a single lawyer or non -lawyer

executed under the direction of the court, which and if his friend, Mr. Bright, had enjoyed health on the commission butwas convinced that a mere

contained a clause following, mutatis mutandis, and vigour in the interval, the question of “ free registry of deeds, without commensurate gain ,

the words of the shifting clause in the letters trade in land ” would have made more rapid pro. adds delay and expense to every transaction ; and

patent. Lord B . (the person taking under the gress. It is unnecessary in this society to explain that the only usefulmode of registration is regis.
letters patent) succeeded to the Earldom of D . the true meaning of a phrase, in which some per - | tration of title or ownership .

gons profess to see foreshadowed the forcible ! It is, therefore, on the assumption that the
immediately upon the succession of Lord B . to depriving of one class of the community of some system of registration of title must ultimately
the Earldom of D ., his next brother became of their property . “ Free trade in land ” simply prevail and supersede all other systems, that the
entitled in possession to the settled estates, under means the removal of artificial obstructions to the report proceeds. It first deals with the partial
the shifting clause in the settlement. Semble, sale and transfer of land - the rendering of trans. application of that system made under the Act of

that the Crown has not an unlimited power of fers and transmissions of estates and charges as 1862, which itmay be convenient to designate as

limiting dignities in any way that it pleases, and easy as possible -- the approximation of dealings Lord Westbury's Act. Three years later - in

that it cannot create a mode of succession to a with land to dealings with government stock andwith land to dealings with government stock and 1865 — the Irish Record of Title Act was passed ;

title totally unknown to the law : (Cope v. Earl railway shares. and , as might be expected , it wasframed after the

De La Warr, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 565. Ch.) theThe best, because the latest , summary of facts model of the English Act. Apart from

WILL - CODICIL - REPUBLICATION - SPECIFIC
and arguments bearing on this somewhat obstruge desirability of bringing the legal systems of Eng

OR GENERAL BEQUEST. - By the will of a testa question is that contained in the report of the | land and Ireland as far as may be into harmony ,
and , therefore, of following as near as possible

tor which recited that there was due to him from commissioners by the Crown in 1868 . (a )

his son the aggregate sum of £1440, or there.
The chairman of the commission was Lord the legislative example already set, there was a

abouts , secured to him by bills, notes, or other.
Romilly , then Master of the Rolls , and who, practical consideration - Lord Westbury could

wise , he released his son from the payment of any
before becoming an equity judge, had , as Law hardly have been expected to interest himself in ,

interest up to the time of his death , and directed
Officer of the Crown, gained the distinction of and carry through the House of Lords, a Bill

that the samesum should bepayable over a period preparing and of passing through the House of which materially varied from his own measure of

1862.| Commons that most important and successfulof six years by equal yearly payments. At the
This is the sufficientanswer to critics who

date of the will the son was indebted to the testa . ! (a ) The report, which is dated Nov, 1869, was printed (a ) See “ Journalof the Statistical Society of Ireland,"

tor in the sum of £1400, secured by a bill and together with the evidence in 1870 . | paper read by Mr. James McDonnell, Feb. 1858 .

0
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value

say that a better model might have been chosen which the Lord Chancellor is to be the head. It value of which (aswe have seen ) averages in the
than Lord Westbury 's Act. may be premature to speculate upon the best year about 1'350th of the aggregate value of the
Someinconveniences have followed from the too local centres of registration which might be de- land in Ireland. Contracts for the sale of large

close imitation of the English Act ; but one result vised for Ireland : the most feasible plans which estates are also carried out by the court, and
of the assimilation referred to is very evident as have been suggested are as follows : evidently they will continue to be so carried out.
we open the Commissioners' Report of 1869. A To improve the offices of clerks of the peace, But it is not a common thing for a proprietor to
large portion both of the evidence and of the and to make these officers local registrars ; apply, for his own satisfaction , to have his title
report itself is applicable to Ireland . With or else examined and judicially declared . Theexpectation
regard to the slow progress made on both sides of To commit the work to the clerks of the poor that these applications would be numerous has
the channel in registering indefeasible titles, and law unions, who, being 163 in number , are been signally disappointed (a ). The system , as
the necessity of enlarging the scope and increas . found even in the remotest parts of Ireland . the Report declares, is " too highly wrought,"
ing the efficiency of the machinery, many of the 4 . The question of settled estates is largely and too expensive for general adoption .
suggestions are extremely applicable. For this entered into by the report, and it is shown that The very limited success of Part II. of the Land

reason , therefore, the Commissioners ' Report of where there is a power of sale the trustees should Act of1870 illustrates this position in a remarkable
1869 deserves far closer attention here than it has alonebe inscribed on the register as owners ,having manner. The process of sale by landlord to
hitherto received - especially if the conclusion be in that capacity power to transfer . To meet the tenant was somewhat simplified by the reserva
a right one that we shall, for a long timeat least, I case of an estate in settlement, where there is no tion of rights and easements , thus obviating the
witness no more Royal Commissions of Inquiry power of sale, the report recommends (Rep. 8 . 92 ) necessity of inquiry into them ; but with this ex
with resulting blue books - on transfer of land that extended powers of ordering a sale should be ception , the procedure (as finally settled) was but
and registration of title . vested in the Court of Chancery. In Ireland any slightly modified ; and the scale of fees and costs,
Let us glance for a moment at the registration such extension of power would of course be shared applicable to landed estates' proceedings was

of title in Ireland. No title can be placed on the by the Landed Estates ' Court, which tribunal adopted in omnibus. Therefore, a small purchase
new record or register except such as have passed would occupy, with regard to any comprehensive of a holding , if accomplished through this act, is
through the Landed Estates' Court. On an average system of land transfer, exactly theposition which liable to the tariff of professional charges which
two hundred estates , largeand small, pass through in England is occupied (for want of an estates is followed when some vast estate is sold in one
that court yearly ; and although the calculation is court) by the Court of Chancery . There would lot to a millionaire. If the tenant-farmers of
disturbed by an enormous estate like that of Lord also be (under the control of the court) a system Ireland are really to be encouraged to withdraw
Waterford' s, itmayroughly be stated thatproperty of caveats to check improper dealings, or to give their savings from the banks, and to invest them
of the value of about one million sterling passes notice of adverse claimswhere such exist. in the purchase of their farms, several changes

through the court annually . Now the estimated 5. It follows from the recommendation that mustbemade in the system ,and chiefly these :

value of all the landed property in Ireland, " absolute ownership only should appear on the ( 1 .) The loan of public money, which the Act

at twenty years' purchase, amounts to about register " (Rep. s . 66 ), that trusts and equitable led them to expect, must be easily obtained

£350,000,000 sterling. Therefore even if all the interests of all kindsmustbe protected by caveats. on defined and intelligible terms.

landed estates' titles passed (as they ought to pass) | The conveyancing forms would be necessarily (2 .) The payment of purchase money , and the

on to a register or record of ownership , instead of simple , and none but the prescribed forras would completion and registration of the salemust
being left to drift towards entanglement and con- be accepted or used . Under the present Acts , be effected locally where the tenant can see

fusion , a whole century would elapse before the both in England and Ireland the use of simple it completed .

country at large would appreciably derive benefit formsof transfer, & c ., is optional, and frequently (3 ) This must be done without the formalities
from the system . | very long and complicated instruments are brought of a suit in a Court of Equity located in

In fact, not the entire, but only a small propor- in - a practice absolutely incompatible with the Dublin ,

tion of these titles are now preserved from dete rapid transaction of a large quantity of registra - The purchases of farms by their tenants seems
rioration by the new record . On it there is pre tion business. The transfer of stock at the bank peculiarly to call for some such system as that
scribed property slightly exceeding in aggregate evidently could not proceed unless the forms in which forms the most novel and important feature

ue two millions sterling. With these limita - | use were simple and uniform , in the report before us.

tions it cannotbe said that the system is effectively 6 . The last point to be adverted to is the most The tenantknows exactly the boundaries of his

at work . It rather suggests the idea of a model important. So far as we have proceeded the own farm , and whether there are rights of way

farm , or a model of a new machine- of an experi . recommendations of this report are not aimed at over it. Knowing these details, there is the less

ment set on foot for the purpose, not of effecting any great increase in the quantity of land in - | need to inquire into them , or to make a special

much , but rather of showing what it is possible scribed on the register . Let us now regard, and survey.
to effect under a much improved system . rather less hurriedly , the portion of the report He knows to whom his rent is paid , and during

In the face of many discouraging circum - which is aimed at comprehending all the land in what space of time that payment has been made ;
stances , ( a ) there is demonstration that the trans- l the country sooner or later within the regis. I tharaf,the country sooner or later within the regis- therefore, where the relation of landlord and
fer of land can be worked out simply and rapidly. ter of title . Under Lord Westbury ' s Act a tenant has existed for a series of years , the pre

The Duke of Leinster, who was chairman of the tedious and costly investigation of the title | liminaries of registration are reduced to a minimum ;
registration of Title Association in this city, and was absolutely required in every case before any and it is almost certain that the tenant might be
whomanifested great interest in the question , un landowner could take advantage of the measure. registered as owner without risk of serious error.

willingly gave up the idea of registering his title This was found such a discouragement, that com . | This is , however, thrown out merely as a sag .
when he found that it would involve an outlay of paratively few persons were willing to submit to gestion . In my opinion every purchasing tenant

some £6000 : (Report p . 29 ; Evidence of Sir R . R . an expensive and vexatious process for the sake should have theoption ofobtaining a parliamentary
Torrens.) of ulterior and (it might be) distant advantages. title at a moderate cost. Mr. Heron , Q . C ., M . P .,

I propose now briefly to advert to some of the A great mass of evidence before the commis . during the past session, brought in a bill which
more important of these recommendations. sioners tended to convince them that an absolutely would, if passed, confer this immense benefit on

1. Citing and adopting the language of the good and indefeasable, or Parliamentary title , the purchasing tenant, viz ., by enabling him , on
report of 1857, the commissioners recommend that may not after all be worth the enormous trouble payment of a sum of money adjudged to be an
the record or register of title shall “ manifest and cost of obtaining it. Where an estate must ample price by the local judge (chairman of the
only the actualand existing ownership of the land be judicially sold , it is doubtless advisable that a county), to lodge his purchase money in court,
for the timebeing,without laying open thehistory purchaser in open court shall be guaranteed urt an ord

or past deduction of it.” (6 ) against every risk . Butmany a vendor and pur- him in the position of proprietor of his holding .
2 . The report recommends that a title when chaser are quite satisfied to conclude a bargain The expense of this procedure would be trifling

once registered shall not be removed from the without the safeguards of a Parliamentary title compared with that to which a purchasing tenant
register. (Report sect. 93 .) Heretofore the sys- | and an ordnance map. A moderately safe holding is now subjected ; and to tenants who may prefer

tem has been so completely optional that on the title, based on possession for twenty years or a strictly indefeasible or Parliamentary title , this
application of all persons interested the record as more, is in practice found to be accepted with course should be open .

to any particular estate can be closed . This works little hesitation ; and property so held is even It must occur to any one acquainted with the

unfavourably towards the owner , who is at a dis . found to bring as high a price as an indefeasable legal history of Ireland that there is a large class
advantage when he seeks to borrow money ; for or Parliamentary title. This is the sum of the of titles especially calling for registration - the

a proposed lender, not being evidence brought before the commissioners on bye-gone conveyances granted since 1850 by the
acquainted with the system , or having a dislike to this point ; and although evidence and report are Incumbered and Landed Estates' Court. These
it , sometimes decline to proceed with the loan , too much limited to the English aspect of the conveyances can hardly be short of 15 ,000 in num
unless the property be at once removed from the question , yet it is possible that light may be ber , and the property comprised in them can
record . There is , however, the broader reason thrown by them on one of the most difficult pro - hardly be of less value than forty millions ster .
that if the Legislature deliberately prefers and blems connected with the Irish land question. | ling. These were all perfectly clear titles, which ,
adopts a certain system , it is unstatesmanlike to How is a title to be registered without being year by year, are now deteriorating. The benefit
allow the option of having recourse to a worse first investigated ? This will be the inquiry to so obtained is slowly fading away, as complicating
system ; and it imposes an unfair and unusual arise in the mind of every one accustomed to look facts arise ; and in a few years more these titles
responsibility on individuals . on a Parliamentary title as the necessary basis on will be little better than others. The original

3. The report recommends that provincial regis - which the superstructure is to stand. grantee or his immediate representative would ,
tries shall be opened , inasmuch as the delay and First, let it be admitted here, as it is fully ad. em as that recommende

expense caused by transacting the whole businessmitted by the report, that Parliamentary titles are report, bring in the conveyance to the land
of registry in the metropolis becomes an appreci- superior to any other. But, like all other expen registry , with an affidavit , a map , and evidence of
able evil in the case of small properties. (Report sive commodities, they are often dispensed with . possession , and register himself de bene esse .
sect. 93 ; and evidence of Messrs. Sewell.) From Estates, freehold and leasehold , where the value The process of dilapidation and decay in title is

this it would seem that large estates are not con - is not large, change hands every day in Ireland , then arrested , and the process of improvement
sidered to require any local arrangements, and a without any guarantee of indefeasable title . The begins ; and this with so large an amount of pro .
line should therefore be drawn at some estimated purchaser in such cases has confidence in the perty to operate upon, would be no trifling matter .

value , distinguishing the cases in which local vendor - he knows the property -- and he has all From the date of registration no searches else
registration should be provided for . The report reasons for believing that the transaction is unwhere would be necessary , and year by year the
expresses no opinion as to details. The Govern . stained by fraud or by error. And these cases of

ment Bill for England proposes to commit all the small purchases where it is certain that the long The last point to be adverted to is the existing

details of local registry to board of registry, of delay and considerable expense involved in ob registry of deeds. No advocate of registration of

taining a Parliamentary title will not be incurred title can admit that simplification of title is

(a ) The first and heaviest blow was the sadden death , -- these small transactions are precisely those helped forward by depositing in any office (how .

at an early age, of the eminent judge of the court which most stand in need of registration . The ever well managed ) memorials of deeds and
( Hargreave) , who took an interest in the new ma ort, therefore, proposes to leave all existing | instruments. But the office may be useful for
chinery , and was prepared to superintend its working.

facilities for such as desire to obtain a perfect or many other purposes. For example , if the trus.
(6 ) The commissioners are not unanimous as to indefeasable title , while opening a new branch of

whether there ought to be a similar record of the tees of a settled estate, with power of sale , are
the register for defeasable or anguaranteed titles.

existing incumbrances, and of leases (Rep . , 59, 66 – 70 ) ,
but such a record exists under the system now existing The Estates Court in Ireland confers a Parlia I (a ) The declarations of title applied for average only
in Ireland , and it is found useful, mentary Title on the estates judicially sold by it, the twelve in each year.

obtain
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mn An
o

title
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recorded as owners, the trusts will not be re . If an agent, in ignorance of a loss, effect insu. 2 . The general and established restrictions im .
garded in registration of title, the very object rance for his principal, who knew of the loss, but posed on trade by municipal laws.
of which is to secure that a transfer by persons not in time to countermand the policy, it is not 3 . A state of war.
on the register is sufficient. But it is desirable void : 4 . Facts of public notoriety ; or where they are
that deeds relating to the beneficial interest Arn . 4th edit. 510. matters of inference and the materials for inform

should find some place of safe custody ; nor The utmost degree of reasonable diligence ing the judgment of the underwriter are common
would it be difficult to enumerate other good should be used in communicating knowledge to both
reasons for the continuance of a registry of acquired after the order to insure has been Bates v . Hewitt, L . Rep . 2 Q . B . per Cockburn ,
deeds. Some confusion already exists between given : C . J ., p . 605 .

the two systems. This would increase if a regis Arn.4th edit. 527 ; Ph. s. 561 . 5. Information which is waived by the under.
tration of title were operating largely . There Time of Sailing. writer.

Cartor v . Boehm , 3 Burr, 1909.
fore it seems necessary that the two systems Theassured is not bound to communicate the

should be worked in concert. For example , time of thesailing of a ship , unless at the time of
| 6 . The insurance being on " all lawful goods,"
theassured need not disclose that the goods areevery instrument presented for registration effecting the policy the ship has been so long on contraband.

should be examined by an official, and handed the voyage that the owner has reason to suspect Phillips, sect. 628 .
over to the particular department to which it she has met with some casualty :
relates. When I say that this is a mere diffi . Elton y. Larkins, 5 C . & P . 392 , Ratcliffe v . Shoolbred ,

culty of detail, I mean not that the difficulties 1 Marsh on Ins. 466 ; Arn . 4th edit .513 .

of detail in this inquiry are not both numerous If the facts withheld at the timeof sailing have COMPANY LAW
and important, but that they might all, by care no tendency to show that the ship was a missing

and forethought, be surmounted . The remedy is ship at the time of effecting the policy , their con NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
suggested by Lord Chancellor Selborne's Bill. cealment will not be fatal: AMALGAMATION - INCREASE OF CAPITAL - RE
Confusion and difficulty might be avoided if the Foley v . Moline, 5 Taunt. 430 ; Arn . 4th edit. 516. SOLUTION ADOPTED AND CONFIRMED - ACQUIES

NOTE. - See also as to evidence of what constitutes
existing registry of deeds, and the enlarged and CENCE - ESTOPPEL. - By an agreement made ina missing ship : (Littledale v . Dixon , 1 B . & P . , N . R . .

more comprehensive register or record of title, 151 ; Elkin v . Jansen , 18 M . & W . 655 ; Rickards v .
Aug. 1864 , the H . bank and the I. bank (under

were both placed in the fullest sense under the Murdock 10 B . & Cr. 527.) the powers contained in their respective articles of
control of one Board of Registry , on which the If there be not merely concealment,but positive association ) agreed to amalgamate, the business
Executive Government would be represented , or virtual misrepresentation of the time of the of the latter company being transferred to the

and over which the Lord Chancellor would ship' s sailing, that vitiates the policy where a true former , and tho shareholders in the I. bank having
preside. and full disclosurewould have led the underwriter the option of taking newly .created shares in the

to infer thatthe ship was a missing ship : H . bank at a premium , part of which was to be

Kirby v . Smith , 1 B . & Ald , 672 ; Macintosh v . Mar. paid out of the funds of the I. bank. The arrange
MARITIME LAW .

shall, 11 M . & W . 116 . | ment between the two banks wasmade subject to

National Character . a proviso that if any shareholder of the I. bank
NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. Any cireumstance within the knowledge of the should express his dissent in writing within a

PRACTICE - Costs — SHIP UNDER ARREST
POSSESSION - FEES . - Where a ship , already under means of knowledge of the underwriter , which

Tassured , and not equally within the knowledge or period mentioned ,he could be paid off . The direc

tors of the H . bank (having already exhausted
the arrest of the High Court of Admiralty, is

affects the national character of the subject in
the power to increase their capital, given by

arrested in an admiralty canse instituted in a sured , and therefore exposes it to capture or de
their articles of association ) caused a resolu

County Court, the plaintiffs knowing of the previ. tention ,must be disclosed to the underwriters. tion to be duly passed at one meeting, and con .
ous arrest, and that cause is afterwards trans. Mayne v. Walter , 1 Park Ins., 431 ; Arn . 4th edit. 521. firmed at another, whereby it was resolved to

ferred to the High Court, the possession fees Campbell v. Innes, 4 B .' & Áld . 423 ; Phillips, create and issue 20,000 new shares of £100 each ,

charged by the high bailiff in respect of the sect. 627 . 'for the purpose of carrying out the proposed
County Court arrest will not be allowed by the If the underwriter knows of a foreign law likely amalgamation . Held, that the directors having
High Court upon taxation of plaintiff' s costs : / to affect the subject of insurance , he should make duly acquired power in accordance with the 12th

( The Rio Lima, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 517 . Adm .) inquiries of the assured . Both parties being and 50th sections ef the Companies Act 1862 , to

BOTTOMRY – PRIORITY — NON -LIABILITY OF ignorant, the underwriter runs all risks. increase the capital of the company beyond the
MASTER. - In the absence of any special agree Ibid. 1 Park Ins. 432 . amount authorised by the articles of association ,
ment to that effect, themaster of a ship does not | American Law . - The private knowledge of the the new shares were validly created , and that it
incur any personal liability to repay to a bottomry | assured concerning the shifting regulations of was not necessary for the H . bank , under sect . 12

lender the sum borrowed by him on bottomry, foreign states, by which the subject assured is of the Companies Act 1862, to have previously by
where the bottomry bond becomes due by the safe exposed to seizure, ought to be communicated . I a special resolution altered in express terms the
arrival of the ship, and the ship and freight prove Phillips, sect . 596 . articles ofassociation of the company so as to give
insufficient to discharge it in full. The implied Liability to Capture, & c. the power to create additional capital, the sub .

contract of the master, arising under the general All facts , lying peculiarly within the knowledge stantial effect of the resolution actually passed
rule of the maritime law , out of an advance of of the assured , which may expose the property to having been to alter the articles of associa .
money for the ship , is extinguished when a lawful belligerent risks, ought to be disclosed to the tion by giving such power. After they had
contract of bottomry has been made and the debt | underwriters. entered into the agreement for the amalga
has been put at risk . The contract of bottomry , Examples : mation , the directors issued circulars, inform
which is not only a contract of great eanctity , but That the interest assured is belligerent. ing the shareholders of the I. bank of the
also of great peculiarity , is not a mere agreement That other goods by the same ship are belli. arrangement which had been made, and intimating

for security . The reasons for the presumption of gerent. to them that they had an option to take such
liability on the part of the master to seamen and That the goods insured are contraband of war. new shares in exchange for their shares in the I .
to material-men , fail in case of bottomry . The That the assured or other shipper has shipped bank, on the terms specified . C . and H ., who

ster of a ship , although an agent of the owner, I goods which are contraband of war, were shareholders in the I. bank , applied in
is also , in a certain sense , a public officer : ( The That it is intended to violate a blockade. writing for and obtained shares in the H . bank in

Bark Irma, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S. 549. United States Thatthe property belongs to a house established exchange for their shares in the I. bank , and they
Court.) in a belligerent country . paid premiums and certain calls on these shares .

Phillips, sect. 621. In May 1866 , & dissentient minority of the

SPECIMENS OF A CODE OF MARINE The fact that a ship has sailed without convoy shareholders of the I bank filed a bill to set

INSURANCE LAW . ought to be disclosed . aside the amalgamation , and after obtaining
Sawtell v. Lowdon, 5 Taunt. 359. in 1868 a decision in their favour, a comproBy F . O . CRUMP, Barrister-at-Law .

Condition and Position of the Ship . mise was made, and they were paid off .
(Continued from page 127 .) All material information , although uncertain, In Nov. 1866 the H . bank was ordered to be
CONCEALMENT. and amounting to rumours only ( 1), and proving wound-up. In Jan. 1871, C . paid , but under pro

Definition . ultimately to be unfounded (2 ), communicated to test, moneys demanded under a balance order in

WHERE, in reference to a negotiation for insu the assured with regard to the state and position respect of his shares in the H . bank. On applica

rance, one party suppresses or neglects to com .
of the ship , in the course of the voyage, ought to tions by C . and H . to have their names removed

from the list of contributories, and to have themunicate to the other a material fact which , if be disclosed .
NOTE . - In the case of a voyage policy , matters

communicated , would tend directly to prevent the
moneys which they had paid on their shares in the

covered by the warranty of seaworthiness need | H . bank repaid with interest, on the ground that
other from entering into the contract, or induce not, of course, be communicated . There being

him to demand termsmore favourable to himself ,
ng it had been decided at common law that the issue

no such warranty in time policies, everything
and which is known, or presumed to be so, to the materialmust be communicated . of the new shares was void . Held , that the deci.

party not disclosing it , and is not known, or pre
Arn . 4th edit. 524 ; sion of the common law court having been arrived

aumed to be so , to the other :
(1 ) Da Costa v . Scanderet, 2 P . Wms. 179 ; Nicholson at without a knowledge of the compromise with

v. Power, 20 L . T . Rep., N . S ., 580.
Phillips, sect. 531 ; Carter v . Boehm , 3 Burr. 1909.

the dissentient shareholders, was not binding, and
(2 ) Seaman v. Fonnereau, 2 Str. 1183 ; Lynch v .

NOTE. It is immaterial that the circumstances that C . and H . were liable as contributories in
Hamilton , 3 Taunt. 37 ; Lynch v . Dunsford, 14 East,

concealed prove actually not to affect the risk . respect of the shares allotted to them in the H .
494.

Ibid . 532 : Arn . 4th edit . 512 . It is also immaterial bank in exchange for their shares in the I . bank .
that they were once known to the underwriter , If a violent storm has prevailed at a foreign Decision of Wickens, V . C . , reversed : (Campbell' s
unless it can be proved that they were present sailing port at a time when the ship sailed , the

case, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 519. L . C . and L .JJ.)to his mind when he executed the policy . fact should be communicated to the under
Bates v . Hewitt, L . Rep . 2 Q . B . 595 . writer : STOCK EXCHANGE - SALE OF SHARES - LIA .

Scope of the Doctrine. Arn . 525 -6 ( n . 1.) BILITY OF JOBBER - INFANT TRANSFEREE . - The

The doctrine applies to both contracting parties . The actual port of loading : plaintiff , through his broker, sold to the defen

A policy may be avoided by concealment : Hodgson v . Richardson , I w . Bl. 463 ; Harrower v . dant, a stock jobber, a number of shares in a

(1) Where an agent has knowledge of a mate. Hutchinson , L . Rep. 5 Q . B . 584 , bank. On the same day the jobber gave to the

rial fact which it was his duty to com . | the employment of the ship in service of pecu - plaintiff ' s broker a ticket with the name of G . E .

municate , the principal insurer being liar danger : upon it, as the intended purchaser, and which
1 Emarig . 172; 2 Valin , liv. 3, tit . 6, Art.49, pp.

in ignorance : namehad been passed to him from another jobber
127, 128,

Proudfoot v . Montefiore, L . Rep. 2 Q . B . 511.
the happening of an accident likely to result in

in the usual manner according to the course of

(2) Where a principal having knowledge of a damage : business on the Stock Exchange. The plaintiff

material fact insures through an agent Gladstone v. King, 1 M . & S . 35 ; Proudfoot v. Monte executed a transfer to G . E ., whose name was

to whom he does not communicate it : fiore, L . Rep. 2 Q . B . 511,
registered as a shareholder . The bank being

4 Valin liv . 3 , t. 6, art. 40 , p . 95 . ; Arn . 4th edit, 599 , should be communicated . wound-up it was discovered that at the timo

510 . Unless inquired for, the previous history of the G . E .' s name was passed to the plaintiff as the

( 3) Where an underwriter subscribes a policy ship need not be stated : transferee of the shares he was an infant, and by

knowing that the ship has arrived safe. Freeland v . Glover, 7 East, 457. order of the Court of Chancery the plaintiff ' s

The premium may be recovered back : / Matters not necessary to be communicated . namewas placed upon the list of contributories

Am . 511, n . 1 . 1 . The general usages of trade. in his stead . To an action brought by the
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plaintiff against tho defendant to indemnify | SECRETARY TO A RAILWAY - PHODUCTION OF Acts, by which the tithes of the land, in which
Lim for the amount of calls paid , in conse- DOCUMENTS BY. - In obedience to the instructions the respondent was a landowner and the appellant
quence of being replaced on the list of con. of his directors, and in disobedience of the order the rector, were commuted. By this award &
tributories, the defendant pleaded that he was of the district prothonotary of the Common Pleas yearly modus payable for hay and agistment tithe
discharged from his liability by the usages at Lancaster, and of the order of an arbitrator, payments, and also larger sums to be paid yearly
of the Stook Exchange. The jury found that it the secretary of a railway company refused to for the same lands, when occupied by non-resi.
was not part of the usage of the Stock Exchange produco , before the arbitrator, numerous books dents or converted into tillage, were fixed by the

that, if there be severalintermediate sales between and papers of the company , which the attorney commissioner. A house bad since been built upon
the first seller and the last buyer, and the first of the plaintiff in the causo referred swore to bo & portion of a field of the respondent mentioned

selier receive the price of the shares and transfer material to the plaintiff's case. Held , that the in the award , and a further portion to the extent
them to the last buyer, the intermediate buyers secretary , being in the position of a servant, was of twenty -two perchos was converted into garden

are irresponsible when the name of the transferee justified in obeying the orders of his masters not ground, and the remainder of the field made into
which was passed was that of a person legally to produce the documents , and a rule to attach an orchard. The appellant put in a distress for
incapable of being registered . Held , that the him for contemptdischarged . Whether an action the larger sum fixed by the award to be paid for
judge was right in leaving the jury to say what would lie in such a case, quære : (Re Sharpley, 29 this field , on tbe ground that part of it had been

was the usage of the Stock Exchange, for it is L . fiep . N . S . 580. C . P .) converted into “ tillage.” Held (affirming the

pot so universal an usage as to be binding upon judgment of the Court of Exchequer Chamber )

all persons dealing there. Held also, that the that, as to the orchard , there had been no conver.

jobber, until he has passed to the purchaser the ELECTION LAW . sion into tillage : (Dudman v . Vigar, 29 L . T . Rep .

dame of a person who is legally capable of con N . S . 552. H . of L .)
tracting , and who has given authority for the use

of his name as transferee , is not discharged , not.
THE LIVERPOOL MUNICIPAL PETITION .

withstanding the rales and usages of Stock THE Liverpool Mercury of Deo. 20 says : “ In COUNTY COURTS ,
Exchange to the contrary : (Dent v. Nickalls , 29 conformity with the order made by Mr. J . T .
L . T . Rep . N . S . 536 . C . P .) Collier, one of the judges of the Liverpool County BIRMINGHAM COUNTY COURT.

WINDING -UP - CONTRIBUTORY - QUALIFICA
Court, the inspection of the voting lists , papers,
and documents, connected with the Pitt-street Thursday, Dec. 18 , 1873.

TION OF A DIRECTOR BOUND TO HOLD SHARES ward election took place yesterday, at the Muni. | (Before H . W . COLE, Q. C ., Judge.)
TRANSFER TO A DIRECTOR OF SHARES ALLOTTED

TO A PROMOTER OR PAID IN FULL . - When the
cipal-offices , Dalo -street. The return of Lieut HADDON v. WILDE.

holding of a certain number of shares is a neces.
Col. Hamilton , the Tory candidate, is questioned Action - Defence of liquidation , Informal reso .

Eary qualification for a director of a company, the ;
| by the Liberals ,who took steps to petition against lution - -Application to restrain - Rule 289, B . R .

aoceptance by a man of the office of director is a
| it. The preliminary to this was the investigation | Eaden appeared for the plaintiff.

most material fact in determining whether he
of the papers, as ordered by the County Court Fallows for the defendant.

Bhall or shall not be permitted to repudiate, as
judge, and this took place yesterday in the The action was to recover the sum of £132s. 1d .

unauthorised by himself, shares which have got
presence of Mr. Joseph Rayner, town-clerk ; Mr. on a returned bill, but & point arose of some in .

into his name, and which were needful for his
Billson representing the Liberals ; and Mr. John terest to creditors in connection with liquidation

qualification , but the mere fact of a man having
Hughes , the agent for Lieut. Col. Hamilton . The proceedings. The defendant had given notice that

scoepted the office of director in a company, in
result of the investigation has disclosed a state of at the time appointed for the hearing of the sum .

which the holding of a certain number of shares
affairs in connection with the management of the mons he intended to rely upon the following
wars 10

is a necessary qualification , does not necessarily
election for which both parties have a right to ground of special defence : That on the 31st July

raise the inference that he has entered into a con .
complain. In Pitt-street ward there are 774 1872, he filed in that court a petition for liquida .

tract with the company to be the allottee from
yoters, and at the late election 608 voted - 305 for tion by arrangement or composition with his

them of the number of shares necessary to his
Col. Hamilton , and 303 for Mr. James Steel. On creditors ; and that at the first meeting of credi.

qualification : (Brown's case, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S
the day of election the returning officer rejected tors , hold under such petition on the 26th Aug . in

562. L . C . & L .JJ.)
several voting papers in consequence of the stamp the same year, & resolution , which was duly regis
required by the Ballot Act not being upon them . I tered on the 27th Aug. was passed for liquidation

WINDING -UP - COMPANY INCORPORATED BY We understand that the investigation yesterday of his estate by arrangement, and not in banks

SPECIAL ACT TO CONSTRUCT DOCK AND RAIL - disclosed that there were seven other papers ruptcy ; and Mr. John Harrison was appointed

WAY - JURISDICTION . - The court has jurisdiction , which had been counted although they did not trustee.

under the Companies Act 1862, s . 199 , to wind -up bear the official stamp, and which consequently , Fallows now submitted that the plaintiff who

a docks company incorporated by special Act of 1 upon a scrutiny must be disallowed . Five of the was one of his client' s creditors, could not maintain

Parliament for the purpose of constructing docks geven votes were given for Mr. Steel. and the I the present action under the circumstances of the

and a branch railway, where the railway is only a other two for Col. Hamilton. It has also been case, as he had not been prejudiced in any way,

subordinate part of the works authorised by the | discovered that about twenty persons receiving | Eaden said the plaintiff had not notice of the
Act, as such a company does not fall within the parochial relief, and who were consequently dis- meeting of creditors and the proceedings, and he
exception contained in the section of being a qualified , voted ; but whether for the Liberal or was therefore entitled to institute the present
“ railway company incorporated by Act of Parlia Tory candidate will not be ascertained until a proceedings to recover the amount owing to him .
ment : " (Re Exmouth Docks Company, 29 L . T . scrutiny takes place , should the proceedings ever Fallows remarked that the plaintiff was repre
Rep. N . S . 573. V . C . M .) reach that stage. Considerable dissatisfaction sented at the creditors' meeting, and Mr. Eaden
RAILWAY _ USE OF BY OTHER PERSON8 - USE is expressed at the fact that there should have signed the proceedings.

OF SIGNALS - APPROVAL OF ENGINES. - A colliery been so many unstamped voting papers received . Eaden was prepared to show that the plaintiff
company having railways from their collieries, The Ballot Act contains some stringent provisions had no notice of the proceeedings, and was not
with junctions with the line of a railway company, in regard to the conducting ofmunicipal elections. / represented as suggested . Had his client had
claimed the right, under sect. 92 of the Railway One is to the effect that should a defeated can notice of the meeting, he would have attended .
Clanses Act 1845 , to use the railway. After some didate be in a position to prove that the election Nobody attended for him , and he (Eaden ) was
correspondence as to the engines to be used for had been lost owing to the negligence of the pre- prepared to show that he had been in many ways
that purpose , the railway company protested siding officer , he shall have the right of action prejudiced . It was absolutely necessary that he
against the plaintiffs using the railway with against that official. Whether the petition in the should have had notice, if not at the creditors'
engines belonging to another railway company, case of Pitt-street ward will be further proceeded meeting, at a future time. Mr. Haddon did not
and also without an examination of them under with is doubtful. Several of the leading Liberals have notice, and the practice was established , as
sect. 115 of the same Act. The plaintiffs then in the ward are desirous of going on with the he could show by reference to authorities, that
attempted to run a train on to the line, but found matter to the end. That there was a strong prima where a creditor' s name was not inserted on the
the gates at the junction locked. They were like- facie case for an inquiry, the proceedings so far first list filed , under the 256th section , the debtor
wise told that the signals and points would not be as they have gone have abundantly proved. That was not in a position to ask to have the resolution
worked for them . The bill was then filed , alleging the election was conducted in a somewhat loose registered without giving the creditor who had
that the engines had been approved for another manner is beyond doubt; butwhether the Liberals not had notice the opportunity of attending to be
purpose in 1857, and praying for an injunction to have anything to gain by pursuing the matter heard on the question of registration .
restrain the defendants from obstructing the further is open to question . They have demon - His HONOUR wasaware that when the petition
plaintiffs in the use of their line . On motion the strated the necessity of care and vigilance being was filed a list of all the creditors was taken into

injunction had been refused , on the ground that exercised at elections under the Ballot Act ; and court. When the resolution was taken for regis
the defendants could not be ordered to work the as it is problematical that the seat can be now tration a statement of affairs was handed in . In
signals . The bill was then amended , alleging gained fur Mr. Steel, it has been suggested that it the present case the statement of affairs did
the right of the plaintiffs to such an order, and would be the gracious thing to do to let the happen to contain the name of the plaintiff, and
extending the injunction prayed for that purpose. matter drop.” it was apparent that there was a name short in the
Held, that though the word “ railway,' in the [ The petition has been since abandoned . first list of creditors. If the other side had given
interpretation clause , includes " signals ” as them notice to attend the registration of the reso

“ works,” still there was no obligation under that lution they would have been acting rightly . Not

or the 92nd clause upon the railway company to having done so, he said they were bound to call

work the signals for the personsusing the railway. ECCLESIASTICAL LAW . another creditors'meeting, and as the debtor had
That the 12th section of the Railway Clauses Act been guilty of an omission to point out to the
1863 provides that where junctions are authorised NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS registrar that one creditor' s namewas absent, it
to be made, proper regulations as to signals , & o ., | PROHIBITION - COMMISSION UNDER CHURCH was his fault and he must be answerable for the
are to be made, and that that shows that such DISCIPLINE ACT. - DISCRETION OF BISHOPS . consequences. His Honour questioned whether

regulations should be settled before any user can An application made to the ordinary jurisdiction he was notbound by the resolution registered .
be claimed . That although the 92nd section gives of the Court of Chancery outof term , for a prohi. Eaden contended that he was entitled to main
a distinct right to use the line on certain terms, bition to prevent the Bishop of Gloucester from tain the present action , official notice not having
still the court will not enforce it by an injunction , issuing a commission under the Church Discipline been given to the plaintiff or his debt proved ;
as it cannot see to the performance of an obliga . Act, to inquire into certain offences alleged to this being the case, they were entitled to go
tion to work signals, & c., from time to time. The have been committed by the vicar of a parish , behind the resolution, and then the debtor ought
absence of a proper method of enforcing the pro- until the vicar had been heard by counsel before to protecthimself by calling another meeting of his
visions of sect. 92, is no reason for extending the the bishop as to certain preliminary objections, creditors. In support of his argument he relied
jurisdiotion of the court. It is not a reason for and especially as to the fitness of the promoter , upon the case Cadiot v . Johnstone (22 Solicitors
interference that the times proposed for running was refused , the court holding that there was Journal, 47).
trains are convenient. Approval, under sect 115 , nothing in the Act to fetter the discretion of the His HONOUR. - It is quite clear I have power
of the engines to be used , is a condition precedent | bishop : (Ex parte Edwards, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S. / given under rule 289 to restrain the plaintiff from
to the user of the line under sect. 92 : (Powell 529. V . Č . B .) enforcing any proceedings.
Duffryn Steam Coal Company v. The Taf Vale TITHES - MODUS - CONVERSION INTO TILLAGE Eaden . - The other side have had the oppor.
Railway Company, 29 L . T . Rep . N . Š. 575. ORCHARD . – Before the Tithe Commission Act tunity of making application for a restraining
V . C . H .S 1836 , an award was made under certain Inclosure order, and they have failed to do it.
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His HONOUR. — Then I can adjourn the case dents, Cosstick , Nash, and Wells ), and claims to say that if a married woman carried on the
for that purpose. the goods taken in execution therein as her pro - business of a lodging-house keeper in a house

Eaden said if the court would give plaintiff a perty, in which her earnings have been invested taken in the name of her husband or a trustee,

verdict for the amount claimed , and stay execu - by her, and to which she is entitled for her sepa . that she could not still carry on the business sepa

tion until application had been made for a re- rate use under the Married Women 's Property rately from either of them , indemnifying him against
straining order, he (Eaden ) could appealagainst Act 1870, 8 . 1 . The amount of the judgments the rent and taxes outof her earnings. I however

that, and the matter could be settled in the has been paid into court. The claims were heard think that the circumstance of the house being

Bankruptcy Court. by me on the 4th Nov., and decided in the let to the husband , militates very much against the

His HONOUR. - The question is whether I ought claimant's favour, except as to £20 , representing separate trading by the wife , and renders neces.

not to adjourn this action , with liberty for the de. goods purchased by her with moneys received sary a very close inquiry into the subsequent
fendant to move in Bankruptcy to restrain further from her sisters, which clearly did not fall within action of the husband, with reference to the busi

proceedings. I will consider whether what has the Act. At the hearing the claimant and her ness carried on in it . The payment of the rates

been done is a bar to the action going on . husband deposed that the claimant was living and taxes by the husband , and the insertion of his

Ultimately His HONOUR adjourned the case with her husband , who was a confirmed invalid , name on the register, were, of course, incidental

until the 26th Jan ., in order that the defendant in a house at Brighton , taken by her and in her to his tenancy , and , according to my views, are

might make a motion in bankruptcy to restrain name, and in which she carried on the business of immaterial. It remains for me to consider the

the action , under the 289th rule. & lodging -house keeper, also in her name and additional evidence now before the court, as to

by herself alone, without any interference or the husband 's interference in the business in

BRADFORD COUNTY COURT.
assistance from her husband , except that on a question . It appears that previous to the hus.
few occasions he wrote letters at her request band taking the house he had taken the upper

Dec. 2 and 6 , 1873. chiefly as to repairs to the house . The respon part of the adjoining house for the samepurpose

(Before W . T . S . DANIEL, Q .C ., Judge.) dents, the execution creditors , were not aware of letting lodgings, and had paid the rent, corre
MOSCROP v . LANCASHIRE AND YORKSHIRE till the hearing of the nature of the em . sponded with the landlord , and given notice to

RAILWAY COMPANY ployment in which the claimant alleged her quit. In both houses the claimant issued cards
Carriers Act (11Geo.4 , 41Will. 4 ), c.68, s. 1 — The earnings had been made, and supposed that it in her name alone, with a notice of " apartments
valueof the contents of a parcel is the value of was some professional employment, and they | to let ” at the top , and circulated them among

the goods to the owner, not the value to a trades. were therefore unprepared to meet the case . the tradesmen in the neighbourhood and others.

man to buy and sell again . After the trial they became informed that the She also had accounts with tradesmen in the

Hutchinson for plaintiff.
house I band and in his neighbourhood in her own name, and the judg

Terry ( Terry and Robinson ) for the defendants. name, and also that the husband had in various ment creditors in two of the actions had debited
This action was brought to recover the sum of ways interfered and assisted in the conduct of the her in their books with the goods in respeot of

£9 108.. as demages for the loss of a parcel sont business carried on there , and even to the internal which they sued her husband, or with part of

by the defendants ' railway, and not delivered . management of the house, and they applied upon them . On the other hand, some of the tradesmen ,

The parcel consisted of a small box containing a affidavits for a new trial,which I felt bound to and I believe all, or some of the judgment credi.
lady's gold lever watch . The defendants relied grant. I have now re-heard the case and consider tors, had debited her husband with some of the
upon the Carriers Act (11 Geo. 4 & 1 Will. 4 . c . 11), it to be one of much greater difficulty than it | goods supplied . The tradesmen thus appear to

s. 1, alleging that the parcel exceeded £10 in appeared to be on the first hearing . I still adhere have charged their goods indiscriminately to the

value, and the value was not declared . There most firmly to the opinion which I then expressed , claimant and her husband ; but the majority , per
was no suggestion that the parcel had been lost that it is not necessary to the separate carrying haps, appear to have charged them to the
through the felonious act of any of the defendants on of an employment, occupation , or trade, by a claimant. It was stated that it was common at
servants. The only question is one of fact, I married woman within the meaning of the Mar- | Brighton to open accounts in the name of the
namely , did the contents of the parcel exceed £16 | ried Women's Property Act 1870 , sect. 1 , that she | lady who gave orders, whether married or not, on
in valme, and the affirmative of that issue must should live apart from her husband (whom she is account of the tradesmen not knowing the chris

be established by the defendant. It appeared in bound by the 13th section to maintain ) but only tian names or condition of the husband and the

evidence that the watch had been purchased five that her husband should not interfere or takepart frequent change of occupation of house and lodg
or six years ago of Messrs. Rhodes and Son , the in carrying on such business, and I still thinkings,but this scarcely seems to apply to the caso

well known jewellers, of Bradford, as a present to that on the evidence then before me, the claimant of a yearly tenant of an unfurnished house, a
the plaintiff' s wife. Its actual cost did not ap proved herself to have carried on the business of householder and ratepayer . Evidence was also
pear, but themanager of Messrs . Rhodes and Mr. & lodging house keeper separately from her hus. given that the1s . given that the husband had on some few occasions

Rhodes, the son , proved that the actual price of band , and the question for my decision to -day ordered goods and paid bills without any objec.
such a watch was £15 15s. The watch had been is whether upon the contradictory evidence as to tion to their having been ma name.

sent by the lady to Messrs. Rhodes to be cleaned the tenancy of the house , and the additional The claimant contends that her husband did so
and repaired, and then returned to her at Roch . | evidence as to the husband's interference with | as her agent at her request and with her money.

dale where she lived . It was so cleaned and re- the business carried on . in it since adduthe business carried on in it since adduced With regard to the husband 's interference in the
naired and then returned by railway carefully before me, the claimant is still entitled to her internal management of the house , the evidence

packed up in a box about the size of a cigar box, verdiots. I will consider, first, the contradictory consists of three receipts given by him to a lodger
properly addressed , butwithout any indication of evidence as to the tenancy of the house. It con . (the Hon . Miss Kerr), as he deposes, at her

the nature of its contents , or declaration of value. | sists of the admission made on cross-examination special request, and a letter which he wrote

The sum of £9 10s ., the amount claimed in the by the claimantand her husband , that although to her as to letters left for her after her

action , was arrived at thus : Mr. Rhodes and his the house was taken for the purpose of being let departure . The claimant contends that her
manager treated it as a second-hand watch , and as a lodging-house by the claimant, and this fact husband did so at her request, and as her

stated that, if offered to them for sale they would was communicated to the landlord , the husband agent. This appears to exhaust the evidence

have given £8 10s. or £8 15s. for it and no more, as well as the claimant, saw the landlord about before the court material to the issue which
and would have sold it again for £9 10s. I do not the letting, and nothing was said as to the house I have to decide, viz ., whether the businesg

think this a proper test of the value of the watch . being let to the wife or taken in her name, and of of a lodging house keeper was carried on by the

The test is , what was its fair value to the lady, several letters by the husband to the landlord or claimant separately from her husband or not. It

disregarding altogether any value shemight attri. his agent, relative to the payment of rent and is to be observed that this is not the ordinary
bute to it as a present, pretium affectionis. The repairs of the house, and finally of a notice to question as to whom credit was given in any par.

watch when cleaned and repaired by Messrs . quit by the husband as tenant of the house. It also ticular transactions, nor is it the question whether

Rhodes and returned to the lady, which was the appeared that thehusband wasrated for thehouse, any particular creditor or creditorsknew that the
state in which it was when delivered to the defen - / and receipts for the rates and taxes were given claimant was carrying on thi

dants as carriers, was, so to speak, as good as in his name, and that he was registered as a voter, from her husband, but the simple question

new to her, and in answer to a question from me but never voted . A previous tenancy of another whether or not she was in fact so carrying on this

the lady said , speaking as a lady might be ex house by the husband was also proved, but I do business within the meaning of the " Married
Dected ivery fairly. she thought the watch would not consider that any evidence of the letting now Women's Property Act 1860, ” and after great
be worth 12 or $ 13 . but of course she could not in question , although it is evidence of the mode consideration I am of opinion on this very difficult

tell. I think , however, that evidence is more in which the claimant carried on the business of mixed question of fact and law thatnotwithstand .

reliable than the evidence of what the watch a lodging house keeper. , Upon this point ofa lodging -house keeper. Upon this point of the ing the house was taken in the husband' s name,
would be worth in a tradesman's shop to buy and case, I think that it is clear that the claimant's that he occasionally ordered and paid for goods

sell again , and that any jury would be bound husband was the tenant of the house in question , in his own name, and in the instance of one lodger

to find that the contents of the parcel did exceed and that it was not taken by, her in her nameand that it was not taken by her in her nameas acted as if he were carrying on business himself ,

£10 in value. The defendants are, therefore, she deposed, although no doubt it was taken by still as the business was carried on in the name of

entitled to the protection given them by the her husband with her personal assistance , for the wife , and this was made known in the usual

statute , for this is the very sort of case to which the purpose of enabling her to carry on the manner, and as it was by her personal exertions
the statute was meant to apply , and it would business of a lodging house keeper, which seems that it was so carried on , the claimant did carry

bemost unfair towards common carriers to allow to have caused the confusion in her mind on on this business separately from her husband

the public, whose goods they are bound to carry , this point. The question then arises whether the within the meaning of the Act. The claimant is ,
to deprive them of the protection of the statute fact of her husband having been the tenant of therefore, entitled to the verdict, but the judge
by undervaluing, though without any improper this house is sufficient in itself to disable her from ment creditorsmay have their remedy in Chancery
intention , the goods sent, and thereby bring the claiming the earnings of the business carried on as I pointed out before, against the claimant for

value below the statutory limits. The judgment there as her separate property under the 1st sec. such of the goods as were supplied whilst she
will, therefore be entered for the defendants with tion of the above Act. At first I was strongly carried on the business of a lodging house keeper

costs . inclined to think this was so on the ground that at the house in question. The verdicts to stand .
the business of a lodging -house keeper evidently but the money to remain in court for one month ,

CROYDON COUNTY COURT. consists in the letting of the rooms themselves, as with liberty for all parties to appeal, and no costs,

Dec. 1 and 19 , 1873.
much as in the providing furniture and attendance.
But since the last hearing it has occurred to me

(Before H . J. STONOR , Esq ., Judge.) that a married woman , even if living separate SHREWSBURY COUNTY COURT.

COSSTICK V . LAPORTE : Nash v . SAME ; WELLS from her husband , could scarcely obtain a house (Before J . W . SMITH , Q . C ., Judge.)
V . SAME. in which to carry on the business of a lodging . Monday, Dec. 15 , 1873.

Married Women 's Property Act 1870, s. 1 - Hus. house keeper,without the same being taken in the
band tenant of, and resident in , house in which I nameof her husband or a trustee : for a married RULTON 8 . JOINT COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT

his wife carries on business -- Wife 's separate woman is wholly unable to execute a deed or enter OF THE SHREWSBURY RAILWAY STATION .

property.
into any contract at law , and therefore a landlord Passengers' luggage- Lost at station - - Liability .

H . Pārry, Croydon, appeared for the claimant. who lets a house to a married woman would be This was an action to recover £23, the value of

Thomas A .Goodman , Brighton , for the three entirely at the mercy of the tenant, and could nottirely at the mercy of the tenant, and conld not a bag and contents lost at the Shrewsbury Rail.

judgment creditors . even distrain for the rent at law , although he way Station on November 16th last.

Dec. 19 . -- His HONOUR . - The claimant is the |might in equity obtain relief against any separate Chandler appeared for the plaintiff,

wife of the defendant in three actions (respon . I estate of hers. And I am therefore not prepared /
prepared F . Adcock for the defendants .

this busin
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collect the nominees of

Mr. Harrington Hulton stated that hewas a bir BANKRUPTCY LAW . The case was peculiar. Boothroyd had pur.
rister. On the 16th Novemberhe took a first -class chased an estate at Whitby, in the county of

ticket from Manchester to Shrewsbury by the NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. Chester for £9000, and he took the conveyance to
London and North -Western Railway . The train | INSPECTORSHIP DEED - AFTER ACQUIRED himself in the fictitious name of Jackson. He
was a quarter of an hour behind time. At five | PROPERTY - MONEY ARISING FROM MORAL then purported to convey nearly the whole of the
o 'clock he arrived at the middle platform at CLAIM . - On the sale by a railway company of itsCLAIM - Ön the sale by a railway company of its estate to one Smith , Smith being another alios
Shrewsbury , He told a porter he was going on to undertaking to another company , an agreement of Boothroyd , and the last conveyance contained
Pontesbury , but wished to meet the London train . under seal was executed , whereby the purchasing covenants by Jackson with Smith for production
A porter volunteered to take charge of a bag untilolunteered to takecharge of a bag until company covenanted to give the contract for of the earlier deeds. Boothroyd then executed a

the 6 .25 train arrived . He refused to let the the construction of the not yet constructed lines | number of duplicates of that deed , and a mort.

porter have it. The porter said the London train of the selling company to P . (who was not a party gage in the name of Smith with certain parties,

had arrived , and pointed him to one on the re to the deed ) or his nominees. P . subsequently I giving them one of the duplicates, and the earlier

freshment side of the platform . He told the executed a deed of inspectorship for the benefit | deeds were produced by Boothroyd himself, who

porter to bring his bag there, and to wait with it of his creditors, which provided that “ all the explained thathe had borrowed the deeds for that

until he had met the London train . He ran to estate and effects of the debtor" should be purpose from Jackson , whom he described as his

the train pointed out, but found it was not the administered as in bankruptcy. Before P .' s uncle. After the completion of that mortgage he
e . The C estate was wound-up, the purchasing company, in then registered a mortgage upon the same pro

ded it . After he found that he had made a accordance with their covenant in that behalf, | perty with Mr. Cross for £6000 , covenanting that

mistake the porter followed and asked if he should gave the contract for the construction of the the property was free from incumbrances, and
he told hin $ 3500 for giving him another duplicate , and producing the

label it “ Pontesbury ." The London train arrived , the nomination , and the inspectors claimed the earlier deeds as before. Boothroyd unsuccessfully

but went to a different platform to the one he was amount : Held (reversing the decision of one of attempted to obtain a third mortgage in the same
on. There was a great crowd. Hemethis brother , the registrars ) that inasmuch as P .' s right, under way upon the same property , when the fraud was
and the porter came up and told him his bag was the covenant in the agreement between the two discovered , and Boothroyd was arrested . It was

gone ; and his brother said , “ Had you charge of companies, to which he was not a party , was a afterwards found that numerous frauds of the

it ? ” and the porter answered , “ I had .” His mere moral claim , unenforceable at law or in same character had been committed by Booth

brother then said , “ Come along to the station . equity , it was not part of “ the estate and effects " | royd. He was made bankrupt, and it was ar

master.” They all went to Mr. Hankey , and his of P . at the date of the deed of inspectorship : | ranged that the Whitby estates, including the

brother told Mr. Hankey that the luggage was that the deed of inspectorship did not pass after small portion retained by Boothroyd, should be

lost . Mr. Hankey asked the porter who had acquired property , and that the inspectors were sold by the mortgagees and the trustee. The

charge of the luggage, and the porter replied, not entitled to the sum of £3500 : (Ex parte Piercy ; | mortgage upon the Whitby estate being insuffi

“ The gentleman had charge of it himself.” Wit Re Piercy, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 559. Ch.) cient to pay both mortgages in full, and Mr. Cross

ness' s brother said to the porter, “ Why, only a being able to trace a portion of the money ad .

minute or two ago , you said you had charge of it.” vanced by him to Boothroyd into his possession ,
Mr. Hankey supported the porter . A day or two COURT OF APPEAL IN CHANCERY. Mr. Cross, on the 14th Nov. 1863 , moved for an
after he applied to Mr. Hankey, who told him he Friday. Dec . 19. order to the effect above stated , and asked that
had better apply to the company. [ A letter was (Before the LORD CHANCELLOR (Selborne) and the order might be madewithout prejudice to his
here put in , written to the superintendent of the Lord Justice MELLISH .) right to have the balance of the proceeds of the
company, describing themanner in which the lag .

Ex parte Jay ; Re Powis. sale of the Whitby estate remaining after satis
gage had been lost, and also the nature of the faction of the prior mortgage applied in payment

contents . A letter was also put in from Mr. | Bankruptcy - Debtor summons - Petition for adju - of the residue of his mortgage debt. On the same

Patchett, and read ; and also one from Mr. T . M . dication -- Receiver - Withdrawal of petition . I day Mr. Cross had obtained the usual order of

How , saying that the plaintiffwould take proceed .
THIS was an appeal from a decision of Mr. Regis- inguiry into the amount owing on his security,

ings to recover the value if not amicably settled . trar Spring Rice, sitting as Chief Judge. Hali, for Mr. Cross, argued that Mr. Cross had
He considered the value of the bag and its con . On the 3rd Oct. 1872 , G , H . Jay took ont a | been induced to enter into the contract for the

tents at £23.] debtor summons against H . Powis for a debt loan by means of the fraudulent misrepre
owed to him ; and the debt not having been satis.

Frank Adcock cross-examined the witness as to sentations of the bankrupt, and was entitled
fied , he presented a petition for adjudication into rescind the contract.

the value of the contents of the bag . When the Taylor v . Plummer
bankruptcy against Powis on the 12th Oct. On the

witness arrived at Shrewsbury he instructed the (3 M . & S . 562), and Gladstone v . Hadwen (1
same day Jay applied for and obtained the M . & S . 526 ) which have been frequently fol.

porter to label his luggage for Pontesbury . He
| appointment of receiver of the debtor's property

had only booked to Shrewsbury. He could book
lowed both at law and in equity , are clear

| under the 13th section of the Bankruptcy Act authorities for the right of the party de
to Pontesbury, but a passenger has to point out 1869. On the 15th Oct., Powis, with the consent frauded to follow his money or goods if it or
where the tickets are kept to the clerk before he of the receiver, paid Jay £1050, and Jay then they can be traced , notwithstanding bankruptoy.
can get booked . Hewas standing about five yards withd,withdrew his petition . Powis was afterwards The general equity is laid down by Lord Hard
from the barrow on which the luggage was, when adjudicated & bankrupt on another creditor 's wick in Barnesley v . Powell (1 Vesey 289). But
the porter came up to him and asked him if he petition , and a trustee was appointed . On thehad got his bag. we go further and say that although the contract

application of the trustee the registrar ordered
Mr. William Edward Montague Hulton Harrop , is rescinded , the court will not deprive us of our

Jay to refund thesum of £1050, and Jay appealed
brother of the plaintiff, deposed to the porter charge upon the mortgaged estate till the debt is

from this order .
stating that he had charge of the luggage, and fully satisfied . In Smail v. Attwood ( 1 Younge

Little , Q . C . and Winslow , appeared for Jay .
after as to the interview with Mr. Hankey , Mr. 211), the only case on the subject, the plaintiffs ,

De Gex , Q . C . and Finlay Knight, for the trus
Hankey ultimately told him he was talking non . who had obtained a decree for the rescission of a

tee, were not called on .
sense, and the interview terminated. He (witness) contract of sale obtained by the fraud of the

The LORD CHANCELLOR said that no greater defendant, prayed that they might follow part of
was not surprised at that remark , because some | mischief could be done by those who had the the purchase money into certain stock , and tofficials were so nice in their ways. There was a administration of bankruptcy than to permit such
great deal of confusion, and he had never seen the order might be made without prejudice to

a transaction as this to stand.
the gates kept worse than they were on that

A receiver was their lien upon the estate, and for an injunction
an officer of the court, and it was his duty not to l to restrain any dealing with the stock . Although

Occasion .

Mr. Henry Robinson , jeweller, & c ., High - street,
part with any property except under the direc .any property except under the direc- no decree was ever made Lord Lyndhurst granted
tion of the court, and he had to account to the an injunction, and did not require the lien to be

deposed to the value of the articles in thebag and court for all that he received . So great a power abandoned . The cases are analogous. A morte
the bag , which roughly he should estimate at a as that of appointing a receiver immediately on
little over £20. gagee is a purchaser pro tanto. What equity has

Adcock , in defence, contended that therewas no
the presentation of a petition for adjudica Boothroyd to require us to abandon our charge ?
tion could only be given with a view to the

liability on the part of the company after the We only ask to be let alone. Hall also argued
benefit of all the creditora . No donbt it wasl a

porter had placed them on thespot pointed out by editors . No doubt it was that Mr. Cross had a right to rescind the con.
in the power of the creditor in the present tract as to such portion of his money as he could

the plaintiff. If there was any liability the com case to apply to the court to dismiss his trace, and might treat his mortgage as a subsist
pany was liable as gratuitous bailees. He con petition and to discharge the receiver , and to ing security as to the residue, because he was
tended that as the plaintiff's ticket was only from direct him to pay over any money which he had unable by rescinding the contract in toto to place
Manchester to Shrewsbury the company were not received to the creditor ,and the court might have himself in his original position in consequence of
liable . made the order if no other creditor had in the Boothroyd's dealings with the loan ; and quoted

His HONOUR, however, ruled that it was the meantime presented a petition . But nothing of Kerr on Fraud, p . 269 , and cases there quoted on
fault of the company, and a great inconvenience the kind was done here. On the contrary , with partial rescission of contracts . He urged that as

to the plaintiff that he was not furnished , at out any authority from the court, the money
Manchester ,with a ticket for Pontesbury after he the estate had been agreed to be sold there was

which the receiver ought to have got in and re.
had asked for it .

no practical inconsistency in the relief asked for
tained was applied for the benefit of this particu .

upon whichever ground the order was made.
dcock said he would not press that point, and lar creditor. His Lordship agreed with the deci.

Cobbett . - This is not the case of a trust. You
went on to contend that it was the duty of thesion of the registrar , and the appeal must be dig. cannot partially rescind a contract. It is a mere
plaintiff to look after his own luggage when he missed with costs.

case of a loan, and you cannot “ Blow hot and

saw the porter going to get labels . The articles, The Lord Justice MELLISH concurred . cold .” Cur, adv. vult.
he urged , would comeunder the Carriers' Act, as Dec. 5. After stating the facts, His HONOUR
some of them were of more value than £10. He MANCHESTER COUNTY COURT. said that the case struck him on hearing the argu
then called Owen Hughes, a porter in the employ
of the joint company . He stated that the plaintiff

ments as one primæ impressionis ; and that if Mr.
Dec. 1873.

Hall's contention were correct, it was surprising
instructed him to get the luggage from the train , (Before J. A . RUSSELL, Q . C .) that such an easy remedy had not been frequently
and take them to the platform on the refreshment Re BOOTHROYD ; CROSS v. BUTCHER. made use of. He had , however, considered the

side of the station . He told him that he was going | Mortgage obtained by fraud - Claim to follow authorities, and examined the original records of
to Pontesbury , and instructed him to fetch labels money in hands of mortgagor and to preserve the case of Small v . Attwood . That case, even as
for them , and he would stand by the luggage till an authority for following purchase money, had
he came back . When he came back with the

_ lien on mortgaged estate.
Held that the claim could not be sustained . been questioned by Sir E . Sugden and Mr. Dart,

labels the plaintiff was standing by. He missed Small v . Attwood discussed in their works on Vendors and Purchasers, and
the bag, and told the plaintiff, who said , “ ThereI S . Hall (barrister -at-law ), for Mr. Cross. had never been followed. It was,moreover, a case
are a lot of - thieves about.” Hedenied being Cobbett (solicitor), for the trustee in the bank of vendor and purchaser , and if necessary he
in charge of it , but admitted bringing it across ruptcy . should distinguish the present case, as being one
and putting it down as directed. The platform This was a motion on behalf of Mr. Cross, that of mortgagor and mortgagee ; and in Small v.
was very crowded . certain bank notes and other moneys in the pos - Attwood it was necessary for the purpose of de

Chandler having replied , session of the bankrupt,might be declared to be- ciding the right to an injunction to enter into the

His HONOUR gave judgment for the plaintiff | long to , and might be directed to be delivered by question of the lien . Now what did the plaintiff
or £15 . the trustee to Mr. Cross. seek to do in this case ? He was seeking to get
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back themoney out of which he said he had been In correction of some misstatements we may Mary Ann Cotton , the Bishop Auckland poisoner,
defrauded — that was, to set aside the mortgage so mention that Mr. H . Cadman Jones, Mr. Josiah revealed a course of cold blooded crime, which

as to get back money on a contract which never W . Smith , Q . C ., Mr. Arthur Wilson , and Dr. had continued for years before its author was

existed . Hewas seeking likewise to come in on Tristram , to draft the rules of procedure under visited with the punishment she so richly merited .

the estate for the balance of money he lent, which the Supreme Court of Judicature Act. Montgomery , the Irish police inspector, was con .
he could not recover in specie ; so that while on MR. EDWIN JAMES. — This ex -counsel has an . victed , after two abortive trials, of murdering his
the one hand he was upsetting the mortgage, on nounced himself publicly as a legal adviser in friend the bank cashier at Newtonstewart. To all
the other hewasmaintaining it,because itwas only London , to persons who contemplate taking legal outward seeming the prisoners charged with the
by so doing that he would get 20s, in the pound. proceedings in England or in America , or who re- murder of Miss Kerr and her servant at Belfast,
That seemed to him (the learned Judge),as faras quire advice . - City Press. and of Wood , the Pickering farmer, were guilty
his judgment went, to be entirely against the TREATY OF COPYRIGHT. - The Globe, alluding of cruel murders. They were , however, con .
principle laid down in Kerr on Fraud, p . 11, to the system of registration adopted at Sta . | victed of manslaughter only, and sentenced to
where it is said that a contract cannot be tioners' Hall as a standing menace to authors , protracted periods of penal servitude. Themany
rescinded unless both parties can be placed in and , as being most inconvenient, states that it crimes of violence which formed the subject of
their original position . “ Besides, in this case the has been decided formally to abandon the ob - inquiry at the recent winter assizes will be fresh
plaintiff has taken the usual order for an enquiry noxious system in favour of “ a more liberal in the memories of our readers. While larceny
into his security, and by so doing he has treated Treaty of Copyright ” by Great Britain . of what may be called the vulgar sort has shown
the mortgage as subsisting, and cannot now PERJURY. - The Pall Mall Gazette , in an article a gratifying tendency to decrease of offences
rescind . This principle of election is more speci- upon the Tichborne trial, suggests that, although incidental to a great commercial community have
fically laid down in the case of Clough v.the London the subject is not free from difficulty, it merits alarmingly increased . Early in the year the mer.
and North Western Railway Company,which was notice whether persons convicted of petty lying, cantile world was astounded by the intelligence
argued in the Court of Exchequer Chamber. That as witnesses, should not be liable to a week 's im . that a series of forgeries, singularly daring in
being so , and there being no authority , as he held , prisonment, or a fine subject to the right of ap conception , and wonderfully skilful in execution ,
for the payment of such money , and there being peal, as the presiding judgemay decide. had been committed upon the Bank of England
this distinct authority in the highest court of the IRISH PAUPERISM . - In the third quarter of by a gang of American adventurers, who , having

realm save one, and what was now sought to be 1873 the average number of inmates of work obtained possession of more than £100,000 were
done being entirely in the teeth of the principle houses on Saturdays was 42,607 , an increase of just preparing to decamp with their plunder when

laid down , he held the plaintiff was not entitled 1187 over the average for the three quarters of their frauds were detected by one of those acci.
to the relief prayed for, and the motion , therefore. I 1872. The average weekly number of persons who dental mistakes which rogues so often commit .

would be dismissed , and the verdict in the issue received out-door relief was 29,171, an increase of and by which their best concerted schemes are

must be entered for the defendant. Costs were 3092 . brought to nought. After investigationsextending
allowed against themortgagee. LUNACY STATISTICS. - The census of 1861 in over many months they were all convicted and

England showed 1 insane person in 824 . In 1871 sentenced to penal servitude for life . Scarcely

there was 1 in 403 persons. France showed a inferior in turpitude to the Bidwells and their

LEGAL NEWS. larger increase - namely, in 1856 , 1 in 1128, and in associates, we regret to have to mention the Rev .

1866 1 in 418 . In 1861 Denmark contained 1 Vyvyan Moyle, à clergyman highly esteemed at
It is proposed to place busts of the late Chief lunatic in 507 persons, Austria 1 in 4043, Italy 1 Middlesborough, convicted of having elaborately

Justices Taney and Chase in the room of the in 2962, and Piedmont 1 in 2006 persons. Hanover forged some joint- stock company securities. In

United States Supreme Court. has 1 in 301 persons, New South Wales 1 in 1454 . the same category must be included Yates, the

MR. HENRY DEANE, a local solicitor , has been
Indian statistics are required . secretary to the Great Eastern Steamship Com .

elected without opposition coroner for the CORPORAL PUNISHMENT. - The Rev . W . Du pany, who obtained £34,000 by similar means ;
Boulav has been fined 58 . . with 238 . costs . at the Smyth and Rodgers , just committed for trial for

northern division of Leicestershire.
Hammersmith Police Court, for striking a boy frauds on the Belfast Bank ; Lizardi, a merchant

RUGBY SCHOOL. - It is stated that Dr. Hayman named Fuller , for alleged impertinence , until he in extensive business , who absconded while under
intends to apply immediately for a writ of man . was “ bruised and bleeding ." The assault was remand , leaving the friends who became his bail
damus from the Court of Queen 's Bench , to committed with a stick , and it appeared the de- to pay £12 ,000 for their belief in his assurance
compel the trustees of the school to reinstate him fendant had no jurisdiction , as the complainant that he had a complete answer to the charge ;
as the head -master. had ceased to attend the defendant' s school. Christian and Roberts ,the stockbrokers, convicted
The justices of the Howdenshire petty sessional THE HOWARD MEDAL. - The council of the of criminal misappropriation of funds entrusted

division have decided that a contract of service Statistical Society have given effect to the views to them ; and the Goldsmith family , who had ob
or hiring for a period exceeding a year was not of the president, Dr. Guy, F . R . S ., regarding John tained £15 ,000 worth of valuables from goldsmiths
binding unless in writing. This decision (the Howard, and his claim to be considered at least and jewellers. To this long list must be added
Leeds Mercury says) has naturally given rise to as much a statist as a philanthropist, by estab - Williamson , the confederate colonel convicted of
no little uneasiness in theminds ofagriculturists, lishing & Howard medal. This medal is to be endeavouring to extort money by sending from
and yesterday the Howdenshire Chamber of given every year to the author of the best essay ten to a hundred persons daily to his victim ' s

Agriculture resolved to test the soundness of the on somesubject in social statistics, giving a prefer . house on various fools ' errands, till the pro

decision by submitting a special case to the Court ence to those in which Howard himself was most secutor was almost driven out of his senses.

of Queen 's Bench . interested. The subject of the essay for which Huguet, a French banker , resisted his rendition
RARY AND SCIENTIFIC the medal will be given in 1874 (the year in which under the Extradition Treaty , on the ground that

TUTION , Southampton -buildings, Chancery -lane. Howard achieved his Parliamentary triumph ) is , the legal was only a cover for a political prosecu

- The evening classes for ladies and gentlemen at “ The State of Prisons, and the condition and tion . His allegations of indirect motive derived
this institution will re-commence for the Winter treatment of Prisoners, in the Prisons of England some colour from the fact that he has since been

Term on Monday next. In addition to those which and Wales during the last half of the Eighteenth sentenced to ten years' travaux forcés for an

have already been formed for languages, mathe. Century , as set forth in Howard 's State of offence of a not very aggravated character. Me
matics, natural, applied , and mental science, law , Prisons,' and his work on " Lazarettos.' " Full tropolitan and other magistrates have had their

history , literature, drawing, music, & c ., a French particulars may be obtained on application to the labours largely increased by the Adulteration Act ,

Literary Society , and a class for the study of assistant secretary of the Statistical Society , 12, I under which grocers, bakers, and other tradesmen

microscopy, will be commenced . The list of prizes | St. James' s-square, S . W . I have been heavily fined , in spite of naive protegts

has beer augmented through the generosity of AMERICAN LEGISLATION. - Up to Monday the that " it was the usual thing." Milkmen
Douglas Straight, Esq ., M . P ., who has offered for 8th inst., nearly 500 bills had been introduced into have vainly pleaded that “ watering ” milk is not
competition two English Essay Prizes of the Congress. As that body commenced operations adulteration , and the Coal Acts havebeen found

value of £5 each . only the Wednesday previous, itsmembers cannot so effectual againstdealers who advertise slag and
A DUBLIN correspondent writes : - The Irish be said to be deficient in energy , at least, in the slate as “ Best Wall' s End ” that this " form of

papers have begun to discuss the propriety ofto discuss the propriety of direction of law -making. How much of the pro . competition ” is likely to go out of favour. Raids

appointing a new judge in place of the Chief | posed legislation is in the interest of the country on betting men have been frequent,and have gene

Baron ( Pigot) lately deceased . The Evening | it is impossible to say, but we think that there | rally been followed by the wholesale infliction of

Mail says that the work of the judges is will be reason to be thankful if such part of it as heavy penalties. Summonses against workmen

ill distributed rather than the working power too becomes law does no harm . Among the bills in under the Masters' and Servants' Act have been

great. It proposes that less work should be troduced into Congress are a dozen or more much more frequent than the friends of either

thrown upon the chiefs by employing the puisne looking to a modification of the law of the class could wish. The release of the gas stokers

judges regularly in performing å share of the last session , repealing the franking privilege. after the expiration of one-third of the sentence

work of the after -sittings. It also suggests that The country newspapers are clamorous for free passed on them by Mr. Justice Brett, has, natu

the present constitution of the Court for Land postage for themselves, although we cannot see rally enough, stimulated the agitation for a repeal

Cases Reserved should be changed , and that “ a what justice there is , or ever has been in the of the Criminal Law Amendment Act. Com .

rota of judges thould be formed to supply one to Government affording to the publishers of those plaints of the police have been unpleasantly

sit regularly in the Court of Appeal in Chancery , sheets , favours which the rest of the people do not numerous, the acquittal of the men against whom

80 as to provide against the evil consequences of enjoy . The feeling of our people and the tendency | Mr. Belt preferred charges of misconduct and ill

the frequent divisions between the ordinary judges of the age, is against class privileges, and we trust treatment notwithstanding.-- Standard .

of that court.”
that a step backward will not be taken in the IRELAND - EXPECTED LEGAL APPOINTMENTS.

ANOTHER BLUNDER WITH THE BALLOT.- Tho matter of postal legislation . - Albany Law Journal, - The death of the Right Hon . Richard Pigot has
ballot for a new School Board at Oldham has been Dec. 13 . placed at the disposal of Her Majesty' s Govern .

followed by the discovery of an extraordinary CRIMINAL RECORDS OF 1873. - The criminal ment the great office of Chief Baron of the Irish

blunder. During the process of recasting the records of the year have been in many ways Court of Exchequer — a post worth £4600 a year.
figures yesterday morning the officials found that imarkable. Early in January Dr. Hessell, a Weneed scarcely say that for the last two days
the number of ballot papers did not correspond | Lutheran clergyman, was arrested , and positively | the Library of the Four Courts and the other

with the parcels of twenties formed before the identified by several witnesses as the suspected places where lawyers most do congregate have
counting of the votes commenced . A careful murderer of Harriett Boswell, and the rev . / been enlivened by all kinds of rumours as to the

investigation revealed the circumstance that as gentleman was regarded as a monster of licen - |manner in which the vacant office , or we should

many as 720 uncounted ballot papers from one of tiousness and barbarity until he established a say vacant offices, will be disposed of. As to the
the wards had been placed in the ballot boxes by complete alibi by overwhelmingly powerful proof. I Lord Chief Baronry itself the generalbelief is that
mistake, and taken away without being counted . / His release was followed by a lively discussion Mr. Attorney -General Palles will be raised to the

All the parties concerned were summoned to upon his experiences in the House of Detention , | dignity . The position is one of the high offices
attend at the town hall yesterday, and the addi. which led to considerable improvement in the which , “ of right, " belongs to the Attorney .

tional counting was proceeded with after a protest mode of dealing with unconvicted prisoners. All General, and the three predecessors of Chief Baron
from the representatives of the Church candidatos, attempts to discover the actualperpetrator of this Pigot, Chief Barons Brady , Wolfe , and Joy, all
who demanded that the whole of the ballot papers atrocious crime signally failed , as did also those passed from the office of Attorney -General to the
should be recounted . The final numbers declared |made with reference to the murder of the female | Presidency of the Court of Exchequer. Other

last night do not alter the result arrived at on whose mangled remains were recently found in " authorities, " however, have it that the claims of

Monday evening . different portions of the Thames. The trial of 'Mr. Palles will be satisfied with a puisne judge .

BIRKBECK LIT No
r
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ship , and thatMr. Baron Dowse, or, perhaps,Mr. attorneys were made A . D . 1457 and 1510 (35 Hen . the beneficial enjoyment. If he could have retained
Justice Fitzgerald , will succeed to the Chief 6 and 7), A .D . 1573-82, 1615-17, A .D . 1633 (8 Car , the legacy as against the residuary legatee, duty must

be paid by him , otherwise not. Did he accept the £100
Baronry. A third solution remains. It is just | 1 ) . It was ruled that each attorney should be on an understanding , binding on bis conscience , that
possible that the Government may suffer from a articled for six years. A . D . 1645 a rule was made he would release the legacy ? If so , as in the case of a
fit of economy, and take this opportunity of bring . as to attorneys attending court ; and the same in secret trust. legacy duty would not be payable : (See

ing to an issue the long-threatened diminution of 1654 , when five years' service as an articled clerk the judgment of Wickens, V . C ., in Taylor v. Cartwright,
the Irish judicial staff . Such a course should be was only required , and legal examiners were1 Araminers were | 26 L . T . Rep. N . S . 571.) Z . Y .

resisted by the unanimous voice of the country. appointed , which practice became obsolete before ( O . 46 .) ALLOTMENT OF STOCK . - The new stock , or
The cost of the judicial establishment is almost 1730, when 2 Geo . 2 , c . 23 was passed for the regu . the benefit derived from the sale of it , or of the allot.the only branch of the Imperial expenditure by lation of attorneys, & c ., followed by c. 46 for the ment letters, is unquestionably capital, and as such .
whid

must be invested in some of the securities in which

number of judges would throw out of joint the years' service. By 4 Hen . 4 , c . 19, and 1 Hen . 5 , the trustees, by the powers of the settlement or by the

legal system of the country. Supposing, how C . 4, repealed by 6 & 7 Vict. c. 73, special persons, general law , are authorised to invest it . It would be a

ever, that in the ordinary course the Attorney - including sheriffs , and by 22 Geo . 2 , c . 46 , clerks
clear breach of trust to treat it as income : (See Rouley
v . Unucin , 2 K . & J . ) . The law is clear, though the

General is raised to the Bench, Mr. Law becomes of the peace , and by 30 Gco. 2 , c. 3 , land -tax com . practice in such cases is , probably , fluctuating. Ž . Y .
Attorney-General, and then arises the question of missioners with less than £100 a year were pre
questions — who will be the new Solicitor-General? cluded from practising asattorneys. By 5 Geo. 2 ,
First in rank , first on the lips of his professional c . 18 , recently repealed, A . D . 1871, practising ( Q . 47 .) EASEMENT. - Under 2 & 3 Will. 4 , c. 71, 8. 2 ,
hrethren , is the name of Sergeant Armstrong , on attorneyg, solicitor3, and proctors could not act for twants vervac primo facia right to it. Anneuninterrupted enjoyment of an ensement as of right

whose vast practice, great legal acquirements , legally as county magistrates . The rule of court sect. 4 the only interruption within the meaning of the
and eminent professional position it is unnecessary (31 Geo . 3 ), whereby one year mightbe passed by statute is action or suit brought by the owner of the

to dilate. - Freeman . an articled clerk in an agency office, is continued | tenement over which the easement extends, or such

by the 6 & 7 Vict. c . 73, s . 6 , and 23 and 24 Vict. acts on the part of the party enjoying the easement as
show that he did not consider the easement to be his of

c. 127, s. 6 , which statutes confer a similar right. In this case A . and his predecessors bave not,

CORRESPONDENCE OF THE salutary privilege. CHR. COOKE. as I understand it , enjoyed the ensement of nailing their

PROFESSION . trees to the house for twenty years , and therefore A . is
liable to be disturbed by B . in an action on the case , or

LITERARY QUOTATIONS. — Why do lawyers of trespass brought within the limited time. But if A .
Note. - This Department of the LAW TIMEs being open to ignore poor Alexander Pope ? In a pending trial, continues to insist on the right, and B . does not bring

free discussion on all professional topics, the Editor is not the lines from his Essay on Man action till the twenty years have run out, A . can then
responsible for any opinions or statements contained in it

What can ennoble sots , or slaves, or cowards ?
plead the statute . See Bright v . Walker ( 1 C . M . & R .

Alas ! not all the blood of all the Howards, 211, 219 ; 4 Tyrw , 502) , and Wright v . Williams (3
ATTORNEYS AND SOLICITORS. - In 1850, Lord C . M . & R . 77 ; 1 Tyr , & Granger 375 ) . In most cases

were attributed to Byron . In last week 's LAW
Campbell suggested the Ipropriety of amalga of this sort it is found best to resort to arbitration.

TIMES you give Swift the credit of the couplet OWL.
mating these officials , according to Lord Sel. - Under the ciroumstances , I do not think that the
borne' s plan in the Court of Judicature Bill. Sir

To rest , the cushion and soft dean invite ,

Who never mentions hell to ears polite, servitude of allowing the annexation of trees was

W . Blackstone deemed an attorney at law as imposed on the neighbour ' s wall . I do not see how

equivalent to the procurator or proctor of the which is to be found in Pope's Moral Essays. the presumption of negligence and patience could be

civilians and canonists, being an officer of a CRITIC. raised against the owner of the wall . The trifling

character of the annexation , the possible ignorance of
sourt of record and a person put in the stead , the owner, and the difficulty of resisting the encroach
turn , or place of another to manage his legal NOTES AND QUERIES ON ment would all have to be considered . Generally speak .
matters. The original enabling statute relative ing , an easement cannot be acquired by user vi,
to attorneys is the 13 Edw . 1, c . 10, whereby they POINTS OF PRACTICE . clam , or precario, or otherwise than of right. Tacit

were allowed to appear in all pleas at West
sufferance is not sufficient : ( Tickle v . Brown , 4 Ad. & El.

minster . & c . Z . Y .Subsequent statutes extended this NOTICE . - We must remind our correspondents that this | 369) .
column is not open to questions involving points of law

right to various writs and plaints : (See 7 R . 2 , such as a solicitor should be consulted upon . Queries will

c .; 14 ; 12 Edw . 2 , st. 1, c . 1 , 3 Hen . 7 , c . 1 ; 7 Hen . be excluded which go beyend our limits . LAW SOCIETIES,
4 , c . 13 ; 23 Hen . 8 , c. 8 ; 29 Eliz . c . 5 , s . 21 ; and

N . B . - None are inserted unless the nameand address of the

writers are sent, not necessarily for publication , but as a
31 Eliz , c . 10, s . 20 ; 4 & 5 W . M . c . 18 , s . 3 ; | guarantee for bona fides .

18 Eliz. c . 5 , 8 . 1. Thus, in all actions the de. LAW ASSOCIATION .

mandant, plaintiff, tenant or defendant, might Queries. AT the usual monthly meeting of the directors ,

appear by attorney, originally, as he or she might, held at the hall of the Incorporated Law Society,
previous to 13 Edw . 1 , c . 10 , after appearance , by to a case that was decided a short time since upon the following being present. viz . : Mr. Desborough

50 . CASE IN BANKRUPTCY WANTED . - Can you refer me in Chancerylane on Thursday the 1st inst .
ime in Chancery- lane, on Thursday , the 1st inst., the

his or her responsalis or officially authorised ad . 8th General Rule, under the Bankruptcy Act 1869, in
vocate at law . In West ' s Symbolæography , A . D . , which it was decided , I think , that the higher scale of 1 chairman(chairman ) , Mr. Steward , Mr. Carpenter, Mr.
1590 , s . 352, attorneys are described as honest and costs applied where the debts exceeded £750, although Kelly , Mr. W . S . Masterman , Mr. Sawtell, Mr.
learned . Chief Justice Mansfield described them the costs were below £200 ? R . T . Sidney Smith , Mr. Styan, and Mr. Boodle (secre

as liberal, respectable , and useful. In the case of tary), a donation of £30 wasmade to the daughter
51. PROCEDURE. - Will any of your readers have the

Hatch v . Hatch , Lord Eldon pronounced an attor. of a member, grants amounting to £33 were madegoodness to answer in your next issue, and give any
ney to be not inferior in importance to a clergy . rule or authorities on the point , as to whether a Judge to the widow and daughters of four non -members,
man ; and upon one occasion Lord Tenterden of a County Court, having jurisdiction in bar and two new members were elected .
stated that he would have caused room to bemade can hear anyapplication or act in any other court other

in his court for a person who described himself as than that in which the proceedings in bankruptcy are

a solicitor, if he had used the term attorney in .
carried on ?

stead . By 33 Hen . 6 , c . 7 , repealed by 6 & 7 Vict. 52. PARTNERSHIP. - Smith and Howell enter into
c . 73, the number of attorneys in Norfolk and partnership under the style or firm of “ Smith and

NTE . -- This department of the LAW TIMES, is contributedSuffolk was limited to six , and in Norwich to two Howell.” This partnership is subsequently dissolved by EDWARD WALFORD , M . A ., and late scholar of Balliol
only . By 2 Hen . 6 . c . 3 , the Duke of Bedford was by mutual consent, Howell being paid a sum of money College, Oxford , and Fellow of the Genealogical and

entitled to appoint his attorneys. The 3 Edw . 1 ,
for his share. He thereupon established a business Historical Society of Great Britain ; and, as it is desired
of his own , placing over his shop door “ William to make it as perfect a record as possible, the families and

c . 29 ; 15 Edw . 2 , st. 1 ; 4 Hen . 4 , c. 18 , and 3 Jac. Howell," but in the directories ho describes himself as friends of deceased members of the Profession will oblige
1 , c . 7 , apply to the conduct and business of “ William Howell (late Smith and Howell), dealer in by forwarding to the LAW TIMES Office any dates and

attorneys. The latter statute names also solici. antiquities ) . " Has he any right so to describehimself, materials required for a biographical notice .

tors-at-law , persons employed to follow and take seeing that this would lead people to suppose that his
care of suits. According to an ancient authority, was the original firm ? A reference to cases will oblige. THE O 'GRADY.

STELLA.they should be " free and voluble in tongue." The death is announced of William De Courcy
Various rules of court and statutes made and 53. RIGHT OF ACTION . - Mr. Tibbs, having more dogs O 'Grady , Esq., “ The O 'Grady," of Kilballyowen,

enacted since the 13 Edw . 1 , c . 10 , define and than he required , desired his keeper ( Jinks) to kill one county Limerick , barrister-at- law ; he died re

regulate the duties of attorneys and solicitors. (a setter). Jinks, however, instead of killing thedog , cently , at his residence near Bruff , in the county

In Maugham 's Law of Attorneys, it is stated sold it to Mr. Poucher for £5. Can Mr. Tibbs recover of Limerick , in the 50th year of his age. The

that no statute affecting attorneys and solicitors
the dog from Mr. Poucher, or its value ? or can be sue
Jinks for the £5 , or bring any other action against him deceased was the eldest son of “ The O 'Grady,"

was passed after 3 Jao. c. 7 , until 2 Geo. 2 , c . 23. in respect ofthe dog ? Don . of Kilballyowen , a magistrate and deputy-lieu

This Act regulated their conduct and provided for tenant, and formerly high sheriff of the county of

their registration , also enabling each attorney to 54. MARRIED WOMEN ' S PROPERTY ACT. - A . some | Limerick, who died in 1862. His mother was

take two articled clerks for five years , one of 1 years ago gave his wife B . a sum of money to invest in Anne, only daughter of William Wise, Esq., of
which years, by rule of court, 31 Geo. 3 , might be his name in the Post Office Savings Bank , instead of

Cork , and he was born in the year 1816 . Hewaswhich B . invested same in her own name, and after
passed with the attorney ' s London agent. By wards deserted her husband . It is now desired to educated at Winchester, and at Trinity College ,

obtain an order under the 9th section of the Married Dublin , where he took his B . A . degree in 1837,
shortened to three years, in the case of a clerk Women ' s Property Act 1870 , to enable A . to have the and proceeded M . A . in 1840 ; he was called to
who has taken his degree at Oxford , Cambridge, fund invested in his own name,and I shall be glad of the Irish Bar in 1840 . The Milesian family of
or Dublin . By su nt statu the opinion of any of your readers what course it is O 'Grady, of which the deceased gentleman was

best to adopt to obtain the desired object at the least
was extended to the Queen 's University in Ire the representative, is , says Sir Bernard Burke,

SUBSCRIBER,expense ?
Zand , and the London and Durham Universities : oneof the most ancient in the far west of Ireland ;

See 6 & 7 Vict. c . 73 , and 14 & 15 Vict. c . 88 . and Dr. O 'Brien , the late Roman Catholic Bishop
By 23 & 24 Vict. c . 127, 8 . 5 , the period of articled Answers. of Cloyne, in his “ Irish and English Dictionary,"
clerkship is limited to four years, where a clerk ( Q . 42.) CONVEYANCE - STAMP, - I consider a 30s. stamp assigns Conal-Eachluath , King of Munster, A .D .

has passed any regular examination in any of sufficient in this case, as only one indenture is used . | 366, and sixth in descent from Oiliol-Olum ( of the
these colleges , whether he is a graduate ornot;and

See Rushbrooke v . Hood ( 1l Jur. 931, 17 L . J . , N . S . .
58 , C . P . ; 5 M . G . & S . 131 ), cited in Tilsley on Stamps, race of Heber, eldest son of Milesius, King of

by sect. 7 writers to the signet, solicitors before 3rd edit. p . 207, 208 , where various covenants were in . Spain , who colonized Ireland) , as the common

the Supreme Courts of Scotland, or procurator cluded in tho deed - " one indenture, relating to one ancestor of the O 'Gradies and the O 'Briens, the
before any sheriff's court in Scotland , may be subiect matter , although embracing a variety of cove latter of whom is now represented by Lord

rolled as nants." Their release appears “ incident to the sale Inchiquin , of Dromoland, county Clare. The same
in England on three years' articles ; and by 35 & 36 and conveyance of the property sold , ” as in “ Doe d . authority tells us that “ when the latter house,

Phillipps v . Phillipps (3 Per. & D . 603)," cited in Bythe
Vict. c. 81, s. 1, a similar privilege is conferred on wood Conv ., 3rd edit. . Prec. 56 . It does not appear to subsequently , in the person of Brian or Brien
members of the Faculties of Advocates in Scot. be a distinct matter, so as to be included in the Stamp Boroimhe, the renowned monarch of Ireland,

land. The articled clerk 's privilege of passing Act 1870, s . 8 , as a deed liable to separate duties. established an ascendancy of power in north

one year of his clerkship with a pleader or C . C . | Munster or Thomond, of which they becamehere
barrister was conferred by 1 & 2 Geo. 4 , c . 48, ditary rulers, the O 'Gradies came to acknowledge

(Q . 44 .) LEGATEE - DUTY, – The question whetherand 6 & 7 Vict. c . 73, 8. 6 , which latter statute re - Ici , e ar
C . D . ' s legacy is liable to duty at 10 per cent. depends

pealed thirty -one statutes relative to attorneys, lön the inhaheye; on the further question , whether the legacy was one of dynasts , or chiefs of a ' sept,' under the banners

focording to Mr. Fose. Rules of cot rts as to ' which C . D . could have had , it he had been so disposed , ' of these provincial princes.” Sir Bernard Burke,
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however , traces their actual descent no further profession for having been instrumentalin passing Wednesday . .Jan . 14 Appeal motions and appeals )
Poland Thursday 15 Appealsback than the interval between A. D . 1276 and 1309, the 3 & 4 Vict. c. 105 , which extended to Ireland

Friday . . 16 Bankrupt appeals and appealswhen the “ ghieftainship of the sept vested in most of the provisions of the English Acts, 3 & 4 Saturday Petitions in lunacy and appeal

Donald O 'Grady, who fell in battle in the latter Will. 4 , c.42,and 1 & 2 Vict. c . 110. And by both petitions
year, leaving a son Hugh O 'Grady , who acquired the public aud the lawyers he will be remembered Monday Appeals
the property of Kilballyowen (which has ever for his eloquence, patience, and unimpeachable Tuesday Appeals from the County Pala .
since been vested in the family ) by his marriage character. Men of all parties and creeds deplore tine of Lancaster , appeals

from the Stannaries Court,with the daughter and heiress of a local chief, his loss and recognize his worth while in Parlia
and appeals

named O 'Kerssick .” The O 'Grady married , in ment and on the Bench. As a judge he was | WednesdayWednesday ......... 21 Appeal motions and appeals
1841, Anne Grogan, daughter of Thomas De animated by the most earnest desire to do Thursday ............. 22 Appeals
Rinzi, Esq., of Clobemon Hall, county Wexford , justice, full and exhaustive, to every suitor. No Friday ............ Bankrupt appeals and appeals
by whom hehas left, besides other children , a son case, however intricate or perplexing, could Saturday 24 Petitions in lunacy and appeal

petitionsThomas De Courcy , born in 1844 , who now exhaust his patience . He searched out every
Monday Appealsbecomes “ The O 'Grady." detailwith unwearied assiduity, and in his charges Tuesday . ... Ditto

and decisions laboured to give every point, how . Wednesday .. 28 Appealmotions and appeals
ever minute, its due weight. This anxiety to be Thursday .. . AppealsJ . VEITCH , ESQ. just led him of late years to protract the trials at Friday .. .. .. 30 Bankrupt appeals and appeals

The late James Veitch , Esq., of Eliock , Dumfries. which he presided to what some considered an Saturday 31 Petitions in lunacy and appeal
shire, barrister-at -law , who died at Edinburgh , on petitions" unreasonable length , but the fault was univer
the 15th ult., in the seventy -fifth year of his age, The days (if any ) on which the Lords Justices shall

ge, sally acknowledged to have its origin in a high be engaged in the Full Court of Appeals or at thewas the eldest son of the late Henry Veitch , Esq., conscientiousness ; and , though the parties might Judicial Committee of the Privy Council are excepted .
of Eliock (who died in 1838) . His mother was

chafe for themoment, it was excused on account
Zepherina , daughter of Thomas Loughnan, Esq .,9 : of the high motives which prompted it . As an
ofMadeira , and he was born in the year 1799. He

equity lawyer he had few equals and no superior, Rolls Court .
was educated at Edinburgh , and was called to the whilo as a criminal judge - in which capacity it At Chancery-lane.

Scottish Bar in 1821. He had been a magistrate fell to his lot to preside over some of the most Monday ...... Jan . 12 Motions, further considera
and deputy -lieutenant since 1829, and in 1833 he important trials of the present century - he was tions, and general paper

was appointed sheriff-substitute for the county of Tuesday . .. . 13 General paperequally excellent. Wednesday . ..... . . DittoLanark . Mr. Veitch married in 1831 Hannah
Thursday Motionsand general paperCharlotte, daughter of the late James Hay, Esq.,

H . L . ANDERTON , ESQ .
Friday General paper

of Hopes, Haddingtonshire . Saturday 7 Petitions, short causes , ad .
THE late Henry Lyon Anderton , Esq., barrister. journed summonses, and

at-law ,who died at Cleckheaton , near Normanton , general paperRICHARD HARRISON , ESQ. Yorkshire, on the 23rd ult ., was the eldest son of Monday Further considerations and

The late Richard Harrison , Esq., solicitor, of William Anderton , Esq ., of Cleckheaton , and was general paper
Holywell, Flintshire, who died at his residence at Tuesday General paperborn about the year 1840. He was educated at Wednesday ..Castlehilí, on the 15th ult., in the sixty -ninth Ditto

Caius College , Cambridge,where hetook his bache. Thursday Motions and general paperyear of his age, was born in 1805, and admitted a | lor's degree in 1864 ; he was subsequently made Friday . . .. .. . General paper
solicitor in 1829. Upon the establishment of LL. B ., and was called to the Bar by the Honour. Saturday Petitions, short causes, ad .
County Courts ho was appointed Treasurer of the able Society of the Inner Temple , in 1871. He journed summonses, and
whole of the courts in Circuit No. 29, and a por went the Midland Circuit, and attended the West general paper
tion of Circuit Nos. 7 , 27, and 28 , in all about Further considerations andRiding of Yorkshire, and'Leeds borough sessions, Monday ....
twenty -three courts, which appointment he re general paper

and he also practised as a special pleader and Tuesday ... General papertained until the time of his decease. Hewas
conveyancer. Wednesday .. . . Ditto

afterwards appointed & perpetual Commissioner Thursday 29 Motions and general paper
for taking the acknowledgements of married Friday 30 General paper
women , and was also for some time a member of PROMOTIONS & APPOINTMENTS Saturday ... Petitions, short causes, ad

the Holywell Local Board . It may be truly said journed summonses, and
N . B . - Announcements of promotions being in the nature general paperthat he was a gentleman , firm of purpose , of un . of advertisements, are charged 2s , 6d . each , for which At the Rolls, unopposed petitions must be presented ,impeacbable honour, and strove always to pre postage stamps should be inclosed .

and copies left with the secretary , on or before theserve the dignity of his profession . The deceased
Thursday preceding the Saturday on which it is in .

gentleman was universally respected and es. THE Lord Chancellor has appointed Mr. William tended they should be heard .

teemed by all the officials of the courts with Allen , of Leek , Staffordshire, a Commissioner for
which he was connected, as well as by all with administering Oaths in Chancery in England ,
whom he came in contact . and the Lord Chief Justice of the Common Pleas V .C , Malins' Court.

has also appointed him a Commissioner for taking At Lincoln ' s- inn .

F . WOGDTHORPE , ESQ. the Acknowledgments of Deeds by Married Monday ...... Jan . 12 Motions, further considera
The late Mr. Frederick Woodthorpe, barrister Women, in the several counties of Stafford, Ches. tions, and general paper

Tuesday .. 13 General paper
at-law , and town clerk of the city of London, who | ter , and Derby. Wednesday 14 Ditto
died on the 19th ult., at his residence upon The Right Hon . Sir John Duke Coleridge, Kt., Thursday . Motionsand general paper
Haverstock -hill, at the age of fifty -nine, was a Lord Chief Justice of Her Majesty's Court of Friday Petitions and general paper

member of a family whose connection with the Common Pleas, has appointed Mr. William Gould , Saturday 17 Short causes, adjourned sum .
monses, and general papercity is as old as the century itself ; his grand. Todmorden , Yorkshire, solicitor, to be a Perpetual Monday ............ 19 Further considerations and

father having held the same office before him from Commissioner for taking Acknowledgments of
general paper

1801 to 1825, and his father from that date down Deeds by Married Women, under the Fines and Tuesday . . General paper
to 1842, Mr. F . Woodthorpe succeeding the late Recoveries Act, for the county of Yorkshire. Wednesday . Ditto

Dir. Serjeant Merewether in 1859 in the post, after | The Right Hon . Sir John Duke Coleridge, Kt., Thursday Motions and general paper
Friday 23having for some years been deputy town clerk . | Lord Chief Justice of Her Majesty 's Court of Saturday Petitionsand general paper

24 Short causes, adjourned sum .Dr. F . Woodthorpe was born in the year 1814 , 1 Common Pleas, has appointed Mr. William Beriah
monges, and general paper

and was educated under Dr. Valpy at the Reading Brook , of No. 1, New -inn , Strand, solicitor, to be Monday ........... County Court appeals , further

Grammar School. He was called to the Bar at
a PerpetualCommissioner for taking Acknowledg. considerations, and general

the Inner Temple in Michaelmas Term 1844 ; but ments of Deeds of Married Women under tho paper
Tuesday . .. 27 General paperhe never followed the usual business of his pro Fines and Recoveries Act, for the cities of London Wednesday .. . 3 Dittofession , his whole official life having been devoted and Westminster, and the County of Middlesex . Thursday . 29 Motionsand general paper

to the service of the Corporation of London . He Friday .. . 30 Petitions and general paper
entered the office of his father as a clerk in 1836 , Saturday Short causes, adjourned sum
and retired from the duties of town clerk in the monses , and general paper

early part of last year, upon a well -earned pension THE COURTS & COURT PAPERS,
of £1000 a year. This, however , he did not live

V . C . Bacon ' s Court.to enjoy for many months. He was buried on the SITTINGS IN AND AFTER HILARY TERM At Lincoln 's -inn .
Wednesday succeeling his death at the Highgate 1874 .Cemetery . Monday ...... Jan, 12 Motions and adjourned sum .

monses
Tuesday . .. .. 13 General paper

CHIEF BARON PIGOT. Equity Courts. Wednesday ...... 14 Ditto
The late Right Hon . David Richard Pigot, Lord Thursday Motions and adjourned sum .
Chief Baron of the Court of Exchequer in Ireland, Court of Appeal in Chancery. monses

who died on Monday, Dec. 22, 1873, at his residence 16 General paperFriday(Before the LORD CHANCELLOR .) Saturday ........ 17 Petitions, short causes , audin Merrion-square, Dublin , in the sixty -fourth year At Lincoln 's- inn . general paperof his age, was the eldest son of the late David Monday . ... .. ...Jan . 12 Appeais Monday . . . In Bankruptcy
Pigot, Esq., M . D ., of Kilworth , in the county of Tuesday . . .. .. .. ...... . . . 13 Ditto Tuesday 20 General paper

Cork , and was born in the year 1805. He was Wednesday . ... .. .. Appealmotions and appeals Wednesday ....... 21 Ditto
educated at Trinity College, Dublin , where he Thursday ......... 15 Appeals Thursday 22 Motions and adjourned sum
took his Bachelor's degree in 1825, and proceeded Friday Bankrupt appeals, petitions, monses

and appeals Friday 3 General paperM .A . in 1832. He was called to the Irish Bar in Monday Appeals Saturday 24 Petitions, short causes , andJlichaelmas Term 1826 , and was admitted a
Tuesday Ditto general paper

Bencher of the King' s Inn , Dublin, in 1839. He Wednesday Appealmotions and appeals Monday .. . 26 In Bankruptcy
was appointed Solicitor-General for Ireland in Thursday Appeals Tuesday .. . General paper

1839, and was Attorney -General from 1840 to Friday 23 Bankrupt appeals and appeals Wednesday ... Ditto

Monday AppealsSept. 1841 ; he was sworn a member of the Privy Thursday Motions and adjourned sum . .
Tuesday Ditto

Council on being appointed to this latter office, monses

Wednesday 28 Appeal motions and appeals Friday General paperand he sat in Parliament in the Liberal interest
Thursday Appeals Saturday .. Petitions, short causos , and

as representative of Clonmel from 1839 until his Bankrupt appeals, petitions, general paper
elevation to the Bench as Lord Chief Baron of the and appeals
Eichequer in Ireland in 1846 . The judge was a During Term (except on Saturdays) the Lord Chan

V . C . Hall's Court.
member of the Senate of the Queen 's University in cellor will usually sit in full Court with the Lords

At Lincoln 's- inn .Ireland, a Visitor of Maynooth College, a Commis. | Justices of the Court of Appeal,
sioner of National Education , and was created an (Before the LORDS JUSTICES.) Monday ...... Jan . 12 Motions and general paper

Tuesday . . .. .. .... .. . ... 13 General paper
HonoraryLL. D . of Dublin in 1870 . Hewasmarried , At Lincoln ' s-inn . Wednesday . .. . .. .. . 14 Ditto
batbecamea widower in 1869. The Irish Laro Times | Monday ......... Jan. 12 Appeals

Thursday ............ 15 Motions, adjourned summonses,
says :- He will long be remembered by the legal ' Tuesday .............. 13 Ditto and general paper

31 Sh

. .. ...
16
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Professional Partnerships Vissolbed .

Bankrupts. Orders of Discharge.

Friday 16 Petitions, adjourned sum ELGAR, GZORGE FREDERICK , sanitary inspector, Eastry . Pet. GLAZEBROOK, THOMAS TWAXBROOK, sen ., GLAZEBROOK .' ED .

monses, and general paper Dec . 23 . Jan . 9, at one, at Doyle and Edwards, Carey -st , Lin WARD, and GLAZEBROOK , THOMAS TWAXBROOK jun , wine mer.
coln ' s inn . Sol. Delasaux , Canterbury chants, Liverpool. Pet . Dec. 20 . Jan . 8 , at twelve, at office ofSaturday ........... 17 Short causes, adjourned sum FEAR , BENJAMIX , cooper, Berkeley. Pet. Dec. 23. Jan . 13 , at Messrs . Sandeman , St. Swithin 's - la , London . Sols. Bartlett and

monses, and general paper two, at the Bell hotel, Gloucester. Sols . Ellis and Sheppard , Atkinson , Liverpool
Monday . .. .. . General paper Gloucester GOULD , JOHN WILLIAM , grocer, Radstock . Pet. Dec . 23. Jan .
Tuesday 20 Ditto FIELD, WILLIAM , fruit salesman , Birmingham . Pet. Dec . 17. 10 , at twelve, at the Temperance hotel, Badstock . Sole. Dunn

Jan . 2, at twelve, at office of Sol. Fallows, Birmingham and Payne, FromeWednesday . 21 Ditto FRANKLIN , BERRYMAX, wholesale clothier , Church - st, Spital GRAU , JOHANN HEINRICH , cabinet maker, Titchfield -st, Oxford
Thursday Motions,adjourned summonses , fields. Pet. Dec. 18 . Jan . 7 , at three , at the Chamber of Com st. Pet . Dec . 23. Jan . 16 , at two, at offices of Sol. Nutt, Bra .

and general paper merce , 145, Cheapside. Sols . Keighley and Gething bant-ct, Phlipot - la

Friday ............. GARRETT, ALFRED, grocer , Brynmawr. Pet. Dec. 22. Jan . 8 , atPetitions, adjourned sum HARDING , DAVID , bricklayer, Colgate. Pet. Dec. 24. Jan . 14, at
twelve, at the Queen 's hotel, Newport. Sol. Jones , Aber . three, at the King's Head hotel, Horsham . Sols. Medwin , Davis,

monses, and general paper gavenny and Sadler, Horsham
Saturday ..... Short causes, adjourned sum GELDERT, CHARLES, coachbuilder, Cockermouth . Pet. Dec. 20 . HEARON , GEORGE, joiner , Leeds. Pet. Dec . 23. Jan . 12, at three.

monses and general paper Jan . 8 , at twelve, at office of Sols. Hayton and Simpson , at office of Sol, Craven , Leeds
CookermouthMonday General paper HILLS, EDWIN JOHN , carpenter, Cambridge. Pet. Dec . 24 . Jan .

GERBER, CHARLES, shipping agent, Huddersfield . Pet. Dec . 19 . 9 , at twelve , at offices of Sol. French , Cambridge
Tuesday Ditto Jan . 15, at three at offices of Sols. Messrs. Barker, Hudders HUMPHRIES, EVAN , coalminer , Aberdare . Pet. Dec . 22 . Jan . 8 .
Wednesday .. Ditto fielt at one , at offices of Sol. Beddoe, Aberdare
Thursday .... . Motions,adjourned summonses, HECHT, CHARLES WILLIAM , watch maker, Praed -st, Padding ILLINGWORTH , THOMAS, beerseller, Batley . Pet . Dec . 24 . Jan .

ton . Pet . Dec. 22. Jan . 12, at two, at office of Sols. Tilley and 9 , at quarter-past ten , at office of Sols. Messrs. Scholes, Dewg.
and general paper Liggins, Finsbury. pl-south bury

Friday ... .. .. .. . .. ... 30 Petitions, adjourned sum - HEDGETHORN, JAMES, Oystermerchant, Shoreham , and Brigh - JONES, JOHN , joiner, Llanrwst . Pet. Dec. 20 . Jan . 14 , at twelve,
monses, and general paper ton . Pet . Dec . 20. Jan . 17 , at twelve , at J . Bertie, 6 , Great at office of Sol. James, Llanrwst

Saturday ............ 31 Short causes, adjourned sum James -et, Bedford -row , Sol. Goodman , Brighton JOEL, MARY ANN , and GRIFFITIS, DAVID , manufacturers of
HEMMINGS, HENRY, mason , Bristol. Pet . Deo . 23 . Jan . 5 , at steel files , Sheffield . Pet . Dec. 20 . Jan . 6, at two, at the Cut

monses , and general paper eleven , at office of Sol. Essery , Bristol ler 's -hall, Sheffield . Sol. Allen , Sheffield
N . B . - In Vice - Chancellor Hall' s Court no cause , HERCY, CHRISTINA AXA, lodging-house keeper, Hereford . JUDSON , WILLIAM STAPLETOX , farmer , Rainton , Pet . Deo. 23 .

rd , Westbourne- grove. Pet. Dec. 22. Jan . 12, at three, at officesmotion for decree or further consideration , can , except Jan . 14, at one, at the Royal Oak hotel, Ripon . Sols . Simpson
of Solg. Messrs. Paddison, Lincoln ' s inn -fields and Burrell

by order of the court, be marked to stand over , if it be HILTON , JAMES, grocer, Lupus -st, Pimlico . Pet. Dec . 22. Jan . KNOWLES, THOMAS, chemist, Seymour-st, Euston - sq . Pet . Dec.
within twelve of the last cause or matter in the printed 20 , at one, at office of Sol. Foster, King's- rd , Gray's -inn 20 . Jan, 7 , at one, at ofHoe of Sol. Harcourt, King's -rd , Bedford .

paper of the day for hearing. HODGSON, JOHN OSWALD , victualler, Long acre . Pet. Dec . 24 . row
Jan , 14, at three, at the Enterprise, 96, Long acre. Sol. Arm LUMB, JAMES grocer, Bradford . Pet. Dec, 22 . Jan . 2 , at three, at

Any causes intended to be heard as short causes strong, Old Jewry office of Sol. Burnley , Bradford
before the Master of the Rolls or either of the Vice HOGGINS, HENRY, merchant's clerk , New Cross - rd . Pet . Deo. NICHOLSOX , GEORGE HENRY, merchant, Manchester. Pet. Dec .
Chancellors must be so marked at least one clear day 23 . Jan . 7 , at twelve, at the Clarence hotel, Brighton . Sol. 24 . Jan . 17 , at three, at offices of Pritchard and Englefield ,

Smedley , Fleet -stbefore the same can be put in the paper to be so heard , Little Trinity - la , London . Sols . Hinde, Milne, and Sudlow ,
HOLMES, CHARLES. baker, Kent- st , Southwark, and Long lane, Manchester

and the necessary papers left in the court with the Bermondsey . Pet . Deo . 22 . Jan . 8 , at one, at office of Sol. OGDEN, HETH, engineer, Castleford . Pet. Dec. 24 . Jan . 10, at
judge' s officer the day before the cause comes into the Reeve, Lilypot- la , Noble -st one, at office of Sol. Hardwick , Leeds
paper . HUMPHREYS, JOSEPH , grocer , Greenfield , near Holywell. Pet . PIKE, SAMUEL, mariner , Ramsgate . Pet. Dec. 18. Jan. 12 , at

Dec. 20 . Jan . 7 , at two, at the Queen ' s hotel, Chester. Sol. three, at offloeg of Sol. Walford , Ramsgate
Mnes POCOCK . HENRY, clerk , Belitha - villa -west, Barnsbury. Pet.

JOHNSTONE,GEORGE, linen draper, Sheffield . Pet. Dec. 22. Jan . Dec . 24 . Jan . 12, at three, at office of Sol. Stokes, Chancery .la
9 , at three , at offices of Sols . Messrs . Clegg, Sheffield PRATT, MATTHEW TAYLOR , shawldealer , Nottingham . Pet. Dec.

JONES , WILLIAM MORRIS, mantle manufacturer, Hamsell-st, 24 . Jan . 12 , at twelve, at ofroe of Sol. Preston , Nottingham
Falcon - sq . Pet . Dec . 22. Jan . 12, at one, at office of Sols . RUER , JOSEPH BRADBURY, auctioneer, High $ Kingston . Pet .

Court of Queen 's Bench , Barnard and Harris, Finsbury -circus Dec. 23. Jan . 9, at three, at office of Sol. knight, Newgate - st,
KEABLE , SAMUEL, Cowkeeper , Blackhorse -la , Walthamstow . City

SITTINGS AT NISI PRIUS - IN TERM . Pet. Dec. 22. Jan . 7 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Chubb , Buck TAYLOR, JAMES, draper, Blackpool. Pet. Dec. 23 . Jan . 9, at
Middlesex . lersbury three, at the Home Trade Association Rooms, Manchester . Sol.

Tuesday ............ Jan . 13 |Monday ......... Jan. 26 KING , JOHx, baker , Kingston -on - Thames. Pet. Dec . 22. Jan . 15. Charnley , Blackpool
at twelve , at office of Sols . Wilkinson and Howlett, Kingston TERRY, EDWARD,hop factor, Deal. Pet. Dec , 23. Jan . 13 , at one,

wered " No London sittings this Term .. ... . . . . 19 on - Thames at the King's Arms inn , Sandwich . Sol. Emmerson , Sandwich
LANGTOX, THOMAS BENXETT, merchant, Newcastle . Pet. Deo . THOMPSON , JOSEPH , out of business , Liverpool. Pet. Dec. 22 .

23. Jan . 6 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Garbutt, Newcastle Jan . 6 , at two, at offices of Sols, Tyrer, Sinith , and Kenion ,AFTER TERA, LAWSON , JOHx , farmer, Minster Acres. Pet. Dec. 20 . Jan . 6 , at Liverpool
Middlesex . London . eleven , at office of Keenlyside and Foster, St. John 's .chmbs, TURNER, CHARLES, fish merchant, Bristol. Pet. Dec . 93 . Jan .

Monday............... Feb . 2 |Monday ............ Feb. 16 Grainger- st west, Newcastle . Sol. Winship , Newcastle 12 . at one, at offices of Messrs. Williams and Co ., public
MARCHINTOX , JOHN MORETOX, implementmanufacturer, Leeds. accountants, Bristol. Sols. Brittan , Press, and Inskip , Bristol

Jan . 7, at three, at offices of Sols. Fawcett and Malcolm ,
Leeds Gazette, Dec . 23 .

MAY, EDMUXD , brewer, Worle. Pet . Dec, 23 . Jan . 13 , at twelve, WILLMOTT, RICHARD , journeyman fancy leather case maker,
at offices of Sol. Chapman , Weston- super -Mare Birmingham . Pet. Dec . 18 . Jan . 2 , at three , at offices of Sols.

METCALF, JOHN , carver, Middlesborough . Pet. Dec. 19 . Jan . 9. Messrs. Brown , Birmingham
at eleven , at office of Sol. Addenbrooke, Middlesborough WOOLER, WILLIAM , pawnbroker, Leeds . Pet. Dec . 19 . Jan . 3,

MILLS, GEORGE THOMAS , viotualler, Bristol. Pet. Dec . 23. Jan . at twelve, at office of Sol. Pullen , Leeds

at eleven , at offices of Sols. Essery, Bristol WYBORN , ALFRED, baker, Eastry . Pet . Dec . 18 . Jan. 5 , at one
OSBORNE, THOMAS, tin plate worker, Birmingham . Pet, Dec. 22. at the King's Arms Inn , Sandwich . Sol. Emmerson , Sand

Jan . 8, at twelve, at office of Sol. Hawkes, Birmingham wich

Gazette, Dec . 23 . PERKINS, SAMUEL , grocer , Norfolk - ter , Bayswater. Pet . Deo . 22 . ZINGLER, HENRY, Commission merchant, Basinghall-st. Pet.
Jan . 8 , at three, at J . Bath and Co. accountants , 40A, King Dec . 17 . Jan . 5 . at eleven , at offices of Challis and Co.,

CUTLER and TURNER , attorneys and solicitors, Bedford -sq . Nov William - st. Sol. Peckham accountants, Clement's -la . Sol. Easton , Clifford 's - inn
1. (William Henry Cutler and Edward Goldwin Turner .) ROBINSON ,WILLIAM , butcher, Whitehaven . Pet . Dec. 22. Jan .

9 , at one, at office of Sol. Atter, Whitehaven
RUSHWORTH, THOMAS, plumber, Idle , par . Calverley. Pet . Deo .

23. Jan . 9, at three , at office of Sol. Rennolls , Bradford
SARGEANT, CHARLES, baker, Hanley . Pet. Dec . 17 . Jan . 7 , at
eleven , at office of Sol. Stevenson , Stoke-upon - Trent Gazette, Dec. 12.Gazette, Dec, 26 . SEYMOUR, THOMAS , innkeeper , Henley -on -Thames. Pet. D D 'ALTEYRAC, JUNTA MARIA , no occupation , Park -st, Grosvenor

To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court , Basinghall.street. 16 . Jan . 5, at eleven , at office of Sol. Gledhill, Reading square
BONBERNARD . LOUIS , diamond dealer, St. Benet - pl, Grace SIMON, ALBERT MARTIN , pawnbroker , Birmingham . Pet. Dec . Gazette, Dec . 23 ,
church -st. Pet. Dec. 23 . Reg. Pepys. Sur. Jan . 13 23. Jan . 7, at eleven , at office of Sol. Cottrell , Birmingham

SINICO , JOSE , gentleman , Bedford -pl.Ross , JAMES, outfitter, Queen 's -rd , Peckham . Pet. Dec. 23. Pet. Dec. 23. OWEN , DAVID LEWIA , colliery agent, CardiffJan .
Reg . Spring- Rice. Sur. Jan . 15

SOUTHCOATES, FREDERICK, Joiner, Everton , near Liverpool12, at twelve, at office of Sols . Messrs . Brandon, Essex - st ,
TRENCHARD, GEORGE, cheese factor, Little Britain . Pet . Dec. Strand

23 . Reg . Pepys. Sur . Jan . 13 SIMPSON , JOSEPH , carter, Altrincham . Pet. Deo . 20 . Jan . 8,
at three , at offices of Sols. Nicholls , Hinde, and Co., Altrin .

To surrender in the Country . cham
FISHER, ALFRED, engineer, Gosport. Pet. Dec. 19 . Reg . Howard Smitu , THOMAS JONES, patent liquid extractor manufacturer. BANKRUPTS” ESTATES.
Sur. Jan . 31 De Beauvoir crescent, Islington . Pet. Dec . 16 . Jan . 5 . at i The Official Assignees, & c . , are given , to whom apply for theHUTCHINSON , ROBERT. grocer, Spennymoor. Pet. Dec. 23. Reg . eleven , at H . S . Hanter, 47, London -wall. Sol. Ede, Clements .
Marshall, Sur. Jan . 9 la , Lornbard -st Dividends.

MUSK , ROBERT, blacksmith, Ilketshall. Pet. Dec. 22. Reg . SOUTER , RICHARD COWLEY,music seller, Manchester. Pet. Dec. Bacon , J . miller, first and final, 4g. 54d . At Truat. J. Eaden, 15.
Walker . Sur. Jan . 14 22. Jan . 7. at three " at office of Sols. Sale, Shipman , Seddon , Sidney -st, Cambridge. - Couchar, J . Draper first and final, ls. 8jd .

TAYLOR, JOHN, joiner, Facit, near Rochdale. Pet. Dec , 23. Reg. and Sale , Manchester At Trust. J . Kerr , 28 , Faulkner- st, Manchester . De Groot, M . A .
Tweedale. Sur. Jan . 7 STENNING , EDWARD, corn factor, Mark -la , and Catherine- ct. general factor, first and final, 28 . At Trust. W . N . Fisher, 4,

Wilson , JOSEPH , bootmaker, Altrincham . Pet . Dec. 24 . Reg . Seething- la . Pet. Deo . 22 . Jan . 13 , at three, at offices of Sols . Waterloo -street, Birmingham . - Hillary , J . ironmonger , second .
Kay. Sur. Jan . ) Plews and Irvine, Mark - la 28 . 6d . At Trust . J. W . Snelling , 82 , High - st, Winchester. - James,

Gazette, Dec . 30. WAINWRIGHT, ISAAC, grocer , Nelson . Pet. Dec . 19 . Jan . 6 . at E . builder, second , 28. Gd . At Trust. H . W . Banks, 23 , Coleman .st
three , at office of Sols . Southern and Nowell, Burnley

To surrender in the Country .
Jones, T . grocer, first and final, 78, At Trust. J . Collins, jun ,

WATSON, JAMES, tailor, Coventry . Pet . Deo. 19 Jan . 14 , at two, Broad -st, Bristol. - Patterson , T . jeweller, 58. 44d. At Trust.BUTLER, MATTHEW , framework knitter, Nottingham . Pet. Deo. at office of Sol. Homer, Coventry J . E . E . Dawe, 8, Union - ter , Union - st, Plymouth . Shackleton, A .27 . Rek . Patchitt, Sur. Jan . 14 WHITTAKER , RICHARD , watchmaker, Spencer- pl, Blackheath builder, first and final, 5s . At Trust . T . Kendall, Shipley . - Verney,
COOKERTOX , ROBERT BLACKBURX , felmonger, Warrington . vilare. Blackheath . Pet . Dec. 22 . Jan . 21, at three , at offices H . farmer , first, 109. At Trust. H . K . Thorne, Cross- st, Barn .

Pet. Dec . 24 . Reg . Nicholson . Sur , Jan , 12 of Sols. Ingle, Cooper, and Holmes, City Bank -ohmbs , Thread . staple . - Warlow , W . H . ironmonger , first, 88 . At Trust. W . N .
CRAWSHAW , JAMES ; CRAWSHAW ,WILLIAM ; CRAWSHAW , JOHN : needle -st Fisher , 5 , Waterloo - st, Birmingham
and STEPHENSON , JOHX TAYLOR, drysalters , Elton . Pet. Deo . WILLIAMS, HENRY, timber merchant, Bristol. Pet. Dec. 18 . Richardson , H . widow , Creech St. Michael, further , 19. At Reg .
24 . Reg . Holden . Sur. Jan . 8 Jan . 3 , at twelve, at Hancock , Trigge, and Co . Bristol. Sol. Daw , Exeter

PORTCH , WILLIAM , publican , Wheathampstead . Pet. Dec . 19 . King , Bristol Birch , T . farmer, first, Is. 4d . At Trust . S . Broad, Norfolk -house,
Reg . Blagg . Sur. Jan . 14 WILLIAMSON , THOMAS, victualler, Aston -village, near Birming . Hereford . - Crook , J . manufacturing chemist, first and final, ed.

WOOLF, SOLOMON, jeweller , Birmingham . Pet. Dec. 23. Reg. ham . Pet. Dec. 22. Jan . 9 , at three, at offices of Sols. Messrs. At Trust . T . W . Gillibrand , 56 , George-st, Manchester .- Crossley, J .
Onauntler. Sur. Jan . 12 Brown, Birmingham jun ., woolstapler , first, 4s . At Trust. J . P . Birtwhistle , Crown- st ,

BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED. Wood , JAMES, builder , Hampton - st , Walworth -rd . Pet . Dec . Halifax. - Dimond, 0 . E . bootmaker, first and final, 28 . 6d . At
22 , Jan . 8 , at one, at orces of Sols . Rose and Thomas, Salisbury . Trust . J . Pentony, 5 , Commutation - row , Liverpool - Hari, E .

Gazette, Doc. 23 . st, Strand pawnbroker , first, 18 . ed . At Trust . W . W . Hayward , High-st,

ALLAWAY, STEPHEN, gentleman , Woolston . June 9 , 1873 WRIGHT, FREDERICK BRITTAIX , packer , Manchester Pet. Deo. Rochester. - Iverson , W . J . leather seller, first and final, 3s. 11d .

INGMAN, GEORGE BLAND, tutor, Millbrook . Nov . 9, 1871 23. Jan. 12, at three, at offices of Sols. Messrs. Whitworth , At Trust. S . Culley . Guildhall-ohmbs, Norwich . - Jones, C . W .
Manchester tailor, first and final, ls . 9d . At Trust . T . W . Gillibrard, 55,

Gazette, Dec , 26 . Gazette, Dec . 30.
George- st, Manchester . - Musselluchite, C . of Longfleet, first, 48. ed .

FINCH , JOHN, publican, Ramsgate . Sept. 13 , 1873 At Aldridge and Harker, King - st, Poole . - Payne, R . W . cornimer
ALLARD, MAURICE, saddler, Tewkesbury . Pet . Dec . 23. Jan . 9. cbant, first , 68. 8d . At Trust . W . Sharp , 20 , Gresham - st. - Robinson,
at eleven , at office of Sols. Moores and Romney, Tewkesbury F . cheesemonger , first and final, 7d . At Trust . B . B . Smith , 45,

AXDERSON,MARY, Wellingborough . Pet . Dec , 23 . Jan . 9, at two. Cheapside.-- Sunn , C . victuallor , first, 4B . At Trust. H . Tarratt,
at the Angel hotel, Wellingborough . Sols . Dolman and Cole 10, Market- st, Leicester . - Thomas, M . wholesale stationer, second,

ls. At Walker and Litchfield , Accountants, Temple - chmbs, 4, St.graveFIRST MEETINGS. ATKINSON , WILLIAM HENRY, and ATKINSON , JAMES, general James's -sq , Manchester

Gazetto, Dec . 26 . inerchants , Manchester. Pet . Dec . 24 . Jan . 19, at three , at
office of Sol. Sampson , Manchester

ALDOUS, WILLIAM , builder , Armagh -rd , North Bow . Pet. Dec . BARRETT, ARTHUR, woollen draper, Bradford . Pet. Deo. 20 .
20 . Jan . 5 , at two, at office of Sole . Hudson , Matthews, and Co ., Jan . 7 . at twelve, at offices of Messrs . Blackburn , Accountants . BIRTHS MARRIAGES AND DEATHS
Bucklersbury Bradford . Sol. Mumford , Bradford

ASTBURY, JOHN , coal dealer , Burslem . Pet, Dec. 19. Jan . 5, at BARRETT, THOMAS , baker, Aldbourn . Pet . Dec . 19 . Jan . 5 , at BIRTHS.
eleven , at office of Sol. Hollinshead , Tunstall eleven , at the Three Swans hotel, Hungerford . Sol. Luong , New CHAMBERLAIX . - On the 27th ult ., at Holyrood House, Llandudno,

BARBER, JOSEPH WILLIAM , ironmonger, Gloucester. Pet . Dec. bury the wife of Reginald S . Chamberlain , solicitor, of a daughter.
20 . Jan . 1, at twelve, at the Queen ' s hotel. Birmingham . Sol. BLUNDELL, FREDERICK , miller , Belbroughton , Pet. Dec . 24 . FORD . -- On the 29th ult ., at Southwick -place , Hyde- park -square,
Cooke, Gloucester Jan . 8, at ball.past twelve, at the Golden Cross hotel, Broms. Edmund S . Ford , Eeq ., barrister -at - law , of a daughter

BEBBINGTON , WILLIAM , builder, Chorlton -on -Medlock. Pet . grove. Sol. Collis , Stourbridge INGRAM . On the 3rd ult., at Lucknow , British India , the wife ol
Dec . 18 . Jan . 14, at three, at the Falstaff hotel, Manchester . 1 BOUCHER, MARY, lodging house keeper , Cambridge . Pet. Dec . T . Lewis Ingram , of the Middle Temple, barrister-at- law , of %
Sol. Law , Manchester 24 . Jan . 12, at eleven , at office of Sols . Ellison and Burrowe, daughter .

BENTLEY, WILLIAM , fruiterer , Hanley Pet Dec . 16 . Jan . 7. at Cambridge KINGBFORD. - On the 27th ult , at Scart Cottage, Hampstead , the
three, at office of Sol. Stevenson , Hanley BRAHAM . HENRY JAMES, out of business, Cologne- rd . New wife of Douglas Kingeford , barrister -at- law , of a daughter .

BRASHOLZ, HENRY, refreshment house keeper , City -rd . And Wandsworth . Pet. Dec . 22. Jan . 12, at three , at offices of Sols . THIRLWALL - On the 27th ult ., at the Palace, Aberywilli, the
Duncan - ter, Islington . Pet. Dec. 20 . Jan . 5 , at eleven , at office Hicklin and Washington , Trinity -sq . Borough wife of John Thirlwall , Esq ., barrister-at-law , of a daughter .
of Sol. Allen , Brunswick . st BURGOYNE, ROBERT, mariner , Ramegate . Pet . Dec. 24 . Jan . 12, WILLIAMS - On the 26th ult., at 6, Berkeley -gardens, Campden

BROQUET, ADRIAN, watch manufacturer , Torrington -sg, Blooms. at one, at offices of Doyle and Edwards, Carey -st, Lincoln 's -inn . hill, the wife of Roland L . Vaughan Wiliams, barrister-at-Law ,
bury . Pet. Dec. 10 . Jan . 5 , atthree , at office of Sols. Bushby Sol. Delasaus, Canterbury of a daughter.
and Winkworth , Oxford -st. Regent. circus CLIFFORD , JOHN HENRY, grocer, Hangerford . Pet. Dec. 20. Jan . MARRIAGES .

BUTLER, MATTHEW , framework knitter, Sutton - in - Ashfield . 6 . At two, at offices of Nichols and Leatherdale , hooountants , 14 , STREETER - WALKER. - On the 31st Dec ., at the parish church ,
Pet. Deo , 23 . Jan . 13 , at twelve , at office of Sol. Cursham , Old Jewry .chbs. Sol. Harling, Fleet -st , London Addington , Surrey, by his Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury,
Mansfield COOMBS, ALFRED JOHN , baker, Ryde. Pet. Dec. 15 . Jan . 12. at assisted by the Rev . F . Spooner , John Soper Streeter , solicitor ,

CHEESEMAN, ISAAC, grocer, Hull. Pet . Dec . 23. Jan . 8 , at one, three, at the Sussex hotel, Southsea of Croydon , to Marion , youngest daughter of Marmaduke
at office of Sols. Messrs . Watson , Hull ELLIS , ROBERT JOSEPH , manufacturing chemist, Liverpool. Pet . Walker, Esq ., of Addington Lodge, Addington.

COPE . GEORGE DEAN , painter , Macclesfield . Pet. Dec. 22 . Jan . 7. Dec . 22. Jan . 6 , at two, at office of Sol. Etty , Liverpool WILSON - PHILLIPS. - On the 27th ult., at Unity Church , Ibling

at two, at office of Sol. Hand, Macclesfield FRANKLIN , FREDERICK WILLIAM , grocer, Queen ' s -rd , Croydon . ton , Roland Knyvet Wilson , M . A ., late Fellow of King 's Coll..

DANIELS, JOHN , window blind maker, Manchester . Pet . Dec. Pet. Dec. 24 . Jan . 10. at eleven , at offices of Messrs. Berry , Camb. barrister-at- law , to Christina Whiting, youngest
22 . Jan . 12, at three , at Messrs . Horner, 1, Ridgefield , Man Greening, and Co., 26 , Farringdon st. Sol. Knight, Newgate- st, daughter of the late Richard Phillips, F . R . S .
chester. Sol. Law , Manchester E .C . DEATH .

DELL, CHARLES, manufacturer of fancy goods, Alfred - st, Cole FRANKLIN , MORRIS LEVY, Italian warehouseman , Manchester. I ABRAHAM . On the 14th ult , at Alglers, Thomas Smyth Abra
brook row , Lelington . Pet. Dec . 13. Jan . 5 , at twelve, at office Pet. Dec . 24. Jan . 14, at three, at office of Sol. Rylance , Man . ham , aged 35 , of Exeter College, Oxford , B . A ., and of Lin *
of H . T . Thwaites, Basinghall -et. Sol. Fulcher, Basinghall-et chester coln 's- inn, barrister -at-law .

Dividends.

Liquidations by Arrangement.

the 27th onebarristeria Palace,
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W . - Ex parte Daglish is reported 29 L . T. Rep. N . S . 168 .
Anonymous communications are invariably rejected .
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not necessarily for publication, but as a guarantee of good faith .

to do so by her husband, and could make her separate estate liable
by her contracts. We have recently pointed out that even at
common law a wife having a separate property may affect it by
her general engagements, and we cited cases in equity where the
doctrine was recognised , and where eminent Judges said that they
considered the same rule would prevail at law if the question
were raised . The learned County Court Judge did not give his
attention to this argument, but considering that by the Married

Women 's Property Act no liability to be sued was imposed on the
wife, he treated her as an ordinary married woman . We should
like to see this question thoroughly argued .
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Wethink it is highly desirable, quite irrespective of any proceed
ings in Reg. y . Castro, that the law of contempt of court should

be thrown into a statute. County Court Judges can only cominit
or fine " if any person shall wilfully insult the judge or any juror,
or any officer of the court. . . . or wilfully interrupt the proceed
ings in court, or otherwise misbehave in court. . . . " (9 & 10 Vict .
c. 95 , s . 113, and see R . v . Jolliffe , L . Rep . 8 Q . B . 136 ). But the

powers of the superior courts have never been touched by statute,
and are practically unlimited at common law . They may even

commit for “ speaking or writing contemptuously of the court or
judges acting in their judicial capacity ; ' and , in short, for anything
which demonstrates a gross wantof respect for the court. Theevi
dence is on affidavit ; there is no jury ; the accused party may be
called upon to answer on oath (a course, says Blackstone,notagree

able to the genius of the common law in any other instance), and
the court may fine and imprison ad infinitum . Large powers, and

larger than County Court powers,may well be entrusted to the
superior Judges ; but we think the very fact that their present
powers emanate from the aula regia of immemorial antiquity is

the strongest reason why they should be defined by a modern
Act of Parliament. Apropos, what are the powers in this respect
of a County Court judge sitting in Bankruptcy ? By sect . 66 of
the Bankruptcy Act 1869, he has all the powers of a Judge of the
High Court of Chancery , in addition to his ordinary powers as a

County Court Judge. It would seem , therefore, that his powers
to commit for contempt are not limited by the County Court Act,

but are as wide as those of the superior courts ; which result was
not,we think, intended.
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The secretary of a railway company, ordered by a court of law to
produce documents upon a subpoena duces tecum , and ordered by
his directors to withhold them , and so disobey the subpona, bäs
been happily extricated from his dilemma by the Court of Common
Pleas, in the late case of Crowther v . Appleby (reported last week )
in which the court refused to attach the secretary for disobedience
to the subpoena. There was, we think , quite sufficient authority
for the decision , and we would refer those of our readers who
take an interest in the subject to the case of Amery v . Long
( 9 East, 470) in which the whole history of the writ of subpena
will be found reviewed by Lord ELLENBOROUGH , it having been
argued in that case that the suhpona duces tecum had no com
pulsory obligation in law . But the practical inconvenience which
is exemplified by Crowther v . Appleby, and which was adverted to
by Mr. Justice Denman in the course of the argument, is so great
that it seemsalmost to need a Legislative remedy. If a corpora
tion is unwilling to produce documents, how can it be compelled
to do so ? The secretary or any other servant in whose custody
the required documents may be, if served with the subpoena ,may,
it appears, be effectually ordered by his masters to disobey it. By
sect. 16 of the Common Law Procedure Act 1852, every writ of
summons issued against a corporation aggregate may be served
upon one of its officers , and there would seem to be no reason in
principle why a writ of subpoena duces tecum should not be served

also. With regard to the point left doubtful by the court, viz .,
whether an action would lie for refusing to produce papers,
although an attachment would not be granted , it may be noticed
that by stat. 5 Eliz . c . 9 , s . 12 , which gives the right of action in
affirmance of the common law , a " reasonable or lawful impedi
ment" is expressly mentioned as an excuse for not appearing

“ according to the tenor of the process."
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Law and the Lawyers.
ONE of the points under the Married Women 's Property Act

which we referred to last week , namely , the liability of a married
woman carrying on separate trade to be sued, has arisen and been
decided in the Manchester County Court. The case will be found
reported in another column, and the law is laid down as we stated
it. Although a married woman is empowered by the Act to hold
property altogether freed from the control of her husband, and may
sue on contractsmade with her, yet when sued by those with whom
she has incurred a liability , she may plead her coverture and de
feat the action . It was urged on behalf of the plaintiff that a
liability to be sued was by implication imposed by the Act on
married women carrying on separate trade, and that even indepen .

dently of the Act a woman trading alone was impliedly authorised
VOL , LVI. - No. 1606.

In more than one of the recent registration appeals in the Common
Pleas the respondents were not represented by counsel, and Mr.
Justice DENMAN remarked upon the inconvenience of this practice,
which is calculated to act prejudicially on the interpretation of the
law . Whilst we cannot go with the learned Judge this length , we
agree that it is to be desired that both sides of a question of law
should be argued before it is decided . The evil is one, however,
for which there is no remedy, and respondents are quite right, if
they think a point doubtful, and particularly if they are the ob
jectors and not the voters, to incur no expense in supporting the
decision of the revising barrister. In other cases the omission to
support decisions obtained below may have serious consequences,
and an instance of this comes to us from Margate. The members
of a club called the Union Club were convicted ,under the Licensing
Act, of keeping open during prohibited hours. They appealed to

the borough quarter sessions, but no counsel was retained to
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support the conviction . The Recorder thereupon allowed the conditions for the performance of a request which is based entirely

appealwith costs. The licensed victuallers of Margate are , not upon the comity of nations, and which , if granted , is altogether

unnaturally, very indignant, and believe that, had the case been ex gratia . “ We therefore request you that, in furtherance of

that of an ordinary publican , a differentmeasure of justice would justice, you will, by the proper and usual process of your court,

have been meted out. It is dangerous to criticise a decision cause such witnesses to appear before you , and there to answer,
without having seen a full report of it ,butwe conceive that if the & c ., & c .' This is the formula in which the letters are couched.

conviction was quashed simply because it was appealed against and Wecannot dictate the methods to be pursued by the court whose

not supported , such a course of proceeding is not that usually | assistance we invoke. The rules and practice of the foreign court

prevailing with reference to appeals. As pointed out above, it is must be the law of procedure in such cases. Letters rogatory

not only at quarter sessions that decisions are not supported on were unknown to the common law . They came to us from the

appeal, but the court considers the grounds of the decision ap civil law , though the admiralty courts and the civilians seem to

pealed against, and gives judgment after fully considering the case. agree that in all that concerns the formsofprocedure in such cases,

We certainly think that magistrates ought to take care that their the Judge ought to observe the laws of his own country . We
decisions, deliberately arrived at, should be properly supported may therefore adopt, in the present case, the language of Judge

when appealed against . In the Margate case the borough has to WASHINGTON, in Nelson V . The United States (1 Peters C . C . R .

pay the costs of the appeal without the satisfaction of having the 237 ) : “ Where the business is taken out of the hands of per

question argued , which , we think , justifies the outcry which has sons appointed by this court, the ends of justice seem to require a

been raised . departure,' in some degree, from the ordinary rules of evidence .

To what extent this departure would go has never yet been

The dashing speech of the SOLICITOR -GENERAL at the dinner of decided in this court, and it is not necessary at present to lay

the Oxford Druids was probably read by themembers of the legal
down the limitation .' Doubtless, if it should appear that any of

Profession with the attention which it deserved . It will, there the substantial requisites of justice , as we administer it , had been

fore, have been remarked that in his attitude towards lawyers omitted , or any unfair advantage given to either party , wewould

generally , he presents a striking contrast to his predecessor, the reject the depositions, no matter what solemnities of form had at

present MASTER of the ROLLS. We may briefly mention the two
tended the taking of them . But under the circumstances attend

Occasions in the course of his speech on which he expresses his ing the execution of these letters rogatory by the Royal Circuit

opinion about his own profession . Speaking of the manner in Court at Schweinfurt, we cannot regard the attendance of the

which his own college had employed its endowments, he said : plaintiffs' attorney as a circumstance of that character. He ap

“ When I think of the foundation of Trinity College and the use pears to have attended in pursuance of a notification of the Judge

she has made of it , and contrast her conduct with that of another who took the depositions,and was required by him to verify them

foundation of about equal wealth , administered, I am sorry to say by his signature. It thus very plainly appears that his attend

by my own Profession , the Inns of Court- when I think how ance was altogether in conformity with the rules of procedure in

much the one and how little the other has done for those with the foreign tribunal,and the character of the court which executed

whose education they are equally charged , I confess it is a subject our request affords ample assurance that his presence was not

on which I do not care to dwell, for it is only an additional example permitted in any degree to prejudice the defendants' rights." We

of that, which I have had too often occasion to observe that of think this is a very correct and useful statement of the view to be

all classes of men, lawyers are those who most obstinately cherish taken of the proceedings of foreign courts.

abuses and most successfully resist reform .” This is a sweeping

condemnation which we certainly think recent events do not

justify . The obstructiveness of the governing bodies of the Inns
BARON MARTIN .

of Court everybody acknowledges ; but they form a smallminority A JUDGE who has been on the Bench for twenty -three years, who

of English “ lawyers,” the great majority of whom are anxious to during that period has been hard at work administering the law

see the revenues of the Inns ofCourt properly employed . Again , with temper, judgment, and ability , retires into private life carry

Sir WILLIAM HARCOURT expresses his belief that any measure for ing with him the gratitude of the public and the respect and

simplifying the transfer of land will find its most energetic esteem of the legal profession . Of no one can this be said more

opponents among solicitors. “ I know ," he said , “ I am treading emphatically than of Baron MARTIN. For someperiod the learned

on dangerous ground ; but still I will venture to affirm that if a Judge has been suffering from an infirmity of hearing which has

reform of this character is opposed , it will not be by the landed seriously inconvenienced him in the discharge of his judicial

interest, butby a class of men far more influential than Solicitors . duties, but up to the last he has manifested that kindness and

General - I mean solicitors in particular.” Did Sir WILLIAM consideration towards his brother Judges which has always distin

observe the demeanour of the “ solicitors in particular " when I guished him , he having within the last week sat at chambers

Lord SELBORNE's Land Title and Transfer Bill was before the for a member of his own court.

House last session ? What evidence was there of the opposition It is not accorded to every Judge to occupy a large amount of

coming mainly or at all from solicitors ? Weaddressed ourselves public attention ; the qualifications which make a useful puisne

with care and, we hope, intelligent industry to the details of the Judge are not as a rule consistent with brilliant oratorical powers,

measure, and pointed out its defects . But we were surprised at and other gifts which excite public admiration . We have in our

the apparent indifference of solicitors on a subject so closely chiefs of the common law courts , specimens of the men more

affecting their interests. No one doubts the learned SOLICITOR fitted to adorn the Bench than to do the mill-horse routine of a

GENERAL's independence of everybody and everything, but we common law Judge; and when the chief seats are occupied by

think that he ought not to indulge in sweeping assertions based the first orators of our day, the subordinate positions should

on mere speculation , and unsupported by any evidence whatever . be filled by Judges who , by experience and learning and in

Webelieve the time for organised resistance on the part of any dustry , are prepared to deal with the ordinary matters of court

class or profession to reforms calculated to benefit the country is practice with care, patience, and sagacity . No two men probably

gone by. Thegreat monopolies which support half themembers were better representatives of this class of Judges than the late

of the House of Commons can alone successfully influence legis Baron CHANNELL and Baron MARTIN , who, with Baron BRAMWELL

lation to the prejudice of the public, and lawyers are rapidly and the late Chief Baron , formed an exceptionally strong court.

becoming a persecuted instead of a persecuting race. They took their rise in the days of special demurrers. There is

little doubt that strict pleading is a most useful training for the

lawyer ; and it is quite plain that the abolition of severe accuracy

We recently had occasion to refer to a case before Vice- Chancellor has tended to produce lawyers accustomed to looser modes of

MALINS, in which an application was made for a commission to thought and argument. The present year will see the last of the

issue to a foreign court to examine witnesses. The comity which old system to which we are largely indebted for such judges as
facilitates such process is of great utility, and a case in the Dis Baron Martin .

trict Court of Philadelphia illustrates the principles upon which Wehave only to say on the present occasion , in conclusion , that

the procedure in such cases should rest. Letters rogatory were there have been few Judges more generally liked by the Profes

issued by the Philadelphia Court to the Royal Circuit Court atsion , and more thoroughly appreciated , than the learned Judgewho

Schweinfurt, in Bavaria When they had been executed by thai now retires from the Bench .

court, with great solemnity , it was objected to the legality of the

execution , among other things, that the attorney and counsellor

of the plaintiff was present at the taking of the depositions of CONTRACTS BY CORPORATIONS AND THEIR

witnesses. In delivering judgment on the exceptions, Justice AGENTS.

THAYER observed on the broad distinction between the execution VERY many cases have been decided upon the operation of the

of a commission and the procuring of testimony by the instrumen seal of a corporate body, in giving validity to its contracts, and

tality of letters rogatory or letters requisatory as they are some the subject is one of considerable importance. In the case of

times called. The learned Judge said : “ In the former case the The Mayor and Corporation of Kidderminster V . Hardwick (29

rules of procedure are established by the court issuing the com L . T . Rep . N . S . 611) the corporation let its market and tolls by

mission , and are entirely under its control. In the latter, the auction . The defendant was the highest bidder. The conditions

methods of procedure must, from the nature of the case , be alto of letting were signed by the defendant and by the town clerk on

gether under the control of the foreign tribunal which is appealed behalf of the corporation . A month ' s rent in advance, according

to for assistance in the administration of justice. We cannot to the conditions, was paid by the defendant, and the keys of the

execute our own laws in a foreign country, nor can we prescribe ' markets were handed over to him ,but he did not otherwise enter
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into possession. By a resolution of the corporation under their after divorce. The Romans recognised the greatest laxity as

seal they approved the letting to the defendant. He, however, regarded marriage ; divorce was obtained with the greatest

failed to complete by finding the necessary sureties, and the cor possible ease. The Roman principle was that the consent of

poration brought an action against him to recover damages for the parties was required not only for contracting marriage,
breach of contract. We may say at once that the case was but for maintaining it when contracted. Any act of either

decided against the corporation on two grounds (1 ) that there was party by which this consent was explicitly withdrawn was

no such part performance as would entitle the defendant to sufficient to terminate the relation . And once the wife was

specific performance and the contract was void for want of mutu severed from her husband, all his engagements concerning her

ality ; and (2 ) that the contract was not enforceable as not having ceased - her dowry was returned and she becamean independent

been entered into by the corporation under seal, or by an agent woman. If the divorce was occasioned by the fault of the wife,

expressly authorised under seal. The resolution was passed after she forfeited a portion of her dowry and was also punished by the

the breach , and thus too late to operate as a ratification . law . Of course, under the Roman system no such covenant as

The point to be considered , and which this case so admirably that in Charlesworth v . Holt could have been thought of, and the

illustrates, is this . As a bare proposition a corporation must necessity for deeds of separation , which form , indeed , almost a

contract by its corporate seal, or by its agent duiy authorised portion of our divorce jurisprudence, arises from the peculiarities

under seal. This being wanting, under what circumstances will a of our common law which , whilst tending more and more to make

corporation be entitled to the benefit of its contracts and to sue married women independent of their husbands, carefully holds

for the breach of them ? The case under notice does not give us husbands to their contracts to supply their wives with necessaries.

any new law , for we consider that the principle was fully estab But our divorce law refuses to give any alimony to a wife who has

lished by the Court of Common Pleas in the Fishmongers' Com been guilty of misconduct ; and when the spiritual courts had

pany v . Robertson (5 M . & G . 131), where Chief Justice Tindal jurisdiction , and had decreed divorce à mensã et thoro a common

said that wherever there is a part performance, where the corpora law court could not entertain the question of the husband 's liability

tion have acted upon the contract and the other party has had the for necessaries. And , of course , it is perfectly plain law now that
benefit of it , it does not lie in the mouth of either to deny it ; the a husband is not liable for necessaries supplied to a woman who

corporation cannot set up the want of a corporate seal, nor can the was his wife, but who is divorced from him on his petition .

other side take advantage of it . The case of The Corporation of Consequently everything turns on Charlesworth v . Holt upon

Kidderminster v . Hardwick is chiefly valuable in showing what is the covenant in a deed executed when the wife was innocent, and

necessary to make a contract binding in the absence of the cor- | when neither contracting party could have contemplated the events

porate seal. which happened , and which , but for decided cases, we should have

In deciding the case, however, a dictum of Lord Chief Justice imagined , followed as they were by a decree of divorce, would

Tindal's was commented upon - a dictum which caused the Chief have released the husband not only from his common law liability ,

Baron to hesitate for a while in his decision . That dictum was but also from any liability voluntarily assumed by deed. It must

expressed in the case which we have already cited , and was to the be confessed , however, that the case law is almost uniform in

effect that by suing upon a contract made without the corporate favour of the claim of the plaintiffs. We will briefly consider

seal, a corporation admits that it is binding upon them , and is what the cases are. In Serres v . Serres (1 N . Rep . 121), which was

estopped from disputing it, or setting up the objection in a cross an action brought on the covenants in a deed of separation , the

action . Wequite agree with the learned Chief Baron thatmerely Court of Common Pleas refused to allow the defendant to with

suing upon a contract in itself void cannot estop a corporation draw the general issue and plead the adultery of the wife, on the

froin disputing its validity in a cross action , and the authority ground that it would not be an answer to the action . Then in Jee

upon which Chief Justice Tindal based his dictum was a case in V . Thurlow (2 B . & C . 547) , a decree of a spiritual court for

which the corporation had clearly estopped itself by a return to a divorce à mensä et thoro, on the ground of adultery , was held no

mandamus, which was a matter of record . But even supposing answer to an action on a covenant to pay an annuity to the wife.

Chief Justice Tindal' s dictum to be good law , we do not see that There Chief Justice Abbot used the samewords as the court

it would make a contract void in its inception binding upon the adopted in Charlesworth v . Holt. Had the husband wished ,

other contracting parties, otherwise most assuredly ratification he said , to make the non -commission of adultery a con

under seal after breach would have the sameeffect. dition of paying the annuity to his wife he should have

The judgment delivered by Baron Pollock puts the matter as covenanted to pay it quamdiu casta viverit. He added that the

clearly and as distinctly as it can be put. He regards the want of judgment in the Ecclesiastical Court, but not alleging the fact of

å seal in contracts by corporations (not being trading corpora adultery,was not at all more favourable for the defendant. The

tions) as something more than a technical objection , and that the only point left open by these cases, and made, indeed , by subse

rule by which the seal is required is one which it would not be at quent legislation , is whether the decree of the Divorce Court on

all safe to relax - adopting what fell from the court in The Mayor | the ground of the wife 's adultery is to have an effect which the

of Ludlow v . Charlton (6 M . & W . 815 .) And it is plain from the judgment of the Ecclsiastical Court, not alleging adultery, had

views expressed in all the cases decided upon this point that not. On this point plaintiff' s counsel in Charlesworth v . Holt

where corporations neither use their own corporate seal nor autho relied upon Goslin v . Clark (6 L . T . Rep . N . S . 824 ). There, at the

rise agents under seal to act for them , the law will imply nothing | time of the execution of the deed , the husband knew that his wife

in their favour, but will look strictly to the facts to ascertain had committed adultery ; he covenanted by his deed to allow her an

whether the party with whom they contract has so far performed amount annually so long as she conducted herself as a chaste

his contract as to entitle the corporation to specific performance . and modest woman . He obtained a divorce, under the Divorce

Act, which passed after the execution of the deed , upon the

adultery already mentioned . An action was brought upon the

SEPARATION DEEDS AND DIVORCE. deed , and it was held that inasmuch as the defendant knew of the

The law seems to be pressing with almost extreme severity upon adultery of his wife at the time of executing the deed , and the

husbands, and with a view to instruct those who may be engaged wife having conducted herself properly subsequently, he could

in preparing deeds of separation between husband and wife, we not by his own act of procuring a divorce upset the validity of

direct particular attention to a case from the Exchequer which we the deed. That case can hardly be accepted as an authority upon

report to -day, Charlesworth and another v. Holt. The defendant the point under discussion ; the facts were altogether different ;

in that case had covenanted by deed to pay to trustees for his the wife had been chaste since the execution of the deed, and

wife a certain yearly sum during the joint lives of himself and his nothing had occurred since its execution but the proceedings in

wife, and “ during so long timeas they should live separate and the Divorce Court, at the instigation of the husband, and on a

apart." He also agreed that in case his wife pre-deceased him he ground with which he was familiar before the separation .

would pay so much for her funeral expenses. Forgetful of the It is clear, however, as the Lord Chief Baron said , that all the

frailty of women , or perhaps not wishing to suggest what he authorities are one way, and all that the defendant's counsel

thought could not occur, he inserted in the agreement no clause could do was to urge the court to import into the deed the condi

releasing him in the event of her unchastity. As a matter of fact tion upon which alone he could be taken to have agreed to pay

she committed adultery , and the husband obtained a divorce. the annuity. On the operation of the decree for divorce his Lord

Nevertheless, he was sued by the trustees for arrears of the ship said the argument of expediency was very much weakened

annuity, and the Court of Exchequer gave judgment in their by the operation of the Divorce Act, by which power is given to
favour. the court to make all such orders relating to settlements between

Separation deeds have been frequently called in question by husband and wife as it shall see fit to do. And, undoubtedly

learned judges as being altogether opposed to morality. But they Worsley v . Worsley and Wignall (20 L . T . Rep . N . S . 546 ), shows

have been on successive occasions solemnly upheld . Whilst they that the Divorce Court will deal with an ordinary separation deed ,

continue to be recognized as lawful contracts, it would occur to but in making the arrangement as to cutting down the allowance,

the uninformed mind that they should be construed so as to carry an application was made for an insertion of a dum casta clause in

out what must be taken to be intention of all parties entering the deed , and it was intimated that this might be done in
into them , namely that they should be binding so long as the tie chambers. On the interpretation of sect. 5 , which gives the

of matrimony remains:- Let the beneficiary violate the marriage power in question to the court, Lord Penzance said , “ If one

contract, and thereupon all contracts depending upon it should be looks at the substance of the thing one may say that the Legis

dissolved also. Looking at the matter by the light of our great lature, in giving this power to the court, intended to arm the

model, the Roman Civil Law , it is perfectly plain that no such court with power to make fresh arrangements in the case

covenant by a husband should be held binding upon him of a woman committing adultery in respect to the pecuniary
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settlements which have been made at any time upon her in her

character as a wife . I think the substantial feature of this settle

ment which brings it within the clause is , that it is a sum of

money covenanted to be paid to the wife in her character as a
wife, and upon the fair supposition that she was and would con

tinue to be a wife . . . But the wife has committed adultery ,

themarriage has been dissolved , and she is no longer a wife, and

the court would be acting in concertwith the intentions of the

Legislature in dealing with that settleinent." Baron Bramwell,

in Charlesworth v . Holt, doubted whether the above case could be

accepted as any authority , inasmuch as the deed there under con

sideration was executed in 1865, after the passing of the Divorce

Act, whilst that in Charlesworth v . Holt was executed before. If

Worsley v . Worsley is not taken as an authority, then Charles

worth v. Holt becomes stronger, because the defendant had no

opportunity of having his settlement reviewed by the Divorce

Court.

On the whole the Court of Exchequer have proceeded in the

straight groove of precedent, and upon principles which are strict

law . The Divorce Act makes matters somewhat less intolerable

for husbands who have made settlements on their wives, and have

not inserted a dum casta clause ; but even then , under that Act, an

adulterous wife will probably receive a portion of the annuity ,

whereas, according to the most ancient principles of justice, and

under the wisest divorce law , the husband retained part of her

dowry , and was absolutely relieved from all liability concerning

her. The law , however, is perfectly clear, and those practitioners

who have to advise on the subject can have no excuse for want of

knowledge.

RELEVANCY OF EVIDENCE IN CRIMINAL CASES.

(Continued from page 139.)

THE Indian Evidence Act of 1872 contains the following pro

visions : - “ When there is a question whether an act was accidental

or intentional, the fact that such act formed part of a series of

similar occurrences, in each of which the person doing the act was

concerned , is relevant." (Sect. 15 .)

In illustration of this section the following cases are put :

(a ) A . is accused of burning down his house, in order to obtain

money for which it is insured . The facts that A . lived in several

house successsively, each of which he insured , in each of which a

fire occurred , and after each of which fires A . received payment

from a different insurance office, are relevant, as tending to show

that the fires were not accidental.

(6 ) A . is employed to receivemoney from the debtors of B . It
is A ' s duty to make entries in a book , showing the amounts

received by him . Hemakes an entry, showing that on a particular
occasion he received less than he really did receive. The question
is , whether this false entry was accidental or intentional. The
facts that other entries made by A . in the samebook are false, and

that the false entry is in each case in favour of A . are relevant.

(c) A . is accused of fraudulently delivering to B . a counterfeit

rupee. The question is whether the delivery of the rupee was

accidental. The facts that soon before, or soon after the delivery

to B ., A . delivered counterfeit rupees to C ., D ., and E ., are relevant,

as showing that the delivery to A . was not accidental.

Thus it appears that the Indian legislators have found it neces

sary to admit proof of previous and subsequent offences without

regard to whether they were committed against the party in

respect of whom the proceedings are being instituted.

In Wills on Circumstantial Evidence, p . 47, it is said that " all

such relevant acts of the party as may reasonably be considered

explanatory of his motives and purposes, even though they may

severally constitute distinct felonies, are clearly admissable in

evidence."

It is thought that this passage contains the true principle on

which the admission or rejection of such evidence should depend,

viz ., that where it is material to ascertain quo animo a particular

act was committed, any collateral facts affording a presumption

or bearing reasonably on the question of guilty knowledge or intent

may be given in evidence. This is indeed the rule laid down in

Taylor on Evidence (vol. 1, p . 357, 6th edit.), where the admission

of evidence of collateral facts for this purpose is said to be

grounded on reasons similar to those governing the relevancy of

such evidence in civilactionswhere knowledge, good faith,or intent
is material.

There is , indeed , one case which is opposed to the admission of

the collateral evidence we are considering ; it is that of R . v .

Winslow (8 Cox . C . C . 397), the facts of which are as follows:

The prisoner was indicted for causing the death of Ann James,

who was proved to have died from the effects of antimony. The

prisoner was manager to the deceased , who kept an eating -house ,

and it was proved that in 1859 , while the prisoner was her

manager , there were staying in the house with the deceased , four

of her relatives. Between Sept. 1859 and the following February

three of these relations sickened and died after short illnesses, in

which each exhibited exactly similar symptoms. In February

Mrs. James, who had long been ill, became worse, and in the

following June died . Martin , B . (after consulting Wilde, B .) held

that evidence of the three other members of the same family

having died of similar poison , and of the prisoner having been

present at all the deaths and having administered something to

two of the parties, was admissible. It is , however, submitted that

this decision can no longer be supported against theabove autho

rities to the contrary .

An enactment in the recent Prevention of Crimes Act of

1871 (34 & 35 Vict. c. 112) appears to favour the above views.

It enacts that “ where proceedings are taken against any person

for having received goods, knowing them to be stolen, or for

having in his possession stolen property, evidence may be given

at any stage of the proceedings that there was found in the posses

sion of such person other property stolen within the preceeding

period of twelve months, and such evidence may be taken into

consideration for the purpose of proving that such person knew

the property to be stolen , which forms the subject of the proceed

ings taken against him : (sect. 19.)

Upon the whole we think it may fairly be laid down that in all
cases, where it is material to determinemalice,knowledge, motive,

or intent, evidence of collateral facts should be admitted , though

antecedent or subsequent to the principal act; and that it should
make no difference whether the previous offences were committed

against the same or another person since the sole ground on
which its admission can be supported is that, from the frequency
of certain occurrences, it tends to show whether the offence in

question was intentional or not, or, in other words, to lead to the

inference that each act has been too often an accident to be always

an accident. That it is an exception to the general rules, which
govern our law of evidence must be conceded, but it is sub
mitted that it is a necessary one for the obvious reason

that it would , in the great majority of cases, be impossible
to prove such psychological facts without admitting evidence

of collateral matters. It is difficult to see, moreover, how

testimony which goes to prove the very gist of a charge can
be said to be disconnected with the matter in issue, and how facts
which give a quality to the principal fact can be considered irrele

vant. As to the objection that a prisouer is thus taken by sur

prise, it is conceived that a person who is charged with a crime

of the nature we are considering, cannot suppose that the evidence
against him will be confined to the mere circumstances of the act

for which he is on his trial, and which would generally furnish

insufficient material from which the jury could presume a guilty
knowledge or intent, and that he should cometo trial prepared to
explain any actions connected with the charge of which he has
direct notice .

With regard to the inconvenience arising from raising different

issues , it is to be remarked that the admission of such evidence in

cases of the felonious receiving of stolen goods and of knowingly

uttering forged documents is open to precisely the same objec.

tion ; but in those cases the inconvenience is tolerated in order

that justice may not be defeated, and it is thought that this rea

son applies with at least equal force to those charges which form

the immediate subject of this article .

The only other point to which it will be necessary for us to refer

is as to what should be the proximity, in point of time between

the offence charged , and the previous ones offered in evidence.
It would appear, on principle , that the fact of the offences of

which evidence is tendered being divided by considerable intervals

of time, either from the one charged or from each other, should

form no objection to the reception of such evidence, though of

course, it would materially affect its weight ; for it is impossible to

say at what distance of time a particular act will cease to have

any effect on the minds of the jury in assisting them to arrive at

a correct conclusion as to the matter in issue. The language of

Lord Chief Justice Ellenborough in Whiley 's case ( 2 Leach , 983),

strongly favours the above proposition ; for though that was a

case of felonious uttering , the reasoning seemsequally applicable

to other charges. To prove the guilty knowledge of the prisoner,

evidence of three previous utterings of forged notes within the

course of the month preceding was tendered , and on the authority

of the former case of R . v . Tattershall was admitted, Lord Ellen

borough saying, " True it is, that the more detached the previous

utterings are in point of time, the less relation they will bear to the

particular uttering stated in the indictment ; and when they are so

distant the only question that can be made is whether they are suffi

cient to warrant the jury in making any inference from them as

to the guilty knowledge of theprisoner,but it would not render the

evidence inadmissible. Circumstances of this kind may produce

such strong evidence as to leave no doubt as to the prisoner's

knowledge that these notes were forged .”

Undoubtedly lapse of time between theprincipal and evidentiary

matters is an infirmative fact ; it renders the evidence less con

clusive, but this should merely affect its weight and not its admis

sibility . Mr. Beatham , in his learned treatise on Judicial Evi

dence (Book ix . ), discusses this question at great length , and the

conclusion at which he arrives with regard to circumstantial

evidence is that it should never be excluded on the ground of its

apparent want of probative force, unless its admission would be

more productive of delay , expense, or vexation than conducive to

| the certainty of the decision .

We have already treated of the objections to the admission of

this evidence, and shown that the advantage to the cause of justice
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outweighs the inconvenience occasioned by it, and where this is so | Judges should be employed . If Ireland can substantiate her claim

we think that the hearing should be in favour of receiving proof to the number of Judges hitherto existing,as her journals attempt
of collateral facts, though detached by long intervals of time, since to do, we should not for a moment attempt to limit the strength

they may assist the jury in coming to a correct conclusion , in of the Bench . We fail to see how an overloaded judiciary can

which case the evidence is relevant ; and , if they are so discon - | serve any useful purpose, and if it is maintained as a political in

nected as to furnish no presumption, no injustice is done by its stitution it will become a professional evil.

admission .

THE BENCH AND BAR IN IRELAND .
LAW LIBRARY.

The Irish Bench , as we pointed out last week , standsat the pre- | Lincoln 's Inn , its Ancient and Modern Buildings and Library . By
sent moment in the most unfortunate position as regards the WILLIAM HOLDEN SPILSBURY, Librarian . London : Reeves and

Government, the Bar, and the public of Ireland . Whilst a Chief Turner.

Baron must be appointed , it is perfectly clear that the staff of This brochure is a second edition, and shows that Mr. Spilsbury

Judges may be very safely reduced . The reduction , however, has been a diligent and intelligent student of the antiquities of

cannot be founded upon any decrease in the amount of business the Inn . He does not, however, confine himself to the buildings ;

during the past year ; but it appears that for a considerable time he gives us a history of the old lawyers and old laws. But the

past the courts in Ireland have not been worked up to their library is naturally the principal subject of his attention , and it

powers. It would , of course, be unfair to compare the business certainly contains a wonderful collection of valuable works. Mr.
transacted in the Irish with that transacted in the English courts, Spilsbury 's book is a small one, and we will encroach upon him

and we shall not do so, but we have looked at the returns so as to only to the extent of a short extract descriptive of the creation of

enable us to say that the work of the Irish courts cannot possibly the library :
keep the present staff fully occupied if it is done with due diligence The original foundation of the Library of Lincoln 's Inn is of earlier date

than that of any now existing in themetropolis . In the thirteenth year of

and a proper application of judicial power.
tho reign of Henry VII. A . D 1497 , “ John Nethersale , late one of this

The Times correspondent informs us that the last tables com .
society, bequeathed forty marks, partly towards the building of a library

puted by Dr. HANCOCK show that in 1872 the number of proceed here for the benefit of the students of the laws of England, and partly
ings other than writs of execution in the three Common Law that every priest of this house, in the celebration of divine service every

Courts was 18 ,338 , or 2089 more than in 1871 , and of these 5728 Friday, should sing a mass of requiem , & c. for the soul of the said John.”

were summonses and plaints returnable to the Queen ' s Bench , an This building , the site ofwhich is not now known, was finished in the 24th

Henry VII. Previously to their removal to the edifice in which they are
increase of 695 over the preceding year. It should be observed ,

now commodiously arranged , the books occupied & suite of rooms in the
however, that the largest number was for sums under £20, which Stone Building, to which they had been transferred in the year 1787 from
might very properly be disposed ofby the Civil Bill Courts. The the Old Square. There are various entries in the records of the society
total number of writs of execution was 4883, an increase of 79 over relating to the library in the reign of Elizabeth . It seems, however, that
the year 1871. The returns from the Masters' offices show an in little progress wasmade in the accumulation of books ; for at a Council held

crease of 1371 in the number of writs of summons and plaints in 6th James I. A . D . 1608 , “ because the library was not well furnished with
books, it was ordered that for the more speedy doing thereof, every one

filed in 1872 as compared with 1871, the total for the three courts that should thenceforth be called to the Bench in this society should give
being 13,144, of which 4453 were in the Queen 's Bench , against twenty shillingstowards the buying ofbooks for the same library ; and every

4369 in the previous year. The return of the business in banco one thenceforth called to the Bar, thirteen shillingsand fourpence, all which

shows & decrease in 1872 of 53 in the proceedings (1184) before sums to be paid to Mr.Matthew Hadde, who , for the better ordering of the

the full courts as compared with an increase of 163 in 1871. This said library was then mademaster thereof." Three years afterwards it was
ordered that Mr. Hadde, thus constituted the first Master of the Library ,

is partly explained by the increase in the number of records, which an office now held in annual rotation by each bencher, " should buy and
have to some extent thrown the business in banco into arrear. The provide for the library Fleta ' and such other old books and manuscripts

total number of cases heard at Nisi Prius was 555 in 1872, against of the law , and to cause those that be ill bound to be new bound.” At a sub
547 in 1871, There has been a decrease of 22 in the number of sequent meeting it was ordered “ that ton pounds should be paid by Mr.

cases on circuit , and an increase of 14 in the number heard in Hadde outof the money received from Sir William Sedley for copies of

Dublin . There are,however, attached to the courts in Ireland other
' Corpus Juris Civilis ,' in six volumes, and Corpus Juris Canonici,' in

three volumes, and that he should cause them to be bound with bosses
duties, such as the courts in England are unacquainted with , and without chains, and pay the charges of binding out of that money. . . .

they absorb a certain small proportion of the time devoted to The books are arranged on the shelves in classes, and on taking a survey

business. of the library from the entrance near the east oriel window , the eye of the

But the aspect of the question which has struck us most visitor may range over a vast collection of Treatises on every branch of

forcibly is that which bears upon the relation of the Bench to
English jarisprudence from the earliest period to the present day ; then
over the Reports of Cases argued in all the courts of law ; and then over

the public . Mr. GLADSTONE is told by the Pall Mall Gazette that the voluminous collections of the Journals of the Houses of Parliament,

if he ventures to save .£1000 a year by making no new appoint and the Cases heard on Appeal before the House of Lords and the Privy

ment, he will " assuredly sacrifice the last fragment of his Irish Council, passing on to the volumes containing the Statutes of the Realm ,

popularity . ” That journal then refers to the argument in favour Public , Local, and Private. On the opposite side of the room the observer

ofkeeping up the judicial staff, that " Irish judgeships are the only may notice a goodly assemblage of the works of English and foreign
divines, with editions of the Bible in various languages : the poets, his

great professional prizes attainable by Roman Catholics, and are torians, philosophers, and orators of Greece and Rome ; di es of

the only posts in the country which render their incumbents various languages, and other philological works ; the principal writers,

independent of the Roman Catholic clergy." This argument our ancient andmodern , on English history and topography ; foreign history ;

contemporary acknowledges is ," wholly out of harmony with the and a selection of works on civil and foreign law . In the upper gallery

commonplacos current on this side of the channel." Not only so ,
is ranged a collection of books on civil and foreign law , occupying nearly

the whole of one side of the room ; and on the opposite side of the gallery
but it is wholly out of harmony with the objects for which Judges may be observed the more voluminous historical works, such as Grævius
are made; and it seems a truly absurd idea that we should over and Gronovius, Muratori, & c ., with the Mémoires de l'Academie , and that

load a bench in order to allow Roman Catholics to jump into monument of the wondrous extension of the Papal power and dominion ,

positions in which they can snap their fingers at the priests. The the Bullarium Romanum .

Gazette acknowledges that the number of judges is " exorbitant

and indefensible," and yet says that it would be a great mis The Law Magazine. January 1874 . Reeve and Tarner.
fortune if that number was curtailed by one person only . We This monthly publication has come ont under the editorship of

consider it to be a calamity to the Bench to have more men upon perhaps the most voluminous writer the Bar has ever known
it than the business will fully employ ; and it would be still more Mr. W . F . Finlason . If we mistake not he is the author of every

calamitous if Irish barristers were taught to look forward to pro contribution to this number, which is equivalent to saying that it

motion to judicial sinecures on the single ground of the necessity is full of interesting and instructivematter. His first article is

for keeping up an independent body of well-paid officials in introductory to his editorship , and treats of the Function and
Ireland . Influence of Legal Journalism . It is replete with the opinions of

If we are to credit our contemporary, the position of the legal eminentmen on the advantages of the study of the law , and the

profession in Ireland is deplorable. “ It is the fact," we are told, narrowing influences of practice. We are glad to see that our

" that the priesthood can make or marany layman in Ireland . It is author has a high sense of the functions of legal journalism , but

they who can , in the first instance, determinewhether an attorney as we think, rather an exaggerated notion of the influence of legal

shall have clients , and whether a barrister shall have briefs .” But literature. We extract some passages which are of general
" at present, it is a matter of every -day observation that the interest :

nearer a Catholic barrister is to a judgeship the greater is his in A great concurrence of opinion , among lawyers and laymon , philoso

dependence of spiritual control, which , indeod , when he is once on phers and statesmen , attest the fact that the mere practice of the law ,
the bench , he throws off altogether." To apply this to the reduc apart from such general viewsand philosophic ideas, which belong to its

tion of the number of Judges, the writer adds, - “ if the occupants study as a science, tends to narrow and dwarf, if not degrade the mind .
Lord Bolingbroke observed this in one of the finest passages of his works,

of the bench were greatly reduced the chances are that he would quoted by Lord Kames in one of those elegant and enlightened essays , in
think it wiser to maintain an understanding with the powerful which he sought to stimulate to the philosophic study of law . The great

body which , if it chose, probably could destroy the most eminent commentator was fully aware of the truth of the remark , and made it the

man who depended solely on his profession." This is a wretched basis of his great work , destined to achieve in this country what had been

state of things, and very humiliating to the Profession , but we effected in Scotland. And Blackstone pointed out that the mere practice

of the law will not suffice even to qualify for the pursuit of the law as a
sincerely trust that Irish judges will not be created for purely profession ; a great truth , which lies

political purposes, to officiate as checks on the arrogance of the made in our own time for the promotion of legal education . Speaking of

priesthood . It is essential to the efficiency of the Beach that the ' the practitioner , he says : “ If practice be the whole he is taught, practica

enerd orts
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argu

asons

must also be the whole he will ever know ; if he be uninstructed in the mass ofmen observe out of the scope of their own daily avocations and
elements and first principles upon which the rule of practice is founded , ideas. Thus, most members of the profession suppose that all matters of

the least variation from established precedents will only distract and be fact are determined in courts of law by juries on oral evidence, and in
wilder him . Ità scripta est is the utmost his knowledge will arrive at ; he courts of equity by judges upon written evidence. Yet in the same classes
must never aspire to form , and seldom expect to comprehen of cases, that is , cases relating to property , it is not too much to say that

ments drawn à priori from the spirit of laws and the natural foundations the matters of fact are rarely determined by a jury , and are generally, in

of Justice :" Coinm . 1, 32 . This description, unhappily, as Lord Mansfield courts of law as in courts of equity,determined by the judges upon written

had occasion to observe , has app ied to judges as well as practitioners ; notes, orstatements, of the evidence, either in the form of applications to

and , indeed , it could not be otherwise, in a country in which the judicature review the verdict, or on reservations of the evidence, with power to the

are taken entirely from the ranks of the practitioners. courts to draw inferences of fact ; in other words, to decide questions of
fact . And in courts of law , as in courts of equity , points of law are always,

Mr. Finlason expresses the opinion , with which we cannot agree, ofnecessity , decided on written notes of the evidence or statements of the
that the jurisprudence of America , which in many respects is facts , either upon points reserved or on special cases. It is only, for the

superior to our own , is due to legal journalism . He says (having most part, in classes of cases which arise out of torts, especially personal

quoted Story ) : torts, which do not come into equity , that casos are really determined by

It is impossible not to imagine that one great reason for this may have
the verdict of juries, and even in those cases the verdicts are reviewed by
the judges on notes of the evidence. Innumerable cther instances might

been the greater degree to which the discussion of legal questions in legal be adduced , but these will suffice to show how questions may be elucidated
journals was carried on in America . There is this great advantage in dis

and fallacies dissipated by discussion in legal journals .
cussions of this kind over forensic arguments that they are not one -sided ,
nor framed merely to obtain a particular decision , but entirely for the And he concludes thus :
elucidation of a legal question without any other object in view , and with . If indeed the writer were asked more particularly to describe his object,
out being biased by considerations of its result with reference to a he would say it would be to show the operation of a judicial system , in the

particular case. administration of justice, and the formation of law , a subject of special

He goes on to say : importance at this time, when the attention of the country is likely for
some years to be fixed on the gradual tranformation and reconstruction of

The discussion of legal questions in the press is of the more importance our judicial system . The writer says “ gradual,” for it is the opinion of
from the character of our judiciary law , which , until affirmed by a supreme the most thoughtful and reflective minds that it will probably be twenty
court, is not law , but only evidence of it , and open to argument. Mr. years before the great work is consummated . More than one of ourmost
Burke observes of text books : - “ With us doctrinal books had little or no experienced statesmen have thrown out this prediction , and in all proba.
anthority , other than as they are supported by adjudged bility it is destined to be realized . During many years, at all events, the
given from the Bench .” But the same observation applies to judgments new judicial system will be in course of development, and it will be ofpara
of the courts until confirmed by the highest tribunal. Until then they are mount interest to watch its progress, operation, and results. And for this
themselves open to discussion , and if the particular case is not appealed , it work the writer ventures to think he may have some special qualifica
is only in the press they can receive such discussion . In this country tion . Thirty years in the profession - during the greater part of that
there is not a power in the court itself to appeal to the supreme tribunal, period constantly in the courts - he has been for more than twenty years
and if the suitor does not do so, the law may be in doubt for many years, engaged in the study of our judicial system . It is twenty one years ago
especially in the case of a division of judicial opinion and fresh applica

since he first projected a work on the subject, and since he edited the first
tions of it to important questions as they arise. And no one can fail to of the Common Law Procedure Acts. Healso edited , in 1855 and 1860, the
observe that from time to time such questions do arise, which greatly second and third of those Acts, and since then he has been continually in
interest the community at large, and are fully within the scope of ordinary the courts, watching their operation , and engaged in preparing his work
intelligence, especially of educated and thinking men . It would be easy on the subject. Another way in which legal journalism may be of use in
to find immediate illustrations of this within the last few years, or even aiding both the students and practitioners of the profession is in the expo.
months, or weeks. The publication of law reports in the Times reports ,by sition of new statutes. There used to be an office in our Inns of Court,
barristers competentto understand and to make intelligible legal questions, thatof the Reader, which now exists only in name, but which used to be
brings home daily to the minds of men the constant application of law to of some practical utility in giving readings of new statutes. Such were
their affairs and their interest in civil and criminal law is , in consequence, Callis 's Readings on the Statutes of Trusts , and Bacon 's Readings on the

constantly augmenting . Statute of Uses. These readings were of course carefully prepared, and

Further, he considers discussions in the legal press calculated to probably written and they were originally read , because in ages anterior

dissipate fallacies . Heobserves :
to the invention of printing , the oral lecture was the only possible mode
of instructing students . But when lectures could be printed, it is mani

There are, again , many fallacies current among the Profession which can fest that they would be far more available and valuable for purposes of
only be dissipated by discussion in legal journals . For men much occupied study and instruction in a printed form , and then they could be studied at
in practice bave not time to enter into these questions, and have a gre. leisure, with far more effect than by being once heard. Hence, probably it
garious tendency to fall into grooves of thought, and follow each other in is , that the readings became obsolete , and though in our own day they have

the use of received terms and phrases, which often embody the grossest been revived by Bowyer and Phillimore , yet their learned productions had
fallacies. Such , for instance , is the common phrase as to " fusion of law a permanent value only when printed and published .
and equity.” Mostmembers of the profession fancy that law and equity
are somehow , becanse separate , opposed ,and that somehow this opposition This is a bold scheme, which we venture to think , to be carried

may be removed by fusion . Yet, as Lord Brougham pointed out long ago , out successfully , requires varied co -operation . Legal journalism
law and equity are no more opposed than civil and criminal law , and can as may become too ambitious, and when it is more ambitious than
little be fused . For, as Lord Brougham explained , on the same state of

the everyday wants of a profession require, it is apt to become
facts , and the same question , law and equity are identical. It must be so ,
for it is a fundamental principle of equity to follow law . Hence the useless. We shall look forward with some interest to see Mr.

equity can only differ from the law on a different state of facts Finlason carry out his project.

or a different question from the legal one, and as a difference There are four other papers on ( 1 ) recent changes in the Judica

never can be obviated , therefore they can never be fused . . . . Innume. ture ; (2 ) illustrations of our judicial system ; ( 3 ) Michaelmas

rable other instances might be adduced of common fallacies among
Term and sittings ; and (4 ) the case of the Virginius. For the

members of the profession , only to be dissipated by discussion in legal
journals. There is a strange tendency in men to blind acceptance of benefit ofthemagazine wemust repeat thatwe distinctly trace the

current ideas, even though opposed to actual facts, daily within their ob same hand and style throughout, and we think this should not be

servation , and yet not observed. So little, as Dugald Stewart says, do the I made the rule.

SOLICITORS' JOURNAL. enforced ; and those who contend that, as this is a view to reform are often the last. As an illas.
properly the work of the Incorporated Law tration of which we may mention that, notwith
Society, therefore this new society should not be standing the oft-expressed views of the Lord

THE meeting of the Legal Practitioners' Society formed to undertake it , should take the trouble to Chancellor on the subject of legal education, and

on Wednesday last, a report of which appears in learn whether the council of the former society notwithstanding moreover the continued and con.

another column, is certainly not without import ever institute proceedings against unqualified tinuing efforts of the Legal Education Associa

ance to the Profession , and indeed the public, and persons. The letters from country solicitors read | tion in the same direction, the Inns of Court have

we feel sure that many statements made by mem - at the meeting are also interesting, as showing done very little with a view to meeting the

bers of both branches of the Profession present the feeling existing among them upon the subject demands of the public. We are glad to gather

on the occasion will be read with someastonish . of the relations between the two branches of the from the report of the meeting that the society

ment. Whatever may be the ultimate condition | Profession . Someare for an amalgamation, whilst is not established in any hostility to existing

of this new law society , as wemay call it, already the majority - with whom we certainly agree - societies, but rather with a view of aiding them

it has somewhat altered its tactics . As we have desire a modification of the presentrules of the in their work and duties. We may eay at once

before pointed out, if the course proposed to be several Inns of Court affecting solicitors
several Inns of Court affecting solicitors who that if we thought for a moment there existed any

adopted at the meeting on Wednesday is carried desire to go to the Bar ; and we are of opinion spirit of hostility to the present governing bodies

to à successful issue , it will certainly have ren that if the deputation of members of the Legal of the Profession, we should not give to the new

dered to the Profession and the public signal Practitioners' Society , who it is proposed should society that support which , in so far as it has

service, and we cannot but think that it will have wait on the Lord Chancellor, properly represent proceeded at present, it has a right to expect from

the hearty support of all high -minded men in the this and other questions intended to be submitted us. There are hundreds of solicitors, both in

Profession. The work which it proposes to under - ' to his Lordship , they will receive from him a very town and country , who are not members of any

take is , at all events in part, not the most agree. favourable consideration , for his Lordship will be law society ; and surely if they are interested in

able ; such , for instance , as enforcing payment of influenced especially by the merits of the case the welfare of their Profession they should join

penalties, which are no doubt daily incurred by submitted to him rather than by the standing of the new society , if not, the more important, the

unqualified persons. Yet, while these statutory the society . Too frequently those representa | older and more expensive one, the Incorporated

provisions, and no others, exist, they should be tive bodies who should be the first to move with Law Society.
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We extract the following from Gun' s Index to PAYMENT OUT COURT - LAND TAX Acts - RE- river,representing the Admiralty,and constructed

Advertisements : “ Having been frequently asked PAIR OF VICARAGE . - By s. 100 of 42 Geo . 3 , c . 116 , the landing stage in conformity therewith . The

by correspondents abroad to furnish them with surplus stock in court arising from the sale of landing stage was & floating one, and was

the nameand address of a reliable firm of attorneys land for the redemption of land tax may be laid moored by anchors lying in the bed of the

and counsellors at law in London , we have much out in manors, mesguage , lands, tenements and river. The position of the anchors was indicated
pleasure in giving the following ." (Here follows hereditaments, to be settled and conveyed to like by a buoy, which , being carried down by the tide,

the name of a firm of solicitors in Gray's - inn.) uses to those upon which the lands taken were became concealed from view . One of the anchors

“ Who are also well acquainted with American Bettled . A petition by a vicar for the repayment becoming displaced , stove in and swamped &

law ," says the paragraph in question . For to him out of the fund in court ofmoney disbursed vessel of the plaintiffs which was lawfully navigat.

the present we withhold the name of the by him for repairs to the vicarage house, was dis. ing the river. Held (1 ) , that the anchor, although

firm , as we cannot think this quasi advertise . | missed as an unauthorised investment under the placed where it was for the benefit of the public ,

ment is consented to by the firm in question. Act, decisionsallowing such an investmnent under was an obstruction which the defendants could

From the same printed matter we extract the the Lands Clauses Act, not being held binding on not have created without statutory authority , and

following in another part of the publication : the court in a case of this Act : (Re Vicar of Nether was a nuisance to the river ; (2 ) that the defen

“ The fee to search for a will is 10 dollars, if the Stowey , 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 604. Rolls.) dants were guilty of negligence in their manage
date of the testator's death can be given within PRACTICE TRANSFER OF CAUSE - CONCUR - mentof thebuoy,but (3 ) that inasmuch as the plans
two years, if not 20 dollars . These fees apply RENT SUITS IN TWO BRANCHES OF THE COURT. had received the approval of the Admiralty, such
only to England." & o . This printed matter also - Where a bill was filed by the trustees of a deed , / approval was tantamount to the sanction of the
has the following : “ frichard Holt, Syracuse, praying that the trusts of the deed might be car | Act, so as to entitle the defendants to statutory
N . Y . In cases where the assistance of a lawyer is ried into execution , and that they might be dis. notice of action . Notice of action must be given
necessary , I employ Messrs. - - , Gray 's - inn ,ay sinn, charged and new trustees appointed if necessary, in a case of nonfeasance, just asmuch as in a case
London, a well-known firm of high standing." and another bill was filed in another branch of of misfeasance. Per Denman J ., Reg . V . Russeus

the court by the cestui que trust against the B . & C . 566 ) is overruled by Reg . v . Ward (4 Ad.
FRESH information comes to us which satisfies us trustees, praying that the deed might be set aside & E . 384 .) : Jolliffe and another v. Wallasey Local
that the use of spurious notices purporting to be or rectified , and that the trustees might be re- / Board (29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 582 . C . P .

issued from County Courts is largely on the in . moved and the trusts of the deed mightbe car GUARANTEE - AGREEMENT BETWEEN GUARAN

crease by tradesmen , especially in the distriots of ried into execution , if and so far as necessary , it | TORS FOR EQUALITY OF LIABILITY - INSOLVENCY

the Metropolitan Courts, and we have received was ordered that the second suit should be trans OF ONE GUARANTOR . - Five directors of a com .

from a solicitor in Marlborough -street one of
ferred to that branch of the court in which the pany gave their joint and several bond to a bank

these forms, which is headed with the Royal first bill was filed : (Sayers v . Corrie ; Corrie v . to secure repayment with interest of a loan made

coat of arms, and in large type with the words, Sayers, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 602 . Chan.)
by the bank to a company. By an agreement

“ County Court. For the recovery of debts under ADVERSE POSSESSION - GRANT NOT VOID FOR made between five persons interested in the com

£50 as per 20 & 21 Vict. 0 . 25, form No. 1 to C . UNCERTAINTY — PRESUMPTION . – Possession is
Ipany of the first part, and the five directors of

Final notice.” At the bottom of this notice in adverse for the purpose of limitation when an the second part, after reciting the bond , it was

small type are printed numerons sections of actual possession is found to exist under circum agreed that, in pursuance of an agreementmade

County Court Acts, and finally as follows : “ Rule stances which evince its incompatibility with a upon the treaty for the loan by the bank , the

120 enacts thatwhen & defendant makes default freehold in the claimant. A grant from the Crown
liability of the several persons, parties thereto of

in payment of the whole amountawarded , execu - of undefined and unascertained shares in land the second part, under the bond, should be borne

tion may issue against his goods without leave of will notbe held void for uncertainty after long
and discharged by the ten several persons parties

the court, and such execution shall be for the modern possession , for in such a case a supple
thereto respectively in equal shares and propor.

whole amount of the judgment and costs.” Our mentary and confirmatory grantmaybe presumed .
tions, and that each of the severalpersons parties

correspondent assures us that many poor people Doe dem . Devine v . Wilson (10 Moo . P . C . 502) , thereto , would indemnify the other nino against

are by means of such notices often induced to pay followed . In a case in which the facts and law :| all actions, & c., in respect of the loan by the

more than they really owe. This matter to which appear to be one way,their Lordshipswill make the bank or in respect of the bond . The com .

it is ,and always will be un 'il rectified , our duty presumptions which should properly be made by | pany was ordered to be wound-up , and the

to directattention , does not fall short of a scandal a jury, without sending the case down for a new
| bank recovered judgment against the obligees of

on the administration of justice in the County trial: ( Des Barres and another v. Shey, 29 L . T . thebond for thewhole amount of principal and in .

Courts, and the legal societies will render signal Rep . N . S . 592. Priv . Co .)
terest due thereunder . One of the guarantors

service if they can secure legislation which will had become insolvent. On a bill by two of the
CREDITORS' SUIT - DELAY IN PROVIN : WILL

prevent a continuance of such an objectionable ,
guarantors, who had under the judgment paid

- STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS. - A simple contract
if not a nefarious, practice . more than their proportion of the sum secured by

creditor of a testator, who died in 1857, filed a
the bond against the other eight guarantors to

bill on the 1st Dec. 1870, for administration of the
enforce a rateable contribution from them in

THE Profession will be interested to observe that testator's estate. The testator, by his will, gave respect of the principal, interest, and costs re
the Admiralty have in the Navy List for the cur. all his real and personal estate to his widow covered under the bond : Held (affirming the
rent quarter distinguished (by printing in italics during widowhood , and appointed two of his decision of Lord Romilly, M . R .) that all the
in the seniority , but not in the alphabetical list ) children his executors. The will was retained by

solvent guarantors were liable to contributo rate
the names of such naval officers of all ranks who the widow , who refused to produce it , until com . ably in respect of the whole amount recovered
have commuted their pensions. This step has no | pelled to do so by proceedingsbeing taken agiinst under the bond , and that the extra liability
doubt been taken by their Lordships in the

her in the Court of Probate , but she entered into
arising from the insolvency of one of the gua.

interests of the public, but it will also be of possession of the tostator' s property, and regu .
ranrors was not to fall upon the defendants to

much assistance to solicitors who, when in .
larly paid the interest on the amount due to the

the action at law . The bank made a further
structed by clients to proceed for the recovery of plaintiff until the 1st Feb. 1864, after which time advance to the company upon the personal secu .
debts against naval officers have always had diffi.

no interest was paid . The will was not proved rity of three of the directors. Five of the gua

culty and trouble in ascertaining whether such until the 27th Sept. 1870. Held , that the plain . rantors for the amount secured by the bond

officers had commuted or were in the receipt of | tiff's claim was barred by the Statute of Limita signed an agreement that they would join
pensions. Cases are within our knowledge in tions : (Boatwright v . Boatwright, 29 L . T . Rep . the three directors in guaranteeing repay .
which clients of solicitors have been induced toi to N . S . 603. Rolls.) ment to the bank of the further advance in
give credit owing to the debtor's name appearing WILL - DIRECTION TO PAY DEBTS - NOTICE . equal proportions with the three directors.
in the Navy List, while in fact such officer was - A testator by his will directed all his just debts One of the five who signed this agreement stated

not in receipt of any pay or pension , and , as far to be paid , and in a subsequent part of his will by his affidavit that his signature (if he did sign )
as any security to the creditor went, may just as devised certain freeholddevised certain freehold estates subject to the was obtained “ on the express engagement and
well not have appeared in the list at all. This is payment of all his just debts, & c . The devisee understanding " that the agreement should be
a salutary measure of reform , which , whilst mortgaged the freehold estates, and applied the signed by all the guarantors for the sum secured
benefiting the general public, will be of much mortgage money for his own purposes , and after - by the bond : Held , that the words “ express

assistance to solicitors, especially those in sea . wards became bankrupt. The executors of the understanding " were utterly unmeaning, and that
port towns. will were not parties to the mortgage, but the the court would never pay any attention to &

mortgagee had no notice that the money was to statement that something was done on an ex
We understand that the MASTER of the ROLLS be applied otherwise than for the payment of press engagement, unless the engagement was
has signified his intention to facilitate in every debts : Held (reversing the decision of Lord spoken to in a manner which was admissible
way in his power the transaction of business in Romilly , M . R .), that the devise of the freehold in evidence : ( Dallas v . Walls , 29 L . T . Rep. N . S .
his chambers. This is most important, for, no estates charged with the payment of debts con - | 599. Chan .)

doubt, many ex parte applicationsare made in the trolled the prior general charge of debts ; that
Chancery Courts which can be as well and less the devisee, and not the executor , was the proper

Correspondence.
expensively made in the Judges' chambers. We person to raise the money to pay the debts , and

that the mortgagee, having had no notice of thehope the VICE -CHANCELLORS will follow thegood
OUR INVADERS. - The inclosed circular has re

example of Sir GEORGE JESSEL .
breach of trust, and being under no obligation to cently been handed to me by a client in the

see to the application of the mortgage money, country . If your attention has not been already

had a good title, and was entitled to priority over called to it, I think its character will cause you

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. the testator ' s creditors : Corser v . * Cartipright and your readers some astonishment. For my

CONSTRUCTION OF AGREEMENT - EASEMENT 29 L . T . Rep., N .S ., 596 . Chan .) own part I have not met with anythingmore im .
EXPRESS WORDS. - By an agreementmadebetween OBSTRUCTION TO TIDAL RIVER - NOTICE OF pudent for a long time.-- ADVISER.

J. G . and P . C . (under whom the respondent and ACTION . - By a local Act the defendants were 29 , Craven -street, Charing. cross, London .
Dec, 19th , 1873 .

appellent respectively claimed ), it was agreed authorised to construct in conformity with certain
SIR , - We trust you will excuse us taking the liberty

" that the dock between the wharves, on the deposited plans, " and upon the lands delineated
eastern side of the line of separation , shall for upon the said plans,” a pier or landing stage, a bill of sale is registered against you , and as such

ever remain open as it now stands ; that is to say , " together with such other works and conve. things are very often the commencement of trouble
thatneither of them shall fill it up with wharves niences in connection therewith ,” as they should and inability to meet your creditors, we beg to suggest

or other incumbrances, whereby the convenience from time to time think fit. Before the landing that if it should so occur that you are under any appre
hension of being unable to meet your liabilities , that itof the same may be damaged to either party .” stage was commenced plans of the proposed will be well for you to consult a respectable solicitor ,

Held (reversing the judgment of the court below ), / works were to be deposited at the Admiralty who will advise you as to the course to be pursued , and

that the effect of this agreement was to create for approval. The local Act was to be executed it is better to do this , before you get so far into difficul

an easement that the dock should remain open as “ subject to the powers and provisions of the ties as to render your case very difficult to arrange. A

it then stood for the convenience of either party Public Health Act 1848, sect. 139 of which re . personal interview will not cost you anything, and our

to use it as a dock ; and that if it was intended quires notice of action " for anything done or
long practice with persons in embarrassed circum
stances, enables us to suggest immediate relief and

that one party should have a more limited right intended to be done " under the provisions. assistance and under the Act of 1869 , without publicity
therein than the other, such limited easement The defendants deposited plans (differing in and suspension of business,

should have been created by express words : extension from the plans under the Act) which Yours faithfully ,

( Norton v . Snow , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 591. Priv. Co.) ' received the approval of the conservators of the
CARPENTER and VERNEIL

such other works and conse: la bill of sale is registeret: but having observed that

ur other incumbrances, wherehe up with wharvesniences in
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Futbol Robert Maidstone,

MAGISTRATES' LAW .

UNCLAIMED STOCK AND DIVIDENDS IN THE | BENSON (Geo . 8 . ), Secundra Bagh, near Lucknow , East | TAYLLUR (Wm.), Buotingadale , Drayton-in - Ha'as , Salop .
BANK OF ENGLAND . Indies, Esq . Jan , 21 ; Merediths, Roberts, and Mills . and of _ 39, Brook truet , Grogrenor-s are, Middlesez,

Esq .solicitors , 8 , New -square, Lincoln ' s-inn, London .[ Transferred to the Commissioners for the Reduction of the Feb . 14 ; Tucker and Lake, solicitora, 4, Serle .
Bovill (Right Hon. Sir Wm .), Lord Chief Justice of the street, Lincoln 's- inn -fields, London .

National Deot, and which will be paid to the persons
respectively whose names are prefixed to each in three

TAYLOR ( Jas.) , Milton , near Sittingbourne, Kent, gentle .Common Pleas, 25 , Eccleston -squnre , Middlesex . Jan .
19 ; Bolton and Co . solicitors, 1, New -square, Lincoln 's mon .

months , unless other claimants sooner appear . )
Feb . 14 ; Fairfoot and Webb, solicitors, 13 .

Clement's - inn, London .
APPACH (Frederick Wm . ), of Tokenhouse -yard , gentleman ; inn Middlesex .

BUTLER (Robert ), Woodside, Hertford , Esq . Jan . 31 ; W : TEE ( Tbos. ) formerly of Manchester, and of Barnsley .
£329 158 . 3d. three per cent, annuities. Claimant, said York , lato of 6 , Cecil-terrace , Wood-xreen, MiddlererSills, solicitor, 23, Old Broad -street, London ,Frederick Wm . Appach .

BAYLEY (John ) , book - eller, BAYLEY (Ann ), his wife , and
linen merchant. Jan . 16 ; Marriott and Woodhall, solici.CATT Elijah ), Woodbridge, Suffolk , dairyman . Jan . 20 ; }

BRUTON
tors, 12 , Norfolk -street, Manchester.W . W . Welton , solicitor , Woodbridge.(Ann ), spinster , all of Kensington -terrace,

Gravel Pits : £200 now thres per cent. annuities .
Towlson ( Joa .), 1, Fon-villas , Queen 's -roa 1, TunbridgoCOOPER (Wm . ), St. James Villa , Rye-hill, Peckham -rye ,

Surrey , gentleman . Jan. 31 ; A . 8 . Edmunds, solicitor, Welle , rotired ironmongor.
Olaimants, said Ann Bayloy , widow , and Ann Davies , wife

Feb . 39 ; R . T . Andrew ,
11. St. Bride' s -avenue. Fleet- street, London .of Lewis Davies , formerly Ann Bruton , spinster , the sur

solicitor, i , Calverley Moont, Tunbridge Wells .
TUCKER Honry ), Blackford , Wodmore , Somorget, gentle .

vivors . COSIER (Wm .), Wilmington Hall, Kent, Esq . Feb . 1 ;
RANKEX (Chas. ) , of Grey' s - inn , Middlesex , gentleman ;

man . Feb . 6 ; E . W . Edwards, solicitor, Wedmore.Desborough and Son , solicitors , Sa , Finsbury -circus
HYDE (Arthur , of Mohill, County Leitrim , Ireland,

TUPPER (Martin de Havilland ). 13 . Charch -street. StokeSouth , London .
COWDEROY ( John ), 4, Triangle -terrace, Camberwell, Surrey,clork ; CROFTOX (Parsons), of Merrion -street, Dublin ,

Newington , Middlesex, gentleman . Jun . 25 ; W . Blewitt,

Esq ., and Coxx R (Wm . Henry ), Lieut., R . N ., 2891 58 . 3d . grocr. solicitor, 27, New Broad-street, London .
Feb . 10 ; Withall and Compton , solicitors, 19,

WALKER (Rev . Canon ) , Scarborough . York .Great George -street, Westminster .New Three per Cent. Annuities. Claimants said Parsons
Jan . 31 :

Crofton, and Wm . Henry Conner, the survivors .
Woodall and Woodall, solicitors, 26, Queen -street, Scar.CUSHING (Francis), 2 Gresham -villas, South Church -road ,

New Town, near Southend, Essex, architect and sur .SOUTH WALES MINERAL RAILWAY COMPANY, per Act 16 & 17
borough . .

Vict. c . 197 .
WATES 7Edward ), 15, Harmer -street, Milton -next-Graves .veyor. Feb . 9 ; William Sturt, solicitor , 14, Ironmonger8312 109 ., Threo per Cent. Annuities.

Claimant said South Wales Mineral Railway Company .
end, Kent, solicitor. Jan . 31 ; Hooke and Stroet, solici.lane, London .

DAY (Mary A .). Torrington House, Pinner , Middlesex , tors, 27, Lín coln 's - inn - fields, Middlesex .

widow . Jan . 19 ; Goo. Walker, solicitor, 52, Fitzroy-street, WATAON (Wm .) , Calow , Chesterfield , Derby. March 2 ; R .

APPOINTMENTS UNDER THE JOINT-STOCK Fitzroy -square, Middlesex . T . Gratton , solicitor, 5 , Knifosmith - gate, Chesterfield .

WINDING -UP ACTS . DE-LA -WARR (Major-General Tho Right Hon . Chas. R .. WEBB (Harriet), 12, Priory -terrace , Cheltenham , Glouces
Earl) , K . C . B . , Buckhurst Park , Sursex , of Bourne Hall ter, widow . Jan . 23 ; J . L . Smith , solicitor, Ledbury,

CASTELL CARN DOCHAN GOLD MIXING COMPANY (LIMITED ) .
Creditors to send in by Jan . 24 their names and ad . Cambridge, and 18 , Pall Mall and The Thatched House Herefordshire.
dresses , and the particulars of thoir claims, and the Club, St. James 's-street, Middlesex WEBSTER (Anno E ), Glebe -street, Nottingham , widow ,

Jan . 18 ; Cope ,
Feb 1 ; Thos . W . Elliott, solicitor, 6 , Middle Pavement,Rose, and Pearson , solicitors, 28 , Great George-street,names and addresses of thoir solicitors, if any, to James

Ford. 76, Chespeide, London , the official liquidator of the Westminster. Middlesex: Nottingham .

DILLOY (Francis P . ), formerly of Spanish -place, Manches. WILLIAMS (Henry B .), 2, Berkeley- villag, Cheltenham ,
asid company. Feb . 9 , at the chambers of V . C . H ., at ten Esq . April 1 ; F . and E . Griffiths, solicitors, 2 , Crescentter- square , subsequen 'ily of R , Bryanston -street, Portmano clock , is the timeappointed for hearing and adjudicat. square, and late of 21. Buckingham -street, Strand, Middle place, Cheltenham .
ing upon such claims.

sex, spinster. Feb . 19 ; Wm . C . Gill, solicitor, s , Miles ' s .
WILgoy ( John ), formerly of the George Inn , Rochdalo .

SOUTH WALES DAILY NEWSPAPER COMPANY LIMITED ).
Creditors to send in by Jan . 27 their names and ad . buildings, Bath . road , Manchester, late of Southport, gentleman . Feb 9 ;

Ed. Heath and Sons , solicitors, 41, Swan-street, Man .DYMOKE (John ), Scrivelsby Court, the Honourable thedressee, and the particulars of their claims, and the
Queen 's Champion . Feb . 12 ; Gregory and Co ., solicitors , chester .

names and addresses of their solicitors , if any, to James 1, Bedford -row , London .T . Snell, 85 , Cheapside, London , the official liquidator of
WISEMAN (Jas. , Heathfield -terrace, Halifax, York, gentle.

the said company. Feb . 10, at the chambers of the M . R . , ELLICE (Russell), Lombard -street, London , and Bricken . man . Jan . 15 ; Wavell and Co ., solicitorr, 26 , George-street,
Halifax.donbury, Horts, banker. Jan . 31 ; R . Dixon, solicitor, 5,at half-pa - t eleven o 'clock , is the timeappointed for hear .

Finsbury -square, London ,ing and adjudicatingupon such claims.
ZILLWOOD (Richard N .), Romsey, Southampton , miller .

FAULKNER (George N .) , formerly of Whiteparish , near March 1 ; Stead, Tyler, and Potter, solicitors, Romsey .
STADIL FIORD RECLAMATION COMPANY LIMITED ) . - Petition

for winding-up to be heard Jan . 17 , before the M . R . Salisbury , late of Wargrave, near Henley- on - Thames ,
Oxford, Esq . Feb . 12 ; Gregory, Rowcliffes, and Rawle ,
solicitors, 1. Bedford -row , London , REPORTS OF SALES .

CREDITORS UNDER ESTATES IN CHANCERY. FLETCHER (Alexander ), late Major in the 12th Lancers, and

Last Day or Proof. of 2 , Howick -place, Westminster. Feb . 1 ; Mejor Jary , Wednesday, Dec . 31.
ALLEY (Nicholas B .) , Torvole, Penderyn , Brecon , mer Battlesden -park, Beds, or to G . W . Quallett, 10 , New

Bond- street, London . By Messrs. H . and F . JARRATT, at Leicester .
chant. Feb . 2 ; 18aac D . Kees , solicitor, Aberdare , OILAVES (Robert ). Maidstone Grocer . March 25 : Leicestershire . - Cold Newton . Inclosures of land , contain
Glamorgan , Feb . 17, V . C . M ., at twelve o ' clock . Monckton and Co , solicitors, 72 , King -street, Maidstone. ing 50a . Ir. 2p., freehold sold for 28418 .

AITTIELD (Chas. ), Farnham , Surrey, maltster, corn and GALLOWAY (Right Hon . Randolph S . Earl of, Baron Stewart Thursday , Jan. 1 .
coalmerchant, and hop planter . Jan . 24 ; Henry Potter . of Garlies) . Jan . 31 : M . and H . Turner, solicitors, 42 , ByMr. A . M . YETTS, at Gaildhall Tavern .
solicitor , Farnham . Feb . 7 ; M . B ., at hall past eleven Jermyn -street, St. James' s , London .
o 'clock .

Reversion to 2781 58 ., Royal Exchange Assurance Stock , life

BAILEY (Martha H .), 11. Daneby.street, Liverpool. Jan .
GLADWELL (William ), late of 2, Abercorn - villas, Forest. aged 46 years - sold for £1940.
Jane , Stratford , Essex, formerly of the Admiralty, White

12, W . W . Wynne, solicitor, 115 , Chancery- lane, London .
Reversion to one-third partof £133363. 8d . Consols , life aged

hall. Jan . 23 ; C . J . Lowes , solicitor, 14 , Walbrook , Lon.
Jan . 22 ; V . C . H , at one o 'clock . 80 years - sold for £270.

don ,
BOLTON ( John H .) , Lincoln 's - inn , Middlesex , and of Lee , GOATLEY ( John ), St. John' s Villa , Brixton -road, Surrey ,
Kent, solicitor, Jan . 20 ; Charles Robbins, solicitor. 1, gentleman . Feb . 1 ; Withall and Compton , solicitors , 19 ,
New - square , Linco . n ' s -inn , Middlesex . Jan . 27 ; M . R . GreatGeorge-street. Westminster.
at eleven o ' clock . GOODWIN (Harford J . ), formerly of 12, York -place, Port

Bolton ( Thos. J.), Grove park, Kingsbury, and Gough man -square, Middlesex , late of 2 , Marlborough - place ,
street, Clerkenwell , Middlesex contractor. Jan . 12 ; J . A . Harrow . road , Middlesex, Esq . March 1 ; Bircham and
Edwards, solicitor, 8, Old Jewry, London . Jan . 21 ; Co. solicitors, 46 , Parliament-street, Westminster , MAGISTRATES' CLERK 'S FEES.
VC. M ., at twelve o 'clock .

BOOTH (Edwd .) , late of Manchester and lately carrying on GOOSE (Hannah H .), 4. Eastern villas, Fortis.green, Horn . THE following is a report of a committee ap.
business at Gorton and Salford , Lancaster, in partner . sey, Middlesex , spinster . Jan . 16 ; Sutcliffe and Summers , pointed by the Town Council of the Borough of
ship with Robert Booth , ag gum and starch manufac solicitors, 5 , New Bridge-street, London, E . C .
turers. Feb . 7 : R . Page, solicitor, ? , Clarence-buildings, HALL (Rebecca ), Goverton , Bleasby, Nottingham , widow . Sheffield to prepare a new Table of Fees.
Booth street, Manchester. Feb . 21 ; V . C . B ., at twelve Jan . 81 ; Parsons and Son , solicitors, Wheeler-gato, | Your committee report that in pursuance of &
o 'clock. Notts .

Cass (Arthnr H . ). Calcutta , East Indies, hotel keeper. | HICKMAN ( Thos. ), 198, St. John -street- road, Middlesex , | resolution passed by the council on the 29th Oct .,
March 1 : Geo . L . Parkinson , solicitor, 8 . Jonn -street , bruchmaker. Feb . 11 ; Taylor and Co, solicitors, 15 , Fur. 1873, appointing them to prepare a New Table of
Adelphi, Middlesex . March 16 ; M . R ., at eleven o ' clock . nival' s- inn , London . Fees, to be taken by the clerk to the justices forCHELNE (John 1. G . ), Bancoorah , Bengal, India . March HILL Wm . ), late of 22, Clanricarde-gardens, Kensington , this borough , for adoption by the council and19 ; Thos. Plews, solicitor , 14, Old Jewry -chambers, Lon - 1 Middlesex , formerly carrying on thebusiness of contractor
don . March 26 ; M . R ., at eleven o 'clock . and builder , at 203, Whitechapel-road , Middlesex, and confirmation by the Secretary of State, they have

COXAWAY (Rachel), 39, Baltic -street,Old -street, St. Luke's , carrying on the business of a brickmaker, at Ilford , considered the table of fees submitted by the
Middlesex. widow . Jan , 21 ; H . Nicholson , solicitor, 25 , Leyton , Wanstead , and Stratford , all in the county of
Collexe-hill, London , Feb . 3 ; V . O . M ., at twelve o 'clock . Essex . Feb , 1 ; Duffield and Bruty, solicitors, 6 , Token Home Office, and after carefully examining the

COOPER ( Thos. ) 12, Brookfield - road, South Hackney, Mid . house -yard , London , same, and comparing it with the table of fees at
dlesex, builder. Jan . 23 ; E . R . Keele, solicitor, 5 , Fre . | HORTON ( John ) otherwise William Morgan , late a gunner present in force, beg to recommend the council to
derick ' s - place, Old Jewry , London , Feb . 6 ; M . R . at in the 7th Battery 23rd Brigade of H . M ' s. B . A . May l ;
eleven o'clock . F . W . Seaman , solicitor , Wednesbury . adopt the same,and to take the necessary steps

COULSON (Wm .), Penzance, Cornwall, general merchant. (Annabella H .) 12. Albion -street. Hyde-park. Middle for obtaining the approval of the Secretary of
Jan . 22 ; W . Borlase, solicitor, Penzance. Feb . 5 ; M . R ., at sex , widow . Feb . 1 ; Murray and Hutchins, solicitors, 11,
eleven o 'clock . State for the Home Department thereto . A copy

Birchin -lane, London .
EGGAR ( John ), Mansfield Farm , Iver, Bucks. Jan . 12 ; KEY (John B ) , Oriental Bank Corporation , Threadneedle of the table of foes is annexed to this report.
Hedges and Brandreth , solicitors, 9 , Red Lion -square, street, London , and 26 , Duke-street , Manchester- equare . | Your committee think it their duty further to
Mildlesex . Jan . 19 ; V . C . H . at twelve o 'clock . Middle -ex, Eq. Feb. 1 ; Murray and Hutchins, solicitors, state that on the 9th day of January , 1850, a com .

FRENCH (Rt. Hon. Fitz -St-phen ), M . P ., formerly of Lough 11, Birchin -lane, London .
Errett, Roscommon , Ireland , late of 68, Warwick -square LEVERS ( Francis ), Glebe-street, Nottingham , licensed vic mittee was appointed by the council to report
Pimlico, Middlesex . Jan . 31 ; R . Petch , solicitor, 8 , John tualler. Feb . 1 ; Thomas W . Elliott, solicitor, 6 , Middle upon the subject of the fees payable to the clerk
Street, Be iford -row , Middlesex. Feb . 16 ; V . O . M . & pavement, Nottingham .
twelve o 'clock . to the justices, and on the 26th March , 1850, the

LUCAS (Ralph ), Seaton Carew , Durham , and Bampton
HAWKE ( Edward H . ). Tolgulla , near Scorrier, Cornwall . Grange, Westmoreland . Jan , 31 ; John B . Stover, Boli council adopted the table of foes now in force,
Feb . 10 ; E . H . busk , kolicitor, 1 , New -square, Lincoln ' s . citor, West Hartlepool. which were then considered to be on a more reinn , Middlesex . Feb . 20 ; V . C . B ., at twelve o'clock . MARTYN (Wm .) , 7, Thayer-street, Manchester-square , Mid .

HOLDEN ( Thos.), Nether Thurvaston , Longford , Derby, duced scale , as a whole,than had been sanctioneddlesex, Esq . Jan . 24 ; G . E . Thomas, solicitor, 8 , Regentfarmer. Feb. 1 ; Samuel Leech, solicitor, Derby. Feb. street. Middlesex. in any other borough .
20 ; M . R ., at twelve o 'clock . MESHAM (Margaret E .), Pontruffydd Hall, Flint, spinster.

HOWARD ( Sir Ralph ), Bart , Belgrave Mansions, Grosvenor Afterwards the council considered it desirable
March 1 : Sladen and Nackenzie, solicitors, 8, Delahay

gardens,Middlesex. Jan . 23 ; 0 .Gatliff, solicitor , 8 , Fins. that the clerk to the justices should be paid byStreet, Westminster, Middlesex ,
bury-circus, London. Feb . 6 ; M . R , at eleven o 'clock . MILLNER (Rev . Wm .), formerly of 8, Tottenham -place, salary in lieu of fees, and on the 14th January,

JONES (Wm . H .), 156, Borough High -street, Southwark , Clifton , near Bristol, vicar of St. Augustine-the-Less,and Annerley, Surrey, leatherseller. Jan . 31 ; D . Mallam , 1852, they passed the following resolution :Bristol,andminor canon of Bristol Cathedral, afterwardssolicitor, 1, Staple-inn , Holborn, Middlesex. Feb . 16 ; of 50 , Regent' - park -road , Regent' s -park , Middlesex . but “ Resolved : That in the opinion of this council
V C . M ., at twelve o 'clock . late of 64 , Mornington -road , Hegent's - park , rector of St. | it would be desirable, and they hereby, in pursu.

LEWTHWAITE (Jos.), Parkinson House, otherwise Sanitary . Antholin , with St. John the Baptist, London . Jan . 20 ; |
place . near Halifax , York , mathematical teacher . Jan . Baptist, London . Jan . 20 ; | ance of the 14 & 15 Vict. 0 . 55 , recommend toYarde and Loader , solicitors, 1, Raymond -buildings,
15 ; Norrig, Foster, and England, solicitors, Halifax. Gray's -inn , Middlesex . Her Majesty' s Secretary of State , that the clerk
Jan . 29 ; V . C . H ., at twelve o 'clock , MUGGERIDGE ( Thos.). Green -street Green, near Dartford , to the justices of the peace for this borough be

McCABE Esther J . ), formerly of Southwick -crescent, Hyde Kent, farmer. Jan . 15 ; Russelland Co., solicitors, Dart- paid by salary in lieu of fees and other payments,
park , Middlesex, late of Ticehurst, Sussex, spinster . Jan . ford , and 14 , Old Jewry-chambers, London .
12 ; S . Potter, solicitor, 39 , King-street, Cheapside, Lon - | PAGET (Chas.) Ruddington Grange, Ruddington , Notting and that a salary of £800 per year should be paid
don . Jan . 26 ; V . C . H ., at twelve o 'clock . ham , Esq. Feb. 9 ; Enfield and Dowaon, solicitors, Not- to Mr.Albert Smith , the present clerk (he thereoutPARTINGTON (Eliza ), formerly of Montreal House, Great tingham .
Malvern , Worcester , late of 4 , Westbourne-terrace , Rich PARKER (Henry P .) 1 , Blenheim - villas, Gold Hawk rond . defraying the expenses of clerks, printing, sta .
mond-road , Malrern Link , Worcester, spinster. Jan . 26 ; Shepherd's Bush , Middlesex, gentleman. late an artist, tionery, and all other expenses incidental to the
Thomas H . Smith , solicitor, ln , Frederick 's - place, Old Jan . 18 ; Watson and Son , solicitors , 16 , Bridge - road ,
Jewry , London . Feb . 4 : V . O . M ., at twelve o ' clock . Hammersmith , Middlesex,PATTERSON ( Robert), Wimbledon , Surrey , brewer. Jan . 31 ; PERKINS (William ), Mill Hill Cottage, East Grinstead . Mr. Albert Smith was requested to make a
Mr. F . Robinson , solicitor, 36, Jermyn -street, St. James' s, Sugsex , architect. Jan. 19 ; J . J . Darley, solicitor, 36 , return of receipts and expenditure for the years
Middlesex . Feb . 7 ; V . O . H ., et twelve o 'clock . John -street, Bedford -row , London .

POWER ( Edward ), Gloncester, printer and stationer . Jan . | RIPLEY (Edward P . W .) , late a major in the Bengal Staff 1850 and 1851, and the following results were ob .
12 ; K . H . Frger, solicitor, Gloucester. Jan . 26 ; M . R ., at Corps . Jan . 30 ; E . Carleton Holmes and Son , solicitors, tained from the return furnished by Mr. Smith in
half-past eleven o 'clock . 12, Bedford -row , London . .

Pugh (Even ), Pennell-village , Merioneth , agent and sur. compliance with such request :
RISDON ( John ), Great Parodon , Essex , Esq . Feb . 20 : Geo .

veyor. Jan . 20 ; Williams and Gittens, solicitors, New 1850 . € 8 . d .
Dixon , solicitor , 35 , John -street, Bedford row , Mid

town, Montgomery . Feb . 2 ; V . C M ., at twelve o 'clock . dlesex. Gross Income received ... ... ... ... 1875 7 5
SMITH ( Jas. G . ), 29, Fenchurch -street, London , gentleman . SAMUELSON (Alexander ), 27 , Cornhill , and Kingston Lodge, Expenses of Clerks, Printing , and
Jan . 31 ; J . R . Adams, solicitor , 15 , Old Jewry -chamberg, Addison -road , Kensington , London , civil engineer . Feb .

Stationery ... . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . 395 9 9London. Feb . 7 ; V . O . H ., at twelve o ' clock . 16 ; G . S . and H . Brandon , solicitors, 15 , Essex .street ,WEARING (Edward B .), Crowhurst Land Farm , Lingfield ,
Surrey. yeoman . Feb . 1 ; Wm . Carpenter and Sons, Strand, Middlesex. Net Income ... ... 1479 17 8

SAXDERS (Chas. ), formerly of Braintree , late of Colchester .
solicitors, 4, Brabant Court, Philpot lane , London . Feb . Essex, corn factor. Feb . 20 ; Veley and Cunnington ,
10 ; V . C . H ., at twelve o ' clock . solicitors, Braintree , Essex . 1851 . £ 8 . d .

SCOTCHER (Charles ), 88 , Brecknock -road , Middlesex, and Gross Income .. . . .. 1566 2 8
CREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 VICT. C . 35. 86 , Bull-street, Birmingham , Feb. 16 ; H . Ivimey , solici

tor, 8 , Staple-inn , London . Expenses of Clerks, Printing, and
Last Day of Claim , and to whom Particulars to be sent. TAGART ( Thos. B .) , late of 27, Dryden -terrace, Turner. Stationery ... .. . . .. ... " 400 5 6* **

ALKIN ( Ann ) , North -street, Atherstone, Warwick , spinster , road , Lee , Kent, gentleman , formerly the registrar of
Feb . 10 ; Hadford and Son , solicitore, Atherstone. Butler 's Wharf Company ( Limited ), at Rotherhithe. Net Income ... ... 1165 17 3

AFTWOOD ( Thos, ). Stockbridge , Southampton , gentleman , Surrey . Jan , 20 ; Cattarns and Co., solicitors, 33, Mark
Xarch 1 ; Stead and Co . solicitors, Romsey . lane, London, Upon the resolution of the council being sub.
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meeting.”

mitted to the magistrates, they declined to approvo place relative to thenew table of fees,and thatdepu . ditional on the clerk devoting the whole of his
of the recommendation . tation had an interviow with Mr. Winterbotham , time to the performance of the duties of his office,

The question although at that time apparently | the Under Secretary of State , and conferred with that being a matter entirely for the justices to

settled was not really so, for complaints were him on the subject of the resolution passed by the determine. Neither can the town council make

from time to timemade in the council and other council on the 12th Feb . last, and also to the new any stipulation as to what expenses shall be

public places of the excessive amount the clerk table of foes to be made by the council and as defrayed by the clerk . All that & town council

was receiving for the work done. to the salary to be paid to the clerk to be appointed can do is simply to recommend that a certain zum
Sheffield was not the only place where this in the place ofMr. Albert Smith , who had resigned shall be paid instead of fees. If that recommenda

system was found to exist. The question had for the office ; when Mr. Winterbotham informed tion isadopted by the justices and by the Secretary
some years been agitated in other large towns in them that he should be glad to receive and sug. of State, the Act of Parliament defines for what
England . gestion from the council as to the proposed new duties the salary is to be received . It cannot be

A Parliamentary Commission was appointed in table of fees, and would be prepared to consider for anything more or for anything less."
1858, and evidence taken upon the subject, the land sanction any reasonable recommendation Your committee deeply regret that the magis .

whole tenor of which was that it was desirable to which the council mightmake us to the amount of trates should have thought it necessary to retire
pay magistrates' clerks by salary rather than by salary to bo paid to the clerk . Mr. Winterbotham from the principle they had laid down, as to the
fees. Since that time most of the large towns considered that £1800 per annum would be ample desirability of paying their clerk by salary rather
have adopted the principle of payment by salary remuneration for the duties the clerk had to than by fees , as it must be admitted by all that
instead of fees : Manchester, Liverpool, Birming. I perform , including payment of clerks and office | the remuneration which the new clerk will receive
ham , Leeds, Bristol,and Newcastlo being amongst expenses, and he had no hesitation in saying that will be out of all proportion to the work he has to
the earliest to carry out that improvement, and the Home Office would sanction such remunera . | do . In order that the council and the public may
Sheffield is about the only large town that has not tion. be properly informed upon this head, Mr. Jack .
done so. On the 29th Oct. 1873, the council passed the son , the chief constable , at the request of your
On the 12th February , 1873, the council passed following resolution : committee , has carefully prepared an estimate of

a resolution recommending that the clerk to the “ Resolved : That in pursuance of the 14 and the fees that would be received by a clerk , as .
borough justices should be paid by salary, in lieu 15 Vict. cap . 55 , this council recommends to Her suming that the clerk took all the fees to which he

of fees . The following is a copy of the resolu . Majesty's Secretary of State for the Home is entitled - that estimate is basod upon the quan .
tion : Department, that the clerk to the justices of the tity of business actually done in 1871 ; and from it

" Resolved – That in the opinion of this council. | peace for this borough be paid by salary in lieu of your committee find that the totalamount of fees
the clerk to the justices of the borongh of Shef. | fees and other payments, and that a salary of that would be received under the table of fees now

field should be paid by salary, in lieu of fees and | £1800 par . annum .beper annum be paid to the clerk to be in force will be £3616 10g. 6d ., and under the

other payments, and that a salary of $ 2000 per appointed in the place of Mr. Albert Smith , who | new table £3123 168., showing & difference of

annum be paid to Mr. Albert Smith, the present has resigned such office, provided that the clerk £492 14s. 6d .
clerk, he thereout defraying the expenses of devotes his whole time to the duties of his office, The fees increase year by year, and it may be
clerks, printing, stationery , and all other expenses and defrays the expenses of clerks, printing, estimated that in twenty years time the income
incidental to the office. That a copy of this stationery, and all other expenses incidental to from fees will amount to £5000 per annum , at the

resolution be laid by the mayor before the justices his office." least.

of the borough of Sheffield , for their consideration | The resolution was forwarded to the Home Your committee haveascertained thatat Birming .
and approval, and that subject thereto another Secretary ,who stated that finding, from communi- / ham the two clerks to the magistrates are paid by

copy of the said resolution be forwarded by the cations which had been made to him from the salary , and are allowed £2100 per annum , which
mayor to Her Majesty' s principal Secretary of Sheffield borough justices, that they and the town sum includes the cost of clerks, stationery, & c .
State for the Home Department, for his ap council were not agreed upon the recommendation | At Leeds, the clerk is also paid by salary and
proval." of the town council, and considering all the receives £1500 per aunum , which sum includes

The above resolutionwas laid before theborough circumstances of the case, he was of opinion that the cost of clerks; the corporation provides sta

justices on the 13th March 1873,aud the following thehe would not be giving effect to the provisions of sionery , & c .

resolution was passed by them approving of the18the 9th section of the Act 14 and 15 Vict. cap. 55, The fees in those boroughs are paid into the
recommendation : if he made an order upon such recommendation , borough fund, and the surplus of the amount of

" Resolved : That this meeting, after mature
until he had been satisfied that the justices fees over the salary of the justices' clerk relieves
approved of it. -

consideration, approves of the recommendations the rates to that extent; and it is , in the judg
Themayor laid before a meeting of the borough mentof your committee, far more to the interest

contained in the resolution of the town council instices, convened for that purpose, and held on of the public , and much less of a scandal, that

now read, and that the mayor be requested to the 21st Nov. last, a copy of the resolution passed | funds should fructify in the pockets of the rate
certify the same to the Secretary of State, and by the council on the 29th Oct. 1873.

payers, than be handed over to public servants in
inform the council of the approval by this The justices present were : Joseph Hallam , amounts greatly out of proportion to the value of

Esq ., mayor ; John Fairburn , Esq., ex -mayor ; their services .
The resolutions also received the approval of J . E . Davis, Esq , Sir John Brown, Henry E . But this excessive remuneration is not the only

Mr. Albert Smith . | Hoole , Esq.,William Fisher, Esq .,Edward Vickers, ovil attendant upon payment by fees, for such
The mayor forwarded the resolutions of the Esq ., Mark Firth , Esq., and W . K . Peace, Esq. system has a very serious effect on the adminis

council and the justices to the Home Secretary, | The resolution having been road, it was pro . tration of justice ; it frequently happens that the

who requested that a statement showing the posed by Sir John Brown , and seconded by Mr. merits of a case would be met by a nominal fine,

average amount of fees received by the clerk | H . E . Hoole , and resolved but then the consideration of the clerk ' s perqui.
during the last five years should be furnished to " That the justices of the said borough at this sites in the shape of fees obtrudes itself. The
him , and Mr. Smith made the following return : meeting disapprove of the recommendation con magistrate is often influenced by that considera
Receipts of Fees, showing theaverage for five years, by tained in the said resolution of the said town tion , and the general good is perverted by the
Albert Smith , magistrates' clerk in petty and special council.” question of fees or costs in which the interest of
sessions for Borough of Sheffield ,and Disbursements. Proposed by Sir John Brown, seconded by Mr. the clerk predominates. “ Discharged on payment

ale 6 . d . William Fisher, and resolved of costs " is naturally & conclusion which would
1867 Total fees received 3159 17 2 " That the justices present at this meeting wish relieve the defendant from any liability but for the
1868 Ditto 2939 16 4 to place upon record the following summary of clerk ' s vested right ; but its real reading is " dis .1869 Ditto 3668 15
1870 3527 5 the grounds of their disapproval of the resolution charged so far as the interest of order, justice ,

4
1871 Ditto 3030 18 4 of the town council. First : That none of the and morality are concerned, but you must settle

evils which under some circumstances attend with the clerk ,whose interests and those of public
£16 ,326 12 10 upon and outweigh the advantages of payment of policy are conflicting and incompatible .”

magistrates clerksbyfees have hitherto existed in Your committee can only express again theirGross average per year 3265 6 6
Deduct West Riding fees, estimated Sheffield , and the only reason avowed by the town great regret that such & favourable opportunity

at one- sixth ... . .. . .. ...
council for effecting a change is the desire to of effecting so desirable a change should be lost.

. .. 544 4 5
appropriate a portion of the fees for the purpose It is continuing a practice that has been univer

Yearly average amouut of borough of increasing the borough fund . To sanction any sally condemned and abandoned whenever an
fees received ... . .. ... " £2721 2 1 such attemptappears to the justices to involve å opportunity presented itself : however, the council

direct infringement of the doctrine emphatically and the public will see from this report that the1867 Gross disbursements
932 0 0 laid down by the present and late Secretaries of entire rosponsibility of perpetuating this most1868 Ditto ... 908 00

1899 Ditto State that such an application of fees involves a pernicious state of things rests solely upon the.. . .. . 1115 00
1870 Ditto . .. .. . 1015 0 0 publio scandal ; and that if the fees are more than borough justices and uot upon the council.
1871 Ditto . .. ... 983 2 5 sufficient for the purpose of remunerating the John FAIRBURN , Chairman.

clerk , they should be reduced. Further, the jus. | Council Chamber, Sheffield , 4th Dec. 1873.
£4953 2 5 tices, for whose assistance the clerk is appointed , A TABLE OF FEES TO BE TAKEN BY THE CLERK TO THE

Gross average per year have no means of increasing a salary once fixed , JUSTICES OF THE SAID BOROUGE.
990 12 6

Deduct one-sixth as West Riding in case they should find that the duties or expenses Appointment. £ 8 . d .

expenses ...
or Parochial or other Officers (except Con .

. .. ... ... . .. . .. ... 165 2 1 of his office are increased (and with an increasing
population they must increase) ; 80 also a fixed

stables) , to contain the names of all the

Yearly average amount of borough salary must operate as a bar to the advancement
persons appointed at the same time to the
person.

disbursements ... .. . .. . .. . .. . £825 10 5 same office
of subordinate clerks - & point of very consider.der- of Special Constables under 5 & 6 Will. 4 . c .

Yonr committee find thattheaverage net income | able importance in the efficience of all adminis. 76, for each person, to include Notice,Oath ,
of Mr. Smith for that period has been at least trative duties ; moreover, the paymont of a fixed and Certificate ... ... .... ... . ... ... .... 0 1 0
£2000 per annum . salary instead of fees leaves unprovided for a con . (No more than £2 2s, to be charged for
On the 6th May 1873, the HomeSecretary trang. siderable amount of labour and expenditure con . | one day, irrespective of thenumber appointed .)

mitted to the council a new table of fees, which nected with the police office, heretofore defrayed Ca tificate. - ( Seo “ Order." )
Certiorari.had been prepared by the Examiners of Criminal | by the clerk , although not incidental to the dig .

Law Accounts, and recommended the same for charge of his strict duties. Secondly , that the Return to and filling... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 0

adoption by the council, in the place of the table amount of salary recommended by the council is
Commitment. - (See “ Warrant." )

of fees in force , a copy of which had been forwarded inadequate , considering the numerous staff of Complaint. - (See “ Information ." )

to him at his request. skilled and experienced clerks required to attend Conviction ,

Unfortunately , Mr. Smith was taken ill, and on two courts, and in the clork 's office concurrently , Every Conviction (to include all persons con .
: 026victed on the same charge) .. .Mr. Thorpe, his chief clerk, having died, Mr. and the large expenditure for paymentof printers, .. . ... .. . 0 % 6

Smith resigned the office of magistrates' clerk , stationery, books, and other matters. Thirdly , Copy.

and the councilwere compelled to begin again de that apart from the above reasons influencing the Of Alehouse Licence, under 5 & 6 Vict. c . 44 ... 0 2 6

novo . justices in withholding their approval, the resolu . | Or Depositions for Prisoners, per folio of 90
words.. . .. .

On the 13th Oot. last the council appointed a tion of the town council is in its terms objection . Lotof Depositions for Prosecutor, per folio of 90
deputation to confer with the Home Secretary inable if not bad on its face. The town council

reference to the correspondence which had taken ' have no power to make any recommendation con orany other Document, per folio of 72 words 0 0 5

Ditto

O
O
O
O

, ... 030

words
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Criminal Justice Act. d . As to thesettlement,removal, ormaintenance £ 8 . d . claimants paying a certain percentage towards it,
For the performance of the several duties of a Pauper or Lunatic , the Affiliation of a which money, he was of opinion , would be well
under this Act , in each case (when two or bastard, the putting out of an apprentice ,

spent and would effect a great saving. In con
more persons are included in the same or in the case of fraudulent removalof goods 0 3 0

clusion , he said that the Act had now been incharge a single fee only to be taken ) . . ) 0 Every other Order , Allowance , Adjudication ,

Duplicate . or Certificate not otherwise charged ... ... 0 operation for many years , and under it property1 0
One-half of the original fee ... ... ... ... ... Poor Ratos, Local Ratos, and Taxes. to the value of millions had changed hands under

Entry
For the Complaint, Summons, Duplicate or compensation for damages, and he trusted that

Ofevery Appeal .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 1 0
Copy , and the hearing in respect of each while venturing to suggest some amendments of
defaulter for the sum of 208 , and under . .. the Act, the main principles of it would receive

Examination . - See " Information ." ) Any sum over 20s . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . 0 the consideration which their practical utility andFines, Allowance of rate . .. ... ... ... ... . .. ... 0 1 0
Receiving, accounting for, and paying over good work demanded .

Precept.
( to be deducted from amount paid over) at Mr. Clark briefly proposed a vote of thanks to

Every precept ... .. . .. .
the rate of,for every 20s.... .. . ... ... ... 1 0... the reader of the paper .

. . ... ... Recognizance.
Mr. Ryde, in seconding the proposition , said

For the performance of all the several duties Recognizance to include prosecutor and wit
ness, or witnessesbound at the same time inin each case committed for trial to the

that with regard to the amendment of the Lands

assizes or sessions without regard to the the same matter .. . . .. Clauses Act two important suggestions had been
number of prisoners included in the same For each person after the first ... ... 0 0 6 thrown out by Mr. Philbrick . In the first place
charge .. . . . . Notice to each person bound ... ... ... ... 0 0 6. . . he advocated that the law should be amended , so. . . . . . . . . .

Summary Convictions. as to give the opportunity of first contesting theInformation ,
Each information, complaint, examination , or Upon every hearing of an information for right of the land to compensation before proceed

drunkenness, vagrancy , offences against the
deposition (including oath ) or statement of ing to the amount of compensation. To any such
party accused ... turnpike, highway, malicious trespass ,

.. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . view he (the speaker ) would have the greatestWeights and Measures and Wine Licensing
Juvenile Offenders Acts. Acts , including information , examinations, objection ; and whether in the interest of com .

For the performance of the several duties summous or warrant, hearing , conviction , panies or not, nothing should be done to increase
under these Acts in each case (when two or distress warrant and commitment, to in the hardship upon the claimant. If the law were
more persons are included in the same clude every expense . .. ... . .. ... ... . .. 0 4 0 amended , it would give to the company , not pre
charge, a single fee only to be taken ) ... ... 08 Special Session pared to pay the money, opportunity for delay,Liberate. For attending every special session , such an

Ofany prisoner from custody ... ... ... ... 0 which some companies would be certain to avail
amount to be paid out of the Borough Fund

themselves of. This was one question, of whichLicense. as with the fees ( if any be taken ) shall in the
To keep an Ale and Victualling House (besides whole make up per day ... ... ... ... ... 1 the judgment of the institution would be service
one shilling to the constable ) , 9 Geo. 4 , c . 61 able. The other important alteration was that

Summons.
Transfer of such Licence (besides one shilling Every summons (to include four names) ... 0 there should be a court of appeal. It was very

to the constable ) . . . . 0 50 Every additional number of names not ex . desirable that mistakes of all kinds should be
For Indorsement of a Licence 15 & 6 Vict. c. ceeding four ... ... ... ... . .. . .. .. . . .. 00 0 6 corrocted , but were there after all many mistakes

For Interim Certificate to keep house open to
Taxation of Costs . made ? They must not cavilat the judgment ; and

next trepsier day . .. . In appeals against ratesand amending rates... 0 5 0 taking a broad view , when the companies took a
Every Billiard Licence and Precept (besides Warrant. proper course , were there any mistakes made,

one shilling to the constable ) 8 & 9 Vict. To commit after conviction, in which convic and did many companies pay on the whole
c . 109 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . tion is set forth ... .... . . . .. . . .. 0 3 0 very much more than they ought to pay ?

Every Licence to a Theatre (6 & 7 Vict. c. 68) To provide carriages under tbe Mutiny Act... 0 1 0 The great objection would be that more liti .
for each calendar month ... ... . .. . .. .. . 5 0 Every warrant to arrest, detaip , or commit ,

Every Licence to deal in Game and Notices... to includethe pameofevery person included gation than was necessary would consequently

Every Licence consent orauthority not other in the saine charge not otherwise provided take place ; and a company, not liking a
wise provided for, including registration for . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0
. . .* * " . . . 1 decision, would appeal against it, and the matter. . . 0

when the same is necessary ... .. . .. . . .. Every other warrant . . .. . 0 1 0 would go on till all the money would be spent in

List.
Return to warrant or backi warrant,

litigation . One of the clauses of the amended
ing oath , in each case... ... ... ... ... ... 0 10 Act of 1869, which dealt with the question of

Notice . Provided always that nothing herein contained costs , did nobody any good, he thought, and in
Every notice not otherwise provided for ... O I shall be construed to authorise the demand of any inred companiesmore than anybody else. Arbi.

Oath . fee contrary to the provisions of any Act of Par trators considered , according to this clause, that

Every Oath , Affirmation , or Solemn Declara liament now or hereafter to be passed . their clients would have to pay the costs of the
tion (not otherwise charged ) . .. . .. . .. .. . 0 1 0 No fees to be taken in indictable offences, in action if they did not recover from the company,

Order . adjudications under the Criminal Justice or and so the objectionable clause was bad in prin .
On County Treasurer (nototherwise specified ) 0 0 6 Juvenile Offenders Acts, or in summary convic ciple, and was å miserable failure, and it argently
Order , Certificate, or Record of proceedings

| tions in addition to the fixed foes above-mentioned , required amendment.
in case of deserted premises, or relating to

nor for reswearing any person to any examinaa Highway, Bridye , or Nuisance , or upon an Mr. Philbrick explained that it was never his

Appealagainst Parochial Rates , or for pro tion , nor for any oath , affirmation , or declaration , I intention to suggest that any alteration of
tecting separate property of a Married to obtain pay, pension , or allowance from Govern . system should be effected when once the amount
Woman ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 020 ment, a friendly society , or charitable fund. of compensation was fixed, but as to errors of

principle he intended his remarks to apply .
BOROUGH QUARTER SESSIONS. On themotion of Mr. Ryde, the further discus.

sion of the paper was adjourned till the 19th inst.,

Borough . When holden .
What notice of

Recorder. Clerk of the Peace.appealto be given . | and the proceedings then terminated .

Gloucester .... ... Tuesday, Jan , 13 .. C . S .Whitmore, Esq., Q . C 7 days ...... F . W . Jones .

Hastings ... .. .. Friday , Jan . 16 .. . .. R . H . Hurst, Esq., M . P . | 14 days . G . Meadows.
King ' s Lynn . .. . Thursday, Jan . 15 . . D . Brown, Esq ., Q . C . .. . T . G . Archer. COMPANY LAW .
New Windsor .. Monday, Jan , 12 .. A . M . Skinner , Esq ., 10 days . .. . H . Darvill .
Rye Thursday, Jan . 15 .. R . H . Hurst , Esq ., M Statutory . ... . . . G . S . Butler. EUROPEAN ASSURANCE ARBITRATION .Southampton ...... | Monday, Jan, 12 T . Gunner, Esq .. .. 14 days E . Coxwell,
Wigan . ... I Wednesday, Jan . 28... J . Catterall, Esq . .......... | T . Heald . Tuesday, Jan . 6 .

(Before LORD ROMILLY.)

REAL PROPERTY AND | injury to the former owner of the land who re. ! THE ANGLO -AUSTRALIAN COMPANY's Case .

CONVEYANCING .
quired compensation. The Act had to deal with Rights of Companies inter se- Liability to indem
various intricateand involved points ; they had to nify - Limitation - Deed of Settlement.
consider positive law , or law laid down by enact THE question in this case was whether the liability

THE LANDS CLAUSES ACT. ment. Obviously, therefore, they should know of the British Provident Life and Fire Assurance
AT a meeting of the Institution of Surveyors, exactly what they intended to effect, so as to be Society to indemnify the Anglo -Australian and
held last Monday evening at its rooms, Great clearly understood,and to devise proper machinery Universal Family Life Assurance Company was
George-street, Westminster , Mr. F . A . Philbrick , to the results desired to be attained . It was very limited or unlimited . These two companies were
read an important paper on " The Lands' Clauses necessary that the principles of compensation registered and incorporated under 7 & 8 Vict.
Consolidation Act, with some suggestions for should be clearly laid down. The purchase of the c . 110 . In 1858 the Anglo -Australian Company
their amendment.” real estate involved, amongst other things, ( 1) | transferred its business to the British Provident

In the course of his remarks he said that the parties able and competent to contract, and (2 ) Society . This transfer was carried out by means
Lands' Clauses Consolidation Act 1845 , with the the price to be paid . With regard to the fixing of an amalgamation deed , dated the 1st June 1858,
amended Acts of 1860 and 1869, presented a of the price , there were lands of such value that and another deed of the 28th Oct. 1858 , whereby
tolerably complete code of law on the subject. it was impossible to fix a price so as to tempt the the whole of the property of the Anglo -Australian
It was formerly held that no subject could be com - owner ; but the law was a fixed principle in all Company was assigned to the British Provident
pelled to part with his property , butas the wealth cases, though it should be borne in mind that Society. The former deed contained a covenant
of the country increased ,and the population also , hard cases made bad law . With regard to the by the British Provident Society that the share

the wants of the community became greater, and Statuteof 1845, he objected to the careless manner holders of the Anglo -Australian Company should ,
hence it was necessary for Parliament to grant in which the Legislature had framed the Act, ont of the funds and property of the British Pro
compulsory powers for the taking of land for giving rise as it did to 30 many contentions. / vident Society , be absolutely held harmless, and
building, railway, and other purposes. The Speaking of the question of arbitrations, he indemnified against all liabilities in respect of the
earliest Act of this character was the New River thought that it was a useless formality for an Anglo -Australian Company by reason of their
Actof 1605 , which was framed for the purpose of arbitrator to make a declaration before proceeding execution , as shareholders, of that company' s deed
bringing a free stream of running water to the to award . The question , too, of the taxation of of settlement. Some time after a shareholder of
northern part of London . The necessities arising costs involved many difficulties which , he trusted , the Anglo -Australian Company presented a peti.
for the making of streets , roadways , docks, and would be taken into account, causing as it didtion to the Court of Chancery for winding up the
other works of an important public nature, speci- great inconvenience. But when the different company, but Kindersley , V . C . dismissed the peti
fics for these objects were sought for and clauses were framed , they were not so well under- tion with costs on the 20th Jan . 1860 , one of the
obtained throngh Parliament ; and these appli. stood as they were at present. He would suggest grounds for his decision being that the British
cations had been of late years very numerons, the amendment of the 47th section of the Act, Provident Society would , under the deed of the 1st
especially towards the latter part of the last which referred to the jury proceedings. Hewould June 1858 , have to pay all the debts of the Anglo
century . The Lands Clauses Act was pretty also advocate the creation of a court which should Australian Company in exoneration of the share
general in its provisions. The power of pur. | be presided over by judges and subject to a high holders of that company. In June 1860, the Anglo
chase by agreementwas expressly limited to those court of appeal, which court should be charged | Australian Company filed a bill against the British
lands which were authorised to be taken . The with the duty of deciding all things arising out of Provident Society , praying that that society might
taking of land involved the purchase , though the the Lands Clauses Consolidation Act ; the funds be compelled to perform specifically their contract

purchase of the land might involve damage or I would , he thought, be easily obtainable by all ' of indemnity contained in the deed of the 1st
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June 1858, and to pay the debts of the Anglo - that untilsuch memorial were enrolled the trang. tiff, and the remainder of which she had paid in
Australian Company . In June 1861, the British feror should continue liable to all judgments and instalments .
Provident Society filed a cross bill against the executions. In 1859 negotiations were commenced W . Mann, who appeared for the plaintiff , said
Anglo -Australian Company, praying that it for transferring the business of the British Com - the defendant was a married women , living apart

might be declared that the deed was obtained mercial Company to the British Nation Life As. from her husband, supporting and maintaining

by fraud and misrepresentation , and that it surance Association . This association had power herself by her own industry , and receiving no
should be delivered up to be cancelled . On the to take a transfer of, or to purchase , or to acquire assistanco from her husband , whom she had not
13th Jan, 1862, Stuart, V . C . made a decree that the business of any other companies of a similar seen for five years. The question which would

the British Provident Society was bound , accordo | nature, upon such terms as might be thought fit. arise in the case was whether she was liable for
ing to the terms of the deed of the 1st June 1858 , The negotiations for the transfer were commenced debts apart from her husband . She was carrying
out of the funds and property of the British Pro - by a letter sent by the secretary of the British on a separate business of her own in Southport ,

vident Society , absolutely to hold harmless and to Nation Association to the directors of the British and he might take it that she was carrying on that
indemnify the Anglo -Australian Company against Commercial Company, proposing a " union of the business in accordance with the first section of

all liabilities. The decision was subsequently business ” of the two companies upon certain the Married Women 's Property Act, and that all
confirmed on appeal by Lord Chancellor West- terms, one of which was “ that the shareholders the property which she had become entitled to
bury. On the 22nd April 1864, on the petition of of the British Commercial should be paid off at since she had been carrying on the business sepa
persons claiming to be creditors of the British the rate of 25s. per share, and their shares trans. rately would be her separate property, held for
Provident Society , Kindersley, V . C . declared that | ferred .” This proposalwas subsequently approved her separate use, independently of her husband .

the Anglo -Australian Company was entitled to by extraordinary general meetings of both com . She was therefore, clearly possessed of property
stand as a creditor of the British Provident panies . The arrangement was carried out in this independently of her husband , and the 11th
Society in respect of the debts undertaken by the way : By a deed dated the 8th Feb . 1860 , a largenum . section of the Married Woman 's Property Act

deed of the 1st June 1858 . In pursuance of this ber of the shareholders covenanted with Messrg. gave her the power to sue for any debts that
order, the whole of the liabilities of the Anglo - | Bemingham and Lake to transfer their shares into might beowing to her in respect of that property.
Australian Company were paid by the British their names or into the names of their nominees, There was certainly no section in the Act imposing
Provident Society , except those on certain policies and in the meantime to hold the shares in trust on a wife a liability to be sued in her own name,

contained in the schedule of the deed of amalga- for Messrs . Berningham and Lake. A very large but he suggested that the fact of the Act having
mation . Mr. Harman and Mr. Pratt held two of number of shareholders executed this deed , and vested property separately in her and given her
these policies and were declared by Lord West. subsequently transferred their shares. A few the exclusive control over it , implied a liability in

bury in June last to be entitled to prove on their neither executed the deed nor transferred their her to pay debts in respect of that property or the

policies against the Anglo - Australian Company. shares. By a deed dated the 7th June 1860 business bywhich sheacquired it. Taking it as a
This company now applied that the British Pro . Messrs . Bemingham and Lake declared themselves | matter of contract , he contended that the fact of

vident Society might be ordered to pay Messrs. to be trustees of all shares transferred to them for a husband allowing a wife to carry on business

Harman and Pratt the claims they had on the the British Nation Association . Finally , by a separate and apart from him impliedly conferred

Anglo -Australian Company. The case was heard deed dated the 31st Dec. 1864,after reciting inter upon her a power to contract debts in her own

on the 3rd Dec. In the argument, alia that the shares transferred into the names of name. It was clear that in equity a married
Shebbeare appeared for the Anglo -Australian | Messrs. Bemingham and Lake were all the shares woman might bind her separate estate by a con

Company and contended that these claimsmustbe of the British Commercial Company except some tract, and it was a question whether she had not

paid in full by the British Provident Society, few shares , the owners of which were unknown, it power to do so by law , This property in her

inasmuch as they had in express termscovenanted was witnessed that the holders of 11,880 shares business was vested in the defendant, and it was

to indemnify the Anglo-Australian Company abso - (out of 12,000 shares) transferred them to the only a reasonable inference that a wife should beout of 12,000 shares) .
lately . British Nation Association “ to the intent that the enabled to bind her separate estate by a contract .
Napier Higgins, Q . C ., and Montague Cookson | British Commercial Company and the capitaland Smith (of the firm of Smith and Bover ) argued

appeared for the official liquidator of the British business thereof might thenceforth be amalga- that as far as the Married Women 's Property Act

Provident Society. They did not dispute the mated and merged in the British Nation Associa - was concerned , there was no implied liability such

liability under the covenant, but contended that | tion .” Mr. Chatteris held five shares in the las that contended for, because if there had been

the terms of the British Provident Society ' s deed British Commercial Company, and on the 7th any intention to set aside a long-established prin
such as to limit the liability of March 1860 he executed the deed of the 8th Feb . ciple of law , there would have beon an expressed

the shareholders to the subscribed capital of the 1860 in respect of his shares. Nothing further provision to that effect. There was no question
company : and that, consequently , it was not com . was done by him . He never received any con- lof sangwas done by him . He never received any con - of separate estate in this case, and no pretence

petent for the directors to cast upon the share sideration in respect of his shares. In 1872 an that the wife had pledged her separate estate.

holders an unlimited liability in respect of the orderwas made to wind-up the British Commerindemnity of the deed of the 1st June 1858 | cial Company, and the official liquidatorg now ! His HONOUR said he was not aware that this

Reference was made to the following cases. in applied to have Mr. Chatteris' s name placed on the question had ever been raised before. The defen

dant was a married woman, living separatelywhich the liability was held to be limited : Re | list of contributories.

Indemnity Claims (Reilly 's Alb . Rep . p . 17 : 15 Napier Higgins, Q . C ., contended atsome length
h from her husband and carrying on business sepa .

1
w

that to free Mr, Chatteris from all liability would raL . J . 141) ; Re British Nation Indemnity Claims
rately from him , and the goods in respect of
which she was sued were goods supplied to her

(Reilly 's Europ. Rep. 3 ; Law Times' European I be in effectan 3 . Law Times' Euronean | be in effect to undo the decision of Lord Westbury
l in the way of her trade . Certain payments had

in Blundell's Case ( L . T. Eur. Rep. 39) . It wasReports, p . 4 ). | been made on account of those goods, and she was

Lord ROMILLY delivered judgment. After
true thatMr. Rivington had been freed from all bee

stating the facts of the case, his Lordship

liability (Rivington 's Case. L . T . Eur. Rep . 57), now sued for the balance remaining due. In

7 answer to the claim the defendant set up the plea
said that Lord Cairns's decision in the former of

but that case differed from this in several impor:

these two cases turned upon the terms of the

tant particulars. Here there was no transfer of of coverture , and the question was whether that

ment. My plea was a good defence . It was perfectly
contract, and all his argument tended

the shares, and consequently no enrolment. Mr. Ple
to | clear that in

Chatteris still appears as a shareholder in the last
show that in this case his decision would have

common law it would be a
good defence for a married woman had no

compelled the British Provident Society to pay
enrolled memorial. Moreover he never received goo
any consideration in respect of his shares. All he

| power to contract such a debt as that in ques
the ſliabilities on the policies of Messrs. Harman

did was to execute the deed .
tion by the common law . But it was suggested

and Pratt. Moreover, there was an express deci.
F . C . J . Millar appeared for Mr. Chatteris , and

that under the Married Women ' s Property Act,

sion to this effect by Stuart, V . C ., and confirmed
on appeal by Lord Chancellor Westbury. Lord

contended that the case was governed by Riving. / sects. I and 11, the liability contended for in

Cairns' s decision was grounded on the fact that

ton ' s case, where Lord Westbury laid it down the present case was imposed upon a married

that the formalities of transfer were necessary
women , not expressly, but by implication .

there was not in the case before him any power to
only in the case of a going company, and that the

From the language of the 1st section it struck

amalgamate, and that the directors acted ultra transaction between the two companies was not
him that it was clearly enabling. It gave a

vires when they attempted to alter the funda
ultra vires, and after this lapse of time could only

married woman the power to acquire property for

mental principle of the original deed of settlement be disturbed as a whole , not by fragments.
her separate use, and it did not impose any

by giving to the directors a new authority to cast After hearing Higgins in reply,
liability on her that shewas not subject to before.

on the shareholders a liability exceeding that Lord ROMILLY reserved judgment.
By the 11th section a married woman was em

which would arise from the amount subscribed on powered to maintain an action in her own name

the original shares. The cases before Sir John to recover earnings or other property declared by

Stuart, Sir Richard Kindersley, Lord Cairns, and the Act to be her separate property . That was

Lord Westbury all substantially pointed in the COUNTY COURTS. clearly an enabling enactment, and such being the

same direction , and tended to show that the case the question was whether hewas to infer that

liability of the British Provident Society under not only had this ability been created , but that a

the deed of the 1st June, 1858, was an uncondi.
MANCHESTER COUNTY COURT.

liability had been likewise imposed . Inasmuch as

tional liability not limited to the subscribed capi Tuesday, Jan. 6 , 1874. the statute did not impose any liability in respect

tal of the company. (Before J. A . RUSSELL , Q . C ., Judge.) to the property mentioned in sects. 1 and 11, the

M 'GOVERN v . HINKEY.
liability of the woman stood just as it did at

common law . But did not the statute itself show

CHATTERIS 'S CASE. Married Women 's Property Act - Lability ofmore that, in expressly making her, in sect. 12 , liable

ried woman to be sucd .
Contributory - Amalgamated companies - -Release | H ., a married woman , carried on business at S ., He could not, therefore, go beyond the letter or

in respect to debts contracted before marriage .

of shareholder of amalgamated company. assis- l the spirit of the Act , which was clearly enabling

This case involves the curious question as to tance from him . The property acquired in the to a woman, but not rendering her subject to any
whether, in the British Commercial Insurance business so carried on was admitted to be her | liability except such as was expressly imposed

Company, which has been ordered to be woupd. separate property , under the first section of the upon hor. He thought the liability of the defen .
up, there shall be more than one contributory Married Women's Property Act. She was sued 1 dant stood just as it did in common law , and she

viz., one of the amalgamated companies, the for a balance ofmoney due for goods supplied to was not, therefore, liable in this action . He

British Nation Life Assurance Association . The her in the way of her trade. missed the case.
British Commercial Company was established | Held , that the 11th section of the Act does not Smith , on behalf of the defendant, applied for
under a deed of settlement, dated the 1st May impose a liability to be sued , but only enablesalcosts, which were granted .

1821. This deed contained no provision enabling married woman to maintain an action in her
the company to transfer its business to , or to own name to recover earnings or other property
amalgamate with another company. It contained declared by the Act to be ler separate property .
various provisions prescribing the method of W . Mann , solicitor for the plaintiff . MIDDLE TEMPLE HALL . - Mr. Watts , R .A . ,

transferring shares from one proprietor to another. Smith , solicitor for the defendant. has been engaged by the Benchers to paint the

Subsequently an Act of Parliament was passed The plaintiff, John M 'Govern, haberdasher , portrait of H . R . H . the Prince of Wales, which is

enabling individual partners in the company to Union -street, Manchester, sued the defendant, to be placed in the Hall,with the consent of the
transfer their shares, and providing that on every |Margaret Hinkey , draper, 95 , Lord -street, South - Prince, who has complied with the request of the

transfer of shares a memorial thereof should be port, for a sum of £15 128 ., the balance of a debt Benchers that his portrait should be painted for

enrolled in Chancery within three months, and of £35, which she had contracted with the plain - ' this ancient society.

con her hus
ара

dis .
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BANKRUPTCY LAW . he can , and to pay as little as he can help . (Hear, please, without abolishing entail altogether, sng.
hear.) I imagine that there are few vendors or pond its action so far only as it operates as a re .

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
purchasers actuated by the laudable desire to give striction upon the improvement of land - that is

å larger slice than they can help to their legal to say , as regards expenditure for such purposes

EVIDENCE - UNSTAXPED LETTER, OR ORDER advisers. ( A laugh.) If there be any such bene. and such purposes alone -- you might with proper

TOR PAYMENT OF MONEY - WHETHER ADMIS. volent people, I fear they are already in Littlemore protection open the entail and allow a man to act

SIBLE — THE STAMP Act 1870, 88. 16 , 48 , 54. - A Asylum , or are soon going there. ( A laugh . ) I as freely as if he wore owner in fee . There would

letter or order directing the payment of a sum of know I am treading on dangerous ground ; but not be much danger in that, for men are notapt

money out of a particular fund is a bill of exchango still I will venture to affirm that if a reform of to be spendthrifts in improvement. They are

within the meaning of se. 16 and 48 of the Stamp this character is opposed , it will not be by the much more likely too spend too little than too

Act 1870, and as such will not be received in landed interest, but by a class of man far more much . Some such intermediate course as this

evidence unless it has been properly stamped at influential than Solicitorg -General - I mean would appear to have been the adequate conclu .

the time of the making thereof: (Ex parte Shel. solicitors in particular. (Hear, and a laugh .) | sion from the premises established by the House

lard ; Re Adams and Kirby, 29 ì . T . Rep. N . S . But these things are only the fringes of a great of Lords' report ; but this is caly a partial and

621. Bank .) question ; there remains behind a farmore material imperfect remedy. What is really wanted is to

SHARES - ASSIGNMENT OF - DECLARATION OF topic . I hear very frequent denunciations of what more o

TRUST -ORDER AND DISPOSITION --CHOSE IN is called the feudalism of the land laws. Iam bound the nominal possession - to give to each genera

ACTION - THE BANKRUFTCY Act 1869, 8 . 15 , SUB- to tell you thatthat is notan accurate description . tion a fuller control, and therefore a greater in

SECT. 5 . - A . Was the registered owner of certain With a few exceptions, to some of which I have terest in the improvements it may make to emaze
railway shares, which had been deposited with adverted , the laws which govern the devolution of cipate land from the restraints incident to a too

him by B . as security for advances. B . assigned land are very much the same as those which limited ownership . (Hear, hear.) You need not

the shares, subject to A .' s charge , by way of affect other kinds of property . But that does not fear for “ the inheritance." The unlimited energy

declaration of trust to C . for value. On B .'s settle the question . * If a man misuses a large of the English people will do enough and to spare
bankruptcy , C . claimed theshares as his property , personal estate, ho alone is the worse for it . If for the “ protection of the inheritance. " To make

subject to the lien of A ., but the registrar of the lhe ruins a great landed estate , he damages hun . | inen more completely masters of their own prc.

County Court decided against him . Or appeal : dreds of people who reside upon and are depen . perty , having due regard to rights already vested
Held (reversing the decision of the registrar) that dont upon it . That is in itself a reason why the -- to give them a more direct and personal interest

the shares were not in the order and disposition law which allows the limitation of tho one should in the improvement of the soil - that is not confis

of B ., and that he held them in trust for C . : (Ex not allow the samo extent of limitation in the cation . (Cheers.) I do not desire any coercive
parte Barry ; Re For , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 620. other. Every one, I imagine, is agreed that the legislation - all I wish is that the law should not

Bank.) great want in the case of land is the want of more afford special facilities and direct encouragement

BILL OF EXCHANGE - POSTING IN LETTER AD . capital applied to the cultivation of the soil. I to arrangements which are injurious to the

DRESSED TO INDORSEE - ATTEMPTED STOPPAJE Hear.) " In the present state of agricultural community . The law which alone gives the

IN TRANSITU - RULES OF FRENCH POST OFFICE. science capital can be applied with far more power to a man to do anything at all after

- The rules of the French post office allow a per- advantage than formerly . In order to its proper his death , may and ought to prescribe the

son who has posted a letter to have it returned to development a capital twice or perhaps three limits within which that power shall be er.

him at any time before it has been dispatched times greater than that usually invested is neces. ercised . It has already done so to a great

from the office where it was posted , upon satisfy. sary and profitable. It is only by an increase of degree, and it may do so with advantage yet

ing the functionaries that he is the person who capital thatwe can increase that fund which will more . Much , perhaps the greater part , of what is

posted the letter. C . posted at Lyons & letter, yield a larger rent to the owner, a larger profit to wanted , must be accomplished not so much by

addressed to D . of London, containing certain the farmer, larger wages to the labourer, and legislation , as by convincing settlers that such

bills of exchange on London , indorsed to D . On /which at the same time will give more abundant entails are not desirable . But if the law did not

the same day C . received a telegram from D ., I and cheaper food to the public. (Cheers.) Surely | offer the facilities, they would not be made. I do

stating that a foreign bill in exchange for which that is not a dangerous or mischievous object ! not wish to exaggerate the matter. I do not tell

the bills on London were sent would be dig. (Cheers.) Now , is there anything in the present you this will do everything ; but in my judgment

honoured, and requesting him not to remit. C . l state of the law which discourages the application it will do much . If we can effect this, then the

thereupon sent his clerk to the Lyons post office , of such an increased capital to the soil ? It can . land of England will be like a rich mine of wealth

from which the letter had not yet been dispatched , not be disputed for a moment that the law of under our feet, capable of being developed for the

to reclaim the letter, but through the clerk ' s entail, in spite of all the measures that have been advantage of the present and the coming genera

mistake the requisite formalities were not com . | taken to mitigate its effect, is still a hindrance to tions of a great and a growing people . (Chcers.)

plied with , and the letter was dispatched and the application of capital to the land. Nobody It is not really a question at all of large or of

reached D . in due course . The day after he re - knows that better than the members of the House small estates. A man may be poor on a large

ceived the letter D . filed a petition for liquidation , of Lords. Their report states the caso very fairly . / estate and rich with a small one. What is wanted

and the bills of exchange contained in the letter They say, “ The case for parliamentary consider. / for the good of the community is that land should

came into the hands of the trustee in the liquida . ation lies in this, that the improvement of land not be artificially kept in the hands of persons

tion . Held , that owing to the rules of the French in its effect on the price of food and on the dwell . who are so impoverished that they cannot do jus

post office , the property in the bills would not ings of the poor is a matter of public interest, but tice to the soil or to those who live upon it . Any

pass till the letter containing them was dispatched as an investment it is not sufficiently lucrative law which helps to prevent land passing freely

from the office where it was posted ; and that as to offer much attraction to capital, and that, from those who cannot to those who can do well

C . had with D .' s assentmade a bona fide attempt therefore, even slight difficulties have a power by it is economically a bad law . (Hear.) You

to recover possession of the bills before the letter ful influence in arresting it ." What are the cannothinder this happening in all cases, it is true.

was dispatched from the post office, the property slight difficulties which have this powerful and You cannotmake a man sellan encumbered estate

in the bills did not pass to D ., and C . was entitled | baneful influence ? Why, the Lords admit that if he doesnot choose , but you can enable him to do

to have them delivered up to him : (Ex parte Cote ; it is the limited ownership created by the law of so . You can prevent the law being employed to

Re Deveze, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 598. Ch .) entail, and they proceed to deal with it on that make it impossible for him to do that which is for
footing . My only wonder is that, having under the good of the community. I know there are
stood so clearly the evil, the remedy they offer is thosewho, admitting that the economicalresults of

LEGAL NEWS.
so little adequate to the disease . It is quite true the law of entail, are injurious, maintain it from
that in great families, like the Devonshires, the social considerations. They think it tendsto keep up

THE SOLICITOR -GENERAL ON PRIMO .
Sutherlands, the Bedfords, and the Leicesters, old families. I have no aversion myself to old fami.

GENITURE, ENTAIL , AND LAND LAW
the margin is so large that the pinch is not felt. | lies . If they are made of good stuff , like old wine,
It is in themoderate estates, which form the bulk they grow better by keeping . If they come of a

REFORM . of the land in England , that the evil reveals itself. bad vintage, the longer you bottle them the worso
In the course of his speech at the Oxford Druide ' (Hear hear.) A tenant for life is in possession of they grow . (Cheers.) If a man is fit to support

dinner, last week , Sir Wm . Harcourt said : Before an estate say of £5000 a year, his income is little a great name, he will not want the law of entail
going to themain question , letmedispose of a few more than sufficient for the wants of his station ; to sustain him in the station to which he is born.

minor points. First, there is what is called the the entailed land must go to his eldest son . How If he is not fit , the worst thing that can happen

Law of Primogeniture. (Hear.) That is a big is he to provide for his younger children , the power to his race is that he should be bolstered up in %
word , but it is not a large affair . To alter it of charging being, as it often is , either insufficient position which he discredits. (Cheers.) I have
would neither effect such changes as some fear, or already exhausted ? Why , by saving for them known more families ruined by the law of entail

nor would it operate at all to the extent which the money which ought to go to the land . Or, than ever were saved by it. (Hear.). To me the
some hope. I don 't know that any one wishes - I suppose a man has a eldest son who has involved ordinary settlement of a strict entail seems the

am sure I do not - to prevent any man from dis . himself irretrievably in debt - why should he mostunnaturaldomesticarrangementthatever was

posing of his own property at his death as he spend his savings on the estate only to benefit the & son whom he en ,

pleases. The right to do this is one of the greatest usurers who will absorb it by and by ? Or sup - whom he has educated , whom he knows, whom he
stimulants to industry and prudence - things in pose he is childless, will he spend his money on loves, whom he trusts ; but it is not to him thathe
which society is deeply interested . (Hear, hear.) the land for the benefit of the heir of entail, or confides the realdominion over that estate which is
As you will presently see, what I desire is to make will he keep it for those whom he desires to benefit his pride. It is the unborn grandchild , of whom
the right still more absolute than it already is. by his will ? Why should he spend £20,000 to day he knows nothing , who may be an idiot or some.
But when a man is unwise enough to die intestate on necessary farm buildings or drainage when the thing worse, who is made the real master both of
the law , in the case of his goods, makes for him benefit of the whole may go to -morrow to a man the father and the son . (Hear.) What is the

such a will as a just and fair man might be ex . he does not care sixpence about ? Take another consequence of this state of things ? It is the

pected to make. In the case of land , on the con . | case. A man has several daughters and no son . cause of more domestio misery and dissension
trary, the law makes a will which no conscientions The property is to go to some distant kingman than anything else in the world . It inverts the
man in his sound mind would make. It accumu. whom for that very reason he probably does not relation of father and son , it makes the son the

lates on one child the whole of the estate, without love - what will he do with his money Will he proprietor and the father the tenant of the estate .
regard to the interests of those for whom any expend it on the estate for the benefit of the heir , (Hear, hear.) It destroys parental influence, it
good man would feel bound to provide. Surely, or will he save it for his children ? Now , here are subverts filial respect, it makes the son the
to reform such a state of the law would be a just four cases -- I could give you fifty more- where natural antagonist of the father, it makes the

and a wise policy. (Cheers.) It need not lead to the law of entail beyond dispute diverts capital father too often the enemy of the son. Why is it
subdivision , for in the case of small properties from the land . It is said men desire to make that we see fine boys, hardly out of their teens,
the estate might be sold for the benefit of all. settlements for the benefit of their families. Of who might have been a credit to their race, an
Well, then , as to the transfer of land , every one course they do, but it is not necessary to make an honour to their name, doomed to early bankruptcy
agrees that the present system of conveyancing entail for that. You may charge your estate and premature ruin ? Why is it that they fall &
and charging is costly , dilatory, and vexatious. without entailing it (hear, hear) ; and an estate prey to the gambler, the blackleg , and themoney.
(Cheers.) Who objects to an amendment of that 80 charged may be freely dealt with subject to lender ? : Why, because they have got an indefeasi.
state of things ? (Cheers.) Not, I suppose , the the charge. I wish the system of charging were ble reversion to sell; because from their cradles

proprietary class. (Hear, hear.) Every one who made, as it might easily be made, simple, and less they have been made their own masters ; because ,
buys or sells, I imagine, wishes to get as much as I cumbrous than it is. You might, perhaps, if you bya fatal entail of ruinous independence, they have
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been emancipated from that wholesome con - and manly course on the present question. It or, indeed, since the Cromwellian settlement,fully

trol which might have saved their inexperienced recalls the fact that in 1862 a Royal Commis- account for the necessity. In Scotland there are

youth from becoming the slave of its own sion reported strongly against the proposed few judges, but sufficient in proportion to the

passions, the victim of its own vices. To me, reduction , and states that since that time the legal business and population . In England there

at least, the law of entail seems to be not business of the courts has increased. Summibusiness of the courts has increased . Summing are not sufficient judgos for the work , nor are they
only an economical error, but a social mistake, up its objections , it says that “ lopping off an Irish sufficiently paid , as is amply proved by the fact
too often a domestic calamity . If a man has á judgeship would be a crucial instance of false that in a late instance an English judge actually
worthy eldest son let him by allmeans leave him economy. It would injure a great institution , be lost his reason from overwork ; others have lost
his estate ; but if he is not worthy why should the unpopular with a whole nation , be regarded with their health and lives from the same cause .
law lend its aid to arrangements which compel disfavour by an entire Profession , and save - one Secondly, the business is much in arrear ; and,
such a destination ? What father would not de- penny in every eighty pounds of the national ex. lastly , the leaders of the Bar are not willing to
sire himself to have controlof his estate, however penditure.” The Daily Express admits the public accept the dignity with its emolument, in exchange
willing somefathers may be that their sons should are anxious that efficiency should be combined for their professional income with its attendant
be limited ? (Cheers.) ' I speak as a father myself. with economy, but protests against the proposal exertion . We shall return to this subject next
If I were the possessor of a great estate I should that there should be only three judges in each of week in reference to the vacancy on the Bench
like to have the power to leave it at my death to the common law courts. It points out practical created by the lamented death of the late Chief
a child who wasworthy of it . I should like to be difficulties in the way . The extent of the circuits Baron .-- Irish Law Times.
able to provide for those for whom I ought to pro should bo enlarged and the number of them

vide. What I should most deplore would be to see diminished , and the effect would be that for seven SUICIDE OF A BARRISTER. — Mr. Gilmore
the home I had cherished pass againstmy will into months in the year suitors would be left without Evans, who has received, recently , a valuable
the hands of those who would discredit it (cheers) & judge in town to transact the necessary busi. Government appointment, committed suicide on
- to be compelled to consign & tenantry and a ness. In the Assize Courts the judgeshave duties the 2nd inst., at his chambers, in London ,
peasantry I had loved to the charge of one whom to perform which do not devolve upon the judicial On Saturday afternoon Mr. W . J . Payne held
I knew would neglect them both . Believe me, bench in England, such as the fisting of present. an inquest at 3 , Serjeant's -inn, Chancery -lane.
this is a reform which ought not and which can . ( ments from the grand juries and the hearing of Mr. Goodman , solicitor, of 89, Chancery -lane,
not be long delayed . (Cheers.) It is not an in - | appeals from the decisions of the chairmen of having identified the body, Mrs. Wright, the
vasion of the rights of property , it is an enfran . quarter sessions, to which a new class has been housekeeper of 3, Serjeant's-inn, deposed thatthe
chisement, an enlargement of those rights. The added since the passing of the Land Act . They deceased had been in ill-health for someweeks
French writer, to whom I have already referred , already spend from two to three months on the past, but on Thursday evening appeared more
and who is a greatadmirer ofthe English character, circuits, and if these periods were extended the cheerful than usual, when she took him his dinner
who contrasts with mournful envy the stability inconvenience arising from their absence from at a quarter past 6 . The next morning she went
of our institutions with the political fortunes of town would be proportionatoly increased . Besides upstairs to call him about 8 o 'clock , but getting
France,makes the following observations. Allud. this , the reduction in their number would create no answer to her repeated knocks at the door,and
ing to this very subject of the law of entail, which & difficulty in supplying the materials for an being fearful that hemight have become ill, she
he regards as the one great blot upon the rural appellate jurisdiction in the event of the Act of sent for Mr. Hall, the locksmith, of Fetter-lane,
economy of England, the speedy removal of which last Session being extended to this country ; and who broke open the door. Witness then went
he confidently anticipates from his study of Eng. the present constitution of the Courts of Appeal, / into the bed room , and discovered Mr. Evans
lish political habits - says, “ It must not be sup. not only that in Chancery , butalso the Exchequer lying dead in bed , with a small revolver grasped
posed that the English make no revolutions ; on Chamber , is so unsatisfactory that the interests in his left hand , and a large pool of blood upon
the contrary , they revolutionize to a great extent. of the public require that it should be remodelled the floor, which had flowed from a wound ſin his
They are always at it , but in their own quiet way. and placed upon a basis which would give general head. Sheat once sent for a doctor and the police ,
Thus, they attempt only what is possible and confidence . Besides the difficulty of providing but the services of the former were of course an .
really useful, and one may be sure that at the for the circuits as they are now managed , there availing, for the poor gentleman had been dead
close there will be complete satisfaction without would be another arising from the demand for a for some six or seven hours. Mr. Hall, the lock
the entire destruction of the past." (Cheers.) winter asgize on the part of the people of Belfast smith , and Police-constable Woodman having
Don 't be frightened by the word revolution . I and other districts of the North , who complain of given confirmatory evidence, and the surgeon
There are good revolutions and there are bad the inconvenience of having their cases left in having deposed that death had resulted from a
revolutions. A bad revolution is the worst, and suspense during the long interval between July pistol shot, Mr. M ‘Namara and Mr. Price, two of
a good revolution is the best thing in the world . and March , unless they adopt the costly alterna. Her Majesty 's Railway Commissioners,gave testi.
(Hear, hear.) The constitution of this country is tive of sending them to Dublin . The Express mony that left little doubt upon the minds of the
founded on a good revolution - a revolution which argues that, although the business of the Courts jury that the deceased had been suffering from
rejected everything that was bad , and maintained of Exchequer and Common Pleas might be trans- extreme nervous depression and morbid agitation
everything that was good. That is the sort of acted by three judges, it would be quite imprac- for sometime past, and that his duties as Regis .
revolution which England loves. (Cheers.) I be- ticable for the Court of Queen ' s Bench to dispensetrar of the Commission , although not very arduous,
lieve that such a revolution is possible in your with the assistance of one of its members. So were somewhat novel to him , and very probably
land laws. (Cheers.) By freeing the land from far from having too little to do, it has had more increased the agitation and depression to such an
the impediments which hinder its development than it could accomplish . This argument is extent that his mind gave way under the un
you would greatly increase the produce of the strengthened by the authority of the judicial wonted strain , and he committed suicide. The
soil - you would improve the condition of the statistics and the records of the business. During jury,upon hearing this evidence,at once returned
people by procuring for them cheaper food - you the Nisi Prius sittings it has been found necessary à verdict of “ Suicide while of unsound mind."
would raise the wages of theagricultural labourer to obtain the aid of one of the puisne judges to THE New Law COURTS AT WINCHESTER.
- you would enlarge the profit of the farmer - you get through the list of cases for trial, although The new law courts at Winchester are now
would enhance the rent of the proprietor - you the Chief Justice has been unremitting in his virtually completed , and the restoration of the
would augment the national fund from which the attention, and performs his judicial duties with old gothic hall of Winchester Castle to its former
taxation of the State is fed — and the statesman average rapidity . It is enough to state, in con- design is nearly finished . The designs of the new
who shall accomplish such a task by a just, an firmation of the assertion as to the pressure of courts and restoration were furnished by Mr.
enlightened , a conciliatory policy, will consult the | business, that last year Mr. Justice Barry sat Digby Wyatt, architect, and the total cost of the
universal interests of the nation which shall con . 205 days, and in the preceding vear 230 days.230 days . whole work has probably been over £30 ,000 . At

fide to his prudence and his patriotism so great while it cannotbe alleged thatMr. Justice O 'Brien the Epiphany Sessions on Monday, Lord Eversley

and beneficent & work . (Loud cheers.) or Mr. Justice Fitzgerald was wanting in dili . presiding , Mr. Melville Portal, chairman of the
gence or ability. It should be remembered that, Public Works Committee, announced that they

as the Daily Express intimates, the Court of could not yet present a complete financial report,
THE IRISH BENCH . Queen 's Bench in Ireland has a distinct and but they hoped to be able to do so at the next

THE economic question which has been raised with peculiar jurisdiction in addition to that which sessions. The committee contemplated - and they

respect to the appointmentof & successorto the late ordinarily attaches to a common law court or the hoped to have the support of the magistrates of

Chief Baron Pigot is still the chief subject of dis. Queen 's Bench in England . It has to fiat, and the county in the matter - the filling the windows

cussion in the journals and in professional circles. therefore to examine, the presentments from the of the old hall with painted glass. This was not

Various arguments, some of thom rather plausible , grand jury of the county and the corporation of a kind of work which they would be justified in

but having little substantialweight in them ,others the city of Dublin ; it has to try railway traverses throwing upon the county rates , but they hoped

possessing greater force , are urged against the under the Irish Railways Act of 1851 , and there the undertaking was one that would commend

proposed reduction of the judicial bench . The are other special matters of minor interest with itself to the magistrates at large throughout the

national sentiment is appealed to , and an effort which it has to deal."' - Times Correspondent, county ,and that no difficulty would be experienced

is made to stir up popular feeling against tho | Jan . 3 . | in obtaining funds sufficient to fill the whole of
measure as part of a general policy of cen . A Scotch member of the House of Commons, the windows. The committee proposed to illus.

tralisation , the effect of which , it is appre | Mr. M ‘Laren , has just been looking over trate by this means the history of the county

herded , would be to dismantle the Irish capital statistics of the Irish legal establishment, with from its earliest period, by displaying the names,
of all that gives it official dignity and social | the object of getting his countrymen to raise arms, and deeds of those persons who were either

influence , and reduce the country still more a cry of " justice to Scotland," or rather to natives of Hampshire or immediately connected
into the position of an inferior province. It is attempt to reduce the public expenditure in with the county in a remarkable manner. These
not to be inferred that there is not an inde- | Ireland . The worthy Scot finds that in Ire - would be chronologically arranged , and the
pendent public opinion in favour of retrenchment land there are twenty judges in the Supreme windows from one end of the hall to the other
of the national expenditure, but there is an un Court ; there are seventeen of them who get from would form so many pages of county history ,

willingness that Ireland should be singled out for 500 to 48000. There is one Probate judge at which well- informed persons would be able to

the trial of financial experiments. It is asserted und to in the Landed Estates Court get understand easily . They had consulted Mr.

that the time is not opportune for making such a £3000 each . There are twenty judges, therefore , Hardman , who had furnished the designs now in

change,and that if any reform be needed it should in Ireland , in what might be called the Supreme the room , and the windowswere estimated to cost
be carried out, not impulsively or with precipita - Courts , and they get £80,600. In Scotland there 100 guineas each. The first was already promised ,
tion, but deliberately and after full inquiry . The are thirteen judges, who receive from £3000 to the noble chairman , the Larl of Carnnarvon , Sir

Freeman returns to the subject to day, and writes £4000 each, and they get £41,300 among them . William Heathcote, and himself having agreed to
in an anxious tone about the “ ominous rumour.” Our censor finds that the Irish judges get about defray its cost . Two benches of magistrates had
It suggests that the city members should address | twice the amount of public money which the also signified their desire to help in the matter,
& direct query to the Government as to the course | Scotch judges get, and his opinion is that there is ana !Scotch judges get , and his opinion is that there is and their architect, Mr. Digby Wyatt, had
which it intends to take, and thatshould thereply far less law and justice required to be dispensed promised a donation of £25. Lord Henry Scott,

point to an intention not to fill up the vacancy & in Dublin than there is in Edinburgh . It is rather M . P ., said the scheme deserved the greatest

requisition protesting against the decision should | inopportune, we confess, to have to meet this possible encouragement, and he hoped all the

at once be set on foot.” It observes that “ the statement, but the difference in the number of the support possible would be accorded to it , for no

people of Ireland behaved with a fatal apathy population, 3,500, 000 against 5,500, 000, and parti- one could visit that noble hall without seeing that
when the Landed Estates Court judgeship feil cularly the different social conditions arising out painted glass, supposing the colouring was not so
vacant," but trusts they “ will adopt a prompt ' of the history of the country since the Revolution, deep as to obscure the light, would be a great
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ornament. At the sametime, however, while he SIR WILLIAN BODKIN has resigned the office of | 56. COPYHOLD PRACTICE. – A . by will devised

should be glad to support the suggestions by all Assistant-Judge of the Middlesex Sessions. The real estate, part of which was copyhold fine certain , to
his wife B . absolutely .

the means in his power, he thought they should appointment is worth £1500 a year.
After his death , B .. by her

will, devised such copyholds to a trustee for immediate

not forget that the new courts and the restoration A MANCHESTER paper states that the borough sale , with the usual power ofappointment, in order to

of the old hall were completed during the chair of Stockport has twenty -six magistrates and disponse with the trustee ' s admission. On B .' s death

manship of Lord Eversley , and he trusted , there. I twenty -eight policemen .
the estate has been sold , and as I am acting both for

fore , that his portrait, to be hung in that chamber, The post of high constable of the City of West the vendor and purchaser, I shall be glad to be informed

would form part of the scheme suggested by Mr. minster has become vacant by the death , at the
if it is necessary to take any and what steps to perfect

the trustee ' s title before passing the estate by bargain

Portal. He was not prepared with a motion on age of seventy -five, of Mr. Foster Owen , who and salé, and as to the rights ofthe lord and steward of

the subject now , but, with the permission of held it many years. the manor under the circumstances .

the court, he hoped to bring it forward again next
DEPUTY STEWARD ,

sessions. The matter then dropped , but with a

more advanced condition of the restoration a CORRESPONDENCE OF THE Answers.
county committeewill probably be formed to carry

out the object in view .
PROFESSION . 44 .) LEGATEE - DUTY. - On re-consideration, I

think that C . D . , whether beneficially entitled or not .

THE IRISH LAW COURTS.– The Dublin Evening may disclaim . “ If one gives goods or chattels to an .

Mail suggests that the puisne judges should be
NOTE. - This Department of the LAW TIMES being open to

free discussion on all professional topics,the Editor is not
other, and the devisee refuse it , by this means the

employed regularly in performing their share of responsible for any opinions or statements contained in it | devise is become void , and any waiver or refusal will

the work of the after- sittings. It is suggested ,
suffice in this case, for a man shall not be compelled

nolens volens to take anything devised to him ." See

also, that the constitution of the Court for Land THE PROFESSION. - I observe in your impres . Sheppard' s Touchstone, 452 ; also 3 Preston' s Abstracts,

Cases Reserved should be altered , and that a rota of Saturday last some remarks relative to the | 104. Of course, if there be a valid disclaimer, C . D .

of judges should be formed to supply one to sit wished for amalgamation of the two branches of would not pay duty . Z . Y .

regularly in the Court of Appeal in Chancery to the Legal Profession. It happens that this sub
provide against the evil consequences of the fre .

( Q . 45. ) FEE FOR SEARCH , - The superintendent

quent divisions between the ordinary judges ,
ject has been much discussed of late years else registrar charges ls for compiling the index, and this

a suggestion which seems to merit considera
where, and as I know something of the actual whether the date is known or not.
working of the proposed system , where it has

tion .

THE Town Council of Liverpoolhave justdecided |
been adopted, a few observations on the subject ( Q . 48 .) PRACTICE - COVENANT FOR PRODUCTION OF

will not be out of place. The question referred | DEEDS. - A . is entitled to a covenant of indemnity from
to raise the salaries of their officers, from the to, has in fact been under discussion in several | C . Lord St. Leonards' opinion to this effect is re-stated

deputy town clerk downwards ; the total increase of the colonies, and very recently an endeavour
without dissent, Dart, V . & P . 618,4th edit. Z . Y .

in salaries amounts to £2000 annually. This is a
step in the right direction, and we commend this

was made in New South Wales and Queensland

to bring about the desired change.
(Q . 52.) PARTNERSHIP . - Smith's ground of complaint

decision to the consideration of other municipal
The attempt

failed in both instances, the measure, as mightoil
(if any ) is much slighter than that of the plaintiff in

authorities with a view to an increase of the salary
Banks v Gibson (34 Beav. 566 ) , where, on a dissolution ,

have been expected , meeting with considerable
of town clerks.

each partner was held entitled to use the style of the

opposition from many of the members of the firm . In that case , as pointed out by Mr. Lindley
MESSRS.HENRY KIMBER and Charles Cydwellyn Colonial Bar. In New Zealand, however, the ( Partnership , 888 , note p . 3rd edit . ) , it might perhaps

Ellis, of 79, Lombard -street, announce that they | contemplated reform was actually accomplished have been argued that the use of the name of the firm

have dissolved partnership , and in future each some years since, and I need hardly say
by one member of the diseolved partnership would

gentleman will conduct business on his own that the alteration has been found to work
expose the other member to some risk . Here the de

account. The papers and documents of their re.
scription " late Smith and Howell ” entirely obvintes

well enough - in fact, gentlemen admitted in any such difficulty . If Smith have any claim , it

spective clients will remain with the partner this country as solicitors have, after examination , must be a claim to have the goodwill sold and the

under whose care the particular business has been been admitted as barristers and solicitors in New money divided , Z . Y .

carried on , unless they receive an intimation from Zealand , and have been quite as successful as
- On the dissolution of a partnership each partner

the client to the contrary . English barristers going to that colony . As a
has a right, in the absence of any stipulation to the

THE Supreme Court of Massachusetts has general rule, the only practical result of this state
contrary , to use the nameof the old firm . Vide Williams

Personal Property , 6th edit . p . 238 ; Banks y . Gibson

again declared that by the statutes of the State of things is that, as all legal practitioners can be ( M . R . 11 Jur. N . Š. 680 ; 34 L . J. 179, Chan . ; 13 W . R .
all wagers are void . The action was one for admitted as barristers and solicitors , a certain 1012 ) .

SOCIUS.

money had and received against the party winning number of gentlemen , feeling themselves qualified

the wager, which had , in good faith , been paid to to do so, devote themselves to advocacy, and the
53.) RIGHT OF ACTION . - Tibbs could maintain

him by the stakeholder. The presiding judge re- rest pursue the ordinary business of solicitors.
an action against Jinks for money had and received . If
Jinks had killed the dog he would have been under no

fused to admit evidence offered by the defendant Partnerships have, of course, been formed on this liability , having simply obeyed his master' s orders , but
tending to show that he had won the wager , basis. To those acquainted with colonial affairs , having gone out of his way to convert the dog into
which , singularly enough , was upon the position it must be somewhat surprising to find that money, he is clearly liable to refund the £5 he received .

of certain graves in a cemetery . English solicitors have so long submitted to the
CLIFFORD .

existing monopoly. It is difficult indeed to see
COPYRIGHT LAW . - A correspondent in the

- The sale being entirely wrongful, Tibbs cannot
maintain any action for the £5. He may, however,

Ather.cum suggests that to prevent disputes and why a branch of the Profession, the qualification obtain trover for the setter dog against Jinks ; or

uncertainty , the registration of titles of books
for membership in which until recently con . detinue ( Jones v . Dowle, 9 M . & W . 19 . ) He may also

should be effected prior to publication , and that sisted in the eating of dinners , and the expen maintain trover or detinue against Poucher , unless the

the registration fee shall be reduced to one half . diture of so much cash , should be entitled to suchdog was purchased bond fide and in market overt.
Z . Y .

Also that an alphabetical register of titles, with privileges and pecuniary advantages as barristers

the date of registration and name of the publisher, possess over solicitors in this country. And . 54.) MARRIED WOMEN 'S PROPERTY ACT . - It ap

should bekept open to an applicant upon pay- |
the curious part of the case is this - that whereas pears to me that a deposit in a savings' bank in the

mont of 10 . the entry to ha nnll and void at tha | the barrister pays no annual fee for the right to name of a married woman , if made prior to the 9th
end of a year, to prevent any “ phantom ” title practise, the solicitor is burdened with the charge Aug. 1870, is not even prima facie her separate estate,

from incumbering the register. of £9 or £6 as the casemay be. Legal reforms
In such a case sects. 2 and 9 have no application , Z . Y .

A NEW CLAIMANT. - A claim to the title and
are made, and the solicitor' s profits cut down,but

estates of the Earl of Eglinton came before the
still he remains in the same position , whilst the (Q . 51 .) PROCEDURE .- Gen . Rule 204 provides as fol.

“ gentlemen of the long robe "
Sheriff Court of Chancery , Edinburgh , on Monday.

preserve their lows : “ The place of sitting of each County Court in
matters of bankruptcy shall be the town in which the

The claimant, Mr. Foulton , maintains that he is
profits and privileges intact. The Profession in
this country would do well to follow the example

court now holds, or may hereafter hold ,] its sittings for

the great grandson of James Foulton , who was
the common law business of the court, under thepro

of New Zealand in this respect. In that colony
younger brother to the eleventh Earl of Eglinton .

visions of the County Courts Act 1846 . ” I have never

Having eloped with one of his father's domestics ,
the courts of law and equity are amalgamated , as heard of County Court judges hearing applications in a

well as the two branches of the Profession . Why court other than where the proceedings are

named Mary Wallace, whom he married , he was should not the same be done here ? Should this except in matters of arrest, when the bankrupt intends

disowned by the family , enlisted as a soldier, and leaving the country . This matter is of such urgency

died in the service.
happen , we should , I think, very soon see what

His son , James Foulton , are the relative merits of themembers of the two |
that the warrant is signed by the judge whenever the

served in the navy, and the son of the latter,
application is made. Jus.

Thomas Foulton , who was the father of the pre
distinct branches. There can be little doubt but

sent claimant, again became a soldier. His son ,
that the places ofmany of our " junior counsel ”

the claimant also entered the army, and was pre
would soon be supplied by members of legal LAW SOCIETIES .
firms. We should see cases properly brought

sent with the Light Brigade in the Balaklava
charge. Since he left the army he has lived in

before the court, briefs not left unread , but the LEGAL PRACTITIONERS' SOCIETY.

Edinburgh, and has occupied himself in getting
advocates fully in possession of all the facts of
the cases in which they are concerned , and

| THE adjourned meeting of this new society, the

up evidence in support of his case . Hesays that object of which is the reform of abuses in connec

his great-grandmother had documentary evidence
thereby enabled to do justice to the clients they

in her possession which would have proved him
represent. SOLICITOR .

| tion with the legal profession , was held last Wede
nesday evening at the rooms of the Social Science

the heir to the title and estates . These docu Association , 1, Adam -street, Adelphi.

ments were obtained from her by Robert, NOTES AND QUERIES ON
Mr. W . T . Charley, D . C . L ., M . P ., was called to

sixth Baron of Skelmorlie , whose son Hugh the chair, and there was a large attendance of

became the twelfth Earl of Eglinton , under a POINTS OF PRACTICE . members .

promise that he would look after the interests Mr. Charles Ford (hon . secretary) , read the

of her son , who was then a minor . It is alleged , NOTICE. - We must remind our correspondents that this minutes of the last meeting, which were con

however , that he used the papers to obtain posses. column is not open to questions involving points of lawfirmed . He then stated that he had received
such as a solicitor shonld be consulted upon . Queries will

sion of the estates for his own family . At any be excluded which go beyond our limits. numerous letters from all parts of the kingdom
rate , his son married the daughter of the eleventh N . B . - None are inserted unless thenameand address of the from members of the legal profession, in which

Earl, who had no heirs male, and from him the writers are sent, not necessarily for publication , but as a
guarantee for bona fides.

they fully sympathised with the objects of the

present Earl of Eglinton is lineally descended . new society , and wished it every success. As an

The case came before the court on an application
for a commission and diligence to examine certain

instance of this he read the following extracts:
Queries. Mr. Copp (Essex-street, Strand ) : “ I wish the

title deeds. Mr. Blair , who appeared for the 55. LANDLORD AND TENANT - RENT. - A . lately sold | society every success , and shall be happy to co

present earl, said there was no such deed in some property , the rent of which is payable yearly at
Michaelmas. The day of settlement was by the con

operate with you and other members of the Pro.

existence. Mr. Menzies, who appeared for the tract fixed for the 26th December last. Is not A .
fession who have taken such a warm interest in

claimant, said he found there was such a deed by entitled to the quarter' s rent aceruing from Michael. the subject, in seeking to weed out from our ranks

date and designation in a Crown charter in the mas to the day of settlement ? As the purchaser those who by their unprofessional, and in some

Register House, and if such deed were not now in objects to pay the proportion ,will not the course be for cases even nefarious practices, would seek to bring

existence it must have been at one time. He would the vendor to wait till next Michaelmas ; and then , if the Profession into disrepnte ."

take his chance of recovering it after diligence . I the purchaser receives the whole year' s rent, sue bim

for the proportion ?
The sheriff ordered answers to be lodged in four .

Mr. Charles E . Lewis, M . P . (Old Jewry ) : “ The
Does not The Apportionment Act

1870 apply to cases between vendor and purchaser ? Toujo .
objects of your proposed society appear to be to

teen days.
AN ARTICLED CLERK. ' do the work which ought to be done by the
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existing bodies. I fear that there is but little couple of sets of the notices which have been discipline was most lax. He thought that it
prospect of rousing our profession into anything issued , and any other printed matter you may might be desirable to organise a deputation to the

like real activity ; and I have recently, as you have, I will canvass my friends with the view of Lord Chancellor to tender to him their desire to

know , given a great deal of time and energy, getting them to join the society. You must of support in every way in their power his Bill (Hear),
withoutmuch result, to try and accomplish this . coursebe aware it is a difficult matter for solicitors and to bring under his notice the importance of

I must leave others to do what they can in the as a body to attend meetings ; but I think if & re-organising the Inns of Court on the basis of

same direction , but can only give my best wishes canvass by some of those interested were orga . having a representative body to govern the Bar.
for success.”

nised, much good might be done, and perhaps one There weremany grievances which attorneys and
Mr. J. T . Shapland (South Malton ) : “ Will you of the principal objects of meetings accom . solicitors complained in connection with the Inns

kindly give me some information respecting it plished.” of Court. These could be mentioned to Lord Sel .
(the society) , as it appears to me from the little Mr. H . L . Turner (Newcastle -upon - Tyne). - | borne. It was all the more necessary that they
Ì have seen , that it is just such a society as we “ From what I have heard of the society it seems should tender their support to the Lord Chan .

attorneys and solicitors require.” to me to be far more likely than any other to bene cellor, because, in the course of his speech , he said

Mr. W . J . Wheatoroft (Eastbourne) . - " My fear fit the Profession and look after the interests of that be was afraid that if he introduced his Bill
is that the objects of the society are not suffi. of its members, which the Incorporated Law next session it would be made the groundwork of
ciently extensive. The legalprofession must use Society does not seem to trouble much about.” a party attack against the Government, but they
the influence in their own behalf, which , at Mr. R . A . Ward (Maidenhead ). - " I highly could assure him that such would not be the case.
general elections, they have so often used on approve of your Legal Practitioners' Society . I The question about the representative body for
behalf of their clients , if any great good is to be am desirous of joining the society , and if you can the government of the Bar would involve their
done. Our branch of the Profession must have a send meany prospectuses should canvas my pro consulting its members upon the subjeot. A
share of the plums which the higher branch at fessionalbrethren." memorial to the Lord Chancellor should be sub
present monopolise, and this , I believe, can only Mr. H . Symonds (Dorchester ). - “ Please to mitted to the Bar, especially to its junior mem .

be done through combined influence at the time of enrol mo as a member of Legal Practitioners ' bers. Thus, by means of their Bill, their memo
a general election. There is much however , for Society . I hope something may be done towards rial, and their deputation, they would bring the
the proposed society to accomplish , and I will do facilitating the change from solicitor to barrister. society very prominently under the notice of the
what I can to aid it." It is unfair to have to pass a preliminary and read | Profession and the public, and would acquire both
Mr. C . R . Gibson (Dartford) . - " I thank you for for three years after having been in the legal Pro . | moral and numerical strength . (Loud cheers.)

the printed circular . I am very willing to do any . | fession for some years.” The hon , secretary (Mr. Ford) then read a draft
thing I can to advance the interests of our Pro - | Mr. J. Borough (Derby), - " One of the m| Mr. J. Borough (Derby ), " One of the main of the proposed rules which he had prepared .
fession, and if I can I will attend yourmeeting , grievances of my branch of the Profession which Mr. Holroyd Chaplin proposed that the rules be
and learn whether the present movement at all I hope to see removed is our exclusion from the referred to a sub -committee of five, three to form

embraces the objects which I venture to think are Inns of Court. Though notobjecting to a certain a quorum , comprised of members of the society ,
80 essential for the welfare of the Profession at interval (say two or three terms) between removal and that those rules be presented , with the sug
large." from the Rolls and being called to the Bar, I gested alterations, at the next meeting, to be fully
Mr.Wm . Gresham (High Bailiff of Southwark ). think it anjust and unwise on the part of those | discussed , which was carried unanimously .

- " I vastly approve of your circular just cometo venerable societies to refuse us permission to . It was then proposed and carried that the fol.
hand . Pray putmedown as an annual subscriber. enter as students or members. I feel sure that lowing gentlemen should serve on this committee :

I shall be happy in any othermode to support the the removal of this restriction would tend asmuch Messrs. Charley, Jencken , Chaplin , Ford , and
viows of the society. My son , Thos. Gresham , to the benefit of the Bar as of ourselves, and

Delamar.

who is my partner here, desires to do the same. " ald greatly increase the incomes of the Inns. A Mr. F . A . Rowland moved and Mr. Gresham
Mr. E . James (Eastbourne). - “ I have perused powerful body, supporters of the present privi. seconded a motion to the effect thatMr. Charley

the circular you were kind enough to hand me leges of the Inns, would also be created . I should should be appointed treasurer, which was also

respecting the formation of a new society , under | be very sorry to see the constitution of the Inns carried .
the title of the ' Legal Practitioners' Society,' of Court altered , or their powers over the Profes . A like_ resolution was adopted requesting Mr.
and beg to say , that as a gentleman who has sion interfered with in any way, and I advocate Charles Ford to continue his duties as hon. secre
passed and is about to be admitted , I consider the slight relaxation of the rules which I have tary .

such a society very much needed in order to pro mentioned as a truly conservative measure. The The chairman then brought forward the subject
tect the interests of the Profession , which at the revival and extension of the Inns of Chancery of the desirability of protecting the public against

present timeare so much tres passed upon by mere might also be taken in hand by your society with themoney lenders, quacks, and agents of all kinds

outsiders.” advantage to the general body of attorneys and which were the bane of the Profession .

Mr. W . Cheesman (Eastbourne). - " I shall be solicitors . I should say that I am strongly . Mr. Gresham , in speaking to this subject, said
glad if you will kindly add my nameas a member opposed to any amalgamation of the two branches itwas a matter of common notoriety in the Pro
of the Legal Practitioners ' Society ,' of whose 3 Profession ." fession thatmanymen were in the habit of lending
utility there cannot be a second opinion .” The hon. secretary also read numerous other their names. The Incorporated Law Society had
Mr. C .Matthews (Eastbourne) . - " Myattention extracts from the letters of solicitors who had undertaken to remedy many of the evils com

having been called to a new society, called the joined the society, plained of, butwithout much good resulting. It
Legal Practitioners' Society, and having read over The Chairman said that this meeting, as they was not,he thought, so much the result of legis .
the prospectus, I cordially approve of its objects. were aware, was an adjourned meeting of the lative power as the way of checking the practice
In the course of my twelve years ' experience in Legal Practitioners' Society . At the lastmeeting in some way which would do the most good.
the Profession , I have frequently known great it was decided that this society should be estab. Mr. Lowe said that he came constantly in con .
misery and hardship inflicted upon the poorer lished . They werenow met to frame the rules for tact with those persons who assumed the liberty
classes , who have entrusted small matters to the society and to start it on its career of useful- to practise who had not the ability or the right so
agents, and who have invariably managed , some- ness to the Profession , and , he trusted , to the to do. Personally he had never taken objection
how or another, to plunder their victimsmore or public at large. Draft rules would be placed to any man who had appeared from a bona fide
less. I shall be happy to become a member, and before them and they would be discussed seriatim . office ; but there were men who had been clerks
I wish the society every success in its praise The next point would be to make one or to auctioneers who frequently conducted cases,
worthy efforts.” two appointments under those rules. About armed with a letter duly signed by some solicitor,
Mr. T . Marshall (Leeds. ) " I have received sixty gentlemen had signified their intertion this occurring time after time. He himself could

the circulars of the Legal Practitioners' Society , of joining the society ; but he thought they name twenty personswhose certificates were taken

wbich you have kindly sent me. I should be would agree that they had not as yet sufficient out by subscription (laughter ), who were either
obliged by your answering the following queries : material from which to select their governing bedridden or what not, whose names were kept
1. By what authority the proposed code of eti- body. Correspondence , however , must be carried upon the Law List simply for the purpose of

guette is to be enforced. 2 . Whether the rights on , and receipts given for subscriptions, and it enabling robbers (if he might use the word ), to
and liabilities of the two branches of the legal | was therefore necessary that an honorary trea prey upon the public , and the testimony of vari.
profession sought to be defined are the existing surer, & c ., and honorary secretary should be ap- ous metropolitan magistrates would , he was

rights and liabilities , and no others. 3 . Whether pointed . The next point was the consideration of assured , fully bear him out in his assertion . The
placing the government of the legal profession on themost suitable subject for legislation next ses- thing was perfectly scandalous. As a remedy , he
à sound representative basis implies that the sion . It would be remembered that at the last proposed that when a practitioner found a person

authority of the Benchers of the various Inns of meeting there was a general concurrence of opinion who was perfectly unknown to him , conducting a

Court to disbar members of the Bar, and of the that the subject, which was the most pressing and case, he wonld suggest that the magistrate 's clerk
judges to strike off the rolls attorneys and solici- the most ripe for legislation , was the protection should inquire into his antecedents, and if they
citors, is to be taken from them and vested in a of the legal Profession against the encroachments were not satisfactory themagistrate shoul

governing body elected by the Profession at of unqualified persons. (Hear, hear.) He gathered to hear him .

large, or what else the prospectus does mean . 4 . from the manner in which they received that Mr. J . Seymour Salaman said that, being a
Whether the protection of the legal profession statement that they would agree in thinking that momber of the Incorporated Law Society , he had

from the depredations of unqualified men means the timehad comewhen legislation upon that ques. long seen considerable apathy in many questions

farther restrictive legislation , or merely the tion should be initiated . The next thing would be affecting the legal Profession , and there was no
establishment of a means for reforming the exist- the appointment of a sub- committee to frame a doubt but that the Incorporated Law Society had

ing laws which protect us.” Bill upon the subject. Since they last met a very failed to do its duty. With regard to the Legal
Mr. W . Duignan (Walsall). - " I do not feel important speech had been delivered by the Lord Practitioners' Society many of its objects he fnily

interested in any question except the amalgama- Chancellor to a deputation of the Legal Education concurred in , and it would be, he was of opinion ,

tion of barristers and solicitors, and I think it Association , in the course of which his Lordship instrumental in doing good to the Profession ;

idle to redress small grievances, leaving the great announced that he was prepared io introduce a and he would give it every support in his power.
ones untouched . I do not think , therefore , that bill into Parliament to re-organise the Inns of Mr. Webster thought that the question of deal

I can take any interest in the objects of the Court. This re -organisation was a subject-matter | ing with the quacks of the Profession was a very

Society . I am , nevertheless, exceedingly obliged of which they could very well take cognizance and important one. Hesuggested that an amendment

for your courteous note.” tender to the Lord Chancellor their support to the of the Stamp Act would be serviceable, so as to

Mr. J. E . Mason (Alford ).-- " I shall be glad if Bill, provided it/was a fair and reasonable one and punish them . Auctioneers and accountants to
you will add myname to the list ofmembers. The one which the legal Profession had a right to the Court of Chancery being the worst of these

vis inertia of the Incorporated ' and the ‘ Inland expect from so eminent a man as Lord Selborne. quacks. For an infringement of laws of this de

Revenue ' to be overcome, in forcing either to deal There were several points in connection with the scription, every unqualified person should be sent

with unqualified persons, I found to be almost past Inns of Court which required legislating upon. to prison ; and this matter should he thought,

belief during three years' service as secretary to It was very important that the Bar should be have the attention of the society directed to it .

the Plymouth Law Society , since incorporated . I governed by a representative body. The Benchers ' Dr. Tompkins, D . C . L ., was of opinion that, in

trust the projected society may be more success. were practically the nominees of the Lord Chan . | dealing with matters of the description urged by

ful than I was.” cellor for the timebeing. In Paris the advocates previous speakers, it was necessary to take a
Mr. W . Merrick (old Jewry ). - " In common were governed by a representative body, and their broad view of the question. They wereon the eve

with many others I approve the objects of this discipline was most exact ; in England the Bar of great changes , and that in regard to the

society ; and if you will kindly forward me a ' was governed by an irresponsible body, and its administration of justice the time had comewhen

uso
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the two branches of the Profession were proposed honorary secretary of the Legal Practitioners NEW TRIAL PAPER,

to be amalgamated , and it was necessary to know Society , to say that numerous communications on For Judgment,
whether this fusion would be for the public good . the subject of the society which he has received Searle v, Laverick
The better course, he thought, was to have an from solicitors since the commencoment of the For Argument.

appointed committee to inquire into the matter ; I present year, he has been obliged to leave un .
Moved Michaelmas Term , 1872.

and if they could get annual committees of the answered owing to pressure, and the number of
LONDON - Ionides v. Pender and another (part heard )

( Hapnen , J . - Mr Butt
Bar, appointed by the different Inns of Court, and such letters, and we are requested to add that the BRISTOL - London and South-Western Bank v.Williams
oomposed of attorneys and solicitors, they might information in most cases asked for can be fully [Mellor, J . -Mr Lopes

hold a conference wherein the questions with ascertained by a perusal of the above roportof the Voved Hilary Term , 1873.
regard to the duties and relations of the two meeting of the society . - Ep. MIDDLESEX - Angel v. Collins

branches of the Profession might be discussed . [Mellor , J. - Mr M . Chambers

In the duty they owed to society and to the
London - Parker v. The Imperial Royal Azienda Co.

HULL LAW STUDENTS' SOCIETY . L . C . J . - Mr Day

Profession , he thought that the matter should be A MEETING of this society was held at the Law | London - Morrison v. Thompson
taken up. Library , Parliament- street, on Tuesday evening * LL . C. J.- Sir J. Karslake
Mr. Holroyd Chaplin said that they did not | last. Henry Cook, Esq., the president, occupied

LONDON - Corry v . Patton C . J. - Mr Matthews

know what the feeling in the House of Commons the chair. J. T . Woodhouse, Esq., solicitor, read MANCHESTER - Taylor v. Greenhaigh .

would be regarding their proposed course of a paper on the “ Judicature Act 1873, [Mellor, J. - MrPope
after

action , nor did they know what feeling the press
MANCHESTER - Pendlebury v. Samo

which a discussion took place on certain parts Mellor, J. - Mr Pope
had towards them . Hethought that there would be of the Act, in which J . Cook , Esq., Mr. A . M . MANCHESTER - Pearson v. Johnson and another
a great outcry about free trade in law , and he Jackson , and the president took part. A vote of [Mellor , J . - Mr Pope

would recommend that they should endeavour to thanks was passed to Mr. Woodhouse for his
LIVERPOOL - Batcheldor v . Lancashire and Yorkshire

enforce the existing acts before legislating
Railway Company

paper, and to the president for presiding , and the
[Lush , J. - Mr Herschell

further.
Tried during Term .

MIDDLESEX - Smith v . Palmermeeting adjourned. Lush , J . - Mr Salter

Mr. Jencken, barrister , considered that in the MIDDLESEX - Tuson v . Parkbouse [ Lugh , J . - Mr Day

absence of any knowledge on the subject, it was MIDDLESEX - Scott v . The London General Omnibus
difficult to discuss the question , the principal SOLICITORS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION . · Company [Lush, J . - MrGiffard
point being the repression of outsiders. The The usual monthly meeting of the board of di. Moved Easter Term , 1873 .3 .
most important question was to find out how the rectors of this association was held on Wednesday MIDDLESEX - Burnaby v. Earl [ L . C . J . - Mr Garth
law stood in relation to this subject, so that they last, the 7th inst., at the Law Institution , London . LONDON - Dean v . Stokes ( L . C . J . - Mr D . Seymour

should know properly how they stood . Mr. Park Nelson in the chair ; the other directors
MIDDLESEX - Toole v . Young TL . C . J . - Sir J. Karslake

LONDON - Lazard v. Javal [Mellor, J . - MrDay
Mr. J. S . Salaman was fully aware of the present being Messrs. Brook , Burton , Hedger,

LONDON - Die Elbinger v . Armstrong
enormous number of quacks in the Profession , Rickman, Smith , Styan, and Torr ; Mr. Eiffe, [ Lush , J . -- Attorney-General
complaints of them having frequently been made secretary. A sum of £122 was distributed in LONDON - Kennard v. Payne [ Quain , J. - Mr Murphy
in the LAW TIMES ; but, whilst being aware of grants of assistance to the families of three de . KENT - Harvey v. Lewis L . C . J . - Mr Biron

this, he thought that in a society so young as the ceased solicitors ; eleven new members were SURREY - Bawden . English

present one, it was a little too premature to pre admitted to the association .
[ Brett, J . - Mr Serit . Ballantino

A communication NEWCASTLE -- Robinson v. River Wear Commissioners
pare a Bill to Parliament, having for its object from the Lord Chancellor was read, stating that [ Archibald , J . - Mr Herschell
the dealing with these outsiders. With regard to his Lordship would be happy to preside at the DURHAM - North - Eastern Railway Company v. Bowman

the practitioners in the Court of Bankruptcy, the ensuing anniversary festival of the association in llock , B . - Mr Holker

members of this society should first read the June next ; and other general business was trans Durham - Oliver v . North -Eastern Railway Company

existing law on the subject, and then act accord acted .
[ Pollock , B . - Mr Holker

ingly . They were not quite prepared that evening ,
LIVERPOOL - Siven v. Heineman

he thought, to discuss what form the proposed
[Archibald, J. - Mr Herschell

ARTICLED CLERKS SOCIETY . LIVERPOOL - Doughty v. Milnourn
Bill should take, and he would suggest that the A MEETING of this society was held at Clement's [ Archibald , J . - Mr C . Russell
matter for the present be deferred . If such a Bill Inn Hall on Wednesday , the 7th Jan. Mr. S . LIVERPOOL — Sidley o. Longrigg

was proved to be absolutely necessary, he didRaro he did | Chester in the chair. Mr. Castle opened the sub [Archibald , J . - Mr R . G .Williams

not think it could be placed in better hands than ject for the evening's debate, viz .: “ That the NOTTINGHAM - Topham v. Bettney
[ Denman , J . - Yr Field

the chairman ' s. (Applause .) general powers of licensing are not satisfactorily NOTTINGHAM - Clayton v . Stapleford Colliery Company
The Chairman said that there must be some exercised by magistrates.” The motion was car. Denman , J . - Mr D . Seymour

thing definite done if theywanted to be practical, / ried by a majority of one. LINCOLN - Howell v. Copland [ Bovill, L . C . J. ---Mi Field

and they must notbe content with only talking
LEEDS - Hirst v . Roebuck [Bovill, L . C . J . - MrManisty

over thesematters.
LEEDS - Sneesley v . Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway

Company
Mr. Wingfield referred at length to what he PROMOTIONS AND APPOINT

[ Bovill, L . C . J . - Mr Field
LEEDS - Sturdy v . Sanderson ( Denman , J . - Mr Field

aalled old grievances of the law stationers taking MENTS. LEED8 - Reg . v . Inhabitants of Bradfield

the bread from the mouth of the legal practi.
Denman , J . - Mr Field

N . B . - Announcements of promotions being in the nature

tioner. There was, he considered , quite sufficient
LEEDS - Same v. Same

of advertisements, are charged 28, 6d . each , for which
(Denman , J . - Mr Field

law to prevent this if it were put into force. postage stamps should be inclosed .
DEVON - Bentney v. Lumbard

Mr. F . A . A . Rowland then proposed, and Mr.
[Pigott, B . - Mr H . T . Cole

Tried during Term .
Webster seconded, a resolution to the effect that THE Right Hon. Sir John Duke Coleridge, Knt.,. | MIDDLESEX - Cooke v. Goodman ( Quain , J . - MrHoll

a sub -committee be appointed , with the view of Lord Chief Justice of Her Majesty 's Court of MIDDLESEX - Bridges v . Barnsley
: : . Common Pleas. has appointed Mr. Robert William

considering whether it was necessary to initiate
(Pigott, B . - Mr Bullen

legislation upon the subject of quacks and other
Litchfield , of Newcastle , Staffordshire, solicitor, MIDDLESEX - Heywood v. Pickering

banes of the Profession ; the sub - committee being to be a Commissioner for taking acknowledgments
[Pigott, B . - M : H . T. Cole

of Deeds of Married Women , under the Fines and
MIDDLESEX - Waddell v. Wolfe

Dr. Tompkins, Messrs. Charley Mantell,Rowland, [ Pigott, P. -Mr H . T. Cole

Salaman , Webster,and C . Ford . Recoveries Act, for thecounty of Yorkshire . Moved Trinity Term , 1873 .
The Chairman, in bringing forward the subject The Right Hon. Sir John Duke Coleridge, Knt., MIDDLESEX - Doulton v . Timms

of the representative governing body of the Bar, Lord Chief Justice of Her Majesty 's Court of
[Bramwell, B . - Mr Day

Tried during Term .said that it would be as well to have a memorial Common Pleas, has appointed Mr. Basil Edmund
MIDDLESEX - Finigan v . Fraser

prepared, to be signed by the junior members of Greenfield , of Guildford , Surrey , to take affidavits [Bramwell, B . - Mr C . Russell

the Bar. The proposed representative body in the Court of Common Pleas . MIDDLESEX - Block v . Pigott [ Pigott, B . - Mr Pearce

would be one in whom the Bar had confidence . Moved Michaelmas Term , 1873.

He was sure that Sir William Harcourt would MIDDLESEX - Raper v. The London General Omnibus
help them , and he had no doubt but that Lord THE COURTS AND COURT Company

[ Quain , J . - Mr Day

Selborne would also. The object would be the
MIDDLESEX - Kirkstall Brewery Company v . Furness

PAPERS.
formation of a body to whom the calling of the

Railway Company
(Denman , J . - Mr. Price

LONDON - Dudgeon v . Pembroke

Bar would be entrusted, and who would have the SITTINGS AND CAUSE LIST IN AND AFTER
- [ Blackburn , J . - Sir J. Karslake

generalmanagement of the Inns of Court . LONDON - Irlande v . Lavery (Quain , J. - Mr. Holker

Mr. Wingfield moved , Mr. Maloney seconded ,
HILARY TERM . DURHAM - Lambert v. Madgshon

and a proposition was carried to this effect.
(Quain , J . - Nr. Herschell.

Mr. c . Ford said it was a most important Common Law Courts. NEWCASTLE - Turnbull v .Murray
( Brett, J . - Mr. Herschell

matter that a deputation should be formed with .
out delay , to wait on the Lord Chancellor. Indeed , Court of Queen' s Bench ,

NORTHUMBERLAND -Reg. v . The Inbabitants of Alnwick
[Quain , J . - Mr. Herschell

he thought that it was of the firstimportance ,and SITTINGS AT NISI PRIUS - IN TERA , CUMBERLAND - Sloan v. Holliday

that there could not beany possible evil, butmuch Middlesex.
( Quain , J. - Mr Herschell

good likely to arise from this course. Relative to .. . Jan . 13 | Monday . Jan . 26
LANCASTER - Taylor v . Rushtoi uain , J . - Mr Holkor

the question of the modification of the present | Monday .................. 19 !
LIVERPOOL - Stephenson o . Corporation of Liverpool

(Quain , J . - Mr. C . Russell
rules, practically No London sittings this Term .preventing solicitors from LIVERPOOL - Jefferson v. Querner
changing to the other branch , the Lord Chancellor,

AFTER TERM , Quain , J . - Mr. C . Russell

he said , had written him a letter, from which he
Middlesex . London , LIVERPOOL- Ashcroft v . Crow Orchard Colliery Com .

Monday............... Feb. 2 Monday ............ Feb . 16gathered that he was favourable to a modification рару
[ Quain , J . - Mr. Herschell

SITTINGS IN BANCO .

of the consolidated regulations upon the subject,
LIVERPOOL - Francis and Coompany v . Eastwood

Monday ..... ... .Jan . 12 Motions and new trials [ Brett, J . - Mr. C . Russell
and Sir George Jessel and the Lord Chief Justice Tuesday . ... . . . . . . . . . . . 13 Ditto MONMOUTH - Pitman v . Williams
of the Court of Common Pleas, and other eminent Wednesday 14 Ditto [Archibald, J. - Mr Bosanquet
men were also interested in the question ; and he Thursday .. . .. . 15 Ditto DEVON - Mears v . Evans

L . C . B . - Mr H . T . Cole

trusted that the worthy chairman would too , Friday 16 Special paper CORNWALL - Tenby v . Rule ( L . C . B . - Mr Collins

interest himself in it . Mr. Ford said he had re Saturday 17 Crown paper CORNWALL - Pender v . Hicks [ L . C . B . - - Mr Kingdon

Mondayceived many letters from distinguished members
Enlarged rules , motions, and BRISTOL - Ayles u . Maidment L . C . B . - Mr Lopes

new trials BRISTOL - Same v . Same L . C . B . - Mr H . T . Cols

of the Bar on the subject. Tuesday 0 Special paper BRISTOL - Tasker v . Fielder [ L , C . B . - Mr Prideaus

It was then arranged that the secretary should Wednesday ... Motions, new trials,and Cwowa HERTFORD - Chapman v . Lapworth

be authorised to communicate with the Lord paper
Martin , B . - Mr J . Brown

Chancellor relative to the reception of the deputa . Th:
Thursday 22 Motions and new trials SURREY - Chasemore v . Turner (Martin B . - MrGarth

tion on the several points which had engaged the
Friday 23 Special paper SJRBEY - Kavanagh v . Kerkbam [Martin , B . - Mr Da
Saturday 24 Crown paper SURREY - Mare v . Rony Martin , B . - Hon . A , Thesiger

attention of the meeting ; and that a circular Monday Motions and new trials SURREY - Pearson v . Lawson , S . & N . Co .
should be sent round to the Profession , setting Tuesday 27 Special paper [ Pigott, B . - Mr Murphy

forth the objects of the society. Wednesday .. 28 Motions and new trials SURREY - Nicholls v . Chambers
A cordial vote of thankswas then passed to Mr. Thursday ............ 29 Ditto (Tigott, B . -- Mr W . Williams

Charley for presiding , which terminated the pro
Friday 30 Ditto SURREY- Coyte v . Elptrick ( Pigott. B . - Mr C. W .Wood
Saturday ... . ... . .... 31 Ditto

coedings.
LEEDS - Marks v. Bick [ Pollock , B . - Mr D . Seymour

On these days the Court of Queen ' s Bench will sit Tried during Term .

(We are requested by Mr. Charles Ford , the " in two divisions, when motionsare excluded . MIDDLESEX - Lane v. Hanbury [ Pigott, B . - Mr Prentio

19
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Monday ..........

19

22

2127

26
27

IB

MIDDLESEX - Dalrymple v. Low [Pigott, B . - Mr Pop . | WARWICK - Same v. The Great Western Railway Com . Dauney v. Chatterton

Oleaga v. Castellain . Demurrer
pany

MIDDLESEX - Stopher v . Townshend
[Pollock, B . - Mr Herschell Devox - Halse v . Halder

Harper v . Dewey . AppealMIÐLLESEX - Lapage v. Kert SUSSEX - Reg. v. The Visiting Justices of Lewes County Lindsay v . Dale. Demurrer
[Pollock , B . - Mr H . Matthews Gaol

Windus v. Flight. DemurrerMIDDLESEX - Loveridge v . Hallward DURHAN - Barnes v . Hutchinson
Caffin v . Lloyd . Special case[ Pollock, B . - Mr M . Chambers BRISTOL - Rex. v . The Guardians of Bedminster Union

Thursday, Jan . 22.
SOUTHAMPTON - Peninsula and Oriental Steam CompanySPECIAL PAPER.

Uttley v . Todmorden Local Board . Demurrerv . Holley
Lovesy v . Stallard . Appeal

For Judgment.
DEWSBURY - Eastwood v. Millar

Pope v . Tearle . Appeal

Hayward v . Newton
NORWICH - Reg. v . The Corporation of Norwich

Mavro v . Ocean Marino Insurance Company. Special
: For Argument.

case
Board of Works for Poplar v. Love. Special caso

Court of Common Pleas.
Storey u . Rawlings. Demurrer

Cope v . Scott. Demurrer

SITTINGS AT NISI PRIUS - IN TERM . Same v , Kidsun , Demurrer
Musgrave v . Inclosure Commissioners for England and

Middlesex .
Monday, Jan . 26 .

Wales. Special case

Tuesday ............... Jan . 13 |Monday ............ Jan. 26Jones v . The Menai Company. Special case
.. . 19

Court of Ezchequer.

Wills v . Cohen . Appeal

No London sittings this Term .
Alsop v . The United Kingdom Omnibus and Tram Men

SITTIYGS AT NISI PRIUS - IN TERM .
Benevolent Association. Appeal

AFTER TERM . Middlesex .
Wall v. The City of London Real Property Company. Middlesex .

London . | Trasday ............... Jan , 13 | Monday .............. Jan , 26
Special case .

Monday ... . .. ... .. .. .. Feb . 2 Monday .. .. ... .. ... . ..Feb . 16 Monday
. . . . . . . .. 19

Prince v . Evans. Appeal
SITTINGS IN BANCO . * No London sittings this Term .

Condliff u . Condlift . Demurrer

Monday ...... Jan , 12 Motions and now trials
Town u . Shenton . Appeal

AFTER TERY .
Tuesday . .. . .. 13 Ditto

Middlesek , London .

Peirce v . Corf. Appeal
Wednesday Ditto

Tayler v . The Great Eastern Railway Company. Appeal

Monday .............. Feb. 2 | Monday .... Feb . 16Thursday 15
London and Provincial Bank v . Roberts. Demurrer Ditto

SITTINGS IN Banco .*
Friday 16 Ditto

Oren t . Wright, Demurrer

Saturday Ditto Monday ...... Jan . 12 Motions per new trials
Jones v . Palmer , Demurrer

Monday Tuesday ... .. ... 3 Per motions and new trials
Mid -Wales Railway Company v. Cambrian Railway

Special paperTuesday 20 Motionsand new trials Wednesday ... Motions and new trials

Company . Special case
Wednesday Ditto Thursday . .... . .. Ditto

Jefferson v . Querner . Demurrer

Thursday
16FridaySpecial paper DittoTo be argued with New Trial, Friday 23 Motionsand new trials Saturday 17 Ditto

Lentham v. Bank . Appeal
Saturday 24 Monday .. . .. .Ditto 19 Special paperMonday 26

Coyte v . Elptrick , Demurrer
Special paper Tuesday 20 tions and new trialsTuesday . . .. . . Motions and new trials Wednesday .. .. . Special paper

To be argued with now Trial.
Wednesday Ditto Thursday 22 Motions and new trials

Dudgeon v. Pembroke. Demurrer

29 DittoThursday 23Friday DittoTo be argued with now Trial. Friday 30 Ditto Saturday DittoSaturday .. .. ..
Grant v . Budd . Demurrer

31 Ditto Monday Special paperThe Court of Common Pleas will, when convenient, Tuesday

Cor v . Leigh . Special case

Motions and new trials
Lane », Hanbury . Demurrer

sit in two divisions. Wednesday Ditto
NEW TRIAL PAPER .

Isnaridi r . Watts . Demurrer

DittoThursday ..Brunninghaps v . Manchester, Sheffield , and Liverpool
30 DittoFridayEnlarged Rules ,

Saturday ... 31 Ditto

Railway Cempany . Demurrer

Quartley v . TimminsIsnaridi o . Watts . Demurrer

* The Court of Exchequer will, when convenient, sit
Parisot v. PalmerWood r . May . Appeal

in two divisions.Re an Attorney (Ex parte Rayment) and others
PEREMPTONY PAPER.

Joseph u . Holroyd . Demurrer

For Judgment.
Walsh v . Walley . Appeal

To be called on the first day of Term after Motions,Edmonds v. AlsopStanton v . Nourse. Demurrer

and to be proceeded with the next day, if necessary ,Miller v . DavidGreen v . Reade. Appeal

before Motions.Megrath v . Gray

Lord v. Price [Mr. Cohen - Mr.Myburgh - Mr. Gully
ENLARGED RULE PAPER .

Gray v. Megrath
For Judgment. For Argument. NEW TRIAL PAPER.Emanuel o . Bridger

Moved Easter Term . 1873 . For Judgment.
Nathangon v . Haarblecher

For Argument. LONDON - Anderson v . Morice (part heard )
Rees v . ForbesBrett, J . - Sir J . Karslake

Feast v Lorymer
Cooper v . Mr. T . Salter, Mr. Michael Sutcliffe , Mr. LONDON - Lyle v . Wormacott idemurrer to argued with

For Argument.
Philbrick , Mr. Merewether

1 rule ) [ Brett, J . - Mr C . Russell
' Moved Michaelmas Term , 1872.Malden v. TheGreat Northern Railway Company, Mr.

( Brett, J . - Sir J . Karslake
GUILDFORD - Philips r. Hornstedt

White
LONDON - Freeth v , Burr rett , J . - Mr Garth

[Mr. Hawkins, Q . C . --Mr. Garth
CROWN PAPER .

LONDON - Petrococchino v . Bott

[Brett, J . - Mr Thesiger Stand over .
For Judgment,

Moved Easter Term , 1873 .

Reg . c . Green
LONDON - Austin r . Board of Bethnal Green

¡Denman , J . - MrGiffard MONMOUTH - Evans v . The Newport Dry Dock Co .
Vestry of St. Mary's , Islington u . Barrett

LONDON -Miles v. Lowman (Denman , J . - Mr Willis
(Honyman , J . - Nr. H . Mattheus.

For Argument.
LONDON - Dothie v . Daw

Stand over.

MIDDLESEX - Reg . v . TbeGuardians of Stepney Union

[Denman, J . - Mr Serjt. Robinson
NORFOLK - Same .Middle Level Commissioners

GLAMORGAN - Herring c. Thomas [ Lush, J . - Mr Giffard Moved Michaelmas Term , 1873.
METROPOLITAN POLICE DISTRICT - Hoare v. Metropolitan

Moved Trinity Term , 1873. MIDDLESEX - Wilson v . The Metropolitan Railway Com
Board of Works

pally [ Bramwell, B . - Mr Garth

CAXBRIDGE - Bowers v . Banyard MIDDLESEX - Benjamin v. Storr
LÖNDÜX - Moson v . Colby . [ L . C . B . - Mr Giffard

CAMBRIDGE - Reg . v . Overseers of Haslingfield
[ Hopyman , J . - Mr TortWARWICK - Reg. v . Churchwardens of Sutton Coldiela MIDDLESEX - Nagoo v . Lavell WINCHESTER - Jenvey v . StyringįHonyman, J. - Mr Colo

[ F . Stephens, Q .C . - Mr Collins

WARWICK - Reg . v. Church wardens of Parish of Aston
Moved Michaelmas Term , 1873.

EXETER - Browse v . Badocock ( L . C . B . - Mr H . T . Colo
and Assessment Committee of Aston Union

MIDDLESEX - Hammond v . Vestry of St. Pancras
BODMIN - Mill v . Hawker ( L . C . B . - Mr H . T . Cole

BERKS - Harding v . Headington
Bovill , L , C . J . - The Attorney General

BRISTOL - Everett v . Wilking ( L . C . B . - Mr Lopes
BEDYORD - Reg . . The London and North -Western MIDDLESEX - WELLER 0 . London , Brighton , and South

LEWES - Cook v . Osborne igott, B . - Mr Day

Railway Company

Coast Railway [Bovill, L . C . J . - Mr D . Soymour CROYDON - Cave v . Wateror [Martin , B . - Mr WillisBEDFORD -- Same . Same
MIDDLESEX - Mansell v . Clements

CROYDON - Gale v . Livermore [ Pigott, B . -- MrMurphy
LIVERPOOL - Liverpool Tramway Company 0 . Mayor,

[Denman , J . - Mr Griffiths CROYDON - Same v . Same (Pigott, B . - MrWillis

& c ., of Borough of Liverpool
MIDDLESEX - McLachlan v . Brain

AYLESBURY - Phipps v . Great Western Railway Com .
YORK - Gallimore v . Goodall

(Honyman, J. - Mr Barnard pany leasby, B . - Mr Bulicer

CARNARVON - Owen v . Parsons and Roberts
MIDSLESEX - Kelly v. Patterson

BEDFORD -Woodroffe v. Davison
STAFFORD - Reg . v . Blackburn

[Honyman, J. - Mr M . Moir
(Cleagby, B . - Mr Buluer

Devos - Mullins v . Collins
London -Gunn v. Roberts

NORWICY - Makins o . London and North Western Rail.
CARDIGAX - Evang v . Smith

[ Bovill, L .C . J. — Mr C. Russell way Company
[ Bramwell, B . - -MrMetcalfe

YORK - Reg . v . Local Board for District of Orhenhope London - Applebee v. Percy

WARWICK - Vaughten r . Same (Honyman , J. - Mr Field
BOLTOX - Wilson v . Cunlitfo

[ Honyman, J. - MrWilloughby LEEDS - Wood v . Wood [Pollock, B . - Mr D. SeymourWORCESTER - Maund v . Mason
LONDON — Claridge v . Rumbolt

LEEDS - Harrison v . London and North -Western Rail
LIVERPOOL- Allen v . Churchwardens of Liverpool

[Honyman , J. - My Grantham
way Company llock , B . -- Mr D , Seymour

KENT- Caballero v . Lewis
MANCHESTER — Johnson v . Appleby [Brett, J. - Mr Popo LEEDS - Priesliy v . Dyson

[ Pollock , B . -- Mr Field

LANCASHIRE - Overseers of Bootle -cum -Linacre v . Clerk MANCHESTER - Abbott v . Bates (Quain , J . - Mr Herschell

LEEDS - Simeon v . Dewburgt Pollock , B . - Mr Field
of the Peace for Lancaster

NOTTINGHAM - Smith v . Egington
LEEDS - Sawdon , Andrew Pollock , B . - Mr Field

KENT - Redgrave v . Lee

(Honyman, J. - Mr D . Seymour LEEDS - Naylor v . Lancashire and Yorkshire RailwayLIVERPOOL - Inman v . Derby Union
LEEDS - Brown v. Hall [ Pollock , B . - Mr Price Company [ Pollock , B . - Mr Field

DEWSBURY - Pitt v . Millar
BRISTOL - Green v . Heatley

LEEDS --Ryder v . Jennings. _ [ Pollock, B . - Mr. Compton
SOMERSET - Ling v . Warry and others

BRISTOL - Tudgay v . SampsonMIDDLESEX - Reg. v. St. Leonard 's Shoreditch
[Mr F . Stephens, Q .C . - Mr A . T . Cole RuTuin - Williamsv .GreatWestern Railway Company :

[Keating, J. - Mir M . Lloyd

METROPOLITAN POLICE DISTRICT - Marwick v . Codlin BEDFORD - Millington v . Griffiths

DURHAM - Jackson v . Leeman .
BOLTON - Cameron u . Foy

[ Bramwell, B . - Mr O'MalleyBOLTON - Gaskell v . Bayley
NORTHAMPTON - Hancock v. Plant

NEWCASTLE - Taylor v . Holland.
BIRMINGHAM - Reg . v . The Guardians of Worcester

[Bramwell, B . - Mr Merewether
. Quain , J. - Mr Herschell

Union
CROYDON - Maggs , Barnes [ Pigott, B - Mr Willis

CARLISLE - Williamson v . Bain . -
Dzvon - Dyer v . Park

CROYDON - Bartlett v . Green ( Pigott , B . - Mr Cock

[Quain , J . - Mr Herschell

CHESHIRE - Reg. v . The Guardians of Runcorn

(Suspended .) . MANCHESTER - Nield v . London and North WesternLANCASHIRE - Knight v . Halliwell
SPECIAL PAPER , Railway Company. [ Brett, J . - Mr Herschell

BOLTON - Gaskell v . Ormrod
EBSEI - Vance v . Wilson

Monday, Jan . 19 . - For Argument. LIVERPOOL - Bain v . Stanford and Levison . [Brett, J.
Mr. Holkor

BRIGHTON - Duddell v . Black
Phillips v . Millar. Special case

LIVERPOOL - Same v . Same. ( Brett, J. - Mr Herschell
STAFYOBD - Smart u . Pessoll

Williamsand another v. Heales. Special case
LIVERPOOL - Smalley v . Lancashire and Yorkshire Rail

GLAMORGAN - Davies v . Harvey
Lyle v . Wormacott. Demurrer

way Company . (Brett, J . - Mr Herschell
YORKSHIRE - Bateson v . Oddie

( To be Argued with Rule for New Trial. )
LIVERPOOL - Radley v . London and North Western

LANCASHIRE - Rideout v . Jenkinson
Hendricks v . Australian Insurance Company . Special

Railway Company. Brett, J . - Mr Herschell
BIRMINGHAM - Reg . v. The Guardians of Cheltenham

case

LIVERPOOL - Bamlet v . Picksley (Quain , J . - Mr AstonClifford v . Hoare. Special case .

LIVERPOOL - Meck v. Pyman ( Quain , J . - Mr Herschell
CORSWALL - Hampton v . Rickard Fry and another v . Lloyd , Special cage .

STAFFORD - Smith v . Bennett
SC88EI - Reg . v . Goodall

Nelson v . Association for Protection of Commercial

( Denman, J . - Mr Huddleston

STSEI - Same v . Same
Interests . Special case

STAFFORD -- Mogs v . London and North - Western and
BRECKNOCKSHIRE - Same v. The Guardians of Conway Bows v . Fenwick , Appeal

Great Western Railway CompaniesSummers v , The City Bank . Demurrer

( Denman , J . - Mr A . S . Hin
MIDDLESEX - Samev , The Guardians of Norwich Incor. Cole v , North Western Bank (Limited ). Special case

STAFFORD - Hiort v . Bott [Archibald , J. - Mr Huddleston
poration

Thursday, Nov . 13 .CHESHIRE - Roberts v . Egerton
Rhodes v. Airedaile Drainage Commissioners. De Moved after 4th day of Michaelmas Term .

ANGLESEY - Res . v . Williams.
murrer MIDDLESEX - Street v . The Society of Licensed Vic

EIETEI - Same v . Sandford

tuallers
Faulkg v . Tremaro. Appeal

[ Pollock , B . - Yr TorrMIDDLESEX - Trevitt v . Spick (Cleasby . B . - Mr Cave
EBY - Same v . The Treasurer of Matlock Turnpike Melhado v. P . A . and N . H . and B . Railway Company .

Demurrer MIDDLESEX - Toy v . Langton [ Cleasby, B . - Mr Finlay

[ Po

Quain, J.— Sir J. Karslake

Union

Union

Trust
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SPECIAL PAPER.
For Judgment,

Barrows v . Green
Niebuhr v . Kraushaar

Spoor v . Green
Sydenay v. Michael

For Argument.
Downing v . Mowlem . Special case . To stand over
Waugh v . The North British Railway Company. Do
murrer. To stand over

Granville u . Finch . Special case . To be restated

Whitehouse v. The Birmingham Canal Company . De
murrer . To stand over

Sear v . Green . Demurrer. Partheard . To stand over
Davis v . Webster. Demurrer. Part heard . To stand

over
Hendry and another v . Dyke, Bart. Demurrer . To
stand over

Boden v . Levick . Demurrer . To stand over
Lloyd's Banking Company v. Blech . Demurrer. To

stand over
Thorn v . Mayor of London
Moul v . Moul. Demurrer

Copin v . Cressman
Same v . Iarchow
Same v. Sevastapulo
Same v . Evans
Same v . Andrew Demurrer . *

Same v . Rayner
Same v . Adamson
Same v. Same
Same v . Strachan
William v . Prothero . Special case
Laidlow v . Hastings Pier Company. Special caso
Martin v . Smith . Demurrer
Blanchet v . Powell Llanwit Colleries Company. De
murrer

Shackleton v . Tindall, Demurrer
Sorby v . Gordon , Special case
Biddulph v . Bingham . Appeal
Bain v . Stanford and Levison . Demurrer
Same v . Same.

* To stand over till issues in fact tried .

B

Exchequer Chamber.
This court will sit on Tuesday, Jan , 13, at ton o 'olock .

QUEEN ' S BENCH ERRORS.
For Judgment,

Churchwardens of Wigan v . Public Works Loan Com .
missioners

Kellock v . Enthoven For Argument.

COMMON PLEAS ERRORS.
For Judgment.

Pegge v . The Guardians of Lampeter Union
For Argument.

Winch v. The Conservators of the River Thames
Same v . Same
Fowler v . Lock
Ellis v . The Great Western Railway Company
Cowan v . The ImperialOttoman Bank
Imperial Ottoman Bank v . Cowan

Rodocanachi v . Elliott
Sowerby v. Smith

EXCHEQUER ERRORS.
For Judgment.

Riche o . The Ashbury Railway Carriageand Iron Com
pany

Butcher v. Savory
For Argument.

Marchant v . The Lee Conservancy Board
Daniels u . The Stepney Union
Smith v . Fletcher
Same v , Same.
Phelps y . Hornstedt
Liver Alkali Works Company v. Johnson

ALMOND, CLARK , carpenter, Westow -st, Upper Norwood . Pet. Gavette, Jan . 6 .
Dec. 31. Jan, 20, at eleven , at the Temperance coffee house , ALLSWORTH , RALPH JOSEPB , grocer , Brompton. Pet. Jan. 2 .
Westow -st, Upper Norwood Jan . 21, at three, at offices of Sol. Bassets, Brompton andBARFIELD, SAMUEL , architectural goulptor, Leicester, and
Humberstone. Pet . Dec. 30 . Jan . 15 , at twelve, at offices of

Rochester
ANDERSON, EDWIN , tobacconist, High -st, Islington . Pet. Dec.

Sol. Harvey, Leicester
BALLS. HAROLD GRIFFIN, currier , Cambridge. Pet. Dec. 31.

22. Jan . 17 , at two, at offices of Sol. Steadman , Coleman -st
BALLA, HAROLD GRIFFIN , CURTIS, GEORGE, curriers, CAIR

Jan . 16 , at two , at office of Sols . Ellison and Barrows, Cam bridge. Pet. Jan . 2. Jan . 20 , at three, at offices of Nicholson .

bridgeBARLOW , ROBERT, grocer, Preston , Pet. Dec. 31 . Jan . 16, at
London -bridge Railway-approach , Southwark . Sols. Ellison

two,at office of Sol. Taylor , Preston
and Burrows, Cambridge

BLACKBURN, JOHN , joiner , Barnfield . Pet . Dec . 31. Jan . 20 . at
BEER, HERBERT EDWARD , wine merchant, Deal. Pet. Dec . 30 .

Jan . 16 , at one, ut office of Doyle and Edwards, Carey- st,
eleven , at 30 , Fore Bondgate , Bishop Auckland . Sol. Maw , lun.

CADMAN, WILLIAM EMMOTT, and CADMAN, WALLACE, print
Lincoln ' s inn . Sol. Delasaux , Canterbury

BELL, EDWARD, bricklayer. March . Pet. Dec . 30 . Jan . 21, at
cuttere , Lister -mews, Holloway - rd , Pet . Jan . 1. Jan . 16 , at

twelve, at the County Court house , March , Sol. Dawbarn , jun.,
twelve, at offices of Sol. Chubb , Bucklersbury

CHAMBERLAIN , HUGH GOODMAN, fancy hosiery manufacturer,

MarchBiggs, CHARLES, builder, Charterhouse - la . Pet. Dec. 30 . Jan
Leicester. Pet. Jan . 1 . Jan . 19 , at three, at office of Sol. Owston ,

28, at three , at office of Sol. Heathfield , Lincoln s - inn - fields Leicunter
CHEALE, JOHN , builder, Uckfield . Pet . Jan. 2. Jan . 17 , at twelve ,

BOWER, DAVID FARRER , iron manufacturer, Leeds. Pet . Dec. at the Bear hotel, Cliffe
31. Jan . 15 , at twelve , at office of Sol. Pullan, Leeds CHILDS, JONAH , builder, Haberdasher' s- st , Hoxton. Pet. Dec.

BROWN, THOMAS, draper, Cheltenham . Jan . 19 , at three, at 31. Jan . 17, at eleven , at office of Booth , Lincoln 's -inn - fields
office of Sol. Wheeler, Cheltenham CLARK, WILLIAM ROBERT, cheesemonger, Westmoreland - rd .

BULLEY, WILLIAM THOMAS, carpenter , Great Yarmouth . Pet . Camberwell- rd . Pet. Jan. 2. Jan . 17 , at two, at office of Sol.
Dec. 29. Jan . 23 , at twelve , at office or Blake, accountant, Great Holmes, Eastcheap
Yarmouth Sol, Palmer , Great Yarmouth DAVIES, WILLIAM JAMES, furniture dealer, Cardiff. Pet. Jan . 2.

CHAWNER , JOHN, hosiery manufacturer, Leicester. Pet. Dec. Jan . 20, at two, at office of Barnard , Thomas, Clarke, and Co.,
31 . Jan . 27, at eleven , at office of Sols . Freer, Reeve, and

Blunt, Leicester
accountants, Cardiff . Sol. Stephens, Cardiff

DAVIES, WILLIAM , late grocer , Swansea . Pet. Jan . 1. Jan . 92, at
DUNBOBIN , RICHARD, ioiner, Warrington . Pet. Dec. 31. Jan . 16 , three , at office of Sol. Morris, Swansea
at three, at offices of Davies and Co ., Warrington . Sols . DIXON, RICHARD , miner, Brandon Colliery . Pet . Jan . 2. Jan .

Davies And Brook , Warrington 28 , at eleven , at the Station hotel, Durham , Sol. Brignall, jun .,
ELLIS , John, bootmaker, Liverpool. Pet. Deo . 29. Jan . 14 , at Durham
three, at Gibson and Bolland , accountante , 10 , South John - st , DU PRE, EDWARD. Clerk in Holy Orders, Northampton . Pet.
Liverpool. Sols . Harvey and A 'sop, Liverpool Dec. 19 . Jan . 15 , at twelve, at the Wentworth hotel, Peter

EVANS, DAVID MORIER, newspaper proprietor, Sergeant' s- inn , borough . Sol, Stapleton
Fleet- st, Birchin -la , Finch - la , and South Hackney . Pet . Dec . EALES, ELLEN, dealer in fancy goods, Birmingham . Pet. Dec.
30 . Jan . 12, at the London tavern . Bishopsgate -st, in lieu of 29. Jan . 16 , at twelve, at offices of Slade, accountant, 6 , Cherry
the place originally named

EVANS, EDWIN, victualler , Slough . Pet. Dec. 30 . Jan . 14 , at
st, Birmingham . Sol.Kennedy, Birmingham

ESSER , AUGUSTUS, importer of fancy goods, Manchester. Pet.
three , at the Crown hotel, Slough . Sol. Froggatt, Argyll. st Jan . 2. Jan . 21, at two, at office of Sol. Phillips, Manchester

FAGG , GEORGE QUESTED , bootmaker, Holloway-rd . Pet . Dec . FREELING, JAMES EDWARD , gentleman , Bideford . Pet. Jan . 2 .
18 . Jan . 12 , at two, at office of Sol. Vernede, Craven - sti, Strand Jan . 19, at twelve , at Bath House , Bideford . Sol. Smale

GOODWIN , EDWARD MORTON , architect, Ferryside. Pet. Dec . 27 . GILBERTSON , RICHARD, baker, Liverpool. Pet . Jan . 3. Jan .
Jan . 28 , at twelve, at theGuildhall, Carmarthen , Sol. Soames, 21, at three, at office of Sol. Ponton , Liverpool

New -inn , Strand
GIBSON , MARTHA, widow , Bishopston , par Horfield . Pet. Jan .

HADEN, JOHN, lamp manufactarer, Birmingham . Pet. Dec. 29 . 2 . Jan . 21, at twelv , at office of Hancock , Triggs, and Co., public
Jan . 13, at three, at offices of Sols. Wright and Marshall , Bir acoountants , Bristol. Sol. King , Bristol

mingham
GOODWINS, JOSIAH , and GOODWINS, STEPHEN , millers, King' s

HAYDOCK , JOHN , draper. Blackburn . Pet. Dec . 31. Jan . 16 , at Lynn . Pet. Jan. 2. Jan . 27, at two, at oflice of Sol. Vernede,
three, at offices of Sol. Darley, Blackburn Craven -st, Strand

HAYHURST, JOHN , víctualler, Colne. Pet. Dec. 29 . Jan . 20 , at HALL , HENRY Jorn , and DYER , JAMES, drysalters, Monokton

three, at office of Sols. Southern and Nowell , Burnley Combe. Pet . Jan . 3. Jan , 19, at one, at office of Sol. Wilton ,
HENSMAN , JOHN , mnobinist, Ampthill, Pet, Dec. 24 . Jan Bath

at four, at office of Sol. Stimson , Bedford HERBERT, JOHN EDWARD ,machine maker, Bradford . Pet. Jan .
HODGE, ALFRED , draper , Brotton . Pet. Dec . 31. Jan . 19 , at 1 . Jan . 20, at eleven , at office of Sols . Peel and Gaunt, Brad .
two, at office of Gibson , Newcastle . Sol. Pybus, jun ., New ford

castle
HICKS, THOMAS, draper, Bristol. Pet. Jan . 3 . Jan . 14, at

HOWARD, DAVID, and BUCKLEY, JAMES HARROP , Woollen menu two, at office of Sol. Beckingham , Bristol
facturers , Saddleworth . Pet . Dec. 29 . Jan . 16 , at three, at the HOLSTINS, NILS WILHELM , licensed beer seller, Falmouth .

George hotel, Huddersfield . Sols, Mesers. Fox, Manchester Pet. Jan . 2. Jan . 20 , at three , at office of Sols. Genn and
IVIMEY, EDWARD , tailor, Cornhill, and Newington causeway, Nalder , Falmouth
and Liverpool- rd , Islington . Pet. Dec. 19 . Jan . 15 , at two, at HUNTER , LEONARD , hotel keeper , Worthing . Pet . Dec. 31. Jan .

the Masons'-hall tavern , Masons '-avenue, Basinghall-st. Sol. 22, artwo, at offices of Clernell, solicitor, Great James- st, Bed .

Miles ford . row . Sol. Brandreth , Brighton
JACKSON , JOHN , victualler , Croft. Pet. Dec. 31. Jan . 19, at JAMES, JAMES FISON , baker, Ilfracombe . Pet . Jan . 2 . Jan . 20,

three , at offices of Davies and Co. Warrington . Sols , Davies at two, at omoe of Sol. Thorne, Barnstaple

and Brook , Warrington
JEAVONS, JOB, out ofbusiness, Dudley . Pet. Dec. 30 . Jan . 15,

KAY, ROBERT, plumber, High -st , Hampstead . Pet. Dec. 18. at twelve, at offices of Sol. Jaques, Birmingham
Jan . 13 , at two, at omices of Sol. Preston , Newgate -st JEPHCOAT,GEORGE, hosier , Birmingham . Pet. Jan . 2. Jan . 23

KESTERTON . RICHARD , gun Case manufacturer, Birmingham . at three, at office of Sols . Rowlands, Bagnall, and Rowlands,

Pet. Dec . 29 . Jan . 19 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Powell , Bir Birmingham

mingham
JONES, HERBERT, bricklayer, Earnley . Pet. Jan. 1. Jan . 19,at

LEATON , HENRY, printer , Leicester. Pet. Dec. 30 . Jan . 19, at three, at ottices of Sol. Janinan , Chichester

eleven , at the Lion and Dolphin inn, Leicester Sol, Petty , JONES, RICHARD , boot manufacturer , Birmingham . Pet. Jan . 1.

Leicester
Jan . 20 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Duke, Birmingham

LENNOX , HENRY, plasterer, Nottingham . Pet. Dec. 27 . Jan. 16, JORDAN , FREDERICK POYNER, tailor, Gloucester. Pet. Jan . 3 .

at twelve, at office of Sol. Belk , Nottingham Jan . 22, at twelve, at the Bell hotel, Gloucester. Sol. Smith,

LETHBRIDGE, SARAH , shoemaker , Crediton . Pet. Dec. 30 . Jan . Gloucester
17. at eleven , at the Ship inn, Crediton . Sol. Floud , Exeter LEAKE, THOMAS, upholsterer, Preston . Pet. Jan . 1. Jan . 16 ,

MACKERETH , JAMES, joiner , Kendal. Pet. Dec . 29 . Jan . 15 , at at two, at Messrs. Watson , Auction Rooms, Fishergate -st,

half past eleven , at the Board Room , Market- pl, Kendal. Sol. Preston . Sols . Cunlife and Watson , Preston

Thomson, Kendal
MARRIOTT, JOSEPH , commercial clerk , Camberwell Neword .

MASON. MARTHA, farmer, Waltham Holycross . Pet. Dec. 29 . Pet. Jan . 3. Jan . 20, at two, at offices of Sols . Mesars. Lindo,
Jan . 13, at twelve, at offices of Sols . Jessop and Gough , Wal King's Arms yd , Moorgate -st

tham Abbey
MILLARD, JAMES DODDRELL, tallor, Cheltenham . Pet. Jan . 3.

MEAGER , JOSEPH CHARLES, upholsterer, Ventnor, Isle ofWight. Jan . 20, at three, at offices of sol. Wheeler, Cheltenham

Pet. Dec. 30 , Jan . 15 , at two , at office of Sol. Urry, King's -rd , MURRAY, JOHN, ironmonger, Manchester . Pet. Jan . 1 . Jan . 16,

Gray' s - inn, London
at three , at the Swan inn , Manchester . Sol. Whitlow , Mar .

MORGAN , GEORGE JOSEPH , bootmaker, Chippenham -ter, Har . chester
row - rd , also Chichester - ter , Canterbury -rd , Kilburn , Pet , Deo. NORTON, WILLIAM , butcher, Walsall . Pet. Jan . 3. Jan . 19, at
22 . Jan , 12, at two, at office of Sol, Marshall, Lincoln ' s -inn . eleven , st office of Sol. Stanley , Walsall

fields
OAKES, THOMAS WILLIAM SMITH , merchant, Austin -friars, and

OWEN , EDWARD, farmer, Ffriddissa , par . Cerrigydruidion . Pet . Calcutta . Pet. Jan . 3. Jan . 21, at twelve , at office of Harding,
Dec. 30 . Jan . 15 , at twelve , at the Saracen 's Head hotel, Cer Whinney and Co . Old Jewry . Sols. Johnson , Upton , and Budd ,

rigydruidion . Sol. James, Corwen
Austin - friars

PAINE, ALFRED , butcher , Essex-rd , Islington . Pet. Dec . 31 .
ROSE, JOHN, timber dealer, New Church -rd , Camberwell., and

Jan . 16 , at twelve , at office of Sols. Sole, Turner, and Turner ,
Union . rd , Rotherhithe. Pet. Jan . 3. Jan . 19 , at three, st Ouice
of Sol, Slvester, Great Dover -st , Southwark

Aldermanbury
ROSE , WILLIAM , cordwainer, Lincoln . Pet. Jan . 1. Jan . 22, at

PEACOCK . JOHN THOMAS, victualler , Jamaica -rd . Bermondsey.

Pet Dec. 30 . Jan . 16 , at two, at office of Sole. Messrs. Beard ,
eleven , at offices of Jay, public accountant, Linooln . Sol. Page,
jun ., Lincoln

Basinghall. st SATTERTHWAITE, SAMUEL, commission agent, Birmingham .
PROUDLOVE, ANNIE , hair dresser , Newark . Pet . Dec. 97 . Jan . 19.

st twelve, at the Ram hotel, Newark . Sol. Belk , Nottingham
Pet. Jan . 2. Jan . 21, at two, at offices of Sols. Maher and Poncia ,
Birmingham

RANDS, ELIZABETH , widow , dealer in boots, Ventnor. Pet , Deo . SHACKLETON , JOHN FARRAB, stone agent. Goole . Pet Jan . 9.

30 . Jan . 16 , at two, at office of Sol. Urry , Ventoor Jan. 23, at three , et office of Sols . Fernandes and Gill, Wak .
REW . ROBERT MAY, Regent-st. Pet . Dec . 23. Jan . 13 , at eleven . field
at office of Sols. Davies, Campbell, Reeves , and Hooper , War . SIMPSON , JOSEPH FREDERICK , manufacturer of patent velvet,

wick . st, Regent- st
Chorlton -upon -Medlock . Pet. Jan . 3 . Jan . 21, at three , at offioe

ROBERTS, WILLIAM , farmer, Hendrellyean . Jan . 17 , at twelve. of Sols. Minor , Manchester
at the Cymro inn , Llangwm . Sol. James, Corwen SMITHER, CHARLOTTE , grocer, Kew . rd , Richmond , and Chapel

ROYDHOUSE, JOHN, Hull. Pet. Dec . 29. Jan . 13, at three, at st, Waterloo -st, Hammersmith . Pet. Dec. 23 . Jan . 15 , at three,

office of Sol. Hearfield , Hull
at the Guildhall Coffee house , Gresham -st . Sols. Chipperfield

SABER, LEWIS, out of business, Liverpool. Pet . Dec . 29 . Jan . and Sturt, Trinity - st, Southwark

16 , at three, at offices of Sol. Nordon , Liverpool
TAPPENDEN, EDWARD , draper , Torquay . Pet. Jan . 2 . Jan . ,

SAVAGE, SAMUEL, shoemaker , Christchurch . Pet. Deo. 29 . Jan . at twelve, at othee of Sols. Messrs . Carter , Torquay
14, at three , et office of Miller, Bristol. Sol, Sharp , Christchurch TOWLE, JOSEPH , greengrocer, Hanley . Pet. Dec. 31. Jan . 15 , 86

SHIPLEY, WILLIAM SAMUEL, clerk in holy orders , Plungar. Pet . quarter past ten , at offices of Bol. Hollinshead , Tunstall
Dec. 30 . Jan . 23. at twelve , at the Guild all tavern , Gresham . TROIT, THOMAS, builder , Yarcombe Pet. Deo. 24 . Jan . 15 , at

st. Sol. Thurman , Nottingham
one, at theDake's Arms, Yaroombe . Sol. Tweed , Honiton

SIM PROX . JOHN FREDERIC, builder, Leicester . Pet. Dec. 29 . WARD , ESTHER LEONARD, lodginghouse keeper, Soarborough .

Jan . 19 , at twelve , at officer of Sol. Oweton , Leicester
Pet . Dec . 29 . Jan . 17, at eleven , at office of Sol. Williamson,

SLADEN , ELI, bootmaker, Swansea . Pet. Deo . 23. Jan . 12, at two, Scarborough
At the Stag and Pheasant, Leicester , Sol. Lewis , Swansea

WILLIAMS, HENRY BULTIEL, upholsterer , Leamington . Pet.
SMITH , JAMES, farmer, Old Weton . Per. Dec. 24 . Jan . 20, at Dec . 29 . Jan . 19, at three, at Office of Cooper, Craig , and Co.,

two, at ofroes of Sols . Messrs. Richardson , Thrapston
public accountante, Cheapside. Sols . Ashurst, Morris , and co,

STANSFIELD, ELIZA, grocer, Springfield . Pet . Dec. 20. Jan . 5, at Old Jewry
eleven . At office of Sols . Watson and Dickons, Bradford

STRACHÁN , THOMAS MAIRE, clerk in holy orders, Bristol. Pet
Dec. 31. Jan . 15 , at one, at Messrs. Williams, accountante ,

Bristol. Sols . Brittan , Press, and Inskip , Bristol BANKRUPTS' ESTATES.
THOMPSON , WILLIAM OSWELL , clerk in holy orders, Slough . Pet. The Official Assignees, & c., are given , to whom apply for the
Dec. 29 . Jan . 15 , at twelve , at the Guildhall coffee house , Gres. Dividends,
ham - st. Sols . Barrett and Dean , Slough D ' Alterac, J . M . third , 138. ed . on old proofs, and first, second,

TRIEB, JEAX , comniission agent, Noble-st. Pet. Dec . 30 . Jan . and third of 20s. At office of 0 . A . Paget, Basinghall- st. - Fairhall,
29 , at one, at office of Sols. Van Sandau and Cumming , King-et, E . J . farmer, first, 68 . ed . At office of 0 . A . Paget, Basinghall-st

CheapsideTURNER, JOHN , farmer, Edwalton . Pet. Dec. 29. Jan . 20 , at
Dykins, G . plumber, second and final, 4d . At Trust, H . Bolland,

10 , South John- st, Liverpool, - Heseltine , J . jun ., grooer, 28. 3d .
twelve, at office of Sol. Brittle , Nottingham

TURRELL, ALFRED, builder . Whitehead ' s.gr, Chelsea . Pet. De
At Trust. W . Butcher , 73, Princess.st, Manchester -- Houldes, E .
woolmerchant, second , 2s . At Trust . J. Routh , Royal Insurance

23 . Jan . 9, at three , at office of Graham , accountant, John - st , bldgs , Park -row , Leeds
Bedford -row . Sol. Turner, Lawrance .la

TYRRELL, JAMES, clothier, Harrow -on -the - Hill. Pet. Dec. 29
Jan . 16 , at two, at offices of Sols, Clapham and Finch , Bishops

gate - st- without
WARR, JOSEPH , retail brewer, Tipton . Pet. Dec. 29 . Jan . 13, at Gazette, Dec . 30 .

eleven , at office of Sol. Travis, Tipton SEAMAN, EDWARD CLEVELAND, attorney and solicitor,Kingston
WHITE, ISAAC ROBERT, blacksmith , Wroot. Pet. Dec. 16 . Jan . Russell.pl, Oakley -sq

13 . At twelve, At office of Sols. Shirley and Atkinson . Doncaster
WILKINSON, HENRY, mechanic , Burnley. Pet. Dec , 29 . Jan . 17,

at eleven. At office of Sol. Baldwin , Burnley
WORDINGHAM , Joux, farmer, Old Buckerham . Pet. Dec. 29.

BIRTHS MARRIAGES AND DEATHS
Jan . 14, at two, at office of Sols . Winter and Francis , Norwich

WORTHINGTON, ALFRED , photographer, Aberystwith . Pet. Dec.
23 . Jan . 18 , at twelve, at office of Balden , Southampton - bldge,

BADDELEY. - On the 5th inst., at 28 , Widmore - road , Bromley ,

Chancery - la . Sol. Jones, Aberystwish
Kent, the wife of F . P . Baddeley , solicitor, of a daughter .

WOOTTON , WILLIAM , plumber, Shefford . Pet. Dec. 29. Jan . 14 ,
BULLEN . - On the 27th ult ., at 2, Belsize - road , South Hampstead

at twelve, at the Inns of Court hotel, Holborn . Sol. Conquest ,
the wife of E . U . Bullen , Esq ., barrister -at -law , or a daughter .

Bedford
DEATH .

WRIGHT, JOHN, boot manufacturer, Denmark house , King 's .pl. I ARMSTRONG .- On the 29th ult ., at 7. Upper Wimpole - st , aged 71,
Commercial- rd - cast. Pet. Dec. 30. Jan . 19, at two, at office of Benjamin John Armstrong, Esq ., J . P . for the county of Middle

Sol. Chalk , Moorgate -st
sex and for Westminster , and Deputy Lieutenant.

Court of Criminal Appeal.
This court will sit on Saturday, Jan , 24 ,at ten o' clock .

Spring Circuits of the Judges chosen on Thursday,
Jan . 15 .

BOB ine CUSE .
alearfield businol,

Nohristch. SolaTHE GAZETTES.

Bankrupts .
Gazette, Jan . 2.

To surrender in the Country .
CARTER, ROBERT, jeweller, Birmingham . Pet. Dec. 23. Reg.

Chauntler . Sur. Jan . 19
DENTZ, JAMES, tobacconist, Hull. Pet. Deo. 29. Reg. Phillips.
Sur. Jan . 15HOCKZEMA, DIRK GROENWOLD , and VAN OMMEREN, JOHAN .
NES. foreign agents, Manchester . Pet . Dec . 30 . Dep - Reg .

Lister. Sur . Jan . 22LARGE, JAMES, innkeeper, Spalding Moor. Pet. Dec. 30 . Reg.
Phillips. Sur. Jan . 16

SADLER , HARVEY HENRY, beerseller , Heybridge. Pet. Dec. 23.
Reg .Gepp . Sur. Jan . 19

Gazette, Jan , 6 .
To surrender at the Bankrupts ' Court , Basinghall- stree c .

THOMPSON, JORX , upholsterer, Edgware- rd , and WALKER ,
THOMAS. Commercial clerk , Langton - rd , Brixton , Pet. Jan .

1. Reg. Pepys. Sur. Jan . 20
To surrender in the Country .

CUSHING , JAMES, builder, Chiswick . Pet. Dec. 31. Reg . Ruston .
Sur. Jan . 24DANIELA, GEORGE SAMUEL, innkeeper , Warwick . Pet . Jan . 2 .
Reg . Campbell. Sur. Jan . 17LAWTON, JÄRVES, grocer, Glossop . Pet. Jan. 3 . Reg . Hall, Sur.
Jan . 22TOZER, JOHN, bootmaker, Totnes. Pet. Jan . 3. Reg . Pearce. Sur.
Jan . 19WOODRUFF. THOMAS FREDERICK , grocer, Deal. Pet. Deo 31 .
Reg . Callaway . Sur. Jan . 23

BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED.
Gazette, Dec. 30 .

OLDHAM , JOIN,grocer, King's Lynn. Dec . 14, 1872

Dibidends.
Belist 31. THOMAS Maiketson and bic

Orders of Discharge.

Liquidations by Arrangement.
FIRST MEETINGS, BIRTH , Wid , ofsth

Baughter.
Gazette, Jan . 2 .

ABRAHAM , CHARLES, general dealer, East Stonehouge. Pet. Dec .
29 . Jan . 15, at eleven , at office of Sols. Elworthy , Curtis , and

Dawe, PlyinnuthADAMS. WILLIAM JAMES ; ADAMS, ALFRED WILLIAX : EDEN
BOROUGH , FREDERICK , merchants, formerly Benet's - pl, Grace
church -st . Pet. Dec . 31. Jan . 14, at two, at the City Terrni.
nus hotel, South - Eastern Railway Station , Cannon - st. Sols .

Campbell and Beaumont, Cannon -st
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To Readers and Correspondents. Courts ought to be given to members of the Common Law Bar.
We certainly agree in this , and Mr. AMPHLETT's appointment
would be regarded simply as a reward to a political supporter.A . C . - Send your name and address to the Editor of the Solicitors ' Department.

Anonymous communications are invariably rejected .

All communications must be authenticated by the name and address of the writer

not necessarily for publication , but as a guarantee of good faith .

CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.

Four lines or thirty words............ 3s . 6d . | Every additional ten words ...... Os. 60.
Advertisements specially ordered for the first page are charged one-fourth more

than the above scale .

Advertisements must reach the Office not later than five o'clock on Thursday
afternoon .

It is stated that the LORD CHANCELLOR does not intend to create
the new batch of silks until after the spring circuits. His Lord
ship, we hear, was prepared to make an exception in favour ofMr.
COHEN, but that learned gentleman declined to accept the invidious
distinction .

TO SUBSCRIBERS.
The volumes of the LAW TIMES, and of the Law TIMES REPORTS, are strongly and
uniformly beund at the Office, as completed, for 5s .6d, for the Journal, and 4s.60.
for the Reports .

Portfolios for preserving the current numbers of the Law TIMES, price 58.6d., by
post 5d. extra . LAW TIMES REPORTS, price 3s. 6d., by post 3d . extra .

NOTICE.
The LAW TIMES goes to press on Thursday evening, that it muy be received in the remotest
parts of the country on Saturday morning. Communications and Advertisements must
be transmitted accordingly . None can appear that do not reach the office by Thursday

afternoon ' s post.
When payment is made in postage stamps, not more than 53. may be remitted at one time.

All communications intended for the Editor of the Solicitors' Department should be so
addressed .

The development of dramatic incidents in legal proceedings
must be considered as somewhat alarming. Two matters are now
before the public which are of great interest and importance -- the
Tichborne case and the Taunton petition , and in both the audience
has forgotten itself, and the presiding judge has intimated that a
court of law is not a theatre. But applause and immoderate
laughter are contingencieswhich cannot alwaysbeprovided agaiast ,
and surprise would hardly be excited by both being indulged in at
reasonable intervals . The licence accorded to the Tichborne
defendant has, however, clearly demoralized him , for at the close
of his counsel's address he delivered himself as follows: - " Doctor,
I tender you my very sincere thanks for the very able manner in
which you have defendedme; and I hope I shall soon be able to
clear off some of the 6001. I am still indebted to you .” The learned
counsel bowed his acknowledgments , but the extraordinary com
pliment thus publicly tendered was unhappily spoiled by the
reference to pecuniary matters. The honoraria upon which a
barrister is supposed to keep up a gentleman's establishment
should never be paraded before the public eye in the prosaic form
of £ s . d ,and the defendant certainly shewed himself anything but
a consummate actor. The incident is altogether shocking to pro
fessional feelings and to our sense of decorum , but we do not see
our way to suggesting any plan for preventing the recurrence of
similar manifestations.
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An important practical question was decided in Elmer v. Creasy (29
L . T . Rep . N . S . 632) , in which it was held that a mortgagee in
possession , defendant in a redemption suit, who admits himself to
be redeemable, cannot decline answering interrogatories as to the
state and particulars of the account. The LORD CHANCELLOR pointed
out that the rule as settled by Lord ELDOx was that a defendant,
submitting to answer (even when he altogether denied the plain

tiff 's title ) must answer fully even as to consequential matters of
account. In Elmer v . Creasy one of the objects of the suit was to
obtain accounts before the decree. Lord SELBORNE reviewed the
authorities which seem to have thrown somehaze over the prac
tice, and said finally, “ We are not now called upon to determine
whether the defendant must, in answer to these interrogatories,
set forth as full and detailed a statement of all the itemsof the
account as he might be obliged to give under a decree of redemp
tion . The court may be trusted to exercise a proper control over
any attempt on the plaintiff's part to press for any such
minuteness of account as would be either vexatious or un
reasonable, as indeed , it can do in any case in which it is satisfied
that any kind of discovery is required vexatiously or oppressively :
(Reade v . Woodrooffe, 24 Beav. 425). But the present question is
whether the defendant is entitled to refuse to answer at all, before
decree, as to these matters. The VICE -CHANCELLOR has decided
thathe is not , and with that decision we agree."

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

198
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THERE are unconscionable people who think that magistrates have
already as large a jurisdiction as it is advisable to confer upon

them , and indeed a certain section of the public is so wanting in
appreciation ofthe gratuitous services of these judges that to a
certain extent justices' justice has become a proverb . We can
easily understand therefore that the proposition of a Somersetshire
magistrate that magistrates should preside over Courts of Con
ciliation in aid of the County Courts will be regarded with a
certain amount of consternation . One half of the business entered
in a Somersetshire County Court is, it appears, settled out of
court. For some incomprehensible reason , the Somersetshire
magistrate considers that this is a serious evil. The proposal to
dealwith disputes by means of a paternalCourt of Conciliation is
thus put forward by themagistrate in a local paper : “ People take
their little disputes to the County Court, and , after having spent
much hard -earned money and wasted much valuable time, after
having publicly exposed their secret affairs, and given provocation
to the gossip of friends, and the malice of the ill-natured , they

learn to their mortification that there was really nothing to fight
RUMOURS affecting the law have been unusually prevalent during about. A few questions by an intelligent, patient, and sympa .

the week, and the most important turns out to have been un - | thising magistrate, would , at the outset, before the difference had
founded . It was stated confidently that Mr. AMPHLETT, Q . C ., of been deepened by long delays,and by exasperating formalities into
the Chancery Bar, had been appointed to the vacancy in theCourt | a bitter quarrel, have thrown much needed light upon the diffi
of Exchequer. Whether this may ultimately be the case it is culty , and perhaps facilitated a reconciliation on the spot.” We
impossible to conjecture, but we can say positively that the thought from the first portion of the letter that the grievance was
appointment had not been made when we went to press. Some that so many cases were settled out of court. But it appears from
surprise, and a little consternation was produced in Westminster the above that it is the public contention affording gossip to the
Hall when this rumour spread , for, the Judicature Act notwith - neighbourhood which is the evil to be got rid of. In short, the
standing, it is considered that Judgeships in the Common Law ' proposal is to substitute Courts of Conciliation for the County

VOL, LVI. - No. 1607.
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Courts. Such a proposition cannot be listened to. We venture fee to the barrister, and thus it will be seen that Sir CHARLES

to think that " little disputes ” in County Courts do not involve DILKE's quibble is based upon a mistaken hypothesis. The

the expenditure of “ much hard -earned money ” or “ much valuable hon . baronet is altogether wrong in supposing that Judges
time." The tribunals are cheap and speedy, and we should be clerks have nothing to do, and the excuse for any outcry is com

very sorry to see the great unpaid substituted for our County pletely taken away by the Judicature Act, which has revised the

Court Judges. Magistrates would do wisely in attending to the remuneration to be given to officials connected with the Judges .

work given them by the Legislature, without endeavouring to find The leading journal has described Sir CHARLES DILKE as ran .

new fields of labour. sacking the contents of a forgotten chest discovered in a neglected

hay loft. Not only so , but it would seem that he has no leisure

THE administration of the law has lost a very faithful and most to discover that the abuses which he embellishes and holds up to

able servant in Mr. GEORGE C . OKE , the Chief Clerk to the LORD our eyes, are either in course of abolition or of no public moment

MAYOR. The office which he filled is one of considerable respon or interest whatever.

sibility and difficulty, because every year the chief clerk at the

Mansion House has to guide a new chief magistrate. Mr, OKE WHEN the Judicature Act was, as a Bill, passing through the

was in effect, the legal assessor of the Mansion House, and was House of Commons, we predicted determined opposition to sects.

probably as powerful on matters of law as Her MAJESTY's Judges 64 and 65. They are what we termed the “ district registry "

sitting with aldermen at the Old Bailey. Probably also he was clauses of the measure, and they transfer to offices scattered over

not surpassed by any living lawyer in his knowledge of criminal the face ofthe country a large amount ofbusinesswhich has hitherto

law and the practice of magistrates courts . He long since made been done in London in connection more particularly with common

a literary reputation by his “ Magisterial Synopsis,” the eleventh law actions. Why action wasnottaken to amend or expunge these

edition of which was published in 1872 . His “ Magisterial sections when they were only clauses in a Bill we do not under

Formulist ” has reached a fourth edition , and in addition to these stand — we urged it strenuously enough . We thought it more

works, he published treatises on the Laws of Turnpike Roads, particularly to the interest of London agents that the transfer of

the Game and Fishery Laws — both of which are in their second preliminary steps in common law actions to the country should

edition - and on the Licensing of Inns, & c . Mr. OKE must have not take place, but it will appear by a circular, which we repro

led a life of severe labour, and he died at a comparatively early duce elsewhere, that country solicitors see that the operation of

age. We estimate his works so highly that we considered we the Act will be very inconvenient. The signitaries of that circular

owed to his memory something more than the ordinary tribute dislike the prospect of being compelled to employ casual agents in

of our obituary column. The office vacated by Mr. OKE will cases where their clients aredefendants. They would much prefer

doubtless be the object of severe competition . Among the first to to employ their well-known London agents, and if thework is to be

announce his candidature is Mr. T'HOMAS COUSINS, at present done at a distance they would prefer that it should be done in

magistrates' clerk at Portsmouth , a gentleman admitted in 1854 , London . The proposal made is that the operation of sect . 64

and who, judging from contributions which he has furnished to should be so modified that a defendant residing three miles from

these columns, has a very extensive knowledge of criminal law and the district registry, who swears that he has a good defence, may,

practice . as of course, transfer the proceedings to the principal registry.

Under the Act such transfer can only be made upon the order of a

LORD ROMILLY held another sitting in the European Assurance
Judge. There is a rumour that the operation of the Judicature
Act will be postponed for twelve months. Defects are showing

Arbitration last week . One of the cases heard belonged to a class
themselves which seem to render this desirable , apart from the

in which there has been some conflict of authority - namely, the
probability that the rules could not be prepared with thoroughness

validity of the transfer of shares to a pauper transferee. The
in the limited time now at the disposal of the draftsmen .

transferee was found by a share-broker, and due notice was given
of the intention to transfer to “ GEORGEGILBERT, gentleman ," and

the consideration was stated as £29 108. paid to the transferee. A SOMEWHAT important question with reference to the operation of
The transferee was approved of by the directors, and the | the bankruptcy of a prisoner upon an order of a criminal court
transfer registered . It turned but that GILBERT was a pauper for the payment out of the prisoner's moneys of the costs of the
coach -driver, and that he had received £7 only , the remainder of prosecution, was raised in Reg v. Roberts before the Queen 's
the £29 108. going partly to a transfer clerk of the company and Bench last Michaelmas Term , and reported by us to -day. A frau
partly to the sharebroker. Lord ROMILLY indicated his intention dulent stockbroker having become bankrupt, all his property, of
of placing the transferor on the list of contributories in the course, became vested in his trustee. The bankruptcy took place
winding-up, on the ground, it would seem , that the directors were between the date of his apprehension and conviction . Sect. 3 of
not aware that the whole of the consideration was not actually the Act to abolish forfeitures for treason and felony (33 & 34 Vict.
received by the transferee. In the Anglo-Australian Company's c. 23), provides that it shall be lawful for any court by which
case his Lordship has decided that the covenant to indemnify I judgment shall be pronounced or recorded upon the conviction of
given by the British Provident Life and Fire Assurance Society any person for treason or felony in addition to such sentence as
to the Anglo -Australian and Universal Family Life Assurance may otherwise by law be passed to condemn such person to the
Company, on the amalgamation of the two companies, is not payment of the whole or any part of the costs or expenses
limited to the subscribed capitalof the society. The grounds of incurred in or about the prosecution and conviction for the offence
two previous decisions were relied on - viz ,, one of Lord CAIRNS in of which he shall be convicted . The order was rightly made, and
the Albert Arbitration (Re Indemnity Claims, Reilly's Alb. Rep . the question was whether the trustee under the bankruptcy
p . 17) and one of Lord WESTBURY in the European Arbitration was entitled to themoney in the possession of the prisonor at the
( Re British Nation Indemnity Claims, L . T . European Rep. p. 4 ), time of his arrest. The court intimated that if the bankruptcy
but a different result was arrived at. The sitting is now had taken place before the apprehension , there might be some
adjourned until the end of this term . doubt ; but as it took place afterwards, the order of the court,

operated upon the money in the prisoner's possession at the time

of his arrest. Mr. Justice BLACKBURN, however, was careful to

SIR CHARLES DILKE has mounted a hobby which , for the sake of guard himself against saying that money not the prisoner's own

his reputation , he must ride to death . The reduction of the Civil found in his possession would be affected by such an order. He

Service estimates is a subject to which he appears to have devoted said , “ I wish to guard against being supposed to say that simply

an amount of attention which ought to qualify him to inaugurate because money is found on the person of a prisoner at the timeof

reforms. He began with the Royal Family, and he has at length his apprehension , the Criminal Court maymake an order for the

reached - sublime consummation ! - judges' clerks. Referring to payment of the costs of the prosecution out of it . I am inclined

the evidence given before the Select Committee, Sir CHARLES said , to think that if moneys belonging to someone else are found in

“ In the course of the examination it was shown that the higher his possession , e.g ., if the person arrested is a banker' s clerk

clerks of the judges are paid at so extravagant a rate for duties carrying a bag of gold to the bank , the banker who is the owner

almost non -existent, that the practical effect was to enable men of the money would have a right to interfere in such a case

high up at the Bar to have their work done for them in the against any order being made. I also wish to guard myself

anticipation of those sinecures at a lower rate than they would against being supposed to decide that if the prisoner was adjudi.

otherwise have it done for, on the assumption that the leading cated bankrupt by reason of an act of bankruptcy committed

men at the Bar would subsequently be Judges, and that there before his arrest, the trustee might not have a right to intervene.

fore those clerks would be paid fout of the public pocket." Nothing appears in the present case to raise this point. So far as

Has Sir CHARLES DILKE any notion of the manner in which appears the prisoner at the timeof his arrest was in possession of

barristers' clerks are paid ? When we inform him that before moneys which he might have disposed of in any way he pleased ."

their employers are made Judges, clerks are paid out of the public

pocket quite as much , and sometimes more than they get from

their “ sinecures" as Judges' clerks, he may possibly be surprised . SALES BY TRUSTEES.
A barrister “ high up in his profession ” does not pay his clerk The question what protection trustees are entitled to claim from

anything , and certainly no bargain is made between them with a their character as such in acting as vendors of property , is one of

view to the possibility - remote in all cases save those of the general importance, which is usefully illustrated by a recent case

law officers of the Crown of the barrister being promoted to in which Vice -Chancellor Malins and the Lords Justices differed

the Bench . The suitor pays the clerk 's fee independently of the in their views- -as unfortunately too frequently happens. In the
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court below the case of Dance v .Goldingham is reported 28 L . T . | TRUSTEES AND THE COMMUTATION OF EAST INDIA
Rep. N . S. 391, and in the Lords Justices Court, 29 L . T. Rep . STOCK . '

N . S . 166 . Wemay mention that the case is additionally in HALF or nearly half of the City article of the Times of the 14th

teresting by reason of some observations of Lord Justice James inst. consists of criticisms and correspondence in relation to the

on the costs incurred in consequence of reckless allegations conditions offered by the India Office to the proprietors of East

of fraud which were made but abandoned . India Stock for the commutation of their holdings. This stock ,

There was a sale of land by trustees,and amongst the condi amounting to £6 ,000,000, bears, under the 3 & 4 Will. 4 , c . 85, a

tions of sale were the following : “ (4 .) All recitals and statements ten and a half per cent. dividend, and is made liable to redemption

in abstracted instruments, and in the particulars of sale shall be at the rate of £200 sterling for £100 stock on or after the 30th

accepted as conclusive evidence of the matters recited , stated , or April 1874, on twelve months' notice in writing signified by the

referred to. (5 .) The title to the several lots shall commence with Speaker of the House of Commons by the order of the House

an indenture dated the 12th March 1858, under which the pre given to the East India Company. Such notice having, as we

mises became vested in the vendors as trustees for sale, and no presume, been duly given for the 30th April next, the Secretary

earlier or other title shall be called for or required except at the of State for India , acting , or assuming to act, under the powers

purchaser ' s expense in all things, and as the vendors are trustees conferred by the 36 Vict. c . 17, by a circular or advertisement of

for sale, they shall not be called upon to enter into any other the 3rd inst. offered in lieu of £2,350,000 of the said stock

covenant than that they have done no act to encumber.” £3,000,000 Reduced £3 per cent. Annuities at the rate of £220

In the indenture of 1858 a settlement of 1819 was recited which Reduced £3 per cent. Annuities for £100 East India Stock , and

conveyed a certain estate to trustees for the term of 500 years £2 ,000,000 India Four per Cent. Stock redeemable in 1888 at par,

upon trust in the events which happened to raise the sum of being at the rate of £200 of such stock for £100 East India Stock .

30001. for the portions of the children of the marriage as therein It was announced in the same circular that the applications of

mentioned and subject thereto the estate stood limited to the use proprietors for either of the above stocks would receive attention

of the husband and wife for their respective lives, with remainder in the order in which such applications should be received at the

to their first and other sons in tail. The trustees were unable to India Office ; and that so much of the East India Stock as exceeded

discover this settlement of 1819, and therefore inserted the fifth the £2,350,000 , and so much of that amount as did not come in for

condition in the conditions of sale . By the deed of 1858 , in the commutation under the circular, would be paid off in cash on the

events which happened, the plaintiff in the suit became entitled 30th April. The 31st of the present month was fixed as the last

to one thirty -fifth share of a residue of the proceeds of the day for receiving assents.

estate, which was a very small amount. A person became the East India Stock being one of the stocks in which trustees have

purchaser of the estate who knew of the existence of the deed been by law empowered to invest, the issuing of the circular would
of 1819. in many cases put trustees on an inquiry whether they would be
The principal ground relied upon by the bill was that the fifth safe in accepting it . There can be no question that both the

condition of sale was unnecessarily depreciatory , as a good market stocks offered by way of commutation are stocks which trustees

able title could be deduced by the vendors from a date anterior to (unless expressly forbidden by the language of their trusts)

the year 1858, and that the conditions had materially prejudiced might have purchased in the open market with funds under their

the sale , and prevented various persons from bidding, and that in control. In the case of the India £4 per Cent. Stock the point is

consequence the property had been sold at less than its market expressly provided for by 36 Vict. c. 32, s . 16 . Purchase, however,

value. The sale was also impugned on the ground of fraud, and differs from commutation , and the 36 Vict. c. 17 , s . 12, expressly

also on the ground of insufficient advertisements, but neither of requires a trustee, executor, or administrator to obtain the direc

these grounds was sustained . tion of a Judge of the Court of Chancery in England or Ireland , or

The Vice-Chancellor came to the conclusion that by the exercise of the Court of Session in Scotland, before assenting to a commu

of ordinary diligence the deed of 1819 might have been found , tation in cases where all persons beneficially interested , do not

and disapproved of the condition inserted in the conditions of consent in writing, or are under legal disability , or if the trust be

sale. But going thus far he hesitated to decide that the sale was such that persons yet unborn may become interested . As has

to be set aside as against an innocent purchaser. “ With regard been pointed out in themoney article of the Times, this section

to the duties of trustees,” his Honour said, " there is very con will operate as a trap for unwary trustees ; and as to cautious

siderable difficulty in this case ; because, although there may be trustees desirous of commuting, but unwilling to do so without

a remedy against the trustees, a man who attends a public auction the sanction of the court, the delay incident to an application to

bids for property under certain conditions to which he is not party the court, even if an order should be obtainable before the

or privy, the motive for introducing which he knows nothing of, end of the present month , will so far prejudice them in the race

and it is very difficult to say, that if the conditions are unduly for priority that the sanction of the court after all the trouble

restrictive, the purchaser who attends the auction must neces and cost of obtaining it, will probably be altogether nugatory .

sarily lose the advantage of his purchase. I do not think the To what extent however is a trustee who disregards the require

doctrines of this court go to that extent." ments of the 12th section and commutes without the direction of a

The Vice-Chancellor fully recognised that where the purchaser Judge liable as for a breach of trust? The answer to this
had been mixed up with the irregularity of the trustees he could question we apprehend must depend on the price of the stock

not receive the benefit of his purchase ; but he held that the fact accepted in commutation on the 30th April next. If the stock so
of his knowledge of the existence of the deed of 1819 - knowledge accepted be then less in amount than the redemption value of the

which others might have acquired by due diligence - - did not affect East India Stock ( £200 per centum ) would suffice to purchase in

his purchase. The right of the cestui que trust to file a bill in such the market, for the difference in value a trustee would , we think ,

a case was clearly upheld by the Judges in both courts ; and the be clearly accountable. If, however, at that date the difference in

Lords Justices were particularly emphatic in saying that, however value were in favour of the stock accepted in commutation , but

small the interest of the cestui que trust, the right would still the price of the stock afterwards fell, and the difference were the

exist. Consequently , the point was reduced to this - was the sale other way, the question of the liability of the trustee would , it

so conducted as to bind the cestui que trust ? might fairly be argued , depend on whether the fact of the stock

As we have said already, the Vice-Chancellor recognised the accepted in commutation being a stock which a trustee would

negligence of the trustees in not discovering the deed of 1819, but be justified in purchasing and holding would exonerate him from

he considered that the condition of sale objected to was not so pre a fall in price occurring subsequent to the 30th April. Unless

judicial to the property as to call for the exercise of the power of on the ground that the original breach of trust had not been

the court to deprive an innocent purchaser of his purchase. Some purged , we think a trustee would not be liable for a fall in price ;

cardinal doctrines were laid down in the judgment of Lord Justice and we think also that the doctrine of non -purgation of a breach

James which should be carefully considered — ( 1) The cestuis que of trust would be carried to an extreme and unreasonable extent,

trust have a right to have their property sold without anything if applied to such a case.

being done which is calculated to depreciate it . ( 2 ) The purchaser Since writing the above we observe that it has been notified by

under a mere contract of purchase is not entitled to insist upon a the India Office that applications for the full amount of £2,000,000

transaction being completed which , as between the cestui que trust India Four per Cent. Stock have already been received .

and the trustees, is a breach of trust. If, the Lord Justice

reasoned , the contract of purchase was one which could not be

enforced against the purchaser as having its origin in a breach of DUTIES PAYABLE BY REASON OF DEATH .

trust, neither could he claim the performance of it . . (Continued from p . 158.)
The Lords Justices were most particular in the protection which The fifth case to which we shall refer, viz ., The Executors of Perry

they threw around the plaintiff, holding that it would be pessimi v . The Queen , relates to probate duty, and the facts of which wero

exempli to say that where a breach of trust has been committed as follow :- R . P ., by his will made in 1857, in effect gave all his

against a cestui que trust interested in a very small share of the real and personal property to his son , C . P ., and appointed him

trust property , the loss sustained by him by reason of the breach sole executor. C . P ., by his willmade in 1864, gave all his real

of trust is so small that it is not sufficient to justify a Chancery and personal estates to the suppliants and another upon certain

suit. Upon this point there can hardly fail to be general concur trusts for thebenefit of his children and others, and the suppliants

rence ; but the position of a purchaser under such circumstances were appointed executors. C . P . died in 1864 and R . P . in January

seems to be one of considerable hardship . True ,hewas reminded 1865 , and at the death of the latter the children of C . P . were all

that he had a remedy against the trustees, but what remedy the living . The suppliants proved the will of C . P . in March 1865 ,

court did not proceed to say . swearing the value of the personal estare under 60,0001., and they
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paid a stamp duty of 7501. The suppliants also obtained a grant The sixth case to which we shall refer, viz ., Attorney -General v .

of letters of administration with the will annexed to the estate of Lemas, has also reference to probate duty. We have not yet

R . P ., swearing his estate under 70,0001., and they paid a stamp received our report of this case, butwe gather from that given by

duty of 9001. It was subsequently, however, ascertained that the the Times of the 21st Nov . last that the facts were as follows: B .

estate of R . P . wasunder the value of60 ,0001. The personal estate by will devised and bequeathed his real and personal estates upon

proper of C . P . was of the value of 9001. only , and his debts ex trust for conversion and investment of the proceeds to be held

ceeded that sum . The suppliants had, however, treated the resi. upon trust, after payment of certain legacies and annuities, for B .'s

duary personal estate of R . P . as part of the estate of C . P ., but children on their attaining the age of twenty -one years with a gift

afterwards considering they had improperly included it in their over in case of their all dying under that age. B . left an only

estimate for probateas it was not the property of C . P . at the time child , a daughter, C ., who died , unmarried , under twenty -one, and

of his death , they presented a petition for a return of the duty . the gift over failed to take effect as, wepresume,atthe death of B .,

The case turned upon the construction of the 33rd section of the so that at B .'s death C was, as his heiress-at-law and next of kin ,

Wills Act (1 Vict. c . 26 ), which enacts that where any person , absolutely entitled to his real and personal estate, subject to the

being a child or other issue of the testator, to whom any real or payment of debts, and the legacies and annuities. At the death

personal estate shall be devised or bequeathed for any estate or of C . the real estate had not been sold , but the Crown claimed
interest not determinable at or before the death of such person , probate duty upon its value upon the ground that the direction for

shall die in the lifetime of the testator, leaving issue, and any sale had caused an absolute conversion in equity for all purposes,

such issue of such person shall be living at the time of the death and that view was entirely adopted by the court.

of the testator, such devise and bequest shall not lapse, but shall Aswebefore remarked , there is at least one instance in which

take effect as if the death of the such person had happened im a direction to sell real estate does not effect an out and out con

mediately after thedeath of the testator, unless a contrary inten version even as regards the beneficiaries themselves. The instance

tion appear by the will. to which we refer is in case one of such beneficiaries is a married
The court considered that the bequest to C . P . was to take woman . It is perfectly well known that where a married woman

effect as if he had survived his father, and that if he had is entitled , under wills and other instruments, dated previously to

actually survived probate duty would have been payable, and 1857 , to a reversionary interest in personal property, she cannot in

therefore it was payable . anymanner (except by fraud : Lush 's Trusts , L . Rep. 4 Ch. App.591)
Although perhaps the decision of the court is legally and techni dispose of such interest so as to deprive herself of her equity to a

cally correct, it cannot for a moment beassumed that the framers of settlement out of the fund upon its falling into possession , or of
the Act contemplated such a liability when they framed the section . her right to the fund in case she survive her husband . If, how
Previously to the passing of the Wills Act if a legatee or devisee ever, the reversionary property consist of realty directed to be
died in the testator's lifetime, the gift to such legatee or devisec sold , a married woman can , with her husband 's concurrence, and
absolutely lapsed . It was, however, considered hard that grand by deed acknowledged by her, effectually dispose of her interest
children should not take the interest given to their parents by their in the money to arise by the sale : (Briggs v . Chamberlaine, 23

grandfather's will, and the clause in question was inserted in the L . J., N . S ., 635 , Ch.,decided by Lord Hatherley, then Wood , V .C .;

Wills Act. Upon its face it bears evidence that it was drawn and Tuer v . Turner, 24 L . J., N . S ., 663, Ch., decided by Lord
with a view of benefiting the children of the deceased child, and Romilly .)

the children alone, for the legacy is only to take effect in the The true principle of conversion seems to us to havebeen stated

double event of the children surviving the testator as well as their by Lord Cranworth in Taylor y. Taylor (22 L . J., N . S ., 743, Ch.),
parent. Wepresumeat the time it was considered best to leave where, after dissenting from the decision in Phillips v . Phillips,he

the mode of distribution to the child ,but whether wisely or not is said : “ The result of the authorites is, that where there is a
doubtful. The effect of the section is to give a deceased child, direction to sell real estate, and that the proceeds shall form part
who leaves a child who survives his grandfather, absolute power of the personal estate, the true construction is that the conversion
of disposition over the property , so that it not only becomes liable takes effect so far as is necessary to carry out the objects and
to the payment of his debts, butmay be left by his will so that his intentions of the testator, but when the object fails the direction
child may never obtain any part of it, and it appears from the case does not take effect. In case of lapse the personal estate goes to
under consideration that others besides the children were benefi the next of kin , not because the testator intended it,but because
cially interested under the will. It appears to us that it would the law carries it to them . So as to the real estate, the law gives

have been better to have provided that the issue who survived the it to the heir, and the law would do the same if the testator said
child should take the benefits intended for him . that his real estate should not go to his heir but omitted to make

So far as regards the question of duty the effect of the section a valid devise of it.” In that case Lord Cranworth decided by
appears preposterous, as it causes probate and legacy duties , and reason of the death in the testator's lifetime of one of the

probably succession duty to be payable in respect of property to legatees of a mixed fund, arising from the conversion of the real

no interest in which a man was entitled at the time of his death . and personal estate, that the share of such legatee in the proceeds

Let us suppose a simple case : A . has two sons, B . and C ., equally of the real estate of the testator was to be deemed real estate, and

between whom he leaves the whole of his property . B . dies intes had lapsed for the benefit of the co -heiresses of the testator .

tate in his father' s lifetime, leaving an only son , D ., who survives In the case before us, C . obtained the real estate , because she

A . But for the Wills Act, D ., as the son of the eldest son of B ., was B .' s heiress at law , and as she could not, being an infant,

.and consequently A .'s heir -at- law , would have taken the share of alter the actual state of the property when it passed to her, and as

the realty given to B ., and D . would also have taken one-fourth of it was in fact real estate at the time of her death it must,we

A .' s personal estate. Probate duty would have been payable should think , pass in its actual condition . The conversion did

under A .' s will, and D . would have paid succession and legacy duty not affect the real nature of Ci' s estate, although the trust for

at one per cent., upon the real and personal property passing to sale would, had it been exercised in C .'s lifetime, have changed

him . By the operation , however, of the Wills Act, D . takes one the property coming to her from realty to personalty. As,

half of the real and personal estate of A ., subject however to the however, no change had taken place at her death , the property

payment of the following duties , viz ., probate duty under A .'s will, | would pass as real estate to the person who would then be the

and legacy duty at 1 per cent., under A ' s will, and succession heir at law of B . if he were the last purchaser.

duty at 1 per cent., calculated upon the basis of the age at which ( To be continued .)
B . would then have been , the fiction making B . survive the testa

tor, and sect. 21 of the Succession Duty Act by the aid of the

fiction making the duty payable as if B . had been in existence, and THE LIABILITIES OF HUSBANDS FOR DEBTS
if he had then been in existence his death would not have caused CONTRACTED BY THEIR WIVES.
.a cesser of the duty so all the instalments must be paid . In addi THE subject of a husband 's liability for debts contracted by his

tion to which there would be probate duty, and legacy , and suc wife, having recently attracted much attention , we reproduce a

cession duties under the intestacy of B . portion of a pamphlet published two years ago by Mr. Falconer,

Doubtless the proposed effect of sect. 33 was a boon to a portion à Judge of Welsh County Courts. This pamphlet contains his

of the public, but why should they pay so dearly for it ? Why Honour's exposition of the law applicable to the case then before
should the public in doing what was simply an act of natural him . He said :

justice fetter the gift with such heavy conditions ? We think the
The law presumes that contracts made by the wife for the supply of

matter only requires to be properly stated and an alteration will
articles necessary for the use of the family are made with the authority

take place in the law . As the issue of the deceased child are the
of the husband, that is, that they are made by her as his agent. As a

rule, other contracts made by her must be shown to be made by his

only objects considered worthy of notice, it seems to us that the express authority ; that is , his authority is not implied , and his assent

desired end would best be attained by providing that where any must be distinctly given or obtained . So far back as the year 1703, in the

person , being a child or other issue of the testator to whom any
case, Etherington y . Parrot (Raymond's Reports, 1006 ) , Lord Chief Justice

real or personal estate shall be devised or bequeathed for any
Holt said : “ If a husband turn away his wife (that is, without sufficient

estate or interest not determinable at or before the death of such
cause) he gives her credit wherever she goes, and must pay for necessaries

for her ; but if she run away from him he shall not be liable to any of her

person shall die in the lifetime of the testator leaving issue, and contracts , for it is the cohabitation that is the evidence of the husband's

any such issue of such person shall be living at the death of the assents to contracts made with his wife for necessaries. But if the

testator, the lapse of such devise or bequest shall operate in favour husband has solemnly declared his dissent that she shall not be trusted ,

of such surviving issue in such and the samemanner as it would
any person that has notice of this dissent trusts her at his peril after,

bave done had such issue been the only lineal issue of the testator,
for the husband is only liable upon account of his own assent to the
contracts of his wife , of which assent, cohabitation causes a presumption

unless a contrary intention appear by the will. - for the wife has no power originally to charge her husband, but is
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absolutely under his power and government, and must be content with in the case of Spreadman v . Chapman (8 C . & P . 371) Lord Denman said :
what he provides. Here were sufficient necessaries provided, and also the “ The defendant in this case is only liable on an implied contract,and it is
husband had forbidden anyone trusting her, and the notice to the not for him to prove having given notice to the plaintiff not to supply
defendant' s servant, usually employed by him in his trade, was a good goods to his wife , but for the plaintiff to satisfy you that the defendant' s
notice to his master the plaintiff -- and he, the plaintiff, cannot charge the wife contraoted this debt by the authority of her husband .” And in the
defendant.” In that case the wife was described to be an extravagant case of Mizen v . Pick (8 C . & P . 373) Alderson, B ., said , “ The question
woman, who used to pawn her clothes to buy drink, and used to be drunk, does not turn on want of notice , but the agency of the wife. Did the
and the husband gave notice to the defendant's servant to trust her no wifo contract the debt by the authority of her husband ? ” “ If the
more. On that occasion , also, Chief Justice Holt added , whatmay show husband leaves the wife without support, the law says, he gives to her

the necessity of giving notice to the husband of the dealings of the wife authority within reasonable limits to pledge his credit for things necessary

that if & wife take up silks and pawn them , before they are made into for her support. ' If he makes her a reasonable allowance , she has no
clothes, the husband shall not be liable for the silks, because they never authority to contract debts in his name at all ; but that the plaintiff had
came to his dbe. (See Comyn ' s Dig : Tit : Baron and Feme: [ Q ] : - If & notice of the reasonable allowance is immaterial. He trusts a married

wife buy necessary apparel for herself, the assent of the husband shall woman at his own risk .” When a husband living with his wife makes her
generally be intended , but, in these days, a tradesman is only safe when sufficient allowance for dress, he is not liable for dresses which have been
he informs the husband that the wife proposes to charge his credit. Lord supplied to her without necessity , and without his knowledge, and the fact
Abinger , in the case of Emmett v . Norton (8 C . & P . 510), said , “ Where the of the wife having, within a particular period , purchased various articles of
wife is living with the husband, and in the ordinary arrangement of her dress from different tradesmen, is admissible in evidence to rebut the
husband ' s household she gives orders to tradesmen for the benefit ofher presumption of implied authority which arises from the marriage : (Renaur
husband and family , and these orders are proper and not extravagant, it v . Teakle , 8 Ex. 680.). The proper question for the jury , even when the
is presumed she has the authority of the husband for so doing. This role husband is living with his wife , is not merely whether the goods , in respect

is founded on common sense, for & wife would be of little use to her of which the action was brought, were necessaries suitable to her station ,
husband in domestic arrangements if she could not order such things as but whether upon the facts proved she had any authority , express or
are proper for the use of a house, and for her own use , without the inter. implied , to bind her husband by the contract,and when the former question
ference of the husband .” In another case, Freestone v . Butcher (9 C . & P . alone was put, the court granted a new trial : (Reid v . Teakle , 13 C . B . 627 ;
643), that learned Judge said , “ The general rule is that the wife cannot 2 Smith's I . C . 422.)
bind her husband by her contract, except as his agent. There are, how . The logical conclusion from these cases is well expressed in the decision
ever , cases in which the juries may infer such agency. In the case of of the well-known case of Jolly v . Rees (33 L . J. 177 ; 15 C . B . 628 ) made
orders given by the wife in those departments of her husband's household in the month of February 1864. It was argued in that case, that, unless
which she has under her control, the jury may infer that the wife was the notice to the contrary were given , the wife , during cohabitation , was the
agent ofher husband until the contrary appear. So for such articles as accredited agent of her husband, and had a right to pledge his credit for
are necessary for the wife - such as clothes - if the order is given by the necessaries, though he ordered her not to do so , and although he had not
wife, and she is living with her husband, and nothing appear to the con supplied her with an adequate sum of money in order to purchase neces .
trary, the jury do right to infer agency ; but if the order is excessive in saries. The defendant (Rees) , prior to the year 1861, had told his wife not

point of extent, or, if when the husband has a small income, the wife gives to pledge his credit with anyone, and desired her, if she wanted any
extravagant orders, these are circumstances from which the jury will infer necessaries, to come to him , and he would give her an order on a tradesman

there was no agency on the part of the wife . The tradesmanwho supplies for them , and he would supply her with money . All the household affairs
the goods takes the riek ; and , if the bill is of an extravagant nature, such were managed by the defendant, and he gave orders to the tradesmen for
as the husband would never have authorised , thatalonewould be sufficient things required in the house, but the goods in question were supplied to
to repel the inference ofagency . Where a gentleman of the legal profes . the wife without his knowledge. The goods supplied consisted of drapery
sion had a limited income, and his wife incurred debts for millinery to an goods suitable for persons in the position of Mrs. Rees, and

extravagantamount, the jury found ,and they were quite right in so finding, the prices were fair and reasonable . The defendant allowed £50 a year to
there was no authority on the part of the wife to contract the debt." his wife to dress herself and daughters, but this sum was not paid with
The plaintiff in such cases has the burden of proof cast on him , and he regularity. The defendant did not know of these goods, some of which

is bound to prove that the goods were supplied on the credit and by the had been ordered by letter - others by orders given to the plaintiff ' s tra .

authority of the husband. " If the thing is out of the ordinary course the veller - and finally , a large order having been given by the wife ,the plaintiff
jury ought to insist on strict proof. In this last case the jury found for very properly wrote to the defendant and asked “ if it had his concur .
the defendant, under the direction of the Judge. The fact of the husband rence." The defendant replied that it had not, and thathe did not intend
having sold some of the goods supplied to the wife and received money for to be answerable for the goods already supplied . Chief Justice Erle said
them , did not in itself, in point of law , make the husband liable for them the plaintiff raised a presumption of the defendant's liability, by showing
- it was only a circumstance for consideration in determining the question , that the goods were ordered by defendant' s wife for the use of herself and
whether, in buying the goods the wife were acting by the authority of the children , while living with him . The defendant rebutted this presumption
husband or not. The question is, whether the goods were supplied on the by showing that he had forbidden his wife to take goods on his credit, and
credit of the husband, and if the wife were acting as the agent of her hus. had told her if she wanted money to buy goods she

band in the purchase of such things which were necessary for herself and for it , and there was no evidence that she had so applied and had been

family , her implied authority as such agent being unchecked by the act of refused . The plaintiff proved in reply that the goods were necessaries
the husband. suitable to the estate and degree of the defendant; that the wife had £65

The inference of non -agency may be presumed when the circumstances a -year, and that the defendant had promised to allow £50 a year in
under which the debtwas contracted are such as the assent of the husband addition , but had not paid it regularly , and had not supplied her with
to the contract cannot be presumed : (Montague v . Benedict, 3 B . & C . 631 ; such necessaries, or with money sufficient for the purchase t The

Seaton v . Benedict, 5 Bingh . 28.) In Montague v . Espinasse (1 C . & P . 359) , plaintiff also showed that he had received no notice of the defendant' s
Lord Chief Justice Abbot said : “ Persons parting with goods ought to take prohibition to his wife to take up goods on his credit. These facts
some care -- for if tradesmen are allowed to trust rashly , any man may be were in effect found by the jury, and the question was raised : Whether
ruined . If the tradesman who wishes to run no risk on the question , the wife had authority to make a contract binding on the husband
whether the purchase is made by the authority of the husband or not, it is for necessaries suitable to his estate and degree, against his will, and
his duty , in all eases where the order is large, to ask the husband before contrary to his order to her , although without notice of such order to

the goods are supplied - whether the order was given by his authority or the tradesmen ? My answer, said the Chief Justice , is in the negative .
not ? In short, the question is , were the goods supplied by the authority The wife cannot make a contract binding on the husband unless he

of the husband or not ? If they were, then , and then only, is the plaintiff gives her anthority , as his agent, to do so . . . . Taking the law ,
entitled to a verdict.” In another case (1 C . & P . 505) , against the same he said , to be that 'the power of the wife to charge the husband is in
defendant, that most eminent Judge, Sir J. Holroyd , said : " I am clearly the capacity of being his agent, it is a solecism in reasoning to say that
of opinion that a husband can only be liable even for necessaries furnished she derived her authority from his will , and at the same time to say,

to his wife when the wife is not supplied by him ; and, therefore, if a that the relation of the wife creates the authority against his will, by
tradesman supplies her, without first ascertaining that she is not supplied a presumptio juris et de jure from marriage ; and, if it be expedient that
by her husband, or that she has authority from her husband, such trades. the wife should have greater rights, it is certainly inexpedient that she
man supplies the goods at his own risk . If she is supplied with neces . should have to exercise them by a process tonding to disunion at homeand
saries by her husband, a tradesman can only recover for such goods as he pecuniary distress from without. The husband sustains the liability for
supplied to her with her husband's assent ; and, that the husband did all debts ; he should , therefore, have the power to regulate the expenditure
assentmust be proved , on the part of the plaintiff, in every action founded for which he is to be responsible, by his own discretion , and according to
on such supply of goods. And to charge the husband, it is not enough his own means ; but if the wife , taking up goods from a tradesman , can

that the wife should have asserted that she had her husband's authority ; makeher husband' s liability depend on the estimate by a jury of his estate

for, if it were, a wife might go to many tradesmen and pretend she had and degree, the law would , practically , regulate his expenses by a standard
her husband' s authority for the orders she gave, and any man might be to be set up by that jury — a standard depending upon appearances - perhaps
utterly ruined in a few days by the imprudence of his wife. And Lord assumed for a temporary purpose with intention of change. Moreover, if
Tenterden added , that their decision in this case would be sometimes bene the law is clear, that the husband is protected from the debts incurred by
ficial to husbands, fathers, and friends ; but it would be most beneficial thewife without his authority, not only in the rankswhere wealth abounds
to those who have goods to sell, as it will make them more cautious of would speculations on the imprudence of a thoughtless wife be less fre
letting their goods go from their hands without knowing who will pay for quent than they are, because less profitable-- but also in the ranks where

them , and, he added , that the experience of courts of justice shows us, the support of the household is from the labour of the man , and where the
that persons very frequently indeed have sold their goods without the home must be habitually left in the care of the wife during his absence at
slightest chance of ever getting paid the price for them ." his work - more painful evils from debts which the husband never intended
In the case of Atkins v . Curwood (7 C . & P . 756 ), it was held that if a to contract, would be avoided . Mr. Justice Byles did not agree with the

married lady, who has sufficient clothes, go contrary to her husband's majority of the court. “ The husband," he said , “ seems to me to repre
wish to a watering-place, and go to balls, and for that purpose orders senther to tradesmen as being, within certain limits , his domestic manager,
dresses, some of them of an expensive kind, and unsuitable to her hus. and , therefore, responsible for her contracts within the margin of the
band's circumstances, the husband is not bound to pay for any of them , apparent authority . No private reservation of authority, or private agree
and in an action for the price of the dresses it is immaterial whether the ment between husband and wife, not communicated to a tradesman
plaintiff knew these facts or not, and whether the clothes the lady had honestly dealing with the wife by supplying necessaries for the family , in
before were paid for or not, and the fact that the husband afterwards saw the ordinary course of domestic affairs , can affect the tradesman's right to
some of the dresses does not vary the case, if it be shown that he disap rely upon the apparent authority of the wife. "

proved of the conduct of his wife in ordering them . Lord Abinger told Řuddock v . Marsh (1 H . & N . 601 ; 28 L . T . Rep . 290 ) was a case
the jury, “ It was the duty of the wife to have lived with the greatest where an action was bronght to recover £10 for groceries . The defendant
economy, instead of thatshe ordered expensive dresses to go to balls. If was an engine- fitter, and his business frequently took him away from home
you believe on your oaths these things were necessary for this lady , con for a fortnight or three weeks, and sometimes for a month at a time. By
sidering the situation and circumstances of her husband , and that she arrangement, his master paid his wife, during his absence, 259. per week .
had no supply from any other place, give your verdict for such amount as This was paid regularly, but the wife, nevertheless, incurred the debt of
you think proper ; bat, if I were in your place, I should not hold out such £10 for grocery, which was sued for. Chief Baron Pollock delivered the
an example - an example, the consequence of which may be that any man judgment of the Court of Exchequer (Nov. 1856 ) and said : “ That the wife
may be consigned to a prison by the extravagance of his wife.” Again, ' was the agent of the husband to bind him with respect to those matters
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which are usually under the control and management of the wife ," and
sustained a judgment againstthe husband." In Holt v . Brian (4 B . & Ald .

252 ), it was held thatwhere a husband not separated from his wife makes
an allowance to her for the supply of herself and family with necessaries,
during his temporary absence, and a tradesman with notice of this , sup .
plies her with goods, the husband is not liable for the debt.

So again , in the case of Jewsbury v . Newbold (26 L . J. 247 ; 29 L . T. Rep .
128) (May 1857, Ex.) , it was said , “ to establish credit being given to
the wife, itmust be shown that there was a distinct private transaction .
When you say , ' credit was given to the wife ,' you mean credit was given
to her to the exclusion of him -- not affirmatively to her, but negatively to
to him .” The verdict against the husband was therefore upheld : (See
Bentley v .Griffin , 5 Taun. 356 .)
Even when the authority of the wife is anrevoked, the question still may

be - what are necessaries ? (2 Smith ' s L . Cas. 430 (1862) and Ryder v .
Wombwell, 17 L . T . Rep . N . S . 609 ; 19 L . T . Rep . N . S . 491.)

In the case of Schoolbred v . Baker ( 16 L . T . Rep . N . S . 359) (Nisi Prius,
before Willes , J .) , the action was for the price of two silk dresses and a
silk mantle, amounting in value to £28 198. 10d. The plaintiffs were
drapers, and the defendant was lessee of the " restaurant department of
a first-olass hotel. The delivery of the goods, and that the prices were fair
and reasonaole , were admitted on the part of the defendant. The defence
was - ( 1 ) That the wife was not entitled to pledge the credit of her hus
hand, as by arrangement with him she received £100 a year to supply her

personal wants, and on condition that she was not to pledge his credit .
( 2 ) That the goods were not nccessaries, being unsuitable to the station in

life of the defendant. On cross-examination the defendant said : “ Mywife

lives with me ; I have seen the mantle and dress on my wife , and I have
been out walking with her whilst she wore them ." Willes, J ., told the
jury : “ The husband had a right to be master in his own house, and to
determine what his expenses are to be. A man may have £10 ,000 a year,
and yet his wifemay not be entitled to live in a manner proportionate to

that income. He may , if he wish , spend only £100 a year, and if he tells
his wife so, she must conform to his wishes on the subject. The wife, if not

restrained by the husband, would be the person to give orders for the
ordinary clothing of the family , and in the absence of express stipulations
on the part of the husband , it would be presumed the wife had authority to

order things suitable to the condition in which the husbandmay choose to live.
Thatraises the question as to the suitability of the articles, supplied to the
wife, to their station in life . The other question is a very important one, as

it affects the peace and happiness of many families. Most serious and
lamentable results would follow , if when the husband says to the wife
“ You must not pledgemy credit," the wife were allowed , nevertheless , to
run up large bills, which the husband would be compelled to pay. The
law has been laid down in this court that the husband has a right to control

his wife in this respect and that if it is made out that he has told her so ,
he will not be responsible. In a case where the husband says that he has

really put a check to extravagance which might lead to his ruin there is no
remedy against him . But a jury, in order to come to this conclusion ,must

at the husband ' s objection did not consist in mere grumbling

at the wife's expenditure, but that he really restrained her from pledging

his credit. I think the real question for a jury in such cases is whether it is

made out to their satisfaction that the husband did put a check on his wife
beyond a sort of grumbling which is said to be the privilege of every man
in the country . Whether that has been done in the present case depends

on the evidence of the husband himself ; his act in paying the former bill
which his wife owed to the plaintiff seems inconsistent with his statement.

I am obliged to be very distinct in laying down the law on this subject, on
account of a case alluded to, and an observation made in a case in the
Court of Queen 's Bench . Verdict for the plaintiff .

In the case of Phillipson v . Hayter (23 L . T . Rep . N . S . 556 ) , the plaintiff
carried on business as a stationer in a town in which the defendant lived .
The defendant was a man of about £400 a year, rented a house of £70 a

year, and kept three servants. The wife had purchased goods on credit
from the plaintiff, in respect of which he claimed £20 4s. 2d . Among the
articles purchased were a gold pen , a pencil case, guitar, music , & c . They
were bought without the husband's knowledge. Byles, J . left it to the jury
to say " whether the articles were necessaries suitable to the degree of the
defendant, and whether the plaintiff had ever countermanded his wife' s
authority to pledge his credit. The jury found for the full amount. The
Court of Common Pleas set aside the verdict. Willes, J . said : “ The

defendant's wife eloped , and he then , for the first time, found that she had
professed to pledge his credit for things which he never saw or heard of,

and which he never authorised her to order, butwhich he is nevertheless
expected to pay for. If he is to pay, it must be because the law infers from

an and wife an authority from the husband to the wife to

pledge his credit for such things. The wife , no doubt, has authority to
order what seemsnecessary for the style in which the husband chooses to
live, so long as the article belongs to the domestic department, which is
ordinarily under her control. That such and such an article does fall
within that department must be shown affirmatively by the person who
seeks to make the husband liable . It is not sufficient for the plaintiff to
prove that an article which was ordered by the wife, which may or may not
be suitable to the condition which the husband chooses his wife to assume,

or which may or may not fall within the wife ' s department, but he must
show so strong a probability that the articleswere within thewife' s depart
ment, and were suitable to the condition of the husband, that a reasonable
mind may conclude that she was anthorised by the husband to pledge his
credit for them . It will not do in this or any other case, when the burthen

of proof is on the plaintiff , to prove a state of facts which are equally con

sistent with the affirmative or negative, and which only show there may or

may not have been authority ." But in the case of Burton v . Scott (23 L . T .
Rep . N . S .566 ) it was admitted thatthe defendantand his wife in 186łwent to

the plaintif's shop, sometimes together and sometimes separately , and
ordered goods,and goods ordered by her were paid for. In 1866 there was
a deed of separation , but no part of the supplies related to the period of

separation . In 1867 the wife again lived with the husband , under a second
deed , which gave her £400 a year for household expenses ,which was paid
to her. There was no covenant to apply it for that purpose, and it was not
stipulated that it was to be the only fund for this purpose , though it was

to be all which was to be paid to her, and she was told not to pledge her
husband 's credit. The goods for which payment was claimed were ordered

by her from Oct. 1866 to Dec . 1869 . The husband had given no notice to
the plaintiff or to other creditors not to givecredit on his account. The jury

were told that if the husband had so acted as to lead tradesmen to believe
the wife had authority, and the tradesmen had honestly so believed , the
plaintiff was entitled to recover, otherwise not. The jury found for the
plaintiff, and leave to move against the verdict was refused .

The opinion of that most able Judge, Sir William Erle , the late Chief
Justice of the Common Pleas , and of the Judges of the Court of
Common Pleas who concurred with him , in the case of Jolly v . Rees (15
C . B . 628 ), there can be little donbt, will be treated as the truest exposition
of the law as it is of morals. This latter case does not disturb the general
rule, that the wife may bind the husband in the purchase of necessaries ;
but it does limit the operation of the rule, in case the husband has refused
to her permission, as his agent, to purchase on his credit , even though the
refusal is unknown to the tradesman . I can only repeat what I said on &
former occasion , namely , the only safe course in dealing with the wife is to
inform the husband that his wife has proposed to pledge his credit for
goods, and to ascertain from him that he assents to his wife purchasing
goods in his name, and pledging his credit for the payment of the same.
I have also constantly given this general rule of dealing to plaintiffs — " If
one person purchases goods, and another person is represented as the
person who is to pay, apply to such other person without delay, and ask if
he assents to pay.” So, in order to be safe, this rule of virtue, of safety,
of prudence, and of morals, may be extended to all cases, and it should be
especially acted on , by directly asking the husband if he approves of his
credit being pledged by his wife. There is nothing but what is fair , and
just and proper in such a course. It should also be remembered that the
wife has only the authority of an agent for her husband , and it is in the
power of the husband expressly to revoke that authority at any time. He is
the master of his own household, and of his own purse, but he would not be
master of his own purse , or of the liberty of his own person , if , when he
permits one dealer of goods to supply necessaries to his wife, the law
enabled four or five other persons at the same time, engaged in a similar
branch of trade, to supply , as is frequently done, what they may call
“ necessaries" without his consent. Any person , however, who has recog .
nised the “ dealing" on credit of his wife with a particular tradesman ,
must give express notice to such tradesmen when the authority of his wife
to charge his credit is to be revoked by him . Those persons who desire a
new law " to protect poor people ,” should understand that poor people
have, at this time, the most perfect protection . By their own act they can
revoke the authority of wives to pledge their credit. If the husband has
never authorised any dealings with a particular tradesman , he can revoke
his wife 's authority without notice, though some public notice shows the
bona fides of the revocation . When he has sanctioned any such dealings,
then notice of the revocation of the wife 's authority to continue to deal
with such tradesman on credit, must be expressly given to the tradesman .
The husband has perfect power to protect himself, and no tradesman is
safe in dealing on credit with any married woman unless he informs the

husband that his wife has asked to pledge his credit.

Credit is more important to working men than verymany persons believe.

The old small debt courts afforded sufficient evidence of this fact. Im

prisonment formerly for the non -payment of a debt satisfied the debt, and
judgments were for the early payment of the whole amount which few

could pay in one sum . Now , orders to pay are made according to the

means and ability of the defendant to pay, and if he cannot pay he ought

not, by law , to be committed to gaol. But this is the real difficulty,

namely , what is to be done when there are old and recent judgments, and

new debts are inevitable ? Who is to have priority ? The effect of the

accumulation of debts, and the necessity of some limitation of time

within which judgments which current wages cannot discharge may be

extinguished , are disregarded , but these important facts also ought not to

be forgotten , namely ,
1 . That the wages for a week or a fortnight of workmen are in many

occupations kept in hand by the masters , in order to secure the perfor.
formance of contracts, and that the shopkeepers supply food and clothing

to the workmen during the days the payment of wages is thus suspended .

2 . That in the case of a retail dealer, the wholesale merchant expects

to be paid out of the profits on the sale of the goods he supplies. When

that fund is wasted the source out of which payment was expected is

gone. Bankruptcy is then inevitable. When , however, credit is given in

respect of income, salary for services, or wages, so long as a portion of

these sources of income is applicable to the payment of debts the fund

which authorised the credit exists.
It may be advisable if when debts under £6 remain unacknowledged

for one or two years , the remedy to sue were suspended ; and that judg

ment for debts under this amount should cease to be operative in two or

three years.

LAW LIBRARY.

The Income Tax Laws. By STEPHEN DOWALL, M . A ., Assistant

Solicitor of Inland Revenue. London : Butterworths.
This is simply a collection of the Income Tax Statutes made easy

of reference by a copious index. There are foot-notes, but they

are necessarily few , there having been scarcely any decisions on

the Acts . The Acts are connected together by cross-references,

and for practical purposes the compilation must prove very

useful.

A Manualof Public Health. By W . H .MICHAEL, Barrister -at- Law ,
W . H . CORFIELD, M . A ., M . D ., and J. A . WANKLYN , M . R . C . S .

Edited by ERNEST HART. London : Smith , Elder, and Co.
IF in the multitude of counsellors there is wisdom , this ought to
be a reliable work . It was called forth by the Public Health Act
of 1872, and contains directions for carrying that enactment into
operation . The subject is one not generally interesting to lawyers,
thereforewe notice thebook shortly. A most curious and interesting
feature is the Index to Statutes Pertaining to Public Health - of
which there are no less than eighty -one, all passed in the present
reign - -and the Index to powers under the Sanitary Acts, covering
sixteen octavo pages. These indices are followed by an Index to
Penalties under the Sanitary Acts , occupying nearly fifteen pages.
These indices indicate the nature of the labour imposed upon

those who have to apply our sanitary laws, and prove the value of
a good manual. We have looked through this manual, and it

appears to be carefully done, and the style is clear . We think it
may be safely adopted as a guide.
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SOLICITORS' JOURNAL. accommodation in the London Bankruptcy Court plaintiffs' action thereon was not sustainable .
for solicitors is simply shameful - in truth , a Per Kelly , C . B . - The town clerk , although he is

FREQUENT complaints reach us from country
corner is appropriated to them . Wherever attor. the agent and representative of the corporation
neys have audience their convenience and come for many purposes, is not their agent to makesolicitors upon the subject of the jurisdiction

exercised by the Lord Mayor's Court of London ,
fort should be considered . any contract for the sale or letting of lands, or

whereby process is served all over the country, the leasing of any incorporeal hereditaments , un .

and the clients of country solicitors, being defen The next preliminary examination will take place less he is duly and expressly authorised under the

seal of the corporation for that purpose : ( The
dants, are put to the great expense and inconve- on Wednesday, the 11th Feb , next, and the Mayor and Corporation of Kidderminster y , Hard .
nience of defending actions for small amounts, following day . wick , 29 L T . Rep. N . S . 611. Ex.)
the proceedings in which are conducted often at MASTER AND SERVANT - AGREEMENT “ FOR
the greatest possible distance from their place of NOTICES for the intermediate examination in

TWELVE MONTHS CERTAIN , AFTER WHICH TIME
business and residence. As to pleading to the Easter Term nextmust be left with the Secretary

EITHER PARTY TO BE AT LIBERTY TO TERMI.
jurisdiction , solicitors are quite right in advising of the Incorporated Law Society , Chancery - lane,

NATE AGREEMENT BY THREEMONTHS'NOTICE ”
their clients not, as a rule, to venture on such a on or before the 14th March next. Renewed

- CONSTRUCTION . - By an agreement in writing ,
course. Nothing can well be more unsatisfactory | notices for examination in Easter Term next must

made the 23rd Jan . 1871, under which it was
than the present system of service out of the be given between the 2nd and 7th of Feb , next.

Renewed notices for admission in the same term
agreed that the defendant should , so long as the

jarisdiction .

must be left at the Master's Office , in the Queen 's
agreement was in force, serve the plaintiff in the

THE Times has published a letter from a non-pro . / Bench , and also be entered in the books kept for
capacity of commercial traveller , at a specified

fessional correspondent upon the subject of cur. that purpose at Judge's Chambers between the salary per annum , payable fortnightly , it was
stipulated that the agreement between the parties

tailing the length of deeds and documents of all 2nd and 7th Feb . next .
kinds, under the heading " Legal Conveyance of

should be “ for twelve months certain , after which

Land.” The writer ignores the important fact
time either party should be at liberty to terminate

THE Town Council of Edinbargh have unani. the said agreement by giving to the other a three
that the length of deeds and documents is owing mously appointed Mr. William Skinner, an emi.
simply to the complex relations between different

months' notice,” & c. But if the said plaintiff
nent writer to the Signet, who was admitted inmembers of society which have gradually grown | 1848 , to the office of town clerk , at a salary of

should be desirous of terminating this agreement

up since the “ fourteenth century,” referred to by | £500 a year.
withoutnotice, after twelve months, or before any
notice has expired, he may do so on paying the

the writer in question . The prolixity of which he said defendant the sum of £50 . The defendant
complains is due, in a great measure, to efforts on NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. entered the plaintiff ' s service accordingly, and on
the part of lawyers to meet the requirements of

the age in which they have lived . Solicitors, in
PRACTICE -- DISCOVERY – REDEMPTION SUIT the 7th Dec. 1871 received a letter from the plain

whose hands the conveyancing business of thethe AGAINST MORTGAGEE IN POSSESSION - ANSWER tiff, informing him that his services would not be

country is, would be only too delighted to reduce -
- ACCOUNTOF RENTS. - A redemption suit against required after the 23rd Jan . 1872, when the em .

the length of deeds, but this can only be done by
a mortgagee in possession forms no exception to ployment consequently ceased . An action being

altering the present system of remuneration .
the general rule that a defendant who answers shortly afterwards commenced by the plaintiff, to

must answer fully . A defendant to such bill, who recover a debt alleged to be due from the defen
by his answer admits himself to be redeemable , dant under the above agreement, the defendant

We are not in possession of full particulars of cannot decline answering interrogatories as to the | pleaded, by way of set -off, a sum of £50, which
the system of education adopted by the Incor . state and particulars of the account, which it is he alleged was due to him as liquidated damages,
porated Law Society of Ireland, but wemay call one of the objects of the suit to take, but the in lieu of notice, as provided by the agreement ;
the attention of the Council of the Incorporated court will prevent the plaintiff from pressing for and, on a specialcase stated for the opinion of the
Law Society in Chancery-lane to the fact that in any such minuteness of discovery as would be court thereon , it was held , by the majority of the

Ireland it is not sufficient to attend lectures before either vexatious or unreasonable. Decision of Court of Exchequer (Bramwell and Pigott, BB .,

examination , but those who attend them must | Malins, V . C ., affirmed : (Elmer v . Creasy , 29 L . T . I dissentiente Kelly, C . B . ), that the agreement was

receive from the Professor of Law , for the Profes- | Rep. N . S . 632. Chan .)
for twelve months certain , determinable at the

sion of attorneys and solicitors , a certificate that I CORPORATION - PAROL CONTRACT — MUTU . expiration of that period , at the option of either
they have attended at least three-fourths of each ALITY - - CORPORATE SEAL - Town CLERK - party, without any notice at all ; that the stipula
course of lectures before such attendance is AUTHORITY OF. - In pursuance of a resolution of tion for a three months' notice applied only to the
allowed to avail the student in any way. We do the town conncil of K .. passed on the 17th July | possible continuance of the service after the
not think it wise to leave students to attend leo . | 1872 , and entered in the corporation books, and twelve months, which possibility was conten .
tures or not, as they please ; moderate compulsion sealed with the corporate seal, a market, and the plated by the agreement; and that, therefore, the
is very beneficial. Perhaps lectures are not the tolls thereof, belonging to the corporation , were. | defendant was not entitled to the set-off claimed ,
best mode of imparting knowledge of the law ; on the 18th July 1872, put up to lease by auction , and judgment must be given for the plaintiff :
but making attendance at them while they are in for the term of one year, with an option to the (Langton v. Carleton , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 651.
vogue compulsory , ensures to most students a lessee to extend the term to three years. By the Ex.)

better knowledge of the matter lectured on than conditions of auction a lease was to be granted on HUSBAND AND WIFE - DEED OF SEPARATION

they would probably have otherwise. or before the 17th Aug. 1872, the rent to be paid | - COVENANT TO PAY ANNUALLY TO WIFE

by equalmonthly payments, the first payment to “ DURING JOINT LIVES AND SO LONG AS THEY

A CORRESPONDENT asks to be allowed to com .
SHALL LIVE SEPARATE AND APART ” - SUBSE .bemade to the clerk of the lessors “ immediate y

plain through our columns of the practice by
on the fall of the hammer," and the lessee to be QUENT ADULTERY OF WIFE - DIVORCE AND Dis .

always one month 's rent in advance ; and in case SOLUTION OF MARRIAGE. - Where a husband , by
which & successful defendant in a common law

of failure by the lessee to perform any of the con .
action in the Superior Courts is called upon

a deed of separation between himself and his wife ,
ditions, the rent then already paid was to be ab . covenants to pay an annuity to trustees for her

to pay the court and jury fees. He urges that the
plaintiff , whether successful or not, should be

solutely forfeited , and the lease to be null and use and benefit, “ during the joint lives of the

called upon to bear this expense, on the ground
void . The lessee was also , " at the fall of the husband ) and the said L . H . (the wife ), and during

that it often happens that cases are taken to trial
mmer." to produce two sureties, to be approved so long timeas they shall live separate and apart,"

when the plaintiff has little chance of success ,
of by the lessors or their clerk , for the payment the facts of the wife's subsequent adultery, and

is poorly off, and the defendant, if successful, can
of rent and performance of covenants , and who her divorce , and the consequent dissolution of the

get nothing from the plaintiff , and has in factafter
were also forthwith to sign the conditions and marriage by a decree of the Divorce Court, are no

all to pay his own costs. Our correspondent con
lease. The defendant, as the highest bidder, answer to an action by the trustees for the arrears

tends that the practice should be assimilated to
became the purchaser or renter of the said of the annuity, and a plea setting forth these facts,

the practice which prevails in County Courts,
market and tolls for one year, and there. | forms, in the absence of an express proviso to that

on the contract at the foot of the conditions effect in the deed , no bar to such action , the
where, except under certain circumstances, the

plaintiff is obliged to pay the hearing fee before
was signed by him , and also by the town covenant being absolute and unconditional to pay

his case is allowed to go before the court, and so
clerk , although the latter was not autho. the annuity so long as the two individuals “ should

also in case a jury is empannelled to try his cause .
rised by the corporation under seal so to do. live separate and apart.” So held , on demurrer

Although we do not altogetheragree with the con
The defendant also paid one month 's rent in ad. / to a plea by the Court of Exchequer (Kelly , C . B .,

tentions of our correspondent, we think that the
vance to the town clerk ; but, not being prepared and Bramwell and Pigott, BB .) : (Charlesworth

suggestion is one which , if adopted , might work
with the required sureties. ' a week ' s time was and another v. Holt, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 647 . Ex.)

some improvement on the present system .
LUNACY – JORISDICTION - COURT OF CHAN .given to him by the town clerk to produce them ,

which period was subsequently further extended. CERY — IMPROPER CONDUCT OF SOLICITORS, -
A report of the above lettings to the defendant, Unsoundness of mind gives the Court of Chan .

A SOLICITOR writes to as inquiring whether and his payment of the month 's rent, was made cery no jurisdiction , and a person who institutes a

Bolicitors will have an audience in the Exchequer to the corporation , and was adopted by them by suit in chancery on behalf of a person of unsound

division of the High Court in Bankruptcy busi. a resolution of the 7th Aug. 1872, entered in theConrt in Bankrnntoy bugi. la resolution of the 7th Aug. 1872. entered in the mind does so at his own risk , and must bear the

ness by virtue of the section of the Act which corporation books, and sealed with the corporaporation books, and sealed with the corpora . Consequences of any unnecessary and improper
transfers to that division the business of the tion seal. By some mistake the keys of the proceedings. Orders of the Court of Chancery
London Bankruptcy Court. We refer our corre. , market buildings were , without the authority of obtained by a solicitor who has officiously insti.
spondent and our readers to the following Acts the corporation, and contrary to the instructions | tuted such a suit give him no protection , and he
and sections of Acts of Parliament upon the sub of the town clerk, handed by themarket keeper will have to pay the costs of unnecessary inquiries
ject : Sect. 70 of the Bankruptcy Act 1869, gives to the defendant, who retained them for some made under such orders. But if , on the person of
Bolicitors audience in the London Bankruptcy | days, but who never otherwise obtained posses- | unsound mind being found lunatic by inquisition ,

Court ; sect. 3 of the Judicature Act constitutession of the market, and never received any tolls. | the solicitor can satisfy the court in lunacy that
the London Bankruptcy Court part of the The defendant finally failed to produce his he has acted bor.a fide for the benefit of the lunatic ,
Supreme Court ; sect. 34 of the Judicature Act sureties, the corporation relet the premises to that court will reimburse him out of the lunatic' s
transfers Bankruptcy business to the Exchequer | another person, and brought an action against estate. - A suit instituted on behalf of a person of
division of the court ; sect. 87 of this Act operates the defendant to recover damages for his breach | unsound mind not so found by inquisition abates

as a saving clause to the right of audience to of contract. Held by the Court of Exchequer | immediately upon his being found lunatic by in
Which solicitors were entitled before the Supreme (Kelly, C . B . and Pigott and Pollock , BB .).
Court of Judicature Act came into operation . that as the contract was not under the cor- / after the inquisition are irregular and void . ,, De
weare , however, at present, in great doubt as to Iporation seal, or signed by an agent of the cision of Wickens, V . C ., reversed : (Beall v.

the intended operation of this last provision, but corporation duly and expressly authorised by Smith , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 625 . Chan.)

will only say that we are most decidedly of opinion them under seal for that purpose, and as

that solicitors ought in bankruptcy business , the resolution of the 7th Aug. was after the Correction . - In the report in our last issue of a
Irom the very nature of that business - to have breach , and so too late to operate as a ratifica - meeti

tioners ' Soc

an equal audience with the Bar in the Exchequer tion , and there was no such part performance | Webster is made to say, “ Accountants to the

division of the High Court, and we must add the as to entitle the defendant in equity to a specific Court of Chancery being the worst of these

Expression of a hope that proper accommodation performance on the part of the plaintiffs, the con quacks.” For “ Chancery ” substitute “ Bank

will be afforded them in court. The present ' tract was void for want of mutuality, and the ruptoy ."

mit

raI th
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COURT OF QUEEN 'S BENCH . omission or absence of which neutralises or of a commission and the procuring of testimony

Monday, Jan . 12.
destroys the action , and which the jurists desig - by the instrumentality of letters rogatory or
nate by the words decisoria litis : " (1 Felix , 453, letters requisatory , as they are sometimes called.

(Before BLACKBURN ,QUAIN ,and ARCHIBALD, JJ.) 8 . 233). The admiralty practice is stated in all | In the former case the rules of procedure are 88.
Re AN ARTICLED CLERK. the text-books to be the same as above indicated tablished by the court issuing the commission .

ALTHOUGH this was merely an application to in the civil law . “ If these letters rogatory aroin the civil law . “ If these letters rogatory are and are entirely under its control. In the latter ,

allow Thomas Robert Oakley , an articled clerk , received by any inferior judgehoproceeds to call the methods of procedure must, from the nature

to be discharged from his articles and to enter the witnesses before him by the process com - of the case, be altogether under the control of the

into fresh articles, it raised a question of some monly employed within his jurisdiction , examines foreign tribunal which is appealed to for assist.

importance of its kind. By 23 & 24 Vict. c. them on interrogatories, or takes their deposi. ance in the administration of justice. We cannot

127 , 8 . 10 , articled clerks are prohibited from tions, as the case may be ; and the proceedings execute our own laws in a foreign country, nor

holding any office while serving their articles. being filed in the registry of his court, authentio can we prescribe conditions for the performance

The applicant in the present cage , on the 19th copies thereof, duly certified , are transmitted to of a request which is based entirely upon the

April " in last year, obtained a commission as the court a quo, and are legal evidence in the comity of nations, and which , if granted , is alto

lieutenant in the Royal Monmouthshire Militia , cause " : (Conkling's U . S . Admiralty, 294, citing gether ex gratia . “ We therefore request you

and he went out with his regiment for twenty Hall's Admiralty Practice , Conkling' s Treatise, that, in furtherance of justice , you will, by the
seven days, from the 19th May to the 14th June. | 601 ; verbatim in Benedick 's Admiralty, 8 . 533 : proper and usual process of your court, ca180

On the 9th Dec. he resigned his commission . | Return in same manner prescribed by U . S. in
Return in same manner prescribed by U . S . in such witnesses to appear before you , and there to

Fearing that his twenty -seven days''service might Admiralty , 1 Abbott's U . S . C , Practice, 84) . answer, & c ., & c ." This is the formula in which
bring him within the provisions of the Act, he There has boen so little doubt upon the point that the letters are couched . We cannot dictate the
now applied to be allowed to be discharged from but one case has arisen under letters rogatory in methods to be pursued by the court whose assist.
his presentarticles, and to enter into fresh articles the United States, and in that, Judge Washington ance we invoke. The rules and practice of the

for a time which would cover the twenty -seven clearly indicates the distinction which separates foreign court must be the law of procedure in

days.
commissions from letters rogatory , though the such cases. Letters rogatory were unknown to

Bosanquet appeared for the applicant. case did not require him to define its extent : the common law . They came to us from the civil

Attorney for the applicant: Raw , agent for
(Nelson v . U . S ., i Peters , C . C . R . 237). law , though the Admiralty Courts, and the civi.

Oakley, of Monmouth.
Second exception . The instructions are not at- lians seem to agree that in all that concerns the

The Court granted theapplication.
tached , nor need other documents be attached by formsof procedure in such cases, the Judge ought
the court. The reference to the original judg . to observe the laws of his own country. Wemay
ment did make it a part of the letters as com . therefore adopt, in the present case, the language

PROCEDURE IN FOREIGN COURTS - COM . pletely as if it had been attached physically , and of Washington , J ., in Nelson v . The United States
MISSIONS AND LETTERS ROGATORY. if the attorney for defendant had thought it not (1 Peters C . C . R . 237) : “ Where the business is

In the Philadelphia District Court the following
properly a part of the document he should have taken out of the hands of persons appointed by

case has occurred :
moved to strike it out : ( 1 Tr. & H . 521) . The this court the ends of justice seem to require &

Exceptions to execution of letters rogatory.
doctrine of relation by reference needs no autho- departure, in some degree, from the ordinary

The defendant, by his attorney, excepts to the the 'document is snificient: (Dodge v . Israel.
rity ; it is too well established . The identity of rules of evidence. To what extent this departure

| the document is sufficient: (Dodge v. Israel, 4 would go bas never yet been decided in this court,
form and execution of letters rogatory issued out W C . C . R . D . 323 .) The sentences could not be and it is not necessary at present to lay down the
of this court in above case on behalf of plaintiffs ,18, attached , for they had not become a part of the limitation." Doubtless, if it should appear that
and filed September 15th , 1873 , and now makes record , and were only referred to as judicial pro - any of the substantial requisites of justice, as we
the following specifications of such exception :

1. The execution of the said letters rogatory is
ceedings in Germany, which might become part of administer it , had been omitted , or any unfair

the case if the witnesses should show any connec- advantage given to either party, we would reject
illegaland void in that it appears thatthe attorney

tion between this suit and the sentences of Meyer the depositions, no matter what solemnities of
and counsellor of the plaintiffs was presentat the Leberman and his sons . No exhibits or docu . form had attended the taking of them . But
taking of the depositions of witnesses.

ments are mentioned , and if the question had under the circumstances attending the execution
2 . The form and execution of said letters roga . been irrelevant, the defendant's attorney might of these letters rogatory by the Royal Circuit

tory are illegal and void , inasmuch as the exhibits have moved to strike it out : (1 Tr. & H . 521) . Court at Schweinfurt, we cannot regard the at
or papers directed to be shown to the witnesses in Now that the connection has been proved , it is tendance of the plaintiffs' attorney as a circum
the interrogatories exhibited by plaintiffs did not too late for any objection : (Hill v . Canfield , 13 stance of that character. He appears to have
form part, nor were they attached to the letters Smith , 77 ) . attended in pursuance of a notification of the
rogatory by this court. Dec, 20, 1873. Opinion by THAYER , J . - In Hollis . judge who took the depositions, and was required

3 . The form and execution of the said letters ter Hollister (6 Barr , 449) , the Supreme Court, 1 by him to verify them by his signature. It thus

rogatory are illegal and void because there are adopting the rule of the English Chancery Courts, very plainly appears that his attendance was alto
attached to the execution of the said letters roga - which prohibits the attorneys of the parties from gether in conformity with the rules of procedure

tory different papers, purporting to contain copies being presentat the taking of depositions under a in the foreign tribunal, and the character of the

of orders ,minutes, directions, and other matters
not forming part of or belonging to the execution

commission, affirmed the ruling of the court below court which executed our request affords ample

of the said letters rogatory.
which had "rejected depositions taken by con . | assurance that his presence was not permitted

missioners where it appeared that the attor in any degree to prejudice the defendants' rights .
Argument of plaintiffs against the exceptions. ney of one of the parties had been present The other exceptions require no discussion .

First exception. The proceedingsare in a foreign that no notice of the time and place of Exceptions dismissed.
court, and as a court does not proceed of its own the taking of the depositions had been given

motion , an attorney must appear to represent a to the other party . The principal exception in
party exactly as if the case had not been sent to the present case is , that the plaintiffs' attorney | SUPREME COURT OF JUDICATURE ACT,

another court for its co-operation ; the defendant was present when the letters rogatory were exe SECTIONS 64, 65.

had the right to appoint an attorney in theforeign cuted. These letters were issued by this court, The following circular has been issued by the
court to represent him , and see that his interests and adressed to any judge or tribunal having | undersigned :

were guarded jurisdiction of civil causes at the city of Schwein . Dear Sir , - By these sections as they stand, &
The attorney followed the practice of his furt, in the Kingdom of Bavaria . and Empire of plaintiff is at liberty to issue his writ where he

country , the only practice known to the foreign Germany. They were executed with great cere- pleases ; but a defendant in an action commenced
court. We cannot dictate the method to be pur - mony and solemnity by the Royal Circuit Courtat by writ issued at & district registry office, must
sued by a court which we beg to act for us out of Schweinfurt, in Bavaria . By the minutes of the enter an appearance there, and all subsequent
courtesy, but the presence of an agentwho took | proceedings, duly certified, which have been re- proceedings, down to and including entry for
no part in putting questions would be no ground turned to us, it appears that on a certain trial, must be taken there, unless a judge' s
of objection even to a commission : (1 T . R . & H . day the royal attorney, Wolfsthal, acting on order can be obtained to transfer to London ,
525 ; Otis v . Clark, 2 Miles , 272.) behalf of the plaintiffs, filed an information (See the sections printed below .)

As this is a question of practice , it comes under and motion in the Royal Circuit Court, at The consequence will be, in cases where the de.
the general head of objection raised by the third Schweinfurt , in Bavaria , praying them to fendant's solicitor resides away from the district
exception . execute the letters rogatory . Thereupon the registry town, that he must employ an agent in

Third exception . Thepractice ofthe foreign court court ordered the depositions to be taken by the that town. This will apply not only to what are
is the law of procedure. Letters rogatory , uncommissioned Judge Craemer, who appointed a now called common law actions, but to every
known to common law , are derived through admi. day for that purpose, and notified the plaintiffs' description of suit.
ralty from the civil law . They promise to reci. attorney, Mr.Wolfsthal, to attend at the time and While we are ready to believe that in certain

procate the courtesy which they ask , and our place stated . Mr. Wolfsthal appeared accord . parts of the country these sections will work
statutory provisions assimilate the course of pro . ingly , and produced before the judge commis. beneficially ,we dislike the prospect of being com
cedure in the execution of letters rogatory ad . sioned to take the depositions & decree of the pelled to employ casualagents in cases where our
dreseed to us, to the ordinary practice of our Royal Bavarian Court of Appeals for Lower clients are defendants . We had much rather be

courts : Act of 8th April 1833, sects . 18, 19, 20, Franconia and Aschaffenburg , dispensing with the at liberty to employour well-known London agents
and 21 ; Pamphlet Laws, 308 ; Purdon, 623. This oath of secrecy on the part of the witnesses (who (and we have freely told them so ), and if the
establishes our recognition of the principle that were Royal Counsellors of the Circuit Court) , a business is to be done at a distance, we much
the law of the country to which the letters are dispensation which appears from the papers to prefer London to any other place . Weobject to
addressed governs the procedure to be adopted in have necessary before the witnesses could be per- being obliged in every case to incur the expense of

executing them ; this is the civil law . " Felix mitted to answer the plaintiffs' sixth interroga . applying to a judge. Moreover, we believe that
says : “ In that which concerns the provisions tory . The commissioned judge then proceeded to our clients ' interest agrees herein with our own

ordinatorice litis , that is to say , the mode of administer the interrogatories and to receive the convenience.

calling the witnesses and parties before him , the answers of witnesses ; at the conclusion of which We believe that very many country solicitors ,

forms of making up the report, & c., the judge he adds : “ Whereas, the legal representatives of not hostile to the establishment of district regis
ought to observe the laws of his country :" 1 the plaintiffs, the royalattorney , Wolfsthal, after tries, agree with us in this matter. We think it

Traité du Droit International Prive, 476 , 8 . 276, reading these present minutes for himself, had would be well that before the rules of procedure
ad finem et seq. The civilians make a distinction , not any further motion to offer, the above pro. are finally settled, they should have an oppor
which corresponds to our division of form and ceedings have been closed , and the same caused tunity of expressing their sentiments, so that an
substance between the forms and regulation and to be signed by him for confirmation .” Where- effort may bemade, if the result of the inquiry
the merits , “ between ea quae litis formam upon the attorney, Wolfsthal, signed the papers warrants it, to secure freedom of action . Time

concernunt ac ordinationem and ea quae spectant in obedience to the requisition of the judge. I being of importance,we take this preliminary step
decisoria causae et litis decisionem ." There are, have thus noted , with some particularity , the on our own responsibility.
says Merlin , two sorts of judicial formalities, somé proceedings We assume tl

which pertain only to the trial (l'instruction ) and the precise extent of the participation of the retaining in Lancashire regulations like those
are relative only to the procedure , for which plaintiffs ' attorney in those proceedings might already in force there, and we have no desire to
reason the jurists call them ordinatoria litis ; the appear. It is to be observed that there is a interfere with the convenience of others, but only
others, which pertain to themerits of the cash, the ' very broad distinction between the execution ' to provide fairly for our own.
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ant

The question we ask is , whether you had rather society just started as the very one which is HART (Wm .), 35, Clifton -terraco. Brighton , Esq . Jan . 2 ;
A . - Keep section 64 as it stands. wanted , if the good intentions already expressed | HIBBERDINZ Henry ), 77 , Loughborough Park, Brixton ,

Hart, Hart, and Marten , solicitors, Dorking, Surrey .

B . -- Have its operation modified (elsewhere than are carried out. H . S . Surrey . gentleman . Feb . 10 : Tamplin , Tayler, and
in Lancashire) to this extent - that where a defen . Joseph , solicitora, 159, Fenchurch -street, London ,

Hunt (Wm . D . ), Stratford upon -Avon , Warwick , gentle
dant in any action can swear that he believes he LEGAL PRACTITIONERS' SOCIETY. - I see by the man, clork to the peace for Warwick . Feb . 7 ; H . O . and
has a good defence on themerits, he may enter report in your journal that this is a society T . Hunt, solicitors , Stratford -upon -Avon .

his appearance in the principal registry (or in some for the purpose of protecting solicitors and Johxsox (Mary ) , Yarm , York , spinster , Jan , 25 ; Fawcett
and Co ., solicitors, Yarm .

other way reinove the proceedings thither) as of attorneys in their Profession from the intrusion LEVY (Rev. Mong B .), Synagogue-chamberg, St. Alban 's .

course, or of accountants and others. It is high time such place, Charles- gtreat, Haymarket, Middlesex . Feb 1 ;

C. -Give the defendant such rightonly where he a society was formed if the legal Profession, par. Kisch , Son , and Hanbury , solicitors, 11, Wellington
street, Strand , Middlesex.

resides three miles from the distriot registry office ticularly the younger branch thereof, is to reap MARKS Thos.), Collerton Barton, Broadhembury, Devon ,
in which the writ was issued. the legitimate fruits to which it is entitled . If farmer. Feb . 2 ; Cox and Every, solicitors, Honiton ,

Devon .
We request the favour of your reply , addressed NDAL ( Jan .) , 80, Commercial-road , and old Jamaica Whart.

to any one of theundersigned , whose name is dis . of unqualified persons I am sure every junior Upper Ground-street , Blackfriars, Lambeth , Surrey , coal

tinguished thus, * solicitor and attorney will join the society, if only merchant. Feb 24 ; Smith and Co., solicitors, 704 , Alder .

You can reply with the least trouble to yourself, asked. I, for one, feel that much credit is due to
manbury, London .

NIXON (John ), formerly of 3, Sidney -alley , Leicestor -square ,
by simply returning the circular with your name Mr. Ford for his trouble in undertaking the office Middlesex, and 9, Egerton -street, Greenwich, Kent, late
and address written at foot, and a cross placed of honorary secretary . A SOLICITOR. of 11, Cowley - villas, Beulah -crescent, Croydon , Surrey,

laceman . Jan . 28 ; Wilkins and Co., solicitors, 10 , Sta
against A ., B ., or C ., according to your opinion . Swithin 's -lane, London .

It will be convenient to mark the envelope, OLIVER (Wm . ), 9 , Fitzroy -square , Middlesex , Esq . Feb .
19 ; Wm . H . Oliver, solicitor, 64, Lincoln ' s- inn -felds ,

“ J. Act." - Weare, dear Sir , yours faithfully , CLERKS AS ADVOCATES. - In reading provincial
Middlesex,and London reports of cases, I see continually* FOWLER, SMITH , and WARWICK , Leicester. PARKES (James H .), Highgate, Aston juxta Birmingham ,

KIDSON , Son , and MCKENZIE , Sunderland . the following : “ Mr. A . B ., from the office of Mr. maltater . April 1 ; T . and J . A . Simcox, solicitors, 20,

C. D ., appeared in the case.”*MULLINGS, ELLETT, and Co., Cirencester.
Waterloo-street, Birmingham .Would you kindly

* H . A . OWSTON , Leicester .
inform me in your next issue, assuming “ A . B . " | PHILLIPS (George), Langbourn Tavern, Lombard- street.

London, and Napier Lodge, Peckham Rye, Surrey ,

L . W . WINTERBOTHAM , Stroud . to be admitted and certificated ,by what authority | hotelkeeper. Jan . 20 ; S . Potter, solicitor, 56, Kinga
street, Cheapside, London .he had audience. I have searched but withoutSec. 64. Subject to the rules of court in force for

finding out. QUIGLEY (Peter ), 3, Bandford -street, Greengate, Salford ,
the timebeing,writs of summons for thecommence INQUIRER. Lancaster , estate agent. March 10 ; Weston , Grover , and

[ The matter is entirely in the hands of thement of actions in the High Court of Justice shall Lees, solicitors, 10, Norfolk -street, Manchester.

be issued by the district registrars when there
judges of the courts. Managing clerks are not | RANDLE (Mary A . ). Filmer House, Ombersley, Worcester,

unto required ; and unless any order to the
widow . Feb. 19 ; Pidcock and Son, solicitors, 40, Foreentitled to appear as advocates for clients of gate -street, Worcester .

contrary shall be made by the High Court of
firms, and may properly be objected to . But ROUND (Geo.), 155, Hockley.hill, Birmingham , jeweller

Justice, or by any judge thereof, all such further
judges are disinclined to enforce the strict rule, and factor. Jan . 31 ; J. Round, 63, Owen -street, Tipton ,

Stafford .

proceedings, including proceedings for the arrest
and it is always an invidious and difficult task to SAMUELSON (Alexander), 27, Cornhill, and Kingston Lodge,

Addison -road , Kensington , London , civil engineer . Feb .
or detention of a ship , her tackle , apparel, furni. insist upon it as against an opponent. - Ed . Sols'.

ture, cargo, or freight, as may and ought to be
16 ; G . S . and H . Brandon , solicitors, 15 , Essex -street ,DEP.] Strand, Middlesex .

taken by the respective parties to such action in
STEELE ( John ), formerly of Weeks Green , Froxford , after
wards nf Langstone, but late of Emsworth , Southampton ,

the said High Court down to and including entry APPOINTMENTS UNDER THE JOINT-STOCK
WINDING -UP ACTS .

for trial, or (if the plaintiff is entitled to sign
Esq . Feb . 16 ; Rivington and Son , solicitors, 1, Fen .
church -buildings, London .

final judgment or to obtain an order for an
ANGLO-BRAZILIAN GOLD MINING COMPANY (LIMITED ). TAYLEUR (Wm .), Buntingadale, Drayton -in -Hayles, Salop .
Creditors to send in by Feb . 12 their names and addresses , and ss , Brook -street, Grosvenor-square, Middlesex , Esq .

account by reason of the non -appearance of and the particulars of their claims, and the names and Feb. 14, Tucker and Lake, solicitors, 4 , Serle -street, Lin .
the defendant) down to and including final addresses of their solicitors ( if any ), to the liquidators of coln ' s-inn Fields, Middlesex.

judgment or an order for an account, may
the said company, at their office, 52 , Moorgate- street, TOWLAON (Jos .), 1, Fern -villag, Queen 'g -road , Tunbridge
London . Feb , 24, at the chambers of V . C . M ., at twelve Wells , retired ironmonger . Feb . 28 ; Wm . Brackett ,

be taken before the district registrar, and o 'clock , is the timeappointed for hearing and adjudicating Tunbridge, and Jas. W . Hawkins, ironmonger, High

recorded in the district registry , in such upon such claims........ street, Tunbridge Wells.
LAST NORFOLK TRAMWAY COMPANY LIMITED ) . - Petition WALKER ( Thos. ) . Headingley Hall , Leeds, flax epinner .

manner as may be prescribed by rules of court ; for winding up to be heard Jan . 23, before V . O . M . March 31 ; Ford and Co ., solicitors, 70, Albion -street,
and all such other proceedings in any such action HEREFORD AND SOUTH WALES WAGGON AND ENGINEERING Leeds .
as may be prescribed by rules of court shall be COMPANY (LIMITED ) . - Petition for winding -up to be heard WILLIAMS (John ), West Broughton , Deveridge, Derby ,

Jan . 24, before V . C . B . gentleman. Feb . 7 ; D . and c .' Dunnett, solicitors ,
taken, and, if necessary , may be recorded in the SAO VINCENTE MINING COMPANY (LIMITED ). - Creditors to Uttoxeter. 7
same district registry. by Jan . 31 their names and addresses, and the Wilson ( John ), formerly proprietor of the George inn ,

Sec .65. Any party to an action in which a writ of
particulars of their claims, aud the names and addresses | Rochdale -road , Manchester , Lancaster , and late of South
of their solicitors ( if any), to Jas. Waddell, 12 , Queen port. gentleman . Feb . 9 ; Ed . Heath and Song, solicitors ,

summons shall have been issued from any such Victoria - street , London , the liquidator of the geid ccm . 41, Swan -street, Manchester.
district registry shall be at liberty at any time to pany. Feb . 17 ; at the chambers of V .C . M . , at twelve WOLFE (Wm .), li, Granby-street . Hampstead -road, Mid .

dlesex, forage master in the Royal Horse Guards Blue.o 'clock is the timeappointed for hearing and adjudicating
apply , in such manner as shall be prescribed by upon such claims. March 2 ; Wm . Gardiner, solicitor, 182 , High -street,
rules of court , to the said High Court , or to a Uxbridge.
judgment chambers of the division of the said CREDITORS UNDER ESTATES IN CHANCERY.
High Court to which the action may be assigned , LAST DAY OF PROOF.
to remove the proceedings from such district ALLEN (Nicholas B . ), Torvale, Penderyn , Brecon, mer MAGISTRATES' LAW .
registry into the proper office of the said High chant. Feb . 2 ; Isaac D . Rees, solicitor, Aberdare, Gla

morgan , Feb . 16 ; V . C . M ., at twelve o 'clock .
Court ; and the court or judge may, if it be GILLIART (Geo. ), Horncastle , Lincoln . Jan . 31 ; Chas. NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
thought fit , grant such application , and in such Gillist, solicitor, 57, Lincoln ' s Inn - fields, Middlesex . Feb .

16 .
case the proceedings and such originaldocuments ,

FRAUDULENT CONVERSION OF MONEY BY ANv . 0 . H ., at 12 o 'clock .
HAWES (Henry) , Foochow , China, captain of a steamer. AGENT- DIRECTION TO APPLY TO A GIVEN PUR

if any; as may be filed therein shall, upon receipt Feb . 2 ; Lawrence and Co.,, solicitors, . 14, Old Jewry | POSE. - A stock and share dealer was in the habit
of such order, be transmitted by the district Chambers, London , Feb , 10 . V . O . B ., at 12 o 'clock

registrar to the proper office of the said High
WHYTE (Wm . J.), 19 , Norfolk -crescent, and Bedford -row , of buying for S . gratuitously , and receiving
Middlesex, solicitor. Feb . 1 ; Wm . Collisson, solicitor , 27,

Court , and the said action shall thenceforth pro .
cheques on account. On the 27th Nov . he wrote

Bedford -row , Middlesex . Feb . 12 ; V . C . H ., at twelve

ceed in the said High Court in the samemanner o 'clock , informing S . that £300 Japanese bonds had been
offered to him in one lot, and that he had secured

as if it had been originally commenced by a Writ
of Summons issued out of the proper Office in

them for her, and that he had no doubt of herCREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 VICT. C. 35.

London ; or the court or judge, if it be thought
Last Day of Claim , and towhom Particulars to be sent. ratifying what he had done, and inclosing her &

right, may thereupon direct that the proceedings
BARNETT (Francis L . ), 5 , Roebuck -terrace, Great loversold noto for £336 , signed in his own name. S .
street, Southwark , Surrey, pawnbroker. Jan. 28; W . W . wrote in reply , “ that she had received the con .

may continue to be taken in such district registry. Comins, solicitor, 81, Great Portland -street, Middlesex .
BERWICK ' (Dr. Geo . 'J.) , M . D ., St. Helen 's House. st. tract note for Japan shares, and inclosing a cheque

Helen's, near Ryde, Isle of Wight. Feb. 3 ; Clarke and for £336 in payment, and that she was perfectly
Co., solicitors, 14, Lincoln 's - inn- fields, Middlesex . satisfied that he had purchased the shares for

Correspondence. CHILD (Frederick S . ), late of the Madras Civil Service.
heretofore of Wood-hill, Shenley, Hertford , and after her.” In fact, the bonds had not been offered to

THE TWO BRANCHES. - I am pleased to see wards of Hillside, Westbury-upon - Trym , near Clifton , the dealer in one lot, but he applied to a stock
such a society as the Legal Practitioners Society Gloucester, and late of 8 , Queen 's parade, Bath , Esq .

March 1; R . J, Child , solicitor, 11, old Jewry.chambers, jobber and agreed to buy three at £112 each , but
started, and I hope it may go seriously to work in Old Jewry , London . never completed the purchase. Held , that' si's

ameliorating the position of both barristers and COBIER (Wm .), Wilmington Hall, Kent, Esq. Feb . 1; Des. | letter was & sufficient written direction within the
lawyers and in bringing about any legislative borough and Son , solicitors, 3a, Finsbury-place South , meaning of 24 & 25 Vict. c . 96 , s. 75, to apply theLondon .
enactments which may be necessary in regard to CRAIG ( Thos, G .), late of S , Sheen -villag, Park-road, Rich . cheque to a particular purpose, viz., in payment
them . I cannot say that I advocate a fusion of the mond , Surrey , formerly of 12, Marlborough -road, Rich for the bonds : (Reg v. Christian, 29 L . T . Rep .
twobranches of the legal Profession , I do not see mond, Surrey , gentleman . Feb . 2 ; Bircham and Co .,

solicitors, 7 , GreatWinchester-street, London , N . S . 154. C . Cas. R .)
DAVIES (Samuel), Litfield , Lyonshall , Hereford , yeoman .

to be complained of. But what I do wish is , I Feb . 28 ; Bodenham and Temple, solicitors, Kington,
Herefordshire .

that there may not be any unreasonable barriers DAVIES ( Jos . ), Old Dundee Arms/Wharl, Wapping, Middle MONTGOMERYSHIRE QUARTER SESSIONS.
kept up which prevent anymember of one branch Bex, and of Portway House, Upton Cross, Essex, coal

migrating into the other. Supposing ,for instance, merchant. Jan , 24 ; Hillearys and Tunstall , solicitors, 5 , Thursday, Jan . 8.
Fenchurch -buildings, London . _

an admitted man finds he has a peculiar aptitude | DEARDEN (John), Sladen -street, Rochdale, Lancaster, inn . (Before Earl Powis (Chairman ), Mr. C . W .

for advocacy, or for any other season, desires to be keeper. Jan . 26 ; J . Holland, solicitor, 19, Baillio -street , Wynn, M . P .,and othermagistrates .)
called to the Bar, I consider it unreasonable that Rochdale,

FLOWER (Wm .), Stanton ' s Farm , Kingsclere, Southampton , REG. v . ESGAIRGEILIOG.
he should be called upon to undergo another pre gentleman , Feb . 14 ; W . H . Cave , solicitor, Newbury,
liminary examination previously to being admitted Berks. Inclosure - Commissioners award - Evidence.

a student of an Inn of Court, and stillmore that
FOSTER (Edward ), 27, Pelham -street, Mile-end New Town, Certificates as to making of road .
Middlesex , cow keeper. Jan , 31 ; S . H . Perrin , solicitor,

when , perhaps, he is a thoroughly efficient lawyer 15 ,King-street, Cheapside. London . . This was an indictment for non -repair of a road
for all practicalpurposes connected with a junior GALLOWAY (Right Hon . Randolph John S ., Earl of) . Jan . laid out some seventy years ago in the township
barrister, he should be kopt inactive for three 31 ; M . and H . Turner, solicitors, 42, Jermyn -street, St.

James London of Esgairgeiliog , under a special Inclosure Act

years. At themost he should not be called upon GRANT (Wm.), Nuttall Hall, near Ramsbottom , Lancaster, passed in 1797, the defendants being the inhabi.
to do more tha Esq. Feq . 1 ; Woodcocks and Sons, solicitors, West View , tants of the township. There was a similar pro

Hallingden ,
tion in legal subjects. The regulations I com . GREENHILL (Henry W .), late of Northolt , Middlesex, secution twelve months ago, which failed for want

plain of may have been all very well before the farmer . Jan . 31 ; Young. Jackson , and Co., solicitors, of a duly attested copy of the commissioner' s
examinations for articled clerks at the Incorpo - | 12, Essex-street, Strand, Middlesex award , the township , however, being condemned

GUNTER (Mary A .) , formerly of Handsworth , Stafford , and

rated Law Society's Hall were initiated , but surely in the costs , as the indictment was prepared
late of Southsea , Hants , spinster. Jan . 24 ; Robinson and

now there is a sufficient guarantee that admitted _ Watts , solicitors, Dudley. under a justice's order, and the defendants did

men have some legal knowledge, and do not re HANBY Geo.), late of 246 , Clapham -road (formerly 6, not show that the road was not a public highway.
Dudley - villas, Clapham -road ) , Surrey, and of the Marine

quire to be treated in the samemanner as persons parade, Bognor, Sussex, Esq. Feb . 20 ; Tatham and Co., | The presentwas an indictment at common law .

who have never studied law at all. I should like solicitors, 36, Lincoln 's- inn Fields, London . Marshall appeared for the prosecution, and
to hear tho opinion of others upon this matter , HARDWICKE (Right Hon . Charles P : Eorl of). Feb . 10 : Swetenham (specially retained ) , with J. M . Lloyd .Walker and Martineau, solicitors, 18. King'g- road , Gray's I
and hope this may elicit some. I look upon the inn ,Middlesex , for the defenco.
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mary evidence

The case having been opened, the Act of Par. and certified so to be,” showed that the certificate the security and payment of all freight, dead
liament was put in , followed by a copy of the was not intended to shutout other evidence ; that freight, demarrage, and other charges, the master

commissioner' s award , produced from the custody by the cases of Reg. v . Cumberworth , Reg. v . Edge or owners should have an absolute lien and charge
of the lord of the manor (Earl Powis ), which was Lane, and Bateman v. Glamorganshire Canal on the cargo. The loading of the ship was com .

ence by the Act. The Act i Company , it was decided that a road must be pleted , and the ship was cleared , but she never

specified that on the roads being completed , they shown to be completely formed throughout before started on her voyage, nor were the bills of

should be certified to be “ well and effectually it becomes a charge upon the public, which he lading signed . The charterer filed a liquidation

made " by a surveyor appointed by the commis - was prepared to prove was not the case here ; that petition , and the trustee under the liquidation

sioner , and that on the certificate being filed with Reg. v . East Hagbourne indicated the same thing ; disclaimed all interest under the charter-party.
the court of quarter sessions, they should become and that the point was made perfectly clear in | Held (affirming the decision of the Chief Judge
repairable as other public roads on the manor Cutitt v. Lady Maxse, decided last June, in in Bankruptcy), that the shipowner was not en .

(Kerry) were repairable by law . A certificate had which that doctrine was emphatically laid down. titled to a lien in respect of the £250 agreed to be
been duly filed at the Easter sessions, 1810, by Marshall, in reply , referring to the phrase paid in advance, inasmuch as the ship had never
William Pugh , the surveyor so appointed , and was taken to by the public ” used in the judgment in earned freight ; the compensation to which the
now produced by the deputy clerk of the peace ; the last-named case, remarked that the doctrine shipowner was entitled for the loss sustained by

but upon his being sworn , Swetenham objected to of a voluntary adoption of a road by the parish reason of the charterer's default was not freight,
its reception until the appointment of thesurveyor being necessary before it became chargeable upon and the £250 did not come within the lien given
and his taking of the oath of office had been the public, had been abandoned many years, by the charter-party : ( Ex parte Nyholm , 29 L . T .

proved , relying upon the case of R . v . Hasling , because, ever since the passing of the General Rep . N . S . 634 . L . C . and L .JJ.)

field . Atany rate, on the authority of that case, Inclosure Act of 1801 (41Geo. 3 ) , there had been REGISTRY OF SHIP - CERTIFICATE OF MERIT

it would be necessary to show by independent the security of an order of justices founded upon LACHES. - The defendants were an association for

evidence that subsequent usage had been con- the report of a surveyor- a provision substantially the registry of iron ships, and classed the shipsin

sistent with theaward , before proofof theappoint- continued and strengthened by the 23rd section of a register of merit according to the reports of
ment and oath could be dispensed with . the Highway Act of Will 4 . That security was their own surveyors . A list from the register
Marshall said he had abundant evidence to provided by the Kerry Inclosure Act in this very might be obtained by anyone. The plaintiffswere

prove the usage,but he relied first upon the well certificate of the surveyor now contested , for it members of the association and the owners of &

known rule that documents thirty years old , pro- was not until that had been filed that the road ship which in 1870 was ranked in the highest class
duced from the proper custody, proved them became chargeable upon the public . In Rex v. in the register. The plaintiffs in 1870 made an
selves ; and then upon the other rule of evidence Cumberworth ,the judgment was founded upon this alteration in the ship , and submitted her to the
that where persons had acted in an official capa very want of a particular point of time deter- defendants ' inspection, who, not approving of the
city it was necesary to prove their appointment, mined by the Actat which the chargeability should alteration , entered in the registrar, " class sus
even where it had been under seal or was put in commence ; and not only so , but all the cases pended 1871,” and refused to restore the previous

issue by the pleadings. He quoted the case of cited upon that point were those of turnpike roads first-class entry unless some further alteration
Williams v . Eyton in support of his argument. . or canals , the judgments being based upon the was made. The advisability of the alteration

The Court decided to admit the certificate with . | fact that concessions of land had been obtained was a matter of opinion , as since the alteration

out further evidence. from private landowners as one of the induce the vessel was classed in the highest rank at
Mr. Evan Powell, the prosecutor, and Mr. ments for the passing of the respective Acts - a “ Lloyd 's ” (London ). The plaintiffs continued

Mickleburgh , a surveyor, were then called to feature wholly wanting in this case. The great to use the vessel, but it was proved that her value

speak to the condition of the road , and were distinction of Lady Maxse' s case was that the had been depreciated in consequence of the entry
examined at some length . On a question being Inclosure Act there was passed in 1802, after the in the defendants' register. On a bill being filed
put to the last witness as to his opinion upon its General Inclosure Act, and therefore subject to by the plaintiffs in Nov. 1873 to restrain the de
original formation , the court said they held the its provisions ; while the Kerry Act was passed fendants from disposing ofany copies of their list
surveyor's certificate to be conclusive upon that four years before it. Rex v. East Hagbourne, he containing the words * Class suspended 1871,”
point. submitted , had no application . As to the use of Held , on motion , that the plaintiffs were not enti

Swetenham said if thatwas so , the only course the copulative " and " in the phrase quoted from tled to relief , first, because the entry was the
for him would be to abandon the defence and ask the Act, the necessity for using it would become bona fide opinion withoutmalice of the society to
for a special case, as he had a number of witnesses apparent from the absurdity that would follow if whose judgment the plaintiff had submitted the
to show that the road never was properly made at the disjunctive “ or ” were substituted for it . The vessel ; secondly, because of their laches in
all. Before the court came to that decision , how certificate was the proper legal evidence of the applying to the court for relief : (Glover v .Roydon ,
ever , he should like to be allowed to give his completion of the road ; and if such testimony as 29 L . T .Rep . N . S . 639 . V . C . M .)
reasons for holding that the certificate could not that suggested by the learned counsel were ad
be conclusive. mitted it would be adducing unofficial evidence to

The COURT said they were perfectly prepared to contradict that specially appointed by law . SPECIMENS OF A CODE OF MARINE

hear him , The Court intimated that it still held the INSURANCE LAW .
The learned counsel then , in a speech of some certificate conclusive, and a verdict of guilty was By F . 0 . CRUMP, Barrister -at-Law .

length , argued that the expression in the Act that then returned, subject to a special case upon that
( Continued from page 165 .)

the roads should be well and effectually made, point. The penalty was fixed at £90 . REPRESENTATION .

BOROUGH QUARTER SESSIONS. Definitions.

The communication of a fact, or the making of
Wnat notice of

Borough . When holden , Recorder. | Clerk of the Peace. a statementby one party to the other tending toappeal to be given .
influence his estimate of the character and degree

Penzance . .. . .. ... .. . Saturday, Jan . 24 Charles S . C . Bowen , Esq. | 10 days ... .. ... Walter Borlase . of risk to be insured against.
Sudbury . .. . .. Wednesday, Jan . 28 Thomas H . Naylor, Esq . . | 14 days ............ Robert Ransom . NOTE . - A representation is construed according to

Wigan ... | Wednesday, Jan . 28. Joseph Catterall, Esq . Thomas Heald . the fair and obvious import of words, and is

equivalent to an express statement of all the

inferences naturally and necessarily arising from

MARITIME LAW . in a case ofnonfeasance, just as much as in a case Phillips, sect. 550 .
ofmisfeasance. Per Denman , J ., Reg. v . Russell

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
If ambiguous from design, the underwriter, if

(6 B . & . C . 566 ) is overruled by Reg. v . Ward deceived , is discharged. If there be no design ,
OBSTRUCTION TO A TIDAL RIVER - OMISSION (4 Ad. & E . 384.) : ( Jolliffe y . the Wallasey Local and the underwriter might fairly have entertained

TO INDICATE OBSTRUCTION BY A SUFFICIENT Board , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 582. C . P .) . a doubt as to the meaning, he is not discharged if
BUOY.- By & local Act the defendants were DAMAGE TO CARGO - BURDEN OF PROOF - BILL he misunderstand it .

authorised to construct in conformity with certain or LADING - EFFECT OF TERM “ QUANTITY AND Brine v . Featherstone, 4 Taunt. 867 ; Freeland v .

deposited plans, " and upon the lands delineated QUALITY UNKNOWN." - In a suit against ship Glover, 7 East, 462.

upon the said plans , & pier or landing stage, owners for damage to cargo the onus is upon the If the representation is expressed in technical

6 together with such other works and conve - plaintiffs to show in the first instance that the language , it may be interpreted by reference to

niences in connection therewith ," as they should goods were shipped in good order and condition the usage.

from time to time think fit . Before the landing before they can call upon the shipowners to show Chaurand v . Angerstein , Peake's N . P . 43 .

stage was commenced plans of the proposed excuse for the injury done to the goods. A bill A misrepresentation is a false representation of

works were to be deposited at the Admiralty for of lading stating that goods were shipped in good a material fact , by one of the parties to the other,

approval. The local Act was to be executed order and condition , but also containing an in . tending directly to induce the other to enter into

“ subject to the powers and provisions ” of the dorsement by the master , “ quantity and quality the contract, or to agree to terms exceptionally

Public Health Act 1818 , sect. 139 of which re- unknown," does not admit , as against the ship
he former .

quires notice of action “ for anything done or owners, that the goods were shipped in good order A misrepresentation may bemade on & matter
intended to be done ” under the provisions. The and condition . Evidence of the condition of goods upon which no representation at all is necessary.

defendants deposited plans ( differing in extension on delivery tending to show that the damage sus.
* Phillips, sect. 529-30 .

from the plans under the Act) which received the tained could not be accounted for by any damage A material mis-statement by the assured

approval of the conservators of the river, repre - existing at the time of shipment, and that such through misconstruction of his information 18

senting the Admiralty , and constructed the land damage, had it existed , must have been noticed misrepresentation .

ing stage in conformity therewith . The landing by the master or officer in charge of the ship at Macdonell v . Fraser , Dougl. 247.
Phillips, sect. 546 .

stage was a floating one, and was moored by the time of shipment, will not, where goods are
anchors lying in the bed of the river. The position shipped under a bill of lading endorsed " quantity

Materiality.

of the anchors was indicated by a buoy,which , and quality unknown " satisfy the onus cast upon
Material facts are those which when stated may

being carried down by the tide, became concealed plaintiffs seeking to recover against shipowners
reasonably be supposed to have an influence on

from view . One of the anchors becoming dis - for damage to the goods. Positive evidence of
the judgment of the underwriter calculated to

placed, stove in and swamped & vessel of the the condition of the goods when shipped must be
diminish the estimate of the risk which he other

plaintiffs which was lawfully navigating the river . I given :
wise would have formed :

The Prosperino Palasso, 29 L . T . Rep. Sibbald v . Hill, 2 Dow ' s P . C . 263 . .
Held (1 ) , that the anchor, although placed where N . S . 622 . Adm .) If the fact be material, but do not affect the
it was for the benefit of the public, was an ob - CHARTER-PARTY - LIEN FOR FREIGHT - PART

struction which the defendants could not have PAYABLE ON SIGNING OF BILLS OF LADING
judgment of the underwriter, the false representa

i tion does not avoid the policy :
created without statutory authority, and was a BANKRUPTCY OF CHARTERERS - DISCLAIMER OF Flinn v . Headlam , 9 B . & Cr. 690 .
nuisance to the river ; (2 ) that the defendants CONTRACT. - By a charter-party, after providing A statement which ceases to be material before

were guilty of negligence in their management of that the freight was to be at certain specified the risk commences need not be verified :

the buoy , but ( 3 ) that inasmuch as the plans had rates, it was agreed that £250 should be advanced Phillips, s . 666 .

received the approval of the Admiralty , such in cash on signing bills of lading and clearing at The premium being lower than would have been
approval was tantamount to the sanction of the the custom house of the port of shipment, and the case had no representation been made, the

Act, so as to entitle the defendants to statutory the remainder on a true and faithful delivery of presumption is that the subject matter of the

notice of action . Notice of action must be given the cargo at the port of discharge ; and that for representation is material to the risk :

it .
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Arn . 4th edit. 495 ; Court v . Martineau, 3 Dougl. facts represented , it must be shown that he ' PURCHASER OF SHARES ON STOCK EXCHANGE
161 ; Bridges v . Hunter , 1 M . & 8 . 18 ; Phillips, actually did obtain the information. INFANT TRANSFEREE — MISREPRESENTATION -
8 . 650.

Immaterial facts misstated by a party do not
Mackintosh v . Marshall, 11 M . & W . 116 ; Bates v . | INDEMNITY TO VENDOR .- E ., the defendant, in
Huitt, L . Rep. 2 Q . B . 595 ; Proudfoot v . Montefiore, structed his brokers to purchase shares in a limited

affect the contract unless made in answer to de Ib .511 ; Nicholson v . Power, 20 L . T . Rep . N . S .580. company, who accordingly purchased 100 shares
specific inquiry ; or being made fraudulently in .

fluence the other party ; if so made and so operat. Waiver and Revocation .
from the plaintiff M . E . subsequently instructed
his brokers to pass the name of his son as the

A representation is waived by the under writering the policy is void :
transferee, describing him as “ My son G . E .,Phillips, s . 539, 540 ; Arn. 4th edit. 482. who executes a policy inconsistent in termswith

NOTE . - A specifio inquiry imports that the subject drysalter. " The shares were transferred into the
such representation .

matter of the inquiry is considered material : name of G . E ., who executed the deed of transfer .
Bize v . Fletcher , 1 Dougl. 284.

(Phillips, s. 342 .) The operation of a representation may be neu . On the company being shortly afterwards wound .

How made. tralised by the assured confessing his mistako up it was discovered that G . E . was an infant, and

A representation may be by a mere implication before the polioy is executed , or stating that he stepswere taken to substitute the plaintiff ' s name

by the policy itself, by a separate writing , or by will not hold himseli bound by it , or by control. on the register and list of contributories . Neither

the defendant' s brokers nor the plaintiff knew at
words spoken : ling or qualifying it by a subsequent statement.

Phillips, ss. 524-27 ; Stewart v . Morrison , Millar on Arn. 4th edit. 499 , 500. the time of the purchase that G . E . was an infant.

Ins. 59 ; 2 Duer, 721-738 ; Arn . 4th edit. 481, G . E ., through the defendant as his next friend,
Representation to first Underwr iter.

Binding Effect.
brought an action at law against the plaintiff to

A misrepresentation made to the first of several recover the purchase money for the shares ,
A representation being once made in reference underwriters may (semble, it does) affect the charging the plaintiff with frand and misrepre.

to a proposed insurance, continues to be binding | contract with all sentation as to the value of the shares. The
anless it is subsequently revoked or modified Arn, 4th edit . 506 (see Ellenborough, C . J., Foster action was compromised by the plaintiff (the
before the policy is executed : v . Pigou , 1 M . & S . 13 . defendant at law ) returning the purchase money ,

Edwards v. Footner, 1 Camp. 530 ; Phillips, s. 547. Essentials. -- The representation must be perti. the charges of fraud being withdrawn, he being
Representations are generally to be taken in re- nent, of material facts , must relate only to the still unaware of G . E .' s infancy. Defendant's

lation to the time of underwriting the policy : policy in question , and be made to the first name, answer stated that the shares were purchased as
Arn . 4th edit. 504. and is confined in its operation to the one policy. an investment for money advanced by the de

Consequences. Ib . ; Duer Ins. 667 , 678 . fendant to his son . Held ( 1 ), that the defendant
If either party ,whether purposely or through ! If one name is put first on a policy as a decoy,

was the true owner of the shares ; ( 2 ) that the
negligence. mistake, inadvertence or oversight, and the policy is exhibited to other underwriters

compromise of the action at law was not binding
migrepresents a fact which he is bound to repre. | who subscribe it , it is void as against them .

upon the plaintiff, as the fact of G . E .'s infancy
sent truly , the other is wholly or partially ex 2 Duer 679 ; Arn ., 4th edit., 508. was concealed from him ; and that the defendant

onerated from the contract. was bound to indemnify the plaintiff in respect of
Phillips, sect. 537 . the shares : (Maynard v . Eaton , 29 L . T . Rep. N . S .

But in the absence of moral fraud a substantial COMPANY LAW . 637. V . C . M .)
compliance with the terms of a representation is
all that is required .

De Hahn v. Hartley, 1 T . R . 346 ; Paroson v . Watson ,
NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.

2 Cowp. 785 . WINDING -UP. - CONTRIBUTORY - SUBSCRIBER COUNTY COURTS .
Exception . - A representation that & ship is or TO MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION. - SALE OF

was to sail on a particular day, must be strictly LAND TO COMPANY - PURCHASE -MONEY - SET. MALDON COUNTY COURT.
complied with : OFF. - By a parol agreement entered into in May

Phillips, sect. 672 ; Arn . 4th edit. 498. 1865 , between the promoters of a company and Friday , Dec. 19 , 1873.
Where it is a reasonable conclusion from all the M ., it was agreed that M . should sell a certain (Before T . ABDY, Esq ., Judge.)

circumstances that the failure to comply with the piece of land to the company, and should accept THE REV. C . G . G . TOWNSEND 0 . THE GREAT
strict terms of the representation has not sub 100 fully paid -up shares in part payment of the EASTERN RAILWAY COMPANY.
stantially altered the nature of the risk as de . purchase money. In Nov . 1865 the company was

Railway company - Liability to maintain fences.scribed in the policy, such non -compliance will registered under the Companies Act 1862, and M .
not discharge the underwriter' s contract : subscribed the memorandum of association for 100 | C . Gepp, of Chelmsford, appeared for plaintiff.

Bize v . Fletcher, 1 Dougl. 234 ; Arn . 4th edit. 499. shares of £10 each . The company at once entered Moore appeared for the company .
A false representation of a fact necessarily pre into possession of the piece of land, and in March Gepp said the action was brought to recover

ceding the commencement of the risk avoids the 1866 a written agreementwas executed whereby 50s. damages sustained by the plaintiff through
policy . M . agreed to sell the piece of land to the com - the company neglecting to provide a sufficient

A representation having reference to the con . pany for £1000. A conveyance of the land was fence between plaintiff's land and their line of
tinuance of an existing state of things, non -com subsequently executed , and M . signed a receipt railway at Hatfield Peverel ; in consequence of
pliance with it subsequent to the cominencement for £1000. No money was, however, paid to him , I which a sheep breaking through the tere fence was

of the risk avoids the policy ab initio . but 100 fully paid -up shares were allotted to him killed on the line by a passing train . Mr. Town
Duer Ins . 696 .

The transitory breach of a promissory repre
in respect of the £1000 purchase money . The send had thought it proper to bring this action

sentation does not exonerate theunderwriter from
prospectus of the company stated that a satis - to establish his rights in the matter. Hemight
factory arrangement had been made for the pur- mention that had notMr. Townsend ' sman visited

sabsequent losses.
2 Duer Ins. 697-8 ; Arn. 4th edit. 500 -1.

chase of the land in question , the vendor taking the field from which the sheep had escaped soon
91000 of the purchase money in paid up shares. pro

Expectation , Opinion , and Belief. And in a report made by the directors to the bably have been killed , as there was then a flock

An honest statement of an expectation , opinion, shareholders in March 1866 it was stated that the of 105 sheep on the railway ; and the consequences
or belief,which turns out to be unfounded, will vendor had agreed to accept £1000 , part of the might have been very serious.

not affect the contract. purchase money , in paid-up shares ; and in a Isaac Harvey , a man in the plaintiff 's employ,
Phillips, sect. 551 ; Arn . 487, 4th edit. board minute of the same date it was stated that went about five o 'clock on the morning of the 17th

Nor will a statement of expectation or belief as 100 paid -up shares had been issued to M , in part Aug. to a field adjoining the railway, in which he
to a fact material to the risk by a person having payment of thepurchase-money. Held (reversing had left 105 sheep the night before. Not seeing
no interest in the subject matter of the contract. the decision of Bacon , V . C .), that the contract by the sheep , he had discovered a gap in the hedge

Borden v . l'aughan , 10 East, 415 ; Arn . 488, 4th edit. | M . to take the 100 shares for which he subscribed through which the sheep had passed on to the

But if, with the intention to deceive, an expecta - ' the memorandum of association was satisfiedthe memorandum of association was satisfied by railway ; with the assistance of the bailiff he got
tion or belief is expressed of the possible truth of the allotment to him of the 100 shares in part the sheep off the line, but one had been run over

which the party expressing it knows nothing, the payment of the purchase money for the land sold | and killed by a train , the driver pulling up the
policy is void . by him to the company, and that he was not liable engine as quick as possible after the accident.

Arn . 486, 487 , 4th edit.; Maule, J ., in Evan: v. Ed. as a contributory in respect of 100 shares : (May . The fence was a quick hedge.
munds, 13 C . B . 777, 785 .

A positive affirmativerepresentation ofmaterial nard 's case , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 630 . L . C. and Gepp. - Was it sufficiently thick to keep the
L .JJ.)

facts in respect to the future is , in effect , a stipu
sheep in ?

lation that they shall be substantially as stated .
CONTRIBUTORY - SUBSCRIBER TO MEMORAN Witness. - If it had been they would not have

Ibid . n . 553 ; 2 Duer. Mar. Ins. 657. DUM - PAYMENT OTHERWISE THAN IN CASH . got through, sir .
A non -fulfilment of such a representation will The L . Company was formed to purchase the In answer to Moore, witness said the fence had

defeat the policy if it occurs prior to or simul. / business of C ., the capital to be £7500 , in 7500 been there since the formation of the railway,

taneously with the commencement of the risk , shares ofof the risk shares of £1 each . Thememorandum was signed thirty -two yearsago , and it had been the habit to

or be a ground of forfeiture if it occurs afterd of forfeiture if it ocenes after : for 6265 shares, C . subscribing for 2500. The turn sheep in the field year after year ; there

wards. articles dated the same day recited and adopted were no gaps in the fence the previous evening.

Ib . Arn . 486 , 4th edit. an agreement already prepared with C . for the John Tyler , bailiff , corroborated , and Mr.

purchase by the company of his business and Upson, manager of the farm , said the railway
Communicating Information received . premises for £5000, half to be paid in cash and company always trimmed and kept the hedge in

A statement relating merely to information half in 2500 fully paid -up shares. The memo. order, and they had repaired it since the accident ;
received from others and communicated as such , randum did not state that the 2500 shares sub- the hedge was not in sufficient repair to keep the

the person making it is not bound to any sub scribed for by C . were fully paid -up . Thememo- sheep in .
stantial compliance with it , but he must show randum and articles were registered on the 27th Moore contended that as the evidenco showed

that he repeated truthfully such information : Sept. 1870 . The agreement with C . was executed the fence was in good repair just prior to the acci
Arn . 4th edit.490 . on the 30th September, and registered on the 6th dent, there was no evidence of negligence on the

Erception . - If the information be communi. | October following. This agreement did not sta te part of the company. If he showed that the hedge

cated by an agent to his principal, it being the that the shares to be allotted to C . as fully paid I was in good repair at the time, the plaintiff could

duty of the agent to give such information , the up were the sameas those for which he had sub - not say it was not a sufficient hedge, as by 8 & 9
latter repeating it, is bound by it as by a positive scribed the memorandum . On the 10th October | Vict. c . 20 , s . 68, it was laid down that if after the
representation .

1870, 2500 fully paid -up shares were allotted to C ., lapse of five years no complaint is made of a fence,
Ib ., citing Gladstono y . King ( 1 M . & S . 35) , which | “ the said shares being the same for which the it was deemed a sufficient fence , and thirty -two
however was a case of concealment where the

damage claimed for as an average loss was by
said C . subscribed the memorandum and articles ) years had elapsed before any complaint was made

reason of the concealment of the accident which of association .” The court being satisfied that it of this hedge.
had happened , held excepted out of the policy . was the understanding of all parties that the Gepp urged that the Act quoted by Mr Moore
The principle stated doubtless fol' o vs from it : 2500 paid -up shares allotted to c . were the same was not applicable to that line of railway, as the

Phillips , s. 564 ; Fitzherbert v , Mather ( 1 T . Rep . 12 ) as those referred to in the agreement, and that it line was formed before that Act was passed . The
is quite to the point. was in respect of those that c . had signed the action was taken upon the Eastern Counties Rail

Knowledge of the Insurer . memorandum . Held , that C . could not be placed way Act 1846 , which in the 107th section , after
e consequences on the list o respect of the providing as tooviding as to the erection of fences, says such

a misrepresentation on the ground that the under shares : (Coates's Case , 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 637 . fences shall be kept in proper repair.
writer has the means of learning the truth of the V. C . M .) In the course of a conversation , his HONOUR

many eu WOT

TA Son
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said railway companies had great statutory powers, if the examination should be passed, the discharge the promise made previously to the filing of the
and it was very necessary for the protection of would stand upon its own merits. petition, and renewed subsequently , to pay in full.
property and lives of persons travelling by the In answer to the court, That he (Storer ) submitted , was no considera
rail that they should keep the fences in proper Layton said that after the bankrupt's depar- tion at all.
order . ture an approximate statement of affairs was His HONOUR . - If the debt was satisfied by

For the defence, Moore called Thomas Mead , made out, and the creditors were satisfied they payment of the composition there was, of course,
platelayer, who saw the hedge the day before the had obtained the necessary information in refer. no consideration .
accident, when it was in good repair , and in con enco to his transactions ; and they desired the Storer. - Starting from that point - and it is my

versation, Tyler , plaintiff's bailiff, told him he saw bankrupt should receive his discharge if the court standpoint- I say that that was not the arrange
nothing amiss with the fence. A gap was made thought it could be granted . ment. The bills were given upon the faith of the
by the violence of the sheep through the bottom of His HONOUR said the court was desirous of defendant Kaufmann 's representation that hewas

the hedge ; he had noticed that the sheep lay | affording every facility in a case where a hand - in a good position. Mr. Neumann, who thought .
alongside the hedge in a flock , and they had forced some dividend' had been paid , but in the face of he was only fettered for a short time, said , “ I' ll
themselves under the hedge to escape from the the 19th section and the 140th rule it was impos. send you a stock of cigars if you will let me have
sun . A ditoh interposed between the field and the sible to grant the discharge until the bankrupt some bills.” Upon that the bills were given .
hedge. had produced a statement of his affairs and Whether, therefore, we accept the statement of
Gepp said the sheep being found on the line at attended the court for public examination . The Mr. Neumann or that of the defendant, clearly

five in the morning, they must have broken matter would be adjourned sine die , with liberty there was no consideration made for these bills,
through during the night, and would not then to the bankrupt to apply when he had conformed because , on Mr. Neumann's testimony , no goods
have been seeking shade from the sun . to the law . were sent to Kaufmann in return for the bills .
Mr. Kemp, inspector of platelayers, said that His HONOUR. - I have said that if the composi.

the fence seemed to him to be an unusually good MANCHESTER COUNTY COURT. tion was paid there was no consideration for the
one.

Saturday Jan . 10 , 1874 .
bills. The original debt was gone.

His HONOUR did not think the Company had Storer. - Then is the plaintiff in a different

done all they ought to have done in looking out
(Before J . A . RUSSELL , Q . C ., Judge.) position , with regard to these bills, than Messrs.

for weak places. The sheep seeking shade at this HAND V . KAUFMANN . Neumann , Gingold , and Co. and their trustee
particular spot, it was very probable the fence Bankruptcy Act 1869 – Issue tried by consent. were ? He continued : The material part of this
would be weakened thereby . His HONOUR gave H . sought to recover on two bills of exchange, case was, what, as a matter of fact, was due to
judgment for the amount claimed with costs. drawn by N . and Co., accepted by K ., the defen . | Mr. Hand at the time the bills were given to him ?

dant, and endorsed by N . and Co. to H . the In fact, nothing . He received the bills in antici.

plaintiff, a solicitor, as security for a sum agreed pation of charges that were to be incurred in

BANKRUPTCY LAW .
upon as consideration for Hi's acting in the liquidating the affairs of Messrs. Neumann ,
affairs of N . and Co.,who were in difficulties. Gingold , and Co. Up to the 13th May , when the

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
Held , that this was a legitimate transaction , the petition was presented to the London Bankruptcy
agreement for H . to act in winding-up N .and Co .' s Court, all that hewas in a position to claim was

EXECUTION - PAYMENT TO SHERIFF BEFORE affairs being a good consideration , and that H . the costs then incurred - namely, £21. He had no

LEVY - LIQUIDATION - NOTICE — PAYMENT BY was entitled to recover on the bills from K . irre. right to take into his custody property belonging

SHERIFF AFTER - THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, ss . 6 , spective of the consideration as between K . and to the debtors' estate and say, “ I have a lien upon

87. - If a judgment debtor voluntarily , and to Ñ . and Co.,whatevermight be his position with this in respect of charges to be incurred in this

avoid execution , pay to the sheriff the amount of regard to the estate of N . and Co. bankruptcy.” By rule 31 of the rules of 1870, it

the judgment debt and costs , he does not thereby s . Taylor, barrister, for the plaintiff. was provided that in all cases of bankruptcy the
constitute the sheriff his agent, and the sheriff Storer , solicitor, for the defendant. solicitor should be entitled to receive his costs,

cannot, if he receive notice of a bankruptcy peti. THIS was an issue directed to be tried , under a charges and expenses, out of the estate, from the

tion , within fourteen days , pay over the amount trader debtor summons, between Lewis Hand. | trustee ; and that is one of the first payments to

of the debt to the creditor. Consequently , if solicitor, 22 , Coleman-street, London , and Louis | be made by the trustee .

before paying over the money to the judgment | Kaufmann, of 15 , Market-street, Manchester, 1 His HONOUR - The question here is whether &

creditor, the sheriff have notice of the filing of a with reference to certain bills of exchange, which person under liquidation is not entitled to employ

bankruptcy petition within the time prescribed having been accepted by the defendant, were now and bound to pay the solicitor whom he and his

by the 87th section of the Bankruptcy Act 1869, overdue. The bills , in respectof which the defen - | trustee think it necessary to consult for the pur.

the creditor must refund : (Ex parte Brooke, redant was alleged to be liable were drawn on the pose of aiding the winding-up of the estate. It is

Hassall, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 653. " Bank.) 14th March 1873, by Messrs. Neumann, Gingold , à question between Mr. Hand and the firm who

WORKMEN' S WAQES - ORDER FOR PAYMENTOF and Co. merchants, London, for the sums of £155 employed him , Messrs, Neumann , Gingold, and

- PROSPECTIVE COSTS - DUTY OF TRUSTEE. and £164, being directed to and accepted by Co., for the purpose of protecting their interests .
The effect of an order directing a trustee to set Kaufmann, payable to the order of the said Neu . Storer submitted that Mr. Hand could only
apart a certain sum for the payment of certain mann , Gingold , and Co. fivemonthsand six months claim as against these bills for the amount of his
preferential claims, is to sever that amount from respectively after date , and indorsed ty them to costs incurred prior to the filing of the petition .
the debtor's estate, and the trustee cannot delay the plaintiff. Mr. Dubois ' s claim , however,might be added to

the payment thereof merely upon the ground that Taylor stated the facts, from which it appeared the amount, Mr. Hand having made himself re
the balance in his hands will be insufficient to that the plainti was, on thethat the plaintiff was, on the 25th April , 1873 , sponsible for it ; but with regard to all subsequent
meet prospective costs : (Ex parte Powis, re consulted by Messrs. Neumann, Gingold , and Co. legitimate charges, theestate of Neumann ,Gingold ,
Bowen , 29 Ì . T . Rep . N . S. 655. "Bank.) who were in difficulties , with reference to their and Co. was liable . Their trustee was the person

affairs. He told them that before he could con . to sue upon these bills , and not Mr. Hand .
sent to act for them he should require as security | His HONOUR (who did not callupon Mr. Taylor

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY . a sum of £300 . The liabilities of the firm were for a reply ) , in giving judgment, said it appeared

Monday , Jan. 12 . heavy, amounting , he believed , to over £300 ,000 . from the evidence that £154 was received by Mr.

( Before Mr. Registrar HAZLITT). Mr. Neumann and Mr. Gingold both said that Neumann from the defendant in part payment of

Re MURE.
they were without ready money, but were pre. the composition due to his firm under the latter's

pared to hand over “ good bills "' to the amount liquidation ; and the I O U given by Mr.Neumann
Discharge - Examination not passed , but good | required if he would take them . To this he con - for the amount was by arrangement to have been

dividend paid . sented , and undertook the winding -up of their returned on payment of the balance . That bills

This was an application by William Thomas affairs . They endorsed to him the bills in ques . of exchange were given there could beno question ;

Henry Strange Mure, distiller and spirit mer - / tion , one of which - that for £155 — he paid to his the only question was, in respect of what were

chant, of the Three Mills Distillery , West Ham , bankers , but it was dishonoured . He did not , they given ? Were they given in respect of the

trading under the firms of Metcalf and Co., and knowing what had been the fate of the first, ten balance of the original debt, or in respect of

Mure and Co ., for an order of discharge. der them the second. At the timewhen the bills some fresh consideration in the way of sending
Finlay Knight appeared in support of the were endorsed to witness, he knew nothing of the goods, which consideration was never complied

application , circumstances under which it was said they had with ? Mr. Storer had argued that, by reason
Layton (Nash , Field , and Co.) for the trustee. been accepted . The plaintiff had incurred lia . | of the composition having been paid as it was,
It would seem that, in the autumn of 1871 , the bilities on account of Messrs. Neumann and Co . by the giving of the IO U , and the promise to

bankrupt left this country and proceeded to Aug. in reliance on the security of these bills. I pay the balance between £154 and £212, the

tralia , where he is now living. An adjudication Kaufmann had suspended payment in November matter stood precisely as it would have done

having been obtained , the trustee administered 1872, being indebted to Neumann and Co., and had supposing the original arrangement to have been

the property, and dividends amounting to 15g.6d. paid 2s. 68 . in the pound, having promised to pay carried out. He (the judge) was entirely of a

in the pound were paid . At a meeting of the Neumann and Co . in full, according to the plain - contrary opinion . The balance in question never

creditors, recently held , it was resolved to accept tiff ' s contention which promise was the considera was paid ; and the effect of the nonfulfilment of

a proposal made by Col. W . R . Strange, the father tion for these bills , but according to the defen . | the agreement was to revive the original debt.

of the bankrupt, for the purchase from the trus. I dant's contention the consideration for them was | If it were material to the issue, he should hold, on

tee, at the price of £700 , of the debt due from Mr. | the supply of goods to Kaufmann, which goods the evidence, that there was a perfectly good con

G . S . Elliott under a contract dated Jan . 31, 1868 , had never really been supplied . A part of Kauf. | sideration as between Neumann, Gingold , and

and for the payment of the sum of £300 for the mann 's composition amounting to £154 had been Yo ., and Kaufmann in respect of these bills of

purpose of replacing the £300 taken by the bank. | paid to Neumann, for which the latter gave an exchange ; but now came the question , even

rapt with him when he left England ; and the Ì. O . U ., to be returned when the balance of the assuming that there was no consideration at all,

creditors assented to the bankrupt applying to the composition was paid . in what position did Mr. Hand stand ? Was he
court for an order of discharge. A difficulty Storer, addressing his Honour for the defence, the holder of the bills without consideration ?
arose, however, in carrying out the wishes of the argued that Kaufmann 's indebtedness to Messrs. Mr. Storer appeared to have confounded the ques.

bankrupt and his creditors, in consequence of the Neumann, Gingold , and Co, at the time of his tion as it arose between Mr. Hand and Kauf.
bankrupt's absence , and the fact that that he had filing his petition was satisfied by the payment mann with the question thatwould have presented

not passed his examination . of the £154, being part of the composition , and itself supposing Mr. Hand to have been going
Knight contended that there was nothing the promise of extended time for payment of the against Neumann 's estate. That was not the

in the statute which placed any limitation upon balance . The bills were not paid in any sense in position of matters. Mr. Hand came forward as

the mode of applying for an order of discharge, satisfaction of that balance, therefore it followed the holder of two bills of exchange, which bills

and that the rules were directory merely and not that Kaufmann stood indebted to Messrs. Neu . were handed to him before an act of bankruptcy

imperative. The case stood upon an entirely mann, Gingold , and Co., and he was still in . was committed , and therefore , of course, before

different basis under the old law . The Chief debted to the trustee of the estate, in the he could have had notice of an act of bankruptcy,

Judge in the matter of Hine v. Anthony (14 S . J ., / amount which would make up the difference , and the question was , was hea holder for

656 ), where application was made for the appoint between the £154 and the composition arranged value in respect of those bills ? The facts
ment of a sitting for discharge before the exami. to be paid . Mr. Neumann said that the only were that, some days prior to the filing of their

nation had been passed , said there seemed to be consideration for giving these bills on the petition, Messrs . Neumann, Gingold , and Co.

no objection to the appointment of a sitting, and part of Kaufmann on the 14th March 1873, was ' consulted him with reference to their affairs. Mr.
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Hand said , “ Your estate is large, and as the ex- tors, the proper costs incurred in relation to such dismissed at the trial before Mr. Justice Black .
pense of winding-up will be considerable, I cannot proceedings shall be paid by the trustees under burn , who commented severely upon the ground.

undertake it unless I have cash in hand.” Having the bankruptcy out of the debtor's estate , unless lessness of the charges , and ordered the peti.
no cash , they gave him the bills in question, the court shall otherwise order.” Should be tioners to pay the costs . Several municipal
saying, “ You will be able to raise upon them all paid without application to the court, unless election petitions were tried before barristers
themoney you want.” Was that, or was it not, a the court otherwise orders : (Re Stow , LAW specially appointed under the recent Act, with

legitimate transaction ? Was it contrary to the TIMES, vol. li., p . 52 .) I have also to refer you to varying results . At Birmingham the petitioner
policy of the bankrupt laws? Surely not ; it was Ex parte Tomlinson, re Boyce (3 D . F . & J . 745) ; failed because the judge refused to invalidate
a bona fide and lawful agreement ; and the con - and Ex parte Shau , (1 De G . 242). Since twenty -nine voting papers as to which the return .
sideration - namely , that he was to manage their the Bankruptcy Act 1869 has been passed an im - ing officer had made a mistake somewhatanalogous
affairs under the liquidation given for the bills portantcase hasbeen decided ,which bears a strong to that which gave Mr. Rylands his seat for War
was a perfectly good and valid consideration . analogy to the present one : (Ex parte Page, re rington . At Blackburn the returning officer' s
Then , had he any further liabilities ? He had . Springall, 25 L . T .Rep . N . S . 716.) The Chief Judge counting of the votes was hela conclusive, the
He was liable to Mr. Dubois, the accountant, for there said , “ Where petition for liquidation and result being to put the petitioner in a majority
£148 ; and he had likewise incurred with other two petitions for bankruptcy costs to be paid in of two, which the respondent contended was
parties liabilities to the extent of something like following order :-- 1 , receiver in liquidation ; 2 , due to miscalculation . At Barnstaple the suc
270 or £80 ; and if he had to continue acting for receiver in bankruptcy ; 3 , solicitor in liquidation ; cessful candidates were unseated for their
Mr. Neumann, in consultation with the trustee 4, solicitor to first petitioning creditor ; 5 , solicitor agents' misconduct, but at Blackburn the
and other parties interested in the estate , he of trustee in bankruptcy ; 6 , solicitor of second charges failed, and the respondents held their
would incur still further liabilities. He (the petitioning creditor." And Rule 113 provides own. Parliamentary petitionsare pending against
judge) held that, under all the circumstances,Mr. that " in case any joint estate of any bankrupts the return of Sir Henry James for Taunton ,
Hand was, in the strictest terms, a holder for shall be insufficient to pay any costs or charges and Mr. Mills for Exeter, while Mr. Gladstone's
value of these bills ; and, whatever his position as necessarily incurred in respect of the same the right to sit for Greenwich after accepting a
regarded the estate of Mr. Neumann , the simple court, on application of the trustee , may order fresh office of profit has yet to be determined .
question was, had he or had he not, being such such costs to be paid out of the separate estates Mr. Mikles, & magistrate at Cork , was sentenced

holder for value, any good claim against Kauf. of such bankrupts, or one or any of them ; and to a week 's imprisonment for the newly created

mann , the acceptor of the bills ? Most clearly he vice versa may order costs necessarily incurred offence of violating the secrecy of the ballot-box .
had. He had & perfectly good title to recover from any separate estate , if the samewere incurred Next in order, as of political as well as legal
upon them ; and judgment would therefore be for with reasonable probability of benefit to the joint interest, may be mentioned the failure of the
the amount claimed - namely , £315 , with costs. estate, to be paid out of such joint estate." The prosecutions of the Roman Catholic priests in

liquidation charges should be paid out of either of culpated by Mr. Justice Keogh's famous judg.
the estatos - joint or several. I ask in the terms ment on the Galway petition . The trials of

SWANSEA COUNTY COURT. of the notice filed that the costs and charges of Fathers Loftus and Quinn proved abortive

Thursday, Jan . 8 . Mr. Warwick, as certified by the allocatur of the through the jurors ' disagreement, and Bishop

(Before T . FALCONER , Esq., Judge.)
registrar, be paid out of the bankruptcy estates. Durgan , the third defendant, was triumphantly
Glascodine. - The liquidation proceedings were acquitted , whereupon the remaining prosecutions

Re PERKINS. quite irregular. were precipitately abandoned. With much diffi.
Liquidation - Receiver 's costs -- Subsequent bank. His HONOUR. - Mr. Clifton 's contention is that culty, and after more than one unsuccessful effort .

ruptcy - Liability of trustee- Bankruptcy Act the liquidation proceedings were quite regular. O 'Kelly , a Fenian , was convicted of shooting with

1869, s . 103. Glascodine. - Your Honour has already decided intent to murder in the streets of Dublin . But
In this case a bankruptcy petition was presented that the liquidation proceedings were wrong against this must be set the verdicts obtained by

against one F . Perkins, and he was adjudicated ab initio. A petition in bankruptcy was presented theplaintiffs in the actions against the Marquis of

bankrupt. The bankrupt was in partnership with against F . Perkins, and he was adjudicated bank . Hartington and other officials for assaults com .
R . W . Perkins, and subsequently to the bankrupt on 12th Oct. 1871. That bankruptcy is still mitted during the Phenix Park riots, and the ap

raptcy of the former, the firm presented a petition subsisting. Sometimein that month or November , | plication of Redding, one of the liberated Fenian

for liquidation by arrangement (sects. 125 and 126 ) . the two Perkins ( F . and R . W .) filed a petition convicts, who moved the English Court of Queen 's

Resolutions were passed , buthis Honour on motion for liquidation - after the first meeting of credi. Bench for & criminal information against the
refused to register them . A bankruptcy petition tors in F . Perkins' s bankruptcy and trustee ap: medical officers of Chatham Convict Prison , whom

was then presented against R . W . Perkins, and pointed . By this proceeding the two Perkins he accused of gross and wanton cruelty . Asmight

he was also adjudicated bankrupt. While liquida- hoped to throw aside the bankruptcy proceeding have been expected, the charge proved utterly
tion proceedings (partnership ) were pending, one against F . Perkins, and supersede it by joint groundless, and the rule was discharged with costs .

Warwick was appointed receiver . The question action . Bankruptcy may be turned into liquida The judges of assize who inflicted well-merited

now to be debated was, whether the costs of this tion , but bankruptcy is not to be superseded by punishment on the Belfast rioters were so roughly
gentleman were to be paid out of the bankruptcy liquidation on action of debtor. Your Honour assailed in the columns of the Ulster Examiner,

assets in priority, or whether he was to prove as a has already decided in Jan . 1872 , that the liquide that the editor was visited with a fine of £250 and

creditor in the bankruptcy , and receive dividend tion was simply void . It was never intended that three months' imprisonment for gross contempt of
pro rata with other creditors. proceedings should be superseded in this way . court. And though Father O 'Keefe has not en
Clifton for Warwick , receiver in liquidation . Clifton . - I see no reason why it could not be tirely failed in his stalwart contest with Cardinal

Glascodine, solicitor, trustee under two bank . | done by the partner. Cullen and the Irish Education Commissioners, he

ruptcies opposing. | Glascodine. - Yesby the partner, butnot jointly . recovered only nominaldamages against the Car .
Clifton made theapplication, and read the notice . Your Honour decided that the resolutions in liqui. dinal, while his controversy with the Commissioners

dation should not be registered on my objection is still undetermined . The year has not been
Glascodine. -- I object to the application being.,apprication being 8th Feb . 1872. The two Perkins employ War. | wanting in proofs of the law ' s gloriousuncertainty .

made on account of informality. It does nots ,HOC wick , and Warwick 's costs incurred by them were | The suit brought by Mr. Peek to make the directorsvisla.
appertain to one of the two bankru ptcies of which due from them . If F . Perkins employed him he of Overend and Gurney (Limited) responsible for
I am trustee. was bankruptat the time. It cannot be payable heavy losses sustained through the failure of
Clifton . - A day has been named by the registrar out of his bankruptcy. He could not allow a debt the company was dismissed by Lord Romilly be

for the hearing of themotion , and the costs have to be contracted , even above all to have such cause, though the plaintiff had once had a com

been taxed by him . priority. Suppose R . Perkins had done it. R . plete case, he had lost his right to redress by
Glascodine. - There are two bankruptcies and Perkinsmight well have gone to Warwick and ask delay . On appeal, the House of Lords held that

one liquidation . The other side mixed them up . him to do these to kins then owes the I the delas the the delay was of no consequence , but that Mr.

His HONOUR . - I should like to have all the money to Warwick . Warwick 's claim is good as Peek was wrong in suing the directors in equity

facts before me. against R . Perkins, and a debt due from him must instead of at law , and moreover, that he had no
Clifton . - I shall read you the affidavit that is be proved against his estate in the ordinary way . | case in either forum , as he had failed to connect his

on the file . The costs have been taxed by the If it be payable in moieties each estate must bear taking of shares with the issue of the prospectus

registrar. The liquidation is quite regular upon a share. I refer to General Rule 33, which is a which contained the misrepresentations he com .

the face of it . The costs have been taxed in that rule in bankruptcy, and there is no corresponding plained of. In Parker . Lewis, Malins, V .C .,

matter. The liquidation proceedings become rule in liquidation. The affidavit leading to the following his own decision in Gray v . Lewis,
abortive, and two bankruptcy proceedings are appointment of receiver was read by the registrar. | held certain directors of the National Bank an

now subsisting. Mr.Glascodine is trustee underGlascodine.-- I do notcommentupon theappoint swerable for a quarter of a million, lost through
both those bankruptcies. The court has to inment, but upon the affidavit leading to that the manner in which Lafitte and Co. (Limited ),

quire whether these costs are properly payable . appointment - the means by which he was ap . had been promoted . The National Bank had

If no bankruptcy had supervened there would be pointed . I contend that the other side must prove accepted the first decision , and had paid this
no doubt that these costs are payable. I shall, their debt against the bankruptcies. enormous sum to the parties interested . On

therefore, refer you to the last rules (1871) on the allow it, then let the question be discussed again . appeal, the full court reversed both decrees, hold .

subject of liquidation and composition. Where It is not a proceeding in one of the bankruptcies | ing that as both plaintiffs and defendants had lent
in bankruptcy or liquidation a receiver or manager as to entitle your Honour to make the order . themselves to " a trilateralarrangement to deceive
is continued as trustee, the remuneration of His HONOUR , recapitulating all the facts the Stock Exchange Committee,” neither had any

trustee at the rate determined on shall commence adduced before him , proceeded to state that as far claim against the others, nor had the bank any
as from the date of his appointment as receiver as R . Perkins was concerned, it was a personal right to recover money which it had voluntarily
or manager . and shall be assessed accordingly : expense against the persons affected by the liqui. paid . In Re The Bank of Hindustan . & c .,Wickens.

and no other than the aforesaid remuneration dation . R . Perkins was a party to it, and if there held an amalgamation with another bank to have
shall be made to the trustee for his services as was any account it was between Warwick and R . | been ultra vires and void , so that shareholders

eiver or manager." (Rule 6 .) The next rule Perkins. On his becoming bankrupt Warwick ' s in the one institution were entitled to escape
(7 ) provides for a state of things where the re. debt became a provable debt against his estate . scot free, leaving those iu the other to bear the
ceiver is not continued as trustee : “ Where the It must be proved in the second bankruptcy. It burdens falling on both . On appeal, this decision
receiver or manager is not continued as trustee. I cannot be charged in priority. Costs of the day was reversed , except as to a very small minority of

or is continued as trustee, but withoutremunera allowed to rustee . proprietors , whose shares were forfeited before

tion , he shall be allowed out of the estate such their acceptance of shares in the amalgamated
sum for his services as receiver or manager as the concern. In Re Andrews the Court of Queen 's

taring officer of the court shall, having regard to LEGAL NEWS. Bench unwillingly followed its own precedents,and

the views of the trustee and committee of inspec . refused to order the infant child of a mixed mar.

tion (if any) , thereon think fit.” Upon those two LITIGATION IN 1873 . riage to be given up to the Protestantmother,
rules I base my claim . Mr. Glascodine wishes A WRITER in the Standard says :-- The only guar

Warwick to come in as a creditor. I beg to draw election petition heard during the year was thattion petition heard during the year was that dian appointed by a Catholic father. In the
your attention to the cases decided on the subject, against the return of Mr. Wait, the Conservative Court of Chancery & different decision was
and to the 292nd rule : “ Where bankruptcy member for Gloucester, against whom bribery, arrived at after a very patient hearing, before
occurs pending proceedings for or towards liqui. personation , and other offences were alleged, only Vice- Chancellor Malins. In the famous Mor .
dation by arrangement or composition with credi. ' to be completely disproved and ignominiously daunt case, the House of Lords has taken time to

rec
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consider the effect of the respondent's insanity six circuits, on each of which two judges go twice promises, while Sir Henry James had 970, the

upon the petitioner's right to proceed , so long as a year and we shall probably soon require a class of voters which comprised the former zum

that insanity continues. And their Lordships' winter assize in Belfast and Cork ), and thus the ber being in the higher class of life, while those

have, in like manner, postponed their decision as circuit arrangements should be modified ; but, in of the latter were of the lower. It was, he

to what constitutes an invitation to alight from aladdition , the Exchequer , and indeed , each of the stated , a fact that though the last election was

railway carriage -- a moot point, raised in the Common Law Courts, has an exclusive jurisdiction conducted under the provisions of the Ballot Act.

long-pending suit of Bridges v. North London | which precludes judges of one court from dis - yet there was far more drunkenness than had ever

Railway Company. charging the functions of another. Thus it some previously existed in the borough. He then said
Among other noticeable examples of litigation times happens that we have to wait out of term that he should be able to prove that there had

wemay notice the cases of Dent v . Nicholls, and | for some time to obtain an order in a bail motion been a great amou treat

Maynard v . Eaton , which may be taken to have from a judge of the Queen ' s Bench , or an order ing in No. 3 district , which could be traced to
finally establishod the rule that a purchaser of under the 4 & 5 Will. 4 , c . 92, from a Common Thomas Burman, a saddler, who had been ap.

shares, whether jobber or investor, is answerable Pleas Justice. The absolute as well as relative pointed the respondent's expenses agent, through

to his vendor if he gives, as transferee ,an infant, duties of the judges of all the Superior Courts James Rollings, jun ., who acted under Burman 's

an idiot, or other person under legal disability . are considerable ,and each year increasing. Several directions. Rollings was one of the secret com .

In Dawkins v . Lord Rokeby , the Court of Ex . late Acts have vastly increased their duties - for mittee men , and was in the habit of addressing
chequer Chamber decided that no action will lie instance , the Act which transferred the trial of each evening during the canvass the lowest class
against a military officer for a report as to the election petitions from committees of the House of voters in the borough in order to obtain their
conduct of a subordinate , made in the course of of Commons to the courts of law - the Land Act interest for the respondent. He should be able to

his duty to higher authorities, even if the defa- of 1870, which has given rise to much circuit prove that a Mr. H . Poole , whohad been described
matory statements complained of were made mali. business ,and requires theattendance of a majority by Serjeant Ballantime in the 1868 inquiry, as "
ciously, unreasonably , and causelessly. It should of the judges in the Court for Land Cases Re corrupt agentof the worst kind,” and that men
be remembered that this is simply an annuncia - served , and which indirectly , by its influence in named Toogood , Gorier, and Taylor, the latter
tion of the law , not a decision upon the merits of increasing the available wealth of the country being the secretary of the LiberalAssociation,who

ich it wa and in discouraging emigration , is each year in . acted in the interest and with the knowledge of

The maritime trials of the year have included creasing the amountof litigation . Weneed hardly the respondent,creasing the amount of litigation . Weneed hardly the respondent, had been guilty of bribery and
an inquiry at Liverpool - instituted at the request. | refer to the report of the commissioners in 1862, treating. Between 2 and 3 o 'clock on the day of
and resulting in the complete vindication of who reported against diminishing the number of the polling -- the 13th Oct. - it was believed by Sir

Messrs. Ismay, Imrie, and Co. - with reference to judges. But we venture to say that in anticipa- A . Slade' s supporters that he had polled seventy
the equipment of the Atlantic, a fine vessel, which tion of a Judicature Bill for Ireland in a few years , five votes more than the respondent, and the

went down when near her destination , causing & and the necessary changes to be then introduced , latter even considered that his opponent was at
loss of several hundred lives. Re The Northfleet. | it would be a piece of wanton extravagance to the head of thepoll, although by a smaller number

Board of Trade and Admiralty proceedings aliké | alter and re-model the present system to found of votes. Soon after that time both the candi.

have proved that the original accounts of the one which could necessarily only exist for two or dates were seen going about the borough to bring

catastrophe were pretty nearly correct, and have three years. The Profession and the public showed up voters who remained unpolled , and it was a re

ended in the seizure, condemnation , and sale of a fatalapathy in the matter of the vacancy in the markable fact thatmany who had adopted rosettes
the Murillo . The Judge of the Admiralty Court Landed Estates' Court ; but yet the Government and ribands in themorning - buff being theLiberal

refused to recognise the Khedive of Egypt as a did not proceed with their proposed Bill to render and blue the Conservative colour – were seen

Sovereign Prince who could not be sued before a further appointment unnecessary, and we trust mixed together and voting for the respondent.

ordinary tribunals . Mr. Plimsoll defeated Mr. | they may yet, by a combined effort, be induced to Between two and three o 'clock a man named

Norwood 's attempt to obtain a criminal infor fill up the vacancies, and thus preserve for Ireland | Small appeared on the scene, and from that time

mation for libels contained in his celebrated pam . the complete advantages of, perhaps, the most it was alleged that money was flying about and
phlet on “ Our Seamen,” but civil actions are excellent institutions we owe to the English con . drink freely dispensed at the instance of the

understood to be still pending at the instance of
nection , Economy is most wise when wisely pur. responpur. respondent' s agents and supporters . Atthe close

Messrs. Norwood and Gourley . The agitation sued , and this limitation , we think, would be of the poll there appeared 899 votes for the

which Mr. Plimsoll set on foot has caused , or broken through if anything were done to impair respondent and 812 for Sir A . Slade. The learned
been followed by, the detention and condemna . the strength and symmetry of our legal system , counsel then criticised the expenses account, its

tion ofmany vessels as unseaworthy, and magis . or to alienate the feelings of themost enlightened amount being about £850, and said that its im .
trates have so often held sailors justified in refus. and influentialmembers of the community. - Irish portance depended not upon the items included in
ing to sail in unsafe vessels, that their champion 's Law Times. it, but upon those which did not appear, and that

labours have not been altogether in vain . no mention was made of Burman' s expenses, who
TAUNTON ELECTION PETITION. — The inquiry consequently must have looked to some other

into the petition against the return of the reward for his services, and took exception to the
THE IRISH COURT OF EXCHEQUER . Attorney -General (Sir Henry James) was com . omission in the account of the respondent's hotel

IT is not our custom to canvass the merits and menced on Tuesday morning by Mr. Justice expenses. The personation agents - four of whom
claims of candidates for positions, judicial or Grove, at the Shire Hall, amid manifestations of were paid ten guineaseach, and two eightguineas
otherwise , in Ireland . When appointments have great interest. Mr. Charles Russell . Q . C .. Mr. it appeared , did not personally know the voters as

been made we criticise them honestly, and express W . G . Harrison , andMr. Collins appeared for the they ought to have done, and wereattorneys from a
our opinion of the choice of the Government. petitioners ; Mr. Sergeant Ballantine, Mr. Har distance,and itwasalleged ,therefore , that their em .
But within the last few weeks a strange contro. dinge Giffard , Q .C ., and Mr. J . O . Griffits for the ploymentwas colourable . The learned counsel then
versy has arisen concerning the vacancy in the respondent. - Mr. Charles Russell opened the case intimated that he should call William Smith, who
Court of Exchequer . The lamented death of the for the petitioners, stating that the petition would prove thathe was in difficulties in the early
Chief Baron Pigot took place at a time when no derived great importance from the fact of the part of 1873 , and that he received assistance from
appointment could possibly be made, and when it Attorney General being the respondent. He | Rollingson condition of his supporting Mr. James ,
was not necessary that there should be any haste alleged that the return was brought about by and that he further received money from Small
in the matter. Some of our contemporaries, how . corrupt means, and that the petition charged and another person, and that he bribed several
ever, inferred that the Government have deter. bribery , corrupt treating , and general bribery and voters with it. The respondent' s agents had
mined not to appoint another judge, but to pro . treating by and on behalf of the respondent such endeavoured to get a declaration from Smith that
mote an existing one, and thus to diminish the as to void the election . With regard to past he had never received any money for his own voto
judicial staff of the Bench. This inference was elections at Taunton , he stated that before the or for any other purpose, and had

strongly supported by a certain article in the the late Reform Act the constituency was 900 , succeeded under pressure. Mr. Russell gave the
Times, which, whether inspired or not, was pro - and after it 1900 , and though there was a large names of several voters, among many others who
bably intended to try the feelings of the public Conservative element in the county of Somerset- were alleged to have been bribed and treated, and
on the subject ; and we trust that the response it shire, yet, as a rule , Liberal members had been said that he should be able to trace some of the
elicited from all quarters in Ireland , and from the generally returned for the borough . After re - payments to Burman, the respondent's agent;
most influential and (which is more important) ferring to the frequent petitionsat Taunton, and others to Rollings ,who wasacting under Barman's
independent papers in London . will show that if | the large number of persons alleged to have been directions ; and that to some voters small pay

the Government ever intended to act in the treated and bribed at former elections, he called ments had been made for distributing bills, and
manner shadowed forth above, they would not attention to the fact that those persons who at promises of 10s. if they voted for the respondent.
receive the support of any section in Ireland, and the last trialat Taunton had been acting in the The names of nine gentlemen were given as
would be strongly opposed even in England. For interests of the then respondent - Serjeant Cox - | examples ofthose who were alleged to have bribed
ourselves we have not hitherto noticed the sub were now partisans of the respondent, and and treated many voters. After stating that he
ject, because we do not believe that any Govern - | how the change had been brought about was oxonerated the respondent from all cbarges of
ment would attempt, during the Parliamentary a question whjch the learned judge would have personal bribery,treating , or undue influence, the
recess, of its own motion , to make such a change to consider - viz., whether it was conversion or learned counsel for the petitioners resumed his

as to permanently reduce the number of judges in corruption. At the former petition, when recrimi. seat , having spoken for three hours.
a Superior Court from four to three judges. This natory charges were made by Serjeant Coxagainst THE LATE MR. OKE. - At the Mansion House on
would be clearly unconstitutional, in the best sense the then petitioner, and now respondent, they Saturday last the Lord Mayor, on taking his seat,
of that term , clearly inexpedient in the present were not gone into , and although Serjeant Cox addressing Mr. Gore, the assistant clerk of the
state of business, and we had almost said im was ordered to pay the costs of the petition , yet justice-room , took occasion to refer to the sudden
possible , from the duties to be performed by each they never were paid , and the order of Mr. Justice death on the previous day of Mr. Oke, who had
member of the court. It is unnecessary to add Blackburn to that effect had never been acted on , long filled the office of Chief Clerk there. He
that it would in some sense be a breach of faith and the petitioner never claimed them . The could not, he said , help publicly expressing his
with those who by custom have a right to consider learned counsel then suggested that this occurred deep regret at the sad and sudden event. So
themselves entitled to promotion . When we say in consequence of an agreement between Serjeant recently as the previous Monday the deceased was
that to reduce the number of judges from four to Cox and the now respondent that if the former discharging his duties in the justice-room , and
three in each court would be unconstitutional, were not obliged to pay the costs he should not now he was no more. He felt bound to say that
we do not mean that it would be illegal or im pursue the recriminatory charges against the he and his predecessors in the mayoralty had from
possible — the prerogative is doubtless strong latter. After alluding to the respondent's canvass time to time received very great assistance on the
enough for greater interference , but we do say in September of last year, Mr. Russell stated that bench from the legal knowledge and advice of Mr.
that without a radical change in the circuits, and there was a strong feeling in the borough against Oke, and probably great difficulty would be ex
in the method of transacting business, suitors Sir H . James at that time, inasmuch as he was perienced in finding one worthy to fill his place .
would be prevented from enforcing their rights supposed to have gained his seat in 1868 not by | He was a man of considerable ability, and his
and remedying their wrongs, and so the great | votes, but by a legal contrivance, and that, in many published works on legal subjects and their
charter itself would be broken - “ We will not addition , he had to combat some change of feeling large circulation testified not only to his great
deny or delay to any man justice or right.” That on the part of many voters because of the Con - | industry and capacity , but also to the respect in
it would be inexpedient, even in a political sense , servative reaction. He then stated that the which his namewas held by the legal Profession .
no one can denywho is acquainted with the state number of votes in the constituency was about Great confidence had been reposed in him as their
of business and society in this country. Wehave ' 1852, and that of these Sir Alfred Siade had 989 ' legal adviser both by previous Lord Mayors and
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himself, in consideration of his experience and TITHE RENTCHARGES. - The average value of under circumstances of unexampled harshness ,

sound judgment. Personally, he felt his loss very £100 tithe rentcharge for the thirty -eight years and from motives of doubtful disinterestedness,

acutely, and heavailed himself of that opportunity elapsed , since the passing of the Tithe Commuta - the step must also be defended upon grounds not

of publicly referring to the event. tion Act, is 16s. 5 d . For the year 1874 , each only untenable, but, one cannot bnt believe, un

DEATH OF THE CROWN SOLICITOR FOR £100 of tithe rentcharge will amount to the sum tenable to the knowledge of those who pretended

COUNTY DOWN. - Mr. Ross Tod, Crown Solicitor of £112 78. 3d. them . But the transaction would not have been
for County Down, died suddenly on Tuesday EDUCATION . - At the recent Middlesex Sessions | thoroughly Ministerial unless disingenuousness

night. for this month , the calendar contained the names has been added to its demerits . The Lord Advo

MERIONETHSHIRE QUARTER SESSIONS. — The of 112 prisoners. 19 of whom were committed for cate, who advised the course taken by Mr. Lowe

Marquis of Londonderry has been elected the mis demeanor, and 93 for felony. Of these 112 in the matter, and upon whom a large share of the

chairman in succession to the late Mr. Meredith prisoners, 20 cannot read nor write, 15 can read, discredit must devolve, based his advice princi.

Richards, deceased. 70 can read and write imperfectly , and one only pally on the allegation that the Court of Session

had no power to appoint a substitute under theTHE NEW SHERIFF FOR LANARKSHIRE. - A | possesses a superior education.
circumstances in question , but that an Act oftelegraphic dispatch from Glasgow states that a Itis announced from Washington that President

communication was received yesterday by Sheriff. Grant has withdrawn his nomination of Mr. Caleb Parliament would be necessary legally to effect
substitute William Gillespie Dickson , from the Cushing for the Chief Justiceship of the Supreme the substitution ; and this statement again was

HomeOffice, appointing him sheriff principal of Court, in consequence of the discovery in the
supported by the alleged precedent of Sir Walter

the county, in the room of the late Henry Glass . “ rebel ” archives of a letter proving his intimate Scott and the shrievalty of Selkirkshire, in

ford Bell, Esq . Mr. Dickson was senior sheriff. connection with the Government of Jefferson whose such an Act was passed . The argument
was inconclusive at best ; for there wasno reasonsubstitute, and is the author of a work , entitled Davis .

“ The Law of Evidence." why an Act of Parliament should not have been
LICENSING PRACTICE. - At the Surrey Quarter passed , and it would have been only graceful inLAND TRANSFER.-- " A Victim ” complains in Sessions, Mr. M . D . Scott, on Monday last, suc Mr. Young, under the circumstances, to have sug

the Times as follows : “ A plot of land was lately ceeded in carrying a motion that “ No applicant gested it. But, such as the argument was, Mr.given for the erection of a class room in conneo- shall be required to attend before the court of
Lowe relied upon it in his answer to Mr. Bell' s

tion with a nationalschool. The site, according confirmation unless the confirmation of licence be
application . Will it be believed that the very

to the requirements of the Committee of Council opposed ." The attendance, unless the confirma preamble of the Act declares its irrelevance as a
on Education , was valued at £15 ; the cost of contion was opposed , was not only perfectly useless , | precedent that it actually recites that the
veyance, & c ., was nearly £25,that is £10 more than but involved much expense and great loss of time. sheriff of the county of Selkirk is incapacitated
the value of the land conveyed ; surveyor's fees , CENTRAL CRIMINAL COURT. - The January by disease from performing any of the functions
£2 28. ; solicitor' s fees for obtaining signatures of Session which opened on Monday, the 12th inst. of his office or appointing any substitute for their

patrons, £5 ; stamps and parchment, and parch - waspresided over by Baron Pigott and Mr. Justice performance,' implying plainly that it was only
ment for copy, 5s. ; fee for bishop 's signature , Honyman . The calendar included one charge of Sir Walter Scott' s then condition of mental

£2 28. ; fees and stamps on indenture, £3 58. 6d. ; murder , namely , that of William Parker, charged aberration that precluded an alternative which
agent' s charges, £2 138. ; postage and parcels,5s. ; with wilfully killing two of his children at Wap - would have rendered legislation unnecessary, and
solicitor's fees (returned as donation ) , £8 88. - ping. Six persons were charged with feloniously glaringly distinguishing the case from that of
total, £24 15s. 6d.” wounding , and there were eleven cases of robbery Mr. Bell,who was able, and had declared himself
LEGAL PRSOPECTS. - In less than nine months with violence. willing, to appoint a substitute ? If Mr. Lowe

the Judicature Act, according to existing ar - SCOTCH LAW OFFICES. - Mr. Henry Glassford had read this statute before he quoted it against

rangements, comes into operation . The public Bell, Sheriff of Lanarkshire for the last thirty | Mr. Bell what are we to think of his candour ? If

and the legal Profession areanxious to know what four years, became in the early part of November | he had not read it, and refused an application on

has been done to meet the exigencies of the new last temporarily incapacitated by illness from per . the strength of a statute which he had not con

order of things. The Judicature Commission has forming his duties. A painful disease from which sulted , what are we to think of his sense of duty

taken evidence and issued reports more or less he had long been suffering had at last assumed so and responsibility ? But enough ; the thing is

useful in the preparation of the Bill on which the aggravated a shape as to render an operation now done, and the Ministry have refuted our
Actwas founded . The Legal Offices Commission necessary , and after this had been performed his former assertion that there was no blunder left

is now sitting , and has taken a large mass of evi- , medical attendants recommended an interval of | for them to commit. There was one - to alienate

dence, and procured the nomination by the Chan . | two or three months' rest, but certified that at the people of Scotland - and they have come

cellor of a committee of officials of the Court of the expiration of that time he would be able to | mitted it.”
Chancery to assist its labours. We do not be resume efficiently the discha o of his

lieve, however, that the report of this commission Under these circumstances Mr. Bell applied to

will be of much value to the Chancellor and the the Court of Session to appoint a substitute to LAW STUDENTS' JOURNAL .
judges. Almost every witness who has been undertake the performance of his functions during
examined has been unable to explain to the com - this period . The court showed no disinclination COUNCIL OF LEGAL EDUCATION .

missioners the nature and exact value of the seve- to comply with his request, but the Crown,which, HILARY EDUCATIONAL TERM , 1874 .
ral Chancery offices under review . The laborious as patron of the office, had been duly informed of PROSPECTUS of the LECTURES of the Professors,painstaking of the commissioners is highly praise it, craved delay to consider it during the vaca
worthy . It will at least be a satisfaction to the tion . In the meantime it was suggested that

and of the classes of the tutors.

The Professor of Jurisprudence will deliver the
Government which appointed them to know Mr. Bell should apply to the Home Secre.

following courses of lectures during the ensuing
that they have hitherto done their best to tary for three months' leave of absence,

arrive at a knowledge of legal and technical which he accordingly did . His application set
educational term :

phrases which in the mouths of the wit- forth in full the whole details of the case, JURISPRUDENCE .

nesses are as household words, but to the pointed out that his medical advisers had certified 1. The contents of a code, or complete and
uninitiated misleading, or perhaps wholly want that the three months' leave of absence would | Systematised Body of Laws.
meaning. Baron Bramwell, with the most honest restore his capacity for his post, and himself / 2 . General History of the French Codes.

intentions, cannot expect to overrule and direct offered to “ make suitable provision for the13. Laws of Ownership.

the views of his colleagues in every instance. remuneration ” of such qualified persons as the 4 . Laws of Contract.

Lord Lisgar, the able chairman , does his best to court might think proper to appoint to exercise 5 . Laws of Civil Injuries.

understand the technical evidence broughtbefore the office of sheriff in the interim . On Tuesday, 6 . Laws affecting Special Classes of Persons
him . Mr. Law is toomuch imbued with the spirit the 6th Jan . Mr. Lowe's reply came back . It was (Husband and Wife , Guardians, Trustees , & c .)

of " retrenchment” to appreciate anything beyond to the effect thatwhile theHomeSecretary " fully ROMAN CIVIL LAW .
the fact that salaries are high, and that he must appreciated ” the great value of Mr. Bell's long 1. History of Roman Law prior to Justinian .
endeavour to reduce them by at least one-half. services, he is “ compelled to say that the interests 2 . General account of Justinian 's Legislation .
Mr. Trevelyan , who knows a little of every of the public service require his immediatethe public service require his immediate ! 3 . The “ Paternal Power" in Ancient and
thing,and expects speedy preferment, has a “ cut resignation of his appointment.” The result of Modern Times.
and slash " manner of interrogating a witness by his application was, perhaps, fortunately never 4 . Roman and French Law of Marriage .
means of a sort of indictment with several counts, known to Mr. Bell, as the reply only reached his 5 . Roman and French Law of Adoption .
ending in an invitation to the witness to plead house on the morning of his sudden and unex . 6 . Roman and French Law of Guardianship .
guilty or not guilty. Mr.West, elegant and seem - pected death from a paralytic stroke. The Pall. JURISPRUDENCE AND INTERNATIONAL LAW ,
ingly careless of most things, and Mr. Rowsell, Mall Gazette says : “ Were this all that was known The Tator in Jurisprudence and International

bland and precise, endeavour, but without avail, or suspected in reference to the case, it would be Law , public and private, proposes to take the
to exhibit to witnesses a knowledge they do not sufficient to account for the general indignation following subjects :
possess. Three or four practical lawyers, with a which the conduct of the HomeOffice has aroused .

like number of business men , would have come to The Glasgow Herald , a Liberal journal, well Jurisprudence.

the work knowing more than half the technical describes the situation — ' A public officer who had 1 . The Province and Pervading Notions of

facts as yet ascertained by the commission , and discharged with unexampled fidelity the most Jurisprudence .

would by this time have been in a position to re - onerous duties for thirty -four years , who had12. The Growth of Law , including the History

port to Parliament early in the session . Though never missed a day , who had no arrears (though of Early Codes.
1 3 . The General Principles of Legislation .the commissioners' report cannot be expected to there wasno court in the kingdom in which arrears

prove of any great value for the purposes of the would have been more excusable), is suddenly laid ( Text books: Austin ' s Jurisprudence, Sir H .

Judicature Act, it will serve to inform the aside from duty by a severe and unexpected illness,
Maine's Ancient Law and Village Communities,

Treasury on a very large subject which has only In the first moments of his recovery he suggests
and Bentham par Dumont.)

recently come under its jurisdiction . It will the appointment of a substitute ; he promises to Public International Law .

enable the First Lord of the Treasury to impose provide for him to the full amount of his own 1. The Province , History,and Sources of Public
upon those newly appointed to legal offices the salary , so that his appointment could cost the International Law .

most galling and humiliating conditions, while public nothing ; he produces the highest testi. 2 . International Rights of States i
their

keeping within the letter of his powers and taking mony that he is likely to be fully competent to Pacific Relations.

credit for doing all for the public benefit. What, discharge his duties at the end of the three ( Text book : Wheaton 's International Law .

then , weask , has been done to prepare for the months ; and he has the universal witness of Private International Law .
operation of the Judicature Act in November Lanarkshire to the efficienoy with which he has 1 . The Province, Sources , and Maximsof Private
next ? What progress has been made by those discharged them . He is summarily dismissed International Law

intrusted with the compilation of the new rules of because the public service requires it , or, because 2. The Law of Domicil.
procedure ? Is the legal profession as yet ac- his office is wanted . The last words contain the ( Text book : Story' s Conflict of Laws.)
quainted with the nature of those rules ? Has the sting of the whole business ; for it is commonly

draft been printed and circulated ? Is such a said in Glasgow that Mr. Bell was to have been
ROMAN LAW .

The Tutor in Roman Law proposes to discussdraft in existence ? Is it even sketched out ? removed to secure the patronage for the superior
the following subjects :Much has to be done, and the public await the law officer of the Government of Scotland . But,

reply to these questions with a vague anxiety . as though it were not enough that a meritorious THE SPECIAL CONTRACTS OF THE ROMAN LAW .

Globe. public servant should be driven from his post - The Formal Contracts ; the so -called Real.
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Contracts ; the so -called Consensual Contracts. COMMON LAW . Courts, and yet no delay of this kind is allowed
History of the Specific Contracts. Completion The Professor on the Common Law proposes to | to take place. The Profession are allowed
of the so -called Real Contracts. Completion of deliver , during the ensuing Educational Term , to transact their business - no matter what kind
the so -called Consensual Contracts. Correality. Two Courses of Lectures (there being Six - pending the making up of the annual returns
Suceties. Lectures in each Course), as under : in the Superior Courts of law , while in the

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW IND LEGAL HISTORY. Elementary Course .
County Court at any rate the most important

The Leading Principles of Law relating to
branch of the County Court is entirely closed" The Professor of Jurisprudence, in his Private

Class in Constitutional Law and Legal History, 1 . Contracts. for business for nearly ten dayswhile the officials

2 . Torts .
make out their returns, and it is clear the County

will treat of the subjects of Allegiance, Citizen Court returns cannot be near so heavy as those ofship , and Naturalisation ; of the Legislative 3. Crimes.

and Executive Functions of the Crown , and of
the Superior Courts, yet the suitors are delayedAdvanced Course.

1 . Mercantile Contracts . prosecuting their judgments for about ten days.
the “ Prerogatives ” of the Crown. The books
referred to (among others) will be Hallam 's

Surely this delaymust often be the cause of allow .2 . Torts to Mercantile Persons.
Bailments .Works;May ' s ConstitutionalHistory ; Broome' s

ing many defendants to escape, and consequently

Constitutional Law ; Forsyth ' s Cases and Opi. In connection with the above subjects, the of plaintiffs losing their debts entirely, without

nions in Constitutional Law : Freeman's Growth | Professor will advert to the Law of Evidence ,and having any redress. In the case of a solicitor
neglecting his client' s business, the client has his

of the English Constitution ; and Allen 's Prero. will explain the Mode of Proving Documents and
remedy for negligence against the solicitor ; butFacts.gative of the Crown .

Mr. Houston proposes to take the following
apparently in the County Courts delay such as I

EQUITY . have mentioned no redress whatever can be
subjects :

The Professor of Equity proposes to deliver , Elementary Class.
obtained against the County Court authorities. I

during the ensuing Educational Term , Two The Law of Torts. trust, therefore, that you will consider the matter

Courses (elementary and advanced respectively ) Advanced Class. sufficiently important, and be good enough to give
of Public Lectures ( there being Six Lectures in 1 . Torts to Mercantile Persons.

this letter publicity, as I hope it may be the
each course ), on the following subjects, in . 2 . The Law of Bailments .

means of removing the delay that now exists, and

cluding the most important statutory provisions
and the principles of pleading and the practice

Dr. Lyell will discuss the following subjects
of compelling the County Court officials to make

up their returns upon the same principle as thewith his classes :
of the Court of Chancery applicable thereto Superior Courts - viz ., without any interference in

respectively : Elementary Class. obtaining that redress which every suitor is en.
1. The Doctrines of the Court of Chancery in 1. The Constituent Elements of the Common titled to . A SOLICITOR 'S CLERK.

relation to the Property of Married Women (so Law . P . S . - Imay mention that pending the prepara
as those Doctrines were not fully treated of 2 . The Leading Rules for the Construction and tion of the returns in the County Court not even a

during Michaelmas Term , 1873) . Interpretation of the Statute Law . common search as to payment of money into

2 . Conversion , Election , and Reconversion . 1 3 . The Effect of the Judicature Act of 1874 on court can be made, and what influence that can

3 . Election and Satisfaction (if time permit). the Common Law . have upon the result of the returns I am at a loss

The Professor hopes that gentlemen attending 4 . The Leading Principles ofthe Law of Persons to conceive.

the Public Lectures on Equity will, in addition to as regards Civil and Criminal Liability.
their ordinary reading , pay special attention to Advanced Class. HATS OFF ! - Do you consider it right and

the above-mentioned subjects, and that for such 1. The General Principles of the Law of Evi. fitting for magistrates at quarter sessions to wear
purpose they will read the following cases with Idence (continned ) their hats when trying prisoners ? At the North .

the notes thereto , respectively, in White and 2. The General Principles of the Criminul Law amptonshire sessions one gentleman invariably

Tudor's Leading Cases in Equity, and in the fol: as far as time will permit). does so , not in the chairman's court, for Mr.

lowing order , viz., on the Doctrines of the Court | Mr. M . Powell will consider the following sub. Hunt, I am sure, would never permit such a
relating to the Property of Married Women , Liects : thing ; and it does seem to me the height of im .

Hulme v . Tenant, vol. 1 , p . 481 ; Lady Elibank v . 1 Flementary Class . propriety , not to say bad manners, to act in such

Montolieu , and Murray v . Lord Elibank , vol. 1, Law of Contracts ; Statute of Frauds. & way.
p . 424 : on Conversion . Election , and Reconver.

sion , Fletcher v . Ashburner. vol. 1 , p . 826 ; on Advanced Class .

Election , Noys v. Mordaunt, and streatfield v. Mercantile Law. Our INVADERS. - Will you permit me to add
one or two to the many suggestionson this subject

Streatfield , vol. I, p . 331 ; and on Satisfaction, | HINDU AND MAHOMMEDAN LAW AND THE LAWS which have been lately made in your columns ?

Ex parte Pye and Chancy ' s Case, vol. 2 , p . 365. IN FORCE IN BRITISH INDIA . First, I would suggest that the office of trustee in
The Tutors in Equity propose to take the follow . The Professor of Hinda and Mahommedan Law , bankruptcy should be held by a solicitor ,where

ing Subjects : and the Laws in force in British India , proposes ever practicable. The present very general practice
Elementary Course to deliver , in the ensuing Educational Term , a of allowing an accountant to be appointed trustee

1. The Statutory Jurisdiction of the Court of course of Six Public Lectures on the following in these cases , appears to me to be one of the

Chancery (continued ). subjects , viz. : . means by which the legitimate emoluments of the

2 . The Doctrines of the Court of Chancery in Hindu Law . legal profession are diverted into other hands.

relation to (a ) Married Woman and Infants ; 1. The Penal Code. The sums received by these accountants for their

(6 ) Penalties and Forfeitures. 2. The Criminal Procedure Code. services as trustees (as distinguished from their

Adranced Course .
3 . Civil Procedure Code. remuneration as accountants ) is in the aggregate

The Tutors will discuss the subjects treated of
In the Private Class the Tutor will discuss the very considerable, and may fairly be said to be

in the Professor's Lectures, using as text.books,
| Indian Contract Act, and the Indian Succession | gratuitously thrown into their hands through the

White and Tudor's Leading Cases in Equity, and
Act. unfortunate habit of adhering to routine, so comBy Order of the Council,

S . H . WALPOLE, Cbairman . mon in the Profession . There seems no good
Story ' s Equity Jurisprudence . Council Chamber, Lincoln 's - inn , reason why the duties of a trustee in bankruptcy

LAW OF REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY . 22nd Dec. 1873. cannot be discharged quite as efficiently by a

The Professor of the Law of Real and Personal solicitor as by an accountant, though perhaps the

Property proposes to deliver , during the ensuing position mightseem somewhatnovelat first. Where

Educational Term , Twelve Public Lectures the services of an accountant are really necessary,
( there being Six Lectures in each course ) on CORRESPONDENCE OF THE or the solicitor engaged has not a clerk competent

the following subjects : PROFESSION . to draw up the accounts, the accountant em .

Elementary Course .
ployed should be confined to his proper sphere of

1 . On Mortgages - The usual form of a Mort. NOTE.- This Departmentof the Law TIMES being open to
preparing the requisite statements. There is , I

cage of Freeholds, Copyholds, and Leaseholds ; l responsible for any opinions or statements contained in it
free discussion on all professionaltopics, the Editor is not think , no doubt that in the great majority of

the Incidents of the Mortgagor' s Estate, the
cases the appointment of trustee is altogether in

Remedies of theMortgagee, and the Provisions of
the hands of solicitors, but how seldom do we

COUNTY COURT JUSTICE.-- Having occasion to
Locke King 's Act and Amendment Act.

see one of our own body appointed , though such

2 . On the Doctrine of Priority as between
attend at the Bloomsbury County Court on the appointment is clearly contemplated in the Bank .

Several Incumbrancers.
6th instant upon some important business , I was | ruptcy Act 1869 (see sect. 29) , and it would often

3 . On Lapse. astonished to find that I could not transact the be a considerable saving of expense to the estate,

4 . On Equitable Conversion .
business I was upon, the only reason given There are no doubt many solicitors who would
being that the returns of the past year were being be willing to act as trustees, but who at present

Advanced Course. made up , and until they were completed my hesitate to accept the appointment because it is
1 . On Marriage Settlements and the Construc. business, or that of any other suitor of a similar so seldom filled by a solicitor, and so , as no one

tion of Marriage Articles. kind, could not be entertained for the next few sets the example, the entire benefit derived from

2. On the Covenants and Provisions usually days, the office of that particular department this office falls into the hands of accountants and
Introduced in a Lease of a Dwelling House for a having already been entirely closed for the trans- others of a similar class, who are thereby enabled
Term . action of business for some days past. The busi. to further encroach on the Profession by a semi

The Tutor in the Law of Real and Personal ness I had to transact was to issue an execution , legal character they acquired in the public eye
Property will, in his Private Classes , treat in and it was most important that the execution through the prominent position they are allowed

detail of some of the Subjects of the Professor's should have been issued , as it was feared that to occupy in bankruptcy proceedings. I venture
Public Lectures. any delay would be the means of the debt being to think that an authoritative suggestion on this

In the Elementary Class he will discuss the lost, and as a natural consequence the costs must point from someone or other of our law societies
Law relating to Mortgages of Real Estate, in then fall upon the suitor. I complained to the would have the effect of checking the evil, and

cluding the Doctrine of the Priority of several In officials of the injustice, butwithout receiving any would lead to the more frequent appointment of

redress whatever ;my only appeal therefore is to solicitors as trustees. Such a change would hardly

and Operation of Mortgages of Freeholds, Copy . make the matter public through your valuable fail to benefit the general body of creditors, and

holds, and Leaseholds. columns, as to me it is a most shameful and in . the Profession at large. Secondly , I would sug
In the Advanced Class he will comment on excusable injustice and ought not to exist in any gest that means be taken for the systematio pro

Settlements of Real and Personal Estate , and court of law as defendants have already quite secution of all persons bringing themselves under
the usual Clauses contained in such Settlements. sufficient advantages held out to them . Another the stamp law penalties, by illegally acting as
The Text-books to which reference will princi. object I have in addressing this letter to you is to solicitors or attorneys. I think much might be

pally be made are - Williams on the Law of Real | draw the attention of those in whom rests the done in this way if & fund were raised and placed

Property ; Williamson the Law of Personal Pro . power of removing such difficultima now in the under the control of some responsible body who
perty ; Smith's Compendium of the Law of Real way of facilitating justice , and to ussimilate the would take proceedings to enforce the penalties in
and Personal Property ; the Dissertations, Notes, practice between the Superior Courts of law and all suitable cases without regard to the locality
and Forms in Prideaux and Whitcombe's Prece that of the County Courts. In the Superior where the offence was committed . At present
dents in Conveyancing ; and the Introductions, Courts the officials have to make similar returns | very many such cases come under the notice of
Notes, and Forms in Davidson's Precedents. to the Government, the same as the County solicitors but they seldom or never take action in

Om
an91 Nce Udi Ho Tonstruction .
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T and

the matter not feeling disposed to interfere per of the legal profession , but throughout the City
sonally, whereas they would gladly give informa generally ; and the able manner in which he con .
tion to any society which would take up the case ducted the protracted proceedings in the justice
for the general good . H . J . L . room of the Mansion House in the Bank forgery

case, and the prosecution in the Overend.Gurney
Gazette, Jan , 2 .

affair , besides other important commercial cases, CLARKE, ROTHERA, and CARTER, attorneys and solicitors ,
Nottingham . Dec. 31. Teorge Bell Rothers and Hanwell

will be fresh in the recollection of our readers . Holmes
Mr. Oke was the author of many standard legal

GREENHALGH and FINNEY , attorneys and solicitors, Acresfleld .
Great Bolton . Dec . 31. (James Greenhalgh and James Fin .POINTS OF PRACTICE . works, including The Magisterial Synopsis (which ney )

has passed through several editions), The Magis.
HILLEARY, GUSTAVUS EDWARD : HILLEARY, FREDERIC
EDWARD, and TUNSTALL, CHARLES WILLIAM , solicitors and

NOTICE. -We must remind our correspondents that this terial Formalist, The Law of Turnpike Roads, a attorneys, Fenchurch .bldg. , Fenchurch - st. Dec. 31. Debts by

column is not open to questions involving points of law | Handy-book of theGame and Fishery Laws, and G . E . Hilleary and F . E . Hillenry
such as a solicitor should be consulted upon . Queries will KIMBER and ELLIS , attornoys and solicitors, Lombard -st. Dec.

be excluded which go beyond our limits . The Licensing Laws. 31. (Henry Kimber and Charles Cydwelyn Ellis )
N . B . - None are inserted rinless the name and address of the RICHARDSON and DOWLIXG, attorneys and solicitors, Bolton .
writers are sent, not necessarily for publication , but as a Dec . 31. ( Henry Marriott Richardson and William Dowling )

guarantee for bona fides, J . HARGREAVES, ESQ. Gazette, Jan . 6 .
BUCKLEY ,WM. and Son, attorneys and solicitory, Ashton -under

The late John Hargreaves, Esq., solicitor, and Lyne, and Manchester . Dec. 31. (William Buckley and Arthur

Queries. ex -coroner for the borough of Blackburn , who | COULTON , JOHN JAMES, and BELOE, EDWARD MILLIGEN, attorBuckley ) Debts by A . Buckley and S . A . Newall -

57 . MORTGAGEE SUING MORTGAGOR 'S TENANT FOR died on the 21st ult., at his residence in that town , neys and solicitors, Lynn . Jan . 31
RENT.- Will some of your readers give me the names of in the ninety - first year of his age , was the eldest HOLDEX, THOMAS, and AOLDEN, JAMES HEYRY, attorneys and

solicitors, Hull. Deo . 31. Debts by T . Holden
some cases in addition to Moss v . Gallimore and Rawson son of the late Mr. Henry Hargreaves, of New .
v . Eicke which shows the right of a mortgagee to sue

church - in -Rossendale, Lancashire, where he wasmortgagor 's tenant for rent of premises held under ten
ancy prior to indenture of mortgage assigning all the born in October 1783. He was educated at Bankrupts.
mortgagor's legal estate in the premises to themort. Clitheroe Grammar School, and was articled to Gazette , Jan . 9 .

gagee. J . McD . Mr. Shuttleworth , solicitor, of Preston . He was To surrender at the Bankrupts ' Court, Basinghall -street.

admitted an attorney and solicitor in 1806, and ARTHUR , THOMAS, gentleman , Asylum rd , Old Kent- d . Pet .
Jan . 7. Reg. Pepys. Sole. Messrs. Anderson , Ironmonger -la .

Answers. commenced the practice of his profession imme. Sur . Jan . 20

).) CASE IN BANKRUPTCY WANTED . - I take it
BUNCE, WILLIAM , wharfinger, Irongate - whart, Paddington ; also

diately afterwards at Colne, in Lancashire , being farmer , Hyde, Hendon . Pet. Jan . 7. Reg . Spring Rice. Sol." R . T.," when he speaks of the costs being below £200, taken into partnership by Mr. John Bolton, of Scaife, Edgeware-rd . Sur. Jan . 12
BUXTON , JOSEPH HOLMES, surgeon Compton - ter, Upper -street ,means assets. If so, a case in point is Ex parte Hodge, re that place ; and on the death of that gentleman a Islington . Pet . Jan . 5 . Reg . Hazlitt. Sols. Messrs . Miller ,

Lemon , quoted in p . 492 of Roche and Hazlitt on Bank - few months afterwards, Mr. Hargreaves was left Sherbourne- la . Sur. Jan . 28

ruptcy . There on an appeal it was decided that where in charge of a very widely extended practice . In HARRIS, HENRY LEWIS, parking case maker , Mansell-st, Ald .

the estate is worth less than £200 the costs must be gate . Pet. Jan . 7 . Reg . Spring Rlce . Sol, Barnett, old Broad
1810 , on the office of Coroner for the Hundred of st . Sur , Jan , 22taxed upon the lower scale . H . S .
Blackburn becoming vacant, Mr. Hargreaves To surrender in the Country .

became a candidate and was duly elected , the con . | BENT, JANE, milliner, Chorlton -upon -Medlock. Pet. Jan . 6 .
Reg. Kuy. Sur. Jan . 29(Q . 55 .) LANDLORD AND TENANT - RENT.- The ques. dition being attached to the appointment that he | CRAWFORD, JOHN, sallmaker, Sunderland . Pet. Jan . 5 . Reg.

tion whether the Apportionment Act 1870 applies be Ellis . Sur. Jan . 27
tween vendor and purchaser seems to be yet unsettled . should remove his residence to Blackburn , which JENKINS, Joux, builder, Swansea. Pet. Jan . 3. Reg . Joneg .
An article on this subject will be found 53 LAW TIMES, is situate in a more central part of the Hundred . Sur. Jan . 21

313 . Z . Y . The duties of this important officeMr. Hargreaves OWENS, WILLIAM , grocer, Pontprenllwyd. Pet. Jan . 5 . Reg .
Kees Sur. Jan . 22

fulfilled for a period of upwards half a century , TALL, GEORGE, oil refiner, Hull. Pet. Jan . 7. Reg . Phillips ..
(Q . 56 .) COPYHOLD PRACTICE . - If B ., the testatrix , was Sur. Jan . 27

resigning in 1854, upon which his son, Mr.Henry
not admitted or did not surrender to the use of her Gazette , Jan . 13.
will, fees and fines must be paid as if she had been ad Unsworth Hargreaves, the present coroner, was BESCOBY, EDWARD , out of business, Ashchurch -ter, New .rd
mitted and had surrendered . See 1 Vict. c . 26 s . 4 . I elected in his place. Besides filling the office of Hammersmith . Pet. Jan . 8 . Rug . Pepys. Sur. Jan . 27

Such fees and fines would prima facie be borne by the coroner ves took CONDOX , JOHN, Loul merchant, Kingsbrldge -pl, Westferry - rd ,
Millwull. Pet. Jan . 10. Reg . Roche. Sur. Jan . 20

vendor. The purchaser will only pay ove fine and one accountable part in the local government of the BETTLE, WILLIAM . licensed victualler , Ramsyate. Pet. Jan. 9.
set of fees. The lord of the manor cannot compel the town of Blackburn for manyyears : first, as clerk Kex . Callaway . Sur. Jan . 23

trustee to be admitted : (Glass V . Richardson , 9 Hare to the Police Commissioners . then on the andar . BOULD , TUOMAS EDWARD, and BOULD , ALFRED JAMES grocers ,
Longton . Pet. Jan . 9 . Reg . Kenry . Sur, Jan , 25

698 ; Reg. v. Wilson , 7 L , T . Rep. N . S . 326 ) . Z . Y . cession by the Improvement Commissioners, under BUTCHER, JAMEs, gentleman, Brighwn. Pet. Jan. 7. Reg .
Evershed . Sur. Jan . 28- If B . was admitted , her trustee (as donee of the the Local Act of 1817 (which Mr. Hargreaves took EAST, EDWARD, gunmaker, Birmingham . Pet. Jan . 3 . Reg .

power of appointment) , could appoint the copyholds to the means to procure ) , as clerk and legal adviser Chauutler. Sur. Jan , 26
the purchaser without being admitted , and therefore GILPIN , THOMAS, tailor, Norton, near Doncaster. Pet. Jan . 10 .

without incurring the costs of the fines and fees for to the latter commissioners ; and , eventualiy as Reg . Rodgers. Sur. Jan . 23

admission . The appointee is considered as coming in first town clerk of Backburn on the incorpora . GREEX, JOSEPH , jun., krocer, Great Yarmouth . Pet. Jan . 8 . Reg .
Walker. Sur. Jan. 26

immediately under the will: (Flack v . Douning College , tion of the borough in 1851. During the course KELHAM ,GRORGE, builder, Clifton villas, Herne- hill, Pet. Jan .
17 Jur. 697 ; Holder V . Preston , 2 Wills 400 ; Beal v . of his extended practice in the law , says the 9 . Rex . Murray . Sur. Jan . 21

Shepherd, Cro. Jac. 199 ; Rex v . Lord of theManor of Oundlo, | Blackburn Times, Mr. Hargreaves had numerous MOTTRAM ,GEORGE, potato dealer, Sheffield . Pet. Jan . 8 . Reg .
Wake. Sur. Jan . 23

1 A . & E . 283 : Glass v . Richardson , 2 D . M . & G . 660 - STEWARD, ALFRED CHRISTOPHER , out of business , Great Yarprivate presentations of plate and othermemorialsReg. v . Sir T . Wilson , 3 B . & S . 201.) If B . was not mouih . Pet. Jan . 8 . ker . Walker. Sur. Jan . 23

admitted , her trustee or donee still does not require to made to him by his clients and other friends ; and TOPPIN , JOSEPH , carrier, Penrith . Pet . Jan . 8 . Reg . Halton .
Sur. Jan . 26be admitted, but the purchaser is not entitled to be it may be added that he was always foremost in

admitted until after payment of the fine and fees due lending his services to the formation of the
on his admission , as well as of the fine and fees which numerous voluntary institutions and charitable
would have been paid if B . had taken admission , which

movements set on foot in Blackburn during the
last will be paid by the vendor in absence of express | FIRST MEETINGS,
stipulation : ( 1 Vict . c . 26 , s . 4 ; also Hayes and Jarman 's last sixty years. Mr. Hargreaves married , in Gazette, Jan . 9 .
Forms of Wills, 6th edit., pages 6 and 121.) 1812, Elizabeth , daughter of Mr. Robert Har. AINGE, THOMAS, hatter, Barrow - in - Furness . Pet . Jan . 6 . Jan .

greaves, of Bury, by whom (who died in 1862) , he ! 23, ut ten , at the Ship hotel, Barrow -in - Furness . Sol. Brad .
sha , Barrow -in - Furness

had eight children , one son , Henry Unsworth, AMOS, JOSIAH , beerhouse keeper , Smethwick . Pet. Jan . 5. Jan .
above mentioned , and seven daughters. The 20 , at two, at offices of Sol. Burton , Biriningham

ASPDEN , Jorn , grocer, Burnley . Pet. Jan. 6 . Jan . 23, at three ,
remains of the deceased gentleman, which were at office cf Gill , Accountant, Burnley. Sol, Read , Burnley

BACON . JOSEPH , shoemanufacturer , Desford . Pet . Jan . 6 . Jan .honoured with a public funeral,were interred inNOTE. - This department of the Law Times, is contributed 23 , at three, at Cook 's Temperance hotel, Leicester. Sol. Rees ,
by EDWARD WALFORD, M . A ., and late scholar of Balliol | the family vault at Newchurch-in -Rossendale, the Chancery .la
College , Oxford , and Fellow of the Genealogical and

mayor and corporation of Blackburn , together BARON, EDWARD HOWARTH, accountant, Manchester . Pet. Jan .
Historical Society of Great Britain ; and, as it is desired 7 . Jan . 26 , at three , at oifice of Sol. Hampson , Manchester
to make it as perfect a record as possible, the families and with the borough and county justices, and many BEECH , JAMES BARRINGTON , chemist, Wharton . Pet. Jan . 5 .
friends of deceased members of the Profession will oblige l others, being present. Jan . 21, at eleven , at office of Sols . Messrs. Cooke, Middlewich

by forwarding to the LAW TIMES Office any dates and BELL , GEORGE, grocer, Wickford . Pet . Jan . 2 . Jan . 23, at two .

materials required for a biographical notice . at the Saracen 's hotel, Chelmsfond . Sol. Woodward , Ingram . ct.
Fenchurch - st

BELL, JOHN CAMBRIDGE, brewer, Bath 'ord . Pet . Jan . 2 . Jan .
18 , ateleven , at the Castle hotel, Bath . Sol. Dyer

R . H . RICKARDS, ESQ . BLOMLEY, THOMAS, stationer, Bury . Pet. Jan. 6 . Jan . 21 at
three, at office of So . Anderton , KuryThe late Robert Hillier Rickards, Esq., barrister. BRADLY, WILLIAM , victualler, Little Essex- st, Strand . Pet. Jan .

at-law , formerly of Llantrissant, Glamorganshire, LAW STUDENTS' DEBATING SOCIETY. 2 . Jan . 20 , At two, at offices of Sol. Poole, Bartholomew close
BROOM , EDWARD, schoolmaster, Ramsgate . Pet, Jan . 7 . Jan .

who died on the 29th ult., at his residence in At the usual weekly meeting, held at the Law 26 , at three , at 108, High - street, Ramsgate . Sol. Walford , Rams.
Caledonia .place, Clifton , Bristol, in the seventieth Institution , on Tuesday evening last, the following Bate

BROOM , GEORGE JOSEPH , oilman , Coburg .rd , Camberwell. Pet .
year of his age, was the eldest son of the late was the question for debate : " Is the sale of the Jan . 7 . Jan . 23, at three, at the Chamber of Commerce , 143,
Richard Fowler Rickards, Esq ., of Llantrissant property theremedy of an equitable mortgagee by Chenpside. Sol. Robinson

BURDETT, WILLIAM , builder, Guildford . Pet. Jan . 5 . Jan . 26 . at(who died in 1848 ) , by Charlotte , daughter of deposit of title deeds ? ” The question was two, at office of Sol. Curtis, Guildford

Isaac Hillier, Esq ., of Holt, in the county of Wilt. decided in the affirmative. The secretary 's ad . CALLIGAN , CUAKL 3 joiner, Manchester. Pet. Jan . 6 . Jan . 28 .
at three , at theer o ' Sol. Ambler, Manchester

shire. He was born in the year 1804 , and was journed motion was carried . CARVER, THOMAS , backsmith ,Gotham . Pet. Jan . 7 . Jan . 26 , at
called to the Bar by the Honourable Society of eleven , at ottices of Rogers, accountant, Nottingham . Sol.

theMiddle Temple , in Hilary Term , 1835. Mr. Mack
CASTLE, JOHN THOMAS, master mariner , Lovegrove- pl. East

Rickards, who was a magistrate and deputy . ARTICLED CLERKS' SOCIETY. Greenwich . Pet. Dec. 30 . Jan . 19, at three, at the Unicorn
tavern , Horseferry -rd . Greenwich . Sols . Chipperfield and

lieutenant for the county of Glamorgan , married | A MEETING of this society was held at Clement' s Sturt, Trinity - st, Southwark
in 1831 Caroline Octavia , danghter of Andrew | Inn Hall on Wednesday, the 14th Jan . , Mr. E . F . | COHEN, ISAAC, general dealer, Sunderland. Pet. Jan. 16. Jan .

26 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Longden , Sunderland
Knox, Esq., of Prehen , county Londonderry, Stanway in the chair . Mr. G . Whale opened the COHEN , MICHAEL COLEMAN , east india merchant, King -st, Fing
Ireland , by whom he has left a family to lament subject for the evening 's debate - viz ., “ That bury . Pet. Jan . 8 . Jan . 27, at two, at office of Sol. Christinas ,

St. John's -chmbs, Walbrook
the policy of the presentGovernment is worthy of COOKE , HENRY, and COMPTON, ROBERT ANDREWS, yarn

| support." Themotion was carried by a majority polishers, Chorlton -upon -Medlock . Pet . Jan . 6 . Feb . 6 . at

G . C . OKE, ESQ . three, at offices of Sols. Sale, Shipman , Seddon , and Sale , Man
of four. chester

The late George Colwell Oke, Esq., chief clerk to COPEMAX , WILLIAM , boot mannfacturer, Norwich . Pet. Jan . 7 .
Jan 29 , at four, at office of Sol. Sadd , Norwich

the Lord Mayor, at the Mansion House, who died BRISTOL ARTICLED CLERKS' DEBATING CREDLAND, WILLIAM , varnish manufacturer , Sheffield . Pet .

on the 9th inst., after only three days' illness, at SOCIETY . Jan . 2. Jan . 19 , at twelve, at onces Ot Sol. Porrett, Shemeld
DAVISON , JOHX, coach builder, Bradford , Pet . Jan . 7 . Jan . 24,

his residence , Rosedale , St. Mary's -road , Peck A MEETING of this society was held in the Law at eleven , at otice of Sols . Berry and Robinson , Bradford
DEWDNEY, THOMAS WORTHY, and DEWDNEY, WILLIAN

ham , in the fifty -second year of his age, was born Library , Small-street, on Tuesday evening , the RICHARD , paper makers, Stoke Canon . Pet . Jan . 6. Jan . 28 ,at
in 1822, and for some time acted as clerk to the 13th inst., J . Miller, Esq., solicitor, in the chair. one, at the Bude Haven hotel, Exetur. Sol. Ford , Exeter

DOBSON , WILLIAM , car proprietor, Liverpool. Pet. Jan . 7. Jan .
Newmarket bench of justices . In 1855 he was The following was the subject for discussion : 26 , attwo, at office of Gibson and Bolland , accountants , Liver .
appointed assistant clerk to the Lord Mayor ; and “ In a case of manslaughter and assault, should pool. Sols. Noodburn , Pemberton , and Sampson , Liverpool

DODD, JOHN , painter, Manchester. Pet. Jan . 7. Jan . 31,at three .
upon the retirement of Mr. Goodman , in 1865, he conviction fovathe latter be a bar to prosecution at the Bird in Hand, Hulme. Sol. Whitlow , Manchester

Succeeded that gentleman in the chief clerkship . for the former ? ” Mr. Thomas opened in the DOWNES, JOHN, out of business, Durham . Pet. Jan . 7 . Jan . 23.
at eleven , at office of Soi. Salkeld , Durham

Ar. Oke had a high reputation for his intimate affirmative, and was followed by Mr. Fenwick in EAGLE , VINCENT, and FRASER, JOHN HENRY, white lead
knowledge of criminal law , and its practical appli. the negative. All themembers present joined in manufacturers, St. George's Whart, Grand Surrey Canal,

Albany - rd , Camberwell, under firm of Jenkins, Eagle , and
cation , and was well known and highly esteemed , the debate, and the negative was ultimately | Fraser . Pet . Jan . 6 . Jan . 28 , at one, at office of Sols. Dixoa .

not only among members of the corporation and carried by a large majority. Ward , and Letchworth , Bedford -row , Holborn

Liquidations by Arrangement.

G .

LEGAL OBITUARY.

LAW SOCIETIES.

his loss.
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EDMUNDS, JOHN, grocer , Hopkinstown , near Pontypridd . Pet . Gazette , Jan . 13. WARD, SAMUEL, victualler, Nottingham . Pet, Jan . 8 . Jan .
Jan . 7 . Jan . 22, at twelve, at ottice of Sol. Morgan , Ponty . ALCOCK , JANE, spinster, out of business, Stow .on -the -Wold . at twelve, at offices of Sols . Messrs. Thorpe, Nottingham
pridd Pet . Jan . 3 . Jan . 24 , at eleven , at the Talbot Inn , Stow -on -the WARD, WILLIAM , provision dealer, Birmingham . Pet . Jan . &

EDWARDS. RICHARD BUTCHERS, shopkeeper , Lidford . Pet . Wold . Sol. Mace , Chipping Norton Jan . 24 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Davies, Birmingham
Jan . 6 . Jan . 23 , at twelve , at offices of Sols . Bridgman and ASHWORTH , JAMES , chemist , Accrington . Pet. Jan . 8 . Jan , 27 , WATCHORX, CLIFFORD JOHX , grocer, Charch .rd , Homerton .
Johnstone, Tavistock at three , at offices of H . Bannister, solicitor, Accrington . Sols . Pet. Dec . 27 . Jan . 22, at three, at offices of sol. Lind, Beau

ELLIOTT , THOMAS, wheelwright, Deenethorpe. Pet. Jan . 6 . Feb . Messrs. Radcliffe, Blackburn fort-bldgs
3 , at eleven , at office of Sols . Messrs. Richardson , Oundle AVERY, EDWIx , hair dresser, Birmingham . Pet. Jan . 2. Jan . WAYBORN, LEWIS, bootmanufacturer, Streatham . Pet. Jan . 6 .

EVANS, GEORGE, grocer, Birmingham , and King's Norton . Pet . 23, at eleven , at office of Sol. Eaden , Birmingham Jan . 26 , at two, at office of Slater and Pannell, Guildhall.chrbs.
Jan . 6 . Jan . 23, at eleven , at offices of Sol. Free , Birmingham BANGER, SAMUEL , jun ., St . Lawrence. Pet. Jan . 9 . Feb . 2 , at London . Sol. Hewitt

EVANS, LEWIS, haulier Brynmawr. Pet . Jan . 6 . Jan . 27 , at three, at the Bull and George hotel, Ramsgate . Sol. Edwards, WESTMORELAND, EDWIX , and WESTMORELAND , WILLIAX .twelve, at office of Sols . Cox , Davies, and Browne, Brynmawr Ramsgate sewing machine manufacturers, Nottingham . Pet. Jan . 8.FIELDEN , JAMES WILLIAM , out of business, Southport. Pet. BAXTER , BENJAMIX , grocer , Colchester. Pet . Jan , 8 . Jan . 23 . Jan . 26 , at twelve, at the Assembly -rooms, Low -pavement,
Jan . 7. Jan . 22, at two,at office of Ford , 31, The Temple, Dale at two, at the Rod Lion hotel, Colchester Nottingham So '. Ashwell
st, Livepool. Sol, Ponton, LẤverpool BEDDOE , ALFRED Handsworth , and COOPER, HENRY WEST YOUNG, WILLIAM , draper, Trevor sg, Knightsbridge. Pet. Des.

FISHER, CHARLES ALLEN , doffin plate maker, Gomersal. Pet. WOOD, printers , Smallheath , near Birmingham . Pet. Jan . 10 . 30 . Jan . 20 , at twelve , at office of Pilkethly , 59 , Friday-st,
Jan . 5 . Jan . 27 , at three at office of Sols. Fawcett, Leeds Jan . 23 , at twelve , at office of Sol. East, Birmingham Choapside. Sol. Marsden , Gresham - bldge , Guildhall

FLETCHER , ROBERT JOHX , barman , Strand . Pet . Jan . 7 . BEDWELL, CHARLES, licensed victualler , Hastings. Pet. Jan . 7. | ZUCCANI, DAVID WINTER ERNEST, cabinet maker, Hamilton .pl
Jan . 29 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Spaull , Verulam -buildings, Jan . 27, at three , at offices of Sol. Jones , Hastinga Highbury , and Bath -st , Tabernacle -walk , Curtain rd , ShoreGray 's - inn BISCOMBE , WILLIAM , jun ., Surveyor ' s clerk , Station - rd , Can ditch. Pet . Jan . 12. Jan . 30 , at two, at offices of Sols. PritFORD , JOHN POINTON , wine inerchant, Manchester . Pet. Jan bridge -ter, Woolwich . Pet . Jan . 7 . Jan . 28 , at two, at offices chard , Englefield , and Co . Painters-hall
5 . Jan . 23 , at three, at the Clarence hotel, Manchester . Sol of Slater and Pannell, accountants , 1, Guildhall-chmbs, BasingStead , Manchester hall -st . Sol. Burt, Argyll-st

FRASER , ROBERT, innkeeper, Barrow - in -Furness. Pet. Jan . 6. BRUSHWOOD , JOHN PEARCE , baker, Landport. Pet. Jan . 8 .
Jan. 93, at ten , at the Ship hotel, Barrow -In Furness. Sol Jan . 94 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Walker , Landport
Bradshaw , Birmingham Gazette, Jan . 6 .BYRNE, JULIUS WILSON HETHERINGTOX, paper agent, Upper

FRETWELL, JANE, widow ,milliner, Huddersfield . Pet. Jan . 2. Thames - st . Pet . Jan . 10 . Jan . 26 , at twelve, at offices of Sol. WILKINS,GEORGE, butcher, Godstone
Jan . 21, at eleven , at office of Sol. Bottomley , Huddersfield Tatham , Queen Victoria .at Gazette, Jan . 9 .GOODHALL, EDWIN , ale merchant, Ventnor. Pet. Jan . 5 . Jan . CLEAVER, JAMES, wholesale jeweller , Birmingham . Pet . Jan . HUBBARD, ROBERT, artificial manure manufacturer, Great
21, at twelve, at 69 , George-st, Ryde. Sol. Urry 10 . Jan . 28 , at eleven , at offices of Sol. Hodgson , Birmingham Bowden

GOODWIN , JOSEPH , fustian dexler, Manchester . Pet Jan . 5 . CONSTABLE , HENRY, assistant to licensed victualler , Anerley - rd .Jan . 23, at three, at office of Sol. Sampson , Manchester Pet. Jan . 8. Feb . 7 , at eleven , at office of Sol, Wade, Clifford 's
GREAVES, WALLACE MCGUFFOx , general drysalter, Blackburn , inn
Pet. Jan. 7 . Jan . 96 , at hall past ten , at offices of Sol. Jones, COOPER, ARCHAMBO , and COOPER, CHARLES ION , brewers,
Manchester Eastbourne, Rye, and Brighton . Pet . Jan . 10 . Feb . 6, at eleven , BANKRUPTS' ESTATES.

HALL, JAMES, cabinet maker, Wellington . Pet . Jan . 5 . Jan . 23 . at Spencers Bridge House hotel, London -bridge, Southwark . The Official Assigneos, & c., are given , to whom apply for the
at one, at the Squirrel inn , Wellington . Sol. Ransom , Wel Sol, Perry, Guildhall. chmbs, Basinghall. st Dividends.
lington COTT, WILLIAM HENRY , boot manufacturer, Derby . Pet . Jan . Bradley, T . W . merchant, first, 3 d . Paget, Basinghall-st.HARRIS , GEORGE ALBERT, lodging -house, keeper, Teignmouth . 8 . Jan . 26 , at three, at office of Sol. Harvey, Leicester Middleton and Fox , paper manufacturers , second and final, 5d . AtPet . Jan . 5 . Jan . 23, at three, at the Royal hotel, Teignmouth . DAY, THOMAS, builder, Landport. Pet. Jan . 9 . Jan . 27 , at Sutton and Elliott, solicitors, Manchester. - Schade, F . W . mer.
Sols Pearson and Whidborne, Dawlish eleven , at office of Sol, Walker, Landport chant, second ,61-32d . (and first and second of ls . 1 -32d , to newHENCKEL, CHABLES FREDERICK , merchants, Manchester , also DUGAY, THOMAS, builder , Winchester . Pet. Jan . 9 . Jan . 28. at proofs ). Paget, Basinghall -st. - Weeks, W . H . B . bookseller , first ,
manufacturer , Mechterstedt in Saxe Coburg Gotha , under firm one, at the Eagle hotel, Winchester. Sols. Lee and Best, Win 29d . Paget, Basinghall - st
of Carl Benckel. Pet . Jan . 6 . Jan . 26 , at three, at offices of chester Church , Summers, and Daris, stay warehousemen , first and finalSols. Grundy and Kershaw , Manchester EDWARDS, EDWARD, Innkeeper, Hereford . Pet. Jan . 10 . Jan . 18 , 24d . At Trust. M . Banes, Weavers -hall, 92, Basinghall-st.HEXXINGS, HENRY, Ironmonger, Berwick -st, Soho. Pet. Deo , 27 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Bodenham , Hereford Douglas, A . P . draper , first and final, 146. 8d . At Trust. S . Hunt,
31. Jan , 17 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Willis, St. Martin 's- ct, | ELLIS , DAVID HARBRIDGE, tobacconist , Liverpool. Pet . Jan . jun ., 54, Portland - st , Manchester . - Granes, W . H . late major inLeicester -sq 10 . Feb . 9, at three , at office of Vine, public accountant, Liver the army, first and final, 29 . 6d . At Trust. W . Edmonds, 46 , St.HILBERT. FREDERICK BRITT, cheesemonger , Pimlico - rd , and pool. Sol. Ritson , Liverpool James -st, Portsea . - Kimber, R . I . farmer , second and final, 9jd .Lower Wandsworth -rd . Pet. Jan . 3 . Jan . 22, at two, at offices At Trust. T . Griffits, the Priory , Chipping Wycombe . - Page, E .of Sols . Mersrg . Russell and Scott, Old Jewry -chmbs FLOYD , HENRY, innkeeper, Goodrich , Pet. Jan . 9 . Jan . 27 , at

twelve, at offices of Innell, auctioneer, Ross .HOYLE, WILLIAM , innkeeper, Oldham . Pet. Jan . 6 . Jan . 23 , at
brewer, first , Is . 6d . At Trust. J. F . Lovering, 35 , Gresham -st.Sol. Williams,
Roberts , E . of Taunton , first and final, 3s . 10d . At W . H . Williamseleven , at offices of Sols . Messrs . Ascroft , Oldham Ross
and Co . accountants, Exchange, Bristol. -- Ruddick , J. draper ,HURST, Joux, builder, Waldegrave- rd , Teddington . Pet. Jan . 5 . FRASER, GEORGE, landscape gardener, Rosher-st, Stratford .

Jan . 23, at two , at offices of Sols . Wilkinson and Howlett, Bed Pet. Jan . 9 . Jan . 26 , at two , at office of Sols. Walker and Bat first, 109 . At 53 , Standish - gate , Wigan . - Waites , A . E . currier,
78 . 6d . At T . T . Fry and Co . 59, Baldwin -st, Bristol - Watson, J .tiscorn be, Beaufort-bldge , Strandford - st , Covent- gdn

IRVING , GEORGE, out of business , Kirkdale . Pet . Jan . 6 . Jan | HALL, HENRY JOHN,and DYER, JAMES, dye wood manufacturers, draper, first , 63. 8d . At Douglas, Mitchell, and Co . stuffmerchants
Monekton Combe, and Bristol.23 , at three, at P . Vine, Imperial. chmbs, 52, Dale - st, Liverpool

BradfordPet. Jan . 10 . Jan . 22, at
Sol. Blackhurst, Liverpool twelve , at 5 , Westgate - bldgs, Bath . Sol. Wilton

ISAACS, ABRAHAM , tailor, Bristol. Pet. Jan . 2 . Jan . 26 , at three, I HANDLEY, SAMUEL, greengrocer, Nottingham . Pet. Jan . 6 .
at office of Sol. Emanuel, Walbrook Jan . 27 , at three, at the Assembly -rooms, Low -pavement, BIRTHS, MARRIAGES , AND DEATHS.

JAGGER , JOHN , victualler, Hindley , near Wigan . Pet. Jan . 5 . Nottingham . Sols. Cranch , Rowe, and Stroud
Jan , 22, at three, at J . Davies and Co ., Beweey -chmbs, Bewsey . HENLEY, JOHN, farmer , Udimore . Pet . Jan . 10 . Jan . 31, at BIRTHS.
st, Warrington . Sols. Davies and Brook , Warrington twelve, at the George hotel, Rye. Sol. Butler , Rye BEAUMONT. - On the 25th ult ., at Riverdale House, Richmond , the

JEWERS, FREDERICK, riveter, Northampton . Pet. Jan . 2 . Jan . HEWITT, John, hosier, Gloucester. Pet. Jan . 9 . Jan . 26 , at wife of Joseph Beaumont, Esq . , of Lincoln ' s - inn , of a son .
20 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Jeffery , Northampton twelve, at the Bull hotel, Gloucester. Sols . Messrs. Corbett, HENDERSON . - On the 6th inst ., at 24 , Lancaster- gate , Hyde-Park ,

JONES, DAVID , grocer , St. Asaph . Pet . Jan . 3 . Jan . 30, at one. Gloucester the wife of John Henderson , Esq., barrister -at-law , of a daugh
at the Queen 's hotel, near Railway Station , Chester. Sol. HOLMES, PETER GEORGE, leatherseller, West-st, Hackney. Pet. ter .
Roberts , St. Asaph Jan . 9. Feb . 6 , at twelve , at offices of Sol. Buchanan , Basing SMITX . - On the 6th inst., the wife of J . George Smith , barrister

JONES, JOHx, general draper, St. Neots . Pet. Jan , 3 . Jan . 22 , _ hall-st at- law , 26 , Lansdowne- crescent, Notting-hili, of a son .
at two, at the Inns of Court hotel, Holborn , London . Sol. HOLT, DAX, joiner, Thornhill. Pet. Jan . 9 . Jan . 27, at ten , at MARRIAGES .
Stimson , Bedford the house of Goodall, the King' s Arms Inn , Dewsbury . So HAGGARD - SCHALCH . - On the 15th ,ult., at the Fort Church , Cal

LAMMING , CHARLES JAMES, hosier , High -st, and Gloucester- rdt Walker cutta , Alfred Hinuber Haggard , Bengal Civil Service and bar
Croydon , trading as White and Co . Pet. Jan . 7 . Jan . 28 , a JEWERS, FREDERICK , riveter, Northampton. Pet. Jan . 8 . ristor-at -law of Lincoln 's - Inn , to Alice Geraldine, eldest daugh
two, at 99, Cheapside. Sols . Lewis and Lewis , Ely - place, Hol. Jan . 20 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Jeffery, Northampton ter of Vernon Hugh Schalch , Esq ., Bengal Civil Service
born JOHNSON, WILLIAM JARROT, farmer, Wootton Waven . Pet HUGHES -- BRIGHT. On the 31st ult., at Bluffside, , Yonkers,

LANZ, CHARLES, baker, Murray -st, Hoxton . Pet. Jan . 7 . Feb . Jan . 6 . Jan , 22 , at twelve, at offices of Sol. Jones, Alcester United States of America , Reginald Hughes, D . C . L ., barrister,
5 , at three , at office of Sol. Heathfield , Lincoln 's -inn - fields JOXES, Joux, fi hmonger, Birmingham . Pet . Jan . 1. Jan . 19 , of Lincoln 's - inn , to Matilda Adeline, eldest daughter of the

LAYCOCK , HENRY JOHN , clock maker, Eastbourne. Pet. Jan . 6 . at twelve, at office of Sol. Fallows, Birmingham Rev . Dr. Bright, of New York ,
Jan . 23 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Wheatcroft, Eastbourne KING , SAMUEL RICHARD, draper, Stockenchurch . Pet . Jan . 9 . NEISON - WALTER8. - On the 30th ult., at St. Pancras Churoh ,

LAZARUS, MORRIS, and LAZARUS, SAMUEL , butcher , York -st, Jan . 28 , at twelve, at the Falcon hotel, High Wycombe. Sol. Francis G , P . Neison , Esq ., barrister- at - law , Lincoln ' s - inn, to
London -rd , and West -st, Upper St. Martin 's .la . Pet. Dec . 31. Batting, Great Marlow Annie, youngest daughter of the late Rev . T . D 'Oyley Walters,
Jan . 19, at ten , at office of Sol. Lind , Beaufort -bldgs, Strand KUHN, EMIL , die sinker, Birmingham . Pet. Jan . 9 . Jan . 26 . of Bath and Batheaston .

LEY, JOHN CHAUNTER, hairdresser , Nottingham , and Sneinton . at eleven , at office of Rol. Cottrell , Birmingham STEELE - ROBINSON. - On the 30th ult ., At Mirfield , Adam RiversPet . Jan . 7 . Jan . 27 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Heath , Not- LAMPORT, CHARLES, ironmonger , Fareham . Pet . Jan . 9. Jan . Steele , of No. 44 , Bloomsbury -square, and No. 9, Cook 's -court,
tingham 27, at four, at office of Sol. King, Portsea Lincoln ' s inn , solicitor, to Eleanor, second daughter of the lato

LING , TOM THEOPHILUS, boot dealer, Scarborough . Pet. Jan . 7 . LAW , WILLIAM , charcoal dealer, Compton , near Wolverhamp. Oharles Robinson , of Middleham , Yorkshire
Jan. 22 , at three, at office of Hart, auctioneer, Huntress -row , ton . Pet . Jan . 8 . Jan. 23, at three, at offices of Sol. Dallow , STREETER -- WALKER. - On the 31st ult., at Addington , Surrey,
Scarborough . Sol. Watts Wolverhampton John Soper Streeter , solicitor, of Croydon , Surrey , to Marion ,

LORD , GEORGE, grocer, Church , near Accrington . Pet. Jan . 6 . LEWIS, David WILLIAM , chemist, Aberdovey . Pet. Jan . 7. youngest daughter of Marmaduke Walker, of Addington Lodge,
Jan . 22, at three , at 7 , St. John 's .pl, Blackburn . Sols . Back Jan . 30, at eleven , at 1, Baker-st, Aberystwith . Sol. Atwood, Addington .
house and Whitham , Burnley Aberystwith DEATHS.

LUCK, JOHN WILLIAM , coal merchant, Ealing Dean and Castle . | LINCOLX, JOHN ANDREWS, mineral water manufacturer , Park . FIXN18. - On the 29th ult ., at his residence , the Terrace, Turn
hill. Pet. Dec. 22. Jan . 19, st three , at office of Sols, Button pl, Caledonian - rd . Pet. Jan . 2. Jan . 22 , at eleven , at office of ham - green , aged 51, Mr. Robert Finnis , solicitor .
and Co. Henrietta - st, Covent- gdn Sol. Butterfield , Ironmonger - la HALSWELL.- On the 1st Inst., at 26, Kensington gate, Hyde -park ,

MCARTHUR , PETER , victualler, East Ham . Pet. Jan . 5. Jan LOCKWOOD, WILLIAM , druggiat, Preston . Pet. Jan . 10 . Jan . aged 83, Edmund S . Halswell , Esq ., A Justice of the Peace and
27, at two, at office of Sol. Rawlinge, Bishopsgate -st- within 26 , at two, at Messrs . Watson 's Auction Rooms, Preston . Sols . Deputy . Lieutenant for the county of Middlesex .

MADEX. RICHARD, meson, Brittania , near Bacup . Pet. Jan . 7 . Cunliffe and Watson , Preston KELLY. - On the 1st inst ., at 8, Connaught-place, Ann , Lady
Jan . 27, at three, at office of Sol. Sykes, Bacup LOFTHOUSE , THOMAS, cotton manufacturer, Lower Darwen , Kelly , the wife of the Lord Chief Baron Sir Fitz Roy Kelly .

MARCHANT, WILLIAM , corn merchant, Mark - la . Pet. Jan . 5 . near Blackburn . Pet. Jan . 9 . Jan . 27, at three, at the ware OKE . On the 9th inst , at Rosedale , St. Mary ' s -road , Peckham ,
Jan . 29 , at three , at office of Challis , accountant, Clement' s- la . house of Malcolm , Ross, and Co ., Manchester. Sols . Wheeler , aged 51 years , George Oke, of the Mansion House, City
Sol. Easton Deane, and Fletcher, Blackburn PERRIN . - On the 2nd inst ., at Lewisham , Kent,aged 34, SamuelMARTIN , ADAM , grocer, Liverpool. Pet. Jan . 5. Jan . 24 , attwo, LORD, JEREMIAH , boot dealer , Bury . Pet . Jan . 8 . Jan . 27 , at Henry Perrin , 15 , King street, Cheapside, E .O ., solicitor.at office of Sol. Lowe, Liverpool four, at omce of Sols. Addleshaw and Warburton , Manchester

MESSENGER , JAMES HENRY, artists' colourman , High - st, Hamp. Moss , Johx , veterinary surgeon , Loughton . Pet . Jan . 8 . Jan .
stead , and Stanhope-st, Euston - rd . Pet. Jan . 2. Jan . 19 , at 26, at two, at office of Sol. Maynard , Cuffords- inn
three , at Masons'-hall tavern , Masons'. avenue, Basinghall -st . NOBES, WILLIAM CHARLES, miller, Merthyr Tydfil. Pet. Jan .
Sol. Downlng , Basinghall-st 9 . Jan . 31, at one, atoffices of Sols Simon and Plews, Merthyr WHOLESALE & RETAIL STATIONERS,MILLS, Joux, timber merchant, Birmingham . Pet . Jan . 6 . Jan . Tydal
30, at three , at offices of Sols . Rowlands, Bagnall, and Row . NUTT, JAMES , retall brewer, Tipton , Pet . Jan . 7 . Jan . 22, at 192, FLEET-STREET, AND 1 & 2, CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON , E .O .
lands, Birmingham eleven , at offices of Sol. Travis , Tipton

NEWTON, ISAAC , clothier, Blackburn . Pet. Jan . 6 . Jan . 22 , a OLIVER, WALTER , tailor , Normanby. Pet. Jan . 8 . Jan . 23, at Carriage paid to the Country on Orders exceeding 20s.
two, at the White Bear hotel, Manchester. Sols. Hall and Hol three, at offices of Sols . Hutton and Bolsover, Stockton -on
land , Blackburn Tees DRAFT PAPER, 5s., 6s. 6d ., 78, 6d ., 78 . 9d ., and ys. od . per

NICHOLSON, GEORGE HENRY, commission agent, Manchester . ONIONS, GEORGE, schoolmaster, Wyke, par . Birstal. Pet. Jan . ream .
Pet. Jan . 8 . Jan . 17 , at office of Sols. Atkinson , Saunders, and 6 . Jan . 24 , at eleven , at office of Sols . Lancaster and Wright, BRIEF PAPER , 15s, 6d ., 178. 6d ., and 238 . 60 . per ream .Co . Manchester , in lieu of the place originally named Bradford

PAYN, JAMES, baker, Girtford in Sandy. Pet . Jan . 7. Jan . 22, at I PALMER FREDERICK JAMES, builder 's foreman , Sevington - st, FOOLSCAP PAPER , 10s . 60 ., 12s . 6d . , and 15s. 6d , per ream .
twelve , at the Greyhound hotel, Sandy. Sol. Tebbe, Bedford Sutherland gardens, Peter's. pk , Paddington . Pet . Jan . 7 . CREAM LAID NOTE , 38 ., 48 ., and 5s. per ream .

PETCHELL, GEORGE THOMAS, shoe manufacturer, Kettering . Jan. 22, at ten , at office of Lewis , 123, Chancery - la . Sol. Long , LARGE CREAM LAID NOTE, 48, 6d ., 6s. 6d . , and 89. per ream .
Pet. Jan . 2 . Jan . 20 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Walker , North Blackfriars- rd LARGE BLUE NOTE, 38. 6d. , 4s. 6d . , and 6s, 6d. per ream .
ampton PAYXTER, WILLIAM , wine inerchant, Mark - la . Pet. Jan . 6 . ENVELOPES, CREAM OR BLUE , 18 . 6d ., and 6s. 6d ., per 1000.

POBTER. WILLIAX , auctioneer, Oxford-st , and Richmond - place. Jan . 24 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Beck , East India -avenue, THE " TEMPLE " ENVELOPE, extra secure , Is . 6d. per 1000.
Russell. rd , Finsbury -pk . Pet. Jan . 1. Jan . 21 , at two , at the Lendenhall . st FOOLSCAP OFFICIAL ENVELOPES, 18 . 9d . per 100 .London Warehousemen ' s Association , 33, Gutter la , Cheapside. | PEACOCK , ALBERT JOHX, grocer, East Moulsey. Pet . Jan . 10 .
Sol. Lindus Jan . 30 , at two,at the Guildhall Coffee house, Gresham -st. Sols . THE NEW " VELLUM WOVE CLUB -HOUSE " NOTE ,

PRICHABD, DAVID ,'victualler, Menai Bridge . Pet Jan . 2. Jan . Merriman , Powell, and Co ., Queen - st, London 9s . 6d . per ream ,
23, at two, at the Railway hotel, Bangor . Sol. Jones, Menai PEARSON, JOSEPH , labourer, Nettleham . Pet. Jan . 8 . Jan . 31, " We should direct particular attention to their New Club
Bridge at eleven , at office of Sol. Harrison , Lincoln nonse Paper : in our opinion it is the very best paper we ever

ROSENTHAL , SAMUEL, furniture dealer, Sunderland . Pet. Jan . PICARD, JOEL, shopman , Dewebury. Pet. Jan. 8 . Jan . 26 , at wrote upon ." - London Mirror.
5 . Jan . 21, at two, at office of Sols . Mesere . Joel, Newcastle two, at offices of Sol, Harle, Leeds

SANDERS JOSEPH , cowkeeper, Everton . Pet . Jan . 6 . Jan . 31 PIKE, WILLIAM HESRY, coalmerchant, Burbage Wharf, Wilts .
Pet. Jan . 3 . Jan . 27 , at two, at the Savernake Forest hotel,at three, at othce of Sol. Lowe, Liverpool INDEXTURE SKINS , Printed andMachine-ruled, to hold twenty

SLOCOCK , THOMAS SAMUEL WILLIAM , clerk in holy orders ' Burbage. Sol. Dixon or thirty folios, 2s . 3d , per skin , 268. per dozen , 1255 . per
Snape, near Saxmundham . Pet. Jan. 6 . Jan 24 , at three , at POLE, EDWARD, commission agent, Edgbaston . Pet. Dec. 29. roll,
office of Pearce, acoountant, Ipswich . Sol. Hill, Ipswich Jan. 21, at ten , at offices of Sol. East, Birmingham SECONDS or FOLLOWERS, Ruled, 1s. 11d . each , 223. per dozen ,

SMITH , WILLIAM , Ironmonger , Landport. Pet. Jan . 1 . Jan . 20 . POWELL, GEORGE EDWARD , wine merchant, St. Benet- place , 1058 . per roll.
at two, at the Chamber of Commerce, 145, Cheapside, London . Gracechurch - st. Pet . Jan . 3 . Jan . 26 , at twelve, at office of
Sol. King, Portsea Chandler , public sccountant, 13, Coleman -st. Sol. Miller, RECORDS OF MEMORIALS, 7d. each , 6s. 6d . per dozen .

STEEL, RICHARD GEORGE , carpenter , Marlborough -sq . Pet. King- st, Cheapside
Jan . 1. Jan . 19 , at three , ut office of Sol Cooper , Charing cross PROVEST, CHARLES, bookseller , New Windsor. Pet. Jan . 10 . LEDGERS, DAY-BOOKS , CASH - BOOKS, LETTER OGMINUTE-BOOKS

SWALLOW , WILLIAM , manager to a painter, Oldham . Pet. Jan . Jan . 29 . at three, at office of Sol. Phillips, Grays- inn - sa An immense stock in various bindings.
5 . Jan . 92 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Sampson , Manchester ROBINSON , JOHN , auctioneer , Carlisle. Pet . Jan . 9. Jan , 26 , at ILLUSTRATED PRICE-LIST of Inkstands , Postage Scales

TAYLOR , THOMAS, potato dealer, Barrow -in . Furness . Pet . Jan. three, at office of Sol. Wannop , Carlisle Copying Presses , Writing Cases, Despatch Boxes, Oak and7 . Jan . 23, at twelve, at the Ship hotel, Barrow -in - Furnese . ROSSITER, FREDERICK , plumber, New Town, Bradford - on -Avon . Walnut Stationery Cabinets , and other useful articles
Sol. Bradehaw , Barrow - in - Furness Pet. Jan . 6 . Jan . 22 , at two, at offices of Messrs . Pocock , adapted to Library or Office, post free .TEMPEST, JAMES , Woolstapler, Bradford . Pet. Jan . 5. Jan . 27, public accountants , Bath . Sol. Shrapnell, Bradford -on -Avon
at eleven , at office of Sol. Harris, Bradford RUTHERFORD . THOMAS KIRKLEY . Schoolmaster, Blackburn .

VTTON , CHARLES RICRARD, baker, Rye -la , Peckham , Pet. Deo . Pet. Jan . 10 . Jan . 30 , at three, at office of Sols . Hall and
31. Jan . 28 , at one, at 5 , Tavistock - st, Covent-garden . Sol. Holland , Blackburn
Jenkins SANDERSON , WAY WALFORD , brewer, Beaufort- ter, Nunhead- la , L' items of the undertaker 's bill have long operated as

WAKEFIELD , FRANK , fancy goods dealer, Mare- st, Hackney . Peckham Rye. Pet. Jan . 9. Jan . 24, at eleven , at offices of an oppressive tax upon all classes of the community . With
Pet. Jan . 3. Jan . 20 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Sydney, Fins Dormer, accourtant, 33, Moorgate -st. Sol. Pullen view of applying & remedy to this serious evil thebury circus SMITH , HUBERT, engineer, Hereford . Pet. Jan, 10 . Jan . 29, at LONDON NECROPOLIS COMPANY, when opening

WHITAKER, JOHN , bread baker , Hallfax . Pet. Jan . 6 . Jan . 23, eleven, at the Green Dragon hotel, Hereford . Sol. Bodenham , their extensive cemetery at Woking, held themselves preat four, at office of Sol. Storey, Halifax Hereford
WILLIAMS, JOHN , cheesemonger, Dudley .grove, Paddington . SMITH , WILLIAM , licensed victualler, Hayes. pared to undertake the whole duties relating to intermentsPet . Jan . 8 . Jan .

Pet. Jan . 6 . Jan . 23 , at two, at offices of Sols. Jones and Hall, 26, at three , at office of Sol. Neave, London -wall at fixed and moderate scales of charge, from which survivors
King's Arms-yd ,Moorgate-st STATHAM , THOMAS ROBERT SMITH , brewer' s agent, Trinity -ter, may choose according to their means and the requirements

WRIGHT, ROBERT HODGSON, commercial traveller , Stretford . Tredegar- sq . Bow - rd . Pet . Jan . 6 . Jan , 24 , at one, at office of of the case. The Company also undertakes the conduct of
Pet. Jan . 5 Jan . 20 , at three, at office of Sols . Messrs. Fox, Sol. Cattlin , Basinghall -st Funerals to other cemeteries, and to all parts of the United
Manchester SYKES, FRANCIS WHITWORTH , no occupation , Richmond. Pet. Kingdom . A pamphlet containing full particulars may be

YOUNG. ROBERT JOHN , carpenter , Redcros9 - st, and Bridgwater . I Jan. 2. Jan . 27, at twelve, at office of Sols. Lawrence, Plews, obtained , or will be forwarded, upon application to the
sa . Pet . Jan . 7. Jan , 24 , at twelve, at offices of Sol. Wells and Boyer , Old Jewry -combs Chief Office , 2 , Lancaster-place, Strand, W . 0 .
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To Readers and Correspondents .

hower its appointment a part of one. he rejected .
MR. SOUTHALL (Worcester). - Refer to our leading paragraphs this week . The

LAW TIMES bas no political opinions, and il a Conservative Government were in

power its appointments -would be criticised with precisely the same freedom .

J . P . TAYLOR . - No, only a part of one.

Anonymous communications are invariably rejected .
All communications must be authenticated by the name and address of the writer

not necessarily for publication , but as a guarantee of good faith .

Six hundred guineas have been distributed between four students
of the Inns of Court for proficiency in Roman Civil Law and
Jurisprudence . By this liberality the study of Roman law is
necessarily raised in the estimation of students above the study of
any other branch ofknowledge forming a portion of the education
of an English lawyer. It is not politic, in our opinion, to give
special pecuniary advantages to students engaged in one par
ticular study; the large prizes should be given to the candi
date who displays an intimate acquaintance with law gene
rally . But it is the characteristic weakness of the government
of the Inns of Court to be led into extremes. Either nothing
is done or new paths are struck out and pursued with that vigour
which novelty is calculated to excite . We do not deprecate high
rewards for proficiency in Roman law , but we urge that English
law should be placed upon the same footing.

CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS .
Four lines or thirty words............ 3s. 6d . | Every additional ten words ...... Os. 6d .
Advertisements specially ordered for the first page are charged one-fourth more

than the above scale.

Advertisements must reach the Office not later than five o'clock on Thursday
afternoon .

TO SUBSCRIBERS.
The volumes of the LAW TIMES, and of the LAW TIMES REPORTS, are strongly and

uniformly bound at the Office , as completed , for 59. 60 , for the Journal, and 48 . 60 .
for the Reports.

Portfolios for preserving the current numbers of the Law Times , price 58 .6d., by
· post 5d . extra . LAW TIMES REPORTS, price 3s. 60., by post 3d. extra .

NOTICE .
The LAW TIMES goes to press on Thursday evening, that it muy be received in the remotest
parts of the country on Saturdaymorning. COTmunicationsand Advertisements maist
de transmitted accordingly . None can appear that do not reach the office by Thursday
afternoon' s post.

When payment ismade in postage stamps, notmore than 58.may be remitted at one time.

All communications intended for the Editor of the Solicitors' Department should be so
addressed .

An important case under the Apportionment Act was before
Vice Chancellor Malins in Capron v . Capron on Wednesday . It

was this , viz . : whether in all cases where a testator seised in feo
devises a particular estate and dies between the half yearly and
quarterly days for the payment of his rents, there should be an

apportionment of those rents between his own personal estate and
his devisee. The testator in the cause bad made his will before
the passing of the Act of 1870, but he added a codicil afterwards,
and his Honour held that he had a discretion to apply the Act to
a will thus executed , and made a declaration that there must be

an apportionment of the rents, and that such portion of them as
accrued before the death of the testator belonged to his general
personal estate. This decision is the more important, as Lord
SELBORNE in Jones v . Ogle ( L . Rep . 8 Ch. 192 ; 28 L . T . Rep .

N . S . 2445 ) doubted whether the Act could affect the construction
of a will previously made.
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WE unwittingly did the LORD CHANCELLOR an injustice in our last
impression by suggesting that if Mr. AMPHLETT were appointed to
the vacancy in the Exchequer a political supporter would be
rewarded . Mr. AMPHLETT, according to Dod, was not a Liberal,
but a Liberal-Conservative ; but although not a political ally , on
all professional matters he was a sincere coadjutor of the LORD
CHANCELLOR , and quite as eager and liberal a law reformer. The
new Judge was born in the year 1809, and was educated at a
grammar school in Staffordshire, and snbsequently at St. Peter's
College, Cambridge, where he took his Bachelor's degree in 1831,
coming out in themathematical tripos as sixth Wrangler. Hewas
called to the Bar at Lincoln 's Inn in Trinity Term 1831,and was for
some time oneof the acknowledged leaders in Lincoln 's Inn . Here
ceived a silk gown in 1858 . He is a magistrate and a deputy -lieu
tenant fur Worcestershire, and hasbeen for severalyears a deputy
chairman of the Quarter Sessions for that county. When Sir
ROUNDELL PALMER became Lord Chancellor, Mr. AMPULETT was
chosen his successor in the presidency of the Legal Education
Association . It is interesting to know what the solicitors think
ofthe appointment, and we have received an expression of opinion
which we reproduce. A correspondent writes : “ Having in view
the jurisdiction in bankruptcy matters which the Judicature

Act throws upon the Court of Exchequer , it appears to me that
the appointment of an eqnity counsel was very judicious. I am
pleased to know that there is some prospect of law and equity
working together in the common law courts , as the trial of a
similar working in the courts of equity has proved a success. If
the Judicature Act is to be properly worked , common law and
equity Judges must sit side by side. The presence of a Judge
who has had a training in equity principles, will prove of vast
use in duty questions which are practically left solely to the deci
sion of the Court of Exchequer.”

- - - -

The question which has been in a certain sense decided in the
Taunton Election Petition with reference to the production of
telegrams, is undoubtedly one of considerable importance. Before
noticing the strictly legalaspect of the question, wemay observe
that an objection to the inspection of post office telegrams has
been put forward on very broad general grounds. The Times asks,
“ ought the department to be considered as standing in any
different relation to telegraphic messages than that which it holds
in respect to letters. . . . . The general principle has in great
measure been recognised that in respect to telegrams as well as
to letters, the post office is in themere position of a carrier.” The
position of the Post-office is doubtless that of a carrier, and its
duty to the public in the transmission of letters and telegrams is
plainly to deliver them to the persons to whom they are addressed ,
and to no one else. So soon as letters or telegrams are delivered
to the Post-office the property in them is vested in the intended
receiver, and the sender has no right of stoppage in transitu . But
the receiver' s rights with reference to letters transmitted to him

are distinctly limited - he canrot publish the contents without
the permission of the sender. The case of the carrier is certainly
à fortiori. But the receiver may be ordered to produce letters,
even at the suit of a stranger. Lord Justice Cairns said in
Hopkinson v . Lord Burghley , " Thewriter is supposed to intend
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hers .

The Universities are sending some distinguished scholars up to
the Inns of Court, and we are glad to add that the appointment
to the vacancy in the Court of Exchequer adds a University man
to the Bench . Baron AMPHLETT makes the sixth Cambridge
graduate on the Common Law Bench , the others being the LORD
CHIEF JUSTICE of ENGLAND, Mr. Justice BLACKBURN , Mr. Justice
BRETT, Mr. Justice DENMAN , and Baron CLEAŞBY .
VOL . LVI. - No. 1608.
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that the receiver may use it for any lawful purpose, and it has court to exist ? If it is I ought to assist its inquiries in every

been held that publication is not such a lawful purpose. But way.” “ I know ," his Lordship added , " of no case in which the
if there is a lawful purpose for which a letter can be used , it application of an accused person , saying by her attorney that she
is the production of it in a court of justice for the furtherance of desires to be present, has been refused .” In delivering his judg .
the ends of justice.” Moreover, the sender cannot protect letters ment, Mr. Justice FITZGERALD made some general observations
from production by marking them “ private and confidential.” If concerping the examination of prisoners on their trial. “ I for
the Post-office were the ultimate receiver of a letter or telegram , one,” he said , “ have long entertained the opinion , and have re
therefore, there could be no doubt about its liability, and if tele peatedly expressed it from the Bench , that, at the final trial before
gramsare to be got at, it must be upon the ground that the Post the judge and petty jury , prisoners should be allowed to tender
office retains copies in its possession, and to a limited extent is a themselves and be received as witnesses, if they so desired it. I
receiver. Supposing, however, that this were allowed to prevail, believe that there is a great defect in the law as it stands at
we do not see how it is possible to compel the office to produce all present, and I think that an alteration in the law to that effect
telegrams addressed to and from a particular town on a particular should bemade,as it would be most conducive to the due adminis .
day . In Lee v . Angus (14 L . T . Rep . N . S . 324 ) a subpona duces tration of criminal justice. The adviser of the prisoner has sworn
tecum was served upon a witness, calling upon him in very wide that it would be necessary for the prisoner to be present at the
and general terms to produce all deeds, documents, & c . in his pos inquest before the coroner, in order that she might be tendered as
session relating to the dealings and transactions between two firms a witness, and I must treat the application with that view , asbona
for a period of thirty -three years. Vice-Chancellor WOOD said the fide. That course, if adopted , will be taken at the peril of the
terms of the subpana weremuch too vague, and did not sufficiently party, and if I were sitting as a coroner, although I would not
specify the documents to be produced , and that a witness ought call upon her to be examined , I should be very slow to refuse to

not to be asked to ransack a large collection of papers for such a receive her evidence, if it were offered,"
period of time to ascertain the precise documents wanted by the

party. This reasoning applies when thepapers are numerous, either
on account of the long period overwhich they extend or the nature MEANS OF KNOWLEDGE AND REPRESENTATIONS
of the business to which they relate. Nevertheless, the VICE AS AFFECTING CONTRACTS.

CHANCELLOR held, that having got the documents in court, the It is frequently important that contracting parties should be

witness was bound to produce them . On the whole, Mr. Justice careful to inform themselves not only of the character of the

GROVE exercised a wise discretion in not ordering the Post-office person with whom they contract, but of all the circumstances

to submit the telegrams to the proposed examination , butwhether existing at the time of the making of the contract. The law of

under such circumstances the Post-office should be altogether agency in this country has in course of timeassumed rather com

exempted is a question of the first importance upon which we plicated proportions, and it is now abundantly clear that different

should not like to express any opinion . principles apply to dealings with factors and with brokers, and

with agents generally of disclosed and undisclosed principals ,

When an action is brought by undisclosed principals for goods

On the 6th inst. judgment was delivered by Mr. Justice Fitz sold , a question is very likely to arise whether the defendants

GERALD in ReMarshall,which was an application by a prisoner in have any right to set-off against the claim a debt due to them by

custody for a writ of habeas corpus, in order that she should be the agent. And in considering this claim to a right of set-off, it

in attendance at an inquest held on the body of a soldier whom it must be asked as a preliminary question, had the defendant means

is alleged shemurdered by poison . When the prisoner was taken ofknowing that the other contracting party was an agent ? Ifhe

before the magistrate , application to him was made on her behalf had not, and the principal enabled his agent to hold himself out

that she might be allowed to attend the inquest then being held , as owner of the goods, the agent's debt may be set-off against the

· but the magistrate decided that he had no power to grant the ap principal. If, on the other hand, the defendant, with due diligence,

plication . The argument in support of the application for a writ of could have ascertained that the vendor was an agent, no set-off

habeas corpus was that the Court of Queen ' s Bench had discre of the debt of the agent can be pleaded to an action by the

tionary jurisdiction , and that even though the prisoner might not principal.

be required as a witness before the coroner, she was entitled to be The effect of knowledge upon the defendant's right of set-off

present. It was pointed out that a coroner had power to exclude was discussed in the case of Borries and others v . The Imperial

from the inquest both attorney and counsel,and that if the pri Ottoman Bank (29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 689), where in an action by

soner were not allowed to be present, any irregularities of which the real owners of goods for the price of such goods, the defen

she might be entitled to take advantage for the purpose of quash dants pleaded that they had bought them of certain persons

ing the inquisition would pass unchallenged ; - and further, that whom they believed to be the owners, and that they did not know

the prisoner should be entitled to cross-examine the witnesses, that the plaintiffs were interested therein or that the vendors

someof whom might die between the inquest and the trial, but were the plaintiffs' agents, On a demurrer to this plea it was

whose depositions might possibly stillbe used ,and no cross-exami held that the plea was good without any allegation negativing

nation take place at all. Solicitor-General Law , on behalf of the the means of knowledge on the part of the defendants that the

Crown, urged that uniformity should prevail in the English and | vendors were agents. The objection to the plea just escapes

Irish practice , and that the settled practice in England is that a being a technicality , and appears to us to have been satisfactorily

writ of habeas corpus will not be issued unless it appears to be met by Mr. Justice Keating, who said " what are means of know

substantially necessary to the ends of justice. That may be a ledge but evidence of knowledge, and evidence must not be

general principle, butthere is no English decided case which goes pleaded.” We are not, however, interested in discussing here
the length of saying that a prisoner ought not to get his writ for whether technically the averment of want of means of knowledge

the purpose of attending the coroner's court . It occurs to us ought to have been inserted in the plea, but the principle involved

that the argument with reference to the admissibility of the depo- is one of importance.

sitions in evidence - - the doubt whether they would be admissible The law of agency in this country has become somewhat com

at the trial if the accused were not present at the inquest — is of l plicated by the existence of agents having different functions,

itself sufficient ground for allowing the writ to go. ARCHBOLD in such as factors and brokers ; but the law is now , we think , tolerably

his Criminal Evidence says ( p . 232) , “ Although the former clear. First, a vendee of goods cannot in an action for the price

statutes relating to the examination of witnesses against a by the true owner, set -off a debt due by the vendor 's agent to the

prisoner before justices and coroners ( 1 & 2 Ph . & Mc. 13 ; 2 & 3 vendee unless he dealt with the agent as a principal and had no

Ph. & M . c. 10 ; 7 Geo. 4 , c. 64, ss. 2 and 5 ) did not contain any ex knowledge that he was an agent. If he can be affected with

press enactment like that contained in 11 & 12 Vict. c. 42, s . 17, it knowledge that the seller was an agent, then the rule does not

was yet determined in many cases, and recognised as a rule of apply, and he cannot set-off the debt of the agent against

law , that, where the examination of witnesses in cases of felony the claim of the owner of the goods. To enable us to under

under these statutes was talken in the presence of the accused , stand this doctrine, it is only necessary to look at one or

and he had the opportunity of cross-examining them , the two of the principal cases, and the best illustration is furnished

deposition of any such witness might be read in evidence by Baring v . Corrie ( 2 B . & A . 137) . There Coles and Co., who

against the accused on his trial, in case the person who were brokers, and also merchants, sold to Corrie and Co. in their

made the deposition were dead.” We have not looked at own names sugars belonging to Baring , Brothers, and Co., who

the authorities cited by the counsel for the application in brought an action for the price. The true nature of the contract

Re Marshall, but it is obvious that any judge would hesitate con was entered by Coles and Co. in their brokers' book, which the

siderably to admit the depositions of a witness before the coroner defendants might, if they pleased , have seen . Coles and Co. had

on the trialof the accused , if the accused had not been present not the possession of the sugars which were lying in the West

at the examination . Whereas it is equally clear that there could India Docks where,by the usage of the docks, they could not have

be no objection to the reception of such evidence the accused been taken without the order of the plaintiffs, whose principal

having been present. The SOLICITOR -GENERAL contended that the clerk signed the delivery order. Under these circumstances the

writ ought not to go merely to gratify the desire of the accused court held that the defendants had no right to set-off against the

to be present, but only where the accused wished to give evidence. demand of the plaintiffs for the price of the goods a debt due to

In this argumentwe do not for a moment concur, but we entirely them from Coles and Co. The plaintiffs there had not even given

agree with Mr. Justice FITZGERALD, who said that he always con to the selling brokers themuniments of title, and with 'ordinary

sidered that the more latitude allowed in preliminary courts the diligence the vendees might have known that Coles and Co . were

better for the course of justice ; and again , “ Is the coroner's acting as agents for Baring Brothers. As Mr. Justice Bayley put
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it, " I think that the plaintiff's did not by their conduct enable
Coles and Co. to hold themselves out as the proprietors of these

goods so as to impose on the defendants ; that the defendants were

not imposed on ; and even supposing that they were, they must have

been guilty of gross negligence." That is a strong case, and we

may take it that ifwe substitute for gross negligence, bare negli

gence, the case would remain the same.

This leads us straight up to the distinction between factors and

brokers, thus referred to by Smith in his Mercantile Law :

" Though if a factor sells goods in his own name, the buyermay

avail himself of a right of set-offagainst the factor,yet, if a broker

do so , the rule will, except under extraordinary circumstances, be

different ; for ” (quoting Baring v. Corrie) “ a factor who has the
possession of goods differs materially from a broker ; the factor is

a person to whom goods are consigned , and when he sells in his

own name it is within the scope of his authority ; and it is right,

therefore, that his principal should be bound by the consequences

of such sale , one of which is the right of setting off a debt due

from the factor ; but the case of a broker is different - he has not

the possession of the goods, and so the vendee cannot be deceived

by that circumstance . . . If, therefore, he sells in his own

name, he acts beyond the scope of his authority, and his principal

will not be bound.” It may be remarked , however, that some

thing more than the description of a broker, as such , is necessary

to raise the right of set-off, and if the broker so describe himself in
conditions of sale, yet if he sell goods as principal, being enabled

by possession to deceive the vendee, the true owner will be liable

to bemet by a set-off. This was the case in Blackburn v . Scholes

(2 Camp. 341). There the marginal note at p . 343 says : “ The

circumstance of persons selling goods being described in the cata

logue as sworn brokers is not sufficient notice to the purchaser

that they are only agents, to prevent him from dealing with them

as principals ."
Analogous to the subject which we have been discussing is the

doctrine of representation . As in the case of a broker dealing as
principal, a person would contract with him the more readily if

there were mutual credits between them , so representations of

circumstances alleged to exist, although not the consideration for

a contract, may induce it , and alter the position of the other side.
The doctrine was considered in the case of The Citizens' Bank of

Louisiana v . First National Bank of New Orleans ( L . Rep . 6

E . & I. App . 352) where bills of exchange were sold on the repre

sentation that there were ample funds in the hands of third persons
to meet them . That representation was held not to amount to an
appropriation of the funds referred to, or an equitable assignment.

Representations have been divided by the authorities into two

classes, ( 1 ) representations of facts, and (2 ) representations of

intentions. Lord Cranworth said in Jorden v . Money (5 H . of L .

Cas. 213) “ I think that the doctrine does not apply to the case

where the representation is not of a fact, but a statement of some

thing which the party intends or does not intend to do. In the

former case it is a contract, in the latter it is not." And Lord
Selborne said in the recent case, “ I apprehend that nothing can

be more certain than this , that the doctrine of equitable estoppel

by representation is a wholly different thing from contract , or

promise, or equitable assignment, or anything of that sort. The
foundation of that doctrine - which is a very important one, and

certainly not one likely to be departed from - is this , that if a
man dealing with another for value makes statements to him as

to existing facts, which being stated would affect the contract ,

and without reliance upon which , or without the statement of
which , the party would not enter into the contract, and which

being otherwise than as they were stated ,would leave the situation
after the contract different from what it would have been if the

representationshad not been made : then the person making those

representations shall, so far as the powers of a court of equity

extend ,be treated as if the representations were true, and shall be
compelled to make them good . But those must be representations

concerning existing facts.
We shall not further enter into that case, which is a very inte

resting one. It may be read with advantage, and well illustrates

the necessity for correct knowledge on the part of parties to

contracts to render contracts binding .

provable in bankruptcy " as including liabilities by the Act made
provable in bankruptcy (sect . 4 ). Are they then “ liabilities ? ”

which word is now a legal and legally defined one, at least for the

purposes of bankruptcy , which definition , we presume, the Judi

cature Act adopts when it uses the word in the sub -section before

us, since it nowhere itself defines it. A “ liability " then , includes,

for the purposes of the bankruptcy , “ any compensation for work

or labour done, any obligation or possibility of an obligation to

pay money or money's worth on the breach of any express

or implied covenant, contract, agreement, or undertaking.'

whether such breach does or does not occur, or is or is not likely

to occur, or capable of occurring before the close of the banke

ruptcy ; and , generally, any express or implied engagement,

agreement, or undertaking to pay , or capable of resulting in the

payment of, money or money 's worth , whether such payment be,

in respect of amount, fixed or unliquidated , as respects time pre

sent or future, certain or dependent on any one contingency, or on
two or more contingencies ; as to mode of valuation capable of

being ascertained by fixed rules, or assessable only by a jury, or

as matter of opinion ” (Bankruptcy Act 1869, s. 31) — words so

comprehensive, that it would seem hopeless to contend that they

do not extend to " annuities."

The matter then stands thus : All debts and liabilities (ex

cept demands in the nature of unliquidated damages), present or

future, certain or contingent, are debts provable in bankruptcy , and

may be proved in themanner prescribed ( i.e ., prescribed by general

rules of court, s . 4 ) before the trustee in bankruptcy. An estimate

shall bemade, according to the rules of the court for the timebeing

in force , so far as the samemay be applicable, and, where they are

not applicable, at the discretion of the trustee, of the value of any

debt or liability , which by reason of its being subject to any con

tingency or contingencies, or for any other reason , does notbear,

a certain value ; " and then follows a right of appeal by the

pariy aggrieved by any estimate of value made by the trustee, to

the court. Then the Lord Chancellorwith the advice of the Chief

Judge in Bankruptcy, is empowered to make general rules

for (inter alia ) “ the valuing of any debts" (not , observe,

“ liabilities" ) “ proveable in bankruptcy ;" and " until such rules

have been made" (and, none such have yet been made, and if
made, they would hardly catch " annuities," unless they are

“ debts" ) — " the principles , practice, and rules on which courts

having jurisdiction in bankruptcy have hitherto acted , shall be

observed :" ( Bankruptcy Act 1869, s . 78.) Now , these " principles ,

practice, and rules" are those prescribed in the Bankruptcy Act

1849, viz ., the court was “ to ascertain the value by what

ever assurance the annuity might be secured, regard being

had to the original price given for it, deducting therefrom such

diminution in the value thereof as may have been caused by

the lapse of time from the grant to the date of the fiat or filing

the petition for adjudication .” Mr. Robson thinks that these

principles of valuation are still applicable (Law of Bankruptcy,

Ist edit. 173), and such would seem to be the case with regard

to annuities, certain and absolute, unless, under sect . 31 of the
Act of 1869, the discretion of the trustee extends to all annuities

(as being “ debts or liabilities which do not beir a certain value" ) ,

which , however, it is too much to contend . He appears to us,

however, hardly correct in remitting us to the Act of 1819 for the

valuation of contingent annuities.

“ Rules of the court" (i.e., of " the court having jurisdiction in
bankruptcy as by the Act of 1869 provided ,” see sect. 4 ), “ for

the timebeing applicable " to the making of an estimate of con

tingent annuities within sect . 31 there are none, simply because

the Lord Chancellor has not yet made any, and therefore such

annuities (if “ liabilities ” ) must be valued by the trustee. But

annuities certain and absolute, may still be valued under sect. 173

of the Bankruptcy Act 1849, because the principle ofvaluation there
laid down is a " principle on which courts having jurisdiction in

bankruptcy have hitherto acted ” (sect. 78) , and is therefore

preserved .
And yet, if this be a correct representation of the law in bank

ruptcy, what can be more unsatisfactory than to be obliged , as

the Judicature Act appears to oblige us, to have recourse, in the

valuation of annuities, to the section of an Act which is no

longer on the statute book (it having been wholly and expressly

repealed by the 32 & 33 Vict . c . 83 ), and which cannot therefore

with truth be said to contain any " rules which are in force for the

time being under the law of bankruptcy ," within the meaning of

those words in the sub - section of the Judicature Act under

consideration .

Had the Judicature Act defined " debt " as including " annuity,"

and had the sub -section used the words “ valuation of debts

and liabilities," instead of its present words " valuation of annui.

ties and future or contingent liabilities," things would have been

plainer, although even then there would have remained perhaps

the question whether all annuities are within sect. 31 of the
Bankruptcy Act 1869.

The sub-section , though it declares the rules in bankruptcy

“ shall prevail and be observed ," as to debts and liabilities prove

able , omits the valuation of future or contingent debts, and con .

fines itself to the valuation of " annuities" and " liabilities." Is
there, then , to be no adoption of the rules of bankruptcy in the

ON THE VALUATION OF ANNUITIES AND FUTURE

AND CONTINGENT DEBTS AND LIABILITIES IN

BANKRUPTCY.

( 36 & 37 VICT. C . 66, s. 22, SUB-SECT. 1.)

ARE annuities debts? On the one hand an “ annuity creditor ” is
generally described , eo nomine, as in the repealed Bankruptcy Act

1849, sect. 172 - the word “ creditor " alone, therefore, appearing

insufficient to include him - and annuities partake ofthe character

of descendibility (e .g ., a personal annuity to A . and his heirs),

while debts do not ; and do not partake of the attribute of non

assignability (which characterises debts) , and “ are not strictly

choses in action ," as is observed by Mr. Joshua Williams, who

accordingly classifies them separately : (Personal Property, 3rd
edit., 160 ). On the other hand, the Bankruptcy Act 1869 , no

where speaks of these annuities, eo nomine, and defines " debts
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valuation of such debts ? A future or contingent “ liability,” | Admitting, however, that real estate directed to be sold should for

assuming, as we have said , that the Judicature Act adopts the purpose of probate duty be considered as personalty , there

the new definition of “ liability ” given in the Bankruptcy appears to us to be no answer to the converse proposition that

Act, will be valued according to sect. 31, i.e., according to money directed to be invested in real estate should be considered

the rules of the Court of Bankruptcy in force where appli. real estate. It appears, however, to be the opinion of the court

cable , and if none apply, then at the trustee's discretion . Future that such is not the law , which seems to us to be doing what is

or contingent " debts " - a much more numerous and probable usually called blowing hot and cold .

class of cases - will, unless debt and liability are synonymous The most glaring injustice seems to be worked when real estate

terms, remain to be estimated as best they may. The scope of is held for partnership purposes. In equity such real estate is,

the Bankruptcy Act has been enlarged , so as to admit proof of but solely for the partners' benefit, considered personalty, but why

“ liabilities ” which were inadmissible before. The scope of the should such doctrine be carried further than its legitimate ends

Judicature Act is to be narrowed, if we are right in our interpre Why should one house be chargeable with the payment of probate

tation of it, by excluding the valuation of “ debts" from it , for duty because it is used by two persons for the purpose of the

even if all " annuities" be “ debts," all “ debts " are clearly not trade in which they are partners, whereas the adjoining house ,

“ annuities.”
although it may beused for exactly the samekind of trade, is not so

The latter part of the sub -section , beginning with the words, chargeable because the owner does not happen to have a partner ?

“ And all persons," seems superfluous ; and the sub-section Can anything be more absurd ? Why should the public be partly

would end much better with the words “ adjudged bankrupt; " relieved of taxation in consequence solely of the private relations

but, if it be retained , it should surely stand thus : “ And all per of the owners of the houses ?

sons who, in any such case, would be entitled to prove for and We will now consider the question of legacy and succession

receive dividend out of the estate of any such person , if a bank duty. If real estate be by will directed to be sold and the

rupt" (not “ any such deceased person ” ) “ may come in under proceeds paid to A ., he has to pay legacy duty upon the whole of

the decree or order for theadministration of such estate , and make the proceeds, whereas if the estate were given direct to him he

such claim against or receive such payments out of the same” . would only haye to pay succession duty at exactly the same rate ,

(making a claim alone would be no remedy ) " as they would be but calculated upon the basis of the value of his own life only.

entitled to under the law of bankruptcy " (not “ by virtue of this If the real estate were given to A . for life the amount of succes .

Act ” ) . sion duty payable by him would be just the same as if the fee
simple were given to him , with this exception , that if he died

within four years and a half of his testator' s death he would
DUTIES PAYABLE BY REASON OF DEATH. escape so many equal eighth -parts of the duty as there remained

(Continued from p . 194.) half years to complete that term . Why should a tenant for life
The decisions and the dicta of the judges go to the following | and a tenant in fee have to pay exactly the same amount of duty

extent : The estate of a person dying entitled to the proceeds of when the estate of the latter is of a far greater saleable value

unsold real estate is liable to the paymert of probateduty, because than that of the former ? and why should a tenant in fee who has

the sale ought and in equity is considered to have actually taken full powers of disposition which he subsequently exercises have to

place. The estate of a person dying entitled to real estate, to be pay a far less amount of duty because his testator happened to

purchased with personal estate, is liable to the payment of probate give the property direct to him instead of directing it to be sold

duty , because at his death the property which actually passes and giving him the proceeds ? Again , why should a purchaser

upon his death is of a personalnature. A voluntary transferee of from a reversioner hare to pay succession duty upon a different

real estate from a reversioner who predeceases the tenant for life | basis from that upon which his vendor would have paid it, and

is subject only to duty by reason of the gift to him , and at a rate why should such purchaser have to pay duty when by reason of

to be determined by the relationship between the transferor and the death of his vendor it would but for the sale never hare been

transferee ; but such transferee is not liable to the duty to which | payable , or if such purchaser is to pay such duty as would have

the transferor , had he survived the tenant for life, would have been paid by the representatives of the vendor who would have

been subject, it being tacitly admitted by the Crown that the taken the property if no sale had taken place, why should those

death of the reversioner puts an end to any claim for duty by representatives have to pay duty, both probate and legacy,

reason of the original estate taken by him . A transferee for value upon the purchase moneys which but for the sale would never

from a reversioner, who predeceases the tenant for life is, however, have passed to them , and would never have become liable to the

liable to the payment of duty at the same rate to which the rever duty ?

sioner himself would have been liable had he survived the tenant Wecan see no reason why probate duty should not be paid in

for life, but upon a basis which may according to circumstances be respect of freeholds as well as upon leaseholds and money, and it

either less or very much greater than that upon which the duty would seem but right if the Government is entitled to a per
would have been calculated had the reversioner retained his centage of any dead man 's property, that the real estate of A .

property and survived the tenant for life . should contribute as well as the personal property of B . Until
We first propose to consider the question of probate duty. Is it 1853, unless the real estate were directed to be sold , no duty of

right that real estate should or should not be liable to probate any kind was payable by reason of its passing upon a death from

duty ! The law does not make such a charge when a man dies one owner to another, but in that year it was made liable to suc

seised of real estate. For what reasons ? Because, we suppose, cession duty, reckoned upon the value of the taker' s life ,whether

it is considered that real estate already otherwise bears its full such taker were absolutely entitled or not.

share of public burdens. We are not aware of any other sufficient In casesof reversionary legaciespassingbythedeath of theoriginal
reason ; and assuming that reason to be valid , upon what grounds legatee, two duties are payable , oneunder the will of the originaltes

can the charge of probate duty upon leasehold property be de tatorand theotherunder thewill of the originallegatee . It does seem

fended : Surely land in the holding of a leaseholder bears exactly manifestly unfair that personal estate passing under wills should

the sameburdens as it would were it in the hands of the freeholder. be subject to such accumulative duties. Assume a testator gave

A . is a freeholder, and , in common language, is called the holder of a | his personal property, amounting to 10001., to his wife , a young

freehold ground rent. B . is his immediate lessee, and by reason woman , for life , and after her death to A ., a stranger, and before

of his having sub -let the propery is, in common language, called the wife 's death A . and three successive legatees, all strangers to

the holder of a leasehold ground rent. Both A . and B . receive each other, had bequeathed such legacy, the Crown would,
their ground rents free ofdeduction except for property tax ,yet upon irrespective of probate duty, be entitled to 3441., and the last

the death of B . his estate has to pay probate duty upon the value legatee to 6561. By the Succession Duty Act provision is made

of his ground rent, whereas upon A .' s death his estate altogether for the payment of one duty only in respect of personal estate

escapes probate duty in respect of his ground rent, which is more which passes from one successor to another by reason of death , so

valuable than that of B . As the law stands, however, real estate that in no case can the Crown become entitled to more than

upon the death of its owner contributes nothing in the shape of 10 per cent., and that only from the person who becomes entitled
probate duty , and the only duty to which it is liable is succession to the actual enjoyment of the property. If it be considered unfair

duty , to which we shall presently refer. If, then , it is considered to charge double duty when the interest passes, by reason of death ,

fit that realestate should altogether escapeprobate duty because of under settlements, why should it be otherwise when a similar

the other charges upon it, or for any other reason , we are at quite interest passes by the same reason under wills ? No intelligible

a loss to understand by what process of reasoning it can be con reason can be given .

sidered fair that the fact of such real estate being held subject to Another thing strikes us as improper. Probate Duty and Pro

such a power as in equity would for certain purposes confer upon bate Court fees are payable upon a scale according to the value of

such real estate the incidents of personalty , should make it liable the testator's personal property . In estimating such value no

to taxation , when but for such power it would wholly escape. If deduction is allowed on account of debts, and until very recently

such power were to have the effect of freeing the land , whilst held no deduction was even allowed for debts secured upon mortgage of

subject thereto, from all or any of its other public burdens, leaseholds, the result being that when a man in a large way of

which would clearly work an injustice to other landowners, we business happens to die, his executors have to pay a very large

could understand the fairness ofsuch a proposal,but to treat it as sum for duty and fees, whereas perhaps the estate is of small

land for the purpose of onekind of taxation , which were it money it | actual value, or perhaps insolvent. It is true that a return of the

would altogether escape,andat the sametimeto treat it asmoney for duty can be obtained , but the process is by no means an casy or

the purpose of another kind of taxation to which land is not sub . inexpensive one, and no return can be bad of the court fees.

ject appears to us to be not only inequitable but simply unjust. It appears to us that probate duty should be payable upon the
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net value of a testator's or intestate's property, whether such pro Provision will have to be made for the payment of the duty

perty be freehold , leasehold , pure personalty , or otherwise, that where reversions are dealt with or pass otherwise than by death .
in the case of reversionary property the payment of such duty The present system of charging duty under the Succession Duty

should be postponed until the actual falling in of the reversion ; Act is clearly unfair . The proper thing would , we should think ,

and if such reversion did not fall in during the life of the legatee, be to charge the reversioner with duty, at the timeof sale , upon
no duty should be payable except under the will of the testator or the actual proceeds of the sale in exactly the samemanner as if

administrator of the intestate, to whose estate the actual possession the reversion had fallen in and such proceeds had been its value.
accrued . To ensure the proper estimate of the estate and no im . It should , however, be further provided that in case the reversion

proper deduction , the residuary account (which should contain a did not actually fall into possession during the reversioner's life,

statement of all the property whether in possession or reversion ) no probate duty should be paid upon so much of his estate as
might be required to be verified by the oath of the executors or should be equal in amount to the proceeds of the sale of the

administrators . reversion , and that other duty should only be payable upon such

The succession and legacy duties should be amalgamated into amount in case the reversioner 's representatives would have been

one duty and should be payable upon all property passing by liable , in respect of the reversion , to a higher rate of duty than

reason of death other than upon reversionary property upon which the reversioner himself, and then only at the difference between

duty should be payable as it now is, under the Succession Duty the rates.

Act, upon reversionary personal property, viz ., by the person who

actually obtains possession of it, the rate to be the highest which

he 'or either of his predecessors would have paid had all been LAW LIBRARY.
liable to duty. In all cases the duty should be calculated upon
the actual value of the interest passing to the beneficiary. Pro. We have received from Messrs . Knight and Co. (90, Fleet-street ),
vision should, however, be made for allowing time for payment of The Local Government Directory for 1874. This work is in its

duty in respect of land , but interest should be paid upon every thirty -third year, and it contains an useful summary of Local

instalment calculated as from the death of the deceased , otherwise Governinent Legislation of the session of 1873 ,byMr. CUNNINGHAM

the legatee of money would , in consequence of immediate payment | GLEN. The Directory is too well known to require description . It

of duty being required, have to bear a larger amount of duty than is to local authorities what the Law List is to the legal Profession .

the devisee of land, whereas both are equally beneficiaries and We notice that it contains a list of the School Boards of England

should rateably contribute towards the expenses of the country . I and Wales.

risteho

SOLICITORS' JOURNAL. “ LEGAL process issued in Ireland and Scot , necessarily arise ander other circumstances .

land may beserved in England," writes a solicitor, Much just and legitimate litigation is nipped

We are able to state, on the highest authority ,
“ but the same process issued in England may in the bud owing to the enormous expense which

in these modern times often attends it.
that solicitors will have an equal right of audience

not be served in those parts of the United King

with the Bar in cases of bankruptcy , in the Ex
dom ; how the Incorporated Law Society can for

chequer division of the High Court as constituted lig diffionit to explain .” Wedo not quite see that
i so long a time have left matters in this position The following lectures and classes are appointed

under the Supreme Court of Judicature Act, 1th for the ensuing week , at the Law Institution, for
unless the contrary is provided for under the

| the Incorporated Law Society is answerable for
the instruction of students seeking admission on

rules of court to be framed in conformity with
this rather unjust provision in the Common Law

Procedure Act 1852. Itwas, we believe, inserted
the roul of attorneys and solicitors : Monday 26

that Act. Weremind solicitors that the drafting
of these rules has been intrusted to members of

Tuesday 27, and Wednesday 28 , class, Common
in the Bill in the House of Lords at the eleventh 17

Law , 4 .30 to 6 ; Friday 30, lecture, Conveyancing ,
hour, at the instigation of certain Scotch and

the Bar, and it is important that nothing in these 16 to 7 , p . m . To prevent interruption at the

rules contained should be allowed to abridge or
Irish peers. English solicitors, and indeed the
English public, may fairly demana legislation on hall after a lecture has commenced.lectures, subscribers cannot be admitted to the

affect the right in question , andwhich has been so
the subject.

properly conceded in the Act in the interests of

the public and the Profession . This important
point will, no doubt, receive the carefulconsidera BARRISTERS are called solicitors to some of the NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.

public departments of the State. A barrister has | FRAUD - ACTION AT LAW ON POLICY OF IN .
tion of the council of the Incorporated Law Society ,

although the majority of the members of that
just been appointed to the office of Registrar to SURANCE - RELIEF IN EQUITY -- CANCELLATION .

body are not, perhaps, likely to avail themselves
the Railway Commissioners, and another mem - The defendants broughtan action at law against

of the right of audience referred to .
ber of the higher branch has been appointed to the plaintiffs on policy which with anoth

the office of Registrar of the Preston County polics , had been effected by gross fraud . There
Court : in ppointed being several actions arising out of the same

THE following appeared in the Globe a few days to all those posts usually, in former times, be transaction , all the actions but that of the defen .

since, the correspondent in question being, we stowed upon attorneys at law . Solicitors who
icitors who dants were stayed , and a special case was agreed

understand, a London solicitor : “ In the law have laboured for years in the active exercise of upon, and judgment was to be delivered at law

reports of the Times counsel engaged in each case their profession , are constantly overlooked in upon the facts stated and found. The facts showed

is always scrupulously mentioned . A correspon. favour of members of the Bar often admittedly gross fraud on the part ofthe plaintiffs at law ,
dent suggests that the names of the solicitors without practice or experience. We wonder to and judgment was given against them . Held ,
should also be published . This is obviously fair. what length this unjust practice, which is obtain - | that the defendants at law were entitled to a

The public go to solicitors, and the latter to the ing, will go before solicitors show any sign of dis . decree in equity for cancellation of both the
higher branch of the Profession. The majority of comfiture, if they ever will show it at all. policies : (London and Provincial Marine Insur .
people , therefore , are more interested in knowing ance Company v . Seymour, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S .
the names of solicitors than those of barristers.

REFERRING to the observations in our last issue
641.

It is due to solicitors that their services should be
V . C . B .)

| MATRIMONIAL SUIT - COUNTERCHARGE BY
recognised ; but the present demand is made on upon the subject of the inconvenience arisupon the subject of the inconvenience arising |WIFE _ PETITION DISMISSED - WIFE's Costs.

public, not professional grounds. In reporting a from the service outof the jurisdiction of process In a husband' s suit for dissolution on the ground
case either no reference should be made to legal issued out of the Lord Mayor 's Court of the CityCity of adultery, the wife charged the husband with
officials , or the names of all concerned should be of London , a solicitor in the City writes to us !

| adultery, and with condnot conducing to her adul.
made known. " It is enough for us to say that we that he considers that of which we and our cor tery. The jury found both parties guilty, and the
quite agree with the above. It is contended by respondents complaim so often not so objection .

able as contended, “ because countrymen trade
petition was dismissed. The court held that the

some that the names of the solicitors in the case
within the city and so give jurisdiction.”cannot often be ascertained by the reporters. Our

respondent had succeeded in her litigation , and
“ It

ordered her all the costs of her defende beyond
readers will agree with us that such a contention would be much worse to compel the City houses

the sum for which security had been given in the
will not as a rule hold water. to go to remote courts to sue people dealing with

registry : (Chaldecott v . Chaldecott , and Cart
them , " says our correspondent. Whilst we gladly 1

wright, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 699. Div .)
print this expression of opinion we are compelled

We understand that an impression exists at to differ from the view of the question which heDestion which hel MATRIMONIAL SUIT - HUSBAND RESIDENT IN

Woodbridge that the circular recently issued by ladvances. The County Courts exercise no such | AUSTRALIA - PROOF OF PRELIMINARY FACTS OF

the Lord Chancellor, directing that, upon any extensive jurisdiction . AFFIDAVIT - PRACTICE . - In a husband's suit for

vacancy occurring in the office of registrar of the dissolution , where the petitioner was resident in

County Courts , that his Lordship may be ac Australia , the court allowed the preliminary facts
quainted with the fact, " in order that thecircum . We are pleased to notice a tendency on the of the cohabitation and separation to be proved
stances of the court, and the propriety of discon . part of solicitors to conduct the cases of their by affidavit : (Adams v. Adams and Guest, 29
tinuing it, may be considered," will lead to the clients on the hearing of municipal petitions. L . T . Rep. N . Š . 699. Div .)
abolition of that County Court, the registrar of Three country solicitors have lately particularly WILL - UNEXECUTED TESTAMENTARY PAPER

which , Mr. Reeve, a localsolicitor, has just died. distinguished themselves by the able manner in - INCORPORATION . - A testatrix left & will by
We understand, however , that the learned judge which they have conducted such cases, in two of |which a certain portion of her property was to be
of the County Court in question , has replied that which they were successful, as has no doubt been disposed of according to instructions contained in
it would be highly inexpedient to abolish the observed in the reports in the London daily “ any document or documents accompanying this
court. We hope that the vacant registrarship | papers of the past week. If this practice obtains, my will.” Three letters were found along with

will be filled by a London or local solicitor, and as we hope it will, no doubt many petitions will the will, one dated anterior to the will , another

not, as has lately been the case on such vacancies be presented and disposed of which otherwise bearing date before the will, but evidently altered

occurring , by a member of the Bar. I would not, owing to the expense which would ' after, and the third written after the execution
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will

ann

| TEALE Benjamin o'clock: Dewsbury. Marceneiro Feb.16;

wa we

of thewill : the court held , that none of the docu - decision to fetter bis Honour's discretion ,and more. CHAFFIN (Matthew H .), 19, Berners-street, Oxford-street,

mants were sufficiently identified as being in
Middlesex , gentleman . Feb . 14 ; Wm . Neal, solicitor, 4 .

over , if the Legislature had intended such an excep - | Pinner'sH ola Broad .street ' London . Feb 2 . W

existence when the will was executed, and refused tion they would probably have expressed it. Nolat 11 o'clock . * * *
COLEY (Chas. Wm .) , Aberdeen Park, Highbury, and 178

probate of all three : (In the Goods of Matilda and 100, Essei-road , Islington , and of Holloway-road

Zockey, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 699. Prob .) supposed to have in view the state of the law at (corner of Hornsey -road ), Islington , Middlesex, pawn .
the time; but in this case the testator, though he broker. Feb . 16 ; E . Boulton , solicitor, 24 , Northampton

made his will before the passing of the Act, made
square, Clerkenwell, Middlesex . Feb. 25 ; V . C . M , at
twelve o ' clock .

THE APPORTIONMENT ACT - CONSTRUC. a codicil after the passing of the Act, whereby, | COLEMAN Wm .), Tewkesbury, Gloucester, brewer. March

TION OF WILL MADE BEFORE.
11 : C . H . Jagger, solicitor, Cannon -street, Birmingham ,

Capron v. Capron , before Malins , V . C ., on Wed . present question , he ratified and confirmed his
March 18 ; V . 0 . M ., at twelve o 'clock ,

COOKE ( Catherine P .) , Harwich , Eespx, widow . Feb . 16 ;

nesday, was a special case to obtain the opinion of will. This amounted to a repetition and repabli. F . R . Hale , solicitor, 74, King William -street, London.
the court upon an important question as to the cation of every word so confirmed , and, in fact, Feb . 23 ; V . C . H ., at ten o 'clock .

FISHER (Jobn ), Southampton , shopkeeper. Feb . 16 ; Ed .
construction of the Apportionment Act 1870, under rendered the will a will made after the Act . It ward Coxwell, solicitor, Southampton . Feb . 26 ; V . C . H .,

the following circumstances :- The lateMr. George was also very material to observe that the old at ten o 'clock .

Capron, of Southwick Hall, in the county of Act directed an apportionment of the periodical
HIGGINS (William ), Monmouth , grocer . Feb . 28 ; R . J .

Child , solicitor, 11, Old Jewry Chambers, London . March
Northampton , by his will, drted the 2nd April payments therein mentioned, “ under any instru . 2 ; V . C . M , at twelve o 'clock .
1866, after bequeathing certain life annuities, ment that shallbe executed after the passingof this HILL ( John ), Aylesbury, Bucks, miller. Feb . 28 ; A . Cox,

payable quarterly , and charging them upon his Act, or (being a will or testamentary disposition ) | $0
solicitor, 28, St . Swithin 's -lane, London . March 2 ;
V . C . B ., at twelve o ' clock ,

estate in the county of Northampton (of which he that shall come into operation after the passing KEEN (Wm .;, 193, Essex-road , Middlesex . March 20 ; H . R .
was seised in fee) , devised that estate (in effect) of this Act.” So that as the former Act applied Silchester, solicitor, ls, Great Dover-street, Southwark ,

to his eldest son for life, with remainder in strict to a will executed before, but taking effect after | Nicholson Wm . East Ville Lincoln , former. Feb. 20 :
Surrey. March 5 ; V . O . H ., at twelve o ' clock .

settlement. By a codicil, dated the 1st July the Act, it was in the last degree improbable that F. T . White, solicitor, Boston, Lincoln, March 3 ; M . R .,

1871, he made certain trifiing alterations in , and the Legislature should have intended the recent at twelve o'clock .PYE ( John ), Packington -street and Essex -road , Islington ,
subject thereto ratified and confirmed , his will, | Act, which was expressed in very general terms, Middlesex , tea dea er and grocer. Feb . 28 ; Wm . Mote,
and he died on the 24th April 1872. The rents of to have this limited operation . There must be a solicitor, 1 , South -square , Gray' s Inn , Middlesex . March

such parts of the testator's Northampton estate declaration that there must be an apportionment 1 . 10 ; V .O . H ., at twelve o 'clock ;
STEPHENSON (Mark ) , Ossett , York , mill owner. Feb . 16 ;

as were let on lease were payable at Lady-day of the rents in the special case mentioned , and John Barker, solicitor. Dewsbury. March 4 ; M . R ., at
and Michaelmas, and the question then arose that such portion of them as accrued before the half -past eleven o 'clock ,

whether the persons who were interested in his death of the testator belonged to his general per
TEALE Benjamin H . ) , Leeds. gentleman . Feb . 28 ; Wm .

B . Craven , solicitor, East Parade, Leeds, March 17 ;

residuary personal estate were not under the sonal estate. V . O . B ., at twelve o 'clock ,

recent Apportionment Act of 1870 (which came
into operation on the 1st Aug. 1870 , entitled ,as Correspondence. CREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 VICT. c . 35.
against the devisee of the estate, to have the SALE OF PRACTICES. Is it too much to hope Last Day of Claim , and to whom Particulars to be sent.
rents apportioned and such part of them asaccrued

before the day of the testator' s death paid to
that the Legal Practitioners' Society will take ANDREWS ( Alexander), 3, Grove-villas, Albion -grove, Stoke

Newington, Middlesex , gentleman .
speedysteps to remedy the abuses now perpetrated

Feb .

them .

10 ; Law,
Hussey, and Halbert, solicitors, 10 , New -square, Lin .

by law accountants and agents in connection with coln sinn , London ,

The VICE-CHANCELLOR said the point which the disposal of legal practices ? SOLICITOR .
BARKER (Rev. Chus. A . ), late of Apedale-road , Chesterton ,

had arisen in this case as to the construction of
Stafford , previously of the Old Hall, Chesterton, and for

We think the sale of solicitors' businesses maythe Apportionment Act of 1870 ( the construction
merly of 12 . Onslow -square, Middlesex . April 10 ; Dod

of which had already caused some difficulty ) was
and Longstaffe , solicitors, 16 , Berners-street, Middlesex.

well be taken in hand by the Profession in some | BIGG ( Thomas ), 3 , Manor- place, Ospringe-sireet , Faver.

one of very great and general importance. In this
suam , Kent, gentleman . Feb . 28 ; F . Johnson, solicitor,

case the testator, who was seised in fee , had
Legal Practitioners' Society, the above is hardly 67, Preston-street, Faversham .

BRIDEX, otherwise BATSON (Wm . E . ) , West Croydon ,

| a subject with which they can deal. - ED. Sols'.
devised his estates in strict settlement ; but, in

Surre , surgeon. Feb . 21 ; Wright and Pilley, solicitors,

considering the question , there was no difference
DEP.] 25. Bedford-row , London .

BHOWX ( Ann ). Wilienhall, Stafford , widow . Feb . 16 ;
in principle between that and an absolute devise .

and the question was in effect the simple one
UNQUALIFIED PERSONS. - In your impression Crowther Davies, solicitor: 25 : Bennett's hill, Birming

ham , and John Clarke, solicitor, Willenhall.

whether in all cases where a testator seised in fee
of Saturday last I notice a letter upon “ Our In - BURROUGHES (Rev. Jeremiab ), Lingwood , Norfolk. Feb.

devised a particular estate, and died between the
vaders,” C . and V . I have seen several of their 23; Fusters, Burroughes, and Rouberds, solicitors, Bank

half-yearly or quarterly days for the payment of
circulars during the last few months, I wish Ihad a street, Norwich . .CECIL (Clarence F .) , Dronfield Lodge, Kilburn . Middlesex ,

his rents, there should be an apportionment of
| known asmuch twelvemonths ago, for then I an - Esq. Feb. 2 ; J.' s , Ward, solicitor, 52, Lincoln 's-inn

those rents between his own personal estate and
swered their advertisement, which appears daily in fields, London . . ,

CHAPMAN (Henry), Sheffield , pawnbroker . Feb. 10 ; Bur

his devisee. The state of the law before the the Standard and Telegraph . I wanted a divorce , dekin and Co., solicitors, Sheffield .

recent Apportionment Act was clear ; in all cases
and was withoutmoney, as I am still ; they said | CLARK ( John ), M . D ., 4, St. Luke's -place, Cork, Ireland,

of money lent the interest was considered as

the case was very simple, and undertook it on l doctor ofmedicine, staff surgeon. Feb ._15 ; Willyer, Fen
wick , and Stibbard , solicitors, 12, Fenchurch -street,

accruing from day to day, and the personal repre
spec. Week after week during the year they pro London .

sentative of the testator was entitled to an appor .
mised me the case would comeon, but they never | EDEN (Hon . Dulcib alla M .), Hampton Court Palace, Mid

dlesex, spinster, Fcb . 16 ; Pownall and Co., solicitors, 9,
even had it registered for hearing . Now I am in a

tionment, but where an estate was devised the Staple -inn, London ,

devisee was entitled to the whole rents from the
dilemma. The witnesses then on the spot, are FROOME (Mary A .), Zinzan-place, Reading, Berks, spinster.

Feb . 10 ; C . W . Hoffman, solicitor, 59, Broad -street,
now some distance out of London ,and I am with

last day of payment, and the representative of the Reading , Berks.

devisor was not entitled to any apportionment.
out means. VICTIM . GRUNDON ( Thos. ), formerly of North Shore , late of 95 ,

This was felc to be a defective state of things,and
kichmond-street, both in the county ofNewcastle-upon

UNCLAIMED STOCK AND DIVIDENDS IN THE Tyne innkeeper . March 2 ; J . G . and J . E . Joel, soli

in August 1870, was passed the Act now under BANK OF ENGLAND. citors, Newcastle upon Tyne.

consideration ,which , after reciting “ whereas rents Transferred to the Commissioners for the Reduction of the
HAY (Wm . J . ) , late of 3 , Powis -gardens. Bayswater, Mid

and some other periodical payments are not at National Debt, and which will be paid to the persons
dlesex, Esq ., formerly Admiralty chemist at H . M , Dock
yard , Portsinouth . Feb . 20 ; R . J . H . Tucker, 26 , Picca

common law apportionable (like interest or money
respectively whose names are prefixed to each in three dilly , London ,
months, unless other claimants sooner appear.)

lent) in respectof time,and for remedy ofsomeof the
HOLDEN (Oliver ), Upper Parliament-street. Liverpool, coal

mischiefs and inconveniences thereby arising COLES (Henry Beaumont), Middleton House, Long Parish,
merchant. Feb . 14 ; Gates and Martin , solicitors, 10 ,

Whitchurch , Hante , Esq . ; BIRD ( Rev. Roger), of Inle .
Water-street, Liverpool.

divers statutes had been passed ,” by its 2nd sec tham , near Sevenoaks, clerk , and FELLOWES (Rev. Henry
LLOYD (Frederick A . ), Park -road , West Brompton , Middle

tion enacted that after the passing of the Act John ), of Over Wallop, Hants , clerk . £294 198 , d . Three
sex, Esq . March 1 ; Guscotte, Waduain , and Daw , solici.
tors, 19, Essex-street, Strand, London .

“ all rents, annuities, dividends, and other
per Cent. Annuities . Claimant, said Rev . Henry John Milwm ), formerly of Brickdam , afterwards of 18 , Opper

periodical payments in the nature of income COLES (Henry Beaumont), Middleton House, Long Parish ,
Fellowes, the survivor. Lisson -htreet ,Marylebone, both in the county of Middle

(whether received or made payable under an in .
Bex , currier , and late of 33 , Henry- street East, Portland

Hauts. Esq ., and IREMOXGER (Wm .), of Wherwell, Hants.

strument under seal or otherwise) shall , like inte
Esq . £128 2s , 10d , Three per Cent. Annuities . Claimant.

town, Middlesex , of no occupation . Jan . 24 ; Drake and
Son , solicitors, 3 , Cloak - lane, Cannon -street , London .

rest on money lent, be considered as accruing
John James, surviving executor of Henry Beaumont
Coles, deceased , who was the survivor.

MAY (Sarah ), 16 , Newport-terrace , Barnstaple widow .

from day to day, and be apportionable in respect Ord (Rev. John AlexandORD (Rev. John Alexander Blackett ), Whitfield Hall,
| Feb . 28 ; Wuloughbyand Cox, solicitors, 13, Chitford 's- inn ,

London ,

of time accordingly .”
Hayden -bridge, Northumberland, £3817 118 . 7d . Three

This his Honour read as a per Cent. Annuities. Claimant, Anne Jane Blackette
MCCLURE (Sir Robert J . Le Mesurier ) . C . B ., 25 , Duke

general provision applying to this very case, and , Ord , widow . sole executrix of Rev . J . A . B . Ord , deceased .
street, St. James' s , Middlesex , Jan . 30 : Chauntreil and
Pollock , solicitors, 63, Lincoln ' s -inn - fields, Middlesex.

according to it, every day a fresh sum of rent was RANSFORD (Henry), Huron Lodge , Boltons,West Bromp
ton . Esa . £51 lls , 6d . New Thiee per Cent. Annuities .

MURRAY (Albert Wm .), 41, Great Ormoud-street, Middle

to be considered as falling due, and the rent of Claimant, said Henry Ransford ,
sex , a retired major in the 5th Middlesex or Royal

every day which fell due before the death of the SHAPTER ( John ) . Lincoln 's -inn , HARVEY (John ), of St .
Elthorne Milltia . Feb . 21 ; S . Hamilton , solicitor, ll,
Great James -street, Bedford -row , Middlesex.

testator must go to this estate . Such would John ' s -wood, BUSK Hans), jun.. of the Middle Temple .
and SMITH (Wm . John Bernhard ) , of the same place, all

MURRAY ( Hon . Dame Emily ). Wimbledon Lodge, Wimble

have been his decision if there had been no autho
don , Surrey , widow . Feb . 28 ; G . Bramwell, solicitor, 78 ,

E - grs . £87 188 . 1d . Three per Cent. Annuities . Cla mants .
rity upon the case, but in the case of Roseingrave said John Shapter , Hans Busk jun ., and Wm . John B .

Chester -square, London , S . W .
NESBITT ( Elizabeth ), 6 , Victoria Villas, Mortlake-road ,

Smith , the survivors.
v. ' Burke (Ir . Rep. 7 , Eq. 186 ), the Vice

Richmond , Surrey, widow . Feb . 11 ; Vanderoom , Law ,
SINGLETON (Henry S .), South Audley -street. Middlesex ,

Chancellor of Ireland, in a carefully considered Esq . £189 88 , 8d . New Three Per Cent. Annuities .
Hardy, and Aston, solicitors, 23 , Bush -lane, London ,

judgment, had arrived at the same conclusion . Claimant, said Henry Sydenham Singleton ,
PHILLIPS (John ), Castle-square, Haverfordwest, retired
chemist and druggist . Feb . 28 ; Wm . John and Son,

It had been said that that case was decided in
WILLOUGHBY (Mary Ann ), and WILLOUGHBY (Charlotte ,
both of Cunningham - place, St. John ' s-wood, spinsters.

solicitors, 5 , Victoria -place, Haverfordwest.

chambers,but it had been argued by counsel, and he £300 Three Per Cent Annuities. Claimant, said Mary
| Pocock (Edw . ), 59, Burton -crescent, Middlesex , gentleman .

March 10 ; T . Angell , solicitor , 27 , Gresh & m - street, Bank,
presumed reported by the sanction of the judge, Ann Willoughby, spinster, the survivor . London .

and his Honour did not consider that it was APPOINTMENTS UNDER THE JOINT-STOCK
RANKEN (Cecilia ), formerly of Hammersmith , Middlesex ,

entitled to less consideration because it was deli .
then of Apsley - place, Clapham , Surrey, and late of Upper

WINDING -UP ACTS . Berwick , near Lewes , Sussex, spinster. Feb . 19 ; Randall
vered in one room rather than in another. The MAREZZO MARBLE COMPANY (LIMITED ). - Petition for wind and Angier, solicitors , 3, Gray's -inn -place, Gray's-inn ,

case of Jones v . Ogle ( L . Rep . 8 Ch. 192), had
ing -up to be heard Jan , si, before the M . R , Middlesex .

NEUCHATEL BITUMINOUS ROCK PAVING COMPANY LIMITED . RICHARDS (Jane) , Gloucester, spinster . March 2 ; Thos, L .
been cited as an authority the other way. In - Creditors to send in by Feb . 14 their names and ad . Poole, solicitor, 9 , Bell -lane, Gloucester.
that case, however, the dividend and income dresses, and the particulars of claims, to Lord Wm . M . SEAGER (Jas . L ) , Milibank , Midd esex , and Carrong House,

of the testator's share in the Lillishall Iron
Hay and Edward Wm . Bonham , care of Bischoff and Co. . | South Lambeth , Surrey, Esq . Feb . 8 ; Cope, Rose, and
4 ,Great Winchester-street-buildings, London , the liqui. Pearson. solicitors, 26 , GreatGeorge.street, Westminster,

Company were the actual subject of the be dators of the said company. Middlesex.
quest, and the decision of the Court of Ap . TUMACACORIMINING AND LAND COMPANY (Limited ). Peti. | SHADFORTH ( Elizabeth ), Nether Heworth Hall, Durbam ,
peal entirely turned upon the effect of the terms tion for winding-up , to beheard Jan . So, before V . C . M . widow . Wm . and W . Dickson , solicitors . Alnwich .

of the testator' s will. A testator could do what | CREDITORS UNDER ESTATES IN CHANCERY.
SMITH (Rebecca ), London . road , near Gloucester, widow .
March 2 ; Thos. L . Poole, solicitor, 9, Bell-lane, Glou

he pleased with his property, and if in this LAST DAY OF PROOF. cester ,
case he had chosen to say, " I give my lands and BAILEY ( Julia E . R . ), 29, Grosvenor-place, Bath , widow , STURDY (Daniel), senior, 18 , Priory-road , Wandsworth

road , Surrey, Esq. Feb . 14 ; Fladgate, Clarke, and Smith,

all the rents accruing in respect thereof,” that solicitors , 40 , Craven -street , Strand.
would have made the case more like Jones v . Ogle. | BOOTH (Edward ), late ofManchester, and lately carrying on SWIFT ( Elizabeth ), Kingston -upon -Hull. Feb . S ; Tom

There were, it was true, certain expressions used
business at Gorton and Salford as gum and starch manu Turaner , solicitor, Beverley .

by one of the learned judges who had decided
facturer . Feb . 7 ; R . Page, solicitor, 2 , Clarance-build - TROWER . (Penelope Frances ), Unsted Wood, near Godal
ings,Booth-street , Manchester, Feb. 21 ; V . C . B ., at 12 ming, Surrey, widow . Feb . 16 ; Bell, Stewarts, and Co.,

Jones v . Ogle, which rather seemed to imply a o' clock. ..
solicitors, 49, Lincolns-inn - tields, Middlesex .

doubt whether the Act should apply to an instru .
CHEKE ( John M . ), Bancoorah , Bengal, India , March 19 : WALROND (Rev. Theodore A . ), 23, Belmont-park , Lee ,

WPPły bo wa mstru . Thos. Plews, solicitor, 14, Old Jewry-chambers, London,Thos. Plews, solicitor, 14, old Jewry-chambers, London Kent. Feb . 22 ; J . and J . Hopgood , solicitors, 174 , White

ment already executed . There was, however, no England , March 28 ; M , R ., at 11 o 'clock . ball -place, London , S . W .Ken

cili, solicitor , place, Bath, widow

by one of the was true, certain eko Jones v. Ogle. BMR, at 11.30
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MAGISTRATES'LAW .

von be

be liable
he constable or other

shall be d to +

COOL

Yates (Elizabeth ), 285, Kennington-road, Surrey , widow . the first-mentioned statute and bye-law , but re. most important that the privacy of the telegraph
Feb . 12 ; W . F . Baker and Lawrance and Co ., solicitors,

15, Old Jewry-chambers, London .
served the question as one of law upon which they should be kept up.

YATES ( Thomas), late of 285, Kennington-road, Surrey, | desired the opinion of the court. Held , that the Russell said the course he pursued would insure

formerly known as 28. Chester-place, Kennington-cross, stable in question was a " new building," and the privacy.
gentleman . Feb . 12 ; Whitakers and Woolbert, solicitors,

12, Lincoln ' s-inn - fields, Middlesex . justices were wrong in their judgment, but were GROVE, J. - But the inspection is of no use to
right in remitting the question for the court : you unless you can make someuse of the telegrams

( # obbs v . Dance, 29 L , T . Rep. N . S . 687. C . P .) before me. '
Russell. - Weintend to make someuse of them ,

KENT GENERAL SESSION .
Ballantine, Serit, said hewould leave his learned

friend to take his own course ; he would neither
NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. Tuesday, Jan . 13 . conceal nor admit anything , nor would he propose

COUNTY BRIDGE - DAMAGE BY LOCOMOTIVE (Chairman : Col. J . T. LENNARD ). any modus operandi.
REPAIR . - The LocomotiveAct (24 & 25 Vict. c . 70 , Alehouse Licenses. GROVE , J. thought that at all events there

8 . 7) , enacts that where any bridge on a turnpike THE quarter session for the county was held at should be some limit laid down as to the examina
or other road , carried across any stream , water - / Maidstone. tion .
course, or navigable river , canal, or railway, shall A letter was read from Mr. T . E . Walker , clerk | Russell . That cannot be ; that cannot be done.

be damaged by reason of any locomotive passing to the justices of the Tunbridge Division , relative | Ballantine, Serjt . — This is a Government con .balancine,
over the same, or coming into contact therewith , to the fee for serving the notices required by cern , and not a private matter. It is like opening
none of the proprietors, undertakers , directors, | Geo. 4 , c . 61, p . 15 , which enacts that it shallGeo. 4 , c . 61, p . 15 , which enacts that it shall be a letter from the Post-office .
conservators, trustees, commissioners, or other lawful for the clerk to the justices to receive from GROVE , J . said it was very like calling a post

persons interested in , or having charge of, such each person to whom an alehonse licence is man to say what were the contents of a letter
navigable river, canal, or railway , or of such | granted (amongst other sums) the sum of ls . for painted (amongst other sums) the sum of ls. for passing through his hands.

Harrison said there were three cases in whichce officer for
bnt e repaired to the satisfaction the notices, & c ., required by the Act to be served . | it had been held that telegramswere not privi.

of such proprietors, & c ., by the owners or persons Mr. Walker goes on to say, “ Since the parish leged .
having charge of the locomotive at the time of the constables have ceased to be appointed the county GROVE, J. said it was rather a formidable thing

happening of the damage. Held , that this provi. police have served the notices, and the question to say that a counsel, simply because he repre

sion does not apply to bridges repairable by the
inhabitants of a county : (Reg v . Kitchener, 29

Pły w vrages repairable by the arises whether the fee should now be charged . I sented & party in a suit, could ask to have tele

L. T . Rep. N . S . 697. C . Cas. Ř .).
near that in some divisions it was not taken at grams examined . The Bridgwater case was before
the recent annual licensing meeting, and that in the telegraphs had passed into the hands of the

RNMENT NEW BUILDING - BYE - / those divisions in which it was taken it was pro . Government. It was a point of extreme impor

LAWS. - 21 & 22 Vict. c . 98, s . 34 , empowers every posed by the clerks to the justices to apply it to tance, and before deciding it he should like to ask
localboard to make bye-laws ( inter alia ) “ with the police superannuation fund . In this division the opinion of the other election judges upon the
respect to the structure of walls of new buildings the fees were received , and the amount ( £8 158.) matter. It was a point upon which much would

Tor securing stability and the prevention of is still in my hands. Under these circumstances depend , and it was very desirable that there should

fres," and to " provide for the observance of the I thought it well to mention the matter to theo mention the matter to the be a general opinion .
sameby enacting therein such provisions as they magistrates at the petty sessions, and I was Russell. It is clear that they are not privi.
think necessary as to the giving of notices.” directed by them to requestyou to be good enough leged .
The appellants, a local board , acting under the to bring the subject before the next court of | GROVE , J . - Where do you find that point ? Was

above section , passed a bye-law requiring notice | general sessions, with the view of obtaining its | it so held before, or has it been ruled since the
to be given to them before the commencement of opinion as to the propriety or otherwise of chargº telegraphs came into the bands of the Govern .
any new building. The respondent possessed & ing the fee and the mode of its appropriation in ment ?
stable within the district of the local board . The case the court should be of opinion that it should Russell.- I apprehend that does notmake any
back of the stable was formed by a wall of the still be charged .” difference at all.
yard in which it stood ; the other three sides The Clerk of the Peace read a lengthy opinion GROVE, J . - I am not sure of that.
were of wood. Without giving notice to the on the subject, the substance of ,which was that Russell.- There is no case on the subject since
appellants, he pulled the stable down and rebuilt there was no statute relieving the applicant from Government has had the telegraphs ; but I can

it in another part of the yard, so that two of the the necessity of paying the fee ; and the justices hardly conceive any reason why there should be a

yard walls formed two sides of the erection , and would , he thought, best comply with the law if | difference.
the other two sides were reconstructed with the they directed the clerks to the justices to con . | GROVE, J. - I can see there is some distinction .
old materials . He put on a | tinne to demand the 1s, fee, and to pay it over to 1 A message is handed to the Post-office , and the

spondent having been gummoned before justices the treasurer to be applied by him in aid of Government is trusted to take certain measures
for the breach of the above-mentioned bye- law , 1 police rates , and that it should not be applied to with regard to it.
they stated a case, under 20 and 21 Vict. c . 43 , the police superannuation fund . After some Russell said when the private companies had the
wherein they minutely decribed the nature of the discussion , the committee was requested to renew telegraphs they were bound in honour to keep
restored stable , and decided that the bnildingtorea stable, and decided that the building communications with the Canterbury Town telegrams private , unless a judicial emergenoy
was not a “ new building ” within the meaning of ' Council relative to the use of the police station . required their disclosure. There was no higher

duty laid on the Government than this. They

BOROUGH QUARTER SESSIONS. had merely consolidated the companies. As to
letters, those that passed to and from candidates

Borough . When holden . What notice ofRecorder.
and their agents , let them be ever so private, they

Clerk of the Peace.
appeal to be given . were bound to be produced when called for.

Jan . 20. - GROVE , J ., on taking his seat thisBanbury . Monday, Jan , 26 A . S . Hill, Esq., Q . C ., M . P . 10 days .. .. .. .. .. .. D . P . Pellatt.Folkestone morning , said : I have received answers fromFriday , Jan . 30 .... J . J . Lonsdale , Esq ...... . .. 8 days . .. . . .. .. . . . R . T . Brockman .Penzance
Saturday, Jan . 24 .. Charles S . C . Bowen , Esq. my learned brothers whom I consulted about10 days .. . .. Walter Borlase .
Wednesday, Jan . 28 .. Thomas H . Naylor, Esq . . | 14 days .. .... . .... Robert Ransom , the application for the production of the tele

Wigan ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wednesday, Jan , 28 ...... Joseph Catterall, Esq . ... ! Thomas Heald . grams which passed during the election , and
their opinion is very strong, coinciding with that
which I rather intimated , withoutgiving an abso .

ELECTION LAW . address, as described in the list when altered. lute decision upon, on Saturday. Their opinion
The revising barrister deemed the notice suffi. is that I decidedly oughtnot to interfere to com

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. cient, and expunged the voter 's name. Held , pel, or even to say anything to the post -office
RIGHTOF AN IRISH PEER TO VOTE. - An Irish that the alteration of the list being beyond the officer, to induce him to produce these telegrams.

peer, who is not a member of the House of Com - | powers given to the overseers by 6 Vict, o . 8 , I do not wish to go into the reasons of this deci.
mons, is not entitled to have his namekept on the s . 5 , the list so altered could not be " deemed to sion , because I do not desire to say that cases
register so as to be able to vote, in the event of be the list of voters,” within sect. 6 , and, there may not arise where strong specific grounds may
his being elected to the House of Commons at a fore, that the notice, not having been directed to justify the interposition of the election judge. Ifore, that the notice, not having been directed

( Lord Rendleshan v .
the appellant, “ at his place of abode, asdescribed take it that the witness from the post-office de

Rep. N . S . 679. C . P .) in the said list of voters,” according to the provi. clines to produce the telegrams on his own
BOROUGH FRANCHISE - OCCUPATION - AB sions of sect. 100 , was improperly served , and the authority . I do not propose to interfere with the

SENCE . - A clergyman who goes abroad, having barrister's decision erroneous : (Nosworthy v . post-office in the matter. I neither compel nor
placed a curate in his house, and having locked The Overseers of Rutland , 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 675. invite them to produce the telegrams.
up three rooms for his own use, without an C . P .) . Russell. - There were one or two particular
animus revertendi, for six months previous to the telegrams as to which we desired to make a
31st July , is not entitled to vote under either TAUNTON ELECTION PETITION . specific inquiry, but I may at once say that
2 & 3 Will. 4 , c . 45 , or the Representation of the

Jan. 17 and 20 . unless we got a full examination of the telegrams
People Act 1870 (30 & 31 Viot. c . 102) : (Durant v . which passed between certain persons during the
Carter, 29 L . T . Rep, N . S . 681. C . D .) (Before GROVE, J.) election , it would be perfectly useless to go further
BOROUGH FRANCHISE – OCCUPATION - Ex . Evidence - Telegrams- Inspection . into the matter, and I shall make no further ap .

CHANGE OF HOUSE. - A man has not resided Russell, Q . C . said he wished to have the inspec . plication to your Lordship .
within the borough for six calendar months pre - tion of certain telegrams concerning the election GROVE, J. - Not letters of third parties ?
vious to the last day of July , within the 27th which had passed between Taunton and other Russell. - To and from candidates and agents.
section of 2 Will. 4 , c . 45 , when he has for a por. places,and a subpoena had been served on the proper GROVE, J . - Well, there is the very beginning
tion of that time exchanged houses with a friend parties to produce them . He understood that an of the case. You must prove agency.
in another part of England, and had no intention Official from the Telegraph Department was Russell. - We do not ask for this merely as a
of returning , and does not return until the ex - present, but the authorities were unwilling to fishing examination .
piration of the time agreed upon between them : produce the telegrams without judicial authority . GROVE, J. said that might not be, but there

(Penn v. Pye, 29 L . T. Rep. N . S . 684. C . P .) What he would propose was,not that thetelegrams was a wider question involved. It was a matter
UNAUTHORISED ALTERATION OF Lists - No- should be put in and inspected by anybody, but on which he now felt more than ever that the

TICE OY OBJECTION. - In the copy of the register that they should be looked atby one of the counsel | opinion of all the election judges should be taken ,
of voters for the county, sent by the clerk of the on either side . so that there should be a general ruling. On
peace to the overseers, the appellant, a voter, was Collins said he was counsel in the Bridgwater public grounds there was a good deal of difficulty
described as of a particular place. The overseers, case , and there the telegraph clerk was called into in assenting to the request, and though it might
knowing that he had ceased to reside there , struck the box , ordered to produce the telegrams, and he not be of much moment here, yet on some future
out the name of the place, inserted that of the was allowed to examine them upon the table of the occasion it might be of the greatest importance.
place where the voter actually did reside, and court . Jan . 22. - Ballantine, Serjt., at the sitting of the
published the list so altered . Previously to the GROVE, J. - It is a somewhat awkward thing to court to -day, said he had carefully considered the
annual revision of the lists , a notice of objection allow telegrams to be examined without a rather suggestion made last nightby his Lordship as to the

was sent by post to the voter, directed to his true i strong case for this course being shown. It is calling of Rollings ; but, whatever his own opinion

muning

Sudbury . .. .. . . ... .. .

fut
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night have been , he found that he had no alterna . whether it was filed within the six days required of £500. He had shown that he was animated
tive in the matter, seeing that his learned friend by the roles of the court. On the matter being by a desire honestly to go on with and have the
the Attorney -General insisted upon every witness argued , Lord Coleridgedischarged the rule ,thereby petition tried . Hỏ (the Commissioner ) did not.
who could throw any light upon the inquiry being deciding in favour of the respondent, that the list therefore , look upon his conduct as being in any
placed in the box. Under these circumstances he could not be received . The question now arose way tinctured by frivolity or insincerity . The

should reserve any further comments upon the how far that decision would affect the proceedings 7th rule provided that the list of objections
evidence until after the witnesses were called at the hearing of the petition . Mr. Ambrose ro should be filed six days before the day of trial.

The first witness he proposed to call was the viewed the history of the election , and explained That meant that one day should be included, and
Attorney -General himself. how the order had been obtained from the County another excluded , and therefore if the darticulars

Sir Henry James , examined by Giffard , ex . Court judge to inspect the documents . There had had been filed on the 13th they would have been
plained the circumstances under which he first been some delay in inspecting the documents, in time. The clerk who tendered them volun .

undertook to contest the borough in 1868 . He owing to the illness of the town clerk , and it was tarily took them away again , but if be had in
was invited by some of the constituents to come not till near Christmas that the documents were sisted upon their being received , the question
down , and undertook to do so on the distinct | inspected . This delay had arisen from the lauda . I would have arison whether the tender was not in

understanding that no corrupt practices would ble desire of the town clerk , as custodian of the fact a filing. No doubt the petitioner drove the
be resorted to, that he should not be required to documents, to be present. It was, therefore, not thing to the last moment. It was a pity that
attend a meeting at any public -house, and that no till Christmas that the marked registers were in . he was not more liberal in his views, and did
committee-room should be held at a public -house. spected. Then followed the New Year holidays, not file his particulars in ample time, but he

Those conditions were complied with,and he came and then the petitioners addressed themselves to did nothing more than he was lawfully justified
down to Taunton. He was seated ' on petition . tho getting op of the case. By the 7th rule , in doing . The particulars, however, were not
Mr. Lane acted as his agent, but was since dead . which had been issued by the judges, it was strictly filed , and the respondent had a right to
Mr. Barman , a tradesman , was then appointed, enjoined that six days before the trial a list of rely upon that, and so far he had the advantage
and acted for him in 1873. There was very votes objected to, with heads of objections, should of retaining his seat. He could not shut his eyes
little drunkenness during the contest, and only be handed to the master and the respondent. to the fact that this was a bona fide petition .

on two occasions was he asked for drink - This had been driven to the last moment, and a There were on both sides a great many question
each time by a woman . One voter wrote a letter question had arisen as to the construction of the able matters for the consideration of the court,
to him asking for £5. His canvass was purely a rule . By the 25th section of the Corrupt Prao. but it was impossible for him to suggest which

personal one. He was not accompanied in it by tices Act, it was provided that in reckoning the side would have been victorious. Here, however,
Mr. Burman . His canvass was highly successful, time for the purposes of the Act, Sunday Christ . was a bona fide petition , honestly presented, and
and throughout the polling he had no reason to mas Day, or any day set apart for fast or public he could not look upon it as being in any way
believe that he was ever at the bottom of the poll. thanksgiving should be excluded, and the judges frivolous. It failed to some extent on a techni.
One of his agents told him after the polling that were authorised to make rules, which should be of cality. He thought the petitioner had the moral
hewas beaten, and that was the first time he had the same force as if they were enacted in the body merits of the case, and did not think that he was
any reason to suppose that his opponent had a of the Act. called upon to visit him with the costs, be there.
chance of success. It turned out, however, to be Cottingham wished the court to take note of fore made no order as to costs, and should certify
& mistake on the part of his agent, and was soon recent judgment of the Lord Chief Justice of the that Mr. Batty had been duly elected .
rectified . In regard to Rollings ,he know nothing Common Pleas. Cottingham thought the Commissioner had
of him further than as an active member of the Ambrose contended that the court had decided power to reserve a point of law , and he wished

Land and Labour League, and never employed on the simple question that they had not left the point in reference to the construction of the

him as an agent or canvasser. the notice at the rule office on the sixth day . Act of Parliament on the question of the time of
After some further evidence , the court ad . The question whether the six “ clear " days was notice to be reserved .

journed . not touched upon , because it was a custom with The COMMISSIONER said his discretion as to
the court never to decide upon a point which did

MANCHESTER SESSIONS COURT.
costs was unfettered ,and Mr. Cottingham could

not arise. The trial was to be on the 20th . The
hardly go to the Court of Common Pleas with a

list was tendered on the 13th , but not left till the
· Tuesday, Jan . 20. 14th . For his part , if it had been left on the

case as to how he exercised his discretion.

(Before T . W . SAUNDERS, Esq., Recorder of Bath , 13th , he was convinced that it would have been Grundy (who represented the Mayor). - I under .

Commissioner.)
in time. When the list was tendered on the 13th , stand you to dismiss the question of costs with

Be BATTY (A Councillor of Exchange Ward.) the legal agents of the petitioner in London con . regard to Mr. Batty and to grant costs to the
sidered it was in time, but he was told by the Mayor ?

Municipal petition - Technical objection Lists
clerk it should have been delivered on the 12th . Ambrose said he must consent to an order that

not delivered .
Unfortunately, in pursuance of that suggestion , the returning officer should have his costs. He

At the election for Exchange Ward, in November the clerk did not press the matter ; and if the rule must also consent to the costs of the town clerk

1873, B . and N . received an equal number of clerk had refused to accept the list, he (Mr. being allowed .
votes, and the returning officer gave his casting | Ambrose ) should have felt in a different position. The ComMISSIONER remarked that a number of
vote in favour of B . N . presented a petition | As it was, the rule clerk simply gave advice, l obiections were made to votes upon which the
against B .' s retum , on various grounds, and which was accepted nar t a summons was concl or instance , votersclaimed the office on the ground that he had a should be taken out, which was done. No were objected to because they had not resided in
majority of lawful votes. In accordance with order was made on this summons, and appli. the ward sufficiently long, or because they were
the Act of 1872 (35 &. 36 Vict. c. 33), the peti. cation was then made to the Court of Com . not duly rated to the poor. The court had nothing
tioner prepared a list of the votes objected to , mon Pleas with the result above stated . I to do with these questions.
which had to be delivered to the Master , and He had offered in the Court of Common Pleas, | Ambrose said these objections were made on
the respondent, six days before the day ap . and before the judge, and was now prepared to both sides,and a question would have arisen as to
pointed for trial. The trial was appointed offer to pay the costs of the adjournment if the them
for the 20th January , and on the 13th the respondentswould waive the objection taken in
list was taken to the Rule Office, when the The proceedings then terminated.

| respect of the lists not being delivered in time,
clerk there said it was too late, and advised and he was prepared with evidence of the most
an application to the Court of Common reliable character in support of his list of objec .
Pleas for leave to file the list. The list was not tions ; and he ventured to think that he should REAL PROPERTY AND
pressed upon him , but it was delivered on the lay such evidence before the judge as would en

CONVEYANCING .14th , and an application was made to the court title him to a verdict in his favour.

as suggested , and a rule nisi was granted . The Cottingham refused to accede to the sugges .
court discharged the rule on the hearing, on the tion . He argued that the petitioners tried , by the NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
ground that the list had not been delivered six ruse of keeping back the information as long as BILL OF SALE - COVENANT TO PAY “ IMME .

days before the day appointed for trial, but did they could , to put the respondent to a disadvan . DIATELY ON DEMAND " - REASONABLE TIME FOR
notdecidewhether the list would have been de. tage, and as they had not complied with the law , | PAYMENT- CONSTRUCTION . - By a bill of sale
livered in time if delirered on the 13th . they must abide by the consequences. dated the 15th April 1873, the plaintiff assigned

The case now cameon for hearing before the com A long discussion then ensued on the question all his goods, & c ., to the defendant to secure &
missioner appointed under the Act. The peti. I of costs, Cottingham contending that the costs | sum of £100, upon the express condition that it

tioner 's counsel offered no evidence , as the list should fall on the defeated party . the plaintiff did not " immediately upon demand
was excluded . Ambrose said that all precedents tended to show thereof in writing," delivered to the plaintiff or

The commissioner refused to dismiss the petition that the costs in a case under these peculiar cir- | left for him at his home, pay the money due, it

under the circumstances, and determined simply I cumstances should not fall on the petitioner , who shall be lawful for the defendant to seize and sell
to certify that B .was duly elected . He refused I was ready to go on with his case , but was met 1was ready to go on with his case, but was met by the goods comprised in the bill of sale. On the
to grant costs to the respondent, on the ground a frivolous technical objection . 27th April 1873 , the defendants went with bailiffs
thatthe petition was bona fide, and was simply Cottingham said if the petition had been with to the plaintiff' s house and there saw the plain .
defeated by a technical objection , but granted drawn altogether no court would have refused to tiff's wife and son, who told him that the plaintiff

the costs of the returning officer. " give the respondent costs, and the petitioner said was from home, they knew not where, and that
Ambrose , barrister, for the petitioner , he would have withdrawn if he had had time to he might be gone to America for aught they
Cottingham , barrister, for the respondent. do so . knew . The defendant then read and delivered to
Grundy (of Grundyand Kershaw ), for themayor, Ambrose contended that the commissioner had a the wife and son a written demand for payment,

the returning officer. discretion in the matter of costs, and that there which not being complied with , he at once put the
In this case a petition bad been lodged by Mr. were special circumstances in this case calling for bailiffs in possession , and after an interval of

Nield against the return ofMr. Batty for Exchange the exercise of that discretion in favour of the eight days sold the goods. The plaintiff returned

Ward in November last, at which election there petitioner. The petitioner had offered long ago to to his home on the 8th May, and said he had

had been a tie between these two candidates, and pay the costs of a postponement, and the offer started with the £100 to go to S . on business, but

the mayor, who was the returning officer , gave his had been renewed that morning, but it was not bad gone to R ., had got drunk, and remained
casting vote in favour of Mr. Batty . The petition accepted , and this was a case of an inquiry being away “ on a spree.” In an action against the de

declared that the respondentwas not duly elected defeated on a purely technicalobjection . At all fendant for so seizing and selling the plaintiff's

by a majority of lawful votes, and therefore a events, it was a case in which the respondent was goods, it was held by the Court of Exchequer

scrutiny was prayed for. A rule nisi had been entitled to no indulgence from the court ; on the 1 (Kelly , C . B ., and Bramwell and Pollock , BB.) that
applied for and obtained by Mr. Ambrose in the contrary , it was a case having special circum . | the defendant was under the circumstances per

Court of Common Pleas , calling upon the respon- stances which would justify the commissioner in fectly justified by the terms of the bill of sale in
dent, Mr. Batty, to show cause why the petitioner depriving him of his costs. seizing the goods as he did , immediately upon the
should not be at liberty to give evidence against Cottingham having briefly replied . demand having been madeasabove stated . TomsV.

the list of voters tendered at the rule office, and The COMMISSIONER said this was a peculiar i Wilson and another in the Q . B , and Ex. Chamber

why the said list should not be filed . It appeared case, and he was sorry it fell to his lot to adju . (7 L . T . Rep . N . S . 421, 8 ib . 799 ; 3 B . & S . 422

that the petitioners had deferred the filing of the dicate upon it in the first instance. The earnest- and 455 ; 30 L . J . 32 and 382 , Q . B . ),and Massey ,

list to the last moment, and it was a question . ness of the petitioner was shown by the deposit ' Sladen and others in the Exchequer ( L . Rep. 4 Es.

usive
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13 ; 38 L . J. 34 , Ex.),discussed and distinguished : generally . A dissentient creditor is as much conclusive evidence that the capital has been sub
(Wharlton v . Kirkwood , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S .644 . | bound by such extraordinary resolution as he was scribed : ( Ystalufera Iron Company v. The Neath
Ex.) by the resolution accepting the original composi. and Brecon Railway Company, 29 L. T. Rep.
VOLUNTARY SETTLEMENT— WORDS OF LIMI. tion . The word “ persons ” in clause 5 of sect . N . S . 662. M . R .)

TATION IN GRANT- LIFE ESTATE. - A .,by & volun . 126 of the Bankruptcy Act 1869 does not mean UNREGISTERED ASSOCIATION - WINDING -UP.
tary settlement, in 1838 conveyed freeholds to “ creditors,” but “ persons ” other than creditors , In reply to a circular issued by M . and D ., setting
trustees upon trust (together with a sum of stock whose interests may be affected by the proceed forth a project for acquiring and remodelling &
already transferred) for himself for life , and after ings : (Ex parte The Liquidators of the Radcliffe theatre at the cost of £12,000, with the intention
his death in trust for his reputed son , W ., when Inves 'ment Company (Limited ) ; Re W . H .Glover of selling it to a company, to be formed for the
and in case he attained twenty-one, with a trust and Co., 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 694. Bank .) purpose, for £40,000, which would enable a return
for maintenance if W .should be under twenty-one WILL - ADEMPTION — BEQUEST OF LEASE - | to be made of £300 for every £100 subscribed ,
at the settlor's death . And in case W . should die HOLDS - NOTICE TO TREAT FOR SERVED ON several persons, exceeding seven in number, sub
under twenty -one, or die in the settlor' s lifetime, TESTATOR — No WRITTEN AGREEMENT - CON . scribed to the project. The theatre was at first

without leaving issue living at his decease, then VEYANCE BY EXECOTRIX - MESNE RENTS. - A carried on by M . and D ., and afterwardsby three

over. There were no words of limitation in the testator bequeathed two leasehold houses to A ., of the subscribers. A creditor, on the grounds
trust for W . There was a power of sale in the and appointed B . his executrix and residuary that the subscription to the project constituted
settlement,but no trust to invest the proceeds legatee. Previously to his death the testator the subscribers partners, presented & petition to
in land. A . died in 1849, having made his will in was served , by a railway company with notice to wind-up the partnership under the 199th section

1843, which recited the settlement and confirmed treat for the sale of the leaseholds. Nowritten of the Companies Act 1862. Held , that the sub
it, except as to the stock which had been sold . agreementwas executed, but surveyors assessed scribers were partners , and being more than seven
W . attained twenty-one, and died in 1872. Held , the amount of the purchase money , and it was in number, came within the Act, and the order

that W . took a life estate only in the freeholds arranged that the testator should continue to was accordingly made : (The RoyalVictoria Palace

under the settlement, and that there was a result . receive the rents until the completion of the pur. Theatre, 29 L . T . Rep. 9 . S . 668. V . C . B .)
ing trust for the settlor : (Middleton v. Barker , chase. Nothing more was done until after the VOLUNTARY WINDING -UP - CONTINUATION

29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 643 . V . C . B .) death of thetestator, when B ., as executrix, con . UNDER SUPERVISION - PRACTICE. - The 147th
MINES EXCEPTED OUT OF GRANT OF SURFACE veyed the property to the company . Held , that section of the Companies Act 1862, empowers

- RIGHTOF OWNER TO SUBTERRANEAN WATER . the bequest was adeemed , but that A . was enti. the court, notwithstanding the opposition of un
- In & case in which mines were altogether tled to the rents received from the testator' s paid creditors to order a voluntary winding-up to
excepted out of a demise of the surface, held death to the date of the conveyance : (Watts v. be continued under supervision . Where, therefore,
(reversing the judgment of the court below ), that Watts, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 671. V . C . H .) . the creditors of a company , in the course of volun
the rights of the owner of the surface , and the DOMICIL OF ORIGINABANDONMENT OF- l tary liquidation , presented petitions for winding

owner of the mines did not in any way differ from WILL - GIFT OF RESIDUE - ADEMPTION . - In up the company, the court declined to make &

those of the owners of adjoining closes, who are 1858, the testator , & native of Montreal, where, compulsory order, but directed the voluntary

strangers in title , each of whom is entitled to the up to that time he had carried on the business of winding -up to be continued under supervision .
water found upon his land, but neither of whom a merchant, sold his house, and also a piece of Where successive petitions were presented for
is entitled to complain of the loss of that water by ground that he had there purchased in the burial winding -up a company, in ignorance of prior peti
natural percolation set in motion by his neigh ground, and accompanied by his family went to tions, the court, in making the order , allowed one
bour's excavations ; for it makes no difference Paris for the education of his children , where he set of costs on all petitions : (Re Owen ' s Patent
whether the respective closes are adjacent verti. resided until 1868, when he came to England and Wheel, fc. Company, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 672.
cally or laterally , and the grant of the surface purchased the lease, having thirteen years unex. | V . C . H .)
cannot carry with it more than the ownership of pired, of a house, which he furnished ,and in which
the entire soil would : (The Ballacorkish & c ., he lived until his death in May 1871. Testator on

Mining Company v. Dumbell, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . several occasions returned to Canada for the
COURT OF APPEAL IN CHANCERY.

658. Priv . Co.) transaction of business, and on one of such occa Saturday, Jan . 17 .
RIGHT OF WAY - SUBSTITUTED WAY. - The sions made his will in the French language , and Ex parte THE NEATH AND BRECON RAILWAY

grantor of a right of way over a towing path in the form usual in Lower Canada , describing COMPANY.
along & private canal built a bridge over the himself as of Montreal, merchant, and appointed | Lands Clauses Act - Money deposited by company
canal, which entirely blocked up the towing path , four executors, of whom three were resident in - Purchase money paid - Payment out of

and obliged the grantee to go through the grantor's Canada ; and on another such occasion made a deposit.

land around the foot of the bridge in order to codicil to his will, describing himself in the same This was an appeal from a decision of Vice .

rejoin the towing path . Purchasers from the manner. While residing in England, testator' s Chancellor Bacon . The above railway company

grantor of the land over which this right of way I daughter married an Englishman , and he also in 1865 . being desirons of entering on some lands
existed, attempted to prevent the grantee from established his son in business in England . Held , belonging to Mr. John Lloyd Vaughan Watkins,

using the substituted way which the building of that the testator had acquired an English domicil. which they required to take for the purposes of
the bridge had obliged him to use . Held, that the Testator, by his will made in 1853, gave all his their railway, before any agreement for purchase

grantee was entitled to an injunction restraining property , subject to an annuity , to his wife (who was come to , paid into the bank , under the provi

the purchasers from interfering with his use of predeceased him ) for life, to be divided equally sions of sect. 85 of the Lands Clauses Consolida .
the substituted way ; but that the injunction between his two children . In 1869 testator , on tion Act, 1845 , the sum of £1544 78. 4d ., and

must be limited to the period during which the the occasion of the marriage of his daughter , entered into the usual bond . The sum was after
obstruction of the towing path by the bridge covenanted to pay to the trustees of her marriage wards invested in Consols. The sum of £1700
might continue, and was not to extend so as to settlement the sum of £8500 ,and in the meantime was subsequently awarded for the purchase
authorise the grantee to use the substituted way to pay to them the annual sum of £525, upon | money of the land, and another sum of £1700 for
for any other purpose than towing barges . Order trust for his daughter for life for her sole and compensation for severance. These sums, with
of Bacon , V . C ., varied : (Selby v . Nettlefold , 29 inalienable use , with remainder to her children as
L . T . Rep . N . S . 661. L . C . and L .JJ.) .

interest, were paid by the company, and on the

she should appoint, and in default of appointment 10th June, 1873, a conveyance of the lands to the
TESTAMENTARY SUIT - MARRIED WOMAN 'S for all her children who should attain 21 or

companywas executed. The company then peti .
WILL -- SETTLEMENTS - Costs. — A married marry. Testator also advanced to his son a sum tioned for payment to them of the sum deposited
woman executed a will by virtue of a power, by of £2000 for the purpose of placing him in busi.of £2000 for the purpose of placing him in busi. in court. The Vice-Chancellor ordered the vendor's
which she appointed A ., her husband,her universal ness. Held , that the sums settled by the testators settled by the testator costs and expenses of the purchase to be paid out
legatee . A . did not prove the will,but dealt with on themarriage of his daughter and advanced ins daughter and advanced in of this sum , and the balance to be paid to thethe estate ,which was all included in themarriage his lifetime to his son , must respectively be company. The company appealed .
settlement. On the intermarriage with B ., his taken into account in estimating the shares to
adopted daughter, with C ., ho settled on her a which they respectively were entitled under the

Eddis, Q .C . and W . D . Gardiner were for the

sum of £5000 , in which he included a certain testator' s will : (Stevenson v. Masson , 29 L . T . company.

portion of his wife 's estate. B . and C . proved the Rep. N . S . 666. V .C . B .) Kay, Q .C ., Cracknall, and Whately , were for

will of the testatrix , which was opposed by her the landowners and others interested .
next of kin , and the court, in decreeing costs out Lord Justice JAMES was of opinion that the

of her estate , held , that no portion of the fund Vice- Chancellor's order was not in accordance

settled at the marriage of B . and C . was liable to COMPANY LAW . with the Act. The money was paid into the bank

the costs of the litigation : (Adamson v . Adanson to answer a particular purpose - viz ., to secure

and Hammond, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 700. Prob.) NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. the payment of the purchase-money with interest ;

EJECTMENT FOR FORFEITURE - NONPAYMENT RAILWAY - COMPULSORY POWERS — NOTICE TO that purpose having been answered the Legisla
OF RENT - CONSTRUCTION OF COMMON FORM - TREAT - DELAY - EVIDENCE. - A railway com . | ture had said that the money was to be paid out

MEANING OF “ BEING DEMANDED ." - The defen . pany, incorporated by an Act of Parliament, which to the company. It would be unlawful for the

dant was tenant to the plaintiff under an agree - l passed on the 29th July 1869 , limiting the time court to do anything else with it . The Vice .

ment containing a condition for re .entry if defen . I for the exercise of the compulsory powers to Chancellor's order must be discharged .

dant should “ makedefault in payment of the rent three years, and the time for the completion of Lord Justice MELLISH was of the sameopinion .
within twenty -one days after it should have the railway to five years, served a notice to treat The money was deposited as security for the per

become due being demanded .” The defendant for certain lands belonging to the plaintiff comº formance of the condition of the bond . If the

made default on the 25th March, and the plaintiff pany on the 21st April 1866. By an Act of matter stopped there, it would be a strange thing
made demand on the 9th April, but the defen . | Parliament of the 26th July 1869 (against which to apply the money to any other purpose. But

dant failed to pay. The plaintiff waited twenty- the plaintiff company petitioned) , the railway the Act went on to say , in sect. 87, that on the

one days, and then brought ejectment : Held , company was dissolved, and its undertaking was condition of the bond being fully performed it

that the demand being made before the expiration amalgamated with that of the defendant company, should be lawful for the Court of Chancery to
of twenty -one days, was not a good demand and by the game Act the time for completing the order the money to be repaid to the promoters

within the meaning of the agreemet, and a rule workswas extended for three years ; but the period of the undertaking. The court was bound in that

to set aside a verdict for the plaintiff in ejectment within which the compulsory powers given by the case es debito justitice to make an order for pay

made absolute : (Phillips v . Bridge, 29 L . T. Rep. first Act were to be exercised was not extended . ment to the company . If any of the costs

N . S . 792. C . P .) On the 18th Aug. 1871, the defendant company claimed were costs under sect. 80 of the Act, that

BANKRUPTCY — COMPOSITION — SUBSEQUENT took possession of the lands, whereupon the land . section only said that it should be lawful for the

RESOLUTION TO REDUCE WHEN PERMISSIBLE owners filed a bill to restrain them from con . court to order them to be paid to the promoters :

ACTION BY DISSENTING CREDITOR - INJUNCTION tinuing in possession . Held , that the time for it did not say that they were to be paid out of the

- POWERS OF CREDITORS - 32 & 33 VICT. c . 71, completion of the works having been extended by money deposited .

8 . 126, CLAUSES 1, 5 , AND 6 .— Under sect. 126 of the Act of 1869 (of which the plaintiff company A discussion then arose as to the costs of the

the Bankruptcy Act 1869, creditors have power by had notice) to the 29th July 1872 , the notice to petition , and

an extraordinary resolution to reduce the amount treat was not invalidated by lapse of time. Held Lord Justice JAMES said that if therespondents

of & composition previously accepted by them also, that the magistrate's certificate under 86. had simply appeared , they would have been enti .

when the circumstances require it, and it will be 16 & 17 of the Lands Clauses Consolidation Acttled to their costs ; but as they had chosen to

for the benefit of the debtor and the creditors 1845 must, in the absence of fraud , be taken as ' raise a litigation, no costs would be given. -
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MARITIME LAW . The port being named, she must be in it, but for by a neutral in contemplation of war, unless
may be moved about in it : delivered before the declaration of war.

" Clark v. Westmore, Selw . N . P . 1008 . Ibid . Phillips , sect . 792.
NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. In policies at and from , the general words “ in NOTE . - But it imported into a neutral country it is

DAMAGE TO CARGO - GOODS CARRIED INTO port i refer to the port where the voyage is to Deutral during its subsequent passage by re -ex .

ANY PORT OF ENGLAND AND WALES- SHIP oommence. The ship must be in that port on the
portation to a belligerent country .

CALLING FOR ORDERS- GOODS DETAINED AT A specified day : Arn , 4th edit. 568 .

FOREIGN PORT. - When a foreign ship carrying * Co by v . Hunter , 1 Mood. & Malk . si. The shipment of goods after notice of the

cargo , acting in pursuance of the contract of " Lawful trade :" | breaking out of a war which makes them contra

affreightment, which gives the option of several Relates to the employment of the ship by the band , although in pursuance of a prior contract,
ports of call, English and foreign, puts into an owners. A loss by barratry is recoverable under | is not within the warranty :

English port of call for orders, she carries her a policy containing this warranty : Phillips, sect. 793.

cargo into the English port within themeaning of Harolock v. Hancill, 3 T . R . 277. Good shipped by a belligerent, to be delivered

the Admiralty Court Act 1861 (24 Vict. c . 10 ), s . 6 ; “ Sailed " : to a neutral only on conditions and contingencies

and, though she be ordered to a foreign port, Means unmoored and got under way in com . other than the general right to stop in transitu,

and there discharge her cargo, the Court of Admi. plete preparation for the voyage,with the intention are not within the warranty :
Phillips, sect. 794 .ralty has jurisdiction to entertain against her a of proceeding to sea without further delay at the

But a declaration of war after the policy is
suit by the assignees of the bills of lading of the port of departure.

made does not change the character of the sub .cargo, for damage to cargo, and to arrest her on . The warranty to sail is not complied with by
ject from neutral to belligerent, so as to take ither return to this country : (The Pieve Superiore, leaving harbour imperfectly equipped .

29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 702. Adm .)
Graham v . Barras, 3 Nev.' & Man . 125 ; Pettegrew v . out of the warranty :

Pringle, 3 Barn , & Ad . 514 . Eden v. Parkinson, Dougl. 732 ; Tyson v. Gurney, 3

The risk under the policy having commenced
Term . 477 ; Salonica . v. Johnson , Park, 8th edit.,
716 .

SPECIMENS OF A CODE OF MARINE before the time fixed for the sailing , the war But where goods are, shipped by a belligerent,

INSURANCE LAW . ranty is complied with if the ship is ready to sail, conditionally to become those of a neutral, and

By F . O . CRUMP, Barrister -at-Law . and is only prevented by a peril insured against the latter complies with the condition before a

by the policy :
(Continued from page 201. ) capture, they thereby from that time are within

1 Phillips, p . 427 , s . 772 . . the warranty :
WARRANTIES . But if the risk is to commence only at the sail. Phillips, sect. 795 .

WARRANTIES are : ing of the ship , the warranty is not complied with ! If a consignor becomes a belligerent by the
I. Express ; and unless the vessel actually sails within the time breaking out of war during the transit, he cannot

JI. Implied . warranted . by assignment to a neutral screen them from cap
I. EXPRESS . Ibid . ture, and they will not therefore thereby be within

An agreement expressed in the policy whereby ! An involuntary detention after sailing does not
the warranty .

the assured stipulates that certain facts are or affect the policy : NOTE , - Whether such is the object of the transfer

shall be true, or certain ao.s shall be done relative
Bond v . Nuit, 2 Cowp. 607 ; Horr v . Whitmore, 2

is to be gathered from the circumstances.
Cowp. 784 ; Thellusson v. Fergusson , Doug . 346 ;

to the risk . Phillips, sect. 796 , and n . 5 . . .
Earle v . Harris , Doug . 357 .

Phillips , sect. 751. [Doubtful.]
« To depart :"

It may relate to an existing or past fact, or If an owner changes his national character
Means to leave a port : not merely to get under during transit of the goods. the national char.

be promissory and relate to the future. way withont leaving it :
Phillips , sect . 754. acter of his property in transit does not change :

The fact or act warranted need not bematerial
Moir v. Roy. Ex. Åss.Co. 1Marsh,576 ; 6 Taunt. 241 ; Phillips, sect . 797 ; 1 Duer, Mar, Ins. 437 .

3 M . & S . 461 ; 4 Camp. 84 ,
to the risk . “ To sail with convoy " : Proofs of neutrality .

Ibid . The convoy must be the regular convoy pro In order to be neutral within the meaning of the
heerfect of a warranty may be restricted by | vided by the Goverment for vessels bound on the

providing that it shall be construed as a repre . warranty the ship mustbe furnished with all those
voyage insured .

sentation . documents and proofs of the neutral character of
The vessel insured must sail with the convoy

2 Duer, 645 . herself and her cargo required to be on board

Form .
and continue with it until the end of the voyage either by the law of nations or by the regulations
unless separated by necessity .

The warrantymay be written in any manner on of international treaties :
The captain must have sailing orders to keep Arn . 569, 4th edit : Phillips . sect . 802 .

the face of the policy or be contained in docu - ' with convoy :
NOTE . - These should comprise the flag, the passport,

ments expressly referred to in the policy . Arn, 4th edit. 563 ; Phillips, ss. 780 , 781. sea -brief, sea-letter , or pass ; the register, or cer
A formal expression is not necessary. Any tificate of registry ; the muster- roll, the charter

direct or even incidental allegation of a fact relat. NEUTRALITY . party, the log book , the bill of health ; proofs of

ing to the risk may constitute a Warranty. An engagement on the part of the assured the nationalcharacter of the cargo; ex . gr. invoices,

Phillips, sect. 757 .
bills of lading , certificates of origin :that the property is owned by persons resident in

But every recital of a fact is not necessarily a a country at peace when the risk begins, and who Arn . 570, 571, 4th edit ; Phillips, sect. 802, ct & q.

warranty , particularly if it be evident that it can have the commercial character of subjects of such A master forfeits the neutral character of his
not have any relation to the risk . country , and that it shall be accompanied with ship by covering belligerent goods on board as

Ibid . sect. 758.
The rule of a mutual insurance society merely

such documents, and shall be so managed and neutral, even though without the knowledge or

conducted by the assured and their agents, as to | consent of the shipowner :
directory to its committee is not an express be entitled as far as depends on them to all the

Phillips, sect. 810 .
warranty : The forfeiture of neutrality by the shipowner or

protection and privileges of property belonging toHarrison v. Douglas, 5 Nev . & M . 180 ; 3 Ad. & E . 398. captain does not forfeit the neutral character of
The warranties in the memorandum are simply | the subjects of such country :

Phillips, sect. 783.
goods shipped by another neutral, and duly docu

agreements relieving the underwriter from lia mented as such :

bility for loss or damage under a certain per Extent of warranty . Phillips, sect. 811.

centage. The warranty is that the subject is neutral at In general the concealment of papers amounts
Construction . the commencement of the risk , and that it shall to a breach of warranty :

Marshall, C . J., in Livingstone v . Maryland Ins. Co.,
Warranties are strictly construed . continue to be neutral so far as depends upon the 7 Cranch , 536.
NOTE. - The English courts have required literal | assured , or he is responsible : Semble, also, carrying a material paper written

compliance . American opinion is in favour of a I b . sect. 784 ; Arn . 4 edit. 565 .
construction which gives the assured the benefit in sympathetic ink :
of substan : ial compliance : (Phillips , sect . 762 ; Part owners insuring their interest with a Phillips, sect. 809.

see Emerig , c. 6 , s . 3 ; Pothier, n 106 . ) warranty as to neutrality the warranty extends Throwing papers overboard is not of itself a

The construction of the language is determined to their interest only : breach of the warranty, although raising a strong
by usage and common acceptation . Phillips, sect. 789. presumption of enemy's property :

A warranty will not be extended by construction Belligerent ownership of a part of the property Bernardi v . Motteur, Dougl. 581 ; The Pizzaro, 2
insured at the outset will defeat the policy as to

to include anything not necessarily implied in its
Wheaton 227 .

the whole :
terms.

Non -compliance : Its operation .
Breaches of the warranty .

Phillips , sect. 788.
All voluntary illegal acts forfeiting the charac

Non -compliance with an express warranty is Character of the Property . | ter of a neutral are breaches of the warranty.
excused only The character of the subject is fixed by the Ex. gr . -- Resisting the right of search when

(1) When the state of things contemplated by domicil of the owner : properly exercised (à ). Rescuing , or attempting
the warranty ceases ; and Tabbs v . Bandslack, 3 B . & P . 207 n . ; 4. Esp. 109 ; | to rescue, a neutral vessel sent in for examination

(2 ) When a subsequent law makes compli. Arn . 565, 4th edit. by an authorised belligerent captor. Violating
ance illegal. If the subject of a belligerent state reside and blockade(b ). Carrying hostile despatches (c ).

Failure even temporarily to comply with the carry on business at the time of insurance in a ( a ) As to what is a proper exercise of the

warranty at any stage of the risk is fatal to the neutral country, his property will be considered right of search, see
policy. neutral owned . Phillips, s . 819, 820 ; Arn . 580, 4th edit. ; The Maria,
American Lau .-- It relieves the underwriter McConnell v . Hector , 3 B . & P . 113. 1 C . Rob. Adm . 340.

from liability for subsequent loss. American Law . - A neutral character cannot be (6 ) Blockade must be effective , and neutral

The breach of warranty need not be connected acquired by migration flagrante bello. [ This is nations must have had notice of it.

with the loss : obviously good law . ]
(C ) “ A distinction has been made between

Hibbert v. Pigou , 1 Marshall Ins. 375. 2 Wheaton , 76 . carrying despatches of the enemy between

When the warranty relates to a period antece - Property connected with a commercial establish . different parts of his dominions and

dent to the risk insured , the breach of it , ment in a hostile country by whomsoever owned carrying despatches of an ambassador
although remedied before the ship sails on the cannot be neutral so as to be within the warranty . from a neutral country to his own sove

voyage insured , is fatal : Arn . 4th edit . 566 . reign . The effect of the former despatches

De Hahn v . Hartley , 1 T . R . 343. But the property of a resident in a neutral is presumed to be hostile ; but theneutral

country carrying on business also in a belligerent country has a right to preserve its rela
Illustrations. country is within the warranty, whatever his tions with the enemy, and it does not

“ All well,” & c. : national character by birth. necessarily follow that the communica
A warranty that a ship is all well or all safe on a Arn . 4th edit. 567 . tions are of a hostile nature.”

particular day is satisfied if she is safe or well at Neutral goods shipped with a hostile destina . Kent 1, s. 153.

any time of such day : tion and enemy owned goods shipped with a neutral Attempting to disguise belligerent goods as
* Blackhurst v. Cokell, 3 T. R . 360. destination , are not within the warranty. neutral, and carrying them as such with the
" In port " : Arn . 4th edit. 563. neutral part of the cargo , is a breach of the
Under time policies the warranty is complied . The produce of a hostile country the property warranty of neutrality , and will avoid the policy

with if the ship is any port : of a neutral resident in a neutral country is not as to the whole of the neutral cargo :
Kenyon v . Berthon , i Dougl. 12, n . within the warranty . A fortiori if contracted Arn , 576 , 4th edit,
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gerent :

Goods may be put on board the merchant ship seems to be supported by the English cases, in When pilotage is compulsory or customary , a

of a belligerent without any breach of the war. which it was decided , alter much conflict, that pilot shonld be on board (a ) :

ranty : there was no warranty of seaworthiness in a time
Phillips, sect . 717 .

| Ph. S. 624. policy. Phillips v . Headlam , 2 B . & Ad. 380 ; Law v . Hollings
Nor is it a breach of the warranty of the neu . Essentials . worth , 7 T . R . 160 .

trality of the ship that she carries a belligerent The materials of which the ship is made ; ( a ) It appears that failure in this respect would not

cargo : Its constrnction ; por se discharge tbe underwriters.
Ibid . The qualifications of the captain ; The person engaged in navigating the vessel

If during war neutral property be engaged in The number and description of the crew ; need not be an authorised pilot if he possesses a
any branch of the colonial or coasting trade of the The tackle , sails, and rigging ; .. competent knowledge of the ground :
enemy that is open to foreigners in time of peace, The stores, equipment, and outfit generally , Phillips, sect. 713 .
such property loses its character of neutrality : must be such as to render the ship in every NOTE . - If a pilot cannot be procured , and it is

1 Kent, Comm . 81 - 86 ; The Immanuel, 2 C . Rob. respect fit for the proposed voyage or service : prudent to enter the port rather than wait, the
Ad . R . 186 . underwriter will not be discharged if the master

Phillips, s . 695.
NOTE . -- This rule is confined to trade between the enters without a pilot.

The cargo must be properly stowed ;
enemy' s colory and the mother country, and is Arn . 617, 4th edit.

Theremust be sufficient ballast.not applicable where the produce of a hostile
The crew must be adequate and of sufficientIf the existing state of things does notcomplycolony is bona fide imported into a neutralcountry, skill when the vessel sails :

and thence re -exported into the mother country : with the warranty , the policy is void , although
(Arn . 574 , 4th edit .) the owners have acted honestly and fairly and in Hicks v . Thornton, Holt' s N . P . 30 ; Forsharo v .

Property despatched to a neutral in pursuance ignorance of any defect. Chabert, 3 Br. & B . 158.
of a contract with a belligerent government, or | The warranty requires seaworthiness in con . If the master takes on board a person repre .
employed by him in a trade for which a privilege | formity with the standard at the time for the senting himself to be a qualified pilot, although
is given by a belligerent, does not answer to a contemplated service at the port to which the in fact he is not so , the warranty is satisfied :
Warranty of neutrality : vessel belongs, unless some other standard is re Phillips, sect. 374, citing Law v. Hollingsworth , 7 T .

The Anna Catherina , 4 C . Rob . Adm . 107 . ferred to expressly or by implication : Rep. 160 .
· A warranty that a vessel is neutral is not for Phillips, sect. 719 .

A sufficient crew being shipped originally, an
feited merely by the supercargo being a belli A vessel seaworthy for one stage of the voyage occasional disability or absence of the men does

may be unseaworthy for another , and unless she not violate the warranty :
Mayne v . Walker, 3 Dougl. 79. is fit for each stage of the voyage when she
The employment of a neutral vessel in a service Busk v . Roy. Ex. Ass. 2 B . & Ald . 73, per Bayley, J .

auxiliary to the hostile operations of a belligerent enters upon it , the warranty is not complied with.

forfeits its neutral character : [ Ex. gr., a boiler efficient in fresh water, (3) Legal Conduct.
Phillips, sect . 825 . craoked in salt water - case cited infra. ? An illegal act committed by the assured, or on
NOTE. — This is so , although the master be not The enumeration as excepted from the policy his behalf, is a violation of this implied war.
aware ofthe belligerent character of the service : of some losses of the same kind as those resulting ranty. .
(Ibid .) from defects which constitute unseaworthiness, The illegality must induce loss by a peril insured

Blockade. does not exclude the general implied warranty : against to violate the warranty .
To be binding a blockade must be : The Quebec Mar. Ins. Co. v . The Commercial Bank of But if the act ariseout of negligence or mistake
(1) Effectual. Canada , L . Rep . 3 P . C . 234. the insurers are not exonerated from consequent
(2) Notified to neutral nations. Unseaworthiness arising after the commence- loss by perils insured against.

Violation . ment of the voyage, and produced by a peril ! The vessel must be furnished with all proper
insured against, does not of itself discharge the evidance of her national character, for want of

To constitute a violation of a blockade there underwriter. It imposes upon the assured the which she might be condemned if taken by a
must be :

(1) Actual or constructive knowledge of its exist duty of using reasonable diligence to repair it, belligerent:

ence on the part of the assured ; and and negligence in that respect may discharge the Phillips, sect. 745 ; Arn . 619, 4th edit .
( 2 ) An intention to violate it , and some act done in insurer from any loss arising from the want of Note. - This is necessary, although there is no war
pursuance of such intention , such due diligence : ranty of neutrality in the policy :

Kent. Comm ., sect. 288 . Stecl v , Lacy , 3 Taunt, 285 ,

Observations. If the vessel proves to be leaky or defective ,
Sailing for a blockaded port after notice is or becomes disabled soon after the time to which

prima facie evidence of an intention to violate the warranty has reference, when there can evi. MERCANTILE LAW .
the blockade : dently have been no intervening injury , it is

See 1 Kent., s . 148 . inferred that the unseaworthiness existed pre
If the assured has actual or constructive notice viously : NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.

of a blockade, declared upon sufficient authority Phillips, sect. 725 . BILL OF EXCHANGE - BILLS OF LADING
and maintained by an adequate force , an attempt Unseaworthiness produced after the commence. ACCEPTANCE - MISREPRESENTATION. - The U .
on his part to carry property warranted neutral ment of the voyage by the mistakes or negligence Bank presented a bill of exchange to B . and Co.,

to or from the blockaded port is a violation of the of the master and crew , without fraud, is at the the drawees , for their acceptance , accompanied by
blockade and a breach of the warranty .

risk of the underwriters : a ticket representing that the bank held bills of
A neutral vessel having entered the port before Phillips, sect. 733. lading to cover it. B . and Co. thereupon ac .

the blockade, may come out in ballast, or with a The risk is suspended by temporary unsea cepted the bill, relying on the statement that the
cargo taken on board before the blockade began, worthiness imputable to the assured , whereby the bank held bills of lading which both parties
but not with one taken on board after notice of perils insured against are greatly affected . The thought to be genuine. The bills of lading had

the blockade : risk revives on the navigability of the vessel being
been forged by the drawer of the bill of exchange.

Phillips, s. 830 .
restored : Held , that B . and Co. were not entitled to demand

So she may bring away from a blockaded port
Phillips, sect. 734. from the bank genuine bills of lading before

the cargo imported in her before the declaration

of blockadeand still remaining on board : The remedy of a defect after sailing - unless
paying the amount of the bill of exchange :

Ibid . with the consent of the underwriters - does not iBarter v. Chapman, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 642.
V . C . B .)It is a violation of blockade to sail with intent| aid owners of a ship unseaworthy at the time of

to proceed to the month of the harbour for the sailing : FACTOR - SALE BY - SET-OFF AGAINST PRIN
Forshaw v. Chabert, 3 Br. & B . 158 : The Quebec CIPAL , " MEANS OF KNOWLEDGE " OF BUYER

purpose of inquiring whether the blockade is Marino Ins. Co. v . The Commercial Bank of Canada, THAT HE DEALT WITH AN AGENT - PLEADINraised .
L . Rep. 3 P . C . 234 ( in which Lord Tenterden ' s

Ph. S . 822 ; 1 Kent, s . 149. - To a declaration for goods sold anddelivered , the
dictum to the contrary ( in Weir v . Aberdeen , 2NOTE . - Kent says, “ It is a presumption almost de
B . & Ald . 320 ) is dissented from ]. defendants pleaded , that the goods were sold and

jure that the neutral, if found on the interdicted delivered to the defendants by S. and Co ., agents
waters , goes there with an intention to break the “ At and from a port :”
blockade. " A ship would appear to answer the warranty if of the plaintiffs in that behalf, and entrusted by

the plaintiffs with the possession of the said
A master being informed during a voyage to a capable ofbeing moved about in port :

port that it is blockaded , violates the blockade if Parmeter v . Cousins, 2 Camp. 257 ; Annen v . Wood
goods , as apparent owners thereof, and that s .

he continues his voyage. man , 3 Taunt. 259. and Co. sold and delivered the goods to the

NOTE. - The pursuit of the voyage is , however, open If the ship arrives at the port so shattered as to defendants as their own , with the consent of the

to explanation . be a mere wreck , or in such a state as to be unable plaintiffs, and at the time of the said sale and
Phillips, s . 838. to lie there in reasonable security till she is pro

delivery of the said goods, the defendants believed

Sailing to a port with a design to enter, if the perly repaired and equipped for the voyage, the the said S . and Co . to be the owners of the said
blockading squadron should be blown off by the goods, and did not know that the plaintiffs were

policy does not attach :
winds is a violation of theblockade . Arn . 604, 4th edit . the owners of the said goods, or of any of them ,

or were interested therein , or that S . and Co .
II . IMPLIED. As to Freight and Cargo. were agents in that behalf ; and the plea

An implied warranty is that which necessarily A ship whose condition complies with the war. ayerred a set-off against S . and Co. First
results from the nature of the contract. ranty in a policy on ship may yet fail to comply replication , that before, & c ., the defendants had

Examples : with the warranty in a policy on cargo and freight. the means of knowing that S. and Co. were
(1) That the ship shall be seaworthy when she The policy being on cargo and freight the war. merely the apparent owners of the goods, and sold

sails. ranty of seaworthiness is not complied with if the them as agents for the plaintiffs ; secondly,
(2 ) That she shall be navigated with reasonable cargo is put on board for the voyage when the the like, but averring means of knowledge

skill and care . ship is in so defective a state that the cargo must that S . and Co. were agents generally. On de
(3 ) That the voyage is lawful, and shallbe per- / be relanded in order to make the necessary repairs, murrer to the plea and replications : Held , that

formed according to law , and in the usual course and the policy therefore does not attach on the | the plea was good , without any allegation nega
and without wilful deviation . cargo if the risk is to commence at the time of tiving " means of knowledge ” on the part of the

(1 ) Seaworthiness. loading. defendants that S . and Co. were agents ; and that

Phillips, sect. 723 , vol. 1, p. 391. the replications, being therefore immaterial,were
This term expresees the relation between the bad : (Borries and others v . The Imperial Otto.

state of the ship and the perils it has to meet in Lighters. man Bank, 29 L . T . Rep . 689. C . P .).
the situation in which it is . The doctrine of seaworthinessdoes not apply to
Seaworthiness is implied only in voyage poli. lighters engaged in loading or unloading the cargo.

cies . Lane v . Nixon, L . Rep . 1 C . P . 412 .
In time policies the utmost that can be said is THE will of Mr. Thomas Wontner, late of No.

that there is an implied condition that the ship (2.) Navigation . 3 . Cloak lane, solicitor, who died on the 19th ult . .

is in existence, capable of navigation, and has not The captain must be competent to conduct the at Weston -green , Thames Ditton , was proved on

sustained actual damage. vessel in safety through all the ordinary perils of the 3rd inst.by Mr. Russell Wontner, the son, the

Note .-- This is a doctrine established by an the voyage, and in long voyages-- not in all sole executor , the personalty being sworn under

American authority (Capen v .Washington Ins. Co., | voyages — there should be a competent mate : £5000 . The provisions of the will are in favour
12 Cush , Mass, 517 ; 2 Phillips, p . 397, s. 727) , and Arn, 615 , 4th edit. ; 3 Kent. Com , p . 337, n . e . of testator's wife and four sons.
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COUNTY COURTS. such approval certified by this court as a scheme extent of S . E . Sichel and Co.'s engagementwith
of settlement of the debtor's affairs under the the creditors under the liquidation , upon the faith

28th sect. Bankruptcy Act 1869. The acceptances of which the composition was accepted by them .
BRADFORD COUNTY COURT. for £780 and £780 at six and nine months from Buckley, as trustee for receipt of thecomposition,

(Before W . T . S . DANIEL, Q .C ., Judge.) the 24th March last, were duly delivered to has proved for the whole amount of the composi.

Ex parte SICHEL ; ReMOORE. Buckley, indorsed by the debtor, and the tion against the bankrupt' s estate , and that

Bankruptcy .
arrangements provided for by the agreement were amount includes the two acceptances for £780

Liability on an accommodation acceptance and
duly completed . The estate was in effect re - and £780 . There can , therefore , be no further

unliquidated damages for breach of contract on |
transferred to the debtor, Buckley, as trustee for proof in respect of either of those sums- the

sale of goods are items to be allowed in taking a
the receipt and distribution of the composition , I only question is how is the trustee' s proof to be

| mutual credit account under bankruptcy of 1 taking from the debtor his personal covenant for dealt with ? S . E . Sichel and Co .' s liability de.

drawer and vendor. payment of the costs , cbarges, and expenses, | pepds entirely upon the effect of their written

A surety for the debtor upon a bill of exchange preferential debts, and the composition by the engagement of the 7th March , and I am of

deposited as security for a larger debt, if he pay
three several instalments before-mentioned , col. | opinion that it extended no further than the

the amount for which he is liable is entitled to
ay laterally secured as to the second and third payment of £780 towards any composition the

instalments by the two acceptances of £780 and creditors might accept, and that payment having
the benefit, pro tanto, of the creditor 's proof, |
if made for thewhole debt : (Ex parte Holmes ,

005, £780. The legal and equitable effeut of this been made, s . E . Sichel and Co.'s engage

L . J ., N . S ., 44, Bank ; see also Hooson v .nes, transaction was to rehabilitate the debtor as a ment towards the creditors under the liquidation

Bass, L . Rep. 6 Ch. App. 792.)
oson V . trader discharged from all his provable debts has been performed, and their liability towards

Killick (Wood and Killick) for the motion . '
at the time of his liquidation , and he ac. them discharged. The respective rights and
cordingly forthwith resumed business as a liabilities of S . E . Sichel and Co. and the bank .

Robinson (C . Berry and Robinson ) opposed. stuff merchant. On the 24th June last the rupt, and those of Buckley as trustee, for receipt

His HONOUR. - This is an application made in first instalment of the composition became due, of the composition , and the bankrupt are wholly
the bankruptcy of William Moore , of Pudsey , and was not paid . And the trustee, therefore, separate and independent of each other, and are
in the parish of Calverley , in the county of applied to and obtained from this court an order unaffected as between themselves by the bank
York , stuff manufacturer, bankrupt, by Syl. for payment by Moore, which was duly served on ruptcy. If Moore had remained solvent, S .
Vester Emil Sichel and John Groves, of Brad . | him , and payment not being made, an execution E . Sicbel and Co . having paid the acceptance,
ford, stuff merchants, trading as s . E . Sichel was issued against his goods under which theys issued against his goods under which they would have become creditors of Moore for the
and Co., for an order directing that time were seized ; but upon sale Moore filed a declara amount of £780 as money paid by them at
proof made by Charles Joseph Buckley upon tion of insolvency , and thereupon a petition for his request and for his use . And if Buckley had
this estate may be reduced to the extent of £780, adjudication was presented by a creditor in re. saed Moore upon the covenant for payment ofthe
the amount of the bill of exchange accepted by spect of a debt incurred since the previous liqui. | instalments contained in the composition agree.
the said S . E . Siohel and Co., and set out in each dation , and the debtor was adjudicated bankruptment, Moore could have pleaded payment of the
of the proofs made by him . And for an order by consent on the 4th July. Buckley was after. | £780 as a paymentpro tanto in satisfaction of the
that the decision of the trustee in this matter, wards appointed trustee under the bankruptcy, covenant. Now what is the effect of the bank .
rejecting the proof of the said S . E . Sichel and thus filling the two characters of trustee for ruptcy upon these rights ? They are plainly
John Groves , upon the estate of the said bankrupt. receipt and distribution of the composition . And I these : S . E . Sichel and Co ., having paid tha 9780

may be reversed or varied ; and that the trustee trustee under the bankruptcy. Atthe date of the as security for the bankrupt would be entitled to
may be directed to admit the said S . E . Sicheland bankruptcy there was an open account between prove for that sum against his estate, if proof had
John Groves as persons entitled to prove upon the bankrupt and S . E . Sichel and Co . for goods not been already made by the holder of the accepte
the estate of the said bankrupt for £628 178., | manufactured and delivered by the bankrupt to ance ; that proof has been already made by
or such other sum as the court shall direct, or for them , upon which a balance was due from S . E . Buckley, as trustee, for receipt of the composi .
an order declaring that the said Charles Joseph Siehel and Co . This balance, after some inter- tion , and he, having already received the full
Buckley is a trustee for and on behalf of Mr. | change of accounts, was agreed by the trustee at amount of the acceptance, must be deemed to be
8 . E . Sichel and John Groves , in respect of the £384 0a, 6d ., and the trustee applied to this court a trustee of such proof to the extent of the debt
dividend or dividends to be received by him upon by motion for an urder on S . E . Sichel and Co. (not exceeding £780 ), due upon the balance of the
so much of the amount proved by him as is equal for payment, which was resisted by them on the mutual credit account to be taken between S . E .
to or represents the said sum of £628 178.,' or ground that under the 39th section of the Bank . Sicheland Co . and thebankrupt' s estate, the £780
such other sum as the court shall direct ; and ruptcy Act 1869 they were entitled to set-off , forming an item in that account. The case of
for an order that the trustee of the pro . among other items, as a mutual credit, their lia . Ex parte Holmes (8 L . J ., N . S ., 44 Bank.), after .
perty of the said bankrupt do pay it out of the bility upon the acceptance for £780, treating it as wards affirmed on appeal by Lord Cottenham ,
estate of the said bankrupt, and that the said an accommodation acceptance not yet due. It relied upon by Mr. Killick , is an authority ex .
C . J . Buckley do personally pay, the costs of the being quite clear upon the authorities that such pressly in point ; and the recent case of Hobson
said S . E . Sichel and John Groves of and inci. an acceptance is a credit within the meaning of v . Bass ( L . Rep . 6 Ch . App. 792 ), recognises and
dental to this application, and the orders to be the statute (see Robson on Bankruptcy , p . 312 . supplies the principle . In the present case no
made thereon . The application arises out of the note x.) , the motion was dismissed . S . É . Sichel dividend has been received , and the order will
following circumstances : Wm . Moore, the bank and Co ., having paid to Buckley, as trustee for therefore be as follows : Declare that though
rupt, in Feb . last, presented a petition to this receipt of the composition , the sum of £780 upon C . J . Buckley is a trustee for and on behalf of
court for liquidation under the 125th section of the acceptance when it arrived at maturity , after . S . E . Sichel and John Groves, in respect of the
Bankruptcy Act 1869, and at the first meeting of wards carried in a proof for £628 17s. as the dividend or dividends to be received by him apon
creditors, held on the 4th March last, resolutions balance due upon an account as stated by them , so much of the amount proved by him as his equal
were passed for liquidating his affairs by arrange claiming on the one side the £780 as money paid to represent the sum of £628 178., or such other
ment and not in bankruptcy , and Buckley was for the use of the bankrupt, the sum of £70 sum as shall be agreed to be the balance due
appointed trustee. These resolutions were duly as a premium agreed to be paid by the bankrupt upon the mutual credit account between S. E .
registered , and Buckley 's appointinent duly certo S . E . Sichel and Co. for the accommodation Sichel and Co . and the bankrupt's estate, after
tified . Shortly afterwards the debtor Moore made given by them to him by the acceptance, and the ascertaining the sum to be allowed for damages
an offer to Buckley to repurchase his estate upon sum of £162 17s. 6d. for damages in respect of in respect of goods supplied by the bankrupt to
the terms of paying the trustee' s costs, charges, inferiority of goods sold by the bankrupt to them , S . E . Sichel and Co. since the date of his petition
and expenses, all the debtor's preferential making a total of £1012 178.6d. Against this for liquidation , such balance to be ascertained and
creditors in full, au position of 6 in the sum credit was given for the aforesaid balance settled by the registrar irties shall

pound to all his other creditors by three equal in the goods account, £384 Os. 6d., leaving the be unable to agree upon and to offer the same.
instalments, at three, six , and nine months from sum of £628 178. as due. The trustee rejected Buckley to pay the costs of the said S . E . Sichel
the acceptance of said offer, the second of such the proof altogether , as to the £780, becanse it and John Groves of and incident to this applica
instalments to be secured by the acceptance by had already been proved upon the estate, and S . tion , and to be allowed the same, and to restrain

the firm of S . E . Sichel and Co . of the debtor's E . Sichel and Co. were not entitled to receive his own costs out of the funds on his hand as
draft for £780 at six months, and the third of dividends thereon until the full amount of the trustee for receipt of the composition . The costs
such instalments to be secured in like manner by composition , for which the same was part security , to be taxed by the registrar.
the aceeptance by Wm . Sharp of the debtor 's was paid ; as to the £70, that therewas no such
draft for the further sum of £780 at ninemonths. agreement to pay that sum as alleged ; and as to BRISTOL COUNTY COURT.
And on the 7th March last the said firm of S . E . the £162 17s. 6d ., that there were no such damages

Tuesday, Jan . 15 .
Sichel and Co . addressed and sent to the trustee as alleged . As to the last item it has been arranged

under the liquidation the following offer : “ We that, subject to the question of S . E . Sichel and (Before E . J. LLOYD, Q . C ., Judge.)
hereby offer to become surety for the payment of Co. being entitled by law to set-off unliquidated ARTHUR V . BRISTOL AND EXETER RAILWAY
any composition which the creditors may accept damages, the amount due shall be ascertained

COMPANY.

to the extent of £780 , such security to be our by reference to a skilled person mutually agreed Railway Company - Delay - Damage - Liability .
acceptance of the debtor's draft for £780, dated upon . Upon the question of the right to set-off His HONOUR gave judgment in this case, which
on the day of the acceptance of the composition such damages, I am clearly of opinion that such was a claim for £40 odd for damages sustained by
by the creditors, and payable six months after right has been created by the Bankruptcy Act the plaintiff, a hop merchant living at Portishead ,
date . This bill 'to be deposited with the person 1869 , as the necessary consequence of making in consequence of his being unable to attend a
who may be appointed trustee for the receipt and unliquidated damages proveable debts. These hop market in the Borough , London , through the
distribution of the composition .” On the 24th damages will, therefore, be assessed by the delay of a train on the defendants' line. The
March last, at a meeting of creditors duly referee , but the inquiry before him will be limited plaintiff had a yearly ticket over the Bristol and
held under the liquidation by a special reso . to damages in respect of goods delivered subse- Portishead Railway, which is worked by the
lution then passed , the trustee was duly quently to the date of the petition for liqui. defendants; and in September last he was desirous
authorised to accept the offer of the debtor dation . Damages in respect of any goods of proceeding to London by the express which
on the terms and conditions contained in delivered previously , would constitute a prove leaves Bristol at 7 .50 a . m . The first train from

an agreement produced at the meeting, and able debt under the liquidation, and be barred Portishead departs at 6 .50 in the morning , and it
executed and signed by the chairman and trustee, by the order of discharge. As regards the arrives at Bristol, according to the time-tables, at
and the committee of inspection are thereby £70 , that is a question of fact depending 7 .40 ; and the plaintiff sent to the station master
authorised to sign the same as a general scheme upon the evidence, and having considered the evi. at Portishead to inquire whether the 6 .50 train
of settlement of the affairs of the debtor . And dence I have come to the conclusion that the fact would reach Bristol in time for the 7 .50 express to
at the samemeeting resolutions were duly passed is established , and the £70 will therefore be London . He was informed it would unless there
whereby the immediate discharge of the debtor allowed . As to the other ground of objection by were some coal trucks to be picked up on the line.
was granted ; the liquidation was closed , and the trustee, that the £780 have already been The plaintiff went by the 6 .50 train , but on the
Buckley as trustee was released as from the 24th proved upon the estate, and that S . E . Sichel and way the train was stopped at Ashton to pick up
March last. And Buckley was appointed trustee Co . are not entitled to recover dividends thereon some coal trucks, and was detained twenty or
for the receipt and distribution of the composi. until the full amount of the composition for which thirty minutes. In consequence of this delay the
tion . On the 1stApril last theagreement referred the acceptance as partsecurity hasbeen paid , that plaintiff failed to catch the express, and had to
to in the said resolutions was duly approved , and ' depends upon the question whatwas the nature and wait until the 12.9 train to Paddington ; and in .
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stead of reaching London at quarter to 11 o 'clock . Folkard said he wished to know if the registrar deeds of an estate , to point out any flaw in those
8 .m ., he did not get to Paddington until 2 .45 p .m . had power to review and alter his Honour' s judg . | deeds. I have yet to learn that it is the duty of
By the time he got across to the hop market in ment. counsel on the part of the plaintiff , to pick out
Southwark the market was closed , and he could Pis HONOUR said Mr. Folkard was too perti. | ilaws and state them to the court and jury . I have
not transact his business. Hestopped the night nacious, if he choose to make an application after always understood that it is the duty of the coun .
in the metropolis ,and went to the market the next the trial it should be heard, although no notice sel for the defendant to discover any flaw that
day, but the price of hops had risen , and he had had been given . there may be in the title of his adversary who
to buy at a higher rate than had he been at the Mr. Folkard read from the shorthand writers claims the property . That is the universal rule.
market the previous day . The plaintiff sought to notes taken at the application , where his Honour I have always understood that that is so , and as
recover £41 odd for the loss he had sustained said that the costs of the application and the last long as I wear these robes, I shall always adopt
through the company breaking their contract to trial should be paid by the defendant within a that rule, whatever may be the opinions of those
Convey him to Bristol in time for the 7 .50 express. fortnight, if not judgment to be given for the who preside or practise in this court.

His HONOUR first considered whether any plaintiff and possession . Mr. Folkard argued Folkard then proceeded to put in a large amount
contract had been made between the par. that till the requirements of his Honour 's judg. of documentary evidence, which was attested by
ties, and observed that on the time-tables ment had been complied with a new trial could witnesses. A deed executed in 1862, set forth
issued by the defendants it was stated , “ The not be had . that £50 interest and principalwas then paid on
public time-tables of this company are only in . His HONOUR (to Folkard ) - If you talk till to . a mortgage on the property in question . On this
tended to fix the time at which passengers may morrow , I will have this case tried over again . deed he (Folkard ) secured a verdict on the first
be certain to obtain their tickets for any journey In answer to his Honour, the Registrar said | trial, as it proved ownership within twenty years,
from the various stations, it being understood the costs had been paid into court as taxed . the term required by law . The recital of the deed
that the trains shall not start from them before His HONOUR said thatthey must, therefore, be of 1870 (which drew forth the strong remarks of
the appointed time. Every attention will be paid considered as paid . his Honour as reported above) set forth that this
to ensure punctuality as far as is practicable, Folkard said that the Registrar had cut down £50 had not been paid , and accordingly the plain .

but the directors give notice that the company the costs of the plaintiff from £43 to about £19, tiff failed to prove ownership within twenty years,
do not undertake that the trains shall start or and he had done this contrary to his Honour's this being the only evidence on the point. At the
leave at the time specificed in the bills, nor judgment. He (Folkard ) wanted to know , and conclusion of Folkard 's case ,

will they be accountable for any loss, incon . many attorneys in that court wanted to know , Lascelles said he should submit to his Honour
venience, or injury which may arise from delays if the Registrar had power to alter or review his that there was no case to go to the jury , as the
or detention . ” What the notice stated as to the Honour' s indgment. He (Folkard ) said that they recital of the deed of 1870 destroyed any prima

company not being responsible was mere moon . were entitled to the costs of the former trial, and facie case which bis learned friend' s documentary

shine, because they must be responsible if they until they were paid he did not propose to proceed evidence might have raised , and cited Roscoe and

entered into a contract, but what they said was with the new trial. Taylor on Evidence.
that the time-tables issued by them were only His HONOUR said he would hear the applica . Folkard argued at great length in support of
intended to fix the time by which passengers tion against the Registrar after the new trial. the view that the evidence in the recitalwas not
would be certain to obtain their tickets for any Folkard - We have had no costs, and until we conclusive. It ought not, he said, to operate as
journey from the various stations, it being under are paid your Honour has no power to go on with an estoppel. He earnestly besought his Honour
stood that the trains should not start from them a new trial. I have well considered this matter, to let the case go to the jury.
before the appointed time. He held that the and I do not propose to go on with it till your His HONOUR said he should very much like the
expressions in the notice only applied to the judgment has been fulfilled strictly to the letter. case to go to the jury ; but if Mr. Lascelles pressed
Portishead and intermediate stations, and not to
Bristol; and pointing out that it was stated in

| his point, he should certainly feel bound to decideHis HONOUR - I consider that the conditions it .

the body of the time bill that the train “ de.
have been complied with. The case will come on After some further argument by Folkard .

parted " from Portishead at 6 .50 and “ arrived" |
$; in due course, and if the plaintiff does not appear

His HONOUR,addressing the jury, said , - In this
at 7.40, he held these words formed part of the

I shall give a verdict for the defendant.
case the plaintiff has to show that he, or the per.

contract in giving notice to the passengers to The application was then adjourned , and some
sons under whom he claims, has had the receipt of

cases disposed of,and after a short time, Folkard
that effect, and on the notice to that effect the the rentsand profits of the property within twenty

said . that the Registrar had paid the costs as far
contract arose. If there had been any unavoid . years ; or else that there has been a paymentas they had been taxed , but of course theamountable cause of delay the defendants would not be paid was only on account. He was now prepared either of interest or principal upon & mortgage
liable for the breach of their contract, but the within that time. He has not proved the receipt

to go on with the new trial.picking up of the coal trucks was a voluntary of rents and profits, but he hasmade out a prima
act, and the delay caused by it was not an His HONOUR remarked that as Mr. Lascelles facie case as to the payment of a portion of prin .
unavoidable one, and therefore he thought the had withdrawnhis application ,Mr. Folkard was en . cipaland interest within twenty years. The deed
company had committed a brcach of their con titled to the costs of the first trial irrespective of of 1862 contains an admission by a party, since
tract in their train not arriving at 7.40 a . m . as the result of the new trial.

deceased , against his own interest . It is an
announced . With respect to the question of Folkard applied for the costs of the application | admission by Charles John Woods that principal

damages, he held that Mr. Arthur was entitled to which had been made and withdrawn by Mr. and interest had been paid to him , and that is a
two guineas for the loss of time incurred in Lascelles. sufficient prima facie case to put the defendant
waiting for the second express train , but he Lascelles said he left the matter in the hands of to proof that it had not been paid . In the docu
keld he could not recover damages for the loss his Honour. ment of 1870 there is , however, as distinct and
he sustained in London through the rise in the His HONOUR granted the costs. clear a recital and statement as could be framed
market because he had not coinmunicated to the A jury of five was then sworn . that the money was never paid , and that Mr.
company his special purpose in going to London , Folkard objected to Mr. John Ellis, who accord . Wood, the grantee, always repudiated the trans

action. That deed was executed by the trustees
from the breach of their contract. He gave a Wehave previously reported the case at some of Mr. Hoad 's will, and under that deed the pre

verdict for the plaintiff for £2 2s. length. The action was for the ejectment of the sent plaintiff claims. He is, in myopinion, bound

defendant from a cottage and garden at Hasle . | by that deed , and the defendant' is entitled to a
mere. The case turned upon the ownership of

GUILDFORD AND GODALMING COUNTY the house which is in the possession of the defen . A nonsuit was then ordered .
COURT. dant. Both parties claim the ownership of it . A Folkard then made his application with regard

Tuesday , Jan . 15.
verdict for the plaintiff was given at the first to the taxation of costs by the registrar. He
trial. At the next court an application wasmade complained that the registrar had improperly re

(Before W . J . STONOR , Esq., Judge.) on behalf of the defendant for a new trial. This duced the costs, and had neglected to allow the

ALLWYN V . LUFF. application was granted ,and the new trial cameon costs of the first trial.

Ejectment - Estoppel. for hearing. His HONOUR,after looking into the bill of costs ,
Folkard, instructed by Albery and Lucas, ofind Incas. of Folkard opened his case at some length . ordered certain additions to be made.

Midhurst, for plaintiff . Lascelles called forth the question from Mr. At the conclusion of the case

Lascelles, instructed by G . Hull, of Godalming, Folkard, “ Do you accuse me of putting in a His HONOUR said that it was with very great

for the defendant. fraudulent deed pain and regret that he adverted to a question to
Lascelles said that he had given notice of an Lascelles.-- I do . which he had previously alluded . When he gave

application to have the order for the payment of Folkard went on to say that they knew what an order for a new trial he considered that the

rescinded costs at the last hearing for a new the issue would be. Referring to a deed executed plaintiff had a perfectly fair title unless evidence
trial. He had consulted his client, Mr. Luff , and in 1870 . Mr. Folkard said a recital contained in it to the contrary could be shown by the defendant

come to the conclusion that he would withdraw was most extraordinary, and proceeded to read it . at thenew trial. Henow found thatthiswas not so ,

the application ,which he thought his Honour had The recitalset forth that £50 shown by a deed exe from the recital in the deed of 1870, which ought

no power to grant. cuted in 1862 to have been paid to Mr. Charles to have been laid before the court.

Folkard said he had something to say before John Woods, since deceased,by Mr. J. Hoad , and Folkard . — I did not know your Honour was

the application was withdrawn. Hewould read | had
never been so paid , and that Mr. Hoad , the going to open that again .

the notice which he had received . The learned grantee in the deed , had always repudiated it. His HONOUR went on to say that no doubt in

counsel accordingly did so. The ground of the
Lascelles said that at the last hearing he, to these courts the greatest pressure in respect of

application was that the order had been fraudu . save time, accepted the documents of the plaintiff time existed , and often the judge had to act as

lently procured on the part of the plaintiff. The in good faith . He had no idea that the deed in counsel and to examine and cross -examine wit

condition on which the application for a new trial question contained anything like that which had nesses for hours and then hear cases argued by
was that the costs should be taxed wtihin a

been read.
counsel. The only way in which justice could be

week and paid within a fortnight, otherwise the
| His HONOUR (to Folkard ). -- I consider you done was by counsel dealing fairly with the court.

plaintiff was to have judgment and possession . i behaved in a most improper manner in not call. | If they did not, mishaps would arise necessitating
His Honour said at that time that the costs of | ing attention to this recital at the last trial. It is a new trial, as in this case, which ought to havethe last trialwere to be allowed . He now had to the first timesince I have been on the bench that been settled at the previous court. [Ăt this stage
complain that only the costs of the day were I have had occasion to say such a thing , and I am his Honour, addressing Mr. Folkard said , I see
allowed, and not the costs of the first trial. "

I' very sorry to say it now . I consider that it is a you are standing, Mr. Folkard. I desire you to
His HONOUR said that should be the ground of deception and fraud upon the court. sit . Mr. Folkard accordingly sat down.] If the

an application against the registrar to review his Folkard .- I havenever had such a thing said - - application of which Mr. Lascelles had given

taxation . His HONOUR. - I am much surprised to find | notice , and which he had withdrawn, had been
Folkard . - I apply now . such a recital in this deed , and in acting in the pressed , as he certainly thought it ought to have
His Honour (after consulting the registrar) | way you have done I consider it was a very im . | been pressed, he should have thought it worthy of

grid the defendant had paid the taxed costs, and proper deception on the court. much consideration . He thought that in this case
was, therefore, entitled to a new trial. In the Folkard (emphatically ). I have practised before great injury had been done to the defendant, and
course of further conversation his Honour said every judge, and never had such a thing said to great damage would be done to suitors if counsel
he had looked with great suspicion on the case me before. I have yet to learn that it is the duty and solicitors did not act with complete frankness
from the first. of counsel for a plaintiff, in producing the title and fairness towards each other. To call a deed

d they onld not have contaminated logorio ingly left the box .
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at one moment a conveyance and at another | stage, viz ., the hearing of the petition frr adjudi. | should fail to do so, they would become amenable ,
moment a reconveyance, when after all it was a cation. I 'shouldat all times feel bound inplicitly not only to the censure of this court but to the
release and a disclaimer, and not to draw attention to obey any decision of that learned judge, but as Comptroller of Bankruptcy, as neglecting their
to its real character, was not dealing fairly with I have before observed , there was an established duties. It is not, however, a case for any formal
the court. debt in that case butnone in this . ' It appears to | order of this court, which would , indeed, be

me that the case in point is Ex parte Weir re Weir merely directing them to perform the duties cast
(26 L . T . Rep . 333 ), where questions of partner - upon them by the Legislature on their accepting

BANKRUPTCY LAW . ship arose, and their lordships not only allowed a the office of trustees. If any person sets up &

stay of proceedings on the summons, but con . claim to any property which they may seize , of
NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. sidered that security for trying the question course that claim will come before the court in

PAYMENT OF COSTS OF PROSECUTION OUT OF should not have been required . I propose to the usualway , and be dealt with according to its

MONEY FOUND ON PRISONER - PRISONER AD follow that decision , and I therefore order that merits. It is possible that the debtor may have
JUDICATED BANKRUPT BEFORE CONVICTION . the procerdings on this summons be stayed given securities to fresh creditors, not having

After the conviction of a prisoner for felony the
| (withont gacnrity being given ) , until proceedings sent notice of the liquidation , which might be

Central Criminal Court made an order, under sect. in a court of law shall have been taken by the valued asagainst the original creditors, but such
3 of 33 & 34 Vict. c. 23, for the payment of the summoning creditor against the summoping a case can scarcely arise unless the trustees have
costs of the prosecution out of the moneys found debtors for the recovery of the demand men been remiss, and it will be time enough to deal
on the prisoner at the time of his apprehension . tioned in the summons, and until such court shall with it when it is brought before the court.
The validity of this order being questioned by the have come to a decision thereon . At present I
trustee in bankruptcy of the prisoner's estate on makeno order as to costs.
the ground that the prisoner had been adjudicated

LEGAL NEWS.
a bankrupt between the dates of his apprehension
and conviction , and that on such adjudication all

LINCOLN COUNTY COURT.

his property vested in the trustee. Held ,that the Tuesday , Jan . 13. THE ATTACK ON MR. HAWKINS, Q .C . :
order was rightly made, the trustee on adjudica (Before JAMES STEPHEN , LL. D ., Judge.) | At Westminster police court on Tuesday Robert
tion of bankruptcy, taking the property of the Liquidation - No discharge— Stock -in -trade ac Booty , a painter , and Joseph Ryan , a general
bankrupt prisoner, subject to the possibility of | quired by debtor after filing petition , the property

dealer, surrendered to their bail, charged with
the criminal court making the order in question . | of the trustee. being riotous and disorderly in Westminster, and
Quære, whether such an order would be valid if At the last court Page, on behalf of the trnstees John Donovan , a lithographic printer,and Thomas
the prisoner were adjudicated bankrupt in respect under the liquidation of Charles Lowe, tobacco Ennis, a hawker of prints, were similarly charged,
of an act of bankruptcy committed before his

nist, Lincoln (Mr. Jay, of Lincoln , and Mr. with the addition that they used obscene lan
apprehension . (Reg. v . Roberts , 29 L . T . Rep. Chatterton , of London) , applied for directions as
N . S . 674 .

guage.
Q . B .) to the course they should pursue in reference to W . Doveton Smyth appeared for the defendant

the stock - in -trade acquired by the debtor since Booty .

HALIFAX BANKRUPTCY COURT. the liquidation , he not having applied for or
The court wasmuch crowded .

Mr. Pinhey , the chief inspector of the A divi.
obtained his discharge.

Thursday , Jan . 15.
His HONOUR was about to deliver his judgment, Considering the crowd and its size, there was not

sion , was cross-examined by Smyth . He said :

(Before Mr. Registrar Rankin, sitting for the when
Judge.) so much hissing and shouting ; the crowd was de

Ex parte BOWERS V . OGDENS.
Rex interposed, and said he appeared for the large one and ran ; the defendant Booty was in

debtor, and also for one of the creditors.
Debtor 's summons - Application to dismiss - Claim I the foremost rank of the crowd , others were in

His HONOUR said he could not see that Mr.
arisng out of partnership disputes -- Staying front of him ; he pushed persons - two or three

Rex had any locus standi.
proceedings on summonswithout security .

and directly witness saw him he “ collared ” him .

G . Rhodes for summoding creditor. Rex . - I appear for a creditor. It was not the way to get out of the crowd, at

England for debtors , in support of applica His HONOUR. I would rather hear nothing . least what he was doing , and was quite sure that
tion to dismiss. This was an ex parte application for certain direc both Ryan and Booty were hooting and hissing,

Themain facts appeared in an affidavit filed by tions of the court, which I am now prepared to and hundreds of others .

the debtors, admitted to be substantially correct, give. There is no specialmatter before the court. Theroughs in court here began to make a noise,

and were 'shortly these : Messrs. Ogden (the I think your best plan will be to listen to my ) and Mr. ARNOLD said he would have the court

debtors), had advertised for a managing partner judgment, and then it will be open for you to take cleared if there was a repetition of it.
in a brewery , requiring a premium of £200, and | any course you may think fit . Mr. Pinhey went on to say he took the defen

Mr. Bowers agreed to join them ; but there were Rea said hewould rather first call his Honour's dant Booty in the act of shouting and hissing.

no written articles . If the whole premium should attention to a case, which might not have been He said , " What have I done ? ” and said he had
e Bowers was not to be. gone to see something of the people connected

come " a full partner," until it should be so paid , where an uncertificated bankrupt with the trial, Sir Roger Tichborne, & c . He did

but was to be allowed interest on any portions of His HONOUR ( interposing) : I am quite aware did not say he was going to see his doctor over

the premium paid by him , and was to have a of that. You had better hear what I have to the water. On this occasion Dr. Kenealy was not

salary for management. Bowers managed the say. In this case application was made last there ; the crowd went to see him .

business on these terms for about six months, court on the part of the trustees for directions to Mr. ARNOLD : So they got hold of Mr. Hawkins

and paid about £75 on account of the premium seize the stock -in-trade acquired by the debtor | instead .

which , the Ogdens say, was put into the business. since he filed his petition . He had not obtained Edward Shaw , a detective, who apprehended

Disputes then arose, and the partnership was or applied for his discharge, but carries on hisscharge , but carries on his | Donovan , was cross -examined , and said the man

dissolved . The Ogdens complained that Bowers business as he used to do, it is believed , with Donovan was close to the shaft of the cab ; it was
was incompetent, and had damaged the concern | money advanced by a bill of sale creditor, who, a Hansom , and Mr. Hawkins was inside ; lots of
by bad brewing. Bowers alleged that the Ogdens having established his priority, diverted the whole people were shouting ; lots of people shouted out
had deceived him as to the value of the business . of the debtor's property from the rest of the * Here ' s b - Hawkins." A great number of
Cross actionsat law for damages were commenced creditors. I have no doubt that with regard to people said that ; it was all they could do to get
by the parties ; but Bowers, as a distinct matter, future property the status of an undischarged out of the crowd with the prisoners ; he was cer
issued the present debtor's summons, claiming liquidating debtor is the same as that of an an .debtor is the same as that of an un - / tain Donovan used the words “ Here's b - old

about £93, in respect of the part of premium paid discharged bankrupt. In either case, all the pro - | Hawkins, let's turn the cab over.” When witness

and salary . The debtors in their affidavit. | perty which he acquires until his discharge is took him he had hold of the shaft of the cab .
denied the debt. In a correspondence the debtors' obtained belongs to the estate, and it is the duty Detective Marsh, E Division , cross -examined :

solicitors had offered to pay £75 to await an of the trustees to collect it for the benefit of the Was close to Mr. Pinhey at the time of the rush.
award , if Bowers would refer the whole case. creditors. The only exception to this is the per- | First saw Booty after we got hold of Ryan . He

G . Rhodes claimed to proceed on the summons sonal labour of the debtor, which does not pass was a little bit in advance of the rush . There

under the authority of Ec parte Ellis ReKain to his creditors, the assignees (or trustees) not were somepeople in front of him and behind him .
(24 L . T . Rep . 819 ). being allowed . as it has sometimes been ex . I he wasbeen ex. he was not trying to get out of the crowd. He
England reminded the Registrar of his own pressed , to let out the bankrupt to hire. But was hallooing , and hissing , and pushing people. .

dictum (reprobating issuing summonses in dis with regard to any stock -in -trade, or profit which Smyth , in defence of Booty and Donovan , said :

puted cases instead of proceeding by action at he derives from its sale, and the like, the case is Booty went to see the coun

law ) in Verity v . Thompson (LAW TIMES, vol. lii., different, and anyonewho advances him the money having occasion to go to hismedical man in the
p . 466 ) — but there the evidence before the for purchasing such stock , or allows him to con . | Westminster -bridge-road. There was a rush , and

registrar showed there was no debt owing -- and tract fresh debts, does so at his peril. If, indeed , while he was trying to get out of the crowd he
argued that the debtors were at least entitled to the trustees should allow him , without interfer pushed persons. Anybody would do so to get out

have the case tried by a jury , the debt being ence, to continue his business as if he were a free of a large crowd. He denied that the prisoner

disputed and a good defence alleged, and questions | man , subsequent creditors , if they could show had the slightest feeling in the matter , and he

as to partnership arising . that they were deceived as to his real posi- | would show by evidence that he was a man of
The REGISTRAR . - Ex parte Ellis v . Kain , cited tion , might possibly set up an equitable right good character ; he was sure the inspector and

by Mr. Rhodes, does not apply . In that case the to have priority over the original creditors. Marsh were mistaken in the confusion that en .

debt was a judgment debt, not to be set aside on | But this , I apprehend, is not the case here, sued ; the last witness had either made a gross
such an occasion , and 1 was n and any event mistake or had committed gross perjury . Dono

to some alleged cross claims. In the present himself any right as against his trustee . Ilnimsell any right as against his trusteo. I van, he said , was an honest, industrious young

instance, it is denied that there is any debt ; at have not found , nor should I expect to find , man ; he had no work to do , and he went out of

the same timethe offer of the debtors to pay £75 any express authority to the effect that an un curiosity to see the claimant and Dr. Kenealy .

into a bank to await a reference, though not discharged debtor cannot retain future property | He may have been near the cab, but he totally

eqvivalent to an admission by payment into court , as against his trustee ; but in a very recent case denied the use of the language,and attributed the

savonrs of a consciousness on the part of the it was held that a creditor who had advanced charge to a mistake on the part of the police.

part of the debtors that something might be money to a liquidating debtor on his resuming After the adjournment to the court, Mr. Arnold

found to be owing from them . But in my view of business under the sanction and superintendence | asked if this conduct had been repeated ,and upon

the case, as one arising out of partnership dis - of the trustee after he had obtained his discharge, being answered in the negative, said he was very

putes, I have grave doubts whether Mr. Bowers on the condition of his executing a bond for the glad to hear it ; he characterised the conduct of

can suceeed in a common law action , and on the payment of a certain sum to the trustees, was the crowd as perfectly monstrous ; of the merits

whole , the evidence to my mind being inconclu - not entitled to a lien on the price paid afterwards and demerits of the case they ' knew about as

sive, I consider I have an option either to dismiss for the business, on its being sold under å resolu much as the stones under their feet ; that %

the summons or to stay proceedings : Ex parte tion of the creditors. A fortiori, therefore,wouldreditors. A fortiori, therefore , would gentleman should be hooted and hounded by

Rowbotham (25 L . T . Rep . 021 ). It is true that in | no such lien have existed had the debtor not ob . I disorderly rabble was not to be tolerated , and

Ex parte Ellis v . Kain , Lord Jastice James ap - , tained his discharge. On the whole, therefore, I means must be taken to repress it . He was

pears to give the preference to letting the sum - , am of opinion that the trustees are bound to follow satisfied that all the defendants had taken part in
mons go on , and deciding the point at a further up Mr. Lowe in his new business, and if they ' it , and had they been proved to have been acting

1 for th
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deputation from cubject of the vacinat |

Walmesley,
.

.

c.........

in concert he should have committed them for a THE BALLOT ACT. -- The Irish Court of Queen ' s show " the right of a mortgagee to sue mortgagor's
riot, but as that was not so , he should deal with Bench has confirmed the conviction ofMr. Unkles tenant for rent of premises held under tenancy prior to

indenture of mertgage, " that is , if the mortgagee hagthem under his power as a magistrate . He trusted the Cork magistrate, for the offence of violating
given such tenant notice to pay the rent to him : ( Birck

the view he took of thematter would be a warning the Ballot Act, by his disclosure of the nature of v . Wright, 1 T . R . 378 : Burrowes v . Gradin , 1 D . & L .

to others , for the next time this sort of thing a vote given at the late election . 213 ; 1 Sm . L . C . 315 : De Nicholls v , Saunders, L . Rep . 5 ,

occurred he should dealwith the offenders very THE post of Registrar to the Railway Commis C . P . 589 .) T . E . H .

severely. At present, he ordered Booty to find sion , vacant by the death of Mr. Gilmore Evans,

bail in £50 to keep the peace for three months ; has been filled up by the appointment of Mr.

Ryan to find bail in £30 for a like term ; and the Balfour Browne, barrister-at-law, of the Middle CORRESPONDENCE OF THE
other two, Donovan and Ennis, to find bail in £5 Temple and Midland Circuit. PROFESSION .
each . Booty 's bail was at once tendered and THE LAW OF CONSPIRACY. -- Mr. Rupert Kettle

accepted , and the others were removed to the will read a paper at a meeting of the Social
cells . Science Association , to be held on the 26th inst.,

NOTE . - This Department of the LAW TIMES being open to
free discussion on all professionaltopics, the Editor is not

at their rooms in the Adelphi, on “ The Law of responsible for any opinions or statements contained in it
MIDDLE TEMPLE. — Mr. Torr, Q . C ., and Mr. Conspiracy as effecting employers and employed .”

Lindley, Q . C ., have been appointed benchers of The chair will be taken at eight o 'clock by Fitz
A CHRISTMAS APPEAL. - By your kind insertionjames Stephen, Esq., Q . C .the Middle Temple. in your paper of myappeal, headed as above, I

THE EXETER ELECTION PETITION . — Baron hereby thankfully acknowledge the receipt of theBramwell has appointed Tuesday, Feb. 3, for the subscribed sumsbearing the adjoined signatures :
hearing of the Exeter Election Petition - Carter LAW STUDENTS' JOURNAL. | C . E . H ., £1 ; Mrs . Reynolds, 5s. ; A , G . Joseland ,
and another v . Mills, M . P . Esq., 2s. 6d. May I ask as a further favour that
CENTRAL CRIMINAL COURT. - The next session UNIVERSITY OF LONDON . you will kindly allow me, through the medium of

of the Central Criminal Court will be held on
FIRST LL. B . EXAMINATION. - Pass List, your paper, to thank those who have at once

Monday, Feb . 2. The judge on the rota is Baron First Division assisted me, and likewise to state that any further
Pigott, appointed to the North Wales Circuit. Colleges, & c . donations towards my case will be carefully
Weunderstand that in the event of a vacancy Clarke, F . ... .. . .. Private study . attended to and acknowledged by the Rev . Thomas

occurring in the office of clerks to themagistrates Phillips, W . R . ... .. .... .. . Wesley College .

Serrell, G ., M . A ......... Private study. Piggott, 16 , Belgrave-road, Upper Holloway.at Portsmouth , Mr. R . W . Ford , a well known
.

Spokes , A , H ., B . A . .. . University College. 15th Jan ., 1874 . LOUISA BANKS.
solicitor in theborough,would probably be elected

Taylor, R . W ., B .A . ... University College.
to the office without opposition . Second Division .

MR. COMMISSIONER KERR has, through his soli . Colleges, & c .
LEGAL PRACTITIONERS' SOCIETY. - In conse.

citors , threatened the common council of the City Baxter, W ., ........... Law Sch ., Trinity Coll. Dublin . quence of a report which has been circulated and
of London with proceedings, in reference to the Beaston , J . Private study . published that the rules of this society have not
payment of fees levied under the Admiralty Juris - | Elis. A . M .

Dean , E . . .. . .. Private study. yet been framed , and that the Lord Chancellor
Private study.

diction Act in his court during the past five years, | Hart, A . L . has already been asked to receive a deputation
Private study.

and which the learned commissioner contends be Knighton, J. from the society , and that “ the members of thisPrivate study.
long to him . Morice, B ..... Private study . new society atterly condemn the Incorporated
THE IRISH BENCH . - The Lord Lieutenant has Paice, C .... Private study. Law Society ” for their inaction on the subject of

stated to a deputation from the corporation of Rook, w . N . Private study. suppressing unqualified persons who defraud tho
Tebbutt, N ., B . A Private study .

Dublin , with reference to the subjectof the vacant | Profession, will you afford me space to say, as the
Trapnell, H . C . Private tuition and study.

judgeship in the Irish Court of Exchequer, that Walmesley, J. .... honorary secretary of the society, that the rules
Private tuition .

were weeks ago drafted, and are now being conthe appointment is deferred until the Govern | Wilson , W . H . C .. .. .... .. Private tuition ,
ment has decided whether the Judicature Act sidered by a committee composed of barristers

SECOND LL . B . EXAMINATION . - Pass List.shall extend to Ireland.
and solicitors : that no application has as vet

First Division .
THE Times, in an article upon Irish grievances, been made to the Lord Chancellor to receive a

Colleges, & c .
alleges “ that the Irish Bengh is overmanned in | deputation , and that there is no hostility to the

Jones, D . B . .............. University College.
proportion to the work that is to be done. A very Incorporated Law Society , the council of which I

Lubbock , E . ............... Private study .
simple sum in the rule of three will show that Second Division , hope and believe will lend us a ready hand in our

whether we consider the amount of business or Ball, W . E . B . ..... Private study. efforts to protect the public against the depreda
the number of the population, an Irish judge has Benjamin , H . N . Private study . tions of unqualified persons who poach upon the

Glaisyer, H . . Private study .
nothing like the sameamount of work to do , nor Profession . CHARLES FORD.

Gover, W . H . Private tuition .
work by any means so important as thatwhich Mosely, B . L . Private tuition .
falls to the share of every English judge." Radford , G . H . Private study . BEALL V . SMITH . - Myattention has been called
EXCUTIONS FOR MURDER . - The Standard ob Sykes, J . G . W . University College, to an article in the Law Times of 27th Dec.,

serves : “ The continued interference of the Home which appeared a fortnight before the judgment
Secretary to prevent the carrying out of capital

GENERAL EXAMINATION OF STUDENTS was published on the 10th inst. ; and as there are
sentences has in times past introduced an unsatis .
factory element of change into trials for murder.

many errors in that article, perhaps you will
OF THE INNS OF COURT.

permit me, as the Mr. Heather referred to , to
If the law is that men convicted of murder shall HILARY TERM , 1874 . correct them . You speak of me as “ a Mr.
be hanged , the exceptions to this rule ought to be THE Council of Legal Education have awarded to Heather." I have been admitted nearly twenty
very few . If the laws concerning capital punish - | - John Alderson Foote, Esq., of Lincoln 's - inn , eight years --Mr. Merriman eight ; and I believe
ment are unsatisfactory, let them be altered, but and William Ebenezer Grigsby, Esq ., of the Inner I am much better known in the Profession
do not let us have them occasionally suspended, Temple, studentships in jurisprudence and Roman than he is . It is not true that Beall became
according to the caprice or tenderness of a Home civil law , of 100 guineas, to continue for a perioda client of Merriman and Co. in Nov.' 1870 ,
Secretary ." of two years. or ceased to employ me, as in the first six
COUNTY COURTS. — The following circular has John Henry Martin Weitbrecht, Esq ., of the months of 1871 he consulted me on many

been issued to County Court judges : “ 30 , Port. Middle Temple, and John William Gustavus Leo fresh businesses, and had about eighty atten .
land -place, W ., Jan . 14 , 1874 . - Sir, - I am directed Daugars, Esq ., of the Middle Temple, student. dances on me. Henever consulted Mr.Merriman

by the Lord Chancellor to request that upon a ship in jurisprudence and Roman civil law , of 100 about undertaking some complicated matters on
vacancy occurring in the office of registrar of any guineas, for one year. which I was engaged , and therefore Mr. Merriman
court ofwhich you are the judge, you will, before John Edward Courtenay Bodley , Esq., of the could not have declined them . In fact, there was
filling up such vacancy , acquaint his Lordship Inner Temple ; James Kinder Bradbury, Esq., of only one complicated matter , and in respect of
with the fact, in order that the circumstances of the Inner Temple ; William James Howard , Esq., that I have got his estate £8000 . His wife did
the courtand the propriety of discontinuing it may of the Middle Temple ; Avetick Arratoon Shir not consult me about her differences, nor was Mr.
be considered core Eaton Beall advised by Merriman and Powell about

died without having appointed a deputy, his Lord . Young , Esq., of the Inner Temple, certificates that them , nor did they effect any reconciliation . On

ship will be obliged if you will be good enough they have satisfactorily passed a public examina the contrary, Beall consulted me, and I brought

to provisionally appoint a person to discharge the tion . By order of the Council, about a voluntary separation , and he gave me
duties of registrar (19 & 20 Vict. c. 108, ss . 12, 13). (Signed ) S . H . WALPOLE, Chairman. instructions to prepare a settlement on his wife
Where a registrar is desirous of resigning , I am to and children, and handed me a greatmany policies
request that yon will ask him to be good enough of insurance on his life to take care of for him ,
not to do so until you shall have communicated NOTES AND QUERIES ON This was in July 1871. Being concerned for him ,
his wish to his Lordship ,and received his decision in all matters relative to his property and business
as to the propriety of continuing the court. - I POINTS OF PRACTICE . (although Mr. Merriman appeared thrice before
have the honour to be, Sir , your obedient servant, the magistrates for him ), and he having been con
HENRY NICOL.” NOTICE . - We must remind our correspondents that this

fined as a lunatic, I applied to defendant Smith ,column is not open to questions involving points of lawA BENCH of country magistrates sitting at Col. such as a solicitor should be consulted upon . Queries will Beall's clerk , for an account of his receipts and
chester , having committed a parish sexton and be excluded which go beyond our limits. " payments from June 1871. Merriman, Albert

N . B . - None are inserted unless the nameand address of the
clerk for trial on a charge of petty theft, value a Turner, and White then concocted the suit. Thewriters are sent, not necessarily for publication , but as apenny, which on Tuesday last , by the way, guarantee for bona fides . bill was filed on 15th Aug . by a next friend , who
brought down condign judgment upon the worthy had been found by Merriman , had been a bank
justices in the shape of a leader in the Daily Queries. rupt, and became shortly afterwards insolvent,
Telegraph , condemning them for their severity, being a debtor to Merriman . This next friend was

58. THE BANKRUPTCY ACT 1869. - Where, at a first totally unknown to Beall or any of his family ,and
the defendant's attorney, Mr. H . Goody, is re.

generalmeeting of creditors duly held under the 125th
ported to have offered himself as bail. This is no | the bill was filed without any communication

and 126th sections of the above Act , liquidation by
doubt an unusual proceeding on the part of a of his fanpart of a arrangement is resolved upon , the discharge of the with me, or Beall, or any member of

professionalman , and although perhaps it is to debtor to be granted upon the bappening of a certain The Vice-Chancellor stated in writing that the
be deprecated as a rule, yet it is certainly evi. contingency, is it necessary for the trustee, upon the case was a very peculiar one ; but he was willing

dence that lawyers are not, after all as hard . happening of this event, to memorialize the court and to make the order for the annointment of a ra .

obtain from the registrar a certificate of discharge
hearted as they are usually considered to be by ceiver in the terms assented to by me. It canunder his hand and seal, or is the resolution itself, or a
the public . Wecommend the facts of this case certified copy thereof, sufficient ? If necessary to be scarcely be believed that the decree was obtained ,
to the Somersetshire magistrate whose proposi. | by way of memorial, what form must be used , and the clerk ' s and receiver' s accounts taken and
tion that magistrates should preside over courts what (if any) is the stamp duty ? Form 123 hardly passed, and the order for further consideration
of conciliation in aid of the County Courts we seems to apply in the above case . CURIA , obtained , without the slightest communication

noticed in our last issue. In the case to which with me as representing the family and the
we refer , " a few questions by an intelligent, Answers . conimittee of the estate or any member of
patient, and sympathising magistrate ” do not

(Q . 57 .) MORTGAGEE SUING MORTGAGOR'S TENANT FOR the family . Merriman , White, and A . Turner,
seem even to have been asked , or , if asked , were RENT. In addition to the cases mentioned by amentioned by | all knew of the lunacy and inquisition , and
productive of no good apparently . “ J .McD .,” the following will, I think, be sufficient to studiously and wilfully concealed all the pro

ve
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ceedings in the suit after the appointment of & advantage to put forward as trustee the ac. explain how , if this is the case, the laws' which
receiver , except one summons, which was ad - countant with whom they act. I am sure produce this state of things can be economically
dressed to mebefore the decree . If any solicitor “ H . J . L .” does not require me to enter more bad ? If it is true that lands held under English
and arcountant can concoct and carry on a suit in into detail. As to the advantage which would law are better cultivated than lands held under
reference to the property of a lunatic, after his accrue to the creditors by the appointment of a French law ,why assimilate English law to French
confinement, without having the sanction or the solicitor able and willing to perform the duties of law with a view to the promotion of agriculture
knowledge of any member of his family , or the a trustee, acting for a fixed remuneration , Another point which must suggost itself to every
lunatic' s former solicitor, and pass the accounts, | as the creditors might determine, thus saving one is that if the law of entail involves the conse
showing, after the suit was instituted , payments the remuneration of a lay trustee and the quences which he ascribes to it in a majority of
out of his estate to the defendant's own soli. taxed or untaxed costs of his solicitor in cases, or even in any considerable number of
citors for charges not in the suit (no account addition , there can be no doubt ; but I am cases, it is difficult to understand why entails
having, I believe, been delivered ) to the ac- afraid the difficulties are great, although they are so common . If their common effect is
countant, and receiver of about £400 , and the may yet be surmounted . The remedy, if the to set fathers against children , and to eman .
costs of the suit about £300 , and to the defendant Profession desire it,'is in their own hands, let them cipate children at an unduly early age from their
for salary about £60 , months after he was dis. co -operate in an effectualmanner , throw off that fathers, why do people put their lands into strict
charged ,and with other improper itemsamount to apathy where their own interests are concerned , settlement ? Whatever may be the weight of the
nearly £1000, out of property which produced which distinguishes them above all professions. Solicitor-General's argument, it is an argurent
about £3000 , it is surely but right that a court | Individually there is no remedy - it must be the which ought to be addressed to the owners of pro.
of equity should express its disapproval of such work of a society . " The Logal Practitioners' | perty rather than to legislators. It shows cause
conduct, and make the principal parties refund to Society " has lately been formed ; I have joined it, why A . B , should not settle his land , but it hardly
the estate what they have most improperly de- and believe it is destined to do good work , if the shows cause why A . B . should be forbidden by law
prived it of, and pay the costs of making them Profession support it as extensively as they to settle his land . Thus the argument as to the
refund . All these statements can be verified by should do ; great changes will take place in the economicaleffect of strict settlement ismetby the
documents in my own office. JAMES HEATHER. Profession , - mere talking and writing will do no facts which the Solicitor -General extracts from

good . I shall be glad to communicate with the work of M . Lavergne. The argument as to
“ H . J . L .," and show him how the remedy he its social effects is met by the fact that the cue.

OUR INVADERS - BANKRUPTCY ACCOUNTANTS . / seeks can be attained , in the particular instance | tom prevails amongst a class of people who are
- I cordially concur in the remarks made on he has properly brought before us ; the other certainly not remarkable for want of family affec

this important subiect by your correspondent matter he refers to is now under the active con - / tion .
“ H . J . L ." in last week 's LAW TIMES . Let me, sideration of the society I have referred to. One point connected with this subject is that

however, explain why it has comeabout that the J . SEYMOUR SALAMAN . settlements of personal property are now even

accountants have monopolised the lucrative more common than settlements of real property,

branch of business referred to , that of the office which shows their convenience ; nor have we ever

of trustee in bankruptcy and liquidation proceed . heard them objected to . No doubt an ordinary

ings, under the Act of 1869. In the first place, it LEGAL EXTRACTS. settlement of personalty gives the parents the

must be observed that before that Act the bank . power of dividing the settled funds as they please

ruptcy branch of practice was in very few hands, among the children of themarriage, and so leaves

and of a limited character. In London it was
THE SOLICITOR -GENERAL AND THE LAW them more power than an ordinary settlement of

mostly in two or three offices, who also acted as OF ENTAIL , & c. realty . Wedo not quite understand why settle.

agents for other solicitors,too important or too lazy The second topic to which the Solicitor-General ments of real estate should not follow the same

to acquire the practice . Before the Act of 1869 ag. addressed himself was the law of entail and form if it were more convenient. It is , indeed,

signees were not remunerated , and consequently generally the reform of the law relating to land. common, as every one knows, to insert in settle

therewasno contest for the office,and in manycases | It is to be hoped that hewill be more successful, | ments of personalty a clause to say that any land

the difficulty was to induce a creditor to undetake to borrow a phrase of his own, than other Soli. | in which the settled funds are invested shall be

the nominaland gratuitous duties. Accountants citore General in dealing with the suspicions and treated as personalty ; and perhaps a similar

then sought from solicitors the work , or solicitors contradictions of the powerful body of solicitors course might be taken in the settlement of real

employed accountants, to perform the duties in particular, but the knot is a terribly hard one estate. This, however, requires no legislation . It

properly appertaining to their profession . In the to antie, and it is practically impossible to cut it . | could be done now if such was the wish of the

country districts I suppose the same practice | We believe in the possibility of a reform of the owners of real property.- -Pall Mall Gazette.

maintained . All this was changed by the Act of laws relating to land, if any one were patriotic

1869, and far-seeing people must have known that and studious enough to devote several years of

it wonld be so . When the Scotch system was unpaid labour to it , but we do not believe that

introduced , and the office of trustee became a under the present system of things there is much LAW SOCIETIES.
paid office , for which solicitors , accountants , and real chance of it . It would be necessary for one
others, as well as the creditors, became eligible, thing to recast the whole of the language which LEGAL PRACTITIONERS SOCIETY.

of course it was natural that the accountants , is at present used upon the subject, to sweep The first meeting of the committee appointed to
those who had been accustomed to act in bank . away the whole learning of tenures , to repeal the
ruptcy business, and others who determined to Statute of Uses , and to put into a different form

consider whether Parliamentary action was neces.
sary in order to deal with the subject of arresting

make it a portion of their business, saw that a the theory of trusts . It would also be necessary

great field was open to them .
the encroachments of the Profession by unquali.

Indeed , this to translate the rights which are at present
wasforeseen by thosewho introduced the Bill into clothed in this worn -out language into simple

fied persons,met on Monday last. Mr. H . Seymour

the House, and I recollect that the Attorney - modern English, and to apply the new phraseology
| Salaman having beun called to the chair , he
reviewed at length the present statutory provi.

General in his opening speech said with reference to the existing state of things. This would be an
to the office of trustee, that in all probability , a enormous undertaking. It might be done if the

sions dealing with this important subject, direct.

ing attention to 23 & 25 Vict . c. 27 , s . 26 ; 6 & 7
race of bankruptcy accountants would spring up , nation understood its importance and would
who would make this an especial branch of their

Vict. c . 73 , s. 2 ; the Stamp Act of 1870, sect . 60 ;
employ the necessary amount of labour and time,

| also to the case of Reg . v . Buchanan (16 L . J.
business, as in Scotland. They have done so, and but hardly any one as yet appears to have any. 227 Q . B .), referred to in the 1866 edition ofArch
there is no reason why they should not. I will thing like an adequate notion of its real nature or

bold . The right to sue for penalties as at present
also say that many of them ably, admirably, | magnitude. provided for by statute was discussed and con .
and conscientiously perform their duties, per. In the mean time, Sir William Harcourt pro
forming them in the manner and for the pur. poses, or at least suggests , modifications, the

sidered . The operation of sect. 26 of 33 & 34
Vict. c. 9 was also considered . After much dis

poses the Legislature intended, acting within exact nature of which he cannot, of course, state,
the scope of those duties, and not trenching in the law of entail.

cussion and argument, the following resolution
After some little snorts at

was adopted : “ That this committee is of opinion
upon those of their legal advisers. Now , what philosophers, which compel us to remark that he
is thereason that solicitors have been apparently has really much more in common with the philo .

after full consideration of the subject, that the

content to see accountants take the position for sophers whom he despises than with the Oxford
existing law is insufficient for the effectualprotec

which they are themselves eligible ,and when solici- l tradesmen whom he flatters, he proceeded to a tion of the legalprofession and the public against

tors could perform the work in an equally satis- good round denunciation of the evils of entails.
the encroachments of unqualified persons, and

factory manner, and with a considerable saving of He says of a strict settlement : “ It destroys
| recommend to the Society that further legislation

expense ? Thereare many reasons ; one reason may parental influence, it subverts filial respect, it
be initiated without delay.”

be that respectable solicitors have a natural dis. makes the son the natural antagonist of the
inclination to canvas, or todo anything which bears father, it makes the father too often the enemy of UNION SOCIETY OF LONDON .
the aspect of touting for business. In order to the son ." It encourages extravagance in rever. | At a meeting of the Union Society of London ,
obtain theappointment of trustee in bankruptcy sioners, and above all it discourages tena

at 1 , Adam -street, Adelphi, held on Tuesday
or liquidation , a solicitor who puts himself life from improving their land, and it gives them evening, the 20th inst., the following subject was
fcrward for the office , must, previously to the an artificial motive for spending its surplus pro submitted to discussion , and negatived , " That
first meeting , personally see, or send someone to duce in other ways. A man who has £5000 a the Established Churches are inconsistent with
see, or communicate in some way with , the cre- year in land settled on his eldest son will not put Civil Liberty, and irreconcileable with the prin
ditors, and propose himself for an office of profit. his surplus income into buildings, drains, and the
If being a perfectly capable man in all respects, like, which would go to enrich his heir-at-law ,but

ciples already recognised by Parliament."

and knowing that by his appointment a double will save it up for his personal representatives or
set of costs, and double remuneration would be legatees. Prevent strict settlements , and the ARTICLED CLERKS' SOCIETY.
saved to the creditors, having got over this motives for improving land will be greatly A MEETING of this society was held at Clement's

natural disinclination to canvas, he would find in strengthened . Sir William does not, as we under. | Inn Hall, on Wednesday 21st inst., Mr. E . F .

all probability he would fail to convince the stand him , propose to prevent a man from leaving Stanway, solicitor , in the chair . Mr. E . J . Davis
creditors that such a result would follow . Unless his land by will as he pleases ; but we suppose he opened the subject for the evening 's debate , viz .:
the votes of the creditors were obtained in his would restrict him to living persons, and would

" That the working of the Bankruptcy Act 1869,
favour, does any one acquainted with these not permit him to give an estate tail to unborn | assists and induces fraud.” The motion was lost

matters believe, that a solicitor nominating children . All this, of course, has often been said ,

himself at a meeting, would stand a chance and has a good deal of force , but it ought to be
by a majority of one.

against an accountant who had adopted the coupled with other matters, to some of which Sir
usual course, or against a member of his own William refers, not, as it appears to us, very con

NORWICH LAW STUDENTS ' SOCIETY .

Profession , in both cases his adversary , being sistently , though he is silent as to others. He At a meeting of this society , held at the Law

stimulated to fresh exertion by the knowledge has learned , he says, from a second reading of Library, on Tuesday evening , the 20th inst., Mr.

that a solicitor was seeking the appointment . Wo M . Lavergne, that the agricultural condition of G . W . G . Barnard in the chair. Mr. S. Cozens

all know the connections and alliances between England ismuch better than that of France, that Hardy opened the subject for the evening' s debate ;

certain bankruptcy accountants and certain soli- English labourers are better off than French viz . : “ Ought Copyhold Tenure to be abolished ? "

citors, who as a rule always act with each other peasants, that the equal distribution of land is | The question was decided in the negative by &

when they can . These solicitors find it to their ' economically unwise. Be it so ; but why not considerable majority,
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LEGAL OBITUARY . William Duncombe, Esq., of Langley ,Great Berk . GOODWIN , ALFRED,general merchant, Richmond-rd , Shepherd ' s
bush . Pet. Jan . 13. Reg . Murray . Sols. Flux and Co ., Leaden .

hampstead, Herts. The late Mr. Armstrong was hall-st. Sur. Jan . 27

NOTE. - This department of the LAW TIMES, is contributed buried at the cemetery , Highgate. LANGAX, JOnx, builder, Cambridge-ter, Junction -rd , Kentish .
town. Pet. Jan. 13. Reg . Hazlitt. Sol. Stapler, Colernan-st .

by EDWARD WALFORD , M . A ., and late scholar of Balliol Sur. Jan . 19
College, Oxford , and Fellow of the Geneaiogical and LONSDALE, RICHARD, grocer, Butcher' s- row , Ratcliff, Upper
Historical Society of Great Britain ; and , as it is desired

THE HON . J. W . JOHNSTONE. North -st. Poplar, St. Leonard 's- rd , Bromley, Cable -st. St.
to make it as perfect a record as possible , the families and George's-in -the-east. Pet. Jan . 15 . Reg . Spring-Rice. Sols .
friends of deceased members of the Profession will oblige THE late Hon . James W . Johnstone, Judge in Carter and Bell, Leadenhall-st. Sur. Jan . 23
by forwarding to the Law TIMES Office any dates and Equity of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia , To surrender in the Country .
materials required for a biographical notice . who death at Cheltenham , at the age of eighty ARCHER, CHARLES ROPER , saddler, Bloxwich . Pet. Jan. 12 .

Reg . Clarke. Sur. Feb . 4
H . G . BELL, ESQ . one, was recently announced , was born in BROWN, SAUL, jeweller , Sunderland. Pet . Jan . 12 . Reg. Ellis ,

THE late Henry Glassford Bell, Esq., advocate,
Kingston , Jamaica , in the year 1792, his grand . Sur. Jan . 23

FLORENSTEIN , ISAAC , furniture dealer, Birmingham . Pet. Jan ,

and sheriff of Lanarkshire, who died on the 7th father was a Scotchman of the Annandalo line , 12. Reg. Chauntler. Sur. Jan . 27

inst., at his residence in Glasgow , at the age of
who married a Miss Peyton , & lady of French JACOBS, MAURICE , boot manufacturer, Birmingham . Pet. Jan .

14 . Reg . Chauntler . Sur. Feb . 2Huguenot descent, he had been Governor of thesixty -eight, was the son of the fate Mr. Bell,some LANGLEY, EDMUND, grocer, Canton, near Cardiff. Pet. Jan . 19.
Province of Georgia while the United States were Reg . Langley . Sur. Jan . 30

time town clerk of Greenock . He was boru in MOORE, THOMAS, and THRAVES, FREDERICK MATTHEW , drapers ,

the year 1805 and being destined from the first for still a colony of Great Britain . On the breaking Bradford . Pet. Jan . 13. Reg . Robinson , Sur. Feb . 3

his father's profession , he was, after acquiring the
out of the revolutionary war, his sons all enterod PHILLIPS, BEXJAMIX , draper , Bridgend . Pet. Jan . 13. Reg .

the British army to aid in the suppression of the Langley. Sur. Jan . 28

rudiments of education at the Glasgow High PORTER, GEORGE, sculptor , Bath . Pet . Jan . 12. Reg . Smith .
rebellion, one of them raised and commanded a Sur. Jan . 28School, transferred to the University of Edin . reben
troop of horseknown as Johnstone' s Horse, at its STAPLEY, HEXRY, watchmaker , Northampton -sq . Pet. Jan . 13 .

burgh , where hepassed through the regular curri. Reg. Hazlitt. Sols . Reed and Lovell, Guildhall-chibs. Sur .
head he was killed in a successful skirmish against Jan . 28

culum . He was admitted a member of the Faculty
rebels. On the declaration of the independence TATE , SUSANXAH ,milliner, Halifax . Pet. Jan . 13. Reg . Rankin .

of Advocates of Scotland in 1832, and in 1839 he Sur. Feb . 2

was appointed one of the sheriff 's substitute of of the States of America, Governor Johnstone TAYLOR, JAMES, tailor, Blackpool. Pet. Jan . 13. Reg. Hulton .
Sur. Feb . 4with his family left the Southern States and reGlasgow . Having once fairly settled down to Gazette , Jan . 20 .

legal business, says the Scotsman , Mr. Bell soon turned to Scotland, having in common with To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall-street .

all the loyalists lost his whole fortune. The TAYLOR, SAMUEL, parquet cloth manufacturer, High -st, Fulham .
approved himself a singularly able and efficient Pet. Jan . 16 . Reg . Murray . Sur. Feb . 3

judge . That his merits in this capacity were duly father of the subject of this memoir, who To surrender in the Country .
had been a captain in the New York Volun. | ARCHER, CHARLES ROPER, saddler, Bloxwich . Pet. Jan . 12.recognised by the profession, was significantly Reg. Clarke. Sur. Feb . 4teers during the war, at its close , studied CLENEXT, JAMES, WHITE, sen ., and CLEMENT, JAMES WHITE,

indicated by an incident which occurred in 1852. jun ., attorneys-at-law , Alton . Pet. Jan . 17. Reg . White . Sur.
At tihat time a rumour got afloat to the effect that medicine at the Edinburgh University, wher

Jan. 31obtained his degree . He afterwards removed to Dowxs, WILLIAM , dealer in agriculturul implements, Hailsham .
Sir A . Alison was about to be promoted to the | Jamaica , having previously married the only Pet. Jan . 16 . Reg. Blaker. Sur. Feb . 4
Bench, and straightway a memorialwas addressed LEY, JAMES, corn merchant, Stonehouse. Pet. Jan . 16 . Reg .daughter of Captain Leichenstein , of Austrian ex .
to the Lord Advocate, craving that in such case Pearce. Sur Feb

Mr. Bell should be appointed his successor. traction . His children were all sent to Scotland SAVAGE, JOSEPH, out of employ, Portsca. Pet. Jan. 17. Reg.
Howard . Sur. Feb . 2

Another flattering compliment was paid him some for their education, the subject of the present BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED .

years later, when strong inducements were held sketch being placed with a private tutor, the late Gazette , Jan , 13 .
Mr. Duncan of Ruthwell, the originator of suvingsout to him to remove to Edinburgh and practise BOUTCHER, FREDERICK , farmer, Preston -upon -Wye. Aug . 30

banks in Scotland. His connection with Nova 1873
as a consulting counsel in regard to questions of
mercantile law . On the death of Sir Archibald Scotia , where most of his life was passed , arose Gazette, Jan . 16 .

from the fortuitous circumstance of a temporary GARRET, CHARLER, contractor, Banstend . June 13, 1873

Alison in 1867, Mr. Bell was appointed to succeed THOMPSON, WILLIAM , joiner, Stranton. Jan . 16 , 1861
| visit made to Halifax with his mother, whose

him in the office of sheriff principal. The friend
and frequent companion of Professor Wilson ,who

health required change to a northern climate . He

speaks of him with respect and affection in the then studied for the Bar, and was admitted in or Liquidations by Arrangement.
" Noctes," where he appears under the name of about the year 1813. Mr. Johnstone quickly rose FIRST MEETINGS.

to the head of his profession , and at about the
" Tallboys, " Mr. Bell acquired in early life a Gazette, Jan . 16 .
task for literary pursuits, and in 1828, being as age of forty-five he entered the arena of politics .

ABRAHAM , ISAAC, furniture dealer, Liverpool. Pet. Jan . 14 .

yet only in his twenty -third year, ho became He was elected a member for the county of Anna . Jan . 2 , at three ,it offices of Smart, Snell, and Co., accountants,

editorof the Edinburgh Literary Journal, a weekly polis , U . S ., Canada , one of the largest constituen .185 and 83 Cheapside, London. Sol. Nordon , LiverpoolALLAX, WILLIAM , draper, Chrisp -st, Poplar. Pet. Jan . 12. Feb .

periodical devoted to criticism 3 , at two, at offices of Foreman and Cooper,7, Gresham -st. Sols .
and the belles cies of the province , which he represented without

Phelps and Sidgwick , Gresham -st
lettres. With James Hogg, too, he was on termsof | a break , having run nine or ten successful elec AMBREY, THOMAS, grocer, Mountain Ash . Pet. Jan . 13. Feb . 2 .

intimate friendship , and in 1860Mr. Bell took part tions, till his elevation to the Bench . During his ut twelve, at office of Sol. Dixon , Newport

whole political career he was the leader of the ANDERSON, DAVID BAIRD, bootmaker, Southampton. Pet. Jan .in inaugurating a monument to thememory of the 14 . Jan . 36 , at twelve, at ottice of Sol. Guy, Southampton .

gifted shepherd . Besides editing and largely con . Conservative party, and Attorney -General and ANDREWS, WILLIAM , engineer, Melksham . Pet. Jan . 13 . Jan .
leader of the Government whenever that party 28, at twelve, at the Townhall, Melksham , Sol Smith , Devizestributing to the Edinburgh Literary Journal,Mr. AXSLEY, JOHX, ironfounder , Mansfield Jan . 23, at twelve, at

Bell published in 1831 a volume of poems, entitled
was in power. He was created honourable by office of Sol.Manstica

" Summer and Winter Hours," and later in life he the British Government. In 1857 he , together | ARMSTRONG, GEORGE, and RHEAD, THOMAS, tailors , Pendleton .Pet. Jan . 14. Feb . 2, at twelve, at office of Sol. Hankinson , Man .
with Mr. Adams Archibald , was sent on a delega. | chesterpublished a volume of occasional productions,

under the title of “ Romancesand Ballads.” His tion to England on behalf of the province of Nova ' ARNOTT, Johx, cabinetmaker, Beverley . Pet. Jan. 12. Jan. 28 .
at eleven , at offices of Sols. Seepherd, Crust, Todd, and Mills,

literary famewill rest, however, on his well-known Scotia to adjust the respective claims of the Beverley
Mining Association and the Province in regard to Ashton, CHARLES, hatter, Royal-hill, Greenwich. Pet. Jan . 14.

poem , " Mary, Queen of Scots ," written in his Jan . 30, at three , at office of Sol. Montagu , Bucklersbury
opening the mines and minerals and to free them ! ATTWOOD , CHARLRS, bootmaker, Brighton . Pet. Jan . 13. Feb .

early days. Mr. Bell was twice married , first to a
danghter of Captain Stuart, of Sheerglass, Glen from the royalty of the Duke of York . Hewas13, at eleven , at office of Sol. Shait, Brighton .

AYLxS, GEORGE, yeoman, Horsington . Pet. Jan . 12 . Jan . 27 , at
garry, by whom he had one son and fourdaughters, one of the earliest advocates of the confederation three , at the Greyhound hotel, Wincanton . Sol. Davies , Sher .

borne

one of whom is the wife of Professor Nichol, of of the Canadian provinces, which he warmly sap BALDWIX, JOHx, oil refiner, Railway -arch , Blue Anchor-rd ,

Glasgow University. Hemarried secondly in 1872 ported throughout his whole career . In 1863 he Bermondsey. Pet. Jan. 7.". Jan. 23, at three
Arms, Albany-rd, Old Kent- rd . Sol. Parsons, Fish -st-hill, Lon .was appointed judge in equity of the Supremeto Marian, daughter of Mr. Sandeman ,ofGlasgow , don -bridgeCourt , an offico which he was the first to fill.

who survives him . The remains of the deceased In BARLOW , WILLIAM , fruiterer, Spennymoor. Pet. Jan . 12. Jan .
28 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Brignal, Durham

gentleman , which were honoured with a public 1872, his health being very delicate, he left Canada BAUMANN , CHARLES HENRY, watchmaker, Nottingham . Pet .29 at
to seek a more southern climate . In the following Jan . 13 .

funeral, were interred in Glasgow Cathedral.
Jan . 30 , at twelve, at the Assembly -rooms, Low -pave

year he was offered the governorship of the pro . ment, Nottingham . Sols. Everall and Turner
BEALE, JOHX DAVID , generul merchant, Culmore- rd , Peckham .

vince of Nova Scotia , which he at first accepted , Pet. Jan . 13. Jan . 30, at three , at office of Sol. Aird , Eastcheap

G . C . OKE, ESQ . and the appointmentwas hailed with acclamation BEECH , EDWARD, butcher, Apeton . Pet. Jan . 13. Jan . 30 , at
twelve, at the Royal Oak inn , Gnosall. Sol. Baddeley, New

(ADDENDUM .) through the length and breadth of the country, port

The newspapers of the Conservative and Liberal BEVITT, JOHX, boat builder, Lincoln . Pet. Jan . 12.The late George Colwell Oke, Esq., Chief Clerk at The newspapers of the Jan . 31, at
eleven , at offices of Sols, Toynbee and Larken , Lincoln

the Mansion House, of whom we gave a short på| parties vied with each other in welcoming it , and BILLER, GEORGE, solicitor, the Terrace, Tavistookord , West.in bearing testimony to the high talent, the chival. bourne-pk. Pet . Jan . 12.biographical notice in our last impression, was Feb . 10 , nt twelve, at the Masons"
Hall tavern , Mison 's-avenue, Basinghall-st. Sols. Whites,the second son of the late William Oke, Esq ., of rous honour, and the unswerving rectitude of Renard , and Co., Budge-row , Cannon -st

Johnstone. H BOSWELL, THOMAS, furniture dealer, Southport. Pet . Jan . 14 .

Trnro, in the county of Cornwall. Hewas born Jan . 31, at eleven , at office of Sol. Walton , Southport
at St Colomb in that connty on the 8th Feb . obliged him most reluctantly to renounce all idea | BROWN, JOSEPH , and Browx, SAMUEL buildors, Matlock . Pet .

of returning to the home of his adoption , where Jan. 14.1821, and was educated at Truro . Mr. Okewas Jan . 31, at half past eleven , at office of Sol. Cowdell,Mitlock

married , and has left a family to lament his loss. he had left so many warm friends, and he was | BRYAX , WILLIAM , grocer, Stourbridge, and Belbroughton . Pet.

His presentwidow , to whom hewas married very compelled to decline the appointment. Jan . 12. Jun . 29, at three , at office of Sol. Collis , Stourbridge
BURPOOT, GEOROR, farmer, Tunbridge. Pet . Jan . 9. Jan . 30, at

recently, is the step -daughter of G . M . Harvey, eleven , it office of Sol. Stenning, Tunbridge
BUSNELL, HENRY BURT, out of business, Torquay. Pet. Jan . 14 .

Esq ., of The Pines , Streatham -bill, Surrey. The Feb . 2. At one, at Sols. Hooper and Wollen , Torquay

remains of the deceased gentleman were interred PROMOTIONS AND APPOINT CARPENTER, WILLIAM , carpenter, Melksham . Pet. Jan . 12.
Jan . 27, at half past twelve, at the Townhall, Melksham . Sol.

atNunhead Cemetery, on the 15th inst . Smith , Devizes

N . B . - Announcements of promotions being in the nature CARR, WILLIAM HENRY, bootmaker, South Shields. Pet. Jan .
13 . Feb . 3 , nt twelve, at office of Sol. Purvis, South Shields

B . J. ARMSTRONG , ESQ .
of advertisements, are charged 2s, 6d . each , for which CHANDLER, JAMES, engineer , Cottage-grove, Mile-end-rd . Pet.

Jan . 14 . Feb . 4, at twelve , at office of Sol. Moss , Gracechurch

The late Benjamin John Armstrong , Esq., many street

years an active magistrate for the county of Mid . | MR. WILLIAM GILBERTSON , solicitor , of Preston , COOK , HENRY FRANCIS, grocer, Eastbourne. Pet. Jan . 15 . Jan .
3 at three, at office of Sol. Chamberlain , Basinghall-street,

dlesex, whose death was recently announced , at has been unanimously appointed Coroner for the London
the age of seventy -six, was a son of the late Hundreds of Amounderness and Leyland, in the COOKE, HENRY DOIOLANs, painter, Speldhurst . Pet. Jan . 7 .

Jan . 28, at ten , at the Angelhotel, Tunbridge. Sol. PalmerBenjamin Armstrong, Esq., of the parish of St. county of Lancaster , in succession to the late COOMBS, GEORGE, publicun , Corsoombe. Pet. Jan . 13 . Jan . 30 ,

Andrew 's , Holborn , and was born in the year Mr.MilesMyres. Mr. Gilbertson was admitted in at a quarter past twelve, at the Mormaid hotel, Yeovil. Sol.
Budge, Crewkerne1796 or 1797. The deceased gentleman, who was | 1849 . COUPLAND, HENRY CURRIE , commission agent, Albert-bidge,

one of the oldest magistrates for Middlesex and Queen Victoria -st, London , also seed crusher, Greenock. Pet .
Jan . 13. Jan . 29 , at two, at office of Sol. Holmes , Clernent's -la ,

Westminster, took an active part in the adminis. Lombard -st

tration of justice at the Clerkenwell Sessions, DAGLISH , FRANCIS RICHARD , ROBERTS, EDWARD, drapers,
Sunderland . Pet. Jan . 12. Jan . 29, at twelve, at the Home

where he for many years proposed or seconded Trade Association Rooms, York -st, Manchester Sols . Sale ,

the re-election of Mr. H . Pownall, as chairman of Shipman , Seddon , and Sale, Manchester
DAVIS , HENRY, woollen warehouseman , Wood -st-e . Monkwelthe Middlesex Bench . He also was constant in Gazette, Jan , 9 . st. Pet . Jan . 13. Jan . 99, at two, at the Chainber of Commerce,

his attendance as e visiting instice at the Feltham SPOURS and CARR, attorneys, solicitors, and conveyancers , Aln . 145, Cheapside. Sol. Walker, Abchurch-la

Reformatory School, and other like public insti. wick . Dec . 31. (W . Spours and William John Carr.) Debts by DEWELL, WILLIAM , builder, Rye-la , Peckham . Pet. Jan . 10 .
Carr Jan . %6 , at one, at the Guildhall Tavern , Gresham -at. Sols .

tations. Mr. Armstrong married in 1818, Ann , Townley and Gard , Gresham -bldys, Basinghall-st
EDGERLEY, THOMAS, farmer, Carden , near Handley. Pet . Jan .daughter of John Bailey , Esq., of Kew , Surrey, Bankrupts. 8 . Jan . 24 , at twelve, nt office of Sol. Nordon , Chester

by whom ,who died in 1869, he has left a family . EGERTOX, JOHs , livery -stable keeper, Brighton . Pet. Jan . 12 .
Gazette, Jan . 16 . Jan . 29 , at twelve, at the Old Ship hotel, Brighton , Sol. Moto,His only son is the Rev . Benjamin J. Armstrong , To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall -street . Walbrook

Vicar of East Derebam . Norfolk . who was born in 1 COHEN, LEWIS, engineer, Charterhouse-st. Pet. Jan . 14. Reg . " EVAXs, ExocU HUGIT, agent for the sale of artificial food , Lam .
Spring-Rice. Sol. Leviton, Bishopsgato-street-within . Sur. 1 peter . Pet. Jan. 14. Jan . 31, at two, at office of Sol. Grimitha

1819, and is married to the eldest daughter of Jan . 20 Curmarthen
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S' Jan. 3 VILOLAN HENRYHice of Solo

Dibidends.

FITCH , WILLIAM , butoher , Peasenhall . Pet. Jan . 12 . Jan . 30 , at WILKINSON, JAMES HENSHALL, worsted spinner , Leeds. Pet . PRINCE , CHARLES HENRY, TIcer , Chorley . Pet. Jan . 17 . Feb .
one, at office of Mayhew , solicitor, Saxmundham . Sol. Wiltshire, Jan . 13 . Jan . 28, at two, at office of Sol. Walker, Leeds 10 , at two, at ottices of Sols. Chew and Sons, Manchester
Great Yarınouth WILLIAMS, JOHN, chemist' s assistant, Wrexhamn . Pet . Jan . 10 . REYNOLDS, RICHARD , stone merchant, Weymouth , and Nine

FLEET, CHARLES, biscuit manufacturer. Manchester . Pet. Jan . Jan . 27 , at twelve, at office of Sols . Acton and Bury , Wrexham Elms, Vauxhall, London . Pet Jan . 19 . Feb . 4, at eleven , at the
19 . Jan . 29 , at three, at office of Sols. Messrs. Heath , Manches WILLIAMS, ROBERT, victualler, Conway . Pet. Jan , 8 . Jan . 31, Guildhall Coffee-house, London . Sol. Howard , Meloombe Rexis
ter at twelve, at office of Sol. Jones, Conway ROCH , JAMES, grocer, Narberth Pet. Jan. 17 . Feb . 2 . at one, at

FOAKES, EDWARD, grocer, Ballingdon . Pet. Jan . 12. Jan . 28 , at WILLIAMSON , GEORGE, shoe manufacturer , the Grove , Hackney . the Townhall, Carmarthen . Sol, Lloyd, Haverfordwest
· two, at office of Sol. Mumford , Sudbury Pet. Jan . 8 . Jan . 24 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Dobson, South ROWCLIFFE , WILLIAM , clerk to a riding master, Studley-road ,
Fox, HOWARD BUSBY, broker , Oxton . Pet . Jan . 13 . Jan . 29, at amptan -bldgg Stockwell. Pet . Jan . 17. Feb . 4, at two, at office of Sol. Oblein,
eleven , at office of Mawson , accountant, Birkenhead . Sol. WILLS, JAMER, artist, Kentish -town-rd . Pet. Dec . 31. Jan . 26 , at Queen Victoria -st, E . C .
Anderson , Birkenhead eleven , at office of Hunter, 47 , London -wall. Sol. Ede, Clement' s SARSHOTT, HENRY BARTLET, cooper, Winchester. Pet. Jan .

FRANKS, JOHN, greengrocer , Bootle. Pet . Jan . 14 . Feb . 3, at la , Lombard -st 17 . Feb . 2, at one, at office of Sols. Lee and Beat, Lincoln 's- inn .
two, at office ofSol. Crozier, Liverpool WILSON , GEORGE DANIEL, commission agent, Manchester . Pet . fields

GILBERT, EDWARD, hawker in hardware , Martin -in - Timberland . Jan . 13. Feb . 3, at three , at office of Sols. Sale, Shipman , Seddon , SHIRLEY, WILLIAM , tailor , Brighton . Pet. Jan . 15 . Feb . 3. at
Pet. Jan . 14. Jan . 30, at eleven , at office of Sol Page , jun ., Lin and Sale , Manchester three , at office of Sol. Brandreth , Brighton
coln W ROTH , CHARLES COCKAYNE, wine merchant, Plymouth . Pet. SIMON , ALBERT MARTIN , pawnbroker, Birmingham . Pet. Jan .

GREENWOOD , JAMES, grocer, Bramley . Pet. Jan . 10 . Jan . 26 , at Jan . 14 . Jan. 29 , at eleven , at office of Conway and Almond , 44, 16 . Feb . 2, at eleven , at offices of Sol. Cottrell, 104, Newhall-st,
three , at office of Sols . Terry and Robinson , Bradford George-st, Plymouth . Sols . Greenway and Adams, Plymouth Birmingham

GWIXNUTT , GEORGE , and ĠWINNUTT, CORNELIUS, plumbers, YALLOP, JAMES, lodging-house keeper , Lowestoft . Pet. Jan . 13 . SMITH ALEXANDER FRANCIS, victualler, Jamaica-level. Bermond
• Walsall. Pet. Jan . 14. Jan . 30 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Adams, Feb . 5 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Archer, Lowestoft sey . Pet. Jan . 19 . Feb . 19, at two, at office of Sols. Nash , Feld,
Walsall YOU'NGE , RICHARD WILLIAM , comedian , Elgin -crescent, Notting and Layton , Suffolk -la , E . C .

HALL , GEORGE,min proprietor, Birmingham . Pet. Jan . 13 . Jan . hill , and Theatre Royal, Norwich . Pet. Jan . 13 . Jan . 29 , at SPARROW , FRANK JOHN, carrier, Birmingham . Pet. Jan . 16 .
30 , at half-past ten , at office of Sol. Duke, Birmingham twelve, at office of Sol. Montagu , Bucklersbury Jan . 28, at four, at office of Sol. Parry , Birmingham

HAMBLETON, DAVID), bobbin manufacturer, Dursley . Pet. Jan . SPURR, WILLIAM HENRY, estate agent, Manchester. Pet. Jan .
14 . Feb . 12 , at eleven , at the Warren Bulkeley Arms hotel, Gazetto, Jan , 20 . 17 . Feb . 9, at three, at office of Sol. Sampson , Manchester
Stockport. Sol. Sampson , Manchester STANDLEY, HENRY, shoe manufacturer, Kettering. Pet. Jan . 15 .

HANSON ,L,SYDENHAM GEORGE, tea ' dealer , Little Tower-gt. Pet . ATKINS, WILLIAM , shoemaker, Abercarn . Pet. Jan . 10. Jan . 28, Jan . 30 , at eleven , at offices of Bol. Jeffery, Northampton
► Jan . 7 . Jan . 24, atone, at the Guildhall coffee-house, Gresham at one, at office of Sols . Messrs . Lloyd , Newport STENNING , JOHN , shoemaker , West Bromwich . Pet. Jan. 13

st. Sols . Edmands and Mayhew , Poultry ATKINS, MARTHA ANN, innkeeper, St. Osyth . Pet . Jan . 16 . Fel Jan . 31, at eleven , at offices of Sol. Topham , West Bromwich
HAZLEHURST, GEORGE, grocer , Sutton -within -Macclesfield . Pet. ut three, at the Fleece hotel, Colchester. Sol. Goody , Col. TEBBY , ALFRED , provision dealer, Liverpool. Pet. Jan . 17 . Feb .

Jan . 14 . Jan . 29 , at two, at office of Sol. Hand, Macclesfield chester 7 , at two, at office of Sol. Lowe, Liverpool

HERBERT, WILLIAM , and QUICK , JOHN , boot manufacturers, BAKER, WILLIAM , farmer, Skirbeck . Pet. Jan . 14 . Feb . 3, at | THOMPSON, THOMAS, house decorator, Turnham -green . Pet.
• Webb ' s - cottages, Albion -rd , Haminersmith Pet . Jan . 10 . Jan . twelve , at office of Sols. Wise and Harwood , Boston Jan . 12. Jan . 28 , at eleven , at Office of Sol. Marshal, King-st,

26 , at three , at office of Alcock , accountant, Southerton -rd, Ham BECK , DAVID DAVIBOX, contractor, Crooked -1a , and Vanbrugh -rd , West Hammersmith
• mersmith . Sols . Bartlett and Forbes, Bedford -st, Covent-gdn East Greenwich . Pet. Jan . 3 . Jan . 29 , at twelve, at offices of TIER, FREDERICK FIGG , innkeeper, Birdham . Pet. Jan . 16 . Feb .
HIND , WLLLIAM , assistant warehouseman , Nottingham . Pet. Brett, Milford, Pattinson , and Co., publio accountants, Leaden 4 , at three , at the Dolphin hotel, Chichester . Sol. Janman ,
Jan. 14. Feb . 2, at three, at office of Sols . Cranch , Rowe, and hall-st. Sol. Foster Chichester
Stroud , Nottingham BENNETT, EDWIN , foreman to a potato salesman , Brushfield -st, TRANTER, JOSEPH , provision dealer, Birmingham . Pet. Jan . 16 .

HOWES, THOMAS, fisherman , Great Yarmouth . Pet. Jan . 14 . Feb . Spitalfields. Pet . Jan . 15 . Jan . 30 , at three, at office of Sol. Jan . 31 , at ten , at office of Sol, East, Birmingham
3 , at twelve, at Hall Quay -chbs, Great Yarmouth . Sol. Palmer, Webster , Basinghall-st VAN NIEROP, SOLOMON ISAAC, butcher, Walworth -rd . Pet. Jan .
Great Yarmouth BRAITHWAITE , JAMES, tin plate worker , Manchester. Pet. Jan . 8. Feb . 4, at three , at office of Sol. Jonas, King's Bench -walk ,HUNT, GEORGE, tailor, Sheffield . Pet. Jan . 12. Jan . 29, at 15 . Feb . 4 , at three , at office of Sols . Addleshaw and Warburton , Ternple
twelve, at office of Sol. Machen , Sheffield Manchester VERNALL, GEORGE, out of business,Great Malvern . Pet. Jan . 15.

JARMAN, WILLIAM SACKETT, grocer, Ramnagate . Pet. Jan . 12. Jan . BROOKS, GEORGE , engineer, Horsington . Pet. Jan . 14. Jan . 31, Feb . 4, at th .tee , at office of Sol. Pitt, Worcester
29 , at three , at office of Sols . Treherne and Wolferstan , Iron at two, at offices of Sol. Hobbs, Wells WARREN, CHARLES, furniture dealer , Homer-st, Marylebone.
monger -la , Cheapside BRUTON , EDWARD GEORGE, architect, Oxford . Pet. Jan . 7. Jan . Pet. Jan . 15 . Feb . 2, at four, at office of Sol. Pain , Marylebone-rd

JEFFERIES, JOSEPH , beer retailer , Ebley . Pet. Jan . 12. Feb . 2 , at 28 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Biokerton , Oxford WALKER , HENRY WILLIAM , bootmaker, Crescent-pl, Mathias-rd ,
eleven , at office of Sol. Witchell, Stroud BIDDLE, WILLIAM , out of employment, Thrussington . Pet . Jan . Stoke Newington -green . Pet. Jan , 16 . Feb . 4, at twelve, at
JOHNSON, EDMUND, tinner, Lachford . Pet. Jan . 14 . Feb . 2, at 16 . Jan , 6 , at twelve, at ottices of Sols. Parsons and Bright, office of Sol, Nind , St . Benet- pl, Gracechurch -st
three , at office of Messrs. Davies, Warrington . Sols . Davies and Eldon -chmbs, Nottingham WARNER, WILLIAM , miller, Worcester . Pet. Jan . 15 . Jan . at
Brook , Warrington BULLION, JAMES, and WILSON , REUBEN , wholesale grocers , oflioe of Sol. Tree , Worcester

KAY, ROBERT, victualler , Ashton -under -Lyne. Pet. Jan . 14 . Leicester . Pet. Jan . 15 . Feb . 3, at three , at the Guildhall WESTWELL, JOSEPH , joiner , Blackburn . Pet . Jan . 13. Jan . 98 .
Jan . 30, at three, at office of Messrs. Royle , Manchester. Sol. Coffee -house , Groshan -st, London , Sol. Haxby, Leicester at a quarter-pet ten , at office of Sol. Marriott , Blackburn
Clayton , Ashton -under-Lyne BULL, BENJAMIN , carpenter, Bury St. Edmunds. Pet. Jan . 15 . WHITE , CHARLES, baker, Liverpool. Pet. Jan . 15 . Feb . , at

KIRBY, THOMAS HORTON, draper, Leicester . Pet. Jan . 14 . Jan Feb . 2, at ten , at the Guildhall, Bury St. Edmunds. Sol. Gross . two, at office of Vine, accountant, 62 , Dale -st, Liverpool.
30, at three , at the Inns of Court hotel, Holbom . Sol. Owston , BURR, WILLIAM ALFRED, and BURR , ARTHUR, merchants, Sol. Crozier, Liverpool
Leicester Gracechurch -st. Pet . Jan . 16 . Feb . 12 , at three, at the Guild . WILKINSON, MATTHEW , solicitor, Peterborough. Pet. Jan. 16.

LAWRENCE, JOSEPH, butter merchant, Manchester . Pet. Jan . 14 . hall tavern , Gresham -st. Sol. Clark , King-et , Cheapside Feb . 3 , at twelve , at offices of Sol. Gaches, Peterborough
Jan . 30, at half past three, at office of Sol. Chorlton , Manchester BUTLER , BENJAMIN , out of business, Northfield . Pet. Jan . 16 . WOOD , JOSEPH FREDERICK, shopkeeper , Barnsley. Pet. Jan. 15 .

LEATHERS, FREDERICK HENRY, grocer, Cambridge Heath -road .
Feb . 3, at 12, at offices of Sol. Fallows, Birmingham Jan . 31 , at three, at offices of Sol. Freeman , Barnsley

CARTER, GILES, plumber, Barnstaple . Pet. Jun . 17 . Feb . 4, at
Pet . Jan . 13. Jan . 31, at eleven , at office of Cogswell, 73,Grace
church -st . Sol. Hicks, Annis -rd , South Hackney

twelve, at office of Sol. Thorne, Barnstaple
CHENEY, WALTER JOSEPH , watchmaker, Manchester. Pet. Jan .LEE , MARK PRATTEN, tailor, Back-hill, Hatton -gdn . Pet. Jan . 16 . Feb . 2, at three , at the Queen 's hotel, Birmingham , Sols .12. Feb . 2 , at two, at oftice of Webster, solicitor, Basinghall -st .

Sol. Brown, Goswell-rd
Addleshaw and Warburton , Manchester

CHURCHWARD, WILLIAM , wool dealer, South Molton , Pet. Jan . BANKRUPTS ' ESTATES.
LEWIS, MARCUS HERBERT, gentleman , Crescent-pl, Mornington 14. Feb . 4, at two, at office of Sol. Thorn , Barnstaple The Official Assignoes, & c., are given , to whom apply for thecres . Pet. Jan . 12. Jan . 27 , at three , at office of Sol. Godfrey , CLINNICK , RICHARD, grocer, Gwin uap . Pet. Jan . 13. Jan . 29, at
South -sq , Gruy's -inn Dividends.twelve, at office of Sol. Cook , TruxoLOCK , JOHX JAMES, coalmerchant, High -st, Woolwich . Pet. Jan . COLLINSON, CHARLES, earthenware manufacturer , Burglem . Bonn, J . and Benn , H . cloth manufacturers, first, 206. At office of
12 . Jan . 29 , at two, at the Wheatsheaf public house, Henry -st, Pet . Jan . 9. Jan . 28 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Heaton , Burslem Dean , Gordon , and Hinde, accountants, 23, Albion -st, Leeds.
Woolwich . Sol. Cooper , Charing -cross COLLS, HENRY, sen ., and COLLS, HENRY, jun . Pet . Jan . 17 . Blackburn , Schoteld , and Schofield , cotton brokers , second and final,

LYON , FRANK, wholesale perfumer , Knightrider -st . Pet. Jan . 14 . Feb . 6 , at three, at offices of Sols . Rowlands and Bagnall, Bir 7 d . ; third and final, 4 d . At Trust. H . Bolland , 10 , South John
Jan . 31, at eleven , at the Guildhall coffee-house , Gresham -street. mingham st , Liverpool. - Carter, J . manufacturer , third and final, Is. Syd.
Sol. Pullen DEMETRIUS, GEORGE, boarding house keeper , Liverpool. Pet. At Trust. C . H . Wade, St . Andrew 's.chmbs, Albert-89. Manches

MANSER, JAMES, fishmonger, Friar-st, Blackfriars-rd . Pet. Jan . Jan , 16 . Feb . 6 , at three, at office of Sol. Ponton, Liverpool ter. - Chadrick , J . H . cotton spinner , Is . Gad At Trust. J. Kerr ,
8 . Jan . 24, at eleven , at the Claremont Arms coffee-room , Upper Dixon, GEORGE, husbandman , Patterdale. Pet. Jan . 15 . Feb . 28 . Faulkner-st, Manchester . - Himeand Anthony , cotton brokers,
Grange-rd , Bermondsey . Sol. Bilton , Renfrew -rd , Kennington 6 , at two, at office of Sol. Bolton , Kendal fifth and final, 6 d . At Trust. H . W . Banner , 24 , North John-st,
lane DUNLOP, JOHN , auctioneer, White Hart-ot, Bishopsgate-et, and Liverpool. Jannings, J . R . farmer , first, 79. At the National Pro

MARSHALL, WILLIAM , brewer, Bedford . Pet. Jan . 10 . Jan . 27 , at Stansfield -rd , Brixton . Pet. Jan . 16 . Feb . 12 , at two, at office vincial Bank , Cornhill, Ipswich . - Kidd , S . G . seed crusher , second,
twelve, at the Red Lion hotel, Bedford . SOL Jeffery , Luton of Sol. Briant, Old Broad -st 60 . At Carlill and Burkinshaw , 4, Parliament-st, Hull.- Moore,

MITCHELL, GEORGE, Innkeeper, Bruton . Pet. Jan . 10 . Jan . 28 , DUNN, RICHARD, general dealer, Wolverhampton . Pet . Jan . 15 . W . H . wine merchant, second , Is . At Becke and Green , 20 , Market
at eleven , at the Castle inn, Bruton , Sol. Watte, Yeovil Jan . 30, at three, at the Star and Garter hotel, Wolverhampton . sq . Northampton . Parrish and Howarth , ironmongers , final. 2 . Od .

MCWILLIAMS, DAVID , furniture dealer , Lower Sloane-st, Chelsen . Sol. Dallow , Wolverhampton At Sols . Saunders and Bradbury , Birmingham . - Sanders, H .
Pet. Jan . 8. Jan . 29, at three , at office of Sol. Smith , Rochester EASTWOOD, JOSEPH , corn dealer , Chippenham -ter , Paddington . tailor , first and final, Is . 3d . At Trust. J . Huggins, 194, High-st ,row , Westminster

Pet. Jan . 13 . Jan . 29 , at three, at office of Sol. Webster, Basing Exeter .
MUIRHEAD, JAMES, picture dealer , Jermyn -st. Pet. Jan . 9 . Jan . hall-st29, at three, at office of Sol. Davies , Furnival's-inn EDKINS, JOHN, general dealer , Henley-in -Arden . Pet. Jan . 12.
NORRIS, BENJAMIN , tailor, Ramsgate . Pet. Jan . 14. Feb . 2, at Jan . 29 , at twelve , at office of Sol. Fallows, Birmingham
three, at the Bull and George hotel, Ramnsgate. Sol. Walford , BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.FREEMAN , WILLIAM , farmer, Lower Stonnall, near Walsall. Pet.
Ramsgate Jan . 16 . Feb . 2 , at twelve, at office of Sols. Barnes and Russell ,OLIVER, THOMAS, carpenter, Bunhill-row . Pet. Jan . 14 . Jan . 30, BIRTHS.

Lichfield
at twelve, at office of Sol. Smedley, Fleet-st BENXETT. - On the 18th inst., at Marksdanes, Bruton , the wife of

FLUX, THOMAS, farmer, Arreton , Pet. Jan . 15 . Feb . 3 , at eleven ,ONIOXS, JABEZ, provision dealer , Rhyl. Pet. Jan . 12 . Feb . 7. at William Bennett , solicitor, of a son .
at office of Sol. Hooper , Newport

twelve, at the Queen 's Commercial hotel, Chester. Sol. Wil CLARE . On the 19th inst., at East Sheen , Surrey , the wife of
FRANCIS , EDWARD, grocer , Wrexham . Pet. Jan . 16. Jan . 31, at

liams, Rhyl Octavius Leigh Clare , Esq ., barrister-at- law , of a daughter.
eleven , at 32, Regent-st, Wrexham . Sol. Hughes

PANKHURST, JAMES, fish dealer , Newcastle -under-Lyne. Pet. FARDELL. - On the 16th Inst., at 1, Upper Brunswick -place,
GILLSON, ROBERT, fruit salesman , Crown- ct, Covent-gdn . Pet .

Jan . 10. Jan . 23, at three , at office of Sol. Turner, Hanley Brighton . the wife of George Fardell, Esq ., barrister at-law , of
Jan . 15 . Feb . 9, at eleven , at office of Sol. Roberts, Clement's-innPARKER, THOMAS, grocer, Napier-rd , West Kensington . Pet . a daughter.

HARDY, EDWIN EDWARD, linen draper, Colyton . Pet. Jan . 12 .
Jan . 13. Feb . 2 , at two, at 51, Chancery -la . Sole . Nickinson , MELLOR . On the 18th inst ., at 59, Gloucester -terrace , Hyde Park ,

Jan . 28 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Hirtzel, Exeter
Prall , and Nickinson the wife of James R . Mellor, Esq ., barrister-at-law , of a

HARVEY, WILLIAM , out of business , Bruce -row , Bromley-by-Bow ,
PETERS, SAMUEL, and PETERS, EDWARD, grocers, Bistree, near daughter.

Pet. Jan . 14 . Feb . 9, at three , at office of Sols . Messrs. Bastard
Mold . Pet. Jan . 10 . Jan . 28 , at twelve, at office of Sols. Boydell, SUTTON. On the 16th inst ., at 36 . Pembroke-road . Kensington ,

Brabant-ctPowell, and Taylor , Chester W ., the wife of Henry Sutton , Esq ., barrister -at-law , of 8
PHILLIPS, GEORGE ALFRED , grocer , Aldershot . Pet. Jan . 12.

HADFIELD, JOHN, bookkeeper , Bury . Pet. Jan . 16 . Feb . 4. at daughter .three, at the Commercialhotel, Manchester . Sol. Hadfield
Feb . 2, at two, at office of Sol. Geach , Guildford MARRIAGES.

HINDSON, JOSEPH , grocer , Carlisle . Pet . Jan . 15 . Feb . 2 , at two.
POWELL, THOMAS, labourer, West Smethwick . Pet . Jan . 13 . at the Crown and Mitre hotel, Carlisle. Sol. Wannop , Carlisle READ. - VAUTIER. - On the 15th inst ., at Kenwyn . Cornwall,
Jan . 30 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Shakespeare, Oldbury by the Ven . Archdeacon Phillpotte , Chancellor of the Diocese,HAYTER, FREDERICK , grocer , High - st, Mortlake. Pet. Jan . 16 .

RANKIX , WILLIAM , publican , Bolton, Pet. Jan . 9 . Ian . 28 , at Feb . 2, at eleven , at office of Sols . Messrs . Anderson , Ironmon . assisted by the Rev. George Woolloombe, Rector of St. Mewan ,
three, at office of Sol. Dutton , Bolton Odden Frederick Read , of Thetford , solicitor, to Amy. youngestger -la

RAYMOND, WILLIAM JAMES, victualler , Plumstead . Pet. Jan . HOARE, JOHN, grocer, Charlotte-pl, Mile- end New -town . Pet. daughter of the Rev. Richard Vautier, Rector of Kenwyn and
13 . Jan . 27 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Flavell, Bedford-row Dec. 31. Jan . 27, at eleven , at office of Huntor, London -wall. Kea ,

RICHARDS, SAMUEL DYSON , druper, Faringdon . Pet. Jan. 3 . Sol. Ede, Clement's - la , Lombard -st DEATHS.
Jan . 22 , at two, at office of Sol. Swaine, Cheapside JARRAD . WILLIAM AMOS, watchmaker, Southampton . Pet . Jan . HALY. - On the 10th inst., at Queensborough -terrace, W ., aged 55,

ROBERT, GUSTAVE DIDIER, victualler, Dean -st, Soho. Pet. Jan . 9 . Jan . 27 , at three, at the Guildhall coffee -house, Gresham -st. William Taylor Haly , Esq., of the Middle Temple, barrister-at7 . Jan . 27 , at one, at office of Sols . Merriman , Powell, and Co., Sol. Kilby, Southampton law.
Queen -st, Cheapside JONES, JOHN, smack owner, Gorleston . Pet. Jan . 16 . Feb . 2 , at PRATT. On the 6th inst., at Wootton Bassett, Wilts, aged 76,

SANDERS, PETER LEWIS, letter carrier, Bedford . Pet. Jan . 12. twelve, at office of Sol. Clarke, Great Yarmouth James Pratt, solicitor.Jan . 29 , at two, at office of Sol. Stimson , Bedford KING, JOSEPH , baker , Oxford Pet. Jan . 9 . Jan . 30 , at two, at STURGE. On the 4th inst., at 94 , The Grove, Boltons, S . W ., aged
SCALES, HENRY, fancy draper, Gruvesend . Pet. Jan . 12. Jan . offioe of Sol. Swearse , Oxford 84. Lewis Joseph Sturge, of the Inner Temple, barrister-at- law .

31, at one, at office of Sol. Hillearys, Fenchurch -bldgs
SHEPPARD, GEORGE, baker , Weston -super-Mare. Pet . Jan . 12.

LARK , ROBERT FRANCIS, tailor, Great Yarmouth . Pet. Jan . 16 .
Feb . 6 . at twelve at office of Sol. Wiltshire, Great YarmouthJan . 28, at eleven , at office of Sol. Smith , Weston -super-Mare LOVETT, GEORGE, coalmerchant, Runcorn . Pet. Jan . 16. Feb .SIMPSON , JOHX , plumber , Ashdown-st, Kentish -town . Pet . Jan , 2 . at eleven , at office of Sol. Linaker. Runcorn

13. Jan . 29, at two, at office of Sol. Moore, Doughty -et, Mecklen LUCAS, BENJAMIN , jun ., brickmaker , Eastham . Pet . Jan . 14 .
burgh -sa Feb . 2 , at two, at the Swan hotel, Tenbury. Sol. Crowther,SKIPWORTH , JAMES, poulterer, Boston . Pet. Jan . 13 . Jan . 29, Kidderminsterat one, at the Peacock hotel, Boston. Sol. Bailes , Boston LORDING , WILLIAM , licensed victualler . Old Dover-rd . Black 192, FLEET-STREET, AND 1 & 2 , CHANCERY -LAXE, LONDON , E . C .

SMITH, FRANK , metal mounter , Hanley, and Shrewsbury. Pet. heath , and farmer , Kidbrook , Blackheath . Pet . Jan . 17. Feb .Jan . 6 . Jan . 22 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Welch , Longton Carriage paid to the Country on Orders exceeding 205 .7 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Kilsby, Cheapside
SMITH , JOHx , late grocer, Whitchurch , near Cardiff. Pet. Jan . 14 . MAGER, LUDWIG , baker, Copley-st, Stepney-screen . Pet . Jan . 16 .
Feb . 3, at eleven , at office of Sol. Morgan , Cardiff Feb , 6 , at three, at office of Sol. Boulton , Northampton -square, DRAFT PAPER, 58., 6s, 6d ., 78. 6d ., 78 . 9d ., and 9s. Id. per

SMITH , JOSEPH , bootmaker, Peterborough . Pet . Jan . 10 . Jan . Clerkenwell ream .
29, at two, at office of Sols . Brown, Atter, and Brown, Peter MALIN , THOMAS BAYES, boot dealer, Birmingham . Pet. Jan . 15 . BRIEF PAPER . 158. 6d ., 178, 6d ., and 23s . 6 . per ream .
borough Jan . 29, at ten , at office of Sol., East, Birmingham

SMITH , SEPTIMUS , innkeeper, Colchester. Pet. Jan . 12. Jan . 20 , FOOLSCAP PAPER, 108 . 6d ., 128, 6d ., and 15s . 6d . per ream .
at three , at the Fleece hotel, Colchester . Sol. Goody, Colchester

MANFIELD, HENRY ARTHUR, pickle manufacturer , Poland-st, CREAM LAID NOTE, 3s. , 18., and 58 .per ream .
Oxford -st. Pet. Jan . 7. Jan . 27, at three , at 6 , Beaufort-bldgs ,SPIEGHALDER, ANSELM , watchmaker , Exeter. Pet. Jan . 12. LARGE CREAM LAID NOTE, 46 .6d ., 6s , 6d . , and 88. per ream .
Strand . Sol. Lind

Jan. 30, at twelve , at office of Chamberlaine, solicitor, Basing LARGE BLUE NOTE , 3s . 6d . , 48 . 60 . , and 6s , 6d . per ream .
hall-st. Sol. Petherick , Exeter

MEDD, THOMAS, tailor , Middlesborough . Pet. Jan . 13. Jan . 29 ,
at eleven , at office of Sol. Dobson , Middlesborough ENVELOPES, CREAN OR BLUE, 48. 6d ., and 6s , 6d ., per 1000 .

STALEY, TOM PEACE, ship broker, Leadenhall-st. Pet . Jan . 10 . MILLS, THOMAS, and MILLS, GEORGE, military tailors , Greeng. THE " TEMPLE " ENVELOPE, extra secure, 9s . 6d . per 1000 .
Jan . 28 , at twelve, at office of Sols. Plews and Irvine, Mark -la end, Woolwich . Pet. Jan . 16 . Feb . 13 , at twelve, at office of FOOLSCAP OFFICIAL ENVELOPES , 18 . 9d . per 100 .

TODER, WILLIAM , farmer, West Burton . Pet. Jan . 14 . Jan . 31, Sol. Buchanan , Basinghall-st THE NEW “ VELLUM WOVE OLUB-HOUSE ” NOTE ,
at eleven , at office of Sol. Page, jun ., Lincoln MORRISY, JOSEPH , joiner, Salford . Pet. Jan . 17. Feb . 3 , at 98. 6d . per ream ,TUCK , WHITBREAD HARRISON , grocer, Buttsbury , near Stock . three, at office of Sol. Hampson, Manchester
Pet. Jan . 14. Feb . 5 , at twelve, at the Green Dragon hotel, NORMAN, FRANCIS HENRY, Outfitter , Briton Ferry. Pet . Jan . 13 . “ Weshould direct particular attention to their New Club
Bishopsgate -st-within . Sol. Woodward , Ingram -ct, Fenchurch . Jan . 31, at three , at office of Sols. Simons and Plews, Merthyr house Paper : in our opinion it is the very best paper weever

street Tydfil wrote upon." - London Mirror .
UTTING, JOHx, bootmaker, Norwich . Pet. Jan . 14 . Jan . 31, at PAGE , GEORGE SYDNEY, brewer, Dover . Pet . Jan . 17. Feb . 5 , at

four, at office of Sol. Sadd , Norwich three, at the City Terminus hotel, Cannon -st. Sol. Knucker, INDENTURE SKINS, Printed andMachine-ruled ,to hold twentyVALE , HARRY WILLIAM , victualler, Crown-st, Soho. Pet. Jan . 6 . Dover or thirty folios, 28. sa . per skin , 26s. per dozen , 195e, perJan . 26 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Lewis , Hatton .gdn , Holborn PICKARD, SAMUEL, builder, Leeds. Pet. Jan . 16 . Feb . 2 , at roll.VAUGHAN , FRANCIS , provision dealer, Altrincham . Pet. Jan . 14 . 1 two, at office of Sols. Simpson and Burrell, Leeds
Jan . 29, at three, at office of Hinde, Milne, and Sudlow , solici PICKERING , THOMAS, grocer, Burniston. Pet. Jan. 14. Feb. 3, at SECONDS or FOLLOWERS, Ruled , 1s . tid . each , 228. per dosen,
tors, Manchester Sols. Nicholls, Hinde, and Co ., Altrincham two, at offices of Sol. Spurr, 30, Queen -st, Soarborough 1058 . per roll.

WARWICK, HEXRY, boot manufacturer , Great Suffolk -st, South PIDGEON , JAMES,Iwinemerchant, Beaumaris . Pet . Jan . 12. Jan . RECORDS orMEMORIALS, 7d. each ,6s.6d. per dozen .wark . Pet. Jan . 13 . Jan . 30 , at two, at office of M . Banes, 22 , 31 , at twelve, at the Queen 's hotel, Chester. Sol. Roberts, Beau
Basinghall-st. Sol. Watson , Basinghall-st maris LEDGERS, DAY- BOOKS, CASH -BOOKS,LETTER OF MINUTE -BOOK!WATT, CHARLOTTE , widow , Newport, Isle of Wight. Pet. Jan . PLANT, JOIN, boot manufacturer, Birmingham . Pet. Jan . 12 .
10 . Jan . 28, at eleven , at office of Sol. Joyce, Newport Jan . 27, at twelve, at office of Sol. Fallows, Birmingham An immense stock in various bindings.

WEBB, WILLIAM , tailor , Euston - rd . Pet. Jan . 13. Jan . 29, at PRING , PHILIP EDWIN , journeyman baker . Basnett-grove , ILLUSTRATED PRICE- LIST of Inkstands, Postage Scale
three, at office of Sols . Lewis , Munns,and Longden , old Jewry Lavender-hill, Wandsworth . Pet. Jan . 13. Feb . 6, at eleven , at Copying Presses, Writing Cases , Despatch Boxes, Oak ani

WELSH , HENRY, glazier, Gloucester. Pet. Jan . 14 . Jan . 24 , at office of Sols. Sandom and Kersey, Adelaide-chmbs, Grace | Walnut Stationery Cabinets, and other useful article
eleven , at office of Sol. Essery, Bristol church - st adapted to Library or Office, post free .
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The learned County Court Judge found as a fact that the value
was over £500 , and thereupon , instead of ordering the cause to be
transferred to the Court of Chancery, dismissed the plaint with
costs. The question turned on sect. 9 of the Act of 1865 and sect.
14 of the Act of 1867. These two sections, the VICE -CHANCELLOR
said , must be taken as standing together, and it was clearly,
therefore, the duty of the County Court Judge to transfer the
cause to the Court of Chancery. His HONOUR considered the case
similor to that of Birks v . Šilverwood ( L . Rep . 14 Eq . 101 ; 27
L . T . Rep . N . S . 18 ), and the appeal against the decision of the
County Court Judge was allowed , but as no application had been
madeat the hearing to transfer the cause , no costs of the appeal
were given .
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One or two of the Judges make a practice of receiving citations
from the Law TIMES Reports with hesitation , and Mr. Justice
BLACKBURN has more than once objected that they are not " of
the highest authority ." No ground has been alleged , to our
knowledge, for such an aspersion ,whereasthe LORD CHIEF JUSTICE
of ENGLAND has on one occasion at least commended the ability
with which cases, to be found in those reports only, are reported .
Wethink it only due to as able a staff of reporters as the Bar
of England can furnish , to say that editorially wehave constantly
occasion to admire the extraordinary care and skill employed in
the service of the Law TIMES Reports. We make no invidious
distinctions, but from the nature of things we believe that in
bankruptcy these reports are simply indispensable, and are
received as authority - as they certainly are in all the courts
throughout the provinces. With regard to speed , coupled with
fulness, the LAW TIMES Reports are without a rival. We have

the testimony of large numbers of members of the Bar to the
great usefulness and value of our reports, and the objection
that they are not “ of the highest authority " ought not to be
advanced without specific grounds. From the excessive care
which is devoted to revision , we believe we may say that the
reports are as absolutely perfect as they can be made consistently
with the rapidity with which they are produced, and moreover
that this rapidity of production detracts very slightly from the
accuracy which is, of course, essential.
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the Superior Courts , with a Selection from the Decisions of the United States Courts,
with Notes by the Editor. The First Series of " Maritime Law " may now be had com .
plete in Three Volumes, half bound, price £5 5s, for the set, or any single volume for
222 . Back numbers may be had to complete sets ,

London : HORACE Cox, 10, Wellington -street , Strand, W . C .
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ADVOCATES who have been retained in any way connected with
the Tichborne Defence would appear to have been seized with an

extraordinary mania for being irregular and insulting dignitaries .
The Albany Law Journal, quoting a scene between Dr. Kenealy
and the Court, which we published sometime since, taunts us with
our boasted regard for decorum , and observes that had counsel in
America ventured to be equally insolent, he would have received
something more than a lecture. Our contemporary, we think ,
overlooks the difficulty ofdoing anything more than lecture under

the circumstances. To have committed counsel for the defence in
the middle of his address, or indeed at any period of his progress

in the case, would have had a most unfortunate effect. The dis
position to make inopportune and insolent observations has, how .

erer, shown itself outside the Court of Queen 's Bench , and at Bow .
street we have seen the extraordinary spectacle of an attorney
addressing a magistrate, but extending his remarks to " the body
ofmen from which English juries are drawn ” in anticipation of the
commitment of his client. The Luie prosecution going on con .

currently with the prosecution of the Claimant has encouraged
the attempt to rebut the rebutting evidence of the Crown, and
has tended to complicate the already extraordinary conditions

under which great efforts are being made to adininister the law of
the country.

...
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An interesting question of bankruptcy law was raised in the cross
actions ofMegrath v. Gray and Gray v. Megrath in the Common
Pleas on the 12th instant, namely, whether the liquidation and
discharge of one of two joint debtors releases his co -debtor. In the
first action it appeared that GRAY was indebted to MEGRATH in a
balance of 641. 88. 11d . for goods sold ; that MEGRATA and H .,who
traded in partnership down to May 1870, had bought goods of
GRAY, for which they had given him two acceptances of
2491. 198. 1d. and 1671. 78., which GRAY had discounted with the
Adelphi Bank of Liverpool; that H . (who upon the dissolution of
the partnership had undertaken to pay the debts of the firm ) filed
a petition under sect. 126 of the Bankruptcy Act 1869, and paid
108. in the pound ; that GRAY afterwards filed a petition for liqui.
dation by arrangement under sect. 125, and under a resolution
paid his creditors 98. in the pound, and got an assignment of the
debts and effects from the trustee ; and that the Adelphi Bank
received both dividends, and in January 1872 , gave up the two
bills to GRAY. The first question was whether the discharge of

A CASE which will be of service to County Court Judges in con H . in his liquidation by arrangement was a release of MEGRATH ,
ducting the equity business of their courts was decided by Vice his solvent co -debtor, or whether such discharge released only H .,

Chancellor Malins on Monday last. A nlaint had been filed in the leaving MEGRATH to be the sole debtor ; secondly , if the latter,
Lambeth County Court, and there was the usual allegation that whether the interest of GRAY in the right of action against
the value of the property did not exceed £500 . An objection was MEGRATH was re-transferred to GRAY under his liquidation by
raised when the cause came on for hearing that the value of the arrangement, or was still in his trustee, or had lapsed , or was

property was over £500, and a valuer was called who so deposed. ' legally in his trustee but held by him as trustee for GRAY.
VOL . LVI. - No. 1609.
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The Court held that the general enactments in sects. 49 and 50 haste which would not be done if there were more time for

of the Bankruptcy Act 1849, apply to the discharges under sects. deliberation - the judgment of Mr. Justice GROVE is of large

125 and 126, and the rules and forms applicable to them ; that importance. He goes to this extent— that the question of agency
the word “ bankrupt ” in sects. 49 and 50 is to be read as is one to be determined by the evidence in each particular case ;

applicable to any debtor obtaining an order of discharge under that the candidate must have placed himself in the hands of

the statute ; that an order of discharge, whether in pure bank personsauthorised by his agents to canvass ; and that mere non

ruptcy , or under a liquidation by arrangement under sect. 125 , interference with persons who, feeling interested in the success of

or under a composition under sect. 126 , releases only the debtor a candidate, may act in support of his canvass, is not sufficient to

in whose favour it is given , and leaves his solvent co -debtor saddle the candidate with any unlawful act of theirs of which the

liable to be sued separately by a joint creditor who had been a tribunal is satisfied he or his authorised agent is ignorant. It is

party to the release of the insolvent debtor ; and, consequently, extremely difficult to follow the learned Judge in his examination

that the discharge of H . did not release MEGRATI , but left him of the evidence on this basis, because if we differed from him in

liable to a separate suit by GRAY. his method of argument, we might possibly arrive at a conclusion

different from that at which he has arrived, and it is no part of a
journalist's duty to consider decided issues of fact. The doctrine

THE Bar will be strongly represented in the coming elections. We of partisanship is , however, in our opinion a dangerous one, and
shall probably omit some names which we have not recognised ,but if it is to prevail it will be very easy for candidates to reap all the
we already notice the following, which are familiar : Mr. Joseph advantages of corrupt agency without the inconveniences. A
Napier Higgins, Q . C . (Evesham ),Mr. C. P . Butt, Q .C . ( Tamworth ), candidate has only to employ a single agent and shut his eyes to
Mr. H . Giffard, Q .C . (Cardiff), Sir John Karslake, Q . C . (Hunting all the acts of self-appointed canvassers, whilst, however, adopting
don ), Mr. W . Forsyth, Q .C . (Marylebone), Mr. M . Lloyd , Q . C . and ratifying all their work , and he will escape. And further
(Beaumaris ), Mr. G . O . Morgan , Q .C . (Denbighshire), Mr. H . than this, according to Mr. Justice GROVE, if it plainly appear
Lopes, Q .C . (Frome), Mr. J. J . Powell, Q .C . (Gloucester ), Mr. that by someone or other a great deal that is prohibited by statute
W . H . West, Q . O . (Ipswich ),Mr. J . Torr, Q .C . (Liverpool), Mr. T . has been committed , the acts must be proved . Under this ruling
Hughes, Q .C . (Marylebone), Mr. Huddleston, Q .C . (Norwich ), a constituency mightbe demoralised and tainted to the core, but
Mr. W . E . Dowdeswell, Q . C . (Worcester, West), Mr. Swanston, if specific acts are not proved the election stands. We confess
Q .C . (Portsmouth ), Mr. Kay, Q .C . (Salford ), Mr. Serjt. Spinks that we prefer the broader definitions of Baron MARTIN , and we
(Oldham ), Sir W . Harcourt (Oxford), Mr. H . T . Cole , ' Q . C . anticipate that if the law of agency is narrowed to suit the
(Penryn ), Mr. R . M . Kerr (Peterborough ), Mr. Holker, Q .C . evidence in each particular case, it will be very easy to fritter
( Preston ), Mr. G . J. S . Lefevre, Q . C . (Reading), Sir R . Baggallay away the doctrines which have been established and make bribery
Mid -Surrey), Sir H . James (Taunton ), Sir T . Chambers, Q . . under the Ballot almost impossible of punishment.
Marylebone), Mr. Clement Milward , Q .C . (Christchurch ), Mr.

S . D . Waddy (Barnstaple ), Mr. R . J. Biron (Canterbury ), Hon .

G . T . Kenyon (Denbigh District), Mr. F . C . Inderwick (Dover), THE end of the speech of Mr. HAWKINS in the Tichborne case, and

Mr. M . Howard (Lambeth ), Mr. Wheelhouse (Leeds), Hon. E . the opening of the summing up of the LORD CHIEF JUSTICE,

Stanhope (Lincolnshire ), Hon . R . Bourke (Lynn Regis ), Mr. furnish us with perhaps the most scathing denunciation of a

Gainsford Bruce (Newcastle -on -Tyne), Mr. č . G . Merewether member of the English Bar which is to be found in the records of

(Northampton ), Mr. Jenkins (Penryn ), Mr. Wrensfordsley ( Peter forensic oratory. Mr. HAWKINS has risen to a height which his

borough ),Mr.Marriott (Peterborough ), Sir G . Young (Plymouth ), greatest admirers did not consider him capable of attaining to.

Mr. W . T . Charley (Saiford), Mr. Straight (Shrewsbury) Mr. W . The patience on the part of the Judges which he took occasion to
Grantham (East Surrey), Mr. Cohen (Lewes), and Mr. A . G . commend and to wonder at, would appear, however, to represent

Marten (Cambridge). an amount of suppressed indignation which language is really
inadequate to convey . This has now burst forth , and let those

THE doctrine of constructive notice is one which is not to be
who, in the future,may deem it courageous to insult the English

extended , and the limit of its operation has again been defined in
Bench , read the following , and, we say again , as we have said

Cavander v . Bulteel (29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 710 ). There two persons
before, take warning :

purchased a piece of land which was conveyed to them as tenants
This has been a painful case, among others, by reason of the course that

has been pursued in the conduct of the defence . It is most distressing for
in common , subject to a joint power of appointment in the two a Judge who presides over a trial to find himself in frequent conflict with
purchasers. They erected thereon premises for the purposes of the learned counsel engaged in the case. That has been the case, unfortu

a business which they carried on in partnership , and the articles nately , over and over again in the course of this inquiry , and the Judge

of partnership made the premises partnership property . In 1866
cannot fail to be conscious that to a bystander, who only sees the case on

the surface, it may have the effect of creating a suspicion of partiality and
one of the partners mortgaged one undivided moiety of the pre

mises to the bankers of the firm to secure repayment of an advance
prejudice pervading the Judge' s mind. When point after point, either of
attack or defence , is taken of a most frivolous and untenable character, the

made to him . In 1870 the partnership was dissolved. The other Judge has no alternative but to overrule them , and when they are multi

partner filed a bill against the bankers claiming priority over their plied , either through ignorance of the law , or, aswas the caee here, from a

mortgage in respect of sums advanced by him to his firm . Vice . desire to produce an effect on the outside world , and lead them to think

Chancellor WICKENS, being of opinion that it was not proved that
that the counsel was unfairly treated , the Judge in such cases must do his

duty regardless of the consequences. In this case we have had to interfere
the bankers knew that the premises were in the joint occupation to correct the misstatements or misrepresentations which we could not
of the two partners , decided against the plaintiff. But on appeal allow to pass unnoticed . When witnesses are misrepresented and their

this decision was reversed , one of the bankers being examined in statements are distorted ; when facts are perverted , and when dates ara

court , and admitting that they knew that the premises were in set at nought, not for the purpose of argument, but in order to lay the

the joint occupation of the plaintiff and his partner for the pur
foundation for foul imputations and unjust accusations against parties and

poses of their business. This knowledge, the LORDS JUSTICES con
witnesses , and to send forth invective and foul slimewherewith to blacken

the character of men whose reputations have hitherto been without re
sidered , brought the case within thedoctrine of Daniels v . Davison proach , it is impossible for the Judge to remain silent. It is not enough to

( 16 Ves. 249 ). There Lord ELDON held that the purchaser of a say that a Judge should wait and set counsel right at the end of his address ,

property which was in possession of a lessee was bound by con but in a case like this itwas impossible for the Judge to remain silent until
d in order

structive notice of an agreement by the latter to purchase the
rrect the impression that must have gone forth fatal

I to the honour and character of persons thus assailed , and which must
reversion . Mr. ROBINSON , in his Law of Priority, regards this as

have inflicted wounds which possibly never could have been healed.
an extreme case, but adds “ The decision would , however, seem to In ordinary cases, in the heat of argument, in the fervour of oratory,

come within the general principle of constructive notice - namely, or in the zeal with which learned counsel engage in a case , the

that a person who makes no inquiry whatever shall be deemed to strict bounds of propriety will occasionally be overstepped , but for the

have notice of what, by the exercise of ordinary diligence, he would honour of the Bar of England they are very rare indeed , and then & word or

presumably have learned ." Lord Justice JAMES considered that
a hint from the Judge is sufficient to restrain overflowing zeal within its

proper and legitimate bounds. Here the Judges have been assailed by
Cavander y . Bulteel was a stronger case than Daniels v . Davison , continual disrespect and insult , and by covert allusions to Scroggs and

“ for it would bemuch more reasonable to expect a mortgagee or Jeffreys, Judges of infamous repute, but if the spirit of those Judges had

purchaser to make inquiries in a case like this , than that he should animated the present administrators of justice, the learned counsel would

inquire into the interest of every tenant on the estate in the case have speedily been laid by their heels . We have also been charged with

of an ordinary mortgage or sale .'
interfering with the liberties and privileges of the Bar,but I will undertako

to say there are no three Judges on the Bench to whom the liberty of the
Bar is more dear and sacred than to my learned brothers and myself . Wo

know full well that the freedom of the Bar is essential to the administra

When an Election Judge gives a decision , setting forth all his tion of justice, and it will be an evil day indeed for this country whenever

reasons, it is perhaps more unreasonable to take exception to it it is interfered with . It might be argued that this single case is the

than it is to differ from the finding of a jury . In declaring Sir single exception which , perhaps, would prove the rule - but is that so ?

What, interfere with the liberties of the Bar in checking the licence of
HENRY JAMES duly elected for Taunton , Mr. Justice GROVE will

unscrupulous abuse, in restraining remarks which amounted to misstate
receive universally the credit of having weighed with scrupulous ment and slander ! The Bar is the most noble-minded and generous

care the evidence laid before him , and to have performed with spirited body in the world, and has never claimed the right to slander as

careful impartiality the functions of a juryman . His Lordship one of their privileges or considered the restraint of undue licence an

found, asmany Judges have found before , the difficulty of defining
interference with their rights. Never, I trust, will slander be considered &
weapon in their armonry to be used in their advocacy. Here unfortunately

agency ,and he even anticipated that objectiou mightbe taken to ave been equally aspersed , and there never was,
the approximate limitation which he expressed . At this particular in the history of jurisprudence, a case in which so much invective and

juncture — when time is short and many acts may be done in abuse have been used . I trust it will never occur again .

In order to corr
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ASSIGNMENTS OF CHOSES IN ACTION BEFORE AND the fund out of the disposition of the insolvent. The assignee

AFTER INSOLVENCY. was therefore postponed to the two mortgagees.

THERE has been some conflict of decision in recent years as to the We may here inention that Vice-Chancellor Malins, in Re

claims of mortgagees and transferees of an insolvent before and Russell' s Policy Trusts (27 L . T . Rep . N . S . 706 ) declined to follow

after insolvency as against assignees, and the cases were reviewed an earlier case of Re Webb's Policy ( 16 L . T . Rep. N . S . 529), and

in a decision given by Vice -Chancellor Hall last term in the case of acted on Stuart v . Cockerell. In Webb's case it was decided that

Semphill v . The Queensland Sheep Investment Company ( Limited ) . no act of an assignee for value of a chose in action done after the

There the facts were these : Hickey, a domiciled Australian , bankruptcy of the assignor can give effect to his assignment as

agreed to sell an estate to the Queensland Company, but pre against the assignees in bankruptcy, unless his title is perfected

viously to the execution of the agreement he assigned half his before the bankruptcy by notice to the legal holders of such chose

interest under it to one Wright. Hickey became insolvent in in action . Stuart v . Cockerell, as we have seen , supports the pro

Australia , and an official assignee was appointed there. Subse position that by notice or a stop order subsequent to the bank

quently Wright gave notice to the company of his assignment, ruptcy the operation of the law as to reputed ownership may be

and afterwards the official assignee gave the company notice of prevented. In Re Russell's Policy Trusts a policy effected by A .
the insolvency. The notice given by Wright was held to be on his life wasmortgaged in 1860 without notice to the office. A .

inoperative as against the official assignee (29 L . T . Rep . N . S . becamebankrupt in 1862, and in 1868 joined in a transfer of the

737.) The position there will be seen to have been this : mortgage to B ., who had no notice of the bankruptcy . After the

Notice given by Wright after the insolvency of Hickey, but death of A ., B .'s solicitor gave notice to the office that this and other

before the official assignee had given notice of the insolvency . policies were mortgaged , and that he acted for themortgagees,

Notice having been given by Wright after the insolvency , not naming them . Subsequently notice of the bankruptcy was

could he be in as good a position as if he had given notice given to the office. “ The question is not,” said his Honour,

before the insolvency, simply because the official assignee " between the assignee in bankruptcy and a general assignee, but

delayed giving his notice until after Wright had given his ? We between him and an assignee of the particular thing ; and I can

shall briefly consider the authorities presently. Upon principle see no grounds for thinking that there is any difference between
and the balance of authority the Vice-Chancellor came to the an assignee in bankruptcy and a particular assignee. The par
conclusion that notice after bankruptcy or insolvency is in ticularassignee loses priority by not giving notice, and theassignee

operative as against the bankrupt or insolvent, in the case in bankruptcy does the same thing."

of the party giving notice claiming under a title acquired Now as to these cases, Vice -Chancellor Hall points out that in

previously to the bankruptcy or insolvency . His Honour said , Re Webb' s Policy and in Stuart v . Cockerell, the assignments pre

" It would certainly be strange if such a person having ceded the bankruptcy, and in Brown's Trusts and Russell's Policy

omitted to give notice and thus left the property in the order Trusts , the assignment took place after the insolvency or bank

and disposition of the bankrupt or insolvent, should be able ruptcy , and His Honour said : “ I apprehend a great distinction

immediately after the insolvency and bankruptcy to perfect his exists between a case in wbich the bankrupt or insolvent hasmade

title and take from the general creditors that which he had led an assignment after the bankruptcy or insolvency, and a case in

them to believe was the insolvent's or bankrupt's property and which he has done so previously to bankruptcy or insolvency . In

upon the faith of which the general creditors had dealt with the former case it may be that the bankrupt's or insolvent's

him ." assignee, having neglected to give notice, his title will be post

Wequite agree with the learned Vice-Chancellor that“ this would poned . His omission to give notice enabled the bankrupt or

be against the spirit of the law , which is that persons who have insolvent to deal with the fund." There doubtless ought to be this

unconscientiously intrusted the bankrupt with personalproperty distinction, and in Re Tichener (35 Beav. 317), where the assign

under circumstances in which a false credit might be acquired in ment (which was by way of mortgage), preceded the bankruptcy,

respect of such intrusting should , upon the bankruptcy, lose their Lord Romilly held thatthe title of the bankrupt's assignee prevailed
their right to the property.” over the title of the mortgagee, although he gave notice , and in

A word here about notice to assignees, which , in a collateral Bartlett v . Bartlett (1 De G . & J. 127), the assignee before bank

manner, affects the general question . Is there any necessity for ruptcy who had given notice, was held not entitled as against the

an assignee of a bankrupt's interest, or a mortgagee of his pro assignee in bankruptcy, although it does not appear that the as.
perty, to give notice to his trustee ? Mr. Justice Willes pointed signee in bankruptcy had given notice .

out in Cooke v . Hemming ( 18 L . T . Rep. N . S . 772), what indeed, Having thus considered all the cases, the conclusion of Vice

wethink, has always been clearas a legal principle , that notice to Chancellor Hall seems sound, as we have already given it , that

assignees or trustees in bankruptcy is necessary only to defeat the notice after bankruptcy or insolvency is inoperative against the
reputed ownership clause in the Bankruptcy Act. Assignees or bankrupt or insolvent in the case of the party giving notice

trustees are not in the position of subsequent purchasers for value claiming under a title acquired previous to the bankruptcy or

without notice. insolvency. And this is the view which in our issue of Feb . i 873

A prominent case on the general question is Stuart v . Cockerell we expressed in opposition to the decision of Vice-Chance llor

(23 L . T . Rep. N . S . 442), where the tenant for life of a fund in Malins in Stuart v . Cockerell.

court mortgaged his interest, and afterwards became bankrupt.

After the bankruptcy the mortgagee obtained a stop order on the

dividends ; the assignee in bankruptcy did not obtain a stop ADMIRALTY JURISDICTION - DAMAGE TO CARGO.

order , and the mortgagee was held entitled to priority over the A RECENT decision of the High Court of Admiralty has reopened
assignee in bankruptcy. Vice-Chancellor Malins, in giving the question of the jurisdiction of that court under the Admiralty

judgment in that case, said : “ It is clearly settled by a line of Court Act 1861, sect. 6 , over foreign vessels carrying goods into

authorities ending with Bartlett v . Bartlett ( 1 De G . & J . 127) , that English ports . By that Act the court has “ jurisdiction over any

if the assignee of a chose in action omits to give notice of the claim by the owner or consignee or assignee of any bill of lading

assignment to the debtor or trustee, or, in the case of a fund in of any goods carried into any port in England or Wales in any

court, to obtain a stop order, and the assignor becomes bankrupt, ship, for damage done to the goods or any part thereof by the

the chose in action remains in the order and disposition of the negligence or misconduct of or for breach of duty or breach of con

bankrupt with the consent of the assignee, and passes to the tract on the part ofthe owner, master, or crew ofthe ship .” Theonly
assignee in bankruptcy . The Vice-Chancellor had previously limitation to the jurisdiction expressly provided by the Act is ,

decided Re Brown's Trusts (17 L . T . Rep . N . S . 241), where that if any owner or part owner of the ship is domiciled in England

one Brocklebank, in 1838 , being entitled in right of his or Wales the jurisdiction does not attach ; otherwise the court

wife to a reversionary interest in a sum of stock standing may proceed in any such suit either in rem or in personam . It will

in the names of trustees, became insolvent, and in the schedule benoticed that to confer the jurisdiction it is requisite thatthe goods

of his assets filed under his insolvency he inserted such rever should be " carried into any port in England or Wales," but as far

sionary interest. No formal notice of the insolvency was ever as the plain meaning of the words is concerned , it is sufficient that

given by the provisional assignee to the trustees of the fund, and the goods should be so carried ; the Act doesnot in any way say that

no creditors' assignee was appointed until shortly before the hear they are to be carried into such a port in pursuance of any contract,

ing of the cause. In 1844 Brocklebank and his wife assigned the nor for the purpose of being there discharged . In spite , however,

reversionary interest to a Mr. Burkitt to secure an annuity, and in | of the wideness of expression in the Act , various attempts have

1819 mortgaged it to one Boston . Formal notice ofthese deeds was been made to limit the effect of the words just noticed . "

given to thetrustees of the fund . Mrs. Brocklebank died in 1861, In The Bahia (Bro. & Lush . 61), a foreign ship under charter to

and the fund representing the reversionary interest being in court, load goods abroad and deliver them abroad was forced into Rams

a petition was presented by Boston for payment out. The Vice gate Harbour by stress of weather, and once there the master

Chancellor there said : “ The true priuciple on which questions of refused either to proceed to his destination or to deliver the

priority depend is, that it is incumbent on all persons dealing cargo to the consignees at Ramsgate. The consignees thereupon

with choses in action to do all that is in their power to perfect instituted a suit in rem against the ship under the 6th section of

their title, and they do not do so unless they give notice to the the Admiralty Court Act. The shipowners entered an appearance

persons in whose hands such property is ." His Honour, said , under protest , and in the argument contended that the words
moreover , “ I think these questions of notice should not be left “ carried into any port ” must mean “ carried into any port under a

open to speculation , but that formal notice should be required ," contract by which the consignees were to finally discharge in that

and he held that the mere fact of the trustees' solicitors knowing port." Dr. Lushington held , however, that as the master had

of the insolvency was not sufficient notice to the trustees to take brought the cargo into an English port and, whilst there was
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guilty of a breach of contract in refusing to proceed to his destina ralty. Sir R . Phillimore held , however, that within the plain
tion , the court had jurisdiction over the suit . The effect of this and ordinary meaning of the words ofthe Act, there was a carrying

decision, it will be noticed , was to pronounce that the court had into an English port in pursuance of the charter -party , and that

jurisdiction over a ship whose contract of carriage did not in any hence the court had jurisdiction . From this decision , there is

way require the performance in English territory or within the now pending an appeal to the Privy Council, but as it is a pure

jurisdiction of the court ; but at the sametime the jurisdiction was question of law there can be no impropriety in calling attention
conferred by a breach of the contract committed within the juris . to it.

diction , viz ., the refusal to proceed . Another case on the subject The object of the statute is plain : it was intended to give a

was The Kasan (Bro. & Lush . 1 ), in which it was held, that a ship, remedy to owners and consignees of goods brought here by ships

which had loaded in an English port under a charter-party bywhich whose owners did not reside in England. Formerly when a ship

she was to carry and deliver an outward cargo for the charterers arrived in this country and discharged her cargo, in whatever

and on her arrivaloutwards ship and carry anothercargo for the char. condition it might be, and by whosever negligence it had got into

terers, to an English port, was not within themeaning of the Act in that condition , she might leave the country without the unfortu

respect of the outward cargo , and that the charterers could not on nate consignee having any remedy. It was useless to sue the

her return to this country procoed against her in respect of that master, and to attack the owners it would have been necessary to

cargo, because the words of the section could not be held to apply seek them out in their own place of residence. To remedy this

to goods exported from this country. The reason of this decision evil the right of arresting the ship was conferred on the consignee,

is not very obvious, because if the section was intended to give a and this, of course, had the effect of compelling the shipowner to

remedy against foreign shipowners, non -resident here, it can enter an appearance in a court here. Consignees no doubt have

scarcely be said that an owner of goods suffering from a breach the right of bringing an action at common law in such cases, but

of contract in respect of a charter-party covering both an outward then they cannot make the process of the court touch the delin

and a homeward voyage, is not entitled to the sameremedy when quents. The arrest of the ship was necessary to give a full and

the whole contract is completed, as another whose goods are complete remedy . The reason and good sense of this is obvious

carried between two foreign ports, and who comes within the when applied to cases where the ship discharges or coinmits a

jurisdiction by accident. In The Ironsides (Lush . 458 ), the goods breach of contract within the jurisdiction , and a little considera

had been transshipped abroad , and were brought homeby another tion will show it to be no less so when the ship comes during the

ship ,and the original ship , with whose owners thecontractwasmade, performance of her contract in any way within the jurisdiction.

was subsequently arrested on her arrival in this country on In the first place it should be remembered that it is only con

another voyage. It was there held that to give the court juris signees resident in England who are likely to take the benefit of

diction the goods must have been carried into the English port the operation of the Act ; secondly , any contract by virtue of

by the ship against which proceedings were taken . This ruling, which a master puts into an English port for orders , will be

with a modification introduced by a subsequent decision , seems generally , if not always, an English contract ; thirdly , the trade

to follow necessarily on the wording of the statute, for the suit between England and the northern ports, is so great that for the

lies for breach of contract, & c . on the part of the owner of “ the purposes of commerce and the tribunals regulating that commerce,

ship , " that is to say the ship mentioned in the earlier part of the there ought to be equal facility of obtaining redress in any place

section , which carried the goods into port. It is to be regretted where the consignee is able to sue ; fifthly, the mere coming

that the jurisdiction is so restricted for the reason already men . into port with the cargo is a submission to the English jurisdic

tioned , but the correctness of the ruling can scarcely be tion , which clearly ought, by the principle of reciprocity to give
disputed . Not long after the above case the question again jurisdiction , on the ground that almost every nation in the world

arose in The Danzig (Bro. & Lush. 107). There the master would , under similar circumstances, exercise the jurisdiction . It

had in the course of his voyage thrown overboard part must be remembered that the procedure, in maritimematters at

of the cargo, and it was objected that as the breach of least, of all other nations than our own, is founded upon the civil

contract alleged was in respect of this jettison , the goods could law , which allows the proceeding in rem ; hence in any continental

not be said to have been “ carried into " port. Dr. Lushington , or American port the ship would be arrested for breach of con

however, held that the words “ carried into " must be read “ carried tract. This is a sufficient reason why, so long as the words of the

or to be carried into " port. This decision , it would seem , was statute allow it, the jurisdiction should be upheld . English con

based entirely upon the fact that there was a contract by which signees ought to have their remedy, even if they order their goods
the owner was bound to carry the goods into port, and that he to be delivered abroad , and foreign shipowners ought not to be

broke this contract. It is true that part of the goods were exempt from a process to which English ships are liable abroad.

carried into port under the contract, but still this case seems We can only express our hope that the Court of Appealmay see

somewhat inconsistent with the last cited , because if the section fit to confirm the judgment of the High Court of Admiralty .

covers goods “ to be carried into " an English port , it ought to

have covered the goods that were “ to be carried into " port in the

Ironsides, but were not. However, it may be said that there is a
GIFTS TO ILLEGITIMATE CHILDREN .

distinction between a case where a ship performs its contract in part
The limits of the application of the rule or maxim of law , " Qui

by bringing the rest of the cargo to its destination , and the other damnato coitu nascuntur inter liberos non computentur," have been

where the contract is completed by a totally differentvessel, and the defined , and to a great extent settled by a long series of recent
delinquent ship never comes within the jurisdiction of the court at cases, the general tendency of which , undoubtedly , is to admit

all in the performance of its contract. The decision in the Bahia illegitimate children to participate in the bounty of a donor or

was followed by the present learned Judge of the Admiralty testator under expressions in a deed or will, or under extrinsic

Court in one of the cases arising out of the late Franco-German circumstances, which formerly would have been deemed inadequate

war ( The Patria , 24 L . T . Rep . N . S . 849) , where a master bound for the purpose. From the decisions in Wilkinson V . Adam

from America to Hamburgh put into Falmouth , and refused to ( 1 Ves. & B . 422), and Beachcroft v . Beachcroft ( 1 Mad . 430 ) — to

proceed or to deliver at Falmouth .
go back no further - down to that in Occleston v . Fullalove, decided

From these decisions the following deductions are to be made : during the present week , this general tendency may be clearly

First, that for the purpose of giving jurisdiction it is not necessary traced . By the case of Crook v . Hill (24 L . T . Rep . N . S . 488),
that there should be a contract to deliver in England, provided that one of the most valuable of the series, and subsequent to our
there is a carrying into an English port and a breach of contract remarks (Law TIMEs, vol. I. p . 495) on the decision therein by the
there ; secondly, that the carrying into port must be from a Lords Justices, affirmed by the House of Lords, two points
foreign (that is, not an English or Welsh ) port ; thirdly , that the were made clear : First, that though the intention to include
ship , with whose owners the contract was made, must carry the illegitimate children must be inferrable with certainty , by that

goodsor part thereof into port.
expression is meant only moral as distinguished from mathe

This being the state of the decided cases, the Court of Admir matical or metaphysical certainty , i.e., in point of fact a certainty
alty has recently had before it the question whether a carrying appearing as such to a judicialmind ; and secondly , that though
into an English port, the breach of contract charged not having future illegitimate children might be capable of taking as a class
occurred in that port, and the ship not being arrested at that under the gift, that circumstance would not, per se, be conclusive
time, but on its return on a subsequent voyage, would confer against theadmission of existing illegitimate children to partici.

jurisdiction . In The Pieve Superiore (29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 702 ) it pation .
appeared that a shipowner had entered into a charter-party, by The recent case of Occleston v . Fullalove, decided by the Lords
which he contracted to carry a cargo from Rangoon to any port in Justices in opposition to the Lord Chancellor, carries this ten .
Great Britain or on the Continent, between Havre and Hamburg , dency in favour of illegitimate children to a length which we believe
as ordered , at one of several ports of call named , and to be selected will be a surprise in the Profession . Occleston v . Fullalove was an
by the master. Some of these ports of call were within the appeal from a decision of the late Vice-Chancellor Wickens,
jurisdiction , others without. The master called at Falmouth for which will be found reported 28 L . T . Rep . N . S . 615 . It was
orders, and was duly sent to Hamburg, where he sent and deli. elaborately argued before the full Court of Appeal in December last
vered his cargo . On his return to Cardiff to load under another and judgment, which had been reserved , was delivered on the 26th

contract, the ship was arrested for breach of the former charter inst. The facts briefly stated were these : James Occleston, by

party. It was objected that therewas no carrying into an English
his will of the 9th July 1868 , directed his trustees to pay a moiety

port within themeaning of the Act ; it was said that Falmouth , of the rents and profits of his real and personal estate to his

not being the port of destination , and there having been no breach sister- in - law , Margaret Lewis, for life, and after her decease to

of contract there, no jurisdiction accrued to the Court of Admi. I stand possessed of a moiety of his said estates “ for his re
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puted children , C . Occleston and E . Occleston , and all other the in which they are to receive it, the court has not merely to sit in
children which he might have, or be reported to have, by the said the testator 's chair for the purpose of ascertaining his intention ,
Margaret Lewis, then born , or thereafter to be born ,” at twenty . but in so sitting must take its survey at the same point of time as
one or marriage. Margaret Lewis, with whom James Occleston the testator took his - i . e ., at the date of his will, and not at any
had gone through the ceremony of marriage, was the sister of other time, before or after . The opinion of the Lord Chancellor
James Occleston's deceased wife. At the date of the will the is fortified by the opinions of Lords Chelmsford and Colonsay in
two children named were living, and a third child , with whom Crook v . Hill. No doubt as Lord Justice James remarks, the
Margaret Lewis was then pregnant, was born afterwards in the opinionswere obiter dicta , but those learned lords would in all
testator' s lifetime. The Vice -Chancellor, following the view taken probability act on them if ever Occleston v . Fullalove or a similar

by Lord Romilly in Pratt v . Matthew (22 Beav . 328 ), held that case presents itself for their decision .

the child born after the date of the will was not entitled to
participate.

On the appeal the Lord Chancellor,while fully reeognising that LAW LIBRARY,
an illegitimate child en ventre sa mère at the date of the will might

have taken , if aptly described , considered that, as in the case of
Shelford's Real Property Statutes. Eighth edition. By THOMASPratt v . Matthew , the child in question was only described as one H . CARSON, M . A ., of Lincoln 's - inn , Barrister-at- Law . London :

of the class of future reputed children , and was not a persona
Sweet,Maxwell and Son , and Stevens and Sons.

designata at all. That also, as far as we can gather, was the view
MR. CARSON exercised a wise discretion when he determined not

of the Lords Justices. The real difficulty and the real importance
ofthe case, therefore, centred on the question whether all the re

to increase the bulk of this very useful standard work . Whilst

puted illegitimate children of the testator who might have come
adding new material which was absolutely essential, he has either

into existence prior to the testator's death could be allowed to par.
entirely got rid of what was old and of little use, or reduced it so

ticipate. In other words, whether the date of the will or the death
as to give him space for the additions which the growth of case

law and statute law render necessary .of the testator was the pointof timeto be regarded. TheLord Chan
cellor asserts that for the purpose of determining whether a devise On more than one occasion when we have had to review works

or bequest in favour of illegitimate children contravenes public
which are similar in their plan to the one before us, we have

policy , the date of the willmust be regarded . The Lords Justices
remarked how little there is to be said . Nowork can call for less

say that the will being totally inoperative during the life of the
ability of a high order than annotating Acts of Parliament :

testator, and its contents possibly or probably known to himself
industry and a capacity to express concisely what cases bave

alone, no rule of public policy can be infringed, and that the will
decided are all that is required . An excellent specimen of Mr.

is of precisely the same force and effect as if it had been re
Carson 's work is the Partition Act (31 & 32 Vict. c. 40), p . 746 ;

executed and re-attested at the last moment of the testator's life ,
but when we say that the case law is intelligently noted up, we

and that all the children who had then acquired the reputation of
can giveMr. Carson no higher praise. Throughout the volume

being the testator's would be entitled . They admit agreeing we trace the hand of a careful editor, and whilst it is quite out of

with the Lord Chancellor that a provision by deed in favour of our power to say whether he had gleaned all the learning which

the reports furnish , we think it may be taken on trust that the
future illegitimate children would be void , as tending to facilitate
concubinage and the procreation of bastards, but deny that a

work is perfect. Lawyers owe to conscientious editors a very

provision by will would have a similar tendency . They do not,
great deal, and if Mr. Carson cannot lay claim to the rewards of

however, appear to be able to adduce a single authority in which
an original writer, he may console himself with the reflection that

such a distinction has been acted on or even hinted at, which the
he has rendered a considerable service to the profession , and

decision of Lord Macclesfield in Metham v . The Duke of Devon probably stored up for application in practice a fund of learning

( 1 P : W . 529) seems entirely adverse. on real property law . At the opening of the work is a table of

The conflicting judgments of the Lord Chancellor and his
contents, and the volume is closed by a clear and full index.

coadjutors will be read with great interest . That of the Lord
Chancellor strikes us as being a clear, calm , and altogether Stephen 's New Commentaries on the Laws of England. Serenth

admirable statement of the law on the subject. We say of the edition . By JAMES STEPHEN , Esq., LL . D ., Judge of County

law , for webelieve that the question raised in Occleston v . Fulla - Courts. London : Butterworths.

Ime, if carried before the ultimate Court of Appeal, will be | We have in this work an old and valued friend . For years we

decided in accordance with the views of Lord Romilly, Vice have had the last ( sixth ) edition upon our shelves, and we can state

Chancellor Wickens,and Lord Selborne. We hold that the law | as a fact that when our text books on particular branches of the

will not contemplate the procreation of future illegitimate children , law have failed us, we have always found that Stephen ' s Com

or allow them as such, to be the objects of bounty . mentaries have supplied us with the key to wbat we sought, if

Wehold that on the expressions of the particular will and the not the actual thing we required . We think that these Commen

surrounding circumstances, the testator intended a gift to illegiti. taries establish one important proposition -- that to be of thorough

mate children who were reputably his ; that, as Lord Colonsay practical utility a treatise on English law cannot be reduced within

says, it is impossible to provide for future illegitimate children a small compass. The subject is one which must be dealt with

as such “ by any form of words," that the testator made the comprehensively, and abridgment, except merely for the purposes

gift to his “ reputed children ," because of his paternity, and be of elementary study, is a decided blunder.

cause he was assured that they would not gain the reputation Serjeant Stephen gives us as heretofore four goodly volumes,

of being his children without being so in reality - such children and when we say that, aided by an industrious son , he has devoted

being by reason of the affinity between himself and Margaret the leisure, which is not inconsiderable in the life of a County

Lewis necessarily illegitimate ; that a provision for such children Court Judge, to the labour of bringing down his authorities to the

by will differs only in degree and not in its essential nature from present year, incorporating as far as possible the provisions of the

a gift by deed ; that a testator sitting down to provide for future Judicature Act, it will beunderstood that the work is one of great

concubinage and its probable results,must be considered as doing present value. We are glad to see a County Court Judge em

so turpi animo, and contemplating-- perhaps to some extent com - ployed in keeping the world well informed on English law , on the

pounding with his own conscience for a course of conduct which two-fold ground that a Judge will probably take more pains with

if he chooses to contemplate, the law will not, but will do all in his work than members of the Bar,and that his own decisions will
its power to discountenance. Wehold , however, that where a will benefit by his familiarity with the progress of our jurisprudence.
is made in favour of a class of future children , it is a perversemodel Of the scope of the Commentaries we need say nothing. Toall

of construction to take the death of the testator as a standpoint, who profess acquaintance with the English law their plan and

and then to read the will as if it had been re-executed or con : execution must be thoroughly familiar. The learned author has

firmed by codicil at the testator 's death , and by this process, made one conspicuous alteration , confining " Civil Injuries " within

ingenious, but as we think wholly unwarranted , to convert a gift the compass of one volume, and commencing the last volumewith

to a class of future illegitimate children who as such cannot take, “ Crimes ” - and in that volume he has placed a table of statutes.

into a gift to existing individuals who can . For certain purposes In every respect the work is improved , and the presentwriter can

no doubt a will is read as if executed at the death of the testator ; say, from practical experience, that for the student and the prac

this, however, is not one of them . In order to ascertain the inten - titioner there is no better work published than Stephen 's Come

tion of the testator as to the objects of his bounty , and the mode ' mentaries.
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PATENT LAW . be a desideratum in grirding, and to effectwhich parpose of producing stitches either to unite or

(By C . HIGGINS, Esq., M . A ., F . C .S ., Barrister-at-Law .)
various contrivances had been adopted , and seve. ornament fabrics, whatever may be the means
ral, if not many, patents taken out), any patent employed for working such shuttle and needle
taken out for a method of performing the opera - when employed together.” By a disclaimer he

COMPLETE SPECIFICATION . tion is substantially confined to thatmethod , and stated , “ I do not claim the use in a machine of

(Continued from p . 161.) cannot be extended to other methods obviously several needles and shuttles , nor do I claim any

Sellers v . Dickinson . 1850. - Per Pollock, C .J . :
| different, because they involve somecommon prin of the mechanical parts separately of which the

machinery shown in the drawing is composed."The specification should be met with candoar ciple applied to the common object, and may
I Held (affirming the indgment of the Conrt of

and indulgence. Per Rolfe , B . : The court should
apparently be described by the same general

Queen ' s Bench ) , that the claim was not confinedphrase . (11 Ex. 739.)read a specification as a person of ordinary

understanding would do, not loosely conjecturing
Booth v . Kennard . 1857.- Action for the into the single application of a shuttle in combina

anything , but, at the same time, not scanning it
fringement of a patent for " Improvements in the tion with a needle , as shown in sheet 1, but
Manufacture of Gas."as if it were a special plea. (5 Ex. 312.)

The specification stated extended generally to the application of a shuttle

Wallington v . Dale , 1852. - The sufficiency of
the invention to “ consist in the direct use of with a needle, for attaining the object therein

the description of an invention contained in a
seeds, leaves, flowers, branches, nuts, fruit , and stated . (6 Jur. N . S . 271.)

other substances and matters containing oil, or Hills v . The London Gas Light Company. 1860.
specification is a question for the jury. ( 7 Ex . oily or resinous matter.” The specification also - In a patent for an improved mode of manufac
888.)
Heath v . Unwin , Ex. Ch . 1852. - Coleridge,

stated “ that the mode of using seed and con - turing gas the plaintiff claimed a mode of purify .

C . J., in the course of his judgment, said : “ The
structing the apparatus used under thismypatent ing gas by means of “ hydrated or precipitated
in preparing gas may be the sameas the apparatus oxides of iron ." Held , that this included only

specification , to be perfect, must be taken to
specify impliedly all the chemical equivalents of

used in the ordinary mode of making gas with precipitated hydrates. Bramwell, B ., in deliver .
coal.” The claim wasas follows : “ I claim for ing the judgment of the Court ofExchequer , said :

those chemical means expressly stated for pro
ducing the promised result , which were at the

making gas direct from seeds and matter herein “ The next objection was that the plaintiff's spe.

time of specifying known to ordinarily skilled
named for practical illuminations or other useful cification was insufficient on this ground. He

chemists or to the patentee himself ; the latter of
purposes, instead of making it from the oils, says : ' I use the hydrated or precipitated oxides.'
resins, or gums, previously extracted from such It was said that included all hydrated oxides, and

these seems to me to be as necessary as the former. substances." A previous patentee had , by his inasmuch as some of the natural hydrated oxides

If the inventor of an alleged discovery , knowing

of two equivalent agents for effecting the end ,
specification , proposed , for the manufacture of would not do, the plaintiff' s specification was bad.

could by the disclosure of one preclude the public
gas , to use fatty substances, such as greaves or Now , that question turns upon this : If the plaintiff

from the benefit of the other , he might for his own
graves ; also the residuum after the oil had been in his specification means all the hydrated oxides,

profit force upon the public an expensive and
expressed from seeds, such as oil cake ; also beech it is open to that objection ; but if he means only

difficult process, keeping back the simple and
nuts , mast, cocoa nuts, and other matters abound . those hydrated oxides which are also precipitated ,
ing in oil, and he proposed to use these substances that is , the artificial hydrated oxides - it is not

cheap one, which would be directly contrary to separately and in combination . Held , first , upon open to that objection . Itmay be said that the
the good faith required from every patentee in his
communication with the public." Alderson, B .,

the authority of Bush v . Fox, that as the want of language is in any sense ungrammatical, and that

said : “ Every specification is to be read as if
novelty in the plaintiff 's invention appeared hydrated or precipitated - the whole or the part

by persons acquainted with the general facts of
clearly from the two specifications in evidence , it cannot be right . To say, “ The works of Shake

the mechanical or chemical sciences involved in
was for the court, and not for the jury , to deter. speare, or Hamlet and King Lear,' would ob

such invention. Thus, if a particular mechanical
mine the identity of the two supposed inventions. viously be an inaccuracy , which cannot be judged

process is specified , and there are for some parts
Secondly , that the claim , being merely for making by the ordinary rules of grammar, and therefore

of itas specified , other well-knownmechanical equi.
gas direct from seeds and matter stated in the we must endeavour to find out the proper mean.
specification , without reference to any method of ing of this inaccurate expression . It appears to

valents , the specification of those parts is in truth

a specification of the well-known equivalent also,
doing it, was too large and general, and could not us, upon looking at the specification, that the

to those to whose general knowledge we refer,
be supported . (2 H . & N . 84 ; 26 L . J . N . S ., Ex. plaintiff uses those equivalent expressions, be

cause he says hydrated or precipitated ,' and

namely, mechanics, and readers of specifications ;
and so it is with chemical equivalents also in a

| Thomas v . Foxwell. 1858 . - Lord Campbell, C . J ., that oxide of iron may be conveniently prepared

specification which is to be read by chemists . But
in delivering the judgment of the Court ofQueen' s for these purposes, and so on ; and therefore it is

it may be that there are equivalents ,mechanical
Bench , said : “ We by no means lay down, as a obvious that when he uses that word hydrated ,

general rule, that upon a question of novelty of he uses it as synonymous with precipitated ;and chemical, existing , but previously unknown in

to ordinary skilfulmechanics and chemists. These
invention such as this, raised by the comparison and consequently, when he speaks of using

of two specifications, it must necessarily be a hydrated or precipitated oxides , he means such

are not included in the specification , but must be pure question of law for the court. The specific hydrated oxides as are precipitated .” Upon
expressly stated there. (2 Web. P . Ć . 243, 245.)

Crogsley v . Potter.
cations may contain expressions of art and com . | the comparison of two specifications, the same

N . P. 1853. – Pollock , merce, upon which experts must be examined , | learned judge says : “ We hold that there
C . B . said : “ This patent is taken out for the and there may be conflicting evidence raising á are certain cases in which , upon the mere collo .
making of coach lace, carpets, velvets , and vel. | question of fact to be determined by the jury . cation of the two specifications, or the speci.
veteens of all sorts, and it must be competent to But it is quite clear that there may be cases in fication of a patent and a previous written docu.
do all and every part of that work , by the means which the court would be bound to decide the ment, the court may say that the patentee has
stated in the specification , ot question of novelty exclusively ; for the two been anticipated . Undoubtedly that is so ; the

is not good . . . . . A patent for an invention specifications might be, in ipsissimis verbis, the process may be described in identically the same

which is merely to obstruct every subsequent same ; and if they be in such plain and common | words, or, if there be a variety in the words, there

improvement,which is to step in and prevent the language that the judge is sure he understands may be no variety in the process. Probably 16

exercise of the ingenuity of mankind and the their meaning, he is bound to construe them as he will be found that in the case of what are called

introduction of other inventions adapted to the does other written documents . (5 Jur. N . S . 38 .) . mechanical patents, the court can do so more

particular subject to which the invention mavba Lister v . Leather . 1858 , - A patent for a com - readily than in the case of chemical patents, or in
applicable - a patent which has for its object to l bination is not a claim that each part thereof is other cases where the invention depends on what
snatch and grasp at everything in all directions new : (8 E . & B . 1004 ; 3 Jur. N . S . $ 11.) Affirmed may be called the occult qualities of matter , those
which may possibly comewithin the general lan - on appeal to the Exchequer Chamber. Held , also, in fact which are not the subjectof popular know
guage the patentee may choose to adopt in his that à patent is a patent for a combination , if a ledge .” (5 H . & N . 363, 368 ; 29 L . J ., N . Wag

combination is distinctly stated in the specifica - 421, 424 ., Ex.)
not to benefit the world by its communication , tion to be a part of the invention , although the
but to obstruct, by the very general character of combination is not expressly claimed ; for a
the claims made for conferring peculiar privi. claim is not an essential to a specification , or
leges on the patentee ; such a patent as that, in necessary for the protection of the invention.
my judgment, cannot be supported . . . . . The Nor is it necessary to disclaim those matters We are very glad to notice that in addition
safest course for patentees to adopt in framing
their specifications is, instead of including every.

which manifestly form no part of the invention : | to those solicitors who sat in the Commons
(8 E . & B . 1004 ; 27 L . J ., N . S ., 295, Q . B ..). House of Parliament last session , and who again

thing, to confine themselves specifically to one The Patent Type Founding Company Y . seek re -election , two others are seeking election
good thing, and a jury will always take care that Richards. Ch. 1859 . — The specification of an at the approaching Parliamentary contests. Even

if thatbe a real invention , no man , under colour invention , which consists in the use of known now it is not too late for others to take the field
of improvement, shall be allowed to interfere materials in new proportions, is not necessarily in some of those small constituencies in which a
with that which is the offspring of their genius.” bad for uncertainty , though the patentee does not candidate appearing upon the scene at the
(Macrory's P . C . 239.) limit himself to the precise proportions recom - eleventh hour has , almost as much to his own

| Hastings v. Brown . 1853. - A specification in a mended . The patentee is bound,according to the surprise as that of his supporters, found himself

patent, for a particular construction of wind authorities, to state what he considers the best successful. None better than solicitorsknow that

lasses , stated that the object was “ to hold , with proportions. A specification stated in substance, if they can only secure a fair representation in

out slipping , a chain cable of any size." Before that the usual practice in themanufacture of type the House of Commons, the many ills that their

the date of the patent constructions were known was to employ lead and antimony, and in some branch of the Profession is heir to will speedily

by which & windlass might be made to hold a cases to add a small per centage of tin ; that the cease to be, and we shall hear no more of themeek

single chain cable of any assigned size. Held , object of the invention was to obtain tougher ness with which they have endured their exclusion

that the specification did not unequivocally show metal by employing tin in large proportionswith from judicial offices, their subordination to the
that the object was to construct a single windlassa other branch , and their exile from the dignity of
which might hold different chain cables, whatever use of lead ; that the best proportions were and the most solid rewards in connection with the
their size, and that such a windlass was therefore seventy - five of tin and twenty - five of antimony, legal profession .

not protected by the patent. ( 1 E . & B . 450 ; 22 but that this might be, to some extent, varied ;
L . J . Q . B . 161.) and that, if lead were used , it must not exceed THE following lectures and classes are appointed
Bush v . Fox, H . L . 1856 . - In an action for an fifty per cent. of the whole, one part of antimony for the ensuing week , at the Law Institution, for

alleged infringementof a patent,where the defence to three of tin , or tin and lead, being the best. the instruction of students seeking admission on

is that the supposed invention is not new , the Held , on demurrer, that the specification was not the Roll of Attorneys and Solicitors : Monday,

judge may compare the plaintiff ' s specification bad on the face of it for uncertainty, and that the 2nd Feb ., class, 4 .30 to 6 p .m ., Conveyancing ;
with the specification of a previous patent, and evidence of persons acquainted with the usual | Tuesday and Wednesday , ditto ; Friday , 6th Feb.,
may on such comparison direct the jury to find a modes ofmanufacture was necessary to determine lecture, 6 to 7 p . m . To prevent interruption at

verdict. (5 H . L . C . 707 ; Macrory's P . C . 183.) whether the invention was stated with sufficient lectures , subscribers are not admitted to the hall
Bovill v . Pimen . 1856 . – Pollock , C . B ., in the precision . ( 1 John Rep . 381 ; 6 Jur. N . S . 39.) after lectures have commenced .

course of delivering the judgment of the court in Thomas v , Foxwell. Ex. Ch . 1859 . -- The patentee

this case, said : It appears to us that where a of a sewing machine, in his specification, claimed

subject is not new , as this certainly was not, viz ., “ the application ofas le in combing with

" the cooling of substances undergoing the pro- a needle, as shown in sheet 1, for forming and Incorporated Law Society dined at their hall in

cess of grinding " (which had been long known to sewing loops of thread or other substance, for the ' Chancery-lane. Among the guests present were

SOLICITORS' JOURNAL .

Tant
Tor

hutt
N President and ConnVY
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Sir Barnes Peacock , Baron Pollock , Baron one evening to meetMr. Heather, and arrange an done, and the accountant and receiver' s charges
Amphlett, Mr. Sheriff Johnson, Mr. Joseph amicable adjustment of family differences . Mr. which had been allowed by the court upon affida
Brown, Q .C ., and Mr. G . Little, Q .C . The Lord Heather is , however,welcome to the admission of vit and full information had been improperly paid ,
Mayor, and Mr. Alderman and Sheriff Whetham , the fact that by this time the domestio troubles theorder of the Vice-Chancellor, which gave leavé
who had accepted invitations were prevented from of this unfortunate gentleman , with his wife and to falsify accounts, would have rectified such mis.
attending by engagements connected with the two sons, were so bitter thathe may be said to take or wrong ; butwemust still add the mistake,
pending election. have moved between our office and that of Mr. or the wrong , cannot in any way be laid to our

Heather in bewilderment and agony - desiring door, as we fully informed the chief clerk , and

A LONDON solicitor, writing to us on the subject
above all things to recover the affections of his that officer satisfied himself by evidence as to the

of the improper advertisements ( in relation to the
wife, and that an end might be put to serious per charges and the need for the accountant's work .

legal Profession) which find their way into news. sonal conflicts between himself and his sons. Wel We close this letter, which is made longer

papers which it might fairly be expected would say again , emphatically , that more in the capacity than it otherwise would be, because, unlike Mr.

not insert them , observes, “ There was a certain of friend than solicitor (for, as several persons Heather, we do not indulge in round statements,

class of advertisement of quack doctors which knew ,Mr. Merriman deeply sympathised with Mr. but prefer to appeal to fact and evidence in every

used to appear, but which respectable papers | Listeni
Beall) he spent many anxious hours with him , instance.

refuse to insert . They were physically dirty Those listening to sad and distressing details of family One other circumstance must weigh with all

invitations to the Profession which you so often feuds. Mr. Merriman uniformly advised Mr. reasoning men . The bill was filed 15th Aug . 1871,

and properly expose are morally nearly as bad .”
| Beall not to concur in a separation by his wife , | Mr. Beall was found lunatic 25th March 1872 .

The following seems to indicate that this kind offlas there appeared to be no real or sufficient We always expected , and do now hope, that Mr.

thing is beyond all question on the increase.
ground for it , and it was only in the absence of Beallmay regain his liberty, and call upon us for

We take the advertisement from a Surrey news. Mr. Merriman , who chiefly attended to Mr. Beall's the justification of the course we adopted on his
affairs, that Mr. Powell took his positive instruc- behalf. We have no fear of meeting our real

paper :
LEGAL ASSISTANCE. - Messrs, P . and V ., land agents

tions touching a deed of separation . client.

Mr. Heather makes in his letter , as well as in Perhaps Mr. Heather would also like the admisand accountants , are prepared to carry out and con
duct liquidations and arrangements with creditors upon his affidavit and in the petition , slight and pass - | sion from us that after the proceedings before the

reasonable terms, without publicity ; bankruptcy , or ing , not to sav contemptuous reference to Mr. I police magistrate , when Mr. Beall was sent to the

suspension of business, also all actions and executions, Merriman ' s appearance a thrice before the magig . I asylum at the instance of his family . Mr. Heather
whether in the Superior or County Courts , immediately trate ” for Mr. Beall. Your readers will be able was regarded in the light of an adverse party ;
stayed by injunction . Chancery, divorce , probate suits, to put a fair construction upon the surrounding thatwedid not consider his firm were persons to
and common law actions, conducted with dispatch , and
County Coutrs attended ; wills , leases, assignments , and underlying circumstances of these three ap . be taken into our confidence, and that we did
and agreements prepared ; money advanced on mort. pearances. Mr. Heather was there also. Mr. not look apon them as people having a right to
gage, reversions, bills of sale, & c ., and debts collected Beall dreaded the presence of Mr. Heather, and it control our actions. - Yours obediently,

at five per cent. - Apply to P . and 'V ., W .C . is not to be denied thatMr. Heather procured the MERRIMAN AND POWELL.

For the credit of the Profession some means doctors to give medical testimony for locking him
ght to be devised for checking the practices of up in an asylum ; while, on the contrary , Mr. V . C. MALINS' COURT.

such persons as the advertisers. Beall' s confidence and reliance were placed in Mr.

Merriman , who struggled hard to prevent his Monday, Jan . 26 .

being sent to the asylum . Mr. Maude, the
BEALL V . SMITH .

THOMSON v . FLYNN.
magistrate, and the two dootors are aware Mr. | County Court Equity Jurisdiction -- Value of Pro.

We regret that in a letter from Mr. Heather Merriman contended to the last thatMr. Beall' s perty Exceeding £500 — Plaint Dismissed
which appeared in our last issue on the sub case was one of temporary mental aberration , or Cause should have been transferred to the Court
ject ofthis case, someintemperate expressions were insanity in its initial, acute , and easily curable of Chancery.
used , casting serious reflection upon professional stages. Mr. Beall was removed to Dr. Wood's This case, which was an appeal from the Lambeth

gentlemen who had been opposed to him . We Asylum , Mr. Merriman giving in the end only a County Court, had a bearing of some importance
inserted the letter as emanating from a solicitor reluctant consent, when Dr. Wood said that he upon a point of County Court practice. The
of twenty -eight years' standing , with less regard was far from thinking that Beall's case was an suit was instituted by plaint in the County Court
to the phraseology than we should have given to incurable one. Whose visits after that were the for the partition of a house , 22, Camberwell Park .

ordinary correspondence, and the objectionable solo indications of human sympathy available to the plaint containing an allegation that the value

passages certainly escaped our observation . Mr. this poor man ? Mr. Merriman, on Mr. Beall' s of the house wasunder 5001. On the case coming
Albert Turner and Mr. White, who are mentioned invitations , was the only person who visited him on for hearing, the defendant's counsel raised a

by Mr. Heather, are entitled at our hands to the until these visitswere prohibitedbythedoctor ,with preliminary objection to its being heard on the
explanation that no reflection was cast upon the concurrence of Mr. Heather and the person ground that the property to which it related
them by either Vice- Chancellor Wickens or the who had officiously made himself responsible for exceeded the statutable value, and in support of
Lords Justices. We certainly concur with Mr. his maintenance in the asylum --the eldest son and the objection a surveyor was examined and cross
Turner that under these circumstances the stric present committee to his estate. Neither wife, examined who swore that the valuewas over 5001.
tures which were inadvertently admitted into our child (nor of course Mr. Heather), called upon Thereupon the County Court judge found as a
columns under Mr. Heather 's signature may be him for some time, and this gentleman of con - fact that the property exceeded in value 5001.,

treated with that indifference which sweeping siderable property was leftwithout simple luxuries and, acting under sect. 14 of the County Court
accusations inconsistent with recorded judgments and some common necessaries. Act, 1867, dismissed the plaint with costs. No
deserye. Considering the case of decided import. Wemay next refer to the charge that “ Merri- application wasmade on the part of the plaintiff
ance to the Profession, we treated it elabo- man , Albert Turner, and White then concocted to have the cause transferred to the Court of

rately , and found no cause for casting injurious the suit." What truth there is in this men . Chancery. The plaintiff now appealed . The
reflections upon Messrs. Merriman or Mr. A . dacious assertion is shown in an uncontradicted question for the opinion of the Vice-Chancellor
Turner and Mr. White, who were concerned with affidavit. Mr. White knew nothing of the suit was whether the County Court judge was at
them . Mr. Heather's letter must be taken , there until the bill had been filed . It is fair to Mr. liberty to make the order dismissing the plaint,

fore, to be the heated production of an irritated Albert Turner to say that he conferred with us as or whether he was bound , by the prior Act of
opponent, and, for our part, we should have been to what was best to be done, and what is called 1865 , sect. 9 , “ to direct the said suit to be trans.
glad had the strong expressions which he used the “ concoction " of the suit, was the result of ferred to the Court of Chancery, " it having been
not appeared in our columns. the best thoughts of two conscientions solicitors, ascertained , “ during the progress of the suit, "
We have received the following communication after advice upon a full and clear statement of that the subject matter exceeded 5001, in value.

from Messrs. Merriman and Powell, which we the facts by two equity counsel. Cotton , Q . C ., and P . L . Wilkinson , for the
trust may, so far as the Profession is concerned , We do not think it worth while to overlay your appellant, contended that, as the value of the
close this correspondence : columns by any reference to the statements about property exceeded 500l., it was the duty of the

SIR , - Although nothing is further from our the next friend. The next friend would have County Court judge, instead of dismissing the
wish than to have any personal controversy with been Mr. Dunfee , a friend of twenty years' stand . / suit, to have transferred the matter to the Court
Mr. Heather, we cannot allow the letter which ing , who had , more than any other living being, of Chancery . The 14th section of the Act of
appeared in your last issue to remain unanswered , the confidence of Mr. Beall, but that gentleman ' s 1867, which provided that, “ whenever an action
as there is no single statement which is entirely health was at the timenot good, and he suggested or suit is brought in a County Court which the

accurate, and severalof them are directly opposite that we should find somebody else. We, however, court has no jurisdiction to try, the judge shall
to the sworn testimony filed in the Court of fully accept the moral responsibility of the action order the cause to be struck out, " was controlled

Chancery , upon which perjury might be assigned , taken in this matter, and have all along avowed by sect. 9 of the Act of 1865, which made it

but which had not even met with responsible con that the next friend was asked by us to accept | imperative on the judge to direct the cause to be
tradiction , that is, by counter affidavit . that post. His circumstances are, however, ex . transferred .

The first allegations of Mr. Heather are a denial travagantly misstated by Mr. Heather, and the Glasse , Q .C ., and Cozens Hardy appeared in
that we were employed by Mr. Beall in November contradiction of this matter, as on others, is also support of the order of the court below .
1870 , and that he never consulted us about under embodied in two affidavits which remain unan . | The VICE -CHANCELLOR said he had heard
taking some complicated matters in which he (Mr. swered . nothing to raise any doubt that the statement in
Heather ) was engaged . Our call book , letter It is a remarkable thing that Mr. White was the plaint that the value of the property was

books, and cheques show that we did act for him appointed receiver, with the concurrence of Mr. below 5001. was believed by the plaintiff to be
at and from that time. The affidavit of Mr. Heather, and that Mr. Heather' s son and partner true ; but on the plaint coming on for hearing a

Dupfee, a friend, who had known him twenty who attended the sale of the stock , admitted , as witness was called who swore that the value
years,and a former client of ours, shows that Mr. was the fact, that an unusually good sale had been was above 5001., and on that evidence the
Beall came to us because he was dissatisfied with effected . learned County Court judge came to the con .

Mr. Heather. Mr. Merriman 's affidavit states Mr. Heather is just as inaccurate in his figuresclusion that it was in fact worth more than
that Mr. Beall did propose to remove his general as other things. The sum which we have tem . 5001. It was therefore clear that his jurisdiction
business from Mr. Heather, but from a general porarily to find , is a heavy one, but it does not was atan end . Then the question arose,Whatwas

dislike to take business away from another nearly reach £1000, as he states. Whatever his proper course to take ? The Vice-Chancellor
solicitor's office , he declined to do so . We may the costs of winding up the estate may have been , was clearly of opinion that an application oughtto
add that lettersaddressed to usbyourunfortunate we are at all events not property responsible for have been made on the part of the plaintiff to the

client since his incarceration up to a very recent their amount. The suit has been held by the County Court judge, under sect. 9 of the Act of
date , betray a strong aversion toMr,Heather, and Vice-Chancellor and Lords Justices to have been 1865, to transfer the suit to this court ; but that
a belief rightly or wrongly that that gentleman properly commenced , and it was indeed the only was not done. The case was similar to that of

had not acted properly by him . mode in which the property of Mr. Beall could be Birks v . Silverwood , before him in 1872 ( L . Rep .
The statement that we were not instructed with protected from utter waste. Our own costs, for 14, Eq. 101), when he decided that the County

reference to his unhappy family differences is which we are willing to be held accountable, were | Court judge, having , during the progress of the
further contradicted by the affidavit of Mr. Powell, £207 6s. 5d . But again what need , on this account, suit, ascertained that the value of the property

who during Mr.Merriman's absence on business of an appeal from the late Wickens, V . C .'s deci- was over £500 , and having, accordingly , directed

in Paris went down in obedience to an urgent sion ? If the manager or clerk of Mr. Beall's the suit to be transferred to this court, had per.
message, to Mr. Beall's residence, at Sydenham , ' business received £50 more than he oughtto have formed his duty in so doing . But it had been
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at was the

contended by Mr. Glasse that the 14th sect. of the TRADERS' CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION (Limited ). Creditors | JAMIESON (Andrew ), formerly of Great Winchester-street.
to send in by Feb . 17 their names and addresses and the London , and of Tower-buildings , North Chapel-street

Act of 1867 was not referred to in that case, and particulars of their claims and thenames and addresses of Liverpool, merchant, late of 18 , Gloncester -square , Hyde
that, if it had been , he would have come to a dif . their solicitors , if any, to F . B . Smart , 85 , Cheapside, Lon . park , Middlesex, Esq . May 1 ; Hunter , Gwatkin and Co..

ferent conclusion . It was true that he was not don, the official liquidator of the said company. March solicitors , 9 , New -square, Lincoln 's - inn , Middlesex
3 ; at the chambers of the M . R . 11.30 o 'clock , at the said KING ( Christopher ) , Leeds, boot and shoemaker. April 1 :

referred to that section , and if, on now referring chambers, is the timeappointed for hearing and adjudi. 0 . Tempest, solicitor, 10 , Albion -street, Loeds,
to it, he thought that that decision was wrong, he cating upon such claims. LIBBURNE ( Right Hon . Ernest A ., Earl of), Crosswood .

Llanafon - y Irawscoed, Cardigan . Feb . 28 ; Tatham andshonld not hesitate to say so . Now , what was the Co., solicitors, 46, Lincoln 's -inn - fields, Middlesex .object of the Act of 1867 ? The 34th section CREDITORS UNDER ESTATES IN CHANCERY. MINTER Sophia ) , formerly of 61, Balls Pond.road , Isling.
enacted that that Act, and the several Acts there LAST DAY OF PROOF. ton , but late of 81, Essex-road, Islington, Middlesex,

ntioned including the Act of 1865 should be ALATON (David T .), Cheyrey Rock , Sheppey, Kent, oyster widow . Feb . 26 ; A . C . Cronin , solicitor, 3 , Bloomsbury
and coal merchant. Feb , 20 ; Wm . Clarke, solicitor , 66 , square, London ,

construed together as one Act. What was the Gresham House, Old Broad -street, London , March 2 . MAUGHAN (Wm . K .) , Laura -placo , Lower Clapton . Middle .

meaning of the words in sect. 14 " Whenever an , V . C . M ., at 12 o 'clock. sex , gentleman . March 1 ; R . S . Gregson, solicitor, 8
Angol-conrt, Throgmortop -street, Londou .action or suit is brought in a County Court which BARR (John T ... 19. Victoria -park , Dover, Esq ., a colonel in

the Bombay Staff Corps of H . M ' s Army. Feb . 23 ; Barnes O ' BRIEN (Hon . Emma !, Blatherwycke-park , Northampton ,
the court has no jurisdiction to try ” ? They re and Bernard , solicitors, ll, Great Winchester-street, widow . March 13 : Rickards and Walker, solicitors, 22

ferred to actions for distress, assault, seduction , London . March 5 ; V . C . H ., at one o 'clock . Lincoln 's - inn -fields, Middlesex .
and others, which mightbe brought in thesuperior | BIGG (Ellen E .), Hyde, Slaugham , Sussex, spinstor . March | OXSLOW ( Jas . ), Bury -street , Birmingham , carter. Feb . 10 .

2 : Prior, Bigg, and Co ., solicitors , 61, Lincoln ' s -inn - fields, Coleman and Coleman, soicitors, 27, Colmore-row , Bir.
courts, but not in the County Court. If an action London , March 1G ; V . C . H ., at twelve o 'clock . mingham . .

of that class were brought in the County Court, BUCHANAN (Rev. Alexander H . ) , Hales Hall, Drayton , Stal. SIMANCE ( Jog . ), Melbourne, Cambridge , publican and
ford . Feb . 23 : 0 . Lucas, solicitor , 50 , Fenchurch -street, farmer. March 12 ; Hale Wortbam , solicitor, Royston,

the judge would order the proceedings to bel London . March 9 ; M . R ., at eleven o ' clock. Herts .
stayed , and the person filing the plaint would | BURTON ( Richard C . F .), Captain in H . M .' s 83rd Regiment SMITH (Chas.), , Arundel-street , Sheffield, tinner and
have to pay the costs of them . If he were to say

of Foot, late of Willington Manor, near Bedford . Feb . brazier. March 7 ; Wataon and Esam , solicitori, 29 ,
28 ; F . Lamb, solicitor , 35, Bedford -row , London ; March Bank -street, Sheffield .

that in any case where a person , in the absence of 74 ; V . 0 . H ., at twelve o 'clock . SMITH (Emma), 87, Chestor -square, Middlesex, _ spinster,
any mala fides , filed a plaint stating that he COLEBY (Wm .), Prince of OrangeHotel,Gravesend , Kent, March 31 ; T . W . Nelsun , solicitor, 6 , Lawrence Pountnes.

lane, London .licensed victualler. Feb . 23 ; E . J . Layton, solicitor, ? ,verily believed that the property the subject of it Suffolk -lane, Cannon -street, London , March 3 ; V .C . M ., SOULE (Ruv . Israel M .), St. John 's -hill, Battersea , Surrey .
was worth less than £500 , the County Court judge at noon . March : 1 ; J . B , Batten , solicitor, 32, Great George-street,
was at liberty to dismiss the plaint because some COLYER (Edward ), Forest Hill, Surrey , gentleman , Fe Westminster
person came forward to superhans that the 19 ; 8 . G . Ratolitr, solicitor, s , St. Michael' s-alley , Corn . SUTHERLAND (Charlotte ), formerly of 12 , Pelham -street ,

hill, London . Fulham -rd , Middlesex , late of 11, James-street, Larkhall
property was worth £501, it would be inflicting a DUKE (Sir Jas.). Laughton Lodge, Laughton , Sussex, and lane, Clapham , Surrey , widow . Feb . 28 ; Shepheard andgreat hardship on the poorer class of persons, for 7. , Portland-place, Middlesex, Bart Feb. 23 ; J . Pon Sons, solicitors, 32, Finsbury -circus, London .

tifex , solicitor, St. Andrew ' s -street, Holborn -circus, Lon SwixGLER ( Thos . ), Douglas House, Litchurch , near
whose benefit the County Court Acts were passed . don . March 4 ; V . O . H ., atone o 'clock . Derby, ironmaster , manufacturer of bar iron , railwayThe 9th section of the Act of 1865, and the 14th FLEWKER (John J.), formerly of Derby, late of Dawlish, engineer and cool master . March 25 ; Henry Swingler,section of the Act of 1867 ,mustbe taken as standing gentlemen . Feb. 28 ; Pearson and Whidborne, solicitors, The Laurels, Duffield road , Derby.

Dawlish . March 7 ; V . C . H ., at twelve o 'clock. SWINNERTON (Robert ), Weddington , near Nuneaton ,
together , and he read the 9th section in the same HOOPER ( John ) , 35, Elsham -road, and 14, Argell -street, farmer and timber merchant. Feb . 28 ; C . Buchanan,
way as he did in Birks v . Silverwood , and just as solicitor, Nuneaton .

Middlesex, gentleman . Feb . 20 ; G . Ford , solicitor, 8 ,

if he had then been referred to the 14th section Lincoln 's- inn -fields, London , Feb. 27 ;
TAYLOR ( Rev . Henry J .) ,heretofore of Dalverton , Somerset,V . O . M ., at late of Boauchamp, Washfield , near Tiverton , Dovon ,

namely , that though it did notappear in the plaint, | HULAE (Samuel), Cheadle Hulme, Chester , timber mer.twelvo o 'clock . clerk . Feb . 13 ; C . E . Rowclitfe, solicitor, Stogumber,
Somerset.yet it did appear upon the suit coming on for hear- chant. Feb. 28 ; Mr. Edwin H . Boothroyd, solicitor, TBACKWRAY (Esther ), formerly of Harrowrate , York, lateing that the value of the property was over £500 , 1 , Stockport. March 16 ; V . O . H ., at twelve o' clock. .

JAMES (John ), Wrington, Somerset, solicitor. Feb . 16 ; of ll, Oxford -terrace, Hyde- park , Middlesex, spinster.
it wonld thus appear “ during the progresduring the progress of the March 1 ; F . and T . Smith and Sons, solicitors , 15 , Fur

Chas. J . Simmons, solicitor, Wrington , March 2

guit " within themeaning of the 9th section . He V . O . H ., at twelve o ' clock . nival' s - inn , London.
Tilden , (Joha), Ifield Court, Kent, Esq. March 16 ; E .was therefore of opinion that the County Court Lucas (Jane), Eastbourne, Sassex, widow . Feb . 28 ; J .

judge, instead of dismissing the suit, ought to Wasden, solicitor, Bardon . March 10 ; V .C . B .. at twolve
Woodard, solicitor, 2, Ingram -court, Fenchurch-streets
London .o 'clock .

have transferred it to this court ; and if Birks y . NETHERSOLE (Wm . A .), Kingston , Jamaica , merchant. TODD (Matthew ), South Gate, Sunderland, gentleman .
April 91 ; Shaon and Co., solicitors , 8, Bedford -row , Hol.Silverwood had been cited to him , no doubt he

March 16 ; Snowballand Allison , solicitors, 1 Nile-stroet,
Sunderland .

born , Middlesex . May 5 ; V . C . H ., at twelve o 'clock .
would have so transferred it. There must, there . | Ris NG' (Wm .), Martham House, Norfolk, Esq. Feb . 24 ; Wilcox (Zebedeo ), 218 , Whitechapel-road , Hiddlesex , soda

water manufacturer. Feb . 21 ; G . Magor Couke, solicitor,fore, be an order discharging the order of the Wm , R . Cooper, soiic tor, Upper Kng-street, Norwich . 9 , Gray ' s -inn -square , Middlesex .Msrch 24 ; M . R ., at twelve o 'clock .conrt below , and substituting for it an order WILKINSON (Holen , Mawdesley, Lancaster, spinster. Feb . WORRALL (Samuel), formerly of47, Conduit -street, late of
transferring the cause to this court. As the mis 28. Albion -street, Middlesex, Esq . March 23 ; Osborna27 ; Wm . Banks, solicitor, Preston , March 13 ; M . R ., at and Co ., solicitors, 41, Broad -street, Bristol.carriage had occurred through the attention of half-past eleven o ' clock , YATEA (Geo .), Pritchett-street, Birmingham , and 43,

the County Court judge not having been called to Monument-lane, Edgbaston, electro - plater. March ;

the case of Birks v . Silverwood , he should give no CREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 VICT, c . 35 . Whateley and Co., solicitors, 41, Waterloo -street, Bir .
mingham .

costs of the appeal. Last Day of Claim , and towhom Particulars to be sent.
ALKIN (Ann ), North -Street, Atherstone, Warwick , spinster .

UNCLAIMED STOCK AND DIVIDENDS IN THE Feb . 10 ; Radford and Son, solicitors, Atherstone. REPORTS OF SALES.
ALLAX or WYLLIE (Helen ), formerly of 14, Carlton -terrace,BANK OF ENGLAND. Edinburgh , afterwards of 1 . Ashford -villas, Cheltenham ,

[ Transferre i to the Commissioners for the Reduction of the lato of 37, Belaize-park -gardens, South Hampstead , Mid Wednesday , Jan . 21.
National Deot, and which will be paid to the persons dlesex , widow . May 1 ; J . W . and J . Mackenzie, solici. By Mr. H . E .MURRELL, at the Mart.respectively whose names are prefixed to each in three tors , 16 , Royal-circus, Edinburgh , or to A . G . Moncreiff Brunswick -square - No. 7 , term 18 years - sold for £340,months, unless other claimants sooner appear. ) Grahame, solicitor, 30, Great George-street, Westminster, Marylebone - No. 32 , Beaumont street, term 16 years - soldKIMPTON (Joseph ) . Jun . , gentleman , and KIMPTON ( Jas. Middlesex.

for £100,
Arthur), a minor, both of Lower Sussex-place, Old Kent- ALLEN ( Thor.), 2, Fortess-terrace, Kentish Town, Middle Kensington - No. 7, Pembroke-square, term 48 years-- sold
road , London . :02 03. 31. New Three per Oent. Annuities. sex, bricklayer Feb . 14 : Rooks, Kenrick , and Co., for £115 .Claimant, said Arthur Kimpton , now of age, the surv .vor . solicitors, 16 , King-street , Cheapside, London . Euston -square- Seymour-street, an improved rent of £60

AUSTEN (Major-General Albert G . ), R . A . , 4 . Victoria street, per annum , term 16 years - sold for 2500.
HEIRS -AT-LAW AND NEXT OF KIN . Westminster. Feb . 23 ; A . F . and R . W . Tweedie, Doctors ' Commons - The lease of No. 6 , Godliman -street,

CLAIR (Sir Michael Benignas), who was born in the year solicitors, 5 , Lincoln 's -inn - fields, London . term 8 years - sold for £175 .
1777 , at Maidford , Northainptonshire, and who resided in BELL (Rev. Wm .), 4, Tynemouth -terrace, St. Aubin ' s -road , Upper Holloway - No. 11, Brunswick -road , term 70 years ,Jarnaics (where he practised as physician -general) , and St. Helier's . Island of Jersey . March 1 ; Peacock and sold for £150 .
then of London , and subsequently and at the time of his Goddard , solicitors, , South -square, Grey' s- inn , Middle Thursday, Jan. 22 .
death in Cromarty, Scotland . Next of kin to come in by sex . By Messrs, NEWBOX and HARDING , at the Mart.March 9 , at the chambers of V . C . B . March 23 , at the BOULTER ( Benjamin ) , 1 , Stanley -terrace, Upper Holloway. Clerkenwell - Nos. 7 to 11, and Nos . 26 to 29 , Thomas-street,
said chambers at twelve o 'clock , is the timeappointed for Middlesex , gentleman . March 25 ; J . M . Millin , solicitor, term S6 years - sold for £isio .
hearing and adjudicatingupon such claims. S9, Bloombury-square, London

EDMETT ( Thos.), Arreton House, Maidstone, Kent, gentle BURTON (Edward ) , Monument-place, Kendal, Westmore Wednesday, Jan . 28 .
man . Next of kin to come in by March 1, at the chain . land , auctioneer , March 1 ; R . F . Thompson , solicitor, By Messrs. EDWIN Fox and BOUSFIELD, at the Mart.
bers of V . 0 . H . March 9 , at the said chambers, at twelve Highgate, Kendal. Holborn - No. 10 , Ely -place, freeehold - sold for £3350.
o 'clock , is the timeappointed for hearing and adjudicating BUSFIELD ( John ), Lexrains lane, Horton, Bradford , March Mitre-court - The Mitre Wine Vaults, freehold - sold foz
upon such claims. £2650.

NETHERSOLE (Wm . Austin ), Kingston, Jamaica , widow . COEEMAX (Ann D . ) , 22, Richmond-place , Brighton , Sussex , The freehnld house , situate in Mitre-court- sold for £850 .
Next of kin to come in by April 21, at the chambers of widow . March 2 ; Thos . King and Son , solicitors, 31, Ely Chapel, comprising an area of 4100ft., freehold - sold foz
V . 0 . H . May 5 , at the said chambers, at twelve o 'clock , Richmond -place, Brighton , 25250
is the time appointed for hearing and adjudicating upon COLLINS ( Jas. ), Frederick -street, Birmingham , silversmith . The Ely Mews, area 6000ft., freehold - sold for £3050 .

March 10 ; W . J . Burman, solicitor, 19 , Cannon street , Nos. 22, 23, and 29 , Ely- place. freehold -- sold for £8520 .
Birmingham , Stepney - No. 74, Jubilee-street, term 27 years - sold for £220,

APPOINTMENTS UNDER THE JOINT-STOCK CURTIS Augusta ), Sion - row , Twickenham , Middlesex . Commercial-road - No. 35 , Portland-street, term 25 years
WINDING -UP ACTS . spinster. Feb . 20 ; J . McMillin , solicitor, 39, Blooms. sold for L253.

BRAGANZA GOLD MINING COMPANY (LIMITED ). -- Creditors bury. square, London , Stepney - No. 3 , High-street, term 46 years -- sold for $215.
to send in by March 30 their names and addresses, and Dixon ( Ann ), Cedar Lawn, Grappenhall , Chester, widow .
the particulars of their clains, and the names and March 20 ; Marsh, Buckton , and Jeans, solicitors, War
addresses of their solicitors (if any ), to A . A . Broad, 85 , rington .
Wallbrook , London , the official liquidator of the said FISER (Robert), Finsbury Pantechnicon , Finsbury - place ,
company. April 17, at the chambers of the M . R ., at Middlesex, and 24, Aberdeen Park, Highbury, upholsterer .
eleven o 'clock , is the time appointed for hearing and March 25 ; J . C . Gant, solicitor , 38 , Walbrook , London .
adjudicating upon such claims. FLETCHER (Alexander ), Major in the 12th Lancers, and of

GLAIN PEDRON MINING COMPANY (LIMITED ) . - Creditors to 2 , H wick -place , Westminster, Feb . 1 ; Major Jary, of THE TAUNTON ELECTION PETITION .
send in by Feb . 18 their names and addresses, and the Battlosden Park , Beds ; or to G . W . Quallett. 10. New In giving judgment on this case on Monday last,
particulars of their claims, and the names and addresses Bond -street , London .
of their solicitors ( if any ), to Ashurst, Morris , and Co ., 6 , FORD (Matthew ), 8 , Lincoln ' g- Inn - fields, and 9. Keppel. Grove, J ., having stated that the respondent
Old Jewry , London , the official liquidators of the said street, Middlesex , and of 58, Marine- parade, Brighton , was charged with bribery and treating by him .
company. March 4 , at the chambers of V . O . B . , at twelve Esq . March 81 ; Wharton and Ford , solicitors , 8 , Lin . self and his agents, and that there was also an
o 'clock , is the timeappointed for hearing and adjudicat coln 's -inn- fields, Middlesex ,
inz upon such claims. FOUNTAIN (Nathaniel), 1 , Endsleigh -street, St. Pancras. imputation of general bribery and treating , pro

LA GAULOISE (LIMITED). - Creditors to send in by Feb . 16 Middlesex, Esq. Feb.23; Messrs . Hillearys , solicitors, 5 . ceeded to give the following judgment :- In so fartheir names and addresses, and the particulars of their Fenchurch -buildings, Fenchurch - street, London. as relates to bribery and treating by the reclaims, and the names and addresses of their solicitors ( if FREDERICK (Sir Richard ), Burwood- park , Surrey, and of
any) , to Alfred de Lavigerieand Lewis , 1 , Mansion House Berkeley -square, Middlesex, Bart. Feb . 20 ; Baker, spondent himself, the learned counsel for the
buildings, Queen Victoria -street, London , the liquidatorg Folder , and Upperton , solicitors, 52, Lincoln ' s Inn - fields , petitioners, at the close of his opening speech ,
of the said company. Feb . - , at the chambers of the Middlesex. admitted that there were no proper grounds forM . R . GARNETT ( Thos. ), Kendal, Westmoreland, chemist and

MILLS (GEORGE) AND Co. (LIMITED ) . - Creditors to send in , druggist . Feb . 25 ; Joseph Swainson , jun ., solicitor , making any personal imputation. On this head
hy Feb 28 , their names and addresses, and the particulars Kendal. I may at once say that nothing has transpired inof their claims, and the names and addresses of their HARMONY (Manuel X . ) , New York , U . S . A ., merchant.
solicitors ( if any) to J . Tasker and Newbould , Sheffield , March 31 ; Jas . B . Batten , solicitor, 32, Great George this inquiry to derogate in the slightest degree
the liquidators of the said company, to comeand provo street, Westminster , from the high character the respondent has
their said claimsat the chambers of the M . R . HODGKINSON (Chas . ), West Bromwich , pawnbroker . always borne, and which her Majesty 's Attorney :

QUEEN SILVER AND COPPER MIXING COMPANY (LIMITED ). March 10 ; W . John Burman, solicitor, 19, Cannon -street,
Creditors to send in , by Feb . 22, their names and addresses , Birmingham . General ought to bear. With regard to general
and the particulars of their claims, and the names and HOLL (Edwd. H .). Bushey -heath , Hertford , gentleman . bribery and treating, and corruption , so as to
addresses of their solicitors ( if any ), to Geo . Braginton , Feb . 19 ; Robinson and Co ., solicitors, 18 , Charter-house- taint the whole constituency , and thus render the
6 . Ford Park , Mutley , near Plymouth , the liquidator of square, London ,
the said company. Howes (Sarah ), Cookham Dean , Maidenhead, Berks, election void , the point was scarcely pressed inSANDHILL FIREBRICK , TILE, AND CLAY COMPANY (LIMITED ) . widow . March 1 ; Barker and Ellis, solicitors, '15, Bed the reply of the counsel for the petitioners, and I
Creditors to send in by Feb . 20, their names and ford -row , London .

addresses, and the particulars of their claims, and the INGLEBY (Rev. Charles ), Wcod-bank, Cheadle, Stafford am of opinion that no such general corruption
names and addresses of their solicitors if any) to Thos . clerk . March 31 ; G . P . Wragge, solicitor, 4 , Bennett' s . was proved in this case. Undoubtedly painful
W .Greenfield , Tavistock , Devon , the official liquidator of hill, Birmingham . disclosures were made, applying to a portion oftbe said company. March 6 , at the chambers ofthe M . R . . I JONES ( Edwd .) , 138, Leadenhall-street, and 1 , Canonbury : the constituency . small with reference to tho
is the timeappointed for hearing and adjudicating upon place South , London , merchant. March 10 ; W . Durrant
such claims, Cooper, solicitor, 81, Guilford -street, Middlesex , whole body, but not absolutely inconsiderable ,

such came appointed said chambers at the chamber ow : COEXAzreen, solicitor, 2.Aane,Horton . B;

ELECTION LAW .
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which showed by the mere exhibition of the wit . | the magistrate committed for trial or not , it is the General has argued that the decision would apply
nesses themselves, that there was a certain num : duty of the coroner to hold an inquest whenover a to every case throughout the country - I quite
ber of voters, who, for a small bribe or a small case of suspicious death occurs, and to inquire agree with him , and I am not afraid to take that

supply of drink , would promise their votes to whether any person or persons were chargeable view of it . I have not any doubt that, in every

either candidate - whether they would keep their with the death of the decased . If a crime is com - proper case in which the law officers of the Crown
promize is another question and some of whom mitted , and the party by whom it was alleged to should think it right to do so , they would , them .
had reached the lowest stage of degradation , that have been committed flies from justice , the police selves, take measures to have a prisoner brought

they gloried in their shame. I see no reason , are informed by theauthorities of the transaction , before the coroners' courts . I am quite sure that,
however for coming to the conclusion that exten a warrant is issued , the police are properly called in this particular case, if the Solicitor -General
sive bribery or corruption prevailed at the elec - into requisition , and the accused is intercepted considered it right, he would have advised that
tion . I come now to the point upon which the and made amenable to justice. The real question the present application should be made at the ex .
great contest in this case arose. Did the respon . is , whether a short, summary mode should not be pense of the Crown. In cases in which the Crown
dent not by himself or by any conscious autho. adopted , either with the consent of the Attorney would not make such an application , it would
rity , but by the hands of an agent or agents for General. or by & warrant issued by the magis . have to be made at the risk and expense of the

whom he is responsible , so bribe or treat that trates, or otherwise, by which an accused person , prisoner, and if I should order the writ in the
this election must be declared void ? The law of when it happens that he or she is in custody on a present case it would be issued at the expense of
Agency, as applied to election petitions, has been magistrate 's warrant, could be conveyed before the party accused . Generally speaking, the very
sufficiently expressed by different learned judges, the coroner's court, where such a course is proper last place in which persons desire to be is in a
someof whom have likened it to the relation of and desirable . One of the grounds on which the coroner's court - it is the place they moet wish to
master and servant, and another to the employer present application has been made is similar to l avoid , and if the police would allow them thev

of persons to run á race for him ; but no exact that which was relied on in Reardon 's case, would keep out of it altogether. So that I do not

definition , meeting all cases, has, as far as I am upon which I have explained my views. In think it likely to be a matter of frequent occur .

aware, been given . Two learned judges — the late dealing with this application , I must entirely rence that persons would incur the expense of an
Mr. Justice Willes and Mr. Justice Black | exclude from consideration what took place before application for & habeas corpus for the mere

burn - have pointed out the difficulties of ar . | the magistrate. If I were to determine that the pleasure of being present at a coronor's inquiry.
riving at one. All agree that the relation is jurisdiction of the coroner could , in the slightest In country cases the expense of transmission , also ,
not the common law one of principal and agent, | degree, be affected by the proceeding

but that the candidate may be responsible for the magistrate, it would have a tendency to raise an write Therefore, I do not think that there could
acts of one acting on his behalf, though the acts unseemly conflict, and to cause, as it were, a rush be any danger of abuse resulting from the decision
be beyond the scope of the authority given , or, between two jurisdictions to determine which of which I am about pronouncing. It appears to me,
indeed , in violation of express injunction . So far them should have the charge of a case . Besides, upon two grounds, that the present case comes
as regards the present case, I am of opinion that I cannot in this case hold that the inquiry of the within Reardon ' s case. First, it is a case where
to establish agency for which the candidate would magistrates has closed . The magistrate has re- the attorney swears in his affidavit that he is ad .

be responsible he must be proved by himself or manded the prisoner , but, though he might have vised to tender this woman as a witness

by his authorised agent, to have employed the been prepared to pronounce judgment on the last | The Solicitor-General.- - Hedoes not swear that,

persons whose conduct is impugned, to act on his day, it is still quite open to him , on the next day, or that he intends to examine her. He says, “ I
behalf, or to have to some extent put himself in to hear fresh evidence on the part either of the am advised , and myself verily believe, that the
their hands, or to have made common cause with prosecution or of the accused , and to alter the presence of the said Anne Wyndfor Marshall will
them for the purpose of promoting his election . opinion he had entertained . It is not for me to be necessary at the coroner's inquest."

To what extent such relation may be sufficient to say , should the prisoner be tendered as & witness Byrne. -- In order that the prisoner may be ten .

fix the candidate must, it seems to me, be a ques . before the coroner , whether he should or should dered as a witness.
tion of degree and of evidence to be judged of by not refuse to receive her evidence, nor is it for FITZGERALD , J . - Even upon the statement

the election petition tribunal. Mere non .inter. | me to inquire with what object she might be contained in the afhdavit, I would feel great diffi

ference with persons who, feeling interested in the tendered as a witness before the coroner . It cults in refusing the application ; and I have

success of the candidate, may act in support of is open to her advisers, should they think fit , already expressed the opinion, in this and other
his canvase , is not sufficient, in my judgment, toto tender her before the coroner as a witness, criminal cases, that it would be the proper course

saddle the candidate with any unlawful acts of and I cannot say , if her evidence is offered ,that it to enable a prisoner to have the option of tender .
theirs of which the tribunal is satisfied he or his will not be material. I , for one, have long entering herself or himself to be examined ; and I also

authorised agent is ignorant. It would be vaintained the opinion , and have repeatedly expressed think that the special circumstances of this case

to attempt an exhaustive definition , and possibly it from the bench , that, at the final trial before render it advisable that the prisoner should be

exception may be taken to the approximate limi. | the judge and petty jury , prisoners should be present. Her presence might aid in the adminis.
tation which I have endeavoured to express. It allowed to tender themselves and be received as tration of justice, in enabling the coroner's jury
must also be borne in mind in these cases that, witnesses, if they so desired it . I believe that to find not merely a verdict - for I do not narrow

although the object of the statute by which the there is a great defect in the law as it stands at the administration of justice in the coroner's

tribunal of election judgeswas created was to pre- present, and I think that an alteration in the law court to that- but a true verdict, whatever

vent corrupt practices , still the tribunal is a to that effect should be made, as it would bemost that verdict might be. It is not a case

judicialand not an inquisitorialone. It is a court conducive to the due administration of criminal resting upon direct evidence of the crime
to hear and determine according to law , and not justice. The adviser of the prisoner has sworn having been actually seen committed ; the evi.
a commission armed with powers to inquire into that it would be necessary for the prisoner to be dence is circumstantial, and it is one of those
and suppress corruption. Without expressing my- present at the inquest before the coroner, in order cases in which it is desirable that the party
self in terms with Baron Martin in that she might be tendered as a witness ; and I accused should be present at the inquest. I
the Wigan case, I am of opinion that the evidence must treat the application with that view as bona therefore feel bound to grant the writ ( to be of

of corrupt practice must establish affirmatively l fide. That course , if adopted , will be taken at the the same form and nature as in Reardon 's case ) ,

to the reasonable satisfaction of the judge that peril of the party ; and if I were sitting as a again expressing the opinion that somealteration

theacts complained of were done. I now proceed coroner, although I would not call upon her to be in the law is desirable, so as to render unneceg .
to consider the evidence in this case. And , having examined , I should be very slow to refuse to re - sary this very expensive kind of application .

do so , his Lordship held Sir Henry James duly ceive her evidence if it were offered . It might Some short and summary process might be de.

elected , and ordered the petitioners to pay the affect her prejudicially , or it might have a con- vised to meet such cases as the present, and in

costs. trary effect. I do not know anything of the order to aid in the administration of justice .
generalfacts of the case except what I have seen
in the newspapers, but I understand it to be a
case of what is called circumstantial evidence . MANCHESTER CITY POLICE COURT.
The charge is one of administering poison . The Wednesday, Jan . 21.

ACCUSED PERSONS IN CORONERS evidence went to to show that the accused pur .
(Before Mr. HEADLAM , the Stipendiary.)chased the poison - that the deceased met his death

COURTS. by poison of the same description as thatwhich had Bona fide travellers - Licensing Act.

The following is the judgment of Mr. Fitzgerald ,itzgerald , been purchased - that she had been in his com - S ., a licensed victualler,was summoned for having

in the Irish case of Re Marshall , which we re | pany shortly before the alleged murder, and that hishouse open for the sale of intoxicating liquors

ferred to in our leading columns last week : shemade somemisrepresentations when inquiries during prohibited hours, on Sunday. The only
FITZGERALD , J . - I quite concur in the state . were made to her. This is a strong circumstan. persons proved to have been served were omnibus

ment of the Solicitor-General that, if there is to tial case, but it is just of such a character that drivers and guards travelling from Manchester
be a change in the law , it should be made by the it might be desirable that the prisoner should be to considerable distances and back .
Legislature. I confess, I think that the present | present at the investigation before the coroner, Held,that they were bona fide travellers.
mode of proceeding presents to the public rather though it might be considered by her legal Jordan , barrister, appeared for the defence.
an unseemly aspect,and is liable to be misrepre adviser inexpedient to tender her for examina . This was a case involving the question as to who
sented ; and therefore I have not any hesitation tion . Therefore, if the application rested alone is a bona fide traveller under the Licensing Act.

in saying that, in my judgment, some alteration on the ground of the prisoner' s desire or that of The defendant was Mr. Walter Stopford , of the
of the law is required , in order to render unneces. her advisers that she should be tendered as a Old Boar's Head Hotel, Withy-grove, and he was

sary such applications as the present. If the witness, I should feel very great difficulty in summoned for having his house open for the sale
coroner 's court is to exist as it stood originally, refusing a writ of habeas corpus ad testificandum . of liquors during prohibited hours on a Sunday,
we are all bound to give it every assistance. It is But the application here is made, also , on other Police-constable Enoch Wilkinson stated that
not for me to say whether it should be abolished grounds. In Reardon 's case I expressed an opi. last Sunday but one he entered the defendant's

or amended , or subjected to any or what regula nion, to which I still adhere, that it was desirable house by the back door, and found five men
tions . Up to a very recent period , a course had on all grounds that the prisoner should be brought inside, one of whom was drinking a glass of rum .
been adopted which , no doubt, was unlawful. before the coroner's court, and that I was bound | Under cross-examination the witness said theman

The magistrates made an order to take an ao. to assist an application for that purpose , if, in who had the rum was the guard of the Bury omni

cused person before the coroner. The law officers point of law , it was competent for me to do so. bus.
of the Crown expressed the opinion that the pro In the course of the argument in that case, it There wasno other evidence for the prosecution ,
ceeding was contrary to law , and no doubt it was was admitted by Mr. Johnson , as counsel for the Jordan said that the question involved in this

80 ; and , in consequence, the case of Ex parte Crown, that the court could , under special cir . case was a very important one, viz., whether his

Reardon (7 Ir . L . T . Rep . 193) came before me. cumstances , issue the writ in aid of the defective clientwas or was not bound to treat as travellers

The coroner' s is a very ancient court. I believe powers ofan inferior court. This I regard as a case omnibus drivers and guards, who were constantly
I may say that it existed before such officers asan coming within the principle there admitted . I am on a Sunday travelling to and from places & con

Attorney -Generalor Solicitor-Generalwere known . of opinion that, in a case where the party accused siderable distance from Manchester. The defen .

So long as this ancient court exists, it must hold claims the right to be present at the coroner ' s dant was extremely desirous that by the magis

its inquiries. Its sitting is not merely optional inquiry in order to hear the evidence received trate 's decision so important a question might be
with the coroner ; and the proceedings before po . against himself or herself, and to assist his or her settled , and he was very willing to conform to the
lice magistrates do not interfere with nor suspend counsel and attorney , I am bound to grant the law . Jordan said he would prove that the men

the inquiry of the coroner . No matter whether application for that purpose. The Solicitor. Í seen in the house by the policeman were all known

MAGISTRATES ' LAW .
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to t manager & noon, in the year of our Lord one thousand petty session to be holden on this day for this division
he had mentioned . He argued that such men eight hundred and to show cause why an order ( a ) to show cause why such order should not be made

should not be made upon you to contribute towards the upon him :
were bona fide travellers within the meaning of relief of the said bastard child . *And whereas the said having been duly servedthe law , and entitled as such to demand refresh Herein fail you not. with the said summons and appearing in pur .
ment from a publican , the refusal of the publican Given under our hands and seals this day olda suance thereof ( c ) , and the said guardians having now
rendering him liable to an indictment. This view in the year of our Lord one thousand eight applied to us, the justices in petty sessions assembled ,
of the matter was supported by the decision of hundred and at in the county (a ) aforesaid . for an order upon the said , under The Bastardy

Laws Amendment Act 1873, and it being now proved( L . S . )Erle , C . J ., in the case of Taylor, app., v. Hum ( L . S .) to us, in the presence and hoaring of the said (d )
phreys, resp . The learned counsel submitted that (a ) or city , borough, or other place. that the said child was, on the day of in the
omnibus guards, drivers, and the like, were tra . year of our Lord one thousand eighthundred and

lers by profession, and if they were to be refused No. 3 . born a bastard of the body of the said , and that

necessary refreshment while pursuing what was the said child did on or about the day of in
Recognisance on Adjournment of Hearing. the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred andin some respects a difficult and dangerous business Recognisance in the common form with the following becomeand is now chargeable to the said union ( a ) .

a great injustice would be done . condition : and we having, in the presence and hearing ofthe said ( d )
Witnesses were then called who proved that of Condition . heard the evidence of such woman and such other

the men seen by the policeman when he visited The condition of the within written recognisance is evidence as hath been produced , in support of the appli.
the defendant's house two were drivers of omni- such , that if the said shall personally appear on cation, and having also heard all the ovidence tendered by

tbe day of at of the clock in the
buses which had , shortly before, come into Man . the said and the evidence of the said

noon , at before such justices of the peace for the , the mother of the said child , having been corro

chester from Bury and Pendleton ; one was a county ( a ) of as may then be there , to show cause | borated in somematerialparticular by other evidence to

guard, and the other two were drivers who had wby an order should not be made upon him to con our satisfaction , do hereby adjudge the said to be

travelled from Swinton . tribute towards the relief of a certain bastard child of the putative father of the said bastard child ; and do

On the conclusion of the evidence, Mr.HEAD , single woman , which child has become charge . also hereby order that the said do pay to the said

LAM said there was no doubt that men of the able to the union (b ) , and of which child it is guardians, or to one of their officers, the sum of
alleged that the said is the father, then the said

class referred to by Mr. Jordan were bona fide
i ) towards the relief of the said child during such

recognisance to be void , or else to stand in fall force and timeas the said child shall continue or hereafter become
travellers, and entitled to refreshments at any virtue. chargeable to the said union , (b ) until the mother shall
time during Sunday : but it was necessary for ( a ) or city , borough , or other place. . obtain an order or until such child shall attain the age
public-house keepers to look very carefully after (6 ) or the parish of years ( 9 ) , together with the sum of for the

the men who accompanied the guards and drivers, costs incurred in obtaining this order .

for it might happen that they would bring in No. 4 . Given under our hands and seals , at the session afore

their friends who were not travellers at all.
( L . S . )

Notice of such Recognisance to be given to the Defendant (and said .
(L .S .)

Jordan said that it was the custom at his client' s luis Surety or Suretics).

Take notice , that you ,house to be very careful in that respect.
(a ) or city, borough , or other place., are bound in the sum ( 1 ) or the parish of

Land you , in the sum of. and
Mr. HEADLAM went on to say Ēhat there had of ( c ) Insert here, if the defendant do not appear, " six days

in the sum of , that( c ) appear per - at least before this day , as is now proved before us," or " the

been considerable difficulty about this question , sonally on the day of at of the clock in same having been lett at his last place ofabode six days at
because men often obtained drink by falsely repre- the noon at before such justices of the peace least before this day, as is now proved before us," and erase
senting that they were travellers, and a publican for the county ( a ) of the words in italics.as shall then be there, to

( d ) Should the defendant not appear, erase the words inwas liable to a penalty for refusing refreshment show cause why an order should not be made upon (c )

to a bona fide traveller. In this case the summons
onuribute towards the rener OL & certain bas . ( e ) Shonld tne defendant appear by attorney or counsel

tard child of single woman , which child has be- lit will then then be only necessary to erase the word " by."

would be dismissed . come chargeable to the union (b ) , and of which and add on behalf of ;" but should he not appear himself,
child it is alleged that ( c ) are the father , as to or by attorney or counsel, then erase the words in italics .

Insert " weekly " or otherwise as the justice may deterwbich matter the hearing of the application of theTHE BASTARDY LAWS AMENDMENT ACT guardians of the said union (b ) was adjourned to the mine.
1873 . ( 0 ) Insert “ thirteen " or " sixteen ” according as the

said time and place , and unless ( d ) appear accord justicesmay order .
We have received from the office of the Local ingly, the recognisance entered into by you, . , [and
Government Board the following general order by , and , as your surot will forth .

No. 7 .
which has been issued by the board, in pursuance | with be levied on you (and him ].

Dated this ay of 18 Information of an Officer of a Union or Parish on Dis.
of the authority conferred upon them by sect. 6

(al or city , borough , or other place . obedience to the Order made upon the putative Father.
of the Bastardy LawsAmendment Act 1873 : ( 6 ) or the parish of The ipformation and complaint of of
Whereas it is enacted by the Bastardy Laws (ci Insert you or the name of the alleged father , as the 5 in the county ( a ) of being an officer of

Amendment Act 1873 that the Local Government casemay require. ( d ) Insert you or he. the Union (b ) , taken upon oath ( c ) beforeme, one of

Board may issue such new or altered forms of Her Majesty 's justices of the peace in and for the
proceedings in matters of bastardy as they shall No. 5 . county (a ) of the (d ) day of in the year of

our Lord one thousand eight hundred andRecognisance on Notice of Appeal.deem necessary or expedient for giving effect to
who

saith , that by an order made under the authority of The
Recognisance in the common form , with the followingthe provisions of that Act and of the Bastardy Bastardy Laws Amendment Act 1873, at a petty session

Laws AmendmentAct 1872 ; oondition :
Whereas by an order under the hands and holden in and for the division ( a ) of

And whereas the Local Government Board , in
in the county (a )

to wit. } seals of two of Her Majesty's justices of on the day of in the year of our Lord one
pursuance of the authority so conferred upon of the peace in and for the county (a ) of thousand eight hundred and

having by two of Her

them , did , on the 4th Aug. last, issue certain jurisdiction in the nion (b ), assembled at a petty Majesty ' s justices of the peace acting for the said
division ( a ) and having jurisdiction in the said union (b ),forms set forth in the schedules thereto annexed ; session holden in and for the division (a ) of

on the then and there assembled , one
And whereas it is expedient that additional in the said county ( a ), at day of of in the

in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hun parish of in the county ( a ) of was adjudged

forms should be issued by the said Local Govern . dred and the said was adjudged to be the I to be the putative father of a bastard child , born of the

ment Board , as hereinafter mentioned : putative father of a certain bastard child , of which one body of single woman , which child has become

Now therefore, we, the Local Government single woman , had been delivered , and which had chargeable to the said union (b ) , and that in and by the

Board , in pursuance of the authority aforesaid , become chargeable to the said union (b ), and was ordered said order it was ordered that the said should pay

to pay to the guardians of the said union (b ) or to one of to the guardians of the said union (b ) , or to one of their
do hereby issue the additional forms set forth in

their officers, certain suins of money therein set forth officers, the sum of ( e ) towards the relief of the
the schedule hereto annexed . as contributions towards the relief of the said child : said child during such time as the said child should

SCHEDULES. And whereas the said hath given to the said guar continue or thereafter become chargeable to the said
No. 1. dians potice of his intention to appealagainst the said union (b ) , until such child should attain the age of ( 1 )

Application by the Guardians of a Union or Parish to which | order to the general quarter sessions of the peace to be years, together with the sum of for the costs
a Bastard Child has become chargeable . holden on the day of next, for the incurred in obtaining the said order :

Application of the guardians of the poor county ( a ) of And this deponent further saith , that the said
to wit. 5 of the union (a ) in the county (b ) of Now the condition of this recognisance is such , that hath had due notice of the said order, and that the

made before us, the undersigned two of Her if the above-named d o appear at the general payments directed to be made by the said order have
Majesty ' s justices of the peace acting for the petty quarter sessions of the peace to be holden at in not been made according thereto by the said , and
sessional division (b ) of in the county ( b ) of and for the county (a ) of on the day of that there is now in arrear for the same the sum of
and baving jurisdiction in the said union ( a ), in petty in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred , being the amount of arrears of payments for
sessions assembled , this day of in the year and and then and there try such appeal, and pay weeks :

of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ; such costs as shall be by the said court awarded , then And this informant therefore prays justice in the
Who say that, on the day of in the year of this recognisance to be void .

our Lord one thousand eight hundred and a cer . Taken and acknowledged , this day of in the Exhibited and sworn before me, the dayand year first
tain bastard child of single woman , becamecharge year of our Lord one thongand eight hundred and above written , at in the county ( a ) of
able to the said union ( a ), and allege that one of at in the county( a ) of before me the ( a ) or city , borough, or other place.

in the county (b ) of is the father of such undersigned , one of Her Majesty' s justices of the (b ) or the parish of

child , and make application to us for a summons to be c ) or affirmation .
peace in and for the said county ( a ) .

served upon the said to appear before two justices ( d ) This mustnot be before the expiration of one calendar
of the peace having jurisdiction in the said union ( a ) , ( a ) or city,borough , or other place . month from the order .

(6 ) or the parish of (e ) Insert " weekly," or otherwise , according to the terms
to show cause why an order should not be made upon of the order .
him to contribute towards the relief of such bastard InsertNo. 6 .child .

thirteen " or " sixteen ,” according as the
justices may have ordered .

Exhibited before us the day and year first above Order for Contribution torcards the Relief of a Bastard
written . Chud which hasbecome chargcable to a Union or Parish .

( a ) or of the parish of At a petty session of Her Majesty' s jus No. 8.

1o ) or city, borough, or other place. to wit. tices of the peace for the county ( a ) of Warrant of Apprehension for Disobedience to Order for Con

holden in and for the division ( a ) of tributions by the putative Father towards the Relief of a

No. 2 . in the said county (a ), at on the day of Bastard Child chargeable to a Union or Parish .

Summons on Application by the Guardians of a Union or in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and To ( a )
Parish to which a Bastard Child has become chargeable. before us Her Majesty ' s justices of the to wit. š

To of in the parish of in peace for the said county (a ), having jurisdiction in the WHEREAS information and complainthave been made
to wit. the county (a ) of union ( b ) , in the county ( a ) of upon oath (6 ) beforeme, one of Her Majesty 's Justices
Whereas application hath been made to us, the Whereas the guardians of the said union (b ), did on of the Peace in and for the county ( c ) of the

undersigned two of Her Majesty ' s justices of the day of in the year of our Lord one thou day of in the year of our Lord one thousand
the peace acting for the petty sessional division ( a ) of sand eight hundred and makeapplication to eight hundred and by of in the

in the county ( a ) of and having jurisdiction two of Her Majesty 's justices of the peace acting for county (c ) of an officer of the union ( d ) that
in the union (b ) , in petty sessions assembled , by the petty sessional division ( a ) of in the county , by an order made under the authority of the statute in
the guardians of the said union (b ) for a summons to be ( a ) of and having jurisdiction in the said union (b ), thatbehalf at the petty session holden in and for the
served on you to appear before two justice of the peace for a summons to be served upon one of the parish division (c ) of in the county (c ) of on the

ing jurisdiction in the said union (b ), to show cause of in the county (a ) of to appear before two day of in the year of our Lord one thousand
why an order should not be made upon you to contri- justices of the peace having jurisdiction in the said eight hundred and by Her Majesty ' s Justices of
bute towards the relief of a certain bastard child of union (b ) , to show cause why an order should not be the Peace in and for the said county ( c ) acting in and

single woman , which child has become chargeable made upon the said to contribute towards the re for the said division ( c ), and having jurisdiction in the
to the said union (b ), and of which child it is alleged lief of a certain bastard child of single woman , said union ( d ) , then and there assembled , one of
that you are the father : which child did on or about the day of in the in the parish of in the county (c ) of

was adjudged to be the putative father of a certain
petty session of Her Majesty's justices of the peace for become chargeable to the said union (b ), and of which bastard child , born of the body of single woman,
the county ( a ) of to be bolden in and for the child it is alleged that the said is the father , and which child had becomechargeable to thesaid union ( d ) ,

division (a ) of in the said county (a ) at | whereas the said last-mentioned justices thereupon and that in and by the said order it was ordered that the
on the đay oz at of the clock in l issued their summons to the said to appear at a I said should pay to theguardians ofthe said union (a )

in the Premises.

conet
:
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or to one of their officers, the sum of (e) towards the names of the justices before whom he is to appear ; but Metropolitan Police Force, or of the county, borough , or
the relief of the said child during such time as the said should ho not find such security, insert the word " any." parish , according to circumstances .

child should continue or thereafter become chargeable ( 6) Should the party find security for his appearance on (6 ) or House of Correction .

to che said union ( d ) , until such child should attain the the reture of thewarrant erase this paragraph. c ) or city, borough , or other place.
( d ) or affirmation . ( e ) or the parish of.

age of years ( f ) , together with the sum of
for the costs incurred in obtaining the said order :

( 5 ) Inrert " weekly " or otherwise according to the termsNo. 10 .

And that the said
of the order.

had had due notice of the said Recognisanca for Appearance at the Return of the Distress
(0 ) Insert " thirteen ” or “ sixteen ,” according as the

order, and that the payments direeted to be made by the Warrant.
justices may have ordered . (n ) or refuses .

said order have not been made according thereto by the RECOGNISANCE in the common form , subject to the ( i) Not to exceed three calendarmonths.
said and that there is now in arrear for the same following condition .
the sum of being the amount of arrears of pay Whereas the above -bounden having Given under our seal of office, this eighth day
ments for weeks : to wit. } been apprehended upon a warrant issued

of January, in the year one thousand eight
These are, therefore, in Her Majesty's name, to com under the hand and geal of one of her Majesty ' s

justices of the peace in and for the county (a ) ofmand you , or some or one of you , forthwith to appre
hundred and seventy-four.

hend the said and convey him before two of Her upon the information and complaint of an officer JAMES STANSFELD , President.
Majesty ' s Justices of the Peace in and for the said of the union (b ) , for disobedience to an order (SEAL .)

made in the petty session holden in and for the divi.
county ( c ) to answer the premises , and be dealt with
according to law .

H . FLEMING , Secretary.
sion ( a ) of ' , in the county (a ) of , on the

Given under my hand and seal, at in the day of ' , in the year of our Lord one
county (c ) of this day of in the thousand eight hundred and by two of her

year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and Majesty' s justices of the peace having jurisdiction in REAL PROPERTY AND
the said union , then and there assembled , whereby he

L . S .
( c ) This should be addressed to the constables of t was adjudged to be the putative father of a bastard CONVEYANCING .

metropolitan pohce force, or of the county, borough , or child , born of the body of single woman, which

parish , according to circumstances . child had become chargeable to the said union (6 ) , and NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
(b ) or affirmation , whereby he was ordered to pay certain sums of money
(c ) or city, borough, or other place. WILL - CHILD EN VENTRE.-- A testator by hisas therein set forth ; and having been brought before
( 2 ) or the parish of
@ Insert weekly," or otherwise according to the terms

, two of her Majesty's justices of the peace for will directed a fund to be set apart to answer an

of the order. the county (a ) of , by virtue of the said warrant, annuity for his wife, and after her death he
( f ) Insert " thirteen ” or “ sixteen ,” according as the and having neglected (c ) to make payment of the sums directed his trustees to hold the fund upon trust

Justicesmay have ordered . due from him under such order , together with the costs | for the child or children of his married daughter,
attending such warrant, apprehension , and bringing up

with a gift over in case there should be no suchNo. 9 . of him before such justices, they have by warrant under
Warrant of Distress against the putative Father of a their hands and seals , addressed to , directed the child or children . By a codicil, the testator

Bastard Child chargeable to a Union or Parish, sum so due, together with such costs, to be recovered directed that in case his daughter should be
To (a ) by distress and sale of the goods and chattels of the living at the expiration of five years from the

to wit. } said and have made the said warrant returnable death of his wife, and should not then kave had
WHEREAS information and complaint were, on the on the day of , to them , or unto , two any child or children , the gift over should then

day of in the year of our Lord one thousand justices of the peace acting for the county ( a )
eight hundred and made upon oath (6 ) before of at once take effect, as if his daughter were dead

one of Her Majesty's justices of the peace in and ! Now the condition of this recognisance is such , that without children . The daughter was enceinte of

for the county (C ) of by of in the if theabove-bounden do appear before the justices her first child at the expiration of five years after
county (c ) of , an officer of the union (d ), unto whom the said warrant is made returnable on the the death of the testator' s wife, and the child was
that by an order made at the petty session holden in day so appointed for the return thereof, to abide the born within six months after the expiration of
and for the division (c ) of in the county (c ) further proceedings thereon , then the same shall have that period . Held (affirming the decision ofof on the day of in the year of our lord no effect , otherwise to remain in full force .
one thousand eight hundred and by two of Her Taken and acknowledged the day of in Wickens, V .C .), that the gift over did not take
Majesty' s justices of the peace in and for the said the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and effect : (Pearce v . Carrington , 29 L . T . Rep. N . S .
county ( c ) , acting in and for the said division ( c ) , and , at in the county (a ) of beforeme | 706 . L .JJ.).
having jurisdiction in the said union ( d ), then and there the undersigned , one of her Majesty' s justices of the

MORTGAGE BY ONE OF TWO TENANTS IN
assembled , one of in the parish of in the peace in and for the said cowaty (a ) of

COMMON OF PROPERTY IN JOINT OCCUPATIONcounty ( c ) of was adjudged to be the putative ( a ) or city , borough, or other place.
father of 2 certain bastard child born of the body of 10 ) or the parish or . (c ) or refused , CONSTRUCTIVE NOTICE . - Two persons purchased

single woman , which child had become charge a piece of land which was conveyed to them as
able to the said union ( d ) , and that in and by the said No. 11. tenants in common, subject to a joint power of
order it was ordered that the said should pay to Warrant of Commitment. appointment in the two purchasers. They erected
the guardirns of the said union (d ) , or to one of their To (a ) and to the keeper of the common
officers , the sum of to wit. )(a ) towards the relief of the gaol (6 ) at thereon premises for the purpose of a businessin the county (c ) of
said child during such time as the said child should WHEREAS information and complaint were , on the which they carried on in partnership , and the
continue or thereafter become chargeable to the said day of in the year of our Lord one thousand eight articles of partnership made the premises part
union ( d ) , until such child should attain the age of hundred and made upon oath (a ) before one Dership property. In 1866 one of the partners

( 5 ) years , together with the sum of of Her Majesty 's justices of thepeace for the county (c ) mortgaged one undivided moiety of the premises
costs incurred in obtaining the said order : of by ot in the county ( c ) of , an officer

to the bankers of the firm to secure repayment of
And that the said had had due notice of the said of the union (e ), that by an order made under the

order , and that the payments directed to be made by Bastardy Laws Amendment Act 1873, at the petty an advance made to him . In 1870 the partner
the said order had not been made according thereto by session bolden in and for the division (c ) of in the ship was dissolved. The other partner filed a bill
the said , and that there was then in arrear for the county (c ) of on the day of in the year of against the bankers claiming priority over their
same the sum of being the amount of arrears for our Lord one thousand eight hundred and by two of mortgage in respect of sums advanced by him to

weeks' payments : of Her Majesty 's justices of the peace for the said
his firm . The Vice-Chancellor being of opinion

And whereas the said justice, by warrant under his county (c ) acting in and for the said division ( c ) and that it was not proved that the bankers knewhand and seal directed to commanded them , or having jurisdiction in the said union ( e ) then and there

some or one of them , forthwith to apprehend the said assembled , one of in the parish of in the that the premises were in the jointoccupation of
and to convey him before two of Her Majesty ' s county (c ) of was adjudged to be the putative the two partners, decided against the plaintiff .

justices of the peace for the said county (c ) , to answer father of a bastard child bort of the body of , On the hearing of an appeal from that decision ,
the premises, and be dealt with according to law : single woman, which child had become chargeable to one of the bankers was examined in court, and
Whereupon the said being now brought before the said union ( e ) ; and that in and by the said order it

admitted that they knew that the premises were
as, two of Her Majesty ' s justices of the peace for the was ordered that the said should pay to the guar.

said county (c ) , to show cause why the same should dians of the said union ( e ) or to one of their officers, in the joint occupation of the plaintiff and his
not be paid , hath not shown any cause why the same the sum of ( j ) towards the relief of the said child partner for the purposes of their business. Held ,
should not be paid ; and the same duly appearing to us during such time as the said child should continue or that this knowledge brought the case within the
upon oath to be due from the said under the said afterwards be chargeable to the said union (c ), until doctrine of Daniels v. Davidson (16 Ves. 2 19) ,
order , together with the further sum of for the such child should attain the age of years ( 9 ) togelthat the bankers must be taken to have had
costs attending such warrant, apprehension , and bring ther with the sum of for the costs incurred in ob notice of the plaintiff 's interest, and that theingupofhim , the said nevertheless neglects ( g ) to taining the said order :
make payment of the said sums due under the said And that the said had had due notice of the said

order,and the said sums so due for such costs . order, and that the payments directed to be made by

These are therefore to require you forth with to make the said order had not been made according thereto by C . ac rsed : (Ca ander

distress of the goods and chattels of the said the said and that there was then in arrear for the
, and v . Bulteei, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 710. L .JJ .)it within the space of days next after such dis same thesum of being the amount of arrears of

tress , by
SETTLEMENT - COVENANT TO SETTLE WIFE 'S

you taken the said weeks.payments forsums, together
with the reasonable charges of taking and keep . And whereas the said justice, by warrant under his AFTER -ACQUIRED PROPERTY. - In a marriage
ing the said distress shall not be paid , that hand and seal, directed to commanded them , or settlement, a covenant by husband and wife to
then you do sell the said goods and chattels so some or one of them , forthwith to apprehend the said settle after-acquired property of the wife does not
by you distrained , and out of the money arising by and to convey him before two of Her Majesty ' s extend to property to which the wife becomes
such sale thereof that you detain the said sums, and justices of the peace in and for the said county (c ) to
also the reasonable charges of taking , keeping , and entitled after the death of her husband, but onlyanswer the premises, and be dealt with according to

law . to property acquired duringselling the said distress , rendering the overplus (if any ) , the coverture,
on demand , unto the said being now brought before I although there be no words in the covenantWhereupon the saidand if no sufficient dis .
tress can be found , that then you certify the same unto us, two of her Majesty ' s justices of the peace for the restricting it to property acquired during the
ns or unto (h ) two of Her Majesty' s justices of said county ( c ) to show cause why the same should coverture . Dickinson v . Dillwyn (L . Rep. 8 Eq .
the peace acting for the county ( c ) of not be paid , hath not shown any cause why the same

to the end 546), and Carter v . Carter (21 L . T . Rep. N . S . 194 ;
that such further proceedings may be had therein as to should not be paid ; and the same duly appearing

upon oath (a ) to be due from the said " * * under L . Rep . 8 Eq. 551) , followed .
law doth appertain ; and we further order you to make Stevens V . Van

return to this warrant, on the Voorst (17 Beav. 305), overruled : ' (Re Edwards,
day of

the said order, together with the further sum of
next,

unto us or such justicesas aforesaid . for the costs attending such warrant, apprehension , and

bringing up of him , the said nevertheless neglects ( h )
And whereas ( i) the said hath not given sufficient I TRUST FUNDS — INVESTMENT - DISCRETION

to make payment of the said sumsdue under the said
security, by way of recognisanco or otherwise, to our order, and the said gumsso due for such costs : OF TRUSTEES. - After an administration suit has
satisfaction , for his appearance on the return of this war been instituted the discretion given to the trustees
rant, we do hereby further order you to detain the said And whereas it appears to us, upon the admission of

and keep him in safe custody until the said return can
the said that no sufficient distress can be had upon of the will as to the investment of the trust funds

le conveniently mado, and then bring him before us or such his goods and chattels for the recovery of the said | is subject to the control of the court ; and the
several sums:justices as aforesaid . court will not allow any investment to be made

These are therefore to command you the said
Given under our hands and seals, at in the unless it is satisfied of the propriety of it : ( Bethell

to convey the said to the said common gaol (6 ) at
county ( C ) of this day of in v . Abraham , 29 L . T. Rep. N . S . 715. M .R .).and these are also to command you , the said keeper
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred of the said common gaol, (b ) to receive the said WILL - LEGAL PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE
and into the said common gaol (b ) , there to remain without l NexT OF KIN - A fnnd was settled upon a mar .

( L . s . ) bail or mainprise for the term of (i ) unless such ried woman for life, with remainder to her husband( L , . )
sum and costs , together with the costs and charges

la This should be addressed to the constables of the attending the commitment and conveying of the saida for life , with remainder to her children , with

metropolitan police force , or of the county, borough, or to the said common gaol (b ), and of the person remainder, in default of children , to the per
parish , according to circumstances.

b ) or affirmation . employed to convey him thither, amounting to the son or persons who should happen to be her
(c) or city , borough, or other place. further sum of be sooner paid and satisfied . legal personal representative or representativesat
( d or the parish of Given under our hands and seals , at in the the time of her death . Held , that " legal per .
le Insert * weekiy," or otherwise according to the terms county (c ) of thisof the order . day of in the sonal representative or representatives " meant

( S ) Insert " thirteen ” or “ sixteen ,” according as the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and next of kin according to the Statute of Distribujastiees may have ordered .
1:8: tions : (Robinson y . Evans, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 715.

( o ) or refuses .

, II the party give security for his appearance, insert ' (a ) This should be a ldressed to the constablos of the ' M . R .)

b
a

OV

VA 1
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ANNUITY GRANTED AND TENANT FOR LIFE - credited as paid up, should be issued in lieu of David Henry Wilson , Esq., M . A . LL .M ., Cam .
APPORTIONMENT - ARREARS - ENTRY. - In order every two of the B . shares. And these resolu . bridge ; Tonman Mosley, Esq., B .A ., Oxford :
to obtain a right to recover thearrears of an annuity, / tions, the result of which was on the whole to James Bucknell Broadmead, Esq., B .A ., Cam
or of an apportioned part of it, upon the death of a increase the uncalled capital of the company, were bridge ; Thomas Parkin , Esq., M . A ., Cambridge :
tenant for life who has granted it during his life , duly registered with the registrar of joint-stock William Sheepshanks, Esq., B . A ., Cambridge
with a power of entry,the rightof entry musthave compaies. T .,who at that time was the holder Harmer Steele, Esq., B . A ., Cambridge ; William
been actually exercised ; and a petition claiming of ten B shares, exchanged them for five new Hurle Harrison , Esq., M . A ., Oxford ; Henry
against the estate of the tenant for life, payment shares of £10 each, with 85 per share credited as Brockholes Thomas, Esq., M . A ., Cambridge ;
of the arrears , and an apportioned part from the paid up , and in the following August he sold Henry Pearson Banks, Esq., B . A ., Cambridge
date of the death , was, in the absence of such these shares, but his name was by neglect still Charles John Darling , Esq . ; Thomas Colpitts
entry, dismissed : (Ex parte Watkins, 29 L . T . Rep . left in one of the books of the company as the Granger, Esq. ; Walter Henry Macnamara , Esq. ;
N . S . 721. M . R .) holder of the ten B shares. In 1873, the com . Thomas Arthur Nash , Esq. ; Arthur A . Stewart
WILL - LEASEHOLDS — CONTRARY INTENTION . I pany having been ordered to be wound-uy, the Reid, Esq., B . A ., Cambridge ; Henry Denman

- A testator, by will made in 1861, devised all his liquidator sought to place T . on the list of con . Macaulay, Esq., Lieut. R . N . ; and Raj Kissen
“ messuages, lands, and hereditaments in the tributories in respect of the ton shares : Held , Sen, Esq., B . A ., Calcutia .
county ofMiddlesex,and all other lands and here that the cancellation of the B shares, and the GRAYS-INN . - James Mulligan , M .A ., Queen 's
ditaments in England belonging to him ," to the issue of new shares with diminished liability in University , Ireland, certificate of honour Michael.
use of his eldest son G . for life , with remainder to lieu thereof,was valid , there having been no mala mas Term , 1872 ; exhibitioner Trinity Term , 1873 ;
his issue in tail malo . . . with an ultimate ro fides in the transaction, and that the fact of Ti' s Lee prizeman 1873, of Annaclone, county Down,
mainder to his own right heirs. He also be namehaving been left on the books by mistake or Ireland, Esq., Thomas Joseph Greenfield , of Bath
queathed “ all his money , securitios for money , neglect, would not render him liable as a contri- | House, Lowisham , Kent, Esq., Benjamin Lewis
goods, chattels , and personal estate,” to trustees tory. Decision of the Vice-Chancellor of the Mosely, LL. B ., of the London University . The
upon trusts corresponding with the trusts of " the Palatine Court of the Duchy of Lancaster Hon . Arthur Romilly , B . A ., Trinity College, Cam

hereditaments thereinbefore devised in strict set. affirmed : ( Teasdale's case, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 707. bridge, fourth son of the RightHon . Lord Romilly ,
tlement,” but so that the same “ should not vest L . JJ.) lately the Master of the Rolls , and one of the

absolutely in any person thereby made tenant in WINDING -UP - PRACTICE . — There is no juris . masters of the bench of this society . .
tail by purchase , unless such person should attain diction to depart from the terms of the General

twenty -one. As to the devised realty, the will Orders, and therefore where a winding-up peti.
contained a power of sale, empowering the trustees tion had been advertised in the matter of the

to invest the sale moneys in the purchase of free . Companies Act 1862, and not also of that of 1867 , COUNTY COURTS.
holds or leaseholds " convenient to be held there. as directed by the 1st rule of the Gen . Order,
with .” The will also contained a bequest of March 1868, it was ordered to be re-advertised : BIRMINGHAM COUNTY COURT.
chattels and heirlooms in strict settlement. The (Re Marezzo Marble Company, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . Thursday , Jan . 22.
testator, both as to any leaseholds to be purchased 20 . M . R . )

under the power, and as to the chattels, repeated RAILWAY - PETITION - TRANSFER TO CREDIT
(Before H . W . COLE , Q .C . Judge.)

the above provisions as to their not vesting in any OF CAUSE . - When money hasbeen paid into court LOVERIDGE V. MAGLEY.

infant tenant in tail. The testator, at the time of by a railway company, and invested in stock Liability of a minor.
his death , was possessed of both freehold and standing to the proper account ex parte the THIS was an action brought by Mr. George
leasehold estates in the county of Middlesex . company, but the stock has been subsequently Loveridge, silversmith and jeweller, Birmingham ,
Held , that the leaseholds did not pass under the transferred to the credit of & oause to a separate against a workman named Hagley , to recover

devise of real estate, by virtue of the 26th section account of a person interested for life, the com . the son of £19 18. 3d ., money overdrawn on
of 1 Vict. c . 26 , as there was sufficient indication pany will nothave to pay any costs subsequent to | account of work unfinished .
of a contrary intention appearing on the face of such transfer, as, for instance, the costs of a Piercy Wilkinson appeared for the plaintiff.
the will ; but passed under the residuary bequest : petition for payment out to parties absolutely Burton for the defendant. - The defendant had
(Prescott v . Barker,29 L . T . Rep . N . S .727. V .C .M .) entitled : (Fisher v . Fisher, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . pleaded infancy.
WILL - GIFT TO ILLEGITIMATE CHILD. -- Tes. 720 . M . R .) Wilkinson said that was a plea which covered a

tator married, in 1864, his second wife, by whom great quantity of charges, but there were certain

he had already two illegitimate children , but exceptions, and he thought his Honour would be

having no children surviving of his former mar. THE BENCH AND THE BAR . of opinion that this was one in which the defen

riage. By his will, executed shortly after his dant had rendered himself personally liable. In
second marriage, he gave all his property to his
wife for life , with liberty to " direct the disposal

March 1872 the defendant went to Mr. Loveridge
CALLS TO THE BAR.

and offered himself to do certain work in the trade
of the property amongst our children by will,” The undermentioned gentlemen were called to of jeweller. Mr. Loveridge accepted himn under

and should she make no will the property to be to the degree of barrister-at-law on Monday certain conditions. In answer to questions put to

divided " equally between my children by her.” |
ho herri last : him by Mr. Loveridge, he stated that he was

Testator died in 1872, leaving his widow and the
LINCOLN ' S -INN . - William HenryGurney Salter , twenty -two years of age, and had been in the

two children surviving him , but having had no Esq., University of London ; James Sutherland employment of other persons, mentioning their
Cotton , Esq., B .A ., Oxford, Fellow of Queen 's

other children by her. The testator had treated names and the length of time he had been em .

the children as his own. Held , that the illegiti.
College ; Francis William Buxton , Esq., M .A .,

mate children were the objects of the power : Cambridge ; Stephen Ashlock Bennett, Esq.,
ployed. It was agreed that Hagley should serve

| as a journeyman for Mr. Loveridge for a weekly

( Dorin v . Dorin , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 731. V . C . M .) B . A ., Oxford ; Charles Carteret Edwards, Esq. ;
Charles Frederick Lumb, Esq,, B . A . and LL.M .,

sum of 30s. He did so serve until from March

MARRIED WOMAN - EXECUTION OF CONVEY. Cambridge ; Henry Charles Roper , Esq., B .A .,
1872 to October of the same year, when there was

ANCE BY – HUSBAND'S DESERTION – LIVING | a further agreement come to between them ,
Oxford ; Charles Crawley, Esq., B .A ., Cambridge

APART. - Where a woman having been deserted
whereby the defendant was to go on piecowork .

Christopher Robert Leighton, Esq., B . A ., Cam .
by her husband has been living apart from him

He worked on these conditions until March 1873 ,

bridge ; Arthur Yates, Esq., University of Lon .
for upwards of two years, and has maintained

when he complained to Mr. Loveridge that he was

don ; John Gaskell Walker Sykes, Esq., LL. B .,
herself and her children without any assistance London : William Cowell Davies, Esq ., B . A ., Cam . ill, and said that he wanted to go into the country

from him during that time, the court will, al. I bridge : 'Walter Augustus Borradaile. Esq., B . A .. to recruit his health . At that time a statement

though the husband and wife are in communication Cambridge : Arthur Clement Eddis, Esq ., B . A .. was drawn up between them , and from that state.

with each other, grant an order to dispense with i Cambridge : Harold Thomas, Esq . ; Charoo ment it appeared that the defendant had over.

the concurrence of the husband in the execution of Chunder Dutt, Esq ., B . A . and B . L ., Calcutta Uni ! drawn on account of piecework the sum of

a conveyance by the wife of someproperty to which | versity ; Joseph Gundry Alexander, Esq., _Uni- 1 of ill.health was a fabrication , for within &
| £22 6s. 2d . The plaintiff alleged that the excuse

she is entitled apart from him , he having refused versity of London ; Samuel Stephens, Esq. ; Pedas
when applied to for the purpose to concur : (Ex Joseph John Frost Hale, Esq., St. John's College, te

954: ; few days of the defendant leaving him , he an.

parte Sutcliffe, 29 L . T. Rep. N . S . 747 . C . P .) Cambridge ; Forbes Ernest Hallett, Esq. ; Edward this the
s college; tered into another person's employment Before

LEGACY AND PROBATE DUTY- DIRECTION BY Carter, Esq., M . A ., Cambridge ; Johnston Watson ,
this, the defendant had told Mr. Loveridge

WILL TO SELL PROPERTY. - Where real property | Esq., M . A . , Aberdeen ; John Tweedie , Esq ., in the coloured gold trade, and that when hisn , that he had a chance of a better situation

is by will expressly directed to be sold , and the University of Edinburgh and of bor Majesty' s hos

produce and the testator's personalty all are to Indian Civil Service ; Henry Charles Creighton
| health was restored he should be able to pay

constitute one fund applicable to the purposes of Wood, Esq.; Alfred Nundy, Esq., University of
the balance due. The case was brought

the will, the land , though unsold, and though , in Calcutta ; and Fendall Currie, Esq., of her
before the magistrates, and the defendant was

consequence of the happening of certain events, Majesty's Indian Service.
ordered to return to his work ; but by an agree

it might, for the purposes of devolution , go to the
ment between the parties the defendant gave

MIDDLE TEMPLE. - Thos. Chrysostom O 'Mara , a promissory note for the amount due, and en.
heir, is nevertheless, for fiscal purposes, to be Esq ., of the University of London , B . A . ; Johngaged to pay £1 per month . Some payments

treated as personal property. Williamson v . The Skilbeck Wood . Esa .
Lord Advocate (10 Cik . & Fin . 1 ) followed : (At. William Harmood Cochran, Esq ., of Exeter sum now sought to be recovered .

ne Skilbeck Wood, Esq ., of Christ Church , Oxford ; had been made, which reduced the amount to the

torrey-General . Lomas, 29 L. T . Rep. N . S. 749. College, Oxford , B .A . ; Oliver Beevor, Esq. ; ! After the examination of the plaintiff and of &
Ex )

Christopher Cavanagh , Esq., of the University of witness who had frequently heard the defendant
London, B . A . ; Isaac Cowley Lambert, Esq ., of say he was twenty -two years old ,

COMPANY LAW .
Trinity College, Cambridge, B . A . ; John de Soyres, Burton submitted that the defendant was not

Esq., of Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge ; liable, as the contract was not beneficial to the
Frederick James Ladbury, Esq., of St. John' s infant, which it was clearly laid down it must be

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. College , Cambridge, B . A . ; Keyes O ' Clery, Esq , before the plaintiff could recover .

CONTRIBUTORY - CANCELLATION OF SHARES After hearing Wilkinson on the other side,
ALTERATION OF ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION . - In Crispe, Esq . ; William Jameson Soulsby, Esq ., His HONOUR quoted several cases bearing on
1865 the capital of a company consisted of 2000 Associate of King's College, London ; Ernest the question, and said it was quite clear that if

shares of £10 each , one moiety of which (herein .
cobert. | parties there had been a balance due to the infant,

on the other moiety (hereinafter called the B son Shedden Miller, Esq., of Edinburgh Uni. I the infant conld have recovered . He had done
shares) only £2 10s, was paid up. In February | versity , M . A . ; Henry Vansittart, Esq . the work , and could recover from themaster upon

of that year two resolutions were duly passed , INNER TEMPLE.- James William Wilson, Esq. ; the contract the wages due to him . What the
and confirmed at extraordinary general meetings the Hon .William Ashhurnham , B . A ., Cambridge ; court had to consider was whether , under circum
of the company, whereby it was provided that James Murray Bannerman, Esq., B .A ., Oxford ; stances like these, the plaintiff could recover the

all the A shares should be cancelled, and that two Charles Topham Naylor, Esq., B . A ., LL . B ., Cam . balance of the monoy the defendant had received ,

new shares of £10 each , with £5 per share cre. bridge ; John Walter Buchanan Riddell, Esq ., and whether, in point of fact, the agreement was

dited as paid up, should be issued in lieu of oach B . A ., Oxford ; Christopher Rawlinson , Esq., B . A ., a beneficial one to the defendant. The object of

A share : and thatall the B shares should also be Cambridge ; Samuel Henry Romilly, Esq ., B . A ., the defendant in entering into the agreement was
cancelled , and that one share of £10., with £5 ' Cambridge ; Tom Hart , Esq., B .A ., Cambridge ; to earn his own subsistence, and under that agres

noma

can

189 . he amount

the Uni John Robert .
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ment he actually did earn in the first instance the instrument was admissible , notwithstanding . Mrs. Potter represented her husband, and gave
308, a week , which for a youth of that age, seemed the objection that had been raised . — The case was her evidence with obvious candour, freedom from
to be very good wages. Then , from October to then discussed upon the general facts, but it was hesitation , and undoubted honesty .
March 1873 , he drew between $ 50 and £60. He eventually adjourned . In reply to the learned judge , she said that she
could not but consider it was a very beneficial was not aware of the reasons which had induced
agreement for the infant. He might in time do LIVERPOOL COUNTY COURT. the defendant to leave his wife, nor where he went

better, and he appeared to have done so . It
Thursday , Jan . 20.

to ; but while he was away Mrs. Hilling made the

seemed to him that the defendant was bound by remark that she must not allow herself to get
the contract, which was a beneficial one at the (Before J. F . COLLIER , Esq., Judge.) into debtmore than she was able to get out of ,

time it was made, and he should find a verdict for THE ERMINIA FOSCOLA. - for she had no husband to pay it . His Honour

the plaintiff for the full amount claimed . Necessaries. inquired of Mrs. Potter whether she did not think
H . D . Warr , instructed by Bateson and Co., that this was an intimation to her that she must

appeared for the plaintiffs. not look to the defendant to be answerable for any

CARLESS v . WATHEN .
l'he facts of the case may be gathered from goods supplied to his wife,and whether in fact

the judgment: His HONOUR. - This is an un . the defendant himself had not cautioned her
Agreement - Stamp - Sufficiency . defended suit against the Italian barque Erminia against letting Mrs. Hilling have anything on

AN action was brought by Mr. George Carless, Foscola and her owners for necessaries. The credit ? Mrs. Potter acknowledged that on one

paper -box manufacturer, Regent-street, against facts, as they appear from the evidence, are occasion the defendant requested her not to serve
Mr. William Wathon , landlord of the Queen 's these : The vessel sailed from Akyab to Falmouth his wife with any goods, buthe was drunk at the

Arms, Bradford -street, to recover £50 deposit on for orders, arrived at the latter port on 3rd Oct. time.
the sale of the defendant's licensed house and last. The captain applied to Messrs. For and Co. His HONOUR .-- But even if he was drunk , did

business. for £15 , stating through their Italian clerk that it not look as if he knew was he was about ?

Rosher (instructed by Crorother Davies)appeared the money was wanted for necessaries for the Mrs. Potter replied that she did not think he

for the plaintiff. ship . The money was advanced and laid out in did , for he was so drunk that his violence to his

Parry for the defendant. this way - viz., £3 for provisions, and the re- wife made her interfere between them . She added

Rosher in opening the case, stated that in June mainder in paying the wages of a seaman who had that a son of the defendant's would have settled

last the plaintiff, being desirous of entering into shipped at Akyab for the first port in England, the amount now sued for, but his father would

business, as a licensed victualler, instructed Mr. and who claimed his discharge, and was dis.' not allow him .
John Binns, of the Plough and Harrow inn High charged at Falmouth . Messrs. Fox now seek to ! In resisting the claim , the defendant said that

gate, to negotiate with the defendant for the recover this £15 in the present suit. There is not only had he cautioned Mrs. Potter against

purchase of the Queen 's Arms. On the 12th of ample authority to show that money advanced trusting his wife , but he had distinctly forbidden

the samemonth an agreement was signed for the for, and bona fide laid out in necessaries, differs her from dealing at the plaintiff's shop at all.
sale of the property ,and the sum of £50 was paid in no respect from necessaries themselves. The The reason why he left his wife was to go after
as a deposit. Mr. Seal and Mr. James Lowe, of only question is, whether in the present case work ; butwhile absent he used to send her as
Temple-street, auctioneers and valuers, were em . |were em - what the money was expended on comes within much money as he could spare .

ployed to makean inventory and valuation of the the definition of necessaries. I have no doubt His HONOUR having expressed a desire to hear

property, which valuation was to be completed about the provisions - I think it is clear that they what Mrs. Hilling had to say in the matter, she

and the purchase effected by the 1st July . The were necessaries. The case of the wages of the stepped into the witness box, and admitted it

contention on behalf of the plaintiff was that the seaman presents more difficulty , and is , I believe, was quite true that Mrs . Potter had let her have

defendant had impeded the valuers in their work , novel. The definition of necessaries in the older goods during her husband's absence, for twoyears

so that the valuation was not completed by the cases has received & wider interpretation in the of which he never sent her any money whatever.

date specified. Rosher contended that the plaintiff ,recent case of The Riga (L . Rep . 4 Ad. & Ecc. It was also true that her husband had forbidden

had done his best to complete the purchase, and p . 516 ), Sir Robert Phillimore in that case her to deal with the plaintiff ; but Mrs. Potter

that the defendant had no claim whatever in law adopted the doctrine laid down by Lord Tenterden had always been so kind to her that she wished to

or equity to keep possession of the £50. The in Webster v. Seekamp (4 B . & Ald . 352 ) , viz ., that put as much as she could in her way, in the hope

learned counsel then called Mr. Lowe and Mr. "“ whatever is fit and proper for the service in that it would ono day or other be paid for.

Soul, the auctioneers, and a son of Mr. Lowe, to which & vessel tever the owner of His red that t were two

prove that the agreement had been duly signed . that vessel as a prudentman would have ordered, reasonswhy the defendaut could notbe held liable
Their evidence was contradictory as to the time ofif prosentat the time, comes within the meaning in the action . The first was, thathe had cautioned
when the date was affixed on the stamp, and it did of the term ' necessaries ,' as applied to those re - Mrs. Potter not to trust his wife ; and the second
not appear certain whether the date had been pairs done or things provided for the ship by was, that he had expressly forbidden his wife to
written at the same time as the signatures or at order of the master, for which the owners are deal at the plaintiff' s . In the leading case on the
some subsequent period . liable." The seaman's wages were not repairs done subject as decided in the Court of Common Pleas,
· Upon this point Parry took a legal objection ,

or things provided , but I think the same reason . Lord Chief Justice Erle , who delivered the judg
and urged that the document could not be received

| ing may be applied to them , and I am of opinion ment, laid it down that a husband had a right to
as evidence, as the date had not been inserted on that the owner , if on no other ground, on the be master in his own house ; and that where &
the stamp at the proper time. Hesubmitted that

au ground of prudence would , if present, have paid husband had forbidden his wife to deal with a
no satisfactory proof had been laid before them to

them ,' for if he had not his ship would have been tradesman , the creditor could not recover . Mr.
show when the date was affixed , and who had liable to arrest. The same consideration ope- Justice Byles was of a different opinion, and
inserted it. rates in inquiring whether or not they come thought a tradesman who supplied necessaries to
After Rosher had replied to the arguments of within the meaning of the word necessaries. a wife had a right to recover unless he knew that

The primary and obvious meaning of a necessary her husband had prohibited her from dealing with
His HONOUR said : This case involves a ques. is something without which the ship would be him ; but the other judges concurred with Lord

tion of considerable importance. A document had unable to continue her voyage. The seaman is Chief Justice Erle in the ruling that it was not
been tendered to him as an agreement, and the entitled to his wages , and he is entitled to insti. | necessary, in order to free the husband from lia
objection taken to it was that it could not be re tute a suit and arrest the ship unless they are bility, that the creditor should know that he had
ceived , because it had not been duly stamped. It paid . The captain is not bound, I think , to wait forbidden his wife to deal with him . Upon the
appeared that the agreement had an adhesive to see if the ship is arrested ; on the contrary , he authority of the decision referred to, hemust hold
stamp affixed to it , on or across which were the is bound to fulfil his contract, the probable alter that the defendant was not liable, and that judg
signatures of the defendant and of John Binns, native being the arrest of the ship , and he swears ment, therefore, must be entered in his favour.
as the agent of the plaintiff. At the foot of the that without the £15 he had not enough to pay
stamp was written , “ June 12th , '73." The ques. the wages. I have come to the conclusion that
tion was whether, under the recent Stamp Act, they were under these circumstances necessaries. SWANSEA COUNTY COURT.
that instrument was properly stamped . The Although , as far as I can discover , there is no

statute enacted that the instrument was not to (Before T . FALCONER, Esq., Judge.)
case in the books exactly like the present, still

be deemed duly signed unless the person or there are two which I think may be quoted as GEORGE SHADRICK AND J . H . BURGESS v .

persons required by law to cancel it did so by fortifying my opinion . The case of Robinson v . CHARLES PEEK, ABERDARE.

writing on or across the stamp his name or the Lyali (7 Price 592 ), in which the plaintiff, a ship Sale of goods - 17th section of Statute of Frauds
name and initials of his firm . On the document chandler at Portsmonth . brought an action Post office card addressed to seller of potatoes,
produced they had the name of both parties to the against the owners of a vessel formoney advanced but no name of the sellers or vendors in the
contract written upon the stamp. The section to the captain to pay seamen 's wages, Ports .

written memorandum . and no reference to the

further required that the true date should be mouth being the port of discharging , and it was written memorandum on the post office card .
given so that the stamp might be effectually can . held that he could recover on the ground that the The 17th section held not to have been complied.
celled and rendered incapable of being used for money was necessary for the use of the ship , and with .

any other instrument. The object of the Act of the case of the Henry Reid (32 L . T . Rep. 166 ), | Plews for the plaintiff, and Phillips for the
Parliament was to protect the Government from in which money advanced for the payment of sea defendant.
being defrauded of the stamp duties, and for men ' s wages was allowed to be recovered in the The plaintiff snes for £21 8s. 118 .
that purpose it required that the effectual cancel Admiralty Court ; but it is only right to state His HONOUR said : Mr. W . Siderfin , living at
lation of the stamp should be made, not merely De Lashington said | Neath, sold to the plaintiff certain potatoes by

by writing the name or names of the parties that he was extending the law , and that this case sample. The defendant boiled them and tried
across the stamp only, but that the date also was not to constitute a precedent. One ground them before his purchase. Siderfin wrote out a
should be written upon it. But the Legislature, for that decision seems to have been that the memorandum of sale on these terms : - “ April
anticipating the frequent occurrence of mistakes was unopposed . In that respect, at any rate , it 25th , 1873. Charles Peek takes ten tons of pota.
in the cancelling of the stamp withoutany intentop without any intent is a precedent for this one. For the foregoing toes, and will send sacks next week , price
to defraud, provided an alternative expressed reasons I hold that Messrs. Fox are entitled to £5 78. 6d . a ton, on the rail at Swansea ;” and it
thus : “ unless it is proved that the date appearing recover the sum claimed in this suit with costs. was signed by the defendant, “ C . Peek.” There
on tha instrument is affixed at the proper time." is no name of the seller in the book , or on the
Sapposing the stamp was not duly cancelled , memorandum thus signed . There was put in
then the persons whose duty it was to see to the NORFOLK COUNTY COURT. evidence a post office card addressed to " Messrs.
cancellation were liable to forfeit the sum of £10 . Tuesday , Jan . 1 Burgess, Shaddrick , and Co ., Shipbrokers, Swan .
Theonly question, therefore, that hehad to consider (Before J. WORLLEDGE, Esq., Judge.) sea." The post mark is dated, “ Aberdare, May
was not whether the date had been affixed at the POTTER v. HILLING . 7th , 1876.” The card is endorsed — “ From Č .
proper time, but whether the person whose duty Husband and wife living apart - Revocation of Peek , Aberdare. Dear Sirs, I could do nothing
it was to cancel the stamp had done so by writing wife' s authority. with your potatoes at the price your agent told
the date opon it. The evidence was clear that the JOHN WM . POTTER , shopkeeper , Pulham Market, me, for I am overstocked, and themarket so much
stamp had been affixed at the proper time, though sued Noah Hilling , labourer, a person residing in down." The defendant did not sont sacks , and
it was not proved that the cancellation of it was the same place, for the recovery of £1 98 . 7d . for they were obtained for him by Siderfin from the
effected at the same time. Whether it was 60 or necessaries supplied to his wife at various times i Sack Loan Society. Notice was given to him that
not he should give no opinion , but be ruled that during three years in which they lived separate . if he did not take the potatoes they would be re

Party ,

ase
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sold , and that the defendant would be sued . or memorandum , or instrument in writing , so as actively exerted himself in the interest of the
They were re-sold at £4 108. a ton . The railway to make it part of a special contract contained in creditors ; and it was unreasonable that a per
freight was 58. a ton . The carriage and demur. that letter, the letter must either set out the son who had neglected his own duty should
rage came to £7 38. 6d ., and the hire of writing referred to , or so clearly and definitely now come here and complain of the zeal of his

sacks to 10s. I come to the conclusion that refer to thewriting, that by force of the reference co -trustee. The creditors had omitted to appoint
though these potatoes were small they were the writing itselfbecomes partof the instrument.” a committee of inspection ; the trustee had no
marketable, and that their quality was good, | And it is in the interests of trade that such should power to appoint a solicitor to the estate . bnt

and that if they were not so it was observable be the rule. Equivocal words do not express was bound in case of emergency to apply to the

that the objections on the post card only relate to definite terms. Attempt to define that which is court for instructions. ThisMr. Evans had done.
the price , and state that the market was set equivocal, and the interests of both parties may Upon being served with an interpleader summons

down, and that he (the defendant) was " over. be held in suspense to the end of a protracted hewas at the trouble of going over to Birmingham
stocked .” The single question really is, whether contest . The two papers, in all cases, must be to consult with his co -trustee ; but failing to meet
or not there is sufficient evidence of the contract connected by definite internal expressions. Do with him , and the case being urgent, he made
under the Statute of Frauds ? It is remarkable the expressions on the post card refer to any affidavit of the facts to the court, which there
how many cases arise of ordinary contracts made writing, or even any contract ? I cannot come to upon appointed Mr. Leech the solicitor to the
by trade agents on the sale of goods in which the this conclusion . trustees.
rules of evidence required by the Statute of Judgment for the defendant. His HONOUR Overruled both objections, holding
Frauds are neglected , though in order to enforce that although Mr. Winn had not in writing, and
the remembrance of them on this circuit I have according to the very proper requirement of the
on account of Sir Leoline Jenkins, the founder of BANKRUPTCY LAW . court, signified his acceptance of the appointment,
the Grammar School at Cowbridge, being one of he had virtually and practically accepted it. Act.
the supposed authors of the statute , constantly COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. ing was the best testof his acceptance, and it was
called it “ The Glamorganshire Statute.” No man admitted that he had acted as trustee . He must

ought to call himself a commercial traveller, or to Friday, Jan. 23 .
therefore hold that he was duly appointed . Dr.

be a commercialagent, who cannotwrite down the (Before Mr. Registrar PEPYS, sitting as Chief
Evans had urged that the action of one trustee

necessary particulars of a written contract . There Judge.) did not bind the other ; buthe must at once say
should be stated the name of the seller ; thename ReWEHNER . that the course adopted by Mr. Samuel Evans was

of the person who buys ; the description or name Balance in hands of bankers - Claim of vendors in all respects rightand proper , and that he would

of the goods sold ; the quantity of what is sold , of goods pledged by agent of vendee with the have failed in his duty if he had not applied to the
and the price ; adding any special terms of pay bank - Costs of the bank on application by trus- court for instructions. The interim appointment

ment, or any special terms of delivery ; and the tee of bankrupt agent for payment over of the of Mr. Leech was perfectly valid , and the only
purchaser or person charged must sign the balance. question for Dr. Evans to address himself to was

memorandum . If the seller is to be sued on the This was an application by the trustee for an whether that appointment should be confirmed

contract, and to be thus charged , he must have I order for the payment to him of a balance and continued .

signed it . Failing a written memorandum on the £300 held by the bank on the hypothecation of Dr. Evans then said that on behalf of Mr. Winn

sale of the goods, wares, or merchandise, for the certain securities by the bankrupt. A parcel of
price of £10 sterling , the contract is not to be

he altogether opposed the appointment of Mr.
woollen goods had been consigned through the

allowed to be good , except the buyer accept part bankrupt to a firm in Bombay,and he had accepted
Leech . That gentleman was the debtor' s solicitor,

of the goods so sold and actually receives the
and he could not, therefore, do justice to the inte .

a draft of the consignors against them . He
same, or gives something in earnest to bind the

rests of the creditors. Mr. Winn, and other Bir .

thereupon drew upon the consignees in Bombay ,
bargain , or in part payment. These are the rules

mingham creditors, had throughout opposed his

and pledged that draft , with bill of lading of the
of the celebrated 17th section of the Statute of woollen goods, with the London and Delhi Bank .

appointment ; they did so now , and preferred that

Frauds, which ought to be taught to the children
Mr. James, of Birmingham , should act for them .

The draft wasnot accepted by the Bombay house,
of every tradesman when they are at school,

Hextall said he was at a loss to understand Mr.
and the bankrupt failed before his acceptance of

and to be taught in our common schools with the draft of the consignors became due. T
Winn 's antipathy to Mr. Leech , and his great

out being put down as something so remark - / bank realised, and on the accountcurrentbetween fondness for Mr. James. The statement made by

able as to be charged for as an extra . Now , the bank and the bankrupt there appeared a Dr. Evans was totally incorrect, for Mr. Winn , in

it is to be remembered that all sales of goods ' balance of $ 300 . The consignors of the woollen a letter written to his co -trustee three days after

above £10, and at this time all sales of goods | goods and the trustee both claimed this amount. the meeting of creditors, said , “ I have this morn

under the price of £10 could , and, in the latter
ing received a letter from Mr. Leech , copy of which

The bank did not pay the money into court .
case, can still be made by mere word of mouth , at Horace Davey and F . O . Crump appeared for I inclose. I think it would be wise for you to

common law . The object of the statute was to the trustoe . endeavour to get the £132 out of the hands of the

prevent fraud, and to check affirmations of con Bagley for the consignors ; and Daniel Jones for sheriff as soon as possible , and I am glad to see

tracts which might otherwise be erroneous or the bank. that Mr. Leech has already given him notice to

false. They were not made to favour fraud or to Bagley abandoned the claim of the consignors pay the money over. Be good enough not to let

assist contracting parties to avoid engagements, on the trustee agreeing not to ask for costs. the matter sleep .” He did not let it sleep, but

when the evidence required by the statute can be Jones, for the bank, asked for their costs as laying the case before the court, Mr. Leech was

obtained through either party to the contract. / between attorney and client. appointed to conduct it , and it would be most
Althongh mere

Therefore it has been held that the written con - stakeholders, he contended that the bank bad a unfair now to oust him at the caprice of a small

tract need not be in one piece of paper, and that right to constitute themselves trustees , and section of the creditors.

what is omitted in one paper may be supplied by although they had not paid the money into court, His HONOUR said that not the shadow of a sug
another , provided they can be connected in their they were, nevertheless, entitled to costs as gestion had begestion had been thrown out that the steps taken

reference to the same contract, or to the parties to trustees would be. by Mr. Leech had been improper or prejudicial to

the contract. The note or writing, however,must For the trustee it was urged that this proceed . the interests of the creditors. It was not for him

be signed by the party who is charged . This has ing was similar to an interpleader at common law , to conjecture the motives which now animated

been done in the present memorandum , so far as and that the bank could not claim costs except as Mr. Wynn ; certainly , his letter which had been

the defendant is chargeable, namely , itwas signed between party and party . read was conclusive evidence that he had not only
Charles Peek . ”

equally established that the name, or a sufficient | made his order accordingly .
The learned REGISTRAR adopted this view , and not opposed the appointment of Mr. Leech , but

that he had expressly approved of it. His present

description of the other party, is indispensable, opposition was manifestly an afterthought,and,

because without it no contract is shown, inasmuch if he was only anxious for the best interests of

as the stipulation or promise of one does not bind DERBY COUNTY COURT. the creditors, he was at a loss to understand
him otherwise than to the person to whom the Saturday, Jan . 17. why he opposed Mr. Leech ' s appointment. No

promise was made, and until that person 's name reason whatever had been adduced why he should

is shown it is impossible to say that the writing (Before G . ROSSELL, Esq., Judge.) | adopt the extremely harsh course of removing
contains a memorandum of the bargain : " (Ben . Re W . HOLLAND (in Liquidation ). Mr. Leech from his position as solicitor to the

jamin on Sales, p . 169, 2nd edit.) The memo The appointment of creditor's solicitor. trustees, and in his judgment any opposition to

randum signed by Peek is not sufficient. There THREE applications camebefore the court in this him was ill-founded and groundless. The appoint

is no name of the seller or vendor of the goods matter - first , to confirm an interim appointment ment would , therefore, be confirmed and con

mentioned. Does the post card sufficiently supply of Mr. Samuel Leech as solicitor to the trustees ; tinued .

this defect ? The card very properly is not secondly, for an order directing the sheriff to pay | Hextall then said that on behalf of Mr. Leech

addressed to Siderfin , the agent who sold the to Holland's trustees a sum of £132 , which had he had fought the matter on principle , and be

potatoes, but to the plaintiffs,by name, for whom been received from the debtor under an execution cause insinuations such as had been thrown ont

Siderfin negotiated the sale . The latest case on | levied shortly before he filed his petition ; and, should be at once repelled . At the same time,
this subject is that of Buxton v. Rust, L . Rep . 1, lastly , to restrain the sheriff from proceeding having fought and won , he might now add that,
Ex. 279 ; 41 L . J . 173 ; 27 L . T . Rep . 210 . The further in an interpleader summons issued at his from a conversation he had just had with Mr.
memorandum in that case was binding on the instance in London . Harrison , he felt warranted in stating that the

plaintiff, for he had signed it, but it was not | Upon the first being called upon , appointment itself was to Mr. Leech a matter of

binding on the defendant, for he had not signed Dr. Evans, instructed by Winn , took a prelimi. perfect indifference, and that having carried his

it . Then came a correspondence, ending with a nary objection to all that had been done, on the point, he would now give place to some other

letter from the defendant in reply to a request ground that the application upon which Mr. Leech gentleman who might be selected . The details

from the plaintiff to have a copy of the contract had been temporarily appointed was defective, were purely for Mr. Leech to arrange, and must

which had been given to him (the defendant) on inasmuch as it was madebyMr. Evans only . Mr. be settled by him upon his returu . All that was

the 11th Jan . 1871. The defendant, on the 9th Evans was but half a trustee, and Mr. Winn was cared for was that the creditors' property should

Feb ., replied — “ I beg to inclose a copy of your the other half ; they must act jointly, and as they not be squandered in costs, which would be the

letter of the 11th Jan . 1871." This copy of the had not done so , the appointment of Mr. Leech result if a solicitor from a distance was retained

letter, containing the terms of the contract , was was invalid , and all he had done was void . in the case.
sent in the defendant's handwriting , and was Hextall, who appeared in the absence of Mr. His HONOUR said the feeling of antagonism
signed by him . Though the defendant did sign Leech , said that as a matter of fact, and so far as which had been needlessly imported into this case

this copy of the contract, he did not sign it with a general practice was concerned , Mr. Evans was was most objectionable and painful. Contests
view to give to it validity so as to charge himself. the sole trustee, Mr. Winn never having taken up created friction , friction created delay, and delay

Byles, Brett, and Blackburn , JJ., considered that his appointment. A form had been sent to him created expense. Mr. Leech was fully justified in

it had that effect. Willes, J ., argued that the for signature, but he had not had the courtesy repelling the insinuations which had been made,
termsof the other letters sufficiently referred to to acknowledge it, and now , Mr. Hextall and to which no one who knew him would give

a contract to connect them with the written con . contended , he had no locus standi. His Honour credence ; and , having successfully done this ,
tract signed by the plaintiff only , on the 11th Jan, would find , upon referring to the file of pro . the intimation given by Mr. Hextall was wise,
1871. Lord Westbury, in Peek v . North Stafford . ceedings , that what he stated was correct. I graceful,and liberal, and was just what he should

shire Railway Company (10 H . of L . 472,569 ) , “ In On the other hand, Mr. Evans had very properly have expected from Mr. Leech had he himself

order to embody in the letter any other document ' signed his acceptance of theappointment,and had been present.

ave
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HOLLAND 'S TRUSTEES v . STORK BROTHERS AND Counsel, and a great assemblage of barristers and RITUALISM . — The Chancellor of the Diocese of
TAYLOR . ladies. York, in the case of Roughton v . Parnell, has

Seizure by execution creditor - Power of court over Sir Samuel came into court supported by the commenced legal proceedings against the vicar

sheriff - Fraudulent conveyance.
Lord Chief Justice of England, the Lord Chief of St. Margaret's, Prince's -road , Liverpool.

This was the second application , and was for an
Baron , Baron Pigott, Mr. Justice Mellor, Mr. TAXATION OF Costs. - A “ Firm of Solicitors "

order directing the sheriff to pay over to the Justice Lush , and Baron Cleasby. complain to the Times that they are to wait for
trustees of Holland a sum of £132, which he When the Attorney-General rose the whole nearly twomonths to tax a bill of costs in Chan .

had received under an execution issued at the assembage did the like, and remained standing cery . They suggest that to abate this detriment

instance of Storks, of Birmingham . during the delivery of his speech and Sir Samuel's more taxing masters should be appointed .

Hextall said the facts were very simple and ! reply . THE SWINEY PRIZE . — The Society of Arts have
undisputed , but great importance attached to the The Attorney -General said : - My Lords, - I have awarded this prize, a silver goblet, valued at £100 ,
dates. A writ was issued by Storks on the 21st to ask your permission to address a few words to and containing gold coins to the same amount, to

of last October, to recover £205 16s. 1d. Judg - | Mr. Baron Martin . Baron Martin , mybrethren Sir Robert J. Phillimore, D . C . R ., Judge of the
ment was signed by default on Nov. 13 : a fi. fa . of the Bar have gathered here to -day ; they have High Court of Admiralty , for his work , entitled ,

was issued , and the sheriff' s bailiff levied on the come, not because a Baron of this court is about “ Commentaries on International Law .”

14th . On the 18th the debtor paid the bailiff to quit it -- not because the senior member of the CHURCH LAW . - In the case of Blake v . The
2100 . and on the 21st a further sum of £32. On Judicial Bench is about to leave it — they are here Churchwardens of Wetherall, which raises the

the 24th he filed a petition for the liquidation of 1 to bear testimony to a public life of great value question of the legality of “ Christmas decora

his affairs : Mr. Harrison , the accountant, was | and virtue, and to show their estimation of much tions ” in churches, the Chancellor has ordered
appointed receiver, and the bailiff went out of 1 personal worth . A quarter of a century has the libel to be filed forthwith in the Consistory

possession . The meeting of creditors was held at passed and gone since you first sat upon the Court of Carlisle .

Mr. Leech 's office on the 20th Dec., when Mr. Bench . Those who were your associates at the THE NEW JUDGE. - In the Court of Exchequer
Samuel Evans, of Derby, and Mr. Winn, of Bir. | Bar have for the most part passed away. Some on Tuesday, Baron Amphlett, the new judge,

mingham , were appointed the trustees, and Mr. there are who still remain . They are here to day took his seat . He was accompanied by the Lord

Harrison the accountant to the estate. On the mingling with the junior of this Term 's creation , | Chief Baron and Barons Pigott and Cleasby. There

23rd Dec. an interpleader summons was issued , at and from one and all, from all within that range, was no form or ceremony observed on the occa

the instance of the sheriff, in the Court of Ex. comes the concurrent testimony I now place | sion . The court sat in banco .

chequer : but the hearing had been adiourned before you . My Lord , they have recognised in you ! THE STAMP ACT. - A “ Conveyancer " in the

until the 21st of this month , so thatmeantimehis / a Judge who has so read and administered the law | Times complains that the stamp laws generally

Honoarmight have an opportunity of hearing and that justice has ever been done. They have seen require to be simplified and amended , and “ that

deciding upon the case . Heatall quoted authorities you guided by a single -minded purpose, which a decided case on the stamp laws means usually

to prove that the provisions of the Court of Bank . | caused you , careless alike of who was suitor or a case in which an honest

ruptcy enable it to do complete justice in all cases
who was advocate, ever to be led to a right deter dated , or at least impugned, on the ground of

arising before it, and contended that when inter mination . Whether we have guided or reflected non -compliance with a fiscal regulation ."
pleader proceedings are necessary they should be public opinion , our profession and the p DEBTOR AND CREDITOR. - The Judge of the
taken in the courts within whose jurisdiction they | lic have united with us in a sure and cer- / Westminster County Court has declined to

arise. Upon the question whether the £132 | tain confidence that no object or end was commit the Earl of Winchilsea , although an un

belonged to the execution creditor or to the yours but to administer true and substantial satisfied judgment affects his lordship personally .

trustees, he referred to the case of Woodhouse v . | justice . My Lord , it would be false flattery to | It was contended for the judgment creditor that
Murray (16 L . T . Rep . N . S .) ; of Pearson v . say that you were a judge without faults ; but the Bankruptcy Act has abolished the privilege

Mortimer (28 L . T . Rep . N . S .), and to the more when we saw them we ever traced them to the of peerage, and the Debtors Act that of debtors .
recent case of Brooker v. Hassall (29 L . T . Rep . cause that you were too prone to lead mercy to It is announced in the Gazette that the Queen

N . S .). He also contended that it was an Act of at on which justice alone should be seen , has been pleased to appoint Mr. Julian Pauncefoto

Bankruptcy which came within sect. 6 , sub-sect.av which came within sect. 6 . smb.sect. and thus knowing as we did the goodness of your to be Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the

2 ; and further, that the whole circumstances were | heart, believe me, my Lord , that with us, if ever Leeward Islands ; Mr. John Rawlins Semper to be

equivalent in point of law as if a seizure and sale error there has been in our bearing towards you , first Paisne Judge ; and Mr. Sholto Thomas Pem

had actually taken place , which under the 87th it was because in the appreciation of the man we berton to be second Puisne Judge of the Supreme

section of the Act - the petition having been filed almost forgot our consideration for the judge. | Court of the Leeward Islands.

within fourteen days - would cause the property Years,my Lord, have brought the time of retire- MAKING A JUDGE. — The short and simple cere

to revert to the debtor's trustees. He also held
ment to you . We are told that time has comemonial usually gone through when a member of

that it was a fraudulent conveyance and pre upon you with regret, and that with memory and the bar is called up to join his brethren on the

ference, under 92nd section . mind still unimpaired you would seek to linger in hench , was viewed with some interest on Satur
Briggs, who appeared for the shoriff, said it did | public life. Believe me, my Lord , that we fully | day, when the new judge -elect took his seat as

not matter to him who received themoney , but he share that regret with you . The choice has been Junior Baron of the Exchequer. If the Judicature

was in this fix - both parties claimed it, and if it your own, and we can do no more than follow you Act comes into operation in November, this may
was paid to the trustees the execntion creditor | into that retirement with earnest hopes and I be the last instance of a indee being first received

had threatened to sue for the amount. The sheriff wishes. My Lord , these are our words of fare- amongst the brotherhood of the coif. The old rank
was therefore bonnd, in order to protect himself. well to you. We earnestly trust that in that re- / " antient and honourable in degree, with form ,

to issne the interpleader summons,and he (Briggs) | tirement you will be sustained by being able to splendour, and profits attending it , " as Black

very much doubted whether this court had the reflect upon a long life of public service and of stone describes it, will no longer be amongst the

power to restrain him . private good , and may you also have secured to formal qualifications for the Bench . The Lord

His HONOUR said it was ridiculous to suppose you that happiness which good men earn , and Chancellor could not retain it amongst those

the court could restrain the execution creditor
which we pray , my Lord , may be given to you , “ concessions to prejudice," by which he per .

and not be able to restrain the sheriff , who was
and now ,my Lord , farewell. mitted certain of the members of her Majesty 's

merely his agent. He should not trouble Mr.
| Baron MĂRTIN said in reply , with a voice tremu. High Court of Justice to preserve the old dis

Hextall to reply, buthe should hold beyond ques.
lous with emotion , — Mr. Attorney -General, Itincticns of Queen 's Bench , Common Pleas, and

tion that the court was armed with plenary should bemore or less than a man if I did not feel Exchequer. And yet the degree of serjeant-ate

powers , and could restrain not only the sheriff,
most deeply grateful for the very great honour law had many points to recommend it . It dis.

but the Court of Exchequer, from proceeding you have done me. I have been for upwards of tinctly partook of that mediævalism which throws

further.
forty years publicly engaged in the practice and a sombre colour over the early proceedings in the

Briggs then asked the court to restrain the
administration of the law , and open to the obser - King's Chancery . In the famous statute of

execution creditor from proceeding against the
vation of all. The remembrance that the Bar of 3 Edw . 1, c. 29, wemeet probably the first official

sheriff , who had received intimation that an
England should have done me the honour upon mention of the serjeants, although in the life of

action would bebrought against him .
my retirement , retirement which has been John II., Abbot of St. Alban 's , written by Mat

Hertall objected that this was not before the
forced upon me by a visitation of Providence -- thew Paris , in 1255 , they are spoken of as an

court. It was quite possible thatan action might
which you have just doneme, will remain to the order of men well known in the country . The

lie against the sheriff for neglecting to sell within
last hour of my life a source of pride and gratifi. same writer in a history of England, published &

& reg sonable period. and then the court neither cation to me, and should be a source of pride and few years later, gives us the explanation of the

could nor would protect him ; but for anything
gratification to my descendants to the most use and origin of the coif . A celebrated serjeant

done in obedience to the order of the court he
remote posterity, for it is an honour which the at-law , by name William de Busoy, had acquired

would no doubt be amply protected.
wealth of the world could not purchase. [ His such a notoriety for extortion and malpractices

After a long discussion ,
Lordship here was perfectly overcomeby emotion ] that he was brought up to account for them . He

And I have only to wish you all success and hap - thereupon claimed his benefit of clergy , to
His HONOUR said that the greaterdo not always piness, and bid you farewell.

which body it had not been known that he
like to be restrained by the lesser ; and although His learned brothers on the bench took a kind belonged . In order to substantiate his claim , he
it was

as competent for him to restrain Baron Bram : ! and affectionate farewell of him , and Sir Samuel
well from proceeding further, he thought, with all | Martin retired , but many years must pass away directed that the threads of his coif should be

opened, so that his judges might see whether he
the facts before him , that as the proceedings had before his name will cease to be spoken and re possessed the clerical tonsure. Spelman , on the
been commenced in the Court of Exchequer, and membered in Westminster Hall. authority of this passage, lays down that coifs

the execution creditor had intimated that he were introduced to hide the tonsure of such rene
should not be satisfied with the judgment of this POLICE MAGISTRATES. - Mr. Maude, who has gade clerks as were still tempted to remain in the
court, the least expensive and most satisfactory been a magistrate at the Woolwich and Green . Becular courts in the quality of advocates, not
course for him to adopt would be to leave the case

wich police court for twelve years past, has sent
to bedecided by Baron Bramwell.

withstanding their prohibition by canon . Even
in his resignation of the office. in our days much of the pomp and state connected
MR. AUBIN , senior judge of the Royal Court in with the creation of serjeants has passed away,

Jersey, died on Wednesday morning, at the age and has declined into the observance of a few
LEGAL NEWS. of 78 . The death of Judge Raines, of the Malton forms that might well have remained . The Bar

County Court, is also announced , having occurred | will remember the circumstances of the present

COURT OF EXCHEQUER. with some degree of suddenness at Hull. Lord Chief Justice of England 's creation , and

THE SPRING CIRCUITS OF THE JUDGES. - The
Monday , Jan . 26 .

contrast them with the extreme simplicity of the

Norfolk circuit (Mr. Justice Blackburn and Mr. ceremony in conforming to which Lord Coleridge

THE RETIREMENT OF BARON MARTIN . Justice Brett) was fixed on Thursday morning as dined in the hall of his old inn , and left for the

The court was occupied with cases in the special follows, viz . : Oakham , Monday, March 2 ; Lin last time as a bencher , while the bell tolled

paper , and in the afternoon the Attorney.General | coln , Tuesday, March 3 ; Northampton, Saturday, mournfully for his exclusion. But even that

cameinto court, as the head of the English Bar, Maroh 7 ; Aylesbury, Thursday, March 12 : Bed. much formality will become a mere matter of

to say a few words of farewell to Sir Samuel ford ,Monday, March 16 ; Huntingdon, Thursday, tradition ,and the future editor of the “ Pickwick

Martin on his retirement from his judicial posi- March 19 ; Cambridge, Saturday, March 21 ; Nor Papers" will have to explain by a foot note how it

tion. The court was densely crowded , there being wich , Thursday , March 26 ; and Ipswich , Wed. is that Mr. Justice Stareleigh addressed the

present many of the more eminent of the Queen 's ' nesday , April 1 . plaintiff's counsel as Brother Buzfuz. - Globe.
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MIDDLESEX MAGISTRATES . - Messrs. Philip | English language, had caused attorneys to recede LAW SOCIETIES.
Hardwick and H . D . Phillips were sworn in as in knowledge ; and in 1825 the late Mr. Robert

Justices of the Peace on the 20th inst. Maugham lamented “ that students and junior THE ASSOCIATED LAW CLERKS OF
THE EUROPEAN ASSURANCE ARBITRATION . legal practitioners had neither opportunity nor IRELAND.

Lord Romilly has appointedMonday , the 2nd Feb ., incitement to extend their knowledge and to cul. REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE .
for the commencement of a sit ting in this arbi tivate their talents .” A few years later , the IN rendering an account of their stewardship

tration . Incorporated Law Society ' s periodical exami. for the past year, your committee consider that a
THE honour of knighthood has been conferred nation of articled clerks inaugurated a new correct estimate of their actions cannot be arrived

on Mr. Julian Pauncefote, Chief Justice of the era as to solicitors and attorneys. More at without taking a retrospective view of the
Leeward Islands, and late Attorney -General of recently , this ordeal has been made more social position of the law clerk prior to the formal
Hong Kong . comprehensive and stricter than it was , con. inauguration of this association two years ago.

The Telegraph states that Sir SamuelMartin sequently it is now more salutary and useful. At that time the law clerks had no organisation
will be raised to the dignity of & Privy Coun. Since the year 1785, to increase the respectability to carry out any of the views they entertained ;
cillor . of attorneysand solicitors, and the public revenue no means of placing their wants and the nume.
SIR JAMES COLVILE , the Senior Judge of the during the war, annual stamped certificates have rous questions affecting them before the public ;

Judicial Committee , is suffering from an attack of been required to enable them to practise legally . no way of obtaining , by the irresistible force of
measles. By rule of court 8 Geo. 3 their places of residence pablic opinion , that recognition which their
MR. HAWKINS' S SPEECH . — The conclusion of were ordered to be published . The ancient prac . position and services deserved ; no way of making

Mr. Hawkins' great speech was, we read , tice relative to their membership of some inn of a demand for any concession or any advantage
greeted with " a burst of applause," which court, has been obsolete for many years. The with the smallest effect. This state of things
was immediately suppressed, the Lord Chief Jus. original certificate duty (see 25 Geo . 3 , c. 80, and is gradually being removed by the action of your
tice remarking that there was nothing so offen . | 37 Geo . 3 , c . 90 ) was £5 for a London attorn37 Geo . 3 , c . 90) was £5 for a London attorney , association . The law clerks have now an associa .
sive to the administration of justice as such de and £3 for a provincial attorney. By 55 Geo. 3 , tion which is daily increasing in strength and
monstrations in a court of law ." This is , of c . 184 , these sumswere increased to £12 and £8 influence. Your committee, however, have to
course , true, and however brilliant an advo- respectively , as to practitioners of three years ' repeat the regret mentioned in the report issued
cate 's speech, it ought always to be received in standing , until which period £6 and £4 were paid by their predecessors, of the apathy still mani.
silence. But possibly part of the applause may respectively . A similar law prevailed with refer. | fested by many of their order. Instead of sup
not have been one-sided in its nature, but may ence to Irish and Scotch attorneys. In 1854 the porting a society like yours, they are scattered
have sprong from a feeling of joy that the last stamp on the indenture of clerkship , fixed by this | about amongst the various bodies in the city .
speech in this long case had at length been made. statute at £120 , was reduced to £80, as to English , They are Foresters, Odd Fellows, Members of
In saying this we do not in the least desire to Welsh and Irish attorneys,and to £60 as to those Debating, literary , and musical associations
diminish the glory with which Mr. Hawkins has in Scotland . The annual certificate was reduced members of every kind of society but one having
covered himself. Whatever may be a man 's feel. to £9, £4 10s., £6 ,and £3 respectively (see 16 & 17 for its object the advancement of their own
ings in regard to the issue before the jury , he Vict. c. 63). The £25 stamp on their admission , order. There is no reason why all the advan .
must admit Mr. Hawkins' speech to be one of the imposed by 55 Geo. 3 , c . 184 , in the year 1815 , was tages to be obtained from such societies should
greatest forensic efforts upon record . Everybody retained , and by 23 & 24 Vict. c . 127 , s . 19 , the not be available within or in connection with your
who had ever listened to Mr. Hawkins knew that place of business has been substituted for association .
his speech would be lucid and humorous, where | that of residence of the attorney. The duties Your committee are glad to state that during
ever humour could bemade to tell ; but we think are now charged by the 33 & 34 Vict. c . 97 . the year the association has been joined by a
few can have expected that therewould have been Mr. Tilsley , in his work upon the Stamp Duties, number of the leading law clerks in the city ;
80 much gennine eloquence. In his previous refers to 5 Will. & M . c . 21 ; 9 Will. 3 , c . 25 ; 12 and from the feeling that is now pervading the
speeches Mr. Hawkins has made little attempt Anne, stat. 2 , c . 9 ; 2 Geo . 2 , c . 46 ; 23 Geo . 2 , c . 26 ; minds of many who have not formally joined it ,
to work upon the feelings. He has always been 23 Geo . 3 , c. 58 ; 44 Geo . 3 , c. 98 ; 16 & 17 Vict. c . your committee are confident that before the
witty , but very seldom solemn or impassioned . 63 — all repealed by 6 & 7 Vict. c . 73 — and 33 & 34 close of another year no law clerk of any stand.
He has now shown that in this department of Vict. c . 99, as statutes affecting attorneys anding will be found outside its ranks. The spread
oratory he is almost as distinguished as in that solicitors ; containing also regulations as to their of the movement throughout the provinces is
which has been considered pre-eminently his own, admission . By 34 Geo. 3 , c . 14 , the duty on the naturally slow , owing to the distances which
and his speech which ended yesterday will be articles of clerkship was fixed at £100 , this inden - separate law clerks from each other ; but, never
admired , in addition to its other merits, for the ture having been required by 2 Geo . 2 , c . 23 , and theless, some of themost regular of the paying

· many passages of simple , manly , impressive elo . 30 Geo. 2 , c . 19 . The annual certificate duty members to the association belong to the pro.
quence, disfigured by no false clap -trap or barbaric should be abolished ,aswas suggested by me (LAW vinces.
ornamentation. — Echo, Jan . 29. TIMESES , No. 1413) , or regulated according to profits , Your committee have , however, to complain

and all solicitors should be charged accordingly . of the want of interest manifested in the affairs
The stamps on admission and on the articles, seem of the association by many of its best paying

LAW STUDENTS' JOURNAL . to be more fair, and less liable to objection. I members. It is not enough to become mere
have paid, at least , £250 as an articled clerk and subscribers. Members should supervise the acts
solicitor, in stamps, since my signature of articles of the committee, and from time to time give

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON . in 1838 , and yet I am not entitled to have my name directions for the management of the association .FIRST LL. B . EXAMINATION . - EXAMINATION FOR inserted in the Law List without making an Your committee would also desire to impress
HONOURS.

annual payment, irrespective of profits ! The | upon the members the necessity of makingJURISPRUDENCE AND ROMAN LAW . question deserves the notice of all law societies, punctual payments of their subscriptions. The
First Class. and of the Government. CHR. COOKE. | amount is so small that there really is no excuse

Colleges, & c . for irregularity .Serrell,G ., M . A . (Exhi.) Private study.
Your association , while protecting the rights ofSpokes, A H ., B . A . ... University College. LEGAL EDUCATION - GRAY'S INN - CALLS TO its members, also aims at elevating their social

Second Class, THE BAR . — I do not find your usualreport of theTaylor,RW., B . A . ... University College. and educational position ; and taking into account
Phillips, W . R ............. Calls to the Bar during the present Hilary Term .Wesley College . themeans afforded with that view , and the fact

Third Class, This society on Monday last called four members
that the association was not fully formed until

Baxter , W ., Law Sch ., Trinity Coll. Dublin . to the Bar. In the sixteen previous terms the
Beaston , J . ) January 1872, your committee think that thePrivate study . society called only thirteen members. The incomeClarke, F . } Equal Private study. success attendant upon such efforts is highly

of the society during the same period was
.. Private study.

£33 ,372 188. 8d (thirty-three thousand three hun.
gratifying. Theannexed balance sheet will show

Wilson, W . Private tuition . that the financial position of the association is
Dean , E . dred and seventy-two pounds eighteen shillingsPrivate study. most prosperous.
Hart, A . L . 1 Private study. and eight pence). Attorneys and solicitors are It being the unanimous opinion of the com .Trapnell, H . C . quas Private tuition and study . now arbitrarily excluded from being members.
Paice , C .. mittee that some effectual check should be putPrivate study. Your insertlon of this will greatly oblige

upon the dangerous facility with which persons
SECOND LL. B . EXAMINATION. - EXAMINATION FOR WM. GRESHAM . totally disqualified by utter want of training,

HONOURS. character, or knowledge, can now assume the
COMMON LAW AND EQUITY. name of law clerk , a proposition was brought

First Class,

Colleges, & c. NOTES AND QUERIES ON forward at one of the general meetings of the

Lubbock, E . (Scholsp.) Private study. POINTS OF PRACTICE .
association , recommending that the system of

Third Class. registering law clerks - already existing in the
Jones , D . B .. University College . Landed Estates' Court - should be extended to
Radford , G . H . ........... . Private study .

NOTICE. - We must remind our correspondentx that this
column is not open to questions involving points of law all the courts . The question was very fully dis.
such as a solicitor should be consulted upon . Queries will cussed at a numerously attended meeting, and

LL. D . EXAMINATION . be excluded which go beyond our limits.
was affirmed by an overwhelming majority.

Colleges, & c . N . B . - None are inserted unless the nameand address of the

Grece , C . J. .. .......... Private study. writers are rent, not necessarily for publication, but as & Your committee earnestly recommend this sub
guarantee for bonu ides. ject to the consideration of their successors and

the association at large, as they are of opinion
Queries. until some such system of registration shall be

CORRESPONDENCE OF THE 59. TRUSTS - EXECUTION BY DEVISEE . - In the note to adopted , the respectable and properly qualified

PROFESSION . Lord Braybroke v . Inskip , in Tudor's Lending Real law clerk will never obtain that due recognition
Property Cases (3rd edit., p . 893), it is stated that of his position and services which it is one of the
“ wbere property is vested in trustees upon trusts to be fundamentalobjects of the association to secure

NOTE . - This Department of the LAW TIMES being open to executed by them , or the survivor of them , or the heirs

free discussion on all professionaltopics, the Editor is not
for him . It is suggested that a general roll of

of the survivor, the trusts cannot be executed by the
responsible for any opinions or statements contained in it . devisee of the survivor , " and several cases in point are law clerks should be prepared under the sanction

cited . But would not a devise by the surviving trustee
hich none but

ATTORNEYS AND SOLICITORS. — The examina- be equivalent to an appointment of the devisee as qualified law clerks should be placed , and from

tion of attorneys was ordered by Parliament (4 | trustee, and consequently effectualas such , under 23 & which clerks who bring discredit upon their order

Hen . 4 , c. 18), and in the reigns of Queen Eliza 24 Vict. c. 145, sect. 272 ? LL . B . should be struck off and prevented from trans.

beth and King James I. attempts were made to 60 . COUNTY COURT - Lists. - Will apy of your readers acting business . In our present unprotected

increase their legal knowledge. During the Com - | kindle inkindly inform mewhetber it is the duty of the Regis. state there is nothing to prevent persons desti.

monwealth , A . D . 1654, examiners were appointed trar of the County Court to cause a listof all summonses tute alike of character and competency from a

by rule of court, and the statutes ( 2 Geo, 2 , c . 22 , to appear which shall have been served to be stuck up suming the name of “ law clerk ," and thus
and 22 Geo . 2 , c . 46 ), were designed to improve | in his office eight days, or how many days, before the lowering the status of the properly qualineified

the education of attorneys and solicitors. But bolding of the court ? And refer me to the Act on assistant.Practice or Order in Council bearing thereon , I per
Lord Ellenborough , when Chief Justice, com . ceive by the 3rd edition of Archbold ' s County CourtPortal In any such system of registration the interests
plained that the statute 4 Geo . 2 , o . 26 ,bymakingng Practice, published 1848, he is required to do so eight of junior clerks should be carefully provided for.Practice published 1818. he is required to do so e

it necessary to render legal proceedings in the ' days. A SUBSCRIBER . ' The inconvenience imposed by the new Juries

Sch:

Equal

Rook,

of the prope
thorit
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Act, under which law clerks are liable to serve on A vote of congratulation to Baron Amphlett oxciting contest, he was defeated by a very small

juries, was prominently brought under the notice on his recent judicial appointment, was passed . majority . In recognition of Mr. Haly' s services

of your committee . It happened that a member Mr. Martin Curtler was elected president, Mr. | in the Liberal cause , the inhabitants of the town
of the association was actually summoned to Samuel M . Beale vice-president, and Mr. William subsequently raised a large sum of money by sub,

attend on a jury in an action in which he had pre. Allen re-elected hon . secretary and treasurer, who, soription to presenthim with a testimonial,which
pared the case for proofs, the pleadings, and with Messrs. Bentley, Southall, Hyde, Hughes, | took the form of a handsomesilver epergne, bear .

served the notice of trial.
The Parliamentary and Corbett, form the committer for the prosenting a suitable inscription , together with the armsThe Parliamentary | and Corbett, form the committee for the present

Committee appointed to inquire into the working year. of the borough. In 1856 , and again in 1859, Mr.
of the Act was communicated with by the secre Haly was a candidate for the representation of his
tary , with a view of having law clerks exempted ARTICLED CLERKS' SOCIETY. native town, Poole, butwas defeated on each occa

from its operation , and replies promising atten . | A MEETING of this society was held at Clement' s sion . It should bementioned that Mr. Haly was
tion to the subject were received from the Inn Hall, on Wednesday, the 28th Jan., Mr. I. the head of a very ancient and loyal Irish family ,
Marquis of Hartington, chairman of the com . Rubenstein in the chair. Mr. Baber opened the branches ofwhich were settled formany generations
mittee, Lord Crichton ,and Colonel Wilson Patten , subject for the evening's debate , viz. : " That it is at Towryne, co . Limerick , and at Bally -Haly ,
late chief Secretary for Ireland . The letters re . | desirable to assimilate the county with theborough co . Cork . Sir Nicholas Haly of Tremaine, an

ceived during this correspondence assured the franchise , and to have a re-distribution of seats.” attached adherent of Charles I., was, for important
committee that in future legislation law clerks | The motion was lost by a majority of one. services rendered to the royal cause, created a
would be exempted from this unsuitable duty . baronet and subsequently raised to the peerage

A well-supported movement to form a Provident by that unfortunate monarch . The letters of the
and Benevolent Institute in connection with the king, dated Newcastle 1647 , conferring these
presentassociation , but distinct as far asmanage. LEGAL OBITUARY. dignities, are extant, but the troubles of the
ment and finance were concerned ,was made atan times prevented the completion of the patents,NOTE. - This department of the Law TIMES, is contributedadvanced period of the year, and an undertaking by EDWARD WALFORD, M . A ., and late scholar of Balliol and Cromwell, on the capitulation of Limerick ,
to aid in the formation of such an institute has College, Oxford , and Fellow of the Geneaiogical and confiscated the property in that county . The
been signed by about forty of the most influential Historical Society of Great Britain ; and , as it is desired family remained settled at Bally-Haly , co . Cork ,

to make it as perfect a record as possible , the families and
members of the association . Your committee friends of deceased members of the Profession will oblige until the close of the last century, when Mr.
argently recommend that this movement be en . by forwarding to the Law Times Office any dates and Haly's grandfather, on his marriage with Miss

materials required for a biographical notice .
couraged by the association . Every properly Bowker, of Lightboarn Hall , Lancashire, took up
organized body should have in connection with it

J . BAMFORTH , ESQ .
his residence in England . The Earl of Donough .

a means of assisting its members when out of
The late Joseph Bamforth , Esq ., solicitor, and more is a branch of this family , which , according

employment by sickness or otherwise, and of to Lavoisne and other genealogists, trace back to
relieving the orphans and widows of members alderman of Rotherbam , who died on the 18th

inst., at his residence, Southbourne House, in thatwhen their bread -winners have been removed by
| a remote period in Irish history , having been

et established in that country long before Štrong ,
the hand of death . town, in the sixty -third year of his age, was born

in 1810 , and admitted a solicitor in Easter Term , at the cemetery , near Poole, Dorset, on Saturday.
n bow 's invasion . Mr. Haly 's remains were interred

The question of the Saturday half-holiday is
1836 ,and had boen in practice at Rotherham for &still in an unsettled state. During the vacation the 17th inst. The funeral, by express desire, was

your committee are happy to say the half-holiday period of nearly forty years. For some fifteen or strictly private, but it was attended by several
was granted by the solicitors who signed the

sixteen years he was a most useful and energetic devoted friends.
undertaking in 1872. Its enjoyment, however ,

member and a regular attendant at the meetings

during the entire year cannot be had until the ofof the old Local Board of Health of Rotherham ,

offices of the courts shall be closed at an early and took & very prominent part in the advocacy PROMOTIONS AND APPOINT
hour on Saturday. A memorial to the judges, of the purchase of the Rotherham Gas Works,

and was present before the Parliamentary Com . MENTS ,
praying for this, was forwarded to them by your
committee in Easter Term , and your secretary mittee in London to assist in the consummation N . B . - Announcements of promotions being in the nature

of advertisements, are charged 28. od . each , for which
has since been in correspondence with a number of the objects the local board had in view . On postage stamps should be inclosed .

of the individualmembers of the Irish Bench on the incorporation of Rotherham as a municipal

the subject. No formal reply has as yet been borough in 1871, Mr. Bamforth was one of the The Lord Chancellor has appointed Mr. Robert

received to thememorial, but the Lord Chancellor, gentlemen elected a councillor to represent the Leigh , of Beaminster, Dorsetshire, solicitor, a .

as head of the legal authorities in this country , West Ward in the council, and at its first meet. Commissioner for Administering Oaths in Chan .
has caused inquries to be instituted in the offices ing , when the mayor and aldermen were to be cery , in England .

of the different courts as to the effect which early elected, he was chosen as one to sit on the alder. MR. CHARLES FORD, of 1 , Howard -street, Nor.

closing would have on the business ; and your
manic bench . That position , says the Sheffield folk -street, Strand, London , and Blackheath , has

committee have ascertained, from authentic Daily Telegraph, he faithfully held, and he was been appointed by the Judge of the High Court of
sources that the chiefs of some of the most im . present at the last general meeting of the council, | Admiralty an Examiner of that Conrt .

portant departments have reported that the early which was held on the 7th of the present month .

closing on Saturdays would be beneficial. Un. Mr. Bamforth took great interest in the welfare

official replies to the memorial, expressing
of the town of Rotherham , and was a strong sup . THE GAZETTES .

sympathy with the movement, have been received porter of friendly societies , to more than one of

from the Lord Chancellor, the Lord Chief Justice
which he had acted as secretary for many years .
The deceased gentleman has left a family of six Professional Partnerships Dissolbed .

of Ireland, Mr. Justice Keogh, Mr. Justice Law .
son, Barons Deasy and Dowse, Judge Harrison,

Gazette, Jan , 13.| children to lament his loss. XELSOX, PARK , and WILSOX, WILLIAM BEXFORD, attorneys and

Judge Flanagan , and Judge Townsend. Your
Bolicitors, Essex -st, Strand . Deo . 31

SAXDYS and KNOTT, attorneys and solicitors, Gray 's -inn - .

committee recommend their successors to strain H . LINGEN , ESQ . Jan . 10. (William Sandys and James Pullen Knott)

every nerve to bring this important question to a Tus late Henry Lingen , Esq., barrister-at-law , of Gazette , Jan . 16 .
BOLTOX, WATBRHOUSE, and BOLTOX , attorneys and soliciton .

successful issue. Penlanole, Radnorshire,who died on the 22nd inst., Wolverhampton and Bilston . Nov. 14 . ( Thounas Waterhouse
The registrar of situations reports that he has at his residence , near Khayader, in the seventy. and Thomas Francis Bolton )

DUXCAX , HILL, and PARKINSOX, attorneys and solicitors, Liver .
received numerous applications from solicitors second year of his age, was the second son of the pool. Dec . 31. (Henry C . Duncan , John Parkinson , and J . E

seeking for clerks from amongst your body, but late William Lingen, Esq ., formerly of Burghill Gray Hill)

as few of the members were out of employment, Lodge, Herefordshire,by Anne, danghter of John
only a small body number of the vacancies were Barrett, Esq., of Hollins Hill, Worcestershire. Bankrupts.
filled . This is a striking evidence of the growing He was born in the year 1803, and was called to Gazette, Jan . 23.

importance of your association , and shows that the Bar by the Honourable Society of the Middle
To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall-street.

HAMILTOX . AUGUSTUS HEXRY CARR, no occupation , Brecknock

the careful selection of members, and the educa - Temple, in Michaelmas Term 1838 . He was a rd -north . Pet. Jan . 21. Reg . Spring Rice. Sols . Ashurst and

tional advantages afforded by the association , is magistrate and deputy -lieutenant for Radnor.
Co ., Old Jewry , Sur. Feb . 5

MAXSELL, EDWARD, auctioneer, Falkland-rd , Kentish -town .

gradually convincing the Profession that the best shire, for which county he served the office of Pet. Jan. 13. Reg. Murray. Sol.Sulaman, King-st, Cheapside.
employés are to be found within the association . high 'sheriff in 1839. Mr. Lingen married in 1837 | Sur. Feb . 10

To surrender in the Country
Priscilla , daughter of Joseph Jones, Esq., of HEDGES,HEDGES, FREDERICK, butcher, Gosport . Pet. Jan . 16 . Reg .

Aberystwith , Cardiganshire , by whom he has left
Howard . Sur. Feb . 2

WILDGOOSE , JAMES ANTHOXY : WILDGOOSE , THOMAS HENRY :
WORCESTER LAW SOCIETY . surviving issue Charles Nelson, who is a magis. and WILDGOOSE, FRANK HUMBY, wineand spirit merchants ,

THE general andual meeting of the Worcester trate for the county of Radnor, and in holy Macclesfield . Pet . Jan . 21. Dep.-Reg . Mair. Sur. Feb . 4
Gazette, Jan . 27 .

and Worcestershire Law Society was held in the orders. To surrender at the Bankrupts ' Court, Basinghall-street.

library on Thursday, the 22nd January 1874 . ELLIOTT, JAMES, greengrocer, King-st, Hammersmith . Pe
Jan . 9 . Reg . Roche. Sur. Feb . 12W . T . HALY, ESQ.Present, Mr. R . P . Hill, president ; Messrs. WILSOX, BENJAMIN COULTMAX, house agent, Delgrave-aq . Pet.

Bentley , Hyde, Hughes, Corbett, Crisp , Abell : THE late William Taylor Haly, Esq ., barrister-at. Jan. 23. Rog.Murray. Sur. Feb. 10
To surrender in the Country ,

Allen , hon . sec. The accounts having been | law , who died on the 10th inst., at Queensborough. ALLCOCK, THOMAS, brass founder, Birminghain . Pet. Jan . 22 .

audited,showed a balance of £75 88. 3d . in favour terrace , Bayswater, in the fifty. sixth year of his Reg . Chauntler. Sur. Feb . 3

of the society. The report of the committee age, was the eldest son of the late Lieutenant BEL. The
BELTON, WILLIAM, cattle dealer, Easton . Pet. Jan . 21. Reg .
Gaches . Sur. Feb . 9

showed that two members, Mr. Hyla Holden and Richard Standish Haly , R . N . ( a distinguished LISTER, JOHN GEORGE, shipbuilder, Milford . Pet. Jan . 21. Reg .
Lloyd. Sur. Feb . 11

Mr. Knipe, had resigned upon their retirement officer who served in Egypt under Lord Keith ), PARRY, SAMUEL, hay dealer, Wombourne. Pet. Jan. 22. Reg .

from the Profession. Three new memberg - and was born at Poole, Dorsetshire, in the year Brown. Sur. Feb . 19

namely , Messrs. Henry Corbett and John Thomp. | 1818 . In early life he accompanied his father to PINCHES, EDWIN WILLIAM, butcher, Plymouth . Pet. Jan . 22 .
Dep .-Reg . Shelly . Sur. Feb . 7

son , of Worcester, and Mr. George Coventry , of the West Indies, and subsequently made an SOMERS, JOHN BARNs, farmer, Eastcott, ngar Pinder. Pet. Jan .
34 . Reg . Darvill . Sur. Feb . 14

Upton -on -Severn , had been electedmembers. The extended tour through the United States. On his YATES, WALTER EDWARD), mill furnisher, Rusholme, near Man .
totalnumber of presentmembers and subscribers return he devoted himself to literary pursuits, chester. Pet. Jan . 22 . Reg. Kay . Sur. Feb . 19
being seventy- six as against seventy- four in the and was for some time connected with the press , BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED .

preceding year. notably with the Times and Daily Nerus. Hewas Gazette , Jan . 20.
The number of books taken out of the library called to the Bar by the honourable society of the HAMMOND , ABRAHAM , builder, Lewisham . April 28 , 1973

Gazette, Jan . 23 .
up to the 31st December last, exclusive of Middle Temple in Easter Term 1849,and practised HOULT, RACHEL, spinster, Sheffield . March 20 , 1873
periodicals, was 1084 , being a decrease of 108 for some years at the Parliamentary Bar with con WILKES, SAMUEL, gentleman , Southend . Feb . 13, 19 **

upon those taken out in 1872. siderable success. His first retainer , immediately
The report set out at some length the action of after his call, was for the Corporation of the City Liquidations by Arrangement.

the society in reference to the Land Transfer Bill, of London in opposition to the Smithfield Cattle FIRST MEETINGS.
the Supreme Conrt of Judicature Bill, and other Market Bill, and he continued through life to

Gazette, Jan . 23 .
legal measures of the past session . enjoy the confidence of the Corporation , having AXFORD, JOHN BARNABAS, builder, Henry-st,Gray'a -inn -rd . Pet .

A memorialto the Lord Chancellor, praying that been specially retained only last session in their Jan . 20 . Feb . 19, at three, at office of Sols , Lewis , Munns, and.

the city of Worcester might be made one of the great contest with the Endowed Schools Commis. Longden , Old Jewry
BAKER, WILLIAM , grooer, Loddon . Pet. Jan . 21. Feb . 7. at

registries under the provisions of the Judicature sion . Mr. Haly was an advanced Liberal in twelve, at office of Sol. Coaks, Norwich

Act, was read and adopted , and sent to Baron politios,and in 1852 he became a candidate for the
BANCROFT, JOSEPH , and BAXCROFT, JOIN , buüders, Koighley .
Pet. Jan . 20 . Feb . 3, nt three , at oftices of Terry and Robinson

Amphlett for presentation . representation of Paisley, when , after a severe and ! 5.Market-at, Bradford . sol. Cooke, Keighley
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FA, THOMAS, Bluenot sol. Pophamongfield. Pet.

fordwesAlincing.12.JOHN M . Os of 801."kacturer ,

I 10 DOI CONTAGUE Sice of 80. books Hawley,

Orders of Discharge.

BENDELOW , WILLIAM , and SUGGITT, FRANCIS, builders, Boog SWIFT, GEORGE, butcher, Standish . Pet. Jan . 21. Feb . 14 , at OSBORNE, JAMES GODOLPHIN , accountant, Budge-row , Cannon
beck . Feb . 4 , at eleven , at the Temperance hotel, Middles eleven , at office of Sol. Lees, Wigan st. Pet. Jan . 22 . Feb . 9, at eleven , at office of Sols . Sharp and
borough . Sol. Bainbridge, Middlesborough THREADKELL , WILLIAM ERNEST, builder, Buckland' s-wharf, Turner, Lombard -st

BILLINGTON , WILLIAM ARROWSMITH , confectioner , Chester . Kingston -on - Thames . Pet. Jan . 20 . Feb . 5 , at twelve, at oftice PHILLIPS, JAMES, and HAMES. WILLIAM BARHAM , linen
Pet. Jan . 20 . Feb . 5 , at twelve, at offices of Sols . Duncan and of Sols. Wilkinson and Howlett, Bedford -st, Covent-gdn drapers, Birmingham . Pet. Jan . 22 . Feb . 6 , at one, at the
Pritchard , Chester TOOTH , THOMAS, plumber, West Bromwich . Pet. Jan . 20 . Feb . Clarence hotel, Manchester. Sol. Assinder, Birmingham

BINKS, THOMAS, tea merchant, Liverpool. Pet. Jan . 21 . Feb . 5 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Popham , West Bromwich PITCH FORD, EDWARD BEAUMONT, and PITCHFORD , ALFRED
5 , at twelve, at offices of Sols. Fowler and Carruthers, Liver WALTER , NIMROD , coalmerchant, Longfield . Pet. Jan .120 . Feb . THOMAS, lead manufacturers, Limehouse. Pet. Jan . 19 . Feb .
pool at three, at office of Sols . Lewis , Munns, and Longden , old 13, at two, at the City Terminus hotel, Cannon -st. Sols . Link

BOLTON , URIAH THOMAS, miller, Hilder ham . Pet. Jan . 20. Jewry later, Hackwood , Addison , and Brown , Walbrook
Feb . 5 , at two, at the Red Lion hotel, Cambridge. Sols . Free WHITING, THOMAS JOIX, stationer, Fenchurch -st . Pet. Jan . 21. PRAGER, HENRY, steel manufacturer. Sheffield . Pet. Jan . 21
land and Bellingham , Saffron Walden Feb . 9, at twelve, at office of Evans, accountant, 15 , Coleman -st. Feb . 6 , at eleven , at the Cutlers ' Hall, Church -st, Sheffield . Sol.

BRIGHAM , GEORGE, grocer , Leeds. Pet. Jan . 21. Feb . 6, at Sol. Bradford , Fenchurch -st Tattershall, Sheffield
twelve, at office of Sol. Whiteley , Leeds WIGsTox, THOMAS, grocer , Coleshill. Pet . Jan . 21 . Feb . 5 , at 1 RAND , JOHN REA, farmer, Romsey . Pet . Jan . 19. Feb . 9, at

BROWX, WILLIAM , and BRADLEY, ALEXANDER, joiners, Hud twelve , atoffice of Sol. Green , Birmingham hall-past twelve, at the Eagle hotel, Winchester. Sol. Genton ,dersfield . Pet . Jan . 19. Feb . 5 , at eleven , at offices of Sols . WILKINS, EDWIX , dyer, Lightpill. Pet. Jan . 19 . Feb . 4 , at one, Winchester
Craven and Sunderland , Huddersfield at the Inns of Court hotel, High Holborn . Sol. Davis, Stroud RATCLIFFE, FRANCIS , builder , Stafford . Pet . Jan . 20 . Feb . 6.

BROWNE, WILLIAM PAYNTER KEXXAWAY, called Captain WILLIAUS, HENRY, slater, Stalybridge . Pet. Jan . 19. Feb . 6, at at one, at the North -Western hotel, near the Railway Station ,
Brown , farmer, Ilsington . Pet. Jan . 19. Feb . 5, at twelve, at three, at office of Sols . Partington and Allen , Manchester Stafford . Sol. Clarke
the Bude hotel, Exeter. Sol. Campion WILLS, WILLIAM HENRY, out of business, Nottingham . Pet. ROBINSON ,GEORGE, grocer, Redbourne. Pet. Jan . 21. Feb . 17 .
BURNEY, KATE , spinster, of no occupation , Hersham . Pet. Jan . Jan , 16 . Feb . 6, at twelve , at office of Sol. Belk , Nottingham at one, at the Peahen hotel, St. Alban 's. Sol. Jeffery , Luton19 . Feb . 9, at two, at the Chamber of Commerce, 145 , Cheap WOOD , WILLIAM , fancy box manufacturer, Manchester. Pet. Jan . ROOKER, WILLIAM , undertaker , Birmingham . Pet. Jan . 23 .side, London . Sol. McDiarmaid , Old Jewry -ohmbe, London 21. Feb . 16, at three, nt office of Sol. Storer, Manchester Feb . 14 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Joynt, Birmingham
CARR, WILLIAM , cheesemonger , Caledonian -rd , King 's-cross. WYMOND, THOMAS PHILLIPS, attorney , King-st, Cheapside. Pet. SCRIVEN , JAMES, paper hanger , Darlington . Pet. Jan . 21. Feb .
Pet. Jan . 16 . Feb . 2, at eleven , at offices of H . S . Hunter, 47 , Jan . 15 . Jan . 31, at one, at the London Warehousemen 's Associa 11, at half past two, at oices of Hudson and Pybus, public ac
London -wall . Sol. Ede, Clernent's - la , Loinbard -st tion , 33, Gutter-lane countants, Darlington . Sol. Addenbrooke

CHALLAND, WILLIAM , innkeeper . Lincoln . Pet. Jan . 20 . Feb . YEWDALL, WILLIAM , manufacturer of flannels , Eccleshill . Pet . SMITH , GEORGE WILLIAM , and RICE, ANX, drapers, Bradford .
5, at eleven , at othce of Sol. Dale , Lincoln Jan . 19 . Feb . 7 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Atkinson , Bradford Pet . Jan . 22 . Feb . 9 , at twelve, at offices of Sols . Terry and

CUBB, WILLIAM , grocer, Brighton . Pet. Jan . 20. Feb . 10 , at Robinson , Bradford
three, at office of Sol. Lamb, Brighton Gazette, Jan . 27 . SMITH , JOSEPH , wholesale grocer, Bradford . Pet. Jan . 22. Feb .

CRUTCHLEY, HENRY, and HARRISOX , WILLIAM , wheelwrights, ADCOCK ,GEORGE, fruiterer, "Birmingham . Pet. Jan . 20 . Feb . 4 , at 13, at one, at offices of Sol. Hutchinson , Bradford
Manchester. Pet. Jan . 20 . Feb . 5 , at three , at offices of Sols. three, at office of Sol. Followe, Birmingham SMITHERS, MARY, plumber , Hadlow . Pet. Jan . 23. Feb . 11, at

Messrs . Makinson , Manchester ASHTOX, THOMAS, cattle dealer, Morpeth . Pet. Jan . 24 . Feb . 9 , ten , at the Angel hotel, Tunbridge. Sol. Palmer, Tunbridge
DEAVILLE, WILLIAM BAILEY, draper, Newcastle -under-Lyme. at three , at office of Sol. Garbutt , Newcastle upon Tyne SPRINGETT, EDWARD , saddler, St. Leonard 's -on -Sea . Pet . Jan .

Pet. Jan . 21 . Feb. 5 , at twelve, at the Home Trade Association ATKINSOX, WILLIAM , provision merchant, Newcastle-upon - Tyne. 21. Feb . 9 , at three , at office of Sol. Sturt, Ironmonger- la
rooms, 8, York -st, Manchester Sols . Sale, Shipman , Seddon , Pet. Jan . 22. Feb . 5 , at two, at offices of Sols. Hoyle, Shipley SICKLING, JOSEPH, commission agent, Tewkesbury . Pet . Jan .
and Sale , Manchester and Hoyle, Newcastle -upon -Tyne 23 . Feb . 11, at three, at office of Sol. Parry , Birmingham

DILL, JAMES, draper, Sheffield . Pet. Jan . 21. Feb . 5 , at three, BALM FORTH , THOMAS, contractor, Elland. Pet. Jan . 22. Feb . TIRELFALL, RICHARD , flour dealer, Blackpool. Pet. Jan . 22.
at offices of Sols. Messrs. Binney , Sheffield 9, at three , at offices of Sol. Rhodes, Halifax Feb . O , at eleven , at office of Sol. Fryer , Preston

DUXFORD , CHARLES, blacksmith , East Pennard . Pet. Jan . 16 . BENSON , WILLIAM HENRY, cloth manufacturer , Calverley . Pet. TIMMS, JOHN WILLIAM HARBIDGE, licensed victualler, Stoke
Feb . 6 , at three , at the Star hotel, Wells . Sol. McArthur Jan , 23. Feb . 10 , at three , at offices of Sol. Carr, Leeds upon- Trent. Pet. Jan . 19. Feb . 5 , at eleven , at office of Sol.

EVANS, WILLIAM , butter merchant, Tynewydd, par. Llanarth BRAY, JOHN , carrier, Bradford. Pet . Jan . 22 . Feb . 9, at three , Welch , Longton
ney . Pet. Jan . 21 . Feb . 5 , at one, at the Townhall . Carmar at offices of Sol. Rennolls, Bradford TITHER , WILLIAM , twine manufacturer. Manchester. Pet. Jan

then . Sol, Lloyd , Haverfordwest BRIXX , THOMAS, out of business, Pembroke. Pet. Jan . 21 . Feb . 23 . Feb . 13 , at three , at the Clarence hotel, Spring-gardens ,
FAULKNER, WILLIAM JABEZ, organ builder, Manchester . Pet . 11, at eleven , at ofhce of Sols . Pitman and Lane, 27 , Nicholas Manchester , Sol. Leigh , Manchester

Jan . 21. Feb. 11 , at two, at offices of Sols . Farrur and Hall, Man . lane, London . Sols . John and Son , Haverfordwest TRETT, BENJAMIN , out of business, Lower Edmonton . Pet . Jan .

chester BROWN, JOHX , chemical manufacturer, Birstal. Pet. Jan . 19 . 23 . Feb. 9 , at three, at office of Sol. Boydell, South .sq, Gray 's
FOSTER, WILLIAM BELL, job master , Royal Somerset-yd , High Feb . 6 , at ten , at offices of Sol. Rhodes, Bradford inn

st, Kensington . Pet. Jan . 17. Feb . 5, at two, at office of Sol. BROMLEN , JOHN MARTIN FREDERICK CHARLES, merchant, TUCK, SARAH ANN, baker, Musbury . Pet. Jan . 24. Feb . 10 , at
Pittman , Guildhall-chmbs, Basinghall-st Mincing -la . Pet. Jan . 23. Feb . 17 , at three , at office of Sols. two, at the Bell inn , Axminster. Sol. Tweed , HonitonFREEMAN , JAMES, farmer , Lynn, near Walsall. Pet. Jan . 21. Lewis, Munns, and Londen , Old Jewry TULIP, WILLIAM , innkeeper, Hexham . Pet. Jan . 21. Feb . 6, at
Feb . 9, at three, at office of Sol, Sheldon , Wednesbury BUTLER, BENJAMIN , out of business, Birmingham . Pet. Jan . 17 . twelve, at office of Sol. Lockhurt, Hexham

GIDLEY, WILLIAM , and WHITAKER , THOMAS, spinners, Brad Feb . 5, at twelve, at office of Sol. Fallows, Birmingham TURNBULL, CHARLES, baby linen manufacturer, Red Lion -ct,ford . Pet. Jan . 17. Feb . 4, at eleven , at offices of Sols . Terry CAULFIELD , JOHN, draper , Gatesheud . Pet. Jan . 22. Feb . 9, at Watling -st . Pet . Jan . 17. Feb . 2. at two, at the London Ware .and Robinson , Bradford twelve, at office of Sol. Garbutt , Newcastle-upon -Tyne housemen 's Association , 33, Gutter-la . Sol. Gill, CheapsideGILL, SAMUEL HORATIO , picture frame maker, Halifax . Pet. CLAXTON, WILLIAM RICHARDR, estate agent, Neston . Pet. Jan . TURNER, GEORGE , out of business, Birmingham . Pet . Jan . 14 .Jan . 19 . Feb . 2, at eleven , at Sol. Rhodes , Halifax 19. Feb . 9, at twelve, at offices of Sols. Richardson , Jones, and Feb . 7 , at ten , at office of Sol. East, BirminghamGRAINGER, CHRISTOPHER , builder, Bradford . Pet. Jan . 21 . Billson , Liverpool VANDERVORD, CHAPMAN , mastmaker, Cheval-st,and Commerce
Feb . 10 , at eleven , at offices of Sols , Terry and Robinson , Brad . COCKER, THOMAS HENRY, hawker , Halifax . Pet. Jan . 22 . Feb . pl, Millwall, Poplar . Pet. Jan . 22 . Feb . 9 , at twelve, at officesford 6 , at three, at offices of Sol. Rhodes, Halifax of Sol. Bastard , Brabant-ct

GROOME, JOHN, bootmaker , Liverpool. Pet . Jan . 21. Feb . 5 , at COLE, JAMES COXRAD , mining engineer, Strand, ' and Walworth WALLETT, JOHX, fruiterer, Bilston . Pet . Jan . 22. Feb . 11, at
two, at office of Sol. Bellringer , Liverpool Pet. Jan . 15 . Feb . 7, at two, at office of Sols . Clennell and ten , at office of Sol. Barrow , Wolverhampton

HARRIS , ALBERT THOMAS, victualler, Penrose -st, Walworth -rd , Fraser, Great James-st, Bedford -row WILKINSON, THOMAS, painter , Hexham . Pet . Jan . 24 . Feb . 12,

and New Kent-rd . Pet. Jan . 13. Feb . 2 , at eleven , at office of COLLARD, GEORGE, farmer, Southfleet. Pet. Jan . 22 . Feb . 9, at at eleven ,' at the Cattle Market Exchange, Newcastle -upon .
Sol. Head, Eastcheap twelve, at office of Sole . Sharland and Hatten , Gravesend Tyne. Sol, Baty , Hexham

HARTLEY, ISAAC, milk dealer, Bradford . Pet. Jan . 20 . Feb . 11 , COLYER , EDWARD , gentleman , Sevenoaks. Pet. Jan . 21 . Feb . 7 | WILLIAMS, RICHARD CRAFT, fartner, Amersham . Pet. Jan . 22.
at eleven , at office of Sols . Dawson and Greaves , Bradford at one, at the Masons' Hall tavern , Masons'-avenue, Basinghall Feb . 7 , at twelve, at the Griffin inn , Amershan . Sol. Clarke

HAQUE, CHARLES, late grocer, Denton . Pet Jan . 21. Feb . 6 , at st. Sol. Tunstall , Lendenhall -st High Wycornbe
three , at office of Sols. Messrs. Drinkwater, Hyde COOKE, HENRY, and CROMPTON, ROBERT ANDREWS, dyers , I WIXWood , HENRY, fruiterer, Birmingham . Pet. Jan . 15 . Feb .

H EDGES, CHARLES COOPER , tailor, Faringdon , Pet. Jan . 10. Manchester, Pet. Jan . 21. Feb . 6 , at four, at offices of Sols . 7 , at half past ten , at office of Sol. Eaden , Birmingham

Feb . 12, at one, at the Railway tavern , Ufington -junction , near Sale, Shipmon , Seddon , and Sale, Manchester WOLKER, HENRY, jeweller, West Hartlepool. Pet. Jan . 22. Feb .

Faringdon . Sol. Jotcham , Wantage CROSS, THOMA8, shopkeeper, Nottingham . Pet. Jan . 20 . Feb . 10, at twelve, at offices of Sols . Dobing and Simpson , West Har
HICKLING, HENRY, late grocer, Nottingham . Pet. Jan . 20 . Feb . 13, at twelve, at office of Sol. Shelton , Nottingham tlepool

7 , at two, at the Assembly -rooms, Low -pavement, Nottingham DEVONPORT, WILLIAM HENRY, cabinet maker, Sencombe. Pet . WOOLF, MONTAGUE, tailor, Lower -marsh , Lambeth . Pet. Jan . 24 .
Sol. Black Jan . 24 . Feb . 9. at two, at office of Gibson and Bolland, ac Feb . il, at two, at office of Sol. Barnett, New Broad -st

HISCOCK, FREDERICK, out of business, Liverpool. Pet. Jan . 21. countants, Liverpool. Sol. Ritson , Liverpool YARNALL, CHARLES ROBERT, bookseller, Longton . Pet . Jan .

Feb . 18, at two, at offices of Sols . Pemberton and Sampson , DUDSON, WILLIAM , fruit dealer, Wellington , Pet. Jan . 17 . Feb . 23. Feb . 16 , at three , at office of Sol. Hawley , Longton
Liverpool 11, at twelve, at office of Sol. Maray, Wellington

HODGE, WILLIAM HENRY, commercial clerk , Viotorla -rd , Kent EHRMANN , FREDERICK , baker, Hereford -st, Lisson -grove. Pet.
ish -town. Pet. Jan . 19 . Feb . 9, at three, at the Chamber of Jan . 10. Feb . 5 , at three , at office of Sols. Button and Co.
Commerce, 145 , Cheapside. Sol. Miller , Walbrook Henrietta -st, Covent-gdn

HORN , SAMUEL ,and BURRELL, WILLIAM ROBERT, shoe manu | FERRAR , FREDERIC , hotel proprietor, Richmond. Pet. Jan . 22. Gazette, Jan . 13.facturer, Kettering . Pet. Jan , 20. Feb . 6, at three, at the Royal Feb . 12 , at twelve, at office of Sols. Taylor and Jaquet, South ' ADAM , HARVEY HALL, surgeon, Grafton -et, Mile -end-rd, and
hotel, Norwich . Sol. Smith , Newland st, Finsbury -sq Cannon -st- rd

HOUGHTON, FREDERICK BURNETT, oil manufacturer, Borough FREELOVE , MARKWELL FRANCIS, commercial traveller, Bir WINTOX, HARRY JOHN LANGRIDGE, no occupation , Buckingrd , Southwark , and Marshgate-la , Stratford . Pet. Jan . 16 . Feb . mingham . Pet. Jan . 21. Feb . 7, at eleven , at office of Sol. Row
9 , at two, at office of Sol. Swaine, Cheapside

ham Palace-rd , Pimlicolands, Birmingham Gazette, Jan . 20 .JACKSON, ALFRED , farm labourer, Staxton , nearGanton . Pet. FOWLER, JAMES, grocer, High -st, Poplar. Pet. Jan . 21 . Feb . 10 ,
at one at othce of Sol. Smith , Cross-la , St. Mary -at-hillJan . 20 . Feb . 4 , at three , at office of Sol. Williamson, Scar. ILLINGWORTH , HIRAM , joiner, Bradford

GIBBS, GAIUS, grocer , Tunbridge. Pet. Jan . 21. Feb . 11, atborough Gazette, Jan . 23 .
JAMES. HENRY, victualler, Bath . Pet. Jan . 16 . Jan . 30, at eleven , at office of Sol. Burton , Tunbridge Wells SIMPSOX , DUGALD CUMMINGS,merchant, Liverpool
twelve , at office of Sol. Wilton , Bath GILBERTSON, GEORGE, and TARBOTTON , FRANCIS, linen drapers,

JENKINS,MARY, spinster, schoolmistress, Bristol. Pet. Jan . 21. York . Pet. Jan . 23 . Feb . 13, at twelve, at the Corn Exchange,
Feb . 12, at eleven , atoffices of Sol. Ward , Bristol York . Sol. Dale , York .

JONES ,EMMA, beer retailer, Manchester . Pet . Jan . 21. Feb . 11 , HART, HENRY JAMES, horse brenker , Birmingham . Pet . Jan . 22 .
at three, at Homer and Son , Manchester . Sol. Law , Man Feb . 6 , at twelve, at offices of Sol. Fallows, Birmingham BANKRUPT' ' ESTATES.
chester HAUGHTON, JAMES, tobacconist, Birmingham . Pet. Jan .

KEEL FREEMAX , hatter, Sheffield .
The Official Assignees, & c., are given , to whom apply for thoFeb . 9 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Mason , BirminghamPet. Jan . 19. Feb . 9, at Dividends.eleven , at office of Sols. Messrs. Binney , Sheffield HAWKINS, ALEXANDER, shopkeeper, Twyning. Pet Jan. 23.

KENT, HENRY ALFRED , tailor, Rye- la , Peckham . Pet. Jan . 20 . Feb . 9, at eleven , at offices of Sols. Moores and Romney , Tew . Cour, W . stockbroker, second, 8d ., and 58. 7d, to new proofs .
Feb . 5 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Haigh, jun ., King -st, Cheapside kesbury Paget, Basinghall-st . - Eagle, E . C . grocer , first, 3 d . Paget, Basing

KENWORTHY, THOMAS, fish dealer, Fallowfield , near Manchester .
| HELPS, JAMES, furniture broker, Canton , near Cardiff. Pet. hall-st . - Mitchell, W . S . jeweller , third and final, 18 . 6 . Purton ,

Pet. Jan . 19. Feb . 2, at three, at office of Sols. Hinde, Milne, Jan . 22. Feb . 10, at eleven , at office of Sol. Morgan , Cardiff G . saw mill owner, first, Is . 11 d . Paget, Basinghall-st. - Smart,
and Sudlow , Manchester | HICKLING, HEXRY, ironfounder, Nottingham . Pet. Jan . 20 . W . R . auctioneer , second , 8 d . Paget, Basinghall-st.

KING , GEORGE, sack manufacturer, Duke-st, London -bridge, and Feb . 7, at two, at the Assembly Rooms, Low -pavement, Not Baker, J . flax dresser , first and final, 49 . od . At Sols . Weddall

Bermondsey -st. Pet . Jan . 22. Feb . 20 , at two, at the Guildhall tingham . Sol. Black and Parker, Selby . - Burkinsharo, C . grocer , second and final, ed .

coffee-house, Gresham -st. Sols. Nash , Field , and Layton , Suf
HITCHCOCK, JOHN, clothier, New Swindon. Pet. Jan . 24 Feb . At offices of J . G . Carlill and W . P . Burkinahaw , 4, Parliament-st,

folk - la , Cannon -st 10 , at eleven , at offices of Barnard , Thomas, Tribe, and Co ., Hull. - Chappelle, J . builder , 10d . At Trust. W . G . Dixon , 46, Queen

LEAH , HENRYGEORGE, brush maker, Great Marylebone-st, trad . public accountants, Bristol. Sols. Henderson , Salmon , and st , Wolverhampton . - Cohen , M . importer of French boots, first, 25.

ing as Charles and Elizabeth Nixon . Pet. Jan . 10 . Feb . 5 , at Hendersons, Bristol At Trust . E . Moore , 3, Crosby -s . - Coulthurst, R . and H . J. joiners,
three, atoffice of Sol. Wetherfield , Gresham -bldge ,Guildhall | HODGES, JOHX, bookseller, Bedford -st, Strand . Pet. Jan . 19 . first and final, 28. 6d . At Trust. J . Routh , Royal Insurance.bldg.,

LLOYD , THOMAS, innkeeper, Meifod . Pet . Jan , 19 . Feb . 6 , at Feb . 9, at three , at the Guildhall tavern , Gresham -st . Sol. Leeds. - Gerril, J . draper, 38. 5 d . At County Court Office, Ayles.
twelve, at the Cross Keys hotel, Llanymynech . Sol. Pugh , Clark and Scoles, King-st, Cheapside bury. Trust. H . Watson , registrar. - Honghton , A . cotton broker,

Llanfyllin
IRONSIDE, HENRY WAKEFORD , farmer, Wonersh . Pet. Jan . 24. first and final, 7s. At Trust. H . Bolland, 10 , South John -st, Liver

LONG , HESTER, and LONG , EDWARD, North Bradley . Pet. Jan . Feb . 10 , at two, at office of Sol. Curtis, Guildford pool. - Houghton , A . R . Houghton , A . and Jones, C . D ' E . cotton

20 . Feb . 5 , at twelve, at othce of Sol. Rodway, Trowbridge
JUKES, HENRY, tobacconist, Birmingham . Pet . Jan . 20 . Feb . 4 , brokers, third and final, 1 1-5d . At Trust. H . Bolland, 10, South

MCCORMICK , PATRICK , provision dealer, Liverpool. Pet . Jan at twelve, at office of Sol. Fallows, Birmingham John -st, Liverpool. - Hores, J. F . pawnbroker, second and final, 2d .

20 . Feb . 4, at three , at office of Sol. Yates, Liverpool
KEARNEY, JAMES, tailor, Thornas-st, Kingsland -rd . Pet . Jan , At Sol. Noon , Bloomfield -st, New Brond -st. - Jacques, F . saddler,

MAUGHAM , THOMAS, mineral water manufacturer, Clapham -rd , 24. Feb . 11, at four, at 5, Bell-yd , Doctor's- commons. Sol. 29. 11d. At the County Court Office , Burton -on - Trent.-- JOUR&o ,
Pet. Jan . 14 . Feb . 2, at three, at offices of Sol. Howell, Cheap Cutler , Doctor 's -commons P . Liverpool and London -chmbs, first, 2s. . At Trust.HW.

side
KIDDLE, EDWARD, jun., job master, Blantyre-st, Chelsea , and Banner , 24 , North John -st, Liverpool. -- Pasmore, J . R . Bethnal.

MAURENBRECHER, JULIUS, merchant, Mark- la . Pet. Jan . 20. King 'e -rd , Chelsea Pet. Jan . 14. Feb . 5 , at two, at office of green - rd , first, 18 . 6d . At Trust. J . D . Viney , 39 , Cheapside.
Feb . 11 , at two ,atMr. Maurenbrecher's office, 11, Mark-la . Sols. Dubois, 2 , Gresham - bldgs, Basinghall -st. Sol. Maynard Robinson , R . W . grocer , second , 29. At Trust. W . Izard, 46, East.

Messrs. Hollamsand Coward, Mincing-la
| LARQUET, ANTOINE, wine merchant, Arthur-st, Oxford -st . Pet. cheap . - Smith , J. grocer , first and final, ls, 3d . At Sols . Reed and

MICKXAX, JAMES, jet ornament manufacturer , Scarborough .
Jan . 23. Feb . 9, at three, at office of Sol. Parker , Pavement, Cook , Bridgwater. - Thornton , W . mechanie , second , 3s . 4d . Trust.

Pet. Jan . 20. Feb . 3 , at three, at office of Sol. Richardson , Scar
Finsbury G . Curry , Cleckheaton . - Walker and I'rquhart, travelling drapers,

borough
LEAK , DAVID JOSEPH , carpenter, Great Yarmouth . Pet. Jan . second, 6d . At Trust . A . McDowell, 21A , Watling -st . - Walter and

NICHOLS, GEORGE, potato dealer , Barnsley . Pet. Jan . 19 . Feb .
22. Feb . 10, at twelve, at office of Blake, publio accountant, Sutton , linen drapers, second and final, 10d . ( first and final sep. of

7 , at three, at office of Sol. Freeman , Barnsley Great Yarmouth . Sol. Palmer, Great Yarmouth Sutton , 4s. Gd.). At offices of Ladbury , Collison , and Viney, 98,
LE BEAT, WOOLFGEORGE, cow keeper, Royal Mint-et, Tower-hill. Cheapside.

PAINTING , CHARLES, sawyer, Birmingham . Pet. Jan . 19. Feb . Pet. Jan . 24 . Feb . 10 , at three, at office of the London Ware
4 , at twelve , at office of Sol. Grove, Birmingham housemen 's Association , 33, Gutter - la . Sols. Clapham and Fitch ,

PALLANT, THOMAS, jun ., butcher, Ipswich. Pet. Jan , 20. Feb . Bishopsgate -without
7 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Vulliamy, Ipswich LEWIS , EBENEZER , dealer in boots , Ebbw Vale . Pet. Jen . 24 . BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.

PEARSON , SAM , grocer , Dewsbury . Pet . Jan . 19 . Feb . 9, at three , Feb. 9 , at one, at offices of Sols . Simon and Plewe, Merthyr
at office of Sol. Curry , Cleckheaton Tydfil BIRTHS.

PRESCOTT, JAMES, late beer retailer, Birmingham . Pet. Jan . 19. LOCHMULLER, ANTONIO , cabinet maker, Stanhop -st, Hampstead . UPINGTOX. - On the 12th inst., at 40, Elgin -road , Dublin , the wife
Feb . 3, at eleven , at office of Sol Beaton , Birmingham rd . Pet. Jan . 22 . Feb . 10 , at three, at office of Sol. Seale, Lin of Thomas t'pington , Esq., barrister-at- law , or a daughter

RICHARDSON, DAVID , bootmaker, Leamington Priors. Pet. Jan . coln 's - inn - fields
WALSH. On the 2nd inst., at Maissonette , St. Anne's.park,

90 . Feb . 10 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Handley, Warwick MACBETH , THOMAS, andMACBETH , LEIGHTOX SPEXCER, tailory , Wandsworth , the wife of Nugent C . Walsh , Esq ., barrister-at

RIDLINGTON , JAMES NEWTON, grocer , Erith . Pet. Jan . 21 . Feb . Manchester. Pet. Jan . 22 . Feb . 9, at four, at offices of Sols. law , of a daughter.
5 , at twelve, at 38, Green 's -end, Woolwich . Sol. Hughes , Upper Addleshaw and Warburton ,Manchester

WILLIS . - On the 17th inst., at Lee. Kent. the wife of William

Thames-st MAKINSON , WILLIAM , provision dealer, Hindley . Pet. Jan . 22. Willis, barrister-at-law , of a daughter.
ROBINSON , JOHN WRIGHT, general dealer , Batley . Pet. Jan . 19 . Feb . 9, at eleven , at offices of Sol. Wall, Wigan MARRIAGES.

Feb . 4, at eleven , at the Royalhotel, Batley. Sol. Meller MASTERS, FRANCIS, drapery manufacturers' agent, Bull and FELLOWS - LUCY. On the 2nd inst.. at Harescombe Church ,
ROBINSON , GEORGE, out of business, Skelton . Pet. Jan . 20. Feb . Mouth -st. Pet. Jan . 24 . Feb . 10, at three, at office of Sol. Gloucestershire, Charles Francis Fellows, M . A ., of University

5 , at three, at office of Sols . Hunton and Bolsover , Stockton Knight, Newgate -st College, Oxford , barrister -at-law . Lincoln 's- inn , to Alice Mary ,
ROOME, DAVID , accountant, Stoke Newington-rd . Pet . Jan . 20. MEAD, JOHN WILLIAM , house agent, London -st, Paddington . eldest daughter of W . C . Lucy, Es The Wynstones, Brookthorpe

Feb . 5 , at two, at at office of Sols. Halse , Trustram , and Co . Pet . Jan . 13 . Feb . 4, at eleven , at offices of Sol. Johnson , Arun . Gloucestershire .
Cheapside del-st, Strand IBBOTSON - HOBSON . - On the 20th inst.. at Christ Church , Ful

SANDERSON , ROBERT WILLIAM , brushmaker, York . Pet. Jan . | MERRITT, SAMUEL, licensed victualler, Farnley , near Leeds. wood, Yorkshire, H . Walter Ibbotson, solicitor, to Mary Bridget,
21. Feb . 9 . at three, at office of Sol. Wilkinson , York Pet. Jan . 20. Feb . 9, at three, at offices of Sols. Fawcett and youngest daughter of Francis Hobson , Esq ., Burnt Stone, Sher.

SEYFANG , SIDNEY WILLIAM , lighterman , Plaistow . Pet. Jan . 21. Malcolm , Leeds field .
Feb . 9, at twelve, at office of Sol. Moss , Gracechurch -st MOORE, SAMUEL, furrier, Regent-st, and Mark -st, Whitechapel. DEATHS.

SHELLAKER, WILLIAM , lodging -house keeper, Brighton . P Pet. Jan . 24. Feb . 20, at two, at office of Sols. Messrs . Lewis , BAMFORTH . On the 13th inst., at Southborne House, Rotherham ,
Jan . 19 . Feb . 7 , at twelve , at office of Sol. Webb , Brighton Ely .pl, Holborn Yorkshire , aged 62, J . Bamforth , Esq., Solicitor and Alderinan ,

SHEPHARD . JOHN , boot dealer, North Skelton . Pet. Jan . 21. Feb . | NEEDHAM RALPH WILLIAM , milliner, Nottingham . Pet . Jan . ofthe borough
4 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Draper, Stockton 22. Feb . 10 , at twelve, at offices of Sols. Thorpe and Thorpe, LINGEN. - On the 22nd inst ., at Penlanole, near Rhayader, aged

SORBY, THOMAS CHARLES , architect, Brunswick -sq . Pet. Jan . 16 . Nottingham 71, Henry Lingen , Esq ., of the Middle Temple, J. P . and Deputy .
Jan . 31 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Allen , Brunswick -sq ORAM , FREDERICK HENRY, law clerk , Edmonton . Pet. Jan . 24 . Lieutenant for the county of Radnor

SOUTHWELL , GEORGE WILLIAM , corn factor , Nottingham . Pet. Feb. 17 , at four, at the Masons' Hall tavern , Masons'-avenue, Nixox . On the 20th inst., at West Brompton , aged 76, J . E .
Jan . 20 . Feb . 13 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Peath , Nottingham Basinghall-st. Sol. Watson , Basinghall-st Nixon , Esq ., solictor .

SUDFORD, CHARLES, draper, Birmingham . Pet. Jan . 15 . Feb . 2, PPP,MORRIS,general dealer,West Hartlepool Pet. Jan . 21 . Feb . UNDERWOOD. - On the 26th inst., aged 69. Richard Underwood ,

at ten , at office of Sol. East, Birmingham 5 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Todd, West Hartlepool Castle -stree, Hereford , solicitor.

Dibidends.

Jan. 14 . Fest: Osol.Maynpr.st . Pet
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To Readers and Correspondents . advanced reformer. He was a speaker of some force, and took a
prominent part in the debate on the Judicature Bill. Although
we did not agree with his views on the subject ofmarried women ,
we regret that he has lost his seat.

ARTICLED CLERK. - Gurney uses stenography . Werecommend Pitman' s.
Anonymous communicationsare invariably rejected .
All communications must be authenticated by the name and address of the writer
not necessarily for publication , but as a guarantee of good faith .

CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.
Four lines or thirty words............ 3s. 6d . | Every additional ten words ...... 08. 6d .

Advertisements specially ordered for the first page are charged one-fourth more
than theabove scale.

Advertisements must reach the Office not later than five o' clock on Thursday
afternoon ,

TO SUBSCRIBERS.
The volumes of the LAW TIMES, and of the Law TIMES REPORTS, are strongly and
aniformly bound at the Office, as completed, for 59. 6d , for the Journal,and 4s. 6d .
for the Reports.

Portfolios for preserving the current numbers of the Law TIMES, price 5s,6d., by
post 5d. extra. Law TIMES REPORTS, price 3s, 6d., by post 3d. extra ,

It occurs to us as somewhat remarkable that the election speeches
ofthe last ten days have been almost entirely devoid of reference to
a subject which was lately supposed to be of paramount im
portance - - the amendment of the land laws. The financial mania
appears to have seized everybody, from Baron ROTHSCHILD to Mr.
ODGER , and amidst the exultation of the Liberal party over a
surplus of five milllions, and the scoffs of the Conservatives,
the land question has disappeared. When our politicians are
driven for subjects to quarrel about so far back as the Crimean
War, and so far away as the Straits of Malacca , it leads to
the belief that reform , in dealing with land tenure and land
transfer, is not one of the “ burning questions" of the day . We
indeed incline to the opinion that the public are not altogether
discontented with the existing state of charges, and that they do
not grudge payment for what they know will render them as
secure in their titles as the law permits. And we know for a fact
that in many districts it is becoming a practice for an agreed sum
to be paid for conveyancing business according to the nature of
thework . If this course were generally pursued ,much of the com
plaintwhich occasionally finds expression would entirely disappear.
At any rate it is clear that there are many more pressing and
difficult questions to be solved before the land laws occupy a front

place in the political programme.

NOTICE .
The LAW TIMES goes to press on Thursday evening , that it muy be received in the remotest

parts of the country on Saturday morning. Communications and Advertisements must

be transmitted accordingly. Nono can appear that do not reach the office by Thursday
afternoon 's post.

When payment is made in postage stamps,notmore than 58.may be remitted at one time.
Au communications intended for the Editor of the Solicitors' Department should be so

addressed .

Now ready, price 5s. 6d ., Part VIII. of Vol. XII. of
NOX' S CRIMINAL LAW CASES. Edited by EDWARD W . COX ,

Serjeant-at- Law , Recorder of Portsmouth . The Parts and Volumes may still be
had to complete sets . It is the only complete series of Criminal Cases published in
England . An Appendix contains a valuable collection of Precedents of Indictments .

London : HORACE Cox , 10, Wellington - street , Strand , W . C .

Now ready, price 58. 6d ., VOL . II., Part 1, of
MARITIME LAW REPORTS (New Series) . By J . P . ASPINALL,

Esq .. Barrister -at- Law , in the Admiralty Courts of England and Ireland, and in all
the Superior Courts, with a Selection from the Decisions of the United States Courts.
with Notes by the Editor. The First Series of “ Maritime Law " may now be had com

plete in Three Volumes, half bound , price £5 5s, for the set, or any single volume for

£2 28 . Back numbers may be had to complete sets,

London : HORACE Cox , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, W .C .

CONTENTS .

In the list of new Queen's Counsel, just created by the LORD
CHANCELLOR, one name occurs which the other able men on whom
this dignity has been conferred would probably be first to acknow
ledge as the most widely and familiarly known among their
number. Both in the Colonies and in America “ Clark 's House of
Lords' Cases ” are cited as the authoritative record of the decisions
of the highest Court of Appeal in Great Britain , whilst the value
of these reports to lawyers in this country for a legal generation has
been admitted . In other branches of professional pursuits Mr.
CLARK 's name is also to bemet with . In nearly all the recent Peer .
age cases he has held a brief; he has acted for many years as Re
vising Barrister for the County of Hertford ; was one of the Royal

Commissioners appointed to inquire into the criminal laws of the
Channel Islands; and is the author, among other legal essays, of
a standard work , entitled “ Summary of Colonial Law ," referred
to with approval by Lord Chief Justice COCKBURN in the course of
his charge to the grand jury in the case of The Queen y . Nelson
and Brand . The mark of recognition by the Lord Chancellor
has, in this instance, clearly followed the voice of the Profession ,
for, in Hilary Term 1872, whilst still a stuff gownsman , the high
compliment was paid to Mr. CHARLES CLARK of electing him a
Bencher of the Middle Temple, at the same time that a similar
tribute was paid to the standing and qualities of Mr. CHARLES

Hall, since promoted to be one of the Vice-Chancellors .
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An important question, affecting the right of habeas corpus in
civil cases, was raised in a case recently before the Irish Court of
Queen ' s Bench . A civil bill process was brought against a
defendant, not specifying the date when the debt accrued , for a
debt which in fact accrued after the passing of the Debtors' Act
( Ireland) 1872 ; and the defendant not appearing, a decree was
granted for the amount. The entry of the decree in the book of
the clerk of the peace did not specify the date when the debt

accrued , or whether execution was to be against the person or
goods of the defendant. The decree was filled up by the clerk of
the plaintiff' s attorney with an award of execution against the
goods; but afterwards the attorney, without any fraudulent
intention , inserted in the decree the words " in the year 1871," as
being the date when the debt accrued , and induced the clerk of
the peace to alter the award of execution ,making same against
the body . The chairman, misled by the decree as altered , signed
same ; and the defendant was arrested on the decree after the
coming into operation of the Debtors' Act. The question was

LEADING ARTICLES, & c . whether he was entitled to be discharged from custody on a writ
of habeas corpus. It was argued by the counsel for the plaintiff
that the civil bill decree was only issued irregularly , and that if so ,
a habeas corpus would not lie . The court did not assent to this
proposition, and having examined several cases, which will be
found in a report which appears in another column, decided that
there was perfect authority for liberating the prisoner, not derived
alone from statute, but fortified also by the common law . It
would have been startling indeed if an irregular arrest could have
deprived a debtor of his liberty until he paid the debt.

THE House of Commons has lost a useful legal member in Mr.
HINDE PALMER, Q . C ., who appears to be one of the victims of the THE ATTORNEY GENERAL has been somewhat facetious concerning
altered sentiments of some of the constituencies. The learned the “ writ of pains and penalties ” with which Mr. GLADSTONE was
gentleman was beaten by a Conservative Colonel in the contest said to have been threatened . The instigator of this mysterious

for Lincoln City. Mr. PALMER's principal work was a Bill for the process turns out to be a cork leg manufacturer, and Sir HENRY
removal of the existing disabilities of married women with refer JAMES suggests that no one but a cork leg manufacturer could
ence to property,and in this respect he was certainly the most ' have invented it. Humour has not been superabundant during
VOL, LVI. - N0. 1610 .
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the elections, and even this dreary flash of fun is not to be outside world to judge of their real importance, and their importe

despised, although it would be somewhat unfair were the merits ance depends so much , when all is said and done, upon the good .

of a quo warranto information to be judged of by the trade or will of the persons who make them , that there is no doubt of the

business of the relator ; and if the cork leg manufacturer has mis power of the Judges and their advisers practically to compel Par.

named his legal process, the slip is one which an Attorney liament to postpone the Bill." This is an extremely grave charge

Generalmight have allowed to pass. This fringe being taken off -- for charge we take it to be. If there be a desire to exercise ex

we have the fact that before the dissolution Mr. GLADSTONE had treme care, and to pay attention to trifles, and if the result is

notice that a quo warranto information would be applied for inevitable delay , we should consider that the ultimate saving of
*calling upon him to show by what authority he claimed to sit expense to the public would far outweigh any advantage to be

for Greenwich . We noticed the Acts, out of which the question gained by hastening the Act into operation . To this, however,

arises, when the Premier combined his two offices in his own the Pall Mall Gazette seemsto shut its eyes, for it is evidently not

person, and doubted whether he could hold them without re ignorant of the amount of case law which has been generated by

election . There was no authority upon the subject, and we the technical difficulties which have arisen for decision out of even

therefore now put it on record , as the opinion of eminent persons, modern pleading. It observes that the amount of case law which

such as Lord COLERIDGE and Sir GEORGE JESSEL, Sir HENRY will be superseded by the change introduced by the Act can

JAMES and Sir VERNON HARCOURT, that the First Lord of the hardly be imagined by anyone who is not a professional lawyer.

Treasury, by accepting the office of Chancellor of the Exchequer, The amount of case law which may be originated by the hasty

is not required to seek re-election . This opinion was given by drafting of forms of pleading and rules of practice is also pro
law officers, and the question arose on the construction of parti bably beyond the comprehension of a person who is not a profes

cular statutes. Consequently it cannot be inferred as an absolute sional lawyer, if not of the Pall Mall Gazette itself. We repeat

certainty that judicial decision would be in accordance with such that it will be a decided public economy to delay the operation of

opinion , and it would be desirable to make the matter clear by the measure if the alteration is to hurry it into operation supple

further legislation . mented by a body of crude rules . Butwhatever the actual state

of the case may be, we are persuaded that it is from no ill will to

THE elevation of Baron AMPHLETT from the Equity Bar to the
the measure, and from no desire to throw obstacles in the way of

its operation , that lawyers are if such be the fact ) raising diffi

Common Law Bench was doubtless in pursuance of the scheme culties. Lawyers are rather anxious to make the plunge into the

for the fusion of Law and Equity which the Judicature Act has new practice, and to adjust their business to the altered circum

already initiated , and therefore much to be commended . But we
stances.

hope this process of amalgamation will be carried out with

strict impartiality. If equity lawyers are to be promoted

to the Common Law Bench , the Common Law Bar should THE NON -REGISTRATION OF MORTGAGES INCLUDING

occupy some of the seats upon the Equity Bench , aud we wish FIXTURES.
to protest by anticipation against a large extension of the design

Oncemore a decision hasbeen given upon the question of the neces
which has been exhibited in the unexceptionable selection of
Baron AMPHLETT. The Equity Bar will not, we hope, be often

sity for registering as a bill of sale a mortgage of premises, including

preferred to the Common Law Bar for the judgeships which must
thetrade fixtures; but the Judgewho decided it was able to hold that

for a long time be looked upon as forming a Bench of Common
the case was governed by the recent decision of Eæ parte Daglish ,

re Wilde (29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 168 ; L . Rep . 8 Ch. 1072).
lawyers. The Common Law Bar has no lack of men entitled to

The last

decision was Meux v . Allen , before the Master of the Rolls , on the
promotion . The name of Mr. HAWKINS, whose clear and logical

mind pre-eminently fits him for the duties of Nisi Prius and
22nd ult., and the facts were these : - The defendant, W . Allen ,

criminal courts, will at once suggest itself. Serjeant Simon has
being entitled to the possession of a public house, and to certain
fixtures and fittings upon the premises for the residue of a term ,

proved in the House of Commons his capacity for dealing with

legal reforms, and his promotion would be approved by the Pro
applied to the plaintiffs for an advance of £800, which was made

to him on the security of the house upon the terms of a deed -poll
fession by whom he is held in great esteem . Mr. GIFFARD is an

of the 11th Aug. 1869, whereby Allen agreed to execute a legal
excellent lawyer, and as the present Chancellor does not permit

judicial patronage to be governed by party considerations, the
mortgage when required , and the lease was at the same time de

selection would doubtless recommend itself.
posited with the plaintiffs . By an indenture of the7th Dec. 1873 ,

His purpose is

manifestly to prefer the best man , and we might name a dozen
the defendant Allen mortgaged , by way of demise, the premises
comprised in the lease to the plaintiffs for the residue of the term .

other eminent men at the Common Law Bar from whom selection
Neither the equitable deposit, nor the mortgage, was registered

might be worthily made. Our present purpose is , however,merely
under the Bills of Sale Act. Allen subsequently executed two

to support their claim to the possession of at least the majority
registered bills of sale to the other defendants of the fixtures and

of the seats in the courts to which they have been led to look for fittings of the house, some of which had been placed there before
promotion .

the date of the deed -poll, and some subsequently, and the plain

tiffs filed their bill alleging that such fixtures formed part of their

THE rumours that the operation of the Judicature Act is to be security, and praying an injunction to restrain the defendants from

postponed have taken definite shape,and we have little doubt that removing them . And, as we have said , the Master of the Rolls

they are well founded. The council of Judges and their very held that the case was governed by Ex parte Daglish ,and dismissed
limited number of assistants, we should imagine, have had little the bill.

time as yet to get the practice rules into anything like shape, even Wemayhere remind our readers shortly ofwhat Ex parte Daglish

supposing that they have arrived at clear and definite ideas on the decided and the decisions which it affected . There was a mort

subject. That every endeavour will be made to avoid delay we gage of premises by way of demise, and the mortgage included

feel convinced , and we are very greatly surprised to observe that trade fixtures — the premises being a mill, and the fixtures

a journal which has always been characterised by remarkable machinery and in the deed there was a power of sale of the

appreciation of the higher intelligence of the legal Profession (the | machinery ; fixed and moveable , either with the mill or separately .

Pall Mall Gazette), should suggest that the lawyers will, if they And the decision was thatso far as thedeed dealt with the fixtures

can , put obstacles in the way of the reform inaugurated by the | it required registration under the Bills of Sale Act, and there

passing of the Act. Speaking of the Act our contemporary says, fore that the fixtures were the property of the trustee on the

* Its leading conception is, that there is to be one mode of pro bankruptcy of the mortgagor. This decision is in confirmation of

ceeding , and one only , for every civil case which can comebefore Begbie v . Fenwick ( 24 L . T . Rep . N . S . 58 ) and Hawtrey v . Bullin

a court of justice, however simple or however complicated it (28 L . T . Rep. N . S . 532 ; L . Rep . 8 Q . B . 290 ), but is not in

may happen to be. Though this is unfamiliar to the minds of accordance with Boyd v . Shorrock ( L . Rep . 5 Eq. 72 ; 17 L . T . Rep .

English lawyers, it is a task which both can and ought to be N . S . 197). The latter case turned in the main upon the nature of

performed , and any sort of excuse for not performing it ought to the fixtures, being looms fastened by naiis to the floors of a cotton

be regarded with the utmost possible suspicion .” It is something mill. Vice -Chancellor Wood there followed the principle which

quite new to us that English lawyers having assented almost un was laid down in Eæ parte Barclay (5 De G . M . & G . 403),

animously to the great principle ofthemeasure,any excuseis open to and which he himself followed in Mather v . Fraser (2 K . & J. 536,

them for defeating the practical operation of the principle, or that namely, that if the tenant has affixed to the freehold during his

there is a shadow of a pretence for regarding anything done or pro tenancy articles in such a manner as to make it appear that

posed to be done or omitted by those engaged in framing the rules during the term they are not to be removed , and that he

under the Act with “ the utmost possible suspicion .” Our contem regards them as attached to the property, according to his

porary however is apparently better informed , for be does not close interest in the property, then , on any dealing by him with the pro

his remarks with our quotations, but goes on to observe : - “ One perty to which these articles are affixed , the court would pre

of the besetting sins of lawyers, especially of successful lawyers sume that he meant to deal with the property as it stood , with all

who with griefand pain have acquainted themselves with an old these things so attached , and to pass the property in its then

' and intricate system of whatever kind , is the sin of making condition . In Mather v . Fraser the Vice-Chancellor had applied

difficulties. It is their profession to magnify the importance to the fixtures which would pass to a mortgagee of the leasehold

of trifles, and to regard every question which may be raised the term “ quasi-permanent” - -those articles which are affixed in

and debated as a possible bar to the application of the most useful a quasi-permanent manner. And this term was approved and

principles. The excuses which they may devise for not doing adopted by the Court of Queen 's Bench in Longbottom v . Berry

what is required of them are so various, it is so difficult for the I ( L . Rep . 5 Q . B . 123 ; 22 L . T . Rep . N . S . 385), all the machinery
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in that case which was annexed to the floor, ceilings, or sides of

the building in a " quasi-permanent manner” by means of bolts

and screws,being held to pass to the equitablemortgagee of the fee.

In judging of these cases attention must be directed to the
distinction between mortgages by owners of the freehold and by

lessees of a term , pointed out by Lord Justice Mellish in Ex parte

Daglish . “ The cases,” his Lordship said , " where themortgagors

have been freeholders, are plainly distinguishable , because a free

holder cannot be said to be in possession of fixtures which he has

putup, although the same things, if put up by a lessee , would be
trade fixtures ; for in point of law the machinery affixed to the

premises is just asmuch part of the premises as the bricks." On

this ground Boyd v . Shorrock hasbeen dissented from , the looms

having heen put up temporarily by a lessee of a term for his con

venience, and being detachable without damage to themselves or

the freehold ; and although such fixtures put up by a freeholder

would pass under a mortgage of the freehold , they are neverthe

less “ in the possession " of a leaseholder, so that a pledge of

them must be registered under the Bills of Sale Act. In Begbie v .

Fenwick (24 L . T . Rep . N . S . 58 ) Vice-Chancellor Malins said he

was unable to understand the grounds of Vice-Chancellor Wood 's

decision in Boyd v . Shorrock ; and in Hawtreyv. Butlin ( L . Rep . 8

Q . B . 290 ; 28 L . T. Rep. N .S . 532) both Mr. Justice Blackburn

and Mr. Justice Mellor preferred the decision of Vice-Chancellor

Malins in Begbie v . Fenwick to that of Vice-Chancellor Wood in

Boyd v . Shorrock . Mr. Justice Mellor thought that Vice -Chan

cellor Wood 's attention could not have been called to the interpre

tation clause of the Bills of Sale Act, and we may remind our

readers that “ personal chattels ” are interpreted to mean “ goods,

furniture, fixtures, and other articles capable of complete delivery,”

and as between landlord and tenant, lessor and lessee, looms

fixed by nails to a wall for the convenience of the tenant

or lessee, are clearly fixtures , and are in the apparent

possession of a tenant or lessee. The true construction of the

Bills of Sale Act, acccording to Lord Justice Mellish , is that

" if a person is in possession of fixtures, then he cannot pledge

those fixtures so as to give a title to the mortgagee, except by an

instrument which is to be registered as a bill of sale.” This

passage precedes that which we have already quoted as to the

distinction between mortgages by freeholders and by tenants or

leaseholders, the freeholder not being merely in possession of the

fixtures, but they being a part of his freehold ; and Lord Justice

James said, “ When you once arrive at the fact that a person has

the property in fixtures as distinct from their connection with and

adhesion to the freehold , then they are, in my opinion , the very

class of things which which were intended to be provided for by

the Bills of Sale Act."

The law is made quite clear by the cases which we have referred

to, and it is plain that the Master of the Rolls could not, had he

desired it, have come to a conclusion other than he did in Meux v .

Allen without upsetting a string of consistent cases.

The second rule, which relates to the destination during the
first year of the income of the unconverted property , rests on

the view taken by Lord Lyndhurst in Dimes v . Scott (4 Russ.

195 ), viz ., that the legatee for life was entitled during the year

in lieu of the actual income to the dividends on so much Three

per Cent. Consolidated Stock as the proceeds of the property , if
converted, would have purchased at the end of the year, followed

by decisions of Sir James Wigram and Lord Romilly, and approved

apparently by Lord St. Leonards. This rule has been confirmed

by the decision of Lord Cairns in Brown v .Gellatly ( L . Rep. 2 Ch .

Ap. 751) . In that case trustees retained certain investments,

which by the will they were expressly directed to convert, and Lord

Cairns, affirming the decision of Lord Romilly on this point, and

withoutmeaning to say that the trustees were by anymeans open

to censure for not having converted them within the year, held that

the rights of the partiesmustberegulated as if they had been so con

verted , and that the proper order to makewas that in Dimes v . Scott.

The third and fourth rules do not appear to call for any remark .

The 5th Rule relates to the income of property which can be,but

is not, converted within the year - under which Mr. Jarman in the
notes discusses whether the principle of Dimes v . Scott applies

where trustees have an option to invest in government or real or

other securities, so as to give to the tenant for life the income of a

supposititious sum of Consols , or whether, as in the much dis

cussed case of Robinson v. Robinson , 4 per cent. on the value

should be allowed , where such an option is given to the trustees.

Weregret to observe that although the case of Robinson v . Robin

son was pressed on Lord Cairns in Brown v . Gellatly, he refused

to adopt the 4 per cent. rule, although the trustees had a wide

option as to investment. Wethink it is much to be regretted that

any doubt should be cast on the considered judgment of Lord

Cranworth and Sir J. K . Knight Bruce, L .JJ. in Robinson v .

Robinson , and especially so, as there can be little doubt, as Mr.

Jarman points out, that in the earlier case of Dimes v . Scott, on

which Lord Cairns founds his judgment, the fact of the trustees

having an option was not adverted to and was probably overlooked .
By adopting this rule in all cases where the trustees have a

choice of investments, much difficulty will be avoided by assimila
ting the law to that which under the fifth rule laid down by Mr.

Jarman exists when the property ought to be, but from its
nature cannot be, converted immediately , at least, without great

loss to the estate . Here the principle adopted is that of valuation
at the testator' s death , £4 per cent being allowed to the tenant for

life . We should think that this ought to be established as the rule

in all cases where trustees are not bound to invest in Consols. The
case of Meyer v . Simonsen (5 De G . & Sm . 723), where the rule in
question was much discussed by the late Sir James Parker, has

been repeatedly followed . The cases of Cox v . Cox (L . Rep . 8 Eq.
343), and Farley v . Hyder (42 L . J. Rep . N . S . 626, Ch .),
may be mentioned as recent examples of this equitable mode
of adjustment between tenant for life and remainderman .
Before parting with this subject wemay note a decision of Lord
Romilly in Re Peyton 's Settlement ( L . Rep. 7 Eq. 463) , in

which , as it appears to us, the scrupulous care with which in

general the courts hold an even hand between successive takers
is not distinctly visible ; at all events the naked statement

which has been put forward as the principle of the decision is, to

our notions, not maintainable. That case has been said to decide
“ that the purchase of freehold ground rents is within a power to
purchase lands in fee simple in possession : ” ( 3 Davidson Conv.

61, 3rd edit.). The case was this : the trustees of a settlement
and the tenant for life were desirous to invest £8866 , part of the

moneys arising from the sale of a portion of the settled lands in
the purchase of several plots of land at Kensington , on which

fifty- five dwelling -houses had been erected , and of which leases

had been granted for termsof ninety -nine years , at rents amount

ing in the whole to £403. The trustees petitioned the court for
an opinion whether such purchase was within a power in the

settlement to purchase “ hereditaments in fee simple in posses

sion ." Lord Romilly had no doubt that it was. We can

not accept such a decision , in an unopposed case, present
ing a state of facts under which the particular purchase was

clearly desirable for all parties, as being of much value on
the general question . We should have thought that a par
chase of the so-called ground rents was a purchase both in the
letter and in the spirit of a fee simple in “ reversion ," and that

the words “ in possession " were added in order that the purchase

money might bear a fair relation to the income to be enjoyed

by each of the successive tenants. A “ ground rent” is a vague
term , and trustees, where the consent of the tenant for life was

not required, by buying land of which the leases granted at low
ground rents had only a few years to run , could prejudice the

tenant for life to the advantage of those in remainder to any
extent, producing precisely the sameeffoct upon him as by grant

ing leases themselves of the settled lands,and accepting a low

rent in consideration of a premium . We feel somesurprise at the
decision , but much greater surprise that it should have been

allowed to pass unquestioned. We should have thought an estate
subject to leases at low rents as compared with the value of the

fee simple, was not, either in letter or spirit , an estate " in pos
session ," within themeaning of the power in question .

ADJUSTMENTS BETWEEN TENANTS FOR LIFE AND

REMAINDERMEN .

The mutual rights of successive takers of settled property , and the

corresponding duties of trustees in respect to the conversion and

investment of property so situated , form a subject whose main

outlinesmay be considered settled , but the details of which and

their application to particular cases frequently leave room for

painful embarrassment. We do not at present refer to cases of

apportionment, using that term in its narrow sense, but to those

larger questions which arise from non -conversion of property

which by the terms of the instrument or by the generallaw ought

to be converted . The leading rules deducible from the cases are

well stated (1 Jarm . Wills 571 et seq., 3rd edit.), and we propose to

notice some of the principal decisions by which those rules have

since been illustrated , supplemented, or modified .

The five rules which the learned author lays down relate to the

case of a residuary bequest containing a trust for sale and conver

sion - the case under which the questions we are considering most

generally arise.
The first rule, to the effect that the residuary legatee for life is

entitled to the income during the first year of property duly
invested , was firmly established by the case of Macpherson v .

Macpherson in the House of Lords ( 1 Macq . H . of L . Cas. 243).
This rule must be read with the important qualifications intro

duced by the cases of Allhusen v . Whittell ( 16 L . T . Rep . N . S .
695 ; L . Rep. 4 Eq. 295 ), followed by Sir J . Bacon , V . C . in Lambert

v. Lambert (43 L . ). Rep. N . S . 106 ). These decisions willbesuffi
ciently explained by the head note in Allhusen v . Whittell, which

is as follows : " Where a testator has bequeathed legacies and
given his residue to a tenant for life with remainder over ; execu

tors , though as between themselves and the persons interested in

the residue, they are at liberty to have recourse to any funds they
please in order to pay debts and legacies, yet will be treated by the

oourt, in adjusting the accounts between tenant for life and
remainderman , as having paid the debts and legacies not out of

capital only , nor out of incomeonly, but with such portion of the
capital as, together with the income of that portion for one year,

was sufficient for the purpose."
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I say this for the purpose of explaining the true ground on which

I think the decisions of these cases must rest and the principle

of the decisions. There have been cases apparently somewhat

conflicting in principle brought before us in argument,but I think

it can be gathered that the true question in all of them is as I

have stated . Now non -performance or non -delivery may, under

certain circumstances, or in particular cases, amount to such an

act, or may be evidence of such conduct as would justify the judge

in holding , or the jury in finding, either that an act of non -delivery

or non -payment was in its nature, and unqualified by the circum

stances which took place, such an act as indicated an intention to

refuse to perform the contract, and to set the other party free from

performing his part. That seems to me the principle on which

Hoare v. Rennie was decided , and without presuming to say that

the court who decided that case were right or wrong, the principle

laid down was that where timewas of the essence of the contract,

as the Court of Exchequer said it was there, and there had been

a failure to deliver part of the goods, and the whole object of the

contract was frustrated , the non -delivery under the circumstances

was an act by which the party renounced all intention to perform

his part of the contract, and thereby set free the other party .”

This view , we apprehend, leaves the decision of such cases

entirely to the jury, and we think that it is highly desirable that

they should be so left. Without considering any of the judicial

decisions and dicta in other cases and there are several — we

think it ought to be established that the intention of a party

committing a breach of contract should be judged ofby a jury , and

that whenever it is possible the contract should be enforced , the

party damnified by partial breach or a breach of part being left

to his remedy by action to recover damages. The result would

probably in all cases bemore just and satisfactory.

THE RESCISSION OF CONTRACTS OF SALE OF
GOODS.

The principle of law to be laid down as to the right to rescind a

contract for the sale of goods, and as to what amounts to a

rescission is one which has not been altogether plain hitherto, and

the recent case of Freeth v . Burr (29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 773) shows
that the courts have not always dealt with the subject on grounds

entirely satisfactory. It may be useful if we state shortly the
position of the question .

In the first place, when there is a condition to be performed by

one party to a contract, before he can call upon the other to

perform his part, no right against the latter arises until the

performance of his precedent condition . This leads up to the

difficulty which has arisen in connection with contracts of sale
with reference to rescission , and we shall here quote some clear
remarks of Mr. Benjamin in his work on the Sale of Personal

Property, on the rule as to the operation of conditions precedent.

He says (p .422, 1st edit.) : “ Although a man may refuse to per
form his promise till the other party has complied with a condition

precedent, yet if he has received and accepted a substantial part of
that which was to be performed in his favour, the condition prece
dent changes its character and becomes a warranty or independent

agreement, affording no defence to an action , but giving right to

a cross action for damages. The reason is , that it woulil be un .

just under such circumstances, that a party who has received a

part of the consideration for which he bargained , should keep it
and pay nothing, because he did not receive the whole. The law ,
therefore, obliges him to perform his part of the agreement, and

leaves him to his action of damages against the other side, for

the imperfect performance of the condition . It is in the applica

tion of this rule that the cases have not been harmonious, and the
practitioner is often embarrassed in advising, for the courts draw

a distinction between what is and what is not a substantial part
of the contract, in determining whether the original condition

precedent has become converted ex post facto into an indepen
dent agreement."

The difficulty here pointed out arises more particularly in

contracts comprising deliveries at periods of time of lots of one

entire quantity, and the point raised in Freeth v . Burr, and pre

ceding cases of an analogous character , has been whether a con

tracting party to whom one of a series of lots is not delivered at

the time fixed is entitled to rescind the contract, and whether a

refusal to receive anymore of the contract goods is a rescission of

the contract . A case which has rendered the law somewhat un

certain is Hoare v . Rennie (29 L . J. 73, Ex.), some of the Judges

having been unable to understand the grounds of the decision .

There the defendants bought of the plaintiffs 667 tons of Swedish

iron , the iron to be shipped from Sweden in themonths of June,

July, August and September, in about equal portions each month ,

at £15 10s. per ton, delivered in London . The plaintiffs shipped

only twenty -one tons in June, which arrived in London after the

expiration of the month . It was held that thedefendants were not

bound to accept the smaller quantity , or any subsequent quantity

tendered , and that, therefore, a plea showing the non -shipment of

any larger quantity within the specified time, wasan answer to an

action for not accepting the iron or any part of it. The quotation

which we have made from Benjamin on Sale supports the

interrogatory of Justice Blackburn in Simpson v . Crippin

(27 L . T . Rep . N . S . 546 ) why damages would not be a com

pensation for breach of the contract to deliver a specific lot of an

entire quantity, the party damnified still being bound by his con

tract to accept subsequent deliveries.
The short ground upon which Chief Baron Pollock based bis

judgment in Hoare v . Rennie was, “ that a man has no right to

consider the breach of a contract a performance of it ;" and his

Lordship considered that the performance of conditions precedent

had nothing whatever to do with the case . Baron Watson had

not the slightest doubt about the case from the beginning to the

end. “ I am of opinion ,” he said , “ that the defendants are not

obliged to take this portion of the first shipment, because the

contract is not performed on the part of the plaintiffs ; and," he

added, “ if it were necessary to express any opinion , I think that

by that means they have rescinded the contract, which they had a

right to do , and that the plaintiff's not having performed their

contract, the defendants are entitled to our judgment.” In

Jonassohn v . Young (4 B . & S . 296 ), Mr. Justice Crompton justified

Hoare v . Rennie on the ground that it belonged to a class of cases

in which time is of the essence of the contract ; and Lord Cole

ridge, in Freeth v . Burr, placed all the cases cited before the court

on the same footing as based upon the consideration whether there

has been an abandonment or intention to abandon the contract.

As this case will have to be taken as setting a doubt at rest, we

cite his Lordship ’s observations : " I think it important,” he said ,

“ to express myown view , and I believe also that of the court, that

in cases of this kind , where the question is, whether one party to

a contract is set free from performance of it by the course of

action of the other, the real point to be looked at is, whether,

under all the circumstances, the act or conduct of the party

which is relied on as setting the other party free, does or does

not amount to an abandonment, or intention of abandonment,

and altogether to a refusal to perform his part of the contract.

AMERICAN OPINION UPON THE OPERATION OF THE

JUDICATURE ACT.

The American Law Review has an interesting article on the
Judicature Act, with reference to English and American juris .

prudence, and the conclusions arrived at are very sensible, and

quite in accordance with views already expressed by us. Our

contemporary says :
Such are some of the principal provisions of the Act which is intended

to remedy the defects in the existing procedure ; it is confessedly the most

sweeping measure that has ever been passed in regard to the department

which it affects. Of course, there will be great differences of opinion as to

its chances of success, and, until it has come into successful operation ,

many will think that it is an attempt to remove distinctions and forms

which are necessary and essential parts of the law , and that the

attempt will only result in endless confusion , entailing evils far

greater than those belonging to the present system . But it must be

remembered that it is not a hurried measure, accomplished by ardent

reformers imperfectly acquainted with the subject which they were

handling, and bent only upon destroying the existing institutions. It
is an Act passed with the recommendation and approval of the most con .

servative class in England ; it was brought in by the Lord Chancellor,

and was oriticised and discussed most carefully in every part by the,
eminent lawyers in the House of Lords, and, after it left them with their

assent, it wasagain criticised and discussed by the Commons. The public

discussion in the newspapers indicated the feeling of the Profession and

the educated classes in regard to it . From the first there seemed to be the

most unusual agreement that the Act, or something like it, must pass.

All seemed to be at one on the general question ; almost the only contro

versy was whether it should not be made still more comprehensive. It

would be useless, as well as difficult, to consider now how it will work in

practice . It will undoubtedly cause great expense before it can work

easily , and it will probably affect injuriously the interests of somebranches of

the legal Profession ; butwhether it will confer on the country the benefits

which are expected , remains to be seen . The chances, at least, are in its

favour ; and it must be admitted that the Act itself bears in every part

the marks of an honest intention to free the courts from antiquated

technicalities and forms, and make legal procedure as simple and direct as
may be permitted by the subjects with which it has to deal, and that it

keeps constantly in view the idea that the object of the courts and their

forms is the administration of justice, without unnecessary delay or bur

densome expense.
It remains to consider, in a very general way, whether there are in this

country any of the evils which the Judicature Act aims at reforming in

England, and whether it suggests any remedies which are applicable to

our situation . It will be noticed , in reading it, how large a part of the

Act is taken up with provisions which relate entirely to the constitution of

the new court, and the assignment to it of the Judges and jurisdiction of

the old . It seems as if it were intended to blot out all their traditions

and prejudices which might embarrass the working of the new system :
The distinotions and conflict between common law and equity had

come to be so marked , partly because they had grown up in courts

wholly unconnected with one another. This cause of difference. it

was determined to destroy in a more effectual way than by giving

to each court full jurisdiction in both branches, and allowing them
to administer it in their own way . Hence the old courts have been swept

entirely away, with very little sentimental regard for them or their
antiquity . Whatever changes and reformswe have occasion to make, this

task will probably be spared us. In those states where there have at any
time been separate courts of common law and of equity , the separation has

generally ceased to exist. In others , there was originally no equity juris.

diction , and it has been conferred from time to time, by statute, on the

existing common law courts , and they have now , as a general thing, pretty

full equity jurisdiction. This mode of conferring jurisdiction in equity
has not been very favourable to the growth of equitable doctrines, but, at

all events, we have the two jurisdictions exercised by the game courts,

which seems to have been considered in England the first step toward

reform .
This fact of their administration by one court, however ,makes the
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tinction and conflict between them seem all the more anomalous, because
the chief reason for the distinction and conflict has ceased to exist . To
illustrate this, take the case of equitable defences to actions. If a defen .
dant should set up such a defence to an action at common law , he would

be told that it constituted no defence , though the court might suggest that
perhaps he might have some relief in equity. If he should then file a bill,
stating the same matters which had been adjudged to constitute no de .
fence, and praying an injunction against the maintenance of the action ,
the same court would probably grant it , and enjoin the prosecution of the

proceeding which it had before decided could be legally maintained. Now
it is difficult to see whether from the legal or the popular standpoint,why
this should not have been done at first. If the facts of the defendant's
case are such as would entitlo him to a perpetual injunction in equity , it

is because those facts constitute an equitable defence to the action,
and an equitable defence is as meritorious as a legal one, and
frequently more 80 ; if it were allowed in the action at common

low , the same result as that which is accomplished by an in .
junction in a second suit might be as well accomplished by a
judgment for the defendant in the first . If the facts upon which he relies

are sufficient to entitle him only to an injunction for a limited period of
time, the equitable relief might be given by staying the proceedings. In

each of these cases the same thing would be effected by one proceeding,
which now requires two. Circuity and multiplicity of action , at least,
would be avoided , and the advantage would be gained of treating things as

they really are, instead of as they are not.
It is not difficult to show that the change just suggested would not

be a dangerous innovation, for instances may be taken from the existing
practice where a similar jurisdiction is exercised by our courts in actions
at common law . It is a familiar rule that a chose in action cannot be

assigned at law , and that, if it be assigned , the assignee acquires only

an equitable interest, which , however, entitles him to bring an action
in the name of the assignor, and this action is conducted as if the

assignor were really the plaintiff. Yet, if the defendant attempts to
set up, by way of defence, a discharge or release by the plaintiff, or a
payment to him , made after notice of the assignment, the other party
may then show what the facts really are, and that the real plaintiff is
not the person that he seems to be ; if this is shown, the defendantwill

not be allowed to avail himself of his legal defence. Here is an instance

in which a court administering common law deprives a defendant of a
defence which is a perfect legal answer to their action , because the defence
is inequitable . How this practice arose may be doubtful, but it probably

originated in the necessity of the case , equity jurisdiction being extremely

limited. Another common instance of equitable relief being given in an
action at common law , is that of judgments upon bondsand recognisances,
upon which the amount due, according to the principles of equity , is

ascertained, and that amount only is the plaintiff allowed to collect. It
would be only an extension of the principle of these cases if the court were

allowed in every cause to give the relief to which the parties are really
entitled . The distinction and conflic ' between the two jurisdictions would

then soon cease to exist. In the English Act, the clause providing that in
all matters in ich there is any conflict or variance between their rules .

the rules of equity shall prevail, is superfluous, except to indicate the

spirit of the Act. For wherever equity has established a different rule
from that of the common law , the rule of equity is the law .

The great difficulty at present arises from thinking of the law as con .

sisting of the common law alone, whereas it consists of equity and the
common laaw together , and the former requires attenti

than the latter. No one can safely be advised as to any matter which is

within the jurisdiction of both , by the light of the common law alone ;
if he should be so advised , he would be in a condition like that of one who
was correctly informed of some rules of common law which had been done

away with by statute. Practically, then, when any equitable matter
appears in an action at common law , whether as a defence or otherwise ,
the court says, in effect, What you bring forward may afford very good

ground for relief, but it is a matter which this court entirely ignores, and

we shall proceed in the present action and give judgment just as if that
ground did not exist ; if, however, you will commence a proceeding for

the purpose, on the same ground, and call it a bill in equity , we will then

render of no effect our judgment and all our proceedings. There is no
necessity for this circuity, and there can be no practical difficulty in doing

away with it, and giving in each action all the relief, whether legal or
equitable , to which the parties are entitled . As we accustom ourselves to

therecognition of the fact that equity and common law are but parts of
one system , the anomaly of the existing mode of administering them
becomes more and more apparent.
What has been said about the concurrent administration of equity and

common law in the same action , applies, of course, only to a small part

of their jurisdictions. There are, besides , the cases where their jurisdic.

tions are exclusive. But, as we regard them more carefully , the difference

between them seems the more to be one of procedure and nomenclature

only . They cannot well be fused further than the administering them
concurrently and the use of similar procedure. In cases where the juris .

diction is exclusive, great hardship arises from its being doubtful to which
of them it belongs ; and the person seeking relief incurs the risk , if he
mistakes it, of being put to great expense, and, perhaps, of losing his
remedy altogether. In proceedings in equity , it is usual to pray not only

for the specific relief to which a plaintiff considers himself entitled , but

also for general relief, and the court gives him such equitable relief
as he may be entitled to , although different from that specially prayed
for. Suppose that in every case the court, as before suggested, should

have power to give all the relief to which the parties may be entitled, it
would then give the plaintiff the proper remedy, although it might be a
legal one,as they now give him any equitable remedy. It would then be
impossible for courts to say of the plaintiff , as under the pretent practice

they are sometimes bound to say, - What remedies at law or in equity he
may now have, we need not consider.

The perusal of the Judicature Act will suggest many other instances in

which the present procedure is defective, and in which the defects might

be remedied without great innovations or changes, things which no one

believes more firmly than the writer to be great evils in themselves, and

only to be justified by much greater benefits being derived from them .
Most of these instances arise from its being necessary to make use of

more than one jurisdiction to dispose finally of a single matter, or what is
analogous to it, to make use of more than one action or proceed .
ing . For an example may be taken the case where a defendant is

liable for an injury and has a remedy over against someone else. In such
cases it would often be an improvement to dispose of the whole matter in

one action, by making the person who is liable over, a party, and deciding
the question as between him and the defendant, as well as between the

defendant and the plaintiff. Attempts are now made to do this in a

roundabout way, by giving notice of the action to the person liable , but,

it is still necessary to prove his liability in a second action . It is not hard

to conceive of a case in which & defendant might be found liable , solely on

the ground of the wrong -doing of someone else ( a servant for example) ,

for whose acts he was responsible, and yet might fail to prove the same

facts in an action against the wrongdoer. These instances are only

selected to show how great a reform might be effected by a little change in
procedure, and a result which is now indirectly or partly attained, might

beattained directly and completely .
The great evilwhich exists, and which excludes many others, is delay ; an

evil which must to some extent, always be incidental to the administration
of the law . Still, it is an universally acknowledged evil, and every means

should be used to overcome it. The most famous English charter con

tained a prohibition , not only of the sale and denial, but also of delay of
justice. The two first prohibitions are scrupulously observed , but little

attention is given to the last . It may even be said that there is a general
feeling in the Profession that delay is a right to which lawyers are by

1 , and that they are discourteously treated if their oppon

nont pushes forward the case as fast as the rules of law allow . For those

who keep in mind the interests of their clients , when those interests require
that there should be no delay, the great accumulation of arrears, the times
fixed for certain steps, and the dilatory proceedings which can be taken by

the other side, present great obstacles to rapid progress. It is easy to see
the reasons which excite among business men & disgust for legal proceed .

ings, and make them prefer to lose whatever might be gained from them ,
to being subjected to their necessary annoyance and wearisome delay .
Many who commmence proceedings abandon them , or submit to disadvan .
tageous compromises ; many others think it prudent to stay away alto .
gether. Justice would require, if it were possible , that,whenever any person ,
entitled to a legal remedy, asked for it, he should instantly receive it ; the
necessity of ascertaining whether he is entitled to it requires certain legal

forms and proceedings to be gone through , which cause delay. These
formsand proceedings oughtnot to be more dilatory than are necessary to

determine the rights of the parties , nor offer to either party any induce
ment to prolong the litigation , except for this one object.

First of all, it must be acknowledged that our courts and judges

are greatly overworked, and that they are unable promptly to dispose

of all the business which comes before them ; it is a matter of
surprise that they do 80 much work , and do it so well — an
amount of work much greater than that which comes before any
English court. In Massachusetts it has been attempted to remedy
this evil from time to time by increasing the number of Judges, and the

number of Judges of the Supreme Judicial Court, which was four in 1847,

is now soven . There are also ten Judges of the Supreme Court, which has
generally concurrent jurisdiction with the former in matters of common

law , besides other jurisdiction ; and there is a desire on the part of some
to increase this number, owing to the arrears constantly accumulating.
There is something suggestive about this. The number of Judges
of the existing courts, and the new court to be established, in
England, is thirty- one, and these Judges dispose of substantially

all the litigation of England and Wales ; (there are, besides, County
Courts , and some others, hat of a very limited jurisdiction, which , in
the County Courts, does not extend above £50.) By the last census,
the population of England and Wales exceeded twenty -two millions and a
half. The population of Massachusetts is less than one million and a half,
which is less than one- fifteenth part of the former ? It will readily beseen ,

therefore, that there are, even in the Supreme Judicial Court alone, a larger

number of Judges in proportion to the population than in England . Of
the English Judges eighteen belong to the courts of common law , and it is
considered that this is a larger force than is necessary , and it is proposed

in consequence to reduce the number to fifteen . Yet in Massachusetts the
arrears are constantly increasing, even with an additional court of ten

common law Judges to dispose of them . These mattersdeserve considera . :

tion , at least , before the number of Judges is increased , for possibly there

exists some other remedy which it will also be necessary at some timeto

apply.

LAW LIBRARY,

We bave received the twenty -fourth edition ofthe Cabinet Lüwyer

(London : Longmans,Green and Co.) The success which has been

attained by this publication is the best guarantee of its utility .
During the day or two that it has been upon our table we have had

occasion to refer to it , and found it extremely serviceable. We

believe it will be a useful addition to the practicalworks which

should be in the library of every lawyer.

Bushbu ' s Manual of the Practice of Elections. Fourth Edition .

By HENRY HARDCASTLE , Barrister-at-Law . - London : Stevens

and Haynes.
WE regret that we were unable to notice this volume last week ,

so as to recommend it to those who havebeen busy in the practical

conduct of elections during the last few days. Doubtless, how

ever, it has found its way into many hands, and by its practical

utility has been its own recommendation . Mr. Hardcastle , who
prepares this edition of Mr. Bushby's handbook , has developed it

into a respectable treatise. He has been engaged in preparing

reports of the trial of election petitions, and gives considerable

prominence to the subject of corrupt practices. We suppose we

must anticipate that this part of his work will be of more use

than any other now that the general election is over, but we can

not say that the law will be found treated so clearly as is desirable .

For example, the position of the law respecting conveyance of

voters to the poll is by no means satisfactorily explained (see p .

129), the difficulties raised in the Salford case being noticed in &

manner scarcely intelligible.
Mr. Bushby's original treatise formed an excellent ground work

upon which to build up a dissertation on the new law , and the

way to work the ballot is well described . Half the volume is com

posed of statutes, therefore the practitioner will have in this work.
unts .
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PATENT LAW .
the identity in substance of the two inventions is a the specification is sufficient. The patent was for

(By C . HIGGINS, Esq., M . A ., F .C . S., Barrister-at-Law .)
matter to be established by extrinsic evidence." improvoments in central-fire breech -loading cart
Blackburn , J., said : “ If the general claim to the ridges. The specification , describing the method
use of an invention were cut down and limited to of performing the invention, referred to certain

COMPLETE SPECIFICATION . the use of the invention in the particular way figures in drawings annexed 'thereto , but did not

(Continued from p . 232.)
pointed out by reason of the words ' as herein distinguish between what was new and what was

Seed v . Higgins. H . L . 1860. - The plain
described ,' it would be a narrow rule of construc- old . The patentee claimed “ the manufacture of

tiff took out a patent for an improvement in
tion , generally working to the detriment of cartridges described with reference figs. 1, 2 , and

machinery used for roving cotton . His specifica
patentees, and, what weighs more with me, gene- 1 * ; and I also claim the manufacture of cart

tion claimed the discovery of the application of
rally giving an effect to specifications different ridges described with reference to figs. 3 , 4 , and

the principle of centrifugal force for such purpose,
from what the persons drawing them intended , or 3 * .” Held , that the patent might be upheld by

but he filed a disclaimer , declaring that he in
those reading thom understand.” (10 H .of L . Cas. limiting the claim (as in Seed v . Higgins) for the

tended to claim only the application of centri
117 ; 31 L . J., N . S . 233, Q . B . ; 9 Jur. N . S . 29.) manufacture of cartridges described with reference

Hills v . Evans. Ch . 1862. - The construction of to the above-mentioned figures. ( L . Rep . 3 Eq.
fugal force in the particular manner represented 1 .

in drawings attached to the specification . Held ,
& specification, as the construction of all other 500n , 513 ; 14 W . R . 126 ; 13 L . T . Rep . N . S . 399.)

that, taking the specification and disclaimer
written instruments, belongs to the court; butthe Thomas v . Welch . 1866. - Any part of the pro

together, they sustained the patent for the inven .
explanation of the words or technicaltermsof art, visionalspecification of a patent may be omitted

tion of the particular machine described in the
the phrases used in commerce, and the proof and in the complete specification , if there is no fraud ,

drawings. (8 E . & B .755 ; 27 L . J., N . S ., 148, Q . B .)
results of the processes which are described (and and no one can be prejudiced or misled thereby,

in a chemical patent theascertainmentof chemical
Affirmed by a majority of the judgeson appeal to the

and the effect of the remainder is not altered by

Court of Exchequer Chamber (8 E . & B . 771; 27
equivalents ) are matters of fact upon which evi. the omission. All the claiming clauses may be

L . J ., N . S ., 411, Q . B .). Affirmed in the House of
dence may be given , contradictory testimony may struck out of the specification of a patent by &

Lords (8 Á . of L . Cas. 550). Campbell, C . J ., in
be adduced , and upon which it is the province and disclaimer , if there remain in the body of the

delivering the judgment of the Court of Queen 's
right of a jury to decide. But when those por- specification words sufficiently distinguishing .

Bench, said : “ It is quite clear that if the speci
tions of a specification are made the subject of what the invention is which the patentee claims.

evidence, the direction'to be given to the jury with
fication and the disclaimer being taken together ,

( L . Rep . 1 C . P . 192 ; 35 L . J ., N . S ., C . P ., 200.)

anything is claimed which was not comprised in
regard to the construction of the rest of the

the original specification , the whole is bad ; and on
patent, which is conceived in ordinary language,

the issue that the plaintiff has not duly specified
must be a direction upon the hypothesis of the

jury arriving at a certain conclusion with regard
his invention , the verdict ought to be entered for

SOLICITORS' JOURNAL.
to the meaning of those terms, the signification of

the defendant.” As to the construction of a

specification, his Lordship said : “ Where novelty
those phrases, the truth of those processes, and We have received from several country solicitors
the result of the technical procedure deseribed in

or infringement depends merely on the construc.
prints of addresses recently issued by candidates

tion of the specification , it is a pure question of
the specification . In the comparison of two speci. I for Parliamentary horfor Parliamentary honours, among them some

fications, each of which is filled with terms of art,
law for the judge ; but where the consideration and with the description of technical processes, daring the pastweek sought election . The object,emanating from members of the Bar, who have

arises how far one machine imitates or resembles the duty of the court is confined to giving the of course , in bringing these specimens of patriotio
another in that which is the alleged invention, it
generally becomes a mixed question of law and

legal construction of such documents taken inde - compositde composition to our notice, is the fact that they

fact which must be left to the jury.”
pendently , but the comparison of the two instru . I contain direct and deliberate attacks on the

Lord
Chelmsford, in delivering his judgment in the

ments, and ascertaining whether the words, as vested interests of our Profession . In one of

interpreted by the court, and contained in one l these baits to country elector, we find “ The

House of Lords, said : “ Assuming that the speci.

fication had been originally bad , on account of the
specification, do or do not denote the sameexter costs of transferring and otherwise dealing with

nalmatter as the words, as interpreted and ex.
generality of the claim , I see nothing in the Act of

| land must be greatly modified ;” and a well.

Parliament which prevents such an objection as
plained by the court, contained in the other speci. known member of the Bar, seeking election this
fication , is a matter of fact, and within the pro .

this being removed , the only limitation to a dis
| very day in the southern division of a southern

claimer of any part of a specification being that it ins K951 -vince of a jury . (31 L . J ., N . S ., Ch . 457 ; 8 Jur., county, says, in his address : “ I shall vote

shall not extend the exclusive rightgranted by the
| Mackelcan v. Rennie. 1862. - In construing a

for simplifying the mode of dealing with real

letters patent."
property, and a consequent reduction in legal

specification , it is not competent to the inventor
Oxley v . Holden . 1860 . - Patent for “ certain

charges." When the emoluments of the proctors
to pray in aid the provisional specification in

improvements in the doors and sashes of car. order to explain or enlarge the meaning of the
were in a great measure taken from them , they

riages.” One part of the invention was described
were compensated , and we can only say that if

complete specification . (13 C . B ., N . S., 52.)
as “ a novel arrangement and mode of fitting and

chattels real are to be dealt with as near as can
Newall v. Elliott. 1864. - Pollock , C . B . : “ The

working sliding sashes, glass frames, blinds, and
be, in the same way as chattels personal, solicitors

patentee of a combination is bound to state what
shutters for railway and other carriages ,” which

( those whose business consists for most part of
parts of the combination he claims to be new , or

consisted of a metal plate, with a slot and a
conveyancing , and the work necessarily arising

what parts of the combination he has taken from
stud or pin working in a groove on each side that generalstock of knowledge which is common

therefrom ) will clearly be entitled to a most

of the sash or frame ; and the patentee claimed
| liberal compensation . As to whether the change

to all the public ." (10 Jur., N . S ., 954 ; 13 W . R .

* the metal fittings and the mode of applying the 11 ; 10 L . T . Rep. N . S . 792.)
will come, and whether, if seriously thought of by

same, described herein as the second part of my
those in power , it should be opposed by the Pro

Renardv. Levinstein . 1864.- Lord Justice Knight

invention . The description of the metal fittings Bruce : “ Considering the different consequences
fession, we offer no opinion , but it is to be re

was inseparably interwoven , throughout the that may arise as to the part of an invention
gretted thatmembers of ourown Profession should

specification, with the mode of applying them .
use such a question for politicalpurposes.

communicated from a foreign country, and as to
Held, that this was a claim , not for the metal the part of the same invention , or set of inven .

fittings themselves, but for the mode of applying tions,which may be deemed to be in every respecttions, which may be deemed to be in every respect I WE are asked to call attention to the fact that

them , and , consequently , that the patent was sus- new , I consider it to be a serious and very argu | a considerable portion of the business before the

tained by proof that the application was new ,
able question . whether it is or is not incumbent | Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in rello

though the stud and plate themselves were old . (8 on the patentee to distinguish , to define, and to |
| tion to appeals from India , is conducted by non

C . B ., N . S .,666 ; 30 L. J ., N . S ., 68, C . P .) particularise what is new and what is old.” (3 |
professional gentlemen . This probably is not

Betts v . Menzies. H . L . 1861. - As specifica . | N . R . 546 ; 10 L . T . Rep. N . S . 177.)
generally known. We shall, therefore, feel it our

tions describe external objects, though the lan | Foxwellv . Bostock . Ch. 1864 . - In a patent for an duty to refer to this matter again , after making

cifications be identically the limproved arrangement or new combination of certain inquiries which we think will further en .

same, it would be impossible to predicate of the machinery , the specification must describe the lighten the Profession on this subject.

two that they described exactly the sameidentical improvement and define the novelty , otherwise,

external object, unless the terms of art used in and in a more specific form , than by the general A COUNTRY solicitor , who has just conducted a
both the specifications could be ascertained to description of the entire machine. It is not { borough election as political agent for oneof the

have been the same at the date of both the sufficient that a person possessed of all the know . candidates, informsus that while the cause which

patents. The question of identity of signi. ledge existing at the time of the patent, on the he advocated , and for which he worked before the
fication belongs to the province of evidence , subject matter of the patent, will discern the revising barrister, and , indeed , every other way,

and not to the province of construction . Wilde, improvement ; or, that it may be discovered uponimprovement; or, that it may be discovered upon was successful, the organisation being almost

B ., in the course of his answers to the ques. I a minute comparison and collation of all existing | perfect ; that of his opponent was so defective
tions put to the judges by the House of combinations with the new combination that is that their defeat was partly attributed to it. Our
Lords, said : “ If the termsof the two specifica claimed . The term " combination of machinery " correspondent adds that he was assisted in his
tions are identical, and if it is not disputed that is nothing but an extended expression of the work by several active solicitors in the town,
the terms of art used in the one have the game word “ machine. " ( 10 L . T . Rep . N . S .. 144 : 3 while the work of his opponents was undertaken

meaning as the same terms used in the other, N . R . 546 .) by non -professionalmen . We are asked to con

which , from the lapse of time between the dates of Jordan v . Moore. 1866 . - A . obtained a patent clude from this, and we are quite prepared to do

the two patents may not always be the case, the for " certain improvements in the construction of so , that election work generally should be en:

court ought to determine that the first publica- ships and other vessels navigating on water.” By trusted only to solicitors. Their business babi

tion anticipated thesecond without evidence , and his specification the patentee claimed as his inven . I and professional knowledge especially fit them to

without any proof that either the first or tion , amongst others, ( 1 ) the construction of ships this kind of work , and those candidates who know

second was practicable . If, though not identical, “ with an iron frame, combined with an external | how especially useful solicitors are at this work ,

the language used in the two, when construed by covering of timber planking for the sides, bilges, as well for the reason above named as for their
the court, describes identically the same process , and bottoms; (6 ) the construction of iron frames influence and tact, are usually found to lose, 10

machine, or manufacture, the court may, subject adapted to an external covering of timber for the opportunity of turning such valuable material

to the same remark as to the term of art, decide sides , bilges, and bottoms, as described :" Held , the best advantage.

at once upon the question of anticipation . But if that the expression “ iron frame" in the first

after construction, and after the meaning of the claim was not confined to an iron frame, such as

parties in the two documents has been ascer - that specified in the sixth claim , but compre NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.

tained by the court, there be any difference hended whatever might, according to the ordinary OFFICER OF PARISH - SALARIED SOLICITOR
between the two things described , which may be use of language, be called " an iron frame.” RIGHT TO COMPENSATION - METROPOLITAN POOK

essential or material to the invention , and which I (L . Rep. 1 Č . P. 624 ; 35 L . J ., N . S., 268, C . P .) | ACT 1867 (30 & 31 VICT. C. 6 , s . 76). - In 1857 th
is contended by either of the parties to be essen . Daw v . Eley. 1867 . - Where a specification trustees of a parish who , under a local ACE

tial or material to the invention , the court in the first instance describes the invention in too managed the relief of the poor, appointed & s

cannot decide such a controversy ; it has neither general terms but afterwards, in describing the citor to assist their clerk in the arrangement

materials nor means for so doing, and it must go method of performing the invention , refers to legalmatters,at £100 per annum . By the Men

to a jary. In a word , the court can pronounce certain figures in drawings annexed thereto , and politan Poor Act 1867, the management o !
two identical descriptions to portray two identical the claim made is for the manufacture of the poor in this parish was transferred to guardian

inventions ; but when the descriptions are different invention described with reference to those figures, ' and officers and persons appointed , or act

gu two

the

acting
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under any local Act for any purpose of the relief ferred to . It appeared that a decree was obtained face of the decree, the object being to seize
of the poor, or otherwise in the service of the before the chairman of the county of Clare , J . the body of the debtor for a debt for which he
guardians, were entitled to continue in office , O 'Hagan, Q . C ., at the Quarter SessionsatKillaloe, could not be arrested under the Act that had not
provided that in case any officer of a union or á on the 25th June 1873, against T . Kearse , for the been passed until Aug. 1872 . The plaintiffs hereal.
parish should be deprived of his office by reason sum of £14 148., on a civil bill process , for goods | lowed to pass “ the next assizes, " mentioned in the

of the operation of this Act, the Poor Law Board sold and delivered , and on an account stated ; Civil Bill Act, at which the defendant might have

might award to him compensation for the loss of and the defendant, who did not appear, was appealed , but to which , knowing nothing ofwhat

his office and its emoluments. The Poor Law arrested on the 20th August 1873, under the decree, was done, he did not appeal; and the defendant
Board refused to sanction the continuance of the and remained since then in custody - the plaintiff's now applies to us to bedischarged , and his counsel
solicitor's appointment, or to allow him compen . on the civil bill, Trousdell and O 'Brien , although have produced several documents which establish
sation , on the ground that the appointmentwas required by notice, refusing to have him dis . as clear as light that in point of fact there was no
not authorised by this enactment. Held , upon a charged . The civil bill process did not contain authority whatever to grant & decree against the

rule obtained by the solicitor for a mandamus to any statement when the debt had accrued , and body. The originalentry on the book of the clerk
the defendants, to whom the Poor Law Board' s the bills sent by the plaintiffs showed that the of the peace - which is made by the Act of Parlia .
duties had been transferred ,that he was an officer goods had been supplied in September 1872 . But, ment evidence of the decree, and no one else has
of & parish within the meaning of the Act ; that on the decree signed by the chairman there was a authority to take it down - shows that no decree

he was deprived of his office by reason of the statement (inserted by the plaintiff' s attorney , in was given against the body of the defendant, &

operation of the Act ; and that he was entitled to the presence of the clerk of the peace) that the decree which it would have been illegal to make.
compensation : (Reg v . Local Government Board , goods were sold in the year 1871. The decree was It is said that the decree was altered. If it is
29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 769. Q . B .) drawn up against the body of the debtor, and it meant that in the alteration there has been any
LANDLORD AND TENANT- AGREEMENT TO PAY was thus signed by the chairman. The further moral fraud, it does not appear to us that there

COMPENSATION FOR DAMAGE DONE BY GAME facts of the case sufficiently appear in the judg . has been any such . The papers came into the
ARBITRATION . - Declaration that the plaintiffs ments delivered . hands of the attorney, who conducted the case
demised lands, & c .,to thedefendant upon the terms P . O ' Brien , in support of the motion , cited Cop. | for the plaintiffs, and what he says in his affidavit
that he would keep upon the demised premļses Co. Court, Pr. Johng. edit., pp. 147, 201 ; Add . is , that it is utterly untrue that the word ' body '
such a number only of hares and rabbits as would Torts , edit. 1870, 714 ; Re Everard (7 Ir . Jur. N . S . in the decree , and the words ' in the year 1871 '
do no injury to the trees and plantations, & c ., 346) ; Govern v . Rowland (7 Ir. Com . L . 218, 619) ; were written after the decree had been signed by
belonging to the plaintiffs , or to their growing Duchess of Kingston 's Case (2 Sm . L . C . 424 ) the chairman.” I have no doubt, since the gen .

crops, or the growing crops of any of their | 14 & 15 Vict. c. 57, s . 133 ; 35 & 36 Vict. c. 57. * tleman has stated it, that he was under the im .
tenants , and that in case the defendant should Clary, contra , cited Moore v . O ' Donnell (Ir . C . L . pression that he was justified in what he had

keep such a number of hares and rabbits as 46 ; Dews v . Riley (11 C . B . 434 ) ; Page v . Williams done, and that it was not after the decree was
should injure the trees, & c ., or the growing crops, (1 Ir. Com . L ., 527) ; M ' Ambridge v . Jellett (3Ir . Com . Las 52 ) ; pronounced that the alteration was made. But

& c ., the defendant should and would pay to the Cr. & E . 18 ) ; Cop . Co. Court. edit. Johns. 141, 144 , the failure in his affidavit is in not showing what
plaintiffs or their tenants, & fair and reasonable 201, 287 ; 14 & 15 Vict. c . 57, ss. 78 , 133 ; 27 & 28 decree was pronounced, and we have no evidence
compensation for such injury. Breach assigned, Vict. c . 99 , s . 57. what it was save the entry in the book of the
that the tenant kept such a number of hares and WHITESIDE , C. J. - This case is an important clerk of the peace. No doubt, the attorney made
rabbits as did great injury to such trees, & c ., one. It has beenbeen ably argued , and arose upon a la memorandum on the original civil bill , as he

respectively, and although frequently requested motion to make absolute a conditional order , for a states — " Decree against body.” But whatautho.

so to do, had not paid a fair and reasonable or writ of habeas corpus, in order to discharge rity had he for doing so ? He was not the officer
any compensation. Plea , that “ one of the terms | Timothy Kearse from prison . The facts shortly of the court, nor the chairman , and he has
of the said tenancy was that, in case any such stated are as follows : The qivstated are as follows: The civil bill process, cautiously abstained from stating that any suchDin process
injury should be done by the defendant, he would which had been originally served upon him at the decree had been pronounced by the chairman . I
pay & fair and reasonable compensation for the suit ofMessrs. Trousdell and O ' Brien , was brought I can easily understand that an attorney in large

same, the amount of such compensation , in case of to recover the sum of £14 14s., for goods sold and practice might naturally fall into such an error,
difference, to be referred to the arbitration of two delivered and for the balance of an account stated , but how is this to preclude the matter from being
arbitrators , or an umpire, to be chosen respec but it did notappear by it in what year the debt taken into consideration by this court, or to stand
tively as therein mentioned ; that a difference had been incurred . Kearse, the defendant, did explanatory of a decree, when neither the officer of
arose, and that no arbitrators had been appointed , not appear at the hearing of Itnot appear at the hearing of the case , so that we the court nor the chairman adopts it ,nor is it war.
nor had an award ever been made deciding thé have to look closely at the actual facts, and con - | ranted by the facts. Heproceeds in his affidavit to

amount of such compensation according to the sider what occurred on the occasion . It appears show how the documentwas altered . As originally
terms of the said tenancy ." On demurrer it was from an inspection of the books of the clerk of drawn , it does appear that it was a correct decree

held , by the Court of Exchequer (Kelly, C . B ., and the peace - who by the statute law is bound to against the goods of the defendant. How , then ,
Pigott, B ., dubitante, Bramwell, B .) , that the make the entry made in such cases, and to set outcomes it to be changedmake the entry made in such cases, and to set out comes it to be changed ? “ My clerk , through
plea was a good plea , inasmuch as the covenant | process correctly (and this entry he has pro- mistake, drew it as a decree against the goods,
was one and indivisible to pay such amount of perly made) - that hehas entered a sum of £1414s. | instead of against the body." This is the way in
compensation as should be settled by arbitration for shop goods sold and delivered. Having which thematter stood, and the sagacions clerk
and not otherwise , and was not two separate and the substance of the decree and the heads of it in who drew the decree against the goods is to be
independent covenants , the one to pay & compen . due form , he has certified it to be a true copy of the commended. The attorney goes on to say : “ In

sation, and the other to refer the amount of it to decree - which certincate is itself evidendecree - which certificate is itself evidence u the checking over my decrees before handing them in
arbitration : (Darson v . Lord Otho Fitzgerald , fact. But turning to the decree itself , we had to John Henry Harvey, the deputy clerk of the
29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 776 . Ex.) that it improves on the note in the book of the peace, I discovered said mistake, and having called

clerk of the peace . It appears from the book of I his attention thereto , he, in my presence, erased

V . C . HALL' S COURT.
the clerk of the peace that the proceedings were the word ' goods,' and inserted the word ' body, '
for goods sold and delivered , aud for the balance in his own handwriting , and the alteration was

Thursday, Jan . 22, 1874. of an account stated, exactly following the pro - made before the decree was signed by him or by
TURTON v. BARBER . cess as it should according to law ; but the words the chairman .” I do not understand what

Privilege - Bill of costs - Facts ante litem motam . “ in the year 1871 ” are added in the decree. The authority this gentleman had to make the erasure.

MATTHEW TILDESLEY brought in a claim in the I question is , how came these words into the decree ? | He does not state that it was pointed out to the

cause for damage sustained by the testator's There is not a trace of the record " in the year chairman . What power he had to change the

inability to grant a lease of certain mines. In his 1871 ” in any of the papers or proceedings ante - decree, from one against the goods into one for

affidavit he deposed that in consequence of cedent to this document. The date of the pro - the arrest of the body , I cannot comprehend.

obstacles arising the lease was not granted . He cess was the 24th May 1873 , and the date of He does not state by what authority he inserted

was then asked on cross-examination before the the decree the 25th of June 1873. There happens the words " in the year 1871." In point of fact,

special examiner whether the obstacles were to be an Act of Parliament restraining arrest for the goods were sold in the autumn of 1872. The

suggested by him to his solicitor, or by his soli debt, which was passed on the 6th of August thing was innocently done, but the attorney pat

citor to him ," and he refused to answer the ques . 1872 , and if the shop goods, as the clerk of the into the decree what was not in the process , nor

tion , or to produce the bill of costs in respect of peace expresses it , were sold after the Act had on the book of the clerk of the peace,and I cannot

the samematter. passed , there was not any jurisdiction in any discern by whose authority, or upon what evi.

Digby Seymour, Q . C . and W . W . Karslake now inferior or superior court, after that Act came dence this was done. A statement is then made

moved that the witness should answer the ques. into operation , to arrest, or issue a decree against which is wholly immaterial — that the chairman

tion or be committed , as the question referred to the body of any man for goods which had been was applied to for the purpose of liberating the

a mere matter of fact ante litem motam . Bold after Aug . 1872 ; and if this appeared upon defendant at a subsequent sessions, but that he

Powell, Q . C . and Grosvenor Wood , contra . the face of the decree it would be utterly void , had held (and correctly so ) that he had not any

The VICE -CHANCELLOR held that the question having been without any authority, and an excess authority to do so ; and the defendant still con

could not be put, and also that the witness was not of the jurisdiction of the court , and , therefore , it tinuing in prison , the question is , whether this

bound to produce thebill of costs ; and he refused would be the duty of this court to redress the court has any jurisdiction to interfere in the

themotion with costs. wrong by discharging from custody the person matter. In point of fact and law , this is a clear
who had been thus illegally imprisoned . It is case to sustain the allegation that the arrest is
obvious why the change was made in the decree . illegal. The decree is against the body of a person

COURT OF QUEEN 'S BENCH (IRELAND). If the goods had been sold in the year 1871, that for goods sold and delivered to him after the
(From the Irish Law Times.) would have been before the passing of the Act for passing of the Act of Parliament. It is said by

Saturday, Nov . 29, 1873. the abolition of arrest for debt. Before ihat Act the counsel for the plaintiff that the civil bill
came into operation the body of a debtor might decree was only issued irregularly, and that if so

(Before the FULL COURT.)
be taken in execution , but after theAct came into a habeas corpus would not lie in this case. That

Re KEARSE. operation it would be impossible to do this legally may be 80 , though I am not prepared to consent

Debtors' Act ( Ireland) 1872 – Arrest on civil bill in respect of a debt contracted after the passing to it, nor do I find that the discharging of
decree for debt contracted after the passing of of the Act ; therefore, we find an entry on the the prisoner would be conflieting with the
the Act - Decree mis-stating date when debt face of the decree itself, for which there is not principal case referred to . We are told that we
occurred - alteration of decree without sanction any foundation in the original entry of thatdecree should not meddle in a caso in which a party is
of chairman - Habeas corpus-- Jurisdiction in the book of the clerk of the peace. How did in gaol under civil process. The matter was
Discharge of debtor from custody. this occur ? On the facts it is clear that the goods brought before the Court of Exchequer in the

MOTION on behalf of Timothy Kearse, a prisoner in respect of which the decree was granted were case of Page v . Williams (1 Ir . C . L . 527 ) . With

in the gaol of Ennis , to make absolute a condi. sold and delivered in Sept. 1873 ; the amount, the profoundest respect for that court, it must be

tionalorder obtained for the issuing of a writ of £14 14s., is made up of three several items, for borne in mind that it is not the Court of Queen 's
habeas corpus to have him discharged . In support goods sold and delivered in Sept., 1872 , stated in Bench ; and in that case the authority of the

of the application , affidavits were made by the the bill furnished by the plaintiffs. The Act for court was correctly expounded as derived from
prisoner and his attorney, in reply to which an thọ abolition of imprisonment for debt having the Habeas Corpus Act only, and it was said that
affidavit was made by T . Bunton , the attorney for passed one month before this , somebody had an the words of that Act did not give them any
the plaintiffs in the civil bill proceedings next re- interest in putting this untrue entry upon the authority to interfere with a person who had been

P
O
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them .

arrested under civil process. The court, having issue. Within those first seven days, as he under . KEATING , J. - Having been refused .
no original authority, very properly refused to stood , Mr. Wallis did move here for a rule to show Philbrick said that hemoved in the first place ,
grant the writ of habeas corpus, although the cause why the award should not be set aside, and upon some affidavits, that the award was not
Chief Baron differed on a very important point. the role was refused by the court. He came here final, and those affidavits, he thought, showed
I do not by any moans criticise what judges of again on the 25th Nov., and upon a voluminous sufficient reason for a rule . Master Kaye, who
80 much learning have enunciated ,when they held affidavit (which the plaintiff had another affidavit had made the award ,made a communication to
that though the person was arrested under an to contradict) he obtained a rule, which ordered the court, and one of the judges said : “ If the
irregular process, yet as there was a subsequent that the plaintiff should show cause at chambers, matter be susceptible of this explanation , would
valid detainer, in which the person was properly on a day to be appointed by the judge, why the it be worth while to take a rule p ' He (Philbrick)
named , he could not be discharged from custody. master 's certificate should not be set aside as pot said he thought not, but his clientwas not in
The quostion here is, whether , independently of a being final, through his not having gone into all court, and hehad no instructions. Heafterwards
distinction as to the facts, we have jurisdiction thematters . The grounds were thusmiscarriage communicated with his client, and further affi.
to liberate this prisoner ? Our jurisdiction , unlike of reference and error. Ho (Bullen ) was in davits were placed in the hands of Sir John Kars .
the modified jarisdiction of the Court of Ex. the first instance instructed to apply for a lake and himself, for the purpose of moving. Sir

chequer, is not derived merely from the Act of rule to set aside this very rule , butas he could John not being able to move, he attended for that
Parliament, and we have authority to give re . not find any precedent, heasked for a rule making purpose, and on the last day of term he came into
dress, although the custody beunder civil process. the former rule returnable before the full court. court to move the rule just as the Lord Chief
The case of Re Everard 17 Ir. Jur., N . S ., 346 ) , Hewas quite content thathe should simply obtain Justice was leaving the bench . He (Philbrick )

which has been referred to , was not a hasty deci. a rule in this form , although he had been instructed | said it was in substance a renewal of the motion ,
sion , and it is one that it is impossible to distinto move to set aside the other rule , on the ground and he had affidavits in explanation of the matters
guish in principle from the caso now before us. that the affidavits were false.

referred to by Master Kaye. The court sag
In that case mybrother Fitzgerald , before whom DENMAN , J. said that, in the absence of any gested that it should go to Chambers, and he
the motion was made, said : “ The question is, explanation , it appeared as if there had been an acquiesced , and heard no more about it .

whether the Court of Queen 's Bench , or a single attempt to entrap the court. KEATING, J .-- Did you tell the court the nature
judge of that court, has in vacation , at common | KEATING , J . thought the rule must have been of these affidavits ?

law , jurisdiction to order a writ of habeas corpus granted as a matter of course, as he had nothing Philbrick - Oh no, my lord ; I never went into
to issue, to be made returnable before himself, for about it on his notes for that day .
the purpose of discharging from arrest a party Bullen said that, although the rule was granted , BRETT, J. - Did you suppose it was to go before
oonfined under civil process.” And he then points on the 25th Nov., the plaintiff had only been a judge at chambers, to say whether there should
out the all -importantprovision which distinguishes served with it on the 20th Jan ., with notice that it I be a rule or not ?

this case from the case that came before the Court would be heard at chambers to-morrow ( Thurs. Philbrick was certainly under that impression .
of Excheqner, Page v . Williams ( 1 Ir . C . L . 527) , day.) The court did not go into the matter at all. The
namely , that the power of that court was solely DENMAN, J . could not understand how the rule order of Master Kaye was a certificate finding
derived from statute 56 Geo. 3, c . 100, which could have been granted without it being stated that the defendant was indebted in £58 to the
did not include the power of issuing a writ of that the motion had before been refused . plaintiff, and an indorsement was that that order
habeas corpus in the case of persons in custody KEATING , J . could not understand how it could did not embrace the £50 advanced upon mortgage

under civil or criminal process. It appeared that have been done, except by counsel saying that the by the defendant and left untouched his rights
before my brother Fitzgerald pronounced the de. affidavits had been amended. . therefor. It did not appear to be a finalaward

cision in Re Everard, discharging the prisoner, he Lord COLERIDGE. — We think, Mr. Bullen , that upon the face of it ; but the Master explained
had directed a search to be made for precedents this rule ought to be returnable here to -morrow , that, although the sum referred to was due, it
in this country, and he found that Lord Chief instead of at chambers, and that you should show was not payable at the time when the action com .
Justice Blackburno had, in Decembor 1846, libe. cause at once. We also order Mr. Wallis person . | menced , and he put this note in in order to make

rated a prisoner who was in custody under civil I ally to attend here . it quite clear that the defendant' s rights, although
process. The prisoner claimed exemption from KEATING , J. - You should give notice as soon as it was pleaded as a set-off, should not be pre
arrest as a soldier in the East India Company 's possible. judiced .
service, inasmuch as he could not be arrested for Bullen promised that it should be done at BRETT, J . - The note in the rule book is that
a debt less than £30. How does the present caso once . “ upon explanation given to the Master, rulo re
differ in principle from that case, for there the Jan . 29 . - Grantham said that in this case the fused .”
prisoner was exempt by statute from arrest if the court had ordered Mr. Wallis to be present at ten Philbrick - It was put in this way , " If sus.
debtwere less than £30 ? In this case there could o 'clock . He was now here in pursuance of that ceptible of that explanation , is it worth while

not be any legal arrest whatever. There were order , which was only served upon him in the taking a rule ?”
similar orders made in vacation - one by Judge country at seven o 'clock last night, and he had had Lord COLERIDGE said the rule must have been
Crampton , another by Chief Justice Lefroy. The no time to get up his case. Hetherefore asked that taken to be refused , and asked what the new
latter case was that of a married woman, who had the matter be allowed to stand over until Satur materiale were on which it was moved again ,
been induced to join her husband in accepting day . Hehimself knew nothing about thematter Philbrick said it was an affidavit showing the
bills , and a decree had been obtained by some until he heard the application made by Mr. Bullen circumstances under which the set- off arose ; and
means against her, under which she was arrested , on Wednesday . His client had not been able to the point, so far as his memory went, was the
but she was discharged in vacation . There is see Mr. Philbrick,who made the former applica question whether the £50 was then payable back
another case, that of Peter M 'Dona, who was tion to the court. or not. That was not the point in controversy
under arrest in Enniskillen , under a civil bill Lord COLERIDGE, C . J ., said the matter was before the Master. It was not gone into , as the
decree, and my brother O ' Brien , in all the pleni. extremely simple , and it was for Mr. Wallis to point was not raised .

tude of conscious authority, discharged the explain , if he could , whether the instructions to | BRETT, J . thoughtMr. Philbrick must have for
prisoner . Those authorities cited in support of a | Mr. Philbrick made any mention of the facts gotten a little. He could scarcely be correct in
motion for a habeas corpus are satisfactory ; they brought before the court yesterday. None of the saying that it was to go to chambers to know
in principle apply to the present case, which is judges on the bench had any note of the case, nor whether the rule should be granted or not. The

an application made in term time to the Court of had the Master more than a brief note ; and it endorsement on his own brief was that it was to go
Queen 's Bench , to declare that one of her must have been the very last thing in the day, on to chambers to show cause.
Majesty ' s subjects being illegally incarcerated , the last day of term , and asked of the court Philbrick said at any rate it was to go to
should be discharged under a writ of habeas quite as a matter of course . They were certainly chambers to be disposed of.
corpus. We have perfectauthority for liberating led to believe that it was an ordinary motion , of Grantham said he knew nothing about the
the prisoner, not derived alone from statute , but course, to correct a mistake in an affidavit . matters in dispute until the brief was handed to
fortified also by the common law . And , therefore, Grantham said he was told by Mr. Wallis, so him the other day to go before the Master ; but,

in accordance with the justice of the case, we far as he remembered , that he had been waiting after looking at it and the affidavits now , he was
shall make the order absolute for the issuing of for some three days for an opportunity of moving , bound to say that it appeared to him their Lord.
the writ of habeas corpus, in order that the and Mr. Philbrick mentioned the case as one that ships would not disturb an award where there

prisoner may bedischarged. had been before the court before , but as it was so were different views as to what took place at that
late he did not propose to weary the court by time. Looking at these affidavits , he did not think
going into details at that time, the court being on the court would interfere with the award , and cer.

COURT OF COMMON PLEAS. the point of rising . tainly his client would not be wise in occupy
Jan , 28 and 29. Lord COLERIDGE . - If the facts brought before ing their time when the Master had made his

(Before Lord COLERIDGE, C .J .,and KEATING and
us yesterday cannot be contradicted directly in I award .

DENMAN , JJ.)
point of fact, I must say they require some very Lord COLERIDGE , C . J. That is all very well,
strong explanation. so far as it concerns yourself personally ; but

SKINNER v . WALLIS . Grantham said he was instructed that they does your client offer any explanation as to not
Action against an attorney - Award - Moving to could be contradicted ; but he did not know what putting in his affidavit that the money had been
set aside — Showing cause at chambers – the facts were . paid on execution ?
Practice . Their Lordships having consulted the Master, Grantham waswas instructed that his client told

Bullen said that in this case a rule was obtained Lord COLERIDGE said it seemed to have been Mr. Philbrick of themoney having been paid, and
on the 25th Nov. last, which was to be returnable stated that there had been an earlier application , asked if it made any difference, he having paid it
before a judge at chambers, at a time to be fixed which had been refused, but there was not a word under protest, upon which Mr. Philbrick told
by the said judge, and his application now was to about the execution having been levied . him it would make no difference , but if the award

vary that order by making it returnable before Grantham did not think it had been lovied was given in his favour he would get his money
the full court. The action was brought by Mr. then . back . There was also notice given to the other
Vincent against Mr. Wallis , an attorney , formerly Bullen said the fact was that the execution was side that it was paid under protest.

practising at Portsmouth , but now resident in | levied after the rule had been refused . Philbrick said the facts were scarcely so;
London , and he (the learned counsel) could well Lord COLERIDGE said they must be ready to | according to his remembrance . It was an agent

understand why Mr. Wallis did not wish the show cause after luncheon. on the other side who said the money had been

matter to come before this court, asMr. Skinner In the afternoon Grantham said his client had
had been bail for him on a criminal charge tried

antham said his client had | paid , and when he asked Mr. Wallis he was su

made an affidavit of what took place on the occa - formed it was true.

at the Winchester Assizes . When the action was sion referred to, and what instructions were given BRETT, J . asked if it was not stated in the atida

originally brought, it was referred to Master Kaye to Mr. Philbrick . Mr. Philbrick was now here, davit ?

by an order of Honyman, J. It was gone into and might, perhaps, say what took place before Philbrick said it was not. He only heard it
before the master, who gave his award on the the judges, who were the same as were now on verbally .

29th July last, against Mr. Wallis, the defendant. the bench , with the exception of the Lord Chief Their Lordships having consulted, Lord COLE.

The Common Law Procedure Act, under which Justice. RIDGE, C . J . said. Weare of opinion there was no
the action was brought, provided that unless the Philbrick said he understood there was some pretence for making this application to the
court weremoved to set aside the award within doubt in the minds of some members of the court, and therule must be discharged, and w
seven days,or the first seven days of the following court as to how it was that the rule was granted costs.
term , it should be final, and execution should ' in the way it was. Rulo discharged, with costs.
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. St. Thomas-atreot, Ports.
BARKER (Rev. Chem

Lball-placinster. April 36, LorriLiverpool.T. Märch and

HEIRS-AT-LAW AND NEXT OF KIN . STEPHENSON (Geo. H . !, Hope House, near Ripon, York, GOSNELL (Edward ), formerly of 18, St. Mary 's-road , Canon
CLARE (Sir Michael Benignus), who was born in the year gentleman , March 12 ; Henry Calvert, solicitor, Masham , bury, Islinxton , Middlesex, and of Ryde, Isle of Wight,

1777, at Maidford , Northamptonshire, ard who resided in near Bedale, York , March 26 ; V . C . H ., at twelve Esq . March 81 ; Rutherford and Son , solicitors, 14,

Jamaica (where he practised as physician - general). and o 'clock . Gracechurch -street, London .

then of London, and subsequently and at the time of his STEPHENSON (Mark ), Ossett, York , millowner. Feb. 16 ; GRIGOS (Money F .), Little Fransbam , Norfolk , farmer.
death in Cromarty, Scotland. Next of kin to come in by John Barker, solicitor. Dewsbury, York, March 4 ; M . B ., March 5 ; T . Palmer, solicitor, Swaffoam .
March 9 , at the chambers of V C . B . March 23 . at the at hall past eleven o 'clock . HARLOCK (Wm .), Newmarket, St. Mary, Suffolk , training
said chambers at twelve o 'clock , is the time appointed for TARKER ( Jas.), Aughton , in Ormskirk , Lancaster , yeoman . groom . March 1 ; Kitchener and Fenn , solicitors, New
hearing and adjudicating upon such claims. Feb . 2 ; Jos . Bradley, solicitor, 91, Burscough-street, market.

NETKERSOLE (Win . Austin , Kingston, Jamaica, merchant. Ormskirk March 9 ; V . O . M ., at twelve o ' clock . HAZELDINE (Ann ), Danemore, Godstone, Surrey, widow .
Next of kin to come in by April 21, at the chambers of WATSON ( Thos. ), Wattisfield , Suffolk , farmer and potter. March 81 ; Chas. Wellborne, solicitor. 17, Duke- strtet,
V . O . H . May 5 , at the said chambers , at twelve o 'clock , Maron 6 ; J . W . King, solicitor, Walsham - le -Willows, London -bridge, S . E .
is the timeappointed for hearing and adjudicating upon Lxworth , Suffolk , March 20 ; M . R ., at eleven o 'clock . HESKETH (Maria C .). 34, Southampton -road, Maitland
such claims. park, Middlesex, spinster. Feb . 26 ; H . J . Grueber, soli.

WRIGHT (Hannah ). Brookfield , Hathersøge, Derby. Heir. citor , ss, Walbrook , London .
st-law or next of kin to come in by March 3 , at the CREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 VICT. c . 35 . HODson (Mary) , formerly of Longcross, Chertsey, Sarrey.
chambers of the M . R . March 17 at the said chambers at Last Day of Claim , and to tohom Particulars to be sent.eleven o 'clock is the time appointed for hearing and

but lato of Vegtanse, Chillon, Switzerland, spinster . Feb .
28 ; Roscoe, Hincks, and Sheppard , solicitors, 14, King

adjudicating upon such claims. ARBUTINOT (Edmund ), Newtown Honse, Hants . March1; 1 street , Finsbury -square, London,
Waiters and Co., solicitors , 9 , Now - square, Lincoln 's -inn, HOLLYXAN (Wm .), Clevedon , Somerset, butcher , March
London . 25 ; H . Woodford , solicitor , Clevedon ,

UNCLAIMED STOCK AND DIVIDENDS IN THE ASHTON (Edward), Friar -street, , Everton , Liverpool, HouchTON (Aubrey A , ), Abbey-road , St. John ' s -wood ,Mid
BANK OF ENGLAND. labourer . April 1 ; Bremner and Son , solicitors, 1, Im . dlesex, Esq . April 1 ; O . Morgan, solicitor , 15, Old Jewry -

perial-chambers , 62, Dale-street, Liverpool.
( Transferred to the Commissioners for the Reduction of the chambers , London . :

BAKER (Geo .), Elm Lodge, Elm -grove, Southsea, and
National Deot, and which will be paid to the persons | JAKEN (Wm .), 10, Addisoombe -road , Croydon, Surrey, gen

Brond -street, Portsmouth , merchant. March 25 ; Cousins tleman . April 2 ; Drummonds, Robinson , and Till, soli.respectively, whose names are prefixed to each in three and Burbidge , solicitors, St. Thomas -atreet, Porte citors , Croydon .
months, unless other clainants sooner appear. ] mouth , JASTCOAT ( Thos.), Hertford House , Coventry, Esq . March

BARKER (Rev. Chag. A . ) , lato of Apedale -road , Chesterton,
CROSSLEY ( Sir Chas. Decimus ), Knt., Kensington -gardens. 2 ; Twist and Sons, solicitors , 16 , Hertford- s .reet, Co

Stafford , previously of the old Hall, Chesterton , and
terrace , Hyde Park . One dividend on the sum of £5000 ventry.

formerly of 12, Onslow -square, Middlesex. April 10 ; lrod
New Three per Cent. Annuities ; claimant, said Sir Chas.

JONES (Edward ), 133 , Loadenball-street, and i, Canonbury
and Longstaffe , solicitors, 16 , Berners -street, Middlesex

Decimus Crossley , Knt. Place South , Middlesex , merchant, March 10 ; Wm . D .
EGGLETON (Wm .), warehousemaa, and ALCHIN (George ), BATTERSBY ( John ), Mansfield, Notts, bank manager . Cole, solicitor, 81,Guildford -street, Middlesex.
plumber, both of Barner , Surrey, £33 Is. od . Three per March 2 ; Wm , Bryan , solicitor, Mansfield , Notts. KERR ( John ), 71,GreatGeorge-street, Liverpool, house and
Cent. Annuities . Claimante , said William Eggleton and BEARBLOCK (Mary A . F .), Rockstone, Ryde, Isle of Wicht, ship painter, paperhanger , and decorator . March 14 ;
George Alchin . spinster. Feb . 28 ; Clifton and Haynes, solicitors, Rom . Toulmin and Co., 3 . Lord -street, Liverpool.

MACKENZIE (Hannah Margaret Cochrane), Wandsworth . ford , Essex . KINGHORX (Margaret J .), 86 , Lorrimore-square, Walworth ,
road , spinster, £2563 29. 5 . Three per Cent. Annuities, BLUNDEN (Wm.), East Peckham , Kent, grocer, draper, and Surrey, spinster. April 21 ; E . Byrne, solicitor , 3 , White
£2750 New Three per Cent. Annuitior, and 2487 109. Re general shopkeeper. April 10 ; Monckton and Co., soli- hall-place, Westminster .
duced Three per Cent. Annuities. Claimants, Hector citors , 72, King- street, Maidstone. LANG FORD ( Thos,), Shedford Woodlards, near Hungerford ,

Mackenzie and Hugh Mackenzie , administrators de
BLUNT (David ), 3, Portman -square,Middlesex, Esq. Feb. Berks , yeoman , March 9 ; H . E . Astley , solicitor, Hun .

bonis non to Hannah Margaret Cochrane Mackenzie, 28 ; Cope, Rose, and Pearson, solicitors, 26 , Great George- , gerford, Berks. . .
spinster , deceased . street , Westminster . LEESON (Mary J.), 40, Ebury-street, Pimlico, Middlesex ,

MELLIAR ( Andrew roster ), Moulden , Bedfordshire , Esq., BOWDITCH (Elizabeth A .) , Cranfield Lodge, Church - road , March 31 ; J . Halse, 108, Guildford -street, Russell- square,
two dividends on the sum of 21000 New Three per Cent. Upper Norwood, Surrey, widow . March 25 ; Bailey and Middlesex.

LIPYEATI (Cha . J . P . ), The Priory , Dawlish , Esq . MarchAnnuities . Claimunt, said Andrew Foster Mellier . Co., solicitors, 5 , Berners-street, London .
25 ; Geare and Tozer . solicitors, Queen -street, Exeter .PARKER ( John ), Preston, and LEATON (William ) , Upping. BOWDITCH (Hugh ), Biggin Wood, Norwood, Surrey , Esq .

ham , gentlemen , £31 ys. 2d . Three per Cent. Annuities . March 25 , Bailey and Co., solicitors, 5, Berners-street, LUKER (Chas. Cheriton House, Westbury-on - Trym ,

Claimants, said John Parker and Wm . Leaton . London . Gloucester, lime burner and miller. March 2 ; Osborne
READE (Rev. Jos. Baneroft), Stone Vicarage , Bucks, clerk , BREDIN (Lieut.- Col. Edgar G .), R .A ., Woolwich , Kent. Ward and Co., soliciturs, 41, Broad -street, Bristol.
and READE (Rev . Richard ). Backstone, Lincolnshire. March 2 ; R . H . Wilkins, solicitor, 19 , King' s Arms-yard , MACHEN (John ), formerly of Wardsend House, Ecclesfield ,

£151 149 . 9d . Three per Cent. Annuities. Claimant, said London . late of 27, Gladstone-terrace, Broomhill , Sheffield , gentle
Rev. Richard Reade, the survivor. BROOKS Leonard), 4, Cable -street, Liverpool, and of man . March 2 ; Edward Machen , Hillsborough , near

WILLES ( John ). Hungerfo . d Park , Esq ., fifteen dividends Waterloo , near Liverpool, commission agent. March 2 ; Sheffield ,

on the sum of £1000 Is. 8d . Turee per Cent. Annuities . Peacock and Cooper, solicitors, 7 , Union-court, Castle MARSH (Robert), late of Erpingham , Norfolk , Esq ., for
Claimant. Charles Thumas Willes , one of the acting street, Liverpool. merly a major in H . M .' s service . Feb . 23 ; Fosters,
execators of William Willes deceased , who was the sur . BROWNLOW (Geo ., otherwise Courtenay ), formerly of 33, Burroughes and Robberds , solicitors, Bank -street, Nor .

viving executor of John Willes, deceased . Brunswick -gardens, Kennington , late of 23, Mortimer wich .
street, Cavendish -square , Middlesex, Esq . March 10 ; | MAUGHAN (Wm . K . ) , Laura - placo Lower Clapton , Middle
FJ. and G . J . Braikonridge, "solicitors, 16 , Bartlett's ex . gentleman March 1 ; R . S . Gregson , solicitor,

APPOINTMENTS UNDER THE JOINT-STOCK buildings, Holborn -circus, London . 8, Angel- court, Throgmorton -street . London .
WINDING -UP ACTS . BUTTERWORTH (Maris ), 60, South Cross-street, Bury, Lan . M 'KENZIE ( John ). Rose Bank, Worcester, engineer .

caster , spinster . Feb . 4 ; Geo . Whitehead , Son , and May 1 ; W . Ikin , solicitor, 10 , Lincoln ' s -inn - fields ,HEREFORD AND SOUTI WALES WAGGON AND ENGINEEIXO Dodds , solicitors, 16, Bolton -street, Bary. London .
COMPANY ( LIMITED ) . Petition for winding-up to be heard COLEMAX (Ann D . ) , 22, Richmond -place, Brighton , widow . MILLER (Wm . A . ), 103 , Upper Tulse-bill, Brixton , Surrey,
Feb 14 ; before the M . R . March 2 ; Thos . King and Son , solicitors, Brighton , Doctor of Medicine aed & Professor of Chemistry in

MANGHOID HEAD MIXING COMPANY (LIUTED ). Petition COLLIN (Jonathan ), Scotland road , i Perr th , butcher . King' s College, London March 23 ; L . Smith , solicitor,
forwinding up to be beard . Feb . 15 ; be ore the M . R March 10 , W . B . and C . N . Arnison ,solicitors, 17, Devon . Eden -place, Ann -street, Birmingham .

METROPOLITAN CONSUMERS' CO -OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION shire-street , Penrith . MYLNE (George Wm .). 4, Paragon - terrace, Cheltenham .
(LIMITED ). - Creditors to send in , by March 2 , their CORBALLIS (Edward 0 . ) , War Office , Pall Mall, and 11. March 1 ; Barker and illis, solicitors, lá, Bedferd -row ,names and addresses , and the particulars of their claims, Beaumont street, Middlesex, Esq. March 1 ; S . Spof . London .
and the names and addresses of their solicitors ( if any), forth , solicitor, 33A, Great George-street, Westminster, | NEWBURY (Geo .) , formerly of Biggleswade, Bedford , bank ,
to Geo , Whitin , 8 . old Jewry, London, the officialliquids London . manager, late of Sandy. March 25 ; Hooper and Raynes
tors of the said association . Marca 21, at the chambers CorTLe Mary A . ), 6 , Ferry Lane, Dolemeads, Bath , widow . solicitors , Biggleswade, Beds,
of the M . R ., at twelve o'clock , is the time appointed for March 14 ; Stone, King, and King , solicitors, 13, Queen - NOBLE ( Henry A . ), Harvest-hill, Cuckfield , Sussex , gentlobearing and adjudicating upon such claims. square , Bath , man . March 20 ; K Flux and Leadbitter, solicitors, 158,

WESTERN OF CANADA OIL LAXDS AND WORKS COMPANY CRESSWELL (Wm .), Swinton , York , beerhouse keeper . Leadenhall-street, London,
(LIMITED ) . - Creditors to send in , by March 9, their names March 1 , Nicholson and Co ., solicitors , Wath , near OELRICKS (Heloise ), formerly of Bremen , Empire of Gerand addresses, and theparticulars oftheir claime, and the Rotherbam . many, late of Frieburg , in the said Empire. Feb . 26 ;
names and addresses of their solicitors ( if any ) to Chas. CRUTCHLOW ( Eusebius H .) Coventry , gentleman . March Wm . A . Crump, solicitor, 10, Philpot-lane , London, E . O .
F . Kemp, 8 , Walbrook, Loudon, the official liquidator of 25 ; H . J . Davies, solicitor, Hay-lane, Coventry. OLIVER (Wm .), 3, Fitzroy-square, Middlesex , Esq . Feb . 12 ;
the said company. March 23, at the chambers of the M . R ., CUSSACK (Sarah ), formerly of Ruby Hall, Monkstown , W . H , Oliver , solicitor, 64, Lincoln 's -inn - fields, Mid
at hall past eleven o' c 'ock , is the timeappointed !or bear Dublin , late of Langstone Cliff, Starcross , Devon . Feb . dlesex .
ing and adjudicating upon such claims. 28 ; Wood and Co., solicitors , 6 , Raymond-buildings, ORE (Robert), formerly of Church -lane, Islington , Middle .WINE AND SPIRIT CO-OPERATIVE SUPPLY ASSOCIATION Gray' s -inn , Middlesex. sex, late of 1, St. John -street, Essex -road , Islington ,
(LIMITED ). - Petition for winding-up to be heard feb . 14, CUS nixG ( Francis ), 2 , Gresham -villas, South Church-road , March 7 ; M . Boyce , solicitor, 21, Abchurch -lane, London ,
before the M . R . New Town, near Southend, Essex , architect and sur

WIRE TRAMWAY CONPANY ( LIMITED ). - Creditors to send in PARKER ( Thos .) . 18, St. Paul' s- churchyard , London , 15 ,
veyor. Feb . 8 ; Wm . Sturt, solicitor, 14 , Ironmonger-lane ,by March 2 their namesand addresses and the particulars Spring- gardens, Middlesex , and The Brook, Lamber
London .

of their claims, and the names and addresses of their hurst, Kent, Esq . March 23 ; Parker and Co. , solicitors ,
DENISON (Bobert), formerly of 9, Chapel-street , Somers'

solicitors (if any ), to the official liquidator of the said 18 , St. Paul' s - churchyard , London , EC.
Town , butcher, late of 13 , Eton -villas , Belgrave - road ,

company, at their office , 21, Gresham -street , London,
PARSONS (Harriett ), 18 , Addington -street, Margate , Kent,

Shepherd's Bush , Middlesex , out of business. April 21 ;
March 23, at the chambers of V . O . M . , at twelve o 'clock , Spinster , March 1 ; Munton and Morris , solicitors, s ,

Andrew and Wood , solicitors, 8, Great James-street, Bed
is the timeappointed for hearing and adjudicating upon Lambeth -hill, Queen Victoria -street, London.

ford -row , London .such claims. PEARSE (Peter ), 4 , Lincoln ' s- inn -fields, Middlesex , and
Dixox (Ann ), Cedar Lawn, Grappenhall, Chester, widow . Dereham Villa , Lewisham -road , Forest Hill, Kent, gen .
March 20 ; Marsh, Buckton and Jeans , solicitors. War tleman . Feb . 24 ; F . Carter, solicitor , 9 , Old Jewry

CREDITORS UNDER ESTATES IN CHANCERY. rington. Chambers, London .

LAST DAY OF PROOF .
DOLAN (Lawrence ), 97, St. Martin ' s lane, and 15 , Cavendish . | PENDARVES ( Tryphena W . ), Pendarves, Cornwall , and of
road, St. John's-wood , Middlesex , Esq. March 2 ; M . Tristford , Devon, widow . Feb , 28 ; Carlyon and Paull,

BACHELOR (Edward ), Wimborne Minster, Dorset , inn . Dolan , solicitor, 4, Tokenhouse-yard , London , soliciters, Truro .
keeper. March 2 ; Henry Moore, solicitor, Wimborne DREW Wm .), 67, Hamilton -terrace, St. John 's -wood,Mid . | PIERCE (Mary A .) , formerly of the Yorkshire Grey, Lon .

Minster, March 17. V . C . M ., at 12 o 'clock . dlesex , Esq. March 25 ; Symes, Sandilande, and Hum . don -street, Middlesex, but late of 2 , Brunswick - villas ,
CHADWICK ( Jos . !, Cinder Hills, Mirfieid , York , gentleman . phry , solicitors, 33, Fenchurch -street, London . Wood -street, Barnet, widow , March 15 ; E . J . Layton ,
Feb . 26 ; B . Chadwick , solicitor, Dewsbury, March 12. DURHAM (Margaret M .), 64, Victoria -road , Kentish Town, solicitor, 2, Suffolk -Jane. Cannon -street, London .
M . R ., at 11 o'clock . Middlesex, widow . Feb . 28 ; W . S . Robertson , 79, Lever . PIERREPONT ( Joseph R .), Milnton , Marham Clinton , Not

DORIN ( Jas. A . ), formerly of s8 , Queen 's -gardens, Padding ton -street , Kentish Town, Middlesex . tingham , yeoman . March 14 ;Messrs, Burnabyand Den .
ton , Middlesex , and arterwards of Scarborough , Yorks, EDWARDS (Mary ), Ely , spinster. March 16 ; Whitakers and man , solicitors, East Retford .
Esa . Feb . 28 ; H . R . Freshneld , solicitor, 6 , Bank -build . POLLARD ( Thos.), West Whitleigh , St . Budeaux, Devon ,
ings, London, March 10 ; V . O . M . at twelve o 'clock . Woolbert, solicitors, 12, Lincoln ' s Inn - fields, Middlesex .

EMERSON ( Thos . G .), formerly of Bridge-street, Creenwich , Esq . April 20 ; Sole and Gill, solicitors, S , St. Aubyn
EvAXs ( David M . ), Albion House, King Edward 's -road, Kent, afterwards of Jamaica place, Limehouse, and of street, Devonport.
South Hackney, Middlesex , newspaper proprietor. Feb .
28 ; A . Beddall, solicitor, 108, Bishopsgate-street, London ,

Green -street. Stepney. Middlesex , but late of' 19 . st. QUICK (Geo ), Southampton , and of Bitterne, common
brewer and wine and spirit merchant. March 31 ; Hick

March 12 ; V . C . M ., at twelve o'clock . Peter's -road, Mile End , Middlesex, pilot. March 4 ; S .- Prentice, solicitor, 238, Whitechapel-road, Middlesex. man and Son , solicitors, 7 , Albion - place, Southampton .
FIELD (Catherine), Warwick , widow . Feb . 20 ; Edward ROBINSON ( John G .) , late of Speen House, Speen , Berks,
Hoare, solicitor, 28 , Great James-street, Bedford -row , Fagg (Sarah ), late of 1 , Abbey- gardens, Atbey-road , St. and of 21, Montague-square , Middlesex, Esq ., formerly
London , March 6 , M . R ., at half -past eleven o 'clock . John 8 -wood , Middlesex, and formerly of Rose -cottage, Lieut. Col. in H . M .' s Guards. March 1 : Langley and

FISHER ( John) , Southampton , shopkeeper. Feb . 16 ; E . Water-lane, Brixton , Surrey , widow . Feb . 21 ; Lowless Gibbon , solicitors, 82, Great James-street, Bediord -row ,
Coxwell, solicitor, Southampton , Feb . 26, V . 0 . H ., at one and Co ., solicitors, 26 , Martin 's- lane, Cannon -street, London .
o ' clock . London , ROBINSON (Susan I.), 21 , Montague-square, Middlesex, and

GAGGS Thos ), Howden , York , surgeon . Feb . 28 : Geo . FABRER (John ), 47 , Princess- gate, Hyde-Park , Middlesex , of Speen House, Speen , Berka, widow . March 1 ; Langley
England, solicitor, Howden . March 16 ; M . R ., at hall . I and of Gurthalougha Borrisolnane, Tipperary, Ireland, and Gibbon , solicitors , 82, Great James-street , Bedford
past eleven o 'clock , Esa .. and late in H . M .' s lst Regiment of Life Guards . row , Middlesex.

GREENSMITH ( Thos. ), Thorpe , Derby, gentleman , Feb . 27 : Feb . 21 ; Duncan and Murton , solicitors, 45 , Bloomsbury- SCOTT (Binny), formerly of Columbo, Island of Ceylon , late
Edwd. Hoare, solicitor, 28, Great James -street. Bedford square, London . of Cheltenham , Esq . April 1 ; Freshfields and Williams,
row , London , March 13 ; M . R ., at half-past eleven Fox (Edmund), 25, The Pavement, Clapham , Surrey, and solicitors, 5 , Bank -buildings , London .
o 'clock . of 12 , Little Britain , London , photographic mounter. SKELTON (Wm . . Four Swans Hotel, Bishopsgate-stroet,

GREGORY (Suran M .), 1, Clarence-place, Dover, spinster. March 20 ; Cox and Sons, solicitors, 4 , Cloak -lane, Lon . and Clarence Villa , Station -road , New Barnet, Herts ,
Feb . 28 ; Crook and Smith , solicitore, 178, Fenchurch . I don .

FRY (Ann ) , heretofore of Barston Hayes, Kent, and late ofstreet , London , March 14 ; V . 0 . H . at twelve o ' clock .
hotel keeper . March 25 ; Wm . Elam , solicitor, 87, Wal.
brook , London ,

GWYER (Edmund ), 7, West Clifton -terrace, Bristol,mer. 70, Marine-street, St. Leonard 's -on -Sea . March 2 ; J . W . SIDDEN ( Thos .) , Rochester , Kent, Esq . Feb . 8 ; Acworth
chant. March 2 ; Bush and Ray, solicitors, Bristol. Fry, solicitor, 30 , Gracechurch -street , London , and Son , Solicitors, Star Hill, Rochester .
March 14 ; M . R . at twelve o 'clock . FRYER (Mary ), 25, Castlenau - villas, Barnes, Surrey, widow . SMITH (Emma), 37, Chester -square, Middlesex, spinster .

HARDWICK ( Benjamin ), Leeds, gentleman . Feb . 28 : W . B . March 1 ; Farrar and Farrar, solicitors , 2, Wardrobe March 31; Thos. W . Nelson , solicitor, 6 , Lawrence
Craven , solicitor , 6 , East Parade, Leeds , March 17 : place, Doctor's - commons, London , Pountney Lane, London .
V . C . B . at twelve o ' clock , GARLE ( John ) , formerly of West View , Bickley, Kent, and SMITH ( Thos.), Beaufort, Australia. March 1 ; Ralph W .

HEAGARTY ( Jas .), 23, St. Martin 's - road, Stockwell, Surrey , late of Lubbock road , Chislehurst, Esq . March 20 : Smith , farmer, Crien , Derby.
and 8 , Walker' s - court, Golden -square, Middlesex, fish Beachcroft and Thompson , solicitors, 18, Io.ng's - road , SOULBY' (John) Cranfield , Bedford , Esq. Feb. 28 : H .
monger . Feb . 28 ; H , M . Dalston , solicitor, 161, Piccadilly, Bedford -row , London . Norris, solicitor, 25, Chancery-lane, London ,
Middlesex. March 11 ; V . C . B , at twelve o 'clock , GARLICKE (Lettice ), Tenby. Pembroke, widow . March 26 : STACEY ( John Wm . ), 31, St. Leonard ' s -terrace, King's -road ,JOHNSON (Geo.), Millfield House, York. March 19 ; 0 . B . Gwynne and Stokes, solicitors, Tenby. Chelsea , Middlesex, gentleman . Feb . 21 ; Robinson and
Wooler, solicitor , Darlington , March 30 ; V . C . ' M . GIBB (Wm . ) Swinton Park , near Manchester , Esq . (for Preston , solicitors, 85, Lincoln ' s -inn - fields, Middlesex,
twelve o 'clock . merly carrying on business as a wine and spirit merchant STAPLETON ( wieorge Jaa ), formerly of St. Albans, Herte,

ROPER ( John ), Grove House , Hollingbourne, Kent, gentle in Manchester ) . March 81 ; Claye and Son , solicitors, late of 84, Chepstow -place. Pembridge- square, Bayswater,
man . March 2 ; Wm . Beale , solicitor, Maidstone. March 8 , St. James ' s -square, Manchester Middlesex. March 15 : Hunter, Gwatkin , and Co ., soli
12 ; V . O . M ., at twelve o 'clock . GOFF (Alicia F .), 5 , Burlington -road , Vestbourne-park , citors, 9 , New -square , Lincoln ' s -inn, London ,

Rose ( Thos. ), Ravensbourne Park , Lewisham , Kent. March Middlesex, widow . Feb . 20 ; Lowless , Nelson , Jones , and STEVENS (Stephen ) , Sutton , Surrey , shoemaker. Feb . 19 :
9 : Chas . Francis , solicitor, 22 . Austinfriars, London . Thomas, solicitors, 26, Martin ' s .lane, Cannon -street, Lon G . H . Hogan , solicitor, 23, Martin 's lane, Cannon -street,
March 12 ; V . O . H ., at twelve o 'clock . don , London ,
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STRUDWICK (Sarah ), Park place , Ealing, Middlesex , widow . MERCANTILE LAW . The old authorities hold that, in case of loss,
March 6 ; Bailey and Co ., solicitors , 5 , Berners -street,

Oxford -street, London . the re- insurer is bound to pay the amount for
SWAIT ( Jas . ). Charlton , Andover, gentleman . March 13 : J . which he is re - insurer. withont any regard to the

Smith, solicitor, High -street, Andover, Hants. NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
circumstance that the re-assured may have proTAYLOR (Lieutenant-General Arthur J .) , late of 39. Colby. CONTRACT - SALE OF Goods - DELIVERY BY cured an abatement from the first insured , or mayroad . Norwood, Surrey , formerly of 3, Beaufort.gardens, PARCELS- NON -PAYMENT FOR FIRST PARCEL

Middlesex . March 81 ; H . A . Dowse, solicitor, 6 , New be unable, because of bankruptcy , to pay in full :
Inn , Strand, London , RESCISSION . - By contract of 28th Nov . 1871 , (Emerigon, tome 1 , ch . 8 , s. 14 .) The insurer

TAYLOR (Rev. Henry J.), heretolore of Dulverton , Somer- plaintiffs bought of the defendants 250 tons of
set, late of Beauchamp Washfield, near Tiverton . Devon . | iron at 50s. & ton , half to be delivered in two may await a guit, and recover the judgment obmay at once proceed against the re- insurer, or he
Feb . 18 ; C . E . Rowcliffe , solicitor, stogumber , Somerset .

THOMPROX: (Robert B . ), Middleton - road , Hornsey , Middle - weeks, remainder in four weeks, payment, netweeks, remainder in four weeks, payment, net | tained against him , with costs , from the reinsurer.
sex, gentleman. March 2 ; J . Miller, solicitor, 48, East- cash , fourteen days after delivery of each parcel.
cheap , London . Heneed not pay the judgment against him first,

THOROLD (Chas.) , formerly of Wirrcanda, near Kangaka, No iron was delivered within the periods specified , butmay recover all the re -insurer is liable to pay :
South Australia , sheep farmer, but lat of 48, Mornington - but the timewas extended by arraugement, and a (Hone v. Mutual Safety Insurance Company, 1
road, Camden Town, St. Pancras, Middlesex , England , iron was delivered

gentleman . Aug. 19 ; Stow and Ayers, solicitore , Way Sandf. 137.) Chancellor Walworth , in Herckenrath
mouth -street, Adelaide, South Australia . between the 19th Feb , and the 18th May 1873, V . American Insurance Compang (3 Barb . ch . 63 ),

THREADKELL ( Sarah ), Petistree , Suffolk , widow . Feb. 28 ; | under constant pressure from the plaintiffs for a considers that the authorities required the re
W . W . Welton, solícitor, Woodbridge, Suffolk . continuous delivery. On the last-mentioned dayTUBNER (Chas . H . ), Rooksnest, Surrey , Esq . March 81 ; | insurer to pay the amount the insurer becomes
Symes and Co . solicitors , s3, Fenchurch -street, London .' | the delivery of the first parcel of 125 tons was liable to pay, not what he has paid . In Eagleliable to ne

WALLER (Josephine E M .) 8 , Westbourne- park , Bayswater ,
Insurance Company v. Lafayette Insurance CoinMiddlesex, widow . March 1 : Capron and Co., solicitors ,

Savile-place . Conduit- street, London . pany (9 Ind. 443) , the suit against the insurer had
WARRINER (John . 86. Mount Pleasant. Sale, Chester. | paymentwas however made. When, therefore , the been dismissed, and not renewed in six months,
stonemason . Feb . 25 ; Payne and Galloway, solicitors, plaintiffs requested further deliveries of iron , the which was the limitation for suits in the Lafa28 , Brazenose-street, Manchester . defendants absolutely refused to deliver any more.

WATKINS Elizabeth ), formerly of 14 , Drummond-road , yette Insurance Company. The court held that,
Bermondsey, widow . Feb . 21 ; Wilkinson and Drew , soli To an action for non delivery of the second although the re-insurer can make any defence
citors, 151, Bermondsey -street, Bermondsey .

defendant

WILSON (Willoughby Jas ), formerly of 2, Berkeley - place, | which the original insurer might make, yet the
contract. Held , that the non -payment for theConnaught-square, Middlesex, but late of 16, King-street, limitation not being a good defence for the Lafa

Portman -square, a captain in the R . A . Feb . 28 : R . W . first parcel by the plaintiffs was not such an
yette Insurance Company, could not be invokedChilds and Batten , solicitors , 93 , Fleet-street, London , abandonment or refusal to perform their part of
in favour of the Eagle Insurance Company, the

the contract as to amount to a rescission which Lafayette, in fact, being yet liable to the first
REPORTS OF SALES. freed the defendants from their liability to deliver insured .

the rest of the iron : (Freeth and another v. Burr The insurer , in seeking his remedy against the
Wednesday , Jan. 28 . and another, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S , 773. C . P .) re-insurer, is obliged to proveup the character and

By Messrs . CHINNOCK , GALSWORTHY, and Co ., at Alton . extent of his loss : (Hastie v . De Peyster , 3 Caines ,
Hapts, Alton High street. - A freehold residence with
stabling & c . - sola for £2190 .

190 ; Yonkers Fire Insurance Company v . HofTHE LAW OF RE -INSURANCE.
man Fire Insurance Company , 6 Robts . 316.) TheCutpond lane. - Two cottages - sold for £290 . THE subject of re- insurance has been surrounded

A plot of land - sold for £420. custom in France is for payment on proof of pay
Ten shares of £lu each in the Alton Gas Company - gold for with additional interest by the fact that several ment of loss by the insurer. But when there is
€155 . importantsuitshave lately been brought, in which no special contract, the re- insurer will be obliged

Three shares in the Northam Bridge Roads - sold for 2400 the principles of this subject are to be applied , i to pay all that the first insurer ought himself
Two policies of £909 and £300 each , life aged 80 years - sold
for £885 . and consequently an expression of the law as it to pay, and consequently must prove the ex

Mid -Hants Railway. - £250 debenture stock - sold for £180 . now stands will not be unprofitable.
London and South Western Railway. - £150 debenture stock istence and extent of the loss. " The prelimi.

- sold for £180 . Re-insurance hasbeen practised for severalhun . nary proofs ordinarily furnished are not suf
Friday, Jan . So . dred years, and in marine insurance has become ficient, as the burden of proof is upon the

By Messrs . DRIVER, at Billingborough . quite thoroughly defined , and there can hardly be re- insured to prove the extent of the loss in the
Lincolnshire. -- Billingborough - The Fortescue Arms, with found any sufficient reason why these same rules original insurer must have proved it against him .
paddock , frechold --sold for £1000. should not be applied to fire insurance. When There is no distinction between insurance and re

Tuesday, Feb . 3. insurance was carried on by individual under- insurance policies as to the amount of proof re
By Messrs. CHINNOCK,GALSWORTHY, and Co., at the Mart. | writers, such persons might wish to change their quired : ( ỉonkers Fire Insurance Company Y .
Knightsbridge. - Freehold ground rents of £99 per annum business, or become bankrupt, or as companies
sold for £2300 . Hoffmann Fire Insurance Company, 6 Robts .,
mpton.-- Nos. 349, 351, 353 , and 355 . Fulham - road ,term 85 | now , might find they have tno much at risk in a | 316 .)

years, with short reversions-- sold for £1550. particular neighbourhood , and thus desire to re . The insurer is bound to perform all the con .
Chelsea - An improved rent of £15 per annum , term 22 lieve themselves from a portion of the risk .years - sold for L189 . ditions of his re -insurance policy, and a failure to
Nos 97, 99, 101, 115, and 117 , Flood -street, term 10 years , Re-insurance is defined by Arnold to be a con - give notice of loss within a reasonable time willsold for £400 .
By Messrs. D CRONIN and Soxs, at the London tavern . tract by which , for a certain consideration , the preclude recovery . Five days after the insurer

Kensington . - the lense of the King's Arms wine vaults, original insurer throws upon another the risk , (or was notified , the re-insurer was notified , and the
term 30 years - sold for £2200 . according to Marshall, part of it) for which he has court held it to be a sufficient compliance : (New

made himself responsible to the original assured , York Central Insurance Company v . National Pro
to whom , however,he remainsliable on the original tection Insurance Company, 20 Barb . 468 .) Any

MAGISTRATES ' LAW . insurance . misrepresentation on the part of the insurer as to
The contract of re-insurance was valid at com . the character of the risk will avoid the policy ,as

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. mon law , but in England it was made a gambling when the insurer knew of the bad character of
device, and was suppressed by Act of Parliament the insured , and did not disclose the fact : (New

ERECTION OF PILES IN BED OF A NAVIGABLE (19 Geo . 2 , o . 37, 8 . 4 ), which declares that re- York Bowery Fire Insurance Company v . New
RIVER - OBSTRUCTION - NUISANCE — INJUNC assurance is void unless the assured be insolvent, York Fire Insurance Company , 17 Wend. 359.)
TION . - An information was filed by the Attorney - become a bankrupt, or die : (Andree v. Fletcher, And when the insurer reinsured the entire risk
General at the relation of the Mayor and Corpora - 2 T . R . 161.) The contract is valid in most of the which was on goods, and stated that they had
tion of Sandwich to restrain by injunction the maritime states of Europe (Marsh . Insurance , buildings in addition , which was false , the rein
defendant,who was the owner of a wharf abutting 143 : Beawes Lex . Mercatoria ), and is held good surance could not be recovered , there being a
on the river Stour, a publio navigable river form in the United States. In Mercy v . Prince (2 Mass . custom among New Orleans underwriters to divide
ing the harbour of Sandwich , from erecting & 176 ) it was held that the Act of Parliament did the risk and to consider it divided , unless the
structure, having its foundation in the bed of the not extend to the colonies ; also Hastie v. De application stated otherwise : (Louisiana Mutual
river,which interfered with the navigation . Held , Peyster ( 3 Caines, 190 ). Insurance Company v . New Orleans Insurance
that no person has a right to put an obstruction As early as Lucena v . Crawford (3 Bos. & P . 75 ) , Company, 13 La. An., 246 .) If the insurer, on
in the bed of a navigable river, although at the it was held that an insurable interest may spring | paymentof loss , receives any benefit from salvage ,
time it may not be a nuisance. Held , also , that from a prior insurance . Insurable interest is this will accrue to the re-insurer ; and if the
the erection of the structure was a nuisance to sufficiently shown, if it is shown that the plaintiffs | salvage be improperly sold , the re- insurer is en .
persons using and navigating the river ; that, the were insurer or reinsurer : ( Yonkers Fire Insur- | titled to deduct the damage whibh can be proved
erection being for the purposes of the defendant's ance Company v . Hoffman Fire Insurance Com . | up : (Delaware Insurance Company v . Quaker City
trade, it was too remote a benefit to the public to pany , 6 Robts. 316 ; New York Bowery Insurance Iusurance Company, 3 Grant's Cases, 71.)
say that the encouragement of the trade of a single Company y . New York Fire Insurance Company, An ordinary fire policy may be used with the
individual was a benefit to the public ; and that | 17 Wend. 359 .) substitution of the word re - insure for insure (New
the injunction must be granted . The question The contract is not a wagering contract, but York Bowery Fire Insurance Company v. New
whether erectionsmade in a harbour are a nuisance one of indemnity , and companies which are autho.one of indemnity , and companieswhich are autho- | York Fire Insurance Company, 17 Wend. 359 ;
or not depends on whether, upon the whole, they rised to make insurance contracts are, by implica - | Mutual Safety Insurance Company v . Hone, 2
produce public benefit, not giving to the words tion , authorised to make reinsurance contracts : Comst. 235 ) ; and if the loss is in terms made

(Bowery Fire Insurance Company v . New York payable to the " assured ” this can only mean the
ing them to the public frequenting the port. The Fire Insurance Company (sup.) The contract insurer, and not the original insured (Carrington
benefit to the public must be a direct benefit : being one of indemnity , the re-assured should v . Commercial Fire Insurance Company (1 Bosw .

(Attorney-General v . Perry , 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . | only recover for actual loss sustained : (Eagle 152).
716 . M . R .) Insurance Company v . Lafayette Insurance Com The same good faith must be observed between
CANAL - POWER TO SUPPLYWATER FROM ALL pany, 9 Ind. 443 ; Mutual Safety Insurance Com - insurer and re -insurer as between insured and

SOURCES – RIPARIAN PROPRIETORS - DIVERSION pany v . Hone, 2 Comst. 235.) This actual loss insurer, and consequently the same person can .

OF STREAMS. - By an Act of Parliament passed in will include costs incurred in defending suits, and not be agent of both parties, and insure in one
1821 for amalgamating two canal companies , the if the reinsurer is notified of the suit , and does company for which he is agent, and then reinsure
united company were empowered to maintain and not appear and see that the costs are reasonable , in another for which he is also agent : (Utica
keep navigable the united canal ; and “ for that he will be supposed to have approved of them by Insurance Company v . Toledo Insurance Com
purpose to supply the said united canal at alltimes his silence : (New York State Insurance Company pany , 17 Barb . 132) ; also when the same person
for ever thereafter with water from all springs v . Protection Insurance Company, 1 Story , 458 ; was agent of one company and secretary of the
and streams which had been or should be found Hastie v . De Peyster , 3 Caines, 190 ; New York other : (New York Central Insurance Company
within 2000yds." of the same canal. Held , that Central Insurance Company v. Protection Insur. v . National Protection Insurance Company, 4
the Act did not confer on the company powers ance Company, 20 Barb . 468.) Kernan , 85.)

over such springs or streams equal to those of a Re-insurance is not the retaking of the specific The contract of re- insurance is totally distinct
riparian proprietor,but only empowered them to risk . It may be on a risk equal or less than the from the primitive insurance,and the re- insurer
take such water within the prescribed limits for original, but not greater ; for then there would has nothing to contest or settle with the primitive
the purposes of the canal, as was not required for cease to be an insurable interest : ( Philadelphia insurer (Hastie v . De Peyster, 3 Caines 190) , not
the ordinary purposes for which the riparian pro . Insurance Company V . Washington Insurance even if specific policies were reinsured (Carrington
prietors might require it : (Wilts Canal Company Company, 11 Harris , 256 .) It has also been held v . Commercial Insurance Company, 1 Bosw . 152 ) .

v . : The Swindon Waterworks Company, 29 L . T . that the insurer may insure his entire risk , and The amount received by the insurer from the re
Rep. N . S. 722. V . C. Malins) . include the premium . insured is a general fund to be equitably distri.

lic box
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COMPANY LAW .

buted among the creditors of the insurer, and the the company, particularly one so important as the agreed that the goods are to be forwarded solely
original insured has no privity with the reinsurer , transfer clerk , who has the care of the books, shall at the risk of the owner, with the exception that

and, consequently , cannot come under the rule have any pecuniary advantage arising from it . the company sha !l be responsible for any wilful

that the principal creditor is entitled to the These transactions are very complicated , and the act or wilful default of the company or their

benefit of all counter bonds and collateral object of the persons who are engaged in them is servants, if proved , for fraud or theft by their

securities : (Herckenrath V. American Mutual to mix them up in such a manner that it is very servants, and for collision of trains conveying the

Insurance Company, 3 Barb. c . 63). - Western difficult to unravel them . It is for this reason goods within the company's limits.” During the

Insurance Review . that I havestated the burden of proof- and in this transit the damage complained of was done to
I have followed Lord Westbury - lies upon the the goods.
transferor, and that it is his duty to show that Upon these facts the defendants contended that
everything that is material for the decision of the they were protected by the contract note.
directors has boen brought carefully to their The plaintiffs contended that as consignee had

EUROPEAN ASSURANCE ARBITRATION. attention . not authorised the signature of the contract note,
Napier Higgins, Q . C . and Cookson were for the he was not bound by the signature of the con .

(Before Lord ROMILLY.) official liquidators . signor' s servant.
Mondoy. Feb. 2 . Southgate, Q .C . and Miller for Mr. Phillips. | The defendants were allowed to appeal on the
LINES' S CASE . condition that they paid the costs of the appeal.

This is the first case in the arbitration in which Mayd now appeared for the respondent.
Lord Romilly has been concerned with the ques.

CHATTERIS's CASE - Lawson 's CASE.
BLACKBURN , J ., asked what he had to say in

tion of “ novation .” On the amalgamation of
In these cases the amalgamation of the British

itish
Commercial Insurance Company with the Britishthe Waterloo Company with the British Nation Nation Assurance Association had been carried

support of the ruling, as he was loth to believe
that the County Court judge could so have ruled .

Association in 1862, Mr. Lines, a policyholder Mayd said that with all submission he did not
in the Waterloo, had received a circular an . into effect by means of a deed , whereby several

of the British Commercial shareholders coven . think he could support such ruling.
nouncing it , and stating that the “ terms and anted to transfer their shares to trustees for the BLACKBURN. – I should be surprised if you
conditions contained in the policies will re Association . The greater part of the share

could .

main unaltered by this arrangement.” He there. holders executed this deed , and also transferred | Mayd.- The next point is, whether or not the
after paid his premiums to the British Nation ,and condition is a reasonable one.their shares to trustees. Mr. Chatteris was one
after 1865 to the European Society. In 1867 &

|who executed the deed, but did not transfer his BLACKBURN, J. - There is still a further step ,
reversionary bonus was announced to him by the

shares. The official liquidators songht to place in which I think you will find still greater diffi.
European, but he took no notice of the announce
ment. In 1862- 3 the Waterloo had been ordered him on the list of contributories,but culty , there being no evidence the judge ruled

Lord Row now delivered judgment and “ That supposing the contract note is to be bind
to be wound -up , and advertisements had been | held that the question was governed by Lord

ing on the plaintiff the injury must be presumed
inserted in various newspapers, calling on credi. | Westbury' s decisions in Blundell's case (Law to have been caused by the wilful act or default
tors to come in and prove their claims ; but Mr. Times European Reports, p . 39) and Rivington 's |

of the company or their servants." That is what

Lines now alleged he knew nothing about the case (Law Times European Reports, p . 57) . The I confess I cannot help thinking must be a
winding -up. forgery, and if so it is a gross libel upon the
Lord ROMILLY now delivered judgment, and

trustees, Messrs. Bermingham and Lake, would
| judge ; but if he did really rule it, and is in the

be placed on the list of contributories, and would
held that the subsequent dealings with

be
the be left to compel their cestuis que trustent to pay habit of making such rulings, I own I think the

British Nation and the European were not suffi.
cient by themselves to constitute a novation . Yet

the calls made on them . Lord Chancellor should be made aware of it .

Napier Higgins, Q .C ., and Cookson were for the Mayd.-- As to forgery, I can say the judge cer .
Mr. Lines must be deemed to have had notice of official liquidators. tainly had a month to consider the judgment.
the winding -up of the Waterloo, and inasmuch as Millar and Bevir for the respondents .

BLACKBURN , J . - Really, how can you support
he had omitted to prove on his policy against that such ruling ?
company in pursuance ofthe advertisements duly Mayd . - -As there was no evidence, and as your
issued , he must be taken to have abandoned his

COUNTY COURTS.
Lordship entertains such a strong opinion, I will

rights against the Waterloo Company, and conse add nothing further.
quently could not now prove against them .

This being a representative case, costs were
BLACKBURN , J. - Then I simply say we must

EQUITY IN COUNTY COURTS .
reverse the judgment.

allowed to Mr. Lines. EQUITY suits apparently are increasing in the Douglas Walker , for the appellants , as to costs.
Napier Higgins, Q . C . and Cookson were for the County Courts , but unfortunately the decisions - We made the condition thatwe should pay the

official liquidator. are very generally reversed on appeal. We costs of the appeal. Those were the only terms
De Gex. Q .C . and Horton Smith for Mr. Lines. noticed last week an appealagainst the dismissal | upon which my clients were allowed to appeal

of a plaint on the ground of want of jurisdiction from the judge' s decision , and we had no means of
when the case ought properly to have been trans

STEVENS' s CASE ; NUTTALL'S CASE .
|bringing it to the attention of the court except byferred . We now extract the following from the stating it in this way .

THESE cases were complicated cases with regard Weekly Notes of the Law Reports for Jan . 31 : BLACKBURN, J . - If you have bound yourself
to the arrangements made on the amalgamation V . C .MALINS' COURT. in honour not to ask for the costs , and you are to
of the Professional Company with the European Monday, Jan. 26. pay the costs , well and good . It may be that the
Society . NOKES v. GANDY. conditions he seeks to impose upon you are in

Lord ROMILLY now held that the society was County Court appeal - Administration suit -- Restraining excess of his jurisdiction, but that is not a matter
entitled to recover thebalance of the sum charged creditor' s action - Injunction before decree and ex parte . before us. Nobody on one side or the other is
upon Stevens's policy , with interest at 4 per cent.. COUNTY Court appeal.

William Gandy the younger died on the 4th Aug .after giving credit for the dividends received by
asking us to enforce this condition or to quash it ,

1873 , being at the time indebted to Thomas Richardson but I think probably after the strong expressions
the society from the Professional, and that the in the sum of £75 9s . 9d . that have fallen from the courtas to the absurdity
debt might be set off againstany dividend payable Alfred Darby took possession of William Gandy of the decision of the court below , it will hardly
to him by the society on his proof for his policy . | junior's estate as executor de son tort, and Thomas be insisted upon.

Judgment reversed .And that the society was entitled to recover from Richardson broughtan action against him as such exe

Nuttall the amount of the dividends received by cutor in the Court of Exchequer for his debt. Letters

of administration to William Gandy junior were then
him from the Professional. BIGGLESWADE COUNTY COURT.

granted to William Gandy senior .
Napier Higgins, Q . C ., Roxburgh, Q . C ., Pearson , (Before EDMOND BEALES, Esq., Judge.)On the 22nd Oct. 1873 Albert Nokes ,another creditor

Q. C ., Waller, and Cookson appeared for the of William Gandy junior , filed an administration plaint Tuesday , Dec. 2 , 1873.
parties . against William Gandy senior and Alfred Darby in the GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY V .

County Court of Chelmsford .
SWAFFIELD .

PHILLIP's CASE.
By rule 8 of the first of the County Court Orders no

| Carriers- Horse - Consignee not ready to receivedecree in an equitable suit can be made till one month
JUDGMENT was delivered to-day in this case. after plaint filed . Right of company to recover livery charges.
The question was as to the validity of a trans. Before decree, on the application of the plaintiff , an This was an action brought by the Great
fer of European Society' s shares, which Mr. | order was made ex parte restraining Thomas Richardson Northern Railway Company to recover certain

Phillips had made to a pauper transferee, from continuing his action . The latter moved in the charges paid by them for the keep of the defenCounty Court to discharge the order , but the judge I dant' s horse , under the circumstances stated in
whose namehadibeen furnished to Mr. Phillips's

refused to dissolve the injunction ,
solicitors by a share dealer called Bensusan . In Thomas Richardson appealed . the judgment.
the notice of the wish to transfer, the considera Glasse, Q C . and Naldor , in support of the appeal. James P . Aspinall (barrister) instructed by
tion had been described as £29 105. paid by the Cotton , Q . C . and Begg, for the respondents. Johnstone, Farquhar, and Leech , appeared for the
transferor. A cheque for that amount was sentto The VICE -CHANCELLOR held that the power of th

the transferee and indorsed by him ; but it ap. 1 County
Courts in administration suits did not go

Stimson for the defendant.
beyond that of the Court of Chancery, and an action by

peared that £7 15s . only had been kept by him . I besoinsa creditor could not be restrained in an administration His HONOUR gave judgment as follows. - In
£10 of it going to one Bermingham , & transfer sait before decree, or on an ex parte application . The this case the plaintiff claimed the sum of £17
clerk of the society , and the remainder to Ben - appeal was therefore allowed with costs. from the defendant under the following circum .
susan and his clerk . stances, as admitted or proved by evidence. On

Lord ROMILLY held that, if all the facts had COURT OF QUEEN ' S BENCH . the 5th July of last year (1872 ) the defendant
been stated to the directors, and they had , in the sent a horse by the plaintiff' s 8 .40 p . m . train from
bona fide discharge of their office, though fit to

Tuesday , Jan . 27 . King' s Cross to Sandy , consigned to himself at
pass the transfer , no complaint could have been TAYLOR v. THE GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY the latter place. On the arrival of the train at

made, but under the circumstances of the case COMPANY. Sandy at 10 .8 p .m . there was no one on the part of

the transaction could not be allowed to stand , A County Court appeal. the defendant to receive the horse, and the defen .
and the transferor must be placed on the list THIS was an action brought in the Haverhildantbeing unknown to the station master there,

of contributories. His Lordship further stated : County Court of Suffolk , before Edmond Beales who also did not know where the defendant lived ,
Though I disapprove the practice of throwing the Esq ., M . A ., judge, to recover the sum of he directed the horse to be taken to Bennett's
debts of the company on the remaining share . £2 178 . 10d . for damages sustained by the plain | livery stables for safe custody. The defendant

holders , yet I do not mean to lay down that, tiff, through the alleged negligence of the defen . lives at Wootton, near Bedford , between fifteen
where a person seeks to speculate in shares that dants , to certain articles of furniture. At the and sixteen miles from Sandy, and a man in his

are worth less than nothing in the market in the trialthe following facts were admitted . employ, who had been directed to meet the horse

hope that something may ultimately come out That the furniture in question was sent from at Sandy , arrived there by the London and North
of them , he may not do so. However, I repeat London to Haverhill by the detendants ' railway. Western train from Bedford at between 10.35 and
that, in all such transactions, in order to That the person who delivered the goods to the 10 .40, some short time only after the horse had

make a valid transfer which shall bind the defendants, for the purpose of being carried , and been placed at the livery stables. He produced

shareholders of the company , who trust their who was a servant of the consignor, signed a con - the ticket for the horse, and was informed by the
affairs entirely to the directors, it is essential tract, the materialpart of which was as follows : railway porter that it was at the livery stables,

that the full transaction shall be laid before the “ In consideration of the company accepting the and the station master being applied to told the

directors in all its details, and that no officer of ' goods to be forwarded at the lower rate it is defendant's man he could have the horse on pay
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ment of the livery stables charge, and Bennett's paid these charges to Bennett amounting to £17 , | again, the company appearto meto have of them .
man happening at that moment to come up was for livery of the horse from the 5th July to the selves decided the question in the defendant' s
asked what the charge would be, and replied 6d. 18th Nov. 1872, at 178. 6d. per week , and this is favour. They voluntarily paid the charges after
This the defendant' s man refused to pay , although the sum they now seek to recover from the de. having allowed them to accumulate over several

he had ls. 60. in his pocket. Heand the railway fendant. months, if they were Bennett' s debtors and

porter and Bennett' s man then went together to Meanwhile they pleaded to his action in the Ex. legally bound to pay him , they cannot under the

the stables, and the defendant's man demanded chequer , and paid £3 10s. into court in respect circumstances sue the defendant for the money as

the horse, which Bennett, the livery stable of his claim for damages , and the action came on paid at his request, express or implied , or to his

keeper, said he might have on payment of 1s. 6d . to be heard at the assizes at Bedford , on the 22nd use. Neither can they do so if the defendant

Tois he refused to pay, and further refused to July last, before Mr. Baron Bramwell and a com . could be considered legally Bennett's debtor (and

pay anything, accompanying such refusal with mon jury , when a verdict was found for the com . I cannot understand how he could be, for he

insolent language ; upon which Bennett said he pany, which Mr. Baron Bramwell declared to be a neither placed the horse at livery nor came under

should not have the horse except upon paymentof capital verdiot, adding that if the jury had found any undertaking to pay for it), inasmuch as it is

2s . 6d ., being the full and usualcharge for a horse 's the other way, he should have directed & verdict quite clear that the debt was not paid at his re

keep for a night. On the following morning, the 6th for the company, because hewas quite clear that quest, express or implied ; and it is an estab .

July , the defendant himself came to the station after that offer on the next day, meaning the lished principle of law that no assumpsit will

and asked Mason , the station master, why his offer by Mason, the station master, to pay the be raised by the mere voluntary payment of

man had not been allowed to take the horse away, livery charges to enable the defendant to take the the debt of another person, and no man can

to which Mason replied ho supposed it was be. | horse away, they did not detain . become the creditor without his knowledge or

cause his man had refused to pay the stable In the course of his summing up , the learned consent. But then Mr. Aspinall, who argued the

charges. Mason , in his evidence in chief, stated judge arimadverted somewhat strongly on the case with much ability on the part of the com .

further as follows : “ I tried to persuade the de conduct of the defendant, the plaintiff in the pany, contended as to the first of these points

fendant to take the horseaway , and pay Bennett's action against the company, and intimated that that the defendant by not being at the station to

charge. Hedeclined , and said he would not re. it was the duty of the owner of the horse to have receive the horse obliged the company to incur

cognise Bennett at all,but offered to pay any somebody there to receive it when it arrived , and the expenses of its keep , and as those expenses

demand of the company if I would give him a | that if he had no one there, the company not only were only reasonable, they were entitled to recover

proper receipt. I said the company ' s demands had a right, but were bound to conduct them . them as properly incurred . Upon the authority

had been metby payment in London , and we had selves in a reasonable way towards the horse, and of the cases Brown v . Gaudet, cargo ex Argos

no further demand to make. He still declined to that it was reasonable to put it in the livery before the Privy Council reported in 28 L . T .Rep.

pay Bennett, and I, thinking it would be a pity stable ; and also that the livery stable keeper's | N . S . 745, where a shipowner was held entitled to
for him to go away without the horse , after coming | demand of 28. 6d . was reasonable , and if those recover vau expense O . DED " ,if those | recover the expense of bringing back to London &

some sixteen miles for it, said rather than he two things were reasonable, then in his opinion cargo of petroleum shipped with him at London
should go away without the horse, I would pay the action was not maintainable . He likewise for Havre , but which he was forbidden by the
the charges out of my own pocket. He then de- observed that the station master seemed to be French authorities to deliver at that port. But
clared he would have nothing to do with it, and the only reasonable person in the case, and that caso seems to me to be very distinguishable
went away.” Mason, in his cross -examination showed his good sense when he offered to pay the from the present. The shipowner had done
said , “ I told him (the defendant) if he would pay money, but he would , he further observed, have nothing to invalidate his claim , and there is
Bennett, Bennett would give him a receipt, and if done better if he had said . “ I will give you any | nothing in the present case in the nature of the

he left the receipt with me I would represent the receipt you like " (although he could not properly compensation there claimed and allowed for bring
case to our superintendent. Thiswaswith a view give one), and better still, if he had put the mes. | ing back the goods, whilst the goods were only
to get the money from the company which the senger on the horse and sent it to the plaintiff' s delivered up to the owner of them on payment of
defendant should pay Bennett.” On his re-exami. door, and let him make the best of it . the wharf charges and expenses consequent on
nation Mason stated that his offer to pay Ben I also cannot but say that it is very lamentable their deposit when brought back to Plaistow
nett's charge out of his own pocket was to avoid that all this litigation should have arisen out of Wharf. According to that case, so far as it at all
trouble , and was notmade on the part of the com . a refusal by the defendant's man to pay the sum affects the present, the company should not have
pany , as likewise his offer to represent the case of 6d . on the evening of the 5th July , and a delivered up the horse but upon payment of the
to the superintendent. Afterwards, on the same further refusal by the defendant himself the fol. livery charges, instead of first delivering it and
day, the 6th July, the defendant wrote to the lowing morning to take the horse away, and then seeking to recover the charges. Supposing
generalmanager of the plaintiffs at King's -cross, accept the station master's offer of payment of them entitled to recover them at all, and that
and , after referring to what had taken place that the livery charge out of his own pocket ; nor do I such a case as the present falls within the prin .
morning and the previous evening, stated that he think such a litigation very creditable to our ciple of shipowners being bound in cases of emer

left thehorse on the company ' s hands, and claimed system of law , but such considerations cannot gency and accident to act in the best manner, for
£21 for the price of the horse, his own and man 's absolve me from deciding upon the strict rights the safety of the cargo ,and,as a correlative right,
loss of time and expenses to Sandy £1 10s., alto . of the parties according to the best ofmy ability are entitled to charge its owner with the expenses

gether £22 10s. To this Mason , the station and my views of the principles of our law . properly incurred in so doing, I think that even
master at Sandy, replied on the 8th July as fol. The question ,therefore , is whether the plaintiffs , upon that supposition the company in this case
lows : the company, are after what has occurred , entitled | have, by their own acts , rendered that principle

TheGreat Northern Railway , Sandy, July 8 , 1872 . to recover from thedefendant the money , £17 they inapplicable to them and that they cannot now

Sir, - I am instructed by our superintendent to of their own accord paid to Bennett for the livery of maintain this suit.
deliver the horse consigned to you from London , on the horse, which they also voluntarily delivered to
Friday last, without payment of the livery charges, but Judgment for the defendantbut no costs.

at the same time to inform you that we shall look to | the defendant ; and I am , although very desirous
you for payment of the same. You can therefore have of deciding in their favour, unable to arriveat the
the horse for sending for, and perhaps you will inform conclusion that they are legally so entitled. They

BANKRUPTCY LAW .
rer , at what time you will come or send seem to me to have precluded themselves from

for it . - Yours obediently , J . MASON . the recovery of this money by their own acts.
Mr. Swaffield , Wootton , near Bedford . The pleader appears to have felt the difficulty NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.

This led to the three following letters : of the case, for the plaint is not framed in any | PARTNERSHIP - BANKRUPTCY OF ONE PARTNER
Wootton , July 8 , 1872 . ordinary form , for the recovery of money paid at - SALE OF BOOK DEBTS AND GOODWILL BY

Sir, - I am in receipt of your letter of today's date the defendant's request, or to his use, but bases | PRIVATE CONTRACT. - The 72nd section of the
respecting to delay "u
respecting the delay in delivery of my horse, and beg

n more after him , the claim on the peculiar ground of the verdict of | Bankruptcy Act 1869 gives the Court of Bank
in the action at theassizes having proved ruptcy

but if you choose to deliver him at my farm , at roved | ruptov a very large authority to decide such
ha fonnd necessary or con .

Wootton, hy 1 o' clock to-morrow afternoon , free of that the horse had been wrongfully refused to be questions as it may be found necessary or con .
expense, also paymy expenses, 30s., for lossof timeand received by the defendant. That verdict does venient to determine for the proper purpose of
delay in delivery of horse. Under these circumstances, not in my opinion prove this , supposing even that I administration in bankruptcy, but it does not
and no other , will I receive him . I am leaving home

to -morrow for three days , and if you accept my terms
any one of the company's pleas includes such enable the Court of Bankruptcy to draw compul.

he must be delivered before I leave. - Yours obediently , wrongful refusal, which I much doubt. That sorily within the sphere of its jurisdiction pro
S . J . SWAFFIELD . verdict proves that there was no conversion or perty , or the owners of property , not vested in

Mr.Mason , Sandy . wrongful detainer by the company in accordance the assignee, and not originally pu to the

The Great Northern Railway . with the opinion expressed by the very learned | administration in bankruptcy . In 1864 & decreo
Sandy Station , 9th July 1872.

SIR - In reply to yours of last evening, I am further judge who tried theaction , but it leaves, as seems was made in a suit for the dissolution of a part
instructed by our superintendent to inform you that to me, the question of wrongful refusal by the nership , by which it was ordered thatthe partner.
the horse will remain at the stables entirely at your defendant wholly untouched, and I am at a loss to ship business should be sold by public auction .
risk and expense, and that we disclaim any liability | understand how it could prove that the defendant In the following year one of the partners was
whatever - I am , Sir , yours truly J . MASON , wrongfully refused to receive what he ultimately I adjudicated bankrupt. In 1869, no sale having
Mr. S . J . Swaffield , Wootton , near Bedford ,

did receive on the voluntary delivery of the com . | been made under the decree, the assignee of the
Wootton, 12th July , 1872. pany. It is true that he at first refused to receive | bankrupt partner agreed to sell his share in the

SIE , - I am in receipt of yours of the 10th inst. , and
the horse on the terms proposed by the station . | business to the other partners, and the agreementas the company refuse the conditions on which I

agreed to accept the horse . I have now placed the master verbally , and I think with Baron Bram . was carried into effect under an order of the
matter in the handsofmy solicitor. - Yours, obediently , well, with much good sense on the 6th July , and Court of Chancery. On application to the Court

S . J . SWAFFIELD. afterwards in writing by his letter of the 8th of Bankruptcy by newly appointed assignees of
Mr. Mason , Sandy. July ; but the company did not act on that letter , the bankrupt partner to set aside the sale on the
This last letter was followed up by the defen . they neither then delivered nor tendered the de ground of alleged fraud : Held (reversing the

dant commencing an action in the Exchequer on livery of the horse, and they afterwards delivered decision of the Chief Judge in Bankruptcy), that
the 30th of the samemonth against the company it without insisting on those terms, and the the alleged fraud was not proved , but that if the
for non -delivery , conversion , and wrongful de defendant received it as so delivered . After this sale of th3 bankrupt's share of the partnership
tainer of his horse, and by his declaration, filed the company cannot, I think , treat that delivery assets was set aside, the Court of Bankruptcy
the 26th Oot. 1872 , he claimed , besides return of and receipt as nullities , and fall back on the de. I wonld have no power under the 72nd section of

the horse, or its value, £10 for its detention, and fendant's former refusal - a refusal when their the Act of 1869 to work out the decree in the
£100 damages . claim against him , supposing they could estab . | Chancery suit for the sale of the whole partner:
On the 18th of the following month, November, lish it, was a mere trifle, and, on the ground of ship business , including the shares of the solvent

the company delivered up the horse to the defen - that refusal being wrongful, establish against partners. Held , also, that the book debts an
dant without any further demand on his part, him a claim of the present large amount, running l goodwill of a dissolved partnership , of which only
sending it by one of their porters to his residence over severalmonths and up to the time of his re one partner is bankrupt and the others continuo
at Wootton , and the defendant received it . telling | ceiving the horse on their own voluntary delivery I solvent are not asseta distribntable in the bank .

the porter he would take to it, and the company , without making any such claim . Whether his ruptcy , and that the sale of the bankrupt's share
on so voluntarily delivering the horse to the former refusalto receive the horse was in strict in such property is not a sale of " book debt
defendant, made no claim for payment of any law wrongful dependsupon whether he was liable | goodwill” within the meaning of the 137th secues
livery charges.

to Bennett , he having refused to receive the of the Bankruptcy Act 1851, and that there

On the 17th Feb. last , they also voluntarily horse if required to pay the livery charges. Here, ' nothing in that provision to prevent the assigue

me, per bearer, at what t

ts or
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of the bankrupt partner from selling the bank . THE Right Hon. SIR SAMUEL MARTIN . - The force, elevation of tono, sincerity of principle, and
rupt's share by private contract without the ex-Baron of the Exchequer, Sir Samuel Martin , consistency ; " third, his political record and
sanotion of the Court of Bankruptcy : (Maule v . having been sworn in & Privy Councillor, will “ questionable position respecting constitutional
Davis, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S. 757. Chan .) forthwith take his seat on the Judicial Committee. questions growing out of the war." The first two

PARTNERSHIP - SEPARATE ADJUDICATION IN Hon . REVERDY JOHNRON has been retained were but slightly pressed , and were undoubtedly
ENGLAND - SUBSEQUENT JOINT ADJUDICATION by Attorney -GeneralWilliamsasspecialassistant | thrown in for relief. The third way the one that
IN IRELAND - JOINT ASSETS IN ENGLAND .- Two to the Attorney -General in controversies between came most strongly home to the bosomsof his
partners carried on business in England and Ire . the Government and the various telegraph com . | opponents. It was gravely asserted that his
land . One of the partners executed an assign - l panies. accession to the high office “ would imperil the
ment in England for the benefit of his creditors, THE JUDICATURE ACT. - Mr. G . M . Dowdes. / nation ,” would lead to an “ overthrow of all the
and was afterwards adjudicated & bankrupt in well, Q . C ., will read a paper on Monday evening11. 0 .0 .. will read a paper on Monday evening good results brought about by the war,” and
England. Someof the jointestate of the partners next, the 9th inst., at a meeting of the Law * would defeat the very objects to accomplish
came into the hands of the trustees of the deed , Amendment Society , to be held at their rooms in which the Republican party was formed .” This
who sold it , and the proceeds of sale were, under Adam -street, Adelphi, on “ The Rules of Prac. was conceding to a Chief Justice a power which
the order of the court, deposited in a bank in the tice and Procedure to be framed under the Judi. he never has had in this country , and which he is
joint names of the trustees of the deed and the cature Act 1873." never likely to have. The Chief Justice is but
trustee in the bankruptcy. Before this was dono, THE NEW QUEEN 'S COUNSEL. — The following one of nine, and in the determination of any ques.
a joint adjudication of bankruptoy had been made is the list of barristers to whose applications for tion presented to the court of no greater influence
against the two partners in Ireland . On an appli - the silk gown a favourable reply has, we under . than any of his associates. The present Supreme
cation by the Irish assignees of the joint estate to stand , been returned by the Lord Chancellor : Bench is largely Republican , and entirely com .
have the proceeds of sale paid over to them : Mr. Charles Clark , of the House of Lords ; Mr. mitted to the great constitutionalreformswhich
Held, that the trustee under the separate adjudi- Arthur Cohen , Mr. Murphy , and Mr. S . Joyce, of that party inaugurated , and there is scarcely &
cation in England, and the assignees under the the Home Circuit ; Mr. Waddy, of the Midland possibility that the complexion of the court on
joint adjudication in Ireland , were tenants in com . Circuit ; and Mr. R . G . Williams andMr. Charles these questions will be changed during the few

mon of the joint assets, and that the latter had no Northern Ci years that remain to Mr. Cushing . So that anyand M

better title to the proceeds of the sale in question T . E . Winslow , Mr. T . Waller , Mr. W . R . G . cry of danger either to the nation or to universal

than the former. And the application was refused Bagshawe,Mr. W . Pearson, Mr. John Westlake, liberty and civil rights was nothing but do
. on that ground, and also on the ground of conve - Mr Joseph Chitty and Me AG Marten of the ridiculous bugbear. - Albany Law Journal.
nience , as the greater number of the joint credi. Equity Bar. BANQUET TO SIR SAMUEL MARTIN . — The old
tors lived in England and wished the fund in nt members of the Northern Circuit en .

THE STAMP Act. - An “ Ex.Conveyancer" in
question to remain in this country : (Ex parte

James ; re O 'Rearden , 29 L . T . Rep. N S . 761.
the Times observes as to the cancelling of stamps, tertained Sir Samuel Martin at dinner at the

Albion on Saturday evening last. There was athat out of more than fifty stamped receipts, ex .Chan.)
amined by him , only sixteen out of them were large gathering of “ Northerners ” to do honour

cancelled legally , so that thirty-four penalties of to their old chief, and among those assembled
COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. £10 had been incurred , and at least £64 lad been were Lord Justice Mellish , Mr. Justice Black .

Saturday, Jan . 31. without legal evidence of payment ! An adhesive burn, Mr. Justice Brett, Baron Cleasby, Mr. Jus.
tice Quain , Sir Lawrence Peel, Sir Frederick Pol.(Before Mr. Registrar SPRING RICE , sitting as stamp is not cancelled legally unless " the person

Chief Judge). required by law to cancel such adhesive stainp look , the Hon. A . Liddell, ' Q . C ., Sir Thomas

cancels the same by writing on or across the Henry, Sir Henry Holland,Mr. Holker, Q .C ., Mr.
Ex parte NicoLL ; ReNICOLL. stamp his nameor initials, or the name or initials Aspinall, Q .C ., Mr. J. A . Russell, Q . C ., Mr. Ver.

Solicitor 's costs - Right to prove for. of his firm , together with the true date of his so non Lashington, Q . C ., Mr. Kemplay, Q . C ., Mr.
This was an appeal from an order of Mr. Regis. writing." An easy process which should be ob . I Temple, Q . C ., Mr. Herschell, Q . C ., Mr. Pope.

trar Keene, whereby he refused to register a reso served . In reply to this a " Solicitor " in the Q . C .; Mr. Aston, Q .C ., Mr. Torr, Q . C ., Mr.
lution of creditors. Times, citing as his authority, the 24th section of Littler, Q .C ., Dr. Spinks, Q. C ., Mr. Serjeant

De Gex, Q . C ., and Bagley appeared for the ap . the Stamp Act (33 & 34 Vict. c . 97 ), alleges that, Wheeler, Master G . E . Pollock, Mr. Corrie, Mr.
pellant; Brough for Messrs. Frege and Co. ; and it is unnecessary that adhesive stamped receipts Ingham , Mr. Arnold, Mr. Bigg,Mr. Hannay, Mr.

Finlay Knight for other creditors.
Blair, Mr. Whigham , Mr. Barstow , Mr. Foard ,| should bear the date of cancellation . He submits

The debtor,Mr. Donald Nicoll, carried on busi. that the signing of the name to a receipt over an Mr. Hugh Shield , Mr. R . G . Williams, Mr. Ed .
wards, Mr. J. Shiel,Mr. J. E . Hill, Mr. Baxter,ness at 58 and 59 . Paternoster-row , as a wholesale adhesive stamp is sufficient to satisfy this statute ,
Mr. C . Coleman , Mr. Wood, Mr. M 'Connell, Mr.| although the case may be otherwise where theclothier and warehouseman . Some weeks since Tredfall, & c. The coming elections caused thehe filed a petition for liquidation by arrangement. stamp is placed at the corner or any part of the
absence of severalmembersof the circuit who werehis debts and liabilities being stated at 258 .453 | receipt except that where the receipt is signed .
desirous of being present, but of all those whowith assets , inclusive of a surplus from securities ' THE UNITED STATES' SUPREME COURT. had acquired judicial rank on the circuit Lord

in the hands of creditors fully secured , £20,391. The nomination of Morrison R . Waite, of Ohio ,0 ; Penzance was the only absentee. The chair was
At the first meeting of creditors, held on the as Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the taken by Mr. Pickering, Q . C ., and the toast of the

28th Nov. a resolution was passed for the accept- United States was confirmed by the Senate on the evening , “ Health and Long Life to Sir Samuel
ance of & composition of 78. in the pound, 21st Jan . without any opposition , the Democrats Martin ," was enthusiastically drunk . Nearlypayable by instalments , and at the adjourned as well as the Republicans voting for him . This ninety gentlemen sat down to the dinner,which
meeting, which was held shortly afterwards, the is an agreeable ending to a political difficulty was worthy the occasion .
resolution was confirmed ; but, upon the matter which it was at one timefeared might result in a
being brought before the registrar, he upheld quarrel between the President and the Senate .
objections made to certain of the proofs, and The new Chief Justice is a native of Lyme, Con .
declined to register the resolution on the ground necticut, and was born in 1816. He graduated NOTES AND QUERIES ON
that the necessary majority in number of the at Yale College in 1837, in the same class with POINTS OF PRACTICE .creditors had not assented thereto. The debtor William M . Evarts and Edwards Pierrepoint,
appealed , and thematerial points involved seemed receiving equal class honours with them . Ho NOTICE . -- We must remind our correspondents that this

to be whether a solicitor was entitled to prove and removed to Ohio, and began the practice of law in column is not open to questions involving points of law

vote in respect of an untaxed but admitted debt 1839, ultimately making Toledo his home. It such as a solicitor should be consulted upon . Queries will

for costs, and whether a creditor who had ap . | appears that he was first brought into public be excluded which go beyond our limits .
N . B . None are inserted unless the name and address of the

pointed a proxy could , after the meeting of credi- | life by Secretary Delano, of President Grant' s writers are sent, not necessarily for publication , but as a

tors, sign a resolution in favour of a composition , cabinet, at whose suggestion he was appointed guarantee for bona ndes.

his proxy having, at the meeting, signed a " pro one of the American counsel before the Geneva

test ” against its acceptance. Arbitrators. His course of conduct at Geneva Queries.
His HONOUR, at the close of the arguments , was generally commended , and on returning home 61. APPARENT POSSESSION . - A considerable quantity

held that a solicitor was entitled to prove and of furniture and valuable plate is purchased by a lady

vote under liquidation proceedings in respect of 18 I married previously to the 9th August 1870 (without
any marriage settlement) . with her money. Hercosts, although the bill might not have been taxed l body he is the president. There is no doubt of
husband , who is in a large way of business , and at

his legalabilities or of his fitness to hold the first
at the time, and that the signature of the “ pro present perfectly solvent, without these effects , wishes

test" by the proxy did not operato so as to judicial position in the United States. The Hon . this furniture and plate to be settled upon her so as to
prevent the creditor from signing the resolution Caleb Cushing , after some little hesitation , has protect it against the sheriff or assignees in Bank

before registration . finally decided to accept the post of American ruptcy in case of any unlucky contingency . How can

The result of the order will be to render the
Minister to Madrid , and is preparing for his de this be done without registering the settlement under

the Bills of Sale Act, which would injure his credit ,parture. - Times correspondent.resolution effectual.
seeing that the husband living with his wife would bo

THE CHIEF JUSTICESHIP OF THE UNITED in apparent possession of the furniture ? It is appre
STATES. — The unfortunate muddle with regard hended that delivery of an article of furniture to the

LEGAL NEWS. to the Chief Justiceship continues. In compliance settlement trustees in tho name of the whole would

with a letter from Mr. Williams, in which that notbe a sufficient delivery. Cases will oblige. W .

gentleman talked about “ the flood-gates of
PRIVATE BILLS. — Thedissolution of Parliament calumny ” and like nonsense, the President with. 62. PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION AND DISPENSING

does not affect the preliminary proceedings of drew bis nomination. On Friday week he sent to ORDER . - A gentleman has obtained an order dispensing

private Bills, for the introduction ofwhich notices with the preliminary examination under the 23 & 24

have been duly given. The examiners will pro . Vict . o . 127 , s . 8 . He proposes to be articled in about

ceed to examine these bills regularly , and no ment than that of Mr. Williams. It seemed likely two years' time. Will you or any of your readers
say whether this order will operate as a complete disadditional fees will be required. at first that Mr. Cushing would be confirmed pensation of the examination at any time hereafter ?

FRENCH CRIMINAL LAW . - Two prisoners in without delay and without serious opposition ,
Lex Homo.

France, a man and woman , having been convicted and the Judiciary Committee were nearly
of forging notes of the Bank of France, have been | unanimous in favour of it . But very soon a

Answers .sentenced , respectively, to ten years' imprison strong opposition began to manifest itself both
ment, and penal servitude for life . Therewere among members of Congress and throughout the (Q . 59.) TRUSTS - EXECUTION BY DEVISE. - The 23 & 24

ict. c . 145, s . 27 , contains a general provision for thoextenuating facts in the case of the male pri. country . Prominent administration papers do .
appointment of new trustees , but I do not see that it

soner. nounced the nomination , and the New York Times authorises or even permits a devise by the surviving

SANITARY LAW . - The Lords of the Council declared that in case of its confirmation " a great trustee to be construed as an appointment of the devisee

have ordered that the provisions for the preven - danger will menace the nation and a lasting dig . as trustee . It is expressly laid down by able writers ,

tion of diseases contained in part 3 of the Act, grace will be attached to PresidentGrant's second and supported by numerous cases , that a naked power

30 & 31 Vict. cap . 101, be coutinued in force in term ." The intellectualand professionalqualifica . 8
given to trustees or the survivors of them cannot be
exercised by a devigee of the surviving trustee . If

Scotland for the space of three calendar months, tions of Mr. Cushing are conceded , but the objec. the property had been vested in the heirs and assignsafter the 29th Jan. 1874 , as the United Kingdom tions urged were, first, his advanced age ; second, 1 of the survivor, then a devisee by will, but not an Assign
appears to be threatened with cholera . his alleged deficiency in what is termed " moral ' by deed, could execute the trust , T , E , H ,
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LEGAL EXTRACTS . In 1865 jurisdiction in equity was conferred on cate them , but will either altogether abandon
the English County Court, and it was enabled to their right and submit to wrong, or they will seek

THE JUDICATURE COMMISSION AND try suits in equity to the extent of £500 . Its to maintain them by a recourse to force , and thon ,

THE IRISH COUNTY COURTS.
equitable jurisdiction is comprised under ten if a breach of the peace ensues, the same judgewho
heads. explained to the parties that hewas unable by law

Report on the Application of the Principles
1. The administrations of estates of testators to determinethedispute ,outof which the breachof

recommended by the Judicature Commission to
_ and intestates. the peace arose, is the judgedelegated to preside inthe Irish County Courts, by Mr. CONSTANTINE

2 . The execution of trusts . the court which has full power to deal with theMOLLOY.
3 . The foreclosure or redemption of, or en . criminal part of the case. The trial of this partof

[Read before the Statistical Society of Ireland. ] _ forcing mortgages, charges, or liens. the case is conducted at the public expense, and
SINCE the subject of this report was entrusted to 4 . The specific performance of, or reforming, although the breach of the peace is dealt with ,
me, the principles recommended by the Judicature delivering up, or cancelling agreements. 1 yet the civil question out of which it arose is left
Commission have received the sanction of the 5 . The relief of trustees. in exactly the same position as before, or, it may
Legislature and become law ; and the year that 6 . Proceedings under the Trustee Act. be, in & worse position -- for if the man whose
has just now closed will always form a memorable 7 . Proceedings relating to the maintenance or right is unjustly invaded happens not to be a man
epoch in the legal history of the empire, signalised advancement of infants. of cool temper,able to restrain himself under the
as it has been by the accomplishment, in a single 8 . The dissolution of partnership . infliction of wrong , advantage may be taken of
session of Parliament, of one of the most bene. 9 . Accounts . this by the wrongdoer to provoke him , and so get
ficial legalreformsever effected . The fusion of 10 . Partition . him involved in a breach of the peace, and then

legal and equitable principles, the simplification In the suits or matters within its equity juris . have him punished , it may be by imprisonment;

of law , and the preference for equitable prin - diction , the County Court has and can exercise and when this happens, things not unfrequently go
ciples over ancient statutes and harsh rules, all the powers and authority of the Court of from bad to worse ; evil passions are aroused , and

secured for England by the Judicature Act | Chancery . whatwas originally a dispute abont some small
of 1873, must produce an improvement in the While the English County Court was thus from matter , sometimes ends in the perpetration of a
administration of justice, the importance of timeto time improved - its authority extended to fearful crime.
which it would be difficult to over-estimate. classes of cases that were not originally within Where the question in dispute is too small to

In this great legal reform Ireland is not, as yet , its province , while it was made a court of equity, I bear the cost and delay of a resort to the superior
entitled to participate. Her right, as an integral with all the powers of the High Court of courts, justice and sound policy alike require that
portion of the United Kingdom , to have extended Chancery , and thus enabled to do full and com . jurisdiction in such cases should be conferred on

to her every beneficial reform effected for the plete justice between the parties in any matter the local court. In such cases, resort is seldom

sister kingdom is unquestionable , and is especially within its jurisdiction - the Irish County Court had to the superior courts ; parties are deterred
Bo i L ever requires the duo administration of has made but little advance in the way of im . | by the expense, and, as already observed . rights

justice , and the prompt and efficacious enforce provement. True it is that the statute under are either abandoned or attempted to be main .

ment of civil rights , so that the extension to this which it is at present constituted declares that it tained by force ; and one of the most salutary

country of the great legal reform of 1873 may be shall be lawful for the chairman “ to hear and refo.ms that can be effected for the benefit of the

regarded as a mere matter of time. Desirable as determine all disputes and differences between humbler classes of the community is to confer on

it is in the case of the superior courts , the im party and party for any sum , damages or penalty, the Irish County Conrt the same power which the

portance and urgency of extending it to the not exceeding £40 sterling (slander, libel, breach | English County Court now possesses - of hearing

inferior courts, are still more manifest, for the of promise of marriage, and criminal conversation and determining disputes where small questions
humbler the suitor is, and the less aided he is by | excepted), and for any unascertained and unpaid of title are iny

legalassistance in his dealings, themore necessary balance not exceeding £40 of a partnership Even before the Judicature Act of 1873 gave

it is that he should be able to obtain full and | account ;" and also to decree payment of any ! effect to the principles recommended by the Judi.

complete justice in one court ; and the greater is pecuniary legacy not exceeding £20, payable out cature Commissioners in their reports , the Eng.

the benefit conferred when law is freed from un . of any personal estate, whatever may be the lish County Courts, as has been already shown,

necessary complications and framed in accordance amount of such personal estate ; and also to were far in advance of the Irish . But the Judi

with principles of natural equity, which are intel decree the paymentof any legacies or distributive cature Act of 1873 does not confine the applica .

ligible to all. shares, payable out of the assets of any deceased tion of those enlightened principles to the
In Scotland , when in the middle of the person , where the assets shall not exceed £200 ; superior courts, but at once extends them to

eighteenth century, nearly all the hereditary and the chairman has also jurisdiction in eject- every court.
jurisdictions were abolished , it became necessary ments between landlord and tenant, where the The 91st section of the statute declares that
to substitute some power of administering justice rent of the holding does not exceed £100 ; and in “ The several rules of law enacted and declared
in each district, and, accordingly , a local tribunal, cases of ejectment on the title , his jurisdiction is by this Act shall be in force and receive effect in
known as the Sheriff ' s Court, was established . confined to cases where the parties claim under a all courts whatsoever in England , so far as the
This court has now civil jurisdiction of a very common title, and the rent of the lands sought matters to which such rules relate shall be re
complete and extensive nature. It can entertain to be recovered does not exceed £20 a year, and spectively cognizable by such courts ; ' and the
all questions relating to removables , and all are held under a yearly tenancy, or under a lease, | 89th enacts that “ Every inferior courtwhich now
questions of possession, even although these may the duration of which , when originally granted , has, or which may, after the passing of this Act
involve the consideration of titles to real property, did not exceed three lives, without any provision have, jurisdiction in equity or at law , and in
and questions between landlord and tenant. Its for the renewal thereof ; or for a term of sixty - equity and in admiralty, respectively, shall, as
jurisdiction also embraces admiralty questions, one years, and in respect ofwhich no fine exceed . regards all causes of action within its jurisdiction
and those relating to wills and bankruptcy . In á ing £20 shall appear on the face of such lease to for the time being, have power to grant, and
word , it affords to all a ready, local, and complete have been paid on the granting or execution shall grant 'in any proceeding before such court
remedy, under forms which make it easy of access , thereof. The statute , while it confers in these such relief, redress, or remedy, or combination of
economical, and satisfactory .

cases jurisdiction in ejectments on the title, remedies, either absolute or conditional, and shall
The Irish County Court was first established by declares expressly that in other cases the title to in every such proceeding give such and the like

a statute of the Irish Parliament towards the close lands, tenements , and hereditaments , shall not be effect to every ground of defence or counter .
of the last century , long before a similar court drawn into question in any proceeding in the claim , equitable or legal, in as full and ample &
was instituted for England ; and from the first court. manner as might and ought to be done in the like
establishment of these local tribunals in Ireland It is unnecessary to enter into further detail for case by the high court of justice.”
and in Eagland, various measures havebeen , from the purpose of contrasting the power and autho. The rules of law declared by the Judicature Act

time to time, passed for their improvement ; but eity of the local courts in the three kingdomsas are contained in the 24th and 25th sections of the
although the Irish County Court was first started, tribunals for administering justice . The fore. statute, and may be thus briefly stated , viz ., that
the English County Court has been suffered to going brief and necessarily incomplete summary law and equity shall be concurrently administered,

outstep in the race of improvement its Irish pro . | is sufficient to show how far the Irish County and that whenever there is any conflict or variance
totype. Unfavourable as the contrast at present Court has been permitted to lag behind in the between the rules of equity and the rules of the
is between the Irish and the English County progress of improvement. Scarcely a sitting of common law , with reference to the same matter ,
Courts , as means of administering instice that the court is held in any part of the country at the rules of equity shall prevail.

contrastwill become still more marked after the which one or more cases do not occur where some | The English law was introduced into Ireland ,
2nd of next Nov.,when the timewill arrive for ap suitor applies to the court for relief, to redress and courts of justice in conformity with the laws
plying to all matters within the cognisance of the somewrong or enforce some right, and after ex . of England wore established , as early as the reign

English County Court, the new and enlightened pense, which to the humble suitor is considerable , of King John - upwards of 650 yoars ago and
rules of law enacted by the Judicature Act of last has been incurred , and the time of the court has close upon three centuries afterwardsall the then
Bession , been , it may be for hours, occupied in ascertaining existing statute law of England was extended to

The English County Court has power to try all the exactnature of the matter in dispute , it is then | Ireland by Poyning's Act ; and in 1782, when the

actions of contract or tort, where the debt, discovered that all this expense, time, and trouble Irish Parliament asserted its legislative indepen .

whether on a balance or otherwise, or the damage have been merely wasted - that the case is not dence and repealed Poyning' s Act, the Irish Par.

claimed does not exceed £50 , except actions of | within their jurisdiction ,and the court is unable liament, in passing statute known as Yelverton 's

libel, slander, seduction, malicious prosecution , to enforce the right or redress the wrong. Act, recorded its opinion on the question of the
breach of promise of marriage. It can also try The matter in dispute may be aboutan obstruc. assimilation of the laws of the two countries.

any claim for the recovery of any demand not tion of a watercourse or a right of way, or an in . The preamble to Yelverton 's Act, recites that “ X
exceeding £50 , which is the whole or part of the terference with a right of turbary , or some one of similarity of laws,measures, and customs must

unliquidated balance of a partnership account, or those questions that commonly arise between the necessarily conduce to strengthen and perpetuate

the amount of a distributive share under an occapiers of smallholdings ; but if the rent of the that affection and harmony which do and at all
intestacy , or of any legacy under a will. It has holdings in respect of which the dispute arises, or times ought to subsist between the people of
also jurisdiction in any action of ejectment on the the value of the right disputed be great or small, Great Britain and Ireland ; ” and accordingly, by
title , where the value of the lands, or the rent once a question of title is found to be involved , that statute , in pursuance of the policy of assimi.

payable in respect thereof,does not exceed £20 by | the jurisdiction of the court is ousted , and thethe jurisdiction of the court is ousted , and the lating the laws of the two countries, the provisions

the year, and also in any action in which the title suitor learns, to his surprise, that the court is of a considerable portion of the statute law of
to any corporeal or incorporeal hereditaments is powerless to afford him redress, and that if he | England were extended to Ireland.

in question , where neither the value of the lands, wishes to obtain it he must seek it in the superior In 1862 the English and Irish Law and Chancery
tenements, or hereditaments, in dispute , nor the court,where thematter will be decided , after delay Commission was appointed , consisting of Lord
rent payable in respect thereof exceeds the sum of and at an expense that will most probably be Romilly , Lord Cairns, Lord O 'Hagan , Lord
£20 by the year ; and also in case of any ease . ruinous to one, if not to both of the litigants. Selborne, Chief Justice Monahan, Sir Joseph

ments or license, where neither the value or the Every day experience shows what is frequently | Napier, Mr. Justice Lawson and others, upon the
reserved rent of the lands, tenements , or here. the result of the Irish County Court not having question of assimilating the details of Irish and
ditaments, in respect of which the license or | jurisdiction to dealwith this class of cases. Men English law . The commissioners, after noting the
easement is claimed , or on , throngh , or over which , of humble means,seeing the expensewith which tofhumblemeans,seeing the expense with which the fact that the practice and procedure in equity of
easement or licence is claimed , exceeds £20 by the defence of their rights is attended in the superior the two countries, which were originally similar ,
year. courts , will not have recourse to the law to vindi. I had by modern legislation become almost entirely
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different, and that this difference had been caused By this Act of 1867 the Lord Lieutenant was LEGAL OBITUARY.by separate attempts at carrying out Chancery empowered by order in council to confer a limited

reform in cach of the two countries, expressed the jurisdiction in Admiralty cases on the Irish local | NOTE. - This department of the Law TIMEs, is contribnted
unanimous opinion that " it was of paramount courts ; but this power has not as yet been exer by EDWARD WALFORD , M . A ., and late scholar of Balliol

College, Oxford , and Fellow of the Genealogical and
importance to restore and preserve, as far as cised . In 1868 the English County Courts' Ad. Historical Society of Great Britain ; and, as it is desired

possible, a uniformity of system in the equity miralty Jurisdiction Act was passed , enabling to make it as perfect a record as possible, the families and

jurisprudence of the two countries ," and that Her Majesty in Council to confer a limited friends ofdeceased members of the Profession will oblige
by forwarding to the LAW TIMES Office any dates and

" the practice and procedure of the superior courts Admiralty jurisdiction upon the English County materials required for a biographical notice.

of common law in England and Ireland should , as Courts ; and both in 1868 and 1869 orders in council

far as practicable, be assimilatod .” were issued conferring this Admiralty jurisdiction W . RAINES, ESQ.
Parliament, so far as the courts of equity were upon thirty-six of the English County Courts. THE late William Raines, Esq., of Wyton Hall,

concerned , adopted the opinion of the commis- | The English Act of 1868 did not provide for cases Yorkshire, Judge of the Hall and East Yorkshire

sioners, by passing the Irish Chancery Act of of freight and demarrago ; but in 1869 this omis. | County Courts, who died on the 28th ult., at his
1867 ; and bills were brought in by successive law sion was supplied by the statute 32 & 33 Vict. c . 51, residence near Hull, in the sixty -sixth year of his
officers to carry out the assimilation of the prac. I which conferred in those cases a limited Admiralty | age, was the eldest son of the late William
tice and procedure of the courts of common law , jurisdiction upon the English County Courts. It Raines, Esq., of Wyton, by Fanny, only daughter
which were finally postponed for the report of the l is to be regretted that the policy of assimilation of Marmaduke Browne, Esq . He was born in
Judicature Commission . recommended by the Admiralty Commissioners in the year 1808 , and was educated at Trinity College ,
When the Judicature Act declares that certain 1864, carried out by the Admiralty Act of 1867, Cambridge, but did not graduate . Hewas called

enlightened and just rules shall be observed for was not acted apon in 1868 and 1869 when the to the Bar by the hon . society of Lincoln 's -inn in
the future as part of the law of England , in every | English County Courts obtained their limited | Trinity Term 1833, and went the Northern Circuit,
court whatsoever in England , it is of paramount Admiralty inrisdiction , and the Irish Conntv | having previously practised as a special pleader .

importance that the same salutary principles | Court thereby enabled to afford the same redress Hewas a magistrate and deputy -lieutenant for the
should be extended to this country , and in like to the foreign traderas he would be able to obtainhe foreign trader as he would be able to obtain | East Riding of Yorkshire, and also a magistrate
manner be observed in every court whatsoever in in an English port, if business had brought his for the North Riding of Yorkshire, and for the

Ireland. Thus will be best carried outthatpolicy of vessel to that country instead of to Ireland . parts of Holland in the county of Lincoln . In

assimilating the laws of the two countries, which Under the English Bankruptcy Act of 1867 the March, 1847, he was appointed Judge ot Circuit,
was originated centuries ago, in the reign of King | County Courts in England have a bankruptcy No. 16 , which holds its courts at Beverley , Brid .

John - sanctioned and acted upon by the Irish Driffield . H

Parliament,and approved of by thehigh authority had jurisdiction in insolvency ; but that jurisdic | stun -upon -Hull, New Malton , Pocklington, Scar
of the commissioners already referred to . tion, except as to pending matters, ceased on the borough, Selby, and Whitby. In 1860 Mr. Raines
While the Irish County Court possesses the 1st Jan . 1873, when the Irish Bankruptcy Amend - raised a company of rifle volunteers, of which he

public confidence, nevertheless , year after year, ment Act 1872, came into operation . And even no acted as captain . He was the author of “ A
the demand for its improvement is becoming more matter how small the value of the bankrupt estate Letter to the late Right Hon. Lord Tenterden ,
argent, as the defect in its power to decide com |may happen to be, the Irish Connty Court has no | Lord Chief Justice of the King 's Bench , on the
pletely various questionsthatarise, in cases where jurisdiction in bankruptcy unless in cases which , Bill for Establishing Courts of Local Jurisdic .
somehumble suitors seek its intervention , becomes after being proceeded with to a certain extent in tion , " published as far back as the year 1830 ;

moremanifest. The Irish Land Act has brought the Court of Bankruptcy, are then remitted to the “ Observations on the Bill, intituled , The Act for
under legal cognizance tenant interests of great County Court, to be there dealt with, and after Establishing Local Courts of Jurisdiction ,” pub.
value. Formerly claimsarising of such interests, being so dealt with there is a right of appeal back lished in 1833 ; and “ Observations on the High
and disputes between small tenants about rights to the Court of Bankruptcy . A great boon would way Act of 1861, and the Management of High

of way, turbary fences, and other matters — fruit - be conferred both on small debtors and those who ways, addressed to the ratepayers of Middle
ful sources of contention between neighbours, and may have dealings with them , by conferring | Holderne

which the Irish County Court has not jurisdiction directly upon the Irish County Court a limited
to hear and determine were settled by the agent jurisdiction in bankruptcy . R . W . BLENCOWE, ESQ .
and landlord , who exercised in such cases a species THE late Richard Willis Blencowe, Esq ., Chair .
of unauthorised , but yet beneficial, jurisdiction . man of the East Sussex Sessions, who died on the
Their interference was quite optional. In some
cases they declined to interfere ; while in others, LAW SOCIETIES . 23rd ult., at his residence, The Hooke, Chailey,

near Lewes, in the eighty -third year of his age,
by their kindly interference, bitter disputes were was the eldest surviving son of the late Robert
settled , and injustice in many instances pre LAW ASSOCIATION . Willis Blencowe. Egg .. by Penelope . vonngest

Tented . But all this is now changed , with the Ar the usual monthly meeting of the directors, daughter of the late Sir George Robinson , Bart.
altered position of the parties , consequent on the held at the Hall of the Incorporated Law Society . He was born in the year 1791, and was educated
passing of the Land Act. Landlords and agents in Chancery - lane, on Thursday, the 5th inst., the at Oriel College, Oxford , where he graduated B . A .
will be very slow to interfere in disputes between following being present, viz. : Mr. Desborough in 1814 , and proceeded M . A . in due course . He
tenant and tenant, but will rather leave such chairman ), Mr. Steward , Mr. Carpenter, Mr. | was a magistrate and deputy-lieutenant for Kent,
matters to be settled as best they can by the Drew , Mr. Finch , Mr. Hedger , Mr. Park Nelson , I a deputy -lieutenant for Northamptonshire , and a
tribunals of the country ; and hence it has lat . | Mr. Nisbet . Mr. Stvan. Mr. Tylee. Mr. VallanceMr. Nisbet, Mr. Styan, Mr. Tylee, Mr. Vallance, magistrate for Sussex, and had for many years
terly become a matter of paramount importance Mr. W . Williamson , and Mr. Boodle (secretary presided as Chairman of the Quarter Sessions for
and urgency that the Irish County Court should a grant of £10 was made to the widow of a non

now be enabled to deal with cases of this kind , member,and theordinary businesswastransacted. married , in 1815, Charlotte , youngest daughter
which , owing to the smallness of the interest and coheir of the late Sir Henry Poole , Bart., of
involved , are but rarely submitted to the superior Poole Hall, Cheshire, and The Hooke, Sussex ,
courts, as they cannot bear the expense of a re ARTICLED CLERKS' SOCIETY . and by her, who died in 1867, he has left an only
course to the latter courts. A MEETING of this society was held at Clement's son, Mr. 'John George Blencowe, a deputy .

While the Land Act recognises the necessity of Inn Hall on Wednesday, the 4th February , Mr. lieutenant for Sussex, and formerly M . P . for
& guardian ad litem being appointed in the cases Francis I. Baker in the chair. Mr. Rubinstein Lewes, who is married to the eldest daughter of

of idiots, lunatics, and minors, it only provides moved , “ That the suddenness with which Mr. the late William J . Campion , Esq., of Danny
for the appointment of such guardians for the Gladstone dissolved the late Parliament was per . Park , Sussex.
parpose of any proceedings under that Act ; but fectly unjustifiable .” Themotion was carried by
the permanent protection of the interest of a majority of six. LORD COLONSAY.

tenants under leases and tenant-right usages re THE late Right Hon . Duncan McNeill, Lord
quires a cheap machinery for appointing guardians Colonsay, sometime Lord Justice General and
of idiots, lunatics, and minors, and for making SOLICITORS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION . President of the Court of Session of Scotland ,

such guardians account. The usual monthly meeting of the board of direc. the intelligence of whose death at Pau, in the
In 1870, Mr. Henry Dix Hutton, in his Report tors of this association was held on Wednesday, Basses Pyrenees, has just been announced as

on Admiralty jurisdiction , read before the society , the 4th inst., Mr. Park Nelson in the chair . The having taken place on the 31st ult ., was the eldest
called attention to complaints made by foreign other directors present were - Messre. Hedger, surviving son of the late John McNeill, Esq ., of
traders , that while the Court of Admiralty in Ire - Roscoe, Smith , Styan , Torr, Veley, and William Colonsay, in the county of Argyll ; his mother
land possessed jurisdiction to proceed against the son ; Mr. Eiffe , Secretary. A sum of £60 was was Hester, eldest daughter of Duncan McNeill,
masters of ships at the suit of merchants employ . distributed in grants of assistance to the families Esq., of Dunmore, Argyllshire, and he was born
ing their vessels, it had no corresponding power of five deceased solicitors who were not members at Colonsay in the year 1794, so that now he
of entertaining complaints by captains in respect of the association , three new members were ad . was in the eightieth year of his age. He received
of freight and demarrage - a state of things mitted, and other generalbusiness transacted. his University education at St. Andrew 's , where
which caused delay, involving hardship , and not he highly distinguished himself, and he after
anfrequently a practical denial of justice. Strong wards studied at Edinburgh . In 1816 he became
representations on this unsatisfactory state of BRISTOL ARTICLED CLERKS' DEBATING | a member of the Scottish Bar, and soon made
the law were made by some of the foreign consuls SOCIETY. himself remarkable for the strict logio with
resident in Dublin to the Commissioners appointed A MEETING of this society was held in the Law which he analyzed , and not seldoni demolished ,

gaire into the High Court of Admiralty in Library , on Tuesday evening the 20th Jan ., Henry the indictments in the Courts of Justiciary .
Ireland , who sat in 1864 ; and while the commis Brittan , Esq ., solicitor, occupying the chair. It This led to his being taken into the public
sioners , in their report, state that they do not was the second “ open night ” of the session , and service in the administration of criminal law ,
think it expedient to extend the jurisdiction of Mr. Mosely opened in the affirmative on the fol. as an advocate-depute , in 1820, and after holding
the Admiralty Court to cases of freight and de lowing question , “ It is desirable that a court of that office for about four years he was, in 1824 ,
murrage , because the effect would be to give the international arbitration be established ; and if so , appointed Sheriff of Perthshire. In that capacity
Irish Court a wider jurisdiction than that pos. is it practicable ? " Mr. Laxton opposed , and an he acted for ten years, and he vacated the

sessed by the English Admiralty Court, they are, animated discussion ensued . The affirmative was sheriffship on being appointed , in 1834, Solicitor .
at the same time. Of opinion that the object shonld carried by the casting vote of the chairman. General for Scotland , under Sir Robert Peels

be to assimilate the jurisdiction of both courts, first Administration. Losing that office on the
and that if such a jurisdiction were given to the resignation of the Ministry, he conducted busi
English court, a corresponding jurisdiction should The annual generalmeeting of the proprietors ness with great success as a leading counsel until
be also given to the Irish court. of the London and County Bank was held on again , in 1841, he became Solicitor-General

Following out the recommendations of the com - Thursday last , at the City Terminus Hotel, under Sir Robert Peel. In the following year he
missioners in favour of assimilating the law of Cannon .street Station, when , after recommending was promoted to be Lord Advocate, and he con .
both countries as to Admiralty jurisdiction , the a dividend of 10 per cent. for the half year, tinued to exercise that high function until the
Court of Admiralty ( Ireland ) Act of 1867 was ward fall of Sir Robert Peel's Administration in 1846 ,
passed , assimilating the Irish to the English juris - directors intimated their opinion that the 15 ,000 when he once more resumed his stuff gown, but
diction ; but it did not make any provision for res authorised by previousmeetings should be on this occasion with the added dignity of Dean

trying cases of demurrage or freight. issued at £10 premium . of the Faculty of Advocates - to which he had

the
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been elected in 1813 -and of member for the THE COURTS AND COURT Thursday ... Feb. 19 The Second Seal. Motions and
general papercounty of Argyll, which had been conferred PAPERS. Friday .. . . . . . . . General paper

on him in the same year. Five years more Saturday . . ...... ... .. . . Petitions, short causes, ad .
of great leading practice found im in 1851 journed summonses, and
incontestably the fittest man to be raised , SITTINGS AFTER HILARY TERM . general paper

Monday ..............at the samo time as Lord Rutherford , to the Further considerations and
general paperBench , on which there happened then to be two Equity Courts. Tuesday . .. . .. General paper

Vacant seats. and he accordingly received that Wednesday 25 Ditto
appointment from Lord Russell's Administration ,

Court of Appeal in Chancery . Thursday . The Third Seal. Motions and
taking his seat as an ordinary Lord of Session , general paper

with the title of Lord Colonsay. In the following (Before the LORD CHANCELLOR.) Friday . 7 General paper

year Lord Derby was in office, and on the retire At Lincoln 's-inn , Saturday......... Petitions, short causes , ad

Monday .........Feb . 9 Appeals journed summonses,ment of Lord Justice-General Boyle, on account and
Tuesday . .. . . .. .. 10 Ditto general paper

of age and infirmity, Lord Colonsay became the Wednesday ........ 11 Appeal motions, petitions, and Monday ... March 2 Further considerations and
head of the court, and soon afterwards was sworn

appeals general paper
a member of Her Majesty's Honourable Privy Thursday Tuesday .... . . . . .Appeals 3 General paper

Ditto
Wednesday .. . 4Council. In 1867 his Lordship was elevated to the | Friday Ditto

Saturday ..peerage, with a view of taking part in the judicial 14
Thursday .. .. .. .Ditto 5 The Pourth Seal. Motions and

Monday Dittobusiness of the House of Lords, with the title of general paper
Tuesday

Friday17 Ditto . . . . . . . . . 6 General paper
Baron Colonsay, of Colonsay and Orongay, in the Wednesday Appeal motions and appeals Saturday .. . . . .. . . . .. 7 Petitions, short causes, ad .
county of Argyll, a title which, as his Lordship Thursday Appeals journed summonses, and
has died unmarried, now becomes extinct. During Friday .. . .. . .. 20 Ditto general paper

Saturdaythe fourteen years and more his Lordship presided Ditto Monday ............... 9 Further considerations
Mondayover the Court of Session , his history was very 23 Ditto general paper
Tuesday 24 Ditto Tresday ... .. . General paper

simple. He devoted his energies without reserve Wednesday ... Appeal motions and appeals Wednesday ......... Ditto

to the duties of his high office, and his retirement Thursday Appeals
Thursday .. .. . . .. .. 12 The Fifth Seal. Motions and

produced very mingled feelings in the mind of the Friduy 27 Ditto general paper

public and of the legal profession ; it was felt Saturday Ditto Friday General paper
Monday . .. March Ditto Saturday

that in vacating that presidential seat, where he . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 Petitions, sbort causes, ad .
Tuesday . .. . . . . Ditto journed summonses, andhad secured such almost unexampled respect and Wednesday Appealmotions and appeals general paper

confidence, the court would sustain a very severe Thursday . .. . . . Appeals Monday .............. 16 Furtber considerations and
loss, and one not easily reparable . Friday Ditto general paper

Saturday Ditto Tuesday . . .. . 17 General paper
Monday Ditto Wednesday 18 Ditto

THOMAS LEADBITTER, ESQ . Tuesday Ditto Thursday 19 The Sixth Seal. Motions and
Wednesday Appealmotions and appeals general paperTHE late Mr. Thomas Leadbitter, solicitor, who Thursday Appeals Friday ) General paper

died at his residence in Kensington .gardens. Ditto Saturday ..... Petitions, short causes , ad
square, on the 7th of last month, at the age eighty . Saturday 14 Ditto journed summonses, and

six , was born in the year 1787 or 1788. He was Monday 16 Ditto general paper

Tuesday 17 Ditto Monday .............. 23one of the oldest members of the Profession . He Further considerations and
Wednesday

was the second son of the late Nicolas Leadbitter, Appealmotions and appeals general paper
Thursday Tuesday .............. 24 The Seventh Seal,Appeals Motions

Esq ., of Warden, near Hexbam , one of the old Friday Ditto and general paper
Roman Catholic families of Northumberland . He Saturday 21 Ditto Wednesday ......... 25 General paper
was articled to the late Mr. Saul of Carlisle, and Monday 23 Ditto Thursday ... . .. .. . .. . 26 Ditto
originally commenced practice in Buc Tuesday . .. .. .. . 24 Ditto At the Rolls , unopposed petitions must be presented
from whence be moved to Staple -inn , where he Wednesday 25 Appealmotions and appeals and copies left with the secretary , on or before the

Thursday . . . .. .. . .. .. 26 Appeals Thursday preceding the Saturday on which it is in .continued until his retirement in the year 1868 .
He married in 1827 Frances, daughter of John Note . --Such days as his Lordship shall be engaged in tended they should beheard ; and any cau -es intended

the House of Lords are excepted . to be beard as short causes must be so marked at leastGraham , Esq., of Low House, near Carlisle, by one clear day before the same can be put in tbe paper
whom , among other children , he has left a son (Before the LORDS JUSTICES.) to be so heard, and the necessary papers left in court
Graham , a captain in the 97th Regiment, and At Lincoln 's-inn . with the judge' s officer the day before the cause comes

omas Francis a solicitor in Leadenhall.street. Monday ...... Feb. 9 Appeals into the paper .

Mr. Leadbitter , who was one of the originalmem Tuesday ...... .......... 10 Ditto
Wednesday . 11 Appealmotions and appealsbers of the Law Institution, was a man of high Thursday 12 Ditto V . C . Malins' Court.

honour and strict integrity , and enjoyed in an Friday 13 Bankruptappeals and appeals
At Lincoln 's-inn .eminent degree the esteem of his Professional Saturday 14 Petitions in lunacy and appeal

brethren . petitions Monday ...... Feb. 9 The First Seal. Motions, further
Monday 16 Appeals considerations, and general

J. RAW , ESQ .
Tuesday Ditto

• paper
Wednesday 18 Appealmotions and appeals Tuesday .. ... 10 General paper

The late Joseph Raw , Esq., solicitor, of Furni. Thursday 19 Appeals Wednesday 11 Ditto

val's Inn , who died at his residence in Stoke Friday 20 Bankrupt appeals and appeals | Thursday 12 Ditto

Newington-road, on the 21st ult., in the 59th year Saturday 21 Petitions in lunacy and appeal | Friday 13 Petitions and general paper
petitions Saturday 1 + Short causes , adjourned sum .of his age, was the youngest son of the late John Monday Appeals monses, and general paperRaw , Esq ., of Leaming House, Watermillock , in Tuesday 2 Ditto Monday .. ...... ..... 16 Further considerations and

the county of Cumberland, where he was born in Wednesday .. . 25 Appealmotions and appeals general paper
the year 1915. He was admitted a solicitor in Thursday Appeals Tuesday ........... 17 General paper
Trinity Term 1838 , and was for many years a Friday Bankrupt appeals and appeals Wednesday B Ditto

28 Petitions in lunacy and appea ) | Thursday .Saturdaycommissioner for the administration of oaths in The Second Seal. Motions and
petitions general paperChancery , and also in the Courts of Common

Monday ......March 2 Appeals Friday .. .. ) Petitions and general paper
Pleas, Queen 's Bench ,and Exchequer ; hewas like Tuesday 3 Ditto Saturday ..... 1 Short causes, adjuurned sum .
wise a commissioner for taking affidavits in the Wednesday .. . 4 Appealmotions and appeals monses, and general paper
Vice -Warden's Court of the Stannaries of Corn . Thursday 5 Appeals Monday 3 Further considerations and

wall. Mr. Raw , in the words of one who knew Friday .. 6 Bankrupt appeals and appeals general paper
Saturday 7 Petitions in lunacy and appeal Tuesday .. . .. .. . .. . ..

him well, was “ of an industrious and retiring dis. General paper

petitions Wednesday 25 Dittoposition , and hence not much known to the Monday Appeals Thursday 26 The Third Seal. Motions andgeneral public , but by those of his acquaintance Tuesday 10 Ditto general paper
his sterling qualities were highly esteemed .” He Wednesday .... ...... 11 Appealmotions and appeals Friday ............... Petitions and general paper
has left a family of four sons, the eldest of whom Thursday 2 Appeals Saturday 28 Short causes, adjourned sum .Friday. . .. .continues his late father's practice. The remains Bankrupt appeals and appeals monses, and general paper

Saturday 14 Petitions in lunacy and appeal Monday ... March 2 County Court appeals, further
of the deceased gentleman were interred at petitions considerations, and generalNorwood in the presence of his sons and a few Monday ..... ... . .. .. .. 16 Appeals

paper
of his intimate friends . Tuesday .. . . . .. .... .. 17 Ditto Tuesday ... . .. .. 3 General paper

Wednesday Appeal motions and appeals Wednesday . .. .. 4 Ditto
Thursday Appeals Thursday . . .. .. . .. 5 The Fourth Seal. Motions and

JOHN MONK , ESQ., Q .C . Bankrupt appeals and appeals general paper

WE regret to have to record the death of John Saturday 21 Petitions in lunacy and appeal Friday 6 Petitions and general paper
petitions

Monk , Esq., Q .C ., which took place on the 29th Monday Saturday 7 Short causes , adjourned sum .
Appeals monses and general paper

Jan .,at his residence ,80,Harley-street,Cavendish . Tuesday 2 + Ditto Monday . . . . . . Further considerations and
square, in his seventy -second year. Previous to Wednesday . . . .. 25 Appeal motions and appeals general paper
his call to the bar (in 1839) Mr. Monk resided at Thursday .. .. .. .. .. .. 26 Appeals Tuesday .. . .. . .. .. . . 10 General paper

Note. - The days (if any) on which the Lorde Justices Wednesday .. . .. . . .Manchester , in which town he practised for some Ditto
12 The Fifth Seal. Motions andyears as a solicitor and afterwards as a barrister. shall be sitting with tbe Lord Chancellor in the Full Thursday ...

general paperHe came to London in 1852. was made Q . C . in Court of Appeal, or in the Judicial Committee of the
Friday 13 Petitions and general paper1857, and until within a few years of his death had | Privy Council are excepted .
Saturday Short causes, adjourned sum .

a large practice in the Northern Circuit . The monses, and general paper

deceased also fulfilled the duties of Deputy Rolls Court. Monday 6 Further considerations and

Recorder of Manchester for a considerable time, At Chancery-lane . general paper
General paperbat resigned the office on the appointment of Mr. Monday ...... Feb. ' 9 TheFirst Seal. Motions, further

Wednesday Ditto

H . W . West, Q . C . to the recordership . Subse considerations, and general
Thursday 19 The Sixth Seal. Motions andquently , in consequence of declining health ,Mr.

Tuesday ............. 10 General paper general paper
Monk relinquished the more active duties of his Wednesday .. ........ 11 Ditto Friday 20 Petitions and general paper

professional life . Mr. Monk was a bencher of the Thursday . . .. . . 12 Ditto Saturday ......... Short causes, adjourned sum .
Middle Temple , and was treasurer the year in Friday 13 Ditto monses ,and general paper

Saturday .. . . .which the Prince of Wales opened the new library. 14 Petitions, short causes, ad . | Monday ............ County Court appeals, further
journed summonses , and ! considerations, and generalThe deceased was a sound lawyer and a successful
general paper paper

advocate. He was also held in deserved respect Monday ...... ......... 16 Further considerations and ! Tuesday ....... 24 The Seventh Seal. Motions
for the goodness and integrity of his private general paper and general paper
character , and his loss is mourned by a large circle Tuesday 17 General paper Wednesday ......... 25 General paper

Wednesday .........friends. Ditto Thursday ..... . .. .. .. 26 Ditto

.
17

...........

Monday .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

13

Friday

paper

............
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V . C . Bacon 's Court. paper to be so heard , and the necessary papers left in BROOKS, SANUEL, law clerk , Coomb's -st, City -rd . Pet. Jan . 22.
Feb . 12 , at three, at office of Sol. Watson , Basinghall-st

At Lincoln ' s - inn . court with the judge's officer the day before the cause BROWN, CHARLES, fruit merchant, Leeds. Pet. Jan. 24 . Feb . 9,
comes into the paper . at hali-pist ten , at office of Sol. Hardwick , Leeds

Monday . ..... Feb . 9 In Bankruptcy CARR, RICHARD STEELS , lodging house keeper , Whitby. Pet.
Tuesday ............... 10 The First Seal. Motions and Jan . 27 . Feb . 18, at eleven , at office of Sol. Thornton , Whitby

adjourned summonses SPRING CIRCUITS. CHORLEY, WILLIAM EDMUXD , grocer , High -st, Hounslow . Pet.
Jan . 24 . Feb . 12 , at one, at the Auction Mart, Tokenhouse -yd ,Wednesday General paper The following is a complete and revised list of city London . Sols . Roscoe, Hincks, and Sheppard

Thursday 2 Ditto COLLINS, JAMES HENRY, schoolmaster, Penistone. Pet. Jan . 28 .
Friday 13 the Spring Circuits of the Judges :Ditto Feb . 14 , at eleven , at ottice of Sols . Messrs. Dransfield , Penistone -

Saturday Petitions, short causes, and ном Е . COLLINS, WILLIAN COULTISS, grocer, Middlesborough . Pet. Jan .

general paper ( The Lord Chief Baron of the Exchequer (Sir FITZROY 23. Feb . 9, at eleven, at office of Sol. Dobson , Middlesborough
DAVISOX, RICHARD , general provision dealer, Great James-st.

Monday 6 In Bankruptcy KELLY) and Mr. Justice LUSH ,
Bedford -row . Pet. Jan . 28 . Feb . 12 , at eleven , at office of Stubbs,

Tuesday 7 General paper Hertford, March 2 Lewes, March 16 Great James-st, Bedford -row . Sol. Hicks, Annis-rd , South
Wednesday 18 Ditto Chelmsford , March 5 Kingston , March 23 Hackney

Thursday 19 The Second Seal. Motionsand Maidstone, March 9 DEXTOX , DANIEL , farmer , Hinwick . Pet. Jan . 26 . Feb . 11, at
hali-past three, at offices of Cook , Wellingborough. Sol. Becke,

adjcurned summonses OXFORD. Northampton
Friday... ....... 20 General paper (The Lord Chief Justice of the Common Pleas (Lord DICKSOX, JOHN PURVI9, timber merchant, Wood-wharf, West

Saturday 21 Petitions, short causes, and India -docky, Poplar. Pet. Jan . 7 . Feb . 10, at two. at the Masons
COLERIDGE ) and Baron CLEASBY.) Hall tavern , Masons'-avenue, Basinghall-st. Sol. Brown, Basing

general paper Reading, Feb . 27 Shrewsbury , March 19 hall-st
Monday In Banloruptcy Oxford, March 2 Hereford , March 24 DOUGHTY, JOAN HOLLAND, coal merchant, Dorking . Pet. Jan .
Tuesday General paper Worcester, March 7 Monmouth , March 27 27 . Feb . 24 , at twelve, at the Cannon -st hotel, city London . Sols .Wednesday .. . Ditto Hart, Hart, and Marten

Stafford ,March 12 Gloucester , April 1
Thursday 26 The Third Seal. Motions and FULLER , THOMAS WILLIAM , and SIMPSOX , FRANK HILL, coach

adjourned summonses NORTHERN . builders, Leamington Priors , Pet . Jan . 24 . Feb . 9, at twelve,
at office of Sol. Overell, Leamington Priors

General paper (Mr. Justice DENMAN and Baron AMPHLETT.)
GRIFFITHS, JOHN, beerhouse keeper , Hartshill. Pet. Jan . 27 .

Saturday .. 28 Petitions, short causes, aud Appleby, Feb . 14 Lancaster, March 7
Feb . 17 , at ten , at offices of Sol. Stevenson , Stoke-on -Trent

Carlisle, Feb. 17
general paper

Manchester, Mar. 11 HALLAX, WILLIAM, boot dealer, Liverpool. Pet. Jan . 27 . Feb .Newcastle , Feb . 21
Monday ... March 2 In Bankruptcy Liverpool, Mar 21 23, at three , at office of Vine, accountant, Liverpool. Sol. Kit

Durham , Feb. 28 son , Liverpool
Tuesday 3 General paper HARDISTY, FREDERICK ADOLPHUS, jun, riding master, Queen -st,
Wednesday .. .. . 4 " Ditto WESTERN , Brompton . Pet . Jan . 17. Feb. 7, at two, at 15 , Devonshire-st,
Thursday The Fourth Seal, Motions and (Mr. Justice KEATING and Mr. Justice QUAIN . ) North -end-rd , Hammersmith . Sol. Morris

general paper Winchester, Feb . 26 Taunton , March 21 HARDY, JOHN EDGAR, draper, Norwich . Pet. Jan . 27 . Feb . 13 ,
at three, at offices of Sol. Sadd, Norwich

Friday ... General paper Dorchester, March 5 Devizes , March 27 HARRIS, JOSIAH , coal merchant, Falmouth . Pet. Jan . 26 . Feb

Saturday .. Petitions, short causes, and Exeter , March 10 Bristol, April 2 13, at three, at the Royal hotel, Bristol. Sols. Genn and Nalder.
general paper Budmin , March 17 Falmouth

HAYNES, ALFRED, shoemanufacturer, Stoke-on -Trent. Pet. Jan .
Monday In Bankruptcy NORFOLK . 27 . Feb .217, at three, at offices of Sols. Messrs . Tennant, HanleyTuesday ... . General paper (Mr. Justice BLACKBURN and Mr. Justice BRETT. ) HEXSHALL, THOMAS, doubler, Stockport. Pet. Jan . 26 . Feb . 18,
Wednesday 11 Ditto Oakham , March 2 at three , at the Commercial hotel, Manchester. Sol. Jackson ,Huutingdon , March 19 ManchesterThursday . . ., The Fifth Seal. Motions and Leicester , March 2 Cambridge, March 21 HESKETS, WILLIAM PEMBERTOX, brewer, Margate . Pet. Jan .

adjourned summonses Northampton , March 7 Norwich , March 26 23 . Feb . 10 , at two, at the Guildhall tavern , Gresham -st. Sol.
Friday General paper Aylesbury March 12 Ipswich, April 1 Calkin , Clement's-inn

Saturday Petitions, short causes , and Bedford , March 16 HEWITT, JosHUA, victualler, Bangor-is-y - Coed . Pet. Jan . 27 .
Feb . 19, at two, at office of Sols, Ratclife and Layton , Liverpoolgeneral paper

MIDLAND. HILLIARD, HERBERT BREWITT, merchant's clerk , Brixton . Pet.
Monday . .. . 6 In Bankruptcy

(Mr. Justice ARCHIBALD and Baron POLLOCK.) Jan . 24 . Feb . 12, at twelve, at office of Sol. Woodard , Ingram -ct ,
Tuesday 7 General paper Fenchurch -stWarwick , Feb . 25Wednesday .. 8 Ditto Lincoln , March 14 HODGKINSON, SAMUEL, hosier, Threadneedle -st . Pet. Jan . 23 .

Thursday Feb . 17 , at two, at the Guildhall coffee-house, Gresham -st . Sols .19 The Sixth Seal. Motions and Derby, March 3 York , March 20
Nottingham , March 7

adjourned summonses
Phelps and Sidgwick , Gresham -stLeeds, Larch 26

HOPKINS, CHARLES, smith , Worcester . Pet. Jan . 27 . Feb . 11, at
Friday ... General paper NORTH WALES. three, at offices of Sol. Tree , Worcester
Saturday 21 Petitions, short causes, and ( Baron PIGOTT .) HOPKINS, JOHN, corn dealer, Sidbury. Pet. Jan . 28 . Feb . 10, at

three, at office of Sol. Meredith , Worcester
general paper Welcb pool, March 9 Ruthin , March 23

Monday . JACKSON , BENJAMIN , indis -rubber dealer , Preston . Pet. Jan . 28 .
In Bankruptcy Dolgelly , March 12 Mold , March 26

Feb . 12 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Fryer, Preston
Tuesday .. .. . . The Seventh Seal. Motions and Carnarvon , March 16 Chester and City , March | JAY , WILLIAM , shoeifactor, Ebbw -vale . Pet. Jan . 26 . Feb . 11, at

adjourned summonses Beaumaris , March 19 28 three , at office of Sol. Jones, Abergavenny
JOHNS, JOHN, tailor, Bideford . Pet . Jan . 28 . Feb . 13 , at twelve,Wednesday ....... .. 25 General paper SOUTH WALES. at office of Sols . Rooker and Bazeley , Bideford

Thursday . . . . . . . . . ... . . 26 Ditto (Mr. Justice HONYMAX . ) JOHNSOX , WILLIAM , and JOHNSON , EDWARD, cotton waste
Haverfordwest, Feb . 21 Brecon , March 21 dealers, Manchester. Pet. Jan . 27 . Feb . 16 , at eleven , at offices

of Sol. Clayton , ManchesterCardigan , Feb. 27 Presteign , March 26 JOIXSON , THOMAS , plumber, Royton , near Oldham . Pet. Jan . 28 .
Carmarthen , March 3

V .C . Kall's Court. Chester and City , March Feb . 13, at three, at the Dog and Partridge inn, Manchester .
Swansen , March 7 Sol. Clegg , Oldham

At Lincoln 's -inn . The Lord Chief Justice of England (Sir A . J . E . JOXES, WILLIAM DAVID , draper, Aberavon . Pet. Jan . 20 . Feb .
10, at eleven , at office of Crowther and Co . accountants, Man

Monday ...... Feb. 9 The First Seal. Motions and COCKBURN ) remains in town. chester . Sol. Tennant, Aberavon

general paper LAY, CHARLES, grocer, Birmingham . Pet. Jan . 27. Fob . 13 , at

Tuesday................ 10 General peper twelve, at ofiice of Sol. Powell , Birmingham
LIPSCOME, WILLIAM THOMAS, chairmaker, Wroughton . Pet .

Wednesday . 11 Ditto Jan . 27 . Feb . 13, at eleven , at the Great Western hotel, Reading.
Thursday 12 Ditto Sol. Lucas, Newbury
Friday .. . .. .. .. 13 Petitions, adjourned sum . LLOYD , AXSIL , tailor, Colchester. Pet. Jan. 27 . Feb . 16 , at three ,

monses, and general paper at the Fleeco hotel, Colchester, Sol. White
MARWOOD, JOUX REE, innkeeper , Topsham . Pet. Jan . 27 . Feb .

Saturday 14 Short causes, adjourned sum . 19, at eleven , at the Bristol Commercial inn, Exeter. Sol. Floud,
monses, and geueral paper Exetet:

Monday 16 General paper Gazette, Jan. 30. MASON, EDMUND , butcher, East Bridgeford . Pet . Jan . 26 . Feb .

Tuesday 17 Ditto 18 , ac twelve, at office of Sol. Belk , Nottingham .To surrender at the Bankrupts ' Court, Bnainghall-street.
MATHIE , THOMAS, carpenter, West Wickham . Pet . Jan . 28 .Wednesday .... Ditto MORGAX, CHRISTOPHER , Warehouseman , Bermondsey -st, South Feb. 16 , at four,at office of Sols . Messrs . May and Sykes, Bromley .

Thursday ...... The Second Seal. Motions and wark . Pet. Oct. 24. Reg . Pepys. Sur. Feb . 10 MAY, ALFRED EDWARD, Iancy stationer, Holloway- rd . Pet. Jan .
TUPPER , CHARLES WILLIAM , Italinn warehouseman , New Bond

general paper 26 . Feb . 12 , at two, at offices of Sols . Messrs. Davis, Cork st,
St. Pet. Jan . 27. Reg . Spring -Rice . Sur. Feb. 19 Burlington .gdns.Friday ............ Petitions , adjourned sum .

monses , and general paper To surrender in the Country . MESKE, Louis, dealer in works of fine art, Manchester and -
Cheetham . Pet. Jan . 28 . Feb . 12 , ut half past two, at office of

Saturday Short causes, adjourned sum . BALLS, HAROLD GRIFFIN , currier, Cambridge, Pet. Jan . 94 . I Hewitt, accountant, Manchester. Sol. Worsley , Manchester.
Reg . Eaden . Sur. Feb . 13

monges, and general paper MITCHELL, JAMES, woollen manufacturer, Leeds and Morley .
COHEN , SOLOXOX, clothier , Middlesborough . Pet. Jan . 28 . Reg . Pet. Jan . 26 . Feb . 12, at two, at offices of Sols . Siinpson and

Monday General paper Crosby. Sur. Feb . 11 Burrell, Leeds.
Tuesday Ditto EVANS, EDWIX , victualler , Slough . Pot. Jan . 24 . Reg . Darvill. MORGAN , FRANK WRIGHT, optician , Manchester. Pet. Jan . 13.

Wednesday Ditto Sur. Feb . 14 Feb. 13, at three, at offices of Sols. Gardner, Horner, and Co .,
HART, PHILIP WOODROW , no occupation, Norwich . Pet. Jan .

Thursday The Third Seal. Motions and Manchester,
26 . Reg . Palmer . Sur. Feb . 19 NICHOLSOX, JONATHAN , Innkeeper, Sowerby, near Thirsk . Pet.

general paper MCINTOSH , WILLIAM JAMES, grocer, Newcastle. Pet. Jan . 28 . Jan . 24 . Feb . 17 , at two, at oftices of Sols . Arrowsinith and

Friday. Petitions, adjourned sum . Reg . Mortimer. Sur. Feb . 12
Richardson , Thisk

monses, and general paper
PARK , WILLIAM , beerhouse keeper, Trowbridge. Pet. Jan , 27. NORMAX , ALFRED , and NORMAX, JOHN THOMAS, printers, Chel.
Reg . Smith . Sur. Feb . 10 tenham . Pet. Jan . 28 . Feb . 11, st three , at 28, Chancery-la ,Short causes , adjourned sum . RANSOME, THOMAS H ., paper manufacturer, Wincle, near Maccles . London , Sol. Boodle, Cheltenham

monges, and general paper field . Dep. -Reg . Mair . Sur. Feb . 12
OPPENHEIM , JOHN HIERMAX , law stationer, Cursitor -st. Pet .TABBERNER, JOHN LOUDE, Park .pl, Eltham . Pet. Jan . 16 .

Monday ... March 2 General paper Dep . Reg . Farn seld . Sur . Feb . 13 Pet. Jan . 26 . Feb . 9, at two, at office of Sol. Norris, Acton -st,

Tuesday . .. .. . .. . . .. .. 3 Ditto Gray's - inn -rd
ORGILL , CHARLES HENRY, grocer, Manchester . Pet . Jan . 28.

Wednesday ......... 4 Gazette, Feb . 3 .Ditto Feb . 13, at two, at offices of Sols. Addleshaw and Warburton ,
Thursday ............ 5 The Fourth Seal, Motions and To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall-street. Manchester

general paper FROST, WILLIAM , Caroline-st, Bedford- sq . Pet . Jan . 20. Reg . PALMER, SAMUEL, printer , Strand. Pet . Jan . 17 . Feb . 16 , at

Friday 6 Petitions, adjourned som . twelve, at office of Sol. Mote, WalbrookPepys. Sur, Feb . 17
HOLMES, GEORGE, builder, Gloucester-rd , Camberwell. Pet. Jan . PHILLIPS, JAMES, and HAMES, WILLIAM BARHAM , linen dra

monges, and general paper 30 . Reg . Spring -Rice. Sur, Feb . 19 pers , Birmingham . Pet. Jan . 23 . Feb . 10 , at one, at office of

Saturday 7 Short causes , adjourned sum - OFFORD, WILLIAM GEORGE, French papermanufacturer, Chisen . Sol. Assinder, Birmingham
monses , and general paper hale-rd, Old Ford . Pet. Jan . 30 . Reg . Murray . Sur. Feb . 17 PHILLIPS, ROBERT, coachbuilder, Bristol. Pet. Jan . 22 . Feb .

Monday General paper ROBERTS, JULIUS, engineer , Cheyne-walk , Chelsea . Pet. Jan . 30 . 7 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Clifton , Bristol
Reg . Murray. Sur. Feb . 17 RATHBOXE , JOHN FREDERICK , printseller, Tranmere. Pet. Jan .

Tuesday . ... ... .. Ditto SKEET, THOMAS JEFFs, gentleman , Edgware-road Maida -hill . 21. Feb . 12, at two, at office of Sol. Downham , Birkenhend
Wednesday ... ...... Ditto Pet. Jan , 29 . Reg . Pepys. Sur. Feb . 17 RIDLINOTOX, JAMESNEWTON, grocer, Erith . Pet . Jan . 27 Feb .
Thursday ............ 12 The Fifth Seal. Motions and 5 , at office of Nicholls and Leatherdale, accountants , Old Jewry .

To surrender in the Country .
general paper chambers, in lieu of the place originally namedFRANKLIN , BENJAMIX , cattle dealer, Wilhampstend . Pet. Jan .

Friday Petitions, adjourned RILEY, HENRY, stationer, Preston . Pet. Jan. 28 . Feb . 11, atsum 23 . Reg. Pearse . Sur. Feb . 16 two, at the Auction rooms of Messrs. Watson , Preston Sol.
monses, and general paper OAKELEY, RICHARD BANNER, gentleman , Gravesend . Pet . Jan . Taylor, Preston

Saturday 14 Short causes, adjourned sum 30. Reg . Acworth . Sur . Feb . 20 ROBINSON, ARTHUR, innkeeper, Salisbury . Pet. Jan . 97 . Feb .
monses, and general paper 12, at three, at office of Sol. Holding, SalisburyBANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED. ROBIYSON , THOMAS MASON,woollen merchant, Leeds. Pet. Jan .Monday . General paper

Gazette , Jan , 27 . 28 . Feb . 11, at two, at offices of Sols . Simpson and Burrell,
Tuesday . .. .. .. . Ditto Leeds
Wednesday .. . 18

ARXATT. WILLIAM , farmer , Fencott, in Charlton -on -Ottmoor.Ditto ROE, THOMAS, potatoe dealer, Bristol. Pet. Jan . 28 . Feb . 7 , atMarch 10, 1873
Thursday . . .. 19 The Sixth Seal. Motions and eleven , at office of Sol. Essery , Bristol

general paper POPE , FREDERIC , gentleman , Dorrington -on -Bain . June 6, 1873 ROGERS, FRANC18, engineer , Trowbridge. Pet. Jan . 16 . Feb . 6.
at eleven, at office of Sol. Shrapnell, Bradford -on -Avon.

Friday.... Petitions, adjourned sum Gazette, Jan . 30 . ROUXTHWAITE, THOMAS, clothier, Sunderland . Pet. Jan . 20 .
monses , and general paper GLOVER, WALTER JOHN, merchant tallor, Newcastle. Nov. 15 Feb . 10, at twelve , at office of Sol. Ritson , Sunderland

SAMUEL ISAAC , clothes denler, White Lion -st , Chelsea . Pet . Jan .Saturday .. ... ... .. .. 21 Short causes, adjourned sum . 1873
29 . Feb. 13 , at ten , at office of Sol. Goatly , Westminster bridge- rdmonses, and general paper SANDERSON . THOMAS, Joiner , Sheffield . Pet . Jan . 28 . Feb . 11. at

Monday .. General paper two, at office of Sol. Roberts, Sheffield
The Seventh Seal. MotionsandTuesday ... SCARLETT, Peter, draper, Stockport. Pet. Jan . 26 . Feb . 20 , at

two, at the Clarence hotel, Manchester . Sol. Evans, Stockport
general paper FIRST MEETINGS. and ManchesterWednesday . ...... .. . 25 General paper

Gazette, Jan , 30 . SHAR , BENJAMIN BARTOX, out of business, Liverpool. Pet. Jan .
Thursday ............. 26 Ditto 27 . Feb . 21, at four, at office ofSol, Lowe, Liverpool.

BANBERY, GEORGE, bootmaker, Wolverhampton . Pet. Jan . 28 . SHARPE, WILLIAM HENRY CHRISTOPHER , Agent, Hammersmith .
N . B . - In Vice-Chancellor Hall's Court no cause, Feb . 14, at eleven , at office of Sol. Stratton , Wolverhampton and Upper John -st, Golden -sq . Pet. Jan 28. Feb . 14 , at eleven ,

motion for decree or further cousideration , except by BANGER , WILLIAM , gentleman , Weston -super -Mare. Pet. Jan . at 9 , Upper John-st, Golden -sq. Sol. Sydney
28. Feb . 10 , at one, at office of Hancock , Triggs, and Co., acorder of the court, may be marked to stand over, if it be SOLOMONS, MORRIS, grocer, New Montague-st, Spitalfields, andcountants, Bristol. Sols. Benson and Thomas , Bristol Preston -st, Mue-end New -town. Pet. Jan . 22. Feb . 9, at ten ,

within twelve of the last cause or matter in the printed BEALL , FELIX JOHx, baker , Queen -st , Hammersmith . Pet . Jan . at oftice of Sol. Dobson , Southampton buildings

paper of the day for hearing 26 . Feb . 11, at eleven , at office of Sols . Messrs. Howard , New SPURWAY, JAMER, publican . Pet. Jan . 28. Feb . 10 , at twelve.

Any causes intended to be heard as short causes Bridge-et at the Dolphin inn , Colyton . Sol. Wilton , Colyton , Devon .
BRENNER, PHILLIP , tallor, Westow -st, Upper Norwood , and Fore STRANGE, JAMES, wine merchant, Maude- rd , Camberwell, andbefore either of the Vice -Cbancellorsmust be somarked

st Pet Jan . 28. Feb. 13 , at hall-past two, at at office of Sol. Botolph - la , city , London . Pet. Jan . 27 . Feb . 14 , at two, at
at least one clear day before the same can be put in the Robinson , Charterhouse ottice of Sol. Edwards, Cloak -la

THE GAZETTES.

... .. .. . Bankrupts.

Saturdsy ............

.............

....... .

............

Liquidations by Arrangement.

setia , Jan ,Publyton . sol. Witochoco tamberwell, and
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TUNERAL REFORM _ The exorbitant

1 itemsof the undertaker' s bill have long operated as
an oppressive tax upon all classes of the community. With
a view of applying a remedy to this serious evil the
LONDON NEOROPOLIS COMPANY, when opening
their extensive cemetery at Woking, held themselves pre
pared to undertake the whole duties relating to intermente
at fixed and moderate scales of charge , from which survivors
may choose according to theis meansand the requirements
of the case. The Company also undertakes the conduct of
Funerals to other cemeteries, and to all parts of the United
Kingdom . A pamphlet containing full particulars may be
obtained , or will be forwarded , upon application to the
Chief Office , 2 , Lancaster-place, Strand , W .C .

1

SIDNEY SEED SOWER (PATENT).
» For Florists and Small Seeds , 28. 6d . each , For Peas,
& c ., and Market Gardens , 88. 6d , each . - To be had of all
Seedsmen , Ironmongers, and General Shopkeepers in the
United Kingdom .

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
145 , CHEAPSIDE,
LONDON, E . O .

ROOMS FOR MEETINGS .
Superior accommodation on the Ground Floor forholding

Meetings of Creditors, Arbitrations, & c ., at reasonable
terms. Conveniently situated , lofty light, well -ventilated ,
and quiet.

Apply to COOPER , CRAIG , and CRAIG, on the premises .

KINAHAN ' S LL WHISKY

This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the
very

CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,
In quality unrivalled , perfectly pure , and more wholesome
than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the red seal, pink
label, and cork branded “ Kinahan's LL. Whisky. " - Whole
sale Depot, 20 , Great Titchfield -street, Oxford -street, W .

Dibidends. THE TEMPLE

IN

Get anda , 10, Sonata T. 4 . 8. 61d.

G
E
N

THUNDER. EDWARD, builder, Margate . Pet. Jan . 24 . Feb . 13 , at | RUFFELL, JOHN, licensed victualler 's Assistant, Munster-st.
three , at the Star hotel, Margate. Sol. Walford , Ramsgate. Pet. Jan . 30. Feb . 16, at two, at office of Sol. Williams, Bed

TUCKER , FREDERICK WALTER , commercial traveller , Norwich . ford -sg
Pet. Jan . 26 . Feb . 13 , at four, at office of Sol. Sadd , Norwich SCUTT, JAMES, saddler, High-st, Stratford . Pet. Jan. 29. Feb . 13,

WETHERELL, JAXE , widow and governess , Milverton , Pet . Jan . at three , at office of Sol. Parker, Pavement, Finsbury
28 . Feb . 19, at two, at the Bath hotel, Leamington Priors . Sol. SEARLE, GEORGE, boot and shoe manufacturer , Salmon -lane and
Sanderson , Warwick St. Anne's place, Limehouse, and High -st , Bow . Pet. Jan . 28 .

WILKINSON , MATTHEW , draper, York . Pet . Jan. 28 . Feb . 11, at Feb . 16 , at one, at offices of Sol. Barrow , Queen -st, Cheapside
three , at office of Sol. Wilkinson , York SMITH , THOMAS, draper , Middlesborough . Pet. Jan . 23. Feb .

WILLIAMS, THOMAS LLEWELLYN , druggist, Tunstall. Pet. Jan . 12, at three , at offices of Sol. Addenbrooke, Middlesborough
24 . Feb . 9, at eleven , at the Sneyd Arms hotel, Tunstall. Sol. SMITH , WILLIAM CLOSE, portmanteau manufacturer, Dalston .
Hollingshead , Tunstall Pet . Jan . 30 . Feb . 16 , at two, at offices of Sol. Aird , Eastcheap ,

WOODWARD, ROBERT, furnishing ironmonger, Bethnal-green -rd . London
Pet. Jan . 28 . Feb . 11, at two, at officce of Sol. Bird , London SPANSWICK , JOHN KNIGHT, fancy jeweller , Victoria-pk -rd . Pet.
wall Jan . 30 . Feb . 16 , at eleven , at once of Sols . Chorley and Craw

Gazette, Feb . 3 . ford , Moorgate -st
AXGELON , CELINA ADELE ,milliner , Great Portland -st. Pet. Jan . STAGG , HENRY TROUGHER , music seller , Burton -upon - Trent.

30 . Feb 26 , at two, at the Inns of Court hotel, Holborn . Sols . Pet. Jan . 29 . Feb . 17 , at eleven , at offices of Harrison , account
Taylor , Hoare, Taylor, and Cooke, Great James-st ant, Burton -upon - Trent

BEAGLEY, WILLIAM , builder, Bentley. Pet. Jan . 22 . Feb . 12, a STONEHAM, WILLIAM , fisherman , Hastings. Pet. Jan . 17 . Feb .
twelve, at offices of Sol. Ward , Beagley . 14 , at one, at Law Institution , Chancery-lane. Sol. Jones,

BENN, SAMUEL, plumber, Horton . Pet. Jan . 26 . Feb . 11, a Hastings
ten , at omroes of Sol. Rhodes , Bradford STYLES, GEORGE, coalmerchant, West Smethwick . Pet. Jan . 20 .

BETTS, JOHN , surgeon, Sherston Magna. Pet. Jan . 28. Feb . 21, Feb . 17 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Topham , West Bromwich
at twelve, at office of Sols. Kinneir and Tombs, Corn Exchange, TAWELL, SAMUEL, and TAWELL, THOMAS WHITE , lacemanufac.
Swindon Sol. Chubb , Malmesbury turers, Berners-st, Oxford -st. Pet. Jan . 23 . Feb . 13, at three, at

BIRBECK , WILLIAM HENRY, commission agent, Hanley . Pet. office of Sol. Mason , Newgate-st
Jan . 30. Feb . 17, at eleven , at office of Sol. Stevenson , Stoke THOMAS, DAVID , butcher, Brynycelyn Dinas, near Pontypridd .
upon - Trent Pet. Jan . 27. Feb . 14 , at one, at office of Sols . Simons and Plews,

BISHOP , BENJAMIN , grocer, Skipton . Pet. Jan . 30 . Feb . 23 , at Merthyr Tydal
two, at office of Sol. Paget, Skipton TRACY, ANTHONY WINGFIELD , surgeon dentist, Bury St.

BRITTAIN , THOMAS JOHN, photographie material denler , Bir Edmunds. Pet. Jan . 28 . Feb . 16 , at three, at Guildhall . Sols .
mingham . Pet. Jan . 28 . Feb . 9, at twelve, atGrand Turk inn , Partridge and Greene, Bury St. Edmunds
Ludgate-hill, Birmingham TREADWELL, WILLIAM , fariner , Boughton -under - Blean . Pet.

BROOKS, JOHN, builder, Ifracombe. Pet. Jan. 29 . Feb . 18, at Jan . 31. Feb. 28, at eleven , at offices of Sol. Gibson , Sitting .
three, at the Royal Clarence hotel, nfracombe. Sol. Fox, Nira bourne

combe TYRER , RICHARD, metal dealer, Prescot. Pet. Jan , 30 . Feb . 18,
BROTHERTON, JOSEPH, boot dealer, Barnsley . Pet. Jan . 30. at three, at office of Sol. Baxter, Liverpool
Feb . 14 , at three, at Coach and Horses hotel, Barnsley . Sol. VAUGHAN , EDWIN , licensed victualler, Bristol. Pet. Jan . 27 .
Freeman , Barnsley Feb . 12 , at two, at offices of Sol. Beckingham , Bristol

BROWN, CHARLES THOMAS, ooalmerchant, Plymouth . Pet. Jan . WEBB, JOHN LANGFORD, cheesemonger, Tottenham -ct-rd . Pet .
30. Feb . 16 , at eleven , atoffices of Sols. Edmonds and Son, Ply Jan . 30 . Feb . 18, at two, at theGuildhall coffee-house, Gresham
mouth st. Sols .Messrs. Davis, Cork -st, Burlington-gdns, W .

BROWN, DAVID , grocer, Coventry . Pet. Jan . 31. Feb . 19 , at WEILD, DAVID , draper, Derby . Pet. Jan . 27 . Feb . 17 , at three,
twelve, at Castle hotel, Coventry . Sol. Davis , Coventry at office of Sol. Leech , Derby

BURGESS, WILLIAM , toa dealer, Bury . Pet. Jan . 31. Feb . 18, at WILLIAMS, JOHN PRICE, draper, Liverpool. Pet . Jan. 31. Feb .
three , at office of Sol. Anderton , Bury 18, at two, at office of Rogers, public accountant, Liverpool.

CARATI, ANTONIO ALEXANDER , commission agent, Old Broad -st. Sol. Goffey , Liverpool
Pet. Jan . 20 . Feb . 13, at three, at oftices of Sols . Stocken and WILLINGS, " JOHN, boot denler , Filey. Pet. Jan . 31. Feb . 18, at
Jupp , Leadenhall- st twelve, at the Old George hotel, Pavement, York . Sol. Scatchard ,

CHATTIN , GEORGE, wheelwright, Smethwick , par. Harborne. Leeds
Pet. Jan . 28. Feb . 18, at twelve, at office of Sol. Shakespeare,
Oldbury

CLARK , THOMAS, ship bread baker , Liverpool. Pet. Jan . 30 .
Feb . 27, at two, at offices of Sols. Hull, Stone, and Fletcher ,
Liver ool BANKRUPTS' ESTATES.

COOPER , JOHN , contractor, Dipton. Pet. Jan . 28 . Feb . 12, at
two, at offices of Sols. Hoyle , Shipley , and Hoyle, Newcastle The Official Assignoes, & c., are given ,to whom apply for tho

Cox, CHARLES, leather dealer, Kettering . Pet. Feb . 2. Feb . 17, Dividends.
attwelve, at offices of Sols . Beale,Marigold ,and Beale , Birming Bulkeley , T . Afth, 24d. Paget, Basinghall-st. - Crauford, R . E. F .
ham captain , first, 68 . 3 . d . " Paget, Basinghall-st.- Higginson , F . retiredCROMPTON, NATHAN, out of business, Prestwich . Pet. Jan . 30 . commander R . N . third , 55. lid , and 14s. 2d . to new proofs. Paget,
Feb . 13, at three, at offices of Sols . Slater and Poole, Manchester Basinghall-st. - Young, G . commission merchant, third , id . At

DANIEL, WILLIAM , shopkeeper, Llancynfelin . Pet. Jan . 21. office of registrars in bankruptcy, 20, South John-st, Liverpool.
Feb . 11, at two, at office of Sol. Jones, Aberystwith Budden, I. R ., baker, first, 48. id . At Sol. S . Hobbs, jun., Wells.DAVEY. FREDERICK THOMAS, bricklayer , Wellington , Black - Glover, J . victualler, 28. 4 d . At Argyle-chibs, 34, Colmore-row ,
friars. Pet. Jan . 31. Feb . 16, at ten , at office of Sol. Goatly , Birmingham . At Trust . L . J . Sharp . - -Grey , W . J . W . victualler,
Westminster -bdge-rd second and final, 3d. At Trust. H . Bolland , 10, South John -st,DAY, JOSEPH JAMES, plumber , Leighton -rd , Kentish -town. Pet . Liverpool. -- Hicks, s . salesman , second and final, ls . 6 d . At Sols .
Jan , 22 . Feb . 19, at two, at office of Sol. Preston , King Edward . W . Smith , Weston -super-Mare.- - O 'Gorman, J . H . general draper ,
st, Newgate-st second, ls. At Trust. H . Bolland, 10 , South John -st, Liverpool.

DICKINSON, PETER, cab proprietor, Kingston -upon - Hull. Pet. Pleros, G . innkeeper , first and final, lg. id . At Sol. C . Waistell,Jan . 28. Feb . 16 , at one, at office of Sol. Hind , Hull Northallerton . - Rouse , G . H . clerk , second , 4s. 4d . Atoffice of P .
EDGERLEY, THOMAS, farmer, Carden , near Handley. Pet. Jan . Paget, Bankruptoy -ct, Basinghall-st. -- Speirs, J . bookseller, 2s. 10d .31. Feb . 16 , at twelve at office of Sol Nordon , Chester At 84, Cheapside. Trust, E . Saxton . -- Von Bolton, Carl cigar mer
ELLIS , JOHN WALTER, farmer , Thornthwaite, near Ripley. Pet. chant, first, od. At office of P . Paget, Bankruptcy -ct, BasinghallJan. 27 . Feb . 16 , at three, at offices of Sol. Bateson , Lo st. - Webster, R . G . innkeeper , final, ds. 1 d . At Trust. T . Swaine,
Harrogate Central-chmbs, Barnsley . - Young, W . millor, first and final, Is. 54d .ELMES, THOMAS, builder, New Windsor. Pet. Jan . 30 . Feb . 23, At Trust. G . Jay , 8 , Bank -st, Lincoln .
at three, at office of Sol. Durant, Windsor

FIELD, JOHN, out of business , Oldbury. Pet. Jan . 28 . Feb . 18 ,
at eleven , at office of Sol. Shakespeare, Oldbury

TAGMAIER, PHILIP HENRY, out of business, Fairfield -rd. Bow .
Pet. Jan . 31. Feb . 17 , at three, at office of Sols. Wood and Hare,
Basinghall-st, London Gazette. Jan . 27.

HARTLEY, GEORGE, finisher , Saddleworth . Pet. Jan . 30 . Feb .
16 , at four, at office of Sol. Hanchett, Oldham LOWMAN ,GEORGE, victualler,the Crown, Basinghall-st

HATCHER, JOHN, carpenter , High -st , Wandsworth . Pet. Jan . 27 . Gazette, Jan , 30.Feb . 18, at four, at office of Sol. Joney, Wandsworth
HEBRON, WILLIAM , Wigan ; HEBRON, GEORGE, Stockport, SUTTON , SARAH , spinster, general agent, Kentish Town-rd, Not
leather dealers. Pet. Jan . 29. Feb . 14, at eleven , at office of ting -hill, and Maddox-st, Regent- st
Sols . Leigh and Ellis, Wigan

HOUGHTON. CHARLES JONATHAN , oommission agent, Bow - lane.
Pet. Jan . 36 . Feb . 11, at eleven , at office of Sol. Swaine, Cheap
sido

HUGHES, ELIZABETH , out of business , Wolverhampton . Pet . BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
Jan . 20 . Feb. 17 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Willcock, Wolver
hampton

HUXLEY. WILLIAM , oilman , Lavender- rd , Battersea. Pet . Jan . BIRTHS.
30. Feb . 14, at two, at office of Sol. Day, Bloomsbury -sq . Sol. GARROLD. - On the 2nd inst., at 17, Windemarsh -st, Hereford , the
Tonge, Great Portland -st wife of T . W . Garrold , Esq., solicitor, of a son .

IND, FREDERICK , dealer , West Yatton , near Chippenham . Pet. HARDCASTLE. On the 2nd inst., at 4, Chesham -st, the wife of
Jan . 30 . Feb . 23, at twelve, at office of Sol. Potter, Cheltenham Henry Hardcastle, barrister-at-law , of a son .

IRVING , JOHN, general merchant, Dunster House , Mincing -lane. ROYDS. - On the 25th ult ., at Brownhill, Rochdale, the wife of
Pet. Jan . 29. Feb . 13 , at two, at office of Sol. Walls , Walbrook Edmund A . N . Royds, Esq ., barrister -at-law , of a daughter.

JACKSON , ELIZA , widow , licensed victualler, Macclesfield . Pet. TATTERSHALL. On the 31st ult ., at 23, Upper Woburn -place,
Jan . 30 . Feb. 18 , at two, at office of Sol. Hand, Macclesfield Tavistook -square , the wife of Edward George Tattershall, of 9,

JACKSON , EDWIN , draper, Osset, near Dewsbury. Pet. Jan . 28 . Great James-street, Bedford -row , solicitor, of a daughter.
Feb . 12, at three , at offices of Sol. Ibberson , Dewsbury

LAWLEY, HON. FRANCIS CHARLES, contributor to the public DEATHS.
Press. Westminster. Pet. Feb . 2, March 2, at two, at offices of ENGLAND.- On the 30th ult ., at Sleaford ,aged 49 , Charles Eng
Bols. Ladbury, Collison , and Viney, Cheapside . Sols. Lewis and land, Esq ., of the firm of Peake and England.
Lewis , Ely -place, Holborn JENKINS. On the 22nd ult ., at Clifton Court, Clifton , aged 67,

LEES. JAMES EDWARD, confectioner, Middlesborough . Pet . William Jenkins, Esq ., Q . C ., LL. D .
Jan . 23. Feb . 16 , at three, at office of Sol. Addenbrooke, Middles MONK .- On the 29th ult., at só, Harley -street, aged 71, John Monk,
borough Q . C ., Bencher of the Middle Temple, Esq .

LISHMAN . JAMES, and LISHMAX , Joux, builders , Ryton . Pet. RAINES. - On the 28th ult ., at Wyton Hall, near Hull, Wiliam
Jan . 28 . Feb . 16 , at three, at offices of Sol. Elsdon , Newcastle Raines , Esq ., Judge of County Courts, D . L . of the East Riding

upon Tyne
and J. P . for the East and North Ridings , Yorkshire, and the

LOFTHOUSE, JOEL , bookseller , Leeds. Pet. Jan . 30 . Feb . 19. at parts of Holland, Lincolnshire.
eleven , at offices of Sols. Routh and Co., Leeds. Sols . Dibb ,
Atkinson , and Braithwaite

MATHEWS, EDWARD WILLIAM , builder, Inkerman -rd, Kentish
town. Pet. Jan . 29 . Feb . 25, at three, at office of Sol. Alsop ,
Great Marlborough -gt WHOLESALE & RETAIL STATIONERS,

MATTHEWS, SUSAN HARRIS, dealer in sewing machines , Sloane
st, Chelsea . Pet. Jan . 30 . Feb . 16 , at three, at office of Sol. Walls, 192. FLEET-STREET, AND 1 & 2, CHANCERY-LAXE , LONDON , E . O .

Walbrook
MOKAY. ROBERT, wine merchant, Rochdale . Pet. Jan . 29. Feb . Carriage paid to the Country on Orders exceeding 203.

13 , at three, at the Spread Eagle inn . Rochdale. Sol. White
DRAFT PAPER, 58., 6s, 6d ., 78. 6d ., 78 . 9d ., and 9s. 9d. perbead , Rochdale

MEWBURN, CHILTON , gunmake's manager , Union -row , Tower-hill ream .
Pet. Jan . 29. Feb . 17, at two, at office of Sol. Nelson , Essex -st, BRIEF PAPER, 158. 6d . , 178. 6d ., and 238. M . per ream .
Strand FOOLSCAP PAPER , 10s. 6d . , 128. 6d . , and 158 . 6d . per ream ,

MONK. ALFRED GEORGE, draper, Caledonian -rd , King 's- cross . CREAM LAID NOTE, Ss ., 4s., and 58 . per ream .
Pet. Jan . 29 . Feb . 20, at twelve, at offices of Bagge, Clarke, and LARGE CREAM LAID NOTE , 4s . 6d ., 6s. 6d ., and 88 . per ream .Josolyne, accountants, King -st. Cheapside. Sol. Buchanan ,
Basinghall-st LARGE BLUE NOTE, 8s. 6d., 48, 6d . , and 6s, 6d . per ream .

NEILL, GEORGE, baker , Orchard -et, Wandsworth . Pet. Jan . 30. ENVELOPES, CREAM OR BLUE, 48. od ., and 6s. 6d ., per 1000.
Feb . 16, at twelve, at office of Sol. Neill, Old Kent-rd THE " TEMPLE " ENVELOPE, extra secure, 9s. 6d . per 1000.

NUTTING, WILLIAM HENRY, baker, High -st, Kingsland. Pet. I FOOLSCAP OFFICIAL ENVELOPES, Is. 9d . per 100 .
Jan. 20. Feb - 16 , at four, at offices of Sol. Ablett, Cambridge-ter , 1 THE NEW “ VELLUM WOVE CLUB-HOUSE ” NOTE .
Hyde-pk 98 . 6d . per ream ,ODEY. GEORGE, glass dealer , Basingstoke. Pet. Jan . 28. Feb .
19, at three, at othoe of Sol. Bayley , Basingstoke " We should direct particular attention to their New Club

ONIONS, GEORGE DUNX, butcher, West Bromwich Pet. Jan . 28 . house Paper : in our opinion it is the very best paper weever
Feb . 16 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Topham , West Bromwich wrote upon ." - London Mirror .

PAOE. JOHN SAMUEL, picture denler , Manchester . Pet. Jan . 29 .
Feb . 19 . at half past two, at offices of Sols , Nuttall and Son . IN DENTURE SKINS, Printed and Machine-ruled , to hold twenty

or thirty folios , 23 . sd . per skin , 268. per dozen , 1258. perRICHARDS, ALFRED OAKES, electro plate manufacturer . Bir
mingham . Pet. Jan . 31. Feb . 19 , at eleven , at offices of Sol.
Hodgson , Birmingham SECONDS or FOLLOWERS, Ruled , ls . 11d . each , 228. per dozen ,

RICHARDS WILLIAM , builder , Great College-et, Camden -town . 1058. per roll.
Pet . Jan . 30. Feb . 16 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Rice, Westbourne RECORDS or MEMORIALS, 7d . each , 68. 6d . per dozen .
ter, Hyde-pk

RICHES. JAMES, builder , Great Yarmouth . Pet . Jan . 28. Feb .
LEDGERS, DAY-BOOKS,CASH - BOOKS, LETTER OrMINUTE -BOOKS25 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Cooks, Norwich

RITSON , RICHARD, upholsterer, Carlisle . Pet. Jan . 29 . Feb . 16 . An immense stock in various bindings.
at two, at office of Sol. Wright, Carlisle ILLUSTRATED PRICE -LIST of Inkstands, Postage Scales

ROTHERHAM , CHRISTOPER THOMAS, and ROTHERHAM , HER Copying Presses , Writing Cases, Despatch Boxes, Oak and
BERT, sickle manufacturers, Unston , Pet. Jan . 26. Feb . 13 , at Walnut Stationery Cabinets , and other useful articles
three , at office of Sol. Gee, Sheffield adapted to Library or Otlice, post free .

Orders of Discharge.

( TRADE MARK.)

EATCENTRAL WINE CELLARS,
22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON

(OPPOSITE CHANCERY-LANE).
The Largest, Cheapest,and Best Wine Establishmentin

the World .

THE MOST NOTED VINTAGES,
BY THE GLAR , BY THE BOTTLE,

BY THE DOZEN,
AND BY THE CASE,

AT WHOLESALE PRICES ;
Or Packed in Hampers for Races and Picnics

BY THE GALLON ,

THE GRIDIRON
Is now complete and in full operation .

CHOPS, STEAKS, & c ., & c ., ONE SHILLING.

22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON
(Opposite Chancery -lane).

PARTRIDGE AND COOPER

HIGH CLASS BOOTS.
doo

Manch at half past tucture dealer, Man , West Bromwian, 28 .

roll.

FIG . 1 . F16 . 2 .
The normalcondition of The perfect form of Shoes.

the Foot . a , b , c, d , Elasticated Leather.

DOWIE AND MARSHALL,
455, WEST STRAND, LONDON,

(Nearly opposite Northumberland House),"

ESTABLISHED 1824,
BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS .

es, Bespatih Bosten ,ook and
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To Readers and Correspondents . BARON AMPHLETT has resigned the office of President of the

Legal Education Association. A sub-committee, including some
eminent members of the Profession , has been appointed to con

sider and report upon the draft of a Bill having for its object the
incorporation of a General School of Law .

C . R . GIBSON . - We extracted the intelligence from the Surrey Standard .
A STUDENT. -- ( 1) Can 't sit for any place for seven years. (2 ) Yes.
Anonymous communications are invariably rejected .
All communications must be authenticated by the name and address of the writer

not necessarily for publication, but as a guarantee of good faith ,

CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.
Four lines or thirty words............ 39. 60. | Every additional ten vords ...... Os . bd.
Advertisements specially ordered for the first page are charged one- fourth more

than the above scale .

Advertisements must reach the Office not later than five o'clock on Thursday
afternoon .

TO SUBSCRIBERS.

The volumes of the Law TIMES, and of the LAW TIMES REPORTS, are strongly and
uniformly beund at the Office , as completed , for 59. 60, for the Journal, and 4s. 60 .
for the Reports.

Portfolios for preserving the current numbers of the Law TIMES, price 5s, 6d., by
post 5d . extra . LAW TIMES REPORTS, price 3s . 6d . , by post 3d . extra ,

WE report from the Bath County Court a novel point under
liquidation proceedings. A receiver of a debtor's estate having
been appointed when a sheriff was in possession by virtue of a
judgment obtained and execution issued by a creditor, an interim
injunction was granted. The receiver claiming to be entitled to
possession required the sheriff to withdraw ; the sheriff did not
withdraw , and the application made to the Judge of the Bath
County Court was to commit him for contempt. It was
contended on behalf of the sheriff that he was bound to
remain in possession until he received instructions from the
execution creditor to withdraw . It was asked, if the proceedings
fell through what would be his position ? Would he not be liable
to the execution creditor for any action which he might bring.
The Judge found that a contempt had been committed ,but as the
breach of the injunction was not substantial, and the sheriff was
not personally a party to it, simply ordered bim to pay his own
costs.

NOTICE .

The LAW TIMES goes to press on Thursday evening, that it muy be received in the remotest
parts of the country on Saturdaymorning . Communications and Advertisements must
be transmitted accordingly . None can appear that do not reach the office by Thursday

afternoon's post.
All communications intended for the Editor of the Solicitors' Department should be so
addressed .
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THREE decisions of importance with reference to costs, have been
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plaintiff's resident in Scotland and Ireland cannot be compelled to
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This was the case of Raeburn v . Andrews, in the Queen 's Bench
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less than £10 was recovered, and the undersheriff certified for
costs, the master was held right in refusing to tax. The third
case to which we refer is Brown v . Rye, before the MASTER of the
Rolls on the 31st ult . That was a foreclosure suit , the mortgage
being to secure £50 , and £5 per cent interest. It was contended
by the defendant that the plaintiff was entitled only to such costs
as he would have obtained in the County Court. Sir GEORGE
JESSEL said that the Legislature had created a concurrent jurisdic
tion in the County Courts, but had placed no restriction on the
jurisdiction of this Court similar to that which it had placed on
the jurisdiction of the courts of law , and held that the plaintiff

was entitled to his ordinary costs .
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THE career of few law officers has been so eventful as that of Sir
HENRY JAMES. Lifted by his own ability and the favouring gales
of fortune from the ranks of Nisi Prius advocates to a prominent

position in Parliament - after obtaining a seat on a scrutiny- he
passed rapidly from the subordinate law officership to the high
position of official leader of the English Bar, as Attorney -General.
Opposed on his re-election , he was successful only to find his seat
threatened by a petition , the trial of which lasted a fortnight, to
terminate in another success for Sir HENRY JAMES. Securely
seated once more, the Government of which he is a member dis

solves Parliament. Again he is threatened with opposition, but
ultimately walks over, only to find that by the verdict of the
country his party is condemned to the cold shade of opposition .
To have been Solicitor-General and Attorney -General and yet
never to have faced Parliament in either capacity is a hard fate ,
and every member of the Profession must sympathise with the
ATTORNEY-GENERAL in this misfortune. Itmust also bematter for
regret that Sir WILLIAM HARCOURT will have no opportunity at
present of showing his capacity as a law officer. The extraordinary
majority obtained by the Conservative party promises a long
tenure of office, and it is impossible to make even a guess as to the
period when Sir HENRY JAMES and Sir W . HARCOURT will again

assume the offices which they must soon surrender to others.

. . . . . .

27

2
9

279

Law and the Lawyers.
RUMOURS will be rife for some time to come as to the probable
holders of the legal appointments which will fall to the new Con .
servative Government. It has been thought that the delicacy of
Lord CAIRNS' health will deter him from again accepting the
Chancellorship , and Lord Chief Justice COCKBURN is generally
spoken of as the successor of Lord SELBORNE. As regards the office
of Attorney -General in that event - Sir JOHN KARSLAKE becoming ,
as a matter of course, Lord Chief Justice - Sir RICHARD BAGGALLAY
would have the best claim , and either Mr. HOLKER, Q . C ., or Mr.
FORSYTH , Q .C ., will,we imagine, be Solicitor-General.
VOL. LVI. - No. 1611.

THE representation of the Profession in the House of Commons
has been changed by the results of the general election . We
mentioned last week that Mr. Hinde Palmer, Q . C ., had lost his
seat . He has been followed by Mr. Henry Matthews, Q . C ., Mr.
West, Q . C ., and Mr. Douglas Straight. Mr. Palmer and Mr.
Matthews will prove a decided loss, and perhaps Mr. Matthews
could least be spared . He is a cultivated lawyer and a keen
debater, and he certainly made his mark in the House. Several
other lawyers failed to obtain seats - the two leaders of the
Admiralty Court, Mr. Millward , Q . C . and Mr. Butt, Q . C ., Mr.
Swanston , Q . C . and Mr. Cohen , Q .O ., and Mr. Morgan Howard
and Mr. Biron . On the other hand Mr. Bulwer, Q . C ., has sup
planted Mr.West, Q . C .,at Ipswich ; Mr. Morgan Lloyd, Q .C ., has
obtained a seat at Beaumaris ; Mr. Huddleston , Q .C ., at Norwich ;
Mr. H . T . Cole, Q . C ., at Penryn ; Mr. Forsyth , Q . C ., at Maryle
bone ; Mr. C . Hopwood, Q . C ., at Stockport ; Hon . E . Stanhope at
Mid Lincolnshire; Mr. Waddy, Q . C .,at Barnstaple ; Mr. Serjeant
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Spinks at Oldham , Mr. A . G .Marten , Q . C ., at Cambridge ; andMr. lative arrangements beforehand, he is limited to four days.
W . Grantham ejected Mr. Locke King in East Surrey. Literary for preparing to poll possibly between 20 ,000 and 30,000 voters.
barristers have lost a representative in Mr. T . Hughes, butMr. Mr. RATCLIFF, the returning officer of the Tower Hamlets , points
Jenkins, the author of “ Ginx's Baby," has been elected . The out that this is utterly inadequate . He says, in a letter to the

Conservative member for Chelsea, Mr. Gordon , is a solicitor in Times, “ The metropolitan returning officers have from the

large practice in the City of London . Wehave to record a loss of passing of the Act been fully alive to the important and

five barristers, but a gain of twelve. Of these twelve, seven are multifarious duties cast upon them , and to the intricate details

on the winning side in politics. Mr. Huddleston has been in to be observed if the provisions of the Act are carefully and

Parliament before ; the others are new men , the most promising fully carried out. They have held several meetings thereon, and

for political purposes being, we believe, the new member for the question of the limited time allowed between the day of

Cambridge, Mr. A . G . Marten . nomination ard the day for polling has always been a great

source of discomfort, as they knew it amounted almost to an

In the lengthy complicated case of Jolliffe v . Wallasey Local
impossibility to make preparation , but they felt it would be

Board (29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 582), the Court of Common Pleas
useless to attempt to procure an amendment in the law until it

could be proved to demonstration that a distinction should be
has done that which we could wish to see a little more often done

made between boroughs having a small number of electors on the
by our courts. It pronounced an elaborate judgment upon a point

register and those having a large number.” Opinion being thus
where no judgment was necessary for the decision of the case . unamimous it is to be hoped that before another election the Act
Wetherefore regret all themore that weare not able to agree with

will be amended , as a failure of the machinery of polling must

that judgment. The point was that an Act of Parliament had

authorised the construction of a pier and landing stage upon the
be intensely unsatisfactory to everyone concerned .

bed of the river Mersey, and upon “ the landsdelineated in cer
tain plans.” Previously to commencing the works, the defendants A PAPER particularly interesting at the present time was read by

were to send in plans to the Admiralty . The plans sent in to the
Mr. RUPERT KETTLE, before the Law Amendment Society on the

Admiralty showed a much larger space occupied by the works
26th ult., on the Law of Conspiracy . Hemakes some broad pro

proposed than did the plans deposited mentioned in the Act.
positions -- First, that in all cases where the interests of the

However, the Admiralty approved them , and the court has held
public are directly affected by the wrong done it is a crime,

that this approval of the Admiralty “ drew with it,” in the words
and the agreement to do the wrong is therefore a con

of KEATING , J ., " the sanction of the Legislature.” We cannot but
spiracy ; secondly, that withholding labour merely for the pur

ihink that theapproval of the Admiralty was ultra vires, and that
pose of increasing its market value by producing an artificial

scarcity, is not withholding it upon a criminal motive ; but,
such approval of the second series of plans was intended to be

used as a check , to limit the operations of the defendants if neces
that if it is withheld in order to stop public communication , or

sary, but in no case to extend them . The first series of plans the public supply of water, or of light, so that wages may be

deposited with the Bill, would no doubt be somewhat rough , raised , as the only means of averting a great publicmischief, then

and in order to provide for this natural defect, limits of deviation the intent would be criminal. Speaking of trades unions Mr.

“ as regards the pier and landing-stage not exceeding 5ft.," KETTLE makes a remark which is frequently forgotten , namely

“ Although modern trades unions are, according to the prepon
were expressly prescribed by the Act. We may notice that an

incorrect reading of an Act of Parliament by a public office has
derance of legal authority, no longer criminal combinations, they

lately been set right by the Court of Queen 's Bench in the case
are still illegal — that is outside the pale of the law . Their rules do

of R . v . Overseers of Haslingfield , in which the court confirmed not form a binding contract ; nor can these societies enter into

the disallowance of certain fees to justices' clerks which the Home
contracts capable of legal enforcement. Trades union funds are

Office, presuming them to be legally due, had sanctioned under protected from fraud, and certain privileges are conferred upon

Jervis's Act , s . 30, so long back as 1854.
them by a recent statute ; but this only alters the legal status of a

trades union to the limit of the enactment, and does not further

or otherwise bring these combinations within the legal pale ."

The office of returning officer at parliamentary elections is gene A third conclusion which Mr. KETTLE draws is that, as it is beyond

rally filled by a solicitor . The post is one of great responsibility , as dispute that agreeing to commit a crime is itself,substantively ,the
is abundantly shown by many of the provisions in the Ballot Act crime of conspiracy, it follows that if any person, although not a

of 1872, affecting these officers, and we are therefore glad to be servant,agrees with , or counsels a servant to do any act punishable

able to state that, with one exception , the arrangements made as a crime under the Master and Servant Act,he who so agrees or

in the metropolis last week weremost complete . The one exception counsels is guilty of conspiracy . And his practical suggestions

was Hackney, where there was a collapse, several polling stations for consideration are ( 1) Whether it is not better, having regard to

not being opened until considerably after the appointed hour. The the position and permanent interest of master and servant, to de

excuse is that there was not sufficient time between the nomina clare, or, if necessary, repeal so much of our ancient common law

tion and the polling for the necessary arrangements to bemade. as relates to acts in restraint of trade, and to repeal the penal pro

The returning officer made every possible effort to repair the mis visions of the Master and Servant Act, instead of incurring the

chief when it was discovered . At Chelsea there seemed to be some danger ofdisturbing our criminal polity by attempting to alter the

likelihood of a petition on the score of irregularity, a presiding fundamental principles of the law against conspiracy ; and ( 2 )

officer having, it was alleged , gone out of his way to destroy the whether, as a matter of administration , it is not just that all

secrecy of the ballot, by writing the registered number of the voters defendants indicted for conspiracy should have of right all the

on the backs of the ballot papers ; but this suggestion has not been advantages they can already obtain by removing indictments into

substantiated. It may be invidious to namethe returning officers the Superior Courts.

who appear to have carried out the Ballot Act most efficiently ,

but Mr. CARR in Finsbury, Mr. FARRER in Westminster, Mr.
GIFTS TO ILLEGITIMATE OR REPUTED CHILDREN .

GRESHAM in Southwark , and Mr. RATCLIFF in the Tower

Hamlets were exceptionally successful, and conducted the polling Re Goodwin 's Trusts.

with marked ability and care. When , however, the onerous FOLLOWING close upon the decision of the full Court of Appeal in

nature of the work at short notice in a metropolitan con Occleston v . Fullalove (29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 785), we have that of

stituency is considered , we think a partial failure in one in
Sir George Jessel, M . R ., in Re Goodwin 's Trusts ( L . Rep

stance should be leniently regarded. Presiding officers ought
Weekly Notes, 7th inst .). The latter case is of importance, as

undoubtedly to be lawyers, and considering how many there defining the precise principle on which , in Occleston v . Fullalove,

are of both branches ready and willing to undertake the work , the Lords Justices overruled the decision of the late Vice

returning officers have no excuse if they appoint other persons Chancellor Wickens and the opinion of Lord Selborne. The facts

less efficient. There can be no doubt that the polling wasmost of the latter case were these : One Mary Goodwin , by will made

satisfactorily conducted at those stations which were presided in July 1850, bequeathed her residuary personal estate upon trust

over by barristers or solicitors.
for Richard Perkins for life , and after his decease upon trust to

pay and divide the trust fund unto and between all and every her

children by the said Richard Perkins, share and share alike, to be

It is perfectly plain that if the Ballot is to be properly worked vested interestsin sons at twenty -one, and in daughters at that age

adequate time must be given to the returning officers in large or marriage. Mary Goodwin was the sister of a deceased wife of

constituencies to make their arrangements. At present the time Richard Perkins, and had in the year 1849 gone through the

is regulated thus : In the case of an election for a borough the ceremony of marriage with him . Mary Goodwin died in May

election must be fixed by the returning officer not later than the 1860, leaving four children , John Goodwin Perkins, born on the

fourth day after the day on which he receives the writ, with an 15th June 1850 , two sons who died in infancy, and William Henry

interval of not less than two clear days between the day on which | Perkins, born in March 1860. The birth of William Henry

he gives notice and the day of nomination . So that taking the Perkins was registered by Richard Perkins in April 1860, and

receipt of the writ on the 1st February , the last possible day for the child was described as the son of Richard Perkins and Mary

notice would be the 2nd ; the 5th would be the last possible day Perkins, late Goodwin . Part of Mary Goodwin 's estate having

for nomination, and the 9th would be the last possible day for the been paid into court, a petition was presented by John Goodwin

poll in ordinary boroughs. Where it is not known as in Perkins, praying that the fund might be paid out on the joint

Hackney), until the day of nomiration , whether there will receipt of himself and Richard Perkins. The Master of the

be a contest , and the returning officer makes no specu - | Rolls , however, held that the principle of Occleston v . Fullalove
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was that a gift by a testator or testatrix to one of his or her should blame them for the timid, narrow , and piecemeal manner

children by a particular person was good if the child had acquired in which they have legislated , and for legislating under cover of

the reputation of being such before the death of the testator or vague and indeterminate phrases ."

testatrix : and that, therefore, the petitioner was only entitled to

payment of half the fund.

It will be noticed that Re Goodwin 's Trusts was uncomplicated THE WORKING OF THE BALLOT.
by two circumstances which , it was possible to argue, affected the VERY many letters have been written to the newspapers upon the
decision in Occleston v . Fullalove. In Occleston v . Fullalove the mode adopted by returning officers in taking the ballot during the
person in whose favour the decision was made was an existent recent elections, and there appear to be some points upon which

person , through en ventre at the date of the will, and the form of doubt exists. To remove those doubts is a matter of considerable

the gift was not merely to the children which the testator might importance.

have by his deceased wife's sister, but to those which hemight be Before we notice the practical matters which are regulated by

reputed to have. Sir George Jessel is, however, a Judge who the Ballot Act, wemust make a preliminary observation upon the

may be relied op not to take hair splitting distinctionswhen there part which is played by the public in this new process of voting ,

is no substantial difference, and we are pleased to see that what and we must say, judging from actual experience at the polling

ever may have been his opinion as to the intrinsic soundness of booth , that it is extraordinary how stupid the most “ highly edu

the principle in Occleston v . Fullalove, he has loyally carried it cated ” classes of the population seem to be in carrying out a plan

out in its integrity , as the rule laid down by superior authority . of voting which in itself is so admirably simple and so much less

With regard to the principal case we observe that a contemporary troublesome than the old system of open voting. In two cases

has expressed an opinion that the Judges of Appeal expended an brought to our attention clergymen of the Church of England

amountof eloquence which would have done credit to any pulpit , or actually signed their names to the ballot paper. Many otherwell

to any writer on the ethics of the sexes, but which with much re to -do and aristocratic personages tendered their open papers to

spect " our contemporary thinks " was altogether out of place in a the presiding officer and wanted to know what they were to do

court of justice." The writer, while admitting that the subject next ; whilst others loudly demanded papers for the purpose of

probably could not have been avoided , proceedsto “ find fault with voting for particular candidates. In the majority of cases, where

thewhole course of judicial decisions which have compelled judges great simplicity was manifested , there was evident amusement at

to go into these matters at all," and to tell us " that an interesting the easy and completely secret mode of recording a vote, whilst

book might be written on the dogmas -- political, social, moral, many persons appeared to regret that there was not more to be

commercial, even religious, which have at various periods of legal done or said , and some shouting to be gone through. On this.

history been pronounced , doubted , and abandoned by the Bench ," head it is our opinion that presiding officers are apt to be too

and that “ infallibility in ethics and questions of public policy is reticient. There can be no possible harm in giving oral informa

not,and never can be, one of the attributes of courts of justice.” tion to puzzled electors, and it is surely better to run a little risk

We concede to our contemporary all that he could urge than allow votes to be thrown away for want of a timely sugges

as to the fluctuating and uncertain character attaching tion . Our experience is that an attentive officer can facilitate the

to the determination of questions which involve considera voting considerably and save many a ballot paper from being re

tions of ethics or public policy , and we concede also that | jected if he has the courage and tact to deal with all alike, and

in cases where the law or its application to any given state that the agents of the candidates are officials of whom there is not

of facts is settled by authority, any reference to the remote the slightest reason to be afraid .

causes in the region of ethics through which the law may have Now as regards the actual working of the ballot. There ought

originated , or any disquisition on the reasons by which the con to be no necessity for instructions such as has been suggested by

tinuance or maintenance of the law may be defended in a court of correspondents of the newspapers on the opening and closing of

morals , would be entirely out of place in a court of law . We the polls. Ballot papers should be obtainable at eight o'clock ;

affirm , however, at the sametime that the period has not arrived , no ballot papers should be issued after four. A person signing

and never will, when considerations of ethics and public policy can himself “ Lex ” inquires whether all voters in the room at the

be eliminated from among the factors in judicial decisions. hour of closing are entitled to vote. This is an absurd sug

No code or system of positive law can provide for the new gestion . By stopping the issue of ballot papers at the hour of

developments and infinitely varied combinations of human affairs closing the ballot is closed - those papers which are already issued

in such a way as to exclude the necessity for the exercise of the should of course be marked and put in the ballot box. Weagree

moral faculties of the living interpreters of the law ; and as to the indeed that it may seem hard that the voters are excluded because

“ infallibility ” which our contemporary speaks of, we all know that all persons in the room cannot obtain a paper instantly ; but the

it is not to be looked for either in courts of justice or conditions of polling are known, and those who choose to delay

under any condition of human affairs. We deprecate as much until the clock is about to strike the last hour,must be aware

as anyone can the substitution of any ratio decidendi proceeding that they imperil their vote, and the construction of the Act is

on the basis of the judicial conscience for the settled rules of not to be strained to meet such cases. “ Lex " says that he has

law , and are firmly convinced that the certainty and uniformity asked “ half-a-dozen presiding officers " the question , " What is to

enforced by an adhesion to authority are of far more im be considered the closing of the poll ? " and none could answer him .

portance in judicial decisions than their intrinsic reasonable He must have been extremely unfortunate in his acquaintance.

ness. It must, however, be perfectly obvious that numberless Any officer who had thought at all about the subject - and no one

cases occur in which the law is unsettled , and where the only should have undertaken the duty without thinking over every detail

possible standard is the conscience of the judge. That standard , - would have had the obvious answer ready ; and every returning

idiosyncratic though it be, and therefore necessarily fluctuating officer up to his work would have issued the necessary instruc

and uncertain , it seems to us as idle to complain of, as it would be tions to his deputies, so as to secure uniformity of practice.

to complain that allmen are not endowed alike by nature, or that A more important question is, What is an irregularity in the

they do not, through education or circumstances, attain precisely mode of filling up the ballot papers sufficient to entitle the

the samelevel. In regard to morals or public policy, no code can returning officer to reject the votes. The cardinal rule established

do more than prescribe very general rules - the application of by the Act, as pointed out by a gentleman writing from Lincoln ' s

those rules must be left to the intelligence and moral sense of the Inn is , that where the returning officer has no reasonable doubt

tribunal. Take for example the great Bridgwater case ( Egerton for whom the votes are intended , and there is nothing on the

v . Lord Brownlow , 21 L . T . Rep . 0 . S . 306 ) , and we ask could paper to identify the voter, he is bound to allow the paper as

any code be expected to anticipate the limitations and con good . It is perfectly clear that if the voter signs his name, or

ditions contained in the Earl of Bridgwater's will, by laying put his number on the register on his paper , or votes for more

down rules which would have obviated the long discussions candidates than there are vacancies, or makes his mark across a

and conflicting opinions in that case as to whether the conditions dividing line, the paper is absolutely bad . But if he puts his mark

there in dispute did or did not contravene public policy ? The objec anywhere opposite to a name, or by any symbol unmistakeably

tion of our contemporary is in substance that of Bentham to judge indicating for whom he intendsto vote, the papermustbe accepted .

made law . Weincline rather to agree with the lateMr. Austin These are matters of detail which should be agreed upon or

when he says (1 Jurisprudence, 224 ) : " I by no means disapprove definitely settled by authority. A more important matter, in our

of what Mr. Bentham has chosen to call by the disrespectful, and opinion , is the condition of the registers. Our experience is that

therefore, as I consider, injudicious, name of judge-made law . For the registers by which the balloting is checked are too frequently

I consider it injudicious to call by any name indicative of dis grossly defective. Several correspondents have declared in the

respect what appears to me highly beneficial and even absolutely newspapers that being on the register twice for properties or

necessary . I cannot understand how any person who has con premises situated in different parts of the same borough they

sidered the subject can suppose that society could possibly have might have voted for the same candidates twice at different

gone on , if judges had not legislated , or that there is any danger polling stations. Too much care cannot be given to this matter .

whatever in allowing them that power which they have in fact and all that is wanted is care on the part of those entrusted with

exercised , to make up for the negligence or incapacity of the the revision of the register. Some persons having property

avowed legislator. That part of the law of every country which sufficient to give several votes are apt to entertain the idea that

was made by Judges has been far better made than that part they may vote more than once,and many electors would do so in

which consists of statutes enacted by the Legislature. Notwith ignorance and without any intention to violate the law . Double

standing my great admiration for Mr. Bentham , I cannot but voting, however, would be a serious evil and the greatest vigilancer

think that instead of blaming Judges for having legislated , we should be exercised to render it impossible .
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The great and serious drawback to the ballot appears to be the ciding upon the motive with which hospitality has been dispensed

delay entailed by the tedious process of counting the ballot papers. or employment given . One good illustration is furnished by the

That the result of an election should not beknown for twenty- four request of a candidate to an elector to come somedistance to vote .

hours after the close of the poll is a decided defect in the system There is no implied promise to pay travelling expenses. The pay.

and we doubt very much whether it will be tolerated . We do not ment of travelling expenses has been held to be bribery, but a

see why there should be any objection to the papers being counted request to come and vote simply, holds out no inducement.

and examined by the presiding officers at the respective polling Promises must be intended to influence the vote.

stations. The agents of the candidates would be present, and The prominent instance in which a corrupt intent will be

with an efficient staff of clerks the work might be got through implied is where money or its equivalent is given to a voter with

very rapidly, and the returns with the ballot papers sent to head out any consideration . But even here the mere fact of the

quarters. The Town Clerk of Bath counted 4865 ballot papers in | recipient being a voter will not be conclusive ; it will be open to

three hours, so that the result was announced by seven o 'clock , the candidate or his agent to show that the payment was

and only eight officials were employed in counting . Mr. John innocent.

Stone, the town clerk in question , should make known his Bribery by strangers has assumed an important position under
system . It is certainly a reproach to a city like London that the recent decisions. By receiving a bribe a voter loses his status,

result of a contest should not be known for certain until nearly just as a candidate loses his by giving one. The vote of the

thirty hours after the close of the poll. corrupt voter may be struck off on a scrutiny, and although the
There is no intelligible reason why the ballot should not be candidate and his agents knew nothing of any corrupt practice,

worked expeditiously and with perfect success. There ought to the majority may melt away before a petition which the respon
be no doubt what the closing of the poll means - supposing there dent defends as being in his opinion wholly groundless . The
to be any at present- nor should it be open to returning officers evidence to impeach the return in this way, however, must be
to take fanciful objections to ballot papers. Wehave learnt our cogent. Bribery , therefore, may take the form of :
first lesson in a general election . In several constituencies more Payment to induce the voter to vote.
voters have polled than ever polled before, which is a decided Offering money to induce a voter to vote .
recommendation of the system , and on the whole there is every Employing electors for reward .
reason to anticipate that Parliament will make it a permanent Payment of voters for loss of time.
institution . Corrupt payment of rates.

Corrupt payment of barristers' courtmoney .

THE COMING ELECTION PETITIONS. Buying the influence of another candidate .

Payment of travelling expenses.
Many of the misdeeds of the past fortnight connected with the

Charitable gifts (a question of degree ).general election will doubtless soon be arraigned before the election
Payment to induce personation .

Judges, and it will not be amiss, perhaps, if we remind the Profes
It is immaterialhow long before an election the consideration

sion of the nature of the case which has to be established before an
for the vote was given . It will be regarded as having influenced

election can be invalidated .
the voter .

· Anything which actually interferes with the freedom of election
There is nearly as much difficulty in deciding upon whatis a ground for declaring it void. Thus we remember in the Not

amounts to
tingham case, before a committee of the House of Commons, it was

Treating.
a question whether the “ lambs" had actually prevented voters

from going to the poll by the terror which they excited . This is The statute speaks of corruptly giving, or providing, or causing

a form of intimidation more likely to come into prominence as the to be given or provided , or paying expenses incurred for any

working population begin to take greater interest in politics under meat, drink, entertainment or provision , in order to be elected ,

the ballot , it is indeed theonly certain mode ofensuring thatundue or to induce a voter to refrain from voting . Treating may be

influence has its effectupon the result ofthe election . The enactment either before or after the election — if treating subsequent is relied

on this subject is that every person who shall directly or indirectly, upon , a previous understanding must have existed. The mere

by himself or by any other person on his behalf, make use of or giving refreshment is not in itself a corrupt act, although punish

threaten to make use of any force, violence or restraint, or able under the statute, but if it be given to influence votes, or

threaten the infliction by himself, or by or through any other to gain popularity , it is corrupt, and a single act of this kind done

person , any injury, damage, harm , or loss, or in any other manner corruptly by an agent avoids the election .

practise intimidation upon or against any person in order to General treating is the supply of refreshments in such exces

induce or compel such person to vote or refrain from voting , or sive quantities with reference to the election as to produce a

on account of such person having voted or refrained from roting general corruption of the constituency . In this case the election

at any election , or who shall by abduction or duress, or any frau would be void at common law , even if no agency were proved .

dulent device or contrivance, impede, prevent, or otherwise A question of the first magnitude with reference to corrupt

interfere, with the free exercise of the franchise of any voter, or practices, is of course that of

shall thereby compel, induce, or prevail upon any voter to give or Agency.
refrain from giving his vote at any election , shall be deemed to Very concise and clear expositions of the law as far as it can

have committed the offence of undue influence. And it has been be considered to be established on any plain principles will be
held that though no damage, harm , or loss, be sustained by the

found in the work of Messrs . Leigh and Le Marchant, which we
voter, if the doing of the act inflicts loss on the other side it is review to-day (in chap. 2), and also in a treatise by Mr. F . 0 .

within the statute. Therefore as to Crump, in Cox and Grady's Election Law . From the former we

Undue Influence take the following passages :

Wemay say thatan election will be vitiated An agent is a person authorised by the candidate to act on his behalf in

By mob violence .
affairs connected with the electlon , and the candidate , as regards his seat,
is as liable for acts committed by his agent as if he himself had been per

By the violence of individual partisans. sonally concerned therein ; although the agentmay not only have exceeded
By spiritual intimidation . the authority committed to him ,but have acted in opposition to the express

By threatening withdrawalofor withdrawing of custom . commands of the candidate . So extreme, in fact, is the liability of the

By threat of eviction by landlord . candidate for his agent, that the relation between them is not analogous to

By threats by fellow workmen of ill-treatment or expulsion from
that existing at common law between principaland agent.

The candidata is answerable for the acts of his agent in the sameway as
place of employment. a master is answerable for the acts of his servant done in the course of his

By dismissal from employment. employment, whether lawful or not, notwithstanding a prohibition may
As to withdrawing custom it has been a subject of judicial doubt have been given to him by hismaster.

whether a lady looking at a box of ribbons, and on learning the A candidate has been held answerable for acts committed by &

politics of the tradesman refusing to purchase, would be undue person employed in a subordinate capacity by the agent for the pur:
poses of the election on his own responsibility to the same extent as if

influence . We need hardly say that in the case of the intimida
those acts had been committed by the superior agent himself.

tion of single voters, the agency of the person exercising the in Besides the agent for election expenses, there are other paid persons

fluence must be proved ; but in the case of general riot or violence whose names would appear in the detailed statement of election expenses

it is a question of degree, and it must appear that the result was under 26 & 27 Vict. c . 29 , 8 . 4 .

affected . Where the majority is a large one, and the rioting has
The mere fact of their names appearing in that statement as paid by the

candidate for the purposes of the election would probably be held as
not been extensive, the return would not be avoided .

sufficient evidence of their agency , unless they were merely employed and
It would seem hardly necessary to say very much about paid in some subordinate capacity such as that of a messenger orbill sticker,

& c . The candidate may be bound also by acts committed in the course of
Bribery.

the election by other persons on his behalf,though not named in the election
But it has taken so many forms that some questions may arise as accounts and unpaid .

even to the limits which kindness and benevolence may reach before A man 's wife , if she interfere in the election , is ipso facto his agent.

offending against the law for securing free elections. Hastings, Judgments , 235.

The act must be corrupt.
Any act, however trifling, is evidence of agency, and an aggregate of

isolated acts will by their cuinulative force constitute agency ; though no
[Which means that the man who does it knows that he is one of them alone, if severed from the others, might be conclusive.

doing what is wrong, and doing it with an evil object .] Exempli gratiâ :
The Judgeshave cast upon them the difficult duty of judging of 1 . Being a member of the committee.

intention, and very great difficulty has been experienced in de- ! 2. Canvassing alone, and with or without a canvassing-book.
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3. Canvassing in company with the candidate. his agent said, ' I am very much obliged to you , sir ;' any corrupt or im
4 . Attending meetings and speaking on behalf of the candidate . propor acts done by the volunteer, although unconnected with the
5 . Bringing up voters to the poll. member, would render the election void . At present,” his Lordship added ,

From the latter work we extract the following :
“ I cannot go further than to say that each case must be considered upon

thewhole facts taken together, and it must be determined in that way
The words used in the Corrupt Practices Act to denote acts which are to whether the relation between the person guilty of the corrupt practice and

affect a member's return are these , “ by himself or the member was such as to make the latter fairly responsible for it.”
his behalf." In one of the first petitions tried before a Judge (the Norwich This is equivalent to saying that no general rule can be laid down on the
Petition , 19 L . T . Rep. N . S . 615 ), the effect of these words was considered , question of authority by implication ; but his Lordship said , later on , that
and Baron Martin held that they included any person for whom in law the in drawing the inference tho reason of the rule which makes a candidate
member was responsible , whether he be an agent directly appointed by the responsible for the unauthorised acts of his agents should be borne in
momber, or whether he be an agent by reason of the construction which mind.
has been placed upon the Act of Parliament - & construction which , his It seems to be agreed by all the Judges that in considering the question
Lordship remarked, is to some extent binding on the Judges. The conten . of agency _the nature of the acts done by the alleged agents are most
tion of counsel for the respondent in that case was that the respondent material. In the Staleybridge judgment, from which wehave been quoting,

could not be held responsible for an act to which he was not privy. This Mr. Justice Blackburn said that " whenever it appears that the things are
contention was at once disposed of, and without citing further authority numerously done it would go very far to show that the agents did come
and every petition tried is an authority on this point - it is to be taken that within that principle upon which the law is founded , viz ., that they were
the candidate must suffer the consequences of the acts of every person for persons, the benefit of whose foul play the member was to get, and there.

whom he is legally responsible . fore it would be right that he should forfeit his seat in consequence.” The
The important question which we have now to consider is what consti . same learned Judge further considered this question in the Hastings

tutes an agent. And in the first place it should be observed that it was Petition (21 L . T . Rep. N . S. 234). His Lordship there says: “ I have fre
held by Mr. Justice Willes, in the Windsor Petition ( 19 L . T . Rep. N . S . 613 ), quently had it in my mind that there is great difficulty, in strict logic, in
that mere employment does not constitute agency , and that therefore making the agency of a person dependent upon the extent of the corrupt
bribery by a messenger unauthorised to canvass did not affect the election . practices committed by him . It does seem that in strict logic , if a man
Payment for services, indeed , is not an element in the matter at all, for it would be an agent if he was shown to have corrupted one hundred people
was held by Mr. Justice Blackburn , in the Bewdley Petition (19 L . T . Rep. by paying thom £5 A -piece , then if he corrupts only a single man by giving
N . S . 676 ), that it is not necessary that an agent should be paid in order him a single glass of beer, he ought to be regarded as an agent equally.
that his act should affect a member' s seat. But agency is not established There is no doubt, in strict logical language, you will find a difficulty in
by the mere fact of a person's name being on the published list of the making the distinction , yet I cannot but feel that, in administering justice
committee (20 L . T .Rep . N . S . 24). Mr. Justice Willes there said , however, and in administering the law in such a way that it would be tolerable , one
“ If I find a person 's name on a committee from the beginning , that he must make some distinction of that sort. There is the same thing that
attended meetings of the committee ; that he also canvassed , and that his constitutes a man an agent in the one case present also in the other case ;
canvass was recognised so far as it went, I must require considerable but I cannot but feel that where the case is a small isolated solitary case,
argument to satisfy methat he was not an agent within the meaning of the it requires much more evidence to satisfy one of agency than would other.
Act of Parliament."

wise be necessary . If a small thing is done by the head agent . . .
So mach for negative decisions. Now , as to affirmative, we have the the agent for the election expenges, I think that would have upset the

high authority of Mr. Justice Willes for saying that no distinction is to be election ; and if small things to a considerable extent were done by a sub
drawn , as regards agency, in cases of bribery, treating, and undue ordinate person , comparatively slight evidence of agency would probably
influence (23 L . T . Rep. N . S . 990 ). His Lordship was at first disposed to have induced one to find that he was an agent.” .
exclude treating from the acts done by an agentwhich should avoid the This may be taken to be the view adopted by the election Judges, and
election , but his conclusion was that the 36th section of the Act mnst be having disposed of the mode in which an individual agentmay be consti .

read literally . Therefore all the corrupt practices stand upon the same tuted , we will proceed to the question of the agency of associated sup
footing as regards agency. In the Norwich Petition (sup.) we have the porters.
strongest evidence of agency, for there the learned Judge held that the In the Westminster Petition , at page 246 of 20 L . T . Rep . N . S .,
agency of a particular individual had been proved “ up to the hilt. " Three Baron Martin deals with the point, observing that he could not suppose

persons stated him to be a canvasser. It was proved that he canvassed in that where an association of persons numbering 600 or 700members chooses
the company of the son of the sitting member , and that on the afternoon of to call itself a committee, therefore they becomethe agents of a candidate
the day of polling hewent to a publichouse and bought votes. Further,as for the purpose of making him responsible for a wrong act or an illegal act
to canvassing, Mr. Justice Willes, in the Guildford Petition (19 L . T . Rep. done by them . And subsequently he defined a committeeman. " The
N . S. 729), said (p . 732) " as a rule agency to bind the member would be committeeman," he said , “ whom I mean , and for whom I would hold Mr.
agency to canvass or to procure votes on his behalf .” Smith responsible , is a committeeman in the ordinary intelligible sense of
Now arises the question what is authority to canvass ? the word , that is to say, a person in whom faith is put, and for whose acts
In the Windsor Petition (sup.) Mr. Justice Willes said , “ an authority he is responsible .” Nothing more need be said as regards this , we having

for the general management of an election would involve an authority to noticed the subject of the agency of political associations incidentally in
canvass." And in making that observation his Lordship remarks that he discussing the Wigan and Taunton cases under “ Candidate and Agent.”
purposely used the word " authority ” and not " employment," because he Suffice it to say that it must be taken as established that there is no part.
intended to refer to persons who were not paid for their services. It is nership privity between the parties subscribing to a political association ;
quite clear, of course, as remarked by Mr. Justice O Brien in the London . nor does the fact of subscribing confer any authority upon the person who
derry Petition (Printed Judgments, Part II., p . 252), that no mere mapages it to make them responsible for an illegal act dove by him .
supporter of a candidate who chooses to ask for votes, and to make

We have now to consider at what point an agent ceases to be an agent,
speeches in his favour, can force himself upon the candidate as an agent. so as to make a candidate responsible for his acts. And, in the first place,
In the Westbury Petition ,Mr. Justice Willes said the act done to affect the it is to be noticed that treachery will deprive an agent of his capacity as
candidate must be done by his procurement, and held it immaterial whether such. This was expressly pointed out by Mr. Justice Blackburn in the
a desire that a person should canvass be expressed or implied , by words Stafford Borough Petition (21 L . T . Rep . N . S . 212 ). He said , referring toor by actions. And the learned Judge, in that case, gave a definition of

the proceedings of one Machin , “ If the evidence was to the effect that
canvassing . “ Canvassing ," he said , “ may be either by asking a man to Machin , though he was then a paid agent of Colonel Meller, was at that
vote for the candidate for whom you are canvassing, or by begging him time planning to betray Colonel Meller, that it was what is called a plant,
not to go to the poll, but to remain neutral and not vote for the adversary .
No distinction can be drawn, except in the amount of favour, between

then I do not think that Machin could any longer be considered an agent
of Colonel Meller, so that his acts would vacate the e tion . I wi

voting for a man and abstaining from voting for his adversary . That point out the distinction which I make, that according as the law stands
such is the law appears from the 17 & 18 Vict . c . 102 , which places on at present, if a member employs an agent, and that agent, contrary to his
same footing inducing a man to vote at an election and inducing a man to
abstain from voting." wish , and contrary to his directions, commit a corrupt act, the sitting

member is responsible for it ; but when he employs an agent, and the
The question What is agency ? was much discussed in the Staleybridge

agent treacherously or traitorously agrees with the other side, then if he
Petition (20 L . T . Rep . N . S . at pp . 76 , 77), especially with reference to the
acts of volunteers. One of the counsel there urged that the responsi.

does a corrupt act it would not vacate the seat, unless it is proved that
the corrupt act was at the special request of the member himself or some

bility of the candidate should be limited in the case of volunteers, — that the
untainted and unauthorised agent of the member who directed the act to

petitioners should be bound to show some anthorising on the part of the
candidate to tho persons whose acts are sought to be made available

be done." His Lordship was very particular upon thepoint, for he added ,
“ The distinction is pretty obvions, and I mention it to avoid any difficulty

against him . In his judgment, Mr. Justice Blackburn considered the
arguments addressed to him , and went fully into the matter. And first he

or doubt that there might be hereafter, from its being supposed that I

noticed a mode of constituting a person an agent, which he had held in
have said anything more than I do say ; I say if Machin was a treacherous

the Bewdley case to bemost effective , that is , so as to make the candidate
agenthe loses the power of upsetting the seat by reason of his unautho .
rised acts of corrnption ; it would require actual proof of authority inresponsible not only for the acts of the person so appointed , but for the
order to make it so . It is a very differentaffair if a man being an agent

acts of those whom that person might employ as his agents. Sir R . Glass has been tricked by the other party into committing a corruptact, he him .
put money into the hands of a person at Bewdley , and exercised no super

self honestly still intending to act as an agent."
vision as to how it was to be expended , simply giving directions that it
should not be expended illegally . The Judge came to the conclusion that Express authority will, of course, recreate an agency which has lapsed

there was such an agency established as to make the candidate responsible or been annihilated. As above, it will do away with the effect of treachery ;

to the fullest extent. The evidence did not go so far as this in the Staley and in the case of corrupt acts done after the election , the agency, having

bridge case, but the learned Judge held that the mere act of taking the ceased with the close of the election , may be revived by express authority ,

committee rooms by the volunteer committee amounted to evidence that
so as to constitute the person an agent, and thus to affect the return .

the sitting member and his people did request those committees to bring
“ The agency at the election," said Mr. Justice Blackburn, in the Norfolk

up voters when they could , and consequently that the persons who, joining
Petition, “ which was solely from the canvassing before the election ,

those volunteer committees, went and fetched voters, were in one sense expires with the election . Whether or no a person who had been requested

employed by the sitting member to bring up voters.
to canvass would be an agent whose misconduct would avoid the election ,

In this same case, Mr. Justice Blackburn takes occasion to say that he would depend upon the evidence ; but unless there is something to show

does not think the principle that a person employed to canvass makes the continuing authority , that person could not, if he had given a feast ten

candidate responsible for his acts , laid down by Mr. Justice Willes in the days after the election, by that act upset the election."

Windsor case, can be accepted as a hard and fast rule . “ As a general
Further , and lastly , it is perfectly clear thatwhere there is a coalition

proposition,” he said , “ that would go a great way towards saying who is an between candidates, each becomes the agent of the other. The limit of
agent, but I don 't think we can take it as an absolute hard and fast rule , this agency is shown in the Norfolk Petition before referred to . Here we
on which we can say that wherever a case of corruption has been brought conclude the consideration of the very difficult question of agency. Not.
home to a person who was within the limit, the seat should be vacated . withstanding the diffidence expressed by all the Judges in dealing with it,
The effect of that would be to say that wherever there were volunteers and their doubts concerning the various attempts which have been made to
who were acting at all, and whose voluntary acting was not repudiated by define it, we do not conceive that there will be much difficulty in dealing
the candidate or his agents ; wherever , in fact, a person came forward and with the next batch of petitions by the light of the judgments which we •
said , ' I will act for you and endeavour to assist you,' and the candidate or I have been examining .
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LAW LIBRARY. Bribery : The authors draw no conclusions, nor do they classify

bribery as found in the various cases . The principles are buried
The Election Manual: a Concise Digest of the Law of Par in pages of judgment.
liamentary Elections. By L . P . BRICKWOOD , M . A ., and HERBERT Conduct money : Conveyance. Here again we have pages of

CROFT, M . A ., Barristers- at-Law . London : Virtue, Spalding, judgment, but no clue to the prevailing principle .

and Daldy . The saine remark applies to the question when costs should be

The Law of Elections and Election Petitions. By Hon . CHANDOS given to the successful party.

LEIGH, M . A ., and HENRY LE MARCHANT, M . A ., Barristers-at-Law . Undue Influence : Our authors give us the intention of the

Second edition . London : Davisand Son , Carey -street , Lincoln 's Legislature in enacting the 5th section of the Corrupt Practices

inn . Act 1854. It was “ obviously to secure, as far as human agency

ZT is most unfortunate when an unexpected event causes a number can do so, absolute freedom on the part of electors from all

ofbooks on a legal subject to be hurriedly pushed through the press. improper influences which might operate upon their minds in the

We last week noticed Mr. Hardcastle 's edition of “ Bushby," exercise of the franchise ; and where it can be proved that this

which bore evident traces of haste. The authors of the first of vital principle ' has not been maintained by reason of some vis

the two above-mentioned manuals admit that their “ endeavour major operating to any considerable extent, it will follow as a

to comply with the exigency of the moment leaves them with necessary consequence that the election cannot be upheld.” The

too little time at their disposal for satisfactory revision and expression “ operating to any considerable extent ” is rather vague,

correction .” The second on our list, being a second edition , was and is hardly in accordance with the views of Mr. Justices Willes

Tess liable to errors arising from hasty execution or publication . and Mr. Justice Blackburn . Any undue influence by an agent

Had Messrs. Brickwood and Croft thought over the matter, we which causes a vote to be given in a way other than that in which

do not think they would have given their work the title which it it would have been given invalidates the return.

now bears. It is most decidedly not a digest of the law of Parlia Treating is dealt with by citation of judgments, and no attempt

mentary elections. It is a digest, but by no means a concise is made to deduce principles or classify cases. We do not see,

digest, of the law relating to corrupt practices at parliamentary therefore , that we can say very much in favour of the work . The

elections. According to the table of contents, which is perfectly extrasts are undoubtedly correct, but they will be found difficult

accurate, the work treats of corrupt practices only — the position to handle in practice , notwithstanding the index. Had there been

of a candidate and his agent, of bribery, treating and intimida - sub -headings or side notes, or anything in the way of subdivision

tion, dealing separately with “ conduct money - conveyance,” the or classification, the work might have been useful. We very
meaning of “ corruptly," and " costs." much doubt its practical value in its present shape, and we trust

However, disregarding the misnomer, we have to recognise in that, should it reach a second edition , its form will be altered .

Messrs. Brickwood and Croft careful and intelligent students of Messrs. Leigh and Le Marchant have erred if at all on the right

the judgments of the election judges. These judgments furnish side. In a work of smaller dimensions than that of Messrs. Brick

material for a treatise easy to be moulded and capable of being wood and Croft, they have combined with definitions of corrupt
made into a systematic and scientific code of principles. We practices practical directions as to presenting, conducting, and
should have been glad had our authors attempted such a code, withdrawing petitions, and they give in addition all the statute

instead of heaping up quotations from the judgments ; but it law . A very important chapter is devoted to the subject of

would have been a task of some difficulty , and would certainly not “ Scrutiny," dealing with the various grounds upon which votes

have been completed so as to be available in the trial of the peti may be struck off, making great use of the Oldham case before

tions which are certain to be presented before the end of the Mr. Justice Blackburn , which is an excellent precedent. This

month . We will notice, however, a few of the conclusions at which work is arranged in such a way as to give the established prin

our authors arrive. ciples in lucid order, and so as to be understood almost at a glance,

Agency : “ Thus wemay take it that the doctrineofthe liability being deeply indented with italic side heads and marginal notes.

for the unauthorised and even for the expressly prohibited acts of We observe that the authors of both these works avail them .

his agent has received the approbation of the present tribunal for selves largely of the reports of the election petitions in the LAW

the trial of election petitions after full and deliberate considera TIMES Reports ; and without any partiality we believe that those

ttion , and may be considered definitely settled :” (p . 11). reports will be found the only reports to be used with advantage,

The authors cite a great many dicta as to to what constitutes an | as they set out the full statements of fact in each case. The

agent, but wisely refrain from attempting any general definition reports commence in vol. xix ., and end with vol. xxii.

SOLICITORS' JOURNAL . operation of the Act is thus sketched : “ The ad . So far as we have been able to ascertain , the fol.

vantages to be gained from such a step are numer- lowing solicitors have been elected to serve as

We are glad to be able to inform our readers
ous both to the local members of the legal pro members of Parliament in the new House of

that the negotiations which have for sometime
fession and to thegeneral public, theonly sufferers Commons :

under such a reform being the London attorneys, Mr. Freshfield ... ... ...
past been going on between the governing bodies

Dover.

who act as agents to our country practitioners,
Mr. G . B . Gregory ... ...

of the Incorporated Law Society and the Metro.
East Sussex .

Mr. C . E . Lewis ... ... Londonderry City .
politan and Provincial Law Association , will Briefly summarising the proposed changes, we Mr. G . Leeman ... ... York City.
än all probability be shortly closed in a man . shall find the following results : a large portion Mr. G .Golding Chippenham .

mer that will be satisfactory to the societies, of legal business now necessarily carried on in Mr. W .Gordon Chelsea .

London can be transacted in Hull ; legal proceed .
Mr. J. Dodds ... ...

mud, indeed, we may say to the Profession
... Stockton .

Mr.McCarthy Downing
ut large. ings willbeconsiderably facilitated and cheapened , Cork County.

The accomplishment of so desir- |
a great deal of time and money saved, and poor

And there are some others still in the field as well
mable an object as their amalgamation will

Hamlet's ' law 's delay and insolence of office ' (? )not only lead to a very considerable strengthen .
for Ireland as England . Wethink , in view of recent

isg of the older society
legislation thatMr. Disraeli with his large surplus

in may become, if not things of the past, at any ratepoint of num .
mere figures of speech serving only to remind us

may well relieve solicitors from the paymentof the
there, but it will involve that which is of the

of the ansatifactory condition of things fromgreatest importance, namely, the holding of occa
annual certificate duty ,and the claim ought to be

advanced by our representatives in the House.signal provincial meetings. The Profession will | which we have happily escaped. District Regis .

be glad to hear that steps were some time since trars are promised in such places as shall be con .

taken with a view to the election of extraordinary
stituted ' centres,' from whom writs of sum . | MR. JOSHUA WILLIAMS addressed some very

wexbers of the council under the supplemental monses for the commencement of actions in the sensible observations to the Birmingham Law

Charter, and it is to be regretted that while the
High Court of Judicature can be obtained , and Students' Society last week . In the first place he

presidents of ten country societies were nomi. sary pro
disposed of the notion that a lawyer 's education

taken and recorded until the case is ripe for trial.
| can ever terminate. “ A man, ” said Mr. Williams,

mated, two only were found to possess the neces ** would go on studying to the end of his days if
Our registrar will rejoice in a seal, and have, he were worthy of the name of a lawyer," therefore

sury qualification . As regards the proposed amal
gumation ,weare sorry that we cannot inform our besides, sundry powers to administer oaths and he advised them to study on ; “ but let not the

such other duties in respect of proceedingsawait. work be too hard .”
maders of the names of the primemovers in the

Too many gentlemen im

ing trial in the High Court. From the writ of
| agine that when they are out of their articles,

megotiations which have taken place on this im . and have passed their final examination, they

portant sabject. summons, the very commencement of an action . have attained all that should be attained by a
down to , and including, entry for trial, every step solicitor in the way of education . Doubtless,

may be taken before him . Every Hull lawyer will as Mr. Farrer very properly observed when

A QUEER little paper called the Criterion which be his own agent ; and every man 's business ex.

is published at Hall announces that an applica- pedited — ' A consummation devoutly to bewished .'
Legal Education Association to Lord Selborne in

1873 , solicitors have not the time for studying the
tion is to be made that Hull may be created a Earnestly we trust that our town 's petition may | refinements of the law - for these they must go to

leon ) centre, under the Judicature Act. The | be granted ." I the barrister , who has the time and opportunity

whomol

one of t pokesmen of
the
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for such study. But the broad general principles RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE within the cognisance of the said courts respec .

of the law should be known to solicitors, and , 1 TO BE FRAMED UNDER THE JUDICA . tively , for which provision is not expressly

whenever possible, studies should be kept up. TURE ACT 1873. made by this Act or by the rules contained in the
Wedon 't for a moment underrate the difficulty in MR. G . M . DOWDESWELL read a paper on this schedule thereto.”
theway of a practising solicitor desiring to retain subject at the Law Amendment Society 's meeting These are the rules which are to be laid before

and keep fresh his knowledge of law , but in pro - on Monday last. Mr. Joseph Brown, Q . C ., was Parliament, and may beannulled upon an address.
portion as these difficulties do not arise study in the chair. The express provisions of the statute with
should increase. Under the Judicature Act it Mr. Dowdeswell said : “ I do not think it is in which rules of practice or procedure could con .
will be more than ever essential that solicitors cumbent onme to offer any apology for addressing fliot are, indeed , very few , if we except those con .
should have a good general knowledge of law . you on a subject so dull, dry , and technical as the tained in the schedule. These , therefore, become

Mr.Williamsalso made someobservations on the course to be pursued , and the principles to be themost important to consider when the framing
administration of law and equity which are some observed in framing the rules under the pro. of rules is under consideration ; and the 69th

what novel and may startle the uninitiated . visions of the Supreme Court of Judicature Act. section points this out more clearly, for it enacts
" Common law ,” he said , “ which originated in a I did not select it myself , but was requested to that --
system of harsh dry hard rules, was administered undertake the task , and , considering its great “ The rules contained in the schedule to this

in a much more liberal spirit than were the rules importance, and with a view to stimulate discus. Act (which shall be read and taken as part of this
of equity which originated in liberal principles. sion, I somewhat reluctantly undertook it. No Act ) shall come into operation immediately on the
The popular notions of equity are quite mistaken person from choice would resort for entertain commencement of this Act , and as to allmatters
- technicalities prevail even more than at com - ment to the pages of Archbold ' s Practice, or seek to which they extend shall thenceforth regulate
mon law ; consequently the fusion of the two for exhilaration even in a little Lush. To every the proceedings of the High Court of Judicature
jurisdictions, and the removal of the many ano . one who will take the trouble attentively to read and the Court of Appeal respectively , unless and

malies which are born of rigid technical rules the Judicature Act, it will become quite manifest until, by the authority hereinafter in that

must prove of enormous advantage." Butwhilst that the successful working of that measure will behalf provided, any of them may be altered or
approving of this fusion Mr. Williams was careful depend, in a great degree, upon the regulations varied. ”

to say that the great principle of division of which may be made, and remain to be made, for Clearly, therefore, the rules in the schedule
labour should not be lost sight of. “ His opinion carrying its provisions into effect. It ordains must prevail over any rules made under the pre
was that the law was far too great for any man to tribunals ; it declares their functions ; it lays ceding section ; and, therefore, these latter rules

Tould down broad principles for the administration by should be made to harmonise, and not conf

like to hive things arranged so that " every man ' s them of law and equity indifferently ; it consti. any way with them . These latter rules are the

snit should be relegated to that court which was tutes offices and officers ; and then , after declaring matters which form the subject of the present

best qualified to deal with the points involved .” that the rules contained in the schedule to the discussion ; but it may not be inexpedient to ob
The difficulty about this is that there would not Act shall, for the present, regulate all proceed. serve the vast power conferred by the Act on the

be enongh work of each kind to keep separate ings, substantially leaves all other matters to be judges, for althongh the rules in the schedule are
courts occupied , and it would be almost impos. governed by rules which are yet to be framed . at present paramount, yet their operation is
sible to break up the High Court into sections The schedule contains a very meagre and imper . | limited , “ until, by the authority hereinafter in

according to the nature of the causes in the list. fect set of ordinances called “ Rules of Proce . that behalf provided ," they are altered or varied .
Finally , Mr. Williams warned lawyers against dure." The principal of these - that all suits This authority is found in the 74th section, which
communism , and as regards taxation , he said , “ it shall be instituted by a proceeding called an ordains that the Supreme Court, with the con
would be a bad thing for lawyers if all the taxes action ; that this shall be commenced by writ ; currence of themajority of the judges, of whom
were paid by those who had property, and all the that the pleadings shall contain a brief statement the Lord Chancellor shall be one, assembled at a
lawsmade for those who had none." So probably of the matters in controversy ; that judgment special meeting for the purpose, may alter or
most lawyers thought who voted for the " safe may be signed thereupon ; that the evidence shall annulany rules of court ; and the concluding part
party ” in the recent elections. be oral ; and all costs shall be in the discretion of of the 69th section expressly declares that the

the court ; these are, for the present, to prevail ; rules in the schedule shall be considered such .

THE Birmingham Law Society 's Report for the
but in the main all other procedure, as well as Hence it is , perhaps, well it should be understood

past year, recently issuod , is one of some interest.
the forms of these matters mentioned in the that henceforth the Supreme Court, with such

It deals . Amongst other things with the Judica schedule , are to be governed by rules to be concurrence , has entire control over everything

ture Act, remarking that its beneficial operation
framed. Hence it will be obvious that, to connected with actions, and , subject only to an

will depend upon the rules of practice and proce
a very great extent, this is amenable to the same address from Parliament,may entirely change the

dare now in course of preparation . The com - |
objection as proved fatal to the measure intro . process, the pleadings the mode of trial, and the

mittee, however , are not unaminous in opinion as duced by Lord Hatherley. Very probably this entire system of procedure, with very few excep

to the practical value of the District Registry
was found to be a matter of necessity , and tions, in our courts. This is a vast new power

Clauses,but they agree that for some time to come the objection has been sought to be obviated by thus vested in a court, for which there is no prece

large powers of removing proceedings to the
ordaining that her Majesty may cause the rules dent in the history of this country. It is certainly

London or other registries, at the instance of
to be framed with the advice of the Lord Chan. & power, the exercise of which should be carefully

defendants must be accorded , to prevent delay, cellor and the Lord Chief Justice , and the judges, watched by the assemblies who are entrusted

inconvenience and, in many instances, expense. and giving to those rules a kind of semi-legisla - with a control over it .
tive authority. With this view , they are t . be

The report also deals with Tribunals of Commerce,
I now pass to the consideration of some of the

and remarks that the committee considers it un .
laid before each House of Parliament, and any broad general principles which ought to form the

desirable to establish any special tribunalfor the
of them may be annulled by the Queen upon an paramount consideration in framing the rules

trial of commercial cases, being of opinion that if
address presented by either House. The interval under the 68th section. In the first place the

the orninary tribunals are not competent for the
of time allowed for the presentation of this grand objects should be steadily kept in view

work , their procedure should be improved. On
address is only forty days, and when this , as well viz ., the ascertainment of the matters really in

the subject of legal education , the committee. as the nature of the matter, and the constitution controversy between the parties, the righteous,

whilst fully recognising the existing defects of the
of the body thus to revise them , is considered - speedy, and cheap decision of them , and finally

system , do not assent to the proposition that the
unless there be some flagrant error or gross in the effectual enforcement of the decrees of the

only remedy is to be found in a system of lectures,
justice would manifestly ensue, which is not tribunal. That rules the compliance with which

there being a difficulty in obtaining competent probable -- the rules, as laid before Parliament, will necessarily , to a great extent, devolve on

lecturers, and paying them properly. The com
will no doubt prevail. Hence the timely discus- persons in subordinate station , or young men

mittee look forward to legal sanction being soon
ainda cansion and consideration of several questions learning the Profession should be simple and

become most important. The first of these is, plain in their language, is so obvious a remark,
given to the principle of remuneration to solicitors what are the substantive provisions of the statute that it seems almost unnecessary to make it .
by commission , and finally, as to the organisation
of the Profession , urge country solicitors to join they are intended to supplement, which they | They should be couched in the fewest possible

cannot alter or contravene ? secondly , what are words, and the verbiage, which has hitherto un .
the Incorporated Law Society .

the broad general principles which ought to form fortunately characterised many of our legal pro .
the paramount consideration in framing them ? ceedings should be avoided .

A COUNTRY firm of solicitors write to us alleging and lastly , what they should be in detail. The . If there be a course of procedure or rules re
that their London agents account for delay in first two of these questions can easily be discussed lating to any matter, the operation of which has
taxing a bill of costs arising out of a suit in in a paper like this , but the last it is impossible been settled and found convenient, and their
Chancery, on the ground that there are only six to deal with , save by a few remarks upon the carrying out is well understood , they should be
taxing masters, the amount of whose work is soCs, the amount of whose work is so more important and prominent topics. What, I adopted in preference to new , and any defects in

great that there is a perfect block of business in then, are the provisions of the Act which are them , which time has developed , should be ob .

these offices, and asking us to call attention to paramount, and cannot be altered by the rules ? viated by amendments. Many of the rules

the matter.' We can only say that we have dis- | In the earlier sections of the statute power is established in the courts of law , under the Com .

cussei the subject over and over again in our conferred on the High Court of Judicature and of mon Law Procedure Acts, have worked extremely

columns, and urged the necessity of appointing Appeal, to makerules as to the method and times well, and most practitioners are thoroughly

additional masters , who should be solicitors of in which the business shall be conducted . These conversant with them , and very little difficulty

long standing in the Profession , specially quali. rules are matters rather of convenience and order will be experienced in adapting them to the new

fied by a long experience of Chancery business. than of the substance of litigation . The principal state of the law . It seems to me, therefore ,

It is idle to suppose that the present staff in the section which requires consideration is the 68th , expedient that what is really useful in the old

Chancery taxing offices can either with credit to taken in conjunction with the 69th and 74th , and system should not be disregarded , but wherever

themselves or satisfaction to the Profession , cope the schedule to the Act. The 68th section enacts it conveniently can be done, should be moulded

with the enormously increased amount of busi. that, subject to the provisions of the Act, her for use in future.

ness which is now being daily taken into these | Majesty may at any time, before the commence. As far as possible the parties - by communica .
chambers. Nothing is more in the interests of ment of the Act, with the advice of the majority tions and requirements between themselves

the Profession in these days than that every kind of the judges, cause to be prepared rules of should conduct the business, and recourse should

of legal business should be dealt with expedi. | court regulating the holding of the courts ; and , only be had to the aid of the court when they
tiously , and we should indeed be glad to hear fail . The delivery , for instance, of pleadings by
that, for the convenience of solicitors and in the “ For the regulation of all matters consistent the one party to the other without depositing
interest of the public , two additional masters are with , or not expressly determined by, the rules them , by filing , or otherwise, in court , has been
to be appointed . contained in the schedule hereto, which under and found to work well, and simple demands and

for the purposes of such last-mentioned rules re- notices have been found , in many instances, to
THE following lectures and classes are appointed quire to be, or conveniently may be, defined or afford the parties all they require equally well
for the ensuing week , at the Law Institution , for regulated by further rules of court. 'And gene- with rules or orders. Themultiplication of sum .
the instruction of students seeking admission on rally for the regulation of any matters relating to monses and orders has become a very heavy tax
the Roll of Attorneys and Solicitors : Monday, the practice and procedure of the said courts reupon suitors ; there is a great temptation for this,
16th Feb ., class, 4 .30 to 6 p.m ., Conveyancing ; | spectively , or to the duties of the officers thereof, and those who have had occasion to analyse at:
Tuesday and Wednesday, ditto ; Friday, 20th Feb ., or to the costs of the proceedings therein , or tó torneys' bills in actions cannot fail to have ob.
lecture, 6 to 7 p . m ., Common Law . the conduct of civil or criminal business coming served how serious was the charge in this respect.

thirdly ,
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SA

The suitor requires protection, not so much that the defendant should make no statement CREDITORS UNDER ESTATES IN CHANCERY.
against the person whom he may select as his also. The sentence, “ Unless the dofendant at the LAST DAY or Proor .
legal adviser, but against a person chosen ad - time of his appearance shall state that he does not FLETCHER (Thomas), Postland, Crowland ,Lincoln,farmer.

catement of March 3 ; J . G . Calthrop, solicitor, Spalding, March 17 :
versely to him , who too frequently is determined M . R ., at eleven o 'clock .

to make themost he can out of the transaction . may apply to the succeeding sentence as well as FOSTER (Laara ), Stabbington House , Crofton, Southamp
Power should be given to a party to dispense the first. ton , and of Matlock Bath , widow . March 5 ; Nichols

Donnithorne , solicitor, Fareham , Southampton, Marchwith anything which is provided simply for his ! In equity the plaintiff was always entitled to 12 ; V . O . M ., at twelve o 'clock .
benefit, and this will be only in furtherance of the interrogate the defendant, but at law that right FOSTER (Rev.Wm .), Stabbington House, Titchfield , South
spirit of the Act, evinced by the provision that a has only recently obtained, and subject to great ampton. March 3 ; N .Donninthorne, solicitor, Fareham .
defendant may dispense with a statement of the restrictions. The practice in equity is preferable ,

March 12 : V . C . M ., at twelve o 'clock .
KING ( John B . ), formerly of Bedford -street, Bedford

complaint against him . and the unnecessary expense of a summons and 1 square, but late ofsquare, but late of 4. Ellerslie Villas , Midd eser, stock .
No proceeding or formality should be required order should not be required. Either party should broker. Feb . 28 ; C . and R . J. 'Tahourdin , solicitors, 1.

Victoria -street, Westminster. March 14 ; V . C . H ., at
which is not absolutely necessary for the orderly be at liberty to propose to the other any question twelve o 'clock .
and effectual conduct of the proceedings. Hitherto relevant to the matters in dispute, and the other KEEN (Wm .), 188, Essex-road, Middlesex. Feb . 20 ; H . R .
in many cases things have been required to be should be bound to answer. If there be questions Silvester, solicitor, 18 , Great Dover -street, Southwark ,

Surrey , March 5 ; V . C . H . at twelve o 'clock .

done from which the suitors derived no benefit which hemay properly object to answer, he should LACEY (Wm .), Grango Tavern , Norbury-road , Thornton

whatever, and with which they were willing to be at liberty to leave them unanswered , and no Heath , Surrey, licensed vio ualler . March 16 ; G . D . Free.

dispense, simply for the purpose of exacting fees detriment should arise to him from pursuing that man , solicitor, 14, Bedford-row , Middlesex, March 80 ;
V . O . H . at twelve o 'clock .

of court. In a recent case, for instance, a man courso. It will then be time for the party re . NICHOLLS ( John ), 68 , York -street, York -road . Lambeth .
was required to pay several pounds for copies of quiring the information to take the opinion of the Sarrey, carpenter, pile driver, contractor. Feb . 28 ; John

affidavits which he or his antagonist did not judge upon his right to an answer . Tho few in .
Barnard , solicitor, & , Lancaster -place, Strand , Middlesex .
March 9 ; V . C . M . at twelve o 'clock .

require, simply in order that a few shillings might stances in which I have known any advantage RISING (Wm .), Martham Honse, Norfolk , Esq . Feb . 24 :

be paid for fees. If we cannot have free courts, derived from this proceeding, and the very heavy Wm . R . Cooper , solicitor, Upper King- street, Norwich .
March 24 : M . R . at twelve o ' clock .

at all events let the scandal of exacting fees expense incidental to the present mode of proce STEDMAX (Edmund ), Belle Vue, Sudbury, Suffolk , gentle
for useless purposes be avoided . Formerly, too, dure at common law , have induced me to say this . man . March 2 ; John T . Green , solicitor, Woburn ,

superfluous or unnecessarily expensive formali . I would , in conclusion, suggest that very grave Bedford . March 13 ; M . R ., at half past eleven o 'clock .
STEDMAN ( Emily G .). Sudbury, Suffolk , widow . March 2 :

ties were required with a view to the emoluments questions will arise as to the course and rules J . T . Green , solicitor , Woburn , March 13 ; M . B . at half

of the practitioners, and this vice still, to a cer, which are to prevail on ejectment. past eleven o 'clock .

tain extent, prevails . I am not insensible to the The discussion was continued by, among others, CREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 VICT. c . 35 .
interests of the bar or the solicitors-- if they are Mr. Kimber, Mr. A . E . Miller, Q .C .,Mr. Webster , Last Day of Claim , and to whom Particulars to be sent.
not properly remunerated for what is necessary | Q . C . , Mr. White , and Mr. Ryalls , the last expres . JouerBOADEN (Elizabeth K .) , formerly of 88 , Rue du Faubourgto be done by them , let their remuneration for it sing , amid applause, the opinion that the more St. Honoré, Paris , but late of Queen's Hotel, Brighton .be increased to a just degree ; but this, I think , is speedy and cheap the remedy given the greater April 6 ; Capron and Co., solicitors, Savile - place , Conduite

not the case, and I fully believe that the interest would be the resort to lawyers. Mr. Joseph
street, London .

Booth (Henry ), Victoria -road , Surbiton , Surrey, corn

of the client, the solicitor, and the barrister, are Brown , before leaving the chair , which was after. merchant. March 2 ; T . Donnithorne, solicitor, 30, Grace

identical, and thatthere would be a large increase wards taken by Mr. Webster, expressed the utter church -street, London .

of business to be done if it were notmade unduly absence of regret with which he, an old special
BRIDEN, otherwise BATSON (Wm . E .), West Croydon ,
Surrey, surgeon . Feb . 21 ; Wrightand Pilley , solicitors ,

costly , and the interests and dignity of our Pro . pleader, saw the whole system of pleading 25, Bedford -row , London .

fession would be promoted by the extinction of abolished . As to the practice in Chancery, a great
CHRISTY ( John ), Aperfield .conrt . Cudbam , Kent, Esq .
March 23 ; Bailey and Co., 5 , Berners -street, London, W .

such a source of emolument. Many of these deal had been said about the expense to which a CLARK (Eliza ), Tunbridge Wells, Kent, pinster. March.
things have been abolished , but let all these now litigant might drive his opponentby articulating 7 ; Stibbad and Cronshey , solicitors, 12, Fenchurch

becomeutterly extinct. hiswhole bill into interrogatories, to which the street, London .

Lastly , in the case of irregularity, or informality opponent replied with as many salvoes and quali.
GIFFORD (Wm . J.), formerly of Ford, Dear Wellington,
Somerset, afterwards of King-st eet, Floomsbury, Mid

in complying with the rules, hitherto the practice fications as possible, to avoid admitting anything dlesex , and subsequontly of Gray's -inn -square, Middle

has been to set aside proceedings with costs , in of use ; and he himself could never see the shelves
sex, Eq. March 11 ; 0 . Leefe, solicitor, 60, Lincoln 's

inn - fields, Mic dlesex .
order to enforce strict observance of them . In a in Fetter-lane groaning under the affidavits and HARFORD ( Summers), Clarbeston Grange. Pembroke and
vast number of cases, the objecting party was other documents filed without a painful conscious. Haverford west, Esq . March 9 ; Jas. Price, solicitor , Dew

street, Haverfordwest.
not damnified at all, in others to only a very slight ness , fond as he was of old parchments, of the HAYDON (Jas .) , 9 , Qneen Elizabeth -street, Horselydown,

extent. The course thus vindictively adopted absolute waste of money there represented. He Surrey , carman, March 7 ; Wm . C . Murrell, corn dealer ,

seems to me unreasonable ; and I would suggest thought the Judicature Act would have one good Dockhead , Surrey .

that in all such cases the party, if he be prejudiced effect : itwould give more work to special pleaders
HUTCHINSON (Jas. ), Cowley Manor, Gloucester, and the
Stock Exchange, London , Esq . May 1 ; T . Smith and

in any way, should be at liberty to desire his and junior counsel. Mr. Anderson Rose, on the Co., 23, Throgmorton-street , London .

opponent to remedy the defectat the latter' s cost, other hand, denounced the word “ fusion,” the JOLLYJOLLY ( Sarah ), formerly of 4 , George's - place. Acre-lane,
Brixton , Surrey , late of 15 , North - road , Clapham - park ,

and only in the event of this being refused , that disastrous character of which , he said , was only Surrey . March 31 ; F . Haines, solicitor, 113, Edgware

he should have recourse to the aid of the court. exceeded by the disastrous nature of its practical road , London ,

This course, I am sure , will get rid of a vast application by Act of Parliament. The proceed .
LAMBE Augusta M . ) , Hendon . Middlesex rpinster. March

10 ; Harting and Son , solicitors, 24, Lincoln ' s-ian - fields,

amount of sharp practice, and conduce far better ings concluded with a vote of thanks, proposed Middlesex.
to the proper conduct of litigation . Let an action by Mr. Miller, to Mr. Dowdeswell for his sugges.
no longer be regarded as a gambling transaction tive paper. REPORTS OF SALES .
to be carried on , as judges have sometimes offen
sively expressed it , " according to the rules of the
game,” in which chance may prevail, but as a Correspondence . Thursday, Feb . 5 .

By Messrs . NEWBOX and HARDING , at the Mart .

solemn, straightforward proceeding in which men's AMERICANISM IN ENGLAND. - What do you Caledonian -road . - Nos. 9 , and 14 , Frederick -place , term 78

rights are to be adjusted and wrongs redressed. think of the following advertisement, cut from a years -- sold for £910 .

These are some of the main principles which , it provincial newspaper ? NEMO. Hornsey.--Nos. 1 and 2, West-cottages, freehold --sold for

seems to me, should be regarded . I could dilate
£130 .

DIVORCE. - Persons desiring a Dissolution of Mar- | King's-cross. - Xos. 47 , 49 , and 51, Wharfdale-road, freehold
much more fully upon various other points, but I U riage, expeditiously and cheaply, may continue to - sold for £550 each .

am apprehensive lest I should be tedious, and I send written particulars for opinion aud advice (consul. Nos. 03 and 55 , same road - sold for £1100 .

think I have said enough on this head to lay the
tation by appointment only ) , in confidence , to W . Berry, Tuesday, Feb . 10.

foundation for, and stimulate the discussion .
Esq ., Doctor of Laws, & c ., 11, South -square, Gray's -inn, By Messre. FAREBROTHER , CLARK , and Co ., at the Mart.
London ,

I will add a few remarks as to what the rules
Kennington . - The leasehold enclosure known as the Oval,
containing about lv acres, together with the tavern - sold

should be upon particular matters mentioned in Queries .
for £2800.

the schedule, the principal of these being Process ,
Fetter -lane. - Nos . 7 to 11 , Rolls -buildings , Nos. 1 to 4 ,

Pleading , and Discovery.
GOING TO THE BAR . - I am now an articled clerk , but Acorn -court , and a policy for £2000 - sold for £2700 .

The preliminary process of citation , the form of
bave determined to go to the Bar. Before I can be By Messrs. DEBEXHAM , TEwson, and FARMER .

entered as a student it is necessary that my articles | Stratford . - Nos . 20, 22, and 21, Albert-cottages , freehold

which is to be settled by the rules, should be brief should be cancelled , but I cannot ascertain with cer sold for £550 .
and plain ; and while allowing the party sum - tainty by whatmeans that object is to be effected . Will Catford bridge. - A residence known as Winchester Lodge,

moned sufficient time to comply with its terms someof your readers who have been similarly situated
term 92 years - sold for £200 .

By Messrs. E . and H . LUMLEY .
should admit of no unnecessary delay. It should inform me how they cancelled their articles, and

convey a general notion of the claim ,but except in
| whether anything, and if so what, has to be done at the North Brixton . --Nos. 19 and 24, Elliott-road , term 99 years .
Law Institution and Queen 's Bench Office ? A . C . - sold for e365 .

the case of the money demands for which judgment Wednesday , Feb . 11.

may be signed where the statement should be full, ASSIGNMENT OE ARTICLES. - I wish to ask the advice ByMessrs. Edwix Fox and BoUSFIELD , at the art.

& very general description ought to suffice. The and assistance of any of your readers in the following Peckham . - No. 2, Osborne-villas, term 40 years - - sold for

consequence of non-compliance with the snm case : Two years ago a friend ofmine was articled to an £260 .

attorney , paying a premium of £100, the articles, ofmons should not be the entering of an appearance,
New . cross. - No. 1, Selby-villas, term 90 years - sold for

LASO .

for that is an idle formality, but the right of the
course , containing the usual covenants on tbe attorney ' s By Messrs. FURBER, PRICE , and FURBER,
part as to instruction , & c . At that time there were in

party to proceed by filing his pleading.
The reversionary life interest of a gentleman , aged so , in

the attorney' s office a managing clerk of twenty years'
The generalnature of the pleadings is described experience, an articled clerk of four years' service,and

estates, yielding £20,000 per annum , the reversion depen

dent on a life aged 62 years - sold for £3000 .
by the schedule , but it would be well if , as under aa copying clerk . A satisfactory general businesswas done Bryanston - square. --Nos. 81 and 83, Seymour-place , term
former statutes, somemodels or examples of these at the office , though notwell attended to by the princi | 27 years - sold for £875.

in ordinary cases were given . Without such a
pal, until about twelve months afterwards, when the Bayswater. - No. 31, Queen 's- road, term 38 years -- sold for

£560 .principalgave way to intemperate habits, and fell veryguido very great uncertainty and confusion willguido very prout uncertainty and contusion will much into debt, insomuch that the whole of the office
prevail. The best extant model whereon to frame furniture and effects on one occasion were seized and To Correspondents.

removed, and the offico closed . Since the managing
clerk left, the principal has attended very little to his " Who's your Lawyer ?” Wehave repeatedly referred to

this objectionable advertisement. It is useless to continue

Inoi
business , being sometimes absent for weeks at a time.ot be

and seldom attending more than an hour or two per
required , though it is obvious from the reservation

to do go .

day . The other clerks havicg left, the articled clerk is
of the right to demur, the pleading must disclose therefore left entirely by himself, without any instruc MR. THOMAS HOLDEN, of Hull, has been ap
in law a right to the remedy sought or a defence tions in his profession . Executions in the office are pointed Solicitor to the Hull Dook Company, in
to it . There is one point on which some rule will frequent, and applications for debts incessant. Under succession to Mr. Moss, deceased .
certainly be required , or great embarrasment will these circumstances the articled clerk, unwilling to lose MR. GERRARD, solicitor, of Evesham , has been
ensue ; at the time of his appearance the defen - / anymany more of his time, wishes to have his articles

assigned to some other attorney, and a return of part
appointed a Commissioner for taking affidavits in

dant may state that he does not require a state . of the premium ; and he wishes one of your many
ment of the complaint, but the statute is wholly readers to inform him through the means of your Ireland. . .
silent as to what he is to do as to pleading under valuable paper what steps he should take to have this ! THE Metropolitan Board of Works give notice
such circumstances. It would be a singular thing done. X . Y , Z . that they are prepared to receive subscriptions ,
to have an answer to a complaint of which there at the Bank of England , for £2,600,000 of Metro
is no sort of record,and one would almost surmise The death is announced of Mr. S . Stone, for politan Consolidated Stock , required for new
that this was an oversight, or else it was intended upwards of thirty years town clerk of Leicester. ' works, for conversion of existing debt, and for

th m ac
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loans to such other metropolitan bodies as are had placed two or more crosses opposite a candi. be, there seems a great laxity in the present
empowered , by statute , to borrow from the Metro . date ' s name, or had placed the crosses in the mode of procedure amounting to a grave defect
politan Board . wrong place. Will you allow me to point out the in the system . I am a freeholder in the Strand
MESSRS. MORTON, ROSE , and Co. are prepared true state of the law . First, “ the directions for district, occupying business premises, and duly

to receive subscriptions for £1,000,000 five per the guidance of the voter " in Schedule II. of the received my voting cards as such ; and having a
cent, sterling sinking fund bonds of the Illinois | Ballot Act which are placarded in the polling private residence in St. George's -road, Eccleston .
Central Railroad Company of £200 each , payable stations are directory merely and not imperative. square, I also there received my voting cards,
1st April 1903, if not previously redeemed by the Secondly, the only grounds assigned by the Act with a different number, entitling me to vote
action of the sinking fund , which are issued under for rejecting a paper on the score of the mode of again , had I been so disposed , for my private
the provisions of an Act of the Legislature of the marking are - ( 1), Writing & mark by which a residence. The votes for the Strand district were
State of Illinois, dated 12th Feb. 1855, entitled | voter could be identified ; (2 ), Uncertainty recorded by meatthe school-room , Russell-street,
“ An Act to enable railroad companies to enter (Schedule II. and Rule 36). The true construc. Covent-garden , and the votes required byme to
into operative contracts, and to borrow money ." tion , then , of the Act is that where the returning be given for the same election were to be recorded

The loan is raised for the purchase of an equal officer has no reasonable doubt for whom the at the Pimlico voting rooms, thus showing that,
amount of New Orleans, Jackson , and Great Nor - votes are intended , and there is nothing on the had I been so disposed , I could have voted twice

thern Railroad and Mississippi Central Railroad paper to identify the voter, he is bound to allow over for the same candidates.

Seven per Cent. Bonds, by which means the Illi. the paper as good. To reject papers because , | Another “ Fair Voter " writes : – " The de
nois Company will gain two per cent. annually, e . g ., two crosses or & tick are employed instead of | fects in the system of voting complained of by

thereby providing a sinking fund sufficient to a single cross, is contrary alike to common sense “ A Fair Voter " in his letter in the Times of
redeem the whole of this issue in about twenty. and to the policy of the Legislature, which cer. Saturday provailed also in Southwark. I also
six years. The bonds of the above railroads 80tainly never intended to disfranchise electors by received voting cards for two different polling
purchased are to be held by the Illinois Company the minutest of technicalities ." places in the borough, with a different number,
as security for the payment of this loan . In reply to Mr. Fitzgerald , " A Chancery being for different properties I have long held in

Barrister " writes : - “ Before the law on voting | different parishes, and I know of others who re
by ballot is absolutely settled by Mr. Fitzgerald , ceived the same. Thinking it could not be right

ELECTION LAW . may I be allowed to point out what I cannot pre that I should vote twice for the same candidates,
sume to call the true state of the law ,' butwhat I asked a friend well acquainted with the subject,
I venture to say would be the probable decision and in consequence voted at the one place and

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. of a court of competent jurisdiction upon the did not go near the other. How many, similarly

MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS- CORRUPT PRACTICES questions treated in Mr. Fitzgerald' s letter in situated , may have voted twice, in ignorance,
- DELIVERY OF LIST OF OBJECTIONS - POWER the Times of this morning ? In the first place, there is , I suppose, nomeans of ascertaining,

OF COURT. - Where the parties required by No. 7 with regard to the directions for the guidance of CLOSE OF THE POLL. - " Lex " writes : - “ What
of the Regulæ Generales of Michaelmas Term the voter,' which Mr. Fitzgerald describes as does the close of the poll ' under the Ballot Act
1868 to deliver a list of objections six days before directory merely , the 28th section of the Ballot mean ? Does it mean - (1 ) That all voters who

the day appointed for the hearing of a petition Act is as follows : - The schedules to this Act are in the room at 4 (or 5 ) o ' clock are entitled to

under 35 & 36 Vict. c . 60 , have failed to do so and the notes thereto and directions therein shall vote ? ( 2 ) That no voting papers are to be de

within that time, the court has no power to allow be construed and have effect as part of this Act.' livered out after these hours or (3 ) That no
the list to be delivered subsequently , the discre. And the directions referred to are contained in papers are to be put into the ballot box after those

tionary power given by the rule having reference the second schedule. It is true that the direction hours ? Ihave asked half-a -dozen late ' presiding

only to the amendment of a list that has been uses the word ' will ' and not the word ' shall,' officers,' but none of them can tell me, and they

duly delivered : (Nield v . Batty , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . but if I say to my clerk ' you will wait in till I said they had no instructions thereon when they

747. C .P .).
come back ,' most people will admit that my were appointed . You will see that where, as at
directions are not only directory," but are Bath , there was only a difference of six votes

THE WORKING OF THE BALLOT. intended to be imperative. With regard to between the successful and unsuccessful candi.

COUNTING VOTES. — Mr. E . G . L . Anderson the grounds upon which papers may be re . dates, the meaning of the words ' close of the poll '

writes : - “ The system of calling over the votes jected , the Act says (sect. 2 ) that any ballot may makeall thedifference."

for the purpose of ascertaining the number paper ' on which anything is written or marked PREPARATIONS FOR POLLING . - Messrs. Knight

given for each candidate is not only tedious, but by which the voter can be identified shall be void and Co., of 90, Fleet-street, write : - “ May we

involves the necessity ofmore checking than is, I and not counted . Now , suppose an agent in . venture to give you our experience in providing

think , desirable . Will you, therefore, allow me structs a voter with whom he contemplates the largest metropolitan constituency with the

to suggest the following plan asan improvement ?
pecuniary relations- I am , of course, putting a necessary apparatus for voting by Ballot ? We

namely , that as the voting papers are scrutinized purely supposititions case - co mark against the refer to that of Lambeth , which contains upwards

to ascertain their validity , they should be sorted candidate to be voted for two crosses instead of of 40,000 registered electors. We submit, and

into asmany heaps as the names on them admit one cross, or a tick instead of one cross, or to have no doubt that all Returning Officers will

of variations in voting, each heap being then
place the cross on the left hand side instead of the endorse our opinion , that for such large con .

counted in the samemanner as a bank clerk runs right, would not the result be a mark by which stituencies the time allowed between the nomina.

through a bundle of notes. The working of the the voter could be identified ? Perhaps Mr. Fitz. tion day and the polling day should be extended .

plan can be followed by taking, say, the East |
gerald is not aware that the examination of the The nomination for Lambeth was held on

Surrey election . There are four candidates , and
ballot papers is carried on in the presence and Saturday, leaving (exclusive of the Sunday ) three

the variations possible are 10, with an additional |
under the supervision of the agents of the candi. clear days in which to provide the ballot papers
dates . No doubt, the Ballot Act does not aim at and all other requisite forms of papers for con

heap for bad votes , these heaps would be as
follows : - 1, Plumpers for Gassiot ; 2, for

actualuniformity in the shape or size of the cross ducting the election . The numbering of the
Grantham : 3 . for Löcke King : 4 . for Watnav to be made, which must depend upon the taste or ballot papers alone occupied six of our staff with .

5 , split votes for Gassiot and Locke King ; 6 , for
capacity of the voter ; but the difference between out cessation from Monday noon till Wednesday

Grantham and Watney ; 7 , for Gassiot and
a cross on the right and a cross on the left , morning. Theso , together with stamping instru .

Watney ; 8 , for Locke King and Watney ; 9 , for between two crosses and one cross , or between a ments and ballot boxes for 78 polling stations,

Grantham and Gassiot ; 10 , for Grantham and cross and the tick , is certainly not to described as had , of course, to be assorted and distributed to

Locke King ; 11, rejected votes. The papers a minute technicality.” the 78 presiding officers before the opening of the

being thus divided, the time occupied in counting And Mr. Richard A . Esgery , town clerk of poll on Thursday morning. This could not be
Swansea , also says : “ On the subject ofthe voter ' s completed until a late hour on Wednesday evening ,

would be reduced to a minimum , while the chance
of error would be almost nil. Moveover, this 'mark ' I very fully agree with the opinion of Mr. and ,after the anxiety and responsibility devolving

plan would give reliable figures as to the number Fitzgerald , for the body of the Ballot Act refers upon the Returning Officer in reference to this , in

of electors who actually voted, the plumpers and simply to a 'mark ,' and not to a X . The form in settling the situation and preparations of the

split votes, and in the latter the proportion of the the schedule doubtless indicates the latter, but it polling stations, in securing and duly instructing

various combinations."
is , in my opinion , a mere example , and I think a something liko 150 responsible men to act as pre

Mr. John Stone, town clerk of Bath , writes tick , or dash , or any other mark not for identifi. siding officers and poll clerks, it is no wonder that

in reply : - " Referring to Mr. Anderson 's sugges .
cation , is a sufficient 'mark ' within the statute. at the close of the poll he should take some hours'

tion in The Times of Saturday as to making up
On the recent contest here I advised the returning rest, instead ofat once superintending the count.

the poll by sorting the voting papers, I beg to say officer to reject all marks and figures except a X , ing of the votes. We are clearly of opinion that,

that so simple , effective, and rapid a plan was the
but this was in accordance with counsel' s opinion to prevent a repetition of the Hackney collapse,

btained , and which , for obvious in all constituencies numbering over 25,000 voters
first that presented itself, and has been used here
in four Parliamentary elections (within one year) reasons, I adhered to, contrary to my own and to a week should intervene between the nomination .

and in several municipal elections , each of the that ofmany other town clerks. On the question day and the day of poll.”

latter being similar in almost every respect to a of counting the votes, the process of sorting is

Parliamentary election . Taking the Parliamentary
clearly the most expeditious and safest, inas. REGULATIONS UNDER THE BALLOT Act.

ont. After the election and transmission of the docu .

election of last Tuesday as an instance of its
efficiency, we had 4865 voting papers, which

of names, and possible interference between ments to the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery , it

classed themselves (there being four candidates)
one set of counters and another. As to the is provided that, unless otherwise directod by an

into ten combinations. At the close of the poll
point raised by Lex,' namely the hour of order of the House of Commons or of one of Her

(4 o 'clock p.m .), after about one hour occupied
closing the pol] — the question is capable of being Majesty 's Superior Courts, he shall cause the
brought within sufficiently narrow limits. A pre. same to be destroyed, after being retained for one

in verifying the ballot boxes (19 in number ), two
hours sufficed to classify and count the papers, so

siding officer cannot poll more than about 100 year. No rejected ballot-paper is to be inspected

that soon after 7 o 'clock the Mayor was able to
votes per hour, with illiterates and all; and it is without such an order as alrcady mentioned , to

declare the numbers from the steps of the Guild
found that each compartment in the booth having be granted on evidence that the inspection is

hall. I may add that there were eight official |
is by the statute to accommodate 150 persons per necessary for a prosecution in relation to ballot

counters employed .”
day , five compartments only represent as near as papers, or for the purpose of an election or re

REJECTED BALLOT PAPERS. - Mr. Gerald A .
need be that officer' s complement. He (the pre- turn , and the power given may be executed by a

R . Fitzgerald , writes to the editor of the Times :
siding officer ), therefore, having the power to Judge at Chambers. Further, no person , except

“ Some doubt and confusion seem to exist in the
regulate the number to be admitted at a time, by order of the House ofCommons,or any tribunal

minds of returning officers as to the construction
may stop the poll at any time within five votes having cognizance of petitions, complaining of

of the provisions of the Ballot Act relating to the
(i.e ., he may , as he should do, prevent the ad . undue returns or undue elections, shall open the

validity of ballot papers. I observe, for instance,
mission of voters five minutes before the hour of sealed packet of counterfoils after the same has

in the Times of Saturday that the returning
closing - four o 'clock , or five, as the case may be. been once sealed up, or be allowed to inspect any

officer for Finsbury rejected no fewer than 474 .( a )
If these last five voters should happen to be counted ballot paper in the custody of the clerk

Of these,many aro stated to have been rejected
illiterate, the presiding officer could not complete of the Crown in Chancery ; such order to be made

because the voters had put figures on them , or
their declarations, certificates, & c ., under ten subject to conditions ; and care is to be taken , in

minutes. It is a fine point undoubtedly ." carrying out such order, that the mode in which

(a ) This is incorrect, there were only 167 rejected. DOUBLE VOTING BY BALLOT. - A " Fair Voter " any particular elector has voted shall not be dis.

ED. writes : “ However desirable voting by ballot may I covered until it has been proved that he has
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voted, and his vote , by a competent tribunal, has entitled to demand this amount ; and that the dis . servant was not enough to justify a conviction .
been declared to be invalid . All documents for allowance was right : (Reg. v . Haslingfield , 29 L . T . The Court of Queen 's Bench upheld the decision ,

warded by a returning-officer to the Clerk of the Rep. N . S ., 801. Q . B .) on the ground that in the case stated to them it
Crown in Chancery other than ballot papers and METROPOLIS COMMONS ACT - RIJHT TO was not found as a fact that the servant was
counterfoils shall be open to public inspection at RENEW A TAVERN SIGNPOST.- By the Metro- acting in the management of the house, in his
such times and under such regulations as may be politan Commons Act 1866 . the respondents are master' s absence . Crompton , J ., observed , " There
prescribed by the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery , empowered to make a scheme for managing is no doubt that a man may be an aider and
with the consent of the Speaker of the House of Blackheath , but no right of a profitable or bene. abettor thouga neabettor though he is only in the capacity of a
Commons, and extracts may be furnished on the ficialnature in , over, or affecting the heath shall , servant, for if , as in this case, the master goes

payment of fees sanctioned by the Treasury. | except with the consent of the person entitled away, and the servantmanages the house in his
When an order is made for the production by the thereto , be taken away or injuriously affected by I absence that would do to make him liable . "

Clerk of the Crown in Chancery of any document any schemewithout compensation being made or In Reg. v . Handley (9 L . T . Rep. N . S . 827) , the
relating to any specified election , the production provided for the same. By a scheme thus made decision of the court turned upon the amount of
by such clerk or his agent, as ordered , shall be by the respondents, and confirmed by the Metro | acquiescence byacquiescence by the defendant in the act com .
conclusive evidence that such document is the one politan Commons Supplemental Act 1871, no posts plain| plained of. The contractor for working a mine
specified , and any endorsement appearing in any shall be maintained , fixed , or erected on the heathall be maintained , fired , or erected on the heath had been convicted by justices of allowing
packet of ballot papersproduced shall be evidence without the consent in writing of the respondents. females to have charge of the machinery , a tackle
of being such papers as they are by the indorse . One clause of the scheme saves to all persons all by means of which persons were brought up or
ment stated to be. The production from proper such rights of a profitable or beneficial nature in , passed down a vertical shaft of a mine, in contra .
custody of a ballot paper purporting to have been over, or affecting the heath , or any pert thereof as vention of the 5 & 6 Vict. c . 99, ss. 8 and 9 . The

used at any election , and of a counterfoil marked they before enjoyed . By the bye laws, made in court of quarter sessions, to which an appeal
with the same printed number, shall be prima pursuance of this scheme and the said Acts of was made by the defendant, confirmed the con
facie evidence that the person who voted by such Parliament, a penalty is imposed for erecting on viction subject to a case for the opinion of the
ballot paper was the person who had affixed to his the heath , unless with the consent of the re . Court of Queen 's Bench . It was not found that

name the number written on the counterfoil. spondents in writing, any posts. The appellant. females were usually employed , or that they were

ELE IONS. — Arising out of the the owner of a tavern fronting the heath . was employed upon any other occasion than that

present general election , it is expected that a convicted and fined for erecting a new sigapost which was the subject of the information , or that
number of election petitions will be filed within on the heath opposite the tavern , in place of an they were employed with the knowledge of the

the time prescribed by the Parliamentary Elec . old one which had been blown down. The occu contractor. It was held by the Court of Queen' s

tions Act which was passed in the year 1868 , and piers of this tavern had , for more than forty years Bench that there was not sufficient evidence that
- the employment of the females was with theknow .

continued by subsequent statutes. After the as of right, without interruption, and for the theemployment of th
general el 868 , the number filed in that I more profitable and beneficial occnpation of the ledge or tacit acquiescence of the defendant to

year was sixty-nine, and five in the following same, kept erocted on and fixed into the soil of make him responsible, and the conviction was

year. By the Ballot Act, which has now been the heath at this spot a signpost of this kind, and quashed .

tested by a general election, the offence of “ per. | had from time to time replaced it when desirable. In the case of Searle y . Reynolds ( 14 L . T . Rep .
sonation " can be added to the charges of bribery , The appellant had no knowledge of the above N . S . 518 ), the members of the court came to the

treating, and undue influence. The mode of pro- mentioned scheme, and had received no compen . | conclusion that a conviction should be affirmed ,
ecision on different

cedure is by filing a petition in the Rule Office of sation for the right to have this post. Held , upon but arrived at that dec
In Pleps. containing the alle . la case stated by the convicting magistrate that I grounds. The facts were these : By an order

gations charged . A seat can be claimed or not on the appellant's right to renew the signpost was a of the Privy Council , issued in pursuance of

the part of an unsuccessful candidate . Before a right in , over, or affecting the heath ; that it was the 11 & 12 Vict. c . 107, every owner or

petition is at issue a recognisance in a sum of therefore saved by the scheme; and that the con occupier of premises in which animals labouring

£1000 must be lodged , or a sum to that amount viction must be quashed : (Hoare v. The Metro . | under the cattle plague had been ,was to obey any
deposited in the Bank of England. The next propolitan Board of Works, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 804 . order given by the district inspector as to the

ceeding is to appoint the trial, after which the Q . B . cleansing and disinfecting , subject to a penalty of

sitting member can obtain " particulars ” of the APPOINTMENT OF SERVANT BY BOARD OF £20 for disobedience. The inspector gave an
offences alleged , and within a few days of the GUARDIANS - CORPORATION - APPOINTMENTNOT order to the foreman of the appellant (who was

trial the names can be procured of the parties UNDER SEAL - INFERIOR SERVANT. - Theappoint not himself present, and resided at a distance) to
implicated in the bribery , & c . The Ballot Actment of a clerk to the master of a workhouse by disinfect the premises by a certain hour, which
was passed on the 18th July , 1872 ; it is to con- | the guardians of a union must, to bind them , be order was not obeyed. The justices found as a
tinue in force until the 31st December 1880 , and under the seal of the corporation . A clerk to the fact that the order was communicated to the

rer , unless Parliamliament otherwise determine. I master of a workhouse is not such an inferior appellant, and convicted him , and the court

Several statutes were repealed during the opera servant as that his appointment comes within the affirmed the conviction, but, as before stated , on

tion of the Act. It was proposed to make it an recognised exceptions to the general rule of law different grounds. Cockburn , C . J . and Shee, J .
offence to induce an elector to disclose for whom that a corporation can only bind itself by seal, based their judgments on the ground that know .

he voted , but the provision was struck out. In The sanction of the Local Government Board , re ledge of the order had been brought home to the

the present election “ secrecy ” was not observed , quired by No. 153 of the Poor Law Orders to be appellant, without which he would not have been

and cards were forwarded on behalf of candidates given to certain appointments by the guardians liable. But Mellor, J . was of opinion that it was

and returned after voting. It will be for con - of assistants that they think necessary is a sanc. a case in which the act of the servant was to be

sideration in the new Parliamentwhether amend - / tion of the office, and not of the individual nomi- considered as an act donof the ofice and not of the individna nomi considered as an act done in the master's business
in the statute. By the 24th nated to fill it : ' (Austiny. The Board of Guar and within the scope of the authority probably

section of the Ballot Act (35 & 36 Vict. c . 33 ) it is diansof St. Matthew , Bethnal Green , 29 L . T . Rep . given to him by the master, and that there was no

provided that if on the trial of any election peti. | N . S . 807. C . P .) necessity for the mens rea , as it was simply a

tion any candidate is found by the jadge, by him . penalty for “ a breach of a sanitary regulation."

self or his agents, to have been guilty of persona The case of Core v . James (25 L . T . Rep. N . S .
tion , or to have aided or procured such personation , THE LICENSING ACT 1872 . 593 ) may be noticed in passing Here it was held
at an election , such candidate shall be incapable CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY OF LICENSED PER - that a person could not be convicted under sect. 8
of sitting in Parliament for a county or borough SONS FOR OFFENCES COMMITTED IN THEIR of 6 & 7 Will. 4 , c . 37 , for using prohibited mix .

during the Parliament then in existence ; and by ABSENCE, BY SERVANTS , AGENTS, & c . tures or ingredients in the making of bread for

the following section , on a petition claiming the [By THOMAS COUSINS, Esq., Clerk to the Justices of sale, uniess there be knowledge, either in himself

seat, if it is proved that the candidate or his Portsmouth . ] or in the person employed by him , of the presence
agents have been guilty of bribery, treating, or as a general rule it may be laid down that of the mixture or ingredient.
undue influence , there shall, on a scrutiny of the criminal liability does not arise in the absence of The above cases show that at the time of

number of votes , be struck off from the number la guilty knowledge or intention . To this rule, the passing of the Licensing Act 1872 , the law

of votes appearing to have been given to such relating to the criminal responsibility of masters
candidate one vote for every person who voted at / however, there are some exceptions , amongst for offences committed by servants was open

such election and is proved to have been so bribed , which may be classed the various offences againstwhich may be classed the various offences against to some doubt, and it might therefore have

treated , unduly influenced , or retained or em - the licensing laws, committed upon the premises, | been anticipated that all questions would have

ployed for reward . Already notices of election but in the absence, of persons licensed to sell been set at rest by that statute. On the

petitions have been given , but up to the present contrary, however, the Act further mystified
time not one has been filed . A petition must be intoxicating liquors. the matter by using the word “ knowingly .''
lodged within a specified period after each elec There are several decisions bearing upon the in some of its penal clauses, and omitting it in
tion . The Election Petition Judges for the current subject. | others, and by expressly making a licensed person

year are Mr. Justice Mellor, Mr. Justice Grove, The case of Harrison v . Leaper (5 L . T . Rep . answerable for the acts of his servant in sect. 35,
and Baron Bramwell. N . S . 640) was one under the Highway Act (5 & 6 relating to the entry by constables , and by impli.

| Will. 4 , 6 . 50 ), by sect. 50 of which statute , a cation in sect . 62 respecting the evidence of a sale
penalty is imposed for sinking a pit or shaft, or of intoxicating liquor.
erecting a steam engine, & c ., within twenty -five However, themost logical and reasonable solu .

MAGISTRATES' LAW . yards from a carriage way, & c . The defendant tion of the question , even prior to the recently
was the owner of a steam thrashing machine, I decided case (Mullins v . Collins),and the opinion

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. which he let on hire to a farmer, and sent his very generally acted upon by justices, was that a
servant with it , who superintended it . The licensed person was liable for an offence against

JUSTICES ' CLERKS' FEES - VERIFICATION OF machine was erected within a distance of twenty - the licensing laws committed in his honge, not
JURY LISTS - OVERSEERS' ACCOUNTS - DISAL - five yards from the highway ; but there was no withstanding theact was not brought home to his
LOWANCE OF AUDITOR. - A poor law auditor evidence to show that the defendant directedevidence to show that the defendant directed it personalknowledge. It was generally considered
disallowed from overseers' accounts a sum of to be so erected , and he was not present at the to be sufficient if the act constituting the offence
48 . 6d . charged to the poor rates for fees paid to time. Being convicted by justices he appealed , was committed with the knowledge, permission ,
a justices ' clork for notices and oath upon verifi. and the Court of Queen 's Bench held that the or connivance of his wife, servant, or other person

were a conviction was bad. Cockburn , C . J. said , “ The employed in the business. If it were otherwise a
in the table of justices' clerks' fees sanctioned for master was not present, and there is nothing to licensed person has only to absent himself
the county by the Home Secretary under 11 & 12 show that the engine was placed in that particular | order perpetually to evaderesponsibility. On to
Vict.c .43, s . 30 . Held that the overseers' duties in spot by his directions." other hand, he would not be liable if an offence,

respect of the jury lists under 6 Geo. 4 , c . 50, and The case of Wilson y . Stewart (8 L . T . Rep . gaming for example, were committed by

25 and 26 Vict. c . 107, were concluded upon the N . S . 277 ) involved the liability of a servant guests, clandestinely and without his knowledge

production at petty sessions ; that these fees for in a house of public resort, who harboured or that of his servants. The question under a
the subsequent verification were not costs pro - prostitutes there in the absence of his master. A cussion is now virtually set at rest by the recencent

perly incurred by the officers of the parish in metropolitan police magistrate refused to convict | case, Mullins (app.) v . Collins (resp .) (20
preparing and collecting the lists under 7 & 8 Vict . the servant as an aider and abettor, on the Rep. N . S . 838 ). The appellant, a licenesd victus
c . 101, s. 60 ; that the justices' clerk was not ground that themere relationship of master and I aller, was charged under sect. 16 of the Licensius
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Act 1872, with supplying liquour to a constable lated exclusively to the property sold to the makers, the partnership paying him rent for the
on duty, without the authority of the superior purchasers.' The purchase-money was paid to C .,
officer of such constable.

lands, stock , and plant, and royalties for the stone
It was proved that the who gave S . a receipt for the amount signed by raised and bricks and tiles manufactured. Under

eonstable was on duty and in uniform , and was him on behalf of himself and co-trustee. In 1870 the articles of partnership the partnership was
served in the appellant's house with some brandy S . contracted to sell another portion of the mort- continued after the testator' s death by his former

by a female (whether the wife or servant of the gaged property to P . for £1500 and on that partner and the testator's nephew , further leases
appellant was not shown), and that he had no occasion C . represented to H ., who then heard of | being granted and rents and royalties reserved to
such authority as above -mentioned . The appel. it for the first time, that s . had then sold part the executorg. Held , that the tenant for life was

lant admitted the facts, but contended that be- of the mortgaged property for £3080 and had entitled to the rents and royalties absolutely

fore he could be convicted it must be proved that contracted for the sale of another part for during her life : (Greaves v. Smith , 29 L . T . Rep.

the offence was committed either by himself per. £1500, and was desirous of having such N . S . 798 . V . C . B .)
sonally or with his knowledge, and that he must parts reconveyed to him upon payment of those WILL - CONSTRUCTION - LEGACIES, WHETHER

have been present, or the liquor must have been sums in part discharge of the mortgage debt. SPECIFIC. -- Testator gave to his trustees £700

supplied by his express authority. The justices, Two deeds were accordingly executed by H . and £3 per Cent. Consolidated Bank Annuities, " part
however, convicted him , and the Court of Queen 's C ., the one being a conveyance by H . and C ., by of a larger sum of like annuities standing in my
Bench supported their decision . Blackburn , J., the direction of s ., to P ., in consideration of name," upon trust to pay a weekly sum to J . Ho
said that the construction contended for by the £1500, the other a reconveyance to S . in con . also bequeathed various other sums for the benefit
appellant would render the Act a dead letter, for sideration of £3080, of several small portions of of some of his children, designating the sums as
any person could escape liability by simply keep the mortgaged property, so as to enable him to “ £3 per cent. Consolidated Bank Annuities
ing out of thewaywhile his servant was supplying convey them to the respective purchasers. At further part of the said larger sum ," and be
the liquor this time S . was aware that C . had misapplied the queathed to others of his children various legacies

£3080. P . completed his purchase, paying the of " like annuities, further part of such larger
DISCRETIONARY POWER OF FIXING | £1500 to C ., and receiving from him the consum .” The legacies amounted to sum far
PUNISHMENT IN CRIMINAL CASES. veyance , and at the same time the reconveyance beyond the amount of Three per Cent. Consols

THE message of Governor Noves to the Ohio was delivered to S . Shortly afterwards C . ab . | possessed by the testator at the date of his will

Legislature contains the following suggestions of sconded , taking with him all the deeds relating and death , but he had at the date of his will and
a reform in the lawswith reference to the quantum to the trust. Upon a bill filed by H . against C ., death , besides Three per Cent. Consols, a large
of punishment in criminal cases : S ., and the several purchasers, held , that the amount of “ New Three per Cent. Annuities,”

« Another year's experience in the matter of deed of reconveyance must be delivered up to be and " Three per Cent. Reduced Annuities .” Held ,
hearing and deciding applications for pardon has | cancelled , that an account must be taken of what that the legacies were not specifio : (Bumpus V .
confirmed me in the opinion that the law should was due in respect of the mortgage, and that | Bumpus, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 800. V . C . B .)
be so modified as to leave less discretion with the upon the failure of S . or the purchasers (other
courts in passing sentence for criminal offences. than P ., against whom the bill was dismissed ) to
It often happens that two prisoners work side by pay the amount so found due, the mortgaged MERCANTILE LAW .side in the penitentiary , both sent there for pre premises (other than the part conveyed to P .)

cisely the same crime, one for one year and the must be sold , and that, for the purposes of the
other for ten . In such case it is impossible to sale , the purchasers must produce the title deeda NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS
convince the convict incarcerated for the longer in their respective possessions, and deliver them LETTER OF HYPOTHECATION - CONSTRUCTION
time that he has been fairly dealt with . And so up to the new purchasers. Secondary evidence of - WHETHER POLICY OF INSURANCE REPRESENTS
long as he is stung with a sense of this injustice the mortgage deed ander the circumstances ad . |GOODS INSURED.- V ., a merchant in Bombay,
he is not likely to reform . There is nothing ap mitted . The doctrine of estoppel by deed re . consigned cotton to C . and Co., at Liverpool, per
proaching uniformity in the length of sentences marked upon : (Heath v. Crealock . 29 L . T . Rep . | the Aurora , and drew a bill against it on C . and

pronounced by different judges for similaroffences. N . S . 763 . V . O . B .) Co., which , before acceptance, was sold to a bank .
I earnestly recommend that the criminal law be so LIGHT AND AIR - ANCIENT LIGHTS - OFFECT V . insured the cotton , and deposited the bills of
changed as to secure more exact justice ; so OF THE PRESCRIPTION ACT (2 & 3 WILL. 4 . I lading and policy with the bank, with a letter of

amended as to leave results affecting the lives and c . 71) , LATERAL OR OBLIQUE CONSTRUCTION - 1 hypothecation , authorising the bank in case that
liberties ofmen less dependent upon the judgment. SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE. - The Prescription Act | bill or any other bills of his held by the bank

the temperament, or the caprice of those who ad (2 & 3 Will. 4 , c . 71) has made a material altera . should not be accepted or paid , to sell the cotton

minister the law ." tion in the way in which a right to the access of and recoup themselves. The letter of hypothe.

Undoubtedly, there must in most cases be a light and air may be acquired, but it has not in cation made no mention of the policy. V . shipped
discretion reposed somewhere, and within certain any way altered the nature or extent of the right cotton on other vessels to W . and Co., and drew

bills against it upon W . and Co . , which were
prescribed limits, as to the quantum of punish - |
ment which a given offence shall carry with it. the access of light and air to the plaintiff' s house, accepted by them and sold to the bank . The
In some states ,as at common law , this discretion the question for the court to determine is (just | bank , at W . and Co.'s request (for value),

resides in the judge ; in others it is reposed in the as it was before the passing of the Prescription deferred presenting their bills for payment at

jury. Evidently the policy of the law should be Act) whether the interference complained ofwould maturity. The ship Aurora with her cargo was
to limit this discretion as much as possible. It substantially affect the comfortable occupation burnt at sea , and the bank received from the in
would seem worth while to consider whether , in | and enjoyment of the plaintiff' s house, according surance company the whole amount of the in .
larceny, embezzlement, false pretences,and other to the ordinary notions of mankind. The court surance money. C . and Co . failed before their
like offences affecting property , the punishment has power to award damages although the build acceptance matured . V . and also W . and Co.

complained of should have been completed failed , and the bills accepted by W . and Co. were
might not be cauged more nearly by the value of ings complained of should have been completed
the property affected by the crime. This might before the filing of a bill. A greater amount of not presented to them for payment. Held , first,

on the construction of the letter of hypothecato some extent do away with what is now a re. l evidence is needed to support a material injury
proach to the administration of justice, that the by lateral or oblique buildings than that which tion , that the bank had no claim on the policy

is necessary where the obstruction to access ofsmall thieves are punished more severely than the
moneys beyond the amount of C . and Co. ' s

great ones. But in cases of homicide, and assaults
light is direct : (The City of London Brewery acceptance, so as to apply the balance towards

to kill, wound or beat, where the defendant fre
Company V , Tennant, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 755 . payment of the bills on W . and Co. Secondly ,

quently acts upon strong provocation or from a
Chan .) . that independently of that, they had, by agreeing

principle of self-preservation, and where no two WILL — BEQUEST TO AFTERBORN REPUTED not to present the bills accepted by W . and Co.
cases stand on the samefooting with reference to CHILDREN --CHILD EN VENTRE SA MÈRE ATDATE for their payment at maturity, released the estate
the quality of the act committed , a provision of OF WILL - BIRTH BEFORE TESTATOR' S DEATH of V ., the drawer : ( Latham y . The Chartered

law which leaves a large discretion in the court or REPUTATION - PUBLIC POLICY. - A testator, who Bank of India , Australia , and China , 29 L . T .
Rep. N . s . 795. ' V . C . B .).inry with reference to the quantum of the punish . I had gone through the ceremony of marriage with

ment would seem to be conceived in a spirit of his deceased wife 's sister, and had two children by

justice and mercy. At all events, the question her, by his will directed his trustees to pay the

MARITIME LAW .deserves of more extended investigation and rents and profits of his real and personal estate

patient thought than the average legislator will to M . L . (his deceased wife's sister), for life , and,

find time to bestow upon it ; and the wise course after her death , to stand possessed of the said NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
would seem to be to submit it to a commission , to

estates “ upon trust for my reputed children BILLS OF LADING – MATE'S RECEIPT –

report to another session. - Central Law Journal. Catherine and Edith , and all other the children BROKER' S LIEN - HYPOTHECATION. - C . and Co .
which Imay have, or be reputed to have by the said were cotton brokers in Bombay, who used to buy
M . L . now born , or hereafter to be born,” in equal and ship cotton for H . and Co., retaining the
shares as tenants in common . At the date of the mate's receipts for the cotton until the payment

REAL PROPERTY AND will M . L . was enceinte of a child, which was born of their charges. C . and Co. having purchased

CONVEYANCING . six months afterwards, in the testator's lifetime, and shipped for H . and Co. a quantity of cotton ,
and acknowledged by him as his child . Held took receipts from the mate in the name of
(Lord Selborne, L . C ., dissentiente), that the after. H . and Co., which were indorsed to them by

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. born child was entitled to share with her sisters | H . and Co. H . and Co . obtained from the captain

PURCHASER FOR VALUE WITHOUT NOTICE , under the gift in the will. Decision of Wickens, of the ship , to whom C . and Co. gave no notice of
MORTGAGE- TRUSTEE ADVANCING MONEY ON V . C ., reversed : (Occlestone v. Fullalove, 29LT. their lien , bills of lading for the cotton which

JOINT ACCOUNT - RECONVEYANCE OBTAINED BY Rep . N . S . 785 . Chan .) were hypothecated to a firm of bankers who also
FRAUD - ESTOPPEL. - In 1856 H . and C ., who WILL - CONSTRUCTION - WASTING SECURITIES had no notice of C . and Co .' s claim . Held , that
were trustees of a certain indenture of settlement, - ROYALTIES - TENANT FOR LIFE - CONVERSION C . and Co . ' s lien was gone when they had shipped

lent £7700 of the trust money to S . upon tho - Testator gave his residuary real and personal the cotton ; that the bankers' security was not

security of a mortgage in fee simple of certain estate to trustees upon trust to receive the affected , nor the captain chargeable with defanlt :
hereditaments. C ., who was a solicitor, acted on “ rents, dividends, interest, and annual proceeds (Hathering v . Laing, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 736 .
this occasion as solicitor for both S. and the thereof," and pay the same to his wife for life , and V . C . B .) .

trustees, and took possession of the title deeds on after her decease to convert the said residuary | COLIISION - SPEED — LIGHTS OBSCURED BY

behalf of the trustees. C . and S . had various real and personalestate. The will also contained SMOKE - DUTY TO STOP. - It is negligence on the

pecuniary dealings, in respect of which an account a proviso that it should be lawful for the trustees part of a steamer to go at full speed under steam
current was established between them , and to this during the life of his wife to convert and invest and sail before the wind whilst her smoke is
account the £7700 was carried , and the interest | the residuary real and personal estate , the invest. blown over her bows so as to obscure her lights,
was paid by C . on behalf of S . to the persons en - |ments to be held both as to capital and income and to prevent her from seeing and from being
titled . In 1859 S ., concealing the fact of the upon the same trusts as the real and personal seen by other ships approaching from an opposite
mortgage, and representing himself as being estate from which they should have arisen . Part direction . Where a steamship is approaching
seised in fee simple , sold part of the mortgaged of the residuary estate consisted of freehold and another, whose exact course cannot be at once

property for £3080. On this occasion , (also, C . leasehold lands, stock and plant, which were for ascertained by reason of her lights being obscured

acted as solicitor for S ., and on the completion of merly occupied and used by the testator and his by her own smoke, it is the duty of the former to

the sale delivered such of the title deeds as re. ' partner , in trade as quarriers and brick and tile I slacken speed and to wait till that course is ascer.
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ained before taking any decided step to avoid the COUNTY COURTS . were for sums under £50, was not affected by the

other vessel ; if before having ascertained the subsequent bankruptcy of the execution debtor

exact course of the other, she, without slackening CLERKENWELL COUNTY COURT. before the sale of the goods seized , notwithstand .

speed , executes a manoeuvre, although appearing (Before GORDON WHITBREAD, Esq., Judge.)
ing the levy of a previous execution for a greater

to be right at the time, contributes to the collision , amount ; and as to them the injunction already

she will be to blame: (The Rona, 29 L . T . Rep .
Thursday , Jan . 29. granted must be dissolved . As to the creditors

N . S . 781. Priy . Co.)
TURNER AND TURNER v. GENTLE . whose executions were for over £50 , the order

CHARTER-PARTY - LUMP FREIGHT - Loss OF Setting aside judgment obtained by default under and declaration as prayed for on behalf of the

PART OF CARGO BY PERILS OF SEA. - A charter . County Court Act 1867 , s. 2. trustee would bemade.
party provided that the ship should load a full THIS was an application by the defendant to set
cargo at Colombo or Cochin , and proceed to Lon . ) aside a judgment obtained by the plaintiffs under

don and there discharge ( fire ,and all other dangers the County Court Act 1867 (30 & 31 Vict. c. 142), BATH COUNTY COURT.

of the seas, rivers and navigations excepted) ; " a | 8 . 2 , for £17 08. 5d. debt and costs, and execution Thursday , Jan . 29, 1874.
lamp som freight of £5000 to be paid after entire issued thereon . The facts were set forth in an

(Before C. F . D . CAILLARD,Esq ., Judge.)discharge and right delivery of the cargo in cash affidavit by the defendant, and were substantially
two months after the date of the ship 's report admitted by the plaintiff' s attorney. The defen . Petition for liquidation - Appointment of receiver

ned in this court by the plaintiffs forThe cargo having | dant was sued in this court by the plaintiffs forinwardsat the Custom House."
- Interim injunction - Refusal of high sheriff to

taken fire on the homeward journey, it was found £15 0s. 5d. , and the summons being under sect. 2 withdraw - Motion to commit for contempt.

necessary to scuttle the ship in Table Bay, and a of the above Act, notice of intention to defend | J. Horton Dyer, for the receiver .

large part of the cargo which had been injured by was necessary . Upon receiving the summons the J. K . Bartrum , for the shoriff.

the fire and water was there sold . The voyage defendant saw one of the plaintiffs and dispodefendant saw one of the plaintiffs and disputed | Dyer, in opening the case, said it had been par.
was then resumed , and the remainder of thecargo the account,and finally proposed to pay £10 ls.the account, and finally proposed to pay £10 ls. 5d . tially heard before his Honour's deputy , Mr.
was delivered in London . The charterers having at a certain date . This agreement was agreed to Lister, some time ago . It was then in the form
refused to pay the whole of the lump sum of £5000. | by the said plaintiff ,who promised to abandon the of an order to commit the high sheriff, but in con .
Held (affirming the jugdment of the Court of action , and accordingly the defendant (who had sequence of his having withdrawn immediately
Queen's Bench ), that the shipowners were still the five days' time) did not give notice of in . after the order calling upon him to show cause
entitled , notwithstanding the non -delivery of the tention to defend, and did not defend the action . why he should not be committed was issued, it
entire cargo , to the payment of the lump sum of The plaintiffs subsequently signed judgment, and resolved itself into a question of costs . He then
£5000 . : (Merchant Shipping Company y . Armi. | issued execution contrary , as the defendant said ,ion contrary , as the defendant said , I proceeded : At the outset I may as well say the

tage, 29 . . T. Rep. N . S .809. Ex. Ch .) to the agreement, and for a larger amount than sheriff is beyond all possible doubt connected
COLLISION - PILOT'S DUTIES – SHIP AT agreed upon . with the acts complained of,because in the affida .

ANCHOR - LOOK -OUT — COMPULSORY PILOTAGE. Whale appeared for the defendant. vits filed on his behalf it is admitted those acts
- Where & ship in charge of a licensed pilot is | Popham appeared for the plaintiff, and without were done by his officers and agents in the course
anchored within pilotage waters, the pilot deter. disputing the affidavit , raised the objection that of the execntion of theof the execution of the warrants which he gave
mines and is renonsible for the length of cable judgment being given under the above Act, the them . He then read the affidavits filed . which

at which the shiv rides, and it is the duty of the matter conld not be reopened . The County Court show , first , thatof the debtor, that a receiver was.

pilot , when the ship swings to the tide, to superin . | Act 1846 (9 & 10 Vict. c . 95 ) , 8 . 80, did not apply, appointed by order of the court on the 6th
tend thatmanæuvre, and to regulate the helm ,and since there had been no hearing or trial. Dec., after his filing his petition ; that by an
it is negligence on his part to go below before the His HONOUR. — This conrt has entire control order of the court made on the 6th Deo .,

ship is fully swung , leaving the helm amidships over its own judgments, and therefore, upon good | W . S . Kirby and his wife and the sheriff

without orders as to its regulation ; and if, cauge shown, I have power to set this judgment of Wilts and his officers, were restrained from

through want of length of cable and of regulation aside. His Honour afterwards suggested as a proceeding in the matter of an execution levied
of the helm , the ship sheers and so parts from her compromise that the plaintiffs should allow part by them apon the debtor' s effects ; that a
anchor in swinging during his absence, the pilot of the money paid into court under the execution copy of such order sealed with the seal of this

will be alone responsible, provided that the watch to be returned to the defendant, and both parties court, was served on the 6th Dec. on Samuel
on deck take the right manquvre to counteract agreed to this. Hinder and Charles Hinder , the officers of the
the sheering . Semble, that where the look out sheriff in possession ; and he was informed that a

has once roported to the pilot 'or officer of the
watch a light on board another ship , and the BANKRUPTCY LAW . .

| like copy was served on Ezekiel Charles Petgrave ,

the execution creditor's attorney ; that the said
report has been answered , there is no further officers, Samuel Hinder and Charles Hinder, not.
duty on the look -out to report that light a second LONDON COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. withstanding, refused to withdraw from posses.

time on nearing the ship . The Mersey Docks Monday, Feb. 9 . sion , and proceeded in thematter of theexecution ;
Acts Consolidation Act 1858 (21 & 22 Vict. c.

( Before the CHIEF JUDGE.)
that the said Samuel Hinder and Charles Hinder

xcii.), providing for the pilotage of the river said they should take no notice of the order ; that
Mersey, and enacting ( sect. 139), inter alia, that Re PEACOCK . Mr. West Awdry , of Chippenham , the under

if the master of any vessel (with certain excep- | Execution creditor - Ececutions for sumsover and sheriff, read the order and was asked to direct the
tions), being ontward bound , " shall proceed to under £50 — Subsequent act of bankruptcy officers to withdraw from possession , which he
sea , and shall refuse to takeon board or to employ R espective rights of execution creditors and refused to do ; that by an order of this courtmade
a pilot, he shall pay to the pilot who shall first trustees . on the 12th Dec, the said Kirby and his wife , and

offer himself to pilot the same, the full pilotage In this case, which bad been referred by Mr. the sheriff and his officers, were absolutely re
rate," as if the pilot had piloted the ship, and , Registrar Pepys to the Chief Judge, the liquidat- strained from proceeding in the said executionsadece

further , that (sect . 138) if a master requires the ing debto b until the 31st Dec. ; that the debtor thereupon
services of a pilot whilst his ship is lying at Nov. 1873 , an execution was levied upon his goods sent for the manager of the sheriff , who called

ing debtor was a licensed victualler .' On the 25th Inntil the011

. .,
svyuuvs une

anchor in the Mersey , the pilot shall be paid for for £191 48 . 6d . On the 1st Dec . 1873, another upon him , and the order was handed to him , but

every day or portion of a day he shall attend, execution was put in for £37 19s. 6d, by another he refused to withdraw ; that about three o 'clock

the sum of 58. ; but no such charge shall be made creditor ; on the 12th Dec. another execution by on the 13th Dec. the said Samuel Hinder came to

for the day on which such vessel being outward another creditor for £201 13s. ; on the same day his (the debtor's ) hotel and was informed by

bound, shall leave the river Mersey to commence another execution by another creditor for Charles Hinder of the order that had been made,

her voyage, ” com pels a master to proceeding to £148 16s. 6d . ; on the 16th Deo . another execution but he refused to comply, and placed another

sea to take a pilot. Where a ship fully equipped by another creditor (Messrs. Greenless and Son) |man in possession . Dyer said that was a distinct

and ready for sea leaves one of the Liverpool for £37 158. 6d . ; on the 24th Dec. another execu . proceeding in the execution , and he is proceed .

docks at night, with the intention of proceeding tion by another creditor for £22 138. On the 30th ing in the execution . He was informed by his

straight to sea , but her master, on getting into Dec. the debtor filed a petition for liquidation ; wife that Charles Hinder told her he should place

the river Mersey, determines, on account of the and on the 22nd Jan . 1874 a trustee was appointed . another man in the bar to receive the moneys

weather, to anchor for the night, he is proceeding | No sale having taken place under any of the from the customers, and to maintain himself out

to sea within the meaning of the Mersey Docks executions, the court was now moved for an order of the same. On the same affidavit an order

Acts Consolidation Acts 1858 (21 & 22 Vict. to restrain the execution creditors from selling or was made by the registrar calling upon the

c . xcii.), sect. 139, and is compelled by that section otherwise dealing with the goods seized , and a sheriff to show cause why he should notbe com .

to take on board a licensed Liverpool pilot on declaration that the goods are the property of the mitted , and why such other order as your Honour

leaving dock ; and if the ship break from her trustee, and that the sheriff should be ordered to saw fit should not be made. The matter came

anchor during the night, and a collision ensues withdraw from possession . This was opposed on | before your learned deputy and was partially
thronoh tha sole negligence of the pilot, the behalf of Messrs . Greenless and Son . heard . Mr. Lister adjourned the matter, leave
owners are exempted from liability . Semble , that Shortt (instructed by Fallows and Whitehead), being given to both sides to file further affidavits.

in such circumstances the right ofthe pilot, under for the trustee, acknowledged that if the execu. The first further affidavit to which I will refer is
sect. 138, to an extra payment of 59. a day whilst tion of Messrs. Greenless and Son, being under one by Charles Howse, sworn on the 25th Jan. It
employed ou the ship , at the requirement of the £50 , had been prior to the execution for shows that the said Samuel Hinder and Cornelius

master, during the time she is anchored in the £191 45. 6d., levied on the 25th Nov . 1873, the Hinder told him they were the officers of the said
river, except on the day when the ship leaves the title of the execution creditor should prevail as sheriff, and had been directed to levy the said sam
Mersey to commence her voyage, does not alter against that of the trustee, on the authority of and costs, and had a warrant given them so to do,
he character of the employment during that time, siater v . Pinder (26 L . T . Rep. N . S . 482 ; L . Rep. which was produced and read to him . They took
80 as to make it a voluntary employment : (The 7 Ex. 95 ), and other cases ; but contended possession and proceeded with the said execution .
City of Cambridge , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 816 . Adm .) | that the levy of the previous execution for moro He was well acquainted with nelius

than £50 distinguished the present case , and Hinder and Samuel Hinder, and know them to be

relied on the provisions of sect. 87 of the Bank - officers of the sheriff ; [the under sheriff admitted
ECCLESIASTICAL LAW . ruptcy Act 1869. that they were ]; that Henry Collettduly entered on

Rose (instructed by H . Smith ), on behalf of his office on the 6th December, and duly informed
NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. Messrs . Greenless, relied on Slater v Pinder (ubi the said Samuel and Cornelius Hinder that he had

CHURCH DISCIPLINE ACT - DISCRETION OF sup.) and other cases, which decided that where | been appointed receiver ,and they were required to
BISHOPS- PROHIBITION - PRACTICE . - Where a an execution for less than £50 was levied before withdraw from possession. On the 10th December

commission has been issued by a bishop under an act of bankruptcy was committed , a subse. the said Henry Collett came to the hotel for the

the 3rd section of the Church Discipline Act quent act of bankruptcy would not take away | express purpose of taking possession thereof.
(3 & 4 Vict . o . 86 ), to inquire into charges brought the right of the execution creditor ; and here no In his (debtor' s) presence the officers were in .
against a clerk in holy orders, the court will not act of bankruptcy had been committed at the formed that Collett had been appointed receiver
grant a prohibition staying proceedings until the time of the levy of Messrs. Greenless' execution , by the court, and was entitled to possession of
clerk has been heard by counsel beforo the bishop | there having been no sale under the prior execu - such goods and effects. The officers were re
asto certain preliminary objections,and especially tion . quested to withdraw , but they refused. A like
as to the fitness of the promoter. Decision of The CHIEF JUDGE was of opinion that he was request had been made on previous occasions.

Bacon , V . C ., affirmed : (The Rev . J . Edwards, 29 | bound by the authority of the cases cited to hold The under sheriff ,Mr. West Awdrry, on the 16th
L . T . Rop. N . S ., 711. L . C . and Mellish , L . J .) that the rights of the creditors whose executions December, instructed them to withdraw , which

Titna
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they did . The affidavit of thereceiver made on the not be liable to the execution creditor in any other side the case of Ex parte Isaacs ( L . Rer. 6
28th Jan, was to this effect : That he was duly ap . / action he might bring ? Moreover, the receiver Ch . App . 58 ) was quoted .
pointed receiver on the 6th Dec . ; thatthe said | did not demand possession as he ought to have His HONOUR held that that was conclusive as
Cornelius and Samuel Hinder were then and are done, and there was no contempt on the part of to the injunction , and he refused it accordingly.

officers of the high sheriff, and that they had the sheriff, because he had no knowledge what
As to the examination of Taylor it was con .

levied an execution upon the goods ofMr. Howse ; ever of the matter. He quoted severalauthorities
tended, on behalf of the plaintiff in the Chancery

that he went to the hotel on the 12th Dec. to take in support of his contention . suit , that this was an attempt on the part of
possession , and found them in possession , and His HONOUR.- I think there has been a breach

the defendants in the Chancery suit who had
proceeding with the execution ; that they con. of the injunction, but not a substantial breach . not put in their answers to make a catspaw
tinued proceeding under the sheriff' s warrant It was a formalrather than an avowed contempt.

of the Court of Bankruptcy to evade and override
until he took proecedings against the sheriff for No injury whatever has occurred to the creditors,

the practice and rules of procedure of the Court
contempt of court ; that he acted bona fide in and the sheriff not being personally a party to of Chancery which will not allow a defendant to
endeavouring to obtain possession , but was not the breach, I think he must bear his own costs,

interrogate a plaintiff before putting in his answer.
allowed by the said officer 80 to do. Your | but all other costs must be paid out of the
Honour sees that the weight and re state . His HONOUR decided in favour of the trustee,

the evidence is this : On the 6th Dec. there was and granted an order for the examination in bank .

an injunction ; thatwas served personally on the MANCHESTER COUNTY COURT. | rupcy of Taylor ,the plaintiff in the Chancery suit .

proper person , the man in possession . The first Wednesday, Feb. 4 .
act of contempt with which he treats it is to say

(Before J. A . RUSSELL, Q . C ., Judge).
distinctly that he takes no notice of it. The CORRESPONDENCE OF THE
agent sees Mr. West Awdry , the direct agent of TAYLOR v . BOWKER ; ReFIELDING .

PROFESSION .the sheriff : he read the injunction and was Bankruptcy Act 1869 - Injunction .
required to withdraw the men, but refused to do Application for injunction to stay proceedings in
so. The second order was treated in the same NOTE. - This Department of the Law Times being open to

a Chancery suit, and for an order for the exami- free discussion on all professional topics, the Editor is not
manner. It was served personally on the nation of the plaintiff in that suit before answer responsible for any opinions or statements contained in it .
man in possession , who said he should take filed , under the following circumstances :
no more notice of it than of the other. T . filed a bill in the Chancery Court of the County VOTING FOR GUARDIANS OF THE POOR.
Mr. Bradbury was then seen , and he directed Palatine of Lancaster for specific performance | Will you or some of your correspondents be good

the man to remain even after reading the order. of an agreement for sale of certain property by l enough to furnish methrough themedium of your

That was another step , another proceeding with B . Meanwhile, B . had conveyed the property paper with answers to the following questions :

the execution . Any word spoken by any officer to F ., who becamebankrupt. F . and his trustee First. In calculating the number of votes in the

of the high sheriff is an act and a proceeding with were then made parties to the bill, F. having election for guardians of the poor of a parish , are

the execution if it tends to carry it on . A much had notice of T .' s prior claim . F . having con . the qualifications which a man has to vote as

more important proceeding was taken on the 13th veyed the property to A . T ., the latter was also owner and occupier treated as separate and

Dec. Your Honour sees that, after the service made a party to the bill. distinct, and as giving each of them the right of
of the injunction , that act was actually to place Application was now made on behalf of the trus. voting according to the respective rateable

anotherman in possession. Hinder , the man who tee in the bankruptcy for an injunction , under values ? For example , A . is owner of property

makes this affidavit , comes on the 13th , the day the Bankruptcy Act, to restrain the proceedings rated at £150, and occupies property rated at

after the second injunction has been made. This in the Chancery suit against the defendant F . | £200 ; will he be entitled to four votes for his

was a distinct proceeding. On the very day of the and his trustee and A . T ., they not having filed ownership and five for his occupation , viz.,

first injunction they were told the receiver had been their answers, and also for an order for the altogether nine votes, or will the total rateable

appointed , and that he was the person who should examination of F ., the plaintiff in the suit.
have had possession of the estate. These facts | Held , on the authority of Ex parte Isaacs be added together, and he be allowed the

value of all property occupied and owned by him

are brought home in the clearest way. They do ! ( L . Rep . 6 Ch . App . 58 ). that the injunction maximum number of six votes ? or B . owns and

not deny any of these statements, but confine could not be granted , but that the order for occupies property of the value of £10 per annum ,
themselves to saying they did not proceed with examination could be made, and it was made
the execution .

will he be entitled to one or two votes ? Second .
On the 10th Dec. the receiver accordingly . Two persons being trustees and executors under

went himself to take possession .

His Honour read from an affidavit to the
Storer, solicitor for Fielding and trustee. a will are on the rate book as A .'s executors,

3 . Taylor and T . A . Hulme, barristers, in .effect that the receiver had not taken possession .
how will they be able to vote ? will each have a

separate right of voting in respect of onemoiety,Dyer . - The receiver says in his affidavit that structed by Vaughan , for Taylor, the plaintiff in
| or must they exercise their power jointly ? Anhe went on the 10th to take possession. These the Chancery Court.

men were told he was entitled to possession . | early answer to this letter will oblige.
The facts in this case were as follows : - On R . MAPER .

Your honour will see that he was entitled to the 23rd May 1873 , Samuel Bowker entered
absolute possession of the premises. Now , my into an agreement with George Taylor for the

friend will say that they remained because they sale to him of certain property in Manchester, LEGAL NEWS.
were not asked for possession . which agreement he refused to carry out. On the

His HONOUR. - Yes ; that is what it seems to 21st July Taylor filed a bill for the specific per
be. What is the present state of circumstances ? formance of this agreement in the Chancery Court MR.MANISTY, Q . C . wishes us to state that he

Dyer. - Immediately the registrar issued this of the County Palatine. Several interviews be. was present at the dinner given to Sir Samuel

order calling upon the sheriff to show cause why tween the parties took place in the interval that Martin , on his retirement, by the late and present

he should not be committed for contempt they elapsed from the date of the agreement to the members of the Northern Circuit.
vanished like a vapour. The following morning filing of the bill, at nearly all of which George ATTORNEYS' CERTIFICATES. - By a return just
Mr. F . West Awdry comes down and says, “ I | Fielding was present, and took part in all the printed it appears that in the year ended the 31st
have received this order threatening a committal. transactions relating to the purchase. On the March last, the number of attorneys' certificates
You withdraw ." This was four days after the 10th July , one of the interviews referred to having in the United Kingdom was 14 ,053, and the duty
second injunction , and one day after notice to taken place on the 30th June, Bowker conveyed charged £92,635.
show cause. The very next day after that notice, the property to Fielding. Attempts were then NEW POLLING DISTRICTS. - As to Middlesex,
at the earliest possible moment the men are told made to come to an arrangement, and on the 30th there are seventeen polling districts comprising

to withdraw . My friend will say the sheriff and Aug . a compromise was agreed to upon certain the several parishes in this county . In the borongh
his officers acted bona fide in retaining possession terms, one of which was that Fielding should con - of Marylebone there are twenty polling districts,
until the receiver came. I take it they put it in vey the property to Taylor. This compromise, and ten in Finsbury ; in Lambeth three, in Green .
that way because the receiver did not sooner | however, was not carried out, and on the 29th wich and Woolwich nineteen, in the city of London
distinctly (that is what they allege) comeand ask Sept. Fielding filed a petition for liquidation by twenty districts divided into the wards. In South
for possession . I have two answers to that. In arrangement in the Manchester County Court. wark are six , and in Westminster ten polling dis

the first place the receiver says, “ I did go, and The bill in Chancery was amended by adding to it tricts .
should have taken possession , but these officers the names of Fielding and Trevor, the trustees WE regret to state that a telegram has been

prevented me.” In the next place it is apparent under the liquidation as defendants, and the bill, received at the Colonial Office announcing that
from these affidavits that the sheriff had notice over as amended , sought a declaration that the pro - the Attorney -General of Jamaica ,Mr. Alexander

and over again . If it be true they only remained perty did not pass to the trustee under the liqui.ty did not pass to the trustee under the liqui. Schalch , died of the yellow fever on Jan. 31. Mr.
in possession till thereceiver came, why was it they dation by the provisions of the Bankruptcy Act of Schalch , who left England about three years ago,
withdrew their men when the notice to show cause 1869, as Fielding, having had notice of Taylor' s had already acquired a high reputation in the

had been served , but before the receiver came ? prior claim , only held the property as trustee for colony for learning, intelligence, and unwearied
In Hinder 's affidavit he says, “ Even when I did Taylor. On the 7th Nov., or thereabouts, Field . industry , and his loss will be severely felt, coming
withdraw , the receiver was not in possession .” Iting conveyed the property to Alfred Turner, for as it does close upon the departure of the late
seems to me that single admission cuts away all whom Fielding stated in his examination under Governor.
ground of that kind . theliquidation that he had bought it. The bill in AN ECCENTRIC ATTORNEY. - Mr. Robert Dover,

His HONOUR. - The question is what is the re - Chancery was again amended by adding Turner as who resided at Barton -on -the-Heath , in Warwick .

straining order ? a defendant. Fielding the trustee, and Alfred shire, in the reign of King James the First, and
Dyer. The words of the order of the 12th Dec. | Turner, had not filed their answers in the Chan who was much esteemed for his congenial conduct

are that the “ sheriff and his officers were abso . cery suit, and the timefor doing so had expired . and legalknowledge, instituted an annualmeeting
lutely restrained from proceeding in the matter The registrar had granted an interim injunction for the practice of rustic games. Mr. Dover con .
of the said execution until the 31st day of ” the to restrain proceedings in the Chancery suit ducted these pastimes personally , habited in a

same month . It is not formeto contend whether against these defendants till the sitting of the suit of this King's clothes. Prizes were given ,
the word " absolutely ” is rightly inserted or not, I court , and had left the question of examining and the spectators attended from varions parts .

I say it was an injunction of this court. He then Taylor to be also decided by the judge. It was Anthony Wood, the author, stated that these
cited Ex parte Page (17 Ves. 59 ) ; Doria 's Bank. contended, on bebalf of Fielding 's trustee, that games were continued until the rebellion was com .
ruptcy, 230 -32 ; Cooper v. Asprey (11 W . R .) ; Ex the fact of Fielding being within the jurisdiction menced by the Presbyterians. In a poem , pub .
parte Rayner, re Johnson, (L .Rep. 7 Ch. 325) ; Re of the court under his liquidation proceedings lished A . D . 1836 , called Annalia Dulvensia , these

Davis (Fisher 's Digest, 1872, p . 36) ; General Rules gave the court power to grantthe injunction asked games and their patron are described by some of
299, 260, 264 ; Re Dickenson , (50 LAW TIMES) ; Ex for, although the other parties to the suit were the poets of the day.
parte Paine, re Bernardat (14 Sols . Journ ., cited not included in such proceedings, and that they | RAILROAD LAW . - A Bill is now before Congress

Doria 235 ) ; Joyce on Injunctions, 1325 , etseq . were entitled to examine Taylor under the Bank . for the establishment of a bureau of transporta
Bartrum contended that there had been no ruptcy Act, although even granting that such tion in the United States of America , similar to

breach of the injunction , and that the sheriff was examination was of a fishing nature with regard the railway board of commissioners which has

bound to remain in possession until he received to the Chancery proceedings. been appointed in England, under the recent Act
instructions from the execution creditor to with . In support of the motion for the injunction of Parliament. The Bill proposes to appoint five

draw . If the proceedings in liquidation fell were cited Ex parte Cohen (L . Rep . 7 Ch . App. commissioners to hold office for five years, who
through, what would be his position ? Would he ' 20) ; Morley v . White (L . Rep. 8 Ch . 214) On the are to enforce all the laws relating to the trans.
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persons can be

portation of freight and passengers over railways. was by a petition of right against Her Majesty , pressed , but especially because it showshow the
The bureau , by the proposed Bill, are to arrange which could be prosecuted only in the West proposed alteration in the constitution of the

the rates, if , when charged at the maximum , they minster courts. It is something to have given to Scotch court was regarded and dealt with in the
yield a dividend of 10 to 15 per cent., estimated every Irish contractor a mode of redress against case of a people who are so keenly alive to their
from the business of the preceding year ; and other injustice , which cannot be defeated by a depart- true interests, and who know how so well to pro .
useful clauses are contemplated . ment throwing thelegalresponsibility on the Queen . mote them .

THE FIRST PETITION UNDER 36 & 27 VICT. One memorable petition of right from Ireland . The commissioners appointed to inquire into
c . 69 .- Within the last few days a “ summons was prosecuted some years ago in the English the courts of law in Scotland had amongst them
and plaint ” has been issued in the Court of Court of Queen 's Bench . It was that of Mr. such men as Lord Colonsay, Lord Selborne, Lord

Queen ' s Bench , in which even the illustrious rank Stephen Fox Dickson , who sought to recover from Moncreiff, the late Mr. Justice Willes, the present

and character of the defendant make the pro - the Queen duties which he alleged had been Lord Advocate, the Lord Advocate of Mr.
ceeding one worthy of some notice in the press. illegally exacted from the spirit grocers of Ire. Disraeli 's Administration , and Mr. Sclater Booth .
The plaintiff - or, as we believe we ought to call land . The petition was founded on a judgment In their fourth report, made in 1870 , these com .
him , the “ suppliant ” - is Mr. James O 'Grady, a of the Court of Exchequer Chamber of Ireland, missioners, when dealing with the subject of the
contractor for some repairs to the barracks at which decided that the duties exacted were not I proposed changes in the constitution of the

Athlone. The defendant is no less a personage warranted by law . The officers who had levied sheriff's court, say :
than Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen . This them protected themselves by a plea that they " The most important general question in
is the first timethat Her Majesty , or any English had paid them over to the Exchequer . Mr. Dick . regard to the constitution of these courts which
Sovereign , has ever referred a claim made against son 's only remedy wasby a petition of right in the we had to consider , was a proposal, by no means

the wearer of the Crown to the adjudication ofan English courts . Five judges in the English Court new , to prohibit the sheriff from practising before
Irish court. Up to last session any inhabitant of of Exchequer 'Chamber overruled the decision of the Supreme Court ; to compel him to reside in
Ireland who made such a claim could only obtain the Irish court. In future the complaints of Irish - his county . On this and other proposed changes

an adjudication upon it in one of the English men arising out of Irish transactions will be tried there was submitted to us a very large body of
courts . This has been the case in all periods of where they ought to - before the Irish tribunals evidence, which wehave considered very anxiously ,
our history . The only mode of obtaining redress who are now , strange to say, for the first time along with the views of the Law Commission ,
in any case in which the Sovereign was concerned empowered to decide upon all Irish cases, without presided over by Sir Ilay Caulfield ,which reported
was by a " petition of right ” addressed to the the reservation of any portion of their jurisdiction in 1818 ,and also the report of the Law Commis
Sovereign, and stating the grievance of which to the English courts. - Freeman 's Journal. sion in 1834. That report, which is signed by
the subject complained . The Sovereign endorsed very eminent names, including Professor G . J .
on the petition the words, “ Let right be done,” Bell, Andrew Skene, Robert Jameson , Andrew

and with this authority the tribunals proceeded Rutherford, and Adam Anderson , very elabo
to deal with the complaint as they would do if it LEGAL EXTRACTS. rately discussed this question , and stated the

were a case between subject and subject. Butall result of their opinion in the following terms:
these matters were only cognisable in the English THE JUDICATURE COMMISSION AND “ Upon this subject it has been strongly pressed
courts. No Irish court ever entertained a “ peti.

THE IRISH COUNTY COURTS .
upon us that if resident sheriffs were appointed

tion of right.” Even when the grievance com in all the larger and more populous counties,and
Report on the Application of the Principles

plained of originated in Ireland , the petition of if the other districts were enlarged so as to
right could only be prosecuted in an English

recommended by the Judicature Commission to

court. This state of the law suggests questions
| afford full employment to the principal sheriffs,

the Irish County Courts, by Mr. CONSTANTINE

of interest in a constitutional point of view . Even
a salary mightbe attached to the office sufficient

MOLLOY,
to inducemen in high practice and repnte at the

when Ireland was a separate kingdom , and after [Read before the Statistical Society of Ireland. ] bar to accept of the situation . But, after much
her legislative independence was established , (Continued from p. 259.) consideration , we are unanimously of opinion that

petitions of right from Ireland could only be SUFFICIENT, I think , has now been said to indi. this change would be highly prejudicial to the
heard in the English courts, and this continued to cate how defective the Irish County Court is as a admiaistration of the law in the local courts."

be the law up to the 5th of last August, the day means for administering ready and efficacious When giving the grounds of their unanimous
upon which Parliament was prorogued . Upon justice between parties of humble means, and how opinion , the Commissioners of 1818 remarked :
that day , and among the last Acts of the session, much this tribunal requires , in small cases, that “ There is great risk of evil in the provincial
Her Majesty gave her assent to a statute under complete and effective inrisdiction posges en when

which petitions of right from Ireland are in future the corresponding tribunal in the sister kingdom . obtained confessedly competent to discharge the

to be tried in the Irish courts. The case of Mr. Many legal reforms from time to time, usually duties. An individual in that situation is exposed

O 'Grady supplies a strong illustration of the applied to the English County, Court, have to all the influences, attachments, prejudices and
necessity of the recent statute . As we have rendered that tribunal what it now is ; but these local feelings disadvantageous to his character

already said , Mr. O 'Grady was a contractor for reforms have not been applied to the Irish and authority , and even if he be supposed free

some repairs to the barracks at Athlone, and for tribunal, and hence it is that the Irish County from the operation of such bad infinence, the

some claim arising out of that contract he brought Court, originally established to supply a great mere circumstance that he has already reached

an action against Mr. Cardwell, the Secretary at public requirement, has been suffered to fall the summit of his ambition , will tend to diminish

War, with whom , in terms, the contract was behind in the progress of improvement. This is his industry and utility as a judge, while his

made. Mr. Cardwell defended himself by saying much to be regretted on many grounds. To repeat remote insulated situation excludes the salutary

that, although the contract was, in terms,made what I said four years ago , when bringing the and counteracting effect of public opinion, by

with him , yet he only entered into it as the agent subject of the Irish County Courts under the which the exertions of those who fill the highest

of Her Majesty , and that, therefore, the remedy notice of this society : “ The cause of law and judicial station are animated and controlled .”

was not by action against him , butby petition of government in Ireland has suffered great loss of “ Nor is this mere speculation . Wehave ascer

right against the Queen . The Court of Exchequer prestige from the delay that has occurred in the tained it to be a matter of fact that, notwith .

(7 Ir . L . T . Rep . 15 ) ruled that the defence was a extension to Ireland of the most obvious reforms, standing the well-known talent and integrity of

good one, and Mr. O 'Grady was left without any till long after they have been introduced in the sheriff 's substitute, there is in Scotland &

meansof tryinghis case,unless hecould bear theex - | England ; and one of the most effectualmeans of strong feeling of confidence in the decision of a

pense of bringing all his witnesses to London , and restoring that prestige and imparting confidence judge who is remote from all local influences, and

trying in Westminster whether he was entitled to in the law , would be found in the prompt carrying independently of any superior qualifications for

the payment he claimed in respect of work done out of practical legal reforms, in which large and the office . The mere circumstance that the prin

in the town of Athlone. The matter attracted especially the humbler classes of the people are cipal sheriff is not resident in the county is con

considerable attention both in England and Ire- deeply interested .” sidered both by litigants and practitioners as a
land , and one of the English legal periodicals The suggested improvement of the County Court practical advantage.”
suggested that some Irish member should bring raises questions that concern the constitution of “ Many of the witnesses examined by us concur

in a Bill to enable the trial of a petition of right the court - first, as regards the judge ; and, in this opinion ; but if the feeling thus expressed
to take place in an Irish court. The same course secondly , as regards the chief administrative is less marked than it was in 1834, it must be

was previously urged in the Irish Law Times, our officer of the court. recollected that our predecessors reported under

only legal periodical. Mr. Butt acted on this Upon the first of these questions it is right to circumstances to which the Act of 1838 has prac

hint, and prepared 'and brought in The Petitions bear in mind that the institution of the County tically put an end. At that time the practitioners

of Right (Ireland) Act 1873 . With the aid of Sir Courts in Irelend was borrowed from Scotland, and the public had witnessed before them the evils

Colman O 'Loghlen , he succeeded in passing it where, upwards of a century and a half ago ,analo - of an uncontrolled resident sheriff .”

into a law and under the provisions of that gous tribunals were established. The Scotch The Commissioners of 1834 thus state the con

statute , and in accordance with the decision of Court is presided over by a lawyer, whose official | clusion at which they had arrived :

the Court of Exchequer ,Mr. O 'Grady will now name as sheriff is likely to mislead in Ireland, and “ Weare decidedly of opinion , therefore, that

try in Dublin his action against the War Office cause him to be confounded with the officer in this such a change in the existing system of the local

under the form of a petition of right against the country who bears that title. The Scotch sheriff jurisdiction in Scotland is not only uncalled for,

Queen .' It would be impossible in an article like ie the judge of what may be called the Scotch and unlikely to afford any solid advantage which
this to review that most interesting portion of County Court. He has both a civil and criminal l we do not at present possess .we do not at present possess, but that it would be
legal history and constitutional jurisprudence jurisdiction : but in trying criminal caseg he has I attended with the most injurious consequences

which is connected with the remedy by petition not any of the justice of the peace associated with to the administration of justice in our local
of right. In old times the remedy was encumbered him . He alone is the judge of the court ; just court.”
by formsof procedure which , even when they had like the case of a recorder of a borough in this Following on this report of the Commissioners
become antiquated , it was necessary to observe. country . of 1834, the statute of 1 & 2 Vict. c . 17, was

In 1860 the late Sir William Bovill succeeded in It has been suggested that with the proposed | passed in 1838. It contains the following pro:

passing an Act which substituted for these improvement of the Irish County Court it will be vision in clause 3 : “ Every person who shal. ...

ancient forms a simple and intelligible procedure , necessary and desirable to prohibit the Irish hereafter appointed to the office of sherg

which made the remedy against the Sovereign County Court Judges from practising, and also to depute, shall be an advocate of three years
just as accessible to all persons as that against oblige them to reside in their counties. In that standing at least, and shall have been at the

any of her subjects . In the Act passed by Mr. suggestion I cannot agree, for I fail to perceive of his appointment in practice before, and in

Butt the provisions of Sir William Bovill' s Act the necessity or expediency of making in the con. / political attendance upon the court of session ,

are adopted , and applied to petitions of right stitution of the Irish County Court so great a acting as sheriff' s substitute ; and after such ap

which are prosecuted in Ireland under its provi- change. In my humble judgment, such an altera - | pointment every such sheriff, with the excepus

sions. This enactment is one of great importance, tion will not tend to promote the efficiency of the l of the sheriffs of the counties of Edinburgh Hilde

both in a practical and constitutional point of tribunal or secure it public confidence ; but may, | Lanark , shall be in habitual attendance

view . If other departments thought proper to on the contrary, be attended, I greatly fear, with the said court of session during the situs
avail themselves of the procedent established by results the reverse of beneficial. thereof."
the War Office in that case, no Government con - ' The same suggestion has been from time to time In 1853 the bill for the Act of that year,which

tractor in Ireland could have recovered compensa - made as regards the Scotch County Court ; and I at present regulates the procedure in the sl
tion in any Irish court for any breach of his con - beg to call attention to this fact, not merely court, was submitted to a select committee
tracton the part of the officials . His only remedy ' because it fortifies the opinion which I have ex. House of Commons ; and this question in reg

Art
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to the residence of the sheriff in his county was, The report of 1870 already referred to, upon the LAW SOCIETIES.
we are aware, very fully brought before them , and I Scotch court , contains a valuable suggestion for

it was resolved to adhere to the present constitu - consolidating the office of clerk of the commissary BIRMINGHAM LAW SOCIETY .
tion of those courts : court and that of the registrar of the Scotch THE annual meeting was held at the Queen' s

“ We (the commissioners of 1870) see no reason County Court. The clerkship of the Commissary | Hotel, on Friday last : Mr. W . S . Harding (vice
for disturbing the system thus deliberately and Court is an office corresponding with our district president) in the chair .
repeatedly approved of. The evidence before us registrarship of the Probate Court. In order to The report, which was taken as read, stated
proves that, as regards the functions of the make the consolidation of the offices of clerk of that the number of members was 163 as against

ese courtsrts are in thorough working the peace and clerk of the Crown as effective asico
| 160 for the year 1872. The committee had soughtorder. Not a trace of the evils alluded to in the possible, and also to secure an adequate salary ,of the evils alluded to in the possible, and also to secure an adequate salary , | to maintain the efficiency of the library by pur

report of 1834 is to be found in the testimony of without creating unnecessary charges upon the chasing the principallegal works published during
the witnesses we have examined. So complete, taxpayers, and, further, to provide for more local the year, and in addition to the Inclosure Acts re
although imperceptible and silent, has been the means of proving wills and obtaining administra ferred to in the report of the committee for the
executive control of the sheriffs , that the com . tion in the cases within the jurisdiction of the year 1872 , the committee had now been able to
munity have forgotten that there ever was a time County Court, I would suggest that whenever acquire, as they believed , all the local and per.
when a resident sheriff was suspected of local the office of a district registrar under the Pro sonal Acts relating to the counties of Warwick ,
partiality .” bate Court should become vacant, the duties Worcester, and Stafford, from the 1st Geo. 2. to

It will be thus seen that the suggestion of of the office should thenceforward be trans. the present time, with a very large collection of
making the County Court judges reside in their ferred to and discharged by the clerks of the canal, railway, and road Acts, affecting the mid
counties, and cease practising before the Superior peace in each of the counties included in such land counties . The expectation the committee
Courts, has been repeatedly considered, as regards district.
Scotland,by the eminentmen who formed the com

had of being able to commence the liquidation of
In order to effect the improvement of the Irish the large balance due from the society to the

missions of 1818 and of 1834 ; by the Legislature county courts above recommended , I beg to sub
honorary treasurer had not been realised , the

itself in 1838, when the 1st and 2nd of the Queen mit the following summary, or heads of sugges
whole of the income for the year having been

was passed ; again , in 1853 , by a select committee | tions : absorbed in further additions to the library which
of the House of Commons, when the statute 1. That the Irish County Courts should have, it appeared most expedient to make before the
which at present regulates the procedure of the as in England , jurisdiction in any case where the publication of the new catalogue, which was now
Scotch County Court was passed ; and finally by title to any land , hereditaments , easement, or in the hands of members. Tho number and value
the commissioners of 1870. And on each of these licence is in question , provided the value or of the additions would be seen by a cursory in
Occasionswesee that the suggestion was strongly rent of the land or hereditament in dispute, or spection of the catalogue, which had grown from
disapproved ; and in 1838 the Legislature, so far affected by the easement or licence, does not ex . a mere pamphlet into a volume. During the year
from adopting the suggestion , passed & statute ceed £20.

requiring all future appointed County Court judges 2. That the Irish County Court should have
four examinations had heen held in Birmingham ,

| and Mr. C . T . Saunders had supplied the following
to be in habitual attendance on the Superior completed jurisdiction in all cases in equity || statistics of the results : - Number of candidates
Court during its sittings. limited in value and amount to the same extent presented , 60 ; passed , 42 ; postponed , 7 ; absent,
For the proper and effective carrying out of the as its probate jurisdiction is now limited - viz ., il. The report dealt also with the following

administrative duties that will arise when juris . where personalty is affected up to £200, and so anhiactise - --00 , and so subjects :
diction in equity is conferred on the Irish County far as realty is affected up to £300. Supreme Court of Judicature Act.
Courts, the judge will require and should have 3 . That the County Courts of Meath , Kildare,
theassistance of an efficient and competent officer Wicklow , and Dublin ,should have the same juris

! ! Your committee do not propose to discuss in

to assist him in discharging these duties. To diction in probate cases as the other county
| detail the provisions of this importantmeasure,

secure this object it will not be necessary to courts in Ireland. .
which received at their hands in conjunction with

create any new office. It will be only requisite to 4 . That whenever the office of district registrar
the associated law societies, the closest conside

apply to the office of clerk of the peace the same becomes vacant, the duties of such office in each
| ration . Mr. W . Evans and Mr. C . T . Saunders , as

principles for the regulation of the office as exist county within the district should thenceforward
a deputation from your committee, attended a

in England. In this country the clerk of the be performed by the clerk of the peace.
meeting of deputations from the associated pro

peace is registrar by statute of the County Court 5. That the clerk of the peace in the counties of
| vincial law societies at Manchester, upon the

(14 1 5 Vict. o . 57 , 8 . 10 ). In England the Meath , Kildare,Wicklow ,and Dublin , repectively , Pr
provisions of the Bill, and a sub -committee at

patronage of those who appoint to the office of should perform the duties of a district registrar such meeting was appointed to bring under the
notice of the Lord Chancellor the suggestions

registrar of the County Court is restricted by an for these counties .

Act passed in 1846, by which the registrar of the 6 . That the Irish County Courts in allmaritime
then agreed upon , and action in support of the

County Court is required to be an attorney of one counties should have the same jurisdiction in cases
district registries clauses was afterwards taken ,

of the Superior Courts , and be approved of by the of freight and demurrage and Admiralty cases as
upon such clauses being threatened with oppo

Lord Chancellor. The registrar in England is not the English County Court has.
sition in the interest of the London practitioners .

enabled to appoint a deputy, except in cases of 7. That the Irish County Court should have
The beneficialworking of this all- importantmea

illness or unavoidable absence --and then only an jurisdiction in bankruptcy to the same limit as it
sure will, in the main, depend upon the Rules and

attorney approved of by the judge. Had a similar | now has in cases of wills already referred to .
Orders now in course of preparation , and with

restriction been adopted in 1851,when the present 8. That the rules of law for fusing law and
reference to which it is hoped the provincial law

Irish County Court Act (the Civil Bill Act ) was equity, and for giving preference to equitable
societies will be consulted before the same are

passed , the majority of the present clerks of the principles, and all the rules of law enacted and
issued for adoption as a code of practice. Your

peace would all be qualified , as the corresponding declared by the Judicature Act, 1873, should be
committee are not unanimous in opinion as to the

officers are in England. It is unnecessary to dis in force and have effect in the Irish County Court, practical value of the district registry clauses,

turb the existing patronage ; it is only necessary so far as the matters to which such rules relate
but they agree that for some time to come large

to restrict itas in England. shall be respectively cognisable by such court, to
powers of removing proceedings to the London or

The office of clerk to the Crown has been long the same extent as such rules will, after the 2nd
other registries , at the instance of defendants ,

since recommended to be consolidated with that of Nov . 1874 , be in force and receive effect in the
must be accorded , to prevent delay, inconveni

clerk of the peace. For the diminution of crime | English County Courts. ence, and , in many instances, useless expense .

in Ireland , and the large amount of criminalbusi. 9 . That the principles of the law enacted by the Land Transfer Bill.

ness disposed of at the quarter sessions, the 1 & 2 Queen , c . 119 , requiring the judge of the Upon this Bill being issued , its provisions were

duties of clerk of the Crown have been very con - | Scotch County Court, when not discharging the l at once considered by your committee, and an

siderably lessened from what they were formerly . I duties of his office , to be in “ habitual attendance | elaborate analysis made by Mr. G . J . Johnson ,

As the clerks of the Crown and of the peace are upon the Superior Courts during their sittings, | afterwards enlarged into the paper read by that
each of them required to keep an office open every should be extended to Ireland, and apply to all | gentleman at the meeting, in this town, of the
day in the county town, there would be a great future County Court judges in this country.” Metropolitan and Provincial Law Association , a

economy in having only one office ,and the consoli. 10 . That the power of appointing to the office | copy of which paper has been sent to each mem

dation of the two offices would enable the new of clerk of the peace should continue as at pre- | ber of your society . Your committee refer to that
officer to have an effective assistant to attend in sent, 'but subject to the same restriction as in paper as containing an exhaustive summary of

his office , or assist him when the clerk of the England , so that every future clerk of the peace the principles of the proposed measure, and for

Crown and peace would be elsewhere employed , or shall be a solicitor approved of by the Lord Chan- such summary the Profession generally are , in

engaged in one or other of the courts at the cellor, or one of the existing deputies who has the opinion of your committee ,much indebted to
assizes . discharged the daties of his office to the satis- the author.

Both the clerk of the crown and the clerk of faction of the County Court judge.
Married Women' s Property Bills.

the peace are paid upon a novel complicated 11. That the right of appointing a depnty by
These Bills, upon their introduction , received

system . By some statutes they were allowed ex . any future clerk of the peace should, as in Eng

penses only ; by others they were allowed both land, be limited to cases of illness or unavoidable
the consideration of your committee, and a report

expenses and remuneration ; some duties are absence, and to a person who may be qualified to
thereon , afterwards embodied into a petition to

covered by salary, and others are paid for by fees be a clerk of the peace, and approved of by the
the Legislature, was prepared by Mr. C . E .

- the latter being of a most complicated nature judge.
Mathews. The provisions of the Act of 1870, if

under numerous statutes . This should all be 12 . That all fees received by the clerk of the
continued , unquestionably require to be supple

terminated by the fees being converted into peace should be converted into stamps, and be
mented in many respects , to bring the law of

stamps , as has been done in the case of the petty accounted for with the registrar of petty sessions'
| husband and wife, as regards property, into a

sessions' clerks. The stamps should be under the clerks, to be thenceforward called the registrar
satisfactory condition ; but the crude and ill

regulation of the registrar of petty sessions' of local officers , and the surplus, after payment digested proposals of the last session were far

clerks, who should thenceforward be called the of salaries, to be applied in relief of the local
from accomplishing this result, and would have

worked an entire revolution in the social and
registrar of local court officers - all cases where | taxes .

expenses have been allowed to clerks of the peace , 13 . That the salaries of all future clerks of the legal relationship of husband and wife ; and

being provided for out of the stamps, and the peace, and of such existing clerks of the peace as
neither Bill effectually grappled with the serious

balance handed over in aid of local rates, upon submit their emoluments to regulation , shall be
questions arising upon the Act of 1870 between

which salaries and superannuations are charged . fixed by the Lord Lieutenant, who shall also have married people and their creditors.

This regulation of the office would enable the power to apply the rules of the General Superanu . Tribunals of Commerce.

principle of superannuation , already applied to ation Act to their superannuation. The Judicature Commissioners having issued a
other county officers, to be extended to clerks of 14 . That in any county where, from its size or series of questions with reference to the desira

the peace. The consolidation of the offices of other cause, the Lord Lieutenant shall approve of bility of the establishment of tribunals of com

clerk of the Crown and clerk of the peace would an assistant to the clerk of the peace being em . merce , and requested the answers of your com
be accelerated by extending to these cases the ployed , the salary and superannuation of such mittee thereto , your committee unanimously con
principles of superannuation applied in 1866 to assistant shall be subject to the like regulation , curred in replying- - that it was undesirable to

the case of case of county treasurers, in order to and an assistant shall be provided in every case establish tribunals of commerce or any special

facilitate the transfer of their duties to the county where the offices of clerk of the Crown and clerk tribunal for the trial of commercial cases, the
banks and secretaries of grand juries. of the peace are consolidated . | reasons for such opinions being that all cases,
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whether commercial or otherwise , ought to be they found they must either run into debt or do most serviceable to articled clerks by Mr. W . H . B .
decided according to law and by the ordinary tri- | half the work they wanted to do . The right way Rosher and Mr. G . J . Johnson.

bunals, unless the parties by mutual consent of dealing with the matter would be to enter into The President then proposed , “ Prosperity, to

choose to substitute an arbitrator with unlimited a subscription for the purpose of liquidating the the Birmingham Law Students' Society." He

discretion - in fact, a friendly mediator ; and that debt ; and with that in view , he would move the believed he was expected to give them a little

if the existing tribunals were not competent or following addition to the resolution : “ And that advice, and also to address them to some extent

convenient tribunals for the decision of com - this moeting is of opinion that the balance of debt | upon the question of law reform , Hewas a fellow

mercial questions of any complexity (and it was and liability should be forthwith cleared off by a student of theirs, and he said no man who was

.conceded that in someinstances they are not), they subscription among the members of the society ." worth anything ever ceased to study (Hear ,
conceived the true remedy to be not to create a He reminded them that, with the passing of the hear ). A man would go on studying to the end of

new or nondescript tribunal, which would com . Judicature Act, they would allhave to go to school his days if he were worthy the name of a lawyer ,
bine the defects of a judicial tribunal and a non again ; and , such being the case, more books therefore he advised them to study on , but let them

judicial arbitrator without the benefits of either, would be required , so that the library would be not work too hard. They had a very long race to

but to improve the procedure of ordinary tri. more valuable than ever . run , and it would be well not to run too fast at

bunals . Mr. Lewis seconded the motion , which was first. There was another thing which he scarcely

Legal Education and Law Lectures. carried . needed to remind them of, and that was that a

These important questions have received con . A subscription list was handed round among lawyer ought to be an honest man. (Laughter.)

siderable attention from your committee, and the members present, and donations to the | It was said by an eminent judge, and he agreed

they have, after an interview upon the subject amount of £320 promised towards the liquidation with his Lordship, that a man might bean honest
with a deputation from the Law Students' of the library debt. man who wasnot a lawyer. (Laughter.) He (the

Society, sent to the latter society a paper of sug Mr. Rowley proposed , and Mr. Crompton Chairman ) was quite sure that a man who was not

gestions for their consideration . seconded , that the members of the committee be honest did notdeserve thename of a lawyer. (Hear,
Your committee, while fully admitting the increased from fifteen to twenty -one, which was hear.) The man who began by deceiving others

defects in the existing system of legal education, carried ; and on the motion of the Chairman, generally ended by deceiving himself. (Hear,

are not prepared to assent to the proposition that seconded by Mr. Horton , thanks were voted to the hear.) As to law reform , he might say that those

the only remedy is to be found in a system of retiring auditors , and Messrs . Jelf and Griffin who were young had the advantage of the older

lectures. Law lectures, at the present time, to were appointed auditors for the ensuing year. students of the law , because all would have to go

be of any practical value to students seeking ad Mr. Allen moved : “ That in the opinion of this to school again . He had been anxious for law
mission on the roll of solicitors, should be of an meeting the practice of paying money to the reforms for many years, and , according to thebest

elementary , tutorial character , rather lessons solicitor concerned , without the written authority of his opportunities and abilities , in many dif.

than professional lectures, and the difficulty of of his client, should , from the serious responsi- ferent ways, he had advocated changes, some of

providing competent tutors will readily occur to bilities resulting therefrom to practitioners, be which , he was happy to say, had come to pass ,

all ; nor must the financial obligations arising abandoned , and the written authority of the client and he hoped that more would come to pass.
upon undertaking such an obligation by the given and required in every instance without the (Hear, hear.) In many respects nothing could be

society be overlooked . least idea of doubt or distrust being inplied from more unfortunate than our present system , and,
The last report of the Liverpool Law Society | such requirement.” He said the chief difficulty | he was almost going to say, that almost any

records a in the number of suanb . would arise from purchase moneys and mortgage change would have been for the better.ter. The

scribers and in the attendance at the law lectures, moneys. He had heard that there were prac. system of law and the system of equity were &

established there under professors of acknow . titioners of high respectability who felt that a wonderful anomaly . Themostextraordinary part

ledged eminence, and the probable necessity of sort of distrust was thrown upon them when they of the thing was that they had equity , which

recourse to the guarantee fund to supplement tho were asked for the written authority of their originated in a liberal system , and which was in .

fees paid by students. clients on occasions when money was paid , and tended to control the harshness and rigidity of the
the intention of the resclution was to meet that common law , freezing into a system of dry and

Renuneration by Commission . difficulty .
A revised scale of charges by commission was

hard technicalities . (Hear, heur.) Common law ,
After some discussion the resolution was which originated in a system of harsh , dry, hard ,

submitted to your committee for consideration by
the council of the Incorporated Law Society.

amended as follows : “ That, in the opinion of rules, was administered in a much more liberal

Your committee approving , as they do, of the
this meeting, the practice of paying money to a spirit than were the rules of equity, which origi.
solicitor concerned ,without the written authority nated in liberalprinciples. It was high time that

principle of charging by commission , urged in
reply that action shonld be taken to obtain legal

of his client, should , from the serious responsi. / such a state of things should come to an end .

bilities resulting therefrom to practitioners, be (Hear, hear.) What was wanted was a fusion of
sanction to the principle before settling the abandoned , and the written authority of the client law and equity, and hewould like to see equity
letails. This sanction cannot now be long with a

given and required in every instance where the administered in the same liberal spirit in which
held , and your committee are glad to find the receipt of the solicitor himself would not be a common law was now administered . He would
scale adopted by them in conjunction with other legal discharge, withoutany idea of doubt or dis . also like to see the same principles of law carried
provincial law societies in such general use, and trust being implied from such requirement." out without the necessity of beginning, as one
with , so far as their information goes, satisfaction Mr. Lee seconded the motion, and it was must now , in one court , and then , if they wereto the client as well as the practitioner . carried . wrong, or turned out, having to go to another

Requirement of written Authorisation for Pay . A proposition that the Profession should court. He did not think it desirable that the

mentof Money to Solicitors. observe as general holidays the days appointed success of a suitor should be made to depend upon
The attention of your committee has been as bank holidays waswithdrawn, severalmembers the door through which he entered, as was the

directed to the lax practice, now so general in contending that it would be very inconvenient to case at present. In theory , the doors of the
this neighbourhood , of paying money to the close their offices on those days. temple of justice were open to all, but in practice
solicitor concerned without the written authority The retiringmembers of the committeewere re . it was not so . He thonght that in carrying out

of the client. This practice, involving such elected . the reforms contemplated the great principle of

serious responsibility to practitioners, should, we the division of labour should not be lost sight of.

think , be abandoned, and a written authority re.
BIRMINGHAM LAW STUDENTS' SOCIETY .

His opinion was that the law was far too great

quired and given in all cases, and no question of for any man to be acquainted with the whole of it.

distrust or doubt should be implied from the re . THE annual dinner of the Birmingham Law He would like to have things arranged so that

quirement. A resolution upon this subject will Students' Society took place on Wednesday night, every man 's suit should be relegated to that court

be submitted to themeeting . the 5th inst., at the Great Western Hotel, Mon . which was best qualified to deal with the points

Organisation of the Profession . mouth -street. involved . He would liketo see a mercantile court

The increase of thenumber of country members Mr. Joshua Williams, Q . C ., presided ; and presided over by a judge thoronghly acquainted

of the council of the Incorporated Law Society , amongst those present were - Dr. Sebastian with mercantile law - (hear, hear) - and he would

under the new charter, was welcomed by your Evans, Messrs. W . H . B . Rosher, Loxdale War. like to see the same principle adopted with regard

committee as an important point gained in im . |
ren , F . Williams, C . T . Saunders, Jacob Rowlands, to real property , criminal, and other cases. In

proving the organisation of the Profession ; and,
| E . L . Tyndall, W . Lowe, E . B . Rawlings, G . H . conclusion , he said their great aim should be to

with a view to secure a proper representation of
op | Hickman, T . H . Gem , T . Spencer, C . Davies, & c . improve and advance the civilisation of the

the Midland Counties, they caused Mr. C . T . After dinner the Chairman proposed the health country - to load people , as far as they could , to

inders to be nominated as a candidate for the l of the Queen , which was duly honoured . amass wealth ; and , having obtained wealth, to

council, and they report his election thereon . The statement of acconnts showed that the
take care that they should have the enjoyment of

Your committee while noticing that of all the receipts for the year amounted to £61 11s. : dis . it. The worst thing that could happen to the

provincial towns Birmingham has by far the bursements, £53 133. 4d.; showing a balance of
legal Profession would be a state of communism ,

greatest number of practitioners members of the receipts in excess of expenditure of £7 7s. 8d .
when the whole framework of society would be

Incorporatad Society , would still urge upon their This sum , with the balance in hand at the end of
dissolved . He had heard of some wonderful

constituents that as the Incorporated Society is 1872 - £138s . 6d . - amounted to £20 16s. 2d . ; £15
promises made in Birmingham abont free land.

now the recognised centre of the organisation of of which has been expended in books. Being one of the timid class - (laughter ) - he

the Profession , the desirability of further in . On themotion of Dr. Evans, seconded by Mr. feared the timewould never comewhen every man

creasing the roll of country members. Rawlings, the report and statement of accounts
should have asmuch land as he liked - ( laughter) .

Metropolitan and Provincial Law Association .
It would be a bad thing for lawyers if all the

were unanimously adopted . taxes were paid by those who had property, and

The annual meeting of this society was held The annual report of the committee was then all the laws made for those who had none.

here on the 21st and 22nd Oct. last, and was well read by the secretary (Mr. W . H . Warlow ). The (Laughter and applause.) He thanked them

attended . Several papers of considerable impor. committee congratulated the members on the heartily for the cordialmanner in which they had
tance were read and discussed , and your com - marked improvement which had taken place in received him . (Applause.)
mittee have received from nearly all the visitors the state of the society , numerically and finan . Mr. H . Johnson responded .

acknowledgments of the attention and hospitality cially , and on the increasing importance and use. Mr. Saunders proposed “ Health and prosperity

shown them . fulness of the society. The number of members to the Bench and Bar," to which Mr. Loxdale

Mr. G . J. Johnson moved the adoption of the had increased from 168 honorary members last Warren responded .

report. He said he did not think it contained year to 172 this year, and from fifty -one to sixty . Several other toasts followed .

anything calling for remark except the question two ordinary members, five of the latter having

of finance. The fact of the committee coming been admitted , and sixteen new members having
before them with outstanding liabilities amount. | been elected. Of those who had passed the first ARTICLED CLERKS' SOCIETY.
ing to £635 called for their serious consideration, examination ,Mr. R . A . Pinsent obtained the dig . | A MEETING ofthis society was held at Clement's
Every member, however, should understand that tinction of a certificate of merit from the London Inn Hall on Wednesday , the 11th Feb ., Mr. H . H :
the expense incurred had not been unauthorised . | Incorporated Law Society. There had been twenty | Crawford in the chair . Mr. Castle opened the
It had been contracted in pursuance of a resolu . ordinary meetings, the attendance at which had subject for the evening' s debate , viz., " That the
tion passed at previous annual meetings , and doubled itself within the last two years. Legal | Criminal Law Amendment Act should be abo ;
with the full authority of the committee. When and jurisprudential subjects had been debated : | lished .” The motion was lost by a majority OL
the question of extending the library came up and lectures had been delivered upon subjects ' eight.
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LAW STUDENTS ' DEBATING SOCIETY . BENJAMIN , SOLOMOX, clothier, Greenfield .st, Commercial-rd -east
Pet. Jan . 29. Feb . 16 , at two, at office of So .. Barnett, NewTHE question appointed for discussion on Tuesday Broad .st

BERRY, RICHARD , draper, Farnworth . Pet. Jan . 31. Feb . 18, atevening last was No. CCXXV., Jurisprudential : NOTE. - This department of the Law Times, is contributed
three, atoffices of Sol. Smith , Manchester- Would the establishment of Home Rule in by EDWARD WALFORD, M . A ., and late scholar of Balliol

BIST, SAMUEL, builder, Birmingham . Pet . Feb . 3. Feb . 18, atCollege, Oxford , and Fellow of the Geneaiogical andIreland be beneficial for the United Kingdom ? Historical Society of Great Britain ; and , as it is desired eleven , at theKing's Head hotel, Birmingham . Sol. Assinder ,
BirminghamThere was a fair attendance of members ; Mr. to make it as perfect a record as possible , the families and BIRETTA, PIETRO, hotel keeper, Great Windmill-st. Pet . Jan . 28 .

friends ofdeceased members of the Profession will oblige Feb . 12 , at three , at 43 , Great Windinill-st. Sol. KingNicholls presided. After a good debate the ques. by forwarding to the LAW TIMES Office any dates and BODLEY , EDWIN CLARKE, baker, Fulham -rd. Pet. Jan . 31. Feb .
tion was decided in the negative, by a large materials required for a biographical notice . 21, at eleven , at offices of Sols . Evans, Laing , and Eagles, John

St, Bedford -rowmajority .
BOSTOCK , EDWIX CHUBB, bookkeeper, Leeds. Pet. Jan . 31. Feb .S . STONE, ESQ. 23 , at two, at office of Sols . Bond and Barwick , Leeds

HUDDERSEIELD LAW STUDENTS' DEBAT. | THE late Samuel Stone, Esq ., solicitor, and BOURNE, SAMUEL, saddler,. Wybunbury: Pet. Feb. 2. Feb. 20,. .
at three,at offices of Sol, Lisle, NantwichING SOCIETY . formerly town clerk of Leicester, who died on the BRILMAYER, JOHN BAPTIST, baker , Lancaster -st, Newington
causeway . Pet. Jan . 31 . Feb . 18 , at three, at office of Sol.The first meeting for the present year took place 5th inst., at his residence, Elmfield, Stonygate,
Norris, Acton -st, Gray 's -inn -rdLeicester, in the seventieth year of his age, was BROWN,MALCOLM JANSON, clerk , Hoddesdon. Pet . Feb . 4 . Feb.on Monday evening last at the County Court ,Mr.

born in 1804 , and was admitted a solicitor in 21, at two, at the Guildhalltavern ,Gresham -st . Sol. SparhamJ . W . Piercey in the chair . The subject for dis BURNETT, THOMAS, grocer, Fallowfield . Pet. Jan . 27 . Feb . 24 ,Michaelmas Term 1825. In 1837 he was ap . at three, at oftice of Sol. Ritson , Manchestercussion was, “ Should all disputes between em . nted town clerk of Leicester and clerk to the CAVE, CHARLES GIBSOX, greengrocer , Spalding. Pet. Jan 21.
ployers and employed , respecting breaches of Feb . 18 , at twelve, at office of Sols. Harvey and Cartwright,
contract, be tried in the Civil Courts ?” SpaldingLeicester magistrates, the duties of which officesMessrs. COOPER , WILLIAM , commercial traveller, Kirkdale. Pet. Feb . 2 .he performed with great zeal and efficiency for aR . Welsh and E . F . Brook conducted the affirma. Feb . 17 , at three, at office of Vine, accountant, Liverpool. Sol.period of thirty-five years. On his retirement, at Ritson , Liverpooltive and Messrs. G . L . Batley and J . H . Drans.

the close of 1872 , he was appointed a magistrate CORDY, DANIEL CHARLES, tailor, Bristol. Pet. Feb . 5 . Feb . 14 ,
field the negative side of the argument. The at twelve , at offices of Sprod, accountant, Bristol. Sol. Price ,

for the borough of Leicester. Mr. Stone was the Bristolquestion having been thoroughly discussed in its
political and social bearings, was decided in the author of Stone's Justices' Manual, and of other DEVOX , CHARLES, merchant' s clerk , Reading . Pet. Jan . 31. Feb ..

16 , at eleven , at the Forbury , Reading,works well known to the legal profession . DICKINS, EDWARD , greengrocer, Derrick -st, Rotherhithe. Pet.negative by the chairman 's casting vote .
Jan , 29 . Feb. 16 , at three, at office of Chipperfield and Sturt. .
Trinity -gt, Southwark

DICKS, ROBERT, butcher , Norwood . Pet. Jan . 29 . Feb . 25 , at
three, at the Red Lion, Southall. Sol. Philp , Pancras-la andLEGAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION . PROMOTIONS AND APPOINTI Hayes

At a meeting of the executive committee, held on ELLISON, THOMAS, photographer, Bath . Pet. Jan . 31. Feb . 18 ,MENTS . at one, at office of Sol. Ellison , Bath
the 6th Feb ., present Baron Amphlett ( in the N . B . -Announcements of promotions being in the nature FAEHNLEIN, EMILE ,warehouseman, Noble -st. Pet. Feb. 3. March

2 , at three , at office of Sol. Davies , Furnival' s -innchair ) , Mr. Justice Quain , Professor Sheldon of advertisements, are charged 28. 6d . each , for which
FARR, ALLEYSE EBENEZER DANIEL, schoolmaster, Francis-st,

Amos, Mr. Westlake, Mr. Freshfield ,Mr. Burton, postage stamps should be inclosed . Tottenham -ct-rd . Pet. Jan . 23 . Feb . 14, at eleven , at office
of Sol. Parker, Lombard -stMr. C . Harrison , jun ., and several other members FARROW , WILLIAM MORLEY, author , Chapel. Pet. Jan . 31. Feb .

of both branches of the Profession . Baron Amph. | THE Lord Chancellor has appointed Mr. Henry 18, at one, at office of Aldridge and Thorn , Bedford -row . Sols

Harris and Morton , Halsteadlett resigned the office of president of the associa - / William Ackrell, of Tunstall, a Commissioner to
FIELDER , FREDERICK , grocer, Barnet. Pet. Jan . 31. Feb . 16 , at

tion . Mr. A . G . Marten , Q . C ., M . P ., and Mr. F . / administer Oaths in Chancery in England. three, at office of Sol. Wells, Paternoster-row
FLETCHER , WILLIAM , and STAFFOND, JACOB, joiners, NottingT . Bircham were elected members of the executive The Right Hon. Lord Coleridge, Lord Chief
ham . Pet. Jan . 30 . Feb . 24 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Heath ,

committee ; and the following members of the Justice of Her Majesty ' s Court of Common Pleas, Nottingham
GRAHAM , ROBERT, mustard manufacturer , Liverpool. Pet.association were appointed a sub-committee to has appointed Mr. Pelly Hooper, of Weymouth, Feb . 4 . Feb. 25 , at two, at offices of Sols . Mesers. Bremner ,

consider and report upon the draft of a Bill hav . ) in the County of Dorset, solicitor, a Commissioner Liverpool
HARRIS. GEORGE , and HARRIS , CHARLES RICHARD, fruiting for its object the incorporation of a general for taking Acknowledgments of DeedsbyMarried salesman , Covent-garden -market, potato -market,Great Northern

school of law : - Baron Amphlett , Mr. Justice Women , under the Fines and Recoveries Act. Railway, King's - cross, Tooley -st, Southwark, and Stoney -st ,
Borough . Pet. Feb. 2. Feb. 19 , at two, nt the LondonQuain , Professor Sheldon Amos, Mr. Bryce,Mr.
Warehouseman 's Association , 33, Gutter -la , Cheapside. Sols .Burton , Mr. Clabon, Mr. Farrer , Mr. Freshfield, Messrs . Cox , Cloak -la

HARRISON , GEORGE, grocer, Sheffield . Pet. Jan . 26 . Feb . 12, atMr. Janson , Mr. Jevons, Mr. Longbourne, Mr. THE COURTS AND COURT two, at offices of Sols. Messrs. Ryalls , Sheffield

J. C . Mathew , Mr. Ralph Palmer, Mr. Ryland, HART, FRANCIS, hosiery manufacturer, Leicester. Pet. Feb . 3 .
PAPERS. Feb . 18 , at half -past two, at the Bell hotel, Leicester. Sols .Mr. Fitzjames Stephen, Q . C ., Mr. Westlake, Q .C ., Reece and Harris, Birmiagham

Mr. Arthur Williams. HARTJES, HENRY, merchant, Falcon -st, Falcon -sq . Pet . Jan . 28 .
Feb .19 , at three , at the roomsof the Warehousemen 's AssuciaThe following circular has been issued : New CHANCERY ORDER . - The Lord Chancellor tion, 33, Gutter-i , Cheapside. Sol. Sulaman

Dear Sir. - When the Legal Education Associa . | hasmade an order that the Chancery Easter vaca . | HAWRES, FREDERICK , and YEATES, JANES, grocers, Bognor.
Pet. Feb . 2. Feb . 24 , at one, at ottices or Smith , Fawdon , and

tion was formed more than four years ago , contri. tion shall cominence on the 2nd April and termi Low , 12, Brend-st. So !. Lamb, Brighton

butions to the amount of nearly £1000 were sent / nate on the 11th of the same month , both da ys | Hawkins, Thomas, beer seller, Hüll. Pot, Jan . 31. Feb. 19, at
twelve, at office of Sol. Spurr , Hull

in by its supporters ; and many of the contributors HILL , JOHN VICTOR , and HILL , WILLIAM ALFRED, inerchanta ,
Lime-st. Pet. Feb . 2. Feb . 20, at two, at ottices of J. F . Loverexpressed a wish to make their contributions
ing and Co., 33, Gresham -st. Sols . Rooks, Kenrick , und Co..

annual subscriptions. King-st, Cheapside
HOOPER, CHARLES HORx, brickmaker , Aylesboare . Pet . Feb . 2 ..The executive committee, however, declined to
Feb . 19 , at two, at the Turk 's Head inn, Exeter . Sol. Peyton ,

receive at that time any annual subscriptions. Exeter
HOWES, THOMAS, out of business, Birmingham . Pet. Feb . 2 .They considered that the sum already contributed
Feb . is, at three , at office of Sol. Rooke , Birminghamwould be sufficient to meet the expenses of the Gazette, Jan . 30 . HURWOOD , HEXRY JOHX, engineer, Roupell-st, Lambeth , Pet.
Jan . 29 . Feb . 16, at ten , at offices of Measrs, Lewis , Chanceryassociation for some time, and they thought it HARTLEY and CARR, attorneys, solicitors, and conveyancers,
la . Sol. Longdesirable to postponeany further appealformoney | Colne. Dec . 31. ( H , W . Hartley and Wm . Jus. Carr .) Debts by IUZZEY. JOSHUA, grocer, Pembroke-dock . Pet. Feb . 2 . Feb . 21,

either
at eleven , at the Guildhall, Carmarthen . Sol. Williams, Pem .until it was actually required .

Bankrupts. broke-dockThat time has now arrived . During four years IRVING , WASHINGTOx, commission merchant, Manchester . .
Pet . Feb . 5 . Feb . 25, at three , at offices of E . Cotton , solicitor,Gazette, Feb . 6 .the committee have printed the statements,
Liverpool. Sols . Messrs. Earle, Son , Orford , Earle, and Mune,circulars, and reports of the association , the To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall-street.
Manchester

JOYES , WILLIAM , draper, Carnarvon .HEXXIXGS, HENRY, Ironmonger, Berwick -st, Soho . Pet. Feb . 3. Pet. Jan. 30.speeches of their president, and the reports of Feb . 27 , at
Reg . Hazlitt. Sol. Wetman, Great George-st, Westminster. eleven , at the Railway hotel, Bangor. Sol. Jones, Carnarvon

their annualmeetings. They have circulated them Sur. Feb . 18 KANITZ, IGNATES, importer of foreign goods, Cannon -st. Pet.
Jan . 28 .OFFORD, GEORGE, and FORDER, HERMAX, fancy paper manuwidely amongst both branches of the Profession, Feb . 19, at twelve, at office of Sol. Salaman, King -st,

facturers, Chisenhale-rd , Old Ford . Pet. Feb . 6 . Roy . Pepys . Cheapside
and sent them to the members of both Houses of Sols. Lewis , Munns, and Co. Old Jewry . Sur. Feb . 17 LIDWELL, JOSHUA EDWARD, chemist , High -st, Notting -hill.

Pet . Pet. Jan . 4 . Feb . 20 , at two, at oflloes of Smart, Snell, and Co.,ZINGLER , HENRY, commission merchant, Basinghall-st.Parliament. They have distributed forms of peti.
Feb . 3. Reg . Hazlitt. Sols. Davies and Co. Sur. Feb . 18 Accountants, 85, and 86, Cheapside. Sol. Spaull, Verulam -bldgs,

tion in favour of the motion , twice brought To surrender in the Country . Gray 's -inn
| LYONS, HENRY JAMES, commission agent, Hull. Pet. Feb . 2.forward in the House of Commons by the present FIELDEX, JAMES WILLIAM , out of business, Southport. Pet.

Feb . 16 , at three, at ottice of Sol. Chambers, HullFeb . 3 . Reg . Hime. Sur. Feb . 18Lord Chancellor, all over the kingdom . GRAY, JAMES THOMAS , no occupation , Shirley , near Birming. MCNAIR , JOHX, watchmaker, Xantwich . Pet. Feb . 2 . Feb . 20 ,
All this work has been done by the association | ham . Pet. Jan . 29. Reg . Chauntler. Sur. Feb . 27 at twelve, at offices of Sol. Lisle , Nantwich

HEXCKEL, CHARLES FREDERICK , merchant, Manchester, and MAJOR, WILLIAM , Watchmaker, West Bromwich . Pet. Feb . 3.at a very moderate expense, owing to its having
Mechterstedt, in Germany. Reg . Kay . Sur. Feb . 28 Feb . 19, at quarter past ten , at office of Sol. East, Birmingham

had the use of offices rent free, and to its having SNOWDEX, GEORGE, draper , Flamborough . Pet. Feb . 4 . Reg. MALEHAX , HENRY, butcher, Salford . Pet. Feb . 2. Feb . 19, at
Woodall. Sur. Feb . 23 three, at offices of Sol, Leigh, Manchesterbeen able to dispense with paid assistance .

Gazette, Feb . 10 . MAXEY, ROBERT, carpet manufacturer, London -rd , Southwark .It will be seen , from the accompanying papers,
To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall-street . Pet. Jan . 20 . Feb . 18 , at two, at the Hop and Malt Exchange,

that steps will probably be taken next session for BEARDSELL, CHARLES, woollen merchant, Gresham -bldgs, Southwark -st, Borough . Sol. Arnold , the Exchange, South
Basinghall-st, and Church -ct, Old Jewry, and Ironmonger -la . Wark -stgiving legislative effect to the objects of the MARKHAM . CORXELIUS AUBERY, currier, Peterborough . Pet.Pet. Jan . 31. Reg . Hazlitt. Sur . Feb . 28association ; and the committee consider it desir . Jan . 31. Feb . 19 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Guches, PeterFULLWOOD, EDWARD, limemerchant, Somerset-pl, Bevenden -st ,

boroughable that they should be prepared with the funds Hoxton, and Queen -sg , St. James' s -pk. Pet. Feb . 6 . Reg . Mur.
MAY. WILELMIXA EMILY , builder, Sulhampstead Abbotts .ray. Sur. Feb . 27which will be required to meet the heavy expenses Pet. Jan . 31. Feb . 16 , at half past eleven , it office of Sol.VAUGHAX , WILLIAM , gentleman , Cornwall.gdns, South Kensing
Elkins, Readingwhich , on the introduction of a Bill,must be in . ton . Pet. Jan . 27. Reg . Hazlitt. Sur. Feb . 25

MERCEK, EDWARD, innkeeper, Osset. Pet. Feb . 3 . Feb. 24, atWOODWARD, RICHARD HILL, dealer in starch , Upper Thames-st .curred in holding public meetings, and for print eleven , at offices of Sol. Stringer, OssettPet. Feb . 5 . Reg . Pepys. Sur. Feb . 24
MILLER, FREDERIC, chemist, Hastings, Pet. Feb . 2. Feb . 18 , ating and other similar purposes . They feel that it To surrender in the Country .
one, at the Law Institution , Chancery -la . Sol. Jones, Hastingais only necessary to make known the fact in order BELL , JAMES GEORGE, winemerchant, Blackheath . Pet. Feb . MYALL, WILLIAM JOHX , bootmaker , Kingston -on - Thames Pet .3. Reg . Pitt- Taylor. Sur. Feb . 21
Feb . 3. Feb . 1o, ut ten , at ottice of Sol. Barrow , Scott 's-yd ,to obtain the necessary contributions. FORWOOD , HENRY PEPLOW , cotton broker , Liverpooland South
Bush - laContributions should be sent to the treasurer port . Pet. Feb . 6 . Reg . Watson . Sur. Feb . 23

NOWELL, JONATHAX, gentleman , Bedwas, near Newport. Pet.LUKER, GEORGE, commission agent, Banbury . Pet. Feb . 3. Reg .
Jan . 30 . Feb . 16, at twelve, at office of Sols . Henderson , Salmonof the association , J. M . Clabon, Esq., 21, Great Fortescue. Sur. Feb . 23
and Henderson , Bristol

George-street, Westminster, or they may be paid MILES, THOMAS, grocer, Manchester. Pet. Feb. 5 . Reg. Kay. ORVIS, PHILAXDER DEXSLOW , commission agent, Princess -steSur. Feb . 26
Oxford -st . Pet. Feb . 3. March 3, at one, at office of Sol.God . "in to the account of the association at the Temple TOWARD, WILLIAM , metal dealer, Newcastle-upon - Tyne. Pet.
fray, Bedford -rowBar Branch of the London and Westminster Feb . 7. Reg . Mortimer . Sur . Feb . 25

PANNELL, JOHx, refreshment-house keeper, High -st, Borough .WALDROX, HENRY, dealer in scythes , Aston , near Birmingham .
Pet. Jan . 24 . Feb . 12, at twelve, at othee of Sol. King, WalbrookBank. - We are , Dear Sir , yours truly, Pet. Feb . 4 . Reg . Chauntler. Sur. Feb . 20

PEREGRIXE , Joux, grocer , Llanelly . Pet. Feb . 2 . Feb . 20 , atRALPH PALMER , WILLIAM A . JEVONS. BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED . twelve, at the Guildhall , Carinarthen . Sol. Howell, Llanelly
ARTHUR J . WILLIAMS. John V . LONGBORNE. Gazette, Feb . 3 . PIXX. GEORGE, stone mason , Euston -rd . Pet. Jan . 22. Feb . 18 .

at three, at office of Sol. Lewis, Hatton -gdnDOWLING, EDWARD PLASKET, farmer , Hitchin . May 16 , 1863Hon . Secs. QUILTER, ALBERT, mattress manufacturer, Oid -st, St. Luke' s.HOWSE , H . W ., chemist, Staple - inn, Holborn . Dec . 10, 187351, Carey -street, Lincoln ' s -inn , Pet. Feb . 4. March 2, at three, at office of Sol. Brighten .PHILLIPS, PHILIP , grocer , Risca . Feb . 7, 1871
Bishopspate -st-withoutW . C ., Jan . 1874. RICHARDSON, DESMOND FITZGERALD FRASER, gentleman ,

RALSTOX, NIVEX, out of business, Higher Broughton . Pet. Feb .Queen 's -gdns, Bayswater. Sept. 9, 1873
2. Feb . 19, at three, at oftioe of Sols. Grundy and Kershaw ,

Gazette, Feb . 6 . Manchester
REID , WILLIAM HENRY, architect, Plymouth . Pet . Feb . 3 . Feb .EWBANK,COOPER, sharebroker, Manchester. Feb. 5, 1846STATISTICAL SOCIETY. 24 , at twelve, at office of Sols. Whiteford and Bennett. Ply .
mouthTHE fourth ordinary meeting of the present

ROBERTS, GEOFFREY ARTHUR, leather dyer , Richardson -st,
Bermondsey . Pet . Feb . 3. Feb . 19 , at three , at theGuildhallsession , will be held on Tuesday , the 17th inst., FIRST MEETINGS. Offee house, Gresham -st. Sol. Chidley , Old Jewryat the Society's Rooms, 12, St. James' s-square,

Gazette, Feb. 6 .when a paper will be read on “ Some statistics
ROGERS, WILLIAM , pawnbroker , Liverpool. Pet. Feb . 4 . Feb .

27 , at half past three, at the Bee hotel, Liverpool. Sol. Day ,
BARXES, JOHX, baker, Birkenhead . Pet. Feb . 4. Feb . 20 , at two, Runcornof courts of justice and legal procedure in Eng. at ottice of Thompson and Simm , accountants, Birkenhead . Sol. SEABORN . GEORGE THOMAS, bone boiler, Glaucus-st. Bow -com .

land,” by F . H . Janson , Esq., F . L. S. The chair Downham , Birkenhead mon . Pet. Feb . 3 . Feb . 19 , at one, at the Guildhall tavern .
BATEMAX, JOSEPH , Stockport. Pet. Jan . 29 . Feb . 19, at two, atB. Gresham -st. Sols . Townley and Gard , Greshain -bldgs, Basingwill be taken at 7.45 p . m . the Magnet inn , Heuton Norris. Sol. Duckworth , Manchester hall-st

THE GAZETTES.

Professional Partnerships Dissolbed.

YALL, Wie Luw lustrhemis
t
, User: Osseteket . Feb. 2.

Liquidations by Arrangement.
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al mer Southamptone . 3. Feb. 20. at

Browtcheople. Pet. Feb.com manure mi

SEWELL WILLIAM , livery- stable keeper, Leamington Priors. MAKIN , GEORGE, beer retailer, Hulme. Pet. Feb . 7 . Feb . 23, at
Pet . Jan . 27 . Feb . 16 , at two, at the Bath hotel, Leamington three, at office of Sol. Smith , Manchester

Priors. Sol. Sanderson , Warwick MARSHALL , WILLIAM JOHN FREDERICK , solicitor, Kettering .

SIMMONS, DANIEL, plumber, Dorking. Pet. Feb . 3. Feb . 23, at WHOLESALE & RETAIL STATIONERS,Pet. Jan . 28 . Feb . 18, at twelve, at offices of the said Marshall ,

one, at office of Sol. Young, Serjeant's -inn , Fleet-st Kettering . Sol, Rawling, KetteringSMITH, GEORGE WILLIAMS, tailor, Norwich . Pet. Feb . 3. Feb . MAYFIELD . JOSEPHnen .' butcher swineahend . Pet. Feb . 4 . 192 , FLEET-STREET, AND 1 & 2 . CHANCERY-LANE. LONDON EO

17 , at one, at 4, Bishopsgate -st-without. Sol. Clabburn , Nor Feb . 21, at one , at office of Sol. Bean , Boston Carriage paid to the Country on Orders exceeding 208.
wich MILLER, JULIUS SAMUEL, attorney -at- law , Bond -ct, Walbrook .

STACY, SAMUEL, and STACY, BENJAMIN , wholesale stationers, Pet. Feb . 6 . Feb. 21, at two, at the Chamber of Commedce, 145,meace, 145, DRAFT PAPER, 5s., 65. 6d .,78. 6d., 78. 9d ., and 9s. 9d. perHigh -st, Shoreditch , and New -inn -yd . Pet. Jan . 30 . Feb . 16 , at Cheapside

one, at the Guildhall coffee house, Gresham -st.
ream .

Sol. Angell, MINHINNETT, WILLIAM EDWARD, licensed victualler, Tavistock .

Gresham - et
Pet. Feb : 5 . Feb . 23 , at eleven , at offices of Sol. Chilcott, Tavis BRIEF PAPER, 158. 6d ., 178 . 6d ., and 239. 61. per ream .

STIBBS, JOHN, builder , Gloucester. Pet . Feb . 4 . Feb . 14, at tock FOOLSCAP PAPER, 10s . 6d ., 12s. 6d ., and 15s . 6d . per ream ,
eleven , at office of Sol. Essery, Bristol MORRIS, DAVID , sculptor. Liverpool. Pet. Feb . 6. Feb . 23 , at CREAM LAID NOTE , 38., 48., and 58. per ream .

STRANGWARD, JAMES, bootmaker , Spaldwick , near Kimbolton . three , at offices of Sol. Blackhurst, Liverpool LARGE CREAM LAID NOTE , 48. 6d ., 68, 6d ., and 8s. per ream ,
Pet. Feb . 4. Feb . 20, at eleven , at theGeorge hotel, Huntingdon . NICHOLSON, WILLIAM , clothier, Carlisle. Pet. Feb . 3. Feb . 20 , LARGE BLUE NOTE , 39, 6d ., 4s . 6d ., and 6s. 6d . per ream .

Sol. Gaches, Peterborough at three , at office of Sol. Wannop, Carlisle ENVELOPES, CREAM OR BLUE , 46 . 6d ., and 6s . 6d ., per 1000 ,
TATTERSALL , THOMAS , grinding frame maker, Burnley . Pet. OLLERENSHAW , JOHN CHARLES, commercial clerk, Ardwick . THE " TEMPLE ” EXVELOPE , extra secure , 98 . 6d . per 1000,

| Jan . 18. Feb . 18, at three , at office ofGill, accountant, Burnley . Pet. Feb . 6 . Feb . 23, at three, at office of Sols . Messrs. Fox ,
_ Sol. Read , Burnley

FOOLSCAP OFFICIAL ENVELOPES , 16 . 9d . per 100 .
Manchester

TAYLOR, Joux , draper, Sandown . Pet . Feb . 2 . Feb . 25, at three, PARKER, CHARLES THOMAS, watchmaker, Ashbourne . Pet . Feb . THE NEW “ VELLUM WOVE CLUB -HOUSE " NOTE ,
at office of Sols . Fardell and Wooldridge, Sandown 6 . Feb . 28, at eleven , at office of Sol. Duke, Birmingham 9s. 6d . per ream ,

WAINWRIGHT, HENRY, brush manufacturer, Whitechapel-rd . PARRY, FREDERICK , cabinet turner, Birmingham . Pet. Feb . 5.
Pet. Jan . 30 . Feb . 19 , at two, at office of Sols . Linklater and Co .

“ We should direct particular attention to their New Club
Feb . 20 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Powell, Birmingham

Walbrook : PRINCE , JOHN , porter, Bury . Pet . Feb . 5 . Feb . 23, at three, at house Paper : in our opinion it is the very best paper we ever
WHITFIELD, EDWIN , victualler, Kent-st. Pet. Feb. 4. Feb . 24 , offices 01 Sols , Messrs . Grundy , Bury wrote upon ." - London Mirror.

at two, At office of Sol. Layton , Suffolk -la , Cannon -st PURKIS, WILLIAM JOHN, hair dresser, ' Chipping Ongar. Pet.
WILLIS , JOHN BENJAMIN . Pet . Jan . 30 . Feb . 14 , at a quarter Jan . 28. Feb . 17 , at eleven , at office of Hunter, 47, London -wall, INDENTURE SKINS, Printed andMachine-ruled , to hold twenty

past ten , at the Victoria Tavern , Morpeth -rd , Bethnal-green . London . Sol. Ede, Clements-la , London or thirty folios, 28 , 3d . per skin , 268. per dozen , 125s, per
Sol. Lord , Landsdowne-ter, Grove- rd , Victoria -pk QUARTLY, WILLIAM , commission agent, Brighton Pet. Feb . 5 . roll .

WRIGHT, MORDEX, surgeon , Walworth -rd . Pet. Feb . 3. Feb . 19 , Feb . 21, at two, at office of Sol. Mills, Brighton
at two, at the Chamber of Commerce, 145, Cheapside. Sols . RAWLINSON , JOHN , block maker , Runcorn . Pet. Feb . 5 . Feb SECONDS or FOLLOWERS, Ruled , ls. 11d . each , 228. per dozen ,
Rooks, Kenrick, and Co ., King -st, Cheapside. 23 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Linaker, Runcorn 1056. per roll.

Gazette, Feb , 10 .
RICHARDSON , WILLIAM , joiner, Warrington . Pet. Feb . 6 . Feb . RECORDS orMEMORIALS, 7d . each , 6s . 6d. per dozen .

23, at three, at office of Sols . Davies and Brook , Warrington
ALLARD, WILLIAM , and ALLARD, HEXRY, stampers, Birming. ROZSAVLOGYI, LOUIS, jeweller, Regent-st. Pet. Feb . 5 . Feb . 21,
ham . Pet. Feb . 7 . Feb . 23 , at three , at office of Sol. Jaques,

LEDGERS, DAY-BOOKS, CASH -BOOKS, LETTER OrMINUTE-BOOKS
at hall -past twelve, at office of Sols . Evans, Laing, and Eagles,

Birmingham
An immense stock in various bindings.

John -st, Bedford -row
ASHWORTH , MILES, and ATKINSOX ,MALCOLM JOSEPH , builders, SALTER, JOHN, confectioner, Leeds. Pet. Feb . 5 . Feb . 24 , at

ILLUSTRATED PRICE -LIST of Inkstands, Postage Scales

Bacup. Pet. Feb . 7 . Feb . 24 , at three , at the Market hotel,
Copying Presses , Writing Cases, Despatch Boxes, Oak and

three, at office of Sol. Carr , Leeds
Bacup , Sol. Tattersall, Blackburn SCALES, RICHARD , grocer , Rawtenstall. Pet . Feb . 3. Feb . 24 , at Walnut Stationery Cabinets, and other useful articles

BALL, THOMAS, provision dealer, Cradley. Pet. Jan . 28. Feb. 19, two, at office of Sols . Addleshaw and Warburton , Manchester adapted to Library or Office , post free .

at eleyen , at office of Sol. Pidcock , Worcester SHERLOCK , WILLIAM , joiner, Bolton . Pet. Feb . 5 . Feb . 24 , at
BANKS, FREDERICK RICHARD , coalmerchant, Tooting Station , ten , at office of Sol. Richardson , Bolton
and Mitre-ter, Mitcham -rd . Pet. Feb . 3 . Feb . 23 , at two, at SHORT, CHARLES, jun ., grocer, Stafford . Pet. Feb . 3. Feb . 19, at TUNERAL REFORM . - The exorbitant
offices of H . Howse , 49, Leicester -sq. Sol. Morris three , at office of Sol. Collis , Stoarbridge

BATTIE , EDWARD HICKSON, Doncaster. Pet. Feb . 6. Feb . 23 ,
items of the undertaker' s bill have long operated as

SIBSON , GEORGE, bootmaker, Leeds. Pet. Feb . 23 . Feb . 2 ,
at two, at office of R . Ellis, 6 , St. George-gate, Doncaster. Sols . three , atoffices of Sols. Fawcett and Malcolm , Leeds

an oppressive tax upon all classes of the community. With

Burdekin and Co., Sheffield SLADE, HENRY, butcher, Woolston . Pet. Feb . 3 . Feb . 20 . at
& view of applying a remedy to this serious evil the

BLOMFIELD, FRANCIS,manufacturing cutler, Barron 's-pl, Water three , at office of Sol. Swayne, Southampton
LONDON NEOROPOLIS COMPANY, when opening

loo -rd . Pet. Feb . 4 . Feb . 24 , at two, at office of Howse, Leices SNOWDEN , WILLIAM , coal merchant, Boyson -rd , Walworth . Pet . their extensive cemetery at Woking, held themselves pre

ter -sq . Sol. Morris , Leicester-sa
Feb . 5 . Feb . 25 , at twelve, at offices of Crump, public account pared to undertake the whole duties relating to interments

BREWER, GEORGE BAXXISTER , concrete manufacturer, Man ant, Rood -la . Sol. Johnson , Stonefield -st, Islington at fixed and moderate scales of charge, from which survivors
chester . Pet. Feb . 4 . Feb . 25 , at two, at office of Sols. Addle STEPHENS, HENRY, manufacturer , Maidenhead -ct . Cripplegate . may choose according to their means and the requirements
shaw and Warburton , Manchester Pet. Jan . 28. Feb . 24, at three, at office of Sol. Cooper, Charing.

BRIGGS, WILLIAM , patent manure manufacturer, Wills's -ter ,
of the case . The Company also undertakes the conduct of

cross

Rotherhithe. Pet. Feb . 5 . Feb . 24 , at three, at office of Sol: Aird ,
Funerals to other cemeteries, and to all parts of the United

STEVENS, THOMAS, grooer, Smith -st, Camberwell New -rd. Pet.
Eastcheap

Kingdom . A pamphlet containing full particulars may be
Feb . 6 . Feb . 23 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Russell , Walbrook

BROWN, WILLIAN , plauterer, Stockton , Pet. Feb . 7 . Feb . 24 , at STODDART, HERBERT, guperintendent of police, Bow . Pet. Feb .
obtained , or will be forwarded , upon application to the

three, at office of Bellringer, Stockton -on -Tees 6 . March 2 , at three , at the Castle hotel, Exeter
Chief Office, 2, Lancaster-place , Strand, W . 0 .

CARTER, AARON, timber merchant, Hutton Rudby. Pet . Feb . 5 . TAYLOR , HENRY, oil cloth manufacturer, Halifax. Pet. Feb . 6 .
Feb . 20, at half-past eleven , at offices of Sols . Fawcett, Garbutt, Feb . 23 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Rhodes, Halifax
and Fawcett , Stockton -on - Tees THORNBACK , JAMES, grocer, Dorset-rd , Clapham -rd . Pet . Feb . 7 . SIDNEY SEED SOWER (PATENT).

CAMPBELL, JOHN ARCHIBALD , tea broker, Studley -rd , Clapham . Feb . 25 , at three, at office of Sol. Butcher, Cheapside
Pet . Feb . 6 . Feb . 23 , at three, at office of Sol. Aird , Eastcheap

D For Florists and Small Seeds, 29. 6d. each. For Pean ,
TUCKER, GEORGE, labourer, Ilfracombe. Pet. Feb . 4 . Feb . 21, at

CHEVALIER , JEAN ONESIME, tutor , Oxford -ter . Shepherd ' s -bush .
& c ., and Market Gardens, Ss. 6d , each . - To be had of all

two, at the Queen ' s hotel, Ifracombe. Sol. Bencraft, Barn .
Pet. Feb . 6 . Feb . 28 , at two, at office of Sols. Wood and

Seedsmen , Ironmongers, and General Shopkeepers in the
staple

Tinkler, Leadenhall -st WADE, JOSEPH , butcher, Bradford . Pet. Feb . 5 . Feb . 20 , United Kingdom ,
COHEN, ÁLFRED COLEMAN , factor, Bury -ot, St. Mary -axe. Pet. eleven , at offices of Sols. Wood and Killick , Bradford
Feb . 5 . Feb . 28 , at four, at office of Sols . Crook and Smith , Fen I WALPOLE, FREDERICK , bobbin menders, Nottingham . Pet . Feb . NHAMBER OF COMMERCE ,
church -st 6 . Feb . 28 , at ten , at offices of Rogers, Nottingham . Sol.

COREN , MICHAEL COLEMAN, mineral broker, King -st, Finsbury . 145 , CHEAPSIDE,
Black

Pet. Feb . 5. Feb . 23 , at two, at office of Sol. Christmas, St. WARD , WILLIAM , upholsterer, Southampton . Pet. Jan . 31. Feb . LONDON , E . O .

John 's- chbs, Walbrook 20 , at three, at offices of J . Holmes, 4 , Eastcheap , London ,
COOPER, HENRY DUDLEY, clerk , Walham -grove, Fulham . Pet . Sols .Green and Moberly , Southampton ROOMS FOR MEETINGS.

Jan , 21. Feb . 28 , at three, at office of Sol. Jenkins , Tavistock -st, WILDING , EDWARD, beerseller, Shevington . Pet. Feb . 6 . Feb .
Covent-gdn 21 , at eleven , at offices of Sol. Lees, Wigan Superior accommodation on the Ground Floor for holding

COOPE, THOMAS, ropemaker , Constable, near Rawtenstall . Pet. WILLEY, GEORGE, grocer, Tealby. Pet. Feb . 6 . Feb . 21, at
Feb . 6 . Feb . 24, at three, at the Fox hotel, Manchester. Sol.

Meetings of Creditors, Arbitrations , & c ., at reasonable
eleven , at offices of Jay , Bank -st, Lincoln , Sol. Page, jun .,

Fletcher, Bacup

terms. Conveniently situated , lofty light, well-ventilated ,
Lincoln

COOPER , EDWARD SIMMONS, portmanteau manufacturer , Queen
and quiet .

| WYATT, JAMES, COATES, JAMES DANIEL, and COATES, JOIN,
st, Cheapside. Pet. Feb . 6 . Feb . 24 , at eleven , at the Guildhall

butchers, Bath , and Stanton Prior. Pet. Feb . 2. Feb . 20, at Apply to COOPER, CRAIG, and CRAIG , on the premises.
coffee-house, Gresham -st. Sols. Ingle, Cooper, and Holmes, City eleven , at offices of Sol. Bartrum , Bath
Bank -chbg, Threadneedle-st YEOMAN, JOSEPH , contractor, Park -rd , Dalston . Pet. Feb . 4 .

COTTERELL, HENRY, dealer in glass, Birmir.gham . Pet. Feb . 6 . Feb . 26 , at three, at the Guildhall tavern , Gresham -st. Sols .
Feb . 17, at twelve, at office of Sol. Fallows, Birmingham Ashurst, Morris , and Co ., Old Jewry

CREESE , CHARLES , farmer, Tewkesbury . Pet . Feb , 5 . Feb . 20 ,
at eleven , at offices of Sols . Moores and Romney , Tewkesbury

DAVIES, HENRY, joiner, Runcorn . Pet. Feb . 5 . Feb . 24 , at
twelve, at Wilson ' s hotel, Runcorn . Sols. Davies and Brook ,
Warrington

DAVIES, RICHARD, joiner, Manchester . Pet . Feb . 7 . Feb . 27 , at BANKRUPTS' ESTATES.
eleven , at offices of Sol. Jones , Manchester The Oficial Assignces, & c., are given , to whom apply for the

DOUBLEDAY, WILLIAM HENRY, grocer, Liverpool. Pet. Feb . 7. Dividends.
Feb . 27 , st three , at office of Sol, Gray , Liverpool

DOUGAL, JOHN ROBINSON , innkeeper. Walton -le- Dale. Pet . Nicholas, J . J . timber merchant, sixth , 1s . 4fd. Harley, Bristol.
Feb , 5 . Feb . 24 , at two, at office of Sol. Taylor, Preston Braron , J. M . carpenter, first 58 ., and second and final ls. 3d .

DOUGLAS, JOHN , upholsterer, Tottenham -et-rd . Pet . Feb . 6 . Feb . At office of Trust . W : W . Arliss, accountant, 32, Westwell-st, Ply

22 , at three , at the Guildhall tavern , Gresham -st . Sols. Lovell , mouth . - Crang, J . brewer, first and final ls . 10d . At Trust. J . O .

Son , and Putfield
Harris , Gandy -st-chmbs, 37 and 38, Gandy-st, Exeter. - Hancock

FARMER, LOUIS, merchant, Great Winchester-st. Pet. Feb . 3. and Burbrook , jewellers, second 39. 6d . At Sol. Richards, Warwick
Feb . 24 , at twelve, at the London Warehousemen 's Association , et, Regent-st. - Hackins, S . M . wholesale jeweller , Is . 2d . Atoffice

Gutter la Sols . Taylor and Jaquet, South -et , Finsbury -eq of M . A . Fitter , 5 , Bennett's-hill, Birmingham . -- Hill and Kennard,

FILKI X , WILLIAM , jun ., brassfounder, Bumingham . Pet . Feb . 6 . cork merchants, final 1s. 2d . At Trust. J . B . Styles, 30, King -st ,

Feb . 23 , at three , at offices of Sol. Pointon , Birrningham Cheapside. - Hoult, R . spinster , Sheffield , 208 . At the County

FRANCE , GEORGE, grocer, Salford . Pet. Feb . 6. Feb . 20 , at two, Court hall, Bank-st, Sheffield . - Kenrard, N . corn merchant, first

at offices of Sols . Addleshaw and Warburton, Manchester and final 24d . At Sol. Hillman , Lewes. - King, J . C . merchant,
GERRARD, JOHN, ironmonger, Bolton . Pet. Feb . 7 . Feb . 27, at second 4 d . At office of G . Stone, high bailiff, Eldon -chmbs,

eleven , at offices of Sol. Gooden , Bolton
South John -st, Liverpool. - Murray , M . draper , second and final

GLOVER , PHILIP, shoemaker, Rodsley. Pet. Jan . 27. Feb . 94 , at 58 . 4d . At office of Benson , Elland , and Co. accountants , West

three, at the Green Man hotel, Ashborne. Sol. Holland , Ash fate -rd, Newcastle. -- Northcote , R . C . victualler , first and final

borne
1s. 70. At Trust. W . Tricks, the City -ohmbs, Nicholas-st, Bristol.

GOLDSMAN , JOSEPH SAMUEL, picture framemaker, Camden -pas, Powis, H . fringe manufacturer, first 28 . At Trust. J . A . Josolyne,

Islington-green . Pet. Feb . 6 . Feb . 23 , at three, at office of Sol. 28 . King-st . Cheapside - Stockdale, W . D . of Holton -cum - Beckering ,

Irving , Serjeant 's- inn , Chancery .la
second and final 3d . At the County Court office, Corn Exchange,

GOODE-HUTT, RICHARD, clerk in holy orders, Durham . Pet. Feb , Market Rasen . - Weeks, F . leather seller, first is. 2d . At Rogers

4 . Feb . 28, at eleven , at omce of Sol. Hargreaves , Durham and Barron , 49, Moorgate-st ITRADE MARK. 1
GRAYSON , GEORGE, plumber, Knottingley . Pet . Feb . 5 . Feb .

23, at two, at office of Sol. Bolton , Pontefract
HARE, THOMAS, farmer, Easingwold . Pet. Feb . 4 . Feb . 20 , at

eleven , at office of Sol. Crumbie , Stonegate BIRTHS,MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS .
HARROP, Joux, boiler coverer , Chorlton -upon -Medlock . Pet. 22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON

Feb . 6 . Feb . 24 , at three, at office of Sol. Bent, Manchester
HARTIE , JAMES, gentleman, Brighton. Pet. Feb . 6 . Feb . 23 , at BIRTHS.

three, at offices of Clennell, 6, Great James-st, Bedford -row ,
POWELL . - On the 7th inst., at 52, Blenheim -crescent, Notting . (OPPOSITE CHANCERY-LÅNE).

London . Sol. Brandreth , Brighton
hill, thewife of Alfred Powell, solicitor, of a son . The Largest, Cheapest,and Best Wine Establishmentin

HATCH, WILLIAM , fruiterer, Swansea . Pet. Feb . 5 . Feb . 19 , at MARRIAGES. the World .
eleven , at offices of Thomas , Cawker, and Co ., Swansea. Sols. MORRELL - MORRELL. - On the 4th inst., at Streatly Church ,

Davies and Hartland, Swansea
Berks, G . Herbert Morrell, M . A ., and B . C . L ., of Exeter College, THE MOST NOTED VINTAGES,

HUTTON , JOHx , fishmonger, Newark -upon - Trent. Pet . Feb . 7 . Oxford , and of the Inner Temple , barrister -at- law , to Emily
Feb. 26 , at twelve, at the Royal Oak inn, Newark -upon -Trent. Alicia , only child of the late James Morrell, Esq ., of Heading BY THE BOTTLE,
Sols . Pratt and Hodgkinsons

BY THE GLASS,
ton -hill Hall , Oxford BY THE GALLOX ,TWYXAM - PIGGOTT. - On the7th ult., at theCatholic Church , BreILLINGWORTH , THOMAS, provision denler, Batley.

BY THE DOZEN,
Pet. Feb . 7 .

Feb . 24, at . quarter past ten , at offices of Sols. Messrs. Scoles, wood , Staffordshire , Charles Henry Twyman , formerly of West AND BY THE CASE,
Dewsbury

minster, solicitor, to Mary Sophia , youngest daughter of Francis
IVIMEY, CHARLES, tailor , Blackheath -hill, Greenwich , and Sey Piggott , Esq ., of Cannock, Staffordshire. AT WHOLESALE PRICES ;
mour-st, Deptford New Town. Pet . Feb . 2. Feb . 18 , at two, at WALLROTH - WELLS.- On the 3rd inst., at St. George's Church ,
offices of Sol. Walker, Abchurch -la

Bickley , Kent, Frederick Anthony Wallroth , Esq., M . A . , of Or Packed in Hampers for Races and Picnics
JAHN , LOUIS , ship chandler , North Shields. Pet. Feb . 4. March Lincoln 's-inn , barrister-at-law , to Caroline Sibella , fourth sur

2 , at two, at office of Sols . Tinley , Adamson , and Adamson , viving danghter of the late J . J . Wells, Esq ., of Southborough ,

North Shields Kent.
JONES, WILLIAM EDWARD, saddler, Wellington and Dawley . WEBSTER - MILLER . On the 4th inst., at 2, Melville -crescent. THE GRIDIRON
Pet. Feb . 6 . Feb . 25 , at three ,at offices of Sols. Messrs . Knowles, Edinburgh , John Webster , Esq .. barrister-at-law to Jessie ,

Wellington , Salop
third daughter , of John Miller, Esq ., of Leithen and Drum Is now complete and in full operation,

KEY , Joux, gentleman , Hampton - ct. Pet. Feb . 4 . Feb . 23, at Ilthie .twelve, at offices of Brett, Milford, Pattinson , and Co ., public WILLIAMS - MORLEY, - On the 5th inst ., at Holy Trinity , Not CHOPS, STEAKS, & c., & c., ONE SHILLING .
Accountante , 150 , Leadenhall-st. Sol. Musgrave , Albert-bldgs. tingham , Arthur Williams, of Standard -hill, Nottingham , solici.

Queen Victoria- st tor, to Mary , the eldest daughter of Thomas Morley , of Notting

KING , THOMAS , general dealer, Hall-ter, St. James's -rd , Ber ham 22, FLEET-STREET. LONDON
mondsey . Pet. Feb . 5 . Feb . 23, at two, at offices of Sol. Nind , DEATHS.

St. Benet-pl, Gracechucrh -st
BABINGTON - On the 5th inst , at The Rookery , Horncastle , aged (Opposite Chancery-lane).

KINGHORN , THOMAS, cart proprietor, Gateshead . Pet . Feb . 7 . 54 , Edward Babington , solicitor .
Feb . 24 , at two, at offices of Sols. Messrs . Joel, Newcastle -upon . GARDNER - On the 5th inst ., at Sion Hill, Garstang , aged 49.

Tyne
Henry Gardner, Esq ., barrister-at- law .

LAŽARUS , SOLOMON , general dealer, Wardour-st, Oxford -st. Pet . HOLLIST- On the 30th ult., aged 76 , Hasler Hollist, Esq ., of Lodg.
Feb . 5 . Feb . 23, at eleven , at office of Sol. Haigh , jun ., King -st, worth , J . P ., and Deputy -Lieutenant of the county of Sussex .

Cheapside
JAMES - On the 3rd inst. , at Hagley -road , Edgbaston , aged 64, This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit 18 de

LISHMAN, THOMAS, iron agent, East India -avenue, Leadenhall-st. Thomas Smith James, of Birmingham , solicitor. very
Pet. Feb . 5 . Feb . 2 , at three, at office of Charlton, 9, Gracechurch REDGATE - On the 6th inst., aged 64, Thomas Blatherwick Red CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,
st. Sols. Rowley, Page, and Rowley , Great Winchester -street gate, Esq ., solicitor, Scarthing Moor . .

buildings
STONE - On the 5th inst., at his residence, Elmfield , Stonygate ,

In quality unrivalled , perfectly pure , and more

LOCKWOOD, CHARLES , tailor, Fleet-st. Pet. Feb . 3 . Feb . 23, at Leicester, aged 69 , Samuel Stone, Esq .
than the finest Cognac Brandy . Note the rea

one,atoffice of Sols. Reed and Lovell, Guildhall-chmbe, Basing. SUCKLING - On the8th inst., at Edgbaston ,aged 43, John Suckling , label, and cork branded " Kinahan 's LL. Whisky .

hall-st
solicitor, Birmingham . sale Depot, 20 , Great Titchfield -street, Oxford -6t

THE TEMPLE

Vibidends.

GREAT CENTRAL WINE CELLARS,

KINAHAN ' S LL WHISKY

pure , and more wholesome

Note the red seal, pink

Street, Oxford -street, W .
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To Readers and Correspondents . . amount of work in London , then we have an additional argument
in favour of the abolition of district registries, and the personnel

LAW CLERK . - Two guineas . of the London Probate Registry would in the future bear a still
Anonymous communications are invariably rejected . greater reduction ."
All communicationsmust be authenticated by the name and address of the writer
not necessarily for publication , but as a guarantee of good faith . It is considered certain that the new Government will ask the

House of Commons to postpone the operation of the Judicature
CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS. Act. We hear also that an effort will be made to restore the

Four lines or thirty words............ 3s. 6d . | Every additional ten words ...... Os. 6d . jurisdiction of the House of Lords.
Advertisements specially ordered for the first page are charged one-fourth more

than the above scale .

Advertisements must reach the Office not later than five o'clock on Thursday Weunderstand that a special return to the writ has been made byafternoon .
the returning officer for Hackney, acting under the advice of

NOTICE . counsel, but, nevertheless, a petition has been filed impugning the
return . The better opinion is that Parliament has not parted

The LAW TIMES goes to presson Thursday evening, that it muybe received in theremotest
with all its jurisdiction over the election of its members, and thatparts of the country on Saturday morning. Communications and Advertisements must

be transmitted accordingly . None can appear that do not reach the office by Thursday on the special return being made a new writ may be ordered to
afternoon 's post. issue without the formality of a petition being filed in the Court of

When payment is made in postage stamps, notmore than 5s. may be remitted at one timo. Common Pleas for the purpose of obtaining a judicial decision
All communications intended for the Editor of the Solicitors' Department should be so that the election was void . Under present circumstances, ho wever,
addressed .

Parliament will probably leave the matter in the hands of the

CONTENTS .
election petition tribunal.

REPORTS. NEWELL V. VAN PRAAGH We are glad to see that so high an authority as Mr. McIver has
Debtors ' Act 1809 - Order for payment
of judgment debt by instalments ...... 891 drawn attention to the extremely unsatisfactory nature of theCOURT OF APPEAL IN CHANCERY.

Ir parte JAY ; Re POWIS tribunals which are at present entrusted with inquiries intoCOURT OF BANKRUPTCY
Bankruptcy - Debtors' surmons- Peti. Ex parte LOWENTHAL ; Re A DEBTOR 's maritime disasters. In a memorandum recently issued he says :

tion for adjudication ..... ... ... ... ... .... ....... 864 SUMMONS

SYNGE v . SYNGE Bills of exchange - - Debtor' s summons “ That the system of courts of inquiry into maritime disasters
W111 - Construction Election . ............ 855 by company - Particulars of demand 895

Er parte LINSLEY ; R , HARPER Ex parte LOVERING ; Re PEACOCK is so bad that hardly any change could be made for the worse ;Composition - Motive of kindness to
Levy for over £50 - Second levy under

debtor - Fraud . .. .. . £50 -- Subsequent petition .................. 897 and therefore that it is high time the question were entrusted
Ex parte BARNETT : Re DEVEZE

Bankruptcy - Set-off - Mutual credits ... 858 CROWN CASES RESERVED . to competent legal authority with a view to practical suggestions
Ez parte HOWELL ; Re HAWES REG . U . CREESE

Bankruptcy " pending proceedings for for improving the mode of procedure in such manner as would beMisdemeanor - Fraudulent removal of
or towards liquidation " Costs of property by debtor......... likely to best elicit information , while giving shipmasters reasonliquidation proceedings ........ ......... 859

23 parte WILSON ; Re WILSON able opportunities for defence — which at present is not always theBankruptcy - Assignment of goodwill
LEADING ARTICLES, & c .and fixtures - Non -delivery of posses . case. There are many instances where substantial injustice has

sion .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . . TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS ...... 281
JACKSON U . WARD been done to unfortunate shipmasters ; and also where the ownerLEADING ARTICLESPractice -- Transfer of cause Judge

Topics of the Week . .: 281 has been prejudiced in a court of law by the allegation that hisformerly counsel ........ ..... ... ......... . . ...... 86 Liability under the Mines Regulation Act

ROLLS COURT. 1872 . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . master had been adjudged in default - -and that, perhaps, by a
HOWARD V. EARL OF SHREWSBURY

Indorsements of Sales, & c ., upon Deeds . 283

Private Act of Parliament- Misdescrip Searches, Inquiries, and Notices ... . .... ... tribunal not very competent." We recently pointed out that
tion of properties in schedule ..... ... ... . 862

The Law of Alluvion in England in India 285 before these Marine Courts of Inquiry the captain and crew of a
COLLIER v . WALTERS LAW LIBRARY

Win - Estates of trustees - Payment of ship in collision are not entitled to be professionally represented ,
debts . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . . .-* * * ** * ..... 868 PATENT LAW

BROWX v . RYE Complete Specification ......... ......... and the Board of Trade is really dominus litis, and controls the
Foreclosure suit - County Courts Acts SOLICITORS ' JOURNAL proceedings in a way which , as Mr. McIVER says, is apt to be- Costs . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. Topics of the Week .... ...

Notes of New Decisions .............. ... .. ... most prejudicial to owners..V . O . MALINS' COURT.
We thoroughly agree that the

The Rules of Practice and Procedure
ROBERTS . LE HIR ordinary legal tribunals of the country should alone have cogniunder the Judicature Act .........Plea to whole bill - Plea of “ not a part

Lord Mayor 's Court .. ....
ner in the Monte Video firm ” .. ... ... .... 873 zance of these inquiries.Gentlemen who passed the Final Exami.

V . C . BACON ' S COURT. 289
R . THE PARAGUASSU STEAM TRAM ROAD Heirs-at-Law and Next of Kin . . . . . .. . . ..

COMPANY (LIMITED ) (FERRAO'S CASE Unclaimed Stock and Dividends in the An important and interesting paper on some statistics of the
Company - Winding -up - Companies Bank of England .... ... 289

Act 1867 , s . 5 . .. .. .. . ... ... .
Appointments under the Joint Stock courts of justice and of legal procedure in England , was read

COLQUHOUN V . COURTENAY Winding -up Acts ... .... .. ... ... . ..
Creditors under Estates in ChanceryCompany- Transfer of shares by mort. before the Statistical Society, on Tuesday evening last, by Mr.

gagee to servant - Trustee .. .. . ... ... . . ... . 877
Creditors under 22 & 23 Vict. c . 35 .. ...
Reports of Sales .... F . H . JANSON, President of the Incorporated Law Society.LAMBERT . LAMBERT It is

Apportionment - Partnership profits ELECTION LAW principally interesting as bearing upon the probable operation
· Income . . ... . .. .. . ... .. .. ... . .. .. .. ... . . . .. The Ballot Act - Rejected Ballot Papers...

WILSON V. THE NORTHAMPTON AND BAN Operation of the Ballot Act ... ... ... ........ ..... of the rules to be framed under the Judicature Act. Mr. JANSON
BURY JUNCTION RAILWAY COMPANY
Specific performance- Railway com MAGISTRATES' LAW appears to anticipate that these rules when framed will present
pany - Agreement to build a station ... 879 Notes of New Decisions ........................ .... 291

difficulties of construction and application which will for someRe THE HEREFORD AND SOUTH WALES
WAGGON AND ENGINEERING COMPANY REAL PROPERTY AND CONVEYANCING

Notes of New Decisions time prevent any great increase in the dispatch of business. He
(LIMITED )
Practice - Company - Creditor' s peti. MARITIME LAW mentions, on the authority of one of the Judges of the Court of

tion to wind -up . . . ... . . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . 881 Notes of New Decisions .................
BIRD . BIRD'S PATENT DEODORIZING Queen 's Bench , that the Rules of the Common Law Courts pub
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Judicature Act, “ from the courtesy which is always shown to the in the past half year, requests “ the active co -operation of pro.
Bar, and by solicitors to each other, arrangements for meetings prietors in impressing upon membersof Parliament the injustice

will be made to bend largely to suit the convenience of the practi. of continuing to levy this tax, from which all other carriers are

tioners, whenever the presiding functionary holds any position free, upon railway companies." We should imagine that the duty

short ofthe dignity of a Judge." Mr. JANSON 's conclusions on the on stage carriages was taken off somewhat for the same reason

question of delay is that it is owing first to the want of a sufficient as that which extinguished the duty on hair powder- because

judicial staff in the Court of Chancery, and secondly to the they were so rapidly becoming obsolete as to render the duty no

occurrence of vacations. He does not see that vacations will longer worth the trouble of collection . It is because the railway

necessarily be abridged under the new Act. We agree with him companies are monopolists that so large and exceptional a duty

that there ought to be no cessation of legal business throughout as the passenger duty is in any way justifiable. However, there

the year . It will be seen from the above that important as Mr. is, we believe, good authority for saying that all taxes on locomo

Janson 's paper is for the purpose of enforcing the lessons of tion are bad , and we think a mileage tax would be better than a

practical experience, he states nothing new - for the simple reason percentage on passenger receipts, which presses unequally on

that nothing new is to be said . The arrears in our courts are a different companies, and leads to disputes with the Inland

scandal to the country. No one anticipates that they will be Revenue in respect of third class traffic.

swept away by the new Act, and we trust that the more generous

Government which has now entered upon office will see the wisdom

of augumenting the judicial strength of the courts, so that the A POINT of bankruptcy law of some importance was before Mr.

law 's delay may cease to be a proverb .
STONOR , County Court Judge at Wandsworth , on the 12th inst .

The debtor, an infant, had been sued in the Superior Court for false

imprisonment,and a verdict for more than £300 was recovered.
A VERY singular case was heard at Nisi Prius recently in Phila Upon this judgment debt a petition in bankruptcy was presented
delphia . The headnote of the report appearing in the Legal in the Wandsworth County Court, and the learned Judge
Intelligencer is this : ( 1 ) “ A civil action for damages can be adjourned the hearing in order to ascertain whether the debtor

maintained against an infant himself for injuries done by him had appeared in the action by his next friend, expressing his
while under the age of seven years . (2 ) Whether a woman determination , if the debtor did so appear, to make the adjudica

undertaking to perform the duties of a nurse assumes the risk | tion . This raises the question of the liability of an infant to be

of being injured by the follies of a child , not decided.” The de made a bankrupt. The learned County Court Judge rested his

fendant, it seems, at the dangerous age of six , assaulted his judgment upon Re Smedley ( 10 L . T . Rep . N . S . 432) , and Re

nurse and knocked an eye out, and she sought to recover from Purser (19 L . T . Rep . N . S . 23). In Smedley's case the petition
him damages for the injury. So very soberly and very elaborately was by a debtor in gaol for adjudication against himself, and Mr.

did “ ŞHARSWOOD , J .," charge the jury, telling them that although Serjt. WHEELER held that an infant was within the operation of the

a child of such tender years could not have the malus animus Act of 1861. Purser 's case also was an adjudication on a debtor 's

to render him liable to criminal proceedings, he was not on that own petition ,and Mr.Commissioner WINSLOW relied upon the words

ground exempt from liability in a civil action , “ though ," said of the 86th section of the Act 1861 — " Any debtor may petition

the learned Judge, “ of course it enters very materally into for adjudication against himself ” - as being sufficiently general

the question of the amount of damages to be recovered in to include an infant. But a debtor adjudicating himself a bank

the case.” An important point raised was whether it must | rupt and being adjudicated a bankrupt on the petition of a

not be an unavoidable conclusion that damage inflicted by a creditor are surely two different things. Under the present law
child of six is an inevitable accident. The court thought that a debtor cannotmake himself a bankrupt. Hemay, howerer, file

it was a question for the jury. “ Where," said SHARSWOOD , J., a petition for liquidation ; and we apprehend there can be no

“ infants are the actors, that may probably be considered , how . doubt that an infant could resort to this process. But can an

ever, an unavoidable accident, which would not be so considered infant be made a bankrupt ? In Maclean v. Dummet (22 L . T . Rep .

where the actors are adults ; but such a distinction , if it exists at N . S . 710) it was held by the Judicial Committee of the Privy

all, does not apply to this case ; for if the evidence of the plaintiffl Council, after an argument in which le Smedler was cited , that

be believed , here was a blow voluntarily inflicted by the defendant, | an infarct could not be adjudicated insolvent. In argument in

and not an accident resulting from mere negligence, which might Maclean v . Dummet the present LORD CHANCELLOR said, “ That

not be imputable to so young an infant. If this had been an | an infant cannot be made a bankrupt has been well settled

injury arising from negligence, I suppose the law to be very clear since Lord HARDWICKE's time. (See Ex parte Henderson ,

that no negligence could be imputed to so young an infant ; but 4 Ves. 163.) . . . . And it is clear that a commission of bank .

this blow , if the testimony of the plaintiff is to be believed, was ruptcy against an infant is void , and not voidable merely.” The
voluntarily given , and was not the result of negligence , although cases cited on the other side were thus dealt with by the Judicial

it may have been and was the mere act of a foolish child , the Committee : “ These cases proceed on this , that the infant

thoughtless act of a foolish child, ignorant of the consequences.” has fraudulently asserted himself to be of age when he was not of

The main question for the jury was, therefore, whether this age,and that he has, by that fraudulent assertion induced persons

pugnacious infant struck the blow . A second legal question was, to give him credit, and thereby has contracted debts in the trade."
as we have stated , whether the employment was not undertaken The adjudication of insolvency was set aside and annulled with

with all its risks. Upon this the learned Judge said that there costs. Mr. Stonor has decided that he could adjudicate an infant

were some analogies in the law which would bear out such a con bankrupt on a creditor's petition upon the authority of two cases

tention , but being unable to find that the question had ever been which decided that an infant could make himself a bankrupt..

expressly decided , he expressed his intention to reserve it . We They , therefore , only go half way in supporting him in his con.
are not furnished with the finding of the jury , and without ex clusion , which is met directly by Maclean v . Dummett. The

pressing any opinion upon the merits, we quite agree with the soundness of his decision must therefore be doubted if not

learned Judge that the case is novel and interesting. positively disputed .

Apropos of the strenuous exertions about to be made by the rail That it is not an universal rule that the mens rea is essential to

way interest to obtain the abolition of the passenger duty, it will an offence under a penal enactment has been well exemplified by

be well to trace the progress of the duty through the various the recent case of Mullins (app .) v . Collins (resp .) (29 T . T . Rep .

statutes which affected it. “ One halfpenny per mile for every N . S . 839) . By sect . 16 of the Licensing Act “ if any licensed

four passengers ” was the first tax levied . This was in 1832 ,by person ( 1) knowingly harbours or knowingly suffers to remain on

2 & 3 Will. 4 , c. 120, which may be said to have consolidated the his premises any constable . . . . or ( 2 ) supplies any liquor . . .

taxes on locomotion (payable in respect of coaches and post to any constable on duty ," he is liable to a certain penalty . A

horses long before that period ), and which imposed a mileage as barmaid of the defendant had supplied liquor to a constable in

well as a licence duty upon “ stage carriages.” The present duty uniform without the knowledge of the defendant, and the simple

of five per cent. " upon all sumsreceived ” for the conveyance of rail. point was whether the defendant, contrary to the usual rule , was

way passengers was created in 1842 by 5 & 6 Vict. c . 79, which at the to be held criminally responsible for the act of his servant. The

sametimemuch reduced and simplified theduties on stage carriages. Court of Queen 's Bench has pronounced against the “ licensed

In 1844 , by 7 & 8 Vict. c . 85, s . 9 , the duty was taken off in respect of person ,” partly because public-house business being carried on so

passengers conveyed “ at fares not exceeding one penny for each much by the aid of servants, a contrary decision would have ren

mile by any such cheap train " as that mentined in sect. 6 of the dered the clause practically inoperative, and partly because the

same Act - i.e ., a train travelling not less than twelve miles an word “ knowingly," repeated twice in the first sub -section , is

hour, and taking up and setting down, if required , at every pas. omitted in the second. Inference from the actual language used

senger station on the line. The companies claiming exemption in a statute may often justify a departure from the ordinary rules

under this Act for excursion trains, the exemption was confined of construction , but it is not quite easy to see where exceptions

in 1863, by 26 & 27 Vict. c . 33, s. 14 , to trains running six days determined by a reference to the subject matter are to stop short

a week . From that time to this the railway passenger duty of making instead of declaring the law . And the argument from

has remained untouched , whereas the duty on stage carriages , the omission of “ knowingly " might, perhaps, be met by a refe

reduced in 1855 by 18 & 19 Vict. c. 78 , was finally and entirely rence to sect. 35 , which imposes a penalty on “ every person who

abolished in 1869, by 32 & 33 Vict. c . 14 . Hinc illa lacrymo . by himself, or by any person in his employ , or acting by his direc.

The London and North -Western Railway Company, which figures tion or with his consent," refuses to admit a constable demand

for the large sum of £41,428 78. 6d . paid for “ Government duty " ling entrance ; a probable inference being , that the Legislature
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had before it the question of the criminal responsibility of the guilty of an offence against this Act, unless he prove that he had

master for the servant, and knew how to make provision for taken all reasonable means by publishing , and to the best of his

it when necessary. Wewill not, however, go so far as to question power enforcing the provisions of this Act to prevent such contra

the correctness of the decision in Mullins v . Collins, though it vention or non-compliance."

would, perhaps, have been more satisfactory if the point had been A strange distinction is made between this and the corre

raised before the Court of Common Pleas, which in the late case sponding section of the Metalliferous Mines Regulation Act, 1872 ,

of Dickinson v . Fletcher (43 L . J . 25 , M . C .) is reported to have the reason of which is not very obvious. The words of the two

laid down that “ a mens rea is essential to an offence under a penal sections are exactly the same, with the exception that the words

enactment, unless a contrary intention appears by express lan printed above in italics in sect. 15 are omitted in sect. 8 of the

guage or necessary inference.” We notice that two subsidiary Metalliferous Mines Regulation Act . After laying down general

points were raised but not determined in the case. One was, rules to be observed in mines, it is enacted that “ Every

whether it would have been a good defence for the master to person who contravenes or does not comply with any of

prove that he had given an express order to his servant not to the general rules in this section shall be guilty of an offence

admit the constable. We should imagine that Limpus v . The against this Act; and in the event of any contravention of or non

London General Omnibus Company (32 L . J . 34 , Ex.) is an authority compliance with any of the said general rules in the case of any

in point against the master, for in this particular we can see no mine to which this Act applies, by any person whomsoevei', being

difference between a civil and a criminal case. The order would proved , the owner, agent, and manager shall each be guilty of an

have been merely the presumable one to obey the law , and if the offence against this Act, unless he proves that he had taken all

master be liable at all, he is liable whether he may have given | reasonable means, by publishing and to the best of his power

such an order or not. On the other question , whether themaster enforcing the said rules as regulations for the working of the

would have been liable if he could prove that the servant had been mine, to prevent such contravention or non - compliance."

tricked into admitting a constable when he had every reason to And as to special rules to be observed in particular mines it
believe that he was admitting a private person , we can only say is provided by the 52nd section that, “ If any person who is bound

that however it might be decided by the court which heard to observe the special rules established for any mine acts in con

Roberts v . Humphreys ( L . Rep. 8 Q . B . 483 ; 29 L . T . Rep. travention of or fails to comply with any of such special rules, he

N . S . 387) it would in all probability be decided in favour shall be guilty of an offence against this Act , and also the owner ,

of the master by the court which heard Dickinson v . Fletcher . agent, and manager of such mine, unless he proves that he had

Upon the general question we would remark in conclusion that taken all reasonable means, by publishing and to the best of his

in Reg . v . Stephens (L . Rep. 1 Q . B . 702 ; 16 L . T . Rep. N . S . 593 ) power enforcing the said rules as regulations for the working of
BLACKBURN, J ., expressly guarded himself " against it being sup the mine, so as to prevent such contravention or non -compliance,

posed that the general rule that a principal is not criminally shall each be guilty ofan offence against this Act. ”

answerable for the act of his agent is infringed ," and that it Similar sections also occur in the MetalliferousMines Regulation

would seem to be highly desirable that the rule when reversed by Act. From a consideration of these sections it appears that the

statute should be reversed in express words. penal liability of the owners, agents, and managers of mines, prac

tically remains where it was before the passing of the recent Acts,

with this exception , that the burden of proof will shift from the

LIABILITY UNDER THE MINES REGULATION shoulders of the prosecutor to those of the prosecuted . A personal

ACT 1872. omission , neglect, or default on his part will be assumed in the

The case of Dickenson v . Fletcher (29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 540) , is first place, and will have to be rebutted by him .

an important case as throwing light upon the penal liability of
The real question to be decided is what are to be considered

the owners, agents, and managers of coaland metalliferousmines, " all reasonable means " of enforcing the provisions of these Acts.
under the Mines Regulation Acts, 1872 . The colliery offence in This is a question yet to be decided, and Judges will do well, in
that case arose through the non - compliance with one of the rules our opinion , to demand something more than general rebutting
laid down by the Regulation and Inspection of Mines Act, 1860 evidence on the part of mine owners. If proof ofthe hanging up

( 23 & 24 Vict. c. 151), an Act which is repealed , so far as the in mines of the general and special rules, and of the appointment

sections in question go, by the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1872. of agents or managers of ordinary ability and care, is held to be

By the 10th section of the above Act it was provided that cer sufficient to relieve mine owners of penal liability, these sections

tain general rules should be observed in every coalmine by the will have done but little towards the protection of the lives of our

owner and agent thereof ; and among those rules was one pro miners, and the law upon this subject will remain very much as it

viding that, whenever safety lamps were required to be used , was before the passing of these Acts, and as it is laid down in

they should be first examined and safely locked by a person or Dickenson v . Fletcher .

persons duly authorised for that purpose. The 22nd section pro

vided that " if through the default of the owner or agent thereof,"

any of such rules, the provisions of which ought to be observed INDORSEMENTS OF SALES, & c., UPON DEEDS.

by the owner and principal agent, or viewer of such mine, be In October last a discussion took place in our “ Notes and
neglected or wilfully violated by any such owner,agent, or viewer , Queries upon Points of Practice ” column, as to the right of a

such person shall be liable to a certain penalty. In the case of purchaser of a portion ofan estate to insist upon a memorandum

Dickenson v . Fletcher, the owner of a mine appointed a competent of his conveyance being indorsed upon the principal title deeds

person to examine and lock the safety lamps required for use in retained by the vendor.

themine, but such person delivered out certain safety lamps to We do not think that a purchaser can insist upon such an

miners for use in the mine unlocked . The question before the indorsement, nor does it appear to us that if he could it would

court, therefore, was whether the owner was liable to a penalty in any manner improve his title. Of course the purchaser must

in respect of the neglect or default of the person whom he ascertain that the vendor has a right to sell the property , and

appointed , and was entitled to appoint, no accident having that the legal estate can be conveyed to him , but if he get a

occurred . It was contended for the appellants that if, in fact, the conveyance of the legal estate his title must prevail against that
lamp was not locked in pursuance of the rule, the owner was ofany person to whom the vendor might subsequently attempt

liable in virtue of that mere fact, and that it was quite imma to sell or mortgage the property . A person who purchases

terialwhether he knew of it , and what amount of precaution he under a condition that the vendor shall retain the deeds in con

took to prevent it. The general principle that penal consequences sequence of their relating to his unsold property, cannot be

only follow a personal act of omission , neglect, or default , was not considered guilty of gross negligence in leaving the deeds in the
disputed ; but it was contended that the enactment in question vendor's hands, and consequently such person's legaltitle must
carried the case out of the general principle . The court held , not prevail.

however without considerable doubt on the part of Mr. Justice There are very few properties which can be sold a second time,
Brett, that in the absence of any personal default on the part of if we may be allowed to use such an expression , for in most

the owner, he was not liable to a penalty in respect of the act of districts the ownership of property is pretty generally known, or

the person so employed by him . Thus it is seen that, under the can be easily ascertained by inquiry. There are,however, some
Act of 1860, it was necessary for the prosecution to prove some kinds of property as to which the ownership is not so well known,

personal default on the part of the owner, agent, or manager of a 'as, for instance, unripe and unoccupied building land near large

mine. towns, and barren land, purchased for the sake of the minerals

This is all changed under the new Acts, which , primâ facie , under it . The writer has himself recently met with a case in

makethe owner, agent, and manager liable for any contravention which a piece of unoccupied land was conveyed to a person who

or non -compliance of their provisions, and throw upon them the afterwards conveyed away a small portion of it , and , subsequently,

burden of proving that they personally have taken all reasonable by mistake, sold and conveyed the whole piece to a third person .

means of publishing and enforcing its provisions. Thus it is pro The fact of the preyious conveyance was not discovered for some

vided by the 15th section of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, time, but when it was the matter was fortunately amicably

1872 , that “ If any person contravenes or fails to comply with , arranged . Such a mistake, which might have been attended with

or permits any person to contravene or fail to comply with , any much litigation and serious loss, could have been prevented , had

provision of this Act with respect to the employment of women , it been incumbent on the first purchaser to have indorsed a

girls, & c. . . . he shall be guilty of an offence against this Act ; memorandum of his conveyance upon the vendor's leading title

and in case of such contravention or non -compliance by any per- | deeds.

son whatsoever, the owner, agent, and manager shall each be The assignment of a chose in action is incomplete until notice
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in a better position than they are at present, for, by reason of

forgetfulness or otherwise a trustee may now reply that there is
no prior charge, upon which assurance the matter is completed ,

but upon the distribution it may turn out that the trustee was
wrong. It is true in such a case that the trustee and his estate

would be responsible for his misstatement, but by reason of his
having been dead for years, or of his impecuniosity, or other

reasons, the unfortunate purchaser or mortgagee may be prac
tically without a remedy. Even if the purchaser or mortgagee
have a remedy it is sometimes difficult to enforce. A trusteeship

is an unthankful and unprofitable office, and every possible means

should be adopted of freeing trustees from unnecessary exposure
to risk .

has been given to the debtor or holder of the fund an interest in

which is dealt with .

If trustees were careful to annex to the settlement or other

trust instrument any notices which might be given to them , or if

they never retired nor died , and never forgot the fact of notice

having been given to them , the present system might be con
sidered to answer pretty well ; but as trustees are but of human

material, it often happens that a notice is forgotten or mislaid .

In the recent cases of Phipps v . Lovegrove and Prosser v . Phipps

( L . Rep . 16 Eq. 80) it appeared that the beneficiaries had mort

gaged their interests in a sum of stock due notice whereof was

given to the trustees. In course of time, however, the trustees

died , and new trustees were appointed who knew nothing of the

mortgage or notice, and not being aware that any dealing had

taken place , the new trustees sold out part of the stock , and paid

the proceeds to the beneficiaries. The mortgagees filed a bill

against the trustees to compel them to refund themoney , and in

giving his judgment James, L . J. who was then sitting for thelate

Vice-Chancellor Wickens, said (p . 89), “ I am of opinion that the

charge against the trustees must fail. It is one of the infirmities

which always attach to securities of this kind. It was pressed

upon methat if I held this I should be destroying entirely these

assignments of equitable interests, that it would bemaking them

wholly valueless if they are liable to be destroyed in this way .

Even if that should be the result, still it appears to me it would

be far more injurious to hold that trustees could not deal in this

way by consent of the only cestui que trust of whom they had
notice. But the result which has been represented as so alarming

does not follow ; because, after all, the trustees of the deed of

1843 (themortgagees) might have saved themselves all this risk ,

and all this loss, by the simple process of putting a distringas on

the funds ; or they might have had an indorsement of their

security upon the deed of 1834 (the original settlement), or they

might have resorted to the course of filing a bill for the execution

of the trusts, and bringing the trusts into court . Therefore, if
either of these precautions had been taken theloss could not have
happened , and in like cases lenders may have recourse to any of

these precautions, if they wish to prevent that happening which

of course they are liable to , from the fact that trust funds are

liable to changes of trustees, and non -transmission of notice

given to one set of trustees to the succeeding set of trustees.”

The third suggestion is one which , on account of the attendant

expenses, a client would , in the very great majority of cases,

neither wish for nor allow , and may therefore be fairly dismissed

from consideration . The first and second suggestions are more

practicable, but so far as regards the first suggestion , a distringas

is not infallible, for the trustees may, in the exercise of their

powers, sell out the stock and invest the proceeds upon mortgage ;

and so far as regards the second suggestion itmay be impracticable

on account of the funds being held by the trustees of a will who are

not also the executors, and therefore have no document in their

possession upon which notice could be endorsed . And in cases

where trustees of a will, who were not also the executors, had lent

the trust funds upon a mortgage security, a purchaser from a bene.

ficiary could not avail himself of either suggestion . In the great

majority of cases, however, the trustees have some document re

lating to the trust upon which an endorsement could bemade.

It is the duty of everyone not only to prevent fraud and mis

takes, but to do all in his power to prevent the possibility of their

happening . Some vendors and some trustees will not allow

notices of conveyances and assignments to be endorsed upon the

documents in their possession , with the possible result we have

above shown. It seems to us that a system by which purchasers

and mortgagees were obliged , in order to complete their title

(with , of course, exceptions for proper exceptional cases), to endorse

upon the leading documents retained by the vendor or trustee, a

notice of the conveyance, assignment, or other dealing , and by

which vendors and trusteeswere compelled to allow such endorse

ments, would prove of service to all persons- to the vendor

and purchaser, because the former could; thus easily show that

he had not previously dealt with the property , and to the pur

chaser, because he could thus ascertain whether the property pur

chased by him was the whole of that in respect of which the

vendor retained the title deeds, and he would so avoid any possible

risk to which he might be liable by allowing the deeds to remain

in the vendor's possession after the latter' s interest in them had

ceased ; to persons about to deal with the property, particularly

equitable mortgagees, such as bankers , who would thus see at a

glance of what their security consisted ; to trustees, because their

trust deeds and notices would thus be always together, and , as

exemplified by the cases decided by the Lord Justice, to persons

who, having obtained a proper charge or assignment, run the risk

of losing their property through a change of trustees and loss of

the notice ; ard ,lastly , to solicitors, particularly those to " vagrant "

owners, who could then easily ascertain what dealings had taken

place and what stipulations should be made in conditions of sale as

to covenants for the production of the deeds.

If some such system were law trustees might not be quite so

shy as they now are in replying to inquiries by intending pur-

chasers ormortgagees of equitable interests, and purchasers and

mortgagees of reversionary interests would feel themselves placed

-
-

-
-

SEARCHES, INQUIRIES, AND NOTICES.
(Continued from page 50.)

BEFORE stating what particular searches, inquiries, and notices

should be made and given with reference to each particular class

of property ,wemust say a few words upon inquiries and notices
generally .

It is a general principle that a purchaser must use due diligence
in his inquiries, and that when he has such knowledge as would

lead an honestman to make further inquiry and neglects to do so,

he will be bound by whatever he could reasonably have been ex

pected to ascertain had such further inquiry been made. The

doctrine under which the purchaser is bound is commonly known

by the name of constructive notice, as to which Vice-Chan

cellor Wigram , in Jones v . Smith (11 L . J . Rep., N . S ., 83 Eq.),

stated that " the cases of constructive notice may be divided into

two classes — first, those in which the party charged has had notice

that the property in dispute is charged or incumbered in some

way , and the court has fixed him with notice of the particular

charge ; the second class, those in which the court is satisfied

from evidence that the party to be charged had dishonestly

abstained from inquiry . The proposition of law upon which the
former class proceeds is not that the party charged had notice of a

fact which in truth related to the subject in dispute, but actual

notice of something that would have led him to the fact. The

proposition of law as to the second class is not that the party

charged had abstained from inquiry incautiously, but for fraudu

lent purposes.”

If a purchaser be aware that a tenant is in possession of the
property he will be considered to take, subject to whatever
rights and interests such tenant has - - for instance, a right of

purchasing the property - and both as regards the tenant him

self (Daniels v . Davison, 16 Ves. 249), and also as regards
the vendor, from whom he is not entitled to compensation :
(James v . Lichfield , 21 L . T . Rep . N . S . 526 ; L . Rep. 9 Eq. 51).

If a purchaser from a tenant in common of property used for
the purposes of the partnership is aware of such user, he will

be bound by any claim the other partner may have in respect

of the partnership (Cavander v . Bulteel, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 710 ).
A purchaser, without knowledge, however, will not be affected by

the interest of any person other than the tenant in possession
(Hanbury v . Lichfield , 3 L . J . Rep . N . S . 49, Ch.) ; but if he is
aware that some person other than the vendor receives the

rent he will take subject to such person ' s interest (Knight

V . Bowyer, 26 L . J. Rep . N . S . 769, Ch.). A purchaser
from a person who had previously made a post-nuptial and there

fore presumptively voidable settlement, should inquire whether it
was made in pursuance of an antenuptial agreement (Ferrars v .
Cherry, 2 Vern . 384), unless the deed is expressly represented as not
affecting the property (Jones v . Smith, ubi sup., and on appeal
12 L . J. Rep. N . S . 381, Eq.), a purchaser with notice of a deed is

affected not only with notice of its contents, but also with notice
of the contents of all the deeds referred to therein ( Davies v .
Thomas, 7 L . J . Rep . N . S . 21, Ex. Eq.), so that if such deed con

tained a reference to an agreement which contained a covenant
by the vendor relating to the land, the purchaser would be bound
to observe the covenant : (Whatman v . Gibson , 7 L . J . Rep . N . S .

160, Eq.) In Steadman v . Poole ( 16 L . J . Rep . N . S . 348), a
married woman entitled to leaseholds for her separate use without

power of anticipation , concurred with her husband in mortgaging
them by way of demise to P ., who subsequently underlet them

to the other defendants, who had no other notice of the interest

of the married woman than the circumstance that she was a
demising party, and it was held that such circumstance was

sufficient to put them upon inquiry as to her interest. A
lessee who takes an underlease without making inquiry into his

lessor' s title will be restrained by the court from committing what

would have been a breach of covenant by the original lessee :

(Parker v . Whyte, 32 L . J . Rep. N . S . 520 .)

A purchaser or mortgagee should always be careful to obtain

the title deeds relating to the property or ascertain that they are

in proper cuotody , and that the holder has no claim against the

property . If the deeds are not in the possession of the vendor or

mortgagor, proper inquiry must be made for them , or the

purchaser or mortgagee will be affected with constructive notice

of any claim the holder of them may have against the property

(Dryden v . Frost, 8 L . J . Rep . N . S . 235, Eq.), but if a bona fide

inquiry has been made for the deeds and a reasonable excuse
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given for their non-delivery , a legal purchaser or mortgagee will
not be postponed to the claim of a prior equitable mortgagee

(Hewitt v . Loosemore, 21 L . J. Rep . N . S . 69, Eq.). If the pur

chaser or mortgagee leave the deeds, in the vendor or mortgagor' s

possession , the former may be liable to have his conveyance or

security postponed to a subsequent charge or interest created by

the latter, but it is necessary that in so leaving the deeds the

purchaser or mortgagee should be guilty of gross negligence

( Perry -Herrick v . Attwood , 27 L . J . Rep. N . S . 121, Eq.), but the

fact of some of the deeds having been left in the hands of the

vendor ormortgagor does not necessarily imply gross negligence

on the part of the purchaser or mortgagor (Colyer v . Finch , 26

L . J . Rep . N . S . 65 , H . L .).

A great objection to the purchaser ormortgagee employing the

same solicitor as the vendor or mortgagor is that thereby the

purchaser ormortgagee is deemed to have constructive notice of

whatever the solicitor knew in relation to the matter. In Espin

v. Pemberton (28 L . J . Rep. N . S . 311, Eq.) Lord Chelmsford laid it

down that if a person employs a solicitor who either knows or has

intimated to him in the course of his employment a fact that is

hostile to his interest, he is bound by it, whether the fact is com

municated to or is concealed from him ; where the mortgagor,

however, is a solicitor, and the mortgagee has no other solicitor, it

does not follow that the mortgagor is the solicitor to the mort

gagee. A solicitor, however, who simply gets the deeds executed ,

is not the solicitor of the parties so as to bind them with con

structive notice of a charge of which he is aware : (Wyllie v .

Pollen , 32 L . J . Rep . N . S . 782, Eq.).

(To be continued .)

THE LAW OF ALLUVION IN ENGLAND AND IN
INDIA .

By LAWRENCE BIALE , Barrister-at-Law .

THE law on the subject of alluvion is perhaps one of the most

constant branches of the law which the courts of justice in India

are called upon to apply, disputed claims to alluvial lands by rival

landowners having property on the banks of the great navigable

rivers of the country , forming a frequent subject of litigation in

the courts. For this reason we propose to discuss the law of

alluvion of India , taking into our consideration the law as it was

applied : First, prior to Regulation XI of 1825 ; and, next, as it

has been understood since the passing of that Regulation . We

shall see when considering the cases decided both before and

since the Regulation that the English law of alluvion , derived

from the civil law , had been made part of the municipal law of

India by the courts previous to the regulation and that the effect

of the regulation was merely to embody the same as part of the

positive written law of the country . The law of alluvion was

thus in no way altered by the Act of 1825, but was only deter

mined and recognised by a written enactment.

Alluvion is defined to be the insensible increase of the earth ,

made to land by the force of the waters of the sea or a river by a

current or by waves. The characteristic of alluvion is that it is

imperceptible, so that no one can judge how much is added at

each moment of time. In the Code Napoleon (sect. 556 ) the word

is defined thus: “ The accumulations and increments which

form themselves successively and imperceptibly against the

riparian lands of a river or stream ,are called alluvion ." It appears

that the rule of the common law is the same as that of the civil

law . The latter is thus translated : “ That ground which a river

has added to your estate by alluvion becomes your own by the

law of nations ; and that is said to be alluvion which is added so

gradually that no one can judge how much is added in each

moment:" ( Just. Inst., lib . 2 , tit. 1 , sect. 20 ). Fleta writes : “ We

acquire a right to things according to the law of nations by acces

sion . That which a stream has added to our land by alluvion, for

instance, belongs to us by virtue of the same law (Lib . 3 , c , 2 ,

sect.61.) The reason of the indifference on the part of the Crown

of England to alluvial soil is said by Blackstone to be, either be

cause de minimis non curat lex , or because owners of land,

being often losers by the breaking in of the sea , or being

at charges to keep it out, have thus a possible gain as a

reciprocal consideration for their charge or loss : (2 Black .

Com . 262.) This principle of alluvion , namely that where

there is an acquisition of land from the sea or a river by

gradual, slow , and imperceptible means, then such acquisition is

held to belong to the owner of the adjoining land, was recognised

in the great case of Rex v . Lord Yarborough (5 Bligh , N . S . 163 ),

ard also in Chapman v . Hoskins ( 2 Md. Ch. Decis. 485 ) ; and the

converse of that rule was, in the year 1839, held by the English

courts to apply to the case of a similar wearing away of the banks

of a navigable river , so that there the owner of the river gained

from the land in the sameway as the owner of the land had in the

above cases gained from the sea : (Re the Hull and Selby Railway ,

5 M . & W . 327.) But if the new land be formed suddenly and per

ceptibly , of course the old line continues to be the boundary

between the territory of the Crown or State and that of the

adjoining proprietors : (Phear on Rights of Water, p . 43.) The

reason why this belongs to the Crown is because, since the sea or

navigable rivers belong to the State, the land , when deserted by

the sea or rivers, will necessarily continue in the same proprietor

And thus even the accretion of land by alluvion belongs as of

right to the Crown, and only as a perquisite to the owner of the

land adjacent : (See Hale's De Jure Maris.) It is to be remembered

that alluvion or the imperceptible increase of land means the land

above ordinary high -water mark ; for the land between high and

low water mark , though it increase to a vast extent, belongs

primâ facie to the Crown. And the shore of the sea, says De Jure

Maris, doth primâ facie belong to the King , viz ., between

ordinary high water and low -water mark . The civil law

differs from the common law , as laid down in this great

work , in this , that, under the civil law , the waters of the sea

and the shores are subject to be used in common by all the

people ; every person being equally entitled to the benefit to be

derived from fishing, drawing , and drying nets , and navigation .

They are expressly denominated by Roman jurists res communes,

and considered as omnium , in respect to their use and benefit ,

but in respect to their property as res nullius. By the common

law , the waters of the sea, and the shores of the same, are as

much subject to public use as by the civil law ; but while under

the civil law the property of such water, and the shores, is in no

one, under the common law , the ownership is in the Sovereign :

(See Taylor 's Summary of Roman Law , 246 ; Bract. lib . 3 , c . 5 ,

s . 120 ; 2 Bac . Abr. 177.) And these shores embrace all the land

between ordinary high -water and low -water mark . The soil

between high and low -water mark may, however, be granted to

private individuals or a corporation : (Attorney -General v . Burridge

10 Price Ex. R ., 350 ; Sir John Constable's Case , 16 Vin . Abr .

576 .) And any claim to Royal fish between the points where the

sea ebbs and flows, must be by prescription , which pre-supposes

a grant : (Case of Swans, 7 Rep . 15 .) When , however, the Crown

conveys to private individuals the legal title to the shore, they

become enabled to exercise only such acts of ownership there as

the Crown itself could have done and no more ; and the pro

prietary rights acquired are therefore subordinate to the general

interests of the public : (See Phear on Rights of Water, p . 46 .)

While considering the principles of alluvion, we must not forget

to notice the doctrine of what has been called “ avulsion."

Blackstone's definition of avulsion is, where, by the immediate

and manifest power of a stream , the soil is taken suddenly

from one man 's estate and carried to another's ; or, again ,

we might define it as the carrying away of one portion of

the bank of a river, and its deposit upon another part of

the river side. The owner of such land does not lose his

right of soil thereby : (Bract. 221 ; 2 Black. Com . 202.) The

civil law says : “ If the impetuosity of a river should sever a

part of your estate, and adjoin it to that of your neighbour,

it is certain that such part would still continue yours : (Just .

lib . 2 , tit. 1.) This is consonant with the rule of law which

says, in the words of De Jure Maris, p . 15, “ If a subject hath

land adjoining the sea, and the violence of the sea swallow it up ,

but so that yet there be reasonable marks to continue the notice

of it ; or, though the marks be defaced , yet if by situation and
extent of quantity and bounding upon the firm land , the same

can be known, or it be by art or industry regained , the sub

ject does not lose his property.' ' If the mark remain or con

tinue, or the extent can reasonably be certain , the case is clear."

And at p . 17, Sir Matthew Hale says : ' But if it be freely left

again by the reflux and recess of the sea , the owner may have

his land as before, if he can make out where and what it was ;

for he cannot lose his propriety of the soil, although it for a

timebecomes part of the sea, and within the admiral' s jurisdic

tion while it so continues.' This principle is one not merely of

English law , but is a principle founded in universal law and

justice ; that is to say, that whoever has land, wherever it is ,

whatever may be the accident to which it has been exposed ,

whether it be a vineyard which is covered by lava or ashes from a

volcano, or a field covered by the sea or by a river, or a parcel

of the soil taken suddenly away from one man 's estate, and joined

to another's , in each case the ground , the site, the property

remains in the original owner . Where, however, there has been

an accretion or accession of soil to a person 's estate, the prima

facie presumption of law is that such accretion has been made by

alluvion and not by avulsion , and the burden is thrown upon the

party claiming by avulsion of showing that such soil so joined

has been suddenly severed from his own estate and been trans

ferred to such other estate. And the reason of this is clear. A

forcible and sudden breaking away of land is an unusual phenome- -

non, and , therefore, the presumption from nature is, that every

accession of land is an alluvion until the contrary is established .

( To be continued .)

LAW LIBRARY.

Wehave received from the office of the City Press a copy of the

“ City of London " Directory for the present year. We observe

that all business changes and removals have been recorded to

within a fortnight of publication , and as these are far more

numerous at the end of the year than at any other period, this.

forms an important feature of the work .
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written instruments

PATENT LAW . knife for crimping fabrics in a sewing machine ; societies was called to the Bill by means of united
and the third, for the peculiar manufacture of action of the Associated Northern Provincial Law

( By C . HIGGINS, Esq., M . A ., F . C . S ., Barrister-at -Law .) crimped or plaited frills or trimmings " as herein . Societies after it had passed the Upper House.
before described ” and illustrated by a drawing. The disposition thus shown to discuss matters

COMPLETE SPECIFICATION . Held , first, that the patent was not for the manu- affecting the Profession which it is proposed
(Continued from p . 250 .) factured product, but for the process of manu to deal with by legislation , cannot be too

Simpson v . Holliday . 1866 . - A patent for " im . facturing it ; secondly , that the patent was not strongly commended , and we congratulate the
provements in the preparation of red and purple limited to the manufacture of plaited fabrics by l association on their energy in the matter ,

dyes," thus described the process : “ I mix aniline the knife in combination with a sewing machine. Among the other subjects referred to in the
with dry arsenic acid , and allow the mixture to The title of the patent being for improvements report are The Custody of Infants Act (36 Vict.
stand for some time, or I accelerate the operation in the manufacture of frills or ruffles, and the c . 12) , The Intestates' Widows and Children Act
by heating it to , or near to, its boiling point, until provisional specification describing the invention (36 & 37 Vict. c . 52) ; the question of profes
it assumes a rich purple colour. " It was proved as relating to a particular manufacture of frills sional remuneration , which has attracted the

(and not denied by the patentee) that it was ne- and ruffles , the complete specification described attention of most country societies ; the subject
cessary to apply heat in order to produce the the invention as relating to a particular manu. of the organisation of the Profession ; reference
colour ; but evidence was given that a competent facture of frills, ruffles, or trimmings. Held , being made to the valuable paper on this subject,

workman would apply heat. Held , however , that that this was no such material variation as to read byMr. Marshall, of Leeds,at Birmingham , in
this description in the specification was bad , and render the patent invalid. Kelly, C . B ., said : “ A October last ; and also to Mr. Saunders's paper
the patent founded thereon was invalid. (13 third point made is that there is an inconsistency on the subject of the amalgamation of the two
W . R . 577 ; 12 L . T . Rep . N . S . 99 ; affirmed in between the provisional and the final specifica . London societies. The committee direct atten
the House of Lords, L . Rep . 1 H . L . 315 ; 35 L . J . , tion , the word ' trimming ' not being added in tion to the Bills of Sale Act as regards trade
N . S .,Ch .,811.) Westbury , L . C .,hearing the caseon the latter. Butbywhatever name it is described , fixtures, especially referring to the case of Begbie

appeal from Wood, V .C ., in the course of his judg. the thing is in itself identical; it is something v . Fenwick (24 L . T . Rep. N . S . 58) upon this sub
ment, said : " If the true construction of the specifi . attached to any part of the dress, either of ject. The report in many respects proceeds
cation be, that two distinct processes are described men or women , whether it is called the frill in the same groove as that of the Birming .
as being both efficient,and are both claimed as part of a sleeve, or the ruffle of a shirt, or the ham Law Society , whose annual report we
of the invention , but one is found upon trial to be trimming of a lady's dress. These are all dealt with last week . It is worthy of observation
inefficient and useless, it is plain that the patent ejusdem generis , and the description is only impor. that Mr. SamuelUnwin has discharged the labo
has been granted on a false suggestion , and is , tant for the purpose of showing for what purpose rious duties of honorary secretary of this associa
therefore, invalid and bad at law . . . . When it the product may be ultimately used when it bastion since 1864. If every member of the Profes.
is stated that an error in a specification which been manufactured by means of the plaintiff 's sion would bestow a tithe of the time given by
any workman of ordinary skill and experience invention ." Channell, B . - " One of the objections this gentleman in endeavouring to advance the
would perceive and correct, will not vitiate a turns on the form of the specification , the final interests of solicitors in a similar way , our posi.
patent, it must be understood of errors which specification going , it is said , beyond the provi- tion would undoubtedly be far more consistent
appear on the face of the specification , or the sional. I do not think it necessary to discuss with the power and influence which , as a body,we
drawings it refers to ; or which would be at once in general the relation of the provisional and undoubtedly possess.
discovered and corrected in following out the complete specifications. In the view which I take
instructions given forany process or manufacture ; of the circumstances of the case that question
and the reason is , because such errors cannot does not arise , for there being no proof or sugges

THE office of President of the Council of the

possibly mislead. But the proposition is not a tion of fraud, I do not think that there is any
Incorporated Law Society of the United Kingdom

correct statement of the law , if applied to errors such extension of the claim in the final specifica
is fortunately at present filled by one of the most

which are discoverable only by experiment and tion as disables the plaintiff from claiming this as
competent as well as energetic members of our

further inquiry. Neither is the proposition true a good patent.” ( 1 . Rep. 5 Ex. 37 ; 39 L . J .
Profession . Mr. F . H . Janson, on Tuesday last ,

of an erroneous statement in a specification | Ex. 97.)
read before the Statistical Society a paper of

amounting to a false suggestion , even though the Arnold v . Bradbury . Ch . 1871. – Where a equal value with others that he has already con

error would be at once observed by a workman patentee, in his specification , professes to do by
tributed . The title is , “ Some Statistics of the

possessed of ordinary knowledge of the subject. machinery what has never been done before by
Courts of Justice and of Legal Procedure in

. . . . With respect to the rules that govern the con . | machinery, and describes the machinery by which
England," and the author has appended tables

struction of specifications, they are the ordinary he does it,' his claim is not too large on the face
containing valuable information , amongst other

rules for the claims gen em the
things, a return of the proceedings in the Court

having regard especially to the fact that the speci. | operation " by machinery ." A patentee in his
of Chancery for the year ending 1st November

fication must clearly fulfil the obligation imposed specification described an improved ruffle or frill. last, and similar returns as regards chamber

on the patentee by the proviso contained in all and the machinery by which he proposed to make business . Although Mr. Janson has not sup .

letters patent, viz., that the grant shall be void such improved ruffle, and to fasten it to a plain plied any information except that contained in

if the patentee shall not particularly describe and fabric by a single series of stitches. By his the appendix which is not generally known,

ascertain the nature of his invention , and in what claim he claimed “ the production by machinery yet it is clear, from the exhaustive way in

manner the sameis to be performed . It is thereof ruffles, and the simultaneous attachment of which he has dealt with his subject, that he is
fore made a settled rule, that the specification them to a plain fabric by a single series of thoroughly alive to the great responsibilities
must be so expressed as to be perfectly intelligible stitches. Held , that the claim was not, on the which devolve upon him in connection with the

to a workman of ordinary knowledge , and it must | face of it, too large. (24 L . T . Rep. N . S . 613 ; Lomce " e
ls .

" .
O

follow that if there be any obscurity or ambiguity L . Rep . 6 Ch . 706 .) esting features of the paper, which will, no

in the specification which is likely to mislead , this Neilson v. Betts. H . L . 1871.-- After a patent
in ectes

defect ought not to be helped by any refined or has stood inquiry and the test of time, courts do
Statistical Society, is the reference to our own

secondary interpretation of the language. It was not encourage verbal objections to the form of the
profession , “ whose remuneration ," says Mr.

contended before me, and the Vice-Chancellor is specification . ( L . Rep . 5 H . L . Cas. 1 ; 40 L . J .
Janson , “ is regulated to some extent by a scale

reported to have said , that it has been settled by 1 Ch. 317 ; 19 W . R . 1121.) fixed at the beginning of the present century ."

authority that themost liberal construction is to
The author of the paper refers to the power of

be given to the patent thatwill sustain it , especially the judges to strike attorneys off the roll,

in those cases where the court is satisfied that the
and wisely suggests that this power might be

invention is really new and useful. If the words, SOLICITORS' JOURNAL. safely entrusted to the council of the Incorpo

the most liberal construction ' are intended to rated Law Society. Although pressure on our

denote some principle of interpretation different / In addition to those solicitors named by us in our space prevents our referring

from the ordinary rules for the construction of
last issue as having been elected to serve in Parlia - to other subjects named in the paper, we hope to

written instruments, I am not aware of any such ment, we have to record the name of Mr. P . E . do so on a future occasion .

authority.”
Eyton , elected for Flint. This gentleman , ad .

Parkes v . Stevens. 1869. - The sufficiency of a
mitted in Michaelmas Term 1853, has held most of

THE Secretary of the Incorporated Law Societythe public appointments in that town usually
specification is not a question of law , but a ques . of Ireland (Mr. J. H . Goddard ) has found time,bestowed upon solicitors , and it may be expected
tion of fact in each particular case. Where a of him that he will be firm in his determination notwithstanding the onerous duties devolving
patentee has taken out a fresh patent for improve .

ments on his original invention it is sufficient if,
to co-operate with the other solicitors in the House | upon him , owing to the unceasing action of the

reading his second specification with the first , an
to advance and protect our general interests. In council of that society , to protectand advance the

our last issue tho name of Mr. G . Goldney , M . P . interests of solicitors, to edit a work entitled

artisan would have no substantial difficulty in for Chippenham , was misprinted “ Golding." “ Oaths in Chancery (Ireland), ” being a very

ascertaining what was claimed . Sir W . M . James, useful guide for commissioners in that court;
V . C ., in the course of his judgment, said : “ It is containing numerous forms of jurats and oaths,
obvious that a patentee does not comply, as he WE publish in another column the thirty-fifth
ought to do, with the condition of his grant, if the annual report of the committee of theManchester

together with instructions and observations.

improvement is only to be found , like a piece of Incorporated Law Association for the past year,
gold ,mixed up with a great quantity of alloy , and which was read at a meeting of the members of A DUBLIN solicitor informs us that applications

if a person desiring to find outwhat was new and the association recently held . We are glad to by English solicitors to be appointed commis
Whatwas claimed as new , would have to get rid of notice its prosperous condition, both in regard to sioners for oaths in the Irish courts have been
a large portion of the specification by eliminating the number of its members and the state of its | several times lately made without success, with
from it all that was old and common -place , all finances. As may be expected , the first question one exception, in the case of a London solicito

that was the subject of other patents, or of other dealt with in the report is the Supreme Court of who received such an appointment from the Irish
improvements, bringing to tho subject not only Judicature Act, the provisions of which are Court of Chancery — while, in fact, there 18
the knowledge of an ordinarily skilled artisan , regarded by the committee as an improve. | no utility in such an appointment since the

but of a patent lawyer or agent, ( L . Rep . 8 Eg. Iment on the present system ; “ but,” says the Act 30 & 31 Vict. c . 44 , sect. 81, came to

358 ; 22 L . T . Rep. N . S . 635 ; judgment affirmed report, “ the necessity for securing district regis. operation , by which English Chancery Commy

L . Rep . 5 Ch. 36 ). tries in Lancashire (before the suitors were desioners can take Irish Chancery affidavits. Not

Wright v. Hitchcock . 1870. - A patent was taken prived of thebenefits afforded by theCommon Pleas contentwith refusing such applications, which

out for " Improvements in the manufacture of at Lancaster),and of granting greater facilities for regards common law , and, indeed , all legale

frills or ruffles, and in the machinery or ap - the trial of causes in Manchester and Liverpool | ness in Ireland, ought, we think, to be granted for
paratus employed therein ." The specification should be urged on the Legislature." We are tho convenience of suitors and others living me

described a process of plaiting fabrics by means very glad to notice from the report that combined | England and Wales, and who are, in one way

of a reciprocating knife in combination with a action was taken by the committee of this asso. another , interested in legal business in the Ir
sewing machine . The first claim was for the ciation and the Incorporated Law Society of courts - the courts actually condemn the

general construction , arrangement, and combina- Liverpool with a view to extending and improving successful applicant in the payment of

tion of machinery for producing plaited frills or the district registry clauses so as to provide foraistrict registry clauses so as to provide for costs of those who in their own interesu

trimmings in a sewing machine ; the second was the continuance of the Lancashire registries. It think fit to oppose applications. Moreove

for the application and use of a reciprocating seems also that the attention of many other law ' application, even if not opposed , is

nter.hah han Qos
t

most
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formal, as we have pointed out before , and most of them constitute firms of the highest RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE

it is necessary to have both counsel and attorney standing. It is an anomaly similar to that UNDER THE JUDICATURE ACT.

present in open court to support an application referred to by us in a recent issue as regards THE following is a report of the discussion which
which ought - following the mode in which similar agents who conduct the business relating to followed Mr. Dowdeswell's paper which we pub .

commissions are issued by English judges to Indian appeals heard before the Judicial Čom . lished last week :

English applicants — to be granted, as of course mittee of the Privy Council. Mr. E . Kimber thought that Mr. Dowdeswell
where the applicant satisfies the judge that he was entitled to the gratitude of each branch of
is fitted, by good reputation and by practical

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. the Profession for the way in which he had
experience, for the office. We say advisedly handled this subject. They were informed thatthat much inconvenience and pecuniary loss ARBITRATION - AWARD - COMPLAINT — LIMIT | three gentlemen were now engaged in framing
is occasioned to the publio and the Profession OF TIME FOR COMPLAINING - 9 & 10 WILL. 3, rules. But he (Mr. Kimber ) thought it was only
in this country by the formal and expensive c. 15 , s. 2. - The last day of term is not within by the combined expression of the opinions of the
process required by the antiquated rules the limit of the time fixed by 9 & 10 Will. 3, c . Profession that any public good could be accom .the limit of the time fixed by 9 & 10 Will . 3 , c .

Still in vogue in Ireland relating to such ap . | 15 , s . 2 , for making complaint of corrupt or undue plished in this direction . It seemed to him to be
pointments as those to which we again direct practice in making an award on an arbitration . I absurd to suppose that any three gentlomen could

attention . In comparison with larger questions Complaint is made on the day on which notice of do justice to the subject without some communi.

of interest to the Profession , this is no doubt of motion to set aside the award is served . Harvey | cation with the members of the Profession and
small import : but that is the very reason why it v . Shelton ( 7 Bed .455 ), not followed : (Corporation the societies. Such & work , to be effectually

should only be necessary to direct attention to it of Huddersfield and Jacomb, 29 L . T . Rep . N . 8 . done, would be a very serious tax upon their time

in order to insure a speedy rectification . The 824 . V . C . M .) and health. In the question of notices, he quite
Irish judges have only to issue frosh rules on the BILLS OF EXCHANGE ACT 1855, s. 2 - PETITION agreed with the writer of the paper, and thought

subject and the necessary reforn is accomplished . | FOR LIQUIDATION PENDING REFERENCE. – that in the simple delivery of the notices there
Money paid into court under the Bills of Exchange was security enough . For instance, the present
Act ( 18 & 19 Vict. c. 67) , pursuant to a judge's “ notice to plead ” at common law was one of theWehope thatsome oneormore of the several soli. order “ to abide the event of an action then strongest proceedings that could possibly be

citors returned to Parliamentwill take stepswith a pending, forms no part of the debtor's estate, but taken . It was given under the band of the plain .
view to the repeal of sect. 37 of 6 & 7 Vict. cap. 73 , is a security to the creditor for the payment of tiff' s attorney withont any fi
which prevents solicitors commencing an action the amount recoverable in the action , notwith . | vice being necessary, and yet, if no plea came in
for fees till onemonth after delivery of their bills . standing that the matters in dispute in the action within eight days, judgment could be signed, and
To us it is surprising that solicitors should have have been referred , and bankruptcy supervened execution issued forthwith . The security against
so long suffered under this now unnecessary im . before any proceedings are taken in the matter of the misuse of this gigantic but simple power is
position . Small bills of costs are constantly lost the arbitration : (Ex parte Tate and Co ; re Key . the responsibility of the attorneys on both sides.
to themembers of the Profession , through their worth , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 849. Bank .)
being deprived of the ordinary right enjoyed by all

For, if judgmentand execution took place without
COMPROMISE OF ACTION FOR CAUSING DEATH such notice, the plaintiff would be liable to an

other creditors. In these days the principal BY NEGLIGENCE - ACTION FOR NOT APPORTION action for damages by the defendant, and he,
operation of the enactment is to open the door ING DAMAGES - 9 & 10 VICT. C . 93 ; 27 & 28 VICT. again , would have his remedy against the attorney .
for the perpetration of fraud upon our branch of c . 95. - The declaration alleged that defendant Besides that, the judge would immediately set
the Profession . had brought an action as administrator of the aside such judgment, with costs against the

plaintiff' s mother, whose death was caused by the attorney, to be paid personally , as an officer of
REFERRING to the report of the committee of the negligence of a railway company, against the the court. The consequence is , such & thing as
Birmingham Law Society , published in our last railway company, for the benefit of himself and the misuse of this process is never heard of. He

issue, upon the subject of the “ requiremont of the plaintiff, according to 9 & 10 Vict. c . 93 ; could not conceive why all the forms of procedure

written authorisation for payment of money to that defendant, under 27 & 28 Vict. c . 95 , com could not be governed analogously by the same

solicitors," their observations will, we feel sure, promised the action for a lump sum of money, form . The notices to admit and to produce he
occasion much surprise to members of the Pro without any apportionment by a jury of the looked upon as very useful, and as proofs that no
fession in other parts of the country , not onlye other parts of the country , not only amount of damages payable to the piaintiff in filing or issuing were in any way necessary for
because in many counties the rulo requiring such respect of his interest : and that defendant l the most responsible proceedings. All thenA
written authorisation obtains, as a matter of received the whole of the said sum , and retained things proved that there was no necessity for
course , but also because of the delicacy evidently it to his own use. Defendant pleaded that he, filing or issuing even a writ, or entering an appear.
felt, at all events by a part of the Profession in being plaintiff' s father, had sued the said railway ance, but certainly not affidavits. As solicitors
Birmingham , in connection with such require .

company in two actions, one for causing injury to were responsible officers of the court, & claim or

ment. Of all business men , solicitors should be himself, and the other under the statute men summons, under their signature , and a notice of
the most business- like, and surely it is nothing tioned in the declaration on behalf of himself, defence, was all that was necessary . In nine
less than absolutely necessary that such written the plaintiff, and another child of defendant; the cases out of ten , the original summonsesand officeauthorisation should be given and required under judgment in both actions was obtained in default copies were never asked for. The court even
such circumstances as those contemplated by the of plea , that he compromised the said actions for often relied upon copies in counsel's briefs. It
committee. The question of suggested doubt or the amount mentioned under a judge's order, in was done every day. Why, therefore , cannot the
distrust being implied from such a requirement, good faith , and believing the terms of the com Profession be made completely responsible to one
ought not in our opinion to have been considered promise to be the best he could obtain ; and that another for the proper conduct of business ? Ineither by the committee or the meeting of the no division or apportionment of the said money motions the common law practice might take a

society to whom the report was submitted. was ever required or made : Held , that under the leaf out of that of equity . It was a monstrous
circumstances stated in the plea , no action was thing to allow a man to make a public ex parte

maintainable at law : (Condlif v. Conllif , 29 application , it might be against persons of emi.
FROM numerous inquiries which we have received L . T . Rep. N . S . 831. Q . B .).
we gather that many articled clerks who intend

nence and unimpeachable character, simply for
COVENANT BY TWO PARTIES , TO BE PER - | the purpose of libelling and injuring their reputa .

presenting themselves for final examination next FORMED ON NOTICE - -NOTICE TO ONE ONLY tion ; for even when the application was refused ,
Michaelmas Term are in doubt as to whether they INSUFFICIENT. - The defendant and F . M . cove : the object in view was gained . Supposing suchwill be examited inter alia upon the subject of nanted with the plaintiffs that they would , upon a thing were allowed in the Chancery Court ,the Suprene Court of Judicature Act . The Act receiving six months' notice in writing , pay to every one would loathe the administration of jus.
may or may not then be in operation, probably the plaintiffs two several sums of money. Notice tice.
not. Yet the asking of questions upon it does

to pay one of the sums was given to the defendant Mr. E . C . Dunn thought that the object of re
not depend upon whether it will at tho time be in only . Held , that the notice ought to have been quiring an appearance to be entered in a publicoperation , although it may be fairly assumed that |

given to both the covenanting parties, and that a office seemed to have been rather lost sight of byno question will be asked upon it if its operation notice to the defendant only was insufficient : the last speaker. The appearance gave notice that
is postponed , the more 80 as it has not in recent (Moul v. Moul, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 84 . Ex.) | the proceeding was defended , and of the place
examinations been referred to by the examiners .

On the other hand , should such questionsbe asked ,
INFANT - RECOVERY OF MONEY PAID UNDER where notices not requiring personal service were

they can only be those to be answered by a careful
PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT – RESCISSION OF to be served ; and it surely was useful that it
AGREEMENT BEFORE MAJORITY - FAILURE OF should be entered , so as to be of record ,and whereconsideration of the Act itself.
CONSIDERATION . - The plaintiff, during infancy , a person who might have to make application in
agreed with the defendant in writing to buy one a proceeding could discover whom he would have

A CORRESPONDENT writes to us upon the subject | half share of a public-house business of the to serve with notice of his application, and at
of the large number of prosecutions conducted defendant, agreeing to pay an instalment of the what place. Itwas also necessary that summonses
principally before magistrates throughout the purchase-money at once, and the balance at a should be issued from the judges' chambers. It
country by supervisors of excise and other offi. future uncertain time, the defendant to provide would never do to allow the parties to fix , without
cials connected with the several public depart. | board and lodging for the plaintiff and his wife, any reference to the state of the business at the
ments of the State. The writer urges that these and the plaintiff not to receive any fruits of the chambers, any time they pleased for their attend .
prosecutions onghtonly to be conducted by mem partnership until the balance should be paid . The ance there. It was necessary that the person
bers of the legal Profession, who should be plaintiff paid an instalment of the purchase- making the application should know when it
appointed to undertake the work . Except for money , and went with his wife to board and lodge could be heard . This was attained by the attend .
the expense which such a system would occa- with the defendant, and shared the management ance to issue the summonses, and the summons
sion we should certainly agree with our corre . of the business, but afterwards, and before his itselfwas the notice to be served on the other
spondent, and no doubt many of the prosecu . majority, rescinded the agreement. Held , that parties to the proceeding, of the appointment
tions which take place ought, in all propriety , the plaintiff might, in an action for money had which had been given by the judge.

to be conducted by professionalmen . and received , recover back the instalment paid Mr.: Edgar thought it must be admitted that,

under the agreement, less the amount expended where actions were defended , therewere very con .

by the defendant in providing board and lodging siderable advantages in the entering of appear.
A DISTINGUISHED member of the higher branch for the plaintiff and his wife : (Everett v . Wilkins, ances. The effect of the introductory part of the
of the Profession , a member of the Commons 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 846 . Ex.) 18th Rule appeared to him to be that, where the
House of Parliament, calls our attention to the PRACTICE- LANDS CLAUSES CONSOLIDATION defendant admitted the claim and did not require
fact that it often happens in Parliamentary busi. Act 1845, s . 69 - FUND IN COURT - PAYMENT OUT the delivery of the statement, it was open to him
ness, dealt with before select committees of the TO TENANT IN TAIL - DISENTAILING DEED to make a statement of defence, the nature of the
House of Parliament, that while one side is repre . “ SURVIVOR " READ “ OTHER ." - A fund in court . claim of the plaintiff being disclosed in the writ

sented by a distinguished silk gownsman , theother representing land purchased by & railway com - of summons. He agreed with the observations
may be,and often is, represented by those who are pany by agreement, for the purposes of their that had been made, that the filing of so many
not members of the legal Profession . No doubt undertaking , will be paid out to a tenant in tail, things was entirely unnecessary. But it was
many Parliamentary agents are not solicitors,and without a disentailing deed having been executed. obvious there was no option for the framers in the
it may be fairly urged that they ought to be. On | Re Butler' s Will ( L . Rep . 16 Eq. 479) not fol. matter of the statements of claim and defence
the other hand, the work undertaken by such | lowed : (Re Row 's Estate, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 824. under the 18th role. There would be under the
agents is of comparatively recent origin , and ' V . C . M .) Act two sets of rules - one framed before the Act
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- teme into force, and those which it would be in under discussion as the greatest step that had yet and the effect of their findings ; it might be
the power of the judges to frame when this took been taken in law reform . The divisions of the difficult to say how far the rules could affect
place. They had the power given them by the Act suits as suggested , according to some arbitrary the findings of referees, but it was highly
to modify the rules, and in that way they might and hard-and - fast rule , would have been entirely desirable that the court should have power to
elter the rules in the schedule, and dispense with fatal to the measure . Each court should work review their findings on questions of fact, a duty
filing in the case of claims and defences. To his out its own proceedings, and there should be no of which the courts had got rid as regards the
unind it would be better to assign all merely legal power of transference to another court. The present system of compulsory references, by de

deims to the jurisdiction of the three Common client having selected his tribunal, with whichoiding that the finding of the master on a com .

Law Divisions, rather than , as the Act does, to choice there should be no interference, ought to pulsory reference stood upon the same footing as
Leave it open to plaintiffs to take them into the have his whole case disposed of by the tribunal so the finding of an arbitrator chosen by the parties,

Chancery Division . It was advisable to make as selected . The first step should be the statement and was final, both as to law and facts , the courts

little disturbance as possible in the existing of the claim , whether a writ or action . A man should have power to review the findings of re

system . He quite agreed that the great power should not be allowed to go into court without ferees, both as to law and fact. There was great
LV le system of some distinct statement of his claim , and be able dissatisfaction all through the Profession with

peocedure ought to be carefully watched ; but he to make one claim one day and another on a suc . regard to the present system of references to
thought its results were likely to be beneficial. ceeding one ; he should not be able to shift his masters. In the appointment of local registrars,

There would be some difficulties at first in the ground. A succinct statement of the claim should care should be taken that attorneys practising in
working of the Act, and it was a great thing that be put into writing , and by this the plaintiff the locality should not be appointed , and every
the power of remedying any defects which experi. should be bound. That he could shift his ground possible facility should be given for appeals from
once disclosed should be vested in the judges, would be a scandal. He (Mr. Webster) thought them , if they were entrusted with any judicial
without the necessity of going to Parliament for it was necessary to have the proceedings filed. duties. As to appeals , the appeal court should
2.mending Acts. The first plaint and the answer should be on be as open to a litigant as a court of first instance.
Mr. A . E . Miller, Q . C ., thought there were record. This he conceived to belong to the first Security for costs should cease to be a condition

sadvantages in filing both pleadings and affidavits. principles of the administration of justice ; and in precedent to the right ofappeal ;but power should
The Registrar's Book in Chancery had been found regard to printing, it might be laid down as a be reserved to the court or a judge to stay an

to be extremely important when questions as to general rule that when six copies were required , appeal until security be given , in the case of
the effect of proceedings had arisen at a subse printing was cheaper than writing. If there were appeals which were clearly groundless and vexa
quent period. He could not think that any hard . affidavits , they ought to be filed as a record of tious ; such a power , however, should not be given

ship was inflicted by requiring the deposit of what was stated. The entering of an appearance to the local inferior judges, whose decisions were
one copy of every pleading in a public office - its must be done in some matters, either to confess appealed against, many of whom , judging from
cost was inappreciable . The filing of affidavits the action or to defend ; there could be no diffi . the experience of some County Court judges,
was of great consequence in some cases. It ob - | culty from that source. He did not share in the would uphold their judgments by all possible
viated the necessity of hunting up solicitors in opinion expressed by a former speaker, that the means. It might, however, be well to provide for
cases which had been settled, and information | framing of rules of procedure would be beyond some certi ti

fought was by this means ready at hand . He was the capacity of three gentlemen of sense and expe - duced before the court on an application to stay
quite of the opinion that in most cases office copies rience. The existing precedents need not be an appeal till security for costs were given . The

were of no use ; but he had occasionally found wholly disregarded ; a change similar to the one appeal from local tribunals, and in all other cases,
great discrepancies between the affidavits of two we were considering had been in existence for should be inade speedy and easy, and should not,

capposing counsel, and in this case the office copy some time in New York, and was found to be a as now ,beonly the luxury of the rich . Appeal by
w & s of use , as the only umpire. But generally vast improvement upon the old system , that the special case should also be put an end to, except
the opposing sides had copies which could be Hon. David Dudley Field , in reply to a question where it is adopted bymutual consent. Heagreed
trusted . In regard to the divisions for business , from the chairman at the congress at Norwich , generally in the views expressed by Mr. Dowdes.

d matters in the nature of concurrent jurisdic on being asked whether there was likely to be a well in his able and suggestive paper, and par.
tion , the first proposals had been somewhat modi- return to the old system , said , “ You may as well ticularly in the opinion that, as the course of legal
Sed in passing through parliament. The object | thing of reversing the current of Niagara .” proceedings were made easy and inexpensive, the
kept in view had been fusion and not division . C . W . Ryalls said that he thought there were recourse to them would be the greater.
" There would be at first a difficulty in getting cases some objections to the statement of the plaintiff's
in the common law division ,and also in getting the case being contained on the citation , whether court power to review the findings of a legalarbi.
Judges to act out of the way in which they have the citation took the form of a writ of summons trator on the merits, required great consideration ,
Seen accustomed to act. If there were hard and or any other form . Many actions were commenced as it would open the doorafresh to all the litigation
fast dividing lines of jurisdiction , there would be which never advanced further than the citation which his award had closed . In the case of a
mo power of making a selection of the division , or writ. If the cause of action were set out in the verdict by a jury, it was necessary the court should
zocording to special circumstances. The more it citation , then the costs of the citation mustbe very have this power on accountof the mistakes which
as left open tc parties to choose the division I considerably increased , because the statement they often fell into through want of experience and

into which they might see fit to take their cases, must, in many cases, be somewhat lengthy, if it ignorance of the law ; but this did notapply to a

the better. He quite thought it was a great hard . | were full and sufficient. Such a statement would legal referee ; and it might be better to hold his

ship on the plaintiff that he could not get dis. be unnecessary where there was no intention of verdict final, on the principle, “ Interest reipub.

covery from his opponent at law , except under contesting the plaintiff's demand , and the cost lice ut sit finis litium ," subject to any points of
certain conditions. On the other hand , the pro. and trouble of making it ought to be saved . law which might be stated in a special case. Also,
ceedings in equity were often very oppressive to The citation and the pleading ought to be kept the majority of cases decided by arbitrators

defendants, as plaintiffs unnecessarily resorted to distinct, and nothing could be gained by uniting would be cases of account, which the court cannot

this most expensive way of getting admissions them . There was much difference between filing deal with without enormous waste of time. Mr.

from the opposing side, which were often so quali , affidavits and being compelled to take copies of Webster had objected to the double proceeding of

fied as to be useless. The schedule to the Act hit them when filed. If affidavits were used they a writ and declaration or bill, and proposed to dis

this difficulty , and he believed in the best way. should be filed ; and all proceedings in a cause pense with the writ ; but hethoughtMr. Webster

A man by this could file his interrogatories, re. which was decided should be filed , though there had overlooked the fact that, out of ten writs issued

quiring most minute details from the defendant, was not the samenecessity as to those which were not above three or four ever came to a declaration ,

cons to every point he alleged , but if the court never adjudicated upon . Some effectual pro - being settled before declaration . So that if a
thought his conduct vexatious, he might be made

vision should be made against speculative inter- declaration or bill were obliged to be served

to pay the costs , even though he succeeded in the rogatories. It was right that parties should have instead of a writ , the expense of drawing & de

bait. the power of delivering interrogatories without claration by a pleader or counsel would be un
Mr. J. Sewell White expressed his concurrence obtaining the leave of the court to do so ; but necessarily incurred in a greatmajority of cases.

in Mr. Dowdeswell's views as to the principles it must be remembered that speculative actions He could not see any reason why proceedings
which should guide the framers of the rulesunder have been used by reckless people as a means of should be both filed and delivered ; for out of a
the new Act. He thought there should also be extortion and vexation , and it will become intole hundred actions, there was not the slightestneces
3mple provision for amending the proceedings at rable if reckless suitors are allowed to cause the sity generally that one of them should remain on

ny stage of the cause, and for adjourning its additional expense of lengthy interrogatories. record . Full ninety -nine out of a hundred of

further hearing on reasonable terms, where such The most important question for consideration those preserved in the Record Office were nothing

I course was necessary to prevent the surprises with reference to the rules to be drawn under better than waste parchment. Affidavits were
which a liberal exercise of the power of amend the Act arose with reference to those provisions filed for the reason of securing evidence in cases
ment might sometimes occasion . He did not l of the Act which were similar to other previons of perjury . If these were kept by the parties

agree with a former speaker that an entry of provisions in former Acts of Parliament, and themselves there would be no available evidence

appearance by a defendant was a superfluous which were as yet unrepealed , except so far as to procure a conviction for this crime. In regard
step . It was an indisputable notice of an im . they might be inferentially repealed by the to the system of pleading , the result of the new
portant act. Neither did he agree with the state. Judicature Act ; take, for instance, the Sum - Act, he thought, would be to give more employ.
nent that the filing of affidavits was unnecessary . mary Procedure on Bills of Exchange Act, and ment to special pleaders and junior counsel than
It pinned the depositions to the order of the rule 7 in schedule to Judicature Act. An Act at present. When in a trial for any liquidated
court, and prevented a misuse of them , which should be passed repealing all former procedure demand a defendant did not appear, he thought
might easily be made if a laxer practice prevailed . Acts, and a complete code of procedure should judgment should go by default without putting
As to model pleadingsand forms, hebelieved they be found in the Judicature Act and in the rules the plaintiff to proof. He had seen , in such a
were generally disregarded by the draftsmen . to be passed in pursuance of it, so that there case, a learned judge acting as counsel for the
Such was his experience of the formspublished in may be no possibility of suitors being com - defendant, and exhibiting a mischievous ingenuity
the Pleading Rules of 1845 , the Rules for Claims pelled to ascertain by legal proceedings which in picking holes in the evidence. In such a case,
in Equity , and the Indian Code of Civil Procedure. Act of Parliament is repealed , and which is not. why should not the plaintiff be entitled , without
He hoped that under the new rules common As to the arrangement of circuits under sect. 68, further ceremony, to a verdict for the claim , pro
courts and general forms would disappear, and it might be well to hold the circuits immediately vided it were a liquidated one ? Hewould suggest
that, whilst ample opportunity was allowed to before instead of immediately after the sittings that it might be a desirable thing for the gentle
either party to examine his opponent before the of the full court in London , when all points re . men who were engaged on the work under con
hearing by interrogarories on the material points served could be determined at once, and with sideration , to circulate amongst the members of
of dispute between them , the practice of interro - | out the lapse of a long vacation between trial the Profession & few queries on any questions of
gating a party upon a written statement of the and motion , on leave reserved or for a new trial. doubt. By that means they might obtain some
case drawn up by his opponent would be put an If the present long vacation should be continued , / valuable suggestions.

end to . As to ejectment suits, he thought there a court should sit for this purpose immediately Mr. H . N . Mozley thought that in the class of

'wonld benogreater difficulty in dealing with them after the end of the circuits. Where leave was cases in which the defendant could plead ordemur,
under the new rules than with other suits, and he given to move by the judge at the trial, there it was a question whether the Chancery practice
should have liked to have heard from Mr. Dowdes- should be no necessity of a rule nisi ; but notice should not prevail.

well the precise nature of the difficulties which of the motion should be given, and the point Mr. Rose was of opinion that, as regarded the
he appeared to apprehend . reserved should be at once argued and deter - public in general, the present was a most dis
Mr. Thomas Webster , Q . C ., regarded the Act ' mined . Sects . 58 and 59 provided for referees ' astrous Act. The practice of the Common Law
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and Chancery had hitherto been so certain that a Ferris, John Henry Perse, William Burd BREWER ( John ) . Wimborne, Dorset, grocer and baker .
most ordinary practitioner was able to conduct | Geary, Frank Phelan , Wm . Henry March 4 ; Thos. Rawlins, solicitor, Wimborne. March

Gibbons, Herbert Henry Pile , Richard Parris 18 ; V . C . H . at one o 'clock .
his case from the beginning. But the Act of Par . Gibney, Edward S . Powell, James

CHALON ( Thos, B .) , formerly of Red Hill, near Herefor ,

liament reduces the two branches of law to chaos . late of Stuttgart, Wurtemberg , formerly & Lieut.- C .Godfrey , Josh . Wallace Powning, William Chas . and Brevet Col. in the 16ta Reg . of H . M .'s Indian Force
There were certain grievances which might have Grant, Thomas A . Pulteney , F . Basil, B . A . March 27 ; T . W . Nelson , solicitor, 6 , Laurence Pountney
been stated and the remedies for them given on Greaves , John Pye-Smith , E . Fulgar Lane, London , April 16 ; V . C . B . at twelve o 'clock .

one sheet of paper. His own impression of the Greenway, William K Raw , John Frederick DEACON Francis ), Cold Harbour-road , Lambeth , Surrey ,
Grimmer, Grantley C .Actwas, that the best thing to be done would be

Esq .Reader , George March 7 ; F . W . Arkcoll, oiicitor, 190, Toole) -

Grundy , James Rhodes, Robert Radnall street, Southwark, Surrey. March 21 ; M . R ., at eleven
to repeal it. It was, he thought, impossible to o 'clock .

Haines, John Playdell W . Rice, Edward James FLACK (Abraham ), King' s Arms, Aldersgate-street, Lon
make rules for the Act to work satisfactorily. Hammonds, John Alfred Ruddock , N . S ., B . A . don , licen ed victualler March 6 ; T . Edwards, soli itor ,
Mr. Dowdeswell said , that in regard to entering Harting , Robert A . Ryland , Hy. Woodcock 7 , Douchty - treet, Mecklenburgh - square , Middlesex .

an appearance in a case where the defendant did Hatton , Frederick D . W . Sadler, Wm . Henry March 20 ; M , R ., at eleven o ' clock .
Hawes , Alexander Traversnot choose to appear, it was unnecessary to go to Samson , Chas , Leopold FORD (John ), 91, Lower Gun -alley , St. George ' s -in -the

Schultz,Geo . AugustusHeaven , Nicholas Gyde East, Middlesex . March 9 ; Stone and Co., solicitors , 5 ,
the judges for that parpose and then to file a Hedger, P . F . F . Scott , John Sefton Finsbury-circus. March 27 M . R ., at twelve o 'clock .

declaration : although the mere fee was small, FOWLES (Horatio N .), 27. Briton -street, Southampton ,
Henly , Edward Robert Seago, Frank March 3 ; Wm . A . Killby, solicitor, Southampton . March

there were incidental expenses connected with it Hepburn , William Arnold Simpson , John Millington 17 ; M . R ., at eleven o ' clock .
which materially altered the amount Hedid not Heseltine, Arnold Sinnot, James GODFREY (Robert W . , Beeston , Norfolk , farmer. March
suggest that entering appearances generally | Hodges, Oliver Thomas Smith , Arthur Joel 2 ; B . Nurse, solicitor, King's Lynn , Norfolk . March 17 ;

Holland , Edward L ., B . A .sho
V . C . M ., at twelve o ' clock .Square , John Harris

GREGORY (Susan ) , Clarence -place , Dover, spin ster . Feb .
Squire, Hy. StilwellHooper , John H ., B . A .

tering appearances is , that it gives the name 28 ; Crook and Smith , solioitors , 173 , Fenchurch -street,Hudson, Thomas Stableforth , Wm . Bennett Dover. _ Ma' ch 14, V C . H ., at twelve o 'clock .
of the attorney or place where the proceed Hutchings, Robert C . Stallard, Thos , Garrold GWYER (Edmund ) , 7 , West Clifton -terrace , Bristol, mer
ings may be served ." Filing the proceedings, Jackson , Charles Edward Stocken , William chant. March 2 ; Bush and Ray, solicitors. Bristol.

in his own view , as derived from experience at Jaques, William
Sullivan , Jno . Mortimer March 14 ; M . R . , at twelve o ' clock .

Jennings, Isaac Gaitskillcommon law , was that it was cumbrous and un Talbot, John Wm . JOHNSON (Geo.), Millfield House, York . March 19 ; 0 . B .
Johnson ,Gordonproductive of good . Reference to those records Jolliffe William Taylor, ThomasMark Wooler, solicitor, Darlington , March 30 ; V . O . M ., at

Tee , Thos. Joseph
twelve o ' clock .

might in after times settle some vexed questions ; Jones,George Fletcher KEKEWICH (Samuel T . , Peamore, Devon , Esq., M . P .
Thacker, Clement Phillips March 18 ; Chas. J . Follett, solicitor, Exeter . April 15 ;

but the benefit was not commensurate with the Kent,'Osborne C ., M . A . Thompson , Joseph V . C . B . at twelve o 'clock .
burden . Hedid not see why we should tax living Kerby, Wm . Thompson , Joseph Clifton | LZE Wm . ), Sheffield , grinder. March 9 ; Edwd. Swift.

|Thompson, Walter Poulettpersons for some possible benefit to posterity . I Lane, F . Augustus solicitor, Sheffield . Märch 28 ; M . R . at twelve o ' clock .

He was induced to make the last observation as Langley, F . R . Theobald Thornton , Alfred STEVENSON (Ceo . H . ), Hope House, near Ripon , gentleman .
March 12 , H . Calvert , solicitor, Masham , near Bedale .Ledgard , John A . Thorold , Geo . A . W .

to ejectmont , because , under the present statute, March 26 ; V . . H ., at twelve o 'clock .
Lee, Edmund Tilleard , John Alex. SWAIN ( Jonathan 8 . ), Friskney, Lincoln , farmer . Feb . 27 ;

judgment might be signed on non -appearance, or Lewis, Wm . Henry Torr , Henry Jackson , M . A . Wm . H . Bailes , solicitor, Boston, Lincoln , March 6 ;
a person might defend for the whole or only a Lockyer, Geo . , jun , Turner, James V . C . B ., at twelve o ' clock .
part of the property claimed . Though power was Lound , John Adams Turner, Wm . Rd. Eaton TUCKER (John ) , Berwick , St. James , Wilts, gentleman ,

given in the new Act to sign judgment for liqui Macdonald , D . M ‘Stephens March 10 : Cobb and Smith . solicitors, Salisbury. MarchTweedy, James 20 ; V . C . H . at one o ' clock .
dated demands if the defendant did not appear, | MacNab , Samuel PerthMackley , Thos . Cole Walker, Hugh Mewburn WARREN ( Jas. J .), Eglinton Arms, Upper Maudlin -street,

Walton, John Lawson
this was not extended to ejectment. If the defen - | Marsden, Geo. Wm ., jun . Bristol. licensed victualler . March 5 ; Jas. Cook, jun .,

Ward , Chas. Bernard Bridgwater. March 19 ; V . C . M .,at twelve o'clock .
dant, too, upon being called at the trial did not | Matthews, R . E . J. Ward , John

appear , the plaintiff, without proof, was entitled Meynell, Thomas Henrywithont proof.was entitled | Meynell, Thomas Henry Watts , Albert

to judgment. There were no pleadings, only the Webster, Thos, Wilkinson CREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 VICT, c . 35 .
writ and defence for all or part. The action under

Mitchell, Chas. Henry Weightman ,Wm , Arthur Last Day of Claim , and to whom Particulars to be sent.
Morgan, Jas, Thos . Westmorland , Edw .

the Judicature Act was an entirely novel thing , Morley,'Wm . BAKER Richard D .) , Fort Wiliam , Cork , Ireland, a cap .
Whelon , Wm .

and no provisions corresponding with them were Newton , Alexander F .
tain on haif -pay, in H . M .'s army. March 14 ; G . A . Baker

Wilde, Ernest James solicitor , St, Cleveland -square , London .
contained in it. They had been found extremely Nye, John Kent Wilkingon , Thomas BLAKE (Frederic ), Staverton , Trowbridge, Wilts , farmer,
convenient, and he hardly thought those who Owen , C . Maynard , B . A Williams, C . B ., B . A . March 25 ; Rodway and Mann , solicitors, Trowbridge .

Parish , Frederickframed the Act had the action for ejectment in Williams, Edw . Austin BLAKE ( Robert ), formerly of Bath , afterwards of Maiden
head, subsequently of Brighton , and late of 65 , Euston

Williams, Romer
view when they drew up the 73rd section , which Parkinson, John Charles road , Middlesex , Esq . March 16 ; Geo . Carew , solicitor, 9 ,

Parr , Robert Jetfery Wilson , A . Vyvyan
he feared would hardly meet the case . Lincoln ' s- inn - fields, London .

Parrott, F . Bayford Woodroffe , Chas. Gover BROWNE (Richard ), Bromtrees Hall, Bishops ' Frome, Here.
Paulin , Thomas Wright, Fras. George fori, gentleman , May 1 ; Wm . West, solicitor, Brom
Peacock , John Wright, Wm . yard, Hereford .

LORD MAYOR ' S COURT. Pears, Henry Temple , B . A . ' BULFORD (Mary) , formerly of 41, New North -road , Hoxton ,
New Town, Middlesex, late of 2, New North -road, Middle

Wednesday , Feb. 18 . sex , widow . March 21 ; Shepheard and Sons, solicitors,
82 , Finsbury-circus, London .

(Before Sir T . CHAMBERS.) HEIRS -AT-LAW AND NEXT OF KIN . CHRISTY ( John ), Aperfield . court, Cudham , Kent, Esq .
EDMETT ( Thos . ), Arreton House, Maidstone, Kent, gentle March 25 ; Bailey and Co ., solicitors, 5 , Berners -street,

LANE v . OAKES (MACKENZIE ,Garnishee) . man , Next of kin to come in by March 1, at the cham . London . .

Married Women's Property Act, s. 7. bers of V . C . H . March 9 , at the said chambers , at twelve COTGRAVE (Richard E . F . ), 71, Gloucester-street, Pimlico ,
o 'clock , is the timeappointed for hearing and adjudicat Middlesex , a retired Colonel in the Royal Engineers

THIS was an attachment cause , which raised an ing upon such claims." Bombay Army. March 20 ; Wm , Woolfryes, solicitor
important question under The Married Women 's WRIGHT (Hannah ), Brookfield, Hathersage, Derby. Heir Banwell , Somerset.

Property Act. It was tried before the recorder
at-law to come in by March 3 , at the chambers of the COWPER John ), New Inn , Askham , York , innkeeper, April
M . R . March 17, at the said chambers, at eleven o 'clock , 10 : W . Walker, solicitor, 18 , Lendal, York .

on the 19th Dec. last,when a verdict for the plain is the timeappointed for hearing and adjudicating upon Coxox (Richard G . ), Newton West Farm , near Stocksfield ,
tiff was returned . A rule was subsequently ob such claims. Northumberland, farmer . March 10 ; Hoyle and Co .,

solicitors, 20, Collingwood- street, Newcastle-upon - Tyne.
tained for a new trial, which was now argued . It CROBLEY ( Jas. ), Lee is, chemist and druggist. March 81 ;
appeared that the money in question ( 2137) was | UNCLAIMED STOCK AND DIVIDENDS IN THE Henry Snowdon, solicitor, Leeds.

bequeathed to Mrs. Oakes , the wife of the defen BANK OF ENGLAND. DEACON ( Chas. E . ), Southampton and Lordswood , Nurs
ling, Hants, gentleman . April 13 ; Walker and Co ., soli .dant, subject to the life interest of a Miss Milner. ( Transferred to the Commissioners for the Reduction of the

National Debt, and which will be paid to the persons citors, 5 , Southampton -street , Bloomsbury, Middlesex.
The will was proved in 1865 , and an order for the respectively whose names are prefixed to each in three FIRMIN ( John A1 .), Colne Engaine, Essex, larmer. May 1 ;

administration of the estate was made in 1866 . months, unless other claimants sooner appear.) Harris and Morton , solicitor, Halstead , Essex
HARRAPT ( Charles), late of Greenbank , Bootle , near Liver

The defendant married in 1871, and the life COLE (Henry ), Onslow -square, Brompton , Esq ., and pool, and formerly of Buenos Ayres, South America ,

interest expired in 1873. Shortly afterwards a VIZARD (Wm .) , 55 , Lincoln 's -inn - fields. gentleman , one sheep farmer . March 31 ; Field and Co ., solicitors , 36 ,
dividend on the sum of £1556 175. 2d ., New Three per Cent.

petition was presented to the Court of Chancery | Annuities ; claimant said Wm . Vizard.
Lincoln ' s - inn fields, London .

HOGHTON (Aubrey A .) , Abbey -road, St. John 's Wood , Mid
by defendant and his wife, and the money was | LANDON ( Francis Newcombe ), and LANDON (Charles Har dlesex, Esq . April 1 ; C . Morgan , solicitor, 15 , Old Jewry,
paid to the garnishee under a power of attorney

court) , both of Brentwood , Essex , Esqrs. ; £33 6s . sd ., London .
Three per Cent. Annuities. Claimant said Chas. Har JACKSON (Francis J . ), Berkhampstead, Hertford , spinster.

given by the defendant alone, and this money the court Landon , the survivor. March 31 ; Fielder and Sumner, solicitors, 14, Godlimane
intiff, a creditor of the defendant, sought to MILES (Samuel), ADCOCK (Halford ), and _ HARDY (John street, Doctor's - commons, London.

Stockdale ), of Leicester, Eqrs. , £254 178. Three per Cent.
attach in the hands of the garnishee.

JOHNSTON (Henry ), formerly of New Alresford , Hants, late
Annnities . Claimant said Halford Adcock , the sur of Lyminster Court, near Arundel, Sussex , Esq . Feb . 28 ;

Kemp appeared for the plaintiff . vivor. F . Carter, solicitor, 9 , Old Jewry -chambers, London .
M 'Call for the garnishee. SCHREIBER ( John C . ) , Henhurst, Woodchurch , Kent, Esq .,

£2743 10s. ld . Reduced Threo per Cent. Annuities .
LAMBERT (Wm . B .) , formerly of Prior- place , East-lane,

The DEPUTY-RECORDER madetherule absolute, Claimants Amelia Susannah Schreiber, widow , and Walworth , Surrey, afterwards of 2 , Coronation -place ,

holding that the case came within sect. 7 of the Arthur Thos. Schreiber, executors of John Charles Stoke Newington , Middlesex , and late of 158 , Ball' s - pond

Schreiber, deceased .Married Women's Property Act, which enacts that TRENT ULieut. John ) of H . M .'s Regiment Horse Guards
road , Islington , formerly an accountant's clerk , but lato
retired from business . April 2 ; Clapham and Fitch ,

where any woman married after 9th Aug. 1870, shall (Blue), and DASHWOOD (George Henry), West Wycombe,
solicitors, 181, Bishopsgate -street Without, London ,

during her marriage become entitled to any sum Bucks, Esq . 210 .000 New Three per Cent. Annuities . LAWRENCE ( Reuben ). 13 Caroline-street, Bloomsbury , Mid .

Claimant, Dame Elizabeth Dashwood, widow , dlesex , gentleman . March 31 ; $ . Potter, solicitor, 36 ,
of money not exceeding £200 under any deed or King -street, Cheapeide , London ,

will, such property shall belong to the woman for
McDowall (Harriet ), Norwood Lodge , Norwood Green ,

APPOINTMENTS UNDER THE JOINT-STOCK Middlesex, widow . March 12 ; A . Cope, solicitor, 8,
her separate use. “ Become entitled ” meant WINDING -UP ACTS.

King 's - road, Bedford -row , Middlesex .
become entitled in possession , therefore this MONTGOMERY (Emma A . , formerly of 19, Marlborough

money , being the separate property of the wife,
ANGLO -FRENCH MAREZZO MARBLE COMPANY (LIMITED ). buildings , late of 19, Milsom -street, Ba h , widow . April
Creditors to send in by March 1s , their names and 30 ; H . W . Hooper, solicitor, 1% , Bedford -circus, Exeter ,

under this section was not attachable for the debt addresses and the particulars of their claims, and the OKE ' (Geo. C . , Rosedale, St. Mary's , Peckham , Surrey ,

of the husband. Rule absolute for a new trial.
names and addresses of their solicitors (if any) to A . A . chiet clerk to the Right Hon . the Lord Mayor. March
McLean , 29 , Gresham -street, London , the official liqui. 21 ; Wm . B . Kidder, solicitor, 19, Bedford -row , London .
dator of the said company, March 27 ; at the chambers ORR (Robert), formerly of Church -lane. Islington , late of
of the M , R . at eleven o 'clock , is the time appointed for 1 , St. John street. Essex -road , Islington , Middlesex ,

GENTLEMEN WHO PASSED THE FINAL hearing and adjndicating upon such claims. gentleman March 7 ; M . Boyce , solicitor , 21, Abchurch

EXAMINATION . NEX BUXTOX LIME COMPANY ( Limited ). Petition for lane,Lndon .
winding-up ; to be heard Feb . 28, before the M . R . PRIOR ( John, otherwise John Fewter ), formerly of 12 ,

HILARY TERM , 1874. Rust's PATENT VITRIFIED MARBLE COMPANY (Limited ). King' s -road , Ball' e -pond- road , Middlesex , afterwards of

| Brighouse , Henry, jun .
Petition for winding-up ; to be heard Feb . 27 , before 16 , Gordon -road , South Hornsey, late of 74 , Walford -road ,

Adams, Herbert C . V . C . H . Stoke Newington , Middlesex , appraiser . March 10 ;Apps , John Harrison Budd, Samuel, B . A . Thomson and Edwards, solicitors , 7 , Doughty-street,
Ashmall, Elias Ashmall Burnett , Allan CREDITORS UNDER ESTATES IN CHANCERY. Mecklenburgh-square, Middlesex .
Attenborough , Mark Carter, James LAST DAY OF PROOY. QUICK (Geo. ), Southampton , and of Bitterne, common
Baldwin , Thos. Wm . Casson , Randall ALKIN ( Francis R . ), Maidstone. Kent, widow . March 15 : brewer, March 31 ; H ckman and Son , solicitors , 7 ,
Bantoft , John Henry Chadwick , John Wilding Wm . Beale, solicitor , March 25. V . O . M ., at 12 o 'clock . Albion -place, Southampton ,

Barker, Richard , jun . Challenor, Bromley ANDREW (Ratcliff ), King 's -crosa , Duffield , engineer and | RAY (Edmund B ), 15 , Princes Gate, Hyde-park , Middlesex,
Esg . March 5 ; T . W . S . Bowlby, solicitor , 44 , Lincoln ' sBeauchamp, Arthur James machinist . March 21 ; H . Tyrrell, solicitor, 14 , Gray' s

Chitty , Alexis
Beaumont, Herbert

Inn - fields, Middlesex.
Clarke, Edwd. F . Childs

inn -square, Middlesex , April 13 ; V . 0 . H ., at twelve
o ' clock . ROBSON ( Elizabeth ), Darlington , widow . April 6 ; Thos.

Bird , Stephen Collins, Horace Avis Elizabeth ), Kenninghall, Norfolk , widow . March Dowse, solicitor, Darlington .
Blunt, Cbarles Copner, George W . S . 20 ; Lancelot Gane, solicitor, Kenninghall. April 16 ; ROBSON (Wm . , Darlington, Esq., April 6 ; Thos, Bowes,
Blythe , Alfred W . Burton Darlington , Henry V . 0 . B ., at twelve o ' clock . solicitor, Dariingion .

Box, William Davies, John Howell
BEECROFT (Ebenezer , 19, Warner-street, Dover-road, New SCOTT ( Jas, H . , formerly of H . M .' s Paymaster-General's

Boxall, Charles Gervaise
Office, Whitehall, late of 25 , George street, Ryde, Isle of

ington , Surrey , fish salesman .
De Paula , Frederic

Feb . 28 : G . R . Jaquet,
Wight, Esq.

Brabant, Fredk , Awdry
solicitor, 15 , South -street, Finsbury -square, London, March 12 ; Park and Co., solicitors, ll,

Dixon , John Archibald
March 11 ; V .C . M . at twelve o'clock . " Essex -street, Strand .

Brailsford , Joseph Doyle, Frederick A , K . BRADLEY ( John ), Selby, common brewer. March 9 ; Thos. | SELLS (John ), Somerset House, York -road , Montpellier,

Brown, John Edwin Fawcett, John M . Weddall. solicitor, Selby, March 18 ; V . 0 . M ., at Bristol, gentleman , March 9 ; J . Miller, solicitor , Nichos

Brown, Walter Ferguson, Daniel L ., M .A twelve o'clock . las-street, Bristol,
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SMITH (Chas. ) , Arundel-street, Sheffield , tinner and brazier , ELECTION LAW . this loniency is shown , a schememay always be
March 7 ; Watson and Esam , solicitors, 29 , Bank -street, concocted to defeat the intention of the Act.
Sheffield ,

SMITH (Chas . C . ) , formerly of Bury St Edmunds, late of 6 , If returning officers reject all ballot papers notTHE BALLOT ACT - REJECTED BALLOT
Woodfield - terraco, Palace -road, Upper Norwood , Surrey, PAPERS. marked according to the directions in the Act, it
Esq . April : H . Avis , solicitor, 25 , Lincoln ' s - inn - fields, will be a means, and is the only means, of odu .

MR. E . B . MORLEY, of Nottingham , writes to theMiddlesex .
STAPLETON (Geo J .) , formerly of St. Alban ' s , Herts, late of cating the voters ; for if they find their vote is

Leeds Mercury :S4Chepstow -place, Peinbridge-square, Bayswater. March lost, depend upon it, if they value it, they will be
15 , Hunter and Co., solicitors, 9 , New -square , Lincoln 's In your impression of Wednesday last an

| more careful in the future.
inn , Middlesex extract from a letter in the Times from Mr.

SWINGIER ( Thos . ), Douglas House, Litchurch , near Derby,

ironmastor, manufacturer of bar iron , railway engineer, Gerald A . R . Fitzgerald appeared , commenting
and coal tonster March 25 ; Henry Swingler, " The upon the course adopted by the returning officer OPERATION OF THE BALLOT ACT.
Laur Ls . " Duffield - road , Derby.TONKS ( Elizabeth ), Athol House, Soho-park, Handgworth, for Finsbury in rejecting certain ballot papers at The following letters appeared in the Times :
Staford, and of Bythorn , Torquay, widow . May 1; the recentParliamentary election there,on account “ Sir, - I have just read the letter of Mr. Gerald
D . Dimbleby, solicitor, 15 . Bennett' s- hill, Birmingham . of their not being marked in conformity with the Fitzgerald , which appeared in the Times of the

WELSTEAD ( John R .), Kimbolton , Huntingdon , and of Key
Dell, Catherington, Southampton, Exq. March 31; Bird directions for the guidance of voters in voting 9th inst. on the subject of rejected ballot papers

and Moore, solicitors, 5 , Gray's Inn -square, London, contained in the second schedule of the Ballot and the effect to be given to the 2nd schedule of
WHITAKER ( John) , Blackheath , and Abchurch Lane,

the Ballot Act. Having acted at five Parliamen.London , banker. April 1 ; White and Co., solicitors, 6

Whiteball- place, London , Mr. Fitzgerald says that these directions are tary and at several municipal elections under the
not imperative, but merely directory. There can Ballot Act, and having in my official capacity
be little doubt that this was the intention of the had to advise the returning officers as to the re.

REPORTS OF SALES . Legislature , or it would have been directly projection of ballot papers , I can , I think , point oat

vided that ballot papers marked otherwise than in the difficulty with which the matter is beset.
Thursday , Feb . 12 . accordance with such directionsshould be rejected Mr. Fitzgerald has, I think, overlooked the 28th

By Messrs. C . 0 , and T . MOORE, at the Mart. by the returning officer. section of the Act, which enacts that “ the sche
Mile - ead- road. - No. 629, freehold house with shop - sold for " The second section of the Act provides that any dules and directions therein shall be construed

L1160 . ballot papers on which anything except the said and have effect as part of the Act.” When , there
In rear of above freehold stabling - sold for 2185 .

N08 . 624 , 626 ,628, and 630, Mile -end -road . - sold for £3910 . number on the back (i. e., thenumber of the ballot fore, we find that the form given in the schedule
No. 1. Lincoln -street and stabling - sold for £600 . paper corresponding with the number of the directs that the voter is to place a cross on the
Nos. 616 and 618 , Mile-end-road , freehold rental of £65 per

counterfoil) is written or marked by which the right-hand side opposite the name of the candi.annun - sold for £1330 .
No. 14 , Colman -street, term 55 years - sold for £255 . voter can be identified shall be void and not | date for whom he votes, how can this be departed
Commercial-road . - Nos . 83 and 34 , Colet-place, term 38 counted . from without opening the door to all kinds of
years - aoid for £160.

Nos. 2 and 3 , King 's terrace , freehold - sold for £2120 . Having had considerable experience in the marks by which the voter or a number of voters
Whitechapel. - No. 10, Glassnouse-street, copyhold - sold official working of elections under the Ballot Act as a class may be identified by those emplov

for 2430. (having conducted six elections in a constituency at the counting of the votes ? It is the Legisla .
St . George's -in -the-East. - Nos. 1 to 11, Palmer 's-place, term

38 years - sold for £135 . numbering over 16 ,000 ) , and having paid parti. | ture' s and not the returning officer ' s fault if &
Tastchcap. - - No. 16 , Love-lane, freehold - sold for 21900 . cular attention to the Act and the variety of large number of ballot papers are rejected. There
Mile -end road . - - No. 363, terın 7 years - sold for £85 . ballot papers which came before the returning is a very simple remedy for this , which I hopeHifty shares, of £io each (fully paid ) , in the Nitro - Phog
pbate and Odam 's Manure Company - sold for £750 . officer for his decision as to their validity, I shall will be adopted by the new Government, - viz .,

Twenty- five shares , of £10 each ( 26 paid ), in the Animal be obliged if you will allow mean opportunity of let the voter be directed to strike out the name of
Charcoal Company - sold for £150 .

Filteen £5 shares in the Crystal Palace Company - sold for stating a few facts which have come under my the candidate he does not wish to vote for. This.
L23 10s, own observation, and of which only those who will be intelligible to the most illiterate voter,

By Messr8, HARDs and VAUGHAN . have a practical acquaintance with the subject many of whom I verily believe putthe cross against
Clerkenwell.-- No. 1, Ann -street, and a ground rent of £8 per can be aware. the nameof the candidates they object to, simply
annum , terik 47 years -- sold for £475 .St. Luke's .--No. 12 , Hall- treet, term 68 years - sold for 1 . The returning officer must reject all ballot because they are accustomed to use the cross as a

23 10 . papers not marked with the official mark . sign by which they indicate their objection to
Islington . - No. 1, Windsor-place, and No. 77, Windsor- ' in the whole of the elections in which I have anything. So long as the present directions are
street, term 20 years - sold for £230 .

Hackney.- Nos. 1, 1A, 5 ,and 6 , Seabright-street, and No. 12, been concerned it happens, fortunately , and to the in force it is not unlikely that there will be a con .
Caroline -place, term i3 years - sold for £695. credit of the officers engaged , that there has not siderable number of rejected ballot papers.- - Your

Kingsland . - A . 3, Ufton -grove, term 48 years -- sold for been a single ballot paper rejected under this obedient servant, C . M . HOLE, Town Clerk .
2.2 .0 .

St. Pancras. - Nos. 21 to 24 , Archer-street, and Nos. 1 to 6, head . If any papers are rejected , it must be Sir, — The returning officer for Marylebone

Passmore- place , term 16 years - sold for L470 . through the neglect of the presiding officer, who , urges an extension of time between the nomina
Regent's park . - Nos . 59 and 60 , William -stroet, term 48
years --sold for £114!!, if he does his duty , and sees that every ballot tion and polling day for large boroughs. I truet

Great Portland-street . - No. 27, Riding-house -street, term paper bears the official mark before he allows it it may be extended to counties. Fortunately for
19 years - sold for £450 .

St. John's-wood. -No. 6, Queen’s -road, term 45 years - sold
to be placed in the ballot box, must have a check me, in Suffolk , wehad a walk over for the Western

for £555 . on any remissness on the part of his clerk , who Division , but for the Eastern Division I had to

Notting-hill. - No. 51, Elgin crescent, term 77 years --sold should stamp the paper , and on any attempt to provide for nineteen polling places scattered over
for £520 .

Pimlico. - Nos. 59 and 61, Hindon-street, term 50 years , introduce forged ballot papers. the county and somemost inconveniently situated
sold for £255 . 2 . As to voting for more candidates than for access. Another difficulty arose (except in

Ground ronts of £61 per annum - sold for £820 .
Teambeth walk . - No. 81 , term 32 years - sold for £355 .

one place where the returning officer may happenentitled to, the returning officer is never called
to be), it being necessary that the declaration ofKennington - Nos. 4, 6 , 8 , and 10 , Penton -place , term 69 upon to exercise any discretion in dealing with

years --sold for £1335 . ballot papers of this kind . secrecy by all claiming right of admission should

Nos, 40 and 42 , Penton - place, and a ground rent of £8 per

annum , torm 69 years - sold for £955 . In the elections in which I have been engaged , be taken by a magistrate before the opening of

worth. - No. 11, Fleming -road , term 76 years - sold for the mode of dealing with ballot papers under the the poll. Atmore than one of the polling places
2275 . head of “ writing or mark by which the voter I was assured that no magistrate was resident

Tottenham . -Xos, 1 and 2, Markfield -terrace , term 88 years
- - sold ior £195 .

within many miles. Is it reasonable to expect incould be identified,” is precisely the sameas that
Friday, Feb. 13. adopted at Finsbury and numerous other places the winter time nireteen gentlemen to attend at

ByMessrs. NORTON, TRIST,WATNEY, and Co., at the Mart. | within my own knowledge. half-past 7 in the morning ? Had it not been for

Westininster. - Nos. 17 to 25, Buckingham - cottages, term 32 Mr. Fitzgerald advises, in effect that the re. a warning I gave all parties concerned , to take
years -- sold for £1300 . turning officer can only reject such ballot papers the declaration beforehand , and be in a position

The leaze bold Carriage Repository,with stabling , & c. - sold
for £1800 , as are actually marked with the nameand address to produce it , I am well assured that difficulties,

Tuesday , Feb . 17 . of the voter ; for by these particulars alone could even amounting to vacating the election , would
have arisen . My remedy would be that each preMessrs. DANIEL CRONIN and Sons. at the London the voter be actually identified .

Tavern , According to Mr, Fitzgerald , if, instead of siding officer , having himself taken an oath or
Russell equare.-- No. 38 , Bernard-street , term 20 years - sold putting the necessary x , the voter signed the declaration , should be empowered to administer
for £130.

name of “ John Smith ," the returning officer it to all others at his station . As to counting the
By Megsra . VEXTOM , BULL, and COOPER, at the Mart.

would not be justified in rejecting the paper if | votes, I have had experience of more than one
A policy for £700 on a life aged 80 years - sold for £350.A policy for $3000 . with bonus, on a life ased on peare - sola I there were several John Smiths on the register . I way, and I am 0 opinion that the soruns Proco

for £2720 . as he could not trace it to any particular Johnv particnlar Joho | is the quickest . - I am , Sir , your obedient servant,
A policy for £2000, with bonus , on same life - sold for £1850 . Smith. JAMES SPARKE,'Under-Sheriff of Suffolk .
The reversion to L1900 New Three per Cents . , life aged 64
years - sold for ESGO . I consider that if the leniency in dealing with

The reversion to L64 per annum , terminable in 1902, samelife these ballot papers in Mr. Fitzgerald 's letter PREPARATIONS FOR POLLING . - - Sir, - Refer
- - Zold for 240.

The lito interest in a house at Barnes- green , yielding £75 were generally adopted , it would be a means of ring to Messrs. Knight and Co .' s letter, which
per annum , lives aged 66 and 57 years - sold for e380 . security to parties bribing that the majority of appears in your issue of the 14th inst., p . 271, a .

The reversionary life interest in two sums of £4000 and the parties bribed voted for the right candidates. misapprehension exists that the parties who sup
LIINI, life aged 66 years, contingent on a life aged 57 years
- sold for L070 . I will explain how this could be done. plied the stamping machines to the returning

Gray' s-inn -square. --No. 11, a set of chambers on the second The candidates usually appoint a certain num officer for Lambeth were Messrs. Knight and Co.
foor - sold for 1900 . ber of agente to attend at the counting of the This is not the fact, is I personally furnished the

By Messrs. DRIVER. ballot papers, and all the ballot papers come stamping instruments (eight in number ) direct toSurrey, Chobham . - Two enclosures of land, 118. Sr. 26p., under the personal observation of such agents.
freebold - rold for £700 . | Mr. Abbott, as he is willing to testify , if necessary .

An enclosure, containing 98 . Sr. 200. - sold for £850 . For example , suppose an agent has promised a Since the passing of the Ballot Act I have made
bribe to a large number of voters (say 500 ) , and the manufacture ofmy embosser and lever presses

that he instructed them to mark their ballot the subject of my especial attention , and I have
ATTORNEYS' CERTIFICATES. - In the year | papers in a certain way contrary to the directions | supplied all the city and metropolitan returning

ending 31st March , 1873 , the number of these in the Act, say either by marking the cross with officers (except Westminster ) therewith , in addi.
certificates was 14, 053 , and the duty charged a coloured pencil, or in ink , or on the left hand tion to a very large number in the country , and
992,635 , in the United Kingdom . The advent of side, or marking a figure 1, or any other distinctive to many of the School Board and municipal elec

a new Government and Parliament seems to be mark than a cross. Then he instructs his sub - tions. - M . LOWENHEIM .
a favourable opportunity for considering the pro- agents who attend the counting to take note of PAUPER ELECTORS. --Atthe meeting ofthe Kid
priety of abolishing or of further modifying this how many ballot papers so marked pass under derminster guardians on Tuesday, Mr. Pountney
annual tax. their observation . He gets this information from asked whether it was legal to fetch a pauper out
OLD PARCHMENT. -- When writing has been his agents, by which he can tell whether the of a workhouse to poll at an election . A man who

faded by time, the ink not having been removed majority of persons bribed have gone the right was admitted to the house some timeago under &

by any chemical process, the pristino state of the way, and thereby ensures that the money ex - note from the medical officerwas fetched from the

writing may be restored by dipping the parchment pended or about to be expended in bribery has workhouse on the day of the Parliamentary elec

in fresh spring water and allowing it to remain answered its purpose. tion and taken to the poll. The chairman (Mr.
for a minute or a minute and a half. To prevent It would be a most dangerous system to adopt Kiteley) said it was an abstract question . The
crumpling , it should then be pressed between two Mr. Fitzgerald 's notions ; for depend upon it , | man could give notice of his intention to leave the
sheets of blotting-paper. The process, if neces. whilst the candidates' agents and the persons house, and then he could do what he chose. Mr..

Bary, may bo repeated several times . who are always open to take bribes aro aware that Holloway said the pauper, being on the register,
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had a right to vote, and no one could stop him to re-enter it upon his application at a subsequent MARITIME LAW .
voting, but on a scrutiny his vote could be dis. election . Held , upon mandamus to compel the

allowed as that of a pauper. The clerk said he insertion of his name in the list of voters , that NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
did not see that they need discuss the question , the third section gave a qualification quite distinct SALVAGE — DERELICT — ABANDONMENT BY
and when pressed for an answer to the question , from that of the second ; and that the mandamus FIRST SALVORS - RIGHT TO REWARD - PRACTICEsaid he did not see anything illegal in the matter. must go : (Reg. v . Ward of Cheap, 29 L . T . Rep. - EVIDENCE. - Where in a salvage cause the
THE BALLOT. - A correspondent in the Times | N . S . 842. Q . B .)

plaintiffs' petition states expenses to have been
suggests that as the voting papers delivered to incurred in rendering the services without stating
electors are individually marked with the number their amount and the defendants ' answer admits
of the elector claiming to vote , a sure record is REAL PROPERTY AND all the allegations of the petition , the High Court

created of his voting , and access to such record
may be had in a variety of ways. It is suggested CONVEYANCING . of Admiralty will not allow evidence to be called

by the plaintiff to show the amount of the ex .
that somebetter plan is required to frustrate the penges. If specific amounts are claimed they mustchances of intimidation or of bribery , which were NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. be pleaded so as to give the defendant the oppor
to have been destroyed by the ballot, and which DEVISE OF A MORTGAGED ESTATE - PAYMENT tunity of admitting or denying then . Semble,
have been abolished according to popular belief. OF DEBTS - LEASEHOLDS - LOCKE KING 'S ACT. that the court will , if necessary , amend the plead .

ELECTION PETITIONS. - By the Parliamentary - A testator directed thatall his just debts should ings, allowing the plaintiffs to set forth the

Elections Act (31 & 32 Vict. c. 125) a petition be paid out of a fund consisting of the moneys amounts, but giving the defendant time to admit
against a member must be presented at the Rule 1 arising from the sale of an ased at the Rule 1 arising from the sale of an estate devised in trust or deny such amounts. Where. its . Where, in a salvage suit
Office of the Common Pleas within twenty -one for sale and the residue of his personal estate. the defendants admit all the allegations of faot
days after the return has been made to the Clerk Held , that this direction was not & sufficient ex. ) in the plaintiff's petition , but deny the inferences
of the Crown in Chancery , and if it alleges cor. pression of a contrary intention within the statute of fact made therefrom in the petition , the plain .
rupt practices and payment since the return in 17 & 18 Vict. c . 113, as amended by 30 & 31 Vict. tiffs may call evidence to establish those infer .
pursuance of such corrupt practices, then the c . 69 , and therefore that the devisees of certain ences. Where a steamship having taken in tow &
petition must be presented within twenty -eightestates in mortgage were not entitled to have the vessel in distress,after towing her for some hours,
days of such payment. At the time the petition mortgage debts paid out of the fund : (Gael v. on the weather getting worse and the lives of her
is lodged, or within three days, security must be Fenwick, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 822. M . R .) crev becoming endangered , takes the crew out of
given for £1000 to pay costs, or the deposit of the SPECIFIC DEVISE - APPORTIONMENTOF RENTS. her and finally abandons her in a place where she

money be made. - The Apportionment Act 1870 applies to all is afterwards picked up by another vessel and

wills coming into operation after the passing of taken into port, the owners, master, and crew of

the Act, whether made before the passing of the the steamship are entitled to salvage reward in

MAGISTRATES ' LAW . Act or not. A testator seised in fee , by & will respe lives 80 saved .

made prior to , but confirmed by a codicil made ship and cargo : ( Eintracht, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S .
subsequently to the passing of the Apportion. 851. Adm .)

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. mentAct 1870, devised his lands in the county of
POOR LAW - LIABILITY TO SUPPORT RELA . N . to A . for life , with remainders over, and died

TIONS - CHILDREN - GRANDFATHER AND GRAND. between the two half-yearly days for payment of COUNTY COURTS.
CHILD. - The word " children " in 43 Eliz. o . 2 , rent : Held , that the apportioned part of the rent

s . 6 , does not include grandchildren , A grand . accruing between the last balf-yearly rent day , NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
child is therefore not bound to maintain his grand and the day of the death of the testator , formed COUNTY COURT ACTS, 28 & 29 Vict. c. 99 , s. 9 ;
father : (Maund v . Mason , 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . part of his general personal estate, and did not / 30 & 31 VICT. C . 142, s . 14 - JURISDICTION

837 . Q . B .). go to his devisee : (Capron v . Capron , 29 L . T . TRANSFER OF CAUSE TO COURT OF CHANCERY
QUARTER SESSIONS - PRACTICE - ENTRY AND Rop . N . S . 826 . V . C . M .) STRIKING OUT A CAUSE . - Plaintiff filed a plaint

RESPITE OF APPEAL SUBJECT TO A CASE . - 1 TRESPASS ON LAND - NOTICE TO QUIT PART OF for partition of a messuage , alleging bond fide by

Quarter sessions granted an application to enter | DEMISED PREMISES. — Defendant leased about the plaint that the messuage was under the value

and respite these appeals against poor rates, sub twənty acres of land for five years, at a yearly of £500 . At the hearing the defendant brought

ject to a case for the opinion of this court. The rent, from the owner in fee simple,under a memo. forward evidence proving that the messuage was
court heard the arguments , but, after considera . randum of agreement, and immediately afterwards above the value of £500, and objected to the
tion , and although no objection was raised by sub-let about six acres, part of the premises, to jurisdiction. The County Court Judge struck out
either side, declined to express an ' opinion in a another person on a yearly tenancy . At the con

the cause, for want of jurisdiction : Held , on
case reserved on such an order : (Reg. v . Sutton clusion of the term , defendant continued posses. appeal, that the County Court Judge ought to
Coldfield , 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 840 . Q . B .) sion of the whole, and during the first year after I have transferred the cause to the Court of Chan .
LICENSING ACT - SUPPLYING BEER TO A Cox . the term expired the lessor conveyed to the cery : ( Thomson v . Flinn , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 829 .

STABLE ON DUTY. - Sect. 16 of the Licensirg Act plaintiff the six acres which the defendant had
1872 , 35 & 36 Vict. c . 74) enacts that " if any licensed sub -let, and agreed with the plaintiff , but without COUNTY COURT - ADMINISTRATION - EX PARTE

person . . . . supplies any liquor or refreshment, the consent of the defendant, as to the amount | INJUNCTION BEFORE DECREE - ORDER 1, RULE 8 ;
whether by way of gift or sale, to any constable of rent to be apportioned to this part of the ORDER 12, RULE 1. - A . brought an action at law

on duty , unless by authority of some superior premises out of the rent which the defendantpaid . lagainst the cranntor de son tort of B

officer of such constable," he shall be liable to a Although notice of the conveyance and agreed
paid ; against the executor de son tort of B .

Anlaint
A plaint

for the administration of B .' s estate was subse
punalty . The servant of a licensed person having apportionment of rent was afterwards given to quently filed in the County Court, and before a
supplied to a constable in uniform and on duty a defendant, he never recognised plaintiff as his decree was pronounced the County Court granted
certain quantity of brandy, in the ordinary course | landlord, but continued to pay rent for the whole an ex parte injunction , restraining the action at

of business : Held , that the master was liable to premises to his lessor, who handed over the agreed law : Held, that the County Court Judge had nothe penalty imposed by the statute . personalIntatute, personal portion to plaintiff. Plaintiff gave defendant power either to grant the injunction ex parte , or
knowledge on the part of the master not being notice to quit the sub -let premises six months to grant it before decree in the administration
necessary to constitute the offence : (Mullins v . before the expiration of a year's tenancy ; and the suit : (Nokes v . Gandy, 29 L . T. Rep. N . S. 828.
Collins, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 838. Q . B .) . defendant forwarded this notice , with a further
REMOVAL OF INDICTMENT BY CERTIORARI - notice to quit from himself, to his sub -tenant. At

PRACTICE. - Sect. 6 of 16 & 17 Vict. c. 30 , after | the end of the year the sub -tenant gave up pos.
reciting that " it is expedient to make further

LIVERPOOL COUNTY COURT.
session of his premises to plaintiff , but the defen .

provision for preventing the vexatious removal of dant wrote to the latter claiming to hold the same Wednesday, Feb . 11.

indictmənts into the Court of Queen 's Bench," as tenant to the original lessor, and requiring pos. (Before J. F . COLLIER , Esq., Judge.)
enacts " that whenever any writ of certiorari to session . Defendant then did certain acts upon BAYLEY V . THE LANCASHIRE AND YORKSHIRE
remove an indictment into the said court , shall the premises which had been in his sub-tenant's RAILWAY COMPANY.
be awarded at the instance of a defendant or occupation , for which plaintiff brought this action

defendants, the recognizance now by law required of trespass. Held , that plaintiff' s notice to Personal luggage - Samples or patterns.

to be entered into before the allowance of such defendant to quit part only of the premises de Sutton for the plaintiff ; Bellringer for the de

writ shall contain the further provision following, mised to him was invalid ; thathis passing on the fendants.

that is to say, that the defendant' or defendants , notice to his tenant did not preclude his disputing
His HONOU said - The fa pase as I

in vase he or they shall be convicted , shall pay to it ; and that the action could not be maintained : | find them are these :- The plaintiff, a commercial
the prosecutor his costs incurred subsequent to (Prince v. Evans, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 835. Q . B .) | traveller , reached the Exchange station of the
the removalof such indictment," & c. This enact . EJECTMENT - PAROL EVIDENCE OF BOUN Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Company on
ment is general in its application , and renders it DARIES . - In 1861 Burgess Plowman , a common | the morning of the 21st July last. He gave his

unnecessary that the prosecutor, in order to be predecessor in title of both plaintiff and defen - luggage, consisting of a portmanteau , hatbox, and
entitled to the payment of his costs, should be dant, being possessed of 27 rods of land , con . bag, into the custody of one of the company' s
“ the party grieved or injured ,” as required by veyed to the defendant's predecessor in title servants, telling him it was for Nelson . The

5 & 6 Will. & M . c. 11, s. 3 : (Reg . v. Oastler, 29 L . T . | “ all that piece of garden ground , containing by plaintiff then took a third class ticket for Nelson ,

Rep . N . S . 830 , Q . B .) estimation 20 rods, bounded on the south by and before getting into his carriage saw his port

MUNICIPAL ELECTION - RIGHT TO VOTE AT other land, or garden ground belonging to the manteau on a truck near the luggage van of the

WARD ELECTIONS - CHANGE OF PREMISES — said Burgess Plowman." In 1866 the same Bur- train . Heagain told the porter in charge of the

OCCUPATION . - By the City of London Municipal gess Plowman conveyed the residue of the pro- truck that it was for Nelson . The portmanteau was

Elections Amendment Act 1867, the right of perty to the plaintiff' s predecessor in title , de not labelled or directed , but it had the first and

voting for ward officers is given by sect . 2 to scribing it as “ 15 rods more or less ;" the result last letters of plaintiff's Christian and surname

persons who shall , for a period of not less than being that if the measurement of the deed of 1861 engraved on a brass plate. It contained wearing

twelve months previous to 1st Dec . in any year , was accurate, the defendant took under it 12 rods apparel, a number of sheets of paper, called in

have been in the occupation of premises within instead af 20 , while, if the measurement of the the particulars “ samples ,” but more properly

the City. By sect. 3 every person on the register | deed of 1866 was accurate, the plaintiff took under described as “ patterns," which he was to use,

of voters for the city of London in useat elections it 7 rods instead of 15 . The plaintiff brought and which were necessary for his use as a sales

for members to serve in Parliament, and then in ejectment for the 8 rods in dispute. Held , that man for a commercial firm ; it also contained his

force, in respect of the occupation of pre- the parol evidence of Plowman was admissible to journey accounts and an account book or books.

mises therein , shall be entitled to vote. show that he had conveyed 12 and not 20 rods by On the journey to Nelson the portmanteau was

By sect . 6, before voting every person shall the deed of 1861 : (Jarvey v . Styring, 29 L . T . Rep.deed of 1861 : ( Jarvey v . Styring, 29 L . T . Rep . ( handed by a stranger out of a third class carriage

declare that he is an occupier of premises N . S . 847. Ex.) to the station master at an intermediate station ,

in the ward , and is on the list of voters entitled to with the statement that a passenger to whom it
vote . A man whose name was on the parliamen . belonged had got ont at a previous station . On
tary list changed his occupation of premises for MARRIAGE LICENCES . — There were 9841 in the the plaintiff ' s arrival at Nelson it wasmissed , and

that of others in the sameward. The alderman year ending 31st March 1873, obtained in the it did not reach him until about a week after,
and council of the ward , without notice to him , United Kingdom , and the stamp duty amounted when he found it at his own home at Liverpool,

struck his name off the word register , and refused ' to £4920. to which it had been brought by the railway

0 . 1
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nature of

company. At Nelson, the plaintiff expressed his E . Moore, of 2 , Furnival's- inn , appeared for the having with her besides smaller packages &
intention of going on to Leeds, which was a place company. hamper containing an antique punch bowl, a
on his journey, and the station .master at Nelson On the 4th July last, plaintiff, who had been to quantity of glass, and some eggs, cream , cheese,
undertook to write for the portmanteau (there | Newmarket races, took a through ticket from and vegetables. The hamper was labelled “ glass
was no telegraph ) and to forward it to Leeds if Newmarket to Birmingham . On the departure with care," and was handed to the porter and

he got it. The plaintiff claims damages for his of the train he had with him a hat-box and a placed in the luggage van in the usualway ; there

detention at Leeds in consequence of the loss of portmanteau , both of which he saw put into the was no attempt at concealment on the one hand,

the portmanteau , resting his claim , as I read his train at Newmarket. He also stated that he saw nor was any question asked in the office, but the
particulars, on his deprivation of the patterns them taken out of the van at Cambridge, and then hamper never reached its destination , and this

and accounts ; he also claims for wearing apparel told a porter to take them over to the train for Bir action is brought to recover £7 6s. 4d ., thealleged

which he was obliged to buy, and for a journey mingham . On arriving at Birmingham , he inquired value of its contents. That the plaintiff was only

from Leeds to Livepool and back to fetch clean for the luggage,and only thehat-box could be found. entitled to take a certain amount of “ ordinary

clothes. I think I may at once dismiss these two He made several inquiries for the portmanteau, 1 personal luggage ” free of charge was admitted ,
latter claims. In the first place, I do not think and also wrote a letter to the agent of the London and that punch bowls and wine glasses do not

the particulars include wearing apparel ; and in and North -Western Company, telling him that come within that category , but it was contended

the second, the plaintiff cannot claim compensa - unless his portmanteau was sent to him at Liver- by Mr. Ellis on behalf of the plaintiff that a

tion for wearing apparel which he retains. And pool by a certain day, he would have to buy some hamper in itself is not an ordinary receptacle

I am of opinion that the journey to Liverpool clothes and linen , to supply the place of those in for personal luggage, and that the words “ glass
was too remote a result, if any, of the loss of the the lost portmanteau, and make a claim against with care ” upon the direction was equivalent

portmanteau on which to found a claim against the company for the amount expended , and alsocompany for the amount expended , and also to notice to the defendants that the hamper
the company. It remains to be seen whether he charge them for his loss of time. The portman. contained something different from ordinary
can recover in respect of detention of the samples teau was sent to Liverpool, but he had gone. He luggage , 80 that if they chose to waive the
and accounts. It was contended that these eventually received the portmanteau back again , protection they are by law entitled to , and to
articles were not ordinary or personal luggage, after a month 's delay, and admitted that the permit an innocent passenger to take as per.
and that the railway company were not bound to clothes were then in as good condition as when sonal luggage articles that they might have
carry them , and were, therefore , not liable for he had first lost them . He now claimed £18 10g., objected to , they were liable as common carriers
damage arising out of their loss or detention . the amount he had expended in buying new and insurers for the loss of the goods. In
The company's Act of Parliament was not put clothes and linen , and also £6 10s. for his loss of the Great Northern Railway Company v . Shep
in . I shall therefore assume that the sections time and inconvenience caused to him by the herd (8 Ex. 30 ) , Lord Wensleydale is reported

relating to passengers' luggage are to the same delay. to have said : “ If indeed they (the company )

effect as those usually found in Railway Acts, viz., Moore, on behalf of the Great Eastern Railway had notice, or might have suspected from the

that each passenger was allowed to take with him Company, contended , that as the portmanteau way in which the parcels were packed that

his ordinary luggage, not exceeding certain weight, was not lost on that line, that company was pro - they did not contain personal luggage, then they

free of charge. The question of what is and what / tected by a condition in the published time-table ought to have objected to carry them , and again ,

is not personal or ordinary luggage has received (and to which the ticket referred ) , which was to if the plaintiff bad carried those articles exposed ,

much consideration in the cases, amongst others, the effect, “ that as the through booking of pas. | or had packed them in the shape of merchandize

of Cahill v. The London and North -Western Rail. I sepgers to stations off their own line, is only an so that the company might have known what they

way Company (13 C . B ., N . S ., 818 ) , Phelps v. The arrangement made for the greater convenience of were, and they had chosen to treat them as per

London and North -Western Railway Company | the passengers, they, the company, would not sonal luggage, and carry them without demanding

(19 C . B ., N . S ., 322 ), and Macrow vi The Great | hold themselves liable for any delay, loss, or any extra remuneration, they would have been

Western Railway Company (6 L . Rep . Q . B . 612 ). / injury arising off their own line." He also con - / responsible for the loss ; and also , if the company

In Phelps v . The London and North -Western Rail. | tended that the London and North -Western Com . chose to allow a passenger to carry a greater

way Company, which is in many respects an pany, on whose line the delay occurred , were not weight than he was entitled to they would be

analogous case to this , it was held that title deeds liable for the damages claimed , inasmuch as the liable.” The question raised in this case is one

and securities conveyed by an attorney in his portmanteau had been sent after the plaintiff to of some nicoty , but after the consideration I

portmanteau were not personal luggage . In that Liverpool in accordance with his instructions, and have been able to give it, I arrive at the con

case Erle , C . J . says : “ It is agreed on all hands that even if there had been any delay , the dam .in if there had been any delay, the dam . ( clusion that if there be any trickery or con

that it is impossible to draw any well-defined line | ages were such as the plaintiff could not recover . | cealment on the part of a passenger, and he tries

as to what is and what is not necessary or ordi. He had received his clothes again in perfect con - to evade a trifling payment by taking as personal

nary luggage for a traveller. But the general dition , as admitted by him , and in any event | luggage what ought to be paid for, he forfeits all

habits and wants of mankind must be taken to be I would have had to buy somenew clothes, although claim for redress if the goods are lost ; but that

in the mind of the carrier when he receives a not perhaps quite so soon. Hebought the clothes in theabsence of concealment,and when the atten .

passenger for conveyance, and the law makes at his own risk and expense. The claim for loss tion of the officials is challenged either by the

him responsible for all such thingsasmay fairly of time, he contended, could not be recovered,
f its

be carried by the passenger for his personal and quoted several cases in support of his argu. contents or something on the direction, it is the
use." In Macrow v . The Great Western Railway |ment. duty of the carrier to make inquiry . In Macrow

Company , Cockburn , C .J . says : “ We hold the After hearing Kitchener in reply , v . Great Western Railway Company (6Q. B . 618 ),

true rule to be that whatever the passenger His HONOUR held , that as the portmanteau and Cockburn , C . J . said : “ The law is now too firmly
takes with him for his personal use or con . | its content had been found and returned to the settled to admit of being shaken that the liability

venience, according to the habits or wants of the plaintiff in good condition , the plaintiff was not en of common carriers in respect of articles passed

particular class to which he belongs, either with titled to recover from the company the money heled to recover from the company the money he as passenger's luggage in that of carriers of goods
reference to the immediate necessities or to the had laid out in new clothes and linen . He knew as distinguished from that of carriers of pas.
ultimate purpose of the journey , must be con - of no case where a man had recovered after having sengers." And the liability of carriers I find thus

sidered personal luggage ;" and he goes on to taken his portmanteau back again . On the autho . defined in Walker v . Jackson (10 M . & W . 168 ),
instance the gun or the fishing-rod of the sports . rity of the cases quoted by the solicitor for the where Parke, B . says : “ I take it now to be per
man , the easel of the artist, the books of the company, he should also hold that he could not | fectly well understood that if anything is delivered

student, & c . In both these cases the learned / recover for his loss of time. As to the point to a person to be carried , it is the duty of the

judges, while giving a liberal interpretation to the raised , as to whether the condition in the time. | person receiving it to ask such questions about it

meaning of personalluggage, confine it to articles table protected the Great Eastern Railway Com as may be necessary ; if he ask no questions, and
intended for the personal use of the traveller ; pany, it would not be necessary then to decide there be no fraud, to give the case a false com .

and there I think the line must be drawn , that that. He gave plexion , on the delivery of the parcel he is bound
is to say, between articles intended for personal Judgment for the defendants butwithout costs. to carry the parcelas it is ." It is the duty of the

use, and articles connected with trade or com . person who receives it to ask questions, if they
merce. If not, the liabilities of railway com . are answered improperly so as to deceive him ,

panies would be incalculable, and a wide door WIGAN COUNTY COURT. then there is no contract between the parties ; it is

would be opened to fraud . Wemust consider Wednesday , Feb . 4 . a fraud which vitiates the contract altogether.

what was in the contemplation of the parties . (Before J. W . HARDEN ,Esq., Judge.)
But there is no imputation of fraud or conceal

It would be a great strain upon the ordinary in ment ; the defendants have been less watchful than

terpretation of words, and upon common sense , TURNER V . LONDON AND NORTH -WESTERN they might have been , and must make good the

to hold that a company contracting to carry a RAILWAY COMPANY. loss . I think , however, that an extra price has
man and his ordinary luggage contracted to carry Railway company - Passenger' s luggage. been put upon the goblets in respect of their
samples which might be of almost priceless value, Mrs. TURNER sued the London and North being old family friends, and I assess the damages
and account books, the loss ofwhich could hardly | Western Railway Company for £7 6s. 4d., the at £5 5s.
be compensated by money. For these reasons I value of the contents of a hamper, which had been
think that the samples and accounts, on the lost by the company.
detention of which this case is founded , do not Ellis appeared for the plaintiff . BANKRUPTCY LAW .
come within the definition of ordinary or personal Parkerson for the defendants .

luggage, and myjudgment is for the defendants . It appeared that plaintiff was travelling to COURT OF APPEAL IN CHANCERY. .
Although the sum claimed in this case is small, I Wigan in June last, and had with her two boxes

have thought it desirable to consider the subject and a hamper. When she arrived at Wigan the
Friday , Feb . 13 .

at some length , as it is one of great importance | hamper was missing , and had never since been (Before the LORD CHANCELLOR (Selborne) and

both to railway companies and to the public . heard of. The hamper contained a quantity of the LORDS JUSTICES.)

glass and other things, which were intended by Ex parte IZARD ; Re Cook .
plaintiff as presents for her Wigan friends. Act of bankruptcy - Assignment.

NEWMARKET COUNTY COURT. The defendants admitted the loss of the hamper, THIS was an appeal by the trustee under the

Monday, Jan . 26 . but contended that the contents were not " per liquidation of William Cook and John Cook, two

(Before EDMOND BEALES, Esq., M . A ., Judge.) sonal luggago," and therefore they were not brothers, who were grocers at Reading, from the
responsible for the loss.

BRAHAM v. THE GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY
refusal of Mr. Registrar Murray , acting as Chief

Ellis contended that the articles camewithin Judge in Bankruptoy , to declare that a certain
COMPANY. the definition “ personal luggage ;" and further | deed , executed by the debtors on the 5th April

Carriers of passengers-- Delay in carriage of lug. that, as the hamper was labelled " glass, with 1873, was void as against the trustee, under the
gage- Damages - Loss of the booking company's | care," the company had notice of its oontents,and liquidation . In April 1868 , the debtors purchased
line. had accepted the hamper as personalluggage,and the grocery business. In Nov. and Dec. 1870,

This was an action brought by the plaintiff,who were therefore bound to take proper care of it. Aaron Cook , the father of the debtors, advanced
is a commercialtraveller , residing at Birmingham , A number of cases were cited on both sides. them two sums of £80 and £170, and in July

to recover the sum of £25 for damages sustained His HONOUR reserved his decision . and Aug. 1870, Robert Cook , the debtors' brother,
by him , through alleged delay to a portmanteau. His HONOUR. - In this case the plaintiff took a advanced them two sumsof £100 and £150. On

Kitchener, instructed by Fallows, of Birming ticket in the usual way to be conveyed by the the 29th Aug. 1870, an agreement in writing was

ham , appeared for the plaintiff. | defendants ' railway from Stamford to Wigan, entered into between the debtors and Aaron Cook
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and Robert Cook. This document contained a £65, a cheque (which he had received from a by Bateson, Robinson , and Morris, appeared for
recital that Aaron and Robert Cook had already customer) for £26 3s. 6d., and three £5 Bank of the bank .

advanced £500 to the debtors to enable them to England notes (thus making up £106 3s. 6d.) . | His HONOUR, who had reserved his judgment,
carry on their business, and that the debtors ro - The rest of the debt was paid by Binns to the now said : - I am opinion that the documents
quired further advances ; and it was agreed that, sheriff ' s officer, but not till after Hassall's liqui. signed by Maxwell and Co. were declarations of

in consideration of the advances already made dation petition had been filed . On the 28th July trust under which they undertook as trustees of
and of further advances to be made, the debtors the sheriff' s officer banded over all that he had the bank to hold the rice for the bank and to pay

would on demand assign the business carried on received to Brooke and Sons' solicitor. Mean the proceeds to the bank in discharge of the bills
by them to Aaron and Robert Cook , together while , on the 26th July , an interim order had on the goods unsold . Maxwell and Co . as trus.
with the lease of the premises in which the basi- been made by the County Court restraining tees, with a power of disposition , were, I think ,
ness was carried on (which lease was deposited further proceedings in the action against Hassall , the true owners of the rice . That it was in the
with Aaron and Robert Cook by way of equitable and this order was served on the sheriff ' s officer possession , order, and disposition of the bankrupt

charge to secure the due observance of the agree . | the same day. The judge of the County Court at the time of the bankruptcy is not disputed .
ment), as also the fixtures, stock - in -trade, and decided that the bill, the cheque, and the notesded that the bill, the cheque , and the notes Taking the facts as set forth in that statement, I

book debts, so that Aaron and Robert Cook were the property of the trustee under the am unable to distinguish this case from thatof Ex

might be able to carry on the business either liquidation for the benefit of the creditors parte Watkins,re Couston (sup .) ( L . Rep .8 Ch .App .

in their own names or in the name of W . and generally, and this order was affirmed by the 520). I do not think that any reputation of owner .

J . Cook . If the debtors should repay the £500 , Chief Judge. Messrs. Brooke and Sons appealed . | ship attached to the bankrupt's possession of the

and also the further advances with interest, the The Court of Appealallowed some new evidence to rice, and this being so , I must hold that it did not

agreement was to be void ; but if the debtors be adduced , and to -day Mr. Edward Brooke was pass to his trustee . The rice being trust pro

should not pay what was due, an inventory and examined , and stated that on the 25th July his firm perty did not pass to Maxwell and Co.' s trustee

valuation of the property was to be made, and told the sheriff 's officer that they consented to in bankruptcy , and having been sold by arrange

payment of the purchase-money and valuation , or take what he had received from Hassall in part ment between the parties, that is to say , by some

the balance thereof (if any), was to be made in the payment of their debt. one acting on behalf of Maxwell and Co ., the pro
manner agreed to by the parties, or otherwise De Gex, Q . C . and Finlay Knight, were heard ceeds are the property of the bank . The costs

upon valuation , according to the custom of the on behalf of the appellants. will come out of the estate. The next and only

trade. It was also agreed that Aaron and Robert Little , Q . C . and Winslow , Q . C ., supported the remaining question to be considered is whether
Cook should retain the debtors in the manage- order of the Chief Judge . the bankrupt was at the time of the bankruptcy
ment of the business at a salary . The lease was The LORD CHANCELLOR said the evidence given , the reputed owner of these goods, for if this in
afterwards deposited . In March 1873 the debtors coupled with the probabilities of the case, was gredient is absent the title of the trustee fails.

becameembarrassed . A demand of an assignment sufficient to show that the creditors had accepted This question was not argued on the first occa
according to the agreement was served on them what the sheriff had received from Hassall in part sion when the case came before me, and my im

by Aaron and Robert Cook . A valuation of the payment before the petition was filed . That pression was that the reputed ownership of the

lease, business, fixtures, stock -in -trade, and book being so , there was no seizure by the sheriff , and bankrupt was admitted ; on this, however, being

debts, was made on the 4th April at the sum of the provisions of sects. 6 and 87 of the Bank- strenuously denied , I suggested that it should be
2683 10s. The debt, with interest, amounted to ruptcy Act 1869, did not apply . There was suffi . argued on a future day, and that has now been

3560 . The balance of £123 10s. was paid by cient pressure by the creditors to support the done on a statement of facts agreed upon by both
con and Robert Cook to the debtors, and an | payment, and they were entitled to retain what | sides .

assignment of the property was executed on the | they had received . The order of the Chief Judge

5th April 1873. This deed included all the must therefore be altered . This point as to the SALFORD COUNTY COURT.
debtors 'property except some furniture valued at absent of the creditors was not made the leading (Before J. A . RUSSELL, Esq ., Q , C ., Judge.)
£30 , for which Aaron and Robert Cook also paid . point in the argument before him or in that before
Possession of the premises of the stock was given the County Court judge, and very possibly both

Wednesday, Feb . 11.

to them , and shortly afterwards a circular was those judges would have arrived at the same con . Re MORRISSY ; Ex parte TAYLOR.

sent to the wholesale firmswho were the principal clusion as this court if the argument before them Bankruptcy Act 1869 — Meeting of creditors
creditors of W . and J. Cook , informing them of had been of the same character. Resolutions- Rejection of vote.

the transfer of the business. The £123 10s, and The LORDS JUSTICES concurred . T ., a creditor, claimed £250 “ at the least" under

the £30 were employed by the debtors in paying an unfulfilled agreement. At a meeting of

two of their creditors. On the 16th April the LIVERPOOL BANKRUPTCY COURT. creditors, at which the solicitor for the debtor

debtors filed their petition , and stated their debts
at more than £1800 and their assets as nil . The

(Before J . F . COLLIER , Esq., Judge.)
presided , proof of this debt was refused , and
the creditor' s proxy was ejected from the room .

registrar refused to declare the deed of the 5th Friday , Feb . 13. Held , on application to register the resolu .
April void . The trustee appealed . Re HILL AND SMITH . tion passed at this meeting, that proof of T.'s
De Gex, Q .C . and Finlay Knight argued for the Bankruptcy Act 1869, sect. 15 — Reputed ownership . debt ought to have been accepted : Re Bufile (42

appellant. Held , that goods in the order and disposition of L . J., N . S . 82, Bank .) ; also , that the resolutions
Roxburgh , Q . C . and Colt supported the order of bankrupt at the date of bankruptcy arenot in his passed at a properly constituted meeting of

the Registrar. reputed ownership where it is a custom in the creditors are only provisional, and that the

Lord Justice MELLISH delivered the judgment | particular trade for the purchaser of goods to ejection of T .'s proxy rendered the proceedings

of the court, to the effect that the deed of the 5th leave them with the vendor until required . at the meeting in question null and void .
April was not rendered void either by the Bank . Ex parte Watkins, re Couston and Co. (28 L . T . Registration refused .

ruptcy Act or by the Bills of Sale Act. Under the Rep . N . S . 793) followed . s . Taylor (barrister ), instructed by Vaughan ,
agreement of August 1870, no right to the pro - Tuis was a motion under the bankruptcy of this the solicitor to the creditor T .

perty agreed to be assigned (except the lease) | e cleaners and i Jordan (barrister ) instructed by Hampson , the
passed either at law or in equity , until demand. || Mr. Samuel B . Hill was the only representative of solicitor to the debtor.
When the demand was made, an immediate right the firm , and he absconded in September last. An In this case it appeared that the debtor had filed

in equity to the property agreed to be assigned as adjudication ofbankruptcy ensued ,and Mr.Banner his petition under the 125th and 126th sections of
a security accrued . The agreement, therefore, was chosen trustee . The present motion on his the Act, and that a meeting of creditors had been

after demand became a valid equitable security on behalf involved a sum of between £4000 and summoned , to be held at the offices of a Mr.

the property of the debtors . The agreement of £5000 . The circumstances were these : -- The firm Hampson, the solicitor of the debtor. No notice
August, 1870, was not itself, as the evidence of Hill and Smith were in the habit of importing of this had been sent to the Messrs. Taylor, with
showed , a mere security for a then existing debt; large quantities of rice, and Messrs. James Max. whom the debtor Morrissy had entered into a

the £250 advanced by Robert Cook was really well and Co. acted as their brokers, the National contract for certain alterations and additions to

advanced on the faith of the agreement. That Bank being the bankers. The course of business dwelling-houses in Regent-road, Salford , Feb .
agreement gave to Aaron and Robert Cook a good between the parties was for the bankrupt firm , 1873 , and who failed to carry out such contract,

equitable security upon all the property comprised on the arrival of a cargo of rice, to warehouse it but they by their proxy attended the first meeting

in the deed of April 1873 , and thatbeing so , it was either in the dock warehouse or those of a private and tendered a proof, in which they claimed “ the
impossible to say that the deed itself was an act of individual, in the name of Messrs. Maxwell , the sum of £250 ‘ at the least' " for money due to

bankruptcy. Its effect was only to convey the bankrupt firm drawing upon Messrs.Maxwell for them from the said Morrissy under the agreement

legal estate in the leasehold property and to fur- an amount equal to the value of the cargo, and above referred to , and for the breach or non-per

nish a record of the completion of the transaction . discounting the bills with the National Bank, formance of such agreement by the said Morrissy .
The beneficial interest was already in Aaron and giving the latter a letter of hypothecation on the The solicitor to the debtor objected to the proof,

Robert Cook. There was no evasion of the Bills cargo. In the month of July last the bankrupt and also to the proxy being present, and to the
of Sale Act, for possession of the property was firm imported 12 ,756 bags of rice, for which bills examination of the debtor, and on his declining
given on the execution of the deed . On the whole, amounting to £9300 were drawn in the manner to leave themeeting ejected him by force. Notice
therefore, the judgment of the Registrar ought to described , and letters of hypothecation were given to register a resolution passed at this meeting
be affirmed ; but, as the circumstances of the to the bank. Other transactions in relation to was given to Messrs. Taylor.

case were very suspicious and required investiga - 10 ,835 bags of rice took place between the parties, Taylor contended that first there was no

tion , no order would be made as to the costs of and on the maturity of the bills drawn they were meeting, as the chairman was not elected by a

theappeal. renewed ,and fresh letters of hypothecation given majority of the creditors, or those claiming to be
to the bank . In the months of July and Aug. last, creditors present. Secondly, that the proper

· Ex parte BROOKE ; Re HASSALL. .. after the letters of hypothecation had been given , course would have been for the chairman to have
Execution creditor - Part payment of debt by the bankrupt, without the knowledge or consent left the registrar to deal with the objections,
debtor when sherif in possession - Liquidation of the bank, obtained from Maxwell and Co . de and that the chairman had no such power, and
petition - -Right of trustee to securities and livery orders for certain portions of the rice incited the case of Ex parte Buffie, re Drummelow

money handed to sheriff by debtor . the warehouses mentioned in the letters of hypo . (42 L . J . Rep . N . S . 82, Bank .) , as an authority for
This was an appeal from a decision of the Chief thecation , and removed it to his mill in Edmund the proposition , that where a creditor in respect
Judge in Bankruptcy . On the 26th July 1873 , street for the purpose of cleaning, & process of a breach of contract will pledge his oath that
John Mills Hasball , a cloth miller at Huddersfield , necessary before sale. On the rice being cleaned there is so much at least, due he is entitled to vote
filed a liquidation petition . Messrs. Brooke and it was replaced in sacks and set aside in a sepa- in respect of that sam . He also contended that
Sons had a short time before recovered judgment rate part of the mill distinct from the other rice. the vote at a properly constituted meeting was
against him for £169 4s. 2d . in an action upon The bankrupt, in fraud of the bank , as was only a provisional one, and liable to be altered
two bills of exchange. They had also recovered alleged , disposed of a large quantity of this rice, or reversed on the registration of the resolution .
judgment against a Mr. Binns, who was also and the residue in the warehouse at the date of Jordan , on the other hand , contended that
liable upon the same bills . Execution was issued , the bankruptcy were sold , and the proceeds held the case was governed by sect. 16 , sub -sect. 3 , of
and Hassall, who expected that a levy would be by the trustee to abide the decision of the court the Bankruptoy Act, and that the case cited was
made on his goods, called on the shoriff 's officer as to the rights of the parties.

in reality in his favour.
on the 24th July and said that he hoped to be able Butler , instructed by Hull , Stone, and Fletcher, His Honour ruled that the creditors were en .
to pay soon ; and the same afternoon he gave to appeared for the trustee. titled to vote in respect of the sum as to which
the sheriff 's officer a good bill of exchange for " W . Thompson (of the Chancery Bar), instructed ' they had pledged their oath ; that the vote was a
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fam case .

provisional one, and that the proceedings in con LEGAL NEWS. FEE STAMPS. - The increase in the year which
sequence of the ejection ofthe proxy were a nullity, ended on the 31st March 1873, was £34,617 com
He rejected the motion for registration of the LORD ST. LEONARDS. - This venerable legal | pared with the preceding year.

resolution, with costs. Peer and author completed his 94th year of age RACEHORSE DUTY.- The decrease in this duty

on the 12th inst., and is in the enjoyment of his for the year ending 31st March 1873, was £801,

WANDSWORTH COUNTY COURT. faculties and health . compared with the year 1872, when the amount

Tuesday , Feb. 10. | CHANCERY ORDER. — The Lord Chancellor has was £9521.
made an order that the Chancery Easter Vacation JUDGE DWINELLE , of San Francisco , it is said ,

(Before H . J. STONOR, Esq., Judge.) shall commence on the 2nd of April and terminate recently fined a whole jury 5 dols . each for being

Re LANDON (an Infant) ; Eæ parte HODGSON . on the 11th of the same month , both days incluth days inclu - / five minutes late, and the next morning he was

Liability of infants under thepresent Bankruptcy | sive. half an hour late himself.

Act (1869) . An order appeared in the London Gazette of CRUELTY TO ANIMALS. - A Liverpool dog
Thompson appeared for the petitioning creditor. Tuesday last, fixing the tables of fees to be taken fancier has been sentenced to two months' im .
Pearce for the debtor. on and after the 2nd of March next by the officers prisonmentwith hard labour for having conveyed

His HONOUR. This was a petition for adjudi. of the Court of Probate in the Principal and Dis . by railway, from Liverpool to London, seven dogs

oation in bankruptcy against Sidney Clark Landon, trict Registries thereof. in a closed box, and withoutsufficient ventilation ,

an infant under the age of twenty -one years, by A BILL has passed in the United States Senate , so that the animals were suffocated , after injuring

Annie Hodgson , also an infant under twenty -one which authorises the employment of a secretary , themselves by endeavoaring to escape.

years,by her next friend , John Hodgson , under at a salary not exceeding 2500 dols., to assist RAILWAY LAW. - A writer in the Times states

the following circumstances : - The debtor was any Federal judge who, by reason of physical that having applied for a new season ticket, the

robbed on the Brighton racecourse of his watch, infirmity , is unable , in the opinion of the Attorney. directors of the Brighton Railway Company

and , subsequently meeting the petitioner, gave General, to perform his judicial duties without have insisted upon the applicant' s signature of

her in charge of a policeman , who brought her such assistance. the following clause as a condition precedent to
before a magistrate , by whom she was committed We observe that one of themembers of the Bar, such renewal, viz., “ That the company are not

for trial at the next borough sessions, but ad. | Mr. Locock Webb , who came forward as a candi. to be liable for any stoppage, hindrance, or
mitted to bail. The defendant subsequently dis | date in the recent general election was spoken of delay in respect to the starting, speed , or arrival

covered that he was mistaken , and withdrew the in a number of thedaily papers as a Queen 's Coun. of any train , whether arising from any accident,
charge at the sessions. The petitioner brought sel. This description is incorrect. The learned negligence, or any other cause ." The question
her action in the Common Pleas for false imprison . gentleman although he has been in a leading posi. seems to merit the notice of the Railway Com
ment ; the defendantappeared butdid not defend, tion as a " junior " for a considerable number of | missioners, as it is one which affects the public .
and on an inquisition in pursuance of a writ of years is not only not a Q . C . but he was not even THE NEW COUNTY COURT JUDGE.- The Lord

trial, recovered £320 damages and costs . It does among the recentapplicants for “ silk ." Chancellor has selected as the successor to Mr. W .

not appear by the writ of trial whether the CHURCH PROPERTY. - The reversion of the Raines, who was appointed judge of County

defendant appeared by guardian or next friend, patronage of St. Mary 's Church , Kirkdale, Courts in the East, West, and North Ridings in

or in person , or by attorney, and counsel were Liverpool, was recently offered for sale by 1847 - and held the office until his death a few

unable to inform me as to the fact. If he did not auction . There was a large attendance, the an. days ago - Mr. Chapman Barber, of the Chancery

appear by guardian or next friend it was error innouncement of the sale having caused consider. | Bar, with whose name the public has been long

fact, and the court will order all the proceedings able interest. On behalf of the vendors £500 was

to be set aside, and the defendant to appear by offered , and no advance was madeupon this price Mr. Barber is , by his long experience and very

guardian : (Carr v . Cooper , 4 L . T . fiep. N . s . 323.) for some time. At last, however, a local solicitor considerable ability , fully qualified to discharge
For the present I am bound to assume that all offered £510 , and this being the highest bid the | the duties of a judge of County Courts, but it is

things were rightly done, and that there is a valid reversion was “ knocked down ” to him for that singular that he should have been called to the

subsisting judgment for damagesand costs against sum .
Bar at the same time in 1833 as his predecessor,

the debtor, and the question I have to decide, and CAMBRIDGE. - The Regius Professor of Civil who held office for twenty -seven years. The ap

which I am told has never yet been raised under Law gives notice that the examination for the pointment to & judicial office of a gentleman who

the existing bankruptcy law , is whether the degree of Master of Law required of all persons | has reached the age at which many judges begin

infancy of the debtor, which has been proved desirous to take that degree, except graduates in to think of retiring is remarkable. - Globe.

before me, is a bar to his being adjudicated a the Law Tripos , will be held on two more occa . JUDICIAL SALARIES IN AMERICA. — The question

bankrupt. Before the Bankruptcy Act of 1861, sions only in the subjects now required - the Com . of judicial compensation is before the General

only traders could bemide bankrupt, and by the mentaries ofGaius and the 4th Book of the Com . | Assembly , and has elicited the usual diversity of

law of England no infant could trade, and it was mentaries of Blackstone. The dates of these views. Messrs. Newmyer, Brockway and MoCor

consequently held that an adjudication of bank examinations will be 24th March and 11th Dec. mick take a proper view of the subject,whileothers

ruptcy against an infant was not only voidable 1874 . After the lastmentioned date all candidates seem to think it better to keep the judges on

but void . See the cases of Rex . v . Cole ( 1 Raym . for the degree of LL. M . will be examined at the short pay. The experience brought to notice in

443 ) ; Ex parte Sidebottom ( 1 Atk . 146 ) ; Ee parte time of the Law Tripos only in each year, and the sad death of the ex- Chief Justice last week

Adam (1 V . & B . 494), and Belton v . Hodges (9 will be required to satisfy the examiners in the leads us to some reflections on the case of the

Bing. 365). Although under some circumstances three following papers : - 1. Passages for transla - / judges of our highest tribunal, which appear per

the court refused to supersede bankruptcies in tion taken from the sources of Roman Law , parti. tinent to the question in hand . Here we have the
which pron 0 : (EX stinian , and some caso of a lawyer of great ability and ripe ex

Moule , 14 Ves. 602 ; Ex parte Watson , 16 Ves. 265 ; specified portion of the Digest . 2 . Questions on perience , who had been trained for the position he

and other cases.) But under the Act of 1861 “ Ali Roman Law and its History. 3. English Criminal assumed by six years upon the Bench . From
debtors,whether traders or not,aremade subject to Law . the momenthe took his seat he was prepared for
its provisions ” sect . 69 ; and it was held by that A LEGAL PUZZLE. — The death of the celebrated the full performance of his duties ; and by the
eminent judge in bankruptcy,Mr. Serjt. Wheeler, Siamese twins has caused the following curious united testimony of his professional brethren,
in the County Court of Liverpool, in Re Smedley reflections on the part of a lay contemporary : “ It shown in our columns, he did perform them faith .
( 10 L . T . Rep. N . S . 432), thatan infant,whether a lis a very fortunate thing that the Siamese twins fully and well. Setting aside the unpleasant

trader or not, was liable to the operation of the were law -abiding citizens. Had they not been ness of the spectacle of one who had filled

bankruptcy law under the Act of 1861 ; and that they would have given the authorities no end of so exalted a position , doffing the ermine and
decision was approved of and followed by the trouble. In fact, it seems to us that they could coming down as it were into the Arena of
commissioners of the London Court of Bankruptcy have committed all sorts of crime with impunity , forensic strife, a matter in our opinion of
in Re Purser (19 L . T . Rep. N . S . 23). By the had they been so inclined. If Chang had com . great moment, as it affects the dignity of the

present Bankruptcy Act, 1869, sect. 6 , all persons, mitted an assault ,how would it havebeen possible Bench and the maintenance of that proper respect

non -traders as well as traders, are likewise liable to have arrested him without arresting Eng also, which should surround the justice seat ; there are
to be adjudicated bankrupts for any debts due by and had Eng been entirely innocent of all partici: other considerations, of great weight, that bear

them , and , a fortiori, for debts dne by them upon pation in the affair , why should he have been upon the question . Recurring to our example ,we
judgments recovered against them in actions of arrested ? In order to punish the guilty, it would find that Judge Thompson , after fifteen years of
tort, like the present, and there is no exception |have been necessary to punish the innocent also ; duty on the Bench 'of the SupremeCourt, was very

in the Act as to infants. I therefore think that and locking up Chang would have included locking little if at all improved in circumstances, and was
the petitioner is entitled to an order of adjudica - up Eng . We do not see any way out of the di. obliged to resume practice under all the disadvan .
tion against thedebtor if he appeared by guardian lemma that would have arisen except a temporary tages consequent upon such a sudden change
or next friend, or in the event of his not having one ; that is the confining of Eng as a witness, of function , from the judge to the advocate.

80 appeared if he does not take steps to set aside | But when it came to punishing the guilty party , Now it is manifest that if this accomplished
the judgment now recorded against him without justice would have been nonplussed , for the lawyer had remained at the Bar , and had been

delay. I propose to adjourn the hearing of this law does not permit an innocent party to suffer employed in one-fourth the number of cases
petition until it has been ascertained whether the for crimes he has not committed. " If Eng , on the which he was during his long service obliged to
defendant appeared by guardian or next friend. I other hand, had perpetrated a murder , he could master, so as to decide them ; at the lowest

If he did so appear, adjudication will pass at never have been hanged , no matter how strong rate of legal remuneration in ordinary cases,
once ; if not, I shall further adjourn the hearing and conclusive the evidence had been against his emoluments would have exceeded four-fold
until he has had an opportuuity to set the judg . him . He could not have been imprisoned for life , the whole amount paid him as salary. Why
ment aside. If he succeed in setting the judg. for in these instances it would have necessitated should this be so ? If it be the duty of the
ment aside, the present petition will be dismissed the death or the life- long confinement of the un . State to furnish judges equal to the task to be
without costs, if he fail, adjudication will then offending Chang , who , having a separate identity , performed , it should be likewise a duty, to be

pass . Adjourned to the next court. 1 could have obtained a writ of 'habeas corpus, I enforced by the self respect of the people , to pay
Feb . 17 . -- An affidavit was handed to the court and demanded his liberty. Had one of these a fair remuneration for their services. When the

showing that the debtor in this case had appeared twins been a rogue, he would have, there- late Chief Justice laid off his robes of office,
by his next frienå in the action, and thereupon fore, caused no end of embarrassment to the although he had no tenable legal claim upon the
adjudication passed. officers of justice. If Chang were drunk and Commonwealth , there is no question in ourminds

disorderly in the streets, what policeman could that, on a fair adjustment in foro conscientiæ , if
THE repeal of the American bankruptcy law is have arrested him without laying himself open to such could have been had , a large balance would

still before Congress , but definite action is not yet a charge of false imprisonment from the unoffend . have appeared to his credit. In this view of the
taken , or even foreshadowed . The discussion of ing Eng ? Had these twins been evil-minded , and case it is manifest that the amounts reported by

the Army Appropriation Bill brings up the ques. conscious of the perplexities they could have the committee, 9000 dols. for Chief Justice, and
tion of reduction ; and much testimony has been originated , there is no knowing what might have 8000 dols. for the associates, are not up to the

taken , the drift of which seems to be that a re. | happened . The law would have been powerless, mark ; but as the present General Assembly, is

duction of the standing army would be inju . for vice must have triumphed and virtue been not the body to which the final adjustment of this

dicious at this day. But yet there is a spasm oppressed, or, virtue triumphed and vice gone matter is committed ,wewould advise all who feel
of economy upon the party that has lavishly unpunished, Twins of this description are by an interest in the subject to bear it in mind when
squandered millions, which requires somepenny ! no means desirable under such possible contin . I the next selection of representatives is to bemade.
wisdom to alleviate it. gencies. - Philadelphia Legal Intelligencer.

procee
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MR. PALLES, the Irish Attorney -General, has ' MALE SERVANTS. - On the 1st Jan . 1874 the lished. That is probably true, yet it is not exactly

accepted the vacant office of Chief Baron of the duty on the male servants of hotel keepers ceased to the point. The question is not whether it is
Exchequer . The loss to the revenue is estimated at £30,000 generally right and proper for an illustrated paper
ADULTERATION. - Out of 212 samples of tobacco annually. to publish such portraits as it may deem of

analysed by the Inland Revenue Board in the | MR RAFFLES, the Liverpool stipendiary magis . interest to its readers, butwhether such portraits
year 1872, 129 samples were adulterated. Out of trate, bad before him a charge against a cab. may be rightfully and properly published in de
26 parcels of snuff only one was proved to be man for being drnnk and assaulting the police. fiance of the expressed will of their prototypes.
adulterated . One of the policemen admitted charging the pri. It would certainly be a most interesting case for a
AMERICAN THIEVES. - Five armed highwaymen soner with knowing more “ about a jackass than court of law . -- New York Times,

robbed the stage coach near Hot Springs, in a horse ;" and Mr. Raffles wished it to be under
Arkansas, on 15th Jan . The robbers opened the derstood that if the police " chaffed ” a man under
mail bags and stole the best of the horses belong. I the influence of drink, hewould not commit him
ing to the stage. About 2000 dols. were taken for assault . It was, he said , the business of the CORRESPONDENCE OF THE

PROFESSION .- V oug013 Juuluuing money, belonging police to receive " chaff " and not to give it.
one of the passen - 1 THE CIVIL SERVICE . - Law Department. - Mr.

gers. This individual was robbed of his watch | Bernard Edward Hodgson has been appointed to Nore. - This Department of the Law TIMES being open to

also ; but he received from the leader of the band a clerkship in the Queen 's Bench Master's Office. I free discussion on all professional topics,the Editor is not

his money and watch , as he had been a Confede- | The East Indies. - Mr. F . Clarke, barrister-at- law , responsible for any opinions or statements contained in

rate soldier, and the enmity of the robbers was receiver of the High Court, Bengal, in place of

against the Yankees. Mr. H . Millett, resigned ; Mr. R . Evans,assistant THE WORKING OF THE BALLOT. - Having
STATISTICS OF THE ENGLISH COURTS OF JUS. magistrate and collector ofCawnpore, North -West acted as a presiding officer in one of the Metro .

TICE . - On Monday evening, at the fourth ordi. Provinces ; Mr. E . H . Little , C .S ., has been con - politan boroughs at the recent Parliamentary
nary meeting for the present session of the firmed in his appointment to act as Registrar of election , I am able to confirm the observations in

Statistical Society , held at the society 's rooms, the High Court, Bombay, appellate side, during your last issue upon this subject , and especially
at St. James' s-square, Dr. Guy , F . R . S ., presi. Mr. Jardine's absence on private leave ; Major as to the stupidity shown by electors from whom
dent, in the chair , Mr. F . H . Janson president, | N . B . Thoyts , S . C ., as cantonment magistrate at it could notbe expected, in reference to complying
of the Incorporated Law Society, read a paper | Kurrachee . with the provisions of the Act relating to the mode
entitled “ Some Statistics of Courts of Justice LEGISLATION AS TO MERCHANT SEIPPING . - of recording votes , and as to the many errors

and of Legal Procedure in England ." The leo - Wehave received from Mr. David McIver a rough on the register by which the balloting is checked .
turer, in opening , observed that, from an expres . memorandum of his views in regard to the pre- | The chief of the new government in embryo will
sion put into the mouth of Hamlet, it was clear sent position of merchant shipping legislation . do well to consider the suggestions upon the
that even in Shakespeare's time the “ law 's delay '' He thinks that there is no reason why the atten - former subject, contained in the letter of a “ Town
had become proverbial, and it can readily be con - tion of the Marine Department of the Board of clerk ," which appears in to -day' s Times, namely,
ceived that in ancient times much delay must Trade should , so far as annual survey is con .
necessarily have resulted from the centralisation | cerned , be devoted exclusively to British pag. | the names of the candidates for whom he does not

of the courts of justice . The delays in the ad . senger steamers ; nor any reason why foreign wish to vote, or else that he should be required to
ministration of justice, especially in the business vessels should be permitted to load outwards from put the cross against such names. As regards
of the Court of Chancery, may be said to have | British ports, on conditions other than those the delay in ascertaining the state of the poll - at
culminated in the first quarter of the present under which British vessels may compete with present wholly unavoidable in large constituen .
century. Our courts of justice might be classified them . Heregards the Marine Department of the cies -- I suggest that from time to time during the
in two grand divisions— those of common law and Board of Trade, as at present constituted , as polling day the presiding officer might, in the
those of Chancery , and there were two general being an unfit tribunal to be intrusted with in - presence of the necessary agents, examine the

courts of ultimate appeal - the House of Lords creased arbitrary powers, but thinks that there ballot papers, and register each vote on a list, so
and the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. would be no difficulty in Government nominating that almost immediately on the closing of the
Two hundred yearsago, in the reign of Charles II., a board, as a court of appeal or otherwise - say, poll each presiding officer might go to the return .
when the population of England and Wales was not less than three, nor more than seven - of per - ing officer with a correct summary of the votes
about one-fifth , that of the metropolis one-tenth sonspossessing the confidence of the country, who taken byhim , having a separate list of the papers
of its present number, and the business of the could perform such duties satisfactorily . Mr. on which any irregularity appears. Thus could
courts bore no comparison with that of the pre. MoIver thinks the system of courts of inquiry the returning officer, within a few hours of the
sent day, there were twelve common law judges, into maritime disasters is so bad that hardly any closing of the poll ,make the necessary declaration.

with the same number of assistant masters as at change could be made for the worse ; and there. While writing on the above subject, I must add

present ; & Lord Chancellor and a Master of the fore that it is high time the question were in that the front of the building in which I acted as

Rolls , who were assisted by the Masters in Chan . trusted to competent legal authority , with a view stated , was so covered with the bills of one of the
cery . The additions to the judicial force made to practical suggestions for improving the mode candidates that it cannothave failed to favourably
since that period are - to the three principal of procedure in such manner as would be likely to impress many an ignorant elector in favour
courts of common law two judges each, six in all ; | best elicit information , while giving shipmasters of such candidate. When we reap the ex.
to the Court of Chancery three Vice-Chancellors ; reagonable opportunities for defence - which at pected results of the Education Act and School
and for appeals in the first instance two Lords present is not always the case. There are many Boards, such a matter will be of no moment,
Justices ; but, independently of the increase instances where substantial injustice has been but until then I think that if common decency

of business arising froin the growth of wealth done to unfortunate shipmasters ; and also where does not forbid such a proceeding , the Legislature
and population, there are now thrown upon the owner has been prejudiced in a court of law by ought. CHARLES FORD.
the common law judges the business of hear the allegation that his master had been adjudged Feb. 18 , 1874.
ing petitions on disputed elections and appeals in default - and that , perhaps, by a tribunal not
from the decisions of the revising barristers ; very competent. THE CITY OF LONDON COURT. - I beg to call
whilst the Chancery judges have the heavy work | THE RIGHT to ONE'S FACE. - The right of a attention to an occurrence that took place to -day

of what are called " winding.up ” cases, viz ., the man to control the publication of his own features before Mr. Commissioner Kerr, at the City of
settlement of the affairs of jointstock companies | is a rather delicate point of personal law which London Court, as showing the judicial impartiality
in liquidation , besides the various kinds of has never been sufficiently elucidated . The well. that distinguishes that tribunal. The occurrence
administrative business confided to it in recent known practice of photograpers in exhibiting took place in an action brought by a plaintiff for
years by various statutes. He ought not to omit copies of the portraits which they have taken is a sum of about £3, for tea sold and delivered .

to mention that the apparent expedition with one which , on some grounds ,may be deemed open Incidentally it came out in the course of the pro
which some judges of the Court of Chancery have to grave exceptions. The position of the ceedings that the plaintiff had previously sued

got through thebusiness of their courts is attribut- illustrated papers in the matter might also defendant in the Mayor's Court for a sum of

able to thepractice ofthrowing upon the chief clerks repay inspection . A contemporary , having pre- about £16 , and recovered judgment, and that
important duties which they were not, originally pared for publication a portrait of a lady whose the sum of £3 now sued upon had been omitted

intended to perform . The delays at common law husband is in high official position under the pre- by mistake in the former action . The judge,
are less severely felt , but still the work is always sent Administration , the picture was reluctantly who had been sharply questioning the defen .

more or less in arrear, and a fresh arrangement of suppressed at the request of the latter on the dant, now asked to have the Mayor's Court

business between the judges of the various courts, assurance that it was the lady's wish. At the plaint handed up to him , and on observing that
which may be the result of the new Judicature same time, the journal announced that this was there was an amount of £24s. 8d., or thereabouts ,
Act, will not lessen the total quantity to be got the last time such a concession would bemade to for costs, exclaimed , “ Two pounds four and
through . This is manifestly too great for thepre private prejudices . It proclaimed the doctrine eightpence costs on a debt of sixteen pounds !"

sent staff , the increase of labourers not having by that neither man nor woman had any property in and suddenly turning to plaintiff, asked him , “ Aro

any means kept pace with tho increase of the the reflection of their features, and that hereafter, you lost to all sense of shame?" The plaintiff,
work to be done. In his own opinion the real in a similar case , it should not " feel compelled to who seeemed a quiet young man,was rather taken
cause of the delays in the administration of justice regard the wishes or request of the party con . aback by this strange question so suddenly put to

arose from , first , the want of a sufficient judicial cerned." The same journal announced in one of him . Again the judge asked him , “ Are you lost
force in the Court of Chancery ; and, secondly , its early impressions that it would give represen to all sense of shame?" The plaintiff faltered
the occurrence of whatare technically called vaca- tations of private wedding parties whenever it felt out something to the effect that his solicitors had
tions. To many it seemed remarkable that there inclined , and that it " should not feel compelled to acted for him in the Mayor' s Court proceedings,
should be any period during which themachinery rogard the objections of the parties concerned.” whereupon the judge remarked , “ That if ordinary
of justice is allowed to stand still . No doubt the In cases like these it is difficult to draw the pre people had any sense of shameattorneys had not,"

judges and their subordinates, like other people, cise line where liberty ends and licence begins ; or words to that effect. He continued his abuse
require & holiday to recruit their powers, which butmen of right feeling and true delicacy know of the attorneys for some time in this strain , and
are often severely tried ; but with a proper system by instinct what is correct, andwhat is a violation said that if plaintiff had come to the City of
of relays there need be no cessation of judicial of personal rights and domestic privacy. If the London Court for his £16 hemight have had a
work throughout the year ; while each judge and portraits thus published in disregard of wishes plaint for 16s. Thus the whole ground of this

official would have a fair amount of rest from his and requests were uniformly artistic or approxi. abuse of the unoffending plaintiff and the pro .
labours. Appended to the paper was an elaborate mately like, one part of the objection, though not fession of attorneys was that he had adopted a
statistical analysis showing the judicial power the essential part, would vanish ; but they are course of procedure regulated by the same autho .
and the jadicial work of the various courts. often such hideous caricatures as to amount to rity as that from which the learned judge himself
The reading of the paper was followed by positive pictorial libels . The paper we speak of derived his authority - a course by which he had
an animated discussion , in which Mr. W . G . published a day or two after his death , what is obtained judgment at the expiration of eight days
Lumley, Q . C ., Mr. W . J . Bovill, Q . O ., Mr. J . T . called a portrait of Charles Astor Bristed. The from issuing the plaint without any trouble to
Hammick, Mr. R . B . Martin, Mr. Brewer, and face depicted might have belonged to a butcher himself, but at an expense of £2 4s. 8d . Had he
other gentlemen took part. After a warm vote of or & drover, but had not a trace of the intellect on the other hand adopted the course proposed by
thanks had been passed to the lecturer, the pro . and high breeding marked in every feature of its the judge, he must have waited for a month, in
ceedings closed with the usual compliment to the pretended subject. It may be said that very few entire uncertainty whether the case would be
chairman. people really object to have their portraits pub . 1 defended or not, his costs would have been , not
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168. as the judge said , but £2 98. out of pocket, | 64. TEN YEARS' CLERK . - B ., a ten years' clerk , is mothers as regards the custody of their infant
and in addition hewould have to pass through the desirous of being ar| desirous of being articled . He is also desirous of ohildren . It empowers the Court of Chancery to

ordeal of an interview with Mr. Commissioner
obtaining an order dispensing with the Preliminary order that a mother may have access to, or the| Examination . Will you , or any of your readers, say

Kerr, the prospects of which may well be sufficient what course B . should adopt in order to obtain such custody of, her children under the age of sixteen ,
to frighten many plaintiffs from the City Court to order, and what formula is to be gone through . X . and legalises an agreement in a separation deed

the Mayor 's Court over the way . I say nothing for the mother to have the custody of her infant
of the remarks upon the profession of attorneys, 65 . POWERS OF ADMINISTRATRIXLA.. who wag pos. children . It repeals the Act 2 & 3 Vict. c. 54.
but beg to subscribe myself ONE OF THEM . sessed of some freehold property, died intestate, leav Intestates' Widows and Children Act (36 & 37

ing a widow and three children (minors ) him surviving. Vict. c. 52). — This Act enables the widow or
At the time of his death A . owed several sums of children of an intestate ,where the estate does not

REPEAL OF ATTORNEYS' CERTIFCATE DUTY. / money, and his widow , who has taken out letters of exceed £100 in value, and if residing more than
- I was pleased to see the following lines in the administration, is desirous of selling the property, in

three miles from a registry of the Court of Pro
last number of the Law TIMES : “ We think in

order to satisfy the intestate' s debts. Will any of the
readers of the LAW TIMES inform me if the admi. bate, to obtain letters of administration throngh

view of recent legislation , that Mr. Disraeli, with nistratrix can sell and convey without the necessity of the registrar of the County Court of the district
his large surplus,may well relieve solicitors from any other parties joining in . RUSTICUS. where the intestate had his fixed abode, for a
the payment of the annual certificate duty , and small scale of fees.
the claim ought to be advanced by our repre 66. TRESPASS. - A . is the lesses of certain property Professional Remuneration . -- A joint committee
sentatives in the House." I cannot see why the upupon which his house stands ; he underlets one field , of the Incorporated Law Society and the Metro
attorneys should pay an annual certificate duty a portion of the said property, to B ., at a yearly politan and Provincial Law Association having
and members of the clerical and medical profes . | rent. While this field is in B .' s possession & third been appointed with a view of framing a scale of
sions pay none. I would not wish to have it person , who is building a row of houses on a plot of

land next to the field , drives his carts along the
wholly repealed , but a part taken off, and that

charges which should be generally approved by

latter , and , in fact , makes it a thoroughfare , much to the Profession , a circular letter was issued by
part (if Her Majesty' s Government cannot afford theannoyance of Á ., whose dining room window over - them to each of the Provincial Law Societies,

looks the field . What remedy has A . , and against referring to the scale prepared in 1871 by the

above-mentioned in equal proportions. If the whom ? Caseswould oblige. ALCIPHRON . Incorporated Society , and to that agreed on about
leading members of our Profession were to take the same timeby the law societies ofManchester,
up this matter with a determination to get it

modified it would be done ; but as this annual
Liverpool, Birmingham , Newcastle -on - Tyne, and

LAW SOCIETIES. Worcester, and requesting information as to the
payment to them is a matter of so little impor. experience of the Profession in regard to the two
tance, they are supine in the matter, in fact, do MANCHESTER INCORPORATED LAW scales. Your committee, after carefully considering

not wish to have it modified or repealed , under ASSOCIATION . the subject, replied to the effect that in their

the idea that it keeps the Profossion respectable. THE annual general meeting of the members of opinion a scale of commission requires legislative
How is it the other two professions are kept the association was held on the 19th Jan, last, at or judicial sanction for general adoption , that the
respectable without it ? Do,Mr. Editor, kindly Cross-street Chambers, when an account of the London scale of 1871 was so high as to be alto
use your powerful pen , and assist us in this

receipts and disbursements (previously audited gether impracticable in the country , and that the
matter, and you will deserve and earn the thanks | by two of the members), was submitted and scale recommended by the provincial societies is
of our Profession in general, and those who areare passed , and the officers and committee were also, if anything, too high in large transactions.
barely earning a living and cannot afford to pay elected for the ensuing year. They suggested theomission of the second column

the tax (and there are hundreds of them ) in par. The proceedings of this society for the last year of the provincial scale, with a view to simplicity

ticular. If you will kindly give this a place in were stated in the following report, which was and reduction on large amounts , but in other
your next paper you will much oblige your old read by the hon, secretary , and unanimously respects upheld the provincial scale, and its
subscriber, J . T . S . adopted . | separation of negotiation from conveyancing

In presenting to themembers of the Manchester charges, and its principle of giving a smaller fee
SECURITY FOR COSTS - 31 & 32 Vict. c . 54. - In | Incorporated Law Association the thirty - fifth 1 to the vendor' s solicitor than to that of the pur

your impression of the 14th inst., you state that
annualreport, the committee have again the plea . | chaser. The London societies subsequently sub

in one case it was held that plaintiffs resident in sure of recording the prosperous condition of the mitted the draft of the revised scale which has
Scotland and Ireland cannot be compelled to give association, both in the number of its members since been adopted by them . This scale, though
security for costs, the 31 & 32 Vict. c . 54 having 1 and the state of its finances. The accounts / approaching more nearly to that of the pro

provided a process of enforcing an English judg of the treasurer show & balance in hand of vincial societies, especially in the adoption of a
ment in those countries. This was the case of | £116 159. 10d . The amount invested in Congols | fee to the vendor's solicitor of three- fourths only,

Raeburn v. Andrews in the Queen 's Bench on the 19670 12 - 3is £672 12s. 3d ., which , with the sum of £80 18. 3d . of that of the purchaser's solicitor, your comchich with thes

29th ult. " As some misapprehension may exist for accumulated dividends thereon , is held in mittee consider it still too high for adoption in thig
as to whether this Actis applicable to the inferior trinterior trust for the association . district. A revision , in somerespects, of the pro
courts of record in England, you will kindly allow

The legislation of the session, though comprising vincial societies' scale is under their consideration.
me to state that it is still necessary that security comparatively few Acts of interest to the Profes Organisation of the Profession . - An important
for costs should be taken in all the inferior courts , sion , is rendered memorable both to lawyers and step towards the better representation of the Pro
the 31 & 32 Vict. c . 54 only applying to judgments the public by the passing of fession has been taken during the past year by
obtained in the courts at Westminster. The judg The Supreme Court of Judicature Act (36 & 37 the Incorporated Law Society in obtaining a sup:
ments of the inferior courts can certainly be Vict. c. 66). — The principle of this Bill, the provi. plemental charter, by virtue of which the council
removed to , and be made the judgments of, the sions of which are now too generally known to
Superior Courts ,but subject to certain restrictions.

now consists of forty ordinary members, elected

need recapitulation ,was based by the Lord Chan - by proxy (of whom ten are solicitors practising in
19 & 20 Vict. c. 108 , s . 49, provides the following cellor on a judicious carrying out of the well-con - the provinces), and ten extraordinary members,
for judgments obtained in the County Court: “ If sidered recommendations contained in the first elected annually by the council from the presidents
a judge of a Superior Court shall be satisfied that report of the Judicaturo Commission for the l of provincial law societies . At the recent election

a party against whom judgment for an amount fusion of law and equity . The Bill proposed to ten of the most active country members of the
exceeding £20 exclusive of costs has been obtained transfer to the Supreme Court the jurisdiction of Profession were elected to the council, including
in a County Court has no goods or chattels which

the present Superior Courts of Law and Equity, your former president Mr. Bateson Wood. The
can conveniently be taken to satisfy such judg. and of several other courts, including the Court of question of an amalgamation of the Incorporated
ment, he may, if he shall think fit, or on such Common Pleas at Lancaster and Court of Pleas andMetropolitan and ProvincialSocieties was again
terms as to costs as he may direct, order a writ

at Durham . It did not affect the Chancery of considered at the provincial meeting of the latter
of certiorari to issue to remove the judgment of Lanca
the County Court into one of the Superior

nire ( except as to appeals ) , nor the County | Association , at Birmingham . in October last,

Courts, Salford Hundred Court , or other inferior when papers were read on “ The Organisation of
Courts, and when removed it shall have the courts. Your committee after carefully consider - | the Profession," by Mr. Marshall, of Leeds, and
same force and effect and the same pro ing the Bill were of opinion that it was , on the on " The Amalgamation of the two London Socie .
ceedings may be had thereon as in the case whole, a beneficial improvement on the present ties ," by Mr. Saunders, of Birmingham , and it
of a judgment of such Superior Court ; but no system , and deserved the support of the Profes- was resolved to continue the efforts for the pro
action shall be brought upon such judgment." sion , but that the necessity for securing district | posed amalgamation . The council of the incor.
Pollock and Nicol, in their County Court Prac registries in Lancashire (before the suitors were | porated society have since passed the following
tice, 7th edit., p . 167, state that the above pro deprived of the benefits afforded by the Common resolution on the subject : - “ That the council
vision can only be exercised by a plaintiff where Pleas at Lancaster ), and of granting greater being prepared to entertain proposals for the ad
a defendant has no goods. The defendant, then,

facilities for the trialof causes in Manchester and mission ofmembers of the Metropolitan and Fro.
if the case betried in the County Court, has no Liverpool should be urged on the Legislature. / vincial Law Association into the Incorporated Law
remedy against the plaintiff on his judgment if

resident out of England , and if no security has
Your committee and the Incorporated Law Society Society on the dissolution of the former, is not
of Liverpool communicated with the Lord Chan . unwilling to pledge itself to hold an annual

been taken by the registrar the costs will have to cellor and Lord Cairns, with the result of extend. I general meeting, out of London, in the autumn:
be sued for and proved in the court where the

ing and improving the District Registry Clauses , Iprovided that the terms of admission can be
action is brought, as an action will not lie on a

so as to provide for the continuance of the Lan . | satisfactorily arranged ." Your committee. trust
judgment obtained in a County court : ( 3 Bl. Com . cashire registries. When the Bill had passed the that this will soon be accomplished , believing
160 ; Berkeley v . Elderkin , 1 E . & B . 805 ; 22
L . J. 281, Q . B . ; Austin v . Mills, 9 Ex. 288.)

Upper House and stood for second reading in the that those who are at present country members

House of Commons, a joint deputation from the of the Metropolitan and Provincial Associatio
AN ARTICLED CLERK .

Liverpool and Manchester Societies had an inter - will, as members of the incorporated society, nad

view with a number of members of that House to when in London an advantage in having acce
ccess

urge them to support the Bill,and your committee to the rooms of the society and reference to . ..
NOTES AND QUERIES ON presented a petition praying that the Bill might | library , and that the influence of the Professi.

POINTS OF PRACTICE .
pass. By means of the united action of the Asso . will be increased by its representation in Lond
ciated Northern Provincial Law Societies the being united , especially now that so many
attention ofmany other law societies was called country solicitors are on the council.

NOTICE . -Wemust remind our correspondentạ that this to the Bill, and observations were drawn up from Bills of Sale Act as regards Trade Ficture
column is not open to questions involving points of law
such as a solicitor should be consulted upon . Queries will timeto time, in reference to the District Registry, | The attention of your committee has been gi
be excluded which go beyond our limits. Referee, and other clausos, and forwarded to to the question of the registration of morts

N . B . - None are inserted unless the nameand address of the members of Parliament. Ultimately the Bill, I of trade fixtures in consequence of décisions;
writers are sent, not necessarily for publication , but as a after much discussion in committee, where thé by Vice-Chancellor Malins in the case of
guarantee for bona fides.

Registry Clauses were at onetimethreatened with v . Fenwick (24 L . T .Rep. N . S . 58 ), and next
serious opposition , passed through all its forms, Court of Queen 's Bench in Hawtrey v. Dus

Queries . and has become one of the most important Aots (L . Rep. 8 Q . B . 29) , in both of which ca

63. SEAL.- In a marriage settlement in place of seals relating to the administration of the law which was held that a mortgage of trade fixtures

there are merely ribbons inserted (wax having been | has ever appeared upon the Statute Book. nection with leasehold premises to be vand,

accidentally omitted to be puton ). Will this affect its The Custody of Infants Act (36 Vict. c . 12) - against creditors, must be registered und

validity ? T . P . H . I makes an important change in the rights of ' Bills of Sale Act. On the faith of the pr

lon

aivan

h of which cases it

ralid , as

be registered under the
previ

ous
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well known cases of Mather v . Frazer, and Boyd | Heelis Memorial. — The committee have received printed and circulated, said that it was not neces .
v . Shorrock , mortgages comprising trade fixtures subscriptions amounting to about £400, with sary for him to address themeeting at any length ,
have not usually been registered. Yourcommittee which it has been decided to found a Gold Medal, for the association was now upon its legs, and, he
came to the resolution that it was desirable to to be called “ The Stephen Heelis Prize for Man . hoped , regularly formed ; and he trusted that it
obtain an Act of Parliament for the purpose - chester and Salford Students," to be annually would continue to increase in power and influence .

First, of giving to the holders of such mortgages awarded to the student who among the candidates (Hear, hear .) From what had reached him quite

the opportunity of registering them within a time from Manchester and Salford shall during each recently he was sure that there were cases in the
to be limited after the passing of the Act ; and, I year have passed the best finalexamination , pro - | Profession which urgently called for relief of the

next, to provide that future mortgages compris - vided he attain a sufficient standard of merit to kind the association proposed to give , to be admi.

ing trade fixtures should be declared to be within entitle him to a prize or honorary certificate of nistered by persons who could fully estimate the

the provisions of the Bills of Sale Act, no matter the Incorporated Law Society , and shall not have realneed of their common charity. There were

what might be the tenure of the property to completed his 26th year. The Council of the In . many instances which had reached him which ,but

which they were attached . A deputation from corporated Law Society have approved the for the stepping in of friends of the Profession ,
your committee waited upon the then Attorney scheme, and undertaken to award the medal, of owing to the delicacy and feeling which actuated
General (now Chief Justice Coleridge) to bespeak which the design has been approved , and the dies those who needed help, would have led to the

his aid in carrying out this resolution, which he are now being made, so that the prize may be most melancholy and miserable results which
promised to give in the ensuing session , but said open to competition during the present year. words could not describe. A great friend of
it was too late to enter upon the matter in the Point of Practice - Conditions of sale. - The | his own - a person of considerable position and

last session . Your committee also put them . Kent Law Society having asked for the opinion distinction - was brought, by no fanlt of his own,
selves in communication with the Chamber of your committee as to the propriety or impro - exceedingly low . Being a gentleman , delicacy
of Commerce, who promised their support priety of certain conditions of sale stipulating or stopped him from making known his position ,and

to & Bill to carry out these views. In offering inducement to a purchaser to employ the his case would have led to disastrous results had
July last, the case Ex parte Daglish , re Wilde, vendor's solicitor to prepare the conveyance, your not attention been called to his condition . In
Weekly Reporter . vol. 21. No. 63, page 893 . came committee replied that such a practice was so cases of this kind an association such as the pre

before the Lords Justices, who have confirmed the unusual in this neighbourhood that your associa sent one was of the greatest value, and what one
ruling that an unregistered mortgage of trade tion had not experienced the necessity of making man did not know of the condition of necessi.

fixtures attached to property leasehold for 999 any rule on the subject, but that asan association tous members another did ; and if the committee

years is invalid, as against a trustee in bank - we should object to any stipulation of the kind were properly formed , they would find that such
ruptoy, which renders action in the matter more being inserted in conditions of sale . lamentable results as he had suggested would

necessary . The subject has been brought before Prize for Essay on the Law of Tenure. - The be avoided . He for one had never found that
the Incorporated Law Society , and by the council prize of £7 7s. in books, given by Mr. Davies, for where there was any real need for charitable

of that society before the present Attorney . the bestessay on the “ History and Law of Tenure relief, the hearts and purses were shut against

General, Sir Henry James ; but he states that of Real Property ,” was awarded by your com . the Profession . (Hear, hear.) But it often
there are so many Bills requiring the attention of mittee to Mr. Alfred Wallis , of Bluepits, an happened that among those who were the

himself and the Solicitor -General during the articled clerk ofMr. William Scott , of Rochdale . I least successful cases of distress and abject

coming session , that there will be little chance of The Preliminary Examinations of Candidates poverty frequently occurred of which they were
any Government Bill affecting the subject being prior to articles have, as usual, been held in Man. not aware, and it would be the duty of
introduced . He adds that in case of any private chester during the year, under the conduct of the association to find such cases out. With
member submitting a Bill to Parliament to carry members of your association as local examiners. regard to the financial condition , he was glad to

ont the above views he will be happy to confer Metropolitan and Provincial Law Association . find that an exceedingly small sum was spent in
with them thereon . Under these circumstances - The usual annual provincial meeting of this the working of the association , the expenditure

your committee recommend the association to association was held in Birmingham , on the 21st being very moderate ; and to the hon . secretary
takeup the subject, and to prepare,and endeavour and 22nd Oct., at which yourassociation was re- (Mr. Macrory ), who had devoted his time and
to get passed , an Act to do justice to those whose presented by a deputation . The meeting was attention for nothing, they owed a deep debt of

securities are so unexpectedly called in question , attended by 103 gentlemen , of whom 9 were gratitude. (Applause.) He regretted , however ,
and to set at rest the present unsatisfactory state metropolitan members and 94 provincial. After that many of the subscribers were in arrears, and
of the law . the address of the president a number of interest- he trusted that steps would shortly be taken to

Clerk of the Peace, County Palatineof Lancaster | ing papers were read most of which were followed draw in money by means of a printed circular to

Act. - Your committee having recently learnt that by important discussions, those of the subject of be sent round to the defaulters. In conclusion ,
the instices contemplated the introdnotion during amalgamation with the Incorporated Law Society | he said that he was glad to think that theassocia

the coming session, of a Bill to repeal or amend
have been already adverted to. The association tion had now been successfully begun, and he only

this Act, and to vest the appointment of two was received by themembers of the Birmingham trusted that year by year they would have larger

deputy clerks of the peace in the clerk of the Law Society with great hospitality and attention , funds to dispose of to those who sorely wanted
peace , instead of in the Chancellor of the Duchy, and it was decided that the nextautumnalmeeting them . (Loud cheers.)

as provided by the Act, a joint letter from the should be held in Leeds. Mr. Edlin , in seconding the resolution, hoped

Liverpool and Manchester societies was addressed The following gentlemen were elected theofficers that the circulation of the report would be sub
to Mr. Rathbone. M . P one of the instices, point of the association for the ensuing year : President, stantially conducive to the good of this associa

ing out the objections to such a change. Mr. Mr. W . H . Guest. Vice -Presidents, Mr. John tion.
Rathbone afterwards forwarded the letter to the Taylor and Mr. A . Percy Earle. Treasurer, Mr. The motion was then carried .

Chancellor of the Duchy, and asked him not to James Street. Honorary Secretary , Mr. S . Unwin . | Mr. Manisty , Q . C . said that with regard to the

consent to any such Bill, and communicated it to Chairman of Committee, Mr. G . F . Wharton . arrears that might be in somerespect due to a
the justices at their adjourned annualsessions. Deputy -Chairman , Mr. Percy Woolley . delicate feeling which prompted the committee

The justices, however, resolved to proceed with not to apply for the money, but that difficulty

the Bill, and your committee feel no doubt their would in future be removed ; and they might
BARRISTERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIA .

successors will be prepared to co -operate with the
anticipate good results from a new collector who

TION .
Liverpool Society in opposing this attempt to

had lately been appointed . There was not the

neutralise the benefit conferred by the Act .
THE first annualmeeting of the Barristers' Bene slightest reason to fear but that the money would

volent Association was held on Friday afternoon , be quickly got in , for the Profession had come
Common Pleas at Lancaster. - The retirement of forward more unanimously and earnestly than it

the prothonotary (Mr. Harris ), having afforded
the 13th inst., by the kind permission of the

an opportunity of combining the duties of asso
Benchers, at the Hall of the Middle Temple. had ever done before , and he ventured to hope

Lord Coleridge took the chair ; and amongst that the donationswould be largely increased , as
ciate with those of the district prothonotary , in those present were the Attorney -General (Sir well as the number of annual subscribers.
each district, your committee addressed the Chan Henry James), the Solicitor-General (Sir William The Attorney -General deplored the abstention
cellor of the Duchy in support of the proposal, | Harcourt),Mr.Manisty, Q . C ., Mr. Herschell, Q . C ., of the common law judges from all participation
and an arrangement has accordingly been made | Mr. Edlin , Q . C ., Mr. Garth , Q . C ., Mr. McIntyre , in theoperations of the society ,and urged the noble
by which the office of associate at the Manchester president to use his influence with his brethren on| Q. C ., Mr. J. J . Powell, Q . C ., Mr. D . T .Evans, J . c .
Assizes will, in future, be filled by the district

Matthews, and numerous other gentlemen .
prothonotary.

the bench in their behalf.

It will be remembered that this association was The Chairman said that he could not under
County Court Changes.-- Your committee find- called into existence at a meeting of the Bar in the stand why the judges as a body had not contri

ing that it was again proposed to transfer Mr. Middle Temple Hall on 10th Jan . 1873, and its buted to the funds of the association , and he pro

Russell from Manchester to Liverpool, and to object " is to afford assistance to necessitous andmised that its claims should be fully made known
make further changes in the circuits in and about deserving members of the English Bar, special | to them , for he had never found that they would
Manchester , appointed a deputation , which in pleaders, and conveyancers, their widows and shut their hearts or their pockets against any

company with deputations from the Corporation Children .” reasonable claim . (Cheers.)
of Manchester and the Chamber of Commerce, The rules of the association prepared by the | The Solicitor -General then proposed a rote of
was received by the Lord Chancellor, and the committee appointed at the first meeting werecommittee appointed at the first meeting were thanks to the Benchers of the Middle Temple for

representations then made induced his Lordship submitted to and finally settled by a subsequent the use of the hall, which was carried .

meeting of the Bar, over which Sir John Coleridge The committee of managementand the auditors
and to determine to make no change at present in presided . were also appointed , and votes of thanks were
the Lancashire Circuits . The Hon. Sec. (Mr.Macrory) opened the pro . awarded to the officers of the association in
New County Court. — Your committee havemuch ceedings by reading the notice convening the general, and in particular to Lord Coleridge, for

pleasure in reporting that the numerous represen . meeting ; and in the report which he submitted to his services in the cause, he also consenting to act
tationsmade by your agsociation and other public themeeting it showed that the general committeee meeting it showed that the general committee as one of the trustees for the current year.

bodies, as well as by the judge and officials of the had opened lists for donations and subscriptions, The proceedings then terminated .

court, regarding the inadequate accommodation and madeappeals to the Profession ,which resulted
for the increasing business of the Manchester in donations to the end of 1873 amounting to

County Court, have at length taken effect. Your £2035 158. (received and promised ),and in annual LEGAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION .

committee lately received a letter from the First subscriptions amounting to £479 . Of this sum |Weare asked to remind our readers that contri.

Commissioner of Works stating that the Govern . nearly £200 had been devoted to the grant or butions in aid of the funds of this association may

ment had under consideration the question of pro assistance in cases which the committee, after be sent to the honorary treasurer, Mr. J . M .

viding a New County Court, and requesting an careful examination , considered deserving. The Clabon , 21, Great George-street, Westminster, or
expression of their views before he finally de report went on to state that the benevolent opera - theymay be paid into the account of the asso

cided on a site . To this communication a reply tions of the association during the first year of ciation at the Temple Bar branch of the London

has been sent urging the importance of a central its existence had been limited in their scope, and Westminster Bank. The success of this
situation . Details of the accommodation required owing to the uncertainty felt by the committee as association, having in view the accomplishment

for the pablic and the Profession were also given to the funds actually at their disposal, and it of the most important objects , is due in a large
and the hope expressed that the future require added that several urgent applications for relief degree to the undeviating and consistent support
ments of a rapidly increasing mercantile district were at present under their consideration given to it by the present Lord Chancellor ; and
would not be overlooked . The Chairman , in moving that the report be ' it will indeed be most fortunate if , with the
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resignation by Baron Amphlett of the post of W . JENKINS, ESQ . THE Lord Chief Justice of the Common Pleas
president,and the resignation of the Government, THE late William Jenkins, Esq., Q . C ., LL. D ., of has been pleased to appoint Mr. Henry Ward
Lord Selborne could be again induced to place Clifton Court, near Bristol, who died on the 22nd Collins, of 4 , Brunswick -street, Liverpool, to be
himself at the head of the association . ult., in the sixty -eighth year of his age,was the a perpetual Commissioner for the County of Lan.

eldest son of the late William Jenkins, Esq., caster .

LEGAL PRACTITIONERS' SOCIETY. formerly of the Treasury, Dublin Castle, and a | The Lord Chief Justice of the Common

Weare requested by the Honorary Secretary of lineal descendant of the learned lawyer and judge Pleas has appointed Mr. Edward Bagnall Potts ,
David Jenkins, who was detained a prisoner in

this Society to say that meetings of the Parlia : the Tower of London , and again in Wallingford be a perpetual Commissioner for taking Acknow .of Broseley , in the county of Salop, solicitor , tó

mentary committee were held on the 19th and
26th Jan. last, and the 9th and 16th Feb . inst., Castle , for his loyalty to Charles I . Hewas born ledgments of Deeds by Married Women, under

in the year 1805, and was educated at Trinity the Fines and Recoveries Act.
resulting in the fraining of a Bill which will be in
introduced into the House of Commons, having College , Dublin , where he took his Bachelor's

for its object the protection of the Profession
degree in 1826, proceeded M . A . in 1832, and was

against the depredations of unqualified persons. made LL . D . in 1856 . He was a student of the THE GAZETTES.
Inner Temple , and was called to the Irish Bar in
Trinity Term 1829 . He was appointed a Q . C . in

DUBLIN LAW STUDENTS' DEBATING 1860, by the then Lord Chancellor of Ireland, Sir Bankrupts.
SOCIETY. Maziere Brady, and retired from the Bar in 1863 , Gazette, Feb. 13.

A GENERAL Meeting of the Society was held in since when he resided at Clifton Court. Mr. BRODZIAK , LEWIS, merchant, Coleman -st. Pet. Feb. 9. Reg .To surrender at the Bankrupts ' Court, Basinghall-street.

the Lecture Hall, King' s Inns, on Feb . 16, when Jenkins bad the reputation of being a sound Brougham . Sols. Hand, Son , and Johnson , Coleman -st. Sur,

the following subject was debated : “ That the Feb . 27cessful in
CAREW , HEXRY, Lincoln ' s-inn - fields. Pet. Feb . 11. Reg. Roche.

present system of Legal Promotion requires Re investigating titles. He also practised in the Sol. Wilkinson , Bedford -st, Covent-gdn . Sur. Feb . 238

form .' Court of Chancery, where he distinguished him . HARVEY, WILLIAM , Bruce- rd , Bromley -by - Bow . Pet. Feb . 10.

Reg . Spring -Rice. Sols . Messrs. Bastard , Brabant-ot. Sur.self in many important cases . Mr. Jenkins Feb . 26

DUBLIN LEGAL AND LITERARY married on the 26th Sept. 1835, Helen , eldest JOXEN, JOHN GRIFFITH, grocer, Addison-rd -north , Notting-hill.

DEBATING SOCIETY. Pet. Feb . 9 . Reg . Broughain . Sols . Brettle , Smythe, und Co.,daughter of the late John Thompson , Esq., of Staple- inn . Sur. Feb . 27THE usual weekly meeting of this Society was | Bath , by whom he leaves one son , William , PHIPPS, PAUL LOUIS , Claremont-villas, Pelham -rd , Wimbledon .

held on Thursday evening last, at 53 , Lower Sack | barrister-at- law of the Western Circuit, and also Pet . Jan . 31. Reg . Bell. Sur. Feb . 20

WEIGERT, OTTO , stock broker ' s clerk , Copthall-ct, London , and
ville -street. The chair taken at eight o 'clock , by two daughters. Tavistock -cres, Westbourne- pk . Pet . Feb . 3. Reg . Hazlitt.

Mr. Trevor Overend, President. An essay was
Sur . Feb . 25

To surrender in the Country.
read by Mr. J . H . Franks on “ Irish Land

H . HOLLIST, ESQ .
ALEXANDER, FREDERICK , wholesale paper merchant, Portsea,

Tenures." and Buckland . Pet. Feb . 11 . Reg . Howard . Sur. Feb . 24

The late Hasler Hollist, Esq ., of Lodsworth ALLEN, WILLIAM , victuuller, Bridgnorth . Pet. Feb . 11. Reg .
Potte . Sur. March 4

House, near Petworth , Sussex , barrister-at- law BIRD, ISAAC, tar dealer, Clayton ,near Manchester. Pet. Feb . 9.LEGAL OBITUARY. of the Middle Temple, who died on the 30th ult., Reg . Hall. Sur. Feb . 26

in the 77th year of his age, was the only son of ELLEBY, Johx, Manchester. Pet. Feb . 10. Reg. Kay. Sur.
Feb . 26

NOTE. - This department of the Law TIMES, is contributed the late Anthony Capron, Esq., who assumed in GARWOOD, EBENEZER, builder, Haverhill. Pet. Feb. 9. Reg.t
by EDWARD WALFORD, M . A ., and late scholar of Balliol Eaden . Sur, Feb . 28
College , Oxford, and Fellow of the Genealogical and KING , JAMES, auctioneer, Winslow . Pet. Feb . 5 . Reg . Fortescue.
Historical Society of Great Britain ; and, as it is desired his mother was Margaret , daughter of Rich Sur. Feb . 23

to make it as perfect a record as possible , the families and Hasler, Esq ., of Bury , Lancashire, and he was RODMAX, S . S ., builder, Battersea . Pet. Feb . S. Reg. Willoughby .
Sur . Feb . 24

friends ofdeceased members of the Profession will oblige born in the year 1797. Mr. Hollist was educated SKIPWORTH , JAMES, poulterer, Boston . Pet. Feb. 7. Reg.Staniby forwarding to the LAW TIMES Office any dates and land . Sur . Feb . 24
materials required for a biographicalnotice . at Winchester, and at Brasenose College, Oxford, Gazette, Feb . i7 .

where he graduated B . A . in 1820 , and proceeded To surrender at the Bankrupts ' Court, Basinghall -street.

A . M . ALEXANDER , ESQ . M . A . in 1823. He was called to the Bar by the GODRICH , FRANCIS, jun ., surgeon , Fulham -rd . Pet. Feb . 13.
Reg . Murray . Sur. March 1

The late Adam Murray Alexander, Esq., some Honourable Society of the Middle Temple , in LOWE, WILLIAM , cab proprietor, Charlton -st, Euston -rd . Pet,

time a puisne judge of British Guiana , who died | Michaelmas Term , 1823, and was a magistrate Feb . 13 . Reg . Murray. Sur . March 3
To surrender in the Countryat Enagh Lodge, on the 2nd inst., was the second and deputy -lieutenant for Sussex. He married BROWNING, JOHX, out of business, Eling. Pet. Feb . 9. Reg .

son of the late John Alexander , Esq., of Caw in 1825 , Frances Georgiana, eldest daughter of Thorndike . Sur.March 11
DUXCAN , WILLIAM ALEXANDER, grocer, Forest-hili, Pet. Feb .

House , in the county of Londonderry , Ireland, a the late Sir Francis M . Ommanney, by whom he 13 . Reg . Pitt- Taylor . Sur. March 10

relative of the noble house of Caledon . He was has left a family to lament his loss ; his eldest LAMPARD, STEPHEN ,ship builder, Portsen . Pet. Feb. 13. Reg,
Howard . Sur. March 9

born about the year 1810,and was educated at son , Mr. Edward Ommanney Hollist, is a captain Moss, MARCUS SLAZENGER, wholesale jeweller, Manchester.
Trinity College , Dublin , where he graduated B . A . in the Royal Artillery , and an instructor of artil. Pet. Feb . 13 . Reg . Kay . Sur . March 3

in 1830, and proceeded M . A . in 1834. He was lery at Woolwich . NICHOLSOX , GEORGE HENRY, commission agent, Manchester.
Pet. Feb . 13. Reg . Kay. Sur. March 3

called to the Irish Bar in Easter Term 1832, and POTTER , HENRY, and FERRIGE, WILLIAM , builders, Sutton .

practised for some time in Dublin ; he was sub S . STONE, ESQ. Pet. Feb . 13. Reg . Rowland. Sur. March 10
SANDERS, JOSEPH , cowkeeper , Everton . Pet. Feb . 14 . Reg .

sequently appointed to a puisne judgeship of the THE late Samuel Stone, Esq ., many years town Watson. Sur. March 2 . ..
courts of British Guiana, which he held for a clerk and clerk to the magistrates for the borough | WALLS, JOSEPII, pork butcher , Northampton , Pet. Feb . 13. Reg.

Dennis . Sur. March 4

period of ten years. of Leicester, who died on the 5th inst , at his re BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED .

sidence , Elmfield , Stonygate, near Leicester, in Gazette , Feb . 13 .

W . A . WILDE, ESQ . the seventieth year of his age, of whom we gave a FREYSTADFREYSTADT, HERRMAXX ; FREYSTADT, ADOLPH , and PEISER ,

The death is announced of Mr. William Archer short notice in our last impression ,was the second GEORGE, general warehousemen , Jewin -st, and Jewin -cres,
London , and Denton , near Manchester, also at Atherstone, and

Wilde, of the Court of Probate , which occurred son of the late Samuel Stone, Esq., at Kington , Wilson -st, Finsbury . Nov. 3, 1973
TAYLOR, JOHx, victualler, St. Andrew 's-hüll. Dec. 15 , 1873

in Brittany, on the 2nd inst., in the twenty- first in the county of Leicester, by Mary, daughter of
year of his age. He was the third son of the late Joseph Chamberlin , Esq. He was born at King
Clarence Thomas Wilde, Esq., and a relative of ton in the year 1804, and was educated atLeicester Liquidations by Mrrangement.
Lords Truro and Penzance, and was born in the under the Rev. Charles Berry. He was admitted FIRST MEETINGS.
year 1853. & solicitor in Michaelmas Term 1825 , and was Gazette, Feb . 13 .

appointed on the 1st Jan. 1836 to the office of ADAMSON,JAMES, labourer, Ashton-in -Mackerfield. Pet. Feb. 10.
H . GARDNER , ESQ. town clerk of the borough of Leicester. In April Feb. 28, at eleven, at office of Sol. Wood, Wigan

THE late Henry Gardner, Esq ., barrister-at- law , of the same year he was made clerk to the magis. ALCOMBE ,GEORGE, grocer, Thorverton . Pet. Feb . 10 . Feb . 28 ,
at three , at the London and South Western hotel, Exeter. Sol.

who died on the 5th inst., at his residence Sion trates of that borough , and in 1849 he was ap . Rogers, Exeter

Hill, Garstang, Lancashire, in the fiftieth year of pointed clerk to the Local Board of Leicester. He ASHLEY, ASHER, slater, Rochdale . Pet. Feb . 11. Feb . 27 , at
eleven , at offices of Sols. Slater and Poole, Manchester

his age, was the younger son of the late John retired from practice in September 1872. in con . | BAUGHAN, THOMAS, bookseller, Leamington Priors. Pet. Feb .6 .

Gardner, Esq., of Sion Hill, and of Pilling , Lanca . | Feb . 25, at two, at the Bath hotel, Leanington Priors . Sol. San
sequence of failing health, and was immediately derson, Warwick

shire . by Frances, daughter of the late Daniel afterwardsmade a magistrate for the borongh of | BAWX, HENRY, retail brewer , Birmingham . Pet. Feb . 11. Feb.

Elletson , Esq ., of Parrox Hall, Lancashire, and he Leicester. Mr. Stone, says the Leicester Journal, BAYNTON, WILLIAM HENRY, out of business, Birmingham . Pet.25 , at four, at 30 , Bennett's-hill, Birmingham . Sol. Parry ,

was born in the year 1824 . He was called to the during his lifetime, “ was one of the few men who Feb . 10 . Feb . 27 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Fallows, Birming

Bar by the Honourable Society of the Middle ham
contrived to gain the friendship and respect of all | BOUGHTOX , RICHARD WYATT, tailor, Haverstock-rd, Kentish

mple in 1856 , and went the Northern Circuit, | parties. Hewas an active, straightforward ,honest town. Pet. Feb . 11. March 2 , at twelve,at offices of SOL Moss,

and he also practised at the Lancaster, Preston , Gracechurch -st
citizen,and as a public officer served the town faith. | BRAILSFORD , JOHX , builder , Sutton -in -Ashfield . Pet. Feb . 7.

Kirkdale , Liverpool, and Bolton Sessions. The fully and uprightly for more than a quarter of a Feb . 25 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Hogg , Nottingham

brother of the deceased gentleman , the Rev. John BROWN. JAMES, victualler , (Birmingham . Pet . Feb . 10 . Feb . 25 ,
century, winning the esteem and affection of his at eleven , at the Queen 's hotel, Birmingham . Sol Talbot, New

Gardner , now of Pilling , Lancashire , was formerly fellow townsmen , as the testimonial presented to
in the profession of the law , having been called to him a short time back on his retirement from BURGESS , THOMAS, out of business, Altrincham . Pet. Feb .

Feb . 20 , at three, at office of Sol. Smith , Liverpool
the Bar atthe Inner Temple in 1847 ; he, however, public life amply testified. Mr. Stone will be CADE, JOSEPH , draper, York . Pet. Feb . 10 . Feb . 27 , at three , at

subsequently entered holy orders, and is now much missed in Leicester. His familiar face was office of Sol. Wilkinson , York
CALVERT, GEORGE, boot dealer, Leeds. Pet. Feb . 3. Feb . 24, at

Rector of Skelton , Yorkshire. always welcome at any public gathering, and he two, at office of Sol. Hardwick , Leeds
CARTER, ISAAC, grocer, Willenhall. Pet. Feb . 11 . Feb. 28 , at

had ever a kind word for those with whom he eleven , at office of Sol. Cresswell , Willenhall

A . SCHALCH , ESQ . came in contact. Affable and amiable to a CHASE, ROBERT, commission ngent, Chichester. Pet. Feb. 10.
FROM Jamaica , intelligence has been received March 4 , at two, at the Dolphin hotel, Chichester. Sol. Janman ,

degree hemade no enemies,and has died respected Chichester
announcing the death of Mr. Ernest Alexander | by all. His example is one which other citizens | CLEMENT, JEMIMA ELIZABETH , spinster, Margaret-st, Caven:

dish -sq . Pet. Feb . 9 . Feb . 26 , at twelve, at office of Sol. BrownClendining Schalch , the Attorney -General of that may profitably imitate.” Mr. Stone married in low , Bedford -row

island ,which occurred on the 31st ult ., from an | 1829 Catharine Smart, daughter of Benjamin CONSTABLE, HENRY, assistant to a victualler, Anerley-rd, Nor
wood . Pet . Feb . 10 . March 2, at eleven , at office of Sol. Wade,

attack'of yellow fever. The deceased gentleman , Fowler, Esq., by whom he has left a family of six
who was of German extraction , was the elder son children . The remains of the deceased gentleman | COOKE, HENRY DOUGLAS, painter, Rusthall. Peti. Feb . 7. Feb.
of the late Edward Vernon Schalch , Esq ., of the were interred in the Leicester Cemetery, the 25 , at ten , at the Angel hotel, Tunbridge. Sol. Palmer, Tun .

bridgeEast India Company' s service,and wasborn about funeral being a public one, attended by the mayor, COURTS, EDWIN , Outfitter, Lowestoft. Pet . Feb . 9. March , 26

the year 1839. He gained a studentship at the magistrates, and corporation of the borough. twelve, at office ofSol. Archer , Lowestoft
CRADDOCK , EDMUND WILLIAM . schoolmaster . Worcester . Pet.

Inner Temple in Jan . 1864, and was called to the Feb . 9 . Feb . 25 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Cheston , Birmingham

CROOK , THOMAS, fishmonger, Wigan . Pet. Feb . 9 . March 3, at
Bar by the Honourable Society of the Inner three , at office of Sol, Wood , Wigan
Temple in Easter Term of that year, and joined PROMOTIONS AND APPOINT CROWE, JOHN, jun ., upholsterer, Lakenham . Pet. Feb . 9. Feb

the Home Circuit. He practised with considerable
94 , at eleven , at offices of Sol. Stanley , Norwich

CRUSE, DANIEL RICHARD, smith , Taphouse. Pet. Feb . 2. Feb.
success as a special pleader, and attended the 203 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Fryer, Exeter

Burrey Sessions. He left England aboutthree years
N . B . - Announcements of promotions being in the nature DHONAL, LOU'Is , baker, Wells -st. Hackney . Pet. Feb . 9. Feb . 27,

of advertisements, are charged 2s, 6d . each , for which at two,at oftices of Sols , Digby and Liddle, Circus.pl, Finsbury .

ago,on being appointed to the Attorney -General. postage stamps should be inclosed . circus

ship of that island, and lived to acquire a high
DUFF, ROBERT LOW , jute spinner. Chowlent. Pet. Feb . 9. Feb .

28, at two, at office of Sol. Blackhurst, Liverpool
reputation in the colony . Mr. Schalch was MR. HENRY REED , of Union -street, Portsea , ESCHWEGE, SIMON , and ESCHWEGE. CHARLES, importers of

married , and had a family ; his only daughter, has been appointed a Commissioner to administer
Bohemian glass, Houndsditch . Pet . Feb . 7. March 6, at two, au

office of Sols . Messrs . Beyfus , Lincoln ' s- inn -fields

Miss Gertrude Geraldine Schalch , died about oaths in Her Majesty ' s High Court of Admiralty | EUING, MORRISON, olerk , Barrow -in- Furness. Pet.Feb. 10. Feb .
the same time as her father. for the borough of Portsmouth .

27 , at eleven , at the Ship hotel, Barrow - in -Furness. Sol. Brada

shaw , Barrow -in -Furness

Tem

Clifford ' s - inn

MENTS.
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9. Feb.WILLIAM, buildeke, Northampton Feb. 10. Feb.

BEA NUDSELI,ALTE moleme oli tema eluctures tako.Hudders WALKE ,WILLIAX,publean, Ramazateoreet doen, Hamborgarela

Orders of Discharge.

Dibidends.

bam . Pet.FILLIAM , Su Ford , Eddiso Pet. Feb.

1, k -ut.w .crolls. Blouseks, Arst. 105;

FISHER , FREDERICK, coalmerchant, Heckmondwike. Pet. Feb . ANDERSOX, MARY, widow , innkeeper, Wellingborough . Pet. Feb . VEAL, GREEX, farmer, Marshfield . Pet. Feb . 12. Feb . 28, at
9. Feb . 23, at eleven , at office of Sol. Sykes , Heckmondwike 12 . Feb . 27, at two, at the Angel hotel, Wellingborough . Sols. twelve, at office of Sol, Wilton , Bath

FRESCH , WILLIAM , builder, Bozent. Pet. Feb . 3 . Feb . 24 , at Dolman and Colegrave, Jermyn -st VERITY, JOHX, tailor , Pudsey. Pet. Feb . 14 . March 3, at three ,
three, at office of Sol. Becke, Northampton ATKINSON, JOSEPH , cloth manufacturer, Bramley . Pet. Feb . 13 . at offices of Messrs. Routh , accountants, Leeds. Sol. Carr ,

GILL, JOSEPH SAMUEL, draper , Sale. Pet. Feb . 10 . Feb . 26 , at Feb . 28 ,at eleven , at office of Sol. Harle, Leeds Leeds
three, at offices of Sois . Harrar and Hall, Manchester BARTOX, HENRY, blacksmith , Sutton St . James'. Pet. Feb . 14 . | WALKER , ALBERT, stonemason , Batley . Pet. Feb . 11. Feb . 203 ,
HADXAX, JOHN, baker, Werrington . Pet. Feb . 10. Feb . 26, at March 2, at twelve, at the Bull inn , Long Sutton . Sol. Ollard , at three, at the Queen hotel, Heckmondwike. Sols. Carr and
twelve, at offices of Sol. Gaches , Peterborough Wisbech Cadman,Gomersal

HARCOURT, HENRY JAMES, wholesale ironmonger, Upper BASLEY, JOHN EDWARD , farmer, Overthorpe. Pet. Feb . 13. Feb . WALKER, WILLIAM , cotton manufacturer, Colne . Pet. Feb . 12.
Thames- st, and Lynton Villa , Lower Richmond-rd , Putney . 28 , at two, at office of Sol. W1lson , Banbury March 10, at two, at offices of Sols . Addleshaw and Warburton ,
Pet. Feb. 10. Feb . 28 ,at twelve, at offices of Alexander and Co., BEARDSELL, ALFRED , woollen cloth 'manufacturer, Holme. Pet . Manchester
17, Fenchurch -st. Sols. Tayler and Ward, Great James -st, Bed . Feb . 12 . March 2, at three , at offices of Sol. Armitage, Hudders WALKER , WILLIAM , publican , Ramsgate . Pet. Feb . 13. March
ford -row field 2 , at half past two, at the Bull and George hotel, Ramsgate .

HARTLEY, SAMUEL, innkeeper, Romlley. Pet. Feb . 9. Feb . 25, BLACKSHAW , Jonx, umbrella manufacturer, High -st, Notting Sol. Edwards

at three , at the Commercialhotel, Manchester . Sol. Jackson , hill. Pet. Feb . 3 . March 4 , at two, at office of Sol. Perry, Guild YORK, FREDERICK, shoemanufacturer, Kettering . Pet. Feb . 12.
Manchester hall-chbs, Basinghall -st Feb . 27, at one, at theGeorge hotel, Kettering. Sol. Cook , Wel.

HEASELDEN , JOHN , grocer, Manchester . Pet. Feb . 11. March 2, BOOTH , THOMAS WOLSTEXCROFT, maker-up, Manchester. Pet. lingborough
at three , at office of Sols . Sutton and Elliott, Manchester Feb . 14 . March 4 , at three, at office of Sol. Bellhouse, Man . ZUCCANI, DAVID WINTER ERXEST, cabinet maker, Hamilton -pl,

HEM PSTOCK , BENJAMIN , saddler , Ludford , Pet. Feb . 9 . Feb . chester Highbury, and Bath -st, Shoreditch , Pet. Feb . 12. Feb . 17, at
28 , at eleven , at offices of Jay, accountant, Lincoln . Sol. Page, BRIGHT, ANDREW , sailmaker, Newcastle-on - Tyne. Pet. Feb . 14 . two, at office of Sols . Pritchard , Englefield , and Co ., Painters '.
jun ., Lincoln March 5, at twelve, at office of Sol. Garbutt, Newcastle -on -Tyne hall , Little Trinity -la

HOLMES, MATTHEW MATTHIAS, engineer , Bilston , Pet. Feb . 11. BROOM , PETER , grocer, Liverpool. Pet . Feb . 11. March 2, at
Feb . 28 , at eleven , at offloes of Sol. Barrow , Wolverhampton three, at office of Sol. Sowton , Liverpool

HOLNESS , RICHARD WILLIAM , baker, Ramsgate . Pet. Feb . 9. BUCKLAND, CHARLES ARTHUR, fitter, Swansea . Pet . Feb . 7.
Feb . 25, at three, at the Bulland George hotel, Ramsgate . Sols. Feb . 26 , at'three , at office of Sol. Morris , Swansea
Treherne and Wolferstan , Ramsgate BUCKLEY, JOHN LAWRENCE , gentleman , Bedford -hill-ter , Bal. Gazette, Feb . 3.

HORSFALL, JOHN, cabinet maker, Halifax. Pet . Feb . 9. Feb . 27, ham . Pet. Feb . 4. Feb . 28 , at two, at 4 , College-hill . Sol.
BROWX, JAMES, victualler, Pigott-st, Limehouseat two, at ollices of Sol. Boocock , Hallfax Haycock

CARLAW , JOHN SELLARS, CARLAW , WILLIAM BURX8, and CAR LOWINGS, STEPHEX, builder, GamlingayHUMPHRYS, GEORGE SMALLWOOD, auctioneer, Stroud . Pet .
Feb . 11. SLATER, ARTHUR, cloth manufacturers , Leeds and HorsforthFeb . 26 , at eleven , at No. 12, in Rowcroft, in Stroud . LAW , GEORGE ROBERT, leather manufacturers, Blue Anchor.
Sols . Kearsey and Parsons, Stroud la , Bermondsey, and Fort-rd , Bermondsey. Pet. Feb . 13. March Gazette , Feb, 6 .

JACOBY, SIEGNUXD, hair dresser, Long- la , Smithfield . Pet . Feb . 3, at three, at officeof Sols . Saffery and Huntley, Tooley -st SHARP, JOSEPH Joux,miller, Donhead St. Mary2. Feb . 23, at two, at office of Sols . Barton and Drew , Fore CLEVERTY, JAMES GEORGE, gasfitter , Chester. Pet. Feb . 10 .
street Feb . 28 , at twelve , at offices of Sols. Walker and Smith , Chester Gazetto, Feb. 10 .

JEREED , SAMUEL, grocer , Exeter. Pet . Feb . 19 . Feb . 28 . at CLIFF , JOHN, saucemanufacturer, Halifax . Pet. Feb . 12 March LETTICE , WILLIAM MORETON, book -keeper, Birminghameleven , at the Queen 's hotel, Exeter . Sol. Fryer 9 , at three , at office of Sol. Rhodes, Halifax
JOXES, HEXRY ALFRED , wine merchant, Hoole . Pet. Feb . 10 . CLUEIT, RICHARD , tailor, Wolverhampton , Pet. Feb . 12. March Gazette, Feb . 18 .
Feb. 27 , at twelve, at the Queen ' s (second) hotel, Chester. Sol. 5 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Barrow , Wolverhampton HOUGHTON, AXDREW RAYMOND ; HOUGHTON, ARTHUR. and
Churton , Chester COLE, FRAXCIS WRIDE, grocer , Shirenewton , near Chepstow . JOXEN, CHARLES D 'ERNE, cotton brokers, LiverpoolKEMBER, WILLIAM , and KEMBER, WILLIAM JAMES, general Pet. Feb . 11. Feb . 27, at twelve , at office of Sols. Henderson , REEVE, GEORGE, builder, Grosvenor.pk , Camberwelldealers, Birmingham . Pet . Feb . 10 . Feb . 23 , at twelve at office Salmon , and Hendersons, Biistol
of Sol. Fallowe, Birmingham CROSBEE, JOSEPH , brass custer, Birmingham . Pet. Feb . 12 . Feb .

LEGG , GEORGE, bootmaker , Heath -st , Hampstead . Pet. Feb . 5 . 27, at twelve, at office of Sol. Grove , Birmingham
Feb . 21, at eleven , at office of Sol. Dobson , Southampton -bldgs, DICKIE, DAVID , tailor, Birmingham . Pet. Jan , 21 . Feb . 21 , at
Chancery .la hall past ten , at office of Sol. East, Birmingham

LEWIS, THOMAS, labourer. Buralem . Pet . Feb . 11. Feb . 27, at ELLIOTT, THOMAS, beerhouse keeper, Shefteld . Pet. Feb . 12 . BANKRUPTS' ESTATES.
three , at office of Sol. Stevenson , Hanley March 2 , at four , at office of Sols. Messrs. Binney , Sheffield

LLOYD , EDWARD, milliner's assistant, Oxford -rd , Ealing. Pet, FARROW ,' WILLIAM , shipbroker, Sunderland. Pet. Feb . 12. The Official Assignees, & c., are given , to achom apply for the
Feb . 4. Feb . 19, at ten , at the Portland hotel, Great Portland March 2, at eleven , at offices of Sols . Snowball and Allison , Sun . Dividends,
st . Sol. Swaine, Cheapside derland

LUCAS, WILLIAM , engineer , Oldbury . Pet. Feb . 9. Feb . 24 . at 1 Allen , H . non -trader , sixth 28 . 410 . (and 188. 103d , to new proofs )FORBES, WILLIAM GOLLAN , tobacconist, Plymouth . Pet. Feb .
12. Feb . 27 , at twelve, at the Mount Pleasant hotel, Plymouth . Paget , Basinghall-st . - Barron , A West India merchant, fifth .three, at office of Sol. Jaques , Birmingham
Sol. Nepean , Ivybridge 28. 3d . (and 10s. to new proofs ), Paget, Basinghall-st.

MAINWARING , RICHARD, journeyman baker, Wolverhampton . Edser, J .

Pet. Feb . 11.
builder, second 8s, 8d . Paget , Basinghall-st . - Forbes, H . G . widow ,

Feb . 28, at one, at office of Sol. Barrow , Wolver GRIMES, EDWARD, superintendent of contracts, Salford . Pet .
Feb . 12 .hampton

third 8s . 5d . Paget. Basinghall-st. - Lindon , W .merchant, secondFeb . 27 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Hankinson , Man . 29 -64d .
MARVELL, THOMAS, builder , Ilkley . Pet . Feb . 7. Feb . 24 , at chester Puget, Basinghall-st .- Meears, J . W . chemist, final 90s .

HARDIRTY, FREDERICK ADOLPHUS, jun ., riding master, Queen (and 4 per cent. interest). Paget, Basinghall-st. - Sharpin , R . G .twelve, at offices of Sols. Ford , Eddison , and Ford , Leeds
st, Brompton . Pet. Feb . 12 . Feb. 27, at eleven , at 15 , Devon .MIDDLETON, WILLIAM , gun barrel grinder , Aston , near Birming

Piotualler, first ls. 1 d . Paget, Basinghall-st
shire-st, Hammersmith -rd . Sol. Morris, Lsicester -sq Austin , H . de B . builder, 3d . AtSols, Messrs . Sheffield , Lime-st .

ham . Pet . Feb . 13. Feb . 28 , at twelve, at offices of Sol. Fallows, - Dailey , W . commercial traveller, second ts . At office of Roote
HARGEST, GEORGE, grooer , Rudston . Pet. Feb . 11 . March 2, atBirmingham

MILLER, JULIUS SAMUEL, attorney , Bond -ct , Walbrook . Pet .
and Price , 26 , North John -st, Liverpool. - Beateick , E . music seller ,three , at office of Sol. Harland , Bridlington

Feb . 6. first 59, At Trust. F . Lucas, 25, Maddox -st, London .- Burnicle, J .HARRIS , CHARLES ALFRED , bedding manufacturer , Curtain -rd ,Feb . 21, at two, at the Chamber of Commerce, 145, joiner, ls . At Trust . F . J . H . Bellringer , 56 , High -street, Stock
Shoreditch . Pet. Feb . 12. March 2, at two, at offices of Sol.Cheapside Swaine, CheapsideMILSER, ALFRED , knitting worsted spinner, Ossett. Pet. Feb . ton . - Clint, H . ship chandler , first ios . At Trust. H . Bolland,

10 , South John -st, Liverpool. - Ilackiewth , J . W . engincer, final 6 .Jd .HATMOUGH , RICHARD, coaldealer , Great Grimsby. Pet . Feb . 11.10. March 2, at eleven , at the Foresters' room , Crown- et , Wake
March 2, at eleven , at office of Sols.Grunge and Wintringham , At Trust. J . Gilchrist, accountant, 2, Exchange-pl, Middlesbrough .fleld . Sols . Mainwright, Mander, and Whitham

- Horlry . T . R . stockbroker, second and final 3d .
MOORE, JOHN WILLIAM , draper , Bolton . Pet. Feb . 3. Feb . 28 , Great Grimsby At office of

HENDERSON, EDWARD, plasterer, Whitley and Cullercoats. Pet. Kingsford and Garlant, accountants , 56 , King William -et. Vorton ,
at eleven , at office of Sol. Dowling, Bolton

Feb . 12. Feb . 27, at eleven , at office of Sols . Hodge and Harle , E . B . oomnission agent, 13s . 4dPANTHER, THOMAS, cattle salesman , Aldwinkle Al Saints . Pet . At Trust. J . Halliday, 25, Booth
st , Manchester. Piggott, K . Miller, first and final, 1s. Ed . AL

Newc-istle -upon TyneFeb . 7 . March 3 , at eleven , at the Swan inn, Thrapston . Sol. Field -house, Billinghay.HOLLAND, BENJAMIX , farmer , East Ville . Pet . Feb. 13. Feb . 28 ,Henry , Wellingborough Trust. W . Croft. -- Reynolds, J . provision
merchant, third 2 d . At office of J . S . and R . Blease, accountants ,PEAK, JAMES, and SHARPLES, JAMES, bakers , Bradford . Pet. at one, at office of Sol. Bean , Boston
15 , Lord -st, Liverpool. Seul and Ererard , brickmakere, first 10s .

IIUMPHREY, JOSEPH , tailor, Birmingham . Pet. Feb . 13. MarchFeb . 10 . Feb . 27, at two, at office of Sols . Addleshaw and and second 10s., first sep. of Seul 133. At Sol. Wood, Nuneaton.?, at twelve, at office of Sol. Hawke , BirminghamWarburton Manchester
PEMBERTOX , JOSEPH , shopkeeper , Dudley . Pet. Feb . 3. Feb . HUNTER, Ixo, Newcastle -on - Tyne. Pet. Feb . 14 . Feb . 25, at Sollon , J . hosier, first and final 15 . od . At office of J . Davies and

, at three, at oflices of Sol. Warmington , Dudley twelve, at o .fice of Sol. Thompson , Newcastle -upon -Tyne Co. Accountants, Bewsey -ohmbs, Beweey - t. Warcington .
Thompson , H . provision merchant, third ld .

PHILP. WILLIAM HYDE, HENRY, and SHELDRICK , JOHY, tailors, Manchester,ROBERT, attorney . Lonsdale - 8 . Barnsbury . At office of J . S .

Pet. Feb . 4. Feb . 21, at quarter past ten , at the Cannon -st, and Eccles . Pet. Feb . 14. March 4 , at eleven , at office of Sol. and R . Blease , accountants, 13 , Lord -st, Liverpool. - Thompxon , P .
hotel, Cannon -st . Sol. Wright, Queen Victoria Sampson , Manchester Ryde, Isle of Wight, first is . At Trust. W . Ameck, 30 , Friday - st

POPE, EDWARD, farmer, Neenton , near Bridgnorth . Pet. Feb . IRVING , JOHX , merchant, Carlisle. Pet. Feb . 13. March 3 , at
10 . Feb . 20, at eleven , at the Squirrell inn , Bridgnorth . Sol. three, at office of sol. Bendle, Carlisle
Saunders, jun . JOSAS , WILLIAM KEMBLE, farmer, Belohnmp St. Paul' s. Pet.

RALPS, JOHN WILLIAM , translator, Liverpool. Pet . Feb . 11. Feb . 9 . Feb . 27, atone , at the Rose and Crown hotel, Sudbury . BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.
March 10 , at three , at offices of Vine, accountant, Liverpool. Sol Mumford , Sadbury
Sol. Browne, Liverpool JOXES, ROBERT, tishrnonger, Chester . Pet. Feb . 12 . March 5,

RICHARDS, JAMES, publican , Dawley . Pet . Feb . 10 MARRIAGES.at three, at offices of Sol. Tibbits , ChesterMarch 2, at
twelve, at the Elephant and Castle inn, Dawley, Sol. Harris , KERFOOT, HENRY, general dealer, Salfor1 Pet . Feb . 13 . March MYTTOX - BOWEX . On the 11th inst., at St. Peter's Regent

Dawley 2, at three , at offics of Sol. Storer, Manchester squnre, Thomas Mytton , of No. 3, King ' s Bench -walk , Temple ,
SARRINGTON . NATHANIEL, baker, Northampton . Pet. Feb . 9 . KING, JAMES, joiner, Todmorden . Pet. Feb. 13. March 6 , at solicitor, to Mary Patience, second daughter, of Mr. John
Feb . 28 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Shoosmith , Northampton eleven , at the York hotel, Todmorden . Sols. Messrs. Eastwood , Bowen , of Leamington and Avon House, Emscote, Warwick .

SCHLICHER, FREDERIC , confectioner , Bristol. Pet. Feb . 6. Feb . Todmorden shire .

21, at twelve , at office of Sol. Clifton , Bristol LEWIS , JAMES , pork butcher, Bath . Pet. Feb . 12 . Feb . 27, at RAM - GILL. - On the 14th inst., at Wimbledon , Willett Ram , of
SHARP. CHARLES HENRY, builder, middle - la , Hornsey . Pet. Feb . eleven , at ottice of Sol. Wilton , Bath Halesworth , solicitor, to Lucy Annie , Younger daughter of

9 . Feb . 27 , at two, at office of Sol. Ve ne le, Craven -st, Strand LOWE, EXOCH BESSETT, commission agent, Halifax , Pet. Feb . Major RobertGill, late 44th Regiment Madras Native Infantry .
SHAW , JONATHAN, wool dealer, Halifax . Pet . Peb . 3 . Feb . 27 , 12 . Feb . 25 , at four, at office of Sol. Storey , Halifax TOO XE - DRXW . - On the 11th inss., at St. Mary's Caterham ,
at two, atonce I Sol. Boocock , Halifax MARSDEX, JOSHUA, builder, Wigan , Pet . Feb . 5 . March 2, at Willam Arthur Tooke, of the Inner Temple, barrister -at-law , to

SHEPHARD, GEORGE, builder, Ipswich . Pet. Feb . 10 . Feb. 25, eleven , at office of Sol. Ashton , Wigan Mary Agnes, eldest daughter , of George Henry Drew', Esq ., of

at two, at office of Sol. Jones , Colchester MARTYN, EDWIN ROW , chemist, Devonport. Pet. Feb . 14. March Becchanger, Caterham , Surrey.
SHERWOOD, JOHN WILLIAM ROBINSOx , butcher ,Middlesbrough . 4 , at twelve, at office of Sols. Beer and Rundle, Devonport DEATHS.
Pet. Feb . 9. Feb . 27 , at eleven , at Mrs. Barker 's Temperance MASSIXIO , GUISEPPI, ship chandler , Gloucester . Pet . Feb . 5 .
hotel, Middlesbrough. Sol. Bainbridge, Middlesbrough Feb . 25 , at twelve, at the Bell hotel, Gloucester. Sol. Hulls, ASHDOWX. - On the 13th inst , at West Ham , aged 63, Charles

SHIPTON, ABRAHAM , baker, High -st, Balham -hill, and Ely -ter, Gloucester Ashdown , Esq ., vestry clerk .
Lgham -rd , Brixton . Sol. Roberts, King William -st MCINTYRE , ELIZABETH Axx , grocer, Wandsworth -rd . Pet. Feb .

SIMPSON, FREDERIC , straw hatmanufacturer, Luton . Pet. Feb . 10 . Feb . 28 , atthree, at offices of Day , 47, Bloomsbury -sq . Sol.
9 . Feb . 24 , at three, at offioes of Baggs, Clarke, and Josolyne, Tonge, Grent Portland-st
King -et , Cheapside. Sol. Bailey MIDDLETOX, WILLIAM , mercantile clerk , Ulverston . Pet. Feb .

SMITH, GEORGE, grocer , Wellesley -rd. Kentish Town. Pet. Feb . 11 . Feb . 27 , at twelve, at the Ship hotel, Barrow -in - Furness . WHOLESALE & RETAIL STATIONERS,4 . Feb . 24 , at two, at office of Sol. Burton , Sergeant's inn , Fleet Sol. Bradshaw , Barrow -in -Furness
street MUIR, ANDREW , machinist , Salford . Pet. Feb . 14. March 4, at 192, FLEET-STREET, AND 1 & 2, CHANCERY-LANE , LONDON, E . C .SMITH , JOnx, hatter , Halifax. Pet . Feb . 9 . Feb . % , at twelve, four, at office of Sol. Best, Manchester
at the Wheatsheal hotel, Manchester. Sol. Boocock , Halifax OAK , ROBERT JOHN SHAPTER, block maker, Bristol. Pet. Feb . Carriage paid to the Country on Orders exceeding 20s.

SOWERBUTTS , THOMAS, confectioner , Levenshulme. Pet, Feb . 13 . Feb . 27 , at one, at office of Triggs and Co . accountants,
11. March , 5 , at three, at ottice of Sol. Mann , Manchester Bristol. Sol. Thomas DRAFT PAPER, 58 ., 68. 6d ., 78. 6d ., 78. 9d ., and 9s . Id . per

STEEL, CHARLES WILSOX, surgeon , Lewisham . Pet. Feb . 11 . OSBORNE, ALFRED, milkman , Worthing . Pet . Feb . 13. March 2 , ream .
Feb . 26 , at three, aut office of Sols. Ingle , Cooper, and Holmes, at three, at the Railway hotel, Worthing. Sol. Goo Iman , BRIEY PAPER, 158. 6d ., 178 . 6d ., and 235 . 87. per ream .Threadneedle-st Brighton

TAYLOR , JOSEPH GEORGE, tobacconist, Balsall-heath . Pet. Feb . PORTEUS, WILLIAM , joiner , Halifax. Pet. Feb . 12. Feb . 26 , at FOOLSCAP PAPER, los. 6d ., 128. 6d ., and 158 . Ed . per ream ,
10 . Feb . 25 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Fallows, Birmingham eleven , at office of Sol. Storey, Halifax CREAM LAID NOTE , 38 ., 45., and 58 . per ream .

THOMPSOX, ELLEN ELIZABETH AXX NEWTEX, widow , East POWXALL , JAMES, stonemason , Bowden . Pet. Feb . 12 March LARGE CREAM LAID NOTE, 49 . Cd ., 6s . 6d ., and 89. per ream .
Teignmouth . Pet. Feb . 9 . Feb . 24, at hall-past eleven , at ottice 2, at three , at offices of Hines, accountant, Manchester . Sol. LARGE BLUE NOTE , Ss, kd . , 1s. 6d ., and 6s . 6d . per ream .
of Sol. Templer, Teignmouth Dawson, Manchester ENVELOPES, CREAM OR BLUE, 48. 6d ., and 68. 6d ., per 1000.

THORSE, HENRY, clerk, Providence -cottages , New .rd , Rother PRINCE, EDWARD, engineer, Barrow -in -Furness. Pet. Feb . 12. THE " TEMPLE " ENVELOPE , extra secure, 9s. 6d . per 1000.
hithe. Pet. Feb . 5. Feb . 24 , at two, at 51, Chancery .la. Sols . Feb . 27 , at one, at the Ship hotel, Barrow -in -Furness. Sol. FOOLSCAP OFFICIAL ENVELOPES , 18 . 9d . per 100.
Nickinson , Prall, and Nickinson Bradshaw , Barrow -in - Furness
THTRLOW , WALTER , Ipswich , Pet. Feb . 9. Feb . 28 , at three, at PUR SORD , ALFRED WILLIAM , cheesemonger, Great Suffolk -st, THE NEW " VELLUM WOVE CLUB-HOUSE " NOTE .
ottice of J . Pearce, accountant, Princes-st, Ipswich . Sol. Hill, Borough . Pet . Jan . 31 . Feb . 25, at two, at office of Sol. Yorke, 9s. 6d . per ream ,
Ipswich Marylebone-rd * We should direct particular attention to their New Club

TOPLISS,GEORGE EDMAN, bootmaker, Great Grimsby. Pet. Feb . RAWNSLEY, Joux, worsted spinner, Bradford . Pet. Feb . ' 14 . nouse Paper : in our opinion it is the very best paper we ever
3. Feb . 24, at eleven , at office of Sols . Grangeand Wintringham , March 2 , at eleven , at office of Sols . Wood and Killick , Bradford wrote upon . " -- London Mirror.GreatGrimsby ROBINSON, JOHN RUPERT, painter, Dewsbury . Pet . Feb . 14 .

TRANYIELD , FREDERICK THOMAS, window blind manufacturer , March 3, at two, nt office of Sol. Fryer, Dewsbury
Waterloo -rd , Lambeth , and Kingston -on -Thames . Pet. Feb . 9 . Ross, DAVID , lodging-house keeper, Devonport. Pet. Feb . 13 . INDENTURE SKIxs, Printed and Machine- ruled , to hold twenty
Feb . 27 , at three, at office of Sol. Sherrard , Lincoln 's - inn March 3 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Vaughan , Devonport or thirty folios, 25 . 3d . per skin , 268. per dozen , 1258 . perfields

SCARLETT, EDWARD GEORGE, woollen warehouseman , Glass roll,
TYLER, JOSEPH , ropemaker, Worcester. Pet. Feb . 7. Feb . 21, at house-st, Regent-st. Pet. Feb . 13 March 5 , at twelve, at office
three, at office of Sol. Tree, Worcester SECONDS or FOLLOWERS, Ruled , ls . tid . each , 228. per dozen .of Chatteris, Nicholls , and Chatteris, Gresham -bldgs, Basing.

WAKEHAM , ROBERT, carpenter , Watford . Pet. Feb . 6. Feb . 24 , hall -st. Sol. Davis, Cork -et, Burlington .gdns, W . 1058. per roll .
at four, at the Wellington Arms, Watford . Sol. Cotton , Cole SCHMERL, SIMOX, commission agent, Malvern -cottages, Barns . RECORDS or MEMORIALS, 7d . each , 68, 6d. per dozen.
Inan -st bury. Pet. Feb . 11 . March 3 , at two, at office of Sol. Briant,

WALKER, THOMAS, painter , Topcliffe , near Thirsk . Pet. Feb . 5 . Winchester House, Old Broad -st
Feb . 23, at office of Sol. West, Thirsk SCOTT, WILLIAM RICHARD , clerk in holy orders , Portsea . Pet. LEDGERS, DAY -BOOKS , CASH - BOOKS, LETTER OGMINUTE -BOOK9

WILKINSON , PRANCIS WILLIAM , printer, Barrow -in -Furness . Feb . 12. March 4 , at twelve,at 31, St. Thomas'-st, Portsmouth . An immense stock in various bindings .
Pet. Feb . 10. Feb . 27, at ten , at the Ship hotel, Barrow -in Sol. Ford ILLUSTRATED PRICE -LIST of Inkstands, Postage Scales
Furness. Sol, Bradshaw , Barrow -in - Furness SMITH , JAMES, umbrella manufacturer, High Holborn . Pet. Feb . Copying Presses, Writing Cases, Despatch Boxes , Oak and

WILLIAMS, JOHN RAILTON , umbrella manufacturer , Manchester . 10 . March 9, at twelve , at offices of Challis, public accountant, Walnut Stationery Cabinets, and other useful articles
Pet. Feb . 11. Match 9, at three, at the Clarence hotel, Man . Clement's- la , King William -st. Sols . Surr, Gribble , and Barton , adapted to Library or Office, post free.
chester, Sols. Sale , Shipman , Seddon , and Sale , Manchester Abchurch -la

WILLIAMS, THOMAS, beer retailer, Abersychan . Pet. Feb . 10 . SXELSOX, THEODORE, grocer, Winkfield , and Reading . Pet .
March 2, at one, at office of Sols . Messrs . Lloyd, Newport Feb . 11. March 2, at two, at 8, Forbury, Reading. Sol. Elkins TUNERAL REFORM . - The exorbitant

WOODWARD , ROBERT CHARLES, out of business , Tendring . STEED , JOHX, draper, Raglan . Pet. Feb. 13. March 4, at one, at
Pet. Feb . 7. Feb . 23, at three , at office of Sol. Jones, Colchester the Queen ' s hotel, Newport . Sol. Watkins, Pontypool 1 items of the undertaker' s bill have long operated as

YEATS, JAMES, grocer , Bognor . Pet. Feb . 6 . Feb . 23, at twelve , STORY , JOHN EMERY, plumber , Newcastle -upon -Tyne. Pet. Feb . an oppressive tax upon all classes of the community . With
at the Sussex hotel, Bognor. Sol. Lamb, Brighton 13 . March 4, at two, at office of Story, Newcastle -upon -Tyne A view of applying a remedy to this serious evil the
CNAIR , JOHY, watchmaker, Nantwich . Pet. Feb . 11. Feb . 20 , SYDDALL , WILLIAM , out of employment, Salford . Pet. Feb . 14 , LONDON NECROPOLIS COMPANY, when opening
at office of Sol. Solomon , Birmingham , in lieu of the place origi March 3, at three, at oflice of Sol. Bennet , Manchester their extensive cemetery at Woking, held themselves prenally named TETLEY, JOHN HODGSOX , commercial traveller , Bradford. Pet. pared to undertake thewhole duties relating to interments

Gazette, Feb . 17 . Feb . 7 . Feb . 28, at eleven , at office of Sol. Burnley, Bradford at fixed and moderate scales of charge, from which survivors
TOULMIX, CHARLES, draper, Bath . Pet. Feb . 14 . March 6 , atALLAM , ISAAC . plumber . Dartmouth -rd . Hammersmith . Pet . may choose according to their means and the requirementstwo, at office of Sols . Messrs. Reep , Bush - la , Cannon -stFeb . 4. Feb . 19, at two , at office of Sol. Hope, Serle-st, Lincoln 's TURNLEY, JOSEPH , gentleman, Wilkinson -st, Clapham , Pet. Feb .

inn -fields
of the case . The Company also undertaken the conduct of

13. March 2 , at twelve , at offices of Sol. St. Swithin 's la Funerals to other cemeteries, and to all parts of the United
LLEN , HENRY JAXES, boot manufacturer, Liverpool. Pet. TygoN. HENRY, oarthenware manufacturer , Whitehaven . Pet . Kingdom . A pamphlet containing full particulars may be
Feb. 12 March 4, at two, at oftice of Ivey , public accountant, Feb . 12. Feb . 27, at twelve, at otice of Sol. Atter, White
Liverpool. Sol Hughes, Liverpool obtained , or will be forwarded , upon application to the

haven Chief Office , 2, Lancaster-place, Strand, W . c .

ren,at office Row , cken . Beer and Gloucester: . Sol. Hulls
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THE QUEEN , Clerical, Medical, and General Life Assurance Society.
13, ST. JAMES'S SQUARE, LONDON , S .W .

THE FIELD,

THE LADY' S NEWSPAPER ,

OF

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 21,
CITY BRANCH : MANSION -HOUSE BUILDINGS, E :C .

CONTAINS : FINANCIAL RESULTS.
The Fire at the Pantechnicon .
Provident People. The Annual Income, steadily increasing , exceeds £249,000

Exhibition of Water Colour Drawings at Messrs . The Assurance Fund , safely invested , is over . .. . 1 ,880,000
Agnew ' s . The New Policies in the last Year were 457, Assuring 304,457

Five O 'Clock Tea . The New Annual Premiums were ... 9,770
Causerie de Paris . The Bonus added to Policies in January 1872 was. . .. . .. . 323 ,871
Portraits of Mme. Parepa-Rosa , Senor Castelar , Luise The Total Claims by Death paid amount to ... ... 3 , 169 ,601
Muhlbach ,and General Pavia ,
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The subsisting Assurances and Bonuses amount to . ... .. 5 ,773, 144
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CLAIMS paid thirty days after proof of deatn .

DRERS AND FASHION : The Parisian Fashions (from our REPORT, 1873 .
own Correspondent). - The Mirabeau Paletot ; The Marie

The Forty-ninth Annual Report just issued , and the Balance Sheets for the year ending June 30, 1873, as
Polonaise ; Bronze Silk Costume ; The Camorra Bodice ;Dinner Dresses : Fashionable Evening Toilettes : Indoor | rendered to the Board of Trade , can be obtained at either of the Society ' s Offices , or of any of its Agents.

and Promenade Toilettes, & c ., with Illustrations. GEORGE CUTCLIFFE, ACTUARY AND SECRETARY.
THE WORK TABLE . - Shawl; Insertion ; Border ; Over

Petticoat and Bodice , in one piece, for Child of Two years
COMMISSION . - 10 per cent. on the First Premium , and 5 per cent, on Renewals , is allowed to Solicitorg

of age ; Macrame Corner ; Brussels Point Gaze ; Brussels The Commission will be continued to the Person introducing the Assurance, without reference to the channe

Point de Medici, & c ., with Illustrations. through which the Premiumsmay be paid ,
THE HOUSEWIFE. - Letters to Young Housekeepers ;

Notes and Queries ; Answers. Cuisine : Notes and Queries ;
Answers . BOOKS FOR ARTICLED CLERKS.
Music and Musicians. Gazette des Dames. The Tourist .

Pastimes. The Library . The Exchange. Personal. The Sent free by post on receiving price of Book,
Boudoir, Court Chronicle. Society . Obituary . MHE ARTICLED CLERK ' S HANDBOOK ,
Notes and Queries on Dress, Work , Music , and other

subjects useful and interesting to Ladies. ntry Gentleman 's Hewspaper, containing a Course of Study for the Preliminary

All the Fashionable intelligence of the Week . Intermediate, and Final Examinations of Articled Clerks,
and the Books to be read , & c ., being a Complete Guide to

Price 6d. ; Post Free 7d. the Candidate 's Successful Examination and Admission .

May be had of News Agents, Booksellers, and at the Rail. SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 21, By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq ., Author of the “ Digest

way Stalls . of Examination Questions." Fourth Edition . By GEORGE

OFFICE : 346, STRAND, LONDON, W . C . CONTAINS : BADHAM , Esq., Solicitor. This is designed as an Appendix

City Pavement,
to the " Answers to the Examination Questions." Price
9s. cloth .

Cruelty to Animals - Vivisection ,

TUSTICES' CLERKS' ACCOUNTS. A
Journaland Cash Book , prepared by Mr. GEORGE

THE WATERLOO CUP. A LECTURE delivered before the Hull Law
O . OKE, of the Mansion House, London , for Justices' Birmingham , Cambridgeshire, Derby, and Worcester A Students' Society on the Course of Reading forthe
Clerks' Account of Fees received by them . The headings Steeplechases . Final Examinations of the Incorporated Law Society .

are : Date - Subject of Entry -- Fees earned - Fees debited The Spring Handicaps . By Dr. ROLLIT. Price Os .
in Ledger - Leuiger Folio - Current fees received -- Fines, Hunting Notes from Leicestershire, Ireland, & c .
fees, & c ., credited - Ledger folio - Fines, fees, & c ., repaid - Management of Dog Shows.
Office expenses. Prices : One quire, 58 . ; two quires, 88. ; The Prick -eared Skye Terrier , with an Illustration .
three quires, lls. ; four quires, 14 . ; five quires, 178. ; six A DIGEST of the EXAMINATIONDesigns for Five -ton Yachts .
quires, 208. ; half-bound, or in sheets unbound' 3s.' per Rowing at the Universities. QUESTIONS in Common Law , Conveyancing, and

quire . Variation of Diet in Animals. Equity, from the commencement of the Examinations in
London : H . Cox, 10 , Wellington -street, Strand . Ornithological Rambles in Spain . 1836 to Hilary Term , 1872 , with ANSWERS ; also the mode

The First Salmon in Tasmania . of proceeding, and directions to be attended to at the Ex
SOLICITOR ' S CASH BOOK . - A Cash Book Preservation of Coarse Fish amination . By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq ., Author of

Woodcock and Snipe Shooting. " The Articled Clerk ' s Handbook. ” Seventh Edition , by
for Use of Solicitors , showing at a glance receipts and Diseases in the Feet of Horses . GEORGE BADHAM , Esq ., Solicitor. Price 168, cloth .

payments on cash account, bank account, business account, The Emigrant Fields of North America .

and private account. Price, with explanation , in sheets, Feeding Stuffs for Cattle .
88.6d . per quire, or bound in extra forril, of the following The Commercial Principle as applied to Agriculture .
thickness : one quire, 10s . ; two quires, 188 . 6d . ; three Scotch Rural Affairs. T EGAL MAXIMS, with Observations and
quires , 178 . ; four quires , £l ls . ; five quires, £1 58 . ; six Kitchen Garden - Cropping .
quires , el 98 . Athletic Sports, Football, G Jolf , Racquets, Bicycling U Cases. In Two Parts. Part I. One Hundred
The author says : “ It is very simple , and with a little Maxims, with Observations and Cases .

Cricket, Cards, Chess, Poultry , and Pigeons.
Part II. Eight

attention it will be found to work well ; I have long proved Hundred Maxims, with Translations. By GEORGE

it to do so . " May be obtained direct, or through any book . Price 6d . By post, 6fd. FREDERICK WHARTON ,Attorney -at- Law . Price 108.6d .

seller by order.
cloth
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To Readers and Correspondents.

FRIDK .WM. JACOMB. - The case you namewill appear in the Reports in due course.
A SUBSCRIBER . – The term junior can apply only where there are two. It could
not be used in the case you name. The sons would have to be known by their

Christian names. The difficulty you name is one which has not been contem .

plated by the law , as far as we know .
Å . Z . - A cross - examination of some directors in a Chancery suit was considered
unduly severe - nothing more. Weneve : heard the expressions you nameapplied
to the learned gentleman .

Anonymous communications are invariably rejected .
All communications must be authenticated by the name and address of the writer

not necessarily for publication, but as a guarantee of good faith .

understood it, the logical inference from the circumstances which
he mentions being that £1000 a year is not enough to tempt
the best men to apply. The result of the meeting, however was
satisfactory. It was resolved to confine the selection to the legal
profession , and the salary is not to be less than £800 or more than

£1000. The position of Chief Clerk tu the LORD MAYOR is one of
great responsibility, and £1000 a year is certainly not too much to
pay a competent officer .

CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.
Four lines or thirty words............ 38 . 6d . | Every additional ten words ..... Os. 6d .
Advertisements specially ordered for the first page are charged one-fourth more

than the above scale .

Advertisements must reach the Office not later than five o'clock on Thursday
efternoon ,

The sittings at Guildhall which terminate to -day commenced with
heavy cause lists in all the courts, there being entered in the
Queen ' s Bench more than 200 cases. And the business transacted
has, as a rule, been legitimate city business, Lord Chief Justice
COLERIDGE having been severely tested as a judge in dealing with
complicated matters of mercantile law . It is not for us to pay
his Lordship a tribute, but it is satisfactory that he proves himself
a decided acquisition in the Court of Common Pleas. Weregret
that any arrears should remain at Guildhall, but when the new
system comes into operation and delays disappear, we believe it

will be found that no better tribunal for the disposal of com
mercial disputes is to be found in Europe than one of our Judges
and a Guildhall special jury .

NOTICE .

The LAW TIMES goes to press on Thursday evening, that it muy be received in the remotest
parts of the country on Saturday morning. Communications and Advertisements must

be transmitted accordingly . None can appear that do not reach the office by Thursday
afternoon 's post.

When payment is made in postage stamps, notmore than 58.may be remitted at one time,

Au communications intended for the Editor of the Solicitors' Department should be so
addressed .

Now ready, price 55.6d., VOL . II., Part 2,of
MARITIME LAW REPORTS (New Series). By J . P . ASPINALL

L Esq ., Barrister -at- Law , in the Admiralty Courts of England and Ireland, and in all
the Superior Courts , with a Selection from the Decisions of the United States Courts '
with Notes by the Editor. The First Series of " Maritime Law may now be had com
plete in Three Volumes, half bound, price £558 . for the set, or any single volumefor
22 2s . Back numbersmay be had to complete sets ,

London : HORACE Cox, 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .
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The death in the streets of a benighted wayfarer, who had sought
admittance into no less than five public -houses at Barton -le -Clay,
and had been refused at all of them , on the ground of their being
“ quite full," has raised the question whether the well-known
obligation of innkeepers to admit travellers has been extinguished
by the Licensing Act of 1872. This is, of course, not the case, as
a reference to sect. 25 , which contains the express saving for bonâ
fide travellers , will show ; but it is equally certain that the inn
keeper is not bound to admit them when his inn is full. It is

probable enough , however, as we have already remarked in con
nection with the decision in Roberts v . Humphreys ( L . Rep . 8 Q . B .
483 ; 29 L . T. Rep . N . S . 387), that the construction put by the
Judges upon the Act in that case will make publicansmore chary
of admitting travellers than before. Wehave said the obligation
to admit travellers is well known. It is, in fact, an obligation at
common law , existing many centuries before licensing Acts were
thought of. And it was so recently as 1835 that an innkeeper
was indicted by an attorney for refusing to admit him late one
Sunday night. The innkeeper was fined 208. ; and Mr. Justice COLE
RIDGE said he had no doubt whatever about the law - the innkeeper
was bound to admit his guests at whatever hour of the night they
might arrive : ( R . v . Ivens, 7 C . & P . 213, where the form of the
indictment is printed at full length .) As to the bona fide tra
veller, he is a very modern invention . There were no closing
hours at all in any licensing Act until 1822, when Sunday
closing was first introduced by 3 Geo. 4 , c. 77. And until the

Public House Closing Act 1864 (27 & 28 Vict. c. 64) public
houses were allowed to be open all night long. The epithet
“ bonâ fide," we may remark , first occurred in the short-lived Act
of 1854 ( 17 & 18 Vict. c . 79 ), which , if our memory rightly serves
us, caused no slight riots from the sharpness of its Sunday closing
regulations, and was repealed the very next year by 18 & 19 Vict .
c. 118, as having been “ found to be attended with great incon
venience to the public .” In the substituted Act “ bonâ fide" did
not appear ; but the Licensing Act of 1872 has replaced the term .
We doubt whether it will prove of any service either to publicans
or travellers. “ A man is either a traveller or he is not, and the
addition of bona fide ' makes no difference," said Mr. Justice
WILLIAMS, in Atkinson v . Sellers (28 L . J . 13 M . C .), and we
thoroughly agree with him .

. . . . . . . . . . . .
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The Law and the Lawyers.

The limit of the doctrine of the irresponsibility of a master for
the injury sustained by one servant from thenegligence or wrong
ful act of a fellow servant, has been discussed in a case in the
United States Supreme Court, and a view taken which we incline
to think is more consistent with justice than the strict rule in

favour of themaster which prevails in this country . In the case
in question a man was employed to attend to somevery compli
cated machinery ; he had a boy under him , who was told to
obey his directions. Most imprudently and improperly the man
directed the boy to go up a ladder to adjust a belt which drove a
portion of themachinery, and in doing so theboy was caught and
lost his arm . For this injury an action was brought against the
employer. On behalf of the plaintiff it was contended that the
act so directed to be done was outside the boy's employment as a
helper, and that themaster was responsible for the wrongful act
of the fellow servant. And the Court adopted this view , saying,
“ For the consequences of this hasty action the company are liable,
either upon themaxim ofRespondeatsuperior,or upon the obligations
arising out ofthe contract of service. The order of Collett was their
order. They cannot escape responsibility on the plea that he should
not have given it. Having entrusted to him the care andmanage
ment of the machinery, and in so doing made it his rightful duty
to adjust it when displaced , and having placed the boy under him
with directions to obey him , they must pay the penalty for the
tortious act he committed in the course of the employment. If
they are not insurers of the lives and limbs of their employees,

THE logical faculty does not appear to be very largely developed
in some of the members of the City bench of magistrates. On
Tuesday the question of the salary of the Chief Clerk to the
LORD MAYOR was considered at a meeting presided over by his

Lordship. Mr. Alderman FIGGINS, taking exception to the pay
ment of £1000 a year to that official, said that judging from the

candidates who had applied, theamount was too large. Had the
worthy alderraan urged the circumstance of inferior persons, such
as subordinate clerks, making application for the appointment, as
a reason why the salary offered should be £1500 , we could have

VOL, LVI. - No. 1613.
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they do impliedly engage that they will not expose them to the remarkable that the “ incessant exertions ” have not produced a
hazard of losing their lives , or suffering greatbodily harm , when more favourable impression. We freely admit the efforts made

it is neither reasonable nor necessary to do so." This is not in very recently to educate students of the Inns of Court, but they

accordance with English law on the subject, and whilst we think resulted from strong pressure, and the objection to leaving legal

that our own principle is somewhat contracted , we consider that education in the hands of irresponsible bodies is that they have

the United States Court has gone too far. The act of the man no motive in encouraging reforms, but find it extremely easy to

Collett was not mere negligence, it was wrongful, and we do not let things alone. We do not agree with Mr. CALVERT in his desire

see that the employers should be liable for the consequences any to keep the two orders of law students apart. The practice of a

more than they would have been if Collett had thrust the boy into barrister is doubtless essentially different from that of a solicitor,

the machinery . It is understood that a master shall not expose but that is no reason why they should not receive the principles

his servant to extraordinary risk , but if the servants employed of law from the same source. Finally, we admit that as govern

are of ordinary skill, he cannot be made responsible for orders ing bodies the Inns of Court have somevirtues; but to render

given by them which those to whom they are given might justifi . them wholly satisfactory, Benchers ought not to be elected by the

ably disobey. But whether the American court has gone farther Bench . The Bench ought to be representative. If it had been

than sound principle justifies, it is very doubtful whether our representative we doubt whether legal education could have con

English rule is sufficiently elastic . tinued in the scandalous condition in which it was up to a very

recent period.

THE Times published on Wednesday a somewhat extraordinary
article on law reform . Announcing without official information , THE “ invitation to alight " has once more been discussed in the

that Sir JOHN KARSLA KE and Sir RICHARD BAGGALLAY would be case of Weller v . London , Brighton , and South Coast Railway

respectively Attorney and Solicitor-Generals, it proceeded to Company (29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 888 ), and the Court of Common

discuss the probable future of the law . To whom , it is asked, can Pleas has pretty successfully distinguished the four preceding

Lord Cairns look to support him in his contemplated attack on decisions in the cases of Bridges, Praeger , Cockle, and Lewis,which

the Inns of Court, and his projected scheme for the localization of contain the law of the subject. It was sufficiently established by

legal business ? It is plainly hinted that Sir JOHN KARSLAKE will the first of these cases that themere calling out of the name of a

have as much as his health will enable him to do in disposing of the station is no invitation to alight, this being done, as Mr. Justice

ordinary routine business of his office , whilst Sir RICHARD BAG BLACKBURN remarked in Lewis's case, “ by way of preparing pas
GALLAY is put on one side as actuated solely by the hope of a swift sengers to get out.” But what remained to be settled was, what
translation to the Bench . According to the Times, therefore, Lord length of stoppage at a station would justify a passenger in taking

CAIRNS is unsupported by any member of the Government as it for the final standstill, and so alighting unbidden . “ It is not

regards the task of extreme difficulty which lies before a law for a judge to say what are the ordinary habits of railway com

reformer. As a fact there can hardly be any doubt that both the panies or of passengers,” says Mr. Justice BRETT in delivering

law officerswill give the LORD CHANCELLOR all the support they can , judgment in Weller' s case, and the plaintiff having been non
and the hope of advancement which Sir R . BAGGALLAY, entertains, suited , the court has very properly, we think ,made the rule abso

we suppose, in common with law officers generally , will not, we are lute for a new trial. The true principle in all these cases is, we

sure, cause him to disregard the claims of law reform . Themost imagine, that laid down by Mr. Justice BRETT in Hogan v . South

remarkable portion of the Times' article is that which suggests Eastern Railway Company (28 L . T . Rep . N . S . 271) , that " negli

that it is very extraordinary that we look upon the names of our gence is always a question for the jury unless it would be a palpable

Lord Chancellors with equal respect whether they have or have want of reason in them to find for the plaintiffs.” Now that the

not done anything in the way of reforming the law . Our con point has been so thoroughly ventilated for three of the cases

temporary seemsto oyerlook the fact that it is only within the above referred to went to the Exchequer Chamber - a nonsuit on

last few years that the amount of law reform projected or effected the " invitation to alight ” may be expected to become compara

by a Lord Chancellor has formed an element of consideration in tively rare.

judging of his merits. Now we admit it is otherwise, but we

sincerely trust that Lord Chancellors will not be driven on to THE NEW LORD CHANCELLOR AND THE COUNTY
reforms in order to save their reputations. That there are COURTS .
scandals connected with the law all lawyersmust admit, and the LORD CAIRNS is said to entertain views with respect to the County
scandalupon which the Times bases its remarks - the enormous Courts , which , if carried into effect, will very soon bring about
costs incurred in the liquidation of Joint Stock Companies — is the the entire localization of legal business. And in view of this
most prominent, and calls loudly for the improvement of our possibility it is worth while to consider what ought to be done
judicial system in that respect. But the subject is one hedged
round with difficulties.

to secure proper provision being made to dealwith the business

The simple truth is that nothing is so
in a manner satisfactory to the public .

easy as to urge reforms in the law , and nothing is so difficult as

to carry them into practical effect. Weare confident that nothing
The reformswhich we have hitherto witnessed havebeen as extra

will be done in this direction as it should be until a standing body
ordinary asanything to be found in thehistory of thelaw . Originally

is appointed by Parliament, whose sole business it shall be to
nothing but tribunals for the recovery of small debts, the County

initiate reforms and codify the law . A Lord Chancellor has too
Courts have had their proper jurisdiction extended , and other juris

much to do to enable him to conceive and carry out in detail large
dictions grafted upon them ,until at present a County Court Judge

reforms, and it would be the worst policy in the world to kill our
if he is to do his work efficiently must be familiar with our entire

eminentmen by overwork .
jurisprudence. But this is not the only extraordinary result of

the spasmodic and piecemeal reforms which have taken place. A

large amount of judicial work has been thrown upon registrars .

MR. CALVERT, Q .C ., has published a pamphlet entitled “ Remarks In bankruptcy it is quite common for registrars to sit for the

upon the Jurisdiction of the Inns of Court," and he summarises Judge ; in equity they have to take accounts which may often

these remarks thus : “ I venture to think that I have completely prove larger in amount than the common law claims to which the

answered the charges brought by the LORD CHANCELLOR against jurisdiction of the court itself is limited . We have repeatedly

the Inns of Court. I say that the resolutions of the LORD CHAN expressed our opinion that the registrars are, as a rule , able men ,

CELLOR would , if adopted, prove a check to scientific education , and in their particular sphere thoroughly capable . We do not

and lead to evil consequences , the extent of which it is hard to now say that by experience they cannot become good judges ; but

foresee." This is somewhat startling, considering that Lord what we do contend is that it was never contemplated by the

SELBORNE' s resolutions have been supported by so many members Legislature that they should be judges, and we object to the

of both branches of the Profession . Mr. CALVERT appears to base process of reform which , whilst thrusting a mass of heterogeneous

his opinion upon the supposed impracticability of educating business upon the courts, makes no special provision for the

barristers and solicitors together. He points out that the educa disposal of it .

tion ofmost barristers commences after they leave the University It will be gathered from the foregoing observations that we do

- at from twenty -one to twenty -three years of age - whilst that of not consider the County Courts as standing at present upon a

solicitors begins frequently at sixteen , and he says that it would satisfactory basis , and we freely admit that the attention of the

be absurd to send them both to a law school together. To this it law reformer may well be directed to them . What, however, are

may be replied that arrangements might very well be made for we to look for from Lord CAIRNS ? The past twenty or thirty

elementary studies ; and inasmuch as the non -university articled years have been marked by fragmentary measures of reform .

clerk serves five years, while the graduate serves three only , there Until the Bankruptcy Act 1869, Parliament shrank from giving

ought to be no difficulty in classifying the students . But Mr. unlimited jurisdiction to the County Courts except by consent.

CALVERT's argument is that there aremany possible evils attending The Act of 1867 worked a small revolution , for as appears by the

the proposed reform , whilst the defects of the existing system Judicial Statistics, a large amount of business has been kept out

might very well be remedied so as to meet the requirements of of or drafted from the Superior Courts. But notwithstanding

the Profession . But when we find so high an authority as Mr. that Act, many causes remain in the Superior Courts which are

CALVERT asserting that “ in truth the Inns of Court have been just above the limit of amount giving costs, but are fit only for

incessantly exerting themselves in the improvement of the | tribunals such as the County Courts. This circumstance proves

condition of the students, ” we are led to consider whether facts that the Act of 1867 was only partially efficacious from the point

are not likely to present themselves in different forms according of view of the law reformer - and we are taking that view exclu

to the standpoint from which they are regarded . It is certainly ' sively without regard to the interests of lawyers. And we do so,
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not because we are careless how the interests of the Profession fact of the action on the bill of exchange having been restrained

are affected , but because we see plainly enough that law reform by the County Court in which the liquidation proceedings were

will be made to progress quite irrespective of any such considera instituted . Said the learned counsel, “ the deposit was to abide the

tions. Werepeat, therefore, that whilst the Act of 1867 worked a result of the action , or to await until the action was determined .

small revolution , it was not by any means a good, much less a That, however, is a matter that can never arise ; that is an event

perfect, measure. that now can never happen , because the Judge of the County

The principle upon which a discretion is given to a Judge to Court has by his injunction made it impossible for the plaintiffs

award or withhold costs in cases brought in the Superior Court, to proceed with the action .” The Chief Judge , admitted the

which , by their nature, ought to be brought in the County Court, plausibility of thus putting the case ; but he referred to the

is unsound, and indeed vicious. But it shows that the Legislature remarks of Lord Hatherley in Ex parte Rocke, re Hall (25 L . T .

distrusted the County Courts. Now this distrust ought to be Rep. N . S . 287), that the granting or not granting an injunction at
removed , or a hard and fast line should be drawn between their the discretion of a County Court Judge cannot affect the rights of

jurisdiction and the jurisdiction of the Superior Courts. We con creditors inter se. The learned Judge again took occasion to

ceive that theCounty Courts ought not to have had their powers deplore the failure to re-enact in the Act of 1869 the 184th section

extended until it was seen that they were qualified to deal with of the Act of 1849 , a section the spirit of which he imported into

every kind of suit or action , and we anticipate that the step which the new Act by his decisions which were overruled by Ex parte

should have been taken in 1867 will be taken by Lord CAIRNS now Rocke. In the result he held that the plaintiffs in the action were

- the courts consolidated , the number of judges reduced, their entitled to have the question between them and the debtors deter

salaries increased , their position raised by the prospect of advance mined . It was suggested that the amount paid into court should

ment to the High Court, andmen selected to fill the positions, not be transferred into the liquidation, and some proceedings taken

for reasons which are the growth of particular circumstances, but to determine how much the plaintiffs were entitled to.

because their professional eminence points them out as fitted by Another case on this subject of execution creditors - proving ,

capacity and learning for the discharge of important judicial we think , the absurdity of making a distinction between trader

duties. debtors and non -trader debtors , and executions for sums above

We strongly oppose any increase of the jurisdiction of the and below £50 — is that of Ex parte Lovering, re Peacock (29 L . T .

County Courts as at present constituted , but it is impossible for Rep . N . S . 897). In this case again the Chief Judge points out

an unbiassed observer to dispute the wisdom of the reform which that all the confusion has arisen from the failure to re-enact

Lord Cairns is said to entertain . With Superior Court Judges sect. 184 of the Act of 1849. In Ex parte Lovering creditors of a

sitting four times a year at such centres as Liverpool and Man trader for sums above £50 had seized but not sold . Then a

chester, and first-class men as County Court Judges presiding at creditor for less than £50 seized . Had the 184th section of the

centres of enlarged districts , and having unlimited jurisdiction , Act of 1849 been still law , there having been no sale , the creditors

arrears would probably disappear. The great argument against would have been entitled only to rateable parts of their debts.
localization is that it will scatter the English Bar, and thus Section 87 of the Act of 1869, deals only with the case of the

remove one of themost useful restraints upon the Bench . The goods of a trader being taken in execution for above £50 and sold .

effect of this decentralization it is altogether impossible to If the sheriff, within fourteen days, receives notice of a bank

imagine, but whatever may be the consequences to the Bench , we ruptcy petition having been presented, he will hold the proceeds

believe that the Bar as a body will benefit in a commercial point on trust for the trustee. This section does not affect an execution

of view . There must always be a considerable Bar in London , and creditor of a trader for less than £50, and the Chief Judge held

with existing facilities of intercommunication , the esprit de corps that in such a case the small creditor was entitled to the proceeds

would probably be maintained . - on the authority of Slater v . Pinder (24 L . T . Rep . N . S . 475).
It seems, however, tolerably certain that Lord CAIRNS will follow The decisions, although by their conflict tending to confuse the

in the steps of Lord SELBORNE , and wewould prepare our readers law , in the result place it upon an intelligible footing. Seizure

for the consideration of a large scheme of reform affecting the without notice of an act ofbankruptcy vests the right to the goods

County Courts. A supplement to the Judicature Act is spoken | in the execution creditor, and the only question then is whether

of, but whatever form the measure may take, it will deserve and he is within sect. 87. If he is, it matters nothing whether the

require the close attention of the legal profession. execution is restrained by injunction or a petition merely is pre

sented ; the goods are, in the hands of the sheriff, in custodiâ legis,

and it is the samething whether they or their proceeds have to be

RECENT BANKRUPTCY DECISIONS. dealt with . And by seizure under an execution a creditor does

CASES arising under the Bankruptcy Act 1869 multiply rapidly , not become a secured creditor, for if he is within sect. 87 the

and it is almost necessary at short intervals to take a retrospect. goods belong to the trustee, and if he is not within that section ,

The question which perhaps has received the most attention is the creditor is not only a secured creditor, but absolutely entitled

that which has reference to the position , under various circum to the property seized . It appears to have been thought in Er

stances, of secured and execution creditors. It is not yet very parte Raynor, re Johnson (26 L . T . Rep. N . S . 306 ) that there is

satisfactorily established what a secured creditor is , and, there some magic in a sale . A creditor who was within sect. 87 , but

fore, we will first look at recent decisions upon this point. who had only seized , wished to compel a sale . The sheriff had
· The 12th section of the Act speaks simply of a " creditor hold . been restrained , and the goods were held to belong to the trustee ,

ing security," and by sect. 16 , subsect. 5 , a " secured creditor" is who was decided to be entitled to them , and not to be bound to
defined to mean " any creditor holding any mortgage, charge, or sell.

lien on the bankrupt's estate, or any part thereof, as security The cases to which we have referred make it plain , we think ,

for a debt due to him .” In illustration of the variety of circum what is the meaning of the term “ secured creditor." We quite
stances under which this question may arise, it is only necessary agree with the Chief Judge,that it was a mistake to omit from the
to refer to two very recent cases, Ex parte Tate and Co., re Key Act of 1869 a provision similar in terms to sect . 184 of the Act of

worth (29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 849 ), and Emmanuel v . Bridger 1849. The interpretation of terms in sect. 16 , sub -sect. 5 , is too
(Weekly Notes, Feb . 21, p . 42 ). In the former case a plaintiff narrow , whereas the Act of 1849 was full and explicit . As the
in an action on a bill of exchange, claimed to be a secured law stands, a creditor is not " secured ” by seizing under an
creditor in respect of a sum of money brought into court by execution ; he is absolutely entitled , or the goods belong to the

Judge's order to abide the event of the action . In the second a trustee . Being absolutely entitled as not affected by sect. 87 ,he
creditor had obtained a garnishee order, which was made absolute may, of course, treat the seizure as security and place himself in
before the bankruptcy , and the question was whether in respect the position of a secured creditor.

of themoneys attached he was a secured creditor within themean

ing of the Bankruptcy Act. In the former it was held that he

was not a secured creditor, and in the latter that he was. There BOARD OF TRADE INQUIRIES.

does not appear to be any tenable ground of objection to either of IN our last issue we noticed a letter from Mr McIver which

these decisions. In the case of attachment the security is indis . pointed out the utter failure of the present Board of Trade

putable when the garnishee order is made absolute, and it would inquiries, and suggested certain alterations that are well worthy

seem to be arguable that the mere service of the order would of attention . In calling attention to the present system of in

give the creditor a security liable to be defeated by the quiry by the Board of Trade into marine casualties we heartily

discharge of the order . It is equally clear, on the other hand, indorse Mr. McIver' s opinion as to the insufficiency of the pre

thatmoney brought into court to abide an event, is not the pro sent tribunal, and the desirability of having its status raised .

perty of the creditor until judgment in his favour, and neither is With a view of making the whole subject intelligible to our

it the property of the debtor paying it into court so as to pass to readers, a short notice of the enactments under which these inqui

his trustee on his subsequent bankruptcy . A very elaborate ries are held may be useful.

argument appears to have been presented to the Chief Judge by The Merchant Shipping Act 1854 very properly provided for

counsel for the trustee in Ex parte Tate , who seemed indeed to inquiries being held in cases of wreck , collision , loss of life , and

look upon payment into court under a Judge's order of a sum to certain other instances named . It is there enacted (sect.432) that

abide an event as analogous to attachment under a garnishee ( 1 ) whenever any ship is lost, abandoned , or materially damaged

order. The learned Chief Judge considered, however, that there or or near the coasts of the United Kingdom ; ( 2 ) whenever any

was no analogy , and that the argument as to attachment had no ship causes loss or material damage to any other ship on or near

application at all to the case before the Court. The most forcible such coasts ; ( 3 ) whenever by reason of any casualty happening

part of the argument for the trustee was that which dealt with the I to or on board of any ship on or near such coast loss of life
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ensues ; (4 ) whenever any such loss , abandonment, damage, or it not unfrequently happens that the Admiralty Court and the

casualty happens elsewhere, and any competent witnesses thereof Board of Trade decide differently in a collision cause. If these

arrive or are found at any place in the United Kingdom , inquiries were held in the Admiralty Court one examination of the

the inspecting officer of the coastguard , or the principal officer witnesses and one decision would be sufficient in every case of

of customs, at or near the place where the loss, abandonment, collision . This would at least give satisfaction to owners and

or casualty occurred , may hold an inquiry if the same occurred officers . Secondly, that magistrates cannot have such experience

on or near the coast of the United Kingdom ; but if it occurred in nautical questions as the Admiralty Court or even the County

elsewhere the inquiry is to be held by one or other of those Courts is clear, when it is remembered that the only questions of

officers at or near the place where the witnesses arrive, or are this nature investigated before magistrates arematters arising in

found, or can be conveniently examined . The Board of Trade has these very inquiries. As to the present tribunals not giving

also power to appoint any person specially to conduct this inquiry, satisfaction we need say no more than remind our readers of Mr.

which is only preliminary, and for the purpose of collecting McIver 's letter, and the numerous instances where the re

evidence. In effect , this inquiry is conducted by the Receiver of sults of these inquiries has been in direct conflict with a sub
Wreck of the District, who is usually , if not always, principal sequent finding of the Admiralty Court. Moreover, the mode

officer of customs, or by a Board of Trade inspector, if there be in which they are conducted is unsatisfactory. The officers and

one there resident. Full power is given to enforce the produc crew are called as witnesses by the Board of Trade to condemn

tion of evidence. This preliminary inquiry having been held , or themselves out of their ownmouths, and the attack upon them by

without it, if the officer thinks fit , the above-named officer should the person conducting the inquiry is made so that they have little

be consider a more formal investigation necessary ,must apply to chance of setting matters right, namely , in examination . This is

iny two justices, or to a stipendiary magistrate to hear the case ; against our usual notions of fairness, and would not occur if these

The Board of Trade has also power to order such an inquiry to things were investigated as between party and party before a

take place, and this is the more usual way in which it is insti higher tribunal.

tuted . The magistrates or justices are assisted in the inquiries on There is in the pigeon holes of the Board of Trade office &

questions of nautical skill by assessors appointed by the Board gigantic Bill on the subject of merchant shipping, and it is to be

of Trade. These assessors are usually experienced masters of hoped that when it again sees the light of day somealteration in

merchant vessels. In most of our large seaports there is a local these inquiries may be among its provisions.

marine board established under the Act for the purpose of

controlling and regulating the affairs of the mercantile

marine, such as the shipping of seamen and the granting LAW LIBRARY .

of certificates to officers, & c . One of the members of this

board ex officio is the stipendiary magistrate of the place, The Law of Insurance as applied to Life, Fire, Accident, and
and wherever such an officer exists it is provided that the Guarantee, and other Non -Maritime Risks. By Joux WILDER

Board of Trade inquiries shall take place before him . The May. Boston : Little, Brown, and Co.

magistrate conducting the inquiry has, for the purpose of A BRANCII of our jurisprudence daily increasing in importance is

compelling the attendance of witnesses and tbe regulation of the that which relates to insurance against risk of loss by the elements

proceedings, the same power as he would have in a matter over and by accident and death - matters over which human prescience

which he has summary jurisdiction . The local officer of the and care have no control. Maritime risks are naturally far more

Board of Trade is bound to render all assistance in the conduct of numerous than terrene risks : there is an infinite variety of con .

the case, and generally to superintend . In practice , however, the tingencies which it is almost impossible to define, and modern
Board of Trade instructs a barrister to conduct the inquiries in decisions in that department of our law have added largely to

almost all the inquiries. The investigation held is as to the cause existing principles , or furrished exceptions to rules hitherto con

of any such loss, abandonment, damage, or casualty as is included sidered as settled and comprehensive. Fire insurance stands upon

in the heads above given . Such an investigation naturally involves much the same footing as marine insurance ; the prevailing prin

inquiry into the conduct of the officers of the ship the loss or ciple is to indemnify the assured. Mr. Phillips, the celebrated

damage to which has originated it. With a view of making this American authority , treats marine and fire insurance together .

effectual, and of giving full power to punish for any misconduct, We certainly think that it is desirable that those two subjects

the magistrate may call upon any master or mate possessing a should be dealt with in combination , and that life and “ other
Board of Trade certificate of competency or service, whose conduct risks " should be made the subject of a separate treatment.

is called in question , or is likely to be called in question , to deliver It will be seen by the name of the publishers that Mr.May is

up to him the certificate. He holds it till the close of the inquiry , an American lawyer, and the predominating element in the work

and then , according to the result, returns it to the master or mate , is, of course, American. With the exception of Kent, Story, and

or sends it to the Board of Trade to be cancelled or suspended , as Phillips, American authors are not generally accepted as autho

it sees fit . In practice the court itself suspends or cancels , and rities in this country , and they will only become so by setting the

the Board of Trade confirms the report. principles of jurisprudence , prevailing on each side of the Atlantic,
From this account it will be seen that the Board of Trade in prominent contrast where they differ. This is done with great

tribunals are possessed of very considerable powers affect ability by Mr. Phillips, whose method we strongly recommend to
ing not only the officers of merchant ships, but also the persons setting about the compilation of treatises. Diffuseness is
owners. It lies with them to say whether a ship was seaworthy the great enemy of codification . Every treatise which elaborates

or unseaworthy , well found , or ill found, well or ill navigated, a definition renders future condensation more difficult . The
lost or not lost, by the negligence of the owners or crew . This mischief in this direction which is likely to result from a work
power will necessarily to someextentaffect therights of the owners like Mr. May's will appear when we look at the commencement
is to the recovery of their loss, whether from a wrongdoer or from of his chapter on Concealment. His first paragraph (sect. 200 ), is
underwriters, and it may materially affect their reputations as thus :

carriers. With respect to the officers these powers are not less im . Representations should not only be true, but they sbould be full. The
portant. On the word of themagistrate and his assessors may hang insurer has a right to know the whole truth. And a lack of fulness, if
à man's reputation for life. If his certificate is cancelled or sus designed , in a respect material to the risk is tantamount to a false repre
pended what are his chances of employment? These are iin sentation , and is attended by like consequences. This lack of fulness is

portant considerations and naturally lead to the question whether
termed a concealment, which is the designed and intentionalwithholding

of some fact material to the risk which the insured in honesty and good
the tribunal formed under the Act is well adapted to its purpose . faith ought to communicate to the insurer. It is not mere intentional
Without in the least wishing to disparage our stipendiary magis . silence or inadvertence . It is a positive intentional omission to state what
trates, before whom these inquiries are usually held , we venture the applicant knows, or must be presumed to know , ought to be stated .

to think that a higher class tribunal is required . For this several It is a supression of the truth wbereby the insurer is induced to enter into

reasons may be given ; three will suffice for our purpose. The
a contract which he would not have entered into had the truth been known
to him . It is a deception whereby the insurer is led to infer that to be true,

first is that such high interests ought not to be intrusted to an as to a materialmatter, which is not true. Hence , strictly speaking , under

inferior tribunal; the second, that magistrates from their very the generallaw of insurance , there can be no concealment of a fact whick

position can have little experience in dealing with nautical is not known to the applicant.

matters ; the third , that the existing tribunal is not satisfactory What can be the general condition of a writer's vocabulary

to the persons whose interests it affects. With regard to the who talks about “ the lack of fulness ” ? This is Mr. Phillips :

first it would seem obvious that, if it be deemed right that in a Concealment in insurance is where in reference to a negotiation

contested case between two ships the investigating tribunal should therefor, one party suppresses or neglects to communicate to the

occupy the high position of the High Court of Admiralty, a other a material fact, which , if communicated , would tend directly

question affecting interests as great, if not on some occasions even to prevent the other from entering into the contract or to induce

greater, should be tried before a tribunal of equal importance , him to demand terms more favourable to himself, and which is

and we would suggest that these Board of Trade inquiries known or presumed to be so to the party not disclosing it, and is

should be held before the High Court of Admiralty . If this not known or presumed to be so to the other.

is objected to on the ground of the expense of bringing The loose kind of generalisation which Mr. May's work

the parties up to London, then let them take place in a closes is well illustrated by the passage which we have cited ,

County Court having admiralty jurisdiction , with an appeal we do not for a moment desire to say that considering what

to the Admiralty Court, or reserving the right to the treatise is the defect detracts to any appreciable extent from the

owners to have the proceedings transferred to the Admiralty intrinsic value of the book . Wesay distinctly that if a ditte

Court. This would be a benefit in many ways. At present ' plan had been adopted the result would be of greater advantag
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practice serviceable, we think this will be found so . A complete
index renders reference a matter of no difficulty .

to the practical lawyer. But looking at the scope of the book ,

seeing that it is written comprehensively, upon decided cases, the

more modern of which it discusses elaborately - we recognise
that common order of ability which enables a lawyer to under .

stand what he is writing about. We incline to the opinion that

Mr. May is a good insurance lawyer. We have already stated ,

however, that he is an American , and the cases upon which he

founds his treatise are mainly American ; and American policies

frequently differ from English policies, Boston being famous
for “ special stipulations ;" and there is a special statute affecting

insurance law in the States. On these grounds we anticipate

that English lawyers generally will not be disposed to adopt the
work as a text book . In America, on the other hand, we can

understand that it will receive consideration ,and be very generally

ased .

The plan of the work is scientific. It takes the contract of in
surance in its inception ,and treats in succession ofinsurable interest,

warranties, representation and concealment, special provisions

(very fully discussed ), assignment, duration of risk , and estoppel,
remedies, evidence, and pleading. An excellent index com

pletes the volume, which is handsomely printed.

The Elementary Education Acts, 1870 and 1873, & c .,8c. By Hugu

OWEN , jun ., Barrister -at-Law . Eighth Edition . London :

Knight and Co.

In this volume we have the Education Acts named above, and the

Agricultural Children Act, and an appendix containing incorpo

rated Acts, the General Orders of the Edncation Department ,

as to elections, the new code, order of accounts , & c . The intro

duction is , perhaps, the most valuable portion of the work , as it

presents a digest of the provisions of the famous Act of 1873

under convenient headings, such as “ Constitution of School

Districts," _ “ Proceedings preliminary to formation of school
boards.” This introduction is very well written , and in a small

compass states the existing law with reference to education . As
such , it will be valuable not only to schoolboard clerks ( to whom ,

indeed , Mr. Owen must be an essential companion ), but to all

members of the Legistature who wish to be in a position to take

part in the debates which will doubtless occur with reference to

the working of the Act of last year.

The book is of convenient size, well printed , and inexpensive,

and thoroughly deserves the large measure of popular favour

which it has received .
Equity in the County Court. Second Edition. By H . F . GIBBONS

and NATHANIEL NATHAN, Barristers-at-Law . London : Horace
Cox . •

Books, of practice in the County Court are rery useful to practi The Law and Practice of Election Petitions. By HENRY HARD

tioners , but, as far as our experience goes, it is a mistake to expeot CASTLE, Barrister-at-Law . London : Stevensand Haynes.
that Judges will accept evidence of what the law and practice The several authors who have run the risk of inaccuracy in order

is inferior to the best evidence ; if they cannot get Daniell, to get rapidly into print would appear to have reckoned in a great

and Seton , tbey may possibly refer to works expressly prepared measure without their host. Weare fuily informed as to the law ,

for County Courts. Judges ought of course to know the general but where are the petitions to be tried ? An election petition is

principles of the law which they administer, but with the mul. a very expensive luxury, and in the recent contests there was very

tiplied jurisdiction which now exists it is not surprising that they little time for the exercise of those arts which ordinarily give work

should constantly go wrong; and going wrong as they do we to lawyers after a general election . Ireland would seem likely to
consider that they ought not to despise the small works, which | monopolise this business, or if petitions are presented in England,

are built upon the larger works and reported cases, devoted to the chances now are that they will be very few .

County Court practice . However, as we have said , we have the law clearly laid before
This treatise, the second edition of which is brought out by us, and Mr. Hardcastle is not the least successful exponent. He

Messrs. Gibbons and Natban , is wisely framed ,mainly with a view gives us an original treatise with foot notes, and he has evidently

to the practice in the County Courts. Forms and orders are set taken very considerable pains to make his work a reliable guide.

out so as to guide the practitioner in each step in the cause , legal Beginning with the effect of the Electiou Petitions Act 1868, he

principles are shortly stated , but conciseness does not prevent the takes his readers step by step through the new procedure. His

authors from giving accurately the existing condition of the law mode of treating the subject of “ particulars " will be found ex.

on the several subjects within the jurisdiction of the inferior tremely useful, and he gives all the law and practice in a very

courts. small compass. In an appendix is supplied the Act and the Rules.

A useful chapter on Probate jurisdiction is given in this We can thoroughly recommend Mr. Hardcastle's book as a con

volume and so far as intelligence and industry canmake a book of | cise manual on the law and practice of election pétitions.

SOLICITORS' JOURNAL. | business would more profitably occupy) for an | what power for mischief such authority , vested
unnecessary length of time, and to look up the in an arbitrary and prejudiced though well-mean
facts and figures afresh each timehe has to attending judge may confer . The effect of this in

We are glad to notice that the proper authorities before the officers upon it ; and, as he has to bear temperate mode of administering justice , my
are alive to the necessity for certain much -needed all the outlay for fees to counsel, court fees, as memory recalls with painfulrecollection in the case
reforms in connection with Her Majesty ' s Court well as his office expenses, the delays referred to of a Mr. Lawless, an attorney and an honourable
of Probate. A new table of fees to be taken in

involve a very serious loss in the interest of member of that Profession . Hewas involved in
this court after the 2nd March next has been money, which the few additional attendances | the groundless and general prescription of the
published in the London Gazette , as announced engendered by the delay do not atall compensate | day. Complaint was made to the court against
by us in our last issue. A new table of fees to be for. One consequence is, that the work is not so him for some impated misconduct, grounded on
taken by solicitors and others in non -contentious

| well done, and that there is an increase of cost to an affidavit which the event proved was a mass of
business,as well in the principle as the district the suitor withont corresponding benefit to

the suitor without corresponding benefit to the falsehood and misrepresentation ; but it being on
registries, has been promulgated. There are also practiticner, so that all parties suffer.” We oath , and the charges serious, it was thought
some additions and alterations as to fees in con hope that these observations will not pass sufficient to entitle the party applying to a rule
tentious business. The above are issued pur.

suant to the provisions of 20 & 21 Vict. o . 77 , and
unnoticed , for they are of great moment to the to show cause whyMr. Lawless should not answer

public and the Profession . The actual loss at the matters of the affidavit. He could have no
21 & 22 Vict. c . 95 . Those members of the Pro times inflicted on solicitors in Chancery suits is | opportunity of answering them till he was served
fession much engaged in the business of this hich is often with the rule , and had obtained copies of the
court will have to provide themselves with copies | ruinous to clients . If the Judicature Act acoom . affidavits on which it was granted. Natural jug.
of the above tables of fees, which can be procured

plishes the necessary reform in this direction it tice would point out, and the practice of the
of Messrs. Harrison and Sons, of St. Martin 's

will be welcome for that alone. court was conformable to it, that he should be
lane .

heard in answer to them before he was convicted .
For that purpose a day was given by the rule

THE President of the Incorporated Law Society, on which the party is to show cause, during
in his valuable paper , referred to by us in our last MR. JANSON , in his paper, also observes as follows which time everything is considered as sus.

issue, and which he read last week before the upon the subject of the members of our branch pended This indulgence was refused to Mr.
Statistical Society, observes as follows in relation of the Profession : “ They are admitted to prac. Lawless, though the rule was obtained on an

to the delay in conducting almost every kind of tise in the various courts by the judges , and are ex parte statement before any opportunity

legal proceeding : “ There is a common impression was afforded him to answer the charges, or to be
that the practitioner benefits by the law 's delay, the sameauthority. Whether it is on the whole heard in his defence. Lord Kenyon , in addition
but nothing can be more erroneous. The delays expedient to leavo this very large power in the to the common form of the court's assent to the
arising from the periods of time which, according hands of dignitaries who are appointed from application , which is in these words, addressed to
to the present system of procedure , must elapse among barristers, with whom the attorneys and the counsel : “ Take a rule to show cause ;" added
between certain stages of the proceedings in all solicitors are in constant intercourse , may be " And let Mr. Lawless besuspended from practising
the courts, and the delays which arise, especially open to question . It cannot be alleged that in until the rule is disposed of.” He happened to be
in the Court of Chancery, from the difficulty recent times the power has been used with undue present in court when this unexampled judgment
of getting business proceeded with continu . severity ; some perhaps might think it has been wag pronounced , and heard the sentence which led
ously before the subordinate judges or chief at times too leniently exercised ; but the follow to his ruin ; he rose in a state of most bitter
clerks, is extremely prejudicial to the attorney | ing narrative introduced into an admirable bio . | agitation . “ My Lord , I entreat you to recall that
or solicitor. He has to keep the subject-matter graphy of Lord Kenyon, which appeared some judgment ; the charge is wholly unfounded ;
more or less simmering in his mind (which new thirty years ago in the Law Magazine, will show I suspension will lead to my ruin ; I have eighty

Giable to be strnal of the
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c99ses now in my office .” Whatwas Lord Kenyon 's any reform is to be effected in relation to this im estates over which he had a power of disposition

reply to this supplicatory appealto him ! “ Somuch post it will be best secured by combined action on to the plaintiffs, who filed this bill to obtain

th worse for your clientswho have employed such the part of solicitors in England and Ireland . If possession of the lands which , though not forming
a man ! You shall remain suspended until the no substantial movement is set on foot it may part of the settled estates in 1719, were included
court decides on the rule.” The rule came on to fairly be contended thatwe do not require such in the schedules to the Acts of 1803 and 1843 .
be heard at a future day, after the affidavits on reform . Held , that the intention of the Legislature was to
the part of Mr. Lawless had been filed . The vest in the trustees lands which were actually
charges against him were found to be wholly Mr. T . REDWOOD, Professor of Chemistry to part of the settled estates in 1719, and that the
without foundation, and the rule was accord the Pharmaceutical Society ofGreat Britain , and plaintiffs were entitled to recover. Hald also

ingly discharged . Mr. Lawless was in conse analyst under the Adulteration of Food , Drink , that where a person has intruded upon the estate
quence restored to his profession, but not to his and Drugs Act, writing to the Daily Telegraph of an infant, the infant may sue in equity,
character or peace of mind. He sunk under the on the 19th inst, upon the subject of the adul. although he has both a legal and equitable title,

unmerited disgrace to which he had been sub- teration of bread , observes, in relation to the and is entitled to an account. Crowther v.
jected , and died of & broken heart. It is not failure of legal proceedings in a case under the Crowther (23 Beav. 305 ) not followed : (Howard
improbable that under changes which are in con . | Adulteration Act : " The result of this and some v . Earl of Shrewsbury (29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 862.
templation in relation to both branches of the other cases in which proceedings have been taken Rolls .)
legal profession , the government of our own body, | under the Adulteration Act , shows the necessity PRACTICE - SETTLEMENT- LEASES AND SALES
and the power of suspension or removal from its of having legal assistance to conduct the prosecu - OF SETTLED ESTATES ACT, s. 1 . - A testatrix de
ranksmay be altogether entrusted to the Council tions, instead of leaving them , as the county cases vised real estate to trustees upon trust for A ., in
of the Incorporated Law Society, just as the are now left, to be conducted by the inspectors. case she should attain twenty-one, or marry pre
members of the Bar are subjected to the | This is especially the case where the defendants viously to attaining that age : with a gift over in

authority of the several Inns of Court, which are professionally represented . I consider that strict settlement in case A . should not live to
consist of persons of their own order.” The the failure of the caseheard yesterday at Edgware attain a vested interest : Held , that this was a
case of Mr. Lawless , in these days happily was entirely due to thewant of legal assistance in limitation " by way of succession ," within the
without precedent, is yet of a nature to occasion preparing and presenting the evidence for the pro- meaning of the Act : (Re Horn 's Settled Estates,
anxiety to all of us, and the sooner the power secution.” It certainly does seem idle to expect 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 830. V . C . M .)
of removing a solicitor' s name from the roll is that inspectors appointed under the Act in ques- PLEA TO WHOLE BILL - PLEA OF “ NOT A
transferred from the judges to the Incorporated tion should be capable of instituting and conduct- PARTNER IN THE MONTE VIDEO FIRM ” - PLEA
Law Society (of which every solicitor ought to be ing such proceedings. The new Government may OVERRULED . - Thebillalleged that thedefendants ,
a member), the better . take a different view of what is and what is not A . , B ., and C ., carried on business as merchants

a wise economy as compared with that which at Montevideo under the firm of A . and Co. ; and
governed the policy of the late administration at Liverpool under the firm of B . and Co. ; and

WEpublish in another column a report in connec upon such matters. that the members of both firms were identical.
tion with the annual banquet of the Manchester He further alleged that certain goods (the subject
Incorporated Law Association . Mr. P . F . Garnett
(vice-president of the Incorporated Law Society

A MEMBER of the Legal Practitioners' Society, Imatter of the suit) were consigned to A ., B ., and

of Liverpool) stated his views of the great value
also a member of the incorporated Law Society, C ., to their firm of A . and Co , through their firm

and utility of law societies, when proposing the
writes to us to say that he considers that the of B . and Co. ; and that A ., B ., and C ., as well in

toast of the evening. Wefail, however, to discover
first-named society ongbt to be supported by the respect of their firm of A . and Co., as in re

Profession on the principle that prevention is spect of their firm B . and Co., received these
the “ methodicaland combined influence of whioh

he spoke. It is the very thing that is wanted so
better than cure that is , that it is far wiser to goods with full knowledge that they were the

protect the Profession from the depredations of plaintiffs' trust property , and sold thembadly. We venture to assert that there is prac
and

tically no combination amongst us, none such ,
unqualified men who take from them the earn . received the proceeds for them on that footing.

The defendant C . pleaded to the whole of the bill ,ings to which they are entitled , than permitat all events, as Mr. Marshall, of Leeds, has
such depredations, and yet support the Solicitors'

that he was not, and never had been , a partner in
advocated , but there are signs of such action as the Monte Video firm ; and averred that the
is required , the arguments in favour of which, by

Benevolent and other similar associations. We
members of the two firms were not identical.

the most able and intelligent members of our agree in part with our correspondent ; for instance,

branch of the profession , are so forcible that
| it proper protection was afforded the Profession | Held that, though this plea would have been &

they must bear their fruit in due season . In all against the encroachments complained of, we good plea if the bill had merely sought to charge

cannot doubt but that much work now under . him as a partner in the Monte Video firm , yet as
other professions, owing to combination, there are ca
steps by which a man can rise to a position of

taken by accountants and agents of all kinds | it contained allegations sufficient to render him

| liable as a partner in the Liverpool firm ,the latter
distinction and honour, while for solicitors there would pass into solicitors' offices — it may be the

at present exists no such means to such a desirable offices of those least prosperous, who are, how . liability was totally uncovered by the plea, which

end. ever, none the less on that account entitled to be must therefore be overruled : (Roberts v. Le
protected by the Legislature ; and if work so 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 873. V . C . M .)

| APPORTIONMENT - PARTNERSHIP PROFITS -
We gather from editorial answers to correspon - solicitors' charitable institutions would certainlychanged hands , the demands on the funds of

INCOME. - Profits in a partnership business partlydents in the School Board Chronicle that the
decrease. earned in the testator' s lifetime, but not ascer.

editor of that publication is beset with all kinds tained until after his death , are not apportionable,of questions, principally relating to the Education
| but are income of the testator 's estate : ( Lambert

Act, of a strictly legal nature. It is not , there .
SHARP practice amongst solicitors is not to be
countenanced or tolerated for a moment in these v . Lambert, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 878 . V . C . B .

fore, surprising to find such notes as the follow days. A case has just been brought to our notice PRACTICE - EVIDENCE - CROSS-EXAMINATION
ing : - " With every desire to answer in full your in which a plaintiff' s attorney , having received EXPENSES OF WITNESS - ORDER 5TH FEB . 1861,

query, we must beg to refer you for a reply either from the defendant's attorney certain pleas for RULE 19 . - The expenses of a witness summonedto the legal adviser of your board, or to any other which an order for leave to plead them was for cross -examination must, in the first instance,
competent lawyer."

necessary , and it was not issued owing to the be borne by the parties on whose behalf his

fault of the clerk to the defendant' s attorney, he
THE Irish Law Times and Solicitors' Journal, re.

evidence in chief has been given : (Richards v .

(plaintiff' s attorney) signed judgment for want of
ferring to the Irish solicitors who are elected Goddard , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 884. V . C . H .) .

a plea . On a summons to set aside such judg .
members of Parliament, observes as follows of SOLICITOR AND CLIENT - PROPERTY RE

ment, it was stated that defendant's attorney had
Mr. Charles E . Lewis, M . P ., for Londonderry COVERED FOR INFANT- FUND IN COURT - LIEN

no intimation that the judgment was signed , and
City :- “ It is true he is an Englishman , and FOR COSTg - JURISDICTION - 23 & 24 VICT. C .

that the plaintiff' s attorney must have known
practises in London , but weare much mistaken if 127 , s . 28 . - A solicitor' s lien for costs in any suit

that the non - issuing of the necessary summons
he does not make the common interests of the or proceeding instituted for recovering an infant's

for leave to plead was a pure oversight from the
Irish and English solicitors his especial study. property must be established by filing a bill under

He is already well known in London (indepen .
fact that in engrossing the pleas which were

the general jurisdiction of the court, and not
delivered the clerk copied in the fold of the paper

dently of his large practice) for his exertions in | under the Attorneys and Solicitors' Act 1860 :
the usualmemorandums by counsel as to leave re

reference to the Incorporated Law Society of (Pritchard v . Roberts , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S. 883 .
quired , & c . The master, of course, ordered the

England , and has also , we believe, had the good V . C . H .).
I judgment to be set aside on payment of 103. 6d.

sense to recommend his English friends to imi. PRACTICE - TRANSFER OF CAUSE - JUDGE FOR
costs . We should have preferred to hear thattate the energy and intelligent zeal for the interests MERLY COUNSEL .-- Where a case involving volu .
the master had set the judgment aside, and that

of their profession displayed by their brethren of minous accounts was attached to the court of a
the defendant was to be paid all his costs occa

the Incorporated Law Society of Ireland.” Upon judge who had formerly been counsel in the case,
the subject of law reform the same journal says : sioned by the judgment snapped as described. and his chief clerk had after much consideration ,
" When we consider the position of legal reforms decided the principle upon which the accounts
in England , and the anxious expectation with In addition to the names of solicitors elected were to be taken , the court refused to order &

which their 'extension to Ireland is looked forward . /members of Parliament, which appeared in our transfer of the cause to another branch of the
we feel consoled to think we shall have in the two last issues, we have to add those ofthose of Mr. | court till it became necessary to make some

Honge of Commons sufficient representatives of | Murphy, elected for Cork City , and Mr. Fay , I application to the indge in person : (.Jackson V .

our professional interests to provide that due care who, beaded the policor,vide that dne nara who headed the poll for Cavan . This makes in Ward, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 861. Chan .) .

shall be taken of them , and that efficiency of legal
all thirteen soli in the House of Commons.

ARTICLED CLERK - COMPUTATION OF SER
administration shall not be considered less im VICE - DELAY IN STAMPING - EMERGENCY - 6 & 7
portant than a diminution of the charges on the VICT. c . 73, ss. 8 & 9 . - Upon themistaken legal
Consolidated Fund.” As regards the annual cer NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. advice that articles of clerkship need not be
tificate duty , it adds : “ Some timesince we called PRIVATE ACT OF PARLIAMENT - MISDESCRIP - stamped for six months after execution , theappli

the attention of the Profession to the necessity of TION OF PROPERTIES IN SCHEDULE - CONSTRUC- cant's articles were executed without stamp; and

agitating for a repeal of the duty which is nowTION - PLEADING - BILL BY INFANT- ACCOUNT- before the first six months elapsed the applicant's
annually levied from them . The amount of this INTRUSION .- The settled estates of the Duke of father became anable, in consequence of unes.

duty is not much , it is urged , and solicitors in Shrewsbury were, by an Act passed in 1719 , pected losses in business, to pay the amount re

practice do not feel it , while it may be useful; but settled upon the Earl of Shrewsbury, with a quired . The service, however, continued under
we think it is positively of no use in the interests proviso against alienation . Two Acts were sub the articles, and three yearsafterwards the father

of the Profession or the public ; it brings in a sequently passed - one in 1803, and the other in paid the stampand penalty. Held , upon applica
mere trifle to the treasury, and we think the pre- | 1843 - by which portions of the settled estates , tion to compute the service from the date of the

sent a most opportune occasion to appeal to the described in the schedules, were vested in trustees, | articles under 6 & 7 Vict. c . 73, ss. 8 & 9, that ,
Government for its remission . There is a large upon trust to sell, and invest the purchase-money although an articled clerk who has been tricked or

surplus to be disposed of, and most people admit in the purchase of other estates to be settled upon misled should have every consideration , the court

that the way to keep up a high professional the same trusts. Some of the lands described in will not accept as an excuse for the ordinary re
standard is not to impose more taxes but to make the schedules did not form part of the settled quirements of the law upon admission to the pro

entrance to the Profession a difficult matter by estates when the Act of 1719 was passed . In 1856 fession of an attorney circumstances which are

responsible apprenticeship and examinations.” If the then Earl of Shrewsbury devised all his ' loosely called an emergency, and which do not
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show a bona fide intention from the commence- | bers ).- In this case an action was broughtagainst trade or clique , is the best tribunal for the trial
ment to carry out the duties imposed ; and that the defendant and the garnishee, and the question of any issue of fact, whether the dispute be on a
the circumstances of this case did not constitutea was, whether a sum of money in the hands of the mercantile or any other transaction .
sufficient excuse. Ex parte Matthew Breden garnishee could be attached by the plaintiff. At The Act of 1870, besides enlarging the standard
(31 L . J . 321, C . P .) disputed : (Ex parte Morris the trial a verdict was found for the plaintiff. of qualification of special jurors, introduced also
Roth , 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 885. Q . B .) Objection was made by Mr. McCall for the gar two materialalterations in the mode of summon .

nishee, that themoney in question was bequeathed | ing . It is necessary to speak of these, since they

LORD MAYOR'S COURT. to the wife of the defendant, and was reduced have acquired some relation to the subject of the

into possession by the husband. This objection is qualification of special jurors.

Wednesday, Feb . 18 . not tenable. The husband and wife presented a The first of these was the abolition , as far as all

LANE v. OAKES (MACKENZIE, Garnishee.) (a ) | joint petition to the Court of Chancery , and upon ordinary practice is concerned , of the system of

Married Women 's Property Act, s. 7 – “ Become that petition an order was madthat petition an order was made for the money to summoning a separate special jury for the trial of

entitled to " - Reduction into possession . be paid to the defendant in right of his wife. each particular cause ; a system which had been

This was an attachment canse, tried at the The money was paid to the garnishee under a fully shown to involve, without any adequate

December sittings of the court, when a verdict power of attorney given by the husband alone. | degree of compensating advantage, the vices of

was obtained for the plaintiff.' It appeared at That is sufficient to reduce the fund into the pos. / unnecessary inconvemience and expence in all

the trial that the money sought to be attached , session of the husband . The second objection | their most aggravated forms. It substituted a
amounting to £137, was bequeathed to the defen made was, that under the Married Women's Pro- general panel of jurors to serve for a certain
dant' s wife before her marriage, subject to a life perty Act this money belonged to the wife for her limited period, and available to try all the causes
interest. The defendantmarried in 1871. The life separate use, and therefore could not be attached which may happen to come on for hearing during
interest expired in 1873,when the defendant and his for the debt of the husband. Two cases in par. I that period .

wife presented & joint petition to the Court of ticular were cited , where it was decided uponticular were cited, where it was decided upon The second of the main alterations introduced
Chancery , where the estate was being adminis . similar terms in a marriage settlement, that such by the act in question in the mode of summoning

tered , to pay to the husband , in right of his wife, words covered a reversionary interest which falls juries was in fact a declaratory statement of the
the money in question . In pursuance of that into possession during coverture,and would be pro- existing law , and an injunction that it should be
petition the money was paid to the garnishee, tected by such a covenant. These cases (Archer v. better observed , rather than the initiation of any
who was the attorney and agent of the defendant, Kelly , and Clinton 's Trusts, sup .), were decided new practice. For it required sheriffs and their
and in his hands it was attached by the plaintiff, by Kindersley, and their decisions seem to apply representatives to do what was, and always had

a creditor of the defendant. to this section of the Act. Although at first the been, their duty by summoning special as well
McCall for the garnishee (instructed by Lake, property seemed to meto be unprotected by the as common jurors for service on common juries .

Beaumont, and Lake), having obtained a rule for statute , I have been so much influenced by the . It has been alleged that the quality of special
a new trial, on the grounds that there was able argumentof Mr.MoCall, that after conferring juries, especially in the city of London , has

no reduction into possession , and that the case with Mr. Justice Quain , I think the case comes | latterly deteriorated. Now , since it is plain that
camewithin the Married Women ' s Property Act, within the protection of the statute. On thiswithin the protection of the statute . On this this fact, if such it be,cannot possibly be attribu .
8 . 7 , ground , therefore, the rule will be made absolute table to the system of promiscuous summoning
Kemp, for the plaintiff instructed by Reep , for a new trial. I make no order as to costs. just referred to, which has affected common juries

Lane and Co.), showed canse. - The husband re only , a supposition has been sometimes expressed
ceiving the fund, or authorising someone to that it must necessarily be due either to the en .
receive it for him , is enough to change the wife 's THE QUALIFICATIONS OF SPECIAL largement of the standard of qualification , or to

interest in the property and reduce it into pos JURORS. the new method , just now described , of summon
session of the husband : (Fleet v . Perrins. 38 MR. ERLE writes to the Law Magazine: ing special juries ; that is to say, by general
L . J . 259, Q . B . ; Jones (v . Cuthbertson ,41 L . J . 146 . The proper qualification of special jurors for panels instead of by a separate panel for each

Q . B .) Mrs . Oakes “ became entitled " to the the City of London is one of the first and most particular case. But the truth will be found to
money when the will was proved in 1865. Her serious questions which must necessarily engage be that the system of summoning which is pursued

right was perfect before the expiration of the life the consideration of the framer of any measure in the city of London , and which , in its principle,
interest, and therefore the Married Women 's intended to affect the law relating to juries, and | is also followed to a greater or less extent in many
Property Act, which did not come into force till on the preparation of the bill of last session , the of the English counties, precludes the forming of
1870 , does not apply . She became entitled before attention of the then Attorney -General was care- any dependable conclusion as to the quality of
and not “ during her marriage.” fully directed to the matter. The point is one of the special jurors' list taken as a whole. This

M 'Call, for the garnishee, in support of his rule. some difficulty, since no criterion of the posses will be understood on a statement of what that

- There was no reduction into the possession of sion of intelligence and good judgment can be system is . To describe it in the shape in which

the husband. This is often a difficult question to fixed by Act of Parliament, nor can a peculiar | it is found in the City. Thesecondary, with whom

determine. The onus is upon the plaintiff to show degree of knowledge of commercialmatters , such theduty ofsummoning jurors rests ,does not at any

“ some clear and distinctact ” on the part of the as is supposed to be wanted to give a GuildhallLas is supposed to be wanted to give a Guildhali | time,when called upon to discharge this function ,

husband : ( Scarpellini v . Aitcheson , 14 L . J . 333. special juror a proper aptitude for his duty be resort to any general list of jurors supplied from the

Q . B ). In Hart v . Stevens ( 1 + L . J . 150 , Q . B .) the ascribed as a certainty to any man , except as a whole area of the City, but lays the 28 wards into
interest on a promissory note given to the wife consequence of his following someavocation which which the City is divided successively under con.

before marriage was received by the husband compels the acquisition of such knowledge. But tribution . His plan , as it has been given in evi.

during coverture, and it was held not sufficient to it will be found by experiment that it is , in prac. dence, is to " work ," to use a common expression ,

reduce the debt into the possession of the hus tice, quite impossible to particularise specific two wards at a time, taking half the special, and
In Prole v . Soada ( 37LJ 249 Ch h orlcallings as necessarily rendering those who pur. | half the common jurors who may be wanted at the

the fund was carried over to the joint account of sue them desirable as special jurors in the city. moment, from each of these wards ; and after ex
husband and wife , it was held no reduction into To take one case only , out of a great number, astake one case only , out of a great number, as hausting the lists of these two districts, to treat

possession by the husband . “ Reduction into an example . Men who are described simply as two other wards, the next in geographical se
possession is a question of intention ; therefore it “ agents ," take, as is well-known, a very im . quence, in the samemanner . In actual practice ,
seems to me that the joint authority of husband portant part indeed in mercantile transactions. J this scheme of summoning would not seem to be
and wife negativesany intention on the husband's | But the profession of men styling themselves always quite strictly adhered to , since the result
part to reduce the money into possession ." (Per agents, extends from the members of a most which is witnessed is that of jurors brought from
Cleasby, B . , Jones v . Cuthbertson , 42 L . J . 223. Ex.) respectable and wealthy class down to persons even a still narrower field than would be covered
Secondly, the case comes within sect. 7 of the living from hand to mouth on their wits , and by the arrangement just described. For it will be
Married Women ' s Property Act, which provides ready, like a Groculus esuriens, to do anything in seen on inspecting the lists of special jurors sup
inter alia that “ where any woman married after the world for a shilling . plied to any of the Superior Courts for its sittings
the passing of this Act shall during her marriage In default, then , of any available test which at Guildhall, that in many instances the whole, or
become entitled to any sum not exceeding £200 could be founded on a man 's profession of his nearly the whole , of the men whose names appear
under any will, such property shall belong to the fitness to be a special juror, and the old formula or any particular panel are drawn from some
woman for her separate use ." It was intended of “ banker, merchant, or Esquire," having single, and frequently very small, locality . Last
So far to do for married women what is proved to be little better than useless, it was year one of the panels which was furnished to the
sometimes accomplished by marriage settle thought necessary , in framing the Juries Bill, to Court of Common Pleas, was almost equivalent to
ments . The Act is to be construed with propose , as has been already stated , that the & column of the directory under either of the head .
reference to its policy : (Winter V . Winter, 16 qualification of special jurors should be consti. ings, “ Woolbrokers ,” or “ East India Avenue .”
L . J ., 112 Ch.) Her property in expectancy tuted by rating or rental only . It is not, of The jurors' list is made out by streets, and not
needed no such protection, but that in possession course, for a moment denied that rating or according to the alphabetical order of the names ,
or capable of being reduced did , being subject to rental supplies but a very imperfect indicationtal supplies but a very imperfect indication so that in the natural course of things a summon

the marital rights of the husband ; and the lan . of a man' s capacity for serving as an effective ing officer, when dispatched on a professional

guage of the section bears out this view . This special juror. Still, these tests , rough as they excursion , has to net his prey by proceeding along

section , as well as the 8th , which refers to real are, afford some evidence, however inconclusive, some series of contiguous houses. This system of
property, follows the language of the usual cove of vigorous and successful habits of business, or summoning has prevailed for a greatmany years

nant in a marriage settlement. In Archer v. Kelly at any rate of the prosecution of some substantial past, and was handed down to, and not introduced

(29 L . J . 911, Ch.) Kindersley, V . C ., held that I calling , or of the possession of some such means by, the present secondary. It is unquestionably

" become entitled ” signified a change of condition and position in life as are generally found to be a bad one, combining, as it is so we'l calculated to

from expectancy to possession . According to accompanied by a certain degree of education , do, the maximum of public inconvenience with

plaintiff ' s construction , the language of the sec . and they may, therefore, be at least preferred to the minimum of expediency as regards the

tion should have been “ shall become entitled to the caprice, or opinion , or, as will certainly be jury box. Each trade or business, as is well

any interest whatsoever :" (Mackenzie' s Settle suspected , the favour dependent on occult con - known , is concentrated in some particular locality

ment, 36 L . J . 320, Ch .) The construction for siderations, of the framers (in many cases very in the city . The district which takes in & part of

which I contend is upheld in Clinton 's Trust (41 ignorant people ) of the jury lists ,which are pro - the Bank and of the Royal Exchange, in the Broad.

L . J . 192, Ch.), whero Wickens, V . C ., discusses all bably the very worst “ fancy " qualifications street ward , is largely occupied by stockbrokers,

the cases . The wife of the defendant, therefore, which could possibly be invented. It may very and dealers in stocks and shares of all descrip

became entitled to this money upon the death of reasonably be doubted whether there is any tions. The head quarters of corn merchants are

the tenant for life , that is , during her marriage sufficient foundation for the common assumption in Mark -lane, and those of sugar brokers in

and after the passing of this Act. The money that causes involving questions relating to Mincing -lane, both of which streets, or the greater

being therefore due to the wife, and the judgment peculiar interests,as, for example, shipping cases, part of each , are in Tower ward . Tower-street,

being against the husband, this is not a debt cannot be satisfactorily tried except by special with its wine merchants, is in the same ward .

owing or accruing to the judgment debtor so as to juries composed of men who are practically Fruit merchants are thickly settled in the adjoin .

be attachable : ( Bingley v . Robinson , 26 L . J . 55, familiar with such matters. Probably , a mixed ing ward, that of Billingsgate. Each leading

Ex.)

Cur adv, vult . assembly containing men of business of various business, in short , which is followed in the City,
The DEPUTY RECORDER (Sir Thomas Cham occupations, and thus free, as a body, from the has, generally speaking , its own local habitation ,

bias or contracted opinion which may, unsus. or, at any rate, a local nucleus which is its centre
(a ) A short report of this case appeared last week, ' pectedly , sway the members of any particular of vitality. The area of each ward being, roughly
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OD Sinospeaking, notmore than about one twenty -eighth companies carrying on their business within the BROWN (Richard , Luton , Beds, timber merchant. April

4 ; Hollams and Co , solicitors, Mincing-lane, London.
of a square mile , the effect of its being fastened City should be made liable to serve there as special BBROWXE ( Richard ), Bromtrees Hell, Bishops Froomo,
upon for jurors is partially to depopulate it for jurors. In the absence of any express provision Hereford, Esq. May 1 ; Wm .West, solicitor, Bromyard.
the time being, and the trades carried on within for bringing such officers within the scope of the BÚTLER (Thomas), St. Ann's Villa Burley,near Leeds,

ironmaster. April 1 : Weddall and Parker , solicitors .it are, on such occasions, more or less paralysed , Act , by enduing them with an ex officio qualif . Selby.

the bulk of those who conduct them being car- cation , they would as now , being neither rated norcation , they would as now ,being neither rated nor CLARK (Susannah), formerly of Vigo-street, Regent-street ,
and late of 127, Abbey -road, St. John 's -wood, Middlesex,riod into captivity at Guildhall. The juries also , paying rent, nor being , in any sufficiently full widow . April 12 ; 1 . Wills, so .icitor, 53, Carter-lane,

which are thus collected , are not so completely legal sense, occupiers of premises, escape service. Doctor' s -coinmons, London .
efficient for the purposes of justice as they would The propriety of this measure will scarcely be CLIFFORD (Right Hon . Sophia, Baroness de), Kirkby Mal.

lory, near Hinckley, Leicester, and of 3 , Carlton House
be if composed of men familiar, taking thom alto. questioned when it has been mentioned that there terrace , Middlesex , and also of Dalgar Park , near Shrale ,

gether, with a greater variety of occupations, and are nearly 1500 of sach companies holding pre . co . Mayo , Ireland, widow . April 13 : Wing and Du Cane ,

thns less liable , as a body, to be affected by any mises in the City , and constantly using the courts solicitors, 1, Gray' s - inn -square, London, W . C .
COKEN (Justina ), 41 , Queen 's - gardens, Middleser, widow . "

of the narrowing influences or feelings which are as litigants, and since mercantile business is pasg . March 19 : Dawes and Soas, solicitors, 9, Ange - court,
sometimes found to prevail in particular circum . ing in a constantly increasing degree into the Throgmorton-street, London .

DINYING (Henry ), 45 , Duke-street, St. James -square . Mid
scribed localities, or among themembers of limited hands of companies, the burden of service on dlesex , East India United Service Clnb, St. James -square,
communities . In view algo of the well known juries at Guildhall , whioh is now thrown on Middlesex, a Brevet Colonel in H . M .'s Bengall Staff
natural tendency which leads some men who, private traders only, would become more and Corps. March 14 : B . W . Cross, solicitor , 4 , Bell-yard ,

Doctors'- commons, London .
although of sound intelligence , are of so diffident more oppressive and unfair if the present total DUNDERDALE ( Thos. ), Horseshoe Inn , Church -street, Pres.

or pliant a disposition as to surrender their whole exomption of all the representatives of companies ton , innkeeper. March 9 ; R . W . and A . Ascroft, solici

independence of understanding to an inveterate were to continue. The very moderato proposal tors, 4 Cannon -strect Preston .
DYK ) ( Rev. Henry ) , Greatworth , Northamptop. March

habit of submitting their own opinion to the con - 1 of the Juries Bill was materially enlarged by the eth . 'Weston aná Barneolicitora Brackley . North

trol of such of their neighbours as may happen to House of Commons by extending its terms so far ampton .
possess & more robust decisiveness of judgment | as to reach , not themanaging director or manager | GARLE (John ), formerly of West View , Bickley, Kent, and.

late of Lubbock -road , Chislehurst, Esq. March 90 ;
or a spirit of more active self-assertion , it is better only, but every director of every public company Beachcroft and Thompson , solicitors, 18 , King's-road,that the members of any given jury should come carrying on its business within the City . Some Bedford-row , London.from several different districts, rathor than from remonstrance or protest on the part of directors | GRBEN ( $ t. John), formerly a Lieut. in H . M .'s Ath Regt. of

L . I ., but late of Bedford , Esq . May 30 ; Jas. Pearse,
one only , since in the latter case they would be who have no semblance of actual occupation in solicitor, Bedford .
likely to be all more or less personally known to their own persons of premises in the City , and | HENDERSON ( John ), Ambie , Northumberland , fish curer.
ono another, and some of them might exercise an who are only bound to attend oocasionally at their ! April 1 : Allan and Davies, solicitors , 23 , Grainger-street,

Newcastle-upon - Tyne.
undue ascendancy over the rest. respective offices, may probably be anticipated if HODGSON ( John), late of Walmgate, York, innkeeper, and

It is obvious that the quality of juries must, the proposal to make them liable to serve as | of Topcliffe Park , York , farmer. April 6 ; Geo . Crambie ,
_ solicitor, 46 , Stonegate, York .

under the system which has been described , vary special jurors for the City should at any future HOLLYMAN (Wm . ) . levedon , Somerset, butcher . March

extremely according to the spots from whioh they time pass into law . 25 ; H . Woodford, solicitor, Clevedon .

may happen to have been taken. The Aldgate,
HUESTOX (John ), formerly of 89. Leman -street , White

chapel, then of 36 , Moyston -road . Addington - road , Bow ,Langboarne, and Tower Wards probably supply HEIRS-AT-LAW AND NEXT OF KIN . Middlesex gentleman . March 20 ; J . M . Bernard ,

the best jurors, and those of Farringdon Without CROUCH (Wm .) Queen ' s Head , 12, Whitecross -street. solicitor. 19 , White Lion - street. Vorton Folgate , London ,

London, publican , next-of-kinto come in by March 13 , HUMB (Matthew ), 8 , Peveril.street, Battersea , urrey, tailor .
and Cripplegate Without, which are largely occu . at the chambers of the M . R ., Apri, 16, at the said April 13 : Bootys and Baylifle , solicitors , Raymond buid

pied by retail tradesmen ,the worst. A short time chambers at a quarter past one o 'cloek , is the time ap ings, Gray' s - inn , Middlesex .

ago , in the result of the arrangements which are
pointed for hearing and adjudicating upon such claims. HUNTER ( Patrick ) . Roden , Salop , and of Liverpool, Esq .

March 2 ; Laces and Co., solicitors, 1 , Ucion -court, Liver .purgued at the Secondary 's Office, the common pool.
jury panel of forty-eight jurors , which served UNCLAIMED STOCK AND DIVIDENDS IN THE JEXYNS (Soame Gambier) , formerly Colonel of the 18th

throughout the after-term sittings in the Court of BANK OF ENGLAND . Hussars, and late of 49 . Redcliffe - gardens, Middlesex ,
Colonel in Her Majesty 'x army. Assistant AjntantCommon Pleas atGuildhall was exclusively com . ( Transferred to the Commissioners for the Reduction of the

National Debt, and which will be paid to the persons Generalat head -quarter , C . B . May 13 : Walters and Co .,

posed of mon qualified as special jurors, and respectively whose names are prefixed to each in three solicitors, 9, Lincoln 's -ini , London .

several of the most considerable names in the months, unless other claimants sooner appear . ) KELHAX (Chas. B . ), 79 , The Grove, Camberwell, Surrey.

City wore noticeable on it.
CREED ( Cleo . ), Charlton , Musgrave, Somerset, gentleman ,

The special jury
colonial broker . March 81 ; Charles R . Kelharn , 79, The

one dividend on the sum of £1606 1 . 4d . New Three Grove, Camberwell. Surrey .
panel, which was provided for the same court for per Cent. Annuities . Claimant Wm . Perry, one of the KINGHORN (Margarot J . ), 36 , Lorrimore -square , Wilworth .

the same period, was of a very inferior quality to executors ofGeo . Creed, deceased . Surrey, spinster . Apríl 21 ; E . Byrne, solicitor , 3 , White
MORSK BAD (Caroline Mary), Richmond, Surrey , spinster, hall-place, Westminster, Middlesex .that of the common jury . A reasonable complaint £204 24. 10d . Three Per Cent. Annuities . Climants Sir KEEN Wm .), Northmoor, Oxon . gentleman . March

was made of the composition of the special jury Warwick Chas . Morshead, Bart ., surviving executor of Wm H .Walsh, solicitor , 16, New -inn , Hall-street, Ox.

panel, but could the two panels have been inter. Caroline Mary Morshead, spinster , deceased. ford .
LAMBE (Augusta M .) , Hendon , Middlesex, spinster. March

changed, no gronnd for adverse observation could 10 : Harting and Son , solicitors, 24, Lincoln 's- inn -fields ,
hayo arisen . Application was made not long APPOINTMENTS UNDER THE JOINT-STOCK Middlesex .

since to the Court of Common Pleas by Sir John WINDING -UP ACTS. MACRREGOR (Walter F .) , Liverpool, engineer, March 31;
Pears and Co., solicitors, % , Harrington -street, Liverpool,

Karglake for a new trial of a cause which had been CALLIARD'S MANIFACTURING COMPANY (LIMITED .) Credi MARKHAM (Arthur B .), Northampton, attorney-at-law .
heard at Guildhall, on the ground that the special

tors to send in by March 13 , their names and ad . April 6 ; Messrs. Markham , solicitors, Northampton . .
dresses and the particulars of their claims, and the

jury which had tried the case had not consisted of
MATTRIBS (Geo . ), Bristol, confectioner. May 1 ; Whitting

names and addresses of their solicitors ( if any ) to Jas. ton , solicitor, 14, Small-street, BristolTaylor, Rochdale, the official liquidator of the said Com .such elements as to possess even any moderate pany. March 27, at the chambers of the M . R .. at eleven PIERC8 (Mary A .) , formerly of the " Yorkshire Grey " public
degree of capacity for dealing with a mercantile o ' clock is the time appointed for hearing and adjudicacing house, London -street, Middlesex, late of 2, Brunswick
question in a satisfactory manner. It may quite upon such claims. villas, Wood -street, Barnet, widow . March 15 ; E . J .

confidently be assumed that in the case just Layton , solicitor , 2 , Suffolk lane, Cannon -street, London ,
E . C .

referred to the state of circumstances which CREDITORS UNDER ESTATES IN CHANCERY. RAMSEY (Nathan ), 123, Sloane-street, Chelsea , Middlesex ,
apparently with much justice, formed the subject LAST DAY OF PROOF. butler . March 98 ; E . Pope, gulicitor , 1 ), Gray's Inn .

square , London .of complaint, arose from the accident that some ATMORE (Michael) . Kirstead , Norfolk , farmer. March 10 ;
F . Fox , solicitor, Norwich . March 23 ; V . C . H ., at one REEVE ( John ), 118, Oxford -street, Reading. Berke , gentle

infelicitous vein of special jurors had been struck _ o'clock : man . March 25 ; Satchell and Chapple, solicitors, 6
by the summoning officer , and that the yield Buss (Edwd.), Ham Farm , Lexham , Kent, farmer. March Queen -street, Cheapside, London .

ROBERTY ( John ), Hempnall, Norfolk , woodman . March

thence obtained was untempered by the admix
16 ; Edward Norwood , solicitor, Charing. Kent. March
SO ; V . C . H ., at two o 'clock , 28 ; Hotson and Furness, solicitors, Long Stratton, Nor

ture with it of the produot of any sounder mino DELBRIDGE ( Joho ), Gwinear, Cornwall , farmer . March 11 : folk ,

It is a matter of simple arithmetical demonstra . Frederick V . Hill, solicitor, Helston , Cornwall . March SANDERS (Wm .), Chesterfield , fruiterer. April 4 ; John
25 : M . R , at eleven o 'clock . Cutts , solicitor , Ne® -square Chesterfield .

tion that if the entire City , and not merely some DUNCOMBE (Wm . ), 102, Gloucester- crescent. Wetbourne SKULL (Edwin ). High Wycombe. Bucks, chair manufac
one, or two, small precinct, or precincts, within park , Middlesex , job _master March 20 ; Robert A . turer . March 81 ; Keziah Skull, Frogmore-street , High

kelley, solicitor , 88. Great James -street, Bedford -row , Wycombe.
its area were to be taken as the recruiting field on Middlesex . March 27 ; V . O . M ., at twelve o 'clock , SMITH (Walter ), 22, West Parade, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
all occasions when jurors are demanded , a special | FOSTER (Laura ), Stubbington House, Crofton , Southamp. gentleman . April 4 ; Hoyle and Co., solicitors, 20, Col.
jury of so poor a quality as thatwhich incurred ton , and of Matlock Bach , widow . March 5 : N . Don . lingwood -street, Newcastle-upon Tyne.

nithorne, solicitor, Fareham , Southampton .the observation of Sir John Karslake could not
STRAITON ( Alexander , 45, Knight Rider -street, London ,March

12 ; V . C M ., at twelve o ' clock . watch and clock maker. Aug. 13 ; Ingledew , Ince, and
ever , according to all the distinct arithmetical FOSTER ( Rev. Wm .), Stubbington House. Crofton , South Greening, folicitors , St . Benet- chambers, Fenchurch

conditions of probability , have existence. ampton . March 5 ; N . Donnithorne, solicitor, Fareham . str . , London .
March 12 ; V . C , M ., at twelve o 'clock . SWAIT ( James ), Charlton , Andover , gentleman . March 13 ;

It will thus be seen that no reliable judgment HEWITT Jonas B . ), 18 , Wood Vale, Forest-hill, Surrey , John Smith , solicitor, High -street, Andover .

can be formed from any single example as to the journalist. March 12 ; Wm . M . Spencer, solicitor, 8 . TOMPKINS (John), Brill, Bucks, 'farmer. March 28 ; J. and

result of any given standard of qualification until Gray's - inn -square, London . March 23 ; V . C . M . at twelve T . Parrott, solicitors, Aylesbury .

o 'clock . YATES ( Joseph ), formerly of Clorence -street , and late of

it has been ascertained whether the sheriff who HUDSON (Wm ),Walworth , Surrey, gentleman . March 28 ; St. Mark 's , Cheltenham , china and glass dealer. March

has supplied the panel summons at all times from W . ( verbury, solicitor, Norwich . April 13 ; M . B . at twelve 25 ; W . Jessop, solicitor, Cheltenham .

the whole body of the county , whether corporate o 'clock .
HUGHES (Richard) , Morden Lodge, Morden , Surrey , Esq .

or at large, for which he acts, or whether, ander March 22 ; Bolton , Robbins, and Busk, solicitors, i, New

some private arrangements of his own devising ,
REPORTS OF SALES.square , Lincoln ' s - inn , London . March 31 ; M . R . at twelve

o 'clock .
JOHNSON (John ), jun., Newton - le -Willows, York , farmer.

provision wasmade by the Juries Bill against the March 20 ; John Teale, solicitor, Leyburn, Bedale, York . Thursdıy, Feb. 19 .
ByMessrs . NEWBOX and HARDING , at theMart.summoning by sheriffs on various independent March 30 ; M . R ., at twelve o 'clock .

SHEPPARD (Henry) , West Camel, Somerset, yeoman . March
Waterloo - road - Nos. 25 and 27, term 35 years - sold for €790

which the
16 ; Geo. Tuson , solicitor, Ilchester. March 31 ; M . R ., at

Hornsey - Nos, 4 and 5 , Rose -villas, freehold - foid for £715 .

knowledge whatever, and founded on their own twelve o 'clock ,
Upper Holloway -- No. 48 , Junction road , freehold - sold for

2550 .
caprice, convenience , or notions of expediency, by No. 37, Gloucester-road, term 78 years - sold for £235 .
imposing on them under penalties , easily recover. | CREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 VICT, c . 35 . Barnsbury - No, 14 , Huntingdon -street , term 95 years -- sold

able, the observance of a rota . The objection that
for £195 .

Last Day of Claim , and to whom Particulars to be sent. By Mr. H . E . MURRELL.
the system which is , as has been described , followed BARTLEY (Heury J.), 30. Somerset-street, Portman-square, 1 Upper Holloway - Nor. 1, 3 , 5, and 7, Davenant-road , termo
in the City of summoning the inhabitants of al

Middlesex , and of 19, Abbey- place , St. John 's -wood ,
Middlesex ; and also 4 , Nelson -crescent, Ramsgate , Kent,

81 years - sold for £1195 .

whole street at a time, economises the distance to
Lisson -grove - No. 15, William - street, term 17 years - sold

gentleman . April 10 ; Bartley and Co ., solicitors , 30, or €115 .
be traversed by the summoning officer would | Somerset- street, Portman -square , Middlesex. .

BISHOP ( John ), 38, Bernard -street, Russell-square, Middle
Portland- town - Nos, 6 and 7, Townshend -cottages, term 4

have been fully met by the provision of the Juries sex, Leg., F . R . S. March 25 ; J . F . White, solicitor, 31, years - sold for £391.

Bill,which required that all summoning should be Guilford -street, London,
Kilburn - Freehold ground-rent of £35 148, --sold for €915 .
A ditto of el 18s. per annum - sold for £15 .

by post, under certain prescribed arrangements .
BOLTON ( Clara ), 7. Old Bond-street, Middlesex , widow .
March 25 : Bowen May , 67, Russell square, London .

The direction to summon, by post only , secures | BOOTk (Henry), Victoria - road, Surbiton, Surrey, corn mer.
other advantages also, among which may bemen chant. March 2 ; T . Donnithorne, solicitor, 30, Grace To Correspondents.church -street, London .
tioned that it precludes , in the sole way probably BoTron (Elizabeth A .) , Fetcham , Surrey , widow . March A CONSTANT READER . - ( 1 ) “ An Articled Clerk " ought to

in which this can be insured , all attempts to 17 ; Wm . A . Everest, solicitor, Epsom . serve his principal in the way suggested . It is not likely
corrupt summoning officers, and it thus relieves | BRAHAM (Elizabeth ), 18, Litchfield -terrace, St. John 's that anything in the articles of clerkship entitle the

Wood , Middlesex, widow . March 81 ; Barnard and
such officers from the imputations and suspicions

clerk to refuse to do so ; but road the articles. (2 ) AS
Harris, solicitors, 12, Finsbury -circus, Lrndon , E . C . regards working after office hours , the principal oan na

of bribery to which they are now exposed . BRIGSTOCKE ( Rev . 'I hos .), B . D ., Incumbent of St. Kathe his own office hours from time to time, and unless unren
It was proposed by the Juries Bill that in theIrine's, Milford, Pembroke. April 20.; Bootys and Ba - | sonable the clerk must conform to them . The clerk

gliffe , solicitors, 1 , Raymond -buildings , Gray' s -inn , I
City of London the managing directors of public ' London,

not obliged to work as suggested on Sundays. - ED . SOLS .
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A . B . - The advertisement headed " Who's your Lawyer ?" in due time paid £900 as Chief Clerk . Mr. Alder. they more usually crossed . The plaintiff crossed
which you take from the south Wales Daily News, has so
often been exposed in this journal that we feel its re

man Figgins said up to that time he had sup- the line at à point some distance from the regular
production will serve no good purpose . No doubt tho crossing , and wasknocked down and injured by
so - called law agents are contravening the sand section connection with the office of Chief Clerk , believing a train of the defendants' driven at four miles an
of the Attorneys Act 1848 , it is a matter for the Incorpo .

Tatod Law Society to dealwith . - ED. Sols ,' Depr.
it to be the duty of the court to maintain thehigh hour. There was a short curve at the spot, but
standard in the administration of justico with no whistle or other warning was given by the
which the Mansion House justice room had been defendants. Held , no evidence of negligence to

than fifty -seven members of the Bar (in long agociated , but when he saw the class of I go to the jury , and a rule to set aside & nonsuit
addition to those who at the recent election gained candidates who were presenting themselves for discharged : (Harrison V. The North - Eastern

admission to the House of Commons as parlia. election he thought £1000 a year was a greatdeal | Railway Company, 29 , L . T . Rep. N . S . 845. Ex.).

mentary representatives ), sought election , and too much, some of them having been junior clerks WINDING -UP - COMPROMISE OF ACTION - CRE

were defeated or withdrew . This , with the 107 in at salaries of between £200 and £300 a year. DITING SHARES OF THIRD PARTY AS FULLY PAID
the House, makes 164 who sought to enter it. He submitted that even £750 was too much . Al. UP. - An action having been broughtby W . against
MR. J. A . FREEMAN, of Brighton , has been

I Brighton , has been derman Sir ThomasGabriel, roplying to Mr.Alder. the company, a compromise, which was made a
appointed town clork of that town. He was

admitted an attorney in Hilary Term 1852. The
man Figgins, said , with much emphasis,knowing rule of court , was agreed upon , whereby the com
well the onerous and responsible duties which de- pany were to pay $ 3200 to w ., and to credit cer.

town council marked their appreciation of the volved on the Chief Clerk to the Lord Mayor, he tain shares held by F ., with a sum which would
services of Mr. Black , the late town clork , by

hoped the selection would be made from no such make them fully paid up. Certificates of the
passing z very flattering resolution . class as that to which Mr. Alderman Figgins had shares as fully paid up were given to F ., and they
Mr. C . K . FRESHFIELD , M . P . for Dover, was reforred . It occurred to Sir Thomas that a rational

admitted an attorney in Easter Term 1834 . Ho
were marked in the books of the company as such .

way of solving the matter was to rosolve that, in . Shortly afterwards the company was ordered to be
had previously sat in Parliament,and was formerly stead of making the salary £1000 a year, it should wound-up . Held , that the crediting Fi's shares

solicitor to the Bank of England , one of themost not exceed £1000. That would give the Court of under the terms of the compromise with W . was
responsible posts that it could possibly fail to the Aldermen a discretion in thematter ; and if they
lot of a member of either branch of the Profession

| a payment in cash within the meaning of the 25th
got a man for the office worth £1000 a year, well section ofthe Companies Act 1867 : ( Ferrao 's Case,

to fill. and good ; but if not they could hold their hand . 20 L . T . Rep . N . S. 876 . V .C . B .) .
Mr. Alderman Sidney ,as themover of the amend . CONTRIBUTORI - TRANSFER OF SHARES BY A

ment, said he had no objection to adopt the sug- MORTGAGEE TO HIS SERVANT. - By the direction
MAGISTRATES ' LAW . gestion of Sir Thomas Gabriel by inserting in the of P . certain shares in a company, of which he

amendment that the stipend should not exceed was mortgagee , were transferred into the name

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. £1000 . Mr. Alderman Stonesaid he had no doubt of E ., one of his servants. The company was

BASTARDY - APPLICATION - HEARING OF SUM . they would find a man in all respects competent ordered to bewound-up and a return of ospital

MONS - CONSTRUCTION OF RATE. - The mother offto discharge the duties of the office for £1000 a had been made to the shareholders. E . duly ac .

a bastard child signed a form of application for a year, and well worth the money . HethoughtMr. counted to P . for the moneys received by her inyear, and

summons against the patative father containing
Alderman Figgins was in error as to the class of the winding.up . Notice of a further return of

the words " who saith that she hath been deli. men who were solicting the office. The court had capital had been given , and E . now claimed to be

vered of a bastard child since the passing of the
not yet advertised for candidates. He submitted absolutely entitled to the shares, on the ground

Bastardy Laws Amendment Act 1872." When
that if they made it a condition that none but that the transfer to her wasmade in fraud of the

the summons cameon to be heard , objection was members of the legalprofession should be eligible, company, in order that P. might escape all lia .

taken by the defendant that the child was born they would find no difficulty in eleoting a suitable bility in respect of the shares. On bill filed by

before the passing of the Act ; the mother was man. He thought the salary should notbe less P ., held , that the transfer was not fraudulent,

sworn and admitted this was so , and the justices than £800 a year, if they did not give £1000 a and that E . was a trustee of the shares for P . :

dismissed the summons. Upon another summons, year eventually . He suggested that there should (Colquhoun v . Courtney , 29 L . T . Rep. N . S. 887.

reciting the same application but without the be
be a reference back to the committee that the M . R .)

mistake therein , justices made an order of 28. 6d.
de salary should not be less than £800, but should RAILWAY COMPANY _ AGREEMENT TO BUILD

a week against the defendant. Held , upon
be increased to £1000 if the committee should A STATION - SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE. - In con .

certiorari, that the dismissal of the first summons think fit. This suggestion was supported and sideration that W . would withdraw his opposition

wasnot such a hearing as to exhaust the applica. enforced by Mr. Alderman Cotton , M . P ., who held to a Bill before Parliament for the construction

tion ; and that the order upon the second sum . that £1000 a year was none too much to enable a of a railway, the promoters agreed with W . to

mong was within the justices' jurisdiction : ( R . v .
man in such a responsible position to live as a erect “ a station " on his land . W . accordingly

The Justices of Lancashire, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . gentleman, and that Mr. Alderman Figgins had withdrew his opposition, and the Bill was duly

886. Q . B .) been a little wrong in his premises, seeing passed. The company subsequently , while ad.

DEBTORS' ACT 1869, S . 15 , SUB-SECT. 5 that the Court of Aldermen had never given mitting themselves bound by the agreement, re.

FRAUDULENT REMOVAL OF PROPERTY BY it out that the salary was to be £1000. The fused to build the station . On a bill filed by W .

DEBTOR - ASSIGNMENT BEFORE LIQUIDATION . motion for that sum as the salary wasalso warmly for specific performance of the agreement, Held ,

- A debtor on the 17th Oct. 1873 filed his petition supported by Sir Thomas White. Alderman Sir that the agreement was too vague in its terms tosupport
for the liquidation of his affairs by arrangement. Benjamin Phillips explained that the matter had enable the court to make a decree for specific per .

and a trustee was duly appointed . In Dan 1870 | been well discussed by the committee , who were formance , but an inquiry was directed as to com .In Deo. 1872 been well discusse
he had assigned his property to L . and W ., to of opinion that, if an eminent man could be pensation to which W . was entitled , and the com .

whom he was indebted (L . having then advanced | obtained , a salary of £1000 a year would not be | pany were ordered to pay all the costs : (Wilson

a further sum of £350 for the purpose of enabling
too much , the duties of Chief Clerk at the v . The Northampton and Banbury Railway Com .

the business to be carried on ), upon trust, for the Mansion-house, as they all knew , being very pany, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 879. V . C . B .)

benefit of L . and W . and his scheduled creditors. onerous, and requiring a thoroughly able man for WINDING -UP – CREDITOR ' S PETITION —
There were other creditors than those scheduled . | their satisfactory discharge. The only question PRACTICE. - A creditor who has presented a

On the 14th, 16th , and 17th Oct. 1873, the debtor with the committee was whether & proper man petition for winding -up a company is dominus litis,

fraudulently removed portions of the property so
could be obtained for £1000 a year. Hewas sorry | and is therefore entitled at thehearing to have his

assigned to L . and W ., and in respect of these Mr. Alderman Figgins had to some extent pre- petition dismissed upon payment of the costs of
removals, hewas indicted under the Debtors' Act judiced the matter. The duty of the court clearly all parties, including the costs of a creditor who
1869 , s . 11. sub-sect. 5 . for having. within four was to avoid appointing an inferior man, and to appeared , although he had notice that the

months next before the commencement of thement of the bid for a thoroughly good one. He was willing petitioner intended to have the petition dismissed :

liquidation of his affairs , fraudulently removed co to amend his motion that the minimum salary Re The Hereford & c., Engineering Co., 29 L . T .
part of his property , of the valne of £10 and might be £800 , and not exceed £1000. Eventually | Rep . N . S . 881. V . C . B .)

upwards : Held that the offence was not proved,
the motion was adopted in that form . Mr. Alder. AGREEMENT OF COMPANY TO ASSIGN PRO.

for the property was not his at the time of reman Stone then suggested that it be an instruc . PERTY - ULTRA VIRES - COMPANIES ACT 1862.

moval,but that of L . and W ., the trustees under tion to the committee to select the candidates The directors of a limited company agreed to

the assignment. Secondly , that the assignment from the legal profession , submitting that, to fill assign the property and goodwill of the company
required to be registered under the Bills of Sale such an office worthily , the Chief Clerk should be to A ., who was to use his best endeavours to form

Act, 17 & 18 Vict. c . 36 . and was inoperative a man of position and education , and capable of a new company. The agreement did not bind A .

against the trustee under the liquidation : (Reg . v . | holding his own. The suggestion was supported to form a new company, or state anything as to

Creese, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 897. Cr. Cas. Res .)
by Mr. Alderman Gibbons, who argued that, if its proposed namo, capital, or shares . B ., a share .
they could not find in the legal profession a holder, gave notice of his objection to the proposed
gentleman competent to perform the duties, they transfer , but resolutions were passed confirming

CHIEF CLERK TO THE LORD MAYOR . were not likely to meet with him out of it . The the agreement, and for winding -up the company
On Tuesday, at a meeting of the magistrates of motion for confining the selection to the legal voluntarily . The resolutions for winding up the
the City of London , held at the Mansion House, profession was agreed to , and the court adjourned. company were subsequently abandoned . Held ,

the Lord Mayor presiding , the Court, pursuant to on bill filed by B . against the directors and the

notice, proceeded with the further consideration company, that the agreement with A . and the

of a report of their General Purposes Committee COMPANY LAW .
resolution confirming it were ultra vires, and that

on the reference of the 20th Jan . last relative to the plaintiff was entitled to an injunction restrain .

the duties and emoluments of the Chief Clerk to
ing the transfer to A . : (Bird v . Bird ' s, & c ., Sewage

the Lord Mayor, and recommending that the NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. Co., 29 I . T . Rep. N . S . 881 . V .C . B .)
salary of the office be £1000, and that the pay . PRACTICE - PETITION - CONSENT. - A petition RAILWAY - NEGLIGENCE – INVITATION TO

ments for copies of depositions should no longer to wind -up a company will, for the future, be ALIGHT- SEASON TICKET HOLDER - CONTRIBU .

form part of the emoluments of the Chief Clerk ; called on in its turn in the list of petitions, TORY NEGLIGENCE . - Where, upon the approach
also that the committee be authorised to advertise instead of being treated , as heretofore , as an of a train to a station the name of the station is

for candidates for the office. Sir Benjamin Phil. | opposed petition : And if , when the petition is called out by the officials of the company, and the
lips now moved that the report of the committee called on , the company appear and consent, and train overruns the platform and comes to a final

beapproved and adopted . To that Mr. Alderman no one appears to oppose , the petition will be stop, and no warning is given to the passengers,
Sidney objected , holding that £1000 a year was taken as unopposed , and the order made thereon and no attempt made to back the train , held suffi .

an extraordinary leap from £300, the salary of accordingly : (Re Beclway , fc. Coal Company, cient evidence of negligence on the part of the

which the late Chief Clerk was in receipt on his 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 828 . V . C . M .) company to be left to a jury . If a passenger gets
first being appointed Assistant Clerk in the justice EVIDENCE OF NEGLIGENCE — CROSSING OF out after the train has stopped , and is injured by
room . He moved , as an amendment, that the LINE BY PERMITTED TRESPASS - WHETHER ANY falling where there is no platform , the fact that it

report of the committee be adopted , with the WARNING NEED BE GIVEN TO PERMITTED TRES. was so dark where the plaintiff alighted that he
modification that £750 be substituted for £1000 . PASSER8. — The defendants drove trains over a could not see the platform is not necessarily proof
The amendment was seconded byMr. Alderman line belonging to a dock company , and running of contributory negligence on his part, the other
Allen , who took occasion to remind the court between the dock and a public promenade. The facts having happened : (Wellen v . The London ,

that, although Mr. Oke was originally in the public were allowed to cross the line at all | Brighton , and South Coast Railway, 29 L . T . Rep .

receipt of £300 a year as Assistant Clerk, he was ' points, but there was one regular crossing where ' N . S . 888. C . P .)

A
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REAL PROPERTY AND rolling and pitching of the ship in a storm , and illegal by somesubsequent law , the assured may

CONVEYANCING .
dying shortly afterwards in consequence of the prosecute it without sacrificing his insurance.
injuries received : , Where the policy is avoided in consequence of

Lawrence v . Aberdein , 5 B . & Ald . 107 . the illegality of the risk, the underwriter is en .
NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. Loss from kicking of animals when ship tirely discharged from all liability , although he

PRACTYOR - SUIT BY MORTGAGEES FOR SALE | laboured in a storm , although insurance free of himself was awaro of the illegal nature of the

AND GENERAL ADMINISTRATION OF TESTATOR's mortality : adventure.

ESTATE -- Costs . - A legal mortgagee who insti. Gabay v . Lloyd, 3 B . & C . 793, Arn. 630, 4th edit., citing Bynkershoek Quæst. Jur.
Pub . lib. 1, c . 21 ; and Holman v . Johnson , 1 Cowp.

tutes & suit for the sale of the mortgaged pro . Examples of what are not. (per Lord Mansfield ) 341 , 343 .
perty , and for the general administration of the Meat becoming putrid byprolongation of voyage Illegality is not presumed if the instrument can
mortgagor 's estate, is entitled to have the amount | owing to storm and tempest : be read so as to be consistent with a legalobject.
of his principal, interest, and costs , paid out of Taylor v . Dunbar, L . Rep. 4 C . P . 206 . The policy may be illegal on the following
the proceeds of the sale of other mortgaged pro . Loss by spontaneous combustion generated by grounds :
perty in priority to the costs of the suit : (Pinchard chemical change of the thing insured : ( 1) That the adventure is opposed to the
v . Fellows, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 882. V .C . B .) Boyd v . Dubois, 3 Camp. 132. i policy of the law .
WILL - CONSTRUCTION - ELECTION. - A testa Ship necessarily on ground when tide was low . See Arn. 4th erlit ., pt. II. , c . 5 .

trix advanced £900 to M . on an assignment by Nothing fortuitous : (2 ) That it is in fraud of the Revenue,
him of a covenant by F . to transfer to M . £1000

Magnus v. Buttemer, 11 C . B . 876 ; 21 L . J . 119 , C . P .

stock , and to pay interest at £5 per cent. By her Ship in graving dock blown over by a violent
Trade, or Navigation Laws of the home
country .

will she gave F . £3000 , and all sums due to her
gust of wind : -

Phillips v . Barber, 5 B . & Ald . 161.
(3) In contravention of international com .

by him , and directed her executors not to require
Ship driven on an enemy's coast bilged in being mercial treaties and occasional statutes.

payment of the £900 due from M ., but out of the hauled up on beach : (4 ) In contravention of the law of nations.
£3000 given to F . to retain enough to purchase Green v . Elmslie, Peake, 212. (5 ) In contravention of embargo.
£1000 stock , in satisfaction of the covenant by

Leakage of oil by pitching of ship. But stowage (6 ) In violation of the country's war policy .
F ., and to pay the surplus thereof beyond the not disturbed : 1 and 2 . - Revenue and Navigation Laws.
£900 and interest to M . F . having predeceased Crofts v . Marshall, 7 C . & P . 597.
her, she by her codicil directed the £3000 to form

The export or import of goods being prohibited,
| Damage sustained by a ship from the fire of

part of her residuary estate, but directed her | another vessel of the same nation mistaking her illegal and void .
& contract of insurance in respect of them is

executors not to call on F .' s representatives for for an enemy :
NOTE . --- A contemplated violation of the lawsof foreign

ment, or transfer of the $ 1000 stock , nor to Cullen v . Butler , 5 M . & Sel, 461. countries does not affect the insurance : (Arn ,

eniorce payment by M . of the £900 . A special Damage caused to a merchantman by the fire 531, 4th edit. ; 3 Kent, Com . 8. 263 .) [ The latter
case having been filed , in order to ascertain the of the enemy when being defended against cap author says : “ The principle does no credit to

rights of the defendant M ., and the representam ture : the commercial jurisprudence of the age.” ]
tive of F ., Lord Justice James (sitting for Vice- | Taylor v . Curtis, 6 Taunt. 608 ; 2 Marsh Rep . 309. A violation of statutory regulations as to the

Chancellor Wickens) decided that M . was not at Electric cable insufficiently insulated ; expense equipment of vesselswould seem to be an illegality
liberty to enforce against Fi's estate, the covenant of laying it down lost through the chemicalaction avoiding a contract of insurance.

to transfer the $ 1000 stock . Held , on appeal, | of the salt water on the wire : Arn .4th edit. 635.

that the decision of the court below was correct, Peterson v. Harris, 1 B . & S .336 ; 30 L . J . 354 , Q . B . 3 . - Commercial Treaties and occasional Statutes.
except as to the trifling difference between theeen the Destruction of ship 's bottom by worms in seas28 All insurances on ships or goods navigated or£900 and the value of the £1000 stock where worms ordinarily assail ships, unless

conveyed contrary to the provisions of any com
(£10 12s. 6d.) the payment of which M . was sheathing be torn off by violent action af the sea mercial treaty to which the home country is a
at liberty to enforce against F .' s estate : (Synge and the bottom thus exposed :

party or statute passed for temporary purposes is1 Ph. 1101 ; Kent. 3, p . 305 -306 ; Rohl v . Parr, 1 Esp .
v . Synge, 29 L . T . Rep . 855. Ch.) 441; Martin v . Salem , 3 Mass. Rep. 429 ; Hazard 7 . void .

N . Eng. Ins. Co., 8 Pet. Sup . C . Rep . 557 . NOTE, - Lord Stowell says. " Every treaty is part of

Damage by rats :
the private law of each of the countries which are

parties to it, and is as binding on the subjects of

MARITIME LAW . Hunter v. Potts, 4 Camp. 203 ; Laveroni v . Drury, 8
Exch . 166 ; 22 L . J . 2, Ex.

each as any part of their own mun laws :

Commingling of goods, and owners refusing to
( The Eenroom , 2 C . Rob . Adm . R . 1, 6.)

SPECIMENS OF A CODE OF MARINE
accept an apportionment : Prohibited Trading.

INSURANCE LAW . Spenee v . Unien Marine Ins. Co., L . Rep. 3 C . P . 427. / No licence being obtained an insurance is in .

By F . O . CRUMP, Barrister-at- Law . Live stock thrown overboard to save the rest, a valid .

(Continued from p . 219 .) scarcity of provisions having occurred owing to If only a small portion of a cargo owned by one
PERILS OF THE SEA . the protraction of the voyage in consequence of person , or by several acting in partnership or by

Definition .
the gross ignorance of the captain : & common agent, covered by one contract of in .
Live stock perishing from want of food , owing

PERILS of the sea embrace all kinds of marine to the unavoidable prolongation of the voyage is vitiated entirely .surance, comprises prohibited goods , the contract

casualties, such as shipwreck , foundering , strand. |ing, strand - in consequence of bad and stormy weather, without Parkin v . Dick, 2 Camp. 221 ; Hagedorn v . Bazett, 2
, & c ., and every species of damage to the ship | fault of the captain and crew : M . & G . 100 .

or goods at sea 'by the violent and immediate Gregson v . Gilbert, 3 Dong . 282 · 2 Marsh . Ins. 493 ; If part of a cargo is legal, but the residue,

action of winds and waves, not comprehended in Tatham v. Hodgson, 6 T. R . 656 ; 5 B . and Ald . ill. though legal, is intended to cover an illegaldesign ,

the ordinary wear and tear of the voyage, or and the whole is insured in one policy, the in .
directly referable to the acts and negligence of By Collision .

surance is void :
the assured as its proximate cause. The loss recoverable in each case is governed by Gibson v. Vaughan , 12 East, 302.

Aru. 4ih edit . 681 ; Ph. sect. 1099 . the terms of the ranning down clause. A licence having been obtained , the contract is
See Coey y . Smith , 22 Court of Sess. Ca. N . S . 955 ; not void by reason of prohibited goods of other

Element of Negligence. and Taylor v . Dewar, 5 B & S . 58 ; 33 L . J., 4LQ . B . ,
Although negligence may be the remote cause which are in conflict, and; Xenos v . Fox , L . Rep .

| persons being on board , but is invalid to the extent

of the loss, yet if the perils of the sea be the
3 C . P . 630. that the assured has exceeded his licence by

proximate cause the lossmay be recovered :
Where the collision is purely fortuitous, and shipping a surplus of prohibited goods :

Davidson v . Burnand, L . Rep. 8 C . P . '117. ( A dis. there is no fault on either side, the loss is recover Keir v . Andrade, 6 Taunt. 496 ; Butler v . Allnutt, 1

Stark , 223 .
charge pipe left open and by loading brought
below the water line) ; Heyman v . Parish , 2 Camp. Buller v . Fisher, 3 Esp . 67 ; Xenos v , Fox, L . Rep . 3

An informality in the mode of obtaining &

149 ; Everth v . Hannam , 2 Marsh . Rep . 74 ; 6 Taunt. C . P . 630 ; Smith v . Scott, 4 Taunt. 126 : De Vaue licence for exporting prohibited goods makes it

375 ; Blyth y , Shepherd , 9 M . & W . 763, to be consi v . Salvador, 4 . Ad. & E . 420 . of no effect, and avoids the contract of insurance

dered overruled ; Bullt v . Fisher , 3 Esp . 67 ; If damage to the ship only be provided for by if made on a general cargo belonging to the same
Hodgson v . Malcolm , 2 B . & P ., N . S . 339 . . the “ running down " clause,damages for personal owners :

If the negligence ofagents of assured in allow | injuries sustained from the same collision by Camelo v . Britten , 4 B . & Ald. 184 ; Gibson v . Servioe,

ing a ship to be condemned and broken up when persons on board either of the veseels , cannot be 5 Taunt. 433.

shemight have been repaired brought about con . recovered :
An act may contravene the strict termsof an

demnation the underwriters are not liable : Taylor v . Dewar, 5 B & S . 58 ; 33 L . J . 141, Q . B . order in council without amounting to an ille

Tanner v . Bennett, Ry. & M . 182 . Anownerwhose ship had done damage to another gality so as to avoid a contract of insurance.

Escamples of what are Losses by Perils of the Sea. standing by and seeing his ship sold, under & Ex gr. - If the object be legal:
Foundering at sea proximately caused by the decree of a court of admiralty , for less than she Atkinson v , Abbott, 1 Camp. 535 ; 11 East, 135.

fury of stormsand tempests. is worth , can only claim for the amount actually 4 . - The Law of Nations.
Shipwreck caused by the ship being driven paid under the decree, and cannot claim for loss Contravention may be :

ashore, or on rocks and shoals in mid -seas, by by reason of the forced sale under decree : (1) By a neutral supplying to a belligerent
violence of the winds and waves. Thompson v . Reynolds, 7 E . & B . 172 ; 26 L . J . 93 ,

The immediate and necessary consequences of Q . B . ; Xenos v . Fox , L . Rep. 4 C . P . 665.
articles which are contraband of war.

(2 ) By violating blockade.
shipwreck : - ILLEGALITY. (3 ) By engaging in the privileged trade of &

Dent v . Smith , L . Rep. 4 Q . B . 414.

Stranding , where it is fortuitous and not arising An insurance upon a subject is void if the belligerent.

5in the ordinary course of the voyage :
Contraband of war includes :interest insured is illegal, or if the contract con .

Fletcher v . Inglis, 2 B . & Ald. 315. (Ebbing tide, templates an unlawful use of it . Arms, warlike equipments and naval and

hard and uneven bottom , swell in barbour.) Redmond v. Smith , 1 M . & Gr. 437. military supplies.
Ship taken in tow by man - of-war, and obliged If the trade be illegal it defeats the policy on Provisions destined for a military force, or to a

to carry a press of sail to keep up with her, the ship as well as that on the cargo. place which is beseiged or blockaded.

shipped seas and damaged cargo : Any illegality in the prior stages or at the outset Articles of ordinary convenience or necessity if

Hagedorn v . Whitmore, 1 Stark . 157. of an integral voyage vitiates a policy, though going to a belligerent port where such articles are

Loss of masts,spars , sails , and rigging by carry effected only to protect some later stage of it in used for warlike purposes.

ing press of sail to escape an enemy : | which there is no illegality . Raw materials capable of being turned to the

Covington v. Roberts, 2 B . & P ., N . Š ., 378 . The illegality of a distinct and separate voyage purposes of war.
Deterioration of tobacco by fotid odours of has no effect on the voyage or venture described ! [See fuller enumeration of particular goods,

hides damaged by salt water shipped in bad in the policy . Arn ., 4th edit., pp. 647, 648 .]
Weather : Arn . 630, 631, 4th edit. ; Phillips, sect. 231 ; Sewell Marsh Ins., 54 , 55 .

Montoya v. Lond . Ass. Co. 6 Ex. 451. v . Royal Exchange Assurance Company, 4 Taunt. Contraband of war may be insured in a neutral
Damage below the water line from violent 855 . country if its nature is made known to the under

grounding as the result of a storm : A contravention of law , though it have relation writer.
Harrison v . The Universal Marine Insurance Company, to the subject or the risk , will not affect the [ See “ Concealment : Liability to Capture." ] .

3 F . & F . 191 . insurance if it be remote, and distinct from the Such insurances are void in the country of the
Plunder by wreckers : contract, or only collateral. hostile belligerent, and cannot be enforced in his

Bondrett v . Hentigg, Holt, 149 . Phillips, sect. 221 .
Live stock bruised and lacerated by the viol ' A risk legal in its commencement becoming ! "

courts.
Arn ., 4th edit., 649, n . 3.
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[See further on this subject, and as to (2 ) ani | Art. 2 . Oldendorff is to have the right to use was carried on from the 1st Jan. 1873, up

(3). Warranties : Express — Neutrality .] and carry on the firm of Barthelmes and Co. for to the 23rd July 1873, when the petition for
5 . - Violation of Embargo. five years from the 1st Jan . 1870, and Barthelmes liquidation in the matter was filed ; but the

A Government in time of war having laid an binds himself not to establish any business in embarrassments of the firm began in the month
embargo on all ships sailing for a particular port Yorkshire during that period . Art. 3 . Olden . of June. Upon the question whether the firm of

an insurance on a contravention of such embargo dorff agrees to take for his account, and credit Oldendorff and Myers agreed to adopt the debt of

is void : Barthelmes with , certain stock and effects 20001., and the liability of Oldendorff to the com

Arn . 4th edit. 639 ; Delmada v. Motteur, 1 Hild . amounting to £2803 159. 60 . Art. 4 . Barthelmes mission of half per cent to Barthelmes, there is a

Park. Ing. 505. hands over to Oldendorff for collection certain direct and irreconcilable conflict of evidence
6 . - In violation of the Country 's War Policy . trade debts , amounting to £6279. 12s. 4d., which upon the affidavits of the two debtors. I have
Trading with the enemy during war without a Oldendorff agrees to collect and therewith pay i carefully read and considered those affidavits , and

licence is illegal, and the insurance on such certain trade liabilities of Barthelmes, amounting I have come to the conclusion that, whatever may
trading is void : to £4429 Os. 3d ., and to pay out of the remainder have been the intention of Oldendorff upon the

Potts v . Bell, 8 T . R . 548. & balance of the receipt £1000 to Barthelmes' subject, it was never the intention of Myers to

Exception . - A native of a belligerent country liquidation account at the Bradford Banking adopt those liabilities as liabilities of the partner .

domiciled in a neutral country may trade with Company, and therest upon three months' notice ship ; that he believed, and was justified in

the enemy of his country and insure the adven . after 1st Jan . 1871. Art. 5 . Barthelmes agrees believing ,and acted on the belief, that the 20001.
tare : to leave Oldendorff against guarantee capital to formed part of Oldendorff 's capital, and that the

Bell v . Reid ; Bell v . Butler, 1 M . & S . 726 ; Willson v . the amount of £2000 for five years from 1st Jan . commission was a liability which Oldendorffwould
Marryatt , 8 T . R . 31.

1870, with interest at 5 per cent. per annum , pay : settle and; arrange with Barthelmes. AndAll insurances effected in the home country to
able half yearly ; Barthelmes takes upon himself it appears to me that the letters from Olden .

protect property liable by its situation in an
the liability upon bills drawn previously to 1st dorff to Barthelmes, set out in Oldendorff' senemy's country to British capture, are void : Jan . 1870 ' and due in 1870 amounting to affidavit dated 8th Nov., 11th Dec., 23rd Dec.

Arn . 4th edit . 612.
An insurance on goods to a friendly or neutral £2519 78. 10d . Art. 6 . For cession of the 1872 ; 13th Jan., 7th Feb., and 26th June 1873,

port there to be delivered to a neutral is valid
goodwill of the business Oldendorff agrees confirm the view of the transaction as given by

though the neutral himself be resident in a port to pay Barthelmes a commission of one half Myers. The letter of 27th June 1873 is the first

of hostile occupation : per cent. on the amount of a business letter in which Oldendorff treats Myers as in any
turned over by him during the five years begin way interested in his proposals to Barthelmes, andBromley v . Hesseltine, 1 Camp. 75. See Hobbs v. Hem .

ming, 34 L . J., 117 , C . P .. ning 1st Jan. 1870 to the end of 1874, and to I observe this was written from Whitby after
render a half yearly statement of the same. Art. Myers, as he states, had ascertained the em

endor take Barthelmes' ware . barrassed position of the firm , and had decided to

house in Bradford on a lease of fourteen years at stop payment, and Oldendorff says he never did
COUNTY COURTS . a yearly rent of £400 payable half yearly, with a communicate with Myers as he stated in that

right to sublet part or the whole thereof. Art. letter he should . It has been attempted , however,
NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. 9 . Oldendorff agrees to induce Mr. H . Aver . to be made out that apart from express agree .

FORECLOSURE SUIT - COUNTY COURTS ACT dieck , of Bradford , to guarantee Barthelmes the duct the firm of Oldendorff and Myers has by con

Costs. - In a suit to foreclose a mortgage for £50. payment of £4000 within five years from the 1st sentadopted these separate liabilities of Oldendorff

Held, that the plaintiff was entitled to his full Jan . 1870, and agrees to pay all necessary stamps as joint liabilities of the firm . The conduct re

costs of suit : (Brown v. Rye, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . and legal expenses. The lease provided for by lied upon consists in the payment to Barthelmes

872. M . R .) Art 8 was duly executed . The guarantee provided by cheques drawn in the name and payable out
for by Art. 5 was duly given . From the 10th of the funds of the fimr of two cheques for £200 and

BRADFORD COUNTY COURT. March 1870 down to the month of Jan. £393 10s. 3d . The cheque for £200 was for half
( Before W . T . S . DANIEL, Esq., Judge.) 1873, the agreeement was acted upon by both a year's rent of the warehouse. This warehouse

parties , and the terms thereof complied with , had been leased by Barthelmes to Oldendorff for
Jan . 23 and Feb. 6 .

except as to the payment of the first year's fourteen years, from 1st Jan. 1870, at £400 per
Ex parte BARTHELMES ; Re OLDENDORFF AND commission provided by Art. 6 . Barthelmes annum , and was occupied by the firm at the same

ANOTHER having released Oldendorff from the payment of it rent, as sub-tenant to Oldendorff ; the firm were

Bankruptcy - Surety - Substituted liability. by reason of the badness of trade arising from not the assignees of the lease, but they held it
In order to transfer a separate liability of A . into the French and German war, Oldendorff carried from Oldendorff at the same rent, and the £200

the joint liability of A . and B ., there must be on the business from the 1st Jan. 1870 , and thus paid direct by the firm to Barthelmes was

the mutual agreement of both A . and B . to do received the assets and paid the debts of the old not a payment for which they were liable to Bar.
so . That agreementmay be proved by conduct. firm of Barthelmes and Co., and reduced the thelmes, but their liability to Oldendorff being of

There must also be the agreement of the creditor balance due to Barthelmes to £2000 , which he the sameamountas his to Barthelmes,the payment

of A , to accept the liability of A . and B . in lieu retained on loan according to Art. 5 , secured by wasmade direct to avoid the needless circuit of tworetained on loan according to Art. 5 , secured
and discharge of the liability of A . : (Ex parte Averdieck 's guarantee, according to Art. 9 Incheques , and appears to me to have no bearing on
Whitmore, 3 Deac, 365 ; Rolfe v . Flower, L . Rep . the early part of 1872 the account between Olden the question. The other cheque for £393 10s. 3d.
1 P . C . 27 .) I dorff and Barthelmes was made up to 31st Deo. was for the balance over and above the £2000

Semble , if a creditor accept the joint liability of A . 1871, and showed a balance of £2051 9s. 6d ., the which wasdue to Barthelmes from Oldendorffup to
and B . in lieu of the separate liability of A ., he £51 93. 60. being due for interest on the £2000. 31st Dec. 1873 : this sum waspaid by a check drawn
discharges a surety for the separate debt of A ., This sum of £51 9s. 6d . being small was not paid, in the name of the firm by Oldendorff and which
as accepting a distinct and perhaps less valuable but the balancewas continued and carried forward : when it was pointed out to him by Myers (as

security. (See observations by Alderson, B ., (See Oldendorff 's affidavit, 30th Dec. 1873 , pp . 2 , 3 , stated by him in the 21st paragraph of his affidavit ,

Lyth v . Ault, 7 Ex. 669.) 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 9 ) . From this evidence it is clear that and not specifically contradicted by Oldendorff).

Shaw , instructed by Wood and Killick, for the the £2000 was originally a loan from Barthelmes Oldendorff stated he had told Schreiber ( the
motion . to Oldendorff on his separate security , and the cashier ) to place to the debit of his private

Jordan , instructed by Rawson , George, and payment was guaranteed by Averdieck to Bar- account, and this payment, therefore, proves
Wade, opposed . thelmes, as the separate debt of Oldendorff . In nothing to the point. I am unable, therefore, to

This was an application by or on behalf of the autumn of 1872 Oldendorff was desirous find either from the evidence or the conduct of
Ernestus Emilias Barthelmes, of Erfurt,Germany, of obtaining a working partner to assist him the partners, sufficient ground for concluding

gentleman ,made in the matter of the liquidation with capital and in the conduct of the busi. that Myers ever agreed that these separate

by arrangement of Ludolf Henry Oldendorf andness. The defendant was introduced to him | liabilities of Oldendorff for the 20001. and the
Joseph Myers, of Bradford , stuff merchants, through a friend of both parties, and after some commission , or either of them , should be treated

trading in CO -partnership as Oldendorf and negotiation a partnership was agreed to be formed as joint liabilities of the firm . But even if such
Myers, for an order directing that the decision of between them , and the terms were contained in an an agreement were established , it must then be
the trustee rejecting the proof by the said E . E . | agreement dated the 22nd Nov. 1872. Art. 1 . 1 shown by Barthelmes that before the petition for
Barthelmes upon the joint estate of the said The stock of the business now carried on by liquidation he knew of this agreement, and adopted
debtors, may be raised or reversed , and that the Oldendorff, under the firm of Barthelmes and Co ., the firm as his debtors in lieu and discharge
trustee may be directed to admit the said E . E . to be taken on 31st Dec. 1872, and the assets and of the separate liability of Oldendorff . Mr.
Barthelmes as a person entitled to prove upon the liabilities of the firm to be ascertained by the Barthelmes is resident in Germany, and on the18
joint estate of the said debtors for the sum of balancing of the books as early as possible after day on which his proof was made, the 19th

£2368 12s. 5d . The notice of motion by an amend . that day, the balance thon standing to the credit Aug . 1873, he was in Bradford , and was examined

ment made by consent at the hearing, asks for of the old firm being transferred to Oldendorof the old firm being transferred to Oldendorff's and cross-examined privately and voluntarily at
certain alternative relief, with which it will account, and reckoned as his share of capital in the office of the trustee' s solicitor by his own

be more convenient to deal hereafter. The debt the new partnership business. Art. 2 . This solicitor and the solicitor of the trustee, and both
of £2368 12s. 5d . sought to be proved against agreement to be based upon the assumption parties consented at the hearing beforeme that the
the joint estate is composed of a sum of that Oldendorff's capital thus ascertained examination might be read as evidence. I have
£2000 , originally a separate loan by Barthelmes amounts to| amounts to £8000, and Myers to deposit read that examination , and have not been able to
to Oldendorff, and £368 128. 5d . for commission £5000 in the business as his requisite share find in it anything which would show an adoption
due from Oldendorff and Barthelmes, upon an capital. Art. 3 . The capital of each partner, of the liability of the firm in lieu and discharge
agreement which originally was the separate to bear interest at the rate of 5 per cent. per of the separate liability of Oldendorff. And I am
agreement of Oldendorff. The question whether annum . Art. 4 . The profit or loss to be apportioned unable to understand how Mr. Barthelmes could
these two debts, originally separate , have become three-fifths to Oldendorff , two- fifths to Myers. have intended or been advised to make such an

joint, depends upon whether the facts, as esta . Art. 5 . The drawings of the respective parties adoption . The debtof Oldendorff was guaranteed

blished by the evidence show - first, that the firm from the business not to exceed in one year by Averdieck , who was represented to be, and I

of Oldendorff and Myers had assumed the liability £1000 by Oldendorff, and £600 by Myers, unless presume is , a substantial man and able to meet

to pay these two debts, as joint debts of the firm ; by consent of his copartner. Art. 7 . The part his guarantee ; and Mr. Barthelmes was there
and , Secondly , that Barthelmes had, before the now fdormed to be carried on under the fore always secure of receiving 20s, in the

date of the petition for liquidation , agreed to name of L . H . Oldendorff and Myers , and to compound in this debt, treating it as the separate

accept the firm as his debtors, and to discharge mence from 1st Jan. 1873, and to continue for debtof Oldendorff,whereas by accepting the jointdebt of Oldendorff, whereas
Oldendorff from his original liability in his sepa. five years from that time. Art. 14 . Should any liability of the firm in discharge of the separate

rate engagements. The facts are as follow : losses arise from the debts due to the firm of liability of Oldendorff he might (according to the

Barthelmes had for sometime prior and up to the Barthelmes and Co., and placed to the credit of judgment of Baron Alderson in Lyth v . Ault,

1st Jan . 1870 , carried on the business of a stuff Oldendorff in the new partnership , such losses to 7 Exch . 669, probably would ) have lost the benefit
merchant at Bradford , and by an agreement dated be placed to the debit of Oldendorff' s private of Averdieck 's guarantee by substituting a dif.

the 10th March 1870 , between himself and Olden account. Art. 15 . This agreement to be rectified ferent and whatmight have been a less valuable

dorff. Art . 1. Barthelmes transferred to Olden - after the opportunity has been given of verifying security, the benefit of which Averdieck would
dorff his said business as from the 1st Jan. 1870, the facts upon which it is besed . The partner- | have lost if he had been called upon to pay upon

from which date it was to be deemed to have been ship between Oldendorff and Myers, as consti- his guarantee. It was suggested during the argu .

carried on by Oldendorff on his sole account. ' tuted by the agreement of 22nd Nov. 1872, ment by the counsel for the trustee that this
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as ,

motion was really made in the interest of Aver to the subordinate easement rights reserved to the rabbits had eaten up a great deal of the wheat
dieck , because as it appears from the proceedings the vendor and those claiming under him . The and vetches , and were beginning to injure the

that the dividend upon the joint estate will be vendor has already been fully compensated for root crop . In the month of Aug. 1873 , the lessee

much larger than the dividend upon Oldendorff's injuries sustained by him in consequence of the had & valuation made, and the damage to the

separate estate, and as upon Avordieck paying company having taken his land , and the deed of wheat was certified to be upwards of £37 79 .

Barthelmes this debt in full, he will be en . conveyance to the company recites this. The Notice of the valuation was sent to the defendant,

titled to the benefit of Barthelmes ' proof - it use of the line in the way complained of is neces. | but he did not attend to it . The damage to the

is for the benefit of Averdieck that the proof sary to the proper working of the traffic. The | vetches and other crops was estimated by the

should be made against the joint estate. The claim , if recoverable at all, is in the nature of plaintiff at £12 13s. and upwards, and he now

suggestion is plausible , and may be well founded , “ unforeseen damage," and must be recovered spes the defendant for £50 damages, according

but I have no facts in evidence before me that before two justices, as prescribed by the Lands' the above valuation and estimate . The amount

show that Barthelmes' proof is made for such a Clauses Consolidation Act. Moreover, the plain . of damage was admitted , but the liability of the

purpose , and I rest my decision upon the absence tiff must prove that he has sustained special plaintiff, under the lease, or otherwise, was dis
of sufficient evidence that Myers over agreed to damage resulting in actual logg.

puted, and a verdiot for the plaintiff was taken ,
adopt Oldendorff's liabilities to Barthelmes for the His HONOUR said there conla bo no doubt as subject to the opinion of the court as to the

nission on either of them as to the inrisdiction of the court and he wonld | defendant's liability . It appeared by the evidence

liabilities of the firm of Oldendorff and Myers ; award 40s. damages, with costs on the lower scale of the plaintiff on the trial that the rabbits could

and also upon the ground that even if such an
Judgment accordingly . be destroyed by means of forrets in the autumn

agreement were shown to have been mada. Bar. I or winter, but not in the spring or summer , on

thelmes ever agreed to adopt the joint liability of account of the young rabbits, which the ferrets
the firm in lien and discharge of the separate NEWBURY COUNTY COURT. devoured, instead of pursuing the old rabbits .
liability of Oldendorff ; and according to the cases (Before H . J. STONOR , Esq., Judge.)
of Ex parte Whitmore (3 Deac. 365), and Rolfe v .

The plaintiff deposed to a conversation with the les .

Flower ( L . Rep . 1 P . C . 27), both these must Thursday, Feb , 19 . sor's agent during the treaty for thelease,as to the

Ricкeттe v. HEATн.conour. Themotion , therefore, so far as it seeks to
rabbits on the farm , but it was of so vague &
nature as certainly not to amount to a collateral

discharge or vary the trustee's decision respecting servation , or grant of sporting to lesson — parol agreement within the cases of Erskine y .

the proofas a proof against the joint estate , will be Whether exclusive or Concurrent - Construction Adeane ( 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 234), and Morgan v .
refused with costs. Thenotice ofmotion , however, of lease. Griffiths (23 L . T . Rep. N . S .' 783). The two
proceeds to ask in the alternative that if the The case was heard before a jury in January questions which now remain for my decision
court shall be of opinion that the said E . E . last. are, firet, whether the defendant is liablo
Barthelmes is not entitled to prove upon the joint The plaintiff is a farmer , residing at Faccombe, under the lease, and, secondly , whether he is

estate of the said debtors therefor, a declara . North Hants, and he sued the defendant (Mr. liable in consequence of the subsequent trans.

tion that such of the assets and property now in Alan Boman Heath ), his landlord , who resides at actions. With regard to the defendant's
the possession or under the control of the trustee East Woodhay, for the sum of £50 as damages liability under the lease, it is to be observed that

aswere on the 31st Dec. 1872, the separate estate sustained by him in consequence of his failing to the provisions of that instrumentare most inaccu .
of the debtor Oldendorff, trading as Barthelmes keep down the rabbits on the estate as he (defen . rately framed . In the first place the usual and
and Co ., but which are included as assets in the dant) had promised to do. almost universal error is committed of excepting
joint balance sheet filed by the debtors, are the W . H . Cave appeared for the plaintiff. or reserving to the lessor the game, rabbits, and
separate estate of the said Oldendorff, and appli. Sills, barrister (instructed by Smith , of And. wild fowlwith liberty to hunt and shoot the same,
cable in the first instance to the discharge of his over), for the defendant. instead of inserting a grant by the lessee to the
separate liabilities, and that for the purposes The damages were admitted , and his Honour lessor to that effect, but as it is well established
aforesaid , all necessary accountsmay be taken ,and then said the case resolved itself into a nonsuit that such an exception ,or reservation will operato
inquiries made, and for an order declaring and ag. or otherwise upon the terms of the covenant. Lasor otherwise upon the terms of the covenant. as a grant by the lessee, if he executes the lease
certaining the rights of the said E . E . Barthelmes He directed the jury to give a verdict for the (Wickham v . Hawker, 7 M . & W . 63), this point is

in respect of the joint and separate estates of the plaintiff for the full amount, subject to his de perhaps immaterial. The next point, however, is
said debtors respectively . Upon this part of the cision on the point. of much importance and difficolty, and practi .
notice of motion , I decline to make any such His HONOUR , this day, delivered judgment as cally affects the present case , viz., whether this

order asasked for. First,because the order asked follows: By a lease dated the 13th April 1863, grant is a grant to the lessor of an exclusive right

for would be premature, as there is no proof Mr. A . B . Heath demised to Mr. E . Ricketts & of shooting or only a grant of a concurrent right

on the file showing that Barthelmes is a separate farm at Faccombe , in the connty of Hants, for a with the right which the lessee has at common
creditor of Oldendorff for any definite sum , but, term of seven years, from Michaelmas 1862. In law (Year Book , 14 Hen. 3, Bac. Abr. “ trespass"
secondly, because it is reasonably clear that there the lease was contained the following exception or | H . 3 ; Lifford ' s case, 11 Rep . 48 ; Moore v. Earl
cannot be any such assets , inasmuch as by the reservation : " Except and always reserved unto l of Phymouth , 7 Taunt. 614 ) , and which since

effect of the partnership articles of 29th Nov . I the said A . B . Heath ,his heirs and assigns, all game, ( 1 & 2 Will . 4 . c . 32, is wholly unrestricted and un

1872, and what was done under them by the rabbits , and wild fowl, with full and free liberty qualified unless by the agreement of the parties.
debtors asshown by the twenty - first par. of Olden . for the said A . B . Heath , his heirs and assigos, and Upon the whole I am of opinion , but with some

dorff's first affidavit, all the assets of the firm of his and their gamekeepers, servants, friends, and doubt, that the lessor' s right is not exclusive but

Barthelmes and Co., were, as from the 1st Jan. acquaintances, and all and every other person or is concurrent with the lessee 's . The covenants

1873, carried on to the firm of Oldendorff and persons by their orders and consent, at all times which follow however expressly bind the lessee not
Myers . They formed part of the capitalof Olden . I during the term hereby granted to hunt, course, to exercise his concurrent right as to hares,

dorff in the firm of Oldendorff and Myers just as shoot, or sport in , upon , or over the said hereby partridges, pheasants, or other game,” but not
much as the £4000 or whatever the sum may have demised lands and premises , or any part thereof." affecting whatever right he otherwise would

been which Myers brought into the firm as And in the said lease was contained a covenant by have to shoot and destroy rabbits and wild fowl.

eapital, and the whole became joint estate the lesseenot to shootor destroy hares, partridges, For although the term " game” does sometimes

and to be applied in payment in the first in pheasants, or other game (but not mentioning include rabbits ( Jeffreys v . Evans, 34 L . J ., 263 ,

stance of the joint debts. If any creditor of this rabbits ), and not to permit any persons exceptthe C . P .) , yet it is clear that they are not intended to

partnership had recovered judgment against the lessor to shoot or destroy the game (but not men . be included in the term " game” in these cove

debtors, I apprehend it is quite clear he could tioning rabbits ) in or upon the said premises , nants , as the word " rabbits ” is superadded to it

have taken in execution as goods of the partner with an exception that in case the rabbits injured in the previous reservation or grant. At the end
ship , the goods which are by the notice of motion the crops, and the lessor should not, after notice of these covenants, indeed , comes an exception
sought to be declared to be the separate estate of in writing to that effect, destroy the same or which singularly and improperly relates to
Oldendorff. In truth , what this part of the notice refuse compensation for such injury , it should be rabbits, although they are not mentioned , nor, as

of motion aimsat, is to raise a question affecting llawful for the said E . Ricketts after such notice | I think , included in the covenants, and this ex .
the capital account between the partners — a ques. Land refusal of compensation (but no mention ception appears to me to be altogether void under

tion with which the joint creditors have no con las to refusal to destroy the rabbits ), to destroy a | the rule that an exception must relate to part of

cern , and cannot be raised so as to prejudice them . sufficient quantity of rabbits by ferrets , but in a thing previously granted or covenanted to be
I therefore make no order upon the alternative no case to set a gin or wire, or use any other done : ( Touch . 77 .) This exception provides that
part of the notice of motion , and dismiss the rest instrument for the purpose of killing such rabbits . in case the rabbits injure the crops and the lessor

of the motion with costs. In 1863-4 -5 the lessee did not shoot or destroy shall not, after notice in writing , destroy the same
rabbits . In 1865 the rabbits had increased and or refuse compensation for such injury , it shall be

COCKERMOUTH COUNTY COURT. did damage, and such damagewas valued at £50 lawful for the lessee after such notice and refusal
by two valuers and paid by the lessor to the of compensation, to destroy a sufficient quantity

Wednesday, Feb . 25. lessee. In 1866- 7 -8 the lessee had permission to of rabbits by ferrets, but in no case to set a gin
(Before T . H . INGHAM , Esq., Judge.) shoot, and kept down the rabbits. In the autumn or wire, or any other instrument for the purpose.”

FEARON v . THE MARYPORT AND CARLISLE of 1868 this permission was revoked , but subse. As I have already said , it is in my opinion utterly

RAILWAY COMPANY quently it was renewed and the lessee shot until void , and nowise limits the concurrent right of

Railway - Obstructing a level crossing. Feb . 1869. Since then the lessee neither shot nor the lessee to shoot the rabbits and to prevent
destroyed any rabbits till September last. In the them becoming a nuisance, and on this point I

This was an action brought by the plaintiff, who spring of 1872 the rabbits had again increased , and would refer to the dictum of Byles, J ., in Jeffreys
is a tenant farmer residing at Crosby, near Mary . on the 10th May in that year the lessee' s attorney v . Evans (31 L . J . 265, C. P .) , as to the right of a
port, against the defendants, for having negli . wrote to the lessor complaining that the rabbits lessee to destroy rabbits when they become a
gently and improperly obstructed a level crossing were doing considerable damage to the lessee's nuisance , even where the rightof sporting granted
leading over the company's line of railway to the crops and requiring the lessor to destroy them or to the lessor was exclusive. To sum up this part

plaintiff ' s field at or near to Bullgill. The plain . | to pay compcompensation , and in answer thereto the l of the case I am of opinion that under the very
tiff alleged that he had the right to use the lessor wrote to the lessee' s attorney a letter dated inaccurate and contradictory provisions of the

crossing, and that from the year 1869 up to the 11th May 1872 , in which he says , “ I am surprised lease, the lessee is entitled concurrently with the
date of bringing his action , it had been almost to hear about the rabbits, as I am told there is lessor at any time to shoot the rabbits or other

uninterruptedly blocked up by mineral and other scarcely a rabbit in the whole place, but I must wise to destroy them . The only argument to the

trains, being shunted over, and allowed to remain refer you to the lease .” In the summer of 1873 contrary which I can see is, that on the construc.

apon it. The company had compensated the the rabbits had increased to a very great extent, tion of the various provisions contained in the
plaintiff, it was alleged , on a previous occasion and had done serious damage to the growing crops. lease, a general intention is discoverable , that
for a similar obstruction, and had promised him On the 16th June 1873, the lessee's solicitoragain the lessee should neither shoot nor destroy
that a further repetition of it should be prevented . wrote to the lessor, requiring him to destroy the game or rabbits, except in the one case of the
This the company had failed to do, and the rabbits or to pay him compensation ; and on rabbits injuring the crops or the lessor refusing

plaintiff claimed £50 as compensation . the 8th July 1873, the lessor wrote a letter to compensation , and thatto carry out the intention ,
Wicks, of Cockermouth, appeared for the the lessee' s solicitor, simply declining to give the right of shooting granted to the lessor is to be

plaintiff. | any compensation , and took no steps to de- I considered as exclusive, and the word " game "
E , T. Tyson, of Maryport, for the defendants. - stroy the rabbits. In Sept. 1873, the lessee put in the covenants is to be held to include rabbits,

The company's statutory rights are paramount ' on two men to trap the rabbits , but previously ' but I cannot conceive that this argument would
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prevail in a court of law . If it did , however, the the Chief Judge in Bankruptcy ), that the applica . afterwards be made by the bank to the firm of

result would be that in 1872, when the lessee's tion mustbe refused , inasmuch as there had been Thomas and J . B . Littler, or to either of them

crops had been injured, and the lessor refused no fraud on the part of the debtor, and none of alone. A memorandum to this effect was signed

compensation , the lessee would still have then the creditors had, in fact, been deceived as to by Thomas Littler, and accompanied the deposit.

acquired the right to destroy & sufficient number the value of his property : (Ec parte Linsley, re In Oct. 1872 Thomas Littler retired from the

of rabbits to prevent the recurrence of that injury Harper, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 857. Chan.) business, but it appearing shortly afterwards that
in 1873, by ferrets, but not by gins, wires , or other the firm was insolvent, the partners filed in this
instruments, which latter words I consider must court, on the 12th Oct., a petition under the
be confined to instruments ejusdem generis, and ABERYSTWITH DISTRICT COURT OF 125th and 126th sections of the Act of 1869. At &
therefore leave the lessee full power to shoot BANKRUPTCY. statutory meeting of their creditors, held on the
with guns, or otherwise destroy the rabbits as Friday Feb . 20. 30th of the samemonth, it wasresolved by the pre
they were driven out by the ferrets. It follows (Before JOHN JENKINS, Esq., Registrar and scribed majority, thatthe creditorsaccept in satis .
that whether the plaintiff had all along the right faction of their respectivedebts a composition of108

Deputy -Judge.
to shoot the rabbits and prevent them becoming in the pound, payable in two instalments of 53., the
& nuisance at common law , unrestricted by, or Re JONES; Ex parte MILES. second to be guaranteed by the persons named in
notwithstanding, the provisions of the lease (as I Liquidation by arrangement - Leave to proceed de the resolution . It was also resolved that the

think) or whether he acquired that right by the novo on petition - Discrepancy between debtor' s terms of the composition be embodied in a deed, to

increase of the rabbits in 1872, and the refusal of statement and proofs - Adjournment of first be prepared by Mr. C . S . Brooke and approved of
the lessor to give compensation , he clearly had it meeting . ' on behalf of the creditors, such deed to contain
in his power by destroying the rabbits in the Griffith Jones for Miles, a creditor. proper covenants for carrying into effect the reso .
winter of 1872 to have prevented the injury to his David Pugh for trustee . lutions and for releasing the debtors . Ata second
crops in 1873 , for which he now sues, and to which Jones applied to set aside the resolutions passed statutory meeting in the samematter, held on the

he is therefore certainly notentitled ,and theremust for liquidation of the debtor's affairs by arrange. | 11th Jan . 1873, the foregoing resolutions were,

be a verdict for the defendant. It becomes un . ment at a meeting held on 20th Sept. last, on the with a modification which is for present purpose

necessary forme further to consider the effect of following grounds : First, that the court had no immaterial,duly confirmed . The Manchester and

the correspondence and transactions between the power to order de novo first and subsequent Liverpool District Banking Company was an
plaintiff and defendant subsequent to the lease, meetings on the petition, which had lapsed by assenting creditor at both meetings, and voted in

but I am strongly inclined to think that in any reason of the non -attendance of a quorum of favour of the resolutions. Similar meetings were

case the plaintiff would have a legal as well as an creditors at a previous meeting ; secondly , that a also called of the private creditorsof the partners,
equitable claim against the defendant for the discrepancy appeared in theamount of two claims at one of which - namely , of J . B . Littler ' s credi.

damage to his crops in 1872 if he had sued for in the debtor's statement of his affairs and the tors — the foregoing resolutions were unanimously
them , inasmuch as he forbore to exercise his proofs exhibited ; thirdly, that the first meeting adopted ; at the other it appeared that there was

rights at common law or under his lease from summoned upon the order to proceed de novo only one privato creditor of Thomas Littler, and

1869 up to that time, in the reliance , and on the not having been attended by a quorum of credi. he had been paid . On the 10th Feb . the resolu .
implied agreement, that the defendant would tors, and no resolution for adjournment having tions were duly registered , and the composition
compensate him for his subsequent losses, in the been passed , the proceedings lapsed again , and no wasafterwards paid and accepted by the creditors.
same manner as he had compensated him in subsequentmeeting could be legally held . The deed prepared by Mr. Brooke with the view of
1865, but this point, according to my view , is The REGISTRAR . - Respecting the first ground , carrying the resolutions into effect was in sub .
immaterial at present. In the exercise of the dis . I was at the time I granted the order to proceed stance as follows : It bore date the 20th March
cretion which the Legislature has wisely given to do novo, and still am of opinion , that this was a 1873. The parties were Thomas Littler and J . B .
the County Courts as to costs, and which the case in which I ought to exercise the enabling Littler, of the first part ; the creditors who might
common law courts do not possess, I shall give power given by the Bankruptcy Act 1869 to hold execute it, of the second part ; and Thomas
no costs to the defendant, and I strongly recom . a first and subsequent meetings of creditors, Fowles and John Issard , as trustees , of the third
mend the plaintiff and defendant, in the face of where the first lapsed for want of the presence of part. After reciting, amongst other things, the
this very inaccurate lease, and under all the cir. a quorum of creditors ; secondly, I am also of proceedings in composition, and that it had been
cumstances of the case, to leave any future differ . opinion that a discrepancy between the debtor' s agreed that the securities held by the Manchester
ences between them to the arbitration of some statement of some of his creditors' claims and the and Liverpool District Banking Company upon
competent person , unless happily they can come proofs exhibited , if I believe the same arose from the private estate of Thomas Littler should not be
to a satisfactory settlement by mutual forbear forgetfulness or error of judgment, is not a ground prejudicially affected by their assenting to and
ance and concession without such aid . for invalidating the proceedings,and that itwould receiving payment of the composition , Thos. and

Verdict for defendant without costs. be necessary to show the debtor wilfully mis . J. B . Littler assigned the property comprised in

stated the claims of friendly creditors, or inserted the securities held by the bank , and also their
fictitions claims to constitute the statutory personal estate and effects . to Fowles and Issard .

BANKRUPTCY LAW .
majority of creditors favourable to the debtor, or to indemnify them against any loss they might
for some other fraudulent purpose - there is sustain by reason of their having guaranteed

nothing to lead me to believe that this exists in the second instalment of the composition . Then
NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. this case ; thirdly, I am of opinion the first followed a release of the debtors conditioned upon

meeting of creditors , which was properly convenied the payment of the composition, covenanted by
BANKRUPTCY “ PENDING PROCEEDINGS FOR

upon the order to proceed de novo for the 13th them , and the sureties to pay it, and a declara .
OR TOWARDS LIQUIDATION " - COSTS OF LIQUI.

Sept. not having been attended by a quorum of tion that the deed should in nowise prejudice the
DATION PROCEEDINGS – BANKRUPTCY RULES

1870, R. 292 . - A debtor filed a petition for liqui.
creditors, the law of its own motion adjourned the rights and remedies of the creditors against sure.
meeting to the 20th of the samemonth , at the ties, or in respect of any collateral securities they

dation by arrangement, under which a receiver
same hour and place, pursuant to Article 94 of the might hold. Upon this state of facts Mr. Jordan

was appointed . Atthe first meeting the creditors
Bankruptcy Rules, 1870 . The proceedings which contended , first , that the principal debtors being

negatived a resolution for liquidation by arrange
ment, and on the following day the debtor was

took place at that meeting appear from the file to discharged by force of the resolutions, followed by

adjudicated bankrupt. Held , that the bankruptcy
have been quite regular,and theresolutions passed payment of the composition, the liability of

ptcy thereat for liquidation of the debtor' s affairs by Thomas Littler as surety was also at an end :
had occurred “ pending proceedings for or towards

arrangement having been subsequently registered , ( Slater v . Jones, 29 L . L . Rep . N . S . 56 ; Capesliquidation ," within the meaning of the 292nd of
I cannotand will not set them aside. Mr. Jones v . Ball, Ibid ; Edwards v . Combe, L . Rep . 4

the Bankruptcy Rules 1870, inasmuch as through
further applied to rescind an order bearing date C . P . 519 ). Secondly , that as a

the appointment of the receiver the property re.
right of

mained under the protection of the court, and 17th Feb. 1872, to restrain one John Williams, a action once suspended is gone for ever, and
creditor from proceeding in an action commenced cannot be revived (Ford v. Beech , 11 Q . B .

that the costs of the abortive proceedings for
liquidation must therefore be paid out of the

by him against the debtor in the Exchequer of 867) , the deed of the 20th March (1873 , in so
far as the provisions were framed with a view toPleas to recover £120, on a promissory note of thedebtor's estate. Decision of the Chief Judge in

Bankruptcy affirmed : (Ex parte Howell ; re llawes, debtor, but I see no ground whatever for doing so , set up or keep alive for the benefit of the bank ,
and as the other and principal application failed , Thomas Littler' s guarantee , and the securities

29 L . T . Rep. N .S. 859).
this and the other restraining orders granted in deposited by him for the partnership debt was

BANKRUPTCY — ASSIGNMENT OF GOODWILL this cage continue. I think the trustee is entitled | inoperative. The learned counsel also submitted
AND FIXTURES - NON -DELIVERY OF POSSESSION to his reasonable costs of resisting the applica that it was inoperative because, while it professed
- SALE BEFORE BANKRUPTCY.-- A debtor exe. I tion . to embody the termsof the composition , it con .
cuted an assignment of the goodwill and fixtures tained stipulations which the creditors did not
of his business to his brother, in satisfaction of NANTWICH COUNTY COURT. contemplate in passing the resolution. Mr. Heelis
moneys advanced . Two years afterwards the

Wednesday, Feb. 18 .
on the other hand, relied upon Ea parte Peacock

debtor, who had retained possession of the good . (2 G . & J. 27) and Ex parte Davenport (1 M . D . &
will and fixtures , sold them , and his brother (Before St. J . YA ? ES , Esq ., Judge.)

D . 313 ), as showing that where a jointcreditor has
obtained payment of the purchase-money. The Re T . and J . H . LITTLER ; Ex parte T . LITTLER. a security upon the separate estate of one partner
debtor was then insolvent, and soon afterwards ! Creditor and surety - Resolution to accept com ho may prove against the joint estate without

presented a petition for liquidation by arrange position to which creditor assents -- Aboslute giving up his security. He also argued thatas
ment. Held (reversing the decision of oneof the Thomas Littler was solvent as to his separate
registrars), that the payment of the purchase. This motion was heard on 13th Jan . estate at the date of the resolutions, he was free to
money to the debtor's brother was not a fraud Jordan , instructed by Lisle, supported the deal with it as hemight think fit ,and at all events
upon the other creditors, and could not be set motion on behalf of T . Littler. he could not be admitted to falsify his own solemn
aside : (Ex parte Wilson , re Wilson , 29 L . T . Rep . Heelis, solicitor, opposed for the Manchester | act. C'pon the first point I hold altogether with
N . S . 860. Chan .). and Liverpool Dictriot Banking Company , who | Mr. Jordan , for whether the resolutions operate

COMPOSITION - MOTIVE OF KINDNESS TO | are creditors for £1669 128. 9d . as an accord and satisfaction defeasible by con .
DEBTOR - FRAUD - PROPERTY SUFFICIENT TO Feb . 18 . - His HONOUR delivered his judg. dition subsequent, that is by nonpayment of the
PAY DEBTS IN FULL - BANKRUPTCY ACT 1869, ment, as follows : Mr. Jordan , by his motion , composition , or a new agreement of which the
8 . 127 .- A debtor, whose property was sufficient asked for an order upon the Manchester and consideration to each creditor is the forbearance
to pay his debts in full, filed a petition for liquida . Liverpool Banking Company to deliver up certain of the others , the effect of them is that by the
tion, and the requisite statutory majority of his title deeds which had been deposited with them by agreement of the creditor the
creditors , with a knowledge of the value of his Thomas Littler in June 1870. In June 1870 situation different from that in which he had con .
property , passed resolutions to accept a composi. Thomas and James Brotherton Littler , who tracted to be placed , and his liability is gone.
tion of 10s, in the pound, partly from a desire to were then in partnership as bone grinders Creditors may, no doubt, when they resolve on a
assist the debtor, and partly in order to avoid the and manure dealers, got into difficulties, and composition , reserve their rights and remedies
necessity of waiting for their money till the Thomas deposited with the Manchester and against sureties : (Re Glendinning, ex parte
property was realised . Two months after the Liverpool District Banking Company the deeds Buck , 317 ; Bareson v . Rep . N . S .

creditors had granted the debtor his discharge, a which were the subject of thismotion , and which 570.) But the reservation must appear on
dissenting creditor applied to the court to rescind related exclusively to his private estate ,as security the face of the resolutions. If it do not the
the resolutions. Held (affirming the decision of ' for advances which had already been or might defect cannot be cured by parol evidence of

in a
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ho

intention, or by subsequent arrangement. Ex ing Company of the deeds deposited with them in CENTRAL CRIMINAL COURT. - Thenext Sessions

parte Peacock and Ex parte Davenport, upon June, 1870. The order will be made accordingly , will commence on the 2nd March . The judges on
which Mr. Heeils relies, are not in point. They and the bank must pay the costs. the rota are Mr. Justice Keating, Mr. Justice
are cases in bankruptcy . This is a composi Archibald , and Baron Pollock .

tion , which is a very different thing . In bank . POOR RATES. - For the year ending the 25th
ruptcy there is no agreement. It is as the result March 1873, the sum levied in England and Wales
of adjudication that the estate is realised , and LEGAL NEWS. was £12,426, 566 , being 10s. 6d. per head, less a
distributed so far as it will go. But the debts halfpenny . The sum of £24,068 was disbursed
are not realised , at all events until the bankrupt MR. C . J . COLEMAN , of the Northern Circuit, has in legal charges during this period .
obtains his discharge. In composition the credi. been appointed stipendiary magistrate for Shef THE ALBERT ARBITRATION . - We understand

tors agree to accept part of their respective debts field . that Lord Cairns will continue to act as arbitra
in satisfaction of the whole , and upon payment of THE Times states that “ It was proposed to tor in this matter , as it is so pear completion .

the sums agreed to be accepted the original lia confer upon the Right Hon. Russell Gurney the The final dividend has been paid , and the final
bility is ipso facto at an end. It remains only Grand Cross of the Bath , in recognition of his award may be looked for within the three years
now for me to deal with the deed of the 20th labours in the Washington Claims Commission , from the passing of the Act , which received the
March , upon which Mr. Heelis in a greatmeasure but Mr.Gurney did not desire a distinction which Royal assent on the 25th May, 1871. A short
rests his case. His contention was in reality seemed incompatible with his profession .” Act is to be passed to deal with the unclaimed
that, whatever mightbe the effect of the composi.

THE TEMPLE CHURCH . — There is a special
dividends, and the arbitrator's duties will then be

tion, his clients, the bank , were by force of the ended .

special provisions contained in thatdeed expressly
service in this edifice every Wednesday evening
during Lent, at eight o'clock , and a lecture by derminster Board of Guardians stated recently

PAUPER ELECTORS.— The chairman of the Kid .
restored to their original rights and remedies the Rev. Dr. Vaughan , Master of the Temple . that it was an " abstract question " - -whether it
against Thomas Littler and his private estate,
precisely as if the resolutions of the 10th Feb . had The subject of the lectures will be “ The Lord 's

was legal to fetch a pauper outof a workhouse to
never been passed . Whether as between the

Prayer." poll atan election . The clerk to the board stated
principal debtors and the general body of credi.

MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT. - A correspondent
of the Times directs public attention to the fact

that it was not illegal for the pauper to vote, and ,
tors the deed is void, only in so far as it goes consequently , the question should not be dis
beyond the scope of the resolutions, or void as a

that members of both Houses of Parliament
cussed ; but according to another opinion , on a

whole, and to use Mr. Jordan 's words “ so much
now take the same oath before taking their seats, scrutiny the vote would be disallowed as being

waste paper," is a matter which I am not called so that no person can be excluded for his religious
belief.

that of a pauper, although as his name was on the
upon to decide, nor is it material, for the instal.

The statute 29 Vict. c . 19 (30th April register the pauper had a right to record his vote
ments are paid .

1866 ) is cited in support of this statement.The question is whether as without impediment. As in the case of a close

between the surety and the creditor claiming the INNKEEPERS' LAW . - The Rev. Arthur Blom . elestion - and the recent Hertfordshire election is
benefit of the suretyship, the provisions of the field , in the Times inquires whether the Licensing an instance - even one vote is of consequence.
deed suffice to renew the liability of the former, Act has repealed , what he terms the “ old law ," | This question is one which should be decided by
which was suspended or discharged by the resolu . cited in the Cabinet 'Lawyer, Digest of Laws, competent legal authority.
tions to which the latter had assented . I am of pp. 166 - 7 , that “ Innkeepers are bound by law to LORD CHANCELLOR O 'HAGAN AND THE IRISH
opinion that they fail altogether in their object receive guests who come to their inns,” and that BAR. - Dublin , Feb . 21. -- A gratifying demonstra
upon principle, for a right of action once sus. " if an innkeeper refuses to entertain a guest on tion was made to -day in the Court of Chancery on
pended by the act or agreement of the party tendering him reasonable price, not only may his the occasion of Lord O ' Hagan sitting for the last
entitled to it is gone for ever and cannot be house be suppressed , but damage obtained by time before handing over the seals of office. As it
revived : (Cheetham v . Ward, 1 Bog. & P . 630 , 633 : / action .” was expected that some public expression would
Ford v . Beech (11 Q . B . 867) . And upon authority , L DR . MAIR , Editor of “ Debrett's House of be given to the feeling of respect and esteem
the recent decision of Bacon , V . C ., in Wilson v. / Commons, and the Judicial Bench ," in an entertained for him by the Bar, all the benches of
Lloyd (28 L . T . Rep . N . S . 331) is conclusive. The elaborate summary of the late Parliament, pub- the court were filled with members of the Profes .
facts were almost on all foars with those of lished by him in the Times a few days ago , stated sion representing different political parties

the case now before me. Omitting all extraneous that the said Parliament existed five years and Among the Queen' s Counsel who testified their
matters, the plaintiff in that case was surety for forty -eight days, during which period 54 memays; during which period 54 mem - | desiro to join in paying a tribute to the Chancellor

the defendant in respect of certain bonde in which bers died , 23 resigned , 18 succeeded to peerages, for the uniform courtesy and kindness which he

Messrs. Harvey were the obligees . The defendant and 11 to baronetages , 11 were created peers, evinced to all who came within his court, and for

and his partner, Chatteris , filed their petition 5 were promoted to baronetcies, 20 were sworn his impartiality and dignity in the discharge of

ander sects. 125 and 126 of the Act of 1869 . The Privy Councillors, 15 accepted office of profit his official duties, were some prominent members

creditors resolved to accept a composition, payable under the Crown which were incompatible with of the Conservative party who are spoken of as

by instalments, and that a deed should be pre. Parliamentary position , 31 were unseated , 9 re- likely to hold office under the new Government.

pared to give effect to the resolutions. Messrs. ceived the honour of knighthood , 1 changed his After judgment had been given in two causes

Harvey proved their debt and were assenting constituency , 6 seats were disfranchised , 135 new which stood on the list, the Solicitor-General
creditors. The resolution contained no reserva . members were elected . asked permission , on behalf of the Bar, to express

tion of the existing rights against sureties ; but in FRENCH LAW OF MARRIAGE. — The Civil their appreciation of the manner in which the
the deed which was afterwards executed the credi . Tribunal of Toulouse has given judgment in a Lord Chancellor had presided during the last five

tors reserved to themselves,as in bankruptcy ,their cause of nullity ofmarriage recently, under these years. They cordially acknowledged the attention
respective rights and remedies against any surety i circumstances : About fifteen months since notice and patience with which he had ever listened to
or Bureties or person or persons other than the said was given to the Maire of the Commune that each one of them , as well as the kindness and un

debtors in respectof thesaid sumsofmoneythereby two persons would appear before him for the failing courtesy which he had shown to them all,

released . Provisions were added to meet the performance of the civil form of marriage. The and the dignity with which he had discharged the
event of the debtors making default in payment of maire , for some unexplained reason , quitted the duties of his high office. They felt that his exer
the instalments, and the debtors were released . town suddenly, after receipt of the notice , and cise of the important jurisdiction committed to him
The learned Vice- Chancellor, in the course of a instructed his deputy not to perform the cere. | had been such as to command the respect and con
lengthened judgment, in which he goes fully into mony. A member of the municipal council, a fidence of the Bar and of the public, and now that
the law of the subject, citing numerous cases , I general of division , consented to act in lieu of he was about to retire they desired to assure him

especially Oakely v . Pasheller , decided in the the maire, and solemnised the marriage. Proceed that he carried with him the very best wishes of
House of Lords and reported in 4 C . & F . 203, ings were adopted to declare the marriage null the Irish Bar for his welfare and happiness. Lord

says - " The resolutions are clear and distinct, and void ; but the court, after hearing the evi. O ' Hagan listened to the valedictory address with
beyond the possibility of doubt, and contain no dence , decided it to be valid . It was pleaded that visible emotion , and replied as follows : - " Mr.

reservation of any rights , though there is a the irregularity was caused by the ill-will of the Solicitor-General, - I am deeply moved by the
reservation in the deed . But even if I were to maire , and that the husband and wife had acted words you have spoken , and by the feeling which
gire more effect to that reservation than I am honourably . they indicate on behalf of the Bar of Ireland.

disposed to do, it would be still to be observed LAW REFORM . - It seems to be admitted that with that distinguished body it has been my pride
that the resolutions were binding before the deed the new Government may venturthe new Government may venture upon doing to be identified throughout the chequered years of
was executed . They were capable, no doubt, much in the way of law reform if its chiefs can a laborious life , and never, in all its chances and
under the statute , of any reasonable modification , agree among themselves as to what should be vicissitudes, have I for one instant failed to main .
but the modification must be agreod to at the done. Lord Derby two years ago indicated this tain with them the best relations of cordiality and

mus ch a Conservative admini. I confidence. And now , when my judicial career is

from the original stipulation, or it must not stration might enter without embarrassment and closing , I feel a just pride in receiving such signal

depart to the prejudice of any one.” The more without timidity. It may be added that law proof that those relations have continued unbroken
recent decision in Ex parte Radcliffe Invest . reform would certainly be popular with the to the end. Fully conscious of many short
ment Company, re Glover (L . Rep. 17 Eq. 121), country. The law is viewed by laymen as an comings, I am conscious, also, that I have striven
contains expressions which are in accordance awfulinstitution , the ways of which are not to be to fulfil the duties of my great office with impar
with these views. It may perhaps be urged that understood by ordinary mortals ; and if anything | tiulity and faithfulness , and I thank the eminent

the cases are not analogous ; that in Wilson v . can be done to make its nature more simple, the persons who have thronged to meetme to

Lloyd the surety was not a party to the coniposi. | amendment will bewelcomed with amazementand their spontaneous assurance that I have not so

tion deed ; that in the present instance he was. | gratitude. There will, indeed , be much incre- / striven entirely without success. I pass from the

But that is not the case, nor would it I think, as dulity until the result is accomplished , for we | Bench , remembering with the truest pleasure the

the deed is framed , be material if he were have been so often promised wonders, and they uniform courtesy, consideration ,and respectwhich

Thomas Littler is not, however, a party to the are so slow in coming . Who that read a | I have received at all times from all to whom .

deed of the 20th March as surety, but as one of short pare ets last weekweek have so long had the daily privilege of listening in
the principal debtors ; and in that character he, which told us, on the authority of Vice -Chancellor this court ; and I should be the most ungraterus
and his late partner ( J . B . Littler ),by the descrip - | Malins, that the winding up of a small company, I of men if , in the coming years and in the new
tion of “ the debtors," join in the provisions with a bona fide subscribed capital of only £4500 . ) sphere of activity on which I may enter, I should
relating to the composition, as also in the clause and legitimate debts under £4000 , had already | not be eager and earnest on all fit occasions to aid
upon which Mr.Heelis relies to defeat this motion . I cost £6750 . thongh the procost £6750, though the process was not yet com . | in advancing the honour and the interest of our
In fact, the two deeds resemble each other so plete, would have believed that this was the result | noble profession . I believe that the maintenance
clearly that they might have been the work of the of that simplification and cheapening of legal pro . l of the Irish Bar and the Irish Judiciary in full
same hand, and they fail in operation for the same cesses for which we have trustfully waited ? | integrity , efficiency ,and independence, is essenus
reasons. Upon the ground, therefore, that by It is a scandal, one scandalout of many, and any | in the highest sense to the welfare of Ireland ; and
force of the resolutions of Feb. 10, the rights and resolute attempt to abate it deserves support, | I trust that the day may never comewhen anyone
remedies of the bank against Thomas Littler, as even though it prove ineffectual. Things can but of them will lose its lustre and sink into decay;
surety ,were suspended or discharged ; and that I end as they are now . and. while theyend as they are now , and , while they may get | Again I thank you for your great kindness, and
the deed of 20th March failed in reviving them , I better if we try , they will certainly get worse if with a full heart and faltering tongue 1. bid you
hold that Thomas Littler is entitled to the return we let them alone. So we pluck up hope once all farewell.” At the conclusion ofLord 0 hagi
by the Manchester and Liverpool District Bank . ' more , and watch to see whatwill be done. - Times. ' reply the Bar rose and applauded him wie
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CORRESPONDENCE OF THE

fervour as he retired from the bench . The de Chancellor of the Exchequer. The financier under the law , he is thus reported : “ One) topic
monstration was creditable to the generous spirit whose chairmanship a bank has been able to pay more, and I have done with the measures
of the Bar, and was in perfect unison with the 174 per cent., is no mean addition to even the we propose — the codification of the law . You

feeling of the public. No chancellor has ever strong Government of Mr. Disraeli. - Sun . may be told , and to your cost, by its admin
presided in the court who so fully enjoyed or 1 SUIT BY A BARRISTER.— A suit, instituted by istrators, that every Englishman is supposed to
deserved the sympathy, esteem , and friendship , | Mr. Charles Neate, late M . P . for Oxford, and of know the law . Nothing can be a greater absur.
of all ranks and classes of the Irish people . Lincoln 's Inn, barrister-at- law , against the Hon . dity . No lawyer knows the law . He may kn

A paper “ On the Rules of Evidence, as appli- | Richard Denman and the Hon . George Denman , better than others where, among the hundreds of
cable to the Credibility of History " will be read the executors of the late Lord Denman, and the volumes, to find the law or decided cases, and he

by Mr. Forsyth , Q . C ., M . P ., at the meeting of the Right Hon. Sir W . M . James, the treasurer of the may give an opinion , which may be worth little or
Victoria (Philosophical) Institute , on Monday Society of Lincoln ' s Inn, came before Vice more, as to what the law is. But in this 19th
next, when the election of several new members Chancellor Hall on Wednesday upon a demurrer | cen

will take place. to the plaintiff 's bill. In 1869 the plaintiff peti . priding itself on its intelligence and its education ,
MIDDLESEX SESSIONS. — The John Bull, with tioned that his namemight be taken off the books which , it says, it is spreading through all classes ,

reference to the selection of a judge in lieu of Sir of the Society of Lincoln 's Inn , and received an what prevents us having what somenations on
W . Bodkin , observes that “ without saying any . order to that effect, conditionally upon certain the Continent have — & simple code of law in an
thing disparaging to Mr. Edlin , for a post requir - customary payments being made within a month . octavo volume, so simple that a man who runs
ing great experience and tact as well as legal He did not, however, pay the dues within a may read, and which would prevent the idea of
knowledge, he cannot compare with Serjeant Cox, month , but subsequentiy offered to pay all dues overy Englishman knowing the law being any
who has fairly earned the post, while by his owing by him upon the bond of release being longer a mischievous absurdity ? I would have

courtesy and consideration , he has won the respect delivered up to him , but the society declined to this taught in the higher classes of our elemen
of all. Few men have had larger experience, and release him till he had signed an altered form of tary schools. I would have no man start in life
are able with greater facility to get at the real petition , which had since been adopted by them , / who had not had preliminary instruction in this

gist of a story overlaid, as it often is , with extra - which , however, he was unwilling to do. He, code ; and if you return honest, hard -working
neous matter, while his ready detection of impos. therefore, filed a bill for a decree which would | Liberals , there will not be the slightest difficulty
tare, and the facility with which he detects a practically enable him to leave the bar without in reducing all the various laws of the country
criminal and protects a prisoner who has been making any further payments or declarations. into a small volume."

taken in by rogues,makes him no ordinary judge. THE TICHBORNE CASE . - A limit has at last

The outgoing Attorney -General may be glad to been definitely set to the Tichborne trial. Yester.
see Mr. Edlin provided for, but in doing so , he day the Lord Chief Justice announced that his
strangely forgets the good turn that Serjeant | summing-up would be finished on Saturday, and
Cox has done him in the Taunton election . the jury will then be permitted to enter upon their PROFESSION .
THE GENERAL ELECTION . - The aggregate final labours. Whatever regret or inconvenience

number of votes polled throughout the United individuals may experience at the conclusion of NOTE . — This Department of the Law TIMEs being open to
Kingdom was 2,485 , 183, of which 891.836 were this case, the public generally will welcome the free discussion on all professional topics, the Editor is not

polled in favour of unsuccessful candidates. In statement of the judge.
responsible for any opinions or statements contained in it .

The trial during its

Scotland there were 36 contests, in which 24 progress has aroused much unhealthy excitement,

Liberals polled 102, 160 votes, against 30,218 votes and has exercised an influence on popular feeling REPEAL OF ATTORNEYS' CERTIFICATE DUTY .

polled by 12 Conservatives. In Ireland, 83 seats which cannot be regarded as beneficial. What - Now we are so ably and numerously repre

were contested, 83,970 votes having been given ever the termination may be, no one can sup . sented in the present Parliament by gentlemen

to 50 Liberal candidates, and 54,696 to 33 Conser pose that the respect due to the adminis. belonging to our branch of the Profession , really

vatives. The 346 members who stood a contest in tration of justice has been increased , or | something onght to be done to secure their aid to

England and Wales received 1,306 ,405 votes, of the interest so widely felt in the result' bas | make an effort to bave this tax repealed . It bears

which 718 ,545 were given to 188 Conservative assisted the cause of culture in the country . The heavily on the younger members of the Profession

members , and 587,880 to 158 Liberal members. I direct tendency of a trial of this kind is to render / who can barely bring both ends to meet, because

According to a parliamentary return published in the process of law a matter of popular interest, , in addition to this yearly tax of £6 the income

February 1873, there were 2,645 ,564 registered and to attract to legal proceedings a vast amount | tax gatherer does not forget to make his call. I

elestors in the United Kingdom : 2 ,157,295 in of unintelligent criticism . One of the chief | quite concur with your remarks and those made

England and Wales , 262,758 in Scotland, and advantages of the complexity and difficulty of by " J . T . S .” in your last issue. As the leading

225 ,511 in Ireland. The aggregate polls in Eng. the English legalsystem is that its decisions are members of our Profession to whom the payment

land and Wales were 2 ,053 ,511, in Scotland above the reach of shallow comment. Nowhere of £6 is a mere flea -bite, are supine in the matter,

212,330, and in Ireland 219,342. The House of else does there exist the samereverence for courts those who are needy and feel the effect of the

Commons now consists of 653 members , 351 Con . of justice, and this reverence is no doubt due to burthen ought to be up and doing and not cease
servatives, and 302 Liberals . The four dis - | the absolute impartiality with which law hasbeen agitating the questions until the tax is removed

franchised boroughs are Beverley, Bridgewater , administered . The sort of feeling which has been altogether, it being for many reasons a most

Sligo , returning formerly 6 members. There is a raised with regard to the Tichborne trial tends to unjust one . That a practitioner whose income

double return for Athlone.
render the position of English Judges more diffi . does not exceed £150 net should have to pay a tax

THE NEW HOME SECRETARY. - An episode in cult than it has been, and the intelligence that of £6 is a great injustice, and our present Premier ,

the General Election of 1868 is brought to our the end is near is therefore on every ground ta be I feel assured , would not permit any class to be
mind by the fact of Mr. R . A . Cross, just fifty regarded as satisfactory. - Globe, Thursday. so unfairly burthened if the matter was properly

years of age, having at one bound risen from the ) TRANSFER OF LAND. - Mr. Swanston , Q . 1 ., is brought to his notice . I trust, Mr. Editor, at
position of a private member to that of a Cabinet ) reported by the Hampshire Telegraph to have every favourable opportunity, you will give us
Minister . In 1857 he entered Parliament as one spoken as follows on the subject of the transfer your assistance by giving the subject ventilation .

of the members for Preston , being then in full of land ,when addressing his would be constituents SUUDI CUIQUE.
practice as a barrister of the Northern Circuit . in South Hants at the recent elections : - " Let
At once hemade his mark as a practicalmember, me say a word on another point , the free transfer THE WORKING OF THE BALLOT. - In p. 295 of
and carried a Bill reforming our municipal coun of land. One of the articles of the creed of the your publication of this day, Mr. Ford suggests
cils so far that candidates now require to be Liberal party is that weshould have a plan for an that to avoid delay in counting up the votes " the
named several days before the day of election , easy and cheap transfer of land. (Hear.) Ourobject presiding officer might, in the presence of the
instead of coming in by stealth , as was often the is that the capital of the small capitalist should necessary agents , examine the ballot papers, and
case before . He then turned his attention to the be applied to the culture and improvement of register each vote on a list, so that almost on the
vexed subject of church rates, and introduced land , so that the owner of a few hundred pounds closing of the poll each presiding officer might go
Various Bills on that subject, but his Parliamen . ) may buy without difficulty and without serious to the returning officer with a correct summary."
tary career had to be cut short in 1862, by the expense the land on which he can lay out the rest tection

exigencies of the Old Bank at Warrington - -of of his capital and labour, without fear of the to the secrecy of the ballot, secured by sect. 34 of

ich his deceased millionaire father-in - law had tyranny of the landlord , or the terrible difficulties the first schedule , providing that before the count
been a chief proprietor - requiring new blood to which sometimes oppress the leaseholder. At pre. | ing begins the whole of the ballot papers from
meet the extraordinary extension of the town and senthe is deterred by seeing, before he can become the various polling stations must be mixed
trade of Warrington. For four years he became owner in fee simple, what a fearful process he has together, and will illustrate it thus . An extensive
a banker, and missed an excellent chance of oneof to go through . It is true he may contract withgo through . It is true he may contract with landowner may have estates reaching over the
the legalprizes which fell in showers during the the owner of the land to buy a few acres. But whole of a polling district, and every tenant
term of office as Prime Minister of Lord Derby, years may elapse before he can get actual posses - might vote for the opposite candidate ; at present
and then of Mr. Disraeli. As a banker , a chair . sion of the land ; and in all this fearful process he it would be impossible for him to trace how his
man of quarter sessions, and the leading resident may have to pay more to the various lawyers en . tenants had voted , but if the numbers in every
Conservative gentleman of the district, he was gaged than to the owner for the land. This is a box could be checked with the numbers of votes
pursuing a quiet course when the General Elec- rag of the barbarous ages, a remnant of the feudal for each candidate , he could make a tolerable
tion of 1868 took place . There was a great want laws which , abolished in other matters, remains guess as to how the bulk of them had voted, and
of a first- class candidate among the Conservatives still in connection with landed property . The the protection to the voter intended by the ballot .
of South -West Lancashire to run against Mr. Liberal party seek to sweep it away. It is dono would be much reduced . The same observation
Gladstone. Day after day passed , and one after in Australia by the bill of Mr. Torrens, and would apply to the more probable tyranny exer .
another refused to be a David for the time being. I nothing is more simple than to do it in England. | cised by trades' unions, & c . I have had some
The Warrington Guardian , from which we extract Can you have anything more easy and simple little experience in the working of the Ballot Act,
the previous facts , called attention to Mr. Cross, than to have a list with one column for the owner and consider the present system is admirably
then relieved from the most onerous duties of a of the land , and another for the land ; and if John adapted for the purpose intended . The immediate
banker by the Old Bank being purchased by a Smith , the owner of acre No. 1, be minded to sell ascertainment of the result of the poll is of little
company of which he became chairman . The to Richard Jones the said piece of land, to go to consequence. I would rather provide that tho
Times and other papers copied the article ; the the register-office, say I have entered into a con . boxes should not be opened till 10 o 'clock on the
Conservative press endorsed it , Mr. Cross was tract for the sale of acre No. 1 , and I ask you to following morning ; everyone would then be fresh
received with acclamation , and his course through register Richard Jones as the owner instead of for work. A TOWN CLERK ,

South Lancashire , and especially at Preston and me ? ' The whole thing is done with the stroke Feb . 21.

Warrington , where he was best known,was quite of a pen, and is as simple as the transfer of stock - Referring to my letter hereon which found a
an ovation . It is matter of history how he de- or shares. And what stands in the way ? A heap | place in your issue of to -day , may I add as an im
feated the firstman of his age among the Liberals of vested interests and Conservative policy ; but provement on my suggestion (it is nothing more

- Mr. Gladstone - and that so thoroughly that no if you return Liberal members to Parliament in than a suggestion which may be capable of prac.
opposition was offered to him at the late election . sufficient strength , yon may be sure that this non - | tical application ) upon the subject of counting
His experience as a barrister eminently fits him sense and red - tapism will soon be swept away. " | the ballot papers as the votes are recorded, that
for the office of Home Secretary, and his further (We suppose the expression “ vested " interests an elector having been supplied with a ballot

experience as a banker will enable him to give refers to solicitors. At the samemeeting, speak - paper , and having marked the same as he wishes,
practical aid, when required, to his colleague, the ' ing on the subject of the codification of should , instead of depositing it in the ballot box,
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pass it through a small aperture in a partition of Cooper, H . Stanley Cooper, Thomas Claye, T . L . to send in any bill which he could not stand by.
the room in which the voting takes place, such Farrar, J . A . Foyster, James Greenhalgh (Bolton ), | (Hear, hear.) In conclusion he thanked them for
ballot paper being received and the vote or votes H .Galloway, James Gill, Thomas Holden (Bolton ), the honour which they had conferred upon him as
recorded atonce in a register by a presiding officer C . H . Holden (Bolton ), George Hadfield , jun., T . Chief Magistrate of Salford.
on the other side of the partition ? I do not W . Heelis (Bolton ), Thomas Jepson , w . w . Mr. Alderman Radford proposed “ The Lord
attempt to work out my proposal in detail, leay . Kirkman , Alfred Leaf, J . B . Payne, John Pea . Chancellor and the Judges, including the Local
ing rather to thosemore experienced in thework cock , Richard Radford , T . L . Rushton (Bolton ), Judges.” He felt sure that in proposing that
ing of the ballot, who could , no doubt, improve G . F . Wharton , P . Watson (Bury), G . B . With . toast he carried with him the sympathy of every
my suggested plan , which , after all, would be ington , H . Wheeler , M . Bateson Wood , Henry member of the society - (bear, hear) - for there
principally of use in large constituencies, and Wood , Fercy Woolley , and S . Unwin (hon . sec .). was not one among them , from the youngest to
especially in large boroughs. In small constituen . After the banquet the chairman proposed the the oldest, but must regard with veneration the
cies at all approaching to pocket boroughs it ordinary toasts. illustrious personswho filled the highest positions
would probably operate undesirably . No one will Mr. P . F . Garnett , vice-president of the Incor in their Profession . After eulogising the Lord
contend that the Ballot Act is such a perfect piece porated Law Society of Liverpool, proposed the Chancellor, he referred to our common law judges,

of machinery that it is not capable of improve. toast of the evening, “ The Manchester Incor. and said we could not but regard with wonder
ment. CHARLES FORD . porated Law Association.” He said these law the extraordinary power displayed by them in the

Feb . 21. | associations, particularly the Manchester Law discharge of their duties. 'l'hose who had looked
| Association , had had very great weight of late to the marvellous charge now being delivered in
and very great influence, not only internally upon that cause celebre, the Tichborne case, by the

NOTES AND QUERIES ON the body of solicitors themselves, raising the Lord Chief Justice ( Sir A . Cockburn ) must regard

POINTS OF PRACTICE. standard and raising the status of the solicitor ; it as one of the most wonderful instances of the
and externally no one could be insensible to the power of the elucidation of a case surrounded

NOTICE . --We must remind our correspondents that this influence and effect of late years, to themethodical with difficulties and with an unequalled mass of
column is not open to questions involving points of law and combined influence and zeal of the gentlemen evidence, which could only be dealt with by one
such as a solicitor should be consulted upon . Queries will connected with those associations, and above all who had had such an extensive legal training.
be excluded which go beyond our limits ."

with regard to the Manchester Association . Pro . (Applause.)
bably he had been asked to propose the toast Mr. Jepson responded to the toast.

Queries. from the fact of his being a member of the Liver. | Mr. M . Bateson Wood proposed “ The Incor.
67. COUNTY COURT PRACTICE . - A County Court sum - pool Incorporated Law Society , and therefore porated Law Society of Liverpool," which was

mous has been issued against a client ofmine who does probably better able to appreciate the advantages responded to by Mr. Garnett, the vice-presidentnot dwell or carry on business within the district of
and good services rendered by the Manchester of that society ; and the Mayor of Manchesterthe court which issued the summons, and who has not

done so at any time within six months, and the cause Association. To those services he, on the part of then proposed " The health of the President of
ofactiou (if any ) did not arisewholly or in part within his society bore very ready testimony. (Applause.) theManchester Incorporated Law Association,”
the district, but my client dwells within 500 yards of He had very great pleasure in proposing the who responded .
the boundary of the district and was served at his toast. The proceedingswere shortly afterwards brought
dwelling-house. Has the Judge of the County Court | Mr. Taylor, vice-president, responded to the to a conclusion .
which issued the summons (it is not in the Metro

tro: toast, and congratulated the members on the sucpolitan District) jurisdiction in this case ? I refer to
19 & 20 Vict., c. 108, s . 17 , and to 30 & 31 Vict., c. 142, cess of their association , both in respect to the MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
8 . 1 . A LONDON SOLICITOR. " | funds, its influence on public opinion , and its

inaintenance of the status of the legal Profession . | TAE half yearly general meeting of the society

68. BALLOT ACT - PERSOXATIOX . By the 24th section (Hear, hear.) This was an age of progress, but was held on Wednesday at theoffices, King-street,
of the Ballot Act 1972 , it is enacted that any person

perhaps not altogether an age of real improve . Cheapside.
who " applies for a ballot paper in the pame of some

Sir Sills John Gibbons, Bart., pre
sided , and there was a large attendance.ment, but one thing was certain , that if they didother person , & c ., " shall be deemed to be guilty of the The formalbusiness having been transacted , theottence of personation . By the6 & 7 Vict., c . 18 , s. 86, it is not move they would get put aside. (Hear.) He

provided " that. if at the time a person tenders bis vote , was happy to see from the report that the new report and accounts were taken as read . The
or afrer he has voted and before he leaves the polling Judicature Bill and the bill for the remuneration former was as follows :
station, any agent appointed as aforesaid (i.e. personalof their Profession had occupied attention . He “ The revenue account and balance sheet for
tion agent) shall declare to the returning officer or bis

respective deputy, tbat he verily believes and under could not say much for the first, but the last was 1873 , which the directors have the pleasure to lay
takes to prove that the person voting is not in fact the very important- (hear, hear, and laughter) - and before the members, are ready for deposit at the
person in whose namehe assumes to vote, it shall be it would have the good effect, at all events, that Board of Trade, and are prepared in the madner
lawful and he is hereby required immediately after if they could make a bargain they would do better prescribed by the Life Assurance Companies' Act,
such person has voted to order him to be taken into than some of them had done under the old system 1870, which is now generally adopted . In this form
custody.” Assuming that a voter does apply for a
ballot paper in the nameof another person, and on the

comparions can easily be made with the accountsof taxation . (Hear, hear , and applause .)

usual questions being asked by the presiding officer
Mr. Cooper proposed the “ Mayor and Corpora . of other offices, and members of the Mutual can

before the ballot paper bas been delivered to him , the tion of without difficulty ascertain the comparative posi.
person so applying distinctly says that he is not the The Mayor of Manchester (Mr. Ald . Watkin ) in tion of the society. The accounts appended hereto
same person whose name appears as A . B . in the re responding said when he went into the council he present the following characteristics : - 1. In .
gister and refuses to vote , would the presiding officer

went with the notion that he was going to mix crease in the total assurances and policies in
under such circumstances and reading the above
schedules together be justified in ordering him with a body of savages, but he had remained in it force ; 2 . In the assurance fund ; 3 . In the new

iuto
custody ? EsMOND. until he had come to the conclusion that he was assurances effected during the year ; 4 . In the

associated with a body of honest and really intelli- | new premiums; 5 . In the rate of interest on in

69. QUALIFICATION OF JUSTICES. - B ., a justice of the gentmen . (Hear, hear.) They had singularities vestments ; 6 . In the expenses of management;
peace, is suspected of having spent property to an ex . | among them , and all sorts of crotchets frequently and 7 . A decrease in the amount of claims. Thetent that would leave insufficient to give him a qualifi .

cation to be made a justice , in case he were not already arose , but from an experience of fifteen years, he total assurances now in force amount to

one. Such being the case , does his right to be and act could say that the business of this city was con . | £2,477,374, under 4417 policies . The assurance
as a justice cease ? What steps are necessary to ascer ducted with ability, and with a conscientiousness fund has increased in the past year from
tain his qualification , and , if necessary , prevent him which would satisfy anyone who understood its £769,538 to £802,381. The new assurances have
1rom acting ? COBWEB, operations. (Cheers.) He thought that in every increased from 189 policies, assuring £96 ,506 in

sort of transaction co -operation and good will was 1872, to 249 policies, assuring £150,140 completed
Answers always necessary to success . He thought it most in 1873, being an increase of 56 per cent. in the

( Q . 63.) SEAL. - Certainly. It will operate only as a useful that the authorities should always keep up twelve months. The new premiums have in
.simple contract and be entirely void forall the purposes the entente cordiale with every member of their creased from £3113 , in 1872, to £4639 in 1873 ,
of a deed. Sealing is more requisite to the validity profession , (Hear, hear.) The members of the being an increase of 49 per cent. The rate of
of a deed than even signing . Owl council had the highest respect for themembers interest on the total cash assets of the society

( Q . 65 .) POWERS OF ADMINISTRATRIX . - The heir , who
of their Profession, and he, as their mouthpiece , | has increased from £4 3s. 4d . per cent. in 1872

is an infant, is the party to convey ; and the widow will | thanked them for the handsomemanner in which to £4 78. 2 . in 1873, being equivalent to %
only join for the purpose of releasing her right to | they had expressed their good wishes to the cor | clear gain to the society of about £1510
dower . But as an intant cannot make a conveyance to poration . (Cheers .) • year on the interest account alone. The ex:
bind him upon attaining twenty -one, to make a good Mr. Rushton proposed the “ Health of the
title to a purchaser the property must be sold under | Mayor of Salford , "

expenses of management have increased by £1116
which was received with

the direction of the Court of Chancery.
| on the year. Against this is to be set a largely

OWL.
cheers. increased new business, which is steadily deve

(Q . 66.) TRESPASS - A . can sue for damages at law or The Mayor of Salford (Mr. Harwood) said the and an increased new premium incomefor
file a bill for an injunction to restrain the puisance. As honour of replying to the toast was greatly en . | 1873 of £1526 over that of 1872. The increase on
suming that it could not continue without B .' s cog hanced by the fact that the gentleman who had the average rate of interest of 3s. 10d . per cent.,
nizance and permission, I tbink B . should be made proposed it was a personal friend of his own, one which on 2802,381 is about £1540, brings a totaldefendant ; unless B . has sublet to the builder, when

who had been mayor of Bolton for two consecu . I of over £3066 per annum to the credit of thetbe latter may be made defendant. I do not think

action for trespass should be brought. tive years, and a member of that corporation for revenue account as a result of the extra expendi:OWL.
a quarter of a century, and one who had left his ture of the society during the past year. The
mark on all the improvements in Bolton during directors have pleasure in stating that the claims

that time. He also felt ashamed to reply to the for 1873 are only £58 ,285 , against claims in 1812
LAW SOCIETIES . toast in the presence of Mr. Alderman Radford, amounting to £61,054 . Notices to the mem

whom he looked upon as one of the fathers of the giving the particulars of the sumswhich wil
MANCHESTER INCORPORATED LAW Corporation of Salford . (Applause.) He (the added to their policies in the event of them

ASSOCIATION . Mayor) had not been connected with the Corpora . becoming claims in 1874 will be sent outas soon

THE annual banquet of the Manchester Incorpo. tion of Salford long, but he found it was com . as possible.
rated Law Association was held at the Albion | posed of a body of gentlemen who came there for The Chairman said it became his very pleasing
Hotel, in that city. There was a large at no other purposes than to render the best services duty to address them in reference to the business

tendance. The chair was taken by Mr. W . H . | they could to those who had sent them to the of the year 1873. He did so with more than one
Guest , the president ; and the vice -chairs by Council. (Hear, hear.) The office which he held | nary pleasure, because he felt sure that they said

Mr. J . Taylor (Bolton ) and Mr. A . Percy Earle, was no sinecure. Recently he had had to attend all given very minute and particular attentio
the vice-presidents. Among the invited guests to the school board election, and that was no light the report of the directors, by which they wo
were - The Mayor of Manchester, the Mayor of matter. As they would have seen from letters in find that the business of the society had incre
Salford, the Principal of the Owens College (Pro - the papers , the Mayor of Salford' s bill was in a satisfactory manner. The improve

t. of a
fessor Greenwood ) ; deputation from the Incor- challenged, and under the able guidance of Mr. which had occurred was, in his judgment,
porated Law Society of Liverpool, consisting of Andrew , their clerk , he had had to apply to the very marked character, seeing that they
Mr. Garnett (vice- president) and Mr. Kenion Educational Board . The result was that the | gaining to a greater extent then they hade

(hon . sec.) ; and amongst those present were, school board had decided to pay every farthing done before the confidence of the puble with
Messrs. E . Andrew (town clerk , Salford) , C . Aston , of that bill, thus proving that the bill was a just were most anxious to become acquainte
T . T . Bellhouse, Richard Brown (Stockport), John ' and proper one. He should have been ashamed this very flourishing office. When they

ordi.

reas
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BOWDEN,ROBERTWALKER,fancy goods dealer, Scarborough.

to the continued increase of the funds they LAW STUDENTS' DEBATING SOCIETY. KERR, DANIEL , surgeon , Northfield . Pet.Feb . 20 . Reg . Chauntler .
Sur. March 10

would see that in the year just ended they | At the meeting of Tuesday evening in last week , | SCHOFIELD, EMANTEL, joiner, Bradford . Pet. Feb. 17. Reg.
amounted to £18 ,285 . The income was in held atthe Law Institution, the question appointed Robinson . Sur. Mirch 13

SCROXTOX, ALBERT HOLLAND, glass dealer, Birmingham . Pet .
proportion . The new insurances had increased for discussion was No. 532 legal: - On the decease, Feb . 20 . Reg . Chauntler. Sur. March 10 ,
from £96 ,506 in 1872 to £150, 140 in 1873, if a woman entitled by descent to an estate in fee WELSH , THOMAS, draper, High Wycomb, Pet. Feb . 21. Reg .

Watson . Sur. March 12
being an increase of 56 per cent. in the year. He simple, is her husband , having had issue by her, WILLIAMS,WALTER LEWIS LLEWELLYX, ironmonger, Llanelly .

wished to say most emphatically that the same entitled , according to the present law , to an estate Pet. Feb . 21 . Reg . Lloyd. Sur. March 11

care and scrutiny as usual had been observed . It for life by the curtesy of England in the whole or BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED .

was not for the sake of doing new business that any part of her share ? Mr. Indermaur presided . Gazette , Feb . 17 .
the increase had been made- (hear, hear) -- and There was a large attendance of members, and ADDISOX, GEORGE , gentleman , Bath . Oct. 22, 1873

JACKSOX, WILLIAM , yarn doubler, Manchester. Oct. 11, 1873
therefore he thought the result of the past year's after a good debate the question was decided in TURNER, GEORGE, blacksmith , Wonston . Feb . 5 , 1872

work was a sourse of very great gratification , and the affirmative by a largemajority. Gazette, Feb . 20 .
he thought it would be so regarded by the share. DUXX, GEORGE, dealer in pictures, Windsor. Nov . 1. 1873

holders. (Hear, hear.) They had increased their HART, HENRY, Castle-st, Houndsditch . July 3, 1873
business between £50, 000 and £60 ,000 ; and the LEGAL OBITUARY.same vigilance wasexercised as heretofore. From Liquidations by Arrangement.
that vigilance very great results hadbeen obtained .

NOTE. - This department of the LAW TIMES, is contributed FIRST MEETINGS.
During the past year it was thought that the by EDWARD WALFORD , M . A ., and late scholar of Balliol Gazette, Feb . 20 .
claimswould reach something like what they were College, Oxford, and Fellow of the Geneaiogical and BARLOW , GEORGE RUSHTOX, tailor, Blackburn . Pet. Feb . 17 .

in 1871 and 1872 , but the fact was that they were Historical Society of Great Britain ; and , as it is desired March 5 , at eleven , ut oftices of Sols . Messrs . Radcliffe, Black

some £3000 below the amount which they reached to make it as perfect a record as possible, the families and burn
friends ofdeceased members of the Profession will oblige BASSETT, RICHARD, tailor, Mansion -house-bldge, Queen Victoria .

in 1872. That was another very agreeable feature by forwarding to the LAW TIMES Office any dates and st , Pet . Feb . 17. March 4, at eleven , at the London Warehouse

in the report, for it showed that they had not materials required for a biographical notice . men 's Association , 33, Gutter - la . Sol, Buchannan , Basinghall
street

been wrong in their calculations which they had BEAZLEY, ROBERT, builder , Fratton . Pet. Feb . 17 . March 5 , at

made in respect to the mortality that might be
H . MERIVALE, ESQ., LL. D ., C . B . three , at office of Wainscot, accountant, Portseu . Sol. Walker ,

looked for.
LandportnachThe rate of interest on the total cash THE late Herman Merivale , Esq., C . B ., Under BLACKBURN, WILLIAM , tailor, Chorley. Pet. Feb . 16 . March 4 ,oggets of the society had increased from 94 3s. 4d . Secretary of Stato for India, who died on the 8th at offices of Sol. Morris , Chorley

BLAKE, ANDREW , commission agent, Pall-mall, and St. Luke' s .
per cent. in 1872 to 44 79. 2d . per cent. in 1873 . inst., at his residence in Cornwall-gardens, of

rd , Bayswater . Pet . Feb . 16 . March 3, at two, at offioe of Sol.giving a clear gain to the society of about disease of the heart, after a short illness, in the Christmas, Walbrook
BOW DEX, ROBERT WALKER, fancy goods dealer. Scarborough .

£1540 on the interest_account alone.
sixty -eighth year of his age, was the eldest son ofThis tended Pet . Feb. 12. March 3, at three , at offices of Sol. Williamson ,
the late John Herman Merivale , Esq., Commis - |to show to the proprietors that the directors

Scarborough
BURGESS , EDWIX, draper, Wilmslow . Pet. Feb . 16. March 4, at

had not lost sight of anything which would sioner of Bankruptcy , of Barton .place, Devon ,by three , at offices of Sols. Higginbotham and Barclay, Maccles .
fieldbenefit the society . The tabular account of the Louisa Heath, daughter of the late Rev. Joseph

CARR . HEXRY SAMWAYS, broker, Homer-st , Marylebone- rd .
society 's progress during the last forty years Drury, D . D ., of Cockwood House, Devon . He Pet . Feb . 13 . March 2, at three , at offices of Sol. Yorke, Mary .

namely , from 1834 to 1873 - was of a very grati .
was born in the year 1806 , and was educated at lebone- rd

CARSLAKE HEXRY, beerhouse keeper, Salisbury . Pet. Feb . 17 .Harrow , and at Trinity College, Oxford , where hefying character indeed . They all knew how the March 6 , at three, at F . Hodding, Market House , Salisbury

society was first constituted that there was no
graduated B . A . in 1827, taking first -class honours CAWDROX, WILLIAM , coul dealer, Moulton . Pet. Feb . 16 .

March 3, at eleven , at office of Sols. Caparn and Wilders ,
in the school of Literis Humanioribus ; he was

proprietary capital ; that a number of gentlemen Holbeach

bound themselves together, feeling certain that
afterwards elected to a fellowship in Balliol Col. CLARKE, EDWIN RICHARD, builder , Cambridge. Pet. Feb . 16 .

March 9, at eleven , ut office of Sols. Ellison and Burrowe, Petty
lege, and took his M . A . degree in 1833. He was

they could so found the society on mutual prin . Cury

ciples that they would require no capital what called to the Bar by the Honourable Society of CLARKE, JOHN, innkeeper, West Smethwick . Pet. Feb . 16 .
March 3, at three, at the Carnarvon Castle inn , Wolverhampton .ever. They pledged themselves that in the event | the Inner Temple , in Michaelmas Term , 1832, and Sol. Osborne, Shifnal

of certain losses occurring they should be de.
| joined theWestern Circuit, practising occasionally COPE, JOHN , farmer, Lipley. Pet. Feb. 12. March 3, at eleven ,

at the Fox and Hounds inn , Cheswardin , Sol. Onionsat the Exeter and Devon sessions, and he wasfrayed pro rata , as they stood . If those present CRISP, GEORGE, fish dealer. Burslem . Pet. Feb . 17 . March 9 ,

examined the statement to which he referred they | also for some timeRecorder of Falmouth , Helston , at eleven , at ottice of Sol. Sherratt, Kidsgrove
DANEN, THOMAS RICHARD, coal merchant, Kentish -town -rd .

would see how rapidly the income of the society and Penzance. In 1837 he was appointed Pro . Pet . Feb . 18 . March 6, at four, at ottice of Sol. Ablett, Cam .

had increased from £4211 in the first year up to fessor of Political Economy in the University of bridge-ter, Hyde-pk

£10,447 in four years. In that he thought they
Oxford , which he held for the usual period , and DAVEY, ROBERT, mail contractor , Dulverton . Pet . Feb 18 .

March 3 , at two, at the Red Lion hotel, Dulverton , Sol. Rogers ,

had much to congratulate themselves upon , and in 1848 he was appointed permanent Under Secro Exoter
DAWNOX , WILLIAM , builder, Crewe, Pet , Feb . 17 . March 12, at

with their permission he would now propose the tary of State for the Colonies, and subsequently, eleven , at othce of Sol. Warburton , Crewe

adoption of the report. (Applause )
namely , in 1860 , Under Secretary for the Indian | E ADES , ALFRED, and EADES, EDWARD, painters, Portsea .EADES, ALFRED. and "EADY

Pet. Feb . 14. March 3, at twelve, at ottices of Edinonds, Davis ,Department, the duties of which office he fulfilled |Mr. Ingall (lato of the Imperial) seconded the And Clark , 32, Poultry, London . Sols. Harvey and Addison ,

motion. down to the period of his decease. Mr. Merivale, Portsex

The motion was agreed to.
who was nominated a Companion of the Bath in EATON, THOXas, fishmonger, Farnworth. Pet. Feb 18 . March

3 , at eleven , at the Old Bowling Green hotel, Farnworth . Sol.
A proprietor proceeded to offer some remarks | 1858, was the author of “ Lectureson the Colonies | Cork

FIELD , MILBOURY GOODRICK, chemist, Wolverhampton . Pet .and Colonization ," " Historic Studies ," & c. Heupon the tabular statement showing the progress Feb . 14. March 2 , at eleven , at oftice of Sol. Gatis , Wolver

of the office since its establishment, and observed married in 1834 Mins Caroline Penelope Robinson , hunpton

FREETH , SAMUEL, grocer , West Smethwick .daughter of the Rev. William Villiers Robinson ,that he thought it a very satisfactory state of
Pet. Feb . 16 .

March 6 , at eleven , ut omce of Sol. Shakespeare, Oldbury

affairs for any office to show to itsmembers. He, | and sister of the late Rev. Sir George Stamp GALE, BENJAMIN , soda water manufacturer, Leeds. Pet. Feb .
14 . March 2, at one, at office of Sole . Rooke and Midgley ,Robinson, Bart., of Crawford , Northamptonshire,for one, felt grateful to all the directors and offi . Leeds

cials, past and present, whose watchful care had by whom he has left a family. GOLDSTONA, SAMURL , clothier , Birmingham . Pet. Peb . 16 .
March 4, at two, at oftioes of Sols. Maher and Poncia , Bir

contributed to the present flourishing position of mingham

the society. GOODALL , JOHx, timber dealer, Harestock . Pet. Feb . 13 .
Feb . 28 , at three , at H , Cooper's- rd , Old Kent-rd

Mr. H . M . Dunphy proposed, and Mr. Stafford GRANT, ROBERT, grocer, Braintree . Pet. Feb . 13. March 9 , at

Northcote seconded, a vote of thanks to the chair . MENTS, two, at the London Warehousemen 's Association , 33, Gutter -la .
Cheapuide, London . Sol. Downes, Cheapside, London

man and board of directors for their exertions N . B . - Announcements of promotions being in the nature GREGORY. FRANCIS JAMES, publican , Cheltenham . Pet. Feb . 17 .

during the past year . of advertisements, are charged 2s, od, each , for which March 3 , at half past ten , at office of Sol. Boodle , Cheltenham
HALL, Joux, plait denler , Luton . Pet. Feb . 17 . March 10 , atpostage stamps should be inclosed.

Themotion was carried unanimously ,and briefly one, at office of Sol. Jeffery , Luton

acknowledged by the chairman . HALL, THOMAS, beerseller , Xewcastle-under-Lyme. Pet. Feb . 14 .
March 2 , at eleven , at the Copeland Arms hotel, Stoke-upon .

Mr. Pellatt proposed , and Mr. Gull seconded , a
MR. FRED. D . COOKE , of 32, Full.street, Derby

| (successor to the late firm of Gamble and Cooke), Trent. Sol. Cooper, Congleton

vote of thanks to the actuary, Mr. Thomas Tully, HAMPSOX, JOXAH , grocer, Watford . Pet. Feb . 14 . March 9, at
has been appointed a Commissioner to administer two, at office of Coker, accountant, Cheapside. Sol. Barrett ,

to whom , said the proposer, the society was Oaths in Chancery . New -inn , Strand

greatly indebted for his energetic and successful
HARRIS, ROBERT, builder, Trowbridge. Pet. Feb . 16 . March 4 .
at twelve, at ottice of Sol. Rodway, Trowbridge

attempts to increase their business. (Applause.) HEARTFIELD, JOHX, pork butcher, High-st, Mitoham . Pet. Feb .

The motion having been unanimously agreed to, 17 . March 6 , at twelve, at officeof Purry, Croydon -gr, Croydon .
Sol. Parry , Gresham -bldgs

Mr. Tully, in acknowledging the compliment, HIGHAM , JAMES, grocer, Chorley. Pet. Feb . 17. March 6, at

expressed the gratification which it afforded him eleven , at office of Sol. Morris , Chorley
HOLMES, ROBERT, jun ., tobacco merchant, Leeds. Pet. Feb , 17 .

to have so soon obtained & public recognition of March 4, at three, at office of Sols . Messrs . North , Leeds

his services. He assured the meeting that the HORNER, JAXE, spinster , fancy stationer, High -st, Camden -town .
Gazette, Feb . 17 . Pet. Feb . 19 . March 9, at two, at office of Sol. Obloin , Queen

PALMER, Sox , and BROUGHTOx, Attorneys and solicitors, Bir Victoria -st

to future exertions ;and ,withoutwishing to make mingham . Dec . 1. (William Webb Palmer and Legh Delves HUNT, ALFRED , eating house keeper, Pimlico-rd , Pimlico . Pet .
Broughton ) Feb . 5. March 2, at three , at office of Sol. Marshall, Lincoln 's .

any pledges for the future, he thought he might inn -fields

go so far as to say that no efforts would be left
JAGGER HIRAM , worsted spinner, Bradford . Pet. Feb . 18 .
March 3, at twelve, at oftioe of Sols . Terry and Robinson , Brad .

untried by him to augment the business and ex . ford

tend the popularity of the society. (Hear, hear.) Gazette, Feb. 20 . JAMES. SARAH , baker , Syresham . Pet. Feb . 17 . March 7. at ten .

To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall-street. at office of Small, Buckingham . Sols , Messrs Kilby, Banbury

The proceedings then terminated. JOXES , JOHN, and JOXES, THOMAS, builders, Lewyngog . Pet.
CAXXIXG , JOHx, secretary to an engineer, Great Winchester -st. Feb . 18 . March 3, at two, at offices of Sol. Jones, Aberystwith
bldgs . Pet. Feb . 16 . Reg . Brougham . Sol. Trinder, Bishops . KANE. GEORGE, bootmaker, Liverpool. Pet. Feb . 18. March 17 .BRISTOL ARTICLED CLERKS' DEBATING gate-st-without. Sur. March 6 . at three , at ottice of Vine, accountant, Liverpool. Sol. Ritson ,

MARCHISIO , JOHx , merchant, Mark - la , Pet. Feb . 17 . Reg . HazlittSOCIETY. Liverpool
Sol. Simpson , Borough High -st. Sur . March 4 KEDEXTOX, SAXTEL, boot manufacturer, Norwich . Pet. Feb . 16 .A MEETING of this society was held in the Law PITCHFORD , EDWARD BEAUMONT, and PITCHFORD , ALFRED March 4 , atone, as office of Sol. Stanley, Norwich
THOMAS, lead manufacturers, Limehouse. Pet. Feb . 16 . Reg .

Library on Tuesday evening, the 3rd instant, at KULOW , PAUL TRIEDRICH WILHELM ERNST MORITZ, and
Spring -Rice. Sols . Linklaters and Co. Walbrook , Sur. March 5 REUSS, GERHARD , inerchants , West Hartlepool. Pet. Feb . 14.seven o 'clock , F . Gilmore Barnett, Esq., solicitor, STIFF, GEORGE, and FLOWER, ALFRED , newspaper proprietors, March 4, at eleven , at office of Sol. Todd , Hartlepool
Fleet -st. Pet . Aug. 21. Reg . Murray . Sols . Renshaw and

in the chair.' The following was the point for LACKINGTOX, HENRY, baker, Southend , Croydon . Pet . Feb . 13 .
Rolph , Cannon -st. Sur. March 10 March 2, at two, at ottice of Sols. Messrs . Button , Henrietta -st,

discussion : - Do the words cause of action , " in To surrender in the Country . Covent-gdn

sect. 18 of the Common Law Procedure Act 1852, AMBREY, THOMAS, grocer , Mountain Ash . Pet. Feb . 14 . Reg . LAWRENCE. ELIJAH STEPHEN, tailor, Marlborough . Pet. Feb .
16 . March 9, at eleven , at ottice of Sol. Goulter , Hungerfordmean thewhole cause of action or only the breach DRAY, ALFRED HENRY, backsmith, Chiddingly. Pet. Feb. 17. LEE, JOHX, tobacconist , Chester. Pet. Feb . 13 . March 4, at three ,of contract ? (See Durham v . Spence, L . Rep . 6 * Reg . Blaker . Sur. March 5 at office of Sol. Cartwright, Chester

LENNY, JAMES, jeweller , Liverpool. Pet. Feb . 18 . March 3 , atMETCALF, FREDERICK, cotton broker, Liverpool. Pet. Feb . 17 .Ex. 46, 19 W . Rep. 162). Mr. Fenwick opened, Reg . Watson . Sur. March 5 two, at office of Sol. Etty , Liverpool

and Mr. Bryant opposed . The majority were in TAYLOR, HEXRY, builder, Howden . Pet. Feb . 7. Reg . Philips. LEVERSAGE, EDWARD HOWARD , of no occupation , Coleherne-rd
South Kensington . Pet . Feb . 16 . March 14, at three, at office orSur. March 5

favour of the latter view . Gazette, Feb . 24 . Sols . Crook and Smith , Fenchurch -st
LEWIS, JOHx, labourer , Radstock . Pet. Feb . 11. March 4, at

To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall-street. three, at offices of Sol. MoCarthy, Frome

ARTICLED CLERKS' SOCIETY. CROSLEY, EDWIX USDECIMUS, stock broker , Cornhill. Pet . Feb . LIPSCOMB, WILLIAM THOMAS, chairmaker , Wroughton . Pet. Feb

A MEETING of this society was held at Clementi'e . 21. Reg . Roche. Sur. March 12 14. Feb . 23 , at eleven , at the White Hart hotel, Newbury . Sol.
Lucas, NewburyTo surrender in the Country .inn Hall , on Wednesday, the 25th Feb . Mr. H . H . LIssox, CHARLES JOHX , diamond merchant. Devonshire -rd .

Crawford, solicitor, in the chair .
APSLEY, Johx, builder, Park -row , Blackheath . Pet . Feb. 20. Greenwich . Pet. Feb . 17. March 10, at two, at the Guildhali

Mr. Joseph Reg. Þitt -Taylor. Sur. March 10 coffee -house, Greshamn -st . Sol. Murray , Sackville-st, Piocadillyopened the subject for the evening 's debate, viz . : BICKERTON, WILLIAM , steamboat agent, Cardiff. Pet. Feb . 20 . LOWE, GEORGE WRIGLEY, carriage builder, Chesterfield . Pet .
“ That the principle of Sir Wilfrid Lawson ' s Reg . Langley. Sur. March 10 Feb . 17 . March 3, at ten , at office of Sol. Cowdell, Chesterfield

HUNT, GEORGE, tailor, Sheffield . Pet. Feb . 2 . Reg .Wake. Sur. LUXD, SAMCEL, shoemaker , Heckmondwike. Pet. Feb. 17 .

Permissive Bill is worthy of support.” The March 11 March 4 , at ten , at office of Sol. Wooler , Batley

motion was lost by a majority of eight."
| JOXES, FREDERICK , draper, Gellygare. Pet. Feb . 20 . Reg. ' MECOY, PHILIP , soda water manufacturer, Maryport. Pet. Feb .

Russell, Sur. March 9 16 . March 3, at eleven , at ottices of Sol. Collier, Maryport

PROMOTIONS AND APPOINT

THE GAZETTES.

Professional Partnerships Dissolbed .
tivo

Bankrupts.

U1
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Feb . 19. albrook
slater , Ripo

ROUNTHwat twelve, atoddler, Burkihester. Soled

PARTRIDGE AND COOPER

MILES, WINIFRED , staymaker , Worthing. Pet. Feb . 18 . March HAMMOND, WILLIAM , upholsterer, Lewes. Pet. Feb . 21 . March
ll , at three, at offices of Sol. Holtham , Brighton 11. at twelve, at the London Warehousemen 's Association , Gut Dividends.MUDGE, JOHN , builder , Plymouth . Pet . Feb . 16 . March 4, at ter -la . Sol. Stuckey , Brighton

Relever , at offioe of Sols, Greenway and Adams, Plymouth HARRISON , JOHN MABSON , winemerchant, Leeds. Pet . Feb . 18 . BANKRUPTS' ESTATES.
MUSSELLWHITE, WILLIAM , andMUSSELLWHITE , JOHN CHARLES March 9, at three, at office of Sols. Fawcett 'and Malcolm , Leeds The Oficial Assignees, & c., are given , to whom apply for the
PEARMAN, builders, Basingstoke. Pet. Feb . 16 . March 6 , at HEPWORTH , HENRY, brass founder, Sheffield . Pet. Feb . 21.
one, at office of Sol, Chandler, Basingstoke Dividends.March 10 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Auty , Sheffield

PATERSON, JOHN, grocer , Liverpool and West Derby . Pet. Feb . HIRON , JOHX SAMUEL, journeyman printer , Hereford . Pet. Easthope, J . superanuated inspector of stores, first 38. 4d . Paget
16 . March 5 , at three, at office ofGibson and Bolland, account Feb . 19 . March 11, at ten , at offices of Sols. Underwood , Knight, Basinghall-st. - Hastie, J . merchant, first 42-32d . Paget, Basing
ants, Liverpool. Sol. Hunter, jun . Liverpool and Underwood , Hereford hall-st

PEACOCK , ALBERT LOUIS , surgeon , Great Harwood . Pet. Feb . 18 . HOLDEX, WILLIAM , ironmonger, Yalding . Pet . Feb . 18 . March Bubb and Harris,merchants, first and final, 4d . At Trust. H . W .
March 5 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Tattersall, Blackburn 10 , at four, at the Mitre hotel, Maidstone. Sol. Goodwin , Maid Banner , 24 , North John -st, Liverpool. - Cumer, W . butcher, first

PERKS, EDWARD, shoemaker , Middlesbrough . Pet. Feb . 13. stone 108. At Trust, K . Snelgrove, Queen -st, Exeter . - Guild and Chap .
March 2, at two, at office of Sol. Dobson , Middlesbrough HOWES, WILLIAM , gentleman , Gilbert-st , Hanover -eq . Pet. Feb . man ,merchants, fifth and final 4d . At office of W . J . White and

PICKSLEY, THOMAS, druggist, Barton -on -Humber. Pet. Feb . 17. 23. March 14, at two, at office of Sol. Pullen , Cloisters , Temple Co. 33, King -st , Cheapside. Harrison, G . farmer, second and final
March 4 , at eleven , at office of Sole . Nowell and Priestley , Bar INGLEDEW . JOSEPH , auctioneer , Bishopsgate-st-without. Pet. Is . At office of C . O . Becke, 20 , Market-sq , Northampton . - Hill ,
ton -on -Humber Feb . 19. March 10, at two, at office of Sol. Christmas, St. John ' s S . B . merchant, first 58. At Trust. H . W . Banner, 24, North John

POPE, CHARLES, jun ., baker , Hungerford . Pet. Feb . 4 . Feb . 29 , st, Liverpool. Moore, w . worsted manufacturer, first and final
at two, at the Greyhound hotel, Fordingbridge. Sol. Hicks, KELLETT, HENRY, slater, Ripon. Pet. Feb . 20. March 12, at 58. 9d . At Trust. C . J . Buckley, 43 , Market-st , Bradford . - Nell
Annis-rd , South Hackney, and Gracechurch -st half-past two, at office of Sol. Bateson , Low Harrogate and Harrison , commission agents , first ls. At Trust. W . T . Ogden ,

POTTS , JOHN, wine merchant, Aldershot. Pet. Feb . 13 . March row -in -Furness. Sols . Pierce and Rundle , Barrow - in -Furness 48 , Watling-st. - Neustead , F . G .metal broker, 1s . Atoffice of Hud
6 , at two,at the Rainbow tavern , Temple Bar. Sol, Hull, God KELVIN , HARKNESS , and KELVIN , MATILDA, paintera, New son and Pybus, Mechanios ' Institute, Stockton . - Schioara, I .
alming castle-upon Tyne. Pet. Feb . 19 . March 10, at two, at offices of merchant tailor, lls . At Trust. W . Butcher, 73, Princess -st , Mane

POWELL , WILLIAX ALFRED , grease manufacturer, Burdett-rd , Sols. Messrs. Joel, Newcastle-upon -Tyne chester. - Sfenso, A . D . stock dealer , second and final7d . At Trust .
Bow . Pet. Feb . 11 . Feb . 28 , at two, at office of Sol. Marshall, KNAPP, EDWARD SEYMOUR, grocer, Ryde. Pet. Feb . 19. March J . Waddell, Mansion -house-chmbs, 12, Queen Viotoria -st. - Strang.
Lincoln ' s - inn -fields 9 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Hooper , Newport room , A . L . fish salesman , first ls . 9d . At Trust. J . Etheridge, 28 ,

ROBERTS, JOHN,metal broker, Liverpool. Pet. Feb . 18. March LANSDOWN, JAMES CHESTER, architect, Farringdon -st. Pet . King-et, Great Yarmouth . - Thomas, J . earthenware dealer, 13s. 4d .
10 , at two, at office of Sol. Etty, Liverpool Feb . 19 . March 10 , at two, at office of Sol. Truefitt, Essex-st , At Trust . M . Smith , 9, Park -st, Denbigh - William , J . paper

ROSSITER, CHARLES, artificial florist, Edmonds-pl, Shepherdesg . Middle Temple merchant, Is. 7d . At Trust. W . Butcher, 73, Princess-st , Man
walk , City -rd . Pet. Feb . 10 . March 2 , at twelve , at ottoe of LANT, ROBERT, hatter, Halifax, Pet . Feb . 21. March 10 at chester
Sol. Vickers, Southampton -bldgs, Holborn three, at the Brown Cow hotel, Halifax . Sol. Bo00ock , Halifax INSOLVENTS' ESTATES.

ROUNTHWAITE , THOMAS, clothier , Sunderland. Pet. Feb . 16 . LEAKE, THOMAS , innkeeper, Albrighton , near Shrewsbury . | Apply at the Provisional Assignee' s Office, Portugal. strect.
Feb . 23, at twelve , at office of Sol. Ritson , Sunderland Pet. Feb . 29 . March 16 , at twelve, at offices of Corser and Lincoln 's-inn -fields, between the hours of eleven and twoSHEPHERD, JAMES, saddler , Bury . Pet . Feb . 17 . March 5 , at Nevett, solicitors, Shrewsbury
twelve, at the Clarence hotel, Manchester . Sol. Grundy, Bury LEGEIT, Rev . CHARLES JAMES , clerk in holy orders, Stoke New

on Tuesdays only .
SLATER, SAMUEL, gus fitting manufacturer, Wednesbury. Pet . ington . Pet. Feb . 21 . March 16 , at two, at offioes of Buffen , Jobbins, w . tailor, first, 2g. 21d . - Parnell, M . L . ironmonger ,
Feb . 18 . March 6 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Slater , Darlas public accountant, 52, Moorgate -st. Sol. Handson , King -street , 38. 60 . - Williams, T . clerk , eighth 8d .
ton . Sol. Edwards, Darlaston Cheapside

SMITH . EDWIN . traveller , Bevington -road , Notting-hill. Pet . LINEKER , ROBERT, farmer, Shinfield , near Reading. Pet. Feb .
Feb . 10 . March 3 ,'attwelve, at othce of Lewis and Day , solicitors, 19. March 17 , at two, at the Queen 's hotel, Reading . Sol.
South -sq , Gray ' s - inn . Sol. Day Barrett , New - inn , Strand, London BIRTHS , MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS

SMITH , JOHN , brewer's clerk , Hildrop -rd , Camden -rd . Pet. Feb . LINES, MARTIN , wheelwright, Sutton Veny. Pet . Feb . 19.
17 . March 6 , at three , at office of Sol. Lewis, Wilmington -sq March 9, at one, latoftices of Sols . Wakeman and Bleeck , War.

SURMAX, WILLIAM , broker , Cheltenham . Pet . Feb . 16 . Feb . 28 , minster BIRTHS.
at eleven , at office of Sol. Billings, Cheltenham LOVELAND, WILLIAM JOHN, grocer , Tunbridge. Pet . Feb . 14 . DEAXE. On the 21st, inst ., at 2 , York -street, Portman -eg , th

SWALLOW , CHARLES , out of business , Shrewsbury . Pet . Feb . 17 . March 4, at twelve, at office of Slater and Panoll, Guildhall- chbs, wife of H . C . Deane, Esq ., of Lincoln ' s -inn , barrister -at-law ,
March 5 . at eleven , at office of Sol. Morris, Shrewsbury Basinghall -st . Sol. Palmer , Tunbridge of a son .

THOMAS, ROSINI ELIZABETH , widow , china merchant, Wardour MAY, WILLIAM JOSEPH, far.cy -shop keeper ,' Old Kent-rd . Pet. NEVILLE. - On the 8th inst., at 58, Elgin - crescent, Notting-hill,
st, Soho . Pet . Feb . 19 . March 9 , at twelve, at oftice of Sols . Feb . 17 . March 7 , at two, at oftice of Sol. Miller, Bond -court, thewife of Ralph Neville , Esq., barrister-at- law , of a daughter .
Bennett and Bretherton , Friday -st Walbrook PINCHES. - On the 13th inst., at 19, Ladbroke-square, W ., the wife

THURSTANS, EMMA,milliner, Birmingham . Pet. Feb . 18 . March MILLINGTON , JOHN , coalmerchant, Chester. Pet. Feb . 19. March of E . Pinches, barrister-at- law , of a daughter.
4 , at four, at office of Sol. Parry , Birmingham 7 , at twelve , at office of Sols . Duncan and Pritchard , Chester PITCAIRN . - On the 20th inst ., at Alperton , the wife of David Pit

TIM , CARSTEN , merchant, Hull. Pet . Feb . 16 . March 4 , at eleven , MILLS, HENRY, sen ., and MILLS , HENRY, jun ., shipchandlers. cairn , barrister-at-law , of a son
I at office of Sols . Robert and Leak , Hull Swansea . Pet . Feb . 21. March 10 , at twelve, at ottice of Sol. THOMAS. - On the 19th inst., at 11, Steel' s -road , Haverstock -hill,TUCKER, FREDERICK WALTER, commercial traveller, Heigham . Cox , Swansea thewife of Edmund Thomas , Esq ., barrister -at- law , of a son .

Pet. Feb. 18. Feb . 20 , at four, at office of Sol, Sadd, Norwich NASH , EDWIN , joiner, Shrewsbury . Pet. Feb . 19. March 12. at THOMPSON. - On the 10th inst ., at 44 , Russell -road , Kensington ,
TURNER, THOMAS, commercial traveller , Leeds. Pet. Feb . 16 . eleven , at office of Sol. Morris , Shrewsbury the wife of W . F . Thompson, M . A ., barrister -at- law , of a
March 3 , at two, at office of So ). Pullan , Leeds NASH, THOMAS, blacksmith , Great Missenden . Pot. Feb . 21 . daughter.

WAINWRIGHT, HENRY, brush manufacturer, Whitechapel- rd . March 9, at three , at the Red Lion inn, Great Missenden . Sol. WILCOX. - On the 13th inst., at Stokesley , thewife of F . H . Wilcox,
Pet . Feb . 16 . March 4, at two, at office of Lols . Linklater , Hack Clarke , High Wycombe solicitor, of a daughter .
wood , Addison , and Brown, Walbrook NORMAN, FREDERICK , dealer in boots, Chesterfield . Pet. Feb . DEATHS.

WEBB, WILLIAM ESSINGTOX, victualler , Worcester . Pet. Feb . 16 . 2 . March 9, at three , at the Stag and Pheasant, Leicester . Sol.
Match 5 , at eleven , at office of Sols. Rea and Miller, Worcester PINKNEY. - On the 17th inst ., at Park House, Stoke NewingtonGee , High -st, Chesterfield Thomas Francis Pinkney , Esq . , solicitor .

WHITEOAK , PARKER BUCKLEY, wood turner , Streeton -in -Oraven . NORTHERN, JOHX , shoemaker, Bedford . Pet. Feb . 19. March 6.

Pet. Feb . 7. March 6 , at three, at office of Sols . Wright and at twelve , at office of Sol. Conquest, Bedford
PHILIPE . - On the 17th inst ., at Wood -green , Middlesex, aged 79,

Waterworth , Keighley George Peter De Rhe Philipe, Esq ., formerly of Gray 's -innPALMER , ROBERT, ironmonger , Haslemere . Pet. Feb . 19 .
WOOD, GEORGE, corn chandler , Kingsland -rd . Pet . Feb . 18 . March 9, at one, at ofce of Sol. Geech , Guildford square, solicitor.
March 2 , at four, at office of Sol. Ceaussent, New Broad -st WALTER. - On the 22nd inst., at Ember -grove, Thames Ditton ,PARROT, EDWARD, dairyman , Aldershot. Pet. Feb . 17 . March

10 , at twelve , at offices of Sols. Messrs. Bayley and Foster, and of 11, Newgate-street, aged 50, William Walter, solicitor.
WORDSWORTH . On the 18th inst., at Wallington , Surrey, aged

Gazette, Feb . 24 . · Aldershot
PHILLIPS, GEORGE, carpenter , Wattlesborough , par. Westbury . 68 , Charles Wordsworth , Esq ., Q . C .

ALIFFE , WILLIAM , labourer, Normanton . Pet. Feb . 18 . Pet. Feb . 20, March 11, at eleven , at office of Sol. Morris,March 12, at eleven , at office of Sol. Stringer , Ossett Shrewsbury
ATKISS, RICHARD, jun ., chartermaster , Toll End . Pet . Feb . 18. OVINEY, ALFRED RICHARD, and QUINEY, ARTHUR EDWARD,
March 7 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Cresswell, Willenhall indiso merchants , Mincing-la . Pet . Feb . 19 . March 10 , atBEANE, CHARLES FREDERICK , corn merchant, New Corn Ex three, at office of Sols. Plewsand Irvine, Mark -la WHOLESALE & RETAIL STATIONERS,Change Mark -la . and Seething-la . Pet. Feb . 19 . March 12 , at REEVE WILLIAM , butcher, Wateringbury. Pet. Feb . 18 . March
two, at office of Barnard , Clarke, McLean , and Co., 3 , Lothbury . 5 , at four, at the Mitre hotel, Maidstone. Sol. Goodwin , Maid . 192. FLEET-STREET, AND 1 & 2 .CHANCERY-LANE. LOxdoy, E . O .
Sols . Ashurst , Morris, and Co., Old Jewry stoneBELCHAMBER, GEORGE, hatter, Brighton . Pet. Feb . 20. March RILEY, ELIZABETH , stationer , Manchester. Pet. Feb . 20 . March Carriagepaid to the Country on Orders exceeding 20s.
13, at three, at 13, Queen -st, Cheapside, London . Sol. Chalk , 9 . at three , at offices of Pritchard , Englefield , and Co., Painter 's
Brighton Hall, Little Trinity -la , London . Sols. Edwards and Bintlift, DRAFT PAPER, 58 ., 68. 60., 78, 6d., 78. 9d., and 95. 9d . per

BEVERLY , ABRAHAM MANHOOD , cheesemonger, Kentish -town-rd . Manchester ream .
Pet Feb . 21. March 11 , at three , at offices of Berry , Greening, | RORERTS. PETER, farm bailif . Brindicwys. Pet. Feb 19 M BRIEF PAPER, 158 . 6d . , 178 . 60 ., and 238 , 64 . per ream .
and Co ., Farringdon -st . Sol. Knight, Newgate-st 14 , at eleven , at the Blue Bell inn , Gwyddelwern . Sol. James ,BLENKHORN, SARAH AXXE, and BLENKHORN , ELEANOR FOOLSCAP PAPER, 10s . 6d ., 12s. 6d ., and 155. 6d . per ream ,Corwen
MARIA WREN , schoolinistresses , Claythorpe. Pet. Feb . 17. CREAM LAID NOTE, 38., 48., and 58. per ream ,ROBERTS , RICHARD HENRY, and ROBERTS, SAMUEL, Angola
March 6 , at half past twelve, at office of Sol. Williams, varn spinner , Huddersfield . Pet. Feb . 20. March 12, at half

LARGE CREAM LAID NOTE, 48, 6d ., 6s, 6d ., and 8s. per ream .
Lincoln past two,ut offices ofSol. Berry , Huddersfield LARGE BLUE NOTE , 3s . 6d . , 4s, 6d ., and 6s , 6d , per ream .

BOCKING , HENRY, basketmaker, King-st, Covent-garden . Pet . SEWED, GEORGE EDWARD, flock dealer, Huddersfield . Pet. ENVELOPES, CREAM OR BLUE, 4s. 6d ., and 68. 6d ., per 1000 .
Feb . 20 . March 7 ,at eleven , at office of Sol. Appe, South -sq , Feb . 20 . March 9 , at three, at office of Sol. Haigh , Hudders THE " TEMPLE " ENVELOPE, extra secure, 98. 6d. per 1000.
Gray 's -inn field FOOLSCAP OFFICIAL ENVELOPES, Is. 9d . per 100 .

BRIDGE, JOHN, Clee. Pet. Feb . 20. March 6 , at eleven , at SHOTTON, JOHN GEORGE, grocer , Winlaton . Pet. Feb . 19 . THE NEW “ VELLUM WOVE CLUB -HOUSE " NOTE ,
offices of Sols . Grange and Wintringham , Great Grimsby March 6, at three , at office of Sol. Sewell, Newcastle-uponBROOKS, WILLIAM , builder, Birmingham . Pet. Feb . 20 . March 98 . 6d. per ream ,

Tyne
10 , at three, at offioe of Sol. Cottrell, Birmingham SOFIANO , ANASTASIUS, merchant, Manchester . Pet. Feb . 6 . “ We should direct particular attention to their New Club

BUSSELL, JOSEPH , carpenter, Bath . Pet. Feb . 21. March 12 , at March 6 , at three , at ottice of Sols. Grundy and Kershaw , Man house Paper : in our opinion it is the very best paper we ever
eleven , at 3, Wood -st, Bath . Sols . Messrs. Moger chester wrote upon ." -- London Mirror .CARTER , JOHN, farmer, Belchamp St. Paul. Pet. Feb . 19 . March STANLEY, THOMAS , tea dealer, Leeds. Pet. Feb . 19. March 9 . at
12, at eleven , at the Four Swans hotel, Sudbury . Sol. Andrews, two, at offices of Sols . Simpson and Burrell, Leeds
Sudbury STEPHENSON , RICHARD , jun ., timbermerchant, Kingston -upon INDENTURE SKINS, Printed andMachine- ruled , to hold twenty

CAVELL, WILLIAM , baker , Scarborough . Pet. Feb . 19. March 10 , Hull. Pet. Feb . 20 . March 9, at four, at office of Sols . Messrs . or thirty folios , 28 . 3d . per skin , 268 . per dozen , 1258. per
at twelve, at offices of Dawber, Scarborough . Sol. Calvert, Hearfield , Kingston -upon -Hulí roll.
York STOTT, THOMAS, umbrella frame maker, Manchester. Pet. Feb .CLARKE, ALFRED , plumber, Brighouse . Pet. Feb . 21. March SECONDS or FOLLOWERS, Ruled , ls . 11d . each , 228 . per dozen ,21. March 10 , at three , at office of Sols. Cobbett, Wheeler , and6 , at three, at offices of Bates, auctioneer, Brighouse . Sol. 105s. per roll.

Cobbett, Manchester
Barber , Brighouse THEOBALD , WILLIAM , grocer , Croydon . Pet. Feb . 18 . March 11. RECORDS or MEMORIALS ,7d. each,6s .6d. per dozen.

COLBOURNE, JANE, milliner, Weston -super -Mare . Pet . Feb . 17 . at twelve, at offloes of Sols . Carter and Bell , Leadenhall-st.
March 11, at twelve, at the George and Railway hotel, Bristol. London LEDGERS, DAY-BOOKS, CASH -BOOKS, LETTER or MINUTE-BOOKSSol. Chapman , Weston -super-Mare THOMAS, JANE JULIA , widow , Chapel-rd , Ealing. Pet. Feb . 11.CURRIE , JOHX , draper, Sheffield . Pet. Feb . 19. March 6 . at An immense stock in various bindings .

March 5 , at three, at office of Sol. Howell , Cheapside
four, at office of Sols, Mesers. Binney, Sheffield ILLUSTRATED PRICE-LIST of Inkstands, Postage ScalesTHORNTON , THOMAR, woollen manufacturer , Huddersfield . Pet .

Feb . 21. March 13, at three, at office of Sol. Berry, HuddersDANDY, JOHN, innkeeper, Scarborough . Pet. Feb . 18 . March 9, Copying Presses, Writing Cases, Despatch Boxes, Oak and
Walnut Stationery Cabinets, and otherfieldat two, at office of Sol. Williamson , Scarborough useful articles

DAVIES, CHARLES DAVID , refreshment room keeper, Halifax . TROUGHTON , JOHN, labourer , Muncaster . Pet. Feb . 20 . March adapted to Library or Office , post free .
Pet. Feb . 19 . March 5, at eleven , at offices of Sols. Holroyde, 11 . at twelve , at office of Sol. Atter, Whitehaven
and Smith , Halifax TUCKER ,GEORGE , jeweller , Southampton . Pet. Feb . 16 . March

DAWE. JOHN , grocer , Lofthouse. Pet. Feb . 21. March 9 . at 6 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Robins, Southampton DUNERAL REFORM . – The exorbitant
eleven , at offices of Sols. Hunton and Bolsover, Stockton -on I VANNER , JOHX, woolsorter, Blandford Forum . Pet. Feb . 20. items of the undertaker's bill have long operated as
Tees March 16 , at twelve, at the Railway hotel, WimborneMinster .

DE LA MARE, JOHN EDMUND, grocer, Croydon , Pet. Feb . 18 . Sol. Moore , Wimborne Minster an oppressive tax upon all classes of the community. With
& view of applying a remedy to this serious evil theI VEARNCOMBE, JOHN , bootmaker, Bridgewater. Pet. Feb . 20.March 10, at twelve, at offices of Sols. Carter and Bell, Leaden

March 9, at twelve , at offices of Sols. Reed and Cook , Bridgehall-st, London
LONDON NECROPOLIS COMPANY, when opening

DOUGLASS, THOMAS BROWN, and DOUGLASS , WILLIAM BURNS, water their extensive cemetery at Woking, held themselves pre
iron founders, Monkwearmouth . Pet. Feb . 18 . March 11, at VICKERY, WILLIAM , Ironmonger, Bridport . Pet. Feb . 17 . March pared to undertake the whole duties relating to interments
eleven , at office of Sol. Skinner, Sunderland 14 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Day, Bridport at fixed and moderate scales of charge, from which survivors

TRAYCOT. CHARLES ANTHONY, agent. Blythe Bridge, near Long WADE. WILLIAM , provision dealer, Birmingham . Pet. Feb . 7 . may choose according to their means and the requirements
ton . Pet . Feb . 17 . March 5 , at half past one, at the Crown hotel, March 6 , nt quarter past ton , at office of Sol. East, Birmingham of the case . The Company also undertakes the conduct of
Stone. Sol. Welch , Longton WALTERS, FREDERICK , licensed victualler , Sheffield . Pet. Feb . Funerals to other cemeteries , and to all parts of the United

DRIVER, HENRY, bookbinder , Worcester. Pet. Feb . 21. March 20 . March 16 , at three, at office of Sols. Messrs. Binney , Shef Kingdom . A pamphlet containing full particulars may be
13, at eleven , at office of Sol. Abell, Worcester field

BASTWOOD . JONATHAN , wholesale fruit dealer, Huddersfield . WALTON , WILLIAM JAMES, generalagent, John -st, Clerkenwell. obtained , or will be forwarded , upon application to the
Pet. Feb . 20 . March 7 , at two, at oilices of Calverley , Essex -st. Chief Office, 2, Lancaster-place , Strand , W . C .

Pet. Feb . 19 . March 9 , at twelve, at offices of Sols. Craven and
Sunderland , Huddersfield Strand

EHRMANN, FREDERICK , baker , Hereford -st, Lisson - gr . Pet. Feb . WANLE88, THOMAS, grocer, Wallsend . Pet. Feb . 20 . March 6 , at TIMBER, STANDING OR FELLED
19 . March 6 , at three, at office of Sols. Messrs. Button , Henri . eleven , at office of Sol. Sewell, Newcastle-upon - Tyne

WELCH , THOMAS JAMES, draper, Darlaston and Walsall . Pet .etta -st, Covent-gdn Feb . 17. March 9, at eleven , at the Union hotel, Birmingham . VALUED OR PURCHASED.ELFORD, HENRY, merchant, Oxford -st . Pet . Feb . 20 . March 12.
Sol. Shakespeare , Oldbury

at two, at the Guildhall tavern , Gresham -st . Sols . Messrs . WHITFORD , RICHARD ASH , grocer , Cardiff. Pet . Feb . 20 . MarchVallance, Essex-et, Strand 9 , at two, at office of Hall, Hopkins, and Co., accountants , CarELLIS , GEORGE, tailor, Birmingham . Pet. Feb . 18 . March 6 . at
three, at office of Sols. Wrightand Marshall, Birmingham

difl. Sol. Merrils, Cardiff

EMERY, WILLIAM , builder, Bath . Pet. Feb . 16 . March 10 , at WINTER , HARRIS , clothier, Commercial-et. Spitalfeldg. Pet .

elevin , at the White Lion hotel, Bath . Sol. Dyer , Bath Feb . 18 . March 6 , at three, at otlloes of Sol. Montagu, Buck
FLY , ROBERT, and GRIEVE, JAMES, grocere, Barrow - in

lersbury , E . C . ST. THOMAS-STREET, LONDON , S. E .
Furness . Pet. Feb . 18 . March 6 , at ten , at the ship hotel. Bar Wood, WILLIAM , fancy box manufacturer, Manchester . Pet.

FRENCH , JOHX, beer retailer, Sheerness. Pet. Feb . 19. March Feb . 19. Feb . 26 , at three , at office of Sol. Storer , Manchester An Estimate given free for any quantity, however small or

10 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Mole , Sheerness
YARDLEY, BARON , herring curer, Monmouth . Pet. Feb . 13 .
March 2, at three, at office of Sol, Williams, Monmouth or large, in any part of the United Kingdom .

FUCHS. ADAM JOSEPH , baker , Wandsworth -rd . Pet. Feb . 14 .
March 9 , at half past three , at offices of Eves, the Old Corn YELF, ROBERT, wine merchant, Southampton . Pet. Feb . 20.
Exchange, Mark -la , London ,

SYCAMORE AND LIME TIMBER WANTED.
March 9, at three, at offices of Edmonds, Davis , and Clark ,

Sol. Heathfield , Lincoln 's -inn .
fields, London

Southampton . Sol. Shutte, Southampton
GOLD, THOMAS , labourer, Birmingham . Pet. Feb . 7 . March 4 , at

quarter past ten , at office of Sol. East, Birmingham mo BARRISTERS and SOLICITORS.
HABERFIELD , THOMAS JOSEPH , tailor, Sutton -st, Oxford -st.

Pet. Feb . 17 . March 13 , at two, at office of Sol. Swaine, Cheap
L Several SUITES of CHAMBERS to LET, in the

side Gazette, Feb , 17 . Fire-proofBuildings, Lincoln 's - inn -chambers , 40 . Chancery .

HLAIGH, EDWARD, common brewer, Huddersfield . Pet. Feb . 19 . HIBBERT,CHARLES, high bailif, Ashton -under-Lyne lane : One suite of three rooms. first floor : ditto three

March 6 , at eleven , at offices of Sols. Hesp , Fenton , and Owen , rooms, on second floor ; eight rood roomson ground ang

Huddersfield Gasette, Feb . 20 . next floor : suitable for Solicitors . Two rooms and
HALL . EPHRAIM , and STEPHENSON , EDWARD, woollen manu- ! SPERLING , JAMES Moss , no occupation . St . John 's -hill. Wands ante -room on ground floor, and severalother suites on base

facturers, Oseett . Pet. Feb . 90 . March 13 , at eleven , at office of worth , and Wertemburg -st , the Grove, Clapham ment and third floor . - Apply to F . CHIFFERIEL, 35 , Oursitos

Sol. Stringer, Ossett WILKINS, GEORGE, butcher , Kenley , near Croydon street ; or the Porter on the premises.

DRIVIL LEVEL JONATELAS, at tw

MARTIN R . COBBETT,
| ENGLISH AND FOREIGN TIMBER MERCHANT,

n a odeceof Bishrge.Orders of Discharge.
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not necessarily for publication , but as a guarantee of good faith .

the reward of his long public service , but in retiring from that
bench it was a satisfaction to learn that he took with him the
approval of those who had acted with him . He added, however,
that he could most heartily congratulate the county on so effi
cient a successor having been appointed . He had known Mr.
EDLIN for many years on circuit and as a private friend, and he
could say that as a laywer and a gentleman he deserved to be
heartily welcomed by themagistrates and by all connected with
the court. A better man for the office could not have been found.
The new Judge then proceeded with the trial of prisoners.

NOTICE .
The LAW TIMES goes to press on Thursday evening, that it muy be received in the remotest

parts on the country on Saturday morning. Communications and Advertisements must

be transmitted accordingly . None can appear that do not reach the office by Thursday

afternoon 's post.

Whon payment is made in postage stamps, notmore than 58.may beremitted at onetimo.
All communications intended for the Editor of the Solicitors' Department should be 80

addressed.

Now ready, price 58 . 6d ., VOL . II., Part 2, of
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with Notes by the Editor. The First Series of " Maritime Law " may now be had com
plete in Three Volumes, half bound, price £5 58 . for the set, or any single volumefor
L2 2s . Back numbers may be had to complete sets,

London : HORACE Cox, 10, Wellington- street, Strand, W . C .
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certain bills of exchange, such bills not being produced at the
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of the registrar. The CHIEF JUDGE has confirmed the already
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debt, holding a bill of exchange, ought to produce it . He added
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was adapted to a condition of things very different to that which
now prevails. There is , of course, no objection to the Master and
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The lawyers as a body have suffered considerably by the Tichborne
incubus. That the services of three Judges of one court should be
lost to the public for a period of seven months — the remaining
three extending over the Long Vacation were sacrificed by the
Judges from their own leisure-- is a great calamity, and it has
largely obstructed the dispatch of business. The state of things
at Guildhall, which is to some extent owing to a want of Judges, is
forcibly illustrated by the figures . The court of Queen 's Bench
commenced the sittings with a list of 214 causes ; of these eighty
causes were tried , withdrawn, or struck out. This leaves 134
remanets, 111 of which are special jury cases. The list of remanets
of special jury cases left at the end of theprevious sittings is not yet
cleared off, so that not one of the special jury cases entered for
the last sittings has been tried . For four days during last week
no second court was sitting. To be defendant in a cause at the
bottom of the Queen 's Bench list of special juries at Guildhall is
to be safe for twelvemonths from the possible inconvenience of an
adverse verdict. This, assuredly, is a scandal only second in mag
nitude to the Tichborne case itself.

. .. . .. .. 23

344

335

The Law and the Lawyers .

The legal aspects of the Tichborne case might be treated with
great elaboration , but when the points arose in the progress of the
trial they were noticed by us, and our readers, we apprehend,
would not desire to see them redressed . The conclusions which
strike usas themost important are few . In the first place,weare
inclined to agree with the Times, thatthe scandalofthe great length
of the trial, if a scandal at all, was inevitable . Thatthe proceedings
might have been abridged , had the interrogation of the defendant
been possible ,or had the Judges possessed the power to calltheOrton
family , seems to be generally admitted . This, however, as a re
flection upon the case itself, is little to the purpose. As an argu

Mr. EDLIN , Q .C ., was on Thursday sworn in and took his seat as ment in favour of the reform of our law of evidence it is extremely
Assistant- Judge of Middlesex . Mr. PoWNALL, after passing a cogent. One of the greatest lessons furnished by the case has
very warm eulogium on Sir W . BODKIN , congratulated the new reference to the amendment of our system of trial by jury. It is
Judge on his appointment. Mr. BRINDLEY and Mr. W . SLEIGH, on a subject for wonder that twelve men who had never, probably ,
the part of the Bar, expressed their concurrence in the remarks of met before, should have continued to assemble day by day, with
Mr. PowNALL. They begged also to express their sense of the short holidays, for a period of ten months, in a vitiated
ability and courtesy with which Mr. Serjt. Cox had so long dis . atmosphere, without any one of them contracting serious
charged theduties of the court during the illness of the late Judge. illness. It can hardly be doubted that the illness or death of

Mr. EDLIN , in response, hopod that the most cordial relations a juryman was among the calculations of the defendant, and he
would always subsist between himself and the Bar, and Mr. Serjt . must be considered in this sense, if in no other, very un
Cox said that it would be affectation in him to conceal a deep fortunate . Lord COLERIDGE, in his Juries Bill, provided against so
sense of disappointment that he had not been permitted to reap I disastrous a termination to a great trialby making the verdict of
VOL. LVL - No. 1614,
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the remaining jurymen valid and effectual, and no time should There is mutual benefit and a binding contract, and simple
be lost, supposing a comprehensive measure dealing with our negligence causing loss would be a breach of it , for which B .

jury system cannot be passed , in placing such an enact would be liable . But B . is not an insurer, as carriers of goods are,

ment upon the statute book . Another very important and if he has exercised due care, there is no remedy against him .

question is whether the huge swindle might not have What is due care is a question for a jury in each case. There can

beon exposed had a public prosecutor existed , who could be no suggestion in this instance of a false representation as to

have proceeded against the claimant on his landing in Eng the fireproof nature of the building ; butwe should rather say that

land, for obtaining money under false pretences. The im . the belief of the proprietors in its fireproof construction was &

probabilities which lay on the surface of the case would have circumstance in their favour in considering the question of neg

justified such a step . The mass of evidence subsequently obtained ligence. A very recent case in the Queen's Bench would seem to go
from sources foreign to the man' s own knowledge would have somewhat beyond our view ,and to make thecontract oneofbailment.

been absent, and the cheat would have been speedily detected . In Searle v . Laverick ( L . Rep. 9 Q . B . 122 ), the proprietor of some

The purely professional aspects of the case we deal with in carriages, sought to recover damages against a livery stable

another column, and we leave thesubject of the trial with a feeling keeper for injuries sustained by some carriages by the fall of a

of the most intense relief. shed in which they had been placed by the defendant. In deliver
ing the judgment of the court, Mr. Justice BLACKBURN said , “ The

question which we have to determine is what was the extent of
MR. NEATE 's gallant effort to free himself from the control of the the obligation of the defendant as to the securicy of the shed in
Inn , of which he became a member thirty -two years ago, is one

which he placed the plaintiff 's carriages. Wethink it is beyond
which will excite the sympathy of many who are similarly placed .

question that he did come under some obligation ; but it is a
The short point in the case is this : Is an Inn of Court entitled different and difficult question what the precise obligation was.”
to decline to relieve a member from the bond into which he enters

In the end the court concluded that it was necessary to show
on joining the society if he, on his side, declines to sign conditions

some negligence, and that a competent builder having been
restricting the practice of his profession as a barrister. Mr. NEATE'S employed , the defendant was not liable if by want of care or skill
argument was that any such restriction is contrary to public policy

on the part of the builder, the shed fell. À nonsuit directed by
and void . The prayer of his bill was that Mr. Neats might be Baron POLLOCK at the trial was therefore sustained. Whatever

allowed to withdraw without paying any fine or composition , or the obligation of such persons as the proprietors of the Pantech
signing any conditions restricting his liberty in his Profession. nicon therefore may be called in law , the difficulty of fixing them
Vice-Chancellor Hall allowed a demurrer to the bill for want of

with liability is manifest.
equity. The inevitable answer to all appeals to the courts against
the acts of the Inns of Court is that they are “ voluntary

societies.” The government of the societies is in the hands of the We find some interesting cases reported in the Irish Law Times

Benchers, from whom an appeal lies to the Judges. Rules may be of last week on the practice under the Debtors' Act and in bank

made and bonds inflicted upon memberswho join , and thecourts will
ruptcy , and we will briefly summarise the decisions. In M ' Blain

grant no relief. It doesnot appear unreasonable , however, that the
v . Weir, in the Queen 's Bench , it was sought to obtain an order

Inns should give up their controlover barristers who may possibly to arrest a defendant unless he gave security that he would

resume practice. The Inns of Court alone have control over a not leave Ireland . It was admitted that the plaintiff could

barrister, and if he ceased to belong to any Inn it might be diffi .
prove his case without the defendant, but it was urged that the

cult to deal with him for misconduct. The jurisdiction , however,
action would have to be abandoned if the defendant were al

is in many respects ridiculous and unsatisfactory, and we shall be
lowed to leave, whereas if arrested he would pay the debt. There

very glad to see the Bar governed as a public institution instead
is a section in the Irish Act analogous to sect. 6 in the English

Act, and the words are “ that the absence of the defendantwill
of as a private club.

materially prejudice the plaintiff in the prosecution of his action."

It has been held by our Court of Exchequer that the section is not
It is always satisfactory to find a defence which ismore technical intended to give imprisonment as a means of enforcing payment of

than meritorious got over by a judge. This was the result in the a debt, the defendant in Hume y . Druyff ( L . Rep . 8 Ex. 214 ; 29

case of Sale v . Lambert, before the Master of the ROLLS on the L . T . Rep. N . S . 64 ) being ordered to be discharged from

2nd inst. There was a sale of buildings by auction to the defen custody after final judgment obtained in the action . The motion

dant, and in a suit for specific performance of the contract a | in M Blain v . Weir was evidently made under a misapprehension

defence was set up that there was no contract within the Statute as to the effect of the abolition of imprisonment for debt. The

of Frauds, because the vendor's name was not inserted in the body of a debtor can only be detained so long as it is
contract. The printed particular wan indorsed with a memoran necessary to enable a creditor to obtain judgment giving

dum , signed by the solicitors of both parties. The purchaser was him power to attach the debtor 's goods or to compel pay .

mentioned but not the vendor, and the question was whether this ment where there is ability to pay. In a case of O 'Donnell v.

omission brought the case within the Statute of Frauds. The Smith in the Consolidated Chamber, application against a debtor

MASTER of the ROLLS said he did not remember a case in for payment wasmade in court. By the Act, a " Judge sitting in

which the vendor' s namewas inserted in the conditions of sale, chambers " is given the power to commit for non -payment. The

and that the real question in such cases is , “ Can you find out motion was refused , it being held that it should bemade to a Judge

from the contract who it is who is selling the property P ” The in camerâ . Weshould have thought the pointbarely arguable. In

vendor's solicitor had undertaken by the memorandum " that the the matter of a disputed adjudication à question arose in the

vendor shall, in all respects, fulfil the conditions of sale mentioned Court of Bankruptoy whether rent accruing due and payable after

in the said particular." Sir GEORGE JESSEL held that " vendor " the passing of the Bankruptcy (Ireland ) Amendment Act 1872 , by

was as good a description of a man as his Christian nameand sur a lessee or assignee of a lease, executedorassigned before the passing

name, and that evidence might be admitted to show who was of the Act, was a good petitioning creditor' s debt. Mr. Justice

meant by the vendor, as well as to show who was meant by the HARRISON delivered an elaborate judgment, and said that his first

name of John Smith . This is a decision of great practical im view was that as therewasno debt until the respective gales of rent

portance, but it need not prevent greater strictness being observed in question fell due, which they admittedly did after the passing

so that similar difficulties may be avoided . of the Act of 1872 , it must be considered that the debt was then
contracted , and was a good debt to support an adjudication against
a non -trader. Further consideration , however, convinced him thatTHE fire at the Pantechnicon causing a most lamentable loss of
this view was not correct, the authority which he mainly relied

property has raised a question of great importance with upon in coming to an opposite conclusion being the case of
respect to the liability of the proprietors, Messrs. SMITH and

RADERMACHER .
Ex parte Harding, re Williams ( 10 L . T . Rep . N . S . 117 ; 33 L . J .

There seems to be a disposition on the part of Bank. 22.) In that case it was held by Lord WESTBURY that a call
some of the depositors of property to litigate the matter, and ordered to bemade after the passing of the Bankruptcy Act 1861,
whilst considering the general principle of law applicable to the on the winding-up of a joint stock company, whose deed of settle
case, we shall avoid remarking on the incidents of it which , to

ment bore date the 15th March 1847, was a debt contracted aftersome extent, are considered as raising the question of negligence.
The great authorities on the law of bailments, Sir WILLIAM

the passing of the Act of 1861, on which the official manager

could present a petition in bankruptcy on which a valid adjudicaJONES and Lord Holt, make no mention of the class known
tion could be made against the party making default in payment

to the civilians as locatio custodice , or the hiring of care to
of such calls. That case was affirmed in the House of Lords.

be bestowed in guarding a thing bailed , and it is doubtful Our present Act differs from the Act of 1861, so as to make the
whether it is strictly within what is understood in law as a bail

discussion of the Irish Court unimportant in this country .
ment. In bailments proper the care to be bestowed with

reference to the keeping of the property bailed is only an

incident of the bailment ; but in the hiring of care to be bestowed THE LICENSE AND THE PUNISHMENT OF
in guarding a thing deposited , the bailment is a necessary incident COUNSEL.

of the contract. The question , therefore, between the proprietors THE interest which the public take in legal proceedings and all

of the Pantechnicon and the depositors is one of contract. A . that concerns the legal Profession, renders the position of counsel

says to B ., “ In consideration of your taking care ofmy property, one of high importance and great responsibility . The growth of

I will pay you so much ." B . says to A ., “ In consideration of this interest has been fostered by the extraordinary incidents )

your paying me so much , I will take care of your property, " the great trial which has just come to a conclusion , and there
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every probability that under an improved judicial system the sacrificed his independence by accepting pecuniary aid from an

courts will become even more than they have been hitherto, the opponent. This and other questionable monetary transactions

arena in which many of the battles of public and private life will caused him to be expelled from a society which his brilliant

be fought out. Under these circumstances, it is of the last import eloquence had adorned , and the decree was found to be irrevocable

ance not only that the advocates admitted to practise before the after years of exile and contrition . Dr. KENEALY, on the other

Judges should be well educated , and well trained , but that they hand, is charged with the most reckless violation of all the rules

should be keenly alive to the peculiarities of their position , their which should govern the conduct of counsel in the cross -examina

influence for good or evil upon a mixed society , and the import tion of witnesses and in making comments upon their evidence,

ance of the trust reposed in them by their clients, and by the whilst it is said that the Government of the country , the impar

Inns of Court to which they belong. tiality of the Judges, the living and the dead who were connected

Of all the painful and humiliating incidents connected with the with the case for the prosecution , were reviled in the bitterest

trial of the claimant to the TICHBORNE baronetcy, the most painful and coarsest terms. These are not only offences against the Pro

and themost humiliating , so far as the legal Profession is con fession — that they do indeed bring dishonour and discredit upon

cerned, and more especially the Bar, is the ill-judged and most the Bar is admitted on all hands — but they are offences against
unfortunate line of conduct pursued by Dr. KENEALY. But in public morality , and calculated to impede the course of justice .

order to understand the accumulated follies which in the aggregate If proved to the satisfaction of the judges to whom Dr. KENEALY

constituted an offence which aroused the indignation and anger of is bound to answer, and if they cannot be excused on the ground :

three of the most amiable Judges on the Bench , disgusted a sin of the exigencies of the case, the extreme punishment would seem

gularly indulgent jury , and shocked the educated public, it is to be inevitable. It is impossible to contrast such a case with

necessary to consider the probable influences of circumstances the precedents to which we have alluded without feeling that

upon the mind of the offender. Dr. KENEALY, although widely read we have reached the lowest depth which the Profession has

and liberally educated , is undoubtedly a man of extremely small experienced, at any rate within thememory of the living .

mind and narrow and contracted views. The class of cases in We would gladly find some excuse for Dr. KENEALY in the

which he had been mainly engaged was precisely suited to his extraordinary circumstances which surrounded him , and the enor .

peculiar temperament, and his conduct of the Overend and Gurney mous and bewildering labour which was imposed upon him . He

prosecution showed how easy it is for a doubtful case to be spoke the truth when he said that he had to contend with diffi

made utterly hopeless by ill-judged advocacy. But with all culties in defending his client which no counsel had ever encoun

his narrowness and littleness of mind Dr. KENEALY was am tered before. Virtually single handed he had to contend with an

bitious, and it is now perfectly plain that when he found array of skill and talent of nomean order — as high indeed as the

himself leading a defence in a stupendous cause, which he English Bar could furnish ; whilst the keen intellect of the LORD

more than once boasted was a State trial unparalleled since CHIEF JUSTICE allowed scarcely a single fallacy advanced by him

the trial of Charles I., the little discretion which he possessed to pass without dragging it into light and almost compelling the

disappeared before the overwhelming sense of his own importance. counsel who supported it to make blind and mad efforts to produce

To him it was a greatmisfortune that he should have been selected impossible explanations, and to reconcile the irreconcileable.

to lead such a defence ; and whilst we have no desire to shield These, undoubtedly, are matters to be considered, and grave as the

him from any of the consequences of his misconduct, we think position is in which Dr. KENEALY has placed himself, he is as yet

that the nature of the delinquent, and the extraordinary circum uncondemned by the constituted authority, and his case should be

stances by which he was surrounded, should be attentively con approached — as we are certain it will be approached - with scrupu

sidered before his censure by the Bench and the jury is accepted lous impartiality and freedom from prejudice, with a full sense of

as a conclusive reason why he should no longer be allowed to the importance of the issue, not to Dr. KENEALY only , nor indeed

practise his profession . to the Profession , but to law and order and the administration of

We do not propose to go into the merits of the indictment 1 justice.

which must be preferred against the learned gentleman ; but it

is necessary that we should consider how far forensic excesses THE LIABILITY OF AN EXECUTION CREDITOR TO

are to be justified by circumstances or palliated by a mistaken REFUND.

sense of duty . The first point raised is ,what is to be the standard A CREDITOR before resolving to sue out execution against the goods

of decorum , and upon what evidence is counsel to be condemned ? of a trader debtor for a sum exceeding 501., should read , mark ,

We can see many reasons why the denunciation of a presiding and inwardly digest the decision arrived at by Lord Justice

Judge should not be accepted even as evidence against counsel. Mellish , on the 20th ult ., in Ex parte Villars, re Rogers. In that

There may be cases in which it becomes the positive duty of an case a creditor whose debt exceeded 501., purchased of the sheriff

advocate to resist the control of a Judge, and even to retort upon the goods seized in execution , and the sheriff, after retaining the

the Bench . Under such circumstances the Judge becomes pro hac purchaser's cheque for fourteen days in compliance with the 87th

vicethe opponentof the advocate , and when the Judge is summing section of the Act of 1869, returned the cheque to the creditor at

up , no reply upon him being possible , it is only natural that he the end of that period. Within six months after the sale, a peti

should make his assailant feel the full weight of his hand. True tion for adjudication of bankruptcy against the debtor was pre

it is that in the celebrated cause now ended wehave three Judges septed , on which he was declared bankrupt. The registrar con

and a jury all concurring in one view , which renders it the more sidering that the 5th sub-section of sect. 6 of the Act rendered

difficult to select any outside standard by which to judge counsel. the seizure and sale so followed by adjudication , an act of

But as a rule we are disposed to think that an outside standard is bankruptcy, ordered the creditor to give up the goods to

the only fair test which can be adopted. The voice of the Pro the trustee. Lord Justice Mellish held that the creditor was

fession and of the public ought to determine whether the extreme | entitled to the goods by virtue of his purchase, but that

penalty, if any, is to be inflicted. he must refund the purchase money. This is a startling
In the present instance the public press has, with singular result. We do not say that on the true and fair method

unanimity, called upon the Benchers of the Inns, of which Dr. of construing the Act of 1869, the result is not a logical
KENEALY is a member, to consider the course which their duty to consequence of the language used . We do, however, say,
the public dictates . We admit that an immediate investigation that it is impossible to read carefully the 87th section without
is inevitable ; but, dealing aswe are with the subject generally , feeling that it could never have been the intention of the Legis

we must regret that the tribunal before which an offending lature that a creditor fairly and honestly pursuing his legal

barrister is arraigned to take his trial for dear professional life, remedies, was to have his common law rights under an execution

is composed of non -representative men . The Benchers of Gray' s | interfered with to any greater extent than was expressly pro

Inn are gentlemen who have recently shown a disposition to vided for by the section ; viz ., that the sheriff should refrain from

elevate and improve the position of their society, but they are paying over the proceeds of the sale for fourteen days, in order

not the most eminent members of the Profession , and we cannot that an opportunity might be afforded for the presentation of a

consider that they will constitute a satisfactory tribunal before petition in bankruptcy . If it had been intended that the right of

which the fate of a Queen 's counsel charged with grave breaches the creditor should not be absolute at the end of the fourteen days,

of decorum and decency should be decided . It is obviously absurd or at all events as soon as the money was paid over by the sheriff ,

that the governing body of an almost extinct Inn of Court should it is most difficult to understand why such a period, instead of

adjudicate upon a matter in which the entire Profession and the the period of six months mentioned in sect . 6 , should have been

public are so largely interested. The governing bodies of the arbitrarily fixed ; and if such were not the intention , nothing

Inns of Court are not representative, being self-elected , and any could have been easier than to have provided that, notwithstanding

one body even if it represented the members of its own society , payment to the creditor, his right should not be absolute, but

could not be taken as representing all the members of the other on the contrary, should be defeated , if an adjudication should

three Inns. There is no other tribunal, however, which can take take place within twelve months, founded on a petition

cognizance of thealleged offences. presented within six months from the time of the sale. If

The next subject for consideration is the nature of the penalty for six months the creditor was intended to remain in a state of

which should be attached to breaches of professional propriety. doubt and uncertainty whether in consequence of the possibility

Clearly thismust depend altogether upon the nature ofthe offence. of a petition for adjudication being subsequently presented

Weare not, however, without precedents, one being recently fur against his debtor he might not have to refund , some

nished by a leading inn of court, the Inner Temple . Mr. EDWIN clear intimation of the design ofclear intimation of the design of the Legislature should
JAMES was disbarred for sins against his profession rather than have been furnished , in order that the creditor instead
against public morality. Driven by overwhelming necessity he l of dealing with the money recovered as his own, might
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as a prudentman , place it to a suspense account. We observe 13 L . J. Rep . N . S . 284, Eq.), but notice is necessary to complete
that the Lord Justice attached considerable weight to the argu the assignment of the proceeds to arise by the sale of real and

ment that it would be anomalous to allow validity to the sale, the personal estates given to trustees for sale ( The Consolidated

fons et origo mali, which is declared by the statute to be an act of Investment and Insurance Company v . Riley , 29 L . J. Rep. N . S .

bankruptcy, and which defeats by relation all subsequent transac 123, Eq.), the rule being that if the interest of the assignor be an

tions between the bankrupt and persons affected with notice ; and interest in land no notice is necessary, but that notice is necessary

also to the argument that whereas sect. 73 of the repealed statute where the interest of the assignor is confined to money to be

of 1861 expressly affirmed the rights of the execution creditor , the raised on or by the sale of land : (Re Hughes, 33 L . J . Rep. N . S .
Act of 1869 is silent on the point. Weby no means wish to under 725 , Eq.)

rate the force of these arguments, though we are far from satisfied Where a creditor of a bankrupt assigns his debt , notice to the

that they are sufficient to outweigh other opposing considerations. trustee in bankruptcy is sufficient, and where the debt is that of a

However the judicial resultmay be arrivedat,we confessthat it does company in course of liquidation, notice must be given to the

appear to us monstrous that a judgment creditor, whose common official liquidator : (Re Breech -loading Armoury Company, IVragge':

law rights have been expressly suspended for fourteen days by the case , L . Rep . 5 Eq. 285.)

87th section , should , after experiencing probably much trouble When a fund is standing in the name of the Paymaster-General
and delay in recovering what he very naturally must look upon as of the Court of Chancery , it is useless to give the Paymaster

his own money,be exposed to the action of a piece of legalmecha General notice of assignments of interests therein (Warburton v .

nism in the nature of a trap, by which after the interval ofmany Hill, 23 L . J. Rep. N . S . 633, Eq.),but priority can be gained only
monthshe is to be called upon and compelled to refund it . We by the assignee obtaining a stop order , and lodging it in the

regret that a question of this magnitude and difficulty should be Paymaster 's office. Wheremoney is paid into court by a trustee,

decided on appealby a single Judge- however eminent. it is not necessary for an assignee, who, previously to such pay.

ment in , has given notice to the trustee, to obtain a stop order,

for a stop order would not prevail over the notice if the trustees
SEARCHES, INQUIRIES, AND NOTICES. then had the money in their hands: ( Bearcliffe v . Dorrington , 19

(Continued from page 285.) L . J. Rep . N . S . 331, Eq.) If part of a testator's estate consists of
To complete the assignment of a chose in action , or of any a fund in court, notice to the executors of an assignment of an

equitable interest (which by the way may be effectually done by interest in the estate is sufficient without a stop order : ( Thompson

letter, Lambe v . Orton , 29 L . J . Rep . N . S . 319, Eq.), notice to v . Tomkins, 31 L . J . Rep . N . S . 633.)

thedebtor, trustee, or other person owing or holding themoney , Iu Macleod v . Buchanan (33 L . J . Rep . N . S . 149, 306 ), it was

fund or other property which , or an interest in which , has been held that a general stop order will be confined to the particular

assigned , is absolutely necessary . If a debt be assigned and no incumbrance in respect ofwhich it was obtained , so that in case of

notice be given to the debtor, the original creditor can give the a further charge a second stop order is necessary , and in the same

debtor an effectual release : (Stocks v Dobson , 22 L . J. Rep. N . S . case it was decided that the name of the assignor should appear in

884 , Eq.) If an interest in property held by trustees be dealt the stop order. An incumbrancer who has gained priority by

with , and no notice be given to the trustees, they would placing a stop order on the fund will, without a further order ,

be justified in transferring the property to the original cestui que retain his priority, notwithstanding the carrying over of the fund

trust for whom they held it, and, having done so, there is no to a new account, entitled the account of the assignor and his

remedy against them to bring back the property : (Donaldson v . incumbrancers : (Lister v. Tidd , 4 L . Rep . 462, Eq.)

Donaldson , 23 L . J. Rep. N . S . 788, Eq.) ` After an assignment of Previously to the passing of the Bankruptcy Act 1869, a chose

a debt, and notice thereof to the debtor, he can effectually plead in action or other equitable interest which had been assigned , but

the assignment and notice in an action against him by the original of the assignment of which no notice had been given to the

creditor : (Jeff's v . Day, L . Rep. 1 Q . B . 372.) The effect of notice debtor or trustee, was considered as being in the order and dispo

to the trustee is to convert him into a trustee for the assignee : sition of theassignor , whether the original owner or his assignee ,

( Dearle v . Hall, 2 L . J . Rep . 62, Ch .) and so liable to be sold for the benefit of his creditors in case of

The assignee who, without notice of any assignment prior to his insolvency or bankruptcy . It was decided in the case of

that in his favour, first gives notice to the trustee, will hare Stuart v . Cockerell ( L . Rep . 8 Eq. 607), that a mortgagee, prior to

priority of title , and the fact thathe has or bas notmade inquiries the bankruptcy, who had neglected to place a stop order upon the

ofthe trustee is quite immaterial: (Loveridge v . Cooper, 2 L . J . Rep . fund in court retained his priority over theassignee in bankrupicy

75, Eq.) by obtaining a stop order which the assignee did not do. Aswe

Notice to the solicitor to the trustee is sufficient, but the soli. have before stated , we do not concur in the decision , and we

citor must be acting for the trustee at the time and in relation to believe the law to be as follows : If an assignee neglected to give

the property in question (Rickards v . Gledstunes, 31 L . J . Rep. notice the title of the subsequent assignee in insolvency or bank

N . S . 142, Eq.) Where there are several trustees notice to one ruptcy would prevail, notwithstanding the prior assignee subse

is sufficient if he survive (Smith v . Masterman , 3 L . J. Rep. N . S . quently gave notice and the latter assignee altogether neglected to

42, Ex.), even if that one be the vendor or mortgagor (Willes v . | do so . If, however, the assignee in insolvency or bankruptcy by

Greenhill, 31 L . J. Rep. N . S . 1, Eq.), but if the trustee to whom neglecting to give notice enabled the bankrupt to assign to

notice is given die without informing his co -trustees of the receipt another person , who had no knowledge of the insolvency or bank .

of the notice , a second incumbrancer , who subsequently gives ruptcy, and who duly gave notice , the title of the assignee lastly
notice to the remaining trustees, would seem to be entitled to referred to would prevail : (Re Barr's Trusts, 27 L . J . Rep. N . S.

priority : (Meux v. Bell Hare 73.) And where there are several 548, Eq. ; Re Brown's Trusts, L . Rep. 5 Eq. 88.) As between an

executors notice of the assignment of a legacy or an interest in assignee in insolvency and a subsequent assignee in insolvency or

the residuary personalty should be given to all, or it would seem bankruptcy, where the first-named assignee had not given notice

that the executors to whom notice has not been given may pay to the trustees, the question to be settled would be whether the

the legacy or interest to the original legatee, and , consequently , first assignee was aware of the existence of the interest, and , if

a second assignee would gain priority by giving notice to all the not, his title would be preferred , because,although the interestwas

executors : (Timson v . Ramsbottom , 2 Keen , 35 .) left in the order and disposition of the insolvent or bankrupt, it

Where there are two sets of trustees, as, for instance, where a could not be said that it was with the consent of the true owner

reversionary interest in stock standing in the names of trustees thereof ; (Re Rawbone's will, 26 L . J . Rep. N . S . 588 , Eq..)

becomes the subject of a settlement, upon any dealing with Notice to the debtor or trustee should be distinct, and, for the

interests created by the last -mentioned settlement, notice mustbe convenience of proof, should be in writing , but such is not abso.

given to the trustees in whose names the stock is standing , and lutely necessary. In Lloyd v . Banks ( L . Rep. 3 Ch. App., at p .

an assignment of which notice is so given will prevail over a 490), Lord Cairns declined to lay down any rule, as to what would
prior assignment of which notice has previously been given to the be a sufficient notice to a trustee, but he considered that all that

other set of trustees: (Bridge v . Beadon , L . Rep . 3 Eq. 665 .) In was necessary was in someway to bring to themind of the trustee

Holt v . Dewell (15 L . J . Rep . N . S . 15 , Eq.), where a person en an intelligent apprehension of the nature of the incumbrance

titled to a reversionary interest bequeathed such interest, and which has come upon the property , upon which a reasonable man ,

the legatee twice assigned his interest, it was held that until or an ordinary man of business, would regulate his conduct in the

the executor had assented to the legacy notice to him would pre execution of the trust. If the notice be not general, that is if a

vail over notice to the trustees holding the fund. And it would mortgage of a reversion to secure a certain principal sum and

seem that so long as the second set of trustees have not actually interest, contains a charge in respect of premiums on a policy of

received the fund, the title of an assignee of an interest in it, who assurance, and in the notice the deed is referred to as securing the

had given them notice of his assignment, would not be preferred principaland interest only, a subsequentassignee will hare priority

to that of a prior assignee who had neglected to give such notice over the charge for the premiums: (Re Bright's Trusts, 25 L . J.

( Buller v . Plunkett, 30, L . J . Rep . N . S . 641, Eq.; Somerset v . Cox , | Rep . N . S . 449, Eq.)

33 L . J . Rep. N . S . 491, Eq.), but it is not prudent for an assignee A trustee who, after receiving notice of a charge, deals with the

to neglect to give notice to both sets of trustees. trust funds as if no charge had taken place, will be liable to refund
No notice is necessary of dealings with equitable estates into the person having the charge, and the fact of the assignee dis

realty , or money charged upon land without the intervention of puting the charge will of course make no difference (Hodgson V.
trustees, as , for instance , where a testator bequeathed leaseholds Hodgson , 7 L . J . Rep . N . S . 5 , Eq.) ; but a trustee who, without
charged with an annuity , it was beld unnecessary for an assignee | notice of a charge, which by reason of proper notice having been

of the annuity to give notice to the trustees (Wiltshire v . Rabbitts , i given to former trustees was complete , deals with the trust funds
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as if no charge had been made, will not be liable to refund : vial land, viz ., that the river flowing between thetwo estates should

(Phipps v. Lovegrove , Prosser v. Phipps, 16 L . J . Rep. N . S . 80, form their mutual boundary , could not have been available to appel.

Eq.) The result of the last decision will be to occasion periodical lant as constituting a title to land not gained by alluvion . Itmay

inquiries by the assignee, and the giving to the new trustees be added thatthe general rule of law is thatjust as what is gained by

when they are appointed copies of the original notice. gradualaccession is the property ofhim to whose estate the recess of

From what we have above said it will be apparent that an the river or sea has annexed it, so what is lost by the gradual

intending purchaser or mortgagee of an equitable interest must encroachment of the river or sea is a loss without reparation to

inquire not only of all the trustees of the fund, but also of any the owner whose estate is thus destroyed . In the next case that

retired trustee, and of the personal representatives of any deceased of Radhmohun Rai and others v . Soorujnarain Banojiah (1 S . D . A .

trustee, whether notice of a charge has been given to any of such 319 ), decided on 29th April 1811, the plaintiffs and defendant,

trustees. When the fund is in court a certificate of the fund were zemindars of two estates separated by a river ; and the river

should be obtained from the Paymaster -General's office , which for many years encroaching in a semi-circular form on the estate

will show what, if any, stop orders affect the fund ; and, in addi of the defendant, washed away lands from the estate of defendant,

tion , when the fund has been paid in by a trustee, inquiries and annexed them to the estate of plaintiffs , thereby forming the

should be made of him and all other trustees, as above stated : chur or alluvion in question . The court held that on the esta

when the fund has been paid in under the Trustees Relief Acts, blished principle that land thus gained by the gradual retire

the affidavit upon which the payment took place should be mont of a river, under the general rules of alluvion, is the lawfur

referred to, and should show of what notices the trustee was accession of the estate to which it is so annexed, the plaintiffs

aware. were entitled to the chur in question . The next decision was tbat

Solicitors neglecting to make proper inquiries are liable as for of Koonwur Hurree Nath Rai v . Mussumut Jyedoorga Burwain

negligence, and so they are if they neglect to give notice to the ( 2 S . D . A . 269), heard on 9th Sept. 1818 . The suit was a claim

trustees : (Dearle v . Hall 2 L . J . Rep. N . S . 62 , Ch .) to some alluvial land, the river Burrumpooter flowing on each
A trustee is bound to give information to a purchaser or mort. side of the land claimed . Held , that the most equitable decision

gagee, he being for that purpose the agent of the vendor or mort would be, to gire to the parties respectively the land adjoining to
gagor ; and a trustee who, even inadvertently , gives wrong their respective estates. In cases of contested alluvial land the
information or does not mention the fact that he has received grand channel of a river is considered to constitute the division
notice of a previous dealing with the property, will be liable to between the estates ; but in this case the evidence was contra
recoup the purchaser or mortgagee any loss he may incur : dictory on this point, each party declaring that the branch which
(Burrowes v . Lock , 10 Ves. 470.) flowed under his boundary was fordable, while the other branch

In the case of a resale or transfer of mortgage of an equitable was broad and deep . In Zięboo Nisa v . Persun Rai(3 S . D A . 316),

interest, it is unnecessary, except where the original vendor or heard 1st March 1824, the claim being to certain lands alleged to

purchaser has become bankrupt or insolvent, for the original par . have been washed away by the stream from the plaintiff's estate, the

chaser or mortgagee to show that notice had been given , because judgment was given in favour of the defendants, to whose estate

if no subsequent purchaser or mortgagee bad given notice, the they had become gradually annexed . In the case of Ramkislen

point is immaterial, but fullmeans must be afforded to the sub Rai v . Gopee Mohrin Baboo ( 3 S . D . A . 340 ) , the Senior Judge of

purchaser or transferee of inquiry whether notice has or has not Provincial Court of Dacca , held that inasmuch as the lands in

been given , and therefore it is necessary to show who from time to dispute were surrounded by the plaintiff's zemindaree, they

timehavebeen the persons representing the character of trustees : belonged to him conformably to established usage in such cases ,

( Hobson v . Bell, 8 L . J . Rep . N . S . 241, Eq .) and accordingly ordered that he should be put in possession , and

As notices of assignments of policies of assurance are the he ordered the Aumeen to make an estimate of the profits of the

subject of a special Act of Parliament we have not referred to above lands from the existing documents, and to deduct a reason

them here, but shall do so hereafter. able sum for the payment of the expenses which had been in

curred ; the defendants being declared liable for any excess above

such reasonable expenditure. The S . D . A , on appeal on the 26th
THE LAW OF ALLUVION IN ENGLAND AND IN April 1824 , affirmed this decision . The principle of this decree:

INDIA , has since been recognised in a formal enactment. Regulation XI.

By LAWRENCE BIALE , Barrister -at-Law . of 1825, sect. 4 , cl. 1 , provides that land gained by gradualweb

(Continued from p . 285.) sion from the recess of a river or the sea is to be considered an

Having now considered the principles of law which govern the increment to the tenure of the person to whose estate it may be

subject of alluvion , and also such as govern the acquisition of land annexed . One of the first cases since this Regulation was that of

by arulsion , it becomes necessary to consider the cases which Mussumat Imam Bandi v . Hurgoovind Ghose (4 M . I . A . 403).

hare been decided in India , and in the Privy Council, both prior Lands having been submerged , by a change of the course of the

to, and since, the passing of the Act of 1825 . One of the first river Ganges, after several years, reappeared, each party claiming

cases of alluvion decided in the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut was the lands to be part of his mouza ; the Sudder Court held the

that of Isurchund Rai and others v . Ramchund Mothurja ( 1 S . D . A . plaintiff' s claim to be barred , first, by the Bengal Regulations of

221). The case was heard on 11th Dec. 1807. The court held , that Limitation , from lapse of time ; and, secondly , that the lands were

the whole of the lands claimed as having been gradually annexed alluvialand attached to themouza of the defendant. Such decree ,

by allurion to the respondent's talook of Hilalpoor were his pro upon appeal, reversed, the Judicial Committee holding, first, that

perty. The deserted bed of a public river, which ran between the the question of limitation not having been put in issueby theplead

two properties of Hilalpoor and Maholah (the proprietors of the ings, could notbe allowed to operate upon the case ; and , secondly ,

latter being the appellants), was declared divisible between the thatthe court bad mistaken the question, in supposing itone of allu

appellants and respondents, each party to be entitled to that part vion , the pointat issue being one ofboundary only ,and the question

of it contiguous to his own estate, in compensation for loss sus being, to whom did this land belong before the inundation ;

tained by them from the excavation of a new channel. It would whoever was the owner then , remained the owner while it was

seem from this case that the doctrine of English law which con covered with water, and after it became dry, and that the plaintiff

siders the State as the sole proprietor of navigable rivers, and had made out his title as such owner to possession . This case

necessarily of land, when deserted by such rivers, does not apply was decided by the Privy Council on 7th July 1848, but the

to cases where there has been an artificial divergence of the litigation had commenced in India in 1830. The case of Sree

channel by State agency . After the famine now pending in Eckowrie Sing v . Heeraloll Seal (12 M . I. A . 136 ), was a case of a

Bengal, in consequence of the extension of the Soane canal, cases claim to land washed away and reformed in the bed of a navigable

of a similar kind are likely to arise. The case of Rajah Grieso river, the ownership of the soil of which is not commonly in the

hund v . Maharajah Tezchund (1 S . D . A . 274 ), decided on the 8th riparian proprietors of its banks, and which was not proved in the

May 1809, was a suit for alluvion land which had accumulated on case to have belonged to the predecessor in title of either dis

the estate of the respondent by the gradual recession of a river putant. Lord Chelmsford in the judgment says, “ the reforming

that formed the boundary between the estates of theappellant and of land in such a stream , after a considerable interval and frequent

the respondent, and was afterwards severed from the respondent' s floods, is not primâ facie to be ascribed to a loss from any par .
estate, and left united to that of the appellant, by the sudden ticular portion of territory , nor is the land which has been

return of the river to its former course. The Sudder Dewanny removed by a sudden avulsion reclaimable unless the circum

Adawlut disallowed the claim of plaintiff , i . e ., the respondent. It stances supply evidence of identity, which is wanting in the case

is material to note in this case that the land adjudged to appel before us." Again : " The title by accretion to a new formation

lantwas alluvial land , formed by prior encroachments of the river generally, is not founded on equity of compensation , but on a

on respondent's estate, afterwards joined by gradual accession to gradual accretion by adherence to some particular land . The

the estate of respondent, and subsequently re-annexed to that of land gained will then follow the title to that parcel to which

appellantby the sudden return of the river to its former channel. it adheres." And “ a detached chur, independent of usage, in

Had the river, by a sudden change of its course, intersected the such a stream would belong to neither riparian proprietor, and the

old land of respondent' s zemindary, leaving each bank still circumstance that it was subtended by the land of one would not

capable of being identified as the estate of respondent, the general be enough to entitle him to it .” The Privy Council therefore dis

law of alluvion , in India as well as in Europe, wouid not have allowed the claim of the plaintiffs as being not sufficiently proved ,
entitled appellant to the land situate between the new and old and dismissed the appeal on the 14th Dec. 1868. In the case of

channel of the river ; and the local usage admitted by the parties | Rajah Burdacant Roy v . Baboo Chunder Coomar Roy (12 M . I. A .

with respect to Shekust Pywust (literally, broken and joined ) or allu . 145 ), decided in December of the same year, their Lordships con
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sidering that the original title to the land in dispute was in the the waters ultimately subsided and left the land reformed on its
appellant's ancestors , were of opinion that they had never lost it, original site . Held, following Mussumat Imam Bondi v . Hurgovind
either by the perpetualsettlement or by the revenue sale ; and even Ghose (see above), that the land washed away and afterwards re

if it were proved that some part of the said land had passed to the formed on the old ascertained site, was not land gained by incre

respondentat the time of the sale , they held that the land which ment within the meaning of sect . 4 of Reg . XI. of 1825 , but was

had since been recovered from the Bheel (marsh ) (and great part the old land identified . In March 1872 oneof the last cases on the

ofthe land in question was admitted to have been so reclaimed subject decided by the Privy Council was that of Sham Chand
since the date of the sale ) had not so passed, as their Lordships Bysack v . Kishen Prosaud Surma (14 M . I. A . 595). Two riparian

were clearly of opinion that the whole site of the Bheel was and proprietors of land on opposite sides of a river, respectively
remained under the dominion of the appellant. This is a remark claimed churs which had been diluviated , i.e ., covered by water,

able point for the consideration of Indian lawyers, that the right of for a great many years, and afterwards re - formed by a change of
occupancy is considered to be paramount to all grants by Government the course of the river, as belonging to their respective estates.

or other parties, and that the settlements by zemindaries under the After a police inquiry, the magistrate, in 1836 , put A . in posses

Permanent Settlement of Lord Cornwallis are to be strictly con sion . B ., the other riparian proprietor, took no steps till the

strued as to the quantity and area that passed under those settle year 1847, to obtain possession of the churs. Held ( 1), that the

ments. It was held also in this case, that in a case of disputed long delay in bringing a suit raised a presumption against B .'s

boundaries, where one of the claimants is in possession by virtue title ; and ( 2 ) , that he had failed to identify the churs as having

of a magistrate's order under Act IV . of 1840 , it lies on the party been formerly part of his lands, or as an accretion thereto . In con

secking to oust him to show a better title to the land claimed than clusion , it may be well to remind the Indian lawyers, as a matter

that of the party in possession . In Lopez v . Muddun Mohun of practical importance, that Hodges' maps of the Sunderbund
Thakoor ( 13 M . I . A . 467), heard on the 11th July 1870, the facts and Backergunge districts , Reynolds'maps of the north -eastern

were , that the land in dispute forming part of a mouzal or estate districts of Bengal, and the recent Survey maps issued by the

on the banks of the Ganges,by reason of continual encroachments Survey department of India, are of great usefulness in the litiga
of that river, became submerged , the surface soil being wholly tion of these cases for purposes of identification of churs and

washed away. After recession and re-encroachment by the river , | whether they are accretions or otherwise .

.
A

PATENT LAW . different thing if it was shown that the defendant l Gibson v . Brand. N . P . 1841, Action for the
had his communication long before with Mr. ! infringement of a patent. The declaration ,after

( By C . HIGGINS, Esq., M . A ., F . C . S ., Barrister-at- Law .)
Strutt, and had taken up Mr. Strutt's invention in the usual averments, assigned as a breach , " that

Derbyshire, and had constructed something like the defendant directly or indirectly made, used ,INFRINGEMENT. Mr. Strutt's without any knowledge of the plain and put in practice the said invention .” Tindal,
(Continued from p . 286.) tiff's patent, and had actually borrowed it from C . J ., said to the jury , “ If they (the defendante)

HUDDART V . GRIMSHAW . N . P . 1803. - Action Mr. Strutt's , which was good for nothing ; it have themselves sold an article of exactly the same

for the infringement of a patent for a new mode would be the hardest possible thing to say that fabric, made in the samemanner as that forwhich

of making cables and other cordage. Evidence this was an infringementof the plaintiff' s patent. the patent was taken ont, such sale may be con

was given on behalf of the plaintiff by an , . . . The terms of the patent are,L . . . The terms of the patent are, without sidered as a using of the invention within thewithout
engineer, who was familiar with the subject of leave or licence , make,' & c . Now if he did terms of the declaration .” ( 1 Web . P . C . 630.)

rope-making , that somerope, proved to be of the actually make these wheels, his making them Walton v, Potter. N . P . 1841. - The question of

defendant's manufacture, agreed in its structure would be a sufficient infringement of the patent, | infringement is one of fact for the jury . A spe
and in all its qualities with the rope made by the unless he merely made them for his own amuse . cious variation in form , or ingenious alteration in
plaintiff's patented method . The witness knew ment, Web . P . C . themode of adaptation , is an infringement of a
of no other method of manufacturing such rope . Russell v . Cowleu . N . P . 1834 . - The specifica - | patent. Tindal, C . J . , in summing up the case to

which he believed to have been made in accord. tion having described the invention to consist in the jury, said : “ Where a party has obtained &

ance with the plaintiff' s patent. Held , that this welding iron in the inanufacture of tubes by cir patent for a new invention , or a discovery he has
was primâ facie evidence, till the contrary is cular pressure through dies or holes, the welding made by his own ingenuity , it is not in the power
shown , of an infringement of the plaintiff 's produced by passing the iron through groovedelof any other person , simply by varying in form or

patent. (Dav. P . C . 288 ; 1 Web . P . C . 91.) rollers, though not so perfect, is an infringement. in immaterial circumstances the nature or subject

Hill v . Thompson 1818 . - Dallas , J., deliver (1 Web . P. C . 462.) matter of that discovery, to obtain either a patent

ing the judgment of the Court of Common Pleas, Minter v . Wells . N . P . 1834. - The invention for it himself or to use it without the leave of the

said : “ A slight departure from the specification claimed being theclaimed being the application of the self-adjusting patentee, because thatwould be in effect and in

for the purpose of evasion only , would , of course, leverage to the back and seat of a chair, any com substance an invasion of the right ; and therefore,

be a fraud upon the patent ; and , therefore, the bination of that to the same subject is an infringe what you have to look at upon the present occa

question will be, whether the mode of working by ment. (1 Web. P . C . 130.) sion is, not simply whether in form or in circum .

the defendant has, or has not been essentially or Minter v. Williams. 1835. - Exposing an article stances, thatmay bemore or less immaterial, that

substantially different.” (1 Web . P . C . 242 ; 8
manufactured by a patent process for sale is not which has been done by the defendants varies

Taunt. 391 ; 2 B . Moore 448 .)
an infringement of the letters patent a Web from the specification of the plaintiff 's patent,

Forsyth v . Riviere. N . P . 1819 . - Action for P . C . 135 ; 5 Nev . & M . 647 ; 4 Ad. & El. 251.) but to see whether in reality, in substance, and

the infringement of a patent for the application of Morgan v . Seaward . N . P . 1836. - Alderson , B .,
in effect the defendants have availed themselves

detonating powder to the discharge of fire-arms. / in summing up the case to the jury, said : “ Upon of the plaintiff's invention in order to make that

Drawings were annexed to the specification “ ex . that subject (infringement) the question would be | fabric , or to make that article which they have

hibiting several constructions (of locks) which may simply , whether the defendant' s machine was only
de sold in the way of their trade ; whether, in order

be made and adopted , in conformity to the fore colourably different, that is , whether it differed to make that, they have availed themselves of the

going plan and principles, outof an endless variety merely in the substitution of what are called
invention of the plaintiff. (1 Web . P . C . 586,

which the subject admits of.” The defendant mechanicalequivalents forthe contrivances which 589.)

Neilson v. Harford . N . P . 1841. - Action for
are reso

lock of a different construction to any shown in look to the substance and not to the mere form , the infringement of a patent for the improved

the annexed drawings. Verdict for the plaintiff, and if it is in substance an infringement, you application of air to produce heat in furnaces.

( 1 Web. P . C . 97 ; 1 Carp. P . C . 401.) ought to find that it is so . If in principle it is
Parke, B ., told the jury that if the invention con.

Hall v. Boot. N . P . 1822. — The sale of an not the same, but really different, then the de sisted , as claimed by the plaintiff, in applying the

article which might, during its manufacture,have fendants cannot be said to have infringed the air , heated while in transitu , then , however great

been improved according to a patent process, | patent.” (1 Web . P . C . 171.) the improvement which the defendant's appara

coupled with the fact of the defendant having the Jupp v . Pratt. 1837. - Alderson , B . — “ You
tus for accomplishing that object may be on that

machine necessary for practising such process in may take out a patent for a principle coupled described in the specification , it is no less an in

his possession , is sufficient evidence of infringe
in

fringement. (1 Web . P . C . 310 .)
with the mode of carrying the principle into

ment. ( 1 Web . P . C . 100 .) effect, provided you have not only discovered the
Walton v . 'Bateman . N . P . 1842. — The doing

Jones v . Pearce. N . P . 1832. - Action for the principle , but invented some mode of carrying any of the acts specified in the prohibitory clauses

infringement of a patent for an improved method it into effect. But then you must start with of the letters patent, is an infringement. ( 1 Web .

of making carriage wheels on the principle of having invented somemode of carrying the prin . P . C . 615.)

suspension . A wheel upon the same principle, I ciple into effect ; if you have done that, then you
but of different construction , had been made by are entitled to protect yourself from all other SOLICITORS' JOURNAL .
Mr. Strutt prior to the date of the patent. modes of carrying the same principle into effect,
Patteson , J ., in somming up the case to the jury, that being treated by the jury as piracy of your In a case lately reported from an Irish Court ,
said : “ The defendant has constructed a wheel original invention .” ( 1 Web . P . C . 146 .) | an affidavit sworn in the matter, by deponents
whose construction is on the suspension principle. Gillet v . Wilbey . N . P . 1839 . Coltman , J ., in residing in Canada, was said to be informal, and

That alone would notmake it an infringement of summing up the case to the jury , said : “ The the officer of the court refused to file it on the

the plaintiff' s patent, because the suspension plaintiffs mustmake out to your satisfaction that twofold ground that while it was a jointaffidavit,

principle might be applied in various ways ; but the whole of the improvements were new , and that there was only a single jurat, also that the
if you think it is applied in the same way as some of them have been pirated . It is not neces. description of the commissioner before whom it

according to the plaintiff' s patent it is applied, sary that they should all have been used , but they was made was insufficient, on the ground that,
then the want of two or three circumstances in must be shown to be all new , and if they are all whilst he described himself as “ commissioner for
the defendant's wheel, which are contained in the new , and the defendant has infringed any of them , taking affidavits in Chancery," he omitted to add

plaintiff ' s specification, would not prevent the it will be sufficient to support the action , and it is “ in Canada .” We are glad to notice that an
plaintiff' s recovering in this action for an in . not necessary that he should have infringed them order has been made that this affidavit should be

fringement of his patent. It would be quite a ' all. (9 Car. & P . 334 ; 1 Web . P . C . 271.) received and filed . It would , indoed ,be unfortunato

h
o

of 1 atentee . . . . You are to
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if , on such grounds, the proceedings should have question , the judgment in which , by the ex Lord described the property as to be sold by the direc

been delayed, that the affidavit might be returned | Chancellor (Selborne) and the Lords Justices will, tion of the proprietor, who was not named or

to Canada to correct the alleged irregularities. It wo feel sure, be studied with interest. It is an otherwise described therein ,and thememorandum

does not appear from the report but that the appeal from , and affirmation of a decision of of the sale ,which was endorsed on the particular,
affidavit was sworn by the two deponents at the Wickens, V . C ., who concludes his judgmentthus : and was signed in duplicate immediately after

same time, and a reference to the Law List shows “ With a view to discouraging, as far as possible, the sale by the solicitors of both parties, and was

that the Canadian commissioner was what he suits of this nature against solicitors, I shall in the usual form - namely, “ I do hereby acknow

described himself to be. Solicitors when dig . dismiss the bill against him (a solicitor), also ledge that Mr. William Sale , by Mr. Thomas

charging the office of commissioner of oaths can with costs." The Court of Appeal entirely Veasey, his solicitor, has been this day decla : ed

not, of course, be too careful in complying with concurred with the Vice -Chancellor's desire to the purchaser of lots 3, 5, and 6 , mentioned and
every formality, and that they are so in the gene. discourage such suits.

described in the particular hereunto annexed , atrality of cases is evidenced by the fact that it is
the sum of £1242, and that he has paid a depositonly very occasionally that objection is taken to COMPLAINT reaches us from a solicitor who ap of £186 ; and I do hereby agree that the vendor,

those parts of an affidavit for which they are peared for a defendant charged with felony before on his part, shall in all respects fulfil the condi.
responsible as commissioners. à country bench of magistrates, that notwith . tions of sale mentioned in the said particular."

standing his objection , the partner of the magis . The Solicitor-General (Sir R . Baggallay ) and
MR. F . H . JANSON , in his paper lately read before trates' clerk was allowed to appear and conduct C .Walke:: having been heard for the plaintiff,and
the Statistical Society, and to which we have the prosecution. We think this a very bad pre- Southgate , Q . C . and Dauney for the defendant ,
already referred, observes, in reference to the cedent, and one which we hope will not be Sir G . JESSEL , without calling for a reply, said

followed , the better opinion being that much evil the chief question was, whether the omission tocompensations paid to proctors, “ That it did not

include the loss of office as practitioners in the may arise from such a practice. We believe the insert the vendor's name in the memorandum of
Ecclesiastical Courts." Sir R . Phillimore has rule is that partners of magistrates' clerks never sale brought the case within the Statute of Frands.
recently decided that they have still the exclusive appear as in the above case. This matter and It was a question of great importance , for it was
privilege of practising there, and as the race is the present right exercised by clerks of the peace almost, if not quite , the universal practice not to
Tapidly dying out the business must come to a in the distribution of quarter sessions business insert the vendor' s name in the memorandum of
standstill unless the Legislature applies & remedy among local solicitors, needs regulation . sale, and the form used in the present instance
or the litigant parties are willing to conduct their was one that was used by many of the most
cases in person, repectable auctioneers. For his own part, heFUNERAL OF THE LATE MR. J. C . did not think he had ever seen a case in which

GROCOTT.MR. F . CALVERT, Q .C ., in his Remarks upon the The remains of the late Mr. J. C . Grocott, solici. the vendor' s name was inserted in the memoran
Jurisdiction of the Inns of Court, observes as dum of sale . Hedid not feel disposed to quarreltor, Liverpool,were consigned to their last restingfollows in reference to education and etiquette ang with the conclusion of the text writer (Dart' splace in the family vault, St. George's church.affecting the two branches of the Profession : " To Vendors and Purchasers, vol. 1, p . 202), that, inyard, Everton , Feb . 27, the mournful ceremonyput the examination for the Bar on the samefoot. order to satisfy the statute, both parties shouldbeing attended by many gentlemen connecteding as an examination for the profession of an with the Legal Profession and numbers of bo specified either nominally or by sufficient de

scription . It all came back to the question ,attorney or of a medical man is quite a mistake. general public , who were desirous of paying this
Persons who require the aid of an attorney or a “ What is a sufficient description ? Can you findlast mark of respect to the memory of one of
doctor, go directly to them . They may sustain out from the contractwho it is who is selling theLiverpool' s best known and highly respected
serious injury , if anyone is allowed to offer him . citizens. The funeral cortege started from proporty ? " If a memorandum of sale were

the
self to the world in general, as a practitioner in signed by two agents, the names of the principalsresidence of the deceased gentleman in Park -road ,
either of those professions,without having proved a little before eleven o 'clock , and reached the not being disclosed , parol evidence would be ad
an adequate amount of proficiency . But persons, missible to show who the principals were ; andchurch at twelve, where a large concourse awaitedwho require the aid of a barrister, do not go why should not parol évidence be admissible toits arrival. The chief mourners were Mr. Johndirectly to him . They consult their attorney, show who was meant by the term vendor ? InCooper Grocott, the only surviving son of the
and through the attorney as intermediate agent | fact, " vendor " might be as good a description ofdeceased ; Miss Elizabeth Mary Grocott, Mrs.

.consult the barrister.” a man as his nameand surname. Evidence mightJohn Hayward, Miss Catherine Bird Grocott,
be admitted to show who was meant by the descrip .Miss Martha Adams Grocott, daughters of theAs yet the office of Chief Clerk to the Lord tion of vendor , as well as to show who wasmeantdeceased ; Mr. Chichester S . Willan, nephew ; and by the name of John Smith . Here the vendormen .Mayor is still vacant, and we look with some two Masters Hayward , grandsons. Invitations

anxiety for the choice of the City magistracy . | were sent to his worship the mayor (Mr. Alder tioned in the memorandum of sale was the person
That it should be bestowed upon a solicitor is man A . B . Walker), Mr. Councillor John Pear referred to in the particular as the proprietor, by
beyond question , and if not so bestowed solici. / son (ex -mayor ) , and Mr. Joseph Rayner (town whose direction the auctioneer sold the property ,
tors will have far more cause of complaint than and what more could the purchaser want toclerk ), to attend the funeral ; but they werethe other branch could have if a solicitor were know ? The term “ proprietor " might be thoughtprevented by official business. The mayor ' sappointed to the office of Solicitor to the Trea an excellent description of the vendor, seeing itcarriage and that of Mr. Pearson followedsury . Magistrates' clerks are invariably solicitors, | was so used in recent Acts of Parliament. Beingthe cortege from the house to the church .
and they bring to bear upon the discharge of Among the gentlemen who attended at the grave of opinion that the term “ proprietor ” was å
their duties the utmost tact and judgment, as to witness the last sad rites performed to their sufficient description of the plaintiff to satisfy the
well as a practical knowledge of their work . The departed friend were - Messrs . J . K . Blair , late the statute, and that the other defences to the
City authorities will find no scarcity of thoroughly I judge of the Liverpool County Court ; H . Hime suit failed , he must make the usual decree for
good men if the remuneration is adequate to the and J . F .Watson,registrars of the County Court; specific performance ,with costs .
responsibility of this important office.

John Fleet, registrar of the Court of Passage ;
Henry Walter , prosecuting solicitor ; Henry

CENTRAL CRIMINAL COURT.THE apparent expedition with which some Judges Bremner, David Evans, R . A , Payne, Timpron
Martin , T . Seddon Smith , J. B . Wilson , Charlesof the Court of Chancery get through the business THIRD, COURT.

of their courts is attributable to the practice of S. Goodman, — Jenkins, Charles Pemberton , Mr. Tuesday , March 3 ,
throwing upon the chief clerks important duties Councillor 5. Hughes, Edward Cotton , Richard (Before Mr. Commissioner KERR .)
which they were not originally intended to per. Williams, William Williams, John Willox, James

CHARLES BARNES Nash , 46, described as anform , says Mr. Janson in a paper lately prepared , Sykes , Henry Bolland , Thomas Baker , T . Parker,
agent, was charged with forging and uttering theand he adds, it has often been urged that an J . Bromley, J . P . M ‘Bride, Woodburn, Roberts,
indorsement to a banker's cheque for £20, withaddition to the number of judges of this court R . P. Ellis, and Goode, officials connected with intent to defraud .would enable them to work out in chambers their County Court ; W . Howell, J . F . Jones, Dr.Gra
Montagu Williams and Walter Ballantine for

own decrees, while the facts and circumstances ham , Dr. Lyth, Dr. R . Williams, J . Gilbert, A . W . the prosecution .were fresh in their minds, leaving the chief clerks Chalmers, P . B . M 'Quie , E . Hampson, T . Ambler,
Besley for the defenceto dispose of the administrative business, which Robertson, Seaman, Alcard, and others. The
The prisoner had been, for nine years, theis now too often kept waiting for the considera service for the dead was read in a most impressive

managing clerk to Mr. Alexander Hemsley, solition and discussion of important questions ofS m anner by the Rev. T . W . Swift, M .A ., incumbent
citor, of No. 5 , Albany, and in that capacity hadprinciple that would be more properly dealt with of St. George's ; and those present having taken
charge of a Chancery suit, Rowland v . Bingley and

by the judges. Another great want is that of a “ long last look " at the resting -place of the
Bennett, in relation to an estate estimated to be

readier access to the judge. If there were the lamented deceased, the sad concourse separated . worth £60 ,000. The property in question insame facility of appeal from the chief clerk to the Although in his eightieth year, the deceased was cluded some houses in Greenwich , the rents ofjudge as there is from a solicitor' s clerk to his engaged in the discharge of his professional which , amounting to upwards of £50, were col.principal, as there easily might be if a judge sat duties almost up to the day of his death ; and to
lected by the Rent Guarantee Society. In Julyin chambers three days in each week , much valu . his last hour his intellect retained its clearness.
1872, two cheques drawn by that society , one forable time would be saved . This was suggested ByMr.Grocott's death the office of sergeant £38 16s. 3d . and the other for £20, in favour ofin the report of a very large committee of solicitors at-mace for the borough is rendered vacant. In the executors, fell into the hands of the prisoner,to the Council of the Incorporated Law Society, the meantime, the discharge of the duties of the
who gave receipts for them . Those sums repre

so far back as the year 1851 , and this report was office will fall upon Mr. Clarke Aspinall, who,
sented the net rents which the society had col.

afterwards submitted for the consideration of according to the Act of Parliament, will have to lected , but the prisoner for some reason asked toParliament. See vol. xiii, “ House of Commons act as the sergeant-at-mace until the office is filled have the amount remitted in two cheques instead
Reports, 1852.” up . The council at its nextmeeting will be called

of one, which was done. He gave a receipt forupon to appoint a successor to Mr. Grocott.
£58 16s. 3d ., that being the aggregate of the two.SOLICITORS cannot be made parties to suits in A Mr. Jackson , a builder, had been employed to

Chancery with a view to charging them with costs,
ROLLS COURT. do some repairs to the property, but nothing was

unless counsel and solicitors are found who are due to him at that time from the executors. Not
ready so to charge their brothers in the Profession . Monday , March 2 . withstanding that, the prisoner got the societyThe practice of so seeking to charge solicitors has SALE v . LAMBERT. to make out a cheque for £20 in favour of Jack .
largely obtained of late years, but happily for the Contract of sale - Particular - Memorandum , son , and afterwards, as was alleged , in a disguised
credit of the Profession there has grown up byl Name of vendor omitted - Statuteof hand, indorsed it in the name of Jackson . By
the side of it a determination on the part of the This was a suit for specific performance. The this hewas enabled to receive themoney , but he

judges of the High Court of Chancery to set their defendant was the owner of a malting and other never accounted for it to the estate, nor did he

face againstmaking solicitors,who are properly buildings situate at Baldock , which were put up produce any receipt of Jackson for it .

witnesses in a suit, and who are not primarily | for sale by auction in the usualway in July 1872, The defence set up by the prisoner was that the
chargeable with any part of the relief prayed , | and were knocked down to the plaintiff. There accounts connected with the estate were in much

parties to the suit with a view of charging them were several defences to the suit, one of which confusion , and that by a mistake he was led to

with costs only. Our readers will do well to con - was that there was no contract within the Statute believe that £20 was due to Jackson , the builder.

sider carefully the case of Barnes v . Addy, re- of Frauds, owing to the vendor 's name not being | He intended subsequently to hand over themoney ,

ported in our present issue , as affecting this inserted in the contract. The printed particular but had omitted through forgetfulness to do so.

uds.
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SO ,

Mr. Hemsley, the prisoner' s master, replying to | BEARE (Major Wm . G .), 34, Devonshire-place, St.Maryle- Fulham - road . - No.61 and 68, Waterford-road, term 82 years
- sold for $ 320.

Mr. Montague Williams, said the deficiencies, in bone, Middlesex, March 31 ; Palmer. Eland, and Nottle
ship , solicitors, 4, Trafalgar-square , London . Edgware-road . - No. 1, Milner-mewa, term 48 years- sold

all, amounted to at least £200 . BECK (Elizabeth ) , Church House, Washington, Sussex . for £290 .

The jury found theprisoner guilty of feloniously March 31; C . A . Wright, solicitor , Ironmonger's Hall, ByMessrs. Edwix Fox and BOUSFIELD.
Fenchurch -street, London , E . C .

uttering the forged cheque. BEISBY ( Sidney ), The Codars, Laurie Park , Sydenham , Clapham .common. - The freehold residence, Holywood
Montagú Williams said there was another Kent, Esq . May 1 : Pattison , Wigg, and Co ., solicitors ,

sold for £6100 .
Balham - hill. - The residence Chestnut House, freehold

charge against the prisoner of embezzling two 50, Lombard-street, London . sold for £2000 .

sums of 252 odd belonging to the estate, but,
BRAITHWAITE (Mary ) , New Millflat, Slegill, Morland , West

moreland, spinster. March 13 ; George R . Thompson, The freehold residences Hillside, Arundel House, and

after the verdict, he did not propose to proceed
Hookwood Lodge - sold for £5060.solicitor , Appleby.

Tuesday, Feb . 24 .
with it . The prisoner , he added , had been con . | BROADWOOD (Charles H .), Belgrave House, Preston , near

Brighton , Sussex , Esq . April 15 ; Elpton and Co ., solici.
victed at this court upwards of twenty -two years

By Messrs. BROAD, PRITCHARD, and WILTSHIRE, at the
tors, 20 , Austin friars. London . Mart.

ago ; but the officer who had him then in charge BROOK8 ( John ), the Brewery, Hill-street, Peckham , and of Gray's-inn -road . - No. 15 , Portpool-lane, and Nos. 1 to 50

had died , and it was impossible formally to prove
Champion -park , Camberwell, Surrey , brewer . March 28 ; Hall-Moon - court - sold for £800,
E . J . Layton , solicitor, 2, Suffolk -lane, Cannon -stroet,

the conviction.
Policy for £200, life , aged 44 years - sold for £36.

London ,
BROWX (Horace 0 .) , late a Captain in the Royal Artillery .Mr. Commissioner KERR sentenced him to five

A ditto for £1000, on same life - sold for £151.
A ditto for £1000, on game life - sold for £140.

May i ; M . and F . Davidson , solicitors, 35 , Spring
years' penal servitude. gardens, London ,

By Messrs. OHIXXOCK , GALSWORTHY, and Co .

BARDEN ( John ), Ledbnry . Hereford , mercer and woollen Newington . - One thirty -sixth share of the leasehold estates

draper. March 31 : J . H . Smith , solicitor , Ledbury . and funds of the late Samuel Brandon , Esq . - sold for
CAMPBELL (Sarah M . ), Atherstone, Warwick, spinster . 21600.

UNCLAIMED STOCK AND DIVIDENDS IN THE March 25 : Wordsworth Blake and Co ., solicitors, South By Messrs. DIBAHAY, TIWBOX, and FARXER.
BANK OF ENGLAND . Sea House, Threadneedle-street, London . Portman -square. - No. 28, . Upper Berkeley-street, with

[ Transferred to the Commissioners for the Reduction of the | COBB (Mary A . ), The George, 2 . St. Mary Axe, London , stabling, term 14 years - old for 2900 .
National Debt, and which will be paid to the persons licensed victualler . March 25 ; J . D . Thompson , solicitor , Marylebone. - No. 18 , Crawford -street, term 30 years - sold
respectively whose names are prefixed to each in three 9 , Lincoln ' s - inn - fields , Middlesex. for £710 .
months, unless other claimants sooner appear . ) Conex (Nathan ), 2 , Clarence -square , and 84, North - street, No. 30 , Upper Baker -street, term 27 years - sold for £950 .
HARVEY (Chas.) , Guildford , Surrey, licensed victualler, Brighton , newspaper proprietor and printer. May l ; Nos. 12 and 13, Park -place, and Nos . 25A and 25B, Park .
seven dividends on the sum of £161 ls. , and one dividend Clarke and Howlett, solicitors, S, Ship - street , Brighton . street, term 21 years - old for £1820 .
on £506 , 169 . New Three per Cent. Annuities . Claimant, COLLIS (Geo. T . ), formerly of Hurst, Berks, and late of Portman -square. - No. 10, York-street, term 14 years - sold
said Chas, Harvey. Great Knolly' s -street, Reading, blacksmith . May 1 ; T . for eso ,

WIXTERBOTHAM ( Thos. ), Great Dover-street, Southwark , Cooke, solicitor, Wokingham , Berks. Marylebone. - No. 7, Beaumont-street, term 15 years-- sold
Robinson ( Thos . Leedham ). Croydon , and Roberts CORNWALL (Geo . ), Parkview , near Bandon , Cork , late of for £160.
( John ), Sidmouth -st., Gray's -inn -road , wine and spirit 108, Jermyn -street, St. James's , Middlesex, late a Major No. 21, Northumberland -mewa, terın 17 years - sold for £180.
merchants, £925 Three per Cent. Annuities. Claimants, in I . M .'s 93rd Regiment of Highlanders. March 30 ; Clapham . - Nos . 1 and 2, Nelson -row , term 36 years - sold
said Thos. Winterbotham and Thomas Leedham Robin . Deane and Co ., solicitors, 14 , South -square, Gray's - inn , for €195.
son , the survivors. London ,

COTGRAVE (Richard E . F . ), 74, Gloucester -street, Pimlico ,
Freehold ground-rent of es per annum - sold for £120 .

Middlesex , & retired Colonel in the R . E . Bombay Army.
By Mr. W . H . MOORB.

APPOINTMENTS UNDER THE JOINT-STOCK March 20 ; 'Wm . Woolfryes, solicitor, Banwell, Somerset.
WINDING -UP ACTS.

St. John 's -wood .--No. 3, Cunningham -place , term 49 years
CRAIGIE (Gor . Sir Patrick E . ), K . C . B . , formerly of Fuil . - sold for £60.

COLOXIAL AND FOREIGN MEAT SUPPLY Co. (LIMITED) . brooks, Old Maldon , afterwards of Millmead House, Notting.hill. - No. 153, Clarendon - road, term 60 years - sold
Petition for winding-up to be heard March 13 , before Guildford , Surrey , and late of St. Leonard' s-on -Sea . for £590 .
V . O . H . April 1 ; Fladgate and Co., solicitors , 40 , Craven -street, Poplar. - No. 120, Grundy-street , freehold - sold for £290 .

CO-OPERATIVE BREWERY COMPANY LIMITED ) . Creditors to Strand , London , Limehouse. - No. 20, Piggot -street, term 41 years - sold for .

bend in by March 27 their names and addresses, and the CURWEN ( Jane P . ), Lapton Towers, Lupton , Kirkby Lons £230 .
particulars of their claims, and the names and addresses dale , Westmoreland, spinster . March 31 ; T . Milburn , Mile-end-rad .- No. 42, St. Peter's-street, term 66 years
of tbeir solicitors , if any, to D . Roberts and Peckham and solicitor , 5 , Washington -street , Washington , Cumberland . sold for L280 .
Co., solicitors, 17. Knight Rider-street, Doctor's Com ECCLES (Richard ), Walthew House, near Wigan , Lancaster, Hammersmith . - Nos. 11 and 13 , Redmore- street, term 97
mons, London , liquidators of the said company. April 18 ; and of Lark Hill, Lord -street , Southport, Esq. April 81 years - sold for £960 .
at the chambers of the M . R . at eleven o 'clock, is the time Anderson and Co., solicitors, á, Brunswick -court, Liver Euston -square. - Nos. 1, 2, and 3, Little Clarendon -street,
appointed for bearing and adjudicating upon such claims. pool. term 10 years - sold for £150.

JUNIUS NEWSPAPER COMPANY. Creditors to send in by EDWARDS ( John ), Trematon Hall, St. Stephens, Saltash , Thursday, Feb . 26 .
March 14 their names and addresses and the particulars Cornwall, Esq . March 31 ; X . Bennett, solicitor, 1 , Fur .
of their claims, and the names and anidresses of their soli nival's inn, London .

By Messrs. FARRBROTHER, LYE, and Co ., at the Mart.

citors, if any, to R . Lec, 5 , Furnival's Inn , London , the FRY (Geo ), formerly of Hastings, afterwards of the Island | New Bond-gereet, No. 21. - An improved rent of Low per
official liquidator of the said company. March 28 ; at the of Sark , and late of High Beech , Hastings, surgeon . annum , term 14 years - sold for 2500 .
chambers of the M . R ., at twelve o'clock , is the time ap April 1 : Walter Sprett, solicitor, Mayfield , Sussex. Tuesday , March 3 .
pointed for hearing and adjudicating upon such claims. GIFFORD (Wm . J .) . formerly of Ford , near Wellingto

Toxis RAILWAY COMPANY ( LIMITED ). Creditors to send in Somerset, Esq , afterwards of King-street, Bloomsbury,
ByMegers, HARDS, VAUGHAX, and JENKINSON, at the Mart

by April 11 their names and addresses and the particulars Middlesex , and subsequently of Gray' s -inn -square, Mid Soho. - No. 46, Gerard street, freeehold - sold for 21985.

of their claims, and the names and addresses of their soli dlerex , March 14 ; 0 . Leefe , solicitor , 60, Lincoln ' s-inn By Messrs . TOPLIS and HARDING .

citors , if any, to Lieut. Col. F . D .Greyand J . H . Webster . fields, London . Lower Edmonton . - Church-street, freehold house, with

152 , Gresham House, Old Broad-ptreet, London , the liqui- JACKSON ( Frances J .) , Berkhampstead , Hertford . spinster .
dators of the said company. April 20 ; at the chambers of

outbuildings - sold for 2730 .
1 March 31 : Fielderand Sumner, solicitors, 16, Godliman .

V . O . M ., at twelve o 'clock , is the time appointed for street, Doctors'-commons, London ,
Dudley .cottage, freehold - sold for £270 .
Nos. 1 and 2, Church -villas - sold for £710 .

hearing and adjudicating upon such claims. JEFFS (Sarah ), late of 15, High -street, Stoke Newington
( formerly known as 6 , Midd eton -place, toke Newington

Kingsland road . - Mo 282, term 15 years - sold for 2100.

St. George's - road . - Nos. 38 to 43, l' itt -street , term 7 years
road ), Middlesex , widow . April 6 : Bicknell and Horton ,

CREDITORS UNDER ESTATES IN CHANCERY. solicitors, 161, Edgwar - roud , H de -park , L ndon .
sold for £110.

Jouxsox (John ) . Altrincham and Hale , Chester, timber
Twenty £100 shares in the Vauxhall-bridge Company - Bold

LAST DAY OF PROOF . for £500.
merchantand wood turner . April ; M . Fowden , solicitor, Wednesday , March . 4 .

Bell (James ), Leicester, gentleman. March 20 ; . C . J. Mrket-street, Altrincham .
Hunter, solicitor. March 27 ; V . C . B . at twelve o 'clock JONES ( John W . ), North Petherton , Somerset, gentleman . ByMessrs. WINSTANLEY and HORWOOD , at the Mart .

CAFFIX (William , Blackheath , Kent, Esq . March 20 ; March 25 ; Reed and Cook , soliitors , Bridgewater. New Cross-road. - No. 288 , term 68 years - sold for £775.
William Holmes, solicitor, 20 , Threadneedle -street, Lon LAWRENCE ' (Reuben ), 13, Caroline -street, Bloomsbury, St. George's - in - ihe- East. - No. 3, North - east-passage, tert
don , April 15th ; M . R . at eleven o 'clock , Middlesex , gentleman . March 81 ; S . Potter, solicitor, 2 years - sold for £205 .

COLLUK (William ), Bombay , East Indies, a medical office 36 , King -street, Cheapside, London ,
in the Bombay army, and assay master at Bombay, and ) LAWRINEON (Matilda ), formerly of 7 , Clifton -place , and
of Piccadilly, Middlesex. May 21 ; F . Wm . Farrer, afterwards of 10 , Albert-terrace, St. Leonard, Exeter, MR. J. G .MACCARTHY, M .P . for Mallow , was
solicitor, 66 , Lincoln 's -inn -fields, London , June 5 ; V . C . and late of Southport, Lancaster, spinster. May 1 ;
H ., at one o 'clock . Simpson and Cullingford, solicitors, 85, Gracechurch admitted an attorney and Solicitor in Easter

COPPARD (Wm .), 34, Bennettestreet, Greenwich , Kent. street, London . Term 1853. He was born at Cork , where he is
March 23 : Wi . Holmes , solicitor, 20 , Threadneedle . LAZARUS (Moses), 46 , Woburn -place, Russell-square, Lon .
street, London , March 31 ; V . 0 . H . , at one o 'clock . don , Middlesex , jeweiler. March 31 ; D . Woolf, solicitor,

still in the exercise of his profession . Hewas

CROWDEN (Wm .), March , Isle of Ely, Cambridge , former 17, King-street, Cheapside, London. educated at St. Vincent's College, Cork.
April 1 ; Daw'barn and Wise, solicitors,March . April 21 ; LLOYD (Robert N . ), the Stock Exchange, London. May 4 ;
V . 0 . B . , at twelve o 'clock . Alfred Borwick , Lloyds, London, E . C . MR. W . GORDON , M . P . for Chelsea, was ad.

DEAX (Henry , 4 , Vernon -road , Old Ford , Middlesex, oil . NATTRIKS (Geo . ), Bristol, confectioner. May 1 ; Whitting . mitted an attorney and solicitor in Trinity Term
man. April 1 ; R . D . Strong , solicitor, 51), Bishopsgate. ton and Co., solicitors, 16, Small-street, Bristol. 1840, and is in practice alone in the City of
street Within , London . April 20 ; V . O . B ., at twelve | NEWEY (John ), Westow Hill, Norwood , Surrey, painter and
o 'clock , glazier , March 81 ; Gusco ' te . Wadham , and Daw , soli. London , having succeeded to his deceased father' s

KEKEWICH (Bamuel T . ', Peamore , Devon , Esq ., M . P . citors, 19, Essex -street, Strand, London , extensive English, Scotch , and Colonial practice
March 18 ; Cuarles J. Follett, soli itor, Exeter , Apr 1 15 PENNY (Sarab ), Eversfield House, 105 , Abbey- road, St.

V . C . B ., at 12 o 'clock . John 's Wood,Middlesex,spinster. Aprill ; White and Co ., there.
LOWERY ( I nos . ), 3 , Albion -terrace , Commercial-road East. Folicitors, 6, Whitehall Place, Westminster, London . It is reported that the post of Chairman of
Middlesex, Trinity pilot. March 30 ; H . Grair , solicitor, | PRINCE (Anre), of Goodyers, Hendon , Miodlesex, widow ,
26 , Philpot-lane, London , April 15 . v . 0 . ' H ., at 1ż May 1 ; Kynaston and Gasquet, solicitors, 88 , Queen .

Ways and Means, filled in the last Parliamentby

o ' clock . street, Cheapside, London . Mr. Bonham Carter , late M . P . for Winchester, has

MANN (Jas. H . ', 3. Albert-road , Regent's-park , Middle ROBERTY (Chas. ), Castle Tavern , Holloway-road, Middle been offered by the new Premier to a member of
sex , gentlemad. April 2 ; Edward Hoare, solicitor, sex , licensed victualler . March sl ; J . Parkinson , soli.
Great James -street, Bedford -row , Middlesex , April 15 . citor , 35 , Holloway - road , London , the House who is a solicitor.
M . R ., at 11 o 'clock . ROOKE (Barab E .), Barnton , Chester, widow . March 20 ; MR. C . E . LEWIS , M . P . for Londonderry city,

MOON (Wm . ), Godalming, Surrey , common carrier and H . Tyrrell, solicitor, 14, Gray ' s - inn -square, London .
farmer. Märch Sl ; J . and M . Pontifex , solicitors, St. SAMLER (Major F . ), Westbourne- park - road , Bayswater , was admitted an attorney and solicitor in Hilary
Andrew ' s -street, Holborn Circus, London , April 15 ; Middlesex. ' March 25 ; H . Samler, solicitor, 23," Carter | Term 1847. He formerly practised in Lincoln 's .
V . O . H ., at twelve o 'clock . lane, Doctors .commons, London , inn- fields, but is now the senior partner in the

MOREY (Jos . ) , 3 , Pulteney -street, Barnsbury , Middlesex , SHAW (Jag.), Kingston upon Hull, licensed viottaller.
April 20 ; E . E . Toller, solicitor, Dean's-court, Doctor's . April 1 ; J . L . Jacobs, solicitor, County -buildings. Hull. firm of Messrs. Lewis , Munns, and Longden ,of
commony, London , March 31 ; V . O . M ., at twelve SMALLMAN ( Thos. A . , 4 , Moor-street , Burton -upon- Trent, Old Jewry , in the City of London . He is a mem .
o 'clock . Stafford , articled clerk at law . March 31 ; W . B . Hextall,

BTUSKETT (Jas . F .), 90, High -street, Clapham , and the solicitor, Albert-street, Derby. ber of most of the institutions supported by
Nnrsery, Clapham , Surrey, florist April 4 ; Jas. Neal, THORP (Wm . P . , Sheen -lane, Mortlake, Surrey , gentleman . solicitors.
solicitor, 4 and 5 . Pinner' s Hall, Old Broad -street , Lon March 25 ; Anderson and Sons, solicitors , 17 , Ironmonger
don . April 18 ; V . C . H ., at twelve o 'clock . MR. JUSTICE BLACKBURN 's complaint, at thelane, Cheapside, London .

OEMSTON Ralph ), 5 , Upper Weymouth -street, Middlesex , TWELVETREES (Robert), Biggleswade, Bedford , baker. | recentsittings at Guildhall in the City of London ,
greengrocer , April 1 ; J . Goren , solicitor, 29 , South March 25 ; Hooper and Raynes, solicitors, Biggleswade . | upon the subject of the inconvenience occasioned
Molton - street, Oxford -street, London , April 15 ; M . R . , TWYNAM (Hon. Mary E . ), Bath , widow . March 25 ; W .
at half-past eleven o 'clock. Ford , solicitor, Axminster, Devon . 25 ; W . by attorneys not giving notice to the officers of

STUART ( John ), 1. High-street, Hornsey . Middlesex, baker , WADHAM ( Emily J . ), Clifton, widow . March 31 ; Gag. the court when causes were intended to be with .
March 30 ; J. P . Poncione, jun ., 5 , Raymond buildings , cotte , Wadham , and Daw , solicitors, 19, Essex-street,
Gray' s -inn , Middlesex .

drawn, was, we think , misdirected . Attorneys
April 13 ; V . O . M ., at twelve Strand,Middlesex.

o 'clock . WALLIS (Henry ) , Bugle-street, Southampton , builder . are themselves officers of the Superior Courts ,
SATCLIFFE (Wm .), RoyalLunatic Asylum , Cheadle, Chester, April 20 ; Hickman and Son, solicitors , 7, Albion -place, and it is competent for the judges to make rules

& person of unsound mind. March 31 : Edwin Almond, Southampton ,
solicitor, Kennedy-street, Manchester . April 13 ; V . O . WELLS (John ), Hawley House, Tadley, Southampton , on the subject in question , with which, of course,
M ., at twelve o 'clock . gentleman, April 5 ; W . H . Cave, solicitor, Newbury, all officers ofthe courts will comply, and for com .

TOBBY (Richard ), Long Stratton , Norfolk , farmor. March
17 ; Geo. A . Rooks, solicitor, 16 , King- street, Cheapside, wberceisprom plying with which their proper costs , charges,

WOOLVERTON ( Jas.) , Bramley , Surrey , gontleman . Aprilote

London, March 25 ; V . C . M ., at twelve o 'clock . 15 ; R . E , Mellersh , solicitor,Godalming, Surrey. and expenses should be allowed on taxation.
WILKIN (Jas. ), Jackett's Farm , Danbury and Dalton 's THE Judicial Committee of the Privy Council

Hall, Purleigh . Essex, farmer. March 28 ; Wm . J . Bruty ,
solicitor, 6 . Tokenhouse -yard , London . April 14 ; M . R ., REPORTS OF SALES.

is composed of the Lord President, the Lord

at eieven o 'clock . Chancellor , the Archbishops of Canterbury and
CREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 VICT. C . 35. Saturday, Feb . 21. York , the Lords Justices of the Court of Appeal

By Messrs. RUSHWORTH, ABBOTT, and Co., at the Mart .Last Day of Claim , and to whom Particulars to be sent,
in Chancery , the Lord Chief Justices of the

ALLENDER (Geo . ), formerly of Copthall- court, London , Maida-hill . - No. 67 . Hamilton -terrace, term 62 years - sold | Queen 's Bench and Common Pleas, the Lord
stockbroker , late of 35 . Kennington - park -gardens, Mid . for £1230 . Chief Baron of Exchequer, the judge of the Court
dlesex, gentleman . March 8t ; Paine and Layton , Great Berkhampstead, - Raven ' s -lane, & residence, with of Probate and High Court of Admiralty; also
solicitors , 47 , Gresham House , Old Broad -stroet, London , stabling and pleasure grounds, freehold - sold for £640 .

BAILEY (Jane). 10 , Park -hill, Bristol, widow . March 21 ; By Messrs. WILKINSON and HORNE. such prelates as are Privy Councillors, and all

Hunt, Hodgson , and Bobbett, solicitors, Bristol Cham . Kensington - No. 15, Durham - villas, term 78 years - sold for Privy Councillors who have held any of the offices
bers, Nicholas -street, Bristol, £2050. before mentioned , with four paid judges and the
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following subordinate officers : An Indian Assessor, recompense not to exceed the double value of the there was not sufficient internal reference to each
a Clerk of Appeals, a Registrar, a Registrar in goods so purloined , " embeziled ,” & c . He had , other in these three writings to constitute a noto
Admiralty and Ecclesiastical Causes. A large therefore, to order the prisoner to pay the double of a bargain within the 17th section of the
portion of the business which comes under the value, 36s., of the boots he had purloined , or in
cognizance of this tribunal is conducted by

Statute of Frauds (Pierce v . Corf, 29 L . T . Rep .
default of sufficient distress to be imprisoned for N . S . 919 . Q . B .)

gentlemen who are not members of the legal fourteen days with hard labour. The Act further
Profession . provided that the prisoner while in gaol should be
The following is , we believe, a correct list once whipped in such manner as the justice might

of the names of the several solicitors who think fit . He could not think , however, that the MARITIME LAW .
have from time to time been concerned in Legislature, when amending the law relating to
the celebrated case commonly known as the master and servant, had intended, although re. NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.

Tichborne case, now happily terminated : Messrs. ferring to the Act of Geo. 2 , c . 8, but notmen . COLLISION - FOG - RIGHT OF FERRY BOAT TO
Holmes ; Moojen ; Gibbes ; Baxter, Rose, and tioning the section , to allow such a law to gtand, RUN - LIABILITY - PRACTICE . — A steam ferry
Norton ; Gorton ; Hendricks ; Harcourt ; Dobin . and, therefore, he would take upon himself to boat continuing to cross and recross the river

son and Geare ; Cullington ; Gray, Q .C . ; Pollard ; disponse with the second portion of the punish . Mersey during a dense fog takes upon herself the

Stephens ; and Bowker. ment. He added that the Act ought to be called responsibility incident to such a course, and is not

THE following Lectures and Classes are ap attention to, and he hoped it would be done. By entitled to set up public convenience against the

pointed for the ensuing week at the Hall of the the same section a person guilty of parloining or probability of loss of life and property ; but she
Incorporated Law Society , Chancery -lane, for the making away with any portion of goods intrusted will be liable for any damage done to other vessels
Instruction of students seeking admission on the to him to make up by a master is rendered liable with which she may come into collision, provided

roll of attorneys and solicitors : Monday, class , to pay quadruple value, and to be twice flogged those vessels take the precautions required by
4 .30 to 6 o 'clock, Conveyancing ; Tuesday, class, publicly . law to warn her of their position . A receiver of

4 .30 to 6 o' clock , Conveyancing ; Wednesday, wreck in taking depositions under the Merchant

class, 4 .30 to 6 o 'clock , Conveyancing ; Friday, Shipping Act 1854 ( 17 & 18 Vict. c. 101) sect. 448,
lecture, 6 to 7 o' clock, Common Law . To prevent REAL PROPERTY AND should put down the facts deposed to as given by
interruption at the lecture, subscribers are not the deponent, and should not correct any state .

CONVEYANCING .
admitted to the Hall after a lecture has com . mentmade by the deponent which within the per .

menced . sonal knowledge of the receiver is erroneous :

An issue of 2,500,000 dols. ( £500,000 sterling) NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. ( The Lancashire , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 927. Adm .)
First Mortgage Seven per Cent. Sinking Fund WILL - ESTATES OF TRUSTEES - PAYMENT OF
Gold Bonds of 1000 dols. (£200) each of the Paris DEBTS — RULES OF CONSTRUCTION - CONTIN .
and Danville R d and Coal Company of GENT REMAINDERS - DECREE. - J. C., by will, in COMPANY LAW .
Illinois is announced . The issue price is £170 1827, devised freeholds to trustees, their heirs,

sterling per bond of £200. At the price of issue and assigns, and to the survivor of them , and his NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
shese bonds will yield as an investment nearly 89 or her heirs , upon trust that they and their heirs,
per cent. per annum . The principal and interest of and the survivor of them , and his or her heirs,

CONTRIBUTORY - VOID AMALGAMATION -

this issue are secured by a first mortgage upon should stand seised thereofduring the life of W . C ., BETWEEN APPLICATION FOR SHARES AND

the whole of the company's railroad franchises , and also until the testator' s debts were paid , upon LETTERS OF ALLOTMENT. - In the year 1869 an

rolling stock , and property of every description , trusts to set and let the same, and to apply the amalgamation was agreed upon between the P .

and real estate, including coal and mineral lands rents and profits , and the value of the timber , in Company (Limited ), and the U . Company, which
| was an unlimited company , under which the paid .

now owned . The bonds having a priority of lien discharge of debts, and then for W . C . for life ,
upon all the franchises and property of the com . / and then and after the debts were paid , for the up shareholders in the P . Company were to have

pany of whatever kind or quality of every descrip - heirs of the body of W . C ., with remainder to his paid -up shares in the U . Company to the amount

tion of the value of £1,800,000 now owned , and own heirs. In 1830 , the debts having been paid , of their shares in the P . Company, and the partly

also upon all property which may be hereafter the trustees conveyed to W . C . for life. In 183826 paid -up shareholders in the P . Company were toPA
acquired by the company . The foliowing par. | W . C . suffered a recovery . He subsequently have shares in the U . Company, on which an

ticulars are furnished by the company : The road mortgaged to the defendant in fee. Upon a bill amount was to be considered to have been paid

is located between the Illinois Central Railway filed to have it declared that the conveyance of proporof proportionate to the amount credited on their P .

and Wabash River through a densely populated , the life estate by the trustees was a breach of shares. The P . Company was to assign its assets

wealthy, and productive country, of about seventy trust , and that the defendant was a trustee for to the U . Company, and the U . Company to under

miles in width , containing no other parallel rail. the plaintiff , a son , and heir at law , of W . C . : take its liabilities. An indenture in two parts

road in competition for its business. Its line is Held (disapproving the decision of Lord Romilly was drawn up and executed by tho two companies ,

through a succession of highly -cultivated farms, in Collier y McBean ,34 Beav .426 ), that the trustees but in consequence of a variation between the

growing cities, and villages. The road , when took an estate of freehold ; that the devise to them
respective parts executed by the companies the

completed , will form the middle one- third of a " and their heirs " gave a fee simple, unless some.
indenture was in 1873 held incomplete, and the

through line from Chicago to Cairo, Paducah , and thing appeared by the will to cut it down ; that amalgamation void. B ., the holder of forty shares

Shawnee town, and connecting these points, and it is not to be cut down unless another estate can | in the P . Company , on which £100 had been paid ,

through them the leading southern railways with be pointed out on the face of the will for the trus. signed , and sent to the P . Company a form of
Chicago by the most direct route. The road is tees to take ; that neither a chattel interest | application supplied by them to him , for shares in

the U . Company . “ credited with 9100 thereon , in
102 miles long , thirty - six miles of which are now superadded to, or concurrent with , the life estate,
completed and in operation . 1 ,050, 000 dols. have until the debts were paid , was a proper construc. exchange for forty shares held by me in the P .

been expended in the construction of the road and tion of the gift, nor was it a correct view that Company, on which £100 has been paid ,” and on

the purchase and development of the mines. they took a freeheld interest per autre vie during the 5th Aug . 1869, received a letter of allotment

5000 dols . per mile is paid up to the capital stock the life of the tenant for life with a further
informing him thathe had been entered as a share

of the company at par by individual and corporate chattel interest, till the debts were paid ; but that holder in the U . Company, and that “ the amount

subscribers. they took the fee ; that a trust to " set and let ” to be credited on such shares will be the propor .
tionate amount of the net assets of the P . Com .

gives not a bare power , but an estate which ,

being indefinite , must be a fee simple ; that a
| pany (Limited ).” B , took no steps to repudiate

MAGISTRATES' LAW . trust to apply the" value of whatever timber may the shares, although the allotment letter varied

be considered at its best growth ” implies a fee for
from the application , but made several applica

WORSHIP STREET POLICE COURT, tenant per autre vie, as the owner of a chattel tions for certificates of the shares allotted . The

interest cannot cut timber ; that the contingent certicates were never sent to B ., and on tho 9th
Monday , March 2 .

remainder having gone at law by recovery it did | Nov . 1869 a winding -up order was made against

(Before Mr. BUSHBY.) not remain in equity ; that the trustees were not
the U . Company. Held , that there was no con .

Master and Servants Act - Shoemakers - in any sense trustees to preserve contingent re . tract between B . and the U . Company to take

9 Geo. 1 , c . 27. mainders ; and that the conveyance to the tenant shares, that he was not bound by acquiescence,
and that he could not be placed upon the list of

A MAN was brought up charged with stealing a for life was not a breach of trust. There 18
pair of boots, value 18s., the property of his em such thing as an implied trust to preserve . Held. eontributories : (Beck ' s case, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S .

er. The short facts of the case were that the also, that themortgagee having in another suit, tó
907. V . C . B .)

prisoner had been employed by a bootmaker to which the present plaintiff was a party , obtained

make up a pair of boots, he working on his & decree for getting in the outstanding legal
COUNTY COURTS ,master's premises. He left ostensibly for dinner, estate, the plaintiff was bound by that decree :

and never returned . The boots were afterwards I (Collier V . Walters, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 869.

missed , and information was given to the police. M . R .) SALFORD COUNTY COURT.

Some time afterwards the prisoner was appre . AUCTIONEER - MEMORANDUM IN WRITING OF Jan . 13 and Feb . 16 .
hended , and when charged said that he would A BARGAIN - INTERNAL REFERENCE TO SEVERAL (Before J . A . RUSSELL , Q . C ., Judge.)
pay for the boots if the prosecutor would forgive DOCUMENTS - STATUTE OF FRAUDS. — Plaintiff
him . Before the court he attempted to set up authorised defendant, an auctioneer, to sell a

ALDRED v . WHITEHEAD.

the defence that some other person had stolen the mare, which was accordingly entered as a lot in Equitable mortgage.

boots . the catalogue attached to the conditions of sale | A ., an equitable mortgagee, without deposit of

The prosecutor, however, in reply to Mr. Bushby, for a certain day ; “ 49, grey mare, 6 years old , deeds, under an agreementwhich charged certain

said that the prisoner did not return for his 15- 3 hands high ; steady to ride and drive." She leasehold property with the payment of a certain

Wages.
was knocked down at the sale on the day fixed sum , and in which it was provided that the

Mr. BUSHBY, having looked into the Master and for 33 guineas, and a clerk made an entry at the defendant should at any time thereafter execute
Servants Act, said that he found recited there the time, opposite the lot, in the defendant's sales a legal mortgage of the property with snch
Act 8 & 9 Geo, 1 c . 27 , 8 . 4 . That Act provided ledger, of the price and name of the buyer. This power of sale and other powers as the plaintiff

for offences of the kind charged against the ledger was headed “ Select Sales by Auction ," might require, asked for the usual accounts and
prisoner, and from its being unrepealed it was im . with the same date as the catalogue. The de a sale of the mortgaged property.
possible to deal with the charge in any other way. scription had been entered before the sale , as Held , that he was only entitled to specific per

The Act provided that from and after the 1st “ Lot 49, grey mare, aged 6." . The buyer the
May 1740 any person or persong employed in same day returned the mare to the defendant, Ashton v . Corrigan , Matthews v .Goodday , Peto v .
cutting , making up, & c ., any skins, boots, shoes, with a letter written and signed by him , “ I here Hammond, Hermann v . Hodges, and James ve
& c., who should fraudulently purloin , " embezil," with return the grey mare, Lot 49, bought at your James referred to.
secrete, pawn, exchange, & c ., any portion of the sale this day, as not being steady in harness, as S . Hall (barrister), instructed by C . W . Dawson ,
material in which such person or persons should warranted : " Held , in an action against the Bolton , for the plaintiff .
be employed , or do any act to lessen the value of auctioneer for damages for not making a binding _ Dr. Pankhurst (barrister), instructed byGooden ,
such material, either before or after the making contract with the buyer, that, without express Bolton , for the defendant.
up , & c ., should upon conviction be ordered to authority , an auctioneer's clerk cannot be taken This was a plaint by an equitable mort.

make a reasonable recompense for his offence, such ' to be agent to sign a buyer' s name ; and that ' gagee asking for the usual accounts and

ement,
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sale of the mortgaged property . The plaint LIVERPOOL BANKRUPTCY COURT. proceedings for or towards liquidation or com .

stated an agreement between the plaintiff and Saturday , Feb . 28. position , the proper costs incurred in relation to

defendant, whereby the defendant, in consider such proceedings shall be paid by the trustee,
ation of £283 10s. owing by him to the plaintiff , (Before PERRONET THOMPSON , Esq., Judge.) unless the court shall otherwise order. The
charged certain leasehold premises with the re Ec parte BOLLAND ; Re MALLEY. question is, were proceedings for a composition
payment of the said £283 10s., and of further Bankruptcy Act 1869 — Order and disposition pending at the time of the bankruptcy ? Fortu .
advances and interest, and agreed at any time section . nately , I am not entirely without guidance as to
thereafter to execute a legal mortgage of the said Gonds in the possession ofneutralor third parties the construction which ought to be put upon this
premises subject to certain building society standing in the name of the original owner , rule. In the case of Ex parte Howell , re Hawes
mortgages, with such power of sale and other without notice to the neutral parties of change (29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 859) , Mellish , L . J . is reported
powers as the plaintiff might require ; and after of ownership to have said that the object of the provision
stating that the defendant refuses either to Hell, to be property divisible amongst the cre made by the rule was, he thought, plain enough .
execute a mortgage or to pay the amount owing ditors. If there were no such provision , no solicitor

on the security of the said agreement, prayed the Quere, whether a transfer of property requires would ever act on behalf of a debtor who de
relief above mentioned . There was no actual registration as a bill of sale. sired him to present a petitton for liquida
deposit of deeds. It was contended on behalf of This was a motion by Mr. Bolland, the trustee of tion , or would recommend & debtor to adopt

the defendant that the proper relief on the above the property of the debtor , a rag and rope mer such proceeding, without getting his costs

plaint was not a sale , but a specific performance chant in Liverpool, for an order of the court to beforehand , and that might prevent many
of the agreement, and counsel quoted Ashton v. I declare that certain rope lying at the railway persons from presenting petitions at all. The
Corrigan ( L . Rep . Eq. 76 ) , James V . James ( 16 station in the nameof Malley , of which rope a Mr. | object of the rule was that solicitors , if they

L . Rep . E .), Seton on Decrees (vol. 1 , p . 443) ,and Hewetson held the railway advice notes, was the acted fairly , might be able to get their costs
Fisher on Mortgages (vol. 1). property of the trustee . although the proceedings for liquidation proved
Hall, for the plaintiff, in reply , said that under Kenneely , instructed hy Jasters and Fletcher , abortive and bankruptcy ensued . That being

theabove stated agreement he was entitled to a appeared for Mr. Hewetson . the object of the rule, such a construction should ,
sale at his option , if he chose to waive the specific Martin , solicitor, for Mr. Bolland. if possible, be put upon it as would fairly carry out

performance of the agreement, and referred to The question , by arrangement, originally came that object. In his Lordship 's opinion it was not

Prideaux's Precedents (vol. 1 ) , from which the before a jury, and was reported in the Law TIMESbefore a jury ,and wasreported in the LAW TIMES necessary to put such a strict construction on the

agreement seemed to have been taken , and also to of 16th Dec, last, but it being found that the issue words as to hold that wheneveranything occurred

Matthews v. Goodday (8 Jur. N . S . 90 ) , and Peto was one of law rather than of fact, the jury were which rendered liquidation impossible under the

v . Hammond (8 Jur. N . S . 550 ). Ashton v . Corri. | discharged , and the question left for the decision petition , the proceedings were no longer pending .

gan only decided that the mortgagee under the of the court. In that case a petition for liquidation had been
special terms of his agreement was entitled to a His HovOUR now said : In this case certain filed ; at the first meeting the creditors negatived
mortgage containing an absolute power of sale ,sale , rope, the ownership of which is in dispute, was

the resolution for liquidation , and on the follow

and the earlier cases were not discussed . Neither
sold by arrangement between the parties, and the | ing day the debtor was adjudicated a bankrupt .

that case nor the later cases of Hermann v. trustee under the liquidation moves for an order The Chief Judge, whose decision was upheld on
Hodges, and Janes V . James, nor the autho . thathe is entitled to retain themoney arising from | appeal, held that the procoedings were pending
rities in Fisher and Seton are inconsistent with the sale. This application I think well founded , within the 292nd rule , and that the solicitor in the
Matthews v . Goodday . There could have been no for, assuming that the writing of 30th Sept. 1872 , liquidation was entitled to his costs out of the

actual deposit of deeds in this case, but that can given by Malley to Hewetson did not require bankrupt's estate . I quote that case only because
make no difference. registration under the Bills of Sale Act 1854 , I I believe all previous cases bearing on the subject

His HONOUR, in giving judgment, said that so ! think that tho rope in question was property | were mentioned in the argument, and it is the

careful and distinguished a judge as Wickens, divisible amongst Malley's creditors, as being, by latest case in which the subject has been con .
V . C . would not have decided Ashton v . Corrigan the consent of Hewetson , in the possession , order , sidered . Mellish , L . J ., based his decision princi.
without considering its effect on the earlier cases , or disposition of Malley , the reputed owner, within pally upon the fact that as the receiver had not
and on the authority of that case he should hold sub -sect. 5 of sect. 15 of the Bankruptcy Act been discharged the property remained under the
that specific performance of the agreement was | 1869. I therefore make the order asked for, and protection of the court, and the proceedings for
the proper remedy,and not sale. Leave would be with costs . liquidation were thus still pending. I am afraid

given to amend , and the costs would be reserved. I have hardly such substantial ground to go on ;
On the 10th Feb . the case came on again , when

Friday, Feb. 27 . but the composition was payable by instalments
specific performance was decreed , and costs were extending over twelve months. By the 126th

allowed to the plaintiff.
(Before J. F . COLLIER , Esq., Judge.) section of the Bankruptcy Act 1869 , it is provided
Ec parte BOLLAND ; Re LUND. that the provisions of any composition may be

Bankruptcy Act 1869, rule 292 - Cosis of proceed enforced by the court on a motion made in a sum

BANKRUPTCY LAW . ings under an abortive composition arrangement mary manner by any person interested . This

- When are the proceedings pending ? being so , can it be said that the proceedings are

COURT OF BANKRUPTCY .
Held that an eotraordinary resolution to accept a absolutely dead until the composition has been

composition which is duly registered , and the paid ? But if they are not dead they are pending.
Monday , March 2 . composition unpaid when due, still leaves the The court still has cognisance of the matter.

(Before Sir J. Bacon, Chief Judge.) court with jurisdiction over the debtor, and Again, if a composition is not paid , the original
Ex parte JACOBS, Re CARTER . therefore , where bankruptcy supervenes , the debts may be recovered in full by action at law ,

Proof- Secured creditor - Production of securities. proceedings are pending, and the solicitor for or, in the alternative, the better opinion seems to
This was an appeal from the decision of the Bir- 1 the debtor under the composition petition is be , though this , I believe has not been actually
mingham County Court upon a point of some entitled to his costs out of the bankrupt's estate. ! decided - a creditor may ask for an adjudication

little importance in practice - whether it is neces. The facts of this case are fully set forth in the on the act of bankruptcy committed by filing the

sary at the firstmeeting of a bankrupt's creditors, judgment. petition ; but if this is so, if the creditors may
under the Bankruptcy Act 1869 , to produce bills P . H . James, instructed by Bellringer, sup - | revert to the petition , if anything is in action
of exchange and other securities, the particulars | ported the order for costs. by means of which the creditors may resort to

of which are scheduled to the proofs of creditors. Myburgh , instructed by Duncan , Hill and further proceedings, can the prooeedings in the

DeGex , Q . C . and Finlay Knight, were counsel Dickenson , opposed . composition be said to have come to an end ? I
for the appellant. His Honour said . The motion in this case is think , although I acknowledge thematter is not

Roxburgh , Q .C . and Horton Smith , for the that the court should order the trustee in bank . free from doubt, that, upon the construction

respondents. ruptcy of the estate of Thomas Lund to pay to which ought to be put upon the 292nd rule, they

The facts of the case appeared to be that at Mr. John Leigh , an attorney , the amount of his must be held to be sufficiently alive to enable the
the first meeting, held on the 19th Jan. , Mr. | taxed costs in thematter of a petition for liquida solicitor in the composition to have his costs paid .
Registrar Chauntler presided , when Mr. T . S . tion or composition , filed by the said Thomas For these reasons I think that Mr. Leigh is en
Smith , the holder of a proxy of the Worcester Land in the County Court of Lancashire holden at titled to have these costs out of the estate. On

City and County Banking Company (Limited), Blackburn. The facts are these : On the 22nd the question by whom they should be taxed, I
tendered a proof on their behalf for £2301, for Ang . 1872, Thomas Lund filed a petition for have come to the conclusion that the taxation
money lent to the bankrupt by the company, and liquidation or composition in the Blackburn | ought to be conducted in the Liverpool Court.

for interest, commission , and other banker 's County Court. The first meeting of creditors The trustee in bankruptcy has to pay them out

charges, and the proof stated that the bank had was held on the 17th Sept., at which a resolu . of the bankrupt' s estate ; he is responsible to the

received no security or satisfaction for that sumtion was duly passed to accept a composition | creditors in bankruptcy ; the proceeding is in
other than a mortgage or charge upon a messuage , 1 of 10s. in the pound in instalments extending | bankruptcy , not in composition ; the bankruptcy
therein described and thereby assessed at the lover a period of twelve months. That resolution is in the Liverpool Court ; and I think the taxd

value of £740, and the bill of exchange and was confirmed at a second meeting, and the two tion should be in the court in which the bank .
promissory notes, particulars of which were set together formed the extraordinary resolution re- | ruptcy is pending. The costs will come out of

forth in the form prescribed by the Act, but the quired by the Act. The resolutions were duly | the estate.
bills themselves were not produced . The proof registered . The debtor proved unable to pay

was objected to on the ground of the non-produce the first instalment. Another meeting of credi.
tion of the bills, and the Registrar overruled the tors was called on the 1st Nov ., under the 126th Re A . TAPPENBECK AND CO.

objection . Application was then made to the section of the Bankruptcy Act 1869, to vary Rejection ofproof.
judge by the counsel for the debtor, when the the previous resolution , but no resolution was / In this case
judge ordered that the proof should stand ad. | passed . Mr. Leigh was the attorney employed in His HONOUR said : - This matter comes before
mitted . Mr. Jacobs, on whose behalf the objec and about the affairs of the debtor up to the me on an application to vary or reverse the deci.
tion had been taken , appealed . registration , and to him the registration of the sion of the trustee of the ostate of Augustus

TheCHIEFJUDGE said the practice in bankruptcy resolutions was entrusted by the creditors. On Tappenbeck and Co ., rejecting a proof for to

had been established for many years. A creditor the 28th Nov . a petition was filed by a creditor The following are the facts : - About the beginning

coming to prove his debt, who had a bill of ex . who had pot assented to the composition, thatthe of the year 1873, Mr. Augustus Tappenbeck and
change or other security , ought to produce it. debtor should be adjudicated a bankrupt, the act Mr. A . L . Christiansen carried on business as
That hewas bound to produce his security before of bankruptcy alleged being the filing of the merchants in Liverpool, under the style of

the receipt of dividend was quite another thing. original petition for liquidation or composition . Augustus Tappenbeck and Co . On the 15th Feb ,

There might be cases in which , from some acci. The debtor was adjudicated a bankrupt on this in the same year, the sametwo persons established
dent, a creditor seeking to prove could not pro. act of bankruptcy on the 9th Dec., and on the the firm of Augustus Christiansen and Co., in
duce his securities. In such cases the judge 30th the proceedings in the bankruptcy were Para , in Brazil. The two firms, although con .

would exercise his discretion . Here the bank was removed into the Liverpool court. Under these sisting of the same persons, carried on different
the holder of the bills , and there was no shadow circumstances Mr. Leigh claims his costs, as businesses. The firm in Brazil bought produce on

of a reason why they should not be produced . / taxed by the registrar of the Blackburn court, | account of the firm in Liverpool, and sbipped it to

The order of the court below would be dis . from the trustee in bankruptcy. The 292nd rule them . The Liverpool house traded in the goods,
charged . provides that where bankruptcy occurs pending but the Brazil house received commission only.
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Messrs. Nash , Ferreira, and Co., another firm to give guarantees in the name of his firm ; pressing his wish or intention to withdraw from
carrying on business at Para , having occasion to thirdly , that the money - the subject of proof it, and received in reply the following form of

make remittances to England, were in the habit was not borrowed by J. M . Wike, in the name of petition to the society, to be presented by him to

of buying bills of exchange drawn by Christiansen or for the purposes of the firm ; and, fourthly , the Master of the Bench :
and Co. on Tappenbeck and Co., and payable to thatMr. Keighley , sen ., tho plaintiff in the case, “ That your petitioner is desirous that his name

Nash , Ferreira , and Co ., and remitting them after was aware of that fact. Now , he was asked to may be taken off the books of this society ,as he is
endorsement to their correspondents Messrs . grant a re-hearing, not on the first point, which not now practising at the Bar, and it is his inten .
Shaw , Hawkes, and Co., of Birmingham . Several was a point of law , and, he supposed, could not be tion not to practise as a barrister in future either

bills were thus treated , and were accepted by disputed - nor upon the third and fourth points ; in this country or in any of the colonies. Your

Tappenbeck and Co., and paid at maturity , but upon the second , because evidence had come petitioner therefore prays your Worship will be

goth
tiff since the f to take his name s cf the

drawn on the 7th April for £100, and two on 5th | trial, showing that in point of fact Mr. Geo . Wike society , and order the bond to be cancelled on
May for £200 and $ 100 respectively . On the 1st had given an authority , either express or implied , payment of all his arrears of dues and duties to

May 1873, Christiansen and Co . admitted into to his son , J . M . Wike, to give the guarantee the treasurer and the fine on leaving, within one
partnership in the Brazil house one Mr. Schramm . upon which this action was brought. He (the month from the date of the order made hereon.”

A deed of partnership was executed , a circular in Judge) regretted exceedingly that this question , 1 Since the time when this petition was sent to

the usual form was issued , and , as Mr. Chris . / which was of considerable importance, had been him , the terms thereof, as now required to be
tiansen says, circulated in the commercial com left in the first instance to his decision . The signed by members of the society desirous of
munity of Para . Moreover, he swears that he power of granting a re-hearing was one which withdrawing therefrom , have been altered by the
himself told Mr. Ferreira , Mr. Nash 's partner, of ought to be exercised with extreme caution . At addition of the word " India " after “ colonies,"
theadmission of Schramm . Schramm had nothing common law , unless the plaintiff could show and by the substitution of the word “ com .
to do with the Liverpoolhouse . On the 17th June, “ surprise," it was never exercised. In this case position ” for the word “ fine," by which

& bill for £200 ,and on the 17th July a bill for £100, there seemed to be no ground whatever for sug - latter alteration , as the plaintiff believed , the

were drawn in the usual way by Christiansen gesting surprise on the part of the plaintiff, |sting surprise on the part of the plaintiff, Masters of the Bench of the society meant to

and Co., on Tappenbeck and Co. in favour of because the question from beginning to end was assert more plainly the rightof retaining , if they

Nash and Co., endorsed by them to Shaw , whether or not the firm was bound by the trans- think fit , upon their books for the term of his

Hawkes, and Co ., and remitted to the latter action of J . M . Wike. The question here was, life, the name of any one who might have been

firm . These bills were in the handwriting of what was the authority of J . M . Wike ? If he called to the Bar by the society. The plaintiff

Schramm , who at that timewas the only partner had authority there was an end of thematter ; if signed the above petition , and shortly afterwards

at Paris. They were duly presented for accep- not, then the decision must be the other way . he received the following order, dated the 15th
tance about twenty-five or thirty days after they | Apart from thequestion of surprise, themotion was Dec . 1869 :

were drawn , but by the time the first one reached madeunder the71st section of the Act, which gave “ Upon the petition of Charles Neate , a barrister
England Tappenbeck and Co . had filed their peti- him (the Judge) power to " renew , rescind, or of this society , praying that his name may be

tion in liquidation,and thebills werenot accepted . vary ” any order previously made. Upon what taken off the books,as he is not now practising at

Shaw , Hawkes and Co. now seek to prove on the principle was that section to be worked out ? The the Bar, and it is his intention not to practise as a

estate of Tappenbeck and Co. for the amount of power which it gavemustbe cautiously exercised . barrister in future either in this country or in any

these bills. Their claims are advocated on two | This was not a case in which there had beenThis was not a case in which there had been a of the colonies, it is ordered accordingly , and that
grounds, which , it may be observed , are inconsis . failure of justice through inadvertence ; it was his bond be cancelled on paying all his arrears of
tent with one another. First, it is said that substantially an application for a new trial upondues and duties and the customary fine to the
Christiansen and Co ., who drew the bills , were | new facts. If he were to grant such an applica treasurer of this society within one month from

in reality identical with Tappenbeck and Co., and tion , where would the matter end ? Within what the datehereof, or this order to be void .”
Mr. Nash said that his firm purchased the bills | limits was that kind of discretion to be exer. The plaintiff did not, in fact, pay theamount of
on that belief and understanding . It is unneces. cised ? How long after & case had been decided | dues then owing by him to the society within the

sary to consider whatmight have arisen from this were parties to be allowed to come forward and month allowed by the order, and so lost the
state of things if it existed, because in fact it did say, “ Oh , since the case was decided we have benefit thereof, and he continued to be, and was
not exist. The admission of Mr. Schramm , before discovered new facts ; we are prepared to lay an now , a member of the society. The plaintiff
the bills were drawn, was known to Nash and Co. entirely new case before the court, and we desire stated by his bill that he was now indebted to the
through one of their partners, Mr. Ferreira , and it to be re-opened ? " That was a practice which society in the sum of £23 11s . for dues and
that disposes at once, I think, of the supposition he, for one, would never be a party to . As this charges . In July 1873 the defendants , the Hon.

that Tappenbeck and Co. were liable as the was a matter in the discretion of the court, hewas R . Denman and the Hon. G . Denman ,as executors

drawers of the bills , for that is what the argu . bound to say that, there being no justification for of the late Lord Denman (the surviving obligee
ment must come to , and that in fact is what Mr. this motion on the ground of surprise , he did not of the bond) , sued the plaintiff at law for the
Nash says was his belief. Next it is alleged that think it was a case in which , having reference to amount. They did so, as the plaintiff alleged , by
Christiansen and Co . were the agents of Tappen . all the circnmstances, he should be justified in the direction of Lord Justice James, as treasurer
beck and Co . As I said before, this status of granting & re-hearing . The motion must there of the society . The plaintiff offered to pay the
Christiansen and Co. is inconsistent with the fore be dismissed . £23 11s., but, wishing to cease to be a member of

former one; for if Tappenbeck and Co. and Chris the society , desired at the same time to have the
tiansen and Co. were the same persons, and both bond delivered up to him . The society, however,
firms, as was argued , principals, they could not LEGAL NEWS. declined to release him till he had signed á
be one another ' s agents. But I have no objection declaration of intention according to the“ altered ”
to consider this argument,which amounts to this : form of petition already referred to . The bill
Christiansen and Co. were Tappenbeck ' s agents, BARRISTERS v. THE INNS OF COURT. then stated that the plaintiff refused to make any

and as such had authority to contract, and did | A .CASE,
of Neate y . Denman was decid declaration as that which

contract, on behalf of Tappenbeck and Co., that Chancellor Hall on the 20th ult., WEChancellor Hall on the 26th ult., which is of the required of him by the terms of the altered
they , Tappenbeck and Co ., would accept these utmost importance to barristers as upholding the petition , because it would be a restraint upon his

bills . But there is no evidence of any such agency, absolute and arbitrary jurisdiction of the Inns of using any right that he might otherwise have by
authority , or contract. All we have is that Court over persons who becomemembers of the law of practising as a barrister without being a
Tappenbeck and Co. did previously accept similar societies. We take the following report from the member of Lincoln ' s Inn or of some other similar
bills, and that Nash and Co. bought the bills on Times : society and because such declaration was evi

the faith that Tappenbeck and Co. were responsi. The plaintiff in this case was Charles Neate, dently intended to assert for the Inn , or the

ble ; but this is very far from being sufficient toent to Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford , and a barrister Masters of the Bench of it, the right of imposing

establish a contract between Tappenbeck and Co. at- law of Lincoln ' s Inn , The defendants were such restrictions ; that the making of such

and Nash and Co. I am therefore of opinion that | the Hon . Richard Denman and the Hon. George declarations a condition of withdrawal from the
this proof was rightly rejected , and I dismiss the Denman , the executors of the late Lord Denman , Inn was contrary to public policy, and, therefore,

motion with costs . As the circumstances re. and the Right Hon . Sir William Milbourne James, illegal, as restricting the plaintiff or any person

specting Mr. Goodley's proof are precisely the the Treasurer of the Society of Lincoln 's Inn . making the same from practising in any part of

same, the same decision will apply to both . The cause came on to be heard upon a demurrer the United Kingdom ; that such condition was,

Walton , instructed by Hull and Co. appeared to the plaintiff's bill for want of equity . The further, contrary to public policy as inter

for Mr. Banner, the trustee. facts of the case were these : - The plaintiff, in fering with the right which our colonies or some

Butler and James, instructed by Tyndall, for 1832, being a member of Lincoln 's Inn, was then of them had or claimed to have of regula
the claimants. called by that society to the decree of utter ting the practice of their own courts ; that

barrister . He signed the usual bond , with a

MANCHESTER COUNTY COURT. surety to secure the payment of his dues to the a private association , and, as such , claimed to
society. The condition of the bond was this :

Tuesday, March 3 .
exercise the uncontrolled right of admittingwhom

" That if the plaintiff should , from time to it pleased to be members thereof, and adminis
(Before J . A . RUSSELL , Q .C., Judge.) time, and at all times thereafter during his life , tering or allowing the Masters of the Bench to

KEIGHLEY v .MURRAY (TRUSTEE) ; Re WIKE or so long as he should continue a member of the administer, without publicity or accountability to
AND Son . Society of Lincoln ' s Inn , duly and orderly per. any but themselves, the funds and property

Bankruptcy Act 1869 — Re hearing. form , pay, and discharge all such debts, duties, belonging to or held in trust for the society ; that
Application for re-hearing on the ground that and charges, sum and sums of money as should the society had at different times repudiated and

fresh evidence had been discovered since former grow due and chargeable upon him for pensions, successfully resisted the right of the Court of
hearing, referred by Chief Judge in Bankruptcy preacher duties, commons, taxes , fines, penalties, Queen's Bench to interfere with their proceedings
to County Court Judge. amerciaments, and all other duties whatsoever by the process of mandamus, which right the

Application refused , there being no ground for thereafter to be due or imposed upon him by Court of Queen ' s Bench would undoubtedly have
suggesting “ surprise ,” and the question being virtue of any order or orders of the said society if the society were a body corporate or politic , or

one in the discretion of the court under the 71st theretofore made, or at any time or times there otherwise claiming to exercise or to possess any

section of the Bankruptcy Act. after to be made, or by virtue of or according to public function or character ; that, even supposing
Ambrose , barrister, in support of themotion. the usage and custom of the said society, then that such monopoly of conferring the right of

Jordan, barrister, against . . this obligation to be void , or else to remain in full admission to the Bar might in somoother form be
THE facts of the case sufficiently appear from force and virtue. " useful and desirable , it was, nevertheless, con
the judgment. In the year 1845 the plaintiff withdrew from trary to public policy that such a monopoly should

His HONOUR, in giving judgment, said this practice at the bar, but from the time of his be enjoyed and made a source of revenue by
Case was originally tried before him on the 18th | being called to the bar up to the year 1862 he a private and irresponsible association ; that such

July last year, and , after hearing the evidence continued from time to time to pay the whole of monopoly was in fact a source of revenue or
and arguments thereon , he found as follows: the amount claimed from him by the society , as pecuniary advantage to the society, and more
First, that prima facie there is no authority in due up to the last-mentioned year, in respect of especially to the Masters of the Bench of it ; that

law for one partner to bind a firm by giving a any of the itemsmentioned in the bond , and suany of the items mentioned in the bond, and such no grant of such monopoly or of any share therein
guarantee ; secondly, that J. M . Wike had not, payments amounted to upwards of £60. In the was ever in fact made by any charter or letters

in point of fact, any authority, express or implied, ' year 1869 the plaintiff wrote to the society ex. ' patent to the society ; and that, even supposing

toy ha e

le Society of Lincoln
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(which the plaintiff did not admit) that any such justify the interference of this court , as he pro - power of deciding such questions as the present.
monopoly could be legally claimed on the ground posed ; and if the court did grant him the relief If the plaintiff had no remedy by an appeal to the
of prescription by a body corporate or politic , the he sought, it would not only be utterly without Judges, he might, and probably would have, a
society , not having that character, and not being precedent, but would operate as a revolution of right to apply to the Court of Queen 's Bench for

or having been otherwise capable of receiving a the society which there was nothing to palliate or a mandamus. That, however,would be by reason
grant in its collective capacity , was not capable of excuse. of the fact that he had no other remedy . No case
making a title to it by prescription ; that for the Neate,who appeared in his robes. - The points had been referred to in which the courts of equity

reasons so stated the plaintiff was entitled to be which he intended to raise were these : That there have interfered between the Benchers of an inn
discharged from his liability under the bond , and was a monopoly now enjoyed by the Inns of Court, of court and a member of the same society to
to have the same delivered up to him or cancelled which depended entirely on the allowance of the restrain an action at law under such circumstances
on paying to the defendants or to the society judges ; that it was in the power of the judges to as the present. I consider that the judgments
the dues incurred by him up to the present admit other persons than members of an inn of in the cases of Reg. v . The Benchers of Lin
time, which the plaintiff had already offered | court to practise as barristers - for instance, those coln 's Inn (ante), and Reg. v . Gray 's Inn (ante),
and thereby again offered to do on delivery or who had taken a degree in lawsat the Univerities ; although judgments of common law courts
cancelling of the bond , and that he was further that the judges possessed that power under dele. are binding on me and prevent my entertaining

ling and thereby offered to pay all costs gation from the Crown, as appeared from Dugdale's | any jurisdiction in this case. If there were
hitherto incurred by the defendants, the Hon . * Origines Juridiciales” ; that the paper which no appeal to the Judges, there might be a right
Richard Denman and the Hon . George Denman, the society required him to sign on leaving it was to a mandamus. I think I have no power to deal
in the action at law ; but that as to the composi intended to restrain him from using the liberty with this case, and that the bill in it is not well.
tion required of him , in addition to tho dues, the which might be given by any alteration in the founded . It was said , however, that the claim to
plaintiff desired to be informed of the amount of rules to be made by the judges, and was therefore have the bond delivered up would of itself confer
such claim and the grounds thereof. The bill contrary to public policy . an equity on the plaintiff . With reference to

then, as originally framed, prayed a decree that The VICE -CHANCELLOR, having heard the plain . that, the rule of this court is , as Mr. Neate
the defendants mightmake a full and true dis . tiff state a résumé of the arguments he proposed knows, that the court will not interfere if the
covery and disclosure of and concerning all and to offer in support of his bill, said that if the invalidity of the instrument appears on the face
singular the transactions and matters in the bill defendants' view was correct - viz ., that this of it. A document is, on the face of it, either
mentioned , and that in the meantime the defen court had jurisdiction to entertain the suit - it legal or it is not. If it is illegal, it is inoperative ,
dants (the plaintiffs in the action at law ), might would not only be waste of time, but improper to and there is , therefore, & valid defence at law
be restrained by injunction from proceeding in the disouss, as he otherwise must do, the characters, with respect to it. If, on the other hand , it is
action at law commenced by them against the constitutions, and powers of Lincoln ' s and other legal, but the circumstances are such that the
plaintiff in this suit, and from commencing or similar societies. Hewished the plaintiff, there. party cannot avail himself of them at law , then ,
prosecuting any other action or proceedings at fore, to confine his arguments to the preliminary if the case be as this is, one between & society
law against the plaintiff in respect of or concern . question of jurisdiction . and a member of it, with a proper forum to which
ing the matters aforesaid , or any of them , and * Neate upon that contended that the right of to appeal - viz ., the Judges - this court ought not
that tho defendants, or such one or two of them every man now to enter into the service of the l to interfere ; and this court will not be induced
as had the custody or disposal of the bond and public in any way he chose was much more fully to do so merely because the bill seeks the delivery

petition , or either of them ,might, on payment by recognised than it was formerly . The case of the up of the document. I may observe that it is not
the plaintiff of the dues and costs and also of profession of a barrister was analogous. It was in every case that this court does interfere when

properly chargeable npon him . I perfectly idle , therefore , to regard our Inns of it can . Its jurisdiction as to the delivery up and

to the person or persons entitled to receive the Court as mere privato bodies, and as wholly and cancellation of documents is peculiar. It usually
same, deliver up the bond and petition to the solely governed by what was called a domestic interferes in the instances of bills of exchange
plaintiff. The bill (as amended during the jurisdiction . The Inns of Court were really pub.
hearing at the bar) then prayed for a declaration lic bodies. Each was & corporation de son tort," tiable ; but the considerations applicable to
that the plaintiff was entitled to retire from the if he might so say . The defendants spoke of an these cases do not affect that of a bond. I
Society of Lincoln 's Inn without giving any | appeal to the Judges, but was there ever any case have recently had to consider that in &
andertaking not to practise as a barrister , and heard of- certainly none like the present - in case of Binns v. Fisher ( 17th Dec. 1873),
without being subject to any condition against his which they had acted, or would be disposed to in which I held that the plaintiffs bad not
practising as a barrister , and without being liable act, in the manner now suggested ? He then sufficient equity to entitle them to have their
to the payment of any fine or composition on his commented brieily on some of the authorities bond delivered up to them . On the whole of this
retiring from the society . cited on the other side . After a few observations case, I am of opinion that the plaintiff has failed

Dickinson, Q .C ., and Pemberton , for the defen. on the pleadings, and remarking that a Master of in establishing his right to the relief which he
dants, supported the demurrer, and contended Arts of either University might be, and was a seeks. I have notmade any observation on Mr.
that there was no equity whatever in the plain - M . A ., without being a member of the University, / Neate's offer to pay the £23 118., and bis admis.
tiff 's case. They said , inter alia , that what he concluded by submitting that hewas entitled to sion that he might have had, as he no doubt has

really sought to obtain by his bill was the power the relief he prayed by his bill, and that the had , some benefit from being a member of this
of practising, if he chose to do so , as a barrister, demurrer to it ought to be overruled . society , such as the use of its library , and so
without being also the member of an Inn of The VICE-CHANCELLOR said . - It appears to me forth . He does not rest bis case on that ; and, if
Court. But both law and custom were alike that I have no jurisdiction to try the question he had done so , I think it would not have assisted
opposed to that. To be a barrister, a man raised in this case. Mr. Neate, no doubt, is well him . Perhaps I should say that any relief he may
must first become a member of an Inn of Court. aware of the difficulties which may arise between seek with respect to future actions against him
The benchers of his inn, in due course called a member of an Inn of Court and the Inn itself he may embody in his appeal to the judges. His
him to the Bar. The publication of the call with reference to the management of its property , case here really seemsto me to be found in the
to the Bar was by the benchers of the society , because he has commented on the case of Cun .

as propo bill

who had,as benchers, no authority in court. The ningham v . Wegg (ante). He says that decision namely, the declaration that he is entitled to
call was not to the bar of this or any other court, cannot be maintained . But sitting here as a Judge retire from the Society of Lincoln ' s- inn without

but only to the Bar of the particular society . of First Instance, I could not do otherwise than giving any undertaking not to practise as a bar.

Thatwas a consequence of themoots or exercises follow it. However, I will express no opinion on rister, and without being subject to any condi.
which , in ancient times, were required from those that case ; for my judgment in the present one tion against his practising as one, and without

who desired to attain the degree of a barrister. | does not depend on that case. The jurisdiction of being liable to the payment of any fine or compo

at- law . If a man ceased to be a member of any this court, as well as that of a court of law , may sition on his retiring from the society. In conclu .

of the inns of court, he lost his right to practise in certain cases, and, indeed , must in some, be sion, I must hold that the demarrer must be
as a barrister in the ordinary sense of the term . found to exist in respect of the management of allowed .
The inns of court were private bodies. Their property, even although in such instances an Inn

origin was, perhaps, obscure ; but from time im - | of Court may be parties to the litigation. How
memorial they had the power of admitting ever, a case of property, in the strict sense of the THE LORD CHIEF JUSTICE OF ENGLAND

members or rejecting applicants for admission to term , is one with which I am not dealing on the ON THE DUTIES OF A JUDGE .
their own societies. They alope had the privilege present occasion . If it it were such a case , I In the course of his peroration in summing up
of calling their own members to the Bar ; and in should be found to follow Cunningham y . Wegg the Tichborne case Sir A . Cockburn said — We

all matters of internal regulation and manage. (ante). This is a case in which the question is must remember that while it is the business of
ment of their property and otherwise, the only between the plaintiff and the defendants, the judicial action to protect innocence, go , on the

forum of appeal for the societies or their members, latter ofwhom may, for the purposes of this suit, l other hand, it is the duty of the judge to take
if aggrieved or at variance inter se, was to the | be considered as representing the Society of care that the guilty do not escape. In the con.
judges of the Superior Courts of England, as | Lincoln ' s - inn. The question is simply and soLincoln 's -inn . The question is simply and solely viction of the innocent and also in the escape of
visitors of the societies. There had, indeed , as to the position and rights of the plaintiff as a l the guilty lies, as the old saying says, the condem .
been some cases at common law in which member of the society . He voluntarily became a nation of the judge. It is the condemnation of
the jurisdiction of the inng of court over member of it, and gave it a bond to pay certain the judges of the fact as well as of the judge who
their members had come under discussion with dues during thewhole of the time that he should presides at the trial. You must take care that
respect to the issuing of a writ of mandamus, be and until he coased to continue a member of it . I the innocent does not suffer , but you owe it to
such as Cunningham v . Wegg (2 Brown 's Ch . Cas. The condition of the bond contains no stipulations society that if guilt is brought home to the accused
241) ; Reg v . Gray' s Inn ( 1 Douglas, 353) ; Reg. v . as to the mode or circumstances by or under that guilt shall carry with it the consequences of
Barnard 's Inn (5 Ad. & Ell. 17 ) ; Reg. v . Lincoln 's which he should cease to be a member of the the verdict. You have been asked , gentleman ,
Inn (4 Barn . & Cres. 858 ). But there never had society . That was left to the internal regulations to give the defendant the benefit of any doubts
been any instance of the interference of a court of of the society itself, of which he had become, you may entertain . Most assuredly it is your
equity with the private and internalaffairs of an and still is , a member . Therefore, in that staté duty to do so . It is the business of the prosecue
Inn of Court. The plaintiff' s position then was, of things, the right to retire from the society tion to bring home guilt to the accused to the
in equity, this : He had voluntarily joined a which the plaintiff claims is entirely & question satisfaction of the jury . But the doubt of which
voluntary society, governed by rules of its own, | between him and the society . He says he has a l the accused is entitled to the benefit must be the
to which he, as a member, had assented , and he | right to retire . He does not say he has already | doubt that a rational, that a sensible man may
had given that society his bond, conditioned for retired and is not now a member, because if he had fairly entertain , not the doubt of a vacilla .
the payment of certain money, which by his bill said that it would have been a defence to the ting mind that has not the moral courage to
he admitted he owed , and for which he had been action at law . Ho says he made a proposalto the I decide, but shelters itself in a vain and idle
sued at law , and yet he sought to be discharged society to be allowed to retire from being a mem . scepticism . It is not a doubt of that kind ;
from such liabilities. No doubt he had ceased to ber of it, but that they refused to permit him to it must be a doubt which honest and conscien .
practise, but he could not say he had not derived do so except on terms with which he says he is tious men can entertain . But, 'gentlemen , you
some benefit from his having been a member of not bound to comply . That is a question entirely have been addressed in language the likeofwhic
the society. In conclusion , there was not any for the peculiar jurisdiction which has been re- has never before been heard within these was
ground for his bill. He had not made out a case , I ferred to in the arguments, and which has alw

ferred to in the arguments, and which has always | You have been exhorted , if there should be one

either of trust or of contract, of fraud ,mistake, been recognised - namely, that of the Judges of man who might entertain any different opin
theor account. There was absolutely nothing to the Superior Courts of England. They have the from the rest of his brother jurymen, that

amen
ich
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written borebout fear, and I do

e

for the

self .

LE

should obstinately stick to it without seeking to to follow in the discharge of great public read this trial during all ages, because never was
reconcile it with the opinion of the rest of the duties . No man should be insensible to there a trial in England , I believe , since that
body. I never heard that language addressed to a public opinion who has to dischargo a public | memorable trial of Charles I. which has excited

* jury before, and therefore I am obliged to express trust. No man should be insensible to the value more the attention of Englishmen and the world
my judicial sense of such an argument, not that I of the good opinion . if von like the applause of than this . Many things have passed in the course

believe there is the slightest necessity for warning your fellow countrymen . But there is a con . of this trial which I would give a portion of my
you against the doctrine, which might lead to sideration far higher than that. It is the satis . heart's blood had not passed . Many things have
mischievous consequences if it were to be enter - faction of your own internal sense of duty, the occurred in the course of this trial which in my
tained . But as the doctrinehas been propounded , satisfaction of your own conscience, the know judgment will for ever blur and sully the name

I must make an observation or two upon it. I leige that you are following the promptings of of certain individuals - individuals with whose
should be the last man to suggest to any indi. that still small voice which never, if we listen name and glory many of us were concerned ,
vidual member of the jury that if he entertains honestly to its dictates, misleads or deceives - individuals whose name and glory are part, "
conscientious, fixod convictions, although hemay that still small voice whose approval upholds us Here I said , “ Will you speak a little louder ?"
stand alone aguinst his eleven fellow jurors, he even though men should condemn us, and whose and the learned counsel said , “ I will speak as
should give up the profound and unaltered con . approval is far more precious than the honour or loud as I can . ” It would be idle to affect or pre
viction of his own mind. The law requires the applause we may derive, no matter from what tend not to know to whom these observations
unanimous verdict of twelve men before a verdict source - that voice whose approvalmakes us walk oonnected with the alternative of infamy, or
ofeither " Guilty ” or “ Not guilty " can be finally by day serene and makes our pillow smooth by honour were addressed . Whose names are to be
pronounced , and I say that if a man is satisfied night. Listen to that, gentlemen , listen to that ; “ blurred and sullied " for the future ? Is that the
on the evidence, after having given to the case do right and care not for anything that may way in which counsel is to speak of the judges of
every attention in his power, that he cannot find be thought, or said , or done without these walls. the tribunal before whom he is pleading ? I am
a verdict with the rest ofhis fellow .jurymen , it is in this, the sacred temple of justice, such con . sure that there must comebut one response from
right that he should stand by his conviction . | siderations as those to which I have referred the body that I see before me. (Applause from
But then we must recollect that he has a duty to ought to have and can have no place . You and the Bar, which was immediately checked .) Gentle
perform and that it is this . He is bound to give I have only one thing to consider , it is the men, the history of this canse may be written by
the case every possible consideration before he duty we have to discharge before God and whom it may ; I care not. I am conscious of
finally determines upon the course he will pursue, man, according to the only manner we should having donemy duty in it , and I can only say
and if a man finds himself differing from the rest desire to discharge it — honestly, truly, and There is no terror in your threats,
of his fellows with whom he is associated in the fearlessly , without regard to any consequences For I am armed so strong in honesty

great and solemn function of the administration except the desire that this duty should be pro That they pass by me like an idle wind

of justice as jurymen , he should start with the perly and entirely fulfilled . And , gentlemen , I Which I regard not.

fair presumption that the one individual is more But the h

likely to be wrong than the elever from whom he thatwehave been threatened . A system of in . after by a pen steeped in gall and venom - a pen
differs. He should bear in mind that the great timidation has been attempted to be brought to that may not scruple to lampoon the living or

purpose of trial by jury is to obtain unanimity | bear upon us who are seated here to administer revile and calumniate the dead ; I have no fears,
and to put an end to further litigation ; he should justice . We have been told that if our country selves. I bnave

address himself in all humility and all diffidence men do not meet us with sufficient reprobation administered justice here now for many years. I
in his own judgment to the task he hasto perform . I the history of this cause shall be written in which cannot hope that my memory, like that of the
and carefully consider all the reasons and argu: | those who do not take part with the defendant. I great and illustrious men who have gone before
ments which the rest of the body are able or who think it necessary in the honest and fear me, will live unto after ages ; but I do hope it will
to put forward for the judgment they are less discharge of their duty to point out things I live in the remembrance- may I venture to say
ready to pronounce, and he should let no that may make against him , shall be delivered in theaffectionate remembrance of the generation

ion of being superior to lover to the unrestrained licence of anaualified / before whom and with whom I have administered

the rest in intelligence , no vain presumption of abuse. We are to be handed down to posterity l justice ; and if my name sball be traduced , if my

superiority on his part , stand in the way. What I covered with infamy. I have heard language an . conduct shall be reviled , if my integrity shall be

am anxious to impress on you , and not on you plied to this tribunal which I will undertake to | questioned , I leave the protection of mymemory

only , is that the one or two who may stand alone say in the whole annals of the administration of to the Bar of England (applause,which was again

against their fellows are bound to do their best justice in this country no advocate ever before immediately suppressed ), my relations with whom
to satisfy their minds that sound sense and judg . dreamt of addressing to a court. When I say | have never until this trial been in the slightest

ment are not wi:h the majority instead of with the I heard it, I must correct the phrase.heard it, I must correct the phrase. I didI dia degree other than the most pleasant, and whose
few . That this is the duty which the juryman not hear it. It had been spoken with bated support has been , I may say , the happiness ofmy
owes to the administration of justice and the breath . and I must soppose only with the l judicial lite . Gentlemen , I have done ; I have
opinion of his fellows, and therefore I must pro . / purpose and intention that I should not discharged my duty to the best of my ability . It
test against the attempt to encourage a single hear it. If I had hoard it , most unquestion . | only remains that you shall do yours , and I am
juryman , or one or two among a body of twelve, / ably it should not have passed without that sure that the verdict you will pronounce will be
to stand out resolutely, positively, and with fixed punishment which it is competent for this court | received on all hands, except by fanatics and
determination and purpose, against the judgment to inflict, and which should be inflicted upon those | fools, as the judgment of twelve men who have
and opinion of the majority . If such rules as I who outrage decency, and head upon it indignity brought to the consideration of this great cause

were laid down by the learned counsel for the and insult. The learned counsel spokewith bated the most vigilant attention , themost marked and ,
defendant were adopted and acted upon , and breath , loud enough for the reporters to catch his I may say , remarkable intelligence , and the most

great trials rendered abortive by no verdicts worde, but not for us. And yet one or two words | sincere desire to discharge their duty. berore Toa
being pronounced , and the recommencement of caught our listening ears, which to me seemed as and man according to what they believe in their
long protracted litigation would be necessarily if some contumoly or insult was intended to be hearts and souls to be the truth and justice of the

occasioned , it would make trial by jury not the conveyed , and I called upon the learned counsel to case.
blessing that it is — the great and noble insti- speak out as a man should speak ; but his answer Mr. Justice MELLOR also said : I am proud to
tution that it is , but a curse in the adminis. was that his indisposition , brought about by say that throughout the whole of this trial there has
tration of justice, and lead by legislation to overwork and exertion , prevented him from never been a difference of opinion between us on
a modification in our existing course of pro . / speaking aloud. Afterwards, however, when he a single point. I adopt the directions of my Lord
cedurea modification which I for one do not changed his subject, he was loud enough to be | Chief Justice fully , and I consider myself as re
desire to see introduced . I have long thought I heard at the other side of Westminster Hall. Isponsible for them as if I had uttered them my
that a jury , assisted by a judge, is a far better |must say that in the way the learned counsel comes | self, entirely agreeing with him , as I do , in his
tribunal for the elucidation and establish . forward to insult this court there is cowardice views of the evidence , and also in his remarks on
ment of truth than a judge unassisted by a and insult combined . I rejoice to see the Bar | the highly censurable conduct of the leading
jury would be. But I am perfectly satisfied that of England here, in order that it's members counsel for the defence. I cannot but think that
it is the business of the judge to assist the jury in |may hear the way in which a member of their | if a like spirit were manifested by the Bar , if
the way I have sought to assist you , by placing body addressed the Court of Queen 's Bench - I | advocates were at liberty to treat as enemies all

the whole case before you , by pointing out all the
those who were on the other side , to brand them

facts and the inferences which appear to me to There is abundant opportunity for pointing out as perjurers and conspirators, and to uso de

arise from those facts . I trust you will be able, any errors into which it may fall, but the Court is ag & weapor

whichever way your verdict goes, to pronounce | not to be insulted and bearded in this manner. | so -called independence of the Bar would be

an unanimous verdict, and to put an end to this “ There is no actor in this trial, ” says the learned come a public nuisance. I am sure I know . tho

litigation , so as not to create in the popular mind counsel, “ from the humblest to themost exalted " |ngel, “ from the humblest to the most exalted " feeling of the Bar of England too well to think

the intense dissatisfaction which would arise from (we know whom he means), “ who may not well Use any

this , trial being rendered abortive by the dissen . | look with apprehension and almost with dismay such weapon , or that they would accept the chal.
sions of the jury, which might lead to the intro. at the position he may occupy before his country lenge which the learned counsel has chosen to
duction of a change in our system which then , I men and the world for all futuro ages. I should throw out. The views of the Lord Chief Justice
think , would be loudly called for, a change which be sorry to think that there is any person con . are the views of us all , and I emphatically say I
I for onewould deprecate and deplore, although nected with this great controversy who does not entirely concur with what he has laid down as the
its necessity would perhaps be undoubted ,and the look with a species of pride in maintaining an duty of a judge. Some people seem to think that
change would be one which everybody would honest fame before the world and posterity . I the more cogent the facts the more the judge
approve. So much for thatmatter. But I have should be sorry to think that there was one of us ought to try to neutralize them . I cannot concur
also beard other language addressed to you , who was dead to the future - who did not some in such an opinion ; the duty of the jadge is to
such as I never heard before in a court of times ask himself, with the utmost feeling of assist the jury in the discovery of truth , whether
justice , and which I hope and trust I shall never solemnity, ' How shall I also appear in the histo - the truth make for one side or the other.

hear again . You have been invited to pronounce rical reminiscences of this great trial ? ' Formy
your judgment not simply with reference to your own part, from the first moment that I became THE NEW ASSISTANT JUDGE OF THE
own convictions ,butwith a view to promised " ove connected with it I knew that it was one which MIDDLESEX SESSIONS.
tions ” at the hands of your fellow countrymen. must cover the names of all prominently engaged
I am sure there is not one of you , however much in it , in future ages , either with infamy or with Thursday, March 5 .
you may desire that public opinion should go honour, and I on á former occasion took the This morning Mr. Edlin , Q .C ., of the Western
along with you and should ratify your verdict, liberty of calling your attention to the blazon Circuit, who has been appointed Assistant Judge
however much you may desire that that which of glory which still surrounds the names ( this is of the Middlesex Sessions, in succession to Sir
yon do should find favour in the sight of your intended for you , gentlemen ) , and which will for William Bodkin , was sworn in . Mr. Edlin only
fellow countrymen , I am sure there is not one of ever surround the names, of all those noble jury . received his appointment at a late hour last
you who would not consider it an insult to be asked men who were connected , in a former age , with night, consequently very few of the magistrates
to sacrifice his own sense of duty and of right for the great Annesley trial, and I am anxious that were present, and a long delay occurred before &
the sake of popular applause, or the idle gratifi . a similar illumination of splondour should sur. sufficient number could be got together to form a
cation resulting from what is called “ the ovation " round not your names only, but the names of quorum . The Bar was represented by Mr.
of your countrymen . There is but one course others also, in the eyes of those persons who will l Brindley, Mr. Warner Sleigh , and Mr. Sims. Mr.
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Edlin was first sworn in as a justice of the peace, act, it is the present case. One of its leading | cross-examination is very happily caught. It only

and having retired , he returned into court robed , members stands publicly charged with a number remains to be said that as the portraits in the
and was then sworn in as the Assistant Judge of odious and gratuitous slanders upon the cha- picture are taken with the consent of , and at
Mr. Pownall said he could not permit the racters of a great varioty of persons in the course private sittings given by those represented , and

opportunity to pass of his Lordship taking the of the discharge of his professional duties. If with a scrupulous regard to the etiquette which &

chair of the court as Assistant Judge without they have nothing at all to say on the subject, the picture may so easily infringe , an engraving of
expressing the extreme sorrow he felt with regard public will be apt to think that their existence the picture will present an authentic and quasi.
to Sir W . Bodkin , whose ill-health had compelled and their powers are an anomaly which ought at authoritative representation of a great legal event

him to resign. He was speaking the sentiments , once to be superseded by something more effec . which might well form an addition to the limited
not only of every magistrate on that bench , but of tive. The case is not one in which any elaborate number of sober ornaments which legal fastidious
everymember of the Bar, and of all who had been inquiry into matters of fact is necessary . Short. nes8 prescribes as fit for lawyers' offices.

in attendance at that court , that Sir William hand writers' reports of what Dr. Kenealy said NEW COUNTY COURT JUDGE. - The Lord Chan.

Bodkin was, by his integrity , by his great ability , are easily accessible , and the only questions, as it cellor has appointed Mr. Francis A . Bedwell, of
and by his greatknowledge pre-eminently qualified appears to us,which require to be settled are these the Equity Bar, to the County Court Judgeship of
for the office which he held . The high standing two ; first, were the charges which he mademade the East Yorkshire Division, vacant by the re
in his profession which he (Mr. Edlin ) held fully under circumstanceswhich justified him in making signation of Mr. Chapman Barber . Mr. Bedwell
instified the choice made, and on behalf of the I them were they , that is ,made under instructions was called to the Bar in 1855 .

Bench he assured him that he would be received as to their truth, to which he was bound to pay DEATH OF A COUNTY COURT JUDGE. — The
with kindness, cordiality, and friendship . He attention , or under circumstances which formed judgeship of the County Court Circuit No. 49 is
sincerely trusted that he would long be spared to in themselves a reasonable ground for supposing vacant by the death of Mr. William Carmalt
adorn the Bench , and that he might long enjoy them to be true ? Secondly , if this is not the Scott,which occurred on Tuesday,athis residence,
tranquillity of mind to go through his laborious case, is a man who makes such charges at random Eccleston -square. Mr. Scott was called to the
duties. a fit person to practise the profession of a bar. Bar in 1848, at the Middle Temple . In 1858 he
Mr. Brindley, as the seniormember of the Bar rister After what has been said upon the sub- was selected for the important office of principal

present, congratulated his Lordship on his ject, it is due to Dr. Kenealy himself, and it is secretary to the Lord Chancellor (Lord Chelms.
appointment to a position for which his high also due to the public at large, that these quos. ford), which he held until June 1859 , and again
standing in his Profession eminently qualified tions should be investigated by a tribunal com - occupied the same post from July to September ,
him , and assured him that the Bar would always petent to adjudicate upon them . The liberty of 1866. In July 1865, Mr. Scott was appointed
extend that courtesy and consideration which he the Bar in the matter of bringing charges against Gentleman of the Chamber to Lord Cranworth,

was sure the Bar would receive from his Lord. persons who are connected with proceedings in and held that office up to July 1866 . Threemonths
ship . which they are engaged is no doubt a matter of after he was appointed judge of the County

Mr. Warner Sleigh , on behalf of the Bar, paid a great public importance ; but like every other Court Circuit No. 53 (the Cheltenham and Glou .
high compliment to Sir William Bodkin , whose sort of liberty it must be subject to some limita - cester district) , but within a month he was trans

resignation had been received with great regret tions, or it leaves no liberty for anyone else. ferred to Circuit 49, which includes Ashford ,
by the whole Bar. Heassured Mr. Serjeant Cox Such language as the following on the part of the Canterbury, Deal, Dover, Faversham , Folkestone,
that the Bar appreciated the uniform kindness highest of the common law judges ought not to be Hythe, Margate, Ramsgate, Romney, Sandwich,
and courtesy which had always been character .n character. allowed to pass unnoticed . It ought in common Sittingbourne, Tenterden , and Cranbrook .

istic of him , and that in leaving he took with decency to lead to further investigation : “ There CITY POLICE COURTS. - There appears to be

him the entire unanimous goodwill of the whole never was in the history of jurisprudence a case some prospect of a considerable alteration in the
Bar. in which such an amount of imputation and in . | police court arrangements of the city. A proposi.

His Lordship returned his sincerest thanks for vective has been heard before, and I sincerely tion is in course of consideration to abolish the

the kind and cordialwelcome which had been ac . hope there never will be another. Although the Mansion House as a police court, and to transfer

corded to him by the Bench and the Bar on his prosecution has been instituted by her Majesty's the business at present transacted there to the

taking his seat as Assistant-Judge of these Ses- Government, and carried on on behalf of the Guildhall. The centralization under one roof of the
sions. It was to him a source of great satisfaction Crown , you have been told that every one con . whole criminal business of the city would be a great

to know that he would be assisted in thedischarge nected with it, from the highest to the lowest, improvement upon the presentdivided system , but
of his duties by a body of gentlemen , learned, counsel, solicitors, clerks, detectives, everybody , in order to render such a reform possible it would
and very much experienced in the conduct of the is engaged in a foul conspiracy , has resorted to the be necessary to build a new court , that atGuild
business of the court. With regard to his friend |most abominable means in order to corrupt hall being utterly inadequate in point of accommo

Mr. Serjeant Cox , he had known him for a period witnesses.” “ One man is called a villain dation . Indeed, it is asserted that even one new
of twenty - five years, and from the first day to this, against whom there is no more reason for court, however commodions. would not be suffithere is no more reason for
they had been on terms of complete confidence, bringing such a charge than against any one cient for the purpose ; but if it be possible to
and not one word had ever passed between them of us. The authorities of Stonyhurst are conduct the business of the city at presentwith
which could not be regarded with satisfaction to accused upon no ground of any sort or kind two courts, at one of which the aldermen sit only
both . not only with not teaching morality to their three hours daily , and the other of which is only
Mr. Serjeant Cox said that he left the court students , but with the design of corrupting open from twelve to two, there can be little doubt

with considerable feelings of disappointment. He their minds, . . . and all this with no more foun- that one court sitting the whole day, as is the
had certainly hoped that long services would have dation than if the imputations had been brought case in other metropolitan distriots, could encom .

led to his appointment to the office , the duties of against the authorities of Eton , Westminster , or pass the work . The advantages claimed for the

which he had so long discharged . Her Majesty 's / any other of our great public schools . The dead new plan are - first , a saving of expenses to the
late Ministers had, however, thought differently, are served in the same way. . . . Captain Birkett, corporation of about £3000 a year ; second, the

and he bowed to their decision . The learned who has gone to his account, who went down fact that the Mansion House would then be solely

gentleman then congratulated Mr. Edlin on his in the Bella , is actually charged with having the private residence of the Lord Mayor, while
appointment, and said that no better man could scuttled the ship in which he unfortunately much more space would be available for grand

have been found for the post. perished . Who could conceive it possible that receptions, banquets, and balls. To all persons

The Assistant Judge then proceeded with the such vile and slanderous imputations could have connected with police court business in the city ,

business of the court. been brought forward in a court of justice ? ” the erection of a new and commodiouscourt would

That " vile and slanderous imputations ” should be a great boon, and it is to be hoped that the

be brought forward in a court of justice on proposed plan will , if found practicable, not
DR. KENEALY. -- The Pall Pall Gazette writes : an occasion to which so much public attention occupy quite so long a time in execution as the

- Not presuming to paint the lily or adorn the was directed is bad enough, if the fact be so ; but Palace of Justice only just commenced west of
rose , wewould direct attention to one particular it will be almost a greater scandal to the Bar of Temple Bar. - Observer.
point in connection with the trial which oughtnot Englond if so tremendous a charge, judicially SOLICITORS AND ATTORNEYS. - At the final

to be allowed to drop. We refer to the charges made against a conspicuous member, should be examination at the Incorporated Law Society

made by the Lord Chief Justice against the allowed to remain uninvestigated because it is 1873, the following special prizes have been
defendant's counsel. Dr. Kenealy has not only nobody's business to consider the subject. awarded : Timpron Martin Prize for candidates

been rebuked by the Bench with a degree of TICHBORNIA . - The removal of all the books, from Liverpool.- Mr. George Barrow Cummins

severity with which in all probability no counsel papers, family photographs, oil paintings,maps of having passed the best examination in the year

ever was rebuked before ; but he has been speci. different parts of the gobe , a model of the Bella , 1873, and having attained honorary distinction,

fically charged with the gravest professionalmis. stupendousbriefs,and all other legal paraphernalia the Council havo awarded to him the prize, con.

conduct of which a barrister can be guilty. The of the prosecution from the large office atWest- sisting of a gold medal, founded by Mr. Timpron

Lord Chief Justice says, in a great variety of minster occupied by the solicitors to the Treasury Martin , of Liverpool. Mr. Cummins served his

different ways, that he has scattered foul accusa- | during the late trialhas just been completed. The clerkship with Messrs. Hore and Monkhouse, of

tions against all manner of persons without the most interesting of the débris was a huge album , ! Liverpool, and Messrs.Milne, Riddle, and Mellor,

smallest excuse or ground for it . Now this is containing life- like portraits of the Dormer, of London , and obtained a prize in Michaelmas

sarely not an accusation which ought to be made Arundell, Radcliffe, Lushington , Seymour, Tich Term 1873. Atkinson Prize for candidates from

against a Queen ' s Counsel by the Lord Chief borne, and Orton families, which are so arranged Liverpool or Preston .-- Mr. George Hime having,

Justice of England without leading to something as to show at a glance contrasts in the status and from among the candidates from Liverpool or

further . It is not decent that a man who occu - l physiognomy of the former ancient line and the Preston , shown himself best acquainted with the

pies a conspicuous public position and discharges Ortons with their pedigrees . This album will now Law of Real Property and the Practice of Con .

important public functions in respect of it, should be deposited in the archives of the trial. veyancing , having otherwise passed a satisfactory

have such imputations publicly thrown upon him An authentic representation of the Tichborne examination, and having attained honorary dis .

and that nothing whatever should come of it. If trial is now in the course of execution in the l tinction , the Council have awarded to him the

what the judges have publicly said of Dr. Kenealy | Court of Queen 's Bench . The selection of the prize, consisting of a gold medal, founded by Mr:

is true, he ought to be disbarred. If it is not characters in the picture has been made, we are . John Atkinson , of Liverpool. Mr. Hime served

true,heonght to be publicly relieved of the impu - happy to say, with great judiciousness, and from his clerkship with Messrs. Anderson , Collins, and

tationsmade against him . The state of things is a professional point of view the artist, Mr. R . Robinson , of Liverpool, and Messrs. T . and T .

very much as if an officer in the army were pab. | Lincoln Alldridge, who is well known at the | Martin , of Liverpool, and obtained & prize in

licly charged by the Commander- in Chief with RoyalAcademy for felicitious portrait painting, Michaelmas Term 1873. Broderip Prize for Real

gross misconduct in the field . Such & charge has exercised å praiseworthy determination that Property and Conveyancing, open to all candi.

ought to be publicly investigated and adjudicated his picture shall not offend the punctilious dates. - Mr.HenryNicholasGrensidehaving among

apon . Wehave heard a great deal lately about etiquette of the Bar, and shall embrace the the candidates in the year 1873 shown himself best

legal education and the Inns of Court, and , oddly portraits of none but those who will be histori. | acquainted with the Law of Real Property and the

enough , a case was decided within the last day cally connected with the trial. The portrait of Practice of Conveyancing, having passed a satis

or two as to the right of a barrister to with Mellor, J., is remarkably faithful, and has re- factory examination, and having attained honora
draw from his inn without forfeiting his right ceived the approval of the learned judge. Both distinction, the council have awarded him the

to practise. If there ever was a case in | Mr. Hawkins and Mr. Serjeant Parry are happily | prize, consisting of a gold medal founded by Mr.

which the particular Inn of Court, of which Dr. delineated , and the characteristic expression of Francis Broderip , of Lincoln 's - inn . Mr. Grenside

Kenealy is a member, ought to feel itself bound to the former learned gentleman in the course of served his clerkship with Messrs. Walker and.

Dol
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Langborne, of New Malton, and Mr. Leonard | OFFICIAL LIQUIDATORS. — To-day is the last | CORRESPONDENCE OF THE
Hopwood Hicks, of London, and obtained a prize day for official liquidators to apply at the Rolls
in Hilary Term 1873. Scott Scholarship , open to PROFESSION .for remuneration during the present sittings .

all candidates . – Mr. Edwin Murcott being, in COURT OF CHANCERY. - Lord Cairns has just
the opinion of the council, the candidate best Imade an order, countersigned by Sir George | Note . This Department of the LAW TIMEs being open to

free discussion on all professional topics, the Editor is notacquainted with the theory, principles, and prac Jessel, that forty causes before Vice-Chancellor
responsible for any opinions or statements contained in it.tice of law , they have awarded to him the scholar Hall be transferred to the Master of the Rolls.

ship founded by Mr. John Scott, of Lincoln 's-inn JUDGES' CHAMBERS. - Somenew regulations are
fields, London . Mr. Murcott served his clerkship now in force, one of which is that the judges will Re OCCLESTON (29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 785, Chan .).
with Mr. George Cattell Greenway, of Warwick , not take sommonseswhich can be heard by the - Judicial endeavours to visit the sins of the
and Messrs. Robinson and Preston , of London , master unless the same are referred to him . The parents on the children have been frustrated since
and obtained a prize in Michaelmas Term 1873. | business will not commence before eleven o 'clock , 1838 by the Wills Act,which provides that, to save
Birmingham Law Society's prize for candidates and counsel will be heard at twelve o 'clock, and continual re-executions a will shall speak as if
from Birmingham .-- The examiners also reported the name of the counsel, when known, is to be signed at time of death, unless a contrary inten .
that among the candidates from Birmingham in given to the opposite side. A new regulation will tion appears. Occleston clearly intended his will
the year 1873, Mr. Richard Alfred Pinsent passed be enforced by the Lord Chief Justice -- that heunepucc reuamehe to speak from his death, and at that time Mar.

the best examination , and was, in the opinion of will not sit on Saturdayswhile he is the “ judge in garet Occleston was “ born ” and had acquired

the examiners, entitled to honorary distinction . | the necessary reputation , and did not fall withintown .”
Mr. Pinsent served his clerkship with Messrs. THE Standard says that the Great Seal in Ire the alleged rule of law prohibiting provision being
James and Oerton , of Birmingham , and Messrs. land will be placed in commission , it having been made for illegitimate children to be begotten ."
Church and Clarké, of London , and obtained a deemed best for the public interests that no If Occ'eston had signed his will again just before
prize in Easter Term 1873, his death no question could have arisen , and theappointment to the office of Lord Chancellor

Wills Act in reality did this for him . AlthoughTHE DISSOLUTION OF PARLIAMENT. - The dig. | should be made until the final settlement of the
not decided it would appear that children of single

solution of the recent Parliament is the twentieth various questions affecting the Supreme Court of
women en ventre sa mere cannot take except byof the century , the various periods having been Judicature in Ireland .
special description, but the addition of such achiefly in June and July . During this century
provision (without naming the father ) for childrenthe dissolutions have occurred as follo

of whom the female might be pregnant at time of
on June 29th , 1802 ; Oct. 24th , 1806 ; May 27th , LAW STUDENTS ' JOURNAL . testator's death , would make everything safe .
1807 ; Sept. 29th , 1812 ; June 10th , 1818 ; Feb . 29th ,

E . M .1820 ; June 2nd, 1826 ; July 24th, 1830 ; April 22nd , INCORPORATED LAW SOCIETY.1831 ; Dec. 3rd , 1832 , Dec. 30th, 1834 ; July 17th ,
1837 , June 23rd, 1841 ; July 23rd, 1847 ; July 1st, MAKING INFANTS BANKRUPTS. - I perceiveFINAL EXAMINATIONS FOR THE YEAR 1873.

that in a leading article in the Law TIMEs the1852 ; March 21st, 1857 ; April 23rd, 1859 ; July 6th , SPECIAL PRIZES.
writer expresses an opinion that the decision of1865 ; and Nov. 11th, 1868 . Timpron Martin Prize for Candidates from Mr. Stonor, in Re Landon , that an infant may be

THE PATENT OFFICE . - The Atheneum is glad Liverpool. made a bankrupt under the present Act of 1869 ,to perceive that the state of the Patent Office is MR. GEORGE BARROW CUMMINS having passed is opposed to the case of Maclean v . Dummett, in
attracting public attention . One usefulmode of the best examination in the year 1873, and having the Privy Council (22 L . T . Rep. N . S . 710), “ and
employing some of the annualsurplus - £80,000 — attained honorary distinction, the Council have must, therefore, be doubted, if not disputed .”
would be in preparing a general index to the awarded to him the prize , consisting of a gold On reference to the case in question , I think you

patents . It is alleged that the new annual in - medal, founded by Mr. Timpron Martin , of Liver- will find that this is not so . That case was on a
dexes are a hindrance, instead of a help to inves - pool. Mr. Cummins served his clerkship . Wpool. Mr. Cummins served his clerkship with Colonial (Barbadoes) Bankruptcy Act, and retigation ; and the partial classified indexes cannot |Messrs. Hore and Monkhouse, of Liverpool, and ferred to traders only ;and the decision of the Privy
supply the want of a complete index to every Messrs . Milne, Riddle and Mellor, of London, Councilwasthatthere was no petitioning creditor 's
patent in the office. The subject has engaged and obtained a prize in Michaelmas Term , 1873. debt, even if the party had been adnit, and cer

n of the S Arts rece tainly none as hewasan infant. In otherwords there
& deputation has attended the Lord Chancellor,

Preston . was no trading and nodebt. This wasin accordanceurging that some steps should be taken with
Mr. George Hime having, from among the can with the bankruptcy law of England op to 1861.

reference to the PatentMuseum ,which should not But in the Acts of 1861 and 1869, both tradersdidates from Liverpool or Preston , shown himselfbe distinct from the Patent Office. and non -traders are liable to be made bankrupt,best acquainted with the law of real property andTHE NEW LAW COURTS.-- Lord Henry Lennox the practice of conveyancing, having otherwise be made bankrupt on his own petition (Reand its having been decided that an infant may
seems to be fortunate in the beginning of his passed a satisfactory examination , and having
care

Smedley and Re Burser) ; and I cannot see anyer, for on Monday the most important step yet attained honorary distinction, the Council have
taken in connection with the new Law Courts was | awarded to him the prize, consisting of a gold reason why an infantmay not be made bankrupt
recorded . This certainly is not much towards medal, founded by Mr. John Atkinson , of Liver for any lawful debt, as for necessaries, or judg

completion, but is something as suggestive of pool. Mr. Himo served his clerkship with ments recovered against him , & c . The only
more. On Monday Messrs. Bull and Son , of argument I can see against it is that there are

Messrs. Anderson , Collins, and Robinson , of
Southampton , the contractors, laid the foundation Liverpool, and Messrs. T . and T . Martin , of no special provisions as to infants in the Act,

stone of their own offices, immediately on the Liverpool, and obtained a prize in Michaelmas but I cannot think that this is sufficient to con .
completion of which , building operations will be s trol the clear operation of this Act.Term , 1873.
vigorously proceeded with. Their Clerk of the Renderin A COUNTY COURT OFFICIAL.

Broderip Prize for Real PropertyPrise for Real P ,
and Con .Works estimates that they will hand the building

veyancing.over complete in a little less than seven years .

The following quaint and characteristic produc HILARY FINAL EXAMINATION. - Seven weeksMr. Henry Nicholas Grenside having, among

tion was written by the late Mr. Grocott , a Liver. the candidates in the year 1873 . shown' himself have elapsed since last Term 's final examination
pool solicitor : best acquainted with the law of real property and was held , and there are , as yet, no signs of the

list of honour men being published . Peradven .the practice of conveyancing, having passed aA LAWYER'S WILL.

At our25th Jan. 1835. satisfactory examination , and having attained ture, the examiners are a -sleepingThis is my last Will and Testament : honorary distinction , the Council have awarded Universities the lists of law honours are settled
Read it according to my intent. to him the prize, consisting of a gold medal, in a week ; but there the examiners are men
My gracious God to me hath giv 'n founded by Mr. Francis Broderip , of Lincoln 'g . selected because of their capacity to examine.
Store of good things that, under heay' n , LEX .inn . Mr. Grenside served his clerkship with
Are giv ' n to those " that love the Lord ,

Messrs. Walker and Langborne, of New Malton,And hear and do His sacred Word : "

I therefore give to my dear Wife and Mr. Leonard Hopwood Hicks, of London , REJECTED BALLOT PAPERS. - At the last elec
Allmy Estates , to keep for life , tion for my borough , on examining the ballotand obtained a prize in Hilary Term , 1873.
Real and Personal, Profits , Rents , papers previously to counting the votes, I foundScott Scholarship .Messuages, Lands, and Tenements ; one containing a card folded in it, issued by the
After her death , I give the whole Mr Edwin Murcott being , in the opinion of the candidate's agent to the voter , pointing out his
Unto my Children , one and all , Council, the candidate best acquainted with the number on the register and his polling station .
To take as “ Tenants in Common ” do theory , principles, and practice of law ; they have I placed the ballot paper on one side, intending to
Not as " Joint Tenants, " " per mie - per tout. " awarded to him the scholarship founded by Mr. reject it , butby accident it got mixed with other
May God Almighty bless His Word

John Scott, of Lincoln 's - inn- fields, London . Mr. | ballot papers , and I could not identify it. TheTo all my " presents from the Lord, ”

May He His blessings on them shed Murcott served his clerkship with Mr. George placing the card in the ballot box, no doubt, was
When down in sleep they lay their head. Cattell Greenway, of Warwick , and Messrs. an offence under the sub -sect. 4 of sect. 3 of the
I gire allmy “ Trust Estates " in fee

nd Preston, of London , and obtained a Ballot Act, but it would be impossible to discoverTo Charlotte my Wife and Devisee ,
prize in Michaelmas Term , 1873. | the offender without opening the packet of usedTo hold to her, on Trusts , the same

As I now hold them in my name; counterfoils. Would the ballot paper have beenBirmingham Law Society's Prize for Candidates
I give ber power to convey the fee, from Birmingham . rightly rejected under the above circumstances ?
As fully as though ' twere done by me,

The examiners also reported that among the If not, it would lead to bribery to any extent. I
And here declare that from all “ charges ”

candidates from Birmingham in the year 1873, think that the above case has not yet come under
MyWife' s " Receipts are good dis -charges ."

| the notice of your readers.Mr. Richard Alfred Pinsent passed the bestAnd now ,my Wife,myhopes I fix
MAYOR AND RETURNING OFFICER .examination , and was, in the opinion of theOn thee, my sole Executrix

My truest , best, and to the end
examiners, entitled to honorary distinction . Mr.Myfaithful Partner, “ Crown ,” and Friend . Pinsent served his clerkship with Messrs. James

In Witness whereof, I hereunto and Oerton , of Birmingham , and Messrs. Church
NOTES AND QUERIES ONMy Hand and Seal have set, and Clarke, of London , and obtained a prize inIn presence of those who names below

Easter Term , 1873. POINTS OF PRACTICE.
Subscribe and witness it .

J. C. G . (L.s.) On report of the Examiners, and by order
This will was published, sealed, and sign' d , of the Council, NOTICE. - We must remind our correspondents that this

By the Testator, in his rightmind, E . W . WILLIAMSON, Secretary . oohmn is not open to questions involving points of law

such ma solicitor shonld be consulted upon . Queries will
In presence of us, who, at his request .

be excluded which go beyond our limits.Havewritten our names these facts to attest.
N . B . - Noneare inserted unless the name and address of the

J . G . D . JUST OUT ! ! HIXDOO PENS ! ! ! — The misery of a bad writers are sent, not necessarily for publication , but as a

J . M . Pen is now a voluntary infliction . " They come as a guarante for bona Ades.

D . E . boon and a blessing to men , The Pickwick , theOwl,and

ATTORNEY-GENERAL OF JAMAICA . -- The Earl the Waverley Pen ." Dover Chronicle says - " The nation

Queries.
of Carnarvon has nominated Mr. G . H . Barne, of at large owes a debt of gratitude to the Patentees for

their excellent invention . " 1200 Newspapers recom 70. SCHOOL BOARD ACCOUNTS. - I am at a loss to
the Western Circuit , to the Attorney -Generalship mend them . Sample Box, by post, ls . 1d . ; sold every make out from the orders for the schoolboard accounts

of Jamaica , vacant by the death of Mr. E . A . C . where. Patentees, Macniven and Cameron , 23 to 33, how the clerk is to show bis balances properly, and if
Schalch . Blair -street, Edinburgh , any reader who has had experience of school board

2
0
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Roll

accounts on and will enlighten me, I shall be greatly will be lawful. By not voting the voter prevents this Donations to be sent to the Treasurer, J . M .

obliged . The olerk is to receive, as far as I can see , no moment from arriving, and the officer has consequently Clabon, Esq ., 21, Great George-street, West
money , and to pay but very little, as the foes are to be no power to order him into custody . OWL. minster, S . W .
paid is the treasurer and the rates and Government RALPH PALMER
grants , and the trousurer is to pay all sumsover £5 .

.) QUALIFICATION OF JUSTICES . - The course is
These sums not passing through the olerk ' s hands in a quo warranto information , leave to file which must be

ARTHUR J. WILLIAMS ( Honorary

any way , in what manner is he to take acconnt of obtained from the Queen ' s Bench . Upon motion sup WM. A . JEVONS ( Secretaries.
them ? Is he simply to debit or credit any moneysported by an affidavit of the relator or person bringing JOHN V . LONGBOURNE )
which he knows have been received or which the board the cbarge, the court grants a rule calling upon the

have ordered to be paid ? Is there any treatise pub defendant to show cause why information should not

lished on school board accounts ?
A CLERK , be filed . The defendant replies by affidavit, and it SOLICITORS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION .

cause is not shown to the satisfaction of the court leave The Board of Directors of the Solicitors' Bene71. PARTNER OF MAGISTRATE ' s CLERK . - A client is granted to file the information . See 32 Geo . 3 c . 58 .

of mine was charged before a bench of magistrates at OWL.
volent Association , in transmitting a copy of the

petty sessions with felony . The solicitor who appeared
reports for the past year to the members of the

for the prosecution was objected to by my counsel on
the ground that he had no right to appear for the

association, announcing thatthe Right Hon . Lord
Replication. Selborne has kindly consented to preside at the

prosecution as his partner was clerk to the Bench hear. | ( Q . 63 .) SEAL.- Can " Owl" give an authority for his ensuing anniversary festival of the association,
ing the case ; the Bench , however , overruled the answer ? Are not the words “ I deliver this as my act
objection , I should be glad if any of your corre

which , with his Lordship 's concurrence, is ap
and deed ” a sufficient adoption of the silk as a seal ?spondents who are experienced in magisterial business Surely the red paper of the wrfers used on paper deods | pointed to take place at Willis's Rooms, King

would inform mewhether the Bench were right or not has no intrinsic virtue which is lacking to green silk . street, St. James's , London, on Wednesday, the

in overruling the objection , A SUBSCRIBE . LOOKER -ON . 17th June next, at half past six o 'clock p . m . The

anniversary festival has been proved to be one of
72. PROMISSORY NOTE-- ALTERATION OF SIGNATURE BY

HOLDER - RIGHT OF ACTIOX. - The maker is illiterate .
the most effective means of promoting the in .

He put his signature to a note , leaving out, through
terests of theassociation , inasmuch as it affords

ignorance, some of the letters of his name. Holder
an opportunity for mutual effort, without which

(without fraud) inserted the letters which had been LEGAL EDUCATION ASSCIATION . an association extending , as this does, over the

omitted to make it clear who was themaker. Wouldthis be a “ material alteration " so as to effect the / We are asked to publish for the information of whole kingdom can be but imperfectly advanced.

holder's right of action !
This association has already attained & position

the legal profession the following list of donationsJ . H . L .
since the meeting of the Executive Committee on

honourabie to the solicitors as a body ; but, look .

73 . ARTICLED CLERK - BOOKS, & c . - I sball be glad if the 19th Dec. 1873 :
ing at the wide area over which it has to extend

some of yourreaders willenlighten me on the following :
8. d . its benevolent operations, and to the numerical

Beiore execution of articles ( a few months ago ) I was The Right Hon . Lord Selborne
0 0 strength of the solicitors in England and Wales,

under the impression thatmy principal was to supply The Right Hon. M . Bernard ... . .. ...
it must be admitted that there is room for great

me with tbe use of proper books. He now avviseg mo The Right Hon . Sir E , Ryan ... improvement. It is hardly necessary to say how

to purchase later editions than he has in his possession . Tbe Vice -Chancellor Sir Charles much this association deserves the support of the
There is no urticlo in the indenture referriug to books, The Hon . Baron Amphlett .. .
butmy father bas oovenanted to find “ medicine, cloth The Incorporated Law Society legal Profession .

ing, and all otber necessariea. " Are books included in Aldridge, W . W . , Esq . ..
Tho usual monthly meeting of the Board of

“ necessaries, " or is my principal, who has covenanted Anstie , A , Esq. .
Directors of this association , was held at the Law

to instruct me by the best means in his power, bound to Barrett, R . H . , Es Institution , Chancery- lane, London , on Wednes
find me proper books to study from ? LINCOLN Baxter , R ., Esq . ...

Beck , s . Adams, Esq. ... ... ...
day last, March 4 , Mr. Wm . Shaen in the chair ;

• » • IXTESTACY — ASSIGNMENT OF LEASEHOLDS ( 1000 Beck , R . C . Adams, Esq .
the other directors present being Messrs. Brook ,

... ...
YEARS) . - The children of the intestate are infants and Beever, J . F . , Esq .

Hedger, Smith, Torr , and Williamson , Mr. Eiffe
... ... . .. . .

orphans. Is the administrator alone able to assign ? Bedwell, F . A . , Esq . . ..
(secretary ) . A grant of £50 was made to a

If so , who should be the parties to convey ? An Answer Blandy , W . F . , Esq . (Rea
deceased member's widow , being her fourth

will oblige. E . V . Bolton Law Society .. . application for assistance , and a sum of £60 was

Boys , C . O ., Esq... .

75 . LANDLORD AND TENANT. - At the expiration of the

distributed in relief of five families of deceased
Bowen , C . S . C ., Esq .

tei m the tenant' s son carries off the padlocks of barns, Broomhead, B . P ., Esq . (Sheffield ) non -members ; fourteen new members were ad .

which padlocks belong to the landiord . No potice is Buchanpan , J ., Esq., and Son (Whitby)
mitted to the association , and other generalbusi

taken of the latter' s application to the tenants to re Burton , E . F ., Esq . . .. ness transacted .

place . What course should be taken ? X . Y . Cator , B . P ., Esq . . ..
Clabon , JM , Esq . ... . ..

76 . EJECTMENT BY MORTGAGEE, A . , B . , C ., and D .. Clements, G . M ., Esq . ...
ARTICLED CLERKS' SOCIETY.

are tenants in common of certain freehold premises Cobb , T . P ., Esq . A MEETING of this society was held at Clement's .
held by one tenant upon a yearly tenancy . A . is enti. Cookson , Montague, Esq. ...
tled to seven -tenths of the whole ; B ., C . , and D ., to

inn Hall, on Wednesday, the 4th March , Mr.
Cowburn , G ., Esq . .

one-tenth each . A 's share is mortgaged , and the
T . B . Girling in the chair . Mr. Baker opened the

Curling, R ., Esq .
mortgagees are in possession . A . and her mortgagees Davey, Horace , Esq ...

subject for the evening 's debate, viz . : “ That the

are desirous of determining the tenancy with a view to Daniel, W , T . S ., Esq
25th section of the Elementary Education Act

raising the rent. B . , C ., and D . , refuse to copcur in Dees, R . R ., Esq . (Newcastle-on -Tyne should be repealed.” The motion was lost by :
giving notice . Can A . and her mortgagees do so and DuCane, R , Esq . ... majority of one.
sustain effectually an action of ejectment (if requisite ) Eddis, A . S ., Esq. , Q .
as to the whole, or what course inust be adopted ? Farrer, W . J ., Esq .

T . F . H . Finch, A . E ., Esq. ... LAW ASSOCIATION .

Fitzhugh , A . J ., Esg
At the usual monthly meeting of the directors,

77 . SATISFIED MORTGAGE TERM . - In 1840 A ., an owner Francis , H . J ., Esq . .. . held at the hall of the Incorporated Law Society ,
in tee , mortgaged bis estate to B . for £100. The mort Freshfield , H . R ., Esq . ..

gage was by dewife in the usual form for 1000 years.

in Chancery -lane, on Thursday, the 5th inst., the
Fry, Edw . Esq., Q C

In 1850 the mortgage money was paid off, and an in . Frere, Forster, and Frere,Mesers. ...
following being present, viz., Mr. Steward (chair.

dorsement made on the mortgage to that effect , and Gedge, Kirby, and Millett, Messrs .
man), Mr. Carpenter , Mr. W . S . Masterman , Mr.

signed by themortgagee, who thereupon handed over Greene, T . W ., Esq ., Q . C .
Sidney Smith ,Mr. H . Vallance, and Mr. Boodle

the deed to the mortgagor. The mortgagor has now Guest, W . H ., Esq. (Manchester) ... ( secretary ), a grant of £10 was made to a very
sold the estate, and the purcbaser' s solicitor requires Harrison , C . , Jun. , E - . . .

the concurrence of the mortgagee. But is this neces

aged solicitor who was in great distress, and the
Herschell , F . , Esq ., QC.

sary since the Act of 8 & 9 Vict . c . 112 ( Satisfied Terms Hodgson , C . H . , Esq .
ordinary business was transacted .

Act) ? Hollams, J ., Esg. ...

Horne, H . P . , Esq.

78 . CONVEYANCING - HABENDUM . - After the usual Humfrys, ' W . J ., Esq .

testatum granting the property to the purchaser and Jackson , H . M . , Esq.,

his heirs , the habendum runs as follows: " To have and Janson , F , H . , Esq . PAPERS.
to hold the said hereditaments and premises hereby Jotcbam , L . , Esq . (Wantage

granted , with their rights ,members , and appurtenances Kay , Edward, E ., Esq., Q . C . ... ... ... NOTICE .
unto the said A . B . , bis heirs and assigns, for ever . " Keen , G . , Esq ., Q . C .

The words and to the use of " are omitted , and as I Lake, Beaumont, an
The following regulations for transacting the

never remember to have been this done, I should like to Lindley, N . Esq., C . C . ... ...
business at the judges' chambers will be observed

know whether in the opinion of any of the readers of Longbourne, J . V . , Esq. .. until further notice :
the LAW TIMES the title to the property is affected in Longbourne, C . R . V ., Es Summonses will be issued and made returnable

any way. TYRO. McClellan , Jonn , Esq. .. at eleven o ' clock at the chambers of the judges of
Macnamara , H . Esq.
Marten , A . G . , Esq .,

the court in which the actions are pending .
Answers. Mathew , J . C ., Esq. .

As to applications to be made to the Lord Chief

.) SEAL - I think " Owl' s " answer is incorrect . Measure , J . Es ... . Justice.
The real question is, whether the settlement is sealed . Metcalfe , W . C ., Esq . (Eppin Acknowledgments of deeds will be taken at
Hebegs the question . Lord Coke ( 3 Inst. 169 ) defined Miller and Miller, Messrs.
& seal to be wax impressed , or wax with an impression , Miller, Alexander W ., Esq ., Q C ....

eleven o 'clock . Adjourned summonses will be

adding that war without an impression is pot & seal. Monckton , Herbert, Esq . (Maidstone)
heard first at eleven o 'clock , and the summonses

Practically , an impression upon some tengoious sub Morgan , G . O ., Esq ., Q . C ..MP. . ..
of the day will be taken immediately afterwards.

stance capable of being impressed (4 Kent' s Com . 452 ; Morrell, F . J .,Esq. (Oxford)... Counsel will be heard at half-past twelve o 'clock .
6 Petersdorff' s Abridg . 363 ) . But it has in recent times North , Ford , Esq. . ..

been beld that a stamped ink impression is a sufficient Palmer, Ralph , Esq.... ...
As to applications to be made to the Masters.

seal ; and in these days, when mere technicalities are Peake, H ., Esq . ... ... .. ...
Adjourned summonses will be heard at eleven

discouraged , and no distinctive seal is usual, it is open Pearson , John , Esq. ,
o 'clock precisely in each court,and the summonses

to the parties in executing the deed to adopt a piece of Pepnington , R ., Esq ... . ... .. . of the day immediately afterwards. Counsel will

green ribbon as a seal if they think proper, and it was Phillimore, W . G . F ., Es

indeed expressly decided in R . Mayer ( 24 L . T . Rep.

be heard at twelve o ' clock ; and the Lord Chief
Price , C . U . , Esq . . .. .

N . S . 273) that the usual attestation cianse in & case

Justice directs particular attention to the rules of
Radcliffe , J . A . , Esq .. ..

like that mentioned by " T . P . H . ” is prima facie evi. Redpath and Holdswo
Michaelmas Term 1867, and desires it to be dis

pence that the deed is sealed . C . H , B . Roberts , Ph ., Esq . .. .
tinctly understood that he will not hear any sum

Rutter , W ., Esq .. . . . .. .
mons or application, directed by the said rules to

( Q . 68.) BALLOT ACT – PERSONATION . – The voter Stone, John , Esq . (Bath ) be heard by the Masters, unless such sunimons

would be guilty of personation , but I do not think the Tbring, Sir Henry, K . C . B .

presiding officer could order him into custody . It is Tilleard, Godden ,and Holme, Messrs.
or application shall be specially referred to him by

evident he oonld not do so except at the request of a Trinder, H . W . , Esq .
the Master.

persodation agent, who must declare that he verily Walters , W . M . Esq . 1 1 Counsel.

believes , & c . ; and this circumstance is omitted from Waterbruse, T ., Esq .
Whenever a summons is served with notice to

the case put. But I will supporo that a personation Webster, T ., Esq ., Q . C . ... attend by counsel, the name of counsel (if known)
agent makes this statement to the officer . The officer Westlake, J ., Esq ., Q .C . ... should be written on the copy summons served
is then required “ immediately after such poreon has Wilde, C . N . , Esq . .. .
voted to order him to be taken into custody. " To vote Wills , Alfred , Esq., Q

upon the opposite party.

is to complete the offence , which is till then only in Williams, W . , s . ..
The Lord Chief Justice will notattend chambers

choate . The time for the lawfularrest is clearly speci. Williams, P . Esq . on Saturdays.

fied , " immediately after the vote ," and no other arrest Woods, Grosvenor 01 March , 1874.
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LEGAL OBITUARY.
1826 , and hasbeen twice married ; first to Eleanor NICOLL, HENRY, colonel in H . M .'s Indian Army, Dover-st. Pet.

Feb . 29. Reg . Roche. Sur, March 19
Halford , daughter of the late Capt. Rose H . Fuller, | STEVENS,ALFRED ,surgeon, Prince of Wales-rd, Haverstock-hill.

Pet. Feb . 27. Reg . Murray . Sur.March 17R . N ., and secondly, to Diana, only daughter ofNOTE. - This departmentof the LAW TIMES, is contribnted
by EDWARD WALFORD, M . A ., and late scholar of Balliol the Rev. W . P . Hopton, of Canon Frome, Here. To surrender in the Country .

College, Oxford , and Fellow of the Genealogical and I fordshiro, prebendary of Hereford Cathedral. Hig LICK , JOHN WILLIAM , coal merchant, Castle -hill, near Ealing.
Historical Society of Great Britain ; and , as it is desired Pet. Feb . 24 . Reg. Rgston . Sur. March 14
to make it as perfect a record as possible, the families and younger son , Lieut. Col. George Daniell Eales, of RUNDLE, GEORGE WILLIAM , smack owner, Great Yarmouth .

friends ofdeceased members of the Profession will oblige the Bombay Staff Corps, died on the 19th ult., on Pet. Feb . 23 . Reg . Walker. Sur. March 19

by forwarding to the LAW TIMES Office any dates and his passage home from India . RICIES, JAMES, builder, Great Yarmouth . Pet . Feb . 26 . Reg .
Walker. Sur, March 16

materials required for a biographicalnotice.
BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED .

C . WORDSWORTH , ESQ., Q . C. J. C . GROCOTT, ESQ . Gazette, Feb , 27 .

The late Charles Wordsworth , Esq., Q .C ., who The late John Cooper Grocott, Esq., solicitor, of BERRY, MARTHA, brewer, Liverpool. June 16, 1873

died on the 8th inst., at Wallington, Surrey, in the Liverpool, who died recently at his residence in
sixty-ninth year of his age, was the second son of that town,atan advanced age, in early life formed Liquidations by Jrrangement.
the late Robinson Wordsworth, Esq., some time a strong desire to follow the sea as a profession ,
collector of customs at the port of Harwich , who he was accordingly apprenticed to a firm of sh FIRST MEETINGS.

died in 1856 , by Matilda Forth , his wife, and a rela - brokers , and went to sea on board a Liverpool Gazette , Feb . 27 .
tive of the Right Rev . Dr. Wordsworth , Bishop of ship called The Sally . After the first voyage, ABBOTT,WILLIAM JOSEPH , paper manufacturer, Pilton , Pet

Lincoln . Hewas born in the year 1806 ; he was however, he accepted a situation in a broker 's Peb . 20 . March 13 , at two, at omhoe of Sol. Thorne , Barnstaple

ALLISON, ADAM STAINSBY, and LAWRENCR, CHARLES OSCAR ,
called to the Bar by the Honourable Society of office,but soon afterwards gave up his commercial bootmakers , Rochdale and Ashton -under -Lyne. Pet. Feb. 23 .

the Inner Temple in Hilary Term March 11, at three , at the Wheataheal hotel, Manchester. Sol.
1833 , and pursuits and adopted the law as his future avoca . Standring, Rochdale

attained some degree of eminence as a special tion . After serving his articles, he was admitted APSDEN , JAMES, fustian dealer , Manchester, also cotton spinner,
pleader . He also went the Home Circuit, and an attorney in Trinity Term 1821, and from that Lostock , and tailor, Bolton . Pet. Feb . 19

ASTRIDGE, WILLIAM , grocer, Westbourne. Pet . Feb . 21. March
formerly attended the Hertfordshire and Essex time up to the period of his decease, his legal 13 , at four, at office of Edmonds Davis , and Clark , 46, St. James

sessions, and in 1857 he had conferred upon him st, Portsea. Sol. King, Portsea
career, says the Liverpool Mercury , has been one ATTWOOD , WILLIAM HENRY, carpenter, Luton . Pet. Feb . 23 .

the honour of a silk gown . Mr. Wordsworth , of marked success . “ Mr. Grocott, " says the March 18 , at two, at the George hotel, Luton . Sols. Treherne

(whose father was a cousin of the poet Words. and Wolferstan , Ironmonger-la , Cheapside
above journal, " was an authority upon recondite BARXARD, SIMOX, boot maker, Muadon -ter , Hammersmith . Pet .

worth ) was the author of a professional work on questions of law . He was known as one of the Feb . 20 . March 12 , at three, at ottice of Rogers and Baron , Moor

Joint Stock Companies.
gate -st . Sol. Watson , Basinghall -st

best ' old case ' lawyers in Liverpool, and it was BERRY, GEORGE, miller, Uckfleid , Pet. Feb . 5 . March 12, at

always to him a pleasing duty to coach ' younger twelve , at the Crown hotel, Lewes. Sol. Stif , Eastbourne
BIRMINGHAX , THOMAS, builder , Broadclist. Pet . Feb . 23. March

WILLIAM SANDYS, ESQ ., F .S . A . practitioners upon points of law which the more 12, at eleven , at office of Harris, Wreford , and Co., accountants ,
Exeter. Sol. Higgins, Exeter

WILLIAM SANDYS, of the junior branch of the modern school of advocates might consider old . BONYELLOW , JAMES OXESIMUS, auctioneer , Great Yarmouth .

family of Sandys, long established in Cornwall, fashionfashioned , butwhich are regarded as necessary to Pet. Feb . 24 . March 13, at eleven , at office of Sol. Rayson, Great
Yarmouthwas born on the 29th Oct. 1792 . educated atWest. a successful practice in the local courts. He was

BOYLITT, DANIEL, smith , Worplesdon . Pet. Feb . 24 . March 14 ,

minster School, was admitted as a solicitor in a voluminous writer upon legal subjects, and his at two, at the County and Borough Halls , Guildford
BRAUTIGAM , JOHX, baker , Marshall -st , Golden -sq. Pet. Feb . 23 .

Hilary Term 1814 , and continued to practice as March 13 , at four , at ottice of Sols. Messrs. Young, Mark -la

such until he died on the morning of Ash Wed Liverpool, and treatises on kindred subjects, are BRIGHT, CHARLES, boot manufacturer, Freeschool-st, Horsely .
as standard wor d haver down. Pet. Feb . 24 . March 17 , at two, at ottices of Mogg, ac

nesday, the 18th Feb., after an illness of some rega countant, Bishopsgute-st-without. Sol. Christmas, St. John 's .

weeks' duration . He was the author of the
several editions. Hewas looked upon for years chmba , Walbrook

1829following works : Au Essay on Freemasonry , 1829,
BROMLEY, GEORGE EDWARD, grocer, Halifax . Pet . Feb . 23.as the leader of the County Court bar. During March 12, at eleven , at umoe of Sols. Norris , Foster, and England ,

& portion of this appeared as an article in the the absence of the registrar , Mr. Hime, he fre Halifax
BROOKE, GRORGE, commission agent, Batley. Pet . Feb . 24 .quently acted as his deputy , and his courteous,Encyclopædia Metropolitana ; Select Specimens March 12, ut ten , atomioo or Sol. Wooler. Batley

of Macaronic Poetry , 1831 ; Christmas Carols , kindly demeanour won for him the esteem of the BURKE, LAWRENCE, grocer, brill -st. Dockhoud . Pet. Feb . 13 .
March 9, at three , at offices of Sols . Chipperfield and Sturt ,

judges and the officials of the court, as well as
Ancient and Modern , with an Introduction and Trinity -st, Southwark

Notes, 1833 ; this has been often and freely quoted his fellow practitioners ; in fact, he became to be CHATRURX, JOSEPH JORDAX , fent dealer, Manchester . Pet . Feb .
2 . Murch 19 , at twelve, at orthood of Sols. Stevenson , Lyoett ,

by writers on similar subjects ; Specimens of Cor. regarded as one of the ' institutions ofthe court.” and Co ., Manchester

nish Provincial Dialect, 1846 ; Christmastide, 1848 ; It was not only as & lawyer that Mr. Grocott COUNINA, RICHARD WILLIAX , optician , Swansea. Pet. Feb . 21.
March 10 , at eleven , nt offices of Sols. Davies and Hartland ,earned for himself more than a local reputation ,Festive Songs in the 16th and 17th Centuries, Swansea

with an Introduction, 1848 ; History of the Violin , his literary acquirements were varied and exten Cox , CHARLES, lonther denler , Kottering. Pet. Feb . 31. Barch
12, at twelve , at ottices of Sols. Boalo , Marigold , and Beale , Birsive, and his Book of Quotations,an able and usein conjunction with the late Mr. Forster, 1864 ; mingham

the whole of the first and historicalportion of this ful collection, has run through several editions.is Coxon , PRÆDERICK , blacksmith , Boston . Pet. Feb . 94 . March
12, nt oleven , at office of Sol. York , Boston

work was written by him , and the lattor by Mr. By the death of Mr.Grocott the office of sergeant. ROCKER , JOSEPH , sailmaker, Ramsgato . Pet . Peb . 21. March 9 .
at three , at the Guildhall tavern , city , London , Sol. Edwards,Forster : Transactions of the Loggerville Society , at-mace to the corporation of Liverpool has been
Ramsgato1867 : this work was intended chiefly for private rendered vacant. His remains were interred at

DANIELS, THOMAS, butcher , Upper Hellendon . Pet. Feb . 23 .

circulation ; and numerous lesser publications and St. George' s, Everton. March 12, at four, at ottico or Sol. Sudd, Norwich
DICKINSON , RICHARD , bootmanufacturer , Liverpool. Pet. Peb .

contributions to different literary journals from 24. March 12, at three , at ottice of Carmichael, aooountant,

timeto time on subjects of antiquarian research , Liverpool
DUPREZ, JOMX LOUIS PHILIP , photographer, Plymouth . Pet .

especially in relation to the county of Cornwall, Feb . 25, March 17 , at eloven , at office of Sols. Messrs . Edmonds,

very many of which cannot now be traced ; but Plymouth

amongst them may be named, A Notice on the
EDWARDS, JOUX, Joiner, Buckley. Pet. Peb . 24. March 13 , atMENTS . twelve, ut ofticos of Sols. Duncan and Pritohara, Chonter

Cornish Drama, Transactions in Cornwall during ELY, JOHN , tubo manufacturer, West Bromwich . Pet . Tob . 33 .
N . B . - Announcements of promotions being in tho nature March 14, at eleven , at office of Sol. Shakespoare, Oldbury

the Civil War. Some Remarks on the Fairies and of advertisements, are charged 29 , 6d . each , for which BVAXH , CHARLES, builder, Brynswell Marden . Pet. Feb . 23 .

Giants of Cornwall, in the journal of the Royal postage stamps should be inclosed , March 13, at twelve, at Simpson 's hotel, Hereford . Sols . Mosers
Kees , Hereford

Institution of Cornwall. He had for many years PATKIX , WILLIAN , farmer, Leeds. Pet. Peb . 23. March 12, at
two, at office of Sols. Simpson and Burrell, Leeds

given much of his spare time to the study of MR. HENRY EDWARD ROBINS, solicitor , of South TRENCH , THOMAS, boot manufacturer , Morpeth - rd , Old Ford .

antiquities of Cornwall, to which county , as being ampton, has been appointed Clerk and Solicitor to Pet . Fob . 19 . March 9 , at ten , at the Viotorla tavorn , Morpeth

that of his origin , he was to the last greatly the newly elected School Board , of the district of
road , par. Bethnal groen . Sol. Long, Landsdown-tor , Victoria

park
attached . He was an accomplished violoncello | Hound, Southampton GIBSON , JONX , Accountant, Middlesbrough . Pet. Feb . 24. March

12, at oloven , at lessrs. Bennison , accountants , Middlesbrough .

player,having been taughtby the celebrated Robert The Lord Chancellor has appointed Mr. Richard Sol. Dobson, Middlesbrough
Lindley, who pronounced him to be the best ama. Jehu , of No. 33 , Mark -lane, London , to be a Lon . GODDEN, Jonx , draper, Bilsington . Pet. Feb . 24. March 12, at

teur papil he over had . He possessed & singular don Commissioner to Administer Oaths in Chan . one, at the Royal Oak hotel, Ashford . Sol. Till
GROOM , WILLIAM SAMUEL, and REED, MICHAEL ALFRED , east

faculty for mental arithmetio . Retiring and un . cery. india brokers, The Avenue, Mincing-la . Pet. Feb . 23 . March 12,

obstrusive to a fault, within his private circle no The Lord Chief Justice of the Common Pleas
at two, at 2, East India -avonue, Leadenhall-st . Sol. Beck

HARDCASTLE, CHARLES, rag merchant, York. Pet. Feb . 24 .

man ever had more firmly attached friends. He has appointed Mr. Richard Jehu , of 33, Mark . March 12 , at eleven , at offloes of Sol. Young , York

married , first, in 1816 , Harriette , eldest daughter
HESKETH , WILLIAM PEMBERTON, brewer , Margate. Pet . Feb .

lane, London , to be a Perpetual Commissioner for 94. March 12, at two, at the Guildhull tavern , Gresham -street.of PeterHill, late of Carwhythenack , in the county taking the Acknowledgments of Deeds by Married Sol. Calkin , Rugby-chbs, Great James -st

of Cornwall, Esq ., by whom he had several chil. Women, for the City of London , and City and
HOLT, CHARLES, accountant, Coventry . Pet. Feb . 23. March 11 ,

at twelve, at ottice of Sol. Minster, Coventry
dren , who all died in his lifetime, except one Liberties of Westminster , and county of Middle HORN , WILLIAM , staymaker, Penrith . Pet. Fob . 25 . March 14 ,

at two, at ottice of Sol. James , Penrith
daughter , Harriette, the wife of Edward Davies sex . HOUSTON, JAMES, tailor, Crewo. Pet. Pob . 94. Maroh 14 , at ten ,

Browne, of 22, Grove End-road , Esq . His first CORRECTION . - In our issue of the 10th Jan . at office of Sol. Cooke , Crewe
JACKSON ,GEORGE LANGXAM , butcher, London - rd , Bromley-by

wife having died in Aug. 1851, he married, last, we announced that Mr. R . W . Litchfield , of Bow . Pet . Feb . 23. March 11, at three , at office of Sols . Woodsecondly , in Sept. 1853 , Eliza , daughter of Charles Newcastle, Staffordshire, had been appointed a and Hare , Basinghall-st

Pearson , late of Ravensbourne House, near Green Commissioner for taking Acknowledgments of
JETTER, JOHN, drapar, Greon -st, Bethnal-green . Pet. Feb . 25 .
March 18, at hull-past two, at offices of Sol. Paterson , Bouverie

wich , Esq., by whom he had no issue, and who is Deeds by Married Women for the county of York . street

now his widow . His remains were interred in his
JOXES, JOUX, and EDWARDS, GEOROE, builders , Birmingham .

shire ; it should be for the county of Stafford . Pet. Feb . 24. March 12 , at eleven , at offices of Sol. Hodgson ,
family grave in KensalGreen cometery . Birmingham

JORDAN, GEORGE HEXRY, straw hat manufacturor, Luton . Pet .
Feb . 21. March 17, at one, at ottices of Sol. Jeffery , Luton

JOYCE, JAMES SMITH , brewer, Brixton -brewery , Brixton . Pet .

C . T . EALES, ESQ . Feb . 30 . March 12, at two, at oftice of]Sols. Harper, Broad , and
Battook , Rood la

The late Charles Thomas Eales , Esq., of Eastdon, KELLY, JOHN COOKsOX , bag manufacturer, Gray' s inn -road , and

Devonshire, formerly distributor of stamps at
Woodstock -rd , Finsbury.pk . Pet . Feb . 24 . March 16 , at two, at
office of Sols . Dalton and Jossett, St. Clement's-house, Clement'sBristol, who died on the 24th ult., at his residence lane, Lombard-st

at Clifton , in the 81st year of his age, was the Gazette , Feb . 27 . KENYON, RALPH , tea merchant, Blackburn . Pet. Feb . 25. March
13, at eleven , at office of Sols. Messrs. Backhouse, Blackburn

only son of the late Richard Eales, Esq ., of East. To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall-street . LAMING , GEORGE THOMAS, hardwareman , Gosport. Pet. Feb .

don , many years distributor of stamps for Devon . FOWLER, JAMES, grocer and cheesemonger, High -st., Poplar . Pet. 19 . March 10, at four, at office of Edmonds, Davis, and Clark ,

46 , St. James-st, Portsen . Sol. King , PortsesFeb . 24. Reg . Hazlitt. Sol. Aird , Eastcheap . Sur. March 11.
shire , who died in 1852 , at the age of ninety ; his IRVING , CLARK ARTHUR, barrister -at- law , Abingdon -villas, I LANGTON, HERBERT CLAYTOX, stockbroker , Birkenhead . Pet .
mother was Elizabeth , danghter of Philip Young, Kensington . Pet . Feb . 23. Reg . Brougham . Sol. W . A . Plun Feb . 94. March 11, at ten , at 28, Brigde-st, Birkenhead

LEACH , HENRY, old ale merchant, Ina -house, Tredegar -rd , Bow .kett. Sur. March 13.Esq., of Netherexe House , Devonshire,and he was Pet . Feb . 25. March 17, at two, at office of Sols . Blachford andTo surrender in the Country .born in the year 1793. Mr. Eales, who was highly Riches, Grent Swan -alley, Moorgate -st
FARROW , WILLIAM MORLEY, author, Chappel. Pet . Feb. 55 . LIDWELL, JOSHUA EDWARD, chemist , High -st, Notting -hu. Pet .

respected by all who knew hinn , held for many Rez. Barner . Sur. March 11. Feb . 38 . March 13, at three , at office of Smart, Snell, and Co .,years the post of distributor of stamps at Bristol. PEART, THOMAS, and GLEW , Thomas Jonx, potato salesmen Cheapside. Sol. Spaull, Verulam -bldgs, Gray 's inn
and commission agents , Oldham -rd ., Manchester. Pet. Feb . 23. LIPOŘ, JACOB, fent dealer, Liverpool. Pet. Feb . 23. March 17 .

He married in 1823 Frances Elizabeth , daughter Reg . Kay. Sur. March 19. at three, at office of Sols. Marriott and Woodall, Manchestorof the late George Daniell, Esq ., M . D . ,and grand . RHYS, C . C . of no business, Wandle-rd, Wandsworth .com . Pet. LISTER , SAMUEL, jun ., late victuallor , Rotherham . Pet. Feb . 24 .
Feb . 10 . Reg . Willoughby. Sur. March 13 March 11, at three , at offices of Sol. Gee, Shettield

WESTMORLAXD, FREDERICK GEORGE, shipbroker , Billiter -sq . LONDOX , EDWARD, inspeotor, Trowbridge. Pet. Feb . 17. March
Bart. (now represented by Lord Poltimore), and Pet. Feb . 35 . Reg . Brougham . Sur. March 13 7 , at one, at the Market-house , Trowbridge. Sol, Shrapneli,

Bradford -on -AvonGazette, March 3 .by her, who died in 1871, he had a family of two LOVELL, JOHN THOMAS, grocer , Louth . Pet . Feb . 94 . March
sons and a daughter. His elder son , Mr. Charles To surrender at the Bankrupts ' Court, Basinghall-street. 16 , at three, at ottice of Sols . Mason and Falkner, Louth

MARCETTS, JOSEPH WILLIAM , stationer , Kingaland -rd . Pat .BREMNER , GEORGE WILLIAM , commission merchant, Mansion
Eales, barrister at-law , of the Inner Temple , is a | BREMNHouse-bldgs, Queen Victoria -st. Pet . Feb . 27. Reg. Murray . Feb . 24 . Much 15, at two, ut office of Sol. Poole , Bartholomew

clerk in the House of Commons. Hewas born in Sur. March 17 close

PROMOTIONS AND APPOINT

THE GAZETTES.

Bankrupts.

< C
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SKINNER , SAMUEL, contractor, Harrogate. Pet. Feb . 27, March
19, at two, at offices of Sol. Harle, Leeds

SMITH , CHARLES, builder , Cold Harbour-la , Brixton . Pet. Feb .
27 . March 17 , at eleven , at offices of Sols. Tippette, Son , and
Tickle, Great St. Thomas Apostle

SUCKLING , SAMUEL, butcher, Birmingham . Pet. Feb . 28. March
16 , at eleven , at offices of Sol. Parry, Birmingham

TAYLOR, HENRY GEORGE MOFFATT, ofno occupation , Greville
rd , Kilburn . Pet. Feb . 23. March 17 , at three, at offices of Sols.
Lumley and Lumley , Conduit-st, Bond-st

THOMAS, JAMES, grocer, Chalford . Pet. Feb . 27. March 16.
eleven , at the Swan inn , Stroud . Sol. Smith

THORP, THOMAS EDWARD, and SWAINE, JOSEPH HENRY, dyers,
Leeds. Pet. Feb . 26. March 17, at half past three, at office of
Sols . Messrs. Middleton , Leeds
TURNER, AXN , grocer, Halifax. Pet. Feb . 26. March 13, at three .
at office of Sol. Rhodes , Halifax
TURNER, JOHN, farm bailift, Goybrey . Pet. Feb . 28. March 19 , at
eleven , at office of Sol. Watkins, Pontypool

TYAS, AMOs, fancy woollen manufacturer, Huddersfield . Pet.
Feb . 27. March 16, at eleven , at office of Sols . Messrs. Barker,
Huddersfield

TYERMAN, JOHx , box maker, Nottingham . Pet. Feb . 25. March
17 , at twelve , at offices of Sol. Brittle, Nottingham

WALDY, CHARLES RICHARD WILLIAM WALDY, clerk in holy
orders, Gussage All Saints. Pet . Feb . 26 . March 23 , at eleven ,
at office of Sol. Rawlins, Wimborne Minster

WALSH , HEXRY, gamedenler, Chorlton -upon -Medlock, Manches.
ter . Pet. Feb . 26 . March 16, at three , at offices of Sols. Heath
and Sons, Manchester

WATSON , WILLIAM , iron shipbuilder, Sunderland . Pet. Feb . 18 .
March 16 , at twelve, at the Queen 's hotel, Sunderland . Sol.
Robinson , Sunderland

WATTS, WILLIAM , tobacco pipe manufacturer , Norwich . Pet .
Feb . 28 . March 16, at twelve , at offices of Sols. Emerson and
Sparrow , Norwich ,

WELLS, THOMAS, ching dealer , Collingwood-st, Mile- end. Pet
March 2 . March 17, at ten , at office of Sol. Goatley, Westminster
bridge -rd

WHITEHEAD, WILLIAM , boot maker, Barnet-st, Hackney-rd ,
Bethnal-green . Pet. Feb. 26 . March 24 , at two, at office of Sol.
Lind, Beaufort-bdgs, Strand

WHITEHOUSE, JOHN, farmer , Northfield . Pet. Feb . 27. March
16 , at twelve, at offices of Sol. Fallows, Birmingham

WHITFIELD , SAMUEL, farmer, Sutton . Pet. Feb . 27. March 20
at three, at the George hotel, Shrewsbury . Sol. Richards,
Shrewsbury

WIESSNER , LEOPOLD MORITZ , jeweller, Churton -st. Pimlico .
Pet. Feb . 26 . March 17 , at eleven , at once of Sol. Thorp ,
Cranbourn -st, Leicester-sq

WIGHTMAX, SAMUEL RADFORD, hosiery manufacturer , Notting.
ham , and Kirby -in -Ashfield . Pet. Feb . 25 . March 16 , at twelve,
at office of Sol. Hogg, Nottingham

WILLIAMS, JOHN NICHOLAS, Inariner, Ramsgate. Pet. Feb . 27.
March 16 , at three, at office of Sols . Treherne, and Wolferstan ,
Ramsgate

WILLIAMS, ROBERT, hotel keeper, Llanrwst. Pet. Feb . 24 .
March 11, at twelve, at the Eagles hotel, Llanrwst . Sol. James,
Llanrwst

WILLIAMSON, GEORGE, butcher, High -st, Hoxton . Pet . Feb . 27 .
March 16 , at eleven , at offices of Sol. Plunkett, Gutter-la , E . C .

WILSON . WILLIAM , licensed victualler , Stokes Croft, Bristol.
Pet. Feb . 24 . March 14 , at twelve, at offices of Hancock , Triggs,
and Co., acoountants, Bristol. Sol. Bowles , Bristol

MEEKINS , ALGERNON , victualler, Eagle Cottage, Lewisham . Pet . COOPER , THOMAS, rural post messenger , Kirbymoorside. Pet
Feb . 24 . March 12, at two, at office of Sol. Payne, Serjeant's - inn , Feb . 28 . March 17 , at one, at the White Horse inn, Kirbymoor
Ternple site. Sol. Pearson , Helmsley

MOLLETT, WILLIAM BELL, boat builder , Norwich . Pet. Feb . 23. COURTEILLE, EUGENE, hair dresser ,Upper Baker-st,Marylebone.
March 10 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Wright, Norwich Pet. Feb . 27 March 20 , at three, at offices of Sol. Cordwell,

MORLEY, RICHARD, carpenter , Rounton -rd, Campbell-rd , Bow . College-hill, Cannon -st
Pet. Feb . 24 . March 12 , at three, at office of Sols . Wood and CROWTHER , THOMAS EDWARD, music seller, Leeds. Pet. Feb . 26 .
Hare, Basinghall-st March 12, at eleven , at 6 , John-st, Bedford -row , London , Sol.MORONEY, WILLIAM , millwright, Bradford . Pet. Feb . 17 . March Storey , Halifax
5 , at ten , at office of Sol. Rhodes, Bradford DODRIDGE, THOMAS MITCHELL, out of business, Lilleshall-rd ,

MORRIS, EDWARD , victualler, Tornyrefail, near Pontypridd . Clapham . Pet. Feb . 26. March 13, at one,at office of Sol. Perry ,
Pet, Feb . 21 . March 10 , at one, at the Angel hotel, Cardiff Ludgate-hili

MORRISS , LAURENCE , butcher , Rotherham . Pet. Feb . 24 . March DORE, THOMAS JAMES, carrier, Waterloo -rd , Surrey. Pet. Feb .
11 , at four , at office of Sol. Gee, Sheffield 14 . March 11, at two, at office of Sol. Gowing, Coleman -st

MORTON, WILLIAM , sen . andMORTON, EDMUND, fruitmerchants EDWARDS, WILLIAM , farm steward , Blofield . Pet. Feb . 28 .
Pet. Feb . 21 . March 9, at two, at office of Sols . Messrs . Joel, March 16 , at twelve, at office of Sols. Emerson and Sparrow ,
Newcastle Norwich

NEWMAN, HENRY, out of business, Ramsgate . Pet . Feb . 23 . I ELBA, THOMAS JAMES, gas manufacturer, Llanllechid . Pet. Feb .
March 11, at three , at office of Sols. Treherne and Wolferstan , 23. March 12, at one, at the Castle hotel, Bangor. Sols. Barber
Ramsgate and Hughes , Bangor

NICHOLLS, RICHARD, volta medicated cloth manufacturer, High EVANS, ENOCH HUGH , agent for the sale of artificial food , Lampe
Holborn . Pet . Feb . 24 . March 17 , at one, at the Guildhall ter . Pet. Feb . 27 . March 14, at one, at offices of Sols . Green and
Coffee-house, Gresham -st . Sols. Reed and Lovell, Guildhall Griffiths , Carmarthen
chinbe, Basinghall-st EVANS, THOMAS, builder, Swansea . Pet. Feb . 23 . March 13, at

NICHOLLS, WILLIAM , grocer, Willenhall. Pet. Feb . 21. March eleven , at office of Sols . Davies and Hartland, Swansea
11, at eleven , at office of Sol, Cresswell, Willenhall FENTON , ALBERT, and WILSON, SAMUEL, needle manufacturers ,

O 'NEILL , JOHN , grocer, Church-stig St. John 's, Horsely down. Redditch . Pet. Feb . 24 . March 13 , at three , at the Swan hotel
Pet. Feb . 24 . March 11, at twelve, at 4 , Dyer 's -bldgs, Holborn . Birmingham . Sol. Simmons, Redditch
Sol. Drake GAUNT, JOSEPH HENRY, draper, Pudsey. Pet. Feb . 27 . March

OWEX , ISAAC, out of business, Middlesbrough . Pet. Feb . 23 . 17 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Pullan , Leeds
March 12, at three, at office of Bennison and Co . accountants , GEORGE, THOMAS DANIEL, painter, Swansea . Pet. Feb . 28 .
Middlesbrough . Sol. Dobson , Middlesbrough March 19, at two, at the White Lion hotel, Broad -st, Bristol.

PATTRICK , CHARLES, commercial traveller, Bedford -gdns, Camp Sol. Woodward
den -hill -rd , Kensington . Pet. Feb . 20 . March 12, at three, at GOULD, JAMES, grocer, Sandy-hill , Plumstend . Pet. Feb . 19 .
office of Sols . Harper , Broad , and Battock , Rood -la March 13, at three , at oftices of Sol. Cooper , Charing -cross

POTTER, HENRY, shoemaker , Barnet . Pet. Feb . 24 . March 12, GREEN, FREDERIC, woollen draper , Long Eaton . Pet . Feb . 28 .
at three, at office of Sol. Wells, Paternoster-row March 20, at twelve, at offices of Sols. Parsons and Bright, Not

POWELL, HENRY JOHN, comedian , Clerkenwell. Pet . Feb . 25 . tingham
March 16 , at eleven , at the Sadlers' Wells theatre, Clerkenwell. GRIFFITHS, WILLIAM , greengrocer, Birmingham . Pet. Feb . 28 .
Sol. Goatley March 13, at twelve, at offices of Sol. Fallows, Birmingham

PRAGER , HENRY, steel manufacturer , Sheffield . Pet. Feb . 25 . G ROOM , EBENEZER, cheesemonger , Auckland- st, Vauxhall. Pet.
March 11, at twelve, at the Cutlers '-hall , Sheffield . Sol. Tatters Feb . 16 . March 12, at three, at offices of Sol. Cooper, Charing
hall , Sheffield cross

PRATT, DAVID , thimble manufacturer , Birmingham . Pet. Feb . HALLETT, FRANCIS HENRY, brickmaker, Trowbridge. Pet. Feb .
23. March 10 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Davies, Birmingham 28 . March 16, at twelve, at offices of Sol. Rodway, Trowbridge

RALPH , GEORGE, coalmerchant, Sandwich . Pet. Feb . 24 . March HAMBRIDGE, CHARLES , surveyor, Guildford -st, Russell-sq. Pet .
14 , at two, at the Fleur-de-Lis hotel, Sandwich . Sol. Edmonds, Feb . 27 . March 16 , at eleven , at offices of Sols . Chorley and
Deal Crawford , Moorgate -st

READE, RICHARD , clerk in holy orders, Tregunter- rd , South HAMMOND, WILLIAM , upholsterer, Lewes. Pet. Feb . 21. March
Kensington . Pet. Feb . 24 . March 19 , at two, at office of Sols . 10 , at twelve, at the London Warehousemen 's Association , Gut
Tilley and Liggins, Finsbury .pl-south ter-la , London , Sol. Stuckey , Brighton

REAY, JOSEPH , grocer, Cockermouth . Pet. Feb . 24 . March 12 , HARRIS, EDWIN DOUGLAS, butcher, Southampton . Pet . Feb . 24 .
at eleven , at office of Sol. Wicks, Cockermouth March 12, at four, at offices of Sol. Paice , Landport. Sol. King ,REDFEARN, JOE WILLIAM , and REDFEARN , JOHN SHAW , Portsea
woollen manufacturers, Huddersfield . Pet. Fet . 21. March 11, HARRIS, FRANCIS JOSEPH , ironmonger, Kentish Town-rd . Pet.
at three, at office of Sols . Clough and Son , Huddersfield Feb. 28 . March 21, at three, at offices of Sol. Boydell, South -sq ,

REED , HENRY, corn chandler, Bethnal-green -rd . Pet. Feb . 19 . Gray 's -inn
March 6, at ten , at office of Sol. Hope, Serle-st, Lincoln 's -inn HARRISON , PHILIP , grocer, Ipswich . Pet. Feb . 27. March 14 , at
fields _ eleven , at office of Sol. Watts, Ipswich

REYNOLDS, JOHN JAMES, dyer. Peterborough . Pet. Feb . 21. HARTLEY, EZRA BROWN, and WALKER, JAMES, woollen manu
March 9, at twelve, at office of Sol. Gaches, Peterborough facturers , Leeds and Morley . Pet . Feb . 28. March 16 , at two,

ROE, THOMAS, potato dealer, Bristol. Pet. Feb . 25 . March 7, at at offices of Sols . Simpson and Burrell , Leeds
eleven , at office of Sol. Essery , Bristol HARVARD , ROBERTAPPLETOX CHARLES, toy merchant, Hounds

ROGERS, GEORGE, grocer , Osney , and Oxford . Pet . Feb . 20 . ditch . Pet . Feb . 28 . March 21, at twelve, at office of Sols .
March 16 , at two, at office of Sol. Cooper, Oxford Flux and Leadbitter, Leadenhall-st

SANDERSON, HENRY, grocer, West Hartlepool. Pet. Feb . 24 . HEAP, JOHN, flock merchant, Shoreditch , and Crabtree -rd .
March 11, at twe've, atoffice ofSols. Dobing and Simpson , West Hackney -rd . Pet. Feb . 27 March 21, at eleven , at office of
Hartlepool Sol. Hutson , Clifton -st , Finsbury

SAUNDERS, MARY PRUDENCE , ladies' outfitter , Liverpool. Pet . HELLIWELL, GEORGE, scythe manufacturer , Hackenthorpe. Pet.
Feb . 23 . March 11, at two, at office of T . T . Rogers, 16 , Lord -st, Feb . 28 . March 12, at twelve, at office of Sol. Machen , Sheffield
Liverpool HOLLAND , RICHARD, bookkeeper , Salford . Pet . Feb. 26. March

SHIELD . HENRY WILLIAM , barrister 's clerk , Westmoreland .pl, 19 , at four, at offices of Sol. Best , Manchester
Westbourne-pk . Pet. Feb . 24 . March 19, at three, at offices of HUTCHINS, CHARLES, fish merchant, Birmingham . Pet. Feb .
Sol. Kilsby, Cheapside 26 . March 13, at three, at office of Sol Fallows, Birmingham

SIMMONS, JOHN, earthenware dealer, Manchester. Pet. Feb . 23 . JEFFREYS, JOHN, dairyman , Upper Grange-rd , Bermondsey, and
March 10, at three , at office of Sol . Shippey, Manchester Balaclava-rd , Berinondsey . Pet. Feb . 24 . March 11, at eleven ,

SLAYMAKER , ADOLPHUS FREDERICK , Centre-row , Covent-gdn at the Five Bells coffee -room , Bermondsey -sq, Bermondsey .
market ,and James -st, Covent-gdn . Pet . Feb . 17 . March 9, at Sol. Bilton , Renfrew -rd , Kennington - la , Lambeth
twelve, at office of Sols . Bartlett and Forbes, Bedford -st, Covent JONES, JOHN ALLIN , jun ., earth closet manufacturer, Birming
gdn ham , and Smallheath . Pet. Feb . 27 March 13, at eleven , at

SLEE , WILLIAM , mason , Braunton . Pet. Feb . 24 . March 14, at offices of Sols . Webb and Spencer, Birmingham
two. At office of Sol. Bencraft, Barnstaple LAMBERT, SARAH , baker , Chipstead , Chevening . Pet . Feb . 27.

SMITH , SAMUEL, publican, Burton -on - Trent. Pet. Feb . 25 . March 12, at twelve, at offices of Sols. Holcroft, Knocker, and
March 14 , at two, at office of Sols. Stevenson and Smith , Burton Holoroft, Sevenoaks
on - Trent LANGDON, JAMES HENRY, commission agent, Hart-st, Mark -la ,

SODEX , JOHN , nurseryman , Oxford . Pet. Feb . 17 . Maroh 9 , at and Charlotte -villa , Woodford . Pet. Feb . 23 March 20 , at two,
twelve , at office of Stocken and Jupp, solicitors , Leadenhall -st . at offices of Sol. Hilbery , Crutched - friars
Sol. Swearse, Oxford LAWRENCE, ALEXANDER , wholesale saddler, Moseley, and Bir

TATE , JAMES, and TATE , ALFRED , boot manufacturer, Leeds. mingham . Pet. Feb . 27. March 16 , at twelve, at the Hen and
Pet. Feb . 2 . March 11, at one, at office of Sols. Rooke and Chickens hotel, Birmingham . SOL Eaden , Birmingham
Midgley , Leeds LAWTY , JOHN , butcher , Burlington . Pet . Feb . 25 . March 16 , at

TAYLOR, ALFRED COCKRELL, chemist, Westbury. Pet. Feb . 24 . three, at the Black Lion inn , Burlington . Sols. Jarratt and
March 17, at one, at the Lopes Arms hotel, Westbury , Sols . Turner, Driffield
Chapman and Ponting , Warminster LETT, BARNABAS, coal merchant, Worcester. Pet. Feb . 27 .

THOMAS, THOMAS DAVID , and THOMAS , JOHN, drapers, Liver March 20, at eleven , at offices of Sols. Corbett, Worcester
pool. Pet. Feb . 24 . March 16 , at three, at office of Sols , Barrell LOVE, THOMAS, builder, Barrow -in - Furness. Pet. Feb . 25 . March
and Rodway , Liverpool 11, at three, at offioes of Sol. Gooden , Manchester

THOMPSON, JAMES, stone mason, Aylesbury . Pet. Feb . 24 . March LUCAS, GEORGE, outfitter , Sittingbourne. Pet. Feb . 25 . March
16 , at eleven , at Reader and Son 's Auction rooms, Aylesbury 16 , at eleven , at the Masons' Hall tavern , Masons'-avenue. Sol.

THOMPSON , WILLIAM FREDERICK , grocer , Manchester. Pet . Winch , Chatham
Feb . 23. March 13 , at three, at office of Sol. Sampson , Manches MARSDEN, HARRY ALEXANDER, draper , Leeds. Pet. Feb . 25 .

March 13, at twelve, at office of Sol. Pullan , Leeds
TURNER, WILLIAM , bootmaker, Bury St. Edmunds. Pet. Feb . MAUGHAM , THOMAS, mineral water manufacturer, Clapham -rd .

21. March 17 , at twelve, at office of Sols . Messrs. Salmon , Bury Surrey . Pet . Feb . 25 . March 13, at three, at offices of Sols ,
St. Edmunds Nicholls and Leatherdale, Old Jewry -chibs. , Old Jewry . Sol.

VERTUE, PHILIP ALGERNOX, and GOODING , FREDERICK David Howell
HENRY, hop merchants, Borough High -st. Pet. Feb . 23 . March MCARTHUR, PETER; licensed victualler, East Ham . Pet . Feb .
12, at three, at the Guildhall Coffee-house, Greshan -st. Sols . 25 . March 17, at two, at office of Sol. Rawlings , Bishopsgate -st
Sandon and Kersey Within

VIRGO . JOHN BRUMBLE, butler, York. Pet . Feb . 25 . March 13. MCPHERSON , ROBERT, tobacconist, Newcastle-upon -Tyne. Pet.
at three, at office of Sols . Messrs . Holtby, York Feb . 25 . March 24 , at twelve, at offices of Sol. Johnston ,

WALKER , HENRY, baker , Manchester. Pet. Feb . 23 March 17 , Newcastle -upon -Tyne
at three , at office of Sol. Diggles, Manchester MORRIS, THOMAS, tailor , Bangor . Pet. Feb . 26 . March 14 , at

WARD , THOMAS, basket maker, Bradford . Pet . Feb . 24 . March twelve , at the Liverpool Arms hotel, Chester. Sol. Roberts,
13 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Burnley , Bradford Chester

WARDLEY, JOSHUA, grocer, Blackburn . Pet. Feb . 23 . March 10, MOULDS, JOSEPH , joiner, Grantham . Pet. Feb . 23. March 17, at
at eleven , at office of Sols. Messrs. Radcliffe, Blackburn one, at the Angel hotel, Grantham . Sol. Belk , Nottingham

WATKINS, JONATHAN FOWLER, butcher , Weymouth , Pet. Feb . MUDDYMAN , WILLIAM , greengrocer, Birmingham . Pet. Feb . 27.
25 . March 16 , at twelve, at the Auction Mart , Weymouth Sol. March 19 , at twelve, at offices of Sol, Fallows, Birmingham
Howard, Weymouth NICE , HENRY EDWARD, cheesemonger, High -st, Stratford . Pet.WILLIAMSON, THOMAS, fishmonger , Pembroke Dock . Pet . Feb . Feb . 24 . March 12, at ten , at offices of Sol. Hope, Serle -st,
21 . March 9, at a quartet-past ten , at the Guildhall, Carmar Lincoln ' s- inn - fields
then . Sol. Parry , Pembroke Dock PERRY, FREDERICK AUGUSTUS, provision derler , Westbromwich .

WRIGHT, THOMAB, woollen warehouseman , Manchester. Pet . Pet. Feb . 27 . March 17, at two, at offices of Sol. Travis, TiptonFeb . 25 . March 16 , at three , at office of Sols. Addleshaw and POOLE, THOMAS GEORGE BRUCE , builder, Hastings, Pet. Feb .
Warburton , Manchester 27 . March 17 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Howell , jun., HastingsGazette, March 3 . POOLEY, ALEXANDER GOPSELL, financial agent, Bush -la , Can "

AXSTY . THOMAS, conch builder, Southampton . Pet. Feb . 25 . non -st Pet. Feb . 27 . March 16 , at twelve, at office of Sols.
March 13, at two, at the Guildhall coffee-house , Gresham -st. Taylor and Jaquet , South -st, Finsbury -89
Sol. Stanton POTTER, THOMAS, painter, Matlock Bridge. Pet . Feb . 24 . March

BAKER , EDWIN , grocer, Bride-st, Liverpool-rd , Islington . Pet. 17 , at twelve , at offices of Sol. Hextall, Derby
Feb . 26 . March 23, at three, at offices of Holloway, accountant, PUGH , JOHN , baker, Wichenford , near Worcester. Pet. Feb . 25 .
Ball' s Pond-rd , Islington. Sol. Heathfield , Lincoln 's -inn -fields March 11, at eleven , at offices of Sol. Foster , Birmingham

BARRETT, JAMES, boot maker, Buckfastleigh . Pet. Feb . 27 . REDFEARN , JOE WILLIAM , and REDFEARN , JOHN SHAW
March 14, at eleven , at offices of Sol. Curteis , East Stonehouse woollen manufacturers , Huddersfield . Pet . Feb . 26 . March 16 ,

at half.past two, at offices of Sols. Messrs. Clough and Son ,BENSON , CHARLES, farmer , Bloxham . Pet. Feb . 28. March 17, at Huddersfield
eleven , at offices of Sols . Kilby and Son , Banbury REED, HENRY WILSON , surgeon , Cleveland -eg , Hyde-park . Pet.

BOOTES, RICHARD , hosier, Bradford . Pet. Feb . 28 . March 13, at Feb . 24 . March 13, at three , at office of Sol. Wetherfield , Gres
eleven , at office of Sole . Watson and Dickons, Bradford ham -bdgs, Basinghall-st

BRADLEY, WILLIAM , draper, Brompton Regis . Pet. Feb . 26 . REED , JOHN SHERWILL, inn keeper, Newton Abbot. Pet. Feb .
March 14 , at two, at the London and South -Western hotel, 27. March 20 , at twelve , at offices of Sols. Carter and Son , Tor
Exeter . Sol. Rogers , Exeter quayBROOKS, DAVID, builder, Ash -grove, Hackney . Pet . Feb . 18 . REES, DANIEL, grocer, Ystrad , near Pontypridd . Pet. Feb . 23 .
March 11, at twelve, at offices of Hudgell, Gresham -st. Sol. March 14 , at one, at oflices of Sols. Simon and Plews, Merthyr
Gray, Gresham -st Tydfil
BRYDE, THOMAS, Stevedore, Liscard . Pet. Feb . 18 . March 16 . at RHYS, CHARLES CURETON, law student, H111-et, Rutland -gate.three, at office of Braithwaite , accountant, Liverpool. Sol. Pet. Feb . 26. March 13, at twelve, at offices of Sols. Beyfus and
Anderson , Birkenhead Beyfus, Lincoln ' s - inn - fields

BULLOCK , THOMAS, commission agent, Birmingham . Pet. Feb . ROBERTS , Joux, draper, Redruth . Pet. Feb . 27. March 14, at
34 . March 11 , at three, at offices of Sol. Fallows, Birmingham half past two, at office of Sol. Downing, Redruth . Sol. Dendy,BURTON, WILLIAM , licensed victualler, Little Sutton . Pet. Feb . Redruth .
28 . March 9 , at four, at office of Sol. Parry , Birmingham RODDY, OWEN, hatter, Newcastle -upon - Tyne. Pet. Feb . 25.

CHAPMAN , CHARLES, wheelwright, Little Hay , Shenstone. Pet. March 23, at twelve, at offices of Sol. Johnston , Newcastle
Feb . 27. March 16 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Stanley , Walsall apon- Type

CHURLY, JAMES,marine store dealer , Spring-place, Wandsworth ROWLANDS, HENRY, and COWIE , CHARLES EDWARD, chandelier
rd . Pet. Feb . 94. March 12 , at eleven , at offices of Sol. Hunter, manufacturers , Birmingham . Pet . Feb . 26 . March 12, at three
London -wall. Sol. Ede, Ludgate-hill At the Great Western hotel, Birmingham . Sol. Rooke, BirmingCLARKE, THOMAS, fruiterer, Holt . Pet. Feb . 27. March 11, at ham
three , at otiloos of Sol. Tree , Worcester RYDER, THOMAS, bootmaker, Cheltenham . Pet. Feb . 18. March

COOK , JOHN, painter, Dunstable . Pet. Feb . 25 . March 17, at a , at twelve, at the offices of Sol. Potter , Cheltenhamtwelve, at the magistrates' clerk 's office, Dunstable . SOL SEED , JAMES, farmer , Habergham Eaves . Pet. Feb . 28 . March
Middleton , Dunstable 20, at three, at 10, Nicholas-st, Burnley . Sol. Hartley

Dibidends.
BANKRUPTS' ESTATES .

The Official Assignees, & c., are given , to whom apply for the
Dividends.

Cooper , E . F . H . of Widdecornbe-in -the-Moor, further 1s. 3d.
Daw , Exeter .- Riron , A . W . solicitor, first lid . Paget, Basinghall
st. Snow , P . T . Lieutenant- colonel, third ls . 7 d . and 6s. 4d . to new
proofs . Paget, Basinghall st. -- Titherington , W . cotton broker ,
Liverpool, third 2s. 2d . - Woodgate, E . electro -plate manufacturer,
first 198. 14d. Paget, Basinghall-st

Aiken , W . and w . A . merchants, 5d . At Sols . West and
King, G6, Cannon -st. - Cheetham , T . hosier, first and final 3s. At
Sols. Man and Son , 1, New -st, York . - Drury . C . V . victualler, 58.
At Sols . Munn and Maoe, Tenterden . - Gardner, J. grocer , first 102.
At Trust. 8 . Chetwood , Sun -st, Waltham Abbey . - Gicht, c. glass
dealer, first and final ls. 6d . At Sols. Saunders and Bradbury,
41. Cherry -st, Birmingham . Hinchcliffe, E . silk manufacturer ,
first and final ls . 8fd . At Trust. W . Cross, 17 , Duke-st, Maccles
field .

Jeffery , J . R . , Jeffery, W . S ., Jeffery, F . J ., Barnard , J ., Watts , W . .,
and Heard , W . silk meroers , third 5d . : first sep . of Is. Sd . of J . R .
Jeffery ; firstand final sep . of 2 d . of W . S . Jeffery ; first and final
sep . of id . of F . J . Jeffery , first and final sep . of 1-5d . of Barnard . At
offices of Bagge, Clarke, and Josolyne, 28 , King-st, Cheapaide.
Mitchell, T . C . chemist and drugglst, first, 58. 2d . At Trust. J :
Routh , Royal Insurance-bdgs., Park -row , Leeds.-- Powell, R .
Bathampton , first and final, ls . 10d . At Trust . W . M . Wilson ,
Bridge-st., Salisbury - Roberts, T . farmer , first 49 . At Sols . P :
Llanwarne, 8 , St. John -st, Hereford . - - Rolleston , S . clerk , second
38. At Trust. S . Wils, Wadebridge. Taylor , H . B . winemerchant,
first 38 . At offioes of Minton , Boyes , and Child , accountants ,
Carey -la .ter

Orders of Discharge.
Gazette, Feb . 24 .

HODES, GEORGE, and HODES, WALTER, engineers, Worthing
MATTHEWS, JAMES, bricklayer, Upper James .st, Golden -sq
THOMPSOX, RICHARD, grocer, Scarborough
THORPE, RUPERT WILLIAM , commercial traveller , Wolver
hampton

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS

LEXANDER March 16 ,burgosg pet . Feb . 24 . M

Seven , at office builder, Hastinhavis, Tipton

BIRTHS.
BLAKE. On the 28th ult., at 20 . Stanley- gardens, Notting-hut,
thewife of Charles Henry Blake, Esq., of a son .

EVERITT. On the 1st inst ., at 27 . Cleveland -square, Hyde-Park,
the wife of F . W . E . Everitt, of Lincoln 's - inn , barrister-at- law ,
of a son .

GLENN . On the 23rd ult., at South Norwood . the wife of R .
Glenn, Esq ., LL . B ., barrister -at-law , of a son .

STARLING . On the oth ult ., at Malabar Hill, Bombay , the wie or
M . H . Starling , Esq ., barrister -at - law , of a son .

WALKER.- On the 2nd inst ., the wife of James Douglas W
barrister -at- law , of a son .

MARRIAGES.
JONES - LAVER. On the 28th ult .. at St. Andrew 's, well
Francis Augustus Jones , solicitor. Chelmsford , to Bessie , Widow
of the late Samuel Laver , Carlisle .

DEATHS.
ANDERSON . - On the 24th ult., at Long Benton ,near Newcastle one
Tyne, Joseph Anderson , Esq ., solicitor, Westgate-street,
castle-on - Tyne.

BROWNE. - On the 27th ult .. at The Park, Nottingham , age ~
Walter Browne, solicitor.

Cox - On the 26th ult ., at Putney Park Lodge, Putney , ale
George Cox, of 4 , Cloak - lane, London , solicitor.

HOLMEN.- On the 27th ult., at 20 , Sunderland terrace, Bayswe
Age 44 , Charles Arbuthnot Holmes. barrister-al-law .

KING . On the 21st ult . , at Granthum . Linoolnshire , 5
Poore King, solicitor . "

MACANDREW . On the 2nd inst.. at Randolph -crescent
burgh , J. Macandrew , solicitor before the Supreme w
Scotland.

NICHOLS. - On the 25th ult.. at Farnham , Surrey , HBO
Nichols , for many years a solicitor in that town.

SCOTT. On the 3rd inst ., at 32 , Eccleston -street, ase
Carmalt Scott, Esq ., judge of County Courts. .

SHIPTOX - On the 1st inst., at Chesterfield , Derbys
Catherine, wife of Thomas Shipton , solicitor.

SILVESTER . On the 26th ult ., at Worthington , nei
74 , Edward Edge Silvester, Esq ., J . P .

TREHERNE. On the 25th inst ., Martha , the belove
Thomas Treherne, solicitor, of 20, Ironmongera
also of Acton and Ramsgate .

WALTER. - On the 22nd ult, at Ember Grove , 11
of 11 , Newgate-street, age 5 , Wiliam Walter, som

rantham , Lincolnshire, age 80, John

rnham , Surrey , age 8, Ben

ton -street, age 49. Winiam

hesterfield , Derbyshire, Francesd. Pet . Feb marine store det oftice of sol.
at Worthington, near Wigan , age

artha, the beloved wife of John
Tronmonger-lane, Cheapside ;netul ristrust

able
cestett. Feb .

Der Grove, Thames Ditton , and
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To Readers and Correspondents .

MR. THOMAS GOFFEY. - A correction of the names of theattorneys in the report to
which you refer sball be made in the Reports next week .

Anonymous communications are invariably rejected .
All communications must be authenticated by the name and address of t

not necessarily for publication , butas a guarantee of good faith .

the question from what period the twenty -one days within which
a petition must be filed is to run from the posting of the return
by the returning officer , or from its receipt by the Clerk of the
Crown ! The fate of a member may depend upon the way in
which this point is decided . It would be well if an Election Judge
were sitting at chambers, the pressure of business having been
serious during the last few days.

ter
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TO SUBSCRIBERS.
The volumes of the LAW TIMES, and of the Law TIMES REPORTS, are strongly and
uniformly beund at the Office, as completed , for 58. 6d. for the Journal, and 4s. 6d .
for the Reports.

Portfolios for preserving the current numbers of the Law TIMES, price 58. 60., by
post 5d . extra . LAW TIMES REPORTS, price 3s. 6d., by post 3d . extra.

The railway companies are being hit hard by barristers in the
matter of unpunctuality , the example of Mr. FORSYTH , Q . C ., at
Reading, having been followed by Mr. C . H . TURNER , of the
Chancery Bar, at Marylebone. The plaintiff sued the Great
Western Railway Company, not only for expenses entailed by

having to sleep at an hotel when he had a return ticket by which ,
if the trains had carried him according to the timebills, he could
have returned to town the same night, and for loss of time, but
for loss of his franchise, the object of his journey being to vote at
the recent election . Owing to delay on the railway he arrived at -
the booth two minutes late, and was consequently unable to vote.
Mr. Serjt. WHELLER has reserved his judgment until the 14th of
April. In another case, heard and decided at Salisbury , by Mr.
LEFROY, the South -Western Railway Company was held guilty
of negligence in delaying a train until the arrival of a train on
another line. This is important, as trains on one line (if not
competing ) frequently wait in trains on another line. The
learned Judge said that negligence of one company did not
excuse another, and that there was no sufficient explanation of the
failure to be at the destination at the time advertised in the time
bill.

NOTICE .

The LAW TIMES goes to press on Thursday evening, that it muy be received in the remotest
parts of the country on Saturday morning. Communications and Advertisements must

be transmitted accordingly . None can appear that do not reach the office by Thursday

afternoon 's post .
When payment is made in postage stamps, notmore than 58.may beremitted at one time.
An communications intended for the Editor of the Solicitors' Department should be so

addressed .

Now ready, price 58 . 6d ., VOL . II., Part 2, of
M ARITIME LAW REPORTS (New Series). By J. P . ASPINALL ,

Esq., Barrister-at- Law , in the Admiralty Courts of England and Ireland, and in all
the Superior Courts , with a Selection from the Decisions of the United States Courts ,
with Notes by the Editor. The First Series of “ Maritime Law " may now be had cor
plete in Three Volumes, half bound, price £5 5s, for the set, or any single volume for
22 2s. Back numbersmay be had to complete sets,

London : HORACE Cox, 10, Wellington-street, Strand, W . C .
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THE growing pressure of work thrown upon the Education
Department of the Privy Councilby the working of the Elementary
Education Acts of 1870 and 1873 has again necessitated an increase

of the permanent staff. Many of the existing Inspectors of
Schools have found it difficult, even with the help of the assistants

who were assigned to them in 1870, to keep pace with their
work , as every month adds new schools to their lists. In many

cases managers are prevented from placing their schools under
Government supervision and obtaining annual grants , solely by
the impossibility of procuring the services of a certificated teacher,
and it may be expected that the number of successful candidates
at the last Christmas examination , the results of which will be
published in a few days, will not be found nearly sufficient to
supply the demand. Five additional Inspectors of Schools are at
once to be appointed , and will shortly be gazotted . It is believed
that the nominations have already been made by the Lord
President, the Duke of Richmond. In addition , the staff employed

in the office of the department at Whitehall has been increased

by the addition of three examiners, Messrs. Pooley , Robertson ,
and Ritchie , of whom the two former gentlemen bad previously

acted as Inspectors of Returns under the Act of 1870.
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In a pamphlet, the main features of which we notice at length
elsewhere, Lord Justice CHRISTIAN discusses the relative positions

347 of law and equity , and arrives at the conclusion that to appoint a

common law lawyer to an equity court involves a radical miscon

ception . It follows necessarily from this that he considers that
for the purposes of the Judicature Act, equity lawyers should be
raised to the Bench in preference to professors of the common
law . At the same time, however, he admits that " to be a good

equity lawyer one must begin by being a good common law
lawyer.” Admitting this , we do not quite see how it is possible

to follow his lordship, when he objects to the appointment of
common law lawyers to the Equity Bench . There are very few

lawyers in the present day who do not know a good deal of equity,
and it is the practice of the Court of Chancery which makes it
difficult for a member of the Common Law Bar to administer equity

satisfactorily. But even on this ground we question whether an
eminent common law lawyer would refuse an equity judgeship ,
and we doubt whether Lord Justice CHRISTIAN is right in his facts

when he says that Sir John COLERIDGE refused the Mastership of

the Rolls from a want of confidence in his capacity to dealwith
the work of the court. Again , in his comments upon the present

constitution of the Court of Appeal in Chancery , wedo not think
that the LORD JUSTICE is reasonable in his inferences. He notices

quite properly that Lord Justice MELLISH in cases of pure equity
observes a discreet reserve, leaving his colleague to deliver judg .
ment, and contenting himself with simple concurrence. What
would happen , asks Lord Justice CHRISTIAN , if the common -law
member of the court were the senior Lord Justice ? The

SOME interesting points of election law have arisen during reply is that he would be worked harder than a Judge familiar

proceedings at chambers in connection with the pending election all his life with equity jurisprudence ; but that he would
petitions. Of one we give a report elsewhere , the LORD CHIEF | deliver luminous and sound judgments we have not the

JUSTICE having ordered particulars to be given by the petitioners smallest doubt. This is not Lord Justice CHRISTIAN 's opinion ;
eight days before the day of hearing, with leave however to add

he considers that “ the equity Lord Justice would be comany fresh particulars of cases coming to their knowledge after the
pelled in every case of difficulty or importance to deliver

commencement of the eight days. This is a considerable modifica
a second full judgment for the purpose of dispelling the confusions

tion of the old practice, and we understand that the order will be or supplying the shortcomings of his undisciplined leader.” What

appealed to the court . The other case to which we refer raises | idea can be entertained by the LORD JUSTICE of the capacity of the

VOL. LVI.- No. 1615 .
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353
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eminent men practising at the Common Law Bar that he should c . 48 ) to enjoin a railway company to give " reasonable facilities for
consider them absolutely “ nescient ” of the principles of equity the receiving , forwarding, and delivering of traffic , or to cease
jurisprudence or incapable of solving a problem in equity ? But 1 giving an undue preference (as to which see Baxendale v . Great
the LORD JUSTICE throughout his pamphlet is driven to extremes, | Western Railway Company, 5 C . B ., N . S ., 336 ; 32 L . T . Rep . 128) ;
and in this instance he uses one of his wildest suppositions. “ And or (3 ) an action for damages. The consciousness of belonging to a
let me,” he says, “ add this further proposition , that this self society which will at all events know which of these three reme
asserting (sic) Common Law Justice instead of being a MELLISH , dies to select will inspire a new vigour into railway passengers.
were merely somedeclaimer from the Old Bailey or the Guildhall, And if a grievance be discovered which the law cannot remedy,
and I ask how long then the Court of Appeal in Chancery in Eng the companies,well aware of the significant clause which is to be
land would continue to justify the great name thathas come down found in every special railway Act passed since 1845 , to the effect
to it P” What possible object is there in supposing utter impos. that " nothing herein contained shall . . . . exempt the railway
sibilities ? We might as well ask , supposing the O 'DONOGHUE by this Act authorised to be made, from the provisions of any
were made Lord Chancellor of Ireland ,what would happen to the | general Act relating to railways . . . . or from any future revision
court of Lord Justice CHRISTIAN ! Weare willing to admit, how or alteration under the anthority of Parliament, of maximum
ever, that as a Court of Equity the English Lords Justices' Court rates and charges,” will no doubt hasten of their own accord to
was stronger in the days of their Lordships' predecessors ; but provide a remedy.

that as at present constituted , dealing largely as it does with joint
stock and bankruptcy cases, it is an excellent Court of Appeal no The great weight of Lord St. LEONARDS' authority makes any
one can dispute ; and we certainly cannot agree that it affords any extra-judicial statement of his almost as binding as the decision
argument against the appointment of common law lawyers to the of a Judge, and his works are constantly quoted as deci

Equity Bench, or to any division of the future High Court. sive upon any point to which they refer. We would therefore

respectfully urge that the statement on p . 301 of his work on

Powers, relative to the interpretation of the 27th section of the
It is the proverbial wish of the vindictive that their enemy should Wills Act, requires modification , both in view of the end and
write a book ; andwe regret that Dr. KENEALY should have volun scope of the statute itself, and of actual decision explanatory of it.
tarily placed additionalweapons ofdestruction in the hands ofthose

That section provides that unless a contrary intention appear by
who desire to see him degraded , by writing to thenewspapers : first , the will, a general devise or bequest will include property over
a letter amounting almost to a challenge ; and, secondly, a letter

which the testator has a power to appoint in any manner he may
of explanation and quasi apology. We regret it the more because think proper. The important question in interpreting this clause
it is perfectly evident that the learned gentleman has been , as we is, What is meant by a general power or a power to appoint " in
stated last week , led away by his peculiar temper, and by the force

any manner ” the testator “ may think proper ? ” The words of
of circumstaces, and we believe him when he says that he Lord St. LEONARDS are, “ General powers only therefore are within
means no disrespect to the Judges who presided at the recent

the statute, and a general power of disposition is for this purpose
trial. The first of his two letters was altogether of a piece

deemed equivalent to a fee." That is to say, the power must be
with his speeches, full of rhetorical sarcasm and covert abuse,

one exercisable either by deed or will in favour of any person
whilst it was intended to be an exculpation and justification .

whom the testator may select , the words “ in any manner " rela
One portion of the letter deserves particular notice, because it

ting not only to the objects of the power, but also to the instru .
refers to proceedings believed to be pending . Why, asks Dr. ments by which it may be executed . A general testamentary
Kenealy, did not the judges commit him for contempt, instead of power, therefore, according to this view of the clause, would not
waiting until after the trial to persecute him and crush him in be legally executed by a general devise or bequest. This seems,
somehole and corner investigation ? The great majority of the however, to be a very artificial construction of the Act, and is
learned counsel' s indiscretions and improprieties possibly were

entirely opposed to its spirit , which was to facilitate rather than
not contempts in the technical sense, and it would have been

impede the execution of powers. And the statute, relating exclu .
exceedingly inconvenient to have dealt with them as such while

sively to the making of wills and other testamentary instruments,
the trial was proceeding. Further, it must not be assumed that

contemplates no other than a testamentary execution of a power,and
the conduct of an advocate which is not punishable as contempt

cannotbe supposed to lay downrules, even constructively, in respect
is therefore not a matter to be taken cognizance of by the govern

of the execution ofpowers by deed . The words “ in any manner "
ing bodies of the Bar. The serious question which the Benchers

are sufficiently satisfied hy explaining them to mean " in favourof
if they do their duty must investigate is whether a member of an

any objects whom he may select " in contradistinction to a power
inn of court has been guilty of any offence against the rules of

to appoint to children or any other limited class ; and indeed , the
conduct which must be strictly observed if the Bar of England

above quoted dicta of Lord St. LEONARDS may now be regarded as
is to maintain its reputation, and further,whether by violating practically overruled . And the case of Moss v . Harter (2 Sm . &
those rules he has proved himself to be a person who cannot be

G . 458 ), quoted in Powers 8th edit ., p . 305, scarcely justifies the
safely entrusted with the high and responsible privileges of an

narrower construction . In that case there was a power to appoint
English barrister . by instrument in writing and gift over in default of appoint

ment. The donor of this power appointed part by deed , and

We believe that the “ Railway Travellers' Protection Society ” afterwards made his will, by which he gave all his personal estate
will shortly put forward its full prospectus. Theminimum sub not otherwise effectively disposed of, and all that the decision

scription is to be fixed at 10s. annually for the general, and 3s. 3d . amounted to was that the testator did not intend to dealwith

annually for the mercantile public. In return for this small property which was otherwise effectually disposed of. The cases

amount subscribers are to be entitled to the assistance of the of Bush v . Cowan (32 Beav.) ; Prover v . Hassel (1 J . & H .), and

society in obtaining redress of railway grievances. Besides the Minton v . Kirwood ( 18 L . T . Rep . N . S . 781), seem to be decisive
attainment of a reasonable prospect of safety in travelling, the in favour of themore liberal interpretation .

society is to do its best to secure remedies for inconvenient

arrangements at booking offices, unpunctuality of trains, inade

quacy of train and station accommodation , and defects of comfort The case of Hatton v . Heywood , which came lately before the

in railway carriages and stations. As regards goods traffic , ter Lord Chancellor and the Lords Justices, clearly defines and places

minal charges, special rates, and the clearing house classification , in a satisfactory position the relative rights and duties of judg.

are to be carefully scrutinised . Reports of railway cases, whether mentas compared with simple contract creditors. The law was

heard before the railway commissioners, or the courts of law , previously perfectly clear as to judgments which affected thelegal

reports of the Board of Trade on railway companies, and the half estate in land . This , however, was a case which only affected an

yearly reports are to be collected and registered , while the com equity of redemption , thedebtor having previously mortgaged the

panies are to be supported in any improvements which they may property . A judgment was obtained , but as the legal estate was

show a disposition to introduce. The attention of the Government outstanding in the mortgagee, the land could not be delivered in

is to be called to the shortcomings of particular companies, execution . The law on the subject is embodied in three statutes,

and fresh railway legislation is to be promoted when found viz ., 1 & 2 Vict . c. 110 , according to which judgments are to
desirable . The whole forms an ambitious programme, and operate as a charge on all the debtor's interests in land ; 23 & 24

one which , if judiciously carried out, is likely to be widely Vict. c . 38 , which requires that all judgments shall, in order to

useful. Those companies who conduct their business pro take effect, be duly registered in the manner provided by the Act,

perly will be gainers rather than losers by it, inasmuch and enforced within three months of registration . Unless these

as they will have grievances brought before them with the conditions be complied with , the judgment is null and void as

deliberation and calmness of a public prosecutor. As for those against purchasers and mortgagees with or without notice. Hence

companies who conduct their business improperly , the sooner the inconsistency has been avoided which is to be found in some of

they are prosecuted and punished the better. The present special the decisions concerning the registration of deeds in places where

modes of proceeding against railway companies appear to be three, there is a Land Registry, requiring registration for the validity

either ( 1 ) by means of the Board of Trade, under 7 & 8 Vict. c . 85 , of an instrument, and yet holding that notice of an unregistered ,

s . 17, whenever it shall appear to the Board of Trade that a com that is , of an incomplete and invalid instrument, shall affect pur

pany is either contravening a statute or acting “ in a manner un chasers. The third statute is 27 & 28 Vict.,which provides thatno

authorised " by statute (as to which see Attorney -General v . Great judgment shall affect any land which has not been actually delivered

Northern Railway Company, 29 L . J. 794 , Ch.) ; or (2 ) by in execution by writof eligitor other lawfulauthority . Thesestatutes

an application to the Railway Commissioners (under 36 & 37 Vict. ' exhibit a varying tendency on the part of the Legislature, and the
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rights of judgment creditors have been considerably curtailed
by the two last- named statutes ,which expressly refer only to legal

interests, whereas 1 & 2 Vict. c . 110 declares that judgments

shall operate as a charge on all the debtor 's interests in land ,

that is , we may presume, legal or equitable. The decision in this

case furnishes an admirable instance of the ratio decidendi as

applied to the interpretation of a statute . It establishes an equit

able as well as a legal remedy in cases of this class, and lays
down the rule that when the interest is equitable, and the sheriff

returns nihil, and the bill is not filed till the debtor becomes

bankrupt, no charge is established before the bankruptcy which

can be set up against the trustee ; but that e contra (accord

ing to Lord Justice MELLISH 's judgment) whilst legal interests
may be reached by the judgment creditor by means of an

action at law , equitable estates may be vested in the creditor

by a decree of a court of equity, “ which therefore does in

respect of equitable interests that which the sheriff's return does

as to legal interests ;" the decree in equity being the “ other

lawful authority, " referred to in addition to the writ of elegit in

the statute 27 & 28 Vict. c . 112,which therefore leaves the earlier

statutes in force except in so far as they are expressly repealed .

LORD JUSTICE CHRISTIAN ON IRISH APPEALS .

The Irish Lord Justice (Christian ) has published some observa

tions upon the pending changes in the appellate system of the

United Kingdom , and with his usual vigour he points out what

he conceives to be the dangers attending the abolition of the

jurisdiction of the House of Lords. The Judicature Act does not

deprive Ireland of the right of appeal to that House, but Lord

Justice Christian foresees that this remnant of judicial power will

soon be taken away, and he predicts that the consequences will be

most disastrous. The grounds upon which he arrives at this con

clusion are not altogether flattering to Irish lawyers, whilst, on

the other hand, they must be very gratifying to English lawyers.

Looking at the provisions of the Act, and the importation of Irish

judges into the Court of Appeal, our learned author considers

it likely that in course of time Irish appeals will be heard

by a band of Irish judges sitting in Dublin. We cannot agree

that this catastrophe is at all probable, and we, indeed, recently

published , on what we deemed to be sufficient authority, a rumour

that the disposition of the Conservative Governmentwas rather

in favour of restoration than of further demolition . The views of

such a judge as Lord Justice Christian must, at a time like the
present, carry considerable weight, and if there was foundation ,
in fact, for the rumour we have mentioned, his pamphlet should

influence ministers and induce them to stop at the point now

reached if they cannot see their way to giving back the jurisdic

tion which the Lords have already abandoned .

Wemust confess, however, that we are somewhat surprised to

find the Lord Justice taking such remarkably strong views in

favour of the old jurisdiction of the House of Lords. Overlooking

entirely the inherentweakness of the tribunal, and its haphazard

constitution, he finds in it an object not only of his veneration and

respect, but of his unbounded enthusiasm . He speaks of it as

having preserved the unity of jurisprudence, and thereby given |

strength and substance to the parchment bond of union between

the two countries, " for happily ,” he says, “ it is not in the way of

paper ordinance merely that the law of England has been the law

of Ireland ; the Anglican spirit and genius have hitherto , as a rule ,

inspired the Irish tribunals in their administration of that law ."

This we willingly concede - it is desirable that the law of the

United Kingdom should come from one source ; but the question

is whether the two or three law lords who have been in the habit

of sitting on appeals could be considered from an imperial point

of view a satisfactory tribunal. As an English court of appeal

from the Lords Justices and Lord Chancellor, and the Court

of Exchequer Chamber, it was inefficient ; but it must be

acknowledged that whilst inefficient as a court of appeal from

English courts, it may be, and probably is, an excellent

court of appeal from Irish Courts. At any rate it would

seem to be the opinion of the Lord Justice that an appeal to

even inferior English Judges sitting at Westminster would
be better than an appeal to the ablest Irish Judges sitting

in Dublin . He tells us, indeed , that “ Her Majesty's Court of

Appeal," as constituted under the Judicature Act, when ex

tended to Ireland , may be found as satisfactory to that country as

the House of Lords has been , butmore so it cannotby any possi

bility prove. He adds, “ The contentment of Ireland , with that

House as its court of last resort has, in fact, been boundless."
The Lord Justice, in his experience of nearly forty years, has

" never heard a murmur against it .” “ The Judges whose deci.

sions may have been reversed , even the unsuccessful parties or

their counsel, however disappointed by the resült,never reclaimed

against that tribunal " — which , if true, shows the Irish to be a

much maligned race , " and even when , as would sometimes

happen , the reasoning of the Law Lords might seem a little bald

and inconclusive, it was still the same; no one cared to look

beyond the mere factum of their conclusion . In short, the House

had won for itself that fulness of acceptance which is the truest

touchstone of desert for a court of last appeal, when all would be

ready to say, after the decision was made, ‘ Now we know it is
the law , because they have said it is.' "

We venture to think that no condemned tribunal — and con

demned out of its own mouth - ever possessed a blinder pane

gyrist , and we fear that the excess of thezeal of the Lord Justice

must detract from the cogency of his remarks. We find it very

difficult to believe that no murmur has ever arisen within the

last forty years from Irish Judges whose decisions have been

reversed, and from unsuccessful counsel and parties. Possibly

such murmurs would not reach the ears of so devoted an admirer

of the tribunal as Lord Justice Christian ; but if the fact be as

he states it, there must have been a predisposition to consider

Irish Judges as likely to be in the wrong. With a strong Bench

in Ireland, and a Bench in the ability ofwhich the people believed ,

it seems to us impossible that, the decision of two English ex

Chancellors and a Scotch Law Lord reverisng a decision of that

Bench should be received without discontent. The Lord Justice evi

dently does not desire to cast any reflection upon the Irish Bench

as a body, and wemust assume that it is regarded with respect.

This being so , the absence of discontent is an extraordinary cir

cumstance, and proves either that the Irish people accept the

decisions of a tribunal on its reputation withoutregard to its con

stitution , or that they possess very limited power of discernment.

The important question is, however, whether the tribunal, such

as it is, should be retained or be abolished , and a new court

created which by possibility so far as Ireland is concerned , may

becomea purely Irish Court of Appeal - that is a court composed
exclusively of Irish judges. The first point to be agreed upon is

this : supposing the jurisdiction of the Court of Appealto be ex .

tended to Ireland , is it probable that Irish cases will be relegated

to an Irish division of the Court of Appeal ? The Lord Justice
does not seem to have any doubt on the matter. “ It may be

anticipated with tolerable certainty,” he says, “ that, as a rule, the
divisional courts that would sit for Irish appeals would be, in the

whole or in the majority, composed of Irish judges.” Why ?

Because, says the Lord Justice, the English members of the court

would find themselvesburdened with English business, and would

say to the Irish members " mind your own business and leave us

to ours." To find a man of the ability and capacity of Lord Justice

Christian arriving at such a conviction is certainly amazing. To

believe in a result ofthat kind is to underrate the common sense and

conscientiousness of English judges ; moveover , such a division of

labour would be altogether opposed to existing notions ofwhat &
Supreme Court of Appeal ought to beand how it should do its work .

But according to Lord Justice Christian , not only the English .

Judges would be anxious to promote the relegation of Irish busi.

ness to the Irish members. “ Depend upon it," he says, they

would be supported in maintaining that distribution by the

English suitors and the English Bar. These two classes would

not only grumble at any delay in their own affairs, but they would

energetically reclaim against any active interference of the Irish

element with themselves.” Could anything bemore preposterous

or absolutely baseless ? There have been delays enough in the

House of Lords, but it has never been urged, to our knowledge,

that Irish and Scotch business should be put on one side. Before

suitors or the Bar could have a voice in the matter, however, the

Judges would have to initiate the division of business. This we

are satisfied they never would do, and consequently it becomes

unnecessary to discuss the possible action of other persons inte .

rested . It also becomes unnecessary to consider further whether

the appellate court would be likely to be transferred to Dublin .

Wecannot help thinking that the Lord Justice has been op .

pressed by the thought of what might happen if Irishmen were

left to manage their own affairs. A passage which he puts in

italics is very significant. It is this : “ The inevitable outcome of

it all would be that the function of supreme appeal for Ireland

would eventually fall into the hands of a little band of Irish Judges

located in Dublin .” From this fear oppressing the mind of the

Lord Justice arises all that he imagines — first, the division of the

Court of Appealinto asmany departments as there are countries

from which appeals come (certainly, if the Lord Justice's theory

is correct as to Scotland and Ireland) ; and , secondly , localapel

late courts - hence the degradation of the law , damage to society ,

and, lastly , the loosening of the bonds of union between the

countries.

The answer to all this is perfectly simple . In the first place it
is by no means certain that the Irish and Scotch appeals will be

taken away from the House of Lords. Supposing they were, what

says the Judicature Act ? That in the absence of rules or orders

of court the jurisdiction of the Court of Appeal shall be exercised
as nearly as may be in the same manner as the samemight have

been exercised by the respective courts from which such jurisdic

tion shall have been transferred, or by any of such courts : ( s. 23. )

No order of court could possibly be made by which particular

business should be disposed of by Judges who came from the
same country as the business, and the Judges could not

venture to arrange matters amongst themselves so as to

secure such a result Whilst, therefore, we repeat that the

observations of Lord Justice Christian are entitled to high

consideration , we are driven to the conclusion that, impelled

by his dread of Irish legal business being entirely localized , he
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has unduly exalted the virtues of the House of Lords, and bases

his regrets for the possible abolition of its Irish jurisdiction

entirely upon his fears. If his fears are quieted , if it appears that

the Court of Appeal for the empire will treat all business alike,
the whole of his argument falls to the ground. On the other

hand, however, his Lordsbip makes some suggestions which are

well worth considering. One is that the Judges of England and
Irela nd should be Judges of both countries, English Judges going

Irish circuits, and vice versa . This, perhaps,might be better for
Ireland than England . Another is that the Bars of both countries

should be thrown open and have free inter - communication . This

the Lord Justice regardsas likely to lead to the abolition of a Lord
Chan cellorship in Ireland. He concludes his observations by

recurring to the proposal of last July to hand over the Irish
appeals to the new court. “ That proposal,” he says, “ if carried

into effect, would make the first step towards a disastrous par .

titioning by nationalities of the supreme pronouncements of the

law , a dislocating of our one living unity, the unity of jurispru
dence, and a slackening of our best curb upon the disintegrating

forces which underlie the Irish policy of these latter years. The
' fusion of law and equity is very well in its way, but the fusion of
England and Ireland is a greater subject still , and if the so much

vaunted Judicature Act should be found so to work as to obstruct
or retard by even a little that noblest consummation , it will have

done a mischief for which not all the good that the most devout of

its votaries could anticipate for it, within its own more narrow
sphere, would be an adequate equivalent."

damages ? We shall be very glad if it can be so held , as in that
event the adjudication by the County Court Judge was perfectly

right. What then is the effect of the verdict and judgment ? It

would appear clear that the case would comewithin the section of

the Debtors' Act which says that “ any court may direct any

person in pursuance of any order or judgment of that or of

any other competent court to be paid by instalments," and in

default of payment to commit to prison . If then an infant under

such order might be committed, why might he not be made bank
rupt ?

As we have stated , the old authorities proceeding on the

ground that no one could be made bankrupt upon a claim
which he was not bound to satisfy , decided that an infant could
not be made a bankrupt. Non -traders have been liable to

bankruptcy since 1861, but during the thirteen years which

have elapsed it has not been held that an infant conld be
compulsorily made a bankrupt. Mr. Stonor is the first Judge

who has so held . He has more reasons in support of his riew

than at the first blush we thought he had , and, whether he is
right or wrong, it is difficult positively to say. The question is
one which sometime or other must be settled by high authority.

THE LIABILITY OF INFANTS TO BANKRUPTCY.

WEhave recently had occasion to advert to a decision of a learned
County Court Judge to the effect that an infant against whom

damages had been obtained in an action of tort might be adjudi

cated bankrupt. We expressed our doubts as to the soundness

of his Honour's law , and the question raised , being undecided by
.any case under recent Acts of Parliament changing the operation

of the law of bankruptcy is one of some interest.

The history of the bankruptcy law with reference to infants is

somewhat curious. Early authorities, notably Lord Cowper and

Lord Macclesfield , decided that a commission might issue against

an infant, but in Ex parte Sidebotham Lord Hardwicke said that

since those judges had pronounced their opinions the law had

been declared to be the other way . It is not quite clear to what

Lord Hardwicke refers, but it is evident that in his time

it was considered as absolute law that a commission against

.an infant was at any rate voidable, that is to say, that

an infant might bring his action against his assignee,

and , on proof of infancy, vacate the commission . Lord Holt

also decided that an infant could not be a trader subject to

a commission , and he said that though the debts of an infant are

only voidable at his election , yet no man can bemade a bankrupt

for debts which he is not obliged to pay. These early decisions

would appear so thoroughly to have settled the law that as

stated in the argument in M Lean v . Dummett (22 L . T . Rep. N . S .

710 ), it has ever since been considered that an infant could not

be made a bankrupt unless he had induced persons dealing with

him to believe him to be sui juris. Had there been no reform in

ourbankruptcy laws concerning the class of persons to be brought

within their operation , no question could have arisen with a

chance ofbeing decided otherwise than in accordance with the

decision of Lord Hardwicke. The Act of 1861, however,made all

webtors, whether traders or non -traders, liable to bankruptcy ,

and the point now to be considered is whether the fact that non

traders are liable to be made bankrupt alters the position of

infants.

It is of course not open to question that in respect of contracts

an infant' s liability is not affected by the fact of his being a trader.

For any debt due by virtue of any contract save for necessaries he

is not liable , and inasmuch as (to use the words of Lord Holt) he

cannot be compelled to pay his debts, he cannot be made bank

rupt in respect of them . The question of trader or no trader iş

therefore immaterial, and under the Act of 1861 it was decided (in

the cases of Smedley and Prosser), that infants might make them

selves bankrupt on their own petition , whilst under a colonial Act

“ for the more effectual settlement of the debts of insolvent

traders,” an infant trader was held not liable to be adjudicated

bankrupt on the petition of a creditor : (Maclean v . Dummett). A

correspondent has submitted that this last case does not affect the

ruling of the learned County Court Judge, having been decided

upon a statute dealing with traders. It is, however, on that
score none the less of an authority upon the general question ;

but we notice in the judgment delivered by Lord Justice

Giffard, it is said “ Their Lordships are clearly of opinion that if

any action has been brought against Maclean , a plea of infancy

would have been fatal to that action ; and therefore upon that

ground that these proceedings in bankruptcy ought to have been

superseded .” This observation is in favour of the view that where

a debt is the result of an action to which infancy could not be

pleaded, it may ground bankruptcy proceedings against an infant.

But does it go the length of establishing that an infant can be

made a bankrupt on a judgment in an action for unliquidated

THE LEGAL ASPECT OF THE RAILWAY PASSENGER
DUTY.

A STATISTICAL and energetic article in the Railway News of

Feb . 21 in favour of therepeal of the passenger duty contains the

remarkable statement that for the year 1872 alone the amount

claimed from the railway companies was £960 ,000 , of which the

companies have paid only £506,189, for reasons which we will

examine presently, and that the Inland Revenue are now suing

for the difference. The Commissioners of Inland Revenue, it is

added , complain of the great delays which the law allows the com

panies to interpose, and have reported that these delays will

doubtless prove prejudicial to the shareholders when called upon

for the accumulated arrears of duty . The sum of £300,000, to

which the arrears must now amount, if our contemporary be cor

rect (and there is no reason to doubt his correctness), is so enor.

mous, that it becomes of real interest to taxpayers to inquire

whether it is likely to be recovered . The point is purely a legal

one, and lies in a very narrow compass. .

By 7 & 8 Vict. c. 85 (the State Purchase Act 1844 ) s. 6 , after

reciting that “ it is expedient to secure to the poorer class of

travellers the means of travelling by railway at moderate fares,

and in carriages in which they may be protected from the

weather," it is enacted that “ all passenger railway companies . . .

shall by means of one train at the least to travel along their

railway from one end to the other . . . once at the least each way

on every week day . . . provide for the conveyance of third -class

passengers to and from the terminal and other ordinary pas

senger stations of the railway, " with statutory obligations and

immunities, “ and also under the following (seven ) conditions,that

is to say : . . . such train shall, if required , take up and set down

passengers at every passenger station which it shall pass on the

Îine . . ." The other conditions are, approval of the time by

the Board of Trade, speed of twelve miles an hour, including

stoppages, protection from the weather, maximum fare of one

penny a mile , allowance of certain weight of luggage, and half

fares for children . By s . 9 , “ no tax shallbe levied . . . from the

conveyance of passengers at fares not exceeding one penny for

cach mile by any such cheap train as aforesaid ." These two sec .

tions of the Act of 1844 contain , we believe, the whole law of the

subject. Now for the facts. We presume that the following

extract from the Report of the Select Committee on Railway

Amalgamation 1872, p . xvii.,may be taken to be correct :

The differences in principle between the companies and the depart
ment of Inland Revenue are serious. The companies claim exemption

on all the trains they may run in the day which comply with the Parlia

mentary condition of conveying passengers at fares not exceeding Id . a mile,

provided they are approved by the Board of Trade. The Inland Revente

denies their right to exemption unless the other conditions of the Act are
complied with, as to taking up and setting down passengers,and so forth . The
companies claim exemption on double journey tickets , where the aggregate

fare is less than 1d . a mile . The department denies their right to exemp.

tion unless the single journey is also charged for at id, & mile , or less .
The ccmpanies claim exemption where less than 1d . a mile is charged for

the whole distance , although the trains may not stop at every station .

The department deny the claim unless the train stops at every station

throughout the whole journey. These questions are now (1872) being
brought before the courts (sic .) of law . . . .

Now which is in the right, the companies or “ the department ! "

The whole question , we think , depends upon what meaning is to

be given to the words “ if required ” in the condition as to stopping

at every station which we have set out verbatim above. Do they

mean that each of the exempted trains must be prepared to stop

at every station if required there and then , or do they mean that
the power to require the stoppage is exhausted when the passenger

takes his ticket for a station beyond any station which is adver

tised to be passed without stopping ? Quilibet potest renunciare

juri pro se introducto . Section 6 , as the preamble shows, is forthe

benefit of the passenger, and why may he not waive a condition

which may in some events be obviously prejudicial to him from

themere fact of delaying his journey ? On the other hand itmay
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be argued that, the time tables of the company binding them , (see appointmentmade two days before the date of the conveyance by

Denton v . GreatNorthern Railway Company, 25 L . J . 129, Q . B .), they i a father to his son , to enable the father and son to sell. In Wade

have put it out of their power to stop if required by any passenger v . Cox (4 L . J . Rep . N . S . 105 , Ch.) an appointment of a fund made

who should not choose to waive his right. Had not the section | in favour of a son was, eighteen years afterwards, set aside in con

received judicial construction , it might be worth while to sequence of an arrangement that the trustee should retain part of

examine the worth of such like arguments pro and con . the fund to pay a debt due from the father to him , and notwith

But we imagine that the Inland Revenue will enter the lists of standing that the son had given the trustee a release.

the Court of Exchequer with a light heart, and bearing well in As an appointment would be bad if made to a person not an

mind the case of Attorney -General v . Oxford, Worcester, and Wol object of the power, so it is equally bad if made to an object of

verhampton Railway Company (31 L . J . 218 , Ex.). It was the power with an agreement under which a person not an object

there held by Chief Baron Pollock , and Barons Channell and of the power would get an interest, and the appointment and any

Wilde, that the defendants were liable for duty in respect subsequent settlement or dealing would be set aside (Salmon v .

of trains which did not stop and put down passengers at every
Gibbes, 18 L . J . Rep ., N . S ., 177, Eq.) ; but it would seem that an

station ; that inasmuch as the defendants claimed an exemption | appointmentmade to a daughter previously to marriage with an
from a duty granted in very clear terms, it was for them to bring understanding that a settlement was to be executed by whicb.
themselves precisely within the terms creating the exemption ; persons not objects of the power would derive benefits, would be
and that the obligation to stop if required means that " the general good even perhaps where the termswere settled by the appointor

arrangements of the train shall be such as to admit of a passenger ( Pryor v . Pryor, 32 L . J . Rep ., N . S ., 731, Eq . and 33 Ib . 441, Eq.)

stopping at any station he may pass.” It is true that Baron (See also Cooper v . Cooper, L . Rep. 5 Ch. App. 203 ; 22 L . T. Rep .
Martin dissented from the judgment, and that the case is ever so N . S . 1.)
faintly distinguishable from the ordinary cases upon which the Where a female is the object of a power of appointment the
present disputes arise, on the ground that the defendant company property may be appointed to her for her sole and separate use,
had by express agreement with another company, put it out of butany attempted restriction againstalienation will be void , unless ,

its power to stop at every station “ if required ” without breaking perhaps, where the appointee was living at the date of the instru
that agreement, whereas in the cases of to -day the companies have ment creating the power : (Ro Cunynghame's Settlement, 11 L . J
only put it out of their power to stop by advertising in their time Rep. 324, Eq.)
tables that they will not ; but with a decision so strong to all If the appointor intended to get a benefit by the appointment,

appearance against the companies, the only wonder is that although it cannot be actually proved that he did so , the court
the Inland Revenue are only “ now suing " for the full duty, will set the appointment aside unless the persons interested in tbe
and have not recovered it long ago. One reason perhaps was appointment can prove that the appointor 's intention was aban

to quote again from the report of the Amalgamation Committee doned at the time of the appointment (Humphrey v . Olver, 28

- the fear that the companies might withdraw the extra and L . J. Rep. N . S . 406 , Eq.), and ignorance by the appointee of the
highly popular facilities for third-class traffic which they have intention of the appointor, or even of the existence of the appoint
recently commenced giving . But the development of that traffic ment, does not alter the case : (Re Marsden 's Trusts, 28 L . J . Rep .
is becoming so prodigiously productive to the companies them N . 8 . 906 , Eq.) If the appointee agrees to carry out tbe wishes
selves that so suicidal a policy is in the highest degree unlikely. of the appointor it is immaterial whether the agreement be made
* The third -class traffic,” in fact, " no longer requires either the before or after the appointment: ( Topham v . Duke of Portland , 32.

compulsory legislation of 1844 or the stimulus of exemption from L . J . Rep . N . S . 81, Eq.)
taxation .” Wehave already expressed an opinion in favour of the A power to appoirt by deed is well exercised by an appointment
remission or alteration of the passenger duty in general, though by will ( Bruce v . Bruce, L . Rep. 11 Eq. 371 ; 24 L . T . Rep. N . S . 212 ) ,
we do not quite concur in a public utterrance made the other day , although the converse proposition does not hold good . A power
that the imposition of the passenger duty was “ an act of barbarity can be effectually released so that any subsequent attempt to exer
worthy of the Emperor of Morocco ." But we would ask the cise it will be useless : (Whittle v . Henning, 17 L . J. Rep . N . S . 151,
companies to consider whether they are coming forward with the Eq.,and 18 Ib . 51, Eq.) Anappointmentmaybe apparently invalid ,
best grace in the world to ask for the repeal of a duty , half of yet certain subsequenteventsmay have the effect ofmaking it good
which they appear to have for sometime ceased to pay. as for instance where a person having a non -exclusive power of

appointment among his four children makes an appointment of a

part of the fund in favour of one and a subsequent appointment of

SEARCHES, INQUIRIES, AND NOTICES.
the residue between two of the others. If the first appointment

be good , the second will be bad , because by it the whole of the

(Continued from p. 322.) unappointed fund is dealt with , and one object of the power is :

As a large number of estates and interests , both in possession and | altogether left out ; but if the first appointment be set aside, the

reversion, are created by the exercise of powers of appointment, second will operate, because there will be some part of the fund

we must point out some precautions to be adopted in dealing to devolve upon the omitted object : (Ranking v. Barnes, 33 L . J .

with property which has been the subject of an appointment. Rep . N . S . 539, Eq.) After & power has been once fully exercised ,

In nearly all settlements, whether made by will or deed , and the appointor cannot again exercise it, notwithstanding an appoint

whether of real or personal property, where the property is given mentmay have been set aside.

to parents for lives, and afterwards to their children , it is usual to In Badham v . Ince (2 L . J . Rep. N . S . 4 , Eq.) it was decided

leave the extent of the share or interest of the children to the that where a power of appointment in fee simple in favour of his

pleasure of the parents, and to give the children equal shares children over an estate was given to a bankrupt, and, subject to

only in case the parents do not make any different appointment. the power, the estate was limited in tail to the children , with an .

The object of giving the power of appointment to the parents is ultimate remainder in fee to the bankrupt, the latter could not
to prevent the children dealing with their shares whilst they are exercise his power in such a manner as would interfere with the
stiil reversionary, as no purchaser or mortgagee would care to | ultimate remainder in fee limited to him .

part with his inoney for an interest which may be superseded at Whenever a person is dealing with property the subject of a
the will of the parents of the vendor or mortgagor. Moreover, special appointment, he should be particular in inquiring what,
it would seem that the giving the parents such a power enables if any, previous appointments have been made in exercise of the
them after the closing of a child ' s bankruptcy or insolvency to same power, and if any had been made he should , if possible,

make an appointment in bis favour, which will not operate for the inspect them ; he should also inquire both of appointor and
benefit of his creditors , even if the share appointed be the same appointee , whether any person other than the appointee was to
as the child wonld have taken in default of appointment : (Re receive any benefit from the appointment. Where the appoint
Vizard 's Trusts, L . Rep . 1 Ch . App . 588 ; 14 L . T . Rep . N . S . 815.) ment was an equal one between all the objects of the power, it

The court of equity has established a rule that all appoint would seem that an agreement between the appointor and one of

ments made in pursuance of limited powers must be made bona the appointees for the benefit of some person other than the

fide for the sole benefit of the appointee, and in cases of infringe appointee, would not vitiate the appointment. To ascertain

ment of the rule , the court will set the appointment aside, and whether any previous appointment had been made the only safe

also all subsequent dealings consequent upon the appointment. course to adopt is to inquire of the trustees, if any, and of all the

In Hall v . Montague (8 L . J. Rep. 167, Eq.) a conveyance made for other possible objects of the power.

valnable consideration was set aside, as it proceeded upon an I ( To be continued .)
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SOLICITORS' JOURNAL . way, and that only those should be appointed by PRACTICE - SECURITY FOR COSTS - PLAINTIFF
the council who are especially qualified for such OUT OF THE JURISDICTION - OFFICER IN THE

duties. Whatever maybe said to the contrary, it ARMY. - The bond of an officer in Her Majesty 's
THE Registrarship of the Lord Mayor's Court, must be generally conceded that irrespective of service cannot be objected to as security for costs
which became vacant by the appointment of Mr. the delay complained of, the questions are often on the grounds that the obligor is stationed out
Brandon to the Assistant Judgeship of that court, not such as can be fairly asked of law students . of the jurisdiction : (Miller v . Hales, 30 L . T . Rep .

is, we understand , about to be filled up . The What is wanted is to test their general know . | N . S . 10 . V . C . B .)
appointment is , we believe, worth about £1000 a

ledge, for which purpose out of the way ques . INTESTACY — ADMINISTRATION - OATH OF
year, and is in the gift of the Court of Common

tions, such , for instance , as those often found in
Council of the City of London . The question of

ADMINISTRATOR. -- The mother of an intestate

books, the matter in which is accumulated by
what arrangements should be made in reference

was the sole forthcoming next of kin , and as no

the so-called “ coach," should , as a rule , be
to this office has been referred to the Law , Par.

positive intelligence had been received of the
avoided . father 's death , though he had been missing since

liamentary, and City Courts Committee, of which 1852, the court allowed the administratrix to
Mr. Frederick Kent is chairman . We feel satis

It may be interesting to our readers to know
fied that the Court of Common Council, recog .

swear that she believed herself to be the sole

that the chief clerks and taxing masters in
nising the claims of solicitors to this post, and

next of kin : (In the goods of Reed , 29 L . T . Rep.
Chancery sit about 210 days out of the 365, from

alive, as we are sure they are, to the necessity of
N . S . 932. Prob .)

ten to four. In vacation one chief clerk attends
bastowing it upon a professional man having FORMA PAUPERIS - INJUNCTION - COMMITTAL

for all the courts four days in the week for two
piatical experience and of business habits , will FOR CONTEMPT – DISPAUPERING ORDER. - A

hours , and one taxing master is available in vaca

elect a solicitor to the vacant office. defendant, whohad been restrained by injunction
tion also. The chief clerks frequently work over

from removing the crops from a farm , and who
office hours, indeed the preparation of their reports had been committed to prison for a breach of the

REFERRING to the notices recently issued by (technically called certificates ) could hardly be I ininnation . obtained an order of course to defend

direction of the Lord Chief Justice, and posted at got through during the period of the day allotted in forma pauperis, upon an affidavit in the usual

judges' chambers, particular attention is called to to the sittings in publio . The taxing masters also form , that he was not worth £5 , save thematters

the rules of Michaelmas Term 1867, as regards frequently devote their evenings to the pernsal of in question in the suit : Held (affirming the de
the business which the masters of the several papers. It cannot be too well understood that cision of the Master of the Rolls) , that he ought

courts are called upon to discharge in chambers. the office of chief clerk in Chancery is a most to be dispanpered : (Ridgway v . Edwards, 29
No doubtmuch work in chambers is often under laborious office . L . T . Rep . N . S . 906 . Chan .)
taken by judges which ought to be disposed of by COMPOSITION - APPOINTMENT OF TRUSTEE

the masters under the rules above referred to ; THE carelessness of editors of lay newspapers,by DEFAULT OF TENDER - MISTAKE OF TRUSTEE
and indeed we have known cases in which busi. which they constantly lay themselves open to legal INJUNCTION TO STAY ACTION - BANKRUPTCY
ness pro roper

RULES 1870 , r . 279. - When creditors, on passing
should have gone before a master, another judge | tions affecting individuals, is particularly illus. a resolution to accept a composition , appoint a

has been called upon to consider it as an appeal trated by whatappeared in a London morning paper trustee under the 279th of the Bankruptcy Rules
summons, which appeal is provided for under a day or two ago. It was a statement made by a 1870, for receipt and distribution of the composi.
the rules in case either party is dissatisfied with a person in the interest of a convict who had been a tion , the court will not allow the debtor to be sued
master's decision . We thoroughly approve, too, clerk in a solicitor' s office . This statement in effect | by reason of any default on the part of the
of the requirements in the notice referred to , by pointed to the innocence of the convict as rogards trustee to tender the composition to any of the
which , when on service of a summons, the usual the matters charged against him , and in reference

creditors : ( Ex parte Waterer ; Re Taylor, 29
notice is given that it will be attended by to someof which he had been convicted . Worse L . T . Rep. N . S . 907. Chan .)
counsel, the name of counsel is to be written than this , the statement amounted to a serious PRACTICE - NOTICE OF APPEAL - VACATING
on the copy summons served on the opposite | reflection on the solicitor whose clerk the convict ENROLMENT. - A notice of an appealmotion must
party. We hope to see this universally adhered had been . Asmight have been expected , in a sub be signed by the intending appellant or his solici.
to , and indeed it would be advisable that the sequent publication of the same newspaper a tors, and where a notice not so signed is served ,
notice of intention to attend by counsel as well as letter appears from the solicitor denying the and the respondent refuses to waive the irregu .
the name should be indorsed on the copy sum . statements as affecting himself. We think the larity, the notice is of no effect, and will not pre
mons and on the original. As regards the neces. publishers are fortunate that the solicitor has vent the enrolment of the decree : (Re The Lime
sity for certifying for counsel in such cases, in selected this course of dealing with his grievance. house Works Company, 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 4 .
order to get the costs allowed on taxation , it is in | Wecannot protest too strongly against the adop Chan .)
practice often omitted by judges and masters, | tion by the press of a course similar to that now SECURITY FOR COSTS — PLAINTIFF IN SCOT.
owing to their attention not being called to it . complained of, whereby professional men are at LAND - 31 & 32 VICT. c . 54, ss. 2 AND 5 . - The
We think it should be in the discretion of the the trouble and annoyance of pursuing a course reason for the rule of practice, that a plaintiff
taxing masters to allow such costs without the as adopted herein . It would be serious indeed , residing in Scotland should give security for costs ,
usual certificate . if every convict was permitted to publish in a

having ceased in consequence of the Judgments'
daily paper, through the agency of a friend, his

Extension Act 1868 (31° & 32 Vict. c. 54), s. 2,
MR. PETER ELLIS EYTON , of Englefield House, explanations of the matter charged against him . which provides that a certificate of an English
Rhyl, Flintshire, who has been returned for the Werefer to the case of Reg. on the prosecution of judgment shall have the same effect as a decreet
Flint boroughs in the advanced "Liberal interest Rowland v . Charles Barnes Nash , who was con of the Court of Session : Held , that although
in the place of Sir R . A . Cunliffe, was born in the victed at the late session of the Central Criminal security for the costs of an action is not expressly
year 1830 , and was admitted on the roll of Court. rendered unnecessary by the 5th section , yet the
solicitors in Hilary Term 1853. He was appointed court will not continue the practice : (Raeburn v.
town clerk and clerk to themagistrates of Flint in MR. C . J . Fay , of Kingstown, Dublin , returned to
1856. He is a director of many local companies , Parliament in the Home Rule and Liberal interests

| Andrew , 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 15 . Q . B .)

and also holds the appointment of Registrar of for the county of Cavan , was born in 1842, edu COURT OF COMMON PLEAS, LANCASTER - SER

the County Court at Mold . What his views are cated at the Jesuit College at Clongowes.wood, VICE OF WRIT OUTSIDE THE COUNTY PALATINE

in relation to the two branches of the Legal Pro- Ireland . He was admitted a solicitor as recently - JURISDICTION OF THE COURT - IRREGULARITY,

fession is not known , but it may, of course, be as Easter Term 1866. HOW WAIVED - APPEARANCE BY PARTY OUT OF

assumed that he will not be found wanting in a THE JURISDICTION . - Where plaintiff and defen .

desire to advance the interests of solicitors dant both resided out of the County Palatine of
The following lectures and classesare appointed

whenever an opportunity offers. It may also be Lancashire, and the cause of action arose also
for the ensuing week at the hall of the Incorporated

expected that he will always be ready to raise his | Law Society , Chancery - lane, for the instruction wholly outside the county , and a writ of summons

voice in the Honse of Commons in favour of con- of students ' seeking admission on the roll of issued out of the Court of Common Pleas at Lan .

fining the appointment to vacant offices usually caster was sent to the defendant's attorney in
attorneys and solicitors : Monday, class, 4 .30

held by solicitors to members of his own branch to 6 o 'clock , Common Law ; Tuesday, class, Staffordshire, who gave an undertaking to appear,

of the Profession . and afterwards did appear, it was held that the
4. 30 to 6 o' clock , Common Law ; Wednesday, service could not be set aside, as any irregularity

THE duties of the tasing masters of the common
class, 4 .30 to 6 o 'clock , Common Law (the
last of the present series) ; Friday , lecture, 6 to

had been waived by the defendant' s appearance.

law courts have by recent legislation become 7 o' clock , Conveyancing. The Court of Common Pleas at Lancaster being &

materially altered , and
To prevent inter

future legislation is raption at the lectures, subscribers are not ad . Superior Court has jurisdiction over the subject
likely to introduce further changes. We feel mitted to the hall after a lecture has commenced. Palatine , provided the parties come within thematter of an action arising out of the County

sure the authorities are taking, or will take,
into their serious consideration the necessity of jurisdiction : (Oulton v , Radcliffe , 30 L . T . Rep.
appointing solicitors to these posts as vacancies | A COUNTRY ATTORNEY calls our attention to the N . S . 22 . C . P .)

occur. Already the taxation of costs is a minor following advertisement, cut from the Birming. MEASURE OF DAMAGES FOR BREACH OF CON

part of the duties of the masters, which are ham Daily Mailnewspaper : TRACT. - The plaintiff having received an order

rather assuming the character of the work DEFORM your Lawyers' Billg . - Advertiser is about from P . to supply from 15016 . to 2001b . wound

devolving upon the chief clerks in Chancery , and n opening Offices in Birmingham as General Law cotton daily , verbally agreed with the defendant

which offices are so ably filled by solicitors. Agent. & c . , to an eminentLondon firm . Actionsbrought that the defendant should undertake the winding

With the operation of the Judicature Act, and
and defended in the Superior Courts and Chancery at of it , informing the defendant, as was the fact,
nominal charges. Persons served with writs, & c . Com . I that the plaintiff had taken upon himself the con

abolition of pleading, the proper discharge of the municate immediately . - Address No. 50, Daily Mail.
duties of the masters at judges' chambers will sequences of late delivery , if any, to P ., and

This kind of adverti on the increase , and
more than ever involve a knowledge of the routine obtaining from the defendant the assurance that

we can but regret that no measures seem likely he the plaintiff might rely on him . Afterwards,
of a solicitor' s office.

to be adopted to put a stop to it . and on the day of the interview , the plaintiff sent

the defendant a written order for the cotton ,
A CORRESPONDENT in our last issue complained “ on the express condition " that thesame " should
of the delay in publishing the names of gentlemen NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. be delivered daily ,” but containing no notice or
entitled to honorary distinction in connection TESTAMENTARY SUIT - COSTS NOT PAID - stipulation as to the sub -contract of the plaintiff
with the final examination at the Law Institution WRIT OF ELEGIT - 20 & 21 VICT. c . 77, s . 25 . — The with P . The defendant failing to deliver regu.

in Hilary Term last, and he compared this delay power of issuing writs of elegit is one of the larly to the plaintiff, and the plaintiff to P ., the

with the expedition used by the examiners at our powers transferred to the court by the 25th sec . | result was that P . claimed , and the plaintiff paid
universities on the same subject, and our corretion of the Probate Act. In a testamentary suit to P . the sum of £300 by way of reimbursing P .

spondent added , parenthetically , that the latter the defendant, who was the unsuccessful party, for his loss upon resale of the goods which P.'s
examiners were selected because of their capacity was condemned in the costs, but did not obey the customers had refused to accept, as having been

to examine. It is perhaps not generally known that order. On affidavit that he was possessed of delivered late. Held that the plaintiff might re
the examinersat the Law Institution receive no re- realty , but of no personal property, the court cover the sum of £300 from the defendant as

muneration whatever for their labours. The time ordered a writ of elegit to issue for the recovery of damages for the breach of contract to deliver the

has unquestionably arrived , in our opinion , when the costs : (Heath v . Heath , 29 L . T . Rep, N . S . cotton daily : ( Sawdon v . Andrew and another ,
such examiners should be remunerated in the usual | 931. Prob .) " 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 23. Ex.).

ha
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DAMAGES - ASSESSMENT - APPEAL AS TO ADMIRALTY JURISDICTION OF COUNTY | ROBERTS (Eleanora), _St. Alban 's, Herts, spinster .
QUANTUM.-- The Court of Appeal will not enter. COURT - COLLISION IN THE BODY OF A COUNTY

£806 38 . Id. Reduced Three per Cent. Annuities. Claim
ant, Rosamond Roberto, spinster, sole executrix of Elea .

tain an appeal from an order of the court below - COSTS. -- The 3 & 4 Vict. c . 65 , s . 6 , gives juris. nor Roberts, spidster, deceased.
assessing damages, unless it is shown that the diction to the High Court of Admiralty to decide TREACHER (Susannah ), Great Tower-street, spinster. One

dividend on the sum of £300 , one on £150 ; one on €550,
court below has acted on a wrong principle in all claims and demands whatsoever for damage and one on £650 , Reduced Three per Cent. Annuities .
assessing the quantum of damages : (Ball v . Ray , received by any ship or seagoing vessel, whether Claimant, Susannah Carter, wife of Joseph Rice Carter .

30 L . T . Rep. N . S . 1 . Chan .)
formerly Susannah Treacher , spinster.

ADMINISTRATION WITH WILL ANNEXEDAD. | county or upon the high seas. The 31 & 32 Viot. I WAISON GeoBethelli: Mornington-road , Regent's -park ,
Esq ., and Dixos ( Pierson John ), Bethnal-green -road ,

MINISTRATION BOND - SURETIES. - Where the c. 71, s . 3 , gives to County Courts having admiralty house agent. £108 13s. 7d . New Three per Cent. Annuities .

he sole person entitled in jurisdiction authority to try and determine any Claimants , said Geo. Bethell Watson , and Pierson , John
Dixon .

distribution had no friends in this country willing claim for damage by collision in which the
to become sureties , the court, thongh it refused to amount claimed does not exceed £300. The APPOINTMENTS UNDER THE JOINT-STOCK
dispense with the ordinary bonds, allowed the plaintiff brought an action in the Court of Queen 's WINDING -UP ACTS.

amount to be spread over several sureties, or to Bench to recover damages in consequence of PATENT Cork COMPANY (LIMITED ). - Petition for winding .

be secured by one surety alone : ( In the Goods of injury caused to his ship by the defendant's barge up to be heard March 20 , before V . O . M .
STADIL FIORD RECLAMATION COMPANY (LIMITED ). - Credi.

Col. R . Smith , 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 932. Prob .) coming into collision with it in the body of a
tors to send in by April 11 their names and addresses , and

DEMURRER- CROSS BILL FOR MORE EXTEN . county ,and recovered £15 damages. The master the particulars of their claims, and the names and
addresses of their solicitors (if any), to Alcock and Westhaving allowed the plaintiff 's costs, a rule was

SIVE RELIEF- UNDERTAKING FOR DAMAGES. - A
obtained calling upon the master to review his

enholz, at the offices of Lakes and Co., 10, New -square,

company who were in possession of certain coal Lincoln 's -inn, London , the official liquidators of the said
taxation. Held , that the action could have beenmines after the expiration of their lease, filed a

company . April 20, at the chambersof the M . R .,at eleven
o 'clock , is the timeappointed for hearing and adjudicating

bill against the owner of the mines for specific
brought in the County Court, which had jurisdic

upon such claims.
diction , and that the plaintiff was not entitled toperformance of an alleged agreement for a new

lease, and for an injunction to restrain the owner
costs : (Purkis v . Flower , 30 L . T . Rep. N . S . 40 .

CREDITORS UNDER ESTATES IN CHANCERY.
from taking proceedings to deprive them of pos

Bail Court.)
LAST DAY OF Proof ,

session . On motion for an injunction no order I FALSE REPRESENTATION BY A BANK MANAGER ANDERSON (Wm .), formerly a citizen of the state of Virginia ,

was drawn up , but the owner gave an undertaking - LIABILITY OF BANK - SIGNATURE OF PARTY butwho at his death resided at Vauxhall, London , trad .
ing in the United States under the firm of Wm . Andersonnot to sue at law , and the company had their TO BE CHARGED - PRINCIPAL AND AGENT.- 9
and Co ., and in London in partnership with Birkett and

undertaking to be answerable for damages. Sub. GEO. 4 , 0. 14 , 8 . 6 .-- Plaintiff was & dealer in iron Co., Crosby-square, London. May 80. at the chambers

sequently the owner filed a cross bill against the rails at Sheffield ,and the defendants were, one the of the M . R . July 4 ; M . R . At twelve o 'clock .
BAILEY ( John ), Normanton , York , farmer . April 3 ; J . W .publio officer of the Gloucestershire Bankingcompany , praying for an injunction to restrain Sangster, Solicitor, Pontefract. April 17 ; M . R . at eleven

them from taking any coal from the mines, for a Company, and the other, G ., a manager of the o 'clock .

receiver, and for an order that the company should said bank . Plaintiff having been offered in pay. BROOKS (Richard), 6 , Cambridge-mews, Paddington, Mid
ment for certain rails an acceptance by one R . fordeliver up possession of the mines. Held (revers.

dlesex , shoeing smith , March 30 ; John P . Poncione, jun .,
solicitor, 5 , Raymond-buildings, Gray' s- inp , Middlesex .

ing the decision of Bacon , V . C .) , that the under. about £3000, and having been referred , as to R .' s April 14 ; V . C . H ., at one o 'clock .
taking given to the other suit , did not interfere solvency , to the above named bank, requested his Brooks (Sophia M .), 5 , Cambridge-mews, Paddington, Mid

dlesex, spinster. March 80 ; John P . Poncione, jun .,own bankers to make the necessary inquiries.with the owner 's right to file & cross bill, and a solicitor, 5 . Raymond -buildings, Gray' s- inn , Middlesex.

demurrer by the company was accordingly over The managerof plaintiff ' s bank accordingly wrote, April 14 ; V . C . A ., at one o 'clock

raled : (Moon v. The Original Hartlepool Collieries
asking Go's opinion in confidence as to R .' s re- HARDING (John ), Acre-lane, Brixton , Surrey, gentleman.

March 26 : Wm . Lewis , solicitor, 7 , Wilmington -square ,

Company, 29 L. T . Rep. N . S . 901. Chan.) spectability and standing, and whether he con Middlesex. April 15 ; M . R ., at eleven o 'clock .
sidered him responsible to the extent of £50,000 . HEALD ( Bertrand ), Rohais-road , Island of Guernsey, gen .

COPYRIGHT - PIRACY – ACQUIESCENCE - IN . G . replied that R . was lord of a manor, that he tleman . March 80 ; Chas Cheston, Bolicitor i, Great

JUNCTION - Costs. - M ., the proprietor of a maga Winchester -street-buildings, London . April 13 ; V . C . M .,
was told the rent roll was over £7000 a year, & c .,

zine, had for eight years regularly sent to S ., the
at twelve o ' clock .

and that he did not believe R . would incur thé LaxD (John ), 93 , Cannon.street, London. house decorator.
proprietor of a country newspaper , his magazine liability named unless he was certain to meet the April 11 ; John F . Terry, solicitor, 13, King-street , Cheap
for the purpose of being reviewed . S . from time side , London , Arrii 25 ; M . R ., at twelve o 'clock .

engagement. In consequence of this reply the POCKLINGTON (Robert), 'Wellingborough , Northampton ,
to time published reviews and extracts, and occa plaintiff supplied the rails, and, R . having after contractor. April 10, Wm . E . Tattershall, solicitor,
sionally entire stories, from these magazines, wards become insolvent,brough an action against Queen -street, Sheffield . April 20 ; V . C . M ., at twelve

always acknowledging from whence he took them , the Gloucestershire Bank and G . for a false repre. | ROOKE (Wm . R .), 6 , Boston -park-road , Brentford, Middle.
dlock

and sending M . the paper containing such review ,ow , sentation as to the solvency of R . It having been sex. April 6 : James B . May, solicitor. Russell.square,
extract or story. In Nov. 1873, S . published an trial that the

London . April 12 ; V . C . M ., at twelve o 'clock .

entire story from the November number of the of such inquiries was within the general scope of WARNER (Henry), Damerham , Wilts, gentleman . April 15 ;

Charles Cole, solicitor, Portsea , April 25 ; V . 0 . H . , at
magazine. Shortly afterwards M ., without giving
S . any notice, filed a bill to restrain S . from pirat

in the authority conferred on bank managers, and twelve o 'clocWIGHTWICK ( Rev. John B . ). New Reigny, Cumberland ,
that the sentation 1 s false to

ing his works. Held , that M . was entitled to an
clerk . April 9 ; Jas. Bell , solicitor, Victoria - buildings,

his knowledge. Held (affirming the judgment of Queen Victoria -street, London, April 25 ; M . R ., at eleven
injunction , but under the circumstances each the Court of Queen 's Bench ) that Ġ . was per O 'clock .

party was ordered to pay his own costs : (Max. | WILSON (David ), Bingham , Nottingham , miller . March
sonally liable for the false representation ; but " 31; A , S . Lawson , solicitor, 89, Lombard-street, London ,

well v . Somerton , 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 11. (reversing the judgment of the Court of Queen ' s April 15 , M . R . at eleven o 'clock .
V . C . B .) Bench ) that the Gloucestershire Banking Com . |
CONVERSION - GOODS INVOICED TO DEFENDANT pany could not be made liable for the frandulent

CREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 VICT. c . 35 .
BY FRAUD OF BROKER - ENDORSEMENT OF DELIDORSEMENT OF DELI. representation of G . (per Lord Coleridge, C . J ., 1 Last Day of Claim , and to whom Particulars to be sent.
VERY ORDER TO BROKER. — The defendant re Bramwell, and Pigott, BB., Grove and Denman , ADAMS ( Thos. C .). Ewell, near Dover, Esq. Aprill ; Young
ceived from the plaintiffs two invoices in respect JJ.) on two grounds ; first, because G . was an and Co., solicitors, 2, St. Mildred' s- court, Poultry,
of a quantity of barley , which G ., the broker of agent of the banking company and a representa London .

the plaintiffs, had falsely represented to have tion signed only by him was insufficient to render | High -street. Ryde. ' Isle of Wight, araper, but since ofALDERSLADE (Jas , ' L .) , formerly of Union -street, then of

been ordered by the defendant. G . afterwards the banking company liable, under sect. 6 of 9 Swanmore, near Ryde, gentleman . March 24 ; C . G .
procured the defendant to endorse over to him & Geo . 4 , c . 14 ; secondly , because the inquiry as to Vincent, solicitor, Ryde.

delivery order for the barley to a railway company,
ANDREW (Robert Mac) , Isleworth House, Middlesex , Esg .

R .'s solvency wasaddressed to , and the reply given April 15 ; Kendall and Congreve, solicitors, Union Bank
on the strength of which he obtained the barley by, G . in his individual and personal capacity ,and Chambers, Lincoln 's-inn, London.
and then absconded , whereby the barley was lost | not as representing and acting on behalf of the AbanAUSTEN (Wm .), formerly of High-street, Borough , Surrey ,

hop factor , late of Eastgate, Croydon, Surrey , and Cour
to the plaintiffs. The jury found that the defen - / banking company. Per Cleasby, B ., on the second leywood -house, Wadhurst, Sussex, Esq. March 31; G . H .
dant had acted bona fide in endorsing the delivery ground only : (Swift v . Jewesbury (P . O .) and God . Hogan , solicitor, 23, Martin's · lane, Cannon -street,

order to G . Held , that the defendant was guilty dard , 30 L . T . Rep. N . S . 31. Ex. Ch.) London .
AYLMER (Geo . Wm .), 47, Upper Grosvenor -street, Middle

of a conversion of the barley. Per Bramwell, B . sex , Esq . April 15 :: Collyer Bristow , and Co., solicitors,

Conversion is best defined as doing an act un . 4 , Bedford - row , London .

authorised which deprives another of his property Correspondence.
AYLMER (Henrietta ), 47 , Upper Grosvenor street, widow ,
April 15 ; Collyer Bristow , and Co ., solicitors, 4 , Bedford

for an indefinite time. Per Cleasby, B ." It wasas SIR , – Under the heading of " Solicitors' | row , London .
not necessary to ask the jury whether the defen - | Journal." in your impression of the 21st alt., you AYLEN ( John ), Navigating Lieutnant in the Royal Navy .

dant did what was reasonable under the circum - I refer to a Dublin solicitor having informed yon
March 25 ; James A . Hallett, 7, St. Martin 's -place, Tra
falgar -square , London .

stances or not: (Heugh v . London and North - 11that applications by English solicitors to be
| BENNETT (Anne G .). Woodhall Villa , Charlwood -road .

Western Railway Company, 21 L . T . Rep . N . S .
Putney , Surrey, widow . April 6 ; Nicholson and Co .,

appointed commissioners for oaths in the Irish solicitors, 48, Lime-street, London.'
676 , distinguished ) : (Hiort and another . Bott, courts had been several times lately made without BENNETT (John L . ), Merton , Wimbledon , Surrey, Esq .

30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 25. Ex.). success, and that in fact there was no utility for April 4 ; J . Mackrell and Co., solicitors,21, Cannon -street,
London .

MANDAMUS - INSPECTION OF REGISTER – such an appointment, as, since the Act 30 & 31 BLOCKLEY ( Thos.), Aylestone, farmer and grazier . April
MOTIVE OF APPLICANT- SOLICITOR OF OPPO . | Vict. c . 44 , came into operation, English Chancery 23 ; Watson and Baxter, solicitors, Lutterworth .

SING LITIGANTS. - Defendants were incorporated
BULLOCK (Archibald ), 6 , Lancaster-gate, Hyde-park , Mid .

Commissioners are authorised to take Irish Chan . dlesex. May l ; D . Woolf, solicitor, 17 , King -street ,
under Acts of Parliament which provided , cery affidavits . This is correct to an extent, but Cheapside, London.
amongst other things , for inspection by the share- the Act goes further : see sect. 81. whereby com . CHOLMLEY (Eleanor, E . L . ), formerly ofWhitby Abbay, and

Howsham Hall, York , late of 5, Percy -villas , Campden
holders of the company's books and documents. missioners in common law in England, as well as hill- road , Kensington, Middlesex, widow . April 30 ; E .
A shareholder of nine years' standing was solicitor those in Chancery, can take such affidavits, and and F . Bannister and Fache, solicitors, 13 , John -street,

to a waterworks company , who had obtained a who also take acknowledgments by married women
Bedford -row , London .

COOKE ( John ) . 186, Claremont-square, Pentonville, Middle

decree in Chancery against the defendants, and it to be acted upon in Ireland . sex , gentleman . April ! ; Taylor and Co., solicitors, 38,
was under consideration whether the defendants J . PERRY GODFREY. Great James-street, Bedford -row , London.

Oox (Wiltshire ), formerly of Minehead, Somerset, after
should appeal. This shareholder applied to the wards residing in or travelling through Darmstadt, Ost
defendants ' secretary, without stating his object, end, London , and various other places in Germany, Bel.

for inspection of the register of shareholders, and UNCLAT
SUNCLAIMED STOCK AND DIVIDENDS IN THE gium , and England , then of 3 , Chatham -terrace, Upper

was refused . Upon a rule for mandamus by the
BANK OF ENGLAND. Norwood, Surrey , late of 24, Rue Albert, Ostend, Bel.

Transferred to the Commissioners for the Reduction of the gium , gentleman . Thos. Mee, solicitor, 2 , Great Win

National Debt, and which will be paid to the persons chester -street-buildings, England.

dants' secretary stated on affidavit, and it was respectively whose names are prefixed to each in three CURLING (Elizabeth ). Kent Lodge , Eastbourne, Sussex,

not contradicted , that the prosecutor made his months, unless other claimants sooner appear. ) widow . April 10 ; Baker and Nairne, solicitors, 3, Crosby.
LEGGE (Hon . Augustus), Grosvenor-square, Middlesex , square, London .

application for inspection in the interest of his £866 138. 4d . Reduced Three Per Cent. Annuities. Claim . Davies (Chas .) , " Plough and Harrow ” Inn , Haverford

clients, and not for any purpose or in the interest I lant Hon . Rev. Augustus Legge. west, innkeeper. April 80 ; Wm . John and Son, solicitors ,
5 . Victoria -place , Haverfordwest .of the defendants or of any member of the com . MORTON (Ann , Lothbury, spinster. £100 New Three Per

Cent. Annuities. Claimant John Morton, administrator FIELDING (Geo . ), Manchester, and of Llandudno, Car .

pany as such ; that his object was to canvass the to Ann Morton , spinster, deceased. . narvon, stock and sharebroker. April 8 ; Atkinson and
Co . , solicitors, 14, Marsden -street, Manchester .

shareholders and endeavour to persuade them to RAVEN (Henry Baldwin ), Upper Tulse Hill, Surrey, Esq .

oppose the said appeal. Held,by Blackburn and
£182 168. 4d . Reduced | FORD (Matthew ) , 8 , Lincoln 's -inn - fields , and 9, Keppel

Three Per Cent. Annuities .
Claimant, Henry Taylor Raven , sole executor of Henry street,Middlesex , and 58 , Marine Parade, Brighton , Esq .

Archibald , JJ. (Quain , J . dissentiente), that this Baldwin Raven , deceased. March 31 : Wharton and Ford , solicitors , 6 , Lincoln 's -inn

TAYLOR (James ) , Arthur-street East, London -bridge, gen .
was not sufficient reason for discharging the rule :

fields, Middlesex .
tleman , HARVEY ( Anne Parr) , a minor. £100 Three Per FRANKLIN (Wm . G . Titchfield , Southampton , gentleman .

(Reg. v . Wilts and Berks Canal Navigation , 29 Cent . Annuities, Claimant, said Anne Parr Harvey, March 81 ; Nicholas Donnithorne, solicitor, Farebam ,

L . T . Rep. N . S . 922. Q . B .) formerly & minor, now of age, the survivor . Hants ,

sha
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MAGISTRATES' LAW .

FRIEND (Geo ), formerly of 17, Canonbury -park , Islington , ELECTION LAW .
shall be liable to a penalty. Justices refused to

Middlesex, and late of 1 ,Magdalen -terrace, St . Leonard ' s.
on Sen , bursex, Esq . April 15 ; Johnson and Coote ,

convict defendant, who was charged under this

solicitors, ll , Wardrobe-place , Doctors'-commons, Lon . COURT OF COMMON PLEAS.

section ; but they stated , in the case reserved at.

don .

GRINLING (Chas. G .), Prince of Wales, 28. Ebury-street,

the complainant's request, thatdefendant exposed

LEE AND OTHERS (pets.) v . GREEN (resp .) ;
Pinlico , Middlesex, licensed victualler March 31 ; A . W .

greengrocery, in which he dealt , on a cooler or

Surtees, solicitor, 35 , Bedford -row , London .

WAKEFIELD ELECTION PETITION . tray of wood , projecting 2ft. 9in . beyond the line

GROVES (Wm . J . , 33, Thomson - street, Horselydown,
Summons for particulars under under the Par. of the brickwork of his building . This tray fell

Sarrey , lighterman April 15 ; Young and Sons, solici.
tors, 29 , Mark -lune, London ,

liamentary Elections Act 1868.
forward from the shop window , and when used

HODGE (Catherine , Taunton ,

Thomas Rawle, A PETITION against the respondent, the sitting was supported by iron stanchions and hinges .

1, Bedford -row , London .
member for the borongh of Wakefield , alleged | The steps of the adjoining house projected three

ITUSKISSON (Wm .) . 76 . Swinton -street, Gray' s - inn -road ,
Middlesex, manufacturing chemist . March 81 ; Parker

bribery by the respondent and his agents, also inches further than this tray during the day. At

and Co. , solicitorr. 17. Bedford -row , Middlesex . generalbribery.
night, and on Sundays, the tray was not beyond

JOXES ( Dr. Henry B .), M . D . , 8 . , Brook -street, Grosvenor .
square, Middlesex . April 1 ; Farrer, Ouvry , and Co

The election took place on the 3rd Feb . 1874, the line of defendant's and the adjoining house ;

Solicitors, 66, Lincoln ' s - inn - fields, London,

and the petition was duly presented against the the street was exceptionally wide at this par

LAWTON (Wm . ) , Nottingham , woollen merchant. April 2 :
ticular part. The defendant's premises had been

Thorpe and Thorpe , solicitors, Thurland -street, Notting after the return .
erected between thirty and forty years, and

ham .
LENTON (John H .), Coventry, gentleman . May 1 ; Henry On the 4th March a summons was taken out for during that period the tenants had always used

J . Davis , solicitor, Hay-lane, Coventry.
the delivery by the petitioners of full particulars the same cooler or tray, or something of the same

LORACH (Augustus Leo ), 5 , Walpole-street. Chelsea , and
the Parthenon Club , Regent-street, Middlesex, E g .

of the allegations contained in the petition within description. Held , that the Act must be taken
April 9 ; Paine and Hammond , solicitors , 16 , Furnival's ten days from the date of the order (if any) to be to rofer to the line of shop existing at the time of

Inn, London ,
Lock ' ( Philip Wm .), 63, Lucas-street, Commercial road

made thereon , and was heard before Lord Chief its passing , which in this case was the line of the

East , Middlesex, paper dealer . March 81 ; T . Whitwell, Justice Cockburn at chambers.
tray ; and that the justices were right : (Wilson

solicitor, 17, King street, Oheapside, London , Chandos Leigh for the petitioners.
v . Čunlife, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 913. Q . B .)

MAXWELL Admiral John B .) , R . N ., Holyrood -terrace ,
Great Malvern , Worcester March 81; N . Robarts, 5 ,

Forbes, for the respondent. PAVING AND SEWERING - INCIDENTAL COSTS.

Godliman -street, Doctor's Oommons, London ,
Lord COLERIDGE, C . J ., intimated that the timee , C . J . , intimated that the time | Defendant w88 Owner of somehouses, and occu .

MONTGOMERY (Emma A . , formerly of 19, Marlborough heretofore allowed for particulars to be given was
buildings, late of 19, Milsom -street, Bath , widow . April

pied land bounding or abutting on & now street,

30 ; H . W . Hooper, solicitor, 18, Bedford-circus, Exeter,
too short to enable the respondent fairly to meet the which the plaintiffs had paved under sect. 105 of

PARKER (Margaret), Badsworth, York, spinster. April case against him , and made an order that the | the Metropolis ManagementAct 1855, and sewered
13 ; Pratt and Hodgkinson , solicitors, Newark-upon particulars asked for by the summons should be
Trent.

under sect. 52 of the Amending Act of 1862.

PATERSON (Wm . Boyd -Alexander F .), 9. Richmond-street,
I delivered eight days, including Sanday, before the Amongst other items which the plaintiffs had

Hammersmith , Middlesex, Esq . March 25 ; J . B , Nunn, day fixed for the hearing of the petition , but that apportioned to defendant' s contribution were

_ solicitor, 50 , Bedford -row . London . the petitioners should have leave to add any fresh
PRINCE ( John ), Oatlands Park Hotel, Weybridge , Surrey ,

costs of collecting apportioned amounts, of survey

the Jerusalem coffee -house, London , and Queen ' s Hotel, particulars of cases coming to their knowledge plan and obtaining names of owners, and of filling

Hastings, Esq . May 1 ; Kvnaston and Gasquet, solicitors, after the commencement of the eight days, and
88 , Queen - street, Cheapside, London ,

up, printing, advertising, and serving notices.

ROBINS ( Thomas ), Wotton -under - Edre , Gloucester, in
up to three clear days of the day appointed for These sums were all paid to persons employed

keeper. May l ; Dauncey and Turner, solicitors, Wotton hearing the petition .
for the purpsoe , and not plaintiffs ' servants,

under -Edge. Agents for petitioners, Van Sandau and Cum
ROGERS ( Thomas) , formerly of 54 , Moneyer-street, Hoxton,

although plaintiffs had in their employ a surveyor

Middlesex , and late of 8 , Marlborough -road , Peckham , ming.
and a clerk , and payments were requested at their

Surrey, gentleman, March 30 ; Chinery and Aldridge,
office. Defendant occupied the said land under &

solicitors, 36 . Essex-street, Strand , Middlesex.
Ross (MoCulloch ), formerly of Bedford Office, Bloomsbury , shali.

building agreement, by which the owner of the

• Middlesex, late of South Saxon Hotel, St. Leonard ' s -on .
land agreed to demise to defendantor his nominees

Sea , Sussex, gentleman . May_ 8 ; Wing and DuCane,
solicitors, 1, Gray' s - inn -square, London .

the several pieces of land upon which the defen .

SNITH (Chas . F . ), Rose-hill, Smedley-lane, Cheetham , Lan .

dantwas to build , as the houses and buildings

caster. and of Manchester, merchant. April 8 ; J. R .
respectively became erected and covered , for 80

Bridgeford and Sons, 80, Cross-rtreet, Manchester
SMITH ( Thos .), late of the Maynard Arms, Park - road, NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.

years , at the rent of a poppercorn for two years ,

Middlesex, and previously of the Rising Sun , Wych CORRUPT PRACTICES (MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS)
and of sums increasing every year up to £364 in

street , Strand, Middlesex , licensed victualler. April 20 ;
the sixth and following years. The defendant

8 . Potcer, solicitor, S6, King -street, Cheapside , London . ACT 1872 (35 & 35 VICT. C . 60 ) — JURISDICTION

STEPHENS ( Thos. ), North Villa , Regent' s Park , Middlesex , OF JUDGE AT CHAMBERS TO AMEND PETITION
was to be considered as holding the undemised

and Lime- 8 reet-square , London , insurance broker. April
portion on the terms of the leases. There was 8

1 ; Hensman and Nicholson , solicitors, 25, College hill,
- WHAT IS A FRESH PETITION - POWER OF SUPE

London . RIOR COURT UNDER SECT. 21. - Sect. 13 of the
power of re-entry npon non -completion of the

STOKOE (Mary , Longhorsley , Northumberland, widow . Corrupt Practices (Municipal Elections) Act 1872
building covenants. The houses at this timewere

June 4 ; Wm . Woodman , solicitor, Stobhill , Morpath ,
SWEETMAN Thos. . 6 , Cheapside, Brighton , gentleman .

(35 & 36 Vict.) c . 60, directing that a petition shall
in every stage of building progress , and some had

May 1 : Clarke and Howlett, solicitors, 8 , Ship -street,

been demised to other persons as defendant's
be presented within twenty -one days after the day

Brighton .
nomination .

on which the election was held, is imperative , and
Held , upon an action to recover

TURNER Thomas', Plas Brereton, Carnarvon , Esq . May
defendant' s apportionment, that with the excep

1 ;. Dauncey and Turner, solicitors, Wotton -under .
admits of no exception but the one specified in tion of the houses demised to other persons,

WEBER (Chas. F .). 2, Royal Exchange-buildings, London ,
that section , and therefore when a petition has the defendant was liable as owner of all the

and 75 , Portsdown-gardens, Maida-hill, Middlesex ,mer once been presented it cannot be amended by the
chant and shipbroker. April 13 ; T . W . Denby, solicitors , addition of other charges against the respondent,

premises , and that the above itemswere incidental

8 , Frederick 's -place, Old Jewry, London . and a judge at chambers has no power under sect.
costs and charges within the 77th section of the

WILLIAMS ( Sarah ), Wotton -under-Edge, Gloucester, widow .

Day 1 ; Dauncey and Turner, solicitors , Wotton -under.
21, sub -sect. 5, to make an order allowing an

said Act of 1862. (Poplar Board of Works v . Love,

Edge. amendment, which varies the charge originally
29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 915. Q . B .)

WILSON (Richard ), medical superintendent of the Count
Lunatic Asylum , at Cottingwood, near Morpeth . M

preferred .
HIGHWAY - DEDICATION TO THE PUBLIC - NEW

Per Lord Coleridge, C . J ., two classes

20 ; Wm . Woodman, solicitor, Stobhill, Morpeth .
of offences are included in sect. 1 of the Municipal

STREET - METROPOLITAN LOCAL MANAGEMENT.

WOODTHORPE (Frederick ) , Cambridge -villa , Haverstock-hill . Elections Act 1872 - viz .,the employment of voters
Respondent had leased land for building purposes,

Middlesex , gentleman , formerly town clerk of London .
April 13. AD. Michael, solicitor, 2 , Gresham -buildings,

living within the ward ,and the voters living with .
and the road between the houses he had built

Basinghall - street, London ,
out the ward : (Maude and others v . Lowley, 29

was, before 1863, used for sawpits and building

L . T . Rep. N . S . 924. C . P .).
materials. Since then footways on each side had.

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ACT - INJURY TO
been made by the appellants' vestry, and paid for

REPORTS OF SALES. PREMISES NOT TAKEN UNDER COMPULSORY
by the lessees or owners of the houses. A barrier

POWERS. - Where a schoolboard acquires land as
| had been kept by the respondent across part of

Tuesday, March 10 .
a site for a school, under the compulsory powers

| the carriage way, and the remainder could be
By Messrs. D . CRONIN and Sons, at the London Tavern . given by the Elementary Education Act, and closed by a folding bar. Respondent had occa

Gravesend. - The Man of Kent Public-house and five | builds a school so as to obstruct the ancient
sionally prevented the passage of vehicles, and

cottages , term 23 years - sold for £230 . . lights of an adjoining landowner , the remedy of
had once recovered damages for trespass along

By Messrs. DEBENHAM , TEwson , and FARMER, at the Mart. this road. The freeholders also had given public
: | the adjoining landowner is by claiming compen .West Brompton . - Two plots of building land - sold for

£740 . sation under the 68th section of the Lands
notice that they objected to this road being used

Maistow . - Nog. 18 to 20 , Baalam -street, Nos. 17, 19 , 21, and
28 . Green Gate -street , and two plots of land , freehold

Clauses Consolidation Act 1845, and not by bill as a thoroughfare . The appellants, without

sold for £600 .

for an injunction : (Clark v . The School Board notice to the respondents, resolved to pave, and
for London , 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 903. L . C . & L .JJ.). | paved this carriage way, and summoned respon

RATING OF RAILWAYS - BRANCH RAILWAYS .
dent for his proportion of the expenses of a new

Tue Prudential Life Assurance Company, in | The appellants, a railway company, were owners
street, under the Metropolis Management Act

ir twenty - fifth annual report show the fol; of a branch line connecting their main line with 1855, s. 105 . The justices decided that this road

lowing prosperous general results : - The total three other main lines . If the branch were in the
had not been dedicated to the public, that it was

premium income is $537,711 18 . 11d ., showing the market, either of the three companies which
not a new street within that section, and that

very remarkable increase of £109, 968 108., and owned these three other main lines would , in respondent could be liable only if the appellants
being the largest accession of incomeduring any consequence of the traffic which it would bring to | had proceeded under sect. 106 . Held , on a case
year of the company' s operations. The total their line, be willing to acquire it upon the same stated , that upon these facts the finding of the

amount of claims is £168 ,388 178. 8d ., raising the terms in every respect as those upon which the
justices was conclusive as to the dedication of the

whole sum to £1, 103,402 88. 6d. These have, as appellants held it ; if so acquired by either of
road to the public ; but that sect. 105 relates to

asual, been paid with undeviating regularity . such other companies, they would work it in & the paving or forming new streets,as may deemed

The assurance fund at the close of 1873 was
similarmanner to that in which it was worked by expedient by the vestry , whether highways or not ;

.2482,933, showing an increase of £73,799 48. 4d .
the appellants, and under such circumstances the that sect. 106 relates only to the repair of streets,

for the year. In addition to the assurance fund traffic upon it would not produce a higher rateable not being highways, which have not been paved

there are - shareholders' capital, £10 ,052 ; contin .
value, caculated upon the mileage principle in by the vestry ; and that, therefore, the appellants

gency fund , £16 ,096 ; guarantee fund , £15 ,000 : total. |
respect to the traffic of the branch only, than had here proceeded rightly under sect. 105, and

£41, 148 ; which , together with the assurance fund
what it produced to the appellants . Held that, in were entitled to recover : (St. Mary, Islington v .

of £482,933,make a total fund of £524,081 for the assessing the part of the branch line within the Barrett, 30 L . T . Rep. N . S . 11. Q . B .)

protection and security of the constituents of the respondents' parish , this circumstance must be
company. The foregoing facts are so remarkable taken into consideration in estimating the rateable

POOR RATE - HOSPITAL - BENEFICIAL Occu .

that the directors consider it unnecessary to do

PATION . - St. Thomas's Hospital was founded by

value : (Reg. v . the London and North Western royal charter for the relief and sustenance of poor

more than call attention to them .
Railway Company, 29 L . T . Rep. N . S . 910 . Q . B .) sick and infirm people, and vested in the mayor,

PATENT LAW . - A paper will be read on Monday ! LINE OF SHOPS - GOODS PROJECTING . - By á commonalty , 'and citizens of London. The

evening next, the 16th inst., at a meeting of the | local Act of 1872, if any person places, hangs up,
Law Amendment Society, to be held at their rooms or otherwise exposes any furniture, goods, pro

tients pay nothing for their maintenance or the

in Adam - street , Adelphi, by John Coryton , Esq .,

niture , goods, pro- | medical services rendered to them . There is

duce , wares, merchandise, matter or thing, so medical school connected with the hospital, alle
“ On the Policy of granting Letters Patent for that the same projects or project into or over any its students pay certain fees, which are

Inventions, with observationg on the Working of footway, or beyond the line of any house, shop or
school,

devoted to the expenses of the medical

the English Law ."
building , atwhich the same is or are exposed, be ' and are not paid to or in any accounted to

Edge .

no

who

o the
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V

governors of the hospital. Held (affirming the dition , and that from that cause the voyage was was, on the 31st Oct. 1872, being then four
judgment of the Court of Queen 's Bench ), that delayed and prolonged . That the charterers hours at sea out of Galveston , on her voyage
the hospital was liable to be rated , and not at a must prove, in order to recover , that the loss to Philadelphia , compelled to put back to Galves.
merely nominal sum : (Governors of St. Thomas's occurred from such delay ; and inasmuch as, on ton for repairs , by reason of the tubes of the
Hospital v. The Churchwardens and Overseers of that evidence, it was not satisfactorily shown boiler blowing out and leaking badly, and was
Lambeth , 30 L . T . Rep. N . S . 37. Ex. Ch .) that the beef wasmerchantable when the vessel detained at Galveston seven days thereafter in

was at Key West, or if it was that it might not repairing some of the tubes ; that the steamer
have been kept so , provided more ice had been again left Galveston for Philadelphia on the 7th

MARITIME LAW . purchased at Key West, the libel must be dis- Nov. 1872, and was fifteen daysmaking the voyage
missed . owing to the unseaworthy condition of the steamer,

On the 13th Sept. 1872, Messrs. Duncan and some of the tubes blowing out, and others of them
NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. Poev. of Philadelphia , entered into & written I leaking so badly , that the boiler could with diffi .

COLLISION — STEAMSHIP — DUMB BARGE - charter-party with Woodhouse and Rudd, owners culty make steam , and thereby the speed of the
LIGHTS - COURSE ON THE THAMES- DUTY. - of the steamer Francis Wright, then at New vessel was greatly reduced below whather ordinary
Dumb barges in motion driving with the tide no York , whereby Woodhouse and Rudd chartered speed would have been if her boiler tubes had
or down the river Thames at night are not bound the steamer to Duncan and Poey “ for the term of been kept in a proper and seaworthy condition ;
to carry lights . A dumb barge coming up the six months, to run between Philadelphia or New that by reason of the detention of the steamer at
river Thames in a flood tide may keep on either York , and Galveston, or any intermediate safe Galveston while making repairs and by resson of
side of the river, and there is no obligation on her port in the United States, or any foreign port not the detention of the steamer in making her pas.

by custom or otherwise to keep in mid .channel. I prohibited by the insurance,” with the agreement | sage from Galveston to Philadelphia owing to the

There is no duty on a dumb barge driving with that the charterers were to have the privilege of unseaworthy condition of the boiler tubes , and by
the tide in the Thames to keep out of the way of cancelling the charter at the expiration of three | reason of the hot water which escaped from the

a steamship ; but it is the duty of the steamship months, on giving Woodhouse and Rudd fifteen defective boiler tubes,andwasnegligently allowed

to keep out of the way of the barge : ( The Owen days' notice, and the payment of 1500 dols . bonus. to run into the bilge of the steamerand melt the
Wallis, 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 41. Adm .) The instrument then set forth the following lice in the refrigerator where the fresh beef was

COLLISION - PRACTICE - DUTY TO BEGIN agreements by Woodhouse and Rudd : First, that stowed , the beef became damaged , spoiled , and

FOG OVER ANCHORAGE GROUND . - In all causes " the said vessel in and during the said voyage shall entirely lost to the libellants ; that Woodhouse

of damage, the onus being upon the plaintiff to be kept tight, staunch, well fitted , tackled, and and Rudd did not perform their covenant, that the
establish negligence against the defendant. the provided with every requisite for such a voyage ;" | vessel in and during said voyage , should be kept

plaintiff must begin ; and this rule applies to secondly, that “ the whole of thesaid vessel (with by them tight, staunch , well-fitted, tackled, and
cases where the only defence je inevitable acci. the exception of the necessary room for the sails, provided with every requisite for such & voyage ;

dent and the plaintiff' s vessel is at anchor, con . cables), shall be at the sole use and disposal of that the value of the fresh beef at Philadelphia

trary to the former practice of the High Court of the libellants during the voyage aforesaid ;" was 23,000 dols . ; that by reason of the failure of

Admiralty. Where a steamship, whilst in a good | thirdly , that Woodhouse and Rudd will “ tako Woodhouse and Rudd, and the vessel to comply

and well-known anchorage ground, enters a dense and receive on board the same vessel, during the with said covenant, the fresh beef has been wholly

fog , it is her duty to anchor at once ; and if she aforesaid yoyoge, all such lawful goods and mer . lost to the libellants ; and thatatthe time of the
neglects to do so , and continues her course , she chandise as the libellants may think proper to making of the charter-party Woodhouse and Rudd

will be to blame for a collision ensuing, provided ship .” The instrument then set forth the follow . knew that the steamer was chartered by the libel.

that the other vessel has done all that the law ing agreements by the charterers. They were (1 ) lants for the purpose of carrying fresh beef from

requires : ( The Otter , 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 43. " to man , coal, and victualsteamer, and pay all ex. Galveston to Philadelphia , and also know that
Adm .) penses of every nature (including port charges, the steamer was in an unseaworthy condition as

& c .) connected with running of the steamer, regards her boiler and its tubes . The libel claims

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT. except insurance on vessel and repairs ;" (2) to 30 ,000 dols. damages against the vessel and her

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK . | pay to Woodhouse and Rudd for the charter of owners.
vessel “ eighty- five dollars per day, United States . The answer of Woodhouse and Rudd as claim .Reported by R . D . BZXEDICT, Proctor and Advocato.
currency , duo daily, but payable at the expiration ants, set up that the libellants had the entire

THE STEAMSHIP FRANCIS WRIGHT. of each and every month , in New York ; vessel to charge and possession of the vessel, and denied
Charter-party - Unseaworthiness of vessel - Injury be returned to the owners, at the expiration of that the chief engineer was the agent or represen .

to cargo by delay - Agency of master and this charter, in the same order and condition as tative of the claimants, and averred that the re

engineer . she is now in , less the ordinary wear, and pairs which the claimants were bound to make
A steamship was chartered by a written charter charterers to take and deliver the steamer at | were made, and that the steamer was, so far as the

for six months to run between certain ports. New York .” Then followed these provisions : - claimants were bound to do so , kept as called for

The ouners covenanted that the vessel should be “ Owners to nominate and charterers to appoint by the charter-perty, and denied all the allega

kept tight, staunch ,well fitted , tackled , and pro. chief engineer, to be paid by charterers at the rate tions of the libel in which the libellants claim a

vided with every requisite for such á voyage ; 1 of 125 dols. per month. Charterers to appoint recovery.

that the whole of the vessel except thenecessary captain subject to the approval of the owners. R . D . Benedict, for the libellants , argued that
room for the sails and cables should be at the dis. It is also agreed that this charter shall commence under the charter the owners must be held to

posal of the charterers ; and that the owners at New York on the 18th Sept. 1872. If, from have retained the possession of the vessel, as far
would take and receive on board during the any derangement of machinery, a steamer is as was necessary for the making of repairs, and

voyage all themerchandisewhich the charterers delayed , the time lost is not to be paid for by that the master and engineer were their agents

desired to ship . The charterers covenanted to charterers, and in such derangement (if any) for that purpose : ( citing Certain Logs of Maho

man, coal, and victual the steamer , and pay all owners to have privilege of cancelling charter. gany , 2 Summer 's Rep . 597 ; Hooc v . Grovermann ,

expenses except insurance on vessel and repairs, In case of any wreckage, towage, or salvage i Cranch 's Rep . 215 ; Christie v . Lewis , 5 Moore ,

and ta pay charter money at a certain rate. accruing to the vessel, whilst under this charter, 211 ; The Milches, 5 Blatchford 's Rep. 336 ; Swain

The charter also contained these clauses : one half of said earnings to be paid to the owners ston v .Garrick, 2 L . J . N . S . 255 ; Blackie v . Stem
“ Vessel to be returned to the owners at the ex of the steamer.” In accordance with the terms of bridge, 5 Jurist, N . S . 1128 ; Sandeman v . Scurr ,

piration of this charter in the same order and the charter party, John A . Shorman was appointed 2 L . Rep . Q . B . 86 ; Fenton v . The Dublin Steam

condition she is now in , less the ordinary wear, chief engineer of the vessel, and Henry Dennison Packet Company, 8 Ad. & El. 835 ; Reeve v . Davis,

and charterers to take and deliver the steamer was appointed her captain . She was taken to 1 Ad. & El. 312 ; Havelock v .Geddes, 10 East, 555 ;

at New York . Owners to nominate and char. Philadelphia , and there the charterers fitted her Myers v . Burns, 35 N . Y . Rep. 269 ). That the

terers to appoint chief engineer , to be paid by with a refrigerating apparatus to bring a cargo of vessel was not kept in repair , but was unsee

the charterers. Charterers to appoint captain fresh beef from Galveston , Texas, to Philadelphia. worthy : (citing Wright v. The Orient Mercantile

subject to the approval of the owners.” The The put on board of her at Philadelphia a general Insurance Company, 6 Bosworth' s Rep. 269 ;

captain and chief engineer were appointed as cargo of merchandise and proper fuel, and about Hathaway v . The Sun Mercantile Insurance Come

agreed , and the vessel was taken from New 260 tons of ice, the latter to be used in connection pany, 8 id . 54). That the owners having agreed

York to Philadelphia , where the charterers with the refrigerating apparatus, to preserve the that the vessel should be kept in repair, were

resided , and was there fitted up with a refrige. fresh beef on the homeward voyage. She left bound to keep her so : (citing Paradine v. Jayne,

rating apparatus. She took on board a quantity Philadelphia for Galveston on the 3rd Oct. 1872, Aleyn , ; Harmony v. Bingham , 12 N . Y .

of ice and some general cargo, and sailed and arrived at Galveston on the 17th of the samé Rep . 107) and were liable for the damages result
for Galveston. On the voyage out there month. This libelwas filed by them to recover for ing from the delay occasioned by the failure to

were several stoppages, owing to the tubes of the entire loss of the beef on the homeward keep her so , and that the loss of the beef resulted
the boiler giving out. At Galveston she took on voyage.

from that delay.
board a quantity of fresh beef, which it was The libel alleged that during the voyage from | For the steamer , C . Donohue.
intended to keep fresh by the refrigerating appa . Philadelphia to Galveston , thevesselgave evidence BLATCHFORD, J. - Itmay not be difficult to hold
ratus. She starled from Galveston on her of unseaworthiness by having a number of her that, under the charter- party , the claimants were

return voyage, but a few hours after starting boiler tubes blown out, and by great and unusual bound to keep the boiler and its tubes in

twenty - six tubes of her boiler gave out without leaking in her boiler tubes, which rendered it diffi . proper condition during the voyage, through the

any ostensible cause, and she was compelled to cult to make steam on the vessel by reason of the master and the chief engineer as their agents ;
put back , and was detained seven days before water from tho blown out and leaking tubes that the claimants remained in possession of the

the repairs to the boiler were completed . She escaping into the furnaces, and affecting and vessel for such purpose, through those officers, as
then sailed again , and put into Key West, where diminishing the fires therein ; by reason whereof agents for such purpose ; that the boiler and its

she took on board some coaland 20 tons of ice, and the steamer was unable to attain her usual and tubes were not kept in proper condition ; and
sailed again ; but before reaching Philadelphia proper speed , and was fourteen days in making that from that cause the voyage was delayed and
the beef was spoiled , and was thrown overboard . the passage from Philadelphia to Galveston, | prolonged. By the charter-party the claimants
But for the delay in going back to Galveston , the instead of ten days, which is the full, usual, and | agree so keep the vessel, while on a voyage named
vessel would have reached Philadelphia on the ordinary time for a steamer of that capacity to in the charter-party, well fitted and provided with
day she left Key West. The charterers libelled make such voyage ; that when the vessel arrived every requisite for such a voyage ; and it is
the vessel to recover 25,000 dols., the value of the atGalveston, Woodhouse and Rudd , through their agreed that the libellants shall not pay any
beef, claiming that the beef was good till several agentand representative, the chief engineer of the expense of repairs. To enable the claimants to
days after the timewhen the vessel would have vessel, were requested to make the proper and discharge such duty, it is provided that they
reached Philadelphia but for the delay, and necessary repairs to the boiler and to its tubes , in shall have the nomination of the person who is
that the loss of the beef was due to the delay order that there might be no further delays, after to be chief engineer, and that no appointment of
caused by the unseaworthy condition of the the cargo of fresh beef was laden on board , and a captain shall be made otherwise than subject to
boiler . and that the vesselmightmake the return passage their approval. The chief engineer was nomi.

Held , that, under the charter , the owners were in ten days ; that the chief engineer promised that nated by them , and the captain was appointed
bound to keep the boiler and its tubes in proper all necessary and proper repairs to the boiler and with their approval. The claimants assumed

condition during the voyage, through themaster its tubes should be made ; but they were not absolutely the obligation referred to . They either
and chief engineer as their agents. That the made, by reason whereof 'the steamer , having deprived themselves voluntarily of all means of
boiler and its tubes were not kept in proper con . ' on board about seventy tons of fresh beef, ' fulfilling it, by not having any agent on board to
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attend to its fulfilment, or the officers referred to thatwhile they were stopped at sea, outside of these facts would tend to show that its subse
must be regarded in the interest of the claimants , Galveston, it rose to 46 deg . ; that when they quent spoiling was due to & want of sufficient
through theirmode of appointment, for the pur returned to Galveston it was 4 % deg : ; that the ice ; or, if there was ice enough , to the inability
pose of seeing to the fulfilment of such obliga . day before they arrived at Key West it was about of the apparatus to preserve the beef. Notwith .

tions. The claimants contend that the libellants 50 deg ; that they had about 100 tons of ice when standing the delay , the libellants were bound to
were in the exclusive possession of the vescel. they left Galveston the first time, and about 95 | use all accessible means to preserve the beef. If
But the provisions that the vessel shall be at the tons when they left the second time ; that they ice was needed , and could be procured , it should

sole use and disposal of the libellants, and that had about 15 tous left when they reached Key have been procured at Key West, and such addi.

the libellants shall man , coal, and victual her , West ; that they procured 20 tons more at Key tional expense, and not the loss of the beef, have
and pay her running expenses (except insurance West ; that the first day out from Key West been thrown on the claimants. It does not appear

and repairs) , and return her at the expiration of ( 16th Nov .) the temperature of the refrigerat. thatmore ice could not have been obtained atKey
the charter in proper condition , less ordinary | ing room was about as usual, say 40 deg . ; that West . The impression produced by the evidence
wear, and take and deliver her at New York , and the next day it became 60 deg ., and afterwards is tbat, as the ice was going out, the beef began
pay one-half of her salvage earnings to the increased to 68 deg., when they were about to spoil, and that it spoiled because the ice gave
claimants, are not at all inconsistent with a fulfil. at Cape Hatteras : that then the beef spoiled and out. The first day out from Key West the
mentby the claimants of the agreed duty of keep - 1 part of it was thrown overboard , and that at that temperature of the refrigerating room was about
ing the vessel well fitted and provided with every time the ice was not quite all used up . 40deg., the usual, and as I understand from the
requisite for the voyage, or with such possession . The libellants contend that the beef remained testimony, the proper temperature. The fact that

by the claimants, through the captain and chief , unspoiled until after the vessel had left Key West so small a supply of ice was procured at Key

engineer appointed in the manner prescribed as for Philadelphia , and that the cargo would have West, and that there was such reluctance on the
would enable the claimants, through those officers, been landei in good merchantable order at Phila - part of the captain to procure what he did , looks
to represent them in that regard , to see that tbe i delphia before the time it , in fact, spoiled , but for in the direction , very strongly , of a spoiled con .
agreement was performed. That the boiler and the detentions specified in the libel, because, but dition in the beef at Key West, or such a condi.
its tubos were not kept in proper condition for ench detentions, it would have been at Phila - tion as made it substantially unmerchantable
during the voyage is established by the evidence. I delphia unspoiled at a time when it was at sea , when it reached Key West . This is confirmed by

The boiler was not seaworthy. Whatever its unspoiled . the halting testimony of the captain . If true,
apparent condition was when the vessel left Gal. No complaint is made as to any loss of timeby then the delay before the vessel reached Key
veston for the first time, with her cargo of beef on putting in at Key West. From the time the West was not the reason why the beef did

board , subsequentevents and the results show that vessel left Galveston the second time (7th not reach Philadelphia in merchantable condi.

the boiler was unseaworthy. There was no cause Nov., at 7 a .m .) till she substantially reached tion . Because,thedelay before reachingKey West
to produce the blowing out and leaking of the Philadelphia (22nd Nov. , at 31 p . m .) was 15 days was only seven days, and the running time

tubes, but the inherent defects of the boiler . and eight and a half hours. Leaving Galves- from Key West to Philadelphia added to the time
Having left Galveston on the 31st Oct. at 11 ton 31st Oct., at 11 a . m ., a trip of 15 days and the vessel remained at Key West was seven days

o 'clock a . m ., the vessel was stopped at 7 p .m ., eight and a half hours, would have brought her to and twelve and a quarter hours . If the beef
because twenty- six out of the 144 tubes in her Philadelphia , Nov. 15 , at 71 p . m ., at which time was good at Key West, and spoiled afterwards for

boiler were leaking . She lay until 10 a .m . on the she was at sea , having left Key West five hours want of ice , the claimants are not shown to be
1st Nov., making repairs, and then returned to beforo. Was thebeef unspoiled and merchantable responsible for the loss . If there was plenty of
Galveston , and remained there making further at the time the vessel left Key West ? Captain ice after leaving Key West, and yet the beef

repairs till 7 a . m . on the 7th Nov. , thus losing full Dennison , on his direct examination , testifies that spoiled , it would indicate inability in the appa
seven days of time. The return to Galveston was he saw the cook cutting some of the beef, and ratas to prevent the spoiling , and for this it is
necessaryin order to obtain a proper toolwith which cooking it , and the men eating it , on the Monday not shown that the clainiants are liable. As to
to make the repairs. On the voyage from Phila - after leaving Key West (which Monday was Nov. any melting of ice by hot water in the bilge, any
delphia to Galveston the vesselwas stopped at sea 18 ) , that it was on the cabin table, and eaten by effect therefrom to spoil the beef is covered by

on the 8th Oct. for five and a half hours , to make same, after leaving West Key, and that it cut as the views before stated. But I am not satisfied ,
repairs on the boiler and engine, and on the 12th if it was good . On his cross-examination this is from the evidence, that any hot water in the
for two and a half hours, to plug leaking tubes, his evidence : - Q Did not you yourself at that bilge , from the leaking tubes, had any effect to

and on the 17th for two hours, for repairs to the time, at Key West, after the attempt was made to raise the temperature of the refrigerating room

boiler. This indicated a condition of thingswhich get the beef, say it was stinking P - A . I do not or to melt any ice. On a full consideration of the

required that the boiler should be thoroughly remember that I did . Q . Will you swear you did whole case, I can come to no other conclusion
repaired before starting on the return voyage. not ? -- A . I will not. Q . Will you swear it was than that the libellants have not made out the
But the repairs made were not thorough as shown not stinking - A . I will not swear. Q . Was it the cause of action set forth in the libel, and that

by the result . The return to Galveston was the not, in fact, beginning to taint ? - A . That is a it must be dismissed , with costs. .

result of the co-operating judgment of the captain hard question for me to answer, because I did
and the chief engineer, that such return was not know the condition of it then . Q . You have
necessary . On the return voyage the vessel put been swearing to something about its condition ;
into Key West, arriving there at 3 p . m . on the I ask whether it was not beginning to taint - A .

14th Nov . During the passage to Key West the I had my suspicions about it . Q . Were not your

boiler leaked , though there was no stoppage. The suspicions that it was beginning to taint ? - A . Il NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
vessel left Key West on the 15th inst at 2 .30 p . m . I was told it was not. Q . Did you not know that I WINDING -UP UNREGISTERED ASSOCIATION

On the 16th and 17th the boiler leaked . On' the l that beef was beginning to taint at that time | PRACTICE . - In reply to a circular issued by M .

18th the vessel stopped for seven and three . A . I would not swear it was good , nor would and D ., setting forth a project for acquiring and

quarter hours and stopped up three tubes, and on I swear it was bad. Q . You were one of remodelling a theatre at the cost of £12,000, with
the 21st she stopped for four and a half hours and the persons interested in the beef ? -- A . I the intention of selling it to a company, to be

stopped up one tube and repaired three others. I was very anxious to get it here safe. Q . Did you formed for the purpose, for £40 ,000, which would

She arrived at Delaware city three and a half not etate , in Key West, at that time, that it was enable a return to be made of £300 for every £100
hours below Philadelphia at noon on Nov . 22nd, beginning to taint, or was tainted P - A . I might subscribed , several persons, exceeding seven in
with twenty -six of her tubes plugged up. The have said so , but I do not remember. Q . Did you | number subscribed to the project. Held (affirming

quarters of beef were on slated racks in a re not say to Mr. Sherman, your chief engineer, that the decision of Bacon , V . C .) that the subscribers
frigerating room in the hold of the vessel. In such the beef stank, at Key West? -- A . I may have were partners, and that the partnership , as it

room was a box, standing on the floor, about four said go , but I do not remember that I did . I consisted of more than seven members , could be

feet square and eight or nine feet high. This box will not swear I did not, because I said & great / wound -up under the 199th section of the Com
was replenished with ice from time to time. By deal about the beef being bad . Q . Did you not | panies' Act 1862 : (Re the Royal Victoria Palace

machinery outside of the room the air of the room say, at Key West , that it was * all up ?" - A . | Theatre Company, 30 L . T . Rep. N . S . 3. L .JJ.):
was driven through the box, and into contact Not that I remember. Q . You will not swear you RAILWAY - LANDS CLAUSES ACT.-- A vendor's

with the ice , and out again into the room , con. | did not ?-- A . I will not swear I did not. Q . Did costs under the 30th section of the Lands Clauses

stantly circulating. Thero was no opening into you not say, in Key West , that you were very Consolidation Act are not payable out of a fund

the room except by a hole in the top , and there much worried aboutbuying the ice, as you thought | paid into court by the promoters of an under.
was an opening into the box from the outside of it was so much money thrown away P- A . I said . | taking under the 85th section of the Act. Decl

the room , to replenish the box with ice from the l in Key West, that I would not buy the ice, if the sion of Bacon , V . C ., reversed : (The Neath and

general depository of ice elsewhere . The difficult | party in charge did not give me a written order | Brecon Railway Company, 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 3 .

question in the case is as to whether it is satis- to buy it . I may have said I feared it ; ice was so L .JJ.) .

factorily shown that the beef was spoiled and lost very high there that I hated to buy it, and I
through the causes set forth in the libel. The thought we had enough , when we left Galveston ,
burden of proof is on the libellants to show this. to see us home. Zane, in his direct examination , MERCANTILE LAW .
The averment of the libel is, that by reason of says that the beef was in good order when they

the detention of the steamer at Galveston, while arrived at Key West ; that he is sure it was good NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
making repairs, and by reason of the detention of the Tuesday morning, after leaving Key West / VERBAL CHARTERING - No BILL OF LADING

the steamer in making her passage from Gal. (which Tuesday was Nov. 19th ) ; that he knows it -- MATE 'S RECEIPT NOT CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE
veston to Philadelphia , owing to the unseaworthy was good then because be ate of it, and saw others AGAINST MASTER OF QUANTITY SHIPPED. - The
condition of the boiler tubes, and by reason of the eat of it ; that he examined it himself, and that plaintiffs having verbally chartered the ship of
hot water which escaped from the defective boiler he detected indications of its spoiling the next the defendant to carry iron from Glasgow to

tubes, and was negligently allowed to run into day. On cross-examination , he says that he gave Swansea , the ship was loaded with iron bought
the bilge of the steamer and melt the ice in the some of the beef to one of the government vessels by the plaintiff from W . and Co. The iron was
refrigerator where the fresh beef was stowed ; at Key West, and it was good . The evidence weighed by the agents of W . and Co ., to whom
the beef became damaged , spoiled , and entirely shows that this was an experimental voyage , to the mate gave a receiet signed by him for 330 tons,

lost to the libellants. It is not enough to show see whether the refrigerating apparatus and | but there was no bill of lading . On delivery at

the unreaworthy condition of the boiler tubes, and machinery would work successfully . There were Swansea the quantity of iron was discovered to
that the vessel was detained at Galveston to 15 tons of ice left on arriving at Key West. The be 3264 tons only , but the mate deposed , and was

repair them , and was detained on her passage by consumption of ice from Galveston to Key West, not contradicted , to the delivery of all that had
reason of them and to repair them , and that hot in 7 days and eight hours had been 80 tons. Therun - been shipped . The plaintiffs having paid on the
water escaped and ran into the bilge,and some ning time ofthe vesselfrom Key West to Philadel. full amount of 330 tons to W . and Co., who
ice was melted from such cause . It must be phia was6 daysand twelveand three-quarter hours, refused to repay them the difference, sued the

shown that, but for such things the beef would after deducting the stoppages. Yet the vessel did | defendant for short delivery . Held that therewas

have been and was unspoiled, and merchantable not have over 35 tons of ice (including the 20 tons no evidence of negligence in the defendants, and
as fresh beef. purchased at Key West) for use during that time. that if there had been , it would not be negligence

Zane, the person who came in the vessel from The same rate of use as from Galveston to Key causing loss to the plaintiffs , and a County Court
Galveston in charge of the beef, testifies that West would have required over 71 tons for the judgment in favour of the plaintiffs for short
when the vessel left Galveston the first time the voyage from Key West to Philadelphia , instead of delivery reversed : (Biddulph and others v . Bing.
temperature of the room was 39 deg . Fahrenheit ; 35 tons. If the beef was good at Key West, ' han , 30 L , T . Rep . N . S . 30. Ex.)

COMPANY LAW .
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BILLOFLADING - DELIVERY OF LESS QUANTITY 329, Ex.; Reg. v . Welsh , 22 L . J., N . S. 145, Mag . That, on the one hand, the wages to be earned by
THAN THAT STATED IN BILL. - The whole freight Cas. ; Aspkin v. Austin , 5 Q . B . 674 .) the plaintiff were the only fund out of which he
named in the bill of lading is payable to the ship - Deane (Blackburn ) for plaintiff . could provide the necessaries of life for the sup
owner carrying under it , although a less quantity | Baldwin (Burnley ) for defendant. port of himself and family ; while , on the other
of goods than the quantity named in the bill of His HONOUR. - This action is brought to re hand , the question with the defendant was only
lading be delivered, if the quantity delivered be cover the sum of 103. 6d. as damages for loss of one of more or less profit upon capital, with
no less than the quantity received by the ship . wages to the plaintiff , through an alleged breach which labour had nothing to do. This conten
ownerner. By French law the whole freight is pay , of contract by the defendant. Though the sum tion would seem to apply to every description of

able whether the whole quantity named in the bill sued for is small , the case was treated as in . remuneration for labour by piece work , and to
of lading be carried or not, and therefore, in the volving a question of considerable importance every form of interruption to the continuance of
case of a bill of lading executed in France, it is to the trade and industry of this district. The that labour however occasioned . The importance

immaterial whether or not the shipowner received plaintiff is a power-loom weaver, and the defen - of the question as thus stated to the commercial

the whole quantity named in the bill of lading . dant is & manufacturer occupying room and and industrial classes generally is obvious ; but,
By 18 & 19 Vict. c . 111, s . 3 , “ every bill of lading power in & mill in Burnley, in which he has ) in endeavouring to arrive at a proper decision of
is conclusive evidence of the shipment as against 170 looms, upon which from 40 to 50 weavers are the question , it must be borne in mind that

the person signing it.” Semble that by this employed, all of whom are paid by piecework though the argument on both sides had a ten .
statute the bill of lading is conclusive evidence as according to an agreed list of prices. The wages dency to drift into the discussion of vexed
to quantity , not to weight : (Blanchet v. Powell's are paid weekly , and are madeup to the Wednes. questions between capital and labour, those

Llantuit Collieries Company (Limited ), 30 L . T . day, and paid on the following Saturday in each questions cannot be discussed here. In this
Rep . N . S . 28. Ex.) week , and the amount ofwages payable to each court the question can only be dealt with as

weaver necessarily depends upon the quantity of one of contract , and must be determined by the
work done by him during the week . The follow . application of principles and rules established by

REAL PROPERTY AND ing is a copy of the rules in force at the defen authority, and illustrated by examples of decided
dant's mill,and which regulates the terms on which cases: Two cases were cited and relied upon by

CONVEYANCING . the plaintiffwas employed . Mr. Deane on behalf of the plaintiff as authorities

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
" NOTICE . - All persons employed in these for the principle of the implied absolute obligation

works are required to give seven days' notice, in for which the plaintiff contends. The first case
BREACH OF TRUST - NEW TRUSTEES - AP writing , at the counting house before leaving their was that of Pilkington v . Scott, which occurred in

POINTMENT OF SOLE TRUSTEE - LOSS OF TRUST employ, and seven days' notice in writing will be 1846 , and is reported 15 L . J ., N . S ., 329 , Ex. Ch .

FUND - LIABILITY OF SOLICITOR - CONSTRUC- given by the undersigned before the discharge of That was an action by one rival manufacturer

TIVE TRUSTS. -- Those who create a trust clothe any person from such employ , except in the event against another for harbouring one Joseph Leigh ,
the trustee with a legal power and control over of any person being guilty of wilful neglect, or a servant of the plaintiff ' s. The defendant pleaded

the trust property , imposing upon him a corres- spoiling of work , disobedience of orders, or any not guilty . The case was tried at Liverpool

ponding reponsibility,which responsibility may be misdemeanour, in which case the person offending before Patteson , J., and an agreement of ser.
extended in equity to others who are not properly will be liable to immediate discharge, and on proof service between Leigh and the plaintiffs was put
trustees if they are found either making them of wilfuldamage to forfeit any wages thatmay be in , which the defendant contended was invalid as
selves trustees de son tort, or actively participa - dae at the time of such discharge. All notices to being unilateral and not mutual, on the ground
ting in any fraudulent conduct of the trustee to be given on Wednesday night before six o 'clock . that the plaintiffs were not bound to employ Leigh ,

the injury of the cestuis que trust. But strangers Any person being absent from work without a but only to pay him as long as he was employed ,
are not to be made constructive trustees merely substitute will be considered to have left without and that such an agreement was in restraint of

because they act as the agents of trustees in notice. Any persons leaving without notice will trade, and therefore void as being against public

transactions within their legal powers, even trans- forfeit all wagos due to them . - Signed , RICHARD policy . The learned judge overruled theobjection,
actions of which a court of equity may disapprove , | HARDMAN ." and the plaintiff recovered a verdict for £4.
unless those agents receive and become charge. The plaintiff entered upon his employment as a The agreement was that Leigh should and would

able with some part of the trust property, or power- loom weaver , having four looms under his at all times during the term of seven years to be

unless they assist with knowledge in what they management; and on the Monday in the first computed from the date, serve the plaintiffs,
know to be a dishonest and fraudulent design on week of his employment his looms were stopped their executors, & c ., as a crown glass maker ;

the part of the trustees. The court does not for two hours for want of weft, and he was that he should not during the terın work for any

approve of solicitors or others , who are properly stopped all day on the following Wednesday from other person at any other glass house or place of

witnesses, and who are not primarily chargeable the same cause . On that day he gave the defen . | business without the licence of the plaintiffs ;

with any part of the relief prayed , being made dant the seven days' notice in writing required by that it should be lawful for the plaintiffs to deduct
parties to suits with a view of charging them the rules to leave his employ. He was supplied | from his wages any fine that he might incur for
with costs alone. A testator bequeathed his resi. | with weft on the following day ( Thursday), but Ibreach of their rules ; that during any depression

duary estate to three trustees , upon trust as to he had none on Friday or Saturday, and notice of tradehe should be paid a moiety of his wages ;
one- fourth part thereof, for the separate inalien . was given by the defendant that the wea vera newas given by the defendant that the weavers need that if he was sick or lame, the plaintiffs should
able use for his daughter A . for life, with remain . not come till after breakfast time on the following be at liberty to employ any other persons in his
der to her children . Two of the trustees died , Monday. At that time the plaintiff attended his stead without paying him any wages ; that the

and the surviving trustee appointed A .' s husband employment again , and he was supplied with weft plaintiffs should pay him a sum ,and so long as he
gole trustee of his wife ' s share of the trust fund, and warp for his looms from that time till the should be employed and work as a crown glass

and that share was transferred into the sole name following Wenesday night, when his employment maker wages by the piece (stating them ),

of the husband, who employed it in his business terminated according to his notice. ' Upon his and £8 per annum in lieu of house rent and

and became bankrupt. A solicitor, who had pre wages account being made up to that time, the firing , and that the plaintiffs should have the

viously acted in the affairs of the trust, prepared quantity of work donebeing less than it would option of dismissing him on giving him a month 's

the deed of appointment, but only after strong have been if he had had a continued supply of notice and paying him a month 's wages .

protestations against thetransaction ,and another weft, the amount of wages payable to him was less A rule nisi for a new trial was obtained for mis

solicitor, after informing A . of the danger of the than he would have been able and expected to direction on the ground that the judge ought to

proposed appointment, approved of the deed on have earned by the sum claimed , namely, have directed the jury to find for the defendant,

behalf of A . and her husband. Held (affirming 108. 6d ., which he demanded of defendant, and inasmuch as the agreement was invalid , being

the decision of Wickens, V . C .) that the solicitors defendant refused to pay. A question was raised unilateral and not mutual, the master not being

were not liable to make good the loss of the trust by the defendant as to the amount, it being in - / bound to employ the workman at all, but only to

fund , and that a bill seeking to make them liable sisted on his behalf that the difference between pay him as long as he might be employed ,

had properly been dismissed with costs : (Barnes what the plaintiff earned and what he might have | and that the agreement was in restraint of trade .

V , Addey , 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 4 . Chan .) earned did not exceed 78. 6d ., but I adopt the After argument the court discharged the rule,
EXECUTOR DE SON TORT - ASSIGNEE OF LEASE plaintiff' s computation of his loss. The case, as holding that the agreement was not in restraint

- AGENT OF EXECUTOR DE SON TORT. -- The exe. at first opened on behalf of the plaintiff, was that of trade an objection which has no application

ontor of an executor de son tort may becomehim the non -supply of weft wasattributable to the wil. here ), and that upon the question whether the
self executor de son tort in respect of the estate ful refusal or neglect of the defendant to supply it . agreement was void for want of mutuality, as

of the original intestate, and where the father was The result of the evidence satisfied me that the containing no undertaking on the part of
executor de son tortwith regard to a lease, and the defendant had done all that a prudent manufac - the masters to employ the workman , Baron

son upon his death acted as agent to the mother turer, acting for his own interest and the Alderson says , “ We must take the whole of the
till her death ,and then continued in possession of interest of those employed by him , could be contract together. The workman agrees to serve

the lease for the benefit of himself and the other reasonably expected to do under the circum - the plaintiffs on certain terms, and the plaintiffs

children , it was held that he became assignee of stances. I am satisfied that what the defendant agree to pay him some certain wages on certain
the lease, and liable upon the covenants therein : did he did according to the usual custom of terms. And they are to have the option of dis .

(Williams and Another v . Heales, 30 L . T . Rep . business, and he acted for the best for his own missing him on giving him a month 's notice or a

N . S . 20. C . P.) interest and the interest of the plaintiff and the month 's wages. Now , if all these stipulations
other weavers in the same employment, and he are taken together, they clearly point to an under.

was not, in my opinion , bound to do more. taking on the part of the master to employ the
COUNTY COURTS. It was then contended for the plaintiff that workman for seven years, subject to the terms

the contract between him and the defendant above mentioned . This is a reasonable bargain

BURNLEY COUNTY COURT. involved an implied obligation on the part of the made with good consideration , and the amount

18th Dec. 1873, 29th Jan . 1874 .
defendant to keep the plaintiff supplied with suf of the consideration is not material.” The

ficient material to enable him to keep his looms other judges, Baron Rolfe and Baron Platt
( Before W . T . S . DANIEL , Q . C ., Judge.) going during the whole period of his employment, concurred . giving similar reasons. That case

LORD V . HARDMAN. so as to enable him to do as much work as the merely decided that on the agreement in ques

Piecework - Supply of materials — Liability of loomswere capable of turning out under his man. tion there, there arose an obligation on the

employer . agement, and thereby secure for himself as large part of the master to find employment for the
A power-loom weaver, paid by piecework , but an amount of wages as his skill and industry workman, but the extent of the obligation , which

bound not to leave his employment without would enable him to earn . And it was further is the question in this case, was not decided or
giving seven days' notice in writing, is not contended that this obligation was absolute , and even discussed . The other case relied upon was

entitled in the absence of express contract to that the plaintiff ought not to be affected by any Reg . v . Welch (22 L . J., N . S ., 145 , Mag. Cas.) ,

damages for loss of wages through not beir. g circumstances which might occasion the deficient decided in 1853. This was an application by T . F .

fully supplied by his employer with materials supply , though those circumstances might be Griffiths for a rule calling on certain justices of
for his loom , where the deficient supply was not beyond the control of the defendant, and though the borough of Birmingham and Robert Whitaker
occasioned by the wilful refusal or negligence of they actually arose out of the ordinary hazards to show cause why the justices should not hear ,

the employer. The limit of the implied legal and risks of the trade, and, in short, that the determine , and adjudicate upon an information

liability of the employer is to find reasonable defendant must be considered as insuring the and complaint laid by Griffiths on behalf of him .
employment according to the circumstances of plaintiff constant remunerative employment, and self and his co-partners, under 4 Geo . 4 , c . 34,

the trade : (Pilkington v . Scott, 15 L . J. N . S ., ' as taking all risks and hazards upon himself. ' against Whitaker for breach of a contract
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of service. In that case, by an agreement well as liable to great practical injustice in the captain , directing him to pay the plaintiff £4 .
in writing dated 2nd Dec. 1852, Whittaker application .” These remarks, resting upon such The plaintiff took away the letter , leaving Mr.

agreed with Griffithsand his partner, in considera | high judicial authority , are, as it seems to me, Lucovich under the impression that the matter

tion of £3 lont by Griffiths and Co ., and of wages pointedly applicable to the present case. The was thus settled ; but instead of delivering the

to be paid him to serve Griffiths and Co. as a tin . rules, after providing for seven days' notice letter to the captain , he destroyed it , and com
plate worker, and not to serve anyone else with being given on each side before determining the menced this suit, and had the ship arrested . Mr.

out their leave in writing , for the term of twelve employment, expressly provide that any person Lewis Reece appeared for the plaintiff, and Mr.
months, and until the expiration of three calendar being absent from work without a substitute will Ingledew for the owners . Mr. Ingledew objected
months after notice by Whitaker to Griffith and be considered to have left without notice ; and any that the sait was wrongly brought, and that
Co., of his intention to determine the service. persons leaving without notice will forfeit all pilotage could not be recovered in a suit for

And in consideration of his good and faithful wages due to them . The plaintiff's contention necessaries, but only , if at all, in a suit for wages.
services Griffiths and Co. agreed to pay him on would require that there should be considered as This objection , if tenable , is one of importance ,

Saturday night in every week during the said inserted in the rules a converse provision to this because the jurisdiction of the County Court in

term such wages as the articles madeby Whitaker effect : That if from any cause & weaver admiralty , being limited to certain specified causes
shonld amount to at Griffiths and Co.'s usual paid by piece-work shall not be kept con . of suit or grounds of claim , it is necessary that the
workmen ' s prices. The screement then contained stantly snoplied with weft and warp in his loom . I præcipo should set forth the ground of claim in

a proviso enabling either party to determine the the employer shall pay him by way of damages proper form and with sufficient accuracy to show
service after the said term of twelve months by a such a sum as he might have earned as wages for that it comeswithin the jurisdiction. It is further

three months'notice,and a stipulation anthorising the work he might have done if his looms had necessary with regard to the rights of the sureties,
Griffiths and Co . to deduct 10s. per week until the been kept constantly supplied with weft and for if the bail bond be given to secure the plaintiff

gum of £3 was paid . The justices refused to warp . Such a provision might, of course , be the his damages to be recovered in one form of suit, it

adjudicate upon the hearing or to order Whitaker subject of express agreement, but for the law to would , I conceive, be impossible to enforce the

to return to the service on the ground that imply it against the defendant, and without his bond for the recovery of damages for a cause of

the agreement was bad on the face of it , for consent, would be unjust. The defendant might suit not coming under or within the head or de

want of mutuality -- there was an express oblige . I and did say such a provision is contrary to the scription of claim set forth both in the præcipe

tion on thepartof Whitaker to serve ,bnt no express universal and well-known usage of the particular and the bail.bond. Now it is clear that a claim

obligation on the part ofGriffiths and Co. to employ | industry, as was proved to be the fact in this for pilot' s services, if it can be enforced in the

him . The court, however , held that there was an case. The plaintiff admitted he had never made County Court in Admiralty, must comeunder the

case. The plaintiff admitted he had never made
implied obligation on Griffiths and Co. to find / or heard of such a claim being made before. And head of necessaries or of wages. There is no
Whitaker employment. During the argument the defendant might and did further urge that other subject-matter of the jurisdiction given by
Lord Campbell observed : “ It would be for the the constant and continuous supply of weft and the statute applicable to it. But if it comes
jury to say what was a reasonable quantum of warp for his looms is a matter in which he is as within a suit for necessaries, no such claim could
work . The agreement provides for its continu . much and even more interested than his weavers, have been brought in the High Court of Admiralty
ance until one or other party gives notice. Does his loss in such supply failing being greater than before the passing of the 3 & 4 Vict. c . 65 , the 6th
not that imply a contrast to find employment ? ” theirs , and that this supply depends upon circum . section of which enacts “ That the High Court of
And in giving judgment, Lord Campbell, after stances which involve trade risks which are | Admiralty shall have jurisdiction to decide all
stating the termsof the agreement, says : “ Under beyond his control, and must be and are known claims and demands for necessaries supplied to
these circumstances it is surely a necessary impli. I to be so to the plaintiff and all engaged in this any foreign ship or sea -going vessel, and to en .
cation that the employers shall find reasonable / branch of skilled labour. For instance, the risks force the payment thereof, whether sucb ship or
work for the servant as well as pay him wages for of irregularity and unavoidable delay in transit | vessel may have been within the body of a county
the articles he makes. The contrary would be to whether by railway or otherwise, besides tthe or u

suppose a most unreasonable intention , which risk of disputes and differences arising between | furnished in respect of which the claim was
could never have entered into the heads of either employers and workmen in other branches of made." And this right to sue in the Admiralty

party. The stipulation as to giving notice after industry , which are involved in placing the Court for necessaries was extended by the 5th

the expiration of the twelve months showa that weft and warp in the loom , and other instances section of the Admiralty Act of 1861, to " any

some obligation was cast upon the employers, and might be given . The result, therefore , which I claim for necessaries supplied to any ship else .

I think that was, according to the circumstances have arrived at is that, as a fact, the plaintiff has where than in the port to which the ship be

of the trade during the time of the contract to had reasonable employment according to the | longs, unless it is shown, to the satisfaction of

find reasonable employment for the servant. I circumstances of the trade, and that his further the court, that at the time of the institution

This being so, the contract is not a unilateral one, I claim is unsuppoted by any decided case, and is of the cause any owner _ or part owner of

but one binding each party to the performance of not warranted by any sonnd principle, and recog. the ship is domiciled in England or Wales.

some obligation , and therefore valid .” The er. nised by law as applicable to the construction of Hence a claim for necessaries supplied to a

pressions of Lord Campbell in that case were l this contract. I should not have considered it ship can only be enforced in the High Court

strongly relied upon by Mr. Deano as justifying necessary to have entered into the case at such of Admiralty , when the ship is either a foreign

his contention that there was in this caso an great length , as I believe I decided the same point ship or a British ship , not in her own port, and

implied obligation on the part of the defendant to | the sameway in a case which occurred some time not having an owner or part owner domiciled in

find work , arising from the fact that by the terms | since at Chatham ; but I was informed that in England . And it appears from The Dowse

of the agreement the defendant had stipulated for this case the claim had been brought forward at / (22 L . T . Rop . N . S . 627 ; L . Rep . 3 Ad. 135 ) , and

seven days' notice being given by the plaintiff the instance and in the interest of the general | Everard v . Kendall ( L . Rep . 5 C . P . 428 ; 22

before he could leave his employment. But body of weavers in this district, who are paid | L . T . Rep. N . S . 408), that the jurisdiction of

when Lord Campbell says that there is an im . piece work , with the view of having their rights the County Court in admiralty is limited in
plied obligation on the employer to find work , he l in this matter settled by the decision of a court | Vne , same wayattled by the decision of a conet I the same way as the inrisdiction of the

. nitlimits that obligation to finding reasonable em . ) which it will be their duty to respect , and as the | High Court of Admiralty is limited. Hence iti t

ployment according to the circumstances of the decision of this court is binding only as a decision follows that if pilotage be recoverable as neces .
trade. The question what is reasonable employ . I of the particular question in the particular case | saries, it could only be so recoverable when the
ment is left undetermined , as it must depend upon | between the particular litigants, and is of no | pilotage services were rendered to a foreign ship
the circumstances of each case . All that was de authority as a precedent. I am willing to grant or to a British ship when not in her own port,

cided in that case, as in the case of Pilkington v . I the plaintiff leave to appeal, but of course upon and not having an owner or part owner domiciled .
Scott, was that there was a sufficient considera - | the usual terms. And these, as he is supported in the kingdom . But it seems pretty clear from
tion upon the face of the agreement to enable the by his union , there will be no difficulty on his the authorities that a pilot could always sue for
court to say that it was not void for want of part in complying with . The judgment will be his wages in the Admiralty Court. In the Prince
mutuality, and thus afford an excuse for the entered in this court for the defendantwith costs. George (3 Hag. 379), it was held that any person
workman for a breach of his contract. I cannot employed on board a ship is entitled to the privi .

regard either paso as an authority for the conten . lege of arresting the ship in the Court of Admi.

tion raised here. Admitting thatthe provision in CARDIFF COUNTY COURT. ralty for his wages , and so widely has the term

the ruleswhich requires theplaintiff to give seven Wednesday , March 4 . “ Mariner " been stretched as to include the
days' notice before leaving his employment raises

(Before J . M . HERBERT, Esq., Judge.)
surgeon of a ship , so as to entitle him to arrest

an implied obligation on the part of the defendant the ship for his wages. In Ross v. Walker (2

to find the plaintiff employment, the case of Reg. THE SANSONE. Wils . 266 ) a pilot had sued in the Admiralty
v . Welsh decides that that is reasonable employ . Admiralty - Necessaries- Pilotage. Court for his wages, and a prohibition was applied

ment according to the circumstances of the trade. His HONOUR said : This was a suit for neces. for ; and itwas held that, though a pilot is a mari.

Now , what that reasonable employment is is a saries, instituted by the plaintiff for the recovery ner, yet ifhe sue for wages for piloting a ship from

question of fact to be determined by evidence of a sum due for the pilotage of the ship from Sea Reach to Deptford, both within the body of a

it is not a question of law to be deduced Penarth Roads to a point beyond Ilfracombe and county (which circumstance took away the juris

from the terms of the contract or the nature back , the master having put back from stress of diction of the Admiralty Courtuntilthe passing of

of its provisions. The partiesmight by express weather. The plaintiff claimed £5 168., being the 3 & 4 Vict. c . 65 ), prohibition will lie ; and

stipulation define what should be the limits the amount which a regular pilot of this port in “ Pritohard's Digest " this case is cited as an

and extent of the obligation ; but those limits and would be entitled to under the bye-laws ; but the authority that " a pilot may sue in the Admiralty

extent, if intended to modify or increase the plaintiff being only a dock pilot, and his licence Court for his wages unless the contract be made

limit and extent prescribed by law , would depend not extending beyond Penarth Roads, he is not and thework done infra corpus comitatus," 2 vol.

upon themutual intention of the parties,and should entitled to the amount allowed by the bye-laws, / 922. The Benjamin Franklin (6 C . Rob . 350 ) ,

therefore be made the subject of oxpress stipula . but only to such a sum as might have been agreed was a suit for wages on the part of a pilot for

tion . In the case of Aspkin v . Austin (5 Q . B .674), upon , or as his services were worth . The plaintiff conducting the ship , an American vessel, from

Lord Denman, C . J ., in delivering a considered swore that he had told the captain that the the Downs to Flushing ; and the demand was

judgment of the court, thus speaks of the danger pilotage to Lundy would be £4 78. 6d., and the resisted on a suggestion of wantof skill in running

and impropriety of implying terms thatmight, if master having decided upon going back to the vessel on & sand bank , by which considerable

intended , be made the subject of express stipula . Penarth Roads after the pilot had passed Il . damage was sustained . This suit was instituted

tion : “ It is one thing for the court to effeotuato fracombe, he contended that he was entitled in 1806 (during the war), and Sir W . Scott decided

the intention of the parties to the extent to which to one-third more for the back pilotage, as against the pilot on the ground of his navigating

they may have, oven imperfectly, expressed them . allowed under the bye-laws to the licensed pilots. & foreign ship to an enemy' s port. This point

selves, and another to add to the instrument all The oaptain refused to pay him the sum claimed was not raised by the owner, and Sir W . Scott, at

such covenants as, upon a full consideration of the on the ground that he had not taken the ship to | the end of his judgment, says, “ Costs are asked ,

court, may doem fitting for completing the inten . Landy , and referred him to Mr. Lucovich , as the but as the owners did not take the objection on

tion of the parties, butwhich they either purposely agent of the ship . Mr. Lucovich having seen the which my judgment is founded , by appearing

or unintentionally may have omitted. The former plaintiff, and knowing the captain 's ground for under protest, and since by that omission the

is but the application of a rule of construction to disputing the claim , agreed with the plaintiff that other party has been led on to defend himself

that which is written ; the latter adds to the obli. the captain should pay him £4 for his services ; upon the merits , I shall not give costs." This

gations by which the parties have bound them and the plaintiff having agreed to accept that case appears to me to be inferentially &

selves , and is, of course , quite unauthorised as ' sum in full,Mr. Lucovich gave him a letter to the strong authority that the cause was well
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brought for wages. Being then satisfied Doughty , and personally covenanted that they a further agreement then madewith the execut.
by these authorities that pilotage is included did not cncumber. The two brothers Press were, tors. On 2nd Jan . 1871 articles of partnership

under the head of claim " wages," I think then , merely parties for the production of the were entered into by the four brothers, which
however much disposed I may feel to consider | deeds. There was no covenant in this deed, how . provided , amongst other things, that in case of
that the service is in the nature of a necessary, ever, by either of the parties indemnifying Miss the death of either of the four brothers in the
that I ought to hold that the Legislature did not | Doughty against land .tax. In 1821 the tithes partnership , the partnership should not be dis .
intend to include it under the class or description were commuted to £245 ; but no demand was solved , but the survivors should carry on the
of necessaries, for which the right to sue is given made upon Miss Doughty for land tax till 1853 , business , and the shares of either of them should

by the 3 & 4 Vict. c . 65, especially as such | when she paid £2 125. 4d., and had since paid be ascertained at the succeeding stocktaking
right to sue is limited in the way I havementioned. / various other amounts. She made no demand, after such death . There were other provisions
I , therefore, am of opinion that the suit was however , for tho repayment of these amounts till as to the mode of dealing with the property in
wrongly brought, and that I ought to discharge the 4th April 1872, when Messrs. Josselyn and such an event. The capital of the firm consisted
the bail. But I intimated at the hearing that I Sons, having been consulted by the plaintiff , of money left by the father, debts owing to the
was inclined to think I might amend, under the wrote to the defendant, calling his attention to concern , and the machinery and stock . No
provisions of the County Courts Acts, those Acts the deed of 1827 , and requesting payment of balance sheets were made out, as provided by the
being incorporated with the County Courts Ad. £106 53. 6d. Mr. Merewether argued that articles.
miralty Act by the 34th section ; and inasmuch as plaintiff , as assignee of his uncle, the cove. A . S . died in Sept. 1871 ; C . J . S . died in Jan . 1872 .
the agent of the ship and the captain had full nanteo in the deed of 1827 , was entitled Their shares were not ascertained at the stock
notice of the nature of the claim , I think I ought to sue the defendant as assignee of his uncle, taking succeeding their decease. The business
to exercise the power if it exists, without preju - the covenantor, upon the covenants contained was carried on by thetwo surviving brothers, the
dice to the right of the sureties to be discharged in that deed , or if not as assignee , as heir-at-law assets of each of the deceased remaining in the
from the bail bond. Now the 57th section of 19 of his uncle ; in other words, that the plaintiff is business. New stock was purchased and inter
& 20 Vict. c . 108 . appears to me fully large enough entitled to the benefit , and defendant was liable to mixed .

to give me the power ofamendment required . It the burden of the deed of 1827 . His Honour on the bankruptcy of the firm , after the death
is , * The judge of a County Courtmay at all times remarked that it was clear that by the deed of of A . S . and C . J . S ., those creditors whose
amend all defects and errors in any proceeding in 1827 the legal estate in the moiety of the tithes | debts were contracted before that time con .
such court, whether there is anything in writing did not pass to Mr. Doughty , and he, in fact, tended that the proceedsof such of the machinery
to amend by or not, and whether the defect or never acquired the legal estate in it, the latter as could be distinguished as having belonged
error be that of the party applying to amend being vested in Mr. J. L . Press. After the death to the partnership of the four should be divi
or not ; and all such amendments may be of Mr. J. L . Press it vested in the executors, and sible amongst the creditors of the early partner .
made with or without costs, and upon such terms passed , by the deed of 1839, to Miss Doughty , 80 ship , in priority to those of the creditors who
as to the judge may seem fit ; and all such amend . that, as far as the legalestate was concerned , she had become so after the death of A . S . and
ments as may be necessary for the purpose of was the assignee of J. Latham Press, the cove C . J . S . respectively.
determining in the existing suit the real question nantor , and not of her father, the covenanted . Held , that thematter must bedecided by the terms
in controversy between the parties shall be so Until he (His Honour) heard Mr. Merewether' s of the agreementofMay 1865 , and that the pro .
made, if duly applied for." The only question in argument, he always supposed that for a covenant ceeds of such of the machinery ascould be distin .
controversy between the parties to this suit is the to run with land - and it was the same with tithes guished as having belonged to the partnership
question of plaintiff 's wages. I shall, therefore, the assignee of the covenantee was enabled to of the four should be divided amongst the credi.
under this section , if I am asked by the plaintiff sue on it , and the covenantee must have someA on it , and the covenantee must have some tors of the four partners.
so t ke out the word " legal estate in the land to which the covenant Ambrose, barrister, instrusted by Boote and
the præcipe, and substitute for it the word coul] be attachel, and this view was supported by Edgar, appeared on behalf of the creditors of the
“ wages ," But, having regard to Mr. Lucovich 's the case in Coke upon Littleton , 387 A ., and by | two surviving partners.
evidence that the plaintiff agreed to accept £4 in Webb v . Russell (3 Term Rep . 393 ). Mr. Mere. Coventry , barrister, instructed by Cooper and
fullpayment of his claim , and being of opinion wether contended that Webb v. Russell was Sons, for the creditors of the four original
that that agreement was binding upon him under not a binding authority , and referred to a case partners .
the circumstances (for, notwithstanding he swore in which Lord Tenterden was reported to have re . Jones, attorney (of the firm of Sale, Shipman ,
that the master agreed to his terms, and the marked that the decision in that case had caused a and Co. ), for the trustee under the bankruptcy.
master was not called to contradict him , it was greatdealof feeling at Westminster ,and the Real It appeared that on the 12th April 1864, Mr. J .
clear that the master denied the agreement and Property Commissioners expresed an opinion that A . Simpson , who was the father of the debtors ,
its performance, as stated by the plaintiff, and it would be well if the law as laid down in that Walter Simpson and J . A . Simpson , entered into
therefore thematter was sufficiently in dispute to case could be altered . Mr. Merewether also a partnership with Walter Simpson to carry on
make the compromise binding), I shall decree quoted Wakefield v. Brown (9 Q . B . Rep . 209) and business at Park -laneMills, Preston. J . A . Simp.
only the sum of £4 for the plaintiff' s services ; Magnay v. Edwards (22 L . J ., N . S ., 170 , C . P .). son died on the 25th April 1864,and on the 3rd May
and inasmuch as the destruction of Mr. Luco- The latter was a case in which the Court of Com . 1865 , an agreement in writing was entered into

vich 's letter was most improper and inexcusable, mon Pleas had confirmed a previous judgment of between the executors of J. A . Simpson and the

. and as the institution of this suit was , in my the Court of Queen 's Bench . His Honour said beneficiaries under the will. By the agreement
opinion, under the circumstances, quite uncalled the facts in Wakefield v. Brown were not identical | it was arranged that Walter Simpson , C . J . Simp.
for, I shall not allow the plaintiff any costs of the with the present case, and not only so , but from son , and Frederick Simpson , the sons of the tes .

suit . the words of Jervis , C. J., in giving judgment in tator, should carry on the business, and should
Magnay v . Edwards, and from the remarks made take the goodwill, stock , and machinery thereof,

IPSWICH COUNTY COURT. by Willes and Keating , the learned editors of at an agreed price. The business was carried on
Smith ' s Leading Cases , it was clear that the case till June 1867 , when a further agreement was

Saturday, Feb. 21. Wakefield v . Brown was regarded as a doubtful entered into . The business was continued by

(Before J. WORLLEDGE, Esq., Judge.) authority. Hewould, therefore, decline to follow Walter Simpson, Fred . Simpson , C . J . Simpson ,

DOUGHTY V . PRESS. " it, and extend its operation to the present case. and Arthur Simpson , under the agreement of the
Mr. Merewether had also referred to two Irish | 3rd May. On the 2nd Jan . 1871, articles ofpart

Tithes - Covenant running with the land - Right cases , Averall v . Wade (Lloyd's and Goold' s nership were entered into which contained a
of assignee. Reps., Temp. Sugden , 252), and Hatton y .Waddy, clause that, in case of the death of either of the

His HONOUR this morning gave judgment in a la case on the equity side of the Irish Court of four brothers - the members of the partnership

case in which Miss Mary Ann Doughty sought Exchequer (2 Jones's Irish Exchequer Reps. 541). the partnership should not be dissolved , butthe

to recover from Mr. Edward Press the sum of He (bis Honour) did not consider that these cases survivor or survivors should carry on the busi.
439 43. le amount o applied . It, therefore, appeared to him that at ness , and the shares of either of them should be
tax, which the plaintiff had been called upon to the time of the execution of the deed of 1827 | ascertained at the succeeding stocktaking after
pay, and had paid , in respect of a moiety of the Miss Doughty , the covenantee, had no legal such death . The half of the balance then found
tithes arising from certain lands in the parish of estate in the moiety of the tithes in question , and to be due to any of them was to remain in the
Syleham , and which moiety of tithes Miss these cases were no authority whatever that Miss hands of the firm , except as to & sum of £200 for
Doughty's father purchased of Mr. Press's uncle | Doughty could maintain an action at Common the period of three years from such decease, and
as long ago as the year 1827. The case came on Law , upon the covenant to indemnify contained the other half , except as regarded the £200,
for trial at Harle on , in May 1873 , when Mr. in the deed of 1827 . Therefore upon the sole should remain in the hands of the survivors for

Merewether was counsel for the plaintiff ; Mr. ground that Miss Doughty had no right of action five years, and the whole of the said balance
· Blofeld for the defendant. On the 19th Dec. 1827, 1 at common law , whatever remedy shemight have should be secured to the representatives of either
John Latham Press, defendant's uncle, was owner had at equity , he would give judgment for the or any of them by the promissory notes of the
for the residue of a term of 1000 years , created by | defendant with costs. But in the event of an survivors, such notes bearing interest at the rate
deed , dated 26th Jan . 1549, of the tithes of Syle . appealagainst his decision the other points raised of 74 per cent., payable to such representatives
ham , and contracted with the plaintiff's father, by Mr. Blofeld, the defendant's counsel, must be quarterly, and the £200 should be paid to the
George Clarke Doughty, for the sale to him of open to the defendant. representatives of the remainder within one
a moiety of the tithes, which were then con . calendar month of the death of any one of them .
pounded for at £216 168., for the sum of £2703 158. The brother Arthur died on the 27th Sept. 1871,
purchase . money. No conveyance was then MANCHESTER COUNTY COURT. and thebusiness was continued by the three sur.

executed , but instead thereof, by an indenture Saturday , Feb. 7 . viving partners. Charles J. Simpson, another of
dated the 19th Dec . 1827, John Latham Press

(Before J. A . RUSSELL, Q . C ., Judge.)
the brothers , died on the 15th Jan . 1872, and

covenanted to convey upon request . The inden from his death up to the commencement of the
tare also contained a covenant to indemnify Re SIMPSON AND SONS. proceedings in liquidation on the 19th Dec. 1872,
against various charges, including land tax.

Act 1869 – Pa
had been carried on by the two

Mr. Doughty died on the 22nd April 1832, partners - Distribution of property . survivors. There had been no stocktaking after
and Mr. Press on the 19th Dec . 1835, J . A . 8 . entered into partnership with his son , the death of either of the brothers, nor had their
both before any conveyance had been exe W . S ., in April 1864, as cotton spinners . J . A . S . shares been ascertained . No promissory note had
cuted. Doughty bequeathed his moiety or the died , and in May 1865 an agreementwas entered been given to the representative of either of the
tithes to his daughter, the plaintiff , and Press, his into by and between the executors of J . A . S . deceased partners , nor was the £200 paid in
moiety to his nephew , Edward Press, the defen . and the several parties interested in his estate, either case within the month . Small soms had
dant, and George Latham Press ; the defendant under which it was arranged that three of the from time to time been paid to the widow of each ,
being also his heir-at-law . Mr. J . L . Press also sons, W . S ., C . J. S ., and Ě . S ., should take the but not specifically in respect of the £200 . Upon
in his will directed two of his executors, William goodwill , stock , and machinery of and in the the death of Arthur, the assets remained , and
White and Thomas Lombe Taylor, to perform the said business at an agreed price, and should were used for the purpose of the business, and the
agreement contained in the deed of 1827. On the carry on the business in manner set out in that same happened at the death of Charles John .
14th March 1839, a deed was executed , to which agreement. The business was carried on for The question for the opinion of the court was
the executors, defendant, and his brother, and two or three years, when another son , A . 8 ., was whether the creditors of the four partners wereMiss Doughty were parties, by which the exe taken into nd the bu was entitled to have the machinery or such part as

cators assigned the moiety of the tithes to Miss ' carried on under the agreement of May 1865 and I could be distinguished as having belonged to the

rs ' land

R the
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partnership of the four, or the proceeds of such an annexed schedule . The debt of M . and H . was Feb . a debtor' s summons, under the Bankruptcy
machinery divided amongst the creditors of the not inserted in the schedule, the bills being con. | Act 1869, was issued against him , and on the
four in priority to the other creditors. sidered by the trustee of no value, but there was following day he filed a petition for liquidation .
Coventry contended that the clause in the no intention of reserving a right of action to the A few days before the presentation of the petition

partnership deed , although itmightamount to the trustee in respect of them , and they ultimately a first meeting was held under proceedings for
agreement to assign the shares of the deceased were given to G . by the holders . In an action by liquidation byMessrs. Burrs, which resulted in an
partners,was execut separate debt . G . pleaded an adjournment to the 26th uan I adiournment to the 26th ult. : and at the ad .

camewithin therule laid down in Ex parte Wheeler, equitable set-off, setting up the debt due to him journed sitting the presentdebtor, with theassent
Buck , 25, and Ex parte Cooper (1 M . D . & D . 358) , from M . and H . Held , that the discharge of H . of the receiver, proved a debt of £16 ,934 against
and the shares of the deceased partners remained did not discharge M ., and that it left M . liable to the estate , after deducting the value of certain
subject to thelien of their representatives to have G ., who could therefore maintain his right of seto securities which he held and which he assessed at
the creditors of the old firm paid , and that such off in the action . Held , also, that the right of £10,000, and by his proxy voted in favour of a
creditors could take advantage of that lien , and action was either legally in the defendant or resolution for the acceptance of a composition of
claim priority over creditors of the new firm . He legally in the trustee, to hold it in equity in trust 1s. in the pound . The grounds of the application
cited also Ex parte Ruffin (6 Vesey , 119) , Ex for him , and that evidence was admissible as to were substantially these, that after thedebtor had

parte Williams(11 Vesey, 6), and was then stopped the reasons why the plaintiff's liability in respect presented a petition for liquidation he had no right
by the judge. of the bills was not inserted in the schedule of to vote upon the resolution , and that the value of
Ambrose, on the other hand, contended that debts to be transferred to G . by the trustee : the securities was not properly stated ; but from

whether or not the agreement was executory , the (Megrath v . Gray , Gray v . Megrath, 30 L . T , Rep . an affidavit filed in reply , it appeared that the

ascertaining of the shares was not a condition N . S . 16 . C . P . ) debtor at the firstmeeting under Messrs. Burrs's

precedent to the passing of the property or shares BANKRUPTCY - ASSIGNMENT OF ALL DEBTOR 's liquidation tendered a proof ; the composition of

of the deceased partners to the survivors , and PROPERTY - PRIOR AGREEMENT TO ASSIGN ON is, in the pound was more than the assets

distinguished the cases of Ex parte Williams DEMAND - PART DEBT AND PRESENT ADVANCE. showed ; and the securities had been gonethrough

and Ex parte Cooper. - In 1873 two traders who carried on business in and their value agreed upon.

In giving judgment- His HONOUR stated the partnership agreed, in consideration of past and His HONOUR said this was quite a novel appli .

facts as given above, and having referred to the present advances, that they would , on demand, cation ; an experiment, indeed, to induce the court
clanse in the agreement on which the case | assign to their father and brother the business | to exercise its discretion in a way which would be

turned , said : - On one side it is contended that then carried on by them together, with the lease productive of great mischief and inconvenience.

the clause operates as an absolute assignment, of their business premises (which lease was after . The proof had been tendered and the matter was

and on the other that it does not operate abso - wards deposited with the leaders), and also the in the hands of the creditors, and any objection

lutely. The principle on which the decision of fixtures and their stock and utensils in trade ; / would be dealt with in the usual way. The appli

this case depends is laid down in Lindley on and it was provided that if the debtors should cation wasmade,not with the view of ascertaining

Partnership , p . 674 , 3rd edit. After quoting the repay the sum due with interest, then the agree. a principle, but with transparent object of affect

principle as here stated , he went on - Let us look ment should be void , but should they be unable ing the validity of the composition , and the court

at the position of the parties at the time of this to repay the sum due, then a valuation of the pre - / was bound to refuse it .

agreement being entered into . The clause says, mises thereby agreed to be assigned should be
that the partnership should not be disturbed in taken , and the amount whereby such valuation

case of death , and that the business should be should exceed the sum then due should be paid by LEGAL NEWS.
carried on . Without such a clause death would the father and brother of the debtorg. In 1873
have dissolved the partnership , which would have an assignment was made in accordance with the

been most inconvenient. But there is something agreement, and the amount whereby the valuation MANSION HOUSE POLICE COURT.
further,viz.,thaton the death of one of the partners , exceeded the sum then due to them was paid by Charge of Libel.
all that had been the property of the firm should the father and brother to the debtors, who ex - RUPERT RAINS, a solicitor, was charged with

not eo instanti become the property of the three pended the same in paying certain creditors , andcors, and publishing a libel.surviving partners , but that the share of the de. shortly afterwards presented a petition for liqui. Hume Williams was counsel for the prosecu

ceased partner should be ascertained , and then dation , stating their assets to be nil, and their

left in the concern ; that his share, which by his debts to be £1833 : Held , that the agreement of Montagu Williams defended the prisoner.
death had been severed , should be ascertained and 1870 gave the father and son a good equitable When the case was called on, Montagu Williams

brought back as a share. Before it was ascer. security upon all the property of the debtors in . stated that he proposed, with the consent of the
tained , how could it be valued ? Before it was cluded in the assignment of 1873, and that the

court and of the other side, to take a course
valued , how could it be bought ? As the assignment therefore was not fraudulent or an which would save all further trouble . The defen
value of the share had never been ascertained , act of bankruptcy. Held , also, that the effect of dant was a solicitor of forty years standing , and
it has never become the property of the surviving the assignment was only to pass the legal estate he had been mixed up with certain matters in
partners. Matters stand now as they stood at in the lease, and that if the assignment had never

which the prosecutrix was concerned . He very
themoment of the death of the first of the part- been executed , and the debtors had merely given much regretted having written the letter con .
ners. I therefore answer the question left for the possession to their father and brother of the pre taining the alleged libel,and he wished to disclaim
opinion of the court in the affirmative, and find mises, stock -in -trade, & c ., comprised in the any intention to place that construction upon it
that the creditors of the four are entitled to have agreement, on receiving the balance of the which the prosecutrix and her advisers had done.
the machinery or such part thereof as can be valuation , the title of the father and brother to He, therefore, made this apology for his conduct.

shed as hav the property under the agreement would have
Hume Williams thought the defendant had,

ship of the four, or the proceeds thereof, or such been good . Held, also , that the assignment was
under the advice of his counsel, acted wisely in

portion of them as can be distinguished as afore. not an evasion of the Bills of Sale Act, inasmuch
making an unqualified apology to the prosecutrix ,

said divided amongst the creditors of the four in as possession of the property assigned was given
which she was perfectly willing to accept, and he

priority to the other creditors ; the costs of at the same time the deed was executed . Deci.
hoped the recollection of these proceedings would

those for whom Mr. Ambrose appears to be paid sion ofMr. Registrar Murray affirmed : (Ex parte serve as a caution to him for the future.
out of the estate, and I refer it to the registrar | Izard ; Re Cook , 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 7 . Chan .)
to inquire whether the machinery referred to , or DEBTOR'S SUMMONS - ACT OF BANKRUPTCY Alderman BESLEY expressed his satisfaction at

the course that had been adopted , and allowed
any and what part thereof, could at the date of ISSUE OUT OF LOCAL BANKRUPTCY COURT

the summons to be withdrawn, the defendant
the petition be distinguished as having belonged RESIDENCE . - A debtor' s summons for & debt

paying the cost of the proceedings.to the partnership of the four, and in whatmanner exceeding £50 was issued out of a County Court
such machinery was fixed to the freehold , withchinery was fixed to the freehold . with within the jurisdiction of which the debtor's

liberty for any party to apply . father lived , the creditors being unable to find out LAW AND PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEEOF THE
his residence . The summons was served upon COURT OF COMMON COUNCIL . - This committee
the debtor in London , the debtor having, after the dined together at the City Terminus Hotel,

BANKRUPTCY LAW . summons was issued , stated that he resided at & Cannon- street, on Monday evening, urder the pre

house in London , to which the goods in respect of sidency of the chairman , Mr. F . Kent, solicitor,
which the debt arose had been sent. Held (affirm .

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. who was supported by Mr. Serjeant Simon , M .P .
ing the decision of one of the registrars), thatas Mr. Skinner (recorder of Windsor), Mr. Brandon,

DISCHARGES UNDER LIQUIDATION AND Com . | the debtor's summons had been issued out of a | Mr. Deputy Shephard, Mr. R . Cox, Mr. Fricker,
POSITION - RELEASE OF CO-DEBTOR - JOINT court within the jurisdiction of which the debtor | Mr. Creasey, Mr. Greenwood, Mr. Scott, Mr.
CREDITOR - EQUITABLES OFF. - Th did not reside, neglect to comply with it was not Mathews, Mr. Innes, jun., Mr. Lowe, Mr. Catty ,
50th sections of the Bankruptoy Act 1869 (32 & 33 an act of bankruptcy within the Bankruptcy Act and others. After a well-served dinner, & variety
Vict. c . 71), which enact that an order of dig . | 1869, 8 . 6 , sub-sect. 6 : Petition for, adjudication |for adjudication oftoasts were given , those relating to royalty being
charge shall release the bankrupt from all debts of bankruptcy accordingly dismissed with costs : | the prelude to others. “ The Lord Mayor and

provable under thebankruptcy (cases of fraud ex. (Ex parte (Boyle , re Plummer, 30 L . T . Rep. N . S . Corporation ” was allotted to Mr. Skinner, who
cepted ) ,butshall not release any person who at the 2 . Chan .) spoke ofhis admiration of the public spirit of the
date of the order of adjudication was a partner
with the bankrupt, apply to discharges under sect.

corporation , and concluded by expressing a hopeCOURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
that it would be preserved for ever. The name of

125 and 126, and the word " bankrupt ” in sects .49 - Wednesday, March 11. Mr. R . Cox was connected with the toast, and le
and 50 is to be read as applicable to any debtor (Before Mr. Registrar MURRAY, sitting ag Chief replied to it, saying that, in common with those
obtaining a discharge under the statute. A dis .

Judge.) with whom he was associated ,he fully appreciated
charge releases only the debtor to whom it is
granted , and leaves a co - debtor liable to be

any compliment to the corporation . The chairmanRe ELFORD.
proposed the “ Houses of Lords and Commons,"| Proof - Voting - Application to restrain creditor.separately sued by a joint creditor. M . and H ., and took occasion to say that, whatever party was

who were partners , gave their acceptances to G ! | THE debtor, Henry Elford , a metal merchant of at the helm of affairs, they would endeavour to so

for goods sold . The acceptances becamedue ,and Oxford -street, recently filed a petition for liquida. | discharge their public duties as to add lustre to
were dishonoured , afterwhich M . and H . dissolved tion under which the court appointed a receiver. I the name of England. Mr. Serjeant Simon rę .

partnership . H . undertaking to pay all the firm 's | This was an application on behalf of creditors to sponded , paying a tribute to the constitution under

obligations. H . then filed à petition for liquida. | restrain the debtor from voting, under a resolution which we live, and concluded by an assurance

tion by arrangement under the Bankruptcy Act passed in the case of Messr. Burrs, whose failure that, though hewould be one of those in the cold
1869, and it was subsequently agreed that a com . was announced someweeks since , for the accept shade of opposition , he should in no way be
position of 10s, in the pound should be accepted | ance of a composition of ls. in the pound.

factious in his treatment of the action of the
by H .' s creditors, among whom were the holders Stibbard , solicitor , appeared in support of thevor, appeared in support of the ministry. “ The Bench ” was given by the chair.
of theacceptances, endorsed by G . to them ,and H . application .

man , who associated with the toast the name of
was granted his discharge. G . then filed a peti. Finlay Knight opposed it . Mr. Brandon , who, he said , was always polite
tion , and the creditors, on condition that G . It would seem that the debtor had been engaged | and attentive in his judicial duties. This gen

should pay 98. in the pound,authorised the trustee in transactions of an extensive character with tleman had recently been appointed assistant.

to transfer to G . any debts which should not be Messrs. Burrs , and in consequence of their failure ljudge of the Mayor 's Court, which was the best
realised , the names of the debtors being set ont in ' his affairs became embarrassed , and on the 16th court in the city . Mr. Brandon , in acknowledge

tner .

and

Dotton
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ing the compliment, assured those present that, | THE Queen has been pleased to grant the office and " Succession in Divided ” and in “ Undivided

had it not been for the kindness of the committee , of Solicitor -General for Scotland to George Families.”

he should not have aspired to the position he now Millar, Esq., one of her Majesty 's counsel.
2 . Mahommedan Law , the whole ( except Sale) .

held . Mr. Innes, in giving “ The Chairman of The following specimen of a Greek epigram is1 3. The Indian Penal Code. Act XLV. of 1860 .
Committees,' coupled with the toast the name of | well worth quoting, from Mr. J. S . Phillip 's Chapters 5 , 11, 16, 17, and 19 .
Mr. Fricker , who answered it . The Chairman said | Elegiac Translation :

4 . The Criminal Procedure Code. (New ) Act X .
he was now about to propose the toast of the even .

The legalHydra to the charge of 1872 . Chapters 2 , 4 , 7 , 15 , 19, and the wholeing . It was that of “ Their late Chairman , Mr.
Renascent rushes , twice as large ; of part X .

Deputy Shephard," who had presided over the A hundred heads, and all elate 5 . The Civil Procedure Code. Act VIII. of 1859,
committee during the past year in such a “ pas. With tongues exclaiming , “ Six and eight ; and the Amending Act, XXIII. of 1861. Chapterstoral ” way as would lead them to give a cordial We cut bim dowo - a hundred more 3, 4, 8, and 10.
reception to the toast. They had amongst them . Rise up and cry , “ Thirteen and four." 6 . The Indian Evidence Act. Act I of 1872selves resolved to present his friend with a testi Re THOMASWEBSTER. — This case camo before and the Amending Act). The whole .
monial. It had taken the shape of a handsome the London Bankruptcy Court last week . The By order of the Council,
clock , and , in handing it over to the recipient, he debtor , who filed his petition for liquidation S. H . WALPOLE, Chairman.
had , in the name of the committee, to wish him in June 1870, was described as of Pump-court, Council Chamber, Lincoln 's Inn ,
the enjoyment of health and prosperity for many Temple , ofGreat George- street ,Westminster , and 24th February 1874
years to come. Mr. Deputy Shephard (replying ) of Sandown, Isle of Wight, barrister-at-law .
remarked that he had , during his year of office , This was an application by Mr. Saunders for an

received the cordial support of the committee. If interim injunction to restrain Mr. ThomasGreen
this had not been so, their reports would not have hill from issuing execution upon a judgment re 1 CORRESPONDENCE OF THE
received the favour at the hands of the court that covered by him against the debtor and Mr. PROFESSION .
they had done. He was pleased that his conduct Jonathan Jolliffe. It appeared that Mr. Green
had met with their appreciation , and he could hill's action was for an alleged breach of an Note . - This Department of the LAW TIMES being open to
assure them that their presentation that evening I agreement in reference to the nstruction of th | free discussion on all professional topics, the Editor is not

would ever recall to his mind the kindness ex- Isle of Wight (Newport Junction ) Railway Com . responsible for any opinions or statements contained in it .

tended to him . Mr. Serjeant Simon proposed the pany . The court had declined to restrain the
“ Health of the Chairman ” in flattering terms, action , but Mr. Saunders said he had now to sub . COUNTY COURTS. - In any future reform of the
predicting for him some eminence in the future, mit that, the final award having been made in the County Courts one thing should engage the atten .
and incidentally referring to the corporation as a action, Mr. Greenhill stood in the position of a tion of the Lord Chanceilor, which I am sure the
road to political life . The Chairman , in reply , creditor whose debt had been ascertained , and for Profession would gladly see brought about. It is
observed that he wasalways actuated by a desire which he might now prove under the liquidation this-- the remuneration of the practitioner placed
to be of use to the community . Headded that to proceedings. His Honour granted an interim in . on an entirely new footing . I do not myself see,
be chairman of the committee was a high reward junction . in the first place, why substantial costs should
to him for anything he had done. Mr. Innes, re- IRISH LAWYERS IN PARLIAMENT. - The list of not in all cases follow the event. In theory I

sponding to “ The Vice-Chairman ," a post he lawyerswho have been returned to the new Parlia Jourts are su

occupied, spoke of his admiration of the energy ment by various constituencies in Ireland is un. | afford to parties an easy, economical, and speedy
and patience with which many gentlemen of the | mode of asserting their rights, without having to

at all events in

Court of Common Council gave themselves up to Parliaments . It includes not only the Attorney run to an attorney ; and therefore his remunera
the hard work of the corporation . - City Press. General and the Solicitor - General for that tion , when he is employed , is either altogether

BANQUET TO LORD CHIEF JUSTICE COLE- country (Dr. Ball and Mr. Law , Q .C .) , but unprovided for, or, at best, but inadequately

RIDGE. - This being the first time that Lord Cole .
eighteen barristers and four solicitors, exclusive secured . In practice, however , this theory is an

ridge, one of the Judges of the Oxford Circuit, has of several country gentlemen who are mem . utter absurdity, and the sooner such a " legal
visited Oxford since his elevation to the Bench , bers of the Irish Bar , but who do not practise. fiction ” is exploded the better. True, the later

& sumptuous banquet was given him in honour The former are : - Sir Colman O 'Loghlen , County enactments which regulate the County Courts
of the event by the Rector of Exeter and the Clare : the Hon . David Plunket. Q . C .. Du (and which have conferred upon them additional

Fellows, in Exeter College Hall , on Thursday | University : Mr. Isaac Butt, Q . C ., Limerick ; Mr. jurisdiction as well), have partly met this , by
evening, last week . Lord Coleridge was for. William Johnston , Belfast : Mr. Keyes O 'Clery , providing, in certain cases, a higher scale of costs ;

merly a Fellow of this college, and it is a curious
fact that his father , Sir John Taylor Cole

County Wexford ; Mr. Richard O 'Shaughnessy, but every practitioner knows that the rate of

Limerick ; Mr. Sérjeant Sherlock , Q . C ., King' s remuneration, even in these cases,is altogether out

ridge, was similarly entertained at this college in
County ; Mr. Patrick Leopold Martin, Kilkenny of character with the importance of the work to

1835 , soon after his elevation to the Bench . The
Rector of Exeter presided on Thursday, and there

County : Mr. Charles Henry Meldon , County Killbe done and the responsibility which arises outof

dare ; Sir George Bowyer, County Wexford ; Mr.
it . Of course the question must be looked at

were 130 present, among them being the Bishop | Philip Callan , Dundalk and County Louth ; Mr. from a reasonable point of view , and I don 't for a

of Oxford , the Vice -Chancellor, the Hon . W . Cole - Edward John Synan , County Limerick ; Mr. John moment say that a claim for 40s. should entail the

ridge, of Trinity College, son of Lord Coleridge, Dunbar, New Ross ; Sir Patrick O 'Brien, King's same expense for its recovery as a claim for £40 .

many of the Heads of Houses. Dr. Adams (Re- County : Mr. Denis Maurice O ' Conor, County At the same time it should be remembered that &

corded of Birmingham ), and the leading members | Sligo ; Mr. John William Ellison Macartney , small sum in dispute may , and often does, involve

of the Bar. Various toasts were proposed , that County Tyrone; Sir John Esmonde, County Water questions ofmost serious importance,and the same

of the guest of the evening by the Rector of ford ; and Mr. Patrick James Smyth, County rules and questions of law have to be considered

Exeter . Westmeath . The solicitors who sit in Parliament and disposed of whether the claim be for 40s. or &

A BARRISTER SENTENCED TO PENAL SERVI- | for Irish constituencies are : - Mr. Charles Edward much larger amount. The court fees, which are

TUDE , - At the Old Bailey on Tuesday, George | Lewis, Londonderry City ; Mr. M 'Carthy Down at present unnecessarily heavy, might advanta

Rutherford , described as a barrister, aged 54, geously be lowered, and the costs of attorney
ing, County Cork ; Mr. Charles Joseph Fay,

pleaded guilty to a charge of obtaining furniture County Cavan ; and Mr. John George M 'Carthy, proportionatly increased
and other goods from tradesmen under false pre - | Mallow .

A . B .

tences . The prisoner had gone about representing Cur INVADERS.-- I have cat the following from
himself as being about to marry an heiress worth | the Echo of 6th March 1874 :
£30 ,000 , and that he required furniture to fit out a

W STUDENTS' JOURNAL . | EGAL ADVICE and ASSISTANCE. - Debts re
residence in accordance with his coming high u covered , railway claims, divorce and other suits

position . His story turned out successful, and prosecuted . Deeds and wills prepared and proved .

he obtained the creditwhich henow acknowledged GENERAL EXAMINATION.- EASTER TERM , Consultations free. - Mr, Marsu, 4 , Symond 's -inn ,

to be fraudulent. The Common Serjeant said it 1874 . Chancery -lane .

was marvellous that tradesmen should be such HINDU, MAHOMEDAN, AND INDIAN LAW . And I need scarcely add that the advertiser does

dupes. It was evident that the prisoner had been not figure in the Law List for this year.

getting his living for many years by swindling, Rules for the Examination of Candidates. AN ATTORNEY-AT-LAW .

and a previous conviction of five years' penal An examination will be held in March next, to
servitude having been proved against him , the which a student of any of the Inns of Court will
sentence now was that he be kept in penal servi be admissible.

NOTES AND QUERIES ONtude for seven years. Each student proposing to submit himself for
THE LATE LORD WESTBURY'S WILL. - A cor. examination will be required to enter his name at POINTS OF PRACTICE .

respondent who certainly ought to be aware of the the Treasurer's Office of the Inn of Court to

facts, informs us that it was deemed advisable , I which he belongs on or before Tuesday, the 24th NOTICE. - We must remind our correspondents that this
for reasons of a private nature appertaining to the day of March next. column is not open to questions involving points of law

family , and not on account ofany obscurity in the The examination will commence on Friday , 27th such as a solicitor should be consulted upon. Queries will
be excluded which go beyond our limits.

language of the will, that the administration of day of March next, and will be continued on the NB. Noneare inserted inless the nameand address of the

the estate of the laté Lord Westbury should be Saturday and Monday following writers are sent, not necessarily for publication , butas a
accomplished under the Court of Chancery, by It will take place in the Hall of Lincoln 's -inn ; | guarantee for bona ndes ,

means of what is called a friendly or amicable and the doors will be closed ten minutes after the
suit. Accordingly , this suit was advisedly com . time appointed for the commencement of the neries.
menced in the chambers of the Master of the examination . 79 . PROBATE DUTY. - Should the value of a gift donatio

Rolls , at the time when Lord Selborne was acting The examination will be conducted in the follow . mortis causú be included in the estimate of a testator' s

for the Master of the Rolls ,andwhen it was gene- | ing order : estate for probate duty ? Such a gift is expressly liable

rally anticipated that Lord Coleridge would suc. Friday morning, 27th March, atten , on Hindu | to legacy duty under 36 Geo . 3, c . 52 s . 7 , as a legacy
within thomeaning of that Act. W . E .

ceed Lord Romilly . In the course of administra Law ; afternoon , at two, on Mahommedan

tion questions paturally arise from time to time Law . 80 . SETTLEMENT OF FURNITURE - Furniture in a house

upon which the trustees under the will seek to Saturday morning, 28th March , at ten , on the belonging to A . B . is seized and sold by the sheriff to

avail themselves of the guidance of the court, and Indian Penal Code ; afternoon , at two, on C . D . C . D . sells the furniture to E . F . (the father- in

these questions are accordingly adjourned into the Criminal Procedure Code. law of A . B .) , who assigns the same to two trustees for
the benefit of his daughter , the wife of A , B . , and hercourt for the purpose of amicable argument. Monday morning, 30th March, at ten , on the
children . The furniture remaining apparently in the

Our correspondent asserts that “ counsel whose Civil Procedure Code ; afternoon, at two, on order ana disposition of A . B ., is it necessary, in order

opinions always commanded at leastequal respect the Indian Evidence Act. to protect the sameas against creditors , that theassign

with that of Sir George Jessel when practising at The oralexamination of students will take place ment or settlement should be registered under the Bills

the Bar have certified that no obscurity whatever after the Examiner has perused the examination of Sale Act, and also re-registered every five years ?
Please quote authorities . H , C .exists either in the words of the marriage settle- papers, of which notice will be given .

ment to which allusion has been made or in the The Examiner will examine in the following 81. BANKRUPTCY- PRACTICE IN COUNTY COURTS.
words of the late Lord Westbury ' s will. There subjects : Can any of your readers inform meif the registrar of a
may have been an omission in the latter docu - ! 1 . Hindu Law County Court, which has not the bankruptcy jurisdic

ment, which does not constitute obscurity .” On “ Adoption : " " Stridana , ” “ Benamee,', tion , is compelled to administer oaths to parties pre .
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reating proofs under the Bankruptcy Act 1869 , to be Counselhas heavy charges brought against him defendant in his attacks upon the conduct of the
Uzed in another County Court, without payment of not only as a barrister , but as a man ef honour | prosecution , and upon several of the witnesses
any fee ? Is sect. 58 ( 19 & 20 Vict. c . 108 ) prospective : | and a gentleman , by three judges, one of whom produced in the case.”
and does it apply to affidavits under the Bankruptcy
Act 1969 ? - E . S . nkruptcy is the Lord Chief Justice of England, and by a Dr. Kenealy's reply to this consists of two

jury which by common consent showed inexhaus. | parts. First he says, “ It is false, as laid at my
82 . NEGLIGENCE. - At a recent auction sale a man tible patience and great intelligence in dealing door, that I charged the counsel, the solicitors,

purchased a bedroom carpet, and went, according to with a case of unparalleled difficulty, he ought to everybody, as being engaged in a foul conspiracy .
custom , the next morning, to pay for and remove said be anxious to have those charges investigated by So far from having done so , I did the very re
carpet . In pulling the carpet from under a wardrobe

" Herethe glass of the door fell out, and broke into a thousand a court of honour to which he happens to be sub - verse , as my assailant must
pieces. The auctioneer insists on the purchaser of the ject ; and if that the matter does not presentitself is a plain issuce of fact between Dr. Kenealy and
carpet raying for a new glass plate, or taking the ward to him in that light, the benchers of his Inn ought the jury. Let some one decide between them .

robe as it is for the sum at which it was knocked down to take it up for the credit of the Profession , and The shorthand writers' notes are in existence.
to another man . The glass plate was, of course, inse. Let the Benchers of Gray ' s Inn read them , and
curely put in , or it could not have fallen out so easily .

ile; It ought never to be forgotten, though some say whether Dr. Kenealy did or did not say whatHow far is the purchaser of the carpet liable ? I ask
the question on behalf of a poor man, and shall hope people are much inclined to forget it, that the | the jury say that he said and what he says he did

to see an answer in your next impression . i public have a strong and direct interest in the not say.
FAIR PLAY. good behavour of the Bar - in the maintenance Further, Dr. Kenealy observes : “ I claim a

83. SOLICITOR 'S ACCOUNTS. - A solicitor acts for of their privileges on the one hand , and on their right to say what I have said " (against the
lessee on granting of a lease and subsequent mortgage

e being kept within proper bounds on the other. It witnesses ), “ because in my judgment thereof same in January 1873 for £800 and deducts his charges
| is a profession which has in most cases , andwhich | existed grounds for my assertion as exhibited atfrom nortgage money, but supplies no account. Also a

subsequent further cbarge on lease to secure £150. Out ought to have in all cases, a sense of honour and the trial.” Some of these grounds he proceeds
of this sum he sends his client only £100 , and furnishes professional morality as distinct and as strictly l to assign . This is an equally plain issue, and it

no account. He collects the repts of the mortgaged enforced as those of officers in the army. A bar- is the really important issue in the case. Had
property as agent for the mortgagor from March to rister has, and ought to have, great privileges. It Dr. Kenealy grounds for the imputations which
December 1873 , viz . , £86 , and delivers an account show

is his right and duty to say and do without fear hemade, or did he make them at random oring whole amount expended on repairs, commission ,

taxes, & c. , except £4, wbicb he remits a balance . or favour things which no other man is allowed without grounds ? In the one case let him by all
What remedy, if any , is there agailst the solicitor for to say or do . Private character and conduct are means be acquitted , in the other let him be dis .
accounts , & c . ? to a great extent at his mercy . It is in his dis- / barred ; but in any cage, for the honour of the

cretion to drag to light secrets which may cover Bar, for the safety of the public, and for his own
84. CORONER'S LAW .- Can any of your correspondents a man with shame for the rest of his days. It honour, let him be tried . Let us have something

inform me whether the case of Reg . v . Justices of Car
marthenshire ( 10 Q B . 796 ) has been either overruled , or: may be his duty to discover secret inachinations in the nature of a decision by a public body acting
in any way varied , or whether there are any more for the injury of others in which persons of the judicially on the question whether or no & great

recent cases bearing on the samepoint ? Cases will highest social standing and most respectable cha- breach of public decency has been committed and
oblige. COROXER. racter are concerned . He can say what he likes great private wrongs inflicted by a man holding a

without having the fear of the law of libel before conspicuous and honourable public position . Let it
85 . TITHE RENTCHARGE. - A . , owner of a farm , solo

part of some closes to B ., a railway company ;
his eyes . He can not only ask questions which it not be said that the Chief Justice of England

B .
entered and worked the land so purchased , but even . I would be an unpardonable affront in another man | publicly taxed one of her Majesty 's counsel with

tually abandoned the line. The land so worked by B . is to suggest, but compel the persons questioned to an “ unceasing torrent of invective and foul

an inclosed unproductive waste. c ., the tevant of the answer him completely and directly ; and it is slander ;" that Mr. Justice Mellor concurred in
farm , has always paid the rentcharge on thewhole farm , absolutely necessary that he should have these that censure, and spoke also of his braggart
including the land sold to B . - about thirteen acres ; he powers in order that justice may be duly adminis. demeanour; " that Mr. Justice Lush declared , innow refuses to pay for such thirteen acres . What
remedy has the wroprietor of the rentcharge ? Are tered between man and man , It seems to us that reference to the same subiect, that " If advocates

the remainipg portion of the closes, severed by B ., it is at least equally necessary that he should not | were at liberty to use denunciation and slander as
chargeable with the whole rentebarge apportioned in abuse them ; for if he does he becomes ono of the a weapon , the so -called independence of the Bar

respect of those closes ? Reference to authorities will vilest and most mischievous of all conceivable would become a public nuisance ; ” and that
oblige. J . C . P . social pests. It is impossiblee to imagine a more the jury added to these declarations of the

86 . TRUSTEES AND CESTUIS QUE TRUST. - Trustees and !
I utterly abominable character than a man who I judges the note which we have just quoted ;

executors of will, both having accepted . and being par deals to use the fine expression of Chief Justice that all this passed by as 80 much idle wind.

ties interested under it, one as tenant for life of all the Erle , in " words sold and delivered ," or to usea and that Dr. Kenealy was permitted to con .

property, and the other remainderwan as to part thereof well-known metaphor of Chief Justice Cockburn 's , tinue to practise his Profession without any
fi.e., one share equal to that of others who are not quoted in the recent trial by Dr. Kenealy, a man inquiry into the subject by any body of persons
trustees ). Is it competent under any circumstances who , instead of being a soldier using his sword competent to hear and determine the matter. If
for the latter or either trustee alone to interfere with

the principal or otherwise deal with the estate , whe according to the laws of war, is a prowling this should be the case, it will constitute one of
ther real or personal ? REMAINDERMAN . assassin armed with a dagger. It may be those crying public scandals which bring about

impossible to draw the line between the legislative charges. The Barwill be in a position

Answers. two characters in words, and to lay down as disgraceful as that of a regiment in tlie army

( Q . 78 ) CONVEYANCING - HABENDUM . - It is not abso | definite rules by which it may be known in in which the colonel on parade calls a subaltern a
lutely necessary to state that an estate is granted ' all cases whether a particular act falls on one liar and a coward , the subaltern replies that the

“ unto and to the use of the grantee, if a consideration side of the line or on the other , but it is very far colonel is a spitefulold fool, and the parties sit

is mentioned in the conveyance. It is , however , cus- from being even difficult for a body of honourable down at the mess-table afterwards and talk and
tomary and advisable to insert these words, in order to men , with all the facts of a particular case before laugh as if nothing had happened .
prevent any doubt arising as to whether the grantee them , to assign to any particular man the position . The restof Dr. Kenealy 's letter consists of re.was to take for his own benefit : (See Williams on Real

Property, 13th edit., p . 182 .) F . C . W . | which he ought to occupy. Privileges of every crimination and of fustian about " emasculating
kind have their corresponding obligations ; and a and enslaving the bar," a " reign of terror,"
man who is intrusted by the public with the “ my profession which it is sought to awe into

LEGAL EXTRACTS. vileges of a barrister should be made to feel oriental suppleness and servility ,” “ lords, ladies,

that he runs the risk of iníamy and ruin if he and priests who have vast influence in the press,

THE BENCH AND THE BAR. abuses them . We pass no judgmentat all on Dr. and who are exereising that influence for my de
Kenealy's conduct. We express no opinion on

(From the Pall Mall Gazette ).
struction , ” and other matters undeserving of

what he has said or done . We merely point out attention .
DR.KENEALY published a letter the other day in the fact that three judges and the jury have
the Standard which is intended apparently to accused him of grossly abusing the privileges of
protest against a suggestion made in these his position . We say that such an accusation

columns, and , as we belive, adopted elsewhere , should make it the duty of his Inn to inquire into
that the charges made against him by the Lord his conduct, to set him right with the world if the LEGAL PRACTITIONERS' SOCIETY.

Chief Justice and his colleagues and by the jury accusation is false , to protect the public against The following is the draft of a Bill prepared by
in the Tichborne caze ought, in justice to himself , him for the future if it is completely justified , and the Parliamentary committee of the above society,
to the Bar, and to the public at lurge, to be in to visit him with whatever censure may be thought and which Bill it is proposed should be intro .
vestigated and adjudicated upon by the Benchers proper if , though exaggerated , it is notunfounded . duced into the House of Commons on as early &
of the Inn of Court of which he is a member. This was and is the view which we take of the day as the forms of the House will admit :
It seemed to us when we published that article , matter. Dr. Kepealy 's letter to the Standard Whereas it is expedient to discourage the em .

and it seems to us now , that if such a censure as (dated March 7 ) rather confirms than weakens it. ployment of unskilled and unqualified persons in
was applied to Dr. Kenealy is to pass annoticed His letter is a justification of his conduct. As re. the preparation of legal documents, and to
it will form the worst possible precedent. Men of gards the charge of disrespect to the Bench he amend the laws relating to bills of sale.
the age and position , social and professional, of says with a good deal of forco : “ If I was guilty Be it enacted, & c., & c.
' udgesand Queen 's counsel are too old and too high of contempt of court, why was I not punished at 1. This Act may for all purposes be cited as
placed for scolding matches . When such terms the time, or at all events when the case was over, “ The Legal Practitioners' Act 1874."

as " Scroggs and Jefferies on the one side, and and when my punishment could no longer preju . 2 . In the construction and for the purposes of
“ slanderer" on the other , are exchanged between dice my client " This, we think , is an answer : this Act the following words shall have the mean .
them with no result at all, the profession to which Courts of justice are well able to protect them . / ings by tbe section assigned to them , unless it. 15
they belong, and the administration of justice selves against insult, and are armed with special otherwise provided , or there be something in the
itself , are disgraced . Duelling was a barbarous powers for that purpose , and it no doubt would context repugnant thereto .
practice no doubt, yet it did in , in a rough objec- be hard upon a man if the benchers of his Inn (1.) “ Qualified practitioner " means and in .
tionable way, recognise the truth that a man 's were to punish him for acts of disrespect to indges cludes any serjeant-at-law , barrister , duly
honour is a valuable thing, and that he ought not which the judges had not thought it necessary certificated attorney or solicitor, proctor,
to sit down with an insult unless he is contented to punish . That, however , is not the real notary public , certificated conveyancer,
to be disgraced . This was as natural and honour - charge which has been made against Dr. Kenealy . special pleader , and equity draftsman.
able a feeling as the superstition that a man The real charge is that he attacked private ( 2 .) “ Instrument ” means and includes every
atoned for an insult by shooting the man whom character recklessly , falsely , without proper written document.
he had insulted was absurd . grounds, in a great number of cases,and in intem . (3 .) “ Write ,” “ written ," and " writing,” in .
Weare well rid of the one, but we ought care perate language. It is put shortly and plainly cludes every mode in which words or

fully to preserve the other as far as possible. It enough , though not quite as precise as it might figures can be expressed upon material.
would , we think , be generally understood that a have been , in the note appended by the jury to (4.) “ Person ” includes company, corporation,
man who submitted to an imputation on his their verdict. “ The jury desire to express their and society.
character in the public press without suing his opinion that the charges of bribery , conspiracy , 3. Any person who, not being a qualified prao
slanderer for libel or compelling him to apologise and undue influence brought against the prosecu - titioner, either directly ; or indirectly, for of 1
was disgraced . There are cases in which an tion in this case are entirely devoid of foundation ; / expectation of any fee, gain , or reward , writes:
officer in the army ought to demand a court and they regret exceedingly the violent language draws, or prepares any instrument relating to
martial ; and it seems to us that when a Queen 's and demeanour of the leading counsel for the ' real or personal estate, or to any proceedings

priv
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law or equity, or any instrument in the nature of THE COURTS AND COURT THE GAZETTES.
& contract under hand or seal, shall forfeit the PAPERS.sum of £50 to any person suing for the same, by
action of debt in any of Her Majesty's Superior EASTER HOLIDAYS. Bankrupts.
Courts of Common Law at Westminster , in which I The following notice has been issued : _ " 1 . the Gazette, March 6 .
it shall be sufficient to declare that the defendantnt Right Honourable Hugh McCalmont, Baron To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall-street.

is indebted to the plaintiff in the sum of £50,250, Cairns, Lord High Chancellor of Great Britain ,
COUVES, GABRIEL WILLIAM , gentleman , Queen 's-rd , Peckham .

being forfeitedbyan Act intituled “ The Legal Prac.
Pet. March 4 . Reg . Hazlitt. Sols . Carr, Bannister, and Co.,

do, under the powers vested in me by the County Basinghall-st . Sur. March 18

titioners' Act 1874 ," and the plaintiff, if he recover Court Rules, hereby order that the offices of the
IDLUND, J. L . milliner, Fern Tower-rd , Highbury-pk. Pet.

in such action shall have his full costs of suit .
March 2 . Reg . Brougham . Sols. Dodd and Longstafl, Berners

u County Courts may be closed on the sixth and st. Sur. March 20
And in any such action it shall not be necessarysary seventh days of April, 1874 . Given under my hand To surrender in the Country.
for the plaintiff to show that the defendant has this third day of March, 1874. - CAIRNS, C.”

BROOK, ANDREW MELVILLE, beerhouse keeper , Keighley. Pet.
March 3. Reg . Robinson . Sur . March 24received any fee, gain , or reward , specifically for COLE, ROBERT, market gardener, Thorp Arch . Pet. March 3 .

the writing, drawing , or preparation of any instru . Rex . Perkins. Sur.March 16

ment, and he shall only be required to show that DAURIS, J. Nettleton , near Chippenham . Pet. March 2. Reg .

LEGAL OBITUARY. Smith , Sur . March 17

the defendant has received a fee, gain , or reward , GALE , BENJAMIN, soda water manufacturer, Leeds. Pet. March
for the business or transaction in respect of, or in 4 . Reg. Marshall, Sur. March 25

NOTE . - This departmentof the LAW TIMES, is contributed HUZZEY, JOSHUA, grocer, Pembroke Dock . Pet. Feb . 28. Rog .
regard to which he has, directly or indirectly , by EDWARD WALFORD , M . A ., and late scholar of Balliol Lloyd . March 21
written , drawn, or prepared such instrument : College , Oxford , and Fellow of the Genesiogical and IRVING ,WASHINGTON, commission merchant, Manchester. Pet .

Historical Society of Great Britain ; and, as it is desired March 2. Reg. Kay. Sur. March 26

Provided always, that the foregoing section does to make it as periect a record as possible, the families and JAGGER, Joux, fy. milk denler, Aldermanbury. Pet. March 2.
Reg. Jones . Sur. March 19

not extend to friends of deceased members of the Profession will oblige KING , GEORGE CLIFT, grocer, Cholmsford . Pet. March 4. Reg .
(1 .) Any public officer, drawing or preparing any by forwarding to the LAW TIMES Office any dates and Gepp. Sur. March 25

materials required for a biographical notice .
instrument in the course of his duty . PAGE, ISAAC, farm bailiff, Costessey. Pet. Feb. 29. Reg. Palmer .

Sur. March 21

(2 .) Any person employed merely to engross any W . C . SCOTT, ESQ . POLLARD, JOHN WILLIAM , coach builder, Boston . Pet. March 3 .

instrument or proceedings.
Reg . Staniland . Sur. March 17

THE late William Carmalt Scott, Esq ., Judge of RAWXSLEY, JOHN, worsted spinner , Bradiord. Pet. March 3.
(3 .) Any banker or broker preparing any in . County Courts for Kent,who died on the 3rd inst., SHEFFIELD ,EMILY,widow , beerseller, Bradford. Pot.March 3 .Reg . Robinson

strument relating to stocks or shares. at his residence in Eccleston-street, Chester . Reg. Robinson . Sur. Míarch 17
4 . That no bill of sale , assignment, transfer, or WATTS, JOSEPH (not Walls as before advertised ), butcher Northage, w

other document mentioned and comprised in the ampton , Pet . Feb . 13. Reg . Dennis. Sur. March 21

the year 1824, and was called to the Bar by the | WILKINSON , THOMAS GEORGE, draper, Canterbury. Pet. March
Bills of Sale Act ( 17 & 18 Vict . c. 36), and thereby Honourable Society of the Middle Temple in 4. Reg . Callaway . Sur. March 17

required to be registered , made or given by any Hilary Term 1848. He held the post of principal Gazette , March 10 .

person , shall be of any force, power, or effect, secretary to Lord Chancellor Chelmsford from To surrender at the Bankrupts ' Court, Basinghall-street.
unless there shallbepresent a certificated attorney Feb. 1858 to June 1859, and again from July till

COURTENAY, G . C . O ., no occupation, St. James' s-pl, St. Jaines 's .
or solicitor on behalf of such person executing, Sept. 1866 : and he also held the appointment of Pet, March 3 . Reg . Pepys . Sur . March 24

FOULKES, THOMAS, merchant, Fenchurch -st. Pet. March 6 .

making, or giving such bill of sale, expressly gentleman of the chamber to Lord Chancellor Reg . Murray. Sur. March 21
HOLLAND , WILLIAM , merchant, South -st, Finsbury . Pot. March

named by him and attending by his request to Cranworth , from July 1865 till July 1866. In Sept. 5 . Reg . Pepys . Sur. March 20
inform him of the nature and effect of such bill of | 1866 Mr. Scott was appointed Judge of County To surrender in the Country .

sale before the same is executed , and such attor . Court , Circuit No. 53, and in the samemonth was BROADY, ALFRED, grocer, Altrincham . Pet.March 3. Reg. Kay
ney or solicitor shall subscribe his name as a Sur. March 33

transferred to Circuit No. 49, holding his courts CLARKE, CHARLES LEIGH , fron merchant, Manchester. Pet .
witness to the due execution thereof, and thereby at Ashford , Canterbury, Deal, Dover, Faversham , March 6 . Reg . Kay . Sur. March 28
declare himself to be the attorney or solicitor for Folkestone. Hythe , Margate, Ramsgate, Romney. ELLIOTT, WILLIAN CORISH , builder, Balham . Pet. March 3.

Reg . Willoughby. Sur . March 20
the person giving the same, and state that he Sandwich . Sittingbourne, Tenterdon , and Cran . LODGE, BENJAMIN, plumber, Batley. Pet. March 5. Reg. Nelson .
subscribes as such attorney or solicitor, and that Sur. March 25

brook , MARTYN, SILAS, farmer, Xewlyn East. Pet. March 4. Reg . Chil.the person so executing the same did fully under cott . Sur. March 21

stand the nature and effect thereof. D . L . MACAFEE , ESQ .
PAGE , WALTER RICHARD, bootmaker, Rugby. Pet, March 5 .

Reg . Kirby . Sur . March 24
5 . Nothing in this Act contained shall be con The late David Lindsay Macafee, Esq ., barrister.

strued to authorise any qualified practitioner to do at- law , who died on the 6th inst., at his chambers ,
anyactwhich he is not now authorised by law to do . I in Pump-court, Temple, was the youngest son of Liquidations by Arrangement.

6 . This Act shall not extend to Scotland or the late Rev . Daniel Macafee, Wesleyan minister,
FIRST MEETINGS.Ireland . he was born about the year 1840 , and was called Gazette, March 6 .

Weare requested by the Honorary Secretary of to the Bar by the Honourable Society of the
ATKINS, GEORGE, victualler, East Stonehouse. Pet. March 3.

the Society to add that it is in contemplation to Middle Temple in Trinity Term 1865. He chose March 20,at eleven , at St.George's Hall, East Stonehouse. sol .
frame another Bill dealing with the appearance the Northern Circnit, attending at the Liverpo Curteis , East Stonehouse

ATKIXSOX , WILLIAM , draper, Swinton -bridge , Wath -on-Dearne .
before , and the conduct of business in , magis . Kirkdale, and Preston sessions,and also the Court Pet. March 2. March 20, at twelve, at office of Sol. Patteson ,

trates’, and in County Courts by unqualified per. of Passage ; and he also practised with consider Sheffield

BAILEY , WILLIAM , draper, Newcastle-under-Lyme. Pet. March
sons, and otherwise to offer to the public and the able success as a special pleader , 2 . March 19 , at one , at ortioe of Sol. Welch , Longton

Profession additional protection in the direction
BECK , MONES, grocer , Tunbridge Wells. Pet. Maroh 2. March

19,at four, at office of Sols. Stone and Simpson , Tunbridge

indicated by the above Bill. G . HUTCHISON , ESQ . Wells

BEVINS, JOHX, draper, Ryde. Pet. Feb . 28 . March 20 , at two, at| We have to record the death, on the 28th ult., of offices of Ladbury , Collison , and Viney, S3 , Cheapside, London ,

THE UNION SOCIETY OF LONDON . George Hutchison , Esq., Town Clerk of the Sols. Allen and Edwards, Old Jewry , London
BOWDEN, Joux, corn merchant, Ipplepen and Newton Abbott .

Are meeting of the Union Society of London , at borough of Renfrew . The deceased gentleman , Pet . March 2. March 14 , at hall past three , at the In Moon

1 , Adam -street,Adelphi, held on Tuesday evening, who was in the sixty -ninth year of his age, was hotel, Exeter. Sols. Learoyd and Leuroyd , South -st , Finsbury ,
London

the 10th inst, the following subject was submitted the son of the late Mr. Hutchison , who for many BROWX, HEXRY JOHX, builder , Pulross-rd , Brixton . Pet. Feb .

to discussion , and negatived : “ That this house years held the office of Town Clerk of Renfrew ,and 27. March 18 , at three, at 1, George -st, Mansion -house. Sol

views with satisfaction the return of the Conser. hewas born in the year 1806 . Having been duly
Snell

CANSDALE , THOMAS WILLIAM , coalmerchant, Half Moon -cres .

vatives to office and power.” admitted into the profession of the law , Mr.
Barnsbury - rd , Islington . Pet. Feb . 26 . March 16 , at two, at
offices of Sol. Popham , Vincent-ter, Islington

Hutchison succeeded his father in the office of CARLING , ROBERT HAMILTOX, ship chandler , Sunderland. Pet .

BRISTOL ARTICLED CLERKS' DEBATING Town Clerk of Renfrew so far back as the year March 3. March 21, at three , at office of Sol. Bell, Sunder .
land

SOCIETY . CARPENTER, ALFRED , baker , Median -rd , Clapton , and Clarendon .

A MEETING of this society was held on Tuesday the various and important duties of his official
st , Somers -town. Pet . Feb . 23 . March 16 , at four, at the
Mason 's Hall tavern , Mason ' s-avenue. Sol. Miles

evening, the 3rd inst ., J . Inskip, Esq., solicitor, position ably, faithfully , and conscientiously , and CARR, HENRY JAMES, grocer, Golborne-rd , and Bevington -rd ,
in the chair. The following was the subject for in such a way as to command for himself esteem North Kensington . Pet. Feb . 27 . March 17, at eleven , at office

of Sol. Lamb, Bedford -row
discussion : “ Was the case of Ireland v . Living . and respect. " In his social relationships with his CHALLINOR , RICHARD , grocer, Hednesford . Pot . March 3 .
ston ( L . Rep. 5 H . L . Cas. 395) rightly decided ? " fellow men,” says the above journal, “ Mr. March 17 , at eleven , at ottice of Sol. Glover , Walsall

CHAROCK, GEORGE, grocer, Bingley . Pet, March 3. March 20 .
Mr. Dymond opened in the affirmative, and Mr. Hutchison was genial, affable , and kind, and to at ball -past two, at offices of Sols . Robinson and Robinson ,

Laxton opposed. The majority of the members the end of his career he enjoyed the goodwill of Keighley
CHRISTOPHER , CHARLES , grocer, Deeping St. James. Pet.

were in favour of Mr. Dymond . all with whom he was officially connected.” March 3 . March 19, at twelve , at the Angelhotel, Peterborough .
Sol. West Market Deeping

CLARK . HENRY, butcher , Springfield . Pet. March 2, March 19 .
LAW STUDENTS' DEBATING SOCIETY . at eleven , at office ofSol. Blyth , Chelmsford

COATES, ROBERT, livery stable keeper, Leamington Priors . Pet .THE society met on Tuesday evening last at the PROMOTIONS AND APPOINT. March 3 . March 24 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Handley, War

Law Institution , as usual. The following ques . MENTS .
wick

COHEX, JACOB, draper, Liverpool. Pet. March 4 . March 2:
tion was discussed by a well attended meeting ,

N . B . - Announcements of promotions being in the nature three, at oilice of Sol. Nordon , Liverpool
Mr. Byrne in the chair (CCXXVI. Jurisprudential), COOK , GEORGE JOHNSO , soda water manufacturer, Hull . P

of advertisements, are charged 23 . 6 . each , for which Feb . 25. March 23 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Torry, Hull
“ Is the legislation of the late Parliament on the postage stamps shčuld be inclosed . COOK, WILLIAM , joiner , York . Pet. March 3. March 18, at
whole satisfactory ? " and was decided in the eleven , at offices of Sol. Young , York

MR. HENRY PICKETT, of the firm of Pickett and COOPER, FRANCIS BLADEs, grocer, Knottingley . Pet .March 3 .
affirmative by a small majority. March 18 , at two, at office of Sol. Boulton , Pontefract

Mytton , 3 , King' s Bench Walk , Temple, has been COOPER , RICHARD, innkeeper , Learnington Priore. Pet. Feb . 28 .
March 18, at two, at the Bath hotel, Leamington Priors. Sol.

PETERBOROUGH ARTICLED CLERKS appointed by the Lord Chancellor a London Com . Sanderson , Warwick

DEBATING SOCIETY. missioner to administer Oaths in Chancery . COURT, FREDERICK , conl dealer, Wellesbourne Mountford , Pet .
Feb . 28 . March 18, at one, at office of Sol, Sanderson , WarwickThe Lord Chief Justice of the Common PleasA MEETING of this society was held at the New Cox, THOMAS, and Cox , MARY AXX, shopkeepers, Hinley. Pet.

Hall, Peterborough , on the 5th instant, on which has appointed Mr. William Ward Duffield , of Feb . 24 . March 18 , at two, at the office of R . Stephenson , 4,
Bagnall -st, Hanley . Sol. Hamshaw , Hanleyoccasion W . Wilkins, Esq., vice-president, oc- Chelmsford , solicitor, to be a perpetual Commis. Cuss, ALFRED ABEL, grocer, Torquay . Pet. March 4 . March 28 .

cupied the chair . The following was the subject sioner for taking the Acknowledgments of Deeds at twelve, at office of Sol. Campion , Exeter
DAWSOX, ROBERT, tobacconist, St. Helen 's. Pet. March 2for discussion : “ Is an admission in a letter to a by Married Women for the County of Essex.
March 17 , at two, at offices of Sols. Bradley and Steinforth ,

third party sufficient to take a debt out of the THE Lord Chancellor has appointed Mr. Alfred Liverpool
DEXERLEY, HIGH , hatter , Liverpool. Pet. Maroh 2. March 18 .Statute of Limitations ?" Mr. G . Gamblin opened Carr, of the Firm of Carr , Bannister, Davidson , at three , at offices of Gibson and Bolland, accountants, Liver .

in the affirmative, and was followed by Mr. F . and Morriss, solicitors, of No. 70, Basinghall pool. Sol. Rundle , Liverpool

Bower in the negative. A majority of the mem .
DRIVER, THOMAS, plumber, Stanningley. Pet. March 2. Marchstreet, to be a London Commissioner to adminis . 20 , at eleven , at offices of Sol. Burnley , Bradford

bers were in favour of the negative. ter Oaths in Chancery . FAIRBANK , THOMAS SMITH , architect, Birmingham . Pet. March
4. March 19, at twelve, at office of Sol. Grove, Birmingham

FARRIES, THOMAS, law costs ' draftsman , Chancery -la . Pet .

ARTICLED CLERKS' SOCIETY . Feb . 28 . March 18 , at two, at offices of Sol Barker, St. Michael's
JUST OUT ! ! HINDOO PENS ! ! !-- The misery of a bad House, St. Michael' s-alley, Cornh

A MEETING of this society was held at Clement's Pen is now a voluntary infliction . “ They come as a FORD, JAMES, builder, Bristol. Pet, March 2. March 18, at

Ion Hall, on Wednesday , the 11th March , Mr. boop and a bleseing to men, The Pickwick , the Owl,and two, at office of Barnard , Thomas, Tribe, and Co., accountants ,
Albion -chibs, Bristol. Sols. Osborne, Ward , Vassall, and Co.F . J . Baker in the chair. Mr. Chester opened the Waverley Pen ." Dover Chronicle says " The nation Bristol

at large owes a debt of gratitude to the Patentees forthe subject for the evening 's debate, viz., " That PROBISHER, FREDERICK , tobacconist, Brighton . Pet. March 4.
their excellent invention , ” 1200 Newspapers recom . March 20, at three, at office of Clennell and Fraser, 6 . Great

the power of County Court judges to imprison for mend them . Sample Box, by post, ls . 1d . ; sold every . James-st, Bedford - row . Sol. Brandreth , Brighton

debt should be abolished.” Themotion was lost FRY. WILLIAM , farmer, Bulkington . Pet .March 4. March 19 , at
where. Patentees, Macniven and Cameron , 23 to 33 , twelve, at the Bearhotel, Chippenham . Sols . Awdry and Clarke

by a majority of four. Blair- street, Edinburgh .- [Adv . ] Chippenbam

WICK
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VALLO 8891.Savery , ut omice Leonard's.on.WALL, JOHx , bootmaker, St. Leonard 'g -on - Sea . Pet. March 5 .
March 20 , at twelve, at office of Messrs. Miller, Sherborne-lane,

WALL, SInox, draper, Northampton . Pet. Marc 6 . March 21.
at eleven , at the Royalhotel, Northampton . Sol. Boyes, Barnet

WALKER, WILLIAM , yeast dealer , Burslem . Pet . March 5 .
March 18 , at one, at offices of Sol. Lees, Burslem

WARD , WILLIAM , grocer, Redhill . Pet. March 3 . March 19 , at
three, at office of Messrs. Bath , public accountants, 40A , King
William -st

WEAVER, JOHN FREDERICK , dealer in curiosities, Wardour-st.
Pet. Feb. 27 . March 18, at two, at office of Sol, Barnett, New
Broud -et

WOODCOCK, JOHX, ironmonger, Deal. Pet. March 3. March 21,
at eleven, at offices of Sol. Drew , Deal

WOODCOCK, REV. FREDERIC EDWARD , clerk in holy orders, Stony
Stratford . Pet. March 4 . March 24 , at eleven , at office of Sol.
Jessop , Bedford

WUNDERLICH ,MAX , commission agent, Englefield -rd , Kingsland .
Pet. March 27 . March 19, at two, at office of Sol. Barnett, New
Broad -st

ton

Orders of Discharge.
Gazette, March 3 .

at Lees Chorlton-on , and hor at Ridie

SALMON , WILLIAM FREDERICK , tie manufacturar, Alderman
by

Gazette, March 6 .
BEADLE, WILLIAM , grocer, Penge
GOLDEX, JAMESWILLIAM , oil dealer, Huddersfieldch 27,361.

Moselecer,Bar Guildford.Feb. 23

Dibidends.
BANKRUPTS' ESTATES.

The Official Assignees, & c., are given , to whom apply for the
Dividends.

Blacklock , J. M . clerk in war office, third 45. 1034d . (and 168, bfd .
to new proofs ) Paget, Basinghall-st. -- Burt, L . warehouseman ,
Erst 18. id . Paget, Basinghall-st . - Jewell, T . W . surgeon , seventh
38. 1 d . (and lös. 3 d . to new proofs) Paget, Basinghall-st . -- Siben ,
W . builder, Hoxton , first 3s. 2d . Paget, Basinghall-st. - Sutherland ,
J . S . C . assistant commissary -general, second 3s . 9 d . Paget,
Basinghall-st. - Westrup and Cockeedge , millers, final ls . 104 9-92d .
(and 48 . 9 - 32d . to new proofs) Paget, Basinghall-st
Bingham , G . farmer, first 38 . At Trust . C . Rogers, Willoughby .

house, Low -pavement, Nottingham . - Bradford , G . provision mer.
chant, first and final ls. 11d . At Harrison and Co ., accountants,
1, Becket Well-la , Derby . -- Chambers, F . G . painter, first 58, 6d . At
Trust. G . Bull, i, Harington -pl, Bath . - Farneomb, H . no occupa
tion , 209 . At Trust . 0 . J . Lewns, 11, York -bldgs, Hastings.
Hetohy, W . C . surgeon , second ls . 6d . At Trust. W . H . Burrell, 18 ,
Albion st, Leeds. - Hili, J . metal broker , second and final 5 d .
At Trust. H . Bolland, 10 , South John -st, Liverpool. - Bolder , W .
and E . builders , 48. At Sols . Messrs . Corbett , Worcester . - Holder ,
W . winemerchant, Is . 6d. At Sols. Messrs. Corbett, Worcester
Lent, F . victualler, first and final, ls, 4 d . At Trust. J . P . Birt
whistle, Crown -st, Halifax, - Robinson , E . plumber , second and
finalid. At Trust. B . Pickering, 8, Parliament-st, Hull. - Spicer ,
W . baker, 2s . 6d . At Trust. T . Wise , Wareham

^ ch 23,

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS
e Rose maker, s

March CHARLESCh
. atst. Solcr. Jamaisto sol. St

March,CARLES E at oinchem
ist

FULLER , JOHN , boot manufacturer , Manchester . Pet. March 4 . CROASDALE , WILLIAM , hat manufacturer, Manchester and old
March 19, at three, at offices of Hines, 2, Viotoría-st, Manchester. ham . Pet . March 6 . March 24, at two, at offices of Sols . Addle
Sol. Dawson , Manchester shaw and Warburton , Manchester

GOLDSMID , LAMBERT, and ISAACS, LEWIS, carmen, St. James 's . DALE, WILLIAM HEXRY, boot dealer , York . Pet. March 6 .
69 , Aldgate . Pet . March 4. March 19 , at two, at office ofMessrs . March 23 , at three , at office of Sol. Wilkinson , York
E . J . Sydney , solicitors , 46 , Finsbury -circus. Sol. A . E . Sydney, DANIEL, THOMAS, builder, Plough -rd , Rotherhithe, and Croft-st ,
Finsbury -circus Chilton -st, Rotherhithe. Pet. March 6. April 1 , at two, at office

GORE, HENRY, rope maker, Hereford. Pet . March 3. March 19 , of Sol. Haynes , Chancery - la
at twelve, at the Hop Market hotel, Worcester. Sol. Corner, | DAUNCEY, FREDERICK , wine merchant, Mllverton . Pet. March
Hereford 7 March 27 , at office of Taunton , Bath -pl, Taunton

GOSSAGE, WALTER WILLIAM , GOSSAGE, EDWARD THOMAS, and DAVIES , JOHX, linen draper , Maesteg . Pet. March 4 . March 23 ,
GOSSAGE, ALFRED HOWARD, timber dealers, Birmingham . at twelve , at office ofSol. Stockwood , jun ., Bridgend
Pet . Feb . 29. March 17 , at twelve, at the Hen and Chickens DAWSON, JOHX, Huddersfield . Pet . March 5 . March 21,at eleven ,
hotel, Birmingham Sol. Hawkes, Birmingham at 1, Market-walk , Huddersfield . Sols. Messrs. Sykes

HARRIS, GEORGE, and HARRIS , CHARLES RICHARD , fruit sales. DENNIS, JOSEPH , tailor, Parkside, Knightsbridge. Pet. March 3 .
man , Covent-gdn-maket. Pet. Feb . 28. March 17 , at eleven , at March 19 , at three, at offices of Sol. Coker, Cheapside. Sol.

' offices of Sols. May and Sykes, Adelaide-pl, London .bdge Nethereole
HARTLEY, WILLIAM , joiner, Great Horton . Pet. Feb . 26. March EDMONDS, JOHN FREDERICK, baker, Birmingham . Pet. March

16 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Burnley, Bradford 6 . March 23 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Duke, Birmingham
HIBBITT, WILLIAM ALBERT, sugar boiler , Northampton . Pet . ELLIS, EDWARD BOURKE, master mariner, Clifton . Pet. March
March 3. March 19, at three, at office of Sol. Becke, Northamp 9 . March 20, at twelve, at office of Pitt, publio accountant,

Albion -chmbs-east, Bristol. Sol. Essery , Bristol
HILLS, CHARLES BOOTH , cheesemonger, New -cross-rd, Deptford . | ELY, JOSEPH GEORGE, out of employment, Portland - rd , Notting

Pet. Feb . 19 . March 13, at two, at Ridler's hotel, Holborn hill. Pet. March 4 . March 19, at three, at officesof Sol. Watson ,
HOLLAND , ABRAHAM , and HOLLAND , JOSEPH , skirt manufac Basinghall-st
turers , Chorlton -on -Medlock . Pet. March 3 . March 23 , at three, EVANS, LEVI, innkeeper , Walsall. Pet. March 6 . March 24, at
at Lees and Graham , accountants, St. George' s -chba, Albert-sq , eleven , at offices of Sol. Bill, Westall
Manchester. Sols . Edwards and Bintlift , Manchester FARR, John, umbrella rib maker, Redditch . Pet. March 7 .

HOOD, CHARLES, coachbuilder , Goole . Pet. March 4 . March March 2 , at three , at office of Sol.Walford, Birmingham
20, at two, at the Elephant inn, Doncaster. Sol. Singleton , FISHER, JOHX, tailor , Ossett. Pet. March 5 . March 28 , at eleven ,
Sheffield at office of Sol. Stringer , Ossett

JERVIS, CHARLES, outfitter, Liverpool. Pet. March 2 . March 19. GOWING , GEORGE SEAD , fish merchant, Lowestoft. Pet. March
at two, at office of Sols . Bartlett and Atkinson , Liverpool 5. March 27 , at twelve, at office of Mr. Blake, Hall Quay, Great

JOHNSON , ANXIE MARY, widow , boot manufacturer, Hackney .rd . Yarmouth . Sol. Moseley , Great Yarmouth
Pet. March 3. March 19, at two, at office of Sol. Chalk , Moor HAMMOND, THOMAS, grocer , Bagshot. Pet. March 4 . March 21,
gate -st at three, at office of Sol. Geach , Guildford

JONES, HENRY PARRY, out of business , Liverpool. Pet. March 2. HARROP, GEORGE , baker , Longton . Pet. Feb . 23 . March 19, at
March 20, at four, at office of Sol. Lowe, Liverpool eleven , at office of Sol. Welch , Longton

LAMB, WILLIAM , farmer, York . Pet. March 4. March 20 , at HARPER, THOMAS JOSEPH , hairdresser, Birmingham . Pet.
eleven , at office of Sol. Watson , York March 6 . March 21, at eleven , at office of Maher and Poncia ,

LEDGER, WILLIAM , joiner, Doncaster. Pet . March 3. March 24 , Birmingham
at eleven , at othce ofSol. Peagam , Doncaster HAYWOOD , Johx, butcher, Barham . Pet . March 6. March 23, at

LOCK , EDWARD, and CHAPMAN , GEORGE EDWIN , album manu three, at the King 's Arms hotel, Folkestone. Sol. Minter ,
facturers, Worship -st, Finsbury . Pet . March 4 . March 28 , at Folkestone
twelve,at office of Sol. Moss, Gracechurch -st HELLABY, RICHARD DOUGLAS, CHILD , HENRY GEORGE, and

LYOXS, SAMUEL, and LYONS, LOUIS JACOB, clothiers, Wilson HELLABY, CHARLES EDWARD, collar manufacturers, Cheap
st, Finsbury , and Manchester . Pet . March 4 . March 24 , at side. Pet . March 7. March 23 , at eleven , at the Chamber of
twelve, at the Queen 's hotel, Leeds. Sol. Sydney , Finsbury Commerce, Cheapside. Sols . Anderson and Sons, Ironmonger
circus lane

TOHN, baker , Upton -upon -Severn . Pet. March 4 . HITCHENS, BENJAMIN JOHN, draper, Radstock . Pet . March 5 .
March 20, at two, at the Crown hotel, Worcester . Sols. Rowlands March 23 , at twelve, at office of Messrs . Williams, accountants ,
and Bagnall, Birmingham Exchange, Bristol. Sols. Simmons and Clark , Bath
MCCONNELL, JAMES, bootmaker, Berwick -on - Tweed . Pet. Feb . HOLBROOK , EDWARD RANDALL, baker, Albion -rd , Stoke Newing

28 . March 13 , at eleven , at offices of Sol. Dunlop, Berwick -on ton , and Ramsgate. Pet . Feb . 28. March 26 , at three, at offices
Tweed of sol. Heathfield , Lincoln ' s-inn - fields

MOORE, WILLIAM , clothier, Cheapside. Pet. Feb . 28. March 16 . HORDER, GEORGE, cook , Salford . Pet. March 7 . March 23, at
at two, at offices of Sol. Swaine, Cheapside three, at offices of Sols . Ridealand Shaw , Manchester

NURSE, FREDERICK , porter dealer , Erdington. Pet. March 2. HOYLE , SQUIRE, grocer , Salford . Pet. March 4. March 19, 2
March 17 , at three, at office of Sol. Baker , Birmingham two, at offices of Sols . Messrs. Myers, Manchester

OULTON , JOHN, butcher , Altrincham . Pet. March 4 . March 23 , INGATE , ISABELLA MARIA, widow , nfracombe. Pet. March 2
at three, at office of Sols . Gardner and Horner, Manchester March 23 , at three , at the Royal Clarence hotel, Ifracombe.

PARKER , ROBERT SAMUEL YARHAM , builder, Kingston -on Sol. Langdon
Thames . Pet . March 2. March 19, at twelve, at office of JOHNSTON , MATTHEW , glass dealer, Salford . Pet. March 6 .
Bartrop , Kingston-on - Thames March 23, at eleven , at office of Sol. Blair , Manchester

POOLEY, THOMAS ALEXANDER, horticultural sundriesman . KIMBER , GEORGE HEXRY, market gardener, Horndean , par .
Sussex-wharf, Wapping. Pet. March 3. March 18 , at twelve, at Catherington . Pet . March 7 . March 23 , at three, at office of
office of Sols . Taylor and Jaquet, South -st, Finsbury - sa Sol. Blake, Porteea

REEVES, THOMAS , haulier, Horfie ' d . Pet. March 4 . March 14, at KIXG , CHARLES, bootmaker, Sudbury . Pet. Feb . 28. March 18,
eleven , at office of Sol. Essery , Bristol at two, at the Rose and Crown hotel, Sudbury. Sol. Mumford ,

RICE, JOHN HENRY, plumber , Teddington . Pet . Feb . 26 . March Sudbury
19, at two, at office of Bartrop , Kingston -on - Thames Kitson, EDWARD JOHN, chemist, Worcester. Pet. March 7 .

RICHARDS, MIRANDA, eating -house keeper , Cardifr . Pet. Feb . March 25 , at eleven , at office of Sols . Rea and Miller, Worcester
29 . March 24 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Morgan , Cardiff LANE, CHARLES LEVESOX, club proprietor, Pall Mall. Pet.

ROBINSON, ARTHUR, hosier , Nottingham Pet . Feb . 27. March March 6. March 27, at twelve, at the Masons' Hall tavern ,
23 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Heath , Nottingham Mason ' s -avenue, Coleman -st. Sol. Preston , Mark - la

SAYER, THOMAS, schoolmaster , Hornsey . Pet. Feb . 28. March LAXGWORTHY , JOHN GRAY, draper , Jamaica -rd , Bermondsey.
18 , at one, at office of Sol. Eaton , Hull Pet . March 6 . March 23, at three, at offices of Sol. Sturt , iron

SCHOFIELD, JAMES, innkeeper , York . Pet. March 2. March 18 . monger-la
at eleven , at office of Sol. Crumble, York LEWIS, EDWARD COLSTOX, hatter's assistant, St. Sidwell. Pet.

SEABORN, GEORGE THOMAS, bone boller , Glaucus-st, Bow March 7 . March 24, at eleven , at the Castle hotel, Taunton .
common . Pet. Feb . 28 . March 16 , at one, at office of Sols. Sol. White , Exeter
Townley and Gard, Gresham -bldge, Basinghall-st LINCOLN , JOHN, pensioner , Winchester. Pet . Feb . 24 . March 21.

SEAGER, JOHN, corn factor, Bristol. Pet. March 2. March 17. at at two, at the Market inn , Winchester , Sol. Kilby, Southamp
eleven , at otřice of Hancock, Triggs, and Co ., accountants, ton
Broad -st, Bristol. Sol. King MAJOR , THOMAS, baker, Bristol. Pet. March 6 . March 23 , at

SMITH , JAMES, auctioneer, Darlington . Pet. March 4. March 19. eleven , at office of Sol. Ward , Bristol
at three, at office of Sol. Wooler, Darlington MERRICK, WILLIAM , timber dealer, Stone. Pet. March 3 . March

SPENCER, AMELIA , widow , paperhanger , New Windsor. Pet . 19. at three, at the Vine hotel, Stafford . Sol. Tennant, Hanley
) March 2. March 23 , at three , at office of Sol. Durant, Windsor MOORE, JAMES ROBERT, builder , St. Norman 's , Anerley -hill,
STRINGER, RICHARD, out of business , Leeds. Pet. March 2. Anerley . Pet. March 3. March 20 , at two , at office of Sols .
March 17, at three, at office of Sol. Pullan , Leeds Blachford and Riches, Great Swan-alley, Moorgate -st

THOMPSON, FRANCIS, saddler , Sheffield . Pet. March 2. March MURPHY, JOHN, licensed victualler, Wavertree. Pet . March 5 .
17, at two, at office of Sol. Taylor, Sheffield March 24, at two, at offices of Sols , Hore and Monkhouse, Liver

TOLL, JOHX, miller , Menheniot . Pet. March 4 , March 19, at pool
eleven , at office of Messrs. Edmonds, Plymouth NASH, WILLIAM , licensed victualler, Birmingham . Pet. March 5 .

TUCK . EDWARD , and PIKE, WILLIAM STONEHAM , Ironmongers. March 24, at eleven , at office of Sol. Rowlands, Birmingham
Bath . Pet. March 4 , March 20 , at one, at office of Sol. Wilton , NEWBERY, JOHN COLLIN , silk manufacturer, Ottery St. Mary .
Bath Pet.March 6 . March 24, at half past eleven , at the Chamber of

URSELL, GEORGE, warehouseman , Manchester. Pet. March 2. Commerce, Cheapside. Sol. Gidley
March 20, at three , at office of Sols . Edwards and Bentli , Man . PARRY, JOHN, actor, Enfield -rd South , Kingsland -rd . Pet
chester March 2 March 27 , at three, at offices of Sol. Brighten , Bishops

VARDEN, SARAH ELIZABETH , bootmaker , East Dereham . Pet. gate -st Without
March 2 . March 20 , at twelve, at office of Sols. Fosters, Bur PEARSOX, LEONARD, grocer, Corbridge. Pet . March 6 . March 25,
roughes , and Robberds, Norwich at eleven , at office of Sol. Baty , Hexham

VINCENT, FRANCIS INCLEDON, victualler , Brighton . Pet. March PHILLIPS, WILLIAM JAMES, clerk , Rye-hill-park, Peckham Rye.
2. March 23, at three, at office of Sol. Lamb, Brighton Pet. March 7 . March 25, at three, at othces of Sol. Carr, Rood- la

WELLS, WILLIAM , joiner, Elksley . Pet. March 4 . March 31. at PUMLEY, THOMAS, provision dealer, Preston . Pet. March 7 .
twelve, at office of Sols. Messrs . Marshall and Bescoby, East March 25 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Forshaw , Preston
Retford PLEACE, JAMES JOLLOP, brewer , Weston -super-Mare. Pet .

WHARTOX , CHARLES HUBERT, pawnbroker, Kennington -pk -rd . March 5 . March 28 , at twelve, at offices of Sols . Reed and Cook ,
Pet. Feb . 28 . March 17 , at twelve , at office of Sols. Messrs. Bridgwater
Spyer, Old Broad -st POPE, JOHN GEORGE, builder, Marlborough . Pet. March

WHITING , THOMAS JOHX, stationer, Fenchurch -st. Pet. March March 3 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Day, Devizes
4 March 20 , at three, at the Guildhall coffee-house, Gresham RICHARDSON,GEORGE, draper, Dewsbury. Pet. March 5 . March
st. Sols. Messrs. Piesse , old Jewry-chrbs 23 , at three, atoffice of Sol. Ibberson , Dewsbury

WHITTLE, JAMES, jun ., stonemason , Southport. Pet. March 4 . RICHARDS, BENJAMIN, linen draper, Wednesbury . Pet . March
March 24 , at three, at office of Sol. Barker, Southport 7 March 24 . at eleven , at offices of Sol. Smith , Wednesbury

RINGROSE , WALTER, tailor, Roman -rd , Victoria - park . Pet.
Gazette, March 10 . March 6 , March 31, at ten , at offices of Sol. Steadman , Cole

ABBOTT, RICHARD, merchant, Lime- st . Pet . March 2. March man -st
23, at two, at office of Sol. Barnett, New Brond -st ROBERTA, EDWARD, innkeeper, Bridgnorth . Pet. Feb . 28. March

ADAMS, JOSEPH , corn chandler , Albion -ter, Battersea -park. Pet . 18, at three, at offices of Sol. Wilcock , Wolverhampton
March 2. March 23, at eleven , at 6 , Argyll -st, Regent-st ROLLIXSON , WILLIAM , builder, Knaresborough . Pet. March 7 .

BALDRY , GEORGE WILLIAM , artist, King -st , Cheapside, and March 23, at twelve , at offices of Sols . Messrs. Kirby, Knares.
Dasmar-villas , Finsbury -rd , Wood -green . Pet. Feb . 19 . March borough
18 , at eleven , at offices of Sol. Hunter, London-wall. Sol. Ede, SEATON, PHILIP , out of business, York . Pet. March 7. March 24,
Ludgate-hill at eleven , at offices of Sols. Messrs . Mann , York

BENTLEY, STEPHEN, grocer, Tunstall. Pet. March 4. March 20 . SPIERS, RICHARD JAMES, china merchant, Oxford . Pet. March
at eleven , at the Sneyd 's Arms hotel, Tunstall . Sol. Hollins 24 . March 4, at twelve, at the Clarendon hotel, Oxford . Sol.
head , Tunstall Lowe, Oxford

BOND , HARTLEY , tailor , Eltham . Pet . Feb . 27 . March 18, at 1 STONE, EDWARD, brewer , Leatherhead . Pet. March 3. March
three , at offices of Sols . Scard and Son , Gracechurch - st 20 . at one, at the Guildhall coffee-house , Gresham -street. Sols.

BOXALL , ARTHUR , butcher , Preston . Pet. March 5 . March 20 . Clabon and Fearon , Great George-st, Westminster
at three, at office of Sol. Lamb, Brighton SYKES, ARCHIBALD , general merchant, Mark -la . Pet. March 9 .

BRADSHAW , JOSEPH , beershop keeper, Winchester. Pet. Feb . March 25 , at two, at the Guildhall Coffee -house, Gresham -st .
24. March 21, at three, at the Market inn , Winchester. Sol. Sol. Layton , Suffolk -la , Cannon -st
Kilby, Southampton TAYLER , THOMAS MOULDING , engineer , Marlborough . Pet.

BRENNER, PHILIP , tailor , Westow -st, Upper Norwood , and Fore March 5 . March 23, at two, at the Great Western hotel,
st. Pet. March 6 . March 23, at twelve, at offices of Sol. Plunkett, Reading. Sol. Lucas, Newbury
Gutter-la THOMAS, DAVID , and NACH, TOM SKELTOX, common brewers ,

BUTLER , CHARLES, cattle denler , Bedale . Pet. March 5. March Neath . Pet. March 4. March 19, at two, at office of Brittain ,
28 . at two, at office of Sols. Messrs. Teale, Bedale Press , and Inskip , Bristol Sol. Curtis, Neath

CALL, JAMES, wine merchant, Leeds. Pet . March 3 . March 19, THORNE, JAMES, out of business, Woolwich . Pet. March 4 .
at two, at office of Sols Simpson and Burrell, Leeds March 19, at three , at offices of sol. Cooper, Charing -cross

CHILD , HENRY, tin plate worker, Burton -upon -Trent. Pet. TIPPETT, WELLINGTON PETER, beer retaller, Bristol Pet . March
March 5 . March 25, athalf past eleven , at offices of Harrison , 6 , March 24, at twelve, at offices of Sols. Henderson , Salmon ,
accountant, Burton -upon -Trent. Sol. Drewry , Burton -upon and Hendersons, Bristol
Trent TRIPTREE, JAMES , glover , Yeovil. Pet. March 4. March 35 , at

CLEMENCE, THOMAS , grocer, Saltney . Pet.March 5 . March 24 , eleven , at the Mermaid hotel, Yeovil. Sol. Glyde, Yeovil
at twelve, at office of Sols. Boydell, Powell, and Taylor , Chester TUCK , EDWARD , and PIKE, WILLIAM STONEHAM, Ironmongers ,

COFFIX , ALFRED , wood turner, Old Bethnal-green - rd . Pet . Bath . Pet. March 1. March 21, at one, at office of Sol. Wilton ,
March 4. March 19, at ten , at offices of Sols. Lewis, Chancery -la Bath
Sol. Long , Blackfriars -rd TURNLEY, JOSEPH , gentleman , Wilkinson ,st , Albert-sq . Clapham .

OOPE , ANN, baker, Tettenhall. Pet. March 6 . April 2, at eleven , Pet, March 3 . March 20 , at twelve, at offices of Sol. Sykes, St.
at ofices of Sol. Barrow , Wolverhampton Swithin 's -la

COULDERY, THOMAS, and COULDERY, THOMAS WILLIAM , whole . Psox, JOSEPH , harness maker, Billericay . Pet. March 6 .
sale clothiers, Wood -st , and Falcon -chmbrs, Falcon .sq . and March 23, at two, at office of Sol. Woodard , Ingram -ct, Fen
Freelands-rd , Bromley. Pet. March 4 . March 20, at three , at church -st
offices of Sol. Butcher , Cheapside UPTON, GEORGE RICHARD , beer -house keeper, Brighton . Pet.

COWTAN, ALFRED , and CowTAN , JOHN , grocers, Ipswich . Pet. March 2. March 18 , at half past four, at office of Sol. Howell,
March G . March 24, at eleven , at office of Sol. Watts, Ipswich Cheapside, London

CRIPPEX, WILLIAM , greengrocer, Canterbury . Pet . March 7 . VENABLES, JOSEPH , refreshment-house keeper, Maidenhead ,
April 1, at eleven , at the Fountain hotel, Canterbury. Sol. Bray . Pet . March 6. March 23, at three , at No. 13, Queen-st,
Gibson , Sittingbourne Maidenhead . Sol. Clarke , High Wycombe

BIRTHS.
FRY. - On the 11th inst., at 5 , The Grove , Highgate, thewife of
Edward Fry , Esq ., Q . c ., of Lincoln 's-inn , of a daughter.

HEATH . - On the sth inst ., at 2, Kingsdown-villas, Wandsworth
common , S . W ., Maria Heath , the wife of Frederic Green , barris
ter -at- law , of a daughter.

LEWIS. - On the 10th inst., at 42, Gloucester-place, Hyde-park , the
wife of Richard Lewis , Esq., barrister -at-law , of a son .

LINDLEY - On the 7th inst., at 19 , Craven -hill-gardens, the wife
of N . Lindley , Esq ., Q . C ., of a daughter .

RUSSELL. - On the 4th inst., at 74 , Harley -street , thewife of Mr.
Charles Russell , Q . C ., of a daughter .

SXAGGE. - On the loth inst., at 5 , Kensington -gardens-square, the
wife of Thomas William Snagge, Esq ., of Middle Temple, Bar
rister-at-law , of a son .

STEWART - On the 7th inst., at 52, Redcliffe -gardens, S. W ., the
wife of Charles Stewart, Esq ., barrister -at-law , of a son .

MARRIAGES.
HALLILAY - WALTOX. - On the 4th inst., at St. James', Piccadilly

Richard Hallilay , of the Middle Temple , barrister -at-law , to
Sarah , youngest daughter of the late Jacob Walton , Esq ., of
Alston , Cumberland .

LANGWORTHY - TENISON . - On the 7th inst ., at St. George's,
Hanover-square, Edward Martin Langworthy , Esq ., barrister.
at- law , of the Inner Temple, to the Lady Alice Louise Pery,
only daughter of William Hale Tenison , second Earl of
Limerick .

DEATHS.
BOULT. - On the 3rd inst.. at 12, Leinster-square, Bayswater,
Robert Boult, Dsq ., barrister -at-law ,

PARTRIDGE AND COOPER,
WHOLESALE & RETAIL STATIONERS,

192, FLEET-STREET, AND 1 & 2, CHANCERY -LANE , LONDON , E . C .
Carriage paid to the Country on Orders exceeding 208.

DRAFT PAPER, 58., 6s. 6d., 78. 6d ., 78 . 9d ., and 98. 9d . per
ream .

BRIEF PAPER, 158. 6d ., 178 . 6d . , and 238 . B . per ream .
FOOLSCAP PAPER , 10s. 60 ., 12s. 6d ., and 15s. 6d . per ream ,
CREAM LAID NOTE , 38., 18. , and 58. per ream ,
LARGE CREAM LAID NOTE, 4s. 6d ., 6s. 6d ., and 8s . per ream .
LARGE BLUE NOTE, 8s .6d., As, 6d ., and 68 , 6d . per ream .
ENVELOPES, CREAM OR BLUE, 48. 6 ., and 6s . 6d ., per 1000 .
THE " TEMPLE " ENVELOPE, extra secure, 9s. 6d . per 1000.
FOOLSCAP OFFICIAL ENVELOPES, 18 . 9d . per 100.
THE NEW “ VELLUM WOVE CLUB-HOUSE " NOTE,

98 . 6d . per ream ,
" We should direct particular attention to their New Club

aouse Paper : in our opinion it is the very best paper we ever
wrote upon ." - London Mirror .

INDENTURE Skins, Printed andMachine-ruled ,to hold twenty
or thirty folios, 28 , 3d , per skin , 26s, per dozen , 1258. per
roll .

SECONDS or FOLLOWERS, Ruled , ls . 11d . each , 225. per dozen ,
1056, per roll.

RECORDS or MEMORIALS, 7d . each , 6s. 6d . per dozen .
LEDGERS, DAY-BOOKS , CASH -BOOKS, LETTER OF MINUTE -BOOKS

An inmense stock in various bindings.
ILLUSTRATED PRICE-LIST of Inkstands, Postage Scales

Copying Presses, Writing Cases, Despatch Boxes, Oak and
Walnut Stationery Cabinets, and other useful articles
adapted to Library or Office, post free.

sol ANN, Sol. Barrand Cand Falech 4

DUNERAL REFORM . - The exorbitant
itemsof the undertaker' s bill have long operated as

an oppressive tax upon all classes of the community. With
a view of applying a remedy to this serious evil the
LONDON NECROPOLIS COMPANY. when opening
their extensive cemetery at Woking, held themselves pre
pared to undertake the whole duties relating to interments
at fixed and moderate scales of charge, from which survivors
may choose acoording to their means and the requirements
of the case. The Company also undertakes the conduct of
Funerals to other cemeteries, and to all parts of the United
Kingdom . A pamphlet containing full particulars may be
obtained , or will be forwarded , upon application to tad

Chief Office, 2 , Lancaster-place , Strand , W . C .
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To Readers and Correspondents . will be content to let the issues in both cases rest in the hands of
the Benchers ; and it will certainly be a subject for congratulation

if the professional questions raised are finally set at rest by the

decisions which may be arrived at.
ERRATA. - In our last week 's issue , at p . 238, line 56, for " 38. 3d." read £3 38.," and

at p . 340 , line 34 , for “ £300,000” read “ £800,000 .”
Anonymous communications are invariably rejected ,
All communications must be authenticated by the name and address of the writer
not necessarily for publication , butas a guarantee of good faith .

CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.
Four lines or thirty words........... 33. 60. | Every additional ten vords ...., Os. 60.
Advertisements specially ordered for the first page are charged one-fourth more

than the above scale.
Advertisements must reach the Office not later than five o 'clock on Thursday

afternoon .

We are glad to observe that the decision of Lord Justice
MELLISH in Ex parte Villars, re Rogers, noticed by us in our issue
of the 7th inst., p . 321, is to be reviewed by the full Court of
Appeal. It would otherwise have been appealed against to the
House of Lords. The question is whether an execution creditor
for more than 501., who has seized and sold is liable to refund the
proceeds of sale after the expiration of fourteen days. Lord
Justice MELLISH decided that he was so liable if a trustee was
appointed under the debtor' s bankruptcy on a petition presented
within six months of the sale .

NOTICE .
When payment ismade in postage stamps, not more than 58.may be remitted at onetime.
Al communications intended for the Editor of the Solicitors' Department should be so
addressed.

Just published , price 5s.6d ., VOL. VIII., Part 5 , of

DEPORTS of MAGISTRATES , MUNICIPAL, PAROCHIAL,
U ELECTION , and ECCLESIASTICAL LAW CASES, decided by all the Courts .

Sent post free to subscribers , N . B . - Theback volumes and parts may be had ; the vols .
at 258. each , balf -bound.

London : HORACE Cox, 10 , Wellington -street , Strand, W . C .

Now ready, price 58. 6d., VOL . II., Part 2, of
M ARITIME LAW REPORTS (New Series). By J. P . ASPINALL ,

1 Esq ., Barrister-at- Law , in the Admiralty Courts of England and Ireland, and in all
the Superior Courts , with a Selection from the Decisions of the United States Courts,
with Notes by the Editor. The First Series of " Maritime Law " may now be had com
plete in Three Volumes, half bound, price £5 58. for the set, or any single volume for
£2 23. Back numbers may be had to complete sets,

London : HORACE Cox, 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .

The cry of the oppressed railway companies is beginning to go
up in earnest. Every railway shareholder in the country , we
understand , is to receive for signature a memorial to the CHAN
CELLOR of the EXCHEQUER , praying for the total and unconditional
repeal of the passenger duty. From a mere statistical point of
view it would be interesting to know how many railway share
holders there are, and we hope that the “ Railway Shareholders'
Association" will take advantage of their opportunities to give us
some information upon this point. The thing could be done by
merely counting the names entered in the “ correct copies of the
shareholders' address book ," which all railway companies are
bound to print under 31 & 32 Vict. c . 119 , s . 34. But how about
the debt of eight hundred thousand pounds, already due to the

Exchequer, as we pointed out last week , for arrears of unpaid .
duty ? It is not very likely that the CHANCELLOR of the EXCHEQUER
will introduce a Bill excusing the payment of it. And it is just
possible , especially about Budget time, that he may say to the
railway companies, “ Pay your just debts first, and I will discuss
the question of remission with you afterwards."
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The Queen 's speech is pregnant with subjects interesting to the
Legal Profession . Our present system of land transfer, the
extension of the Judicature Act to Ireland , the amendment of
legal procedure and the system of land transfer in Scotland, the

law of master and servant and conspiracy, the licensing laws and
the laws relating to friendly societies, occupy the entire address to
the House of Commons. We append the paragraphs, as clearly

indicating the course of legislation in the immediate future : --
The delay and expense attending the transfer of land in England have

long been felt to be a reproach to our system of law , and a serious obstacle
to dealings in real property. This subject has, in former sessions, occupied
the attention of Parliament, and I trust that themeasures which will now
be submitted for your consideration will be found calculated to remove
much of the evil of which complaint has been made.

You will probably be of opinion that the re -arrangement of the judica
ture, and the blending of the administration of law and equity , which were
effected for England by the enactment of last session , ought, on the same
principles, to be extended to Ireland, and you will be asked to devote some
part of your time to the accomplishment of this object.

The greater part of these changes would be inapplicable to the tribunals
of Scotland ; but you will be invited , as to that part of my kingdom , to
consider the most satisfactory mode of bringing the procedure upon
appeals into harmony with recent legislation , and , among other measures
relating to her special interests, a Bill for amending the law relating to land
rights, and for facilitating the transfer of land , will be laid before you .

Serious differences have arisen , and remonstrances been made by large
classes of the community, as to the working of the recent Act of Parlia
ment affecting the relationship of master and servant, of the Act of 1871,
which deals with offences connected with trade,and of the law of con .
spiracy,more especially as connected with these offences. On these sub
jects I am desirous that, before attempting any fresh legislation , you
should be in possession of all material facts, and of the precise questions
in controversy, and for this purpose I have issued a Royal Commission to
inqnire into the state and working of the present law with a view to its
early amendment, should it be found necessary .

A Bill will be introduced dealing with such parts as the Acts regulating
the sale of intoxicating liquors as have given rise to complaints which
appear to deserve the interference of Parliament.

Your attention will also be directed to the laws affecting friendly and
provident societies.
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WEregret to hear that Mr. Justice HONYMAN is suffering from a

paralytic seizure, which it is feared may prevent him from

resuming his seat on the Bench for somemonths.

THE CHANCELLOR of the ExchEQUER has been orerwhelmed with
suggestions lately from all quarters, first one class of the
community , and then another, asking for special relief from taxa
tion . Wewill make onemore suggestion ,which if adopted would
tend to the relief of all, while the loss to the Exchequer would ,
we believe, be comparatively slight. It is simply this , that 5 per
cent. discount should be allowed on the amount of all taxes paid
within a week of their falling due. Only collectors of taxes know
the length of time for which taxes are often allowed to fall into
arrear, and it is obvious that the longer they remain in arrear,
the greater is the risk of their becoming ultimately irrecoverable .
The principle , we may remark , has been already adopted in the
case of the Succession Duty , which the Commissioners of Inland
Revenuemay receive in advance, allowing discount at the rate of
4 per cent., or at such other rate as may from time to time be
directed by the Treasury . (See Succession Duty Act 1853, 16 & 17

It was hardly to be expected that the Tichborne case would die as

to all its incidents with the incarceration of Orton, and it now
seems probable that in the result everybody's wounds will have
been kept green for a reasonable period . The Benchers ofGray 's
Inn have decided that it is their duty to investigate the conduct
of Dr.KENEALY, and, as a counterblast, Mr. Hawkins is petitioned

against by Mr. WHALLEY, in the Middle Temple. The Profession
VOL. LVI. No. 1616 .
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Vict. c. 51, s. 40.) Nor do wesee any reason why it should notbe

applied to the collection of rates as well as of taxes, or why those

who pay late should not be chargeable with interest . Unless
debts due to the public be all promptly paid , those who lag behind

in payment are in a certain measure being supported at the ex

pense of those who do not. Moreover, anything which would

tend to lessen the necessity of pressing visits from either tax

collector or rate collector could not fail to be a boon both to the

collectors and the public . As for the special claimants for relief

from taxation , why one class is entitled to reliefmore than another,
let Sir STAFFORD NORTHCOTE decidethat question if he can : - which

ever he singles out for relief,he is sure to offend all the others .

that no marshalling was to take place . Nor does the case of
Wills v . Bourne, decided last year by the late Lord Chancellor,

go to such lengths as the present, although Lord SELBORNE

expressed some doubt as to Vice-Chancellor WICKENS's judgment

in the present case, without, however, being fully acquainted with

all the circumstances. That case differs materially from this ,

inasmuch as the testator by clear implication had made his real

estate the primary fund for the payment of his debts ; and not
only was there a direction to pay the charitable bequests out of

the pure personalty, but, as the LORD CHANCELLOR expressed it

(the gift in favour of charities being of the residue), “ there was a
clear separation from the residue of what could not be effectually

given to charity.” We earnestly hope that this important question

will ere long obtain a final and decisive settlement by a judgment

of the highest court of appeal.A COMPARISON of the Bishops' Resignation Act 1869, with the

Incumbents' Resignation Act 1871, will show that the beneficed
clergy are not quite so favourably dealt with by the Legislature in

regard to resignation as the bishops are. By the Bishops' Resig
nation Act 1869 (32 & 33 Vict. c . 111) s . 2 , a retiring bishop is
entitled to whichever may be the greater sum , one-third part of

the income of the see, or two thousand a year, irrespective of

the period of service. By the Incumbents' Resignation Act 1871
(34 & 35 Vict. c . 44) a retiring incumbent is entitled to not more

than one-third of the revenues of his benefice, and this amount

may be cut down at the discretion of the commissioners appointed

under the Act, and is not grantable at all unless the incumbent
has served the same benefice for seven years continuously - a

restriction which prevents allowance being made for exchanges

or promotions. The Deans' Resignation Act 1872 (35 Vict. c . 8 )
is between the two, allowing the one-third to be made up to

certain fixed sums, varying with the nature of the preferment,
“ if the retiring dean holds no other ecclesiastical preferment."

Nothing can bemore salutary than the principle of all the three
Acts, but we think that it mightwell be extended to all ecclesi

astics with equal liberality, that the beneficed clergy might be

guaranteed a minimum retiring pension, and that length of service
in the church , not in the particular benefice occupied before

retirement, is the proper element for determining it. Neither the
revenues of the vacated benefice, nor those under the control of

the Ecclesiastical Commissioners would , we presume, suffice for

pensions on the scale of civil service pensions - ten -sixtieths of

salary after ten years' service, rising one-sixtieth every year for
thirty years until the maximum of two-thirds is reached ; but
we should be glad to see length of service in small livings more

liberally rewarded than is possible under the present law .

The letter of Mr. Serjeant Cox in the Times of Tuesday directs
attention to a very strange fact : the payment of a judge, like a

labourer, by the day. It appears from this communication that

the Judge of the Second Court of the Middlesex Session is not
paid , like the Judge of the First Court, and like all other Judges

in England ,by salary , but by a fee of five guineas per day. There
is no necessity to urge the impropriety of such a form of pay

ment for such a service ; it will be at once universally acknow

ledged , and needs but to be named to be remedied on the

earliest opportunity . Such an opportunity will speedily offer

itself, for a Bill is about to be submitted to Parliament by

the Home Office to settle the salary of the Assistant Judge ,

which lapsed on the resignation of Sir W . BODKIN ; and the
appeal is now properly made for removing at the same time the

singular anomaly in the second court. The amount of salary that

should be allowed to the Judge is unimportant as compared with

themanner of payment, which at present is derogatory to the court ,

to the Judge, and even to the administration of justice. Mr.

Serjeant Cox shows that the business of the Middlesex Sessions

is second in importance and quantity to that only of the Central

Criminal Court. It appears that in his court alone he has tried ,

during the five years of his presidency , nearly four thousand

criminals , a greater number,we believe, than has been tried by

any other living Judge, except Sir W . BODKIN . The cases that

come before the Middlesex Sessions are , as he points out,

not the petty offences usually disposed of at quarter ses

sions in the country . Metropolitan crime has many special

features. It includes a vast variety of frauds, ingeniously

concocted , involving often very difficult questions of law and

fact . The police magistrates sift the business and dispose

of the lesser cases, and only the more important are

sent to the sessions. The court sits fortnightly all the year

round , with few exceptions, and is usually engaged for a week .
There is no vacation . But for all this the Assistant-Judge has the

very modest salary of £1500 per annum , and the Judge of the

Second Court, paid by five guineas a day, never receivesmore in
the year than £650 , which , as he says, is little more than half the

salary of a police magistrate, and not half that of a County Court

Judge. There can be no doubt that the Judges of both of these

courts are insufficiently paid . The salary of the Assistant-Judge
ought not to be less than £2000, nor should that of the Judge of

the Second Court be less than £1500 . But Mr. Serjeant Cox is

more modest in his suggestions. He proposes only that the

salary of the Judge of the Second Court should be the same as

that of a police magistrate. We should contend that it ought to

bemore. The further suggestions of the letter are that the Judge

of the Second Court should be made such eo nomine. Weshould

prefer the title of Second Judge. He proposes, also, that the two

courts should have co -ordinate jurisdiction , so that one Judge

should always be enabled to act in all matters in the absence of

the other. This would be obviously a great improvement. We

trust that the letter will have the desired effect of directing the

attention of themembers of the new Parliament to the subject, or

that when the Bill is before them due provision may be made in it

for effecting the obviously desirable objects of payment of a Judge

by a salary instead of by the day,whatever the amount of such
salary may be.

In the case of Miles v. Harrison , which came before the LORD
CHANCELLOR and the LORDS JUSTICES on the 2nd March , an impor

tant principle of equity was involved, any deviation from which

ought to be watched with the greatest jealousy. The Rev. JOHN

MILES, by his will dated July 1855, after various directions to the

trustees and executors relative to the payment of debts , legacies,

and annuities, immaterial to the question at issue, disposed of all

the residue of his personal estate in favour of certain charitable

objects, and added the following proviso : “ And my will is and I

expressly direct that the three last -mentioned legacies or

bequests shall respectively be paid and satisfied out of such part

of my personal estate, as can lawfully be applied to the payment

thereof, and which shall be reserved by my trustees or trustee for

the time being for that purpose.” The question was whether or

not these words constituted a sufficiently explicit direction to

marshal the assets in favour of the charities, to overrule the

general rule of law . Vice-Chancellor WICKENS held that they did

not, and directed the funeral expenses, debts , and legacies to be

paid out of the pure and impure personalty rateably . Upon

appeal the decision of the Vice-Chancellor was reversed : (Weekly

Notes, March 14 .) The old rule ,which , we had thought, was too
well settled to be disturbed , was that nothing short of a clear and

unmistakable intention appearing explicitly on the face of the

instrument was sufficient to enable a testator' s assets to be mar

shalled in favour of charities. Nomarshalling, in fact, could take

place unless the testator had , totidem verbis, directed it . Such a

rule would be intelligible and easily applicable , and would have

the effect of discouraging litigation . The new principle - for so

we regard it — which seems to be established by the present case,

that even slight indications on the testator's part in favour of

marshalling will be sufficient, tends to create endless complication

and difficulty ; and the question of what amounts to a sufficient

indication is one which it will be rarely possible to solve without

an appeal to the court. The direction to pay the charitable

bequests out of the pure personalty amounts to nothing, as they
are words added , of course, by conveyancers in every well-drawn

instrument ; and the further words, " which shall be reserved by

my trustees or trustee for the time being for that purpose ," are

merely an amplification of what had preceded , and clearly do not

constitute an unmistakable expression of wish on the testator's

part to have the assets marshalled. And there is no decision

which justifies the result arrived at in the present case. In the

cases of Sturge v . Dimsdale (6 Beav . 462) and Robinson v . Geldard

(3 M . & G . 735) there were equally plain directions as to the funds

from which charitable legacies were to be paid , and it was held

The case of Gainsford v . Dunn , which camebefore the MASTER of
the Rolls on the 4th inst. seems to call for comment, and to

open questions of very serious moment. The decision of Sir G .

JESSEL in this instance appears to establish a principle of wide

application , which is perhaps scarcely warranted by the autho

rities. By a settlement in 1841, the trustees of certain funds

were directed upon the happening of certain events (which took

place), to hold the same in trust for thebrother and sisters of ANN
Dunn , or their respective issue, in such proportions as ANN

DUNN should by will appoint. ANN Dunn made her will in

1869, in which the only words which disposed of any property
were — " I give and bequeath to my brother, T . DUNN, and to my

sisters, ELIZABETH , the wife of R . J. GAINSFORD, and JANE J ., the

wife of H . T . STAUNTON , the sum of £5 each . All the rest and
| residue of my property of whatever kind and wheresoever situate ,

and over which I have any power of appointment or disposition , I
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give, devise, and bequeath unto, and to the use of my sisters,

Mary and S . R . Dunn , their heirs, executors, administrators, and

assigns respectively , for their own absolute use and benefit.” It

was contended by the plaintiff 's counsel that the power being non

exclnsive was not well executed . The MASTER of the ROLLS, how

ever , decided that the legacies were, in accordance with the prin

ciple laid down by Greville v . Browne (7 H . of L . Cas. 689), charged

upon the settled property , and that the appointment was valid .

In the very brief report of the case in the Weekly Notes of

the 14th March , it does not appear whether ANN DUNN was

a feme covert, and whether she had any disposing power over

any property not included in the settlement. But in the

case as there stated , the novel principle seems to be estab

lished that a particular and non - exclusive power may be

validly exercised without reference either to the power or

to the property subject thereto . The provision in the Wills

Act refers only to general powers, and, according to Lord

ST.LEONARDS (Powers, 301) — though this statement is open to ques

tion - only to powers of appointment by will or deed . And the

case of Greville v . Brown did not refer to the execution of a power.

All that is established by that and similar cases is, that where

there is a gift of legacies followed by a residuary devise and

bequest of real and personal estate, the legacies constitute a

charge upon the real estate ; the question having been whether,

upon the personalty proving insufficient to satisfy the legacies,

the deficiency was to bemade up out of the realty, or the legacies

were to abate pro tanto. Thepersonalty would , of course, be the

primary fund for payment of the legacies. If in the present case

any property whatsoever, however small, was subjcct to the will,

other than what was settled , it seems to us that the decision

cannot be supported . And, indeed , its correctness seems open to

question even supposing the testatrix had no other property - as,

this being a case of a particular power, according to the general

rule some reference is necessary either to the property or to the

power of appointment. And the words of the will clearly imply

that the testatrix had other property than what was settled, in

which case the legacies would be payable out of the unsettled

property, and the testatrix was attempting to exclude some of the

objects of a non -exclusive power.

LEGAL ASPECTS OF THE TICHBORNE CASE .
The literature of the Tichborne case has already been suffi

ciently voluminous, and what possible object is to be attained

by publishing contradictory correspondence of the relations of a

convicted felon , about whose crime no fragment of doubt now

remains, it is hard to understand. When, however, commentators

like Mr. JOSEPH BROWN, Q . C ., and Mr. FITZJAMES STEPHEN , Q . C .,

deal with the subject, the sentamentalism which has surrounded

it wholly disappears, and we find ourselves in the cool atmosphere

of judicial contemplation. Mr. Brown has taken the trouble to

compare Orton' s impostures with other great impostures of a

similar kind , and he finds the main features identical. “ So far,"

he says, “ from the Tichborne case being a novelty, to those who

are well acquainted with history and jurisprudence, it was but a

repetition of a play acted many times before, with the same

catastrophe, and generally presenting the same features of

romantic interest and plausibility to the multitude, and the

same indubitable marks of fraud and imposture to the jurist."

And he adds : “ I will only ask the reader to bear in mind the
most prominent circumstances which appear to have held the

juries so long in suspense. They seem to have been the follow

ing : the recognition of the Claimant hy his supposed mother ; the

number of acquaintances of the real TICHBORNE who swore to his

identity with the Claimant, many of them being above suspicion

of collusion ; the number of circumstances related by him which

had unquestionably occurred to the real TICHBORNE, and which

were supposed to be known only to him , and the coolness with

which he bore a long and trying cross-examination . To this

should be added an argument urged by many, that an ignorant

butcher would not have wit enough to invent or sustain the part

of ROGER TICIBORNE with such cleverness and vraisemblance.

These were the features of the case which seemed to stick in the

minds of the jury , and cause them to hesitate so long. I shall

now show that every one of them occurred before in reported

cases of the samekind, which yet proved to be gross impostures,

and bore the same marks of fraud as this case." This he pro

ceeds to do by relating the incidents of several familiar cases,

beginning with that of MARTIN GUERRE , and ending with

the attempted personations of LOUIS XVII. Mr. BROWN

closes his pamphlet with somepractical suggestions. He writes :

“ Our statute law has provided for the crime of false personation

of stockholders in the public funds, with the view of fraudulently

getting possession of their dividends, and of officers and soldiers

in order to get their pay and pension , or of voters at elections, in

order to exercise the franchise . But there is no such crimeknown

to our law as false personation of the lost heir to an estate, with

a view to get possession of his property. The villain who attempts

this part can only be reached if he commits perjury or conspiracy

to promote his claims, and consequently he can neither be arrested

at the outset of his career, nor punished to the fullmeasure of his

deserts when he is convicted . He may act the part of the im
postor for months or years, during which he is daily acquiring

fresh knowledge of the history and habits of the missing heir, and

thereby daily making fresh dupes ; hemay even get into posses - :

sion of the property with impunity ; it is only when he comes

into a court of justice and swears falsely in support of his claim

that the criminal law can reach him , and even then it can only

punish him for perjury . Now , when it is considered that impos

tures of this kind are generally attempts at robbery on a gigantic

scale , and attempts to make the very courts and officers of justice

the instruments offraud and plunder,that they tend to involve inno

cent families in enormous expense and ruin , and even to get up a

popular outcry against the ministers of justice, it may seem that

perjury is the least part of such an offence. If a man falsely and

wilfully swore that he saw another commit a murder, and thereby

caused an innocentman to be hung,the public would think such

a crime involved murder as well as perjury . Surely there ought

to be a statute that if any man falsely personates another, with

intent to defraud any person of any property or title, or to claim

a false relationship to any family, he should be guilty of felony,

and punishable as such . This would enable the aggrieved family

to make an effort to arrest and convict him at the outset of his

career, before he had got a crowd of dupes to follow him . The

antiquated forms and precedents of our courts are also wholly
inadequate to deal with such cases in their full length and

breadth , and ought to be reformed , so as to do full and vigorous.

justice. The court ought to have power at any time to order the

body of the claimant to be examined by impartial surgeons, and

himself to be examined as a witness first and foremost ; to order

any witness to be called who could give important evidence, and

to prohibit the impudent assumption of the nameand title by the

claimant until after the trial. And when judgment is given, it is

clear that the court ought to have power to declare finally who

and what the imposter is ; to prohibit him from using or claiming

the name to which he has no title , and not only to punish him , but

to compel him to make amends, so far as possible to the injured

family ." Mr. FITZJAMES STEPHEN is equally instructive, and even

more practical. His letter ,addressed to the PallMallGazette, is too

lengthy for reproduction . In it he goes through thehistory of the

legal proceedings, and whilst admitting that the process in

Chancery facilitated ORTON 's design , it nevertheless was amaterial

step towards his detection . “ The cross-examination which ORTON

underwent at the Law Institution was the first step towards his

detection . It left much undiscovered , but it showed the other

side that if they wanted to detect the fraud they must inquire in

Australia and Chili. The Tichborne fainily might have been

placed in very great difficulties if they had never been able to

cross-examine ORTON at all, or to learn what his case was till he

came into the witness-box on the trial of an action of eject

ment ; and this must not be forgotten if the proceedings

in Chancery are complained of. The question how far a

defendant ought to have a right to know the plaintiff's case

before it is brought forward in court is a most important one,

and the course taken by the Tichborne case ought to be carefully

considered in reference to it by those who are now engaged in

remodelling civil procedure and fusing law and equity .”

Mr. STEPHEN then proceeds to show that in this case the interro

gation of the defendant, which Mr. BROWN, as appears by the

quotation which wehave made, thinks ought to have taken place,

would have been a mistake. “ I have always," says Mr. STEPHEN,

“ been in favour of the interrogation of accused persons, and I

have advocated the introduction of the practice on a variety of
occasions formany years ; but surely if there ever was a case in

which an ' interrogation by a public prosecutor ' would have been

simply a useless prolongation of a trial it wasthe Tichborne case.

ORTON actually had been ' subjected to an interrogatory ' formany

days by Lord COLERIDGE and every word of it was read over

to the jury on the trial for perjury. What conceivable advan

tage could have been gained by asking him any more questions ? "

Mr. STEPHEN also differs from Mr. Brown as to the advisability of

giving the Judges the power to call and examine witnesses. " If

the Judges could call witnesses," he says, “ I am much mistaken if

they would often think it wise to use their power. I doubt, in

deed , whether they would have done wisely to use it in the T'ich

borne case. When a witness is called by a party he is carefully

examined in private before he is put forward in court, and his evi

dence, if necessary, is tested by collateral inquiry . Are the Judges

to be at liberty to employ an attorney to take the proofs of a wite

ness whom they think of calling or not ? If yes, they are at once

mixed up in the detail of the case in a manner not easily recon

cilable with the general character of their duties. If no, they

expose themselves by calling an unknown witness to being the

instruments of fraud . Suppose that the Judges had cailed

CHARLES ORTON and his sisters, and that they had con

tradicted each other in the witness box as they have in

the columns of the Daily Telegraph , would that have been of

much use ? Suppose, again , that CHARLES ORTOx , being called ,had

shuffled and equivocated , and said in substance that he could not

say whether the defendant was his brother or not, and suppose

that he had been forced to admit in cross-examination on the one

side that he had signed statements that the defendant was not his
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brother, or at all like him , and on the other that he been receiving tion the purchaser ought to have inquired , and as a consequence of

£5 a month from the defendant,and that he had given information | inquiry might have ascertained the real nature of the occupiers'

to the other side when money failed , would matters have been holdings and interest. Such an analogy can only be looked upon

much advanced ? Or suppose, again , he had said simply, ' Of as the doctrine of constructive notice run mad. Weobserve, how .

course it is only my opinion , but as far as I can judge that man is ever, that even in James v . Lichfield , the case was not decided

not my brother Arthur'. Practically he would have risked nothing on the mere fact of the tenant' s possession (which would have

by saying so . No jury would ever have convicted him of perjury been sufficient to protect the tenant's own equities,whether the pur.

forwhatmight have been a mistake; but,being called as the witness chaser were actually aware of such possession or not), but on

of the Judges,his testimony would havehad almost decisive weight." evidence that the purchaser did actually know that there was a

It must be admitted that there is very great force in this reason tenant in possession . A similar remark applies to the cases of

ing. It is satisfactory to find so great a master of procedure and Carroll v . Keays and Keays v . Carroll (22 W . Rep. 243), in which

evidence as Mr. STEPHEN coming to the conclusion that the great we see, with some degree of amazement, that the Court of Appeal

length of time during which the Tichborne case lasted does not in Ireland, consisting of two judges so experienced as Lord

bring to light any special defect in our procedure, " except, in O 'Hagan and Lord Justice Christian , thought it incumbent on

deed, the defectwhich is now universally admitted of the intricacy them to follow James v . Lichfield as an authority, although Lord

of real property law , and the distinction between law and equity ." Justice Christian said that that case was “ actually startling from

“ The two trials, especially the trial for perjury," he adds, the length to which it goes.” In Caballero v. Henty the Lords
“ might have been shortened to some extent if the rules of Justices very clearly pointed out the absurdity of expecting that a
evidence had been more strictly enforced , and if the pri. person contracting to purchase should make preliminary inquiries

soner 's counsel and the Judge had taken a different view on the land as to the fact or nature of occupancy , and that the

of their duty ; but the only alteration in the substance interval between the contract and the time of completion was the

of the procedure which would have saved much time would proper period for such investigations. The facts of the case of

have amounted to a revolution in the administration of justice.” Caballero v . Henty did not call for any decision on the question as

A practical suggestion which Mr. STEPHEN makes is this. “ Would to the effect on a purchaser of actual previous knowledge on his

it not be possible ,” he asks, " in cases in which it is obvious that | part of the existence of a tenancy, lease , or charge not disclosed

there is perjury and fraud on one side or the other to empower | by the contract for sale.

the Judges to order that the plaintiff or any particular witness or The suit was one by a vendor for specific performance without

witnesses should not be called unless before they were called they compensation , under circumstances rendering success hopeless,

made an affidavit as to the truth of the principal matters to which and was unhesitatingly, and without a reply being called for,

they were about to depose, and that when the trial took place the | dismissed with costs by the Lords Justices in affirmance of the

jury should not only try the question whether the plaintiff or decision of the Master of the Rolls. The value of the case con

defendant was entitled to the verdict, but the question whether sists in the opinions elicited from the court by the line of argu

perjury had been committed by swearing the affidavit ; and that ment adopted by the plaintiff's counsel. From those opinions

if they found it had the court should pronounce sentence on the it seems tolerably clear that the question as between vendor and

offender ? This would be a very strong check upon a crime | purchaser is really one of description , and not of notice or know

which is constantly committed , andwhich is very seldom punished ." ledge - as to what, on the fair meaning of the contract, was the

Finally, Mr. STEPHEN agrees with everybody else that the punish subject of it - as to whether the contract was for an estate in pos

ment of perjury is not severe enough , " and that the whole law on session , or reversion, free from or subject to tenancies, leases, or

that subject is in a very bad state ; " but he does not consider that other charges.
the case is a disgrace to our system , pointing out that old It appears, also, that the Lords Justices were dissatisfied with

Lady TICHBORNE was the real causa mali. “ The law ," he re the propositions of the late Master of the Rolls in James v . Lich

marks, “ cannot protect people against the consequences of the field .

fancies of a person incurably wrongheaded on particular points, Weabsolutely fail to see why a purchaser, as between himself

but not mad enough to be locked up." and his vendor, is to be affected by the fact of his knowledge that

there are tenants in possession ; it is no business of his to make

inquiries as to the nature of their holdings preriously to entering

KNOWLEDGE BY A PURCHASER OF TENANCIES OR into the contract. The vendormay be supposed to know his own
CHARGES AS AFFECTING HIS RIGHT TO COMPEN . business,and the nature of his own interest in his own estate, and
SATION . if he undertakes to sell in words which imply that he is selling an

The judgments delivered by the Lords Justices in a case of estate in possession or free from charges, we think it clear that
Caballero v . Henty , heard on the 11th inst., will, it is to be hoped , the purchaser is primâ facie entitled to insist on specific perform
prevent any further development of the pernicious and, as we ance with compensation . If the purchaser knows no more than
believe, unfounded doctrine propounded by Lord Romilly in | the fact of the estate being in the occupation of tenants, he is
James v . Lichfield (21 L . T . Rep. N . S . 521 ; L . Rep. 9 Eq.51). surely entitled to assume, as against the vendor, either that they
That doctrine, wemay remind our readers, is that a purchaser who are tenants at will, or that their tenancies will expire by effluxion
contracts to buy land which heknws to be in the occupation of a of time before the day fixed for completion of the purchase, or
tenant cannot succeed in a suit against the vendor for specific that by some arrangement between them and the vendor he will
performance, with compensation , although it should turn out that be enabled to give possession at the appointed day . Taking the
the tenant had a lease. In his judgment Lord Romilly is reported case most unfavourable for the purchaser, viz ., that of his having
to have said : “ The case of Daniels v . Davison (16 Ves. 249) deter actual and precise knowledge not merely of the fact of the land
mines thatas between the tenant himself and the purchaser, the being in the occupation of tenants, but of the precise nature of
purchaser was bound to inquire, and cannot dispute the tenant's their holdings and equities, and that those holdings and equities
rights. Does that duty apply to the case between vendor and are of such a nature that it is improbable or impossible that a
purchaser as well as between purchaser and tenant? I vendor could have intended to sell otherwise than subject to
have found no case exactly in point, but the principle them - -still we say that, even in such a case, althongh a suit by
appears to me to be the same, and to be applicable to both the purchaser for specific performance with compensation would
cases. Why is the purchaser bound to inquire as regards fail on the ground of mistake (and mistake of which the pur
the tenant, and yet not bound to inquire as regards his rights chaser was aware) on the part of the vendor, it would not, gene
against the vendor ? The principle is thus stated in argumentin rally speaking, where the contract was, or was required to be in
that case : Whatever puts a purchaser upon inquiry shall be writing, be competent for the vendor to maintain any suit for
held notice , and if, therefore, heknowsthat a tenant is in possession specific performance against the purchaser, and certainly not,
he is considered as having notice of the whole extent of his in except on the condition of granting compensation , in respect of
terest,' . . . if the purchaser chooses to bind himself by agree the charges or tenancies.
ment with the vendor,knowing of the tenancy,but without having On an assumption of the authority ormore properly of the value
accurately ascertained what was the extent and character of it, i and correctness of James v . Lichfieli , the Appeal Court of Ireland
and what the results of such inquiry would have led to , he must, thought themselves bound to overrule the decision of Vice-Chan
as it appears tome, be bound in the same manner as all other per cellor Chatterton , and to decree specific performance without com
sons. I think also that no distinction can properly be drawn in a pensation in respect of yearly tenancies at the suit of a vendor
court of equity, because the matter rests in contract, and the con who had contracted to convey an estate in possession . It was

veyance of the legal estate has not been made to him ." there argued that notice of a lease was notice of all its contents, or
The whole of this ruling is , as it seems to us, utterly unsound. at least of such as are fairly incidental, even as between vendor

The analogy is faint indeed between the case of a tenant in pos and purchaser, and that no doubt is so where there has been no
session at the time of a legal conveyance to a purchaser for value, misrepresentation or improper concealment, and where the exist .
asserting as against such purchaser equities of which tho fact of ence of the lease appears expressly or impliedly on the face of the
possession is held to be sufficient notice, and the case of a vendor contract ; beyond this we do not think the doctrine can be

who , while contracting to sell in terms wbich imply that carried . Lord St. Leonards has intimated an opinion that it has
the subject of sale is an estate in possession free from any already been carried too far.
lease, tenancy , or charge, afterwards turns round and, while The courts, and especially those of appellate jurisdiction ,have

admitting the existence of these or similar incumbrances, repeatedly declared that the doctrine of constructive notice is not
nevertheless insists that the contract must proceed as if they did to be extended , and we have on several occasions thought it our
not exist,and contends that from the fact ofthe landbeing in occupa I duty to remark upon decisions of courts of first instance in which
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this rule of non -extension has, as we conceived, been too much lost

sightof. Thus in an article Law TIMES,Vol. xlv., 157,we endeavoured

to show , in opposition to a decision of Vice- Chancellor Malins in

Hunt v . White (37 L . J ., N . S ., 326 , Ch.), that clear and unambigu

ous covenants for title contained in a purchase deed ought not to

be controlled by the fact that a particular incumbrance or defect

was actually or constructively known to the parties.

So again , in articles Law Times,vol. 1., pp. 154, 492,wepointed out

instances in which , as it appeared to us, the doctrine of construc

tive notice has been unfairly and improperly strained to invalidate

the title of a purchaser. There is , happily , now no reason to fear

that the English Court of Chancery Appealwill countenance any

attempt to extend the doctrine of notice beyond its existing

limits.

CONVERSION - ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS .

The singular case of Hiort v. Bott (30 L . T . Rep. N . S . 25), in
which Bramwell, Pigott, and Cleasby, BB., have recently delivered

a considered judgment, deserves notice, as well illustrating the

law of conversion , and especially as laying down decisively that

the animus convertendi is not necessary to constitute it. Very

shortly stated , the facts were that the plaintiffs and defendant

were both the victims of a fraud , whereby the broker of the

plaintiff had caused goods of the plaintiff to be sent to the defen

dant which had never been ordered by him ; and the defendant

indorsed a delivery order for them to the broker, with the inten

tion , as the jury found, to get the goods back to the plaintiff, but

with the result of depriving the plaintiff of them , though the

broker obtaining the goods by means of the delivery order and

making away with them . The defendant, therefore, not only did

not intend either to convert the plaintiff's goods to his own use or

to deprive the plaintiff of them , but intended to get the goods

back to the plaintiff in what he conceived to be the quickest way,

and for this, for doing in complete innocence what turned out not

to be the wisest thing under the circumstances, the court has held

him liable in conversion . Nor is there any reason to question the

correctness of the decision , but it is said in Addison on Torts ,

p. 320, that a man is not guilty of a conversion of goods " unless

he removes the goods for the purpose of taking the goods away

from the plaintiff , or of exercising some dominion or control over

them for the benefit of himself or of some other person ," and the

intention of the defendant has been laid such stress on in so many

of the leading cases on conversion , that it is no wonder that

Mr. Justice Archibald had directed a verdict for the defendant

at the trial. The facts of the case are not at first sight

distinguishable from those in Heugh v. London and North

Western Railway Company ( L . Rep . 5 Ex. 51; 21 L . T . Rep . N . S .

676 ) which was pressed upon and distinguished by the court.

In that case the plaintiffs, acting upon an order supposed to be

sent by one of their former customers, but in reality sent by a

fraudulent traveller of their own, consigned certain goods to their

customer by the defendant's railway. The defendants essayed to

deliver the goods according to the address, but the person in

charge of the premises refusing to take them in , the defendants

took them back to the station and advised the consignees that the
goods were held by them not as common carriers, but as ware

housemen . Shortly afterwards, upon the traveller bringing the

advice note, and also a letter signed by him for the consignees,

requesting the defendants to deliver the goods to bearer, the

defendants delivered them to him , whereby they became lost to

the plaintiff's. It was sought to charge the defendants for a mis

delivery on the grounds ( 1 ) that they had acted voluntarily in the

matter ; (2 ) that they had claimed warehouse rent ; but the Court
of Exchequer held that the jury had been rightly asked whether

the defendants had acted reasonably under the circumstances, and ,

the jury having answered in the affirmative, upheld a verdict for
the defendants. “ Their position ," said Kelly, C . B ., " was that of

in voluntary bailees ; they found these goods in their hands without

any default of their own, under circumstances in which the

character of carriers under which they received them had ceased .”

The defendant in Hiort v . Bottmay , perhaps, also be bestdescribed

as an involuntary bailee, and bad become so by means of fraudulent

orders very similar to those in Heugh 's case. What then is the

distinction between the two cases ? The distinction is that

whereas in Heugli' s case the deferdants were acting in the course

of their business, and it became a question for the jury whether

they acted reasonably, in Hiort's case the defendant went out of

his way to do the act which caused the plaintiff to lose his goods.

The defendant had only either to do nothing, or else send the

delivery order back to the plaintiff himself, and no harm would

have been done. Moreover in Heugh 's case it was the plaintiff's

act in giving credit to his traveller that the whole difficulty arose,
whereas in Hiort' s case it was the endorsing of the delivery order

to the broker which caused the loss ; and the rule is plain , that

where of two innocent parties one must suffer by the wrong of a
third he who has enabled the third party to occasion the loss must

sustain it . (Per Ashhurst, J ., in Lickbarrow v . Mason , 1 Sm . L . C .

690 .)

The case of Hiort v. Bott is also noticeable for having produced
a new definition of conversion issuing from a court which may be

said to have an hereditary right to deal with the subject of con
version . The frequently cited case of Fouldes v. Willoughby (8 .
M . & W . 540) ; the case of Burroughes v . Bayne (5 H . & N . 296 ) ,

where the whole history of trover may be found in the judgment

ofMartin , B . ; and , lastly , the case of England v . Cowley ( L . Rep .

8 Ex. 126 ; 28 L . T . Rep. N . S . 68), where Martin , B ., dissented

from the opinion of the rest of the court that the " wrongful depri

vation " must be a total and entire deprivation , all proceeded from

the Court of Exchequer. And we have it now laid down by that

court that conversion “ is where a man does an act unauthorised

which deprives me of my property for an indefinite time.” This

is & definition which is perhaps legally rather than verbally

correct, extending as it does the meaning of conversion so as to

include wrongful deprivation . It is always well to bear in mind

the mistake which occurs in the statutory form of declaration

under the Common Law Procedure Act. " That the defendant

converted to his own use, or wrongfully deprived the plaintiff

of thepossession of,” are thewords in the schedule . The mistake ,

which has no doubt caused much confusion , arose in this way.

In the original Bill the words “ or wrongfully deprived ,” & c ., did

not appear. Lord Denman inserted them , but within brackets,

and when the Act came to be printed the brackets were left out :

(see London and Westminster Discount Company V . Drake, 28

L . J ., 297, C . P ., per Willes, J ; Day' s Common Law Procedure

Act, p . 239.)

It is somewhat singular that there should be but little , if any ,

authority on the liability of a person who finds himself in posses

sion of an article left at his house by mistake, or by some would .

be seller with whom he has had no communication respecting it .

Is there any legal obligation , for instance, to keep a sample

sent by post which one has not ordered, and if there be,

how long does it exist, and could anything be recoveredà

for the expense of keeping it ? Advertisements constantly

appear to the effect that if A . B . do not fetch away the

property which he left behind at C . D .' s house, the same will be

sold to pay expenses. It would seem to follow from Baron Bram

well's remarks that there is an authority in these cases to deal

reasonably with the articles, and that it would be for a

jury to say whether there had been a reasonable dealing or not .

It was, however, decided in the old case of Lethbridge v . Phillips

(2 Starkie , 544), that there is no obligation in these cases to keep

safely. In that case a picture had been damaged which had been

borrowed of the plaintiff by a third person in order to show to the

defendant, who had not asked to see the picture, nor had had any

communication with the borrower on the subject, and it was held

that no action would lie upon an implied contract to keep the

picture safely , Chief Justice Abbott observing “ it often happened

that articles of great value were left at gentlemen 's houses by mis

take, and that in such cases parties could not be considered as.

bailess of the property without their consent." And Story's com

ment on the case is that where there is a substantial mistake, or

fraud , or imposition , practised by one party on the other, the

common law would deem the “ contract of mandate," properly so

called , void : (Story on Bailments , p . 146.)

LAW LIBRARY.

The Theory of Stock Exchange Speculation . By ARTHUR CRUMP.

London : Longmans and Co.

Tue connections between the Stock Exchange and the Legal
Profession are very intimate, and it is of great importance that

lawyers should be familiar with the mysterious proceedings of
jobbers, brokers, bulls and bears, and speculators generally on

Change. Safe investments are not sufficiently tempting to the

enormous amount of capital which is floating about the country,
and hence it is that so many thousands of innocent people become

involved in " settling days," and too frequently , in violent efforts to

escape from overwhelming liabilities, have recourse to the law .

The recent cases of Dent v . Nickalls and Maynard v . Eaton , to

nametwo out of dozens, illustrate the important part which Stock

Exchange business plays in our courts, and on this ground we

think that this work of Mr. Arthur Crump on “ The Theory of

Stock Exchange Speculation ” will prove of interest and value.

A very good instance of the utility of the work is found in the

first chapter, in which the author explains certain technical terms.

He says :

The members of the Stock Exchange are of two descriptions, jobbers and
brokers. The jobber deals in stocks and shares, either as a buyer or
seller, at the market prices. The broker deals with the jobber, and is

paid a commission by his principal for transacting the business between
the two.

A bull is a speculatorwho buys for the settlement with a view of selling
at some future date at a higher price and gaining by the difference.

A bear is a speculator who hopes to gain by the reverse operation. He

sells for the settlement, hoping to buy back at a cheaper price, and gain by

the difference.
Contango means continuation charge, for instance : if a bull speculator

has £2000 Brighton railway stock open for the account, of which there are
two in a month, one in the middle and one at the end, and the settlement

which is to take place, say in the middle of the month , is approaching

without the price having advanced asmuch as he supposed it would at the

time when he bought, he wishes to carry over or keep the stock open for
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another fortnight. For this accommodation he must pay the jobber in the
house of whom the stock hasbeen bought, & certain rate per cent, to allow

the speculator to continue a bull of the stock , instead of paying themoney
and taking it off the market. The contango rates depend upon different

circumstances. Sometimes instead of having to pay any contango , a bull

will get something paid to him . If the stock is very scarce , and the jobber
finds it difficult to deliver to purchasers, he will be glad to carry over a

bull account for nothing, and may be he will pay a consideration to post

pone delivery for a fortnight. On the other hand , if the stock is very
plentifulwhen the settling day arrives, if the sellers bave been numerous,
and the deliveriesare large, the jobber will prefer delivering the stock to
the bull speculator to continuing it to the next account, because he wants
money to pay those who have sent their stock to market. Under these
circumstances the contango rate may be * per cent. on themoney price of
£20 ,000 nominal stock for the fortnight, or it may reach a much higher

figure, even exceeding 1 per cent. for the fortnight, but such a rate is
seldom charged .

The contango rates depend very much upon the state of the money
market, and hence the fluctuation in the price of public securities in

sympathy with the rise and fall in the value of money.

It has become more of a custom with bankers to lend money to the
Stock Exchange than was the case formerly ; one reason being that,
through the more enlightened management of the Bank of England of
late years, the changes in the rate of discount are mademore in obedience
to the varying condition of themoney market as a whole , as reflected in
the Bank return , than was the case in former years , when the directors
would come down to the city some Thursday afternoon to put up their

termswhen there was very little available money left upon which to obtain
the increased charge. In other words, the value of money changes more
frequently than it used to, and bankers ,desiring to act at all times in view
of contingencies, find it very convenient to lend their surplus balances for

a fortnight apon easily convertible securities with a good margin . More
over the risks attending bills of exchange are avoided . The contangc
rates at the settlement may rise suddenly through unexpected demanas
apon bankers arising ont of a bullion drain , and a fall in the foreign

exchanges, which compels them to refuse to continue their loans upon
stock . Such stock must then be turned out upon the market, and if there

happen simultaneously to be more deliveries than there is stock taken off

themarket the contango rates will rule high.

It may behere observed that the contango charge is an item in the cost

of speculation which the haphazard operator seldom takes into account at
all ; yet, if speculation be engaged in upon a large scale , the item of
contango charges may become a formidable one, and when added to the
commission charged by the broker takes so much out of the possible
advance in price which may take place in the period of, say, two accounts,
or the space of one month , that if requires no great experience to

show that the game is not worth the candle, taking one operation with
another.

These are only a few of the terms which are explained and

illustrated , of some of which we never heard before. The second

chapter deals with the “ importance of specialknowledge regarding

the regularly recurring causes that influence the markets ; ” and
the whole work , whilst furnishing a useful guide to thespeculator,

gives ample warning to the inexperienced . Light writing, and at

times writing somewhat too free for a work of authority, is thrown
in to make easy reading, and on this score many persons may
find it amusing as well as instructive. To those who , like our
selves, desire for professional purposes to know the crooked paths

of the Stock Exchange, and to understand thevarious manœuvres
of professed speculators, the work is a decided acquisition .

PATENT LAW . passing them through heated rollers, was not an extent nearly amounting to the half, as the
(By C . Higgins, Esq ., M . A ., F .C .S ., Barrister-at-Law .) included in this patent, and therefore was no connecting medium between two portions of the

infringement of it. (1 Ex. 339 ; 17 L . J ., N . S ., metal. It appeared in evidence, that after the
Ex. 122.) grant of the letters patent, it had been discovered

INFRINGEMENT. Stevens v . Keating. N . P . 1848. - Action for the that a large portion of thewire through which the
(Continued from p . 324 .) infringement of a patent for the manufacture of electric current returned to the battery might be

Gibson v . Brand . 1842. - Tindal, C . J., in deliver. | cements . The specification states the invention dispensed with by plunging into the earth thetwo
ing judgment, said : “ The breach alleged in the to consist in producing certain hard cements of ends of wire which would have been joined by the
declaration is that the defendant infringed the the combination of the powder of gypsum , powder parts left out, the electric current passing from

patent, by making and putting in practice the of limestone and chalk , with other materials, such one end of the wire to the other as effectually as
plaintiff's invention ; and the evidence is , thathe combinations being (subsequent to the mixing ) if a continuity ofwire had been kept up . Held ,
gave an order in England, which order was exe submitted to heat. The specification then de that though a circuit upon this principle would
cuted in England, for making articles by the same scribes the method of making cement from not be wholly metallic, yet, inasmuch as it was so

mode for which the plaintiffs had obtained their gypsum , in the course of which alkali (for instance, in all that partwhich formed thesubstance of the
patent, which articles were afterwards received best American pearlash ) is to be used, and is to patentees' claim , viz ., that part which gave the
by the defendant. This is quite sufficient to be neutralized with an acid (sulphuric acid is signals , it amounted to an infringement of the
satisfy an allegation, that he made those articles ; stated to be the best) ; the result is to be subjected plaintiffs' patent. The breaches alleged in the
for he that causes and procures to be made, may to heat. The patentee claimed “ the processes of declaration were that the defendant had used and

be well said to have made them himself." (4 mixing the powdered materials , alkalies, and counterfeited the said invention ; the evidence
M . & G . 196 ; 1 Web. P . C . 631 ; 11 L . J., N . S ., acids, as hereinabore described, ' & c ." The dewas, that the defendanthad used or counterfeited
C . P . 183.) fendant manufactured cement by combining part only . The specification described nine several
Gamble v . Kurtz. 1846. - Action for the infringe . gypsum with borax, and subjecting the whole to improvements. Held , that the declaration , in

ment of a patent for " improvements in apparatus / heat. It was in evidence that borax is composed speaking of the said invention , was to be under
for the manufacture of sulphate of soda , & c ." | of an acid and an alkali. Held , by Pollock , C . B ., stood as charging the usingof an acid and an alkali. Held ,by Pollock , C . B ., stood as charging the using or counterfeiting of
The plaintiff, in his claim , said : “ I do not claim that there was sufficientevidence of infringement. the said nine improvements , and that it was suffi
the exclusive use of iron retorts, but I do claim , His Lordship , in summing up the case, told the ciently proved by showing that one of them had

asmy invention , iron retorts worked in connection jury that " if it had turned out that they (the been used. (10 C . B . 838.)
with each other, as above described ." The de- / defendants ) had , by the use of borax, produced al Smith y . The London and North Western Rail.

fendant had used two chambers, one of ison , and substance very superior indeed , I think it would way Company, 1853 . - Action for the infringement

one of brick , connected by an opening through have been a fair question for the jury to consider, I of a patent for " an improved wheel for car.

which the material could be pushed from one into whether that was a colourable imitation or eva - riagos of different descriptions." The patentee

the other. Held , that there wasan infringement. I sion , or whether it was a person travelling in his stated, in his specification , thet the said im

Coltman , J ., delivering the judgment of the Court | own direction , and making discoveries in the field proved wheel is manufactured wholly of bar iron,
of Common Pleas , said : “ The essence of the that was not closed against him . " Upon the plea by welding wrought iron bars together into the

plaintiff' s improvement in making sulphate of of not guilty his Lordship said : “ The question form of a wheel, whereby the nave , spokes, and

soda was the use of two chambers, with separate is , has the defendant done that which is within rim , when finished , will consist of one solid piece

furnaces, for the two stages of the process ; so the claim - no matter whether the claim is good of malleable iron . The specification then de
that both could be kept in action at the same or not.” (2 Web. P. C . 181.) scribed the manner in which the invention was

time, at the different temperature required for Sellers v . Dickinson , 1850. - Pollock , C . B . : carried out. In the claim , the patentee stated

each stage.; and that principle is equally acted “ There may bean infringement by using somuch that the new invention consisted in the circum

upon , and the same advantage gained , whether of a combination as is material, and it would be stance that the centre boss , or nave , arms, and

both chambers are of iron , or one is of iron and a question for the jury whether that used was rim of the said wheel being wholly com

one of brick . The material of which the not substantially the same thing. . . . I think it posed of wrought or malleable iron , “ welded

chambers are composed , not being of the essence may be laid down as a general proposition (if a into one solid mass, in manner hereinbefore

of the invention claimed , the patent right might general proposition can be laid on a subject appli. | described ." The defendants used a wheel, made

be evaded , although the chambers used by the cable to such a variety of matters as patent law by welding pieces of wrought iron together so as

defendant were not of the material mentioned in matters, indeed , incommensurable with each to form a single compact piece of wrought

the plaintiff's specification." (3 C . B . 425.) other, for the samedoctrine which would apply to iron ; the mode of forming the nave was the

Barker v. Grace. 1847. - The specification of a a medicine would scarcely apply to a new mate. same as that in the specification ; the mode

patent for “ improvements in the process of rial or a new metal), that if a portion of a patent of forming the rim was different. Held , that it

finishing hosiery and other goods manufactured for a new arrangement of machinery is in itself appearing that the mode of forming the nave

from lamb's wool, & c .," stated the invention to new and useful, and another person , for the pur- was a material, new , and useful part of the inven

consist in submitting hosiery , and other similar pose of producing the same effect, uses that por - tion , the use of it by the defendant was an

goods, to the finishing process of a press heated tion of the arrangement, and substitutes, for the infringement of the patent. Campbell, C . J., in

by steam , & c ., in the manner hereinafter men . | other matters combined with it , another mechani- delivering the judgment of the court, said :

tioned . A description was then given , by letters, cal equivalent, that would be an infringement of “ Where a patent is for a combination of two,

of a drawing which represented a press, which the patent." (5 Exch . 324 .) | three, or more old inventions, a user of any of

consisted of a box heated by steam , up to which The Electric Telegraph Company V . Brett. them would not be an infringement of thepatent ;

another box similarly heated was to be pressed by 1851. - Action for the infringement of a patent but, where there is an invention consisting of

means of hydraulic pressure, or by screws, or " for improvements in giving signals and sounding several parts, the imitation or pirating of any

other well-known means. After describing the alarums in distant places, by means of clectric part of the invention is an infringement of the

method of pressing the goods between these hot currents transmitted through metallic circuits.” | patent.” (2 Ell. & B . 69.)

boxes , the specification concluded by confining the The defendant arrived at the same result by Palmer v. Wagstaff. 1854 . - The plaintiff' s

inventor's claim to the process asabove described . using a circuit not wholly or continuously patent, obtained for “ themode ofmanufacture o

Held, that a method of finishing hosiery goods, by i metallic throughout, but by using the earth , to candles by the application of twoor more plaited
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vicks, so disposed that the ends always turn speaking have, a far better knowledge of the law courts of the colony to the Bar of which he seeks
outwards, " is not proved to be infringed by the and practice of such courts than was formerly to be called . The term of service varies , we

mere production of a candle, made by the defen . necessary , and it certainly constantly happens believe, from three to five years, and at the ex

dant, in which the wiokswere so plaited and turned that although a sum sought to be recovered is piration of the articles, the candidate is called
outwards. It must be further shown that the small

defendant made it by the method described in the serious importance , as well pecuniarily as other such court. In most of our colonies the two
plaintiff's specification , or in some way that the wise, are often involved in the dispute. Process branches are united , that is , each member of the

jary might consider colourable. (9 Ex. 494 ; can be issued in the Superior Courts for the legal profession may act at one and the sametime

L . J., N . S . Ex. 217.) recovery of any amount on payment of a court as attorney and advocate in the colonial Superior
fee of 5s., whilst the court fees payable on the Courts. It would indeed be of the atmost advan
issue of the process from the County Courts are tage if a short term of service under articles to

often of serious consideration for creditors. We an attorney was necessary before a call to the Bar
SOLICITORS' JOURNAL. should gladly see such court fees in certain cases in this country .

reduced in amount, and such a system of pro

SOLICITORS will be glad to hear that the long fessional remuneration introduced aswould secure The case of Neate v. Denman , recently before the

talked of and contemplated amalgamation of the payment for professional services to be regulated Court of Chancery , is another striking instance
Metropolitan and Provincial Law Association according to the nature of the case undertaken . calling for an investigation of the assumed power

with the Incorporated Law Society is practically At present a solicitor' s costs for recovery of a of those voluntary societies, as they are termed ,
un fait accompli , as will be seen from simple contract debtof say £22 is far in excess of and of their practicalutility. The benchers of the

another column the of proceedings at the twenty whatwould be allowed to the same gentleman if Inns of Court, acting upon a resolution made by
seventh annual general meeting Specially held on in seeking to recover a sum nominal in amount | themselves on the ground of expediency , have

the 11th inst. at the hall of the Incorporated Law he was called upon to argue certain points of law decreed that (though attorneys for centuries had

Society . As we said long since in reference to involving indirectly large and important interests enjoyed the privilege of membership ) they shall

this subject, union is strength , and we trust the to his clients . be treated as unworthy and unfit to become

council of the Incorporated Law Society will members of that society . For upwards of two

mark this important era in the history of the FROM a case which came under the notice of the centuries down to the year 1852 , it was compul.

society by redoubled energy and exertion to pro Master of the Rolls in Dublin last week it seems sory on attorneys to be admitted members of one

mote the professionalprosperity of our branch of that the Attorneys and Solicitors Act (Ireland ) of the Inns of Court. Many attorneys are now

the Profession . This amalgamation accomplished , (29 & 30 Vict. c . 84 ) is in some respects very diffi. members of Gray ' s Inn , some for upwards of a

let the council at once direct its attention to cult of construction. The matter before the quarter of a century. It is worthy of note that

similar objects , with a view to additionalacquisi. court was in the nature of an application by a the rule of 1852 , excluding attorneys, was passed

tion of strength . Let it, in fact, work out to its gentleman to be admitted on the Roll of the Court by the benchers only on the ground of expe

conclusion the excellent plan of organisation so of Chancery, notwithstanding that the Master of diency . It came into operation in Trinity Term

forcibly and reasonably urged by Mr. Marshall, the court refused to furnish the applicant with | 1852, and is as follows : - 19 . “ That it is ex .

of Leeds. This achieved , and we are perfectly the usual certificate , and the ground for the ap - pedient that no attorney at law , solicitor, writer

satisfied that we shall then no longer endure plication seems to have been that, notwithstanding to the signet, or writer to the Scotch courts,

unjust exclusion from judicial offices, a subordi. the reference in the Act contemplating five years' proctor, notary public, clerk in Chancery, parlia

nation to the other branch which is warranted service, yet by sect. 9 of the Act all that is mentary agent, or agent in any court, original

neither by any supposed inferiority in legal or necessary is to " attend two years' law lectures or appellate , clerk to any justice of the peace,

general education , social position , or a continued and pass the law examination in the University of or person acting in any of these capacities , and no

deprivation of the enjoymentof those professional Dublin .” This the applicant had done, but this clerk of or to any barrister, conveyancer, special

posts productive of the most pecuniary benefit ;
provision was inconsistent with other sections in pleader , equity draftsman, attorney, solicitor ,

neither shall we then suffer such an exile from the the Act in question . The learned judge took time writer to the signet, or writer to the Scotch courts,

dignity of the Profession as is suggestive of an to consider the question raised . | proctor, notary public, parliamentary agent, or
inferiority in the status of the legal profession, agent in any court, original or appellate, clerk in

which in truth is not warranted by the labours, Chancery, clerk of the peace, clerk to any justice
responsibilities, and , above all, relative positions | THE Consolidated Regulations of the several of the peace, or of or to any officer in any court
of trust and confidence of the two branches of Societies of Lincoln ' s - inn , the Middle Temple. I of law or equity, or person acting in the capacity

our common profession .
the Inner Temple , and Gray 's - inn , dated Michael- of any such clerk , should be admitted a member

mas Term 1872 , will, we sincerely hope, soon of any of the said societies for the purpose of
be brought under the notice of Parliament. being called to the Bar, or of practising under the

THE subject matter of a letter which last week especially upon the subject of that portion of Bar , until such person , being on the roll of any
appeared in a London morning lay newspaper, I them which practically excludes solicitors from court, shall have taken his name off the roll
under the title “ Leases of the London Cor- being called to the Bar. Why should attorneys thereof, nor until he and every other person above
porations , and which bore the signature " A at the present day be ear-marked and proscribed named or described shall have entirely and bona,

Solicitor of Thirty Years' Standing ,'' is certainly by the benchers ? Had the arbitrary power fide ceased to act or practise in any of the capa
not without interest and importance to our Pro . now assumed by the benchers been of earlier cities above-named or described .” So that if

fession . For the information of our readers, and , existence, the integrity , the intellectual quali A . B . C . and D . are a firm ofattorneys-at-law , and
indeed , at the request of an influentialmember of fications, and distinguished services of many Mr. A . desires to become a member of Gray' s Inn ,

the Council of the Incorporated Law Society, we men would have been lost to the com . he ca h that wish until B . C . and D .

print the letter in question in another column. A munity, to say nothing of the individual injustice have taken their names off the rolls. It is a
perusal of it shows that there has long existed a they themselves would have sustained . The singular fact that several of the present benchers
mnonopoly in reference to the legal conveyancing following instances strongly support our view of Gray's Inn who pronounced the order of ex
business in question ,which cannot for a moment of this important question : Lord Tenterden pulsion in reference to Mr. Gresham , jun. , have
be justified , either on the ground of expediency or was engaged in an attorney's office (that of been in their day themselves on the roll of
in the interests of the public or the Profession . Messrs. Sandys and Horton , of Craig 's -court. attorneys and in practice as such . The average
The matter has only to be brought to the notice of Charing Cross ), Mr. Bently was for a considerable number of members attending in the hall (ex .
the governing bodies in order to secure the omis- time in one of the principal agency houses inclusive of the benchers) is about a dozen .
sion of this objectionable clause or covenant from London . Baron Thompson pursued his studies During sixteen terms, extending over four years ,

* the deeds and documents in question. It must in an attorney 's office , so did Lord Wynford and and with an annual income of upwards of £8309
often enough occur that the lessee knows nothing Sir William Grant. Lord Thurlow was articled the Honourable Society of Gray's Inn, called
of this covenantwhen he completes the transac . to a solicitor in Bedford -row ; so was Lord Hard. only thirteen members to the Bar . As we have
tion ; and annoyed he may well be afterwards wick . Mr. Dunning was engaged in the duties often before pointed out, four years' income

to find that instead of being able , in the of his father 's office ,who was a practising attor.his father' s office, who was a practising attor. ( £33,372 13s. 8d .) is no inconsiderable sum . The

usualway , to entrust subsequent dealings with ney : Lord Macclesfield actually practised as an society' s chambers are numerous and commodious ,

the property to his accustomed solicitor, in whom attorney . Lord Kenyon served his articles with and till lately one member, we believe, was &

he would have complete confidence, he must an attorney ; Sir William Garrow was some time | holder of no less than forty-eight sets of chambers,

accept the services of those who, after all, cannot in a solicitor' s office ; so was Sir SamuelRomilly . which were underlet. Of the present barristers,

faithfully “ serve twomasters." Indeed , it must | Lord Gifford , afterwards Chancellor of Ireland, members of the Inn , some are, we believe, en .

often happen that the unfortunate lessee , not was regularly articled , as were also Sir George I gaged in commercial pursuits, cr are members or

content with the legal professional assistance Wood and Mr. Justice Buller. In our own imme. other professions than the law . Why should

rendered by those in the Profession (both diate times Mr. Serjeant Wylde, afterwards Lord attorneys at the present day be ear-marked and

branches ) who represent the Corporations in Chancellor Truro, was for many years in exten - proscribed by the benchers ? Had the arbitrary

question , is driven to seek the advice of his own sive practiceas an attorney . One of Her Majesty 's power now assumed by the benchers been of

solicitor, thus incurring double expense and present judges now presiding at Westminster earlier existence, the integrity , the intellectual

delay. To solicitors practising in the City of (than whom no more able and efficient judge qualifications, and distinguished services of many

London interested in this matter, and wepresume exists) would by the present rules of the Inns of illustrious men would have been lost to the com

most of them are , we commend the provisions of Court have been among the proscribed . We munity , to say nothing of the individual injustice

36 & 37 Vict. cap. 48, by which the newly ap believe our present distinguished Attorney . they themselves would have sustained . The

pointed Railway Commissioners can require rail. General was once a clerk or student in the office following instances strongly support our view

way companies to give. “ reasonable facilities for of his father, a practising attorney ; he, too , would of this important question : Lord Tenterden

the receiving, forwarding, and delivering, or to have fallen under the same ban of ' expediency.” was engaged in an attorney's office (that of

cease giving an undue preference.” The Profes. | Wewill add one instance more. Lord Brougham Messrs . Sandys and Horton of Craig ' s -court,

sion and the public may, with equal propriety, was known to declare publicly in the Court of Charing Cross), Mr. Bently was for a considerable

demand , not only thatreasonable facilities should Chancery that if he had to recommence his legal time in one of the principal agency houses in

be afforded the latter for entrusting their legal studies he would begin as a clerk in an attorney 's London. Baron Thompson pursued his studios

business, connected with the London Corporation , office . The exclusion of which we complain is in an attorney 's office, so did Lord Wynford and

& c ., to whom they please, but also that no undue most illiberal and unjust, for each kind of labour Sir William Grant. Lord Thurlow was articled to

preference should be given to those professional in the Profession should surely be as a step in the a solicitor in Bedford -row ; so was Lord Hard

gentlemen who transact the legal business of such ladder affording to capablemen an opportunity to
portunity to wick . Mr. Dunning was engaged in the duties of

corporations. reach the highest aim of their ambition : his father' s office, who was a practising attorney ;
Lord Macclesfield actually practised as an

A LETTER signed " A . B .," which appeared in our attorney . Lord Kenyon served his articles with

last issue, upon the subject of the remuneration Itmay not be generally known that in order to an attorney ; Sir William Garrow was some time

to which solicitors practising in County Courts secure a call to the Colonial Bar , the applicant in a solicitor' s office ; so was Sir Samuel Romilly .

are at present entitled , is well worthy of atten . must either have been called to the bar in this Lord Gifford , afterwards Chancellor of Ireland,

tion . It cannot be doubted that in consequence country , or, in some cases , in other colonies ; but was regularly articled , as were also Sir George

of recent legislation practitioners in our County if not so called , he must be first articled to an Wood and Mr. Justice Buller. In our own imme

Courts are expected to have, and generally attorney in practice in the Superior Court or ' diate times Mr. Serjeant Wylde, afterwards Lord

haannot a
illustriou
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Chancellor Truro, was for many years in exten . advise upon the most difficult matters in criminal COURT OF APPEAL IN CHANCERY.
sive practice as an attorney. One of Her Majesty's law , and, on the other hand, is expected to appoint Monday, March 16 .
present judges now presiding at Westminster the laundress and superintend the day and night

( than whom no more able and efficient judge watohmen." Re SOUTH .

exists) would by the present rules of the Inns of The rights of judgment creditors.
Court have been among the proscribed. We In consequence ofnumerous communications from THIS was an appeal from a decision of Vice

believe our present distinguished Attorney - solicitors in town and country who are commis. Chancellor Malins, and it involved a question of
General was once a clerk or student in the office sioners to administer oaths in Chancery in Eng- some importance as to the rights of judgment

of his father, a practising attorney ; he, too, would land upon the subject of their rights and powerssing attorney . he too . would land upon the subject of their rights and powers | creditors. On the 23rd Dec. 1872 , in an action for

have fallen under the same ban of “ expediency.” in reference to swearing affidavits for use in the seduction brought by Caleb Houghton against
We will add one instance more. Lord Brougham Court of Chancery (Ireland ), we print below the Thomas Denton South , the plaintiff recovered
was known to declare publicly in the Court of several sections of 30 & 31 Vict. c . 44 ('The Chan. I judgment for £500 damages and £62 costs. The
Chancery that if he had to recommence his legal cery (Ireland) Aot 1867) , which in any way affects | damages were afterwards reduced to £300. At

studies he would begin as a clerk in an attorney's the question : this time South was an infant, he having been
office . Seot. 80. Nothing herein contained shall abridge or born on the 16th Feb. 1853 . Under the will of his

lessen the power of the Lord Chancellor, as it now grandfather he was entitled to an estate in fee

An official return lately issued from the Admiralty exists, to appoint fit persons to administer oaths,and simple in remainder in a house in Kent,expectant
take affidavits in Chancery , or to regulate the fees to

shows that courts martial were held in the last on the death of his grandmother, and subject also
be taken by them , and where any Act of Parliament

quarter of 1873 on thirteen officers and fifty -two refers to the Masters Extraordinary in Chancery , or to to the contingency of his dying before her. He
seamen and marines. It is greatly to be hoped their powers or duties, the reference shall be held to was also, under the will of his father, entitled to

t the anthorities will in their way. shortly be apply to and include the commissioners hereinbetore an estate in fee simple in remainder in some land
entering upon an investigation of the present mentioned , or to their powers or duties , as the case may in Middlesex, expectant on thedeaths of his grand

be : Provided that solicitors and attorneys of not less
cumbrous mode of conducting these proceedings. than five years' standing shall be preferred for such
It is hardly to be believed that in these days the

force his judgment, served out writs of elegit di.
appointments if otherwise suited thereto .

evidence before such courts is taken in such a rected to the sheriffsof Kent and Middlesex respec
English country solicitors are often country com .

laborious manner that proceedings last days tively . In pursuance of thewrit directed to him the

which would otherwise last only so many hours.
missioners for taking affidavits in common law sheriff of Middlesex caused an inquisition to be

To any extent to which the First Naval Lord of
directly after admission . held on the 5th June, 1873, by which it was found
Sect. 81. All answers, disclaimers, examinations, and

the Admiralty (Sir Alexander Milne, G . C . B .) has that South was " seised in his demesne of the
affidavits in causes or matters depending in the High

it in his power to contribute to such desirable reversion in fee simply " of and in the above.
Court of Chancery in Ireland , and also acknowledgments

reforms in reference to such proceedings, as we mentioned land , " being of the clear yearly valuerequired for the purpose of enrolling any deed in the

have often before urged in these columns, weare said court, shall and may be sworn and taken in of £124,” and in his return to the writ the sheriff
sure he will, and we can assure him that it is England or Scotland , or the Isle of Man , or the stated that he had caused the said land to be

only necessary for him to bring to the knowledge Channel Islands, or in any colony, ' island , planta- | delivered to Houghton “ by a reasonable price and

of the Judge Advocate General the injustice tion , or place under the dominion of Her Majesty I extent, to hold to him and his assigns ” until the
in foreign parts, before any judge, court, notary balance remaining unsatisfied of the judgment

which ,owing to the present cumbrousmachinery , public, or person lawfully authorised to administer oaths in
both prosecutor and prisonersat times experience such country , colony, island , plantation , or place, debt and costs, together with interest thereon ,
and the difficulties under which they labour, to respectively , or before any of Her Majesty's consuls or should have been levied . A similar return was

secure such an investigation as will lead to vice-consuls in any foreign parts out of Her Majesty's made by the sheriff of Kent, stating that the annual

healthy reforms.
dominions ; and the judges and other officers of the said value of the property extended by him was £20 .
Court of Chancery shall take judicial notice of the seal On the 3rd Nov. 1873, the judgment and the two
or sigpature , as the caso may be, of any such court,

THE Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty have judge, notary public, person, consul, or vice-consul writs of elegit having been duly registered ,
been pleased to order the name of Mr. Edwin attached , appended or subscribed to any such answers, 1 Honghton presented a petition to the Court of

John Harvey , solicitor, of Portsea, and Deputy
disclaimers, examinations, and affidavits, acknowledg. Chancery , under the Judgment Act of 1864 (27 &
mente , or other documents to be used in the said

Coroner for the County of Hants , to be inserted
28 Vict. c .112 ),praying for a sale of South ' s interest

court.
in the Navy List as Admiralty Law Agent for the

in the house in Kent and the land in Middlesex in
Sect. 82. All persons swearivg before any person order to pay what was due in respect of the judg

Port of Portsmouth . Mr. Harvey was articled authorised by this Act to administer oaths and take

to the late Mr. William John Hellyer , of Portsea, affidavits shall be liable to all such penalties , punish . ment debt, costs, and interest. On the 22nd

then Deputy Judge Advocata of the Fleet,and was ments, and consequences for any wilful and corrupt Jan .

admitted an attorney in Trinity Term 1855 , and
false swearing contained therein as if tbe matter sworn | £382 16s. Id . in discharge of the judgment debt.

is now the senior partner in the firm of Messrs.
had been sworn before any court or person now by law costs, and interest, but notwithstanding this
authorised to administer oaths and take declarations,

Harvey and Addison . He acted for some years affirmations, or attestations upon honour. payment, the Vice Chancellor on the 20th Feb .

as deputy to Mr. William Swainson , the late
(South meanwhile having attained twenty-one)

The reference to acknowledgments in sect.81 does made an order that South should within a month
Admiralty Law Agent and Coroner or the Port, not seem to refer to acknowledgmentsof deeds by pay to Houghton his costs of the petition, in .and since that gentleman 's decease, which took married women , as suggested by a correspondent cluding his costs of the writs of elegit and in .place in the early part of 1870, Mr. Harvey has

in our last issue, but it seems clear that a com - quisitions, and any charges properly payable by
discharged the full duties of the office . missioner to administer in common law in England him to the sheriffs in relation thereto , Houghton

can take affidavits for use in the Irish Court of undertaking, if the payments were made punc
Chancery . tually, to accept his costs out of pocket in full

ELSEWHERE wè print a portion of the proceed . discharge, but without prejudice to his right to
ings which took place at the recent annualmeet. NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. enforce payment of his whole costs in default of

ing of the Associated Chambers of Commerce of ARBITRATION - POWER OF JUDGE TO ENLARGE punctual payment. From this order South ap .

the United Kingdom . The most important reso . TIME FOR MAKING AWARD .- A superior court or pealed , and the question raised was whether

lution , which we are pleased to notice was unani. & judge at chambers may enlarge the time for it was competent to the court under the cir

mously carried , was moved by a commercialman niaking an award beyond that fixed by the parties cumstances to direct an estate in remainder

from Leeds ; and , as will be seen from our report, themselves in the agreement of reference : (Re to be sold in order to pay the sheriffs ' charges.

was in reference to the onus of proofas to ability Denton , 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 52. Q . B .) This turned upon the question whether , by means

to pay by a debtor, which by the Debtor' s Act ADMINISTRATION - - ADMINISTRATOR BANK - of a writ of elegit, an estate in remainder could ,

1869, sect. 5 , sub-sect. 2 , is thrown upon the RUPT AND OUT OF THE COUNTRY - REVOCATION within the meaning of sect. 4 of the Jndgment

creditor. Every solicitor who has ever issued a OF GRANTREFUSED . - An administrator became Act of 1864, be “ actually delivered in execution "
summons under the above provision knows how bankrupt, and in his capacity as administrator to the creditor , or whether it was not necessary

serious is the injury inflicted upon creditors in proved for a debt owing by him to the deceased' s that there should have been an " equitable execu .
consequence of this statutory provision . We estate , a dividend became payable to the de. | tion " by means of a suit in Chancery . There was
quite agree that it is , in the termsof the resolu . ceased 's estate, but in the meantime the adminis the further question whether, as in this case , the
tion , " unjust and unreasonable .” A defendant
ought, we certainly think , to be liable to be com . | The court refused to recall the letters of adminis. estate of tho de

trator becamebankrupt again ,and left the country . sheriffs ' return had been untrue in calling the
ostate of the debtor a " reversion ' iastead of a

mitted for contempt when failing to attend and tration granted to him , and to make a fresh grant “ remainder ," and in stating that it had an

answer a judgment summons ; instead of which to his creditors' assignee : (In the goods of Ham . annual value, whereas in fact it had none, any

the practice at present is to direct a second sum |mond, 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 76 . Prob .) sale could be made of such interest as the debtor
mons to issue calling upon the defendantto attend
personally before the Judge, and if he then so

ISLANDER — WORDS NOT DEFAMATORY - really had. .

attends any excuse usually relieves hin from
SPECIAL DAMAGE. - An action for slander cannot ! E . C . Willis and Clare for the appellant.

be maintained for wordswhich are not necessarily 1 Everitt (with whom was Glasse, Q . C .) supported
payment. of a defamatory nature, even although special the Vice -Chancellor's order.

damage may have resulted to the person of whom Lord Justice JAMES was of opinion that the

A PRACTICE has long obtained by which the they were spoken . Therefore a declaration | Vice -Chancellor' s order could not be sustained .

clerks of the London agents of sheriffs leave the alleging , with proper inducementand innnendoes. I The case was governed in substance by the recent

successful party in interpleader summonses to that the defendant falsely and maliciously said of decision of the full Court of Appeal in Hatlon V .

draw up the order . On taxation the drawing up the plaintiff, “ He was the ringleader of the nine | Haywood (22 Weekly Reporter, 356 ), that thero

of such orders is invariably disallowed , and we hours' system ,” and “ He has ruined the town must be a suit in equity before this debtor's
therefore, think it necessary to call attention tokit .necessary to call attention to by bringing about the nine hours ' system , and interest could be taken in execution . But in .

this point of practice, so that common law clerks he has stopped several good jobs from being | dependently of that, the sheriff 's duty was

may make a point of seeing that the sheriff draws carried out by being the ringleader of the system to seize lands of which the debtor was " seized

up the order himself in all such cases, and which at Llanelly ," laying special damage , was held bad or possessed . ” A man could not be said to be

it is perfectly clear he is, strictly speaking , bound on demurrer : (Miller v . David , 30 L . T . Rep . “ seized or possessed ” of a remainder . Whoever

to do. N . S . 58 . C . P .) prepared the returns to the writs in this case

Two WILLS - RESIDUARY CLAUSE _ REVOCA , must have been well aware of the difference
A SOLICITOR who contemplated offering himself TION - PROBATE . - A testatrix left two wills , by between a remainder and a reversion . The peti .
as a candidate for the office of Chief Clerk to the the first of which , after giving certain legacies, tion asked for a sale of a remainder upon a return
Lord Mayor of the City of London , writes to us as she bequeathed a life interest in the bulk of her which stated that the debtor was seized of a re
follows in reference to the duties and emolu. property to her daughter, whom she nominated It was much s if the

ments : " I certainly never saw such conditions. | her residuary legatee. By the second will, which return had stated that the debtor was seized OL
A professional man is required to perform the din not expressly revoke the first, she increased Blackacre, and the petition had asked for a sala
most arduous and responsible duties in the the legacies, but directed they should not be paid of Whiteacre. The petition must bo dismissed ,
greatest and richest city in the world , and is re. ) until the death of her daughter . The second will and , inasmuch as it was presented only a few
quired to perform them and give up every other contained no residuary clause. The court granted / months before thedebtor attained twenty-one, auge
kind of business for £800 to £1000 a year. It probate of both papers , as together constituting | the petitioner might as well have waited till then ,

seems most illiberal treatment. They want a l the will of the deceased : (In the goods of E . it must be dismissed with costs.
man who, on the one hand, must be competent to ' Pechell, 30 L . T . Rep. N . S . 74 . Prob .) Lord Justice MELLISH concurred.

VOT the ga
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V . C . BACON ' S COURT. tance had been earmarked to meet the particular put forward for this objectionable practice is ,

Saturday, March 14 .
bills , and must be so applied . He made a decree that it secures to the lessors, through their

VAUGHAN v . HALLIDAY.
in favour of the plaintiff. officer, an opportunity of knowing upon what

terms the leasehold interest is changing bands,
Specific appropriation - Ex parte Waring . and thus enabling them , when the lease falls out,

THIS was a mercantile case, of some technical SHAND V . DU BUISSON .
interest . relating to the equitablo doctrine of

to obtain the highest rent the property will carry .
Attachments in the Lord Mayor' s Court. But this object can be equally secured by pro.

specific appropriation . The doctrine was first THIS was a bill to enforce an attachment in the scribing that every assignment or underlease for

mooted in a case in bankruptcy, Ex parte Waring, Lord Mayor' s Court, which could not be carried a given term shall within a fixed period from its
80 long ago as 1815, before Lord Eldon . In that to a successful issue in that court by reason of a execution be brought to the lessor' s solicitor or
case the drawer of bills of exchange lodged cer previous collusive attachment. The plaintiffs, law clerk to have the contents noted. The pro .
tain short bills for the protection of the acceptee. Messrs. Shand and Co., of Roodlane and Madras, vision objected to is not to he found in the leases
On the bankruptcy of both drawer and acceptee, were creditors to the amount of £752 of one of houses on the Duke of Westminster' s , the
both estates being liable to the holders, a question Poolacoora Veerabudra Chetty ,a native ofMadras, Duke of Portland's , the Duke of Bedford' s, the
arose between the assignees as to which was who was, on the other hand, a creditor of Messrs. Duke of Devonshire's , Lord Portman's , the
entitled to the short bills which had been appro- | Henckell, du Buisson ,and Co., for £1035 . On the Pollen , or the Sutton estates , or those held

priated to meet the joint liabilities . Lord Eldon 2nd April 1868 Messrs. Shand issued an attach . under Smith ' s Charity , nor, 80 far as I
then held that, in order to clear both estates from ment out of the Lord Mayor's Court against know , in leases of any of the great estates
the liability , the property held in stake was to be Messrs. Henckell and Co., as garnishees, and throughout the kingdom , except those belonging

applied directly in paying the bills, and that the against Poolacoora Veerabudra Chetty, as de- to or managed by city corporations, including the
billholders were therefore entitled by a kind of fendant, and attached the £1035 for their debt. hospitals and livery companies. It so happens
parasitical equity or right. Though cases similar The garnishees pleaded a previous attachment that an eminent city firm are solicitors to one of
to Ec parte Waring are continually arising in issued by Poolacoora Sarabiah Chetty, ofMadras, the noblemen above-mentioned , and also to a
the Court of Chancery , the exact circumstances son of Veerabudra Chetty, and on which great city corporation. The leases of the estate
which were now bronghtbefore the court were an order had been made. The bill was filed belonging to the nobleman contain no such
novel. Messrs. Ryder carried on business as to restrain Messrs . Henckell from paying clause. It is invariably inserted in the leases of
Brazilian merchants at Liverpool, Bahia , and over their debt to Sarabiah Chetty , on the the corporation propertyunder their management.
Pernambuco under slightly different names. Mr. ground that he had obtained his order in the Lord It may be argued that these bodies have a right
F . W . Ashton , merchant and cotton spinner, of Mayor's Court fraudulently , and was not a bona to impose what conditions they please in the
Manchester and elsewhere, was for some years fide creditor of his father. Veerbudra Chetty was letting of their own property ; but such provi
engaged in bill transactions with Messrs.Ryder's adjudicated bankruptand soon after died . A Mr. sions are surely in excess of their powers in
Brazilian firms. The Bahia firm was in the habit Benjamin Brooks, of Madras, was appointed his granting leases of the large trust properties com .
of drawing bills , to the limit of £2000 a month , assignee in bankruptcy. Messrs. Henckell , by the mitted to their care. The impropriety of intro .
on Mr. Ashton , and 'sending other bills drawn on consent of all parties, paid the money than owed ducing such provisions has been pointed out to

England , for Mr. Ashton to sell and appropriate into court, and were dismissed from being parties the Charity Commissioners, who fully admitted
the amount realised to meet his liabilities on his to the suit. Mr. Brooks, whowas also made party, their injurious tendency, but thought it was not
own acceptances. In Aug . 1871, Messrs. Ryder's disclaimed . quite within their province to interfere. It is by
Bahia firm drew three bills , for £800, £700, and Kay, Q . C . and W . F . Robinson appeared for no means clear that the enforcement of these
£500 respectively, on Mr. Ashton , which were the plaintiffs. covenants might not be resisted as contrary to

sold in Bahia and ultimately came into the hands | H . M . Jackson, Q .C . and Bardswell for Poola - public policy , but until some one is found with

of the plaintiff, Mr. Charles Vaughan, of Man . | coora Sarabiah Chetty, who was now the only sufficient spirit to try the question , the only

chester, Mr. Wiatt, Messrs. Ryder's Bahia defendant. alternative seems to be to endeavour to bring

manager, bought two bills , one for £900 the The VICE -CHANCELLOR held that the defendant public opinion to bear upon this objectionable

other for £1000, and sent them in a letter to had failed to establish a good debt, and directed (not to say disreputable) practice. - I am , Sir ,

Mr. Ashton , dated the 8th Sept. 1871, by which,
after advising the drawing of the three bills , principal,' interest, and costs, which was to be

by which , an inquiry of what was due to the plaintiffs for yours,
“ A SOLICITOR OF THIRTY YEARS'

purchased by the plaintiff, he wrote, - " Remit. paid them out of the fund in court. STANDING .'

To cover the above exchange operations we en .
close 90 days' sight bill," with a description of the
two bills for £1900, which were drawn by the LEASES OF THE LONDON CORPORATIONS.

HEIRS-AT-LAW AND NEXT OF KIN .

Bahia branch of the Brazilian Bank on their The following letter appears in the Daily News:
BROWN (Maria Mangin ) , whose maiden name is allezed to

London branch . The bills drawn on Mr. Ashton
have been Maria Charlotte Sophia Mangin , and whose

« Attention has been directed of late , on several mother ' s maiden name is alleged to have bren Sarah

were presented to him on the 2nd October 1871, occasions, to the conditions of tenancy, more
Kemp. Nextof kin to come in byMay 30 , at the chainberg

but, owing to the then recent failure of Messrs .
of V . C . M . June 29 , at the said chambers , at twelve

especially as affecting the agricultural class, and o clock , is the timeappointed for hearing and adjudicating

Ryder, his affairs were so embarrassed that he the policy of effecting somearbitrary restrictions upon such claims.

refused to accept them . Mr. Ashton was soon has been somewhat freely discussed . There is aafter adjudicated bankrupt, and Mr. H . W . growing feeling that property having its duties as UNCLAIMED STOCK AND DIVIDENDS IN THE

Banner appointed trustee of his estate . Mr. C . W . well as its rights , the law should step in to abro.
BANK OF ENGLAND.

Ryder, thesurviving partner in all Messrs. Ryder's
Transferred to the Commissioners for the Reduction of the

firms, filed a petition for liquidation of his estate
National Debt , and which will be paid to the persons

sive conditions, as being not only unfair to the respectively whose names are prefixed to each in three

by arrangement, and Mr. James Halliday was ap- tenant, but indirectly injurious to the community months, unless other claimants sooner appear.]

pointed his trustee. The plaintiff claimed to
BEWES (Rev . Thos, Archer ) , Plymouth , and HENXAI (Rev.

at large. The discussions have been limited to
have the Brazilian Bank bills , which were in the the tenancy of land, but there is a class of con.

Wm . Veal ) , East Coweg, Isle of Wight, one dividend on

the sum of £3288 188. 11d . Reduced Three per Cent. Annui
hands of Mr. Halliday, applied to meet the bills ditions affecting that of house property held ties. Claimant, said Rev. Thos. Archer Bewes.

he held , and instituted this suit to enforce his
under certain great bodies within the metropolis | Birr ( Jacob ). Southampton -street, Fitzroy-square, gantle

man . One dividend on the sum of 85000 Three Per Cent.

claim , making both Mr. Halliday and Mr. Banner which certainly call for some interference. It | Annuities. Claimant said Jacob Birt.

parties. It was contended by both the defen .
may not be generally known that it is the practice FREEMAN (Right Hon . John Thos.), Lord Redesdale .

dants that, inasmuch as the bills held by the
L281 38 . Rd . Reduced Three Per CentAnnuities. Claimant

of the law officers of the London Corporations to said Right Hon . John T . Freeman , Lord Redesdale

accepted , and Mr. insert in their leases covenants binding the lessee , SIM MOX DS (Mary ), Bromley, Surrey, epinster, 1900 ' New

Ashton 's estate being , therefore, under no liabili.
Three per Cent. Annuities . Claimant George Westley,

under pain of forfeiture , to employ such law

ties in respect of those bills , the rule in Ex parte
administrator of Mary Simmonds, deceased .

rue in Ex parte | officer or solicitor to prepare all instruments

Waring could not apply , and that, but for other (except wills ) affecting in any way his leasehold
circumstances, the securities ought simply to be interest. The lessee, therefore, who wishes to APPOINTMENTS UNDER THE JOINT-STOCK

handed back to the trustee of Messrs. Ryder,
WINDING -UP ACTS ,

assign or mortgage his lease, or even to underlet

because the purpose for which Messrs. Ryder had
AUVERGNE BITUMINOUS ROCK AND PAVING COMPANY

the property (for any of which purposes he must
intrusted the securities to their correspondent

(LIMITED ) . Creditors to send in by April 16 their names

furthermore obtain a licence from the landlord ) , and addresses and the particulars of their claims, and the

had failed as between themselves. Mr. Halliday
is required to employ, for the preparation of the names and addresses of their solicitors ( if any ) to Smart

contended that the estate be represented was necessary documents, a person who may be, and
and Marmont, 85 , Cheap -ide. London ,the official liquida
tors of the said company. April 30 ; at the chambers of

entitled to a lien on the securities in respect of a generally is, a perfect stranger to him , and who, V . C . M . at twelve o' clock is the time appointed for hear.

general balance . Mr. Banner , on the other hand, in a large number of cases,has had no legal train .
ing and adjudicating upon such claims.

claimed the benefit of the securities as having ing. If the course prescribed by the covenant be
Essex SHRIEVALTY FUND FOR DEFRAYING THE EXPENSES

OF THE SHERIFF OF THE COUNTY OF Essex. - Creditors
been assigned for a specific purpose only , which strictly followed , the business has to wait the to send in , by April 6 , their names and agdresses, and the

had failed . This question , however , was not leisure or convenience of the lessor' s law officer ,
particulars of their claims, and the names and addresses

directly before the court .
of their solicitors ( if any , to Thomas M . Gepp, Chelms

who acts under no sense of responsibility , and ford , Essex , the officialliquidacor of the said fund , April

Kay, Q.C ., and Giffard appeared for the plain .
who, in the case of a mortgage, must be fully 18 , at the chambers of V . C . M . , at twelve o 'clock, is the

tiff.
time appointed for hearing and adjudicating upon such

instructed in all the special arrangements agreed claims.
DeGex , Q .C .,and Winslow , Q.C ., for Mr. Hal. upon between the parties. This absurdity, how .

liday .
ever , is almost invariably avoided by payment CREDITORS UNDER ESTATES IN CHANCERY.

Bordswell for Mr. Banner. of a fine (generally fixed at £5) which the LAST DAY OF PROOF.
The VICE-CHANCELLOR, after stating the facts, law officer accepts as compensation for not CHUTER (Chas . S . ) , Hounslow , Middlesex , builder . April

said , as between receiver and remittee, the equi. being required to do the work . The prac. 6 ; E . G . Pyke, solicitor, 19, Lincoln 's- inn-fields, London ,
April 20 ; M . R ., at eleven o 'clock .

ties were the same as existed up to the bankrupt- tice , no doubt, originated with the law officers, CRISPIN ( Francisco Joze C .), Faro, Algarve, Portugal. May
cies. The securities were sent to cover the who saw an opportunity of turning this 13 ; at the chambers of V . C . B ., New -square, Lincoln ' s .

inn, Middlesex , England , June 1 ; V . C . B ., at two
acceptances, and for nothing else. Neither power to account for their personal benefit, o ' clock ,
Ashton nor anyone else through him could and it is still adhered to in leases granted DAUBENY (Jas.), 2, St. James's- terrace, Regent's-park ,
honestly claim the securities for any other pur - | by the municipal corporation , although its law Middlesex, Esq . Mead and Daubeny, solicitors, %, King's

Bench -walk , Temple , London , April 14 ; V . C . H ., at
pose. It had been argued that the principle in officers are paid by salary , and all fees received twelve o 'clock ,
ErparteWaring did not apply , inasmuch as there are paid to the City Chamber, and with many of JONES (Wm .), Kaleyards, Chester. April 18 ; Samuel

had been no acceptance. The cases were different the City companies it seems resorted to as a |
Smith , solicitor, Chester. April 28; V .C . M . at twelve
o ' clock

to that extent, no doubt, but the principle did means of eking out the clerk 's remuneration . It LEMON Watson ), 16, New Church - road, Camberwell,
apply to this case , and if there had been any is the client' s grievance , for he must either pay Surrey, builder and contractor . April 15 ; Wm . Newman ,

doubt on that point it would have been set at the fine, or (unless he foregoes the assistance and
solicitor, 24, Bucklersbury, London , April 27 ; V . C . M . at
twelve o 'clock .

rest by the decision of Re Richardson ( 2 Law | advice of the solicitor whom he has been consult- LININGTON (Jos.), Southsea, Southampton , Esq. April 13 ;
Jour. Bank . 23 .) The securities had been ag. ing up to the point of the preparation of the C . B . Hellard , solicitor, Portsmouth . April 20 ; V . O . M . at

twelve o ' clock .
signed , coupled with a trust which , under the document) pay two solicitors' bills. When , as MASON (John), Bournemouth, chemist. April 6 ; F . J .
circumstances, enured for the benefit of the is often the case, two solicitors are employed , Mann, solicitor, Hastings. April 18; M .R ., at twelve

plaintiff ; they were sent for a specific purpose, questions arise as to who is to bear the charges o ' clock

which the accident of bankruptcy prevented being

ODDIE (Henry H .), Colney House, Hertford, Esq . April 15 ;
of the lessees' solicitor , and the settlement of this J . H . James, solicitor, 62, Lincoln's- inn fields, London ,

carried out in the way intended . But the remit . ' question again entails further expense. The plea ' April 27 ; V . C . M ., attwelve o'clock .
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PERRIN (Samuel H .), 6, St . Stephen 's -terrace, Lewisbam , | PAYNE Dr. Chas. H .), M . D ., formerly of The Hill, Wimble- | questions andmatters shall be heard and disposed
Kent, and 15, King-street, Cheapside, London , solicitor don , Surrey, late of 2 , Stirlaud-road , Maida Vale, Pad of by one of the judges upon the rota, if praticable,April 17 ; L . W . Gregory, solicitor, 15, King-street, Cacap- | dington , Middlesex May 1 ; Rhodes and son , solicitora
side. May 2 ;MR., at eleven o 'clock . 6 %, Chancery lane , London . and if not, then by any judge at chambers." By

PUDGE (Wm . . Castle Fromne. Hereford , butcher and farmer. | POLE (Edward S . C . ), Rdburne Hall, near Derby, Park S7th General Order , it is provided that " the ap .
april 2 : Thos . Wm . Garrold , solicitor, Hereford . April Hall, near Chesterfield , 14, Lewes -crescent, Brighton , plication to state a special case may be made by
14 ; V . 0 . M .. at twelve o 'clock . aud of Rugby. E # 1 . April 30 ; Gregory and Cu., solicitors,

STANLEY (Henry Wm ), 185 , Clarendon road , Notting-hill, 1, Bedford -row , London. rule in the Court of Common Pleas when sitting ,
Middlesex . pawnbroker. April 20 : S . Risley , sol citor , 14, ) PONCIA ( Joon , Cuad House, Edgbaston , Warwick, mer . I or by a summons before a judge at chambers,
Gray' s inn-square , Loudon. May 1 ; V . C . M ., at 12 o ' c .ock . chunt. April 30 ; Sanders and Sumith , solicitors, 13 ,

SYMONDS (Edwd. ), 19, St. James-road , Victoria Park , Miri. Temple- row , Birmingham . upon hearing the parties." Reading the 37th and
dlesex, gentleman . April 10 ; H . Harris , solicitor, 86, PRIEST, otherwi e DuDLEY (Sophia ), 87, Upper Seymour ap

Moorgato-street, London , April 20 ; V . C . M ., a twelve stree , Poraman -square . Middlesex, spinster. April 20 ; pears to have been to meet the very exigency that
o 'clock . Chas. Holt and Son , solicitor, 93, Guildford -street, Lon

WEBSTER ( John ), Manchester , solicitor. April 6 ; A , B don . has arisen . The 37th General Order may be said
Carpenter, boricitor, % , Elm .court, Temple, London . RAYNNFORD (Henrietta C . , 11, Keppel-gtreet , Bloomsbary, to refer to such a judge as is pointed out by the
April 13 ; V . C . M ., at iwelve o ' clock . Middlesex , widow . April 22 ; A . F . and R . W . Tweedie , 41th Rule , that is to say , a judge of the rota .

WHITLEY Mar ), Row of Trees, Chorley, Chester . April Solicitors, 5 , Lincoln 'x - inn - fields, London ,
13 ; A . D . Edwards, solicitor, Drazenose -street , Man RYDE (Harriet , Glenbourne, West-end , Southampton , | [DOWSE, B . - The rule is constructed in a rather
chester . April 20 ; M . R ., at eleven o 'clock , widow . April 30 ; Green and Moberly, solicitors, 10 , slipshod manner ; and there is no precedent to go

WOODFALL (Anu ). 13 , Camden Avenue. Peckham , Surrey, Portland terrace , Southampton .
by, as there has been only one similar applicationwidow . April 20 ; J . Brennan , solicitor , Maidstoue. | SMITH (Sir Francis P . , Knt.. Carator of the Patent Office

May 4 ; M . R ., at eleven o clock . Museum , Souto Kensiuston , late of 15 , Thurlue - place , made since the passing of the Act, and that was
WOODFALL Chas .), Glenview , Neilgherries, Madros, and South Kensingtou , Middlesex. April 10 ; E . W . Pann mado before Keogh, J ., who was also a judge of13 , Camden 'avenue, Peckham , Surrey, a major in the philon , solicitor, 5 , John -street, Ad diphi. Middlesex .
Hon . East India Cornpany' s Service . July 17 ; John SNOW (Re" , Henry , 'The Vicara je , Bibury , Gloucester, the Common Pleas. ] He acted in his capa .
Brennan, solicitor, Maidstone. July 31 ; M . R . , at eleven Vicar of Bibury . June 81 ; A . Dobie , solicitor, 2, Lancas city as one of the judges on the rota . The order
o ' clock ter piase, Strand, London . does not say that the application shall beSPERLING (Heury J . S . N . ), formerly of Hampstead, Mid .

CREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 VICT. C. 35. diesex , late of 7 , Bath -street, Brighton , Sassex, Esq . made to “ the Common Pleas, or to any judge
April 15 ; Barwn, Yeates, and Hart, solicitors, 26 , thereof."Last Day of Claim , and to whom Particulars to be sent. The words are " a judge," which must
Chaucer - lane , Luldun .ALDERSON (Rev. Edinand ), Aslackby, Lincoln , April 15 ;

STACE (Elizabeth , commonly known as Elizabeth Laura ), mean any judge ; the other construction would be
T . H . Oldinan , solicitor, Gainsborough . Gloucester House, Melcombe Regis, Dorset, schoolmis. a narrow one. If all the judges of the Court ofBARNETT (Win .), 50 , Holloway Head , Birmingham , ale and
winedealer. May 13 ; Win . Cottrell, solicitor, 104, New . tress. May l ; Phelps and Sidgwick , solicitors, 3, Gres Common Pleas were out of town, great delay and

ham -street , London .hall-street, Bimingham .
BARTLEY (Henry J . ), 30 , Somerset-street, Portman -square,

STATHAN ( Thos. . Prospect-place. Topsham -road , near | inconvenience would arise , unless it were held that
Exeter , rentleman . March 25 : Geare and Co ., solicitors , court on t enterMiddlesex, and 19, Abbey-place, St. John' s -wood , and
Queen -street , Exeter.also of 4, Nelson-crefcent, Ramsgate, Kent, gertleman . tain theapplication .SUMNER Wm .,, formerly of Birmingham , Warwick , che nist,

April 0 ; Bartley and Co , soliciturs, 80, Somerset- street , and late of Sparkbrook, near Birmingham , hop dealer. 1 Purcell, Q . C . (with him Costello ) , for respon .
Portman -square , Middlesex

April 22 ; Sole and Co., Solicitors, 65, Aldermanbury, dents in the Athlone case. This application canBEARBLOCK (Elizabeth ). Ruckstone, Ryde, Isle of Wight, Londonspinster. April 19 ; Clifton and Haynes, solicitors, kom - THOMPSUN (Wm . G .) , 15 . Dalston -terrace , Dalston , Middle only be made to the full Court of Common Pleas,
ford , Essex

BEISLY (Sidney ), The Cedars, Laurie Park , Sydenham ,
or to a member of that court. The Act confers

sex, gentleman . Ap il 25 ; Satchell and Ohapple, solicitors ,
Queen -stro - t . Cbepside , London . this power upon the “ Court.” By sect. 2 thatKent, Esq. May 1 ; Pattison , Wigg , and Co ., solicitors,

50, Lombard -street, Lon on .
TOLLMAN ( thos.) . forinerly of the Devonshire Arms, Sher

word is defined to mean the Court of Common
BELL ( Isabella T . , Merton Abbey. Merton , Surrey . April Wood -street,Golden Square, Middlesex, licensed victualler,

21 ; Wm . A . Cruipp , solicitor, 19, Philpot- lane, Lond n .
and late of 2 . Sou : h - i'las, Ealing, of no occupation . Pleas at Westminster or Dublin respectively . It

1BIRCH (Rev . Edward M .), Kirby -Moorside, York , clerk . April 15 ; Shnen, Roscoe, and Massey, olicitors, Bedford- is, therefore , plain that, unless there is some
row , London ,May 18 ; Wm . Gray. solicitor, York .

BISHOP (Anthony C . ), Guestling, Sussex , gentleman . May VACHE, otherwise Wache (Marie M . 17, Somerset-street,

7 ; Meadows and Elliott, solicitors , 32, Havelock - road , Portman -square, Middlesex, spinster. April 2 ; Ander- are authorised to make by sect. 25 , there is no
Hastings. son and Sons, solicitors, 17, Ironmonger-lane, Cheapside, jurisdiction , except in the Court of Common Pleas.

BORMAN TJosiah ), 14 , Aberdeen Park , Highbury. Middle London .
WARD Thos ). Melton Mowbray, Leicester, gentleman . Rule 37 only says such application shall be madesex and Shoe-lane, London, emery manufacturer. May

4 ; J . Edwin Carter, solicitor, 69, Austinfriars, London . Mayl: E . H . M . Clarke, solicitor, Melton Mowbray. to the Court of Common Pleas when sitting, or to
BROTHERS (Mary ), St. Paul, Deptford , New Cross , Kent, WHITE (Mary), 3 . Pennsylvania , Exeter, widow , April 25 & judge in chambers ; and such a judge in cham .
spinster . April 1 ; Williams and James, solicitors, 62, T . J . Bremridge, solicitor , Bampfylde-street, Exeter .

Lincoln ' s inn -fels, Middlesex . WHITTINGTON (Adelside S . 8 . ), atormerly of 49, Orsett-ter bers must manifestly mean a judge of the same
BROWN (Richardı, Luton , Beds, timber merchant. April race, Bayswater, late of 8 ), Weymouth -street Purcland . court.

4 ; Ho 'amsand Co. , solicitors, M ncing- lane , London . place, Middlesex, widow . May i ; J . W . Smith , solicitur, Sheridan , for respondents in the Mayo case.3 , Furnival' s -inn , London .CEARNS (Edw . P . Beckenham . Kent, solicitor. May 10 ;
WOOLVERTON ( James , Brainley, Surrey , gentleman . April Dowse , B . - The way the matter stands is this :Lowless , Nelson and Co., solicitors, 26 , Martin sulane ,

Cannon street, Loudon 13 ; R . E . Mellersa, solicitor, Godalming, Surrey . This application is made to me under sub-sect. 16
CORDEAUX (Samuel), 6s, Carden -square . Camden Town . of the lith section of the Parliamentary Elections
Middlesex . kentleman . April 7 : K . and F Bastard , soli

REPORTS OF SALES. Act 1868. The 11th section of that Act dealscitors , 2, Brabant-court, London ,
CORK (Henry M .) , Woodford Fa - an , Plympton St. Mary, with the trial of election petitions, and the 16th
Devon, yeom :n . April 5 ; Deane and Co. Solicitors, 14, Monday, March 16 . clauso provides that if, upon the application ofSouth -square . Gray' s - inn , London ,

By Messrs. DEBENHAM , Tawson, and FARMER, on the any party , it appears to the court that the caseCORNWALL (Geo ), Park view , near Bandon , Cork , late of
Premises .108, Jermyn -street, Middlesex , a maior in H . M .' s 9rd raised can be conveniently stated as a special case ,Finsbury . - Tabernacle -square , the lease of the ApolloRegimentof Highlanders . March 30 ; Dean and Co. Soli.

Works, area 6500 feet. term 77 years - sold for £1020 .citors, 14 , South - quare , Gray's- inn , London .
the courtmay direct it to be stated , and any such

CROSLEY ( Jas. , Lee s. chemist onidraggist. March 81 ; Tuesday, March 17 . special case may be heard by the court , and the
Henry Snowdon , solicitor, Leens. ByMessrs. DEBESHAM , TEwBox,and FARMER , at the Mart. I decision of the court shall be final, and the court

DYTE (Henry ), jate of 6 , King's Bench -walk , Temple, The reversion to leasehold and freehold houses in Holborn ,
is to certify its determination to the Speaker ofLondon . und 12, Wa' erloo -road , formerly of 6 , Tillots on Brompton , and Whitechapel, yielding 2470 per annum ,

pace, Warerloo Brilge . Surrey , gentleinan . April 15 ; life agd 70 yearg - sold for 2000 . the House of Commons. The judges upon the
Wm . Venn, solicitor, % , New -inn , Strand , Middlesex . Belgravia . - Ecclestoo -street, Last, two sets of stabinz, & c . , rota are to hear and try the petition ; but the

EDEN (Sir Wm . ), Bart , windliest ne, Durbam May 1 ; torm 21 ) ears - sold for 2500.
Watkins, Baker, and Baylis, solicitors, 11, Sackville presentmotion is to take the case outof the order

street, London . of hearing before a judge in the country , and to
ELLIOTT (Andrew , otherwise Andrew Corrig , or Corrie ), make it, as it were, a question for demurrer, as

155, Belgrave -street , Balsali Heath , nea : Birmingham , ELECTION LAW .gentleman . Mayl ; D . Dimbleby, solicitor, 15 , Bennett 's contradistinguished from a case atNisi Prius, and
hili, Birmingham , there is every reason why that application should

FRIEND (Geo ) , formerly of 17 , Canonbury Park , Islington , COURT OF COMMON PLEAS (IRELAND). be in strictness heard and decided by a judge of
Middlesex , late of 1, Magdalen - teriace , St . Leonard ' s -on
Sea , Sussex. April 15 ; Johnson and Coute , solicitors, ll, (From the Irish Law Times.) the Court of Common Pleas , and even by the full
Wardrobe-place , Doctor' s . commons, London . (Before Dowse, B ., in Chamber.) court. I have no jurisdiction except that con

GREEN (St. John ), formerly & Lieutenant in H . M . ' s 13th ferred by the statute . The court that directs theRegiment of L . I., late of Bedford , Esq . May 30 ; Jas . Saturlay, Feb . 28.
Pearse , solicitor, Bedford, case to be stated is the court that finally decides

GRIEVES (Richard ), 2, Pruhoe -place , Newcastle-upon O 'DONEL V . TIGHE AND ANOTHER . - SHIEL v . the case ; and on referring to the interpretation
Tyne, gentleman . May 1 ; J . G . and J . Joel, solicitors, 1, ENNIS AND ANOTHER .
Newgate -street, Newcastle upon Tyne, clause of the Act, the word “ court " is defined to

31 & 32 Vict. c. 125, 8 . 11, c. 16 – 37 General RulesHAZELDINE (Anu ), Danem e . God tone, Surrey, widow . mean the Court of Common Pleas at Dublin .
May 31 ; C . We lborne, solicitor, 17, Duke-street, London . 1868 -- Juristliction of judge on the rota , not being Under the provisions of the Common Law Pro
bridge, London ,

HENDERSON ( John ), Amble, Northumberland, fish curer . a judge of the Common Pleas. cedure Act this word “ court " generally means
April 1 ; Allan and Davies, solicitor, 23, Granger-street, | Motion to have the case raised by a Parliamentary the full court, though there are cases where it
Newcastle upon Tyne. election petition stated as a special case refused , has been held to be applicable to a judge. TheHENLEY (Sarah F . , Tuornton -villa , Richmond-hill. Clifton ,
Bristol. April 12 : Su man , Henley , and Co., Eolic tois, the motion beingmade to a judge on the rota as Parliamentary Elections Act 1868 gives the judges
85 , Lincoln sion fide, London . election judge who was not a judge af the Court full power to make general orders, which are to

HOLLOWAY Jane ). Brewer' s -green , Wallington Surrey , of Common Pleas, instead of being made to the have a statutory force. These rules so made are
widow , wadding and mattress manufacturer . April 10 ;
J .Murray, soliciter, 7 , Whitehal -place, London . Court of Common Pleas, or to a judge of that copied totidem verbis from the English rules, the

Johnsox (Robert ', forineriy of Pageant' s Wharf, Rother court on the rota in chamber . judges wisely doing so for the sake of uniformity.
h the, Surrey , and late of Forst Villa, Queen ' s road ,
Buckhurs: -hi, Essex , timber merchant. May 5 ; R . and APPLICATIONS on behalf of the petitioners in the Rule 37 prescribes that the application is be made
A . Russell, solicitors, 69 , Coleman - t eet, London . Mayo County and Athlone County Election Peti. | to the Court of Common Pleas when sitting,which

KINGDON (John H . . formerly of Ohipping Norton , Oxlord , tions respectively, to have special cases stated | I take to mean the full court ; but, considering
wine merchant, lace of 19, The Grove, Boltons, South
Kensington . June 30 ; A . L . and A . C . Rawlinson , pursuant to the provisions of 31 & 32 Vict. o . 125 , | that election petitions arise suddenly, and that
solicitors , Chipping Norton , 8 . 11, c. 16 , which provides : “ Where, upon the the Court of Common Pleas only sits in banco for

Lucas (Horatio J .) . , Westbourne- terrace, Hyde- park ,
and 13 , New Broad street , London , merchant. April 22 ; application ofany party to a petition made in the about twelve weeks in the year, the rule the
Sampon , Sanuel and Emanuel, solicitors, 36 , Finsbury prescribed manner to the court, it appears to the provides that, if not before the court-- that 15,
circus , London , court that the case raised by the petition can be supposing the full conrt not to be available - the

LUDLOW (Rev. John T .) , formerly of Compton Greenfield , conveniently stated as a special case, the court application may be made before a judge
Gloucester . April 6 ; J . Croke and Sons, solicitors ,
Shannon - court. Corn street, Bristol. may direct the same to be stated accordingly ,and chamber. But it seems to me that the words

LUER (Cla. . A . W .), ArundelWharf House , Strand, Mid . any such special case shall, as far as may be, be judge ” there mean a judge of the Court of Com
dlesex, coal merchant. April 1l ; G . R . Inns, solicitor, heard before the court, and the decision of the mon Pleas in chamber ; and I think that the thi
106 , Fenchurch -street, London .

LUNYI88 (Jas ', Halesworth , Suffolk , yeoman . Ayril 4 ; court shall be final, and the court shall certify to learned judges who drew up the rule so intende :
Cross and Ram , solicitors . Halesworth . the Speaker its determination in reference to such I am strengthened in that opinion because the

MEYER (Ge ) ), Victoria Hotel, Sheffield , hotel keeper.
April : 0 ; Smith and Hinde, solicitors , 17 , Bank-street, special case .” The same point arising in both | 44th General Order, in providing for interlocutory
Sheffield | applications, they were, at the request of the motions, prescribes that they may be dealt wi:

NORRIS Wm . ), late of the Crescent, Anglesey, near Gog court, argued together by the respective counsel. before a judge of the rota “ if practicable, and,
port, Southampton , formerly a captain in H . M .' s Rifle
Brigade. April 30 ; 'Oliver and Son , solicitors, 61, Carey Armstrong, Serjt., for petitioners in the Mayo not, before any judge at chamber.” There,
Street, Lincoln 's Inn , London. case, and (with him David Fitzgerald) for peti. | word “ any ” is used. Another difficulty I feelNorth (Cnas. ), Chesterfeld , high bailiff. June 80 : W . and tioners in the Athlone case. By 44th General ( that supposing I were to entertain the appeal
B . Wake, solicitors, Castle Court, Sheffield .

PAINTER ( Thos .), formerly of Uffington , Berks, late of Order, it is provided that “ all interlocutory question , has the party against whom I would .is
Uxmore Farm , Ipsden , Oxford, farmer . May 1 ; Crowdy | tions and matters, except as to the sufficiency of case decide the opportunity of controlling
and Son , solicitors , Faringdon , burks.

PARKER Rev. Edwin J . , B . D ., vicar of Waltham St. Law . the security, shallbe heard and disposed of before decision ? There is no appeal given . Sot
reace , Berl s . Arril 30 ; Oliverand Sons , 61, Carey -street, | a judge, who shall have the same control over the on the present application, I were to
Lincoln sinn , middlesex . proceedings under the Parliamentary Elections order to state a case , and if , when it came

PHILIPS (Henry K . B ), Sparshoult , near Wantage, Berks,
farmer. April 99 : George Sheppard, Esq. , Warblington, Act 's in the ordinary | the court , it were contended that I had no pueden
near Havant, Hants. | proceedings of the Superior Courts, and such | diction to make the order , and if the court

e an

ne before
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to allow that objection,whatwould be the result ? | avoidable absence without the present inconve. COMPANY LAW .
I am not ambitious to andertake duties not im - pient process of application to the Home Office .
posed upon meby tbe terms of the statute, whilst In fact, that they should be in the relationship of NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.at the same time I am willing to do whatever is chief and puisne judges. In such case I would

imposed on me. There being no appeal if I were suggest , further, that the second judge, as is now SHAPES - TRANSFER - LIABILITY TO FUTURE
to grant the order , and entertaining as I do , not the assistant- judge , should be appointed by the | CALLS--RIGHT OF TRANSFEREE TO INDEMNITY.
indeed a positive opinion , but a grave doubt as to Crown, and so the present obstacle to promotion - Plaintift, the holder of a number of shares (not

my jurisdiction , I sball make no rule on these be removed , which practically excludes the very fully paid ' up ) in a joint stock company, sold

applications, saying nothing as to costs. persons who have the best title to it -- that of twenty of them to the defendant in Dec. 1865 ,

No rule. knowledge acquired by experience and the claim the transfer to the defendant being duly exe

Attorney for petitioners in both cases, Dillon . of long and faithful service." cuted and registered ; and in March 1866 , the
Attorney for respondents in Mayo case, Griffin defendant transferred these shares to one M ., in

and Plunkett . whose namethey were et the same time registered .

Attorneys for respondents in Athlone case,
OXFORD CIRCUIT - STAFFORD . In April 1866 the company stopped paymont, and

Costello . Saturday, March 14. in May 1866 an order for compulsorily winding

(Before Lord COLERIDGE.) it up was made. In July 1866 an A . list of con

tributories (i.e., of actually existing members)
MAGISTRATES' LAW . Stealing as a bailee. was made out on which M . was placed in respect

MARGARET HANDSBURY was indicted for stealing ,
of the twenty shares ; and in Oct. of the same

JUDGES AT THE MIDDLESEX SESSIONS. 1 O ' Hara .as a bailee, the sum of £14 , the moneys of Patrick year M . executed a deed of inspectorship under

MR. SERJEANT Cox writes to the Times : “ Sir, the 192nd section of the Bankruptcy Act 1861,
Underhill prosecuted .

A Bill is about to be submitted to Parliament to and the liquidator proved under the deed for the
Young defended the prisoner .

regulate the salary of the Assistant-Judge. Per. amount of the calls , but nothing was paid . The
The facts of the case were these : The prisoner

mit me, through your influential columns, to was an old woman verging on eighty years ofage, A . list of contributories being unable to satisfy

prefer the claim of the Second Court to be pro man verging on eignty years of age, the contributions required, a B . list of contribn .
who lived at Wednesbury , and the prosecutor was

tories was made out, consisting of persons whovided for in the same enactment. Having for a young Irish labourer who lodged in her house. |
had not ceased to be members for a period of onenearly five years discharged the duties of judge In the early part of the year the prosecutor had

of that court, I am enabled to state the facts, saved a sum of £12 in gold , which he was in the year or upwards prior to the commencement of

which will, doubtless, be a surprise to your habit of carrying about with him , having nowhere the winding -up , and both plaintiff and defendant
were placed on this list. In Dec. 1867 defendantreaders . In this Second Court there are tried to put it. The prisoner represented to him that
executed a deed of inspectorship under the 192ndyearly upwards of 600 prisoners. One-eighth of this was an unsafe proceeding on his part, and sug
section of the Bankruptcy Act 1861. In Marchthe crime of England and Wales sent to a jury is gested that she should keep his money for him .
1869 a call was made on the defendant of £40 per

disposed of at these sessions, and the offences are This offer the prosecutor accepted and gave her
not of the same petty character as are those the £12, which she put into a box, on the terms, share, and the liquidator proved against his

estate, but nothing was paid . By a compromiseusually dealt with at quarter sessions. Metro- as he said , that she should keep it safe for him
with the liquidator , which was sanctioned by thepolitan crime bas many peculiar features . It and give it him when he wanted it . Subsequently ,
oourt, the plaintiff paid the official liquidator £15includes an extraordinary number of ingeninge on different occasions, he gave the prisoner two

frauds , often involving difficult and complicated more sovereigns to take charge of. On the 3rd defendant to recover the amount so paid . Heldper share, and now brought an action against the

questions of law and fact. To deal satisfactorily March prosecutor's cousin , John O 'Hara, came
with London crime demands much knowledge of to borrow & sovereign, whereupon the prosecutor Bench ), that the defendant was bound to indem .(affirming the judgment of the Court of Queen 's

localities, persons, the habits, the practices, and asked the prisoner to fetch him one of his
even the faces of its habitual criminals, such as sovereigns to lend to his cousin . The prisoner twenty shares made after the transfer of them bynify the plaintiff against all calls in respect of the

can be acquired only by long experience. Skilled then said that she had put the money into the
the plaintiff to the defendant, and that the

police magistrates dispose of all the more simple Post Office Savings Bank for him , and would show
inspectorship deed executed by the defendant was

and trifling casos,and those aloneare sentfor trial him the book on the following day . However,
no defence to the action ,as the plaintiff could notwhich have in them something special. Hence it several days elapsed and the prisoner did not

not have proved under it . (Kellock v. Enthoven , 30is that in the importance and difficulty of its produce the book , and eventually these proceed - L . T . Rep . N . S . 68 . Ex. Ch .)
business, as well as in the number of cases tried , ings were taken . Upon the opening of the case by
this court is second only to the Central Criminall the learned counsel for the prosecution,
Court. Young raised the objection that there was no RAILWAY COMPANIES.

“ The sessions are held fortnightly throughout bailment within themeaning of the statute ; that
the year, with three exceptions, when there is an the prisoner' s position with respect to the prose | A SPECIAL generalmeeting of the Railway Share

inverval or a fortnight. Usually they occupy one l entor was similar to that of a banker towards holders' Association , for obtaining the repeal or

whole week , and often extend far into the next. his customers, as the prisoner had no duty to do the railway passenger duty, was held on Tuesday

I havo I have now sat for five years Lanything with ' the money but keep it that is be | last at the Cannon -street Hotel ; Sir A . Brady in
without a single holiday, and in that time have a banker herself ; and that it was not the same the chair .

tried upwards of 4000 criminals . And for all this as if she had it for some specific purpose. Mr. Mr. H . S . Ellis , the hon . secretary, having read
the payment is 5 gaineas per day. In no year has Young cited the case of Reg. v . Arden (12 Cox the notice convening the meeting ,

the total exceeded £650 , that is to say , just one. Crim . Cas. 512) , in which the prisoner had been The Chairman stated the objecü of the meeting,

half the salary of a police magistrate, and not one. intrusted with money to pay for coal, but instead which was to consider a memorial to the Chan

half that of a County Court judge. Of the other of doing so , had appropriated it to his own use, cellor of the Exchequer for the repeal of the pas
dalsenger duty . He hoped that every railway sharequalifications required for a judge in such a court and on these facts was held rightly convicted of

it would not becomeme to speak. larceny as a bailee ; also Reg v . Henderson (11son du holder in the room would sign the memorial which

“ I venture to appeal to Parliament and to the Cox Crim . Cas.) , where the prisoner was intrusted lay on the table for signature . The tax wasmuch
public alike against the amount and the manner with two brooches , on the termsthat if he did not more injurious to the travelling public than many

of payment. The judge of the second court of sell them within a certain timehe was to return person1 persons supposed .

these sessions -- the second criminal court in them to the bailor . He did not sell them within Mr. Parkes read the report of the association ,
England is the only judge in England paid by the stipulated time, but after that had expired | claiming the cordial support of all classes of

the day, and there is no other judge, nor even a pawned them , and was held rightly convicted oficted of railway shareholders in its endeavours to obtain
recorder, who is not rewarded more liberally. larceny - in order to show that to constitute a the repeal of the railway passenger dnty. It

“ I have no personalmotive for submitting this bailment the goods mustbe delivered to the bailee stated that the experiment of conveying pas
complaint. I have undertaken the office becansel for a specific purpose. Mr. Y sengers or

I li e employment, and I would willingly dis - to Reg. v . Hassall (Cox Crim . Cas) , to show that148
at stage coaches, initiated by the Liverpool and

charge its duties were it only a post of honour. a person under an obligation to return a sum of Manchester, and Stockton and Darlington Rail.

But I ask for a revision of the present manner money, but not the specific coins, is not indict ways, having succeeded , the railway system began

and amount of remuneration for the honour of all able as a bailee under the statute. to develope in 1832 by the promotion of the

judges, for the credit of this court, in the interest His LORDSHIP said this was surely the ordinary
London and Birmingham Railway, and Parliament,

of my successors, and as due to the administra . naked bailment defined by Lord Holt in Coggs v. apprehensive of the loss of revenue from the
tion of justice. Bernard (2 Lord Raymond , 909) as the delivery of transfer of passenger traffic from stage coachesto

“ The suggestion I would respectfully offer is an article to the bailee to keep and return it. The railways, imposed in that year on railway com .
that the assistant judge should receive the pro . I point as to the delivery of specific coins did not | panies a duty of sd . per mile for every four pas.

posed salary of £1500 per annum ; that the judge arise in the present case , as, according to the evil sengn the evil i sengers. In 1812 the duty was altered to 5 per cent.

of the second court should be constituted such , dence of the prosecutor, he asked prisoner to give upon the receipts from passengers ofnll classes. In

eo nomine, and receive a salary not less than him oneof his own sovereigns to lend to his cousin .
1844 exemption (under certain conditions ) was

thatofa police magistrate ; that the judges should The jury convicted the prisoner , and the judge granted from the duty in respectofpassenger traffic
co -ordinate jurisdiction , so that either may I sentenced her to six months' imprisonment with when the fare did not exceer 1d . perme. The

at any time act for the other in illness or un - ' hard labour .
duty on stage carriages was finally abolished on

the 31st Dec. 1869. The Inland Revenue Depart .
ment contended that the exemption from duty in

BOROUGH QUARTER SESSIONS. respect of fares not exceeding id. per mile could
only be allowed under certain conditions , theWhatnotice ofWhen holden .Borough . Recorder , Clerk of the Peace.appealto be given . principal of which was that the train should stop
at every station . The duty was disadvantageous

Berwick -on - Tweed Thursday, April 2.. Wm . T.Greenhow , Esq ... ! 5 days ............ S . Sanderson . to the public. Railways and , in fact, almost
Bolton .. .. .. .. Thursday, April 9 . .. . Samuel Pope, Esq ., Q .C . 10 days ............ John Gordon . all public works in this country for the accommo.
Canterbury Wednesday, April 8 George Francis , Esq . .. .. .. i Statutory. Herbert T . Sankey .

ey. I dation of trade had been made by private enterMonday , April 13 ,Carmarthen B . Thos. Williams, Esq .... | 10 days John H . Barker .

Chester Thuræday, April 9 .. . Horatio Lloyd , Esq. . ... .. : 14 days John Walker . prise. If the railways had been left to the

Colchester Friday, April 10 . . .. . . F . A . Philbrick , Esq., Q . C . 8 days John S . Birnes . Government to construct, very few indeed would
Dartmouth Friday, March 27 . .. . A . Wm . Beetham , Esq . . .. | 10 days .. . William Smitb . have been in existence at the present time, and
Doncaster . . Wednesday, April 1 , Edgar J . Meynell, Esq. ... 10 days .. Edward Nicholson , the progress of the country woull have been
Dover . .. . .. . .. . Monday, March 30 Harry B , Poland , Esq . ... 2 days .. .... .. .. .. E . M . Ledger. greatly retarded . Means of rapid locomotion for
Faversham Monday, April 6 ... G . E . Dering , Esq. . .. F . F . Giraud .

Tuesday, March 31Gloucester. . C . S . Whitmore, Esq ., Q . C . Statutory..... Francis W . Jones . transaction of business , for reeidential purposes ,

King' s Lynn . .. . Thursday , April 16 .. | D . Brown, Esq ., Q .C . ..... F . G . Archer. and for health were a necessity in the present
Kingston -on - Hull . Thursday, April 9 .. . S . Warren , Esq., Q . C ....... Statutory ... R . Champney . condition of the nation , and whatever tended to
Leeds .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Saturday, April 11 10 days Charles Bulmer . limit the facilities and power of a railway company
Newcastle -on - Type W . D Seym ur, Esq ., Q . C . 14 days .. Jobn Clayton , to supply those means of locomotion was detri
Richmond (Yorks Friday , April 10 ..... Wm . N . Lawson , Esq . ... 1 day C . George Croft .

Rochester .. ... .. .... Francis Barrow , Esq ..
mental to the public. A portion of the public

Friday, April 10 ... 8 days ... .. Wm . W . Hayward .
Southampton ...... Monday, April 13 Tbomas Gunner , Esq .... ... 1 Ed. Coxwell . would receive an immediate benefit from the re .

Wigan . .. . Wednesday, April 29 ... Joseph Catterall, Esq. ... Thomas Heald . moval of the duty. The duty was oppressive on

LU 2
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railway shareholders. Although the metropolitan / unaltered . Ho understood , also, that the new Fardell for the trustee.
lines were the most aggrieved , the inequality of treaty would be oneof navigation as well as com . Marten opened the groceedingsby stating the
the tax pressed on all the lines having suburban merce . Our Governmenthad concluded a supple. facts ; whereupon
services. It was idle to call railways monopolies, mentary convention which gave some further pro His HONOUR called upon
the companies having paid most liberally for thotection to trade marks, and it was satisfactory to ! DeGex and Ford North , who contended that the
property they had taken , and generally had by hear that the international commission on the decision of the learned judge of the Manchester
their works caused a large increase in the value Suez Canal had recommended that the lovying of County Court was correct, upon the ground that
of the estates through which their lines passed . dues on the gross tonnage should be abandoned . there was neither an assignment nor agreement
The public and companies suffered alike in some | The appointment of the railway commission also to assign the property to the surviving partners
respects from the duty . When the third class would be beneficial. With respect to a Tribunals on the death of either of the other two, and in
fare exceeded 1d . per mile the great bulk of of Commerce Bill, he regretted that private mem . | support of the contention cited numerous cases..
that class of traffic was still carried by the bers of Parliament had notbeen able to deal with His HONOUR, without hearing a reply, held
parliamentary traing. Those trains at some the subject satisfactorily , owing to the rule which that the creditors of the four partners were at
seasons were crowded to excess , to the great in . I prevented the Bills of such members coming on liberty to sue the representatives of the deceased
convenience of the traveller and of the company, after half-past twelve o 'clock . The chairman partners and the continuing partners , but had no
causing confusion, risk of accidents, and un concluded by an expression of regret at the right to apply any particular assets in discharge
punctuality . The contention of the Commis. lamented death of Mr. Lupton , of Leeds, one of their debts. The representatives of the de
sioners of Inland Revenue before referred to of thehonoured founders of the association . ceased partners had no claim to the partnership
obstructed any arrangements for a substantial The motion for the adoption of the report having assets until the joint debtswere all paid . At the
remedy of this inconvenience. The duty pressed been seconded by Mr. Behrens, of Bradford , was time of the bankruptcy the continuing partners
most heavily on the southern lines , upon which carried unanimously .

who were liable for all the debts, were in posses

the passenger traffic greatly exceeded the goods THE DEBTORS' ACT. sion of the partnership property, and the only

traffic. The association trusted that every share. | Mr. Staples, of Leeds, movod " That the way of administering the estate was to treat all

holder would communicate with his representative | Debtors' Act 1869 , sect. 5, sub -sect. 2 , throwing the creditors as if they had all proved their

in Parliament, and urge upon them the considera . | the burden of proof of a debtor 's ability to pay on claims under the bankruptoy . There was no

tion of this important question , and solicit their the plaintiff is , in its operation , unjustand unrea . foundation for the question raised by the special

support of the total and unconditional repeal of sonable ; and it is the opinion of this association case, and the order was therefore varied by

the duty. Hehoped that every shareholder would that the onus of proof of inability to pay should answering the special case in the negative. The

sign the memorial. A copy of it would be sent to be upon the defendant, whose non -appearance costs of all parties to come out of the estate .

every shareholder in Great Britain for signature, when summoned should be contempt of court."

to be returned by post to the association. He The present law placed the plaintiff at a great

then moved a formal resolution to the effect that disadvantage, as, in many cases, it was impossible
Tuesday, March 17 .

the meeting approved the memorial, and that it for him to prove the debtor's ability to pay .
(Before Mr. Registrar Roche, sitting as Chief

be presented to the Chancellor of the Exchequer. Mr. Hurst, of Leeds, seconded the motion ,
Judge.) :

Mr. Morgan seconded the resolution , remarking whicb , on a division , was carried by 39 to 1. Re BARRETT.
that no property in the country was so badly BANK CHARTER ACT. Injunction - Discretion of court- Fraud of debtor

represented in Parliament as railway property , Mr. Barker, of Sheffield, moved & resolution to - Composition .
although apparently there were so many members the effect that the association was of opinion that | THIS was an application on behalf of Mr. J. J .

to represent it. (Hear, hear.) the subject of the Bank Charter Act 1844 ,was Barrett , surgeon , of Balham , for an injunction to
A discussion ensued, in which Mr. Hale,Mr. worthy of the consideration of a select committee | restrain proceedings in an action brought by Mr.

Castleman, the Rev. Mr. Hodgson , Mr. Wright, of the House of Commons, or of a Royal commis. Albert Flaming , solicitor, for the recovery of a
and other shareholders, took part. The resolution sion ; and that a memorial be presented to her sum of £54.
was carried unanimously . Majesty 's ministers embodying the resolution as Washington supported the application.
Mr. Adams then moved a resolution to the an expression of theopinion of the association Plumtree opposed it.

effect “ that copies of the memorial to the Chan . In the discussion which followed ,Mr.Mundella It would appear that in July last the debtor
cellor of the Exchequer be sent to every director suggested that the association should draw the presented a petition to this court under the
and shareholder for signature, to be returned at attention of the Chancellor of the Exchequer to arrangement clauses, and at the first meeting of

once to the association , requesting each share the necessity of inquiring into the Bank Charter creditors a resolution was passed , and afterwards
holder to ask the members representing him in Act, but not propound any theory of their own. duly confirmed , to accept a composition of 3s. 68 .
Parliament to vote for the repealof the passenger The resolution was carried . in the pound. At that time Mr. Fleming was &

duty . ” Many other important questions were also con . creditor for £66 in respect of law costs ; he
Mr. Ball seconded the resolution, and it was sidered . proved his debt, opposed the registration of

carried unanimously . the resolution, but ultimately received his divi.

Mr. Castleman proposed a vote of thanks to the dend. In opposition to the application , it was

chairman for presiding, and to the hon . secretary BANKRUPTCY LAW . contended that, the debt having been contracted

for his able services. The resolution was carried by fraud , the creditor was not bound by the reso .

unanimously , and the proceedings then termi. NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. lution . With reference to the charge of fraud,

nated .
DEBTOR'S SUMMONS - NON -PAYMENT UNDER - the evidence showed that Mr. Fleming had been

PETITION DISMISSED BY CONSENT - FRAUD employed by the debtor as his solicitor in reference
SECOND PETITION — THE BANKRUPTCY RULES, I to the sale of some property of which he professed

MERCANTILE LAW .
R 39. - Prior to the hearing of a bankruptcy peti. I to be the owner. A purchaser having been found ,

tion an arrangementwas entered ir to between the the debtor admitted that the property did not

petitioning creditor and the debtor, by which the belong to him at all, but explained that he had

ASSOCIATED CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE . | petition was dismissed as for want of prosecution | acted in the matter under the authority of his

THE annualmeeting of the Associated Chambers in consideration of thein consideration of the debtor having promised to fatber, who was tho real owner. Mr. Fleming

of Commerce of the United Kingdom commenced give security for the debt. The debtor having thereupon declined to act for the debtor any

on Tuesday last and continued on the two failed to give the agreed security , the creditor , by further, and, having received the dividend upon

following days ,at the Westminster Palace Hotel, leave of the court, presented a second petition the amount of his debt, sued him for the balance .

Mr. Sampson S . Lloyd, M . P ., in the chair. There based upon the sameact of bankruptcy . It being the allegation of fraud was denied on the part of

was a large attendance of delegates from various objected on behalf of the debtor that the act of the debtor.

parts of the country. bankruptcy had been purged by the dismissal of | Plumtree, in the course ofhis argument, pointed
The London agent (Mr. Hole) read the report. | the first petition : Held , that the petitioning out that,by the 15th section of the Debtors' Act,

which dwelt on the following questions : Bank: creditor was, under the circumstances, entitled to a debtormaking a composition with his creditors

ruptcy , Law Amendment, Tribunals of Commerce present the second petition : ( Exc parte Love, re | remained liable for the unpaid balance of any
Bill, Registration of Trade Marks Bill. Registra . | Jagger, 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 71. Bank .) debt incurred by fraud , “ provided the defrauded
tion of Firms Bill. Railway and Canal Act. Bank LIQUIDATION - BANK OF DEPOSIT -- VERBAL | creditor had not assented to the arrangement or

Charter Act, Income Tax, Trade with Spain and ASSENT TO . - The provisions of ss. 20 , 30 , of the composition otherwise than by proving his debt

Portugal, Adhesive Stamps on Bills of Exchange , Bankruptcy Act 1869, and the 109th rule, with and accepting dividends."

Bills of Lading, Charges by Receivers of Wrecks, respect to the duty of a trustee under a bank . His HONOUR , in giving judgment, said the

Merchant Sbʻpping, Supply of Sails for the Mer• ruptcy to audit his accounts, and pay all moneys statute gave the court power to restrain any act

cantile Marino ,Suez Canal Dues,Minister of Com . into the Bank of England unless otherwise which might be broughtagainst a debtor, but the
merce, French Chamber of Commerce, Imperial directed by the creditors, or the committee of jurisdiction must be exercised with discretion .

and Local Taxation , & c . The report added that inspection , apply also to liquidations by arrange- Having regard to the decided cases, he thought

the Parliamentary session of 1873, like its pre ment. Under a liquidation , however, it is not in the creditor had a right to try the question as to

decessors, bad not been fruitful of measures every instance necessary , under sect. 125, cl. 8 , by the alleged fraud in a court of common law . The

affecting commerce. Though the production and formalresolution to prescribe the bank into whichescribe the bank into which application would therefore be refused.
export of one or two important branches ofmang the moneys are to be paid if the evidence clearly

facture exhibited a diminution , the council be. shows that the creditors have assented to and

lieved that the year had, on the whole, been one
le course he trustee : ( E . HALIFAX COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.

of extensive productions, though, from the great parte . Old , re Bright, 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 72 .

want of prices, not one of great profit to the mer . Bank.)
Tuesday, March 10 .

cantile and manufacturing cominunity generally . ( Before Mr. Registrar RANKIN (sitting for the

The total number of chambers now in union with COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
Judge.)

the association was forty -nine.
Monday, March 9 .

Ex parte HARPER and ANOTHER v. OGDEN and

The chairman , in moving the adoption of the MAUDE.

report and statement of accounts , expressed his (Before the CHIEF JUNGE.) Hearing petition for adjudication - Act of bank .

own and the council's satisfaction that the associa Ex parte FURNESS AND OTHERS ; Re J . A . ruptcy on debtor' s summons--- Notice to dispute

tion had met again in undiminished numbers. The SIMPSON, SONS, AND Co . act of bankruptcy only - Proof required of
principle advocated by the association received Bankruptcy - Partnership - Surviving partners petitioning creditor's debt - Time for issuing

substantial support from chambers of commerre , Partnership assets . debtor' s summons.

and was thoroughly self-supporting from a finan . This was an appealfrom the decision of the Judge England for petitioning creditors.
cial point of view . If the association could not of the Manchester County Court upon a special Horace Smith for debtor Ogden .
point to any large measure of reform during the case stated for his opinion in the above liquida Godfrey Rhodes , for debtor Maude, not heard ,

past year, there were one or two subjects which tion . The case was reported in the LAW TIMES not having given notice to dispute.
afforded matter for congratulation . Whether the of 14th inst. The facts of the case were shortly these : The

new French treaty would be as satisfactory as Marten , Q . C . and Ambrose appeared for the petitioning creditors are maltsters, and the

that which M . Thiers contemplated had to be appellants, the creditors of the two partners. debtors brewers, at Halifax, and the creditors

determined , but it was satisfactory to hear that "DeGex , Q . C .and Ford North for therespondents, had supplied the debtors with malt and hops in

the rates of Mr. Cobden's treaty of 1860 remained ' the creditors of four partners. the course of trade. In the heading of the

ad
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Dolce

creditors' invoices it was stated that a month 's , before the court, from certain evidence then , Walpole 's estate for an order that the furniture
credit was allowed . The debt was £99 1ls. 60., I giren , it appeared that the bankrupt had removed was in the debtor's possession order or disposition

for goods sold , & c . Goods for about £74 of this certain boxes of goods from his premises. within the meaning of the 15th section of the
had been enpplied previonsly to and on the 16th His Honour thereupon recommended that the Bankruptcy Act 1869, and passed to the trustees
Jan . last, the rest afterwards. On the 17th Feb . bankrupt be prosecuted , but the trustees having for the benefit of and formed part of his estate.
demand was made of the whole of the debt. It no funds in hand , were unable at that time to do F . Acton , of Nottingham , for the trustee under
appeared by affidavit filed that both of the debtors so . The matter then stood over, none of the Corby' s estate , showed cause . — The debtor is not
thereupon refused to pay the debt. The same crediturs (except the oneabove referred to ) having a trader, and the 15th section has no operation .
day (17th Feb .) a debtor' s summons was issued been paid. On the 29th July last, however, the The agreement gives Corby and Co , a right to

and duly served , and no notice having been given trustees, from certain information then received , take possession on Walpole calling his creditors
for more than seven days of any application to seized a large stock of drapery from the bank together , and the case is governed by Ec parte
dismiss the summons, a petition for adjudication rupt's premises at Friendly House, Grantham , Emerson , re Hawkins (41 L . J ., N . S . 20) .

- alleging the default in paying or securing the aforesaid . The bankruptcy being still in con - J. Bright, contra . - The debtor describes him .
debt due on the summons as the act of bank . tinuance , the bankrupt not having obtained his self as formerly carrying on business as a mat.

ruptcy - was filed , and duly served , and a day discharge, and he trading at the time in his own tress manufacturer, and there are now debts
fixed for the hearing. The debtor Maude gave no name. Since that timethere had been a consider- owing by him which were or had been incurred
notice of disputing the adjudication . The debtor | able amount of litigation going on in thematter, then . The case is distinguishable from Ec parte

Ogden gave notice of disputing the act of bank . the bankrupt having filed a petition for liquida Emerson . In that it was a mere hiring, in this,
ruptcy only . tion of his affairs in the Nottingham County in fact, it is a conditional sale . Thehiring could

On the hearing this day H . Smith proposed to Court (which proceedings were afterwards trans- not be terminated whilst the instalments were
show that there was no debt due sufficient to ferred to the Manchester Court) , under which duly paid . If all the instalments but one had

support the petition , whereupon England ob certain trustees were appointed , they laying claim been paid , could Corby and Co. claim the furni.
jected to the court entering upon that inquiry , to the property in question . The property was ture on Walpole then instituting proceedings in

no notice having been given of disputing the also claimed by one Brown (an alleged partner), liquidation ? I think not. The agreement should
petitioning creditor 's debt, andhe quoted cases in and a bill of sale holder (one Thos. Rees, solicitor) , be registered under the Bills of Sale Act. The
support of his argument, but it did not appear the latter claim being for £1000. case is governed by Darby v . Smith (8 T . R . 82) .
whether in those cases the act of bankruptcy was After thematter had been thoroughly discussed, After Walpole , the debtor, had been examined
founded on a debtor's summons. his Honour held, that the property seized by as to his debts and business transactions during

The REGISTRAR. -- I should be governed by the trustees belonged to them , and ordered , first, the last three years ,
those cases if the act of bankruptcy in the pre. that the fund be applied in paying the creditors of The REGISTRAR found , as a fact, that he was

sent instance were one of those specified in sub . the bankrupt in full ; secondly , that the trustees a trader within the meaning of the 15th section
sections 1, 2 , 3, 4 or 5 , of the 6th section of be allowed their costs ; and, thirdly, that the of the Bankruptcy Act 1869, and held that the
the Act. Those acts of bankruptcy are ea ch bankrupt be prosecuted out of the said fund , and furniture was in the debtor 's possession order or
single in substance, and quite distinct from , and that the balance be paid into the Manchester disposition, and passed to the trustee under

independent of a petitioning creditor's debt, court to abide the decision on further claims. Walpole's estate for the benefit of his creditors.
and therefore if adjudication in such cases be R . Toynbee appeared for the trustees, Messrs.
opposed , notice should be given to dispute the Jay and Lister.

debt (if so intended ) as well as the act of bank W . T. Page for certain claimants . LEGAL NEWS.
ruptcy . But here the act of bankruptcy under Palmer (of counsel) for the alleged partner and
sub-section 6 is composed of many items, each of bill of sale holder. THE TICHBORNE CASE AND THE RULES OF
which must be proved to make up altogether the EVIDENCE. - Mr. Fitzjames Stephen , in a letter
act of bankruptcy . You must prove that a suffi. to the Pall MallGazette, says : “ The relation of
cient debt was due, that demand was made for NOTTINGHAM BANKRUPTCY COURT. the Tichborne case, both to the legal rules of evi.
payment, that in default of payment a summons Monday , March 16. dence and to its rational principles is a very
was issued and duly served , and that the seven (Beforo Mr. REGISTRAR PATCHITT, sitting as Youcurious matter, which I cannot discuss at present
days had clapsed without payment of, or security ! I will confine myself to saying that for some

Judge. )
for, the same. Therefore , notice of disputing i reason or other the ordinary rules appear by
this particular act of bankruptcy comprises inin ! Re F . WALPOLE ; Ex parte YOUNG AND ROGERS. common consent to have been relaxed to a re.

ating all the tems of which Bankruptcy Act 1869, s. 15 -- Reputed ownership . markable degree. If the counsel on the one side

that act is composed : of which the fact of a debt UNDER an agreement for the hire of certain furni. / and the other had insisted upon the exclusion of

being due is certainly an important one. I must ture at £2 per week , the furniture to become the all matters which are commonly excluded , the

therefore overrule Mr. England 's objection , and I property of the hirer on the payment of a certain case would have been considerably shortened . I

will take evidence as to the debt. number of instalments , on a petition for liqui. will give a single instance of what I mean . In

The account for goods sold , & c., having been dation by hirer, and the furniture being then in the early part of the charge of the Lord Chief

proved , his possession , it was held to be in his order and Justice ( p . 8 of the unabridged report) there is

H . Smith proposed to reduce the amount which disposition , and passed to his trustees, notwith - inserted at full length a letter from Sir James

could be legally inserted in the summons, by standing, tho whole of the instalments bad not Tichborne to Lady Tichborne' s father des

striking off the items dated on and after the 16th | been paid . his various domestic troubles. This is used by
January , as not being due under the heading of ' In the course of the arguments the following the Chief Justice as evidence to explain Lady
the invoice allowing a monih 's credit ; and he appear to be the facts of the case : Tichborne's character , and to show the sort

argued that the demand having been made on the Frederick Walpole, prior to Dec. 1871, carried of influences which were at work in the for
17th Feb ., and the summons issued the same on business as a mattress manufacturer, at 2 , | mation of Roger Tichborne's character. How
day, the latter was premature and invalid , as the Malin Hill, Nottingham , and then removed to this letter can have been what is technically
debtors were entitled to a reasonable period after London -road, where he carried on business as a called “ eridence" I cannot imagine. It is a
demand, within which to settle . bobbin and carriage mender, in which capacity he statement madeby the father of the man whose

The REGISTRAR. - A sufficient amount of debt employed two apprentices besides his family. identity is in question to his grandfather about

was due on the 16th Feb ., after allowing the On 1st March , 1871, Walpole hired or pur. the character of his mother, and it is used to

month 's credit. It may seem a quick movement chased some furniture of Messie. T . Corby and explain the reasons why his education followed a

to demand payment the next day, and issue a Co., under an agreement, which was as follows : / parti 'ular course . “ Hearsay " has been defined

summons immediately afterwards : 'Wat then the “ The said Thomas Corby and Co. hereby agree | in all sorts of ways, but if this is not hearsay

parties never applied . as they might have done, to to let, and the Frederick Walpole agrees to hire, nothing is. As an illustration of the difference

dismiss the summons, but let the seven days the goods specified in the schedule hereto at £2 between & strict and lax interpretation of the

allowed expire. A reasonable time, no doubt, per week . In case any of the said weekly pay . | rules of evidence, I may observe that a few days

ought to be allowed as a general rule, but in this mants shall be in arrear, or the said Frederick | ago a commonplace action was tried for the

particular case I think it might be dispensed |e dispensed | Walpole shall call his creditors together, or shall wrongful dismissalof a servant,which was justified

with , as the debtors, it appears, expressly refused |become bankrupt, compound with his creditors, on the ground that hewas habitually drunk . The
to pay : and after that could not expect further or cease to reside in his residence, then it shall be evidence of people who had known him well , and

time. Moreover. I am of opinion that the items | lawful for the said Thomas Corby and Co., their seen him constantly during the whole term of his
of account of date previous to the 16th Jan . | agent or agents, to enter the premises where the service (two or three months), and who were pre

hemselves ma aforesaid goods may be and retake possession of pared to swear that they never knew him drunkup an amount suffi .

cient to support the petition . I consider the thesaid goods . In case the said weekly payments on any occasion whatever was tendered by his

debtor's summons a valid one, and a sufficient shall be punctually made until payment in full, counsel. The evidence was excluded , on the

debt proved , as well as the other requisites on then the said Thomas Corby and Co. do hereby ground that it was irrelevant, and that the

which to adjudicate . agree to assign the said goods and furniture over plaintiff wasbound to show that hewas not drunk

Order of adjudication granted . to the said Frederick Walpole.” on the particular occasions when it was suggested
It did not appear in the agreement what was that he was drunk . I do not say that this was

the total sum to be paid by instalments, but wrong, but I do say that if the parties had been
LINCOLN COUNTY COURT. Corby and Co. entered in their book the price of held as close to the issue in the Tichborne case,

Tuesday, March 10.
the goods as £116 . Sir James Tichborne's letters about his wife, a
On the 12th July 1873 , Messrs. Corby and Co . vast deal of matter as to the sayings and doings

( Before JAMES STEPHEN , Esq ., LL .D ., Judge.) | filed a petition for liquidation of their affairs , and of intermediate agents, the novels which were read

Re WILLIAM PEARSON ( a bankrupt). Charles Rogers was appointed trustee of their pro - by Roger Tichborne, and much other matter

Bankrupt's property - Prosecution for fraud perty . would have been shut out. It is , for instance, by
Costs. Walpole paid twelve of the instalments, and at no means easy to explain the grounds on which

A MOTION was made to the court in this matter the time of his filing a petition for liquidation he some of the evidenoe about Luie was let in . The

on behalf of the trustees of the bankrupt,Messrs. I was in possession of the furniture, and there was general rule about contradicting witnesses I have

Jay , of Lincoln ,and A . T . Lister, of Gainsborough, owing 247 10s. in respect of arrears of the instal. always supposed to be that a witnessmay be con .

for an order declaring certain drapery stock | ments. tradicted as to any matter relevant to the inquiry

seized by them as such trustees on the bankrupt's On the 6th Feb . 1874 , Walpole filed a petition to which he deposes, but that he cannot be con .
premises at Spittlegate, Grantham , on the 29th | for liquidation , and described himself as “ for . tradicted on matterswhich affect his credit only.
July last, to be their property as against certain merly crrying on business as & mattrass manufac- though hemay be indicted for perjury if he swears
other claimants. It appears that Pearson was turer, but now as a bobbin and carriagemender," falsely upon them . I do not pretend to say

made a bankrupt in Sept. 1871, he residing at that and at the meeting of creditors Messrs. Young and whether this principle might not be made to cover
time at West Kennelà Ferry, Owston, Lincoln . Rogers were appointed joint trustees , the trustee what was admitted against Luie ; but in common
shire , and carrying on the business of a draper of Thomas Corby and Co. proving for the said sum cases it would have been found in practice nearly
there. The whole of his then estate , however, of £47 10s. against the estate of Walpole, and as difficult to get the evidence given against him
passed to one Peter Platt, a bill of sale holder . voting at the meeting . admitted as to procure the evidence itself. Some
The trustee contested the latter, but without J. Bright (A . Parsons and Bright) , of Notting- other matters, and particularly the enormous
success. Shortly after this , on the matter coming | ham , now applied on behalf of the trustees under | length of the speeches of the defendant's counsel

abbonato
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een so minste

and the extrememinuteness of the summing up, thatsuch a resolution is carried, and although , of 2 . Hallam ’s Constitutional History.
seemed to render the case interminable . It course, it will not comewith authority from the 3. Broom 's Constitutional Law .
would not become me to criticise the manner in above society , still it may lead to the matter Candidates for a pass certificate will be (x
which judges and counsel exercised their discre- being considered by the Benchers of the Inns of amined in No. 1 and No. 3 only , or in No. 2 and

tion . It is a matter on which no two persons Court and the council of the Incorporated Law | No. 3 only of the foregoing subjects, at their

would be of the same opinion . Tomany persons, Society.
option .

for instance, it might appear that the best defence | EUROPEAN ASSURANCE ARBITRATION .- On
The examiner in equity will examine in the fol.

which could have been made for the defendant | Friday, the 27th inst.. Lord Romilly will com .
lowing subjects :

would have consisted of an expansion of the mence a sitting in this arbitration .
1. Trusts.

simple remarks that the burden of the proof lay
on the prosecution , that it was impossible to

We learn that Mr. W . J. Hollist , who for forty
2 . Specific performance.
Candidates for a pass certificate will be ex . .

justify the defendant's conduct or even to explain
five years has ably filled the office ofmagistrates' | amined in the above-mentioned subjects .

parts of it ; but that so large a number of persons
clerk for the Farnham division, has resigned his The examiner in the law of real and personal

swore positively that hewas Tichborne and was
appointment. The magistrates, in recognition ofs property will examine in the following subjects :

not Orton , that the jury ought to give him the
Mr. Hollist's services, have paid him a graceful 1 . The Feudal law , as adopted in England, and

benefit of the doubt. A great defender of
compliment by presenting him with a handsome the statutory changes in it .

prisoners once remarked to his junior, in a case of
and valuable silver salver, bearing an appropriate 2. Estates, rights , and interests in real and

murder which they were defending, “ This is a
inscription . The appointment of magistrates'
clerk has, we understand, been conferred upon !

personal property ; and assurances ard contracts

case in which wemust begin by dismissing from
concerning the same.

our minds all logic , for if you once begin to put
Mr. R . Mason , Mr. Hollist's partner, a gentle . 3 . Mortmain : Perpetuity or remoteness ; con

the facts together there is but one conclusion for
man already fully conversant with the duties, and ditions : easements : notice ; election and satis

them to point to ." I was reminded of this by the
who will fulfil them with much ability. faction .

Tichborne case, and thought it indicated the DUTIES TO BE PERFORMED BY THE CHIEF Candidates for a pass certificate will be ex
proper line of defence ; but, of course, an out CLERK IN THE JUSTICE ROOM AT THE MANSION amined in the elements of the foregoing subjects .

sider 's impression on such a matter is worth very HOUSE . - Among these, which are arranged under The examiner in common law will examine in

little . To others it might appear that the different headings, and which number in all nine the following subjects :

sumr need har

teen , we understand that the following are to be í 1 . The law of contracts and mercantile law .
considering the extraordinary knowledge of the found : 3 . To hear in private all applications for 2 . The law of torts.
case which the jury had acquired by their pro- | process relating to criminal and other cases, and 3 . The law of crimes.
longed attention . But, after all, questions like to see sufficient evidence is given by way of infor 4 . The law of procedure and evidence.
these must be left to those who have to decide mation and deposition or otherwise as required by Candidates for a pass certificate will be ex

and cho are responsible in many ways for law , before the issue of any summons or warrant. , amined on general and elementary principles of

the correctness of their decision.”
To advise on the admissibility , & c ., of evidence. law . "

MR. WHALLEY AND MR. HAWKINS, –

9 . To superintend, direct, and control (amongst the examiner in jurisprudence, civil and inter

The following has been published : “ 16 , Suffolk .

ke others) keeper of the lock-up , front door keeper , national law , and Roman civil law , will examine

street, Pall Mall, March 18, 1874 . To the
gate porter , day and night watchmen . 15 . To in the following book and subject :

Treasurer of the Honourable Society of Gray's appoint
appoint the laundress to the justice room . It will The Institutes of Justinian , with Sandars' Notes

be seen from the above that the duties, which are and Introduction .
Inn . Sir , -- As I see by the public press that
the Benchers are moved to investigate Dr.

numerous and responsible, extend from having to Candidates for a pass certificate will be
adviseas to theacceptance or rejection of evidence , l examined in the above-mentioned book and

Kenealy's conduct in the late trialat Bar of the
Queen v. Tichborne, I think it rightand respectful

or indeed from being soundly read in the law of subject.

to the Bench , being myself a member of Gray's
evidence, to the appointment of laundress, and

Inn , to intimate that it is my intention to prefer
the care of night watchmen . Elsewhere we pub

lish the opinion of one of the many would -be can .
TRINITY TERM 1874 .

a charge against Mr. Hawkins, R . C ., to the

Benchers of the Middle Temple , for the conduct

didates for this vacant office . The salary is to be Examination of Candidates for Studentships ,

of that gentleman in imputing to me the having
not less than £800 a year, but with no perquisites. Horours, and Pass Certificates.

| Candidates must be members of the legal profes-
been engaged in a conspiracy to promote the cause

The attention of students is requested to the

| sion . Hewho is successfulmust give up all other following rules :
of the defendant, without any grounds for such

accusation , and , as I have reason to believe,
business, and devote himself solely to the duties As an encouragement to students to study

withoutany instructions, connecting with myself
muself of the office. Unhappy lawyers ! jurisprudence and Romun civil law , twelve

in such groundless and gratuitous imputations
studentships of 100 guineas each shall be esta .

Lord Rivers , Mr. Onslow , and others, with the

blished , and divided equally into two classes ; the

object and , as I believe, the result of making LAW STUDENTS' JOURNAL . first class of studentships to continue for two

available his position as counsel for the prosecu
years, and to be open for competition to any

tion for preventing a fair trial and defeating the COUNCIL OF LEGAL EDUCATION .
student as to whom not more than four terms

ends of justice. I have the honour to be, Sir ,
shall have elapsed since he kept his first term ;

your most obedient servant, G . H . WHALLEY.
EASTER TERM , 1874. and the second class to continue for one year only,

THE JURY ON THE TICHBORNE TRIAL. — When

Examination of Candidates for Pass Certificates. and to be open for competition to any student,not

the late trial of the claimant had concluded , the

The attention of students is requested to the then already entitled to a studentship , as to whom

jurors addressed a letter to the Commissioners of
following rules:

not less than four and not more than eight terms

No student admitted after the 31st Dec . 1872 , shall have elapsed since he kept his first term ;
the Treasury , reminding their Lordships that at shall be examined for call to the Bar until he shall two of each class of such studentships to be

an early stage of the case the jury applied to the
court for a remuneration of two guineas per day.

have kept nine terms; except that students ad - awarded by the council, on the recommendation

Thatapplication was, they understood, favourably

mitted after that day shall have the option of of the committee , after every examination before
passing the examination in Roman civil law at Hilary and Trinity Terms respectively , to the two

received by the Lords Commissioners of the late
Government. The case, however, had continued

| any time after having kept four terms.
students of each set of competitors who shall

An examination will be held in March next, to have passed the best examination in both juris

much longer than was expected, and they submit which a student of any of the Inus of Court, I prudence and Roman civil law . But the committee

that such a sum “ is by no means adequate to
meet the losses incurred ,” inasmuch as the jury

admitted before the 1st day of Jan. 1873 , who is shall not be obliged to recommend any student
desirous of becoming a candidate for a certificate ship to be awarded if the result of the examination

was composed - with one exception - of men en . of fitness for being called to the Bar, will be be such as in their opinion not to justify such
gaged in commercial pursuits, “ to whom the

admissible .
continualabsence from their respectivebusinesses

recommendation ,

Each student proposing to submit himself for
has been most disastrous.” In reply to this request

Any student admitted before the 1st Jan . 1873
examination will be required to enter his name at shall be entitled to compete for the studentships

Mr. W . Law was instrncted to state that the the treasurer ' s office of the Inn of Court to which above mentioned ; provided that at the time of
subject in question had never been formally sub
mitted to the Treasury until a few days before the

he belongs, on or before Tuesday, the 24th day of his examination notmore than eleven terms shall
March next ; and he will further be required to have elapsed since his admission .

conclusion of the trial, and their Lordships then

instructed their solicitor to pay each juryman

state in writing whether his object in offering | No student admitted after the 31st Dec. 1872
himself for examination is to obtain a certificate shall be examined for call to the Bar until he shall

three hundred guineas. On receipt of this com . preliminary to a call to the Bar, or whether he is have kept nine terms ; except that students

munication the foreman wrote, in the name of the
jury, to express their disappointment, and to re

merely desirous of passing the examination in admitted after that day shall have the option of

Roman civil law
quest the commissioners to reconsider their deci.

under the above-mentioned passing the examination in Roman civil law atany

rule .
sion . To this letter their Lordships reply that

| time after having kept four terms.
The examination will commence on Tuesday, 1 An examination will be held in May next, to

they should not feel justified in sanctioning any
larger payment than the sum which has already

31st day of March next, and will be continued which a student ofany of the Inns of Court, who

on the Wednesday and Thursday following.
been authorised , and that, looking at the sacri.

is desirous of becoming a candidate for a studente

It will take place in the Hall of Lincoln 's Inn , ship or honours, or of obtaining a certificate of
fices persons similarly situated are often called and the doors will be closed ten minutes after the
upon to make in the interests of justice, they do

fitness for being called to the Bar, will be

not regard the remuneration allowed as an illiberal
time appointment for the commencement of the admissible .

examination ,
compensation for the timeand labourbestowed .

Each student proposing to submit himself for
The examination by printed questions will be examination will be required to enter his name at

_ AT a pension held on Wednesday evening the conducted in the following order :
the treasurer 's office of the Inn of Court to which

Benchers of Gray's -inn decided that it was in .
Tuesday morning, the 31st March, at ten , on he belongs, on or before Tuesday , the 5th May

cumbent upon them to institute an inquiry into
Constitutionallaw and legal history ; in the next ; and he will further be required to state in

Dr. Kenealy' s conduct during , and with reference afternoon , at two, on equity .
writing whether his object in offering himself for

to the late Tichborne trial ; and they have ap
Wednesday morning, the 1st April, at ten , on examination is to compete for a studentship,

pointed a committee to report upon the charges common law ; in the afternoon , at two, on honours, or a certificate preliminary to a call to

which, in their opinion , Dr. Kenealy should be
the law of real and personal property . the Bar ; or whether he is merely desirous of

called upon to answer.
Thursday morning, the 2nd April, at ten , on passing the examination in Roman civil law under

We understand thatMr. Charles Ford has ex jurisprudence , civil and international law , the above-mentioned rule.
pressed his willingness to move the following public and private, and the Roman civil The examination will commence on Monday, the

resolution before the Union Society of London :
law ; in the afternoon , at two, the oral 11th May next, and be continued on the Tuesday ,

“ That in the opinion of this House the present examination of candidates for pass certi- | Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday following.
consolidated regulations of the four Inns of cates will be conducted by the several ex - ! It will take place in the hall of Lincoln ' s Inn ;

Court as affecting solcitors desiring to become aminers .
and the doors will be closed ten minutes after the

members of the other branch of the Profession The examinez in Constitutional law and legal time appointed for the commencement of the

require modification, and that greater facilities history will examine in the following books and examination .

should be afforded to barristers at law desirous of subjects :
The examination by printed questions will be

becoming solicitors.” We shall be glad to hear ' 1. Hallam 's Middle Ages, chap. 8 . conducted in the following order :
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Monday and Tuesday, 11th and 12th May, at following gentlemen, under the age of twenty - six , |me anything ; but, without any expectation of
ten until one, and from two until five on as being entitled to honorary distinction : being paid existing on my part, if you do after.
each day, the examination of candidates for 1 . Wi iam Arnold wardsmakeme a present I shall not be offended
Studentships in Jurisprudence and Roman Clerkship to Messrs. J . G . Hepburn and Son , of or complain ,” - such a person, afterwards receiv .Clerkship to Messrs. J. G . Hepburn and Son
Civil Law . London . ing a present, would hardly come within the

The examination of candidates for honours and 2. John Archbald Dixon , who served his Clerk definition subject to the penalty, and yet would
pass certificates will take place as follows : ship to Messrs. Hodge and Harle, of Newcastle be clearly within the mischief intended to be

Wednesday morning, 13th May , at ten , on upon Tyne. guarded against. It seems to me that the words

Constitutional Law and Legal History ; in 3 . Charles Gover Woodroffe, who served his which I have in red ink added to the section would

the afternoon , at two, on equity . Clerkship to Messrs. Watson and Sons, of meet this contemplated difficulty . J . B .

Thursday morning, 14th May, at ten , on London . [We have added these words in the reprint of
Common Law ; in the afternoon, at two, on 4 . Charles Leopold Samson, who served his the Bill. - ED. Sols. DEPT.]
the law of Real and Personal Property. Clerkship to Messrs. Grundy and Kershaw , of

Friday morning, 15th May, at ten , on Juris . Manchester. LEGAL PRACTITIONERS'SOCIETY . - I have read
prudence, Civil and International Law , 5 . Herbert Beaumont,who served his Clerkship with interest and fervent wishes for its success

Public and Private, and the Roman Civilvate, and the Roman Civil | to Messrs. Fernandes and Gill , of Wakefield . | the draft of the Legal Practitioners' Act 1874 ,

Law ; in the afternoon, at two, the oral The Council of the Incorporated Law Society | which you have been good enough to publish in

examination of candidates for Pass Certifi - have accordingly awarded the following prizes of your columns. But let us not err by making the

cates will be conducted by the several books : law too stringent. No one acquainted with the
examiners. To Mr. Hepburn , the Prize of the Honourable history of English legislation will deny that it is

The oral examination for the studentships and Society of Clifford 's Inn . not the severest law which generally succeeds

honours will be conducted in the same order, To Mr. Dixon, the Prize of the Honourable best. I would suggest, then , that in addition to

during the samehours , and on the same subjects , Society of Clement' s Inn . the proviso at the end of sect. 3 there should be

as those already marked out for the examination To Mr. Woodroffe. Mr. Samson, and Mr. Beau . words (as in sect. 60 of StampAct 1870 ) exempting

by printed questions. mont, Prizes of the Incorporated Law Society . wills, agreements under hand, and transfers of

JURISPRUDENCE, CIVIL AND INTERNATIONAL The examiners have also certified that the stock , containing no trust or limitation , from the
LAW . operation of that section . The same object could

Candidates for thestudentshipswill be examined
following Candidates, under the age of twenty be effected by altering the definition of “ instru .
six , whose names are placed in alphabetical order ,

in the following subjects : ment" in sect. 2. Such an alteration would
passed Examinations which entitle them to com

1 . The Institutes of Gaius and Justinian . render the Bill more likely to pass, and more
mendation :

2 . The Consensual Contracts -- in the Digest. James Grundy, who served his Clerkship to Mr. effectual when in operation . GEORGE WHALE.
3 . The History of Roman Law .

Christopher Wilson Dawson , of Bolton - le -Moors,
4 . General Principles of Jurisprudence, de andMessrs. Woodcock and Ryland , of London .

veloped by Bentham , Austin , Maine. Arnold Heseltine, who served his Clerkship to NOTES AND QUERIES ON
5 . General Principles of International Law , Mr. Charles Blake,'of 4 , Serjeant' s Inn , London, POINTS OF PRACTICE .

Public and Private. and Messrs. Cunliffe and Beaumont, of London.
Candidates for honours will be examined in all Isaac Gaitskell Jennings, who served his Clerk - | NOTICE. -We must remind our correspondents that this

the following subjects : Candidates for a pass ship to Megsrs. Benson and Moordaff, of Cocker column is not open to questions involving points of law
certificate in No. 1 only . mouth . such as a solicitor should be consulted upon . Queries will

1. The Institutes of Justinian (with Sandars' be excluded which go beyond our limits.
William Morley , who served his Clerkship to N . B . - None are inserted inless the nameand address of the

Notes) . Mr. Henry Edward Mason, of Barton -upon - | writers are sent, not necessarily for publication , but as a
2 . The Institutes of Gaius (with Poste's Notes). Humber. guarantee for bona fides.

3 . The History of Roman Law (Ortolan ) . William Burd Pearse, wdo served his Clerkship
4 . Principles of International Law (Woolsey). to Mr. John Pearse , of Hatherleigh , Devon, and Queries.
The Examiner in Constitutional Law and Messrs . Vizard, Crowder, and Anstie, of London. 87 . ASSIGNMENT OF TERM . - Would some one ex

Legal History will examine in the following books John Alexandar Tilleard , who served his Clerk . | plain how it is that a legal term cannot be assigned
and subjects : ship to Messrs. Tilleard , Godden , and Holme, of

so as to give successive interests to successive takers :

1 . Hallam ' s Middle Ages, Chapter 8 . (Smith 's Eq. 10th edit. p . 133 ). ALCIPHROX .
London , and Messrs. McLeod and Watney, of

2 . Hallam 's Constitutional History . London. 88. LIQUIDATING DEBTOR - CONVEYANCE. - I find it is
3 . Broom 's Constitutional Law . Albert Watts, who served his Clerkship to Mr. the practice to make a debtor, whose estate is in liqui.

4 . The PrincipalState Trials of the StuartPeriod . | Edward Watts, of Hythe, Kent, and Mr. John dation , a party with the trustee or trustees to any deed

5 . The concluding chapter of Blackstone on | Wills, of London . of conveyance of real estate sold by the trustee in pro

The Progress of the Laws of England . The Council have accordingly awarded them
cess of realising the assets . Is it really necessary to do

Candidates for honours will be examined in all Certificates of Merit. 80 , and if a debtor refuses to join , can he be compelled ,
and how ? M . J .

the above-mentioned books and subjects : Candi. The examiners have further announced to the
dates for a pass certificate only will be examined | following candidates that their answers to

in No. 1 and No. 3 only , or in No. 2 and No. 3 only Answers.
Questions at the Examination were highly satis .

of the foregoing subjects , at their option . factory , and would have entitled them to Hono .
Q . 64.) TEX YEARS' CLERK , - If " X , ” whose letter

The Examiner in Equity will examine in the
appeared in the LAW Times of 21st Feb ., will commu

rary Distinction if they had not been above thefollowing subjects : nicate with me, I shall be happy to supply him with the
age of twenty-six : intoruation he requires. FRANCIS R . CROWTHER ,

1. Infants.
Would have been entitled to Prizes. 9 , Victoria -place, Scarborough .

2 . Suretyship .
3 . Administration of Real and Personal Estates.

Thomas Mark Taylor. ( Q . 73.) - ARTICLED CLERK . - Books, & c . — This sort
Richard Barker the Younger .

4 . Mortgages .
of inqniry is rather too frequent. It is absurd for an
articled law student to expect his master to supply him

5 . Trusts . Would have been entitled to Certificates of Merit.
with a library . He is sure to have access to the more ex

Candidates for honours will be examined in the Samuel Budd, B . A .

above-mentioned subjects, under heads 1, 2 , 3 ,
pensive worksof reference usually found in a solicitor ' s

Frank Gearey. office , but he ought to buy his own text books. The

and 4 : Candidates for a pass certificate only , in Thomas Hudson , money is not wasted , for he will , if wise , make them

those under heads 4 and 5 .
The number of Candidates examined in this part of his mind , note them up , and always keep them

The Examiner in the Law of Real and Personal |
Term was 179 ; of these 155 passed , and 24 were with him , even after obtaininx his certiticate . It is

highly questionable whether a person who cannot affordProperty will examine in the following subjects : postponed .
a few pounds for books is a fit subject for articles.By order of the Council,1 . The Feudal Law , as adopted in England , IBB .

and the Statutory Changes in it. E . W . WILLIAMSON, Secretary.

2 . Estates, Rights , and Interests in Real and L Law Society's Hall, Chancery Lane, London . ( Q . 82.) NEGLIGENCE. - If, as is stated, the glass plate

Personal Property , and Assurancesand Contracts was insecurely put in , that would amount to contribu

concerning the same.
tory negligence on the part of the owner of the ward .

robe, and it is laid down by Byles, J . in Witherley v .
3 . Mortmain ; Perpetuity orRemoteness ; Con Regent's CanalCompany ( 12 c . B . ) , that if the negli.

ditions; Easements ; Notice ; Election and Satis CORRESPONDENCE OF THE kence or default of the plaintiff was in any degree the

faction PROFESSION . proximate cause of the damage he cannot recover, how .

Candidates for a pass certificate only will be
ever great may have been the negligence of the de

examined in the elements of the foregoing sub
fendaut, and it was further decided in the same case

NOTE. - This Departmentof the LAW Trxes being open to
that no action will lie for the consequences of a neglijects ; candidates for honours will have a higher froe discussion on all professional topics, the Editor is not
gent act where the party complaining has, by his own

examination .
responsible for any opinions or statements contained in it.

want of due care and caution , been in any degree con

The Examiners in Common Law will examine tributory to themisfortune. J . R .

in the following subjects : LEASES OF THE LONDON CORPORATIONS.

1 . The Law of Contracts and Mercantile Law . Under this heading a letter appeared recently in

2 . The Law of Torts . the Daily News, signed by “ A Solicitor of Thirty LAW SOCIETIES .
3 . The Law of Crimes. Years' Standing ." I hope you will find space to

4 . The Law of Procedureand Evidence. direct attention to this scandal, namely, the in . LEGAL PRACTITIONERS' SOCIETY.
Candidates for a pass certificate only will be sertion of a covenant by which lessees are forced The following is the draft of a Bill prepared by

examined on generaland elementary principles of to employ the professionalmen representing such the Parliamentary committee of the above society,
law ; and from candidates for honours the corporations, in case of any subsequent dealing and which Bill it is proposed should be intro
examiners will require a more advanced knowledge with the leasehold property. Surely the public | duced into the House of Commons on as early aof the application of those principles,and a know . have a right to employ their own solicitors in their day as the forms of the House will admit. We

ledge of leading decisions. own concerns. The matter complained of falls
published this last week , and are asked again to

By order of the Council, little short of a public evil, and only needs ex . do so in consequence of certain alterationsmade

S . H . WALPOLE , Chairman . posure in the public press, and to be written | in the draft at the suggestion of counsel and
Council Chamber, Lincoln 's Inn, down by your powerfulpen , to ensure a cessation country members of this society :

24th February, 1874. of such a practice. It causes much inconvenience Whereas it is expedient to discourage the em .
to our branch of the Profession . ployment of unskilled and unqualified persons in

A LONDON SOLICITOR .
EXAMINATIONS AT THE INCORPORATED

the preparation of legal documents, and to

LAW SOCIETY .
amend the laws relating to bills of sale.

THE LEGAL PRACTITIONERS' SOCIETY. - In Be it enacted , & c ., & o .

HILARY TERM , 1874. reading clause 3 of the Bill of The Legal Prac- 1. This Act may for all purposes be cited as

Final Eramination . titioners Act 1874 , it strikes me that a person “ The Legal Practitioners' Act 1874 ."

At the Examination of Candidates for Admission who should say to another : " I will prepare for 2 . In the construction and for the purposes of

on the Roll of Attorneys and Solicitors of the you a legal document ; I will not charge you any. this Act the following words shall have the mean .

Superior Courts, the Examiners recommended the thing for it , nor do I wish you to promise to pay | ings by the section assigned to them , unless it is
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otherwise provided , or there be something in the forming some daty which , in modern society, Let them suppose that good working commis .
context repugnant thereto . must be considered as a necessary of life. sioners had been secured , men well acquainted

(1 .) Onalified practitioner " means and in . | Looking abroad they saw still more significent | with manufactures and fairly conversant with the

cludes any serieant-at- law . barrister , duly signs of change, and one of the great Powers on law . They should , in the first place, determine :
certificated attorney or solicitor, proctor, the Continent had recently considered the patent ( First, That the invention was a proper one to be
notary public, certificated conveyancer , system , and determined to have no more patents. | protected ; and , secondly , that the applicant was

special pleader, and equity draftsman . Another, although adopting the principle in all the person entitled to the privilege. The first

(2 .) “ Instrument " means and includes every its rigour , excepts from its operation precisely matter to be decided was as to whatwas patent.

written document. thatbranch of industry on which the prosperity able matter. It was with a view to avoid com .

(3 .) “ Write." " written ." and " writing.” in . of the country depended chiefly, and was just now plexity that he proposed , many years ago , in pub

cludes every mode in which words or | witnessing with dismay the threatened destruction lishing a work on the law and practice of patents,

figures can be expressed upon material. of another branch , owing to a decision ofof another branch , owing to a decision of its to substitute a single definition at once , as he

(4 .) « Person " includes company, corporation , courts of law , with reference to one patent. For hoped , comprehensive and concise, viz. , " the

and society.
Germany the 10th Dec, 1868 was, in respect of material result of an unpublished improvement

3 . Any person who, not being a qualified prao.
patent rights , a memorable day, for on that day in the manufacture of articles for public use."

titioner, either directly or indirectly , for or in
Count Bismark issued a proclamation declaring In conclusion , he went on to say, whatever doubt

expectation of any fee, gain , or reward , writes,
that the Government of Prussia , having taken might exist as to the justice of a patent law ,

into consideration the whole question of patent viewed as an abstract question, he felt certain
draws, or prepares any instrument relating to

rights, was of opinion that such rights should that there was a tolerable unanimity of opinion as
real or personal estate , or to any proceedings in

law or equity , or any instrument in the nature of
cease. In competition with Germany , therefore to the needless costliness of litigation about

a contract under hand or seal, or who shall receive
- and it was Germany whose progress in foreign patent rights. To some extent, no doubt, the

any fee , gain , or reward for writing, drawing , or
markets the English commercial world had for expense was unavoidable, from the nature of the

preparing any such instrument, shall forfeit the
some time been watching with something like subject. Itmight be diminished in proportion as

sum of £50 to any person suing for the same, by
jealous anxiety - the English manufacturer must, the patentee's rights were defined by responsible

action of debt in any of Her Majesty's Superior
unless effect could be given to the recommen . authority ; but, in any event, it must remain ex
dation of the recent committees of the House tremely costly. At present it was not only costly

Courts of Common Law at Westminster , in which

it shall be sufficient to declare that the defendant
of Commons, be prepared to find themselves but uncertain . The present system as reformed

is indebted to the plaintiff in the sum of £50 ,
weighted with whatever royalties English pa - would , he thought, be a step in the right direc

beingforfeitedby an Act intituled “ The Legal Prac.
tentees could manage to impose upon their tion which the American law had long assumed

titioners' Act 1874 ," and the plaintiff, if he recover
goods. If the principle upon which the law viz., the assumption by the State of the

in such action shall have his full costs of suit.
was founded be just, they ought, no doubt, to duty of inquiry before granting the patent.

And in any such action it shall not be necessary
continue in their present course, but if , asmany The feeling was general in the United States

for the plaintiff to show that the defendant has persons believed , it was founded in error, they that they had gone too far in that direc.

received any fee, gain , or reward , specifically for
had an admirable opportunity for emancipating i tion , and that it would be desirable to issue

their commerce from the influence of that error. patents freely , leaving their value to be deter
the writing,drawing , or preparation of any instru .
ment, and he shall only be required to show that

So far as the public was concerned , he could see mined by the crucial test of litigation . With re

the defendant has received a fee, gain , or reward ,
no necessity for a patent law at all. His own gard to the suggestion as to a registry of inven

for the business or transaction in respect of, cr in belief was that they should , without any such law , | tion , he saw no objection to it himself, and the

regard to which he has, directly or indirectly ,
have precisely the same inventions, and in the report of it would , he thought, be looked for by

written , drawn, or prepared such instrument : same order as they had nor ; and further , that the ths public with the deepest interest . If he had

Provided always, that the foregoing section does
system of granting a fourteen years' monopoly to to sum up his own opinion on the patent laws, he

not extend to the person who made an improvement in the would say thatno law was ever passed the theory
working of any particular handicraft was one that

( 1 .) Any public officer ,drawing or preparing any hindered rather than helped the general progress
of which was more equitable , and that no law ,
having for its object the furtherance of commerce

instrument in the course of his duty. of industrial art. Since the establishment of was ever issued ending in such a complete dis
(2 ) Any person employed merely to engross any patents . their grandest inventions — railways, I appointment. Hehoped to live to see their aboli.

instrument or proceedings. electric telegraphs, and photography , among
( 3.) Any banker or broker preparing any in .

tion , for their abolition would , he believed , be the

them - had come into general use without inono. first step to the recognition of the nationalduty

strument relating to stocks orshares. poly. It was an old saying , that " it is society of marshalling their scientific powers in getting
4 . That no bill of sale, assignment, transfer, or that invents ." Hewould interpret it as meaning hold of the men who really advanced manufac

other document mentioned and comprised in the that there were few grand discoveries made in tures, and employing them in themost economical

Bills of Sale Act ( 17 & 18 Vict. c . 36 ), and thereby science or art,buthad foreshadoved themselves in manner. A discussion followed , and the proceed .

required to be registered , made or given by any thespeculations ofintelligentmen ; and, similarly , ings terminated in the usual manner .
person , shall be of any force, power, or effect, that few grand improvements had been effected
unless there shall be present a certificated attorney in the manufacturing world, either in chemistry
or solicitor on behalf of such person executing, or mechanism , in which the great body of think METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL LAW
making, or giving such bill of sale, expressly ing men connected with those arts were not ASSOCIATION .
named by him and attending by his request to i pressing forward eagerly in the direction of the ! At the twenty -seventh annual general meeting
inform him of the nature and effect of such bill of discovered improvements. It was with a specially held on Wednesday, the 11th inst., at

sale before the same is executed , and such attor- strong impression of the difficulty they found the Incorporated Law Society 's hall, there were

ney or solicitor shall subscribe his name as a in saying who was the inventor of any of the present : Messrs. Charles Pidcock (Worcester),

witness to the due execution thereof, and thereby changes made in the ordinary course of manu . | in the chair, T . Beasley (St.Helen' s) , T . P . Cobb ,
declare himself to be the attorney or solicitor for facture, that they should best proceed to the | J . M . Clabon, W . Crossman, H . J. Francis, N .
the person giving the same, and state that he other side of the question , viz., the right of Gedye, H . W . Hooper (Exeter), J . H . Kays, F . R .
subscribes as such attorney or solicitor, and that the inventor to have a patent that was to ex .to nave a patent that was to ex . | Parker , J . H . B . Pinchard ( Taunton ), W . H .
the person so executing the same did fully under clude everybody for fourteen years from making Partington (Manchester), W . Shaen , Sidney

stand the nature and effect thereof. use of the invention , or anything which Smith , c . F . Tagart, J. S . Torr, and Stephen
5 . Nothing in this Act contained shall be con was virtually the same as the invention . Williams. The requisition for the meeting and

strued to anthorise any qualified practitioner to do If they found it just to award these rights as a the report of the managing committee, previously
any act which he is notnowauthorised by law to do , reward to the first, they must admit that the printed and circulated , were taken as read. Read,

6 . This Act shall not extend to Scotland or penalty to which they subjected the second in the the circular convening the meeting, estimate

Ireland . race was certainly , for a manufacturing country,a for annual balance sheet, and list of law books
Weare requested by the Honorary Secre terrible one. Theright of the patentee as against and office furniture, & c . Resolved :

the Society (Mr. Charles Ford) to add that it is in the public was frequently founded on the expanse 1. On the motion of the chairman . seconded by
contemplation to frame other Bills dealing with to which he had been put by the experiments he Mr. Clabon _ That the report be received and

the appearance before , and the conduct of busi. had instituted before arriving at his discoveries.
adopted , and that the association be dissolved

ness in, magistrates', and County Courts by un . Discoveries of great principles were almost con . accordingly as from the first day of Easter Term
qualified persons, and otherwise to offer to the fined to men of scientific occupations. Such men ,

next, and that in testimony of the cordial feeling
public and the Profession additionalprotection in patient and unselfish workers , of whom Faraday

of the association towards Mr. Rickman , the cash

the direction indicated by the above Bill ; also to might be taken as a type, were happily not rare in in hand at the time of the dissolution of the
adjust the relations of the two branches of the England, or, indeed , in any State of Europe, and in association (after the payment of the ascertained

legal Profession , and to remove certain disabili. thesethey recognized true improvers of their manu . liabilities), and the law books, office furniture,
ties attach tors in relation to the re factures. Regarded as a general scheme for re

and other assets of the association be handed
covery of the amount of Bills of Costs , and warding inventivemerit, the law which conferred a

over to him for his own use, subject to the pay.
generally to deal with all necessary reforms. monopoly of the thing invented , and left the ment by him thereout ofany unascertained liabili.

patentee to make the best of the grant, was a very
ties of the association .”

imperfect one. The difference of certainty of the
LAW AMENDMENT SOCIETY. monopoly in the case of different discoveries was 2. On themotion of the chairman, seconded by

LAST Monday evening, the 16th inst., Mr. John enormous. Regarded , therefore, from the public | Mr. Hooper, of Exeter :
Coryton , barrister-at-law , read a paper on the or private point of view , it seemed to him that a “ That the cordial thanks of the Association be
" Policy of Granting Letters Patent for Inven - patent law was not a just one. In theory a presented to the Committee of Management for
tions, with observations on the working of the patent was the grart of a special privilege their labours during the past year, and especially
English Law ," at a meeting of the Law Amend. conferred by a grateful country on a manufac. for the mode in which they have conducted to &
ment Society, held at the rooms, 1, Adam -street, turer who had added to the country' s wealth . In satisfactory arrangement the negotiations with
Adelphi. practice “ the grant of letters patent is the grant the council of the Incorporated Law Society ."

The chair was taken by Mr. T . Webster, Q . C ., action , which ma n the 3 . On themotion of the chairman, seconded by
and there was a large attendance, much interest most arbitrary manner , and for the most ille . | Mr. Kays:
being manifested in the subject. | gitimate purposes .” The reforms proposed by | “ That the best thanks of the association be

In the course of Mr. Coryton 's remarks, he an Act of Parliament, affecting patent law , passed presented to the Council of the Incorporated Law
said the subject of patent law was just now after mature deliberation , and affecting the whole | Society , for the cordial co -operation they have
passing through a very interesting phase, inas. commercial world , had been entirely ignored by afforded to the Committee of Management during
much as causes would seem to be actively every successive Government for the last two-and. the past year, and especially during the recent
at work , which must soon lead to an entire twenty years ; and the Patent-office, too, still negotiations, and also for their courtesy in lend .
revolution , if not abolition , of this species of remained in premises never intended for such a ing one of their rooms for the purpose of this
trade privilege. At home they had a constantly purpose. The condition of the building , and the meeting."
increasing tendency on the part of capitalists to neglect to appoint working commissioners, can . The circular issued by the deputy chairman ,
speculate in patents ; and hardly a company is not, at any rate, be set down to deficiency and the other metropolitan mombers of the com
launched but professes to have secured special of funds, for the Patent-office was a department | mittee, on the 26th Feb ., suggesting the propriety
rights in respect of lighting, disinfecting , or per. ' of the State that more than pays its way. . of raising an additional testimonial for Mr. Kick

DOYOY
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man, by a subscription limited to £1 1s. each leaving : - That this board cannot partwith Mr. Mr. Smith is stated to have resulted from heart
member, having been read , it was resolved Sprague without expressing their appreciation of disease, hastened by nervous injury received in

4 . On the motion of the chairman, seconded by the very great ability , care and attention that he the railway accident at Wigan while on the
Mr. Shaen : has shown in the performance of his duties of journey from London to Scotland last year.

“ That the object of the circular be cordially actuary and secretary of the society for the twelve
recommended by this meeting to the support of years he has been with them . They request, on
every member of the association, and that Mr. the part of the society, his acceptance of a piece

PROMOTIONS AND APPOINTJ . M . Clabon be requested to undertake the office of plate, of the value of 100 guineas, as a tosti.
of treasurer.” mony of his services .' MENTS.

5. On the motion of Mr. Clabon , seconded by “ GEORGE LAKE RUSSELL, Chairman ." N . B . - Announcements of promotions being in the nature
of advertisements, are charged 28. vd . each , for whichMr. Hooper of Exeter : The report was unanimously adopted . postage stamps should be inclosed .“ That the best thanks of this meeting be pre. | The retiring directors - Messrs. Birch , Hilliard ,

sented to Mr. Charles Pidcock , of Worcester, for and Dunster - were re-elected , and Mr. Henry The Queen has been pleased to direct Letters
his services during the past year, and for his able Cecil Raikes, M . P ., was elected a director in tho Patent to be passed under the Great Seal, grant .
conduct in the chair this day .” room of Mr. Moore, Q .C ., deceased. ing the dignity of a Knight of the United King ,CHARLES PIDCOCK , Chairman . Mr. Boodle was re-elected an auditor on the dom of Great Britain and Ireland unto John

part of the proprietors, and Mr. Bailey on behalf Smale, Esq., Chief Justice of the Colony of Hong
of the assured .EQUITY AND LAW LIFE ASSURANCE Kong.
Mr. W . G .Lemon proposed , “ That the thanks ofSOCIETY . The Queen has been graciously pleased to make

the meeting be presented to the directors, and the following appointments :
The annualmeetingwas held on Tuesday, March that the sum of £2000, free of income tax, be

3 , at the offices, 18, Lincoln ' s - inn - fields, George FRANCIS SNOWDEN , Esq., to be Puisne Judge
voted to them for their services during the past of the Supreme Court of the Colony of Hong

Lake Russell, Esq., the chairman of the directors, year .” He felt that the mode in which the busi- | Kong.presiding .
Mr. G . W . Berridge (the actuary and secretary) ness had been conducted during the past year GEORGE PHILLIPO , Esq., to be Senior Puisne

read the notice convening the meeting , and the wonld ensure the most cordial approval of this Judge of the Supreme Court of the Straits Settle
resolution . (Hear , hear.)report of the directora, which was as follows : ments.
The resolution wasseconded ,and atonce agreed THEODORE THOMAS FORD, Esq ., to be Junior

- The directors have again the pleasure of to , and acknowledged by Mr. J . Moxon Clabon, Puisne Judge of the Supreme Court of the Straits
reporting to the proprietors a successful year . the deputy chairman .

Settlements.* A large amount of new assurances has been The thanks of the moeting were voted to the GRORGE HURLEY BANNE, Esq ., to be Attorney
effected with the society , and now , for the first anditors, together with the sum of 40 guineas, | General for the Ireland of Jamaica .
time, the assets of the society exceed one million for their services during the past year.
sterling. On the motion of Mr. Eiloart, a hearty vote of“ The gross amount of new premiums re- thanks was presented to the chairman, and the
ceived in the year is £17,849 13s . 10d . Of this ,

| meeting dispersed .
£7863 1s. 6d. has been received in single
premiums, leaving £9986 129. 4d ., and after de.

ARTICLED CLERKS' SOCIETY .ducting from this sum the amount of reassurance Professional Partnerships Dissolbed .
LA MEETING of this society was held at Clement' s . Gazette,March , 10 .premiums, there is left a net now annual income

of £9669 7s . 8d . . inn Hall , on Wednesday, the 18th March , Mr. | BRITTox and TURNER, attorneys and solicitors, Newcastle
March 5. _ ( John James Britton and Henry Lucas Turner“ The number of policies is 190 , and the net E . F . Stanway, solicitor, in the chair . Mr. Wing Debts by Turner

amount assured is £334,080. Reversionary annui field opened the subject for the evening's debate, CHESTER, URQUHART, BUSHBY, and MAYHEW , attorneys and
solicitors , Staple -inn . (Arthur Mayhew , Wilfred Bushby, andties have also been granted amounting to £1350 | viz ., “ That an acceptance of a retainer or papers
James Henry Holden . ) As regards Bushby . March 5 . Debts
by Mayhew and Holdenper annum ; a large portion of the single premiums !| by counsel should constitute a simple contract ."

has been received for the purchase of these The motion was carried by a majority of three.
annuities. £14 ,643 Os . 6d . has also been received Bankrupts.for the purchase of eighteen annuities ,amounting HUDDERSFIELD LAW STUDENTS' Gozette, March . 13 .to £1781 7s. 6d. DEBATING SOCIETY . To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Dasinghall-street.

“ The amountof interest and dividends received Ara meeting of this society, held on Monday even . CATCHPOLE, JOSEPH , strawboard dealer, Waitried-st, Finabury .
Pet. March 11. Reg . Hazlitt . Sur.Murch 24in the year is £44 ,867 1s. 11d . ; this is a larger ing last, at the County Court, the question under MARSIIALL, PEMBROKE O 'MORDAHUT TEXSOX , auctioneer ,

amount than the corresponding item last year discussion was, “ Is the unanimity required in Boyson -rd , Camberwell. Pet .March 11. Reg. Spring Rice . Sur.
March 25by about £7000 ; but it includes a sum of juries conducive to the attainment of justice ? "

To surrender in the Country .
£3116 193. 9d . charged as interest on the re -sale Mr. J . H . Sykes, one of the vice-presidents, oc. BEDFORD, JOHN, bootmanufacturer, Grantham . Pet. March 10 .

Reg . Patchitt . Sur. March 27of a large reversion . cupied the chair. Mr. J. H . Dransfield opened COLE, ROBERT, market gardener, Thorp Arch. Pet. March 3.

“ The total premium income of the year, after the debate in the affirmative, and was supported , Reg. Perkins. Sur.March 21
LENNIE , JAMESCAMPDELL, jeweller, Liverpool. Pet. March 10 .deducting reassurances, is £114,419 15s. 5d ., and by Mr. E . H . Armitage. Mr. G . F . Johnson con . Reg . Watson . Sur, March 35

the total receipts from all sources , exclusive of ducted the negative. The question was decided MORRIS, DAVID ,Outfitter, Liverpool. Pet.March 9. Reg. Hime.
Sur. March 23repayment of loans, is £174,303 17s . 7d. The in the affirmative by a majority of one.

NASH , ALBERT, builder, Forest-rd , Dalston . Pet.March 9 , Reg .total amount of claims and all other outgoings, Brougham , Sur. April 17

including a sum of £300 written off the cost of NOBLE, MARK, grocer, Bradford. Pet. March 10 . Reg. Robinson .
Sur. Murch 24the society 's house, is £106 ,738 16s. 9d., and, con . OGDEX, EDWIX , and MAUDE, JOHx, common brewers , Halifax .LEGAL OBITUARY. Pet. March 10 . Reg . Rankin . Sur . March 30sequently , the assets of the society have been

increased by a sum of £67,565 Os. 10d. The Gazette , March 17 .NOTE. - This departmentof the LAW TIMES, is contribnted
amount of the funds at the end of the year, after by EDWARD WALFORD , M . A ., and late scholar of Balliol To surrender at the Bankrupts ' Court, Basinghall-street.
providing for outstanding claims, dividends, & c., College , Oxford , and Fellow of the Geneaiogical and DOUGLAS, Johx, upholsterer, Tottenham -ct- rd . Pet. March 13.

Historical Society of Great Britain ; and, as it is desired Reg . Marruy. Sur. March 31was £1,020 ,298 10s. 5d. Deducting the reversions, to make it as perfect a record as possible, the families and
To surrender in the Country .outstanding premiums and interest, and cash on friends of deceasedmembers of the Profession will oblige COLYER, EDWARD, gentleman , Sevenoaks. Pet . March 10. Reg .

Cripps. Sur. April 1current account, the remainderwas invested at an by forwarding to the LAW TIMES Office any dates and
materials required for a biographical notice . Evans, JOHN OWEN, out of business, Englefield . Pet. March 14 .average rate of £4 198. 9d. per cent., or, including Reg. Collins. Sur. April 2

the reversions and assuming that they produce GRIFFITHS, MARY, farmer, Stepin . Pet. March 14. Reg . Lloyd .
Sur. March 27

6 per cent., the average rate becomes £5 3s. per A . LANGDON , ESQ ., LL. B . SMITH , SAMUEL, jun ., gentleman, Upton Snodsbury . Pet.March
14 . Reg . Cripps . Sur . April 2cent. THE late Augustus Langdon , Esq ., LL. B ., bar.

WADSLEY, GEORGE, farmer, Sutterton Dowdyke. Pet. March 13.
“ The number of deaths proved during the year rister- at-law , who died at 38 , Norland -square, Reg. Staniland. Sur. March 31

was 36 , causing claims under 60 policies assuring Notting-hill, on the 4th inst., in the sixty -first BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED .

£85,774. Of this sum £54,024 were on the parti. 1 year of his age, was the second son of the late Gazette, March 10 .
cipating scale and carried bonuses amounting to William Langdon , Esq., of Cadogan -place, Chelsea , BROWX, HERCULES,miller, Smethwick . May 30 , 1964

£8335 . and was born in the year 1813. He was educated Gazette , March 13.
HOWARD, WILLIAM , no occupation , Leyton . Aug . 28 , 1873“ The claims for the year were, however, re. at Trinity College,| at Trinity College, Cambridge, where he took his TROTT, JOHN, contractor, Gibson-sq, Islington, and Metropolitan
Meat-market . May 5 , 1871duced by £18,811 received from other companies. degree as Bachelor of Laws in 1836 . Hewas called

WATKINSOx, THOMAS, draper, Bradford . April 15 , 1871Although the claimsfor the present year are high, to the Bar by the Honourable Society of Lincoln ' s
yet, taking the average of the four years which Inn in Hilary Term 1835 . Mr. Langdon was an
have expired of the current quinquennium , the and was a fellow of severalat numis Liquidations by Arrangement.amount is only £52,135, which is considerably of the learned societies, though his infirmity of

FIRST MEETINGS.below the expectation. deafness prevented his taking part in their pro .
Gazette, March 13 .“ The expenses of management, 296425 ls. 9 ., ceedings ; and there are few charities in London

BOOX, EBENEZER , and HAMBRIDGE, WILLIAM, taflors, Yeovil.amount to only 33 per cent. on the total income. that will not miss in him a kind and constant Pet. March 10 , March 19, at twelve, at the George hutei, Stour

“ The directors have to regret the loss by death friend. He married in 1836 , Miss Sarah Watts, bridge. Sol. Davies, Sherborne
BOWDEN, JOHX, corn merchant, Newton Abbott, Totnes, and

of one of their members. Mr. E E Moore 0 . C . daughter of the late Edward Watts, Esq . , of Plymouth . Pet. March 2. March 24 (not 14th as printed in

Gazette of oth inst. ), at hall past three, at the Hall Moon hotel,has left aand there is therefore a vacancy to be filled up
Exeter. Sols. Messrs . Learoyd , South -st , Finsburyat this meeting. family of eight children . His remains were in . BOYES, Joux, boot dealer, Scarborough . Pet . March 9 . March

24 , at three, at office of Sol. Watts, Scarborough“ The directors who retire by rotation are Mr. / terred at Brompton Cenetery .
BROWX, JOHN, cloth finisher, Dewsbury . Pet. March 10 . March

Birch , Mr. Hilliard and Mr. Dunster. Mr. Boodle, 28 , at eleven , at the Royal hotel, Dewsbury . Sol. Walker ,

one of the auditors for the proprietors, andMr. Dewsbury
MR. J . C . SMITH , BUNKELL, HEXRY CHRISTOPHER ,auctioneer, King -st, Cheapside .Bailey , one of the auditors for the assured , also | The late Mr. John Campbell Smith , secretary of Pet. March 3. March 2 , at four, at office of Challis, 12 , Clements .

la . Sol. Watson , Basinghall-stretire by rotation ; all thege gentlemen offer them - the City of London Conservative Association , CAIX , CHARLES, baker , Luton . Pet . March 5 . March 24, at hall

selves for re- election . whose death , at the residence of his father , in past two, at office of Sol. Jeffery, Luton
CARR, GEORGE, commission agent, Bread -st. Pet . March 10 .“ Since the last meeting the society has lost the Roxburgh-street, Greenock , North Britain , has March 28, at two, at office of Lovering and Co . 35 , Gresham -8t .

services of Mr. Sprague, who for more than twelve just been announced , at the age of thirty -two Sol. Plunkett, Gutter-la
CELLA, LUIGI, photographic artist, Boston , Pet March 9 .years most ably discharged the duties of actuary years, was a student of Lincoln 's Inn , and was a Warch 27 , at eleven , at the Peacock hotel, Boston, Sol. York ,

and secretary . While , however, the directors gentleman well known in literary circles. Hewas Boston
CHAPMAN, THOMAS, upholsterer, Sunderland. Pet. March 9 .have to regret his loss, it is satisfactory to know born in the year 1842, and besides holding the March 25, at eleven , at the Queen 's hotel, Leeds. Sol. Alcock ,

that he left the society in consequence solely of above-mentioned appointment, he had acted as cen jun ., Sunderland

CL.EWLOW , THOMAS, bootmaker, Ann 's -pl, Upper Sydenham .
his obtaining a much more valuable appointment. tralagent during the recent parliamentary election . Pet. March 7 . Maroh S , at three , at the Chamber of Commerce

In his successor Mr. G . W . Berridge, the directors Mr. Smith , who was maternally descended from a 145 . Cheapside. Sol. McDiarmid , Old Jewry .chibs
COOPER , ELIZA FRANCIS HENRIETTA , widow , Pinhoe. Pet .

are satisfied that the society has secured the ser good old family of Scottish extraction , was an March 10 . March 28, at twelve, at office of Sol. Floud , Exeter

CRISFIELD , WILLIAN HENRY, cattle salesman , Winch ster .vices of a gentleman in whose experience and occasional contributor to the Fortnightly Review
Pet. March 11. April 2, at two, at office of Edmonds and Davis ,

ability it may place entire confidence . and other magazines, and was to have been called | accountants , 29, High -st , Southampton . Sol. Lomer
“ T'he following minute was made in the books to the Bar by the Honourable Society of Lincoln ' s DAKIN , JOHN, builder , Lichfield . Pet. March 9 March 28, at

eleven , at othoe of Duignin , Lewis , and Lew , so leitors , W . . .
of the society on the occasion of Mr. Sprague's Inn in the course of next month . The death of sall. Sol. Dale , Walsall

ATO

hol

Ia . SCHARLES, baker:.. . Jeffery, L.utbread-st.

Pet
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coffee-HGEORGE, to at office of So Pet.Marchgol. DurantMarch

DRAKE, JOE, card maker, Halifax. Pet . March 10 . March 30, at Gazette, March 17. OWENS, BENJAMIN , and OWENS, OWEX, builders, Chester. Pet..
eleven , at office of Sols. Holroyde and Smith , Cheapside, Halifax ALLEY , JOHx , bootinaker, Burton -upon - Trent. Pet. March 10 . March 13. March 30, at twelve, at the Queen Railway hotel.

DRUMMOND, WILLIAM , bookseller, Wrexharn . Pet . March 10 . March 27 , at hall-pust eleven , at office of Harrison , accountant, Chester. Sol. Churton , Chester
March 27 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Jones, Wrexham Burton -upon -Trent. Sols . Messrs. Drewry, Burton -upon PALMER, ISAAC, upholsterer, Stockwell-st, Greenwich . Pet.

ELLIS , CATHERINE HARTLEY, milliner, Dewsbury . Pet. March Trent March 12. March 31, at three , at office of Baggs and Co ., 28 .

11. March 31, at a quarter past ten , at office of Sols . Messrs . ALLEX , WILLIAM . 'farmer, Great Stambridge . Pet. March 11. King-st , Cheapside . Sol. Bristow
Scholes, Dewsbury March 31, at two , at the King's Head inn, Rochford . Sol. Greg PAYNE, LEVI, cab proprietor, Bristol. Pet. March 12. MarchFAEHNLEIN , EMILE, warehouseman, Noble-st. Pet. March 11 . son , jun . 23, at twelve, at offices of Sols . Benson and Thomas, BristolMarch 26 , at three , at office of Sol. Davies, Furnival's-inn ANDERSON , WILLIAM , grocer, East Moulsey . Pet. March 13. PEPPER, WILLIAM , builder, Ipswich . Pet. March 13. March 31.

GEROTHWOHL, BENEDICT SISGISMUND, wine merchant, Man March 30, at two , at office of Sol. Bradley , Mark -la , London at eleven , at office of Sol. Jennings, Ipswich
chester. Pet. March 10. April 8 , at two, at the Guildhall ATHERTON, EDWARD, lithographer, Manchester. Pet. March 12 . PETTIT, JOSEPH , corn dealer, Bury St. Edmunds. Pet. March
coffee-house, Gresham -st. Sol. Miller, King -st, Cheapside March 31, at three, at office of Sols. Sale , Shipman, Seddon , and 13 . April 6 , at two, at the Guildhall, Bury St. Edmunds. Sols.

GIBBS, GEORGE, tobacconist. Shrewsbury . Pet. March 10 . Sale , Manchester Messrs . Salmon , Bury St. Edmunds
March 28 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Morris , Shrewsbury AUSTIN , JAMES WITHERS, grocer, Bristol. Pet. March 11 PORTER , JAMES, pilot, Great Grimsby. Pet. March 13. April 2

GOFF, ROBERT, grocer, Windsor . Pet. March 10. March 25 , at March 25 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Williams, Bristol at twelve, at Chapman's hotel, Great Grimsby . Sol. Mason .
three, at office of Durant, Guildhall-chmbs. Sol. Durant BACK , Joux, baker, Ashford. Pet. March 12. March 31, at two, GreatGrimsby

HANCOCK, ROBERT ANDREW , becr retailer , Winscombe. March at offices of Sols. Hallett , Creery , and Furley , Ashford PURKISS, CHARLES WILLIAM , builder, Camden -st. Camden .
25, at three, at office of Sol. Webster, Axbridge BARKER, HENRY RANDALL, foreman to a fariner, Bendish . Pet . town. Pet . March 13. April 9, at three, at offices of Sol.

HARRALD, WILLIAM , grocer, Norwich . Pet . March 5 . March 24 , March 13 , March 30, at three , at office ofSol. Bailey , Luton Holmes, Eastcheap
at twelve, office of the registrar of the County Court, Norwich BARTOX, FRANCIS , cab proprietor, Boston, Pet . March 14 . RAMSDEN, CHARLES, machine tool maker, Leeds. Pet. March

HARRISON, THOMAS, lamp dealer, Birmingham . Pet. Feb . 27. March 29, at eleven , at offices of Sol. Dyer, Boston 11. April 1, at eleven , at offices of Sols. Booth , Clough, and
March 25 , at a quarter past ten , at office of Sol. East, Birming BARROW , WILLIAM , joiner, Sunderland . Pet. March 11. April Booth , Leeds
hamn 2, at eleven , at office of Sol. Pinkney , Sunderland RANDS, ELIJAH LESTER , ironmonger, Queen 's-ter, Surbiton -rd ,

HILL. PETER , draper, Newport, Isle of Wight. Pet. March 5 . BIDDLE, GEORGE, draper, Birmingham , and Hednesford . Pet . Kingston . Pet . March 12. March 28, at eleven , at oftices of
March 25 , at eleven , at 58, Bartholomew - close, London , Sol. March 12 . March 31, at twelve, at the Great Western hotel, Sols, Messrs. Robinson , Basinghall-st
Joyce Birmingham . Sols . Webb and Spencer, Birmingham REXNECK , JOHN SEBASTIAN CHRISTIE , underwriter,Cornhill, and

HOLLINGS, ELIZABETH , Krocer, Idle . Pet. March 10. March 28 , BIGNALL, SAMUEL ollman , Hackney -rd . Pet. March 12, March Lloyds. Pet . March 12, March 31, at eleven , at the Guildhall
at three , at office of Sol. Atkinson , Bradford 31, ut three , at office of Sol. Brunskill, Great James -st, Bed . Coffee house, Gresham -et. Sols . Ingle , Cooper, and Holmes,HUNTER, SAMUEL HENRY, hairdresser, Birmingham . Pet . ford -row City Bank -chmbs, Threadneedle -st
March 12. March 24, at eleven , at office of Sol. Pointon , Bir BLOWERS, WILLIAM , plumber, Carlton Colville. Pet. March 11. REYNOLDS, JOHN, grocer, Redruth . Pet. March 12 . March 30 .
mingham March 31, at twelve , at office of Sol. Seago, Lowestoft at half past two, at office of Downing, solicitor, Redruth . Sol.

Ht'AST, JOHN, grocer, Bolton -le-Moors . Pet. March 11. April 2 . BOXA , EVAN, bootmaker, Mountain Ash , par . Llanwonno . Pet. Dendy , Redruth
at three , at the Clarence hotel, Manchester . Sols. Sutton and March 11. March 28, at two, at office of Sol. Beddoe, Aberdare RICHARDNOX, SAMUEL, schoolmaster, Birmingham . Pet . March
Elliott, Manchester BOWDEX, WILLIAM HENRY, carriage manufacturer, Lamb' s 14 . March 31, at three , at office of Sol. Ansell, Birmingham

HCSTLER , NATHAX, millwright, Stanningley . Pet. March 7. Conduit -st, Holborn . Pet. March 12 . March 31, at twelve, at ROGERS, NOAH, quarrymaster, Trowbridge, Pet. March 10 .
March 25 , at three , at offices of Sols. Fawcett and Malcolm , the Guildhall Coffee-house, Gresham -st. Sol. Rixworthy, Lime. March 26 , at twelve, at the Court Hall, Trowbridge. Sol. Spack
Leeds street man , Trowbridge

JENKINS, THOMAS, and JENKINS, WILLIAM , cheese merchants, BROOSHOOFT, WILLIAM EDWARD, clerk in the Duchy of Corn RYDER, JOSEPH , butcher, Newcastle -under-Lyme. Pet. March
Backe. Pet. March 10 . March 30 , at one, at the Ivy Bush wall office , Upper Sunbury . Pet. March 11. March 30 , at three 10 . March 28, at eleven, at the Copeland Arms inn, Stoke-upon .

hotel, Carmarthen . Sol. Bishop , Llandilo at Hudgett's offices , 37 , Gresham -st, London . Sol. Gray, Gres Trent. Sol. Cooper , Congleton
JOHNSON , ROBERT, out of business, Burr-st, London -docks. Pet. ham -st, London SHELDON , ALFRED, beer retailer , Birmingham . Pet. March 12 .
March 12 . April 9 , at three, at offices of Sol. Barnard , White BROWX, JOAX, grocer, Bedlington . Pet, March 13 . March 30, at March 28, at eleven , at office of Sol. Hodgson , Birmingham
Lion -st, Norton Folgate two, at oftice of Sols. Messrs. Joel, Newcastle-upon - Tyne SOFFE, RICHARD FOSTER, coalmerchant, South Stoneham . Pet.

LEONARD, HENRY, ironinonger , Bristol. Pet . March 6. March BILLIVANT, THOMAS, builder , Great Suffolk -st, Southwark , and March 12. March 27 , at one, at the Crown hotel, Southampton .
31, at twelve, at Lomis, Harrison , and Starkey , accountants , Ledbury -rd , Bayswater . Pet . March 12. March 27 , at three , Sols . Lee and Best, Winchester
37 , Cannon -st, Birmingham , Sol., Thick , Bristol at the Bridge House hotel, Borough High -St, Southwark . Sols . STEEDS, FREDERICK HERBERT, factor, Birmingham . Pet .

LLOYD, HENRY JOHN, glass manufacturer , Birmingham . Pet . Harris and Finch , Bridge-chmbs, Borough High-street, South March 12. March 27, at eleven , at office of Sol. Davies, Bir
March 10 . March 28 , at three, at the Queen ' s hotel, Birmingham wark mingham
Sol. Fitter , Birmingham BURRILL , JOHN, tea merchant, Manchester. Pet,March 13. April | TAYLOR, GEORGE, baker, Great Yarmouth . Pet. March 14 .

LOCKYER, ELIZABETH SARAH , spinster, bookseller, Tenby. Pet 1 , at three , at office of Sols . Adaleshaw and Warburton , Man March 31, at twelve , at office of Sol. Rayson ,Great Yarmouth
March 4 . March 23, at one, at offices of Sol. Lascelles, Na chester THORNTON , JOSEPH , grocer, Idle . Pet. March 11. March 28, at
berth BURTON , MARY, schoolmistress, Maidstone . Pet March 12. eleven , atioffice of Sols . Wood and Killick , Bradford

MARTIN . FREEMAN , painter , Newport . Pet . March 10. March March 30 , at three , at office of Sol. Menpes, Maidstone TUCKER, DOUGLAS ALEXANDER, grocer, Lee-st, Haggerstone.
30, at twelve, at office of Sols . Messrs. Lloyd , Newport CAMPBELL, EDWARD, eating house keeper, Ravensthorpe . Pet. Pet. March 11. March % , at ten , at Lewis 's offices, 123, Chan

MEES. THOMAS , miller , Mells . Pet . March 10 . March 30 , at one. March 12 . March 27 , at three, at offices of Sol Ibberson , Dews. cery -la . Sol. Long , Blackfriars-rd
at offices of Sol. Ames, Frome bury TYER, ALFRED, grocer, Dartford . Pet. Maroh 11 . April 2 , at

MERCER . GEORGE , builder , Tunbridge Wells . Pet. March 5 . | CASPARI, LEOPOLD, importers of fancy goods, Canonbury -rd , two, at the Chamber of Commerce, 175 , Cheapside, London .
March 27, at eleven , at offices of Sol. Burton , Tunbridge Wells Islington ,and Chapel-st, Finsbury . Pet. March 13 . arch 30 , Sol. Stopher, Coleman -st , London

MUSSADINI, PIERRE , cotton broker, Liverpool. and Stockport. at three, at offices of Sol. Holmes, Eastcheap WADE, ROBERT, grocer, Huddersfield . Pet. March 14. April 1,
Pet. March 9 . March 31, at two, at office of Sols . Radolife and CHAPMAN , JOHN, grocer, Southwold . Pet . March 12 . March 30, at eleven , at offices of Sols. Messrs . Sykes, Huddersfield
Layton , Liverpool at three, at Pearce's Rooms, Princes-st, Ipswich . Sol. Hill WAIGHT, JAXE, lodging-house keeper, Bristol, Pet . March 13 .

NELSON . ANDREW , journeyman whitesmith , Rochdale . Pet . Ipswich March 31, at twelve, at office of Hancock, Triggs, and Co.,
March 10 . March 27 , at three, at 10 , Nicholas-st, Burnley. Sol. CHILD, STEPHEN , carver , Cheltenham , Pet. March 12. March 30 , Bristol. Sol. King
Hartley, Burnley at twelve , at office of Sol. Smith , Cheltenham WALDEN, JOSEPH JOHNSOx, hosier, Southampton. Pet. March

NICKELS,WILLIAM , pork butcher ,Great College-st, Camden -town , Cox , JOSEPH WHITE , of no occupation , Winchester . Pet . March 12. March 31, at three , at offices of Sol. Killby, Southampton
and Gooseberry -gdns, Gutter Hedge-la , Hendon . Pet. March 9 . 11. March 30, at eleven , at office of Sols. Messrs . Wooldridge, WARD, HENRY LEA, chemist, Middlewich . Pet . March 10 . March
March 28 , at ten , at the Wrotham Arms, 32, Wrotham -rd , Cam Winchester 31 , at eleven , at office of Sols. Cooke ,Middlewich
den -new -town . Sol. Hicks, Annis -rd , South Hackney CRANE, DAVID, tallor , Birmingham . Pet. March 13. March 30, WARD , SAMUEL, butcher, Birmingham . Pet. March 11. March 27 ,

OSBORN, HENRY EDMUND, victualler, Daventry . Pet. March 9. at three, at office of Sols. Wright and Marshall, Birmingham at twelve, at office of Sol. Fallows, Birmingham
March 26, at three , at office of Sol. Potts , Daventry DAVENPORT, JOHN, jun ., and BECK , AUGUSTINE, jun ., earthen WEST, WILLIAM , draper, Ramsgate . Pet. March 12 . March 30,

PARKER, JOHN WILSON, tobacoonist , Leamington Priors. Pet . ware manufacturers, Hanley. Pet . March 12. March 30 , at at three , at office ofSol. Sturt, Ironmonger -la, London
March 9. March 25, at two, at the Bath hotel, Leamington eleven , at the County Court Office, Hanley . Sol. Tompkinson WILCOCKS, ISAAC, victualler , Weston -super -Mare . Pet. March
Priors. Sol. Sanderson , Warwick Burslem 13 March 28, at twelve, at offices of Hancock , Trigge, and Co.,

PARKS. SAMUEL, clothier, Hoxton -st, Hoxton , Pet. March 9. DAVIS , JOSEPH , butcher , Blagdon . Pet . March 12. March 31, at Bristol. Sol. Clifton , Bristol
March 27, at eleven , at 21 , Pirnlico -walk , Hoxton . Sol. Goatly , three,at office of Sol. Webster , Axbiidge WILSON, JOHN ATKINSON , gentleman , Alnwick . Pet. March 14 .
Bow -st DONAGHY, HUGH , innkeeper, Whitehaven . Pet . March 14 . April 1 , at two, at the White Swan hotel, Alnwick , Sols . Shum ,

PARRY, DAVID , builder, Neath . Pet. March 7 . April 1, at April 7 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Atter, Whitehaven Crossman and Crossman
twelve, at office of Sol. Leyson , Neath ELLIOTT, FREDERICK JAMES, printer, St. George's -circus, WOOD, JOHN, provision inerchant, Birmingham . Pet. March 14.

PEARSE , WILLIAM , greengrocer, Manchester . Pet . March 9 . Blackfriars-rd . Pet. March 13. April 2, at two, at office of Sol. March 31, at three , at the Great Western hotel, Birmingham .
March 26 , at three , at office of Sol. Ritson , Manchester Layton , Suffolk -la , Cannon -st Sol. Walford

PEARSON, WILLIAM , saddler, Penkridge. Pet. March 13. March FAULKNER , JOU , brewer , Boston . Pet . March 12. March 28 , at WOMACK , ELIJAH , cabinet maker , Masbrongh . Pet. March 14 .
26 , at eleven , at offices of Sol. Bowen , Stafford twelve, at office of Sol. Thomas, Boston March 31 , at eleven , at office ofSol. Willis, Rotherham

PERRIN , HANNAH , and PERRIN , SAMUEL, grocers, Bredbury , and FOULKES, EDWARD , draper, Carnarvon . Pet. March 12. March
Marple. Pet. March 10 . April 2, at three , at the Clarence 30, at two, at the Clarence hotel, Manchester. Sol. Allanson ,
hotel, Manchester . Sol. Duckworth , Manchester Carnarvon

POLYBLANK, THOMAS RICHARD JARVIS ,known as Thomas Jarvis . | GIBSON , GEORGE, bullder , Southall . Pet. March 12. March 30 ,
master mariner , Mornington -rd , Regent' s park . Pet. March 7 . 1 at twelve, at the Guildhall Coffee-house, Gresham -st. Sols . BANKRUPTS' ESTATES.
March 23, at two, at the Mason 's tavern , Mason 's -avenue, Basing Treherne and Wolferstan , Ironmonger -la, Cheapside
hall-st . Sol. Watson , Basinghall-st GOOCH , ROBERT, licensed victualler , High -st, Borough . Pet. The Official Assigneos, & c., are given , to whom apply for the

POTTER, WILLIAM , fruiterer. Liverpool-st. Pet. March 11 . March 11. March 27, at eleven , at the King 's Hend , High -st, Dividends.
March 31, at eleven , at office of Sol. Preston , Mark -la Borough . Sol. Love, King William -st, London -bridge Consens, T . B . underwriter, second 9d. (and 39. 6 d . to newPOWELL, CHARLES, cheesemonger, Duke-st, Lincoln 's inn - fields. GREGG, CHARLES, dealer in horses, Birmingham . Pet. March
Pet . March 7 . April 2, at two, at offices of Sol. Parry , Guild proofs, Paget, Basinghall-st. - Finlay , A . H . merchant's clerk ,

9 . March 25 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Fallows, Birmingham third 3s. 10 d . (and 148 . 13d . to new proofs ) Paget, Basinghall-st.hall-chmbs, Basinghall-st GRIFFITHS, MARY, butter merchant, Stepin , Pet. March 3. - Nunn, R . R . auctioneer , second is. 340 . (and 39. 3 d . to newPRICE . WILLIAM HENRY, messman, East Stonehouse. Pet. March 27, at ten , at the Guildhall , Carmarthen , Sol. Howell ,
March 9. March 25, at twelve, at office of Sol . Square , Ply proofs ) Paget, Basinghall -st . - Page, R . coal owner , fourth 3 d .

Llanelly Paget, Basinghall-st
mouth HALLEN, THOMAS HUGHES, farmer, Gwernesney . Pet. March + Barrett, G . joiner, second and final 8 d . At Trust. B . Pickering,PRITCHARD , EDWIN , conl dealer, Hampstead -rd , St . Pancras. 12 . April 7 , at eleven , at offices of Sols. Williamsand Co ., New 8 , Parliament-st , Hull. - Briggs, C . draper, first and final 20s. At
Pet . March 5 . March 23, at three, at office of Sols . Button port office of J . Crowther and Co. accountants, Bath - ehmbs, York -st,• and Co., Henrietta -st, Covent-gdn HAMMOND , FREDERICK , wine merchant, Brentford End, Isle Manchester. - Crossley, J . jun ., woolstapler, second and final 11 d .RICHARDS, EVAN , draper, Liverpool. Pet. March 11. March 27 . worth . Pet .March 11. April 1, at three, at the Incorporated At Trust. J. P . Birtwhistle, Crown-st, Halifax. - Death , J . wheelat three, at offices of Sols . Lawrenceand Dixon , Liverpool Law Society , Chancery-lane. Sols . Messrs. Woodbridge, Clif . wright, first and final 3s. 71-50 . At office of Ford and Lloyd , 4,ROBERTSON , SAMUEL BOXHILL , solicitor, New -inn , Strand. Pet. ford ' s -inn
March 5 . March 21, at one, at 33, Gutter-la . Bloomsbury -sq . - Fletcher, G . butcher, first and final 3s . At Trust.Sol. Hanrott, HAMILTON , JAMES, draper , Newcastle-upon - Tyne. Pet . March W . Smithson , 9, Grainger -st , Newcastle . - Friskney , J. 1 .
Falcon -ct, Fleet-st 14. April 1 , at eleven , at othce of Sols. Ingledew and Daggett grocer , ls. At office of Hudson and Pybus, accountants,ROPER. JOHN HENRY, and COOKE, JESSE , machine wool Newcastle -upon -Tyne
com bere , Keighley . Pet . March 9 . March 31 , at half-past two, Mechanic 's Institute , Stockton . - Green , J . jun . grocer , first

HILL , SAMUEL, cabinet manufacturer, Bethnal Green -rd . Pet . Gs. ed . At Trust. Lovewell Blake , Hall-quay -chmbs, Great Yar
at offices of Sols. Wright and Waterworth , Keighley March 7 . March 24, at twelve, at office of Sol. Vickers, South mouth .London , E . S . draper , second and final 5d . At Trust. R .SIMPKINS, THOMAS, ironmonger, Tunbridge Wells. Pet . March ampton -bldge , Holborn Minton , 2, Carey-la , General Post Office . - Pape, A . gunmaker, 39.
9 . March 26 , at two, at offices of Sols. Messrs. Tippetts and HIPLINN, DAVID , and HIPKINS, DAVID ALEXANDER, iron At Trust. W . Smithson , 9, Grainger -st, Newcastle . - Salmon , W . F .Tickle , 5 , Great St. Thomas Apostle masters, Westbromwich , Pet. March 14 . April 2, at two, at

Pet . March 11.SLEE, THOMAS SIMPSON , tailor, Bradford . tie manufacturer, second es. At Trust. R . Minton , 2, Carey -la,
the King's Head inn , Birmingham . Sol Warmington , Dudley General Post Office . - Walker , C . grocer, 23 . 6d . At Trust. J . C .March 26, at eleven , at office of Sols. Terry and Robinson , Brad . | HINRCLIFFE,GEORGE, machinemaker, Halifax. Pet . March 13 Clegg, Bank -st, Sheffield . - Wood , A . stockjobber, 45 . At Trust.

ford March 30 ,at twelve, at offices of Sol. Rhodes, Halifax G . W . Challis, 12, Clement's -la , King William -st. - Wood, J. typeSMITH , JOSEPH , wool dealer , Sowerby -bridge, par . Halifax. Pet. HORLICK . ,ALFRED, farmer , Merton . Pet. March 6. March 27
March 7. March 25 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Rhodes , Halifax founder, further ls. At Trust J . P . Snell , 85 and 86, Cheapside.

at three, at office of Sol. Marshall , Lincoln 's-inn - fields
SUTTON , GEORGE FREDERICK , traveller, Harrow -rd . Pet. London INSOLVENTS' ESTATES.
March 2. March 25 , at three , at office of Sol. Peddell, Guildhall HOY, WILLIAM , grocer, High -st, Wood-green . Pet. March 12. Apply at ProvisionalAssignee's Office , Portugal-st, Lincoln's.
chrbs, Basinghall-st March 31, at twelve, at the London tavern , Bishopsgate - street

SYKES, RICHARD, boot dealer , Cambridge-rd, Edgware -rd . Kil . within . Sol. Philipe, Gray's-inn -sq inn , between 11 and 2 on Tuesdays.
burn . Pet . March 12 March 27, at twelve, at offices of Sol. | INNOCENT, FRANCIS , draper, Birmingham . Pet . March 13. Taris, J . gentleman , Carmarthenshire, fourth ls . 5d . - Mett, C .
Barron , Queen -st, Cannon -st March 2 , at eleven , at office of Marries, accountant, Birming | auditor, Lancaster, sixth 8 ] d . – Sturmer, F . clerk , Howland-st.

TATTERSALL, RICHARD, carter, Halliwell. Pet . March 10 . ham . Sol. Pointon , Birmingham seventh (making 208.) ls . 4d. - White, T . R . statuary , Landport,
April 1, at ten , at office of Sol. Richardson , Bolton JACOBS, JOHN EDWARD, bedding manufacturer , Euston -rd , and I third ls. 3d . - Edoards, Rev. J. D . Rhosiedre, 2s, 7d .
THOMAS, DAVID , and NASH , TOM SKELTON, common , Neath . Brook-rd , Junction -rd , t' pper Holloway. Pet. Feb . 24 . March
Pet. Morch 10 . March 5 , at half-past twelve, at office of Sol. 21 , it three, at offices of Thwaite , accountant, 42, Basinghall -st.
Curtis , Neath Sol. Fulcher , Businghall-st

THOMAS, GEORGE, woollen warehouseman , Lawrence-la . Pet . JAMEN WILLIAM , gas fitting manufacturer , Birmingham . Pet.
March 10 . March 26 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Plunkett, March 11. March 27 , at twelve, at the Hen and Chickens hotel, Gazette, March 13 .
Gutter -la Birmingham . Sol. Hawkes, Birmingham
THOMAS, JAMES, grocer , Chalford . Pet , March 10 . March 29. at JONES, JOHN MORGAN, bootmaker, Aberdare. Pet . March 10 , HEWETT, EDWARD JAMES, builder, Rutland-ter, Abbey -rd , St.
eleven (and not March 16 as previously advertised ), at the Swan March 26, at one,at office of Beddoe, Aberdare John ' s-wood
inn, Stroud. Sol. Smith , Stroud KAY, JAMES, confectioner, Oldham . Pet . March 11. March 27

THOMAS, WILLIAM , nurseryman , Wolverhampton and Tetten at three, at office of Sol. Clegg. Oldham
hall. Pet, March 10 . March 31, at twelve, at office of Sol. Gatis, KEEL, JOHN, builder, Ramsgate . Pet. March 13. March 30, at BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS
Wolverhampton three , at l, York-st, Ramsgate . Sol. Edwards, Ramsgate
TIMMS, HENRY, tallor, Fulham -rd , and Eoling Dean . Pet. KEEVIL GEORGE, outofbusiness , South Newton . Pet. March 14 .
March 9. March 25, at two, at office of Sol. Lewin , Southamp April 2, at three, at office of Sols , Cobb and Smith , Salisbury BIRTH .
ton -st, Strand LANDER, GEORGE WILLIAM , clothier, Drury -la . Pet. March 13 . WARRY. - On the 14th inst., at 46 , Norfolk -square, Hyde-park, the

TUMBLETY, DAVID , carpenter, the Terrace, Earl's-ct -rd , Ken . March 30 , at two , at ottices of Ladbury , Collison , and Viney , wife of George Deedes Warry, Esq., barrister-at-law , of a son .
sington . Pet. March 5 . March 23, at three, at 6, Beaufort 99 . Cheapside. Sol . Clapham and Fitch , Bishopsgute, Without MARRIAGES.bldgs, Strand . Sol. Lind LINES, JOHN , fish salesman , Birmingham , Pet. March 12 . March

WALTON, JAMES, grocer , West Gorton , near Manchester . Pet . 28 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Lowe, Birmingham BROWNE - LUSH . - On the 14th inst ., at St. Paul's Church , Avenue

March 10 . March 27 , at two, at offices of Sols. Adaleshaw and LOMNITZ , EDWARD JAMEN, merchant, Manchester. Pet. March road , J . H . Balfour Browne, Esq ., barrister-at- law , o Caroline

Warburton , Manchester 14. April . at two, at the Clarence hotel, Manchester. Sols. Emma, fourth daughter of the Hon . Mr. Justice Lush .
WHEELER, JAMES CHRISTIAN, grocer, High -st, Fulham . Pet. Sale, Shipman , Seddon , and Sale, Manchester DEATH
March 4. March 23, at one, at Izard and Betts , Accountants, 46 , LONG , JOHIN CHARLES, grocer , Yarmouth . Pet. March 11. March
Eastcheap . Sols . Reed and Lovell, Guildhall -chmbs, Basing BRADLEY. - On the 15th inst ., at Blackheath , Henry Bradley, Esq.,31, at one, at the Bugle hotel, Yarmouth . Sol. Urry solicitor, aged 58 , of Harcourt-buildings, Temple .
hall-st LLOYD, THOMAS EDWIX , chemist, Liverpool. Pet. March 13 .

WHITELOCK , Johx , straw hat manufacturer, Luton . Pet .March March 30, at three , at office of Roose and Price , accountants ,
7. March 25 , at half past three, at the Queen ' s hotel, Luton . Liverpool. Srle . Masters and Fletcher, Liverpool
Sol. Annesley, St . Alban 's MANSFIELD, HENRY, gaiter maker, Farnham . Pet. March 14 .

JUST OUT!! HINDOO PENS! ! ! -- The misery of a bad
WILKINSON , JOHN, farmer, Lincoln . Pet. March 7, March 27. April 2, at two, at oftice of Sol. Eve, Tanfield - ot , London , and | Pen is now a voluntary infliction .
at three , at the Angel inn, Wrangle. Sol. Bell, Louth Aldershot " They comeas a boon and a blesging to men ,

WILLIAMS, DAVID , agricultural labourer, Carmine-fach , near MILLS, WILLIAM EDWARD , corn dealer, Cheltenham . Pet. The Pickwick , the Owl, and he Waverley Pen . "
Narberth . Pet. March 9. March 27 , at a quarter past ten , at March 14 . March 30 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Chesshyre ,
the Guildhall , Carmarthen . Sol. Parry , Pembroke-dock Cheltenham

Dover Chronicle says - " The nation at large owes a debt
WILLIAMS. PETER MOSTYX, coal merchant, Liverpool. Pet. MITCHELL, MATILDA, (trading under the name or style of Bond of gratitude to the Patentees for their excellent inven .
March 16 . Maroh 31, at three, at offices of Sols. Barrell and and Company)bootmaker , Cardiff . Pet . March 3. March 27, at | tion .” 1200 Newspapers recommend them . Sample
Rodway, Liverpool eleven , at 19, High -street, Cardiff . Sol. Morgan Box , by post , ls . 1d. ; sold everywhere. Patentees ,

WYATT, RICHARD , tailor, Stratford -on -Avon . Pet. March 5 . NORTH , BENJAMIN , dry soap manufacturer, Huddersfield . Pet .
March 25 , at twelve , at the Falcon tavern , Stratford -on -Avon . March 14 . April 2 , at eleven , at offices of Sols. Messrs . Barker, Macniven and Cameron , 23 to 33 , Blair - street , Edin

Sol. Lane Huddersfield | burgh. - [Apyt.]

Dibidends.

master's DAUID.

ch 11. ,E , G
Houve

Orders of Discharge.
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in the ownership and disposition of the persons entitled to receive

them on the bills being honoured at maturity, and so passed to

the trustee on the bankruptcy of such persons . Lord Justice

JAMES, on the 20th inst., read the written judgment of Lord Jus
tice MELLISH , who came to the conclusion that the word “ due," as

used in the Bankruptcy Act,means “ payable," but that a debt is
due although not immediately payable . It is clear that it would

be absurd to hold that a debtwhich by its nature is payable at a
future timeis excluded from the list of debts due by or to a debtor.
Butwhere, as in the case of thesemarginal notes for balances, it is
dependent on a contingency whether anything will ever be pay
able by the bankers there is no debt due, and it has therefore been
held that such debts are not within sect. 15 sub-sect. 5 , and no not

pass to the trustee under the bankruptcy of the pledgors.
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A CORRESPONDENT puts forward a very pertinent inquiry as to the
rights of trustees in bankruptcy to deal with the property of a
bankrupt after his estate has paid 20s, in the pound. Is the
trustee entitled to retain possession of the bankrupt's property in
order to prosecute him ? Our correspondent says " to compel a
man to pay the costs of his conviction when he has been convicted
is one thing ; to put your hand into his pocket merely on the
chance of getting him convicied is surely quite a novelty. What
rightbeyond 20s. in the pound can the trustees, creditors, or the
court have ! ” The answer appears to us to be sufficiently plain .
It may very well be that a debtor endeavours by fraud to deprive
his creditors of a certain proportion of his estate when in the
whole it will pay 20s. in the pound. The fraud is detected , the
property recovered , and 20s. in the pound paid . Is the trustee
not to prosecute ? If he is to prosecute, is he to give up posses
sion of the means wherewith to pay his costs ? It must be
remembered that a prosecution is ordinarily directed on a prima
facie case being made out to the satisfaction of a court of bank
ruptcy, and that circumstance, and not the possible failure to
obtain a verdict, is the circumstance which has to be looked at.
If our correspondent's view were to be adopted , it would amount
to this, that a debtor is never to be prosecuted save at the expense
of his creditors, which could by no means be allowed . An alleged
fraudulent debtor is doubtless in a more unfavourable position in
this respect than defendants in criminal cases generally, but we
see no means of relieving him . The instances in which an estate
pays 20s. in the pound are, however, so rare that no large amount

of alarm need be excited .
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Last week we protested against the practice of payment of Judges
by the day, as illustrated by the case of the Chairman of the
Second Court at the Middlesex Sessions. In our opinion , which
we believe is that of the entire Profession , such a manner of
payment for judicial services is even more objectionable than
the amount. But what shall be said of the extraordinary con
dition which , in the Bill just introduced to Parliament, is attached
to the receipt of even this paltry fee ? It will scarcely be credited
that the Bill expressly limits the Judge's remuneration to such
days only “ on which he sits and acts for not less than six hours
in the court.” Was anything more insulting to a Judge ever
proposed to a Legislature ? Not merely does it make him a
journeyman, but it treats him as such , or rather subjects
him to worse treatment. The journeyman bricklayer is paid
for all the hours he works, and he receives double pay for
overtime. But the journeyman judge is by this astonishing Bill
- strange to say the first coming from a Conservative Home Secre
tary -- not only compelled to work a certain number of hours or to

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS. forfeit his fees altogether if his work is curtailed by a quarter of
Next week the Law TIMES will be published on Thursday morning, an hour- while if he works for nine hours, as often he does , no

therefore Advertisements for insertion must reach the Ofice by 10 o' clock . addition is to be made to it . Mr. CROSS has been a Chairman of
Quarter Sessions, and must well know the impossibility of
measuring the work of a Judge like that of a bricklayer. Trials
are of uncertain length . They cannot by any contrivance bemade
to fit exactly six hours. If this ridiculous provision should
become law , whatwill be the consequence ? If the Judge adjourns
for luncheon he loses his fee. If a trial ends at half-past three

A VERY important question in bankruptcy with reference to what o' clock , and there is no case that will not occupy less than three
are " debts due in the course of his trade or business ” (sub -sect. or four hours, as occurs continually , he must forfeit his fee or take

5 , sect. 15 Bankruptcy Act 1869), is reported by us to-day as a case and sit nine hours and receive only thepay of six . If for the

having been decided by the LORDS JUSTICES : (Ex parte Kemp ; re accommodation of witnesses and to save costs to the prosecution
Fastnedge.) The debts in question were based upon certain mar | it is desired to appoint a case for trial on a special day , the unfor

ginal notes given by bankers when discounting bills deposited tunate Judge will not be paid for that day 's work unless the trial
with shipping documents. Such bills are usually discounted to lasts for six hours. There is no end to the inconveniences it will

the extent of 70 per cent. and upwards, “ marginal notes ” being occasion and the injustice that will be done. If the object be to

given as to the balance on the bills remaining due to the pledgors. I prevent needless protraction of business, the right course will be
The question waswhether the sumsheld back by the bankswere to pay by a salary . But some confidenco must always be placed
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in the honour of public officers . The Judge who would needlessly

lengthen work because he is paid by the day would be unworthy

of the office. We are reluctant to believe that the new HOME

SECRETARY was aware what he was approving when he placed his

nameupon the back of this unprecedented Bill. If he did so, it is

of evil omen for the conduct of the Home Office under its new

régime. Such a measure might have been looked for from Mr.

LOWE ; it is altogether unworthy ofMr. Cross. Wehope, indeed ,
that it was his inheritance, and not his offspring . If so it be,

we are sure that his attention has but to be called to it to secure
the summary excision of the objectionable provision, which, though

applicable to two Judges only , is not the less an insult to all
Judges .

desirable to codify the law of conspiracy at once. A Bill for this
purpose, one of the most valuable measures of the late Govern --
ment, was unfortunately introduced too late last session to admit

of its being passed. The codification of the general law of con
spiracy need not be complained of as being directed against a

special class, but could and should be effected in a bill containing

no mention of either “ master ” or “ servant," " employer" or
" employed."

Thx Bill which is to deal “ with such parts of the Acts (sic ) regu
lating the sale of intoxicating liquors, as have given rise to com

plaints which appear to deserve the attention of Parliament," must

needs be a marvel of legislative skill, if it is not make confusion

worse confounded . The complaints of the publicans are well

known; they have been summarised , published, and putforward
by a deputation whose claims included a uniform hour of closing,

the abolition of orders of exemption , the power of entertaining
friends after closing hours, the mitigation of the oft-recurring

clause as to recording a conviction upon a licence (the sting of the

late Act), and the extension of licensing restrictions to grocers .

It is impossible to say that these claims, put forward as they are

by persons thoroughly conversant with the subject , do not deserve

the attention of Parliament ; whether or not and how far they call

for legislation is another question . Add to them the complaints

of the valuation clauses on the part of the holders of wine and beer

licences, the complaints on the part of teetotallers that the recent

Act did not go far enough , and last though not least the com

plaints from the Bench that the licensing Acts are very difficult to

understand, and it will then be seen that it will be no easy task to

make all things plain . Asfurther legislation of somekind is now

determined on , we hope that it will include the repeal of the

minimum penalty of 11. under sect. 67 of the Act of 1872 , which ,

singularly enough , does not appear to have been asked for by the

licensed victuallers themselves. The power to impose a nominal

penalty in trivial cases would render it no longer possible for

magistrates to dismiss informations in spite of the clearestevidence

in support of them , or to give out beforehand that they “ would

not convict ” if such and such an offence were brought before

them , or to disregard the law by imposing less than the minimum

penalty . Indeed, we doubt whether the simple repeal of sect. 67

would not be a sufficient amendment of the law at present, unless

indeed consolidation be attempted , in which case the name of the

desirable amendments is legion , simply from a legal point of view .

Unless it be of the simplest kind we fear that any measure short

of a consolidating one is likely to create new difficulties of con

struction without solving the old ones.

The existence of local courts of record, in districts where there
are County Courts, is undoubtedly an anomaly . Provision will

doubtless soon bemade for consolidating the jurisdictions, and in

the City of London , as well as in the country, it would be greatly

to theadvantage of the public that the practice in all courts of

law should be uniform . These remarks are suggested by a case

which has reached us from Oswestry, where it appears there is a

court of record presided over by a recorder. In the case in

question the only question which the recorder had to decide was

one of costs, he having a right to certify much as a Judge in the

Superior Courts of Common Law . The debt was admitted , but

the recorder, nevertheless, certified , the consequence being,

apparently , that whereas a few shillings would have been the

extent of the defendant's liability for costs in the County Court ,

he has been ordered to pay £7 58. 10d . as taxed costs on a debt

of £1 3s. This , doubtless, is an enormity, but the defendant had

brought the calamity upon himself by keeping his creditor at

arms' length for several years. On this ground (certainly

somewhat novel) the Judge certified . But it is really not

surprising that any court should be selected by attorneys

in preference to the County Court. An Oswestry attorney ,

speaking of this case, gives an instance of the injustice

which is inflicted by the present scale of charges in County

Courts. “ I once had," he says, “ a County Court case of demur .

rage, where the amount claimed was between £10 and £20. I

conducted the case on the hearing ; judgment was reserved .

Next court day I went to hear it ; it was againstme on a point of

law . The Judge was wrong, and the following court day Imoved

successfully for a new trial. The arguments on the new trial

took me a day or two to prepare, and twohours to deliver. Next

court the Judge reversed his decision on the point of law , and I

had judgment ; but all the costs I could get out of the other side

towards my own charges were 15s. ! So that instead of handing

the sum recovered over to my client untouched - as one ought to

have been able to do - it had to be sweated to pay my own fee."

This is certainly the practical consequence of the statutory

regulations. Whilst, therefore, we think that jurisdictions should

be uniform , professional allowances ought to be placed upon a

just and sensible basis.

By a singular coincidence, the Times of Saturday last contained
notices of two remarkable cases of alleged conspiracy. Of theone,

the charge of conspiracy to hiss an actress off the stage , we

believe the law to be undoubted , that this is a common law con

spiracy. There is, in fact , a familiar case precisely in point. The

law of the Burnley case, on the other hand, in which union work

men were charged with a conspiracy to induce non -union work .
med to break their contracts with employers whose practice it was

to employ non -union men alone, to theserious damage of those em

ployers, is in a state unsatisfactory and obscure to the last degree.

There ismuch force in the contention that “ the two streamsof com

mon law and statute law have been brought into one, and that the

only offence of molesting and obstructing is that interpreted so

precisely by the Criminal Law Amendment Act 1871," but

Baron AMPHLETT let in the whole stream of common law under

cover of the words “ nothing shall prevent any person from being

liable under any Act or otherwise," and we can hardly dispute the
correctness of the ruling. Nevertheless, we should like to see

somestrong judicial construction of the proviso that “ no person

shall be liable to punishment for conspiring to do any act on the
ground that such act tends to restrain the free course of trade."

Is this proviso applicable to the facts of the Burnley case, and if

not, why not ? It is, we think , much to be regretted on public

grounds that the jury had to be discharged without giving a

verdict, thus preventing the law of the case from being solemnly
decided by the Court of Criminal Appeal. The judgment of that

court would have formed an admirable text for the report of the

recently constituted Royal Commission to examine into the

working of the Master and Servant and Criminal Law Amend .

ment Acts. To know the law is the first step towards amending

it, if it is to be amended . Apropos, it is a sad pity that so many

of the influential leaders of the union party have decided upon

the policy of having " nothing to do " with the Royal Commission
Such a policy is open to the criticism that those who wish to shut

out evidence are not themselves prepared with such a body of

evidence on their side of the question as would justify an altera

tion of the law . Quite independently, however, of the proposed

investigations of the Commission, we think that it is highly

The relations between the Bench , the Bar, and the public are

daily becoming more delicate , and the scoldings which the heads

of the Profession frequently receive from the Press are, in our

opinion, of very doubtful expediency. The learned Judge who is

the last offender against the journalistic code of judicial propriety

is Vice- Chancellor Sir RICHARD Malins, who,having a case of gross

hardship and injusticebroughtbefore him wrapped up in a techni

cality, wasbold enough to condemnthe injustice whilst deciding the

point of law raised for his determination. The journal whose

wrath was excited to the most remarkable degree was the Pall

Mall Gazette. The opinion emanating from this periodical has

been adopted by quotation in the Times, which makes it the more

important, and it is to the effect that the conduct of the Judge was

discreditable to the administration of justice. It is no special

duty of ours as a legal journal to defend our Judges ; but of all

critics in the Press the one least entitled to express its views on the

decision of the demurrer in the case of Dr. Hayman is the Pall Mall

Gazette. Never, probably, was there a more excessive use of the

power of the press than that of which the Gazette was guilty in

writing Dr. HAYMAN out of Rugby, and in considering its

estimate of the Vice-Chancellor this must be borne in mind.

By press persecution to crush a man , and then to object to an

honest judge expressing natural feelings of indignation when he

has the opportunity, evinces a spirit which disqualifies a writer

from acting as a critic , as much as Dr. TEMPLE's prejudice dis

entitled him to sit as a judge on Dr. HAYMAN. But in what sense

is Sir RICHARD Malins's conduct “ discreditable to the administra

tion of justice " ? Heought not, we are told , to have suggested &

compromise ; he ought not to have expressed a wish that the

defendants should abandon the demurrer in order that the case

might be heard on the merits ; he ought not (his suggestion being

rejected ) to have said that he considered Dr. HAYMAN hardly

used , or that Dr. TEMPLE had offended in any sense, if he had not

acted corruptly ; in short, that the point raised being one of pure

law , the governing body were entitle to be spared all punishment

in the shape of judicial condemnation because they had availed

themselves of a technical defence. Is, then , a free expression of

opinion by a Judge with reference to facts alleged in a bill which
are admitted by a demurrer to be true, " discreditable to the

administration of justice ," the party demurring having thereby

declined to give any version of the facts whatever ? That this
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proceeding on the part of a Judge may not be quite consistent out the control or possibility of interference on the part of the

with the strict administration of technical law , wemight admit, congregation . “ Such an authority," he said , “ if recklessly exer

but that it is any offence against the proper administration of cised and all uncontrolled authority is liable to be so ) might

“ justice ” we deny. A very analogous case is that of Osgood v . wholly subvert the objects and purposes for which this institution

Nelson , in which a deserving officer of the Corporation of the was founded." This is an argument against giving uncontrolled

City of London , was arbitrarily dismissed under powers conferred power to any governing body whatsoever, but general expediency
by a private Act of Parliament. There the point simply was points in the other direction. It is a common observation that

whether the Corporation had the arbitrary power claimed. In | hard cases make bad law , and it is a subject for congratulation

deciding, on an application for a mandamus, that they had the that largely as the Vice-Chancellor sympathised with Dr. Hayman ,

Court of Queen ' s Bench (more particularly the LORD CHIEF he did not allow himself to be carried outside the settled prin

JUSTICE ), did not consider it discreditable to the administration of ciples which limit his jurisdiction .

justice to express sympathy with the dismissed officer, and to

refect somewhat strongly on the Corporation . Every one who

gces into Vice-Chancellor Malins's Court knows that he may SEARCHES, INQUIRIES, AND NOTICES.
there find something more than naked law administered . The (Continued from p . 341.)
VICE -CHANCELLOR hates all iniquity and unfairness. Nine times

FREEHOLDS.
out of ten the expression of his indignation does infinite good ,
and we are disposed to think that in the result this is the effect of THE searches to bemadewhen freeholds in possession or reversion ,

his comments and judgment in the case of Dr. Hayman .
or any legal or equitable estate therein , are being dealt with are

for judgments, writs of execution (except in cases of equitable

estates not entitling the owner to the whole of the profits), lites

THE ARBITRARY POWERS OF PUBLIC BODIES .
pendentes, crown debts , annuities, rentcharges, improvement

RECENT experiences show that it is quite possible for great public
charges, bankruptcies, insolvencies, composition deeds, and liqui.
dations by arrangement. The state of the title or the smallness

bodies to exercise vexatiously the powers which Parliament has of the property may , however, render some of the searches
seen fit to confor, and a question which seems likely to come unnecessary. In previous papers we have shown against whose
forward prominently is whether and under what circumstances
individuals should be shut out from the ordinary remedy of an

names the several searches should bemade. Inquiries should be

made of the tenants as to the terms of their holdings, and
appealto the courts of the country. It is hardly possible to believe whether they have any further interest in the property
that the advisers of Dr. Hayman in his proceedings against the or are aware of the claim of any person other than the
Governing Body of Rugby School, felt any confidence, that failing vendor or mortgagor. Inquiries should also be made as
to establish that that body had acted corruptly in dismissing him
the Court of Chancery could interfere. The provisions of the

to easements affecting the property, and particular care

Public Schools Act of 1868 are exceptionally clear. The 12th
must be taken to see that all succession duties have been duly
satisfied , or in the case of the purchase of the reversion due regard

section says that “ the head master of every school to which this must be paid to the effect of the recent decision of The Solicitor
Act applies, shall be appointed by and hold his office at the plea General v . The Law Reversionary Interest Society (29 L . T . Rep .
sure of the new Governing Body." The New Governing Body N . S . 769 ; L . Rep . 8 Ex. 233). If the deedsare not in the custody of
did not appoint Dr. Hayman , but they did decide that he should
not hold office .

the vendor or mortgagor it must be ascertained that they are in

the hands of persons entitled to retain them ,and that such persons
It is plain enough that the only arguable question waswhether the have no claim upon the property being dealt with . In register

two members of theGoverning Bcdy complained ofby Dr. Hayman ,
counties a search should be made at the register office, to see that

namely, Dr. Temple and Dr. Bradley, were disqualified as members all documents of which the purchaser or mortgagor is aware have
of a governing body sitting upon his case, and undoubtedly it is

been registered, and that nothing else affecting the property has
important to consider from this point of view when a person been registered , and as soon as possible after completion a
exercising a judicial or quasi-judicial office is incapable of acting .

memorial of the conveyance or mortgage should be registered .
The Court of Queen 's Bench , in the Queen y . Rand ( L . Rep . 1 Q . B .)
said at pp. 232, 233, that , “ wherever there is a real likelihood FREEHOLD MANORS.

that the Judge would from kindred or any other cause have a Although , perhaps, not always usual, we would suggest, in

bias in favour ofone of the parties, it would be very wrong in him addition to the above searches and inquiries, that a strict search

to act ; and we are not to be understood to say that where there should be made of the court rolls of each manor in order to

is a real bias of this sort this court would not interfere.” But ascertain that no copyholds exist of which the purchaser or

they add that Req. v . Dean of Dorchester (17 Q . B . 1 ) " is an mortgagee has not been informed, and that the existing copy

authority that circumstances from which a suspicion of favourmay holders of whom he is aware have no privileges other than those

arise do not produce the same effect as a pecuniary interest." ordinarily attaching to their estates.

Now , in Reg v . Rand the persons complained of were justices of To show the importance of a search of the court rolls we quote

thepeace, and in Regv. Dean of Dorchester a schoolmaster contended the following case , which , although entirely supposititious, is .
that a visitor of a school, whom the schoolmaster had abused in a founded upon the facts of a case which recently happened within

publication ,had no right to sit in judgmentupon and dismiss him . the writer's knowledge. In the year (say ) 1790, a settlement was

In each case, however, the act complained of was sustained, and made by A , whereby the manor of Whiteacre and certain freehold

the case of Rugby School is certainly not stronger than those on lands in the parish of X . were limited to A . for life, with remainder

the side of the dismissed master. It would be going very great to B . (his son ) for life, with remainder to the first and other sons

lengths to say that a body exercising judicialfunctions should not of B . in tail, with remainder to C . in fee. The manor then

be allowed to entertain strong individual viewsof a servant whom included a large quantity of land held by copyholders, the

they may be called upon to pass judgment upon , and if the prin interest of the whole of whom A . purchased and caused to

ciple of disqualification , on the score of interest or bias, were be surrendered to a trustee for himself. A . also purchased

applied to such a case, it mightbe very difficult to know where to some freehold land in the parish of X ., which was conveyed

stop. to himself. A . died in 1825, having by his will, made shortly

As regards the controlling influence of the courts of common before his death , devised all estates held by or in trust for him to

law by mandamus,we have no doubt that nothing short of pecu similar uses to those declared by his settlement of the Manor of

niary interest, or something distinctly analogous, will call for its Whiteacre. Upon A .' s death B . entered into possession and

exercise over a body which is given arbitrary powers by Act of received the rents until his death in 1865, when D ., his only son ,

Parliament ; and the case of Daugars v . Rivaz (23 Beav. 233) , entered into possession , and immediately executed a disentailing

shows, with sufficient clearness , the only conditions under which deed , which was duly enrolled in Chancery. After being in pos

a court of equity would feel called upon to review the decision session some years, D . contracted for the sale of the whole of the

of such a body. The Master of the Rolls found that between property as freehold , and the purchase was duly completed . D .

the governing body of the French Protestant Church in London died without issue a short time after completion , and by an acci.

and the pastor a trust existed , that the latter might com dental search of the court rolls it was discovered that the entail

pel the execution of the trust in his favour, and, being in the copyholds which had never been merged had not been

dismissed, claim to be reinstated . There the question was as barred , and consequently that under A .'s will C . was entitled to

between the jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery and a them .

common law court, and the existence of the trust decided LEASEHOLDS .

the case in favour of the jurisdiction in equity . Therefore The searches and inquiries will be the same as in the case of

where a trust exists or there is a corrupt exercise of statu . freeholds, except that no search need be made for judgments. In

tory power, a jurisdiction vests in the Court of Chancery . addition , it must be ascertained that all the lessee's covenants

But even where there is a trust it is easy for trustees to make have been performed or waived by the lessor, and that sufficient

their servants enter into express agreements to submit to arbitrary probate duty has been paid upon all the testator's estates, of

dismissal. The elders and deacons of the French Protestant which the leaseholds formed part. In some cases theassent of the

Church adopted this course when the difficulty arose in Daugars lessor is necessary to any assignment, and in others notice of

v . Rivaz, and thus took themselves out of the jurisdiction of the every assignment has to be given to the lessor, or the assignment

courts. The Master of the Rolls observed that the result of such has to be registered ; the requirements (if any) of the particular

a proceeding was to give the elders and deacons absolute controll lease must of course be properly complied with . In dealing with

over the minister , both as to conduct and doctrine, and this with . ' a lessee's fixtures, where the lessee is in possession, search should
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be made for bills of sale , and a mortgage, or post-nuptial settle. WHEN ARE JUDGMENTS CHARGES ON LAND.
ment, of such fixtures should be registered as a bill of sale . THE anomalies of the law relating to “ judgments,” so forcibly

pointed out some years ago in a report of a committee of
COPYHOLDS. the Law Amendment Society, — the anomaly that a sheriff

In dealing with lands of this tenure the principal search will be should be obliged to fold his arms, when property, which

of the court rolls of the manor of which the lands are holden . he is told to extend, turns out to be an equity of redemp

The search will show whatsurrenders and admissions have actually | tion , and to say he knows nothing about it ; that the judg.

taken place, and what charges (if any) affect the property, and it ment creditor shonld , after finishing his action at law , have to

will also show what (if anything) is required to be done to . com begin again a new suit in equity to enforce his judgment; that a

plete a sale or mortgage, or to prevent a forfeiture by force of any court of law should be unable to enforce charging orders which it

special custom of the manor, and also what the customs generally is expressly empowered to grant ; that sheriffs and receivers

are. Unless the purchaser or mortgagee, or his solicitor has | should oftentimes come into unseemly collision - are such as may,

notice of any judgment, it is unnecessary to search for judgments and wehope will, be cured by the Judicature Act ; but it will not

and writs of execution , but with the exception of Crown debts, for be able, we fear , to cure the evil and confusion which has arisen

which no search need be made, the other searches and inquiries from the provisions of the Judgment Acts Amendment Act

above suggested with reference to freehold property should be (27 & 28 Vict. c . 112), that a judgment shall not “ affect land till

made. actual delivery thereof in execution .”
Inns, PUBLIC HOUSES, & c . A notable instance of this has recently occurred on appeal from

The provisions of the Licensing Act 1872 (35 & 36 Vict. c. 94 ) Vice-Chancellor Malins, before the full Court of Appeal in Chan

must not be lost sight of when dealings take place with licensed cery, in the case of Hatton v . Haywood (Weekly Notes, Nov. 15 ,

houses. After providing that upon conviction for certain specified 1873 and Jan . 24 , 1874), which we noticed shortly a few
offences, a record of the conviction is to be endorsed upon the weeks since. A judgment debtor had , at the date of the

offender's licence, sect. 30 provides that upon a subsequent con judgment, legally mortgaged his land , and afterwards became

piction after two convictions have been recorded on the licence, it bankrupt. The judgment creditor , who had issued an elegit on

shall be forfeited , and the premises, in respect of which the licence which the sheriff returned “ nihil,” brought his bill against the
was granted shall, unless the court having cognizance of the case trustee in bankruptcy, praying a declaration that the judgment

in its discretion thinks fit otherwise to order, be disqualified from was a lien on the land in mortgage. The trustee put in a demurrer

receiving any licence for a term of two years from the date of such for want of equity, which the Vice-Chancellor allowed ; and his
third conviction . With respect only to the convictions of persons decision was upheld by the Court of Appeal,the reason given being

who after the passing of the Act (10 Aug. 1872) become licensed that an equity of redemption not being extendible, the judgment

in respect of premises, the 31st section provides ( 1 ) that the could not be enforced in equity, until the legal obstacle of themort

second and every subsequent conviction recorded on the licence of gage had been removed . The course for thecreditor to pursue, the

any one such person shall also be recorded in the register of Lord Chancellor (Selborne) said , was to redeem themortgage and

licences against the premises ; ( 2 ) when four convictions (whether then comeand petition for sale . Now , putting out of view for the

of the same or of different licensed persons), have within five years moment the effect of this decision upon the earlier law and authori

been so recorded against premises, those premises shall, during ties upon the subject, we see what an inconveniencemight arise in

one year, be disqualified for the purposes of the Act ; ( 3 ) if the practice, not to say injustice, under this state of circumstances.

licences of two such persons licensed in respect of the same Themortgagee might claim six months to be redeemed in , during

premises are forfeited within any period of two years, the which time the debtor mightmake a second mortgage, the second

premises shall be disqualified for one year from the date of the last mortgagee might give notice of it to the judgment creditor,and it

forfeiture. For the owner's protection , however, sect. 56 provides is difficult to see how he could help acquiring priority over him .
that wbere the tenant is convicted of an offence the repetition of The judgment creditor had not lent hismoney on the credit of the

which may render the premises liable to be disqualified from land , and would therefore have no right to tack his judgment to

receiving a licence, the justices' clerk is to send a notice of the the firstmortgage. And we are told this difficulty has actually

conviction to the owner. Where an order of the court has been arisen in practice since the decision in Hatton v . Ilaywood .

made declaring premises disqualified, notice is to be served upon Now the first question that occurs to us is , what effect the

the owner, if not the occupier, with a statement that a petty 27 & 28 Vict. c. 112 , has on the earlier statute , i.e., on the 1 & 2

sessions will be held when and where specified , at which the Vict. c . 110. Vice -Chancellor Malins - in answer to theargument

owner may appeal against the order on all or any of the following , pressed on him in another case, that notwithstanding the 27 & 28

but on no other grounds: (a ) That notice of the prior offence had Vict. the judgment creditor has an interest in land by virtue of

not been served upon him ; or (b ) that the tenant held under a con his judgment, because 1 & 2 Vict. is not repealed - has said , that,

tractmade prior to the commencement of the Act, and that the as the two Acts are inconsistent with each other, and cannot

owner could not legally have evicted the tenant in the interval stand together, the earlier Act is virtually repealed by the latter :

between the commission of the offence, in respect of which the (Earl of Cork v . Russell, L . Rep. 13 Eq. 215 ; 26° L . T . Rep.

disqualifying order wasmade, and the receipt by him of the notice N . S . 230 ) ; whilst the late Master of the Rolls, speaking
of the immediately preceding offence, which on repetition renders less positively, thinks a strict construction of the words “ actually

the premises liable to be disqualified ; or (c ) that the offence in delivered ” in different parts of the later Act raises serious
respect of which the disqualifying order wasmade occurred so soon doubts whether sect. 13 of 1 & 2 Vict. c . 110 (which first made
after the receipt of such last-mentioned notice, that the owner, judgments an equitable charge on land ) has not been repealed ; or,
motwithstanding he had legal power to evict the tenant, could not if not, how far it is reconcileable with the provisions of 27 & 28
with reasonable diligence bave exercised that power in the interval Vict. (Padwick v . Duke of Newcastle, L . Rep . 8 Eq. 700 ; 21 L . T .
which occurred between thesaid notice and thesecond offence. Upon Rep. N . S . 343). That was a case in which the plaintiff, a

the owner satisfying the court that he is entitled to have the shrewd and well-known solicitor, appears to have miscarried in

order cancelled on any of the above grounds, the court must direct his attempt to enforce his judgment against a leasehold of which

the order to be cancelled , and it thereupon becomes void . The the defendant was equitable tenant for life , on the ground that it

justices are to make rules, in pursuance of which any person other was not a case of simple trust, which is the only equitable interest

than the owner interested in any licensed premises as mortgagee in land which is extendible , and that he had issued a fi. fa . instead

or otherwise, is to be entitled , upon payment of a fee to be fixed of an elegit, whereas the only cases in which sect. 11 of 1 & 2

by the rules, to receive from the justices' clerk a similar notice to Vict . gives the judgment creditor a remedy at law , are those in

that sent to the owner. which he has sued out an elegit. On the other hand Lord

In Mow v . Hindmarsh (28 L . T . Rep . N . S . 644, Ex.), it was held Hatherley, then Vice-Chancellor Wood , in Re Cowbridge Railway

that upon the letting by parol of a public house, a covenant by Company ( 18 L . T . Rep. N . S. 102; L . Rep. 5 Eq. 416 ) thought
the lessee to use the premises in such a manner as not to cause “ it could not have been intended that all the remedies given by

a forfeiture of the licence could not be implied . Care should be 1 & 2 Vict. should be swept away ” (by 27 & 28 Vict.) " by
taken in framing such leases to insert such a covenant, as well as sidewind .”

a power of re-entry upon the first conviction for a recordable Another question which has arisen , and on which there seemsa

offence after a previous order for indorsement on the licence had conflict of opinion between different branches of the court, is as to

been made, and the owner must be diligent in availing himself of | the necessity ofmaking judgment creditors parties to a foreclosure

his power so as to enable him to take advantage of an appeal in suit , the Master of the Rolls having held that such creditors who

case a third conviction speedily followed the second. In cases of have not issued execution are (Mildred v . Austin , 20 L . T . Rep.

sales or mortgages the register of licences at the justices' clerk 's N . S . 939 ; L . Rep . 8 Eq. 220 ), and Vice -Chancellor Malins

office, should be carefully searched , and a mortgagee should avail having held that they are not, necessary parties : (Earl of Cork

himself of the clause under which he can have sent to him v . Russell (ubi sup.), in the report of which , it should be observed ,

notices of convictions. A purchaser should see that bis namewas there is an error in a head -note ). We hope, however, that this

recorded as owner in lieu of that of his vendor. In case the conflictmay be guarded against for the future by the rules of pro

mortgagor is also the tenant the mortgage should contain a cedure now being framed under the Judicature Act .

power enabling the mortgagee, in thi event of a second recorded A third , and perhaps more important question is, what is an

conviction , to enter upon the premises and evict the mortgagor, “ actual delivery in execution by virtue of a writ of elegit ? " Lord

notwithstanding that no principal or interest money is then , or Hatherley thinks it “ very difficult to give any meaning to those

bas, in fact, become due. words," and so , we confess, do we. And again : “ There is some

( To be continued .) difficulty, " said that learned Judge, “ in knowing what the Legis.
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lature meant by saying that the land must be absolutely " (the able, this work discloses much knowledge ; but its conclusions,

word of the Act is actually ') " delivered in execution .” Now the which are avowedly opposed to those of Maine, and certainly

first thing , and perhaps the only thing , which is clear in the whole deviate widely from the positions maintained by the more ac

matter is , that the word “ actual ” is not to be taken in its literal credited historians, are certainly unworthy of a laborious support,

signification , and does not mean " actual,” and that the delivery and incapable of a successful one. If this publication is to be

of an acre is a different sort of delivery from the delivery of a continued , it will require a very carefulrescension , for sometimes

chair or any other purely personal chattel. For how can , for in . the author differs as widely from himself as from Freeman . Thus,

stance, incorporeal hereditaments, which are “ lands ” within it is laid down (p . 79), “ Britain must have become half Roman .

27 & 28 Vict. (see sect. 2 ), or a trust of land, where the possession | in its population ," and at p . 77, “ There is no reason , but the

is in the trustees ,be " actually delivered ” in that sense ? “ Actual ” contrary , to suppose that the conquest of Britain by the Romans:

is a word often occurring in modern legislation and in private in made any great change among the inhabitante " - two assertions

struments, and several decisions have turned upon it, e .g ., in the which ought not to be left to the student to reconcile with

construction of executory trusts (see Lord Scarsdale v . Curzon , one another . The necessity of asserting even by implication

1 J . & H . 40 ; Hogg v . Jones, 32 Beav. 45), though it has nowhere, ( p . 40) “ that the ancient inhabitants of this country were

so far as we are aware, been defined , as assuredly it ought to be. the descendants of Japhet,” “ that (p . 54 ) Homer clearly

Vice -Chancellor Giffard was of opinion that the priorities of referred to the Druids," and various other matters of a

judgment creditors inter se against the land are ascertained similar description, might also profitably be reconsidered on

according to the dates at which the writs are placed in the sheriff's & rescension . On the same occasion expediency might sug

hands (Guest v . Cowbridge Railway Company, 18 L . T . Rep . gest that the main theory of the work does not pledge the

N . S . 871 ; L . Rep . 6 Eq. 619), which shows that they affected historian to go so far as to declare ( p . 63) that the ancient

tbe land , in his opinion , prior to delivery thereof, and the Britons were superior in civilisation to their Romau contempora

decree in Mildred v . Austin , which , like Hatton v . Haywood , ries, and were “ a nation of poets and philosophers, who had im

was a case in which land was in mortgage at the date of parted the light of their learning to ancientGreece itself," and

the judgment, declared that the defendants , the judgment that declarations of such nature must be an obstacle to the success

creditors, acquired a charge on the lands comprised in the of any work which contains them . The theory which this history

mortgage from the time they had performed three acts, viz ., seeks to establish is sufficiently startling to awaken all the incredi

issued the writ , placed it in the sheriff 's hands, and procured a bility ofmankind, and its acceptance will assuredly be rendered

return to it. But if the return be nihil, as it would be where the more difficult by being associated with many views which the

debtor' s interest is only an equity of redemption , we do not see world is in the habit of treating with ridicule.

how the return can give them any interest. They have, however, We have already commended the volume from a literary point

a right to remove a legal obstacle , e. g ., to redeem , upon putting of view , and therefore there is less objection to pointing out a few

the writ in the hands of the sheriff, and before the return . of its demerits in point of style . It seemsunnecessary in discuss

They had this right under the old jurisdiction prior to 1 & 2 Vict., ing the Venerable Bede (p . 5 ), to leave that respectable author

and it is not taken away by the recent Act, as the Court of Appeal and assert “ that Protestants have lied to cover every iniquity ,"

admitted in Hatton v . Haywood . But if they had a right to re and to declare (p . 6 ) that people “ worship themselves instead of

deem the land, it can only be by having an interest in the land , truth,” and “ pervert history into lies.” The historian would do

because those only may redeem who have such an interest (2 Cruise well to avoid the monosyllable which expresses mendacity, and

Dig ., 4th edit., 104), and a demurrer for want of equity would lie to abandon also the forcible feeble invective, which leads to the

to a bill by a party having no such interest, and that interest can expressions, “ shocking impositions ” (p . 206 ), “ trash and trumpery

be nothing short of a lien or charge, and, if so, it is difficult to of dilettanti ” (p . 7) , and various similar phrases which are un

understand the law which enacts, that the security shall only first fitting the dignity even of unsuccessful historical compila

affect the land upon an event, such as delivery long subsequent, tions. There is a style of invective which demolishes those

it may be, to the date of the judgment. viewsagainst which it is directed and does not damage the person

In short, the matter is full of difficulty, and of frequent occur who employs it . If, whenever the author requires the aid of

rence, and can , we believe, only be cleared away by a comprehen passion and denunciation he would employ such invective, his

sive code or digest of the whole law of judgments, both statu language which is generally of considerable merit would be freed

tory under the Acts of the Queen , and otherwise — that is , under from blemishes which even a coarse and blunted fastidiousness

the old jurisdiction as it existed previous to those statutes. must feel to be distasteful. Our candid opinion is that this

We may notice that within the last few days the doctrine in history should not absorb any further labour ; the positions which

Hatton v. Haywood has received confirmation by the Court of it seeks to establish have no practical interest and cannot excite

Appeal in another case, Re South ( Times, March 17, 1874 ; Weekly much popular or professional curiosity ; and if the historian desires

Notes , March 21, 1874), with reference to the subject of a re to waste his labour upon a work of the nature of this one, he will

maind r in land . find a wider audience and an equally good subject if he turns to

the famous question which has been for a long time before minds

of a paradoxical and curious turn , viz ., the question whether tbe
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Stevensand Sons. late Cambridge Regius Professor of Laws, and BRYAN WALKER ,

This is the first instalment of a work of apparently a similar M . A ., LL . D ., Law Lecturer of St. John's College. New edition .

character to Reeves' History of the English Law . Of works of Cambridge : At the University Press, 1874 .

this class it is difficult to form a just opinion until the whole is The first edition ofGaius, translated and annotated by the above

presented to the reader, and always ungrateful to form a hostile gentlemen , was published in 1870 , and the whole of that edition

one, because, whatever their demerits, they are monuments in
having , as we understand , been exhausted , the editors now repub

a way of considerable industry . The present work , however, lish the work , and for the first timebind up with Gaius the well

cannot be read without serious doubts arising that its excessive known “ Rules of Ulpian .” The contents of the book are an Eng

originality will disqualify it for a very wide success . Its scope is
lish translation and notes placed underneath the corresponding

the investigation of the ancient law of the Ancient Britons, with text ofGaius and Ulpian, an appendix consisting ofnineteen short

a view to establishing that the Roman Civil Law was in a great dissertations or notes, and an index verborum .

measure derived from it. The author is sanguine that the result The ability of the editors to produce a translation and annota

of his lucubrations will be considerably to affect themodern deci tion worthy of Cambridge has been recognised by the Syndics of

sions of the judges upon numerous points (p . 7 ). Whether such the University Press, for whom the work was specially prepared .

anticipations are well founded is not a matter for present specula We have found the “ Commentaries of Gaius " in the English

tion ; but until the author more firmly establishes upon authentic dress here appearing easy and agreeable reading. The notes con

evidence the facts which support his main theory of the origin of tain the kind of information and referenceswhich the student will,

the civil law , his conclusion on the subject of the origin of that at the time he is reading the originals, be most in need of, and

law will probably rank with another conclusion at which he they are free from the sins besetting the German commentators

arrives, p . 59, viz., “ that they (i.e ., the Druids) had retained the upon the civil law of being almost interminably long and vexa

science ofthe Noachidæ and must, in fact, have been the direct tiously inconclusive. Criticism and kuowledge of an ampler

descendants of that son of Noah whose issue it is con nature involving the setting out of numerous distinctions, require

jectured settled down on this portion of the globe," & c. ments, exceptions, and details are dealt with in the appendix ,

A conclusion not more ridiculous, however, than the fable of under such heads as “ Status," " Potestas," " Tutors," “ Acquisi.

Brute the Trojan , which many historians condescend to tion ," “ Lex Julia et Papia Poppaa,” “ Bonorum Possessio ,"

notice, and which our author condescends to believe (p . 51), “ Proceedings in a Roman Civil Law Action ," " The Dissolution

on the ground that Homer and probabilities establish it. of Obligations,” & c.

A large amount of learning is undoubtedly displayed by the pre The undergraduate or Bar student who is about to commence

sent work, and also considerable skill in the art of writing the study of Roman law will do well to place this text book upon

lucidly, which ought to be employed more profitably than in his book shelf, and we see no reason why it should not have a

advocating the most hopeless of newly -invented theories . On | prosperous future before it in the book market, notwithstanding

many questions, a superficial acquaintance with which is credit. I the rival editions with which it must continue to compete.
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tain TAO stat

LEGISLATION AND JURIS the invention as consisting in the age of carburet within the description , according to the then

PRUDENCE . of manganese in any process whereby iron is con . state ofknowledge ; also he is protected against

verted into cast steel,” and directed the unfased fraudulent imitations, or evasions of, or substitu
carburet of manganese to be put into the pot con . tions of equivalents in his process or processes as

HOUSE OF LORDS. tenteeelspecified . . . . I entirely agree with my brothers

Friday , March 20 . claimed as his invention “ the use of carburet of Alderson and Coleridge (referring to their judg

SALE AND TRANSFER OF LAND. manganese in any process for the conversion of ments as given in the Court of Exchequer

THE LORD CHANCELLOR gave notice that on
iron into cast steel. B . manufactured cast steel Chamber), that the patent (as explained in the

Thursday next he should call attention to the sub
by placing oxide of manganese and carbonaceous specification ) covers and protects not only the
matter into the pot at the same moment as the process actually specified, but any process with

ject of the sale and transfer of land in England.
Papers were laid on the table by the Marquis of

steel. Evidence was given that carburet of man. chemical equivalents known as such at the date

SALISBURY, the Earl of CARNARVON, and the
ganese would be formed by the combination of of the patent, but not chemical equivalents dis

Earl of DERBY.
these substances before the steel was melted . covered afterwards, for this would be giving the

They produced the same effect upon the steel as patentee not only the benefit of his own
PRIVATE BUSINESS . the carburet of manganese, at a cheaper rate. discovery , but the benefit of the discoveries of

On the motion of Lord REDESDALE, the follow . This method of producing the effect was not other persons subsequently to the date of the
ing resolutions were agreed to : - " That this lon

known at the timeof taking out the patent. Held , patent." (5 H . of L . Cas. 505 ; 25 L . J . 8 , C . P .) -
House will not receive any petition for a private | that this was a new invention , and not an infringe . 1 Coleridge. J ., in delivering judgment in this case
Bill after Monday, the 30th day of this instant

ment of the patent. The judges, in answering the in the Court of Exchequer Chamber, said : “ There
March , unless such private Bill shall have been question put to them by the House of Lords, can be no doubt, I think , that an equivalent has
approved by the Court of Chancery ; nor any differed as to the question of infringement. been used . If that equivalent were known at the

petition for a private Bill approved by the Court Crowder J.Crowder, J . “ The process of the plaintiff in error date of the specification to the plaintiff or ordinaryThe process of the plaintiffner

of Chancery after Monday , the 12th day of May is an improvement upon the invention of the chemists - those, I mean, who would bring to the
next.” “ That this House will not receive any | defendant in error (the patentee) while at the reading of the specification such knowledge as

report from the judges upon petitions presented same time it is an infringement of his patent." I must be presumed in those to whom the patent

to this House for private Bills after Monday, the Crompton , J . - " I do notagreewith the argument must be taken to be addressed - then it is within
12th day of May next.” “ That so much of for the plaintiff in error, that the question of the specification , and the use of it is an infringe
Standing Order No. 179 , 8 . 3 , 88 requires that no I infringement can depend on whether the mode of ment. If not the contrary conclusion follows,and

such Bill shall be read a second time earlier than working alleged to be an infringement was, or was the use of it is an improvement, in virtue of a
the fourth day nor later than the seventh day not known to the patentee, or to those skilled in new discovery , . . . Whether the equivalent be
after the first reading thereof ' be suspended the particular matter at the time of the specifica . in its nature near to or remote from the thing
during the present session , and that every such tion . . . . . If a new process , of which he (the itself, seems to be in principle wholly immaterial,
Bill shall be read a second time on the fourth day patentee) and all others were ignorant at the and equally so that the one should be so nearly
after the first reading thereof, whether the Stand . 1 time of the

time of the specification , is found out afterwards, identical with the other, as in themselves the
ing Orders applicable thereto have or have not the exercise of such new process may be an component parts may be of composite sub
been complied with ; and that so much of the infringement, provided that it is substantially the stancos :” ( 2 Web . P . C . 244 ; 12 C . B . 522 ; 22
Order of the 15th day of March 1853, as requires | same with or includes the patented invention . | L . J. 7 , C . P . ; 16 Jur. 996 ; 13 M . & W . 583.)
two clear days' notice of the day on which any Bill An improved method of doing in effect the same
shall be examined , shall also be suspended during thing may well be an infringement of the patent,

the present session in respect to Bills originating though not known at the time of the specifi
in this House." SOLICITORS' JOURNAL .

cation . . . . . The use of different things pro
ducing the same effect, whether operating in

HOUSE OF COMMONS. the same or a different manner , might be the IF the Legal Practitioners ' Society continues its
Tuesday ,March 24. use of things out of the patent, and might pro. labours at the samo rate and with the same vigonr

HYPOTHEC, & c . (SCOTLAND). perly be called the use of an equivalent. The as marked its commencement, we cannot doubt
Mr. J . BARCLAY asked the Lord -Advocate whe - present is not, in my opinion , the use of what but that, ere long, it will have been the principal

ther he intended , on behalf of the Government, to can be properly termed an equivalent." Wil- means of accomplishing many important reforms

introduce a measure abolishing agriculturalhypo liams, J. - " Though the use of a chemical or in connection with the legal profession . We are
thec in Scotland , and if he was prepared to in . mechanical substitute , which is a known equiva glad to notice that the Bill entitled , “ The Legal
form the House what were the “ other measures lent to the thing pointed out by the specification Practitioners' Act 1874 ," the provisions of which

relating to her (Scotland's ) interests " referred to and claimed as the invention , amounts to an in . were published in our two previous issues
in Her Majesty's speech . The LORD -ADVO. | fringement of the patent, yet if the equivalent was, on the 20th inst., read a first time in the

CATE said there had notyetbeen time for maturely were not known to be so at the time of the patent | House of Com nops , leave being given to Mr. W .

considering what measures relating to Scotland and specification , the use of it is no infringement. | T . Charley and Mr. C . E . Lewis to introduce the

could be advantageously introduced at present. : : . . If a patent is taken out for the application same, and, seeing that the terms of the formal

The interests of Scotland would not be neglected , of a principle, coupled with a mode of carrying leave so given were to introduce a “ Bill to amend
but the hon .member must allow the Government the principle into effect, the patentee is entitled the law relating to legal practitioners," the pro.

to choose the proper time, with reference to the to protection from all other modes of doing so, moters are not as yet pledged to any particular

other business before the House, for the intro - whether known or not known at the timeof the form of Bill, or indeed any particular objects,

duction of such measures. (Hear.) -- - Mr. J. specification . " Erle, J . - " I am of opinion that a the Profession ought not to lose this opportunity
BARCLAY said the learned Lord bad scarcely patent for the use of a substance in a process to include in the measure all isolated cases affect.

answered his first question . - - The LORD-ADvo- | is infringed by the use of the elements of ing the interests of solicitors, which need to be
CATE said his answer had been intended to cover that substance known to be equivalent thereto dealt with by legislative enactments ; and the

it. ( A laugh . ) - Mr. J. BARCLAY also asked the at the time of the use, if used for the pur . Bill itself, as at present framed , should be care

cause of the delay in publishing the Census re- pose of taking the benefit of the patent and fully considered by the Profession , and observa

turns for Scotland, and when they would be of making a colourable variation therefrom ." tions and suggestions thereon , together with
issued . - -- The Lord.ADVOCATE was understood Parke, B ., said : “ In delivering the judgment of the like on all other subjects needing reform ,

to say that two volumes of these returns had been the Court of Exchequer in a former stage of this which might be included in themeasure, should be
presented to Parliament and the delay as to the case, I stated the opinion of the court to be, forwarded to thehonorary secretary , in order that

rest was the subject of a correspondence between that there could be no indirect infringement if he might submit them to the Parliamentary Com .

the present Home Secretary and the authorities the defendant did not intend to imitate at all. mittee appointed by the society to frame the Bill.
in Scotland , Hewasinformed that it was caused That part of the judgment has sincebeen justly Unfortunately , sometimemust elapse before the

to some extent by the necessity of preparing cer objected to in Stevens v . Keating, and no doubt second reading of the Bill, for we are asked by the
tain special returns in connection with the Edu. we were in error in that respect. There may be honorary secretary to state that themeasure stands

cation Act. an indirect infringement as well as a direct one, the first order of the day for the second reading

though the intention of the party be perfectly on the 8th July next, being the first clear day that
innocent, and even though he may not know of I could be obtained . The best use that can be made

PATENT LAW . the existence of the patent itself. . . . The speci- of this long interval is , as we said before, for
(By C . HIGGINS, Esq., M . A ., F .C .S ., Barrister-at-Law .) | fication must be read as persons acquainted with solicitors to use every imeans in their power to

the subject would read it, at the time it was secure the measure becoming law in a well

INFRINGEMENT. made ; and if it could be construed as containing | digested and useful form , the object being to
any chemical equivalents, itmust be such as are protect the public not less than the Profession .

(Continued from p . 361.) known to such person at that time; but those We are very glad to have had the opportu
Newton v . Grand Junction Railway Company, which are not known at the timeas equivalents, nity of seeking to advance the interests of soli.

1846 . -- Pollock , C . B . “ It was argued that the and afterwards are found to answer the same citors by giving every publicity in our power to

same criterion is to be applied to the question of purpose , are not included in the specification ." | the Bill which has been introduced into Parlia

infringement as to that of novelty. But that is Pollock , C . B .- " The right of the plaintiff does ment ; and, this much done, it will be very dis
not so. In order to ascertain the novelty , you not turn upon the extent of his claim , but upon heartening to us if through the apathy of the

take the entire invention , and if, in all its parts the communication made to the public as to the Profession the measure goes the way of all other
combined together , it answers the purpose by the mode of accomplishing his object, and he has no Bills in Parliamentwhich have not the hearty sup
introduction of any new matter, by any new com . right to claim anything but that which he has port of those who are interested in their becoming

bination , or by a new application , it is a novelty communicated to the public, however large in law . We are asked to add that prints of the Bill

entitled to a patent. But, in considering the point of language his claim may appear to be . . . as at present framed can be had on application by
question of infringement, all that is to be looked | The present invention has four points, but it is letter addressed to the honorary secretary at the

at is , whether the defendant has pirated a part of with the fourth alone that we have to deal, and office of this journal. Subscriptions, which are

that to which the patent applies ; and if he has upon which any question arises. This is stated in much needed , are limited to the sum of 5s.

ased that part, for the purposes for which the the specification to be , ' Fourthly, the use of car. annually, except in the case of vice-presidents,
patentee adapted his invention , and for which he buret of manganese in any process whereby iron whose subscription is one guinea .
has taken ont his patent, and the jury are of is converted into cast steel. This statementdoes
opinion that the difference is merely colourable , not, in my opinion , give to the patentee, as some
it is an infringement.” Alderson , B . “ If thé ofmy learned brothers seem to think, the exclu . THE subject of the issue of commissions to
invention consists of something new and a com sive right of using carburet of manganese in any solicitors to administer oaths in the various courts
bination of that with what is old , then if an indi- and every possible process , or in any and evand every possible process, or in any and every is a matter, says a correspondent, well worthy of
vidual takes for his own and uses that which is mode of using it , in order to convert iron into cast the attention of the Legal Practitioners' Society.
the new part of the patent, that is an infringe steel; but it only gives to the plaintiff such an The authority for the issue of these commissions
ment of it.” (5 Ex. 331 ; 20 L . J. 427, Ex.) exclusive rightasregards such process or processes is to be found in numerous Acts of Parliament,

Unwin v . Heath . H . L . 1855. - A . obtained a as he afterwards further describes, declares, and and subject to a great variety of regulations and

patent for certain improvements in the manufac. makes known for the benefit of the public , and restrictions. Our own opinion is that the better

ture of iron and steel. The specification described ' such other similar processes as are reasonably ' course to adopt is to await the operation of the
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Supreme Court of Judicature Act, and then that solicitors are - says our correspondent - known ably safe in it. He is not responsible for the fall
the Parliamentary Committee of the society should to send such matters to persons, who slightly of the building by the careless or improper con .

take the matter into consideration , and , if neces. undercut the Profession in their charges. Weare duct of the builder of which he had not notice.

sary, frame a bill upon the subject, which would, I certainly of opinion that no papers should be | The defendant a livery stable keeper, employed a

no doubt, receive the support of the council of the received into any of the registries unless bearing builder (not a servant of the defendant, but an

Incorporated Law Society . There seems to be the nameof a solicitor. This would be surely ac. independant contractor), to erect on part of his
no reason why a solicitor of a certain number of ceptable to the officials, because it would be a yard a building of which the lower part was a
years' standing should notbe entitled , after notice guarantee against papers being carried in (as at shed for the reception of carriages for reward.
to the secretary of the Incorporated Law Society, times we are assured they are in such a form as Plaintiff deposited two carriages with the defen

to a commission empowering him to administer clearly indicates that they have been prepared by dant for safe keeping, which were placed in the

oaths in connection with business in every court some incompetent and non -professional person . above-mentioned shed . Whilst the carriages were

in the United Kingdom . Law stationers whose business consists of what there the building was blown down by a high
the name indicates (and there are many well. wind , and the carriages were injured . The
known firms so working in conjunction with our builder was one whom a careful and prudent per

A LETTER which appeared in the Times of the Profession ) would , we are sure , welcome such a son might trust, and the defendant had no notice

21st inst., under the heading “ Election Ex. rule which would clearly operate - as it should - of any negligence on the builder' s part. An ac

penses,” and bearing the nom de plume “ Reason. I to their advantage. We some time since called tion having been brought by the plaintiff against

able ,” is probably one of the most unreasonable attention to the fact that many of the forms the defendant, evidence wasoffered at the trial, on
for some time past published in the leading and instructions issued from Somerset House re the part of the plaintiff, to show that owing to
journal. Speaking of solicitors, the writer ob - guire that certain matters and things of a quasi | the neglect of the builder and his workmen , the
serves, “ that all interested in elections ” should legal nature should be transacted " by an agent." building was in fact unskilfully built and unsafe ,

“ make a stand and resist the attempt which is we urged then , and do so still, that the words and that this was the cause of the fall. The
being made by professional agents to establish a “ by a solicitor " should be substituted .

judge rejected this evidence and nonsuited the
precedent by charging for their services sums
which are unreasonable and unjust. Candidates,

plaintiff Held , that this evidence was rightly
rejected and that the nonsuit was right : (Searle

who had no experience of the ballot,were obliged A CORRESPONDENT writes to inquire what will
v , Laverick , 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 89.

become of the expressions “ Barrister -at- Law ,"to use the old system of agency by solicitors, one
Q . B .)

WILL - SHIFTING CLAUSE - RE-SETTLEMENT
or more taking charge of each polling district : " Special Pleader,” and similar terms, such as

OF THE ESTATE .- T . M ., by his will made in 1837 ,
those who are selected are often men with small “ Attorney -General,” & c ., & c ., when the Judica

devised his P . estates to trustees, in trust for his
legal businesses, they make the most of the ture Act comes into operation , and the long talked

grandson T . C ., the second son of J . C . for life,opportunity, and think any charge fair at an of “ fusion ” takes place. The Act itself provides / 1
with remainder to his first and other sons in tail

election , and care not to check extravagant for the substitution of the name " Solicitor of the
male, with remainder to W . M . for life , and to his

charges.” This letter may be described as scur - | High Court " for all other names by which mem
first and other sons in tail male, with remainder

rillous. Are solicitors to blame for the operation bers of the lower branch of the Profession are

of the Ballot Act, and the increase of expendi
over, and the testator declared that if T . C ., or

known. The other titles are not affected . his issue male , should become seised, or entitled
ture occasioned thereby at contested elections ? in possession to the S . estates settled on themar.

The writer in question offers no evidence or in - GEEAT complaint is made, and justly so , of the riage of J . C ., then the trust of his said real estate

formation as to the alleged attempt on the part wretched production , in the shape of Common in favour of T . C . should absolutely cease, and
of solicitors to establish a precedent which , if so
attempted , we would readily join with him in

Law Stamps, recently issued from Somerset his said estates should go the person next bene
House, for use at judges' chambers and else. ficially entitled in remainder under the trusta, in

condemning. We suppose the correspondent in where. It seems that the stamped impression the same manner as if T . O . were then deceased
question was an unstocessful candidate at the can be almost, if not entirely , removed from the without male issue. In 1854 the S . estates were
recent election, and , of course, had to pay for the
honour with which he sought to cover himself ;

paper on which it is impressed even by the heat disentailed and resettled as to part thereof to the

and as regards his complaint that candidates
of the hand ; so much so that a report for use of J . C . in fee ; and, as to the rest, to uses

“ were obliged to use the old system of agency by
some time existed at chambers that fraudulent under which ,on the death of the eldest son of J . C .

solicitors ," it is very well known that these
stamps had been made use of, for which , how . without issue, and of J . C ., T . C . became tenant

duties are often undertaken by solicitors in very
ever, there is not the slightest justification . A for life. On a bill filed by W . M ., claiming onder

extensive practice ; and we know of cases innu .
formal complaint has, we understand , already those circumstances the benefit of the shifting
been made to the authorities. It is certainly & clause ; Held , that the event contemplated by themerable in which solicitors, by devoting themselves
matter that needs immediate attention .

with zeal to the interests of the political party
testator had not happened. The shifting clange
was only intended to operate in the event of T . C .

with which , for years in country towns, they have or his issue becoming entitled to the S. estates
been associated , have suffered losses in connec. It is reported that theIt is reported that the Law and Parliamentarytary under the settlement. The entail under that
tion with their business, for which their remune Committee of the Court of Common Council are gettlement had been barred , and T . C . had come

ration as political agents , affords but an in disposed to recommend a junior in the office of inteinto possession of a portion only of those estates
different recompense. We say, too, advisedly , the Lord Mayor's Court for promotion to the | under a different title. The shifting clause did
that solicitors, as a rule, above all things, work vacant office of registrar of that court. We do not apply to such a state of things : (Meyrick v .
from genuine political zeal, and they are not not know whether the gentleman in question Mathias, 30 L . T. Rep . N . S . 77. Chan.)
ready to work for whichever side will pay them happens to be a professional man , but, if not, we APPRENTICE - NECESSARIES – EVIDENCE OF
best ; indeed , we are not sure whether we are hope the committee will hesitate before taking CUSTOM TO EXPLAIN THE TERMS OF A DEED

wise in noticing such unjust observations. We a step which it can hardly be expected that the TECHNICAL MEANING KNOWN TO ONE ONLY OF

hope, with the writer of the letter , that “ the Common Council will adopt. TWO CONTRACTING PARTIES . - Where in a deed of

friends of candidates will speak out very decidedly, apprenticeship the master covenanted to find

and resist ” all imposition shown to exist , and

which, we are quite sure , solicitors will be the
We are glad to notice that a solicitor, in the meat, drink, lodging , and all other necessaries ,

first to denounce as readily as they will the dis
person of Mr. Goldney, M . P ., has been appointed and certain wages : Held ,that hewas not entitled

appointed correspondent of the Times, for reck .
to serve on the Royal Commission of inquiry into to set-off the wages due to the apprentice against

the relations existing between masters and ser. the cost of clothes and washing supplied to him . A
lessly attacking a body of professional men custom to do this could not besupported , as itwond

vants , the other members of the commission being
withoutthe slightest justification . the Lord Chief Justice of England , Lord Winmar . contravene the termsof the indenture. A custom

leigh, Mr. Bouverie , M . P., the Recorder of Lon . among the masters to interpret the word " neces.
SINCE the time when this journal was first pub. don , Sir M . Smith , Mr. Roebuck , M . P ., Mr. T . saries ” as excluding clothes and washing in

ed , now exactly thirty -one years ago , we bave | Hughes, and Mr. M ‘Donald . M . P . apprenticeship indentures would not bind the

always urged upon the Profession the necessity of
apprentice , he not being a person in the trade

fostering and encouraging reformswhich , though
who would have knowledge of the word bearing a

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
they may not tend to the immediate interests of

meaning other than the ordinary one. A custom

the Profession, yet are necessary for the public
ACTION FOR NEGLIGENCE - GENERAL ALLEGA. to control the meaning of a word in a deed

good and if so necessary will surely pltimatelo TIONS OF NEGLIGENCE - APPLICATION FOR PAR - | between parties must be a custom of trade known

prove of benefit to solicitors. We look, therefore,
TICULARS - NEGLIGENCE IN THE NAVIGATION OF to the parties , and must be definite and not

with anxious expectation , for the Lord Chan .
" A SHIP . - Where the declaration in an action variable : (Abbott v. Bates, 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 99 ,

cellor's measure affecting the transfer of land.a againet the defendant for negligent navigation of C . P .)

If it points to benefits to be conferred upon the his ship , causing injury to the plaintiff, contains ANNUITY CHARGED ON LAND - RECEJVER -

public , we, and no doubt the Profession , will
only general allegations of negligence on the part POWER OF DISTRES8 — 4 GEO. 2 , c . 28 - LAND OF

accept and adopt it ; but if on theother hand it is
of the defendant in respect of navigation , and of AMPLE VALUE TO PAY THE ANNUITY.- A tes

à measure ill-digested, and promising nothing but keeping the machinery and the ship in good tator by his will bequeathed certain leaseholds to

sreform for reform 's sake, a measure which , while it repair , the court will not require the plaintiff to the defendant, upon condition that he paid there.

curtails the legitimate profits of solicitors, offers
give particulars of matters which he may suppose out, or out of the rents thereof, an annuity of

no equivalent in the shape of a boon to the public ,
to constitute the negligence of the defendant, £70, by half-yearly payments, to the plaintiff

whild such being within the knowledge of the defen - during his life. The leaseholds were of amplyin such case it will merit all the opposition which

it is happily in the power of solicitors to offer to dant and his servants, and not necessarily within sufficient value to secure payment of the annuity,

it , if they only choose to exert that power by
the personal knowledge of the plaintiff : (George The annuity had been regularly paid since the

proper organisation. The last measure introduced v . Watts, 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 60. C . P .) | death of the testator . One half-yearly payment

into Parliament upon the subject of the transfer
WILL - DUE EXECUTION - FOOT OR END - 15 ) of the annuity being in arrear, the annuitant filed

of land, received its quietus rather in consequence
& 16 VICT. c . 34. – Testatrix made a will on a his bill to enforce payment thereof, and for the

of its own demerits than any combined efforts on lithograph form . The disposing part began on appointment of a receiver . Held , that the annuity

the part of the Profession to expose them . The
the second side, and was continued on the third, being charged on land of amply sufficient value to

the fourth was a blank ; and the appointment ofProfession will read with interest the debate that
: of I peenre payment thereof. with a power of distress

has already taken place upon the measure.
executors , execution , and attestation clause were superadded by the statute 4 Geo . 2 , c. 28, the
on the first page. Held , that the will was duly plaintiff was not entitled to have a receiver
executed : ( In the goods of Wotton , 30 L . T . Rep. appointed , and bill dismissed with costs : (Kelsey

No doubtmany law stationers work in the legiti - N . S . 75 . Prob .) v. Kelsey, 30 L . T. Rep. N . S . 82. V .C . M .) .
mate grooves of their calling , but some there are LIVERY STABLE KEEPER - CARRIAGE DEPO . FREE MINER - FOREST OF DEAN . - In 1868,
most assuredly who undertake much work which SITED FOR SAFE KEEPING - LIABILITY OF KEEPER D ., & free miner of the Forest of Dean , duly
should be dealt with in solicitors' offices. We - OBLIGATION AS TO CONDITION OF BUILDING . _ applied to have a particular gale granted to him ,

are informed by a country correspondent that The obligation of a livery stable keeper , who for pursuant to the provisions of 1 & 2 Vict. c . 43 ,
applications for grants of probate and letters of reward receives carriages for safe keeping, as to 8 . 60 . The gaveller acceded to his application ,
administration , where the estate is sworn under the building in which the carriages are kept, is to and isgned a notice that a grant would be made
£500 , though at times much over the amount, are take reasonable care that the building in which to D . on a day named . Prior to this day rival
made to a large extent by certain firms of law the carriages are deposited is in a proper state so claimants to the gale started up, and subse.

stationers, accountants, and agents. Country ' that the things therein deposited may be reason . ' quently other claimswere made, the result being
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8 ( if claims. nos a

that D . die i before any grant was actually made | PATENT GAS COMPANY ( LIMITED ). Petition for winding-up ELIOTT (Sir Daniel , K .C . S . I., 12 , The Boltons, West
to be heard April 17, before V . C . M . Brompton , Midab sex , April 22 ; D . E . Forbes , sul citor,

to him . Held, that D . had acquired à trans. LEEDS ROYAL PARK ESTATES BUILDINGS AND INVESTMENT 81, Bedforu -row , London .
missible interest in the gale . 1 & 2 Vict. c. 43, COMPANY (LIMITED ). - Ureditors to send in by April 17 ELIOTT (Dame G orgina ), 12, The Boltons, West Brompton.

8 . 38 , enacts that " an application made by any their names an addresses, and the particulars of their Middlesex, widow . April 22; D . E . Forbes, solicitor, 84,
claims, and the names and addr sses of their solicitors ( if Bedford -row .

person for a gale , butwhich has not been duly any ), to F . Whinney, 8 , Old Jewry , London , the official FORD (Geo.), Butterton -park, near Newcastle -under-Lyme.
granted by ” the gaveller, “ shall not confer & liquidator of the said company. April 21 ; at the cham . April 30 : Clark anå Hawley , solicitors , Longton , Staf
title to any gale." Semble, that this section brs of the M , R ., at twelve o ' clock , is the time al pointed fordshire .

for hearing and adjudicating upon such claims. GARRETT (Wm . H .), Jate of Glencairn -villas, Apsley-road .
applied only to applications already made at the LEEDS AND YORKSHIRE SHODDY, MAXORE, AND SUPER -PIOS South Norwood , Surrey, and formerly of 109, Long-lane,
timeof the passing of the Act , and did not apply PRATE COPAXY (LIMITED ). - Creditors to send in by April Bermondsey, Sonthwark. April 30 ; Geo. Tyler, 272

Liverpool-road , Islington , Middle -ex.15 their names and addresses , and the particulars of theirto applications subsequently made: (Janies v . claims, and the names and addresses of their solicitors (if GOER (Henry, J . A . ), formerly of the Crystal Palace Hotel
The Queen , 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 84. V . C . M .) any) , to Chas. Lowrey, 18, East Parade, Leeds , the official Norwood , Surrey , late of Connaught House , Montpellier
DISTRERS — COLOUR OF RIGHT – RIGHT OF liquidator of the said company. April 22, atthe chambers road , Brighton , Sussex , gentleman . May 11 ; R . and A .

of V . C . M ., is the time appointed for hearing and adjudi. Russell, solicitors, 59 . Culeinan-street, London .
COMMON PUR CAUSE DE VICINAGE - SURCHARGE cating upon such claims GRANDON (Wm .), Leicester, tanner , June 24 ; Dalton and
OF CATTLE. - A claim of a custom from time im . COLONIAL AND FOREIGN MEAT SUPPLY COMPANY ( LIMITED) . Salusbury, solicitors, Leicester.

memorial that cattle upon adjoining commons - Petition for winding - up to be heard April 17, before HARRIS (Elizabeth , Baddesley Ensor, Warwick , widow ,
V . O . H . May 15 ; Power and Armishaw , solicitors , Atherstone,strayed from one to the other, is a sufficient | STADIL FIORD RECLAMATION COMPANY. Creditors to send Warwick ,

colour of right to deprive a commoner of one in by April 11 their names and addresses and the particu . Johnson (John ), Altrincham and Hale , Chester, timber
common of the remedy of distress against treg. lars of their claims, and the names and addresses of their merchant. April 20 ; M . Fowden , solicitors, Altrincham ,

solicitors ( if any) to Alcock and Westenholz ,at the offices Chester.
passing cattle of a commoner of the adjoining of Lake and Co ., 10 , New -square , Lincoln 'c -inn, Middle JOXES (John ), formerly of Rownham , Clifton , late of Sion
common, even although the latter has surcharged sex , the official liquidators of the said company. April Cottage , Cumberland-road , Bristol, gentleman . May l ;

20, at the chambers of the M . R ., at eleven o 'clock , is the Press and Inskip , solicitors, Small-street, Bristol. .his own common : (Cape v . Scott, 30 L . T , Rep. timeappointed for hearing and adjudicating upon such KNIGHT Geo . ), Perry Farm , Preston , next Wingbam ,Kente
N . S . 87. Q . B .) claims. farmer. April 21 ; Surrage and Emmerson, solicitors,
STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS (3 & 4 WILL . 4 , Sandwich .

LOGAX John ), formerly of The Maindee, near Newport,
c . 27) , 6 . 3 - DISCONTINUANCE OF POSSESSION CREDITORS UNDER ESTATES IN CHANCERY.

Monr ., afterwards of il, Lansdown-crescent, Bath , con
RECEIPT OF RENT BY AGENT. - So long as an LAST DAY or Proof. tractor of railways and public works, May 11 ; Thomas

BOWER ( John ) , 8 , Botolph -lane, Eastcheap, London , fruit M . Llewellin , solicitor , Newport, Mons.
agent is in receipt of the rent of land , the Statute merchant. April 17 ; Thos . B . Cartwright, solicitor, 4 , MARKHAM (Arthur B . ), Northampton, attorney- at- law .of Limitations will not run against his employer ; Lothbury Lond n . May 1 ; M . R ., at eleven o ' clock . April 6 ; Messrs . Markham , solicitors, Northampton .

and if a porson commence to receive rents as the BROOKS (Richard ), 5 , Cambridge-mews, Paddington, Mid MILLICHAP (Daviu ), Farnbam , Surrey , coke, coal, salt, and
dlesex , shoeing smith and farrier, March 39 ; J. P . Pon. potlery merchant. April 18 , Hollest and Mason , soliagent of another, and afterwards continuo to cione, ' jun ., Bolicitor, 5 , Raymond-buildinga, Gray 'e - inn, citors, West- street, Farnham , Surrey .reciove such rents ,without paying them over, he Middlesex. April 14 : V . O . H ., at one o ' clock . PEARCE (Richard L .), 21, Glasshouse-street, Regent-street,

BROOKS (Sophia M .), 5 . Cambridge-mewa, spinster. March
must be presumed to receive as agent till the con Middlesex , and San Remo, Italy , dealer in works of art .

30 : J . P . Poncione , jun ., solicitor, 5 , Raymond -buildings. April 28 ; T . 6 . Peacock , solicitor, 12, South -square,trary is shown : ( Smith and Another v. Bennett, 1 April 14 : V . 0 . H ., at one o' clock , Gray 's Inn , London ,
30 Ľ . T . Rep . N . S . 100. Ex.) | CAPPs ( Edwd.), formerly of Barham Wood, Elstree, Hert. PENROSE (Elizabeth , Waterhouse-lane, Kingston-upon

ford, afterwards of 14 , Park -road -villas, Forest-hill, Lewis .
WILL - RENUNCIATION OF EXECUTORS - RE Hull, common brewer . May 1 : Owot and Co., solicitors,

ham . Kent, late of 14. High -street, Worthing , Sussex , Quay-chambers , Hull .
TRACTATION OF RENUNCIATION . - A renunciation architect. April 11 : H . W . M . Jackson , solicitor , 25 , Lin . POLDEN (Wm .), ' Portsea , licensed victualler. April 30 ;

of execatorship is not complete, and may be re. coln 's-inn-fields, Middlesex. April 24 ; V . C , H ., at one Edgcombe and Co ., solicitors, Hants.
o ' clock .

tracted at any time before it is filed in the court : PORTER (Wm . ), Twyford , Berks, draper and grocer. April
COOPER (Benjamin ), Daw -green , Dewsbury, York . April 16 ; F . L . Soames, solicitor, 10 , New Inn , Strand , Middle

(In the goods of Morant, 30 L . T . Rep. N . S . 74. 18 ; E . Holt , solicitor, Horbury , Wakefield . April 27 ; sex ,
V . 0 . M ., at twelve o 'clock .

Prob . ) POYNDER ( Thomas H . A .) , Upper Brook -street, Grosvenor
DYMOKE (John ), late of Scrivelsby-court, near Horncastle, square, Middlesex, and Hartham Park , and Hillmarton
Lincoln , the Hon . the Queen ' s Champion , formerly a Manor, Wilts, Esq . May si : Burne aud Parker, solici

ELOOMSBURY COUNTY COURT. Clerk in Holy Orders. May 8 : Gregory and Co ., solici tors , 1, Lincoln ' s - inn - fields, London .
tora , 1 , Bedford -row , London . May 22 ; V . C . E ., at twelve

(Before Mr. G . LANE RUSSELL, Judge.) Ross (Captain Geo . C . ), in H . M .'s 5th Regiment of Foot.
o 'clock . April is ; Edward Norwood, solicitor, Charing, near

Thursday , March 19. FULLCHER ( John N .) , 39, Queen 's -road, Bayswater, Middle Ashford , Kent.
sex, cabinet maker. April 27 ; H . M . Phillips, solicitor, ROUTLEDGE ( James ), New Park -street. Southwark , and 12STEVENSON V . SAVORY. 10. Old - Jewry, London , May 6 : V . C . M ., at twelve o 'clock . Manor-road , Forest- hill, Kent, wbulesale chemist. May

GALE ( Philip ), Ashford Cottage, Clarendon -road , Putney,PLAINTIFF , a stationer of 99, Oxford-street, W ., 14 ; Redpath and Holdsworth , solicitors, 28, Bush -lane,Surrey , insurance broker . April 20 ; John Priest, foli. London ,
800ght to recover the amount of £6 for stationery citor, 10, Buckingham -street, Strand, Middlesex. May SMITH (Naomi), Cherry Orchard, Shrewsbury, spinster .
supplied to the defendantSavory , a money-lender, 7 ; M . R ., attwelve o 'clock . May 1 ; H . T . and G . Ware , solicitor , Shrewsbury . .

GENTRY ( Jas. ), Washbrook , Suffolk , farmer. April 7 : John
& c ., of 40 , Great Marlborough -street, Regent. STAXTOX (Wm . ). late of 19, Acacia - road, formerly of 28 ,

M . Pollard, solicitor, Ipswich . 'April 21 ; V . C . H ., at Loudoun-road, St. John 's Wood , Middlesex, and of Gold
streot. The ciroumstance, as stated by Alsopp, 1 o 'clock . mith -street, London , commission agent. April 30 ; J . G .
for the plaintiff, and the evidence went to show | Higgs (Dinah ). Kidlington , Oxford, widow , April 6 ; A S . Shearman , solicitor, 10 Gresham -street, London .

Harford , solicitor, St. Michael' s Chambers , Ship -street, TANNER (Onas . Wm . ) , Ham Hail, Forest-gate , and of
that the defendant ordered stationery of the Oxford ." April 18 ; V . C . M ., at twelve o 'cloc . Stratford , West Ham , Essox , coin and coalmerchant.
laintiff items of which consisted of profeg. HOULGRAVE (Jas .), Liverpool, . tar distiller. April 80 : May 1 : Messrs. Hillieary, solicitors. 5 . Fenchurch -build

1siopal cards and envelopes. On the cards was Walter Weld , solicitor, Liverpool. May 8 ; V . C . H . , at ing , Fenchurch -street, London .
twelve o 'clock .

engraved the name of the defendant “ Mr.Savory, TOWARD (John ), Newcastle-npon Tyne. June 1 ; HodgeISARD (John ). 16 , Cambridge-road, Bromley, Kent, tallow and Harle, solicitors, Wellington - place , Pilgrim -street,solicitor," and on the envelopes the intertwined chandler. April 16 ; Geo . R . Burn , solicitor , 3 %, Carter . Newcastle -upon - Tyne.
lane, Doctor' s -commons, London, April 28 ; V . O . M ., atmonogram , “ S . C .” Plaintiff stated that defen TRYON (Anne F .), St. Martins, Stamford Baron, North
twelve o 'clock . ampton, spinster . May 2J ; J . Torkington , solicitor,dant came to his shop and ordered the goods MACHETT (Sarah ), Herne Bay, Kent, and of Meyrick -roa ) . Staintord .

which were accordingly senthome, with an invoice, Clapham , Surrey. April 29 ; C . Bayliss , solicitor, 30 , WEST (Rev . Chas. ), 6 , Langham -place , Northampton, and
Poultry , London . May 5 ; V . O . B ., at twelve o 'clockmoney having been subsequently several | MARSTON (John), Castle Bromwich , Warwick , carriage

rector of Kislingbury, near Northampton April 30 ;
H , J . Godder, solicitor, 16 % , Fenchurch -street , London .

times demanded. It was urged on the part of the builder. April 13 ; J . Ansell, solicitor, 42, Teinple -street, WILLS (Henry M . ) , 2 . Victoria .place , Greenhundred - road .

defence, that some of the goods were for a Mr. Birmingham . April 20 ; V . O . M . at twelve o 'clock , Peckham , Surrey, commercial traveller, May 1 ; Wm .MAXWELL (Wellwood ), Abercrombie -square , Liverpool, and
eat Marl. Sturt, solicitor, 14, Ironmonger-lane, london .of Glenlee , Kirkendbright, Scotland, Esq . April 15 ; WRIGHT (Robert), 45, Cochrane terrace. Middlesex, builder .borough -street, and were bought on his account. Walter Murton , solicitor, 451 Bloomsbury-square, Middle April 27 ; J, Goren , solicitor, 29 , South Moalton -street,

kex, April 27 ; V . 0 . M . at twelve o 'clock .
is was denied by plaintiff , who had already Oxford -street, London ,

REA (Geo ), Spittall. Berwick-upon -Tweed. April 9 ; Jas.
refused to trust him for a desk , which he had de- | Gray, solicitor, Berwick-upon - Tweed. April 20 ; V .' o . B .
sired to purchase . It was also asserted , and not at twelve o'clock. -

ROOKE (Wm . A . ) , 6 , Boston Park -road , Brentford , Middle . REPORTS OF SALES .
contracted , that although the defendant had acted sex . April 6 ; James Bowen May, solicitor, 67, Russell
as a solicitor he had no right to do so. He said square, Middlesex. April 13 : V .C . M ., at twelve o 'clock .

Thursday, March 19.he acted conjointly with Chidley , whose brass SPOONER (Wm .), St. Giles -street, Norwich , cabinet maker,
April 20 ; Wm . Sadd, solicitor , Norwich . May 1 : V . C . M . , By Mes rs , NEWBOX and HARDING , at the I [art.plate was on the door with the name of Savory at twelve o 'clock . Hampstead . - Nos 8 and 7 . Gayton -road , term 94 yearg - eoldunderneath . The envelopes were intended for the WATERS (Geo . ), formerly of Croydon , Surrey, Jate of 17 ,
Market-street East, Emerald Hill, Victoria , Australia , for £1070 .

joint and separate use of both parties, but the coachbuilder . Sept. 30 ; Henry Parry, solicitor, 2 , Dalston. --No. 169 , Queen 's-road, term 46 years - sold for
cards were a mistake, and were never issued . Gresham -buildings, Basinghall.street, London , England . £300 .

His HONOUR was was of opinion that this case Oct. 31 ; V . C . H ., at twelve o ' clock . Holloway.- No . 12 and 13, Penn -road -villas, term 68 years
--- sold for £815 .

required time to consider , he therefore adjourned Turnbarn -green .--Nos. I and 2, Rose- villas, term 87 yearsCREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 VICT, c . 35 .it for judgment. sold for £375.
Last Day of Claim , and to thom Particulars to be sent. Nos. 1 and 2, Ivy - villas, same term - sold for £560.

By Messrs . FURBER , PRICE , and FuBER.ABBALAM ( John ), formerly of Southcliff House. Niton , IsleHEIRS-AT-LAW AND NEXT OF KIN . of Wight, afterwards of Newport, Sandown, and Rye , West Brompton . - No. 46 , Park -waik , term 7 years- sold for
COWPER (Lieut. Col. Jeremiah), C . B ., Green -street, Pic regpectively in the said Isle, gentleman . April 30 ; Jas . £190 .

cadilly , Middlesex, next of kin , to come in by April 30, Eldridge, solicitor , Newport, Isle of Wight. Blackheath . - An improved Ground Rent of £39 16s. 6d . per

at the Chambers of V . O . M . May 11 ; at the said cham - AKERS ( Samuel R . ), Mildmay- park , Highbury, Middlesex , annum , term 15 years - sold for £300

bers, at twelve o 'clock , is the timeappointed for hearing May 1 ; Edwin Brooks, 20. Mildmay-park , Highbury. Clerkenwell. - An improved Ground Rent of £34 per annum ,
and adjudicating upon such claims. ARGYLL (Anne, Duchess Dowager of), late of 40, Rutland. term 41 years - sold for en o .

gate , Hyde-prk , Middlesex , and theretofore ofArdin . Islington.-- The moiety of No. 163, Shepperton-road, term
UNCLAIMED STOCK AND DIVIDENDS IN THE caplé , near Helensburg , Dumbarton , Scotland . May l ; 34 year. - sold for £65 .

Bow -road . The moiety of Nos. 1 to 3 , Alfred -street, termFew and Co ., solicitors, 2 , Henrietta -street, CoventBANK OF ENGLAND .
garden , London , 28 years old for £310 .

[ Transferred to the Commissioners for the Reduction of the | ATKINSON (Anthony 0 .) , LL . D ., Clare House, Kingston . An improved Ground Rent of £18 per annum , tern 12 years
National Debt, and which will be paid to the persons upon - Hull. May 1 ; Owst and Co ., solicitors, Quay. - sold for 4615 .
respectively whose names are prefixed to each in three chambers, Hull. Brixton-road.---Nos. 161 and 16s, term 27 years - sold for
months, unless other claimants sooner appear. ] BENTLEY (Elizabeth A . ), formerly ofKingston -on - Thames, £1020 .

EGLES (Richard ), Basingstoke, gentleinan . deceased .
JEWER Rev. John ), Tunworth , Hants , deceased , and

Brighton . - A moiety of No. 19 , Devonshire-place , freeholdSurrey, late of Brighton , spinster . May 1 ; Torr and Co.,
solicitors , 38 , Bedford -row , Middlesex. - sold for £155.

DENNETT (Mullens), Lodsworth , Sussex , gentleman , one Nos. 10 and 13 , New Steine, freehold --sold for £3690.BLANDY (William ), Westwood, Tilehurst, Berks, banker.dividend on the sum of £3257 6 . 4d ., and one dividend on May 1 ; W , F . Blandy, solicitor, 1, Friar -street, Reading. Mile -end -road. - The conditionalmoiety of Nos. 304, 310, 312 ,
£1767 hs. 4d ., New Three per Cent. Annuities. Claimant BLUNT ( Robert) , New Windsor , Berks, saddler. April 18 : and 816 - sold for £900 .
said Mullens Dennett, the survivor Meynell and Pemberton, solicitors, 29, Whitehall.place , Drury-lane. - Nos. 10 and 11, The Marquis of Granby, free

RATT ( Francis ), Dunstable, Beds , victualler, and SEAR Westminster, London , hold - sold for £1560 .
(Wm .), & minor, £48 11s . 8d .. Reduced Three per Cent .

CARRINGTON ( Thomas) Holywell House. Chesterfield . City - Nos . 8 and 9 , Aldgate, freehold -- sold for £130.
Annuities . Claimant said Wm . Bear, now of age.

Derby, coal and iron master. April 30 ; Burdekin and By Messrs . C . O . and T . MOORE.
Co., solicitors, 51, Norfolk street, Sheffield . Whitechapel. - The Blue Peter public house, copyhold - sold

APPOINTMENTS UNDER THE JOINT-STOCK COOPER (Mary A . G . ) 15, Talbot- road (formerly 8 , Carlton for £1410 .
WINDING -UP ACTS . place ), Westbourne-park -road , Bayswater, Middlesex, | Wellclose-square. - No. 11, St. George's-street, freehold

widow . April 30 ; Uldershaw and Son , solicitors, 18 , sold for £805 .KANSAS MINING COMPANY ( LIMITED ). Creditors to send in King' s Armg.yard ,Moorgate -street, London . St. George's -in - the- East. - No. 12 , Back Church-lane, free.
by Jane 24 their names and addresses , and the particulars CRISP (Geo . ). Sunderland, miller. May 1 ; Wm . Moore, hold - sold for £585 .

of their claims, and the names and addresses of their solicitor , 59, John -street , Sunderland Commercial-road . - No. 11, King's-place and No. 1, Berners.
solicitore ( if any), to H . Wilson , Bartholomew House , DAVIES ( John ), Glanaber, near Abergele, Denbigh , Esq . street, term 29 years - sold for £505 .

Bartholomew -lane , London , July 8 ; at the chambers of May 1 ; Gold , Edwards, and Weston , solicitors, Den . No. 26 , Greenfield -street, freehold - sold for £130 .

V . C . H ., at twelve o 'clock , is the timeappointed for hear bigh , No. 12, Charles-street, freehold - -sold for £305.
ing and adjudicating upon such claims. DEAN (Robert), Peterborough , gentleman . July 11 : Limehouse. - Freehold ground rent of £6 6s. per annum

LANDOWNERS WENT OF ENGLAND AND SOUTH WALES LAND Broughton anu Wyman , solicitors, Peterborough . sold for £130 .
DRAINAGE AND INCLOSURE COMPANY. Creditors to send in DRINKWATER (Elizabeth ), 25 , Lansdown -crescent, Alstone. Freehold land with three houses - sold for £305 .
by April 30 their names and addresses , and the particulars near Cheltenham , spinster. June 15 ; Pidcock and Son , Hackney- road . - No. 81, Margaret-street, term 5 years old
of their claims, and the names and addresses of their soli. solicitors, 40, Foregate- street, Worcester . for £130 .
citors ( if any) , to Geo . Whiffin , 8 , Old Jewry, London , EccLES ( Richard ) . Waithew House, near Wigan , and of Essex. - Redbridge-lane, a plot of land Ia . Ir .Sp., freehold
March 14 : at the charnbers of the V . O . M ., at twelve o 'clock , Lark -hill, Lord street, Southport, Esq . April 8 ; John sold for 2 - 60 .
is the time appointed for hear ag and adjudicating upon Bewley, and Son, solicitors , 4, Brown 's -buildings, Ex. Bow - road . - No. 5 , Avenge-road , term 59 years - sold for
such claimas , change, Liverpool,

C
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Stratford. - Nos. 1A , 2A, 3, and 4, Globe-terrace, freehold BOROUGH QUARTER SESSIONS.sold for £125 ).
Old Ford (near Bow Church ). - A freehold stable , shed , and

What notice ofsmith 's shop - gold for £39 , Borough. When holden . Recorder, Clerk of the Peace.appeal to be given .Whitechapel-road . --Nos. 97 to 100, long leasehold - sold for
£1030 .

Minories. - No. 10, Sharp's buildings, freehold - sold for Thursday , April 2 ...... .. Wm . T . Greenhow , Esq ... 5 days . .. . S . Sanderson .
2500 . Bolton . .. Thursday, April 9..... Samuel Pope, Esq ., Q .C . 10 days .. .. John Gordon .

Fifty £10 shares (L6 paid) in Animal Charcoal Company Canterbury Wednesday , April 8 ... George Francis, Esg . . .. . . Statutory .. Herbert T . Sapkey .sold for £262 108 .
Carmarthen Monday, April 13 B . Thos. Williams, Esq . .. 10 dars

Bethnal-green . - Nos. 9, 11, 18 , and 15, Medway-road - term John H . Barker .
Chester . .. Thursday , April 9 ... . Horatio Lloyd , Esq . .. 14 days John Walker.76 years - sold for £720 .

ColchesterNos. 21, 23 , and 25, Olga-street , sameterm -sold for £600 . Friday, April 10 .. F . A . Philbrick , Esq.. Q . C . 8 days Job S , Barnes .
Devonport Friday, July 10 H . T . Cole , Esq . , Q . C . . ..Friday , March 20 . 10 days G . H . E . Rundle .

By Messrs. NORTON , TRIST, WATXEY, and Co. , at the Mart. Doncaster . . .. . . Wednesday, April 1..... Edgar J . Meynell, Esq . . 10 days . .. . Edward Nicholson .
City . - No. 77, Upper Thames-street, freehold - sold for Dover Monday, March 30 Harry B . Poland, Esq . . 2 дауз E . M . Ledger .
e19 ,500 . Faversham Monday, April 6 G . E . Dering, Esq . .. .. . . .. F . F . Giraud .Wandsworth -ryad . - Improved ground rent of 271 168 . per Gloucester

Tuesday , March 31 ... C . S .Whitmore, Esq., Q .C . Statutory. Francis W . Jones .annum , terı 60 years - sold for Lil0.
Hythe .. . . .. . .. Monday, April 13 .. . Robert Jobn Biron, Esq . . 8 days W . S . Smith .Tuesday, March 24 . King' s Lynn .. . .. . .. Thursday, April 16 . D . Brown, Esq ., Q . C . ..... F . G . Archer .By Megesy. VENTOM , BULL , and COOPER , at the Mart .
Kingston -on -Hull . Thursday, April 9 . S . Warren , Esq., Q . C .......309 Six per Cent. Preference Shares in the Carmarthen and Statutory. R . Champney .
Leeds Saturday, April 11 J . B . Maule , Esg., QC. ...Cardigan Railway - sold for £150 . 10 days ... .. Charles Bulmer .
Newcastle-on - Tyne W . D Seymur, Esq ., Q . C . 14 daysWednesday, March. 25 . John Clayton .

By Messre. Edwin Fox and BOUSFIELD, at the Mart . New Windsor .... . Monday, April 13 ......... A . M . Skinner, Esq., o C . 10 days Henry Darvill.
Dalston , Grange- road . - The Prince of Wales Tavern , and Northampton . ... Friday, April 10 ...... John H . Brewer, Esq. ... ... 10 days C . Hughes.
Nos . 1 and 2 , Dorset- place , term 11 yearg - sold for £455 . Portsmouth Friday , April 10 .. .. . . Mr. Serjeant Cox ...... .. .. .. 10 days Jno . Howard .

No. 12 , Greenwood-street, term 78 years - sold for £350. Richmond (Yorks) Friday, April 10 .. . .. Wm . N . Lawson , Esq . ... 1 day C . George Croft.
Paddington . -- Improved ground rents of L231 per annum Rochester . . .. . .. . .. . Friday , April 10 ...

Francis Barrow , Esq .... .. . 8 days | Wm . W . Hayward .sold for 21220 .
Sandwich Thursday , April 2.. . .. Robert John Biron , Esq . 8 days .. .St. John' s-wood .- An improved ground rent of £97 10s. per Thos . L . Surrage.
Southampton Monday, April 13 .. Thomas Gunner, Esq ...

annum - sold for 2 85 . kd . Coswell.

Camden -town. - An improved ground rent of £120 per Wigan . . . . Wednesday, April 29 ... | Joseph Catterall, Esq . ... Thomas Heald .
aanuin - sold for £2235 . Winchester ......... " Tuesday, April 7 ......... ' A . J .Štephens, Q . C .,LL. D . ' 14 days ... Walter Bailey ,

da has now
Ice or a uable

TANITO d direc he

The Court of Common Council of the City of
London has voted an allowance of £300 a year REAL PROPERTY AND c . 90 , which imposes a penalty of £200 on any gas

to the widow of Mr. Woodthorpe, the former Town CONVEYANCING . company, “ who shall suffer any washings , & c., to
Clerk of the City. be conveyed into any well.” A well which , on

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
account of its having become contaminated , has

VENDOR AND PURCHASER - PURCHASER FOR | has been covered over , does not cease to be a well
been disused by the owner for several years, and

MAGISTRATES' LAW . VALUE WITHOUT NOTICE - LEGAL ESTATE OUT. within the meaning of the Act. Non -uger , and
STANDING . – The equitable doctrine that a bona

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. closing of his own well in consequence of its being
fide purchaser for value without notice, who, at polluted , even coupled with the acceptance by the

COMPULSORY LIABILITY OF LAND BY A COR the timeof purchase, getsnothing butan equitable plaintiff of the use of substituted wells of the dePORATION - SPECIAL ACT. - A corporation, pre- title and afterwards has fendants is not such an abandonment of the
vivusiy to applying to Parliament for a special interest, created prior to his purchase, may, former as to alter its character and make it no
Act, served the usual preliminary notice on A ., a nevertheless, get in a legal title and hold it as longer a well, nor can any licence to pollute be in .
landowner, informing him that his property, or against such equitable interest, applies to a | ferred from such a state of facts . Quare per
some part of it , might be required for the pur. | transferee under the Crown Lands Occupation Keating, J . whether a man could by deed give anposes of their undertaking . The schedule to the Act 1861, of New South Wales. G ., an occupier irrevocable licence to pollute a well. A pre
notice described his property by reference to the of lands in New South Wales, under promise of a scription to foul a well will be defeated by
numbers on the deposited plans, and contained lease from the Crown, being indebted to theto the variation and excess in the degree of fouling
the following notu : " Property in the line of the appellants, gave them a transfer of his interest during the prescribed period. Where an Act of
proposed work , as at present laid out (including as security , which they neglected to register as | Parliament, making an act illegal, comes intoproperty any part of which is within eleven yards, required by the colonialstatutes ; he afterwards force while the prescription to do that act is
or thereabouts, of the centre line of such pro gave a transfer to the respondents, for a good running, semble , per Brett, J., that the prescrip
posed work , as delineated on the plan ).” The consideration , without notice of the former in .

tion when acquired by due lapse of timewill be an
special Act authorised the corporation to take cumbrance, they registered it and a lease was answer to an individual, suing as an individual,
such of the landsdescribed on the deposited plans granted to them in accordance with the regu .e regu: notwithstanding the statutory declaration : (Mil
as they required for the purposes of their under- / lations in force in the colony . Held (affirming lington v . Griffiths and others, 30 L . Tep . N . S . 65.lington v . Griffiths ,
taking . The corporation then gave A , the usual the judgment of the court below ) that as the CP
notice to treat for a strip of land , thirty three appellants had notmade use of the documents of

els with. I ANNUITY - CHARGE - INCOME or Corpusyards wide, in the centre line of the proposed title they bad obtained , they were entirely with .
work, being part of the property comprised in the out any equity as against the statutory right of | ARREARS - COSTS. - A testator , after giving an

former notice. The whole of the strip was within the respondents. Where a statute gave power to anto annuity of £500 to two annuitants for their lives

the limits of deviation. Held , that the words make regulations " for carrying it into full effect
eleven yards “ or thereabouts ” in the prelimi. so as to provide for all proceedings,matters, and income of his residuary real and personal estate,

nary notice, meant eleven yards, or so much more things arising under and consistent with the pro - iarising under and consistent with the pro- after payment thereof, to be accumulated for a

as might reasonably be required for the purposes visions thereof, and not therein expressly proo . term of years, devised his real estate, after the
of the undertaking, and did not limit the corpora . I vided for ;" held , that regulations admitted to be determination of the term , subject, nevertheless,
tion to take eleven yards only on each side of the reasonable, and convenient, and not inconsistent / and charged with the payment of the annuity as
centre line ; and that therefore they had power to , with the Act, butwhich affected noć only matters ! it the same had been secured by a lease for years,

take compulsorily the whole of the strip of land of form , butalso matters of substance, wero noter not to his nephew for life , with remainders over in tail .
comprised in the notice to treat : (Corporation of ultra vires : (Blackwood v. The London Bank of Tho payment of the annuity was allowed to fall

Huddersfield v. Jacomb, 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 78. | Australia , 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 45 . Priv. C .) into arrear. Held , that the arrears were payable

V . C . M .) VENDOR AND PURCHASER - SALES OF LAND out of the income and not out of the corpus of

RATINU - OCCUPATION OF DOCKS AND SHEDS FARM - PARCHASER BOUND BY SPECIAL TERMS the estate, that the charge was not restricted to
- PREFERENTIAL USE - PosseSSION OF Docks BETWEEN VENDOR AND TENANTS. - At the death the income of any particular year, and that it

BOARD. - By the Mersey Docks Act Consolidation
would , if necessary for payment of the arrears .

of a landowner, three yearly tenants of his farms,
Act 1858, the dock board may appropriate docks, on receiving from the defendants , trustees of his continue beyond the lives of the annuitants :

quays, or sheds to persons for the reception of will, notice to quit when the tenancies should ex (Taylor v . Taylor, 30 L . T . Rep. N . S. 49. V . C . H .)
their vessels and goods , provided they and their pire at Michaelmas 1869, asserted that the teg. AGREEMENT TO LEASE - ABSENCE OF TITLE
servants shall be subject to the regulations of tator had promised them leases, whereupon the WITHOUT FAULT IN LESSOR - BUILDINGS COM
the board ; and the board may let such quays and defendants entered into an agreement with them , PLETED - MEASURE OF LESSEE 'S DAMAGES.

sheds on such rents, terms, and conditions as in which , after reciting the alleged promise, it was Plaintiff and defendants, who occupied adjoining
they may deem expedient ; but all persons em . I agreed that, on the expiration of their tenancies, premises , had entered into an agreement, in pur
ployed shall be in the service of or approved by the tenants should be allowed half a year's rent, suance of which defendants pulled down part of

the board. By the Mersey Docks (Corporation and market value for their hay, straw , & c., |market value for their hay, straw , & c ., | plaintiff ' s premises, erected new buildings on the
Purchase) Act 1861, goods which have lain upon whereas, by the custom of the couptry , fodder site thereof for themselves, and derived substan .
any quay or in any shed after a certain time, are value only was payable . The estate was after tial and permanent benefit from the agreement.
liable, by way of penalty , to pay a rental per hour wards sold by the defendants to the plaintiff, | They also, in pursuance of the agreement, made a
to the board . The appellants had appropriated under particnlars of sale describing the farmsby passage and side entrance to his premises for the
to them , under the Act of 1858, certain docks, the full annual rent at which they were held , and plaintiff, but other persons, whose land it was,
quays, and sheds ; and the board fixed a chargé giving the names of the tenants, but no mention | shut up the passage, and rendered the entrance
per square yard per annum for the use of the of the agreement was made in the particulars or impossible. Defendants were in the bona fide
shed space, such charge to commence from the conditions of sale, or abstract of title , under the belief, until after all these buildings were com .
date of occupation . This was a provisional bona fide belief that it was unnecessary to allude pleted , that they were owners in fee simple in
agreement, and made during the pleasure of the to it ; nor did the plaintiff benome aware of the possession of the land on which they built the
board. When these appropriated premises were existence thereof until an interview with the passage, and no negligence or want of due care
not actually in use by the appellants, they were, tenants after the sale. At the expiration of these could be imputed to them , nor to the plaintiff, for
by direction of the board , and without appellant's tenancies, the farmers claimed from the plaintiff | acting on that assumption . The agreement also
consent, used by other vessels and their owners. for their hay, straw , & c., the fodder value, which provided that the defendants, within two months
The board 's servants had access to all the pre . much exceeded themarket price, and he, meaning of the completion of the buildings , should execute
mises. The goods of appellants were liable to the to keep the farms in hand, paid their demand,and a lease to the plaintiff of, amongst other land ,
penal rent as well as those of other persons, and sought to recover the amonnt no paid from the that which formed the passage , and that the lease
keys of some of the sheds were kept both by the defendants in an action . Upon a special case : should contain covenants similar to those in an
appellants and the Customs' authorities. One of Held , that he took the estate subject to the exist. indenture of lease recited in the agreement, so
the appellants had used some ground within the ing rights of the tenants , and, therefore , the de- far as the samewereapplicable . The said rocited
dock property, as a coal depôt, for eighteen years. fendants were not liable : (Phillips v . Miller, indenture contained , amongst others, the ordinary
It was allotted to him for this purpose only and | 30 L . T . Rep . N . S .61. C . P .) covenant for quiet enjoyment. Held , in an action

upon sufferance, he being bound to give it up at a ' ACTION FOR PENALTY - 3 & 4 WILL. 4 , c . 90 upon the agreement, that Flureau v . Thornhill
week's notice ; payment to be made for the use POLLUTION OF WELL BY A GAS COMPANY- (2 Wm . Bl. 1078) did not apply to this case ; that

thereof at ld . per square yard per week : Held , LEAVE AND LICENCE . — Where noxious matter the agreoment between the parties was absolute,

that the appellants were rateable for noneof these percolates through the soil from gasworks, so as although the covenant to be inserted in the lease,

premises : (Allan y . Lirerpool Union , 30 L . T . to foul a well, such percolation will render the and to run with the land , was to be restricted to

Rep. N . S . 93. Q B .) I defendants liable under the statuto 3 & 4 Will. 4 , ' the usual form ; aud thatthe plaintiff was entitled
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to the pecuniary amount of the difference between ! An express ratification , though conditional in And he is entitled to make the same deductions
the present state of things, and what it would its terms, is equivalent to a prior authority if the as the underwriters :
have been if the contract had been performed , contingency on which it was to depend has hap . Harding v. Carter , 1 March Ins. 309 ; Delany v . Stod .

dart, 1 T . R . 22 ; Wilkinson v . Coverdale, 1 Esp. 75 ;and the plaintiff had got a title to this entrance : ; pened when received :
(Wall v. City of London Real Property Co., Bridge v . Niagara Ins. Co., 1 Hall 247.

Glaser v . Cowie, í M . & S . 52.

Limited , 30 L . T . Rep. N . S . 53. Q . B .) If the principal puts himself in communication
THEIR LIABILITY. with his agentand is in accord with him in what

I. - As to effecting Insurance. he does, or neglects to do , he cannot recover
An agentwho undertakes , so as to bind him . against his agentany damage that ensues :

MARITIME LAW . self, to insure, is liable to his principal if he fail Anderson v . The Royal Exchange Assurance Company,
to do so, or does not exercise ordinary skill and 7 East, 38 .

SPECIMENS OF A CODE OF MARINE
What recoverable.care .

INSURANCE LAW . Story on Agency, 119 , 150 ; Wallace v . Tellfuir, 2 The agent may bemade liable not only for such
T . Rep . 188 , in notis ; Hurrell v . Bullard , 3 F . loss as would be recoverable against the under .

By F . O . CRUMP, Barrister-at-Law . & F . 445 .
writer, but beyond, ex. gr. for the costs of a preClear, precise, and intelligible directions must(Continued from pa je 311.) vious action on the policy brought with his con .

AGENTS (OF INSURERS). be followed as far a . they are lawful.

AGENTS for insurance purposes are so by express
currence, or brought without his concurrence butGlaser v . Cowie , 1 M . & S . 52.

An avent who has faithfully followed express defeated by some misconduct of his in effecting

authority or by implication . written instructions is not liable for omitting the insurance not disclosed to the principal until
The appointment of an insurance agentmay be provision which , from the verbal communications action brought :

by writing or orally , or impliedly by the course ofof of his principal, he might fairly have inferred to 2 Duer . 330; Seller v. Work , 1 Marsh. lns. 305 .

business and correspondence between the prin - ! be necessary . Losses irrecoverable against underwriters paid
cipal and agent ; and one is agent of another for Fomin v . Ovell, 3 Camp. 357 . | by them without suit but voluntarily refunded ,
whom he volunteers to act without any authority There is a binding obligation on the agent. may be recovered against the agent :
to do so, where such other recognizes his agency ( W 'ben he undertakes for reward . Mayder v. Forrester, 5 Taunt. 615 (concealment by
and ratifios his acts. (2 ) When he voluntarily undertakes and does some. the agent of certain material letters) .

Phillips, sect. 1818 . thing in performance . Semble, if the principal seeks to recover from
The same person may be agent of both assured (3 ) When he has in his handseffects of his foreign the agent for & constructive total loss he mast

and underwriters . correspondent, or fundsare remitted for the pur.
| abandon to the agent :

Phillips, sect . 1850 ; Acey v . Fernie , 7 M . & W . 151 . pose to a cotamission merchant or insurance
2 Duer . 326 -7 .

An agent may employ a sub -agent, but cannot, broker.

2 Duer , 125 .
without the consent of his principal, delegate his

II. After effecting Insurance.
( 4 ) When be hus been accustomed in the course of

authority and transfer his responsibility to an . The agent retaining possession of the policy is
dealing to insure for his correspondent.

other. NOTE . Unless he has well grounded information bound :

Phillips, sect. 1869. that the correspondent is insolvent. To enforce the rights and protect the interests
The revocation of an agent's authority does 2 Duer , 12 . of his principal in all matters arising out of the

not affect any agreement he may have made , (5 ) Wben be accepts bills of lading, accompanied contract.

though he will cease to be authorized to bind his ' by an order to insure as an implied condition 2 Duer, 245 ; Richardson y . Anderson , 1 Camp. 43n ;
Arn .. 4th edit., 155 .

principal further. Goodson v . Brooke, 4 Camp. 163 ; Xonos v .Wickham .
16 ) When it is the usage of the particular trade to 33 L . J., 13 , 21 C . P . (Blackburn , J .)Pbillips, sect. 1871. which his agency and the insurance relate that he

Persons having implied Authority to insure. This includes :should insure .

A partner to insure partnership property. 2 Duer, 127, 128 . Demanding return of premium ;
NOTŁ .- The firm will be liable to the broker for ! Total failure to fulfil such obligation (without Giving notice of abandonnent ;( a )
premiumsand commissions. notice) subjects the agent to an action for all the Preparing and submitting proof of loss ;

Hocper v . Luby, 4 Camp. 66 . loss which his correspondentmay have sustained settling amount, receiving same and hand .
NOTE . - -Semble, a special partnership for a particular from the non -insurance : ing it over to his principal.(6 )
adventure implies the authority of each partner
to insure the partnership property .

(a ) Jardine v . Leathley, 3 B . & S . 700 ; (b ) Bousfield v .Sinith v . Lascelles , 2 1', R . 187 ; 2 Duer, 120.

Arn . 4 edit . 147 , citing Lindsay v . Gibbs, 4 Jur. N . S . Notice of refusal to act as agent, inability to Cresswell , 2 Camp. 545 .

779 ; on app. 28 L J. 692, Ch. ; Green v . Briggs, 6 i procure insurance on terms named, or of difficul. Cancellation of Policy .
Hare, 395 ; Alexander v . Simms, 23 L . J . 721, Ch . ties delaying the insurance, should be given to The agent can only cancel & pclicy by express
Philips , sect. 1852 . ! the principal within a reasonable time. authority of his principal.

A consignee making advances . Corlett v . Gordon, 3 Camp. 472 ; Arn , 4th edit. 157 ; Xenos v . Wickham , 14 C . B ., N . S ., 452 ; L . Rep, 2 H ,
Wolf' v . Horncastle , 1 B . & P . 316 ; Carruthers v . Shedden , Callander v . Oelrichs, 5 Bing., N . C ., 58. of L . 296 .

6 - Taunt. 14 ; Smith v . Lascelles, 2 T . Rep. 187 ; A policy broker is bound to know
Crawfurd v . Hunter , 8 T . Rep. 23 . See Ebs.

(1) What is material to be communica ted toworth v . The Alliance Marine Insurance Company,

L . Rep . 8 C . P . 596 (in which the court were an underwriter : COUNTY COURTS.
divided as to the right of consignees under ad . Seller v. Work, 1 Marsh Ins., 305 ; 2 Duer, 202 , 203 ;

Vances to insure an entire cargo in their own Maydew v . Forrester, 5 Taunt. 615.
pames , and to recover as trustees beyond their ( 2 ) All the formal details necessary to make THE DERBYSHIRE COUNTY COURTS.
own interest for the consigpors ). a sea policy a legally valid instrument :

TRANSFER OF MR. RUSSELL, Q .C .A general agent of a foreign principal having Turpin v . Búton , 5 Man. & Gr. 455 .
uncontrolled and unassisted management of the ( 3 ) The clauses essential to be inserted in a | Atthe Derby County Court, on Saturday week , it

business : policy : being understood that the judge (Geo. Russell,
2 Duer, 111 , 113 . Mallough v . Barber , 4 Camp. 150 ; Park v . Hammond , Esq.), who has been appointed to the KentCounty

A master (or supercargo) (à ) , where the position Holt's N . P . 80 ; 4 Camp. 544 ; 2 Marsh Rep . 189 ; Court in the room of the late Mr. Scott, would sit

of the subject matter raises the implication :
6 Tannt. 495 . for the last time, there was a very large ateend .

Arn ., 4th edit ., p . 149, citing Craufurd v . Hunter, If by failing to communicate material facts, or ance of members of the legal profession and lay .
8 T . Rep. 23 ; ( a ) per Jones , J ., in De Forrest v . I men having business connections with the court
Fulton Fire & M . Ins. Co. 1 Hall, 84. or to insert essential clauses, the insurance is The Deputy Judge (Jno. Huish , Esq .) and John

A merchant returning a consign rent as in ex. avoided or insufficient, he is liable to his principal Bailey, Esq., J . P ., were also present, and occupied
cess of order has authority to insare as agent of for the logs. seats upon the Bench .
the consignor : The practice being unsettled, and the law un . At the conclusion of the ordinary business,

Cornwall v . Wilson , 1 Ves. Sen . 511, certain , the mistake of the agent affords no evi. which was of an uninteresting character,A prize agent as such : dence of the want of reasonable skill and ordinary
Stirling v. Vaughan, 11 East, 619 . Mr. Leech , addressing the learned judge, said

diligence :
An agent fully empowered by owners of ship that his Honour would doubtless be somewhat

2 Duer, 214 .
and cargo captured as prize to protect their inte. | surprised at the large assemblage of professionalNOTE. - A generalorder to insure seemsto be satisfied
rests in a foreign court and " to forward the by an insurance in the form in generaluse at the gentlemen which he saw before him , but that fact

place to which the order refers ; but reasonable need not cause any alarm , as the business of the

"Robertson v Hamilton , 14 East, 522 ; 2 Duer. 101, 102 . diligence must be used to obtain the best terms. court had been concluded , and his legal brethren

An agent who undertakes to insure, or, being a Combes v. Anderson , 1 Camp. 523 ; Moore v . Mourgue and himself were there in the performance of a
Cowp. 479 ; 2 Daer, 231 .

person to whom application would naturally be | bounden duty. The case which was just over .
The question whether a broker exercisedmade, being applied to and not declining so to act : reasonable and proper care , skill, and judgment , was, he deeply regretted to say, the last, in all

Smith v . Lascelles, 2 T . Rep. 187 ; 1 Emerig . 148, c . 5 , l is one of evidence in each particular case. human probability, which he (the learned judge)
8 . 87 . would ever hear in that court. The announce

Nore . -- It would seem tbat the evidence of skilled
Personsnot having implied. Authority . this

Part owners.
witnesses ig admissible ag to the construction of ment of his Honour' s retirement from

facts otherwise proved , or inferences to be made County County circuit , to undertake the duties
Naked consignees and agents for procuring con from them : of another , had come upon his legal brethren

signments . Phillips, sect. 2112 ; Arn, 4th edit, 167 , 168 . and himself by surprise, or perchance, the
Ship's husband, merely as such. Right to Recover, acknowledgement of respectand gratitude which
Master and supercargo ,merely as such . To enable a principal to recover in an action it devolved upon himself to tender to his

Ratification . against the agent for failure to insure, there Honour on their behalf, might have assumed a

Insurance being made by a person acting volun . |must be more tangible and permanent shape than mere
tarily without instructions or order from the ( 1) Default ; and words. Such , however, had not been the case,

party interested for whom the policy is intended , (2 ) Damage resulting from it. and it only , therefore, remained for him to say

will, if it is ratified by the latter, be available to Webster v . De Tastet, 7 T . Rep . 157 . that though they deeply deplored his Honour's

him . Default is not actionable if the projected removal, they ventured to hope that the step he

Phillips,sect. 1868 . insurance is illegal, and would therefore be void if was about to take would lead to that still higher
Ratification may be proved by adoption of the entered into : promotion, in a legal sphere, to which they all

policy or be inferred from surrounding circum . Ibid . felt he was so deservedly entitled. (Applause.)
stances : Nor is concealment of a material fact, by which It was now precisely seven years since his Honour

French v . Backhouse, 5 Burr. 2227 ; Robinson v . the inthe insurance is avoided, actionable, if 'disclosure came amongst them as an entire stranger, and
Gleadou , 2 Bing . N . C . 156 ; Lindsay v . Gibbs, 4 Jur. would have deterred the underwriters altogether during the period of time which had since elapsed
N . S . 779, 28 L . J . 692, Ch . ; Routh v . Thompson , 13 from accepting the risk : he (the Judge) had heard and adjudicated upon
East. 274 ; Lucena v . Craufurd , 2 B . & P . N . R . Paley on Principal and Agent, 20 ; Glaser v. Cowie,
269 ; Barlow v . Leckie , 4 J . B . Moore 8. as many as 6000 plaints per annum , in the Derby1 M . & Sel. 52.

Knowledge of the insurance having been made Defence. Court alone, and those, exclusive of cases re

is necessary to an effectual ratification , and if a An agent cannot take advantage of any defence mitted to his Honour by the Superior Courts, and
general order to insure is given before the un - arising out of his own wrong. a vast amount of other business belonging to

authorised insurance is made, but not received With this exception , all the defences open to other departments of the law , and in which the

until afterwards, that would not amount to a the underwriters sued upon the policy are open to best interests of society were deeply involved . In

ratification : him : the mass of common law cases which had been

Bell v . Janson , 1 M . & . S . 201. Arn. 4th edit., 170 , 171 . disposed of by his Honour - 42,000 in all, there

ship : "
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the

NA

had been very few new trials indeed , so fow that minded them , it was now seven years since he BROMPTON COUNTY COURT.
he could literally count them on his fingers, and (Mr. Russell) first came to preside over the Wednesday, March 18 .
only one appeal, and in that case the judges of the County Courts of this district. He was then a
Superior Court before whom it was broughtwere very young man - at least , very young to have had

(Before Mr. SerjeantWHEELER .)
unanimous in affirming his Honour's decision. such important duties as those of a County Court DAKIN v . LLOYD .

(Applause.) He (Mr. Leech) was old enough to judge entrusted to him , and in comparison with Damages to furnished house - Auctioneers' valu
remember when County Courts were first insti- the age of those to whom such duties ation .
tuted , and he need scarcely remind his Honour were usually assigned . He (Mr. Russell) was | THIS was an action to recover £17 28 . 6 . for

that they were then looked upon as little more told , pot long ago, that Chief Justice Erle , who damages to honse and furniture

than courts for the recovery of small debts , and combined the finest judicial faculties with plaintiff to the defendant, including £1 1s. paid

were consequently but little thought of. Great the noblest of characters, had , when a member for a rate.
changes, however , had now taken place in their of the Judicature Commission, before advising any | Tabor appeared as counsel for the plaintiff.

constitution and degree of importance, equitable recommendation to the Legislature with regard to R . H . Davies solicitor for defendant.
jurisdiction had been given up to a stipulated changes in the constitution of County Courts, In support of plaintiff ' s case a witness named

amount, and the vast changes introduced with made himself personally conversant with the Rae was called , who described himself as

the Bankruptcy Act of 1869 had caused County duties which the judgos had to discharge, and for assistant to Messrs. Graves, of Talbot-road ,

Courts to be second in importance to none in the that purpose attended one of the London County auctioneers, and deposed that he made a valu .

kingdom . Not only was the liberty of the subject Courts on several ocrasions, where , unknown, he ation of the damages complained of, and that
dealt with in a very important degree , but ques - had watched the proceedings. He informed his £16 18. 6d. was fair, reasonable, and proper.

tions involving thousands of pounds were fre- (Mr. Russell's ) friend — who repeated it to him Davies cross-examined as to the data on which
quently adjudicated upon. Most, if not all, of that the result of these visits had been to con - his evidence was given , when the witness read

these changes had occurred in his (Mr. Russell's ) | vince him that it required a better man to make a from a memorandum book a list of items, which

time, and he had therefore had to grapple with good County Court judge than to make a judge of being cast up amounted to £8 10g. only , for
and master difficulties which , at the time of his one of the Superior Courts. It might be said that which sum , with £1 ls. for the rate, judgment

appointment, he could not possibly have antici- if it was so , there could be no such thing as a good was given .

pated , and which his previous experience conld County Court judge — but whether that was so or On the application of Davies the Judge

not have fitted him for . Let them pause for a not, with the experience which he (Mr. Russell) | ordered the expenses of the witness Rae to be

moment, therefore, and consider in what manner had had , he was not prepared to say that Lord disallowed .

these high and important functions had been per Chief Justice Erle was wrong . (Hear, hear.) He
formed in the Derby district during the last seven (Mr. Russell) would briefly state those qualities MARKET DRAYTON COUNTY COURT.
years. He (Mr. Leech ) declared and spoke the which he considered were requisite to a man to

Friday, March 13 .
sentiments of all who heard him , and, he was constitute a good County Court judge. First, he
assured and convinced , by all who might read his must be a gentleman , he must have a good head , ( Before W . SPOONER, Esq., Judge.)
words, when he said that the duties to which he a good heart, and a good temper . He must be a HICKMAN v . THE GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY

had briefly alluded had been discharged with man of the world , combining firmness, tact, cour COMPANY.

dignity and honour, with courtesy and firmness, tesy , and discretion , with the most perfect impar Negligence as carriers - Liability - Goods sent at
and with an amount of patience, zeal, and ability, tiality . (Applause.) He should be a lawyer, owner 's risk .
without a parallel in the experience of any | but, as such , he should be practical rather | THIS action was brought to recover the sum of

one of them . Nay, he felt he should shrink than technical, and should seek 80 to ap £2 10s. 6 . damages sustained by the plaintiff
from his duty as spokesman upon that occa - | ply the law that right and truth should through the non -delivery by the company of 10

sion were he not to say that they were one always prevail. (Loud applause.) If he (Mr. pads of herrings.

and all impressed with an earnest conviction | Russell) was right in saying that the qualities he | Pearson , of Market Drayton , appeared for the
and belief that come what would , happen what had mentioned were necessary to constitute a good plaintiff .
might, it was impossible that the court could ever County Court judge, they all of them must know Moore, of 2 , Furnival’s -inn, London , for the
be presided over by a more excellent judge, or one tandard he had

company.
more deservedly popular than hewho now presided set up ; but, painfully aware as they must be of | Pearson said that the facts were admitted ,and
over them . (Applause.) The learned gentleman the fact, he assured them that they were not half were, that on the 29th Nov . last the plaintiff ' s
then impressively concluded his remarks in the so conversant with it as he was himself. If,how . agent, at Yarmouth , sent to him at Market
following terms: Sir, in taking leave of you,which ever, he had, during the time which he had pre Drayton 10 pads of fish , they were not tendered to
we do with the deepest regret, we feel that we have sided over this circuit, achieved any success inv . very many shortcomings to deplore - Welthe discharge of his indicial functions, ha attri. 12 " unt .. .the on Dec ., and then were in such a

bad condition that he declined to accept them .
must have sorely tried your patience, as we have buted it to the fact that he had constantly had He now sought to recover the value of the fish
anduly occupied your time, but in this momentof that ideal before his eyes, and had endeavoured , from the company. The company sold the

all others we desire that these should be passed so far as in him lay, to attain to it. (Applause.) | herrings for 7d .

lightly over . In your goodness of heart we know That success, however , would have been of very Moore admitted the delay, but said that the
that our misdeeds will be as mere words written | little use to himself but for the cordial co -opera - sender of the fish had signed a consignment note

upon the sand , and that you will only look at the tion which he had met with from every officer of on which was printed the following condition :

bright side of the picture. During your stay that court and the solicitors who practised in it , “ That in consideration of the company carrying

amongst us, your single authority has never been and to whom the credit of his success, if he had the fish at a lower rate than their ordinary rate ,

doubted or called in question - every person , achieved any, was mainly due. He, therefore , they should be relieved from all liability , and
lawyer or layman , has bowed with submission took that opportunity of acknowledging the very forwarded solely at the risk of the owner, with

to your most superior jadgment, because it great assistance which he had received from the the exception that the company should be liable
is well known and understood that you have registrars and officials generally of his district, for any wilful act or default of their servants if

always been actuated and guided in your and especially he tendered his most hearty thanks proved ," & c . Ho contended that this was a good
decisions by a reliance upon the principles to Mr. Weller, the registrar of the court, for the and reasonable contract, and protected the com
of good law ,sound equity , and, above all, by your advice and support and cordial co -operation whichordial co -operation which pany. That the burden of proving wilful negli.
own strong common sense, blended, as these have he had extended to him on all occasions, and also gence was upon the plaintiff. He quoted the

been , by extreme courtesy and kindness. We to Mr. Wykes, the deputy registrar, whose heartto Mr; Wykes, the deputy registrar , whose heart cases of McCauley v . The Furness Railway Com .
have not only revered you as a judge, but respected had always been in his work , and also to the pany and Glenister y . The Great Western Rail.
you as a friend, and the loss, therefore, which we officials of that court and the district generally ,nerally; way in support of his contention .
are about to sustain in your departure is great for the most efficient manner in which they had | After hearing Pearson in reply .

indeed . Sir, it is said that you are about to re - | discharged their duties during his term of office. | His HONOUR decided that the condition re

move to a district which is not inaptly designated | He also had to thank Mr. Leech and the other pro - lieved the company from liability , and gave

one of the gradens of England, and where the sun | fessional gentlemen practising in this and the verdict for the company with costs.

mostly shines. That it may shine upon yourself, other courts in the district, for the great as. Moore however did not ask for any costs .

your family, your friends, and your connection, sistance which they had rendered to him . They had Verdict for the company.
giving to you and them peace and joy, prosperity on all occasions considered it their duty not to try
and happiness, is the dearest and sincerest wish and win a verdict by obscuring his mind or by con .

of us all. (Applause .) We bid you a respectful fusing the jury, but had invariably so frankly NORWICH COUNTY COURT.

and tender farewell, and, when in after life you and fairly , and fully and ably put the case before Tuesday, March 17.
reflect upon what has occurred during your stay him , that he had been able to do justice to every (Before W . H . COOKE, Esq., Q .C ., Judge.)
amongst us, may you dwell with satisfaction upon case , and should have been wanting in good sense DAY v . THEGREATEASTERN RAILWAY COMPANY.
theassurance Inow convey to you, that in thewhole if he had not been able to do so . He could not

district you have never made an enemy, whilst recall a single instance in which any lawyer prac . Consequential damages-- Too remote .
you will have left behind the warmest admirers, tising in that or any other court in his district This was an action brought to recover the sum

the most sincere friends , and that these, while had addressed a single discourteous remark to of £50 damages for loss arising out of the alleged
they live, will bear and cherish towards you the himself - (applause ) - whilst he could , had he negligence and delay of the company in forwarding
purest and highest sentiments of regard and time, recall hundreds of occasions when he had a quantity of nets and hurdles from Norwich to

esteem , respect, and goodwill. (Loud applause .) received at their hands the most courteous kind. | Lakenheath in November last.
On behalf of my legalbrethren and myself, I now ness and consideration . He begged now to say Carlos Cooper, of the Norfolk circuit, instructed

bid you an affectionate “ farewell."
how grateful he felt for the kindness and aseist. by Stanley, of Norwich ,appeared for the plaintiff .

His HONOUR , who was visibly affected , said | ance which had been so rendered to him ,and also E , Moore, of London, for the company.

that he should be a very differentman to what he to say how greatly he had prized the good will The company had paid into court 78 ., but dis

was if he had been able to have heard unmoved which they had always evinced to him . (Ap. puted the remainder of the claim . The plaintiff

the words which Mr. Leech had addressed to him , plause.) The present was not the time to speak had purchased a lot of turnips at Feltwell to be

or if he could have witnessed unmoved 'the unmis- of the many friendships which he had formed since eaten off the ground by sheep , which it was neces .

takably hearty manner in which they had been re. he came into the district, some of them with the sary to protect by netting andhurdles ; and having

ceived by those around him . He (Mr. Russell) officials of that court, and often those who had been told that if he sent them off from Norwich one

had been indebted for many past favours to the connections with it. This only would he say, that day they would arrive at Lakenheath the following

gentlemen of the press whom he saw present that his heart was very full of them now ; that in day, they were duly delivered over to the com

day ; but one favour more he trusted that they leaving this district he did not leave those friends, pany's servants at Thorpe on the 12th Nov . On

would extend to him - viz ., by embalming those for where he was there , in his memory, they the Monday previous (the 10th ) the plaintiff' sman

words which Mr. Leech had just uttered , in order would be also - and that wherever he might commenced his journey with twenty score sheep ,

that he (Mr. Russell) might preserve them as a be in future , if any of those many friends, and arrived at Feltwell on the 12th , but on going

record of the feelings of that gentleman and of whether high or low , rich or poor , should happen to the station at Lakenheath he found that the

those on behalf ofwhom he spoke- - a record of the to be at the same place , he (Mr. Russell) should nets and hurdles had not arrived . In consequence

deepest possible value to him , as being the senti. | always be most happy to see them . (Applanse.) of this the sheep had to be putwhere there was

ments of those towards himself, whose good He bade them heartily and gratefully _ Fare insufficient food , and it was not until severaldays

opinion he most highly prized . AsMr. Leech re. ' well." | after that the hurdles were delivered to the plain .
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tiff , they having been by mistake sent to Faken . I Did the defendant ever offer to pay you 2 - No, letter, but afterwards romarked , “ I daresay it is
ham . The result was that the sheep became or I should soon have taken it . " somewhere about the house .” He said he would

depreciated in value, for which the plaintiff Did you ever hear he offered to pay your attor- not pay the money, he would rather go into the

claimed £40 . He also claimed the further sum ney ? - No, although he promised most faithfully . court ; and I said , “ I will notdeceive you . I will

of £9 13s. for hiring other hurdles, for money he Jones was going to call a witness to prove the sue you in the borough court, and the cost of the

had expended in food for the sheep , and for ex . delivery of the ale, but summons will be 13s. 4d.” He took no notice
penses incurred by him in going to look after the Venables said hewould admit this , which con . until the notice of declaration was served, and I

sheep , and the sum of 78. for the man's journey to | cluded the case for the plaintiff . say he is to blame for the costs being incurred .
Lakenheath to fetch the hurdles. Venables called Richard Jones, the defendant, Venables . - All I can say is , is this or the County

For the defence Moore said that the facts were who said he was a butcher and grazier in the Court the proper place for the action ? I submit
not disputed , but the company admitted liability | borough of Oswestry . - Can you tellme when you it is a question for the County Court, and if we
to the extent of 78., which amount had been paid were served with that writ (produced ) ? - I cannot admitted our debt it was all the more reason to

into court , that the plaintiff might possibly be exactly tell you . I go there. It is simply an action for costs, and I
entitled to thatamount, as he had made a useless 1 Look at the date it was issued , 13th Nov . 1873, way that it ought to have been brought in the
journey to the station to meet the hurdles. As to and now can you tell me? - I cannot exactly. court where the costs would have been on a lower
the remainder of the claim he contended that, as What did you do when you were served P - l scale . The plaintiff would have been at liberty
the company had not notice , at the time of Three or four days after I took the £1 16s. 4d . to take out the money and tax his costs here had
delivery of the hurdles at Norwich, that they £1 38. for the account, and 138, 4d. for the sum we paid the money into court. The County Court
were intended for any specialpurpose, the plaintiff mons - to Mr. Jones, and he would not receive Act seems to go against his case, for while,
could not recover , the damages claimed being con - | perhaps , in the case of a larger amount- £10 ,

sequential and too remote. The company never Did you see Mr. Jones at the office P - He was £20, or £30 — this might be cheaper than the

knew or supposed for what purpose the hurdles not in the office, and I took it to the shop . He County Court - it is much more expensive for

were required .
I said he could not take it, as he did not know what I small cases of £1, and I do not think a precedent

His HONOUR said that there had been un . the expenses were. should be made for bringing such cases here when

doubted negligence by the defendants, but there Cross-examined by Jones. - You say that three there is a County Court for them atan inexpensive

was no contemplation in the mind of the parties or four days after you had the writ you asked me cost.

at the time the truck was hired as to the liability to take themoney 2 - Yes. The RECORDER. - I think the case is a fit one to

of the company for the depreciation in value of You never had anything else but the writ, no be brought into this court, and I have no diffi

the sheep by its non -arrival at the period under notice of declaration ? - No, no. culty in certifying for costs. Ample opportunity
stood . Hence the damages claimed were too re. You swear you were never served with a notice has been given for the payment of the money , as
mote . He suggested that he should enter the of declaration ? - I was never served with it . it was due in 1871, and it is now 1874 . Themoney

verdict for 21s., besides the amount paid into Bull. -- He does not know what & notice of has been due three years, and the defendant
court, as the plaintiff had been a loger by the declaration is. Wewill put them in . might even have paid it under the terms of the

delay, but to this Moore strongly objected . His Jones. - Will you swear that it was not on the writ of this court when summoned . He did not,

Honour said he had no alternative but to give 19th Nov. you saw me ? - I will swear I saw you , however, and it therefore became necessary for

judgment to the defendants, but without costs. but I cannot tell when. the plaintiff to proceed to a notice of declaration ,

Moore pressed his Honour to allow the com . Will you swear you did not go to Mr. Bull that which was r.ot served until the 20th . The

pany their costs , as by not doing so it washolding day or the day after 2 -- I went to Mr. Bull the defendant pleads he never was indebted , which

out an inducementto the public to bring vexatious very same day. is a denial of the debt, and has brought the

and frivolous actions against the company, as That was the first time ? - It was the first time matter here to be tried. In February an
they knew that even if the company won their I went to him in respect to this matter . endeavour was made by summons to stay

cases, they would be put to little or no expense,
And it was the same day you said you offered | proceedings upon payment of the debt and 28. for

but his Honour would not allow the company any the money to me ? — The same day. costs, being the costs which would have been

costs. Verdict for defendants without costs.
Venablcs, in addressing the courtfor the defence, charged for a County Court summons, but really

said - As I need hardly tell you after my cross you would not have me for a moment suppose
examination of the plaintiff , we really admit the that it was the intention of the Legislature to

OSWESTRY COURT OF RECORD . debt, and the only reason we have fought it to allow this to go on and after costs had been
(Before F . R . KENYON, Esq . Q C .) day is on account of the expense of the costs. incurred hore to let the defendant get off by

County Courts and Courts of Record . There is a court - the County Court - formed for paying 2s. for costs. It was assing the Registrar
GEORGE BENNION , brewer and innkeeper, Oswes. the speedy recovery of small debts , and in this to do what neither he nor any registrar I do .

try , sued Richard Jones, butcher and grazier, also court the expenses are made less than in the I think upon the whole the defendant has brought

of this town , for £1 33., the price of half a barrel superior court. This debt is a small one-- £1 3s. | the matter upon himself and that to apply the Act
of ale, purchased by defendant from plaintiff . -- and if the case had been tried in the County in the way I have been asked to do was never

E . Jones , solicitor, appeared for the plaintiff , Court I believe I am right in saying the costs intended .

Rowlanı l'enables, instructed by W . I . Bull, was would have amounted to only 5s., whereas having || Costs having been certified for accordingly , his
for the defence. come here, where they are on a higher scale , the Honour thanked the jary for their attendance ,

Jones having briefly opened the case, proceeded costs willbe nearly £10 . There is another reason and they departed thence " until further sum

to examine Mr. Bennion : You are the plaintiff in why the case should not have been brought here, |moned .”
this case, are you not ? - Yes . and that is, that it is hardly fair to trouble men
Did you serve Richard Jones with a half barrel like you (the jury ) to comehere , when it mighthave

of ale in January 1871 ? - Yes . been heard at the County Court. If the plaintiff
SHOREDITCH COUNTY COURT.

What was the price at which it was charged ?
Monday , March 16 .

were anxious for his money - and you heard him
(Before J . DASENT, Esq ., Judge).- 235. state heapplied for it often , and he seemed rather

MICHAEL POLLESTRINI V . THE GREATDid he order it himself ? - Yes. cross over it - why could henot have gone to the
And you delivered it to him ? - Yes ; that is , my County Court EASTERN RAILWAY COMPANY.County Court ? - he would have got his money | Railway company - Carriers of goods -- Liability .

man delivered it. there in December. We pleaded we did not owe
The RECORDER : You mean you directed your the money. This was an action brought by the plaintiff to

waggoner to deliver it ? - Yes. The RECORDER. - You pleaded you were not recover the sum of £8 , in consequence of the non
Examination by Jones continued : Where did | delivery at Christmas of some poultry and wine,

the defendant live then ? — In the Castle Fields, in ables. - Yes , we were obliged to plead to damages.and raised the question as to consequential

this town. raise the question of costs.
Do you know in what position thedefendant is ? | The RECORDER . - You might have paid the Fuicher appeared for the plaintiff.

-- Ho is a master butcher, and has a lot of pro . | money into court. Moore (of 2 , Furnival's -inn ) for the defendants.

perty of his own. Venables. - And then the plaintiff might have From the evidence of the plaintiff and his wit
The RECORDER : Where was your place of busi. taken it out and taxed his costs. nesses, it appeared that on the 23rd Dec. last he

ness 2 - In Willow -street, in this town. The RECORDER read the writ ,which set forth had sent to him from Norwich a quantity of
It was there you sold the article to him ? Have the amount claimed , and that if the money were poultry and wine, and that the hamper contain

yon applied to him for payment ? - Yes, many paid within a certain number of days “ further ing the goods was delivered in Norwich at the
times. proceedings would be stayed,” and said : If you company's station atabout quarter to 10 that even .

What answer did he make to your application ? had paid it, further proceedings would have been ing . Thehamper was forwarded by themail train

He only promised to pay. the same evening, which ordinarily arrives in
stayed accordingly.

Cross.examined by Venables : I suppose you Venables. - Wewere obliged to plead , or judg Londonat about half-past 4 the following morning.
sell a good many casks in the course of a year or ment would have been signed for default and the The hamper, however , did not arrive at the
two ? - No, not so many. costs taxed. I am only arguing about the costs , plaintiff' s house, which is at Bow , until twenty
When did you first apply for payment ? - At the for it is only a question of that. minutes to 2 on Christmas Day. The plaintiff

end of six months. The RECORDER . - What have the jury to do then refused to have it, saying that he wanted
Had you ever occasion to summon anyone with costs ? T the goods for his Christmas dinner, and as they

before ? - Yes , once. question of the debt. had not arrived sooner he had bought somemore.

And in what court did you summon him ? - In · Venables. - Weadmit the debt. He claimed £3 14s. 7d ., the amoun he paid for

the County Court. The RECORDER then briefly directed the jury to the poultry and wine at Norwich , and also
And why did you not summons this man there ? | find for the plaintiff for the amount claimed , £4 58. 5d. for tho eatables he had to buy to

- It was too much trouble. which they at once did . supply the place of those ordered from Nor.
Did you not want your money R - Yes. Jones. - It would appear by the 30 & 31 Vict. | wich .
And why did you not summons him in the c . 142, that your Honour has to certify for costs In cross-examination by Moore, the plaintiff

County Court ? You know it sits every month . | before they can be allowed , and that, as I under. | stated that although he had intended to have the

Yes, I am aware of that. stand, seems to bave been the principal objection contents of the hamper for his dinneron Christmas
And as you wanted your money why did you I to the action . I never dreamt. when the action | day, he could not tell what was in the hamper.

not go to the County Court ? - I thought it would was commenced, however, that any defence would Moore, for the defence, contended that, as the
be less trouble . be offered , as the defendant had admitted the debt plaintiff ' s claim was for goods which he expected

The RECORDER. — This court sits every week . to me over and over again .
at a certain time, and for a certain purpose, he

Venables. - I did not know that, your Honour. Venables. - It is the 29th section of the Act ; but could not recover the amount he claimed , unless
Bull. - For trial of issues every three months . I shall certainly oppose the application . he proved that the company had entered into a

Venables (continuing). - Did you instruct your The RECORDER. -- Of course , I shall hear you special contract to deliver the hamper by that

attorney to apply for a summons in this court ? - before I decide . time, and quoted the cases of Lord v . The Mid .
Yes.

Jones -- I warned the defendant before I issued land, and Taylor v . The Great Northern Railway
Then you intended to have the action tried in the summons what I would do . I made an ap. | Company. That the company would only be

this court P - Yes. plication for the money in October, and he took liable if there had been unreasonable delay in

Will you swear you did not say you wanted to no notice. Imet him in the street, and asked him carrying thehamper. Hewould show by evidence

go to the County Court P - No. about it, and he said he had never received my ' that owing to the enormous pressure of the

ndebted .

8
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Christmas traffic, the company used their best giving possession of the goods to the execution , them , had , previously to the institution of the
endeavours to deliver the hamper at the earliest debtor, the subsequent abstraction of half of the proceedings for liquidation , ceased to be the
moment possible , considering the increase and goods by the execution debtor, and the return of property of thedebtor and become the property
press of traffic . He had several other points to the remaining half to the claimant, appeared to of Arthur Clement Bartrum , and as his property
raise and argue, but the learned Judge stopped me to have varied the legal and equitable rights had , previously to such proceedings, been madeby
him and said that he thought the defence was & of the parties materially. For I think that there him a collateral security to the banking company
good one, and that the plaintiff waswrong in re. is now strong evidence of a fraudulent complicity for Werner's debt. The facts were as follow :
fusing to accept the hamper, the company having and collusion between the judgment deb tor and The debtor Werner had for some time previously
had no notice given to them that the goods were the claimant, which goes far to shake the validity to the 23rd July1873 been a customer of the banking
intended for any special purpose. of his claim altogether, and at all events to raise company , and had been allowed an overdraaght

His HONOUR asked Fulcher if he had anything & presumption of its payment and satisfaction . of £4000 , as security for which he had transferred

further to say ,but as he had not, the plaintiff was It will be observed that there is some £60 worth into the name of Wheelwright, as bank manager,

non -suited , costs being allowed for the defendants ' of goods admitted to be still in the claimant's £1100 Debenture Stock in the books of theGreat
witnesses and attorney. possession . This amount, if sold under the con - Western Railway Company, and the £140 Deben

Plaintiff nonsuited . sen : order, would produce sufficient to meet the tare Stock in the books of the Lancashire and

cost of the levy and the claimant's debt of £25, Yorkshire Railway Company ; and the banking

but not the execution creditor's debt of £52, nor, company also held as further security the
WANDSWORTH COUNTY COURT. of course , the costs of the hearing and adjourn . guarantee of the said A . C . Bartrum for £1000,

Tuesday, March 17. ments, which the remainingmoiety of the goods given in June 1873, and against which Werner

(Before H . J . STONOR, Esq., Judge.)
abstracted by the execution debtor, by the per had deposited with Bartrum as an indemnity £500

mission or neglect of the claimant however would cash and & bill for £350. Previously to the 23rd
TYSON v . GEEVES ; JOHN BAUGHAN (Claimant). have been amply sufficient to have covered . But July 1873 Bartrum had returned to Werner £350 ,

Interpleader- County Court Act 1867, s. 31. putting aside for a moment the claimant' s part of the £500 cash . On the 23rd July 1873
Mansell Jones for the claimant. debt of £25 , and supposing it to be satisfied , Werner's account with the bank was overdrawn to

Robins for the respondent. the goods now remaining in his possession theamountof £4231 or thereabouts,and heapplied
His HONOUR delivered judgment in the follow . would be sufficient to meet substantially the to thebank to increase his overdranght from £1000

ing terms : On the 1st Dec. 1873 execution was execution creditor' s debt and costs , and the to £1500 , and I assume, for the purposes of the
levied on goods upon premises occupied by the costs of the levy , or in other words to recoup | present decision , that he made representations to
execution debtor for £56 11s. 4d ., debt and costs the claimant the sum of £62 9s. 10d . paid | Wheelwright as to his means which led Wheel.
in the above action , and on the 2nd Dec . notice by him into court in the event of the verdictbeing wright to believe that he was solvent. He was,
was given to the bailiff by the claimant's agent against him , and that sum being paid over to the however, on the 23rd July 1873, hopelessly insol.
that the goods seized were the property of the execution creditor. Now , it can be believed that vent. On that day, as appears from the trustee' s
claimant, a money lender, under a bill of sale pending this claim the claimant permitted the rest affidavit (6th Jan.) , Werner's debts and liabili.
dated the 25th Jan. 1872, duly registered . The of the goods, say £60 in value, to be abstracof the goods, say £60 in value, to be abstracted ties amounted to £7656 1s. 1d . , and his assets to
bailiff inquired of the claimant's agent what sum by the execution debtor without first obtaining about £2854 4s. 8d. And he presented his peti.
ofmoney was dueon the bill of sale, but the latter payınent or satisfaction of his claim of £25 . tion for liquidation on the 29th July 1873 , and by
refused to give him any information. The goods Lcoking at all these transactions together I do not his balance sheet, presented to the first meeting
were valued at £116 158., and the claimant paid at present teel satisfied that at the date of the of his creditors, he represented that his unsecured
into court £62 9s. 10d ., being the debt and costs execution the sum of £25 was really due and owing debts amounted to £8850 83. 8d . ; and his assets
( £56 11s. 4d .) and expenses of levy (£5 18s. 6d .), I to the claimant on his bill of sale, and at all events to meet them amounted to £2918 93. 2d . What.
and was let into possession of all the goods. I believe that if then due and owing it has been ever, therefore, may have been the representa .
The money was paid to the bailiff by the paid or satisfied to him since or that his claim , iftions he made to Wheelwright, and whatever may
claimant in the presence of the execution not at first, is now nothing more than a fraudulent have been the belief such representations induced
debtor, and the latter actually borrowed £3 collusion with the execution debtor. I am , there. him to form , it is quite clear that Werner was on
of the bailiff to make up the amount, and fore, of opinion that the execution creditor is the 23rd July 1873, hopelessly insolvent. The
handed it to the claimant. The sum was entitled to a verdict. and that the money in court bank, however, under Wheelwright's advice,
subsequently repaid by the execution debtor to ought to be paid to him , deducting the costs of entertained Werner's proposal to increase the
the bailiff . These circumstances are in them - the bailiff , and that the cost of this claim should overdraught from £1000 to £4500 ; and it appears
selves very suspicious. On the 16th Dec. an be borne by the claimant and the judgment that he had the benefit of such overdraught, for
interpleader summous issued returnable on the debtor. The 31st section of the County Court the bank have proved under the liquidation
6th Jan . The hearing of the interpleader sum . Act 1867, empowers the judge of this court upon for the sum of £5033 78. 9d. as due to
monswas postponed , partly by consent and partly an interpleader summons “ to make such order them from Werner upon the balance of his
through the accidental default of the claimant, between the parties in respect thereof, and of the banking account. As an inducement to the
antil the 20th of Jan . when it appeared for the costs of the proceedings as to him shall seem fit," bank to entertain and ultimately accede to
first time that the sum of £25 only was due on and the order which I have made is whah seems the proposal of Werner, an arrangement was
the bill of sale ( £19 for principal and £6 for to mo fit , that is to say, consonant with justice. made with Bartrum and Werner, and Wheel.
expenses), and that the bill of sale had been Verdict for execution creditor , with costs against wright, that Bertrum should increase his guar
originally given as a security for £50, advanced claimant and judgment debtor . - Money to remain antee to the bank from £1000 to £2500 , upon the
at the date thereof and any further advances not in court for a month .

distinct agreement, as it now appears, that
exceeding £250 and intarest. At the hearing an Bartrum should not come under any personal
order was made by consent that the same should liability to the bank or Werner in respect of such
be adjourned to the 3rd Feb ., that the bailiff increased guarantee. And the arrangement for

BANKRUPTCY LAW .should in the meantime sell the goods in the this increased overdraught was purported to be
possession of the claimant and pay the costs of carried into effect by the agreement of the 23rd
the levy , the claimant' s demand of £25, the execu . BRADFORD COUNTY COURT. July 1875, a copy of which is set forth in the
tion creditor's debt, and costs of £56 115. 4d , and (Before W . T . S . DANIEL, Esq., Q .C ., Judge.) seventh paragraph of the trustee's affidavit.
the balance to the judgment debtor. Of course , Ex parte BUCKLEY ; Re WERNER . This agreement was prepared by Wheelwright,
if this order had been carried out, the sum of

£62 9s. 10d . deposited in court would , on the
and is signed by him on behalf of the bank , as

Secured creditors - Proof.
manager, and is also signed by Werner and

adjourned hearing, have been ordered to be paid To convert a primary security into a collateral Bartrum , and by Wheelwright again in his own

to the claimant, and there would have been an security so as to take the creditor out of the right, and the signatures are witnessed by one of

end of the matter. But, unfortunately , this rule obiiging him to deduct his security from his the bank clerks. The agreement is between the

was not the case. The bailiff proceeded on debt and prove only for the balance, the transac. Halifax Commercial Banking Company (Limited ) .

the same day, and almost immediately on tion must be real and founded upon considera - of the first part, Maximilian Edward Werner of
the order being made , on the premises, and tion for the benefit of the debtor's estate, and not the second part, and Arthur Clement Bartrum of
found that the claimant or his agent had al merely such as would be good between the par. the third part : and it proceeds thus : “ Wher
lowed the execution debtor to take posses . ties if there were no insolvency . Ex parte the said Maximilian Edward Werner has for some
sion of all the goods, and that the execution Sherrington (1 M . D . f De G . 196 ), and Ex parte time past had a banking account with the Halifax
debtor had barrioaded the premises and refused Turney (3 M . D . & De G . 576 ), considered. Commercial Banking Company (Limited ), and has

possession to the bailiff . The latter applied to Jordan ( instructed by Dawson and Greaves, Brad . been permitted to overdraw such account to a
the claimant to assist him in getting possession , ford ) for motion. limit of £4000 , this banking company having as
but he refused to do so. The summons came on North (North and Son , Leeds) opposed . security therefor £1100 worth of Great Western
again for hearing on the 3rd Feb ., and was again His HONOUR. - This was an application by i Debentures, and £1040 of Lancashire and York .

adjourned by consent to the 3rd March , in order Charles James Buckley, the trustee under thepro - shire Stock , property of the said Maximilian
to give the parties an opportunity to come to ceedings for liquidation by arrangement of the | Edward Werner (and which debentures and stock
somo arrangement. No arrangement, however, affairs of Maximilian Edward Werner, of Brad . stand in the name of John William Wheelwright,
was come to, and on the 3rd March the claimant ford , worsted manufacturer, for an order that the the manager of this banking company ), and

applied for a verdict in accordance with his claim , Halifax CommercialBanking Company (Limited ), also a guarantee by the said Arthur Clement
and for an order for the payment to him of the and John Graham Wheelwright, their manager, Bartrum for the sum of £1000. And , whereas,
money deposited in court. It then appeared that may deliver to the trustee of the property of the the said Maximilian Edward .Werner desires

the jadgment debtor had made away with a con . said M . E . Werner, Great Western Railway De- a further overdraft, and he and the said A . C .

siderable portion of the goods, amounting in benture Stock to the value of £1100 , and Lanca - Bartrum have requested the said banking com
round numbers to one-half of the whole in value, shire and Yorkshire Railway Stock to the value of pany to extend and increase the said limit to
and that the claimant had regained possession of £140,upon the ground that the said Halifax Com . £4500, which the said banking company have
the remaining goods of the like value. The mercial Banking Company (Limited ) have proved agreed to do in the following terms, and on hay.

counsel for the execution creditor suggested that upon the estate of the said M . E , Werner for the ing the following security , namely , -- That A . C .

the case ought to be decided in the same way as if full amount of their debt, and have not given up Bartrum shall increase his guarantee of £1000

the order of the 20th Jan. by consent had not the said stock held by them as security de from £1000 to £2500 , as hereinafter contained .

been made, to which the counsel for the claimant posited by the said debtor, to the said trustee, And the said John Graham Wheelwright shall

agsented . If this view were correct I think it to be realised for the general body of the hold the said debentures and stock in the first
would follow that as the claimant at that time creditors of the said M . E . Werner, and that place to so far secure the said banking com .
appeared to have had & valid claim under the said company may pav pany t payment of the

his bill of sale , although only for £25 , that and incidental to this application . The only £2500 by the said A . C . Bartrum , and, after

he was then entitled to the possession of the question agreed by the parties to be argued payment thereof, to transfer the said Great

goods, and also to the return of his deposit of before me in the first instance was whether the Western Debentures and Lancashire and York
262 96. 10d. But, on consideration , I do not think stock mentioned in the notice of motion , which it shire Stock to the said A . C . Bartrum , by way of
that this view is correct. The order made by con . was admitted had been originally the property of indemnity to him against any loss in respect of his
gent between the parties , the failure of that order the debtor Werner, and deposited by him with guarantee of £2500. Now , therefore, in pursuance of,

through the act of the claimant or his agent in the banking company as security for his debt to the above arrangement I, the said A . C . Bartrum

costs of

H
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hereby guarantee to the said Halifax Commercial / V . C .) held that the case was an exception to the no force or effect for the purpose of converting the
Banking Company (Limited ) to the extent of general rule , as in effect the creditor is able to property ofWerner into the property of Bartrum ;
£2500, the payment to them of all sums in which state truly that he takes no part of the bank and when reviewed by the light of the evidence of
the said Maximilian E . Werner now is, or at any rupt's estate within the “ just expression and in . Bartrum and Wheelwright as to the motive
time hereafter shall become, indebted to the said terpretation of the rule." I am at a loss to see and object of the agreement, it was a trans
banking company on any account whatever, in how that case has any application to the present, action which the law regards as a fraud
the aforesaid terms of a guarantee, intended as a favourable to the contention of the banking com . | upon the right in bankruptcy of Werner's
collateral security by a surety to a bank for a pany. In that case a legal subtlety was not creditors, and it became therefore unnecessary, ag

d the agreement con . allowed to prevail to deprive a bona fide creditor it seems to me, to consider any question of actual

olnes thus " And I, the said J .Graham Wheel. of a bona fide collateral security to give an unfair fraud in the transaction ; but that question is, by
wright, undertake to hold the said debentures advantage to creditors. In the present case , agreement of the parties, left open for inquiry
and stock for the said banking company, as it seems to me, what is little better than hereafter before a jury , if my decision upon the
until the said A . C . Bartrum is discharged from a legal subtlety is relied upon as having case as it stands should be reversed , or substan
all liability to them hereunder , and then to hold had the effect of converting a bona fide secu tially varied upon appeal. The question remaing
the said debentures and stock upon lien to secure rity upon the property of the debtor, which as to the form of the order. The notice ofmotion
any balance that may be due to him hereunder ; would clearly have entitled his creditors to the asks that the stock may be given up by the
or if there be nothing due to the said A . C . Bar- benefit of the rule obliging the secured creditor to banking company to the trustee , leaving the proof
trum , then to hand the said debentures and stock deduct the value of his security before proof, into for the whole debt to stand, and the banking com .
to the said Maximillian Edward Werner, all claims a collateral security, by an attempt to convert the pany entitled to the benefit of the dividend. Upon

of the said banking company having been first property of the debtor into the property of a third the hearing it was agreed that as the value of the
discharged. " Thisdocumentappears upon the face person for no real consideration moving from him security was about equal to the dividend, the
of it to have been prepared by a person not pro - for the benefit of the debtor' s estor the benefit of the debtor's estate . I might, | ordelight. I order lif my decision was adverse to the bank )

perly skilled in the preparation of legal instru - perhaps, safely have disposed of this case upon should be that the banking company , insisting
ments , and ignorant of the law applicable to such what appears upon the face of the agreement upon retaining their stock mentioned in the notice
transactions as the document affects to deal with ; of the 23rd July 1873 ; but, upon the hear- of motion , and refusing to realise or give credit
and its proper construction , taking the document ing , the trustee proposed to refer to certain for the value thereof in reduction of their proof,
by itself,might not be altogether free from diffi. examinations of Wheelwrightand Bartrum taken be and they are hereby excluded from all share in
culty. It was contended on behalf of the bank , before the registrar on the 5th Dec. 1873 , and now any dividend under this liquidation in respect of
that as they had really given Werner the full on the file of proceedings, and both of which are their proof now on the file , or any other proveable
benefit of his overdraft upon the faith of the referred to in the trustee's affidavit, but an objec- debt they may have against the estate of the
agreement by Bartrum to increase his guarantee tion was raised on the part of the banking com . debtor, M . E . Werner, covered by the security.
from £1000 to £2500 , and the stock in question pany that no notice had been given to read them And I order that the banking company do pay all

had by the agreement been , or intended to have as evidence, and there had been no proper oppor- the costs of this application to be taxed by the
been made the property of Bartram in order to | tunity of cross-examining Bartrum . I held the | Registrar. I observe that the notice ofmotion is
indemnify him against his liability under the objection good , and the notice stood over to give addressed to the trustee under Bartrum 's liquida
guarantee , the bank had a right to treat the stock the trustee an opportunity of giving notice to tion,and to Bartrum , but they have not appeared ,
as having been converted by the agreement from read the examination, upon his undertaking to and no additional costs have been incurred in
the property of Werner into tho property of produce Bartrum for cross- examination . This consequence.
Bartrum , and to be entitled to the benefit of all was afterwards done, and Bartrum and Wheel.

the consequences which would result from such wright have been since examined and cross
conversion ; one of which would be that in their examined before me, and the result, as far as WARRINGTON COUNTY COURT.

proceedings for liquidation of the affairsof Werner affects the part of Bartrum 's examination , I am Thursday, March 12.
they would not be bound to treat the stock as about to read, has been confirmed by those (Before J. W . HARDEN , Esq., Judge.)
part of his estate, but as the estate of Bartrum , examinations. In his examination on the file Re JACKSON ; Ex parte THE CROFT BURIAL.
and held by them as & collateral security . This Bartrum says : “ As far as I am aware, the

SOCIETY.
view of the case was met on behalf of the arrangement for the security to the bank origi.
trustee by the argument that on the face of the nated with the debtor. I was given to under. Petition for liquidation .
agreement itself no property in the stock was stand by Mr. Wheelwright that the agreement Priority of friendly societies to payment out of
vested or intended to be vested in Bartrum to of the 23rd July 1873, was merely a form of the assets of their insolvent officer of moneys 21
the prejudice of the then existing security of the convertingverting a real security into& real security into & collaterall his hands by virtue of his office.collateral
banking company, unless and until Bartram had security, and that I should not be ininred | Necessity of friendly societies taking security from

actually paid the banking company £2500 in his thereby in any respect. I told Mr.Wheelwright their officers, as required by the 10 g

charge pro tanto of Werner 's debt ; and that as that it appeared to me that the advantage c. 63.

against Werner and his creditors Bartram could which would be given to the debtor was entirely HIS HONOUR this day delivered judgment in the

acquire no interest in the property until as disproportionate to the advantage which the above matter as follows : - This was an applica .

surety he had paid the principal debt. This he bank would gain by the transaction . He replied tion under the 23rd section of the Friendly So.

never did - he, like Werner, was hopelessly in - , that he did not think so. He also gave me an cieties Act (18 & 19 Vict. c . 63 ), that a debt due

solvent on the 23rd July 1873, and on the 25th honourable pledge that my being a party to it from John Jackson , who has filed his petition for

July , twelve days after , filed his petition for should in no way imperil my interests. The liquidation , to the burial society of which he has

liquidation in this court. On behalf of the trustee , substance of this examination was repeated before for several years acted as treasurer , should be

the case of Ex parte Sherrington (1 M . D . & De G . me, and Mr. Wheelwright deposed that it was a declared to have priority over his other debts,

195 ), was vited to show that a surety cannot condition of the arrangement that Bartrum should I and there can be no doubt that such priority. 18

apply to have property pledged to him by way of not be required by the banking company to pay or given both by the section of the Friendly Societies

indemnity sold under a bankruptcy , until he has be under any real liability to pay any portion of Act above referred to , and by the Bankruptcy

paid the principal debt for which he is surety , his increased guarantee - namely , the difference | Act of 1849. The question is , whether_ bota

and that, therefore, Bartrum could not as against between his original guarantee of £1000 and the have not been abrogated by the later Bank .

Werner's creditors have disposed of the stock in guarantee of £2500 purported to be given by the ruptcy Act of 1869, on the principle leges

question even if the property passed to him until agreement of 23rd July 1873. Viewed in the light I posteriores priores contrarias abrogant " by

he had paid the banking company the £2500 , the afforded by these facts, this agreement, so far as I three consecutive sections in the Bankruptoy

amount of his guarantee, and certainly he could it is the act of Werner , appears to me null and Act of 1849, viz., sects. 166 , 167, and 168, priority

not have done so as against the banking company void - - first, as a voluntary disposition of pro - is given to assessed taxes, debts due from the

without their consent, and thus either way if perty made by an insolvent debtor to a third party . I officers of friendly socities in their official cha

the £2500 bad been paid , and Bartrum had ac- l and therefore void as against creditors under the racters, and three months' wages or salary ; the

quired the property in the stock , Werner 's estate statute of Eliz . ; secondly , asan act of bankruptcy 167th section is incorporated and amplified by the

would have had the full benefit of the stock by by Werner being a fraudulent disposition of a 23rd section of the Friendly Societies' Act 1855 ,

the reduction of the banking company's debt at part of his property within sect. 6 , sub-sect. 2 , of and by the Bankruptcy Act 1861, sect. 156, the

least an equivalent amount. In support of the the Bankruptcy Act 1869. The banking company priority already given to assessed taxes 18

company's contention that the agreement had (whether Wheelwright knew it or not), in dealing tended to parochial rates . Then comes 10

made the stock the property of Bartrum , and thus with Werner, were dealing with an insolvent, and | Bankruptcy Act 1869, which is silent as to the

operated as a conversion so as to make the security they must take the consthey must take the consequences. Bartram was | Friendly Societies' Act, but expressly repeals the
of the banking company a collateral security as intended to be and was a mere cipher in the three Acts of 1849 and, 1861,three Acts of 1849 and 1861, and in sect. 32, re
being no longer a security on the estate of Werner, transaction ; but through the instrumentality of l enacts the provisions having reference to rates

but a security on the estate of Bartrum , reliance | Bartrum , Wheelwright co -operating with Werner and taxes and wages in the following words :

was placed upon Ex parte Turney (3 M . D . & De G . sought to makeWerner converthis property which “ The debts hereinafter mentioned shall be paid in

576 ) . In that case a father seised of freehold | Wheelwright held as security for the bank debt I priority to all other debts , that is to say ,..

estate of inheritance equitably mortgaged that into the property of Bartram . in order that parochial or other local rates ” (to a limited

estate to a creditor of his son for a debt of the in the event of the insolvency of Werner, the l amount) “ all assessed taxes , land tax, a

son, and afterwards died intestate, indebted to an banking company might have the right to property or income tax ” (to a limited amous

amount exceeding the amount of his assets , and prove against Werner 's estate for their whole * all wages or salary of any clerk or servant, & c.

the inheritance thus charged descended upon the debt relieved from the obligation to deduct the ( to a limited amount), the section concluding

son , who afterwards became bankrupt. Upon a value of their security , an obligation under which l with these comprehensive words : “ saveasatore.

proof being made by the creditor upon the estate | they undoubtedly were up to the time of the exe . I said all debts provable under the bankruptcy

of the son , it was contended that he held a secu - cation of the agreement. To effect this result shall be paid pari passu , " in other words, tates,

rity upon the estate of the son , and must deduct the agreement, as contended for by the banking | taxes, and wages shall be the only exception

its value from his proof, and give it up for the company, must be considered as a transfer or dig. | within sect. 12 of the Act which provides that
benefit of the son 's creditors, but it was held he position by Werner of the stock treated as his “ where a debtor shall be adjudicated a bankrap
was not bound to do so . In that case the security property (subject to the lien of the banking com . / no creditor to whom the bankrupt is indebted
was originally a collateral security in the true | pany, which for the purposes of the agreementthey respect of any debt provable in the bankrup ?
sense of the term . The son (the debtor ) had no don 't insist upon ) to Bartram , so as to become shall have any remedy against the property or
interest in the father 's estate when the security his property as an indemnity against his liability I person of the bankrupt in respect of such de
was created . When the father died the inheri- for £2500 , as to £1000 , part of which sum , he except in manner directed by this Act," that
tance which descended upon the son was charged held an independent indemnity , and as to £1500 , I pari passu with other creditors. My attenti
with debts of the father beyond its value, so that the residue of which sum it was intended and I has been called to an elaborate judgment
the son took no beneficial interest in it which I expressly agreed that he should never be under 1 by Mr. Herbert, the Judge of the County
could be made available for the benefit of his cre- any liability to pay anything, thus, in effect by Court atNewport, in April 1872, and to one by
ditorg - he was a mere trustee of the legal estate force of this contrivance, withdrawing from Dr. Stephens, the judge of the County Court
for the benefit of his father' s creditors, and bound | Werner's estate, and in fraud of his creditors, Lincoln , reported in the LAW TIMES of the
to dealwith it as they should direct. Under those the stock in question . The agreement of 23rd July | Aug. 1872, arriving at opposite conclusions ,
circumstances the learned judge (Knight Bruce , ' 1873 , appears to me to be, upon the face of it, of 'agree with Mr. Herbert, and am of opinon

in
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ono effect of the Bankruptcy Act 1869 is to Jones, the marshal under arrest in a sait for question , the debt was admitted ; and if the
deprive friendly societies of the priority they £20,000. The captain ( Hall) had been taken at recorder was right, it is open to any attorney
were previously entitled to in respect of debts Cardiff, on an order for contempt, and Stanley , to sue an obstinate or poverty -stricken debtor

due to them from persons in their employ . the pilot , was brought before the court by Bart. in the court of record , and subject him , even
Whether an earlier statute is repealed by a later lett, the officer of the marshal, in custody . Asthe if he pays on summons, to six or seven times
one generally depends upon the presumed inten . matter wag pressing Sir Robert Phillimore was the amount of costs incurred in the County

tion of the Legislature, but I fear that the Legis . | asked to take the case at the Privy Council Office. Court ! In the particular case under consideration
lature sometimes has credit for greater circum . | Mr. Gainsford Bruce appeared for the captain , the defendant brought the penalty upon himself
spection and forethought than it is in the habit and Mr. Clarkson for the plaintiffs in the action ; by his neglect, but in legal matters precedent
of exercising, and in this case I am inclined to Mr. Butt, Q . C ., held the brief of the Admiralty must be strictly guarded , and we are sure the
think that the framers of the Bankruptcy Act Advocate (Dr. Deane, Q . C .) . Affidavits were pro recorder would not like to see his court ex .

1869, thinking only of bankruptcy, simply lost duced ,and thecaptain expressed his regret for what tensively used for the recovery of small debts.

sight of the fact that the 167th section of the had been done and submitted himself to the There are, of course, two sides to the question .
Bankruptcy Act 1849 was re-enacted in the 23rd court. The pilot, who was present, made an | We have given one of them , and the other is
section of the Friendly Societies ' Act 1855, having affidavit that he did not know he was doing stated with much force by an attorney , in our
applied the sponge to the three classes of debts wrong. His affidavit was required to be amended , correspondence column. It is impossible to deny
entitled to priority in bankruptcy, they expressly and hewas to express his regret and submit him . that County Courts are unpopular, both with
re-enacted two of the three , and declared that all self to the court. The application was not tradesmen and attorneys, and the reason is
others should come in pari passu , not thinking of opposed , and the suit, it was understood. wag | plain enough . The irrational feeling against

the Friendly Societies ' Act at all, and certainly settled . Sir Robert Phillimore said a gross con . lawyers' costs — which are generally earned quite
not intending that two of the three sections tempt of court had been committed , but he was as honestly as tradesmen ' s profits - seems to
repealed should be re-enacted in words, and the not disposed , after the submission of the parties be embodied in the constitution of the County
middle one by implication . Admitting for the and after ascertaining there was no opposition , Court, and plaintiffs are often punished either in
sake of argument that the 23rd section of the to refuse the application. It must be known that feeling or pocket, as our correspondent points
Friendly Societies' Act is not repealed Mr. S . a serious contempt had been committed , but the out, for trying to recover a just debt. It has
Taylor, on behalf of Lewis Voigey (of the firm of release would be ordered on the payment of the long been apparent that a reform of County Court

Joseph Davies and Co.), the trustee of Jack costs incurred by the Marshal and of all costs in procedure was necessary, and we may perhaps
son 's estate, further contended that the Burial | the matter, hope that the subject will be taken in hand by
Society in this case had forfeited all claim LORD COLERIDGE ON GAME LAWS. - In trying the Legislature at the same time as various
to the priority which they would have had a serious case of night poaching at Salop Assizes, “ ancient courts " which seem to many per
prior to 1869, inasmuch as they had not taken Lord Chief Justice Coleridge allowed his opinion sons to have outlived their usefulness, though
any security from the treasurer as they were upon the game laws to be pretty plainly seen in his others would contend that they are worth pre
bound to do both by the terms of the Act of Par- charge to the jury . “ It was to be regretted ,” he serving in these days, when the recovery of debt
liament and their own rules . Submitting that the said, “ that so much money should be paid , and | is becoming more and more difficult , if only to
priority must be confined to the duly appointed so much blood spilt, for what was after all the hold in terrorem over the heads of obstinate
officers of friendly societies, and that the Croft protection of the pleasures of but a few , but with debtors. It sometimes seemsas if the law of Eng .
Burial Society had no right to protect itself from this the jury had nothing to do ;” and again , land were specially designed to enable people to
the consequences of its own carelessness at the “ however much we might be prejudiced against incur debtwith the smallest possible amount of

e of the | the people who filled our gaols for their pleasure , I danger of ever being made to pay it ! - Oswester

E . J . Nicholson, on behalf of the society , con. this feeling ought not to have any influence when Advertiser ,
tended that such a strict construction ought not the law had been broken ." That is putting the
to be put upon the acts or omissions of a small matter in a strong light, in which the conduct of
society of this kind , in a country village, meeting the game-preservers may easily bemisunderstood . CORRESPONDENCE OF THE
at the beerhouse once a month , and contributing Of course, in one sense, they no more “ fill the
their monthly pence for many years to provide for goals ” for their pleasure than any honest citizen , PROFESSION .
their own nerals and leaving their contribn . who wishes to enjoy life peaceably , fills them for

tions in the hands of “ mine host who had acted as his comfort ; but there is a certain amount of NOTE. - This Department of the LAW TIMES being open to

treasurer for inany years and whose honesty was truth in what Lord Coleridge said , which , coming free discussion on all professionaltopics, the Editor is not
responsible forany opinions or statements contained in it

never doubted .” I am sorry that the members of from the Bench , will strike the public mind, and

the society should lose their money, but “ busi. ought to strike it. The question , whether the

ness is business," the sameprinciplesmust govern | pleasures of a few shall be protected at the ex . LEGAL PRACTITIONERS' SOCIETY. - UNQUALI.
societies of this kind whether large or small, and pense of the many, is rising to the surface, and FIED PRACTITIONERS. — As a law stationer of

if it were an open question under the 72nd section will have to be decided . It cropped up in the long standing, and undesirous that members of

of the Bankruptoy Act 1869, I should still be of agricultural discussion at Bridgnorth , where a our craft should invade the province of the soli.

opinion that the society ought only to rank pari reference to the cost of maintaining poachers in citor, I shall not object to see the Bill that is

passu with the other creditors. gaol was received with “ great applauso." being promoted by the society pass into law ,

E . J. Nicholson . - I presume that your Honour COURTS OF RECORD V . COUNTY COURTS. - It with a slight - but, to the law stationer, important

makes no order against the burialsociety with re . is quite possible there are many of our Oswestry - alteration . I assume the society would allow

gard to costs ?
readers who never heard of the ancient Court of that the calling of the law stationer is a useful

His HONOUR . - No ; the costs of the trustee Record in which an action was tried lastweek . The and legitimate one, and that, therefore, the
must be borneby the estate, and the burial society court has been virtually superseded by the County society have no desire to rob the law stationer of

will pay its own costs.
Court, and although several issues have been his chief source of occupation . Nevertheless, an

Solicitors for the burial society, Nicholson ,
ered , we believe, the recorder has only been injury to this extent will, I think , be inflicted by

White, and Nicholson . troubled with the hearing of one or two for a very the proposed Bill if it passes as printed in your

Solicitors for the trustee , Davies and Brook. long period . In fact, the Court of Record may columns -- by, the importation into it , that.18 , OL
almost be said to have fallen out of the memory of one word which does not appear in the provisions

the lawyers themselves , and its revival has given of the Stamp Act 1870, of which provisions the

LEGAL NEWS.
rise to good deal of criticism . The sole question proposed Bill is but an amplification . The pr
to be decided on Thursday was one of costs. If bitions in the Stamp Act are against drawing and

the action had been heard in the County Court, a preparing, whilst in the Bill they are extended to

The next session of the Central Criminal Court iew shillings would have covered the Official ex. writing also ; e.g., " Any person who . . . writes,

commences on the 7th proximo. The judges on penses, whereas the defendant will now have to | draws, or prepares any instrument," & c . With

the rota are The Lord Chief Justice of England, pay £7 5s. 108 ., taxed costs, on a debt of £1pay £7 5s. 10d ., taxed costs, on a debt of £1 3s.. this word “ writes," allowed to remain , the law

Mr. Justice Brett, and Baron Cleasby. to say nothing of the fees which his own attorney stationer would , it seems to me, be prohibited his
MR. JUSTICE HONYMAN . - We are glad to be has a right to charge ! In fact, we are not over chief and legitimate occupation, that of writing .

enabled to state that Mr. Justice Honyman , who stating the case when we say that for a debt of a I submit, on the other hand, that if this word be

was compelled by ill health to leave his circuit pound a totalbill of £13 or £14 might be run up erased , there would be no real weakening of the

and return to London , is making satisfactory in the Court of Record ; and it is obvious, therefore, protection intended to be effected by the Bill.

progress towards recovery , and will, we hope, in that debtors in Oswestry are exposed to a serious A SUBSCRIBER .

Do long time be enabled to resume his judicial danger, and that a resort to the court ought to - The suggestions contained in the letter of
duties . Times. be regarded with a certain amount of suspicion . | Mr. George Whale in your last week 's issue with

THE TICHBORNE Costs. - A supplementary Thematteris onewhich intimately affects the towns. reference to sect. 3 of the proposed bill were
estimate was issued on Saturday, presented to the people , because, if the custom of trying issues in anticipated and fully discussed by the Parliamen
House of Commons, of additional sums to the this court is to be revived , anyone, however tary Committee of the society on settling the
money already provided for 1873, required to be honest, is liable to be heavily fined for dig. draft. It was the unanimous opinion of the
voted for the year ended the 31st March inst., in puting a debt. The safeguard , of course, is the members that in no case did the public require
which appears & sum of £40,000 to defray the recorder, with whom it rests whether costs shall greater protection than in the matter of wills ,
further costs of the prosecution in Reg . v . Castro. be certified for, and although no intelligent which it was thought highly improper unqualified

A REMARKABLE OCCURRENCE. - A reporter at Englishman ever doubts the honour of an English persons should prepare for remuneration. It was
Marlbo street : " There judge, and Mr. Kenyon 's dosire to do justice is also considered that agreements under hand often

was only one night charge this morning , and in above suspicion , it is open to question whether it comprise matters of equal importance and in
that the prosecutor did not attend. Such a cir- is desirable to maintain a tribunal where such tricacy as deeds . I think your correspondent will

cumstance has not occurred at this court during serious risks are run, side by side with another find that transfers of stock are included in snb .
the past twenty - five years." where justice is 80 much more economically sect. 3 under the term of “ any instrument relating

A large majority of the Associated Chambers of administered . Mr. Kenyon would be the first to to stock or shares." The law , I submit, shanld
commerce has resolved that the abolition of I acknowledge that he might make a mistake, and not be less effectual by being consistent in its
imprisonment for debt is not desirable. A motion |debt is not desirable. A motion if the defendant, on Thursday, instead of having objects. A MEMBER OF THE COMMITTEE.

was also adopted for calling on the Government wrongfully neglected to pay a debt, had honestly
to institute an inquiry into railway management, disputed it , and discovered that the law was

with reference to a diminution of accidents both against him , he might still have found him| against him , he might still have found himself THE LEGAL PRACTITIONERS' Act 1874. - I am
to passengers and railway servants. The Asso. saddled with these extravagant costs. With all extremely apxious for the success of the Legal

ciated Chamberswillmeet next year at Newcastle. deference to the recorder, we venture to think Practitioners' Society , and feel confident that it

CONTEMPT OF COURT. - On Saturday an appli. the Legislature never intended that costs should can secure to the Profession many usefulmeasures

cation was made to Sir Robert Phillimore, sitting be certified for in a case like that of Bennion v. if the committee go properly about their task .
at the Judicial Committee of the Priry Council Jones. The custom of the Superior Courts, we Sufficient materials are in their hands to enable

as Judge of the Court of Admiralty for the dis believe, and it is a reasonable custom , is to certify them to carry a strong Bill for the suppression of
charge of a captain of a vessel and of the pilot for costs in cases where certain points have to be unqualified persons and their practices. This
who had taken the ship the Armenian out of I tried which can be better disposed of there. In ' being so , I do most strongly protest against the
Millwall dock while in the custody of Mr. Evan ' this case, so far from there being any difficult miserably feeble bantling printed in your last

en

hi .

on
COUT S & VS
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edition. The proposed Bill really consists of two stantial reduction of the impost, which produces Conveyancing (sixth edition), we find a clause
sections. Sect. 3 is to inflict a certain penalty for the Revenue a sum (some few hundred thou . giving power to an architect to determine on the
apon an unqualified person for preparing certain sand pounds) utterly insignificantwhen compared legal effect of the entire instrument (a building
documents * for or in expectation of gain , fee, or with its effect as an obstacle to the free transfer contract) as well as on those matters in it with
reward," but the complaining party, who is to of land. If the stamp duty on conveyances were which an architect is supposed to be conversant.
risk an expensive and doubtful issue in the reduced from 10s. per cent. to 23. 6d. per cent., 80 The practice of drawing clauses in this form is
Superior Courts as a common informer, is to prove as to be uniform with the stamp duty on morto one (amongst many others) of the causes which
that some reward has actually reached the gages, I believe that this would have more prac- lead to so many legaldocuments being found in the

offender. Knowing , as the committee do, the tical effect in lessening the cost of the transfer offices of persons who are not lawyers, and which
class ofmen we are proposing to legislate against, of land than any other provision of the measure furnish them with precedents highly detrimental
what chances are there in nine cases out of ten of which may be introduced by the Government. to the Professic n . Scipio .

action being taken to recover a penalty , of the There can be no donbt whatever that a great
success of such an action against men of this portion of the odium which has been cast upon COPYRIGHT IN PHOTOGRAPHS. - Will some of

class , or of the recovery of either penalty or the the legal profession in consequence of the cost of your readers be good enough to state what are the

“ full costs" provided for by the Act ? Sect. 4 conveyancing , has been occassioned by the heavy relative rights under the Act 25 & 26 Vict. c . 68 ,

nas nothing to do with our grievances. It stamp duties, of which solicitors are practically of the author and owner of a photograph of a

merely assumes that ignorant or imprudent made the collectors from the purchasers of real picture in which the person for whom the photo
peoplo sign their names without advice , property. I think this is a matter which might graph is executed for reward has the registered
and are injured . That is not a matter very properly be brought under the notice of copyright,or who shall have registered the photo .

for this society to expend its time and money the framers of the Government Bill by the graph , there being no registered copyright in the
upon . By far themost important ground is ( for Legal Practitioners' Society, and I trust no picture, and their assigns, in the absence of
what reason I have not the remotest idea) left to time will be lost in having this done. Another express agreement. T . C . S .
bedealt with in another bill. Why another Bill somewhat apalogous grievance which I would
when a couple of clauses to the present Bill commend to the attention of the society is the
would suffice ! Every practitioner knows that an high scale of fees charged in County Courts NOTES AND QUERIES ON
enormous share of professional work in the in actions between £5 and £20 . If these fees

POINTS OF PRACTICE .County Courts, Magistrates, and Bankruptcy were put on a level with those charged in the
Courts is usurped by unqualified persons, and Superior Courts in similar cases , and some rea .
that without these sources of revenue the class sonable remuneration allowed to the plaintiff ' s NOTICE . - We must remind our correspondents that this

column is not open to questions involving points of law
could not exist. Why not annihilate them by a solicisolicitor the County Courts would be extensively

such as a solicitor should be consulted upon . Queries will
blow at the foundations of their existence, instead resorted to in many undefended cases which are be excluded which go beyond our limits .

of wasting valuable time upon this feeble attempt now taken into such courts as the Lord Mayor's N . B . - None are inserted unless the nameand address of the
writers are sent, not necessarily for publication , but as a

at legislation ? A DISAPPOINTED MEMBER. Court , the Court of Passage at Liverpool, and guarantee for bonu fides ,

the Salford Hundred Court of Record, & c., simply
- A correspondent in your last issue suggests because in those courts the plaintiff can avail

Queries.that the proposed Legal Practitioners' Act 1874 himself of professionalassistance without cost to

should not be drawn so as to prevent unprofes. himself , and without increasing the expense to
89. STAMP. - I observe a receipt stamp on some legacy

receipts (Government form ) and none on others, in
sional persons from preparing for gain " wills, the defendant. A LANCASHIRE SOLICITOR . each case the legacy being over £2. Which is strictly
agreements under hand, and transfers of stock correct ? Nemo.
containing no trust or limitation.” I think that
the mischief and litigation caused by ignorant THE PROSECUTION OF BANKRUPTS. - In your 90 . ELECTION PETITIONS. - Will any of your corre .

“ will-makers " is almost incalculable, and thatthat number of March 21, under the heading of “ Lin . spondents who have bad an election petition tried in

wouldto make a special exception in their favour would
their borough , favour me with information as to whatcoln County Court," you have inserted a notice
is necessary to be done for the reception of the judge ?of the case of “ William Pearson , a bankrupt."be anything but an advantage to the public .

Every professional man knows that considerably
Your report states that one Peter Platt “ Platts” | And what expenses, and how much the Treasury will

allow ? W . H . BAILES.

more skill and discretion is required for the pre. is the name) was a creditor, and that “ none of

paration even of a comparatively simple will than
xcept he ond

Auswers.
is required for the preparation of an ordinary con . had been paid .” The facts are just the reverse ,

veyance, and it has been said by an eminent legal
" all the creditors, except Peter Platts , have been (Q . 79.) PROBATE DUTY. - No. A donatio mortis atusi

| ditfers from a legacy in these respects : ( 1 ) It takes
authority that the drawing of an elaborate will is paid ," and Peter Platts would have been paid

etfect sub modo from the delivery in the lifetime of the

the task which tests most severely the skill of before the seizure referred to , but that he claimed donur ; and, therefore, it cannot be proved as a testa .

an experienced conveyancer. Every professional for principal and interest a sum of more than mentary act in the Court of Probate. (2 ) It requires

man, too , knows that there are no documents £100 , being the balance of a debtof £1242 proved no assent or other act on the part of the executor or

in the preparation of which so much is left to
in the bankruptcy , which was all the bankrupt administrator to perfect the title of the donee, Smith 's *
contended he owed him for both , and which sum Manual of Equity , Ilth edit ., p . 120 .

his own individual discretion and judgment,

and there are . assuredly no documents which was tendered to the trustees and this creditor , (Q 80 .) SETTLEMENT OF FURNITURE. - The sale in the
affect more vast and varied interests , or the “ Peter Platts, " who had then received over £1100 first case being notorious as having been made by the

preparation of which is more clearly within since the adjudication . All other creditors' sheriff , and the possession being consistent with the

the special province of the legal profession . I
claims, principal, and interest had already been terms of the deed of assignment to trustees, I do not

think , therefore, that the alteration suggested by
settled. The alleged removalof theboxes can and think registration is necessary .

your correspondent would hardly be an improve. will be satisfactorily explained, for they were not ( Q . 81.) BAXKRUPTCY - PRACTICE IN Corxty COCBts .
ment on the section as drawn. I would , however , trustproperty , and ,therefore, no loss to the estate, - Certainly not. Even registrars of County Courts,

suggest that the section should be amended , so
and, moreover, were removed during the absence possessing jurisdiction in bankruptcy, charge for

that the defendant might be sued in the County of the bankrupt from home, and without his taking affidavits of proofs of debt, & c . D .

Court for the penalty, instead of at the assizes, if knowledge, privity, or consent. But a farmore

the plaintiff should prefer to take this course ; and important question remains, which I should like ( Q . 83.) SOLICITOR'S ACCOUNTS.- By action at law .
The relation of principal and agent does not of itseltalso that some provision should be made to meet to see answered in your columns, viz., When, as
entitle the principal to come into equity for an account

the common case of a solicitor lending his name to here, a bankrupt's estate can pay more than 20s. if the matter can be fairly tried at law : (Barry v . Stevens,

some unprofessional person on the terms of re
in thepound, upon whatauthority , statute,orprin . 31 Beav. 258 ; Smith v . Leveaux, 1 Hem . & M . 123 ; 2

D . J . & S . 1 . ) An action of account was brought re .ceiving a share of the profits of the business done ciple of law is his surplus money to be detained .

by him . In many towns in the north of England
in order that his trusteesmay spend his own money cently at common law ; vide Beor v . Beer (12 C . B . 2 .)

it is quite a common thing for a solicitor 's clerk in trying to convict him of that of which he is
D .

who has managed to make the acquaintance of a
at least, by presuraption of law innocent, and, if he 38 .) LIQUIDATING DEBTOR - CONVEYANCE , - It is not

number of clients , to commence practice on his should be found by verdict " Not Guilty ' who is necessary that the liquidating debtor should concur in

own account, under the name of some solicitor,
to return his money ; who and what can compen . the conveyance . On the barkruptcy of any person the

who, beyond receiving a share of the profits,
sate him ; and are his trustees, who receive 20s. whole of his freehold as well as bis personal estate is

never exercises the smallest supervision over in the pound , to pay themselves, without control,
now vested in the creditor' s trustee by virtue of his ap .

pointment in tru - t for the whole body of the creditors .

the business done in his name. If a clause whatever money they may choose to spend in this 32 & 33 Vict. c . 71, s . 25 , par . 5 , empowers the trustee

were inserted , prohibiting solicitors from enter experiment? If prosecution was necessary, if " to exercise any powers the capacity to exercise which

ing into any arrangement in the nature of a they, the trustees, had “ no funds in hand ,” is vested in him under this Act, and to execute all

partnership with unadmitted persons, it would su
surely the county , in the first instance, and then powers of attorney, deeds, and other instrumente , ex

the Treasury, would have provided and paid all pedient or necessary for the purpose of carrying into
do something at all events to mitigate the evil , effect the provisions of this Act. " The trustee can even

necessary " costs ” ( especially when ordered by a leand a good deal of disreputable touting for bar estates tail and exercise powers of appointment in

business on the part of such persons would be judge) for prosecuting the offence (if there ever | the samemanner as the bankrupt (which term also in .

done away with . I observe that the new Govern .
cludes liquidating debtors ) might have done for his

ment propose to bring in a bill for lessening which has been, it appears, over three years in own benefit
46 the delay and expense of land transfer." which abeyance. To compel a man to pay the costs of

are said to be " a reproach to our system of lawof law his conviction, when he has been convicted , is one

and a serious obstacle to dealings in real pro . thing ; to put your hand into his pocketmerely on

perty .” Now it seems to me that a very con . the chance of getting him convicted is surelysiderohlo neonortion of the expense of doelince I quite a novelty. What right, beyond 20s. in the BRISTOL ARTICLED CLEAN DODALA

SOCIETY .
with real property arises from pound , can the trustees, creditors , or the courtthe excessive por

have ?stamp duty charged upon transfers thereof. In
| A MEETING of this society was held in the Law

In this case the surplus funds are ad .
l of saleh Library on Tuesday evening, the 17th inst., J .

conveyances of large or even moderately .sized Osborne, Esq., solicitor , occupying the chair . The

estates, the stamp duty frequently amounts to
or the trustee under the liquidation . Whatright

hundreds of pounds, all of which goes to swell the then have the original trustees — whose debts are following was the subject for discussion : " Which

solicitor' s bill, which in many instances would be paid
| is the most advantageous to the holder, an estate

onld be paid , with costs and interest - to speculate in a is the most advantageou
ont down more than one half if the naumenta for prosecution, at the expence of new creditors, and in tee simple, fee farm , or for a term of 1000 or

stamp duty were taken out ; for instance, the so reduce the funds divisible amongst others ? more years ? ”

AN ATTORNEY. | Mr. Mosely opened and Mr. Baylis opposed.
stamp duty on the conveyance of a couple of
farms producing £500 a year will be over £60 ,
which , in an ordinary case, would probably be ARBITRATION CLAUSES IN LEGAL DOCUMENTS LAW STUDENTS' DEBATING SOCIETY.
as much as all the rest of the charges which the AND THE PROFESSION . - Now that the interests THz Society met on Tuesday evening last at the
purchaser would have to pay put together. There of the Profession are being somewhat more care . Law Institution , as usual. The following ques
can be no doubt whatever that the heavy stamp fully looked after than they have been hitherto , tion was discussed by a well attended meeting :
duty payable on conveyances is really one of I should like to direct the attention of solicitors ( ccxxvii. Jurisprudential) Should the law be
the most “ serious obstacles to dealings with i to the way in which arbitration clauses in agree amended so as to give effect to the verdict of a
real property,” and no greater boon coula ments, & c ., are generally framed. For example : majority of a jnry ? and decided in the negative
be conferred upon the larded class than a sub . ' on page 114 , vol. I. of Prideaux's Precedents in ' by the casting vote of the chairman .

D .

D .

LAW SOCIETIES.

nitted t
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ARTICLED CLERKS' SOCIETY. Sumner 's name is famous in Europe as the cham - envelope addressed to the vacation registrar, and
A MEETING of this society was held at Clement's pion of slave abolition , which is in no small degree such other papers as may be thought necessary .
Inn Hall on Wednesday, the 25th March . Mr. | owing to his elaborate and eloquent speech on the ! On applications for injunctions or writs of Ne
Rubinstein in the chair . Mr. Baker opened the " Barbarism of Slavery ," delivered in the session exeat Regno, theremust be sent in addition to thesubject for the evening' s debate, viz ., " That the of 1859 -60. He took an active part in the presi. above, a copy of the bill, a certificate of bill filed
Government was not justified in making war on dential contest of 1860, opposing all concession to and office copies of the affidavits in support of thethe Ashantees .” The motion was lost by & & compromise with slavery, and during the war application .
majority oftwo. that followed he proposed emancipation as the The counsel's brief sent to the Master of the

speediest mode of bringing the war to a closo. Rolls will, when any order is made thereon , be
romy From 1861 to 1871 ho filled the post of chairman | returned direct to the registrar, and a conv of theBIRMINGHAM LAW STUDENTS' SOCIETY |

of the committee on Foreign Relations in the indorsement on counsel' s brief of the order madeAT & meeting of this society , held on Tuesday Senate . In 1862 he made an elaborate argument will be sent by post to the solicitor making the
evening last, Dr. Sebastian Evans, Barrister-at- in theMason and Slidell case , in which he took the application . The address of the Master of the
Law , in the chair , a discussion took place on the ground that their seizure was unjustifiable on the Rolls can be obtained at the Rolls House
following subject : “ That the breach of a con principles of international law , which the United The chambers of the Master of the Rolls will be
tract for personalservice should notbe treated as States had always maintained . During the war, open on Thursday the 2nd , and Wednesday,
a criminal offence ." Mr. Glaisyer, LL. B ., (soli.

and since its termination , Mr. Sumner has been Thursday, and Friday , the 8th , 9th , and 10th
citor) , read in the affirmative , and was supported conspicuous for the statesmanlike views he has | April, 1874 , from eleven to one o 'clock .

by Messrs. Wm . Johnson , F . Smith , and Heath advanced on all the great questions of state , The equity judges' chambers (other than those
(Walsall) ; Messrs. F . W . Lowe, David , and though offence was taken at the position he was of the Master of the Rolls ) will be closed on Wed .

W . H . Warlow spoke in the negative. After supposed to have maintained in regard to the nesday , the 1st April, at 4 p. m ., and be re -opened

which the chairman summed up the various argu. Alabama claims. On the removal of Mr. Sumner on Monday, the 13th April, at ten o 'clock a .m .

ments, remarking that in many civil cases im . from the chairmanship of the committee on
prisonment was as merited a punishment as the Foreign Relations , in 1871, the New York Tribune
being mulcted in damages , the sin againstmorals observes that " after all fair deductions and quali
being scarcely less than in somecriminal offences ; fications have been made, Mr. Sumner stands

THE GAZETTES,also, that the labour struggle was not so much to -day the foremost American senator. Say, if
one between master and employé as between the you will, that he has been needlessly harsh and Professional Partnerships Dissolbed .
former and trades unions, which at present were bitter in his opposition to Santo Domingo - that
richer than a small employer standing by himself, | hemight have strenuously , forcibly resisted annex .

Gazette, March, i3.but now that the masters were combining this
EXFIELD and DOWSON, attorneys and solicitors, Nottingham .| ation without making a personal issue with our Feb . 28, (Richard Enfield and Benjamin Dowson ,

would not long be so. The voting was in favour mild -mannered President and his most urbane

of the negativeby a large majority. Secretary of State - that entitling his speech
against annexation ‘ Naboth 's Vineyard ' was ex Bankrupts .
cessively severe and offensive - what does all this Gazette,March 20.LEGAL OBITUARY. amount to but that he might better be somebody To surrender at the Bankrupts 'Court, Basinghall-street.

else, and not Charles Sumner ? In this world of BURGESS , WILLIAMI, financialagent, Lessness -pk , Belvedere, and

3 , Lombard -et, Loinburd -st. Pet. March 17 . Rur . Hazlitt. Sol.
NOTE . - This department of the LAW TIMER, is contributed limitations and imperfections, it seems wiser to Ditton , Ironmonger -la . Sur . March 31
by EDWARD WALFORD, M . A ., and late scholar of Balliol value every one according to the good we find in KING , THOMAS BELLAMY, fruit merchant, Pudding -la, East
College, Oxford , and Fellow of the Geneaiogical and

cheap. Pet . March 17 . Reg . Hazlitt. Sol. Downing. Baginghim , and not exact of each the possession and dig . hal-st. Sur. March 31Historical Society of Great Britain ; and, as it is desired
to make it as perfect a record as possible, the families and play of every conceivable excellence . That it was | REDWOOD , MARY , widow , Sloane-st , Chelsea . Pet. March 17 .

Res . Brougharn . Sols . Clark and Co . King -st. Sur. Apr . 17
friends ofdeceasedmembers of the Profession will oblige

& mistake in the Senate to remove Mr. Sumnerby forwarding to the LAW TIMES Office any dates and
To surrender in the Country .from the chairmanship of its committee on Foreignmaterials required for a biographical notice .

ELLIS , WALTER, farmer, Thornthwaite, near Ripley. Pet .Relations, wecannot doubt, And yet the position March 14. Reg . Jefferson . Sur. April 2
to which he was transferred was better adapted to HAMILTOX, WILLIAM , draper, Windsor . Pet. March 17 . Dep .SENATOR SUMNER . Rex. Darvill. Sur. April ilhis genius, and more accordant with his lofty NEMIL , JACOB, shoemaker, Stilton . Pet. March 14. Reg . Gachesslate Mr. Charles Sumner, the distic guished renown . For , while we have had no senator since

Sur. April 1
Gazette, March 27.

American politician and author ,whose death , at Salmon P . Chase entitled to rank with Charles

To surrender at the Bankrupts ' Court, Basinghall-street.
New York , has just been announced , was born at Sumner, and though that must be a very meagre

HAGAAIER, PHILIP HEXRY, out of business, Catherine-terrace ,
Boston , Massachusetts, in January, 1811, so that compend of American history which omits his Fairfield -rd , Buw . Pet. March 21. Reg . Roche. Sur . April 15
he had just completed his sixty . third year. Hewas name, yet his honourable eminence has been

To surrender in the Country.educated at the Boston Latin Sohool and at nowise achieved through the chairmanship afore . | ALLEN, JOHN, Farmer , Bisbrooke. Pet. March 19 . Reg . Ing am .

Sur. April 13
Harvard College, where he gradnated in 1830 ; said , but wholly through that eager, uncompro. DICKSON , WILLIAM , navy provision merchint, West Hartlepool.

he studied law in the same institution after taking mising, unsloeping devotion to the equal rights of
Pet. Márch 20 . Reg . Edis . Sur. April 13

WARREN, GEORGE, victualler, Bournelnouth , Pet. March 19 .
his degree . Being called to the Bar in 1831, he man which the position just assigned him by the Reg . Dickinson . Sur. April 10

began to practise at Boston , and was soon Senate must afford him the largest opportunities WATƏox, WILLIAM , iron shipbuilder , Sunderland . Pet . March 13 .
Reg . Ellis . Sur. April 14

esteemed a sound lawyer. Prior to his admission to subserve. If he had asked the Senate to relieve
BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED .

to the Bar he had contributed to, and afterwards him from further service in the committee on

Gazette, March 20 .
became editor of, the American Jurist, a quarterly Foreign Relations, and assign him instead to just risk , CHARLES, Histon. Aug. 23, 1873
law journal, and shortly after his admission he such duties as have now been imposed on him ,
was appointed lecturer on constitutional law and the wisdom and fitness of his choice would have
the law of nations to the Cambridge Law School. been generally admitted .” Besides the law books

Liquidations by Arrangement.In 1836 he edited Dunlop 's “ Treatise on the mentioned above,Mr. Sumber was the author of
FIRST MEETINGS.Practice of the Admiralty Courts in Cases of Civil “ A Defence of the American Claim in the North

Gazette, March 20.
Jarisdiction at Sea," and in the same year hewas Eastern Boundary Controversy ,” and “ White ASHBURX, HENRY, grocer, Blackburn . Pet. March 17. April 1,
offered a professorship in the law school, and also Slavery in the Barbary States, " published in 1847 ;

at one, at the White Bear hotel, Manchester. Sola . Hall and
Holland , Blackburnone in Harvard College ,both of which he declined . | he has also published numerous speeches, which ATKINSON , JOHX WALTOX, saddler, Carlisle. Pet. March 16 .

Mr. Sumner visited Europe the following year, have been issued in 4 vols. A collection of his April 2 , at three , at office ofSol. Wannop, Carlisle
AUSTIN , THOMAS, foreman , Morley . Pet . March 14 . April 8. at

and was present in Paris during General Casa's complete works, edited by the Hon . Charles A . three , at office of Sols . Fawcett and Malcolm , Leeds
embassy . Ho remained in Europe nearly three Phelps, with a life, has been published in 10 vols.

BAILEY, WILLIAM HENRY,mechanic, Keighley . Pet. March 13.
March 31, at eleven , atoffices of Sols. Wright and Waterworth .years, of which one was spent in England, where in America .
Keighleyhe was received with great cordiality by some of

BLACKMORE , MARY, school proprietress, Brighton . Pet. March
14 . April 1, at three, at the Castle hotel, Brighton . Sol. Pen .

the most eminent jurists. Whilst at Paris he
W . WEALL, ESQ . fold , Brighton

BLAKE. JOSEPH NICHOLSOX , surgeon , Taunton , Pet. March 18 .
wrote, at the request of the ambassador, a defence

THE late William Weall, Esq., solicitor, of Bell. April 9, at eleven , at ottice of Sol. Kite, Tauntonof the rights of the United States in reference to
yard , Doctor' s.commons, who died at his resi. BLANCHARD , RICHARD COOK , furnishing warehouseman , Liverthe questions then pending between the two Go. pool. Pet. March 10 . April 7, at two, at office of Sol. Harris ,Wo Goldence, The New Dove House, Pinner, near Wat Liverpoolvernments. On his return to Boston , in 1840 , helondon the uth inate in the after him

BLISS , EDWIX , greengrocer, Biriningham . Pet.March 16 . Marohresumed practice , and in 1844-6 published, with
31, at quarter past ten , at office of Sol. Green, Birminghamhis age, was third son of the late Thomas Weall , BOLLAND, THOMAS, horse dealer, Salford . Pet. March 17 . Aprilannotations, “ Vesey 's Reports," in 20 vols. In Esa .. of Woodcote Lodge , in the county of Surrey,
2 , at two, at offices of Sol. Lawton, Manchester1845 Mr. Sumner avowed himself an advocate of

BRAUTIGAM , JOHx , baker, Marshall-st, Golden -eq . Pet. March| by Margaret, daughter of William Smith, Esq. 17. April 1, at three, at office of Sols . Messrs. Young , Mark -lanepeace in a speech before the municipalauthorities He was born at Beddington , Surrey , in the year
BRIGGS, WILLIAM PULLAX, grocer, Briggate . Pet. March 16 .at Boston, on the “ True Grandeur of Nations."

April 2, at three , at offices of Sol. Hutchinson , Bradford| 1817 , and was educated at the school of Dr. Lord , BROWN, THOMAS WYLDE, butcher, Bridgnorth . Pet. March 7 .He subsequently signalised himself by his opposi
at Tooting. Mr. Weall, who was admitted a April 1, at twelve, at the County Court, Madeley. Sol. Free ,tion to the annexation of Texas, and by his sup .

Birminghamsolicitor in Michaelmas Term 1840, married in BUCHAN, CHARLES FORBER, surgeon , Bridgwater . Pet . Marchport of Mr. Van Buren , as candidate for the pre 1852 Rosa Annie, daughter of William Vale, Esq.,
16 . April 7, at twelve, at office of Sols . Reed and Cook, Bridesidency in 1848 . In this year he also became
waterby whom he left a family of five children . His Buskix , HEXRY MASON PLAISTO, corn factor , Mark la . Per.associated with the Freesoil party , and gave them

remains were interred at Norwood Cemetery on March 12. April 7, at three, at office of Sol. Kearsey , Oldefficient aid . Two years later, on the resignation
Jewrythe 17th inst. CARLSSON, VICTOR HUGO, and LILIJA , JOHN WILLIAM , commia

by Mr. Webster of his seat in the Senate, to enter
sion merchants ,Grent St. Helen 's. Pet. Maroh 17 . April 13 , atMr. Fillmore's Cabinet, Mr. Sumner was, after a
three , at 6 and 8 , Lime-st-sq . Sols . Stocken and Jupp, Leaden .
hall-st

severe contest, elected his successor by a coalition THE COURTS AND COURT CHERRY, ELIZA, furniture denler, Uxbridge. Pet. March 17.
of Freesoilers and Democrats. His first important

April 10 , at three, at offices of Sol. Garner, High -st , UxbridgePAPERS . CHURCHILL, GEORGE , bootmaker, Sutton Coldfield . Pet. March
speech was an attack upon the then pending

14 . March 30, at three, at office of Sols. Rowland and Bagaall,Fugitive Slave Law , which he strongly denounced.
CLAYTON, SAMUEL, bootmaker , Aberavon . Pet. March 17 . April

In 1856 , after a protracted struggle against the COURT OF CHANCERY - EASTER VACA .
2 , at one, at the Swan hotel, Bristol Sol. Tennant, Aberayonrepeal of the Missouri Compromiseand the wrongs

TION . COLDBECK , HENRY, farmer, Grewelthorpe . Pet. March 17. Apru
10 , at twelve, at Arrowsmith and Winn , Ripon . Sol. Waistell ,

done to Kansas, he made an eloquent speech of DURING the Easter vacation all applications
two days, subsequently published under the title which are of an urgent nature are to be made to

CORRI, HENRY, Talbot- rd , Bayswater. Pet. March 14 . Apr . 10 ,
at two, at office of Sol. Lewis, Furnival's-innof “ The Crime against Kansas,” in which he the Master of the Rolls .

COBHAM, JOHN , innkeeper, Langhton . Pet. March 17 . April 2, atseverely denounced the action of some of the The Master of the Rolls will sit at the Rolls eleven , at the Bear hotel, Cliffe . Sol. Hulman

COULTER, Joxx , coachbuilder, Evesham . Pet. March 18. AprSouthern members of Congress . For this , two House on Wednesday the 1st, and Wednesday the
8 , at eleven , at the Crown hotel, Eveshamn . Sol. Bades, Bvesdays afterwards, he was brutally attacked by Mr. 8th April 1874 .
ham

Cross , HENRY, soap salesman , Bristol. Pet. March 14 MarchBrooks, a Southern member ; and the result of In cases of great emergency , applications to the 30 , at twelve, at ofhce of Sol. Clifton , Bristol

the injuries he received was a long and serious Master of the Rolls may be sent by book post,
DALE , JOHx, baker, Kettering. Pet. March 11. March 2 , at

eleven , at offices of Sol. Preedy,'Kettering
disability , from which he was three or four years prepaid , accompanied with the brief of counsel, DONALD , THOMAS CORSOx, fish dealer. Bolton . Pet. March 18 .
in recovering. He was re-elected to the Senate in endorsed with the terms of the order applied for,

April 15, at two, at the Mitre hotel, Manchester
DOWNING, EDWARD, cabinet maker, Doncaster . Pet. March 16 .1857 ; but though he resumed his seat for a few and a copy of such endorsement on foolscap April 2, at one, at offices of Sol. Tuttershall, Sheffield

months, in 1858, he was unable to perform any l paper with a stamped envelope addressed to the EDWARDS, HENRY, innkeeper, Alergavenny. Pet. March
April 1, at eleven , at the Wellington hotel, almoster Sol.

active duties till the latter end of 1859. Mr. Solicitor making the application , and a stamped Harris, Tredegar

So grocericu bichinson, Bripet. Foretree .

Birmingham

Northallerton
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EMMERTON , ALFRED , out of business, Middlesbrough . Pet. TROWBRIDGE, GEORGE, printseller, Liverpool. Pet. March 16 . MATTHEWS, THOMAS, out of business, Ce stie Cary . Pet. Karch
March 17 . April 8, at half past two, at Mrs . Barkerjs Temperance March 31, at three, at office of Sol. Forrest, Liverpool 19 . April 7, at twelve, at office of Gamble and Harvey , Gresham .hotel, Middlesbrongh. Sol. Bainbridge, Middlesbrough Twiss , Johx, agent, Walsall. Pet. March 17 . April 2, at eleven , bldgs, Basinghall-st. Sol. Watts , Yeovil

EVANS, THOMAS, punte ", Birmingham . Pet. March 17 . April at office of Sol, Stanley , Walsall MCDERMOT, GEORGE, and SMITH , WILLIAM , engineers , Long- la ,
2, at three , at ofcas of So 's . Wright and Marshall, Birmingham | WACKETT, ALFRED , late provision merchant, Norton Folgate . Berrnondsey . Pet. March 19. April 4 , at eleven , at the Swan

FAIRHURST, ROBERT, joiner, Macclesfield . Pet. March 17. April Pet. March 11. March 27 , at twelve , at the King and Queen , 30 , tavern , Great Dover-st, Southwark . Sol. Rigby
8 , at three, at ottice of Sole . Higginbotham and Barclay , Maccles . Norton Folgate. Sol. Long, Landsdown -ter, Grove-rd , Victoria MCDERMOTT, JAMES, grocer, Maesteg . Pet. March 18 . April 6 .
neld park at three , at office of Sol. Tennant, Aberavon

FREEMAN , THOMAS, slater, Nottingham . Pet. March 14 . April WARBURTOX, WILLIAM , painter , Heywood. Pet. March 16 . MILLAR , JOSEPH , clerk , Harrow . Pet. March 19. April & at
8 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Belk , Nottingham April 2, at three, at the Dog and Partridge inn , Manchester . four, at Ridler 's hotel, 133, Holborn , Sol. Yorke, Marylebone.

GASKIN , JOSEPH , grocer, Plymouth . Pet. March 17 . April 6, at Sol. Clege , Oldham road , London
eleven , at offices of Dawe, Union -ter , Union -et, Plymouth . Sol. WEBBEX , GEORGE, greengrocer , Exeter . Pet . March 16 . April 2, MILLER, ROBERT FREDERICK , carriage builder, King-st West,
Harrison , Plymouth at hall -post four, at 40, Sidwell -st , Exeter Hammersmith . Pet. March 10 . March 27, at eleven , at the

GENT, FRANCis , farmer, Kingsley . Pet. March 10 . March 27 , at WEEKS, FREDERICK , bullder , Buckfastleigh . Pet. March 16 . Guildhall Coffee-house, Gresham -st. Sol. Marshal, King- st
eleven , at office of Sols . Cooper and Chawner, Uttoxeter April 2, at eleven , at the Commercial inn , Totnes. Sols . Mesars, West, Hammersmith

GOODING , WILLIAM , miller, Wickham St. Paul's. Pet. March Windentt, Totnes MIXTER, THOMAS, milliner, Bridgnorth . Pet. March 18. April
14. April 1, at ten , at office of Sol. Cardinall, Halstead WEST, CHARLES, ahoemaker, Gosport . Pet . March 16 . April 10 , 2 , at twelve , at office of C . Marris , accountant, Birmingham .

HEDGE, SAMUEL, timber merchant, Staines . Pet. March 17 . at eleven , at office of Sols. Messrs . Charnberlain , Southsea Sol. Rooke, Birmingham
April 9, at two, at the Railway hotel, Staines. Sols . Ashley and WHEELER, JESSE, coal merchant, Chinnor. Pet. March 16 . MORGAN, HARRIET, bootmaker , Tredegar. Pet . March 19. April
Tee , Frederick 's -pl, old Jewry, London Adril 2, at three , at the Crown inn , Chinnor . Sol. Clark , High 6 , at eleven , at the King's Head hotel, Newport. SOL Harris ,

HUDSON, ALEXANDER, victualler , Brighton . Pet . March 17 . Wycombe Tredegar
April 8 , at three, at the Telemachus room , Old Ship hotel, WHORROD, FREDERICK , grocer, Spring-pl, Wandsworth -rd . Pet. MORGAN, THOMAS, innkeeper, Yeovil. Pet. Maroh 21 . April 16 ,
Brighton . Sol. Chalk , Brighton March 3 . March 27 , at three , at office of Sol. Ody, Trinity -st, at twelve, at the Three Choughs hotel, Yeovil. Sol. Day , Brid

HUME, RICHARD, jeweller, Workington . Pet. March 17. April Southwark port

6 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Guy, Workington WIGHT, GEORGE, painter, Oldham . Pet.March 17. April 2 , at MORTIMER, EDWARD, grocer. Winfrith Newburgh . Pet. March
JAMES, JOHN , JAMES. WILLIAM , and BRADLEY, JOHN , builders, three , at office of Sol. Dawson , Manchester 14 . April 8 , at two, at office of Sol. Weston , Dorchester
Birmingham . Pet. March 17 . April 4, at two, at office of Sol. WOOTTOX , JOHX, grocer, Tunstall. Pet. March 18. April 6 , at MOSE , JONATHAX , grocer , Montebello -ter, Tottenham . Pet .
Ladbury , Birmingham eleven , at the Saracen 's Head hotel, Hanley . Sol. Cooper , March 18. April 14, at twelve , at offices of Sols . Peckham , Mait

Jones, Johx , victualler, Swansea . Pet. March 18 . April 1, at Congleton land , and Peckham , Knight Rider -st, Doctors' Commons
two, at offices of James, accountant, Post-office -bidge, Swansea Gazette, March 24. MURRELL, HENRY, coal merchant, Colchester. Pet. March 20.

JULL, PROCTOR, grocer, Caledonian -rd . Pet. March 17. April April 7, at two, at offices of Sol. Jones , Colchester
13 , at two, at offices of Sols . Lawrance, Plewe, and Boyer, Old ALDOUS, ROBERT, grocer, Kilsale. Pet . March 21. April 8. NEWBY, RICHARD DOBSOX , lay vicar, Winchester. Pet . March
Jewry -chrbs at two, at J . Pearce's Rooms, Princes -street, Ipswich . Sol. 17 . April 7 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Godwin , Winchester

KENT, GEORGE, builder, Prospect- villas, Lower Norwood. Pet. Brooke NORTOX, SELBY, doctor of medicine, Queen Victoria -st, and
March 17 April 2 , at three , at offices of Sol. Walle , Walbrook ANDERSON , WILLIAM , licensed victualler, St. Alban 's . Pet.March Putney-hill , Putney . Pet . March 19 . April 14, at two, at the

LAMB, DAVID , innkeeper , Haverfordwest. Pet . March 16 . 17 . April 7 , at eleven , Simpson 's offices, St. Peter-street, St. Guildhall Coffee-house , Gresham -st . Sol. Miller , King -st
March 31, at eleven , at the Mariners ' hotel, Haverfordwest . Alban ' s OSBORNE, THOMAS HENRY, and DAVIS, HENRY JOHN , grocers,
Sol, Price, Haverfordwest BAKER, EDWARD GEORGE, common brewer, Langham . Pet. Bristol. Pet. Maroh 18 . April 2 , at two, at offices of Collins,

LEE , THOMAS, farmer, Berghill. Pet. March 16 . April 7, at March 21. April 8, at two, at the Crown inn, Oakham . Sol. jun . , accountant, 39 , Broad -st, Bristol Sol. Beckingham ,
eleven , at the Guildhall, Oswestry . Sol. Davies , Oswestry Owston , Leicester Bristol

LEES, JOHN, farmer, Woodhouses . Pet . March 12. March 30 , at BARKER , JOHN, ironmonger , Manchester . Pet. March 21. PAYNE, JOHN, butcher, Teignmouth . Pet . March 21. April 7 ,two, at the Green Man hotel, Ashborne. Sol. Holland, Ash April 15 , at three, at office of Sols. Sutton and Elliott, Manches at hall past eleven , at offioe of Sol. Templer , Teignmouth
ter PIERCE , WILLIAM ADAMS, Bapdler, Woolston . Pet. March 18.

LEWIS, ABRAHAM , general dealer, Great Chapel-st, Westminster . BARNES ,GEORGE, and CARTER , JOKX, jun ., iron bedstead manu April 8 , at three, at offices of Edmonds, Davis , and Clark, 29,
Pet . March 13. March 30, at three, at office of Sol. Lind , facturers, Liverpool. Pet. March 21. April 7 , at two, at offices High -st, Southampton . Sol. Shutte , Southampton
Beaufort -bldge, Strand of Sol, Williams, Liverpool PIPER , ROBERT, shopkeeper , Cowick . Pet . March 20 . April 10,

LUMSDEN . JAMES PERCY, grocer , York- pl, Nunhead . Peckham BARTON, JOHX, licensed victualler, Derby . Pet. March 28 . April at three, at offices of Sols. Fernandes and Gin , Wakefield
Rye . Pet. March 17. April 9, at three, at offices of Sol. Carr , 11, at eleven , at office of Sol. Hextall, Derby RAMWELL , JAMES, and RAMWELL, ROBERT, brewers, Hulme,
Rood -la BEALE, WILLIAM , coulmerchant, Oswey. Pet. March 11. April near Manchester . Pet . March 19. April 8, at two, at ottice of

Lyons, EDWARD, tailor, High -st, Borough. Pet. March 18 . 2, at two, at office of Sol. Cooper, Charing-cross, London Sols. Addleshaw and Warburton , Manchester
April 7, at three, at office of Sols. Lewis and Lewis, Ely -place, BLACKLEY , JAMES, florist, Oliver-rd , par. Leyton . Pet. March RAYNER, CHARLES, and RAYNER, WILLIAM , drapers, Bolton .
Holborn 17. April 16 , at three , at offices of Holloway, accountant, 173, Pet . March 19. April 7, at three, at office of Sols . Hardings,

LYONS, JOSEPH , fishmonger, Stafford . Pet. March 16 . April 2 , Ball' s Pond -rd , Islington, Sol. Pyke, Leighton -rd , Kentish Wood , and Wilson , Manchester
at eleven , at office of Sol. Bowen , Stafford town REES, EDWARD , builder, Swansea . Pet. March 16 . April 7, atMACEY, THOMAS OSBORNE, grocer, Birmingham . Pet. March 18 BOWEN , THOMAS, grocer, Stockton -on - Tees. Pet. March 17 . two, at offices of Sols. Clifton and Woodward , Swansea
April 2, at three, at office of Sol. Lowe, Birmingham April 8, at half past two, at Mrs. Barker 's Temperance hotel, SHEPHERD , JOSEPH , saddler, Bradford . Pet. March 21. April

MAGNUS, EDWARD, boot manufacturer, St. Mary -exe. Pet . March Middlesborough . Sol. Bainbridge, Middlesborough 8 , at three , at offices of Sol. Atkinson , Bradford
16 . March 31, at three , at offices of Rogers and Barron , 49 , BRAGG , MATTHEW JAMES, builder, Paignton . Pet. March SMITH , GEORGE MATTHEW , silk finisher, Palm -st. Grove -rd ,
Moorgate -st. Sol. Emanuel, Walbrook April 7 , at twelve , at office of Sol. Eastley , Paignton Mile End-rd East. Pet. March 20 . April 9 , at three, at oftices

MAINWARING , WILLIAM , builder , Forestfach . Pet . March 9. BREAD, FREDERICK , shopkeeper, Halifax . Pet. March 20. April of Sol. Aird , Eastcheap
March 31, at three, at office of Sol. Morris , Swansea 4 , at four, at office of Sol. Hill, Halifax SMITH , ISAAC, shopkeeper, Osaett. Pet. March 19 . April 13 , at

MATHER, JOHN, tailor , Manchester . Pet March 16 . April 1, at BROCKBANK, GEORGE HENRY, pianoforte manufacturer , Mont eleven , at office of Sol. Stringer , Ossett
three, at offices of Sols . Marriott and Woodall, Manchester gomery -rd , Acton -gr. Pet. March 17 . April 2 , at two, at offices SMITH , RICHARD HIX , clerk to a draper, Shrubland'grove, par.

MEDLEY, JAMES, hanlier , Gellygaer . Pet . March 14 . March 30 . of Sol. Arnold , Finsbury-pavement St. John, Hackney . Pet. March 30 . April 21,at three, at offices
at one, at offices of Sols . Simon and Plews, Merthyr Tydfil of Holloway , acoountant, 173, Ball 's Pond -rd , Islington . Sol.CADDICK , JAMES , grocer, Middlesborough . Pet . March 17.

MORRELL, GEORGE, baker , Birmingham . Pet. March 18. April Hicks, Annis- rd , South HackneyApril 8 , at eleven , at Mrs. Barker 's Temperunce hotel, Middles .
4, at eleven , at office of Sol. Duke, Birmingham borough . Sol. Bainbridge, Middlesborough

Pet . March 12.SMYTHERS, HENRY, grocer , Southampton ,
HORRIS, JOHN, coal dealer, Runcorn . Pet. March 16 . April 2, March 31, atone, at office of Sol. Kinby, SouthamptonCAPPS, EDMUND, builder , Kessingland . Pet .March 19 . April 9,
at three , At J. Davies and Co. Bewsey-st , Warrington . Sols . STILL , ROBERT,marine store dealer. Brighton . Pet. March 2 .at three , at the Suffolk hotel, Lowestoft. Sol. Stanley , NorDavies and Brook , Warrington April 11, at twelve, at office of Sol. Webb , BrightonwichNEIL . AITKEN, and RANDALL, CALEB, manufacturing iron STURMAN , SAMUEL, saddler, Rowley Regis. Pet . March 19.

CARTER , JABEZ , bolt manufacturer, Darlaston . Pet. March 20 .
mongers , Leighton Buzzard . Pet . April 17 . April 8 , at three, April 9 , at eleven , at offices of Sol. Warmington , DudleyApril 9 , at eleven , at offices of Sol. Slater, Darlaston
at the White Hart hotel, Banbury . Sols. Lumley and Lumley, TAYLOR , ROBERT, tallor, Gurstang. Pet. March 18. April 8, atCASTLETON , ELIJAH , dealer , Wymondham . Pet . March 19 .
Old Jewry -chmbs, London three , at office of Sols . Charnley , Son , and Finch , PrestonApril 4, at twelve , at office of Sols. Emerson and Sparrow , Nor.

ORY EROD . PETER , hay dealer, Blackburn . Pet. March 18. THACKER , JAMES, tailor, Evesham . Pet March 19. April ,wich
April 7, at twelve, at office of Sols. Hall and Holland, Black . twelve, at offices of Sols. Messrs. Corbett, WorcesterCAVELL, CHARLES,milliner, Old Burlington -st. Pet. March 20 .
burn THOMAS, THOMAS, draper, Pembroke Dock . Pet. March 18.

April 10 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Philpott, Guildhall-chmbs,
OWEN, JOHN, innkeeper , Llandderfel. Pet. March 17 . April 4, April 8, at hali -past twelve , at the Ivy Bush hotel, Carmarthen .Basinghall-st

at twelve, at the Derfel Gadarn inn , Llandderfel. Sol. James , Sols , Messrs . John , HaverfordwestCHEESMAN , JOHN, grocer , Faversham . Pet. March 19. April 6 .
Corwen TILLOTSOX, THOMAS THOMPSOX , shopkeeper, Dewsbury. Pet.

at two, at the Bull hotel, Rochester. Sol. Johnson , Favers
OWENS, WILLIAM , butcher , Merthyr Tydni. Pet. March 16 . March 21. April 8, at two, at s . Goodall, the King' s Arms inn ,

hamApril 1, at eleven , at offices of Sol. Lewis , Merthyr Tydfi Dewsbury Sol. WalkerCHRISTIE , WILLIAM , Jan., corn merchant, Albion -pl, Lower-rd ,
PARKER, JOHN ROBERT, victualer , Bridgnorth . Pet. March 14 . TILLBOX, WILLIAM SELVESTER, miller, Stanground . Pet. MarchRotherhithe. Pet . March 20. April 6, at three, at offices ofApril 1 , at twelve, at the County Court, Madeley . Sol. Free, Bir 18 . April 4, at eleven , at the Wentworth hotel, Peterborough .Sols . Suflery and Huntley , Tooley-st , London -bridge
mingham Sols . Deacon and Wilkins, PeterboroughCOCKROFT, JAMES, ironmonger , Halifax . Pet. March 10 . March
POOLE, CLEMENT WILLIAM , manufacturing chemist, Duke-st, TOLCHARD, JAMES, draper, Teignmouth . Pet. March 20. April

25, at three , at the Talbot hotel, Halifax , Sol. Leeming , Halifax
Bloomsbury , under firm of George Barth and Co . Pet . March 16 , at twelve, at 1, Catherine-ter, Teignmouth , Sol. Davies,
18. April 13 , at twelve, at the Guildhall Coffee -house , Gresham DANSOY, JOHN, cabinet maker, Whitehaven . Pet. March 20. Kingsbridge
st. Sols Treherne and Wolferstan, Ironmonger- la , Cheapside April 8 , at three , at office of Sol. McKelvie, Whitehaven TRICKETT , EDMUND, bootmaker, St. Ann 's -rd , Notting-hill.

DOSSETT, THOMAS HAPGOOD, provision dealer , Halifax . Pet . Pet. March 16 . April 8, at twelve, at office of Sol. Hancock ,PRUST, WILLIAM EDWARD , engineer, Hackney -rd . Pet. March March 19 . April 10, at eleven , at offices of Sols . Ingram and New -inn , Strand17 . April 2, at three, at the Guildhall tavern , Grasham - st . Huntriss, Halifax WAGGET, ROBERT, provision denier, Manchester. Pet . March
Sol. Walter, Moojen , and Son , St. Benet' s -place, Gracechurch DOWNES, EDWARD, carman , Long-la , Southwark . Pet. March 21. April 10, at three, at office of Sol, Sampson , Manchesterstreet 20 . April 6 , at two, at offices of Sols. Saffery and Huntley ,POGH. WILLIAM THOMAS, builder, Birmingham . Pet. March Danery and huntiey , | WATKINS, JAMES GWILLIM , draper , Ilereford . Pet . March 19.

Tooley -st, London -bridge April 6 , at eleven , at the Green Drugon hotel, Hereford . Solo.
18 April 2, at two, at offices of Sols. Maher and Poncia , Bir DUCKETT, RICHARD, dyer, Northampton. Pet. March 20 . April James and Bodenham , Hereford
mingham 13 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Jeffery , Northampton WHITTAKER, JAMES SAVILE , bootmaker, Brighton . Pet . MarchRANDALL, ROBERT WILLIAM , retailer of beer. Reading. Pet . ENGLISH , GEORGE WILLIAM , attorney 's clerk , Colchester. Pet . 18. April 10, at three, at offices of Clennell and Fraser, 6, GreatMarch 16 . April 1, at ten , at the Catherine Wheel inn , Reading . March 20 . April 7 , at one, at office of Sol. Jones, Colchester James -st, Bedford- row , London . Sol Nye, BrightonSol. Cave, Newbury EVANS. JOHN, watchmaker , Welchpool. Pet , March 17 . April 10 , WHITE. THOMAS, butcher. Glastonbury . Pet. MarchRATI BOYE WILLIAM , and WEBBER, RICHARD JOHN, corn at twelve , at office of Sol. Jones, Welch pool at twelve, at office of Sols, Holman and Bath , Glastonburymerchants , Mark -la , and Upper Thames -st . Pet. March 17 . FLETCHER, JOHX, and ALFORD , Joux, travelling draper , Saint !
April 9, at two, at the Chamber of Commerce, 145 , Cheapside.

WISHART, BASIL DOUGLAS, fishmonger , Liverpool. Pet. Karch
Sidwell. Pet. March 20 . April 14 , at twelve, at office of Sol. 21. April 6 , at eleven , at office of Sols. Miller, Peel, and Huber,

Sol. Bunton , Abchurch -la Campion , Exeter Liverpool
REED, WILLIAM , grocer, Bristol. Pet . March 13 . April 1 . at 1 FORD . JOHN . jun .. out of business, Commercial-rd , Peckham . WRATTEN , ROBERT EDWARD , baker, Sittingbourne. Pet . March
two, at offices of Barnard , Thomas, and Co., accountants , Pet. March 19 . April 4 , at ten , at offices of Lewis , 123, Chanoery . 18 . April 9 , at eleven , at offices of Sol, Gibson , Sittingbourne
Bristol. Sol. Beckingham , Bristol la . Sol. Padmore, Victoria -st , Barnsbury -rd , IslingtonRICHARDS, RICHARD WILLIAM , clock maker Petersfield . Pet . 1 FREER , ROBERT, butcher , Leicester . Pet . March 18 . April 8, at
March 18 . April 7, at two, atoffice of Soares, New -inn , Strand . three , at office of Sol. Haxby , Leicester
Sol. Soarnes, Petersfield GARLAND , RICHARD JAMES, builder , Addington -sq, Carnber

RIDSDALE, GEORGE , surgeon , Euston -sg . Pet. March 9 . March well. Pet. March 12 March 28 , at four, at the Mason 's Hall
30 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Godfrey, Gresham -bldgrs, Guildhall tavern , Mason 's -avenue, Basinghall-st . Sol. Rigby, Southwark Gazette , March 17 .

ROBERTS, WILLIAM , grocer, Swansea. Pet , March 14. March 31, bridge-rd
at eleven , at office of Sols . Duvies and Hartland, Swansea HEWETT, EDWARD, and SCHWARZ, HERMAXX,merchant tailoreGUIVER, JAMES, theatrical manager , Oxford - st, and Tufnell.

RUNCIMAN JAMES ANDREW , bootmaker , King-st, St. James 's, Manchesterpark -rd , Holloway. Pet . March 21. April 11, at two, at the
and St. Georges-sq . Pet. March 17 . April 1, at two, at 23, Old Bridge House hotel. Borough High -st, Southwark . Sole . Harris
Burlington -et. Sols. Messrs. Pike and Pinch , Borough High -st, Southwark

SCHOFIELD , JOSEPH WALTOx, hatter, Trowbridge. Pet. March HALLEN , THOMAS CHAMBERS, farmer , Raglan . Pet. March 21.
18 . April 10 , at eleven , at office of Sols. Clark and Collins, April 8 , at eleven , at office of Sols . Messrs. Williams, Newport BANKRUPTS' ESTATES.Trowbridge HANCOCK , BENJAMIN , cutlery manufacturer, Sheffield . Pet.

SOOFIELD , WILLIAM , ourrier , Maldon . Pet. March 14 . April 3 . March 20. April 8 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Mellor , Sheffield The Official Assignees, & c., are given , to whom apply for the
at two, at office of Sol. Warmington, Gresham -bldgs, Basinghall HILL, JOSEPH Joix , wharfinger 's clerk , Elton Villa , Leyton . Dividends.
street Pet: March 21. April 10 , at twelve, at the Inns of Court hotel ,

SELLARS, THOMAS, confectioner , Shemeld . Pet. March 16 . April Brie, J. widow , outfitter, second 3ja . Paget, Basinghall-st.Holborn . Sols, Barrett and Dean , Slough
2, at twelve, at office of Sol. Tattershall, Sheffield Colquhoun , M . Y . printer , second 2d . Stone, Liverpool. - Fead ,HOCKLEY, WILLIAM ROBERT, leather seller , Northampton .SHAW , JOSEPH , and NORTH , BENJAMIN , dry soap manufacturer , C . C . Clapham -rd , first 7s. 4d . Paget, Basinghall-st . Joseph , J.Pet. March 19 . April 6, at eleven , at office of Sol. Jeffery ,Huddersfield . Pet . March 17 . April 2, at half past ten , at office importer of foreign goods, second ld . (and ls. 11 d . to new proof )

Northampton
of Sols. Messrs. Darber, Huddersfield Paget Basinghall-st.-- Woods, J . tailor, third 3s. 714 . Paget,HOUGHTON, RICHARD, bootmaker, Bury . Pet. March 19 . April

SHEPHERD, JOSEPH , saddler , Bradford . Pet. March 18 . April 3, Basinghall-st8 , at three , at office of Sol. Anderson , Bury
at three, at office of Sol. Atkinson , Bradford Elson and Taylor , wholesale clothiers, second and final 2d . AtHARRIS , FREDERICK , grocer, Birmingham . Pet . March 21.SILVERSTON , ABRAHAM , jeweller, High Holborn , and Ludgate . Trust. R . Free, 31, Bennett' s-hill, Birmingham .- Jones, E . baker,

April 8 , at three , at ottice of Sols . Coleman and Coleman , Birhill. Pet. March 17 . April 9, at two, at office of Howse , uc first ls. At Trust. C . Johnson , 1, Station -hini, City-rd , Winches
mingham

countant, 49 , Leicester -eq. Sol. Morris, Leicester -eq ter. - Jones, J . farmer, first and final 20s . At sol. Thomas, AberystHARRISON WILLIAM , builder, York . Pet . March 19. April 9, at
SKYRME, GEORGE, jun ., grocer , Hay. Pet . March 18 . April 4 , at with . - Kearsley, E . gentleman , first ls . At Trust. S . Smith , 6 ,three , at office of Sol. Paley , York

1. at the Mitre hotel, Hereford . Sol. Cheese , Hay Basinghall-st. parks, J . coal merchant, 28. 2jd . At Trust. C . J .HASTINGS, CHARLES, builder, New Swindon . Pet. March 20 .SMITH . JOHN, paper manufacturer, Durham . Pet. March 16 . Lewns, ll, York -bidge, Hastings . - Stokne, J . manufaoturer's clerk ,
April 6 , at half past twelve, at office of Sol. Wilton , Swindon

March 30 , at twelve, at the County hotel, Durham . Sol. Brignal, first and final, 14s . ld . At Trust . F . R . Goddard , 3, St. Nicholas.JENKINS. HENRY GIDOIX , late a major on the retired list of theDurham bidge, Newcastle . - Wycke and Bryan , millers , first and final
Indian army, Chippenham . Pet. March 21. April 8 , at twelveSPARLING, MARIA LOUISA, schoolmistress, Tunbridge . Pet. 28 . 8d. At Trust. P . F . Arnold , Priestgate. Peterborough
atoffice of Sol. Smith , Warnford -ot, Throgmorton -st, London

March 14 . March 30 , at four, at the Rose and Orown hotel, KELLETT. ROBERT, pawnbroker, Preston , Pet . March 19 . April
Tunbridge . Sols. Stone and Simpson , Tunbridge Wells 6 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Fryer, Preston

STONIER, HORATIO , engine tenter , Hanley. Pet. March 14. KELF, JAMES, hosier, Brighton . Pet, March 21. April 14 , at two,
March 28, at ten , at the County Court offices , Hanley . Sol. at offices of Baggs, Clarke, and Josolyne, 98 , King -st, London .
Shires , Leicester Sols , Phelps ank Sidgwick , Gresham -st , London

SUGGETT, RICHARD SAMUEL, coalmerchant, Durham -whart, and LANCASTER , JAMES, upholsterer, Tottenham -ct-rd , and Spring BIRTHS.
King's- rd , Peckham . Pet. March 16 . March 31, at three, at field -ter , Brecknock- rd . Pet . March 19 . April 8, at two, at BAKER. On the 21st inst ., at 32 , George-street, Portman -square,
ofhoe of Sol. Lea , Old Jewry -chmbs,Old Jewry offices of Sol. Briant, Old Broad -st the wife of George Sherston Baker, of Lincoln ' s- inn, barristeriTAYLOR, ALFRED , wheelwright, Disley. Pet . March 17. April 2. LANCARTER . THOMAS, out of business, Liverpool. Pet . March at -law , of a daughter.
at three, at office of Sol. Hardy, Manchester 19. April 8 , at two, at office of Sols. Lawrance and Dixon , Llver . THOMSON. - On the 21st inst., at 9 , Maude-grove , West Brompton ,

TAYLOR , THOMAS, gasfitter, Lowestoft . Pet. March 18 . April 8, pool the wife of Andrew Thomson , Esq ., LL . D ., barrister-at- law , of aat twelve , at office of Sol. Seago, Lowestoft | LARCOME, WILLIAM JAMES, cattle dealer, Hampreston . Pet . son .
TERRY, JOSEPH , grocer, Bradford . Pet . March 17 . April 2. at March 18. April 8. at eleven , at the Railway hotel MARRIAGES .
eleven , at office of Sols . Peeland Gaunt, Bradford Minster. Sol. Moore , Wimborne Minster FAWCETT- HOUGHTOx . On the 20th inst., at St, Matthew 's Bay

THOMAS, JAMES, and SMITH , EDWIN , ironmasters , Bilston . LINSEY . JOHN HENRY. bookbinder , Stanhope-st, Strand , also water , John Henty Fawcett, Middle Temple, barrister-at- law ,
Pet . March 17 . Apri 12, at eleven , at office of Sole. Daignan , North End, Finchley . Pet. March 14 . March 31, at twelve, at Amelia Emily , only daughter of J . W . Evelyn Houghton, Ex
Lewis , and Lewis , Walsall Mullen ' s hotel, Tronmonger- la . Sol. King St. George' s, Portsen .

THORN, RICHARD, clothier , Plymouth . Pet . March 16 . March LOVERIDGE, GEORGE, umbrella maker, Basingstoke. Pet. March DEATHS.
31 , at eleven , at office of Sols. Messrs. Edinonds, Plymouth 20 . April 7, at twelve , at oftice of Sol. Chandler, Basingstoke DENNEY - On the 16th inst., at 2, King Henry-street, Mildmay -road ,

THORNTON , HARTLEY, slater, Idle and Otley . Pet . March 18 . MALLALIEU , FRANK WILLIAM , cotton flock manufacturer, Man Islington , aged 09 yeang Michael Denney , Esq ., barrister-at
April 2, at three , at office of Sol. Atkinson , Bradford chester. Pet.. March 20 . April 14, at three , at offices of Sol. law .

THORNTON , JOSEPH , provision dealer , Worcester . Pet . March Mann , Manchester OWEN. - On the 21st inst., at 272, Fulham -rond, West Brompton ,
17 . March 31, at three, at office of Sol. Tree, Worcester MAXSELL, JOIN , out of business , Evesham . Pet. March . 18 . S . W ., aged 69 years, Mr. William Owen , lato of Putney and theTOWNSHEND, JOSEPH , publican , Bradley . Pet . March 16 . April April 2 , at eleven , at the Crown hotel, Eveshem . Sol. Martin , Chancery Registrar's Office . Upwards of forty - five years with
4, at eleven , at office of Sol. Barrow , Wolverhampton Pershore the Right Hon , Sir John Stuart.

Orders of Discharge.

Dibidends.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS
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ment, Serjeant Simon , M . P ., had resolved to move its rejection , and
if necessary to divide the House upon it. No action was taken in
opposition to the payment of the Judge by the day instead of by
salary, the urgency of the Bill being pleaded . But the whole
question of the administration of the Criminal Law will soon be
inquired into by the Judicature Commission , and then this
anomaly will doubtless be reviewed and removed.CONTENTS .
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pay over. A petition was then filed against him . The amount he
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instance, ordered him to pay 581. 68. 8d . within one month . He

failed to do so,and the application wasmadefor an attachment. The
MASTER of the ROLLS, on this application , gave the solicitor a
month to pay half the amount and two months for payment of the
residue. " There is," he said , “ no excuse for a solicitor who
applies to another purpose money which belongs to his client. It
should be a golden rule to all solicitors, that the money of a client
should be regarded as sacred .” And, further, “ If he has received
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nd the Lawyers.

It was contemplated at one time that the commitment of Mr.
WHALLEY by the Court of Queen ' s Bench for contempt might give
rise to some difficulty with the House of Commons. The freedom
ofmembers of the House from arrest when the House is sitting is
a provision of the Constitution which cannot be too strictly
observed ; but the uninterrupted and free administration of jus

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS., tice is of even greater importance. What the position of matters

A Special Number of the Law TIMES of the 25th April will be sent
would have been had Parliament been assembled when Mr.
WHALLEY was committed, may be a question of some interest to

to every member of the Legal Profession . the student of ConstitutionalLaw , but does not invite discussion .
Advertisers are informed that all Advertisements desired for the The Select Committee appointed to inquire into the matters re

Special Number must be sent to the Law TIMEŞ Office not later ferred to in the letter of the LORD CHIEF JUSTICE to the SPEAKER

than TUESDAY, the 21st inst. has reported , informing the House of all that Mr. WHALLEY had
to say ; but they consider that the circumstances referred to by
him do not require the further attention of the House, and ex
press the opinion that the LORD CHIEF JUSTICE did right in
communicating to the House the fact of the commitment. The
learned Judge has thus most probably anticipated any hostile
motion which Mr.WHALLEYmight have seen fit to make,and which ,

BARON FITZGERALD sitting in the Irish Consolidated Chamber has
by no possibility could have done any good .

refused to follow our Court of Queen 's Bench in its decision in
Raeburn v . Andrew (30 L . T . Rep. N . S . 15), as to the alteration of The case Re Ellis's trusts which came before the MASTER of the
the rule of practice which entitled a defendant to security for

Rolls on March 21st, is one more added to the long list of cases
costs from a plaintiff resident out of the jurisdiction . There Mr.

which establish the law as to a married woman ' s separate estate .
Justice BLACKBURN considered that the Judgments Extension Act,
1868, removed the reason of the rule , inasmuch as a judgment

ELIZABETH ELLIS by her will made in 1860, gave a legacy of 5001.
Consols to HENRIETTA RUSSELL, a married woman, absolutely ; and

obtained in England can now be entered up in the Courts of by a codicil made in 1871, she declared that all provisions,
Scotland and Ireland , and execution issued upon it . Baron

whether absolute or limited , thereby , or by her will made for any
FITZGERALD gave no reason for adhering to the old rule , and in

female, should be for her separate use, and while she should be under
another case Chief Baron PALLES declined to decide in chambers

coverture, without any power of anticipation . Mrs. Russell pre
whether the court would depart from it . The great absurdity is

sented a petition for the transfer of the consols on the ground that
that Scotland and Ireland should be out of the jurisdiction, and the restraint on anticipation was ineffectual, the bequest being of
it would be a step in advance if there could be but one juris . a gross sum . The MASTER of the ROLLS, however, decided that
diction throughout the British Isles. That a different practice the restraint upon anticipation was operative as to the consols ,
as to security should exist in the three countries is decidedly on the ground that they were a perpetual annuity , and that they
objectionable . restrained alienation . And in support of his judgment his Honour

quoted Bagget v . Meux ( 1 Coll., and upon appeal, 1 Phil.). He
It is satisfactory to state that immediately upon his attention declined, however, to decide what would have been the effect of
being called to the wonderful provision in the Middlesex Sessions a gift of a gross sum of money in similar circumstances. It is
Bill, that the Chairman of the Second Court and Deputy Judge to be regretted that the decision covers such extremely narrow
should be paid only when the Court had sat for full six hours , ground , and there are two or three questions involved ,upon which
Mr. Cross consented to strike the obnoxious words from the it is most desirable that judicial opinion should be expressed .
Bill. We are still more pleased to learn that they were not The legatee in this case was prevented from appointing the sum of
inserted with the consent or even with the knowledge of Mr. consols, as it was in the nature of annual income. Would she, on
CROSS. The Bill had been prepared by his predecessor, and he the same principle, have been prevented from selling out and re
simply took it as he found it , and in this discreditable shape it investing the money ? The terms of the judgment seem to imply
would have passed had not keen eyes out of doors detected the that she would be obliged to enjoy the property in specie, which
mischief that had been cleverly condensed in those seven words. If would certainly be a hard case, as she would be debarred from
the HOME SECRETARY had not thus voluntarily conceded the amend. I more profitable investments. If she is not so forbidden to change

VOL. LVI.-- No. 1618.
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the investment, the argument that the legacy was a perpetual simple estates , leaseholds of a certain length, and charges where
annuity redeemable by the State falls to the ground . Involving mortgages are on the estate. Registration is to be voluntary for

so minute an issue, the present case will only be an authority three years after the passing of the Act ; but subsequently to that

when the circumstances are precisely similar. But, according to time, whenever a sale of land is made, there will be an obligation

the authority of Bagget v .Meux, upon which mainly the judge to register the title. The registrar at the head of the Land Office

based his decision , there seems to be no reason why the rule laid will be the registrar under thenew Act,and he will act under the

down in this case should not be equally applicable to a gift of a Supreme Court of Judicature, or under whatever judge to whom

gross sum of money. KNIGHT BRUCE, V . C ., in that case, after the duty may be assigned of dealing with any questions which

stating the validity of general clauses however expressed , in may be referred to the court. It is not proposed to begin

restraint of alienation or anticipation , said : “ I am at a loss to with local registries, but the registry in London will have

discover any sufficient reason why that which holds good as to a divisions, and if at any future time it is found that the

life interest should not equally hold good as to an absolute estate . amount of work done in any particular division would jus.

Why should there be any difference P ” And upon the appeal in tify the establishment of a local registry , it will be done.

the same case, COTTENHAM , L . C ., said : “ The reasoning evidently The two other measures introduced by Lord CAIRNS, propose,

applies to a fee asmuch as to a life estate, to real property asmuch the one to reduce the periods of limitation fixed by the

as to personal.” The two statements taken together certainly go Prescription Act of Will. 4 , from twenty years to twelve, and

the whole length of the position that a gross sum of money from ten to six respectively, and as to succession claims to make

bequeathed to a married woman , is subject to a general clause in thirty years the utmost limit ; and the other, to make a forty

restraint of alienation or anticipation . That case was one of real years' title sufficient as between vendors and purchasers. This

property , and the Vice-Chancellor seems to refer to real property Bill also provides that tho purchaser shall not be entitled to

only, but the Lord Chancellor, whilst confirming the judgment attested copies of the deeds except at his own expense. We have

below , expressly extends the principle to personal property, briefly sketched the scope of the proposed legislation , and we

whether held for life or absolutely . shall in subsequent issues deal carefully with the details of the

severalmeasures.

The speech of Sir CHARLES DILKE,on the subject of vote by ballot ,

exhausts, we believe, all the shortcomings and defects of the

system . His motion for a Select Committee is postponed until the
THE LIABILITIES OF INSURANCE AGENTS.

pending election petitions have been disposed of. It seems to be
THE liability of agents for not carrying outtheexpress instructions

expected that the Election Judges will throw somelight upon the
of their principals is one which requires to be carefully watched ,

practical operation of the ballot, but only in those cases in which
and in no cases more so than in those having reference to

there is a scrutiny will any report be made calculated to teach the
insurance. This question is forcibly illustrated by the decision

House of Commons more than it has learnt from Sir CHARLES
in Great Western Insurance Company v . Cunliffe (30 L T . Rep.

DILKE. We do not know in how many of the nineteen petitions
N . S . 113 ), but, before considering the facts of that case, wemay

the validity of the voting will be inquired into, but we believe that
notice the principles upon wbich the courts have hitherto pro

in the majority of the cases the petitions simply allege the usual
ceeded . In a useful alphabetical classification of the principles of

corrupt practices. A scrutiny would of course bring to light
marine insurance law , which has been from time to timepublished

many of the defects of the Act and its operation , and as no
in these columns, we find the following propositions laid down, and

great harm can be done by delay in appointing a Select Committee supported by references to authorities English and American :

it is expedient to wait . There are one or two matters put
" An agent, who undertakes, so as to bind himself, to insure,

forward by Sir CHARLES DILKE, ofwhich we have notheard before.
is liable to his principal if he fail to do so, or does not exercise

Ee attended and watched the proceedings at five elections, and he ordinary skill and care."

said that voters were allowed to take their ballot papers out of the
“ Clear, precise, and intelligible directions must be followed as

booths. This he argues opens the door to bribery and fraud , as
far as they are lawful.”

the stamp on the paper might be imitated ; and he adds that during
“ An agent who has faithfully followed express written instruc

the busy period , the presiding officers must find it difficult to
tions is not liable for omitting a provision which , from the verbal

stop this proceeding, and in the instances which came under his communications of his principal, he might fairly have inferred to

notice they were anything but vigilant. Further he is not satisfied be necessary."

with the process of counting ; it is said to be impossible to super
“ Total failure to fulfil the obligation to insure (without notice)

vise thoroughly . Wecertainly do not see how this is to be secured .
subjects the agent to an action for all the loss which his corre

Lastly we may refer to the subject of the remuneration of return .
spondentmay have sustained from the non -insurance.”

ing officers. Somebody whether candidates or ratepayers should
“ Notice of refusal to act as agent, inability to procure insurance

pay these gentlemen well, and they ought not to be left to make on terms named , or of difficulties delaying the insurance, should

charges which vary in amount all over the country , or to make
be given to the principal within a reasonable time.”

none at all, as weregret to find has been the case in someinstances.
Total failure to fulfil an implied obligation to insure - i.e., an

A select committee will be able to suggest remedies for these
obligation imposed upon an agent by his relation to his principal

grievances and must eventually be appointed .
and the circumstances by which he is surrounded it will be seen

renders the agent liable for all the consequences ; and therefore in

all cases where the principal has a right to expect that the agent

We shall not have an opportunity this week of considering as will insure, he is entitled to damages if that expectation is not

closely as they deserve the measures of Lord Cairns, dealing with realised . The only question remaining when the obligation is

the Transfer of Land, which his lordship introduced into the admitted or proved , is whether notice of inability to perform the

House of Lords on Thursday night in last week . Wewill notice, obligation is given to the principal in time, or the insurance was

therefore, their general outline. The object which they seek to not made owing to impossibility of procuring it or to circum

attain is a simplification of the transfer of land , and the use which stances amounting thereto . Of this nature was the question

is to bemade of registration shows the difference between pre arising for decision in Cunliffe's case, and which we may observe

vious legislation and that which is now contemplated , and which is nearly analogous to that which was decided in Smith v . Cologan

will certainly, though possibly to someextentmodified , be accom ( 2 T . R . 188, in notis) . There Buller, J ., said “ The founda

plished . Hitherto, as his lordship pointed out, registers have tion of this action is negligence in the defendants , by which the

been historical records of deeds containing the whole of the deeds plaintiffs have been injured . The defendants were the

registered . To simply extend this system would not be of any correspondents of the plaintiffs. As to the orders for insur

advantage in the transfer of land , and conveyances would be as ance having been received and accepted there is no doubt.

cumbersome and expensive as they are at present. The register The only question is whether the defendants have been

is to be a register of titles, and not of deeds, and the titles which guilty of negligence at any period of time which will make

are to be registered are thus described : - ( 1 ), A title absolute or them liable ." It there appeared that the defendants were unable

indefeasible ; ( 2 ), a title limited , that is to say, certified to be good to effect an insurance in London at the premium they offered , not,

from a particular date, but not beyond it ; and (3 ), a simple title however, on the ground that the premium was too low , but be.

of the proprietor in possession , and asserting himself to be owner . cause the underwriters would not undertake the risk , the vessel

Thenext question is, What are to be considered indefeasible titles ? not being registered at Lloyd's. The learned Judgealready quoted
First, the registrar is to be empowered to register titles having said : “ If the defendants who live in London had gone no further ,

their root forty years back . And if a registrar has before him a and done nothing else, it might have been a considerable doubt

marketable title , about which , however, there is some theoretical whether they would have been liable ; for , if a person to whom

imperfection , hemay apply to the court, which , if satisfied that such orders are sent does what is usual to get the insurance made,

such imperfection may bewaived and disregarded , will direct that that is sufficient, because he is no insurer, and is not obliged to

it be registered as indefeasible . The registrar is also to be em get insurance at all events." This it was not necessary to decide,

powered to accept as facts recitals in deeds twenty years old . Fore for - the insurance sought to be effected being upon cargo -- the
seeing that if questions of boundaries are to be raised before the defendants applied to the shipowners at Newcastle who effected

registrars many questions which now slumber by mutual consent the insurance but kept the policy , and would not give it up when

of adjoining landowners would be raised and form the subject of the loss occurred . The foreign principal adopted the acts of his

much litigation , the LORD CHANCELLOR has determined that suchnas determined that such agents until he found he would sustain loss by so doing , and the

questions shall be left to take care of themselves. Ofwhat estates sought to make them personally liable for themanner in which

then is it proposed to register the title ? The answer is - feel they caused the insurance to be made. The direction ofthe Judge
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and the verdict, however, went in favour of the defendants, the

former observing that they had acted meritoriously , and that, if

the principal had intended to hold them liable , he should never

have looked to others at all.

The case which wehave just stated is useful in considering the
Great Western Insurance Company v . Cunliffe, because in the
latter a question was raised whether the agents ought not to have

made greater efforts than they did to effect an insurance instead

of writing to their principals to cover their risks'at New York .
The excuse made by the defendants was that there was a panic at

Lloyd ' s, and that excessive rates would have to be paid even if
the risk were taken at all. They consequently communicated

these facts to their principals in New York , but before the
insurance could be made the loss occurred . The view taken by

the Vice -Chancellor of the excuse of the defendants was this :

“ The agents in this country had nothing to do with exorbitant

rates of premium ; they were ordered to reinsure, and from the
evidence, showing the manner in which thedefendants had pre

viously conducted reinsurance business, it is clear that they
considered themselves bound to reinsure. . . . The agency being
constituted , the instructions being complete, the duty is cast upon
the defendants to show why they did not comply with them .
. . . They have failed to do so, by writing a letter which could

be of no use for the purpose of the business in which the

principals and agents were concerned until after the loss had
taken place.” The Vice-Chancellor accordingly decided that

upon the commonest principles of justice and honesty the plaintiffs
were entitled to recover. He exercised jurisdiction although it
was strongly urged that the case was one for damages which

should be sued for in a court of law , and moreover, he decided
that the broker was not entitled to deduct from the claim of the

plaintiffs the allowance which is always made to brokers by the
underwriters.

No possible objection can be taken to the manner in which this

case was decided , and it teaches agents a lesson which few we

should apprehend require to learn , aud which those who do

should not forget. There were express instructions to effect a

reinsurance ; and an elementary principle, wbich we stated at the

outset, requires literal performance. There is no discretion to

decline to pay excessive rates when the alternative is to leave the

risk uncovered , and we must confess that it is surprising that

agents should have incurred the danger which , in the result, over

took them . Three years elapsed between the discovery of the

negligence of the agents and the filing of the bill. The Vice

Chancellor, however, did not consider that any bar to relief, and

held that the plaintiffs were entitled to have the accounts gone

into, and the loss by failure to reinsuremade good .

thise with them from their experience of the numerous London

and South -Western Railway Acts which the counsel for that

company, in Goddard 's case, produced in proof of the power

of the company to charge what they pleased for the car

riage of goods. The Illinois Commissioners, however, have

drafted a Consolidation Bill, which appears in the Appendix to

their second report, which we would recommend to the considera

tion of our new President of the Board of Trade. It is not likely

that English railway legislation will stand still, and it is likely

enough that abolition of the passenger duty may be accompanied

by a contemporaneous statute having the effect of giving the

public something in return for the loss of revenue. However

that may be, it is important to bear in mind the remarkable clause

which has been inserted in every special railway Act since 1845 ,

to the effect that " nothing herein contained shall be deemed or

construed to exempt the railways by this Act authorized to be
made" from any future general Act respecting railways. A clause

like this would at any rate render impossible any such answers

denying the jurisdiction of the Illinois Commissioners, of which
the following is a sample : “ The company denies the right ofyour

commission to call for the following report, for the reason that it

believes the law creating your commission and authorising it to

interfere with the regulation of our rates of freight and fare, to

be unconstitutional and void.” The report was made notwith

standing, and the protests do not appear to have been renewed .

We extract a few of the leading clauses of the Illinois Bill :

The railway commissioners have the right of passing in the performance
of their duties concerning railroads on all railroads in the State .

Every railway company is to furnish the commissioners with a full
· annualstatement of its financial affairs, of the rate of fare for passengers

for each month, what running arrangements it has with other companies ,

a separate list of passengers killed and wounded , and of employés killed
and wounded .

[In addition to this, no less than forty-three interrogatories are
to be administered by the commissioners, and the commissioners

may “ make and propound " any further ones they please.]
Said commissioners shall examine into the condition and management of

railroads . . . . and whether such railroad companies comply with the laws

. . . . And whenever it shall come to their knowledge, either upon com

plaint or otherwise , or they shall have reason to believe that any such laws

have or are being violated , they shall prosecute all corporations guilty of
such violation .

All railroads shall be classified according to the gross amount of their

respective earnings.

[ Four classes are then prescribed, the maximum charge for

carriage of passengers rising from 23 cents . per mile in the case

of railways earning 10,000 dollars a mile or more, to 5 , cents in

the case of railways earning 4000 dollars a mile or less. ]

A far more stringent supervision , then , is actually at work in

America than in England, and it is proposed by the Railway

Commissioners themselves to increase its stringency . The ques

tion at once arises, whether it would be desirable to introduce

similar provisions here ; and it is a question of some practical

importance, as it has, by a writer in the Law Magazine for March ,

been contended - wrongly, we think, but not without some

show of reason — that “ inspectorial functions,” of a cha

racter hitherto unthought of, are conferred by the recent

Regulation of Railways Act 1873 upon our own Railway Com

missioners. It has been contended that the Act, besides giving

power to prosecute inquiries by inspection after the commis

sioners have been once set in motion by litigation , gives them

also power to prosecute such inquiries of their own motion , and

before any litigation is commenced . The words relied on for this

contention are those of sect, 25, which provide that “ they " (the

commissioners) " mayby themselves, or by any person appointed by

them to prosecute an inquiry, enter and inspect any place or build

ing. . . . the entry or inspection of which appears to them requi.

site ." Butwe think that the words " for the purposes of this Act,"

which occur at the beginning of the section , limit the powers of

inspection to cases where a party interested has done something

to set the commissioners in motion. This may be seen perhaps

better from sect. 14 than from any sections of the Act. That

section gives the commissioners power to make orders requiring
a company to distinguish “ terminals " from tolls “ on the appli

cation of any person interested .” But however this may be, the ,

commissioners themselves at present have taken the more re

stricted view of their " inspectorial functions," as may be seen

from Gen . Ord . No. 16 , providing for the conduct of in inquiries

at any stage of the proceedings, obviously excluding inquiries .
ante litem motam .

But is it expedient that if the Commissioners have this power

they should exercise it , or if they have it not, that it should be
given to them ? We imagine not. Inspectorial functions exer

cised of the Commissioners' own motion , wonld tend to make

them highly unpopular with the railway companies, a result

which is to be avoided , if the object in view can be gained any

other way, and would tend to destroy their judicial character. It

is not desirable that the samepersons should be both prosecutors.

and judges. But we think that there is much force in the argu

ment that “ the public, who cannot determine what are undue

preferences, unjust prejudices, or unreasonable facilities, is in the

same position that an infant is with regard to business trans

THE FUNCTIONS OF THE RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS.

The supervision of railways by a special railway commission is no

new thing . Such a commission was first established in England
in 1846 , by 9 & 10 Vict. c . 105 , its duties being to report upon

railway Bills, especially with reference to competition and amalga
mation , and also to perform all the functions theretofore performed
by the Board of Trade, as to certifying to the security of railways

before opening, and the like.

In 1851, however, the commission was abolished by 14 & 15

Vict. c. 64 , and the powers transferred to it from the Board of

Trade were revested in thatboard , which is still charged with very

numerous and onerous railway duties, such as by 7 & 8 Vict.

c . 85 , s . 17, the prosecution of railway companies for any contra

vention of the law , and by the Traffic Acts of 1854 and 1873,

neglecting to provide reasonable facilities for the forwarding of

both their own and other companies ' traffic .

But it is in America that “ Railway Commissioners ” have the

widest powers. The States of Ohio , Michigan , Massachusetts,

and Illinois have all general railway Acts of considerable strin

gency, and in the two latter States commissioners have been

appointed to see them carried into effect. We have before us the

second and third annual reports of the Illinois Railway Com

mission ( for the years 1871 and 1872), and it is interesting to see

how a people similar to our own are proposing to deal with their

railway difficulties. “ The railroad interest,” say the commis

sioners, " is by far the greatest now in the State, involving nearly

every other one.” “ The board or its members have travelled

pretty extensively over the state, and have noted manifest viola

tions of the police laws heretofore existing ." And we are glad to

find that the board has not been without its reward, inasmuch as

“ information has been received from various parts of the State

that the very existence of a supervising board has had beneficial

effects , and that more care and vigilence are being employed in

the management of this all-important interest." This sanguine

estimate of the result of the labours is however somewhatmodified

by the subsequent statement that “ the Board have found their

course beset with difficulties, arising from the fact that the laws

under which they were to act lacked system and symmetry , and

presented many obscurities of language and meaning." Whether

the State even possesses an Act similar to our own Railways

Clauses Consolidation Act we are not aware ; but we should

imagine our own Railway Commissioners would be led to sympa-
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actions." The true remedy, in our opinion, lies in the appoint doubt that the loss of the goods in question must have resulted
ment of special railway public prosecutors, independent of the from a felonious act on the part of some one or other of the ser

Government of the day. The Board of Trade has been our vants of the railway company, and it is not incumbent on the

public prosecutor in this matter for thirty years, but whether plaintiffs to fix by their evidence any one servant in particular

from fear, caution , or absence of necessary information, it with the felonious act, nor even to adduce such distinct and pre

has contented itself with taking measures (with what success cise proof of the act as would be held needful to establish a case

we are not now inquiring ) for the public safety , and has, for the jury if one of the servants were on his trial on an indict.

80 far as may be gathered from law reports , utterly neglected ment for the felony."

the duties, thrown upon it by the Railway and Canal Traffic This argument was fully appreciated by the court. The

Acts, of enforcing arrangements for the public convenience. Lord Chief Baron referring to the section of the Carriers'

Only in one solitary case under the Act of 1854 - Barret Act (sect 8 ) said : “ The intention of that section is manifestly to

v . Great Northern and Midland Railway Company ( 1 C . B ., protect the public from loss or injury to their goods arising from

N . S ., 423 ; 28 L . T . Rep. 254) - does it appear that the Board of the felonious act of any servant ofthe carriers or company, and to

'Trade took any part, and even then the point raised by the Board make the latter liable whenever the articles in question are

- whether railway companies are compellable to book through stolen by persons under their control. Is it possible to say that

traffic - appears to have been allowed to drop . And tbe part such a case as the present does not comewithin that section ! ”

taken by the Board in the Dover case under the Act of 1873 was His Lordship then draws a distinction between cases of felony

merely a ministerial one, taken under sect. 13 of the Act. Whether and civil cases, and the evidence which shonld be given under

municipalities should be allowed to appoint public prosecutors by different circumstances. He said : “ Wemust deal witb cases

an extension of the principle adopted in the Municipal Cor arising under it [ i.e., the section of the Act ] on very different

poration Amendment Act 1871 (35 & 36 Vict. c. 91), whereby principles from those which are applicable to a case of a person

any governing body, such as a corporation or local board , may indicted for a felony. In the latter case where the prisoner cannot

' apply their public funds to the costs of legal proceedings deemed give evidence or be examined , if evidence were given that the

' necessary for the promotion or protection of the interests of the particular article had come into the prisoner's possession , and had

inhabitants of their district ; or whether such a thing could be been in his possession for a time, and had then disappeared , the

best done out of imperial funds, is a somewhat difficult question . bare fact of possession which might, consistently with the

But signs are not wanting that the railway companies are now rest of the evidence given , lead to no other inference than

becoming so powerful, that short of State control or purchase, that the party charged had been guilty of negligence, could

nothing can hold them properly in check but the creation of a not justify a Judge in leaving the case to the jury at all.

body of public prosecutors, charged with the duty of prosecuting But is not the case very different here, where the company

railway companies and nothing else, and, above all, absolutely in could have called all the servants in their employ who

dependent of the Government of the day . were at all suspected of being implicated in the matter to have

explained the disappearance of the box , and anything in the cir .

cumstances that might really be deceptive ? Here there is much

FELONY BY CARRIERS' SERVANTS. circumstantial evidence against Hindley, from his having posses

It is obviously important that bailors whose goods are lost whilst sion of the book , the parcels mentioned in which had been checked
in the custody and care of carriers should know what their and looked over, and his being also in the exclusive possession of
remedies are, and how the loss is to be brought home to the the van in which they were placed . The question then arises,
carrier. Carriers have been very properly protected by Act of | whether there is any difference between a civil action , in which we
Parliament against liability for the loss of goods above 101. in have to consider wbether the words of this Act of Parliament have
value, unless such value is declared at the time of the consign been complied with or not, and the case of the same individual
ment, but by the 8th section of the Carriers' Act, it is provided (Hindley ), if he had been indicted for a felony . It might be no
that nothing in the Act shall be deemed to protect any mail con justification for a Judge leaving such a case to a jury ,had Hindley
tractor, stage coach proprietor, or otber common carrier for hire been indicted for the felony, that there was circumstantial evidence

from liability to answer for loss or injury to any goods or articles that he had had possession of the parcel, and that it had dis
whatsoever arising from the felonious acts of any coachman , appeared at the time when it was his duty to deliver it ; but in a
guard, bookkeeper, porter, or other servant in his or their civil action like the present, it is surely no answer to say , in argu
employ . On this section a case which is instructive was recently ment,merely that there was no case to go to the jury , because the
decided and reported by us last week : (Vaughton and another v . man might never have had actualpossession of the parcel, or if he
The London and North Western Railway Company, 30 L . T . Rep ., had , that it might have been stolen from his van on the way to
N . S . 119.) There the question was one of evidence - was it the hotel.”

necessary, in order that the plaintiff might recover, that he We have quoted extensively from this judgment because the
should prove affirmatively a felony by some particular servant or subject is one of great importance, and the admission of circum

servants of the company ? The plaintiffs had obtained a verdict stantial evidence in a civil case to prove a primâ facie case of

at the trial, and the argument took place upon the rule to set felony - which to all intents and purposes is equivalevt to a

aside that verdict. ' conviction of the suspected servants - is apparently an infrac
It may be useful shortly to notice the facts and arguments. tion of the strict laws of evidence. It is undoubtedly a forcible

The property lost was a box of jewellery, and portions of the observation to say that the procedure in civil and criminal trials

jewellery were found by different persons laying about a siding is different, and evidence may be admitted in one case which
platform . One servant of the company was taken into custody, would be rejected in another ; but that this would not be generally
but said that he had found the property in his possession , and was contemplated, and that for the purposes of a civil suit men
thereupon discharged . Two other servants named respectively would not be assumed guilty of a felony who were not proved by
Hindley and Wilson were suspected , Hindley being driver of a direct affirmative evidence to be so , is clear. And we think that
parcel van on the morning of the robbery in which the box for Vaughton and another v . The London and North Western Railway
delivery was duly entered . Wilson was a clerk in the parcel Company, must be considered as introducing a somewhat novel
office, who had possession of someof the property. It was proved principle , but one nevertheless which we confess appears to us to

that there was no part of the defendant's station open or accessible have been necessarily applicable to the case in order to give the

to the public nearer the spot where the parcel van was, while the plaintiffs their proper remedy.
parcels were being placed in it, than from six to ten yards. The
defendants called no witnesses, and the learned Judge in summing

up to the jury, told them that they must, before they could find LAW LIBRARY.
a verdict for the plaintiffs, be satisfied that the goods were stolen

by the felony , not of one of the public , but of one or more of the A Digest of the Laws relating to Public Health and Local Govern
company 's servants, although the plaintiffs might not be able to ment for Sanitary Authorities. Sixth Edition . By Geo. F .

fix the felony on any one particular servant, nor was it necessary CHAMBERS, F . R . A . S ., Inner Temple , Barrister-at-Law . London :

that the jury should be satisfied as to which of two or more Stevens and Sons ; Knightand Co., 1874.
implicated servants was the actual thief. This digest does not very well keep in view the difference between

The argument for the company was, that they could not have a digest and an index . The laudable object of the author to convey

placed the suspected men in thebox , for that to do so would have (page 2 ) information in the fewest possible words has led to the

been to subject men with a criminal charge hanging over their attenuation of this work almost to the skeleton dimensions

heads to cross -examination , and , further, that it would have been of an index. Of this a sort of consciousness is visible in the

to try them on such charge upon an entirely collateral issue. It is remark (page 2 ), that not a single paragraph of the work should

impossible not to see the inconvenience and possible injustice be consulted independently of the statutes on which it is based.

attendant upon calling the suspected men to deny the felony , but It is very difficult to see how this work can abbreviate the labour

it is difficult to see how the company could successfully avoid it . of studying statutes when the abbreviation it is competent to

And the result shows that it was not possible . It was out of the produce consists in reading the work as well as the statutes.

question that these men should be called by the plaintiff, and, in We cannot consider this work anything else than an index which

the absence of a positive confession of themen , what could the plain deviates from the intelligible manner in which indices are usually

tiff dop Only thatwhich they did , namely ,make out a primâ facie framed . We can however safely recommend the work to those

case. “ It is quite sufficient,” was the argument on their bebalf, who desire a handy index for collections of special Health Statutes
who desire a handy index for collections of special

“ in a case like the present, if it be shown beyond reasonable ' which may have none affixed to them .
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The Factory and Workshop Acts. By J . NOTCUTT , Esq., Barrister . right is not an easement at all. Even the merit of being con
at-Law . London : Stevens and Sons, 1874. sistently wrong does not belong to Mr. Washburn , for (p . 6 ) he

This is a collection of Acts which are technically called the says, “ In further explanation of the distinction there is between

Factory and Workshop Acts, and there is appended , passim , a an easement or servitude, properly so called , and a right by custom ,

number of the well-known cases decided upon the different it may be stated that among the rights which have been held to

sections of those statutes. The book as it stands is a very credit . be gained by custom are those of the people of a particular vil

able and useful work , and the cases cited are all of considerable coming together to dance in a particular close," and this inaccuracy

authority and well-recognised standing. We can recommend the continues through the book . SometimesMr. Washburn does arrive

book to all who require a handy compilation of a few special at a conclusion, and then this valuable product of his professoriał

statutes, and do not care to go to the expense of themore elaborate intellect is not suffered to rest. $ 67, § 70, p . 114, s . 8 , § 72, all

works on master and servant, which naturally embrace as a portion contain a statement in almost the same words of the same conclu

of themselves, what constitutes the wbole of this work . We think sion, and although it cannot be suggested that some conclusions

that the author might have added the Master and Servants Act, are not worth endless reiteration , yet a little trouble would

which everyone identifies with theWorkshop and Factory. Tech . certainly obviate such a fault of arrangement. Whether this

nically , no doubt, the Act in question is properly excluded from repetition of a conclusion is what the author alludes to when be

the present treatise, but the work would have had greater pro describes this edition of his work as “ having (p . vi.) a more

fessional use had that exclusion not taken place. thorough completeness " than the editions already issued is not

within our province to inquire, but if such be the case the

A Treatise on Easements and Servitudes. Third Edition. By exuberant thoroughness which the author seems to think belongs

E . WASHBURN , LL.D ., Bussey Professor of Law at Harvard to completeness may with advantage be pruned down.

University , U . S . Boston (Am .) : Little, Brown, and Co.
Wehave alluded to the above errors — where we have alluded to

This is a treatise of intolerable dimensions (776 pp. 8vo.) consider them specifically - as specimens of those which here and there

deform and vitiate this work . Clearly no man can write accu
ing the subject which it discusses, and the success it appears to

have achieved is probably traced to its true source when it is
rately upon that which he is unable to define, and Mr. Washburn

is no exception to this rule . He has also adopted a scheme for
attributed by the author (p . vii.) to “ a want in the Profession to

be supplied .” This inaccurate expression rests the success of the
this work which can promise nothing but bulk . Hehas under

work before us on demand and supply, and we can very easily
taken apparently , though not avowedly, to investigate not only

believe that legal books, just like other wares, find a ready market
what an easement is , but what it is not. Another style of investi

whatever their quality , where they have no competitors. But
gation is to investigate only what an easement is. This latter

style applied to the present subject results in a clear lucid work of
whatever native reputation this work has obtained , there is not ,

we think , likely to be any extensive foreign demand for it, at
moderate dimensions similar to Gale on Easements, and the

least, so far as England is concerned. The English legal profes
former naturally results in a work of the portentous size of that

sion possesses the various editions of Gale's work on the subject
before us. It would be well if Mr. Washburn would adopt the

of easements ; all lucid in style and compendious in form , and
system ofGale ; he might produce then a work of moderate dimen

written with strict technical accuracy . To none of these qualities sions perhaps not wholly free from obscurity ; but as his work at

can Mr. Washburn ' s work lay even a colourable claim ; technically, present stands it is open to the reproach of treating of easements

the book is deformed by errors of definition ; it is, moreover, devoid et de quibusdam aliis, and though it may have some possible use,

of anything but a pretence ofarrangement; it is obscure, and forms
cannot very much be commended from a professional point of

a wilderness of marginal notes. Juridical writing, as a matter of
view .

course, requires clearness and definiteness of thought, and lucidity

of expression . From the beginning to the end of this work Mr. | Wehave received the seventh issue of Crockford 's Clerical Direc

Washburn does not seem to have made up his mind as to what are tory, 1874 (Horace Cox , 10, Wellington -street, Strand), which

easements. Thus he says ( p . 4 ) : “ All rights of way are ease- must by this time have attained to almost absolute accuracy, and

ments. So is the right to enter upon another's land and to forms à most useful book of reference. It stands in the same

erect booths thereon on public days, or to dance and play relation to the clergy as the Law List does to lawyers, whilst the

at lawful sports." The proposition that a right to dance and particulars given are necessarily much fuller. Great care seems

play at sport is an easement is a deviation from the express to be bestowed upon it, so as to entitle it to the success which is

decision in Mounsey v . Ismay (3 H . & C . 496 ), that such a ' has attained .

lor

LEGISLATION AND JURIS . I will refer for a momentto the years 1859, 1862 , , templates selling it in lots — say in fifty lots.

PRUDENCE.
1867 , and last session . In 1859 it wasmy duty , Well, as the law at present stands, when he comes

as Solicitor General of the Government which to deal with the purchaser of the first lot he must

then existed, to introduce in the House of Com . make out a title and give an abstract of all the

HOUSE OF LORDS . mons two measures which were founded mainly dealings with the property for forty years back .

Thursday ,March 26 .
upon a report of a Royal Commission . Those Great expense is incurred in the case of this lot ;
measures were on the subject of the registration of but the matter does not end there, because the

TRANSFER AND TITLE OF LAND . titles to land . My lords, the phrase registry of same course has to be gone through in the case of
The LORD CHANCELLOR. - My lords, a notice title to land " is very frequently used without every one of the other lots into which the property

of motion with regard to the transfer of and adequate precision as to meaning , and therefore I is divided . Now , under a registry of title , the
title to land in this country has generally been must ask you to allow me in a few sentences to land would be placed on the register with a simple
the prelude to a very long speech , and it is explain what it really is, and I can best do so by description of the situation , and the name of the
probable that I myself, à number of years asking you to look at the difference between a proprietor. That being done, every one of the
ago , may in that respect have been a con . registry of the title to land and a registry of fifty intending purchasers has nothing to do but
siderable offender in the other House of Par. deeds and assurances of land. The latter may be come to the register and satisfy himself that the
liament. But I think I may undertake to your thus stated : Every deed connected with the pro - piece of land which he proposes to buy has been

that on this occasion Icon compress in perty is placed upon the register. It is either entered there by name. The limitation of time and

& very small space all the observations I desire to transcribed at length or described in a formal expense would be as greatas can well be conceived

make. My lords, I can do that the more readily manner. The consequence is that the regis when we compare that process with the onewhich

because I know my noble and learned friend , who ter becomes an historical narrative of all the has at present to be gone through . The estab

lately occupied the position Ihave now the honour deeds of every kind connected with the pro. lishment of a registration in that sense was the
to hold , made in the course of last session aperty. It is obvious that a registry of that object of the Bills which I introduced in 1859. At
speech by no means too long, but most able kind may add security to the title to land , that time the proposalwas novel ; but it metwith

and comprehensive, in which he went through but it by no means facilitates the transfer of very considerable approval by the Profession and
the history of the attempts at legislation land. On the contrary, it has quite the opposite thepublio . The bills wereread a second time, but a
already made in respect of this subject. My effect, because a mass of deeds is placed on the dissolation of Parliament having comeon shortly
lords , therefore , without any prelude, I shall register ; and if a person purchases land he has after , the subject wasallowed to slumber . In the
proceed to the legislation which I shall ask your not only to examine the deeds connected with the year 1862, the second of the epochs to which I am

lordships to enter upon . I shall not stop to argue property, but also to go to the register and see desirous of calling your lordships' attention , the
upon the advantages of a cheap and easy mode of that the entries there correspond with the deeds late Lord Westbury, as Lord Chancellor, intro

transfer of land . Upon that point I think we are themselves. Wenow come to the registry of the duced in your lordships' House a bill on this
all agreed , and I think weare also agreed upon the title to land . In the registry you will have no deeds subject, which was subsequently carried through

blot which has hitherto existed in our system of whatever. You will have on the register a descrip . Parliament. It was based on the principle of a
law by reason of the complexity, delay, and ex. tion of the property -- where it is, how it is called , " registry of the title to land ," so far as the term ;

penge which at present surround all the dealings and as far as possible its boundaries ; but beyond but itwas not a measure for the registry of land
with regard to real property. My lords, for the those particulars you will have nothing excepttho in the sense i nave endeavourvu w uprav :in the genge I havo endes vonred to erplain it . It

purpose I have in hand I will ask your lordships name of the proprietor of the property. Let us was a registry which , under the nameof a registry
to look to four different dates and the attemptsat see how that will work in practice. The owner of of land, was a registry of deeds, and, in my mind
legislation which were made on those oocasions. I a fee simple estate with a perfectly good title con. I at least, it was a registry of deeds of the worst
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kind , because it was a system under which the fullest possible opportunity of considering it and John Smith of Whiteacre, would have to enter
person registering had the power to place on the making any alterations that might appear to me into an examination of all the titles of the

register, not the deeds themselves , but a state- to be necessary . I thanked him in private , and adjoining owners, in order to satisfy himself
ment of what he conceived to be the effect of the now I thank him in public. (Hear, hear.) I that he had all the real owners before him . All
particular deed . In the House of Commons I regard what he did as not only courteous to that for the objects wehave in view is unnecessary .
took the liberty of objecting to that system on two myself personally, but useful to the public, It is disregarded in the practical dealings with
grounds. The first was the ground I have just because under no other circumstanoes would it land, and is a thing nobody asks for. I cannot
stated ; the second was that the Bill provided have been in my power, within a week after thave been in my power, within a week after the present this view better than it was presented by
that in the registration of the estate the bounda - commencement of the session , to place before your the late Mr. Waley to the Royal Commission of
ries of the estate should be settled irrevocably by lordships the Bill which I have now the honour of 1868 : “ The relinquishment of the practice of
& judicial decision, the probable consequence of submitting for your consideration . (Hear.) My determining the boundary of registered lands
which would be disputes as to boundaries among lords, I will now explain what it is I propose to do . . . . . will leave the registered owner subject to
all the adjacent owners. However the Bill passed It will not be necessary for me to go through all the possible claims of his neighbours, so that
into law ,and a registry office,with a registrar and the provisions of this measure, but there are an indefeasible title will mean & title beyond
staff , was established in London with a view of questions which will naturally occur to the minds question by any except adjoining owners. To
carring the measure into effect. A certain of some of your lordships, and will also occur to this I think that there is no practical objection.
number of proprietors brought in their proper- the public out of doors,and these questions it may The possible rights of adjoining owners may be
ties for registration in the office, but the number be convenient for me to anticipate and answer . classed with rights of way and other rights, the
was so small, as compared with the aggregate of One question that will be asked is this : What is liability to which is practically consistent with
proprietors of land in this country, that the Act thekind of title youare goingto register; is the title , indefeasible ownership.” Well, then , the next
was generally regarded as a failure. I now ask once registered , to be thenceforth indefeasible ? question which will be asked is this - What do

come on with e to the year My lords, under this bill I propose that there you propose to have a registry of ? My lords, I
1868 . At that time I filled the office which I may be a registry of three kinds of title - viz ., a propose to register fee simple estates, leaseholds
have now again the honour to hold , and I was title absolute or indefeasible ; a title limited — that of a certain length , and charges wheremortgages
unwilling that the subject of the transfer of is to say , & title certified to be good from a are on the estate . Then comes the question - Is
land should be allowed to remain in its present particular date, but not beyond it ; and a simple the registry to be compulsory or is it to be volun .
position. Accordingly a Royal Commission title of the proprietor in possession and asserting tary ? I propose that for three years there shall
was appointed to inquire into the working himself to be owner. Weshould then have a title be no compulsion in any form . I myself am very
of the Act of 1862. That commission was com certified to be absolnte. a title certified for a sanguine that it will be found that if this measure

posed of men well qualified for the duties they had limited date, a title not certified . I know it has should have your lordships ' approval, and be
to discharge in connection with it . Besides been proposed that what is called " a good holding come law , a great deal of business will have been
several of the law lords, it included several emi. | title ' should be allowed to be certified by regis. transacted under it, and a great quantity of land
nent barristers, conveyancers, and solicitors. I tration as indefeasible. I am not able to make will have been registered before the expiration of
may venture to commend the report of that com that proposition. “ A good holding title ” is not three years. I say so for this reason : This is &
mission to any of your lordships who may not an uncommon phrase , but it is not a legalphrase ; subject on which the public mind has been
have read it, as a very interesting piece of reading , it has no legal precision , and cannot be defined in maturing for fifteen years ; the attention of
and one which throws real light upon the present legal terms. Quite the contrary, because it must the profession has been directed to it , and
state of the law . It enters into the history of be remembered that whatmay be in the opinion the attention of the public has been directed
what was done in 1862, and states that, in the of one conveyancer “ a good holding title " may to it , and I think that almost without ex .
opinion of the commissioners, the Act of that year be in the mind of another conveyancer a title ception there has been an opinion universally
had proved a failure. It then states what, in the surrounded with difficulty and doubt, and expressed in favour of a registry of title such as I
minds of the commissioners , had been the causes for that reason a title which he would not have described it . A registry of land such as 1
of its failure. I think the most conspicuous of | allow his client to accept. There can be no have described it brings up land as far as can be
those are the causes which I have already stated doubt that in the dealings with land such to the average of ships and stock . It is that the
its mode of dealing with boundaries , and its want a title is very often accepted , but it is always public ask for , and the public desire to have.
of simplicity in placing what I may call the title one which the purchaser accepts at his own Moreover, we have the advantage derived from
of deeds on the register. The commissioners risk , and if loss results from it the loss is his. the experience of the failure of the Act of 1862.
assigned some other causes of failure also , and It w

they recommended that another system should be law a registry of such a title as that, with the that legislation and we are able in these proposals

10 would be a very different thing to allow by We know the causes which led to the failure of

g

adopted — that there should be a recurrence view to a legal certificate that it was indefeasible. to avoid them . I am therefore sanguine enough

to the principle on which the Bills of 1859 But I propose to do that which I think will do to hope that without any compulsion we shall

had been framed . Five of the commissioners full justice to those who wish to deal with good have a very large amount of business transacted

recommended a literal reproduction of the Bills of holding titles. I propose that if persons come in the registration of title within the course of
1859 , the other commissioners recommended that before the registrar with a title which is market three years. I know it has been stated , and

the principle of those Bills should be adhered to . able and good , but in which , by reason of some stated very strongly sometimes, that the solicitors

I now pass from the report of 1868 to the last incident, there is a theoretical imperfection , the will oppose a measure of this kind and prevent it

session , when my noble and learned friend who registrar is to be at liberty to state that incident from succeeding . I do not think so . I have had
then occupied the Woolsack (Lord Selborne) to the court, and if the court is satisfied that it some experience of solicitors ; and withont ad

brought in a Bill which wasmainly founded on may be waired and disregarded , it is to be at verting to what is obvious, that even in a matter

the report of the commissioners, and which liberty to act on that opinion and certify the of self-interest whatever improves the law and
title as indefeasible. I propose to go further. gives greater facilities for dealing with land must

of the registry of the title to land. There were | No title is now considered by the Court of Chan- bea benefit,and not an evil to the Profession --with
two differences between the Bill of my noble cery as marketable which has not its root sixty | out adverting to that consideration , I speak from
friend and the Bill of 1859. My noble and learned years back . I propose that, under this Bill, the my own experience of solicitors when I say of the
friend proposed to take the office of the Land registrar may accept titles having their root only great mass of them that I believe there is not in
Registry in London , created by the Act of 1862, forty years back , providing there be nothing to the kingdom a body of men more intelligent, more
as the registry to which titles were to be brought; lead him to suspect that there are imperfections liberal in their views, more desirous of improve
whereas the bill of 1859 provided for the establish in the earlier period of the title . I also propose ment in the law , and more anxious to avail
ment of a Landed Estates Court similar to that that he shall be at liberty to receive as facts themselves of such improvement when made.
which exists in Ireland . He also proposed that recitals of deeds twenty years old . The next (Hear.) But that does not depend upon my tes
after a timethere should be a compulsory registre question is - What are you to do about timony, because if your lordships refer to the
tion of land , whereas the Bill of 1859 had left the boundaries ? I have stated that an objection evidence given before the Royal Commission , you
registration entirely voluntary. Your lordships to the Bill of 1862 was that it required the boun will find a great deal of testimony on this point ;
will recollect that in the last session you were daries to be settled . I propose that the boun . and the commissioners say that there is evidence
very much engaged in the consideration of daries should not be settled . I propose that the to show that after the passing of the Act of 1862
the Judicature Bill , which occupied a very registrar should describe the boundaries in the there was the greatest anxiety among the most
considerable time. It was obvious when my noble best way he can , but that he should not be eminent solicitors to take advantage of that
and learned friend first introduced his Bill on the charged with the duty of deciding questions of enactment, and that they did not abandon it
subject of land there would be much difficulty in boundary as between adjoining owners , and I until experience had shown them that it was un,
considering them before a select committee, and make that proposition on this principle : It was satisfactory and more expensive than the old
yet it was obvious that the provisions required to shown before the Royal Commissioners of 1868 system . Your lordships will find it was no oppo .
de minutely inquired into . Under those circum - that in practice boundaries never create any sition of the solicitors that caused the failure of
stances, I recommendmynoble and learned friend difficulty in the buying and selling of property ; the Act of 1862 ; and therefore, unless I much
not to proceed with the scheme, but to refer it to that questions of boundary were managed quite deceive myself as to the advantages of this mea
some distinguished conveyancer in the interval easily on the spot, and never came before counsel. | sure, I do not think it is one which will have to
between the two sessions, that it might have the In the next place, my objection to a settlement of encounter the opposition of the Profession . I
benefit of his revision . My noble and learned boundaries by the registrar is this - that it would propose, then , my lords, that for three years
friend adopted that suggestion , and placed his bring forward disputes and lead to litigation . On after the passing of the Act there shall be
Land Titles and Transfer Bill before Mr. Hall, many estates there have been unsettled questions nothing in the shape of compulsion . But I pro.
now Vice- Chancellor Sir Charles Hall , who was of bonndary for hundreds of years, but they have pose that after that time, whenever a sale of
then practising at the Bar. I must pause to say | been allowed to remain in abeyance and never have land is made, there shall be an obligation
that I think , if my noble and learned friend had I cansed any difference among the owners of ad - | to register the title . If such registration De
applied to the profession at large as to the person joining estates. But if the duty of settling not effected the purchaser shall only obtain
best qualified to deal with a matter of this kind the boundaries devolved on the registrar an equitable title. A legal title he shall not
in a manner safe and satisfactory , there would that satisfactory state of things might be obtain till he registers. That mild kind of com
have been an unanimity of opinion that he could put an end to, because if those questions were pulsion will not be put in operation till we have
not have made a more judicious selection : and I raised for decision , the parties on either had three years' experience of the working of the
further think that it is of the greatest possible side might be unwilling to concede. I am of registration system . (Hear, hear.) Well, then,
advantage that the matter has been considered opinion , therefore, that this settlement of boun the question will be asked , Who is to register the
by a person so experienced in the law of real daries would be a means of creating unnecessary title ? I take the office which already exifts - the
property as Sir Charles Hall. (Hear, hear.) I difficulties. (Hear, hear.) But there is a still office of the land registrar. I own- it may be,
must also pause to say another word with regard | further reason against it . It would be impos- perhaps, a partiality for my own offspring - that

to my poble and learned friend . A short time sible for the registrar to decide as between ad . I shonld have been better pleased to have estab.
before the change of Government, but when that joining owners unless he had all those owners lished in this country a Landed Estates Court ,
change was said to be intended , my noble and beforejhim ; but when John Smith comes before after the fashion of the Irish Landed Estates
learned friend communicated to me that it might him to register his title to Whiteacre, how is the Court ; but there is the difficulty of having an
possibly be my duty to introduce a measure on registrar to know the boundaries of all the owners office which has been already created and which
this subject , and he handed over tome the papers of property on both sides of Whiteacre ? The wish to utilise. In addition to that consideration
connected with his measure, that I might have the ' registrar, if he were to settle the boundaries of ' there is the fact of the passing of the Judicature

venture tot het
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Act of last year, the principle of which is to con - | Lord concluded by laying all these Bill on the table | penses, which , I venture to say, are both a
gregate all the principal Courts of the kingdom . of their Lordships' House. — Lord SELBORNE. -- very great annual pecuniary loss to the country
It would be somewhat at variance with the pro - My Lords, I am glad that the conduct of these at large and a disgrace to our present system of

visions of that Act to establish a fresh court measures should have fallen into the hands jurisprudence. (Hear, hear.) - Lord HATHERLEY
outside ; but I am not without hope that if of my noble and learned friend , because, if was happy to think , from the manner in which
this measure turns out successful we may have any man in this country has given long and the Bills had been introduced and received , that
at some future period, a conveyancing judge close attention to these subjects , and thoroughly the time had at length arrived for which many
whose court would form a part of the Supreme understands them , it is my noble and learned who had grown grey in the Profession had
Court under the Judicature Act, and be charged friend . In one sense they are peculiarly his ardently longed , in which some improved
with the duty of registering titles. But I own, because it was his fortune in 1859 to be the system of conveyancing would be established ,
take the Land Office as it stands, and the first to lay on the table of the other House of and some intelligible means of placing title
registrar at the head of that office will be the Parliament well-developed measures applicable to on record afforded . The extreme importance
registrar under this new Bill. He will act under dealings with these subjects . I was thankful to of this step , both as regards the increased
the Supreme Court of Judicature, or under what my noble and learned friend last session for the value of property to those who held it , and
ever judge of that court to whom the duty may be approval he then expressed of the leading prin - | to those who might desire to raise money
assigned of dealing with any questions which may ciples of my Bills , and also for the suggestions he upon it, could not be exaggerated . An enor.
be referred to the court under the measurewhich then made ; and I am glad to hear the approbation mous advantage would also arise to those who
I am about to introduce . I must say a word on a he has so kindly expressed of the choice I made of desired to acquire small parcels of land, but

point respecting which a question will be asked . the gentleman who discharged the very important who, owing to the present state of the law ,
Are you going to have local registries ? or is the duty of revising the Bills which I then introduced.y of revising the Bills which I'then introduced . | were absolutely precluded from doing so, except

London Registry Office to do the work of the I believe the opinion mynoble and learned friend through the medium of joint-stock companies

whole kingdom ? That appears to me to be a has expressed on that point will be generally formed for the purpose of purchasing large
question of some difficulty . It is one on which endorsed by all acquainted with the matter. estates with a view of selling them again in small

there is a great deal to be said on both sides. It No man could have been better fitted to lots . He would only mention one instance of the

sounds very plausible to say that, on the same discharge that duty than Sir Charles Hall, and great expense of acquiring small portions of land.

principle which makes us hold that justice I am sure my noble and learned friend will certain company purchased a cottage and a

should be brought home to every man 's door, admit that the duty could not have been more couple ofacres of land on which it stood , and the

dealings with property should be brought as close admirably fulfilled . I am glad to availmyself of cost of the conveyance exceeded the purchase

as possible to the property dealt with ,and that, this opportunity to thank the learned Vice-Chan money - amounting to about £130. From the

especially in the case of small properties, it is very cellor for the assistance he has rendered in respect second Bill mentioned by his noble and learned

desirable that there should be & local office for to this subject. (Hear , hear.) This is not the friend, whereby the time for making claimswas

doing the business on the spot. But, on the other time, nor, indeed , is it necessary, to go into the further limited , a material advantage would be

hand , youmustbear in mind what is to be said on points which my noble and learned friend was derived by all owners of property, and it would

the other side. Could anyone go further than to quite right to explain , and on which there is some besides tend to promote the success of the larger

suggest that there should be a registry in every variance between the Transfer Bill of my noble measure. Up to the present time it was found
county of England . But take the case of a large and learned friend and that which I laid upon most difficult to create a feeling in favour of the

county , 60 or 80 or 100 miles long, and have the table of your lordships' house last year. In registration of title , owing to the long period of

but one office in each county . The consequence the Bill of last year there were three points which years which should elapso before the benefit to

will be that persons will often have to go to as I thought cardinal ones. The first was that of be derived from it could be completely felt . Few

great a distance to the registry in their own facility for the registration of all possessory titles, people care for an advantage the full effects

county as they would to come to the one in as well as for those which might be established . of which could not be enjoyed until a period of

London , and perhaps the communicatinns, as to The second was power to relax the strictness of sixty years had elapsed . He remembered one
locomotion , will be more difficult . In addition to the present requirements for a marketable title case in which the assignees of a bankruptdisposed

that, you mustbear in mind that while the local when the title has been accepted for a period of of property which had been enjoyed for fifty -eight
registries are in operation a very large amount of time. The third was the introduction of com - | years, and in which case the purchaser lost his

dealings with property will be going on in pulsory registration after a reasonable lapse of money. The property in question was derived

London . Dealings of this kind will always go time from the passing of the Act. On all points from a person who had made a will believing
on to a very large extent, because of the greater I am happy to think that, as between my Bills himself to be owner in fee simple. The property ,

facilities for them that are to be found in the and those of my noble and learned friend , thero however , as it turned out, was held for three

metropolis. The consequence will be thatpersons is not anything that deserves to be called a lives, and the last of the lives dropped within two

from London will have to go down and make substantial difference. (Hear.) It may be that years of the purchase from the assignees. The

examinations at the local registries. What I pro- in themode in which I proposed to relax theetrict- length of time to which he had referred had ,

pose to do is to proceed tentatively . I proposeness of the requirements for a marketable title I beyond doubt, operated as an immense obstacle in

that the London Registry should have within its erred on the side of too much laxity . My noble the way of a general registration of title . The

own office district divisions. Should it be found and learned friend proposes to define more exactly details of the Bill would be carefully considered

that for any district of the country the transaction | the principle on which relaxations will be allowed ; | in committee,butmeanwhile he heartily concurred

of business is so large as to afford a good prospect and I am willing to consider whether this may with his noble and learned friend below him in

that a registry established in that district would not be a better way ofaccomplishing the object in wishing them all possible success. - Lord

be self-supporting , there will be a power vested view . I am sure,at all events , that theproposals ROMILLY, who was indistinctly heard , was on

in the proper authority to order the establish of my noble and learned friend will be a very derstood to anticipate the best possible conse

mentof a localregistry in that partof the country . valuable improvement. With respect to com quences from the operation of the Bills , and to
I believe that arrangement willmeet the wants of pulsion , the difference between my noble and suggest that they should be referred to a select

the case. My lords, I have two other Bills to in . I learned friend and myself, is the difference of a committee. The Bills were then respectively read

troduce to your lordships' notice, which are con . single year, and I think I may pass that over. a first time.

nected with this subject, but are of a more Upon the subject of local registration I quite
Friday, March 27.

limited scope than the one to which I have been concur in the view expressed by my noble and
referring. One of them deals with the question learned friend. There can, I think be no doubt ATTORNEY AND SOLICITORS' BILL .
of the limitation of claims and actions regarding that as the measure works it will be found that On the motion of Lord CHELMSFORD , this Bill

real property . By it I propose an alteration of increased local facilities will become necessary , | was read a second time.

the Act 3 & 4 Will. 4 , which at present regulates and will require to be afforded ; but my present
the limitations in respect of suits relating to real impression is that it is a safe principle not only HOUSE OF COMMONS.
property . There are various provisions in that in its application to local registries under this

Act by which these limitations as to the bringing measure, but also to all other matters where it is Thursday, March 26 .

of suits in respect of real property extend to important to afford reasonable local facilities, to ILLEGAL PRACTICES IN THE CHURCH .
twenty years, while in some cases the period is measure the reasonableness by the cost, and Mr. Holt gave notice that on Tuesday the 31st ,
ten years . It has been for some time felt as a where the amount of business will probably | he will move for leave to introduce a Bill to pro

crying evil that these periods should be so long. I be sufficient to pay its own expenses, in such | vide remedies against the introduction or the

They are felt to be unnecessarily long ; but it is case a very strong claim may be established continuance of practices which are contrary
very hard to say what should be the periods of for local facilities . On the other hand, if I to law in churches of the Established Church .
limitation . I propose to shorten the period of the amount of business is so trifling that the es

twenty years in the Act of Will. 4 to twelve years, tablishing of local registries might tend to throw
BENEFIT BUILDING SOIETIES.

Mr. GOURLEY asked the Home Secretary

and the period of ten years to six . The limita . I a great charge upon the public at large, then Iin respect of succession claims, which stands I think the burden of proof would lie very strongly | whether he intended this session to introduce a

establish Bill to amend and codify the laws regulatingat forty years, I propose should not go beyond upon those who would advocate their establish
benefit building societies, and if so , whether suchthirty at the utmost. The third of the Bils re- ment. I am glad also to find thatmy noble and

lates to vendors and purchasers , and by it I pro . learned friend has adopted the principle of the
Bill would be independent of or comprise a part

pose that there should be a change in some parts provision of the Bill of last session with respect
of that intended to be introduced for the regula

of the laws, which at present are felt to be in a to limitation, although he has adopted the periods tion of friendly societies .- - Mr. Cross said that
since that question had been put upon the paper

very unsatisfactory state. I propose thatif there be of twelve years and six instead of ten and five,

no stipulation to the contrary , forty years' title which I proposed last year. I quite concur with
notice had been given by the hon , member for

should be sufficient to show , and that thepurchaser my noble and learned friend in the reasons which
Finsbury that he would introduce a Bill on Mon .

day next on that subject. The Government, as
shall not be entitled to attested copies of the deeds, he has given for making a change in the direction

except at his own expense. There are other pro - | he has pointed out. There are, at all ovents,
the House were aware , had undertaken to deal

visions in this Bill as to the rights of vendors and some reasons in favourof the limitationsmy noble
with friendly societies this year, and until their

purchasers in respect of leaseholds, and as to and learned friend proposes, and the proposal
Bill was in a more mature state than it was at

those of executors and administrators after pay . substantially accomplishes the main object I had
present it was impossible for him to give a definite

ment of mortgages . Both the latter Bills are in view . The third Bill, which is quite new , and
and I answer whether they would themselves take in

independent of the Registry Bill, though , of course belongs altogether to my noble and learned friend,
hand the question of building societies this ses.

connected with the transfer of land . I 'commend depends very much upon matters of detail. So
sion . But if they did it would be independent of

all three measures to your lordships' attention , far as I understand its provisions, it aims at
the measure they would bring in with respect to

and I will venture to hope that they may find | accomplishing a desirable object, and I have no friendly societies.

favour with your lordships and becomethe law of doubt that it will give rise to little difference of GAS COMPANIES .

the land . I do so in view of the interests con. | opinion in your lordships ' House . I am happy totion in your lordships ' House . I am happy tol Mr.GOLDNEY asked the President of the Board

cerned , and because Ibelieve thatby passing them think thatwe now have a realopportunity of taking of Trade whether he would lay upon the table of

your lordships will respond to an expression of a very great step - I hope a finaland adequate step the House a copy of the opinion of the law officers

hope contained in her Majesty 's gracious speech . - towards an object of the greatest possible im - of the Crown, to the effect that the Board of

The present system has long been a disgrace to portance to the public ; one which will relieve our | Trade Commissioners, in settling the price of gas

our law , and Iwould ask your lordships to abolish commercial and business transactions from obso. to be paid by the public , are preoluded from

and remove it . (Cheers.) The noble and learned lete encumbrances, difficulties, delays, and ex. ' inquiring into the mode in which the gas com .
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panies have raised or expended their capital- INNKEEPERS' LIABILITIES. that they wonld not affect elections in future .

Sir C. ADDERLEY. - There is no such opinion of Leave was given to Mr. WHEELHOUSE to bring some of those points, and notably the mode of
the law officers as the question implies. There is in a Bill to abolish certain liabilities now attach stamping , were matters which might bemore fitly
an opinion given by Sir J . Karslake, Sir R . ing to innkeepers, and the morsure was road investigated by & select committee than by the

Baggallay, and Mr. Round on a question referred a first time. judges of the land . Bringing such matters before

to them as to the powers of the Commissioners Friday, March 27.
a judge was a costly and slow proceeding. If the

appointed by the Board of Trade on the applica House did not take up the subject now , next

tion of the Imperial Gas Company in 1869 to NEW COURTS OF JUSTICE . session it would probably be cast aside, the last
revise the scale of illuminating powers. I am | Mr. GREGORY asked the First Commissioner of I general election would be more or less outofmind ,

about to present papers giving the minutes of the Works whether he would lay on the table a controversy in the newspapers would have ceased

proceedings of the Commissioners for 1873 and copy of the contract for theso courts. Lord H . and those things would be forgotten before a new

1874 as soon as they are concluded, which will LENNOX regretted that he could not accede to election would occur . The first point to which he

include the opinion referred to that request. The production of a particular had referred would seem to have arisen from a

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES. contract such as the hon . gentleman specified
singular inconsistency in the Act itself. It would

Mr.GOLDNEYasked the President of the Board | would be injurious to the public serviceand unjust appear that the Act was loosely drawn, and there

of Trade if he intended introducing a Bill this to the contractors. foro there was a necessity for revision . The Act

session ,making provision for the adjustment and
said that the papersshould be marked on both sides

COUNTY CONSTABLES (SCOTLAND).
verification of weights and measures by persons with the officialmark , and that the voter should

Sir W . ANSTRUTHER askod the Secretary of place it in the box after having shown to the pre
other than the police, in accordance with the

| State for the Home Department whether he
suggestions in the Standard Commissioners' siding officer the officialmark on the back . It then

would reconsider the amended rules and regula .
Report - Lord J . MANNERS was understood to said thatany paper which was otherwise so marked

aerswou . " tions for the government of county constables, that the votes could be identified should be
say that the report was under the consideration issued from the Home Office by the late Secretary
of the Government, but that they had no in - 1 of State for that Department, which related to rejected . That showing of the ballot-paper to

tention of introducing a Bill on the subject this
the presiding officer was the only meanswe had

the employment of constables on other than police
session,

of checking “ the Tasmanian dodge.” But he
duties, and cancel the same, so as to enable the

MIDDLESEX SESSIONS BILL.
was prepared to prove by reference to different

police to aid the authorities and officers acting in
Sir H . SELWIN -IBBETSON , in moving the second

places that a vast number of presiding officers,
the execation of the Public Health (Scotland ) Act, in doing the duty imposed upon them by the Act,

reading of this Bill, stated that in acccordance as they did prior to the issuing of the said rules
with the 7 & 8 Vict. c . 71, under which the | did things for which they were properly panish

and regulations. Mr. Cross said the Govern .
Assistant Judge was appointed , & salary was able, such as writing on the back of each paper

ment were considering that matter, and he was at
paid to him out of the Consolidated Fund of the number of the voter on the register. That

una o present in communication with the Lord Advocate
€1200 a year. He was allowed , besides per- Labont it . had occurred in dozens, nay , hundreds of con

forming his duties as a Judge, to practise as a stituencies . In doing so those persons clearly

barrister, and by the 14 & 15 Vict. c . 55 , a second THE BALLOT ACT. placed on the voting-paper a number by which

chairman was allowed to be appointed , with
Sir C. DILKE rose to call attention to the de- | the voter could be identified . But those papers

the view of facilitating the transaction of theof the foets in this Act, and to move for a Select Com . | were counted , though the Act said they shonld

business . That second chairman wasalso allowed mittee to investigate its working , with power to not be. They were oounted , after argument by
to practise as a barrister ; but under the 22 & 23 suggestamendments. He disclaimed any idea of competent mon , because it was said that those

Vict. o. 4 , a fresh arrangement was made, the bringing the subject forward as a result of the who were to count the papers should not look at
county agreeing to pay a sum of £300 in addition last election , it being generally agreed that hon. | the backs, and if they did not they could not

to the £1200 paid out of the Consolidated members opposite, who had been returned in a know that the papers were thus marked. He

Fund, the Assistant Judge being required to give large majority , did truly represent the opinion of had received a letter from the editor of a paper

up practice. Upon the resignation of Sir W . the constituencies. The question which he was in the North of England stating that, by order of

Bodkin a short time since, it again became about to submit to the consideration of the House the Sheriff of the county, the presiding officer

necessary to deal with the question , and the had been anticipated two years ago,when it was gavo to each voter & voting -paper with his own
at after I registered number upon it. in that way all

present Bill would give effect to an arrangement
between the county and the Treasury for the

the Act had been tried at one General Election , the voter could be identified . That was a point

joint payment of a salary of £1500 a year, the it would be necessary that it should undergo which ought to be investigated by a Select Com .

Treasury agreeing to pay the five guineas a day revision . Now , if that was the opinion of many mittee , and which , in London alone, affected han .

for & deputy whenever the Assistant Judge hon .members at the time of the passing of the dreds. The second point to which he wished to

became incapacitated by illness or other reason Act , any one who had watched its working at the direct attention was as to the effect on an election

able cause from attending to the discharge of his
Afhi. I late election could hardly deny that inquiry walof the discrepancy between the number of pape

duties. The arrangement was one which had necessary . This was shown by the statements of in the box and the number returned by the

been carefully considered , and which would , he men who had conducted elections, by the varions presiding officer. He was present himself at the

believed, be advantageous to the county . questions referred to counsel for opinion , by opening of 53 or 54 boxes, and in every one of

The Bill was read a socond time. letters in the paperson various points,and notably them there was a slight discrepancy. The abstrac .
by a remarkable correspondence in the Times, in tion of one official voting paper by an elector who

BILLS OF SALE ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. LOPES, on leave being given , introduced a which gentlemen whose authority on the subject took it outside the polling booth instead of putting

would not be questioned took opposite views as to it into the box furnished an easy method OLBill to amend the Act of 1854 relating to bills of
the meaning of some important clauses in the bribery , because the official stamp might be

sale, and themeasure was read a first time.
Act. He might add, since he had put the notice imitated , or the abstracted paper might be filled

THE COMMITTAL OF MR. WHALLEY. on the books, he had received å very large up under the eye of a briber outside, who ,by the
Mr. DISRAELI moved the appointment of a number of letters on the subject from almost every help of an agent outside, would be able to ascer .

Select Committee on Privilege to inquire into constituency in England. The particular blots tain almost with certainty how a man voted,while
and report with regard to the recent committal of to which he wished to call attention were, first, each elector so bribed could bring out an unused
Mr. Whalley by the Court of Queen 's Bench. the doubts as to what voting papers should be official voting paper. This Tasmanian dodge
An amendment had been put on the paper by admitted and what rejected by reason of some showed the importance of preventing any voting

the hon. member for Peterborough with the informality . The second was a small discrepancy paper from being carried away from the booth .

object of adding the Attorney -General and Mr. between the number of papers found in each box | Yet in the five electionsat which he had been pre

Roebuck to the Committee , and, there being no and the number returned by the presiding officer , | sent he had been the means of stopping voters ,

objection felt to this alteration , the motion was who was responsible. That point was one of more | who, he believed , were quite innocently carrying

now submitted with the addition of those two importance than might appear at first sight, away their voting papers. At certain times of

names . Mr.WHITBREAD , without opposing the because the smallest discrepancy of that kind the day, when the crowding was considerable,

motion , pointed out that the course which was admitted of the perpetration of what was well the voting papers might be abstracted easily

being pursued raised an entirely new question known as “ the Tasmanian dodge." The third unless the presiding officer was much sharper

and migbt lead in the future to great inconveni. blot was the defective stamping of the voting than some he had seen . Many of the ballot

ence. It was desirable that Government should papers. Thousands of papers had been admitted boxes , when opened , were found to contain polling

take into consideration the propriety of proposing and counted which , besides the regular official eards or other unofficial documents, and the risk

at the beginning of every session the appoint- mark , contained also another, which , though it thus disclosed of possible abstraction with a view

ment of a carefully -selected Committee of Privi. I might not vitiate the vote, yet'might become the to imitate the official stampwas a pointwhich had

leges, which would be able to deal promptly means of tracing how the elector had voted . A far better be raised in this House than before an

with any case that might arise. Matters of mark very little more than might have been election judge. It was no answer to say tbat

privilege, involving party considerations, might produced by a thumbnail was made in many cases there was no proof of fraud at the recent election .

at any time demand their attention , and it would on the voting paper, and that was owing, per. In every constituency there were plenty of

be extremely inconvenient and unsatisfactory in haps , to the different rules which prevailed in scoundrels who did not then know the working of

such a case for the Government to name a special different places as to the mode of stamping. the Act or the possibility of plotting with a view

committee to deal with it . The best time to Another proper subject of inquiry was as to the to counteract it , as they would at another elec

appoint the committee was when there was no mode of numbering the votes. These were the tion . He thought he had shown that if fraud had

question of privilego immediately before them . I principal matters to which he wished to direct not occurred at the lasi olection , it might occur at

(Hear, hear.) The resolution was agreed to, the attention ; but then there were also two or three a future election ; and therefore the House should

members of the Committee being - Mr. Disraeli, 1 smaller points which affected the returning officer, provide against any such a contingency . Another

Mr. Goschen , the Attorney -General, the Solicitor the most important of which were as to the time matter required investigation - the counting of

General, Mr. Knatchbull- Hugessen , Mr. Walpole, I allowed him in preparing for an election , I the votes. This was a point of much importance

Mr. Whitbread, Mr. Cave, Sir. C . Forster , Sir S . and as to the returning officer' s expenses as af. | as affecting the returns. In the greatmajority of

Fitzgerald , Sir H . James, Viscount Holmesdale, | fected by the Act. There were two other matters places there were 'seven or eight presiding officers ,

Sir E . Colebrooke, Sir G . Montgomery , Mr. which also might be inquired into the one re- with a clerk to each , but only one agent to watch

Massey, Viscount Crichton, and Mr. Roebuck . lating to the evidence we had that votes had the whole process of counting. That being so ,

The Committee will have power to send for become extensively known, partly through the you could only trust to the honesty of the clerks ,

persons, papers, and records, and five will be a provisions respecting the illiterate voter, and in his opinion the House should lay down rules

quorum . partly through the transparency of the paper for the guidance of the presiding officer in
ACTION AGAINST MR. PLIMSOLL . made use of at the elections, the other relating to counting the votes. Again , insufficient timeOn the motion of Mr. C. LEWIS, it wasagreed the nomination of candidates. With regard to was now allowed the returning officers to pre

“ That the proper officer of this House have leave the whole subject, he was told it was not the pare for the election . In large boroughs three
to attend the forthcoming Liverpool Assizes as a intention of the Government to grant & com . | days between the nomination and the polling
witness for the defendant in an action in the mittee at this moment, on the ground that we day were quite inadequate to enable the re
Court of Queen 's Bench, Houghton and others v . ought to wait for thereport of the election judges. turning officer to make the necessary arrange
Plimsoll, and to produce any documents in his He regretted that decision , because hardly any of monts, and he had no right to assume that
custody which he may be lawfully required to the points he had raised 'would come before the there would be a contest before the actual
produce." I judges, and it was by no means to be assumed ' nomination . In one Case A . returning officer suid
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hehad within three days to arrange for 70 polling in small boroughs, to which the Act was to the conclusion that it was for the interest of
places, with 300 secret compartments,and appoint specially intended to apply , because in such all members, whether in existence or in posse,that
70 competent presiding officers, with 70 clerks. boroughs it was chiefly needed . For all those diffi: the defects in it should be removed . Whatmight
In the competition which existed at an election culties there was but one care - namely , inquiry be the determination of the House on the subject
time for clerks possessing the smallest preten . by a committee and amending legislation by Par- of the Ballot when its term of eight years had ex .
sions to sobriety , it was very difficult to obtain liament. If, however, he pressed his motion , he pired it was impossible to prejudge ; but it is clear
the requisite staff within the limited period feared it would be rejected , and probably by an that those who had opposed it for so long might
allowed for the purpose. Another point worthy agreement between him and the concurrent action be proud that they had at longth accepted it,
of investigation was the question of the expenses of the two front benches. His hon . friend, the whilst those who had urged its adoption for so
of the returning officer. There seemed to be no member for Whitehaven, who had lately fallen many years had found that it had brought de
regular scale of charges. Cases had occurred in | from his high estate ( a langh ) , and who used , instruction of the party which had carried it into
which returning officers had charged no fee at all. criticising such an agreement, to say that both law . (" Hear," and a laugh .) Thus that which
There were other cases in which they had charged front benches must be wrong, would doubtless was to have caused the entiré destruction of the
50 , 100, or even 200 guineas. The largest foes now . if he went to a division , go into the lobby | Conservative party had had exaotly the opposite
were not always charged in the largest boroughs, with themembers for Bradford and Taunton . The effect,and it was remarkable that, under the Ballot,
and he had even heard of cases in which candidates opinion was , he understood, entertained that no where the Conservativo party were strong be
whose return had not been contested were charged action should be taken , at all events, until the fore they were stronger now , and that where
100 guineas for the returning officers' fees, and reports of the election judges were received. He the Liberal party were strong before they now
50 or 60 guineas for their expenses. Another point earnestly hoped, however, that the subject would found their strength diminished . Hemade these
bore upon the means afforded of ascertaining how not be lost sight of. It was one which concerned remarks not for the purpose of rousing party
voters had voted by means of the illiterate voter | them all. The right hon . gentleman the member feeling, but to point out that the question might
clause. On this point he had received an interest. for Bradford had just cause to be proud of the Bill. be considered without regard to its bearing
ing letter from the mayor of a small borough in When it becamelaw itwas as good an Actas, under on either party, and merely with the view of
the West of England, who said it was astonish . the circumstances , could well have been passed . making the mechanical operation of voting safe
ing to find nearly all the electors in a small Experience,however, haddisclosed its defects ,and, for both the candidates and their constituents .
country parish voting as illiterates. There was that being so , he thought the House would agree (Hear, hear.) One word as to returning officers'
reason to fear that this provision in the Ballot Act with him that the Act was deserving of revision expenses. (Hear, hear.) Anything more un .
had been made use of to ascertain how the electors at the hands of a select committee. (Hear, hear.) | satisfactory than the present system for honest
had voted , and this impression was strengthened Mr. C . Lewis had no doubt that the House returning officers and for the unfortunate candi.
by the fact that in the large boroughs, where it were desirous that the Ballot Act should bemade dates he could not conceive. The honest returning
was not an object to ascertain how a man voted , as perfect as possible in their own interests and in officer in a large constituency was obliged to
there was hardly any illiterates. In one of the the interests of the constituencies of the country work night and day without receiving the
largest wards in Chelsea two persons only availed generally. It was very desirable that the loss of smallest remuneration for his labour unless it
themselves of the provision as to illiterate voters, votes should be prevented , and accurracy in took the form of an honorarium from the winning
many illiterate persons preferring to vote by the counting votes should be secured . It was only | or perhaps all the candidates . Thus the re
light of nature rather than by the hand of the necessary for him to remind the House that not turning officer for Marylebone had had to workreturning officer. Again, the transparency of the fewer than twelve members of the House had for a week and a half, night and day, at the last
voting paper enabled an agent to see for whom been returned by majorities of ten and under , general election , during which time hewas unable
the voter had polled. A country returning officer and that twenty- four members had obtained ma- | to attend to his business,and all returning officers
had written to him to the effect that, without at jorities of twenty or under.6 , without at jorities of twenty or under . These facts were | were obliged to work in a similar manner if theyThese facts
all wishing to see how voters had given their sufficient to show that precision and accuracy wished to escape the odium which had fallen apon

votes, he could not help seeing , owing to the were of the utmost inportance, and that the the returning officer of another of the great
transparency of the material, in consequence of power of the returning officer for good or bad metropolitan boroughs. It was most unsatisfac

which any bystander could read through the reasons to roject voting papers which had some tory when the returning officer had to pat
folded paper. That, too, was a matter which peculiarity in them - without decision or autho- down a fee for himself, and it was equally un

deserved investigation . The most important rity to guide him - was a subject which deserved | satisfactory when he had to accept that as

question , however , was, what was the mark by consideration . (Hear, hear.) In reference to a gift which he ought to receive as the legiti .
which & voter could be identified ? The Act the loss of votes, he might say that at the late mate reward of his labour . In other cases he

stated that all voting papers should be rejected election for Coleraine, out of a total of 1100 votes, heard that monstrons charges had been made

which did not bear a particular mark , and the no fewer than 190 were rejected by the returning in small boroughs, and in one instance where the

question was, What constituted such a mark ? | officer. The returning officer, in fact, possessed candidate, who was called a Conservative working

When the Bill was in the course of passing enormous powers, and much depended not only man's candidate had refused to pay the returning

through the House different views were ex on his honesty and integrity , but upon his intelli - officer the sum of £50 , tho returning offirer had

pressed on the subject by different members . gence and his accurate reading of the provisions refused to allow him to be nominated , and the

Some hon . members took the strict view of the Act. This was a point on which both noble lord who was the other candidate, was re

of the provisions of the Bill, as did many sides of the House and both large and small turned as anopposed, the consequence being that
other authorities of great weight - namely , that constituencies were equally interested, and it was a petition had been presented on behalf of the re
only the mark given in the schedule should be highly expedient, in order to secure the purity of jected candidate . There were, he believed ,
made by the voter , and that any other must lead our electoral system , that steps should be taken numbers of cases of that character which were &

to the rejection of the vote . The right hon . gen . to obtain uniformity of procedure at elections. scandaland a discredit to the law . Another thing

tleman themember for Bradford , who had charge Under the present mode of taking the ballot | he complained of was that the first set of candi

of the Bill took a different view , and after a great there was every inducement held out to dishonest dates should be compelled to pay for the ballot

deal of debating upon the point, the Bill passed returning officers to act improperly. Thus in a boxes, which would suffice for their own con .

into law without any authoritativedefinition being county constituency which should be nameless, an stituencies for the next twenty or thirty years.

given as to what was meant by the words of the hon . friend of his who had been elected by a | In some instances candidates had merely hired
clause in question. For his part ,he believed that small majority of fifty -three or fifty four in 1868 | the boxes , but the hire was prob re expen

all the elaborate provisions of the Act to secure was returned by a large majority in 1874 . At the sive than the purchase of them would have been .

non - identification of the voter could be readily | recent election one of the friends of the candidate He thought that the facts which had been made

evaded if any other mark were allowed but that who was present at the counting of the votes had public, coupled with the individual experience of

which was to be found in the schedule . ' In small a suspicion that one of the clerks who was entering hon.members,wouldinduce theGovernmentto take

boroughs it was impossible to prevent the identi. | the number of votes in a book was manipulating the question up, and take steps to putan end to the

fication of voters. By puncturing the paper with the counting — thatwas to say , he was omitting a present slovenly and inaccurate mode of counting

a pencil , by the mark of a dirty thumb, by tearing batch of thirty votes in favour of the candidate in the votes, and he was satisfied that any measure

off a small piece Jof the corner, and in various / question . On being challenged with the offence thatmight be proposed would receive the careful

other ways a dishonest or unscrupulous agent the clerk expressed great indignation at his attention of the select committee of that House to

could easily ascertain how particular persons had honour being so assailed , but on the votes being which it might be referred . (Hear, hear.)

voted . If it were found on inquiry , as he thought compared with the book in which hewas entering Mr. GREGORY said that whenever & committee
it would be , that these elaborate provisious of the the number of voters, it was found that not one was appointed it would be necessary to consider

Act were useless for the purpose for which they but two batches of thirty votes in favour of the the question of the expenses of returning officers,

were intended , surely they ought to be discarded particular candidate had been omitted . It might who could not proceed for their recovery against

or amended ? They had been read two different | be said thatthatwas a fault on the part of a certain the nominated candidates, butonly against those

ways at the late election , and that fact alone was clerk and not of the system , but when it was | who went to the poll. The question of the expenses

sufficient to justify the interference of tho House . recollected how various were themodes of counting charged by returning officers for themselves WAB

In the borough of Chelsea hundreds of voting the votes, some of them being of the loosest cha. also deserving of attention . - Mr. FORSTER said

papers were put aside for further consideration racter, and how impossible it was in very large thathe considered the difficulties would continue
under the name of “ duffers.” Finally they came constituencies that the candidates could exercise until the constituencies themselves bore the

to the conclusion what should be done with those proper supervision over the counting, it appeared necessary expenses of elections. The discug.

papers, and, as it did not interfere with the | to him thatatthe proper time - which he was not sion then terminated.

result of the election , hemight mention that he prepared to say the presentwas — the House should
Tuesday , March 31.

had a considerable majority of the “ duffers,” give the question its minute and impartial inves.
while his hon . colleague opposite had a large tigation. (Hear, hear.) His own constituency THE COMMITMENT OF MR. WHALLEY.
majority of what were called the “ hopeless being a small one, every vote had been counted Mr. WALPOLE brought up the report of the

duffers. " ( A laugh .) The decision that was under the supervision of the candidates them - Select Committee on Privilego, to which had been

arrived at in Chelsea was to count all the papers selves : but in large constituencies such scenes referred the letter of the Lord Chief Justice to

which were somarked as to give a clear indication had been witnessed as seven or eight sets of the Speaker informing the House of the com .

of the intention of the voter. A different prin . | persons being engaged in the same room in mitment of Mr. Whalley , one of its members, for

ciple was, however, adopted in othermetropolitan counting the votes, the names of the candidates contempt of court. The committee had had

boroughs and in various other constituencies , and the votes given on each ballot-paper being before it two ordersmade by the Court of Queen ' s

and the consequence was that thousands of voters shouted out in such a way as must almost Bench in the case of the Queen against Castro .

were virtually disfranchised. The town clerk of inevitably lead to confusion and mistakes. A By the first of these ordersMr. G . H .Whalley, then

Swansea informed him that he actually advised trifling mistake in the numbers of the votes and now one of the members for Peterborough , was

the mayor- -who was the returning officer - one given for de particular candidate might be ordered to appear in court to answer for his con .

way , when his opinion was the other. Hewas of of the gravest importance, because in many of tempt, in writing and printing a letter in the

opinion that any mark which clearly showed how our largest constituencies members had been re- | Daily News on the 21st Jan . last. By the

the voter desired to vote was a good mark ; but turned by merely the nominal majorities of 50, second he was adjudged to have been guilty

counsel whom he consalted thought differently, 100 , or 200. Having had personalexperience twice of such contempt, and thereupon ordered to

and consequently many votes were rejected be of a contested election under the ballot, he had pay a fine of £250, and to be imprisoned in Hol.

cause thoy were not marked with a Maltese cross. taken somo little trouble to inquire into the loway Gaol until it was paid . The orders with

This part of the subject was of special importance ' working of the present system , and he had como ' the affidavits and exhibits on which they were
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founded were printed in the appendix to the Com . 1 interests by increasing the number of transac - the judges thereto . We are sorry we have

mittee' s report. The committee had afforded to tions in real property . We think we can take never before been afforded the opportunity , as we
Mr. Whalley an opportunity of making such upon ourselves to say that his Lordship rightly might havemonthsago, of bringing this important
observations on the matter referred to them as he understands the feelings of our branch of the subject to the notice of the Profession . It is ,
desired to offer , and he had put in a written state profession in reference to this importantmeasure. however, due to the council of the Incorporated
ment, parts of which appeared to the Committee As to how far it will answer the expectations Law Society to say that it is a measure prepared
to be irrelevant to the specific objects of their of its promoters, it would at presentbe unwise to by them . We observe that the meeting was held
inquiry , butthey had not thought it expedient to venture a prediction , except that it , in conjunc at the offices of Mr. Thomas Marshall, M . A .,

omit any of the observations which that gentle- tion with the two other measures introduced by solicitor, of Leeds, and registrar of the County

man had deemed it essential to place before them . his Lordship atthe same time, will work a complete Court there, and seeing that he is the honorary

The Committee, in conclusion , having considered change in the whole system of conveyancing secretary and treasurer , we suppose we are not

the matters referred to them ,did not think they throughout the country . Some of the redeeming far from wrong in assuming that the greater
were such as to demand the further attention of features in the measure to which we first refer burden of the work of the society falls upon his
the House ; and they desired also to express are,that the registry is , in the first instance, at all , shoulders ; and it is not surprising to observe
their opinion that the Lord Chief Justice had events, to be in London only, as to which we feel from the report that he has again been elected to

fulfilled his duty in informing the House that one sure that it will so continue, for a distribution of the office of honorary secretary . Mr. Marshall is

of its members had been committed by the Court registries throughout the country would be almost one of the newly -elected members of the council
of Queen ' s Bench . (Hear, hear.) sure to lead to expenses not contemplated by the of the Incorporated Law Society , in connection

measure in question . Again , the measure will with which he promises to render valuable ser.
not be compulsory for the first three years, but | vices to the Profession .
we are afraid the sanguine hope of his Lordship ,

SOLICITORS' JOURNAL . that within this period a great deal of business In the midst of a louder complaint than has

will be done by virtue of the Act, will prove for some time past been made upon the sub
THE Attorneys and Solicitors Bill 1874, which illusory ; another recommendation is that even ject of the encroachments of accountants, and
has already been read a second time in the House after tae expiration of three years, if land was agents of all kinds, who talk about their clients
of Lords, proposes to amend the 10th section of not registered , the sale of it is not to be void , but and the long vacation , & c., & c ., comes to us a
the Attorneys Act of 1860 , by excepting from its the purcbaser is to obtain only an equitable title , letter from a country solicitor, pointing out that
operation articled clerks who are engaged in and not a legal one until he does register. We large numbers of solicitors . to use his phrase .
employment (otherwise than under their articles) fear any attempt to make the existing office of “ work in with accountants," and that but for this
with the written consent of their principals, toge land registry in Middlesex capable of meeting practice , which largely obtains, accountants could
ther with the sanction of one of the Judges of the the requirements of the Act are likely to prove never have got the hold they have on certain
Superior Courts, and on certain other conditions. abortive, and we regret that the measure in ques kinds of work which one would rather expect to
This Bill also requires that previons notice, toge . tion does not provide for the establishment of find in solicitors' offices. Weare afraid there is
ther with copies of affidavits , & c ., shall be given a Landed Estates Court. One of the most im . too much truth in the assertions of our corre
to the registrar of attorneys before any applica - | portant questions not touched upon by his spondent to be reflected upon with anything like
tion shall be made to strike an attorney off the Lordship is , who is to have the right to search satisfaction , and such being the case , it is clear
roll , and contains other important provisions on the registry , and above all who is to have the that solicitors have, in a measure, themselves to

this subject. In another column we produce the right to act in the matter of registrations. It blame, by tempting others to step out of the

substance of this measure . will be remembered that in a similar measure of groove of their regular calling.
the late Government the expression “ agent ”
often appeared in relation to registration , & c .

The resolution moved at an adjourned special
on , : A CASE has recently come to our knowledge in -

Solicitors will require a distinct understanding
which a firm of accountants undertook , on behalf

generalmeeting of the Incorporated Law Society , | upon this important point. Already the Profes. of a debtor, to arrangewith his creditors by pay .
held on the 11th June last, by Mr. Charles Ford , sion , which is heavily taxed , is beset on all sides

and seconded by Mr. Rose, to the effect that a by invaders, who indulge in their depredations to
ment of 10s. in the pound , and to prepare the
necessary documents for that purpose. An agree

general meeting of the members of the society almost any extent, while no effort has been made ment was prepared , which was signed by credi.

should be held periodically, say every month , with | to arrest their progress. The Bar of England is tors agreeing to take half the amount of their

certain exceptions, for the discussion of all / strongly represented in both Houses of Parlia respective debts in discharge. One creditor who
matters affecting the interests of the Profession , ment, and unless such members of it show by
though negatived without a division , would , we their sympathy and support that solicitors belong full amount by an action at law , when it was

had signed it afterwards proceeded to recover the

certainly think , be very desirable , for , besides to one and the same profession as themselves, the
found that the agreement was not stamped , was

giving to every member an opportunity of venti. present Lord Chancellor, not less than any of his not under seal, and was more than two months
lating his ideas upon all subjects of interest to predecessors, must appeal in vain to our bra
solicitors , it would clearly operate as discounting old in point of date. The accountants' client pays

of the Profession to support any measure which
the chances of new societies coming into exist.

the penalty, of course, but oughtnot the public
so immediately affects their interests as does the

to be afforded some kind of protection against
ence, which , however desirable and necessary Land Transfer and Titles Bill. The second Bill
their formation and establishment may be, yet introduced by his Lordship dealt with the limita

this kind of evil by a paternalGovernment ?

tend to diminish the influence of the chief society . tion of suits, the general tendency of the Bill
Let the policy of the council of that society be being to shorten such period in all cases. The NEXT week being Easter week the instruction for

diametrically opposite to the policy which ani. third Bill to amend the law of vendors and articled clerks at the Law Inatitution is confined
mates the benchers of the Inns of Court ; let purchasers is of great importance to solicitors , to one lecture on equity, which will be delivered

solicitors have every opportunity of discussing all and we feel sure that this measure, not less than on Friday, the 10th April, between the hours of

questions affecting the Profession, and let us have the other two, will receive the most careful, and six and seven o 'clock , being the first of the
a thorough system of representation and organi. indeed laboured , consideration of the council of equity series for this year, Lecturer and reader

sation . It is astonishing that while Universities the Incorporated Law Society. We confess it Mr. C . W . Chute.
and many professions are practically represented I seems to ns that the reasonabl onstructio

in the House of Commons, a powerful but dis. the Land Transfer and Title Bill, if it becomes COMPLAINT having recently been made in our

organised body like solicitors enjoy no such privi. law in its present shape , points to the conclusion columns that some solicitors in certain parts of

lege ; butwe hope the time is not far distant when that many of the provisions last introduced by the country , as well as in London , are so forgetful

steps will be taken to accomplish so desirable an his Lordship will be rendered nugatory . The of the duties they owe to our Profession , as to

object. There are questions innumerable which general tendency of themeasure, however, seems allow their names to be used by unqualified

solicitors would be glad of an opportunity of to be to relieve vendors and throw considerable persons, thus practically enabling the latter to

considering : and if there is no other way open to l burdens on purchasers , and in this sense it is act as attorneys, we reproduce below the 32nd

them , we think it should be by general support of opposed to the policy embodied in the more section of 6 & 7 Vict. o . 73. Wehope no time

the Legal Practitioners ' Society, the subscription important measure first before referred to . The will be lost in measures being taken to bring such

to which is nominal, it being understood that council of the Incorporated Law Society must cases under the notice of the Incorporated Law

general meetings should be constantly held , all feel that a great responsibility devolves upon Society . It should however be observed that it is

resolutions come to at such meetings to be for them in having to represent our branch of the open to any society or individual to apply to the

warded to the council of the Incorporated Law Profession in considering these three measures, court as provided by this section . " And be it

Society for their consideration , and , in case of no themore so as any recommendations of theirs are enacted , that if any attorney or solicitor shall

action being taken in the matter, the new society certain to receive the most careful attention of wilfully and knowingly act as agent in any action

reserving to itself the alternative of taking inde. the Government. or suit in any court of law or equity, or matter in
pendent steps. bankruptcy, for anyperson not duly qualified to

We have received a report of the proceedings of act as an attorney or solicitor as aforesaid , or
THE Chambers of Commerc3, by reason of their the annual general meeting of the Incorporated | permit or suffer his name to be anywaysmade use

recent deliberations (a portion of the report of Leeds Law Society. The meeting was held as long of in any such action , suit, or matter upon the
which has already appeared in our columns), since as the 20th Feb . last, and from the report account or for the profit of any unqualified person ,

may well set all lawyers by the ears. The follow - of the committee for the year 1873, which is of or send any process to such unqualified person , or

ing matters were brought to the notice of the some length , we gather that the number of the do any other act, thereby to enable such unquali.
commercial men so assembled : Bankruptcy Law members of the society has increased , that the fied person to appear, act, or practise in any
Amendment, Public Prosecutors, Patent Law , funds of the society are in a satisfactory state ; respect as an attorney or solicitor in any suit at
Tribunals of Commerce, Unjust Operation of the and the report included a consideration of the law or in equity ,knowing such person not to beduly
Debtors' Act 1869, Married Women 's Property i gaestions submitted to the society by the Judica - | qualified as aforesaid ,and complaint shall be made
Act, and other legal subjects. It is a matter for ture Commissioners ; also the subject of the thereof in a summary way to any of the said

much congratulation that the commercial world is Supreme Court of Judicature Act ; the subject Superior Courts wherein such attorney or solicitor
found so ready to deliberate on the subject of all of professional remuneration ; the amalgamation has been admitted, and proof made thereof upon
statutory legislation, accomplished or contem of the Incorporated Law Society and the Metro- oath to the satisfaction of the court that such
plated. politan and Provincial Law Association (since attorney or solicitor hath wilfully and knowingly

accomplished) ; registration of mortgages of offended therein as aforesaid , then and in such
THE Lord Chancellor, on introducing into the tenants' fixtures ; the Inns of Court and School case every such attorney or solicitor offending
House of Lords his Land Transfer and Title Bill of Law Bill, prepared by Lord Selborne ; the sub . shall and may be struck off the roll, and for ever

was thus reported, when speaking of solicitors ject of a Bill to amend the law relating to attor. after disabled from practising as an attorney or
-“ Although it was said that such a Bill would be neys and solicitors, the principal object being to solicitor : and in that case, and upon such com .

opposed by the solicitors, he did not believe that modify the 10th section of the Attorneys' Act plaint and proof made as aforesaid , it shall and
that branch of the Legalwav vraucu oluhe Legal profession whichwas for | 1860, by enabling articled clerks to hold offices or may be lawful to and for the said court to commit
the most part composed of enlightened and liberal. engage in employments other than the employ such unqualified person so acting or practising as
minded men would set themselves against a ment of clerks, provided before entering on the aforesaid to the prison of the said court, without
measure which was found to be beneficial to their office they obtain the consent of the solicitor to bail or mainprize, for any term not exceeding one
clients, and would also conduce to their own ' whom they are bound and the sanction of one of ' year.”

t
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ROLLS COURT (IRELAND). credit for £1 135 . 4d . That left a balance of mentioned shall, before he enters upon the office ,

Wednesday,March 4 . £58 68. 8d . It was ordered that he should pay or engages in the employment, have applied for

(Before SULLIVAN , M . R .)
that sum within one month . It has not been and obtained
paid , and that is a sum in respect of the non . ( a ) The consent thereto in writing of

Re W ., A SOLICITOR. payment of which , if rightly due, Mr. W . is attorney or solicitor to whom he is
Attachment - Debtors' Act (Ireland), 1872, s. 5, answerable for misconduct. By misconduct I bound :

sub -sect. 4 - Non -payment of money due by a mean holding the money of a client, and not being (6 ) The sanction thereto of one of the judges
soiicitor to client. able to pay it . It has been said that there are of one of the superior courts of law at

A solicitor who, acting under a power of attorney, credits , but I cannot see it. The matter has been Westminster , or the Master of the Rolls ,
receives money for a client, and neglects to pay discussed here twice ; he gave a consent once ; or of the High Court of Justice to be
it over, when ordered by the court to pay the every precaution was taken to do him justice . evidenced by an order of such judge :

· same in his character of solicitor, is guilty of He never made an affidavit as to the credits, as Provided that not less than fourteen days before
misconduct in respect of which an attachment he was required to do by the order. 11he was required to do by the order . There is no any application is made for such sanction and
may be issued against him within the 35 &. 36 excuse for a solicitor who applies to another pur order notice in writing of the application shall be

· Vict., c . 65 , s. 5 , sub -sect. 4 , although his default pose money which belongs to his client. It given to the registrar, which notice shall state the
may be occasioned by inability to pay. should be a golden rule to all solicitors, that the names and residences of the applicant, and of the

APPLICATION for an attachment against W ., a | money of a client should be regarded as sacred . attorney or solicitor to whom he is bound, and the

solicitor, for non -payment of money ordered by I will make an order for the attachment, but I nature of the office or employmeut, and the time

the court to be paid . W . was solicitor for Mrs. will give Mr. W . a fair time. The attachment it is expected to occupy.
Bird , and , acting under a power of attorney to shall not issue, if within one month he pays half

6 . Where any terms or conditions shall be so
to draw an annuity to which she was entitled , he the money , and if within two months from that

imposed , and the person thereby authorised
had received a portion of the annuity , but not time he pays the rest. The costs of this motion shall accept the office, or engage in the employhaving paid it over to Mrs. Bird, a petition was, are given , but do not form part of the money for ment, he shall, before being admitted an attorney
in consequence , filed by her against him as her which the attachment is crdered . or solicitor , prove to the satisfaction of a judge
solicitor. Upon the hearing of this petition Order accordingly. of one of the superior courts of law at West
January 1873, it was ordered by Sullivan , M . R ., minster, or the master of the Rolls , or of thewith the consent of W ., that within ten days the

CONSOLIDATED CHAMBER . High Court of Justice, and of the examiners for
gale due, amounting to £100 , should be paid to the time being appointed under the provisions of
Mrs. Bird ; but an affidavit of credits due from Tuesday , March 17.

the Act of 1860, or of any Act amending, toMrs. Bird to W . was to be furnished to her by ( Before FITZGERALD , B .) examine persons applying to be admitted as
W ., and she was to pay the amountof the credits THOMAS AND ANOTHER v . Cox. attorneys and solicitors, that he has duly ob
found due. On foot of this order W . paid over Practice - Security for costs - Plaintiff residentout served and fulfilled those terms and conditions.
£40. In June 1873, a notice was served on him of the jurisdiction - Judgment Ewtension Act 1868 Where application is intended to be made to
to pay the £60 still remaining dne by him , or

any court for an order or rule to strike the name
that an application would be made to the court Motion to compel a plaintiff resident in England of any attorney or solicitor (not being an attorney

for an attachment against him . As he did not to give security for costs , granted , notwithstand or solicitor making the application ) off the roll of
comply with that notice, the application was ing the passing of the Judgment Extension Act attorneys or solicitors of such court, or for an
made accordingly ; and it then appeared to the 1868. order or rule to compel him to answer the
court that he was entitled to credit for £I 135 .40., Raeburn v . Andrew ( L . Rep. 9 Q . B . 120 ), not matters of an affidavit, notice in writing shalland it was ordered by the court (30th June, 1873) , followed .

be given to the registrar of such intended appli.
that he shonld pay the balance remaining due, Kenny, on behalf of the defendant, moved that cation fourteen clear days at the least before

£58 65. 8d ., within one month from the date of the the plaintiffs be restrained from taking any fur. such application shall be made.order. That sam not having been paid , ther proceedings in the cause until they should
Carton , on behalf of Mrs. Bird , now moved for Copies of all affidavits intended to be used in

give security for costs , inasmuch as they resided
an attachment, referring to 35 & 36 Vict., c . 57, I out of the jurisdiction of the court. The action support of such application shall be delivered to

sect. 5 , sub-sect. 4 . the registrar with the notice.was for goods sold and delivered. The affidavit
Walsh , Q . C ., contra . - A sum of £22 10g. 5d . is of the defendants, who were merchants , resident Court not to entertain application, except on

due by Mrs. Bird personally to W . for costs, and proof of notice .in the city of Waterford , stated that the plaintiffs
should be set- off . There is also a sum of £81 due | resided at Cardiff , in Glamorganshire, in Wales, The registrar may appear by coupsel upon the

hearing of any such application , and upon anyfor costs incurred by her husband . Mrs. Bird , as 1 out of the jurisdiction of the court.
executrix to the will of her husband, received other proceedings arising out of or in reference

Foley , for plaintiffs, contra . — The right to secu .
£500 belonging to him , out of which the debt due rity for costs , in cases where the plaintiff is resi. to the application , and may apply to the court to

to W . should have been paid . She has not paid | dent out of the jurisdiction , is given , provided niako absolute any rule nisi which may have

theamount, and she has now left this country . I there be an affidavit of a good defence upon the been granted by the court in the matter of such

Under this state of facts the court should not, application , or to make an order that the namemerits, by the Common Law Procedure Act 1853,
in the exercise of its discretion , issue an attach . g. 52. By the passing of the Judgments Exten of the attorney or solicitor be struck off the roll

of attorneys or solicitors of the said court, or ,ment. sion Act the foundation for this enactment has
Carton , in reply. - At the time of making the been removed . “ When we look at the origin of as the case may be, to order the attorney or

former order , credit was given to W . for all sums solicitor to answer the matters of the affidavit, or
the practice of calling on a plaintiff resident

that were fairly due . These costs were never pre such other order as to the court may seem fit ;
abroad to give security for costs, as established

sented to ns till the present moment. Costs due in Pray v . Edie ( 1 T . R . 237) , the point becomes and it shall be lawful for the court to order the

in an executory capacity cannot be set-off against quite clear.
costs, charges, and expenses of the registrar of or

In that case , the plaintiff being a
a sum due to the executrix in a personal capacity . relating to any of the matters aforesaid , to beforeigner residing abroad, the court stayed pro.
SULLIVAN , M . R . - This is a motion of a very ceedings till he gave security for costs , and paid by the attorney or solicitor against whom

serious character . The principles which govern Buller, J ., said : ' For this reason , that if a ver. any such application is made or was intended to

the care are laid down by James, L . J . : " The dict be given against the plaintiff, he is not bemade, or by the person by or on whose behalf

meaning of the Act (32 & 33 Vict. c . 62 , s . 5 , sub . within the reach of our law to have process the application is made or was intended to be

sect. 4 ) is clear, its object was to relieve from served upon him made, or partly by the one and partly by theother
for costs . The same point

imprisonment any one, whose default in payment was afterwards, for the samereasons , decided in of them .
Whara aof a sum of money arose from poverty . There Where any court or any judge of any courtFitzgerald v . Whitmore (1 T . R . 362) , in the case

fore, certain cases were exempted from shall, upon motion, have ordered or directed a
the of a plaintiff residing in Ireland , and the rule

operation of the Act, in which imprisonment was was afterwards extended to a plaintiff resident in rule (whether nisi or absolute) or order to be

a punishment for misconduct. It is not in every Scotland. But since the passing of the Judg. drawn up for striking the name of any attorney

case in which a solicitor is ordered to pay a sum ments Extension Act, 1868 (31 & 32 Vict. o . 54), or solicitor off the roll of attorneys or solicitors

ofmoney that he is liable to imprisonment for not that reason has completely ceased . The effect of of such court, or for compelling an attorney or

paying it , but if he has received money of his solicitor to answer the matters of an affidavit,
that enactment is thet,when a judgment has been

client he is guilty of a breach of duty unless he obtained in England , a certificate of such judg. and such rule shall not have been drawn up by or

has it ready when it is called for, and if hemakes ment can be registered in the proper office in on behalf of the person applying for the same
within one week after the order or direction fordefault the court always considers him liable to Scotland , and the court in Scotland can issue

punishment. That was the case in Re Rush drawing up the same shall have been made orprocess on such judgment. It is true that the
( L . Rep. 9 Eq. 147 ; Re Hope, 7 Ch . App. 523). / process in Scotland , perhaps,may not be like the given , it shall be lawful for the registrar to cause

There is no doubt there cannot be a more serious process of our courts, but we must take it that the rule or order to be drawn up, and all future

breach of duty than for a solicitor to receive proceedings thereupon shall be had and taken as
it is as effective as our own. In Ireland , if the

money for a client and not pay it. This lady
if the application for the rule or order had in

writ of ca . sa . be not taken away, an execution
filed a petition , which came before me in Jan . the first instance been made to the court by the

under this Act would be more effective than in
1873. It was ordered , with the consent of Mr. England. The reason, therefore, for compelling a registrar.
W ., that within ten days the gale due should be [ The provisions of this Bill, in so far as it pro

plaintiff resident in Scotland having ceased, this
paid . On that occasion it was ordered that a list poses to affect articled clerks, is important beyond

rule must be refused .” — Raeburn v . Andrews
of all credits due to Mr. W . should be furnished the mere object ofsuch provisions, in the sense that

( L . Rep. 9 Q . B . 120) , per Blackburn , J. This
to the petitioner,and that the petitioner should gentlemen now articled will, immediately on the

decision was concurred in by the rest of the measure becoming law , be entitled to make theundertake to pay the amount so found due. That | Court of Queen ' s Bench in England .

order having been made on consent, Mr. W . | FITZGERALD, B. - I shall adhere to the practice | applications specified by the Act, and avail them

cannot get out of it ; but if the court sees there
selves of the privileges thereby conferred. ]

that has been establishered here.
was some error, it has perfect power to say , Motion granted .“ take the order, but you shall not have the Attorney for plaintiffs, Davis.
attachment." £40 was offered to the petitioner Correspondence.

Attorneys for defendants , O ' Brien f Howard .
on foot of that order , and accepted by her. I ENCROACHMENTS ON THE PROFESSION . — The
must say that great forbearance was shown to following letter has been addressed by a solicitor

Mr. W ., and there is no reason to think that ATTORNEYS AND SOLICITORS BILL . to a member of Parliament, under date 28th March
undue pressure was put upon him . No further A BILL intituled an “ Act to amend the Law re- 1874 : - " Sir, - In reading my Law Times, I see
payment having been made, a notice, in June, lating to Attorneys and Solicitors :" you are & supporter of the Legal Practitioners'

1873, was served on Mr. W . by the petitioner, to1 1 . This Act may be cited as “ The Attorneys' Society , and also an M . P . This Society' s great

pay the £60 remaining due, or that she would | and Solicitors' Act 1874 ." object is to protect the Profession from encroach

apply for an attachment. If there had been any 2 . This Act shall extend only to England and ments by invaders. I will tell you how to confer

hurry on the former occasion , there was now | Wales. the greatest boon upon our Profession ever oon .

plenty of time. The only substantial mattor , 3. Interpretation . ferred by one man , viz., in the House of Lords the

which turned out to be a matter of fair dispute , I 4 . The recited enactment (section 10) of the Act Solicitors and Attorneys' Bill has now passed the

was an itern of £10 . I came to the conclusio ' of 1860 shall not henceforth apply to cases in second reading, if you would (when it comes down

that I should not allow that, but I gave hin ' which any person bound by articles as therei ' to the Commons) only introduce or have inserted
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the following clause in the same bill, viz., ‘ All WOODFALL (Col. Chas.), Glenview , Nellyherries, Madras. Hill ( Thos. Wm .) formerly of Stoneleigh House , Clifton
doods or indentures under soalshall be drawn or

and 3 , Rocky Hill-terrace, Maidstone, Kent, England . Park , late of 7. Arlington - villas, Clifton, gentleman,
July 17 ; J . Brennan, solicitor, Maidstone. July 31 ; M . R ., 1 May 1 : H . B . Press and Inskip, solicitora, Small-street,

prepared by a serjeant-at-law , barrister, solicitor, at eleven o ' clock . Bristol.

attorney, notary, proctor , or conveyancer, and
HOBOX ( Esther R .), & , One low -equare, Middlesex . widow ,
April 20 ; E . and H . Tyler, Wickham and Moberly.

whose names shall appear in the Law List for the CREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 VICT. C . 85 . solicitors, 14 . Espex -Street, Strand, Middlesex ,

current year in which any such deed or indentare HUSKISSON (Wm .), so, Mecklenburgh -square, Middleser,

under seal shall be drawn or prepared, and all
Last Day of Claim , and towhom Particulars to be sent. gentleman . April 30 ; Parkers, solicitors , 17, Bedford

BARING ( Thomas), M . P ., 8 , Bishopsgate-street, Within , row , London ,
deeds or indentures under seal drawn or prepared Jondon , of Norman Court, Stokebr .dge, Hante, of the JOHNSON (Wm . H ) , formerly of 48 , Leat- street, Holmes

by any other person than above named shall be in . Cedars, Roehampton, and of 4, Hamilton -place, siddle Manchester, engraver to calico printers , late of 29, Hal

valid and of no effect whatever.' By the44Geo .3 , c.
sex. May 30 ; Markby, Tarry , and Stewart, solicitors, 57, ton -street, Moss Side, Manchester, estate agent. June
Coleman -street, London . 24 ; Rideal and Shaw, solicitors, 26, Brazennose-street,

98 , 8 . 14 , a penalty of £50 is imposed on any person BEETLESTONE (Maria,otherwise Maria Banks), Cheltenham , Manchester.
who draws a deed for fee or reward ; but that clause widow . March 31; W . Price Hughes, solicitor, Worcester. Jones (Elizabeth A .), late of 45 , Pultney-street , Barnsbury

Best (Elizabeth G . A . ), Eastbury Manor Housc, Compton , road , Middlesex, fornerly of 3 . Saville place , Lambeth ,
is useless to the Profession , because we cannot Surrey, widow . May 31 ; Burne and Parker, solicitors, 1, 1 Surrey . April 20 ; E . Lister, 23, Earl-street, Cam

prove that the invaders receive any fee or toward. Lincoln 's - in. n - fields, London , bridge,
In this town every auctioneer and even their Best (George), Eastbury Manor House, Compton, Surrey, | LEYFLER _ (Frederick ), Apothocaries' Hall, and 3, Whitley.

and the Middle Temple, London , Esq. May 81 ; Burne
clerks prepare hundreds of bills of sale and leases

place, Reading , gentleman. May 30 ; W . F . Blandry .
and Parker, solicitors, 1 , Lincoln 's -inn- fields, London , solicitor, 1 , Friar-street, Readingof houses, & c ., but we cannot sue them for the BRUCE (Rev. J. ), Liverpool. May 16 ; Thomas Houghton , LEY (Chas. Hay), late of 4 , Richmond -terrace , Whiteball ,

£50 penalty, because we cannot prove they have solicitor, 32, Lord -street, Liverpool Middlesez, and occasionally residing at Dawlish , gentle

BUTLER (Lieut. Col. Charles ), Lipbook, Southampton . May man. May 11 ; Coulthurst and Van Sommer, solicitors
received any fee or reward, although we know 1 ; T . Johnson , solicitor, Midhurst, Sussex . 13, New Inn , London ,
they have and do receive it . If you could get the CHARRINGTON (Frederick ), Mile End , Middlesex, and of MILLER (Major Gen . Wm . H .), O . B ., Oriental Club,
elause I suggest inserted in this new Bill now Fernside, Wimbledon, Surrey, and Eastern - terrace, Hanover-square, London, and 17 , Kildare- gardens, Bays ,

Brighton , brewer. April 80 ; Loxley and Morley , solici
about to pass, I would , and every other country

water, Middlesex, May 7 ; Merriman and Pike, solicitors ,
tors, 80. Obeapside, London . 25 , Austinfriers, Lond . n .attorney would , readily pay double annual certi. CHICHESTER ( Edmund P . ) , London , and of Chertsey . MOXNERY ( John W . ), late of Catford. hill, Lewisham , Kent.

ficate duty to the government. Why should Surrey, a captain in Her Majesty' s army. April 21 ; formerly of 53 , High - treet, Southwark , hosier. May 18 ;
Frere and Co., solicitors , 28 , Lincoln ' s Inn - fields, Hawkes and Co. , solicitors , 101, Borongh High -street,

auctioneers and their clerks and village school. London . Southwark .
mastors draw all the bills of sale and leases, and COMBE ( Lieut.- Col. Alfred ), 11, Lansdowne-road, Notting. MOULTRIE ( Peter ) . 71 , Upper Charlton -street, and 32, Clip

hill, Middlesex , May 21 ; Bennett and Co., solicitors, 2 ,
mortgagedeeds also very frequently , and they pay

stone -street, Fitzroy -square , Middlesex , buiider. Ma
New -square, Lincoln 's - inn , Middlesex. 25 ; Cox and Sons, solicitors, 4 , Cloak - lane, London ,

no certificate duty ? If you would only have my CORMACK (Wm .), 58, Norfolk -terrace, Westbourne- grove, NICHOLAS ( John ) , Cuby, Cornwall, farmer. May 20 ; Thos,
Bayswater, Middlesex , linendraper. May 20 ; J . Mote ,clause inserted , and make all their deeds invalid
solicitor, 1 , Walbrook , London . Chirgwin , Truro .

and of no effect whatever, this would stop their CORRANCE (Frederick ). Parham Hall. Suffolk . Egg . April | PAYEE (Chas. ) , Uplands near Ryde, Isle of w .ght, Esq .
May 1 ; T . Johngon , solicitor, Midhurst, Sussex .

20 ; White, Borrett, and Co ., solicitors , 6, Whitehall-place ,little encroachments altogether. I only refer to
deeds under seal, not simple agreements , but all

PAYNE (Chas. H . ), M . D ., formerly of The Hill, Wimbledon ,
Westminster.

COWMEADOW ( Jas.). Hereford , gentleman. April 14 ; Wintle
Surrey , late of 2 . Shirland-rcad , Maida-vale, Middlesex ,

deeds under seal whatever . I wish you would in and Maule , solicitors, Newnham , Gloucestershire . May 1 ; Rhodes and Sons, solicitors, 63, Chancery- lane,

your place in the House of Commons take this CURELLY (Chas. ), Matlock Bridge, Matlock , draper. May l ; London .

Jas . Potter , solicitor, All Saint' s -chambers, Derby .
PAYNE (Matilda ), 251, Cambridge -heath -road , Middlesex,

matter up on the part of our Profession. R . B .” DAVIES (Grace ), 2 , Bridge-terraca, Pitlake-bridge, Croydon ,
widow , April 19 ; Thos. Whitwell , solici:or , 17 , King.

Surrey , widow . April 28 ; E . Pope, solicitor, 14, Gray ' s street, Cheapside, Lon on .

Inn -square , London .
Pedus (Julia M . M . ) . form rly of Little Missenden , Buoks ,

ELLIOTT (Andrew , otherwise Andrew Corrie or Corrie late of Freshford , Somerset, widow . Andrew and Atkin ,

The following appeared in a London morning Elliott, 155 , Belgrave-street, Balsall Heath, near Birming.
son , solicitors, 8 , George-yard , Lombard street, London ,

ham , gentleman . May 1 ; D . Dimbleby, solicitor, 15 ,
PRIOR (Mary ), - 6 , Blandford .square, Middlesex , widow

paper of Tuesday last ;
Bennett' s - hill, Birmingham , April 20 ; Ware and Hawes, solicitors, 7, Great Win .

PUILDERS and others desirous of Arranging with Finch ( Jane), 29, Bt. James's -square, Bath , widow . May 8 ; chester -street-buildings, London

D Creditors can do so by applying to a solicitor of Berkeley and Calcott, solicitors, 52, Lincoln ' s Inn - fields,
ROOK (Edwd. ), Commerce -ruad . Wood -green , Middlesex,

long standing, at about half the usual charges. Con . London . Cowkeeper. April 14 ; Martineau and Reid , solicitors, %

sultation 38 . - Mr. Padmore, Old Kent-road . GARSTIN (Lieut. -Gen . Robert L . ), 27, Panton -street, Hay . Raymond -buildings, Gray' s Inn, Middlesex.
market, Middlesex . May 1 ; Eardley, Holt, and Parr, SMITH ( Dr. Alexander ) , M . D ., Gothic House , Herne Bay ,

LL in Debt or requiring Legal Assistance . - Persons Bolicitors, 29. Charles-street, St. James' s. London . Kent. May 1 ; Barnard and Co., solicitors, , Lancastor.
in town or conntry released from debt without GRUNDON (Wm . ) , Leicester, tanner . June 24 ; Dalton and place, Strand, London ,

bankruptcy, publicity , or suspension of business . Salisbury , folicitors , Leicester . SMITH ( Francis L . ), Gothic House , Herne Bay, widow

Private arrangements effected with creditors . Charges
HARBIX (Margaret) , late of Farlam , Oumberland , formerly May 1 : Barnard and Co ., solicitors , 8 , Lancaster-placo,
of Castlecarrock, widow . May 2 ; J . R . Donald , solicitor, Strand .

by instalments. Those served with writs or summonses 56 , Castle-street, Carlisle . TODD ( John ). late of Howard -road , South Hornsey,

should call immediately . Consultation free. – Mr. HASTIE ( Robert) , 4 , Oliver 's -terrace East, Bow - road, Mid Middlesex, and since of Welton , Sebergham , Camber
Hunter, London -wall, E . C . dlesex , Esq . April s0 ; G . Robing, solicitor , 3 , Guildhall land, stonemason . April 22 ; Boulton and Sons, solicitors,

To all in Debt. - Messrs. Marshall , of 9, Lincoln ' s chambers, 32 , Basinghall-street, London , 21A , Northampton -square , Clerkenwell, London ,

1 inn -fields ( established twenty years ) obtain release
-- -

from all debts under the new Act, and effect private
arrangements with creditors withoutpublicity . Charges MAGISTRATES ' LAW .by instalments Offices , Lincoln ' s - inn - fields.

A SOLICITOR.
BOROUGH QUARTER SESSIONS.

IN the Northern Echo the following appears .
What next ? What notice of

Borough, When holden, Recorder, Clerk of the Peaceo
appealto be given .

NOTICE. - Mr. Addenbrooke, Solicitor, will attend
N tho Guisbrough Petty Sessions every Tuesday.
Apply to Miss Terry's , 28 , Nowport-street, Guisbrough , Bolton Thursday, April 9..... Samuel Pope. Esq., Q .C . John Gordon .10 days

Tuesday , April 7 .. . . .Bridgwater P . H . Edlin , Esq ., Q .C . ...A SOLICITOR
14 days John Trevor,

Canterbury Wednesday, April 8 George Francis, Esq . Statutory Herbert T . Sankey ,
Carmarthen .. . Monday , April 13 B . Thos.Williams, Esq..... 10 days John H . Barker.

UNCLAIMED STOCK AND DIVIDENDS IN THE Chester ... ... .. Thursday , April 9 . . . Horatio Lloyd, Esq. 14 days . . . .. John Walker,

BANK OF ENGLAND. Colchester . Friday, April 10 ... ... F . A . Philbrick, Esq., Q .C . 8 days . Job S . Barnes.

Transferred to the Commissioners for the Reduction of the Devonport ..... Friday, July 10 H , T . Cole , Esq . , Q . C .. 10 days . .. . .. . .. . G . H . E . Rundle.
National Deot, and which will be paid to the persons Faversham Monday, April 6 G . E . Dering, Esq . .. ... ... . F . F . Giraud .
respectively whose names are prefixed to each in three Hythe .... Monday , April 13 .. Robert Jobn Biron , Esq. . 8 days W . S . Smith .
months, unless other claimants sooner appear. ) King' s Lynn .. ...... Thursday, April 16 . D . Brown, Esq., Q . C . ...... F . G . Archer ,
LEW18 ( Richard ), Wallingford , Berks, carrier. £108 103. 8d . Kingston -on -Hull . Thursday, April 9... S . Warren , Esq ., Q .C ....... Statutory R . Champney.
Three Per Cent. Annuities. Claimant, said Richard Leeds Saturday, April 11 J. B . Maule , Esq ., Q C . ... 10 days Charles Bulmer .
Lewis ,

Newcastle-on -Tyne W . D Seym ur, Esq., Q .C . 14 days John Claytov ,
Newcast -un -Lyme. Friday, April 10 ... T . C . S . Kynnersley , Esq . 3 days . .. . . Thomas Harding ,

CREDITORS UNDER ESTATES IN CHANCERY. New Windsor Monday, April 13 A . M . Skinner , Esq ., Q . 10 days Henry Darvill.

LAST DAY OF PROOF. Northampton .. Friday, April 10 John H . Brewer , Esq . . .. . . . C . Hughes .
Portsmouth . .. .. Friday , April 10 ... .. Mr. Serjeant Cox .. .. ... .. .. . 10 days Jno. Howard .

BRACE (Edward ), Heron -villa , St. Martin , Worcester . Richmond (Yorks) Friday, April 10 . Wm . N . Lawson , Esq . ... 1 day C . George Croft.
April 22 ; Wm . W . Gabriel, solicitor, 43, Lincoln 's - inn
fields, London , April 30 ; V . O . M ., at twelve o'clock . Rochester Friday, April 10.. Francis Barrow , Esq ... ... . 8 days Wm . W . Hayward ,

Friday , April 10 .... .. .Salisbury J . D . Chambers, Esq . .. ... . 10 days . .. . .CACKETT (Wm.), Halbridge Hockley, Essex, barge owner Francis Hodding,

and farmer . April 80 : Wm . A . Arthy, solicitor , Roch .
Southampton Monday , April 13 . TbomasGunner, Esq... .. .. Ed. Coxwell.

ford , Essex. May 8 ; V . O . M ., at twelve o 'clock . Wednesday , April 29 .. . Joseph Catterall , Esq . Thomas Heald .

GBAY (Alured Wm .), Stoke by Nayland, Suffolk , a retired
Winchester .. .. . . . | Tuesday, April 7 ..... | A . J .Štephens, Q .C .,LL . D . | 14 days ............ Walter Bailey,

major in the army. May ó ; J . Scaife , solicitor, 157,
Edgware-road, Middlesex. May 22 ; V . O . H ., at twelve
o 'clock .

HOULGRAVE (Peter ), Toxteth -park , Lancaster, gentleman.
MIDDLESEX SESSIONS. this court, I found him always ready and pleased

April 30 ; Walter Weld , solicitor , Liverpool. May 8 . Friday, March 27. to give me the help of his long experience , and I
V . C . H . , at lwelve o'clock ,

JACKSON ( Jas.), 31, London -road , Brighton , engineer . DEATH OF SIR WILLIAM BODKIN . am indebted to him for whatever knowledge I
may have acquired of the duties of a judge. IApril 30 ; W . H , Cockburn , solicitor, 39, Duke-street, On taking his seat at ten o 'clock , the Assistant- witnessed the first approach of his terrible

Brighton ,

McLACHLAN (Colin B .), Chelmsford, Esq . April 80 ; T . J. Judge, Mr. Edlin , said the members of the Bar malady ; he knew from the beginning the fatal
Holmes, solicitor, 4, Eastcheap, London . May 8 : V .C . H ., and every one present in the court who were end, but he spoke of it with resignation , and it
at twelve o 'clock . acquainted with the learned and estimable Sir scarcely seemed to affect his usual cheerfulness.

MORANT (Robert), 91, New Bond-street, and Well Walk ,
Hampstead , Middlesex, upholsterer . April 80 ; Walter H . William Bodkin , would be sorry to hear that he I am informed that to the last he endured his

Bosanguet, solicitor, 22 , Austinfriars, London . May 11 ; | died last evening , at half.past six o 'clock . fearful sufferings with the patience and resig ,V . O . M ., at twelve o 'clock .
MORGAN (Thos. , Buckwalltycoed, Carmarthen farmer. SECOND COURT. nation of a Christian as the will of God, and that
May 4 ; John H . Barker, solicitor, Carmarthen . May
97 ; V . C . H ., at twelve o 'clock , Lay he died, as he had lived, without an enemyandMr. Serjt. Cox, on taking his seat in the Second

" at peace with all the world . He was ever to me&
RAWLINS (Elizabeth), 13, Somer 's-place, Hyde-Park, Mid . Court, said , in reference to the death of Sir Wm .
dlesex , spinster. April 23 ; E . A . Paterson , solicitor, 22 , Bodkin : - It is my painful duty to announce kind and faithful friend, and I could not make
Great Winchester-street, London . May 1 ; V . C . B ., at the sad announcement of his death withoutyou the death of Sir William Bodkin . I cannottwelve o ' clock .

ROBERTSON (Wm . Haylehill, Pembroke, Esq. April 25 ; do so without expressing what, I am sure, will bemulher giving this expression to the emotions that fill
8 . A . Ram , solicitor, 23, Red Lion -square, London . May

4 ; V . O . M ., at twelve o 'clock .
the feeling of all who are connected with this my mind.

SHARMAN (Edward A .), 7 , Staining lane, London , glove court, that an admirable judge and a most excel.
| Mr. Montague Williams, the senior member of

manufacturer .
the Bar who was present in this court, in a fewApril 13 ; lent man has departed from among us. Sir Wm .E . Sidgwick , solicitor, 3.

Gresham -street, London . April 20 ; V . C , B ., attwelve well-chosen phrases, expressed the respect andBodkin was unrivalled in all that is required by ao 'clock .
oriminal judge. Hehad almost by intuition theSMITH (Jas.), Kirkby Lonsdale, Westmoreland, builder .

admiration which the deceased assistant-judge

April 30; John Sharp, solicitor, Lancaster. May 21 ; faculty of seeing at a glance into the heart of a had inspired in theminds those who, like himself,
M R ., at eleven o 'clock . case - discerning the very point at issue, esti- 15had known him long both as a judge and as &

WILKINBOX and KIDD , 5 , Hanover - equare, Middlesex, mating the various degrees of guilt, and properly PIprivate friend.
saddlers and harness makers, April 28 : Áldridge and
Thorn , solicitors , 31, Bedford -row , London , April 27 : apportioning punishment to crime. He tempered
V . 0 . H ., at two o 'clock ,

WOODFALL ( Ann ) , 13, Camden -avenue. Peckham . Surrey.
tice with mercy and combined kindness with The death is announced of Mr. D . Maude, who

widow . April 20 ; J . Brennan , Solicitor , Maidstone. Mayham , Surrey: firmness. During the five years that I was so recently retired from the office of chiefmagistrato
4 ; M . R ., & t eleven o 'clock , Tintimately associated with him in the duties of l of Greenwich Police-court.

10 days . . .. ..

Wigan .... ....
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1 .

2 . The

BANKRUPTCY LAW . LAW STUDENTS' JOURNAL. Advanced class. - Injunctions.

Mr. May will discuss with his elementary

WANDSWORTH COUNTY COURT.
COUNCIL OF LEGAL EDUCATION . class

TRINITY EDUCATIONAL TERM, 1874. 1. The origin and history of equity juris.
Tuesday, March 31.

PROSPECTUS of the LECTURES of the Profonsors
prudence .

(Before H . J. STONOR, Esq., Judge.) 2. Equity jurisdiction as at present existing..and of the Classes of the Tutors.
3 . Fraud .

Re SYKES ; Es parte GOSNOLD. The Professor of Jurisprudence will deliver the 4 . Mistake.
Execution creditor under £50 who has levied and followiog courses of lectures during the ensuing

been restrained by court, and who has proved for
And with his advanced class, the statutes of

educational term :
Elizabeth against frandulent conveyances (13

his entire debt, permitted to reduce his proof and | INTERNATIONAL LAW , PUBLIC AND PRIVATE. Elizabeth , c. 5 , and 27 Elizabeth c . 4 ) , and the law

entitle himself to dissolution of injunction on and Nature of International Law
of voluntary dispositions of property.

receipt ofproceeds of levy. Injunctions ought not (Public and Private ) .
LAW OF REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY .

to be granted as to execution debts under £50 Independence of States.
after levy, except in special cases.

3. The Diplomatic Intercourse of States. | The Professor of the Law of Realand Personal
Property proposes to deliver, during the ensuing

4 . Treaties.
Jones for execution creditor.

5 . Treaties (continued) .
educational term , twelve public lectures (there

Messrs. Lawrence, Plews, and Co. for the 6 . Modos of Enforcing Rights short of War. being six lectures in each course ) on the follow .
debtor. ing subjects :

On the 1st Jan. last an execution was levied on | ROMAN CIVIL LAW .

1. Division of things as Subjects of Ownershipthe debtor's goods by Frederick Gosnold, a
Elementary Course.

On the Law as Affected by the Statutes for the
creditor, upon a judgment for £36 88. debt and I in Roman and French Law .

costs recovered by him against the debtor. On 2. Classification of Rights of Ownership
Amendment of tho Lew of Property and Relief

in

the next day the debtor filed his petition for Roman and French Law . of Trustees (22 & 23 Vict. c . 35, and 23 & 24
liquidation , and on the following day Gosnold 3 . The Roman and French Law of Intestacy . Vict. c . 38 ).

was restrained from further proceeding on his
Advanced Course .4 . The Roman and French Will.

1. On the Right to Fixtures as Between Donor
execution . 5 . Obligations arising out of Contract.The debt and costs ( £36 8s.) and and Donee ,Mortgagor and Mortgagoe, Landlord6 . Obligations arising out of Delict.costs of levy have been paid into the hands of the and Tenant, Tenant for Life and Remainder-man
High Bailiff . Resolutions accepting a composi. JURISPRUDENCE AND INTERNATIONAL LAW . and Heir and Executor.
tion of 2s. in the pound were passed at the first The Tutor in Jurisprudence and International 2. On the Bills of Sale Act, so far as it bears on
meeting, and confirmed at the second meeting . Law , public and private, proposes to take the the above Subject.

Gosnold proved at the first meeting for £106 88.,the first meeting for £106 88., | following subjects :
and was a non -essenting creditor at that meeting ,

3 . On Legaland Equitable Waste.

Jurisprudence.
and also at the second meeting. In his proof for

The tutor on the Law of Real and Personal
1 . Codification .

£106 88. (which it is admitted includes the above !
Property will take the following subjects :

2 . Interpretation , and the Principles of Prece In the Elementary Class : Estates in Land
debt and costs, £36 8s.) he made no mention of dent.
his judgment, but omitted to strike out the words

Uses and Trusts — The different modes of Assu .
3. The Law of things ; Primary Rights in rem

at the end of the proof “ save and except the (Ownership ).
rance of Estates and Interests in Land in use

following,” which refer to any security the
from the early feudal times to the present day.

4 . The History of Testamentary and Intestate Books recommended :- Joshua "Williams on
creditor might have. Tho proof is altogether Concession . “ Real Property ;" Part I., Chapters 1 - 9 incla .
filled up in a very hasty and illiterate manner. Public International Law . sive, and the chapters on " Alienation of Copy.
In the list of creditors the debtor returned him as 1 . Commencement of War and its Immediate holds, and on Terms of Years ;" Smith 's “ Com
a creditor for £115 “ holding an agreement for Effects.

£100 and a judgment for £30."
pendium of the Law of Real and Personal Pro

2 . Rights of War as between Enemies. perty,” Part II., Tits , iv . - viii. inclusive ; Part

His Honour this day delivered judgment as Private International Law . III., Tit. xii . ; Tudor' s “ Leading Cases in Con .

follows : The debtor now applies under the com . 1 . Domicil (continued ) . veyancing ;" Lewis Bowles's Case ; Taltarum 's

position to have the proceeds of the execution 2 . Foreign Contracts. Case ; Tyrrell's Case.
paid to him apon his paying the execution creditor In the Advanced Class : - The Law of Vendors

the dividend of 2s. in the pound on his whole
ROMAN LAW .

claim of £106 88. The execution creditor opposes
and Purchasers considered with reference to theThe Tutor in Roman Law proposes to take the following points :

this application , and applies for the payment of
following subjects : 1. The capacities, rights, duties , and responsi.

the proceeds of the execution to himself offering
THE GENERAL DOCTRINE OF THE ROMAN nilit;

bilities of vendors and purchasers before sale .

to reduce his claim accordingly. It has always CONTRACTS . - Consent and Error. Conditional
2 . The general nature and requisites of a con .

been held that a creditor may realise his security Promises. Duress. Fraud . Consideration . Illegal tr
Promises.and prove for the deficiency , butthat if he neg . Agency. Novation .

tract for sale of land .
Transfer of 3 . Matters arising between vendor and pur.lected to do this, and prove for his whole debt. | Actions. The various Modes of Dissolving Con. I

tracts . Remedies for Breach of Contract. Con .
chaser after the contract and up to the time of

he is bound to give up his security, and permis. completion .

sion will not be given to a creditor who has | dictio , actio bonce fidei, & c . Books recommended : - Sagden on “ Vendors

proved his whole debt to withdraw his proof and
Text Books. and Purchasers ; " Dart's “ Vendors and Pur.

set up his security, except under special circum . 1 . Institutes of Gaius. chasers ” (4th edit., by Dart and Barber ) ; Pri.
stances. (See Robson ' s Bankruptcy, 2nd edition , 2 . Institutes of Justinian . deaux's “ Precedents in Conveyancing," vol. I. ;
292, 5 , and the cases theru cited .) Now in the CONSTITUTIONAL LAW AND LEGAL HISTORY. Dissertions 1, 2 , and 3 , on conditions of sale ,
present case there can be no doubt that the exe

The Professor of Jurisprudence, in his private agreements, abstracts, and their verification.
cution levied by the creditor was practically &
security , and ought to have been mentioned in the

class in Constitutional Law and 'Legal History, COMMON LAW .

proof ; but it is equally clear that being under
will conclude the subject of the “ Prerogatives " The Professor on the Common Law proposes to

of the Crown. He will then proceed to treat of deliver, during the ensuing educational term ,
£50 the creditor was " absolutely entitled ” to it.
(See the cases of Slater v . Pinder, 24 L . T . Rep. | Hone

the composition , practice, and privileges of the two courses of lectures (there being six lectures

N . S . 475 ; Ex parte Lovering, re Peacock, 29
Houses of Parliament, and of the securities for in each course), as under :

L . T. Rep. N . S . 897) ; that the injunction ought
the “ Liberty of theSubject.” The books referred Elementary course.

to (among others) will be Hallam ' s Works ;May' s 1 . The procedure in an action , which will be
not to have been granted ; and that the granting |

or not granting of an injunction cannot affect
ing “ Constitutional History, and Parliamentary Prac. stated and explained quite generally , in view of

the rights of creditors inter se (Ex parte Rocke,
D e tice ;" Broom ' s “ Constitutional Law ;" and For projected changes.

re Hall, 25 L . T . Rep. N . S . 287, and Ex parte
kl: syth's “ Cases and Opinions in Constitutional 2 . Contracts required to be in writing , but not

Tate and Co., re Keyworth, 29 L . T . Rep . N . S . 849.)
Law .” ander seal.

The question which remains for my decision is ,
EQUITY. 3. Torts to chattel property .

whether under all the circumstances of this case,
The Professor of Equity proposes to deliver, 4 . The rudiments of the law of evidence.

the proof of the whole debt by the execution during the ensuing educationalterm , two courses In treating the above subjects attention will

creditor, ought to be held absolutely to deprive
(elementary and advanced respectively ) of public mainly be directed to general and elementary
elementary and advanced respectively ) of publihim of the benefit of his indement and conse . I lectures (there being six lectures in each course) | principles of law , a knowledge of which is needful

quently of the proceeds of the exeontion there on the following subjects , including the most im . | for obtaining a pass certificate.

under, or whether he ought to be permitted to portant statutory provisions and the principles of Advanced course .

reduce his claim , and so entitle himself to the pleading and the practice of the Court of Chancery 1. Simple contracts - non-mercantile.
latter . Upon the whole , considering that there | applicable thereto respectively :-- 2. Deeds operative at common law , except such

is no evidence of any real intention on the part
1. Conversion, Election , and Reconversion (80 as concern landlord and tenant.

of the execution creditor to waiye his rights, that far as those subjects were not fully treated of1 3 . The mode of proving documents and facts at

the proof is filled up very ignorantly and inaccu . | during last Term ). Nisi Prius, and the weight due to oral evidence.

rately , and ought to have been rejected by the 2 . The Administration of the Estates of Do. In treating the first and second of the above
chairman , that the vote of the execution creditor | ceased Persons. subjects the professor will show how general

had no effect on the resolutions, and that the
| The Professor hopes that gentlemen attending principles may be applied for the solution of

execntion was known to the debtor and also to the publio lectures on equity will, in addition to difficult questions of law . He will throughout

the receiver, who was afterwards appointed their ordinary reading, pay special attention to the course direct attention to recent leading

trustee. I think that the execution creditor ought the above-mentioned subjects , and that for such | decisions of the courts .

to have an opportunity offered him of amending purpose they will read the following cases with Mr. Houston will consider the following sub

and reducing his proof by deducting the proceeds the notes thereto, respectively , in White and jocts :
of the execution , and that upon his so amending Tudor' s Leading Cases in Equity , and the follow Elementary Class .

and reducing his proof he will be entitled to ing order, namely, on conversion, election , and 1. Torts to Realand Personal Property .
receive the latter. The present application must,ist reconversion , Fletcher v . Ashburner, vol. 1 , p . 2 . The Law of Bailments Generally .
therefore, stand over until next court, when tbe 826 ; on administration , Silk v . Prime, vol. 2 , p . 3. The Liability of Land Carriers (1) of Goods ;
creditor can apply in the usual manner to have | 111 ; Ashburner v . Macguire, vol. 2 , p . 267 ; The I (2 ) of Passengers.

the injunction dissolved , and for liberty to amend Duke of Ancaster v. Mayer , vol. 1 , p . WV ; and Advanced Class .
and reduce bis proof, and for payment of the Aldrich v. Cooper, vol. 2 , p . 78 . 1. Negotiable Instruments Generally.
proceeds of the execution. I may add that as a Mr. Harvey will discuss the following subjects 2 . Bills of Exchange and Promissory Notes .

rule , with few and special exceptions, no injunc. with his classes : 3. Bills of Lading and Charter Parties.

tions ought to be granted to restrain proceedings Elementary class. Dr. Lyell will discuss the following subjects

on executions levied for sums not exceeding £50 . 1. Express private trusts. with his classes :

Application adjourned to next court, the exe. I 2 . Implied and constructive truste. ,. Elementary Class.
cution creditor to pay the debtor his costs 3 . The rights of the cestui que trust, and the 1. The Leading Distinctions between Civil and

thereof to the present tine, duties of the trustoe . Criminal Jurisprudence.
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2 . The Courts of Criminal Jurisdiction. and to discourage all attempts to provide which is possessed of considerable influence, and
3 . Criminal Pleading and Procedure. water for the inhabitants, or to effect sanitary and which in fact is the body representing the Pro
4 . The Leading Offences Affecting Person and other improvements which were at this time fession . The Metropolitan and Provincial Law

Property. imperatively required. Among those presentwere Association, like country law societies, came into

Advanced Class. the following members of Parliament : - Sir existence to supply some want. The first-named

1. Principal and Agent (including the Law asto Thomas Bazley , Sir Charles Legard, Messrs. society is already amalgamated , and we all hope

Factors and Brokers) . Ashbury, Turner , Torr , Rathbone, Monk , A . that a similar end awaits the country law societies,

2 . Partnership . Grant, Jackson, Hick , J . K . Cross , Julian Gold . and no doubt in due course of time the Legal
3 . Bailments (including the Law of Carriers of smid , Fielden , Dodson , Simon, and Callender ; Practitioners' Society will disappear under similar

Goods and Passengers). and the Mayors of Birmingham , Liverpool, York , circumstances. In the meantime let the Profes
Mr. M . Powell proposes to consider the following Manchester, Bolton, & c . ; and Mr. Bains, secre- sion continue to supposion continue to support. X . Y . 2 .

subjects with his classes : tary . The Home Secretary said the deputation
Elementary Class. — The Law of Contracts ; had placed their case very clearly before him , and - I am very pleased to see that the Legal

Parties , Disabilities, Measure of Damages ; Ele in a very proper and straightforward way. No Practitioners' Society has already prepared the

ments of Criminal Law .
doubt there had been a great deal said abont the draft of a Bill which is calculated to afford some

Advanced Class. - Mercantile Law .
increase of rates of late, and this, no doubt would protection to the Profession. The house and land

The Professor of Hindu and Mahommedan Law , frighten many of the ratepayers. He had to con . agents in my town prepare, as I am informed ,
and the Laws in force in British India , proposes sider a great many other matters, but the whole and have every reason to believe , the large ma

to deliver, in the ensuing Educational Term , a of the subject should have his serious attention . jority of leases of houses , & c . The practice

course of Six Public Lectures on the following Heshould see if anything could be done. is to charge 5 per cent. upon the rental for the

subjects, viz . :
entire business, including, of course, theprepara

1. Indian Penal Code.
tior of the lease. The rent, as a rule, is paid

2 . Indian Criminal Code.
annually to the agent, and he continues to get his

CORRESPONDENCE OF THE
3 . Indian Procedure Code.

commission of 5 per cent. on each year' s rent. As

In the Private Class the Tutor will continue to PROFESSION . these pseudo lawyers make no specific charge for

discuss the Indian Contract Act, and then takeup
preparing the lesse, it has hitherto been impossible

the Indian Succession Act, and Hindu Wills Act. NOTE. - This Department of the Law TIMES being open to
to do anything effectual towards stopping this

By Order of the Council, free discussion on all professional topics, the Editor is not
encroachment upon the ordinary business of a soli.

S . H . WALPOLE , Chairman .
responsible for any opinions or statements contained in it citor. I trust that sect. 3 will meet this difficulty .

Council Chamber, Lincoln 's -inn,
Would it not be well to give the County Court of

17th March, 1874 . LEGAL PRACTITIONERS' SOCIETY. - Referring the district in which the person preparing the

to the correspondence which appeared in your
lease resides, jurisdiction as well as the Superior

last issue under this heading, will you allow me
Courts ? I fear that the expense of proceedings

shortly to deal with it. The letter from a law in the Superior Courts will act as a deterrent and
LEGAL NEWS. stationer, who signs himself, “ A Subscriber to so frustrate the object intended . Another class

the LAW TIMES,” is substantially a complaint
of a solicitor's practice which gets into the hands

In the House of Commons on Tuesday, a peti- that the Bill of the society (the chief provisions of
of many of these agents is the proving of wills,

tion was presented by Mr. Cavendish Bentinck | which, so far as they are at present determined or, to speak more correctly , the preparation of the
from Mr. Serjeant Cox , praying for inquiry into upon , have been twice published in your columns) affidavits required for proving. I have repeatedly
the duties and emoluments of the Judges of the will render law stationers liable to be proceeded seen forms of affidavits for executors and Inland

Middlesex Sessions, and for the amendment of the against under it , in case they write or engross , Revenue hanging in a conspicuous part of an

Bill for regulation of the same now before the & c ., any instrument, & c . Had you or your sub
agent's office in this town . I believe themodus

House scriber looked a little more carefully into the pro
operandi is to fill in these printed forms, get the

THE actual business of the Labour Commission | visions of the Bill your columns would not have
executors sworn to the affidavits before a sur.

will not commence until after Easter. Lord Chief | been burdened with his communication . Proviso | rogate , accompany them to the registry, and

Justice Cockbnrn is president. The sittings will 2 of sect. 3 excepts from the operation of the instruct the executors how to apply in person

not be public. section in question any person employed merely
for the probate. I know that this is a very

A NUMBER of new Bills which have been printed to engross any instrument or proceeding . Then common practice in Derbyshire. I have been
have been issued , and among them a Bill bearing as to the letter of “ A Disappointed Member," asked and declined to swear executors to affi

davits when accompanied by “ an agent." I have
the names of Mr. Lopes, Mr. Watkin Williams, I am sorry he is so dissatisfied , and hope that he

taken the trouble to ascertain that the charge ofand Mr. C . Lewis, proposes to amend the Bills of will communicate with me, and, above all, give
Sale Act. 1851.by providing that a second bill of the promoters of this society and of the measure the " agent ” was by no means small, even includ
sale as security for the same debt shall be null ; now before Parliament, the benefit of his active | ing his fee for valuing for probate. I have heard

and that under certain circumstances mortgages
ag mortgages assistance. It is to be hoped that action under of a registrar 's clerk correcting defects in these

affidavits, and so helping these agents in their
effected instead of bills of sale shall be null. sect. 3 of the Bill, if it becomes law , will usually !

THE Education Codes for 1874 for England and
be taken against unqualified persons by the practioes. A clause to meet such cases would be

Scotland ; Return of the number of convictions
varions law societies throughout the kingdom . Il a decided valuable addition to the Society 's Bull.

under the Master and Servants ' Act in each year
myself incline to the opinion that process under | Another important grievance to grapple with is

the Act ought to be issuable in County Courts also, a comparatively novel encroachi
a comparatively novel encroachment, viz , that of

since 1867 ; Return of all convictions under the a solicitor' s clerk (who has become well ac

Criminal Law Amendment Act, were printed and
and perhaps that the court should have power to

issued on Wednesday .
reduce the penalty and order payments by instal. quainted with clients), starting an office under

ments or otherwise. I hope your correspondent
the protection of an unscrupulousmember of our

The judge of the Bath County Court on will frameand forward to me a letter to a member
Profession, who lends his name in consideration

Tuesday nonsuited Mr. W . L . Russell, a commer. of the House of Commons for introduction into of participating in the profits. A clerk , who was

cial traveller, who was the plaintiff in & suit to our measure clauses dealing with the action of at one time in my employment, is doing this at
recover from the Great Western Railway Com unqualified persons in connection with magis- | the present time. So long as the London solici

pany the cost of a conveyance which he had taken trates, bankruptcy, and County Courts. As
tor and the clerk in question keep their own

from Didcot to Abingdon , in consequence of the regards the letter of your correspondent “ A Lan . counsel, I do not see any remedy. The solicitor' s

unpunctuality of one of the defendants' traing. cashire Solicitor,” which is more moderate and name is inscribed on one plate and underneath it

His Honour held that the plaintiff must prove encouraging than our unfortunate friend " A Dis . that of the clerk in question . Smaller charges

wilful misconduct on the part of the defendants' appointed Member ," the case referred to , of than that of Professional gentlemen in the town is

servants. solicitors lending their names to unprofessional the attraction .
APPOINTMENTS. - The Queen has been gra persons upon the termsof receiving a share of the A SOLICITOR OF TEN YEARS' STANDING .

ciously pleased to make the following appoint profits is probably the most discreditable thing
ments : - Charles Rodgers Nesbitt, Frederick

- In writing last week suggesting that the

that happens in relation to the Profession . Much
Dancombe, James Nibbs Brown , and William astonishing information upon this subject was

word " writes ” should be erased from the Bill, I

Gray Rattray, Esqrs., to bemombers of the Legis . furnished at a recent meeting of the society , but I
must confess to the oversightat the time of not

lative Council of the Bahama Islands ; Thomas must remind your correspondents that thismatter
bearing in mind the saving words of the proviso

Scott, Robert Little, M . D ., and William Ramsay is already specially dealt with in sect. 32 of the
of sect. 3 in favour of " any person employed

Scott, Esqrs., to be members of the Legislative Attorneys Act of 1843, and I cannot but think
merely to engross any instrument or proceed .

Council of the Straits Settlements ; John Cyprian that if the names of solicitors indulging in this
ings," and this oversight was the more strange

Thompson, Esq., to be Attorney -General nefarious practice, together with the necessary the Bill looking for and finding the above quoted
in this as I now remember on my first glance through

THE ANTIQUITY OF CLIFFORD ' S INN . - The additional information , were forwarded to the
words. A SUBSCRIBER.

case of the King v . Allen , Igent., which was a council of the Incorporated Law Society, they
contest in the shape of a suit in the King's Bench would be found ready to move in the matter.
in 1834 , between a barrister and an attorney -at- Many of the other suggestions of your cor- THE TAX ON SOLICITORS . With an abundant

law , as to who should be principal of Clifford' s respondent are valuable , but if the present surplng, and an exceedingly patient and courteous
Inn, throws little or no light upon the antiquity of measure is to deal with every grievance of Chancellor of the Exchequer, an opportunity

the Society , as Mr. Allen who succeeded in retain . which solicitors very properly complain , our arises which I think should not be lost by soli.
ing the office of principal, in his affidavit, merely Bill, instead of being a short one, dealing with a citors , to endeavour to obtain a repeal or mitiga
stated " that he understood and believed the prominent evil, and which Bill I hope is destiprominent evil, and which Bill I hope is destined tion of the odious and unjust tax on their body.
Society to be of earlier origin than the Society of without creating any sensation in the pnblio mi| without creating any sensation in the public mind , Without further delay should we not have our
the Inner Temple, and never to have been in any and subject perhaps to modification , shortly to “ deputation ” to Sir Stafford Northcote on the
way subservient thereto ." - St. Clement Danes become law , would be found to be a voluminous subject ? This might well be organised by the

Magazine. measure, creating a large amount of opposition , | Legal Practitioners' Society, which indeed begins
MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS AND THE BOROUGH and probably delayed ad infinitum in its passage to be looked upon as the panacea of all our illa .

FUNDS Act 1872. - On Friday a deputation of through Parliament. Finally , neither this or any CERTIFICATE .

representatives of the principal corporations in other society can accomplish work , in a day or å
the kingdom and members of Parliament had an year, which has been rendered necessary by the OUR INVADERS. - A client of mine has handed
interview with the Home Secretary in regard to Berious neglect which the great body of the Pro . | me this circular.
oporation of the Borough Funds Act, 1872, their fession for years have shown of their own Private and Confidential.

object being to redress cortain grievances , which interests. Wemust proceed by degrees, and as
were embodied in & memorial. The memorialists | quietly as possible , remembering that there is a

London , N ., 9th March, 1874.
Dear Sir , - Excuse the liberty taken by me in this

complained that the provisions of the Borough certain class of the outside public, not altogetter addressing you , but having seen a bill of sale registered
Funds Act were unreasonable and unjust in without influence, who regard with distaste a against you, and as it happens very frequently that
many respects, were in violation of the spirit | lawyer and a lawyer's bill. Let us work well persons entering into such engagements find they can .

as well as of the letter of the Municipal together ; let there be nothing like opposition to
not meet tbem with that punctuality which has been

Corporations Reform Act, and were calculated any society, especially none to the Incorporated
a zreed upon , hence the untortunate debtor finds him .

sell involved , and it often happens that a man is at

to paralyze the efforts of governing bodies , ' Law Society, of which many of us are members once put into possession, and the whole of the home
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id the total

a warraniling,awar or, the best Perotice of anB .and Co.,

and effects sold off. The gentleman forwarding you company in both departments . In the life de. (as large as a walnut) death had ensued ; and you
this circular does not mean to intimate that such may partment such improvement is manifest in three will readily understand that such a result in
be your case , but simply suggests should any unforseen

important particulars - namely, the amount of respect of a life which had been insured scarcelyoccurrence happen if you will kindly give him a call, it

will not be time wasted , as he would advise the best the new premiums, the average amount of the ten weeks, left the directors no alternative but to
means and assist you at the same timeof being relieved

im assured there make further inquiry. (Hear, hear.) Upon
from such embarrassments. Trusting you will not The new premiums in the past year have reached inquiry being made it was found that the life
consider me intruding in forwarding you this circu the highest amount yet attained in this company, had in fact been proposed previously to two
lar, should you require me or my services I will namely , £10,590 as against £8 ,500 in the pre other offices of standing , and declined by
endeavour to fulfil those duties that devolve apon
me both faithfully and efficiently, I am , dear Sir , ceding year. The average amount of the new | both. One of which proposals was made only

yours faithfully , - X . B . policies has risen from £814 in 1872 to £1,023 in about two or three months previous to the

F . R . COOTE. 1873, while the total amount thereby assured is proposal to this company . Had the directors
£267,000 for the past year, as compared with known of these prior proposals that would have

UNQUALIFIED PERSONS. We send you at foot | £205 ,000 in the former year. (Hear, hear.) These led to inquiry and the knowledge of facts which
copy of a document received by a poor person in are favourable features. The fluctuation in the would have induced them to refuse the insurance

this town, who holds a receipt for all money owing amount of the life claims during the past year at any premium whatever It was proved at the
in respect of the application. Is it not an attempt is obvious ; but I may observe that a pay - | trial that the lady had been an intense sufferer
to obtain money by means of a threat ? Cannot ment made in respect of a temporary excess for some time previously. The result of t

a member of the Legal Practitioners' Society in the rate of mortality is not all money lost. was that a verdict was given for the company
secure an admission as to whether it was sent by but is in a great measure a prepayment of claims, upon the count which involued the untrue state .
the authority of the person whose name is litho which would otherwise have to bemet at some ments in the proposal. The insurer had lent no

graphed at the foot of the note ? future time or times- either proximate or remote . money , and insured the life only in anticipation of

THE UNITED KINGDOM MERCANTILE OFFICES, And, further, it is in the very nature of a life an intended marriage which death prevented .

Holborn , London . business that there should be fluctuations. All In conclusion, I may add that the directors took
Legal Department, life assurance calculations are founded on the advice of most eminent counsel, and acted
It' having become evident from your silence that averages, and the very word “ average ” necessa . upon it only . (Hear, hear.)

extrememeasures will be required to recover the debt rily implies variation . This departure, therefore , Mr. Hooper.-- I hope, sir, you will understand
against you at these offices, we have to intimate that on

from the even tenor of our way should surely be that I did not bring this forward in any spirit of
Tuesday next (unless & settlement be previously sent
here ) , the necessary steps will proceed towardsobtaining regarded as an incident in the chapter of accidents complaint. ( The Chairman . — “ Oh, no." ] I only
a warrant of execution against your goods and chattels , from which , however great the care, prudence, wished for information , because I felt sure that
which failing , a warrant of imprisonment for contempt of and vigilance in accepting or rejecting lives, no you would not in this office resist the payment
court will be applied for, the expense of all which will office, I venture to say , can rely on enjoying a of any claim upon purely legal grounds. (Hear,
fall on you to pay . No further notice of any kind can perpetualexemption . By way of a little counter . | hear.)
be sent. - We are, your obedient servants, A . B . and Co.,

poise to the excess of claims, I may state that Mr.McGedy. - I may inform you, Mr. Hooper,Accountants .

A FIRM OF COUNTRY SOLICITORS. during the past year several reversions purchased that the reports in the newspapers, with the
by the company have fallen in ,which when realised exception of the Times , were all wrong. The
may be expected , besides allowing £5 per cent . verdict on the principal count was for the com .
per annum interest on the cost of such reversions, pany , whereas it appeared in the newspapers as

NOTES AND QUERIES ON to yield a profit on the capital of £5000 or £6000 against us.

POINTS OF PRACTICE . at least . The average rate of interest on our The Chairman then formally moved that the
restments shows a very satisfactory improve directors' report be received and adopted .

ment, although we have not been less careful as Mr. H . Mason seconded the motion which was
NOTICE. - We must remind our correspondents that this to our securities. As to the claims in the fire carried unanimously .
column is not open to questions involving points of law
such as a solicitor should be consulted upon, ' Queries will department, we ought to be contant, as the Mr. H . Mason said - I am sure, gentleman , von

be excluded which go beyond our limits. losses do not amount to more than the will all agree with methat we ought not to sepa
N . B . - None are inserted unless the nameand address of the

average per centage. I am happy to say that rate without passing a vote of thanks to the gentle.
writers are sent, not necessarily for publication , but as a
guarantee for bona fides. many of the insured are revising their fire policies , man who occupies the chair on this occasion , and

with a view to increasing the amount insured in who is the deputy -chairman of the company.

Queries . due proportion with the enhanced cost of re - in . (Cheers.) I can assure you on the part of the
stating. The new fire premiums have increased directors thatwe esteem his services very highly

91. TENANTS IN COMMON - MARRIAGE- CONVEYANCE 13 per cent, during the past year . Wemust all indeed . (Hear, hear.) He is indefatigable in the
A . assigns to his two daughters two leasehold houses

regret the loss of Mr. Marsh , who died last year, performance of his duty , and I can only contem .as tenants in common . The two daughters get married ,

and A . destroys the deed . There is nothing in existence and who had been an active director of the com - plate that his removalwould be a very great detri.
to show that the property was vested in the daughters. pany from the time of its formation . Since the ment to the undertaking. (Hear, hear.) The time

The daughters now wish the houses to be vested in report was printed we have had the misfortune to and attention he gives to the business of this office
their husbands, in their own right. A . is willing to join lose an old and valuable country director and a is something considerable, and if the shareholders
in any deed . There was no settlement on the marriage . large shareholder, Mr. Dabbs, of Stamford . I only knew how much they were indebted to Mr.
Willany of your correspondents inform mewhether this

take leave to remind you that this is the year for | Cuddon for his services they would , I am sure, becan be done without the intervention of trustees, and

how ? J. K . the quinquennial valuation . I trust that every much more eulogistic than I am . (Hear, hear.) I
shareholder will add something to the business of began to move that the best thanks of themeeting
the company during the current year. Nothing be given to the chairman , not only for his conduct92. CLUB .- A , B ., the secretary of a cricket club ,
else but the hearty co-operation of the share. in the chair this day, but for his valuable servicesordered (it is assumed at the request of the committee )

various articles for use by the members. The club | holders is required to make our dividends not only to the company at all times. (Cheers.)
eventually broke up without having paid A . B . for such permanently good, butalso gradually progressive. | Mr. Mande seconded the motion , which was
articles. Who are the proper parties to be sued for the (Hear, hear.) I shall be most happy, before carried with applause.
amount ? If possible, please give reference to a case. moving the adoption of the report, to answer any | The Chairman - I feel deeply indebted to to

C .
question which any gentleman may wish to ask you, gentleman, for this kind recognition of

93 . ADMISSION OF ATTORNEYS . - I am an articled respecting the business of the company. the services which I am able to render to
clerk , and my articles will expire three or four days | Mr. T . J. Hooper - There is, Sir, one question the company. It is not only an immense
after the expiration of Trinity Term 1875 . By sect . 12 which I wish to ask upon a subject not mentiowhich I wish to ask upon a subject notmentioned pleasure to me to find thatmy efforts on behalf of
of 23 & 24 Vict. c . 127, it would seem that a person in the report, and I do so for the information of this office are so highly appreciated , but that in
whose articles expire in any vacation may be admitted the shareholders generally . It has reference to | the discharge of my duty I am surrounded by so
in that vacation . Will someof your readers who have
been similarly situated inform me through your the action which occurred a short time ago in many gentlemen of great business experience, of

re necessary to be taken in such which this company contested the payment of a great talent, and the highest possible integrity .
a case in order to apply for admission . life policy . I am sure the directors have an ex - (Hear, hear.) I have the able assistance of my

ARTICLED CLERK, planation to give of it , and I think they will be friend Mr. McGedy (the secretary), Mr. Rogers of
only too glad to explain , because it appeared from

anneared from
the fire department, and otlthe fire department, and other officials in the

the newspaper report that they contested the office, without which , of course , the business
claim on purely technical grounds. I had nothing would not be in its present prosperous condition .
whatever to do with that action , and am in no I thank you very much indeed for your kindness.

LEGAL PRACTITIONERS' SOCIETY. way concerned in it , but, as a shareholder and an (Cheers.)

MEMBERS of the legal profession and others agent of the company, I think it would strengthen Mr. F . R . Ward . — I hoped the chairman would
desirous of further improving or adding to the the hands of the agents generally, if you could have concluded his remarks by proposing a voto
Legal Practitioners' Bill 1874 , which has been Sir, give us some few of the grounds on which you of thanks to the officers of whom he has spoken

introduced into and read a first time in the House were led to resist the payment of the claim in so highly. I concur in all Mr. Mason has said
of Commons, are requested by the honorary question . (Hear, hear.) with reference to Mr. Cuddon 's valuable services
secretary to frame clauses dealing with each . The Chairman . - I am very much obliged to the to the company . No one knows more about the
matters concerning legal practitioners as need honourable proprietor for asking this question , as business than he does. But we all know how
reform and can be dealt with by legislation, and it affords me an opportunity of giving an explain . exceedingly well he is supported by the officers,
to forward them to him at the office of this ation , some of the newspapers having made a especially by Mr. McGedy, and by our friend Mr.

journal. mistake in reporting the result . I can assure the Burges, whose legal assistance is also most valu .
N . B . An opportunity is now afforded country law meeting that under no circumstances would the able to us. (Hear, hear.) I beg leave to move

societies of moving with a view to legislation in directors have disputed a policy upon any techni. that we present our cordialthanks to the secre
connection with manymatters constantly brought cal ground, or upon any ground whatever, unless tary, the solicitor, and the other officers, for their
under the notice of the governing bodies of such they had felt themselves compelled to do so in efficient services on behalf of the company

societies. justice to the policyholders and shareholders. (Cheers.)
The policy in question was effected by a gentle Mr. C . A . Swinburne seconded the motion ,

LAW UNION FIRE AND LIFE INSURANCE man upon the life of a lady, and in the proposal | which was at once carried with unanimity.
COMPANY. for the insurance it was distinctly stated that the Mr. Megedy- Onbehalf ofmyself, the solicitor ,

The annnal generalmeetingwas held last week , life had never been proposed for assurance to any and the staff of the office , I return you my best
at the offices, 126 , Chancery . lane, E . C ., Jamesother office, and I need not say how important it thanks for the compliment you have paid us in

Cuddon , Esq ., the deputy -chairman , presiding is that a correct answer should be given to that passing this vote of thank
Mr. F . McGedy (the secretary ) read the notice question . The policy having been completed on | anxious that the company should prosper ; and

con leath occurred on the we hope that during the current year, which is

preceding meeting, which were confirmed. The | 16th June following, and it came to the knowledge the last of the fourth quinquennial period , the
directors' report and statement of accounts of the directors that a post mortem examination shareholders will come forward and assist us by

having been taken as read , of the body had (at the instance of the lady' s bringing a good many life proposals. (Hear,
The Chairman said - Gentlemen , the accounts relatives) been made, and that it proved to be the hear.) Last year, as the chairman has told you,

for the past year, now before you, exhibit a con . fact that she had diseased lungs, and that forty we did the largest amount of new business we
siderable improvement in the new business of the two gall stones had been found, from one of which have ever transacted in any one year, amounting

-
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to £10 ,954 in new life premiums, and I should present at meetings held for the purpose of the House.” He occasionally addressed the

very much like to see it exceeded this year. With alleviating their distress. He was also the origi. | House on various questions of domestic policy ,

a little effort I think we might reach £11,000. nator of the statutes by which irremovable poor and on matters which particularly bore on our

(Hear , hear.) We shall make every exertion in were made chargeable to the common fund of foreign relations. Theaffairs of Spain where to

the office, and I am sure that if you will kindly unions. Sir William 's Act was passed for one him a most fruitful theme, and he is stated to

give us your support we shall succeed in obtain . year only , but has been continued and extended, have been one of the ablest and most inde

ing that amount of new business. Again I beg to and is , in fact, the foundation of the present fatigable advocates of Don Carlos in the Englieh

tender you my best thanks. (Cheers.) system . Sir William Bodkin lived for many House of Commons. His speeches on the Spanish

The meeting then dispersed . years, first on Hampstead heath, and afterwards question , says the writer above referred to , geno.
on Highgate hill, nearly opposite the residence rally displayed an intimate acquaintance with the

HUDDERSFIELD LAW STUDENTS' DEBAT.
of Lady Burdett -Coutts. His house here was the subject in all its details . Since his retirement
constant rendezvous of legal and literary friends, from Parliamentary life, the deceased gentleman

ING SOCIETY. who were always hospitably received and enter had resided mostly abroad. Mr. Maclean , who

THE usual fortnightly meeting of this society was tained . In fact, the late worthy judge was as Was & deputy - lieutenant for the county of

held on Monday evening last, atthe County Court, popular in private circles as he was in his public Durham , married in 1827 Harriet , daughter of

Mr. A . A . J . Fletcher occupied the chair . Mr. capacity, and his loss will be extensively regretted General Frederick Maitland, a relative of the

B . Crook opened the debate in the affirmative of at Highgate. Sir William Bodkin was twice Earl of Lauderdale , and becamea widower in 1850.

the following question : Is one solitary instance married : first, in 1812, to Sarah Sophia , eldest
of recognized dealing on credit sufficient to create daughterof Peter Raymond Poland, Esq.,who died
a general agency ? (Chitty on Contracts , 7th edit., in 1848 ; and secondly , in 1865, to Sarah Constance , J . MACANDREW , ESQ .

p . 198 , note d .) Mr. Crook was supported by Mr. daughter of Joseph Johnson Miles, Esq., of The late John Macandrew , Esq., solicitor, of
3 . Stork , and opposed by Messrs. M . J . Burn and Highgate ; and he has left by his first wife a son, Edinburgh ,who died at his residence in Randolph .
A . W . Preston . The meeting was attended by a Mr. William Peter Bodkin , who is a magistrate crescent, in that city , on the 2nd inst , in the fifty .
large number of members , the greater portion of for the county of Middlesex . eighth year of his age, was the eldest son of the

whom took an active part in the discussion . On late John Macandrew , Esq., of Edinburgh, many

the question being put by the chairman, it was

carried in the negative by a majority of three.
H . LLOYD , ESQ ., Q .C .

years a solicitor before the Supreme Court of
Sootland ; his mother was Anne, daughter of

The late Horace Lloyd Esq., Q . C ., who died on James M 'Loan, Esq., merchant, of Edinburgh ,

the 30th ult., at his residence in Sussex.gardens, and he was born at Edinburgh in the year 1816 .

LEGAL OBITUARY.
Hyde Park , in the forty -sixth year of his age, was Hewas educated at the High School and Univer
the only surviving son of John Horatio Lloyd, sity of Edinburgh, and was admitted a solicitor

Nore. This department of the LAW Times, is contributeds. is contributed | Esq., barrister-at-law , of the Inner Temple, and in 1840. Trained in the office of his father,Mr.
by EDWARD WALFORD, M . A ., and late scholur of Balliol formerly M . P . for Stockport ; the personal friend Macandrew at an early age became & process
College, Oxford , and Fellow of the Geneaiogical and of Lord Brougham , and of the leaders of the agent of rare tact and ability , and a conveyancer
Historical Society of Great Britain ; and, as it is desired
to make it as perfect a record as possible , the families and Liberal party forty years ago ; his mother was of no less repute . One who knew him well

friends of deceased members of the Profession will oblige Caroline, daughter of Holland Watson , Esq ., and describes him as “ candid and conscientious in all
by forwarding to the LAW TIMES Office any dates and he was born in the year 1828. Hewas educated his dealings with clionts, and as having earned anmaterials required for a biographical notice .

at Caius College, Cambridge, where he took his onviable reputation as a practitioner.” In 1872

Bachelor' s degree in 1850. Called to the Bar by
W . REES, ESQ .

he was appointed president of the Society of
the Honourable Society of the Middle Temple in Solicitors before the Supreme Court of Scotland,

THE late William Rees, Esq ., of Scoveston , Pem - | Trinity Term 1852 , he joined the Home Circuit. and during his year of office he took a thoughtful
brokeshire, formerly a solicitor at Haverfordwest, He enjoyed a considerable practice at Nisi Prius, *terest in all public measures calculated to

who died on the 22nd ult., at his residence, and also in private arbitration cases. He at. Buinplify and cheapen litigation . In private life ,

Spring-gardens, near that town, in the seventy | tained the honour of silk gown in 1868, and had says a writer in the Scotsman , " he was unosten.
sixth year of his age , was the eldest son of the been for some years a Bencher of his Inn . tatious, warm hearted, and sympathetic, and
late Mr. James Rees, of Haverfordwest, by spared neither time normeans in assisting to pro .
Martha, daughter of the late Mr. Collins, of Mar. T . B . BROWNE, ESQ. mote social and moral reforms, and spreading the

loes, in the county of Pembroke. He was born at Toe late Thomag Browne Browne Tao of influence of Gospel truth .” Mr. Macandrew mar.

Haverfordwest in the year 1799, and having been THE. late Thomas B ried in 1855 , Anne, daughter of the late Mr. Johneducated for the profession of the Law , was in Mellington Hall, Montgomeryshire, barrister-at
Macfie, merchant, of Edinburgh, by whom he hasdue course admitted a solicitor, and practised law , who died recently , in the sixty -ninth year of
left a family of five children . The remains of the

for some years, with considerable success, in his his age ,was the eldest son of the late Bryce Jones,
deceased gentleman were interred in Warriston

native town. He was an alderman and magis. Esq., of Cyfronydd ,Montgomeryshire, by his first
Cemetery, near Edinburgh ,trate for the borough of Haverfordwest, and wife, Mary, daughter and heiress of the late

served as mayor of that town in 1840, and again Colonel Browne, of Mellington Hall,whose name

in 1856 -7 ; he was also a magistrate and deputy . he assumed by Royal licence. Hewasborn in the
lieutenant for Pembrokeshire, and served as high year 1805, and was educated at Harrow and at THE COURTS AND COURT
sheriff of that county in 1863. Mr. Rees was Brasenose College, Oxford. He was called to the PAPERS.
twice married ; first, in 1822 , to Mary, daughter Bar by the Hon . Society of Lincoln 's -inn, in

of Mr. David Evans, of Haverfordwest ; and , Trinity Term 1836, and since 1847 he held the SITTINGS IN AND AFTER EASTER TERM .
secondly , in appointment of one of her Majesty 's Inspectors1858, to Mary , daughter of Mr.
Thomas Dicker, of Lewes, Sussex , and widow of of Schools. Mr. Browne , who was a magistrate

and deputy -lieutenant for the county of MontMr. Samuel Salter, of Trowbridge, Wiltshire. Equity Courts.
gomery ,married , in 1828 , Marianna Kyffin , eldest

SIR W . H . BODKIN . daughter of Major Arthur Rowley Keyland, of Court of Appeal in Chancery .

THE late Sir William Henry Bodkin , many years la family .Ballintemple, Londonderry, by whom he has left (Before the LORD CHANCELLOR .)

Assistant Judge at the Middlesex Sessions, who At Westminster .

died on the 26th ult., at his residence, West Hill,
Wednesday , April 15 Appealmotions.

Highgate, in the eighty-third year of his age , D . MACLEAN , ESQ. At Lincoln 's-inn .

was descended from å family of good standing in THE late Donald Maclean, Esq., barrister-at-law ,
Thursday ... April 16 Appeals
Friday 17 Ditto

Ireland, many of whose members have been for and formerly M . P . for Oxford, who died at Rome, Monday Ditto

some centuries magistrates for the county of on the 21st inst., from an attack of bronchitis , Tuesday . ... ... .. Ditto

Galway. He was the son of the late Peter was tbe youngest son of the late Lieut. General Wednesday 22 Appeal motions, petitions , and

Bodkin , Esq., of Galway , by Sarah , daughter of
appeals

Sir Fitzroy Jefferies Grafton Maclean , Bart.,
R . Gilbert, Esq., and he was born in Clerkenwell, colonel of the 45th Regiment ; his mother was

Thursday Appeals

Friday Ditto
in Middlesex , in the year 1791. Having received the only child of Charles Kidd, Esq., and widow Monday Ditto

a good education at a private school at Islington . of John Bishop , Esq., of Barbados. He was born Tuesday Ditto

he in due time entered upon & course of study about the year 1801, and was educated at Eton , Wednesday .. .. . . Appeal motions and appeals
with the view of following the profession of the where he had amongst bis schoolfellows the Mar. Thursday Appeals

law . In Michaelmas Term 1826, he was called to quis of Donegal, the Duke of Manchester, the Friday Ditto

Monday 4
the Bar by the Honourable Society of Gray's -inn ,

Ditto
| present Lord Hampton , and the late Lords Ken . Tuesday 5 Ditto

of which he became a bencher in 1858. He was sington , Harborough , and Sayo and Sele. From Wednesday 6 Appeal motions, petitions, and
appointed Recorder of Dover whilst the Con . Eton he passed to Balliol College, Oxford , where appeals

servatives were in office in 1834 , and in 1841 | he took his Bachelor's degree in 1823 , obtaining | Thursday ............ ? Appeals

he entered Parliament in the Conservative in . first- class honours in the school of Literis
Friday .... .. . . . . . . . . .. 80 Ditto

terest, in conjunction with Capt. James Stoddart Humanioribus ; he proceeded M . A . in 1827, and | Note . - Such days as his Lordship shall be engaged in
Douglas, asmember for the city of Rochester, of was created D . C . L . in 1844 . During his career at the House of Lordsare excepted .

which he continued one of the representatives Oxford, Mr. Maclean took a prominent and lead. ( Before the LORDS JUSTICES.)

down to the general election in 1847, when hewas ing part in the formation of the society known as At Westminster.

defeated , the two seats being gained by Mr. Ralph the Oxford Union , the fiftieth anniversary of Wednesday , April 15 Appeal motions
Bernal and Mr. Thomas Twisden Hodges. Sir which institution was celebrated at Oxford last At Lincoln 's - inn .

William Bodkin was for many years counsel to year . Called to the Bar by the Honourable Thursday ... April 16 Appeals

the Treasury, and having joined theHome Circuit, Society of Lincoln 's Inn in Hilary Term , 1827, Friday ............ 17 Bankrupt appeals and appeals
practised with considerable success at the Mid he practised for some time as a Chancery

Saturday ... . .. . .. . 18 Petitions in lunacy and appeal

dlesex, Westminster , London . Kent, and Dover barrister . Mr. Maclean , who was a Conservative petitions
Nonday .. . . .. . ..

Sessions. In 1859 he was appointed Assistant
Appeals

| in politics, contested the city of Oxford in 1833 Tuesday .. .... .. Ditto
Judge at the Middlesex Sessions, the duties with Messrs. Townley and Hughes, on the Wednesday Appealmotions and appeals
of which office he fulfilled with marked ability vacancy caused by the unseating of Mr. Thomas Thursday ........ Appeals

down to the time of his recent retirement, con . Stonor (now Lord Camoys) on petition . At the Friday Bankrupt appeals and appeals

becquent upon failing health . He received general election in Jan. 1835, Mr. Maclean was Saturday Petitions in lunacy and appeal

the honour of knighthood in 1867. He acted returned to Parliament by the above constituency, petitions
AppealsMondayfor many years as chairman of the Gene. in conjunction with Mr. Hughes , having defeated Tuesday Appeals from the County Pala

ral Assessment Sessions for the County of his Liberal opponent, Mr. Stonor. He was again tine of Lancaster, appeals

Middlesex ; he was also a Vice-President of returned at the two succeeding general elections, from the Stannaries Court,

the Society of Arts, and a Deputy. Lientenant and retained his seat until the dissolution of Par: and appeals

for Middlesex . He was the author of some liament in 1847 , when he retired . Concerning | Wednesday ......... 29 Appeal motions and appeals

pamphlets “ On Poor Laws,” and he always took his Parliamentary career, the author of “ Random /
Thursday . ... .. Appeals

a deep interest in the welfare of the destitute and Recollections of the Lords and Commons” spoke i Saturday
Friday ......... May 1 Bankrupt appeals and appeals
Saturday .. . . . . . .. .. . 2

outcast of the metropolis, and was frequently of him as being " one of the most rising Tories in
2 Petitions in lunacy and appeal

petitions

- May
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Liquidations by Arrangement.
Geben
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consi
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ed
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.

Saturday

Tuesday
29
30

Common Labo Courts.

raday No London sittings this Term .

Friday .. .. . . . .. .. ***

Monday ...... May 4 Appeals Monday ...... April 20 Further considerations and | KILMISTER,EDWARD VAISEY, farmer,Lechlade. Pet. March 23Tuesday . .. . .. .. .
Reg. Townsend , Sur. April 13

5 Ditto
general paper

TIPPSIT , WELLINGTON PETER, beer retailer, Bristol. Pet.
Wednesday ......... 6 Appealmotionsand appeals Tuesday . .. . . Goneral paper

March 20 . Reg . Harley . Sur. April 14Thursday ... 7 Appeals Wednesday DittoFriday . .. .. . .. . 8 Bankrupt appeals and appeals Thursday BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED.Motions,adjourned summonges ,
Gazette, March 27.

Note . - The days (if any) on which the Lords Justices and general paper
Friday ........... Petitions, adjournedshall be sitting with the Lord Chancellor in the Full

sum TAYLOR, SAMUEL , parquet floor manufacturer, High -street, Ful
ham . Jan . 16 , 1874 .monses, and general paper

Court of Appeal, or in the Judicial Committee of the
Privy Council are excepted . Saturday .......... Short causes, adjourned sum .

monses , and general paper
Monday ............... 27 Further considerations and

FIRST MEETINGS.
Rolls Court.

At Westminster . Tuesday .. General paper Gasette, March 27 .Wednesday . April 15 Motions Wednesday .. Ditto ADAMS, WILLIAX SAMUEL , builder , Ore . Pet. March 16 . AprilAt Chancery -lane. Thursday Motions,adjourned summonses, 4 , at twelve, at the Havelock hotel, Hastings . Sol. Sheppard
ASHMORE, ISAAC , coal denler, Emscote. Pet. March 21. April

Thursday ... April 16 General paper and general paper
10 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Sanderson , WarwickFriday..... ... . May 1 Petitions,Friday 17 Ditto adjourned. .. . .. sum - ATTWELL, WILLIAX , watchmaker, Brynmawr. Pet . March 24 .

Saturday ............ 18 Petitions, short April 14, at one, at office of Sols. Cox, Davies, and Browne,causes, ad . monses, and general paper
Brynmawrjourned summonses, and Short causes, adjourned sum .Saturday ........... 2

BARNETT, JORX,master mariner, Southampton , Pet. March 2 .monses, and general papergeneral paper
April 14 , at three, at office of Sol. Kulby , SouthamptonMonday ............... 4 Furtherconsiderations and I considerations andMonday ............ BEBBINGTOx, BAYLEY, builder, Weaverham . Pet. March 25 .

) Further
general paper April 14, at eleven , at offices of Sols, Messrs. Cheshire, North

general paper
Tuesday .. .... .. General paper wich

Tuesday . . .. . . .. . . General paper
BROWX, Jonx, bootmaker, Birkenhend . Pet , March 24. AprilWednesday . 6 Ditto

Wednesday . .. Ditto
10 , at two, at offices of Sol. Smith , Liverpool7 Motions, adjourned summonsos,

Thursday .. . . . Thursday BUSS, JOHN, draper, Horsham . Pet, March 23. April 8 ,at eleven ,
Motions and general paper

and general paper at Kimber and Lee's officos , 1 and 2, Great Winchester -st
Friday . .. . . . . .. General paper

8 Petitions , adjourned sum . bldge, Broad -st, London , Sol. Elworthy, Brewer-st, Woolwich ,FridayPetitions, short causes, ad
Londonmonses, and general paperjourned summonses , and

CAPELL, HARRY, and CAPELL, JAMES JOHX , engineers , Welling .
borough . Pet . March 21. April 9, at two, at the Hind hotel,general paper N . B . - In Vice-Chancellor Hall ' s Court no cause,
WellingboroughMonday . ........ Further considerations and motion for decree or further cousideration , can , ex

CARTER , WILLIAM GEORGE, out of business, Taunton . Pet .general paper cept by order of the court , be marked to stand over , March 23 . April 10 , at eleven , at Underhill's hotel, Exeter . .General puper if it be within twelve of the last cause or matter in the Sols . Trenchard and Blake, Taunton
CASSON, JOHx, grocer, Abergele. Pet, March 23 . April 8 , at

Wednesday Ditto printed paper of the day for hearing
two, at offices of Roose and Price, Liverpool. Sol. Withams,

Thursday Motions and general paper Any causes intended to be heard as short causes
RhylFriday General paper before either of the Vice-Chancellors must be so marked COOPER , THOYAS, Ironmonger, Tunbridge Wells . April 11, atSaturday ......
oleven , at theGuildhall-tavern , London . Sols . Stone and Simp

Petitions, short causes , a at least one clear day before the same can be put in the

son , Tunbridge Wellsjourned summonses, and paper to be so heard, and the necessary papers left in
CORRY, ROBERT, saddler, Cleckheaton . Pet. March 24 . Aprilgeneral paper court with the judge' s officer the day before the cause 10, at two, at the George hotel, Cleckheaton . Sols . Carr, andMonday ............... 4 . Further considerations and
Cadman , Cleckhenton

comes into the paper.
CRUMPTON , CHARLES, Bimingham . Pet . March 23 . April 9 . at

general paper
two, at office of Sol. Burton , Birmingham

Tuesday .... .. 5 General po per
DAVIES, FANNY, victualler , Neyland . Pet. March 21. April 11 ,

Wednesday . . . 6 Ditto
at five minutes past ten , at the Guildhall , Carmarthen . Sol.
Parry , Pembroke-dock

Thursday . . . .. . . .. . .. 7 Motions and general paper
DAWSOY , ROBERT, tobacconist, St. Helen ' s. Pet. March 33 .Friday .................. 8 General paper

Court of Queen 's Bench , April 9 , at three , at office of Sol. Ritson , LiverpoolAt the Rolls, anopposed petitions must be presented ,
DAX, EDWARD THOMAS, clerk in Her Majesty 's Court of Exand copies left with the secretary, on or before the SITTINGS AT NISI PRIUS - IN TERM . choquer of Plens, Charlwood -st, Pimlico . Pet. March 23 . April

9 . at three , at the Guildhall cofree -house , Gresham - st. Sol.Thursday preceding the Saturday on which it is in .
Middlesex , Sweeting, Southampton -st, Holborntended they should be heard ; and any causes intended Thursday . .. . April 16 Thursday . ..... .. .... . April 30 DIGBY, ERXENT, attorney , Harlesden -villas, Harlesden -green .

Thursday .. .
to be heard as short causes must be so marked at least

... .. 23 Pet. March 12 . April 4 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Cattlin ,
Guildhall-yd

one clear day before the same can be put in the paper

DODD, JOHX, beer retaller, Manchester . Pet, March 24. Apr 11
to be so heard , and the necessary papers left in court

AFTER TERM . 15 , at three , at the Falstaff hotel, Manchester. Sol. Whitlow ,
with the judge' s officer the day before the cause comes

ManchesterMiddlesca . London , DUXSCOMB, WILLIAM , livery stable keeper, White Bear-yd , Lisle .
into the paper.

Saturday ............ May 9 , Wednesday ......... May 13 " st,Lest , Letoester -eq . Pet . March 17 . April 6 , at three , at offices

of Sol. Lind , Beaufort-bldys, Strand
PARXHAM , CALEB BROW , corn dealer, Roman -rd , Old Ford .

V .C .Malins'Court.
Pet. March 28 . April 11, at twelve, at the Guildhall tavern ,At astminstor . Court of Common Pleas. Gresham -st. Sol. Long, Lansdown . ter, (trove-rd , VictoriaWednesday , April 15 Motions

SITTINGS AT NISI PRIUS - IN TERX . park
PÁRKTH , SAMUEL, grocer, Wert Smethwick . Pet. March 24 .At Lincoln 's -inn . Middleser. April 10 , at eleven , ut office of Sol. Shakespeare , oidburyThursday ... April 16 General paper Thursday ............ April 16 | Thursday ........... April 30 GATWARD , WILLIAM , bootmaker , Whenthampstead , Pet. March

21. April 7 , at ten , at ottices of Mersrs. Lewis , 12 Chancery -la ,17 Petitions and general paper Thursday .. ... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. . 23
London . Sol. Pudmore, Victoria -st, Farnsbury -rd , Islington ,Saturday 8 Short causes, adjourned sum No London sittings this Term . London

GILL , JOSHUA WILLIAX, grocer, Sandown. Pet. March 20 .
monses, and general paper

APTAR TERM . April 7 , at eleven , at ortices of Sol. Joyce, Newport
Monday .. . 20 County Court appeals and gene Middleser . London , GOLD, MOSES, krocer, Middlesex-st , Aldgate . Pet, March 21 .nlpaper

Saturday.... . .........May 9 | Wednesday............May 13 April 6 , at hall -past ten , at office of Sol. Dobson , Southampton
bldgs

Tuesday ... General paper

HALFORD , JOHX, corn merchant, Wisbench . Pet. March 23 .

Wednesday Ditto

April 13 , at eleven , at oftioe of Sols. Onlard, Welchman , andThursday Motions and general paper
Court of Exchequer. Carriok, WisbeachFriday 26 Petitions and general paper

HARGREAVES, Joux, and HARGREAVES, JOSEPH, watch manuSITTINGS AT NISI PRIUS - IN TERM . facturors, Liverpool. Pet. Maroh 2 . April 10, at three, at
Saturday Short causes, adjourned sum .

Middlesez .monses, and general paper officer of Sol. Quinn , Liverpool
HARRISON, GEORGE, carver , Newcastle . ander - Lyme. P

Monday ...... ..... General paper Thursday ............ April 16 | Thursday ........... April 30 March 20. April 7, at twelve, at omoe of Sol. Litohfield , NeDitto Thursday . .. castle-under -LymeWednesday ... . .
HEWITT, WILLIAM NOAH , farrier , Ramsgate , Pet , March 24 .

29 Ditto No London sittings this Term .
April 3, at three, at the Bull and George hotel, Ramsgate . Sol.Thursday .. . . . . Motions and general paper

AFTER TRRM . Edwards, Ramsgate
Friday .. . .. . . Petitions and general paper

Yiddleser. London . HICKS, HERY, grocer, Gerrans. Pet. March 25. April 10 , ad
Saturday

hall past two, at office of Sol. Jenkins, Falmouth
... . . Short causes, adjourned sum . Saturday ..............May 9 , Wednesday ............May 13 HIXA, JOHX , publican , Ludlow . Pet. March 23. April 9, at hall

monses, and general paper
past three , at office of Sol. Marston , Ludlow

Monday ............... 4 County Court appeals and gene
HOWB, THOMAS BURDETT, Chiltern -row , Bromley, St. Leonard .ral paper

Pet . March 20 . April 8 , at eleven , at oftice of Sol. Wingate , 23 ,Tuesday , 5 General paper
Great James-st, Bedford -row

IBBERSON , THOMAS, Innkeeper, Rowley . Pet. March 24 . April
Wednesday .. .. Ditto

10, at halt past two, at office of Sols. Measrs, Sykes, HuddersThursday 7 Motions and general paper
field8 Petitions and general paper

JACKSON, JAMER, victualler, King's Tead hotel, Epsom . Pet .
March 21. April 15 , at eleven , at the King 's Head hotel, Epsom .
Sols. Crawley and Crawford , Moorgate- st

JERVIS , CHARLES, grocer , Stone. Pet. March 19. April 4, at
V . C . Bacon ' s Court . Gazette, March 27.

quarter -past ten , at office of Sol. Sherratt, KidsgroveTo surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall-street,
JONES, JOHX, farmer, Tymunich . Pet. March 23 . April 9 , at

At Westminstor.
MACNEILL, J . M . late captain in the army, The Grove, Brompton . eleven , at the King 's Head hotel, Usk . Sol. Shepard , TredeWednesday . April 15 Motions

Pet. March 35 . Reg . Spring -Rice . Sur. April 16 . Sols . Ander
At Lincoln 's-inn . Bons , 17 , Ironmonger-lane

JONES, JOHN PRICE, draper , Liverpool. Pet. March 24. April 9,VYSE , HERBERT, Warehouseman , Noble -st. Pet. March 23. Reg . at three , at offices of Roose and Price, accountants, Liverpool.16 General paperThursday . ...
Brougham . Sur. April 17 . Sol. Ditton , Ironmonger -lane

Sols . Masters and Fletcher, Liverpool
Friday .. .. .. . .. . . 17 Ditto

To gurrender in the Country . JOXES , RICHARD HENRY ,miller , Nant. Pet. March 19 . April 8 .18 Petitions, short causes, and CAMP, THOMAS, butcher, Modbury . Pet. March 25. Reg. Pearce. at eleven , at office of Sols , Acton and Bury, Wrexham

general paper Sur. April 10 LAXE, GEORGE HENRY, tailor, Salisbury . Pet . March 24 . April
9 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Hill, Salisbury

FOLEY, THOMAS JAMES, hotel keeper, Ramsgate. Pet. March 24.In Bankruptcy

LARQUET, ANTOINE , wine merchant, Arthur-st, Oxford -st. Pet .Reg . Callaway. Sur. April 8Taesday : General paper FREELING, JAMES EDWARD. Pet. Feb . 10 . Reg. Bencraft . Sur. March 25 . April 9 , at three, at office of Sol. Parker, Pavement,Wednesday Ditto
April 10 FinsburyThursday

LEVENE, SOLOMOX, wholesale clothier , Carter-st, Houndsditch .
Motions,adjcurned summonses, CAMPBELL , MALCOLM , boot dealer, Sheffield . Pet. March 5.

Pet. March 17. April 6 , at two, at office of Sol. Barnett, Newand general paper Reg. Rodgers . Sur. April 9
GORTON , ANNE ; GORTON, JOHN HEXRY ; and GORTOX , SAMUEL , Broad -stFriday. .. .. .. General paper

bakers Latchford . Pet. March 23 . Reg . Nicholson . Sur. LYONS, SARAH PAULINE, tobacconist, Panton -st, Leicester-sq .
Pet. March 21. April 9, at ten , at offices of Sol. Haynes, ManSaturday Petitions, short causes , and April 8

chester -st, Manchester -sq
HALLIDAY, John, stuff merchant, Bradford . Pet. March 24 .general paper

MALCOLM , WILLIAM , draper, Huddersfield . Pet, March 21 .Reg. Robinson . Sur. April 10In BankruptcyMonday
HANKS, JOSEPH , tallor, Hanley. Pet. March 23. Reg. Challinor . April 8, at three, at the County Court, Huddersfield . Sol. BotTuesday General paper
Sur. April 11 tomleyWednesday . . . . .

MANGER, DOROTHY, coach builder , Liverpool. Pet . March 25 .
Ditto HUGHES,WILLIAM , farmer, Cefncaerfor Farm , Gwalchmal. Pet.

April 10 , at two, at offices ofSol. Harris , Liverpool
March 21. Reg . Jones . Sur. April 10Thursday Motions, adjourned summonses,

LEWIS, RICHARD WILLMOTT, cabinet maker, Swansea . Pet. MARSHALL, THOMAS, brewer, Newport . Pet March 23. April 13 .and general paper
March 24 . Reg . Jones. Sur . April 9 at one, at office ofSols, Messrs. Lloyd, NewportFriday ... .. .. . .. .. General paper SETCHELL , WILLIAM , miller, Donington . Pet. March 24. Sur. MATHIESON, ALFRED JOHX, victualler, Gray' a-inn -rd . Pet. MarchSaturday . .. ... .. ... .

25. April 10, at two, at ottice of Sol. Layton , Suffolk -la , Cannon - >
2 Petitions, short causes, aud April 11

WILLIAMS, JOHN NICHOLAS, mariner, Ramsgate. Pet. March streetgeneral paper
MERRY , WILLIAM LUCAS, merchant, Cannon -st, and Surbiton .24 . Reg . Callaway . Sur. April 8Monday .. .. . .. In Bankruptcy

Wood , JOSEPH , upholsterer, Ramsgate. Pet. March 23. Reg . Pet.March 35 . April 13, at three,atoffice of Turquand , Youngs ,Tuesday . . .. .. . .. . . . 5 General paper
Callaway . Sur. April 8 and Co ., acoountants , Tokenhouse-yd. Sols. Bothamleys and

Freeman, Queen -st

Wednesday .. .. . . 6 Ditto
Gazette, March 31 . MORLEY, JOHN , butter merchant, Manchester. Pet. March 23.

Thursday 7 Motions, adjourned summonses,
April 10, at three, at office of Sols . Sutton and Elliott, ManchesTo surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall-street.and general paper
terBRUTTON , WILLIAM COURTENAY, Queen - st, Mayfair . Pet. March | OSBORNE , JAMES GODOLPHIX , accountant, Budge-row , CannonFriday ... .. General paper

27 . Reg . Murray. Sur. April 14
st. Pet. March 21, April 8, at eleven , at office of Sols. SharpFRENCH , THOMAS, boot manufacturer, Medway -road , Roman -rd ,
and Turner , Lombard -stOld Ford . Pet. March 23. Reg . Pepys , Sur. April 14

OSBORNE, THOMAS HENRY and DAVIS , HENRY JOHN, grooers ,V . C . Hall's Court. MACLEOD, JOHx , gentleman , Saint Alban ' s-pl, Charles-st, Saint Bristol. Pet. March 23. April 7 , at two, at otce of Collins, ac
At Westminster . James's . Pet. March 23 . Reg. Spring- rice. Sur. April 23 countant, Bristol. Sol. Beckingham , Bristol

OWEX, RICHARD , gentleman , Brynhyfryd . Pet. March 25 . AprilTo surrender in the Country .Wednesday , April 15 Motions
14 , at one, at offices of Sols , Roberts and Thomas, CarnarvonAt Lincoln 's-inn. BROOM , JOHx, butcher, Axminster. Pet. March 28 . Reg. Daw . PEARMAIN , THOMAS, linen draper, Redoar. Pet. March 23 .

Sur. April 13
April 14 , at two, at offices of Ladbury, Collison , and Viney , ac .

Thursday ... April 16 General paper
BROUGH , THOMAS LAWRENCE , solicitor, Stafford . Pet. March countants , Cheapside. Sol. Wood, St. Paul's Church -ydFriday ............ ...... 17 Petitions, adjourned sum 27 . Reg. Spilsbury. Sur. April 10

PEARSON , WILLIAM , butcher, Lymm . Pet. Maroh 24 . April 10 .mouses, and general paper COOPER , ELLEN, widow , butcher, Walsall. Pet. March 28. Reg . at eleven , at office of Sol. Bretherton , Warrington
Clarke . Sar . April 16

PUMFREY, ALFRED JOHN, ironmonger , Halsted . Pet. March 94.
Saturday ..... . .. ... . 18 Short causes , adjourned sum - JONES, ELIZA, licensed victualler, Bristol. Pet.March 28. Reg . April 13 , at half past ten , at office of Sols. Evans. Laing, and

monses, and general paper Harley . Sur. April 13
Eagles , John -st , Bedford -row

Tuesday .. ... ..

THE GAZETTES.6

Friday .. .. . . . . .

Bankrupts.

Saturday
Monday .....
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Orders of Nischarge.

ice of St. Markhauli
t , March April 13

Nibidends.

Bet, panderscodine,swaphie ,Windsor. Undin

itu,timber mem Dividends.",to whom apply

Appincoln's-inn - fielde lds, between the house , Portugal- street.

on Tuesda

Gazette , te tunerike ,BOS BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS

PENNYFATHER, CHARLES, grocer, Church -st, Woolwich . Pet. HARVEY, WILLIAM DREW , schoolmaster, Richmond. Pet. WILDE, SAMUEL ROBSON, Liverpool. Pet. March 27 . April 1
March 19. April 7 , at eleven , at the Bridge House hotel, March 27. April 13, at two, at 30 , St. Martin 's-la , Trafalgar-8 . at twelve , at offices of Sols. Fowler and Carruthers, Liverpool
Borough High -st, London -bridge. Sol. Simpson , Borough High Sol. Mackreth , Moorgate - st WHEATCROFT, JAMES, draper, Wolverhampton . Pet, March 23 .
st , London -bridge HULFORD, JOSEPH , wine merchant, Sutton. Pet . March 24 . April 13, at twelve, at offices of Sol, Stirk , Wolverhampton

RALPX , ALLEN KEMP, Coachbuilder, Ipswich . Pet. March 23. April 10 , at ten , at offices of Sols. Blachford and Riches, Great WOOLLETT, HENRY, Ironmonger , Brighton . Pet. March 28 .

April 17 , at two, at office of Sol. Pollard , Ipswich Swan -alley , Moorgate -st April 15 , at twelve, at the Warehousemen 's Association, Gutter
RAWNSLEY, JOSEPH , woolstapler , Bradford . Pet. March 24 . HILL, WILLIAM , dealer in toys, Bristol. Pet. March 25 . April 18 , la . Sol. Nye, Brighton

April 11, at eleven , at office of Sols . Wood and Killick , Bradford at three , at office of Mr. Weeks, 6, Bristol-bdgs, Bristol
ROE, EDWARD, fy . potato dealer, Bristol. Pet . March 25 . April HIGHLEY, ALFRED COOPER, acoountant, Bradford . Pet. March

7 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Essery , Bristol 14. April 3, at ten , at offices of Sol. Rhodes , Bradford
ROWLANDS, ELLIS, ironmonger, Pwllheli , and Talsarn . Pet. HUGHES, HENRY, and HUGHES, JAMES, dyewood grinders, Man
March 24 . April 11 , at eleven , at the British hotel, Bangor . chester . Pet . March 26 . April 15 , at eleven , at office of Sol.
Sol. Owen , Pwllheli Gazette,March 24 .Sampson , Manchester

SHAW , JOHN, bobbin manufacturer , Dewsbury. Pet. March 23. INGHAM , ALFRED, Woolstapler, Bury . Pet. March 27. April 13, | BLACKBURN, THOMAS ; SCHOFIELD, RICHARD HOLLAND ; and
April 8 , at two, at office of Sol. Fryer, Dewsbury at three, at office of Sols . Edwardsand Bintlitr, Manchester SCHOFIELD, MATILDA, cotton brokers, Liverpool.

SIMONS, HENRY LEVI, draper , Kidsgrove . Pet. March 21. April JACKSON, THOMAS, grocer, East Markham . Pet. March 27 .
7 , at eleven , at the Clarence hotel, Manchester. Sol. Sherratt , April 14 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Bescoby, East Retford Gazette, March 27.
Kidsgrove KEW , THOMAS, boat builder , Liverpool. Pet. March 28. April

SIMPSON, GEORGE, public gardener, near Conway . Pet. March
CHAPMAX , EDWARD, merchant, Finsbury -circus ; also Adelaide

13 , at two, at office of Sols . Fowler and Carruthers, Liverpool
20 . April 11, at twelve, at office of Sol. Jones, Conway

and Sydney.
KEW , HEXRY, grocer , Leicester . Pet. March 28 . April 14 , at

STEPHEX, JOHN ALEXANDER LEWIS, gentleman , Hyde-park
HEMMING , GEORGE PUTLAND, papier mache manufacturer,

twelve, at offices of Sols . Fowler. Smith , and Warwick , Leices
hotel. Pet. March 21. April 16 , at twelve, at theGreen Dragon

New Ormond -street .
ter

hotel, 86 , Bishopsgate-et-within . Sols. Bellamy, Sharp , and KENT, HENRY, bootmaker, Hereford . Pet, March 37 . April 13,
Edgelow , Bishopsgate- st-within at half past eleven , at the Wellington hotel, Gloucester . Sol.

STEVENSON , JAMES, civil engineer, Clarence-rd , Bow . Pet.March Corner , Hereford
23. April 13 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Moss, Gracechurch -st KNIGHT, ADAM CAIRNS, salesman , Manchester. Pet. March 28 .

STREET, WILLIAM , currier, Birmingham . Pet. March 24 . April April 15 , at three, at office of Sol. Leigh , Manchester BANKRUPTS' ESTATES.
7 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Fallows, Birmingham KIERNAN, MARY, Manchester. Pet . March 28 . April 15 , at two, The Official Assignees, & c ., are given , to whom apply for theSTUBINGTON, LAMBERT. farmer, Selsey . Pet. March 24 . April at offices of Sols . Messrs. Myers, Manchester
8 , at three , at the Dolphin hotel, Chichester . Sols. Greene and LILLY , WILLIAM BRISCOE , jewellers' setter, Aston Manor, near
Malinn , Chichester Birmingham . Pet. March 27 . April 13, at eleven , at offices of Clarke, F . J ., timber merchant, first 5 d . Paget, Basinghall-st

UxSWORTH , PETER , jun ., auctioneer , Warrington . Pet. March Sol. Assinder, Birmingham Umrin , W , Ironfounder , first 4 2 -12d . Paget, Basinghall-st.
24 . April 10 , at three, at office of Sol. Bretherton , Warrington LOOSMORE, JOSEPH , builder, Swansea. Pet. March 24 . April 9, Broadhead, W . H . joiner, first 2s . 6d . At offices of Lees and

WALTERS, THOMAS STEPHENS, lime merchant, Neath . Pet . at eleven , at office of Sol. Glascodine, Swansea Graham , accountants , 6 , St. George 's -chambers, Albert-sq, Man
March 24 . April 16 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Leyson , Neath MALBY, WALTER, assistant to a photographer, Windsor. Pet. chester. Trustee, J . J . Graham - - Clint, H , ship chandler, second

WARD , SAMUEL, jeweller, Manchester . Pet. March 23 . April 9 , March 20 . April 21, at two, at office ofMr. Beesley , accountant, and final 108. At Trustees , H . Bolland, 10, South John -et, Liverpool
at three , at office of Sols . Sale, Shipman , Seddon , and Sale, King -st, Cheapside. Sol. Hicks, Annis -st, South Hackney - - Greenroood, W . cotton doubler , & c , first and final 4d . At Trustee,

Manchester MAY, JOSEPH , hat dealer, Birmingham . Pet. March 27 . April J . D . Taylor, Town -hall-bldgs, Halifax - Gribble, F . J , builder,
WATERFIELD,GEORGE, upholsterer, Peterborough . Pet. March 15 , at three, at offices of Sol. Chirm , Birmingham second ls. At Trustee, R . E . James , 52, Moorgate -st.- Harrison ,20. April 8 , at eleven , at the Bull hotel, Peterborough . Sol. MABSOX, RICHARD ROUS, stock jobber, Holly Lodge, Cold Har R . W , auctioneer, first 68. 8d . At solicitors , Patteson and Cobbold ,Smedley , Peterborough bour-la , Camberwell. Pet. March 28 . April 20, at one, at offices 1, St. Bride- st, Ludgate Circus.
WHITEHEAD, JOHN, commission agent, Bristol. Pet. March 23. ofSol. Moss , Gracechurch -st Julian, R . farmer, third and final, 29.40. At Trust. T . Chirg .April 15 , at eleven , at office of w . Weeks, 6 , Bristol-bridge, MILLS, HUGH , miller, Thorverton Mils. Pet . March 26 . April win , 20 , River -st , Truro . - Maunder. E . wood dealer, third andBristol 14 , at eleven , at office of Harris and Co. public accountants, final, 10 . d . At Trust . R . M . Ricoard , Churchyard , South Molton .
WHITTINGTON, THOMAS, farmer , Wootton Wawen . Pet. March Exeter . Jeffery , Ottery St. Mary - Maurice, M . clerk in holy orders, 39. At Trust . T . Chirgwin ,

20. April 8, at twelve ,' at the Red Horse hotel, Stratford -on MILLER, ROBERT FREDERICK , carriage builder , King-st West, 26 , River-st, Truro . - Thompson , M . P . accountant, 2s., at offices of

Avon . Sol. Hobbes, Stratford -on -Avon Hammersmith . Pet . March 27. April 10, at eleven , at the Hudson and Pybus, accountante. Mechanics' institute , Stockton .
WILSOX , JOHN, stationer, Newcastle . Pet. March 23 . April 8, at Guildhall coffee-house, Gresham - st. Sol. Marshal, King-st West, Trusts . G . Hudson and W . Tyerman . Wade, G . rag dealer, first,
two, at offices of Sols. Messrs. Joel, Newcastle Hammersmith 18. 8d . At Trust, J . D . Good , Market -pl, Dewsbury . -- Wright, W .WOOD , WILLIAM , broker, Bury . Pet. March 21. April 8 , at three , MORGAX , CHARLES, grocer, Ferdinand -st, Camden builder, final, 9jd . At Trust. W . B . Whall, 39, King -st, King'sat office of Sols. Messrs. Grundy and Co ., Bury March 16 . April 8, at three, at offices of Sol. Lind , Beaufort Lynn

WRIGHT, EDWIX , cabinet oase manufacturer, Birmingham . Pet . bdgs, Strand IXSOLVEXTS ESTATES.
March 6 . April 4 , at a quarter past ten , at office of Sol. East, NEWPORT, EDMUND, stock broker, Crown-ot, Threadneedle-st,
Birmingham and Belvedere. Pet. March 27 . April 13 , at two, at offices of Apply at the Provisional Assignee's Office , Portugal-street.

WRIGHT, HENRY RICHARD, surgeon , Knaresborough . Pet . Sols. Blachford and Riches , Great Swan-alley , Moorgate-st
March 20 . April 6 , at twelve , at office of Sols. Messrs. Kirby,

fields, between the hours of eleven and two
NOTT, JAMES, builder , Railway -arches, Goldhawk-rd , Shepherd 's

Knaresborough Bush . Pet. March 19 . April 9, at three, at offices of Sol. Cooper,
YAXLEY, ROBERT, smack owner , Great Yarmouth . Pet. March Charing -cross Jobbins, W . tailor, first, 2s. 24d . - Parnell, M . L . Ironmonger

24 . April 20 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Wiltshire , Great Yar NICE . HENRY EDWARD, cheesemonger, Stratford . Pet .March 3s. Gd . - Williams, T . clerk , eighth 8d .
mouth 24 . April 8, at eleven , at offices of Sol. Hope, Serle-st, Lincoln 's .

YEOMAN, JOSEPH , contractor, Park - rd , Dalson , and Bate 's-bush . inn -fields
near Knightsford -bridge. Pet. March 24 , April 9, at three, at PARSONS, EDWIX, grocer ' s assistant, Walworth -rd . Pet . March
the Guildhall tavern , Greshan -st. Sols . Ashurst, Morris , and 28 . Aprill 20 , at twelve , at offices of Sol, Moss, Gracechurch -st
Co., Old Jewry PEARMAN , CHARLES , grocer, Balsall Heath . Pet. March 14 .

Gazette, March . 20 . April 11, at twelve , at office of Sol. Cheston , Birmingham
ADDELSEE , ALFRED , pianoforte tuner, Boston , Pet. March 28. PENX , CHARLES, carver and gilder, Tunbridge Wells . Pet. March BIRTH .
April 13, at eleven , at office of Sol. York , Boston 27. April 11, at one, at the Guildhall tavern . Sols . Stone and

ALCOCK , LUCY , farmer, Temple Ginting. Pet. March 25 . April Simpson , Tunbridge Wells GOULDSMITH . On the 24th ult ., at Clifton , the wife of 8 . Salter
16 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Marshall, Cheltenham PFEILSCHMIDT, CHARLES ADOLPH BESXO , commercial agent, Gouldsmith , solicitor, of a son .

ARDEN, WILLIAM , shopkeeper , Weaverham . Pet. March 28 . Sheffield . Pet.. March 27. April 11, at twelve, at office of Sol. MARRIAGE .April 14, at two, at offices of Sol. Cheshire , Northwich Mellor , Sheffield
BOND, ROBERT, cab proprietor, Stanley -mews, Paddington -green , POPE , ISAAC, Jun ., auctioneer, Gloucester. Pet. March 28. April GIBB -GOLDXEY. On the 26th ult., at Christ Church , Lancaster
Paddington . Pet. March 23. April 9, at one, at the Doughty 18, at eleven , at office of Sol. Jackson , Stroud gate, William Henry Gibb , B . A ., Cambridge (late of China ), of
Hall, Bedford -row . Sol. Dennis , Gray 's -inn -square PREECE, AMOS, draper, Cinderford . Pet. March 25 , April 17, at the Inner Temple , Esq ., barrister -at- law , to Anne, eldest daugh .

BOTTOMLEY, SAMUEL, and BROADBENT, ALFRED , woollen office of Barnard , Thomas, Tribe, and Co . Bristol. Sol. Cooke, ter of the late Francis Bennett Goldney Esq ., of 33, Leinster
manufacturers , Leeds . Pet. March 23. April 9 , at three , at Gloucester gardens, Hyde-park ,
offices of Sols . Barr , Nelson , and Barr, Leeds PURCHES, GEORGE, baker, Bell- green , Lower Sydenham . Pet. DEATHS.

BOWEN, SAMUEL, builder,I Malva-rd, Wandsworth . Pet. March March 23. April 10 , at three , at 110 , Cannon -st
27. April 16 , at two, at offices of Sol. Longcroft, Lincoln 's-inn REEVES, THOMAS, haulier, Horfield . Pet .March 28 . April 11, at BODKIN . - On the th ult., at his residence, West-hill, Highgate,

fields eleven , at office of Sol. Essery, Bristol aged 82 years, Sir William Henry Bodkin , late Assistant Jduge.
BOWEN , THOMAS, grocer, Stockton -on - Tees . Pet , March 17. ROBINSON, EDWARD, provision dealer , Chesterfield . Pet. March METCALFE . -On the 26th inst., at Dover-street, Agnes Mary, aged
April 8 , at half -past eleven (and not half past two, as erroneously 27 . April 13 , at ten , at office of Sol. Cowdell , Chesterfield 38 years, wife of William James Metcalfe , Esq ., Q . C .
printed in Gazette of 24th inst.), at Mrs. Barker 's Temperance RICHARDS, MIRANDA, eating -house keeper, Cardift. Pet. March
hotel. Middleborough . Sol. Bainbridge, Middlesborough 28 . April 17 , at eleven , at office of Sol.Morgan , Cardiff

BRADBERRY, THOMAS WILLIAM , grocer , St. Mark 's -pl, Shackie ROBERTS, WILLIAM NAILER , WOODHEAD , SIMEOX , and
well ; Stamford -st, Blackfriars ; Leigh -st, Burton -cres ; Espla ROBERTS, GEORGE, engineers, Leeds. Pet. March 27 . April 13,
nade. Ealing ; Chichester -ter, Kilburn ; and Forest-hill. Pet. at two, at office of Burrell and Pickard, accountants, Leeds.
March 27. April 21, at twelve, at the Guildhall coffee -house, Sols . Simpson and Burrell WHOLESALE & RETAIL STATIONERS,
Gresham -st. Sols . Treherne and Wolferstan , Ironmonger-la . ROXBY, HENRY EDMUND, cloth manufacturer, Leeds. Pet .
Cheapside March 20. April 16, at two, at the Wharton 's hotel, Leeds. Sol. | 192, FLEET-STREET, AND 1 & 2, CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON, E .C .

BRADFORD , EDWARD, merchant, Manchester . Pet. March 28 . Craven
April 13 , at three , at the Clarence hotel, Manchester . Sol. Crow ROGERS, ALFRED THOMAS, plumber, Sutton and Carshalton . Carriage paid to the Country on Orders exceeding 208,
ther , Manchester Pet . March 25 . April 16 , at two, at office of Sol. Foster, Queen

BRADLEY. WILLIAM JAMES, grocer, Balsall Heath , Pet. March street-pl, Cannon -st DRAFT PAPER, 58., 68 . 6d ., 78 . 6d ., 78. Id ., and 95. 9d . per
98. April 14, at three , at office of Sol. Walford , Birmingham STEPHEN , JOHN ALEXANDER LEWIS, gentleman , Hyde Park ream .

BROMWICH , WILLIAM EDMOND, architect, Birmingham . Pet. hotel. Pet . March 21. April 16 , at three , at the Green Dragon BRIEF PAPER, 158 . 6d . , 178. 6d ., and 239. 61. per ream .March 26 . April 10 , at one, at office of Sol. Beaton , Birmingham hotel, Bishopsgate-st Within . Sole , Bellamy and Co ., Bishops FOOLSCAP PAPER, 108. 6d ., 128 , 6d ., and 158 . 6d . per ream ,BODDY, GEORGE, joiner , Salford . Pet . March 27 . April 10, at gate
eleven , at office of Sol. Hankinson , Manchester STEPHENS, JOSEPH , cloth manufacturer, Leods. Pets March 27 . CREAM LAID NOTE, 38 , 48., and 58. per ream .

CLAPHAM , GEORGE, baker , Southampton . Pet. March 28 . April April 15 , at two, at office of Sols . Simpson and Burrell, Leeds LARGE CREAM LAID NOTE , 4s. 6d ., 6s . 6d ., and 88. per ream .
10. at twelve, at office of Sol. Robins, Southampton SMITH , JOSEPH, wool dealer, Sowerby Bridge, Halifax. Pet. LARGE BLUE NOTE, 38 . hd ., 46 . 6d . , and 6s. 6d . per ream .

CLAYTOX, ENOCH , beer retailer, Hulme. Pet. March 28. April March 27 . April 8 , at eleven , at offices of Sol. Rhodes, Halifax ENVELOPES, CREAN OR BLUE, 4s. 6d . , and 6s. 6d ., per 1000 .
16 , at three, at office of Messrs . Horner, I, Ridgfield , Manchester , SHEPHERD, HERBERT, beerseller, Halifax . Pet. March 27 . THE " TEMPLE " ENVELOPE, extra secure, 9s. 6d . per 1000,
Sol. Ambler , Manchester April 9, eleven , at office of Sol. Storey , Halifaux FOOLSCAP OFFICIAL ENVELOPER, 1s . 9d . per 100 .

CHUDLEY, SAMUEL, licensed victualler, South Audley-st, Gros SERVICE , DAVID , joiner, Liverpool. Pet. March 27. April 17 , at THE NEW “ VELLUM WOVE CLUB-HOUSE " NOTE ,venor-89 . Pet. March 26 . April 23, at two, at office of Sol. three, at offices of Sols. Barrell and Rodway, Liverpool
Cooper , Portman -st, Portman -sq SOMMERVILLE, FRANCIS , joiner , Manchester . Pet. March 27 98 . 6d . per ream ,

CORRI, HENRY, vocalist, Talbot- rd , Bayswater, and Glasgow . April 15 , at two, at office of Sol. Simpson , Manchester " We should direct particular attention to their New Club
Pet. March 14. April 10, at two, atoffice of Sol. Lewis, Furnival's . SOUTHAM , HENRY, wine merchant, Manchester. Pet. March 28 house Paper : in our opinion it is the very best paper we ever

April 29 , at three , at office of Sol. Leigh , Manchester wrote upon ." - London Mirror.
Cook. THOMAS,musio seller , Leighton Buzzard . Pet. March 25 . SILK , WILLIAM , bolt manufacturer, Wednesbury. Pet. March 26 .
April 25 , at hall past eleven , at 53, Cumming-st, Pentonville , April 13 , at two, at office of Sol. Ebsworth , Wednesbury
Clerkenwell. Sol. Neve , Luton SWAFFIELD, SAMUEL, mason , Walditch . Pet . March 27 . April INDENTURE SKIxs, Printed andMachine-ruled , to hold twentyDOBBING, FREDERIC CROUTEL, wholesale grocer, Savage-gdns, 02. at eleven , at office of Gundry , Bridport. Sols . Messrs. Look or thirty folios, 28 . 3d , per skin , 266. per dozen , 125s , per
Tower -r. ill. Pet. March 36 . April 13, at two, at the Guildhall SPURDLE, THOMAS, farmer, Chard . Pet. March 28 . April 16 , at

three, at the George hotel, Ilminster. Sol. Paul , Ilminstercoffee -house , Gresham -st . Sol. Layton , Suffolk -la , Cannon -st
roll ,

DEWHURST, WILLIAM , greengrocer , Bradford . Pet, March 26 . STONEM, FREDERICK JOB, schoolmaster, St. Briavels. Pet. SECOXDs or FOLLOWERS, Ruled , ls , lid , each , 223, per dozen ,

April 10. at three , at offices of Sol. Atkinson, Bradford March 28 . April 14 , at eleven , at office of Williams, solicitor, 105s. per roll.
DUDDINGTX, TECMAS PRIDMORE, carpenter , Allcroft-rd , Whitecross -et, Monmouth , Sols . Cathoart and Vaughan , New
Haverstock -hil.. Pet. March 23. April 8 , at twelve, at ottices of RECORDS or MEMORIALS, 7d . each , 6s, 6d. per dozen .port
Sol. Tonge , Great Portland -st STOBART, ISABELLA LOUISA, grocer , Gateshead . Pet.March 28 .

DEAN . JOHN RICHARD ,bootmanufacturer , Strand, and Bucking April 13 , nt twelve , at office of Sols. Keenlyside, Forster, and
LEDGERA, DAY-BOOKS, Cast-BOOKS ,LETTER OR MIXUTE-BOOKS

ham -st, Strand. Pet. March 21. April 8, attwo, at theGuildhall Winship , Newcastle upon Tyne An immense stock in various bindings.
coffee -house, Gresham -st. Sol. Pullen , Gresham -bdgs, Guildhall | TALBOT, WILLIAM , leather seller, Hampstead- rd . Pet. March 28 . ILLUSTRATED PRICE -LIST of Inkstands , Postage Scales

DUNCAN , CHARLES, oil merchant, Halifax. Pet. March 28. April April 21, at three , at offices of Sols. Lewis, Munns, and Longden , Copying Presses, Writing Cases, Despatch Boxes , Oak and
14 , at three , at the White Lion hotel, Halifax. Sol. Boocock , old Jewry Walnut Stationery Cabinets , and other useful articles
Halifax THOMPSON, JOSEPH , carrier, Devonshire-rd , Forest-hill. Pet , adapted to Library or Office, post free .DUGGIN , EDWIN , grocer, Pontyminster, par . Risca . pet. March March 21. April 10 , at three , at offices of Sols. Scard and Son ,
28 . April 17 , at one, at offices of Sols . Messrs. Lloyd, Newport Gracechurch -st

EVANS, ISAAC, shoemaker , Llandilo . Pet. March 24 . April 13 , at TERRY, CHARLES, grocer, Sutton . Pet . March 25. April 9 , at
twelve, at the Mackworth hotel, Swansea . Sol. Bishop , Llan eleven , at offices of Sols . Izard and Betts , Eastcheap . Sol. Lay ,

dilo Poultry items of the undertaker's bill have long operated as
FARRAR , JOHN, grocer, Halifax . Pet. March 27. April 13. at TILLEY, THOMAS, of no occupation , Kingston -on -Thames. Pet .

four, at the Savile Arms inn , Elland . Sol. Storey, Halifax March 27 . April 15 , at three , at offices of Sol. Best, New Bridge an oppressive tax upon all classes of the community . With
& view of applying a remedy to this serious evil thest, Ludgate-hinFLYNN, THOMAS, egg merchant, Manchester . Pet. March 28 .

April 13 , at three , at office of Sols. Addleshaw and Warburton , TURNELL, JOHN FREDERICK , cabinet maker, Shemeld . Pet . LONDON NECROPOLIS COMPANY, when opening

Manchester March 27 . April 15 , at twelve , at offices of Sol. Auty, Sheffield their extensive cemetery at Woking, held themselves preFox , ROBERT, commercial traveller , Deptford , and Lawrence - la . THOMAS, JOHN, farmer, Llanfihangel Esgeiflog . Pet. March 27. pared to undertake the whole duties relating to interments
Pet. March 23. April 14, at three, at office of Sol. Lindus, Cheap April is, at twelve , ut the British hotel, Bangor. Sol. Jones , at fixed and moderate scales of charge, from which survivors
side Conway may choose according to their means and the requirementsGIBSON, PEMBROKE, coal agent, Liverpool. Pet, March 27. 1 TRICKEY, JOHN, bootmaker , Exeter. Pet. March 27 . April 13 . at of the case . The Company also undertakes the conduct of

April 15, at two, at the Law Association Rooms, Cook -st, Liver eleven , at office of Yarde and Loader, solicitors, Raymond Funerals to other cemeteries , and to all parts of the United
pool. Sol. Copeman , Liverpool bidge, Gray 's-inn , London . Sol, Huggins, Exeter Kingdom . A pamphlet containing full particulars may be

GREEN, ALFRED , general broker , Trowbridge. Pet . March 27 . I VARDY, JAMES, draper, Newcastle -upon -Tyne. Pet. March 26 .
April 18, at twelve, at office of Sol. Rodway , Trowbridge April 18, at twelve, at office of Sol. Johnston , Newcastle-upon

obtained , or will be forwarded, upon application to the

GATTEY, Rev. JOSEPH , clerk in holy orders, Harpford . Pet . Tyne Chief Office, ,, Lancaster- place, Strand, W . 0 .
March 28. April 9, at two, at the Athenæum , 20 , Bedford -circus | VEVERS, JOSEPH , cloth manufacturer , Leeds. Pet. March 25 .
Exeter . Sol. Gidley , Exeter April 3, at eleven , at offices of Sols. Hick and Jones, Leeds

HAYWOOD, GEORGE, builder , Bedford . Pet. March 27 . April 13 , WALTERS, JOHX, out of business, Bedminster. Pet. March 26 .
April 11, at one, at the London hotel, Exeter . Sol. Clifton 1at twelve, at office of Sol. Conquest, Bedford Delicate . It is difficult to determine which is the

HARVEY, HENRY, wholesale tea dealer , Falmouth , Pet . March 28 . WATTS, GEORGE WILLIAM , wine merchant, Bridgend . Pet. more trying to the human constitution - the damp, cold
April 14 , at three, at office of Sol. Jenkins, Falmouth March 28 . April 16 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Dix , Bristol days ofautumn and winter, or the keen , dry, easterly winds
HACKNEY, ARTHUR, auctioneer , Brighton . Pet . March 26 . Apri Wilsox, THOMAS LAMB, string manufacturer, Carter -la, Ludgate of spring. Throughout the seasons good health may be

17 , at three , at office of Sol. Champion , Brighton hill : Wallis -rd and White Post-la , Hackney Wiok ; and Laurel maintained by occasional doses of Holloway' s Pills , which
HARCOM , JOSHUA, builder's foreman , Swansea . Pet . March 28. Lodge, Shacklewell-green , Kiageland . Pet, March 28 . April 11, purify the blood and act as wholesome stimulants to the

April 18, at ten , at offices of Sol. Leyson , Swansea at one, at offices of Sols . Blake and Snow , College-hill, Cannon -st skin , stomach, liver, bowels, and kidneys. This celebrated
HARORAVL . ROBERT DAFFRON, and HARGRAVE . GEORGE WILKIN , ATKINSON, gentleman , High-st, Clapham . Pet. March
SEDGWICK , grocers, Birmingham . Pet. March 28 . April 10 , 25 . April 9 , at three, at offices of Sol. Godfrey , South -eq ,Gray 's

medicine needs but à fair trial to convince the ailing and

at eleven , at office of Sol. Cottrell, Birmingham
despondent that it will restore and cheer them without

inn
HANWELL, WILLIAM , tailor, Portrea . Pet. March 26 . April 10, at I WIGHTMAN, JAMES, draper , Sheffield . Pet . March 21. April 13

danger, pain , or inconvenience . No family should be with
three, ut office of Sol. Reed , Portsen at four , at offices of Sols . Binney and Sons, Sheffield out & supply of Holloway ' s Pills and Ointment, as by

HINE, GEORGE, farmer, Epping . Pet . March 20 . April 13, rttwc. WHITE , JOHN JAMES, bookkeeper, Everton . Pet. March 25 timely recourse to them the first erring function may be
at the Guildhall coffee-house , Gresham -st . Sol. Shearman April 18, at twy, at offices of Sol. Bellringer, Liverpool reclaimed , sufferingmay be spared , and life saved .

PARTRIDGE AND COOPER

Greipele EDWARE the Claren

TUNERAL REFORM . - The exorbitant

nufacturerick and Joneset. March 28.
TOLLOWAY'S PILLS. - Important for the
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founded on custom ; it extends beyond the obtaining of judgment

in an ordinary suit, and enables the attorney to control an execu
tion , so that hemay not only give time to a defendant, but he
may give binding directions to the sheriff. In Wilson v . Young (9
Barr, 101) it was held that an attorney -at- law may refer his client's

cause to arbitrators, with an agreement that the award shall be
final. Judge ROGERS remarksthat it would be difficult to point out

anything in the conduct of a suit to judgment which he may not
do. The limitations imposed on him relate generally to compro

mises which substitute one thing for another , as real estate for

money , or to transactions after judgment. But it is decided that

an attorney may not bind his client by an agreement by which
land is taken instead ofmoney - much less can hebind his clientby

an agreement for the sale of land ; it requires a special delegation
of authority in writing to enable him to do this .
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This journal having been served with legal process at the suit of
Dr. KENEALY, in respect of an article which appeared in our

columns on the 7th March last, we might well desire to avoid

reference to him in connection with the late trial, but the pro

ceedings of the Oxford Circuit mess cannot be passed by without

comment. Before we were aware of Dr. KENEALY's hostile inten
tions towards ourselves, we expressed the opinion that the Pro
fession should leave the settlement of all questions raised to the
decision of the benchers of Gray' s- inn . We still think this was

the proper course, and undoubtedly the action of the circuit mess
would appear to depart from it . Those, however, who have con

demned the resolution of the circuit Bar as premature and unfair ,

can hardly have put to themselves the question - was there any

alternative ? What the members of a circuit under such circum .

stances have to decide is, whether they wish to continue to dine
and to associate in all the familiarity of social intercourse with a

particular individual. The cause ofobjection to this individualmay

vary in its nature. If it is in any way doubtful or obscure there

should be an investigation ; if palpable and beyond controversy ,
an investigation is idle, and gentlemen constituting what is in

effect a club can at once determine thatthey will no longer tolerate

the company of an objectionable member and expel him . The

large majority of the Oxford Circuit Mess viewed Dr. KENEALY'S
case as in the latter category , and if we were to investigate the

grounds of the conclusion we should find probably that they were

mainly composed of what the learned gentleman himself calls
“ generals." We make these observations in order to explain
whatmight not unnaturally be regarded as the tyranny of a Bar

mess. Exclusion from that mess has nothing more than a moral

effect upon the excluded member, and at least one very successful

Queen ' s Counsel at present travels circuit with great profit to

himself although he has for years ceased to be a member of the

mess. Had Dr. KENEALY been a less prominent personage nothing

would have been heard of his exclusion , which is a purely personal

matter between himself and his professional brethren . It is very

much to be regretted that the operation of rules to which every

man submits who enters the Profession and joins a circuit should
be publicly canvassed in individual cases. Rules will exist in

every society , and whether a man is universally “ cut ” or excluded

from social intercourse by resolution is really of small consequence.
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Werecently adverted to the extreme difficulty ofany new licensing
legislation arising from the existing complexities, and the nume
rous amendments called for by contendiug parties. Weobserve that
last week two deputations on the sameday presented themselves
at the Home Office, one from the Grocers' Association , the other
from the Church of England Temperance Society. The first ten .
dered a set of proposed alterations, arranged in eleven paragraphs,
some with and some without arguments to defend them . The
second deputation , amongst whom were Lord SHAFTESBURY and

Mr. RUSSELL GURNEY, presented statistics of undeniable interest.
Circulars had been sent round to the superintendents of police and
parochial clergy throughout the country. 118 chief police

NOTICE . constables and 746 clergymen were in favour of the Act ; 115
clergymen had suggested amendments for Sunday closing, and soTHE present Editor of the Law TIMES is desired to state that the
on . So far so good . It is useful to know the opinions of chief

learned gentleman who was for many years the editor of this constables and clergymen ; they are in a manner semi-official, and
journal entirely ceased to control its management on accepting we should imagine that the Home Office, before attempting fresh
judicial office. He then retired from the editorship , and has legislation upon a large scale , will come forward with something
since been and is in no way cognisant of the contributions which of the sort in the shape of a “ parliamentary paper.” But weread on

with dismay, as we find an attack upon the facilities given toare made to these columns.
grocers. “ The society,” it is said , “ felt that these grocers' shops

ought not to be turned into licensed houses for drinking spiritnous
liquors." This is incorrect in point of law , for the grocers' licence
extends to a sale for drinking off the premises only : (See 23 Vict.
c . 27 , ss. 1, 3 ; 24 & 25 Vict. c . 21, s . 2 ; Licensing Act 1872, ss. 68 ,74 ) .
Thedemands of the society ,taken togetherwith the demands of the
publicans for increased restrictions upon grocers, seem to threaten

In the Court of Common Pleas in Philadelphia a case has arisen an unnatural combination , whether intended at present or not
involving the question of an attorney's power to bind his client by we caunot say, between the publicans and the teetotallers against
an agreement for the sale of land. It seems that the authority of the grocers, and we imagine that the interest of the public , ever
an attorney -at- law in Pennsylvania is more extensive than in most too little considered in licensing squabbles, lies with the grocers .
countries, on the ground that he acts in some degree as the agent | It may be useful to recall a little bit of history in illustra
as well as the lawyer of the client. This enlargement of power is ' tion of our meaning. Many years ago spirits might not be sold

VOL. LVI. - I o. 1619 .

The Law and the Lawyers
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by retail at all, except by publicans. The extreme inconvenience The question of principal and agent was involved, and the state .

of this gave rise to a Bill enabling wholesale spirit dealers to sell ment in the particulars of sale that the property brought in a

spirits by retail. The publicans of that day put forward their certain annual rental, whereas it produced, in fact, considerably

strength , and the result was that the extension in favour of sale less, had great influence upon the decision. But there are state

by retail was limited to liqueurs, by an Act called the Maraschino ments in the judgment of Lord Justice JAMES which go much

Act (11 & 12 Vict. c . 121, see s. 9 ), and it was not till thirteen further ; so that, whereas under the older decision the usual rule

years afterwards that spirit dealers were enabled to sell spirits by was that notice of possession was notice of the terms under which

retail ( see 24 & 25 Vict. c . 21, s . 2 ). As for the present claims of the possession was held, the law may now be taken as settled, if

the grocers, we leave them to the " serious consideration ” of Mr. the decision of the LORDS JUSTICES is maintained , that a purchaser

CROSS, who is at present engaged in the pleasant task of seeking may safely assume the tenancy of an occupant to be from year

how hemay " do that which will be right to all parties." But we to year or at will, unless he is distinctly informed of the contrary.

do hope that on the point we have just alluded to he will content After stating his indisposition to follow the dicta in James v . Litch.

himself with studying the statistics of the teetotallers, and will field (ubi sup.),the LORD JUSTICE said : “ If there is anything in the

leave their inferences from them alone. nature of the tenancies which affects the property sold, it is the

vendor's duty to inform the purchaser of it, and he is not after

wards entitled to say, ' Oh , yes,but you ought to have gone and

A CURIOUS case has been decided in the United States, as to the inquired .' ” This decision seems to place the law upon a satis

amount of prejudice which will disqualify a jurror on a criminal factory basis, and while justly relaxing the stringency of the rule

trial. This is a matter which is daily becoming more im of caveat emptor ,to discourage the fraudulent concealment offacts

portant, as public opinion is subjected to a greater variety of material to the property on the part of vendors.

influences arising from the increase of periodical literature and

freedom of communication . In the extremely interesting judg .

ment in the case to which we refer, delivered by Chief Justice OUR JURY SYSTEM .
AGNEW , the opinions of the American jurists are reviewed . “ At The amendment of the law relating to juries is a subject which
the present day," said the Chief Justice, “ when newspapers, undoubtedly ought to receive the immediate attention of the

railroads and telegraphs have made intercommunication casy, and Government, themore so because the Judicature Commissioners
where reporters are alive to every occurrence, and the daily press have reported against the establishment of tribunals of commerce.

eager to serve up the details of crime, the difficulty of obtaining There are only a few cardinalprinciples which have to be observed

jurors free from these wide spread influences, has made courts in framing the necessary measure, but we do not consider that a
ſess ready to listen to this cause of challenge. In the contrariety private member should be allowed the conduct of a Bill having so
of opinions prevailing, it is needless to look abroad for precedents, important an object as the remodelling of our jury system . These
but rather to be guided by the reasons lying at the bottom of the principles may be briefly stated . Liability to service should be
right of challenge. The great purpose of this right is to secure carefully distributed , so that every person not exempted by statute

a fair and impartial trial. Chief Justice MARSHALL said , in the should do duty in turn . There should be no distinction between

trial of AARON BURR for treason , that the court has considered special and commun juries, jurymen all being educated up to a
those who have deliberately formed and delivered an opinion on certain standard , and paid equally for their services. The verdict

the guilt of the prisoner, as not being in a frameof mind to weigh of a majority should be binding on the parties, and the illness or
the testimony, and therefore as being disqualified to sit as jurors death of one or more of any jurymen should not affect the issue

in the case ' : ( 1 Burr's Trial, 367). Chief Justice TANEY laid so long as the statutory majority remained .
down the following test, says Mr. WHARTON in his Crim . Law , These are, in our view , the leading principles which must ulti.

$ 2981 : ‘ If the juror has formed an opinion that the prisoners are mately be adopted ; butwemust observe that there is considerable

guilty and entertains that opinion now , without waiting to difference of opinion upon the question whether anything short of

hear the testimony, then he is incompetent. But if from an unanimous verdict of twelve men should be accepted . Different

reading newspapers or hearing reports, he has impressions viewsmay be taken with respect to civil and criminal trials . In

on his mind unfavourable to the prisoners, but has no opinion civil cases we think it is beyond dispute that the verdict of a majo

or prejudice which will prevent him from doing impartial rity should be effectual ; in criminal cases we are open to convic

justice when he hears the testimony then he is competent.' ” tion that unanimity should still be insisted on . In the Orton trial

Having examined these authorities the Chief Justice proceeds to the Lord Chief Justice told the jury that the great object of trial

consider what amount of preconceived opinion will render a juror by jury was to obtain unanimity, and that each juryman was

incompetent. “ Wherever,” he says, “ the opinion of the juror bound to use his utmost efforts, by argument and discussion with

has been formed upon the evidence given in the trial at a former his fellows, to arrive at what was considered by all to be a right

time, or has been so deliberately entertained that it has become a conclusion , treating his own opinions with diffidence and humility .

fixed belief of the prisoner's guilt , it would be wrong to receive Sir Alexander Cockburn was presiding at a great criminal trial,

him . In such a case the bias must be too strong to be easily and his observations on the duties of jurymen were necessary and

shaken off, and the prisoner ought not to be subjected to the pertinent to the subject matter to be disposed of ; but they do

chance of conviction it necessarily begets." This offers a field of not apply with equal force to the trial of civil causes in which seven

challenge of great importance, and upon this ground the American out of twelve men would in the great majority of cases almost cer.

court held that a challenge should have been allowed. It proba tainly be in the right. Indeed our experience is that where juries

bly never occurred to the TICHBORNE defendant to inquire whether disagree one or two jurymen are palpably obstinate, and having

any of the jurors on his trial were unconquerably or seriously watched deliberationsin theboxwehaveseen morethan once a single

prejudiced by the evidence which had been given on the previous man besieged by his fellows, and at length induced to give way,

trial ; but it is clear that the question may very easily arise in although to all appearances unconvinced . It clearly ought not to

this country . be possible that in a civil cause a single obstinate or prejudiced

juryman should be able to render perhaps a very expensive trial
The case of Caballero v . Hentz , which came up on appeal on the wholly abortive.

11th March , from the MASTER of the ROLLS, before the LORDS We are happy to see that Mr. Joseph Brown, Q . C ., one of our
JUSTICES, seems to establish a new principle in relation to the most energetic and enlightened law reformers, has considered the

rights of that well protected person, the bonâ fide purchaser question of amending our jury system from the standpoint of the
without notice. A brewer sent his agent to bid for property, Orton imposture. He takes objection to the number twelve. “ If
described as in the possession of certain tenants, and producing the jury are really to form any opinion of their own, " he says,
£30 a year. Atthe sale , however, it appears that these tenants “ and not to throw all the business of deliberation on the Judge,
were under -tenants of a lessee of the vendor, who held the whole twelve are too many to do it properly ." How is it possible , he

property for a lease, of which nine years were unexpired , at a rent asks, for twelvemen sitting in two rows in a couple of pews, and
of £20. The lease was read at the sale, but it was not referred quite new to their work , to consult each other fully or freely as to
to in the abstract sent to the purchaser. A bill was filed for the details of any long cause ? . . . If they differ, and theevidence

specific performance, but it was held by the MASTER of the ROLLS, has to be reviewed by them to bring them to onemind , is this likely
and his decision was affirmed, that the purchaser was not bound to be done better by five or twelve ? And Mr. Brown boldly
by the unauthorised act of his agent, and that he had not received advocates the reduction of the number of jurymen to five. He,
constructive notice of the lease. The two cases most relied on by indeed , goes yet further, and evidently considers that in many
the plaintiff 's counsel were those of Daniels v . Davidson (16 cases trial by jury might be advantageously dispensed with . “ It
Vesey , 249) and James V . Litchfield ( L . Rep . 9 Eq. 51; 21 seems," he remarks, " as if the people of this country had been
L . T . Rep . N . S . 526 ) ; the former of which may be looked persuaded by the eloquent declamations of such men as Erskine
upon as much shaken in authority , and the latter overruled . and Brougham , who lived in times when the liberty of the press
The point decided in Daniels v . Davidson was, that the pos. and of the subject found its best safeguard in a jury, that, there

session of a tenant is notice to a purchaser of the tenant's fore, we cannot have too much of it, and that because trialby jury
interest, created by an agreement to purchase from his land. is an excellent privilege when a man is indicted for a political
lord ; and it was intimated in the judgment of Lord ELDON offence, it is equally good when he has to try the validity of a
that generally notice of occupation was notice of the terms of patent or the title to an estate. But it is as great a piece of
occupation . And the case of James V . Litchfield lays down quackery to say that trial by jury is good for all causes, as to say
that rule to its full extent. It is true that in the present case that Morrison ' s pills cure all diseases. A knife is the best thing
complications existed which were absent from the earlier ones. ' to cut bread , but would be very awkward to share with . Would
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anyone ask a carpenter to repair his carriage when he could get causes should not be established. Wewill go into their reasons

a coachmaker to do it ? Why, then , should we employ laymen more fully in a moment, but, before doing so, wewill look at the

to try a long and difficult cause, when we have got an expert views of the dissentientmembers of the Commission .

Judge at hand , trained and paid for the work , who would do it The lawyers upon the Commission are almost unanimous - Lord

much better, and in half the time.” There is doubtless a great PENZANCE alone is unable to sign the report . “ I am not satis

deal of good sense in this, but the view which the public take, and fied ," he says, " that tribunals might not be established consisting

the view which practical lawyers take, is widely different. For of commercial men , with adequate legal assistance, capable of

example, the Saturday Review of last Saturday says that “ jury . settling commercial disputes in a satisfactory manner at greater

men are quite asmuch an essential part of the judicial establish speed and at much less cost than at present." " His Lordship then

ment as the Judges themselves," and that “ it is unnecessary to refers to the “ well-known fact, " that in the large majority of com

quote Blackstone in support of the proposition that the participa mercial disputes the parties avoid the courts of law and resort to

tion of the public in the administration of justice is of the utmost private arbitration , as strong to show the need of some such tri

importance. Chief Justice Cockburn lately expressed the conclu . bunals. We cannot agree with this . What the commercial com

sion on which all authorities are agreed when he said that a jury munity has to complain of is the delay attending the settlement of

assisted by a Judge is a far better tribunal for the elucidation of their disputes by the courts of law . It is, indeed, marvellous that

the truth than a Judge unassisted by a jury." they should have been so long suffering , and it is also surprising that
Mr. Brown, taking a shrewd lawyer's view of the Orton swindle , lawyers themselves have not made some great effort to recommend

says that had it been left to Lord Chief Justice Bovill, or to the the ordinary process to the public by obtaining an increased judi
three Judges of the Queen 's Bench to decide the matter, it cial staff, or rearrangement of the legal year, so as to make justice
would have been greatly shortened . To quote Mr. Brown's speedy, whilst the administration of the law wasmade profitable to
vigorous language, “ In truth the case presented to every ex its practitioners. Had tribunals of commerce, in which anybody
perienced lawyer such staring and unmistakeable marks of could have conducted causes and had audience, been recommended
fraud and imposture from the very first, that if the civil and established , the legal profession would have suffered justly for
case had been tried by the late Chief Justice Bovill instead of a their default in not taking steps to improve the machinery of
jury , there is no doubt that that very acute and penetrating which they indeed are a part . The great step , however, has been
Judge, who had himself been counsel in the Smythe imposture, taken by Lord SELBORNE. As wehavemore than once pointed out,
would have dismissed the case after the cross-examination of the the Judicature Act has done all that is to be done to render justice
ignorant impostor, who neither knew the native tongue of Roger speedy, and to give assessors and courts of arbitration so that
Tichborne, nor the name of his mother, nor the situation of his technical matters and matters of account may be dealt with and
estate, nor the books he read at school, nor the name of his decided by the light of more practical knowledge than can
favourite game, nor the face of his sweetheart. So it is pretty be obtained from the chance circumstance of a juror having
plain to those who watched the criminal trial, that if the Judges special information - a circumstance which is far from common ,
of the Queen 's Bench had had to decide it, the evidence would although by no means infrequent.

have been greatly shortened by an intimation that a great deal of Sir ŠYDNEYWATERLOW has taken the suitor' s view of thequestion
it did not weigh a feather , and no reply or summing up would from the old standpoint. He complains that “ those who support

have been called for.” the present system of trying mercantile disputes seems to regard
Wethink that in advancing these arguments Mr. Brown has them all as hostile litigation . . . . The present system too

altogether forgotten that there are others besides lawyers to be frequently works a denial of justice, or inflicts on the suitor a

satisfied , and that a finding which recommends itself to the long -pending worrying law suit, the solicitors on either side

logical intellect of a trained advocatemay utterly fail in obtaining pleading in their client's interest every technical point, and thus

acceptation at the hands of the multitude. Some of the “ fools engendering a bitterness which destroys allfuture confidence, and

and fanatics" referred to by the Lord Chief Justice are even now puts an end to further mercantile dealings." Wehardly know what

in the face of the verdict deliberating over some insane memorial Sir SYDNEY expects to arrive at by Commercial Courts, butmost

to Government for the purpose of obtaining an inquiry into the certainly those cases which by their nature excite hostile feelings

conduct of the Judges at the late trial, How much wider would would continue to do so wherever disposed of. A Fast number of

the clamour have been had no jury intervened between the Bench actions are brought during the year in this country for breach of

and the public ! contract ; the causes of the breach are to be found perhaps in the

It is to be regretted that there should be differences of opinion state of themarkets, and where the construction of the contract
upon a subject which must be dealt with , but we are sanguine that would be bona fide questioned in one case, it would be raised
a happy middle course may be taken . Wedo not consider that malâ fide for the purpose of evading liability in fifty cases.
juries can be dispensed with or that less than seven jurymen should Parties who are injured by the failure of other parties to
be allowed to give a verdict in any case whilst a larger number perform their contracts are by no means disposed to regard

shouid be required to be unanimous in a criminal case. Mr. the latter as friends, and when solicitors plead , as Sir SYDNEY
Brown says “ one does not see why eight Englishmen should not ingenuously puts it, “ in their client's interest," every tech
be enough to convict a villain aswell as eight Scotchmen .” Con nical point, they undoubtedly do so acting under instruc
victing villains, however, is not the only function of juries in tions. We are confident that no respectable firm would care
criminal cases : innocent people are occasionally arraigned , and to load a client with the costs of arguing technical questions, if it

the question is how best to secure the safe administration of jus . was not the desire of such client to take every advantage of his
tice. This is a subject for the careful deliberation of Parliament opponent which the law allows. Probably Sir SYDNEY WATERLOW

on a measure introduced by the Government. has formed his opinion from some individual case coming within

his knowledge, but if he had consulted a lawyer in large prac

tice like Mr. HOLLAMS he would have been told what we

THE THIRD REPORT OF THE JUDICATURE have said - it is only in the small minority of cases that com .
COMMISSION . mercial disputes do not arise out of a desire on the one side or the

This report is by no means the least interesting of the series, other to escape a liability or obtain an advantage. And we
dealing as it does with the question which was more agitated a remember that one of the great objections to French tribunals,
short time ago than it is now , whether tribunals of commerce which was advanced in these columns was, that the merchant

should be established in this country. The preface to the report Judges are generally men with large connections and business
must satisfy everyone that the subject has received the most relations, and that, consequently, their personal friendships and

thorough investigation . Inquiries have been made of authorities business interests are regarded as influencing their decisions,thus
abroad and at home, with a view to ascertain how commercial showing that commercial causes generally admit of sides being

courts work in foreign countries, and what the feeling on the taken as in a hostile encounter .

subject is among commercial men in this country. While With every respect for the judgment of Mr. AYRTOX we cannot
the Commissioners were prosecuting these inquiries we took help thinking that he has taken an entirely erroneous view of the
occasion to publish the views of a gentleman familiar with the general question . He says, “ It appears to me that when a dispute
tribunals in France , and he was in the main decidedly of opinion arises in the course ofa commercial dealing the compulsory settle
that their operation is by nomeans satisfactory, even to commer ment of it by a tribunal may be regarded as only a continuance or
cialmen , whilst the constant conflict between courts in different a conclusion of the transaction , and that it is unreasonable to
localities in matters of law , earned the well-merited contempt of the insist that the parties interested shall as a condition of having
legal profession . The Judicature Commissioners have considered their dispute determined , be required at an enormous cost and incon
the question in all its bearings, and they have found that venience to themselves, to create a precedent for the benefit of society ,
in those countries where hitherto the commercial element and to add a rule of law to a commercial code.” The passage which

has predominated in the court , there is now a desire to give con we have italicised shows how wrong a view may be taken of
trolling, or at least, guiding power to a legal member. In the the ordinary litigation of our courts. Mr. AYRTON evidently thinks
best models which have been examined the president of the court tbat every case which goes to trial raises some point which can

has been a lawyer, and the lay members of the court have acted be carried to a court sitting in banco , and that justice cannot
more as assessors than as Judges, although having the power of be had in disputed questions of fact without payment of the

Judges equally with the president. The Commissioners evi- l penalty of settling a precedent. Of course it would be absurd in
dently consider that this is so near an approach to the courts of these columns to show at any length the utter absurdity of this
this country as constituted when assessors assist the Judge, that idea. Very considerably more than two-thirds of the causes
they recommend that special courts for the trial of commercial which come into court at nisi prius are settled by the verdict of
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the jury, and are never heard ofagain. Many others are heard of is clearly to except from Bankruptcy jurisdiction all claims and
in banco only on motions for new trials , or to enter the verdict, demands and questions which, if no bankruptcy had happened ,
which do not go beyond the first stage ; and it is the small | would have been tried elsewhere. This seems to point to the test

minority which go to make the law by forming precedents which of bankruptcy jurisdiction as being this (creditors coming under

are recorded in the law reports. Again Mr. AYRTON seems to us special provisions), “ Would the question have been tried with the

wholly wrong in considering that legal assistance is simply a debtor as plaintiff or defendant if the bankruptcy had not taken

necessity of the courts as at present constituted - to protect place ? ” This view of Lord Selborne's words is borne out by the

suitors against each other, and against the abuse of power by the remainder of his judgment.
Judge. If he imagines that before a tribunal of commerce suitors “ That which is to be done in bankruptcy is the administration

would not need protection against each other and against the in bankruptcy. The debtor and the creditors as the parties to

caprices of the Judges,wethink he is greatly in error ; and in all pro the administration in bankruptcy are subject to that jurisdiction .

bability with the power of appealwhich would exist, as many cases The trustees or assignees, as the persons entrusted with the

would find their way into the ordinary courts of law as now go in administration , are subject to that jurisdiction . The assets which

their usual course into banc and up to the higher courts of appeal. come into their hands, and the mode of administering them , are

It is a relief to turn from these conjectures to the prac subject to that jurisdiction, and there may be, and I believe are,

tical treatment of the subject by the Commissioners who assent to some special classes of transactions which , under special
the report. They consider that all the advantages which could be clauses of the Acts of Parliament, may be specially dealt
gained by the establishment of tribunals of commerce will be with as regards third parties. But the general proposition that
obtained by giving mercantile assessors to the courts, and go as whenever the assignees or trustees in bankruptcy, or the trustees
far as to recommend that in all cases heard with assessors in under such deeds as these, have a demand at law or in equity as

which appeals are allowed power should be given to the judge of against a stranger to the bankruptcy, then that demand is to be
the court of appealto call in the assistance of like assessors. This prosecuted in a Court of Bankruptcy , appears to me to be a pro
is the solution of the whole difficulty. We do not believe that in position entirely without the warrant of anything in the Acts of

cases in which private arbitration is had recourse to the result Parliament and wholly unsupported by any trace or vestige of
can be so satisfactory as a decision of a properly constituted legal authority."

tribunal. Speedy procedure and commercial assessors being Lord Selborne, it will be seen , takes as the subjects of bank
given , such tribunalmust hold its own against all competition . ruptcy control (a ) the debtor, (b ) the creditors , (c ) the trustee, ( d )
We have stated the pith of the report and the objections to its the assets which come into the trustee's hands. He certainly ex

recommendations. It will be found in extenso in another column. cepts thesecond head of our classification ofthebankrupt' s effects
yiz ., a certain number of claims on persons connected in business

with the bankrupt - from the bankruptcy jurisdiction . And this
BANKRUPTCY JURISDICTION. exception , which must have been made advisedly , is perfectly

THE decisions in Ellis v . Silber (28 L . T . Rep . N . S . 156 ) consonant with reason ; for while creditors could, if unrestrained ,

and in Ex parte Motion , Maule v . Davis ,(28 L . T . Rep. N . S . absorb the assets and so defeat an administration in bankruptcy,

906 ; on appeal, 22 W . R . 225 ) are calculated to determine it is very clear those on whom the trustee alone has claims can do

somewhat the limits of the jurisdiction in bankruptcy under sects. nothing of the sort. The same rule of administration prevails

66 and 72 of the last Act in questions between the trustee and with respect to estates in the hands of the Court of Chancery ,

third parties. To understard what Ellis v . Silber establishes, it against which the creditors prove, and against thedebtors to which

must be premised that with every bankruptcy there devolve upon | actions have to be brought.

the trustee ( 1) a certain number of assets in the hands of the So clearly does Ellis v . Silber displace the test laid down in

bankrupt, ( 2 ) a certain number of claims on persons connected Anderson 's case as the test of jurisdiction , that Lord Selborne

before the bankruptcy with the bankrupt in business , (3 ) a certain expressly shifts the ground on which Eæ parte Anderson rested ,and

number of liabilities to the sameclass of persons. In what forum places it on the submission of the holder of what were claimed as

or forums a trustee is to pursue the claimsnumbered ( 2 ) is a point assets to the bankruptcy, viz ., on the ground that that person

of some importance, and the two cases cited above bear parti “ had come in andmade certain arrangements as to the pictures

cularly upon it . in dispute with creditors of the bankrupt, and therefore thematter

The case of Ellis v . Silber (ubi sup.) was this. À claim was was primâ facie brought by his own submission and his own acts

made by the trustee of a bankrupt's estate upon a former partneri under the administration in bankruptcy .” Ellis v . Silber may

of the bankrupt for compensation for improperly dissolving the therefore be considered (1) as setting aside the authority of Es
partnership. This claim the trustee attempted to prosecute byai parte Anderson ; (2 ) a demurrer to the jurisdiction being always
bill in Chancery, and a demurrer to the jurisdiction was filed , a entertained in a court of equity , where there is a concurrent

course always adopted wherever the Bankruptcy Act gives juris jurisdiction in bankruptcy , as establishing that the trustee of a

diction to the Bankruptcy Court : (Stone v . Thomas, L . Rep . 5 bankrupt estate, must, unless in some cases specially provided by

Ch. App . 219 ; 22 L . T . Rep . N . S . 359) . On the criterion adopted the Act, pursue against debtors to the estate equitable and legal

in Ex parte Anderson , re Anderson ( L . Rep. 5 Ch . App . 481 ; 22 remedies. A similar claim was discussed in Ex parte Motion ,

L . T . Rep. N . S . 361), to determine whether the Bankruptcy Maule y . Davis. The object of themotion was to set aside a sale

Court had jurisdiction or not, viz ., “ Is or is not the ques. made by an assignee of a former bankruptcy under a decree in

tion in the present case one which it is necessary to decide Chancery, and then to carry out the decree by another sale, on the

with a view to the distribution of the bankrupts' estate, " it allegation that the trustee of a second bankruptcy considered if

is quite clear, the matter in dispute in Elis v . Silber was within the property were fairly sold a considerable sum would come to

the jurisdiction of the Bankruptcy Court. In Anderson 's case the him and the creditors. The Chief Judge sitting in Bank

trustee desired to recover some pictures which had got into the ruptcy granted the relief desired , but on appeal it was held that

hands of a third party, and if that had to do with the distribution the Court of Bankruptcy had no power to entertain the cause ,

of the assets of a bankrupt pari ratione had the trustee's claim in clearly one of the same nature as Ellis v . Silber and Ex parte

Ellis v . Silber. In Da parte Motion the same criterion of jurisdic Anderson , viz ., a demand by the trustee against some third

tion as in Ea parte Anderson (ubi sup.) was taken by the Chief persons, which , if successful, must swell the assets. “ Sect. 72,"

Judge who held that a claim which , if successful, would produce said Lord Selborne, the Lords Justices concurring, " gives the
assets was a question which had to do with their distribution . Court" (of Bankruptcy ) “ a very large authority to decide such

Clearly on the tests adopted in Ex parte Anderson and Ex questions as it may consider expedient and necessary to de

parte Motion the claim made in Ellis v . Silber was within cide for the proper purposes of the administration in bank .

the jurisdiction of the Court of Bankruptcy. The decision ruptcy ; but it does not, as we understand it, at all enable the

of Lord Selborne that Ellis v . Silber was a proper case Court of Bankruptcy to draw compulsorily within the sphere of

for the courts of equity (which amounts to a denial of bankruptcy its jurisdiction property or the owners of property not vested in

jurisdiction : Stone v . Thomas, sup .) is , therefore, of considerable the assignee, and not originally subject to the administration in

importance, because it displaces at once the tests by which , since bankruptcy." That the above case includes in its principle the

Anderson 's case , bankruptcy jurisdiction has been measured . In simple one of a legal claim by the trustee on a person not a creditor

his decision the Lord Chancellor drew a distinction between as well as a complicated equitable claim on the same description

questions which arise because a bankruptcy has happened, e.g ., of person , is very clear from the observations made during the

the payment of dividends, & c ., and questionswhich arise from argument. “ If a bankrupt claimed to be the owner of an estate ,

other sources than that event. Such a distinction the following you contend," asked Lord Justice James, “ that the Court of

extract from his judgment clearly defines : “ There was no case Bankruptcy could not be the proper tribunal to try that question ,
cited and no clause quoted from any Act of Parliament to but an action of ejectment must be brought or a bill filed ? " Lord

the effect that whenever the trustee of a deed or a trustee or Selborne on this remarked, “ Certainly I should hold that." After

assignee in bankruptcy has a demand against a third person these two decisions it will be yery difficult for the bankruptcy

which , but for the bankruptcy, would be proper to be pro - courts to absorb into themselves much of the jurisdiction they

secuted in a court of law or equity, the jurisdiction of the continually absorb by injunction . By a very strained construction
court of law or of the court of equity is, as against that third of these cases bankruptcy courts may perhaps retain a concurrent

person, transferred to the Court of Bankruptcy. I apprehend jurisdiction in matters of the nature therein adjudicated upon ;

that there is nothing whatever in the Acts relating to bank but in such a case, it ought clearly to be remembered , when in .

ruptcy which in an ordinary case, not governed by the special junctions are applied for, that one court cannot transfer a cause to

clauses of the Act, has any such effect." The result of these words itself from a court of concurrent jurisdiction .
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AMERICAN CRITICISM ON THE ENGLISH BAR. I of guileless and unsuspecting nature, just escaped from the university,

has no chance with such men as these. There is no fair start for the man
A NEW serial publication has just issued from the Baltimore press

of this sort, who desires to know his profession as a soience. The smart
entitled “ The Bench and Bar Review ," and its first article is tradesman who knows it mechanically as a craft, beats him hollow . On a

entitled “ The Bar in England and France." Therein we find the considerable circuit in England, there is a gentleman of twelve years'

following estimate of the present constitution of the English Bar, standing at the Bar, making his £1200 or £1500 a year, who, thirteen or

its capacity, and its work :
fourteen years ago, travelled the very circuit , which he now follows as a
barrister, as a clerk to a great attorney agency house of Lincoln 's- inn . In

We feel a great difficulty in speaking of the actual practitioners at the this guise he became acquainted with every attorney and every attorney ' s
Bar of England. Never at any period within a century and a half was the clerk through the whole circuit. When called to the Bar such acquaint
Profession at so low an intellectual ebb as latterly . It is not that there is ances and friends were used in a double sense. Then what a knowledge of
any deficiency of the day labourers, the plodding formalists of the Profes practice and routine must anyman have gained who learned his profession
sion . These exists in greater numbers, and are probably as competent in this manner ? It is curious that, while regularly admitted and sworn
and well read in the lore of the blue books and practice cases as any of attorneys must be off the roll for a certain time, before they are allowed to
their predecessors . But superior intellects and brilliants talents are , in enter as students for the Bar, that an attorney' s writing or copying clerk
our day, altogether wanting . There is no Erskine, no Murray , no Law , no (we speak not of an articled clerk ) or the sweeper of an attorney' s office or
Romilly, no Brougham , no Copley, no Denman, no Follet ; we have not chamber , may enter at once as a student, and may be sworn a barrister
even , in our time, a Best, a Garrow , or a Scarlett. three days after he leaves the service of the lowest practitioner in Lyon 's ,

It will scarcely be credited by a lay reader - but the fact is not the less Clement' s, or Thavies Inn . If such a system produced Saunderses, or
deplorably true - that with the exception of half a dozen men , we can Pattesons, or Maules, or Parkes, or Vaughan Williamses , we could see the
scarcely name a barrister who can now address a jury, in an important benefit of it - if it produced Erskines, or Currans, we might applaud it ,
cause, with average ability .- - Sir Alexander Cockburn was among the best but it produces excellence in no one way. It merely enables attorney' s.
specimens, and among these there is only one who can be called eloquent, clerks, ex -attorneys, attorney' s sons and brothers- in - law , brothers, and
and Sir Alexander Cockburn ' s is the eloquence more of the rhetorician than and cousins, to start with a handful of briefs from the commencement of
of theman of fervid and impassioned feeling : their career, and to daily acquire , by doing some business of a tenth -rate

The present Attorney-General understands the practice of the courts kind , a certain species of mental and professional dexterity of the very
well, is an excellent case lawyer, and is generally well-read in his profession . lowest character. The men of this calibre, and there are at least one hun .

man of subtle and acute intellect, not wanting in courage or self dred and sixty or seventy of them in Westminster Hall, making from £300
possession , and not deficient in fluency, but, albeit most respectable as a to £2000 a year, are essentially neither more nor less than tradesmen
lawyer, as an advocate he cannot be compared with the great lawyers. journeyman lawyers, who set about their work in the spirit of mechanics

A man ofmuch more intellectual ability, was Mr. Mathew Hill. In any or handicraftsmen . Either this system should be put an end to , or it
considerable cause, notwithstanding certain defects of manner, Mr. Hill should be adopted for all. Compel every candidate for the Bar to pass one
was a really able and effective advocate . Occasionally , his efforts in this year in an attorney ' s office, and the evil - or, more properly to describe it, .
respect have been very masterly and vigorous, indicating a well-stored the unfair advantage - which a few very illiterate,and not very high -prin .

d . and a greater degree of reading,research ,and comprehensiveness than
cipled , yet well-dressed persons possess, would pass away.

usually fall to the lot of practising barristers in our day. It may be said that In looking over what we have written ,we feel obliged to confess that
Mr. Hill's efforts smelt of the lamp, that they weremarked by the limæ labor .
Granted that it is so, what does this prove but that no high degree of ex.

eloquence and high gifts, generally rare amongst the advocates of England ,
has now nearly perished from amongst us. It is well stated in a work of

cellence can be obtained without labour ? Men do not become painters, considerable research , that one reason of the decay of everything re
sculptors, or actors , without study , reflection , and perpetual labour. sembling eloquence is the excessive degree of technicality , which pervades
How can they hope, then , to to become advocates d 'emblée , or at a bound. every portion of English law. Though we do not deny that the principles

Sir Fitzroy Kelly , from the elevation of Sir Thomas Wilde until the of special pleading are based in rigid logic , yet we must admit - with Mr.

beginning of 1849, had the pick of the best legal business, and always per . John George Phillimore - who has published an admirable summary of the

formed his work with consummate acumen , subtlety , and address. The Roman law - that the wire-drawn distinctions of special pleading are the

style of speaking of Sir Fitzroy Kelly was eminently legal. His sentences disgrace aud the opprobrium of our age. To meander through such mazes

short, clear, and symmetrical ; he arranged his facts lucidly, he grasped his would puzzle the subtlest intellect, and tax to the utmost the powers of a

detailswith considerable artistic skilland effect. Hewasever chaste, natural, really robust, masculine understanding , and sometimes tax such powers

and uninvolved ; and without being an ad captandum speaker , or descend altogether in vain . The involved phraseology, the expletives, the

ing to colloquial phrases, could make himself thoroughly understood by a synonymes , the pleonasms, the obscure and barbarous verbiage of the

jury. He possessed great judgment and tact, an excellent pleader, a good modern system of pleading, are really the disgrace of our time and system .

mercantile lawyer, and generally well-read in the common law of the land , These abuses are excrescences of comparatively modern growth on the

yet, though a clear and dexterous arguer of cases, was not a man of ancient body of English law , for in the earlier time pleadings were delivered

eloquence. To scholarship, Mr. Kelly made no pretensions whatever, ore tenus at the Bar, and not written . The evil has been much increased

though he possessed someknowledge of modern languages, and was toler by a body of very ingenious and subtle gentlemen acting under the Bar as

ably read in English literature. Of a docile nature, and of flexible mind , special pleaders,and it must be averred that for the last half century or

he was, however, one of those men who can get up any subject on or for a more, our courts of justice in England have been far too prone to lend a

particular occasion , so as to please and satisfy an attorney, if not to carry willing ear to refined and technicalpoints of objection w

the court or lead captive the jury . below the Bar delight to raise, and pettifoggers at the Bar have a peculiar
Sir Alexander Cockburn is certainly a more accomplished and elegant glory in sustaining in court.

scholar, and much more a man of the world than any one of the gentlemen The overgrown mass -- the immense, shapeless, and unwieldy body of the
we have mentioned . Not a very profound lawyer, he is yet so well skilled | English law is an impediment not less formidable to oratory than the
in the principles of the science , and has so scholarly a knowledge of the technicality of pleading. The volumes of the Statutes at Large now
civil law , that he can readily grasp any principle of jurisprudence. His amount, if we remember rightly, to about fifty -three volumes quarto , of
intellect is so clear, his power of generalization so rapid and so sure, his about 850 pages each volume. On the construction of these statutes there

felicity of expression so great, that he readily makes himself master of are annually published about thirty volumes of Reports, containing , also ,
details . In dealing with the passions of men , Sir Alexander Cockburn atan average, from 700 to 800 pages of matter, at a cost of about £2 &

possessed greater powers than any of his colleagues . To say , however, volume, or £60 a year to any one who subscribes to a complete set of
that he had been a great advocate, unless as great among smaller men , Reports, beginning with the House of Lords, and ending with the Crown

would be incorrect. When not very many years at the Bar he obtained Cases Reserved. How can any one or any ten men master all this enor
considerable practice, and one of the largest practices before Committees mous or unwieldy mass , or properly digest and common place it on his
of the House of Commons. In this branch of the law three times larger mind ? Roger North , in his day, when the volumes of Reports were only
incomes have been made, than ever have been acquired in the regular pur . sixty, spoke of them as innumerable . If he were to revisit the glimpses of
suit of the Profession . In 1844, 1845, and 1846, Mr. Charles Austin is said the moon , what would he say, finding 600 volumes, containing , down to the
to have made on an average more than £40,000 a year. The Hon . John end of 1849 , 250 ,000 points of law , or more, as any man may see by a refer
Talbot is known to havemade more than £12 ,000 a year ; and juniors who ence to Harrison 's or Chitty's Index, or Jeremy's Digest ? How can a
have never attained £200 a year at Westminster Hall, have made their man be eloquent, whose best days and hours are spent in learning to digest
£3000 and £4000 a year, during those three years before committees. matter , and arrange in his mind , or to learn where to discover, and how to
This is an exceptional state of things, it is true, owing altogether to the apply this vast mass of legislative verbiage, and the decisions upon it ?
railway mania , butMr. Austin , from 1832, had steadily risen into the first Talents of a popular kind - the power of giving effect to large and compre
rank in this parliamentary practice, and therefore it is necessary to say hensive views, wither under such a discipline as this. All the fire, energy,
something of such a man. and enthusiasm of a young man --all the genius and general principles he

Unquestionably , Mr. Austin possessed great powers of exposition, and of has acquired at college, and in the bosom of his family , die within him ,
on he has et command a copious flow of words and of ideas smothered and overlaid by the forms and technicalities of a system ,

he is ardent and cool at one and the same time - he possessed the reflec narrow , crabbed , and barbarous.

tive and the perceptive faculties in exceedingly well-balanced proportion , Independently of this , the practical workaday , money getting , and
and he is a man , moreover, very well read in ancient and modern literature. business-like spirit of our time, is against the theory and practice of elo
But like most suddenly successful men - like men who from small begin . quence. A man particularly gifted with grace of manner and affluence of
nings have grown immensely and speedily wealthy , he was inordinately expression , is despised by the prig and the formalist , who has thoroughly
conceited - indeed, preposterously conceited for a man so generally capable conned his Chitty and his Archbold , and is looked on with ineffable disdain
and well-informed . by the successful railway speculator, or the man or woman who has (what
Ofgenius or imagination Mr. Austin possessed not a particle, and though is called within the precincts of the city of London ) three stars in India

a clear, and occasionally an ardent and impassioned speaker , he could not Stook .
be called eloquent. But the besetting and eminent vice ofMr. Austin was The multiplicity and detail of modern affairs, abounding in particulars
an insatiable love of money. While Sir Alexander Cockburn , by no means and small items, also tends to stifle and suffocate everything like eloquence.
a rich man , renounced a most lucrative parliamentary practice to enter the Oars is an age of debtor and creditor - of profit and loss of tare and tret ,
House of Commons, Mr. Austin was known as an immensely rich man , - of free trade and barter - of buying and selling - of quick returns and
who stuck by his parliamentary practice, and preferred to count his gains, small profits ; and mer have neither the time nor the taste to make fine
rather than to do the state some service as a senator or a politician . phrases as of old . If we have perfected the steam - engine, and created rail.
Of the barristers who are considerable juniors , as it is called - i.e .,men roads, we have also enthroned a servile , a crouching , and mammon-getting

who take the burden of cases upon their shoulders, we have not spoken . spirit in high places - we have deified dullness and formality, and wor
Manyof the most successful of this dull tribe is composed of men who have shipped mechanism , and drudgery , and cotton spinning , and knife grinding .
been bred up as attorneys, attorneys' clerks (not articled clerks) , or who as though they were things lofty, ethereal, spiritual, and immortal. With
have commenced life as errand-boys in an attorney ' s firm , or as sweepers such feelings pervading the aristoding the aristocracy of trade - ay , and the aristocracy of

of offices or chambers, or servers of summonses. Nineteen out of twenty land, and of acres — is it any wonder that the mass of barristers are timid

of the men doing second or third -rate business at the Bar, and making from formalists — is it any wonder that they will not speak with decision, and
£500 to £1500 a year, are persons who have either been attorneys a few fearlessness, and energetic eloquence, like Erskine - that they shrink from
years ago , or the sons, brothers, or cousins of attorneys - or who have giving their better and nobler thoughts noble expressions -- that they are
married the sisters, daughters, or the female relatives of successful dull and decorous, and dead to the most generous and loftiest impulses ?

attorneys. A gentleman of scholarlike education, of liberal attainments, ' No doubt the times in which we live or vegetate are flat, level, and insipid

on which ar lers

Inci
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Weare fallen on the cankers of a calm world and a long peace ; yet we conducting a cause better --many of them not so well as the many astute
cannot but think that somewhat of the mediocrity of the Profession is and sensible men without a silk gown.

owing to a man who was longer at the head of the Bar as Attorney and Onemight fancy that in the criminal branch of the Profession we might

Solicitor-General than any man within a century. John Lord Campbell, find eloquent, ingenious, and able men at the Central Criminal Court.

though & sound and well-read lawyer, was neither a gifted nor a high But there is scarcely one man above mediocrity , excepting a very few .

hearted man ; neither a scholar nor an orator, nor a distinguished gentle . The Bar of England is now a very numerous body. In the beginning of
iman ; and his leaden influence has operated in many ways most disas. the past year it consisted of over 7000 individuals , and there were called
trously. When eloquence , or even a graceful and fluent elocution , is not in the previous year 300 gentlemen . The Bar of England at this mon

oment

prized , men will take no pains - will make no efforts to become successful probably consists , to reckon new members, about 8000 members, but the
speakere. Advocates will not labour earnestly to become eloquent when returns cannot be accurately ascertained at present.

such barristers as the - - and the lead the Great Northern Circuit of In Ireland the Profession of the Bar is relatively greater than in England,
England . We do not deny that there is great ingenuity and skill — a happy and the Queen 's Counsel also more numerous. Wehavenomeans ofknow .

facility of dealing with entangled and complicated facts -- that there are ing the number of advocates in Scotland . No doubt there is much in suc
great judgment, quickness, tact, knowledge of practice and of cases now cess at the Bar to ennoble and gratify the mind, and to attract the eyes of

at the Barof England ; but of eloquence there is none, and of scientific or those whose hopes outrun their judgment, but laymen and spectators per .
historic learning very little . Ours is an age of no flagrant wrongs - of no ceive the spangles upon the robe of the advocate, profonndly unaware that

deeds of violence or of rapine — of no greatpolitical trials - and the occasion all is not gold that glitters brightly . If the advocate has his triumphs he
has not, perhaps, arisen to call forth the eloquence of the “ coming man .” has also his troubles, and to the vast majority the troubles far exceed the
In Ireland two eloquent advocates appeared at the State trials . One, a fine triumphs. Crowds, says somebody whose name and book we forget, but
old gentleman of the nameof Holmes, then in his 78th or 79th year, and a who spoke truly - crowds admire the figures upon tapestry - the splendour
brother- in -law of Thomas Addis Emmett ; the other Mr. Whiteside, the s , and the rich intertexture of its purple and gold : but who

author of a book in three volumes on Italy . ' turns the array to contemplate the jagged ends of thread , rags of worsted
It is possible that in the back rows of the Queen's Bench and Exchequer and unsightly patchwork of the reversed side of the picture, and yet it is

there are some undiscovered Erskines, Currans, and Broughams ; but so from this side theartificer sits and works- this is the picture as he sees it
long as the system prevails among attorneys of giving the leading causes - the gay outside is for the spectator. Thus it is that we look upon life

to Queen 's Counsel wearing silk gowns, or rather to those among them who ermine, lace, gold , jewels. Rank , station , ambition , glitter in our eyes ,
have business in law and equity - the Erskines , the Currans, and Broughams and we envy the good fortune of the possessors , and think they must be
are likely to remain undiscovered. Half a century ago, there were not happy, seeing but the show side of their lives ; yet not a life among them
above twenty silk gowns in the Profession , ten of whom were men of real that has not, or has not had its rags and tags, and knotted ends, its wrong

ability, and the remainder of great professional learning ; but now silk | side, in that in which the artisan has been drudging all his days, until the
gowns are given to men neither of eloquence , of legal learning, nor of high splendour he has made becomes distasteful,and only serves to enrich the
scholarship. Among them there are not nine men capable of leading or l eyes of ignorant lookers-on .

of

LEGISLATION AND JURIS . 1 two periods shall be the longer ; and if the right tenant in tail of any land or rent shall have made

PRUDENCE .
of any such person to make such entry or distress, an assurance thereof which shall not operate to
or to bring any such action or suit, shall have | bar an estate or estates to take effect after or in
been barred under this Act, no person afterwards defeasance of his estate tail, and any person shall

REAL PROPERTY LIMITATION BILL. claiming to be entitled to the same land or rent in by virtue of such assurance at the time of the

A Bill intituled An Act for the further Limita - respect of any subsequent estate or interest execution thereof, or at any timeafterwards, be
tion of Actions and Suits relating to Real under any deed , will, or settlement, executed or in possession or receipt of the profits of such
Property : taking effect after the timewhen a right to make land, or in the receipt of such rent, and the same

WHEREAS it is expedient further to limit the an entry or distress, or to bring an action or suit, person or any other person whomsoever (other
times within which actions or suits may be l for the recovery of such land or rent, shallry of such land or rent , shall have than some person entitled to such possession or

brought for the recovery of land or rent, and of first accrued to the owner of the particular estate receipt in respect of an estate which shall have

charges thereon : whose interest shall have so determined as afore taken effect after or in defeasance of the estate
Be it enacted by the Queen 's most excellent said , shall make any such entry or distress , or tail) shall continue or be in such possession or

Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of bring any such action or suit , to recover such receipt for the period of twelve years next after
the Lords spiritual and temporal, and Commons, land or rent. the commencement of the time at which such
in this present Parliament assembled , and by the 3 . In cases of infancy , coverture, or lunacy at assurance, if it had then been executed by such

authority of the same, as follows : the timewhen the right of action accrues, then six tenant in tail, or the person who would have been
1 . No land or rent to be recovered but within years to be allowed from the termination of the entitled to his estate tail if such assurance had

twelve years after the right of action accrued . disability or previous death .- If at the time at not been executed, would , without the consent of
After the commencement of this Act no person which the right of any person to make an entry any other person , have operated to bar such
shall make an entry or distress, or bring an action or distress, or to bring an action or suit, to re. estate or estates as aforesaid , then , at the expire
or suit, to recover any land or rent, but within cover any land or rent, shall have first accrund as tion of such period of twelve years, such assur .
twelve years next after the time at which the aforesaid , such person shall have been under any lance shall be and be deemed to have been effec

right to make such entry or distress , or to bring of the disabilities hereinafter mentioned (that is tual as against any person claiming any estate,
such action or suit , shall have first accrued to to say) , infancy, coverture, idiocy , lunacy , or un interest, or right to take effect after or in defea
someperson through whom he claims ; or if such soundness of mind, then such person , or the per - sance of such estate tail.
right shall not have accrued to any person through son claiming through him , may, notwithstanding 7 . Mortgagor to be barred at end of twelve
whom he claims, then within twelve years next the period of twelve years, or six years (as the 1 years from the timewhen the mortgages took pos.
after the time at which the right to make such I cage may be) , hereinbefore limitto make such case may be), herein before limited shall have ex. session or from the last written acknowledgment.
entry or distress, or to bring such action or suit, pired , make an entry of distress , or bring an When a mortgagee shall have obtained the pos.
shall have first acorued to the person making or action or suit, to recover such land or rent, at any session or receipt of the profits of any land or the
bringing the same. time within six years next after the time atwhich receipt of any rent comprised in his mortgage, the

2 . Provision for case of future estates — Time the person to whom auch right shall first have mortgagor, or any person claiming through him ,
limited to six years when person entitled to - The accrued shall have ceased to be under any such shall not bring a suit to redeem the mortgage but
particular estate of possession , & c . - A right to disability , or shall hare died (whichever of those within twelve years next after the timeat which
make an entry or distress, or to bring an action . I two events shall have first the mortgagee obtained such possession or receipt,

to recover any land or rent, shall be deemed to 4 . No time to be allowed for absence beyond seas. unless in the meantime an acknowledgment in
have first accrued , in respect of an estate or - The time within which any such entry may be writing of the title of the mortgagor, or of his

interest in reversion or remainder, or other future l made, or any such action or suit may be brought right to redemption , shall have been given to the

estate or interest, at the time at which the same as aforesaid , shall not in any case after the mortgagor or some pereon claiming his estate, or

shall have become an estate or interest in posses. commencementof this Act be extended or enlarged to the agent of such mortgagor or person , signed

sion , by the determination of any estate or estates by reason of the absence beyond seas during all by the mortgagee or the person claiming through

in respect of which such land shall have been re- or any part of that time of the person having the him ; and in such case no such suit shall be

ceived , notwithstanding the person claiming such right to make such entry , or to bring such action brought but within twelve yoars next after the

land or rent, or some person through whom he or suit, or of any person through whom he claims. time at which such acknowledgment, or the last

claims, shall at any time previously to the crea . 5 . Thirty years utmost allowance for dissabili . of such acknowledgments, if more than one, was

tion of the estate or estates which shall have ties. - No entry, distress, or action shall be made given ; and when there shall be more than one

determined ,have been in the possession or receipt or brought by any person who at the time at mortgagor, or more than one person claiming

of the profits of such land, or in receipt of such which his right to make any entry or distress, or through the mortgagor or mortgagors, stic
rent. But if the person last entitled to any par - to bring an action to recover any land or rent, acknowledgment, if given to any of such morte

ticular estate on which any future estate or shall have first accrued , shall be under any of the gagors or persons, or his or their agents, shall be
interest was expectant shall not have been disabilities hereinbefore inentioned , or by any per as effectualas if the same had been given to all

in the possession or receipt of the profits son claiming through him , but within thirty years such mortgagors or persons ; but where there

of such land, or in receipt of such rent, at next after the time atwhich such right shall have shall be more than one mortgagee, or more than
the time when his interest determined , no such first accrued , although the person under disability one person claiming the estate or interest of the

entry or distress shall bemade, and no such action at such time may have remained under one or mortgagee or mortgagees, such acknowledgment,
or suit shall be brought, by any person becoming more of such disabilities during the whole of signed by one or more of such mortgagees or per

entitled in possession to a future estate or interest, such thirty years , or although the term of six sons, shall be effectual only as against the party

but within twelve years nextafter the time when years from the time at which he shall have ceased or parties signing as aforesaid, and the person or

the right to make an entry or distress, or to bring to be under any such disability , or have died , I persons claiming any part of the mortgagemoney

an action or suit, for the recovery of such land or shall not have expired . or land or rent by, from , or under him or them ,
rent, shall bave first accrued to the person whose 6 . In case of possession under an assurance by and any person or persons entitled to any esta
interest shall have so determined , or within six a tenant in tail , which shall not bar the re- or estates, interest or interests, to take etrecu
years next after the time when the estate of the mainders, they shallbebarred at the end of twelve after or in defeagance of his or their estate or
perron becoming entitled in possession shall have years after that period , at which the assurance, if estates, interestor interests, and shall not operate
become vested in possession , whichever of those then executed , would have barred them .- When a ) to give to the mortgagor or mortgagors a right
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redeem the mortgage as against the person or 2 . To what lands the Act applies. — This Act declaring the trust, or an instrument
persons entitled to any other undivided or divided shall only apply to land of freehold tenure in signed by the person whose concurrence
part of the money or land or rent ; and where England , including such leasehold estates as are would otherwise be necessary ,authorises
such of the mortgagees or persons aforesaid as hereinafter in that behalf mentioned in such the application :
shall have given such acknowledgment shall be freehold land . ( d ) That no applicant having a power of sale
entitled to a divided part of the land or rent com . 3 . Commencementof Act . This Act shall come only , without any estate of inheritance in
prised in themortgage, or some estate or interest into operation on the first day of January one the land, shall be entitled to be registered
therein , and not to any ascertained part of the thousand eight hundred and seventy-six , and the without the consent in writing of all per
mortgage money, the mortgagor or mortgagors time at which the Act comes into operation is 8008, down to and including the person
shall be entitled to redeem the same divided part | hereinafter referred to as the commencement of entitled to the first vested estate of in
of the land or rent on payment, with interest, of this Act : Provided always that any orders or heritance, whose estates would be dis
the part of the mortgage money which shall bear rules may be made under this Act at any time placed by an exercise of the power ,
the same proportion to the whole of the mortgage after the passing thereof. unless the settlement authorises the ap
money as the value of such divided part of the 4 . Construction of Terms of Act. In the con . plication :
land or rent shall bear to the value of the whole struction of this Act, unless there is something (e) Thata mortgagee shall not be entitled to be
of the land or rent comprised in themortgage. inconsistent in the context, the following terms registered as proprietor without the con

8 . Money charged upon land and legacies to be shall have the respective meanings hereinafter sent in writing of the mortgagor unless the
deemed satisfied at the end of ten years if no assigned to them ; that is to say, mortgage be executed after the commence
interest paid nor acknowledgment given in writing " Person ” shall include Her Majesty , her heirs ment of this Act, and does not contain a .
in the meantime, - No action or suit or other and successors, and the Duke of Cornwall provision that there shall not be such
proceeding shall be brought to recover any sum of for the time being, and a body politic or registration .
money secured by any mortgage, judgment, or corporate : 6 . Registration may be with title absolute om

lien , or otherwise charged upon or payable out of “ Prescribed ” shall mean prescribed by any limited , or as proprietor only. - Any such applica
any land or rent, at law or in equity , or any general orders or rules made in pursuance tion , may be made, at the option of the applicant

legacy, but within twelve years next after & of this Act : either for registration as proprietor with an

present right to receive the same shall have “ Land ” shall include incorporeal heredita - absolute title , that is to say, a title good, without
accrued to some person capable of giving a dis ments,and an undivided share , or undivided any other exception or reservation than those

charge for or release of the same, unless in the shares of land, as " land ” is herein defined : expressly mentioned on the register , or in this

meantime some part of the principal money , or “ Tenancies ” shall include leases and agree . | Act, or as proprietor with a limited title, that is

some interest thereon , shall have been paid , or ments for leases : to say, as good from a date to be mentioned on
some acknowledgment of the right thereto shall “ Leasehold estates ” shall mean estates held the register, which date shall in such case be

have been given in writing signed by the person under any lease or underlease granted taken as the commencement of the registered title
by whom the same shall be payable, or his agent, before there was a registered proprietor of for the purposes of this Act , or for registration
to the person entitled thereto, or his agent ; and the land demised , or granted by a regis. as proprietor only, that is to say , without a title ,
in such case no such action or suit or proceeding tered proprietor of such land : either absolute or limited , in which case the date
shall be brought but within twelve years after “ Adverse estate , interest, or title " shall in this at which the land shall be registered pursuant to
such payment or acknowledgment, or the last of Act mean such an estate , interest, or title , such application shall be taken as the commence

such payments or acknowledgments. if more than whether legal or equitable, and whether in ment of the registered title for the purposes of
one, was given . possession , remainder , or reversion , as a this Act. If on any application for registration

9. Act to be read with 3 & 4 W . 4 c. 27 , of which court of competent jurisdiction would not with an absolute or limited title the registrar shall
certain parts are repealed , and other parts to be compel, authorise, or declare to be conveyed be satisfied with the title , so as to register the
read in reference to alteration by this Act - 7 W . 4 or held in trust ' for or on behalf of the applicant pursuant to his application, he shall

& 1 Vict. c. 28 to be read with this Act.- From registered proprietor : register him accordingly ; but if he shall not be
and after the commencement of this Act all the “ Cautioner " shall signify any person lodging 80 satisfied, he shall register him as proprietor
provisions of the Act passed in the session of the & caveat under the provisions of this Act : | only. If , however, the registrar, on an applica

third and fourth years of the reign of his late " Oath ” and “ affidavit ” shall include solemn tion for registration with an absolute title, shall
Majesty King William the Fourth, chapter affirmation and statutory declaration : be satisfied with the title as a limited title , or if
twenty -seven , except those contained in the “ Deed ” or “ instrument ” shall include a pri. the registrar, on an application for registration
several sections thereof next hereinafter men . vate Act of Parliament. with a limited title, shall be satisfied with the
tioned , shall remain in fall force, and shall be PART I. - Registration of Fee Simple Estates. title as from a more recent date than that ap

construed together with this Act, and shall take 5 . Where to apply for Registration . - From and plied for, he shall, upon the request of the

effect as if the provisions hereinbefore contained after the commencement of this Act any of the applicant, register him as proprietor from the
were substituted in such Act for the provisions following persons (that is to say) , date with which the registrar shall be satisfied ,
contained in the sections thereof numbered two, ( 1 ) Any person who has contracted to buy an instead of registering him as proprietor only .

five, sixteen , seventeen , twenty -three,twenty-eight, estate in fee simple in land, whether But nothing in this section contained shall entitle

and forty respeotively (which several sections, subject or not to any prior estate for life any person to be registered as proprietor only .
from and after the commencement of this Act, or for years , or to any incumbrance : unless entitled , as hereinafter appearing , to be so

shall be repealed), and as if the term of six years (2 ) Any person enttiled for his own bonefit at registered .
had been mentioned , instead of the term of ten law or in equity to an estate tail, or to a 7 . Particulars and statements to be furnished
years, in the section of the said Act numbered base fee, or to an estate in fee simple in by all applicants, and to be settled by the registrar

eighteen , and the period of twelve years had been land , whether subject or not to any prior subject to appeal to the court. - Every applicant
mentioned in the said section eighteen instead of estate for life or for years, or to any in . for registration shall furnish to the registrar, and
the period of twenty years ; and the provisions cumbrance : the registrar shall examine and settie, for the
of the Act passed in the session of the seventh (3 ) Any person capable , either alone, or with , | purposes of registration :
year of the reign of His late Majesty King upon , or by the consent, request, or direc First. A correct description of the land to be
William the Fourth , and the first year of the tion of another person , of disposing by registered, accompanied (except in the case

reign of Her present Majesty , chapter twenty. way of absolute sale of an estate in fee of incorporealhereditaments ) by a map or

eight, shall remain in full force, and be construed simple in land , whether subject or not to plan thereof, and which description may be
together with this Act, as if the period of twelve any prior estate for life or for years, or to made by reference to suchmap or plan .
years had been therein mentioned instead of the any incumbrance : Secondly. A statement of the persons, or
period of twenty years . (4 ) Any person being registered proprietor of classes or descriptions of persons, who are

10. Time for recovering charges and arrears of any land in respect whereof any land or may become entitled to such land , and

interest not to be enlarged by express trusts for shall have been allotted under any enclo . of the estates, powers, and interests which

raising same. - After the commencement of this sure, or for which other land shall have exist, or which may arise or become vested

Act no action , suit or other proceeding shall be been allotted or given in exchange upon in such persons respectively .

brought to recover any sum of money or legacy any enclosure, or by an order of the Thirdly . A statemontof the mortgages, charges

charged upon or payable out of any land or rent, Enclosure Commissioners for England and incumbrances affecting such lands, or

at law or in equity , and secured by an express and Wales : any part thereof.

trost of a term of years or other estate, or to (5 ) Any person authorised by the court to make Copies of such description and statements, when

recover any arrears of rent,or of interest in respect such application, or whose namethe court settled by the registrar, shallbe delivered back to
ofany sum ofmoney or legacyso charged or payable shall have directed to be entered on the the applicant ; any objection to the same, or to
and so secured , or any damages in respect of such register as registered proprietor : any part thereof, shall be made and proceeded

arrears, except within the time which would be (6 ) In the case of sales taking place three years with within such time and in such manner as the

limited by law for the recovery thereof, if there after the commencement of this Act, the registrar shall direct, and the registrar shall de

were not any gach trust. person hereinafter in that behalf men. cide on every such objection, subject to an appeal.
11 . Short title. This Act may be cited as the tioned : by the applicant, if the same be disallowed, to the

“ Real Property Limitation Act 1873.” may apply to the registrar to be registered as court.
12 . Commencomentof Act. - This Act shall com . proprietor of the land wbich he has contracted to 8 . Registrarmay require same to be verified on

mence and come into operation on the first day of buy , or to which he is entitled, or of which he is oath.-- If required by the registrar, the descrip
January , one thousand eighthundred and seventy capable of disposing , or which has been allotted, tion of the land furnished by the applicant, and

nine. or given in exchange , as aforesaid : Provided , any other particulars which the registrar may

( a ) That, in the case of a purchaser under a deem necessary , shall be verified by oath of the

LAND TITLES AND TRANSFER BILL. contract, not executed by conveyance, applicant or of persons having sufficient means of

A Bill intituled an Act to simplify Titles and
the vendor's consent in writing to the information .

facilitate the Transfer of Land :
application be produced to the registrar : 9. What the registrar is to be satisfied of on

WHEREAS it is expedient to make further pro.
(6 ) Thatno person having an estate in tail, or a application for registration as proprietor only.

vision for the simplification of the title to land, base fee, and who cannot dispose of an Before an applicant for registration as proprietor

and for facilitating the transfer of land in Eng .
estate in fee simple without the consent only shall be so registered the registrar shall

land :
of a protector of the settlement, shall be satisfy himself, by such evidence as he may think.

Be it enacted by the Queen's most excellent
entitled to be registered without the con . requisite , that the applicant is prima facie enti

Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of sent in writing of such protector : tled to the land for the estate and interest claimed

the Lords Spiritualand Temporal, and Commons, | (c ) That in cases where the applicant is a by him , and that the applicant, or some person

in this present Parliament assembled, and by the
trustee without a power of sale, or cannot entitled to a prior estate under the same common

authority of the samo, as follows :
dispose of the land without the consent, title is by himself, or by some person for whom he
request, or direction of some other per. is a trustee , or that some incumbrancer upon the

Preliminary. son , the person for whom he is a trustee, estate and interest so claimed , or upon such prior
1. Short title of Act. — This Act may be cited for or whose consent, request, or direction is estate, is in possession or receipt of the profits of

all purposes as “ The Land Titles and Transfer required , concurs in or consents in writing such land : Provided that, in cases of compulsory

Act 1874 ." to the application , or the instrument registration under the provision in that behalf
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Thereinafter contained, the registrar shall be satis - prior to such right, claim , charge, or incum . contracts , and dealings affecting the sameor any
" bied with and proceed upon the deed or instru - brance, be discharged from such right, claim , part thereof, or giving any right as against the
sment of conveyance , charge, or incumbranceas fully as if the same had applicant, have to the full extent of their re

10. Power to registrar to demand security for never existed. spective knowledge, information , and belief been
costs, and registrar and courtmay order applicant 16 . Titles not strictly marketable may be regis- made known to the registrar ; and such affidavit
to pay same. — The registrar, before taking any tered in certain cases with the court's sanction . - shall be filed in the office of land registry : Pro
proceeding on an application for registration with Forty years substituted for sixty years as the vided always, that the registrar may dispense
title absolute or limited, may require the appli. | ordinary commencement of title . - The registrar with such affidavit, either from the applicant or

cant to give such security for costs as general may accept recitals of facts & c., twenty years old from any other person, when he shall think it
orders shall direct ; and it shall be lawful for the as sufficient evidence.-- If the registrar shall, upon reasonable so to do, or may permit the terms
registrar and the court respectively to order the completion of the examination of the title , be of thereof to be modified , as circumstances may re

costs and expenses properly incurred of any per - opinion that the title shown is , by reason of the quire.

son properly appearing upon any proceeding taken loss of a covenant to produce a deed or instru - 22. Registrar may dispense with notices, & c.,

under this Act for the purpose of such registra ment or deeds or instruments , or the want of such as to allotments and lands taken in exchange. -
tion to be paid by theapplicant. a covenant, or the possibility of a woman of Provided always, that in case of an application

11. Further particulars to be furnished to regis . advanced age having a child , or for some similar by a registered proprietor for registration as to
y applicant for absolute and limited titles. - reason , not strictly marketable , butis nevertheless land allotted on an enclosure, or taken in exch ange

Every application for registration with an abso a title , the holding under which will not be dis . upon an enclosure or under an order of exchange
lute or limited title shall be accompanied by an turbed , he may require the applicant to apply to of the Enclosure Commissioners of England or
abstract of the title of the applicant, and by such the court upon a statement to be gubmitted to Wales , the registrar may , so far as he shall think
evidence as general orders may require, including and approved of and signed by the registrar for can properly be done, dispense with the notices,
(in all cases ) such evidence as may prove, to the sanction to the registration , and in case of advertisements and preliminary proceedings

satisfaction of the registrar, that the applicant or such sanction being given by the court, but not before-mentioned, and may complete the registra

his predecessor in title , or some person or person otherwise, the registrar shall register the appli. tion as soon as he shall consider it can properly
entitled to some estates or estate under the same cant as proprietor, with an absolute or limited | be done .

common title has or have been in possession or title , as the case may be ; and the registrar shall 23 . Mode of entering registration in every case.

in receipt of the profits of the land for a period of not in examining into a title, require it to com . - Upon every registration under this Act, the

not less than five years immediately prior to the mence earlier than at least forty years previously registrar shall enter in a book to be called the
date of the application . to the time of registration unless he shall be of “ land register," the name of the proprietor and

12. As to mines andminerals in case of appli. opinion that there is reason to suppose that some a description of the land with a reference , when
cants for absolute and limited titles and registra . settlement or will prior to that period may have necessary or convenient, to a map or plan thereof,

tion as proprietor only. - - In the case of an appli. been executed which might prejudicially affect the and if the registration be with a title absolute or

cation for registration with an absolute or limited title ; and the registrar may also accept as suffi - limited , he shall state thereon whether it is

title, mines and minerals shall be deemed not to cient evidence recitals, statements, and descrip : absolute or limited , and , if limited , what is the

be included in the application , unless expressly tions of facts, matters and parties in deeds, in - limit , and, whether absolute or limited , the

mentioned , and then shall be deemed to be in . struments or statutory declarations twenty years particulars of all prior estates , leases, and
cluded so far only as they shall be expressly men . old . incumbrances (other than such interests as are

tioned therein ; and if so expressly mentioned it 17 . Notice by advertisement of application for declared by this Act not to be incuinbrances) to
shall be the duty of the registrar to have especial registration absolute or limited . - Notice of every which the land or any part thereof is subject ;
regard thereto in all subsequent inquiries to be application for registration with a title absolute but no trust, express , implied br constructive,
made by him with respect to the land and in or limited shall be given by the registrarby public shall be entered or referred to in the “ land

the investigation of the title thereto, and also advertisement, when and in such manner as register," nor shall it be shown that the pro
in the service of notices as hereinafter men - general orders shall direct, and the registration prietor is mortgagee or has a security only .

tioned , and the registrar shall specifically include shall not be completed until the expiration of a 24 . Land, if subject to conditions, & c ., to be

in the register the mines and minerals included in period not less than three months from the date so registered . - If land at the time of the regis

the application if (but only to such extent as) he of publication of the advertisement, or the first of tration of the first registered proprietor thereof
shall be satisfied with the title deduced thereto , the advertisements (if more than one), or such shall be subject to a power of re- entry or shifting
registering the applicant as proprietor with an other time, if any, as may be by general order clause, or any restriction as to the user thereof or
absolute title or a limited title as the case may prescribed in that behalf. any legal condition , notice thereof shall be
be. Registration as proprietor only shall not in . 18 . Contents of such notice and other notices entered on the register.
cludemines or minerals unless so stated on the required . --Such notice shall contain a description 25. Entry of cesser of estate , lease, or incum
register, but may include the same if such mines of the land proposed to be registered , and the brance. When there shall be entered on the part
and minerals are expressly claimed by the appli. nameand description of the applicant for regis . of the register , in which thenameof the proprietor

cant, and if (as regards opened mines) theevidence tration , and a statement of the effect of the for the time being of any land is entered , the

of possession and title or the deed or instrument proposed registration , as excluding claims ad . particulars or notice of any estate, lease, or
strar in support verse to the title of the applicant, and shall | incumbrance affecting suc il be

of the application is in accordance with such state the place, time, and manner at and in which shown to the satisfaction of the registrar by the

claim , and if (as regards unopened mines) nothing any person may be heard to show cause against registered proprietor of such land , or by some

appears inconsistent therewith . Registration the registration . A copy of such notice shall be person whose interest in such land shall in the
may be effected of mines and minerals without posted on or near the land or otherwise, as the opinion of the registrar be suficiently estab .
the surface in likemanner as of the surface with registrar may direct. Copies of such notice shall lished , that such estate , lease or incumbrance has
mines and minerals. be served on such persons (if any) as, under the ceased or been satisfied , the registrar shall note

13. Registration not to bebinding as regardsboun - circumstances of the case, the registrar shall con - such cesser or satisfaction upon the register, and
daries on proprietors of adjoining iand . The sider necessary, and shall direct to be served snch estate, lease, or incumbrance shall no longer
registrar shall, as far as by means of the docu - | therewith . exist in or affect such land , and such other

ments before him or otherwise he is enabled sol 19. Cause may be shown against registration . estates and interest shall exist in and affect such
to do , ascertain and state boundaries, but the Either party may appeal from the registrar 's land aswould have done so had such estate, lease,

persons interested in the adjoining land shall not decision . - At the time and place mentioned in the or incumbrance , and such particulars and notice ,
be bound by the boundaries stated on the notice, or at such time and place as general never existed . But the registrar may , before
register. orders shall direct, any person may, by himself , acting as aforesaid . give such notice (if any ) as he

14 . Examination of title , in cases of registration or his solicitor or agent, attend and show cause may consider ought under the circumstances
with absolute or limited title .- Upon receiving before the registrar, by affidavit or otherwise, properly to be given, and shall give such (if any)
-any application for registration with an absolute against the registration, or may claim that the notice as by any general order may be directed to
or limited title , the title shall be examined by the same be made subject to any limitation , condi. be given .

registrar, and by one of the examiners of title tion , qualification , or reservation , and such hear. 26 . Proprietors registeredwith limited titles, or

hereinafter mentioned , in such manner as general ing may be adjourned from time to timeby the as proprietors only , may apply afterwards for

orders shall direct. The registrar may at any registrar. The registrar shall decide on such registration with absolute or titles less limited , or

time up to the registration require any further objection or claim , and either party may appeal to with limited titles. - In every case in which there
particulars to be furnished which he may deem the court, from the registrar' s decision. shall have been a registration of land with a
necessary, and he may also require the identity 20. Completion of registration . If at the ex . limited title , or in the name of any person as
of the land with the parcels or descriptions con . piration of the time mentioned in the notice or proprietor only, the registered proprietor may at
tained in the title deeds, and the accuracy of the directed by general orders there shall be no objec- any time afterwards apply as aforesaid to the
description and quantities of the land, to be es tion to the registration applied for, or none which registrar for registration with an absolute title , or

tablished by such inquiries and other evidence as has not been disallowed, and there shall be no a limited title , or with a title limited as of an
he shall think sufficient for that purpose. such claim as aforesaid 'undisposed of, and no earlier date than that entered in the register ;

15. Securitymay be taken against contingent or appeal shall be pending, or if, after the expira - | and upon any such application being made the
uncertain claims. - If , upon an application for tion of such time, every objection , if any, shall | registrar shall proceed as nearly as may be in the
registration with an absolute or limited title, it have been disallowed, and every claim , if any , same manner as if such lands had not been
shallappear upon the examination of the title that I shall have been disposed of, and any appealshall | registered, save that he may dispense with such

the land , or any part of it, is subject to any have been finally disallowed by the court or proceedings (if any) as, having regard to what
money charge or incumbrance, the ownership of withdrawn, and the time for appealing from the was done with a view to the previous registration,
which is not ascertained , or the right to which is decision of the court shall have determined , or he shall consider may properly be dispensed with,

doubtful or uncertain , or to any doubtful or un the appeal, if any, shall have been disallowed or and may complete the registration so soon as he

certain right or claim which may be estimated in withdrawn, the registrar shall complete the re. shall consider it can properly be done, and save
or compensated by money, and does not involvegistration ; but if the application be made after that the register shall be conclusivfter that the register shall be conclusive as to the

. a right to the land itself otherwise than as a contract, and before conveyance, actualregistra . deduction of the registered title to such land from

security for money, the case may, at the request tion shall as hereinafter provided be postponed the proprietor first registered.
of the applicant for registration be referred to the until after the conveyance. 27. As to land being registered pendente lite.

- court, for the purpose of determining whether 21. Before registration , with title absolute or If upon proceeding before the registrar for regis .

such right or claim , and the costs of any party | limited , applicant and solicitor, g-c., to make oath tratíon it shall appear that the title to such land
entitled by virtue thereof can be justly provided that all deeds, & c., have been made known to or to any estate or interest therein is in question
for by the payment of money into court, and if so registrar. - Before registration with title absolute in any proceeding in any court , the registrar

to fix the sum to be so paid in , and to order pay . or limited the applicant and his solicitor or agent, shall, if he shall consider it proper, defer the
ment thereof accordingly , and to direct the in . or certificated conveyancer, and such other person completion of the registration, unless all parties
vestment and application of the interest thereof, or persons, if any, as the registrar shall require, to such proceeding who claim any estate or
and after such payment shall have been made, the shall make affidavit that all deeds, wills, and interest in such land shall consent to the regis
land and the title thereto shall, upon the regis . writings relating to the title of the land, or any tration , or unless the court before which such

tration of such land with a title certified as abso- part thereof, and all facts material to the title proceeding may be depending shall think fit to

Kate , or certified as limited with a commencement ' thereto, and all charges, liens, incumbrances, sanction the registration ; but the registrar may,

ced to ti
an
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tor ther

if he consider it proper , proceed with the 34 . Caveat not to prejudice title of any person . - clerks and in relation to striking the names of

registration , entering on the register notice of A caveat so lodged shall not prejudice the claim attorneys off the roll, the latter proposes by legis

such proceeding , in which case person claiming / or title of any person , and shall have no effect | lation to protect the Profession against the en

title under the registered proprietor shall, unless whatever, except to entitle the cautioner to re- croachments of unqualified persons. In our

and until the registrar shall have entered on the ceive such notice as is herein before mentioned of opinion it will prove an excellent illustration of
register that the lis pendens has ceased , take any application for registration . that kind of legislative bungling which of late
subject to such proceeding and the result thereof.

(To be continued .) years the public have been so often pained by
28 . Compulsory registration on sales after three witnessing , if these two measures become law in

years from commencementof Act. - When ,after the one and the same session of Parliament. Not

expiration of three years from the commence only may all the provisions to which we refer be
ment of this Act there shall be a sale of land in SOLICITORS' JOURNAL . fairly comprised in one Act of Parliament, but
fee simple in possession , or subject to any prior the measure might with propriety also embrace

THE Bills of Sale Act (1851) Amendment Bill,estate for life or for years, and whether subject enactments securing other necessary reforms in
or not to any incumbrance, there not being prepared and carried into the House of Commons relation to the Profession . It is to be hoped that
already & registered proprietor ,and the purchaser by Mr. Lopes, Q .C ., Mr. Watkin Williams, Q . C ., those solicitors who are Members of the House of
might apply for registration under this Act, some and Mr. C . E . Lewis , solicitor, certainly promises Commons will take carefully into consideration
person shall be registered under this Act as to work a beneficial reform in reference to mort | our suggestion that one Act is sufficient to deal

habsolute or limited titl I gage transactions in connection with personal with all the subjects above referred to in addition

or as proprietor only , and any deed or instrument chattels. We reproduce in another column the to others indicated by the Correspondence of the
of conveyance of such land shall, until such | substance of this proposed measure. The Bill | Profession, as published in our columns. If , how

registration , operate in equity only, and not be has not yet been read a second time ; there is,ne ; there 18, ever, we are to have two Acts of Parliament deal
effectual at law to pass the legal estate in the therefore, yet time for solicitors to offer, throughcitors to offer , through ing with these simple but important matters, it is
land. This enactment shall comprise the sale of the medium of our columns, any suggestions of course, quite open for the promoters of each

land out of which there is upon such sale made which their experience may point to with a view to seek to obtain amendments and additions to

payable a perpetual rent, and shall also comprise to improving on the measure, the main provisions both measures.

the sale of an existing perpetual rent, and the of which for the present are to put a stop to the

sale , whether the vendor be or be not registered fraudulent system by which a fresh bill of sale in We understand that the principal terms of theproprietor of the land, of a perpetualrent created relation to the same transaction is prepared every provisional arrangement on the amalgamation of
upon such sale : and, if the vendor of any such | twentieth day from the date of the preceding bill the Metropolitan and Provincial Law Association
rent be already such ' registered proprietor, shall of sale in order to avoid registration . AnotherAnother with the Incorporated Law Society are that mem .
apply although the said three years shall not pro| provision that mortgages effected instead of bills bers of the former society who are not already

have elapsed . The application for registration of salo are to be rendered null and void where members of the Incorporated Law Society are to
shall be made by some person interested , benefi. the only object in preparing documents in such be entitled to be admitted members of the latter

cially or otherwise, under such deed or instru . form is to escape the provisions of the Bills of society upon payment of the annualsubscription ,

ment, and the registrar shall registeras proprietor Sale Act. There appears to us to be two omis. I only , that is without any entrance fee. This

or proprietors the person or persons who may be sions in this measure - one that no reference is ararrangement, however, so far as the Incorporated

expressly specified in such deed or instrument as made in it to the Bills of Sale Amendment Act 1
29 & 30 Vict. o . 96 , as to which we think it should until confirmed by the society in general meeting.

to be the registered proprietor or proprietors ; if
Law Society is concerned , will not be operative

no person be so specified in that behalf, then he be provided that that Act, together with the /Wehope soonWehope soon to hear that such a meeting is con .
shall register as proprietor or proprietors such | original statute and the present measure, should vened, an occasion of which members may well
person or persons entitled under such deed or be construed as one Act. Another omission seems avail themselves in order to obtain the opinion of
instrument as is and are hereunder mentioned , to be that the statementas set out in the schedule the society on other questions which have been

that is to say :
to the Bill with which we are now dealing is not much discussed of late in our columns. Amongst

The person entitled beneficially to such fee to be verified by affidavit, neither does it appear other things it is desirable that the opinion of
simple and perpetualrent respectively .

that a copy of the mortgage, security , or charge the society should be taken as to whether

The persons entitled to such fee simple and per referred to in the third section is to be filed in pecuniary or what other support should be given
petual rent respectively beneficially in posses the Queen 's Bench office, or that the original by the society to the movement lately set on foot

sion and not for successive estates. document is to be produced . by the Legal Practitioners' Society to protect the
In case of there being persons entitled to such Profesion against the encroachments of un

fee simple and perpetual rent respectively COMPLAINTS reach us from solicitors at Torquay qualified persons, which movement we have felt

beneficially in succession , the person or per- that a practice obtains by attorneys, who do not it our duty to promote to the utmost, nor can we

sons, if any, in whom , were registration not take ont annnal certificates , of swearing affidavits think that any serious opposition is likely to be
required , the land or rent would be by such and taking the acknowledgments of deeds bymar. offered to it in any quarter. Members of the
deed or instrument vested in fee as trustee medical profession long since devised means by

ried women , & c ., for which they receive the usual
or trustees, and if there shall be no such per.o per: fees. This is , of course, very unfair towards cer. which , through the agency of Parliament, they
son , the erson or persons ha

beneficial freehold estate under such deed or
ing the nrst tificated solicitors, and it is suggested that one of have ceased to be molested by quacks and such

the two measures now before Parliament affecting like characters, who by their malpractices work
instrument, or at his or their request, any solicitors should deal with this matter by the in . much harm amongst the public, and in some
person or persons having a power of sale, sertion of a clause to the effect that no attorne degree threatened to endanger that profession .

whether with or without consent, request, or at-law or solicitor shall, after the passing of this Surely the legal profession is not without the

direction , over such land or perpetual rent. Act, be entitled to administer any oath or take any means of doing likewise.
Should the registrar consider any case not to be affidavit in relation to any business in any of H

herein before provided for, or that it is open Majesty 's Superior Courts orotherwise ,or takeany THE following, we believe, will be found a correct

to question who should be registered as pro - declaration, or take the acknowledgment of any table of the statutes affecting solicitors :- 6 & 7
prietor, then such person or persons as the married woman to any deed , unless such attorney . V . c . 73 : 14 & 15 V . . . 88 ; am ., 23 & 24 V . c . 127 . (1 .)
registrar shall consider and determine to be at-law or solicitor shall, at the time of administer- 29 & 30 V . c . 84 . 7 & 8V. . 86 . 7 & 8 V . c . 101, 88 ,

the most fit and proper person or persons ing such an oath , or taking such an affidavit or 39.68 : 9 & 10 V . c . 95 , s . 91 ; 11 & 12 V . c . 43 , s . 12 ; 14
under the circumstances, shall be registered declaration as aforesaid , be duly certificated . One & 15 ' y . c . 88 : 15 & 16 V . c . 54, s . 10 : 20 & 21 V .

as proprietor or proprietors. objection to be urged against such a provision is o . 39 (colonies ) ; 20 & 21 V . c . 77 : 21 & 22 V . c .Caveat against Entry on Register. that there may be localities in which it is con- 108 (probate ) ; 22 & 23 V . c . 6 (admiralty ) ; 35 &
29 . Caveatsmay be lodged with registrar, to the venient to the public that uncertificated solicitors 36 v . c . 81; 33 & 34 V . c. 28 (remuneration ) ; 33

effect that cautioner is entitled to notice. - Any should administer such oaths, & c ., but this diffi- 1 & 34 V . cc. 97 , 98 , and 99 .
person having or claiming such an interest in oulty might be overcome by its being enacted that

land, before the registration thereof, as entitles uncertificated attorneys might administer such
him to object to any disposition thereof being oaths, & c., with the consent of the Council of the A CORRESPONDENT, in a communication lately

made without his consent, may lodge a caveat Incorporated Law Society , sufficient cause for the published in our columns, called attention to the

with the registrar claiming to be entitled to exercise of such a privilege being first shown . fact that a very considerable proportion of the
notice of any application that may be made for exponse of dealing with real property, arises from
registration of such land, with absolute or limited the excessive stamp duty charged upon such
title , and appointing a place within Great Britain INQUIRIES have been made of us as to with whom transactions, and which duties at times amount
for the service of such notice. the Bill intituled “ An Act to amend the Law re to hundreds of pounds, in which case, of course,

30 . Caveat to be supported by affidavit. - Every
Attorneys a

the solicitor's bill of costs shows a somewhat
such caveat shall be supported by an affidavit , It was presented by Lord Chelmsford in the House | alarming total, the more alarming because these
stating the nature of the interest of the cautioner, of Lords, and will shortly come on for consi documents (to which we are so accustomed , and

and such other matters as may be required by the deration in the House of Commons. We believe to be rid of the necessity of making out which ,

registrar, or by general orders. we are correct in stating that this measure owes would be as acceptable to us as to the publie ), are
· 31. How notice to be served .- Notice may be its origin to the Vice-President of the Council of

vad on the cantioner either personally or by the Incorporated Law Society . As to the provi- l portion of it consists of disbursements . We
seldom examined by the client to ascertain what

sending it through the post to the address stated sions affecting articled clerks, there can be but really thoroughly agree with our correspondent

in the caveat. one opinion , and that is, that it will be most that one of the " serious obstacles to dealing with
32. After caveat, no registration to be made of acceptable to the Profession , although care must real property," observed upon by the Lord Chan .

lands till five daysafter personal service, or ten days be taken that articled clerks will not be allowed cellor when introducing into the House of Lords
after notice by post. - After anv gnoh cav the present Land Transfer Bill, is the heavy stamp
been lodged no registration shall be made of any as provided by themeasure. As to those clauses duty payable on conveyances. It is certainly
lands to veat refers until which relat iking the names diffioult to discover the reason why the rate of
been served on the cautioner to appear and oppose of solicitors off the roll, they will, we are afraid , duty in the case of conveyances should be so large
such registration , and five days have expired create a considerable diversity of opinion . It has in excess of that charge on mortgage transactions,

since and exclusive of the date of the personal long been urged at times, no doubt with unneces and we hope that when the Lord Chancellor's
service of such notice, or ten days have expired sary bitterness, that the council has alwaysshown measure comes down to the House of Commons,

since and exclusive of the date of posting, or an especial readiness to move with a view to that the heavy impost in the shape of stamp duty
until such other times as may be prescribed by striking off the roll the names of brethren of our charged in connection with the preparation of all

general orders. Profession ,while they have left undealt with those documents affecting land, will not be lost sight of ,
33 . Compensation if caveat lodged without rea - invaders of the Profession to whom , some con .

sonable cause . - If any person wrongfully and tend ,may be traced the cause of those transac
without reasonable cause lodges a caveat with the tions on the part of attorneys which will not We are asked to publish the following by a
registrar, he shall be liable to make to any person bear the light of day . The Attorneys and Soli. country solicitor with a view to their being incor.
who may have sustained damage by the lodging citors' Bill, it must be understood , is quite porated in one or other of the bills now before
of such caveat, such compensation as the court distinct from the Legal Practitioners' Bill. Parliament affecting solicitors :

Ahall deem just. | The former proposes legislation affecting articled ! No aflidavit or declaration whatever , or any acknow .

ted

obtain totoo genes ord
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ledgment by any married woman to any deed whatever, I of precedent and according to their own views of a panel to be formed from time to time, composed
after the passing of tbis Act, shall be sworn to, or de what is just or proper in each particular of merchants, shipowners, or others conversant
clared to , or be taken or acknowledged , before any case ; whether the parties should be allowed with the trade and business of the district, or
attorney -at- law or solicitor , unless the name of such
attorney -at-law or solicitor shall appear in the Law

to be represented by counsel or solicitors, other competent persons, from which rota the
List for the same year in which such affidavit, or de whether there should be any appeal, and in what judge might, at the request of the parties, or, if
claration , or acknowledgment was sworn to , declared cases, and to what courts. Upon all these points he thought the circumstances of the case required

to , or acknowledged .
there oppears to be the greatest diversity of it , at his discretion , select two personswho should

No articled clerk or other person sball apply to be opinion .
sit with him , and advise him during the progress

admitted as an attorney , or be admitted or practise as "We find moreover that, even in the countries in of the case on any point upon which their special
an attorney -at- law or solicitor in England , if he has

been previously convicted of laroeny or felony in any
| which tribunals of commerce are established, knowledge would be of use. In special cases it

court of law in England.
great diversity exists with regard to the constitu . might also be competent for the judge to call in
tion of these courts. Thus in France , in Belgium , the assistance of assessors who are not upon the

The following lectures and classes are appointed and in some other countries, all the members of local rota . But we are strongly of opinion that
for the ensuing week at the hallof the Incorporated the court are merchants , except the greffier or these mercantile or scientific assessors should not
Law Society, Chancery- lane, for the instruction registrar, and he has technically no voice in the have any voice in thedecision , and that the whole
of students seeking admission on the roll of decision. ' On the other hand, in many of the responsibility of the decision should restwith the
attorneys and solicitors : Monday , class, 4 . 30 German states, the court is presided over by a judge.
to 6 o'clock, Equity ; Tuesday, class, 4 .30 to lawyer . In Dantzic the tribunal consists of a We think that in cases in which an appeal is
6 o ' clock , Equity : Wednesday, class, 4 .30 to legal president, four other legal judges, and four allowed there should be power for the judge or
6 o 'clock , Equity ; Friday, lecture, 6 to 1 o 'clock , merchants, but themerchant judges do not attend court to call in the assistance of like assessorg.
Equity . To prevent interruption at the lectures, unless required . In Königsberg the commercial | Our opinion is that the assessors should be paid
subscribers are not admitted to the hall after a members have no vote, only a deliberative voice, for their services in court, but not receiving any

lecture has commenced .
the decision resting entirely with the legal mem . other remuneration . Wethink that for moderate
bers of the court. In Prussia , generally , it is in fees the services of gentlemen possessing suffi.
contemplation to substitute a paid lawyer for an cient knowledge and independence to afford the

JUDICATURE COMMISSION . - THIRD RE . unpaid merchant as president. There is in fact requisite assistance to the judge could be ob .
PORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS. no uniformity in the constitution of these tribu . tained. Their fees should be costs in the cause .

THIRD REPORT.
nals ; in some countries the mercantile , in others . These provisions, we venture to think , would

To the Queen ' s most Excellent Majesty .
the legal element prevails ,sometimes in the latter supply the judge with the requisite practical or
case to the exclusion of the commercialaltogether. technical knowledge to enable him to do justice

WEyour Majesty 's Commissioners, whose hands We also find that, where the tribunal is com . / between the parties . We hope that the Legisla
and seals are hereunto set, appointed by your posed entirely of mercantile judges, assisted by a | ture willalways provide sufficient judicial strength
Majasty , under Royal warrants annexed , to in . I greffier , who is a lawyer , the latter, although he to obviate the great complaint as to delay, and
quire ( inter alia ) whether it would be for the has no vote, becomes of necessity the most im . that under the new judicial system , of which the
public advantage to establish tribunals of com . portantmember of the court ; and thence arises Judicature Act is the first fruit, effectual rules
merce for the cognizance of disputes relating to this anomaly , that the person who virtually will be established to meet the other great griev
commercial transactions, or to any and what I decides the caso is not clothed with the responsi. | ance of expense.

classes of sach transactions, and if so, in what bilities of a judge.
We hope soon to be in a position to lay before

manner and with what jurisdiction , such tribunals Now , we think that it is of the utmost impor . Your Majesty our further report upon othermat

ought to be constituted, and in what relations, if tance to the commercial community that
tance to the commercial community that the ters included in our commission , which have not

any, they ought to stand to the courts of ordinary decisions of the courts of law should on all ques. | been already disposed of.

civil juriadiction, or any of them , do most humbly tions of principle be, as far as possible, uniform , Selborne, C ., Cairns, Hatherley, * ("),

submit for your Majesty 's most gracious con . | thus affording precedents for the conduct of those A . E . Cockburn , FitzRoy Kelly , William

sideration this our report upon the matter thus engaged in the ordinary traasactions of trade. Erle, Robert Phillimore, George Ward

referred to us, which being connected with the With this view it is essential that the judges by
Hunt, Hugh C . E . Childers, W . M . James,

subject of our second report already presented , whom commercial cases are determined , should be Montague Smith , R . P . Collier, Acton

we have thought it expedient to take into con guided by the recognised rules of law and by the
S . Ayrton , G . Bramwell, Colin Blackburn ,

sideration before proceeding further with the decisions of thesuperior courts in analogous cases ;
J . R . Quain , Coleridge, G . Jessel, John B .

other matters therein reserved . and only judges who have been trained in the prin . Karslake, * ' ( ), Charles S . Whitmore,

Immediately on receiving your Majesty 's com . ciples and practice of law can be expected to be
H . C . Rothery, Geo. Moffatt, William G .

mands, we proceeded to consider the best mode of so guided. Wefear that merchants would be too Bateson, John Hollams, Francis D .
obtaining information respecting the constitution apt to decide questions that might come before Lowndes ( L . S.)

and working of Tribunals of Commerce on the them (as some of the witnesses we examined have R . A . Fisher, Secretary, 21st Jan ., 1874 .

Continent, where such tribunals are established, suggested that they should do) according to their
and for this purpose we issued a series of ques- own views of what was just and proper in the
tions addressed ,through your Majesty's Principal particular case, a course which from the uncer.

+ In signing this report, I am unable to concur in

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, to consuls ,
the reasons assigned for deeming it inexpedient to

tainty attending their decisions vould inevitably place the nercantile members on a footing of equality
bankers, merchants, and members of the legal multiply litigation, and with thevast and intricate with the legal judges of the tribunals proposed to
profession , and we also circulated extensively commercial business of this country would sooner invested with power to decide commercial cuses. The
another series of questions among leading mer . Tor later lead to great confusion . Commercial | argument that the uniform administration of the law

cantile arms and associations in this country in questions, we think, onght not to be determined .
would be impaired has, I believe, been usually urged

order to ascertain their views upon the expedi. without law , or by men without special legal
against proposals for withdrawing causes from the

ency of establishing these tribunals in England . training. For these reasons, we are of opinion
courts at Westminster, and remitting them to inferior

tribunals. It was suggested that this evil would arise
Having obtained a considerable number of that it is not expedient to establish in this country from the establishment of County Courts, and from

answers to these questions, we communicated Tribunals of Commerce, in which commercialmen the extension of their jurisdiction , but it is proved by

with the gentlemen promoting legislation on the l are to be the judges.
experience that no such evil has arisen , nor does it

subject , and afterwards examined several of them , I But while we are quite agreed that a court pre
arise from the exercise of the judicial functions of the

as well as other witnesses. We have had laid sided over by mercantile men , or in which mer.
courts of quarter sessions or petty sessions , or the

stipendiary or unpaid magistrates, although their deci

before us the respective reports of the select com . cantile men have a deciding vote , would lead to sions in criminal cases , and in certain civil cases , affect
mittees of the House of Commons of the 12th confusion and uncertainty in the administration the rights and liabilities of the public in as great &

July 1858, and of the 3rd Aug . 1871, on Tribunals of the law , we are fully alive to the inconveniences
degree as the decisions of tribunals of commerce would

of Commerce, together with the evidence taken that do undoubtedly arise from the want of
atfect the commercial community . It appears to me

before those committees, and also two Parlia . adequate technical knowledge in the court which
that when a dispute arises in the course of a commercial

mentary Bills , the one intituled “ A Bill for has to adjudicate upon cases of a commercial
dealing , the compulsory settlement of it by a tribuna !
may be regarded as only a continuance or a conclusion

ostablishing a Tribunal of Commerce for the City character. We think there is ground for the of the transaction, and that it is unreasonable to
of London ," and the other " A Bill to provide complaint that cases are sometimes tried at Nisi | insist that the parties interested shall, as a condi

for the constitution of Tribunals of Commerce,” |
tion of having their dispute determined , be re

which were introduced into the House of Com - practical knowledge of the tradeor business which
quired , at an enormous cost and inconvenience to

mons during the last session of Parliament. The is necessary for their proper determination . We
themselves, to create a precedent for the benefit of

society , and to add a rule of law to a commercial code.

questions we issued , the most important of the are of opinion thatmany cases involving for their I venture to think, that it is not necessary to regard
answers we have received , and the evidence we comprehension a technical or special knowledge the decisions of particular cases as such precedents,

have taken , are contained in the appendix which cannot be satisfactorily disposed of by the ordi. butwhere parties desire, as now sometimes happens ,

accompanies our report. nary tribunal of a judge and jury, and that the
that a rule of law should be established , regardless of

Having carefully considered the subject, to
the trouble and expense of litigation , there would be

proper tribunal for such cases would be a court

gether with the evidence and papers previously presided over by a legal judge, assisted by two
no difficulty in carrying the case from a Tribunal of

Commerce to the Supreme Court of Justice for that

mentioned , we have come to the following con - skilled assessors, who could advise the judge as purpose . I consider that the advantages which would

clusions : to any technical or practical matters arising in result from placing the legal and commercial elements

We find that those by whom legislation on this the course of the inquiry, and who by their mere
of the tribunal on an equality , outweigh theobjections.

subjeot has been promoted (although generally presence would frequently deter skilled witnesses
The legal judge could exercise sufficient influence over

desiring that somo provision should be made for from giving such professional evidence as is often
his commercial colleagues to prevent them from acting

more summary proceedings in many commercial a scandal to the administration of justice. This
contrary to settled law , but the Bagacity and ex .

perience of the commercial men would in general

cases), are not agreed as to the character of the is the kind of assistance which we in our first be of more service to the suitors in the decision of

tribunals which they wish to establish or the report to your Majesty , contemplated should be their disputes than the legal knowledge of the judge.

class of cases that should comewithin their cogni. given to the superior judges on the trial of cases
The advantage of a tribunal of commerce does not

zance. Indeed there is no unanimity of opinion as of a scientific or technical character ; and which
however, consist merely in the constitution of the

to whether the judges should be wholly com . has been provided for by the Supreme Court of desirable to have a guarded formal and somewhat tardy
court, but it is in the mode of procedure . It seems

inercial, or partly commercial and partly legal ; procedure through legal agents where the judicial

whether the commercial members of the tribunals enlargement of the jurisdiction of the County power is entrusted to a single state judge, not only for

should be judges having an equal voice in the Courts contained in our second report should be th
the protection of the suitors against each other, but

decision , or assessors or advisers only to a legal adopted by the Legislature, we think it would be
against any abuse of power on the part of the judge.

judge, who would in that case be the presidentof expedient that similar assistance should be
Nor does the ordinary litigation in these courts require

the court ; whether the commercial members afforded in mercantile cases to the judges of digputes frequently demand a very speedy docision, as
a more summary mode of procedure . But commercial

should be paid or not paid for their services ; | those courts ; and in this manner the principal well as special treatment whilst under adjudication,
whether the tribunals should observe the ordinary advantages anticipated by the advocates of Tri. | such as those arising out of dealings relating torules of evidence, or be at liberty to admit banals of Commercemight, we think , be attained. loadingand despatch of vessels , the sale and resale, the

anything as evidence which they may consider We are of opinion that there would be no
warehousing , transfer , and stoppage of goods, me

material to the point in issue ; whether they practical difficulty in carrying such an arrange
transactions of agents , and of other' s involving several

liabilities. Tribunals of commerce, with the safe .

should be guided by the principles laid down by ment into effect. We think that there might be guard of mercantile members, are authorised to promo
the superior courts of law , or decide irrespectively for every place of sufficient importance a rota or ' ceed in the most summary manner to adapt
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procedure to the exigencies of each particular cage , and Iase,and charge had been effected by a bill of shie Ant had
DELLAWAY (Sarah Anne Elizabeth ), Deal, Kent, spinster .

to require the personal attendance of the parties who Nextofkin to come in by May 5, at the chambers of therequirements of the said Act or of this Act hadhave been engaged in the dealing to afford such expla .
Nextof kin to come an by my bers, and twelve o'clock, is

nations as may be requisite , instead of being obliged to not been complied with in respect of the same; the timeappointedfor hearing and adjudicating upon such
wait in order to have every representation to the court , and every such mortgage, security, or charge claims.

it may be said , filtered, and perbaps mystified , through shall be deemed to be a bill of sale, and the effect.
a single or even double legal agency . It seems to me to aball be dee UNCLAIMED STOCK AND DIVIDENDS IN THE
be no sufficient answer to the request of the mercantile bill of sale within themeaning of those expressions

BANK OF ENGLAND.
community, that tribunals which have for so many ( Transferred to the Commissioners for the Reduction of the
years sbown their usefulness abroad should be intro | as used in the second section of this Act : Pro.

National Deot, and which will be paid to the persons
duced into this country , to assert that individuals are vided always, that this section shall not apply to respectively whose names are prefixed to each in three
not agreed upon the best mode of constituting such anymortgage, charge, or security effected by the months, unless other claimants sooner appear. ]

tribunals, or of regulating their procedure. The com - decree , judgment, or process of any court of law ALLEN (Meria ), Lower Mitcham , Surroy. spinster ,

mittee of the House of Commons, after considering & or equity . £58 158. 10d ., Three per Cent. Annuities. Claimant
Frederick John Blandy.variety of opinions , arrivol at conclusions indicating The following are the regnirements above re . | BUCKINGHAX (Geo . ), Windsor-road , Upper Holloway,

how tribunals of commerce might be established , and
the commission bas in very material points concurredla Middlesex , L27 88 . 7d ., New Three per Cent. Annuities ;ferrod to in the third section : claimant Elizabeth Ann Buckingham , widow , the relict,in those conclusions. It may, therefore , be hoped that There shall be filed with the officer acting as administratrix to Geo . Buckingham , deceased .
a measure may be framed which will meet with general clerk of the docquets and judgments in the Court JOHNSON ( John ), Brunton place, Commercial-road, East,
acquiescence. Acton S. AYRTON . and JOHNSON ( Letitia ), his wife, L50 Three per Cent.

of Queen Bench, within twenty -one days after Annuities ; claimant said John Johnson, and Letitia
• (1 ) I have been unable to concur in this report be such mortgage, security , or charge is effected , & Johnson, his wife. ..

cause I am not satisfied that tribunale mightnot be esta
staten WARWICK ( John Edington ), New -street, Kensington ,

b .ighed consisting of commercialmen with adequate legal Surrey, gentleman , £150 Three per Cent. Annuities ;
assistance , capable of settling commerciai disputes in a form and made according to the directions con - / claimant Jane Warwick , widow , surviving executor of
satisfactory manner , at greater speed and at much less tained in the schedule thereto, which statement John E . Warwick .deceased .
cost than at present. And I think the well known fact shall state - as in schedule. WHITE (Chas. ), Clark .street, Stepney. gentleman, and

WHITE (Eliza), Watts-hill, Tunbridge, Kent, spinster .
that in the large majority of commercial disputes the 5 . Short title . £107 Is. sd . Three per Cent. Annuities. Claimant, said
parties Avoid the courts of law and resort to private 6 . This Act shall not extend to Scotland or Eliza White, the survivor.

arbitration is strong to show the need of some such
Ireland, except in the case of a bill of sale, morttribunals, and a cogent reason for making the experi .

ment. PENZANCE. gage, charge, or security executed or effected in APPOINTMENTS UNDER THE JOINT-STOCK
WINDING -UP ACTS.Scotland or Ireland by a person whose domicile is( 3 ) I am unable to agree in all the recommendations

of this report , and therefore do not sign it . I feel very in England, so far as such bill of sale, mortgage, BEACONHILL FIREBRICK AND CLAY COMPANY (LIMITED ),
Creditors to send in by May 9 their names and addresses,

strongly that in a great commercialcountry like England
and the particulars of their claims, and the names and

tribunals can and ought to be established where suitors and the non -extension of the said Act of the addresses of their solicitors ( if any), to A , Cooper , 14 ,

might obtain a decision on their differences more seventeenth and eighteenth Victoria to Scotland George-street, Mansion House, London , the liquidator of
promptly , and much less expensively , than in the supe the said company. May 23 ; at the chambers of the

and Ireland shall be subject to the same excep - |
rior courts as at present constituted and regulated , M . R ., at eleven o 'clock , is the time appointed for hear

Those who sapport thepresent system of trying mercan ing and adjudicating upon such claims.

tile disputes seem to regard them allas hostile litigation , SCHEDULE . EXFIELD IRON WORKS AND INVENTIONS DEVELOPMENT Cox
PANY ( LIMITED.) - Creditors to sent in by May 7th their

and lose sight of the fact that in the majority of cases The following are the particulars required by names and addresses, and the particulars of their claims,

when differences arise between merchants or traders, the Bills of Sale Amendment Act : and the nameand addresses of their solicitors, if any, to
both parties would rejoice to obtain a prompt settlement, S . L . Price , 13 , Gresham -street, London , the official liquiName of grantor (a )by a legal tribunal duly constituted , and to continue dator of the said company. May 22nd, at the chambers of

their friendly commercial relations. The present His residence (a ) the M . R . at eleven o ' clock , is the time appointed for
His occupation ( a

system too frequently works a denial of justice , or hearing and adjudicating upon such claims.

inflicts on the suitor a long-pending worrying law suit , Name of grantee ( a ) MANGHOLD HEAD MINING COMPANY. - Creditors to send in
His residence ( a ) by May 10th their names and addresses, and the particu .

the solicitors on either side pleading in their clients' His occupation ( a ) lars of their claims, and the names and addresses of their
interests every technical point, and thus engendering solicitors, if any, to H . Dever, 4 , Lothbury, London , theDate of transaction (a )a bitterness which destroys all future confidence, and official liquidator of the said company. June 10th , at the

The consideration ( a
puts an end to further mercantile dealings. It is chambers of the M . R . at twelve o 'clock , is the time

essential that the procedure of our mercantile courts
The property affected (a ) appointed for hearing and adjudicating upon such

(whether called tribunals of commerce or by any other The place where the property claims.
NORWEGIAN CHARCOAL IROX COMPANY. - Creditors to sendThe witness, if any ( a )name) should be of the simplest and most summary

character , similar to that of the tribunals of commerce
in by May 1 their names and addresses , and the partiDate of filing ( a )
culars of their claims, and _tbe names and addresses of

in Hamburg or in France, or before justices of the (a ) Fill up these blanks truly according to the fact. their solicitors ( if any) , to R . S . Archbold , 2, New Broad

peace in this country, as recommended by the Select street, London , the liquidator of the said company, on

Committee of the House of Commons in 1871. The May 11, at the chambers of V . C . M ., at twelve o ' clock , is
the time appointed for hearing and adjudicating uponliberty of the subject is , perhaps, more jealously Correspondence. such claims.

guarded in this country than property . If the sum TAL- Y -DRWS SLATE COMPANY (LIMITED ). - Petition for
mary jurisdiction conferred on justices of the peace in UNQUALIFIED PRACTITIONERS. - It is a great winding-up to beheard April 17, before V . C . M .
criminal cases , when exercised by gentlemen who are pity thatmembers of our profession , as a whole .
not_ lawyers, gives satisfaction , it can scarcely be I do not feel a little more for the honour of the
doubted that a similar jurisdiction in civil cases would CREDITORS UNDER ESTATES IN CHANCERY.
be equally acceptable . SYDNEY H . WATERLOW . profession , and endeavour to secure all their

LAST DAY OF PROOF .legitimate business. I fear the lukewarmness of BEARBLOCK (Mary A .), Rockstone , Isle ofWight, spinster .
those who are in a position to help their less for, May 1 ; H . S . Haynes , solicitor, Romford . May8 ; V .C . M .,

BILLS OF SALE ACT (1854) AMENDMENT tunate brethren , is the chief cause of ourmisfor- oat twelve o'clock.
BRACE (Edwd.) , Heron Villa, St. Martin , Worcester. April

tunes. Outsiders are easily turned into pirates, | 22 ; Wm . W . Gabriel, solicitor, 43, Lincoln 's inn - fields,

WHEREAS the Act 17 & 18 Vict. c. 36 , does not if there is no power sufficiently strong to punish . Middlesex." April 30 ; V .C . M ., át twelve o' clock .
sufficiently prevent the mischief which it was I think the Legal Practitioners' Society may do | CHEEK (Thomas F. , White Lion Public House,_ High

street, St . Giles' s , Middlesex , and St. Germain ' s Tavern ,
intended to prevent, and it is desirable more an immense amount of good , if it only gets fair Forest-hill, Kent, licensed victualler , May 1 Wm . S .
effectually to prevent that mischief and other and active support. The society' s motto must Clark , solicitor , 9 , New -square, Lincoln 's -inn , Middlesex .

May 9 ; V . C . H ., at twelve o 'clock .be, “ Esse quam videri malim ," and I think thatmischiefs of a like character : CUSACK (Sarah ), Langstone Cliff, Devon , widow . May 1 :
Be it enacted : of “ Vox et træterea nihil” Fonld do for its august 0 . P . Wood , slicitor, 6 , Raymond -builings, Gray ' s -inn ,

1. Interpretation clause. contemporary in Chancery -lane. Middlesex . May 8 ; M . R ., at eleven o 'clock ,
FORESIGHT (Nathaniel), Petersham , Suruy, innkeeper .

2 . Whenever hereafter a bill of sale is executed A SOLICITOR OF TEN YEARS' STANDING . May 1 ; J. Nickinson and Co ., solicitors, 51, Chancery
in consideration of or to secure a debt, money, or lane, Middlesex . May 21, M . R ., at ll o ' clock .

money 's worth , and afterwards another bill of FyLER (Major GeneralLawrence ). Tunbridge Wells. MayTHE REFORM OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION . 1 ; H . Harris , solicitor, 8ta , Moorgate-strect, London ,
sale is executed in consideration of or to secure I shall certainly join the society which has just May 21, M . R ., at ll o 'clock .

the same debt, money , or money ' s worth , or any been started . for whatever might be said abont | HOOK (Robert ), 147, Charles -street, Berkeley -square, Lon .
don, Esq. ; April 30 ; B . G . Lake, solio tor, 10 , New

part thereof, the subsequent bill of sale, so far as growling and complaining and dragging our square, Lincoln 's Inn , Middlesex , May 11, V . C . M ., at

regards the property in or right to the possession grievances before the public, there are many 12 o 'clock .

of any personal chattels comprised in or made urgent reformswhich need to be dealt with , and HOULGRAVE (Jas.), Liverpool, tar distiller . April 80 ;
Walter Weld , Solicitor, Liverpool. May 8, V . O . H ., atsabject to the former bill of sale, shall be null and if the society is well and properly supported it 12 o 'clock ,

void to all intents and purposes as against the can do much good in the field of operations which | ISARD (John ), 16, Cambridge-road, Bromley, Kent, tallow
same persons, and to the same extent as the lies before it , and the more unity we have in our chandler. April 16 : George R . Burn , solicitor, 83,

Carter -lane, Doctors '-commons, London , April 23 ;former bill of sale shall, under the provisions of profession the stronger will be our action. V . C . M ., at twelve o 'clock .
the said Act or of this Act, be null and void , A LONDON SOLICITOR . JULL (George ), Lynwood Tyndall' s Park . Bristol. April

notwithstanding that the requirements of the SO ; E . E . Salmon , solicitor, Bristol. May 7 ; V . C . M ., at
twelve o 'clock .

said Act or of this Act shall be complied with as LEGAL PRACTITIONERS BILL 1874 - ATTOR . KNOWLTON ( James ), Porósea , tailor. May 6 : H . and W . F .

to the subsequent bill of sale, or the twenty -one cyg AND SOLICITORS BILI. 1974. A to the Ford , solicitors, Portsea . May 22 ; V . C . H ., at twelve
o' clock ,

days allowed for complying therewith shall not first Bill, I think that in the case of documents LAIDLER (Matthew ), Fenton Hill and Lowick, High Heads,
have elapsed ; provided that if in endeavouring Northumberland, farmer. April 30 ; R . Middlemas, soliunder seal the penalty proposed, or at all events |
to comply with the requirements of the said Act or citor, Alnwick , May 8 ; V . C . H ., at twelve o 'clock .

of this Act as to the former bill of sale any
some penalty, should attach even in the case of LANE ( John ), Wenlock Brewery, Wenlock -road , Middlesex ,
suc brewer. May 4 ; W . R . Kersey, solicitor,' 52, Grace

error is committed , and the same is committed in . church -street, London. May 22 ; V . C . H ., at twelvepay
nocently, by mistake, and without any design to o ' clock .

mountable, although a wholesale business is LUXTON (Wm .), Cloudesley Arms, Cloudesley- street, Isling
evade the said Act or this Act, a subsequent bill ton , Middlesex , licensed victualler .carried on by agents of all kinds. The medicalof sale shall not be rendered null and void by this

April 30 ; W . H .
Nicholls , solicitor , 1, Lincoln ' s -inn - fields, Middlesex .

Act, if the same is executed, and the require profession protects itself against quacks. Wo Msy 7 ; V . C . M ., at twelve o 'clock .
must certainly do the same in regard to our in . MAXWELL (Wellwood),Abercrombie -square, Liverpool,and

ments of the said Act or of this Act in respect of vaders. As regards the second Bill, I think the of Glenlee, Kirkcudbright, Scotland , Esq. April 18 ;the same are duly complied with, within twenty Walter Murton, solicitor, 45 , Bloomsbury-square, London .
provisions as to articled clerks still too strin . April 27 ; V . O . M ., at twelve o ' clock .

one days after it shall first come to the knowledge MOREWOOD (Samuel), 13, Granville -terrace. Choumert- road .
of the person claiming under the bill of sale, or, Rye-lane, Peckham , Surrey, April 30 ; Wm . F . Ward .Roll, why give power to the registrar to do thatif there are more than one such person , to the solicitor, 10 , Bedford .row , Middlesex , May 7 ; V . 0 . M ..

which the applicant to the court may be pre at twelve o clock ,knowledge of one of them , that the requirements
sumed to be unwilling to do ? Cannot these two PARTRIDGE ( Frederick R .), King's Lynn , Norfolk ,solicitor.of the said Act or of this Act have not been pro Bills , after amendment, constitute one Act of May 9, at the chambers of V . C . H . May 26 ; V . C . H ., at

perly complied with . twelve o 'clook .
Parliament ? A COUNTRY ATTORNEY.

3. When any mortgage of or security or charge
ROBERTSON (Wm .), Hazlehill, Pembroke, Esq . April ;

S . A . Ram , solicitor, 23, Red Lion -square, London . May
on any personal chattel is hereafter effected 4 ; V . O . M ., at twelve o 'clock .

HEIRS -AT-LAW AND NEXT OF KIN .
without å bill of sale, and the same is of SHARP ( John A . ), Gray' s - inn , and Thornhill-square .

Browx (Maria Mangin ), 28, Hertford -street, May Fair Islington , Middlesex , gentleman . May 5 ; J . P , Knott,

such a character as that it might have been London . Next of kin to come in by May 30, at the cham - solieitor, 9 , Lincoln ' s-inn - fields, Middlesex, May 221;effected by means of a bill of sale , the said mort bers of V . C . M . June 20, at the said chambers, at twelve M . R ., at eleven o 'clock .
gage, security, or chargeshall, unless the require. o 'clock , is the timeappointed for hearing and adjudicating SLADE ( Jos.), Holly House, Crouch-hill , Hornsey, Middle
ments hereafter specified are complied with , be

sex, Esq. May 1 ; J . F . Bernard, solicitor, 11, Great
CowPER ( Jeremiah ), c .B ., Green -street, Piccadilly, Lieut Winchester-street, London , May 22 ; V . C . M ., at twelve

null and void as against the same persons and to col. in H . M .'s 18th Reg.of Infantry . Next ofkin to come in o 'clock .

the same extent as the bill of sale would have |

BILL .

Thepre

diffi

upon such claims.

by April 30, at the chambers of V . C . M . May 11, at the STOCK (John ) , Poplar, Middlerex , Esq . April 30 : Gellatly
said chambers, at twelve o ' clock , is the time for hearing and Co., solicitors, 2 , Lombard - court, Gracechurch .

been pull and y and adjudicating upon such claims. street, London , May 26 ; V . 0 . H ., at twelve o 'clock ,
Loomelicou por meChuleta

e , se
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Avrentield, sot twelve o' . Mas, !: 3 .0 . H .,

ains
eased w NI

ELECTION LAW .

TAYLOR (Harriet H . ). Rockleaze, Westbury -upon - Trym , LITTLE ( Jos. ), 5 , Albion -square, Queen 's road , Dalston , and
WATERS (Robert B . ), 84, Eastcheap , London , merchant

Gloucester . April 30 ; E . A . Harley , solicitor, St. Wer of Haggerstone Saw Mills, Brunswiek -street, Hagger May 1 ; W . Evans, solicitor, 72, Coleman - sértet, London ,
burgh 's -chambers, Small-street, Bristol. May 7 ; V . C . M . , stone. Middlesex , Saw mill proprietor . May 1 ; Baker WATKINS ( John ), 99, Jermyn -street , St. James, Piccadilly .

at twelve o clock . and Co., solicitors, 3 , Cloak - lane, Cannon-street , Lon
Middlesex , fishmonger . May 7 ; J . G . Shearman , soli

VERO ( Jos .), Dew bury, hat manufacturer . May 5 ; Alfred don . citor , 10 , Gresham -street, London ,
Ridgway, solicitor , Dewsbury . May 16 ; V . 0 . H . adtwelve LOGAN ( John ) , formerly of the Maindee, near Newport, WHITTINGTON (Adelaide s . S .), formerly of 29, Orsett
o ' clock .

Mons, late of 11, Lansdown-crescent, Bath , contractor terrace, Bayswater , late of 30, Weymouth -street, Port
WEBB (Wm . ), Balsham , Cambridge, farmer , May 10 ; of railways and public works. May 14 ; Thos . M .

land -place, Middlesex , widow . May 1 ; J . W . Smith ,

Henry French , solicitor, Cambridge. May 22 ; V . C . M . ut Llewel in , solicitor , Newport, Mons. solicitor, 3 , Furnival's - inn , London ,
tweive o 'clock , MARTLEY (Wm .), 15 , Cedars-road , Clapham Common |WILLIAXS (Daniel H .), Walthamstow , Essex , Esq . May

WHITAKER (Matilda ), Wilton House, Pembridge- crescent, Surrey, civil eggineer . May6 ; Wilkins, Blyth , and Mars 81; Dingwall and Wall, solicitors, 8 , lokenhouse-yard,
Bayswater , Middlesex . April 25 ; John Taylor, solicitor , land , solicitors , 10, St. Swithin 's - lane, London , i ondon ,

Bradford , May 1 ; V . O . H . at twelve o 'clock . MEYER (Geo . ), Victoria Hotel, Sheffield , hotel keeper .
WILLS (Henry M .) , 2 , Victoria -place, Greenhundred-road.

WICKHAM ( John ), Codrington , Glouce ter. farmer. May 5 ; April 30 : Smith and Hinde, solicitors, i7 , Bank -street,
Peckham , Surrey, eommercial traveller . May 1 ; Win ,

John 'l rentield , solicitor. Chipping Sodbury, Gloucester. Sheffield .
Sturt , solicitor, 14 , Ironmonger- lane, London .

May 29 ; V . U . B at twelve o 'clock .
MILLER (Harriet), Chester Villa , Belvidere -road , Upper WILLSOX ( Isaac ). 15 , Leete -street, Chelsea , Middlesex ,

W LKES ( eters ), Gloucester. May l : 'Thos. C . R Tarn Norwood , Surrey, widow . April 21 ; M . B . Miller , solici
baker. April 80 ; Chinery and Aldridge, solicitors, 7 , Fen

ton , solicitor, G .oucester. May 11 ; V . C . H ., et twe.ve tor, 15, litford ' s -inn , London , church -street, London ,

o 'clock ,
MONNERY ( John W .), late of Catford -hüll, Lewisham , Kent, W BIGHT (Robert), 48, Cochrane-terrace, St. Marylebone,

gentleman , formerly of 53, High -street, Southwark,
Middlesex , builder . April 27 ; J . Goren , solicitor , 29 ,

CREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 VICT. c . 35 . hosier. May ' g Hawksand Co ., solicitors, 101, Borough ,
South Molton -street, Oxford -street, London ,

Last Day of Claim , and to tchom Particulars to be sent. High-street, Southwark , Surrey .
ANDREW John J .), 12, Paragon , Blackheath , Kent, gentle

MOORE ( John ), 78 and 80 . Hamilton -street, Birkenhead,
ironmonger. June 1 ; Theobalds and Co.. Solicitors, REPORTS OF SALES .man . May 12 ; Hughes and Co ., solicitors, 26 , Budge Central Chambers, 17A , South Castle -street, Liverpool

row , Cannon - treet, London . NOBLE (George A .), Butler-street, Preston , gentleman ,ATKINSON ( Anthony 0 . ), LL. D . , Clare House, Kingston April 30 ; Wm . Banks, solicitor , 9 , Lime-street, Preston . Tuesday , March 31.upon -Huli. May 1 ; Owst and Co ., solicitor, Quay Cham NORTH (Chas .) , Chesterfield , Derby, high bailiff . June 30 ;
bers' Hull. W . and B . Wake, solicitors , Castle - court, Sheffield .

| By Messrs. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and FARMER , at the Mart.

BANISTER (Catherine ), Antony West, or St. Jacobs , Corn .
wall, Fuinster.

The absolute reversion to £2532 13s. 5d . Three per Cent,
OSBORNE (Anna), Leamington Priors, Warwick , spinster.April 14 ; Geo . H . Piper, solicicor , Court Bank Annuities, life aged 72 years - sold for £1500 .

House , Ledbury , Herefordshire . May 18 ; Chas. E . Large, solicitor, 1, Clarence -terrace,
BREMER (Susan U . , 137, Cornwall-road, Westbourne Park , Leamington Priors. Wednesday, April 8 .
Bayswater, Midalesex, spinster, May 11 ; A . Tabor, PAKENIM (Lieut.- Col. Chas. W . ), Langford Lodge, Crum

lin , Co . Antrimsolicitor, 27 . Leadenhall-street , London .

By Messrs. EDWIN Fox and BOUSFIELD , at the Mart.
April 30 ; J . Torrens, solicitor, 9, Wel.

lington -place , Belfast.
Sussex , - Hurst-green , an enclosure of land containing 12a .

BRIND 'Walter), Marshfield , Monmouth , gentleman . June Ir . 4p . , freehold - sold for £805 .PARKES ( Jos .) . 9 , Moray-road , Tollington Park , Islington ,1 ; Prothero and Fox, solicitors , Newport, Monmouth
Middlesex, and of 19, Ely - place , Holborn , Middlesex ,shire,

Hackney. - No. 162, Hackney -road , freehold - sold for £750.

BRITTON (Robert) Castle Donnington , Leicester, gentle .
Kent Wharf, and No. 178, Great Cambridge- street - Bold

hardware merchant. May 8 ; Boulton and Sons. solici
tors, 214, Northampton-square, Clerkenwell, Middlesex,man . June 12 ; Dalton and Salusbury, solicitors, Leices .

for £3200 .
PEYRORE ( Elizabeth ), Waterhouse-lane, Kingston -upon

No. 171, Great Cambridge -street - sold for £1500 .

ter . Hull, common brewer. May 1 ; Owst and Co ., solicitors,BROWN ( Frederick ), s , St . James-square, Notting-hill,
The Haggerstone stone wharf, and No. 16 , Albert-street

sold for £1300 .Quay -chambers, Huil.Middlesex, surveyor. May 9 ; R . Dickson , solicitor, 43, PERRY ( Amelia ), 32, Avenue- road, Regent' s -park , Middle
Bediord -row , London ,

Nos . 17 to 20 , Albert-street - sold for £1250 .

BUCKMASTER Thos. W .) , The Cottage, Wimbledon Com sex , spinster. May 1 ; A . R . D . Statfield , solicitor, 4, St .
Nos. 138 , 140 , 142, and 144, Brunswick -street , freehold - sold

mon , Surrey, 17, Queenhithe, London, and 81, Piccadilly, George's terrace, Regent' s- park . for £1280 .
wholesale stationer . May 15 ; Capron , Daltun , and POLE (Edward S 0 .), Radburne Hall, near Derby, Derby.
Hutchins, solicitors , Savile -place, Conduit-street, Mid park Hall, near Chesterfield ; 14, Lewes-crescent, Brigh SUICIDE OF A SOLICITOR. - On Wednesday even .
dlesex . ton ; and of Rugby, Esquire. April 30 ; Gregory, RowCALVERT (Frederick 0 . ) , Royal Institution , Manchester cliffe ' s , and Rawle, solicitors, I , Bedford -row , London , ing, se'night, at the Railway Inn,Worcester Park ,
and Clayton Vale, Newton Heath, near Manchester, RANDELL (Jas. ), 25. Mark -lane, London, and Prebend End, Surrey, an inquiry was held by Mr. W . Carter
analytical chemist. April 30 ; Earle and Co ., solicitors, Buckingham , and of Elmerleigh House, Devon ; and of into the death of Mr. John Hubbard , & solicitor ,
44, Brown -street, Manchester. Corrievallie, near Garve, Ross, Esquire. "May 20 ; Phelps

CHATFIELD ( Fre erick ), 8, Belgrave-terrace , Brighton , and Sidgwick , solicitors , 2 , Gresham -street, London .
carrying on business at 15 , Walbrook , E . C . On

Esq. April 30 ; Upton and Co ., solicitors, 20 , Austin REDRUP (Alphonso S . ), Shakespeare Public House, 29,
friars, London , Marlborough -street, Middlesex , licensed víctualler. Ma watercloset attached to a bath -room ,athis private

COLLIGAN (Agnes ), 8 , Court, Burlington street, Liverpool, 14 ; E . J . Layton , solicitor, 2, Suffolk -lane, Cannon -street,
widow . July 1 ; Bradley and Steinforth , solicitors, 4, London .

residence, Worcester Park , with his throat cut,

York -buildings, Dale -street, Liverpool. .
KEECE (Wm . H .), Birmingham , Plas Tudno, Carnarvon , and quite lifeless. Evidence was given to prove

CONNER (Lieut. Col. Frederick ) , formerly of Chatham , and 36 . Bedford -row , London , solicitor and notary public . I that deceased was much depressed on account of
Kent, and late of 29, Scarsdale Villas, Kensington , Mid June 1 ; Reece and Harris, solic .tors, 47, New -street, Bir
dlesex. May so ; Walker and Martineau , solicitors, 13, mingham .

the loss of his wife and favourite son , and also on

King' s -road , Gray' s - inn , London . REYNARD (Ann ', Holdforth -street, Leeds, spinster. July account ofhis own ill-health , the result ofanxiety
CORRANCE ( Frederick ). Parhan Hall, Suffolk , Esq . April 1 ; Teale and Appleton , solicitors, Lee is .

20 ; White, Borrett and Co ., solicitors , 6 , Whitehall - place ,
and overwork . The jury found that deceased

| RODERICK ( Thomas ), Danygraing House, Pembrey, Car- und overwork : . , Ineury loud

Westminster, London .
marthen, gentleman . April 30 ; R . Johnson , solicitor committed suicide while in a state of temporary

Cox (Wiltshire , formerly of Minehead , Somerset, after . Llanelly , Carmarthenshire . insanity .wards travelling through Darmstadt, Ostend , London , ROYLE ( Vernon ), Singleton , Prestwick , Lancaster, Esq .
and various other places in Germany, Belgium , and Eng May 20 ; Allen Prestage and Halkyard, solicitors, 65,land, then 3 , Chatham -terrace , Upper Norwood, Surrey, Princess- street, Manchester
late of 24, Rue Albert, Ostend , Belgium , gentleman . May | SARGENT (Frederick ), 22 , PallMall , Middlesex , Esq. May 2 ;
1 ; T . Mee, solicitor, ,, Great Winchester -street Buildings, Finney and Son , solicitors, 6 . Furnival s - inn . London ,
London , SCHRIER (Mary A . P . ), 1 and 2 Wades- place , Mile-end , Mid .

DANIELL (Wm . ), Downham Market, Nor' o ' k , gentleman . dlesex, and West-street, Barking, Essex, widow . May l ; NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
June 1 ; J . N . Nunn , solicitor , D wnbar Marcet . Jno . Wills, solicitor, 53, Carter-lane, Doctor's Commons,

DITCH (Geo .), 9, Gensing Station -road , St. Leonards-on London . ELECTION PETITION - AGENCY _ EVIDENCE OF
Sea , Sussex , auctioneer and estate agent, & c . May 8 ; 0 . ! SCHUNCH (Martin ) , Manchester, merchant. May 16 ; Dar - 1 - PREVIOUS ELECTION PETITION - TELEGRAMS
Davenport Jones, solicitor , 1, Harold place , Hastings. biebi' e . Barker, and Tatham , Boliuitors, 26 , George-street.

DRAWBRIDGE (Rev. Thos. O .). Rodmersham , Kent. May Manchester.
To establish agency for which a candidate would

20 ; J . Bertie, solicitor, 17, Great James-street, Bedford . SEALY ( Isaac), Globe Public House, 58 New Compton be responsible, he must be proved to have, by
row , London . & reet, Middleser, licensed victualler . April 27 ; Geo .

DRIFFIELD (Rev. Jo3 . C .), Vicar of Tolleshunt D 'Arcy,
himself or by his authorised agent, employed the

Crafter, solicitor, 81, Blackfriars - road , London ,
Essex . May 1 ; A , M . White , solicitor, Colchester . SIMON ( Jas. , Abbey Farm , Greenfield , Holywell, Flint, persons whose conduct is impugned , to act on his

FIELDER (Euzabeth ) , Forton , Alverstoke, Southampton , farmer. May 12 ; Sisson and George, sol.citors, Agaph behalf, to have to some extent put himself in their
builder . May 12 ; R . R . Wilkinson , solicitor , Gosport, and Rhyl.
Hants, Sissons (Robert), Womersley, York , farmer and maltster.

hands, or made common cause with them for the
FOSTER (Arthur), 4, Threadneedle-street, London , and June 1 ; R ., Arundel, solicitor , Pontefract. purpose of promoting the election . Whether the
Glastonbury Lodge, Sydenham -road , Croydon , Surrey , SMEED (Geo . ), Willow Cottage , Ealing , Middlesex , gentle relations so existing were sufficient to make the
Esq . May ll ; Wansey and Bowen , solicitors, 50 , Moor man . May 7 ; J . G . Shearman, solicitor, 10 , Gresham
gate- street, London , street, London ,

candidates responsible for their alleged illegal acts
GARRATT (Res . Wm . ), formerly of Fulham , Middlesex, of SNOW DON Thos. ) , 52, Holland - road , Kensington , Middle is a question of degree ; and in order to enable
Has incs and Brighton , lare of 57 . Redcliffe-road . West
Brompton , Middl sex . May 20 ; Tho8 . J . Coward , soni- solicitor , 4, Elm -court, Temple London .

der and contractor Mayi 1 . Dolling Bolton , the judge to decide it in the affirmative, the
citor, 4 ,Guildhall-chambers, Basinghall- treet , London . SPOONER (Frederick W . , Dashwood, Gravesend, Kent, evidence of corrupt practices must establish

GODDARD (Wm . R .), Glaston -hill , Eversley, Hants, Esq . accountant. May 9 ; S . A . Spooner, Dashwood, Graves. affirmatively to his reasonable satisfaction that
May 1 ; E . 8 . Cavell, solicitor, '11, Water loo-place, Pali end.
Mail, Middlesex . TAPSCOTT (Henry ), South Petherton , Somerset , farmer

the acts complained of were done. Canvassing
GoEz (Henry J . A . ), formerly of the Crys'al Palace Hotel, and auctioneer . May 8 ; J . T . Nicholetto , solicitor. | openly with the full knowledge of a candidate

Norwood , Surrey, late of Connaught House , Montpelier - South Petherton . who does not interfere, but without his expressroad, Brizhton , Sussex, gentleman . May 11 ; R . and A . I TASSELL ( Robert ) Ditton , Kent, Esq . May 30 ; Tassell,
Russell, solicitors, 59, Coleman -street, London . and Son, solicitors, Faversham .

authority, does not constitute a man an agent.
GRAHAM (Joseph ), Elswick -lane, Newcastle-upon -Tyne, TERRELL (Hannah ), Yeovil, widow . May 14 ; J . T . Nisho - The Post-office will not be ordered to produce for
builder and publican . May 9 ; Allan and Davies, solici letts , solicitor, South Petherton . inspection telegrams sent by and to candidates
tors, 23, Grainger-street, Newcastle -upon - Tyne. THOMAS (Wm . ), formerly of Liverpool, late of Mina -st..

HALSTEAD ( Vice Admiral Edward P . ) , formerly of 85, Llanelly, Carmarthen, master mariner ; R . Johnson , and their agents unless strong grounds are shown
Ebury -street, Pimlico , Middlesex , late of Haslar Hospital, solicitor, Llanelly . why the judge should interpose his authority .Gosport, Hants. May 1 ; Currie and Williams, solicitors, THOMPSON ( Ann ), formerly of 2 , Stoke-terrace, Guildford ,
32, Lincoln 's - inn - fields, London . Surrey, late of Sherborne Lodge, Teddington, Middlesex,

It is not open to petitioners to show that persons
HUMBLETON ( Elizabeth Ann ), 1, Nottingham - terrace , York w idow . May 11 ; Wansey and Bowen , solicitors, 50, Moor employed by the respondent at the election which
gate , Regent's -park , Middlesex , widow . May 30 ; Mason gate -street , London , in the subject of the inquiry were charged withand Withall, 18, Bedford -row ; Ayerst, Francis , 2, Great TODD ( John ), Bird 's - park , near Kenral, Westmoreland,
College-street, Westminster. farmer . May 12 ; C . Gardner Thomson , solicitor, Finkle

corrupt practices at a prior election to the know .
HARBOTTLE (Mary ), Crumpsail, Manchester , widow . May street, Kendal. ledge of the respondent, the petition with reference

20 ; Allen , Prestage, and Halkyard , solicitors, 69, Princess WARE (Eliza ), late of 54, Parrock -street , Gravesend, Kent,

street, Manchester formerly of' 79, Southampton -row , Russell-square, Lon .
to such prior election having been disposed of

HARDY (Geo . ), Apple Tree and Mitre . 30 , Cursitor-street, don ,widow . April 30 ; T . R . Watson , solicitor, 13, Fins | without any decision having been arrived at with
Chancery-lane, Middlesex, licensed victualler. May 12 ; | bury -place -south , London . reference to such charge : (Taunton Election
Mrs . S . M . Hardey, at Johnston and Jackson 's , solicitors, WARD ( Thos. ), Melton Mowbray, gentleman , May
55 , Chancery -lane, Middlesex . E . H . M . Clarke, solicitor, Melton Mowbray .

Petition , 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 125. Grove, J .)
HAYWARD ( Tnos . C . ), 3 , Highbury-park North , Middlesex ,
and 92, Midories, London , sail cloth merchantand factor.
June 1 ; Thomson and Son , solicitors, 60, Cornhill,
London . MAGISTRATES ' LAW .Hill (Robert G . ), sen ., Hongh Hall, Wybunbury. Chester ,
Esq . April 26 ; J . Hayward Bellyse , solicitor , Nantwich ,
Cheshire,

HOLLYMAN (Henry ), Load of Hay public-house, Haver BOROUGH QUARTER SESSIONS.
stock -hil , Middlesex , licensed vitaller . April 30 ; Carr,
Bannister , Davidson , and Morriss, solicitors, 70, Basing What notice of
hall-street, London . Borough . When holden . Recorder. Clerk ofthe Peace.appealto be given , ' Cerk of the reace.

INGHAM ( Benjamin ), Palermo, Sicily , June 1 ; Waltons
and Co ., solicitors, 19, Great Winchester-street, London .

JAMES ( John ), Sunny Bank, Llanfrechta Upper , Mon Bath .. ... . . .. . Monday, April 13 . .... Thos. Wm . Saunders , Esq. 14 J. Taylor.
mouth , iropmaster June 1 ; Protheroe and Fox, solici- Carmarthen ... Monday, April 13 ...... B . Thos. Williams, Esq. ... 10 days .. .. .. .. John H . Barker.
tors, Newport, Mons. Devonport Friday, July 10 . H . T . Cole, Esq., Q . C .......... 10 days G . H . E . Rundle .

JOHNSON ( Robert), formerly of Pageant' s Wharf, Rother. Hythe Monday , April 13 ... Robert John Biron, Esq. ... 8 days . ... . . . .. W . S , Smith .
hithe, Surrey, and late of Forest Villa , Queen ' s-road, King ' s Lynn . .. .. . . Thursday, April 16 ... D . Brown , Esq ., Q .C . ........

F . G . Archer .
Buckburst Hill, E sex , timbermerchant. May 5 ; R . and

Saturday, April 11 ... J . B . Maule, Esq ., Q .C . ....A . Russell, solicitors 59, Coleman-street, London ,
10 days ... Charles Bulmer.

KINGDOX Digory F . ), Stratford, Essex, land and estate Newcastle-on - Tyne W . D . Seym ur, Esq ., Q .C. . John Clayton .14 days
· agent. May 16 ; Russell and Co., solicitors, 14 , Old Jewry. New Windsor .. .... Monday, April 13 ...... A . M . Skinner, Esq ., Q .C .... 10 days Henry Darvill .
chambers, London , Poole Tuesday, April 14 ..... Arthur Collins, Esq . . .. .. .. .. 10 days G . B . Aldridge.

KINGSBURY ( Walter J .), Ringwood , Southampton , grocer Scarborough Monday, April 20 . .. . .. Alfred W . Simpson, Esq . ... 10 days John J. P . Moody.
and provision merchant. May 4 ; Davy and Davy, solici Southampton Monday, April 13 ...... Thomas Gunner, Esq . ..... . ... Ed. Coxwell.
tore, Ringwood .

Stamford Friday, April 17KIRK ( John), Clay Farm House, Woolwich, Kent, and of
The Hon . E , C . Leigh ........ 10 days ...... . John Torkington ,

Warren -lane Wharf, Woolwich , contractor. __ April 30 : Sudbury .. .. Wednesday, April 29 . Thomas H . Naylor, Esq . ... Robert Ransom .14 days
Paine and Layton , solicitors, 47, Gresham House , Old Walsall Wednesday, April 15 . W . J. Nelson Neale, Esq.... 10 days .

Samuel Wilkinson.

Broad -street , London , Wigan .. .... . . . | Wednesday, April 29 . | Joseph Catterall, Esq. ......
Thomas Heald ,

Leeds .... ... ..
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COUNTY COURTS. liable in every instance for want of punctuality in the defendants ' counsel) that since the decision
their trains, and to trayellers if they were to be in Forsyth v . The Great Western Railway Com
without redress, and at the absolute mercy of pany the protecting clause in the time- tables of

BATH COUNTY COURT. the companies, however the delay might be that company has been altered by the insertion of

Tuesday , March 31 . occasioned , with all its many vexations and the words " Wilfulmisconduct."

(Before C . F . D . CAILLARD , Esq., Judge.) injurious consequences. For the plaintiff it was Nonsuit with costs, accordingly.

RUSSELL V. THE GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY
contended that there was a contract to convey

him within a reasonable time of the hour
COMPANY.

named in the time table , and that if the collision CHESTER COUNTY COURT.
Carriers of passengers - Delay - It is necessary, at or near Wantagewas caused by the negligence

to render carriers responsible for delay in the of the company's servants, then he ought to (Before R . VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, Esq ., Judge.)Thursday , April 2 .

running of trains, to show wilfulmisconduct. recover, but not if by a mere accident. For the

Bartrum represented the plaintiff and Wightman defendants it was urged first that, if there was a GILBERT AND OTHERS v . PICKERING AND
Wood the defendants . contract at all it was upon the footing of the ANOTHER .

His Honour said : The plaintiff in this action paragraph or clause on the cover of the time friendly societies — Indebted treasurer dying
seeks to recover from the defendants a sum of Liability of executors and sureties.
93. 4d ., for breach of contract, by delay of train plaintiff to show there had been wilfulmisconduct THE plaintiffs, who are trustees of the court
under the following circumstances : He is a com - on the part of the company's servants , but none Defence, 938, of the Ancient Order of Foresters ,

mercial traveller, residing at Bath . On the morn - had been shown. Secondly that there was no | which meets at the Crown' inn, Four- Lane-Ends ,

ing of the 29th Oct. last he took a second. class contract — the time book being a notice for the Tarporley , sued the defendants, who are the ex

ticket in the usualway at the defendants' Bath convenience of the public, and nothing more. ecutors of the late Mr. Parkinson , formerly the

station for Abingdon . According to their time From this latter proposition I entirely dissent. treasurer of the court, for £37 7s. 1d., balance of

tables for that month , which were put in evidence It is contrary to the principles laid down by the | an account said to be due to them .

on his behalf, the train for which he was booked authorities bearing on the whole subject before
Hilton, barrister (instructed by Cawley), ap

was to start at seven minutes past eight, and to me. With the defendant' s first proposition , how .
arrive at Swindon at five minutes to nine ; and ever, which is in strict accordance with those

peared for the plaintiffs.

there was another train to leave Swindon at a principles, I as entirely agree. In the absence of Cartwright for the defendants.

quarter-past nine, and to be at Didcotat twenty any special contract, there would be between The late Mr. Parkinson acted as treasurer to
minutes past ten a . m . Then there was again travellers and the railway companies, who hold the court up to the 26th Feb . 1873 , when he was

another train to leave Didcot at twenty-five themseves out as carriersof passengers, an implied |I themsevesont as carriers of passengers , an implied | indebted to the court in the sum of £83 ls. 1d .

minutes past ten and to be at Abingdon at fifty - | contract by the companies to convey within a | After his death the business of the Crown inn
five minutes past ten a .m . The plaintiff stated reasonable time. And even supposing the time was carried on by his widow and his son Enoch
that the passengers for the north stations and tables were notactually part of the contract, I think | Parkinson, and at the first meeting of the club
Abingdon had to change at Swindon , and that they might fairly be deemed prima facie evidence after the death of his father, it was decided to
he did so ; that the train into which he changed of what is reasonable time in the particular in . / appoint him treasurer on condition that he gave
does not go beyond Didcot ; that he had often stance. Then , further, the company would notbe sufficient security. On the 29th March , the
travelled by that train for a great many | liable for delay arising from inevitable accident, / widow and son gave an undertaking to be respon .
years ; that the usual time at which for but would be for delay proceeding from the sible for the £81 1s. 1d . According to the
some while past he had arrrived at the latter negligence of their servants. But there is a Friendly Societies' Act , however, to make them
place was twenty minutes past ten in the special contract where the ticket issued to the responsible there should have been a bond and
morning ; that, according to his experience, I rassenger by a company, refers to bills or tables, 1 sureties, but instead their undertaking to pay
the 10.25 train for Abingdon from Didcot which , besides indicating the hours of the depar. | was accepted, and they did pay up to the 21st
waited for the train due at 10.20 at Didcot, and ture and arrival of the trains, contain a clause June, a sum amounting to £43 48., which reduced
that he had never before the morning in question for the protection of the company. These hours the balance in hand to the sum of £37 78. 1d .,
missed the 10.25 train . On thatmorning, however, or times are then directly adopted into the con - the amount claimed . On that date they were
there was a delay at Swindon in the starting of tract, and this is so far in favour of the passenger ; applied to for payment, and they refused to pay
the train for Didcot. How long that delay was but then the protecting clause is also adopted any more.
the plaintiff could not exactly tell , but I think it into it , and that is , of course,for the benefit of the Mr. Cawley was then instructed and wrote to
may be inferred it was some noticeable delay. I company. In the present case, the question them demanding payment,butwas refused , and as

He was informed at Swindon there had been a whether the passenger had notice of the protect they had taken no steps to prove the will of the

collision on the line, and he attributed his leaving | ing clause does not arise . Headmits that he had. deceased , it was proved on the 28th . They were

late to that fact. He stated this in answer to a It is well to observe, nevertheless, that his denial | again applied to for the residue of the money ,
question from the defendants' counsel. There of it would have been of no avail. If notice be when one of the executors told the secretary that

was , also , a delay in the progress of this train at denied , and the train bills not put in , then where there was nothing to prove for , and he should not

some station before Wantage, between Swindon wonld be the evidence of the contract to convey prove it .
and Didcot ; and the plaintiff saw that a damaged within a reasonable timewith reference to those | Hilton argued that as Mrs. Parkinson and her

engine caused the obstruction . In the result the bills ? And if they are put in , then inevitably the son were executors de son tort, they had taken

train arrived at Didcot at about 11 o 'clock a .m ., clause protecting the company comes in also as upon themselves the liability to pay ; and further
when he found that the 10.25 train for Abingdon part of them . On this point the case of Hurst v . according to the 23rd section of the Friendly
had left. According to the time tables there was The Great Western Railway Company directly Societies Act, the plaintiffs had a prior claim in

then no train for Abingdon until 1 o 'clock p .m . applies, as does that of Von Toll v . The South - the case of a person holding moneys, dying or
Thereupon , having business engagements of an | Eastern Railway Company, to show that notice becoming insolvent.
important nature at Abingdon that morning for would be inferred . Itmust be borne in mind that Thomas Green , of Eaton by Tarporley, proved

the house which he represents, he posted thither the Railway and Canal Traffic Act 1854 does not that after the death of the deceased an agree
from Didcot, the distance being seven posting apply to passengers, so that neither can the ment was made with the court by Mrs. Parkin .

miles. He paid 9s. for the fly and driver and 4d. reasonableness of the protecting clause be ques. son and her son to continue the office , and her
for a turnpike- the 9s. 4d. sought to be recovered. tioned ; nor is it necessary that the special con word was accepted . On the Saturday prior to the
On cross-examination he admitted most frankly tract should be signed by the passenger . The 21st June, they gave notice to resign , and im
and fairly that he was well acquainted with the particular clause not only negatives any guarantee mediately after they refused to pay any more

paragraph headed “ train bills," which is on the or undertaking by the company for the starting money.

cover of the time tables , and to which I shall refer or arrival of the trains atthe timespecified in the Cross-examined - The deceased entered into a
more at length , and he also said he was aware bills , but throws upon passengers, and so upon bond , signed by three sureties, but the court did
that the train he wished to catch comes from the present plaintiff , in order to fix the company notapply to them because Mrs. Parkinson under

London to Didcot, and goes thence to the with liability for delay , the proof that it arose took to pay.
north . The ticket issued to the plaintiff had l from the wilful misconduct of

His HONOUR considered the secretary was
on it the words “ Bath to Abingdon , second Thus the question is, has such proof been adduced ? right in applying to the widow and son of the

class , issued subject to the conditions stated To this I am clearly of opinion there can only be deceased before applying to thesureties .
on the company's time bills ." The para - a negative answer, and therefore that a non Henry Challinor, clerk to Mr. Cawley , proved
graph above-mentioned - 80 far as it is mate. suit must be entered . To show want of punc service of a notice to Mr. John Pickering to pay
rial for the present case - is in these words, " Train tuality is not enough, to show negligence is not
Bills. The published train bills of this company enough ; nor would the showing of either shift the

the money.

are only intended to fix the time at which pas. burden of proof which is upon the plaintiff, who
| Cartwright, on behalf of the legal executors ,

sengers may be certain to obtain their tickets for has to establish against the defendants that the
said they were desirous of having the matter

any journey from the various stations, it being delay was occasioned by the wilful misconduct of
sifted before they could admit a claim of this

understood that the train shall not start from their servants. Whether, apart from what I hold
ir servants. Whether apart from what I hola description . The action was resisted by the

them before the appointed time ; but the directors to be the existing law , this be right, is another creditors of the deceased , who had no sympathy

give notice that the company do not undertake matter. If I am wrong in my view of the law , the
with a society who had conducted their affairs so

that the trains shall start or arrive at the time error can be pointed outby a superior court ; but
loosely as to make an arrangement with the

specified in the bills ; nor will they be accountable ifmy opinion be correct, and there be any undue
executors de son tort at one time and with the

for any loss, inconvenience , or injury , which may hardship on passengers, then this can be remedied | legalexecutors at another.

arise from delays or detention , unless upon proof only by legislative interference . The authorities His HONOUR - What could the parties do if
that such loss, inconvenience, injury, delay, or from which my deductions are chiefly drawn are there were no executors appointed under the

detention , arose in consequence of the wilful mig. Denton v . TheGreat Northern Railway Company will ? All they could do was to proceed against

conduct of the company's servants." This para - | (25 L . J . 129, Q . B .), Van Tollv. The South Eastern the effects held by the widow and her son . I
graph or conditional clause is printed on page 100, / Railway Company (31 L . J . 241, C . P . ) , Hurst v . think they did the best they could under the cir .

as well as on the cover of the time tables put in . The Great Western Railway Company (34 L . J . cumstances.

The plaintiff alone gave evidence on his own 264, C . P .) , Zunz v. The South Eastern Railway Cartwright — Thatmay be.

behalf, and at the conclusion of his case it was Company (38 L . J. 209, Q . B .), Glenister v . The His HONOUR - What is the use of enlarging on

pressed on me, with much ability, byMr.Wightman GreatWestern Railway Company, decided in the it ? Supposing that the will had not been proved .

Wood, the defendants ' counsel, that there should Queen ' s Bench 11th Nov. 1873, on appeal from the After the appointment of the legal executors,

be a nonsuit . It is obvious, that small as is the County Court at High Wycombe. My attention they could not go against the widow and son any

amount involved in this case , the principles upon hasbeen called to some decisions in the County

which it is to be decided , one way or the cther, Courts bearing upon the subject in question , and
longer .

are of the utmost importance to the railway com especially to the well-known case of Forsyth v.
Cartroright then called attention to the fact

panies, and to the innumerable travellers by rail ; The Great Western Railway Comyany,which are
that the society not only went against the legal

to the companies on account of the enormous cost apparently favourable to the plaintiff. I have executors, but wanted a preference over the other

which would be thrown upon them by the multi. only to observe that the circumstances in these creditors.
plicity of sums of more or less amount, which several cases differ from the circumstances in the His HONOUR said upon this point he was

they would have to pay were they to be made present one ; and notably (as I was informed by I againstMr. Cartwright,who then wenton to argue

servants.
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that it was necessary to renew the bond of the the event of the debtor becoming bankrupt within debtor of a certain horse to Mr. Edward Doust,

treasurer every year, when he was elected . twelvemonths from the date of the sale by the corn factor of Tonbridge, shortly before the date
His HONOUR, upon this, said that the bond was sheriff : (Ex parte Villars; Re Rogers, 30 L . T . and filing of the debtor's petition , was not a valid

continuous so long as the treasurer held office , Rep . N . S . 104. Chan.) sale, and that it was fraudulent and void as
which he did till he died . BANKRUPTCY - RE-HEARING - CONTRARY DE - against the trustee of the debtor. The trustee

argue that the CISION BY COURT OF APPEAL SINCE ORIGINAL | now moved that the said horse was his property

estate of the deceased was relieved by the actionHEARING _ On the 15th March 1873 . the Coprt of | as trustee, and that the purchase money retained

of the widow and son taking upon them the | Bankruptcy made an order declaring, amongst | by Mr. Doust, in part satisfaction of a debt to

duties of the office .
After a careful summing up, his HONOUR gave

other things, that themortgagees of certain leage / him from the debtor, belonged to and formed

holds had a valid charge on the trade fixtures part of property of debtor, and that such pur.

a verdict for the plaintiffs. comprised in theirmortgage as against the trustee chase money should be paid by Mr. Doust to the

under the liquidation of the mortgagor, although | claimant as trustee.
the deed had not been registered under the Bills ! The trustee was represented by A . Lumley

WANDSWORTH COUNTY COURT. of Sale Act. On the 25th July 1873, the Court Smith, instructed by Stenning, of Tonbridge, and

Tuesday, March 31. of Appeal in another case decided that an assign . Mr.Doust, by his solicitor, Palmer.

(Before H . J . STONOR , Esq., Judge.) ment of trade fixtures included in a mortgage of 1 Smith , in stating the circumstances, desired
leaseholds to which they were attached , required particular attention to be paid to dates, which

MADDISON v . BROWN. to be registered under the Bills of Sale Act. The were very material. On the 18th April 1873 , an
98 10 Vict. c . 93 (Lord Campbell's)Act - Measure mortgagees becameaware of this decision , on the agreement was come to between the parties

of damages. 28th July 1873. and gave notice of motion for a whereby this horse, the property of Mr. Everest,

Croomefor plaintiff. re-hearing of their case on the 21st Nov. 1873 : was transferred to Mr. Doust. He believed the

Smythe for defendant. Held (reversing the decision of one of the Regis . horse had been offered to Mr. Doust previously ,

His HONOUR .- The plaintiff in the present trars) that they were not entitled to & re-hearing. but the gentleman said he had no use for it, and
case (referred to this court from the Court ofInuare. whether a re .hearing . would have been would not have it . But on the oth April de
Excchequer ) is the father or administrator of granted to them , if they had given notice within took it , and unless it could be shown that there
Sarah Maddison , who lost her life through the twenty -one days of the time when they becameenty -one days of the time when they became was some pressure put by Mr. Doust upon Mr.

neglect of the defendant in leaving an excavation aware of the decision effecting a change in the Everest, it would be nothing more nor less than a

or area for a house in course of erection in a law : (Ex parte Brown ; Re Jeavons, 30 L . T . Rep. fraudulent preference, and camewithin the 92nd

highway open and unprotected by any railing or N . S . 108 . Chan .) section of the Act. He should prove that pressure

fence. He has sued the defendant under the 9 & MARRIED WOMAN - DEBTS CONTRACTED BE. had not been put on Mr. Everest by Mr. Doust,
10 Vict. c . 93 , commonly called “ Lord Camp: FORE MARRIAGE - BANKRUPTCY - MARRIED and he called the debtor, who said , that on the
bell's Act," for damages, such action being

WOMAN 'S PROPERTY ACT 1870 (33 & 34 VICT.
for the benefit of himself and wife, as parents

26th April 1873, he filed a petition for liquidation .

of the deceased .
At the previous Christmas he was indebted to

c . 93), s. 12. - A married woman who has no pro . /Mr. Doust in the sum of £14 odd , and further
There was no defence to the

action , and the only question was as to the | perty belonging to her for her separate use is not
| liable , under the 12th section of the Married debts were incurred. Prior to the 18th April he had

amount of damages. The plaintiff in his particu .
lars claimed £200 for loss of an allowance made Woman's Property Act 1870 ,to bemade bankrupt .

| several letters written him by Mr. Doust, asking

by deceased for support of her parents , for loss
Quære, whether a married woman who has pro him for payment of the account, but those letters

perty belonging to her for her separate use is so
he had destroyed , because he did not like to have

of goods and wearing apparel (presents received by
her parents from time to time), and for funeral

liable : (Ex parte Holland; Re Åonage, 30 L . T.
them about the house. On the 18th April an action

and other expenses. It appeared by the evidence
Rep . N . S . 106 . Chan.)

was brought againsthim by Mr. Charlton for £130
odd : & writ was issued and served upon him . The

that the deceased was a domestic servant, and
BANKRUPTCY _ " DEBTS DUE TO HIM IN THE same day he saw Mr. Doust, and arranged for the

out of her wages allowed her parents about 10s. a COURSE OF HIS TRADE OR BUSINESS." - Bankers ' transfer of the horse in part payment of his claim .

month, say 26 a year, and occasionally made “ marginal notes ” (which are contracts that the At first he said he did not want the horse. He

them other presents of goods and wearing apparel. bankers giving them will pay the amounts repre. know Mr. Doust well as a friend . Mr. Doust
With regard to the allowance it was admitted that sented by them whenever they receive intelligence wrote off £26 98. 10d., and lent witness £10 the

the plaintiff was entitled to damages for actual that the bills, in respect of the discount of which next day. When the horse was transferred no
or probable pecuniary loss, but not according they retain the amounts represented by the mar. | money was paid . Hehad been pressed by Messrs.

to annuity tables, although, after all, such tables ginalnotes, have been paid ) are not " debts due " | Punnett for money previous to the 18th April.

must form the only basis of calculation in the
to the trader " in the course of his trade or busi. He owed them something like £60. At this stage

present and in most cases subject to whatever ness " within the order and disposition clansel of the neocandings Mr Donst wase of the proceedings Mr. Doust was called upon to

deductions ought to be made in respect nf the | (8 . 15 sub- sect. 5 ) of the Bankruptcy Act 1869 : produce his letter book , but he said he kept no
circumstances of each case. In the present case 1 (Ex parte Kemp ; Re Fastnedge, 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . copies of the notes he had sent to Mr. Everest by
I think that the loss of the parents in respect of 109 . Chan.) his man . In answer to Mr. Palmer, Everest said
the allowance may be fairly estimated at £30. EXECUTION CREDITOR - PAYMENTS TO SHE that all he had stated to the court be mentioned

There was little evidence as to the nature or value RIFF BEFORE LEVY - ACCEPTANCE BY CREDITORS at the meeting of creditors, which was held in the
of the presents made by the deceased to her IN PART PAYMENT BEFORE THE BANKRUPTCY - month of May of last year. The last letter he had

parents, but I think that there should be some PRESSURE - BANKRUPTCY ACT 1869, ss. 6 , 87 . - from Mr. Doust was pressing him for payment,
addition in respect of them , and I fix the sum at | A judgment debtor, to avoid execution , paid part telling him if he did not it would be put into
£5 . The counsel for the plaintiff also contended of the judgment-debt to the sheriff ' s officer. Two other hands. When the horse was transferred he
that in estimating the damagesthe sufferings of the days after making this payment, the debtor filed gave a receipt to Mr. Doust , and Mr. Doust gave
deceased ought also to be considered , and that the a petition for liquidation , and notice of this was him & receipt. At this time he had not the

plaintiff was entitled to recover the samedamages at once served on the sheriff's officer . The day slightest intention of filing a petition , for he was
as the deceased herself could have done in this before the petition was filed , the execution creditor then receiving help from friends with which he
respect, and cited the case of Armsworth v. The told the sheriff' s officer that he consented to thought he should be able to carry on his business.

South Western Railway Company (11 Jur. 758 ), accept the money paid by the debtor in part | The £10 was lent him to pay his men. In re
but on reference to that case and the other nume. I payment of his debt, but the payment was not l examination witness said Mr. Doust took no

rous cases collected in Fisher's Digest, 6089 , tit . | madeby the sheriff ' s officer till two days after the security for the £10 . Mr. advised him

“ Negligence ," I find no authority for such a pro . filing of the petition : Held , that there had been to file a petition , and he did so at once . He had

position, and that it is , on the contrary , clearly no seizure by the sheriff within themeaning of the destroyed every letter pressing him for payment,
laid down, that compensation can be given to the 5th sub-section of the 6th section , or of the 87th but he had not destroyed the writ .
relatives named in the Act only for pecuniary section of the Bankruptcy Act 1869 ; that there Palmer submitted that whatever might have
losses, including reasonable expectations of pecu . was sufficient pressure by the creditor to support | been passing in the mind of Mr. Everest at the
niary advantage from the relative remaining alive. the payment, and that the creditor was entitled to time of this transaction , it was quite certain Mr.

As to the amount of damages which I have given , retain the money paid to him by the sheriff 's Doust was an innocent party , and what he had
I observe that in the case Frankliti v . South officer. Decision of the Chief Judge in Bank . | done he was perfectly entitled to do under the

Eastern Railway Company (3 H . & N . 211) it was ruptcy reversed on fresh evidence , that the Bankruptcy Act of 1869. Hehad no notice ofan
held , that £75 was excessive damages for the loss creditor had , before the filing of the petition, act of bankruptcy at the time of this transaction ,
by a father, through the death of his son , of 3s. 6d . consented to accept the money paid to the for the simple reason that no act of bankruptcy
a week , say £9 a year ; but the father appears to | sheriff ' s officer in part payment of his debt : (Ex had been committed by Mr. Everest. According
have been an old man , and the parents of the parte Brooke ; Re Hassall, 30 L . T . Rep. N . s . to sub-sect. 2 of the 194th section ofthe Bankruptcy

deceased in the present case are middle -aged. The | 103. Chan . ) Act, any transaction not attended with fraud

claim for funeral expenses was properly with . DEBTOR'S SUMMONS - DEBT COVERED BY from beginning to end; and , where no 10from beginning to end, and where no notice had
drawn. GARNISHEE ORDERS - ACT OF BANKRUPTCY been given of an act of bankruptoy , was perfectly

Verdict for the plaintif for £35, with costs. BANKRUPTCY ACT 1869, s . 6 , SUB-SECT 6 AND good and binding. In support of his argument he
SECT. 7 . - The words in the 6th sub -section of the l quoted Ex parte Topham ; re Walker (L . J . Rep.),

6th section of the Bankruptcy Act 1869 , which and read the whole of Mellish , Ji' s judgment,

BANKRUPTCY LAW . render neglect to “ secure or compound for " a which went to show , he said , that the transaction

debt exceeding £50, for which a debtor's summons was a perfectly valid one, even had it been on the
which was

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
s been served, an act of bankr

secure or compound for it to the satisfaction of filed.
BANKRUPTCY - EXECUTION CREDITOR OF the creditor. " An adjudication of bankruptcy Smith , in reply , submitted that the case quoted

TRADER - SEIZURE AND SALE BY SHERIFF. founded on neglect to comply with a debtor' s by Mr. Palmer did not apply, because here, he
The 87th section of the Bankruptcy Act 1869, summons issued in respect of a debt exceeding contended , there was no evidence of pressure, and
which requires the sheriff to retain in his hands £50 is valid , although the creditor has obtained a most remarkable fact was that Mr. Doust had

for fourteen days the proceeds of sale of goods garnishee orders to an amount exceeding his not been called to support that part of the case.

of a trader taken in execution in respect of a debt : (Ex parte Tupper ; Re Tupper, 30 L . T . Kep . Was it likely that a man pressing another
judgment for a sum exceeding £50 , and provides N . S . 102 . Chan .) for paymentwould lend him £10 without security

that if no notice of a bankruptoy petition having the next day .
been presented against the trader be served on The REGISTRAR , in delivering judgment,said he

him within such period of fourteen days, or if, TUNBRIDGE COUNTY COURT. had no doubt whatever about the order which

such notice having been served, the trader is not should be made. The dates were very important,
adjudged bankrupt, “ he may dealwith the pro

Saturday,March 14.
when it came to be considered whether this was &

(Before Mr. Registrar W . C . CRIPPS, sitting asceeds of such sale in the samemanneras he would bona fide transaction or not as between thedebtor

have done had no notice of the presentation of a Judge.) and Mr. Doust. It seemed a very odd thing that
bankruptcy petition been served on him ," only Re J . EVEREST. the debtor should have destroyed the letters for

protects the sheriff and the purchasers of the ' This was a case respecting a horse transaction , I the reasons given , and it was equally odd
goods, and does notprotect the execution creditor, 1 Mr. John Chantler , auctioneer of Southboro ', and Mr. Doust did not keep copies of the letters

who is liable to repay the money to the trustee in ' trustee, seeking to know whether the sale by the ' to a person owing him money and threaten

mory
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with proceedings. Mr. Doust had not even ven . I pay over to the third party , Mr. Constable, and dence that our present system of legislation is
tured to go into the box , and he (the learned by the letter of the 14th Sept. Mr. Cayley, the not complained of without reason, allow me to

registrar), was clearly of opinion that the tran - agent, conditionally assented to that. This direct attention to the following : - A short Bill
saction was nothing more than an attempt to money had to be paid on or before Christmas affecting solicitors and their articled clerks was
secure Mr. Doust, Everest, the debtor, contem . 1872, the time in which it was contemplated recently introduced into the House of Lords.
plating at the time going into liquidation . There the building would be finished . He contended | About the same time a still shorter Bill affecting
could have been no pressure, or Mr. Doust would that judgment should be entered for the trustee , solicitors , with one section relating to bills of sale ,

not have lent the debtor £10 the next day. He 80 that Mr. Constable should go in pari passu was introduced into the House of Commons. A
was clearly of opinion the trustee was entitled to with the other creditors, and not take the whole third measure relating to bills ofsale onlywas,about
the money - the price of the horse --and also his corpus, which he now sought to obtain . Sup- the same time, also introduced into the House of
costs as against Mr. Doust. posing an action had been brought against Mr. Commons. Surely these three short measures are

Palmerapplied foran appeal,which was granted . Morley, hewould have had no defence, and there. not to become separate enactments when the
fore the trustee would be entitled to the whole whole subject matter might with advantage be
amount. comprised in one statute."

Re EVEREST (Socond motion ). White submitted that supposing an action had | MR. JAMES BROUN, of No. 3 , Harcourt-build.

This was a motion supported by MeadowsWhite, been brought in the way mentioned,Mr. Morley ings, Temple , who has been disclaimed by various

solicitor, instructed by Messrs . Gorham and would have had a perfectly good defence, for there other members of the Bar similarly titled , re
Warner, to try the title of Mr. Hope Constable, was not only theagreementbut the letters. Then appeared at Guildhall, charged with an unpro

& builder and brickmaker, of Penshurst, against the trustee would have no locus standi in such | voked assault in Fleet-street. Medical certificates

Mr. Chantler, the trustee of a certain sum of an action . Property equitably assigned would were put in from Dr. Gibson, of Newgate , stating
money amounting to £202 178. 10d., which was in not pass under the bankruptcy at all. that he was of unsoundmind. Sir Thomas Dakin
the hands of Mr. Samuel Morley, M . P ., until the The learned REGISTRAR said that to his mind decided to send him to the union for safe cus.
1st Dec . 1873 , and afterwards deposited in the this was a very clear case. The learned counsel tody, and the prisoner made no objection beyond

bank by his solicitors , Messrs. Gorbam and for the trustee had argued the question as to asking if he could go before the Lunacy Commis
Warner. The trustee was agaiu represented by whether Mr. Morley would have any answer to an sioners.

A . L . Smith . action which might be brought by the trustee for THE NEW LAW COURTS OF JUSTICE . - The sum
In stating the case, White said Mr. Morley, a the recovery of this money , but it was perfectly to be voted for the year ending 31st March 1875 ,

well-known gentleman , determined upon building clear under the Bankruptcy Act that, supposing for the new Law Courts is £78 ,800 ., being an

some schools at Leigh, and Mr. Everest, debtor, an action were brought against Mr. Morley , that excess of £10 ,000 on the preceding year roted .

was employed to build them in July 1872. Of gentleman might have come to this court and CODE OR DIGEST. - " A Barrister," writing to
course Everest wanted bricks with which to build asked for the action to be restrained , and that the Times upon this subject, observes that " We
these schools, and he accordingly applied to Mr. the court would deal with the question entirely seem to be as far now from obtaining a code, or

Constable on the 2nd Aug .asking the price of kiln , upon equitable principles. This the court would even a digest, as ever. The Judicature Act has
clamp, and other bricks and sand, to whichMr. Con . have an undoubted right to do, in order that been passed , and a few workmen have even begun
stable replied on the 4th , giving the price , and complete justice should be done in all matters to appear on the site of the new law courts."
stating thatan arrangementwould have to bemade arising out of any bankruptcy . That being so, " Surely," the writer observes, “ it is time to
as to payment. Anagreementwas prepared byMr. he thought Mr. Smith 's argument fell to the begin the remaining great we
Constable, which Everest accepted , the terms ground . He had no doubt whatever but that the wanted to free the law from obscurity, and to
being that Mr. Caley,who wasMr.Morley' s agent, agreement, and the subsequent transactions, con. complete the fusion of law and equity. " He

should always retain a sufficient balance to pay stituted a valid equitable assignment to Mr. trusts " the subject will not be allowed again to
for these bricks, at the close of the works, Mr. Constable , who, subject to Mr. Morley' s costs sleep, and that the work of codifying the law , or
Constable to give him notice every month how being provided for, was entitled to an order . at least , of digesting it, may soon be seriously
the account stood. To this arrangement Mr. White applied for Mr. Constable 's costs , and, taken in hand.” He adds, “ I believe all are
Caley consented verbally and by letter. Bricks after some argument, it was agreed that the costs agreed that the difficulties and magnitude of the
were supplied , and every month Mr. Constable should follow the event, and that Mr. Constable's work are not insuperable, and all that is required
wrote to Mr. Caley telling him how the account | costs should be costs as against the estate . is money and good workmen ," and he warns us

with Everest stood . On the 11th April it amounted against resting satisfied “ with the mere republi.
to £202 178 . 10d . On the 26th of the samemonth cation of the existing statutes, for however excel.
Everest filed his petition for liquidation , and then lent the work may be done in itself, the main

LEGAL NEWS.the question came whether the debt was in the faults of our legal system will be left as rife as

order and disposition of Mr. Everest, or, whether ever."
Mr. Constable should be paid . In equity Mr. The new Assistant Judge has been early put to DR. KENEALY. - On Tuesday night a public
Morley was prevented from disposing of the sum proof of his capacities . At the Middlesex meeting was held at Cambridge Hall, Newman

to Mr. Everest, and Mr Everest by his agreement Sessions, which ended last week , it was his task street, Oxford -street, “ for the purpose of ex .
was prevented from receiving it. In equity there to try the longest case that has come before the pressing sympathy with Dr. Kenealy in the perse
fore it was not in the order and disposition of court for twenty years. It occupied four days, cution he was now suffering in connection with

Everest, and both Mr. Morley and Mr. Caley | After an elaborate and able summing up, the his defence of the Claimant at the late trial in the

would have failed under those circumstances in prisoner was convicted and sentenced to five years Court of Queen 's Bench .”prisoner was convicted and sentenced to five years The hall was densely

their duty had they paid it over, and were bound of penal servitude. crowded in every part. Mr. G . Skipworth occn .
in equity to retain it . He did not think it neces - OF 700 male convicts once in state prison at pied the chair,and was loudly cheered upon taking
sary to cite authorities upon this point, for it Auburn , 600 were there for crimes committed his position. The chairman, in opening the pro
was a principle so well understood , and it was under the influence of liquor ; 500 of whom ceedings, having briefly referred to the treatment
perfectly clear that this was a bona fide case , for testified that using tobacco was the beginning of | he had personally experienced from the Lord
Mr. Constable would not part with a brick until he their intemperate habits . Chief Justice, said he felt great regret that no
had the agreement, and the security . Mr. Morley

CRIMINALS AS WITNESSES -- Under the criminal |
public effort had yet been made to obtain the

had been examined on the subject, at a previous a release of that unfortunate man who was now
code, which has just passed the General Assembly

hearing,and he was again present to answer any Assembly unjustly languishing in prison, and whom he
of Chicago, and only wants the signature of the believed to be perfectly innocent of all that had

question which might be put to him . government to become a law , criminals are allowed | been laid to his charge. Mr. Skipworth concluded

Smith said he had an objection to that agree. to testify in their own behalf.
ment, and it was decided that before proceeding a speech lasting more than one hour amid loud
further the opinion of court should be taken upon A Nevada judge, after the jury had been cheering, with a few expressions of dissent. The

that objection . It was perfectly clear that all impaneled, and counsel ready to proceed, pulled secretary of the Kenealy Fund read a list of

parties were acting in a bona fide manner, and out a revolver and judiciously remarked " If any contributions which have been received up to

the only question was whether Mr. Constable was man goes frolicking around the court room during the present time. He also stated that the
entitled to the £202, and be placed in a better the trial of this case, I shall interrupt him in his amount now owing to Dr. Kenealy for fees in
position than the other creditors. The agreement career.” The strictest decorum prevailed . connection with the late trial was 1300 guineas.
of the 6th Aug. was nothing more nor less than an JUDGE Fox, judge of the 11th District of Mr. Gibson moved the following resolution :
order by a creditor to a third party to pay the Arkansas, recently committed Mr. Aldridge, a " That the thanks of this meeting be tendered
second party a debt - it was an order by Mr. lawyer, to gaol for contempt of court . Hewas to Dr. Kenealy, Q . C ., for his eloquent, legal, able ,
Everest to Mr. Morley, through Mr. Caley, to pay imprisoned for ten days, and on his liberation he and fearless assertion of his client' s rights as
& debt due to Mr. Constable . Assuming the armed himself with a shot-gun , and went in displayed byhim in conducting the defence in the
order was not conditional and assented to by the search of the judge. Meeting him in the street, late Tichborne trial; also that this meeting
debtor, of course that was irrevocable. In the Aldridge exclaimed , “ Now , Judge Fox," and fired. expresses its feelings of repugnance at the one

case of Shellard , Re Adams (29 L . T . Rep. N . S. The judge fell dead. This is the second judge sided manner in which the late Government con .
621), this point was discussed. who has been assassinated in Arkansas within the ducted the prosecution .” Mr. Guildford Onslow ,

White said that the case referred to was with last six months. on rising to second the resolution , was greeted

regard to a bill of exchange, and in no way applied EASTER TERM . - On the re-opening of the with loud cheering . He said hewas now able to
common law ofiic

to the one before the court.
cerday the lists of arrears | speak without having the fear of the Lord Chief

in the three courts were exhibited for the ensuing Justice before him , and he would take this the
The learned REGISTRAR said he also could see

term , commencing on Wednesday next. There first opportunity of expressing his firm conviction
a great distinction , and he overruled the objec .
tion .

are, in the Queen ' s Bench , as many as 71 rules in that the unfortunate man now languishing in
the new trial paper for argument, and 49 in the prison was the realand veritable Sir Roger Tich .

Mr. Constable was then called, and he cor
roborated in detail Mr. White 's statement of

special paper, and one for judgment, and of borne. He said the prosecution was wicked , the
enlarged rules only four. In the Common Pleas trial a farce, and the verdict and sentence most

facts . there are 27 new trial rules - six in the peremptory | unjust. The immediate object of this meeting

Smith , in addreseing the court on behalf of the paper, three cases standing for judgment, and 32 was to do honour to Dr. Kenealy , one of the most

trustee, said the true criterion in this case was to matters in thespecialpaper . In theExchequer there able and honestmen at the English Bar . Ho con .
consider the position of parties on the 20th Nov . are three rules in the peremptory paper, while of sidered the Bar of the Oxford Circuit had dis.

1873 . Supposing that the trustees had on the new trials there are three for judgment and 30 for graced itself by its recent treatment of Dr.
21st Nov . sued Mr. Morley for the £202 , Mr. argument. In the special paper there are three Kenealy, especially pending the inquiry about to
Morley would have had no defence to the action . for judgment and 44 for argument, consisting of be instituted by the Benchers of Gray's Inn. He

On that date Mr.Morley had the whole of this demurrors and special cases. The Chancery contended at some length that the Claimant had
money in his hands, and it was beyond all doubt arrears, which have not been published , are some. not received a fair trial, and that, as every unpro

that on his behalf thework had been executed. The what considerable, and with the applications judiced person acknowledged , in face of the
defence seemed to rest upon this - whether or not arising out of the recent circuit, Easter Term is evidence, there was a reasonable doubt, the

upon the documents there was such an irrevoc- | likely to be one of activity . Claimant ought to have received the benefit of
able assignment of this debt by Everest to Con MULTIFARIOUS LEGISLATION. - We extract the doubt. Several other speakers having ad .

stable. He was perfectly free to admit that an from the Times of Monday last, the following dressed the meeting the resolution was carried

order had been given by Everest to Mr. Morley to ' letter from Mr. Charles Ford . " Sir, - As evi. 'almost unanimously.

ves
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CORRESPONDENCE OF THE tional right of doing so in the lease or agreement and does the Act apply to and protect such

PROFESSION .
He is bound to exhaust the legal remedy specially parties ? Or does the Act only apply to lodgers

provided by Act of Parliament for the purpose properly so called , that is to say, to persons who

NOTE. - This Department of the LAW TIMES being open to before resorting to other remedies. In other cases for a time live and sleep in the part of the pre
free discussion on all professional topics, the Editor is not whereby debts, properly speaking , are incurred , mises they occupy or hire, the other part being
responsible for any opinions or statements contained in it . there is an absolute sale of the property for a occupied by the landlord, and in which he also

certain sum , either for cash or upon credit , and dwells and sleeps ? It would appear from the
THE LODGERS'GOODS PROTECTION ACT. - I beg whereby it entirely belongs to the purchaser,and omission in the Act of the 14th clause to be found

leave to offer a few observations and remarks in the event of that sam notbeing paid it becomes in the Bill, namely , “ This Act shall not apply
which perhaps, if made public,may be thought of a debt, for which the debtormust first be person to any lettings other than those of dwelling .
sufficient importance to cause either an immediate ally sued , and it is only after and under a judg- houses , and of rooms let for the purpose of

amendment or repeal of the above Act. Rentmay ment his goods can be seized to satisfy such debt. lodging," that the Act is therefore intended to
be defined to be a return of the profits which a lessor It has also been asked why the landlord should be and shall apply to any lettings other than those

reserves to himself on parting with for a time, his protected more than the butcher or the baker ? of dwelling houses and of rooms let for the

estate or part of it, and which profits are payable The answer is easy. The landlord is not so well purposes of lodging . Is this so ? Again , if
to him by the lessee in respect thereof, according | protected , from the nature of the case, as the the distress is for an amour

to the termsand nature of the tenure. As rent is tradesman . The latter can stop credit, and magistrate deal with it under the Act (see

a profit issuing out of the land or property leased avoid further loss, at any time he pleases, 2 & 3 Vict. c. 71, s . 39 ) . And in case of a
for a time, and as distress is a remedy for its whereas the former has to wait for the ex - tenant being in arrears of rent due to his land.

recovery, and originally substituted for an entry piration of the tenancy , which may be for lord , has the superior landlord a claim on the

on and possession of the land or property by the a long period, or to determine same by a lodger for the payment of his current and future

lessor, it follows that in the application of the notice to quit ; his loss is , therefore , a continu . rent, as it accrues due, on account of the arrears
remedy it is to the land or property itself that the ing one. Again , complaints have been made that due to him by the lodger 's landlord ? And , if so ,
distrainor must look , and not to the person of the the law makes the landlord “ judge, jury, and upon the refusal of the lodger to pay same,
lesgee, for his claim is not in respect of the person executioner in his own case." I answer the how is it to be recovered ? A portion of the first
in possession of the premises , or owning the effects tenant is none the worse off for that, he is never . sectic

there, but in respect of the premises alone. It theless well protected. The landlord must con . The rent owing by the lodger, if sufficient, is to
has therefore been considered , as a general rule , form strictly to certain , statutory enactments, be taken by the broker in satisfaction and dig .
that the party entitled to the rent in arrearmay constituting the law of distress ; he is seriously charge of the entire claim upon the tenant by the
distrain on the premises, out of which the rent liable for any wrong he may do ,and if he appoints superior landlord , and the distress being thus

issues in whosesover possession they may be at another person to actfor him , he is prima facie satisfied, is legally ended. But is a payment by
the time of distress , whether in that of the liable for his acts in case of an irregularity or his the lodger amounting only to a part of the amonnt

original lessee, assignee , undertenant, or lodger, | illegally conducting the distress. At the same owing to the superior landlord to be taken by the

or several tenants in common , and may take, time, a great advantage to the tenant must not broker on account of and in part payment of the

subject to certain restrictions, whatever chattels be overlooked , the landlord has the power to , amount distrained for and due to the superior
or effects are found there , whether they belong to and can be lenient ; he can also allow further time landlord ? If so , the distress will become void ,
the lessee or to any other person . The necessity to his tenantfor payment,andhecan also forego the for if the broker or landlord takes a part of the
of this rule is obvious when it is properly con - whole or a portion of his rent, according to cir - amount distrained for, he then upsets the distress,
idered by what varieties of fraud and collusion cumstances : whereas if the case is in the hands of and must therefore w not

the rights of the lessor may otherwise be, and the sheriff or the County Court broker, leniency, allow him to enter again to distrain for the
unfortunately are now generally known to be, forbearance, and discretion are then out of the balance, he must also lose the costs which have

defeated by being restricted in his reniedy by question , the law must be carried ont to the very attended the distress. Again , if the broker

distress, to the possession and goode of his imme letter. Again , it is stated that the law of dis . receives the amount, he must dispose of it under
diate lessee only , goods, by the bye, which it is tress and brokers are both objectionable ; but the Act, and thereby nullify the distress, and on
impossible for the lessor to know without the why ? Look to the causes, and let persons re - the other hand if he refuses to take it , he is
lessee points out the same to him , which he is not quiring the attention of either broker or sheriff at both liable to an action at the suit of the
compelled to do. And it seems to have been least be decent and not speak unkindly of per - lodger and amenable to a magistrate. It
forgotten that a lodger or sub- tenant is not only sons on whom society imposes unpleasant offices. seems that the observations made by Lord
protected by a legal remedy against his immediate | And , again , how is it that lawyers so frequently Salisbury at the passing of the Act were justifi
landlord for any damage, loss, or injury , he may employ brokers to act and distrain for them and able,namely , “ thatwithout in any way sympathis
sustain , through his property being distrained and their clients, notwithstanding they have, as they ing with the object or urging the necessity of any

satisfy a claim for rent due to the superior imagine, a common law right or remedy to sue for alteration in the present law , he objected to any

landlord , and that he can also take the law into the rent as a debt ? Are not thereasons obvious change being made upon so hurried and imperfectly

his own hands and set-off future rent due by him Do not lawyers practically know that the process defined a plan which characterised private Bills
in discharge of such damage or loss. And if it be of recovery in either case is effectively the same, generally, " and which he described as small hour

said that as most persons seized upon for rent are but that the remedy of distress is not only less legislature. Upon the whole it seems themore the

nearly insolvent, the remedy of a lodger or other oppressive and costly to the poor tenant, but Lodgers 'Goods Protection Act is investigated, the
under-tenant is therefore practically nil. Admit. attended with little or no expense to , it may be, more unsatisfactory and partial it appears ; it is
ting such to be the case , it is respectfully asked , the poor landlord ? Of course, in cases with altogether a fair specimen of legislative trifling ,
Is it right? - Is it just? - that the superior landlord , wealthy clients, a suit in the Superior Courts of and the result of ignorance of practicalexperience

entirely an innocent party, should therefore be law is recommended as a matter of business,and in upon the subject. JAMES FERGUSON .
made the victim of pecuniary loss,and deprived of nine cases ont of ten justly preferred to the County
a romedy which , from time almost immemorial, courts, because in the former judges are learned

CLERKS OF THE PEACE AT PETTY SESSIONS.
the law , for the benefit of society, as much as for in the law , are not above consulting , when neces
himself , has afforded him ? In good faith a land. sary, the Acts of Parliament, and are most

- SIR , - Enclosed I forward draft of two clauses

which I should like to see inserted in the pro
lord lets his property even with a proviso that anxious to adjudicate in conformity therewith ,

the same shall not be underlet, in defiance of whereas in some of the latter courts decisions are
posed new Act of Parliament. It is not unusual

which , however, it is not only wholly or partly let given not only contrary to law and equity, but
for one Clerk of the Peace , or his partner or his

out by the tenant, but rents are received by him apparently at the whim and fancy of the gentle .
clerk , to appear for a prisoner, and if committed

from the lodgers, and notwithstanding which he men presiding there. Again , if we occasionally
for trial, of course, afterwards to draw the
indictments . You will easily perceive what anses in which the law of distress has iniustice mightbe occasicfails to pay the rent due from himself to his land . read of cases

ned .
lord . Surely in a case like this the law is at been abused , it is principally the fault of land
fault if the lodger or other under-tenant has not lords employing improper persons ; but are not A COUNTRY SOLICITOR.

an immediate and summary remedy for such a such to be found in all trades and professions ? The following are the clauses referred to :

deliberate act of dishonesty and injustice both Is the law to be despised because some persons " That no attorney, or other person , acting as

to his lodger and his landlord by & summons professing it exhibit a minimum of legalwisdom , clerk to an attorney or firm of attorneys, shall be

before a magistrate . Surely the party guilty of want of professional skill, and sometimes mis . heard in any court of petty sessions, or in any
such a two- fold wrong should suffer punishment, conduct in carrying it out, whereby their clients county court, on behalf of any client of such

and not the superior landlord, who perhaps is not often lose their suits and are mulct in costs. last-named attorney or firm of attorneys."
even aware his premises have been underlet. It But even for such errors of landlords , a remedy “ That no clerk of the peace, or his partner, or
is to be regretted that lodgers and others, gene- presents itself ; there can be no reason why persons / any clerk in his or their employ , or any clerk or
rally speaking , are too negligent in making proper acting as brokers or agents for the recovery of partner of any justice' s clerk shall be heard on a

inquiries as to the respectability and solvency of rents, should not be compelled, like appraisers prosecution or in a defence at any petty session
the parties with whom theymay be going to lodge, or auctioneers, to takeouta licence or certificate for the district for which he is such clerk of the
they have often only themselves to blame for the and be liable to a penalty for acting without one. peace or justice's clerk.”

loss of their goods, which they so heedlessly place It would be more satisfactory to the public, and
in jeopardy. But landlords, generally speaking , at the same time afford a check upon flagrantmis .
do not take advantage of this, nor have the goods conduct for which a renewal of the licence or LAW SOCIETIES.
of the lodgers been taken by landlords 80 certificate mightbe suspended , or altogether re .
frequently and to such an extent as many people fused , according to circumstances. Upon perusal of UNION SOCIETY OF LONDON .
imagine ; in most cases there has been a special the Lodgers' Goods Protection Bill (as amended in At a meeting of this society to be held on Tuesday

reason for taking them , one of which , perhaps the the Select Committee) I find it differs from the Act next at the rooms of the Social Science Associa

most frequent, is that the lodger himself is con - itself by the omission of the word “ under -tenants.” tion at half past seven, Mr. Charles Ford will
siderably in arrears, and the cause why his land . The Act is also without an interpretation clause , move a resolution to the effect that the rules

lord cannot pay. It has been asked in what which is to beregretted , because although theword of the Inns of Court affecting solicitors desiring

respect rent differs from any other debt. As lodger is very familiar , it is one which it appears to be called to the Bar require modification , and
before intimated , the landlord transfers or divests is not generally understood, and our dictionaries that greater facilities should be afforded to barris .
himself of his property for a certain time, upon afford us little or no assistance. For instance , is ters desirous of becoming solicitors .

agreed periodical future payments, called rent, to a servant a lodger within the meaning of the Act,

the tenant or hirer , who thus effectively has the no rent being paid for the rooms he occupies
entire use of the property for the time being , and Are persons living in model lodging houses lodgers | THE BIRMINGHAM LAW STUDENTS'
upon default in making the payments agreed upon or under tenants ? A person takes a house, and SOCIETY.

certain effects found upon the premises can be lets it out in rooms or tenements, living elsewhere | At a meeting of this society held on Tuesday
legally taken , first , as a pledge, and, after con - himself; are the several occupants, some of whom evening last,Mr. A . D . Bolton , barrister-at-law ,
tinued default, can be sold to satisfy such claims do and do not sleep there, all lodgers or under ten - presiding , the following question was discussed :
or rent. And it is here submitted that the lessor ants within the meaning of the Act ? Again , are * Is & mortgagee entitled to more than six years '
has properly no common law right of proceeding tenants or holdersof offices, let-outmanufacturing arrears of interest upon a bill being filed by the
for the recovery of such payments or rent, as a business premises, stables , workshops, factories, mortgagor for redemption ,” Mr. A . Canning led
debt, unless he has reserved to himself an addi. ' & c ., to be considered lodgers or under tenants, ' in the affirmative, and was supported by Messrs.

OT
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MIDDLEERRAD
U

. Tried during Bramwell, B . - Mr Day

David Hadley and W . H . Warlow ; Mr. F . W . MIDDLESEX - Waddell v . Wolffe Kish v . Cory. Demurrer

Lowe replied , and was followed by Messrs. Blake
[ Pigott, B . - Mr H . T. Colo Laport v . Costick. Appeal

Moved Trinity Term , 1873.
way and F . Smith . After the chairman had

ENLARGED RULE PAPER ,
MIDDLESEX - Doulton v . Timms For Argument.

summed up the votes were taken and found to be Bramwell, B . - Mr Day Rean arbitration between Hamlyn and Widdicombe

in favour of the affirmative.
Mr J . C . Mathew - Mr Charles

MIDDLESEX - Fipigan v . Fraser Blades v . Lawrence [Mr W . A . Lewis- Sir J Karslake
[ Bramwell, B . - Mr C . Russell De Wolf and another v . The Arcbangel Maritime Bank

LAW ASSOCIATION . MIDDLESEX - Block v . Pigott [Bramwell, B . - Mr Pearce and Insurance Company [Mr Bowen - Mr Aspland

At the usual monthly meeting of the directors , Moved Michaelmas Term , 1873.
Re an arbitration between George Attree and others

Il of tha Incorporated Law Society | MIDDLESEX - Ruper v . The London General Omnibug [Mr Grantham - Mr A . L . Smith

in Chancery-lane, on Thursday, the 2nd inst., the Company Quain , J . - Mr Day CROWN PAPER .
MIDDLESEX - Kirkstall Brewery Company ' v . Furness

following being present, viz . : - Mr. Steward
For Argument.

Railway Company [Denman , J . - Mr Price
(chairman ), Mr. Burges, Mr. Drew , Mr. Kelly, |

MIDDLESEX - Reg. v . The Guardians of Stepney Union .
LONDON - Dudgeon v . Pembroke To stand over .

Mr. Masterman, Mr. Sidney Smith, Mr. Styan, [ Blackburn , J . - Sir J . Karslake NORFOLK - Same v . Middle Level Commissioners

Mr. Thomas, Mr. Tylee, Mr. H . Vallance, Mr. LONDON - Irlande v . Lavery [ Quain , J . - MrHolker KENT - Caballero v . Lewis

Williamson, and Mr. Boodle (secretary) . A grant DURHAM - Lambert v. Madgshon LANCASHIRE - Overseers of Bootle -cum - Linacre v . Clerk

of £50 was made to the widow of a member,and
[Quain , J . - Mr Herschell of the Peace for Lancaster

NEWCASTLE - Turnbull v. Murray
two grants amounting to £17 were made to the

KENT- Redgrave v . Lee
Brett, J. - Mr Herschell DEWSBURY - Pitts v . Millar

daughters of two non -members. The annual | NORTHUMBERLAND - Reg . v. The Inbabitants of Alnwick SOMERSET- Ling v. Warry and others

general court was fixed for the 28th May. [ Quain , J . - Mr Herschell MIDDLESEX - Reg . v . St. Leonard ' s , Shoreditch

CUMBERLAND- Sloan v. Holliday METROPOLITAN POLICE DISTRICT- Marwick v .Codlin
(Quain, J. -Mr Herschell BOLTON - Cameron v . Foy

LANCASTER - Taylor v. Rushton [ Quain , J . - MrHolker BOLTON - Gaskell v. Bayley

THE COURTS AND COURT | LIVERPOOL - Stephenson v . Corporation of Liverpool BIRMINGHAM - Reg. vi the Guardians of Worcester

PAPERS.
(Quain, J . - Mr C. Russell Union

LIVERPOOL – Jefferson v . Querner . DEVON - Dyer v . Park

(Quain , J. - Mr C . Russell
SITTINGSAND CAUSE LIST IN AND AFTER

CHESHIRE - Reg . v . The Guardians of Runcorn

LIVERPOOL- Ashcroft v . Crow Orchard Colliery Com LANCASHIRE - Knight v . Halliwell

EASTER TERM . pany
uain , J . - Mr. Herschell BOLTON - Gaskell v . Ormrod

LIVERPOOL - Francis and Company v. Eastwood Essex - Vance v . Wilson
Brett, J . - Mr C . Russell BRIGHTON - Duddell v . Black

Common Law Courts. DEVON - Mears v . Evans L . C . B . -- Mr H . T . Cole STAFFORD - Smart v . Pessoll
CORNWALL - Temby v . Rule TL. C . B . - Mr Collins GLAMORGAN - Davies v . Harvey

Court of Queen 's Bench ,
CORNWALL- Pender v . Hicks L . C . B . - Mr Kindon YORKSHIRE - Bateson v . Oddie

SITTINGS IN BANCO .
BRISTOL - Ayles v . Maidment L . C . B . - Mr Lopes LANCASHIRE - Rideout v . Jenkinson

Wednesday , April 15 Motions and new trials
BRISTOL - Same v. Same [ L . C . B . - Mr H . T . Cole BIRMINGHAM - Reg . v . The Guardians of Cheltenham

HERTFORD - Chapman v. Lapworth
Thursday . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 Ditto

Union ,

Friday .. 17 Ditto
Martin , B . - Mr J . Broun CORNWALL - Hampton v. Rickard

Saturday Ditto
SURREY - Chasemore v . Turner [Martin , B . - Mr Garth SUSSEX - Reg. v . Goodall

Monday 20 Enlarged rules, motions, and |
SURREY - Kavanagh v . Kerkbam Martin , B . - -Mr Day SUSSEX - Same v . Same

new trials
SURREY – Marc v . Rony Martin , B . - Hon . A , Thesiger BRECKNOCKSHIRE- Same v. The Guardians of Conway

Tuesday . .. . .. . Special paper
SURREY - Pearson v . Lawson , S . & N . Co. Upion

Wednesday ... 22 * Motions, new trials , and Crown
tt, B . - Mr Murphy MIDDLESEX - Same v. The Guardians of Norwich Incor.

SURREY - Nicholls v . Chambers
paper

poration

Thursday ... 23 Motions and new trials
[Pigott, B . - Mr W . Williams CHESHIRE - Roberts v . Egerton

Friday Special paper
SURREY- Coyte v . Elptrick Pigott, B . - Mr C. W . Wood. ANGLESEY - Reg . v . Williams

Saturday Crown paper
LEEDS - Marks v. Hick [Pollock , B . -- Mr D . Seymour EXETER - Same v, Sandford

Monday Motions and new trials Tried during Term .
DERBY - Same v . The Treasurer of Matlock Turnpike

Tuesday Special paper
MIDDLESEX - Lane v. Hanbury [ Pigott , B . - Mr Prentice Trust

Wednesday 29* Motions, new trials , and Crown MIDDLESEX - Dalrymple v . Low ( Pigott, B . - Mr Pope WARWICK - Same v . The Great Western Railway Com .

paper MIDDLESEX - Stopher v. Townshend pany

Thursday Mutions and new trials
[Pollock, B . - Mr Herschell DEVON - Halse v . Halder

Friday 1 Special paper MIDDLESEX - Lapage v. Kerr SUSSEX - Reg. v . The Visiting Justices of Lewes County

Saturday . ... Crown paper
[Pollock, B .- Mr H Matthews Gaol

Monday 4 Motions and new trials MIDDLESEX - Loveridge v . Hallward DURHAN - Barnes v . Hutchinson

Tuesday . .. . . . . 5 Ditto
[ Pollock , B . - Mr M , Chambers BRISTOL - Reg . 4 . The Guardians of Bedminster Union

Wednesday .. . .. . 6 Ditto Moved Hilary Term 1874.
SOUTHAMPTON - Peninsula and Oriental Steam Company

Thursday .. .... . . . . 7 Ditto LONDON - Miller v . Watkins [Blackburn, J . - Mr Brett v . Holley

Friday 8 Ditto
LONDON - Mogge v . Briant (Denman, J. - Mr Day DEWSBURY - Eastwood v. Millar

* On these days the Court of Queen ' s Bench will sit LIVERPOOL. - Cummins v . Beckett NORWICH - Reg . v. The Corporation of Norwich

in two divisions, when motions are excluded. (Quain , J . - Mr Holker SUSSEX - Pickering v . Marsh
CORNWALL - Kittow v . Assistant Commissioners of Lis .

LIVERPOOL. - Curtis v. WilliamsonSITTINGS AT NISI PRIUS - IN TERM . keard Union(Quain , J. - Mr Holker
Middlesex . Tried during Term . SHEFFIELD- Cutler v . Turner

Thursday ............ April 16 | Thursday ............ April 30 MIDDLESEX. - Marshall v . King
SHEFFIELD - Haigh v . Town Council of Sheffield

Thursday . .. . .. 23

No London sittings this Term .
YORKSHIRE - Banks v . Crossland( Honyman , J.- Mr Forbes MIDDLESEX - Reg . v . Harvey

SPECIAL PAPER ,
AFTER TERM .

ABERYSTWITH - Wemyss v . Hopkins

London.
For Judgment, LONDON - Reg . v . Fenner

Saturday ............ May 9 ,Wednesday ..... 5. May 13 | Hayward v. Newton SURREY- Burnett v . Dart
For Argument.

NEW TRIAL PAPER ,
STAFFORD - Barton v . Piggott

Chartered Bank of India v . Just . Demurrer.

For Argument.
GLAMORGAN Reg . v . Davies

Owen v . Wright. Demurrer .
Moved Michaelmas Term , 1872 .

ESSEX - Chedley v . Churchwardens ofWest Ham
Jones v . Palmer. Demurrer . YORKSHIRE - Local Board of Health v . Seed

LONDON — Ionides v . Pender and another (part heard ) Mid -Wales Railway Company v. Cambrian Railway
[Hannen , J . - Mr Butt

METROPOLITAN POLICE DISTRICT - Spice v . Peacock
Company . Special case ,

BRISTOL - London and South Western Bank v . Williams
METROPOLITAN POLICE DISTRICT - Carr v . Hadrill

Jefferson v . Quorner. Demurrer .
[Mellor, J . - Mr Lopes

GLOUCESTER - Reg . v . Waller
Tobe argued with Neve Trial.

Moved Hilary Term , 1873 .
LEEDS - Robshaw v . Mayor ofLeeds

MIDDLESEX - Angel v. Collins
Leatham . Bank , Appeal. GLAMORGAN - Local Board of Aberdare v . Hammett

[Mellor, J . - Mr M Chambers
Coyte v , Elptrick . Demurrer. SOUTH SHIELDS - Hall v . Nixon

LONDON --Parker v . The Imperial Royal Azienda Co.
To be argued with New Trial. WARRINGTON - Buckley v . Guardians of Warrington

. C . J . - Mr Day Dudgeon v. Pembroke. Demurrer MIDDLESEX - Reg . v . Burney

LONDON - Morrison v . Thompson To be argued with new Trial.
CAMBRIDGE - Same v. Churchwardens of Whaddon

[ L . C . J . - Sir J . Karslake Grant v. Budd. Demurrer
LONDON — Corry v . Patton ( L . C . J . - Mr H .Matthews Cox v . Leigh , Special case

MANCHESTER — Taylor v .Greenhalgh . Lane v , Hanbury. Demurrer
Court of Common Pleas .

[Mellor, J. - Mr Pope Isnaredi v. Watts. Demurrer SITTINGS IN Banco .*

MANCHESTER - Pendlebury v. Same Brunninghans v. Manchester, Sheffield , and Liverpool Wednesday , April 15 Motions and new trials
[Mellor, J . - Yr Pope Railway Company. Demurrer Thursday 6 Ditto

MANCHESTER - -Pearson v. Johnson and another Isnaredi v. Watts. Demurrer Ditto

Mellor, J . - Mr Pope Wood v . May. Appeal Saturday 18 Ditto
LIVERPOOL - Batcheldor v. Lancashire and Yorkshire Joseph v . Holroyd . Demurrer Monday 20 Ditto

Railway Company [Lush , J . - Mr Herschell Walsh v . Walley. Appeal Tuesday . .. . .. . . 21 Ditto
Tried during Term . Stenton v . Nourse. Demurrer Wednesday Ditto

MIDDLESEX - Smith v . Palmer ( Lush , J.-- Mr Salter Green v . Reade. Appeal Thursday Special paper
MIDDLESEX - Tuson v. Parkhouse [Lush , J . - Mr Day James v. National ArmsCompany. Special case Friday Motionsand new trials
MIDDLESEX - Scott v . The London General Omnibus Cooper v . Hills . Demurrer Saturday ... Ditto

Company ( Lush , J . - MrGiffard Guano, & c ., Company v . Kellock. Special case Monday 27 Special paper
Moved Easter Term , 1873 . Woollett v . Goodchild . Demurrer Tuesday . .. .. . . . . .. 28 Motions and new trials

MIDDLESEX - Burnaby v . Earl L . C . J . - MrGarth Mellor v , Watkins. Special case Wednesday .. . .. 29 Ditto
LONDON - Dean v. Stokes [ L . C . J . - Mr D . Seymour Metropolitan Board of Works v. Imperial Gas Light Thursday 30 Special paper
LONDON - Toole v . Young C . J . - Sir J . Karslake and Coke Company . Appeal Friday .. .. .. .. . Motions and new trials

LONDON - Lazard v . Javal [Mellor, J . - Mr Day Imperial Gas Light and Coke Company v . Metropolitan Saturday 2 Ditto

LONDON - Die Elbinger v . Armstrong Board of Works. Special case Monday 4 Special paper
ush , J . - Sir H . James Trevelyan v . Sampson . Special case Tuesday 5 Motions and new trials

KENT- Harvey v . Lewis L . C . J . - Mr Biron Smidt v . Tiden . Special case Wednesday 6 Ditto

NEWCASTLE - Robinson v . River Wear Commissioners. Pulbrook v . Lawg. Demurrer Thursday 7 Ditto

Stands over
Archibald , J . - Mr Herschell Horne v, Lymington Railway Company. Special case Friday ... . .. . .. . 8 Ditto

DURHAM - Oliver v . North -Eastern Railway Company Coveny v , Northfleet Coaland Ballast Company, Special • The Court of Common Pleas will, when convenient,
[ Pollock , B . - Mr Holker case sit in two divisions.

LIVERPOOL - Stiven v . Heineman Willis v . Field . Demurrer SITTINGS AT NISI PRIUS - IN TERX .
Archibald , J . - Mr Herscheu Corbett v . Manyard . Demurrer Middleser,

LINCOLN - Howell v , Copland ( Bovill, L . C . J . - Mr Field Muller v . Baldwin , Appeal. Thursday ........... April 16 Thursday .......... April 30
LEEDS - Sturdy v. Sanderson [ Denman , J . - Mr Field Taylor v. LiverpoolandGreatWestern Steam Company. | Thursday . .

LEED8 - Reg . v . Inbabitants of Bradfield Special case No London sittings this Term .
[ Denman, J . - Mr Field Land Security Company v. Rankin . Special case

LEEDS - Same v . Same Denman , J . - Mr Field | Hopkins v. Great Northern Railway Company . De
AFTER TERM .

murrer
Middlesex .

DEYON - Bentney v . Lumbard
London .

[ Pigott , B . - Mr H , T . Cole Charlton v. Torrens. Demurrer
Saturday ... .. ... . . ... May 9 Wedn...May 9 , Wednesday...........May 13

Tried during Term . Same v . Francis. Demurrer NEW TRIAL PAPER,

MIDDLESEX - Cooke v . Goodman Same v . Eastwick , Demurrer Enlarged Rules.

MIDDLESEX - Bridges v . Barnsley Morris v . Hughes . Appeal Re Emile Ferrand [ Attorney -General
(Pigott, B .- Mr Bullen Davies v . Owen , Demurrer Re an Attorney Mr Garth

MIDDLESEX - Heywood v. Pickering Edwards v . The Aberayvon , & c . Society. Special case | Re an Attorney (Mr Garth

[Pigott, B . - Mr H . T . Cole ' Crampton v. Ball. Special case Rean Attorney Mr Garth

Middlesex .

Friday .......

VLUDUB . . . . . . . . .

. . . 23
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PROMOTIONS AND APPOINT

Pleasanton v. The Cincinatti Railway Company PEREMPTORY PAPER . | Budd v. London and North Western Railway Company.
Mr Mattheres To be called on the first day of Term after motion , Special case .

Tweedie v . Cattlin ant in person and to be proceeded with the next day, if necessary, Lewis y . Morgan . Demurrer .
For Judg.nent. before themotions. Woodings v. °North Staffordshire Railway Company,Lyle v . Woonacott Dudley u. Kendriek Demurrer

Vaughan v . Weldon [Mr Huddleston - MrJ. O . Griffits — Mr. Holroyd Sykes v. Wells. Demurrer
Petroconchino o. Bott Jennings v. London General Ompibus Company Betton r . Burkess. Demurrer

For Argument. Mr M . Howard - Mi Day | Lloyd v . Davies. Demurrer

Moved Easter Terin , 1873 . Smith v. Smith [Mr L . Kelly - MrKnight Jennings v. Mortimore. DemurrerLONDON - Andersou v. Morice (part heard) NEW TRIAL PAPER ,
[ Brett, J . - Sir J . Karslake

For Judgment. Exchequer Chamber.LONDON - Daniels v . Harris TBrett , J . - Sir J Karslake
Wood v . Woad . To stand overGLAMORGAN - Harriss v . Thomas (Lush , J . - MrGiffard This court will sit on Thursday, April 16 , at ten o 'clock.Boult v . AlpassMoved Trinity Term , 1873.
Mill v . Hawker QUEEN'S BENCH ERRORS.MIDDLESEX - Benjamin v. Storr

For Argument. For Argument.(Honyman , J . - Mr Tory
Reg. v , The Metropolitan District Railway CompanyMoved Michaelmas Term , 1873 . Moved Michaelmas Term , 1872.
Fisher v . The Liverpool Marine Insurance CompanyMIDDLESEX - Hammond v . Vestry of St. Pancras GUILDFORD - Philips v . Hornstedt

[Bovil, L . C . J . - The Attorney -General [Mr Hawkins, Q . C . - Mr Garth Reg . v . Green
COMMON PLEAS ERRORS.MIDDLESEX - McLachlan v . Bain Stind over .

For Judgment,[Honyman, J . - Mr Barnard Moved Michaelmas Term , 1873.
Pegge v . Guardians of Lampeter UnionMIDDLESEX - Kelly v. Patterson LONDON - Mason v. Colby [ L . C . B . - Mr Gifard
Winch v . Conservators of River Thames[Hongman, J. - Mr M . Moir LONDON - Nathanson v. Haarblecher
Same v , SameLONDON —Gunn v. Roberts [ L . C . B . --MrGiffard Fowler v . Locke[ Bovill, L . C . J. — Mr C. Russell | CROYDON — Gale v . Livermore [ Pigott, B . - MrMurphy
Rodocanachi v . ElliottLondon - Applebee v. Percy AYLESBURY - Phipps v . Great Western Railway Com

For Argument.(Honyman, J . - Mr Willoughby pany [Cleasby, B . - Mr Bulwer Ellis v . Great Western Railway CompanyLONDON - Claridge v . Rumbolt BEDFOBD - Woodroffe v . Davison
Sowerby . Smith[ Honyman , J . - Mr Grantham [Cleasby, B . - Mr Bulwer
Allen v . Bristol Marine Insurance CompanyCROYDON - Maggs v . Barnes [ Pigott, B . -Mr Willis RUTHIN - Williams v. Great Western Railway Company
City Discount Company v . McLeanCROYDON - Bartlett v . Green [Pigott, B . - Mr Cock [Keating, J . - Mr M . Lloyd Dent u , NickallsMoved Hilary Term , 1874 . DURHAM - Jackson v . Leeman

EXCHEQUER ERRORS.MIDDLESEX - Murley v. Heatley ( L . C . J . - Mr Lopes [ Quain , J . - Sir J . Karslake
For Judgment,MIDDLESEX - Comber. London and South Western CARLISLE - Williamson v . Bain

Rilway Company Riche v. The Ashbury Railway Carriage and Iron Comcett, J . - Mr Giffard iain , J . - Mr Herschell
panyMIDDLESEX- Bloomer v. Bernstein MANCHESTER - Nield v. London and North Western Butcher v . Savory

( Brett, J. - Mr Manisty Railway Company Brett , J . - Mr Herschell
MIDDLESEX - Williams v . Williams LIVERPOOL — Bain v. Standford and Levison . Stand Phelps v. Hornstedt

[ Brett , J . - Mr Huddleston For Argument.[ Brett, J . - Mr Holkerover,
Liver Alkali Works Company v . JohnsonLONDON - Hudson v . Hill L . C . J . - MrMatthews LIVERPOOL - Samer . Şame. Stand over
Walker v , North Eastern Railway CompanyLONDON - Knight v . Miller Brett, J . - Mr Metcalfe rett , J . - Mr Herschell
Selford v . LowsLONDON - Jackson v . Metropolitan Railway Company LIVERPOOL — Bamlet v. Picksley (Quoin , J . - Mr Aston
Harris v. McCulloch[ Brett, J . - Mr M Intyre STAFFORD - Moss v . London and North -Western and
Knowlman v , BluettLONDON - Badart v . Brown [ Brett, J . - Mr W . Williams Great Western Railway Companies

• LONDON - Brown , Badart Brett, J . - Mr Day (Denman, J . - Mr A. S. Hill
LONDON - Hall r . Hatch ett, J . - Mr L . Smith Moved after 4th day of Michaclmas Term . Court of Criminal Appeal.LONDON - Radcliffe Investment Company v . Bristow MIDDLEBEX - Street v . The Society of Licensed Vic This court will sit on Saturday, April 25, at ten o 'clock,

Brett, J . - MrWillis tuallers
[ Pollock , B . - M1 TorrLONDON - Silvester v . Godby [Denman, J. - Mr L . Smith MIDDLESEX - Trevitt v . Spick . Stand over

(Suspended .) [Cleasby, B . - Mr CaveLONDON - Boldero v . Budcock [ Brett, J . - Mr Field
Moved Hilary Term , 1874.MIDDLESEX - Melhado v . Stokes Brett , J . - Mr Turner MIDDLESEX - Dear v . Edwards

MENTS .SPECIAL PAPER.
[ L , C . B . -Mr H . T . ColoFor Argument. MIDDLESEX - Treloar v . Bigge [ L . C . B . - Mr Day N . B . - Announcements of promotions being in the natureThursday, April 23 , of advertisements, are charged 2 . 6d . each , for whichMIDDLESEX - Brochetan v .Moffat

postage stamps should be inclosed .
Edmunds v . Alsop . To be re- argued

[ L . C . B . - Mr HerschellHendricks v. Australian Insurance Company. Special MIDDLESEX - Beavan v. Marbella Iron Ore Company
case

[ L . C . B . - M : B . T .Williams MR. CHARLESWILLIAM REES STOKES, of Tenby,Clifford v . Hoare . Special case
MIDDLESEX - Childs v . Hearde has been appointed a Commissioner to AdministerFry and another v . Lioyd . Special case

[Bramwell, B . - Hon A . Thesiger Oaths in the Courts of Exchequer and CommonNelson v. Association for Protection of Commmercial MIDDLESEX - Ball v . Bridges
Pleas for the counties of Pembroke, Carmarthen ,Interests. Special case

[Cleasby, B . - Mr M . Howard and Cardigan , and the town of HaverfordwestBows v . Fenwick . Appeal
LONDON - Alexandra Palace Company v , BignoldSummers v , The City Bank . Demurrer

L . C . B . - Mr O 'Malley and borough of Carmarthen and counties of theCole v . North Western Bank (Limited ) . Special case LONDON - Dignam v . Vans Agnew [ L . C . B . - Mr Day sametown and borough,
Rhodes v. Airedaile Drainage Commissioners. De LONDON - Hosegood v. Lloyd

MR. RICHARD LEWIS TAPLEY, of Great Tor.murrer
[ Bramwell, B . - Mr J. Brown rington , Devon , has been appointed by the Lord

Faulks v . Tremaro. Appeal LONDON - Head v . Smith . Stand over Chancellor to Administer Oaths in Chancery andMelhado v. P . A . and N . H . and B . Railway Company. [Bramwell, B . - Mr Beasley the Lord Chief Justice of the Common Pleas hasDemurrer
LIVERPOOL — Holden v. Flintshire Oiland Cannel Co.Dauney v . Chatterton . Demurrer

[ POLLOCK , B . - Mr Herschell appointed him a Commissioner for taking Ac.Oleaza v . Castellain . Demurrer
Moved after 4th day of Hilary Term . - knowledgments of Deeds of Married WomenLindsay v . Dale . Demurrer

MIDDLESEX - Carr v . Tolson [ Pollock , B . - Mr HerschellUttley v . Toninorden Local Board . Demurrer LEED - Ryan v , North Eastern Railway CompanyLovesy v . Stallard . Appeal
[Bovill, L . C . J. - Mr D . SeymourPope v . Searle , Appeal

THE GAZETTES .Mavrov. Ocean Marine Insurance Company. Special SPECIAL PAPER,
case For Judgmont,Stratton v .Metropolitan Board of Works. Special case Barrows v . Green Bankrupts .Dowdeswell o . Francis . Appeal Niebuhr v . Krausbaar

Gazette, April 3 .Monday, April 27 . Sydenay v.Michael
To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall-street .Trundiger v . Monte Loreto Gold and Copper Mining For Argument. EMERY, SAMUEL ANDERSON, comedian , Alfred -pl, Bedford -sq .Compuny . Special case Downing v . Mowlem . Special case. To stand over Reg . Murray . Sol. Davis, Arundel-st, Strand . Sur. April 14

HOGGINS, HENRY, merchant's clerk, New -cross-rd . Pet. MarchEllis v . Loftus Iron Company. Appeal Waugh v . The North British Railway Company . De
31. Reg . Murray . Sol. Smedley, Fleet-st. Sur. April 14

Flitters v . Albrey . Demurrer
murrer. To stand over HUSTLER , ORBEL JAMES, corn dealer, King's -rd , Chelsea . Pet.Neave v . Mayor of Bristol, Demurrer Granville v . Finch . Special case . To be restated March 30. Reg . Brougham . Sol. Watson, Basinghall-st. Sur.Morgan v . Bain , Special case Whitehouse v . The Birmingham Canal Company . De. April 17

ROBERTSOX , SAMUEL BOXILL , attorney , New -inn, Strand . Pet.Thursday, April 30 . murrer. To stand over
March 30 . Reg . Brougham . Sols . Ravencroft and Co., BedfordHodgson v . Pearson , Special case Sear v . Green , Demurrer. Part heard . To stand over
row . Sur. April 17Cadmau v. Ditton Coal and Iron Company. Demurrer Dawes v . Webster. Demurrer. Part heard . To stand TAYLOR , JAMES WILLIAM , cheesemonger, Broadway , London .

Brown 0. Tolley . Appeal. over fields, Hackney. Pet . April 1. Reg . Spring- Rice. Sol. Downes,
Cheapside. Sur. April 23Monday, May 4 . Hendry and another v. Dyke, Bart. Demurrer. To WEIPPERT, H . N ., music publisher, Regent-st . Pet. March 31 .Cheetham v. Mayor of Manchester, Special case stand over Reg . Spring-Rice. Sols . Lumley and Co ., Conduit-st. Sur.Boden v. Levick . Demurrer. To stand over April 23

Lloyd 's Banking Company v. Blech . Demurrer. To To surrender in the Country .
GLOVER, GEORGE, clog manufacturer , Liverpool. Pet. March 31 ,Court of Exchequer. stand over
Reg . Watson . Sur. April 14SITTINGS IN BANCO . Thorn v . Mayor of London GOULD, CHARLES FEARNLEY, canvas bag maker , Holbeck andWednesday . April 15 Motions per new trials Copin v . Sevastapulo. Stand over. Demurrer Leeds. Pet. March 30. Reg. Marshall . Sur. April 20

GOWING , GEORGE SEAD , fish merchant, Lowestoft. Pet. MarchThursday .... .... ... . 16 Per motions and new trials Same v , Evans
30 . Reg. Walker. Sur. April 21Friday . .. . Motions and new trials Same v . Andrew

LOWENTHAL, EMIL ,merchant, Liverpool. Pet. March 28. Reg.Saturday Ditto Same v . Rayner Demurrers Watson . Sur. April 15Monday NICHOLLS, JOSEPĀ , farmer, Seavington St. Michael. Pet. March20 Special paper Same v . Adamson
30 . Reg . Batten . Sur. April 17Tuesday . .. . 21 Motions and new trials Samne v . Same

PROUT, BENJAMIX , victualler, Manchester. Pet. March 29. Reg.Wednesday
22 Special paper Surby v. Gordon . Special Case Hulton . Sur. April 15Thursday Motions and new trials Bain v . Stanford and Levison . Demurrer RAMSKILL, JAMES, accountant, Halifax. Pet. March 30. Reg.Friday Rankin . Sur. April 20Ditto ( To be argued with Rule for New Trial. )

SMITH , JAMES, victualler, Llanwnda, Pet. April 1. Reg. Jones,Saturday 25 Ditto Same v . Same. Demurrer
Sur. April 18Monday . .. . 27 Special paper Andrews v . The Mayor of Ryde. Special case SMITH, SAMUEL, jun ., gentleman, Upton Snodsbury. Pet. MarchTuesday . .. . Motions and new trials Potter v . Metropolitan District Railway Company. 14 . Reg . Crisp . Sur. April 2Wednesday .... WHITFIELD, SAMUEL, far, Sutton . Pet. March 31. Reg. PeeleSpecial paper Demurrer
Sur. April 14Thursday 30 Motions and new trials Goddard v. London and South-Western Railway Com . Gazette , April 7 .Friday .. . . May 1 Ditto pany. Special case

To surrender in the Country .Saturday .. . 2 Ditto Guardians of Medway Union v. Cockburn . Appeal BUCKLEY, ISAAC , furniture broker, Rochdale. Pet . April 2. Reg .
4 Special paper Cavill v . Shuttleworth . Demurrer Tweedale. Sur. April 20

FLETCHER , GEORGE, innkeeper, Selby. Pet. April 4. RegTuesday .. .. Copin v . Strachan . Demurrer5 Motions and ner trials
Perkins. Sur. Apri 21Wednesday 6 Ditto Hargreaves v . Holden . Special case FRASER, ALEXANDER, gentleman , Willsbridge. Pet. April 2.Thursday . . .. .. . .. . . 7 Ditto Wrightson v . Birmingham Gas Light and Coke Com . Reg . Harley . Sur. April 27Friday 8 ISRAEL, SELIM , jeweller , Birmingham . Pet. April 2. Reg.Ditto pany . Demurrer, Stand over
Chauntler . Sur. April 20* The Court of Excheqner will, when convenient, sit Wright v. Swain . Demurrer

LOAT, JOHX, builder, Balham . Pet. March 31. Reg. Willoughby.in two divisions. Gorris v . Scott . Demurrer
Sur. April 24

SITTINGS AT NISI PRIUS - IN TERM . Liden v . Nasb . Demurrer VEIDENAX, THOMAS, gasfitter, Stafford . Pet. March 31. Reg.
Lewis v . Davis . Demurrer Spilsbury . Sur. April 20Middleser .
Great Northern Railway Company v. Swaffield . Appeal BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED.Thursday ............ April 16 | Thursday ............ April 30
Joues v . Broadwood . Special case

Gazette, March 31 .
Thursday . ..

No London sittings this Term . Veerers v. Littleborough Gas Company. Special case FARXCOMB, HEXRY, no occupation , St. Leonard 's-on -Set. Oct.
Edwards v . Davies . Demurrer 16 , 1873AFTER TERX Lay v . Midland Railway Company. Appeal Gazette, April 3 .Middlesex. London , Water v. Ouseburn Engine Works Company. Appeal GRIFFITHS, MARY, butter merchant, Llandewy Volfry . Marck

3 , 1874Saturday .............May 9 , Wednesday.........May 13 ' Wood r, Wood. Demurrer
SKIPWORTH, JANES, poulterer, Boston. Feb. 7, 1874

24

28 M

Monday ... . . . . . . . .

23
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Liquidations by Arrangement.
FIRST MEETINGS.

ter

Nibidends.

Iarrage. w . shant, first 38.45 Trust. P.

POUXD, HEXRY, miller, Ashbury. Pet. March 28 . April 13, Johxsox , JOHx, colour merchant, Wellington -rd , Stoke New .
ten , at office of Sols. Kinneir and Tombs , Swindon ington . Pet. March 20 . April 16 , at two, at office of Sol

PULLAR, JOSEPH , builder , Barrow -in - Furness . Pet . April 1. Gowing , Coleman -st
April 20 , at ten , at the Ship hotel, Barrow -in -Furness . Sol. JOXES, BENJAMIN, general dealer, Shifnal. Pet. April 2. April

Gazette, April 3 . Thompson, Barrow -in -Furness 17 , at ten , at offices of Sol. Lenke, Shifnal
RICHARDS , ALFRED JOHX, rope maker , Redruth and Illogan . KING , HEXRY, draper , Shillington . Pet . March 30 . April 20, at

ANDERSOX, ALFRED , baker, Leominster. Pet . April 1. April 20, Pet. March 31 . April 21, at hali-past two, at oftice of Downing , eleven , at office of Sols . Messrs . Wade, Hitchin
at hall-past ten , at office of Sol. Gregg, Leominster solicitor, Redruth , Sol. Dendy, Redruth KIRBY, GEORGE, attorney, Bioester. Pet. March 28 . April 23 ,

BAKER, JOHX, naturalist, Grantchester, and Cambridge. Pet RICHARDS, JAMES, and NORTOX , JOHN, machinists, Leicester . at twelve , at office of Sol. Mills, Bicester
March 31. April 16 , at eleven , at ottice of Sols. Messrs. Foster, Pet. March 31. April 16 , at two, at office of Sol. Owston , Leices . KIRK , ANN, milliner , Kingston -upon -Hull. Pet. April 1. April
Cambridge ter 16 , at twelve, at office of Sols . Stead and Sibree, Hull

BANX , SAMUEL, coalmerchant, Monks Coppenhall. Pet. March ROBINSOX , John , joiner, Liverpool. Pet. April 1 . April 20, at LEE, SEPTIMUN , clerk , Birmingham . Pet. March 24 . April 17 .
30 . April 17, at eleven , at office of Sols . Latham and Bygott, two, at office of Gibson and Bolland, accountants , 16 , South at twelve , at office of Sol. Eaden , Birmingham
Sandbach John -st, Liverpool LORD,HENRY, dyer , Halifax. Pet. March 21. April 17 , at three,

BIBBENS, WILLIAM , commission agent, Ipplepen . Pet. March 31 . RYLAND, HERBERTWILLIAM , clothier, Stow -on -the-Wold . Pet. at offce of Sol. Curry , Cleckheaton
April , at twelve, at office of Sols , Messrs . Carter, Torquay March 27. Aprli 22, at two, at office of Sol. Francis, Stow -on MCMAXUS, JAMES, tailor, Blackburn . Pet. April 1. April 24, at

BICKERDIKE, WILLIAM , farmer , near Boroughbridge. Pet . the-Wold eleven , at office of Sols . Messrs . Backhouse, Blackburn
March 31. April 18, at two, at office of Sols . Hirst and Capes , SHORT, SAMUEL, colourman, Bristol. Pet. March 30. April 17 , NETTLETOX , THOMAS, butcher, Horbury . Pet. April 2 . AprilBoroughbridge at twelve, at offices of Hincock , Triggs, and Co., Guildhall, 16 , at eleven , at office of Sols. Burton and Moulding , Wakefield

BISSEX , ROBERT, beerhouse keeper, Hanham . Pet. April 1 . Broad -st, Bristol. Sol. Harwood , Bristol OPPENHEIM , JOHN HERMAX , law stationer , Southampton -bldgs.
April 14, at eleven , at office of Sol. Essery, Bristol SNOWDEX , THOMAS, jeweller, Halifax . Pet. March 31. April 17, Pet, March 31 . April 15 , at two, at office of Sol. Norris, Acton

BOULD, ENOCH , greengrocer, Hanley . Pet . March 24 . April 10 ,
at four, at offices of Sol. Storey , Halifax st, Gray ' s- inn -rd

at ten , at offioe of Sol. Stevenson , Stoke-on - Trent SOMMERS , THOMAS WILLIAM , draper, Clarendon -ter, Bow - rd , OWEN, JOHN , joiner, Llanrwst. Pet . April 2. April 22 , at twelve,
BOWDEN, ARCHIBALD JENKINS , fruiterer , Rosoman -st, Clerken and Richmond - rd , Hackney . Pet . March 30 . April 20 , at two, at office of Sol. James , Llanrwst
well. Pet . March 20 . April 30, at two, at the Bedford hotel, at office of Ladbury , Collison , and Viney, go , Cheapside. Sols . PALMER , HEXRY, grooer , Mendlesham . Pet . April 4. May 1, at
Covent-gdn . Sol. Mould , Millman -st, Bedford- row twelve, at offices of Sol. Pollard , Ipswich

BROOM , ELEAZER , cabinet maker , Liverpool.
Carr, Bannister , Davidson , and Morriss , Basinghall-stPet . March 31. SPENCER , WILLIAM , grocer , Reading , Pet , March 31. April 16 , PIDGEOX, CHARLES, Ironmonger , King 's Norton . Pet. April 2.

April 16 , at three, at office of Sols. Lawrence and Dixon , Liver at twelve, at the Upper Ship hotel, Reading , Sol. Beale, Read April 24, at ten , at office of Sol. Eaden , Birmingham
pool ing POOLF , SAMUEL, contractor , Altrincham . Pet . April 1 . April

BUDGE, ALEXANDER, provision merchant, Liverpool. Pet . STAPLES, JOSEPH LUKE, baker , Little Ilford . Pet . March 21. 23 , at twelve , at offices of Sols . Grundy and Kershaw , Manches

March 31. April 15, at twelve, at office of Sol. Lupton , Liver April 14 , at three, at offices of Godfrey, 2, Gresham -bldgs. Sol.
pool Watson , Basinghall-st RAWLINSON, LYDIA, and Borrox, MARQUIS, cotton spinners ,

CHARLTOX, WILLIAM HENRY HASELL, coal merchant, St. I TANKARD, WILLIAM CHARLES, leather merchant, Durham -st , Burnley . Pet. April 2 . April 23 , at one, at the Old Red Lion
Michael' s bldge, Cornhill. Pet. March 30 . April 15 , at one, at Hackney- rd . Pet . April 2. April 13, at quarter past ten , at hotel, Burnley . Sols . Grundy and Kershaw , Manchester
office of Sol, Willis , Charles-sq , Hoxton office of Sol. Seale, London -wall RIPPOX, THOMAS , smack owner , Great Grimsby . Pet. March 20 .

CHIPPERFIELD, HARRIETTE SOPHIA, Panay goods dealer , TARRANT, WILLIAM , druper, Thaxted . Pet . March 30 . April 20 , April 18 , at eleven , at offices of Sols. Grange and Wintringham ,
Devizes. Pet. March 31. April 17, at eleven , at office of J . A . at twelve , at office of Morley and Shirrett, solicitors, 59, Mark -la . Great Grimsby
Randell , Devizes . Sol. Day Sol. Pollard, Ipswich RISHWORTH , JAMES ARTHUR, Gothic Lodge, West End, Hamp

CLARKE, WILLIAM ,manure manufacturer , Dar ham . Pet. March THOMSON , THOMAS, tailor , St. Helen 's. Pet . March 31. April 15 , stead . Pet. March 28 . April 15 , at three , at office of Sol. Jones,
24 . April 17 , at one, at office of Sols . Messrs. Cavell, Saxmund at twelve , at offices of J . Coulthart, accountant, 21, Whitechapel, Southampton -bldgs, Chancery -la
ham Liverpool RODGERS, JAMES, tailor, Consett. Pet . April _ 2 April 21, at

CLAY. THOMAS RENSHAW , draper , Denmark -hill. Pet . March VERNON , THOMAS , butcher, Gosforth . Pet. April 1. April 17, at three , at office of Sol. Elsdon , Newcastle-upon - Tyne
24 . April 14 , at two, at office of Sol. Burton , Serjeants- inn , two, at the Horse and Groom inn , Gosforth . Sol. Mason , White SMITH , (GEORGE, innkeeper , Middlesborough . Pet . March 25 .
Fleet-st haven April 13 , at two, at office of Sol. Dobson , Middlesborough

CRAVEN , WILLIAM HILL , blue slater , Cleckheaton . Pet. March WAITES, ARTHUR, hatmanufacturer, Stockport. Pet. March 31. SMITH , JOHX , baker, Birmingham . Pet. April 2. April 20 , at
30 . April 22, at three , at office of Sol. Hutchinson , Brudford April 20, at three, at offices of Sols. Grundy and Kershaw , Man half past three , at the Great Western hotel, Birmingham . Sol.CURRIE , JOHX, draper, Sheffield . Pet. March 27 . April 15 , at

chester Edwards, Birmingham
four, at office of Sols, Messrs. Binney, Sheffield WALLWORK . JOHX, auctioneer , Rawtenstall. Pet. March 31. SIMMONS, JAMES, whitosmith , Wolverhampton . Pet. April ' 1 .

CUTLER, CHARLES, daylight reflector manufacturer, Brazier 's . April 21, at three, at office of Sol. Watson , Bury April 28 , at twelve, at offices of Sol. Wilcock, Wolverhampton
bldgs, Farringdon -st. Pet. March 24 . April 17, at three, at WHALE, JOHN , grocer, Landport. Pet, March 31 . April 17 , at SIMPSOX , JOHX, confectioner, Hexham . Pet. April 2. April 22.

office of Sol. Cooper , Charing-cross two, at the Chamber of Commerce, 145, Cheapside, London . Sol. at three, at office of Sol. Bush , Newcastle -upon - Tyne
DALE, WILLIAM , brewer, Birmingham . Pet . April 1 . April 17, King, Portsea SUMMERS, FREDERICK , tea denler , Clevedon , Pet. March 30 .
at two, at ottice of Sol. Burton , Birmingham WHITE , GEORGE, saddler , Rugby. Pet. March 31. April 18 , at April 16, at eleven , at office of Messrs, Parsons, public accountDRING, WILLIAM , cab proprietor, Barnsley . Pet . March 28. half past ten , at the County Court house , Rugby. Sol. Dainty , ants, Bristol. Sol. Smith , Weston -super -Mare
April 18, at two, at the Coach and Horses hotel, Barnsley . Sol. Rugby TOXKIX , HENRY, licensed victualler, Swansea . Pet. April 2:
Freeman , Barnsley WHITEHEAD , HAXXAH, tobacconist, Bolton . Pet. March 30 . April 23, at two, at office of Sols. Clifton and Woodward ,

DURRANT, TRAYTON , builder , Waldron . Pet. April 1. April 17, April 16 , at three , at onlce of Sol. Dutton , Bolton Swansen
at eleven , at the Bear hotel, Lewes . Sol. Hillman , Lewes WILSON, DAVID , grocer, Newton -in -Mackerfield . Pet. April 1. WAKEFORD, WALTER WILLIAM , railway clerk , Southampton .

DYER, ANDREW , surgeon , Aberdare . Pet . March 30 . April 16 ,
April 20, at three , at office of Messrs. Davies , Bewsey -chbs, Bew Pet. April 2 . April 21, at three, at offices of Sol. Kilby, South .

at eleven , at office of Sols, Rosser and Phillips, Aberdare sey -st , Warrington Sols. Davies and Brook , Warrington ampton
EDWARDS, JOHN BYROX HOLMES, ship 's steward , Plymouth . WILSOx, JOAN, cabinet maker, Kibworth Beauchamp. Pet.Pet. April 1. April 16 , at eleven , at office of Sols. Beer und March 31. April 15 , at three , at office of Sol. Owston , LeicesterRundle, Devonport WILSON, MARIAXXE , widow , New Cross - rd . Pet. March 27 . AprilFAIRBOURX, RICHARD, grocer, Haslingden . Pet. March 31. 1

14 , at hall -past four , at the Jamaica cotfee -house, St. Michael'sApril 16 , at eleven , at office of Sols. Messrs. Radolitte, Black . Alley, Cornhil.. Sols . Davis and Carey, 6, Grocer's-hall-court, BANKRUPTS ' ESTATES .
burn PoultryFALL. GEORGE SNOWDEX, fishmonger , Ripon . Pet. March 27 . The Official Assignees, & c ., are given , to whom apply for theWOOLFORD, WILLIAM JAMES, bootmaker , Kilmersdon . Pet.

1 April 14 , at hall- past three, at ottice of Sol. Bateson , Low Harro March 27 . April 16 , at three , at offices of Sol. McCarthy, Frome Dividends.
gate WOOTTOX, JOIS BENJAMIN , glass dealer, Wolverhampton . Pet. Bartlett, H . M . Innkeeper, second and final 1d . At Trust. P . T .

FARRAR, DAVID , cloth factor, Minchinhampton . Pet . March 27 . March 30. April 15 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Stratton , Wolver . | Hare , Totnes .-- Comben, E . wine merchant, first 38. 6d . At Trust
April 16 , at eleven , at the Bell hotel, Gloucester . Sol. Heelas E . Moore , 3 , Crosby -s9 .- Farrage, W . shoe manufacturer, first andhampton

FISHER , ANTHONY,. watchmaker , Stafford . Pet . March 24 . YOUNG, ALFRED , boot upper manufacturer , Wellingborough . final 48. 9d . At Trust. J . Y . Strach un , 18 , Grainger -st-west , New .
April 10 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Hodgson , Birmingham Pet. March 30. April 14 , at three, at offices of Sol. Beck , North castle. - Hall, P . commission agent, first and final 2s. At Sutto .

PITCH , FREDERICK , grocer, Deal. Pet. April 1. April 20, at and Harding, accountants, 23, Brown -st, Manchester. - Manktell ,
three , at ottice of Sols . Mercer, Edwards, and Mercey , Deal ampton J . P . farmer , first and final, ls . 1d . At Trust . T . Chirgwin . Payne,

TLAXAGAX, PATRICK , grooer , Dewsbury. Pet . March 30 . April Gazette, Agril 7 . W . corn merchant, second 18, 3d . At Trust W . Sharp , 20, Gros .
17 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Shaw , Dewsbury AVIS , THOMAS, inspector of nulsances, Uckfield . Pet. April 2 . ham -st.- Petit , E . jeweller, first, 2s , 6d . At Trust . J. Troup , 36 ,

FLOWERS, HENRY, baker , Romford . Pet , March 31. April 20 , at April 18 , at twelve , at the Guildhall coffee -house, Gresham -st, Hatton -parden . - Willard , E . E . tallor, second and final, 13 . At
two, at ottice Sol, Rawlings, Bishopsgate -st-within London . Sol. Jones , Lewes Trust. W . C . Cooper , 7, Gresham -st. Woord, V . R . wen ., brio -

FRANKLAND, JOHX, bootmaker, Lowtown. Pet April 1. April 17, BADGER, THOMAS, and BOWEN, NATHAX WHILE, glass makers, maker, 58 . At Sole . Wilkinson and Howlett, 14, Bedford -et ,
at three , at office of Sol. Carr, Leeds Birmingham . Pet. April 2. April 15, at twelve , at office of Covent- garden

FURBEY, SAMUEL, builder, Wakefield -et, Gray's - inn -rd . Pet. Sols .Matthews and Smith Birmingham
March 23 . April 10, at ten , at the offices of Messrs. Lewis, 123 , BARBER, FAXXY, widow , innkeeper, Edgrond Marsh . Pet. AprilChancery-la . Sol. Long, Blackfriars -rd 1. April 18 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Heane, Newport BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS

GAGEX, GEORGE, coal merchant, Kentish -town -rd , and Cam BASKERVILLE, FREDERICK , broker , Bristol.
bridge-st, King 's -oross. Pet . April 1. April 16, at four, at office

Pet. April 2.
April 17 , at one, at office of Sols. Brittan, Press, and Inskip ,of Sol. Ablett, Cambridge-ter, Hyde-pk BristolQARDXER, WILLIAM , labourer , Birmingham . Pet . March 31 . BENSON ,GEORGE WILLIAM , druggist , Welchpool. Pet. March 31. LICKFOLD . - On the 8th inst , at 3, Blomfield -road , Maida-vale,

April 11, at one, at the Booth hall hotel, Gloucester. Sol. April 12 , at eleven , at office of Sol Jones, Welchpool the wife of James E . Lickfold , solicitor, of a son .

Simmons, Birmingham BENT, JAMES , builder , East Moulsey . Pet. April 2. April 21, at OWEX. On the 31st ult ., at 47, Cheyne-walk , Chelsea , the wife of
IBE, ALEXANDER, clothier, Sunderland. Pet. March 31. April two, at office of Sol. Lovett, New -inn , Strand , London E . Annesley Owen , Esq ., barrister -at- law , of a daughter .
17, at twelve , at ottices of Sherwood and Co ., ikcountants , John . BLOTT, SUBANYAK , widow , grocer , King's Lynn . Pet. April 2. SADLER. - On the and inst., at Dudley House, Lime-grove, Shep
st Sunderland. Sol. Bentham , Sunderland April 2) , at two, at othoe of Sols. Glasier and Mason , King's herd 's -bush, W ., thewife of Campbell H . Sadler, Esq., solicitor,

GROEN, ALFRED , generul broker, Trowbridge. Pet. April 1. Lynn of a son .
April 13, at offices of Messrs. Williams, accountants, Bxchange, BRAYSHAW , JOSEPH , sen ., woollen manufacturer , Alderman . MARRIAGE.
Bristol, in lieu of the place originally named bury , London , and Leeds. Pet. March 28 . April 21, at two, at TABOR - KNAPP. - On the 7th inst., at St. Saviour's , Dartmouth ,GOWEX, JOHX, fish salesman , Weymouth . Pet . March 30 . April
18, at twelve, at the Auction Mart, Market- st, Weyinouth . Sol.

Wharton 's hotel, Park - la , Leeds. Sol. Downing, Basinghall-st, Robert Montagu Tabor, M . A ., barrister-at- law , to Annie Eliza
London Mary , only child of Kempster M . Knapp, Esq ., R . N ., of Ash

Howard , Melcombe Regis BREW , THOMAS, clogmaker, Whitehaven . Pet. April 1. AprilFACXWORTH , RICHARD , auctioneer, Norwloh . Pet. March 30 . leigh, Dartmouth .
24 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Webster , Whitehaven

April 16 , at twelve, at the offices of the Registrar of Norwich
DEATH .

BULL, WILLIAM , chandelier manufacturer , Strund . Pet. March
County Court MALIM . - On the 5th inst., at Grantham , aged 6 , Frederlo30. April 27 . at three, at the Guildhall tavern , Gresham -st.HAIGH . WILLIAM , victualler, Higher Tranmere. Pet . April 1. 1 Maim , solicitor.

Sols , Clark and Scoles, King -st, CheapsideApril 16 , at two, at omhoes of Sol. Moore, Birkenhead BURGESS, HENRY, baker, Thurlaston . et. April 2. April 21 , atHARRIS , FRANCIS JOSEPH , ironmonger, Kentish -town-rd . Pet . eleven , at the Lawrence Sheriff' s Arms, Rugby
April 1 . April 18 , at three, at office of Sol. Boydell, South -sq ,
Gray's-inn COLLIXS. CHARLES ROBERT, warehouseman , Noble -st, and

HEMMING. SAMUEL, Essington .wood , and HEMMING, JOHX, Moore-st, Chelsea . Pet. March 21 . April 8, at twelve , at offices WHOLESALE & RETAIL STATIONERS,
Wood -end , charter masters . Pet . April 1. April 18, at eleven , of Sols . Rees and Co. Chancery .la
at office of Sol. Barrow , Wolverhampton COLLINS, JOHN, fishmonger, Eastbourne. Pet . April 4 . April 22 , 192, FLEET-STREET, AND 1 & 2,CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON , E . O

Hiday, WILLIAM , grocer , Hastings. Pet . March 26 . April 27, at at twelve, at office of J . C . Towner, auctioneer , Terminus-road , Carriagepaid to the Country on Orders erceeding 208.Eastbourne. Sol. Stiff, Eastbournethree , at offices of Sol. Salaman , King -st , Cheapside, London
HIRD . JOHX , builder , Barrow - in - Furness . Pet. March 31. April COXWAY, JOHN HARRIS , jun ., grocer, Abergavenny and Llan

17, at eleven , at the Ship hotel, Barrow - in -Furness. Sol. over . Pet. April 2 . April 21, at two,at office of Barnard, Tribe, DRAST PAPER, 58., 68. 6d ., 78 . 6d ., 78 . 9d ., and 95. 9d . per
Thompson , Barrow -in - Furness and Co ., public accountants, Bristol. Sols . Fussell, Prichard , ream .

HOWELLS, EDWARD, general dealer, Worcester. Pet. March 28. and Swann, Bristol BRIEF PAPER , 158. 60 ., 178 , 6d . , and 289. 6d . per ream .
April 23 , at eleven , at offices of Sols. Rex and Miller , Wor . COOPER, ALFRED , grocer, Romsey , and Lockerley . Pet . April 1. FOOLSCAP PAPER, 10s. 6d ., 128 , 6d .,and 158 , 6d . per ream ,
cester April 17 . at two, at the Guildhall Coffee -house, Gresham -st.

Sols. Coxwell , Bassett, and Stanton , SouthamptonHUBY, EDWIN , dealer in drapery, Bradford . Pet . April 1. April CREAM LAID NOTE, 38., 45., and 58 . per ream ,
CUMBERBEACH, THOMAS, stationer , Erith .16 , at three , at offices of Sol. Atkinson , Bradford

LARGE CREAM LAID NOTE , 48 . 6d ., 08 . 6d ., and 88 . per reamPet . March 30 . I
HUGHES, HENRY, and HUGHES, JAMES, dyewood grinders , Ard . April 30 , at three, at offices of Holloway , accountant, 188, Ball's LARGE BLUE NOTE, Ss. 6d . , 4s, 6d ., and 6s .6d. per ream .
wick , near Manchester . Pet. March 31. April 15 , at three , at Pond -rd , Islington , London . Sol. Hioks, Annis -rd , South ENVELOPES, CREAX OR BLUE, 48. 6d ., and 6s. 6d ., per 1000 .
office of Sol. Sampson , Manchester Hackney, London THE " TEMPLE " ENVELOPE, extra secure, 9s . 6d , per 1000.

JOHNSON, JOHX, poulterer, Oxton . Pet. March 31. April 17, at | CUTHBERT, CHARLES, fish dealer, Philpot-la , Commercial-rd . FOOLBCAP OFFICIAL ENVELOPES, 18 . ed . per 100 .
two, at offices of Sol. Downham , Birkenhead Pet. March 31. April 15 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Hope, THE NEW “ VELLUM WOVE CLUB-HOUSE " NOTE .

KINGSTON , HENRY JAMES, smelter of metals, South -st , Green Serle -st, Lincoln 's-inn - fields

wich .
9s . Gd . per ream ,

Pet. March 27 . DAWE, THMAs, miller, Silverton . Pet. April 1. April 23, atApril 15 , at three, at office of Sols .
Messrs. Scard , Gracechurch -st twelve , at the Castle hotel, Exeter. Sol. Floud, Exeter “ We should direct particular attention to their New Clube

LLOYD , EDWIX , general ironmonger, Grantham . Pet. March 31. DEMAID . GEORGE BARHAM , gentleman , Park - villas . South Nor . house Paper : in our opinion it is the very best paper we ever
April 20 , at twelve, at office of Sol. White , Granthan wood . Pet. April 2. April 30 , at three , at once of Sol. Ditton , | wrote upon ." - London Mirror .

MACLEOD, JOHX, gentleman , York -st, Portman -sq . Pet. March Ironmonger-la
25 . April 20 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Digby, Lincoln ' s- inn FISHER , CHARLES, ont of business, Ipswich . Pet. April 1. INDEXTURE Skins , Printed and Machine-ruled, to hold twenty
fields April 20 , at two, at the Coach and Horses inn , Ipswich . Sol. or thirty folios, 28. 8d . per skin , 268 . per dozen , 1258 . per

MARTIN , HENRY CHARLES, cheesernonger, Hackney - rd . Pet. Brooke
FOSTER, GEORGE BELL , farmer, Ellerslie -ter, Bedford -rd , ClapMarch 27 . April 16 , at three, at office of Sol. Heathfield , Lin

roll.

coln 's- inn - fields ham . Pet. April 1. April 24 , at three, at office of Sols . Lewis, Seconds or FOLLOWERS, Ruled , ls , lid , each , 228, per dozen ,
MOORE, JOHX, baker, Keynsham . Pet. March 30 . April 14 . at Munns, and Longden , Old Jewry 1058. per roll.
twelve, at offices of Sols. Fox and Whittuck , Bristol GILES, JOHx, grocer, Manchester. Pet. April 2. April 22, at RECORDS or MEMORIALS, 78 . each , 68 , 6d. per dozen .MURGATROYD , CHARLES, insurance agent, Bradford . Pet. three , at oftioes of Sols . Messrs. Cooper, Manchester
March 23 . April 13, at twelve, at office of Sol. Burnley , Brad GRANTHAM , JOHx , tailor, Birmingham . Pet. April 2 . April 18 , LEDGERS,DAY-BOOKS, CASH -BOOKS, LETTER OG MINUTE -BOOXS
ford at twelve, at office of Sol, Cheston , Birmingham

XEWBOLD, JAMES,milliner, Longton . Pet. March 23 . April 9 , GRIDLEY,GEORGE FRANCIS, chemist, King 's Lynn. Pet. April 2. An immense stock in various bindings.
at eleven , at oftice of Sol. Welch , Longton April 17, at twelve, at office of Sol. Seppings, King's Lynn ILLUSTRATED PRICE -LIST of Inkstands, Postage Scales

O ' BRIEN , EDWARD . publisher' s clerk , Princess -ter , Upton -rd , HALL, THOMAS, cloth manufacturer , Ossett. Pet. April 1 . April Copying Presses, Writing Cases , Despatch Boxes, Oak and
Kilburn . Pet. April 2. April 20 , at two, at office of Sol. Gird . 18 , at eleven , at offices of Sol. Stringer , Onsett Walnut Stationery Cabinets, and other useful articles
wood, Verulam -bldgs, Gray ' s -inn HIND, BLAKESTONE, Heworth ; and HIXD , JOHX BLAKESTONE , adapted to Library or Office , post free .

OLIVER , JAMES WILLIAM , tailor, High Holborn , and Waxwell Felling , spademanufacturers, Pet. April 2. April 22 , at twelve,
ter, Westminster -bridge-rd . Pet. March 30 . April 14, at 1 at office of Sol. Robson , Gateshead
quarter - past ten , at the Victoria tavern , Morpeth -rd, Bethnal. HOARE, PETER MERRIK , gentleman , Hythe. Pet. March 31.
gecen . Sol. Long , Landsdown-ter , Grove-rd, Victoria -pk April 30 , at three , at office of Sols. Lawrance , Plews, and Boyer ,

OWEN, GEORGE, victualler , Carnarvon . Pet . March 28 . April Old Jewry -chmbs, London items of the undertaker' s bill have long operated as
15 , at eleven , at the Queen ' s hotel, Carnarvon . Sol. Williams, HOGGETTY, JOHN WILLIAM , commercial traveller. Lozells. Pet. an oppressive tax upon al classes of the community . With
Porthy -Aur-Carnarvon March 24 . April 17, at ten , at office of Sol. Eaden , Birmingham | a view of applying & remedy to this serious evil the

PENGELLY , THOMAS HODGE , printer, Bristol. Pet. March 31. HOLLAXD, JOEL, smallware dealer, Macclesfield . Pet. April 2 . LONDON NEOROPOLIS COMPANY, when opening
April 17, at twelve, at offices of S . Prod , accountant, John -st, April 17 , at four, at the Waterloo hotel, Manchester . Sol. Hand, their extensive cemetery at Woking, held themselves pre
Bristol. Sol. Barnett Macclesfield pared to undertake thewhole duties relating to intermentsPERKINS, ROBERT, grocer, Middlesborough . Pet . March 31. 1 HUGHES, JOHX, greengrocer, High -st, Camden -town , and Seven at fixed and moderate scales of charge, from which survivors
April 17 , at eleven , at Mrs. Barker 's Temperance hotel, Sisters'-road, Holloway . Pet. April 1 . April 16, at three, at
Middlesborough . Sol. Bainbridge, Middlesborough offices of Sols. Button and Co ., Henrietta -st, Covent-gdn may choose aconrding to their means and the requirements

PERRET, STEPHEN BOYCE, conl merchant, Birmingham . Pet. HUGHES, JOSEPH , butcher, Portobello -rd , Notting-hin . Pet. of the case . The Company also undertakes the conduct of
March 31. April 17 , at three, at oftices of Sol. Ansell, Bir . March 28 . Apr 16 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Parker, Lombard . Funerals to other cemeteries, and to all parts of the United
mingham Kingdom . A pamphlet containing full particulars may be
PorLTON , JOHX, jun., shopkeeper' s assistant, Reading. Pet. JEXXIXGS, DAVID , boot manufacturer, Tipton . Pet. April 1. i obtained , or will be forwarded, upon application to the
March 5 . April 11, at eleven , at 20, The Forbury , Reading April 17, at eleven , at office of Sol. Travis, Tipton Chief Office , 2, Lancaster-place, Strand, W . c .

BIRTHS Blomfa son on the wife of

s: Sol. Donnaprata,Alderman

ce PARTRIDGE AND COOPER

th-st,Green Pete staroh
Sols.

DANTES LIM

I DUNERAL REFORM . – The exorbitant

court
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W ONFORD HOUSE (Exeter.) - This Price 1s., by post 18 . 2d .

W Institution for the INSANE, offering great ad. / DEAUTIES of FRENCH LITERATURE
vantages to the middle and upper classes, is beautifully D A Translation into English , by JAMES LOWE, of
situated near the city of Exeter . The building is spacious the memoirs and letters of Madamede Sévigné and Madam

and handsome, and the ground extensive. - For terms apply 18 Duchesse D ' Orleans.

to Dr. LYLE, ResidentMedical Superintendant.
London : HORACE Cox, 10, Wellington -street , Strand, W . C .

ST. GEORGE' S HOSPITAL MEDICAL
W SCHOOL . - The SUMMER SESSION commences on
MONDAY, MAY 4th , Prospectuses and full particulars
may be obtained on application , personally or by letter, to
the Treasurer or Dean of the Schools, at the Hospital. THE

BOOKS FOR ARTICLED CLERKS .
Sent free by post on receiving price of Book ,

THE ARTICLED CLERK ' S HANDBOOK ,
1 containing & Course of Study for the Preliminars .

Intermediate, and Final Examinations of Articled Clerks,
and the Books to be read , & c ., being a Complete Guide to

the Candidate 's Successful Examination and Admi-sion ,

By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq ., Author of the “ Digest
of Examination Questions." Fourth Edition . ByGEORGE

BADHAM , Esq ., Solicitor. This is designed as an Appendix
to the " Answers to the Examination Questions. " * Price
9s . cloth ,

THE FIELD,

Country Gentleman 's Newspaper, A LECTURE delivered beforethe Hull Law
THE QUEEN ,

THE LADY'S NEWSPAPER ,

OF

SATURDAY, APRIL 11.

CONTAINS :

A Woman 's Fate .

Five O 'Clock Tea .
Causerie de Paris .

Easter Holidays.
Faces.
Mme. La Marechale MacMahon, Mlle . Aimee Desclee,

Jaques Offenbach , and Ferdinand David , with
Portraits.

Rides and Rambles in Rotten - row .
Exhibition of Pictures , & c .

Easter Decorations in the Churches,

SATURDAY, APRIL 11,

CONTAINS :

Certain Holiday Folk .

The Lock -out of Agricultural Labourers .
Punchestown , Northampton, Nottingham , and Croydon
Races .

TheMeetings of the Coming Week .

Hunting Notes from Ireland , & c .
Woodcock and Snipe Shooting .

Salmon Fishing in the Tharso .
Tasmanian Piscicultore ,

The New Thames Rule of Yacht Measurement.
The Public Schools Raquet Matches.
The English Cricketers in Austrailia .

Concrete for Cottage Building .

Plan of the Aberdeen Golf Links.
Notes on British Birds in Africa .
Emigrant Fields of North America .
Notes from North Russia .

Feeding Substances for Farm Stock ,

Stamping out Fleuro -pneumonia.
Athleti.Sports, Bicycling, Rowing, Croquet, Archery,
Garden, Poultry, & c .

Price 6d. By post, 61d .
FIELD OFFICE . 346 . STRAND . LONDON . W . O .

Students ' Society on the Course of Reading for the

Final Examinations of the Incorporated Law Society.
By Dr. ROLLIT. Price 2s .

TEGAL MAXIMS, with Observations and
U Cases. In Two Parts. Part I. _One Hundred

Maxims, with Observations and Cases . Part II. Eight

Hundred Maxime, with Translations. By GEORGE

FREDERICK WHARTON ,Attorney -at-Law . Price 108. 6d .

cloth .

A DIGEST of the EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS in Common Law , Conveyancing, and

Equity , from the commencement of the Examinations in
1836 to Hilary Term , 1872, with ANSWERS ; also themode
of proceeding, and directions to be attended to at the Ex
amination . By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq ., Anthor of

" The Articled Clerk 's Handbook ." Eighth Edition , by H .

WAKEHAM PURKIS , Esq., Solicitor . Price 168. cloth .
[ In the press ,

H . COX, 10 , WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND.

THE COUNTY COURTS CHRONICLE
and GAZETTE OF BANKRUPTOY , monthly ,

price ls, 6 ., contains all the Law and Reports of the

County Courts and in Bankruptcy.
London : " LAW TIMES " Office, 10 , Wellington- street,

Strand ,

COLOURED SUPPLEMENTOF

THE ECRU ANTIMACASSA R .

Now ready, price 6s.,

TR E A TISE

ON

DREAS AND FASHION : The Parisian Fashions (from our

own Correspondent). - Ball Dresses and Court Trains ;
Dinner Toilettes ; Black Silk Costume; Black Velvet
Bodice ; The Arnould - Plessis Confection : Half Mourning
Dinner Toilette : Ball Toilette ; Fancy Costume; Fancy

Dress, & c ., with Illustrations .

THE WORK TABLE.- GimpMedallion : Rosette for Anti
macassar ; Shonlder Cushion ; Jet Embroidery : Borders ;
Mat or Cushion ; Knitting Bag ; Thread or Wool Case ;

Design for Gold Canvas , & c ., with Illustrations.

THE HOUSEWIFE. - Domestic Cooking and Warming
Apparatus, with Illustrations ; Notesand Queries ; Answers.

Cuisine : Fish Cookery ; Notes and Queries ; Answers.

Music and Musicians. Gazette des Dames. The Tourist.

Pastimes . The Library . The Exchange . Personal. The
Boudoir. Court Chronicle . Society . Obituary .
Notes and Queries on Dregs, Work , Music, and other

subjects usefuland interesting to Ladies .

Allthe Fashionable Intelligence of the Week.

Price 6d.; Post Free 64d .

May be had of News Agents, Booksellers, and at the Rall.
way Stalls .

OFFICE : 346, STRAND, LONDON , W . C .

UPON THE

WARRANTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS

SALE OF PERSONAL CHATTELS.
By THOMAS WM . SAUNDERS, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law , Recorder of Bath .

LONDON : " LAW TIMES ” OFFICE, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND, W .C .

LAW OF ELECTION PETITIONS, WITH ALL THE DECISIONS.

THE

LAW & PRACTICE OF ELECTION PETITIONS,

WITH ALL THE DECISIONS,

INCLUDING THE

LAW AND PRACTICE OF REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS, PARLIAMENTARY AND MUNICIPAL,

THROUGHOUT GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

By EDWARD W . COX,
Serjeant-at-Law , Recorder of Portsmouth ,

AND

STANDISH GROVE GRADY, Esq.,
Barrister-at-Law , Recorder of Gravesend.

The work comprises : The Representation of the People Act 1867 ; The Registration Act 1868 ; The Corrupt Practices Act

1868 ; The Ballot Act 1872 ; incorporating the Reform Act and all the Statutes ; and the decisions of the Court of Common

Pleas upon Appeal to 1873, with instructions for the management of Elections in Counties, Cities, and Boroughs, for the manage

ment of Registration , and for Returning Officers , with Precedents of Books, Forms, & c . And The Law and Practice of Munici.

pal Elections.
ALSO A CHAPTER ON

THE LEGAL PRINCIPLES RELATING TO CORRUPT PRACTICES AT ELECTIONS

AS LAID DOWN BY THE JUDGES UNDER THE ELECTION PETITIONS ACT 1868 ,

By F . O . CRUMP, Esq., Barrister-at-Law .

TWELFTH EDITION . PRICE 248., CLOTH .

LONDON : “ LAW TIMES” OFFICE , 10 , WELLINGTON-STREET, STRAND, W . C .
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To Readers and Correspondents . LLOYD,Mr. A . G .MARTEN, Mr. G . O . MORGAN, Mr. NORWOOD,Mr.
ROEBUCK, Hon . E . STANHOPE, Mr. WATKIN WILLIAMS, and Mr.
LOPES.Anonymous communications are invariably rejected .
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The first annual report of the Barristers' Benevolent Association ,
which has just been issued , is decidedly satisfactory . Donations
had been received and promised up to 31st Dec. 1873, to the
amount of £2035 15s., and annual subscriptions amounting to
£479. The committee, after careful examination of the cases sub
mitted to them , have granted assistance to the extent of £170 .
The sum of £1000 has been placed on deposit receipt, and a
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Two Bills have been introduced into the House of Commons

during the past week which the authors admitted to be defec
tive. Mr. Bass positively allowed that his Bill for abolishing
imprisonment for debt was illogical, and on Wednesday Mr.

MORLEY in bringing forward his Married Women's Property Act
Amendment Bill, confessed that it had blemishes. It is really
ridiculous that Parliament should allow public timeto be wasted
in this fashion , and it is certainly & scandal. that we have no
standing committee whose duty it should be to rid Bills of their
conspicuous blots before they are submitted to the House. A Bill
of some kind to amend the Married Women 's Property Act 1870

is very much wanted ; and what Mr. MARTEN means by doubting
whether it is necessary to do anything in that direction we cannot
understand. There cannot, we should think, be two opinions of

the absurdity of the law as it stands at present. We have from
time to time reported cases from the County Courts and elsewhere

and commented upon them , so as to have made the defects of the

law familiar to our readers, and the only question is how those

defects shall be remedied . Sir RICHARD BAGGALLAY has taken the

right view of the matter ; and if he would undertake themeasure,
and amend it as required , we might hope to see this branch of the

aw of husband and wife placed upon a satisfactory footing .
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WE perceive that the observations of Mr. Justice BLACKBURN, on
the appeal from the decision of Mr. BEALES in the case of Taylor
v . The Great Eastern Railway Company, reported in this journal
on the 7th of last February have not unnaturally excited that
learned gentleman ' s indignation . The learned Judge was rather
more severe than usual in this particular instance, and we regret
that we cannot in a measure appease Mr. BEALES by admitting any
mistake or exaggeration in the report. As furnished to us, it was
a transcript of a shorthand writer's notes, and we are not aware
that there is any ground whatever for disputing its perfect
accuracy. Whether the facts of the case and reasonsof the decision
were fully apprehended by the court is another matter, and we
shall be very glad to hear an explanation favourable to Mr. BEALES'
reputation . The testimony of the County Court Bar must be
satisfactory to Mr. BEALES , and we ourselves have more than once
had occasion to admire the care which the learned Judge devotes to
cases which come before him , and his ability as a lawyer is
generally considered to be respectable. With respect to the
severity of Mr. Justice BLACKBURN 's comments, we incline to the
opinion that, as a matter of principle, glaring incapacity in an
inferior Judge is quite as much a subject for the consideration
of the LORD CHANCELLOR as misconduct ; but, looking at Mr.

BEALES' career on the Bench , it is open to question whether he
should have been exposed to judicial criticism , even supposing
Mr. Justice BLACKBURN justified by the facts and circumstances
of the case. We shall welcome with much satisfaction any
amende which may bemade to Mr. BEALES.
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The Law and the Lawyers.

THE American idea of our manner of dealing with professional
questions is somewhat amusing. The Albany Law Journal in
forms its readers that " a committee of the House of Commons
having been appointed to investigate the charges preferred against
Dr. KENEALY, counsel for the Tichborne claimant, Mr. WHALLEY,
M . P .. demands that a similar committee be appointed to investi

gate charges against,Mr. HAWKINS, Q .C ., prosecuting attorney ."

THE argument advanced on behalf of the sitting members in the
case of the Hacloney Election Petition was perhaps as remarkable
as any which has ever been addressed to an election tribunal.
Assuming the learned counsel to have been correctly reported , bo
argued that inasmuch as there are precedents which justify an
election which is pure being upheld in spite of some slight
irregularity in the mode of taking the poll, therefore, an irregu

larity which amounts to an absolute exclusion of an unascertain
able number of voters from the polling booths should not
invalidate an election unless it can be clearly shown that the
numbers excluded would have brought about a different
result. This was to put before the judge a problem utterly
impossible of solution , and to ask him , because he was
unable to solve it , to determine that there was a mere
irregularity which did not affect the return . Weare not now

dealing with the judgment of the learned Judge- which ,however ,

has arrived at the only possible conclusion ---but with the principle
of theargument. It is quite new to us that where a corrupt practice
affects a constituency, itmust be shown that those influenced equal
the majority obtained by the successful candidate . In theGalway

case priestly intimidation was the ground on which Mr. Justice

Keogh upset the return , but the sitting member was many
hundreds ahead of his opponent, and it was obviously impossible

that this majority could be accounted for by any corrupt influence .

| But no one ever thought of suggesting that on such a ground the

The large proportion of professional opinion in the House of
Commons was arrayed against Mr. Bass's Imprisonment for Debt
Abolition Bill. We observe that whilst Mr. Butt,Mr. HOPWOOD,
Mr. W . M . Jackson, Sir HENRY JAMES, Serjeant Simon , and
Serjeant SPINKS voted for the Bill,themajority against it included
the ATTORNEY -GENERALS for England and for Ireland , the LORD
ADVOCATE, Mr. FORSYTH , Mr. GOLDNEY, Mr. GORDON , Mr. GRANT
HAM , Mr. HOLKER, Mr. HUDDLESTON, Mr. C . E . Lewis, Mr. M .

VOL. LVI.- Io. 1620.
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election should be sustained . It will of course be said that a from the Northern Circuit, where he appeared on one side or the

failure of themachinery of polling is a differentmatter to corrupt other in almost every caso, a vast amount of business will be re

influence . As regards the candidates it may be - as regards the leased, but we believe we may confidently say that there will be

public it is not. Every elector has a right to record his vote freely, less joy over this by the members of the circuit than will be

whatever its effect on the return may be, and we think it would be excited by the promotion which raises him purely on his merits

decidedly dangerous if a public right of the highest importance from the proud position which he has recently held to the respon .

were to be weighed in the balance of contending parties. Where sible post of Solicitor -General.

themachinery breaks down, the question is not whether the same

candidates would have been elected had it not broken down , but

whether the electors have had an opportunity of recording their
IMPRISONMENT FOR DEBT IN COUNTY COURTS.

votes. This may be a question of degree ; a substantial number | MR. Bass's Bill for abolishing imprisonment for debt in the
of voters must doubtless be prevented from voting , but where County Courts has been defeated by an overwhelming majority ,

exclusion to that extent is proved there must be a new election. but there is sufficient strength of opinion in support of its prin .

ciple to justify the expectation that imprisonment as a punishment

Webelieve it is generally admitted that ORTON was a most extra
for not paying debts will be abolished altogether at no distant

date. When we find converts such as Sir HENRY JAMES, who was
ordinary impostor , but the way in which he managed to delude

on a committee which took evidence on the subject, there must be
respectable lawyers is perhaps the most astounding feature of his

career. More than this ; certain lawyers were not content with
some very strong and cogent objections to the presentsystem . If

we fail to appreciate them the faultmust be ours. But whatever
believing in him and writing professional opinions about his case.

The infectious zeal of his partisans carried them out of the caution
they are, and whatever their force, we consider that a mistake is

which usually hedges in members of the legal profession , and
made in mixing up with the simple issue " grave socialand econo

induced them to write letters for the purpose of being exhibited to
mical questions," which, according to Sir HENRY JAMES, are in

volved . We look through his speech to discover such questions,
supporters. These letters would have appeared to be sufficiently

and what do we find ? First, that the power to enforce payment
ill-judged and imprudent when everything was still open to con

jecture, and their swift destruction would have been a mercy to
by imprisonment fosters an unhealthy system ofcredit. Secondly,

their writers. But when the subject of the opinions expressed in
that the opportunity of obtaining credit for necessaries induces

those letters is condemned by all reasoning men as the hero of a
the working inan to get in debt to the draper and grocer whilst he

story fatally blotted , as Mr. Justice BRETT has said , with a hundred
spends his cash at the publican 's , who cannot now recover for

improbabilities and impossibilities, it is simply cruel to drag them
beer scores. Again , he says that men sent to prison are brought

into the light. One of them , however , found its way into that highly
into contact with the worst characters. These , wesuppose, are the

respectable organ Reynolds's Newspaper, and was thence copied into
grave social and economical questions, and we are free to admit

a weekly production , which we refrain from characterising, called
that opinions may differ as to their gravity. We have heard

the Englishman . This was bad enough , but in order that no one
them urged before, and they are supported by the testi

who omitted to read the two publications which we have named
mony of one or two of the most eminent of our County

should be uninformed of the folly of which a Queen ' s Counsel can
Court Judges. Perhaps the difference of opinion prevailing

be guilty, a letter to the Times from the learned gentleman him
among County Court Judges is themost remarkable circumstance

self proclaimed the circumstances to all the world . Is it possible
in the history of the agitation . Mr. GEORGE RUSSELL and Mr.

after this to repel with any show of indignation the American
J . A . RUSSELL are gentlemen held in high esteem , and would

assertion of the deterioration of the English Bar ?
not be likely to give opinions of a vague or ill- founded character.

Forming their opinions upon their experience, they conclude that

many of the small debts for which commitment orders are now
The case of The Original Hartlepool Collieries Company v . Moon made would never have been incurred if the power to enforce
(30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 193), is one of some practical importance on payment by imprisonment had not existed . That is to say, that
the subject ofproduction of documents, the question being whether if imprisonment for debt were abolished , the credit system as
a defendant could be compelled to produce letters relating to the available to the working classes would collapse. And this they
subject matter of the suit addressed by her solicitors to third consider expedient. Many Judges, on the other hand , take a
parties. The Vice-Chancellor (Bacon ) pointed out the important diametrically opposite view ; they see no objection to the credit

fact that the privilege of non -production is the privilege of the system properly regulated , or to the commitment of debtors with

client, and does not extend to communications by a solicitor to whose knowledge debts have been contracted , and who have the
other persons. His Honour said : “ The privilege contended for means to pay . Perhaps Mr. Commissioner KERR has had as large
is her [ i. e., the client's ] privilege, and it is impossible to carry it experience of the credit system as any Judge, and the operation of

any further, because, although in some of the cases that havebeen imprisonment for debt has been constantly before him for many

referred to, it might seem at first sight that it was the privilege years. It is only necessary to sit in his court for a few hours to hear
of the solicitor, upon consideration there is no ground whatever his opinion of the expediency of abolishing the power of imprison

for so treating it. A solicitor who is employed to conduct the ment for non -payment of debts. The view which he takes is probably
suit and to collect evidence, to get up the case, as it is called , is stronger than that of many County Court Judges, as he looks
acting on behalf of his client, and only on behalf of his client, and upon a man who has voluntarily got into debt, and refuses to
the privilege which he claims is not a privilege that he possesses, pay , as primâ facie dishonest. This is , we conceive, the correct
but a privilegethatbelongs to the client because ofthe employment view , and if imprisonment for nonpayment of debts, or , more
of the solicitor.” Consequently, letters written by the solicitor correctly, for disobeying an order of the court for payment, were
to a third party who was, in a certain sense, the agent of his client, abolished , Mr. Cross's suggestion that the principle of the legis

were held not privileged . It must be added , however, that it was lation against fraudulent debtors should be extended , would have
further said that “ The case of a solicitor who employs a person

to be adopted .
to collect evidence for him in a foreign country, or who employs

It is a favourite argument against imprisonment for debt, that.
an accountant to make up a report from books, is a part of the

it is punishing criminally the incapacity or refusal to perform a
proper business of the attorney ; the client has retained him to do

civil contract. For the purposes of promoting healthy trade, we
that business, and he has done it, and cannot be compelled to dis

question whether this is the right way of looking at the matter .
close themanner in which it has been done." To procure on credit goods for which we have not the means

to pay is virtually obtaining them by false pretences, and a false

Wemade no announcement last week of the pending changes in pretence is punishable by imprisonment. We freely admit, on

the law officerships, it being entirely uncertain who would be the the other hand, that where the debtor is not the author of

incoming SOLICITOR-GENERAL. Sir John KARSLAKE's retirement his own liability - where, for example, the goods have been

and its cause are the subjects of regret throughout the Profession . ordered without his knowledge, and the first demand for

He has long been , in or out of office , emphatically the leader of payment comes in the form of a County Court summons,

the Bar, and it has never had a leader who knew better how to the hardship of imprisonment may be very great. We also

maintain its standard of purity and independence. Wenow know admit that every precaution should be taken that a debtor

that Mr. JOHN HOLKER, Q . C . of the Northern Circuit, has been should be informed personally of the intended proceedings

offered and has accepted the office of SOLICITOR -GENERAL, and the before matters are put in train for commitment. Here, indeed ,

appointment is one which must commend itself to the approbation we arrive at the true grievance , and Mr. CROSS deserves the

of everyone who knows anything of the recent history of our greatest credit for being the only participator in the debate with

greatest circuit. As the leader of that circuit he hasbeen exceed sufficient sagacity or insight to perceive that it is in the admi.

ply popular. He has the reputation of being an astute lawyer, nistration of the law , and not in the law itself , that the evil is

nd an advocate whose powers of lucid exposition have never to be found. “ If,” he said , “ County Court Judges would confer

been surpassed at the English Bar. He commenced his career together and frame rules by which to act in a more uniform

like so many of our eminent men in the office of a solicitor. Having manner, much of the alleged evil would be removed ." It is

been called to the Bar at Gray' s Inn in 1854 he commenced prac certainly extraordinary that there has not been more concerted

tice as a local barrister at Manchester. In a short time, however, action amongst those gentlemen with a view to settling the practice.

he removed to London , rapidly obtained a large and lucrative Strict proof should always be required that the original summons

practice , and received a silk gown in 1868. He first entered has reached the debtor before a judgment summons is granted ,

Parliament asmember for Preston in 1872, and wasagain returned and particular care should be taken to ascertain that the goods

at the General Election of the present year. By his retirement ' were supplied wish the knowledge or consent of the debtor.
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Some Judges have acted up to the extreme limit of Jolly v . Rees prior to that period may have been executed which might

in relieving a husband from liability for goods supplied contrary prejudicially affect the title ; and the registrar may accept as

to his orders. The liability being gone there is an end of all sufficient evidence recitals, statements , and descriptions of facts,

difficulty , but if the liability cannot be got rid of it is in the next matters, and parties, in deeds, instruments, and statutory declara

place important that the debtor who has to bear a burden tions twenty years old . When the application is for registration

innocently contracted, so far as he is concerned , should not be sent otherwise than as proprietor only , a notice of it , containing a de

to prison for non-payment,as the element of fraudulent intent or scription of the land , the name and description of the applicant,

conduct is altogether wanting. and a statement of the effect of the proposed registration , as ex
The whole subject has now atany rate been thoroughly thought cluding adverse claims, and a timeand place for showing cause

out. It is very improbable that we shall obtain any better evi against it, is to be advertised in conformity with general orders,

dence than that which was extracted by the select committee. and a copy of the notice is to be posted on or near the land , and

Weknow the opinion of County Court Judges, and we think it served upon such persons as the registrar shall direct . Beforo

is the fact that a considerable majority are of opinion that the registration with title absolute or limited , the applicant and his

restricted power of imprisonment which now exists is most salu solicitor, or agent, or certified conveyancer, and such other

tary, and should be preserved . We know that many Judges person or persons, if any , as the registrar shall require, are to

regret that abolition of imprisonment for debt has gone the length make affidavit that all deeds, wills, and writings relating to the

it has, and would gladly see it restored , whilst the commercial title of the land , or any part thereof, and all facts material to the

community must feel that it has considerably altered their rela title thereto, and all charges, liens, incumbrances, contracts, and

tions with the public . This doubtless raises the question whether dealings affecting the same, or any part thereof, or giving any
legislation should impose difficulties on trade by rendering debts right as against the applicant, have to the full extent of their re

impossible of recovery . We are decidedly of opinion that it spective knowledge, information , and belief been made known to

should not, and we think that Sır HENRY JAMES' s grave social the registrar ; but the registrar is to be empowered to dispense

and economical questions should not be taken into consideration with such affidavit, either from the applicant or from any other

in deliberating upon the operation of our legalmachinery . There person , when he shail think it reasonable so to do, or to permit

is ample evidence that impending imprisonment forces the settle the terms of it to be so modified as circumstances might require.

ment of claims which otherwise would be absolutely ignored in When , after the 1st Jan . 1879, a sale of land in fee simple,

a very large number of cases. The few cases of hardship of in possession , or reversion , and charged, or otherwise, takes

which we hear are hardly a satisfactory set-offagainst such a result, place, there not being then a registered proprietor, and

and we conceive that debtor and creditor should be left to the the purchaser might apply for registration , some person must

difficulties and perils which each at present incurs ; and even on a be registered as proprietor, with absolute or limited title , op as

balance of disadvantages,webelieve it would bemore detrimental proprietor only, and the instrument of conveyance is until such

to a working man to be deprived of credit than to suffer occasional registration to operate in equity only , and is not to be effectual

imprisonment. at law to pass the legal estate. A registered proprietor, whether
owner or trustee only, is to be deemed to be owner in fee simple ,

with full powers of disposition , subject only to the charges and
LAND TITLES AND TRANSFER BILL. estates referred to in the bill or stated on the register ; but such

WHEN a Lord Chancellor adopts a Bill previously introduced by proprietor is to be able to deal with the land by the same modes

his predecessor, who was opposed to himself in politics, it appears as he now can , but except in the interval between the death of a

clear that the principle of the Bill must be taken as acknowledged proprietor and the entry on the register of another proprietor ,

to be correct by both political parties, and the main discussion there is always to be a registered proprietor in whom the legal

upon the Bill can be upon questions of detail only. Lord Cairns estate, subject as aforesaid , is to be deemed vested . Leasehold

has presented to the House of Lords what is, in effect, the Bill of estates, wheremore than twenty -one years areunexpired , or where

Lord Selborne with Vice-Chancellor Sir Charles Hall's alterations. two lives are still living , and estates in dower and by the courtesy

As both the learned lords are agreed that “ it is expedient to may also be registered under similar conditions to those relating

make further provisions for the simplification of the title to land , to estates in fee.

and for facilitating the transfer of land in England," it behoves Upon registration an entry is to bemade in a book , to be called

all real property lawyers carefully to study the Bill and render “ The Land Register,” of the name of the proprietor, a descrip

their best assistance in making it as workable as possible. tion of the land , with a reference when necessary or convenient to

Wehave not at present had timeto consider the 171 sections of a map, whether the title is absolute or limited, and, if so, the
which the Bill consists sufficiently to make any suggestions, but limit , and, if either , the particulars of all prior estates, leases ,

we propose at an early date, when we have given the Bill more and incumbrances other than those referred to in the bill, but no
attention , to state our views upon its different parts. At present trust of any kind is to be referred to , nor is it to be shown that
we must content ourselves with giving , in general terms, the the proprietor is mortgagee, or has a security only . The re
objects proposed to be effected . gistrar is to give the proprietor “ a land certificate," the

The Bill proposes to allow any person entitled , legally or equit . form of which has yet to be prescribed , which is to contain a tran

ably , to an estate in fee, whether in possession or reversion or script of so much of the register as relates to the land or lease,

charged or not, and whether it be an estate in tail or in fee simple, and upon the registrar being satisfied of the loss or destruction of

or a base fee, or any person authorised with or without the con the certificate he may grant a new one. The deposit of the certi

sent of another person , to dispose, by way of absolute sale, of an ficate with a memorandnm endorsed at the time stating the date

estate in fee simple, in possession or reversion or charged or not, ora and purpose of the deposit, and bearing a proper mortgage stamp,

purchaser of a similar estate in fee simple, to register himself as the is to create a lien on the land equivalent to that made under the

proprietor of theland, but in somecasescertain consents arerequired . powers of the Bill, so as to take precedence ofall statutory charges
Registration may be of three kinds - (a ) of a title absolute that is not previously noted on the certificate. The proprietormay charge

good without any other exception or reservation than those men the land, and the instrument of chargemay or may not confer a

tioned in the register or in the Bill ; (b ) of a title limited as good power of sale , and the owner of the charge may be registered .

from a certain date mentioned in the register, with the above ex Theregistered charge will imply (unless the contrary be stated in

ception and reservation ; and (c ) of the applicant, as proprietor the instrument of charge) a covenant by the registered proprietor
only , without any uitle . In every case the registrar is to be fur for the timebeing of the land to pay the money and interest. If

nished with a correct description of the land , accompanied (except the instrument of charge confer a power of sale, the registered

in the case of incorporeal hereditaments) by a plan , and with proprietor of the charge may exercise it, and transfer the land as

statements of all interested persons, of their estates and powers, if he were the registered proprietor thereof ; if no power of salebe

and of all charges and incumbrances. In cases of applications conferred he can only enter into possession or apply to the court

for registration , as proprietor only, the applicant is to satisfy the for sale. As between themselves registered charges are to rank

registrar that he, or some one entitled to a prior estate, or bis according to the order of their registration , and not of their

mortgagee or beneficiary , is in possession or receipt of the rents ; creation , and upon the satisfaction of a charge, the registrar on

and in cases of coinpulsory registration , to which we shall proof, or on the requisition of the proprietor of the charge, is to

presently refer, the registrar is to be satisfied with the deed of enter a note thereof on the register upon which the land is to bo

conveyance. In cases of application for registration with a title deemed discharged .

absolute or limited , an abstract of title , with such evidence as The Bill makes provision for the entry of the new owner on the

general orders may require, is to be furnished , and the registrar transfer of any land, but until that has been done the person on

must be satisfied that the applicant, or his predecessors in title , the register is to be deemed proprietor, and it also provides for

or some person entitled to some estate under the same common alteration of the register in the case of marriage of a female pro

title , has or have been in possession or in receipt of the rents for prietor or of the death or bankruptcy of a proprietor and of sales

not less than five years immediately prior to the date of the by the court or sheriff.

application . The registrar and an examiner of title are to examine The Bill also creates a system of notices and caveats both as

the title , and the formermay require further particulars and evi | against registration and against the transfer by a registered pro
dence of the identity and correctness of the lands and their prietor, and also provides for an inspection of the register by a

quantities, but the registrar is not to require a title to limited class of persons

commence earlier than at least (sic) forty years previously The Land Registry office is to be in London , and the business is

to the time of registration , unless he is of opinion that to be conducted by the Registrar with the aid of such assistant
there is reason to suppose that some settlement or will registrars, whose acts are to be deemed the acts of the registrar,
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examiners of title , clerks, messengers, and servants, as the Lord the drawer thelatter was insolvent and had absconded. The defen

Chancellormay fix , with the consent of the Treasury, and the fees dant bank had indorsed the subsequent drafts and it was conse

to be taken for registration are to be settled by the registrar with quently to their interest that they should be accepted . The main

the sanction of the Lord Chancellor,and the Lord Chancellor may question was this — was the position of themanager such asto bring

from time to time fix a scale of fees to be paid to the examiners of the representation which hemade within the scope of his authority ?

title, and also of costs to be paid to solicitors or certificated con The Committee recognised the difficulty of defining precisely the
veyancers in respect of any service to be rendered by them in any position of an agent which will confer the power to bind the

matter relating to proceedings under the Act, and any scale of principal by his fraud . Obviously circumstancesmay vary and it

costs so fixed may, if the Lord Chancellor thinks fit, be based on is almost an impossibility to state a principle which shall govern

an ad valorem principle . all cases. The nearest approach to such a principle which we can

The Bill contains forms of transfer and charge which are to be conceive is this : If an agent acting within the scope ofhis employ .

as effectual as any other form would have been . When it appears mentmakes a representation in the ordinary course of business

probable that the amount of business to be transacted in a par for the benefit of his principal and such representation is false , the

ticular district will be sufficient to pay the expenses of a registry principal is liable. That is to say, that no express authority to

there, the Lord Chancellor, with the consent of the Treasury, is make the particular representation is necessary , and , moreover, it

to have power to form a district registry, with a proper staff . is not essential that the principal should actually benefit by the

The staff of the present registry office, with all papers, are to fraud . The distinction between cases of an agent making a repre

be transferred to the new office. sentation which does not in any way affect the principal' s interest

The above is a general sketch of the greater part, although , of and cases in which it does is well shown by Smith v . Jewesbury (sup. )

course, not all, of the proposed objects of the Bill, and upon a and Barwick v . The English Joint Stock Bank ( 16 L . T . Rep. N . S .

future occasion we propose to carefully consider the Bill in detail . 461). In deciding that the representation of Goddard in the first

named case, was a representation by him only in his individual

capacity, Lord Coleridge said : “ This does not at all conflict with

FALSE REPRESENTATION BY AGENTS. the case of Barwick v . The English Joint Stock Bank, and cases of

THERE has been a somewhat singular concurrence of cases lately that description, because there can be no doubt that where an

on the extremely important question under what circumstances agent of a corporation ,or a joint stock company, in conducting its

an agent binds his principal by a false representation . The case business, does something of which the joint stock company take

of Swift v . Winterbotham must be familiar to all our readers, and advantage, and by which they profit , or by which they may profit,

is an excellent illustration of the difficulties which surround the and it turns out that the act which is so done by their agent is

subject. There the manager of a branch bank had been applied a fraudulent act, justice points out, and authority supports justice

to concerning the solvency of a gentleman well known in the in maintaining, that they cannot afterwards repudiate the agency ,

locality of the bank , and had expressed a favourable opinion. and say that the act which has been done by the agent is not an

This opinion was conveyed by letter , the applicant being the act for which they are liable.”

manager of another banking company. The form of the application In further illustration of this subject reference may bemade to

was this : - “ I shall be much obliged by the favour of your opinion Addie v . The Western Bank of Scotland ( L . Rep. 1 H . of L . Cas.

in confidence of the respectability and standing of Sir William Sc. 145), in which was laid down byLord Cranworth that if by the

Russell, Bart., M . P . for Norwich , and whether you consider him frauds of the agents of an incorporated company third persons

responsible to the extent of £50,000.” And the answer addressed have been defrauded , the corporation may be made responsible to

to the bank was : “ I am in receipt of your favour of the 8th inst., the extent to which its funds have profited by the frauds ; and to

and beg to say in reply that Sir Wm . Russell, Bart., M . P . for Ranger v . The Great Western Railway Company (5 H . of L . Cas.

Norwich, is the lord of the manor of Charlton Kings, near this 86 ) , where the samenoble Lord said , “ strictly speaking, a corpora

town, with a rent roll, I am told , of over £7000 per annum , the tion cannot of itself be guilty of a fraud . Butwhere a corporation

receipt of which is in his own hands, and has large expectancies ; is formed for the purpose of carrying on a trading or other specu

and I do not believe he would incur the liability you name unless lation for profit, such as forming a railway, these objects can only

he was certain to meet the engagement." Goddard, one of the be accomplished by the agency of individuals ; and there can be

defendants, signed this as “ manager," the representation was no doubt that if the agents employed conduct themselves fraudu .

acted upon , and a heavy loss sustained, which it was sought to lently, so that if they had been acting for private employers, the

recover against the bank of which Goddard was manager, and persons for whom they were acting would have been affected by

himself personally . their frand , the same principles must prevail where the principal
All thatwe are are now concerned with is the law involved , and under whom theagentacts is a corporation .” Therefore the same

wemay therefore say shortly that a verdict being obtained by the general principle applies whenever the nature of the business
plaintiffs, it was attempted to set it aside, but the rules for this transacted by the agent gives him opportunities of fraudulent
purpose were discharged by the Queen 's Bench . That court con representation for the benefit of his employers - whether those
sidered that the bank wasbound by the signature of its manager employers be a corporation or individuals .

(within sect. 6 of 9 Geo. 4 , c. 14), and thus liable for the false We said at (the outset that where courts of appeal have given
representation . The Court of Exchequer Chamber reversed this decisions which are uniform and consistent, the safest course is
decision (30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 31). T'he ruling of the court of to disregard inconsistent decisions of courts of first instance. We
appeal seems to us to be sound law , and moreover it is supported must, however, take the liberty of observing that we found a
by a recent decision of the Judicial Committee of the Privy difficulty in seeing how , in Swift v . Winterbotham , quite apart from
Council, which we reported last week , namely , Mackay v . The the 6th section of Lord Tenterden 's Act, the reply of Goddard to
Commercial Bank of New Brunswick (30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 180) . the application made by him in his individual capacity could bind

The better plan in considering the effect of judicial decisions the bank . We thoroughly agree with the counsel who argued

as making the law , is to take those emanating from the highest for the bank , that it would be almost impossible for a bank to

courts of appeal, and if they are not in conflict with other cases carry on business if banks were to bemade responsible for every

of similar authority to disregard decisions in the courts of first untrue representation of solvency of individuals made by branch

instance which are opposed to them . In Mackay's case, Swift v . managers, for no purpose connected with the business of the

Winterbotham (sub nom . Swift v . Jewesbury, ubi sup .) was noticed , bank. Possible profit accruing to the bank was not an element

and the whole subject fully discussed . We will make it our in that case, as it was in all the other cases, and conspicuously in

business now to consider what may now be taken as established Mackay' s case . Where there is the element of possible profit, that

beyond controversy. being the object of the representation , and the representation is

In the first place, is the signature of the manager of a bank made in the course of business, as Lord Coleridge says, it is but

ing company a signature by the company as the party to be justice, and justice is supported by authority , that the principal

charged within the Act of Lord Tenterden ? The decision of the should be liable .

Exchequer Chamber in Swift v . Jewesbury, is emphatically in the

negative. Lord Coleridge, in delivering judgment,said , " Whether LAW LIBRARY.
we look at the antecedent reason , or at the Parliamentary expo

sition contained in the statute , it seems to me that the true con Rawlinson on Instructions for Wills. By JAMES RAWLINSON ,
struction is , that in order to charge a person under Lord Solicitor. London : Stevens and Sons.
Tenterden ' s Act with a fraudulent misrepresentation as to the The object of the author of this little work is to furnish
capacity of another, you must produce a written document con solicitors with a guide to taking instructions for wills , and we
taining the misrepresentation , and signed by the person sought I think it may fairly be said to come up to the standard aimed
to be charged." Turning to Mackay's case we find a common at by Mr. Rawlinson , and that it will be found of service to
law representation that is to say, a representation by an agent those whose practical professional experience is limited . We
acting within the scope of his authority . There the facts were cannot, however , adopt the opinion expressed in the preface, that
that the defendants ' cashier , who discharged the duties of it is incumbent on a solicitor to explain to a client (giving instruc
manager , sent a telegram to persons who were hesitating about tions for the preparation of his will) the extent to which his will
accepting certain drafts , such telegram purporting to come from will be affected by the several statutes relating to such document.
the drawer, that remittances required to meet previous drafts bad The work before us is certainly a useful one, consisting as it does
been sent Upon this representation the plaintiffs accepted the for the most part of references to such enactments as particnlarly
subsequent drafts. The representation was that the remittance had relate to the subject of wills. It will also be found of use to
been sent but when the manager sent the telegram in the name of " articled clerks.
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LEGISLATION AND JURIS and what his Bill aimed at was to provide a | LAND TITLES AND TRANSFER BILL.

PRUDENCE.
remedy. Unfortunately , the measure had been

(Continued from p. 417.)
made retrospective in its operation ; butthis point

HOUSE OF LORDS. could beamended incommittee. - Mr.A .MARTEN Efect on Registration .

moved that the Bill be read on thatday six months. 35 . Estate tail, fc. of proprietor barred by
Tuesday, April 14 . The hon .member contended that this Billwould in . registration . The registration of any person as

ATTORNEYS' AND SOLICITORS' BILL . duce a principle which was novel in reference to proprietor of land shall bar any estate tail, or
This Bill was read a third time and passed . therelations between husband and wife ; it would enlarge any base fee, to which respectively such

treat the wife as though she died when her mar. person was immediately before the registration
HOUSE OF COMMONS. riage took place and the husband became her entitled therein , and all remainders and reversions

Monday, April 13 .
executor. Hewould be liable in certain cases to expectant thereon.
account for the wife' s property which he received , 36 . The registered proprietor to have the fee

OFFENCES AGAINST THE PERSON BILL. and thatat any future time, so that a woman who simple , subject, & c ., but prior estates, fc.,may
MR. CHARLEY moved the second reading of this might be entitled to give £1000 to her godo

might be entitled to give £1000 to her godchild be barred by Statute of Limitations. - The person
bill. The object of the Bill was to throw a protec. I could not give a £10 note to her husband without registered as proprietor of land shall bave an

tion round young girls. It was founded upon the his becoming liable to account for it. The onus estate in fee simple therein , together with all

report of a select committee, and it had received also was thrown upon the husband of showing rights, privileges, and appurtenances therewith

the assent of the House of Commons on two that hehad not received property which was liable enjoyed or thereunto belonging or appurtenant

occasions- SIR H . SELWIN IBBETSON said there to the wife' s debts, whereas the liability of proy. thereto , free from all rights, interests, claims,and
was no opposition to the second reading of the ing any such receipt should surely rest upon theing any such receipt should surely rest upon the demandswhatsoever, including any right, interest,
Bill. The HomeSecretary reserved to himself the creditor. There was really no practical hardship | claim or demand of Her Majesty , her heirs and

right of proposing alterations if he shoull think in the existing law which called for any such successors , except and subject as follows ; that is
fit in committee. The Billwas then read a second alterations as were proposed in the present to say,
time.

measure. In addition to the objections on prin . (1) If the registration be as proprietor only ,
INFANTICIDE BILL ciple to the substance of this Bill, there were also except and subject to any adverse estate,

Mr. CHARLEY, in moving the second reading of many objections upon matters of comparative de interest, or title subsisting in or to the
this Bill, said its object was to check infanticide. tail,and whathe would suggest was that, instead

land at the date of the registration :The severitylof punishment too frequently,defeated of adopting this Bill, the House should rather (2 ) If the registration be as proprietor with
the object of the present law , and the Bill aimed at proceed by extending the provisions of the Act

limited title , except and subject to any
carrying the law into effect by proposing to miti- of 1870 . The present Bill was also of a piecemeal adverse estate , interest, or title, sub
gate the severity of the punishment. — Mr. description , whereas, if anything was required to sisting in or to the land at the date
HOLKER supported the measure, because he be done , it should be by a complete legislative mentioned upon the register , and the
believed it to be a good and useful one. The measure, which laid down clearly the principle rights of all persons interested under or
HOME SECRETARY did not oppose the second upon which the courts should proceed . - - Sir F . by virtue of any such estate , interest, orreading, as the principle of the Bill had already | GOLDSMID agreed that the Act of 1870 should be title :
been accepted by the commissioners on capital dealt with by a comprehensive measure ; and such (3 ) Whether the registration be as proprietor
punishment. But the details of the measure a Bill was brought forward last session , and would

with absolute or limited title , except andwould (require considerable modification , and he have passed but for the new half-past twelve rule . subject to the prior estates, and incum .
now consented to the second reading of the Bill | This measure had not been brought forward

brances, if any, entered on the register ,
on the understanding that it should be referred to this year ; and therefore the only question and to any power of re-entry , shifting
a select committee along with the Bill introduced

now before them was, whether they should clause , restriction, or condition, notice
by the Recorder of the City of London , in order not by the present measure attempt to remedy whereof shall be entered on the register ,
that the whole subject might be carefully dis . certain proved instances of injustice.-- - --Mr. S . and to all such charges and interests as
cussed. The Bill was then read a second time. HILL thought that husband and wife should are by this Act declared not to be incum

Tuesday, April 14 . never be treated in reference to property brances :

IMPRISONMENT FOR DEBT BILL . as entirely separate persons ; but still there Provided , that all such prior estates, titles,
MR. Bass , in moving the second reading of his were certain things in the Act of 1870 which rights, incumbrances, charges , and interests ,

Bill to abolish imprisonment for debt by county clearly required remedy. In the present Billthere may at any time be barred or extinguished, by
courts for sums under £5 ., intimated that if the were many points which needed amendment but any statute of limitations, or otherwise, in the
measure reached committee he should be willing still upon the whole he should support the second samemanner as if this Act had not passed.
to eonfine it to debts of £2.----- The Bill was op reading, itbeing a measure which would remedy | _ 37. What are not to be deemed incumbranaes.
posed by Mr. LOPES, who argued that the power many existing evils. - - The ATTORNEY GENERAL The following charges and interests shall not
of commitment vested in the county court judges could have wished that this had been a Bill more be deemed incumbrances within the meaning of
was not a hardship , because in every case the apt and proper to give effect to the object sought | this Act ; that is to say,

judge must be satisfied that the debtor had the to be attained ; but still it hit what was clearly a (1) Tithes, payments in lieu of tithes, tithe
means of paying, but contumacionsly refused to blot in the existing law . Before the Act of 1870 rentcharges, and charges by reason of
do so . - - Sir H . JAMES described the county | a man who married a woman who was possessed the merger or extinguishment of tithes,
court system as a great debt.collecting machine of property, and who also owed debts, acquired or of tithe rent charges :
kept up in the interest of small traders. - - Mr. her property , and also became liable to pay her ( 2 ) Land tax, and charges under the Land Tax

ROEBUCK contended that the alteration of the debts. The Act of 1870 made two alterations in Acts, in respect of purchased or redeemed
law contemplated by the Bill would inflict serious that law , one protecting certain property of land tax. Succession duty, subject and
injury on the working classes themselves by depri. which a woman became possessed, and giving it without prejudice to the provision as to
ving them of the power of obtaining credit . - to her as her separate property ; and the other the samehereinafter contained :
After some discussion , in which Mr. HOLKER . alteration was made by providing that the hus (3) Liability to repair the chancel of any
Serjt. SIMON, Mr. S . LLOYD, and Mr. FORSYTH band should not be liable for the wife 's debts church, by reason that the hereditaments
took part, Mr. Secretary Cross said that if any after he had married her . The consequence of were part of any rectory :
evils existed they sprang from the manner in this was , that the husband in many cases ac (4) Liability , by reason of tenure, to the repair
which the law was administered rather than fromquired allhis wife's property , while her creditors of highways, fee -farm rents, quit and
the law itself, and he recommended that the got nothing, he not being liable for her chief rents, heriots and reliefs, and
County Court Judges should lay their heads debts. The object of the promoters of this other charges having their origin in
together and frame some rule by which theymight | Bill was to make the husband liable for tenure :.

arrive at an accurate test of a man ' s ability to the debts of his wife to the extent of the pro . (5) Rights of common , rights of way, water
pay the debt he had been adjudged to pay by the perty that by reason of his marriage he had courses , and rights of water and other
court. The real object of the Act of Parliament derived from his wife . No doubt some parts of easements :
was thatwhere proofwas given to the satisfaction the Bill would require amendment, one objection (6 ) Rights of fishing and sporting, seignorial
of the judge that the debtor who had themoney to the Bill being that it did not go far enough , and manorial rights of all descriptions,
to pay, and wilfully refused , or neglected to do so / but these things could be amended in committee , and franchises, exerciseable over the
in such a way as to practically amount to fraud , and therefore he should support the second read. registered lands :
deserved imprisonment. The proper remedy / ing of the Bill. The ATTORNEY-GENERAL for (7) Embankmentsand drainage rights ,and taxes
would, therefore, be that suggested by the Select IRELAND, in assenting to the second reading, did or charges imposed or created , or to be
Committee – namely, in the extension of the so only upon the assumption that certain defects created under any public Act of Parlia
Fraudulent Debtors' Act of 1869. -- - The debate in it would be amended in committee. - Mr. ment authorising the charging of lands
closed with a short speech by ColonelBERESFORD MELDON opposed the Bill, principally upon the with the expense of and incident to their
in favour of the Bill as an instalment of justice, ground of ite being piecemeal Legislation . At pre improvement :
after which the House divided and negatived the sent there were no means of making married (8 ) Rights of or incidental to the passage of

second reading by 215 to 72. The Bill was there. women liable , but still there would in many gas or water, or any charge imposed by
fore lost. | cases be difficulty in enacting that property public Act of Parliament on account

Wednesday , April 15. should be followed so as to make it meet the thereof respectively, or rights or powers
REGISTRATION OF VOTERS (IRELAND ). wife ' s debts under certain circumstances. It incident thereto :

Mr. MELDON gave notice that he would on was also necessary that several other altera ( 9) Tenancies created before or after registra
Friday move for leave to introduce a Bill to tions should be made in the law as it now tion for any term not exceeding twenty
amend the law relative to the registration of stood , but the matter had , in his opinion, better one years , or of which at the time of the

voters in Ireland . stand over until somemore perfect measure could original registration there shall not be
MARRIED WOMEN ' S PROPERTY ACT (1870 ) be brought in . - - Mr.GREGORY agreed that in unexpired more than twenty -one years,

AMENDMENT BILL . some instances there would be great dificulty in or for any less estate, in cases where
Mr. MORLEY moved the second reading of this following settled preperty, but still, upon the there is an occupation in pursuance of

Bill. He explained that as the law at present whole , he should support the Bill, though no any such tenancies .

stood a very large number of unmarried women doubt it would , in some particulars, require And all land of which there shall be a registered

and widows held farms andwere engaged in trade. alteration. -- Mr. MORLEY, in reply, admitted proprietor shall be deemed to be subject to such
While unmarried they might incur debt, and that there were certain defects in the Bill which of the above charges and interests as may be for

should they marry, their creditors had no power he should be glad to remedy ; his only object the timebeing subsisting so as to affect the same ;
to recover the debt, either from themselves or being to enact the principle contained in it. nevertheless, where the existence of any such
the husbands whom theymightmarry. He knew The Bill was then read a second time. charges or interests as are mentioned in this
of a case where an unmarried woman obtained a section is proved to the registrar, to his satis
piano, which was to be paid for in eight quarterly RETURNING OFFICERS' CHARGES. faction, the registrar may , if he shall think fit ,
instalments . After she had paid four shemarried, Sir H . JAMES obtained leave to bring in a Bill enter on the register notice of such charges or
took the piano with her , and the creditor lost the to control the charges of returning officers at interests, in euch manner as he may think fit.
remainder of themoney which was his due. Great parliamentary elections. 38. The first registered proprietor to have power
hardship was inflicted by this state of the law , ' * The Bill was brought in and read a first time. I to dispose of the land , and heor his nominee may
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give receipts to purchasers. The person registered (7) Estate of tenant by the curtesy, of which but any lease or underlease granted out of the fee

as proprietorshall have power absolutely to there shall be a registered proprietor : simple or out of a leasehold estate by a registered
dispose of the land of which he shall for the time (8 ) The estate or estates vested in the person proprietor,with or without a rent reserved , and

being be registered proprietor, and if their shall or persons deriving title by descent or with or without a premium , shall be deemed a
be anymoney or other consideration paid or given . devise, and in whom the legal estate shall, sale ; and an assignment upon & sale of any

'nis receipt or the receipt of any other person to under the provision in that behalf here existing lease or underlease, whether granted by
"whom such money or other consideration shall inafter contained , be vested in the in . an unregistered or a registered proprietor, shall
with his privity be paid or given , shall be an terval between the death of a proprietor | be deemed a sale.

effectual discharge for the same, and such power and the entry on the register of another 52. Determination of leasehold estates to be en .

of disposal shall be subject only as the pro proprietor : tered on the register. - When any lease of which

prietor's estate in fee simple may be subject as | And all other estates, rights, titles and interests, I there shall be a registered proprietor shall have

hereinbefore mentioned , and to such (if any) shall be equitable only . been determined by the re- entry of the lessor, or

lease or charges as shall have been granted or Part II. - Registration of Leasehold Estates and by the surrender of the lessee, or otherwise, the
made and shall have been registered under this Estates in Dower and by the Curtesy. in registrar, upon the same being proved to his

Act, and to any charge created by deposit of the 43. - Leasehold estates may be registered in like satisfaction , and after notice given in themanner

land certificate as hereinafter mentioned , and as manner as freehold lands ; also estates in dower , prescribed by this Act to the person appearing

regards corporeal hereditaments to such (if any) after assignment and entry and by the curtesy . - upon the register as proprietor of such lease, un .

easements and incorporeal rights as shall have Leasehold estates, that is to say, land demised for less the registrar shall consider such notice un .

'been created , and notice whereof shall have been terms of years of which more than twenty -one necessary, shall enter upon the register where

entered on the register as hereinafter mentioned, years are, at the date of registration , still to the proprietor of such lease is entered a note of

and to such (if any ) of the other legal estates come and unexpired , or demised for lives or for the determination of such lease.

hereinafter mentioned as may for the time being years determinable with lives , and in which two PART. III. - Land Certificate, Securities by Mort.

be subsisting ; and , subject only as aforesaid , no lives at least are still subsisting, and an estate in I gage, by deposit of Land Certificate, and by

transferee for valuable consideration shall be dower after assignment and actual entry, and an Charge under this Act .

bound or affected by any express or constructive estate by the curtesy , may be registered in the 53 . Land certificate. - On the application of the

notice of any trust, equity of redemption , or name of a proprietor thereof, with a title absolute registered proprietor for the time being of land,

equitable estate, right, title , or interest or lis or limited , or as proprietor only, in a similar or a lease, the registrar sball deliver to him &

pendens.
manner and subject to the same or similar direc - certificate , in this Act called " a land certificate, "

39. Trusts, fc. to be binding asbetween registered tions and rules of proceeding , as herein provided , in the prescribed form , and authenticated in the
proprietorand cestui que trust, 8C. - Every regis . or as may be provided by general orders or rules, prescribed manner.
tered proprietor who is a trustee for any other with respect to registration as to the fee simple. Every land certificate shall contain a transcript
person under any will, deed , or instrument 44 . Who to apply for registration . -- The appli. of the part of the registrar relating to such land
executed either before or at the timeof or after cation for registration may, as regards leasehold or lease at the time of the delivery thereof.
the first registration of such land , or who as land , be made by persons having such estates and Every land certificate shall be primi facie evi.
between himself and any other person is only a 1 interests therein as, baving regard to the differ- dence of the several matters therein contained .
mortgagee or has only a security , shall, asence of tenure, aro similar or correspondent to the 54 . Receipts for certificates. - Beforethe delivery
between himself and all persons beneficially estates and interests of the persons entitled to of any land certificate, & receipt for the same in
entitled or interested under such trust, or subject apply for a registration as to the fee simple, and , the handwriting of the proprietor may be required
to themortgage or security entitled or interested as regards an estate in dower, or by the curtesy, to be signed by him , so as to prevent, as far as
to , or in the land comprised in the mortgage or by the tenant in dower, or by the curtesy. . may be, personation .
security, be and continue subject to such and the 45. Registration not to extend to lessor' s title 55 . Minority to be noted . - If a land certificate
same obligations, liabilities, and equities in every unless investigated by registrar. - As regards leaso. is delivered to a person known to the registrar to
respect as if he had not been registered as pro hold estates, the registration shall not extend to be a minor, or under any other disability, the
prietor. the title of the lessor or grantor unless the regis. registrar shall state on the certificate such dis .

40 . Transfer and transmission of land of which trar has investigated and is satisfied with the ability .
there is a registered proprietor. Unregistered same, and makes an entry upon the register to 56 . Note of delivery of certificate to be entered on
interests, fc., equitible only . - Land of which that effect ; in which case, the validity of the lease register. - Upon the delivery of such certificate the
there shall be a registered proprietor may be shall not afterwards be impeachable , as against registrar shall enter on the register a note of the
conveyed , settled , devised , charged , and dealt the registered proprietor thereof, or any one delivery thereof.
with , and shall devolve, descend, and be trang. claiming under or entitled to the protection of the 57 . Registrar, at the request of holder , to com
missible, and subject in like manner as if this Act registered title , on the ground of any want of pare certificate with register . -- At the request of
had not passed ; save that after the first regis. power in the lessor or grantor to make the same. the holder of the certificate, the registrar shall at
tration there shall always (except in the interval 46 . Estate of the registered proprietor of lease. any time compare the certificate with the register ,
between the death of a proprietor and the entry holds. - Leasehold land shall be vested in and and, if there has been no alteration , shall certify
on the register of another proprietor ) be a held by the registered proprietor for the re- || at the foot of such certificate that is contains a
registered proprietor, and in the registered mainder of the term for which the land was true copy of the entries in the register, and shall
proprietor for the timebeing the fee simple shall demised , subject to all the clauses, covenants , sign the same, and add thedate of such signature .
by his being entered on the register as proprietor conditions, and agreements, as to rent and other. Any alteration or omission which can be con
be vested , without prejudice , nevertheless, to wise, contained in the lease under which the same | veniently made in a land certificate , or any addi.
such (if any) of the other legal estates herein - | is held . tion thereto , so as to make the same correspond

after mentioned as may for the time being be 47. Estate of the registered proprietor of estate with any alteration in or addition to the register,

subsisting ; and the registered proprietor for the in douer.-- Land held by a tenant in dower shall may be made and signed by the registrar, if he

time being shall have such power of disposal and be vested in and held by the registered proprietor shall think fit.

other powers as hereinbefore mentioned in as tenant thereof for his own life . 58 . Loss of land certificate. -- If any land certifi.

reference to the person first registered as pro . 48 . Estate of the registered proprietor of estate cate is lost or destroyed the registrar may , upon

prietor ; the estates , rights , titles , and interests by the curtesy. - Land held by a tenant by the being satisfied of the fact of such loss or destruc

of all persons, others than such as are herein curtesy shall be vested in and held by the regis. tion, grant a new land certificate in the place of

expressly declared to be legal, being equitable | tered proprietor as tenant thereof for his own the former one, such new certificate mentioning

only . life . that is is so granted .

Grants of Easements and Incorporeal Rights. | 59 . Renewal of land certificate . - The registrar
41. Grants of easements and incorporeal riante | Cartesu to be subject to priorcurtesy to be subject to prior estates. - In the case may, upon the delivery ap to him of any land

in registered land to be registered . - Any eagement as well of leaseholds, as of an estate in dower, and certificate grant a new certificato in the place of

or any incorporeal right, other than an annuity in by the curtesy, the lease and land and estate shall that delivered up.

or over any registered land, may be created by be subject to all prior estates, rights, interests, 60. Transferees who are mortgagees to be regis

the registered proprietor for the time being, for underlea ses, charges , and incumbrances men . I tored withoutmentioning their being mortgagees.--

the purpose of being annexed to or used and tioned on the register, and to all other rights and When land or a lease of which respectively there

enjoyed together with other land. On proof being charges affecting the same, which , if the land had shall be a ragistered proprietor, shall be trans

made before him of the creation of any such been held in fee simple and registered accordingly , I ferred to a person as mortgagee or as a security ,

easement or incorporeal right, the registrar shall would have been expressly preserved by this Act | the transferee shall be registered as proprietor

enter a note thereof upon the register of the land or declared by this Act not to be incumbrances. I without mentioning on the register that the trang

over which such 50 . Provisions as to trusts, fc., to be applicable. action is a mortgage or secutity , and such pro .

right is to be exercised, and also (if the other - The provisions of this Act as to trusts, and the | prietor and the person becoming proprietor from ,

land to which it is annexed , or wherewith it is to powers of disposal of the registered proprietor, 1 through , or under him , shall, as between himself

be used or enjoyed, is also registered ) upon the and legal and equitable estates, and other thé and third persons, be deemed registered proprieter,

register of such other land. provisions of this Act which can be applied to with all therights and powers of such proprietor ;

42. What legal estates there shall be in land of I leaseholds and an estate in dower and by the | but as between himself and the mortgagor and

vohich there shall be a registered proprietor. curtesy respectively, shall extend and apply to persons deriving equitable estates or interests

Subject as the estate of the registered proprietor | leasehold estates, and an estate in dower, and by through or under him , such proprietor,and every

is to be subject in manner aforesaid, there shall the curtesy, as nearly as the difference between person becoming proprietor from , through , under

be only the following legal estates and interests inregistration of a proprietor in fee and of a pro him , otherwise than as purchaser in fee simple for

land, or a rent, of which respectively there shall prietor for a term of years or for life wiil admit valuable consideration , shall be subject to account

be a registered proprietor : of ; but the registrar may dispense with such , if and redemption as a mortgagee or person having

(1 ) The fee simple in a registered proprietor of any, of the proceedings as he shall think may security would , independently of this Act, be

land : properly be dispensed with, having regard to any
liable

( 2) The fee simple in a registered proprietor of a previous proceedings in respect of the same land , 61. Chargeby deposit of land certificate. - The de
perpetual rent, and the powers and reme and may cause such notices to be given to all or posit by the registered proprietor of the land cer.
dies for recovering the same, and such any personsor person entitled to the land or rent, | tificate, with a memorandum endorsed thereon at

proprietor's powers of re-entry, if any, subject to the term of years or estate for life as he the time of such deposit, stating the date of the

upon the land : may consider proper. deposit and for what purpose the deposit is made,

(3) Leases of which there shall be registered 51. How the provision as to compulsory regis | being stamped as a mortgage, shall, for the pur

proprietors :
tration is to apply as to leaseholds. - As regards pose of creating a lien on the land or leasehold

( 4 ) Tenancies which are , as aforesaid , not to be the provision hereinbefore mentioned for com . / estate described therein , be equivalent to a charge

deemed incumbrances : pulsory registration of sales after three years made under a power for that purpose hereinafter

(5 ) Easements and incorporeal rights created | from the commencement of this Act, the following created , and shall take precedence of all statutory

under the power in that behalf herein rules shall be applicable to leaseholds : a lease or charges not previously noted on the certificate.

contained and of which notice shall have underlease granted out of the fee simple or out of An
red land or

been entered on the register : & leasehold estate by an unregistered proprietor, lease shall be created by any other deposit what.

( 3 ) Estate of tenant in dower of which there with or without a rent reserved , and with or lever, and no lien for unpaid purchase -money , in

shall be a registered proprietor : without a premium , shall not be deemed a sale ; respect whereof a charge under this Act shall not

U .

nent or other

or 110
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of Land.

So

prerad

have been given , shall exist on such land in charge under a power of sale , or upon any sale by sole, or it shall be lawful for any such registered
favour of any vendor or transferor of any land or the court, prior incombrancers shall be obliged to proprietor tomakesuch transfor to himsel jointly
lease or statutory charge. accept payment by the vendor, or out of the pur. with his wife.
62. Creation of charges. The registered propri- chase moneys, of the moneyssecured to them , but 77. Entries on register of claims to dower and

tor ofany land or lease may charge the samewith only on having such notices (if any ) as mortga curtesy and of dower assigned and curtesy . - Upore
the payment of any principal eum or sums of gees are entitled to . application by a person claiming to be entitled to
money (either ascertained or to b3 ascertained ), 70. Production of land certificate on registration dower r to curtesy , such application being sup
either with or without interest , or with the bar of charges. - In case there shall have been given ported by an affidavit as hereafter provided as to
lance which may be owing on a current or other by the registrar a land certificate of the land or caveats, the registrar shall enter on the register
account, or with any annual sum , and the regis . | lease to be charged , no person shall be registered of the fee simple & note of such claim , which
tered proprietor for the time being of a charge as proprietor of a charge under this Act without entry shall be treated and considered as a caveat
shall, for all purposes of a title being made to the production of such certificate to the registrar, entered under Part V . of this Aot, and upon the
charge or to the land , lease. or charge affected unless such reason be assigned for its non-produc registrar being satisfied that such person is en
thereby apon any transfer or of dealing therewith , tion as may beapproved by the registrar ; and it titled to dower after assignment and entry or to

have absolute power to dispose of or release, or shall be the duty of the registrar to note upon the curtesy, he shall enter her orhim on the register
otherwise act in reference to such charge, and certificate, when produced, notice of any such as proprietor for her or his life in the manner
to give receipts for the consideration (if any), and charge. prescribed in that behalf in Part II. of this Act .
no transferee or other person deriving title to any 71. Priority of registered charges. - Registered 78. On death of a proprietor a real representa
such charge for valuable consideration , shall be charges on the sameland or lease shall,asbetween live to be registered as proprietor. - On the death
bound or affected by any express or constructive themselves, rank according to the order in which of a sole registered proprietor, or the survivor of
notice of any trust, egnity of redemption or rᎾ Ꮎn on the register , and not according | several registerad proprietors in feo simple of any

equitable estate or interest, or any lis pendens to the order in which they are created , and they land , such person or persons as such proprietor
relating thereto. The instrument of chargemay shall be so entered in the order in which applica or surviving proprietor shall by will have et
or may not confer a power of sale, to be exercised tion for registry shall be made. | pressly appointed as his real representative or
after & time or in an event to be stated in the | 72. Discharge. — The registrar shall, on the representatives of such land shall,upon the appli
instrument. requisition of the proprietor of any charge, or on cation of any person interested ' beneficially or
63. Registration of charges and delivery of certi- due proof of the satisfaction thereof, enter a note otherwise, be entered on the register as registered

ficate thereof. - The registrar shall,upon the appli. of discharge thereof on the register ; and , upon proprietor or proprietors, and in case such pro
cation of the person in whose favour the charge is such entry being made, the land or lease shall be prietor or surviving proprietor shall not by will

made as the proprietor of such charge, or his deemed to be discharged therefrom . have expressly named & real representative or
legal personal representative, register such person PART IV . - Transfer,Devolution ,and Transmission | representatives. The court shall, upon the appli
or representative in like manner as entries in

of Lands, Leases, and Charges.the register are to be made in other cases, and
cation of any person interested beneficially or
otherwise , appoint a real representative or repre

1shall also enter on the register the particulars of 73. Registration of transfer of land. - Upon any sentatives, who shall be entered on the register as

the charge, and make a note of such charge on
registered proprietor of any land, lease, or charge registered proprietor or proprietors, and the

the register of the land or lease. The registrar transferring the same, or part thereof (this clause person or persons entered on the register in par .

shall, if required , deliver to the proprietor of the not, however, applying to a disposition by will), ) suance of either of these provisions shall be

charge or his representative, certificate of and upon any sale by a registered proprieter of a deemed to be, and have all the powers of disposal
charge containing the particolars of the entry | charge under the powers herein in that behalf I end ofsnd other powers of a registered proprietor or

contained
| proprietors under this Act ; but as between him

be prima facie evidence of the entry made on the made to him , enter as registered proprietor of self or themselves , and the person or persons . if

register in respect of the matters mentioned in such land or lease, or the part thereof transferred , | any, beneficially interested, subject in equity to

such certificate . the person or persons whom the registrar would , the rights and interests of such person or persons.

64 . Implied covenant to pay amount charged . under the provision in that bohalf hereinbefore The proprietor or surviving proprietor, or the court
Where a registered charge is created on any land contained , so enter, were the case one of compul. may appoint different real representatives for
or lease there shall be an implied (unless the sory registration upon sale as aforesaid , and as different properties.

instrument of charge contains words negativing registered proprietor of such charge, or part 79 . As to entries on sale
such implication ) a covenant on the part of the thereof, the trausferee thereof (such entries ministrators having statutory or other power of

registered proprietor for the time being of such respectively being similar as near as may be to sale. - If, after the death of a registered pro

land or lease , with the proprietor of the charge to the original entries) , and until such entry is made prietor and before or after any person shall have

pay the money or balance or annual sum charged ,
the transferor shall be deemed to remain pro . | been registered as proprietor in his place , a sale

and the interest, if any, payable thereon , at the prietor thereof respectively . If any transfer of of the registered land, or of any part thereof ,

appointed time and rate, or to pay the annualvalland be made subject to any power of re- entry, shall have been made under a power of sale

sum atthe times and in themanner agreed upon . | shifting clause, restriction or condition, notice expressly or impliedly given by the will of the

65. Proprietor of charge may take possession .--- thereof shall be entered on the register. Before proprietor , or under a statutory power of sale ,

The registered proprietor of a charge for the pay. completion of the registry the transferor shall the registrar shall, but in the case of a person
ment of any money or balance, or annual sum , deliver up to the registrar the land certificate or having been registered as proprietor, not unless

hich shall have been
may, for the purpose of obtaining satisfaction of the court shall have so directed , enter the pur
any money due to him . at any time during the given by the registrar, unless some reason for its

chaser, or such person or persons as he shall
continuance of his charge, enter upon or into the non -production satisfactory to the registrar be | direct, upon the register as proprietor or pro
receipts of the rents and profits of the land or | given . ptietors of the land which shall have been so sold .
lease, or of any part thereof, subject nevertheless 1 74. Marriage of female registered proprietor .-- 80 . Registrarmay on the death of proprietor or

to the rights of any persons appearing on the The registrar, upon the production of a certificate a sale after the death of a proprietor require ap
register to be prior incumbrancers, and to such , of register or other sufficient proof of themarriage I plication to bemade, or may himself apply to the
if any prior charge, as may exist by reason of a of a female registered proprietor of any land , or of court. - The registrar may, upon or after the death

deposit of the land certificate, and to such lia any female who, if unmarried would be entitled of a registered proprietor require that application
bility to account as is enforced in courts of to be entered on the register as registered pro- l be made to thebe made to the court for its direction as to the
equity against an incumbrancer in possession . prietor of any land, and upon its being proved to person or persons to be entered as the proprietor

66. Proprietor of charge with power of sale may his satisfaction that such land has not been or proprietors, or as to whether the registrar sha !?
sell . - The registered proprietor of a charge for settled or agreed to be settled to her separate use,sett make an entry upon the register under the pro .

the payment of any money or balance, or annual shall enter on the register and also upon the land vision in that behalf as to entering upon the
sum . with or withont interest. may. if he shall certificate ( if any) of such female , the name and register a purchaser under a power of sale . or a

have & power of sale , exercise such power, and description of her husbang ; or if such
or and description of her husband ; or if such female person whom such purchaser shall, in thatbehalf ,

may transfer the land or lease , and give an effec.
shall not have been entered on the register, the direct , and may postpone entering any person or

tual discharge for the purchase money, as if he names and descriptions of such husband and his persons as proprietor or proprietors pending such
were the registered proprietor of the land or lease wife , and the husband of such female shall there. application ,and the registrarmay , if and when he
sold , the sale and transfer to the purchaser being upon be legal jroprietor in right of his wife of | shall think fit, himself apply to the court for its

as complete and effectual as if the power was
such land ; and on the death of the husband or direction .

duly exercised , and as if the sale and transfer wife the registry shall be altered , and such entry 81. On death of proprietor

were made by the registered proprietor, neither or entries made thereon as may be proper in refe- registration of purchaser , & c ., on sale. - If, after
the purchaser nor the registrar being concerned rence to the husband being or not being tenant the death of any registered proprietor and before
to inanire whether the time or event stated in by the curtesy . The husband of any female pro - any person has been registered as proprietor in
the instrument shall have arrived or happened . | prietor of a lease or charge not settled or agreed | his place . A gala of the registerad lahis place, a sale of the registered land , or of any
or to regard or be affected by notice or know . I to be settled to her separate use , shall upon his part thereof. shall be made under the order of a

ledge to the contrary. But if the sale shall be application be registered in her place. court of competent jurisdiction , or specific per.
subject to any prior incumbrances, the registra - 75 . Registration of married women entitled to formance of any contract for the sale thereof, or

tion of the purchaser as proprietor shall be, and their separate use . — The registrar, upon the pro - of any part thereof, shall be directed , the court
shall be shown on the register to be subject duction of a certificate of register or other suffi . making such order or so directing, may order the

thereto, and liable to be overreached by any sale cient proof of the marriage of a female registered land so sold to be registered in the name of the
made in respect thereof, so long as they shall be proprietor of any land , lease, or charge,and upon purchaser as proprietor thereof, or in such other
existing incumbrances. its being proved to him that such land, lease, or name or names as the court may order in t
67. Remedy for principal sum if no such power. charge is settled , or agreed to be settled , to her behalf, and the person or persons so registered

- The registered proprietor of a charge for the separate use, and in any case, of any land , lease shall hold such land free from all rights, titles,
payment of any money or balance, if he shall not or charge so settled , or agreed to be settled, be- estates, and interests whatsoever from which he
have a power of sale , shall have the same reme coming vested and registered in the name of a or they would have been entitled to hold the same
dies for the recovery , by means of a sale by a married woman, shall enter on the register and free, if the same land had been duly transferred
court of competent jurisdiction , of any moneys also upon the land certificate ( if any) that such to him or them for valuable consideration by the
due to him , as he would have in cases not within land, lease, or charge is so settled ,with or without deceased proprietor.
this Act, for obtaining payment of such money or power of anticipation , as the case may be, and 82. As to the devolution of the legal estate in the

balance. thereupon she, if not restrained from anticipation , interval between death of proprietor and new
68. Remedy for proprietor not having power of may dispose thereof as a feme sole . registration . - In the intervalbetween death of a

sale. — The registered proprietor of a charge for . 76 . Transfers by husband to wife. The regis . registered proprietor, and the entry on the regir
the payment of an annual sum , if he shall not tered proprietor of any land, lease, or chargemay ter of another proprietor or proprietors, the land
have a power of sale, shall have the same remedies transfer the same to his wife for her separate use, shall be legally vested in the person or persons in
for the recovery of any moneys due to him as he in which case such transfer shall be registered whom the same shall become and be from time to
would have in cases not within this Act for accordingly , it being stated therein and in the time vested by descent or devise from or under
obtaining payment of such moneys. land certificate (if any ) whether or not she is the deceased proprietor, or by title derived
69. On sale prior incumbrances to be paid off . restrained from anticipation , and if not so re- through or under such descent or devise, the de

Upon any sale by a registered proprietor of a ' strained she may dispose of the same as a feme I ceased proprietor being for the purposes of this

00
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provision, considered to have had an estate 89. Transfer to be further delayed on bond being to be entered in the register of the title in fee
descendible and devisable in all respects as that given . - If before the expiration of such period , simple to the land.

of an unregistered proprietor of land , such person the cautioner,or some other person on his behalf, 100. Mode of entry on public or other register.

or persons as shall for the time being under this appears before the registrar, and enters into a Subject to such general orders as shall be made

provision bave the legal estate in such land , hold . bond, with some person approved of by the regis- on that behalf, the mode of making entries on the

ing such land for the estate and interest vested trar , with sufficient security, conditioned to in - land register as regards land, leases, and charges,

in him , subject to all trusts and equities for the demnify every party interested against any and all other entries thereon , and the manner of

timebeing existing in or affecting the land . damage that may be sustained by reason of any describing the parcels in the register by reference

83. Transmission of lease or charge on death . dealing with the land, lease, or charge being to a publio or other map, or otherwise, shall be
- On the death of the sole registered proprietor, delayed , the court may thereupon , if it thinks fit such as the registrar shall consider best adapted
or of the survivor of several registered proprie so to do, make an order on the registrar requiring to the originaland subsequent registering of the
tors of any lease or charge, the executor or ad . him to delay registering any dealing with the title, and the describing the land, lease , or charge,
ministrator, or executors or administrators of property for such further period as may be men and the entries being conveniently arranged , and
such sole deceased proprietor , or of the survivor tioned in the order, or make such other order astioned in the order, or make such other order as the referring to and keeping of the register.
of such proprietors, shall be entered on the the circumstances of the case may require. And the registrar shall make from time to time
register as and shall be deemed to be and have 90 . Compensation for improper lodging of such transfers in the land register of a part or

all the powers of registered proprietor or pro . caveat. - If any person lodges a caveat with the parts, or the whole, of the land to a new heading
prietors ; and if such executor or administrator, registrar without reasanable cause, he shall be or headings, or otherwise , and such consolidation
or the surviving executor or administrator shall liable to pay such costs, and to make to any or subdivision of entries as he shall consider to be
die while registered proprietor, and there shall person who may have sustained damage by the required or convenient ; and in case of and upon

not have been entered on the register a state- lodging of such caveat, such compensation as the any such transfer , the title of the registered pro
ment that the executor or administrator, or the court shall order him to pay . . . prietor for the time being of the part transferred
executors or administrators, or the survivors or 91. Power of court to inhibit transfers. The shall for all purposes be considered as commenc
survivor of them , is or are no longer proprie court may at any time, upon the application of ing with the register as shown by the entry of

tor or proprietors, in his or their charaoter or any person interested , made in such manner as such transfer, subject only to such, if any,
characters of executor or administrator, or court directs, issue an order inhibiting for a time, reference to the earlier registration as the regis .
executors or administrators, which entry shall be or until the occurrence of an event to be specified trar may consider necessary to make the entry

made on written request of the executor or ad . in such order , or generally until further order, the transfer.
ministrator, or executors or administrators, for any dealing by the registered proprietor with 101. Anneration of franchises to registered
the time being the legal personal represen . any registered land, lease , or charge. land . - Where there is annexed to the ownership

tative of the said sole registered proprietor | 92. How court to act on application for inhibi- | of any land proposed for registration any right

or surviving registored proprietor shall be so tion . - Previously to making any such inhibitory | or franchise to be exercised over some other land ,

entered on the register, and shall have the like order as aforesaid , the court may make such | or in some other place, or with respect to some

powers. inquiries as to the circumstances of the land , other matter, the registrar may, upon request
84. Transmission of land or charge on bank lease, or charge in respect of which the same is and upon proof made to his satisfaction of the

ruptcy. Upon the bankruptcy of any registered made, and the parties interested therein , and may existence of such right or franchise, enter notice
proprietor of any land, lease, or charge , his cause such notice to be given , as it thinks neces. of the same in the register in such manner as he

trustee in bankruptoy shall be entitled to be sary. to enable it to form a judgment as to the thinks fit.

registered in his place,but the court may order oxpediency of making such order, and shall hear1 102. Entry may be made to restrict register
some other person to be registered in the place | any persons claiming to be interested in such and control alienation . - Where the registered

of such bankrupt, or of the trustee if he shall land , lease, or charge, who may apply to be heard . | proprietor of land , lease , or other charge 18
have been entered on the register. The registrar 93. Courtmay annex conditions to order. - The desirous for his own sake or at the request
shall enter upon the register such person (if any) courtmay make or refuse any such order,and may | of some person beneficially interested in such
as under the circumstances may be proper, and annex thereto any terms or conditions which it land, lease, or charge, to place restrictions on
shall give effect to any order of the court, and may think fit, and may discharge such order when bis power of transferring, demising, or charg
such person shall have all the estate, powers, granted , with or without costs, and generally ing such land , leaso , or charge, such proprietor
and remedies of the bankrupt proprietor. Until may act in the premises in such manner as it may may, upon application to the registrar, direct
such entry the bankrupt's power of disposal consider the justice of the case requires ; and the that no transfer or lease shall be made of or
shall be in no way affected . charge created on such land , lease or charge,

registrar, without being made a party to the pro.
85 . Transmission on sales by sherif, or court, ceedings, upon being served with such order or unless the following things, or such of them , or

or by person having a charge. - Whenever any an official copy thereof, shall obey the same. as hemay prescribe, are done ; ( that is to say ) :

registered land, lease, or charge shall be sold by Unless notice of any application for a transfer

any sheriff or other officer having authority to Part VI. - As to Notices. or creation of a charge is transmitted by
sell the same under any writ, or shall be sold 1 94. Address to be furnished by persons on regis post to such address as he may specify to
under any direction, decree , or order of any com ter. - Every person whose name is entered on the the registrar :
petent court, or by the registered owner of any register of title as proprietor of any land, lease , Unless the consent of some person orpersons

charge with power of sale , any person interested or charge, or as cautioner,or as entitled to receive to be named by such proprietor is given to
mayapply to the court in a summary way for an any notice, or in any other character , shall fur. the transfer or creation of a lease or

order to the registrar to register the purchaser nish to the registrar a place of address in the charge :
under such sale as the proprietor of such land, United Kingdom ; and any such person may, by Unless some such other matter or thing is

lease, or charge ; and the court, if satisfied that notice to the registrar, furnish a new place of done as may be required by the applicant
such order ought to be made, may so direct, and address. and approved by the registrar,
the registrar shall make such registration accord . 95. Mode of giving notice.--- Every notice by 103 . Registrar to note such restrictions. The

ingly ; and any such purchaser may be registered this Act required to be given to any person shall registrar shall thereupon make a note of such

without such order, if the registrar shall be satis- be served personally , or sent through the post in directions on the register of title of such pro
fied that the registration is proper under the cir . a registered letter , marked outside “ Land Regis. prietor or otherwise as he shall think fit, and no

cumstances . try Office, " and directed to such person at the | transfer shall be made or charge created except
86. Transmission by order of court. - Whenever address furnished to the registrar ,and every such in conformity with such directions ; and any such

the registered proprietor or one of several regis . notice so sent through the post, unless returned , directions may at any time be withdrawn or
tered proprietors of any land , lease , or charge shall be deemed to have been received by the modified at the instance of all the persons for the
shall, in the opinion of a court of competent juris. person addressed when it would be delivered to time being appearing to the registrar to be

diction , be alone or with another person or persons him in the ordinary course of post, or within such interested in such directions, and shall also be
a trustee thereof, and such court shall make any period as may be prescribed by general order. subject to be set aside or varied by the court .
order that some person or persons named in such 96 . Notices to be returned by post office. - Her 104 . Co -proprietors may sever their equitable
order be entered on the register as registered pro - Majesty 's Postmaster General shall give direc estates and call for transfers. - When more than

prietor or proprietors thereof, the registrar, on tions for the immediate return to the registrar of oneperson is entered on the register as proprietors
being served with an office copy of such order, all letters marked as aforesaid , and addressed to they shall be co-proprietors. Their equitable
shall enter such person or persons as registered any person who cannot be found, and on the interests, if any ,may be severed . An equitable
proprietor or proprietors . return of any letter containing any notice, the owner of an undivided share or shares shall be

PART V . - Caveats after Registration and Inhi. registrar shall give such (if any) directions as he entitled to call for a transfer to him , or as he may

may think requisite or proper under the circum . direct, of his share or shares , and upon such
bitions. transfer there shall be a separate registration

87. Caveat how stances.
to be lodged . Any person thereof.

interested or claiming to be interested as an PART VII. - The Register, the Entries thereon , and 105. Co-proprietors may have entry made on
execution creditor, or otherwise howsoever, in Priorities, and Appeals from the Registrar. register restrictive of alienation. - Upon the oc
any land , lease , or charge registered in the name 97. Priorities of transferees. - As between two casion of the registry of two or more persons as
of any other person , may lodge a caveat with the or more transfers by registered proprietor of joint proprietors of any land , lease, or charge, an
registrar against any dealing with such land, any land, lease, or charge, the first applicant for entry may with their consent be made on the
lease , or charge by the registered proprietor until registration shall be preferred and entered on the register to the effect that when the number of
notice shallhave been served upon the cautioner. I register as registered proprietor . such proprietors is reduced below a certain specified

The caveat shall be supported by an affidavit 98. If any general orders or any rules bemade number no registered disposition of such land,

made by the cautioner or his solicitor or agent in as to applications, fc., and are not complied lease, or charge shall be made, except by theorder
the prescribed form , and containing the prescribed with , application , $ c., need not be granted by of the court.
particulars. registrar. - If there shall be made any general 106 . Court may direct transfer on the register.

88 . Effect of caveat. - After any such caveat has l orders, or any rules regulating the mode of apply . The court , upon the application of any regis

been lodged in respect of any land, rent, lease, or ing for registration and transfer, such orders and tered proprietor for the time being, or of any
charge, the registrar shall not register any deal. rules shall be complied with ; and the registrar person being, or claiming to be, beneficially
ing with such land, lease, or charge until there may refuse to act unless and until they shall have interested in any land, lease, or charge, or of the
has been served on the cautioner notice warning been complied with , and he may, as between two registrar, and that, notwithstanding any previous
him that his caveat will cease to have any effect or more applicants for original or subsequent order , may order any new proprietor or pro.
after the expiration of twenty -one days , or such registration, disregard the applications of those prietors, solely or jointly with or in the place of
other number of days as may by general order be / who shall not have so complied . any existing proprietor or proprietors, or any
prescribed in that behalf next ensuing the date at 99 . Registered leases to be noted on record of fee one or more of the proprietors, or any person

which such notice is served ; and after the expira - simple title . - When any rent or leasehold estate or persons to be entered on the register as pro

tion of such period the caveat shall cease unless is registered , and the title in fee simple to the prietor or proprietors, and the proper entry, on

an order to the contrary is made by the court ; ) land is also registered (whether the first registra - the register to give effect to such order shall

and upon the caveat so ceasing the land, lease , or tion be of the rent or leasehold title , or of the thereupon bemade , or the court may make such

charge may be dealt with in the samemanner as title in fee simple) , the registrarmay cause a note order in the premises as it thinks just.
if no caveat had been lodged , of the registration of the rent or leasehold title (To be continued .)
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SOLICITORS' JOURNAL . three applicants . The reason is obvious,he adds ; whether a proof should be rejected or not ; and

first-class men will not entertain the illiberal terms we are by no means sure that it would not have
which are offered . We are not aware that up to been a wise provision in the last Bankruptcy Act

Of & Meeting of the time of going to press any appointment has that the chairmen of such meetings as those in

junior members of both branches of the legal been made to this vacant office . The office, how . I question should be required to submit each proof

profession , which took place at the rooms of the lever, is not one for which very many candidateser, is not one for which very many candidates to a solicitor before receiving the same. It is at

Union Society of London, on Tuesday last. We | are likely to present themselves . all events a matter of notoriety that a very large

regret that want of space prevonts our publishing number of bankruptcy proofs are prepared very

this report, but in another column we have inaccurately, and it would be well, therefore, in
furnished our readers with the nature of the sub. THE registrar of a country County Court near the interests of the public , not to say the bank .
ject discussed at the meeting of the Union London writes to us as follows : “ I shall join thethe root' s estate that the preparation of such doon .

Society , and the decision arrived at, namely, that Legal Practitioners ' Society , in the hope that it ments should be secured to properly qualified
greater facilities should be afforded members of may be able to dealwith the encroachments on the practitioners.
the Profession for passing from one branch to the Profession. I send a set of papers issued by one

other. As is well known, a barrister-at-law is of our many sets of invaders, and I may say that REFERRING to the third report of the Judicature
required (with some exceptions) to be disbarred both in practice and as registrar of the County Commission , which has just been presented and

and then to serve in the office of an attorney at Court here I see abundant scope for the operation published, the following portions are of especial
law for three years as an articled clerk before he of the society, the establishment of which you interest to solicitors. The paragraph which recom .

can be admitted on the roll of attorneys ; this is very properly seem to have favoured.” We are mends that the judges should have power to call in
Bo provided by sect. 3 of 23 & 24 Viot. c . 127, sorry we cannot publish the whole of the docu . assessors in commercial cases, the remuneration

commonly known as the Attorneys' Act 1860 . ments sent, some of which are similar to those to be received by whom to be regarded as costs in
That a member of the higher branch of the legal which we have over and over again reproduced . the cause . This latter provision we regard with

profession should be called upon to subject him . All those before us emanate from “ The United some concern. It is making this and that expense
self to such conditions is simply unreasonable, Kingdom Mercantile Offices,” Holborn , and they costs in the cause which is continually increasing

and that such a provision remains on the statuté threaten executions and imprisonment to an the amount of our bills, without really any adyan .

book is only to be accounted for by the fact that alarming extent. These documents are signed tage to solicitors themselves. The Profession

the cases are very few and far between in which so and So and Co ., “ accountants." will consider Mr. Ayrton 's objection that a more

a barrister is found desirous of becoming & summary mode of procedure is necessary, which

at a clerk | We understand, and are glad to hear it, that he thinks is to be found in the establishment of

who has been in an attorney 's office for ten years following the practice adopted at the common law | tribunals of commerce , as to

is placed, as regards the period of articles, on the
same footing with a barrister. This is so provided

judges' chambers, many of the chief clerks in that it will be better to have these than to be

by sect. 4 of the same Act. Sect. 16 of this Act

Chancery are now in the habit of referring to the obliged to wait in order to have every rep
subordinates in their chambers much of the routine sentation to the court filtered and perhaps mysti

provides that where ,by custom or statutory pro rok which the chief formerly disposed of. This fied through a single or even double legalagency .

vision , the qualification of a solicitor for any step is of great consequence to suitors and the Sir Sydney Waterlow also observes in reference

office is his having been a solicitor for so many to our present system , that at times it works a
years, then that a barrister-at-law having been
such for an equal length of time, shall be con .

The subordinates being incompetently dealt with, denial of justice or inflicts on the suitor a long
as they are, in many cases, solicitors , and all pending worrying law suit , the solicitors on

sidered as qualified equally with such a solicitor. either side pleading in their client' s interests
possessed of long and thoroughly practical ex

If this is not a complete contradiction to the every technicalpoint, and he adds : " if the sum .

spirit of sect. 3 , it is very nearly so, and indeed,
perience. We hope this practice will be univer
sally adopted by the chief clerks in Chancery , mary jurisdiction conferred on justices of the

to read these sections, three and sixteen , side who are always most ready to facilitate the de. peace in criminal cases when exercised by gentle

by side, is to find that the spirit of the one spatch of all business that comes before them . men who are not lawyers, gives satisfaction , it

cannot be reconciled to the spirit of the other. can scarcely be doubted that a similar jurisdic

We must confess it seems to us that to require & tion in civil cases would be equally acceptable .”
barrister to enter into articles of clerkship before WE publish elsewhere a letter from an articled | We offer no opinion on this view beyond saying

he can become a solicitor is a degrading cere- clerk upon the subject of the inducements offered that we cannot agree with it, and coming as it

mony, and such a position cannot be defended by the Council of the Incorporated Law Society does, from Sir Sidney Waterlow , weare the more

for a moment, for, supposing after passing an ex - to students to seek , by unusual study and exer surprised to find such a view propounded .

amination he was admitted on the roll of attor. tion , to obtain distinction at the Final Examina
neys, he is at once liable in an action of negli. tion . Although we do not indorse all the views

gence, at the suit of any aggrieved client. This propounded by our correspondent, we arepropounded by our correspondent, we are de - THERE seems to be a growing feeling alongst
is the protection afforded to the public against cidedly of opinion that the prizes at the Final solicitors, that when the several legal measures
incompetent persons, and they ought to have the Examination ought to be of greater value, and now in Parliament become law , and are in full
same protection as regards the Bar. A liberalpro . take a different form ; in fact the system adopted working order, there will be a considerable dimi.
fession existing for the public must advance with by the Council of Legal Education, as applied to nution of business, especially in London , where
the times, and will advance. The doors by which Bar students , ought to be followed in a more the work of the advocate is undertaken in the
the public can gain admission to it must be thrown | modified form , and the inducements of reward |main by barristers, while in the country it still
open , and the criterion by which to judge of a and distinction should also be held out to students remains almost entirely in the hands of solicitors.
man's fitness for membership of such a profession who present themselves for preliminary and inter- | Our own opinion is, that although the amount
must be a high standard of general education and mediate examinations. We feel confident that of professional work may fluctuate and be
legal knowledge. We hope that the consideration the adoption of such a plan would be productive at times diminshed by legislation, yet, that by
of these questions by the Union Society will lead of much good. reason of the constitution of society, solicitors

to their being debated elsewhere.
mustalways remain in considerable request. No

We publish in another column a letter from a doubt a somewhat alarming number of gentlemen

“ Managing Clerk " upon the subject of the mea - are still admitted every term , and we quite think
On the 25th inst. a special number of the LAW sure now before Parliament, having for its object that parents, whether solicitors or not, will do
TIMES will be forwarded to every solicitor in the to amend 17 & 18 Vict. c . 36, and we hope the im - | well to consider twice before they determine to
Profession who is not at present a subscriber to portance of the subject to which our correspon. article their song. The total number of solicitors
the journal. The Editor of this department dent directs attention will be brought to the notice is now so large as to constitute a considerable
hopes that his professional brethren will not lose of those members of the House of Commons community of themselves.
this unusualopportunity of ventilating new ideas having charge of the Bill in question . We also
and giving a fresh impetus to those not new which publish a short letter from “ A Solicitor ” in re
as thus offered. ference to this measure, and we are quite sure | WE publish with pleasure , in another column, a

that if the several suggestions contained in this letter from " A Certificated Managing Clerk," upon
SEVERAL subscribers have called our attention to correspondence are brought prominently before the subject whether solicitors who act as clerks

the fact, not however by any means lost sight the House of Commons, and are supported there to other attorneys should have a right ofaudience

of by us, that the Land Transfer and Title Bill | by those members who belong to the Profession , in County Courts and before justices of the peace ,

now before Parliament, provides for the ap - they will certainly be adopted for the better pro - on behalf of clients of their principal. Much

pointment of barristers to the several offices tection of the public against the dishonesty of diversity of opinion exists, and many different

that will be created by this measure, such anscrupulous persons. We understand that the rules obtain in the country upon this not

as registrars , assistant registrars, and examiners sections as to bills of sale included in the Legal unimportant subject. To our mind the matter

of title . That these posts should be reserved | Practitioners' Bill have been brought prominently 1 is a very simple one. What County Court

exclusively for members of the higher branch under the notice of Mr. C . E . Lewis , M . P ., who judges, and magistrates, and registrars, and

Seems most unjust. Here we have a measure has charge of the Bills of Sale Bill. magistrates' clerks must look to is that none but

which will surely sooner or later operate to curtail certified solicitors or, of course, barristers,appear

the accustomed profits of this branch of the Pro before them . The fact that an advocate (properly

fession , and yet we are to fill none of the offices
IN & case of Re Sykes, ex parte Gosnold , heard | qualified) happens to be a managing clerk , instead

which are created for the purposes of such cur. | |
before the Judge of the Wandsworth County of a partner of another solicitor, should be no

tailments. We hope not only the Council of the
Court on the 31st ult., his Honour, in delivering hindrance whatever to the former appearing on

Incorporated Law Society will make to the Lord
judgment, observed as follows in reference to a behalf of a client of the latter . There is

Chancellor the necessary representations on this
proof in bankruptcy : " The proof is filled up very practically no difference between a managing

point, but, also and we may say more especially ,
4* ignorantly and inaccurately , and ought to have Clerk who is a solicitor and a junior partner in &

that the thirteen or fourteen solicitors in the
| been rejected by the chairman .” For this and
other reasons, " I think ," said the Judge, " that

House of Commonswill not so far forget the duty

firm , as regards the relations of each with the
senior. Wemust, however, remind our correspon .

which each owes to his profession as to allow the
the execution creditor ought to have an oppor . dent thatmany benches of magistrates, and some

sections in question to pass unchallenged . It is
| tunity afforded him of amending his proof.” We County Court judges, refuse to hear managing

a question upon which the House ought certainly
quite agree , and his Honour's decision points to clerks under such circumstances as above stated ,

to be divided , no matter with what result , Soli. |
sol the necessity of checking the encroachments of although it has always seemed to us unreason .

citors have a right to know what view the Bar, as
|accountants in reference to bankruptcy business.

It is well known that large numbers of proofs in
represented in the House of Commons, takes of

| able . A case identical with that here suggested
was not long since reported in our columns, in

the matter. We publish one of several letters
bankruptcy are prepared by accountants and which a bench of borough magistrates so refused.

received upon the subject.
| agents , and that they are frequently most in .

accurate in their form . The Profession will hail
with satisfaction a systematic rejection of all in . On the occasion of the committal of a police ser.

A COUNTRY solicitor writes to usthathe has not accurate proofs by County Court Judges and their jeant for perjury at the Marlborough-street Police

seen any announcement of the appointment of a registrars, as well as by the chairmen ofmeetings Court, the following is reported to have occurred ,
chief clerk at the Mansion House, and that he has at which such proofs are presented . As to such and as to which it is sufficient to observe that the

been informed that the Court of Aldermen were chairmen , however, the misfortune is that they thanks of the Profession are due to Mr. Knox for
surprised and disappointed at there being only are not, as a rule, competent to judge as to ' his prompt action in the matter. If all “ agents
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to solicitora " ( the meaning of which expression which the law has established for the general of the court, and the Court of Appeal will not
we are unable to explain ) were similarly treated benefit of the public . Quære, whether, if a entertain an appeal from an order of the court
by Conuty Court Judges and magistrates, competition had been filed , or contemplated against below , granting such an extension of time: ( The
plaints on this head would be less numerous than B .'s return , the twenty -onedays during which it Republic of Peru v . Ruzo , 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 190 .
they are , and the number of such agents would might be filed under the Act , not having expired , Chan.)
decrease instead of multiply , as we fear is the the libel would have been privileged . Per
case at present : Pollock, B . — The parties cannot, by their own COURT OF COMMON PLEAS (IRELAND).

Serjeant Brennon was finally examined before Mr. acts, constitute circumstances which shall give (Before the FULL COURT).
Knox yesterday, at the Marlborough - street Police them ar

ARKINS v . MAGRATH .court, on a charge of having committed wilfuland cor- which they do not possess according to natural.

rupt perjury in the evidence he gave against Thomas social, or legal position in which they stand with | Practice > 177 f. 178 Gen . Ord . 1854 – Consent for
Parrock , formerly a constable of the X division, when

regard to each other ; and themere fact of a person judgment, with date in blank - Contracting to
charged with stealing a portmanteau, the property of

Sir George Jenkinson , M . P . , from the roof of a cab. having an interest in the conduct of people around enable proceedings to behad without regard to
Mr. Edward Lewig appeared for the prosecution , and him , is not of itself alone sufficient to clothe with the General Orders — Proceedings after a year

Mr. W . Sleigh for the defence . privilege any communication , with regard to the and a day - Debtors' Act ( Ireland) 1872 – Substi.
Mr. W . Sleigh said , in consequence of certain infor conduct of such people , which he may make to tuted debt - New security - Interest after, on

mation he had received , he wished to recall Police
them or others. At the trial, the following evi. debt contracted before the Act-- Interest on

cunstable Young to put some further questions to him .
dence, tendered on the part of the defendants, interest- Discharge from arrest.Mr. Knox, before this was done, would put a few

questions to Parrock relative to a statementmade to him was rejected by the learned judge as inadmissible , It is competent to the parties to an action to con
respecting a person thon sitting at the solicitor ' s table. viz . : 1 . The evidence of the defendant Hilliard tract themselves out of the operation of the

Parrock , in reply to Mr. Knox, said the person as to whatwas said to him by his co -defendant 178th Gen . Ord . 1854. so that no rule need be
alluded to was a Mr. Hills, who had called on him on Hare on the occasion of the certificate being entered before proceeding in the action , though
two or three occasions and offered him money not to ap

drawn up by Hare and signed by both the defen no proceeding be taken for a year and a day,
pear against Brennan , On one occasion a £5 note was

cifered , but he refused to have anything to do with the
dants. 2 . Å letter of the 17th Sept. from Hall to after defence and before judgment.

proposal. Hare, embodying the terms of the arrangement Where, after the passing of the Debtors' Act (Ire
Mr. Hills said he did call on Parrock , and had offered between them as to the mode of conducting the land) 1872, an agreement is concluded between

to pay the expenses he had been put to , and undertako election . 3 . A letter written to the defendant a deblor and creditor, by virtue of which a prin
to conduct his case as a civil action , and Parrock said he Hare by a third person,who had been in communi. cipal debt due before the passing of the Act, and

wanted £300 to settle the matter. He never said a
cation with the plaintiffs, in which letter it was interest computed thereon up to the date of theword to Parrock about a £5 note .

Parrock 869erted that he did . He denied asking for suggested, on the part of the defendants, that the agreement are constituted one integral debt,
£300. He said he would not take £300 to settle the | writer mentioned that the defendants' had ad . and made a new starting point as such in the
matter. mitted the truth of the charge. Held , per totam dealings between the parties , bearing interest on

In reply to Mr. Knox, curiam (refusing a rule for a new trial on the the gross amount, it is not competent to the
Mr. Hills said he was an agent to a solicitor . He con

ground of the improper rejection of evidence ), creditor to arrest the debtor under a ca . sa., on
sidered his conduct was proper under the circum
stances. that the evidence was inadmissible and irrelevant, foot of a judgment in respect of the liability so

Mr. Koox did rot,and he must request him at once to and was therefore rightly rejected : (Dickeson v . incurred .

leave the solicitors' table. Hilliard and Hare ; Robinson v . The Same, 30 APPEAL from an order in Consolidated Cham .
Mr. W . Sleigh , on behalf of Brennan, repudiated thegh, on behalf of Brennan, repudiated the L . T . Rep. N . S . 197. Ex.) | ber , refusing a motion made, on behalf of the

conduct of Hills.
PRACTICE – PRIVATE HEARING . - The court defendant, that the judgment in this cause and

Mr. E . Lewis would remind the magistrates that
Hills on the last occasion said he was acting for the defen will direct a case to be heard in private upon an the writ of ca . sa . issued thereon be set aside ,
dant. assurance by counsel that in his opinion it is a and the defendant discharged from custody.
Mr. Knox believed that what Hills said was that he proper case to be so heard , notwithstanding the The facts appearing , so far as necessary for the

was a friend of the Brennan family . objection of other parties : ( Anonymous, 30 L . T . purposes of this report, were as follows : - The
Rep. N . S . 153. V . C . B .) action was brought 29th Oct. 1872 , to recover

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
PRACTICE - TRANSFER OF CAUSE - Costs. £603 6s. 10d ., with accruing interest thereon , on ,

Where the plaintiff in a suit relating to the same foot of three promissory notes ; and for money
LIBEL - PARLIAMENTARY ELECTION - AGENTS matter, with respect to which a previous suit was paid for the defendant's use, and for interest on

OF THE RIVAL CANDIDATES.- On the 17th Sept., existing in another branch of the court, offered money due, and on accounts stated . Of two of

a fow days before a Parliamentary election for the (in answer to a notice of motion for a transfer of these notes, dated respectively 24th April 1869 ,
borough of D ., the defendant Hare, as agent for the second suit to the branch of the court to and 28th April 1869, for £200 and £300 , payable
B ., one of the candidates, came to an arrange- which the first suit was attached ) to consent to in three months, O ' L . was the maker and Treacy

ment with a Mr. Hall, the agent of F ., the other the transfer if the costs were made costs in the the payee ; and they were endorsed by Treacy to

candidate, that the election should be conducted cause , which offer the plaintiffs in the first suit the defendant, who endorsed them to the plain .
on principles of purity ,and that no bribery should refused , it was ordered thatthe costs up to the tiff . Of the third note, date 2nd May 1871, for
bo permitted ou either side during the election . time of the offer should be costs in the cause, and £40, payable at one month , Mooney was the
On the morning of the polling day , the 22nd Sept., that the plaintiff in the first suit should pay the maker, and B . the payee , by whom itwas endorsed

the defendant Hare being informed by a man subsequent costs of the transfer : (Lyall v . Weld . to the defendant, who endorsed it to the plaintiff .
called Fraser, who stated that he was a voter , hen , 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 146. Chan.) the particulars endorsed were as follows:
that the plaintiffs, who were members of Fi's PRACTICE - INROLMENT OF DECREE - CONS. £ s . d .
coromittee ,had offered him money if he would vote Ord. 23, RULE 28 — ENLARGEMENT OF TIME. — 1869, July 27 — To promissory note this day
for F ., wrote to Hall telling him that bribery on Within a month of five years after his bill had due. .. . .

the part of some members of F .' s committee had been dismissed , the plaintiff applied for and ob Interest thereon to 29th Oct.
1872 32 11 1

been discovered , and atan interview which imme- tained an order of inrolment. On proceeding to
July 31 – To promissory note this daydiately took place between Hall and Hare, the get the order drawn up, he discovered that one due...... . . do 300

names of the plaintiffs, as the persons charged of the defendants had died . He then revived the Interest thereor to 29th Oct.
with the bribery , were mentioned by Hare to Hall. suit against the executors of the deceased defen 1872
The election resulted in favour of B ., and on the dant, and moved that the decree might be | 1871, June 5-- To promissory note this day
following day, the 23rd Sept., Hare called on Hall, inrolled , notwithstanding the five years had due. .... .. ..... .

Interest thereon from 15th
at the latter' s request, and it was then arranged elapsed : Held , that the circumstances of the case

June 1871 , to 19th Feb . 1872
between them that if a certificate , affirming the were not such as to render it just and expedient Interest on £20, balance of

fact of the bribery , and signed by Hare, and the to enlarge the time. Motion accordingly refused said note , from 19th Feb .

other defendant Hilliard (the chairman of B .'s with costs : (Patch v . Ward , 30LT. Rep . N . S . 1872, to 29th Oct, 1872 ........ 0 13 10
committee), were sent to Hall, the latter would 152. Chan .)
recommend the plaintiffs to tender an apology to PARLIAMENTARY POWERS- STREET IMPROVE 623 6 10

B .' s committee, and to retire from public life for MENT - COMPULSORY SALE — LANDS CLAUSES 1872, Feb. 19 - By cash paid on account..... 20 00

two years, in consideration of which no prosecu . CONSOLIDATION ACT 1845 .- A corporation were 603 6 10
tion against them forbribery should be instituted . I authorised by Parliament to take lands compul. With accruing interest on said principal
Thereupon the following document was, on the sorily , for the purpose of widening and improving sums until paid or judgment.
following day, the 24th Sept., drawn up by Hare, & street. They gave notice of their intention to After a defence and replication filed , negotia .
and was signed by him and the other defendant | take certain houses which occupied a site larger tions were entered into , which resulted in a com .
Hilliard : - “ We certify thatwe have discovered than that required for the actual width of the promise, in pursuance of which the following

that Mr. D . and Mr. R ., two prominent members proposed improved street, though part only of the agreement, dated 18th Nov. 1872, was signed by

ofMr. F .' s committee, have been personally guilty houses would necessarily be required . Held , that the plaintiff , defendant, and B . (the payee of the
of offering £1 10s. to a voter for his vote, and the owners of the houses could not require the third note sued on) : “ Minutes of agreement.
£1 10s. for every vote he could procure for Mr. F . corporation to take that part only of the site of All proceedings in this case to stop on the carry .
The elector referred to has been personally ex . | the houses, which would form part of the street : ing out of the following : Mr. Magrath to procure

amined by one of us, and the evidence he will give (Quinton v . Mayor and Corporation of Bristol, 30 for Mr. Arkins Mr. B .' s acceptance at three
on oath is clear and distinct.” This certificate, L . T . Rep . N . S . 112. V . C . M .) months for £256 to the draft of Captain D ., and
together with a form of apology for the plaintiff PRACTICE - SERVICE OUT OF THE JURISDIC endorsed by Mr. R . B ., and also by Mr. Magrath ;

to sign, was then sent by Hare to Hall, by whom TION - IRREGULARITY IN ORDER - GEN .ORD. 10, and also to hand to Mr. Arkins Mr. B .' s accept.
it was handed to the chairman of F .' s committee, R . 7 - SUBJECT-MATTER OF SUIT SHARES IN ance to Mr. Magrath 's own draft for £325 18s. 8d .

who communicated it to the plaintiffs. The plain . | ENGLISH JOINT-STOCK COMPANY - JURISDIC - at three months. Mr. Arkins to bind himself to

tiifs denied the truth of the charge, refused to TION .- Where an order directed service of copy, all parties signing these bills not to take any pro .

sign the apology , and brought these actions re. | bill, and interrogatories upon a defendant " in ceedings upon them if £25 is paid on them every

spectively against the defendants for the libel Scotland or elsewhere, out of the jurisdiction ," three months until the amount of the bills , with
contained in the above certificate, and it was and the defendant was duly served in Scotland, interest at 6 per cent., is fully paid off. ButMr.

Held by the Court of Exchequer (Kelly, C . B ., and the court refused to discharge the order, but, on Arkins is to be at liberty to proceed for the entire
Pigott and Pollock , BB .) refusing a new trial on | account of the irregularity, made no order as to amount remaining due on default , for a week , in

the ground of misdirection ), that the certificate costs. Where the subject-matter of a suit was any of the quarterly payments. A consent for
in question was not a privileged communication ; shares in an English joint-stock company, the judgment to be given in this action, Mr. Arkins
and that there was nothing in the character or court refused to discharge an order directing ser - undertaking not to move, or register, or in any.

position of Hall, or of either of the defendants, vice of copy, bill, and interrrogatories upon a sole wise act on it until such default occurs. It is
which clothed the document with a privilege such defendant resident out of the jurisdiction : (Phos. also agreed that Mr. Magrath shall pay in cash

as that which existed in the cases of Harrison v . pho Guano Company v . Guild , 30 L , T , Rep . N . S . the sum of £20 principal, and £1 8s. 2d . interest

Bush (5 E . & B . 344 ; 25 L . J. 28, Q . B .) ; 117. V . C . B .) and £9 14s. 6d . costs, asagreed upon , said sum of.
Beatson v. Skene (2 L . T . Rep. N . S . 378 ; 29 L . J . I PRACTICE - PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS - Ex. £21 88. 2d, having been deducted lrom the amount
430 , Ex. ; 5 H . & N . 838, ; Whiteley y , Adams (9 L . TENSION OF TIME- DISCRETION - APPEAL. — The of debt as endorsed on the summons and plaint ,
T . Rep . N . S . 483 ; 5 C . B ., N . S ., 392 , 33 1 . J . 89, extension of time under an order for the produc. and leaving £581 18s. 8d. the amount of the above

C , B .), and other cases of that character , and ' tion of documents is a matter within the discretion ' two sums of £256 and £325 188. 8d. due." IR
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pursuance of this agreement, the defendant's and the judgment has been marked for inte. certained in November 1872, to amount to

attorney , on Nov. 20, gave plaintiff's attorney a rest calculated up to 1873. Even if the debt £581 18s . 8d .,either thatamountmust be regarded
consent for judgment, " that judgment be is not to be considered as created by the as the original debt of £540 , with the addition of

forth with entered for plaintiff for the sum of agreement, the £3 costs was certainly so, and £41 188. 8d . for interest,and if so the plaintiff would
£581 18s. 8d., and £3 for costs," no dato being was not incidental to the original demand. Costs have no right to charge interest upon interest,
inserted therein ; the plaintiff' s attorney , at the are regarded as a distinct debt, and are provable and consequently the judgment would be over
same time, giving an undertaking, addressed to as such in bankruptcy, and as such will support marked . Or else , as has been suggested , accord
the defendant, as follows :ot, as follows : “ You having this day & petition in bankruptcy. The amount ascer-amount ascer- / ing to the true meaning of the agreement,ing to

given me a consent for judgment for the sums of tained by the agreement comprises two compo £581 18s. 8d ., composed of principal and interest
£581 188. 8d., and £3 for costs, I undertake not nent parts - principal and interest : the latter was made a bulk debt and a new starting point

to enter any judgment thereon , or otherwise would not of itself bear interest. But judgment and if so, the plaintiff is put out of court by the
move thereon until default be made in the is marked for interest on both of these component Debtors' Act, because the debt was created after
payments, as provided for in the minutes of parts ; and for a portion of that the defendant the passing of that Act, and on that debt he has
the agreement, dated Nov. 18 , and I am to could not have been arrested. M 'Carthy v. calculated interest until the judgmentwasmarked.
be at liberty to date the consent at any time M 'Carthy (7 Ir. L . T . Rep. 177), is undistinguish. The plaintiff, therefore, appears to us to be in this
it may be necessary to do so." The defondant able from this case, but was not cited when the dilemma. If he admits that he is only entitled

on the same day paid plaintiff' s attorney motion was before Fitzgerald , J . Before him the to charge interest on the original notes, and says
pursuant to the agreement, £21 8s. 2d ., on account entire of these points were not advanced at all ; that the £581 18s. 8d. is the original debt of
of the debt, with £9 148. 6d. for costs, leaving there was only a brief reference to the Debtors' £540 , plus the interest up to the date of the
£581 18s. 8d . due. Between the 18th and 20th Act, es preventing the arrest, because the com . agreement, in such case the judgment is over
Nov. the defendant procured and handed over the promise was entered into after its passing , to marked , as he has calculated interest upon the

bills mentioned in the agreement, and on the 21st which it was replied that the Act did not apply, gross amount subsequent to Nov. 1872, and he
received the first two promissory notes, the third as the notes were made antecedently. The ques. had clearly no right to charge interest upon

having been previously paid and handed over by tion was not decided by Fitzgerald , J . (MORRIS , interest. If, on the other hand , he says that the
the plaintiff. The instalments which fell due 21st J . - Your argument goes to this , that if any por. £581 18s. 80., the sum agreed on by the parties in
Feb . 1873,and 21st May 1873, were duly paid ,but, tion, however small, of the amountfor which the Nov. 1872, as a bulk debt, was a new debt from
notwithstanding several applications , the third defendant was arrested was a debt within that that starting point - which, probably , is the
and fourth instalments were not paid, in conse . Act, the defendant could not be arrested.] Cer. opinion wewould be disposed to come to - in such
quence of which plaintiff's attorney, on 25th tainly ; M 'Carthy v. M 'Carthy. [Morris, J . case he would have no right to issue execution
Sept., 16th Oct., and 1st Dec. 1873, wrote to the Even if the Act had not passed, how was the against the defendant's person . We shall, there
defendant, stating that he would mark judgment, plaintiff entitled to charge interest on interest fore, order the defendant to be discharged from
adding in the last letter that he would do so unless by specific agreement ? ] In that respoct, custody ; but as the judgment appears to have
without further notice. Accordingly , on 12th the judgmentwas clearly overmarked . The plain been bona fide, we shall not set it or the writ
Dec . 1873 , without entering any rule , however , tiff seems to have treated the agreement as a new | aside . Hehas asked , by his notice, for the costs

under either the 177th or 178th General Orders, starting point, and to have considered himself of the motion , which we will give , putting him on

the plaintiff marked final judgment upon the con entitled to dealwith the amountascertained, as if terms to undertake to bring no action .
sent for judgment, having first , at that time, in . a judgment had then been marked . Order accordingly .

serted therein the date thereof as 12th Deo. 1873. Purcell, Q . C . (with him Carton ) contra . — The
The judgmentwas entered for £567 189. 6d . debt, parties were entitled to contract themselves out

and £3 costs. On 13th Dec. 1873, the defendant of the operation of the 178th G . O ., and did so . Correspondence.
was arrested under a ca . sa . on foot of the judg . Any doubt as to their intention arising on the ATTORNEYS' PROTECTION BILL. - With refe

ment, for £570 18s. 6d. agreement is removed by the terms of the under rence to the Attorneys' Protection Bill, could not
Subsequently , the defendant moved in Consoli- taking of 20th Nov., and by the fact of the con a stop be put to rent and debt collectors by &

dated Chamber that the proceedings be set aside, sent having been given without a date, so as to be clause to the following effect 2 - " Thatany person ,

and that he be discharged from custody. Fitz available at any time. The rules were intended except & solicitor , in writing, demanding money
gerald, J ., refused the application , from which merely for the benefit of suitors ; and suitors may with threat of legal proceedings from another .
order the defendant now appealed . | settle their differences without reference to them . person , such first person not being entitled

It now ,however, further appeared, as the result So, the parties might agree to extend the time for thereto in his own interest, should be punishable
of a calculation made on behalf of the plaintiff, pleading beyond the statutable period. Fitz summarily before a justice of the peace by fine.
that the amount of £570 18s. 6d ., for which gerald , J ., during the argument in chamber, ap . The production of the letter demanding payment,
judgmentwasmarked , was arrived at in this man. peared disposed to hold that the defendant might with proof of authorship , to be sufficient proof,
ner – the starting point was the £581 183. 8d. be arrested for interest on the original debt, and without any evidence thatthe party so demanding
mentioned in the minutes ofagreement, which was directed that we should confine the argument todirected that we should confine the argument to payment did so for reward .” A . B .
composed of the balance of the principal debt and the question whether a rule should have been

Weare afraid this is hardly practicable,butsome
interest included up to November 1872. As entered under 178th G . O . The interest is calou
against this,creditswere given for the subsequent lated , not on the judgment, but on the existing

such measure would certainly put a stop to the ac.
Lexisting | tion of those debt-collecting firms (there aremany

payments on the general account, striking the debt arising upon the promissory notes and ascer nests of them in all largetowns),who take assign
balances accordingly, but upon such balances tained by the agreement. M 'Carthy v . M ' Carthy

(although partly composed of interest upon the is distinguishable, as there the judgment was
ments of real or imaginary debts, and then issue
all kinds of alarming circulars, with a view of

original debt) further interest was charged up entered after the passing of the Act ; the simple
to 1873 . The balance was thus brought ont l contract debt was merged in the judgment ; and frightening poor ignorant people into payment. -

Ed. Sols. DEPT. ]
£567 18s. '6d ., to which was added the £3 costs | the interest was charged upon the judgment debt.
given by the consent for judgment, making in all The original liability is the point to be regarded :

UNQUALIFIED PRACTITIONERS. - I sent you
£570 18s. 6d., for which the defendant was (Re O 'Connell, 7 Ir. L . T . Rep . 51.) That liability

hty last week two clauses to be added to the Bill now
arrested. was on foot of the notes, and the interest was an

in Parliament. All your intended legislation will
G . Fitzgibbon , Q . C . (with him Keogh ), in support accessory incident attached to that liability by

| be worthless, unless you can enact that all deeds
of the motion . - The agreement and undertaking operation of law . The agreement did not create

under hand and seal shall be invalid if drawn by
are to be read in connection with 177 & 178 G . 0 . the debt, nor was the agreement carried out.

| any other person than a duly qualified attorney,
1854 . Either there was a compromiso pending, Where bills are taken for a debt, and a default

solicitor, & c . Such a clause as that which I sent
and , if so , a rule should have been entered under takes place , the creditor may fall back on his would and must stop all invaders instantly from
the 177th , or, assuming that the transaction did original rights. The plaintiff was entitled to deal

the passing of the Act. I know an articled clerk
not amount to a compromise, a rule should have with the agreement, and to charge interest upon I myself who has been convicted of larceny and
been entered under the 178th . A reduction of the the sum thereby ascertained, as if judgment had fined £10, who will apply to be admitted . Is

amount of the debt was provided for , but a new then been marked , in consideration of the forbear. this not a scandal to our profession ? And , if

security was given for the whole . The plaintiff ance granted . necessary, I can send a report of the trial in the
was not to move upon the consent until a parti. | Keogh in reply.
cular event should have occurred ; but he should ,

A SOLICITOR.newspaper.
| MORRIS , J . - Previous to 6th Aug. 1872, the date

[Our correspondent should certainly communi.
thereupon ,move according to the course of law and of the passing of the Debtors' Act (Ir.) , 1872 , the

cate with the Council of the Incorporated Law
the practice of the court. Here after defence and defendant was liable to the plaintiff on three Society, upon the subject of the last topic in the
before judgment, no proceeding had been taken for promissory notes, for the aggregate amount of

| above letter. - ED. Sols. DEPT.]
a year and a day by either party . All theproceed . | £540. Proceedings were taken against him to
ings provided for were of a negative character - the recover the amount ; and in November 1872 , some
plaintiff was not to move, proceed , or act - but months after the passing of the Debtors ' Act, an MANAGING CLERKS AS ADVOCATES.-- Referring

there is nothing to show that the General Orders agreement was come to between the parties byl to the letter of “ A Country Solicitor, ” in your

were to be dispensed with . Even if they could be which , as I read it, the amount due up to that issue of to -day, I must confess I cannot see the

dispensed with , that could only be by express dato was ascertained to be £581 18s. 8d . and £3 reason of the first clause which he suggests for
provision . On the contrary, the intention of the costs, as due to the plaintiff . A consent for insertion in the new Act of Parliament. It seems

parties, as shown by the documents, was not to judgment with no date was given to the plaintiff, to mealtogether absurd to say that because an

contract themselves out of the general orders, for upon which he was to be at liberty to act at any attorney, properly qualified as I am , with his

the words “ or in anywise move,” and “ or other time he might think proper. The court are of name in the Law List, instead of setting up in

wisemove," taken in connection with the context, | opinion that, if the motion rested alone upon the practice for himself , chooses to take a situation

can receive no application unless by reference to first ground upon which it has been based with another attorney or firm of attorneys, that
the rules. The insertion of the date was a step | namely, that before marking judgment the plain . he should be debarred from appearing before
taken - one without which the judgment could not tiff should have entered a rule under the 178th justices or at a County Court for a client of his

have been marked , and this should not have been General Order - it should fail, because the mean . firm or principal ; and that being the effect of this

donewithout a rule entered ; and, at all events, / ing of the arrangement agreed upon was, that clause, if inserted in the Aot, I must protest most

the judgment could not have been marked . In the parties had contracted themselves out of the strongly against its insertion. It is a very com .

the next place, the arrest was contrary to the operation of the 178th General Order, the effect mon thing for admitted and certificated men to

Debtors' Act 1872. The compromise was entered of giving the consent for judgment with a power conduct the advocacy of firms, when they are
into atter that Act came into operation . The new to insert any date being to make the transaction only managing clerks to such firms, and in fact

security (i.e., the consent for judgment, and the as it were always a new one. Therefore, if the they take out their annual certificate for that
agreement, which was signed by a third party , motion depended on this ground alone , the de. purpose, and I confess I can see no harm in it ,

and in pursuance of which the bills were given ), fendant should fail. But upon the far more but rather the reverse. I am quite of opinion

merged the original debt, just as if a mortgage or serious question involved , the determination of that none but certificated attorneys should be

bond had been taken ; and the arrest is in respect which might affect many other cases, we are of heard by justices , or in the County Courts, but to

of default in payment of the instalments on the opinion that the defendant is entitled substantially exclude a certificated attorney because he is

new security. But the writ itself shows that to succeed . The liability on foot of which he has acting as clerk instead of principal, in my opinion
interest was included after Aug. 1872 ; the been arrested must be treated in either of two cannot quite be reconciled with common sense.
agreement included interest up to Nov . 1872 ; points of view . That liability having been as. ' What “ À Country Solicitor " says about clerks
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OC Long ( Henry ), Lord John Russell Tavern , Commercial MARITIME LAW .justices should certainly be enacted , but I much moad , Landport: Portsea , licensed victnaller. May l ;
Edgcombe and Cole , solicitors, Portsea , Hante.

doubt whether any clerk of the peace would be LYUN (Robert), Hexbam , linen and woollen draper . April NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.now found to act in thatmanner, although certain 17 ; J . Baty , jun . , solicitor , Hexhamn .
MARSHALL ( Jas. ), Low Horton , Northumberland , farmer .

instances havebeen known. MARINE INSURANCE - PRINCIPAL AND AGENT
Mayl; Cuas, J . Stephenson , Walllottle House, Northum

A CERTIFICATED MANAGING CLERK. - NEGLIJENCE - BROKER'S ALLOWANCE - JURIS .berland.

Piper (Luke), formerly of Laming. late of Sompting, DICTION . - A marine insurance company , carrying
Sussex, fariner . May 1; R . Edmunds, solicitor.Worthing. on business in New York , employed C . as their

UNCLAIMED STOCK AND DIVIDENDS IN THE RANDELL (Jaz. ). 25 , Mark -lane. London , and of Prebend .
end , Bucks, and of Umberleigh House, Devon , and ofBANK OF ENGLAND.

agent in this country , for the purpose of taking
Co.rierullie , nearGarve, Ross, Esq . May 20 ; Phelps and risks, and adjusting and paying losses, for which

[ Transferred to the Commissioners for the Reduction of the Sidgwick , solicitors, 3. Gresham . street, London , he was to receive a commission of 5 per cent. upon
Natiogal Deos, and which will be paid to the persons RASHLEIGH Mary F . ) Hulmwood, near Dorking, Surrey ,
respectively whose names are prefixed to each in three widow . May l ; Srill and Son, solicitors, 5 , New -square , the premiums made in each year. The company
months, unless other claimante sooner appear. ] Lincoln ' s - inn , Middlesex . also effected insurances in this country through

REYNARD ( Ann ), Holdforth -street , Leeds, gpinster . July 1 c . On the 8th Dec. 1865 , C . received instructions
HART ( Judah ). Broad -street -buildings , FOLIGNO (Edwd ) 1 ; Teale and Appleton , solicitors, Leeds .
Bury -street, St. Mary-axe, and MOSES (Samuel) , Aldgate, ROYSTON (Wm . and Isabel) , Harrison ' s Hotel, Brighton , from the company to reinsure fifteen ships upon
all Esqs . £97 194, 2d . New Three Per Cent. Annuities , Sussex , hotelkeeper. May 1 ; Walker and Co. , solicitors, which their lines were full. C . endeavoured to
Claimants , said Judah Hart, Edwd , Foligno, and Samuel 5 , Southampton -street, Bloomsbury, London ,
Moses . effect the insurances , but in consequence of newsSAMUEL (Henry 8 .) , Canning -street, Liverpool, merchant.

STUART (John Edward ), New Bond-street, chemiet. L100 May 13 ; Anderson and Co., solicitors, 4, Brunswick -street, of a disastrous gale he was unable to do so except
New Three Per Cent. Annuities. Claimant, said Jolin Liverpool at exorbitant rates ; he therefore wrote the same
Edwd. Stuart. STACE (Elizabeth , commonly known as Elizabeth Laura ), day to the company informing them thereof, and

Gloucester House, Melcombe Regis, Dorset, school

APPOINTMENTS UNDER THE JOINT-STOCK mistress . May 1 ; Phelps and Sidgwick , solicitors , 8 .
Groshain -street, London .

WINDING -UP ACTS . it necessary , to insure on their side where it couldSTENSING (Wm .), Halsford, East _ Grinstead ,, Sussex , l be done at a profit . instead of here , where it wonld
EAST SUFFOLK TRAMWAYS COMPANY (LIMITED ). - Petition timbermerchans. July 1 ; G . and F . S . Stenning, soli
for winding-up to be heard April 24, before V . C . H . citors, Maidstone. have to be done at a loss. After sending this

INTERNATIONAL LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. - Creditors to STEPHENS (Stephan ), 61, Star-street, Paddington, Middlo- letter, C . made no further attempt to insure these
send in , by May 30, their names and addresses , and the sex, gentleman . June 1 ; Rhodes and Son, solicitors, 63, ships. Before the company received this letter ,
particulars of their claims, and the names and addresses Chancery lane, Middlesex .
of their solicitors (if any), to F . Maynard , 55 , Old Broad . Symcox (Frarcis), formerly of Oversley, late of Studley , one of the ships which C . was directed to reinsure
street, London , the official liquidator of the said com Warwick . May 1 ; J. L . Jones, solicitor , Aloester.
pany. June 8 , at the chambers of V . O M ., at two o 'clock , was wrecked and thereby a loss was incurred to| TAYLOR (John ), Burnfoot House , Wigton , Cumberland ,
is the timeappointed for hearing and adjudicating upon Es , July 3 ; Dobinson and Watson , solicitors , 5 , Bank | the company : Held , that c . had not discharged
such claims, street, Carlisle .

LONDON AND PARIA PIANOFORTE AND HARMONIUM COMPANY the duty cast upon him as the company' s agent
TOLLIT (Rosetta ). Brentford , Middlesex , widow . June 5 :

(LIMITED ). - Creditors to send in , by April 28, their names to reinsure, by writing the above letter, and that1 W . Gardiner, solicitor, Uxbridge, Middlesex
and addresses, and the particulars of their claims, and the WALZIS (John C .), 4, Albion chambers, and 8, Richmond . he was liable for the loss which had been sustained
names an addresses of their solicitors (if any), to A . A . place, Clifton , gentleman , May 15 ; Petrrave and
Broad, 35, Walbrook, London , the official liquidator of the in consequence of his neglect to insure as directed ,

Hodgkinson, ao icitors, 4, Harington -place, Bath , .
said company. May 6 , at tre chambers of V . C . B ., at and was not entitled to set-off against such loss
twelve o 'clock , is the time appointed for hearing and the amount of the premiums which , by not insur
adjudicating upon such claims. REPORTS OF SALES. ing as directed , he had saved to the company.

CREDITORS UNDER ESTATES IN CHANCERY. Under the “ credit " system of conducting marine
insurance business ,which was the system adoptedSaturday, April 4,LAST DAY OF PROOF.

By Messrs. BUTCHER and BOWLER , at the Mart.
CACKETT (Benjamin Wm .), Halbridge, Hockley, Essex. Norfolk, Hautbois . - Inclosures of land, containing a discount of 12 per cent. to the broker upon the

| by C ., it is customary for the underwriter to allow

barge owner and farmer. April 30 ; Wm . A . Arthy, soli 18a . Or. 279 . - sold for £850.
citor, Rochford , Essex . May 8 ; V . C . M ., at twelve Freehold cottage and two plots of land -- sold for £140 , balance , if any , owing to the underwriters upon
o ' clock , Tuesday, April 16. the settlement of accounts with the broker at the

IXRIE (John ), 420 , Strand,and 411 Oxford -streetWest, Mid . By Mr. FRANK LEWIS, at the Mart,
dlesex , hair aresser . April 23 : J . Kempster , solícitor, end of the year : Held , that C . was not entitled toClerkenwell. No. 70 , St . John -street , freehold sold for
87, Lower Kennington - lane, Lambeth , S . E . May 7 ; I retain the disconnt for his own benefit, butmust
V . o . B . , at twelve o 'clock . Brixton -road . - The lease of Somerset Lodge, term 26 years

JOBLAND (Richard ), 53, Stndley -rond, Stockwell, Surrey , account for the same to the company : (Great
sold for 98 10 .

gentleman , May 1 ; F . A . H . Terrell. solicitor, 24, Camberwell.-- Improved ground-rent of £59 Ss. 20. per Western Insurance Company y. Cunlife, 30 L . T .
Basinghall-street, London , May 9 ; V . C . H ., at twelve annum , term 94 years - sold for £1310 , Rep. N . S . 113 . V . C . B .)
o ' clock . The lease of No . 4 , Albany-street, term 44 years - sold for

MORANT (Robert ), 91, New Bond-street , Middlesex, and £360 .
Well Walk , Hampstead, Middlesex , upholsterer . April Nos. 1. 2 , and 3 , Albany-street, sameterm - -sold for £325,
30 ; W . H . Bosanquet , solicitor, 22, Austinfriars, London . By Messrs. COOPER and GOULDING , at theMart.
May 11 ; V . O . M . , at twelve o 'clock . REAL PROPERTY AND

Baker-street. - No. 40 , Yorke-place, term 21 years - sold for
RAWLINS ( Elizabeth ), 13, Somers -piace, Hyde-park , Middle £1800 .
sex, spinster. April 23 ; E . A . Paterson , solicitor, 22, CONVEYANCING .Mayfair. - No. 12. Chesterfield -street (che moiety only ), long
Great Winchester-street, London , May 1 ; V . C . B ., at lensthold - sold for £2500 .
twelve o 'clock .

ROSE (George F . ) , formerly of Pickett-street, Strand , Mid Russell-square. - No. 10, Montague-place (a third only )
term 27 years - sold for Buo. NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.

dlesex , cheesmonger, late of 28 , North -bank , St. John' s . Brighton . - No. 25, Brunswick -square, term 50 years - sold
wood , Middlesex. May 22 ; at the chambers of V . O . M for £1575 . WILL - SEPARATE ESTATE - A balance in a
June 2 ; at the said chambers, at twelve o ' clock . By Messrs. DRIVER , at the Mart. banker ' s hands, belonging to a married woman at

Strock (John ), Poplar, Middlesex , Esq . , April 36 ; Gellatley Middlesex . - Ashford , a plot of land , containing 4a . 3r . Slp .,
and Co ., solicitors, . Loinbard - court,Gracechurch -street, the time of her death , and arising from savings

freehold - sold for £600.
London . May 26 ; V . C . H ., at twelve o 'clock . A similar plot, containing 4a , Sr. 16p . --Bold for £600. effected by her out of her separate estate , will not

WILKINSON and KIDD, 5 , Hanover-square, Middlesex , Willesden . -- An inclosure of land , containing 16a . Sr . 85p .. pass under a gift of “ all funds and property
wholesale saddlers and harness inakers. April 23 ; Ald . freehold - sold for £10,000
ridge and Thoru , solicitors, 31, Bedford -row , Middlesex . . . . . purchased out of ” separate estate : (Askew

A similar plot, containing Sa . 2r . Sp . - sold for £3000 .
April 27 : V . 0 . H .,at two o ' clock . By Messrs . FAREBROTHER , CLARK , and Co. , at the Mart. v . Rooth , 30 L . T . Rep. N . S . 155 . V . C . B .)

Bucks -- Eton , No . 124 to 187, High -street - sold for 1885. UNDERLEASE - COVENANT NOT TO ASSIGN .
CREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 VICT. c . 35. Nos. 12, 13, and 14, High street, and a plot of land, la . 2r. Sp. In an agreement for an underlease of coal mines,- sold for £100 .

Last Day ofClaim , and to whom Particulars to be sent. I Horton. - The Half Way beerhonse, freehold - sold for it was provided that the underlease should con .
ANSELL ( John ), Leamington Priors , livery stables keeper . tain " the like provisions, conditions, and stipu .
May 18 ; Chas . E . Large, solicitor, l , Clarence -terrace , lations in all respects " as were contained in theLeamington Priors.

BARING Thos. ), M . P ., 8 , Bishopsgate -street Within , Lon original lease. The original lease contained a
don , of Norman .court , Stockbridge , Hants, of the Oedars, COMPANY LAW . proviso and covenant against assignment or
Roehampton , Surrey, and of 4, Hamilton - place , Middle . underletting without the landlord ' s consent.
sex , Esq . May 80 ; Markby and Co ., solicitors, 57, Cole
man .street , London , NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. Held , that in the like covenant in the underlease

BISHOP Thos. ), Uxbridge Moor, Hillingdon, Middlesex the nameof the original landlord alone was to be
licensed victualler. June 5 ; W . Gardiner , solicitor LIABILITY OF A CORPORATION FOR THE
Uxbridge , Middlesex . inserted as the person whose consent was to be
BOULTON (John ), Laurels Solihull, Warwick , gentleman FRAUD OF THEIR AGENT - AUTHORITY OF THE required to any assignment or underletting, and

MANAGER OF A BANK. - An action for deceit willMay 15 ; J . L . Jones, solicitor, Aloester. not that of the underlessors : (Williamson v . Wil.
CHARLES ( Thos. ), 9 , Arabella - row , Pimlico , Middlesex . fish . " lie against a corporation for a fraud committed by
monger and ice merchant. May 1 ; Mason and Withall, liamson , 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 154 . V . C . B .)

solicitors, 18 , Bedford -row , London . their agent, provided the fraudulent act was
MARRIAGE SETTLEMENT – REVERSIONARY

CUMMINGS (Mary A . ', 296 , Portobello -road , Notting -hill. within the scope of the agent's authority , and the
INTEREST - POLICY OF ASSURANCE - MORTGAGEMiddlesex . willow . May 15 ; J . H . N . Briggs, solicitor, corporation have derived some benefit from it.

56 , Lincoln 's inn fielas, Middlesex . OF POLICY - PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS BY MORT
EDWARDS (Caroline ), ipswich , spinster. May 14 ; s . The cashier of the respondents ' bank, who dis GAGEES — LIEN — INTEREST.- By a marriage
Westhorp, solicitor, 32, Museum -street, Ipswich . charged the duties of manager , by sending &

FLOUXDERS (Mary ), Princes- park , within Toxteth -park , settlement a policy of assurance on the life of C .
Lancaster, widow . May 30 ; Waterhouse and Winter
botham ,

was assigned to trustees for the benefit of the
solicitors, 61,

appellants to accept certain bills drawn upon
Carey-street, Lincoln ' s -inn , wife, for her separate use, for life, and after her

London . . them by one L ., and indorsed to the bank :
HARDEY (Geo . ), Apple Tree and Mitre , 30 , Cursitor -street, death as she should appoint. The husband

Chancery -lane, Middlesex, lioer sed victualler. May 12 ; Held (reversing the judgment of the court covenanted that he would pay the premiums, and
below ), first, that it was within the scope of theJohnstone and Jackson , solicitors, 65, Chancery- lane,

London . | in default the trustees were authorised to apply| cashier's authority to send such a telegram ;
HOLLAND (Wm . J . ), Golden -crogs Hotel, Oxford . Junel;

T . and G . Mallam , solicitors, High -street, Oxford . secondly , that the bank , having obtained the the incomefor that purpose. Subsequently , the

HOLT ( Johu ). 105, Lancaster -rad , Kensington -park , Not benefit of the bills , were liable in an action for wife appointed the reversion in the policy by way
ting-hill, Middlesex, gentleman . June 8 , William the false representations. The decisions of the of mortgage to secure sumsof money advanced to

Coates, 12, Kensington -park -road , Notting-hill, Middle Exchequer Chamber in Barwick v . The English
her, with interest at five per cent. The husband

sex. | and the trustees refused to pay the premiums,
HUGHES (John ), formerly of Newport House, Shrewsbury, Joint Stock Bank (16 L . T . Rep . N . S . 461 ; L . Rep.
Salop , late of Abbey Foregate, Shrewsbury, gentleman. 1 2 Ex. 259 ) , and of the House of Lords in Addie v .Pland they were paid by the mortgagees. On the
June 18 ; J . B . Watkins, Eolicitor, Swan Hill, Shrews
bury.

| death of C . the mortgagees claimed to be repaid
The Western Bank of Scotland (L .Rep. 1 H . of L .

KAY (Robert ), formerly of Castleton , Rochdale , afterwards | So. 145), discussed and reconciled : (Mackay v . out of the policy monoys the sums they had ad .

of Higher Broughton, near Manchester, late of Trows . The Commercial Bank of New Brunswick 30 vanced for keeping the policy on foot, with interest
within , Castleton , calico printer, June 30 ; Sale and Co ., at five per cent. Held that they were entitled to
solicitors, 29, Booth -street, Manchester, IL. T . Rep . N . S . 180. Priv . Co. )

immediate payment of the premiums paid by
them , with interest at four per cent., and to a

MAGISTRATES ' LAW . charge for the remaining one per cent. upon the
reversion of the policy moneys : (Gill y . Dowing,
30 L . T . Rep . N .S . 157. V . C .JH .)

BOROUGH QUARTER SESSIONS. WILL - SPECIFIC AND RESIDUARY DEVISES
AND BEQUESTS - PERSONALTY INSUFFICIENT FOR

Borough . When holden . What notice of
Recorder. appeal to be given , Clerk ofthe Peace. PAYMENT OF DEBTS -- ADMINISTRATION - CLAIM

DISALLOWED - Costs - Where the personal estate

Devonport . .. . . . Friday, July 10 ...... H . T , Cole, Esq ., Q .C .......... 10 days G , H , E . Rundle. is insufficient for the payment of debts, real
Folkestone...... . .. . .. Tuesday, April 28...... James J. Lonsdale ,. Esq ....... 8 days R . T . Brockman. | estates comprised in a residuary devise are
Newcastle -on- Tyne W . D . Seym ur, Esq ., Q . C . . 14 days John Clayton .
Scarborough ... . Monday, April 20 ....., Alfred W . Simpson , Esq . . .. John J . P . Moody .

chargeable with the payment of debts in priority

Sudbury . Wednesday, April 29 . Thomas H . Naylor, Esq . ... 14 days Robert Ransom . to real estates specifically devised. Hensman v .

Wigan ... Wednesday, April 29 . / Joseph Catterall, Esq . .. . Thomas Heald . Fryer (17 L . T . Rep . N . S . 394 ; L . Rep. 3 Ch. 420)

Mireehold -st,
contaosure of !

ant A

10 days
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not followed. The court refused to make any of personal estate : (Prescott v . Barker, 30 L . T . his remuneration, and made no provision as

order as to the costs of an unsuccessful claim | Rep . N . S . 149. Chan.) to it. The plaintiff might have refused to become
made by the plaintiff against the testator' s estate : WILL - CONSTRUCTION - BEQUESTOF RESIDUE either receiver or trustee, unless he had pay.
(Lancefield v . Iggulden , 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 156 . TO CHARITIES- PURE AND IMPURE PERSONALTYment of his charges in some way secured to

V . C . B .) MARSHALLING - MORTMAIN ACT. - J . M ., who him ; but he accepted such office without
PRACTICE - MONEY ADVANCED BY TRUSTEEM died in March 1866, by will, in July 1855, after any stipulation on the subject, and without taking

INTEREST. - A trustee will be allowed interest appointing executors and trustees, and bequeath - | care to see that the value of the assets which

upon money advanced by him , and applied in pay ing legacies specific and pecuniary , and giving would come to his hands, as receiver or trustee ,

ment of his testator 's debts, or otherwise on certain annuities, said , “ as to all the residue and would cover his costs and expenses. He must
account of his personal estate : (Finch v , Prescott, rem onal estate and either have relied on the expectation that the

30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 156. V .C . B .) whatsoever and wheresoever, which I may be estate coming to his handswould be sufficient, or ,

INJUNCTION - TRESPASS - WASTE. - The defen possessed of or entitled to at the time of my by inadvertence, he forgot the subject altogether .
h the same a

dant to an action of ejectment to recover a piece
of woodland , adduced evidence of adverse posses Damely, one equal third part or share thereof to lien on the promissory notes , which were to be

sion for more than twenty years, and the action St. Mary 's Hospital, Paddington , aforesaid , one delivered to him as trustee for the creditors. He

was discontinued . Subsequently the plaintiff in other equal third part or share thereof to the handed over these promissory notes to the credi.

the action from time to time walked in the wood ,
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel intors, without stipulating that his costs and ex

and turned his cattle into it , in order to assort his Foreign Parts , and the remaining one equal third penses should be first paid . But now , upon find .

alleged right, and to bar the Statute of Limita - |
part or share thereof to the Society for Promoting ing that the estate in his handswas deficient, he

tions. At length he cut down a tree in thewood , Christian Knowledge, and my will is , and I ex. had brought this action against the defendant for

whereupon the defendant to the action filed his pressly direct, thatthe three lastmentioned legacies that deficiency . No authority had been cited to

bill for an injunction : Held (affirming the deci. or bequests shall respectively be paid and satisfied him (the judge) which supported the plaintiff' s

sion of the Master of the Rolls) that as the result out of such part of my personal estate as can claim , nor had any principle been stated, which

of the action of ejectment showed the defendant to
lawfully be applied to the payment thereof, and appeared to him to apply to the present case , and

that action to be in possession of the wood , he which shall be reserved by my trustees or trustee entitle the plaintiff to maintain the action. There

Was entitled to the injunction . Lowndes v. Bettle
for the timebeing for that purpose ,and that such was no express contract between the plaintiff and

( 10 L . T . Rep . N . S . 55 ; 33 L . J . 431, Ch .) approved legacies and shares of residue shall respectively be the defendant, and he was unable to imply one.

and followed : (Stanford v . Hurlstone, 30 L . T .
applied to the purposes of the said hospital and The plaintiff as receiver was an officer of the Court

Rep. N . S . 140 . Chan .) societies respectively , and the receipts of the re. of Bankruptcy which appointed him . As trustee

WILL - GIFT OVER ON BANKRUPTCY - PER
spective treasurers of the said hospital and he was appointed by the creditors, and he was &

SONAL ENJOYMENT - FORFEITURE OF LIFE
ER societies respectively shall be sufficient discharges trustee for them . But neither as receiver nor as

for the same respectively ." The suit was one for trustee was the plaintiff in hi entitled to

ESTATE. - Testator gave specific legacies, and
gaveall his residuary real and personal estate to

administration, and the question raised was as to compel the defendant to pay his charges . There
the marshalling of debts, legacies , and annuitie

S . and C . upon trust for conversion and invest
the marshalling of debts, legacies, and annuities. must, therefore , be a verdict for the defendant.

| Held , that the direction that the charitable be In reply to Wilkinson , his Honour said he should
ment, and to pay thereout an annuity of £250 to
S . and also an annuity to E ., and subject thereto

quests were to be satisfied out of such part of the be willing to grant a case for the Superior Court.
testator' s personal estate as could lawfully be

and to his debts, the remainder of his real and
personal estate to be held in trust for C . for life ,

applied to the payment thereof, and which should

or until he should become bankrupt or insolvent,
HUNTINGDON COUNTY COURT.be reserved for that purpose, was a plain direction

or do or suffer anything which but for that pro
to marshal the assets, so as to give the charities Wednesday , April 8 .
the fullest benefit

vision would deprive him of the personal enjoy; I (Miles v . Harrison , 30 L . T . Rep. N . S . 152.
(Before EDMOND BEALES, Esq., M .A ., Judge.)

ment, in which case there was a gift over. S . and HEARN v. THE GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY
C . were appointed executors. Testator died in Chan .) . COMPANY.

June 1870 considerably indebted . His personal Carriage of goods Owner's risk - Loss ofmarket
estate not specifically beaneathed was under $ 20 .

C . was adjudicated bankrupt in July 1871. In COUNTY COURTS.
- Delay.

Burton , of Huntingdon, for the plaintiff .
January 1872, a scheme for arrangement of the This case was partly heard at the last court,and
bankrupt's affairs by paying 20s. in the pound BIRMINGHAM COUNTY COURT. was of great importance to fishmongers and other

was made , and the bankruptcy was annulled and Wednesday, April 1 . tradesmen .
an order was made vesting his property in S . In

(Before Mr. H . W . COLE , Q .C ., Judge.)January 1873, the order vesting the bankrupt's
Burton said that the action was brought to

recover the sum of 86 178. 9d ., damage sustained
property in S . was rescinded . Prior to his bank . HARRISON V . JOHNSON . by the plaintiff, a fishmonger , by reason of the
ruptcy C . had received the rents of the testator' s Accountant's charges. non-delivery, in reasonable timeand in due course,
real estate, but since then S . had received them . The plaintiff in this case was an accountant, of a quantity of fish consigned to him on the

The rents had been applied towards paying the carrying on business in Birmingham , and the de defendants' railway from Yarmouth to Hunting .

testator ' s debts, and the annuities so far as they fendant a person who, on the 19th Sept. 1871, don . On 10th Oot. last a quantity of fish was

would extend, but S.' s own annuity was in arrear, presented his petition to the Court of Bankruptcy sent from Yarmouth , but was not tendered to the
as the rents were not sufficient to pay it in full. for a liquidation of his estate by arrangement or plaintiff until a little before 4 p . m . on the follow .

C . had received nothing for his own use. Held composition . The action was brought to recovering day, when the market was over, and he was

that as C . had not been deprived of the personal 22 15s. 4d. as the balance of the accounts of the then unable to dispose of the fish . The fish
enjoyment of the residuary estate, there had been plaintiff' s receipts and payments as receiver and should have been delivered in the usual course at

no forfeiture of his life interest : (Robins v . Rose, trustee in the proceedings under the Bankruptcy 9 a .m . He admitted that the fish were consigned

30 L . T . Rep. N . S . 152. V .C . B .) Act, which terminated in the defendant' s creditors at owner' s risk , but that from the very fact of the
WILL - DEVISE OF ALL LANDS AND HEREDI. accepting a composition . By an order of the delay the company had been guilty of wilful

TAMENTS- -STRICT SETTLEMENT - LEASEHOLDS - | Court, dated Sept. 19th , the plaintiff, who had negligence .
CONTRARY INTENTION . - The 26th section of the previously rendered assistance to the defendant ! Moore, for the company, said that the company

Wills Act throws the onus probandi upon those in his attempt to arrange his affairs , was appointed was not liable , inasmuch as the fish was conveyed
who assert that a devise of " lands ” does not receiver. A meeting of the creditors took place at owner's risk , and a special low rate was
include leasehold estates in land, but that onus is on the 5th Oct., who passed resolutions under the charged , in consideration of which the plaintiff
satisfied by showing from the whole will sufficient Act of 1860 to accept a composition of 5s. in the had agreed to take the risk of delay . By paying
grounds to satisfy a reasonable man that the pound, payable as therein mentioned , and it was an extra rate the plaintiff could have held the

testator did not intend by the word " lands " to resolved that promissory notes for the composition company to be liable. It had been decided in
pass leasehold estates. A testator, by his will required , and payable as agreed , should be handed several cases in the superior courts, and also by
made in 1861. devised all his messuages , lande . I to the trustee within seven days of the date of the his Honour, that damages for loss of market
and hereditaments in the county of Middlesex , confirmation . The plaintiff also received his could not be recovered , in theabsence of notice
and all other lands and hereditaments in England appointment as trustee. The composition had having been given to the company that goods
belonging to him , to the use of his eldest son for since been paid . were required for market .
life, with remainder to his eldest son' s issue in His Honour, in delivering judgment, said that His HONOUR. - I agree with the common law
tail male, with an ultimate remainder to his own under such circumstances, if any of theunder such circumstances, if any of the debtor' s principle thatthe company are the insurers ofthe
right heirs. He also bequeathed all his money, estate were now in the hands of the plaintiff , as goods they convey, and that they have no right
securities for money, goods, chattels ,and personal receiver or trustee, the defendantmight call upon to get rid of their liability by any difference in the
estate to trustees upon trusts corresponding with him to hand the same over to him ; but the defen . rate.
the trusts of the hereditaments therein before dant could not do so except on the terms of the Moore. - The company lose thousands a year
devised in strict settlement, but so that the amount of the plaintiff' s charges for which he by carrying the fish ata lower rate, which all goes
same should not vest absolutely in any person would have a lien on the estate in his hands, into the fish merchants' pockets ; and although,
thereby made tenant in tail by purchaso unless being first ascertained by the Court of Bank by taking advantage of the low rate , they save a
such person should attain twenty-one. As to the ruptoy, and paid by the defendant : (Ex parte vast amount of money in the course of a year,
devised realty , the will contained a power of sale, Lyons,' re Lyons, L . Rep . 7 Ch. 494 ; 26 L . T . they still, when they have any small loss, require
empowering the trustees to invest the proceeds of Rep . N . S . 491.) But in the present case the company to pay their claims. They could
any sale in the purchase of freeholds or leaseholds there was no such estate , and the defendant not expect to have the advantages of the low rate
convenient to be held therewith . The will also therefore made no demand. On the contrary, and also have the claims paid .
contained a bequest of certain chattels and heir . however, there was a deficiency of the estate to Burton characterised the lower rate as a delu
looms in strict settlement, so far as the rules of meet the plaintiff' s charges and he had therefore sion and a snare, and a lasting disgrace to all the
law and equity would permit . The testator, both insisted that the defendant was personally liable railway companies .
as to any leaseholds to be purchased under the to pay such deficiency , and he had brought this His HONOUR said thathe thought the law as to
power, and as to the chattels , repeated the proviso action to recover it. The charges of the plaintiff this point of owner's risk was in a most unsatis.
that the same should not vest absolutely in any as receiver and trustee amounted altogether to factory state, and had never been definitely
person thereby made tenant in tail by purchase , £23 19s. 9d . He made other demands, but the decided .
unless such person should attain twenty -one. At property and money received by him had been The plaintiff' s case was stopped at an early
the time of his death , the testator was possessed slightly more than sufficient to satisfy every stage by his inability to produce the receipt for
of both freehold and leasehold estates in the demand, except his costs and charges as receiver the payment of the fish , which were the subject of
county of Middlesex : Held (affirming the decision and trustee. This claim of £22 158. 4d. consisted the action .
of Malins, V . C .) that the leaseholds did not pass in part of the unsatisfied portion of the £23 198 .9d ., His HONOUR said that he could not sue for loss
under the devise of lands and hereditaments by and the question was whether the plaintiff was of market. He should have accepted the fish and
virtue of the 26th section of the Wills Act, inas. | entitled to recover the same by this action sold them for what they were worth and then
much as there was sufficient indication of a con . against the defendant. The resolutions of the brought his action to recover the difference. He
trary intention appearing on the face of the will ; creditors, under which the plaintiff was ap - nonsuited the plaintiff, butwould not allow any
but that they passed under the ultimate bequest pointed trustee, were silent on the subject of costs to the company,
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Moore I must press upon your Honour the that “ every attention will be paid to ensure proved the contract he set up ; that the true
necessity of,allowing costs . In all cases where punctuality as far as is practicable." I am of contract was contained in the ticket and the bills ,

the company have a verdict against them costs opinion that the facts proved show that “ punctu . and that it was for the plaintiff to prove “ wilful
are allowed . ality ” was not." practicable ” in this instance, misconduct " on the part of the company, and

His HONOUR. - The plaintiff has lost sufficient. and although I was much pressed with Mr. that as he had given no evidence to that effect,

If he had not sustained any loss he would have Clongh' s contention that the train at Brighouse there was nothing for the defendants to answer.

allowed costs, should have been detained in order to carry on . He referred to several cases, and especially to
Moore. - If the plaintiff had not sustained any ward the Huddersfield passenger trafic , this could Hurst v . The Great Western Railway Company

loss I do not suppose hewould have brought an only have been done at the cost of delaying the (34 L . J .) , and to Taylor v .Great Eastern Railway
action . I think it a very hard case that I cannot passengers who had booked there, and who had Company, reported in the LAW TIMES of Feb . 7 .

have my costs allowed in cases in which the com acquired the right to go on without delay . In In any event, no damages could be recovered for
pany obtain a verdict. the case of Prevost v . The Great Eastern Railway the loss of the vote .

Plaintiff nonsuited without costs. Company (13 L . T . Rop . N . S . 20) , the facts of His HONOUR said that the point raised as to the

which were very similar to the present, it was liability of the company for delays was no doubt

held by Crompton J. that the contract of the one of great importance, and that he would
HUDDERSFIELD COUNTY COURT. company is that they will use proper care and not reserve his judgmentuntil April 14 .

Friday , March 27 . | be negligent. I cannot find in the facts before me

(Before Mr Serjeant TINDAL ATKINSON , Judge.) any want of proper care, or any negligence, and
there must, therefore , be a nonsuit entered in

CLOUGH v . LANCASHIRE AND YORKSHIRE
WIGAN COUNTY COURT. '

favour of the defendants, but in this case without
RAILWAY COMPANY

Wednesday , April 1.
costs .

A railway company notwithstanding a notice in (Before Mr. J . W . HARDEN , Judge.)

their time bill, that" they will not be accountable MARYLEBONE COUNTY COURT. ROWLAND AND ANOTHER V. LONDON AND NORTH

for any loss, inconvenience , or injury,which may (Before Mr. Serjt . WHEELER.) WESTERN RAILWAY COMPANY.

arise from delays or detention ,” are not pro
tected from negligence or want of proper care,

| TURNER v . THE GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY | Railway companies agents for one another

COMPANY.but where a fog had impeded the trafic and
Carriage of goods - Property in the goods

thereby caused delay :
Liability for loss.

Railway unpunctuality . MESSRS. ROWLAND and Makinson , ironmongers ,

Held that the company are protected by the terms MR. C . H . TURNER , of the Chancery Bar, sued | Market-place, Wigan,sued the London and North

of their notice. the Great Western Railway Company for not con: | Western Railway Company for two sums of
Olough , plaintiff, in person . veying him from London to Micheldean , on the £21 5s. 6d . and £17 10s.
John Sykes for defendants . 7th Feb ., in time to vote at the West Gloucester

His HONOUR delivered judgment herein as follows: shire election , and he assessed his damages at
Ellis appeared for the plaintiffs .

In this case,which was tried beforemeon 27th Feb ., £9 19s. Adcock (of the firm of Mayhew and Adcock), ap

the plaintiff claims damages from the defendants The plaintiff conducted his case in person . peared for the defendants .
for a breach of contract in not having on the 11th The defendants were represented by Wightman Ellis stated that at the time of the Wigan

11th Dec., 1873, 'conveyed him (the plaintiff) | Wood , barrister, of the Home Circuit. Exhibition arrangements were made to have &

from Huddersfield to Halifax , he having pur It appeared from the plaintiff's statement that very elegant plate glass case sent from Sheffield

chased from the defendants a through ticket for ho left Paddington at 10.15 a .m . on Saturday , the to the Exhibition . Mr. Makinson went to the

that purpose. The train by which the plaintiff 7th Feb ., having previously obtained a first- class railway and saw Mr. Dixon, the manager, and
was to travel was advertised in the company's express return ticket to Micheldean, which was asked what it would cost to bring the case from

time tables to leave Huddersfield at 10 o 'clock , given to him gratis on his producing a “ candi. Sheffield to Wigan. Mr. Dixon named the rate,

arriving at Halifax at 10.33. A fog prevailed date 's order." According to the train bills, the which included the insurance and delivery of the
during the morning , which seriously impeded the 10. 15 train should arrive at Gloucester at 1. 37 , parcel at the Wigan Infirmary, whereupon the

traffic on the railway, and the train which was to after stopping at five stations en route ; but on sender at Sheffield was instructed to forward the

take the plaintiff to Halifax was, when it arrrived this day the train was detained at a great many case, which , when dispatched , was in a perfectly

to takeup the passengers at Huddersfield , twenty - places not specified in the bills, commencing at sound condition . It was in due course delivered

fourminutes late, and did notleave the station until West Drayton (where the plaintiff observed indi. in Wigan by the defendants at the infirmary , and

ten minutes after the appointed time, and on cations of a collision having recently occurred ), it was there kept in & perfectly safe place for

arriving at Brighouse, owing to the obstruction and eventually it arrived at Gloucester at t!:ree about a week , at the expiration of which time it

caused by the fog , it was forty-five minutes after o 'clock . In consequence the plaintiff lost a train was opened and the glass was found to be smashed
its time. The passengers for Halifax by this train timed to leave Gloucester for Micheldean at 1.48, so that it was altogether useless for the purpose

are obliged to change on their arrival at Brig . by which he had expected to travel, and was it was intended for. Tbe plaintiffs complained

house, and are sent on by a train which unable to proceed until 3 .50 . By this train he to one of the railway officials, who suggested that

awaits them thero ; but no notice of this change reached Micheldean at 4.40 , but though a carriage the plaintiffs should get it repaired , and send &

is found in the company's timetables. After wait was in waiting for him , in which he was driven claim for the amount to the defendants. Tbe

ing twenty -seven minutes beyond the usual time four and a half miles in twenty -two minutes , he case was repaired at an expense of £21 58. 6d .

the train, which should have taken the plaintiff for arrived at the poll two minutes too late to record About three months afterwards the plaintiffs re

ward , left Brighouse, and on the plaintiff ' s arriving his vote. As there was no train by which he turned the case to Sheffield , and it was delivered

he found that there wasno other train for Halifax could get home that night, he went to an hotel, safely to the company, carriage paid , and insured ,

until 12.14 . The plaintiff having an important and he now sued the company for compensation but when it arrived at Sheffield it was found to

engagement, hired a carriage , and reached Halifax for his expenses, his useless loss of time, and the have been again broken , and the item of £17 10s.

at 12.30, too late to keep his appointment. The “ logs of his franchise.” The ticket and the train was on account of the loss sustained by the

company 's time tables were put in , and contained | bill were put in as evidence. On the former was second breakage. Evidence was given by Mr.

the following announcement : “ Time bills. The printed , " This ticket is issued subject to the con . Ellis in support of these facts.

published train bills of this company are only ditions on the company's train bills ;' and on the Adcock then addressed the judge and jury, and

intended to fix the time at which passengers may latter the following notice appeared on the raised the following questions of law : First, that

be certain to obtain their tickets for any journey outer sheet, “ The train bills are only intended as the contract was with the Manchester, Shef

from the various stations, it being understood to fix the time at which passengers may be field , and Lincolnshire Railway Company, the

that the trainsshall not start before the appointed certain to obtain their tickets for any journey defendants, the London and North Western

time. Every attention will be paid to insure from the various stations (it being under Railway Company, were not liable to pay the

punctuality as far as it is practicable. But the stood that the trains shall not start before the loss, as all they did was simply as agents for the

directors give notice that the company do not appointed time),but the directors give notice that Manchester , Sheffield , and Lincolnshire Railway

undertake that the train shall start or arrive at the company do not undertake that the trains Company, who were the contractors in the

the time specified in the bills , nor will they be shall start or arrive at the time specified in the matter ; secondly, the plaintiffs had no property

accountable for any loss, inconvenience, or injury bills, nor will they be accountable for any loss in the goods, inasmuch as they were only

which may arise from delays or detention .” It is which may arise from delays or detention , except borrowed, and when placed upon the railway
contended by Mr. Sykes, on behalf of the com . upon proof that such delay was caused by the company 's premises it was a constructive delivery

pany, that there ought to be a nonsuit on the wilfulmisconduct of the company's servants.” to the person from whom they borrowed the

ground that the notice in the time tables, which Turner contended that the company had conurner contended that the company had con - / goods, and having no property in them , they
havebeen put in evidence, forms a special contract, tracted to take him to Micheldean by the time could not recover them .
the terms of which are binding on the plaintiff , mentioned in their bills - 2 . 25 p .m . -- and also to ] In reply to these points, Ellis contended that
and the defendants are not liable for the delay. take him there in time to vote , or at least within the contract was not with the Manchester, Shet.
Under ordinary circumstances the company are a reasonable time. With regard to the damages field , and Lincolnshire Railway Company, but
bound to carry out the contract they make he quoted the case of Ashby v. Wright, in the with the London and North -Western Railway
with the passenger, and must use such diligence, time of Chief Justice Holt, where the plaintiff Company,and that they were the persons respon .
and bring to bear such appliances as they obtained £200 damages from a returning officer sible for the loss. As to the second point raised

may have at their disposal to perform the for refusing to receive his vote. by Mr. Adcock , it was proved by Mr. Makinson
promise contained in their time tables, namely , Wood for the defendant, in the first place called that the plaintiffs were responsible to the persons
that the train will leave at a certain time upon the judge to nonsuit the plaintiff on the from whom the case wasborrowed for any damage
and arrive at the terminus at the time stated ; ground that the action should have been brought that might be occasioned by it . He contended
but in this case the delay arose from causes en by “ the candidate ," who had paid for the ticket, that Mr.Makinson having paid the return freight
tirely beyond the company's control. In the but immediately afterwards he withdrew this from Wigan to Sheffield clearly proved that he
language of Lord Campbell, in giving judgment objection , saying that his clients had no desire to did not part with possession of the goods until
in Denton v. The Great Northern Railway Com . escape by a side door. The principle involved was they were delivered at the point where he had
pany (25 L . J . 134 , Q . B .) , “ Looking at the nature of very great importance to railways, as if they paid for them to be delivered at- namely, Shet.
of the contract there may be certain implied were liable to pay compensation in such cases as field .
exceptions from perils of the land, as there is in this, or to prove that the delay was unavoidable, His HONOUR said that in this caso a great deal
the case of a policy of marine insurance from the the cost would be incalculable, and the public was to be said on both sides, and that he should
perils of the sea , as if a train without any fault of would be in a far worse position than now , as the submit to the jury the question of the amount to
the company, should be prevented from going by companies would have to reduce the usual rate of be given on both counts, and that he should order
an inundation , or by some convulsion of nature. | speed of all their trains, so as to insure punctuality , that execution be stayed . The effect of this
There they might be discharged .” Here the delay even under adverse circumstances . There was a would be that an application could bemade to
was caused by a fog , which imposed upon the notion that the defendants had acquiesced in the superior court of law for a mandamus to compe
company's servants the utmost care and caution decision given against them in Forsyth ' s case, but him to issue execution, and the law of the matter
in the conduct of the traffic , a caution which was that was not so ; on the contrary , they were could be ascertained .
necessary for the protection of life and of pro . | desirous to appeal, but were prevented from doing The jury gave a verdict for the plaintins

wait for the plaintiffs for

perty , and brings the case within the promise on so by a technical informality . Counsel then argued £17 158. 6d . ou the first count, and £14 on the

the part of the company contained in the notice at considerable length that the plaintiff had not second count.
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O ) Dartne

BANKRUPTCY LAW . session of 1866, when every committee-room was rulings he owned he thought the Lord Chancellor
occupied . should be made aware of it. Without discussing
WITHDRAWAL OF ELECTION PETITIONS. the particular point before the Court of Queen 's

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. Notice has been given to withdraw the election Bench in the case alluded to or presuming in any

PROOF ON Bills – PRODUCTION OF PRACTICE . petitions relating to Kidderminster, Stockport , way to question the correctness of the view taken
- A creditor who seeks to prove upon bills of ex and Isle of Wight. by that eminent judge, we think it due to you to
change or promissory notes must, on tendering STYLE in which an oath was administered by a state thatwehave been perfectly satisfied with your
his proof, exhibit his securities in like manner as German justice of the peace in Lincoln , Wis. : rulings generally, thatweconsider you bestow more
under the old law , which in this respect is not " You as awfully swear you will tell the truth , the than usual attention and care on all cases coming

altered by the late Act : (Ex parte Jacobs ; Re whole truth , and nothing but the truth , the best before you, that your judicial conduct during the

Carter, 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 133. Bank.) what you can ." 1 whole time you have been the Judge of this circuit
PARTNERSHIP - BANKRUPTCY - JOINT AND

CASES IN THE PROBATE COURT. - There are 20 has commanded our high respoct and esteem , and
C

SEPARATE ESTATE --- DECEASED PARTNERS — cases in the list for the term before the court that we have the fullest confidence in your ableRIGHTS OF CREDITORS. - By & partnership deed
itself, and 12 special juries , and only one common and impartial administration of the law in yourit was stipulated that in case of the death of any jury case , making 33. Last Term there were 9 Beveralcourts." This address was signed by four

partner, the partnership should not be dissolved ,
cases without juries, 20 special juries, and 13 com barristers and thirty attorneys practising in the

but that the surviving partners should carry on
mon juries. The case of Tichborne v . Tichborne several courts. His Honour returned thanks at

the business, and that the share of the deceased is still retained in the cause paper. some length . He said he had read with great in .
partner should be ascertained, and the payment dignation what Mr. Justice Blackburn was re
thereof secured to his representatives in manner TRIAL OF ELECTION PETITIONS. — Three more

ported to have said , butupon reflection he deemed
therein provided . The firm consisted of four election petitions have just been appointed for

it the best thing to attribute the remarks to some
partners, two of whom died during the partner. hearing . The Barnstaple petition will be taken

mistake or exaggeration in the report, or to somebefore Mr. Justice Mellor on the 27th inst., andship , and first the three and afterwards the two
the Stroud petition on the same day beforeMr. grave misapprehension as to the real facts of the

surviving partners continued the business for a
Baron Bramwell. On the 28th inst. Mr. Justicefew months. The latter then filed a petition for

case. On one point- the conditions under which

the company had been allowed to appeal - theGrove will hear the Dudley petition. The Hackneyliquidation . At the date of the petition the shares
of the deceased partners had not been paid or

court above was wholly unjastified in what itPetition is disposed of.
said , as the solicitor of the company himself wouldsecured to their representatives. There had been HIGHWAY LEGISLATION . - Considerable dig.
admit. So far as he could gather from the reportno stock taking, but a great part of the stock - in cussion took place at the Devonshire Chamber of his decision was reversed without the shadow of

trade, consisting of machinery, which was in Agriculture on legislation affecting highways or an attempt at argument, and in no very courte .
existence when the partnership was first consti- consequent on theabolition of turnpikes,and reso - ous terms. "He was borne out in his views on the
tuted , still remained in specie : part , however, had lutions were carried that it was expedient that the main point in the case by one of the most ominent
been disposed of and replaced by the three and expense of the repairs ofall roads should be paid by I courts of jurisprudence in theworld - the Supreme

the persons using them , and that the expense Court of the United States - in which the very

creditors of the four were not entitled as against could in part be raised by a license tax on all question at issue here had been made the subject

the creditors of the three and of the two to have horses and carriages using such roads ; that it of an elaborate and exhaustive argument.
the proceeds of such portion of the machinery as was expedient that the expense of principal im . FIRST DAY OF TERM . - Wednesday being the

could be distinguished as having existed when the provements of main roads in highway districts first day of Easter Term , the Lord Chancellor

partnership was first constituted , and which still should be defrayed from the common fund ; and entertained the Judges , Queen 's Counsel,Serjeants ,

remained in specie, applied in satisfaction of their that the whole of the expense of permanent im - & c ., at his Lordship 's residence, 5 , Cromwell

claims in priority to the claims of all the other proving should not be thrown solely on the Houses . This being the first levée of Lord Cairnscreditors : (Ex parte Furness ; Re Simpson and occupier. We may mention that some of the since his appointment for the second timeas Lord
Co., 30 L . T . Rep. N . S . 134. Bank.) above suggestions are at the present time adopted Chancellor, it was very numerously attended . All

GARNISHEE ORDER - BANKRUPTCY - CREDITOR in the north of France, and we believe success. I the Chancery and nearly all the common 1
HOLDING SECURITY — BANKRUPTCY ACT 1869 fully . judges were present. The only common law
(32 & 33 VICT, c . 71) , ss . 12 AND 16 . - A garnishee LINCOLN 'S - INN . - The new buildings in Lin . ljudges who were absent were the Lord Chief

coln ' s - inn have now been completed , and most of Justice of the Common Pleas (who was absent on
order obtained and served by an execution credi.

the chambers are occupied . They form the west account of the death of his mother ), Mr. Justice
tor, especially when made absolute before the
bankruptoy , constitutes the execution creditor a side of Old-square, fronting the hall, library, and Lush , and Mr. Justice Quain . The judge of the

creditor “ holding a security on the property of garden . The block is divided into four sub -divi- Court of Admiralty (Sir R . Phillimore) was also

the bankrupt ” within sect. 12 of the Bankruptcy sions, each of which consists of five floors, with absent. The judges who attended were - Lord
five sets of chainbers on each . The style is semi. Justice James, Lord Chief Baron Kelly , Vice

Act 1869. An execution creditor who has ob

tained , served , and made absolute & garnishee
Gothic, with gables at each end. The block is Chancellor Hall, Lord Ardmillan, Baron Pigott,

order befere the bankruptcy, is also a creditor
140ft. in length and soft. in height. The internal Justice Denman, Vice -Chancellor Bacon , Baron

holding a " charge on the bankrupt' s estate , as a
arrangements have been very carefully attended Amphlett, Justice Blackburn . Baron Cleasby,

security for a debt due to him ” within sent. 16 , to , and rooms have been arranged for barristers, Lord Justice Mellish , Lord Chief Justice Cock .

sub -sect. 5 , of the Barkruptcy Act 1869. The pupupils, and clerks, with the usual offices and burn , Vice Chancellor Malins, the Master of

word “ charge,” in sect. 16, sub- sect. 5 , has a cellars. The external aspect of the building is in the Rolls, Justice Brett. Justice Archibald ,

wider meaning than the word “ mortgage " or strange contrast with its quaint and smoke- Baron Pollock , Justice Keating, Sir Monta

“ lien ” contained in the same section : (Emanuel begrimed neighbours, the materials used in the gue Smith , Justice Grove, Justice Mellor, and

v . Bridger ; Roberts (garnishee), 30 L . T . Rep. |
construction being Ancaster dressing with red Baron Bramwell. Ainong the Queen 's Counsel

N . S. 194. Q . B .) brick facing. The entire cost has been £10,000 , were the Attorney -Genural (Sir R . Baggallay ).
and the work has been executed by Messrs. Jack the Lord Advocate , and the Solicitor General

son and Shaw of Scotland, James Anderson , F . Roxburgh ,COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
A LEGAL ANOMALY. - Without the least reflec- John Gray , Holker, A . E . Miller, Montagu

Tueslay, April 14 . tion either on the magistrate or the clerk - both Chambers, Serjeant Simon , George Little,

(Before Mr. Registrar PEPY8.) of whom are gentlemen of considerable experience, W . Huddleston, Inderwick , R . G . Williams,

Re H . J . WELCH.
and are, indeed, helpless in the matter - it can H . Hawkins, Gates, Watkin Williams, Joseph
scarcely be denied that the inquiry at the police Brown , Eddis, Fry, Higgios, Renshaw , Archer

Proof- Bankruptcy Act 1869, s . 31 – Wife's allow . | court into the manslaughter at Flathouse was a Shee , Dickmson , Lumley , Westlake, H . Cotton ,
ance under separation deed — Trustee of deed deplorable waste of time. We are fully aware Joseph Kay, W . T . S . Daniell, T . E . Winslow ,
allowed to prove.

that some of the judges strongly object to trying Locke, Swanston , Prentice, Day, J . Shapter, Phil.
THE question in this case, which arose under the prisoners on coroners' inquisitions, probably from brick, ' James Fleming , . Waller, Dr. Deane,31st section of the Act, was whether the trustee the fact that it is not every community which has Lopes, E . E . Kay , E . J . M 'Intyre, Fitzjames,
nnder a deed of separation , executed by the secured the services of so competent and careful Stephen , Bristowe, John Pearson , P . H . Edlin ,
bankrupt and his wife, was entitled to prove a coroner as Portsmouth has , and depositions Prideaux, H . M . Jackson , B . S . Follett, Joseph

nst the bankr of the
| taken before a magistrate , under the advice of & Chitty , N . Lindley, OsborneMorgan , Sir H . James ,

estimated value of the allowance agreed to be legally qualified clerk , are generally superior to Bazalgette, Marten, T . Southgate , and J . R . Ken .
made to the wife for the support of herself and those taken under less favourable circumstances. yon ( Treasurer of the Middle Temple). The Lord

family. But the fact remains that after the fullest inquiry Chancellor, at the conclusion of the “ breakfast,"
Bagley appeared for the creditor, who appealed before the coroner, precisely the same ground was proceeded with the other judges to open the courts

from the rejestion of the proof by the trustee. traversed by the magistrate , and that, in fact, the at Westminster, where they arrived shortly before
E . C . Willis for the trustee. depositions sworn to before the latter are almost two. There was a considerable crowd assembled in
By the deed , which was dated in 1869, the la literal copy of those taken before the former . / Westminster Hall and about the neighbourhood to

husband and wife agreed to live separate and This might have been pardonable enough in the witness the procession , but not nearly so large a3
apart from each other, an allowance of 10s. per last century ; but we are accustomed to value is customary when the courts are opened in

week being made to the latter . The trustee under timetime more highly than our great grandfathers November. There was moderate cheering as Lord
the deed claimed to rank as & creditor for £407 , were wont to do, and are somewhat impatient Cairns and the other judges passed up the hall.
which was sworn to as being the value of the under the repetition of a task the necessity for

allowance. which is not very obvious. So long, however, asHis HONOUR thought theappellant was entitled the judges adhere to a decision repeatedly ex .
to prove for the sum claimed . But for the bank . CORRESPONDENCE OF THEpressed, the case is ,apparently ,beyond remedy.ruptoy he could have sued the husband for the Hampshire Telegraph . PROFESSION .husband for the arrears of the allowance, and no
reason existed why the wife should be deprived MR BEALES AND MR. JUSTICE BLACKBURN.

NOTE . - This Department of the Law Trxrs being open to

of the benefit of the deed. The proof must be On Wednesday, at the April sitting of the Cam . | free discussion on all professionaltopics, the Editor is not

admitted . bridge County Court , Mr. Beales , the judge, responsible for any opinions or statements contained in it .

acknowledged the receipt ofan address which had
been presented to him in consequence of some re. BILLS OF SALE ACT 1874 . - There is now an

LEGAL NEWS. marks made upon him by Blackburn , J . in the opportunity before the second reading of this Bill
Court of Queen 's Bench . The address was as of inserting a clause to remedy what I believe is

PRIVATE BILLS IN PARLIAMENT. - The first of follows : - " Dear Sir , - We, the undersigned bar- generally acknowledged , certainly in text books,
several groups of private Bills will be taken on risters-at-law or attorneys practising before you and by some of the judges, to be a defect in tho
or about the 21st instant, when it is expected in the courts of which you are the judge, have Bills of Sale Act (17 & 18 Vict. c . 36 ) , sect. 1 - Imean
that several committees will, for the purpose, be read with much pain and regret & report in the the priority of an unregistered bill of sale over a
appointed . It is believed that there will be a | LAW TIMES of the 7th Feb . 1874 , of a remark subsequently registered one. At present registra .
great pressure of private Bill work this session , alleged to have been made by Blackburn, J . in re- tion is useless as againstan unregistered seourity,
owing to the short time within which the business versing a decision given by you in the case of Although a grantee takes the precaution to
must be got through . Old parliamentarians Taylor v . The Great Eastern Railway Company, register his bill of sale , he often finde, when he
anticipate a repetition for a brief period of the that if you were in the habit of making such attempts to enforce it, that he is defeated by some

tate resp O
L
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prior bill — perhaps a clandestine one - of which upon the premises, for a debt which was pre- foolscap. It is , in point of style and lucidity , a
he could possibly know nothing. A prudent man , existing at the date of the deed . Acting on very creditable production . The arbitrator's fees
before advancing money on the security of a bill behalf of the trustee under the liquidation , Ifor a complicated reference amounted to only 400
of sale , searches at the Queen 's Bench office for gave notice of motion to set aside the deed , francs. The official arbitrator being “ unable to
prior bills, and, if he finds none, is generally but as the estate was a small one, and lookbut as the estate was a small one, and looking reconcile the parties " transmitted his report to
satisfied ; but I have known cases in which neces. at the decisions in Morton v. Woods and Jolly v . the court “ closed and sealed .” Thematter came
sitous grantors have concealed the fact that there | Arbuthnot,and a decision of the learned judge of before the tribunal on 2nd July 1873 , when the
was an unregistered charge already on their goods, the Exeter County Court, I consented , although report of the arbitrator was opened and the case

and the further duly registered security was with much reluctance, to compromise the matter adjourned . On 13th Aug . 1873 the case was fully
worthless . Surely registration ought to give a by payment out of the estate of a sum equal to heard and argued , and judgment was given in
security preference to one secretly given , and of about one-half the claim , and the attornment deed favour of our clients on all points in all the ac

which the public may know nothing, or what is was given up. I think in the proposed Act it tions. The final order of the tribunal is a most
the value of registration ? As the law stands, to should be enacted “ that where by any deed or singular document, and is considerably longer
give a registered bill priority over a bill of anterior other instrument in writing a rent is reserved for than the report of the arbitrator to which , as well

date, but not registered, one of two things must the purpose of securing any principal sum of as to the orders of our own courts, in point of
happen - either the grantee must sue his grantor , money to the person in whose favour such rent style, & c., it forms a decided contrast. Our
obtain a judgment, issue execution , and thus rank is reserved , or any person or persons in trust for opponent appealed from the decision of the tri.
with ordinary execution creditors ; or the goods him , so thatany personal chattel may be liable to bunal, and , although the appeal has been ap
must be seized by the sheriff under fi . fa ., which be distrained for payment of such principalsum , pointed and placed on the list for hearing on
has the effect of avoiding the first bill entirely, then that such deed or instrument in writing many occasions, it has invariably been adjourned ,

and the second registered bill then takes its true shallbenull and void unless the requirements of and still remains unheard . Our correspondent in
position , although, if there had been no execution , the 17 & 18 Vict. c . 25 , or of this Act, be Paris , who is a solicitor, and who has the conduot

the unregistered bill would have prevailed over complied with .” It may be that the 3rd section of the case on beball of our clients , is evidently
the registered one : (See Richards v . James , 15 will have the effect of rendering deeds of the wearied out with the repeated adjournments and
W . R . 580 ; Begbie v . Fenwick , 24 L . T . Rep . N . S . above description void , but as the measure is a the unsatisfactory nature of the proceedings. In

62 ; Nicholson v . Cooper, 3 H . & N . 384.) The most important one I think it desirable the Bill advising us, towards the end of February, of a
latter alternative has occurred within my ex should not pass without its provisions being well further adjournment, he writes as follows :

perience, and I heard it publicly stated from the considered, and I hope to see in your columns the “ What one sees of the working of Tribunals of
bench the other day by one of our Vice -Chancellors views of other members of the Profession upon Commerce in this country makes one sincerely

that he could not see why the Act of 1854 aid the point I have raised . JOSEPH GIBBS . hope that they may never be introduced into
not go on to make an unregistered bill of sale void England.” Woconfine our letter purposoly to a
as against a subsequently registered one. If such
a clause be inserted , it would settle the law on OFFICIALS UNDER THE LAND TRANSFER

simple statement of facts.

that point, which at present gives rise to a good BILL. - I think our branch of the legal profession BARKER AND SONS.

deal of litigation. Let unregistered bills of sale has a right to complain of the Land Titles and

take precedenco to one another according to date,
Transfer Bill, that the appointments proposed to

but be void in relation to registered bills of sale.
be made of registrar , assistant registrars, and

THE ASSIZES – JUDGES AND SOLICITORS. - A

examiners of title , both in the London and dis
case occurred on the last Norfolk circuit which

MANAGING CLERK. I trict registries, are reserved exclusively for bar. raises a question of great importance to the Pro

- Will you allow me to suggest that the risters. This reservation it is difficult to justify. fession. A prisoner was being tried for perjury
schedule to the Bills of Sale Amendment Bill | It cannot be said that solicitors are excluded on before Mr. Justice Brett. The counsel retained

should require the name and address of the the ground of incompetency ; for it requires little for the defence was engaged in the Civil Court ;

Bolicitor who prepared the bill of sale to be stated acquaintance with the facts to be aware that he handed his brief to another learned gentleman

therein . Small auctioneers often lend money on there are a vastly larger number of competent who was not able to get into the Crown Court

bills of sale , which they prepare themselves, | until the first witness for the prosecution had
conveyancers among solicitors than among bar

charging an exorbitant sum for doing so. been partially examined ; he had not opened his
risters. I can see no other ground for the exclu

A SOLICITOR sion of solicitors than the precedents which have brief, and knew nothing of the case. The attorney
engaged for the defence made some suggestion to

- Upon reading your comment upon the Bills so often made legal appointments a monopoly of
the counsel as to the line of cross-examination ,

of Sale Act (1854) Amendment Bill, and the sub . the other branch of the Profession . These prece
whereupon the judge in a brusque and offensive

stance of the proposed measure in your columns, dents are not founded on justice, and it cannot be
manner, ordered theattorney to sit down, and said

it has occured to us whether the words in sect. 4 the interest of the public or the aim of the Legisla
he would not allow any suggestion to be made to

of the Bill, " any mortgage of or security or ture to perpetuate injustice. Themain object of the
charge upon any personal chattel," would include Bill is to simplify conveyancing by the abolition of

counsel. The facts were explained to the judge,
but he repeated his determination not to per

a species of security upon personal chattels , com - the time-honoured abstract of title . It is childish
mit any interference by the attorney, and

monly known as a “ Bad luck deed ,” or deed of to suppose that when this abolition is effected the
stated if any such attempt were made he

attornment, whereby a debtor is enabled, with profits of solicitors will not be enormously dimi.

out the publicity of a bill of sale, to give a valid nished , or that the increase in the number of
should know how to deal with it. For all prac
tical purposes, therefore, the man was unde

security upon his chattels , and thus evade the transactions will be sufficient to compensate for
fended. Mr. Justice Brett was the judge,

spirit of the Bills of Sale Act. Wehave found such diminution . No compensation is provided
these deeds of attornment of frequent occurrence by the Bill, and doubtless none is contemplated |and , whether or no , his decision in the par.

of late , and we shall be glad to know whether the | by its promoters. The branch of the Profession
| ticular case was governed by a sound discretion

proposed amendment Bill of Mr. Lopes will meet which it is especially proposed to injure by the
is not a question on which comment would be

useful, but the general rule laid down by his
their case . Bill has an especial claim to a share in the appointS . AND B .

-
Lordship is one which appears to me to be ofments which are to becreated thereby, and it is to

Seeing by your publication of the 11th inst . great importance. I am old enough to remember

that you invite suggestions upon this measure ,
be hoped thatmembers of Parliament who are also
solicitors will do their best to obtain a modificaI beg to offer the following observations apon

most of the great judges, and I have ever been

treated with the utmost courtesy and considera
tion of the clauses objected to. I cannot see why

sect. 3 : I apprehend this section is intended
amongst other things to remedy the evil which all the appointments referred to should not be

tion by every judge before whom I have had

thrown open to barristers and solicitors of ten
occasion to appear. It has never been my fortune

has resulted in consequence of the execution by
years' standing indiscriminately .

to appear before Mr. Justice Brett. I have con

debtors of secret deeds of attornment. The ques The effect of stantly heard judges say that it is the duty of

tion which I wish to raise for the consideration this would be that thebestmen could beappointed
attorneys to be present to assist counsel. I have

irrespective of the branch of the Profession to
of the Profession is whether sect. 3 will really hit never before heard any judge attack an attorney
the blot, and operate to destroy the effect of these which they belong . Doubtless the superior poli.

for discharging this duty. In the course of thirty
secret deeds. A deed of attornment does not

tical influence and compact organisation of the
years' practice , I have never found any counsel so

Bar would secure the lion 's share of appointments
profess “ to effect a mortgage for a security or well up in the facts of the case as to be able to

for barristers, and they could not roasonably
charge on any personal chattel," neither is it
“ of such a character as that it might have been

dispense with those suggestions that the attorney
complain of the excision from the Bill of what is

effected by means of a bill of sale."

acquainted as he ought to be, with all the details,
an injustice to , and a slur upon an honourable

The scheme
and learned profession.ofthe attornment may be stated as follows : A . is

is able to afford him . In the hurry of theassize
GBEGORY W . BYRNE. | this is not to be expected. There are in every com

in possession of a shop and premises which he s arising, the importance of

occupies from year to year at rack rent. He JUSTICES' CLERKS. - I would suggest that a / which themostcarefulandexperienced practitioner

desires to give to his creditor B . such a clause prohibiting clerks to justices of counties, cannothave foreseen . If it bethe duty of attorneys

security as that by the exercise of the common divisions, liberties, or franchises, from being em - | in their instructions to counsel to exhaust every
law right of distress B . can enter upon his ployed in any prosecution at the quarter sessions, / topio , to go into every detail, the costs of litiga .
premises even after bankruptcy and distrain in short, a similar clause to that contained in tion would be greatly increased . The mass of
upon the goods therein for the payment of the late Mr. Oke's Justices ' Procedure Bill, sect. I papers would be such as to prevent the possi:
a debt amounting . Say to $ 1000 . A deed 16 . and Sir David Salomons' Justices' Clerka Bill. Ibility of counsel mastering their contents ; but

is prepared between A . of the one part, and s . 13 , introduced into Parliament last session , this must either be done or the attorney must
B . of the other part, whereby A . demises to B . all should be incorporated in one of the Bills now have a discretionary power to communicate with
his interest in the shop and premises for the before Parliament relating to solicitors, unless | his counsel as the trial goes on . If the rule land
residue of his tenancy, save the last few days, there is some certainty of a Bill relating more | down by Mr. Justice Brett is to be adopte
subject to redemption upon payment of the particularly to justices' clerks being also brought should bewell known to the Profession ; the attor
£1000 . By this means B . has a term in the pre- forward . UNIFORMITY ney may then cease to attend the court, sending &

mises. A . then by the same instrument attorns clerk to produce papers,and counsel must have to
tenant to B . of the premises , at a weekly or THE WORKING OF TRIBUNALS OF COMMERCE . I master all the details of the case. Whatever rule

monthly rent of say £1000, payable in advance. - As the late report of the Judicature Commig- may be laid down by the judges as a body will
There is no assignment of Ai' s personal chattels sion has drawn special attention to the subject of am sure, be honestly and faithfully carried out by
upon the premises, but B ., wishing to recover his tribunals of commerce, itmay notbe uninteresting the Profession . I protest against the chance of
money, levies a distress for his arrears of rent. to members of the Profession if we say that for an attorney being upbraided by one judge for
The creditor, by virtue of the distress, obtains a some time back we have been concerned in a | doing the very thing which other judges say
security upon the personal chattels , but he does matter depending before the Tribunal of Com - | his duty to do. None can deprecate more strony
not directly do so by the terms of the deed , and merce of the Department of the Seine. The than I the line adopted by some over-anxious
there is nothing to prevent the debtor at any | matters in dispute formed the subject of two | practitioners in constantly interfering ...
timebefore distress removing the goods from the cross actions, and of a supplementary action , and counsel in the exercise of their duties -- this 18 as
premises. A case came under my notice a short were, by orders made in December 1872 and injudicious as it is unbecoming ; but counsel
time since, where a deed of the above description January 1873 , referred to an official arbitrator , surely know how to protect themselves from this .
had been executed . The debtor filed a petition who made his report in due course in June 1873 . | A judge can rarely have the means of know
for a liquidation, and afterwards the holder of the This report goes fully into the details of the case, whether the interference of the attorney
attornment deed (a Bristol merchant) distrained without technicality , and covers eleven sides of ' timed or otherwise .

AN OLD SOLICITOR .
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DISTINCTION AT THE FINAL EXAMINATION . - that this might with advantage be done whilst the affidavit sworn before him , and he in no case

Although personally I have not seen any letters Bill is in committee in the Lords.
vouches for its accuracy. On the other hand a

or other communication touching upon the sub A LANCASHIRE SOLICITOR . solicitor constantly attests his client's execution of
ject on which I am about to make a few sugges. deeds involving matters of the greatest import
tions, yet I feel almost sure it is a well worn

BANKRUPTCY RULES. - I think there is an errorstring. It is : Why are the prizes and rewards
ance. He may prepare a security of £100 ,000

given to the prize men at the final examination so
and attest his client' s signature to it , but if hein Rule 44 made under the Bankruptcy Act 1869.

inadequate ; indeed , I may say so paltry ( £5 The rule refers to an application by a debtor to prepares an affidavit of debt for £10 hemust take

worth of books) ? That is the reward of years of thedismiss a petition on the ground that upon the his client to be sworn before a specially appointed

hard and difficult work and study. For my part, trial of the validity of the creditor's debt it has
commissioner who has no interest in the matter .

been decided against . The rule states that the Can anybody say why this should be ? What is
I think it no stimulus, and when I tell people so,

registrar shall give notice for the hearing of the
the difference between attesting a deed and au .

they merely answer “ but consider the honour of thenticating an affidavit ?application " on the production of a copy of thebeing a prizeman at all. ”
CHAS. GRUNDY.

Quite right, it is an opp

honour , and if that honour fall to the deserving
judgment of the court in which the question was

one, I say give that deserving one a substantial tried, or an office copy thereof." Doubtless the LEGAL PRACTITIONERS' SOCIETY , — With
recollection of that great praise that is due to rule was intended to be similar in form to Rule 43,3 , reference to the letter of a “ Disappointed Mem
him . Why, I ask , do not the Incorporated Law and the words “ of a copy ,” which I have italicised ,

Society at least cancel the stamp by giving £80
I have italicised, ber ” in your impression of the 28th ult., and

were inadvertently inserted . H . S . thatof “ X . Y . Z .," published by you on the 4th
in coin ,or howsoever otherwise the first prizeman inst., I should like, with your permission , to say
may desire ; then to the second man surely £40 ARTICLED CLERKS. - I am pleased to find from a few words. I am not prepared to acquiesce in
is not toomuch ; and let £20 fall to the share of your first correspondent' s view of the proposed

the third man ? and even then it is not too much. your paper of the 4th inst., that an effort is being
made to remove some of the difficulties which *

Bill as a “ feeble bantling.” It seemsto me,with
Are law students in any one point, as a class, recent decisions have placed in theway of articled | “ X . Y . Z .,” that its shortness is, in fact, a merit
inferior to the university students ? Some say clerks. who have accepted officesor held employ

which will facilitate its passing into law (perhaps
yes ; and for the sake of controversy only I admit

ments during the term of their articles. The
incorporated with another measure) , and is no

that and will apply to them : “ Give great honour Bill printed in your columnsapplies only to clerks proof of feebleness ; but I venture to complain
where honour is due.” Merely a glance will

who may accept office after the passing of the
that the society had no opportunity of discussing

suffice to show you the almostnumberless scholar
measure. Permit me to call your attention to its merit or demerit before it was introduced into

ships, prizes, & c., of real honour to the obtainer,
the case of many gentlemen who have taken

the House of Commons, and of making in their
which at the same time carries with it a very

commissions in the militia or volunteers, or have
proper place many of the suggestions which

enticing sterling quality in the shape of £ s . d . have since appeared in your columns. No
accepted small offices as secretaries to societies,Admitting , as before, the superiority of university I committeomen in public institntions, and other general meeting of the society has been held since

students, I shall not be too presumptuous by employments . I have had many articled clerks, I the 7th Jan . last, and two committees were
applying to the law students : “ Ĝive little have encouragedevery oneof them to apply for com : appointed , one for the purpose of framing the
honour where equal honour is due," and would missions in the volunteers, and have always rules of the body, and the other to initiate certain
that slight admitted inferiority sweep away a advised those who have attained twenty -one to occasions, and the result is the draft Bill whichlegislation . The latter committee met on several
share of those prizes, & c. ? Certainly not. serve on committees, and to take part in publicGive, as I say, little honour to the law students business. I believe the knowledge of men, and you were good enough to publish . I think it was
and only a suitable ratio of university honours, the business training they thus attain , to be a most generally understood by the members of the
and then even my classification of rewards would important element in their education , a step to society at the last meeting, that when the rules of

die away to worthless insignificance. E . T . C . their future success in life.
the society had been framed , and the draft of the

The cases decided
under the 6 & 7 , Vict. c . 73 , and that of RePepper: proposed Bill had been prepared , another meeting

THE NEW LAND TRANSFER BILL: - I am glad the true question wag whether the employment
should be called to approve both , and had this

coin ( L . Rep . 1 C . P . 473 ) induced me to think that
course been followed I cannot but think that the

to find , Irom a paragraph in your last issue , that undertaken was of such a nature as to occupy Bill, though still confining itself to its present
you so thoroughly agree with the statement I | an undue portion of the clerk 's time, and so object, might have been rendered by the collec
made a fortnight ago through your columns, that prevent his acquiring a practical knowledge of tive consideration of the members of the society

the excessive stamp duty now charged on convey . more complete and effective. It may be urgedion . The recent cases

ances is really one of the most serious obstacles that time wou s means have been

entirely different footing. The decision in Re
to the free transfer of land,and that you consider | Peppercorn is questioned . The result is that

and the Bill would not, in consequence, have been
a short clause might advantageously be intro . several clerks have been refused admission , and introduced this session into Parliament. As it is ,
duced into the new Land Transfer Bill to reduce one gentleman has applied to have his articles however, it stands but small chance of being
the duty to the same amount as that charged on vacated , on the ground that he has been advised passed this session , and would scarcely have

mortgages. A perusal of the provisions of the that his having held a commission in a militia been retarded by another meeting and discus.
Bill as printed in your last impression leads me regiment during his articles will prevent his

sion ; and I think most members will agree

to think that such a clause would find a most being admitted . If this be good law I know with me that a perfect Bill for next session is
appropriate place in it , as it seems to me that many attorneys who have been improperly ad better than a prematurely -born measure for this ,

the necessity of obtaining certificates of title will mitted ; I know many articled clerks who may doomed in all probability to perish in the
increase very considerably the expense of convey . |. convey; reasonably anticipate an objection to their ad

autumnal massacre of the innocents. Apart
ancing during the next few years, and it would mission . The principle recognised in the Bill from the subject matter of this Bill, however, I
be some encouragement to purchasers of land to now before Parliament is, I submit, the true submit that frequent periodical meetings of the

incur the expense of obtaining such certificates if principle. If so, is it not fair that it should be society should take place, without which its
they were relieved from an impost which would existence is purely nominal. The motion made

made to apply to the cases of gentlemen who are
swell the expense of the transaction to a very now serving under articles, and who , with the by a member of the Incorporated Law Society, as

considerable total. There is no doubt that the consent of their employers, have already occupied referred to in your paper of the 4th April, would
effect of such a provision , especially under the a portion of their leisure in pursuits not incon. apply with equal force to this society , and I, for

new Land Transfer Act, would be largely to sisteto sistent with the tenor of their articles ? one, can see no advantage in occult individual

increase the number of conveyances on which duty A SOLICITOR OF THIRTY YEARS' STANDING . workings in the background .
would be paid , as at the present time all kinds of A MEMBER .

expedients are resorted to for the purpose of
avoiding the payment of stamp duties in large THE ADMINISTRATION OF OATHS. - Asthe sub

transactions. The duty on conveyances at presentject of the administration of oaths is attracting NOTES AND QUERIES ON
is in many cases almost a prohibitory one, and attention , I beg leave to renew a suggestion POINTS OF PRACTICE.prevents many dealings with land from being whieh I made in your columns more than twenty
carried out in a legal and business -like manner. years ago _ namely , that every attorney or solici. | NOTICE, - Wemust remind our correspondents that this

column is not open to questions involving points of law
Take, for instance, the case of a cotton spinner tor should ex officio be authorised to administer such as a solicitor should be consulted upon . Queries will
whose mill is worth £40 ,000, and is mortgaged for oaths and take declarations and acknowledgmeats be excluded which go beyond our limits .

£30 ,000 (by no means an uncommon circumstance of deeds by married women. The power to N . B . - None are inserted unless the nameand address of the

in Lancashire ), such a man cannot in any way administer an oath is merely a matter of public writers are sent, not necessarily for publication , but as a

guarantee for bona fides.
deal with his equity of redemption in this pro - convenience . All that is wanted is that the oath

perty (which is only worth to him £10,000 ), even shall be administered by someone whose authority
by taking in a partner, for instance, without the can be ascertained , and who can be found , if re Queries.
payment of a stamp duty of £200, i.e., 10s. per quired, to vouch his signature, or to answer for 94 . WINDING -UP. - The members of a small but
cent. on the full valuo of the mill, unless some any irregularity . Thenotion that a man must be unsuccessful society, registered with limited liability,

expedient is resorted to for the purpose of in practice ten years, or that he should be under the Industrial and Provident Societies Acts
avoiding the stamp duty payable by law on the specially appointed a commissioner before he can 1862 and 1867 , are about to wind-up the concern volun .
transaction . It seems to me that on the convey . properly administer an oath is mere chamber tarily according to resolution passed and signed at a

generalmeeting called for that purpose. The members
ance of an equity of redemption , stamp duty nonsense. Judges' clerks, County Court bailiffs , are all working men and most of them poor. All
ought only to be charged on the purchase money and other subordinate officers are daily adminis . trade debts and liabilities can be at once paid , and the

actually paid , as in all other cases, because as a tering oaths all over the kingdom . The rule that business closed , but the members will have to lose the
rule the heavier the mortgage is , the less is the I propose would save much time and trouble . | amount of their shares , which they are all willing to

purchaser able to pay a tax on the full value of Even in the City , where we have any commis do, and I beg to inquire (there being no creditors ) , is

a notice in the Gazette of winding -up and dissolution
the estate. As the result of some practical ex . sioners, our clerks have to ramble about from sufficient ; or, can the society be wound -up withoutperience in conveyancing in this part of the office to office sometimes for the best part of an the intervention of the court to sanction its proceedings ,
country , I am of opinion that if the Government hour before they can get sworn . In important and in what way ?
were to introduce into their Land Transfer Bill a matters where clients have to be sworn , A SUBSCRIBER'S CLERK .
clause reducing the stamp duty on conveyances to we generally make a previous appointment [ The intervention of the court is not necessary, simply

the same amount as the duty on mortgages, and with a commissioner 80 as to avoid having resolutions, as required, by statute, which must be filed
providing that the duty should be paid in all cases to run about for one when wanted . Then , with accounts at the Joint Stock Companies office. - ED.
on the actual purchase money only ; it would do again , I would abolish the rule which pre SOLS', DEPT. ]

more to “ lessen the expense of conveyancing," | vents an attorney or solicitor administering an 95 . SHOP WINDOW . -- A ., a shop keeper, has his shop
and remove a more serious " obstacle to dealings oath to his client. What the foundation of this window made of glass of large size, each plate of the

with real property, " than any other provision of rule is I cannot tell. No doubt those who made it value of £10 , in lieu of small panes of glass . B . is

the measure, and at the same time I do not had some dim notion that it would prevent fraud, engaged on some work in the street, and accidentally

believe that the revenue would suffer to any but after much experience in the preparation of breaks one of these large panes of glass. Is B . liable for
the full extent of the value of the glass, viz ., £10

appreciable extent from the change. I trust that affidavits, I am unable to perceive that the rule !I have some recollection of a case some time ago in a

the president and council of the Legal Practi. has any such effect. Except in the case of a County Court, but canuot just find it , where the judge
tioners' Society will lose no time in having such deponent who cannot read , the commissioner decided that the person was not liable beyond the price

a clause introduced into the Bill and I think knows nothing whatever of the contents of an of an ordinary pane of glass. A . B .
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LEGAL EXTRACTS. disobedience or failure . In the execution of the magistrate for the county of Kerry . Hemarried ,
processes of courts , the subpoena, the summons, l in 1860, Amelia , third daughter of the late Sir John

THE MORAL SANCTION IN LAW .
the injunction , the execution, and even the order | Lister Kaye, Bart., of Derby Grange, Yorkshire,
of arrest, how little of pure physical force is but became a widower in the following year.

In his preface to the third edition of his valuable / required , and how much the moral sanction effec .
work on International Law , Mr.Wheaton ,speaking tuates the desired results ! Again , it is apparent
of the rules embodied in the Law of Nations,says : how dependent the people are upon the influence W . T. THORNTON, ESQ.

-“* The duties which are imposed by these rules are of the moral sanction on the executive officers . / The late William Thomas Thornton, Esq., for.
enforced by moral sanctions . . . " And Prof. Should these officers fail to do their duty properly, / merly Receiver-General of Ioland Revenue,
Woolsey, in a recent able article in the January | what physical force could bo brought to bear to Somerset House , who died in London on the 10th
number of the International Review , referring to compel & proper performance ?er performance Removal fromRemoval from ult ., in the seventy - fifth year of his age, was the

tribunals of international arbitration , says : “ A office, impeachment and disqualification might | youngest son of the late Edmund Thornton , Esq.,

moral sanction is not enougb when such tribunals | follow , but that would not execute the decree for of Skerton, Caton, and Whittington , in the county

have announced a degree which is displeasing the omission to executo which the officer is im . of Lancaster, by Jane, daughter of the Ven.

either to one or to both of the contesting parties." peached, removed , or disqualified . Suppose the Thomas Butler , rector of Bentham and Whitting

In the domain of international law the “ moral | chief executive officer, a governor,or the president, ton , Lancashire, archdeacon in the diocese of

sanction ” is constantly referred to , and particu should refuse to use the military power, in a case Chester, and domestic chaplain to the Duke of
larly so at the present, when the subject of inter - | of disobedience to law , or should assist, by mili. | Devonshire. Hewas born at Whittington Hall,

national codification and arbitration is receiving tary force , an insurrection , or a party disobeying in the year 1799, and was educated at Rugby

unwonted attention and discussion . The term a legal process , what physical force would avail in He was appointed in 1846 Receiver -General of
“ moral sanction , " when applied to law , usually that particular instance ? Inland Revenue at Somerset House, but resigned
has reference to the administration and enforce. Indeed , the moralsanction in law is so common , that office in 1851, having previously been the
ment of law . It has two significations, the universal and essential, that we fail to appreciate head of the Security Department of the Excise
absolute and contingent, the first being applied its importance, and are apt to think that the Office in London from the year 1824 Mr. Thorn .
to rales of imperfect obligation , and the second enormous results of judicial decisions, and execu ton married in 1824, Hannah Isabella Cornelia ,
to rules of perfect obligation. Where a rule tive orders,and legislative ordinances are brought eldest daughter of Colonel John Cornelius Craigie.
of law can be applied or enforced only by | about by physical force , whereas the fact is that | Halkett, of Lahill and Dumbarnie, in the county
moral force, and not by physical force, we not a tithe of the influence of the law consists in of Fife, by whom he has left a son ,Major Charles
have a case of imperfect obligation - a case for this kind of force. The moral sanction in law is Edmund Thornton, of Kirkland Hall and Bean.
the proper application of the absolute moral a notable and magnificent instance of the produc mont Cote, in the county of Lancaster , and for.
sanction. It has now come to be understood that tion of great social, commercial and politicalsocial commercial and political merly of the Royal Fusiliers. The remains of
all the rules which govern the intercourse of results, with only a minimum of physical force. | the deceased gentleman were interred at All
nations are not susceptible of enforcement by Souls ' cemetery, Kensal Green.
physical force, there being no tribunal or power
above the nations to apply and enforce those
rules. The political independence of nations is LAW SOCIETIES.
such that they consider themselves physically
free, and only morally bound in respect to any THE UNION SOCIETY OF LONDON .
internatioual rule or decision . The law of nations, | At a meeting of the Union Society of London , at Professional Partnerships Dissolbed.
as it now exists, and as it will be when codified , 1, Adam -street, Adelphi, held on Tuesday evening Gazette, March 31.
must always be applied and enforced with the the 14th inst ., the following subject was, on the Harris, STANLEY, and Boyxs, William OSBORN, attorney
consent of the national parties, and by the great motion of Mr. C . Ford , submitted to discussion ,

and solicitors, Wood -st, Barnet. March 25. Debts by Harris

moral force of international opinion . Whether and carried : “ That in the opinion of this House Gazette, April 7 .
DAVIES, WALTER DAVID , and WILLIAMS, THOMAS CHRIS

this moral force will be, at any near period , suffi. the present consolidated regulations of the four TOPHER , solicitors, Sherborne-la . March 17

ciently strong and invariable to secure an inter. Inns of Court as affecting solicitors desirous of
national agreement to a code and tribunal of | becoming barristers-at-law require modification , Bankrupts.
arbitration , and a uniform obedience to that code and that greater facilities should be afforded to

To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall-street.
and to thedecisions of the tribunal of arbitration , barristers -at-law desirous of becoming solicitors." Gazette, April 10 ,'it is not our design to discuss at present. .

MACXANARA, H . shipping agent, Pudding - la . Pet. April 2 . Reg .
But there is another view of themoral sanction Pepys . Sols. Lawrulice, Plewe, und Co ., Old Jewry- chmbs. Sure

HUDDERSFIELD LAW STUDENTS'
in law which is apparent of itself, but which , on

April 21
WATT, GEORGE, and BARXETT, JOSEPH JAMES, woollen merDEBATING SOCIETY .account of its frequent appearance , remains un. chants , Ironmonger-la . Pet. April 8 . Reg. Murray. Sols. Lea

noticed. A little reflection will show that the At a meeting of this society held at the County royd and Co . South -st, Finsbury. Sur. April 21

entire system of jurisprudence , under which Court, on Monday evening last, presided over by To surrender in the Country,
GREEN, WILLIAM, wholesale fish curer, Manchester . Pet. April

civilized nations live, is largely supported by this Mr. M . J . Burn , the subject under discussion was 8 . Reg . Kay. Sur. April 30
samemoral sanction , both in its absolute and in its “ Has a pecuniary legatee a right to call upon & RICE , JOHN, elastio web manufacturer, Derby. Pet. April 8.

contingent sense. It is seldom considered that residuary devisee to contribute to the payment of Rey . Weller. Sur. April 22
Gazette, April 14 .

even the rules of municipal law , which are said | debts ? (Hensman v. Fryer, 37 L . J . 97, Ch . ; Dug.
To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court, Basinghall-street.to be of perfect obligation , have , in their adminis . dale v . Dugdale, 41 L . J. 565, Ch. ; and cases

RIDSDALE, GEORGE, surgeon , Euston-sq . Pet. April 11. Reg .
tration and enforcement, much of the absolute therein cited .) ” Messrs. G . F . Johnson and B . Roche. Sur. April 30

moral element. For instance, in the application Crook , supported the affirmative, and Messrs. J . To surrender in the Country.
of a plain principle in the law of contracts, the Yeoman, and A . H . J . Fletcher, the negative side BASELOW , HANS HEINRICH JACOB and GOULTER, ALBERT, ship

chandlers, Cardift. Pet. April 8 . Reg . Langley . Sur. April 27
judicial mind is actnated by a moral impulse , or of the question , which was ultimately decided in BROCKBANK , JOHX, gentleman , Cambridge . Pet. April 9 . Reg.
force, to determine and apply the principle cor. favour of the negative by a considerable majority . Eaden . Sur. May 7

BURROUGHS, JAMEs, publican , Liverpool. Pet. April 10 . Reg.
rectly . Watson . Sur, April 17

If a judge refuses or neglects to apply a prin . LAW STUDENTS' DEBATING SOCIETY. CARR, CORNELIUS VINCENT, confectioner, Reading. Pet. April 11.
Kek . Colins. Sur. May 2

ciple or rule of law as he deems correctly, there HELLIWELL,GEORGE, scythe manufacturer, Hackenthorpe. Pet.

is no physical force that can compel him to do so . THE Society met on Tuesday evening last at the murun 2 . ker . wake. Sur. April 24
HOME, ROBERT, miller , Cuddington . Pet. March 12 . Reg . Speak

It is the moral sanction that forces the judge to Latv Iustitution,Mr. Nicholls in the chair . The
man . Sur. April 28

declare and apply the law in accordance with following question was discussed , being No. 537 MEES, THOMAS, muler, Mells. Pet. April 10 . Reg . Messiter.
Sur. April 25legal : - Was the case of Stuart v . Cockerell ( L .reason and precedent. Again , it is the moral THORXTON, JOSEPH, grocer, Idle, par, Calverley, Pet. April 10 .

sanction which disposes the judge toward follow . | Rep . 8 Eq. 607) rightly decided , and carried in the keg . Robinson . Sur. April 28

WOOLLETT, HENRY, ironmonger, Brighton , Pet. April 2 Ree .ing and adopting those precedent decisions which affirmative. Mr. G . S . Gibb was elected a member
Evershed . Sur. April 30

he finds to be in accordance with reason and of the committee. BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED.

usage. The " authority" of the reports, elemen . Gazette, April 10 .
tary works and decisions, is only a moral sanc ARTICLED CLERKS SOCIETY. GARSTIX , CHRISTOPHILUS, no occupation , Regent-st. Feb . 14,

tion ; and it is only this kind and quality of
1872

A MEETING of this society was held at Clement's
authority - this and nothing more — which has

built up jural systems everywhere, and rendered inn Hall, on Wednesday, the 15th April, Mr. F . J. Liquidations by Srrangement.
law at all symmetrical. Thus, the " authority " Baker in the chair . Mr. Wingfield opened the

of the decisions of the Supreme Court of the
FIRST MEETINGS.| subject for the evening's debate, viz. : “ That the

Gazette, April 10 .
United States is a moral one as to the State unlimited power of disposing of property by will BELL, JASE, Hull. Pet. April 2. April 20, at one, at office of Sol.

courts ; and the “ authority" of the English ought to be limited in favour of persons having a Summers, Hull

decisions on matters of common law interpreta moral claim upon the testator.”
BENNETT, JOSEPH , poulterer, Old Baliey . Pet. April 1. April ,

Themotion was at three , at office of Sol. Howell, Cheapside

lost by a majority of four.tion is by no means physicalor perfect, but simply
BICKNELL, HEXRY, carpenter, Bristol. Pet . April 8. April 18 , at

eleven , at office of Sol. Essery , Bristol

moral, as to the conrts in this country. Physically BOTEVYLE, JOHN WILLIAM CHINNERY, hair dresser, Lupus-st,

speaking , every judge is independent of every
Pirnlico , and Winchester-ter, Causton -st. Pet. April & April
24, at two, ut offices of Browne, Stanley, and Co., 25, Old Jewry .

other judge' s decision, of every rule of interpre Sol. Neave, London -wall

tation , of every body of laws. It is only in the
BRADSHAW , DAVID , drysalter, Manchester. Pet . April 8. April

29 , at eleven , at office ofSols . Boote and Edgar, Manchester
allegiance which the indre owes to conscience , in | NOTE . This department of the LAW TIMEs, is contributed

by EDWARD WALFORD, M . A ., and late scholar of Balliol
Cross, WILLIAM SILAS, miller, Warminster . Pet. April & Apr

the tendency to obey reason and justice, in the College , Oxford , and Fellow of the Geneaiogical and
24 , at one, at othoe of Sols. Chapman and Ponting, Wurminster

influenceof a sound and honourable public opinion | HistoricalSociety of Great Britain ; and , as it is desired
DA COSTA , FRANCIS ALBERT, gentleman , Albert-road , St. John's

Wood . Pet. April 7 . April 22, at hall past three , at offices of

that the security of society, in respect to the
to make it as perfect a record as possible, the families and Sols. Renshaw and Rolph , Cannon -street,
friends ofdeceased members of the Profession will oblige DE MARIA , GUISEPPE , italian warehouseman , Brewer-street,

proper interpretation and application of laws, is by forwarding to the LAW TIMES Office any dates and Regent-street. Pet. March 23 . April 15 , at four, at the London

found . materials required for a biographical notice . Warehouseman 's Association , 33 . Gutter lane. Cheapside. Sols .

J . Wood and Co .. Bucklesbury.

And the existence of the contingent moral ele . DORE, JONATHAN , boot maker, Camden -passage, Islington , and

ment in the enforcement of law , whether adjudged F . C . SANDES, ESQ . Clephane- road , Canonbury . Pet. March 27. April 17, at three,

at 20, Colebrooke-row , Islington . Sol. J . B . Fenton , Colebrooke

or unadjudged , is patent. In proof of this ,witness | The late Falkiner Chute Sandes, Esq., solicitor, row , Islington ,

how seldom physical force is used in the enforce- who died on the 8th inst., in London , was the
DOREY, FRANCIS, builder, Victoria -cottages, Nightingale-road .
Pet. March 31. April 20 , at three, at office of Sol. D . Howell,

ment of laws in civilised countries. The moral | youngest son of the late Thomas William Sandes, Cheapside.

sanction plays the largest part, by far, in securing Esq., of Sallow Glen, in the county of Kerry, by
DOWLER, JOHN ARMSTRONG, tallow chandler . Liverpool. Pet.
April 8. April 23 , at two, at office of Sol. E . Hughes, Liverpool

obedience to law on the part of the people. And Margaret, daughter of Francis Chute, Esq., of FORTY, JOHX, labourer , Swindon . Pet . April 8. April 25,

this, not only in the department of police regn | Chute Hall, county Kerry . Hewas born about three , at office of Sol. R . S . Foreman , Swindon .
GALLOWAY, JAMES JOHN, baker , Liverpool-road , Clerkenwell.

lation, but in the department of adjudicative the year 1815 , and was educated at Trinity College, Pet . April 2. April 27, at three , at office of Sol. W . Heathheld ,

law . The majority of mankind fulfil their con - | Dublin , where he graduated B . A . in 1837 , and pro . 44 , Lincoln ' s Inn- fields.
GODDARD, WILLIAM HEXRY, cabinet maker . Slough . Pet. April

tracts, not because they are compelled to by the ceeded to take his M . A . degree in duecourse in 1865 . 1 8 . April 24 , at eleven , at office of Sols . Barrett and Deus

executive force of the law , but because of their Mr. Sandes acted for many years as the solicitor GODDIN, DAVID CUMBERLAND , victualler, of the FoxSlough , of the Fox and
willingness to obey the law , and their fear (which of the government of India on their Bengal estab. Hounds, South -street, Romford . Pet . April 8. May 4, at two

& in itself & moral force ) of the consequences of lishment; and at the time of his decease was a at offices of H . T . Thwaites, accountant, 42, Basinghall-stre
Sol. J , Fulcher, Basinghall-street,

LEGAL OBITUARY.
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Dibidends.

atfour, a H , JOSEPH 4, at th

PARTRIDGE AND COOPER .
Mice or dira, man, 10 Apruz

(USSA DINO at once painter , ; Yorkush,

HAMMOND, EDMUND , builder funningham -pl, St. John 's-wood EVANA, JAMES YOUNG, cattle dealer, Bristol. Pet. April 9. April
rd . Peti April 1. April 17 , at three , at the Mason 's Hall tavern , 27, at eleven , at office of Hancock , Triggy, and Co . accountants ,
Mason 's -avenue, Coleman at. Sol. T . Noton , 12, Great Swan . Brond -st, Bristol. Sols. Benson and Thomas, Bristol BANKRUPTS' ESTATES.
alley , Moorgate -st FIRTH , ISAAC , hat denler, Newcastle-upon - Tyne. Pet. April 10.

HAMPSON , RICHARD , Out of business, Northgate , in Horbury . April 27, at three , at offices of Sol. Bush , Newcastle upon Tyne The Official Assignees, & c., are given , to whom apply for the
Pet . April 8. May 1, at eleven , at office of Sol. Stringer, Osset FOLLAND, JOHN , fish salesman , Birmingham . Pet . April 8 . Dividends.

HANDLEY, ROBERT, huckster and potato dealer, Kingsley Pet . May 4, at twelve , at offices of Sol. Buller. Birmingham . Elery , F . scrivener, further 11d . Daw , ExeterApril 8 . April 23, at two, at office of Sol. Linaker , Runcorn FREEAR, CHARLES, advertising agent, Nottingham . Pet. April
HARRIS , MARIA ANX , innholder, Downham Market. Pet, April 9 . April 28 , at twelve, at offices of Sol. Brittle, Birmingham Gibson , T . victualler , first and final 48 . 2 d . At Trust. J . L .

8 . April 20 , at twelve, at the Castle hotel, Downham Market. GARNER, SAMUEL, framework knitter , Kirby -in -Ashfield . Pet . Wykes, 10 , Full-st, Derby. -- Hardin , A . draper , first 28 . 6d . At

Sol. Mason ,Werehamn , Brandon April 10 . May 1, at twelve, at office of Sols . Parsons and Bright, office of Baggs, Clarke, and Josolyne, 28, King-st, Cheapside.

HODKINSOX , JOHx , provision dealer, Macclesfield . Pet. April 7 . Nottingham
Haywood , F . M . scrivener , first ls. 9d . At office of S . Leach , 48.

April 29 , at three, at the Mitre hotel, Manchester. Sols . i GRIFFITHS, CHARLES, outof business, Harborne. Pet. April 9 . Ful.-st , Derby . - Jones, . cattle salesman , first and final 18s. 6

Higginbotham and Barclay, Macclesfield April 24 , atten , at office of Sol. Duke, Birmingham At Stuckey 's bank, Bridgewater . Trust . R . Salmon . -- Oldersharo ,
JACKMAN, JAMES TYXDALE , architect and surveyor , Nantley HAGG, WILLIAM BLOOMFIELD, Beerhouse keeper, James-street, W . W . attorney , first and final 6s. 6d . At Trust. A . E . Wenham ,

House , Bulstrode, Hounslow . Pet. March 28 . April 21, at two, Kennington -pk . Pet. April 8 . April 24, at two, at offices of Sol. 50 , Ann -st , Birmingham . Pearson , H . provision dealer, first 1s

at the Northumberland Arms hotel, Isleworth . Sol. Gowing, Longcroft, Lincoln 's-inn - fields At office of Roose and Prioe , 26, North John-st, Liverpool
11, Coleman -st HAIR , FELIX THOMAS, provision dealer, Jarrow . Pet. April 11 .

JACKSON , THOMAR, grocer , Lillington -st. Pet. April 8 . April 22, April 27 , at two, at offices of Sol, Tayler, Newcastle -upon -Tyne
at three, at office of Sol. Salaman , 19 , King-st, Cheapside HALLAM , CHARLES HESRY, grocer , Birmingham . Pet . April 9.
Johxsox , FREDERICK and HATCHMAN , WILLIAM , warehouse April 27 , at two, at the Hen and Chickens hotel, Birmingnam . BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHSmen , Wood-st . Pet. April 2 . April 22, at eleven , at officeof G . W . Sol. Hawkes, Birmingham
Challis and Co ., acoountants , 12, Clement's-lane. Sol. Engel, 50 , HALEY, NICHOLAS, hosier, Long -lane, West Smithfield . Pet.
Great Marlborough -st April 9 . April 25 , at one, at offices of Sol. Cattlin , Guildhall BIRTHS.

KEEBLE, WILLIAM , Iinen draper , Princes -rd , Notting -hill. Pet. yard JEFFERY. On the8th inst., at 5 , Blenheim Mount, Kariningham ,March 28 . April 15 , at eleven , at office of Hunter, 47, London HARRISOX, ROBERT, auctioneer, Blackpool. Pet. April 8 . April Bradford, Yorkshire, the wife of John R . Jeffery, Esq ., solici.wall. Sol. Ede, 44 , Ludgate -hill . 97 , at three , at office of Sols . Messrs . Heath , Manchester tor, of a daughter .KEEN , FREDERICK, dairyman and cowkeeper, Walmer-rd , HART, WALTER , surgeon , Borough -rd , and Blackman -st. Pet . WHITELEY. - On the 19th inst ., at Dulwich , the wife of George
Notting -hill . Pet. Feb . 23. April 20 , at two, at office of Sol. April 2 . April 22 , at twelve, at office of Sol Geaussent, New
Cotton , Coleman -st

CrispeWhiteley , barrister-at- law , of a daughter .Broad -st
LEDGER , WILLIAM , joiner ,'builder , and undertaker , Doncaster. HAYNES,GEORGE, furniture broker, Birmingham . Pet. April 1. MARRIAGES.

Pet . March 28 . April 21, at eleven , at the office of Sol. Peagam , April 24 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Cheston , Birmingham
Doncaster DAWBOX - GOODRICH . - On the 8th inst., at Llanfair D .C .. NorthHELLIER, CHARLES HENRY, and TREW , RICHARD PEYTON , Wales, Gerard Finch Dawson , barrister -at -law , of Lincoln 's-inn ,MARSHALL , JOSEPH , Churt, in Frensham . Pet. April 4 . April drapers , Bristol. Pet. April 9. April 27 , at two, at office of to Dora Harriett, third daughter of James Goodrich , Esq., of25 , at one, at office of Stevens, Guildford Williams and Co , accountants, Exchange-bldgs, Bristol. Sols . Eyarth House , Denbighshire ; Energlyn , Glamorganshire ; andMARTIX , FREDERICK , baker and confectioner, Chelmsford . Pet. Benson and Thomas, Bristol
April 8. April 28, at eleven , at office of Sol. Blyth , Chelmsford , HICKEX, HEXRY, out of business, Birmingham . Pot. April 9 . the Padelock House, Gloucestershire .

MEADE, HENRY DIXox , money sorivener, commission and April 23 , at four, at offices of Sol. Parry , Birmingham | MEDLICOTT - GALE. - On the 9th inst., at West Ashton Church ,
Henry E . Medlicott, barrister -at-law , of Sandfield , Potterns,insurance agent, Pall -mall, Manchester . Pet. April 8 . April 23, HOARE , JOHN , boot maker, Bideford . Pet. April 9. April 27 , at Wilts ., to Kate D 'Oyly Gale, eldest daughter of the late Alexat four, at office of Sols , Bost, Manchester twelve, at offices of Sols. Rooker and Bazeley , Bideford ander R . Gale, Esq ., of Stanton Lodge, Suffolk .MYERSCOUGH , JOSEPH , provision dealer and beer retailer, Hulme. HORN, FREDERICK , general draper, Crawford-st and and Croy .

Pet. April 8 . April 24, at three , at offices of Sols . Edwards don -st, St. Marylebone. Pet. April 10 . April 27, at two, at office
ORMEROD - STAPYLTON .-- On the oth inst., at Christ Church ,

Lancaster , Henry Mere Ormerod , of the City of Manchester ,and Bintlift, Manchester of Sol. Tatham , Mansion -house -chbs, Queen Victoria -st Solicitor, to Madalina , widow of R . G . Stapylton , Esq .NEWTOX, JOSEPH , saddler, Wigton . Pet. April 7 . April 24 , at 1HUBERT, CHARLES, lighterman , Emmett-st, Poplar . Pet . April Pyton , E89
TWEEDY- CARLYON. On the 7th inst ., at Kenwyn, Truro, Heriryeleven , at office of Sols. Hodgson and McKeever , Wigton 9 . April 25, at eleven , at office of Sol. Farnfield , Lower Thames John Tweedy, barister -at- law , to Maria Louisa , second daughterPEASGOOD, ROBERT ALCOCK , upholsterer , Ryde. Pet . April 7 . street of Edward Trewbody Carlyon , Esq ., of Trevre , Truro .April 23 , at two, at office of Edmonds, Davis , and Co ., 46 , St. HUNTER, JOHX, builder , South Shields. Pet. April 9 . May 4 , at WEIGHTMAX - RAWSOX. On the 9th inst. at Leicester, ThomasJames -st, Portsea . Sols. Fardell and Wooldridge, Ryde two, at the Commercial-chmbrs, South Shields. Sol. Purvis, Turner Weightman , B . A ., and of the Inner Temple . barrister -atROBINSON , WILLIAM FREDERICK , lard refiner , Great Yarmouth . South Shields law , Esq ., to Erna Sophia , only child of the late Jamey Rawson ,Pet. April 8 . April 28, at eleven , at office of Sol. Wiltshire , I KILBURX, ABRAHAM LEE, leather merchant, Kingston -uponGreat Yarmouth Esq ., of Leicester .Hull. Pet. April 7. April 27, at two, at office of Sol. Laverack ,

SENIOR , FRAXK , grocer, Conisbro '. Pet . April 8 . April 24 , at Kingston -upon - Hull DEATHS.
eleven , at office of Sol. Peagam , Doncaster LAMB, JOHN WILLIAM , plumber, Manchester. Pet. April 11 . DALY. - On the 10th inst., at Youngwoods, Isle of Wight, aged 51,

SIMPSOX, JAMES, tailor, Angel-la , Stratford . Pet. March 30 . April 30 , at three, at office ofSols . Sutton and Elliott, Manches . Francis Hugh Daly, barrister -at-law , 1, Now -square, Lincoln 's .
April 16 , at three , at office of Thwaites , accountant, Basinghall ter inn .
st. Sol. Fulcher , Basinghall -st LAWRENCE , ELIJAH STEPHEX, tailor, Marlborough . Pet. April | DYKE-POORE. On the 11th inst., aged 59, Edward Dyke-Poore ,

SMYTH , ISAAC JOHX , printer , Holborn -bldgs, Holborn , and St. 10 . May 2 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Goulter, Hungerford Esq ., of Syrencot, a Magistrate and Deputy -Lieutenant for Wilt.
John -st. Pet. April 8. April 24, at four, at Anderton 's hotel, LEOX, HERXTZ , jeweller, Bath . Pet. April 9 . May 5 , at eleven , shire .
Fleet-st. Sol. Price , Serjeant 's -inn , Fleet-st at oikce of Sol. Collins, Bath MOLYXEAUX. On the 9th inst., aged 68, James More Molyneaux ,

SPEXCELEY , ANX , toy dealer, Hall. Pet . March 31. April 20, at LEWIS, JOIX , shoemaker, Penallt , Llanarthney . Pet. April 11. Esq ., F . S . A ., of Loseley-park , Guildford , Magistrate and D . L .

three , at office of Sols . Messrs. Rollit, Hull April 27, at five minutes pust ten , at office of Sols. Green and of the county of Surrey .
STOPFORD , ARTHUR CHARLES, gentleman, Cornwall-rd , Bays Griffiths, Carmarthen SANDEN. -On the 8th inst., in London, Falkiner Chute Sandes,
water . Pet. March 28 . April 20 , at eleven, at the London Ware . MARSH , JOHN , ancountant, Jermyn -st. Pet . April 10. May 1, Esq ., J. P ., for many years the solicitor of the Government of
housemnen 's Association , 33, Gutter- la . Sol. Downes, Cheap . at two, at office of Slater and Pannell, 1, Guildhall-chambers, India on their Bengalestablishment.
side Basinghall -st. Sols. Raven and Curtis , Victoria -st , City

SCAMERS, JOUX HENRY, dráper , Mare-st, Hackney . Pet. April MASLIY . GEORGE AUGUSTUS, painter. Portseu . Pet . April 8 .
3 . April 27 , at three , at office of Sols. Messrs . Lumley , Old April 24, at three, at offices of Sol. Blake, Portsen
Jewry -chmbs MATTIIEWS, JAMES, baker, East Stonehouse . Pet. April 10 .

TAYLOR, JAMEs, jun ., joiner, Little Bolton . Pet. April 8. April April 8 , at eleven , at offices of Sol. Brian , Plymouth
23 , at eleven , at office of Sols . Messrs . Winder, Bolton MCCALL, JOHx, general denler, Liverpool. Pet. April 10 . April

TAYLOR , THOMAS, coalmerchant, Ipswich , Pet. April 7 . April 30 , at twelve, at office of Messrs . Shannon , 39, South Castle -st, WHOLESALE & RETAIL STATIONERS,
23, at ten , at office of Sols. Messrs. Jackaman , Ipswich Liverpool. Sol. MoConnel, jun ., Liverpool

TROKE, JOnx, fruiterer, Byron -hill-rd , Harrow . Pet. April 2. MILNER, GEORGE, farmer, Aldborough . Pet . April 9. April 30, 192 ,FLEET-STREET, AND 1 & 2.CHANCERY-LANE ,LONDON , E . O
April 17 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Roberts, Clement- s -inn , at one, at office of Sol. Paley, York
Strand MOSELY. ROR ERT, painter , Liverpool. Pet . April 11. April 30 , Carriage paid to the Country on Orders exceeding 20s.

WALKER , ADLETT, grocer, Hensall, near Snaith . Pet. April 8 . at twelve, at office of Sol. Ritson , Liverpool
April 23. at twelve , at the Downe Arms, Snaith . Sol. Carter MUSSABIXI, PIERRE, and DRACO , EMMANUEL PAXTOLEOX, cot

WHEEX, EDWIN , grocer, Mexborough . Pet. March 21. April 21, ton brokers, Liverpool. Pet. April 9 . April 2 ), at two, at office DRAFT PAPER , 68., 6s. Bd ., 78 , 6d., 78 . 9d ., and 9s. 9d . per
at half past twelve, at office of Sols. Shirley and Atkinson , Don . of Sols. Radcliffe and Layton , Liverpool ream .
caster NORTHEY . EMANUEL AUGUSTUs, nuotioneer, East Stonehouse. BRIEF PAPER , 158. 60., 178. 6d ., and 238 . Bil. per ream .

WILKINSOX , FREDERICK , hotel proprietor, Scarborough . Pet . Pet. April 9 . April 27, at ten , at ottice of Wilkes, accountant, FOOLSCAP PAPER , 10s, bd ., 128, 6d ., and 158 . 6d . per ream ,
April 8. April 29 , at three, at the Bull hotel, Westborough . Sol. Plymouth . Sol. Square, Plymouth

CREAM LAID NOTE, 38., 45., and 58. per ream .Williarnson , Scarborough OGDEX, JOSEPH , common brewer, Halifax. Pet . April 9. April LARGE CREAM LAID NOTE , 4s . 6d., 68 . 6d ., and 8s. per roam23, at eleven , at 10 , Cheapside, Halifax . Sols . Holroyde andGazette, April 14. LARGE BLUE NOTE, 3s . 6d ., 48. 6d ., and 68. 6d . per ream .SmithBALCHIN , WALTER, krocer, Chelmsford . Pet . April 3. April 28 , OGDEX, PETER, gentleman , Coalpit -henth , Pet . April 10 . April ENVELOPES, CREAM OR BLUE, 48 , 6d ., and 68 . 6d . , per 1000 ,
at two, at office of Bath and Co . accountants , King William -st, 27 , at two, at office of Denning, Smith , and Co . publio account THE " TEMPLE ” ENVELOPE , extra secure , Is . 6d . per 1000 .
London . Sol. Elam , Walbrook ants, Bristol. Sols. Fussell, Prichard , and Swann , Bristol FOOLSCAP OFFICIAL ENVELOPES, Is. 9d . per 100 .BARBER, JOHN MAURICE, clerk, Swaffham . Pet. April 10 . April PEARCE, THOMAS, wheelwright, John 's .yd, Lisson -gr, Maryle
29 , at three, at the George inn , Swaffham . de THE NEW “ VELLUM WOVE CLUB -HOUSE" NOTE .bone. Pet. March 21. April 21, at four, at offices of Sol, Yorke,

BARXWELL, LOUIS EDWARD MASTERS, clerk in holy orders, Marylebone- rd 9s. 6d . per ream ,
Deeping St. Nicholas. Pet. April 10 . April 28 , at twelve, at PONTCH , FREDERICK , grocer, Ordnance-rd , St. John 'g.won . “ Weshould direct particular attention to their New Cluboffice of Sols . Deacon and Wilkins, Peterborough Pet. April 10 . April 27 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Johnson , High

BENSETT, SEPTIMUS, butcher, Fleetwood . Pet. April 9. house Paper : in our opinion it is the very best paper weeverst, Marylebone
May 4 , at three, atthe Black Bull inn, Poulton -le-Fylde. Sol. PRICE, CHARLES, builder , Blockhouse. Pet. April 10 . May 4, at wrote upon ." - London Mirror .
Blackhurst , Manchester three, at office of Sol. Pitt, Worcester

BERNARD, JULES,manufacturer, Manchester. Pet. April 8. April ROBERTS, GEORGE, and WEBSTER, JOHX, joiners, Leeds. Pet.
24 , at two, at office of Sol. Marlow , Manchester INDENTURE SKINS, Printed andMachine- ruled , to hold twenty

April 8. April 24, at two, at office of Burrell and Pickard , 18 ,
BEEVER , JOHX, grocer, Mossley . Pet. April 9 . April 28 , at three , Albion -st . Loods. Sols. Simpson and Burrell or thirty folios, 23. 3d . per skin , 268. per dozen , 1258. perat the Commercial inn, Manchester. Soi. Clayton , Ashton ROBERTS, WILLIAM , furniture broker , Leed . Pet . April 9. roll ,
ander-Lyne April 27, at one, at office of Sols. Rooke and Midgley , Leeds

BIRCH , JOSEPH , grocer, Wimblebury , near Hednesford . Pet. SECONDS or FOLLOWERS, Ruled, 18 . lld . each, 228. per dozen ,ROBINSON , GEORGE DEXXETT, winemerchant, Strand , and Cecil.
April 9 . April 28 , at two, at the Anglesey hotel, Hednesford . 1058 . per roll.street, Strand , and Percy -green , Fulham . Pet. April 9. April

30 , at two, at omice of Sol, Laundy, Cecil-st, Strand RECORDSorMEMORIALS ,7d. each, 6s .6d. per dozen .
BOCK , THEODOR , and KEHRMAXX , HEXRY, colonial merchants , ROWLAXDS, THOMAS, provision dealer' s assistant, Salford. Pet.
Mincing -la , Pet. April 10 . April 30 , at one, at offices of Sols . April 10 . May 7, at three, at offices of Sol. Ambler, Manches
Fry and Hudson , Mark -la LEDGERS, DAY-BOOKS, CASH -BOOKS, LETTER OrMINUTE -BOOKS

BOUTLAND, WILLIAM EDWARD, ship builder, Bill Quay. Pet. SEVERN , JOHx, hosier, Sneinton . Pet. April 10. May 4, at An immense stock in various bindings,
April 11. April 27, at two, at offices of Sol. Joel, Newcastle twelve, at office of Sol. Belk , Nottingham
upon Tyne SHARP, WILLIAM , livery stable keeper, Southgate -rd . Pet. April ILLUSTRATED PRICE-LIST of Inkstands, Postage Scales

Bow , JOHN , draper , Mosterton . Pet. April 11. MAY 5. at half 11. April 27, at three, at ottices of Sols . Taylor and Jaquet, Copying Presses, Writing Cases, Despatch Boxes , Oak and
past three, at office of Williams and Co . Éxchange, Bristol. Sol. South -sl, Finsbury -sq Walnut Stationery Cabinets, and other useful articles
Jolliffe, Crewkerne SMALL , HENRY, cabinet maker, Bath . Pet . April 10 . April 27, | adapted to Library or Office , post free .

BRIMSON , ALFRED , greengrocer, Kingsdown. Pet. April 9 . April at twelve, at office of Sol. Webb, Bath
33, at eleven , at office of Mr. Bowman , auctioneer , Gresham SUMNER, JAMES, painter , Walsall. Pet. April 8 . April 24 , at
chmbs, Nicholas-st, Bristol three, at office of Sol. Sheldon , Wednesbury

BRUDNO, ROBERT, jeweller, Whitehaven . Pet. April 9. April 20, FUNERAL REFORM . - The exorbitantSYDNEY, HERBERTMONTAGUE, solicitor, Upper John -st , Golden
at ten , at office of Sol. Hodgson , Birmingham sq, and Upper Baker -st. Pet. April 10 . April 30 , at three , at T items of the undertaker's bill have long operated as

BUXKELL, HENRY CHRISTOPHER, auctioneer, King-st, Cheap ottices of Sol. Chappell, Golden - sq an oppressive tax upon all classes of the community. Withside. Pet. April 10. April 27, at four, at office of Challis , 12 , THOMPSOX, GEORGE, farmer, Soole . Pet. April 11. April 27, at A view of applying a remedy to this serious evil the
Clement's -lane, Sol. Watson ,Guildhall-yd three, at office of Sol. Smith , Colchester LONDON NECROPOLIS COMPANY, when openingBURROWS, EDWARD, licensed victunller, Station -rd , Red -hill . TOPHAM , WILLIAM , merchant's clerk , Baildon . Pet. April 11.
Pet. April 8. April 24 , at four, at office of Hare, 1, Oakfields, their extensive cemetery at Woking , held themselves preApril 2 , at ten at friod of Sols . Peel and Gaunt, BradfordOakfield Park, Croydon . Sols. Wood and Hare , Basinghall-st pared to undertake the whole dnties relating to intermentsTULK , GEORGE HBXRY, cab proprietor, Aston Brook, near Bir .

CANNOX, HENRY, blacksmith , Bennington. Pet. April 10 . April mingham , Pet. April 9 . April 23, at eleven , at offices of Sol. at fixed and moderate scales of charge, from which survivors
98, at twelve, at office of Sols. Cobham and Hunt, Ware Joynt, Birmingham may choose acording to their means and the requirements

CLEMINSON , JAMES, ironmonger, Old -st , St. Luke's . Pet. April UFF, JAM83, butcher, Buckingham . Pet. April 9. April 25, at of the case. The Company also undertakes the condnot of11. April 27 , at two, at office of Pinchard and Shelton , Queen . eleven , at the Swan and Castle hotel, Buckingham . Sols . Funerals to other cemeteries , and to all parts of the United
st, Wolverhampton . Sols . Smith , Fawdon, and Low , Bread-st, Kilby, Banbury Kingdom . A pamphlet containing full particulars may be
Cheapside WALTER, DOTTIX ALLEYXE, architect, York . Pet. April 11. obtained, or will be forwarded , upon application to the

COOPER, JOSEPH , fruiterer, Staines. Pet. April 8. April 22 , at April 27 , at twelve, at office of Sols. Parr and Anderson , York Chief Office, 2, Lancaster-place, Strand , W . C .two, at offices of Messrs . Miller, Sherborne-la . Sol. Spiller , WATERS, CHARLES, draper , Fordingbridge. Pet. April 8. April
Egham 29 , at two, at office of Sol. Hodding, Salisbury

CORONIO , THEODOR JOHx and DAVIDS, CHARLES GEORGE, WATTS, WILLIAM HAMBRIDGE, baker, Evelyn -road , Lower - rond .seed brokers, Great St. Helen 's. Pet. April 11. April 30, at Deptford . Pet. April 8. April 23, at two, at offices of Sol. 10 SOLICITORS and OTHERS. Firsttwo, at office ofMessrs . Cooper , public accountants , 14, George Mirams, New -inn , Strand
st, Mansion -house. Sols . Stibbey and Cronshey , Fenchurch -st 1 . Class CHAMBERS to be LET in a leading thorough .WEIL , MYER , and WEIL , BENJAMIX, boot manufacturers, High

DANZIGER, ISAAC, furniture broker , Sunderland . Pet. April 10 . fare in the W . c . district. - Apply to Messrs. FAREBROTHER ,et, Whitechapel. Pet. April 11. April 29 , at ten , at offices of
April 20, at two, at office of Sols. Messrs. Joel, Newchstle-upon . LYE and Co., Surveyors, 8 , Lancaster- place, Strand,Sols .Messrs .Kent, Red Lion -ct, Cannon -st
Туте WEST, THOMAS EDWARD, and WEST, RICHARD AMBRONE, comDAVIES , ALFRED, beerhouse keeper, Birmingham . Pet. April mission merchants, Crosby -eq. Pet. April 11. April 30, at10 . April 24 , at eleven , at office of Walter , accountant, Birming MONFIDENTIAL INQUIRIES at Hometwelve , at the Guildhall tavern , Gresham -st. Sols. Carr, Bannis
ham . Sol. Kennedy, Birmingham ter, Davidson , and Morriss, Basinghall-st U and Abroad , Divorce, Libel, Elections, & c . EviDAVIES, EDWARD, Llandovery . Pet. April 8 . April 25, at five WHEATCROFT, GEORGE, journeyman joiner , late of Nottingham , denco collected , Legal process served . Missing friendsminutes past ten , at office of Sols. Green and Griffiths, Car . Pet. April 8 . April 27, at three, at office of Sol. Belk , Notting traced Continental languages spoken . Twenty years 'marthen ham

DAVIS , JOHx, printer , Wincanton . Pet. April 10 . April 30 , at legal experience. - ARTHUR CLEVELAND MONTAGU and Co..WHITEHEAD , WILLIAM HENRY, tailor, Liverpool. Pet. April 10.
eleven , at the Greyhound hotel, Wincanton ConfidentialAgents, County Chambers, 14, Cornhill ,April 27, at three, at office of Sol. Milnes , Huddersfield

DAWSON, WILLIAM , builder, Crewe. Pet. April 10 . April 28 , at WHITELEY, JAMES, cutlery caster, Sheffield . Pet. April 10 .eleven , at office of Sol. Warburton , Crewe April 8 , at three, at office of Sols . Messrs. Clegg, Sheffield
DEARING,GEORGE, laundryman , Silverhill, near Hastings. Pet. WIDpowsox , JAMES, optiolan , Nottingham . Pet. April 10 . May

MLERGYMEN ' S , Professional Men 's , and
April 9 . April 25, at twelve, at office of 801. Savery, Hastings 5 , at eleven , at office of Sols . Parsons and Son , Nottingham U Military and Naval Officers' SONS are received at a

DELMARD , MAURICE , artist, Northenden . Pet. April 9 . April Clergyman 's SCHOOL, strictly limited to gentlemen , on
29, at three, at offices of Sol. Rylance, Manchester specially reduced terms. - Address Rev. Master A . M . (to

DEVEY, EDWARD , engineer Tipton . Pet. April 10 . April 28 , at
twelve,at office of Sols. Messrs. Whitehouse , Wolverhampton be forwarded ), Messrs. Dawson and Sons, 121, Cannon .

DOE , HEXRY NUN , corn dealer, Kensal-rd, Westbourne-park , Gazette, March . 31. street, London , E . O .
and Blaugrove-rd , Notting-hill. Pet. April 13. April 30 , at four,
at office of Sol. Ablett, Cambridge-ter, Hyde-pk SPEIRS, JAMES, bookseller, Bloomsbury-st , ST. GEORGE'S HOSPITAL MEDICALDOXNE, SAMUEL, butcher, Hackney . Pet. April 10. May 1, at Gazette , April 10 .
two, at office of Sol. Layton , Suffolk -la , Cannon -st D SCHOOL . - The SUMMER SESSION commenges onBERRIDGE, ISAAC, solicitor, Bicester

2 Taxs, CABEL, fariner , Cwir , Llandissilio . Pet. April 11. May CONSTANTINE, DANIEL, bleacher, Brcightmet, near Bolton MONDAY, MAY 4th . Prospectuses and full partionlara
2 , at quarter past ten , at cffices of Sols . Green and Grimths, REEVES, JOHN HASELDINE,mercantile clerk, Milton -st, Wands. may beobtained on application, personally orby letter, to
Carmarthen worth -rd tae Treasurer or Dean of the Schools , at the Hospital.

Bock , Tirsan , Staforat two, at theury, near Her

ter

paraised and nec rdine. Pans als and to full parti
oftherala to A pa

Orders of Discharge.
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THE NEW SYSTEM OF BUYING AN EWSVENDORS' BENEVOLENT AND THE OUEEN.
PROVIDENT INSTITUTION .

HOUSE WITHOUT MONEY. PATRON ,

The Right Honourable The Earl DERBY. THE LADY 'S NEWSPAPER ,
The FESTIVAL will be HELD at the CRITERION ,

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY Piccadilly, on WEDNESDAY, APRIL 29, and or
A , J . B . BERESFORD HOPE, Esq ., M . P . .

will preside, and will be supported by SATURDAY, APRIL 18 .
29 AND 30 , SOUTHAMPTON BUILDINGS, WM . HENRY SMITH , Esq ., M .

CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON. Mr. Alderman COTTON , M . P .,Os Esq: M . P ., } Presidents . CONTAINS :
and the following

STEWARDS : Home Employment Frauds.

MOST PERSONS ARE FAMILIAR with TheHon . Earl Desart. Wm . Forsyth , Esq ., M . P . Making Capital.
Lieut-Gen. Sir H . Storks, Lionel Lawson , Esq . Five o ' Clock Tea .

what is known as the " THREE YEARS' SYSTEM " G . O . B . Ed . Yates, Esq . Causerie de Paris .
of the Pianoforte Makers, by which anyone who Hires an R . J . Vood, Esq . Wm . McMurray , Esq . Parliamentary.
Instrumentand pays the Hire for that period , becomes the S . C . Hall, Esq ., F . S . A . T . Dixon Galpin , Esq. Dr. Livingstone.
ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE . Pre William Lethbridge, Esq. W . T . Emmott, Esq. Our Departed Great.
viously to the introduction of this plan it was almost as Jenkins, Esq ., M . P . Chas. L . Gruneisen , Esq . Modern Porcelain at the Vienna Exhibitions, with
difficult for those of limited income to buy a good Pianoforte John Hodge, Esq . John Francis, Esq . Illustrations.
as to BUY A HOUSE ; and persons went on year after G . W . Petter, Esq . Eneas Dawson , Esq . Imperial Austrian Dessert Service, with Illustrations.
year, paying for the Hire of an Instrument, and expended William Stevens, Esq . Peter Terry , Esq .
as much money as would have bought the Pianoforte Edward Dicey , Esq . Edmond Smith , Esq .
several times over. Fredk, Ledger , Esq . James Lee, Esq . CUT PAPER PATTERN OF
What will hold good for Pianofortes will hold good for Alsager H . Hill, Esq . Robert Ferguson , Esq .,

HOUSES ; and there aremany whowould no doubt AVAIL Jno . E . Simmons, Esq . M . P . Esq., CASAQUE FOR SPRING COSTUME.
THEMSELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY, if it was George Oruikshank, Esq . C . D . Walker , Esq .
afforded them , of becoming Sir John Bennett, F . S . A . C . E . H . Chadwyck Healey,

Geo . Godwio , Esq ., F . R . S . Esq . Dregg AND FASHION : The Parisian Fashions (from our
THE OWNER OF A HOUSE Gentlemen who will kindly act as Honorary Stewards own Correspondent). - Dinner , Fashionable , and Bridal

in the same way as they have already become the owner of please address Mr. G . L . Riche, the Engineer, Strand ; Mr. Toilettes ; Cashmere Frock for Girl of Twelve ; Casaque for
their pianoforte . Newstead, the Field , Strand ; Mr. Charles Butcher, LAW Spring Costumes ; Poplin Costume for Girl of Thirteen ;

THE DIRECTORS TIMES, Wellington -street, Strand, W . 0 . ; Mr. David Jones, Dinner Dress ; Robe de Chambre Elegante, & c ., with Nlus
Saturday Revieto , Southampton -street, Strand, W . C . ; or trations .

OF THE the Secretary, Walter W . Jones, 9 , Laurence Pountney-hill , THE WORK TABLE. - Lace, Antique and Modern, & c., with
Cannon -street, E . C .

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY Illustrations.

THE HOUSEWIFE. - Our Maid Servants ; Notes and Queries';
HAVE DETERMINED TO AFFORD MHE FIELD, THE COUNTRY GENTLE Answers. Cuisine : Notes and Queries ; Answers.

MAN ' S NEWSPAPER , of SATURDAY, APRIL 18 ,
THE SAME FACILITIES FOR PURCHASING Music and Musiciang. Gazette des Dames. The Tourist.

HOUSES CONTAINS: Pastimes. The Library . The Exchange . Personal. The
The London Season . Boudoir . Court Chronicle . Society . Obituary.

As now exist for Buying Pianofortes. Mr. Roebuck on Labour and Capital. Notes and Queries on Dress , Work , Music, and other
A HOUSE being, however, a more expensive article to Pur. Devon and Cornwall Pointer and Setter Trials . subjects useful and interesting to Ladies .
chase than & Pianoforte , the " Three Years' System ” will The New Game Bill for Scotland . All the Fashionable intelligence of the Week .
not apply, excepting in a very few cases i so that a MORE Debate on the Irish Game Bill.
LENGTHENED PERIOD IS NECESSARY over which Warwick and other Race Meetings. Price 6d. ; Post Free 7d.

the Timeof Hiring must extend , The Meetings of the Coming Week . May be had of News Agents, Booksellers, and at the Rall.
In pursuance of this resolution Hunting Notes from Ireland, & c . way Stalls .

Tasmanian Pisciculture ,
THE DIRECTORS HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTS OFFICE : 346 , STRAND , LONDON, W .C .

TheWye Salmon Fisheries .
WITH The Thames Fence Months.

Yachtsmen and the Scotch Salmon Fisheries.
NEW EDITION OF SAUNDERS'S LAW OF

BASTARDY.
THE OWNERS OF HOUSES Ornithological Rambles in Spain .

The Sculling Championship . MHE LAW and PRACTICE of AFFILIA .
In various parts of London, and its Suburbs, bywhich they Cruising in Company. TION , containing the Bastardy Law Amendment

are enabled to afford to the London Athletic Club and other Sports. Acts 1872 and 1873, the New Forms jus issued by the Local

Members of the Birkbeck Building Competition for the Golf Championship . Government Board, and all the Decisionsupon the subject.
Analysis of the London and Vienna Chess Match . By THOMAS W . SAUNDERS, Barrister -at-Law , Recorder

Society The Present Dog Licence Act and its Evils . of Bath , Sixth Edition . Price 68 , 6d ., cloth .
The Coming Coaching Season .

AND OTHERS London : LAW TIMES Office , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand.
Diseases of the Osseous System of the Horse.

very wideCHOICE in the SELECTION both of HOUSES The Institution of Surveyors on TimberGrowing.
and the locality in which they are situated . The Plan upon Chapters on Annual Flowers. THE COUNTY COURTS CHRONICLE

which the Directors propose to proceed is Growing French Beans for the Market. L and GAZETTE OF BANKRUPTCY, monthly,
Cricket, Bicycling , Cards, Farm , Poultry, & c . price 18. 60 ., contains all the Law and Reports of the

TO LET THESE HOUSES FOR A PERIOD OF Price 6d . By post , 6 d . County Courts and in Bankruptcy.
TWELVE-AND- A -HALF YEARS, London : " LAW TIMES ” Office , 10 , Wellington -street,

At the end of which time, if the Rent be regularly Paid, FIELD OFFICE , 346, STRAND,LONDON , W . c . 1 Strand .

THE HOUSE

Will become theabsolute Property of the ASPINALL'S MARITIME LAW REPORTS.
Tenant Just published , Vol. 11., Part II., price 5s. 6d ., of

WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENT OF ANY KIND.
IN ALL CASES

POSSESSION OF THE HOUSE
( N E W SERIES).WILL BE GIVEN

WITHOUT ANY IMMEDIATE OUTLAY IN MONEY.
Excepting Payment of the Law Charges for the Title

Deeds, which in all cases will be restricted to
Five Guineas BARRISTER -AT-Law .

BEYOND THIS SMALL SUM THE ADMIRALTY COURTS OF ENGLAND AND IRELAND, AND IN ALL THE SUPERIOR COURTS
NO PAYMENT OF ANY KIND TO WHICH IS ADDED A SELECTION FROM THE DECISIONS OF THE

IS REQUIRED BY THE SOCIETY UNITED STATES COURTS ;
BEYOND THE STIPULATED RENT, WHICH MAY WITH
BE PAID EITHER MONTHLY OR QUARTERLY .

NOTES BY THE EDITOR.THE REYT PAYABLE BY THE TENANT

Includes Ground Rent and Insurance for N . B . - This is a continuation of the “ Maritime Law Cases , ” placed under responsible editorship , and will be

the Whole Term . ted as “ Aspinaul' s Maritime Law Cases " ( Agp . Mar. Law Cag. . It will be found to contain all the cases on
questions of Maritime Law decided by all the various courts up to the date of publication , including MarineAlthough the Number of years for payment of Rent is fixed insurance Cases . Quarterly , price 58, 6d . , and will be sent free by post to subscribers .

at Twelve and-a - Half,
A SHORTER PERIOD MAY BE CHOSEN AT AN The 1st Series of “ Maritime Law " may now be had complete in Three Volumes, half bound, price 5 guines

INCREASED RENTAL , for the set, or any single volume for 21, 2s. Back numbers may be had to complete sets.
OR “ LAW TIMES ” OFFICE 10, WELLINGTON -STREET STRAND, W . C .

A LONGER PERIOD AT A LOWER RENTAL,
The Terms of which may be ascertained on application to

the Manager. 12mo., price 12s. 6d.,
THE

THE ADVANTAGES
OF THIS

New System of Purchasing a House,
MAY BE SUMMED UP AS FOLLOWS: WITH

1. Persons of Limited Income, Clerks, Shopmen, and I INTRODUCTIONS, NOTES, TABLES OF STATUTES REPEALED AND SUBJECTS ALTERED,
others, may, by becoming Tenants of the BIRKBECK
BUILDING SOCIETY , be placed at once in a posit .on of LISTS OF LOCAL AND PERSONAL AND PRIVATE ACTS AND A COPIOUS INDEX.
independence as regards their Landlord .

2 . Their RENT CANNOT BE RAISED .
3 . They CANNOT BE TUINED OUT OF POSSES.

SION so long as they pay their Rent. Barrister-at- Law .
4 . NO FEES or FINES of any kind are chargeable.

5 . They can leave the House at any timewithout notice. CONTENTS :
rentbeirig payable only to the timeof giving up possession , Table of Enactments Repealed . Vagrant Act Amendment Act . Expiring Laws Continuance Act.

6 . Il circumstances compel them to leave the House Table of Principal Subjects Altered . The Cathedral Acts Amendment Act. Railways Regulation Act .

before the completion of their Twelve-and a Half Years'
Tithe Commutation Acts Amendment Merchant Shipping Acts Amendment

Tenancy , they can Sub .let the House for the remainder of SESSION 1873 - 36 & 87 VICTORIA . Act . Act .

the Term , or they can Transfer their right to another Endowed Schools (Address) Act Government Annuities Act . Elementary Education Act.
Tenant. Income Tax Assessment Act . Regulation of Railways Act. Endowed Schools Act (1869 ) Amend.

Bastardy Laws Amendment Act. Places of Worship Sites Act . ment Act.
7. Finally , NO LIABILITY or RESPONSIBILITY of Custody of Infants Act . Prison Officers Superannuation ( Ire . Slave Trade (Consolidation ) Act.

any kind is incurred , be : ond the Payment of Rent by those Marriages ( Ireland) Act. land ) Act. Gas and Water Works Facilities Act
who acquire Houses by this New System . Customs and Inland Revenue Act . Intestates ' Widowsand Children Act . (1870 ) AmendmentAct.

The BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY have on their Poor Allotments Management Act . MedicalAct (University of London ) Turnpike Acts Continuance, & c . Act ,

List several HOUSE8, which they are prepared to LET on Matrimonial Causes Amendment Act. Extradition Act . . Statute Law Revision Act,
the TWELVE -AND - A -HALF YEARS SYSTEM , and in Municipal Corporations Evidence Act. Supreme Court of Judicature Act .
many cases Immediate Po - session inay be obtained . County Debentures Act . Agricultural Children Act, List of Local and Personal Acta.

The 'I erms on which Honses can be placed on this Crown Lands Act. Revising Barristers Act. Private Acts.

Registermay be obtained on application to The Fairs Act . Salmon Fishery Act.

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager, LONDON : HORACE COX, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND.

MARITIME LAW REPORTS

By J. P . ASPINALL, Esq.,

| PRACTICAL STATUTES OF THE SESSION 1873
(36 & 37 VICTORIA ) ;

Edited by W . PATERSON , Esq .,
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To Readers and Correspondents.
Anonymous communications are invariably rejected .
in communications must be authenticated by the name and address of the writer
not necessarily for publication , but as a guarantee of good faith .

All communications intended for the EDITOR OF THE SOLICITORS' DEPARTMENT
should be so addressed .

O 'BRIEN and Mr. Justice FITZGERALD on the 16th inst., the
efficacy of the Judgments Extension Act was acknowledged .
The LORD CHIEF JUSTICE said : “ The three kingdoms were united ,

he hoped indisolubly, and the_ practice of compelling a person
living in one part of the same United Kingdom to give security
for costs on suing a person living in another part was anomalous,
and ought to be discontinued ." And Mr. Justice FITZGERALD said
that he rejoiced that they had now disposed once and for all of a
practice which since the three kingdoms had become a united
kingdom was a disgrace to our land .

CHARGES FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.
Four lines or thirty words............. 38. 60 . Every additional ten words ...... Os. 6a

Advertisements specially ordered for the first page are charged one-fourth more
than the above scale.

Advertisements must reach the Office not later than five o' clock on Thursday
Wternoon ,

TO SUBSCRIBERS.
the volumes of the LAW TIMES, and of the LAW TIMES REPORTS, are strongly and
uniformly beund at the Office, as completed , for 5s. 6d , for the Journal, and 4s. 60 ,
for the Reports .

Portfolios for preserving the current numbers of the LAW TIMES, price 58. 60. ;
LAW TIMES REPORTS, price 3s. 6d .

NOTICE .
The LAW TIMES goes to press on Thursday evening, that itmuy be received in the remotest
parts of the country on Saturday morning. Communications and Advertisementsmust
be transmitted accordingly . None can appear that do not reach the office by Thursday
afternoon ' s post.

Whon payment is made in postage stamps, notmore than 58.may be remitted at one time.

A QUESTION of some importance in bankruptcy proceedings has
been decided by the Judge ofthe Yarmouth County Court, namely ,
that an execution creditor who has seized and sold , is not entitled
to his costs of action out of the proceeds when a bankruptcy
petition has been presented within fourteen days. The words
“ costs and expenses ” were contained in the Act of 1849 ; the
word “ expenses ” only appears in the Act of 1869, and the
learned Judge considered that this was an intentional omission
on the part of the Legislature. This is an additional penalty on a
creditor for being diligent in the prosecution of his legalremedies .

Just published , price 5s. Ed ., VOL. VIII., Part 5, of
DEPORTS of MAGISTRATES, MUNICIPAL, PAROCHIAL ,

U ELECTION , and ECCLESIASTICAL LAW CASES , decided by all the Courts .
Bent post free to subscribers. N . B . - The back volumes and parts may be had ; the vols .
at 255 . each , half-bound.

London : HORACE Cox, 10, Wellington-street, Strand, W . C .
Now ready, price 56 .6d., Part VIII. of Vol.XII. of

MOX'S CRIMINAL LAW CASES. Edited by EDWARD W . COX,
v Serjeant-at-Law , Recorder of Portsmouth . The Parts and Volumes may still be

had to complete sets . It is the only complete series of Criminal Cases published in
England. An Appendix contains a valuable collection of Precedents of Indictments,

London : HORACE Cox , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , W . C .

MR. HARRINGTON , Judge of County Courts (Circuit 22), suggests
that the true remedy for the evils of the small credit system is

an abridgment of the period of limitation . To abolish imprison
ment of persons “ who fraudulently or contumaciously disobey "
the orders of the courts for the payment of money, would , he says ,

“ be practically to prohibit the recovery of small debts at all."
He thinks, however, that a statute of limitations graduated on a
scale varying with the amount of debt contracted in any one

transaction , and applying equally to judgments which the plaintiff
takes no steps to enforce , as to debts for which the creditor neg .
lects to sue, would have the effect of checking undue credit and
the speculative purchase of doubtful debts, while it would not
drive into our workhouses those whose means of existence consist
in discounting their future earnings. This is a sensible sug.

gestion ; but that, if adopted , it would have all the beneficial
results predicted , is very doubtful.
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NOTES AND QUERIES ON POINTS OF PRAC

It may be of interest to our readers, although not a matter of vast
importance, to be informed that an equity of redemption can be
called an estate only by a figure of speech. This has been decided
by Vice-Chancellor BACON , in Paget v . Ede (30 L . T . Rep . N , S .
228. The question in that suit was whether as between English
men there could be foreclosure of a mortgage of an estate out of
the jurisdiction . The leading case is known as the Sark case
( Toller v . Carteret, 2 Vern . 494 ), the mortgaged property being
situated in the island of that name in the channel. Vice-Chan
cellor Bacon has now granted a decree for foreclosure of an estato
situated in Nevis , an island in the West Indies. The jurisdiction
is important, and we are glad to see it sustained , the Vice-Chan
cellor, indeed , having no doubt on the point. Recurring again to
the right known as an equity of redemption to be called an estate,
we may add his Honour's remarks: " It may be,” he said , “ in
some instances that a husband may have a title by curtesy, and
that gavelkind and borough English may apply to it . All these
are necessary consequences of the law which recognises the
interest of a mortgagor in his equity of redemption , but they do
not alter the nature of the interest ; they do not create an estate ;
and, in my opinion , it is a misapplication of words to call an
equity of redemption an ' estate in the proper technical legal
sense.”

* ***. ..... 252
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The phraseology of many of the numerous rules which appear in
the Schedule to the Ballot Act, was elaborately reviewed by Mr.
Justice GROVE in his judgment in the case of Stowe v . Jolife, an

interlocutory application in the Petersfield Election Petition,
decided on Saturday last. The application was for an order to
inspect themarked register of voters, the rejected ballot papers,
and the counterfoils of the ballot papers : (See Rules 29, 35, 36 ,
37, 40, 41, 42.) The object of the application was deposed to be
to save the needless trouble and expense thatmight be incurred in
getting up evidence against the votes of versons who might turn
out after all not to bave voted . A majority of the Court of
Common Pleas (GROVE and DENMAN, JJ.) has now held that tho
counterfoils and the rejected ballot papers cannot be inspected,
unless a very strong case be made out. BRETT, J ., however, was
of opinion that inspection ought to be granted , upon just the same
principles that inspection is granted in cases of ordinary litigation
— the principle of assisting litigants in obtaining all that they
desire for the reasonable conduct of their case ; and he threw out

a suggestion that the backs only of the ballot papers should be
allowed to be seen , so that " nothing but the exercise of a most

We recently had occasion to notice that the courts in Ireland had perverse ingenuity ” could frustrate the purpose of the Ballot Act .
not adopted the rule laid down by our Court of Queen 's Bench in But the majority of the court has pronounced for drawing tho
Raeburn v . Andrews, that persons resident in Scotland or Ireland line tight, and all that the petitioner has taken by his motion is a
suing in English Courts need not give security for costs. The permission to inspect the marked register of voters, withoutwhich
hesitation to follow this decision has now happily disappeared . In we imagine it would be next to impossible to conduct his case with
& case of White v . Carrol before the CHIEF JUSTICE, Mr. Justice | anything like accuracy, and which is among the documents whild,

VOL. LVI. - 10. 1621 ,

. . . . . . . . .

The Law and
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by Rule 42, are " open to public inspection ," although , from a mis - was right in applying to the court for leave to disclaim . The
construction of Rule 29, ithad been sealed upin the samepacket with learned registrar considered that, having regard to sect. 23 of the

the counterfoils. Notwithstanding the elaborate judgments pro Act and the 28th rule the court should grant the leave to the

nounced ,we venture to say that Rules 29, 35, 36 , 37 , 40, 41, and 42 , trustee, but he did not arrive at this conclusion without some
will give still further trouble to the Court of Common Pleas ; and, hesitation .

although it is with much diffidence that we give any opinion upon

a question so new and complex, we must say that the view of Mr. INFERIOR COURTS AND THE PROFESSION.
Justice BRETT is that which commends itself most to our judg.

ment. And it is a view which has at any rate this to recommend
Having this week a constituency embracing the entire Profession ,
we think it more desirable to direct attention to subjects of general

it, that the principle which it enunciates is one which is very easy
importance than to dry matters of law . One of the most engros

of application . The point of the case was hit, wethink,byMr. Jus
tice DENMAN, but wrongly decided . “ Required," in Rule 40, is ,

sing questions affects the future of County Courts, and their

relation to our judicial system , as amended by the Judicature Act.
we cannot help thinking, only Act of Parliament language for

“ asked for,” and what the court, under Rule 40, was intended to
The labours of the Judicature Commission have thrown consider

be “ satisfied ” of, is not whether the petitioner wishes for infor
able light upon the working,not only of the County Courts proper,

but upon all similar courts of inferior jurisdiction . It is somewhat
mation , little or much , but whether his real object is to infringe

singular that local courts, other than County Courts, should have
the secrecy of the Ballot Act or not. continued to exist and indeed to flourish in themidst of an active

County Court jurisdiction . There are not wanting those who say

A NOTICE ofmotion appeared on Monday last , for a Parliamentary that such courts are kept alive by the attorneys, who there obtain

return of " the number of cases which have been brought before better remuneration than in the County Court ; and we do not

the Railway Commission , specifying the number on which any know that we need deny that to a considerable extent this is the
adjudication has taken place." The Dover case having been truth . But no reflection is thereby cast upon the Profession , inag

withdrawn, what may be called decided cases are, we believe, much as it could hardly be expected that a solicitor would advise his

reduced to two - Goddard's case, and the Buckfastleigh Railway client to go into a court which in cases under a certain amount gives

case. It is curious that in both cases the defendant railway com no fees to advocates, and above that amount gives or refuses costs

pany claimed a certain independence of the statutory maximum . at its discretion . Partly, therefore, for their own interest, and

A fourth case is pending, that of the East and West Junction largely in the interests of their clients, solicitors have patronised

Railway Company v . Great Western Railway Company, and raises and kept alive such courts as the Lord Mayor 's Court in London ,

a perfectly novel question under the new Act as to “ through and the Passage Court at Liverpool.

rontes.” But it is not so much the litigated cases which will show These courts, as we have said , flourish , and have done so for a

the working of the Railway Commission as those in which its length of time; but it seems extremely doubtful whether they will

powers have been successfully exercised under sect. 7 of the Act, continue to exist very much longer. In a somewhat remarkable
whereby the Commissioners “ may, before requiring any formal compilation by Mr. FALCONER, a Judge of Welsh County Courts,
proceedings to be taken ," communicate a complaint to the com which we have recently received — “ On County Courts, Local
pany complained of, “ so as to afford them an opportunity of Courts of Record , and the changes proposed to be made in such
making such observations thereon as they may think fit." Gene Courts in the Second Report of the Judicature Commissioners"

rally speaking, it must be remembered it is for the complainant we have all the information which can enable us to judge wbat the

to make out a primâ facie case of inequality, but that being made, future of local jurisdiction will be. It is beyond dispute that of
the onus is cast upon the company to justify the charge : ( Per late years the County Courts have done their work remarkably
Willes, J ., in Nicholson v . Great Western Railway Company , 5 C . B ., well ; the simple fact being that themembers of the Bar who hare

N . S ., 431.) been selected for the Judgships have been almost uniformly men

of acknowledged learning and ability . Moreover , the prejudice
Mr. LOPES has received only the credit which is properly due to which crippled the courts at the outset has been gradually dis
him forbringing in his measure for the reform of our jury system .

appearing, and the more the jurisdiction has been extended ,
We have so recently expressed our views on the subject, that it

the more reliance has the public seemed disposed to place on
would be mere reiteration to repeat them whenever discussions

their capacity to deal with important questions. The juris
take place in the House of Commons. Mr. LOPES' Bill has this

diction in bankruptcy is perhaps as important as any branch of
advantage over that introduced by Sir JOHN COLERIDGE, it is less administrative business transacted in any court in the kingdom .
ambitious, and devotes more attention to practical details . Mr.

Wehave repeatedly reported cases involving nice questions of law
LOPES proposes to increase what he calls “ the area of jury force,"

and the distribution of large sums of money, where no attemp
by making lodgers liable to serve both on common and special

has been made to appeal against the decision . So again in Ad.
jurics, and by raising the age of absolute exemption from sixty to miralty. A competent London solicitor , who has the great bulk
seventy. The new rating qualification for special jurors is main

of the work in the City of London Court, bears high testimony
tained, although Mr. Lopes intimated his own belief that it had

to the Judge's knowledge of shipping, and to the ability with
led to the deterioration of special juries. This is a belief not only

which he disposes of Admiralty suits. Whilst we can speak thus
generally shared in as a matter of opinion , but provable to demon

favourably of the courts generally , there undoubtedly have been
stration . In civil cases the Bill proposes to reduce the number and are exceptions- cases in which business is positively driven

of jurymen to seven , though either party will have the right to from the court. We do not dwell much upon this, because it is
ask for a jury of twelve, and an unanimous verdict will still be

almost impossible to avoid defects in a system so extensive.
required . The remuneration of common jurymen is raised

to 5s. for each case tried. Power is given to continue trials,
The opinion of County Courts being favourable — and that favour

notwithstanding the illness or death of a juryman , and to empanel
able opinion is likely to grow rather than to diminish - -the first

special juries in criminal cases ; and there are many other minor question arising is , Should any other local courts be retained ? The

points, such as the payment of overseers out of the Consolidated Judicature Commissioners, in their report of July 1872, recom

Fund for making up the lists, the transmission of summonses by
mended the abolition ofall local and borough courts of record . In

post, & c . There seems to be every prospect that a very useful that year twenty -six made returns ofbusiness transacted in them .

enactment may bemade out of this Bill.
Omitting the Salford Court and the Liverpool Court of Passage

returns, there were only 443 cases above £20 entered in the

twenty-four other named courts, and of these 444 cases judgments

TIE 23rd section of the Bankruptcy Act 1869 is one which has were obtained in 183. Local courts of record ought, therefore, to

given rise to considerable practical difficulties. It will be re be considered doomed, and when they go, what is to justify the

membered that it relates to the disclaimer of onerous contracts by maintenance of the Lord Mayor's Court ? Some score attorneys

the trustee, and it provided that the property disclaimed , if a who practise almost exclusively in that court, and a Bar which

lease, shall be deemed to have been surrendered on the date of the whilst being very small is by no means conspicuously able, must

disclaimer. It was apprehended that difficulties might arise look with alarm on a proposed abolition . We do not urge

under this section affecting the rights of third parties, and accord its abolition : it has transacted a vast amount of business,

ingly in lieu of fresh legislation the 28th rule of 1871 was framed , and given much satisfaction ; but it has glaring defects , which

which says that, “ Where any property of a bankrupt acquired by if it is to continue to existmust be remedied . The pleading in

a trustee under " The Bankruptcy Act 1869,' shall consist of a the court is absurd , objections to the jurisdiction are almost ims

leasehold interest, the trustee shall not execute a disclaimer of the practicable ,the fiction by which jurisdiction is obtained is in many

same without the leave of the court being first obtained for that cases scarcely creditable, and the costs are very considerable . It is

purpose ; and upon any application to the court for such leave, really difficult to understand how it has continued its work by

notice of the desire of the trustee to disclaim such interest shall be the side of the City of London Court, which has a simple and ina
given to such person or persons as the court shall direct, and expensive but thoroughly effective procedure.
such order shall be made thereon as the court shall think fit .” A Weare now , however, most concerned with the County Courts

somewhat peculiar case under this rule was before Mr. Registrar themselves. The Mayor's Court may go ; all the local courts of

MURRAY on Tuesday. A bankrupt was monthly tenant of a record may go, but the County Courts will remain . Whether to

dwelling house and premises under an agreement, and by an continue a separate system , or to be incorporated in our united

agreement of even date he contracted for the purchase of the judicature, matters little -- they will remain , and probably grow in

residue of his landlord 's lease. He remained in possession at the importance. There are questions to be considered with reference

time of the bankruptcy, and the question was whether the trustee I to them which consequently become of great moment. To recom
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mend them to the legal Profession, it is essential that the remu

neration of advocates should be placed upon a proper footing.

This is a primarily essential. In the next place, it should be in

the discretion of the Judge to employ shorthand writers

in cases of sufficient importance, in order to secure that

cases should be satisfactorily stated on appeal. We regard this

question of appealas one of the first importance, and there ought

bo be some official record of proceedings which may be consulted

by parties independently of the Judge's notes. Cases have

occurred in our experience in which a Judge has wholly failed to

inform the Court above of the true state of things ; and when it

becomes necessary to remit a case to be re-stated it is too apt to

amount to a denial of justice. Wedo not believe that cases of any

importance would be tried in County Courts were there not an

easy mode of appeal, and it is essential that cases should comeup

stating the facts with absolute accuracy, and giving the courtpre .

cise information as to the point decided . It is too late now to

talk of the advisability of having some formal pleadings in the

County Courts. Mr. FALCONER regards it as a happy circumstance

that none exist. Undoubtedly they are in many cases unnecessary

to raise the question in dispute, and wemust consider that when the

old forms are abolished , and cases are bronghtbefore the courts on

statement and answer, a similar procedure might be usefully

employed in the County Courts in cases above £5. This would

very much simplify the process by way ofappeal.

Another question which is pressing forward has reference to

the concentration of courts . Many Judges feel it a hardship to be

made itinerant : they would , as a rule, prefer heavier judicial
work and less timespent on the railway . Such evidence as that

of Mr. CAILLARD , which Mr. FALCONER cites in his work , should

not be overlooked . That learned Judge says : “ As Judge,

I travel, I believe, not less than 3500 miles a year. I have twelve

Courts , seven monthly and five bi-monthly , in my Circuit. Of

the monthly ' Courts, Bath requires my attendance 30 days in

the year at least, and will probably require more, even if the

jurisdiction is not increased . In considering the work of the

provincial Judges the travelling should not be forgotten . True it
is that the sittings are occasionally short, and at some of the

smaller Courts are even generally so ; but (taking the Circnit

throughout) the sittings are not unfrequently very long and

fatiguing , and if the time taken up in travelling be added to the

time occupied in Court it will be very generally found that the

Judge's duties have extended over many hours on each Court day .

I do not in the least complain of the travelling, notwithstanding

its serious wear and tear,' because it is a great saving of expense

and time to the suitors that, so far as fairly practicable, the one

individual, the Judge, and not the many, the suitors, witnesses,

and others, should travel. It need scarcely be added that the

work of the Judge is not confined to his Court days."

This is a view which is entitled to great respect, as being un

selfish , but we think that Judges and the Profession should not be
altogether sacrificed to the convenience of suitors. We believe

it is contemplated to attempt concentration , and , if it can be done

without causing loss to the general body of suitors, it would be a
desirable reform .

The service of process and the payment of fees are two
matters requiring consideration . Should the process be served

by the plaintiff or his agent ? Should it be personal on

the defendant ? To both of these questions Mr. FALCONER

gives a most emphatic reply in the negative. Personal service

was a proposal sanctioned by the Judicature Commissioners.

“ Personal service as a rule,” says Mr. FALCONER, “ would

require a great increase in the staff of bailiffs, its necessity would

delay the hearing of many hundreds of causes, and the expense

of service would be greatly increased . If in any case there has

been a mistake or any error, or the wrong person has been served ,

or execution without any service of the original summons, or

insufficient service under the present Rules, there is ample oppor

tunity offered to defendants to obtain assistance in the Registrar's

office, in order to apply to the court and correctly to ascertain the

facts and to remedy any evil. The Judge of a County Court can

always be applied to without experse or professional interference

when any complaint of official irregnlarity is suggested, and no
Judge would so injure his own authority or do so unjust an act

as to suppress it . That this is so is among the advantages of a

domestic tribunal.” .
This opinion he supports by a formidable array ofjudicial dicta ,

and several experienced practitioners take the view that personal

service is impracticable, The paymentof fees is a matter of detail

apon which much might be said , but we have already gone to

considerable length. This subject, "and the question of the

jurisdiction of registrars, and whether it should be increased,

will have to be discussed fully hereafter, and we must return to

these matters on a future occasion .

One word in conclusion for the present. It is at this moment
of great consequence to solicitors that they should realise their

position . The County Court will ultimately dispose of the great
bulk of common law and bankruptcy business. To regulate fees,

hearings, costs, and procedure generally, concerns almost every

country solicitor personally : and with this observation we quit the
wbject.

THE LAND TITLES AND TRANSFER BILL.

In our last number we glanced at the general scope of the Bill,
and we now propose to point out what additions or alterations we

consider should bemade in it to make it a workablemeasure. Before

doing so ,however,we cannot refrain from expressing our regret that

the Lord Chancellor has not been able to see his way to making

the registry one of land and not, as it appears to us to be, one of

owners only . When a measure of such importance, and one which

will make such a great change in the system of conveyancing

is being carried out, it seems to us a pity that what appears to

us the most perfect plan should not be adopted . The primary

object of a land register is to tell at sight, and without fear of
mistake, who is the person capable of transferring a specified

piece of land. The purchaser cannot mistako the piece of land

which he requires, and in our opinion the best and least expensive

system in the end would be to have a large and complete plan

or set of plans, showing all the property in the district, upon

which each different property would be distinguished by a

different number, a reference to which in the register book would

show at a glance the name of the owner and the prior charged
if any.

Weare now publishing in these columns a full copy of the Bill ,
the first part of which our readers will remember appeared in our

issue of the 11th inst., and , having the copy of the Bill thus before

them , we shall only refer to the different clauses by their
unmbers.

Clause 2 . Copyholds and all estates and interests therein are

excluded from the operation of the Act. In mining districts it is

not uncommon for a copyholder of inheritance, to whom the lord

has granted a licence to work the mines, to grant leases of such

mines for longer terms than twenty -one years. The court rolls of

the manor show the dealings with the surface and the licence to

work the mines, but do not show the lease. This clause should,

we think, be altered by including such leases.

Clause 4 . The definition of " land " is not so definite as it

might be made. It would ,we think , in view of the coming opera

tion of the Judicature Act, be as well to define the meaning of

“ legal estate ” and “ equitable estate ."

Clause 5 . By sub-sect. 2 , any person entitled in equity to an

estate tail, or to a base fee, or to an estate in fee simple in land,
whether subject or not to any prior estate for life or for years, or
to any incumbrance, may apply for registration , the result of
which would be in effect to vest in such person the legal estate with
absolute powers. It seems to us that the person in whom the legal

estate is vested should know something of the application , ashe pro

bably may have some charges against the land . Provision should

be made for giving him an opportunity of recouping himself
either by making him a necessary party to the application , or by
giving him notice prior to actual registration . If the latter

course be adopted , a few words to that effect at the end of

clause 18 will be necessary .

Clause 13 . At the end of this clause we would suggest an
| addition of the words “ unless and until the title to such adjoining

land has been registered , and the description of such boundaries

shall be found by the registrar to have been correct, in which case

he shall state such fact upon the register of the title of both

lands.”
Clause 16 . There appears to be a verbal inaccuracy in this

clause, which provides that the registrar shall not require a title

to commence * earlier than at least forty years previously , ” & c .
The words " at least " should be omitted .

Clause 18 . It does not seem clear whether or no the notice is

to contain the statements of the interested persons and existing

powers, and of themortgages, charges, and incumbrances affecting

the land , required to be furnished by sect. 7 . It cannot be neces

sary to make such matters public, and the clause should be made

clear upon the point. Further, it cannot be necessary for the

persons whose interests or charges are admitted to be put to the

trouble and expense of making a claim which , under sect. 19,

would have to be brought before the registrar. We would .

suggest, as an addition to the clause , that with the notice required

to be served by the last paragraph , a statement should be sent to

such persons showing the estate, interest , or charge, which it is

admitted they have, with an intimation that if it be correct they

need take no further steps.
Clauses 11, 14 , and 21. A doubt occurs to us whether the

registrar or examiner of titles is or is not to examine the abstract

with the documents oftitle . It would , perhaps, be better to clear

up the doubt by providing that the solicitor or certificated con

veyancer, should indorse and sign upon the abstract a certificate

of its correctness, and that the abstract should show what stamps,

if any, the documents bear, and by what parties they are executed ,

and, where necessary , how attested .

Clause 23. In view of the formation of the district registries,

contemplated by part 10 of the Bill, it would appear desirable

that all registrations should not be entered in the samebook , but

should bemade in a series of books, which , upon the formation ci

the district registries, could be properly distributed between th :

different district registries. A division into counties is hardly

suitable, but we cannot at present say that we can suggest any

better.
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Clause 28 . The object of this clause is expressed in its side within Foss v . Harbottle, according to which the suit must be by

note : “ Compulsory registration on sales after three years from the whole company.” Then he added " If I were to hold that no

commencement of Act." Until some person is registered as pro bill could be filed by shareholders to get rid of the transaction on

prietor the instrument of conveyance is to " operate in equity only, the ground of the doctrine of Foss v . Harbottle , it would be simply

and not be effectual at law to pass the legal estate in the land.” impossible to set aside a fraud committed by a director under such

In view of sub -sect. 11 of sect. 25 of the Judicature Act, it would circumstances ” — the director there being very much in the posi

seem doubtful what meaning the courts would give to the words tion of Hooper' s Company towards the European Company -- " as
in inverted commas, or similar words in other clauses of the Bill , the director obtaining so many shares by fraud would always be
hence the desirability of a definition of " legal estate ” and “ equi able to outvote everybody else.” Referring to the form of suit
table estate." As compulsory registration is the sole object of the Lord Justice James on the appeal said that it seemed to him
clause, it should provide that until registration the conveyance the case afforded precisely the exception to the general rule which
should have no effect at all. If any effect be given to conveyances was pointed out by Vice-Chancellor Page Wood - a case in which
under which no proprietor is registered , purchasers of most of the the minority were the plaintiffs and the majority were the defen
smaller classes of property will not go to the expense of registra dants — the wrongdoers who were alleged to have put the

be satisfied with the equitable estate vested in them | minority's property into their pockets."

by the conveyance. This case therefore establishes a principle which was previously
Clause 29. This clause convinces us of the advantages of the doubtful, to say the least, and gives an important right to share

system of registration advocated at the commencement of this holders of a company, the majority in which may be disposed , for
article . Under such a system the registrar could mark the book | private or secret considerations, to enter into compromises
of reference or endorse the notice with the nameof the parish and injurious to the general body of shareholders .
number of the land the registration of which is objected to. As
the bill is framed , the registrar may have some trouble in framing
& complete list of caveats so that he can tell to what land they THE CHARITY COMMISSIONERS' REPORT AND THE

relate, and unless the cautioner be obliged to furnish a very com CHARITY TRUSTEES' INCORPORATION ACT 1872.
plete description , with perhaps a plan , the registrar may be

In the report of the Charity Commissioners, just presented to
unable to ascertain to what property the caveat applies.

Parliament, for the year 1873 , there are some remarks on the
Clause 32. The times within which the cautioner is allowed to Charitable Trustees' Incorporation Act of 1872, which may tend to

oppose registration after personal service, or posting of the notice discourage applications under that Act , and thus to obstruct the
to him , appear too short. In these travelling days many people,

operation of a very useful statute .
particularly in vacation times, do not get their letters for more

The passing of the Act was hailed with much satisfaction by
than ten days after they are posted . The service of the notice

large numbers of public bodies and institutions, as calculated in
should be made so soon as the application is made, and the

relieve them from difficulties which were constantly experienced
cautioner should have at least three weeks or a month , and per

in protecting their property, enforcing their rights, and formalising
haps more, in which to oppose it. The fact of a caveat being

their proceedings. Trustees had died , removed no oneknew where,
lodged should not cause a stay of the proceedings, except, of course, or had become from various causes incapable of acting. Frequently
actual registration , unless the registrar considers from the affidavit

it was doubtful whether someof the trustees were living or dead .
which the cautioner has to file that the latter can effectually stop Leases of the charity property could not be granted , or eject

the registration . ments brought, or other remedies enforced against tenants because
( To be continued .)

it could not be proved in whom the legal estate was, for the time

being , vested . Other legal proceedings frequently could not be

adopted from inability to ascertain who were the proper parties to

COMPANIES AND THEIR SHAREHOLDERS. sue or be sued .

THE right of shareholders of companies to take action on their Whenever new trustees were appointed it was requisite to incur

own behalf independently of the company is one which has been considerable legal expenses for deeds of transfer of the trust pro

questioned on more than one occasion , and it is important to perty, and in many instances, under the circumstances before

understand when such right exists at all. The most recent case adverted to , it was not easy to complete such transfers, while it

on the point is that of Menier v . Hooper's Telegraph Works (30 was constantly necessary to travel or send in all directions in
L . T . Rep. N . S . 209), where a demurrer to a bill by one of a order to procure the signatures to various documents of in

minority of shareholders in a company on behalf of himself and divual trustees who were scattered about the country, and some

the other shareholders to enforce the rights of the minority was times resident abroad . Now , the remedy for all these dis

overruled . The plaintiff held 2000 shares in the European and advantages was simple. It was to make the trustees & corporate

South American Telegraph Company, now in voluntary liquida body.

tion . Hooper's Telegraph Works (Limited ) held 3000 shares in Lord ROMILLY, in a previous session , had desired to effect the

the company, and the other shareholders were thirteen persons, same object by constituting the institution itself a corporation, but

who held twenty-one shares each . Disputes arose between the his Bill for that purpose met with sufficient opposition to defeat

European Company and Hooper's Works as to certain concessions it, and thereupon Mr. HINDE-PALMER brought in a measure in a

for the construction of telegraphs, and a suit was instituted by | different form , which , under Lord ROMILLY'S charge in the House

Hooper's Works to restrain the working of concessions obtained of Lords, became the Act of 1872. Incorporation by Charter

by the European Company. It was refused by Vice-Chancellor or Act of Parliament was too expensive a process for any but

Malins, and Hooper's Works appealed ; bnt before the appeal came large and wealthy institutions to resort to, and in order to

on the matter was compromised by the European abandoning the bring it within reach of the multitude of small associations,

concessions. The present plaintiff, believing that Hooper's Works | by the Act of 1872 they are enabled to obtain a corporate

had obtained this compromise by means oftheir influence as share character from the Charity Commissioners at a trifling cost.

holders in the European , filed his bill against them , praying for a The Commissioners truly state that it was part of the arrange

decree that they were not solely entitled to the benefits received ment come to with them during the progress of the Act that “ a

by them under the compromise, but that they were trustees of very large discretion should be reserved to them to approve or dis

such benefits for the plaintiff and all the other shareholders of the approve its application to each particular foundation ; " but it

European . “ The only question which this suit brings forward is," certainly was never contemplated that they should thereby prac

maid Vice -Chancellor Bacon , “ whether he has a right to be relieved tically defeat the beneficial intentions of the Legislature. They,

against such dealing with the property in which heand Hooper 's however, at the same time admit that there may be numerous

Company were jointly interested ." The only question with which cases in which the machinery of the Act may be usefully brought

we are concerned is the technical right of the plaintiff to sue on into operation .

behalf of himself and the shareholders. Let us proceed to consider the objections now raised by the
It is admitted that according to Gray v . Lewis (29 L . T . Rep . Commissioners as to the general operation of the Act. Although

N . S . 12 ), and Foss v . Harbottle (2 Hare 261) a suit for the benefit expressed in different language, they mainly resolve them .

of shareholders ought to be instituted by the company, and not by selves into an idea and apprehension that the individual and

a shareholder on behalf of himself and the other shareholderswho personal responsibility of the trustees will be lost or destroyed by

take a similar view with himself. Is there then any exception to the fact of their becoming a corporate body. In other words that

that rule ? Vice-Chancellor Bacon suggests two : ( 1 ) where the they will commit breaches of trust and mismanage the trust pro

company cannot sue ; and (2 ) where it will not sue. He thought terpy and affairs with impunity under the “ veil " of the Common

the difficulty in the latter case might be got over by application to Seal.

the court for leave to use the name of the company. If there were any real foundation for this objection it would

In the case of Atrool v . Merryweather, which was before Vice equally apply to the thousands of corporate bodies, eleemosynary,

Chancellor Page Wood , and is reported in a note to Clinch y . commercial, and others , which have long existed , and have com

Financial Corporation ( L . Rep. 5 Eq. 464 ), the bill was filed by a tinued to discharge their duties with all the convenience and

shareholder on behalf of himself and the other shareholders, and facility arising from their corporate character, and without any

the Vice-Chancellor said : “ With regard to the frame of the suit of those covert misdeeds which seem to alarm the imagination of

a question of some nicety arises how far such relief can be given the Commissioners. Moreover, whenever such malpractices do

at the suit of a shareholder on behalf of himself and other share occur a sufficient remedy is afforded by the general law of

holders on the ground that the transaction might be confirmed by | the land , as is shown by Lord COTTENHAM 's decision in the case of

the whole body if they thought fit, and that the case would fall Attorney -General y. Wilson ( 1 Craig & Phil. 1) .
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But the possibility of any such loss or diminution of individual

responsibility resulting from incorporation is expressly guarded

against by the 5th section of the Act, which keeps alive all indi.

vidual liability , and clearly provides that all trustees shall be

answerable and accountable for the due administration of the

charity in the same manner and to the same extent as if no sach

incorporation had been effected .

It is obvious, therefore, that no “ veil" of the common seal could

ever screen any individual trustees from the consequences of an
abuse of their fiduciary position .

The Commissioners then say that there is great difficulty in

securing regular renewals of the corporate bodies. This must

mean in filling up the number of the trustees by new appoint
ments in place of those who die, or become disqualified , or incap

able of acting. Now , this is an evil which has always prevailed

under the system of unincorporated trustees, and there has hitherto

been no statutory provision to prevent it . Butunder the 4th section

of the Act of 1872, there is, so far as respects the incorporated

trustees, a constant statutory obligation created to fill up vacancies,

and the Commissioners themselves are invested with the power of

enforcing this regular renewal of the corporate bodies.

It is then objected that incorporation will prevent a union of
different charities, which in some localities is often advantageous.

This is rather an erroneous view , because a union might be more

completely effected by the very process of incorporation than by
any other means, It may be true that if several charities were,

in the first instance, made into separate corporate bodies , there

would be a difficulty in afterwards combining them in one entire

corporation ; but this may be readily obviated to a great extent.

No such union could usefully take place unless the several

charities were in the same locality, and established for similar

objects and purposes. Whenever an application is made to the

Commissioners for incorporation it would be easy to inquire

whether there existed any and what other institutions of a similar

description in the same neighbourhood which it would be desirable
to unite. Indeed such a question might well form one of the

series which are required by the printed forms of the Commis.

sioners to be answered when an incorporation is asked for.

The Commissioners refer to the Municipal Corporation Act of

1835, to show that a preference was given by the Legislature to

individual over corporate trustees. But that Act is no evidence

whatever of such a preference. Those corporations were not

charitable institutions. They existed for various municipal pur

poses, and charitable trusts had become incidentally mixed up with

them , and were consequently in many cases greatly abused . It

was a wise part, therefore, of the great scheme of Municipal Cor

poration reform to separate the charity property and management

from the general corporation property and government. It was

not done as any disparagement of the corporate character, which

was in fact perpetuated with powers of administration over local

affairs quite as much liable to abuse under the veil of a common

seal as any belonging to charitable institutions.
It has been thought advisable to make these remarks upon the

report of the Charity Commissioners because it is calculated to

mislead those numerous bodies, especially amongst Nonconfor

mists,who have been looking to the Act in quesiton as a boon to

them . It will be greatly regretted if obstacles are raised instead of

facilities being afforded for the general application of the Act as

the suggested resort to the official trustees of charities leaves

most of the evils of the system of ordinary trusteeships entirely
antouched.

Again , Acts of Parliament are continually being passed by which
although the labours are increased the profits are diminished . Probably
the Judicature Aco will considerably affect the solicitors' profits, and tho
Land Transfer Bill would have had the effect of practically closing many
country offices. The large London offices will not seriously feel the effect
of a Land Act. They get comparatively few conveyances, their wort
principally consists of superintending the affairs and properties of men of
rank and property , and no Act will affect the work they have to do. Their
clients' estates in their land, are of a limited character only, which will
be dealt with in the old manner. The only difference such an Act would
make to them would be to necessitate the transfer of the legal estate in
the land at the Registry office , when new trustees of the settlements were
appointed . What will be the result of the Land Act to a county solicitor ?
Settlements of land except by will are practically unknown, and the only ,
conveyancing work which a country solicitor has is that connected with

ordinary sales and mortgages from one man to another. Until the time
when the proposed Act comes into operation things will go on as they do
now , but when that time arrives a change will occur in the practice and
profits of conveyancing. In ordinary sales the country solicitor has to be
contented with a fee on a much smaller scale than that suggested by the Law
Society, and in ordinary purchases, when the title has to be registered, the
purchaser's solicitor will get very little remuneration for his trouble, on
account of the quantity of work to be done, and the fees which have to be
paid for the registration . Purchasers will not pay heavy solicitors' bills,
and, as the expenses are heavy or light, the profit of the solicitor is pro
portionately loss or more. In purchases under £300 or £400, which in
cludes a very large number in country places, the expenses will be so heavy
if the solicitor be properly paid , that small sales will altogether cease ,
When land has been once placed upon the register,except where the owner
has been registered as propriotor without á title, which will not
happen except where a future dealing is not contemplated , the
solicitor's business and consequent profit seems nearly to have vanished .
Conditions of sale will be unnecessary ; abstracts of title will be things of
the past ; there will be no preparing or perusing of draft conveyances ; all ,
will be done by the aid of documents nearly as short as transfers of stock .
With such an easy mode of transfer, the services of solicitors will either
be dispensed with , or will be paid for upon a very limited scale, as it is not
likely, when the greater part of the present work has been rendered
unnecessary , that vendors , purchasers, and mortgagees will pay as much
as they now do . In addition to the taking away of their work , the new
Bill does not even purpose to give them an opportunity of getting any
appointment worth having in offices which will be established to carry out
the scheme, the registrars , assistant registrars, and examiners of title will
be selected from the Bar, an indispensable qualification for the holder
of each office being that he is a barrister of ten years' standing. Surely
out of the solicitors who for years, without the aid of counsel, havo
transacted the conveyancing of a certain district, there must be some
quite as competent to fill either of the offices as any barristers, and it
would be only fair to give to such men at least an opportunity of holding
the offices if they were fortunate enough to get nominations. Weagain
repeat that country solicitors will be the principal sufferers, and no sag.
gestion has been made that any compensation is to be made to them .
When themonopoly of the proctors in the Probate Courts was taken away
from thein , or, to take a more recent case, when the Church of Ireland
was disestablished and disendowed , the proctors and clergymen

respectively were considered as having vested interests, which were
respected . Havo not solicitors & vested interest in conveyancing ?
They only are privileged to do such work , and intruders render them .

selves liable to punishment. The solicitors have acquired that
vested interest by the most legal mode known, viz ., by paying
for the privilege. It is simply a question of contract. The public,
through the Government, say, if you will pay certain moneys towards thó
expenses of the country to which we should otherwise be liable , and will
also undergo a number of years of unremunerative service and study, and
then satisfy our nominees that you are proficient in the knowledge of law ,
we will give you the sole privilege of preparing all documents relating to

land, for which you shall be entitled to be paid according to a certain
scale . The solicitors accepted the offer, and have performed by far the
greater portion of their part of the contract. The public having derived
advantage from the payments made by the solicitors, now wish to break
the contract, and to do away with thework altogether , so that virtually
they accepted payment for no corresponding advantage. The public aro
not justified in thus breaking faith with solicitors, and if they find tha
contract too onerous, they should ask to be relieved upon the only termg
upon which an ordinary individualwould be let off under similar circum .
stances, viz ., by payment in the same way as was done in favour of tho
proctors and Irish clergymen (a ). The solicitors are a persecuted race, and
although they have immense power, yet they will not concur in making
that power felt . They do not want to keep up the present lumbering and
expensive mode of dealing with land, and would willingly do what they
can to provide and work out & more simple and less expensive method ;
but having devoted themselves for many years to the study of con .
veyancing, and having spentmuch money in acquiring a thorough know .
ledge of it they cannot be expected to make the rod with which to whin

themselves for the benefit of the public, unless the latter are disposed
to provide some sweets , in the enjoyment of which the pain would be
forgotten .

We have week after week published letters and papers which clearly
show that unqualified persons are infringing upon the solicitor ' s domain .

e solicitors as a body , however heed them

that others do work for themonopoly of doing which they have dearly paid .
Wehear sometimes that there is no remedy against these intruders, or, if
there be a remedy, no one has power to set it in motion . If so, why do

not the solicitors, through one of their societies , obtain sufficient powers ?
It is evident that, when a monopoly is sold , the purchasers must be pro .

tected against interlopers, and an application has only to be made to Par.
liament to get the matter rectified . The question to be then asked is

very simple , “ Will you complete the sale of the monopoly or buy us

THE PROSPECTS OF SOLICITORS.
BY A SOLICITOR.

Ir must, we think, be admitted that the prospects of solicitors are
not promising . They are treated differently from every other class of

professional men, they are taxed , and not allowed to charge for their

labour on a higher scale than was considered a proper remuneration many

years ago, when law proceedings and documents of all kinds, which were

paid for according to length , were much longer than they now are , and
when the expenses of living were much lighter. Why should solicitors pay

a yearly tax to be allowed to practise when barristers, clergymen , and

doctors are untaxed ? It is useless to say the reason is because solicitors

are empowered to recover their charges, and that barristers and physicians

are not. Weshould like to see the solicitor who could persuade a leading

counsel to take up a case where “ nil ” was written on thebrief. Barristers

and physicians obtain much larger incomes than solicitors, and yet it is

not thought proper that they should be taxed ; why then should solicitors P
As a class , solicitors are more careful of the interests of their own clients

than of their own ; they possess greater power than any other class

of men. The certificate duty, however, is only seriously felt by young
solicitorsand by those of small practice, and the greater portion of the
power lies in the hands of men of large business , to whom it is better
worth while to pay the duty than to give up the necessary time to agitate

for its remission. If, however, the younger and also the less prosperous

members of the Profession will take the matter up in an earnest manner,

we doubt not but that they will obtain the cordial support of their more

powerfuland fortunate brethren , and perhaps of the Incorporated Lan

Society.

not

outpu

(a ) We consider this argument fallacious. If every interest which suffered by
necessary legislation were to be compensated , a surplus would be a thing unknown.
- ED, L , T ,
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LEGISLATION AND JURIS was proposed to increase the area from which by moving the second reading of the Bill. - Mr.
jurors were taken by creating some new quali. I YOUNG , referring to his own experience in New

PRUDENCE . fications. For instance, lodgers would be quali. South Wales, said the system of trying civil

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
fied to serve both on common and special causes with four jurors had worked very success.
juries, and on the latter class of juries the fully ; as had also the plan of allowing three

Monday, April 20. managers of certain companies would also be fourths of the jury to give a verdict after all the
THE IRISH GRAND JURY SYSTEM . liable to serve. At present persons above the age members of the jury had deliberated together for

In answer to Mr. ERRINGTON . Sir M . BEACH of sixty were absolutely exempt, whereas this a certain number of hours, As for unanimity
said it was not his intention to bring forward any Bill provided that no one should be absolutely there was practically no such thing. For instance ,

measure this Session for the purpose of reforming exempt until he had attained the age of 70 , during the Tichborne trial, every one must know

the Irish Grand Jury System , but he was quite
perso that in a company consisting of twelve persons or

aware of the importance of the question , and of claim exemption at the age of 65 . Of course, more some one was found who was eccentric
the desire very widely felt for an amenement of however, there was & provision that persons enough to imagine that the claimant might pos
the present law , and he hoped to be able to give suffering from sickness or infirmity might be sibly be the real man . (Hear, hear.) - Mr.

such consideration to the subjectduring therecess excused at any time. In the Government Bill of GREGORY admitted there was no magic in the

as would enable him to introduce a Bill on it next last session it was proposed to increase the number twelve, but it was a considerable altera

session, qualification of common jurors, but he proposed tion to propose that the number should be re

IMPRISONMENT FOR DEBT. to retain the old qualification , which was pre. duced to seven , and it would be hardly wise to

Mr. Bass asked the Secretary of State for the scribed by the Act of George IV . However, he carry the reduction further. With regard to the

Home Department whether hewas prepared , on a intended to increase the rating for the qualifica question of unanimity, it was a very anomalous

convenient opportunity , to introduce a measureretion of special jurors. Formerly the only quali- | thing thatone juryman should beable to force terms
to remedy the admitted defects of the law of im . fication was a social one, as no one could serve on on the rest, and , as it were, to compel them to split
prisonment for debt.- -Mr. CROSS replied that a special jury who was not a merchant, banker, the difference , and, therefore , if in committee the
after the difference of opinion which had been ex . esquire, or person of higher degree. A rating hon . member for Helston would propose some
pressed he could not adopt the phrase " admitted qualification was substituted for this by the Act | modification of the present system , he would be
defects of the law :" but if the hön ,member would of 1870. If it were possible, he should like to inclined not only to consider but to entertain it,
suggest a remedy that was not on the lines on go back to the old qualifieation , but it would be especially if directed to the prevention of one in .
which his Bill was drawn , he would give the sub. very difficult to do so , though he might state dividual juryman enforcing terms on the rest .

ject due consideration. that since the introduction of the rating qualifi. His principal reason, however, for addressing the
cation thecharacter of special juries had very much House was to urge the Government either to take

Tuesday , April 21. changed . Hehad always contended that the imper. | up the Bill or to afford facilities for its discus.

THE JUDICATURE ACT. fect and inaccurate compilation of the jury lists sion. - Mr. WATKIN WILLIAMS approved the
Mr. WATKIN WILLIAMS asked the Attorney . lay at the root of the unfair incidence of jury Bill as a whole, but, after full consideration and

General whether it was the intention of Her service. In support of this view , the hon .member hearing all that was to be said in favour of the
Majesty 's Government to bring in a Bill to post- cited the evidence given by several witnesses proposal, he thought it would be a greatmistake
pone the coming into operation of the Judicature before the Select Committee of 1867 -8 , and he to reduce the number of jurymen from twelve to
Act beyond the time fixed - namely, November proceeded to say he proposed by his Bill that the seven . Trial by jury in this country had been a
next ; and , if not, whether he could state how overseers should be properly paid for the duty most successful institution , and when that was
soon the Code of Rules providing the new practice they had to discharge. This expense would not, the case it would be very dangerous to meddle
and machinery necessary for theworking of the however ,be cast upon the rates, and hementioned with it, for we could not ascertain to what parti
Act will be laid before the profession and the that the late Government had admitted the pay. cular circumstances its success had been owing .
public . - - The ATTORNEY-GENERAL. - The Go- ment ought to be made out of national funds. Besides, if you had twelve men in a jury box, the
vernment have not at present any reason to anti. Again , the present mode of summoning jurors chances were that some two or three of them
cipate that it will be necessary to postpone the was far from satisfactory , and accordingly the would have a specialknowledge of the subject,and ,
coming into operation of the Judicature Act Bill provided that all jury summonses should pass if they were men of sense, would be able to guide
beyond the time fixed by the Act - namely, the through the post, so that,as the summoning officer the remainder of the jury to a right conclusion . If
2nd of November in the present year. The first and the jurymen would no longer be brought in you reduced the number, there would be no
division of the Rules of Court directed by the contact with each other, corrupt practices would security that you would have any men with
Act to be prepared for the purposes mentioned in henceforth become impossible. Another proposal specialknowledge on the jury. He was glad his
the Act is already printed and in the hands of a embodied in the Bill was that in civil cases the hon , and learned friend adhered to the principle
Committee of Judges for their consideration and number of jurymen might under certain circum - of unanimity, which a largemajority of the most
advice. The second divion of the Rules is in the stances be reduced to seven . The late Govern . experienced Judges were in favour of maintaining .
press , and will shortly be in the hands of the comment in their Bill of last year proposed compul. There was one defect, however, in our present
mittee of Judges and of such other persons and sorily to reduce the number of jurors from system which he should wish to see dealt with in
bodies as it may be judged right to consult twelve to seven in all cases except trials for the Bill ,and that was the failure of justice which
upon the subject, and there is every reason to murder . His proposal was that there should might arise , especially in the case of a protracted
believe that the remaining rules, with the ex be twelve jurymen , as heretofore, in all cri- trial such as had recently been held , from the

minal cases, and he did not compulsorily | death or serious illness of one of the jurymen .
character , will be in print and in the hands of the reduce the mystical number in civil cases. / (Hear, hear.) Hewould also suggest that some

parties referred to before the 1st day of June. Primâ facie, every civil case would be tried by a accommodation should be provided for persons

Wednesday, April 22. jury of seven , but either party would beable, on summoned as jurymen . At present nothing

PUBLIC PROSECUTORS.
giving formalnotice, to have it tried by a jury of whatever was done for their accommodation ,

In reply to Sir E . WILMOT, Mr. Cross said it
twelve. It was proposed that the verdict should and no remedy was proposed in the Bill. —

was not the intention of Her Majesty 's Govern .
be unanimous, and , indeed , the fact that the Sir H . JAMES concurred in what had been said as
number of jurymen might be reduced enhanced to the debt of the House to the hon , and learned

ment to introduce a Bill this session for the
the necessity of unanimity. The Bill likewise member for introducing the Bill , and said that,

appointment of public prosecutors. The subject
dealt with the question of payment. At present though it could scarcely have fallen into abler

had been under the consideration of the Judica
ture Commission ,and it would be someweeks yet

a special juryman was entitled to a guinea for hands, te would have some difficulty in passing
every case he heard , and even the jurors in the it unless the Government took it up. The neces .

before their report on it was received . When
that report was presented it would obtain the

great Tichborne case were legally entitled to only sity of the Bill no one could doubt. The practical

most careful consideration at the hands of the
one guinea each for their services during that long experience of those who came into contact with
protracted trial. A common juryman was entitled / juries showed that some alteration , particularly

Government.
to 8d . for each case, and this was certainly a very in the qualification of special juries, was abso .

TRIBUNALS OF COMMERCE.
Mr. WHITWELL moved that the order for the inadequate amount. Under this Bill it was pro | lutely necessary. It was advisable that a Bill

second reading of the Tribunals of Commerce posed that special jurymen should continue to be should be passed as speedily as possible , and

Bill, which had been set down for this day , be
paid one guinea , and that common jarors should therefore he urged the Attorney -General to take
receive 5s. for each case. Another alteration charge of this Bill. The provisions of the Bill had

postponed till June 12. He took this step because
an important report of the Judicature Commig .

consisted in the assimilation of the qualification | been framed after a careful consideration of facts
for jurors in boroughs and cities of counties with by a select committee, and a Bill like this very

sion , referring to the subject of tribunals of com
the qualification now required in the counties nearly passed in the last Parliament, and thie

merce, had only yesterday been published . More
over, an appendix to the same report had not yet

| by which they were surrounded . A minor was therefore a legacy which the present Go

been printed . He trusted that Government, after that trinta wara to h
| provision in the Bill was to the effect vernment might very well accept. Reserving the
that trials were to be continued

giving the matter full consideration , would feel
subject of qualification for committee, he re

of the number of jurors being reduced by marked that the managing directors of com
warranted in carrying out the reform which the
proposals of the commission foreshadowed .

illness or death . If in the Ticlaborne case a panies were selected by the Bill of 1873 as the re.

Mr. CROSS explained that the appendix alluded to
juror had happened to die, the whole of the pro - presentatives of 1500 companies having offices in

was not at present in such a state that it could be
ceedings must have been commenced de novo, and the city , which otherwise evaded the liability of
this would have been neither more nor lèss than a

presented to the House. It would , however, be occupancy ; but to embrace all directors of the

published the moment it was ready. Meanwhile,
nationalmisfortune. (Hear, hear.) His proposal | companies would bring in , perhaps, 15,000 gentle

it had been thought desirable to print the report
was that the judge should have the power in case | men , many of them living at great distar as in

separately in order that no time might be lost in
of death or illness to order a case to go on with a the conntry , and discharging their publio quties

placing the House in possession of it . Hewould reduced number of jurymen , provided the reduo- as residents. One change in the Bill raised a

take care that it received that consideration which
tion did not go beyond a certain extent. It was question as between local and Imperial taxation ,

the opinions of so important a commission de .
proposed that a jury of twelve should not be 'The Bill of last year was stranded upon what
reduced bel below

served . The motion was agreed to..
appeared to be a very small rock , the pay

five. By leave of the judge a special jury mightment of overseers ont of the local rates ; an
JURIES BILL . be summoned to try criminal cases ; and the adverse opinion was expressed against the

Mr. LOPES, in moving the second reading of judge would also be empowered by the Bill to continuance of that burden , and the Bill had

this Bill, said it was founded on the Bill which release jurors in criminal trials during the ad - to be withdrawn . Now that it was proposed

Sir John Coleridge introduced last session to journments instead of having them locked up to transfer the charge to Imperial taxation

carry into effect the resolution which he (Mr. ) during the whole of the night. One merit of the Chancellor of the Exchequer might have

Lopes) submitted to the House of Commons in his measure, he ventured to think, was that it something to say. He would adhere to the num

1872 , as to the necessity of a comprehensive reform embodied a complete digest of the law on the ber of twelve, and would still require unanimity

of the law relating to juries. In introducing the subject of juries. The Government, he had | As to the objection that we could not get unani

present Bill he was not seeking to abolish or dis. reason to believe, were not opposed to the mity , the practicalanswer was, we did got it ; w

countenance trialby jury , but merely to improve | Bill , and he hoped that at & subsequent stage got it in the Tichborne case , and the number of

the details of the existing system , and to secure a in its career they would not be disinclined to cases in which juries were discharged because

just and uniform incidence of jury service for all proceed with it as a Government measure. (Hear, they could rot agree was far below 1 per cent

persons qualified to serve. In the first place, it hear.) The hon . and learned gentleman concluded In some cases it was very well they should be dig

mo
orm
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pharged, because the evidence was not sufficient to thing more than a tantalizing mockery. This that the whole or part of the land to the title of
justify them in giving a verdict one way or another. Bill would remedy the evil by extending the which such deeds, instruments, or evidences

Itwould be wrong in principle to leave it to the par- jurisdiction of the Sheriff Courts so as to enable relate , is registered under this Act ; and when
ties to a cause to select the number of a jury ; if it them to deal with all such cases. - - The part only is so registered , to show , if reasonably

were right to have seven ortwelve,Parliamentought LORD ADVOCATE certainly thought the principle practicable, what such part is .

to say so . Whether the Bill were in the hands of of this Bill was a right one. The Act, as originally 113. Provision as to married women . - A married

the Government or those of his hon . and learned introduced , was a tentative measure, and it was woman entitled to her separate use, whether re .

friend, he would do all he could to assist in the left to the Supreme Courts to decide in these strained from anticipation or not, but, if restrained

passing of it . - The ATTORNEY-GENERAL said cases. But he was quite sensible of this — that from antieipation subject to such restraint, shall

The Biīl had been framed upon the recommenda the Sheriff Courts were the proper tribunals before for the purposes of this Act be deemed a feme

tions of the Select Committee ,and the conclusions which questions which so much interested the sole ; but where any other married woman is

at which the House arrived last session, and labouring classes should be brought, and he had desirous of making any application, giving any

therefore it now camebefore the House with much himself intended , in a measure for the regulation consent, or doing any act, or becoming party to

to recommend it. He would give his cordial of the Sheriffs Courts of Scotland , to have made any proceeding under this Act. her husband 's

support to the second reading , and he thanked the provision to that effect. But as the principle was concurrence shall be required ; and she shall be
hon and learned member for offering to place it in right he assented to it atonce. At the same time examined by the registrar, or otherwise, as by

the hands ofthe Government. He felt very much hewould suggest to the hon . gentleman that the | general orders may be directed, touching her
disposed to accept the offer, seeing the approval | 16th clause should be omitted . The Bill was read knowledge of the nature and effect of the appli.

which the Bill had received from both sides of the a second time.
cation or other act, and it shall be ascertained

House ; and, though he could not do so at once, he
JURY SYSTEM (IRELAND) . that she is acting freely and voluntarily.

would communicate his decision to the hon. and

learned member before the day fixed for com | On the motion of Mr. BRUEN , it was ordered
114 . Provision as to other persons under dis.

to that the Select Committee on the Jury System
ability . - Where any person who (if not under

mittee. Whether he could take charge of it or
(Ireland) do consist of seventeen members, and

disability ) might have made any application ,
not, he would do all in his power to further it and given any consent, done any act, or been party to
make it efficient ; and he thanked his hon , and the O 'Conor Don and Sir A . Guinness were added

any proceeding under this Act, is an infant, idiot,
to the committee.learned friend for the care and attention he had or lunatic, the guardian or committee of the

bestowed upon the subject. -- - Mr. GOLDNEY estate respectively of such person may make
approved the suggestion that the Bill should be LAND TITLES AND TRANSFER BILL . such application . give such consent, do such act,
taken up by the Government, and said that the and be party to such proceeding, as such person
late Attornoy -General, now Lord Coleridge, last ( Continued from p. 436.) respectively , if free from disability , might have
year assented to the principle of charging the jury PART VIII. - Supplemental Provisions. made, given , done, or been party to , and shall
list on the Consolidated Fund. - Mr. FORSYTH 107. Registrar to ascertain that stamp duties otherwise represent such person for the purposes
thought it a mistake to insist upon unanimity insatisfied .--- Before registering any disposition . it of this Act. Where there is no guardian or com .
civil causes.- Mr. RUSSELL GURNEY said the shall be the duty of the registrar to ascertain mittee of the estate of any such person as afore .
reason for accepting the verdict of a majority that all such stamp duties as would be payable said , being infant, idiot or lunatic, or where any
in a civil cause after a jury had been three if the same were an unregistered disposition have person , the committee of whose estate , if he were
or four hours in consultation was that a new trial | been satisfied . idiot or lunatic, would be authorised to act for
could be granted , and the dissidence of a minority | 108 . Provision as to land or rent being sto presents son under ti

would be an additional reason for granting it. the register to be free from succession duty. unsound mind, or incapable of managing his
Again and again he had been asked to release Upon the first registration with title absolute affairs,but has not been found idiot or lunatic by
juries that could not agree, and when half an hour or limited , and upon registration upon death , inquisition , it shall be lawful for the court to
afterwards a verdict was given it was impossible the registrar may , and if requested by the appoint a guardian of such person for the purpose
to suppose that the dissenting jurymen had been applicant, shall inquire whether the land or of any proceeding under this Act, and from time
convinced . Certainly , twelve jurymen had not rent is subject to succenot rent is subject to succession duty , and shall state to time to change such guardian : and wne to change such guardian ; and when the
the same opportunity for discussion as a lesser on the register the result of such inquiry ; and , court sees fit it may appoint a person to act as

number , but the reduction of the number as regards purchasers for valuable consideration , the next friend of a married woman for the

would increase the sense of individual responsi. such statement shall be conclusive in their favour, purpose of any proceeding under this Act, and

bility . He was afraid that special qualifications and in favour of those claiming by, from , through , may from time to time remove or change such

would bring with them special prejudices. To | under, or in trust for them . next friend .
insist on keeping up themaximum was to increase 109. If application be after contract and before 115. Crown , & c . lands. - With respect to land ,
the burden , and he was afraid that would lead to conveyance, actual registration to be postponed lease , or charges vested in Her Majesty , her heirs
growing dissatisfaction with the system . He until conveyance . - Where the applicant for entry or successors , either in right of the Crown or of
wished by reducing the burden to improve the on the register is a person who has contracted to the Duchy of Lancaster or otherwise, or vested in
workingof the system . Hewas glad that it waspro buy the land or lease, in respect of which the any public officer or body in trust for the public
posed to disqualify uncertificated bankrupts. application i e shall n ic offic the

Mr.HUDDLESTON pleaded for better accommoda - proprietor thereof until he has produced to the management thereof (if any) or, if none, then
tion for jurymen and waiting jurymen , and the registrar a conveyance of the land, or the lease such person as Her Majesty, her heirs or suc.
isolation of the latter, so as to prevent parties or assignment of lease. cessors , shall by writing under her or their sign
interested in the causes that were coming on 110 . On application for registration , feemay be manual

communicating with them . With respect to the madeup by concurrence of personshaving beneficial charge be vested in him or them or not) repre
payment of common jurors, he thought, although estates. - Any two or more persons entitled for sent the owner of such land , lease , or charge for
5s, might beample in London, it certainly would their own benefit , concurrently or successively, all the purposes of this Act, and shall be entitled
not be sufficient in the country. There was or partly in one mode and partly in another , to to such notices, and may make and enter any
another subject to which he must advert - the such estates, interests, or powers in or over land such application or careat, and do all such other
deterioration of special jurors. They were no as together make up such an estate , interest , or acts , as any owner of land for an estate in fee
longer of the same class they were some years power as would if invested in one person entitle simple , or of any lease or charge or other estate
ago . It was said the deterioration had arisen him to be registered as proprietor of the land, or interest (as the case may be) is entitled to re
from the number of gentlemen claiming exemp. may apply to the registrar to be registered joint ceive , make, enter, or do under the provisions of
tion as commissioners of Income Tax ; but he was proprietors, in the same manner and with the this Act ; and with respect to land , leases, or
rather disposed to account for it by the abolition same incidents , so far as circumstances admit , in charges belonging to the Duchy of Cornwall,such
of the old distinction of merchants and bankers, and with which it is in this Act declared that any person as the Duke of Cornwall for the timo
and the reduction of the qualification to a meré | individual owner may be registered being, or as the personage for the timebeing en
money standard . On the part of the Profession he 111. Power to compel production of deeds. - titled to the revenues and possessions of the

must thank his hon . and learned friend for the When an application has been made to the regis. Duchy of Cornwall, shall in writing appoint, may

introduction of this Bill. - Mr. CROSSwould also trar for the registration of any land , if any person act as and represent the owner of such land ,

thank his hon . and learned friend for the great not concurring in such application shall have in | leases , or charges for all the purposes of this Act ,

trouble and pains he had bestowed upon this his possession or custody any deeds, instruments, and shall be entitled to receive such notices, and

subject, and the care with which he had drawn or evidences of title relating to or affecting such may make and enter any such application or

the Bill. Hemust also endorse what had fallen land , to the production of which the applicant, careat, and do all such other acts as any owner

from his hon . and learned friend the Attorney or any trustee for him , or any person having an of land for an estate in fee simple , or of any lease

General, that the Government hoped to see a Bill estate prior to the estate of the applicant under or charge or other estate or interest (as the case

on this subject - either this Bill or this Bill altered the same will or settlement, is ormay be entitled , may be) is entitled to receive, make, enter, or do

in certain particulars - passed before the end of it shall be lawful for the registrar to require such under the provisions of this Act ; and it shall be
the session . The matter had been under discussion person to show cause, within a time to be thereby sufficient that any affidavits required by tthis Act

now several years, both in committee upstairs and limited , why he should not produce such deeds , be taken or made by any such public officer ,
in the House ; and it was ripe for legislation. He instruments, or evidences of title to theregistrar, body , or person as in this section mentioned , or
need hardly say, however , that matters had been or otherwise, as the registrar may deem fit ; and, by any person nominated in writing by any such
introduced into the discussion to -day on which unless cause be shown to the contrary to the publie officer, body, or person , and in either case,
some difference of opinion prevailed . He wonld satisfaction of the registrar within the time so without any solicitor joining in any such affi .
andertake on the part of the Government that limited, such deeds, instruments and evidences davit ; and it shall not be necessary for any such
these points should have careful consideration of title may be ordered by the registrar to be public officer, body , or person as in this section
before the Bill was set down for committee ; and produced at the expense of the applicant, at such mentioned to enter into any such bond as in this
if theGovernment could not see their way to adopt time and place, and in such manner, and upon Act mentioned , nor to give any security for costs,
this Bill they would at all events do their best such terms and conditions as to the registrar nor shall they or any ofthem be liable in damages
that some Bill should pass this session . The shall think fit ; but the person ordered to produce except for any act done wrongfully and without
Billwas then read a second time. may appeal to the court. reasonable cause .

112. Deeds to be marked . - All deeds, instru : 116 . Nothing to prevent title being acquired by
CONJUGAL RIGHTS (SCOTLAND) ACT AMEND

ments , writings, and evidences of title relating statute of limitations. - Nothing in this Act con
MENT BILL. to registered land, belonging to the applicant or tained shall hinder or prevent any estate , right,

Mr. ANDERSON moved the second reading of to any incumbrancer on the estate or interest of title , or interest, being bound or acquired by or
this Bill, which proposed to amend the Act of the applicant or his predecessors in title , which under any statute of limitation or by prescrip
1861, dealing with divorce and other conjugal | are produced to the registrar, or to any ex on .

rights , particularly as affecting the earnings and of titles, or to the court, at or before the regis . 117 . Change of registered proprietor and recli .
property of married women deserted by their tration of such land, or such (if any) of them fication of register. - Where any court of compe.
husbands. The Act had been comparatively a as the registrar shall consider sufficient, beforo tent jurisdiction has decided that any person is
dead letter because the class of women deserted they are returned to the person producing the entitled to any adverse estate, interest, or title ,
by their husbands were for the most part too same or entitled to the custody thereof, shall be in or to any registered land or lease , and in any
poor to go to Edinburgh to apply to the Court of stamped or otherwise marked in such manner as case of entry or change of title under a condition ,
Session for redress. The Act was to them no - to give notice to any person inspecting the same power of entry , or shifting clause, the court may

od serv

or
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make an order directing a change of the regis- chaser for valuable consideration and without servants as the Lord Chancellormay fix , with the
tered proprietor to be made, or the register to be no‘ i ' e : Provided always, that this present clause consent of the Lords Commissioners of Her
otherwise rectified , in such manner as it thinks shil not take away from any estate, right, title , Majesty 's Treasury .
fit ; and the registrar shall, on receipt of such or interest any priority or protection which but 131. Appointment of registrar. - The registrar
order, make the rectification ordered , or the regis. for such provision would have been given or shall be appointed by Her Majesty by letters
trar may act without such order in any case in allowed thereto as against any estate or interest patent, and shall be a barrister of ten years'
which he shall consider he can properly do so . existing before the commencement of this Act . standing at the least, and shall hold his office

118 . Appeal from registrar to the court. - If any 126 . Power for proprietor to pay incumbrance during good behaviour. Upon any vacancy
person considers himself aggrieved by any entry into court when he cannot otherwise discharge the occurring in the office of registrar, Her Majesty
or notice being made or omitted to be made in or same. If in any case the registered proprietor of | may in like manner appoint his successor.

upon the register, or by the cancelling or altering | land , or a lease or charge, shall be desirous of 135 . Appointment of assistant registrars and
of any entry or notice in or upon the register, or | discharging any charge created under this Act, other officers. - The assistant registrars and ex
in respect of any default or unnecessary delay in or any other incumbrance affecting such land, aminers of title, shall be barristers of ten years'

making , cancelling, or altering any entry or lease, or charge, and shall from any canse be un standing at the least, and shall be appointed by
notice, or by the registrar not proceeding with able so to do so as effectually to clear the title to the Lord Chancellor, and may be removed by him
registration , or by the registrar' s decision as to such land , lease, or charge therefrom , he shall be for negligence, want of skill, untrustworthiness ,

the person or persons to be entered as registered at liberty to treat himself as being a trustee of or inability to perform their duties. The clerks

proprietor or proprietors, whether the entry shall the amount of such charge or incumbrance , and shall be appointed by the Lord Chancellor, and

or shall not have been made, or in any other to pay the same into court under the Act for shall hold their offices during his pleasure, and

respect in reference to the register , such person better securing trust funds and for the relief of upon any vacancy occurring in the office of
may apply to the court by summons, or in such trustees ; and upon such payment being made assistant registrar , examiner of title , or clerk ,

other manner as the Lord Chancellor may by the land , lease, or charge shall be effectually dis . the Lord Chancellor may appoint another person
order direct, for such an order as he may desire charged from the charge of incumbrance ,and that in his place . The messengers and servants shall

to have made ; and the court may , upon hearing whether there was or was not just ground for be appointed by the registrar, and shall hold

such application , refuse to make an order, or such payment, the person making such payment their offices during his pleasure, and all the

make such order as it may think fit , and may being nevertheless liable to be ordered to pay assistant registrars, clerks, messengers. and ser.

order payment of costs by the applicant or any costs occasioned by such payment, in case the vants shall, in the execution of their duties,
other person who may appear upon the applica - court to which application shall be made as to conform to such regulations as may be issued by
tion , and if an order be made, the registrar shall the sum paid into court shall consider that such the registrar.

give effect thereto, if and as far as necessary . paymentwas unnecessary . 136 . Salaries and expenses. — There shall be
119. No alteration of register for irregularities 127. Suppression of deeds and evidence . - If in paid , out of themoneys to be provided by Parlia

as against persons unless court can and shall pro. the course of any proceedings in pursuance of ment,
vide for protecting their estates and interests. - An this Act, any person intervening in such proceed . To the registrar, a salary of pounds &
entry in the register shall not be cancelled or ings as principal or agent, with intent to conceal year :

altered as against any person having an estate, from the registrar or the court the title or claim To the assistant registrars, clerks,messengers,
right, title, or interest for valuable consideration , of any person , or to substantiate any false claim , and servants , such salaries as the Lord
by reason of any irregularity or informality in , or wilfully suppresses, assists in suppressing , or is Chancellor, with the consent of the Lords

want or insufficiency of, or defect in , notice of privy to the suppression of any document in his Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury ,
the proceedings prior to the registration , unless possession or any fact within his knowledge, the shall determine :
by an order of the court ; and then only if the person so suppressing , assisting in suppressing , All incidental expenses of carrying this Act
court shall be able to provide, and shall by its | or privy to suppression , shall be guilty of a mis. into effect.
order provide, for such estate, right, title, or in . demeanour, and upon conviction shall be liable to 137. Retiring pension of registrar. - HerMajesty

terest not being prejudicially affected. be imprisoned for a term not exceeding two years , may, by Letters Patent under the Great Seal of

120. Entry on register in case of change of trus with or without hard labour, or to be fined the United Kingdom , grant to any registrar after

tees of friendly societies, fc. - The registrar, upon such sum as the court by which he is tried may a service of twenty years, if he shall then have

its being proved to his satisfaction that a regis . award . attained the age of sixty years, or in the event of
tered proprietor or proprietors is , or are, a trus. 128 . Certain fraudulent acts declared to bemis. his being disabled by permanent infirmity from
tee or trustees for any friendly society , or for any demeanors. - If any person fraudulently procures, the performing of the duties of his office, a

other society or body, and that by Act of Parlia . assists in fraudulently procuring , or is privy to pension by way of annuity, not exceeding two
ment real estate is vested in the trustee or trus. the fraudulent procurement of any order of the thirds of his salary, to continue during his life.
tees, for the time being, of such society or body, court under this Act in relation to fraud, or to a 138 . Superannuation of officers other than

and that there has been a change of trustees, and lease or charge, or fraudulently procures, assists registrar. - The Lord Chancellor may, with the

who is, or are , the present trustee or trustees , in fraudulently procuring, or is privy to the consent of the Lords Commissioners of Her
sball cause an entry to be made in the register of fraudulent procurement of any entry on the re Majesty 's Treasury, order to bepaid to any officer
such trustee or trustees as registered proprietor gister, or on any certificate, or of any erasure or person employed in the registry office, other
or proprietors. from or alteration of the register or any certifi . | than the registrarand examiners of title , who is dis

121. Inspection of register . - Subject to such cate, or any indorsement, or to the wrong dating abled by permanent infirmity for the performance
regulations as may be imposed , and to the pay . any indorsement on a certificate , or if any person of the duties of his office , or who has attained the
ment of such fees as may be fixed by general shall, without the authority of any person whose age of sixty years and has served in the registry
orders, any person registered as proprietor of any address has been furnished to the registrar, with office for twenty years and is desirous of resign

land , lease, or charge. and any person authorised intent to defraud, furnish to the registrar a new ing such superannuation allowance as is antho.
by any such proprietor, or by an order of the place of address, such person shall be guilty of a rised with respect to persons in the permanent
court, or who has caused to be entered on the misdemeanor, and be liable to imprisonment for civil service of the State by The Superannuation
register any notice or caveat affecting such land, any term not exceeding two years, with or with . Act, 1859.

lease , or charge, and the solicitor, or agent, or out hard labour, or to be fined such sum as the 139 . Office of registry to have seal. - A seal shall
clerk of the solicitor, or agent of any such person, court by which he is tried may award ; and any | be prepared for the land registry office ; and any
but no other person,may inspectand make copies order procured by fraud , and any act consequent instrument purporting to be sealed with such
of and extracts from any register or document in on such order, and any entry , erasure, or altera seal shall be admissible in evidence, and if a copy
the custody of the registrar relating to such land, tion so made by fraud, shall be void as against all the same shall be admissible in evidence in like

lease, or charge. | parties or persons privy to such fraud . manner as the original.
122. Costs of trustees. - All costs , charges,and 129. False declarations. If any person in any 140 . Registrar to frame and promulgate rules,

expenses incurred by any trustee in or aboutany affidavit required or authorised to be made for forms, and directions for facilitating proceedings
application for registration under this Act shall any purpose under this Act wilfully makes a -- Lord Chancellor may annul, fc. same. - The
be deemed to be costs, charges , and expenses in . statement false in any material particular, he registrar shall conduct the whole business of

curred by him in the execution of his trust , and shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be registering land under this Act. He shall frame
he may retain or reimburse the same to himself liable to imprisonment with or without hard and cause to be printed and circulated or other.
ont of any money coming to him under his trust, labour for any term not exceeding two years , or wise promulgated such rules, forms, and direcm
or, if necessary, he may raise the amount thereof to be fined such sum as the court by which he is tions as hemay deem requisite or expedient for
by charging the trust estate. tried may award . facilitating proceedings under this Act, or other .

123. The courtmay direct by and to whom and 130 . Saving of civil remedy.- No proceeding wise in reference thereto , and may, from time to

in what proportion costs of registration shall be or conviction for any act hereby declared to be a time, and shall if and when directed by the Lord
borne and paid . - The court, upon the application misdemeanor shall affect any remedy which any Chancellor annuland vary such rules, forms, and
of any registered proprietor for the time being, or person aggrieved by such act may be entitled to , directions as he may think proper , or asmay be
of any person beneficially interested in any land , either at law or in equity, against the person who | directed by the Lord Chancellor.
lease , or charge, may , by orderr charge, may, by order, direct by and to l committed such act. 141. Registrar, & c ., may administer oaths, fc.
whom and in what proportions the cost and ex . 131. Saving of obligation to make discovery .-- | -- The registrarand assistant registrars are hereby

penses of and incident to any registration or Nothing in this Act contained shall entitle any empowered to administer oaths and take statutors
other proceeding under this Act shall be borne person to refuse to make a complete discovery by declarations in lieu of oaths in all proceedinge
and paid . answer in any legal proceeding , or to answer any | under this Act.

124 . Jurisdiction of equity in cases of actual question or interrogatory in any civil proceeding | 142. Power of registrar to summon witnesses.
fraud .- Nothing contained in this Act shall take in any court ; but no such answer or any answer The registrar, and any assistant registrar acting

away or affect the jurisdiction of any court admi. to any such question or interrogatory shall be for him , may, by summons under the sealof the

nistering equity to give relief on the ground of admissible in evidence against any person in any registry office , require the attendance of all such

actual fraud, but express or constructive notice proceeding under this Act. persons as he may think fit in relation to the

of any such equity of redemption or equitable 132. Order of registrar may be made order of registration of any title ; he may also, by

estate, right, title , or interest or lis pendens, the court. - - Any order of the registrar under this summons under his hand , require any person
shall not by itself be deemed actual fraud . I Act may , by an order of course of the court. be I having the custody o y map, survey , or book

125. Protection and priority by legal estates and made an order of the court , and shall then be made or kept in pursuance of any Act of Parlia .
tacking not to be allowed . - - After the commence enforceable by and as an order of the court. ment to produce such map , survey , or book fo::
ment of this Act, no priority or protection shall PART IX . - Office of Land Registry , General his inspection ; he may examine upon oath any
be given or allowed to any estate, right, title, or Orders, “ the Court,” Appeals from the Court, 1 person appearing before him , and he shall allow
interest in land , whether there shall or shall not Abatement, Receiver , Formsof Transfer . " to every person summoned by him the reasonable
be a registered proprietor thereof, by reason or on 133. Constitution of land registry office. There charges of his attendance, and order payment

the ground of such estate , right, title, or interest shall be an office in London to be called thereof by the applicant for registration , wha
being protected by or tacked to anylegal or other the Office of Land Registry, the business of shall be liable to pay the sameaccordingly .
estate or interest in such land , and full effect which shall be conducted by a registrar, with 143. Penalty for non -attendance or refusal to
shall be given in every court to this present pro- the aid of such assistant registrars, whose acts answer questions. - If any person , after the dea
vision , although the party claiming such priority shall be deemed to be the acts of the registrar, livery to him of such summons as aforesaid , or of

or protection as aforesaid shall claim as a pur. ' examiners of title , clerks, messengers, and a copy thereof, wilfully neglects or refuses to
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PART X . - District Registries by general
of sna

&

Fees.

uttend in pursuance of such summons, or to pro. amount of fees payable, and not in and the conveyances made in such altered forms
duce such maps, surveys, books, or other docu . money : shall be valid and effectual, and there may be
ments as he may be required to produce under the (2 ) When any fee is payable in respect of a added to the forms any covenants or other pro
provisions in this Act contained , or to answer upon document, a stamp denoting the amount visions.
oath or otherwise such questions as may be put of fee shall be affixed to or impressed on 158 . New forms may bemade. - The registrar,

to him by the registrar or assistant registrar such document : with the sanction of the Lord Chancellor, may
under the powers of this Act, he shall incur ( 3 ) The Commissioners of Inland Revenue from time to timemake such alterations in such

a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds, the shall provide everything that is neces. forms contained in the schedule hereto as he may
amount thereof to be fixed by an order of the ction of the moneyg deem requisite : he shall publish any form when

registrar ; provided that no person shall be hereby directed to be paid by stamps,and altered in the London Gazette , and upon such
required to attend in obedience to any summons shall appoint proper persons to sell and publication being made it shań have the same
unless the reasonable charges of his attendance distribute such stamps : force as if it were mentioned in the schedule of
be paid or tendered to him . (4 ) The Commissioners of Inland Revenue this Act .

144. Indemnity of registrar. - The registrar and shall make regulations for the allowance |
os issued in pursuancursuance of 159. Porder to form district registries by general

assistant registrars shall not, nor shall any
person acting under their respective authority, this Act as may be spoiled , or for which orders . And whereas it may be found expedient

be liable to any action , suit, or proceeding for or the owner has no immediate use, or to create district registries where it appears
in respect of any act or matter bona fide done or which , through inadvertence or mistake, probable that the amount of business to be

omitted to be done in the exercise or supposed may be improperly or unnecessarily transacted in a particular district will be suffi.

exercise of the powers of this Act. ased . cient to pay the expenses of a registry in the
All fees payable and penalties incurred ander district, be it enected , as follows :

General Orders. this Act shall be paid into the receipt of Her The Lord Chancellor, with the concurrence of
145 . General orders. - The registrar shall, with Majesty 's Exchequer and carried to the account the Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury,

the sanction and under the direction of the Lord of the consolidated fand of the United Kingdom | shall have power by general orders from time to
Chancellor , from time to time make, and from of Great Britain and Ireland. time :
time to time rescind, alter, or annul, general 149. Stamp Acts to apply to stamps issued under I (1) To create district registries for the pur
orders for keeping theregister ,and for regulating Act. The several Acts for the timebeing in force poses of registration of title of land
the manner of registering land and the transfer relating to stamps under the care or management within the defined districts respectively,
and transmission and devolution of land, and of of the Commissioners of Inland Revenue shall and to alter any districts which shall
entering and cancelling notices and caveats, and apply to the stamps to be provided in pursuance

been so created :
as to the mode of lessees and devisees proving of this Act, and to any document on or to which (2) To direct, by notice to be published in the
their titles, and as to printing any documents, such stamps may be impressed or affixed , and to

London Gazette, when (upon or after the
and for fixing the costs to becharged by solicitors collecting and securing the sums of money de commencement of this Act) registration
for obtaining or incidental to or consequential noted by stamps, and to preventing , detecting , of title is to commence in any district,
on the registration or any othermatter required and punishing all frauds, forgeries, and other and the place at which lands are to be
to be done in or about the carrying this Act into offences relating thereto, as fully as if such pro

registered :
execution, and for fixing timeswithin which there visions had been herein repeated and specially (3) To commence registration of land in any
may be appeals or applications to the court,and enacted with reference to the said last-mentioned one ormore district or districts, pursuant
appeals from the court to the Court of Appeal stamps and sums of money respectively . to any such notice :
therefrom , and generally as to any other matter 150. Lord Chancellor may fia scale of costs. (4 ) To direct by what district registrar, as
or thing in respect of which it may be considered The Lord Chancellor may from time to time fix a sistant district registrars, officers, and
expedient to make orders for the purpose of scale of fees to be paid to the examiners of title , servants the business of registration in
carrying this Act into execution . All orders and also of costs to be paid to solicitors or certifi . each district is from time to time to be
made in pursuance of this section shall be of the cated conveyancers, in respect of any service to conducted :
same force as if enacted in this Act, and shall be be rendered by them in any matter relating to (5 ) To fix the salaries , pensions, and super
iudicially noticed .

proceedings under this Act, and he may from annuation allowances of the district
time to time alter any such scale when fixed , and registrars, clerks, messengers, and ser

146. Amounts to be determined by registrar any scale of costs so fixed may, if the Lord Chan . vants of such districts, which shall be

with sanction of Lord Chancellor. - The registrar cellor thinks fit, be based on an ad valorem prin paid out of moneys to be provided by
shall, with the sanction of the Lord Chancellor, ciple . Parliament.
determine the amount of payments to be made 151. Orders, & c., to be laid before Parliament. 160 . The Lord Chancellormay make new orders
with respect to the following matters : All general orders, scales of fees, and costs , made - Orders to be laid before Parliament.-- The Lord

The first entry on the register of title of a pro . and fixed under this Act, shall be laid before Par- Chancellor, with the like concurrence , may from
prietor of land, or a lease , or charge : liament forthwith , if Parliament is sitting, and if | time to time annul any order so made, or make

The registration of transfers, and transmission not, within fourteen days after the next sitting of new orders in substitution for any such orders.
and devolution of land, leases, and charges, Parliament. Any orders made in pursuance of this and tho

and all other matters to be done by the The Court. immediately preceding sections shall be of the

registrar : 152. Definition of “ the court.” - For the par same force as if enacted in this Act and shall be
And the registrar may, with the like sanction , | poses of this Act , " the court” shall mean Her 1 judicially noticed . They shall be laid before both
from time to time alter any amounts so deter . Majesty' s High Court of Justice established by Houses of Parliament within three weeks after
mined . the Supreme Court of Judicature Act, 1873 , or they are made, if Parliament be then sitting, and

147. Principle on which fees to be determined . such other courtasmay by an order of the Lord if Parliament'be not then sitting, within three
In determining the amount of fees payable under Chancellor be prescribed for any particular pur- weeks of the beginning of the then next session

this Act, regard shall be had to the following pose. The Lord Chancellor may from time to of Parliament.
matters : time annul an ordermade under this section , and I 161. The district registrar. - Each district regis

(1) In the case of the registry of land, or of make another order in lieu thereof. Any juris. trar and assistant district registrar shall be
any transfer of land, or on the occasion | diction of any court under this Actmay be exer. barrister of at least ten years standing . He

of a sale, to the value of the land, as cised by a judge of the court sitting in open court shall be appoined from time to time by the Lord
determined by the amount of the pur. or in chambers, or otherwise, as the Lord Chan . Chancellor, and shall hold his office during good
chase money : cellor may by a general order direct. behaviour.

( 2 ) In the case of the registry of land , or of 153. Power to assign business to particular | 162. Examiners of title . The examiners of
any transfer of land not upon a sale, to judges. - The Lord Chancellor may from time to title for any district shall be the persons ap
the value of the land , to be ascertained time assign the duties vested in the court under pointed as aforesaid by the Lord Chancellor, but
in such manner as may by general order this Act to any particular judge or judges of that the Lord Chancellor may appoint any other
be directed : court, and provide for some other judge or judges person or persons qualified as aforesaid examiner

(3 ) In the case of the registry of a lease to acting at such times, or under such circum or examiners of title for the district. Any such
the amount of reserved rent and prestances, as he may direct. examiner may be removed as above mentioned .

mium ( if any), and in the case of a 163 . Clerks, & c . - The clerks of the district

transfer of a lease, if upon a sale, to the Appeals from the Court.
154 . Appeat from * the court." - Orders of a

registry shall be appointed from time to timeby
amount of purhase money ; and if not lindore

upon a sale , to the value of the lease , to I judge of
the Lord Cancellor, and shall hold their offices

the court ” shall be subject to appeal during his pleasure ; and the messengers and

be ascertained in such manner as may | in like manner as orders of that court may in servants shall be appointed by the district
by general order be directed : other cases be appealed from , subject, however, registrar, with the approval of the Lord Chan

(4 ) In the case of registry of a charge, or of to any general order which may limit the time for cellor, and shall hold their offices during his

any transfer of a charge, to the amount appealing . pleasure ; and the clerks,messengers,and servants

of such charge.
Abatement. shall, in the execution of their duties, conform to

Subject, nevertheless, to the qualifications fol
155 . Proceedings for registration not to abate

- 1 by death, 80. - In case of death, or transfer , or
such regulations as may be issued by the district

lowing : registrar .
(1 ) A maximum amount shall be fixed, and in change of interest pending proceedings for regis 164 . Seal for district registry . A seal shall be

cases where the value of any land or the tration , the proceedings therein shall not abate , prepared for each district registry office and any
amount of any charge exceeds such maxi. but the proceedings may be continued as the instrument purporting to be sealed with such

registrar or assistant registrar may consider
mum , fees may be made payable in re seal shall be admissible in evidence , and if a copy ,

spect of such excess on a reduced scale : ) proper under the circumstances. the same shall be admissible in evidence in like

( 2 ) Where increased labour is thrown on the Formsof Transfer. manner as the original.
registrar by reason of the severance of 156 . Forms of transfer in schedule mar bel 165 . Powers of district registrar, and appeals

the parcels of an estate, the entry of a adopted .- The registered proprietor of land or a | from him - Lord Chancellor may by general order

new description of parcels, or of any lease may convey , assign, or charge the same require preliminary proceedings to be before the
other matter, an increased sum may be respectively by instruments in the forms men registrar. - Each district registrar and assistant

charged . tioned in the schedule hereto , and the registered district registrar shall, as regards the land within
Provided always, that no fees shall be payable in proprietor of a charge may transfer the sameby his jurisdiction , have the same powers and in ,
respect of the first entry in the register of title of an instrument in the form mentioned in such | demnity as are herein given to the registrar and

a proprietor of land, or lease , registered under schedule, and such instruments shall be as com - assistant registrars, and there shall be the same

the Act twenty - five and twenty -six Victoria, | plete and effectual as any other form of convey . | appealas in the case of the registrar ; and any

chapter fifty -three , hereinafter referred to . ance or transfer would have been either at law or orders made by a district registrar or assistant

148. Rules as to collection of fees. - The follow . in equity. district registrar may in like manner be made
ing rules shall be observed with respect to the 157. Formsmay be varied as the circumstances I orders of and be enforced by the court. Provided

collection of fees : require, and covenants, & c.,may beadded thereto . always, that the Lord Chancellor may, by a
(1) All fees payable in respect of registration - The forms contained in the schedule may be general order or orders, make provision Ster the

shall be received by stamps denoting the altered to meet the circumstances of every case, ' duties of district registrar, as regar

alipont .
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, payable half .

SOLICITORS' JOURNAL

of the proceedings preliminary to first registra Form of Transfer of Rent. doubt, was to exclude the advocacy of attorneys
tion , or as regards any matters which the district Dated this day of in any form ; but so glaring an attempt atmono

registrar has to determine, or any other matters, I , A . B ., of in consideration of five thousand poly failed , and this humbler measure was devised
being performed by the registrar or his assistant 1 pounds ] paid to me C . D ., & c ., and his heirs for ever, all instead. But “ Give us a monopoly of pure advo

and for any district registrar, in any cases obtain .
that perpetual rent of £ issuing and payable
out of all [ insert description ]..

cacy," was still the demand ; and when one hears

ing the directions from or acting with the sanction Signed and sealed by A . B . of a monopoly , one knows pretty well that some.
of the registrar or his assistant ; and any such Witness, thing is rotten in the state of Denmark . What
orders may from time to time be rescinded , is the practical effect of the enactment of 1852 ?
altered , or annulled by the Lord Chancellor, and all Form of Transfer of Lease. Just this, to make it difficult for an attorney who
orders made in pursuance of this section shall be Dated this day of wishes his conduct to be straightforward and
of the same force as if inserted in this Act, and

I, A . B ., of in consideration of [ five thousand aboveboard , to devote himself wholly to thepounds paid to me, assigns to C . D ., his executors , ad .
shall be judicially noticed .

ministrators, and assigns, for the residue of my term of practice of simple advocacy . Yet it is certain
166 . General orders, & c. to apply to district [ state term ] therein, all [ insert descriptions ). .. that instead of this being rendered difficult, it is

registries, unless separate orders, c .made. - Such Signed and sealed by A . B . the very thing which should be made easy, both
forms and directions as shall be from time to time Witness,

-
for the sake of the public especially and for the

framed and promulgated by the registrar, and sake of the Profession. For the sake of the
snch general orders as shall bemade from time to

Form of Charge.
public , because the advocate who is an attorney

time by the registrar, with the sanction and
Dated this day of

I, A . B ., of
under the direction of the Lord Chancellor, shall

in consideration of [ five thousand
acts under a sense of the contingency of an action

pounds] paid by C . D ., to charge [ insert description ] with for negligence, whilst the barrister' s fee bringg
apply to and be in force within all the districts, the payment to the said C . D ., of the sum of £ ; with with it no such responsibility. For the sake of
and the fees determined by the registrar, with interest thereon at the rate of per cent. per the Profession , for two reasons : first, because
the sanotion of the Lord Chancellor, as aforesaid , annum on the day of . .. 18 (or with the themore singly a man devotes himself to one field
shall be the fees payable in all the districts. But payment of theannual sum of £ of labour, the more effectually and promptly willyearly on the day of and
the registrar, with the sanction of the Lord Chan.

day of

for ever) or during [stating the term ]. C . V . is hiswork bedone ; as Chief Justice Cockburn puts
cellor , may from time to time frame, promulgate , to have a power of sale on non-payment at the time it , " Division of labour, which has done such

and make separate forms and directions and appointed for payment. wonders in art and manufactures, will work
orders, and determine separate fees for any dis Signed and sealed by A , B . equally well in the administration of justice . It
trict or districts , and annul or alter the same Witness , is impossible that a man whose time is devoted to
from time to time.

Form of Transfer of Land or Rent byway of Indorsement. | getting up the details of cases and preparing

Part XI. - As to Existing Registries . I , the within -named A . B ., in consideration of five documents , should be as competent an advocata

167. Transfer of existing staff tonew registry office .
thousand pounds ) paid to me by C . D ., transfer to C . D as one who has greater leisure on his hands."

nistry oyuce: and his heirs for ever the within -mentioned lands (or Secondly, for a reason on which the Bar them
- The registrar , assistant registrar, examiners of rent]. selves most strongly insist whenever their mona
title , clerks,messengers, and servants at the time Dated this day of poly of the Superior Courts is in any wayof the commencement of this Act attached to the Signed and sealed by A . B .

Witness (as above).office of land registry , under an Act passed in the
threatened . They urgeagainst the attorney - and
they urge most truly — that (to again adopt Chiel

session of the twenty -fifth and twenty -sixth
Form of Transfer of Charge. Justice Cockburn ) “ It is of the utmost importance

years of the reign of Her present Majesty ,
chapter fifty -three, intituled " An Act to facilitate I thousand pounds] paid to me. do transfer to C . D . , his

I , the within -named A . B ., in consideration of [ five to preserve the rule thatan advocate should never
communicate with the party or the witnesses :

the Proof of Title to and the Conveyance of Real executors, administrators, and assigns, the within . and to make it the essential duty of a third party
Estate,” shall, from and after the commencement mentioned charge. to examine the witnesses , to find out what they
of this Act, be transferred and attached to the Dated this day of

know , and to ascertain how far the evidence will
office of land registry constituted by this Act, Signed and sealed by A . B .

Witness,
establish the points of the case ."

and shall be considered for all purposes as having
In other words,

an advocate who speaks from written instructions
been appointed under this Act to their respective

will take a calmer and a fairer course than one
offices ; and they and their successors shall, for who has come into contact with the interested or
all the purposes of the said Act twenty - five and
twenty -six Victoria , chapter fifty -three, so far as

angry parties, and has perhaps caught something

it will remain in operation after the passing of
Wedesire to call the attention of solicitors to a of their heat, or even been solicited by coarser

this Act, but not so as to entitle any of them to
statutory interference with their privileges, which temptations from them . But true as this is , it

to any other salaries than as officers appointed
should be repealed forthwith - the rule which pro . | seems rather strange that it should be insisted on

under this Act, and for all the purposes of the
hibitsone attorney from appearing as theadvocate only when the object is to keep the attorney from

Act passed in the session of the twenty eighth
hth of a clientofanother attorney in the County Courts. intruding on the Bar , and wholly laid aside when

and twenty -ninth years of the reign of Her
It is true that in practice the judge is sometimes the Bar begin to intrude on the attorneys. If an

present Majesty, chapter seventy -eight ( the
deceived , and the rule evaded ; but it is not to advocate should always be instructed by a second

Mortgage Debenture Act, 1865 ), be deemed and
evasion and deceit that we ought to look for the professional man, why did the Bar demand a

eonsidered to be officers appointed and acting
anting protection of ourprofessional rights. In these days statutory right to appear in the County Courte

under the said Act twenty - five and twenty -six
" Ithe amending hand ” that old Plowden blessed , uninstructed , and (a yet more glaring contradio

Victoria , chapter fifty- three, and having to dis
is being laid on all institutions ; attorneys. tion of the rule ) with what face can they abso«

charge the duties belonging to such offices.
at- law have raised at least themselves (what. lutely enact its opposite , and claim a statutory

108. Transfer of books and papers. - All books,
ever may be the case with the “ higher branch " ) , prohibition against an attorney 's ever being sa

documents , papers, and chattels in the possession
by an aotive system of training and examination, instructed ? Surely if a breakwater is absolutely

of the office of land registry as constituted before
from the status of the common attorney of the necessary between even the respectable suitors of

the passing of this Act,or in the official possession
seventeenth century to the rank of a truly learned the Superior Courts and their advocates, it can .

or custody of any person attached to or perform
profession ; and such men in such times, and not be less so , it must be trebly so , between the

ing any duty in aid of such office, shall be trans.
under such circumstances, may well venture to attorney of the County Courtsand thesuitors there,

ferred to the office of land registry as constituted
know their rights, and, knowing, to maintain Let it be rembembred that there is many a pro

by this Act, or the sameofficer actnig under this
them . What then , is thepresentrule on theabove vincial County Court near which no barrister

Act.
subject ? Under the County Courts Act 1852 resides, and many a suit in which the £1 3s. 6d .,

169. Land or rent registered under this Act not (15 & 16 Vict. c . 54 ), a party to a suit in those or £35s. 6d . ,seemsan unwarranted addition to the

to be registered under the now existing Registry | courts may be represented by (1) An attorney | costs. Let this division of labouramongstus take

Act, or in Middlesex , or other non eristino localacting generally in the suit for such party, but place openly , and a great boon will be won for soli.

registry.-- Any land or rent which ought to be
not an attorney retained as an advocate by such citors. The attorney who is an advocate can then

registered under the provision herein contained
first-mentioned attorney. (2 ) A barrister retained give himself to his work uninterruptedly , and da

new credit to our branch of the Profession . A
for compulsory registration , or of which there

by or on behalf of the party. (3 ) Any other

shall be a registered proprietor under this Act,
person sanctioned by the judge . Our readers will solicitor who is not an advocate will no longer be

shall not,as regards the estate in respect of which note the difference between this and the original | compelled either to go into courts wherehe cannot

there ought so to be or there shall have been County
County Courts Act, under which there might appear with justice to himself, or to send away

registration under this Act, be registered under appear (1 ) Any attorney , (2 ) A barrister in - | intimate clients to the office of another member

the said Act twenty -five and twenty-six Victoria ,
structed by an attorney , ( 3 ) Any other person of the Profession ; but will have a new , a useful,

chapter fifty -three, or as regards land in the west
sanctioned by the judge. In other words, in 1846 , and a definite sphere of action marked out for

and north ridings of the county of York , the east
an attorney might appear either as the direct him . The following clause has already obtained

riding of the same county, the town and county
representative of the party, or as instructed by the sanction of the House of Commons (15th

of the town of Kingston -upon -Hall, and the
that representative ; whilst a barrister, as Bar July 1851), and was superseded by the clause of

county of Middlesex respectively , in the registries
etiquette still requires, could appear only upon 1852 , only through the inficence of the Upper

for the sameridings, town and county , and county
an attorney ' s instructions. But in 1852 the soene | House. Probably no better clause could be

respectively, from and after the commencement of
changes ; a cry is raised of “ The Bar in danger !' devised for our purpose ; it restores our old

this Act.
Lord Brougham comes to the rescue, and not rights of 1845, and does not interfere with the

170. If application made for registration under
only does the barrister free himself from the new right claimed in 1852 by the Bar for them .

this Act of land registered under Act of 1862 ,
f 1862 | obligation - the ancient and accustomed obliga - selves. “ In all proceedings in any county courtit

registrar may dispense with proceedings. - Upon
tion of his order — to take his instructions shall be lawful for any person who is a party to

any application for registration under this Act of
from attorneys only , but, not content with this , the suit on either side, or for a duly certificated

a proprietor of land registered under the said Act he imposes a new and needless restriction upon attorney or solicitor, retained by, or on behalf of

twenty -five and twenty -six Victoria , chapter fifty . these unfortunate attorneys themselves. Hence- such party, or for a barrister-at-law retained by

three, the registrar may dispense with such lif forward the barrister may appear, whether in . or on behalf of such party , or by leave of the

any) of the proceedings under this Act as he
structed ' or uninstructed ' by a member of the judge for any other person allowed by the judge

shall consider proper to be dispensed with under
lower branch ; but instructed ' the attorney to appear instead of such party, to appear and

the circumstances .
must never be by an attorney ! Whatever to address the court, without any right of pre

171. The Declaration of Titles Act repealed .
grounds there might be for revolutionizing the audience or exclusive audience , but under such

The Act twenty -five and twenty -six Victoria ,
traditions of the Bar and allowing them to come regulations for the orderly transaction of the

chapter sixty-seven , intituled " An Act for obtain
into direct contact with suitors, there assuredly business of tho court as the judge may from

ing a Declaration of Title,” shall be repealed .
were none whatever for limiting the freedom of time to time prescribe."

the attorney-at-law . As Lord Robert Grosvenor
THE SCHEDULE . urged in the House of Commons (118 Hansard ,

Form of Transfer of Land . 786 ) : “ no case was brought forward in which the EVERY profession - save that of a solicitor - hal

Dated this day of advocate-attorneys had abused the trust reposed high distinctions bestowed upon it, the barrister
I, A . B ., of in consideration of five thousand in theme and having himself witnessed how well at law has reward for mental labour and inaenda

pounds) paid to me, grant to C . D . & c ., and his heirs for
ver , all [ insert description ].

and inexpensively justice was administered under tigable working in the discharge of his duties be

Signed and sealed by A . B . the present method of proceeding, he should be they what they may ,he finds his way into theHouse

Witness , sorry to alter it.” The original aim , indeed, no . of Lords, or he is encouraged and stimulated to
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unusualexertions in view of the Woolsack, or the from a solicitor upon the subject of the action of general examination necessary before call, and
attorney , or solicitor-generalship , or a judgeship , the same learned Judge towards a solicitor in a who passed some time in the chambers of a specia !
or some one or other of the many offices which case which came before him on circuit at Norfolk , pleader as wellas in those of a barrister. The gen .
are held out to him as a tempting bait, which , if to which we again call attention . In both cases tleman in question having determined to become
no other, is sometimes, as a dernier resort, some the attorneys were exercising their accustomed a solicitor, had to procure himself to be disbarred
office, which solicitors, in the idle vigil which they functions, and his Lordship went the length of and to be articled to an attorney , and will be re .
keep over their own professional interests, are apt ordering the solicitors in question to sit down , or quired to pass not only the final but actually the
to think should be bestowed upon one of their be quiet, a species of phraseology usually adopted intermediate examination. Can anything be more
own body. The medical profession has in its by Judges towards ignorant and offensive wit- indefensible or , in fact, unjust ?

ranks many who have received the just re- nesses, or, at all events, nut generally applied by
wards which their distinguished services have them to members of their oren profession .

A CORRESPONDENT, whose letter we publish,mer ted . So with the clerical profession and so I Surely Mr. Justice Brett most forget the
W calls attention to the great disadvantage under

may we not say with men in almost all oocu . functions of an attorney-at-law , otherwise we
which country solicitors labour when called uponpations of life. It is left for the solicitor to look cannot explain his improper treatment of solici.
suddenly , it may be, to advise clients on legalto his profession and find amongst its members tors whose misfortune it is to appear beforehim .
points or subjects as to which there has been a

many who should have received distinction , either The following is that which we refer to above as multiplicity of legislation . Often they have no
politically or professionally , or in connection with having occurred on the trial of Jean Luie. well stocked private or public professional library
municipal work , but who are always over- As the learned Judge entered the court,Mr. Edward at hand, containing the Statutes of the Realm ;
looked . If these men , from motives of merito. Lewis stood up in front of the dock, and was about and we quito agree that the present system

rious ambition , desire to pass to the other branch to speak to the prisoner, when of including in this or that Act aMr. Justice Brett said : It is not right that anybodof the legal profession , the answer is practically section

" No," for the rules of the Inns of Court confront Ishonld interfere with the proceedings in a court of | or sections dealing with some important question

justice unless they are engaged in the case being in often not suggested either by the title of the Act ,
nch . Lord Chancellor after Lord Chancellor quired into . or its preamble, is most objectionable ; and it
whenever obliged to speak of our profession is Mr. Edward Lewis. - I am tho solicitor of this man , would be a decided improvement, and indeed , one
ible conscientiously to extol our good deeds to and I have applied for permis

he skies and to tell the public that there is no Mr. Justice Brett.-- You are his solicitor, and that is of actualservice to country solicitors , if somesuch

sigher avocation than that of solicitor family
plan as that marked out by our correspondent wasenough .

Bolicitor say, trusted with every secret, th keeper | few words ?Mr. Lewis. - Will your lordship allow me to have a adopted by the Legislature. Atpresent it is often
almost as difficult to learn what are the actual

of the clients' very consciences ; or again the Mr. Justice Brett. - Certainly not.
statutory provisions relating to certain matters

active and zealous political agent is often al Mr. Lewis. --My lord
as to find a needle in a truss of straw .

solicitor. The head and chief for years of Mr. Justice Brett .-- I say certainly not. I will listen
some large municipality expending mach time to no one but counsel.

Mr. Lewis here exchanged a few words with the
and money in discharge of important public OUR municipal law sadly needs amendment inprisoner in the dock from the gangway below theduties is frequently a solicitor. What would | attorneys' seat. reference to the two following subjects, one as
not the astonishment of solicitors be if some Prisoner. - Can I have the witness Janes, my lord ? regardsthe requirementwhich at presentexists for
morning the daily papers announced that Mr. |May I be permitted to call him ? all borough aldermen to reside within seven miles
So -and- So, attorney -at-law , in consequence of Mr. Justice Brett. -- If you wish it . of the borough of which they are aldermen . This
the services rendered here or there , or in this not answer to his name.The witness Janes was called by the usher, buthe did

was strongly illustrated by the recent case of a
or that direction , had been appointed to a Inspector Clark . I have searched everywhere about solicitor who , while having his office and a
judicial office of distinction, or say that the the court for Janes, but I cannot find him here. large practice, in the borough , had - after having
President of the Council of the Incorporated Law Prisoner. - Then call Captain Brown, been a member of the council for many years
Society had, at the instigation of the Prime Mr. Justice Brett (to prisoner). - Just let me advise removed his residence to a distance exceeding
Minister or the Lord Chancellor, been appointed you . I see people suggesting things to you , Just beware seven miles from the precincts of the borough ,
to this post or that office in recognition of his Now , exercise your own judgment. You are quick andof what they are doing. They are pretended friends. the result being that his qualification ceased .
services to his profession and in recognition of intelligent enough ; then don't be made the tool of The other point is that which requires an alder .
the shar public service undertaken by other people . Now , do you wish of your own accord man or town councillor seeking to fill an office

solicitors throughout the country. Whatever that Capt. Brown should be called ? If you do, he shall under the corporation , or connected with it,
the exertions or standing of a solicitor in his pro . be summoned - if you think he would do you any good . to resign the office of alderman , & c ., before be
fession , it is unusual to recognise such in any | Mr. Justice Brett. - You think he can ? Then let |Prisoner. - I think he can do me some good . coming a candidate for such office. We know &

way. It is therefore with the utmost gratification him be called. Let the man Brown, who is in prisen case in which two solicitors , who were both alder.
a Conservative Prime Minister here. be called . Is there any other " 'Captain " Brown men of long standing, resigned their offices on

again steps out of the beaten track , Mr. Philip [ After further conversation,Mr. Lewiswent up to the becoming candidates for the office of clerk to the
Rose (formerly of the firm of Maggro Baxter dock, and handed a slip of paper to the prisoner . ] borough justices, and who, not being elected ,
Rose, Norton ,and Co.) has had conferred upon him Mr. Justice Brett. - Yon be quiet, sir . were afterwards returned to the council, but not
the honour of a baronetoy . Sir Joseph Heron , advise this man .Mr. Lewis . - My lord , I submit I have a right to

as yet to the aldermanic bench.
a solicitor , is town clerk of Manchester, and Sir Mr. Justice Brett. - You be quiet, and do nothing
W . R . Drake, a solicitor, is a member of the firm withoutmy leave.
ofMessrs. Bircham Dalrymple, Drakeand Co. The It occurs to us that there may have been a |We understand that early in the present year

considerable correspondence took place between
distinction in the cases of the first and last named momentary delusion in the mind of the learned certain justices' clerks in Suffolk , and the Secre .

gentlemen was for political services, and that of Judge as to which was the Attorney and which tary of State for the Home Department, upon

Sir J . Heron we believe for professional services the prisoner in the case. This is rather borne out the subject of the Returns which they are con .

in relation to municipal work . We trust that brapplying the language used to one to the other .
higher distinction is in store for solicitors, and

stantly called upon to make, and for which they
and vice versa . get no remuneration . It is probable that thethat they are yet to be entrusted with the duties

of new offices connected with their profession , for The action of the House of Commons, in rejecting subject will be shortly brought before the House
of Commons, and we hope on a future occasion

which they are so often especially qualified . , the second reading ofMr. Bass's Bill, which had to publish the substance of the correspondence in

for its object to abolish the power of County question . There was a meeting yesterday at the
THE jurisdiction of the Lord Mayor's Court is , Court judges to commit to prison , willbe approved | Law Institution of the Justices ' Clerks Society ,
rightly or wrongly , practically undergoing con by the great body of solicitors throughout the when , webelieve, this question was mentioned .
side country country , simply because if the Bill had become

solicitors find their clients, defendants in such law small creditors would have been practically
Bctions, but solicitors in the West- end of London deprived of their only meansof enforcing payment THE following lectures and classes are appointed
are constantly similarly situated ; and complaint of debts from unscrupulousand dishonest debtors, for the ensuing week at the hall ofthe Incorporated
reaches us, that contrary to the practice which and the working classes would have obtained no Law Society , Chancery-lane , for the instruction
obtains at the common law judge's chambers, by credit. It is most unfortunate that the judges of of students seeking admission on the roll of
which orders are drawn up directly they are made the Superior Courts do not more freely exercise attorneys and solicitors : Monday, class, 4. 30
on a summons, it is often necessary for elerks to that power as to commitmentwhich the Daily Tele- to 6 o ' 4 .30 to

make a double journey to the registrar's office of graph erroneously thinks is used excessively , and 6 o ' clock , Equity ; Wednesday, class, 4 .30 to

theMayor's Court in consequenceof thegreatdelay it is not surprising that at a recent meeting of the 6 o 'clock , Equity ; Friday, lecture, 6 to 7 o'clock,
which often takes place in drawing up ordersmade Chambers of Commerce it should have been re- Equity. To prevent interruption at the lectures,

in reference to the business of this court. It is solved that imprisonment for debt should be subscribers are not admitted to the hall after a
very important thatno time should be lost in filling revived , for the losses to traders are now annually lecture has commenced .

up the vacant office of registrar, which has now serious, in consequence of its abolition ,
been long vacant, and which may partly account

or the delay in question .
The dignity of our branch of the Profession is

A SOLICITOR has been appointed to the office of at all times best guarded by extremepunctilious.
chief clerk to the Lord Mayor of London . Mr. ness in avoiding anything approaching to a

Weshould have been pleased to see the action of J . H . Gresham , who was admitted in Michaelmas service of two masters. A letter we publish
the solicitors of Southampton in reference to the Term 1855 , and who was clerk to the borough to -day, from a solicitor, relating to a practice
Lord Chief Justice in connection with the Orton magistrates at Hull. Our branch of the Profesagistrates at Holl. Our branch of the Profes . which obtains in Parliamentary elections of a

case, and which we publish elsewhere, followed sion will be glad to find that the city magistracy town clerk advising the mayor as to his duties,

by other solicitors. No judge on the Bench is recognise the claims of solicitors to ench offices as & c ., on the one hand,and acting as politicalagent

held in higher respect and esteem by our branch | that in question . Mr. Gresham has had a long of a candidate on the other hand . The observa

of the Profession than Sir Alexander Cockburn , experience in similar duties to those of his new tions of the late Mr. Stono (solicitor and town

for whilst he is ever ready to expose and des office , which we have no doubt he will discharge clerk of Leicester ) upon this subject are most

nounce unprofessional conduct , he is at all times with satisfaction to the Bench and the public . acceptable. They are contained in the letter in

equally willing to recognise the position of trust question .

and confidence which devolves upon us in relation

to the public generally . We publish in another column a letter from a WE publish a letter received from a solicitor upon
member of the junior Bar, upon the subject of the the subject of the proposed legislation affecting

observations in our last issue as to the laws which articled clerks. It is not without importance
SOLICITORS have certainly reason to complain of regulate the means by which a barrister can be as reflecting new light on the matter, and,
the conduct of Mr. Justice Brett towards mem - admitted on the roll ofattorneys. Wequite agree although we cannot entirely adopt the view of
bers of ourbody. At the trial of Jean Luie, which with our correspondent, and we should be glad to our correspondent, we feel that something more
lately took place at the Central Criminal Court see thematter dealt with by a short clause to be than that proposed by the Attorneys and Solici.
before this learned Judge, that which we produce introduced into one or other of the measures now tors' Bill is necessary. The dignity of the Pro
below was reported to have taken place between before Parliament affecting the Profession . We fession it is more than ever necessary to upluld
him and the solicitor of the accused . Again , we may add that a case has come to our know - in these days, and the measure in its present
published in our last issue a verw just complaint ' ledge in which a barrister-at-law lately passed the form allows too great a latitude. An affidavit

exte

2
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should be required from the articled clerk and which a testator bequeathed “ the revenue of my him , and in Mr. Wall' s presence, witness drew a
his principal, also from the person or persons in estate to my wife and children and the lawful cheque for £138 10s ., and handed it to him with
connection with whom the proposed employment issue of the latter as an alimentary pension or instructions to pay the duties. Some time after

is to be undertaken . It is to be observed that allowance until the accomplishmentofthemajority wards he saw the prisoner , and understood that
while gentlemen are studying for the Bar,they can of my youngest grandchild ,” with a proviso everything had been done. About the beginning
follow any other usual occupation except that of against incumbrances and anticipation ; and one of this year witness applied to him for the probate
attorney, solicitor, & c ., as provided for by the of his sons, who was also an executor and trustee and receipts, and he sentwitness a parcel contain

consolidated general regulations of the Inns of of the will, was heavily indebted to the estate . ing the probate and other papers. Witness did not
Court. Held (affirming the judgment of the court below ), then examine closely the contents of the parcel.

that he was not bound (1 ) to suffer “ compensa - On the 17th March he received a notice from the

A special General Meeting of the Incorporated tion," i.e., to have the instalments of income due Legacy Department at Somerset-house, in conse
Law Society is appointed to be held in the to him under the will set off against his debt, quence of which he went there,and from inqniries

society ' s hall, Chancery .lane, on the 8th of May either in satisfaction of the interest or diminution he made, found that the duty had been paid only
next,at 1 .30 p . m ., to take into consideration the of the principal ; or (2 ) to make a " rapport ” toon Miss Rosa Emma Smith 's legacy of £150 , viz .,

proposed union of this society with the Metro . the estate, i.e ., to bring his debt or the interest | £4 103. ; on Emma Bassett Andrew 's legacy of

politan and Provincial Law Association ; also to thereon into the common fund, even though the £100, £5 ; on Jane Bayford 's legacy of £100 ,

consider the expediency of offering to the younger will contained a direction to the trustees “ to £10 , and on Jemima Powell's legacy of £50, £5 .
members of our branch of the Profession some reduce the residue into possession without delay." s thereupo

further encouragement to join the society. The The law of Lower Canada does not recognise the reply , said he would search for and find the other

former will be adopted as a matter of course ; distinction between law and equity, and the receipts, and send them to him ; but he had since

the latter subject offers a considerable field for functions and powers of an executor are byfunctions and powers of an executor are by no failed to do so , although witness had repeatedly
argument as to the details of the proposal, while means the same as in England ; and , therefore, written and sent to him . Witness had satisfied
the necessity for offering the further encourage. Semble, that the English doctrines (1) that a debt himself that the prisoner had never paid the other
ment suggested in the circular we print elsewhere due from an executor is assets in his hands, and duties. He gave him no authority to apply the
is altogether beyond question . (2 ) that a trustee or executor cannot take any money otherwise than in payment of the duty.

thing out of the estate while he remains indebted The prisoner, in reply to one charge, said he

NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
to it , do not obtain there : (Muir and others v . certainly drew a chequ6 for the payment of the

Muir, 30 L . T . Rep. N . S . 205. Priv . Co.) duties, and he thought the money had been paid .
PARTNERSHIP - CONTRACT FOR WORKS Sir SYDNEYWATERLOW adjourned the case for a

DEATH OF CO-CONTRACTOR - RIGHTS OF REPRE short time to enable the prisoner . by the prodnc .

SENTATIVES OF DECEASED CO-CONTRACTOR . COURT OF QUEEN ' S BENCH (IRELAND ). tion of his cheque book , or otherwise, to substan
Five persons entered into a contractwith a foreign

government for the construction of certain works. Thursday, April 16 .
Loate that statement ; but he failed to do so to

the satisfaction of the Alderman , who thereupon
Before the works had been began one of the con - (Before the LORD CHIEF JUSTICE, O 'Briev, and

remanded him , admitting him to bail in themean
tractors died , having appointed his brother and FITZGERALD, JJ.) time, himself in £100, and one surety in £100.
his two sons executors and trustees of his will. WHITE AND HART v . CARROLL.
An agreement was subsequently drawn up be- | English suitors in Ireland - Security for costs

tween the four surviving contractors and the Judgment Extension Act. THE LEGAL PROFESSION .
executors and trustees of the will of the deceased Jordan , on behalf the defendant, moved that SOLICITORS , AND WHAT CONCERNS THEM AS
contractor, by which itwas provided that the con - | the plaintiffs should be compelled to give security

SUCH .
tract with the foreign government should be carried for costs, as they were resident in England, and, (By CHARLES Ford , Solicitor.)
out on the joint account of the co -contractors, therefore , beyond the jurisdiction of the court. Introduction .
and in the best interests of all concerned in the There was the usual affidavit that the defendant A PAMPHLET (a ) lately issued , containing remarks
contract, and that the executors and trustees of had a good and valid defence. The plaintiffs are upon the Jurisdiction of the Inns of Court, com
the will of the deceased contractor should be merchants in Great Tower -street, London ; the mences thus : “ All institutions are on their
sleeping partners , the surviving contractors defendant is a trader in Roscommon , and the trial. ” The present writer hopes and believes
being the acting partners. This agreement was action is brought to recover £23, for goods sold that this is strictly 50 - especially in reference
signed by the surviving contractors before the and delivered . to the constitution and rules of the Inns of
will of the deceased contractor had been proved , | The LORD CHIEF JUSTICE said that a defen Court - and in addition that the professional rele
the names of the executors and trustoes being I dant in Ireland, wrongly sued by a plaintiff in tionship of solicitors to the other branch of the
left in blank in the agreement. Subse- England or Scotland, need suffer no inability to Profession is, ere long, to undergo considerable
quently the brother of the deceased contractor recover his costs against the plaintiff. Under change, and which would assuredly follow from a
renounced probate and disclaimed , and his sons the Judgment Extension Act, passed in 1868, a thorough organisation amongst solicitors through
proved the will and signed the agreement. The judgment obtained here might be registered out the country , and from a knowledge to be
surviving contractors alleged that they had against a party in England or Scotland, as a judg. ingrafted upon the public mind of the actual con

entered into the agreement on the faith of having ment obtained there might be registered against dition of things. The prime object, however, of

the brother of the deceased contractor responsible I a party in Ireland. Moreover, the Act provided | the writer in addressing himself through the
under it and filed a bill to set aside the agreement, that the costs of the registration of the indgment medium of & pamphlet to his brothers in the
and praying for a declaration that the partnership should be added to the amount of the indement. Profession is to direct their attention to the
in the contract was dissolved by the death of the The English conrts had lately decided that a per. serious, and in fact unjustifiable encroachments
deceased contractor, so far as his estate was con son resident in any part of the United Kingdom upon their rights which have taken place at the

cerned , and that it might be wound -ap : Held I need not give security for costs on suing a person instigation ofmembers of the other branch of the
(reversing the decision of Bacon , V .C .) that in . resident in a different part . The three kingdoms | Profession , which encroachments have had for
dependently of the agreement, the legal personal were united, he hoped indissolubly , and the their object (in part already realised ) the advance
representatives of the deceased contractor were practice of com ment of the interests of barristers-at-law to the
entitled to share in the profits, and were liable to

of the same United Kingdom to give security for immediate detriment of solicitors. The writer also
contribute to the losses under the contract, and costs on suing a person living in another part proposes to direct attention to statutory pro
that they were entitled to have such profits or was anomalons, and ought to be discontinued visions affecting solicitors which should be re
losses ascertained by having the contract com - O 'BRIEN, J . concurred . pealed , and to matters affecting solicitors which
pleted . Held , also that the agreement was in .

tended to be between the surviving contractors
require to be dealt with by legislation . The| FITZGERALD, J . rejoiced that this court now
title above will, no doubt, be considered by

and the persons who should prove the will of the | dealt once and for all with motions for security
some too ambitious, in viewfor costs in cases brought before it, in which thedeceased contractors, as was proved by thenames

of the subject

plaintiffs resided in England or Scotland. Theof the latter being left in blank, and that the
matter which it contains and the object which
the writer has in view . A matter which will

practice of compelling security for costs in such3greement was binding on all parties : ( M 'Clean always be of interest to those of us who feel
v . Kennard , 30 L . T. Rep . N . S . 186 . Chan .)

cases was not founded on any statute , although it

was not unreasonable at a time when the three
any pride or take any interest in our profes .

CREDITOR AND DEBTOR - AGREEMENT TO | kingdomsweremore or less independent of each sion , is that of the origin of Attorneys-at-law ,
TAKE LESS THAN ORIGINAL DEBT. - A . obtained other. The provisions of the Judgment Extension as to which the most valuable contribution of lato
a judgment against B . for a sum of $ 563 12s. 10d ., Act were brought before Parliament in 1855 , yet probably is a work entitled “ The Legal Pro
but agreed to take £200 in discharge, B . giving such was the force of the prejudice that it was fession " (b ), viewed in the light of its past his
three acceptances for that sum , and depositing pot passed till 1868, fears being entertained that its tory, its present state , and projected law reforms.
somewaggons as security . If none of the bills effect would be to render the courts here merely Another contribution upon this subject, of rather

were paid at maturity the judgment to be enforce auxiliary to those in England . He rejoiced that earlier date, is " A Sketch of the Early History of
able against B . The last of the bills would they had now disposed , once and for all, of a prac Legal Practitioners, and of the Inns of Court and
mature in March 1871. B . subsequently made tice which , since the three kingdoms had been a Chancery." (c) The authors of these deal more or
payments on account of the bills , and another United Kingdom , was a disgrace to our law . less exhaustively with the earlier literature con
settlement of account took place in March 1871, The courtmade no rule on the motion , tributed by members of the Profession upon this
when A . claimed £118 11s . 5d., as the balance due question . The author of the present pamphlet
on B .' s three acceptances, and it was agreed that while conscious , from & perusal of the works
B . should give his acceptance for that sum in full MANSION -HOUSE POLICE COURT. referred to , and other independent research into
of all demands under the three acceptances or MR. JOHN PATMORE Walls, a solicitor in Wal. | the matter, that the question has not been
otherwise, and deposit certain title deeds as satisfactorily settled . or at all events that in hig

becurity. B . did not pay the bill for £118 118. 5d. Waterlow , M . P .,with misappropriating securities mind consimind considerable doubt still exists as to when ,
at maturity , but tendered the money four days entrusted to him as an attorney, with and the precise circumstances under which , the
after it had been presented to his bankers, which in writing, contrary to the Act 24 & 25 Vict. c . profession of attorney-at-law first existed , is
A . refused , declining also to give up the waggons 96 , and with incurring a liability of £114 , by content, for the present, to leave the subject as
and title deeds. Held , that as B . had not per- means of fraud, in contravention of the Debtors' he finds it, feeling satisfied that the evil which he
formed the terms of the first agreement, A . Was Act 1869. aims at exposing , is still increasing , and in fact

remitted to his original right as existing at that Wontner , solicitor, conducted the prosecution . now assumes such serious proportions that it
time, and was at liberty to enforce the judgment: The prisoner defended himself. needs to be dealt with without delay , and that all

(Barton v. Hobson , 30 L . T . Rep. N . Š . 230. The complainant, Mr. William Henry Warre liberal-minded men will join in denouncing it ,and
V . C . B .) Smith , a merchant, in business at 117 , Leadenhall. assist in a work of reform which , if accomplished ,
LAW OF LOWER CANADA - CIVIL CODE, ART. street, deposed that in Dec. 1872 he employed the must prove not only of great advantage to the

1190 - WILL - ALIMENTARY ALLOWANCE - COM - prisoner, Mr. Walls, to prove the will of his late public, but will tend to establish the legal profes

PENSATION " - EXECUTOR. - By the law of Lower sister , Miss Mary Jane Smith . On the 5th Dec. sion generally upon a more solid basis suited to
Canada , as laid down in the Civil Code Article | the prisoner caſed upon him at his office , and the requirements of the times and modern ideas.
1190, a debt arising in respect of an alimentary handing him a paper, stated that the amounts set
allowance is generally incapable of being the out in it were those of the duties payable on the (a ) By Fredk . Calvert, Esq., Q . C .

(b ) By W . T. Charley, Esq., D .C . L ., M . P .
subject of “ compensation .” Therefore in a case in legacies under the will. With the paper before ' (c ) By Thomas Marshall, M .A ., Attorney-at-Law. :
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perly bunso solicitor, for sontleman

As to many of the encroachments of the Bar to which thewriter is directing attention . The De Ros (RightHon.Wm . Lennox Lascelles Baron). May
apon the privileges of solicitors, some of a direct best guarantee for the reform which is wanted 1 ; Grover and Humphreys , solicitors , 4, King's Bench

and others of an indirect kind, the author has would be found in the public press taking up the
walk , Temple , London .

Dias (Rebecca ), Barrow 's -almshouses, Barrow 's -buildings,
been unable to discover, or at all events satisfac - question in the interests of the public ; butunfor . Devonshire-street, Mile -end, Middlesex, spinster . May

torily to settle , their origin ; yet sufficient is known tunately for the public , the editorship of lay as 20 ; G . and A . Lindo , solicitors, 12, King' s Arms- yard .
Moorgate -street, London.

of them to justify the belief that they have come well as legal journals is largely in the hands of DIGBY Charles W .) , Studland Manor, Wareham , Dorset.

from the deliberate action of the Government members of the higher branch of the Profession , and 13, Eaton -square, Middlesex , Esq . July 15 ; Routh

from time to time under the influence of the Bar, who, while they , and many others filling all kinds
and Stacey , solicitors, 14 , Southampton -street , Blooms
bury , London ,

or else at the instigation of the Bar direct. of offices, cannot be designated lawyers, yet very DILLOW Thornas), High -street , Chingford , Essex, gentle
Amongst these must be included the offices of properly stick to their cloth and the so-called man . June 1 ; F . W . J . Terry , solicitor, 27, Gresham

street, London ,
Attorneys and Solicitors-General, posts now filled “ dignity , honour , and independence of the Bar," DOWSETT Frederick R .), Severn Lodge, Berkeley, Glou
Aswell in the colonies and our foreign dominions which let no one impugn, but as to which let all cester , contractors' agent. May 14 ; Wm . T . Elliott, 5 .

As at home, by members of the Bar. Although as admit that members of other professions can be Verulam -buildings, Gray's - inn , London .
DUDLEY ( John C .), 6 , Broad -street, Oxford , gentleman ,

to our colonies there is now no distinction between and are possessed of equal virtues. June 1 ; R , S . Hawkins, solicitor, 7, Broad-street,
members of the Profession , each exercising every Let us pass from the subject of the exclusion of Oxford .

function of a lawyer, yet the monopoly of the attorneys from a right of audience in the Superior
EMERY (Mary ) , formerly of Southsen , late of Fir Grove
West-end , South Stoneham , Southampton , spinster .

English Bar is greatly felt and much complained Courts, a question more for the public than solici. June 15 ; W . and H . G . Best , solicitors, Southampton .
of there, the practice being to pass over all tors, although essentially an encroachment upon EVANS (Josiah ), Heyes-within -Haydock , Lancaster, Esq .

competent colonial lawyers for the purpose of
May 16 ; Davies and Brook , solicitors, Market-place,

our rights, to a consideration of the so -called Warrington . _
supplying to English barristers having influence offices of " Solicitor to the Treasury," and similar EVEREST (Rev . Robert ), formerly of Park -street, Grosvenor

e responsible post such as judge,which, it may be, positions filled by members of the Bar in the square, afterwards of 50 , Cleveland-square , Hyde- park ,
Middlesex , and late of Westwick House, Ascot, Berks,

his want of capability rendered him unfit for at other public departments of the State. May 17 ; Styan and Neilson , solicitors, 4 . Stone-buildings,

home. Compared with the origin of the office or ( To be continued .) Lincoln 's - inn , London .
FELLOWES ( John ) . Beeston Field , Beeston , Nottingham ,

profession of attorney -at- law , the designation of banker. July 1 ; Enfield and Dowson , solicitors, NottingAttorney-General is of somewhatrecent date, and UNCLAIMED STOCK AND DIVIDENDS IN THE ham .
was adopted , as also that of Solicitor General FowNES (Henry G .), formerly of Clifton , Gloucester , Inte of

BANK OF ENGLAND.

about the same time, by members of the Bar,
Redcliffe-road, West Brompton , Middlesex, barrister-at

[ Transferred to the Commissioners for the Reduction of the law . Jane 20 ;. G . Carew , solicitor, 9, Lincoln 's - inn - fields,
possibly for the purpose of misleading the ignorant | National Debt, and which will be paid to the persons London .

public of those times as to the duties of these respectively whose names are prefixed to each in three FRENCH (Lieut.-Gen , Henry J .), 17, Belgrave-road , Pim
months, unless other claimants sooner appear . )

public officers ; adopted , too , at a timewhen the | BREEZE (Jas.), Aylsham , Norfolk , clothier, £523 19s. 70.New
lico , Middlesex . June 17 ; Carlisle and Odell, solicitors,
8 . New -square, Lincoln ' s - inn , London .

common attorney ” was utterly helpless to Three per Cent. Annuities. Claimant, Jas. Breeze. GARRAD (Mary ), Rotchette, near Brentwood, Essex

resist what somewill call nominal encroachments, I CRESSWELL (Right. Hon . Sir Cresswell), Prince's -gate, domestic servant. May 31 ; G . Lucas, solicitor, 186, Stoko
Hyde-park, Middlesex ; £6000 Three per Cent. Annuities. Newington - road , Middlesex .

and when the expression “ solicitor " was only in _ Claimant, said Right Hon . Sir C . Cresswell, knight. GOEZ (Henry John A . ), formerly of the Crystal Palace
use to a limited extent, in relation to the business EATON (Rev. Thos.), Eastham ; BRYANS (Rev. Francis ), Hotel, Norwood, Surrey, late of Connaught House ,

of those tribunals now known as the Courts of
Backford ; and GLEADOWE ( Rev. Richard Wm . ), Neston , Montpelier-road , Brighton , gentleman . May 11 ; R . and
all in Cheshire : 231 78. 7d . Three per Cent. annuities. A , Russell, solicitors, 59 , Coleman-street, London .

Chancery . Claimants, said Rev. Thos Eaton , Rev . Francis Bryans, GREEN (Mary A . ), 5 , Paulton -square , Chelsea , Middle -cx ,
It will be complained that the writer does not and Rey, Richard W . Gleadowe. spinster . June 1 ; F . Robinson , solicitor , S6 , Jermyn

Earnish some precise data as to the origin of the
street, St. James' s, Westminster, s . w .

GREENWOOD ( Thos .) , Strawberry -hill, Pendleton , ManchesHEIRS-AT-LAW AND NEXT OF KIN .
names Attorney and Solicitor-General, which ter, cotton manufacturer. May 30 ; J . P . and J . T . Sutcliffe.

would entail a large amount of research from Rose (Geo. Frederick ), formerly of Pickett-street , Strand, solicitors, Hebden Bridge.
cheesemonger, late of 28 , North Bank, St. John ' s Wood, GUSTARD (Ralph ), late of Heddon-on - the-Wall, Northum

sources not altogether dependable ; hence the Middlesex. Next of kin to come in by May 29, at the berland, farmer ; formerly of Newcastle-upon - Tyne,

zathor is content to leave these names or desig chambers of V . O . M . : June 2 . at the said chambers at grocer. May 20 ; Allan and Davies, solicitors, 23, Grainger
twelve o 'clock , is the timeappointed for hearing and adju

pations to speak for themselves.
Street, Newcastle -upon - Tyne.

dicating upon such claims. HALSTED (Vice-AdmiralEdward P .), formerly of85, Ebury
An encroachment of a farmore substantialkind street, Pimlico , Middlesex , late of Haslar Hospital,Go

is that which led to the exclusion of attorneys-at
APPOINTMENTS UNDER THE JOINT-STOCK port. May 1 ; Currie and Williams, solicitors, 32 , Lin

WINDING -UP ACTS. coln 's - inn - fields , Middlesex.
law from the right of audience in the higher tri.

INTERNATIONAL LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. - Creditors to send HAMBLETON , Elizabeth Ann (and not Humbleton, as inacca

bunals of the country . This is exhaustively dealt rately described in LAW TIMES April 11), No. 1, York -terin by May 30 their names and addresses , and the particu
with in the works ofMr. Charley and Mr. Marshall lars of their claims and the names and addrenges of

race, Nottingham - gate, Regent's -park , Middlesex , widow .

their solicitors (if any ) , to F . Maynard, 55 , Old Broad
before referred to, and needs no further comment

May 80 ; Mason and Withall, 18, Bedford - row ; Ayersi,

street, London. June 8, at the chambers of v . o . M ., at
Francis , 2 ,Great College-street, Manchester

here,as it is admitted on all hands to be the fact, or two o 'clock , is the timeappointed for hearing and adjudi. HARRIS (Hon . and Rev. Chas. A . Bishop ), l'orquny . Juno

cating upon such claims.
1 ; Rev . H . O 'Brien , Cordoagh, Cootehill, Ireland .

at all events, such only can be inferred from the
TAHITI COTTON AND COFFEE PLANTATION COMPANY (LI. HERRON (Maria ), late of the Clock House, Beckenham ,

Statute of Carlisle, which , read by the light of the MITED). - Petition for winding -up to be heard May :1 ,
Kent, formerly of Clarendon Lodge, Tulse -hill, Surrey.

procedure of the time, saysMr.Marshall, points to before V .O . M . spinster. June 24 ; Cowdell, Grundy, and Browne, soli
citors, 26 , Budge-row , London . .

the conclusion that in the 14th century attorneys HOLLYER (Anna ), Penzance, widow . May 11 : Rodd and

enjoyed a right of audience in the Superior Courts CREDITORS UNDER ESTATES IN CHANCERY. Cornish , solicitors, Penzance .

at Westminster . It is certain that in those LAST DAY OF PROOF . HOLMES (Rachel), 17, Thornhill-square, Islington , Middle
sex, widow . May 26 ; Geo. Wm . Hussey, solicitor, 5,

DURBAN ( Thog . ), King -street, Hammersmith , Middlesex ,times attorneys could and did conduct the entire
wine merchant. May 20 ; T . A . Jones, solicitor , 40 , Chan .

Knightrider-street, Doctors'.commons, London .

suit of the client, which Sir Sidney Waterlow cery-lane, Middlesex. June 10 ; V . C . B ., at twelve o 'clock .
HOLMES ( Samuel), formerly of 3 , Great Knightrider -street ,

and Mr Ayrton would again welcome at least, GUNTER ( John ), Colehill, Fulham , Middlesex, gentleman .
Doctors' -commons, London , and 23 , Stonefield -street ,

BO the writer gathers from
Cloudesley -square, Islington ; and late of 7, Staple -inn ,May 18 ; F . Robinson , solicitor, 36. Jermyn -street, St .the last pab . James's , Middlesez , May 22 ; V . C . M ., at twelve o 'clock . London , and 17, Thornhill-square , Islington , Middlesex,

lished report of the Judicature Commissioners. solicitor. May 26 ; Geo . W . Hussey, solicitor, 5 , Knigins
KING (Sarah ), Great Grimsby, Lincoln . May 16 ; Grange

The opinion of Mr. Ayrton in favour of allowing And Wintringham , solicitors , Great Grimsby. May 23 ;
rider -street , Doctors'-commons.

M . R ., at twelve o 'clock .
JAMES ( Thomas ), 21, Threadneedle .street, and of Haven

the public to have the opportunity — if they choose Lyons (Elizabeth ), 10, Artillery -place , City-road , and 128,
Green, Ealing, London , stockbroker . May 29 ; H . W . M .

- of instructing one lawyer , and one only , to Alexandra -road , St. John 's -wood, Middlesex, and of 14, Jackson , solicitor, 25 , Lincoln 's - inn - fields, London ,

carry on a suit to its termination is evident from 16, and 18. Wilson street, Finsbury, Middlesex . May 25 ; LARARD (Henry ), 282 , Clapham -road , Surrey, watchmaker .
May 80 ; F . Norton , solicitor, 10, Clifford ' s -inn, Fleet

bis observations on the establ. hment of Tri.
A . E . Sydney, solicitor, 46 , Finsbury-circus, London . street, London.June 8 ; V . C . H ., at twelve o ' clock ,

bunals of Commerce , in which he complains
LIPSCOMBE (Samuel), Chelsea ,TAYLOR Harrlet H .), late of Rockleaze, Westbury-upon 29, Marlborough -road ,
Middlesex , carpenter. May 12 ; T . H , T . Rogers, solicitor,

Trym ,Gloucester. April 30 ; E . A . Harley , solicitor, St.of the delay necessary " in order to have every Werburgh ' s-chambers, Small-street, Bristol. May 7 ; 6 , Dane's Inn , Strand , London,

representation to the court, it may be said , _ V .C . M ., at twelve o 'clock . MORTIBOY (Thos.), St. Helier'n- park -road , Southborough,

filtered, and perhaps mystified, through a single , WADMAN (Peter ), Leeds, flour dealer. May 16 ; A . G .
Kent, gentleman . May 14 ; Wm . T . Elliott, 5 , Verulara
buildings , Gray' s- inn , London .

or even double, legal agency .”
Ditton , solicitor , 9 , Ironmonger -lane, London . May

Sir Sydney MURGATROYD (Wm .) , Horton Bank, Top Horton, Bradford .
M . R ., at twelve o 'clock .

Waterlow on the same subject expresses him . gentleman . May 13 ; J . Green , solicitor, 2 , Alderman
bury, Yorks.

self in favour of Tribunals of Commerce, because i CREDITORS UNDER 22 & 23 VIOT. C. 85. NUNN ( John ), 23, Euston -square, and 44 , Lamb' s Conduit
" suitors should be able to obtain a deci. Last Day of Claim , and to whom Particulars to be sent. street, Middlesex, gentleman . May 30 ; Hume, Bird ,and

Bird , solicitors, 10, Great James-street, Bedford -row ,sion more promptly and much less expensively ALLEN (Wm ..? :), Hamlet of Eaton, Norwich, gentleman .
June 12 : Whites and Co., solicitors, Wymondham . London .

than in the Superior Courts, as now consti- | ARMSWORTH (Elizabeth ), 6A, Belvedere-road, Lambeth, MEARA (Bernard ) , formerly of the Island of St. Thomas
tuted and regulated. The present system , too," Surrey, widow . May 18 ; G . W . Barnard , solicitor, 167, West Indies, lato of Southampton , inspector of inter

he adds, " frequently inflicts on the suitor a long | BAILY (Richard ), Tate of 'Rose-villa, Terrace- road. Cal.Westminster Bridge -road , Lambeth, colonial ships' accounts in the service of the Royal Mai
Steam Packet Company. June 15 ; Reep , Lane, and Co.pending, worrying law suit, the solicitors on either thorpe- road, Banbury, Oxford , formerly of 28, Cornhill, solicitors, 9 . Bush - lane, Cannon -street, London ,side pleading in their client's interests every Banbury, woollen draper and tailor . May 23 ; Wm . POOLE (Jane D . ), The Ferns, Holmesdale-road , Sonth Nor.

technical point,” and so on .
wood, Surrey, widow . May 23 : A . F . and R . W . Tweedie,Newman , solicitor, 24 , Bucklersbury, Londen .

These are the BARNES ( Jas.), Ewood -bridge, near Haslingden , carrier. solicitors , 5, Lincoln ' s . inn - fields, London .
opinions of laymen , which, though not correctly May 16 ; Samuel and S . Woodcock , solicitors, 9 , Henry. RAINES (Robert), 5 , Granville-terrace, Beverley-road, King.
describing the actual working of the present street, Bury , Lancashire . ston -upon-Hull, oil and tallow merchant. June 9 ; J . A .

BARNETT ( Thos. Wm . ), 72, Fore-street, Limehouse , Middle Jackson and Son , solicitors, 22 , Parliament-street, Hall.

system , point to a feeling in the public mind that sex, surgeon. June 1; P . Johnston , solicitor, 85, Bed . | RODER (Johann G .), late of Grand Ducal, Saxe Weimar.

the present modus operandi of conducting an ford -row , London . Germany, citizen and gentleman , and formerly Grand

action at law or a suit in Chancery is not suited to
BERRY (Arthur F . ), formerly of the Wheatsheaf, Edgware Ducal Courtmusician . June 1 ; Wm . J . Myatt, solicitor,
road , Middlesex , licensed victualler, late of 217 , Maida 2 , Abchurch -yard , Cannon -street , London .

modern ideas upon the subjeot. It should perhaps vale , Middlesex , gentleman . May 10 , Fielder and Sumner, RossITER (Chas. ) , Brookfield House, Cheltenham -road,
be observed in passing that Sir Sydney sails wide solicitors, 14 , Godliman -street, Doctors' -commons, Lon Bristol, gentleman . June 1 ; Stanley and Wasbrough ,

of the mark when he complains of “ solicitors don . solicitors, 12, Royal Insurance buildings, Corn -straet,

BASS ( Isaac A . ), 107, Gower-street, Bedford -square, Middle Bristol.

pleading every technical point,” & o . It is the sex , umbrella manufacturer July 11 ; Beyfus and Bey - SCHALCH (Major Andrew O . Wm .), Woolwich, Kent. May

expensive and now obsolete system of plead . fus, solicitors, 69, Lincoln 's- inn- fields, London . 1 ; Grover and Humphreys , solicitors, 4 , King ' s Bench

ing ,which, with counsel's fees and other disburse
BRADLEY (Wm .), Sheffield , common brewer. May 21 ; J . walk , Temple , London .
and G . E . Webster , solicitors, S , Hartsbead , Sheffield . SEWARD ( Henrietta S . C . ) , 20 . Portsea -place , Middleser .

ments, so much increases a bill of costs, thatsoli. BROWN (Horace C .), Captain in the R . A . May 1 ; M . widow . June 1 ; J . Crowdy , solicitor, 17 , Serjeant's - inn ,
citors complain of. If important cases can be and T. Davidson, solicitors, 85, Spring-gardens, Lon Fleet-street, London ,

dealtwith in County Courts withoutpleadings,why
don , S . W . SILSON ( John ), formerly of Bradford , late of Providence

BUDGEN (Capt. John ), R .N ., 123, Ball's -pond-road, Middle Cottage, Boston Spa , Tadcaster, York , gentleman . Mas
not so in the Superior Courts ? It is to be hoped sex. June 10 ; Loxley andMorley, solicitors, so, Cheap 25 ; J . Green , solicitor, 2 , Aldermanbury , Bradford

that the Judicature Act will give to this practice side, London . SNEYD (Rev . John ), formerly of Ashcombe-park , Stafford ,

BUTCHER (Wm . ), Five Oake, Broomhill , Sheffield , mer. late ofWoodlands. June 7 ; Challinor and Co., solicitors

the necessary quietus which the terms of the Act chant. June 25 ; A Smith and Son , solicitors, 26 , Castle Stafford .

promise. street, Sheffield . SOMERVILLE (Henry) , 90 , New Bond -street, Middlesex,

The writer has stepped aside to consider for a
CALDECOTT (Celia ), Wibtoft, Leicester, widow . June 24 ; merchant. May 10 ; J . H , Somerville, surgeon , Bloxwich ,

E . Harris , solicitor, Rugby. . near Walsall, Staffs
moment the latest expressed views of laymen on CARTER (James ), formerly of Thornhill- road , Islington , SPEAKMAN ( John ), Pennington , Leigh, Lancaster , colliers

the subject of the “ double legalagency ” question , late of St. Paul's -road , Canonbury , Middlesex , gentle proprietor. June 24 ; Marsh, Buckton, and Jeans, sol .

not so much because he himself may incline to the
man . May 12 ; Depree, Austen, and Justsum , solicitors, citors , Warrington .
8 , Church - court , Old Jewry, London . STEYENS (Martha ), Broadlands, St . John 's , Ryde, Isle of

opinion that solicitors should have restored to CHAFY (Wm . W . ) , Bowes House , Ongar, Essex, and 3 , Wight, widow . July 1 ; H . A . Dowse, solicitor, 6, New

them their former right of audience in the Supe Brunswick -terrace, Brighton , Esq . June 1 ; Currie and Inn , Strand, Middlesex .

Williams, solicitors, 82, Lincoln ' s - inn- fields, London .
rior Courts, as because there is an undoubted | COLE ( James), Gateliff, Godshill, Isle of Wight, yeoman .

STIRLING (Edwd., otherwise Edwd. Hamilton ), Stirling
Castle, Mont au Préter, Island of Jersey, Esq. Junel;

feeling on the part of the public that to pay one June 18 : J . A . Mew , solicitor, Newport, Isle of Wight. . . W . and J . Flower and Nursey, solicitors, 1 , Great Win

lawyer in one matter is quite enough ; and there ca
COONEY (Edmond ), 13, Gower-street, Bedford -square, Mid chester -street-buildings, London .
dlesex , gentleman . May 11 ; Beyfus and Beyfus, solici- STOCKS ( John , Moor Grange, Beeford , York , gentleman

is a close relation between this subject and that ' tors, 69, Lincoln's -inn -fields, London . June 10 ; Foster and Co ., solicitors , Great Driffield .

ant Jork :23 ,Euston:ileman . Mes street B
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TEEYAY (Michael), formerly of 22 , Kensington - crescent, PATENT LAW ,
the answer to this inquiry turns altogether upor

late of 2 , Stanhope -terrace, Gloucester-road , Sonth Ken
sington , Middl sex, Esq.' May 26 ; Ward. Mills, and (By C . HIGGINS, Esq., M . A ., F . C .S ., Barrister-at-Law .)

what a , b , and c are, how they contribute to the

Witham , solicitors, i, Gray' s -inn -square , Middlesex .
object of the invention , and what relation they

VENERS (Rebecca ), 22, Albert -road , Norbiton , Sarrey, bear to each other. Cases may possibly be suggested
widow . May 21 ; Wordsworth , Blake , and Co ., solicitors, INFRINGEMENT. where the use of b and c might not be an infring

Sonth Sea House , Threadneedle-street, London ,
WHITE (Eliza ), 26 , Woburn -square, Middlesex, widow .

(Continued from p . 378 .) ment of the patent. But more easily cases may
June 8 : Norton and Co ., solicitors, 6 , Victoria-street, De la Rue v. Dickenson . 1857. - In an action be put where the use of b and e would be a
Westminster.

WHITEHEAD (Wm .), formerly of Queen's Hotel, Alfreton
for the infringement of a patent, the question of infringement of the patent. Whether in thie

road , Nottingham , licensed victualler, afterwards of 28, infringement is for the jury and not for the judge, case it was so or not would depend upon the facts
Forest-road, late of Buttery -terrace, Nottingham , gentle
man . June 1 : Towle and Gilbert, solicitors, 17 . Low

although there be no question with respect to of the case, and may be more a question of fact

Pavement, Nottingham .
whether the defendant has or has not used the for the jury than of law for a court of appeal

WINDER ( John ), formerly of Wavertree, Lancaster , late of particular machine or process which is alleged to But the facts are not before us ; and we think the
Ulverston , gentleman , May 7 ; G . Remington , solicitor, be an infringement. Campbell, C . J ., in deliver . court below was right in deciding that the use of
Ulverston .

WRIGHT (John ), Barnsley , York, rent collector, July 1 ;
ing the judgment of the court, said : “ There may a subordinate part of a combination might be az

Dibb and Raley, folicitors, Barnsley .
well be a case where the judge may and ought to infringement of the patent if the part so used

WRIGHT (Simeon ) , Manor Farm , East Acton , Middlesex,
farmer . July 81 ; Charles Rogers and Son , solicitors , 7 ,

se ; | take upon himself to say that the plaintiff had was new (by which we understand new in itself
Westminster -chambers, Victoria -street, Westminster. offered no evidence to be left to the jury to prove or in its effects, not merely in its application ) and

infringement, as if there were a patent for a material.” (8 Ell. & B . 1004.)

REPORTS OF SALES.
chemical composition , and the evidence was that Thomas v. Foxwell. 1859. — Evidence may be

to defendant had constructed and used & inachine | admitted of an infringement by an imitation of a

for combing wool. But, if the evidence has a material part of a general combination, notwith

Thursday , April 16 . tendency to show that the defendant has used standing the disclaimer of the mechanical parts
By Messrg. WINSTANLEY and HORWOOD , at the Mart. substantially the same means, to obtain the same separately , of which the combination consists,

Kingston -on - Thames. - A freehold house, with shop - sold
for £2120 ,

result as specified by the plaintiff, and scientific and although there be no separate and specific
Buckhurst Hill. --Residence called Fern Bank, and 28 . 0r. witnesses have sworn that the defendant actually claim in respect of the part imitated , while there
28p ., copyhold - old for £1400 . has used such means, the question becomes one are separate and distinct claims in respect of

By Messrs . NEWBON and HARDING , at the Mart .

Barnsbury . - No. 10, Brunswick -street, term 45 years - sold
of fact, or of factmixed with law , which the judge other subordinate combinations. (5 Jur. N .S . 39 .)

for £295 . is bound to submit to the jury." ( 7 EN . & Bl.
Carnberwell. - No. 17, De Crespigny- park , term 76 years

Walton v . Lavater. 1860.- The importation and

sold for £560.
738 ; 3 Jur . N . S. 841.) sale of a patented article is evidence of an in

Hackney. - No. 4 , Sheldon Villas, term 88 years- sold for Bovill v . Keyworth . 1857.-- A patent obtained | fringement. Erle , C .J ., in delivering his judg
£235 . for a new combination of a blast and an exhaust

Hackney.- -Warwick Lodge, teren 71 years- sold for £950 .
ment, said : “ The next point contended for is ,

Tudor House - sold for £650 .
in connection with a mill, in which only the lower that there has been no infringement by the defen

Nos 3 and 5 , Sheldon Villas, term 88 years - sold for £525 . stone rotates, is infringed by the use of the same
Dalston . - No. 20, Acacia Villas, term 78 years - sold for

dant, because he had only sold the articles, the
combination in connestion with a mill in which

22 5 .
sale , moreover, being only a sale of articles im

Aldersgate-street. - Nos . 17 , 18 , and 19, Edmund -place, term
the upper stone rotates. Campbell, C . J ., in deli ported from abroad . I have heard the arguments

5 years - sold for £204. vering the judgment of the court , said : “ Sap
No. 105 , London Wall, term 9 years - sold for LISO .

of the learned counsel on hoth sides, derived from

Upr Thames -street. - Nos. 12 to lo , College Hill, term
posing the patent to be for a combination , con the original statute,which uses the words 'worke

1 year - old f r €72. sisting of several parts, for one process, we are ing and making,' and from the form of the expres..

Kiny ' s Cross. - No . 6 , Manchester -street, term 30 years of opinion that the defendants are liable in this

suld for £375 ,
sion in the letters patent prohibiting themaking,

Cripplegate . - A fee farm rent of £2 per annam - sold for
action for having used & material part of the using, or putting in practice the invention, and
process , which was new , for the same purpose as

By Messrs. HARDS. VAUGHAN, and JENKINSON , at the Mart.
Y

the words granting to the patentee the privilege

thatmentioned in the specification , although they
Lewisham , South End. - Freehold house and cottages - sold

| to 'make, use, exercise , and vend.' All these

for ento.
did not at the same time use all the parts of the words are capable of some of the constructions

Dorking. - Five freehold cottages - sold for £140. process as specified .” (7 EN . & B . 725.)
Cales.onian -road .-- Nos. 52 and 53, Gifford -street, term 75

which have been contended for ; but it appears to
The Patent Bottle Envelope Company v . Sey .

years - -sold for £S90 .
me that the main purpose of the patent is to give

Nos. " h, 30, and 34, Nailour-street, term 77 years - sold for
mour. 1858 . - The plaintiff obtained a patent for the profit to the patentee, and that themain mode

2570 “ improvements in the manufacture of cases or
Barnsbury . - Nog. 50 and 84, Wellington -road , term 70 years

of defeating that purpose would be by selling the

envelopes for covering bottles," and in the speci.
God for £149 .

patented article ; and it seems to me that with
Nos . 3 to 10. Hides.street, term 83 years- old for £1250 . fication the invention was stated to consist " in out proof of the making of the article by the
Nos. 11 to 16 , Hid - s-street, term 85 years - sold for £1000. an arrangement ofapparatus by which lengths of
Holloway .-- No, 28, Hornsey-road , term 68 years - Buli for

infringer, evidence that he sold the patented

£90.
rush , straw , or other suitable material, may be article for profit would be good evidence upon

Eltham , High -street. - Three freehold houses - sold for readily tied together , so as to form cases or
£1010 ,

which a jury might find that he had infringed

Nne 1, 2, and 3, Park View -cottages, freehold - sold for
covers to protect bottles from breakage when the patent. With respect to the defendant

23.09
packed .” It then proceeded : “ For this purpose

Thirty-six shares in the Eltham Gas Company - sold for

not being liable , because the articles were
I take equal lengths of rush , straw , or other imported from abroad , I should say that, even

By Messrs . DRBENHAN , TEWSox, and FARMER, at the Mart .
suitable material, and confine them at one end if it was a simple case of importation , without

Hyde-park . - No. 11, Qoucester -square, with stabling, term
within a ring or cap , which I then place over the any proof of knowledge of the article being

G2 years - old for £6700 , neck end of a mould or mandril, corresponding in
Friday, April 17 .

patented, or of the infringement, it would be

By Messrs . Norton , THIST,WATNEY, and Co., at the Mart.
form to the bottle for which the case or cover is sufficient evidence of infringement that the de

Sohosnare.-- No. 11, Greek-streot, freehold - sold for 21720 . intended . The mould is fixed to a frame,” & c . fendant had imported and sold .” Keating, J.
Stoke Newingto -gret n . A freehold house , with garden The defendantmade bottle envelopes out of simi

B for £60.
4 Whatwe have to see is , whether there has been

Brixton -road . - No. 145 and improved ground rents of £60
larmaterials somewhat differently applied, placing such & use of the article as would constitute an

per annum , term 25 year - old for £550 . them upon a model of a bottle, or mandril, and
Nos, 10 , 12, 14, and 16, Vassol- road, term 23 years- sold for

infringement within the meaning of the statute.
fastening the material in a manner somewhat like And it seems to me that the selling an article and

Portman -square.-- Improved ground rents of £75 per annum ,
the plaintiff ' s method . Held , that the use of the converting it into money is about the most

term 14 years - sold for £20. mandril, which was admitted to have been long
Chelsea.- -No. 11, Moor Park -road, term 77 years - sold for

effectual use that can well be made of it.” (29
commonly used for producing given forms of L . J., N . S ., C . P ., 275 ; 8 C . B ., N . S ., 162 ; 6 Jur.

Wednesday, April 02. pliable materials , and the application of which to N . S ., 1251 ; 3 L . T . Rep. N . S . 272.)
By Messrs Harps, VAUGHAN, and JENKINSON , at the Mart . work previously untried materials or to produce
Tohago . -- The Hope Estate , containing about 1070 acres new forms, was held not to be ſthe subject of a

Hills v . The Liverpool United Gaslight Con
sola for 21900 .
By Messrs FLEURET and Son,at the London Tavern . patent, was not an infringement of the plaintiff's

pany. 1863. - A patent was granted for an in

Erith . - The lease and goodwalof the Royal Alfred Wine patent. Willes, J ., in delivering the judgment of
vention for the purification of gas by means of

Vaults, term 90 years - sold for £190.
precipitated or hydrated oxides of iron . The

the court, said : “ The infringement of any part
ByMessrs EDWIN Fox and BoISFIELD, at the Mart.

Cavendish square . - No. 11, Harley -street, term 17 years of a patent process is actionable, if that part is
specification was held to include such precipi.

sold for £1700.

Wandsworth .- Freehold ground rent of £6 139. 4d. per

tated or hydrated oxides only as were obtained
of itself new and useful, so as that it might be

annum - sold for 1210 .
the subject matter of a patent, and is used by the

by artificial means. The use of a natural sub

Wandsworth. - High-street, copyhold premises - sold for infringer to effect the object, or part of theobject,
stance, such as bog ochre, containing precipi

£770.

Tottenham -court-road . - No. 1, Percy-street, copyhold - sold
proposed by the patentee.”

tated oxide of iron , so long as it was used in its
(5 C . B ., N . S ., 161;

for £1140 . 5 Jür. N . S . 174 .)
native condition , was held not to be an infringe

By Mr. E . W . RICHARDSON , at the Mart. Higgs v. Godwin. 1858 . — The invention for
ment of the patent ; but upon this substance

Brixton -road. - No. 31, Holland-street, torm 22 years - sold
for €155 .

which the patent was granted was “ treating
being re -oxidized or renovated in the manner

Kennington . -- Bolton -street, a plot of land -- old for £90 . chemically the collected contents of sewers and
described in the specification , or in any other

New Peckham . - Nor. 9, 11, and 12 , Nelson -square, term 66 drains in cities, towns, and villages, so that the
manner, it was brought into the condition of

years - sold for £365 ,
Bottersee . - -Nos , 1 , 2 , and 3 , Newcomen - road, term 85 years

same may be applicable to agricultural and other
being one of the plaintiff 's patented purifying

- eold for esto. useful purposes.” In the specification the
materials, that is , a hydrated or precipitated.

Nos. 3 and 4 . Magdala - terrace , freehold - sold for £1080 . oxide artificially obtained, and an injunction to
Clapham . -- Nos , 1 to 4 , Cairns-road , freehold - sold for

patentee said : " for the purpose of precipitating

£1: 69 .

restrain the use of the substance as renovated
the animal and vegetable matter contained in the

Nos, 5 and 6 , same road , freehold - sold for 1630 . sewage water, I prefer to employ hydrate of lime,
was granted . (32 L . J., N . S ., Ch., 28.)

Notting-hill . - No4. 1 ), 11 , and 12 , St. James' s -place , term 78 commonly termed ' blacked lime. " The patentee Lister v . Eastwood . 1866.-- Where a patent is

years - sold for £310 ,
Norwood. --Nos. 1, 2, and s, Grandacre-terrace, term 88 claimed “ the precipitation of animal and vege .

for a combination , a person who takes a new and

years -- sold for Lizso . table matter from sewage water by means of
material part of the combination , but does not

South Penge. --Nos . 1 and 2, Cambridge-villas, term 93 years
- sold for 4620.

the chemical arent hereinbefore described.” apply it to a similar or analogous purpose to that

No. 1 , Oxford - yillas, same term --sold for £305 , Held , that the defendant, by using the patented
| to which it was applied in the patent, does not

No. 4, Cambridge- road, term 87 yearsold for £310 ,
infringe the patent. (9 L T . Rep . N . S . 766 .)

New - cross . - Nos. I to 3 , Osborn .terrace, term 77 years - gold
process , not with the object of making a saleable
mercantile article , but merely to purify the

Thimas v. Hunt. 1864. - A licence to A . to
for 1600 .

water, did not infringe the plaintiff' s patent.
manufacture a patent article is an anthority to

MR. CHILD , solicitor , has been returning officer | (27 L . J ., N . S ., Q . B ., 421 ; 5 Jur, N . S . 97.)
his vendees to vend it without the consent of the

of Hackney for thirty - five years in that borough Lister v . Leather. 1853. — A valid patent for an patentee. (17 C . B ., N . S ., 183).

and in the old borough of the Tower Hamlete . entire combination for a process gives protection
Since the election his appointment has been canto each part thereof that is now and material for

celled . that process, without any express claim of par. Tas Baidstone Journal announces the death .
MR. W . T . CHARLEY, M , P ., has given notice ticular parts, and notwithstanding that parts of of Major C . W . Bannister, who has for more than

that on the second reading of the Attorneys' and the combination are old. Affirmed in the Exche thirteen years held the post of Governor of the
Solicitors ' Bill in the House of Commons, he quer Chacaber. Williams, J ., in delivering the County Prison , Maidstone . Previously to en
shall move that it be referred to a Select judgment of that ccurt, said : “ It was argued tering npon the governorship of the Maidstone
Committee, we thoroughly approve of this course before us, on behalf of the appellants, that, if a gaol, Major Bannister had acted as deputy
and hope it will be adopted, for the measure is patent be taken out for a combination of a , b , governor at the convict prison, Dartmouth , and
crude, and in its present form is likely to produce and c, it could not be infringed by using & com . had seen service in India as captain of the 21

changes not contemplated by the framer of it. bination of b and c only . We are of opinion that Light Infantry (Bombay) .

O
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ELECTION LAW . egister would give approximately all the required Clerk of the Crown himself,or the hands of one
nformation . his clerks.

COURT OF COMMON PLEAS. DENMAN , J., agreed that the marked register McIntyre, Q . C . (with him Chandos Leigh and

Saturday, April 18 .
hould be produced , but also thought that inspec- C . Bowen ), in support of the rule, referred to affi
tion of the rejected ballot papers and counterioilsps and counterioils davits which stated that office hours were by no

(Before BRETT, GROVE, and DENMAN, JI.) should not be allowed in the present case. The means strictly kept during the general election ,

STOWE v . JOLIFFE . word “ required ” meant not only wanted , but that the person who received the letter and gave
Parliamentary Election — Ballot papers and reasonably necessary , and the court should be a receipt had authority to do so , and that in the

register - Inspection atisfied by affidavit on thatpoint before granting ordinary course & writ received in the evening

This was an application arising out of the Peters . inspection . The court had the power to make would be returned as of that day. It was argued

field election petition, which was moved as a rule he order asked for, but this was not a case in that the return was really made when the return

for a mandamus to the clerk of the Crown, but which it should be exercised . ing officer posted with the endorsed copy to some
person who was anthorised to receive it.

which on the argument took the form of a rule
nisi, calling on the respondent to show cause why

Lord COLERIDGE said that the statute required

the marked register of voters, the counterfoils of Monday , April 20. that a petition should be presented “ within
twenty -one days after the return has been made

the ballot papers, and the backsof the rejected HURDLE AND ANOTHER v . WARING.
ballot papers should not be shown to the peti.

to the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery ," and it
Election petition - Return of writ - Time.

tioners .
seemed to him that the true meaning of this was

Chis case came on upon cause being shown that the return was to be made in such a sense
W . G . Harrison (with him Couch ) showed cause gainst a rule to have the petition taken off the that the Clerk of the Crown could act upon it , and

against the rule. - The marked register would give ile , upon the ground that it had not been pre - that the return was not completed until it had
approximately all the information required by the sented in time. The Poole election took place on reached the authority who was capable of acting

petitioners, and they would have been entitled to Brd Feb . last, and some timebefore noon on the upon it . Whilst arriving at this conclusion , how

see it had it not been inclosed in the same sealed following day the returning officer endorsed upon ever, he must admit that the question was one
packet with the counterfoils, which should not be the writ that Mr. Charles Waring was duly which was by no means free from difficulty .

shown. The required order , if made, would inter- elected , and he also delivered the document to the
Rule discharged .

fere with the secrecy of the ballot, and, even if Postmaster, addressed to the Clerk of the Crown

the court had power to grant it, should not be in Chancery . The duty imposed by statute was

made without strong grounds shown on affidavit. that the returning officer should forthwith MAGISTRATES' LAW .
J. O . Griffits (with him Lumley Smith) sup transmit the writ and return through the Post

ported the rule . - The court had clearly power to office to the Clerk of the Crown in Chancery. NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.
make the order, and inspection of the marked | The writ was in a registered letter, and DEMURRER - PUBLIC SCHOOLS ACT 1869, s. 13

register should be granted as a matter of right. It arrived at the office of the Clerk of the Crown - GOVERNING BODY - POWER TO DISMI58 HEAD

would , however , only show who received ballot soon after eight in the evening, with five MASTER . - The Public Schools Act 1868 , which

papers, and in order to discover who actually voted , other registered letters , which referred to other applies to (amongst other schools) Rugby School,

it would be necessary to have the desired inspec. elections. The ordinary office hours were from by sect. 13 enacts that " the head master of every

tion of the rejected ballot paperswith the sequence ten to two . The person who received the letters school to which this Act applies , shall be ap

number upon them and the counterfoils corre. was Kate Phipps, a woman who was in the employ pointed by and hold his office at the pleasure of

sponding with them . This would not show how of Mrs . T . Lovegrove, the housekeeper . Mrs . I the new governing body .” The plaintiff wag

anyone had voted , but would merely disclose the Lovegrove herself was appointed by the Lord | appointed head master of the school in Nov. 1869,
fact that certain el otors had given votes , which Great Chamberlain , and was not a servant of the by the then existing governing body . In Dec.
could then be attacked on the scrutiny . If the Clerk of the Crown. Kate Phipps gave the 1873 , the new governing body (which had been
inspection were refused , a great number of useless I ordinary receipt for these letters, but the Poordinary receipt for these letters, but the Poole duly constituted in Dec. 1871, under the power
witnesses would have to be in attendance on return did not reach the hand of any clerk in the of the Act of 1868 ) passed a resolution that
gpeculation , and unnecessary expense would be office until the 5th .office until the 5th . The entry in the office book " upon a review of the administration of theThe entry in the office bo

incurred . The majority at the election was only was first that the return was received on the 4th ; school ” from the time when they came into office
nine . butthisdate was afterwardsstruck through and the to the then present time, they were of opinion that

The court differeà in opinion . 5th inserted , and the 5th was the date transmitted the plaintiff was not " a fit and proper person to
BRETT, J . thought the petitioners were entitled to the House of Commons. The Corrupt Prac . be head master, and dismissed him accordingly :*

to the limited inspection asked for. In ordinary tices at Elections Act said that any petition Held (on demurrer to a bill by the plaintiff praying
cases both parties were entitled to see any against a return mustbe presented within twenty . for a declaration that , under the circumstancesin

document in which they had such an interest one days after the return , and if the return now the bill stated , the above resolution was invalid) ,

as to make it useful in the case litigated . In in question was to be taken as having been made that, under the above section , the new governing
petitions, therefore, were it not for the Ballot on the 4th the petition was too late, whilst if the body had power to dismiss the plaintiff without

Act, parties would be entitled to inspection of return was on the 5th the then petition was in notice, and without assigning any reason ; and
any document at the earliest possible time. The time. that, as they had exercised their power of dis
Ballot Ac however , was passed for the purpose | Giffard . Q . C . (with him Harrison ), contended : missal fairly and honestly , not corruptly , nor for
of maintaining the most complete secrecy as to that Kate Phipps was only an animated letter-box, the purpose of effecting some collateral object,
how any man voted , and had incidentally thrown whose duty was simply to receive the letter and their decision was not liable to be controlled by

difficulties in the way of petitioners. It was, place it on the table , and that the return was not the court : (Hayman y . The Governing isy og
however, for the public advantage that all facili. made until the writ had reached the hands of the Rugby School, 30 L . T . Rep. N . S . 217 . V . C . M .)
ties for inspection consistent with the spirit of

the Act should be given , as the public, as well as
parties and constituencies, were highly interested BOROUGH QUARTER SESSIONS.
in the prevention of bribery and in seeing that no
avoidable difficulties were thrown in the way of Wnat notice of

Borough . When holden. Recorder. appealto be given .
| Clerk of the Peace.

bond fide litigation . Acting on that principle , he
thought that all reasonable facilities for inspec . Levonnort . Friday , July 10 ......... H . T . Cole , Esq ., Q . C ....... 10 days .. .. ... ... .. 6 . H . E . Rundle .
tion should be given consistent with the secrecy | Folkestone. Tuesday, April 28 ...... James J. Lonsdale , Esq ...... 8 days R . T . Brockman .

of the ballot. He did not think under the Act Newcastle -on - Tyne | W . D . Seymur, Esq., Q .C . . 14 days . John Clayton .

that the marked register and the counterfoils Sudbury ............... Wednesday, April 29 . Thomas H . Naylor, Esq . ... 14 days .. .... .. .... Robert Ransom .
Wigun ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomas Heald .| Wednesday, April 29 . | Joseph Catterall, Esq. ......Bhould have been sealed in one packet, but as

they were he thought the packet should be opened
and inspection given of the marked register. As

to the rest of the order , he thought the packet of MARITIME LAW . EFFECT OF RIVER BYELAWS- DUTY IN FOG.
rejected ballot papers should also be opened and In an appeal to the High Court of Admiralty from

the backs of them shown to the petitioners to NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS. a County Court where there is a conflict between

show the sequence number. This alone,however, NAVIGABLE RIVER - OBSTRUCTION . - Where the transcript of the notes of evidence and judg

without the counterfoils would not show whose the owner of a wharf abutting on & navigable ment taken by a shorthand writer in the ro n 'y

vote had been rejected , therefore the counterfoilsriver drove piles into the bed of the river, and Court under the County Court Rules No. 32 , and

corresponding to the rejected ballot papers should thus caused an obstruction which diminished by the County Court judge's own notes, the version

also be inspected . Such an inspection would not three feet the navigable breadth of the river in given by the County Court judge mustbe acce ; ted

show how any one hal voted , but would facilitate the front of the wharf , such navigable breadth as binding, and if the County Court judge alters

the case and diminish expense. Unless the most having been sixty feet prior to the erection of the the shorthand writer's notes so as to correspond

perverse ingenuity was displayed it would give no obstruction : Held (affirming the decision of the with his own version , the Court of Admiralty will

one the opportunity of discovering how anyone Master of the Rolls ) that this was a substantial order the alterations so made to be carried into

had voted . He thought that justice required that interference with the free navigation of the river, effect in the printed copies of the appendix . Bye

the information should be given . and that it ought to be restrained by injunction : laws made by a local authority governing the

GROVE, J ., agreed that inspection of the marked (Attorney General v. Terry, 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 215. navigation of a river are to be taken as evidence
register should be given , but with some doubt, as 1 . C . & L . JJ.) of what it is the duty of vessels to do in the cir .

it would necessitate opening the packet contain . CHARTER -PARTY - DEMURRAGE - EXCEPTION cumstancesnamed therein ,and although the mere

ing the counterfoils as well. He thought such an - CIVIL COMMOTION . - Where a charterer by his breach of one or any of them will not be sufficient

order could be made by the court, but could not charter -party undertakes to load a ship within reason for holding a ship to blame for a collision ,

have been made by a judge at chambers. With certain given lay days, “ accidents or causes yet if that breach occasions or contributes to the

reference to the two other branches of inspection occurring beyond the control of the shippers or collision , the existence of the byelaw will afford

asked , he differed from Brett, J ., and thought no affreighters , which may prevent or delay her the best reason for holding the ship violating the

case had been made out for inspection of the loading or discharging , including civil commotion , | byelaw to be guilty of a breach of duty , ari, con

rejected ballot papers and counterfoils . The strikes, riots, stoppage of trains , & c ., always sequently to blame for the collision . Weie a

qnestion was , whether the court should make excepted ," or to pay demurrage , he cannot excuse byelaw regulating the navigation of a river pre

such an order as a matter of course in cases of default in loading within the lay days by giving | scribes the side of the river upon which a ship is

scrutiny, and such a provision could have been evidence of general disturbance and cessation of to navigate going up or down the river , tha

made in two lines instead of the guarded sections work in the district about the time ; but to exempt observance of this byelaw is doubly necessary

which the Act contained . The Act did not intend himself from liability must show a disturbing during a fog , when vessels can only be made out

even the Clerk of the Crown and his assistants to cause, actually preventing the loading of the at short distances ; and the breach of the byelas

see these papers without strong grounds. The particular ship : ( The Village Belle, 30 L . T . Rep . cannot be excused by the plea that it was u -ual

order required should not be made withont strong | N . S . 232. Adm .) during foggy weather to navigace on the wrong

grounds shown on oath , though he did not deny COLLISION - COUNTY COURT APPEAL - SHORT- | side of the river in order to insure greater safety

the power of the court to make it . The hardship | HAND WRITERS' NOTES – CORRECTIONS BY for the vessel so doing : ( The Raithwaite Hail, 30

of the case was very slight, as the marked I COUNTY COURT JUDGE - RIVER NAVIGATION - IL. T . Rep . N . S . 233. Adm .)
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SPECIMENS OF A CODE OF MARINE him on condition of his agreeing to pay over the . Must keep and duly render accounts of the
INSURANCE LAW . proceeds of the shipment to a third party : business of the agency ;

By F . O . CRUMP, Barrister-at-Law .) Man v. Shifiner , 2 East, 523. And select brokers and other sub -agents with

(Continued from p. 382.)
A broker employing an agent to insure who | proper vigilance and discretion ;

And give them proper instructions to collectpays premiums and delivers over the policies hasAGENTS (OF UNDERWRITERS). and preserve the evidence, if his agency is for
Appointment. no lien for the premiums on the policies so

delivered :
making an abandonment or adjusting or prosecut

THE appointment of agents to subscribe policies
Snook v . Davidson, 2 Camp. 218. ing for a claim :

should be formal. Phillips, s. 1901.
NOTE. - The ordinary principle applies that a con A sub -agent being ordered by an agent whom Discharging the Underwriter .

tract made without authority may bind one who he knows to be such , and not owner, to effect a The underwriter is not discharged from the
by his act or neglect has led third persons to

claim of the assured , except by actual payment tobelieve that an agent acting for him was duly general balance against the agent:
the agent :authorised . Man v. Shiffner, 2 East , 523.

In the absence of a formal appointment it is a Russell v . Bangley, 4 B . & Ald . 395 ; Todd v . Reid, 4
A broker of an underwriter who pays losses on B . & Ald . 210 ; Scott v . Irving, 1 B . & A . 605 ;

question of evidence whether surrounding cir- policies for his principal, retaining the policies, Bartlett v . Pentland , 10 B . & C . 760 ; Ovington v .

cumstances prove agency . has a lien upon the salvages for his general Bell , 3 Camp. 237 ; Jell v . Pratt, 2 Stark .67 .
Neal v . Ewing, 1 Esp. 61 ; Courteon v . Touso, 1 Camp. balance against the underwriters : Under authority to an agent of the assured to

43 ; Brocklebank v . Sugrue, 5 Car. & P . 21 ; 1 M . & Ph ., sect. 1923 ; Moody v. Webster, 3 Pick . Mass. 424 receive payment of a loss, or a return of premium ,
Rob. 102 ; 1 B . & Ad . 81 ; 2 Duer. 341 n , a . (amounts allowed by a foreign state for captures he is not authorised to discharge the underwriter

Extentand Execution of Powers. ofher subjects insured by the policies). by merely crediting the loss or including such a

The purpose of the agency is to solicit applica Loss and Revival. credit in the settlement of his account with the
tions for insurance, make surveys or examina Lien is lost underwriter :

tions of the subjects proposed to be insured , By parting with possession of the policy . Phillips, sect. 1883.

subscribe or deliver policies, receive notice of By holder pledging the policy as his own. The fact of the name of the underwriter having
other insurances or of compliances with stipula NOTE. - An assignment of a policy to keep for the been struck off the policy may discharge him if it

tions on the part of theassured, receive premiums, transferor, subject to his lien , is not a pledge be shown to have been done with the consent of

adjust losses, and return of premium , and make
forfeiting the lien . the assured :

McCombie v. Davies, 7 East, 52 ; Urquhart v . McIver,
payments . Bartlett v . Pentland , 10 B . & C . 760 ; Scott v. Irving,

4 Johns, N . Y . 103. 1 B . & Ad. 605 ; and other cases, sup.Phillips, sect . 1878 .
By taking a security payable in the future .

The authority mustnot be exceeded :
Baines v . Ewing, L . Rep . 1 Ex. 320.

Hewison v . Guthrie , 2 Bing. N . C . 755 ; Cowell v .
Simpson , 16 Ves. 276 .

Authority to subscribe policies does not neces . The lien is revived : COMPANY LAW .
sarily authorise the agent to settle and pay On the policy again coming to the hands of the
losses. agent while his immediate employer is interested.
NOTE . - It must depend wholly upon the custom of NOTES OF NEW DECISIONS.Whitehead v . Vaughan , Cooke's B . L . 579 .

the place and the relation of the principal and NOTE . - Assignees having in themeantime become CONTRIBUTORY - TRANSFER OF SHARES--UN
agent to ench other in business and correspond.
euce : (Phillips, s . 1873 .) interested , the lien for å general balance doesnot PAID CALLS - ACQUIESCENCE. - The 16th section

revive .
It is , however, one circumstance tending to of the Companies Clauses Consolidation Act 1845,

Spring v . South Carolina Insurance Company, 8
show such authority . which provides that “ no shareholder shall beWheat. 268 ; see also Levi v . Barnard , 8 Taurt.

Such authority is revoked by the bankruptoy 143 ; 2 J , B . Moore, 34 ; Sweeting v . Pearce, 9 C . B ., entitled to transfer any shares, after any call

of the underwriter. N . Š ., 534. shall have been made in respect thereof, until he

Parker v . Smith , 16 East, 382 . SET-OFF. shall have paid such call, nor until he shall have
An agent in a foreign port to communicate in All premiums returned and all losses accrring paid all calls for the time being due on every

formation to insurers respecting marine risks, on the policy may be retained and set-off un ila share held by him ," is intended for the protection
and advise them generally of matters affecting | lien is satisfied . of companies and not of their creditors ; and if
their interests, is not authorised to receive notice Phillips, sect . 1909. the directors of a company assent to a transfer of
of abandopment eo as to bind them : The debts which can be set-off as between an shares on which calls are due, the property in tho

Phillips, sect. 1875 . agent and an underwriter must be mutual. shares passes to the transferee, and the transferor
In general the agent of the underwriters for Wilson v . Creighton , 3 Dong. 132 ; Houston v . Robert cannot be placed on the list of contributories in

receiving applications is such for receiving notice son . 4 Camp. 342 ; 6 Taunt. 648 ; Shee v . Clarkson ,
12 East, 507.

respect of the shares so transferred , though he
of other insurances, incumbrances, & c ., and as

Therefore, losses which are due by the under may be sued at law for the amount of the calls
buch his knowledge will affect them , and his acts due at the date of the transfer.writer to the assured cannot be set-off by thewill bind them :

Decision of

broker against & claim for premiums payable to Malins, V . C ., affirmed : (Littledale' s case, 30
Phillips, sect . 1876.
NOTE . - Under what circumstances the assured is

L . T. Rep. N . S. 213. L .JJ.).the underwriter.
affected by themistakes of the agent of the under NOTE. - A broker, however, having a lien on the BILL BY ONE SHAREHOLDER ON BEHALF OF

writers, see 2 Phillips, p . 527. policy ,may insist on an underwriter paying the ALL - RIGHT OFMINORITY . — The majority of the
Iogs on the latter demanding the premiums. shareholders in a company have no right to rise

Lloyd 's agents are bound by their printed Parker v . Beasley , 2 M . & S . 423 ; Davies v . Wilkinson , their votes in such a way as to compromise a snit
instructions, and cannot make up or sign an 4 Bing . 573 ; Shee v . Clarkson , 12 East, 507 ; Wien instituted for the benefit of the company , and to
adjustment of a logs, or accept abandonment as holt v . Roberts, 2 Camp. 586. retain the benefits obtained by the compromise
the representatives of the underwriters : A broker acting del credere does not acquire

for themselves as to the exclusion of theminority .
any additional right of set-off.Arn , 4th edit ., 177 .

Where an attempt is made to do so by the majoGoldschmidt v . Lyon , 4 Taunt. 534 ; Houston v. BorAGENTS - LIEN AND SET-OFF. denave. 6 Ia . 451 : Baker v . Langhorn , 4 Camp. 396 : 1 rity of the shareholders, & bill filed by one
LIEN . 7 Tannt 478 . Marnett For shareholder on behalf of himself and the other

Who entitled to . rester , 4 Taunt. 541. shareholders to enforce the rights of theminority
A lien on a policy may be acquired by : The right of the agent to retain and set-off will be entertained . Demurrer for want of equity

(a ) Insurance agents and brokers. sums received from underwriters on account of to such a bill overrulod . Decision of Bacon , V . C .

(1 ) Generalagents. any liability he may have assumed for the future confirmed : (Menier v . Hooper's Telegraph Works
( c) Sub -agents. for the principal, will depend on his having a lien 30 L . T . Rep . N . S . 209 . L .JJ.)

For what. on his policy for his commissions, or his having
By (a ) for commissions or premiums which made advances upon the credit of the policy.

they have paid , or are responsible for, and their Godin v . London Assurance Company, 1 Burr. 489 ; SHERIFFS COURT.

general balance of insurance account against the Kinloch v . Craig , 3 Term 783 ; Hammond v . Barclay, KITE V . METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS,
principal. 2 East, 227 ; Castling y . Aubert, 2 East, 325. This was a compensation claim , tried before a
By (b ) for commissions and premiums and Bankruptcy of the Underwriter. jury, at Red Lion -square, on the 15th inst., in

general balance of account against the principal In case of a broker being agent of both parties respect of a short leasehold house in High -street,

when the insurance is effected in the course of to a policy , the underwriter on which becomes Shoreditch , required for the new street now

the mercantile agency. bankrupt, the underwriter is discharged from the forming from Oxford -street to Shoreditch .
By (c) for commissions and premiums, and for claims of the assured for losses and returns of The Board of Works were represented by

their general balance of account as against the premiums, and the broker, being debtor for pre- Harokins, Q . C ., and Philbrick , Q . C . and the
agents who, as principals, instruct them if miums, is discharged therefor, so far as they claimant by Huddleston , Q .C . ; Mr.George Fuller,
without notice that they are agents. have been passed and settled by the broker and of Fuller and Fuller, acted as surveyor for Mr.

Note. - The latter clause of this last proposition has underwriter in account, previously to the act of Kite , instructed by Whitwell.
been objected to as giving an agent power to | bankruptoy of the latter. 1 The jury , after viewing the premises, returned
pledge the goods of his principal, and Mr. | So faras the premiumsand losses have not been & verdict by consent for £1200 , for the leasehold

Phillips seems to think it unsound : (See sect . 80 settled, they are not set-off, whether the and trade.

1916 , Arn . 4th edit . 196 et seq.
policies on which they accrue had been subscribed

Observations. or the losses known before the bankruptoy or TRAILL AND SON v . METROPOLITAN BOARD OFUsage or agreement, or the previous course of not :
WORKS.business between the parties,may give a right of Phillips, s . 1927.

Bet-off, wliere it otherwise would not exist :
This was another compensation claim , tried at

Recovering back Money paid . Red Lion -square, on the 17th and 18th . The
Green v . Farmer, 4 Burr. 2214.

NOTE . - Mr. Phillips says : “ It is adjudged or im In case of payment by the underwriter to the claimants are ship chandlers and sail makers,
plied in some cases,that an insurance broker has, agent of the assured through mistake, or for loss carrying on business at 43 and 44 , High-street,
by virtue of the general usage of the place , on a policy that is illegal as between the parties Wapping, of which premises they were lessees of
especially in London , a right to retain any policy to it where the agent is not a party to the ille- the one moiety , and freeholders of the other.
he may effect for the principal, on accountof his

gality, the money may be recovered back , if de- | The property was required for the widening ofdemands against him for previous advances and
charges, in case of the principal having notice , or manded in time : | High -street , Wapping.
being bound to take notice of the usage: ” (Sect. Phillips, s. 1927 ; Jameson v . Swainstone, 2 Camp. Hawkins, Q . C ., and Philbrick , Q . C ., appeared

1912, par. 2 .) 546, n . ; Edar v. Fowler, 3 East, 222 ; Buller v . I for the Board of Works and the Hon . A .
See James v . Rodgers, 15 M . & W . 375 ; Olivor v . Harrison, Cowp. 565. Thesiger , Q . C ., and Robins, on behalf of the

Smith , 5 Taunt, 56 . A policy being void bymisrepresentation without claimants, under instructions from Lowless,
A generalagent with whom a policy is left has fraud , the underwriter cannot recover back from Nelson , Jones and Co .

no lien upon it formoney advanced independently the agent of the assured money which he had Mr. Ĝ . Fuller , of the firm of Fuller and Faller,
of the policy : paid over to his principal in ignorance of the surveyors, gave evidence in support of the claim ,

Muir v . Fleming, Dowl. & Ry. N .C . 29. misrepresentation : | as did also Mr. Murrell, Mr. Farmer, and two
An agent effecting a policy on goods to be Holland v . Russell, 1 B . & S . 424. | architects ; the Board' s witnesses being Mr.

shipped by a correspondent has a lien on the pro. Miscellaneous Duties. Clifton , Mr. Horsey , and Mr. Trist .
ceeds after a loss for his general balance against The agent must keep his principal advised of After the jury had heard the evidence on both
the shipper, although the goods are consigned to the business of the agency ; sides
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Hawkins put the case before them as one in arise from delays or detention . The right to by the learned judge,with such great surprise and
which they should give £2519 for the property, stop the trains at any station on the line,although indignation that I might, if I had acted on the im
£500 the amountagreed upon for the fixtures,and not marked as & stopping station , is reserved." - pulse of themoment, have been disposed to expresg
£1500 as the outside for any supposed loss to which their advocate contended was incorporated as strongly as I felt it ; but upon reflection Ideema
trade - in all £4519 . with and formed part of their contract with the it more befitting what is due to and from me in

The Hon. Mr. Thesiger followed on the other plaintiff-- and so far I agree with him . But they the position which I have the honour to hold , to
side. do not and cannot by any such regulation divest att ibute these remarks either to somemistake or

The jury, in the end , returned a verdict for themselves of their responsibility for negligence exaggeration in the report, or to some grave mis
£3500 for the premises under notice to treat, £500 or want of due diligence in the discharge of appruhension of the real facts of the case and of
for the fixturos, and £3000 for compulsory re their duties towards those with whom they have the grounds ofmy decision . That there was great

moval, making a total of £7000. entered into the contract. The question is , there misunderstanding as to one of the points on which

fore, whether the defendants acted so negligently, it was thought proper to subject me to animada

or with such want of diligence in the matter, as version is most certain , for on the faith of a

COUNTY COURTS.
to entitle the plaintiff to recover. I am of opinion statement that I allowed the company to appeal
that they did. The only explanation of the delay only on condition that they paid the costs of the
which was attempted was that the rails were appeal, the learned judge thought proper to inti

MACCLESFIELD COUNTY COURT. slippery and the gradient heavy. It was, how mate that I had exceeded my jurisdiction . Now ,

Thursday, April 9 . ever, admitted that the train was not above the without discussing the question whether I should

(Before J. St. J. YATES, Esq., Judge.) usual weight, and that the engine was one which have exceeded my jurisdiction if I had imposed
was habitually used for this journey. But this is such a condition , the case being, by reason of the

COOPER v. LONDON AND NORTH -WESTERN by no means a satisfactory explanation of a delay small amount of damages claimed , one in which

RAILWAY COMPANY of forty minutes in a journey which usually occu . the company could not have appealed withoutmy
Railway company - Liability for want of punc- pies fourteen - that is to say, fifty -four minutes permission , the fact is I imposed no such condic

tuality in arrival of trains- Damages. were necessary for a distance usually traversed tion . The solicitor of the company himself
A . took a return ticket from B . to C . by one line, and in fourteen ; an excess not to be accounted for by stated openly at the last Haverhill Court, and in

then another from C . to D . by thedefendants' line. | mere greasiness of the rails, and, as there was no very frank and manly terms, that he was as much

On returning from D . in the evening the train by accident to the machinery , either the engino was surprised as I could be at any such statement

which he travelled was fifty minutes late in lin itself of insnfficient power, except when the having been made in the court above, as no such

arriving at D ., having lost that time in going rails were perfectly dry (which is not always the condition had been made by me. On this point,

from D . to the terminus E . (whence the same case in that country ), or the driver had allowed therefore, the offensive remarks in the court above

train returned towards C . calling at D .) - a his steam to get too low . The latter appears to ] were wholly unjustified by anything that took

distance usually travelled in fourteen minutes. me the probable reason , as the return journey | place in my court ; and hence I am the mora

In consequence of this delay A . lost the return being all downhill less steam would be required , inclined to suppose that there was in other

train from C . to B ., and had to put up for the and there would be twenty minutes at Buxton to respects some such misapprehension of the real

night, getting home to B . nextmorning : get it up to proper pressure . But whichever be facts of the case, and of the grounds ofmy deci.
Held that the defendants were liable for negli- the case the defendants are, in my opinion , re. sion . These facts and grounds briefly were that

gence in not providing sufficient engine power sponsible to the plaintiff for the damages which furniture of which the company had undertaken

or allowing the steam to get too low no satis- he has sustained by the delay, and I assess them the carriage was completely smashed in the tran .

at 15 ight at I sit , and nothing but the fragments were delivered

offered by them . Macclesfield , and a fresh ticket to Congleton in to Mr Taylor, the consignee and plaintiff, and I
The facts of the case will appear from the judg - themorning held the company liable for the damage on the old
ment. The defendants asked for leave to appeal upon common law principle that they were insurers of

His HONOUR said : In this case the plaintiff, the ground that the expense of staying all night the goods for their safe and secure delivery ,
Cooper,took a return ticketbetween Congleton and in Macclesfield was not recoverable. Leave was notwiihstandirg a special contract entered into
Macclesfield by the North Staffordshire Railway, granted on that point. by them with the consignee. exempting them in

and thence a return ticket by the defendants' lines consideration of their carrying the goods at &
between Macclesfield and Chapel-en - le -Frith . lower rate from all risk and responsibility , excepte

Passengers from Macclesfield to Chapel-en -le
MR. JUSTICE BLACKBURN AND THE from any wilful act or default if proved . I con

Frith and Buxton change trains at Stockport, JUDGE OF THE CAMBRIDGE COUNTY sidered that such a contract was null and void

whence they are forwarded by the Manchester COURT. under the seventh section of the Railway and
and Buxton line, which is worked by or belongs We extract from the Cambridge Independent Canal Traffic Act, by which it was enacted , as it
to the defendants. The return journey is per Press of 18th April the following full report of appeared to me in confirmation of the old
formed in the samemanner. The plaintiff arrived Judge Beales' reply to the remarksJudge Beales' reply to the remarks of Mr. Justice common law principle that companies should
at Chapel-en - le - Frith in due course, and having Blackburn , reported in this journal on Feb . 7 : be liable for loss of or injury to animals
spent the day, went to the railway station in His HONOUR , addressing the senior barrister or goods occasioned by the neglect or de
proper time to travel by the train advertised in present, said : Mr. Cockerell, -- I should be very fault of the company or its servants, notwith .
the defendants' time bills to leave Chapel-en -le- ungrateful, as well as uncourteons, if I were to standing any notice, condition , or declaration
Frith at 5 .47 p . m . for Stockport, where it should allow the day to pass without publicly acknow made and given by such company contrary
arrive at 6 .25 p .m . in time for him to catch the ledging the address you were kind enough to for - thereto , or in anywise limiting such liability ; and
train leaving Stockport at 7. 2 p . m ., due in Mac. ward tome a few days ago , signed by thirty -three every such notice , condition , or declaration was
elesfield at 7.45, being the last train by which he gentlemen , besides yourself, practising either as declared to be null and void , a proviso being
could arrive in Congleton that night. This was barristers -at-law or attorneys and solicitors ind solicitors in added, thatnothing therein should be construed toadded , that nothir

shown on the defendant' s time bills . The train courts on my circuit, an address expressing pain prevent companies from making such conditions

was fifty minutes late in leaving Chapel- en - le - and regret at a remark reported in the Law Times as should be adjudged by the court or judge,

Frith . This delay arose as follows : The traffic of the 7th of February last, to have been madeby before whom any question relating thereto should

between Manchester and Buxton is worked by one Mr. Justice Blackburn in the Court of Queen' be tried , to be just and reasonable. It seemed to

engine and one set of carriages, which perform Bench, as to my ruling in the case of Taylor v me, having regard to the interests and welfaro

the journey backwards and forwards. At the The Great Eastern Railway Company, which of the public, that railway companies had gono

Buxton end there is no spare engine. Chapel-en - came before that court on appeal from the Haver. too far in availing themselves of this proviso, that

le-Frith is an intermediate station between Man . hill County Court, and expressing also the perfect they had availed themselves of it to an extent

chester and Buxton, about five miles from the satisfaction of the gentlemen signing the address which with the additional contrivance of charging

latter. The trains from Manchester go on from with my rulings generally which were involved in a lower carriage-rate, purported to exempt then

Chapel-en -le -Frith to Buxton , where, in this the same ungracious remarks ; and expressing altogether from that liability for loss or injury

instance, twenty minuteswere allowed for unload . further their high respect and esteem for my occasioned by the neglect or defaultof themselves

ing and reloading the train , which then starts judicial conduct during the whole time I have or their servants, to which the Act expressly de .

back to Manchester. The journey from Chapel. been the judge of this circuit , and their full confi. clared and intended they should be liable , and to

en -le - Frith to Buxton usually occupies fourteen dence in my “ able and impartialadministration " which they were liable at common law as insurers

minutes, but on the occasion now under considera - of the law . It is impossible that anything could there being nothing in the Act limiting their lia .

tion the down train lost ten minutes between have occurred more gratifying to my feelings, or bility any more than at common law to negligence

Whaley Bridgeand Chapel-en -le- Frith (four miles), to which , under the circumstances, I could attach or default proved to be wilful,and it being besides ,

and forty minutes between Chapel-en -le-Frith and greater value, than this warm and spontaneous in almost all cases, quite out of the power of tho

Buxton . The result was that it was fifty minutes expression of sympathy, esteem , and confidence customer to obtain or give proof of such wilful.

late on arriving at Buxton, and fifty minutes late by so many of the gentlemen practising before ness. The case of Taylor v . The Great Eastern

on leaving on the return journey . It further me, an expression I may regard as almost Company appeared to me a peculiarly proper ono

appears that in consequence of this delay , the unanimous from my courts, as several gentlemen for having this, as it seemed to me, important

plaintiff, on arriving at Stockport, found that the whose names are not attached to the address in question decided by a Superior Court , as negli .

last train to Congleton had left. After waiting consequence of the delay which would necessarily gence was not denied , and the defence was, that

three hours at Stockport he caught a train which have arisen from sending it round to all the negligence of any degree, or to any extent, was

took him as far asMacclesfield , where he arrived sixteen courts , or from their absence at the time immaterial, unless it could be proved to be wilful ;

at 10 .48 p . m . and was compelled to remain all of its being sent to their court, or other accidental a defence which appeared to me to be not admis .

night, going on to Congleton next morning, and circumstances, have personally expressed to me sible, within either the spirit or letter of the

he now sues the company for damages for their regret at their not having had the oppor. Railway and Canal Traffic Act. Had my decision

his detention and also for the expenses he was tunity of signing it , and their entire concurrence on this point, to which everything else in the

pat to in stopping at the hotel in Macclesfield, / with every word it contains. I profoundly and decision was merely subordinate, been reverscd

and the cost of his journey the nextmorning to from my inmost heart thank all for it . The after full discussion and argument, I should have

Congleton . The defendants relied on the general address, with considerate delicacy , refrains from bowed with the utmost respeot to the judgmentof

regulation set forth in their time tables, which is any discussion of the case reported on appeal in the Superior Court : but, go far as I can gather

as follows : - “ Time Bills . - The published train the Laro Times ; but I consider it my duty , both from the report ,my decision was reversed, and in

bills of this company are only intended to fix the to myself and to those who have presented and no very courteous terms, without the shadow of

time at which passengers may be certain to concurred in this highly complimentary address,to an argument, or the least attempt of an argu .

obtain their tickets for any journey from the make someremarks on that report. The address ex - mentcontroverting the grounds ofmy decision , as

various stations, it being understood that the presses pain and regret at the particular remark here referred to, and relied on by me in the couro

trains shall not start before the appointed time. which is quoted as alleged in the report to have I below , and without any reason whatever being

Every attention willbe paid to ensurepunctuality, been made by Mr Justice Blackburn in reversing given for adjudging those grounds to be erroneous .

as far as it is practicable ; but the directors give my decision . I am deeply sensible of this very However much I may regret this result of the

notice that the company do not undertake that kindly feeling on my behalf , but I cannot but appeal which I allowed to be made, and however

the trains shall start or arrive at the time add , and perhaps many will anticipate what I am indignant I may feel at the language reported to

specified in the bills ; nor will they be accountable about to say, that I read that remark , and the have been used towards myself, I have the larga

for any loss, inconvenience, or injury, which may other anseemly remarks alleged to havebeen made I consolation of being countenanced in myviews, ad
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regards the main point in this case , by one of the BANKRUPTCY LAW . and stating that the debt was due to him in
most eminent courts of jurisprudence in the whole that capacity . The registrar refused to admit
world - -the Supreme Court of the United States - KINGSTON -ON -THAMES COUNTY COURT. | the proof, but admitted it as a claim .
in which this very question as to whether a Friday, April 17 . Held, that he ought to have admitted the proof.
common carrier can , by entering into a special

Re THREADKELL ; Ex parte SHRUBSOLE.
W . applied to prove against the estate for money

eontract with a party for carrying his goods or advanced to the bankrupt on condition that he
person on modified terms, stipulate for immunity | THE KINGSTON BURIAL BOARD, GARNISHEES. should share in the profits of the bankrupt's
for the negligence of himself and his servants, has Liquidation by arrangement- Absolute garnishee business. The registrar admitted the proof,
been made the subject of a most elaborate and ex order a " charge" on debt attached within the

allowing W . to vote, but postponing his right
haustive judgment in the negative. By that 12th and 16th sections of the Bankruptcy Act | to a dividend till the other creditors were satis
judgment, after a full review of the law of 1869. fied .
earriers, and after a special reference to our Rail. In this case the liquidating debtor had entered Held , that theHeld +1

way and Canal Traffic Act, as substantially a into a contract, dated 24th Nov. 1873, with the and that as a matter of course the resolution
return to the rules of the common law , and Kingston Burial Board for the execution of cer.

passed at the first meeting must be set aside,
after commenting on the necessity of standing tain works. On the 9th Jan . 1874 , a garnishee and a fresh meeting held .
firmly to those principles of law by which the summonswas issued against the board by Messrs.

Shrubsole , the judgment creditors of the liquidatpublic interests are protected, now that the
Smyly , barrister, instructed by Messrs. Sol

and Co., in support of the appeal from the regis
earrier and his

debtor :
customer do not stand on a

trar's decision .footing of equality , the business being mostly order wasmade thereon for £44 10s. 3d.,debtand
concentrated in a few powerful corporations, costs. On the 19th Jan , a certificate was signed Jordan , barrister, instructed by Partington and
whose position enables them to impose such by the surveyor of the completion of the works Allen , for the trustees appointed at tho first

conditions on travel and transport as they in the contract, and of a balance of £76 4s. 4d . meeting.
think fit . the customers being completely in being due to the liquidating debtor. On the 20th | This was a motion on behalf of Alfred Audrey

their power, the decision of the court was pro . Jan . the petition for liquidation was filed , and on Broad , of 35 , Walbrook , London , public ac
nounced to be " that it is not just and reasonable the 5th Feb. resolutions were duly passed and a countant, the official liquidator of the Imperial
in the eye of the law for a common carrier to trustee appointed . The trustee now applies for Rubber Company , Limited, in liquidation , for an
stipulate for exemption from responsibility for an order upon the burial board to pay to him the order that the decision of the registrar, at the
the negligence of himseif or his servants." I balance of £76 4s. 4d ., certified to be due as first meeting of creditors on the 26th March last ,
sould not have desired a more complete vindica - above. Messrs. Shrubsole oppose this applica - | whereby he refused to admit the proof of Mr.
tion of the views I had previously formed on this tion and apply for an order that the sum of Broad as official liquidator for the sum of
subiect, and in accordance with which I decided / £44 10s. 3d ., for which they have obtained a £141 8s. 6d. as a proof, but admitted thesameas
the case of Tavlor v . the Great Eastern Railway / garnishee order against the burial board as above, a claim only , and refused to allow him to vote at
Company. I have only further to add, gentle. , may be paid to them on the ground thatunder such the meeting, should be reversed and set aside.
mon . for your satisfaction as to my rulings in last mentioned order they are creditors holding and the proof admitted on the estate. 2 . That
general, otherwise I should not have condescended a “ charge,” and therefore a security on property | the decision of the registrar,whereby he admitted
žo allude to the matter. that only one appeal of the bankrupt, under the 12th and 16th sectionsof the proof of Richard Wood, of John -street
from my decisions had sncceeded up to the time of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869. According to the recent | Mill, Heywood , Manufacturer, for the sum of
this late extraordinary affair in the Court of case of Emmanuel v. Bridger, Roberts Garnishee £417 13s. 9d ., and allowed Mr. Wood to vote at
Queen 's Bench . In all other cases my rulings I ( Q . B . Weekly Notes, Feb . 21st, 1874 .) That case, the meeting in respect thereof, should also be
had been affirmed . With regard to the one ex . as reported , indeed goes much farther than thereported, indeed goes much farther than the reversed and set aside. 3. That the resolutions
eeption , being that of an appeal from a judgment present, for it decides that an absolute garnishee alleged to have boen passed at the first meeting

of mine in this court, I have been quite unable order is a charge not only on the debt due from should be set aside, and a fresh meeting called
to ascertain upon what grounds or to what extent the garnishee, but on goods belonging to the to appoint a trustee, and for such other pur
the Superior Court disgented , if it did dissent, / garnishee of which his creditor had taken poses as it is competent for a first meeting of
from that judgment, and I much regret being possession by his agent under a billof sale, and creditors to transact.

thne unable to obtain this information , as the on which the agent had a lien for an advance of The bankrupt carried on business as an iron

ease involved a question of some nicety and £50 made by him without notice of any attach - merchant at 5 , Todd- street, Manchester. It ap
novelty in the law of real property , in which I ment. I confess that I have some difficulty in peared from an affidavit of Mr. Paterson , who

had had large practical experience when at the following the latter part of this decision , and have attended as the proxy of Mr. Broad at the first
bar, having been for several years conveyancing somedoubt as to the correctness of the report ; meeting , that at that meeting he presented a
counsel to one of the largest of our railway com . but I think that it is quite clear that an absolute proof on behalf of Mr. Broad , the Official liqui.
panies, and having advised on the title to great garnishee order constitutes a charge upon the dator, for £141 8s. 6d ., at the foot of which he
part of the property over which their lines now debt due from the garnishee within themeanings was appointed proxy ofMr. Broad . On his pre
run . I cannot conclude these remarks without of the above sections of the Bankruptcy Act , senting the proof it was obiected to by the soli .

again deeply thanking you . Mr. Cockerell, and all 1869, and therefore that Messrs . Shrubsole are citor for the petitioning creditor. on the ground

cho have signed or concurred in this address , for entitled under the order obtained by them to a that no evidence of the appointment ofMr. Broad

the exceeding great gratification I have derived charge for $ 4 103. 3d . On the balance of as official liquidator was given , bevond the state .

from it. It will be ever treasured by me with 276 48. 4d ., found due from the burial board as ment in the affidavit of debt that he was official
warm feelings of both pride and pleasure, and above, and to the receipt of the same from the liquidator, and the registrar allowed the obiection

with a constant and grateful remembrance of so burial board , and likewise to receive their costs and admitted the proof as a claim only , and
ample a testimony of confidence , respect, and of this application from the estate. refused to allow Mr. Paterson , as Mr. Broad' s
aympathy under somewhat trying circumstances , proxy , to vote in the proceedings of themeeting .

and I can but hope that no conduct on my part in Ex parte Marsh ; Ex parte BAYLEY. At the same meeting a proof was presented by
future, any more than in the past, will tend to Written orders to debtor - " Charges " under the

Mr. Wood for the sum of £417 13s. 9a , in respect
diminish that respect and confidence, or cause 12th and 16th sections of the B . A . 1869. of money lent and advanced. That proof was
less agreeable relations to exist between us. THESE two claimants obtained written orders objected to by one of the creditors present, and

The following is the textof theaddress referred from the liquidating debtor, dated respectively the Mr. Wood was thereupon examined upon oath

to : 3rd and 16th Jan., for the respective sums of before the registrar, when he admitted that the

“ To Edmond Beales, Esq., Judge of the County £17 11s. 9d. and £10, addressed to the burial money for which he sought to prove against the

Courts of Circuit No. 35. board , and directing them to pay the above estate had been lent under the stipulation that he

" Dear Sir. - We, the undersigned , barristers . amounts out of any moneys due from them under should share in the profits of the business. He

st-law or attorneys practising before you in the the above contract to the debtor, and which orders alleged that the loan was made under a written
eovrts of which you are the judge, have read were therefore given previously to the surveyor's contract pursuant to the Partnership Amendment
with much pain and regret a report in the Law certificate, and also to the filing of the petition Act, whereby, although he was to participate in

Times of 17th Feb . 1874 , of a remark alleged to for liquidation above stated . I think that guch the profits, he was still not to be constituted a
have been made by Mr Justice Blackburn in orders are clearly equitable charges, and amount partner . That objection was overruled by the

mit of so much of the debt registrar, and the proofadmitted, and Mr.Woodreversing a decision given by you in the case of to assignments in equity of so much of the debt.
Taylor v. The Great Eastern Railwau, that if Row v. Dauson (1 Ves. 331), and Bell v . The allowed to vote at the meeting. Thereupon reso
you were in the habit of making such rulings he London and North -Western Railway Company lutions appointing Mr. Wood and another crea
(Mr Justice Blackburn ) owned he thought the (15 Beav . 518 ) , and are also charges within the | ditor trustees in the matter , without security ,

Lord Chancellor should bemadeaware of it. meaning of the 12th and 16th sections of the Bank . and without a committee of inspection , were

“ Without discussing the particular point ruptcy Act 1869. The claimants are therefore declared by the registrar to have been passed ;
titled to receive the above sums of 217 Us 98. hence the present application to reverse this deci

before the Court of Queen 's Bench in the case
alluded to , or presuming in any way to question

and £10 respectively from the burialboard , which sion , and to order a fresh meeting to be called .

the correctness of the viewstaken by that eminent
together with the sum of £14 109. 3d., payable to ! Upon the first point Smyly submitted that for

judge, we think it due to you to state that we
Messrs. Shrubsole , make the sum of £72 2s. Od., the purpose of mere proof of debt, inasmuch as

ying the sum of £4 28. 2d . only payable to the debt itself was not disputed , the statement of
have been perfectly satisfied with your ruling
generally ; that we consider you bestow more

the trustee. The claimants , Marsh and Bayley , are | Mr. Broad that he was official liarilator was

tban usual attention and care on all cases coming
of course also entitled to their costs from the sufficient to have the proof admitted , although

before you ; that your judicial conduct during
estate. With regard to these two charges, I have Mr. Broad had not as a separate allegation stated

the whole time you have been the judge of this
assumed that they were given for present value, that he was official liquidator. Still having de

circuit has commanded our high respect and
and not for previous debts, in which case they scribed himself as such , if such statement were

esteem ; and that we have the fullest confidence |
would be fraudulent preferences, and void under false he was liable to be prosecuted for perjury ;

in your able and impartial administration of the
the 92nd section . The burial board must also and he quoted the case of Ex parte Lowenthal

law in your several courts.” | have their costs from the estate . (22 Weekly Reporter , p . 459 ), in support thereof,

[Signed by four barristers and thirty attorneys
Upon the second question , as to the admission of
Mr. Wood's proof, he submitted that Mr. Wood

practising in the several courts. ] . MANCHESTER COUNTY COURT. under the circumstances could not prove at all
Friday , April 17 . upon the estate. It might be contended that,

(Before J. A . RUSSELL, Q . C ., Judge.) although by the operation of the Partnership
The Liberal party in Preston have decided not Re C . L . CLARKE . Amendment Act he was debarred from receiving

to oppose the return ofMr. Holker. Bankruptcy - Partnership -- Admission of proof of a dividend until all the other creditors had been
In charging the Grand Jury at the Salford official liquidator of creditor company without paid 20s, in the pound, he was still entitled

Hundred Quarter Sessions, on Monday, the proof of appointment- Admission of proof of to prove on the estate , subject to that dis
Deputy Chairman remarked that out of the sixty . ' debt of a partner of the debtor. ability ; but the case of Ex parte Mills (L .
Bix prisoners for trial twenty -three could neither B ., official liquidator of a company ofwhich bank. Rep. 8 Ch . Ap. 569 ; 28 L . T . Rep. N . S . 606 )
pead nor write, twenty-one could only read and rept was a debtor, applied to prove the debt, covered the whole question . Healso referred to
write imperfectly, and only two could read and offering no evidence of his appointment as sect. 16 , sub -sect. 2 , and to sect. 32 of the Bank
write well. official liquidator beyond making his affidavit, ' ruptcy Act 1869, by the latter of which it is pro
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vided that, with the exception of certain pre. / rity . He then contended that the agreements , “ expenses ; ” and further, the words, “ and
ferential claims, which are paid in full, " all debts were also void . He said cases had no doubt been as to such costs on trust to pay the same
provable under the bankruptcy shall be paid pari decided where it had been held that an agreement " to the execution creditor," but the section

passu ;” and as this was a case in which it was to give a bill of sale need not be registered, but declares no trust in favour of the execution
elear that Mr. Wood would not be entitled to be the law was now clearly laid down by the Court creditor. It therefore appears to me impossible

paid pari passu with the other creditors, then of Appeal in Eæ parte Mackay (28 L . T . Rep . to hold that after notice of the presentation of
his was not a debt provable, at least until all the N . S . 828 ) and Ex parte Brown (28 L . T . Rep . a bankruptcy petition , the sheriff holds any part

other creditors had been paid 20s, in the pound. N . S . 828 ) ; re Jevons (8 L . Rep . Ch . Ap.) , where it of the proceeds of the sale on trust, to pay the
Jordan , in reply , arened that it was incumbent was decided that an agreement for a bill of sale, same to the execution creditor , should the debtor

apon Mr. Broad to give the fullest proof to the if relied on as an equitable assignment of pro - | be adjudged bankrupt within the fourteen days.

sourt that he was official liquidator as represented perty ..
Prenresented | perty , must be registered . He argued that the and consequently in that event the sheriff is under

by him in his affidavit : in fact, such proof as | property at the date of the bankruptcy was in the no obligation and has no right to pay over any

would satisfy a court of common law of that order and disposition of the bankrupts with the part of the proceeds of the siorder and disposition of the bankrupts with the part of the proceeds of the sale to the execution
fact ; and, inasmuch as therewas nothing beyond | consent of the true owner, formal possession only | creditor , and this conolusion is confirmed by a

the mere statement in his affidavit , and Mr. Broad having been taken , and would pass to the trustee ; reference to the 73rd section of the Act of 1861,
slid not attend in person then the registrar was and , further , that the property was also in the which concludes with this proviso . “ provided

right in admitting his proof as a claim only , and apparent possession of the debtors, and there - also that in case of bankruptcy the costs and

refusing the right to vote in respect thereof. | fore the securities were void against the trustee | expenses of such action and execution (i. e .

Upon the second point he stated that, after theafter the under the Bills of Sale Act. He cited Ex parte reddendo singula singulis, the costs of such

judgment ofMellish , L . J ., in the case of Ex parte Lewis ; re Henderson . The property seized under action , and the expenses of the execution ) shall

Mills, he could scarcely argue the case further, the bill of sale had realised L685 ,which he claimed be retained and paid out of the proceeds of the

but he submitted that Mr. Wood had a clear on behalf of the trustee, less the usual costs of sale and the balance only after such payment be

right to prove on the estate, although his right to sale . paid to the assignees.” Now there is no such

Teceive dividend would be kept in abeyance until Leigh contended that possession having been proviso to the 87th section of the Act of 1869, and

all the other creditors had been satisfied . taken by Mr. Wimpenny before any act of bank- that section omits entirely the words “ costs "

His HONOUR said that independently alto
ruptcy had been committed , he had a good title and “ such action ," and the only conclusion I can
against the trustee. Mr. Wimpenny had done draw from such omission is that under the Act

gether of the case quoted by Mr. Smyly on the more than take formal possession , and the pro . now in force, the execution creditor is not entitled
first point, he should have been of opinion that perty had been taken out of the order and disposi- to the costs in question . The order of the court
the fact that Mr. Broad was the official liqui. || tions of the bankrupts. therefore is, that the Sheriff of Suffolk do within
dator was sufficiently averred in his affidavit. The REGISTRAR said he was against Mr. Leigh fourteen days pay over to the trustee the sum of
There could not certainly, in order to admit a on this point, and he should make the order asked £5 6s., and also pay his own costs, and that the
proof upon the file , be more required than that for by the trustee . trustee beallowed his costs out of the estate.
the person making the proof should primâ facie
be entitled to prove. In the affidavit in this case
there were three distinct affirmations — first, that YARMOUTH COUNTY COURT,

LEGAL NEWS.he wasMr. A . A . Broad ; secondly, that hewas a Wednesday , March 25 .
pnblio accountant; and, thirdly, that he was the

official liquidator of the Imperial Rubber Com (Before J . WORLLEDGE, Esq., Judge.) THE CHAIRMANSHIP OF THE NOTTS QUARTER

pany. Mr. Jordan had argued that that was not Ex parte THE TRUSTEE ; Re BRYANT (a liqui- |
| SESSIONS. - -At the Notts Quarter Sessions on

a sufficiently distinct affirmation , but he (his we| Tuesday, a letter was read from Lord Belper
dating debtor.)

Honour) held , upon the authority of Lord Cairns, Seizure by sheriff under erecution - Bankruptcy of held the position for a lengthened period . Onresigning the chairmanship . His Lordship has

in Re Lowenthal, that there was sufficient upon debtor within fourteen days - Sherif not entitled being appointed lord lieutenant of the county,

the face of the affidavit to entitle Mr. Broad to to retain for the creditor his costs of action . nine years ago , he was desirous of resigning thepat his proof upon the file in the character in Ilis HONOUR . - In this case a question has arisenchairmanship ,but was induced by the magistrates
which he described himself. With regard to the between the trustee,Mr. Etheridge,and the sheriff to retain it . “ Now , however,advancing yearshave
second point, namely , whether or not the debt in of Suffolk , as to the proper construction of the compelled his Lordship to send in a positive
this case, having arisen out of a transaction 87th section of the Bankruptcy Act 1869 as com
which was within the statute of 1865 - the Part- pared with the corresponding section , the 73rd of Hildyard was appointed to the position .

| resignation. It was accepted , and Mr. T . B . T .

Dership Law Amendment Act — was capable of the Bankruptcy Act 1861, and which has been JUSTICE IN THE MOFUSSIL . - The relationg

being proved under the bankruptcy , Ex parte brought before me in the form of a special case between the Bench and the Bar in India are not
Mills was quite a distinct authority . The Lords without argument. The facts upon which the universally of the most amicable description , if

Justices had decided in that case that a lender in question has arisen are as follows : -- The sheriff a case reported in the Indian papers as having

auch a case as this was not entitled to appear as a of Suffolk , under an execution at the suit of just occurred at Mysore may be taken as r .
ereditor at all until the other creditors were satis Messrs.Kent, ironinongers , Beccles, seized and sold

fied. That being the case, he (his Honour) must presenting the ordinary state of affairs. The
goods of the debtor to the amount of £71 178. 9d .

disagree with the opinion formed by the chairman
Bench figures in the person of Major Logan , and

From which he made the following the Bar is that of Mr. Hayes , barrister-at- law ,of the meeting, and hold , in the first place, that deductions :
It may not unnaturally be asked how it happena

the proof of Mr. Broad had been improperly £ s. d .
Expenses of the levy . ... .. . .... ...... ..

Tejected , and in the next that the proof of Mr.
that a gentleman bearing a title usually confined

2 16 6
Wood must be expunged . Mr. Smyly 's third Sheriffs' poundage to persons of the military profession comes to

application, namely, that another meeting of cre Auctioneers' expenses of sale, & c . 7 40 administer justice in the Mofussil. This is
One years rentdue to the landlord 7 explained by the fact that Major Logan belongs toditors should be called for the appointment of a
Costs of the execution -creditor in

Iresh trustee, would follow . Costs of both sides the Bench on the strength of being a member of
obtaining judgment paid to his theMysore Commission , " the officers of which ,"to come out of the estate . solicitor, Mr. Angell ... 5 6 0

£25 188 , 3d . we are told, “ used to conduct their business in a
free and easy manner .” The introduction of the

(Before the REGISTRAR .) £45 193. 6a . | Bar in the provinces in 1867 necessitated a system
And the sheriff paid the balance £45 198. 6d. to and a regularity of procedure from which these

Re STUBBS, ROBERTON AND Co. the trustee. The trustee admits that the sheriff officials were averse, and to which they have not

Bill of sale - Assignment of partnership property had a right to deduct all the itemsexcept the last, 1 yet reconciled themselves. Major Logan , at all

by one partner, the £5 6s . paid by the sheriff to the plaintiff's events, has never quite got over the interference
Addleshaw (Addleshaw and Warburton ) , on solicitor, which the trustee now claims from the of professionaladvocates in the administration of
behalf of the trustee, applied for an order sheriff. There is no authority at all bearing on justice, and lately took an opportunity of show .

declaring two agreements and a bill of sale, dated the point in dispute , and the question depends ing his sentiments. Mr. Hayes had refused to
Tegpectively 10th Oct. 1871, 10th April 1872, and solely on the construction of the 87th section of sign an entry brought him as he was going homo

17th May 1872, and given by the bankrupts to a the Act of 1869. And the words of the section by the Nazir of the court, on the grounds that it

gentleman named Winpenny, to be void as against material to the decision of this case are as follows : was incorrect. On his next appearance before
the trustee. He said the bankrupts , on the 10th “ The sheriff shall retain the proceeds of such the Major a scene occurred such as we are
Oct. 1871, borrowed from Mr. Wimpenny a sum sale in his hands for a period of fourteen days, accustomed to associate only with courts of
of £250 , and signed an agreement of that date , by and upon notice being served upon him within justice in the back States of America . “ Look
which they agreed when requested to execute a that period of a bankruptcy petition having been here , Sir , " cried the Major, “ your conduct ha .

bill of sale . The debtors should have repaid that presented against such trader shall hold the pro - been in the highest degree improper, and almost
amount on the 10th April 1872 , but they were ceeds of such sale, after deducting expenses , impertinent." Mr. Hayes, interrupting , solemnly
unable to do so , and & second agreement was on trust to pay the same to the trustee, '' protested against such language being addressed
entered into to the like effect. It recited a then and the section further enacts that if there to him ; but the Major would not listen , and ,
present advance which appeared to have been an be no notice of the presentation of a bank according to the Times of India , continued in
error, as it was clear from the evidence of the ruptcy petition within fourteen days, or no these words :- " Do you think I am going to allow

debtors as well as the examinations of Wimpenny adjudication of bankruptcy within that period, a fellow styling himself a barrister -at-law - and
that no amount was advanced at that time. In the sheriff shall deal with the proceeds of the barrister he may be for all I know and care - to

the following month ,May 1872 , Mr. Leigh applied sale as if he had received no notice of a bank - flout my officers (to the face as you have dono ?

to the debtors to pay the amountdue to Mr. Wim - ruptcy petition . In the present case it is clear You do not understand your duties as a pro
penny or to execute a bill of sale which he had the debtor is a trader, and the section applies as fessional man should , and as a barrister should .
prepared . Roberton executed it. bnt Stubbs well to cases of liquidation as of bankruptcy. I will turn you out of my comurt. I mean what [

declined to do so , and wrote Mr. Leigh to that And the question is , are the costs of the writ and say - I will turn you out of my court. I will
effect. On the 17th May possession was taken obtaining judgment included in the word " ex . report you to my superiors and have it donc."

by Mr. Wimpenny, and on the 21st May 1872, penses.” Now , the words “ after deducting ex . Mr. Hayes then asked Major Logan in what

Stubbs filed a petition for liquidation , and penses," immediately following the words " the capacity he was addressing him . He said : “ The
Roberton also filed a petition on the 2nd July proceeds of such sale , ” would naturally , I think , court is not particularly engaged just now . I
following . They were both adjudicated bankrupts mean (as contended by the trustee in the special have knocked off work . I am addressing you

on the 11th July, and Mr. Milne was appointed case) the expenses of the sale , or at all events no extra -judicially. Now I will hear you ." Tue

trustee under the bankruptcy. He (Addleshau ) more than the sheriff' s expenses. But there is result was that the Nazir , being called on for for
contended that the bill of sale was void against another consideration which appears to me almost his version of the affair , the judge expressed

the trustee , as it purported to assign partnership conclusive in the trustee's favour. Had it been himself as " thoroughly satisfied with the
property, and was signed by one partner only . He intended that the execntion creditor should have explanation . Whether this little episode will
eited the case of Harrison v . Jackson ( 7 T . R . his costs of action and obtaining judgment have the effect of modifying the Major ' s horror

207) in support of his contention that partners deducted before payment over to the trustee, I of a barrister appearing before him we are not
conld not bind each other by deed unless the should have expected to find the words “ costs informed . It ought, at all events, to make him

authority to do so was under seal. In this case of suit and obtaining judgment," or some more cautious for the future how he expresses

Stubbs expressly repudiated Roberton 's autho. such words, after and coupled with the word himself on the subiect.- Globe.
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A PETITION has been lodged in the Hanaper and he gave evidence before the late committee articled clerks proposed by the above Bill may be
Office, Dublin , against the return of Mr. George against imprisonment for debt. While some 8000 shortly stated as follows. After reciting the
O 'Donnell, M . P . for Galway borough , on the annnally go to prison , more than half for sums 23 & 24 Vict. c . 127, s. 10 , which prohibits articled
grounds of intimidation and undue influence. below 48s., it is clear the majority must do so clerks from holding any office or engaging in any

IN a letter to the members of the legal profeg. from sheer inability, at any rate when arrested , employmentother than as clerk to the attorney or

sion at Southampton , with which town he was and I still venture to deny the policy of so impri solicitor to whom they are articled, the Bill pro

formerly connected , Lord Chief Justice Cock . soning them , almost entirely at the expense of the poses to abolish such restriction in cases where

burn has expressed his deep sense of their kind . rates and taxes, and should like to see a return to the clerk , prior to entering upon the office, of

ness in sending him an address warmly approving the original system of the County Court Act 1846 , engaging in the employment, shall obtain (1 ) the
his conduct in the recent trial of the pretended by which the creditor directing thearrest paid for written consent of his master, and (2 ) the sanc

Roger Tichborne. the conveyance of his debtor to the prison , if it betion of a judge of one of the Superior Courts of

MUNICIPAL AND PARLIAMENTARY REGISTERS. toomuch to seek theadoption of the Scotch system the Master of the Rolls, & c. With very much

- A communication has been received by the Kid under which creditors have to support their debtor deference to the noble lord who presented the Bill

derminster town council from the Home Secretary , while in prison. If strict legal proof of means and such ofmy professionalbrethren who approve

asking whether the corporation considered it was always required, imprisonment as a punish - of it , I venture to think that the proposed change
will be detrimental to the best interests of thedesirable that there shonia be one register only ment for obstinacy would bemore defensible ; but I will be detrimental to the heet.

for municipaland parliamentary voters. With a
with we all know that proof " to the satisfaction of tho profession . The Bill is doubtless introduced in

view of getting over the difficulty of female voters judge ” is most variable . consequence of the recent case E . parte Greville,

being on themunicipaland not on the parliamen
G . MANLEY WETHERFIELD. in which the Court of Common Pleasheld that the

tary list, it is proposed that there should be but 1,Gresham -buildings, E .C . service of an articled clerk was insufficient be.

one list , and that the list should contain two 20th April, 1874 . cause during the period of service he had , with

columns, one for the parliamentary and one for the consent of his master,held the office of vestry

the municipal franchise. The council were unani. CLERKS TO ATTORNEYS. - I would call the clerk at a remuneration of about £100 per annum .

mously of opinion that there should be only one attention of " A Certificated Managing Clerk ,” This case appears to have been attended with a

register for both.
whose letter appears in your issue of to-day, to certain amount of hardship , inasmuch as the
the case of Bookham v. Potter , Ec parte Rogers

COURT OF ALDERMEN . – A meeting of the
applicant's father , who had held the office, died,

(an Attorney) (18 L . T . Rep. N . S . 479), in which leaving a widow and children, whose support
magistrates of the City was held at Guildhall on the late Lord Chief Justice Bovill says : “ There mainly depended upon the applicant. But " hard
Tuesday , the Lord Mayor presiding. The court is nothing to preventan attorney who is employed cases makebad law .” Notwithstanding the con
proceeded to elect a chief clerk to the Lord Mayor as clerk to another attorney from practising in a ditions mentioned in the new Bill, I am of opinion
at the Mansion House Justice-room . The three County Court ; he must, however, satisfy the that the proposed alteration will have an injurioak
selected candidates who were considered by themy tho provision of the statute requiring him to be en . təndenoy. The periods for which articled clerks
committee most eligible for the appointment were

gaged generally as attorney in the cause. according to circumstances, are bound to serve is
Mr. James Harebooth Gresham , Mr. Charles

John F . HAYNES.
J . B . Hertslet, and Mr. Walter Charles Metcalfe. certainly not too long to enable them to qualify

themselves to pass their intermediate and fira)
On a show of hands the court reduced the number

| STATUTORY LEGISLATION . - At any time it is examinations, and, what is of more practical im .
to two - Mr. Metcalfe retiring. On the final poll

Mr. Gresham had a majority of fourteen votes
not a very easy matter to be posted up in the partance, to fit them to practise their profession .

over Mr. Hertslet. The election was thereupon
differentbranches of the law , especially in Acts of an articled clerk has to studyboth the theory and
Parliament. One Act is passed ; an amendment practice of the various branches of the law , and

declared to have fallen on Mr. Gresham , and he follows, certain sections of the former Act are must make himself acquainted with book -keeping,
thereupon received the congratulations of the repealed , others remain in force ; another amend. in addition to which it is desirable he should
Lord Mayor. The salary of the office is 8001. ment follows, and this makes it exceedingly con . practise elocution, attend law lectures, and, if& year.

fusing to discover what is really enacted . Instead possible , a law debating society. Surely theperiod
POSTMAN AND TUBMAN . — These are offices of attempting to engraft one Act upon another, now appropriated to these matters is notmore than

in the Court of Exchequer which are now would it not be sinpler and much more intelligible suficient, especially when we know that in many

merely honorary appointments, but they date to incorporate the provisions of the first Act in cases study is frequently deferred until the last

from a very remote period , being almost coeval the second, and thus entirely erase the former year or two of the term . In addition to these
with the constitution of the court itself. In from the statute book . Instead of having several considerations, I think that the proposed Bill will
ancient times they conferred great privileges statutes to refer to, practitioners would find the | open the door to abuses, and is derogatory to the
upon their holders. Amongst others the holders whole of the law on one particular subject con - dignity of our Profession . I have discussed the

enjoyed a precedence of even the law officers tained in one enactment.| tained in one enactment. The only objection | matter with a considerable number of my legalThe only obiection
of the Crown in making motions and in bring, which there can be will be a little extra expense friends, and their coincidence with my views in
ing other matters under the cognisance of the in printing. This suggestion occurred to mewhen duces me to address you this letter. T . C .
Bench . The Hon . A . Thesiger, Q . C ., and Mr. perusing the 9th section of the Real Property

A . Cohen, Q .C ., who recently held these offices, I Limitations Bill. MINO . . .
having vacated them by reason of their accept TOWN CLERKS AS POLITICAL AGENTS. - Will
ances of silk gowns, the Lord Chief Baron on READING FOR THE FINAL EXAMINATION . - As you allow me to refer to a question which was

Tuesday morning called upon Mr. R . E . Webster an articled clerk I wish to ask , through the in several instances raised during the last Parlig

and Mr. Anstey, as senior members of tho outer medium of the LAW TIMES, if some one of your mentary election, viz., the propriety of town
Bar, to take their seats respectively as postman correspondents will kindly furnish a list of books clerks in municipal boroughs where the mayor

and tubman . The learned gentlemen took their that may be advantageously read for the final is the returning officer, acting as the legal
seats acc examination . Ihave twelve months' time in which agents of either candidate at such election ,

The New BARONET. – Mr. Philip Rose, of to prepare, and have no intention of reading for The town clerk of this town , a solicitor of the

Rayners, near Wycombe, Buckinghamshire, who honours. I should like a useful course, such as most undoubted respectability , strongly maintaine

is about to be raised to a baronetcy in recognition was contributed by Mr. Wilkinson , of Liver. his right to act, and did so, preparing the candi.
of his services to the Conservative party in refer . | pool, through your columns some five vears ago : dates nominaton paper, and afterwards advising

ence to elections and the last Reform Bill, is a son perhaps that gentleman may do the like again . I thereturning officer (themayor) that such nomina

of the late Mr. William Rose, of High Wycombe, have read thoroughly the intermediate textbooks. tion had been legally made. On the other hand

by Charlotte, daughter of Mr. William Baly. He It will, no doubt, be a favour to others besides the late Mr. Stone, in his Town Councillors

was born in the year 1816 , and was admitted a myself who read the LAW TIMES. VINGT-SEPT. Manual says it is the town clerk 's duty " To act

solicitor in 1836 . He practised for many years in as adviser to the Mayor at Parliamentary elec
Westminster as a partner in the well-known firm tions," and in his reply to a letter from me in

of Baxter, Rose, Norton, and Co., and was ap : well that the subject recently discussed by the Feb. 1873, states, “ I should never have thought

pointed a Treasurer of the County Courts during the Union Society of London , namely , that greater of taking a retainer for any candidate, and consi

tenure of office by the Conservative Party in 1858. facilities should be afforded by barristers desirous dering the many points which require attention

He is a magistrate for Buckinghamshire , and also of becoming solicitors , has now found its place in under the Ballot *Act, the employment of the

a Commissioner of Lieutenancy for Middlesex. your columns. For I venture to doubt whether town clerk , or his partner, would, I think , be

He married in 1840, Margaret, daughter of Mr. the cases in which barristers are so desirous are inconsistent with their duty as advisers of the

Robert Ranking , by whom he has with other now -a -days quite so “ few and far between " as mayor in his capacity of returning officer. It

issue a son , Philip Frederick , who was born some seem to imagine. All who consider the would not have been tolerated in Leicester ; and

in 1842 , and who married in 1866 Rose Anne, subject will surely agree in the justice of your so careful was I to hold the scales evenly that I

daughter of the late Rev . William Wollaston Pym , observations in your last week 's issue,when ,after did not even vote.” Which is right ? Surely in

formerly Rector of Willian , Hertfordshire . reminding your readers that a barrister is required matter of this kind there should be some general
to be disbarred , and then to serve in the office of understanding. AN OLD SUBSCRIBER.

an attorney-at- law for three years as an articled

CORRESPONDENCE OF THE clerk before he can be admitted on the roll of
attorneys (22 & 23 Vict. c . 127, s . 3 ) , you express

PROFESSION , your opinion that “ to require a barrister to enter
NOTES AND QUERIES ON

into articles of clerkship before he can become a POINTS OF PRACTICE .
Nore. This Departmentof the LAW TIMES being open to solicitor is a degrading ceremony, and such a

free discussion on all professional topics, the Editor is not
responsible for any opinions or statements contained in it . position cannot be defended for a moment. It is

not to be overlooked that the law as it at present
Queries.

stands further obliges the barrister to go through
96 . EXPENSES FOR KEEP OF Dog .- Can any of your

COUNTY COURT COMMITTALS. - As the failure readers refer me to a case or cases bearing upon the

of Mr. Bass's Bill gives a new lease, so to speak , question as to whether the finder of a dog , is entitled

to this power, your observations as to the " strict nations : and my object in now troubling you is to expenses for keep, without having advertised thedog

proof in each case that the original summons had to suggest the desirability of seizing the oppor . as found , or given notice to the police office ?
tunity offered by the present Attorneys and Soli.reached defendant ” aremost important. Allow me

A SOLICITOR.

suggest an easy way of carrying out the sug citors' Bill to relieve barristers who have passed 97. DOG TRESPASSING .- A . finds a dog hunting game
gestion where defendants havenotbeen personally the general examination of the Inns of Court, on his land, the dog is the property of B . A . goes to B .

rved with the first summons, by granting a new from the useless annoyance of being required to and tells him ifhe again finds the dog on his ( A 's ) land,
'alatonce on theswornstatementof thedefendant pass the intermediate examination . It is well he will shoot the dog . Has A , a right to do so ? X .

pearing on the judgmentsummonsthathehadnot known that the general examination of the Inns
98 . LAW OF BANKING. - With reference to the statutee

Yonally contracted plaintiff ' s debt and then the of Court 18 , to say the least, of a severe nature ; limiting the issues by Country bankers of notes payable

• doubted law in Jolly v . Rees should be applied , and it is surely absurd to require anyone who, by on demand ,and authorising such bankers to draw bille

nd the cases referred to in Parliament of debts | passing it , has fulfilled what is now an essential of exchange, at not exceeding 21 days after date, on their

contracted with tallymen by labourers' wives and qualification for a call to the bar to pass the London correspondents on unstamped paper, and to pay

daughters would cease. I do not quite follow intermediate in the eventof his wishing to become a composition in lieu of stamp duty upon such bank
notes and bills ofexchange ; wonld a banking company,your remarks as to Mr. Commissioner Kerr. Cer. , a solicitor. when its circulation of notes is at the extent of its

tuinly that judge has had very large experience, ' - The alterations in the law as to the service of limit, be justified in drawing and issuing such drafts,

THE ATTORNEYS S RS ' DI

th he " ami.
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using the nameof one of its own clerks in the bank as THE SOLICITORS' BENEVOLENT
payee of such bills of exchange ? It is assumed that ASSOCIATION . THE GAZETTES.
the object of using such bills of exchange would be to The thirty -second half-yearly generalmeeting ofobtain a circulation exceeding the statutable limit , and

that no value had been given by the payee on themaking the members and friends of the Solicitors' Bankrupts.
thereof. Z . Benevolent Association was held lastWednesday , Gazette, April 17 .

at the hall of the Incorporated Law Society, To surrender at the Bankrupts' Court , Basinghall-street.

Chancery-lane, for the purpose of receiving the OSBORNE, JAMES GODOLPHIN , accountant, the Crescent, Clap
LAW SOCIETIES.. half-yearly report and statement of accounts

ham -common , and Budge-row , Cannon -st . Pet . March 35
Reg . Spring -Rice. Sol. Carr, Rood - la . Sur. April 30

from the directors, and to transact other business. To surrender in the Country .

ARTICLED CLERKS' SOCIETY . The chair was taken by Mr. Park Nelson ; and BROOKS, GEORGE, and BROOKS, JOHN , wood dealers, Bredhurst.
Pet. April 14. Reg . Scudamore. Sur . April 30

OUR readers should be aware of the existence of amongst those present were Messrs. Williams, MOULE, WILLIAM JAMES, milliner , Barnstaple. Pet . April 8 .
Rendfoot, Brook , Williamson , Styan , Girand, Reg . Bencraft . Sur. April 25

this society,which hold its meetings in the imme SWAIN , GEORGE, jeweller, Birmingham . Pet . April 10 . Reg .

diate vicinity of the law offices. The subscription Young, Smith , Redpath and Janson . Chauntler. Sur. April 27

is nominal, the advantages to be gained by per The secretary , Mr. T . Eiffe, read the notice Gazette , April 21.

severing membership are beyond question . The
convening the meeting and also the minutes of To surrender at the Bankrupts ' Court, Basinghall -street.

questions are not of a merely technical character,
the last generalmeeting , which were confirmed . BARNES, FREDERICK , confectioner , High-st, Southwark . Pet.

April 17. Ref . Brougham . Sur. May 1The report stated that since October last 64bat are sufficiently elastic and comprehensive to ESTCOURT, SAMUEL, packer, London -wall. Pet . April 18. Reg.
additional members had been admitted , increas Roche. Sur . May 7

afford to speakers an opportunity to display their ing the aggregate number of members to 2301, of LANE, CHARLES LEVESON , club proprietor, Pall Mall. Pet. April
qatorical powers, and exhibit their acquaintance 17 . Reg . Murray . Sur. May 5

with matters interesting to the Profession .
whom 807 were life, and 1494 annual. Twenty . MARRINER,GEORGE, merchant, Little Moorfields. Pet. April 18 .

two life members were also contributors to the Reg . Roche . Sur . May 1

Members entering the society between the 2nd of SCHONBERG, FERDINAND JOHN , and PAYNE, RANDOLPH , wine

April and the 2nd Nov. pay for the first year a
Association . The receipt of the half-year merchante, Exeter-st, Strand. Pet. April 18. Reg . Roche . Sur.

May 7

subscription of 58.
(exclusive of the balance of £266 98. 5d ., from

All communications as to To surrender in the Country.

membership or otherwise are to be addressed to
the previous account) had been £1361 188. 41 . CAHEX, VICTOR, importer ofwatches, Birmingham , Pet. April
A further sum of £800 had been invested in 17 . Reg . Chauntler. Sur. May 4

T . J . Baker, Hon. Sec. Ragby Chambers, Great CHEATLE, THOMAS, farmer, Ashby-de-la -Zouch . Pet. April 15 .purchases of India four per cent. stock, increas.James-street, Bedford-row , W . C . Reg . Hubbersty . Sur. May 4
ing the funded capital of the association to COWIE, ALEXANDER SAMUEL WATSox , merchant, Manchester.

The Legal Correspondence Department of the £Ž8,806 2g, 3d. stock : the annual dividends pro.
Pet. April 16 . Reg . Kay . Sur. April 30

above Society (an excellent medium for learning
IRVING , JOHN, draper, Blackburn . Pet. April 16 . Reg . Bolton.duced by which amounted to £1148, a balance of Sur. May 8

and discussing moot points of law ), is open to all GRIFFITH , CHARLES. tailor, Liverpool. Pet . April 17. Reg .£154 198 . 10d . remained at the Union Bank of
law -students without election or other prelimi.

Watson . Sur. May 4
MAPP, THOMAS CHARLES, grocer, Cardiff. Pet. April 16. Reg .nary. London to the credit of the association , and a sum

Annual subscription 28. 6d. Full infor. Langley. Sur. May 5

mation may be obtained on application to J. S . of £15 was in the hands of the secretary . The MCPHERSON , WILLIAM , confectioner, Liverpool. Pet. April 18 .
Reg . Watson . Sur .May 5directors had very much regret to have to record

Rubinstein , Hon . Sec., 5 , Raymond -buildings, POOL, JAMES, currier, Plymouth . Pet . April 16 . Reg . Edmonds.

Gray' s-inn ,'w . C .
| the decease, since their last report, ofan esteemed

Articled clerks should support Sur. April 30
POWERS, SARAH , lodging house keeper, Torquay. Pet . April 16 .all societies of this kind. Reg . Daw . Sur. May 4place they had elected as a director Mr. G . C . RICHMOND, CHARLES, grocer , Birmingham . Pet . April 17. Reg .

Roberts, town clerk of Hull. It afforded the Chauntler . Sur. May 6

INCORPORATED LAW SOCIETY . board great pleasure to announce that Lord Sel BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED.

( THE following circular has been issued by the | borne has kindly consented to preside at the Gazette, April 14 .

council of the Incorporated Law Society : ensuing anniversary festival of the association , BYAM , EDWARD G . captain in the army, Woolston, near South
ampton. Oct. 23, 1673

PROPOSED UNION OF THE INCORPORATED LAW SOCIETY which would take place at Willis' s Rooms on the
WITH THE METROPOLITAN AND PROVINCIAL LAW As 17th June next. The directors trusted that their

Garette, April 17 .

SOCIATION .
BROWNE, HERBERT BLAKELEY, lieutenant in 15th regiment of

professional brethren would cordially support hisMore than a year ago, the Metropolitan and Pro
foot, Gosport. June 30 , 1873 .

lordship by their numerousattendance on theocca | MACARTNEY, GEORGE, Salford. Sept. 14 , 1870
vincial Law Association mooted the question of the
advisability of its dissolution , with a view to its merging sion, in doing which they would be also assisting Liquidations by Arrangement.in the Incorporated Law Society, which it was con to promote the interests of the association , and
midered would , under its new constitution , adequately seventy -two gentlemen had already given their FIRST MEETINGS.
represent the whole body of attorneys and solicitors , names as stewards. Gazette, April 17 .
including the country section , whose interests the
Metropolitan and Provincial Law Association had been

The Chairman , in moving that the report and | ATKINSON ,WILLIAM , and ATKINSON, ROBERT, drapers, Leeds.
Pet. April 13. April 30, at three, at office of Sols. Fawcett and

supposed to take more especially under their charge . statement of the accounts be adopted and printed Malcolm , Leeds
A resolution was passed at the annual general and circulated , congratulated the meeting on the BATTING,RICHARD, grocer, Falmouth . Pet. April 14. May 7,at

three, at office of Sols. Genn and Nalder , Falmouth

meeting of the Metropolitan and Provincial Law As- satisfactory condition of the association. Within BEESON , JOHN EDWARD ,miller, West Bromwich . Pet. April 13.

sociation in June 1872, to the effect that the managing April 29 , at four, at offioe of sol. Sheldon , Wednesbury

committee should report at or before the next general
BLACKWELL, ENOCH , clock case _ maker, Birmingham . Pet.

giety . & cheque
meeting whether it would be for the advantage of the

for 10 April 15 .April 15. April 30, at twelve, at office of Sol. Hawkes, Birming

29sociation that it should be amalgamated with the
hamguineas towards the fund , this being the eighth BLUFF, ROBERT, greengrocer, Median - rd , Lower Clapton . Pet.

Incorporated Law Society , and if so , upon what torms, donation from the same source ; and to -day they April 10 . April 27, at two, at office of J . Godwin , 11, North
and that if necessary the managing committee should had received from Miss Capes, daughter of Mr. bldgs, Finsbury . Sol. Anning, Poultry

BOORE, CHARLES, upholsterer, Brighton . Pet. April 15 . May 4,confer in themeantime with the council of the Incor. George Capes, a deceased director, her fourth atthree, at oflice of Sols . Black , Freeman, and Gell, Brighton
porated Law Society on the subject. annual donation of £5. (Applause.) BOOTH , JOHN, wood turner, Leek . Pet. April 13. May 1, at ten ,

The Met opolitan and Provincial Law Association at the Swan hotel, Leek . Bol. Redfern , Leek
The motion having been soconded and carrled ,

haring ascurtained , by means of a circular , that a very
BROADBELT, ROBERT, cattle dealer, Wakefield . Pet. April 11.

Mr. Girand moved “ That the thanks of this April 28, at eleven , at office of Sols. Barratt and Senior, Wake
widely spread feeling existed that it would be advan . field

tageous to the Profession that the two societies should meeting be and are hereby presented to the direc BRYANT, WILLIAM WAY, coalmerchant, Weymouth , and Wyke

be united , entered upon a correspondence with the tors and auditors for their services during the Regis. Pet. April 11. May 4 , at twelve, at the Auction Mart

council of this society with reference to the terms
Weymouth . Sol. Howard , Melcombe Regis

past half year.” BUMFORD , JOSEPH , victualler, Bristol. Pet. April 10 . May 6 , atupon whicb , on the dissolution of the Metropolitan and This resolution was seconded by Mr. Rendford, eleven , at office of Sol Williams, Bristol
Provincial Law Association, the council would be pre BURNET, JOHN, travelling draper, Nottingham . Pet. April 14 ,

pared to recommend the admission to this society of and carried. May 4, at twelve , at office of Sol. Heath , Nottingham

sach members of the Metropolmembers of it.
BUTLER, HENRY WILLIAM , floor cloth manufacturer , Phipps .
bridge, Merton . Pet. April 13. Aprll 29, at one, at the Guild .

Association as were not already members of it . . it was also carried, " That the thanks of thisit was also and are hereby presented to the hall coffee-house , Gresham -st . Sol. Miller , King-st, Cheapside

A committee of the council had several meetings CAPE, FREDERICK JAMES DAMER, gentleman , Lincoln 's-inn
with a sub -committee of the Metropolitan and Pro ferds. Pet. April 18 . May 6 , at three, at office of Tillyard , 2

council of the Incorporated Law Society for per Sejeant's -inn , Chancery - la . Sols . Tilyard and Gribble, Maryle .

vincial Law Association , at which the terms and con
mitting the use of their hall for the meeting of bone-rd

ditions of such admission were fully discussed . Some CHEETHAM , JOHN ARNETT, packer, Manchester. Pet. April 14.

stipulations , made by the latter, were considered inad . this association .” April 30, at three, at office of Sols . Sale, Shipman , Seddon, and
missible , but the council, in December last, took upon Some conversation then ensued regarding the sale, ManchesterCOSSTICK , GEORGE FREDERICK , grocer, Brighton . Pet. April 14.
themselves to inform the committee of management of publishing of the “ obituary of members ” in the May 6 , at one, at the Old Ship hotel, Brighton . Sol. Hillman ,

the Metropolitan and Provincial Law Association that | book which is circulated amongst the members ; Lewes

they were willing to recommend the proposed union Cox, JAMES RICHARD, pastrycook , Southsea . Pet. April 14 .

and it was fully decided to continue its publica
to themembers of this society upon the understanding

April 30 , at half past three, at offioe of Sol. Walker, Landport

that this society should hold , in the autumn of each
DUNX, SANUEL, coal dealer , Swinton . Pet. April 15 . April 29, at

tion , it being urged that such obituary had its ad . three , at office of Sols . Weston , Grover , and Lees , Manchester

year, a provincial meeting similar, as nearly as might vantages, and was a convenient thing to refer to . FANN, AUGUSTINE WHITE, hosier , Birkenhead . Pet. April 14

be, to the autumnal provincial meetings which have Mr. Williamsmoved, and Mr. Brock seconded , April 30, at two, at office of Sol. Harris, Liverpool
FISHER , WILLIAM JONES, out of business, Long Ashton . Pet

been hitherto held by the Metropolitan and Provincial a cordial vote of thanks to the chairman for pre April 15. April 30, at one, at office of W . Bowman , Gresham .

Law Association , and also that those members of the
siding on the occasion , and the proceedings then I lchmbs , Nicholas-st , Bristol

Metropolitan and Provincial Law Association,whowere FORSTER , EDWARD , schoolmaster, Buckingham Palace- rd , and

rot members of the Incorparated Law Society , should terminated. Atlas-cottages , Perkfields, Putney . Pet. April 13. April 30, at

two, at 128, Buckingham Palace-rd . Sol. Tucker, Serle-st

be admitted into membership , without entrance fee or Lincoln 's -inn
ballot, on payment of the same annual subscription as UNION SOCIETY OF LONDON . FOWLER, CHARLES WALTER, out of business, Walton . Pet .

that paid by the other members of this society .
April 13. May 4, at eleven , at office of Sol : Crozier , Liverpool

At a meeting of the Union Society of London , atThese terms were ultimately accepted by the com
FOWLER, FRANK, pawnbroker , Heaton Norris . Pet. April 15 .

1, Adam -street , Adelphi, held on Tuesday even . May 1, at three, at office of Sols. Reddish and Lake, Stockport

mittee of management of the Metropolitan and Pro . FRASER , ALEXANDER, gentleman , Willsbridge. Pet. April 11.

vincial Law Association, and, by a resolution of that ing, the 21st inst., the following subject was sub . April 27, at twelve, at the County Court offices, Bristol. Sol.
188ociation , passed at a generalmeeting of its members mitted to discussion , and negatived : “ That the Williams

beld on the 11th March last, it was resolved that the
FRITH, Joux , grocer, Burnage, near Withington . Pet. April 14 .

scheme of taxation proposed by the Chancellor of April 30, at three, at office of Sol. Johnston , Stockport
report of the committee of management be received the Exchequer is worthy of the approval of this GARNETT, JAMES FRANCIS, and KING , Joux , curriers, North

and adopted , and that the association be dissolved ampton . Pet. April 10 . April 23 , at three, at office of Sol. Becke,

accordingly as from the first day of Easter Term then
House.' Northampton

GOLDSTRAW , THOMAS, furniture dealer , Goldenhill, and Bursler
Rest. Pet. April 8 . April 27, at eleven , at the Copeland Arms inn

In connection with this subject , the expediency of PROMOTIONS AND APPOINT
Stoke-on - Trent. Sol. Sherratt, Kidsgrove

offering to the younger members of the Profession
GRAY, JOHN, bullder, Ramsgate. Pet . April 15. April 30, at

some further encouragement to join the society has MENTS . three, at i , York -st, Ramsgate . Sol. Edwards, Ramsgate
GUEST, JAMES ELIAS, builder , Dean -ter , Forest-hill. Pet April

been discussed . An impression exists that the neces- N . B . - Announcements of promotions being in the nature 8 April 27, at eleven , at office of Sols. Howard and Co ., New
mity for payment of the entrance fee may have deterred of advertisements, are charged 28. 6d. each, for which Bridge -st

many persong who have been recently admitted on the postage stamps should be inclosed . HANNELL, EDWARD , grocer , Davies st, Berkeley-sq, and Fulham
rd . Pet. April 15. May 4, at twelve, at office of Chatleris ,

roll trom becoming members of the society , and the Nichols , and Chatteris , i, Gresham -bldgs, Basinghall-st. Sol.

council recommend that the entrance fee of solicitors MR. THOMAS JANMAN , of the city of Chichester , Sawbridge
who may be proposed as members within five yearsrs and clerk to the Local Board of Bognor , in the HARRISON , JOHX, and LETT, SAMUEL, timber merchants, Liver

from their first admission shall be reduced to tho fol.
pool, Pet. April 14. May 5 , at three, at office of Messrs Har
inood and Banner, accountants, 24, North John -st, Liverpoolcounty of Sussex, has been appointed a Commis- |

Powing amounts, viz. Sols . Whitley and Maddock , Liverpool

Solicitors taking out Town certificates... ... £2 sioner to administer Oaths in the Court of Queen 's HAWLEY, EDWARD, bootmaker, West Ham . Pet. April 11

Country Bench .. . . . 23
April 30, at eleven , at office of Sols . Barker and Lane, Bedford

A special general meeting of the incorporated Law MR. FREDERICK MORGAN (Bartley, Saxton , row
HAYNES, JAMES, Joiner, Derby. Pet. April 14 . May 5, at twelve

Society will be held in their Hall in Chancery- lane, and Morgan ), of No. 30 , Somerset-street, Porto at office of Sol. Leech , Derby

London , on Friday, the 8th day of May next, at hall. man -square, W ., has been appointed a London Com . HELLIER, WILLIAM , ale merchant, Cardiff. Pet. April 13. Apr

past one o ' clock in the afternoon , for the purpose of
29 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Morgan , Cardiff

taking into consideration the above-mentioned recom
HENRY, DAVID ; MALCOLM , Joux ; and STEWART, GEORGE ,

sail cloth manufacturers , Mark-la . Pet. April 14. May 4, at
mendations, and, if approved . of obtaining its sanction Courts of Queen 's Bench , Common Pleas, and twelve, at oilice of Quilten Ball, and late-st . fol.

to them . Exchequer, at Westminster. Godden

Mr

in het
l
o
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14. .. Bristol,in Gazette. @ "
Sandiston, saloppet

PEARCE , THOMAS, baker, Swinton . Pet. April 16 . May 4, et
twelve, at office of Sol. Fairburn , Sheffield

PORTER, THOMAS, directory publisher, Leeds. Pet. April 15 . May
7 , at two, at office of Sol. Pallan, Leeds

POUNTNEY, WILLIAM JOSEPH . land surveyor, Bristol. Pet
April 17. May 5 , at onc, at offices of Hancock , Trigge, and Co.,
accountants , Bristol. Sols. Benson and Thone, Bristol

PYBUS, WILLIAM , watchmaker , Wisbench . Pet. April 16. May
6, at two, at oftices of Sols . Ollard , Welchman , and Carrick ,
Wisbeach

RANDERSON, WILLIAM , butcher, Kingston -upon -Hull. Pet. April
14 . April 30 , at three , at office of Leverack , Kingston -upon -lull

ROBERTS, THOMAS, architect, Portmadoc. Pet .April 1s . May 4,
at one, at the Commercial Hotel, Portmadoc. Sol. Bresse,
Portmadoo

ROBINSON, RICHARD, farmer, Darlington . Pet. April 11. May 4,
at eleven , at office of Sols , Steavenson and Meek, Darlington

RUMBELOW , PHILIP LIENRY, innkeeper, Tuddenham . Pet. April
16 . May 5 , at one, at office of Sol. Button , Newmarket Saint
Mary

SHUTTLEWORTH , SETH ; SHUTTLEWORTH, NOA , and SHUTTLE
WORTH , Lor, builders, Koighley . Pet. April 17 . May 5 , at half
past two, at office of Sols . Wright and Waterworth , Koighley

SLANEY, JOHN , cabinet maker, Brett's -bldgs, Finsbury-market,
and Queen -st, Finsbury . Pet. April 17 . May ll, and three, at
othoe of II. T . Thwaites, Basinghall-st. Sol. Fulcher, Basing.
hall -st

SMITH , GEORGE, draper, Liverpool. Pot. April 16 . May 4, at
three, at the otce of T . T . Rogers, public accountant, 16 , Lord .
st, Liverpool. Sol. Goffey, Liverpool

SNOW , HENRY DODD, draper, Mile -end-rd . Pet. April 18. May
at three, at office of Sals. Messrs . Piesse, Old Jewry -chmbs

SOUTHWORTH , JOHN, grocer , Preston . Pet. April 14 . May 4 , at
eleven the office of Sols. Cattley and Fryer, Preston

STABLE , MARGARET, widow , Cleveland -sa . Hyde-nk . Pot. April

9 . May 1, at four, at office of Sol. Wetherfleld , Gresham -bldge,
Guildhall

STANSFIELD , MITCHELL, boot and shoe makor, Kebdon Bridge.
Pet. April 14 . May 1, at three, at office of Sol. Higgin, Todor
den

STEPHENSON, JAMES, hosier, Birmingham . Pet. April 17 . May
5 , at eleven , at office of Sol Blewitt, Birmingham

STIDDOLPH ,MARY, confoctioner Bermondsey -st, Southwark . Pot

April 17. May 4, at two, at the Five Bells tavern , Bermondsey .
eg . Sol. Robinson , Greshamn -house, Old Broad -at

SYMINGTON, CHARLES, stationor, High -st , Camden -town. Pet.
April 17. May 7, at three, at otiloes of Nicholls and Leatherdale,
accountants, 14 , Old Jewry -chmbs. Sols. Messrs. Plesse, Old
Jewry -chmbs

TAYLOR, HARRY, woollen draper, Hackney -rd . Pet. April 16 ,
May 1, at eleven , at office of Sols. Messrs . Robinson , Basinghall

street
TENNANT,MARY ELIZABETH , dressmaker, Northallerton . Pet
April 18. May 5 , at twelve, at office of Sol. James, York

WAGHORN, JANE, troccr, Sheerness . Pet. April 18 . May 4, at
twelve , at the Law Institution , Chancery -la, London , Sol. Cope
land , Sheerness

WEST, JAMES, grocer, Wallingford . Pet. April 15 . May 2, at
three, at office of Sol. Dodd , Reading

WHISTON, THOMAS, tailor, Gosport. Pet. April 17 . May 4, at
two, at the Chamber of Comuneroe, Cheapside, London. Sol
Walker , Landport

WHITE, JOHN cab driver, Upper Chenior -mows, Bedford -ecuare.
Pet. April 30. May 7 , at twelve, at office of Sol. Johnson , High
st, MarylebonoWILLIAM SMITH , carpenter, Lakenham . Pet. April 17. May 4
at twelve, at office of Sols. Emerson and Sparrow , Norwich

WILLIAMS, EBENEZER , provision dealer, Bethesda Pet. April
13. April 30 , at one, at the Albion Hotel, Bangor. Sols , Barber
and Hughes, BangorWILSOX, HENRY, grocer, Reading. Pet. April 15 . May 1, at
twelve, at omice of Sols. Tidy , Herbert, and Tidy, Reading

WOODTHORPE, ALFRED , rufreshment-house leeper , Fetter- lane.
Pet. April 1 . April 30, at three, at office of Sol. Cooper, Charing
Cross

WOLLEK , ROSINA . clockmaker, Birmingham . Pet. April 16 .
May 4, at eleven , a : flice of Sol. Blewiti, Birmingham

WREN, JAMES CHARLES, general dealer , Balsall-heath . Pet.
March 81. April 30 , at a quarter -past ten , at office of East, soll
citor, Birmingham . Sol. Green , Cannon -st, London

HERBERT, LEVI JOHN, victualler,New Shoreham . Pet. April 15 . WILCOCK , THOMAS, milk dealer, Altrincham . Pet. April 13 .
May 9,at twelve, at onllce of Sol. Mills, Brighton April 23, at three, at office of Sols. Gardner and Horner, Man

HODGES, SAMUEL, beerhouse keeper, Tewkesbury . Pet . April 8 . chester
April 27, at eleven , at office of Sols , Moore and Romney , Tewkes WILLIAMS, ISAAC, grocer, Sedgley . Pet. April 14 . April 30, at
buay eleven , at ottico of Sol. Travis , Tipton

JACOBS, SOLOMON, tin plate worker and dealer in glass, Cannon WOOD, WILLIAM , plumber, Wiveliscombe. Pet. April 13. May 1,
street-rd , St.George 's -east. Pet. April 8 . April 21, at three, at at two, at the Masons' Arms inn, Wiveliscombe . Sol. Ransom ,
6 , Beaufort-bldgs, Strand. Sol. Lind Wellington

JACOME, MARY ANN, confectioner , & c ., Rugby . Pet. April 13. DE MARIA , GUISEPPE, Italian warehouseman , Brewer-st. April
April 30 , at two, at the Townhall, Rugby. Sol. Wratislaw , 27 instead of April 15
Rugby RYLAND, HERBERT WILLIAM , clothier, Stow -on - the-Wold . Pet.

JEFFERSON, JOHN, corn and flour dealer, Leeds. Pet. April 10 . April 14 . April 22, at offices of W . H . Williams, accountants ,

April 23 , at three , at office of Sol. Turner, Leeds Exchange, Bristol, in lieu of the place originally named
LORD, SOLOMON, grocer, Stacksteads, in Roosendale. Pet . April
14. April 30 , at three , at the Market hotel, Bacup . Sol. Fletcher ,
Bacup

ADAMS, HENRY, carpenter, Ketley Sand. Pet. April 17 . May 6,

BALLETT,MARY, andMALLETT, FANNY, corn dealers and bakers, at twelve, at office of Sol. Marcy, Wellington, Salop

Stanley -bridge,' Fulham .
Pet April 15 .

Pet. April 15 , May 4 , at two, at ATKINSON , THOMAS, fishmonger, Birmingham .

office of Coker, accountant, Cheapside . Sols . Surr, Gribble April 23 , at three , at office of Sol. Parry, Birmingham

and Brunton , Abchurch - la ,
BAGNALL, JAMES, beerhouse keeper, Stoke-upon - Trent. Pet.

KUNDAY, ROBERT, cooper , shopkeeper , and coal merchant, April 18 . May 5 , at ten , at office of Sol. Stevenson , Stoke-upon
Trent

Devizes. Pet. April 8 . April 24 , at two, at office of Sol Shrap
nell, Devizes

BABRER, JOSEPH, pawnbroker, Liverpool. Pet. April 16 . May 5,

XYNX, WILLIAM PARKER DE MORLEY, and BALL , JAMES at three, at office of Sol. Goffey , Liverpool
BARROW , WILLIAM , cabinet maker, Sunderland. Pet. April 16 .

FRANCIS , hopmerchants , Three Crown -sq , Southwark , and Red May 8 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Pinkney, Sunderland
Cross -st, Southwark , under style of the Universal Beer Co. Pet.
April 15 . May 1, at 'twelve, at office of Sols . Donton , Hall and BLOCH , MAURICE EDWARD , commercial clerk , Prince of Wales

Barker , Gray 's-inn -sq
rd , Kentish -town . Pet. April 17 . May 8 , at three, at offices of

BALL, JOHN , grazier , Pendleton , Pendlebury , Clifton and Salford . Sol. Smith , Gresham -house, Old Broad -st

Pet. April 13. May 12, at three, at office of Sols. Grundy and Ker BOREHAM , JOSIAH , and BOREHAM , WILLIAM , bootmakers,

shaw , Manchester
Maldon . Pet. April 17 . May 11, athalf- past one, at the Spread

XAYLOR , JAMES WHITELEGGE , carpet manufacturer , Brighouse . Eagle hotel, Witham . Sols . Messrs . Digby and Evans, Maldon

Pet . April 11. April 27, at three, at the Tulbot hotel, Halifax . BOVINGDON , HENRY, corn dealer, Strood . Pet . April 17 . May 12

Sol. Leeming
at eleven , at office of Sol. Webb Hayward, Rochester

WEWSOME, CHARLES, ribbon manufacturer, Kenilworth , and BRADBURY, WILLIAM , out ofbusiness , Stoke-upon - Trent. Pet .

Coventry . Pet. April 13. April 20, at eleven , at office of Scl. April 10 . April 30 , at ton , at office of Sol. Stovenson, Stoke

Seymour, Coventry upon - Trent

BEWTON, ISAAC, and ALDRIDGE, WILLIAM , auctioneers, Seven BRITTON , JOSEP ABRAHAM , fancy warehouseman , Hounds

Sisters '-rd , Upper Holloway . Pet. April 15 . May 12, at three , ditch . Pet. April 18 . May 12, at two, at office of Brett, Milford ,

at office of Sols . Hubbard and Son , Bucklersbury Pattinson , and Co., 150, Leadenhall-street. Sol. Pass, Pancras

TIND, JOHN, not in business, Sedgebarrow . Pet. April 14 . May Lane, E . C .

6 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Saunders, jun ., Kidderminster BROWN, DANIEL , cutlery manufacturer , Sheffield . Pet. April 15 .

BORMAN , ROBERT, bailder, Ilfracombe. Pet. April 13 . May 2, May 1, at four, at office of Sol.Gee, Sheffield

at twelve, at the King's Arms hotel, Barnstaple. Sol. Fox, CARR, GEORGE, commission agent, Brend -st. Pet . April 15

Tlfracombe April 30 , at twelve, at othce of Messrs. Lovering, 35, Gresham -st.

PERRY, RICHARD, joiner, Lockwood . Pet. April 14 . April 29 , at Sol. Plunkett, Gutter- la
two, at office of Sol. Drake, Huddersfield CAKE, PERCIVAL, out of busineng, Weston -super -Mare . Pet.

PHILLIPS , THOMAS, jeweller, Birmingham and Handsworth . Pet. April 15 . May 7 , at one, at theGeorge and Railway hotel, Bristol

April 13. April 23, at three , at office of Sol. J . and W . Brown, Sol. Chapman , Weston -super-Mare
Birmingham CARNALL, JUDITH , baker, Exeter. Pet. April 16 . May 5, at

PHILLIPS,WILLIAM, publican , March . Pet. April 13. April 30 , eleven , at oftico of Sol. Fryer, Exeter

at half past twelve, at the White Hart inn , March . Sol. Gaches , CLARK, CHARLES , cheesemonger, Vining-st, Brixton . Pet. April
Peterborough 8. May 5 , at two, at office of Thwaites, 42, Basinghall- st . Sol.

PINK, TH MÃE, builder , Willesden . Pet. April 11. April 30, at Fulcher, Basinghall-st
two, at the Guildhall tavern , Gresham -st. Sols . Mead and Son , COHN, GUSTAVE, rag merchant, Fieldgate -st, Whitechapel. Pet.

Jermyn -st April 14 . April 30, at two, ut office of Sol. Barnett, New Broad

QUIXEY, ALFRED RICHARD, and QUIXEY, ARTHUR EDWARD. street

ir.digo merchants,Mincing - la . Pet. April 13. April 28 , at three , COLLINS, THOMAS WEDGE, jeweller, Birmingham . Pet. April 18.

at office of Sols . Plews and Irvine, Mark -la May 5 , at three, atoffice of Sol. Hodgson , Birmingham
REDHOUSE , JOSEPH , crinoline manufacturer, Redcross-st and CORNELIUS, GEORGE, boot and shoe manufacturer, Beekenham .

Newcomen -rd , Finchley . Pet . April 13. May 1, at three, at Pet . April 18 . May 13, at two, at theoffice of H . T . Thwaites, 42,
office of Sols. Thomas, Prickett and Co ., Cheapside Basinghall-st, City . Sol. Fulcher , Basinghall-at, E . C .

RHODES , GEORGE, bricklayer, Lower Broughton and Cheetham . CROOK , GEORGE, and WALL, EDWIN , contractors, Pressland -st,

April 14 , at two, at sol. Orton , Manchester Westbourne-pk. Pet. April 16 . May 5 , at threo, at offices of

RIPPINGHAM , MARY ANN , grocer , Tipton . Pet. April 14. May T . H . Thwaites, 42, Basinghall-st . Sol. Butcher

2 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Barrow , Wolverhampton CROSS, ALFRED , boot dealer, Nowoastle -upon - Tyne. Pet. April
ROBINSON, BENJAMIN GEORGE, manager to a fruiteror, Strat 18. May 6 , at twelve, at oiice of Sol. Story, Newcastle -upon
foed . Pet . April 14. April 30 , at three, at ofices of Sols . Wood Tyne
and Hare , Basinghall-st DAPP, TRAYTON , carpenter , Hove. Pet . April 13. May 5 , at

ROBINSON, EBENEZER, taflor, Luton . Pet. April 13. May 5 , at three, at office of Sol. Lamb, Brighton

eleven , at office of Sol. Jeffery , Luton DAVIS , JOHN, licensed victualler, Redditch . Pet. April 16 . May
ROBINSON , WILLIAM LITTLEWOOD, grocer, Goat-la , Enfield -high 4, at three, at the Great Western hotal, Birminghamn . Sol. Wal
way. Pet. April 9. April 27, at three , at offices of Sol. Wells, ford

Paternoster- row DOBBING , FREDERIC OROUTEL, wholesale grocer, Savage-gdns,
RODOCANACHI, DEMETRIUS, and RODOCANACHI, THEODORE , Tower-hill. Pet. April 17. May 4 , at two, at the Guildhall cof
merchants , Ethelburga -house , Bishopsgate-st-within . Pet. fee-house, Gresham -st. Sol. Layton , Suffolk -lane, Cannon

April 15 . May 14 , at three, at offices of Croysdell, Saffery , and street, E . C .

Co ., accountants, 14, Old Jewry -chmbs. Sols. Messrs . Lumley , DYSON ,GEORGE, Quarryman , Saddleworth . Pet. April 16. May .
Old Jewry-chmbs 2, at two, at the White Swan Inn , Huddersfield . Sol. Freeman ,

ROOTHAM , WILLIAM JOSHUA, farmer, Newton Bromshold . Pet . Huddersfield

April 10 . April 28 , at eleven , at office of T . Coook, Church -street, FENNER , DAVID ADAM , baker, Dry- ane. Pet. April 14. May
Wellingborough . Sol. Becke, Northampton 5 , at twelve, at ofroe of Sol. Jenkins, Tavistock -st, Strand

BOWLAND , JOHN , cab proprietor, Fleet -st, Bethnal-green . Pet. FILMER , ALPRED , coalmerhoant, Now Brompton . Pet. April 18 .
April 8 . April 30 , at two, at offices of Sol. Holmes, Fenchurch -st May 12, at threr , at the office Sols. Lewis and Leuwis, 10 , Ely

RUSSELL, SARAH , winemerchant, Hereford . Pet . April 10. May place, Holborn
4 , at twelve , at theGreen Dragon hotel, Hereford . Sols. James FINLEY, FRANCIS JAMEB , tailor, Wigan . Pet. April 17 . May 9 ,
and Bodehham , Hereford at eloven , at office of Sols. Leigh and Ellis, Wigan

RUSSELL, WILLIAM , hotelkeeper, Pontrilas. Pet. April 10. May FORSDICK , BENJAMIN , Licensed victualler , Banstead . Pet . April

4 , at eleven , at the Green Dragon hotel, Hereford , Sols. James 17 . May 6 , at three, at the Spread Eagle hotel, Epsom . Sol.

and Bodenham , Hereford Arnold , Croydon
SALTER , JOHx, innkeeper, Chudleigh . Pet . April 15 . May 5, at FROST, WILLIAM , boot manufacturer, Birmingham . Pet. April
one, at office of Sol. Fryer, Exeter 16 . May 4 , at two, at office of Sol. Burton , Birmingham

SANDERS, HENRY, grocer, Tioehurst. Pet. April 11. April 28, at FURNIS, RICHARD , greengrocer, Birstall. Pet. April 17 . May 4,

twelve, at offices of Ladbury, Collison , and Viney , 99, Cheapside. at ten , at ofice of Sol. Wooler, Batley

Sols. Sole, Turner, and Turner, Aldermanbury GERMANY, ELIZABETH , dressmaker, Watford . Pet. April 17.

BAUXDERS, SAMUEL, fish salesman , Manchester. Pet . April 14 . May 8 , at three, at the Essex Armshotel,Watford . Sol. Annesley,
April 28, at eleven , at office of Sois . Rideal and Shaw , Man St. Alban 's

chester HARPER, JOHN , and TILDESLEY, MATTHEW , malleable iron
SEA FORD , JOSEPH , draper, Brixham . Pet. April 8. May 2, at mongers, Willenhall. Pet. April 15 . May 12, at eleven , at
eleven , at the Bude Haven Hotel, Exeter. Sols . Messrs. Carter , offices of Sols . Underhill, Wolverhampton . Sol. Sluter, Dar
Torquay laston

SHELDON, JOHN CHARLES, cabinet maker, Congleton . Pet. HEWITT, JOIN MASSEY, tailor, Higher Broughton . Pet . April 18
April 14 . April 29, at eleven , at the Bull's Ilead Hotel, May 6 , at three, at office of Sols . Sale , Shipman , Seddon and
Macclesfield ." Sol. W . Cooper, Congleton . Sale, Manchester

BHELLEY ROWLAND, draper , Birmingham . Pet. April 15 . HICKMAN, JAMES, builder, Manchester . Pet. April 17. May 13,
May 1 , at three , at the Great Western Hotel, Birminghain . at eleven , at the offices of Sol. Jones, Manchester

Sols. Tyndall, Johnson , and Tyndall, Birmingham HORNER, WILLIAM, milliner , Great Grimsby. Pet. April 15.
BHELLEY, THOMAS, coal dealer, Wolverhampton. Pet. April 11. May 1, at three, at the Royal Hotel, Great Grimsby. Sol
May 6 , at eleven , at othce of Sol. U . Stratton , Wolverhampton. Laveraok

SLATER , JOHN, JUN., out of business, Hanley. Pet. April 10 . HUTCHINS , RICHARD , manufacturer , Luton . Pet. April 16. May
April 29, at four, at 9, New -street, Hanley . Sol. C . J . Welch , 11, at eleven , at offloe Shepherd , 29, Park -st West, Luton .

Longton . Sol. Haward, Luton

BLATTER, JOHN, butcher, Oxford . Pet. April 10 , April 27 , at INSALL, EDWix , boot manufacturer, Tewkesbury . Pat. April 17.
twelve, at office of Sol. R . S . Hawkins, Oxford. May 4 , at eleven , at ofllocs of Sols. Moores and Romney, Tewkes.

SPEXCE, EDWARD, and CLEAVEB, GEORGE, boot and shoe bury
manufacturers, Kettering. Pet. April 15 . April 30 , at twelve, JAAN , JOHN GEORGE, and MEAL, WILLIAM ERNEST, merchants,
at vffice of Sol. c . C . Becke , Northampton , Great Tower -st. Pet. April 16 . May 5 , at three , at office of Sol.

# TELFOX , JAMES, cabinetmaker, Elizabeth -street, Hackney -road . Smith , Gresham -house, Old Brond-st

Pet, April 10 . May 7, at three, at offices of F . Holloway, JONES, THOMAS EVAN , clerk in holy orders, Bettws Evan . Pet .
accountant, 175 , Bus-pond- roud Sol. W . Heathfield , 44, Lin April 17 . May 8, at eleven , at off.cos of Sol. Evans, Carmarthen
colns-inn -fields. LEE , JAMES, beer retailer , Manchester . Pet. April 16. May 13, at

STOKES, JOHN , Ironmonger, hardwareman , and general dealer, three, at the Falstaff hotel, Manchester . Sol. Whitlow , Man .
Kent-streot, Southwark . Pet. Arril 20 . April 99, at eleven , at chester

office of Sols. May and Sykes, 2, Adelaide-place, London Bridge . | MANN, GEORGE, cloth manufacturer, Leeds. Pet. April 16 . May
WAIX , SAMUEL JAMES, bont butider, Reading Pet. April 13. 4 , at three, at office of Sol Snowdon , Leeds

April 30 , at twelve, at the Upper Ship Hotel, Duke-street, MARIS, WATSON RICHARD, Corn merchant, Hinxton . Pet
Reading. Sol. A . Beale, Reading April 14. May 5 , at eleven , at the Lion Hotel, Cambridge. Sols .

ZAYLOR, ROBERT GEORGE, grocer, Hcrndean , Pet . April 14 . Ellison and Burrows, Petty Cury
April 30, at eleven , at office of Sol. F . Walker, Landport. MARKHAM , ARTHER THOMAS BENJAMIX , jeweller, Rathbone- pl.
AYLOR , WILLIAM , plunber, glazier, and gasfitter, Nottingham . Oxford -st, and Percival-st, Clerkenwell. Pet. April 14 April
Pet. April 14 . May 8, at eleven , at the Assembly rooms, Low 29 , at eleven , at office of Sol. Willis, St. Martin 's -et, Leicester
pavement, Nottingham . Sol. J . Black , Nottingham . square

TEMPLCMAN, JOHN THRESHER , grocer and provision merchant, MAISH , SAMTEL, iron merchant, West Bromwich . Pet. April 17 .,
Dorchester. Pet . April 11. May 4, at half past ten , at the May 4 , at three, at offices of Sols . Duignan , Lewis , and Lowis ,
Auton -mart , Market-street, Weymouth . Sol. R . N . Howard , Wednesbury
Melcombe Regis . MCMANUS, MICHAEL, engir.cer, Voglton . Pet. April 18 . May 8
HORXTOX, EDWIN , machine maker, Millbridge -in -Liversedge. at eleven , at the Old Bull hote , Blackburn . Sol. Buckhouse
Bet . April 14. April 30 , at eleven , at office of Sol. W . Sykes , Blackburn
Vleerit ondwike. MENZIES, FREDERICK , outfitter, Birmingham . Pet. April 18 .

TURNER , JABEZ, cattle dealer, Fulstone, in Kirkburton . Pet . May 4 , at three , at offices of Sol. Wood, Birmingham
Ap 13. May 1, at two, at office of Sol. S . S . Booth , MERCER, EDWARD SMYTH , lieutenant- colonel, Asylum - rd , Peck
Budci- refield . ham . Pet . April 14. May b , at two, at office of Sol. Caines

USHER , GECRGE, boot and shoe manufacturer, Bath . Pet. April Essex -st, Strand
15 . April 30, at eleven , at office Sol. J . K . Bartru .n , Bath . METCALFE, JOHN, upholsterer. Pot. April 16 . May 1, at three,
AKLEURD, WALTER WILLIAM , railway clerk , Southampton . at office of Sols . Craven , Leeds
Pal. April 2. April 21, at thrue, at onlices of Sol. Killby, South MILLONSOVICH , NICHOLAS, general merchant, Limo-st. Pet.
STI.It April 3. May 6 , at throe , at offices of Sol. Kearsey, Old Jewry

X , THOMAS, farmer, Little Evereder . Pet. April 10. April MOOLHOUEE, WILLIAM and NAYLOR, GRFENWOOD, Carpet

Su , 31.oven , at ofhise of Sois. Ellison and Burrows, Petty Cury, worsted spinners , Florbury . Pet . April 15 . Miny 4, at eleven ,
Un bridge at the Foresters' Room , Wakefield . Sols. Wainwright, Mander
LIX, FREDERIC , shoe mancfacturer, Kettering . Pet . April 1 !. and Withan, Wakefield

Ayri , at twelve, atoffice of Sn ). Becke, Northempton MURDOCK , ENRY STANTOX, pork hutcher , Ilasting . Pet.
NHAN , JOSEPH ALFRED), fruiterer , Montpelier -vale , Black April 17. May 5 , at twelve, at the Havelock hotel, Hastings.

Dati.. Pet. April 9. April 27, at one, at the Chamber of Com Sol. Langhum , Hastings .
, 117, Clicapside. Sol Chapman , Cheapride NEWMAN, JOSEX , fummer, Pameld . Pet . April 15 . May 6, at

WETLOOK EDWARD, tea azent. Liverpool. Pet. April 14. eleven , ut ctice of Bol. Smuthy, Brentice
NEWMING , WILLIAM THOMAS , nk , Cumhorne. Pet .April

A t two, at office of Sol.Bringcr, Liverpool 13. April 19 , ut nec , at tire 2 110 . Atua inu , Canborne.
RITE HOUSE, RICHARD , WHITEHOUSE , JOHN, JONSON, | Sol. Try 12 , Rcutth
TX , GRIFFITHS, EDWARD, and GLORGE, RICHARD), uun PAJCE, WILLIAM , corn dolor, Pading. Pet. Ap 17. May 4 ,
Ji , West Bromwich Pet . April 13. April , at eleven , ut uttu elve, at face of Sol. Die lecik
olives of sal Wicht, Oldhury PARRY, THOMAS, Garner, 'lyn. Ilyn , Gwynorwern . Pet.

TEL.XV. JOXIX Joiner , Ilalifax. Pet . Anril 13 . April 22 . at April 17 . Biriv 5 , rt leven , at the Orca G .yuw. hotel. Carwa
Ulve o Sol Crossley . Halifax SCLS. Williw1.s and Wynne, Denligh

Orders of Hischarge.
Gazette, April 17 .

GRAINGER, ALFRED, late grocer Frederick -crescent, Cemborwek

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS
BIRTH .

STEAVENSON . - On the 17th inst., at Highfield , Darlington , the
wife of F . T . Stea venson , Esq ., solicitor, of a son .

DEATHS.
MOSER. On the 17th inst., at Blindbeck House, Kendal, aged 4

years, Roger Moser, Esq., sblicitor.

TUNERAL REFORM . – The exorbitant
items of the undertaker' s bill have long operated as

an oppressive tax upon all classes of the community . With
& view of applying & remedy to this serious evil the
LONDON NEOROPOLIS COMPANY, when opening
their extensive cemetery at Woking, held themselves pre
pared to undertake thewhole duties relating to intermeuts
at fixed and moderate scales of charge, from which survivors
may choose according to their means and the requirements
of the case. The Company also undertakes the conduct of
Funerals to other cemeteries, and to all parts of the United
Kingdom . A pamphlet containing full particulars may be
obtainer , or will be forwarded , upon application to the
Chief Office, 2 , Lancaster-place, Strand, W . C .

MONEY. - £20,000 READY to be
V . ADVANCED in fums of £100 and upwards, by the

PLANET PERMANENT BUILDING and INVEST
MENT SOCIETY, upon Mortgage of Freehold or Lease.
hold Property . Monthly re-payments, including principal
and interest, for each £100 advanced (les & small pre
mium ).

8 years.14 years.
£ 8 . d .
0 170

12 years .
£ 8 . d .

0 19 2

10 years.
£ 8 . d .
1 1 10

6 years.
£ 8 . d .
1 13 2

1 € 8 . d .
1 6 2

Redemption at any time by payment of balance of prin
cipal due. EDMUND W . RICHARDSON, Sec.
Offices, 7 , Finsbury-square, London .

THE SANS-PLIS SHIRT.
· REGISTERED Nov. 1848 ,

Specially adapted to meet the wanti
of

BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS
and

GENTLEMIN OF SEDENTARY PURSUITE

Kase Combinezirita e Perfect Tit .

Patterns and Partionlars ofMeasure
ment free by post.
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Money , Wanted and to Jend. TEGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY.IT AW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman (ad
U Mr. C . E . MASON , AUDITOR, LIQUIDATOR, and 1 mitted, aged _ 23 ), a Conveyancing and General or

ACCOUNTANT, 30, Essex-street, Strand, London , Common Law CLERKSHIP . Salary moderate. - Address
THE IMPROVEMENT of LANDED " S . E . " Messrs. Venn and Son , Temple , E . C .
1 ESTATES. - The LAND, LOAN, and ENFRAN,

CHISEMENT COMPANY (incorporated by specialAct of Partnerships,Wanted and Vacant. T AW . - WANTED by the Advertiser, a
Parliament) ADVANCES MONEY SITUATION as Assistant Common Law and General

OLERK ; can Draw Ordinary Deeds, Memorials, and
Ist. - To the Owners of Settled and other Estates , for T AW . - PARTNERSAIP. - WANTED, by a Abstracts. Good references. - Address " F . L .," 220, New

the Erection of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES , young and able Solicitor (married ) , in an old -estab North - road , N .
and for the DRAINAGE. IRRIGATION , ENCLOSING , lished firm , on fair terms. Highest references given and
OLEARING , and general Improvement of LANDED Pro - required . R . C . " (No . 1506 ). 10,Wellington -street, Strand . I AW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman
perty in any part of the United Kingdom : U (recently admitted) an Assistant, Conveyancing, orTAW PARTNERSHIP. - A Solicitor at General CLERKSHIP in a London Office. Salary mode
end . - To the Owners of Settled Estates in England , for

present a Managing Clerk in a large office , would bethe ERECTION or COMPLETION of MANSIONS , rate : good references. - Address " A .," Messre , DeGex and
happy to treat with a Gentleman who desires an active Harding. Gray' s -inn .

STABLES, and OUTBUILDINGS :
Partner or Successor . The highest references. - Address

3rd . - To Landowners generally , to enable them to sub " Delta ," Prior and Co., 61, Lincoln 's Inn- fields, W . C . | AW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman (ad .
Bcribe for Shares in Companies for the CONSTRUCTION U mitted Trinity Term 1873 ), a Conveyancing or Con .
of RAILWAYS and NAVIGABLE CANALS, which will TAW PARTNERSHIP.-- A Solicitor, who veyancing and General OLERKSHIP, Town or Conntry
beneficially affect their Estates : has had first- rate experience, both in Town and Excellent references as to character and ability . - " Lex,"

Country, desires a Working PARTNERSHIP. Has Capi. 91, Carlton- place, Leicester.
Ath . - TO INCUMBENTS , for the Improvement of their taland good connection in the Midland Counties.-- Address

GLEBE LANDS , by Drainage, and the Erection of FARM " W . P . care of Messrs. Dunn and Duncan , Law Sta . T AW .- COSTS. - WANTED , by a Gentle
BUILDINGS and COTTAGES : tioners, 9 , Fleet-street, E . C . 1 man of long and varied exp rience , a RE -ENGAGE

5th . -- To COPYHOLDERS for the ENFRANCHISE MENT as Bill CLERK in an office of extersive Practice .
MENT of COPYHOLD LANDS, TAW PARTNERSHIP . - WANTED , by a The advertiser also possesses a thorough knowledge of Con

U Solicitor (admitted in Trinity Term . 1869 ), a PART. veyancing. Salary moderate . " Lex " Barnett's Library.
The amonntborrowed with the expenses would be charged NERSHIP , either in London or the Country , or a Clerk . 176 . Old Kent -road . S . E .

on the estate benefited , and repaid by a rentcharge , termi. ship with a view to Partnership at an early date . - Apply
pating in twenty -five years. by letter to " A . L .” (No. 1506 ), 10, Wellington . street, T AW . - WANTED, by a recently admitted

Strand, W . C . U Solicitor (aged 2s ), a SITUATION as Conveyancing
NO INVESTIGATION OF THE LANDOWNER'S or General Managing CLERK . The advertiser is desirous

TITLE IS NECESSARY. T AW - A Solicitor (eighteen yearsadmitted ) of entering an office where he may have an opportunity of
Forms of application , and all further particulars ,may be U desires te PURCHASE an INTEREST of about enlarging his experience . Salary moderate . - Address " B . "

obtained of Messrs. Rawlence and Squarey, 22, Great George $ 400 a year. in a good Conveyancing and general Business | (No . 1595 ), 'O , Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .

street, Westminster, S . W . and Salisbury ; of Messrs . in Liverpool or elsewhere . Has some Liverpool connection .
Ashurst, Morris, and Co ., Solicitors, 6 , Old Jewry , London , - Address " QUIDAM " (No. 1595), 10 , Wellington -street, T AW . - A Solicitor (admitted in 1867) seeks
E . C . ; of Messrs. Gillespie and Paterson , W . S ., SIA , George Straad , W . C . U a RE-ENGAGEMENT as a Conveyancing CLERK
street, Edinburgh , agents for the Company in Scotland , in th office of London Solicitor, Reference given , if re
And at the Offices of the Company as below . TAW PARTNERSHIP. - WANTED, by a quired , to a well-known Firm in whose office the advertiser

T . PAIN , Managing Director. young Solicitor , a Junior Partnership in a well has been for the laut eleven years. - Address " A . C . S . " (No.
EDWIN GARROD , Secretary . established Conveyancing Firm , Advertiser is prepared to 1593) , 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .

pay a large premium , and has first- class connections. - Ad .
Land , Loan , and Enfranchisement Company, T AW - A SOLICITOR (aged 23) wishesdress,with full particulars , “ Lex," Messrs.Wm . Tricks andNo. 22, Great George -street , Westininster , S . W . Son, City Chambers. Bristol. | for a Conveyancing or General CLERKSHIP , in a

good Town or Country office, with a view to the purchase of
VONEY. - About £6000 WANTED , on LAW PARTNERSHIP. - An Energetic & PARTNERSHIP preferred , but not essential. - Address

high -class Leaseholds near London . Life Assurance U Gentleman (aged 33), possessing a large Country ex “ B ., " 94, Lansdowne-road , W .

if necessary . - Address " Money," Messrs. Abbott, Barton , perience , desires å Working PARTNERSHIP or a
and Co., Advertising Agents, 200 . Strand. CLERKSHIP with a view to such a Partnership at an T AW . - WANTED, by a gentleman who has

early date. - Address " J . L . H ., " 2 , Bath -terrace, Farnham , passed the Final Examination , a CLERKSHIP in a
QOLICITORS having Clients desirous of Surrey. provincial firm of extensive practice. Salary not so much

LENDING MONEYS upon or Purchasin : Freehold , T AW PARTNERSHIPS. - KAIN , BULLEN , an object as experience . -- Apply to " F . B ." (No. 1596 ), 10 .

Leashold Properties . Ground Rents, and Reversions may Wellington street, Strand , W . 0 .
ELDRIDGE, and CO ., Law and Mercantile Ac

find such sources of Investments by applying to HARVEY countants (Costs Draftsmen , & c . ), invite the attention of T AW . - WANTED, by a Solicitor (aged 24 ) ,
and Co., Financial Agents , George- yard , Lombard -street,

firms to their register of SELECTED APPLICANTS U an Assistant Conveyance , Chancery, or General
having capital, influence , and ability . - 69 , Chancery - Lane,

MONEY promptly ADVANCED on Personal CLERKSHIP in a London Office. Good references. - Ad.and at Melville -chambers (50B, Lord-street ), Liverpool dress R . D . TowXOHEXD, Winkleigh , N . Devon .
Security. Bills of Sale, Freeholds, Leaseholds.

Stocks, Shares, Bonds, or other security, repayable by DARTNERwith £7000to £10,000 WANTED T AW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman (ad .
instalments. No preliminary fees . - REAL AND PERSONAL I in & Manufacturing Business, in the Midland U mitted ), a Conveyancing CLERKSHIP,under super
ADVANCE COMPANY (LIMITED ), Established 1856 , 3 , Tavi. Counties, where ample Security for the Capital and a fair vision , Town preferred . Salary moderate . Good refe
stock -street, Covent-garden . J . WOOLLETT, Secretary . return will be obtained. Principals only can have full par rencer. - Address " E . T . B .. " Messrs . Bruce and Ford

ticolars on application to - THEOBALD BROTHERS and MIALL , Law Statinnere , Trump-street. Cheapside.

MONEY.-- Various SUMS, ranging from Accountants, 39 ,Mark -lane, E . C .
£10, 000 to £500 . 000, ready for immediate INVEST. T AW . - WANTED , by a Solicitor (admitted

MENT. Present rates of Interest, Freeholds ( Trustees ' U in Michaelmas Term 1870 ), a SITUATION as Mana
Securities ) 8 per cent. : Leaseholds, Houses, Mines, Col. Situations, Wanted and Vacant. ging CLERK , with or without supervision , in Town or
lieries, Public Works, Public Rates , and similar Securities Country ; has had some experience in advocacy . - Address
at proportionately low rates. - Apply to MR. BAILEY, 29,
Walbrook , City , London ,

" F . B . Messrs. Hooper and Son ,Law Stationers,45, FleetI AW . - CONVEYANCING . - WANTED, by treate.c.

MONEY LENT- £5 to £500, with and U a Solicitor, a Conveyancing CLERKSHIP in a first
rate London office . --Address " A . F .," care of Robert T AW - Advertiser (aged 35 ), of business.

M without Sureties, upon Promissory Notes, Furniture, Frisby, 3 , New - square. Lincoln 's.inn . U habits, thoroughly competent in Chancery and Com .
Goods, Deeds, Life Policies, Shares, Jewellery, & c ., from mon Law , also experienced in Conveyancing , desires &
one month to three years. Forms gratis . Bills discounted , T AW . - WANTED, by a Solicitor, 31 years Managing CLERKSHIP in & Country office. Satisfactory
Offices : 71, Fleet-street, City, E . O ., and 3, Pullen 's - row , of age, a ConveyancingCLERKSHIP . Salary , £175 . references . Salary £150 . - Address " Lexicon , " 81, Finchley
High -street, Islington , N . Established thirty -four years. - Address " Student" (No. 1596) . 10 , Wellington -street, road, Lorrimore-square, London,. S . E
Open daily . - W . M . READ , Manager . Strand, w .O . T AW . - SHORTHAND CLERK , and to
MONEY ADVANCED at a Day's Notice TAW . - WANTED , by a Young Man, aged assist generally . - WANTED , an ENGAGEMENTas

1 (from lo upwards) to respectable householders in U 19, & SITUATION as Copying. Engrossing, and above by the advertiser, aged 23 ; accurate Shorthand

the London District upon MORTGAGE of their FURNI. General CLERK , can abstract and draw ordinary drafts Writer, and has seven years' experience in the law , both

TURE without removal, repayable by easy instalments . under supervision . Six years in presentand only situation . town and country . Good character from past and present

Xo charge of any kind unlessmoney advanced . As this does - Address " Lex ." Post -office , Barton on Humber. employers : salary moderate. - Address, “ Phono ” (No.
not emanate from an agent ,applicants must apply personally 1596 ), io , Wellington -street, Strand , W . C .
to Mr. BAUGHAN , 84, Southampton -buildings , Chancery -lane. T AW . - WANTED, by a Solicitor of con
Thepublic are cautioned against paying preliminary fees to U siderable experience both in Town and Country , a T AW . - PARLIAMENTARY. - A Solicitor
pretenders . Managing CLERKSHIP , with or without a view to Part. (who has had con . iderable experience in the Promo

nership. - " S . B . C .," South Molton , Devon.
MUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION tion and Opposition of Private Bills ) wishes a temporary

ENGAGEMENT to assist with , or take the Management
( Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1850 ), 14 , Rus. T AW .- WANTED by the Advertiser (aged of a Railway Bill through Standing Orders . -- Address

sell -street, Covent-garden , London , and 38, Ship -street, U 28, and Admitted in 1866 ) a SITUATION as Con " W .." care of Messrs. Waterlow and Son , 49, Parliament.
Brighton , ADVANCES MONEY upon Personal Security , street, 8 . w .
Bills of Sale , Deeds, & c ., repayable by instalments . veyancing CLERK . - MR. WOOLSEY, 182, Chatham -street ,Bills
promptly discounted . Forms free on receipt of stamped Liverpool. T AW . - SOLICITOR' S ACCOUNTANT.
envelope . C . R . WRIGHT, Secretary. T AW - CONVEYANCING CLERK . - RE U A Gentleman (age 22) geeks an ENGAGEMENT as

U ENGAGEMENT desired in Town. Bankruptcy, above ; experienced in solicitor 's bookkeeping, interest, and

& o . Highest references as to ability , & c . — “ Lex . ,” T . L . other accounts. Excellent references as to thorough trust

Practices, Wanted and for Sale. Sweeting, Esq ., 2, Furnival's -inn , E . O . worthiness, ability , and responsibility. Salary £2 10s .. or
according to arrangement.-- " E , F ., " 12, Alexander-road ,

I AW . - WANTED , a SITUATION as En St. John 's-wood, N . W .
TAW PRACTICE . - T . EXECUTORS and grossing and General CLERK in a Solicitor' s office .

U SOLICITORS . - A London Solicitor in good practice, I AW . - MAGISTERIAL, UNION , HIGHHas a good knowledge of tithe and ecclesiastical work . --
desires to PURCHASE the Practice of any Solicitorwhomay Address " A . B . " Post-office, Gloucester. Bristol preferred . WAY. and LOOAL BOARD . - The Advertiser. who
be dead, or of any gentleman wishing to retire from active has had five and a half years ' experience in above onces,
practice. For the latter the advertiser would be willing to T AW . - A Firm of City Solicitors desires to and in the general business of a Solicitor's office, desires an
carry on the business for an agreed period upon agency ENGAGEMENT. Magistrate ' s Clerk ' s Office preferred .

I RECOMMEND a MANAGING COMMON LAW and Age 20 . First-class referencos. - Address " G . D . Z .. "terms prior to purchase. Good references . -
Wakefield -street, W . 0 . CHANCERY CLERK, to whom they can give the highest Messrs . Deacon , 154, Leadenhall-street, London .

testimonials. - Apply to Messrs. FARRINGDON and Co., 14 ,
TAW PRACTICE. - To be DISPOSED OF, Knightrider-street, E .C . T AW . - A Gentleman desires a Convey
U in Suffolk , a SUCCESSION to an old-established T AW . - A ancing CLERKSHIP , Liverpoolpreferred . The AdGeneral Clerk (middle-aged ) , vertiser is 30 years of age, and admitted . He has beenexcellent Conveyancing Country PRACTICE , about £800

U very steady, WANTS a Comfortable SITUATION.net, with present introduction and its term of succession accustomed to draw Drafts withont supervision , and to
Will make himself useful. Salary moderate. - Addresstaking place as may be agreed . Adapted to a Gentleman of advise clients . Is thoroughly competent to take the entire
" Box , " A . J . Abel, 32 , Binn ' s - road, Edge -lane, Liverpool. management of the Conveyancing Department ; would not

energetic and persevering habits , with capital at command .
object to Advocate cases in the County Court. He has aSatisfactory references given and required . - Apply

“ A . T ." (NO. 1596 ), 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W . 0 . T AW . - WANTED ,an Experienced CLERK , good general knowledge of a Country Attornøy' s business.

U asMANAGING or BILL CLERK, in an Attorney's - Address " A . W . " (No. 1595 ) . 10 . Wellington - street ,

office in the country . Apply , stating age, salary, & c ., Strand , W . C .
T AW COSTS and ACCOUNTS. - J . " S . P ." (No. 1596 ), 10, Wellington -street, Strand, w . o . T AW . - WANTED , an Energetic and Com
U SIMMONS and Co ., Costs Draftsmen and Account. T AW . - WANTED, a SITUATION as U petent Managing CLERK. - Apply ,with particulars ,ants ( Established 1845 ) , invite the attention of the Profeg . to " Box 21," Stockport.

sion to their arrangements for Preparation of Costs in U Common Law or General CLERK (aged 25 ) ; unex.
every branch - requiring Do supervision - at a very moderate ceptionable references . - Address " G . D ., ” care of Spottis
commission , - 48 , Watling -street, E . C . 68 SITUATIONS VACANT continued on next page.woode's , Chancery-lane,

to
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No .

EVISON & BRIDGE,

TAW . - WANTED, a Young Man as Costs THE COMPANIES ACTS 1862 and 1867. THE LEGAL and GENERAL DIARY and
CLERK , and to Engross and Copy. He must be 1 Third Edition , now ready, price 2s . 6d ., in cloth , A COUNTY COURT3GUIDE for 1874.

well able to undertake the former. - Ap ly “ X . Y ” Post. HANDY BOOK , by RICHARD JORDAN , containing all NEW EDITIONS.
office, Ringwood, Hampshire. the necessary information for the Formation and Manage

ment of Public Companies, Instructions as to the Prepara 1 . Page a day ...... . .. .

T AW . - WANTED , in a Solicitor's Office, a tion of the Memorandum and Articles of Association , 2. Ditto (Diary and Calendar only) ....
competent Bill CLERK . Apply, stating age , qualifi . Special Resolutions, Annual Returns, Books to be kept, 8 . Hulf-page a day ...

cations, references , and salary required , to - " A . B . care Liability of Members, Voluntary Winding -up , Notices ior 4. Ditro (Dia y and Calendar only)
of Mr. J . Rowe, No. 9 , Quality -court, Chancery -lane. " Gazette , " Table of Fees , Stamp Duties , & c . 5 . Week at an opening... ...

London : R . JORDAN , 123, Chancery-lane, and all Book 6 , Ditto (Diary and ralendar only ) .. .... .

TAW . - WANTED, a Junior CLERK , in a sellers. Ruled with faint blue lines, with or without cash columns ,

demy8vo ., superior thick paper.
U country office, must write shorthand rapidly and

well. - Address , stating salary, & c ., to " Y ., " Box 113, Post Now ready, Second Edition, price 25 .60. Printed and published by Evisox and BRIDGE,
office , Sheffield . 90, Chancery-lane.

MHE WARNING TO BUILDING
T AW . - WANTED , a Common Law and 1 SOCIETIES, conveyed by recent Legal Decisions.
U Bankruptcy CLERK in a Country Office. Address , Contents .

stating are and salary required , with qualifications, to 1 . The Present Position of Benefit Building Societies .
Messrs. W . O . CHEW and Sons, Solicitors, 23 ,iSwan -street, 2 . Liability ofMembers and Directors. | 22 & 31, CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON .
Manchester. 3 . Outside Creditors .

4 . Inside Creditors . LAW STATIONERS AND PRINTERS,
T AW . - WANTED in the Country, a 5 . Redemption of Mortgages and Fines.

PUBLISHERS OF| CLERK , to make out bills and attend to books, 6 . Stamp Duty .

under supervision, and who would not object to do copying . 7. As to Shares in Winding-up, and Continuation of BANKRUPTCY. CONVEYANCING ,

Salary 303. to 353. - Apply to W . MORRIS, 6 , Gray's - inn Alphabetical Digest of the Law , with the Recent COMMON LAW . PROBATE , and
square, W . C . Cases. CHANCERY, GENERAL FORMS.

By ARTHUR SCRATCHLEY. M . A . . Author of the EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LITHOGRAPHY. & C ..

T AW . - ARTICLED CLERK . - A Solicitor Treatise on " Benefit Building Societies." EXECUTED WITH DESPATCH .

U in the middle counties, with a good general practice , LAYTON'S, 150 , Fleet -street, London , Catalogues forwarded post- free.has a VACANCY for an Articled CLERK . Premium
moderate . - Address , ir: the first instance , to " C . D ., ” care

of Messrs , Job Brothers, 46 , Cannon-street, London, E .C . SHORTT'S LAW RELATING TO LITERATURE, & c.
T AW - WANTED, in a Solicitor's Office in

THE LAW RELATING TOthe country , a gentleman (admitted ) to conduct
the Advocacy, and to manage, under the principal, a
Branch Office. - Address, stating age and salary to
(No. 1596 , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .

TAW . -WANTED , a Respectable Junior
U CLERK , who is willing to make himself useful. -- Ad

EMBRACING
dress , stating age, salary required , and freferences, to
* * Lex, ” Post - office , Wednesbury .

TAW . - WANTED, in a Country Office , a
| Junior CLERK . Must be intelligent and with a

THE LAW RELATING TO NEWSPAPERS, THE LAW RELATING TO CONTRACTSgood hand. - Apply, by letter, stating age , salary required ,
and refer nces both as to character and ability, to Mr.
GREGson, Solicitor, Southend . BETWEEN AUTHORS, PUBLISHERS, PRINTERS, & c., AND
T AW . - WANTED , a Young Man as Costs

CLERK and to post up Bill Books, and to Engross
and Copy. Hemust be well able to undertake the former .
- Apply , stating age, references, and salary required , to WITH

" X . Y ,” Rin wond, Hampshire. THE STATUTES RELATING THERETO , FORMS OF AGREEMENTS BETWEEN AUTHORS,
TAW . - An ARTICLED CLERK can be RE

PUBLISHERS, & c., AND FORMS OF PLEADINGS.CEIVED in a large Solicitor 's Office, near London .
Command ofmoney for legitimate investment or command
of business taken in lieu of premium . --Address " Solicitor, "
Messrs. Abbott , Barton, and Co., Advertising Agents, 269,
Strand . OF THE MIDDLE TEMPLE, ESQ ., BARRISTER-AT-LAW .
T AW . - WANTED, a good Shorthand and

General CLERK . He must be a neat and accurate Price 21s., cloth .writer, intelligent and business- like, and of thoroughly
good character . - Address, stating references, former situa
tion , age, and salary , to Tuomas SOUTHALL, Town Clerk , LONDON : HORACE COX, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND, W .C .
Worcester.

T AW .- WANTED immediately , the AS
SISTANCE of a CLERK until Christmas next, who Now ready, 12ino., price 128, 6d.,

thoroughly understands Tax Commissioners' business.
Apply, inclosing references and stating salary required , THE
" W . M .," Post-office, Stafford .

WORKS OF LITERATURE AND ART:

THE LAW OF COPYRIGHT,

THE LAW OF LIBEL.

By JOHN SHORTT, LL. B ,

SESSION 1873T Aw . - WANTED immediately, for the PRACTICAL STATUTES OF THE

(36 & 37 VICTORIA ) ;

Edited by W . PATERSON , Esq .,

North of England , & CLERK , who has been ac
customed to County Justice room business . None but ex .
perienced Clerks need apply . First-class references re
quired . - Apply, with particulars as to age and salary re
quired to Messrs . CARR and Co ., Law Stationers, New WITH

castle-on - Tyne. - INTRODUCTIONS,NOTES, TABLES OF STATUTES REPEALED AND SUBJECTS ALTERED ,T AW . - WANTED, in a Solicitor's office, ten LISTS OF LOCAL AND PERSONAL AND PRIVATE ACTS AND A COPIOUS INDEX.
miles from Bristol, near a railway station , early in

November , a Junior CLERK . Hemust write a good hand.

and be acquainted with the routine of an office . - Apply .

stating age, qualifications, references, and salary required ,

to " T . C . (No. 1596 ), 10, Wellington-street, Strand, Lone
don , W . C . Barrister-at-Law .

T AW . - WANTED, in a Solicitor' s Office in
U the Country , an Experienced CLERK , to keep the CONTENTS :

office day book and assist generally . Also , in the same
office, an Experienced Copying, Engrossing, and General

Table of Enactments Repealed . Vagrant Act Amendment Act . Expiring Laws Continuance Act .
OLERK . Both must be accustomed to the routine of a Table of Principal Subjects Altered . The Cathedral Acts Amendment Act. I Railways Regulation Act.

country office. - Apply to Messrs. HARTCUP and Sons, Soli Tithe Commutation Acts Amendment Merchant Shipping Acts Amendment
citors, Bungay, Suffolk . SESSION 1873 - 36 & 87 VICTORIA . Act. Act .

Endowed Schools (Address ) Act Government Annuities Act. Elementary Education Act.TAW . - WANTED, in an Office in a Midland Income Tax Assessment Act. Regulation of Railways Act. Endowed Schools Act ( 1869) Amend
1 County, a Copying and Engrossing CLERK , Must Bartardy Laws Amendment Act. Places of Worship Sites Act. ment Act,

write a good hand. - Address " A .. B . " (No. 1596 ), 10,Welling Custody of Infants Act. Prison Officers Superannuation (Ire- | Slave Trade (Consolidation ) Act.
ton -street, Strand, stating age, salary required , and refe Marriages (Ireland) Act. land ) Act Gas and Water Works Facilities Act
rences. A good salary would be given to an efficient man , Customs and Inland Revenue Act. Intestates' Widows and Children Act. (1870 ) Amendment Act,

of good character. Poor Allotments Management Act. Me ical Act (University of London ) Turnpike Acts Continuance, & c ., Act .
Matrimonial Causes Amendment Act. Extradition Act. Statute Law Revision Act.

T AW . - WANTED, by a Firm of Solicitors Municipal Corporations Evidence Act. Supreme Cour of Judicature Act.

in the City , having a good general Practice , and County Debentures Act. Agricultural Children Act . List of Localand Personal Acta .
Crown Lands Act.

holding pablic appointments, an ARTICLED CLERK.
Revising Barristers Act . Private Acts .

The Fairs Act.
Premium £150 . A salary will be given after the first two

Salmon Fishery Act.

years . - Address " Alpha," Messrs. Witherby' s , Newman's .
court , Cornb II, E . C .

LAW . - To Parents and Guardians. — A
U Solicitor, practising in a populous and healthy town

of South Wales, DESIRES an ARTICLED PUPIL , who
might reside with him , and whose studies would be superin
tended by a holder of a Certificate of the Inns of Court.
References, & c ., on application , by letter, to " Z ., " Messrs.
Vizard and Co., 55, Lincoln 's Inn Fields.

TAW . - WANTED , an efficient CLERK , in
Ja County Court Registrar ' s Office having Bankruptcy ,

also to make himself generally useful in a Solicitor' s Office :

unexceptionable referencesmust be given . - Address, stat
ing salary required, to “ X . X . X ., " ( 1596 ), 10, Wellington
street, Strand , W . 0 .

T AW . - WANTED , in an Office of large
practice in the Country, a Gentleman to attend,

under the supervision of the principal, to the General
Businege, which is principally Conveyancing. Hemust be
a good Conveyancer and an expert Draftsman , and capable
of carrying matters through without assistance . Good
references will be required , and no one under 26 need apply .
- Address " Q ., " Messrs . Jones, Roberts, and Hall , 2 , St .
Mildrerl' s conrt. Ponltry . London .

W ANTED, (Submarine Telegraph ) GEN
TLEMEN to LEARN the TELEGRAPH . Ap

pointments when qualified . - - Apply to the SECRETARY,
Military and Submarine Telegraph School, 138 , Regent Steam Printing Works - Middle Row Place, Holborn ,street, London , W .

LONDON : HORACE COX, 10 , WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND.

AT BIRCHIN LANE. 1740 — 1873.

WITHERBY & CO .,
Law and General

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, AND LITHOGRAPHERS,
Have removed to more commodious Premises in

NEWMAN 'S COURT, CORNHILL.
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Will be published on Nov. 22, price £1 11s.6d.,

THE SECOND EDITION

THE QUEEN ,
THE LADY' S NEWSPAPER,

OF

OF

DORIA AND MACRAE'S

LAW AND PRACTICE IN BANKRUPTCY ;

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1.
CONTAINS :

The Causes of Infant Mortality.
French Fayence at the Vienna Exhibition , with Illustra
tions.

Hobbies .
Causerie de Paris .
Tales of our Great Families -- XX , Thomas Pitt, Lord
Camelford .

The Tichborne Case .
Five o ' clock Tea,
A Few Words on Holiday Taking .
The Queen ' s University and the Education of Women .

UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF

COLOURED SUPPLEMENT OF
LATEST PARIS FASHIONS.THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict. 0. 71) ; THE DEBTOR'S

ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict. c. 62 ) ;

THE FIELD ,

Country Gentleman's Newspaper ,
OP

DRESS AND FASHION : The Parisian Fashions (from our
own Correspondent). - Costumes for Girls ; The Mariani
Jacket ; The Victoria and Medici Paletots ; Olive and Pale

AND THE
Blue Cashmere, Black Silk , Bege Cashmere, The Albani,
Blue Serge, and Promenade Costumes ; Toilette de Recep

BANKRUPTCY REPEAL AND INSOLVENT COURT ACT, 1869 tion ; Children 's Autumn Costumes ; Toilette de visite,
& c . , with Ilustrations,
THE WORK TABLE. - Lace, Antique and Modern ;

(32 & 33 Vict. C . 83). Reticella from Corfu ; Bridal Lace : Carnival Lace :

Antimacassar, & c ., with Iu trations.

THE HOUSEWIFE.- On Home Service - The Flead Norge
AND ALL THE CASES AND DECISIONS OF ALL THE COURTS DOWN TO THE Notes and Queries ; Answers. Cuisine - Words in Season ;

Notes and Queries, Answers
PRESENT TIME. Masic and Musicians. Gazette des Dames. The Tourist.

The Library . Pastimes. The Exchange. Personal. The
Boudoir . Court Chronicle. Society , Obituary .
Notes and Queries on Dress, Work , Music, and other

By A . A . DORIA , of Lincoln 's Inn, Esq., B . C . L ., Barrister -at-Law . Bubjects useful and interesting to Ladies .

All the Fashionable Intelligence of the Week ,

May be had of News Agents , Booksellers , and at the Rail

CONTENTS: way Stalls .

Price6d .; by Post6d.
Chap. I. - THE COURT OF BANKRUPTCY . CHAP. XV. - OF THE RIGHTS, DUTIES, AND LIABILITIES OF OFFICE : 346 , STRAND, LONDON , W . C .

Sect. THE TRUSTEE.

1 . Preliminary observations. Sect .
2. The Bankiuptoy Repeal and Insolvent Court Aet, 1. Generally.

1869 . 2 . As regards the appointment of a solicitor .
3 . The Debtors' Act, 1869. 3 . To collect and realise the bankrupt's estate .
4 . The Bankruptcy Act, 1869.

CHAP. XVI. -OF THE BANKRUPT'S ESTATE.
CHAP . II.-- OF THE COURT OF BANKRUPTCY , 1. Effects of Bankruptcy in relation to the interest of1. Preliminary. creditors .

2 . Abolition of existing courts . 2. What passes to the trustee. SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1.3 . Provisions for winding -up pending business .
CHAP . XVII. - OF REPUTED OWNERSHIP . CONTAINS :

CHAP. III - CONSTITUTION AND DIVISION OF THE COURT. The Jockey Club at Home.
1 . Generally . CHAP. XVIII. - OF TRANSACTIONS NOT AFFECTED BY Anti-game Law Logic .

2 . The London Bankruptcy Court. BANKRUPTCY. The Board of Tra le and the Masters of Yachts.

3 . The localbankruptcy courts, Economy in the Use of Coal.
1 . Protection of certain transactions with the bankrupt

4 . The buildings, personally . TABLE OF HUNTS OF THE UNITED
2 . Protection of certain transactions relating to the

CHAP . IV . - JURISDICTION OF THE COURT.
KINGDOM .

disposition of the bankrupt' s property .
Prospects of the Hunting Season .

1 . Generally . Of fraudulent preference .
Worcester and Lincoln Races .

2 . The London Court of Bankruptcy . 4 . Of warrants of attorney , cognovits, & c . Anticipations of Liverpool Autumn Meeting.
3 . The localbankruptcy courts.
4 . The procedure and practice. CHAP. XIX . - REALIZATION OF THE BANKRUPT 'S ESTATE ,

Li hfeld , Ripon , Beckhampton , and other Coursing
Meetings.

5 . Ofappeals, 1 . Generally . Duck Shooting at Lake Erie .
6 . The sittings of the court, 2 . To carry on the business of the bankrupt for thebene Sport and Residence in the High Alps.
7. Of fees and stamps. fit of the creditors . Emigrant Fields of North America .

3 . To bring or defend actions, & c . Fishing in the Tyrol.
CHAP. V . - THE PERSONS LIABLE TO BECOME BANKRUPT. To realise the estate . A Sea- fishing run up the Coast.
1 . Generally . 5 . To exercise powers vested in the bankrupt. British Birds in Africa .
2. Persons liable as traders, 6 . To mortgage or pledge the estate for paymentof debts . A Southdown Farm .

3 . Non -traders. 7 . To accept a composition or general scheme of arrange Vine Culture without Heat.
ment. Early Blooming Chrysanthemums.

CHAP. VI.- Or ACTS OF BANKRUPTCY. 8 . To divide property amongst creditors. Root-pruning Fruit Trees .
Diseases in tne Feet of Horses .

1 . Generally .
2 . Enumeration of. CHAP. XX.-- THE PROOF OF DEBTS AND PAYMENT IN FULL Football, Golf, Rowing, Chess, Cards, & c. & c .

1. When andbefore whom debts may be proved . Price 6d . By post, 64d .
CHAP. VII.- OF PROCEEDINGS TO OBTAIN ADJUDICATION. 2. By whom debtsmay be proved . FIELD OFFICE, 346, STRAND, LONDON , W . C .8 . How debts may be proved .1 . Generally .
2 . The petition , 4 . What debts may be proved ,
3 . Service of petition . BOOKS FOR ARTICLED OLERKS.
4 . Consequence of presenting petition . CHAP. XXI. - OF THE AUDIT AND DIVIDEND .

Sent free by post on receiving price of Book .
5 . Proceedings upon the petition . 1 . Of the audit .

2 . Of the dividend . LECTURE delivered beforethe Hull Law
CHAP VIII. - THE HEARING AND ADJUDICATION . 3 . Of staying a dividend. Students' Society on the Course of Reading for the

1 . Generally . Final Examinations of the Incorporated Law Society ,
2 . Where the debtor does not appear. CHAP. XXII. - CLOSE OF THE BANKRUPTCY AND RELEASE By Dr. ROLLIT . Price 29 .
3 . Where the crenitor does not appear. OF THE TRUSTEE .
4 . Where neither party appears. 1 . Close of the bankruptcy .
5 . Showing cause against adjudication , 2. Release of the trustee. MHE ARTICLED CLERK ' S HANDBOOK ,
6 . Of the adjuv ication . containing & Course of Study for the Preliminary.
7 . Ofappealagainst adjudication . CHAP . XXIII. - OF ANNULLING THE ADJUDICATION AND ITS Intermediate , and Final Eximinations of Articled Clerks,

CONSEQUENCES . and the Books to be read , & c ., being a Complete Gnide to

CHAP. IX . - TAE CONSEQUENCES OF ADJUDICATION. the Candidate 's Successfal Examination and Admi-sion .CHAP. XXIV . - OF LIQUIDATION BY ARRANGEMENT. By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq. , Author of the " Digest
1 . As regards the bankrupt's property . of Examination Questions ," Fourth Edition . ByGEORGE1. Of the petition ,2 . As regards the bankrupt himself . 2 . The appointment of a receiver and manager , and of BADHAM , Esq ., Solicitor. This is designed as an Appendix

CHAP X . - OF THE MEETING OF CREDITORS. injunction . to the " Answers to the Examination Questions. " Price
3 . Fir - t meeting and proceedings thereat. 9s. cloth ,

1 . Generally . 4 . Registration of the resolution and its consequences.
2 . Of the first generalmeeting. 5 . Of the trustee , his rights and duties. A DIGEST of the EXAMINATION
3 . Of proceedings at first meeting . 6 . Of the dividend.

Of generalmeetings. 7 . Discharge of the debtor. A QUESTIONS in Common Law . Conveyancing, and
Equity, from the commencement of the Examinations in

8 . Close of the liquidation, and release of the trustee. 1830 to Hilary Term , 1872, with ANSWERS : Also the mode
CHAP . XI. -- OF THE APPOINTMENT OF THE TRUSTLE,

CHAP. XXV. - OF ARRANGEMENT BY COMPOSITION . of proceeding, and directions to be attended to at the Ex
1 . Who may vote in the appointment of trustee . amination . By RICHARD HALLILAY. Esa .. Author of

2 . Whomay be appointed trustee . CHAP. XXVI.--OF EVIDENCE . " The Articled Clerk 's Handbook ," Seventh Edition , by
3 . As to the number of trustees, GEORGE BADHAM , Esq ., Solicitor . Price 16s, cloth
4 . The appointment of trustee and his confirmation . 1 . Written evidence .
5 . The rejection by the court of the trustee appointed by 2 . Oralevidence.

the creditore. S . Privileged communications. TEGAL MAXIMS, with Observations and
6. The resignation, death , or removal of the trustee . CHAP. XXVII.-OF THE SOLICITOR. Cases. In Two Parts . Part I. One Hundred

Maxims, with Observations and Cases. Part II. Eight
CHAP XII. - OF THE COMMITTEE OF INSPECTION , ITS 1. Generally ... Hundred Maxims, with Translations. By GEORGE

POWERS AND DUTIES. 2. Rights, duties, and authorities of the solicitor. FREDERICK WHARTON ,Attorney-at-Law . Price 106, 6d .
1 . Of the appointment of the committee of inspection .

CHAP. XXVIII. -OF COSTS. cloth
2 . The powers and duties of the committee of inspection . 1. Generally . H . Cox, 10 , Wellington-street, Strand.

2 . Taxation of costs .
CHAP. XIII. – OF THE PUBLIC EXAMINATION OF THE 3 . The solicitor 's lien for his costs . Price ls., by post Is. 2d .

BANKRUPT. 4 . Mode of enforcing payment of costs. DEAUTIES of FRENCH LITERATURE .
D A Translation into English , by JAMES LOWE, of

CHAP. XIV . -- DISCHARGE OF THE BANKRUPT . CHAP. XXIX . -Or OFTENCES IN BANKRUPTCY, thememoirs and letters of Madame de Sévigné and Madame
1 . front, refusal, or suspension oforder of discharge. 1 . Generally . la Duchesse D 'Orleans.

2 . Etrect of, when granted 2 . Of contempts . London : HORACE Cox, 10, Wellington -street , Strand, W . O
3 . Status ofundischarged bankrupt, 3 . or offences strictly so called .

Christmas Decoration of Churches.

THE MODE OF DECORATING
1 CHURCHES at CHRISTMASand on other FESTIVE

LONDON : OCCASIONS, with Illustratione, Third Edition . By the
Rev. EDWARD L . CUTTS, B . A . P . ice 4s . Gd ., cloth by

“ LAW TIMES ” OFFICE, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND , W . C . post sd . extra . May be had of all booksellers.
London : HORACE Cox , 19, Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .

Fashion Hiling ting diresRD HACK.

Sevente 16 .cloth
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STEVENS AND SONS, 119 , Chancery-lane, 1. Just published , demy 8vo., price 159. cloth ,

LONDON . NE JURE PERSONARUM ; or, a Treatise

LAW BOOKS PURCHASED OR VALUED. on the Roman Law of Persons, intended for Students MESSRS. VENTOM , BULL, andpreparing for Examination , by W . H . RATTIGAN . Esq .,
of Lincoln 's inn , Barrister -at-Law , Author of the “ Hindu I COOPER' S MONTHLY REGISTER, containing

Published November 1st, price 1s ., by post 1s. 1d ., Law ofAdoption , " & c . particulars of Estates and Farms, Furnished and Unfur.

THE PRELIMINARY (No. 25), containing WILDY and Sons, Law Publishers, Lincoln ' s -inn nished Houses in Town and Country to be sold or let,
Ground Rents, and other Investments, may be had free onthe _ QUESTIONS and ANSWERS of the PRE Archway, London , W . C .
application , or by post for one stamp. Particulars intended

LIMINARY EXAMINATION of the 29th and 30th
Published , 78 . 6d ., cloth .OCTOBER 1873. Edited by EDWARD HENSLOWE for insertion in next month ' s Register should be forwarded

by the 26th inst. - Auction and Estate Agency Offices , 8 .
DATERSON ’ S FISHERY LAWS, aBEDFORD, Sólicitor, 9 , King' s Bench -walk , Temple . Bucklersbury , E . C .

London : STEVENS and Sons, 119 , Chancery -lane. - Treatise on th , Fishery Laws of the United King.
Shortly to be published , in 3 vols ., prico 5$. each , dom , including all the Engiish Salmon and Sea Fishery VESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and

Acts, with Notes and Explanations. Second Edition , By FARMER' S LIST of ESTATES and HOUSES
MHE JUDICATURE ACT 1873 : An Intro J . PATE - SOx, Esq ., M . A ., Barrister-at- Law , Chairman of to be SOLD or LET, including Landed Estates, Town and

duction to the Final Examination ; being a collection the late Special Commissioners for English Fisheries , Country Residences, Hunting and Shooting Quarters
of the Questions setby the Incorporated Law Society , with London : Shaw and Sons, Fetter-lane. Farms, Ground Rents , Rentcharges, House Property, and
the Answers adapted to meet the recent extensive altera Investments generally , is PUBLISHED on the first day of
tions in the Law . By H . FOULKY LYNCH , Solicitor, and each month, and may be obtained , free of charge, at their
B . A . SMITH , Solicitor, Clifford ' s Inn Prizeman , Senior Offices, 80, Cheapside, E . C ., or will be sentby post in return
Prizeman of the Incorporated Law Society , and Broderip for two stamps. Particulars for insertion should be

Gold Medallist 1872. received not later than four days previous to the end of the
London : STEVENSAND Sons, 119 , Chancery-lane. preceding month .

- mo SOLICITORS and OTHERS seekingPublished Nov . 18t, Corn Hall Estate, Suffolk ,
THE LAWYER' S COMPANION for 1874 1 . 1 SAFE INVESTMENTS. - A liberal commission will To be SOLD by PRİVATE TREATY,

be paid for placing the Preference shares of a first- class
L (twenty -eighth annual issue) containing & Diary, English Railway. - Address " Manager ," Post-office, Vigo CORN HALL ESTATE , comprising about 395 acres.

London and Provincial Law Directory , Tables of Costs, street, London, W . with homestead, cottages, and buildings, thereon in the
Legal Time Tables, an Outline of the Judicature Act, Cases parishes of Bures, St. Mary, and Ansington , together with
affecting Attorneys , & c . Edited by JOHN THOMPSON . the profits of the Manor of Corn Hal and a right of feed
Esq ., of the Inner Temple , Barrister-at-Law . TRENCH LAW . - CONSULTATION and over about 22 acres of common meadow . The above
The work is strongly bound in cloth , and may be had as T LESSONS on FRENCH _LAW . - Address M . De property is held on lease, expiring the 29th Sept , 1880, and

under : MERAY, “ Avocat Français," 3 , Essex-court, Temple ( first will be sold subject to the existing tenancy .
floor ) . For further particulars apply to - Messrs CLUTTON, 9

1 . Plain , two days on a page ... .... Whitehall-place, Westminster.
2 . Plain , two days on a page, Interleaved to To SOLICITORS. - Office for PATENTS ,

Attendances ...... . . 5, SERLE STREET, LINCOLN 's -INX, W . C .
3 . Ruled with faint lines, and with or with TMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE COM .Messrs . DAVIES and HUNT, Patent Solicitors, continue tomoney columns, two days on a page ..... ... 5 6 procure BRITISH and FOREIGN PATENTS, & c ., at PANY, 1, Old, Broad-street, E .C., and 16 and 17, Pall.
4 . Ruled with faint lines, and with or without Mall, S . W .

most moderate charges, and to SOLICITORS at agency rates.
money columns, two days on a page, Inter 21 ,000,000 paid -up , and invested £700,000 ,
leaved for Attendances ... 8 0 Rolicitors and intending Patentees should obtain their E . COZÉNS SMITH , General Manager.

5 . Whole page for ench day, plain . 7 6 " HANDBOOK FOR INVENTORS" gratis on application

6 . Whole page for each day, plain , Interleaved for or by letter. ANNUITIES AND REVERSIONS.
Attendances ...... mo SOLICITORS AND OTHERS. - Any AW REVERSIONARY INTEREST

7 . Whole page for each day , ruled with faint
person having a will, Codicil, or other Testamentaryand with or without money columns SOCIETY .

8 . Whole page for each day , raled with faint lines , paper of more reent date than the 16th _ October, 1863, 68 , CHANCERY.LANE, LONDON ,
and with or without money columns, Inter executed by MISS ELIZABETH FAULDER , formerly of CHAIRMAN . - Alfred H . Shadwell, Esq .
leaved for Attendances ......... ... .......... ......... ... 10 6 No. 15 , Fitzroy-square, Lo don , and some time resident at DEPUTY-CHAIRMAX - H , Cecil Raikes, Esq ., M . P .

9 . Ruled with faint lines, withoutmoney columns, Boulogne-sur -Mer , and who died at Avignon , in France , on Reversions and Life Interests purchased . Immediate and
a week at an opening . 5 0 the 17th of January last, is requested to COMMUNICATE

" Weregard this book as an article indispensable in every
indispensable in every with MESSRS. HILL and SON , Solicitors, No. 89, Old Deferred Annuities granted in exchange for Reversionary

and Contingent Interests.Broad -street, London , E . O .solicitor's office ." -- Lan Journal, Nov. 11, 1870 . Loans may also be obtained on the security of Reversions,' The Lawyer 's Companion is , indeed , what it is called ,
for it combines everything required for reference in the Annuities, Immediate, Deferred , and Contingent, and also

TAW EXAMINATIONS. - A. Solicitor, a Endowmerts , granted on favourable terms.
lawyer's office." - Lar Times, Dec. 3 , 1870 . Graduate of Oxford , READS with GENTLEMEN Prospectuses and Foring of Proposal, and all further infor

London : STEVENN and Sons, 119, Chancery -lane. for their Preliminary , Intermediate , and Final EXAMI. mation, may be bad at the office .

Price 78 .6d ., cloth boards. NATIONS. - Address " M . A ., Messrs . Fletcher and Co ., C . B . CLABON , Secretary.

RANKRUPTCY LAW , in index form for
11, Staple inn , London , W . C .

D ready reference, comprising the Text of the Act, and SOLICITORS' INTERMEDIATE EXAMI. TOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT and PILLS
Rnles with the Formsand Decided Cases . L need only a single trial to make known their capa

“ The idea is a good one and appears to have been well NATION - GENTLEMEN are PREPARED by a
bilities. No outward sore or inward inflammation can long

carried out. It notices the decisions with some care ." BARRISTER for this Examination , either personally or
withstand the cooling, purifying , and healing influences

Lar Times. . through the post. Also for all the other Legal Examina exerted by these twin medicaments. Be themischief recent
" This serviceable little volume is likely to be in request. tions. - Address " A . B .,” care of Mr. Frederick Jones, 8 , or chronic, grave or slight, painful or simply annoying, it

The idea being clearly a capital one, the execution appears Serjeant's - inn, Fleet-street, E . C . will succumb before the curative virtues of these noble
satisfactory."' - Lar Journal, remedies, which can be rightly applied by any person who

• The design is a usefulone." - Solicitors' Journal. PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION for will attentively read their accompanying directions, which
London : WILLIAM AYER, Law Bookseller, Lincoln ' s inn .

SOLICITORS . - A Clergyman , whose pupils haygate .Wr. are propounded in the plainest language void of technical
never failed to pass at their first attempt, PREPARES termsand printed in the most legible characters . To the

Price 28.6d ., postage3d ., 2sopp., 8vo ., cloth , CANDIDATES for this Examination very speedily . - For man of business confined to his counting-house and
harassed by engagements these pills are invaluable ; for theparticulars address the Rev. A . P . READ , M . A ., St. James' sMHE JUDICATURE ACT, 1873 . with College , Downs-road , Clapton , E . man of pleasure, addicted to free living, they are peerless .

1 Rules of Procedure, specially arranged for Noting
and for Ready Reference, with Introductory Epitome and IAW EXAMINATIONS. - A GENTLEMAN COUGHS, COLDS, ASTHMA,
complete Index . By THOMAS PRESTON .

at the BAR (Bachelor of Laws in Honours)“ Wehave rarely met with an explanatory edition of an PREPARES, in Chambers or through the post, for DRONCHITIS , and NEURALGIA ,
Act of Parliament as satisfactory both in substance and in the INCORPORATED LAW SOCIETY, the BAR, and
form ." - Pall Mall Gazette. LONDON LL. B . References to former and present pupils R . J. COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORO ." The Index has evidently been most carefully prepared ." will be given . - Address " LL . B ., " care of Messrs. Reever
- Morning Post . U DYNE, a few doses quite effectuel. - Caution. - The

London : W . AMER, Lincoln 's-inn -gate . and Turner Law Booksellers, 100, Chancery -lane, W . C . extraordinary medicalreports on the efficacy of Chlorodyne
render it of vital importance that the public should obtain

NEW EDITION OF SAUNDERS'S LAW OF mo PARLIAMENTARY AGENTS and the genuine , which is protected by a Government stamp,
BASTARDY. 1 SOLICITORS.- PRIVATE BILLS , New _ Standing bearing the words “ Dr. J . Collis Browne' s Chlorodyne."

MHE LAW and PRACTICE of AFFILIA Orders for the ensuing session , Draft Reference Books and See decision of Vice - Chancellor Sir W . Page Wood , the
Times, July 16th , 1864.Forms, and every requisite for the use of Agents, & c ., proTION , containing the Bastardy Law Amendment

Numerous testimonials fron
eminent Physicians accompany each bottle .

Acts 1872 and 1878 , the New Forms just issued by the Local moting private bills . Books of Reference Copied , Litho.
graphed, or Printed with the greatest expedition. - WATER From W . O . Wilkinson , Esq ., F . R . C . S . , Spalding .

Government Board, and all the Decisions upon the subject . “ I consider it invaluable in phthisis and spasmodic
By THOMAS W . SAUNDERS, Barrister- at- Law , Recorder Low and Sons, 49 , Parliament-street, and 66, London Wall,
of Bath , Sixth Edition . Price 6s, 6d., cloth .

cough : the benefit is verymarked indeed ."London .
Dr. M 'Millman, of New Galloway , Scotland.

London : Law Times Office, 10 , Wellington-street, Strand DRELIMINARY, INTERMEDIATE, and “ I consider it the most valuable medicine known.”
Sold in bottles, ls , 1 d ., 2s. 9d ., and is , od . by all chemists .

COX' S LAW OF
FINAL EXAMINATIONS for SOLICITORS. - Mr.

J . ERLE BENHAM (formerly of King' s College, London , Sole manufacturer , J. T . DAVENPORT, 83, Great Russell
street, London , w . o .JOINT-STOCK COMPANIES. author of several works), whose pupils have always met

with unparalleled success, has CLASSES READING for

The SEVENTH EDITION of the these Examinations. He has recently prepared a nephew
and an articled clerk of two of the legal examiners. For

TAW OF JOINT STOCK COMPANIES references to Noblemen , Members of Parliament, Queen ' s
AND OTHER ASSOCIATIONS ; comprising the Counsel, Rectors, Members of the Incorporated Law

whole of the New Law relating to the Abandonment of Society , and other gentlemen of status. - Address to 20 , ROBE W MAKERSDeve eux-court, Temple ; or to the care of Messrs. ButterRailways and the Winding -up of Railway Companies,
As contained in the Statutes relating to Joint-Stock worths, 7 , Fleet-street , Her Majesty' s Law Publishers.
Companies , the General Orders and Rules of the Court
of Chancery , and Decisions of the Courts of Law and LONDON GAZETTE ( published by authority ) and By Special Appointment
Equity ; together with the Industrial and Provident LONDON and COUNTRY ADVERTISENENT OFFICE To HER MAJESTY , THE LORD CHANCELLOR ,

Societies Acts, and County Court Orders theroon , the Stan The Whole of the Judicial Bench ,
No. 117, CHANCERY-LANE, FLEET-STREET.naries Act and Rules , with Notes as to the Mode of Proce Corporation of London , & c .

dure under them . By EDWARD W . VOX, Serjeant-at HENRY GREEN , Advertisement Agent,
Law , Recorder of Portsmouth , Seventh Edition , by II begs to direct the attention of the Legal Profession to SOLICITORS' AND REGISTRARS ' GOWNS.
CHARLES J . O 'MALLEY , LL. B . , Barrister - at- Law , of the advantages of his long experience of upwards of twenty . BARRISTERS' AND QUEEN' S COUNSELS ' DITTO
the Middle Temple , five years, in the special insertion of all pro formd notices,

Price 218 ., cloth . & c ., and hereby solicits their continued support . - N . B . One CORPORATION ROBES.
London : Law TIMES Office, 10, Wellington -street , Strand. copy of advertisement only required , and the strictest care UNIVERSITY AND CLERGY GOWNS,

and promptitude assured , Officially stamped forms for ad .
SOLICITOR' S CASH BOOK . - A Cash Book vertisements and file of London Gazette kept. By appoint Established 1689 .

for Use of Solicitors, showing at a glance receipts and ment 94 , CHANCERY-LANE , LONDON .
payments on cash account, bank account, business account,
and private account. Price, with explanation , in sheets,

38 .6d . per quire , or bound in extra forril, of the following
thickness : one quire, 108. ; two quires, 138. 6 . ; three
quires, 178. ; four quires, £l Is. ; five quires , £1 58 . ; six
quires, £i 3s .
The author says : “ It is very simple , and with a little FOR HEATING AND COOKING .

attention it will be found to work well ; I have long proved
it to do so . " May be obtained direct, or through any book CAN BE PLACED ANYWHERE.
seller by order .

London : H . Cox, 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .

JUSTICES' CLERKS' ACCOUNTS. A
Journal and Cash Book , prepared by Mr. GEORGE Save half the fuel, half the labour, and half the dirt .

C . OKE, of the Mansion House , London , for Justices'
Clerks' Accountof Fees received by them . The headings Catalogues on application .
ere : Dato - Subject of Entry - Fees earned - Fees debited

in Ledger - Leuger Folio - Current fees received - Fines,
fees, & c ., credited - Ledger folio - Fines, fees, & c ., repaid -
Office expenses. Prices : One quire, 58 . ; two quires, 88. ;
three quiros , 118. ; four guires, 14 : . ; five quires , 178 . ; six
quires, 208 . ; half-bound , or in sheets unbound' 3s. perIMURDOCH AND CO .. 115 , CANNON STREET.
quire .

London : H . Cox, 10 , Wellington -street, Strand.
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SUNDAY LECTURE SOCIETY.- | SAMUEL BROTHERS, 50, LUDGATE THE SANS-PLIS SHIRT.
LECTURES at ST. GEORGE' S HALU, Langham . HILL, LONDON , MERCHANT TAILORS , BOYS'

place , each SUNDAYAFTERNOON, atfour precisely , will OUTFITTERS , & c . REGISTERED Nov. 1848.be resumed . On Sunday next, Nov. 2 , W . B .CARPENTER ,
Esq ., M . D ., LL . D ., F . R . S ., on " Recent Investigations SAMUEL BROTHERS' vast Stock (the

Specially adapted to meet thewantsinto the Functions of different parts of the Brain ." largest in London ) is divided into Nine Classes .
Members ' Annual Subscriptions, ei, payment at the Door, Each piece of cloth and every garment is marked
One Penny, Sixpence, and (Reserved Seats ) One Shilling. the class to which it belongs, and the price in plain BARRISTERS, SOLICITORSOLD FALCON HOTEL , EAST STREET, figures.

and
TOWN PIER ,GRAVESEND. NEW AUTUMN FABRICS. Price List.

Public and private dining rooms facing the river . GENTLEMEN OF SEDENTARY PURSUITS
Bed and breakfast one guineu per week , and dinners at

an equally moderate tariff . AUTUMN SUITS. AUTUMN COATS. Ease Combined with a Perfect Fit.
Special arrangements for board and lodging , weekly or

monthly , on reduced terms. Patterns and Particulars ofMeasure
W . SKELLETER , Proprietor. ment free by post.

CLASS
KINAHAN ' S LL WHISKY. BURDEN AND KEER

This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the 51. CONDUIT-STREET, BOND-STREET,
very

CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES. T EFT-OFF CLOTHES. – Mr. and Mrs.
In quality unrivalled , perfectly pure, and more wholesome 365. 439.6d. 139. 60 . A 178 .6 . 258. | 21s. 1 PHILLIPS, 31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHES
than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the red seal, pirk TER -SQUARE, LONDON, W ., are the Best BUYERS of
label, and cork branded “ Kinahan 's LL . Whisky." -- - Whole . all kinds ofLADIES and GENTLMEN'S ATTIRE, Silk ,
Bale Depot, 21, Great Titchfield -street, Oxford -street, W . 498 . 49s . 28s. Satin , Velvet, Brocades, Dresses , Court Trains, Antique

Lace , old English and Foreign China, Household Furniture,
Jewels , Plate , in fact every kind of Property for ready

50s . 578. 575. 26s. SSS . cash . Ladies or Gentlemen waited on at any time or dis
tance . All letters receive prompt attention . Money orders
to any amount for Parcels from Town or Country. Estab

59s. 688 . 613. 425 . 428 . lished 1820. Readymoney only .
Thousands of testimonials . The subjoined are copies :

" Gloucester, April 2 .
758 . 425 . 503. | 50s. Mrs . A . N . writes : - " I have received your P . 0 . 0 . with

thanks for your liberality and attention . I shall recommend
allmy friends, I have had business with others, but none

Sls . 9ls . 838. 455 . 555 . 55s. have given me so much satisfaction as yon have."
Brighton , May 4 .

Lady S . T . writes : - “ I received the registered letter con .
946 . 101s. 65s. 653 . taining the notes . I quite agree with Mrs . R . C . that yon

are very straightforward in conducting your business . I
shall have great pleasure in recommending any friends who

1028. 112s . 1078 . 60s . 70s. 70s . may wish to dispose of their cast-off clothes that are too
good to give away.”

“ Edinburgh , May 13.
1168 . 180g 121s . 70s. 818 . 845. " I send you a large box of clothes. I am quite satisfied

that you give the full value, as I sent the last you had ofme
All sizes to some other person first, and your price was much above

Guide to Patterns
of every their valuation , I leave it to you to send mewhat you conPerfect

seli All Unap sider the value of the presentarticles. I have recommendedClass, for
imme. measure - erery ( loths proachedstyle you to my sister, Mrs, M , Y ., of Reading."

diate use ClassInent thoroughly Weare every day receiving the same kind of testimonials,and
sent sent shrunk , which show that we do give the full value of all articlesstyle .or to fit .
free . free . offered to us . If this is not sufficient to satisfy the mostmeasure.

sceptical we challenge all dealers. We not only buy of

( TBADE MALK . I ladies and gentlemen , but our demand is so great that we

SAMUEL BROTHERS, 50, Ludgate-hill. purchase of the trade . Ladies and gentlemen , by disposing
of their property to us, get the best price, thereby saving aGREATCENTRAL WINE CELLARS, second profit . Our only address in England is

22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON SAMUEL BROTHERS beg to notify to 31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHESTER -SQUARE ,
Parents and Guardians that they have just intro LONDON .

(OPPOSITE CHANCERY-LANE) . duced a NEW FABRIC for BOYS' and YOUTHS' CANADA : ST. PAUL-STREET, MONTREAL.
CLOTHING that will RESIST any amount of | AUSTRALIA : MYER ' S -STREET. SANDHURST, VIC

The Largest, Cheapest, and Best Wine Establishment in HARD WEAR .
TORIA : and

the World ,
MHE NEW “WEAR-RESISTING ” | 31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHESTER -SQUARE.

THE MOST NOTED VINTAGES, FABRICS are manufactured in every style of Where all letters and parcels must be addressed.
JUVENILE COSTUME. Established is .

BY THE GLASS, BY THE BOTTLE , SUIT for a BOY four feet in height, C Class,BY THE GALLON , BY THE DOZEN, 258 . ; D Class 80s .60 .
Price ascending or descending according to size.

AND BY THE CASK,
SAMUEL BROTAERS' much admired FASHIONABLE TAILORS,

AT WHOLESALE PRICES; " Alpine." “ Tyrolese," " Middy." and " Jack Tar"
Suits for Young Gentlemen (designs registered ) can

Or Packed in Hampers for Races and Picnics only be obtained at their Establishment, 50, Lud .
gate-hill.

A LARGE VARIETY OF
EW AUTUMN FABRICS. Price List. In

22 , FLEET-STREET, LONDON Price List. |NEW GOODS for COATS and TROUSERSBOYS' DEPARTMENT.

FOR THE SEASON .(Opposite Chancery-lane). SUITS . OVER
COATS.

315 , HIGH HOLBORN
LONDON .

(Four Doors East of Chancery-lane.)

SPECIAL NOTICE .
ALFRED WEBB MILES'S Establishment
A is replete with NEW GOODS for WINTER OVER
COATS , Elastics for Frock and Mourning Coats, Vestings,
Bedford Cords for Hunting Breeches, Scotch and West of
England stout Angolas for Riding Trousers, Travelling
Suits, & c . A . W . M . is distinguished for Gentlemen ' s
Dress of the best quality atmoderate charges for casa pay

235. 278 6d 188. 128. 6d . ments.

12, BROOK -STREET, HANOVER-SQUARE, London, W .

20s. 278. 32s 6d 21s .
205. 168. 60 . ALFRED WEBB MILES' world -famed

1 168 . TROUSERS (originat. d by him ) from stout
253, 22s. 198. and warm new Scotch Tweeds, (hots , & c . , thoroughly

maintain their high reputation , ani ure in all respects
better value than ever .

Are Fire Resisting (see Testimonial) . Ss. 378 . 418 . 283 . 238. 21s. 12, BROOK -STREET, Hanover-square, W .

They afford great advantages for agricultural use, being HIGH CLASS BOOTS,specially adapted to 18 . 418 . | 4 33s . Consist. 258.
ing ofCOVERED FARM -YARDS, HAY BARNS. Trousers

CORN, CATTLE , and all kinds of SHED . F 346 . 478. 565. - 60s. 883. Shirt, Sos .

DING , Temporary or Permanent. Silk Velvet or Jer.

sey, Cap.
F . M . & Co.' s Patent “ Iron Thatch Substitute" has been G 388 . 543. 65s. / - 70s. 428. to 81s . and Belt.

awarded the Silver Medalof the RoyalAgricultural Society
of England. The prices are regulated according to height.

Accurate Fit .
Attention is invited to F . M . & Co .'s OYS' SUITS,

High -class Style .
Durable Materials .PATENT IRON ROOFING TILES OR SLATES Value for Money .

which effect a considerable saving in timber framing as NOTED FOR Best Workmanship .
compared with ordinary Slates . Permanent Colours.

Superior Trimmings.
Designs and Estimates sent on application , Fashionable Designs.

Gentlemanly Appearance .
Wear-Resisting Properties.

LONDON OFFICE : 8R, PARLIAMENT-STREET, S. W Fig . 1 . Fig . 2 .

HOOPER' S AUTUMN BULBS THE NEW ILLUSTRATED BOOK of The normal condition of The perfect form of Shoos.
FASHIONS, contains 43 Portraits of Boy Princes the Foot. a , b , c , d , Elasticated Lestber .

FOR SPRING BLOOMING . of Europe , English Ministers, Statesmen , and Poli .
ticians, selected from all ranks and parties. Each DOWIE AND MARSHALL ,Catalogues on application . Portrait (with brief biographicalmemoir ) adorns &

HOOPER and Co ., Covent Garden , London, W . C . figure illustrating the newest and most gentlemanly 455,WEST STRAND, LONDON,styles of costume. Price 6d . , or gratis to purchasers .

TAW LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. Patternsand guide to self-measurement sent free . (Nearly opposite Northumberland House) ,
SHARES to be DISPOSED OF. Principals only to

SAMUEL BROTHERS, 50, Ludgate-hill, ESTABLISHED 1824,apply by letter, to " Lex, " care of Messrs. Leathes and
Maynard , 8 , Langham -place , Portland-place, W . London , E . C . BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS .

MANEY and CONNOR ,

SCIENTIFIC TROUSERSMAKERS.

NCIS MOD .
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LECTURES AND LAW CLASSES, 1873-4 .

LECTURES.

LECTURES ON CONVEYANCING AND THE

LAW OF REAL PROPERTY .

By HENRY CHARLES DEANE, Esq., Barrister-at-Law .

LECTURE I. The Origin and Progress of the Modes of Acquiring,
and Dealing with , Estates and Interests in Land.

II. & III. Contracts of Sale, and Purchase Deeds, of Real and
Leasehold Property .

IV . Leases.

Mortgages of Real Estate and Chattels Real.

Assignments and Mortgages of Personal Property
other than Chattels Real.

VII. Deeds of Settlement.

VIII. Wills.

IX . Instruments relating to Personal Obligations.

Students are recommended to read the chapters in Williams' s

RealProperty, and Davidson 's, or Prideaux 's, Precedents in Con .

veyancing, relating to the above subjects. '

VI. The Effect of the Supreme Court of Judicature Act
1873, on the Common Law .

Broom 's “ Commentaries on the Common Law ," and the In

troduction to Lush ' s “ Practice of the Superior Courts of Law at

Westminster," are recommended as Text-books ; but Students are

especially advised to study and to analyse on paper , in " Smith's

Leading Cases :"
Ashby v . White

As to Torts.
Scott v . Shepherd
Six Carpenters' Case

( Armory v . Delamirie
With the Notes.

( Lampleigh v . Braithwait ?

) Cutter v . Powell
As to Contracts Vicars v . Wilcox

( Cumber v . Wane

And in Tudor's Leading Cases on Mercantile and Maritime Law :

- Tarling v . Baxter,and Hanson v . Meyer ; with the Notes.

trac

LECTURES ON COMMON AND MERCANTILE

LAW .

By ROBERT SAMUEL WRIGHT, Esq., Barrister-at-Law .

The Subjects of the Lectures in Common Law will be :
I. Introductory Matters.

II. Common Law relating to Torts.

III. Statutory Provisions as to Torts.

Common Law Requirements for Contracts.
V . Statutory Provisions as to Contracts.

LECTURES ON EQUITY .

By CHALONER W . CHUTE , Esq., L .L . D ., Barrister-at- Law .

The Lecturer on Equity will treat of the Practice in the Courts
of Equity and in the Judges' Chambers , under 15 & 16 Vict. c . 80

and 86 , asmodified by the recent Judicature Act, and will discuss ,

by way of Illustration , Proceedings for Administration of Assets ,
Execution of Trusts, Cancellation of Fraudulent Instruments,

Winding-up of Companies, and other ordinary subjects of Equit

able Jurisdiction . Hewill refer to Morgan 's Chancery Practice,

and Smith 's Handbook of Equity.

- - -

LAW CLASSES .
In connection with the Lectures, Classes will be conducted under the guidanco and superintendence of the Lecturers, and will pro

ceed concurrently with the Lectures . The number of Subscribers to each Class will be limited , and the instruction given will be con .

fined to an examination of the Students upon the subject of a preceding Lecture, or on portions of a given book bearing on the same

ubject. A sufficient number of Classes will follow each Lecture, and be of such duration as shall provide for the efficient instruction

and examination of the Students. The teaching of the Lecturers will thus be amplified, and impressed on thememory by the Classes ;

and the system of constant examination will test, from time to time, the progress madeby the Students.

For all the
THE SUBSCRIPTION PAYABLE FOR THE LECTURES

Three Courses.

£ s . d .

By Clerks of Members ..
... ... ... ... .

2 2 0
" ***

By Clerks of Gentlemen not Members ..... . ... ... ... . .. . .. . . 3 3 0

By all other Persons not being Members ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4 4 0

THE SUBSCRIPTION PAYABLE FOR THE LAW CLASSES - For all the branches
of Instruction ,

£ 8 . d .

By every Subscriber ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...... ... 5 5 0

For each

Course .

£ 8 . d .

1 1 0

1 11 6

2 2 0

For each

Branch .

2 12 6

MEMBERS of the Society may attend the Lectures without Subscribing.

* * * To prevent interruption at the Lectures, Subscribers cannot be admitted to the Hall after the Lecture has commenced.

N . B . - Gentlemen may subscribe for, and attend the Lectures and Classes, either separately or collectively ; but as the instruction

given in the Classes will have special reference to preceding Lectures, it is recommended that those who desire to attend the Classes

should also attend the Lectures .

LAW SOCIETY'S HALL, October, 1873. E . W . WILLIAMSON , Secretary .

Printed and published by HORACH Cor. at 10 , Wellington-street, Strand, London , W .C ., in the County of Middlesex,- Saturday, November 1, 1873,
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Partnerships, Wanted and Vacant.

Money,Wanted and to Lend. IT EGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY .IT AW – To Parents and Guardians. - A
| Mr. O . E . MASON , AUDITOR, LIQUIDATOR , Solicitor , practising in a populous and healthy town

ACCOUNTANT, 30 , Essex-street, Strand, London . of South Wales, DÉSIRES an ARTICLED PUPIL ,whoTHE IMPROVEMENT of LANDED might reside with him , and whose studies would be superin .
ESTATES. The LAND , LOAN , and ENFRAN . TAW BOOK -KEEPING , by G J. KAIN , tended by a holder of a Certificate of the Inns of Court.CHISEMENT COMPANY (incorporated by specialAct of

F . s . s ., of the firm of Kain , Bullen , Eldridge, and Co ., References, & c ., on application , by letter, to " Z .," Messrs.
Parliament) ADVANCES MONEY Vizard and Co. , 55 , Lincoln 's Inn Fields ,

Law and Mercantile Accountants Costs Draftsmen , & c .
1st . - To the Owners of Settled and other Estates, for 69, Chancery-lane, and at Melville Chambers, (50B, Lord . T AW . - The Advertiser seeks an ENGAGE

the Erection of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES. street ), Liverpool, THREE METHODS, viz .. Single and
Double Column Systems (one volume) 78 . 60 . ; Triple

MENT as Copying and Engrossing CLERK , twelve

and for the DRAINAGE, IRRIGATION , ENCLOSING ,
CLEARING , and general Improvement of LANDED Pro Column, 68 .

years' experience , and unexceptionable character . - Address

perty in any part of the United Kingdom : WATERLOW and Soxs, London -wall, and througo all Book | " A . B . ", care of Mr. Cleaver, 66 , Ashburnham -grove,
sellers Greenwich .

And . - To the Owners of Settled Estates in England . to TAW . - WANTED , by a Gentleman who isthe EREOTION or COMPLETION of MANSIONS
U an experienced shorthand writer, & ConveyancingSTABLES, and OUTBUILDINGS : Practices , Wanted and for Sale. and General CLERKSHIP . - Address “ Lex ," Messrs.

Srd . - To Landowners generally, to enable them to su b Deacon 's , Leadenhall-street, London ,

scribe for Shares in Companies for the CONSTRUCTION T AW PRACTICE. TO EXECUTORS and
of RAILWAYS and NAVIGABLE OANALS, which will TAW . - ADVERTISER (formerly with aLU SOLICITORS. - A London Solicitor in good practice,
beneficially affect their Estates : desires to PURCHASE the Practice of any Solicitorwhomay Solicitor) desires EMPLOYMENT for a few spare

Ath . -- TO INCUMBENTS, for the Improvement of their be dead , or of anygentleman wishing to retire from active hours. Town or Country . Remuneration moderate. Testze
GLEBE LANDS , by Drainage , and the Erection of FARM practice . For the latter the advertiser would be willing to monials. – Address " 0 . " ( 1597 ), 10 , Wellington -street,
BUILDINGS and COTTAGES : carry on the business for an agreed period upon agency Strand, W . C .

terms prior to purchase . Good references . - " B ., "
5th . - To COPYHOLDERS for the ENFRANCHISE . TAW . - ADVERTISER (33 ), Unarticled ,Wakefield -street, W . 0 .

MENT of COPYHOLD LANDS. U desires a Managing or Conveyancing CLERKSHIP
in the country . Twenty years ' experienc ., and thoroughly

The amountborrowed with the expenses would be charged competent. Salary , £250. - " Urban " (No. 1597), 10. Wel
on the estate benefited , and repaid by a rentcharge, termi. lington -street, Strand .
nating in twenty - five years.

TAW COSTS and ACCOUNTS. - WANTEDDARTNERSHIP. - WANTED, by allNO INVESTIGATION OF THE LANDOWNER'S | ENGAGEMENTS, to Prepare Arrears of Costs andTITLE IS NECESSARY . young and able Solicitor (married ) , in an old -estab
lished firm , on fair terms. Highest references given and

Accounts, in town or country . First-class references .
Forms of application , and all further particulars,may be required . - R . C .” (No. 1596 ), 10, Wellington -street , Strand.

Address for terms, “ Beta , " 35 , Doughty-street, Foundling.
obtained of Messrs. Rawlence and Squarey , 22, Great George

T AW . - COSTS. - WANTED , by an ex .street, Westminster , S . W ., and Salisbury ; of Messrs. TAW PARTNERSHIP. - A Solicitor, eightAshurst, Morris , and Co., Solicitors, 6 , Old Jewry, London , perienced Bill Clerk , & RE-ENGAGEMENT in an
E . C . ; of Messrs . Gillespie and Paterson , w . S ., SIA , George U years admitted , and a good conveyancer, wishes for a office of extensive practice. The advertiser also possesses

street, Edinburgh , agents for the Company in Scotland ; PARTNERSHIP . - Address C . WEAVER, 42 , Albert-street, & thorough knowledge of Conveyancing ; first- class testi

and at the Offices of the Companyas below . Regent' s park , N . W . monials , and salary moderate. - " Lex, " Barnett' s Library .
T . PAIN , Managing Director, 176 , Old Kant -rond . S . E .
EDWIN GARROD , Secretary. T AW . - A Solicitor ( eighteen yearsadmitted )

U desires to PURCHASE an INTEREST of about T AW . - WANTED by the Advertiser (aged
Land , Loan ,and Enfranchisement Company, £400 & year, in a good Conveyancing and general Business IU 85 ) a RE-ENGAGEMENT As Converancing Clerk ,
No. 29, GreatGeorge-street, Westminster, s . w . in Liverpool or elsewhere . Has some Liverponl connection , with or without supervision . - Address " X . Z .," House

- Address " QUIDAM " (No. 1595 ). 10 , Wellington -street, keeper, 8 , Old Jewry, E . C .
MORTGAGE - WANTED, £1300 to £1400 | Straad, W .C .

į at44 per cent. on Mortgage of a Freehold Residence T AW . - WANTED , by the Advertiser (agedTAW PARTNERSHIP . - WANTED , aand Grounds, in the occupation of themortgagor. - Address 25 ), who has had ten years ' experionco , a SITUATION

" P .," 28, Craven -street, Charing-cross, W . C . U PARTNERSHIP in & gond Conveyancing Practice . as Assistant Conveyancing and General ULERK . - Address
- Apply , with particulars, to Mr. CLEMENT CADLE, Land " T . W .," 7, Colvi'le -rond , Bayswater.

MONEY. TO INVESTORS, TRUSTEES. Agent,Gloucester. | AW .- WANTED, by a solicitor31 years of
& c . £1500 WANTED , on MORTGAGE of small DARTNERSHIP in , or SUCCESSION U age, a Conveyancing CLERKSHIP . Salary , £175.

Honse Property , at Coventry . Rental £420 per annum . 1 to , a business in Town , or A CLERKSHIP -- Address " Student " (No. 1596 ), 10 , Wellington -street,
Apply to E . G . PICKERING , Solicitor, Lincoln . " with a view to same, WANTED by & Prizeman , a Strand , W . O .

thoroughly practical Solicitor. - Address J. T ." (No. 1595 ),
QOLICITORS having Clients desirous of 10 . Wellington-street, Strand, w .o . T A W . – WANTED, a SITUATION
D LENDING MONEYS upon or Purchasing Freehold , I AW PARTNERSHIP . - WANTED , by a as ARTICLED CLERK , with ra'ary. Four years
Leashold Properties, Ground Rents, and Reversions may as Manager of a Country Office under the Principal. Good
find such sources of Investment by applying to HARVEY 1 young Solicitor, a Junior Partnership in a well testimonials. Address " Van " (1597 ), 10 , Wellington -street,
and Co., Financial Agents , George-yard , Lombard -street, established Conveyancing Firm . Advertiser is prepared to Strand , London ,

pay a large premium , and has first -class connections. - Ad.
NTONEY. - Several SUMS of MONEY, I dress with full particulars .;" Lex," Messrs.Wm. Tricksand TAW . - The Advertiser (aged 27 , married ),

Son , City Chambers , Bristol.
varying from £1000 to £30, 000, to be LENT on U seeks a RE-ENGAGEMENT as Egnrossingand Gene.

MORTGAGE at 4 and 5 per cent. Interest on good Free ralCLERK, can draw ordinary Drafts, and Abstracts, and
TAW - A Solicitor, Graduate of Cambridge, write Pitman 's Shorthand rapidly . Ten years ' experience ,

hold Securities , consisting of Land and Houses. - Apply to
Messrs . CLEAR AND CHEFFINS, “ Ethelburga House ," 70 and

1 admitted six years, desires a Working PARTNER good references. - Address J . SELF, No. 6 , 117, South - quay,

71, Bishopsgate-street Within , London , E . O . SHIP or Managing CLERKSHIP ; has had considerable Great Yarmouth .
experience in a large office. London preferred , advertiser
haring City connection. - Address " G . H .” (No. 1597), 10, T AW . – WANTED, 2 SITUATION as ,

MONEY promptly ADVANCED on Personal Wellington -street, Strand . ACCOUNTANT and Bill CLERK , acquainted with
M Security , Bills of Sale , Freeholds, Leaseholds, LocalGovernment Accounts . First-class references, Salary
Stocks, Shares, Bonds, or other security, repayable by T AW . - PARTNERSHIP or PRACTICE . moderate. - Addreng “ X . Y . Z ., " Mr. Bridres . Spring Villa
instalments . No preliminary fees . - REAL AND PERSONAL A young Solicitor of great practical experience , of New Grimsbury, Northamptonshire.
ADVANCE COMPANY (LIMITED ), Established 1856 , 8 . Tavi good position and connection , and who can introduce
stock -street, Covent-garden . J . WOOLLETT, Secretary. business, wishes to arrange to succeed to theWHOLE or a TAW COSTS . - WANTED, an ENGAGE

SHARE in a good Practice. The highest references given MENT to Draw Arrears of Costs in a large London
M ONEY. - Various SUMS, ranging from and required.---Address " W .," Messrs. Hooper and Son, 45, Office on liberal terms, or to take the entireManagement of

M £10 ,000 to £500,000 , ready for immediate INVEST Fleet-street, London . that department.-- " Lex," 19, Heathcote-street ,Gray' s-inn
MENT. Present rates of Interest, Freeholds ( Trustees ' road .
Securities ) 33 per Cent. ; Leaseholds, Houses, Mines , Col.

Situations, Wanted and Vacant.lieries , Public Works, Public Rates, and similar Securities TAW . - WANTED , by a Solicitor of many
at proportionately low rates. - Apply to MR. BAILEY, 29, years' experience in practice, & SITUATION in a

Walbrook, City , London . London office as Managing Conveyancing CLERK . Would

I AW . - CONVEYANCING . - WANTED, by accept temporary or partial occupation if required. goodM ONEY LENT - £5 to £500, with and U a Solicitor , a Conveyancing CLERKSHIP in a first references . Address “ H ., " care of Messrs. Paterson ,
Snow and Burney . 40 , Chancery - lane, London

W rate London office . - Address " A . F .,” care of Robertwithout Sureties,upon Promissory Notes, Furniture,
Goods. Deeds, Life Policies, Shares, Jewellery , kc., from Frisby, 3 , New -square , Lincoln 's - inn . TAW .- A Country Firm desires to procure
onemonth to three years. Formsgratis . Bills discounted .
Ofices : 71, Fleet-street, City, E . O ., and 3 , Pullen' s - row , T AW . - CONVEYANCING CLERK . - RE . an ASSIGNMENT of the ARTICLES of one of their

High - street . Islington , N . Established thirty- four years. managing CLERKS, for the residue of the term (two years ).
U ENGAGEMENT desired in Town . Bankruptcy,

Open daily. - W . M . READ, Manager. He is perfectly competent to manage a Country Practice ,
& c . Highest references as to ability , & c . - " Lex .," T . L . and is particularly efficient in Conveyancing. Satisfactory
Sweeting, Esq., 2, Furnival's -inn, E . 0 . reasons will be given for the proposed assignment. - Ad .

MONEY ADVANCED at a Day's Notice dress " T . S .," Hampton Villa , Paynes-road, Freemantle ,
M (from _ L40 upwards) to respectable householders in TAW . - WANTED, a SITUATION in a Southampton .

the London District upon MORTGAGE of their FURNI. U Solicitor's Office as Copying and Engrossing CLERK .
TÚRE without removal, repayable by easy instalmente . Salary ei. Good references. - Apply to 0 ." (No. 1597 ) ,IT AW . - The Advertiser (unarticled , aged 35 ),
No charge of any kind unlessmoney advanced . As this does 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , W . 0 . U thoroughly competent in Chancery. Common Law ,
not emanate from an agent, applicants must apply personally and Bankruptcy, also experienced in Conveyancing, desires
to Mr. BAUGHAX , 31, Southampton -buildings, Chancery-lane. T AW . - A General Clerk (middle -aged ), ia Managing CLERKSHIP in the Country. SatisfactoryThe public are cautioned against paying preliminary fees to
pretenders.

U very stendy. WANTS A Comfortable SITUATION ' references. Salary £150 . - Address “ Lexicon ." 81. Finchley

Will make himself useful. Salary moderate . - Address road, Lorrimore-square, London, S . E .
MUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION " Box ," A . J . Abel, 82 , Binn's-road , Edge- lane, Liverpool. I AW . - A Solicitor (admitted in 1867 ) seeks

1 (Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1850), 14 , Rus. UT AW . - WANTED , an Experienced CLERK ,sell -street, Covent-garden , London , and 38, Ship -street,
& RE -ENGAGEMENT as a Conveyancing CLERK

in th Office of a London Solicitor. Reference given , if re
Brighton , ADVANCES MONEY upon Personal Security , I as MANAGING Or BILL CLERK, in an Attorney's quired , to a well -known Firm in whose ofice the advertiser
Bulls of Sale , Deeds, & c ., repayable by instalments . Bills office in the country. Apply , stating age, salary, & c ., to has been for the last eleven years . -- Address " A . C . S ." (No.
promptly discounted. Forms free on receipt of stamped " S . P ." (No. 1596 ), 10, Wellington -street. Strand. w .. ." 1595 ) , 10 , Wellington -street , Strand, W . 0 .
envelope . C . R . WRIGHT, Secretary .

T AW .- WANTED , for a few months by a T AW . - WANTED, by a Solicitor (admitted
MONEY. - £20,000 READY to be Solicitor (recently admitted) & SITUATION ng U in Michaelmas Term 1870), a SITUATION asMana

ADVANCED in gums of £100 and upwards, by the OLERK in & good Conveyancing business in Town , where ging CLERK , with or without supervision, in Town or
PLANET PERMANENT BUILDING AND INVEST. experiencewould be a primary object. - Address " J . M . N .," Country ; hashad some experience in advocacy . -- Address
MENT SOCIETY . upon Mortgage of Freehold or Lease . Box 38 , Post-office , Chester . " F . B . Messrs. Hooper and Son , Law Stationers, 45 , Fleet .
hold Property . Monthly re- payments, including principal T AW . - WANTED ,by a Solicitor (aged 24 ),

street, E . C .
and interest , for each 2100 advanced (less & small pre
mium . ) U an Assistant Conveyancing, Chancery, or General TAW . - WANTED , an Engagement by an

CLERKSHIP in a London Office. Good references. - Ad. U experienced COSTS CLERK and ACCOUNTANT,
14 years. | 12 years. 10 years. 8 years . 6 years. dress " R . D ., " Townsend , Winkleigh , N . Devon . who has also a good practical knowledge of Law in all its

£ s . d .

branches , and is a shorthand Writer ; salary required , £160

£s. d . £ s . d . £s. d . £ s . d . TAW . -WANTED, a RE -ENGAGEMENT per annum . - Apply to " Lex," (No. 1597) 10, Wellington
0 17 0 0 19 1 1 10 1 13 2 as Common Law and General CLERK . Advertiser street, Strandw . .

has had some experience in Chancery . Bankruptcy , and

Redemption at any timeby payment of balance of prin . Probate practice, has a slight knowledge of Conveyancing, I SITUATIONS WANTED and VACANT
cipaldue. EDMUND W . RICHARDSON , Secretary . and writes a fair hand, Age 32. Address " A . Z ., " care of

Offices, 7 . Finsbury-square, London , Messrs. Kingsbury and Co., 11, Clements-lane, E . O . tinued on next page.
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SHORTT'S LAW RELATING TO LITERATURE, & c.

THE LAW RELATING TO

T AW - A Solicitor (age 24 ) wishes for a
Conveyancing OLERKSHIP (assistant or with

slight supervision ) in an office in Town . Was for six

months with counsel, and has held a country Conveyancing
Clerkship . Satisfactory references. Address " B , C . , " 75 ,

Patshull-road, Kentish Town, N . W .

TAW . - A Gentleman (aged 33) who has had
U many years' experience of the business of the Profes

sion in good London offices , is desirous of returning to it
after a short absence , as ARTICLED OLERK , at a reduced
salary in lieu of premium ; highest references. - Address
“ Kappa , " 26 , Elcho- road , Shaftesbury - park , Lavender
hill , S . W .

WORKS OF LITERATURE AND ART :
EMBRACING

THE LAW OF COPYRIGHT,

THE LAW RELATING TO NEWSPAPERS, THE LAW RELATING TO CONTRACTS

BETWEEN AUTHORS, PUBLISHERS, PRINTERS, & c ., AND

THE LAW OF LIBEL.

WITH

THE STATUTES RELATING THERETO, FORMS OF AGREEMENTS BETWEEN AUTHORS,

PUBLISHERS, & c., AND FORMS OF PLEADINGS.

By JOHN SHORTT, LL. B ,
OF THE MIDDLE TEMPLE , ESQ ., BARRISTER -AT-LAW .

Price 21s., cloth .

LONDON : HORACE COX, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND, W .C.

TAW . - An experienced and trustworthy
CLERK seeks an ENGAGEMENT. He is a skilled

Conveyancer , can take charge of part of business, and carry
matters through with slight supervision . Salary eso. - Ad
dress " Fides , " Mrs. Kirk ' s , Kirk Villa , Leek -road, Small

thorn , Burslem ,

TAW . - WANTED, by a recently admitted
Solicitor (aged 23 ) , a SITUATION as Conveyancing

or General Managing OLERK . The advertiser is desirous
of entering an office where hemay have an opportunity of
enlarging his experience . Salary moderate . - Address " B . "
(No. 1595 ) , 10 , Wellington -street , Strand, W . 0 .

TAW .- Advertiser (aged 35 ), of business
U habits, thoroughly competent in Chancery and Com

mon Law , also experienced in Conveyancing, desires &
Managing CLERKSHIP in a Country office . Satisfactory
references. Salary £150. - Address " Lexicon , " si, Finchley

road , Lorrimore-square,London, S . E

TAW - A firm of Country Solicitors of long
standing, wish a SITUATION for a gentleman (aged

23 ) ; he has been eight years in their office as general Clerk

and Cashier , and writes Shorthand. The gentleman has

the best testimonials , and can , with the greatest confidence ,

be highly recommended by his presentemployers. -- Address

** D . S . and F . M ." (No. 1597), 10, Wellington -street,
Strand , W . 0 .

1 AW and PARLIAMENTARY. - The
Advertiser (aged 35 ) who is thoroughly conversant

with the practice of Parliament, the law relating to Public
Companies and Conveyancing, is desirous of a RE
ENGAGEMENT as MANAGING CLERK . - Address
" P . O .," Mr. W . Cressell, 11, Holden -terrace, Victoria
street, S . W .

TAW . - PARLIAMENTARY - A Solicitor
(who has had considerable experience in the Promo

tion and Opposition of Private Bills ) wishes a temporary
ENGAGEMENT to assist with , or take the Management
of a Railway Bill through Standing Orders. - Address
“ W .. " care of Messrs . Waterlow and Son , 49, Parliament
street, S . W .

TAW - A GENTLEMAN desires a Convey
ancing CLERKSHIP , Liverpool preferred . The Ad

vertiser is 30 years of age, and admitted . He has been

accustomed to draw Drafts without supervision , and to

advise clients. Is thoroughly competent to take the entire
management of the Conveyancing Department ; would not
object to Advocate cases in the County Court. He has a

good generalknowledge of & Country Attorney' s business.

Address " A . W . " (No. 1595 ), io , Wellington -street,
Strand, W . C .

TAW - A Gentleman (aged 23, recently ad
mitted, and who took honours at his examination )

seeks an ENGAGEMENT as Conveyancing and General

Managing CLERK . Having passed his Articles with a
gentleman who holds the appointments of Clerk to the

Justices, Union, Highway Board, and Turnpike Road
Trustees, he is competent, with slight supervision , to
undertake these offices . Highest references can be given .

Apply " A . T . R ., " Post-office , Brackley , Northants .

In the practice
ConveyancingiNG

OF

SAUNDERS'S MUNICIPAL ELECTION PETITIONS.
SECOND EDITION, Price 6s.,

THE LAW AND PRACTICE

MUNICIPAL REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS,

PRACTICE UPON MUNICIPAL ELECTION PETITIONS.

By THOMAS WILLIAM SAUNDERS, Recorder of Bath.

INCLUDING THE

LONDON : HORACE COX, 10, WELLINGTON-STREET, STRAND, W .C.

Now ready, 12mo., price 128, 6d.,

THE

seks mitted and metook hormones at his career Centrom PRACTICAL STATUTES OF THE SESSION
(36 & 37 VICTORIA) ;

1873

WITH

INTRODUCTIONS, NOTES, TABLES OF STATUTESREPEALED AND SUBJECTS ALTERED,

LISTS OF LOCAL AND PERSONAL AND PRIVATE ACTS AND A COPIOUS INDEX.

Edited by W . PATERSON , Esq .,
Barrister -at-Law .

E . O .

Table of Enactments Repealed .
Table of Principal Subjects Altered .

T AW . - WANTED, in a Solicitor 's Office at
Woolwich, a CLERK (not under 18 ), who can En .

gross. Apply in own handwriting, stating age , references,
and salary required, to “ Lex," Mr. Lambert's, 97, Powis
street Woolwich .

I AW - ARTICLED CLERK . - A Solicitor
) in the middle counties,with a good general practice,

has a VACANCY for an Articled CLERK Premium
moderate. - Address, in the first instance , to " C . D ., " care
of Messrs, Job Brothers , 46 , Cannon -street, Lon

T AW . - WANTED , a Young Man as Costs
OLERK and to post up Bill Books, and to Engross

and Copy . Hemust be well able to undertake the former .

-- Apply , stating age, references, and salary required, to" XY Ringwood, Hampshire.

TAW . - WANTED , by a Firm of Solicitors
in the City , having a good general Practice , and

holding public appointments, an ARTICLED CLERK .
Premium £150 . Å salary will be given after the first two
years. --Address Alpha, " Messrs. Witherby's , Newman 's
court, Cornhill, E . C .

TAW CLERK . - WANTED, a Copying and
General CLERK in an Attorney ' s office . - Apply , by

letter , stating age, salary required , and enclosing specimen
of handwriting, to J . E . ATTER, Esq ., Solicitor, Stamford .

TAW . - WANTED , by a Country Solicitor,
an active CLERK , capable of preparing Drafts and

attending to the general business of the office. - Address
“ F ., " Post-office , Blandford , Devon .

SESSION 1873 - 36 & 87 VICTORIA ,
Endowed Schools (Address ) Act
Income Tax Assessment Act.
Bastardy Laws Amendment Act,
Custody of Infants Act .
Marriages (Ireland ) Act.
Customs and Inland Revenue Act.
Poor Allotments Management Act .
Matrimonial Causes Amendment Act.
Municipal Corporations Evidence Act.
Coun ty Debentures Act.
Crown Lands Act .
The Fairs Act.

· CONTENTS :
Vagrant Act Amendment Act . Expiring Laws Continuance Act .
The CathedralActs Amendment Act. Railways Regulation Act,
Tithe Commutation Acts Amendment Merchant Shipping Acts Amendment
Act. Act .

Government Annuities Act. Elementary Education Act.
Regulation of Railways Act . Endowed Schools Act (1869) Amend .
Places of Worship Sites Act. ment Act .
Prison Officers Superannuation ( Ire Slave Trade (Consolidation ) Act.
land) Act. Gas and Water Works Facilities Act

Intestates' Widowsand Children Act. (1870 ) Amendment Act.
MedicalAct (University of London ) Turnpike Acts Continuance, & c ., Act.
Extradition Act . Statute Law Revision Act.
Supreme Court of Judicature Act .
Agricultural Children Act . List of Localand PersonalActs
Revising Barristers Act. Private Acts.
Salmon Fishery Act.

LONDON : HORACE COX, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND .

AT BIRCHIN LANE. 1740 – 1873.

LAW . - WANTED , in a London Office, as
U General CLERK , & Young Man capable of settling

Bills of Charges, and Drawing Ordinary Drafts in Con
veyancing, under supervision , Unexceptionable references
required . - Apply by letter stating age, terms, and re
ferenc g ) to “ Lex ," care of Mr. Sloper, Stationer, 126 ,
Holborn , E . C .

TAW . - An ASSISTANT is required im
mediately in the office of the Clerk to the Justices of

the Borongh of Portemouth . He must be thoroughly
acquainted with Magisterial Law and Practice . The highest
testimonials required as to character and competency .
Apolv , stating age, references , and salary required , to
THOMAS COUSINS, Esq ., Solicitor and Clerk to the Justices ,
Portsmouth .

TAW . - WANTED, in an Office in a large
sea port Town, an efficient competent CLERK , not

less than 30 years of age , who understands Commercial
Law , Bankruptcy , and Chancery Practice . A solicitor
will not be an objection , First- class references will be re.
quired . - Apply by letter addressed to " A ." (No. 1597) , 10,
Wellington -street, Strand, W . O .

WITHERBY & CO .,

Law and General

Le famedintelor in cheofice of the clock to document STATIONERS, PRINTERS, AND LITHOGRAPHERS,

Have removed to more commodious Premises in

NEWMAN'S COURT, CORNHILL.

PRIN

Steam Printing Works — Middle Row Place, Holborn ,
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Will be published on Nov. 22, price £1 11s. 6d., THE QUEEN ,
THE LADY' S NEWSPAPER ,

OFTHE SECOND EDITION
OF

DORIA AND MACRAE'S

LAW AND PRACTICE IN BANKRUPTCY;

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8.

CONTAINS :
Voting Charities ,
Causerie de Paris .
Hoarding Relics .

The Late King of Saxony.
Portraits of Sir Samueland Lady Baker .
The Dudley Gallery .
The Tichborne Case ,
Five o ' Clock Tea,
" The Ladies' Own ” Lifeboat.

Italian Jewellery in the Vienna Exhibition, with Illustra
tions.

Oxford Local Examination .UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF

THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict. C. 71) ; THE DEBTOR'S
ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict. C. 62) ;

COLOURED SUPPLEMENT OF

HONITON LACE IN THE NEW BRAID .

AND THE

BANKRUPTCY REPEAL AND INSOLVENT COURT ACT, 1869
(32 & 33 VICT. C. 83).

AND ALL THE CASES AND DECISIONS OF ALL THE COU RTS DOWN TO THE
PRESENT TIME.

DRESS AND FASHION : The Parisian Fashions (from our
own Correspondent). - Toilette of Dark Blue and Light
Blue Faille ; Carriage Toilettes ; Afternoon Reception
Dress : Dressing Jackets ; The Marie Antoinette and
Morning Caps ; Children ' s Winter Toilettes ; Children ' s
Autumn Costumes, & c ., with Illustrations.
THE WORK TABLE. - Key Basket ; Borders ; Gimp

Ornament, with Tassel; Square for Quilts and other Covers ;
Interlaced Initials ; Edgingand Trimmings for Underlinen ;
Tulle Embroidered ; Work Basket ; Cover for Cigar Case ,
& c ., with Illustrations.
THE HOUSEWIFE. - On Home Service : Economy in Fuel ;

Notes and Queries ; Answers , Cuisine : Recipes ; Notes and
Queries, Answers .
Music and Musicians. Gazette des Dames. The Tourist

The Library. Pastimes. The Exchange. Personal. The
Boudoir. Court Chronicle. Society . Obituary ,
Notes and Queries on Dress , Work, Music, and other

subjects usefuland interesting to Ladies .
All the Fashionable Intelligence of the Week .
May be had of News Agents, Booksellers , and at the Rail.

way Stalls .
Price 6d. ; Post Free, 6 }d .

OFFICE : 346, STRAND, LONDON , W .C .

By A . A . DORIA, of Lincoln's Inn , Esq., B .C.L ., Barrister-at-Law .

THE FIELD ,
1. Effects of Bankruptcy in relation to the interest of Country Gentleman's Newspaper ,

THE

OY

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8.SATU
CONTAT

CONTENTS:

CHAP. I. — THE COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. | CHAP. XV. - OF THE RIGHTS, DUTIES, AND LIABILITIES
Sect. THE TRUSTEE .

1 . Preliminary observations. Sect.
2. The Bankruptcy Repeal and Insolvent Court Act, 1. Generally .

1869 . 2 . As regards the appointment of a solicitor.
3 . The Debtors' Act, 1869. 3 . To collect and realise thebankrupt' s estate .
4 . The Bankruptcy Act, 1869 .

CHAP. XVI. - OF THE BANKRUPT's ESTATE .
CHAP. II . - OF THE COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. 1. Effects of Bankruptcy in relation to the interest of

1. Preliminary . creditors .
2 . Abolition of existing courts. 2. What passes to thetrustee.
3 . Provisions for winding-up pending business .

Chap. XVII. – OF REPUTED OWNERSHIP .
CHAP. III. - CONSTITUTION AND DIVISION OF THE COURT.
1 . Generally CHAP. XVIII. - OF TRANSACTIONS NOT AFFECTED BY
2 . The London Bankruptcy Court . BANKRUPTCY.

3 . The localbankruptcy courts, 1. Protection of certain transactions with the bankrupt
4 . The buildings. personally .

2 . Protection of certain transactions relating to the
CHAP, IV . - JURISDICTION OF THE COURT, disposition of the bankrupt' s property .

1 . Generally . Of fraudulent preference .
2 . The London Court of Bankruptcy . 4 . Of warrants ofattorney, cognovits, & c .
3 . The local bankruptcy courts .
4 . The procedure and practice . CHAP. XIX . - REALIZATION OF THE BANKRUPT'S ESTATE,
5 . Of appeale , 1 . Generally .
6 . The sittings of the court, 2 . To carry on the business of the bankrupt for the bene
7. Of fees and stamps. fit of the creditors .

3 . To bring or defend actions, & c .
CHAP. V . - THE PERSONS LIABLE TO BECOME BANKRUPT. 4 . To realise the estate .
1 . Generally . 5 . To exercise powers vested in the bankrupt.
2. Persons liable as traders. 6 . To mortgage or pledge the estate for paymentof debts .
3 . Non -traders. 7 . To accept a composition or general scheme of arrange

ment.

CHAP. VI. - OF ACTS OF BANKRUPTCY. 8. To divide property amongst creditors.
1. Generally .
2 . Enumeration of. CHAP. XX . - THE PROOF OF DEBTS AND PAYMENT IN FULL

1 . When and before whom debtsmay be proved .
CHAP. VII. - OF PROCEEDINGS TO OBTAIN ADJUDICATION . 2 . By whom debts may be proved .

1 . Generally . 3 . How debtsmay be proved .
2 . The petition . 4 . What debtsmay be proved .
3 . Service of petition .
4 . Consequence of presenting petition , CHAP. XXI. - OF THE AUDIT AND DIVIDEND .
5. Proceedings upon the petition . 1. Of the audit.

2 . Of the dividend .
CHAP. VIII. - THE HEARING AND ADJUDICATION . 3. Of staying a dividend .

2 . Where the debtor does not appear. CHAP . XXII. - CLOSE OF THE BANKRUPTCY AND RELEASE

3 . Where the creditor does not appear. OF THE TRUSTEE

4 . Where neither party appears . 1. Close of thebankruptcy .
5 . Showing cause against adjudication , 2 . Release of the trustee.
6 . Of the adjudication .
7. Ofappeal against adjudication . CHAP . XXIII. - OF ANNULLING THE ADJUDICATION AND ITS

CONSEQUENCES.

CHAP. IX . - THE CONSEQUENCES OF ADJUDICATION , CHAP. XXIV.- OF LIQUIDATION BY ARRANGEMENT,
1 . Asregardsthe bankrupt' s property. 1. Of the petition ,2 . As regards the bankrupt himself . 2 . The appointment of a receiver and manager, and of

injunction
CHAP X . - OF THE MEETING OF CREDITORS, 3 . Firstmeeting and proceedings thereat .

1 . Generally . 4 . Registration of the resolution and its consequences .
2 . Of the first generalmeeting . 5 . Of the trustee, his rights and duties ,
3 . Of proceedingsat first meeting. 6 . Of the dividend.
4 . Or general meetings . 7 . Discharge of the debtor.

8 . Close of the liquidation , and release of the trustee.
CHAP. XI. - OF THE APPOINTMENT OF THE TRUSTEE.

CHAP. XXV. - OF ARRANGEMENT BY COMPOSITION .1 . Who may vote in the appointment of trustee ,

2 . Whomay be appointed trustee. CHAP. XXVI. - OF EVIDENCE,3 . As to the number of trustees .
The appointment of trustee and his confirmation . 1 . Written evidence .

5. The rejection by the court of the trustee appointed by 2 . Oral evidence .

the creditors. 3 . Privileged communications.
6 . The resignation , death , or removal of the trustee .

CHAP. XXVII. - OF THE SOLICITOR .
CHAP XII. – OF THE COMMITTEE OF INSPECTION, ITS 1. Generally .

POWERS AND DUTIES. 2 . Rights, duties, and authorities of the solicitor.
1 . Of the appointment of the committee of inspection . CHAP. XXVIII. - OF Costs.
2 . The powers and duties of the committee of inspection . 1. Generally ,

2 . Taxation of costs .
CHAP. XIII. – OF THE PUBLIC EXAMINATION OF THE 3 . The solicitor 's lien for his costs .

BANKRUPT. 4 . Mode of enforcing payment of costs .

CHAP. XIV . - DISCHARGE OF THE BANKRUPT. CHAP. XXIX . - OF OFFENCES IN BANKRUPTCY.
1 . Quant, refusal, or suspension of order of discharge. 1 . Generally .

2 . Effect of,when granted 2 . Of contempts.
3 . Status ofundischarged bankrupt. 3 . Of offences strictly so called .

The Sanitary Revival.
Weekly Hirings.
The Liverpool Autumn Meeting.
Anticipationsof Shrewsbury Races .
Sundorne, South Lincolnshire , Border Union , and other
Coursing Meetings .

The Quorn at Kirby Gate .
Hunting Notes from Ireland.
Athletics at Oxford University .
Sport and Residence in the High Alps.
Sport on the Gold Coast.
Emigrant Fields of North America .
Refreshing Disabled Moors .
The Management of Dog Shows.
Farm Calendar for November .
Thin Seeding.
The Winner of the Sheep- Dog Trials at Bala . ( Illus.
tration ) .

Notes on Potatoes .
The Selection and Cultivation of Hyacinths.
Current Zoological Literature ,
Notes on Natural History .

Angling, Football, Golf, Bicycling, Chess, Cards, & c .
Price 6d. By post, 67d .

FIELD OFFICE , 346 , STRAND, LONDON . W . C .

COX' S LAW OF
JOINT-STOCK COMPANIES.

The SEVENTH EDITION of the
TAW OF JOINT STOCK COMPANIES

AND OTHER ASSOCIATIONS : comprising the
whole of the New Law relating to the Abandonment of
Railways and the Winding-up of Railway Companies,
as contained in the Statutes relating to Joint- Stock
Companies, the General Orders and Rules of the Court
of Chancery. and Decisions of the Courts of Law and
Equity ; together with the Industrial and Provident
Societies Acts, and County Court Orders thereon , the Stan .
naries Act and Rules, with Notes as to the Mode of Proce .
dure under them . By EDWARD W . 00X , Serjeant-at
Law , Recorder of Portsmouth , Seventh Edition , by
CHARLES J . O 'MALLEY, LL. B ., Barrister -at-Law , of
the Middle Temple

Price 219., cloth .
London : LAW Times Office , 10,Wellington -street, Strand.

JUSTICES CLERKS ACCOUNTS. A
Journal and Cash Book, prepared by Mr. GEORGE

0 . OKE, of the Mansion House, London , for Justices'
Clerks ' Account of Fees received by them . The headings
are : Date - Subject of Entry - Fees earned - Fees debited
in Ledger - Leuger _ Folio - Current fees received - Fines ,
fees, & c ., credited - Ledger folio - Fines, fees, & c ., repaid -
Office expenses. Prices : One quire, 58 . ; two quires, 8s . ;
three quires, 116 . ; four quires, 14s. ; five quires, 178. ; six
quires, 208. ; half-bound, or in sheets unbound' 3s. per
quire.

London : H . Cox , 10, Wellington -street , Strand .

• Generally .

SPECIAL NOTICE .

A LFRED WEBB MILES' S Establishment
is replete with NEW GOODS for WINTER OVER

COATS, Elastics for Frock and Mourning Coats, Vestings,
Bedford Cords for Hunting Breeches , Scotch and West of
England stout Angolas for Riding Trousers, Travelling
Suits, & c . A . W . M . is distinguished for Gentlemen ' s
Dress of the best quality atmoderate charges for cash pay
ments.

12 , BROOK -STREET, HANOVER-SQUARE, LONDON, W .

ALFRED WEBB MILES' world - famed
169. TROUSERS (originated by him ) from stout

and warm new Scotch Tweeds, Cheviots , & c ., thoroughly
maintain their high reputation , and are in all respecta
better value than ever .

12, BHOOK-STREET, Hanover-square, W .

LONDON :

“ LAW TIMES” OFFICE, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND, W .C.
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NEW AND VALUABLE LAW WORKS

PUBLISHED BY

W . MAXWELL AND SON .

podina PAERS LAW OF BURIALS

....... 10 6

STEVENS AND SONS, 119 , Chancery-lane,
LONDON

LAW BOOKS PURCHASED OR VALUED .

TLMER'S PRACTICE IN LUNACY (New
U Edition ), adapted to " The Lunacy Regulation Acts

1853 and 1862, " with Schedule and Notes of Cases and recent
decisions ; Duties of Committees of the person and estates

In 2 parts, price £2 12s .6d.. cloth , ELPHINSTONE'S INTRODUCTION TO CONVEY. of Lunatics ; Forms, Costs, Statutes, General Orders , and a
ANCING . full Index . Price 21s. , cloth .

DAVIDSON'S PRECEDENTS IN CON Crown 8vo.,price 105. 6d .,cloth ,
London : STEVENS AND Sons, 119. Chancery -lane .

VEYANCING . Vol. III. Third Edition , contain
ing Settlements. By C . DAVIDSON, J . WALEY, and T . A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION to Published Nov. 14th , price 6d ., by post 7d .

KEY, Esqrs., Barristers-at-Law . CONVEYANCING : containing the substance of THE INTERMEDIATE (No. 20 ) Containing

Two Courses of Lectures delivered before the Incorporated the Questions of the Intermediate Examination of

LINDLEY'S LAW OF PARTNERSHIP. Law Society in 1869, 70 , and '71, By HOWARD WAR. Michaelmas Term 1873, with the Answers. Edited byThird Edi-ion, in 2 vols., royal Svo ., price £3 108 ., cloth, BURTON ELPHINSTONE , of Lincoln ' s -inn, Barrister . EDWARD HENSLOWE BEDFORD , Author of " The

A
Intermediate Examination Guide, " " The Intermediate

at-Law .
TREATISE on the LAW of PART " The whole volume is replete with instruction , and Examination Guide to Bookkeeping." & c .
NERSHIP , including its application to Joint-Stock cannot be too attentively studied by those to whose care the London : STEVENS and Sons, 119, Chancery-lane.

and other Companies. Revised throughout; several parts, interests of clients as involved in transfer and mortgage of Published Nov. 18th , price 6d., by post 7d . ;
and especially those relating to the Duties of Directors, property , marriage settlements, and wills , will be hereafter

Sale of Shares in the Stock Exchange, Bankruptcy, and entrusted . " - Law Journal, May 26 , 1871.
MHE FINAL (NO. 19 ) Containing the

Winding-up, being re-written . By NATHANIEL LIND.
Questions of the Final Examination of Michaelmas

LEY , Esq. , Q . 0 ., of the Middle Temple, Barrister-at-Law . HAYNES' OUTLINES OF EQUITY . Term 1873, with the Answers. Edited by EDWARD

Third Edition, price 14s., cloth, HENSIOWE BEDFORD, Author of " The Intermediate

BROOM AND HADLEY' S COMMENTARIES . TOUTLINES OF EQUITY ; being a Series
Examination Guide," " The Final Examination Guide to

In 4 vols., 8vo ., price £3 8s.,
Bankruptcy," & c .

of Elementary Lectures on Equity Jurisdiction , deli . ndon: Stevens and Sons, 119, Chancery-lane.
NOMMENTARIES upon the LAWS of vered at the request of the Incorporated Law Society ; with

ENGLAND . By HERBERT BROOM , LL . D . , Supplementary Lectures on certain Doctrines of Equity , Published Nov. Ist,

the Inner Temple , Barrister-at- Law , Reader in Common and a Lecture on the subject of Fusion . By FREEMAN THE LAWYER'S COMPANION for 1874
Law to the Inns of Court, and EDWARD A . HADLEY, OLIVER HAYNES , of Lincoln ' s -inn , Barrister -at-Law , 1 (twenty-eighth annual issue) containing a Diary ,
M . A ., of Lincoln 's-inn, Barrister-at-Law , late Fellow of and late Fellow of Caius College, Cambridge. London and Provincial Law Directory , Tables of Costs ,

Trinity College, Cambridge. WHITE & TUDOR 'S LEADING CASES IN EQUITY.
Legal Time Tables, an Outline of the Judicature Act, Cases

This work is mainly founded upon Blackstone, the chief
affecting Attorneys, & c . Edited by JOHN THOMPSON .

aim having been to produce such a version of his celebrated Fourth Edition, in 2 vols., royal 8vo , price £3 158 ., cloth , Esq., of the Inner Temple , Barrister -at- Law .

Commentaries as their author, if now living, would have SELECTION of LEADING CASES in The work is strongly bound in cloth , and may be had as

produced,
under :

EQUITY, with Notes . Vol. I. By FREDERICK 8 , d .

BAKER' S LAW OF BURIALS . THOMASWHITE and OWEN DAVIES TUDOR, Esqrs , 1 . Plain , two days on a page ........ 5

Fourth Edition , price 88 ., cloth ,
of the Middle Temple, Barr.sters.at -Law . Vol. II. By
OWEN DAVIES TUDOR, Esq ., of the Middle Temple,

2 . Plain , two days on a page, Interleaved for
Attendances ... ... . . ...... ... ... ... 7 0

MHE LAWS relating to BURIALS ; with Barrister -at- Lar. 3 . Ruled with faint lines, and with or withoutithout

1 Notes, Forms, and Practical Instructions. By WILLIAMS AND BRUCE'S ADMIRALTY PRACTICE. money columns, two days on a page .... .. .

THOMAS BAKER, Esq ., of the Inner Temple, Barrister. 4 . Ruled with faint lines, and with or without

at-Law (of the Burial Acts Office ) . Fourth Edition , in . In 1 vol., 8vo ., price £1 4s., cloth , money columns, two days on a page, inter

cluding the Statutes of the present Session , and the Scotch THE JURISDICTION and PRACTICE leaved for Attendances ... .. ... . ... .. .. .... ... . .. .. . ..

and Irish Acts . 5 . Whole page for each day, plain .. . ...,
of the HIGH COURT of ADMIRALTY ; including

DICEY' S PARTIES TO AN ACTION AT LAW .
6 . Whole page for each day, plaid , Interleaved for

the Practice on Appeals, with Forms of Pleadings, & r . ; to Attendances ...... . . .. .. .. .. . ..

8vo., price 16s., cloth ,
gether with a Supplement, containing the County Courts' 7. Whole page for each day, ruled Frith faint lines,
Admiralty Jurisdiction Act , 1868 , and the General Orders and with or withoutmoney columns .. ......

A TREATISE on the RULES for the for Regulating the Practice thereof. By ROBERT GRIF . 8 . Whole page for each day, ruled with faint lines ,A SELECTION OF PARTIES to an ACTION atLAW . FITH WILLIAMS and GAINSFORD BRUCE, of the and with or without money columns, Inter

By ALBERT VENN DICEY, Barrister-at-Law , Fellow of Middle Temple , Esqe., Barristere-at -Law . leaved for Attendances ..ances . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .

Trinity College , Oxford . BROOM 'S COMMON LAW .
9 . Ruled with faint lines, withoutmoney columns ,

a week at an opening ....... ..
TAYLOR 'S LAW OF EVIDENCE . Fourth Edition , price £1 11s.6d ., cloth, “ We regard this book as an article indispensable in every

Sixth Edition , in 2 vols., royal 8vo.. price £3 18s. 60 ., cloth , COMMENTARIES on the COMMON LAW . solicitor's office." --Law Journal, Nov. 11, 1870.

A TREATISE on the LAW of EVIDENCE,
" The Lawyer 's Companion is , indeed , what it is called ,

U designed as Introductory to its Study. By HERBERT

H
for it combines everything required for reference in the

BROOM , LL . D ., Barrister-at-Law , Reader in Commonas administered in England and Ireland ; with Illus. lawyer 's office . " - Law Times, Dec. 3, 1870 .
irations from the American and other Foreign Laws. By Law to the Inn of Court . London : STEVENS and Soxs, 119, Chancery-lane.

JOHN PITT TAYLOR, Esq ., Judge of the County Courts BROOM 'S CONSTITUTIONAL LAW .
for Lambeth , Greenwich , and Woolwich . NEW EDITION OF SAUNDERS'S LAW OF

In 1 vol.,80., price £1 11s . 6d ., cloth, BASTARDY.
YATE LEE' S LAW AND PRACTICE OF BANK .

RUPTCY.
THE LAW and PRACTICE of AFFILIA .A SELECTION of LEADING CASES on

LCONSTITUTIONAL LAW , viewed in Relation to
8vo., price £1 163., cloth ,

TION , containing the Bastardy Law Amendment

Common Law , and Exemplified by Cases By HERBERT
Acts 1872 and 1873, the New Forms just issued by the Local

THE LAW and PRACTICE of BANK BROOM , LL. D . , Barrister -at -Law , Reader in Common
Government Board, and all the Decisionsupon the subject.

RUPTCY and IMPRISONMENT for DEBT : com Law to the Inns of Court.
By THOMAS W . SAUNDERS, Barrister -at-Law , Recorder
of Bath , Sixth Edition . Price 6s , 6d ., cloth .

prising the Statutes, General Rules and Forms, and incor .
porating such portions of the Third Edition of the late Mr. Svo ., price £l lls. 6d ., cloth, London : Law TIMES Office , 10, Wellington -street, Strand

Shelford ' s Treatise on Bankruptcy as is applicable to the D ROOM ' S SELECTION of LEGAL Now ready, Svo ., 18., sewed , by post ls . 1d .,
present Law , and the Insolvency. Bills of sale , and War . D MAXIMS. Fifth Edition . THE PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION
rants of Attorney Acte . By LAWFORD YATE LEE, of
Lincoln 's - inn , Esq ., Barrister-at -Law . Royal 8vo., price 103, 6d ., sewn,

L JOURNAL and STUDENT' S LITERARYMAGA .

“ Whatwemay now fairly venture to say is that this book
ZINE. Edited by JAMES ERLE BENHAM , No. XII. ,

stands without a rival ; for it is the only book, so far as we
D OMILLY' S NOTES of CASES. Part I. for October 1873. - CONTEXTS - I . Special Examination

are aware, which pretends to contain all theauthorities which U Notes of Cases extracted from the Manuscripts of Sir
Notices for 1874 - II. Eminent Lawyers - III. Rhetoric

can be found to illustrate the statute." - Law Journal, May Samuel Romilly, with Notes . By EDWARD ROMILLY,
IV . A Summary of the Law of Torts, & Review - V . The

5 , 1871 , | M . A ., ofGray's - inn , Barrister- at-Law .
Questionsof the Preliminary Examination of the 29th and
30th of October , with the Answers - VI. Review of the
October Examination , and suggestions as to preparation
for the next - VII. Answers to Correspondents , & c .

LONDON : W . MAXWELL AND SON , 29, FLEET -STREET. London : BUTTERWORTHS, 7, Fleet-street, Her Majesty' s
Law Publishers .

T AW . - PARLIAMENTARY BOOKS of Now ready , price 1s., by post 1s. 2d .,
On Friday, November 14th . 860 , 18, sewed, by post is. id .
MHE LAW EXAMINATION JOURNAL

REFERENCE , & c . - Lithography is the most speedy, MHE QUEEN ALMANAC and LADY'S Land LAW STUDENTS' MAGAZINE , Edited by

economical, and best. Any quantity undertaken for the I CALENDAR for 1874 . Its Contents are as follows: H . N . MOZLEY , Esq ., Barrister-at- Law . No. XVII, for
30th , on notice . Also notices drawn and copied . - WINTER An ILLUMINATED DESIGN of BANNERETTE , Michaelmas Term 1873.
and BAILEY, Law Lithographers, 24, Chancery-lane.

Contents : - I. Leading Cases
showing a new feature in Point Lace , invented by Madame (Note by the Editor) . - 11. Statutes of 1873 ( First Notice ).
de G . CHROMO -LITHO PLATE of a NEW DESIGN for III. Digest of Cases . - IV . Intermediate Examination

M HE COMPANIES ACTS 1862 and 1867. BORDER. Among the Portraitswill be found the follow Trinity Term 1873 . Questions and Answers. -- V . Final Ex

Third Edition , now ready, price 28 . 6d ., in cloth , A ing : amination Michaelmas Term 1873. Questions and Answers ,

HANDY BOOK , by RICHARD JORDAN , containing all The Shah of Persia , | Marshal McMahon , - VI. Notice of Intermediate Examination for 1874 . - VII ,

the necessary information for the Formation and Manage The Queen 's Grandchildren, Bishop of Winchester (Dr.
Review of Books. - VIII. Law Students' Societies. - IX .

ment of Public Companies, Instructions as to the Prepara The Queen of Sweden , Browne), Correspondence.

tion of the Memorandum and Articles of Association , The Grand Duchess Marie The Late Lord Lytton ,
London : BUTTERWORTHS, 7 , Fleet-street, Her Majesty 's

Special Resolutions, Annual Returns, Books to be kept, of Russia , John Stuart Mill, Law Publishers.

Liability of Members, Voluntary Winding-up, Notices for
The Cezarevna of Russia , Thomas Faed . R . A .,

“ Gazette, " Table of Fees , Stamp Duties, & c . The Czarewitch of Russia , G . F . Watts, R . A ., MHE ARTICLED CLERK'S HANDBOOK ,

London : R . JORDAN , 128 , Chancery-lane, and all Book
Archd uchess Gisela of Aus- The Lady Beecher, containing a Course of Study for the Preliminary.

tria , Mrs . Somerville,
sellers .

Intermediate, and Final Examinations of Articled Clerks ,

Prince Leopold of Bavaria and the Books to be read , & c., being a Complete Guide to
And a host of Work Engravings, with Detailed Letter the Candidate 's Successful Examination and Admission .

EVISON & BRIDGE, press for Working. Including full information of allgeneral By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq ., Author of the " Digest

matters usually looked for in an Almanac. of Examination Questions," Fourth Edition . By GEORGE

22 & 31, CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON . THE QUEEN Office, 346 , Strand, W . C .
BADHAM , Esq., Solicitor. This is designed as an Appendix

LAW STATIONERS AND PRINTERS,
to the " Answers to the Examination Questions.” Price
9s. cloth .

PUBLISHERS OF SOLICITOR' S CASH BOOK . - A Cash Book
D

BANKRUPTCY
LA DIGEST of the EXAMINATION

for Use of Solicitors, showing at a glance receipts and
CONVEYANCING ,

COMMON LAW PROBATE , and
payments on cash account bank account business account. A QUESTIONS in Common Law , Conveyancing, and

CHANCERY , GENERAL FORMS.
and private account. Price , with explanation , in sheets, Equity , from the commencement of the Examinations in

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LITHOGRAPHY. & c ..
38 .6d. per quire, or bound in extra forril, of the following 1838 to Hilary Term , 1872, with ANSWERS ; also the mode

EXECUTED WITH DESPATCH .
thickness : one quire, 108. ; two quires, 188. 60 . ; three of proceeding, and directions to be attended to at the Ex
quires, 178. ; four quires, el ls. ; five quires, £1 58 . : sixamination . By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq ., Author of

Catalogues forwarded post-free. quires, £1 98. " The Articled Clerk ' s Handbook. ” Seventh Edition , by
The author says : “ It is very simple, and with a little GEORGE BADHAM , Esq ., Solicitor. Price 16s, cloth .

Price 28. 6d ., postage 3d., 230 pp., 8vo. cloth ,
attention it will be found to work well ; I have long proved
it to do so ." May be obtained direct, or through any book

THE JUDICATURE ACT 1873 , with Rules seller by order.
1 . of Procedure Specially Arranged for Noting, and for London : H . Cox , 10 , Wellington -street , Strand , W . C .

Ready Reference : with Introductory Epitome, and com .
plete Index. By THOMAS PRESTON.

“ We have rarely met with an explanatory edition of an
Price 18 ., by post 1s. 2d . MAKERS

Act of Parliament so satisfactory , both in substance and in PEAUTIES of FRENCH LITERATURE
form ." -- Pall Mall Gazette, A Translation into English , by JAMES LOWE, of

" The Index has evidently been most carefully prepared." the memoirs and letters ofMadamede Sévigné and Madame By Special Appointment

- Morning Post. la Duchesse D 'Orleans. TO HER MAJESTY , THE LORD CHANCELLOR ,

London : W . AMER , Lincoln ' s -inn -gate . London : HORACE Cox , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, W . C . The Whole of the Judicial Bench ,
Corporation of London , & c .

Just published ,demy8vo., price 158. cloth,

DE JURE PERSONARUM ; or,a Treatise
Christmas Decoration of Churches. SOLICITORS' AND REGISTRARS' GOWNS.

on the Roman Law of Persons, intended for Students
MHE MODE OF DECORATING BARRISTERS' AND QUEEN'S COUNSELS' DITTO

preparing for Examination , by W . H . RATTIGAN . Esg ., CHURCHES at CHRISTMAS and on other FESTIVE

of Lincoln ' s inn , Barrister -at- Law , Author of the “ Hindu
OCCASIONS, with Illustratione, Third Edition . By the CORPORATION ROBES.

Law of Adoption ,” & c . Rev . EDWARD L . CUTTS , B . A . Price 48. 6d ., cloth by UNIVERSITY AND CLERGY GOWNS, & c .

WILDY and Sons, Law Publishers , Lincoln 's-inn . post 3d , extra . May be had of all booksellers. Established 1689.

archway, London, W . C . London : HORACE Cox, 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, w . O . 94, CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON .

BROOMS
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GENERAL FAMILY USE,

SPIERS & POND | 948.

PORT, Letter C in the List.
of every self of in

486 .
and

. . . . . . . . . . VON

18s.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . TON

TINAHAN ' S LL WHISKY. SAMUEL BROTHERS, 50 , LUDGATE - THE NEW SYSTEM OF BUYING A
HILL, LONDON , MERCHANT TAILORS, BOYS'
OUTFITTERS, & c .This celebrated and mostdelicious old mellow spirit is the HOUSE WITHOUT MONEY .

very
CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES. SAMUEL BROTHERS' vast Stock (the

largest in London ) is divided into Nine Classes.
in quality unrivalled , perfectly pure, and more wholesome Each piece of cloth and every garment is marked
than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the red seal, pink the class to which it belongs, and the price in plain
label, and cork branded “ Kinahan 's LL . Whisky." - Whole . 29 AND 30, SOUTHAMPTON- BUILDINGS.figures .
Bale Depot, 20 , Great Titchfield -street, Oxford -street . W . CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON.

TEW AUTUMN FABRICS. Price List.

MOST PERSONS ARE FAMILIAR with
AUTUMN SUITS. AUTUMN COATS. what is known as the " THREE YEARS' SYSTEM "

of the Pianoforte Makers, by which anyone who Hires an
Instrument and pays the Hire for that period , becomes the

Wine and Spirit Merchants, ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE . Pre .CLASS
viously to the introduction of this plan it was almost as
difficult for those of limited income to buy a good Pianoforte

CENTRAL DEPOT, as ' o BUY A HOUSE ; and persons went on year after
year, paying for the Hire of an Instrument, and expended
as much money as would have bought the Pianoforte38, NEW BRIDGE-STREET, LUDGATE , E . C several times over .

483. 6d . 13s.6d . A 178.60. 253. 21s . What will hold good for Pianofortes will hold good for

Where their comprehensive ITO L 'SES : and there are many who would no doubt AVAIL
T'HESISELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY , if it was

428 .WINE LIST 49s . 49 . B 21s. 288. 288 . afforded them , of becoming

THE OWNER OF A HOUSE

May be obtained post free, on application . 509. 57s. 579 . 26s. 88s . 338. in the sameway as they have already become the owrer of
their pianoforte .

THE DIRECTORS
68s. 648. 338. 429 .

OF THE

FOR
758 . 83s. 788. BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETYE 425. 50s. 50s .

HAVE DETERMINED TO AFFORD
81s. 91s . 86s. F 458. 558. 555 . TEE SAME FACILITIES FOR PURCHASING

HOUSES

As now exist for Buying Pianofortes.
94s. 101s . 998 . 55s . 658. 653.

A HOUSE being, however , a more expensive article to Pur.
chase than a Pianoforte, the " Three Years ' System ” will

RECOMMEND : 1028 . 112s . 1078. H GOs . 70s . 70s. not apply, excepting in a very few cases : so that & MORE
LENGTHENED PERIOD IS NECESSARY over whichSHERRY, Letter C in the List. A dozen the time of Hiring must extend .

A good sound Sherry ... 248 . 116s . | 180s . 121s . 1845 . 848 . In pursuance of this resolution
" A capital Wine............ 80s.

CLARET, Letter B in the List. All sizes Guide to Patterns THE DIRECTORS HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTS
Perfect

Sound and Pure......... 159 , All UnapClass, forBURGUNDY, Letter B in the List.
WITH

measure - every
imme

Cloths
In excellent condition

proached

158 .
style

Classment thoroughly in THE OWNERS OF HOUSES
CHAMPAGNE ( S . and P .'s Carte d 'Or) ..... diate use

sent sent shrunk . style .
or to fit . In various parts of London , and its Suburbs,by which theyfree . free .measure . are enabled to afford to the

A gallon

BRANDY, Letter B . Fine and old ........ Menibers of the Birkbeck Building21s . SAMUEL BROTHERS, 50, Ludgate-hill.
WHISKEY, Scotch or Irish , Letter A ... Society
GIN . Best London distilled ... . . AND OTHERS
RUM . Old Jamaica .... SAMUEL BROTHERS beg to notify to A very wide CHOICE in the SELECTION both ofHOUSES

Parents and Guardians that they have just intro and the locality in which they are situated . The Plan upon
duced a NEW FABRIC for BOYS' and YOUTHS' which the Directors propose to proceed isPacking Cases, 1s. 3d . a Dozen. CLOTHING that will RESIST any amount of
HARD WEAR . TO LET THESE HOUSES FOR A PERIOD OF

NO CHARGE FOR BOTTLES. TWELVE -AND - A -HALF YEARS,

MHE NEW “ WEAR-RESISTING ” At the end of which Time, if the Rent be Regularly Paid ,
FABRICS are manufactured in every style of
JUVENILE COSTUME. THE HOUSE

SUIT for & BOY four feet in height, C Class , Will become the absolute Property of the
258 . ; D Class 80s. 6d .
Price ascending or descending according to size. Tenant

ISAMUEL BROTHERS' much admired WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENT OF ANY KI
“ Alpine," " Tyrolese," " Middy,” and “ Jack Tar" IN ALL CASES
Suits for Young Gentlemen (designs registered ) can
only be obtained at their Establishment, 50 , Lud . POSSESSION OF THE HOUSE
gate -hill.

WILL BE GIVEN

GUARANTEED EXCELLENCE, NEW AUTUMN FABRICS. Price List. WITHOUT ANY IMMEDIATE OUTLAY IN MONEY,
BOYS' DEPARTMENT Excepting Payment of the Law Charges for the Title

For General and Family Use. SUITS . OVER Deeds, which in all cases will be restricted to
COATS Five Guineas.

BEYOND THIS SMALL SUM

In order to give the Public increased facilities for judging NO PAYMENT OF ANY KIND
the qualities of some of the Wines recommended for IS REQUIRED BY THE SOCIETY
Generaland Family Use." BEYOND THE STIPULATED RENT, WHICH MAY

SPIERS and POND will (on receipt of remittance) BE TAID EITHER MONTHLY OR QUARTERLY.

Forward to any Railway Station in London for 238. THE RENT PAYABLE BY THE TENANT

A BIN CASE , CONTAINING ONE DOZEN , viz. : Includes Ground Rent and Insurance for
Three Bottles of the Whole Term .

Sherry (Letter C ). Port (Letter C ). Claret (Letter B ). Although the Number of years for payment ofRent is fixed
and Red Burgundy (Letter B ) . at Twelve and a half ,

The same assorted Wines, without the case , will be de 165. 23s. 278 6d 148 . 188 . 128. 6d . A SHORTER PERIOD MAY BE CHOSEN AT AN
INCREASED RENTAL,livered free within a radius of four miles from St. Paul' s ,

on receipt of 21s, for the Dozen ,
208. 278. 82s 6d 20s. 308 . 218 . 16s. 60. OR

- A LONGER PERIOD AT A LOWER RENTAL,

245 . 328. 385. 213. 358 . 19s . Thu Tcrmsofwhich may be ascertained on application to
the Manager .

378 . 449. 25s . 21s .

BIN CASES OF WINES 'and SPIRITS
THE ADVANTAGES :

41s . 185. 33s . Consist . 259. OF THIS

As selected from Collar Stocks, at all prices to sait; = ing of New System of Purchasing a House, -Trousers

Purchasers from 108.6d . upwards. 478 . 568. - 60s. 888 . Shirt sos . MAY DE SUMMED UP AS FOLLOWS :
For the Sea- side, Pic-nics, the Camp, the Road , the River , u sey, Cap , 1 . Persons of Limited Income, Clerks, Shopmen , and

or the Railway . Portable and secure. Will go under the 388 . 548 . 658. - 708 . 129. to 84s . and Belt.) 338 . others, may, by becoming Tenants of the BIRKBEOK

beat of a railway carriage, and require no Packing.
BUILDING SOCIETY, be placed at once in a position of

The prices are regulated according to height . independence as regards their Landlord ,

2 . Their RENT CANNOT BE RAISED.ROYS' SUITS, Accurate Fit.
High -class Style . 8 . They CANNOT BE TURNED OUT OF POSSES.

Durable Materials , SION so long as they pay their Rent.
Value forMoney. 4. NO FEES or FINES of any kind are chargeable .
Best Workmanship.NOTED FORWine and Spirit Merchants,

5 . They can leave the House at any time without notice .Permanent Colours.
Superior Trimmings . rentbeing payable only to the time of giving up possession ,

Fashionable Designs, 6 . If circumstances compel themCENTRAL DEPOT, to leave the House
Gentlemanly Appearance . before the completion of their Twelve and a half Years
Wear-Resisting Properties. Cenancy , they can Sub -lette House for the remainder of

38 , NEW BRIDGE-STREET, LUDGATE. the Term , or they .. Transfer their right to another

MHE NEW ILLUSTRATED BOOK of Tenant,

FASHIONS, contains 43 Portraits of Boy Princes 7 . Finally . NO LIABILITY or RESPONSIBILITY

MTAMAR INDIEN , the only Medicine of Europe, English Ministers , Statesmen , and Poli iny kind is incurred , beyond the Paymentof Rent by the

ticians, selected from all ranks and parties. Eachadmitted to InternationalExhibition 1872, a Laxative.
who acquire Houses by this New System .

Refreshing , and Medicated Fruit Lozenge, the Immediate Portrait (with brief biographical memoir ) adorns & The BIRKBEOK BUILDING SOCIETY have on their
Relief and Specific Cure of Constipation , Headache, Bile . figure illustrating the newest and most gentlemanly List several HOUSES , which they are prepared to LETO

Hæmorrhoids, & c . " Tamar," unlike pills and the usual styles of costume. Price 60., or gratis to purchasers. thro TWELVE AND A HALF YEARS' SYSTEM . and

purgatives, is agreeable to take, and never produces irrita
Patterns and guide to self -measurement sent free . bany cases Immediate Possession may be obtained .

tion . 28. 6d . per box ; post free 2d . extra . - E . GRILLON , The Terms on which Houses can be placed on the
29, London Wall, E . C .; also of BARCLAY and Sons, and AMUEL BROTHERS, 50, Ludgate-hill, Rinister inay be obtained on application to
of all chemists. London , E .C . FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT,Manager

SPIERS & POND'S

SAMPLE CASES OF WINES
or
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GRAND RESTAURANT,

THE LONDON ,

191, FLEET-STREET , TEMPLE-BAR .

LUNCHEONS. DINNERS. FISH DINNERS. DINNERS A LA CARTE. PRIVATE DINNERS FROM 55.
DAILY FROM 1 TILL 8.

THE FAMOUS " LONDON DINNER ” OF 5 COURSES AT 3s.
FROM 4 TILL 8 DAILY.

LADIES' DINING SALOONS AND LAVATORIES.
Handsome Smoking and Billiard Saloons. Open on Sundays from Six p.m .

Legal Notices .

THE SANS-PLIS SHIRT.

BURDEN AND KEER

LONDON GAZETTE (published by authority ) and ANNUITIES AND REVERSIONS.
LONDON and COUNTRY ADVERTISEMENT OFFICE REVERSIONARY INTEREST

No. 117 , CHANCERY-LANE , FLEET-STREET. SOCIETY,

CHARLES HAYLETT PETERS HENRY GREEN , Advertisement Agent, 68 , CHANOERY-LANE, LONDON.
CHAIRMAN . - Alfred H . Shadwell, Esq.

( Deceased ). - TO SOLICITORS and OTHERS . LI begs to direct the attention ofthe Legal Profession to DEPUTY-CHAIRMAN - H . Cecil Raikes, Esq ., M . P .
Any person having in his custody the WILL of Mr. Charles the advantages of his long experience of upwards of twenty . Reversions and Life Interests purchased . Immediate and
Haylett Peters , late of Surbiton , and who carried on the five years, in the special insertion of all pro formá notices, Deferred Annuities granted in exchange for Reversionary
business of & wine merchant under the style of Peters, & c ., and hereby solicits their continued support. - N . B . One and Contingent Interests .
Hall and Co. , formerly of Little Bridge -street, Blackfriars, copy of advertisement only required , and the strictest care Loansmay also be obtained on the security of Reversions,
but at the timeof his decease at 1, James-street, Adelphi, is and promptitude Assured . ' Officially stamped forms for ad Annuities , Immediate, Deferred , and Contingent, and also
requested to communicate with Messrs. WEST AND King , vertisements and file of London Gazette kept. By appoint Endowmerts , granted on favourable terms.

Solicitors, 66, Cannon -street, London , E . C . ment Prospectuses and Formsof Proposal, and all further infor

mation , may be had at the office .
DARLIAMENTARY NOTICES AFFECT C. B . CLABON, Secretary.

ING HERTFORDSHIRE . - The HERTS GUAR . Sales by Zuction.
DIAN , Hertfordshire County Paper, has the Official
Courty Advertisements, published every Tuesday and
Saturday. latest dates this November 1873, Saturdays MESSRS. VENTOM , BULL, and
15th , 22nd , 29th . - Office, Old Cross, Hertford , COOPER' S MONTHLY REGISTER , containing REGISTERED Nov . 1948.particulars of Estates and Farms, Furnished and Unfur.OFFICES to LET, Essex -street, Strand , nished Houses in Town and Country to be sold or let, Specially adapted to meet the wants- FIRST and SECOND FLOORS to LET for Solici. Ground Rents , and other Investments, may be had free on
tors' offices (only ), at 22 , Essex -street, bottom of the street application , or by post for one stamp. Particulars intended of
and close to the Temple, Railway Station and Pier. For for insertion in nextmonth 's Register should be forwarded
termsand order apply to - PRICE and CLARK, 48 , Chancery . by the 26th inst. - Auction and Estate Agency Offices, 8 , BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS
lane . Bucklersbury, E . C . and

mo SOLICITORS. - GOOD OFFICES TO WESSRS. DEBENHAM, TEWSON, and GENTLEMEN OF SEDENTARY PURSUITS

1 LET, in a central situation , adjoining Bloomsbury. M FARMER'S LIST of ESTATES and HOUSES
square. Two Rooms on ground floor, and furniphed Clerks' to be SOLD or LET, including Landed Estates , Town and Base Combined with a Perfect Fit.
Office : rent moderate . Would suit a beginner or a country Country Residences , Hunting and Shooting Quarters ,
Firm wishing an office in London . - Address " Lex." care of Farms, Ground Rents , Rentcharges, House Property , and Patterns and Particulars ofMeasure
the Publisher, University Gazette, 58 , Great Russell-street, Investments generally , is PUBLISHED on the first day of ment free by post.
Bloomsbury . each month , and may be obtained , free of charge, at their

Offices, 80, Cheapside. E . C ., or will be sentby post in return
TO SOLICITORS and OTHERS seeking for two stamps. Particulars for insertion should be

SAFE INVESTMENTS. - A liberal commission will received not later than four days previous to the end of the 51. CONDUIT -STREET, BOND-STREET.
be paid for placing the Preference Shares of a first- lass preceding month .

T. EFT-OFF CLOTHES. – Mr. and Mrs.English Railway. - Address " Manager , " Post-office, Vigo
street, London, W . Corn Hall Estate, Suffolk . PHILLIPS , S1, THAYER -STREET, MANCHES .

DRENCH LAW .- CONSULTATION and
To be SOLD by PRİVATE TREATY . | TER -SQUARE, LONDON , W ., are the Best BUYERS of

all kinds of LADIES andGENTLEMEN 'S ATTIRE , Silk
1 CORN HALL ESTATE , comprising about 395 acres, 1 Satin . Velvet. Brocades, Dresses. Court Trains, Antique

T LESSONS on FRENCH LAW . - Address M . De with homestead , cottages, and bnildings, thereon in the Lace , old English and Foreign China, Household Furniture,
MERAY, “ Avocat Français ," S , Essex -court, Temple ( first parishes of Bures, St. Mary, and Ansington , together with Jewels, Plate, in fact every kind of Property for readyfloor ) . the profits of the Manor of Corn Hall and a right of feed cash . Ladies or Gentlemen waited on at any time or dis

| over about 22 acres of common meadow . The aboveTO SOLICITORS. - Office for PATENTS, I property is held on lease, expiring the 29th Sept. 1880, and tance. All letters receive prompt attention . Money orders
to any amount for Parcels from Town or Country . Estab

5 . SERLE STREET, LINCOLN 'S - IXX , W . C . will be sold subject to the existing tenancy . lished 1820. Ready money only.Messrs. DAVIES and HUNT, Patent Solicitors, continue to For further particulars apply to - Messrs CLUTTOX , 9
Thousands of testimonials . The subjoined are copies :procure BRITISH and FOREIGN PATENTS , & c ., at Whitehall- place, Westminster . " Gloucester, April 9 .

most moderate charges , and to SOLICITORS at agency rates . Mrs . A . N . writes : - " I have received your P . 0 . 0 . with
Solicitors and intending Patentees should obtain their

" HANDBOOK FOR INVENTORS" gratis on application
TMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE COM . thanks for your liberality and attention . I shall recommend

| allmyfriends. I have had business with others , but none
or by letter. I PANY, 1, Old , Broad-street, E . C ., and 16 and 17, Pall. have given meso much satisfaction as you have ."

DUBLIC READING AND SPEAKING . - - Mall, s . w . Brighton , May 4 .
Capital 21.000.000 paid -up , and invested £700,000 . Lady S . T . writes : - " I received the registered letter con .

[ The Rey. ALEX . J . D . D 'ORSEY, B . D ., will RE E . COZENS SMITH , GeneralManager . taining the notes. I quite agree with Mrs. R . C . that yon
CEIVE Barristers, Solicitors. Law Students, and others are very straightforward in conducting your business . I
on Wednesdays at Two, at King's College, and at Four, OSS OF LIFE OR LIMB shall have great pleasure in recommending any friendswho
Five, Six , and Eight at 13, Prince ' s -square , W .

WITH THE CONSEQUENT may wish to dispose of their cast -off clothes that are too

LOSS OF TIME AND MONEY,
good to give away."

TAW EXAMINATIONS. - A Solicitor, a “ Edinburgh, May 13.

Graduate of Oxford , READS with GENTLEMEN
CAUSED BY “ I send you a large box of clothes. I am quite satisfied

for their Prelininary . Intermediate , and Final EXAMI. ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS that you give the full value , as I sent the last yon bad of me

NATIONS. - Address " M . A ., " Messrs. Fletcher and Co., PROVIDED FOR BY A POLICY OF THE to someother person first, and your price was much above
their valuation . I leave it to yon to send me what you con .11, Staple- inn , London , W RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE COMPANY sider the value of the presentarticles. I have recommended

1 An Annual Payment of £3 to 66 58 . Insures £1000 at Death you to my sister, Mrs, M . Y ., of Reading."
QOLICITORS' INTERMEDIATE EXAMI. or an Allowance at the rate of £6 per week for Injury . Weare every day receiving the samekind of testimonials ,

NATION - GENTLEMEN are PREPARED by a £725,000 have been paid as Compensation . which show that we do give the full value of all articles
BARRISTER for this Examination , either personally or ONE out of every Twelve Annual Policy Holders becoming offered to us. If this is not sufficient to satisfy themost
through the post . Also for all the other Legal Examina a Claimant EACH YEAR . sceptical we challenge all dealers. We not only buy of
tions. - Address " A . B . , ” care of Mr. Frederick Jones, 8 . For particulars, apply to the Clerks at the Railway Sta ladies and gentlemen , but our demand is so great that we
Serjeant' s- inn , Fleet-street , E . C . tions , to the Local Agenta , or at the Offices , purchase of the trade. Ladies and gentlemen , by disposing

84 , CORNHILL, AND 10 . REGENT-STREET, LONDON . of their property to us , get the best price , thereby saving a
M R . E . H . BEDFORD , Author of the “ In WILLIAM J. VIAN , Secretary, second profit. Our only address in England is

I termediate Examination Guide," " The Intermediate TAW UNIONExamination Guide to Bookkeeping ," and Editor of “ The FIRE AND 31, THAYER-STREET, MANCHESTER -SQUARE,LIFE LONDON .
Preliminary, " " Intermediate , " and " Final, " has CLASSES INSURANCE COMPANY.
daily reading at his Chambers, 9 , King' s Bench -walk , Chief Office . - 126 , CHANCERY LANE LONDON, W .C . CANADA : ST . PAUL STREET, MONTREAL,

Temple, for each of the Examinations . Capital. - ONE MILLION STERLING . AUSTRALIA : MYER'S -STREET, SANDHURST, VIC
Fully subscribed by upwards of 400 Shareholders, nearly all TORIA : and

TAW PUPILS. - A BARRISTER, who has, ofwhom are members of the Legal Profession . 31. THAYER -STREET, MANCHESTER -SQUAREwith almost uniform success, prepared nearly one CHAIRMAN . - Sir William Foster, Bart. Norwich .
thousand Students for Examination prior to Admission as Where all letters and parcels must be addressed.DEPUTY-CHAIRMAN . - James Cuddon , Esq ., Barrister -at Established 1820 .Attorneys, many of whom have obtained a Prize or Certifl. Law , Goldsmith 's -building, Temple ,
cate of Merit, including two Clifford ' s-inn Prizemen , RE The Capital subscribed and Funds in hand amount to OLD FALCON HOTEL, EAST-STREET,
CEIVES PUPILS for Intermediate or Final Examination , upwards of £1,330,000, affording unquestionable security .
to chom he devotes Ave hours daily . Fee moderate . For TOWN PIER, GRAVESEND .The Directors invite attention to the new Form of Life
particulars, or an interview , address " Mr. J .," Messrs . Policy , which is free from all conditions. Public and private dining roomsfacing the river.
Stevens and Sons, Law Booksellers, 119 , Chancery.lane, The Company ADVANCES Money on Mortgage of Life Bed and breakfast one guinea per week , and dinners at
W . C . N . B . Classes are forming , limited in number, for the Interests and Reversions, whether absolute or contingent. an equally moderate tariff .
ensuing Hiliary , Easter, and Trinity Terms. Prospectuses , copies of the Directors ' Report, and Annual Special arrangements for board and lodging. weekly or

Balance Sheet, and every information sent post free on ap monthly , on reduced terms.

DRELIMINARY, INTERMEDIATE, and plication to W . SKILLETER . Proprietor.

FINAL EXAMINATIONS for SOLICITORS. - Mr. FRANK MÄGEDY, Actuary and secretary. SOLICITORS, Students, and Witnesses, can
J . ERLE BENHAM (formerly of King's College, London ,

TABLE REVERSIauthor of several works), whose pupils have always met
be ACCOMMODATED very reasonably at the

· BEAUFORT HOTEL , within a few minutes ' walk of all
with unparalleled success, has CLASSES READING for INTEREST SOCIETY . the Principal Law Courts . Large partier at a great reducthese Examinations . He has recently prepared a nephew 10 , Lancaster - place , Strand , tion . Gentlemen can have a business or private address,
and en articled clerk of two of the legal examiners . For Established 1885 . Capital paid -up, ets0,000 , and their correspondence forwarded . - 14 and 15 Beaufortreferences to Noblemen , Members of Parliament, Queen ' s | This Society purchases Reversionary Property and Life In buildings , Strand .
Counsel, Rectors, Members of the Incorporated Law terests , and grants Loans on these securities. Forms of
Society, and other gentlemen of status. -- Address to 20 , Proposalmay be obtained at the office . Printed and published by HORACE Cox, at 10, WellingtonDevereux -court, Temple ; or to the care of Meesrs . Butter F . S . CLAYTON , 7
worths, 7 , Fleet-street , Her Majesty' s Law Publishers.

CH CLAYTON Joint Secretaries. I street, Strand, London , W .C . , in the County of Middlesex

Saturday, Nov. 8 , 1873 .

---
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Price (with Reports ), Is.

WithoutReports, ed .

Money, Wanted and to end. TAW . - A PARTNER . of ability and T AW . - CONVEYANCING, ADVOCACY,
business habits is WANTED in an office of general 1 BANKRUPTCY, & c . - RE-ENGAGEMENT desired

practice in a large provincial town. A premium would be in or near town , Experienced advocate , admitted Easter
THE IMPROVEMENT of LANDED required . - Address, stating age, date of admission , and Term 1867 . Highest references. Married . Permanenog

1 ESTATES.- The LAND, LOAN , and ENFRAN references " H . F . W , P ., " care of Messrs . Waterlow , 24, desired . - " J. C . 9 ., 19. Southampton Buildings. W . O .
OHISEMENT COMPANY fincorporated by specialAct of Birchin -lane, E . O . TAW . - Advertiser SEEKS a SITUATION
Parliament) ADVANCES MONEY

UT AW . - PARTNERSHIP or CLERKSHIP1st. - To the Owners of Settled and other Estates, for
ag Conveyancing or General Managing CLERK ,

the Erection of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES, U
Salary 4100 ; 29 years of age ; admitted . At present with

WANTED . Advertiser would manage a Country large London firm . - " N . 8 . R .” (No. 1598 ), 10, Wellington
and for the DRAINAGE, IRRIGATION , ENCLOSING Practice generally , or conduct Conveyancing in a town street, Strand, W . O .
CLEARING , and general Improvement of LANDED Pro offico . - Address C . WEAVER , 42, Albert -street, Regent's
perty in any part of the United Kingdom : park , N . W . TAW . - TO JUSTICES' CLERKS. - The

2nd . - To the Owners of Settled Estates in England , for TAW . - A Solicitor (eighteen years admitted ) | L
the ERECTION or COMPLETION of MANSIONS

Advertiser desires an ENGAGEMENT as ASSIST.
ANT : has had the management of Magisterial business

STABLES, and OUTBUILDINGS : desires to PURCHASE an INTEREST of about ( Borough and County ), with slight supervision upwards of

Srd . - To Landowners generally, to enable them to sub
L400 a year, in a good Conveyancing and general Business four years . Ten years in Magistrales and Town Clerksº

scribe for Shares in Companies for the CONSTRUCTION
in Liverpool or elsewhere . Has some Liverpool connection . offices ; has someknowledge of Clerk of the Peace' s duties.

of RAILWAYS and NAVIGABLE CANALS, which will - Address " QUIDAM " (No. 1595), 10 , Wellington -street, Age 29. - Address " A . Z ." (No. 1598 ), 10, Wellington -streeting
beneficially affect their Estates : Strand, w . C . Strand, W . C .

4th . - TO INCUMBENTS, for the Improvement of their TAW PARTNERSHIP . - A Solicitor, who T AW . - A firm of Country Solicitors of long
GLEBE LANDS, by Drainage, and the Erection of FARM
BUILDINGS and COTTAGES :

U has had first-rate experience, both in Town and I standing , wish & SITUATION for a gentleman (aged

sth . - To COPYHOLDERS for the ENFRANCHISE
Country, desires a Working PARTNERSHIP . Has Capi. 28 ) : he has been eight years in their ofice as general Clerk

MENT of COPYHOLD LANDS .
tal and good connection in the Midland Counties . - Address and Cashier , and writes Shorthand . The gentleman has
" W . P . " care of Messrs. Dunn and Duncan , Law Sta the best testimonials, and can , with the greatest confidence ,

The amount borrowed with the expenses would be charged tioners, 9 , Fleet-street, E . C . be highly recommended by his present employers. - Address

on the estate benefited , and repaid by a rentcharge, termi. * D . . and F . M ." (No. 1507 ), 10 , Wellington -street,
Dating in twenty - five years . TAW PARTNERSHIP. - WANTED , by a Strand, W . C .
NO INVESTIGATION OF THE LANDOWNER'S Gentleman (who passed his Final Examination last

TITLE IS NECESSARY. IT AW . -- A Gentleman, aged 21, is open to
Trinity Term , but is not yet admitted ) , an ENGAGE .

UMENT, with a view to a Partnership , either in London or an ENGAGEMENT as Assistant Conveyancing or
Forms of application, and all further particulars,may be

obtained of Messrs. Rawlence and Squarey , 22, Great George
Parliamentary CLERK . Six years' experience in first-rato

South of England . - Apply, by letter, Messrs. HARPER, Law London offices. Salery required £120 a year, or if arrange
street, Westminster , S . W ., and Salisbury ; of Messrs . Stationers, 18 ,Warwick -court, Holborn, W . O . ments could be made for articles would accept a smaller

Ashurst, Morris , and Co., Solicitors, 6 , Old Jewry , London,
E . C . ; of Messrs . Gillespie and Paterson , W . 8 ., 81A, George

Bum . Undeniable tostimonials . Advertiser is competent

T AW . - ADVOCACY. - A Solicitor (aged to conduct a quiet country practice . - Address " J ., " Guar
street, Edinburgh , agents for the Company in Scotland ; U 32), of considerable experience asan Advocate, wishes dian Office, Wrexham .
and at the Offices of the Company as below . to meet with a PARTNERSHIP or SUCCESSION to a

T . PAIN , Managing Director. PRACTICE , within twenty- fivemiles of London . Highest LAW . A Gentleman (aged 23, recently ad
EDWIN GARROD, Secretary, testimonials and references will be given and required . No U mitted, and who took honours at his examination )

Land , Loan , and Enfranchisement Company, agents will be treated with . - Address " Lex, " care of Mr. seeks an ENGAGEMENT As Conveyancing and General

No. 22, Great George-street, Westminster
Rickards, Law Stationer , Northumberland-street, Charing Managing CLERK . Having passed his Articles with a
cross. gentleman who holds the appointments of Clerk to the

M ONEY. - £250,000 to LEND , at from 4 to Justices, Union , Highway Board , and Turnpike Road

I 5 per cent., on approved security , in several sums.
Trustees, he is competent, with slight supervision , to

Situations, Wanted and Vacant. undertake these offices. Highest references can be given .
Somefor a term if required . - Apply to Mr. DINHAM KING,
Solicitor, Camelford, Cornwall.

Apply " A . T . R .," Post-office, Brackley, Northants.

T AW . - WANTED, for a few months by a T AW . - A GENTLEMAN desires a Convey
MONEY. - Several SUMS of MONEY, Solicitor (recently admitted ) & SITUATION 89 ancing CLERKSHIP , Liverpool preferred . The Ad .

varying from £1000 to £30 ,000, to be LENT ON CLERK in a good Conveyancing business in Town , wherevertiser is šo years of age, and admitted . He has been

MORTGAGE at 4 and 5 per cent. Interest on good Free experience would be a primary object. - Address " J . M . N .," Accustomed to draw Drafts without supervision , and to

hold Securities, consisting of Land and Houses. - Apply to Box 38 , Post -office, Chester. . advise clients. Is thoroughly competent to take the entire
Messrs. CLEAR AND CHEFFINS, “ Ethelburga House, " 70 and management of the Conveyancing Department; would not
71, Bishopsgate- street Within , London , E . C . T AW . - WANTED , by the Advertiser (aged object to Advocate cases in the County Court. He has a

25 ) , who has bad ten years' experience , & SITUATI good general knowledge of a Country Attorney ' s business .MONEY promptly ADVANCED on Personal as Assistant Conveyancing and General CLERK . - Address - Address " A . W ." (No. 1598), 10, Wellington -street,
1 Security, Bills of Sale, Freeholds, Leaseholds, " T . W ., ” 7 , Colri le- road , Bayswater . Strand, W . O .

Stocke, Share , Bonds, or other security, repayable by
instalments. No preliminary fees. - REAL AND PERSONAL TAW . - WANTED , a SITUATION , as TAW . - SHORTHAND. - WANTED , by a ,
ADVANCE COMPANY (LIMITED ), Established 1856 , 3 , Tavi. U Copying and Engrossing CLERK . Five years good | Gentleman , who hashad twenty years' experience in

stock -street, Corent-garden . J. WOOLLETT, Secretary. references. - Address " A . H .," 6, Westbourne-buildings, the offices of solicitors and others , a RE -ENGAGEMENT.

M
He is an Efficient Shorthand Writer, Correspondent, andElms- lane, Bayswater, W .ONEY LENT- £5 to £500 , with and Accountant ; has been much engaged in the Settlement of

M without Sureties, upon Promissory Notes, Furniture, T AW . - WANTED , by a Solicitor of con Railway Compensation Cases, and is generally conversant

Goods, Deeds, Life Policies , Shares, Jewellery, tc ., from with the details relating to an extensive practice. He pog .

one month to three years. Formsgratis. Bills discounted ,
siderable experience both in Town and Country , a sesses undeniable testimonials from several eminent firms,

Offices : 71, Fleet-street, City, E . O ., and 3, Pullen ' s-row , Managing CLERKSHIP , with or without a view to Parts - Address " Lex ," 29, St. John ' s-road, Croydon .

High -street, Islington , N . Established thirty -four years . nership . - " 8 . B . C ., " South Molton , Devon ,

Open daily . - W . M . READ , Manager . . TAW . - SHORTHAND . - WANTED by the T AW . - (Country .) A Gentleman of unes .

MONEY ADVANCED at a Day's Notice
ceptionable character and ability , who has bad tbe

Advertiser, an ENGAGEMENT as Shorthand sole management of a branch office for several years, and
1 (from £40 upwards) to respectable householders in CLERK in a Solicitor' s office . Excellent references, Salary who was previously managing clerk for fourteen years in athe London District upon MORTGAGE of their FURNI. moderate.-- Address " A . B .," 46, Woodchester-street, Pad . thoroughly good conveyancing office , seeks & TRANSFER

TURE without removal, repayable by easy instalments , dington, W . of ARTICLES for two years, at a moderate salary . Ad
No charge of ary kind unless money advanced . As this does vertiser desires to be permanently settled , and would there
not emanate from an agent,applicants must apply personally TAW . - The Advertiser seeks an ENGAGE fore prefer (though not making it & sine qua non to an

to Mr. BAUGHAN, 31, Southampton -buildings, Chancery -lane. MENT as Copying and Engrossing CLERK , Twelve engagement), a situation with a view to a partnership , or
The public are cautioned against paying preliminary fees to years' experience and unexceptionable character . - Address succession on the usual terms. - Address “ A . B ., " 4, Lower
pretenders. * A . B .," care of Mr. Cleaver , 66 , Ashburnham .grove, Portland -terrace , Southampton .

Greenwich .MUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION T AW . -WANTED & YOUTH (about 18 )
(Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1850), 14 , Rus. T AW . - A Gentleman of upwards of Twenty in & Solicitor' s Office, who can Ingross and write

Bell-street, Covent-garden , London, and 88, Ship -street, five years' experience in Conveyancing in Country shorthand. - Apply , by letter, with full particulars and
Brighton , ADVANCES MONEY upon Personal Security , and Town seeks & RE -ENGAGEMENT in Town. Could salary required, to " J. S . S .," Post-office , Ulverston .
Bills of Sale, Deeds, & c ., repayable by instalments . Bills commence at once. - Address “ A . B . " (No. 1598 ). 10 . Wol.
promptly discounted Forms free on receipt of stamped lington - street , Strand . W . 0 . T AW . - WANTED, in a Solicitor' s Office in
envelope. C . R . WRIGHT, Secretary . the Country, an experienced Copying, Engrossing

T AW . - WANTED , by a Gentleman (aged and general CLERK . - Apply to HARTCUP and Sons, Solici

TEGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY.
U 23 ), a Conveyancing or General CLERKSHIP, in an tors, Bungay, Suffolk ,

Office of extensive practice , either in Town or Country ,
U Mr. C . E . MASON , AUDITOR, LIQUIDATOR, and Advertiser can Draw all ordinary Drafts, and does notmind T AW . - WANTED , in a Country Solicitor' s

ACCOUNTANT. 30. Essex -street , Strand, London , work . - Address " P . W . D ." ( No 1598 ), 10 , Wellington . U Office of varied practice, a Managing OLERK . Must
be a good Advocate, and Admitted . - Apply Mr. ABELTAW LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY. street, Strand, w . o .'
TILLET, Solicitor, Norwich .

U SHARES to be_DISPOSED OF. Principals only to TAW . - To Country Solicitors. - WANTED ,
apply by letter , to “ Lex, " care of Messrs . Leathes and EMPLOYMENT in a Country Office . Advertiser T AW . - Conveyancing CLERK WANTED
Maynard, 3 , Langham -place, Portland-place, w . can draw ordinary Drafts, Abstracts, and is well up in in an office of extensive practice in London . - Address

Bankruptcy , Common Law , and County Court practice ; " S . P ., " Messrs . Harwar, Law Stationers, S , Bel -yard ,

would not object to assist generally, Age 29 ; salary about Lincoln 's - inn , W . C .

308 . per week . - Address " J . S .," 10, Theberton-street,
Islington . I AW . - GENERAL CLERK WANTED , in

U London . . Apply by letter, stating age, references,T AW . - Managing CLERK Or PARTNER . T AW - A Solicitor experienced in Conveyavey . I and salary required to " M , Z .," Mr. Warner's, 8141, Ox
- A Gentleman of experience desires pobigexperience desires position as ancing and conversant with the routine of an office, ford - street, W .

above in a Country Office of good practice. Age 32. desires a RE- ENGAGEMENT as CLERK Birmingham
Address " Aliter " (No. 1598 ), 10 , Wellington -street , Strand. or Letmington preferred . Unexceptionable references as T AW . - WANTED, at once, an Engrossing

to industry and capabilities. — " N ." (No. 1598 ), 10, Welling.
TAW PARTNERSHIP. - A Solicitor, at ton -street , Strand, w . O . U CLERK .- Apply to Messrs. NEWTON and Jones, East

Retford, stating age and salary required .
present a Managing Clerk in a large office , would be T AW . - An immediate RE -ENGAGEMENT

happy to treat with a Gentleman who desires an active I AW . - WANTED, in a Country Office, a
Partner or Successor. The highest rolerences , - Address is sought by the Advertiser,who is well up in Con . Copying, Engrossing, and GeneralCLERK . - Apply .
" Delta," Prior and Co ., 61, Lincoln ' s Inn - fields, w . O veyancing , the general routine of & Country practice , and stating age , references, and salary required , to PINNIGER

of some years' experience. Salary required moderate. -
and WOOD, Solicitors, Chippenbam , Wilts.

T AW PARTNERSHIPS. - KAIN , BULLEN ,
Address " Lex" (No. 1598 ), 10, Wellington -street, Strand,

ELDRIDGE , and 00 ., Law and Mercantile Ac T AW . - A Solicitor (admitted in 1867) seeky T AW . - WANTED , a steady Engrossing
countants (Costs Draftsmen , & c . ), invite the attention of D a RE -ENGAGEMENT as a Conveyancing CLERK U and Copying CLERK, who will be willing to mako
firms to their register of SELECTED APPLICANTS himself useful ; one about 22 preferred . - Address, stating

in the office of a London Solicitor. Reference given , if re .
having capital, influence, and ability . - 69, Chancery -lane,
and at Melville-chambers (50B , Lord -street ), Liverpool

age, references, and salary required, to “ Lex," Post-office,quired , to a well-known Firm in whose office the advertiser
has been for the last eleven years. --Address " A . O . S ." (No.

Darlaston , near Wednesbury .

moSOLICITORS. - THE LAW PARTNER 1595 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , W . O . T AW - ARTICLED CLERK . - A Solicitor
1 SHIP AGENCY Negotiates and Arranges SOLICI.

T AW . - WANTED , an Engagement by an U
TORS' PARTNERSHIPS, the Transfer of Legal Practices,

in themiddle counties ,with a good general practice,
has & VACANCY for an Articled CLERK , Premium

and matters connected therewith ; its operations being ex I experienced ÇOSTS CLERK and ACCOUNTANT, moderate. - Address , in the first instance, to " C . D ., " caro
clusively confined to this class of business. - Applications , who has also a good practical knowledge of Law in all its ofMessrs, Job Brothers, 46 , Cannon -street , London , E . O .
whether personal or by letter , to be made to the MANAGER , branches, and is a shorthand Writer ; salary required , 2160
Law Partnership Agency , 9, King' s - road , Bedford -row , per annum . - Apply to “ Lex , " (No, 1597) 10 , Wellington .

street , Strand, W . d . SITUATIONS VACANT continued on next page

Partnerships,Wanted and Vacant.

w .o .
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LAW.-WANTED, diamond City origem WORKS OF LITERATURE AND ART :

THE LAW OF COPYRIGHT,

ng PRACTICAL STATUTES OF THE SESSION
(36 & 37 VICTORIA ) ;

1873

TAW . - WANTED , a Young Man as Costs |
SHORTT'S LAW RELATING TO LITERATURE, & c.

CLERK and to post up Bill Books, and to Engross
and Copy. Hemust be well able to undertake the former. THE LAW RELATING TO- Apply , stating age, references, and salary required , to
"XY " Ringwood, Hampshire.

TAW . - WANTED , in a City Office of
U moderate practice, & General Managing CLERK .

Apply, with full particulars, to " 0 . 0 " care of Mr.
Stanley, Stationer, 20, Gresham -street. EMBRACING

LAW . - WANTED, in an Office in the
Country, a Copying CLERK ,whose handwriting must

be good . Reply stating age, reference, and salary required.

Address " A . B .," Post-office, Sherborne, Dorset. THE LAW RELATING TO NEWSPAPERS, THE LAW RELATING TO CONTRACTS

TAW CHANCERY. - WANTED , imme BETWEEN AUTHORS, PUBLISHERS, PRINTERS, & c., ANDL diately, a CLERK thoroughly acquainted with
Chancery Practice , and can attend to other business
Apply, stating age, terms, references, " T . A .," Post-office, THE LAW OF LIBEL.Foubert' s -place, Regent-street.

TAW - WANTED, a Managing CLERK WITH

U by a Conveyancing firm in the West Riding of York
shire ; some knowledge of the business of Town Clerk and THE STATUTES RELATING THERETO , FORMS OF AGREEMENTS BETWEEN AUTHORS,
Magistrates' Clerk is desirable. - Application (stating age,
where last employed , and salary expected) to be made to PUBLISHERS, & c ., AND FORMS OF PLEADINGS.
Mr. JOSEPH HOLLINS, Law Agency , 73, Petergate , York .

T AW . - WANTED, an Out-door and By JOHN SHORTT, LL. B ,
U General OLERK ; must be thoroughly experienced. OF THE MIDDLE TEMPLE, ESQ., BARRISTER-AT-LAW .

Apply, stating last engagement, qualifications, age, salary
required , & c ., to - " A . and B .," Mr. Warner's, 314 ,
Oxford -street, W .

Price 21s., cloth .
TAW -WANTED, in an office of varied

U Practice, in theWest Riding, an Efficient CLERK ,
thoroughly acquainted with Chancery , Common Law , Con LONDON : HORACE COX, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND, W .C.
veyancing, and Bankruptcy . State salary, references, and
whether married or single. - Address " Sigma " (No. 1598 ),
20 , Wellington -sreet, Strand, W . O .

TAW . - WANTED, in a Solicitor's Office, in Now ready, 12mo., price 128. 6d .,

North Wales, & CLERK (not articled ), to conduct THE
the Conveyancing and Common Law Business, under the
supervision of the Principal, and to make himself
generally useful. A knowledge of the Welsh language is
essential. - Apply , stating age, salary expected , previous en
gagements , and with references as to qualifications and

character, to “ H . , " care of Messrs. Waterlow , Birchin - lane,

London,

WITH
DATERSON ' S STATUTES, 1850 to 1871,

cloth 12mo., good as new . Cost 12s.6d , each . For £5 .
: INTRODUCTIONS, NOTES, TABLES OF STATUTESREPEALED AND SUBJECTS ALTERED,

.. " Post-office , Leominster. LISTS OF LOCAL AND PERSONAL AND PRIVATE ACTS AND A COPIOUS INDEX.

DIARIES FOR 1874.

THE LAW and COMMERCIAL DAILY Edited by W . PATERSON , Esq .,1 REMEMBRANCER , fifty -third year of publication,
now ready, containing & Copious Diary for the Year, & Barrister -at- Law .
Large Amount of Useful Information , Instructions as to
Accounts to be Rendered by Executors and Trustees of
Wills, & c ., List of Railways, & c ., Tables of Stamps,
Assessed and Income Taxes, and various other useful CONTENTS :
Tables ; an Analysis of the Public Acts, and Table of Local

and Personal Acts of Last Session . Table of Enactments Repealed . Vagrant Act Amendment Act . Expiring Laws Continuance Act.

Prices, either plain or ruled, from 38. upwards. Table of Principal Subjects Altered . The Cathedral Acts Amendment Act. Railways Regulation Act .

London : DUNN and DUNCAN , 9, Fleet-street.
Tithe Commutation Acts Amendment Merchant Shipping Acts Amendinent

SESSION 1873 - 36 & 87 VICTORIA , Act . Act.
Endowed Schools (Address ) Act Government Annuities Act . Elementary Education Act .

Now ready, price 1s ., by post ls . 2 d ., Income Tax Assessment Act. Regulation of Railways Act. Endowed Schools Act ( 1869 ) Amend
THE QUEEN ALMANAC and LADY' S Bastardy Laws Amendment Act, Places ofWorship Sites Act. ment Act.

Custody of Infants Act.
CALENDAR for 1874 contains An ILLUMINATED

Prison Officers Superannuation ( Ire Slave Trade (Consolidation ) Act.
Marriages (Ireland) Act. land ) Act .

DESIGN of BANNERETTE in POINT LACE , and Gas and Water Works Facilities Act
Customs and Inland Revenue Act.OHROMO-LITHO PLATE of a NEW DESIGN for BOR . Intestates' Widows and Children Act. (1870 ) Amendment Act,
Poor Allotments Management Act. MeoicalAct (University of London )

DER : Portraits of Turnpike Acts Continuance , & c ., Act.
Matrimonial Causes Amendment Act.

The Shah of Persia , 1 MarshalMcMahon ,
Extradition Act. Statute Law Revision Act.

Municipal Corporations Evidence Act.
The Queen ' s Grandchildren , Bishop of Winchester (Dr. | Supreme Court of Judicature Act.

Courty Debentures Act,
The Queen of Sweden ,

List of Local and Personal Acte .Agricultural Children Act.
Browne) , Crown Lands Act. Revising Barristers Act.

" The Grand Duchess Mario The Late Lord Lytton ,
Private Acts.The Fairs Act.

of Russia , John Stuart Mill, Salmon Fishery Act,

The Cezarevna of Russia , Thomas Faed , R . A .,
The Czarewitch of Russia , G . F . Watts, R . A . , LONDON : HORACE COX, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND.
Archduchess Gisela of Aus- The Lady Beecher,
tria , Mrs. Somerville,

Prince Leopold of Bavaria ,
And a host of Work Engravings, with Detailed Letter

press for Working. Including full information ofallgeneral
matters usually looked for in an Almanac.

SECOND EDITION , Price 6s.,THE QUEEN Office , 346 , Strand , W . C .

COX 'S LAW OF THE LAW AND PRACTICE
Or

JOINT-STOCK COMPANIES.
The SEVENTH EDITION of the

TAW OF JOINT STOCK COMPANIES
U AND OTHER ASSOCIATIONS ; comprising the INCLUDING THE

whole of the New Law relating to the Abandonment of

Railways and the Winding-up of Bailway Companies,
as contained in the Statutes relating to Joint- Stock
Companies, the General Orders and Rules of the Court
of Chancery , and Decisions of the Courts of Law and
Equity ; together with the Industrial and Provident
Societies Acts, and County Court Orders thereon , the Stan
Daries Act and Rules, with Notes as to the Mode of Proce
dure under them . By EDWARD W . COX , Serjeant-at
Law , Recorder of Portsmouth . Seventh Edition , by
CHARLES J. O 'MALLEY, LL. B ., Barrister -at- Law , of LONDON : HORACE COX, 10 , WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND, W . C .
the Middle Temple.

Price 219 ., cloth .
London : LAW Times Office , 10 ,Wellington -street, Strand.

AT BIRCHIN LANE, 1740 — 1873.
SOLICITOR' S CASH BOOK . - A Cash Book

for Use of Solicitors, showing at a glance receipts and
payments on cash account, bank account, business account,
and private account. Price , with explanation , in sheets,
38 . 6d. per quire , or bound in extra forril , of th , following
thickness : one quire, 108. ; two quires, 188. 6d . ; three
quires, 178. ; four quires, el 18 . ; five quires, £1 59 . ; six
quires, El 9s .
The author says : “ It is very simple, and with a little

attention it will be found to work well ; I have long proved
it to do so ." May be obtained direct, or through any book
geller by order .

London : H . Cox, 10, Wellington -street, Strand , W . O .

MUNICIPAL ELECTION PETITIONS.

MUNICIPAL REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS,

PRACTICE UPON MUNICIPAL ELECTION PETITIONS.

By THOMAS WILLIAM SAUNDERS, Recorder of Bath.

WITHERBY & CO .,
Law and General

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, AND LITHOGRAPHERS,

Have removed to more commodious Premises in

NEWMAN'S COURT, CORNHILL.

JOU

TUSTICES CLERKS ACCOUNTS. A
Journal and Cash Book , prepared by Mr. GEORGE

C . OKE, of the Mansion House, London , for Justices'
Clerk ' Account of Fees received by them . The headings
are : Date - Subject of Entry - Fees enrned - Fees debited
in Ledger - Ledger Folio - Ourrent fees received - Fines,
Tees, & c ., credited - Ledger folio - Fines, fees, & c , repaid -
Office expenses. Prices : One quire, 58 . ; two quires, 88 . ;
three quires, 11s . ; four guires, 14 . ; five quires, 178 . ; six
gaires, 298 . ; half- bound, or in sheets unbonnd' Ss. per

London : H . Cox, 10 , Wellington -street, Strand,
qaire .

Steam Printing Works - Middle Row Place, Holborn.
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Will be published on Nov. 22, price £1 11s.6d.,

_

THE SECOND EDITION

Christmas Decoration of Churches ,
THE MODE OF DECORATING

L CHURCHES atCHRISTMASand on other FESTIVE
OCCASIONS, with Illustratione, Third Edition . By the
Rev. EDWARD L . CUTTS , B . A . P ice 48 , 6d ., cloth by

post sd , extra . May be bad of all booksellers .

London : HORACE Cox, 10, Wellington -street, Strand,ОР

DORIA AND MACRAE'S

LAW AND PRACTICE IN BANKRUPTCY

THE FIELD,

Country Gentleman's Newspaper,

THE ARTICLED CLERK'S HANDBOOK ,
containing a Course of Study for the Preliminary,

Intermediate, and Final Examinations of Articled Clerks,
and the Books to be read, & c ., being a Complete Guide to
the Candidate's Successful Examination and Admission .
By RICHARD HALLILAY , Esq ., Anthorof the " Digest
of Examination Questions, " Fourth Edition . By GEORGE
BADHAM , Esq ., Solicitor. This is designed as an Appendix
to the " Answers to the Examination Questions. Price
es . cloth ,

UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF
A DIGEST of the EXAMINATION

QUESTIONS in Common Law , Conveyancing , and
THE BANKRUPTCY ACT , 1869 (32 & 33 Vict. c. 71) ; THE DEBTOR 'S Equity , from the commencement of the Examinations in

1836 to Hilary Term , 1872, with ANSWERS ; also the mode

ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict. C. 62) ; of proceeding, and directions to be attended to at the Ex .

amination . By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq ., Author of
" The Articled Clerk 's Handbook . " Seventh Edition , by

AND THE GEORGE BADHAM , Esq., Solicitor. Price 168. cloth .

BANKRUPTCY REPEAL AND INSOLVENT COURT ACT, 1869 TEGAL MAXIMS, with Observations and
(32 & 33 VICT, C. 83). Cases . In Two Parts. Part I. One Hundred

Naxime, with Observations and Cases. Part II. Bight
Hundrd Maxims, with Translations. By GEORGE

AND ALL THE CASES AND DECISIONS OF ALL THE COURTS DOWN TO THE FIBE!
FREDERICK WHARTON,Attorney -at-Law . Price 108 . 60 .

PRESENT TIME.
BOOKS FOR ARTICLED CLERKS.

Sent free by post on receiving price of Book .

By A . A . DORIA , of Lincoln 's Inn, Esq ., B .C . L ., Barrister -at-Law .
A LECTURE delivered before the Hull Law

Students' Society on the Course of Reading for the
Final Examinations of the Incorporated Law Society .
By Dr. ROLLIT . Price 28.

CONTENTS :
H . Cox, 10, Wellington -street, Strand.

CHAP. I. - THE COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. | CHAP. XV. - OF THE RIGHTS, DUTIES, AND LIABILITIES OF
Sect . THE TRUSTEE

1. Preliminary observations. Sect. THB
2. The Bankruptcy Repeal and Insolvent Court Aet, 1 . Generally .

1869 . 2 . As regards the appointment of a solicitor .

3. The Debtors' Act, 1869. 3 . To collect and realise the bankrupt's estate .
The Bankruptcy Act, 1869.

CHAP . XVI. OF THE BANKRUPT' S ESTATE .
CHAP. II . - OF THE COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, 1. Effects of Bankruptcy in relation to the interest of

1 . Preliminary. creditors . SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 15.
2 . Abolition ofexisting courts . 2. What passes to the trustee.
3 . Provisions for winding-up pending business. CONTATXB:

CHAP . XVII. - OF REPUTED OWNERSHIP . The Railway Juggernauth .

CHAP. III. - CONSTITUTION AND DIVISION OF THE COURT. The Fatality at Rossall School.

1. Generally . CHAP. XVIII. – OF TRANSACTIONS NOT AFFECTED BY Sport on the Gold Coast.

2 . The London Bankruptcy Court . BANKRUPTCY.
Sport and Residence in the High Alps .

3 . The localbankruptcy courts, 1. Protection of certain transactions with the bankrupt
Hunting Notes from Leicestershire and Ireland .

4 . The buildings.
The Shrewsbury Autumn Meeting .

personally .
2. Protection of certain transactions relating to the

Anticipations of the Warwickshire Hunt Meeting .

CHAP. IV . - JURISDICTION OF THE COURT, disposition of the bankrupt' s property .
Altcar Club, Blankney, Scarborough, Coquetdale , and
other Coursing Meetings.

1. Generally. 3 . Of fraudulent preference . Rough Shooting in Roscommon .
2 . The London Court of Bankruptcy . 1. Ofwarrants of attorney , cognovits, & c . A Ramble on the North -Lincoln Coast .
3 . The localbankruptcy courts . Notes on Fishing in the Tyrol.

4 . The procedure and practice . CHAP. XIX . - REALIZATION OF THE BANKRUPT's ESTATE, Bye -laws under the New Salmon Fisheries Act.

5 . Of appeals . 1. Generally . Fatality among Horses in Somerset.
6 . The sittings of the court. 2. To carry on the business of the bankrupt for the bene The Warranty of Horses .
7 . Of fees and stamps. fit of the creditors . Oxford , Cambridge, and Eton Athletic Sports.

3 . To bring or defend actions, & c . Bicycle Racing at Kennington Oval.
CHAP. V . - THE PERSONS LIABLE TO BECOME BANKRUPT. 4 . To realise the estate . The Archery Season of 1873.

1. Generally . 5 . To exercise powers vested in the bankrupt . The King Crab on the Dutch Coast .

2 . Persons liable as traders. 6 . To mortgage or pledge the estate for paymentof debts. Natural History Notes

8 . Non -traders .
7. To accept & composition or general scheme of arrange Rowing at the Universities .

ment. Formation of Grape Vine Borders,

Chap. VI. - Or Acts or BANKRUPTCY. 8 . To divide property amongst creditors . Emigrant Fields of North America .
A Milk Farm .

1. Generally . CHAP. XX. - THE PROor OF DEBTS AND PAYMENT IN FULL2. Enumeration of.
Mule Breeding.

1. When and beforewhom debts may be proved.
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CHAP. VII. -OF PROCEEDINGS TO OBTAIN ADJUDICATION. 2 . By whom debtsmay be proved . Price 6d. By post, 6 } d .
1. Generally 3 . Aow debts may be proved .

2 . The petition . 4. What debts may be proved . FIELD OFFICE , 346, STRAND , LONDON , W .C .
Service of petition .
Consequence of presenting petition , CHAP. XXI. - OF THE AUDIT AND DIVIDEND,

5 . Proceedings upon the petition . 1 . Of the audit.
2 . Of the dividend .

CHAP. VIII . - THE HEARING AND ADJUDICATION. 3 . Of staying a dividend .

1 . Generally, CHAP . XXII. - CLOSE OF THE BANKRUPTCY AND RELEASE
2 . Where the debtor does not appear . OF

8 . Where the creditor does not appear,
OF THE TRUSTEE .

Where neither party appears. 1 . Close of the bankruptcy . SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 15.
5 . Showing cause against adjudication , 2 . Release of the trustee.

Of the adjudication . CONTAINS :
CHAP. XXIII. - OF ANNULLING THE ADJUDICATION AND ITS7. Ofappealagainst adjudication . Lady Candidates for the School Boards.

CONSEQUEXCES. The Expected Pamine in India .
CHAP. IX . - THE CONSEQUENCES OF ADJUDICATION . CHAP. XXIV . -- OF LIQUIDATION BY ARRANGEMENT, Five o ' Clock Tea ,

1 . As regards the bankrupt's property . 1. Of the petition ,
Causerie de Paris ,

2 . As regards the bankrupt himself .
Fellow Travellers : I . First Class .

2. The appointment of a receiver and manager, and of Portraits of the Dno d ' Aumale , Dr. Nelaton , The Khan
injunction ,

CHAP X . - OF THE MEETING OF CREDITORS
of Khiva , Marshal Bazaine, Sir Henry Holland, and

3 . Firstmeeting and proceedings thereat. General Kauffmann ,
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8 . Close of the liquidation , and release of the trustee.
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NEW AND VALUABLE LAW WORKS
PUBLISHED BY

W . MAXWELL AND SON .

at- Law

8 6

STEVENS AND SONS, 119, Chancery- lane,
LONDON .

LAW BOOKS PURCHASED OR VALUED.

TILMER'S PRACTICE IN LUNACY (New
U Edition ), adapted to " The Lunacy Regulation Acts

1858 and 1862, " with Scheduleand Notes of Cases and recent
decisions ; Duties of Committees of the person and estates
of Lunatics ; Forms, Costs, Statutes,General Orders, and a In 2 parts , price £2 128 .6d .. cloth , ELPHINSTONE'S INTRODUCTION TO CONVEY.

ANCING .full Index . Price 218 ., cloth . DAVIDSON' S PRECEDENTS IN CON .
London : STEVENS AND Soxs, 119, Chancery- lane . VEYANCING . Vol. III. Third Edition , contain Crown 8vo ., price 10s. 6d ., cloth ,

Published Nov. 1st,
ing Settlements . By C . DAVIDSON , J . WALEY, and T . A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION to
KEY, Esqrs., Barristers -at- Law . CONVEYANCING : containing the gubstance ofTHE LAWYER' S COMPANION for 1874 Two Courses of Lectures delivered before the Incorporated

( twenty -eighth annual issue ) containing a Diary, LINDLEY'S LAW OF PARTXERSHIP. Law Society in 1869, 70, and 71 . By HOWARD WAR .
London and Provincial Law Directory, Tables of Costs, Third Edi' ion , in 2 vols., royal 8vo ., price £3 10s., cloth , BURTON ELPHINSTONE, of Lincoln 's -inn , Barrister
Legal Time Tables , an Outline of the Judicature Act , Cases A TREATISE on the LAW of PARTaffecting Attorneys, & c . Edited by JOHN THOMPSON , “ The wbole volume is replete with instruction , and
Esq ., of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at- Law . A NERSHIP, including its application to Joint-Stock cannot be too attentively studied by those to whose care the
The work is strongly bound in cloth , and may be had as and other Companies. Revised throughout; several parts, interests of clients as involved in transfer and mortgage of

under : and especially those relating to the Duties of Directors, property , marriage settlements , and wills, will be hereafter
8 . d . Sale of Shares in the Stock Exchange, Bankruptcy, and entrusted ." - Lar Journal,May 26 . 1871.

1. Plain , two days on a 'page ....... 50 Winding -up, being re -written . By NATHANIEL LIND .

2 . Plain , two days on a page, Interleaved for LEY , Esq., Q . C ., of the Middle Temple, Barrister-at-Law . HAYNES' OUTLINES OF EQUITY .
Attendances ... . . .. Third Edition , price 118., cloth,

3 . Ruled with faint lines, and with or without BROOM AND HADLEY'S COMMENTARIES.
UTLINES OF EQUITY ; being a Seriesmoney columns, two days on & pago ... .. .... .. ... In 4 vols ., 8v0., price £3 88 .,

4 . Ruled with faint lines, and with or without of Elementary Lectures on Equity Jurisdiction, deli.
money columns, two days on a page , Inter COMMENTARIES upon the LAWS of vered at the request of the Incorporated Law Society; with
leaved for Attendances ... . ENGLAND . By HERBERT BROOM . LL . D ., of Supplementary Lectures on certain Doctrines of Equity ,

5 . Whole page for each day, plain . the Inner Temple , Barrister -at- Law , Reader in Common and & Lecture on the subject of Fusion . By FREEMAN
6 . Whole page for each day, plain , Interleaved for Law to the Inns of Court , and EDWARD A . HADLEY, OLIVER HAYNES , of Lincoln 's - inn , Barrister-at- Law .

Attendances ..... . . .. .. . .. M . A ., of Lincoln 's - inn , Barrister -at- Law , late Fellow of and late Fellow of Caius College, Cambridge .
7 . Whole page for each day, ruled with faint lines, Trinity College, Cambridge. WHITE & TUDOR’ LEADING CASES IN EQUITY.and with or withoutmoney columns .... This work is mainly founded upon Blackstone, the chief
8 . Whole page for each day, ruled with faint lines, aim having been to produce such a version of his celebrated Fourth Edition, in 2 vols., royal Svo., price £3 158 ., cloth ,

and with or without money columns, Inter Commentaries as their author, if now living, would have A SELECTION of LEADING CASES in
leaved for Attendances ... . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. ... .. . . .. . . . 10 6 produced .

9. Ruled with faint lines, without money columns, A EQUITY , with Notes. Vol. I . By FREDERICK
a week at an opening ...... ...... 50 BAKER 'S LAW OF BURIALS. THOMAS WHITE and OWEN DAVIES TUDOR, Esqrs.,

" We regard this book as an article indispensable in every Fourth Edition , price 88 ., cloth , of the Middle Temple, Barristers at-Law . Vol. II. By
solicitor 's office." - Law Journal, Nov. 11, 1870 . OWEN DAVIES TUDOR, Esq., of the Middle Temple,

" The Lawyer 's Companion is, indeed , what it is called, THE LAWS relating to BURIALS ; with Barrister-at- Law .

for it combines everything required for reference in the 1 Notes, Forms, and Practical Instructions. By WILLIAMSAND BRUCE'S ADMIRALTY PRACTICE.lawyer's office." - Law Times, Dec. 3, 1870 . THOMAS BAKER , Esq ., of the Inner Temple, Barrister.
London : STEVENs and Sons, 119, Chancery-lane. at- Law (of the Burial Acts Office ). Fourth Edition , in . In 1 vol., 8vo., price £1 4s., cloth ,

cluding the Statutes of the present Session , and the Scotch THE JURISDICTION and PRACTICE
Now ready, Second Edition, price 28 .6d. and Irish Acts.

of the HIGH COURT of ADMIRALTY ; including
MHE WARNING TO BUILDING DICEY' S PARTIES TO AN ACTION AT LAW . the Practice on Appeals , with Forms of Pleadings, & c . ; to .

SOCIETIES, conveyed by recent Legal Decisions. 8v0., price 168., cloth , gether with a Supplement, containing the County Courts.
Contents . Admiralty Jurisdiction Act, 1868 . and the General Orders

1 . The Present Position of Benefit Building Societies . A TREATISE on the RULES for the for Regulating the Practice thereof. ByROBERT GRIF .
2 . Liability ofMembers and Directors. 1 SELECTION of PARTIES to an ACTION at LAW . FITH WILLIAMS and GAINSFORD BRUCE, of the
3 . Outride Creditors. By ALBERT VENN DICEY, Barrister - at -Law , Fellow of Middle Temple, Esgs., Barristers-at- Law .
4 . Inside Creditors . Trinity College, Oxford .
5 . Redemption of Mortgages and Fines . BROOM ' S COMMON LAW .

6 . Stamp Duty . TAYLOR' S LAW OF EVIDENCE. Fourth Edition, price £1 lls. 6d ., cloth,
7 . As to Shares in Winding -up, and Continuation of Sixth Edition , in 2 vols., royal 8vo., price £3 188 . 6d ., cloth , NOMMENTARIES on the COMMON LAW ,Alphabetical Digest of the Law , with the Recent

Cases . A TREATISE on the LAW of EVIDENCE , designed as Introductory to its Study . By HERBERT
By ARTHUR SCRATCHLEY M . A . Author of the 101 as administered in England and Ireland ; with Illus. | BROOM , LL. D ., Barrister -at- Law , Reader in Common

Treatise on " Benefit Building Societies . " trations from the American and other Foreign Laws, By Law to the Inns of Court .
JOHN PITT TAYLOR , Esq., Judge of the County Courts

LAYTON'S, 150, Fleet-street, London . BROOM 'S CONSTITUTIONAL LAW .for Lambeth , Greenwich , and Woolwich .
In 1 vol., sro ,, price £l 118 .6d ., cloth,MHE LEGAL and GENERAL DIARY and YATE LEE' 3 LAW AND PRACTICE OF BANK .

RUPTCY . SELECTION of LEADING CASES on
COUNTY COURTS GUIDE for 1874 .

NEW EDITIONS. 8vo ., price £1 168., cloth , CONSTITUTIONAL LAW , viewed in Relation to

No. Common Law , and Exemplified by Cases By HERBERT
THE LAW and PRACTICE of BANK- BROOM , LL.D ., Barrister-at- Law , Reader in Common

2. Ditto (Diary and Calendar only) ... - RUPTCY and IMPRISONMENT for DEBT ; com Law to the Inns of Court.
3 . Half-page a day ... ... prising the Statutes. General Rules and Forms, and incor
4 . Ditto (Dia y and Calendar only ) ... .. porating such portions of the Third Edition of the late Mr. 8vo ., price £1 11s. 6d ., cloth ,
5 . Week at an opening .. .... . Shelford' s Treatise on Bankruptcy as is applicable to the DROOM ' S SELECTION of LEGAL
* Ditto ( Diary and Calendar only ) .. present Law , and the Insolvency. Bills of Sale , and War . MAXIMS. Fifth Edition .Ruled with faint blue lines, with or without cash columns. rants of Attorney Acts. By LAWFORD YATE LEE, of

demy 8vo ., superior thick paper. Lincoln 's - inn , Esq., Barrister-at- Law . Royal 8vo., price 108, 6d ., sewn,
" What wemay now fairly venture to say is tbat this book

Printed and published by Evison and BRIDGE, stands without a rival ; for it is the only book , so far as we DOMILLY'S NOTES of CASES. Part I.
90 , Chancery- lane. are aware,which pretends to contain allthe authorities which I Notes of Cases extracted from the Manuscripts of Sir

can be found to illustrate the statute." -- Law Journal, May Samuel Romilly , with Notes . By EDWARD ROMILLY
EVISON & BRIDGE, 5 , 1871, M . A ., of Gray's -inn , Barrister -at- Law .

22 & 31, CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON .
LAW STATIONERS AND PRINTERS, LONDON : W . MAXWELL AND SON , 29, FLEET-STREET.

PUBLISHERS OF
BANKRUPTCY, CONVEYANCING ,

PROBATE , and IACOMMON LAW . STUDENTS' LIBRARY. THE COMPANIES' ACTS 1862 and 1867
CHANCERY, GENERAL FORMS. Third Edition , now ready, price 2s. 6d . , in cloth , A

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LITHOGRAPHY & HANDY BOOK , by RICHARD JORDAN , containing all
FOREXECUTED WITH DESPATCH . the necessary information for the Formation and Manage

ment of Public Companies , Instructions as to the Prepara
Catalogues forwarded post- free . LAW STUDENTS , tion of the Memorandum and Articles of Association ,

Special Resolutions, Annual Returns, Books to be kept,
Jost published , demySvo ., price 158 . cloth , DIVINITY STUDENTS , Liability of Members, Voluntary Winding -up , Notices lor

DE JURE PERSONARUM ; or,a Treatise “ Gazette, " Table of Fees , Stamp Duties , & c .

on the Roman Law of Persons, intended for Students MEDICAL STUDENTS, London : R . JORDAN , 123 , Chancery-lane, and all Book
preparing for Examination , by W . H . RATTIGAN . Esa .. sellers .

of Lincoln ' s- inn , Barrister -at-Law , Author of the " Hindu
Law of Adoption , " & c . NATURAL SCIENCE STUDENTS, Price 78. 6d .

WILDY and Soxs, Law Publishers, Lincoln ' g . inn . TXERCISES on ABSTRACTS of TITLEarchway, London , W . C . GENERAL AND PROFESSIONAL U TO FREEHOLD, COPYHOLD , and LEASE
SOLICITOR ' S DIARY. HOLD ESTATES AND PERSONALTY, with Observa

Now Ready. STUDENTS OF ALL KINDS. tions and Requisitions on the several Titles. By a moderato
Medium 8vo ., page to a day . application to , and study of , these Abstracts, and the

TABLES OF STAMPS , by AUTHOR Observations and Requisitions on the several Titles, it will

Price $ 8 . not be difficult for a Student to peruse and understand any
Ofany Bookseller or Newsvender. IT IS PROPOSED TO

ordinary Abstract of Title , and to prepare such Requisitions
ROBERT KERR , 81, Chancery-lane, London , and Observations as the nature of the Title may require .

HAUGHTON and Co., 10 , Paternoster -row , London , E . C .
PRACTICAL COMPENDIUM OF EQUITY . OPEN A LIBRARY And sold by all Booksellers.

Just published , in 2 vols., price £2 68., cloth boards,
PRACTICAL COMPENDIUM of | On the 1st of January next, which will, for a Price 1s., by post 1s. 2d .
EQUITY , under the following titles : - Accumula . SUBSCRIPTION OF ONE GUINEA A YEAR, REAUTIES of FRENCH LITERATURE .

tions, Annuities and Rent-Charges, Apportionment, Assets, A Translation into English , by JAMES LOWE, of

Charity and Mortmain , Compromises and Family Arrange
Enable Students of every branch of knowledge requiring the memoirs and letters of Madamede Sévigné and Madame

mente, Contracts, Conversion , Copyright, Donatio Mortis special books to study , at their own convenience as to time la Duchesse D 'Orleans.

Causa , Easements, Election , Escheat and Forfeiture. and place, every book necessary for their particular require
London : HORACE Cox, 10, Wellington -street , Strand, W . C .Estates, Executors and Administrators, Fraudulent and ment.

Voluntary Conveyances and Settlements , Guardian and As the idea is novel, the range of subjects for study ex
Ward , Parentand Child , Husband and Wife , Joint -Stock tensive, and the books published on such subjects veryCompanies , Joint Tenancy and Tenancy in Common , Judg. numerous, it would be impossible to open the Library , inments and Decrees , Landlord and Tenant, Lease . Limits fair working order, without the class of book , and , indeed ,tions to Suite , Marriage Settlements, Merger, Mortgages , the names of the various works, which would be in most
Partnership , Perpetuities , Powers, Satisfaction , Trusts, general and immediate request, being previously known
Uses, Vendors and Purchasers of Estates, Vesting and R O BE MAKERSand made ready for issue.
Divesting of Essates and Interests, Waste, Wills. By W .
W . WATSON , Esq ., of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at Students who are desirous of availing themselves of the

Law . intended Library , at the commencement of next year , are, By Special Appointment
* More than any book that we know of it will assist in the | therefore, respectfully requested to write, at once , TO HER MAJESTY. THE LORD CHANCELLOR ,

education of the lawyers of the new order - the lawyers
TO THE MANAGEMENT OF THE LIBRARY, The Whole of the Judicial Bench ,

having an equal knowledge of law and equity . The author Corporation of London , & c .
has largely incorporated the law of real property, and in Addressed
somerespects we think we have detected an inclination to
refer at greater length than is nusual in treatises on equity

SOLICITORS' AND REGISTRARS' GOWNS.“ LIBRARIAN ," BARRISTERS' AND QUEEN ' S COUNSELS' DITTOto legal principles and legal remedies . The work has
evidently been compiled with very great labour, and with Care of Messrs. HARWAR ,
every desire on the part of the author to produce a useful CORPORATION ROBES.

practice book . " - Lat Times. Furnival's -inn, London , E .C . UNIVERSITY AND CLERGY GOWNS, & c .
London : H . SWEET, 3, Chancery-lane, Law Bookseller and And state the names of theworks theywould need on the Established 1689.

Publisher, 1st of January next. 94 , CHANCERY-LANE , LONDON .
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Legal Notices.
SPECIAL NOTICE.

ALFRED WEBB MILES' S Establishment
A is replete with NEW GOODS for WINTER OVER
COATS, Elastics for Frock and Mourning Coats , Vestings ,
Bedford Cords for Hunting Breeches, Scotch and West of
England stout Angolas for Riding Trousers, Travelling
Suits, & c. A . W . M . is distinguished for Gentlemen ' s
Dress of the best quality at moderate charges for cash pay .
ments .

12. BROOK -STREET, HANOVER-SQUARE , LONDON , W .
ALFRED WEBB MILES' world- famed

168. TROUSERS_ (originated by him ) from stout
and warm new Scotch Tweeds, Cheviota, & c ., thoroughly
maintain their high reputation , and are in all respecte
better value than ever .

12, BROOK-STREET, Hanover-square, W .

HIGH CLASS BOOTS.

SAMUEL BROTHERS, 50 , LUDGATE
HILL, LONDON, MERCHANT TAILORS, BOYS'
OUTFITTERS, & c .

CAMUEL BROTHERS vast Stock (the 'TO .Imo SOLICITORS' CLERKS. - An
largest in London ) ds divided into Nine Claggeg .I I established firm of Advertising Agents is OPEN to
Each piece of cloth and every garment is marked ALLOW & COMMISSION on business introduced . - Ad
the class to which it belongs, and the price in plain dress, in the strictest confidence, “ Law ," Wilson ' s , 101,
figures . Cheapside, London .

NEW AUTUMN FABRICS. Price List. T AW . - To be DISPOSED of a small
U LAW LIBRARY and FURNITURE, and remains

of a small PRACTIOL in a pleasant town in South Devon,AUTUMN SUITS . AUTUMN COATS . cheap. - Address “ Mat” (No. 1598 ) , 10 , Wellington - street
Strand , W . 0
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. OFFICES to LET, Essex -street, Strand ,
- FIRST and SECOND FLOORS to LÉT for Solici

tors ' offices (only ) , at 22, Essex -street, bottom of the street
and close to the Temple, Railway Station and Pier. For
termsand order apply to - PRICE and CLARK , 48, Chancery
lane ,

mo SOLICITORS and OTHERS seeking
I SAFE INVESTMENTS . - A liberal commission will

be paid for placing the Preference Shares of a first-class
English Railway . - Address " Manager, " Post-office, Vigo

street, London , W .

365. 488 .bd. 138. 6d . A 178. 6a . 258. 21s .

B 21s. | 288. 288 .

509. 578. 578. 268 . 385. 338 .C

D598 . 685. 648 . 838. 499 .

758. 838. 788 . 498. 50s .

818. 918 . 1868. 45s . | 558 . 558 .F

G .948 . | 1048 . 99s . 55s . 658 . 653 .

FIG . 1. Fig . 2 .
: The normal condition of The perfect form of Shoes .

the Foot . a , b , c, d , Elasticated Leather ,

DOWIE AND MARSHALL ,

455, WEST STRAND, LONDON ,
(Nearly opposite Northumberland House),

1028 . 1128. | 1078. H 609. 70s , 70s.

1168. | 180s. | 1218. 1 I 1 70s. | 845. | 846.

TRENCH LAW . - CONSULTATION and
I LESSONS on FRENCH LAW . - Address M . De

MERAY, “ Avocat Français," S, Essex-court, Temple (first
floor ).

To SOLICITORS. - Office for PATENTS,
5 , SERLE-STREET, LINCOLN 'S -IX , W . C .

Messrs . DAVIES and HUNT, Patent Solicitors, continue to
procure BRITISH and FOREIGN PATENTS, & c., at
most moderate charges, and to SOLICITORS at agency rates.

Solicitors and intending Patentees should obtain their
" HANDBOOK FOR INVENTORS" gratis on application

or by letter .

I AW EXAMINATIONS. - A Solicitor, a
Graduate of Oxford , READS with GENTLEMEN

for their Preliminary . Intermediate, and Final EXAMI
NATIONS. - Address " M . A ., " Messrs. Fletcher and Co.,
11, Staple -inn , London , W . C .

TAW EXAMINATIONS. – The TELE
GRAM , No. 60, price 60 .. post 7d .. just published ,

contains : The Law Reforms of 1878 ; Epitome of Smith 's
Leading Cases , continued ; and the Answers to this Term 's
Final Examination, by H . Wakeham Purkiss, Esq . The
Supplement, price 60 ., contains the Answers to the Inter
mediate Examinations. - Wm. AMER, Lincoln 's -inn Gate,
W . C .

TAW EXAMINATIONS. - The EDITOR of
the TELEGRAM , eight of whose pupils obtained

honours at one Examination , has CLASSES reading for
next Hilary and Easter Final and Intermediate Examina
tions. Termsmoderate. --Apply , W . AMER , Lincoln 's - inn
Gate, W . C .

All sizes Guide to Patterns
of every self . I of

All
Class, for measure every Clothsimme

ment Class thoroughlydiate tuse sent sent shrunk ,
or to free . free.

measure.

Perfect
in

style
and

Unap

proached
in

style .tit.

SAMUEL BROTHERS, 50 , Ludgate-hill.

T

SAMUEL BROTHERS beg to notify to
Parents and Guardians that they have just intro
duced a NEW FABRIO for BOYS' and YOUTHS'
CLOTHING that will RESIST any amount of
HARD WEAR.

MHE NEW “ WEAR-RESISTING ”
FABRICS are manufactured in every style of
JUVENILE COSTUME.
BUIT for a BOY four feet in height, C Class ,

258 . ; D Class Sos . 6d .

Price ascending or descending according to size.
SAMUEL BROTHERS' much admired

“ Alpine," " Tyrolese," “ Middy," and " Jack Tar"
Suits for Young Gentlemen (designs registered can
only be obtained at their Establishment, 50, Lud.
gate -hill,

EW AUTUMN FABRICS. Price List.
BOYS' DEPARTMENT.

SUITS. OVER
COATS.

SOLICITORS' INTERMEDIATE EXAMI.
NATION . --GENTLEMEN are PREPARED by a

BARRISTER for this Examination , either personally or
through the post. Also for all the other Legal Examina
tions. - Address " A . B .," care of Mr. Frederick Jones, 8 ,
Serjeant's -inn , Fleet-street, E . O .

TAW EXAMINATIONS. - A GENTLEMAN
at the BAR ( Bachelor of Laws in Honours)

PREPARES , in Chambers or through the post, for
the INCORPORATED LAW SOCIETY, the BAR , and
LONDON LL. B . References to former and present pupils
will be given . - Address " LL. B ., " care of Messrs . Reeves
and Turner Law Booksellers, 100 , Chancery -lane, W . C .

DRELIMINARY, INTERMEDIATE, and
I FINAL EXAMINATIONS for SOLICITORS. - Mr.

J. ERLE BENHAM (formerly of King's College, London ,
anthor of several works), whose pupils have always met
with unparalleled success, has CLASSES READING for
these Examinations. He has recently prepared a nephew
and an articled clerk of two of the legal examiners . For
references to Noblemen , Members of Parliament, Queen 's
Counsel, Rectors, Members of the Incorporated Law
Society, and other gentlemen of statas . - Address to 20 ,
Devereux-court, Temple : or to the care ofMessrs. Butter
worths, 7, Fleet- street, Her Majesty's Law Publishers.
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ESTABLISHED 1824,

BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS .

THE SANS-PLIS SHIRT.

REGISTERED Nov. 1848.

Specially adapted to meet thewants
of

BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS
and

GENTLEMEN OF SEDENTARY PURSUITS

Ease Combined with a Perfect Fit .

Patterns and Particulars of Measure
ment free by post .

BURDEN AND KEER
51, CONDUIT-STREET, BOND-STREET,

MANEY and CONNOR ,
FASHIONABLE TAILORS,

SCIENTIFIC TROUSERS MAKERS.

A LARGE VARIETY OF

NEW GOODS for COATS and TROUSERS
FOR THE SEASON.

315 , HIGH HOLBORN
LONDON .

(Four Doors East of Chancery -lana.)

T EFT-OFF CLOTHES: - Mr. and Mrs.
U PHILLIPS, 81, THAYER-STREET, MANCHES
TER -SQUARE, LONDON , W ., are the Best BUYERS of
all kinds of LADIES 'and GENTLEMEN ' S ATTIRE, Silk .
Satin . Velvet, Brocades, Dresses, Court Trains, Antique
Lace , old English and Foreign China, Household Furniture,
Jewels , Plate, in fact every kind of Property for ready
cash . Laajes or Gentlemen waited on at any time or dis
tance . All letters receive prompt attention . Money orders
to any ancun for Parcels from Town or Country . Estab .

lished 1890 . Ready money only
Thousands of testimonials . The subjoined are copies :

" Gloucester, April 2 .
Mrs . A . N . writes : -- " I have received your P . O . O . with

thanks for your liberality and attention . I shall recommend
allmy friends. I have had business with others, but none
have given me so much satisfaction as you have ."

" Brighton , May 4 .
Lady S . T . writes : - " I received the registered letter con .

taining the notes. I quite agree with Mrs . R . O , that you
are very straightforward in conducting your business . I
shall have great pleasure in recommending any friends who
may wish to dispose of their cast-off clothes that are too
good to give away."

“ Edinburgh,May 13 . .
“ I send you a large box of clothes . I am quite satisfied

that you give the full value, as I sent the last you had of me
to someother person first, and your price was much above
their valuation . I leave it to you to send mewhat you con
sider the value of the present articles. I have recommended
you to mysister, Mrs, M , Y . , of Reading. "
Weore every day receiving the samekind of testimonials .

which show that we do give the full value of all articles
offered to us. If this is not sufficient to satisfy the most
sceptical we challenge all dealers. We not only buy of
ladies and gentlemen , but our demand is so great that we
purchase of the trade. Ladies and gentlemen , by disposing
of their property to us , get the best price , thereby saving &
second profit. Our only address in England is

81. THAYER -STREET. MANCHESTER -SQUARE .
LONDON .

CANADA : ST. PAUL-STREET, MONTREAL.
AUSTRALIA : MYER- S-STREET, SANDHURST, VIC

TORIA : and

31, THAYER-STREET, MANCHESTER -SQUARE
Whero all letters and parcels must be addressed.

Established 1820,
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189 . 128 . 6 .

27s. 32360 208. 21s . 20s. 16s . 6d .

LONDON GAZETTE (published by authority ) and

LONDON and COUNTRY ADVERTISEMENTOFFICE
No. 117, CHANCERY-LANE, FLEET-STREET.

HENRY GREEN , Advertisement Agent,
begs to direct the attention ofthe Legal Profession to

the advantages of his long esperience of upwards of troenty
five years, in the special insertion of al pro formá notices,
dc., and hereby solicits their continued support. - N . B . One
copy of advertisement only required , and the strictest care
and promptitude assured . Officially stamped forms for ad
vertisementsand file of London Gazette kept. By appoint
ment

255. 225. 195 .

l
o
l
o
l
o
l
a
l
a
l
a

285. 25s . 219.

335 . 258 .Consist.
ing of

Trousers
Shirt,478. 568 . - 6os . 383. 80s .

Silk Velvet. or Jer.
W sey, Cap .

G 383 545. 1656. - 70s. 129. to 848. and Belt. 33s .

The prices are regulated according to height .

BOYS SUITS,

TMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE COM .
PANY, 1, Old ,Broad-street , E . C ., and 16 and 17, Pall

Mall, S . W .
Capital £1,000,000 paid -up, and invested £700 ,000 .

E . COŽENS SMITH , Goneral Manager.

ANNOITIES AND REVERSIONS.
W REVERSİONARY INTEREST

. SOCIETY,
68 , CHANCERY LANE, LONDON .

CHAIRMAN , - Alfred H . Shadwell, Esq .

DEPUTY -CHAIRMAN - H . Cecil Raikes, Esq ., M . P .
Reversions and Life Intereste purchased . Immediate and

Deferred Annuities granted in exchange for Reversionary
and Contingent Interests .
Loansmay also be obtained on the security of Reversions,
Annuities, Innmediate, Deferred, and Contingent, and alsc

Endowments, granted on favourable terms,
Prospectuses and Forms of Proposal, and all further infor

mation , may be had at the office .
C . B . CLABON , Secretary.

Accurate Fit
High -class Style.
Durable Materials .
Value for Money.
Best Workmanship .
Permanent Colours.
Superior Trimmings .
Fashionable Designs.
Gentlemanly Appearance
Wear-Resisiing Properties.

NOTED FOR

THE NEW ILLUSTRATED BOOK of
FASHIONS, contains 43 Portraits of Boy Princes
of Europe , English Ministers, Statesmen , and Poli.
ticians, selected from all ranks and parties. Each
Portrait (with brief biographical memoir ) adorns a
figure illnstrating the newest and most gentlemanly
styles of costume. Price 6d ., or gratis to purchasers.
Patterns and guide to self -measurement sent free.

AMUEL BROTHERS, 50 , Ludgate-hill,
London, E . C .

SOLICITORS, Students, and Witnesses, can
be ACCOMMODATED very reasonably at the

BEAUFORT HOTEL, within a few minutes' walk of all
the Principal Law Courts. Large parties at a great reduc
tion . Gentlemen can have a business or private address,
and their correspondence forwarded , - 14 and 15 Beaufort

buildings, Strand .
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MR. A . M . YETTS,

AUCTIONEER, SURVEYOR, VALUER , LAND AND ESTATE AGENT,

Begs to announce he has purchased the Goodwill of the business of the late Mr. H . E . MARSH (of whom he was

formerly a pupil) , and that the same is now carried on by him at 54, Cannon -street.

PRELIMINARY.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE . — IMPORTANT FREEHOLD ESTATE .

TR. MARSH is instructed to offer to AUCTION in the SPRING of 1874 , unless previously disposed of by Private Contract, a
very desirable and attractive RESIDENTIAL ESTATE in the County of Gloucester.

Mr. A . M . YETTS (late Mr. MARSH ), 54, Cannon- street, London .

PRELIMINARY.

HUNTINGDONSHIRE.

MER. MARSH is instructed to offer for SALE by AUCTION in the SPRING of 1874 , unless previously disposed of by Private

I Contract, a valuable FREEHOLD ESTATE , about 200 acres in extent, well situate, and eligible as an Investment for Trustees

and others.

Mr. A . M . YETTS (late Mr. MARSH ), 54 , Cannon -street, London .

PRELIMINARY.

KENT.

TR . MARSH is instructed to offer to AUCTION, unless previously disposed of by Private Contract, early in the SPRING of
1874, a capital FREEHOLD FARM , of between 200 and 300 acres in extent, in a favourite locality in the County of Kent.

Mr. A . M . YETTS (late Mr. MARSH ), 54 , Cannon -street, London.

M

MR. MARSH ' S REGISTER

OF LANDED ESTATES, MANSIONS, TOWN AND COUNTRY RESIDENCES, FREEHOLD AND

LEASEHOLD INVESTMENTS,

Is published every month,and forwarded on application to

Mr. A . M . YETTS, late Mr. MARSH , 54 , Cannon -street, London.

PERIODICAL SALES (Established 1843), appointed to take place the FIRST THURSDAY in every Month , of ABSOLUTE and

CONTINGENT REVERSIONS to Funded and other Property. Life Interests, Annuities, Policies of Assurance, Advowsons,

Next Presentations, Manorial Rights , Rent Charges, Post Obit Bonds, Debentures, Shares in Docks, Canals, Mines, Railways,

Insurance Companies,and other public undertakings for the present year.

DR.MARSH begs to andounce that at the GUILDHALL COFFEE HOUSE, GRESHAM -STREET, the following days are set

1 apart for the sale of REVERSIONS, & c.

1873. DECEMBER 4TH .

1874

Thursday . . . . . . . . . . January 1 July 2
Thursday . . . . . . . . . . . February 5 Thursday . . . . . . . . . . August 6

Thursday . . . . . . . . . . . March 5 Thursday . . . . . . . . . . September 3

Thursday . . . . . . . . . . . April 2 Thursday , October 1

Thursday . . . . , , . . . May 7 Thursday
Thursday · · · · · · . : June 4 Thursday

. . · · · · · · November 5

. . . . . . . . . December 3

The following days are appropriated for the

SALE OF FREEHOLD ESTATES,

TOWN AND COUNTRY MANSIONS, FARMS, LEASEHOLD PROPERTIES, FREEHOLD AND

LEASEHOLD GROUND RENTS, & c .

1873. NOVEMBER 20 , DECEMBER 18.

1874 .

Thursday . . . . . . . January 15 Thursday . . . . . July 16 23 30

Thursday . . . . . . . February 19 Thursday . . . . . . August 13 20

Thursday . . . . . . March 19 Thursdáy . . . . . . September 24
Thursday . . . . . . . April 17 24 Thursday . . . . . . October 15 22

Thursday . . . . . . . May 15 22 29 Thursday . . . . . . November 19 26

Thursday . . . . June 12 19 26 Thursday . . . . . . December 10

MR. A . M . YETTS,

LATE MR. MARSH ,

AUCTIONEER , SURVEYOR, VALUER, LAND AND ESTATE AGENT,

No. 54, CANNON STREET, LONDON .

Printed and published by HoLac Coz, at 10,Wellington-street, Strand, London, W .O ., in the County of Middlesex , - Saturday, November 15, 1873,



THE LAW TIMES,

THE JOURNAL OF THE LAW AND THE LAWYERS,
[REGISTERED AS A NEWSPAPER.]

VOL. LVI. - No. 1599 . SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1873 . Price (with Reports), 1s.
Without Reports , 9d.

Money,wanted and to end. IT EGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY. T AW . - The Advertiser (aged 40 , admitted ),
U Mr. C . E . MASON, AUDITOR, LIQUIDATOR , and y desires & RE -ENGAGEMENT as General Managing

ACCOUNTANT, SO, Essex -street , Strand London , OLERK . He is thoroughly efficient and competent to

THE IMPROVEMENT of LANDED advise clients and otherwise act without supervision . Un
ESTATES. - The LAND, LOAN , and ENFRAN . TAW BOOK -KEEPING , by G J. KAIN , exceptionable references. - Address " Lex," Beech Cottage,

CHISEMENT COMPANY (incorporated by specialAct of F . S . S . , of the firm of Kain , Bullen , Eldridge , and Co. , Wigan -lane, Wigan .
Parliament) ADVANCES MONEY Law and Mercantile Accountants Costs Draftsmen , & c . ),

1st. - To the Owners of Settled and other Estates , for 69, Chancery-lane, and at Melville Chambers, (50B, Lord T AW . - CHANCERY MANAGEMENT. - A
the Erection of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES, street) , Liverpool, THREE METHODS, viz ., Single and Gentleman who has had considerable experience
and for the DRAINAGE , IRRIGATION , ENCLOSING , Double Column Systems (one volume) 7s. 6d . ; Triple I therein , and in the sales (under the direction of the court )
CLEARING , and general Improvement of LANDED Pro Column, 6s . of large estates, and also real property actions, desires &

perty in any part of the United Kingdom : WATERLOW and Sons, London -wall, and througå all Book RE-ENGAGEMENT. or in themanagement of Conveyang

2nd . - To the Owners of Settled Estates in England, for sellers ing alone . The highest references will be given . - Address
the ERECTION or COMPLETION of MANSIONS, " A . B ., " care of Messrs. Moulton , 87, Chancery-lane, W . O .

TRSKINE CLUB. - Entrance Fee, 5STABLES, and OUTBUILDINGS :
U guineas ; or the holder of one or more £5 share or TAW . - The Advertiser (25 ) is open to an3rd . - To Landowners generally , to enable them to gub

shares. Town Subscription , £5 58 . ; Country, £2 28. per
scribe for Shares in Companies for the CONSTRUCTION

ENGAGEMENTat Christmas as Assistant Convey
annum . The Club has been formed on the principle of a ancing , Bill, and General CLERK ; has been accustomedof RAILWAYS and NAVIGABLE OANALS, which will
Limited Company solely to secure its members against

beneficially affect their Estates : | to Drawing ordinary Drafts, Abstracts, Court Rolls , & c .,
personal liability . No promotion money will be paid to any

4th . - To INCUMBENTS, for the Improvement of their entering up Books and Drawing, Conveyancing Costs, and
person . Prospectuses may be obtained and the premises is an expeditious writer ; 10 years' experience . References

GLEBE LANDS, by Drainage, and the Erection of FARM seen by applying at No. 2, Carsitor-street, Chancery- lane. unexceptionable . - Address " S . D .," post office, Windsor.
BUILDINGS and COTTAGES : JOHN COOK , Honorary Secretary .

5th . - To COPYHOLDERS for the ENFRANCHISE TA W COSTS. - WANTED), by an ex
MENT of COPYHOLD LANDS.

perienced Bill Clerk , a RR -ENGAGEMENT in an
The amount borrowed with the expenses would be charged office of large practice. The advertiser _ also possesses a

on the estate benefited , and repaid by a rentcharge, termi. thorough knowledge of Conveyancing. Town preferred ;nating in twenty -five years.
T AW PARTNERSHIP. - A Solicitor, at salary moderate . “ B . B ., Barnett' s Library , 176 , Old

NO INVESTIGATION OF THE LANDOWNER 'S Kent-road , S . E .
TITLE IS NECESSARY. present a Managing Clerk in a large office, would be

Forms of application , and all further particulars,may be
happy to treat with a Crntlaman who desires an active I AW . - An experienced and trustworthyPartner or Successor. The highest references . - Addressobtained of Messrs. Rawlence and Squarey , 22, Great George " Delta , " Prior and Co ., 61, Lincoln ' s Inn - fields, W . C CLERK seeks ENGAGEMENT. He is a skilled

street , Westminster , S . W .. and Salisbury ; of Messrs. Conveyancer, can take charge of part of the business, and
Ashurst, Morris , and Co ., Solicitors, 6 , Old Jewry , London , carrymatters through with slight supervision , Salary £80.TAW PARTNERSHIPS. - KAIN , BULLEN ,E . C . ; of Messrs. Gillespie and Paterson , W .S ., 81A , George - Address " Fides," Mrs. Kirk 's, Kirk Villa Smallthorn ,street, Edinburgh , agents for the Company in Scotland ; I ELDRIDGE . and Co .. Law and Mercantile Ac Buralem .
and at the Offices of the Company as below . countants (Costs Draftsmen , & c . ), invite the attention of

T . PAIN , Managing Director. firms to their register of SELECTED APPLICANTS TAW . — The Advertiser (not Articled , aged
EDWIN GARROD , Secretary . having capital, influence, and ability . - 69 , Chancery-lane, 85 ) . thoroughly competent in Chancery, Common

Land , Loan , and Enfranchisement Company, and at Melville -chambers (50B , Lord -street), Liverpool Law , and Bankruptcy, also experienced in Conveyancing.
No . 22, Great George-street, Westminster, S . W . desires a Managing CLERKSHIP in the Country. Satis

TO SOLICITORS. - THE LAW PARTNER . factory references. Salary £150. - Address “ Lexicon," 31 ,
MONEY.- £25,000 will be READY FOR 1 SHIP AGENCY Negotiates and Arranges SOLICI. Finchley-road , Lorrimore-square, London , S . E .

ADVANCE in December on Freehold Land security, I TORS' PARTNERSHIPS, the Transfer of Legal Practices,
at 4 per cent., in one sum or in three sums of £10 ,000, £10 ,000, and matters connected therewith ; its operations being ex T AW . - A Solicitor, experienced in Con
and £3000 each . - Apply to Messrs. GODFREY and Son , clusively confined to this class of business. - Applications ,
Solicitors, Abingdon . whether personalor by letter, to be made to the MANAGER. I veyancing, and convertant with the routine of_ an

office, desires & RE-ENGAGEMENT as CLERK . Un .
Law Pa tnership Agency, 9 , King' s- road , Bedford -row ,

MONEY. -WANTED, to BORROW £5000, W . C . exceptionable reference as to industry and capabilities .

on Leasehold Mineral Property of ample value . Sulary inoderate. - Address " N .” (No. 1599 ), 10, Welling
ton -street, Strand, W . C .

Principals or their Solicitors only treated with . - Reply to T AW . - PARTNERSHIP or CLERKSHIP
" B . C . . ” ( No . 1599 ) , 10 , Wellington - street, Strand, London, WANTED . Advertiser would manage a Country T AW .--WANTED , for a few months by a
W . C ., 3 'ating terms. Practice generally , or conduct Conveyancing in a town

office . --Address C . WEAVER, 42, Albert-street, Regent's . L Solicitor (recently admitted ) & SITUATION as
MONEY. - WANTED TO BORROW £500 , CLERK in a good Conveyancing business in Town, where

park , N . W . experience would be a primary o ject. - Adoress " J . M , N . "
on mortgage of House Property in Kingston Box 38 , Post-office, Chester .

Jamaica , producing £80 per annum . - Address , stating rate T AW . - A Solicitor ( eighteen years admitted )
of interest. to Mosers . RIDEAL and SHAW , Solicitors, 26 , U desires to PURCHASĒ An INTEREST of about TAW - A Solicitor (admitted in 1867) seeks
Brazen nose.street, Manchester . 2100 a year, in a good Conveyancing and general Business a RE -ENGAGEMENT as a Conveyancing CLERK

mo SOLICITORS and OTHERS seeking in Liverpool or elsewhere. Has some Liverpool connection .
- Address “ QUIDAM " (No. 1595), 10, Wellington -street, in th office of a London Solicitor. Reference given , it re

L SAFE INVESTMENTS . - A liberal commission will Straad , W . C . quired , to a well-known Firm in whose office the advertiser
be paid for placing the Preference Shares of a first - lass has been for the last eleven years. - Address " A . C . S ." (No.
English Railway. Address " Manager, " Post-office , Vigo T AW . - PARTNERSHIP or PRACTICE . 1595 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , W . O .
street , London , W . | A young Solicitor of great practical experience , of T AW . - WANTED, an Engagement by an
MONEY. - TO SOLICITORS. - WANTED , good position and connection , and who can introduce

experienced COSTS CLERK and ACCOUNTANT.
V business, wishes to arrange to succeed to the WHOLE or a£2600, at 5 per cent., to transfer a mortgage secured SHARE in a good Practice . The highest references given who has also a good practical knowledge of Law in all its

upon long leasehold shops and ground-rents, producing up and required . - Address " W .. " Messrs. Hooper and Son , 45, branches, and is a shorthand Writer ; salary required , 4180
wards of £300 (net ) per annum . The property is valued by Fleet -street , London . per annum . - Apply to “ Lex ,” ( No. 1597) 10, Wellington
a well-known firm of surveyors at £3750. - Address " P .,” 15,
Southampton -street, Bloomsbury -square, W . C .

T AW - ARTICLED CLERK . - A Solicitor
MONEY. - Various SUMS up to £500,000 U in themiddle counties, with a good general practice,
M ready for immediate INVESTMENT. Present rates has & VACANCY for an Articled CLERK . Premium
of Interest, Freeholds (Trustees' Securities ) 33 per Cent. ; T AW . - WANTED, by the Advertiser (aged moderate. - Address, in the first instance, to " 0 . D ., care
Leaseholds, Houses, Mines, Collieries , Public Works, Public
Rates. Ground -rents , and similar Securities at proportion U of Messrs, Job Brothers, 46, Cannon -street, London,'E . C .25 ), who has had ten years' experience, a SITUATION
ately low rates. -- Apply to MR. BAILEY, 29. Walbrook, City , as Assistant Conveyancing and General OLERK . - Address T AW . - LAW COSTS . - A Gentleman, of
London . " T . W .," 7, Colvi'le- road , Bayswater . . U sixteen years ' experience in offices of large practice

in London , will be DISENGAGED in a short time. CanM ONEY LENT - £5 to £500 , with and T AW . - WANTED , a SITUATION to attend draw and settle Arrears of Costs in all branches of the Pro
W without Sureties,upon Promissory Notes, Furniture, to Conveyancing. Common Law , and GeneralBuai. fession without supervision , Moderate c mmission . Either

Goods, Deeds, Life Policies, Shares, Jewellery , & c ., from ness ; aged 29 . Unexceptionable references. - " H ., " 10, Town or Country. - Addreng “ Y . Z ., " Mr. Maude, Messrs.
onemonth to three years . Formsgratis . Bills discounted . | Mercury Office, Liverpool. Vincent, Brooks and Co., Gate- street, Lincoln 's- inn -fields,
Offices : 71, Fleet-street, City, E . C ., and 3. Pullen 's -row ,

T AW . - LAW COSTS and ACCOUNTS.High -street, Islington , N . Established thirty -four years.
London ,

Open daily . - W . M . READ , Manager. U WANTED, temporary or permanent ENGAGE. T AW . - WANTED, by the Advertiser, who
MONEYpromptly ADVANCED on Personal

MENTS to prepare Arcears, in Town or Country. Terms U is a very young man , à RE- ENGAGEMENT as
moderate . References first- class, - Address * X ., 35 , General CLERK, capable , under supervision, of drawing

M Security , Bills of Sale , Freeholds, Leaseholds, Doughty-street, Foundling, W . C . ordinary Drafts, Abstracts, Rills of Oosts, and would be
Stockr, Shares, Bonds, or other security, repayable by willing to make himself useful, and not object to post the
instalments . No preliminary fees. - REAL AND PERSONAL T AW . - WANTED, SITUATION as Ac office books. References will be found unexceptionable .
ADVANCE COMPANY (LIMITED ), Established 1856 , 3 , Tavi . countant and Costs CLERK . Understands Union Age 81. Eleven years in present situation . - Address
stock -street, Covent-garden . J . WOOLLETT, Secretary .

and Local Board Accounts. First-class references. Salary * Alpha " (1599 ), 10, Wellington-street, Strand, W . C .
MONEY ADVANCED at a Day's Notice moderate . - Address “ W ., " Mr. Spraggs, Warwick -road, TAW - A Solicitor (aged 27) , who has been

Banbury, Oxon .
(from 240 upwards ) to respectable householders in U four years Clerk in a Country Firm , with large busi

the London District upon MORTGAGE of their FURNI. I AW . - A Gentleman (admitted ) requires a ! ness, including several Stewardships and four years Clerk
TURE without removal, repayablo by easy instalments . U CLERKSHIP (Managing or otherwise), primarily |

to an eminent London Firm , desires a CLERKSHIP , at

Yo charge of any kind unless money advanced . As this does
Conveyancing, but also with the object of gaining experi.

£300 a year salary , in a Firm (town or country ) who will be

not emanate from an agent, applicants must apply personally prepared , after twelve months' trial, to admit him as Part
to Mr. BAUGHAN , 31, Southampton -buildings, Chancery -lane. ence in Common Law and Chancery. Salary moderate,

Addresa " H . M ." (No. 1599 ), 10, Wellington -street, Strand . i ner by Purchase . Satisfactory references given . - Apply
The public are cautioned against paying preliminary fees to * R . W . ” care of E . A . Bennett, 4, Raymond -buildings,
pretenders . TAW .- -WANTED immediately , by a Gen . Gray's-inn, London , W .C .
MUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION tleman laved 23 ) , an ENGAGEMENT as Managing TAW . - T . RAILWAY and General SOLI.

M ( Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1850). 14 , Rus. OLERK , in an Office in the City, under slight supervision . CITORS, and PUBLIC OFFIORS, & c . - An experi.
Bell -street, Covent- garden , London , and 88 , Ship - street. A Clerkship with a view to Partnership preferred . - Ad. enced admitted Gentleman, age over 80, for several years
Brighton , ADVANCES MONEY upon Personal Security . dress , stating salary, " G . O . O .," (No. 1590 ), 10 , Wellington . Conveyancing and General Manager in a large GeneralBills of Sale , Deeds, & c ., repayable by instalments . Bills street, Strand, W . 0 . Practice, subsequently for several years with a responsible
promptly discounted. Forms free on receipt of stamped T AW . - A Gentleman , admitted , of large

dost in a leading Railway Office open to RE-ENGAGE
envelope. C . R . WRIGHT, Secretary . MENT (or would negotiate for Partnership , after prelimi.

experience, seeks en ENGAGEMENT as MAN . nary assistantship ) . Salary from £300 , according to duties .

M ONEY. - £20 ,000 READY to be AGER of the Conveyancing Department in a good Office Well connected and high references. - " A . B . " 18, Albany.
L ADVANCED in gumsof £100 and upwards, by the in London . A liberal sælury required . - Address " A . T . N . ” street, Regent's -park .

PLANET PERMANENT BUILDING AND INVEST. (No. 1599), 10 , Wellington -street , Strand , W . C .
TAW .- SHORTHAND - WANTED, by aMENT SOCIETY, upon Mortgage of Freehold or Lease .

hold Property. Monthly re - payments, including principal T AW . - A Solicitor (seven years admitted ) Gentleman, who has had twenty years' experience in
and interest, for each £100 advanced (less a small pre seeks & RE -ENGAGEMENT as Managing and Con : the offices of solicitors and others, a RE-ENGAGEMENT.

mium . ) veyancing OLERK . Has been in present situation two He is an Ethcient Shorthand Writer, Correspondent, and
years. Salary moderate. Good references . Address | Accountant ; has been much engaged in the Settlement of

14 years. | 12 years. | 10 years. 8 years . 6 years. " A . B ..” 26 , Orchard- place, Southampton . Railway Compensation Cases , and is generally conversant

with the details relating to an extensive practice. He pos
£ 8 . d . ££s. d . T AW . - TO JUSTICES' CLERKS. - Thes . d , £s. d . sesses undeniable testimonials from several eminent firms,

0 17 0 0 19 2 1 1 10 1113 2 1 ) Advertiser desires a RE -ENGAGEMENT as ASSIST - Address " Lex , " Derby Villa, Church - fields, Salisbury .

ANT ; has been in connection with magisterial business
Redemption atany timeby payment of balance of prin . nearly three years . Could manage Magisterial business ISITITATIONS WANTED and VACANT con

cipaldue. EDMUND W . RICHARDSON , Secretary. (borough or county with slight supervision . Age 23,
Ottices, 7 . Finsbury-square, London , Address " E . W ., " 19 , Bewey-street, Warrington , tinued on next page.

street. Strand."Wo.

Situations, Wanted and Vacant.
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SHORTT'S LAW RELATING TO LITERATURE, & c.
THE LAW RELATING TO

Í Aw . -MANAGING CLERK WANTED, WORKS OF LITERATURE AND ART :
EMBRACING

T AW . - WANTED , by a young Man (aged
L 24), & SITUATION as General OLERK . Has &
knowledge of County Court and Magisterialbusiness, can
engross and copy neatly . Midland connties preferred .

Address " A . B .” (No. 1509), 10 ,Wellington -street, Strand.

T AW . - MANAGING CLERK WANTED,
in an Office of General Practice in Yorkshire. He

must be accustomed to Advocacy, and competent to work
up cases, prepare Briefs , & c . - Address, with full particu

lars, to " A . B .," 27, Nicholas- lane, London, E . O . -

TAW . - WANTED , a Young Man , who
U writes a good hand , and is competent to undertake

the duties of a junior outdoor CLERK . - Apply by letter
only, stating age, references , and salary required , to KEENE
and MARSLAND, 77, Lower Thames-street, London .

T AW . - WANTED,a Corresponding CLERK,
| in an Accountant's Office , who writes Shorthand.

Apply by letter, stating salary required , to Mr. GAMBLE, 1 ,
Gresham -buildings, Basinghall-street .

THE LAW OF COPYRIGHT,
THE LAW RELATING TO NEWSPAPERS, THE LAW RELATING TO CONTRACTS

BETWEEN AUTHORS, PUBLISHERS, PRINTERS, & c., AND

THE LAW OF LIBEL.
WITI

THE STATUTES RELATING THERETO, FORMS OF AGREEMENTS BETWEEN AUTHORS,

PUBLISHERS, & c., AND FORMS OF PLEADINGS.

By JOHN SHORTT, LL, B ,

OF THE MIDDLE TEMPLE, ESQ., BARRISTER-AT-LAW .

Price 21s., cloth .

LONDON : HORACE COX, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND, W .C .

Now ready, 12mo., price 128. 6d .,

THE

PRACTICAL STATUTES OF THE SESSION
(36 & 37 VICTORIA ) ;

1873

WITH

T AW . - WANTED, a Chancery and General
I CLERK, in a London Office. - Address, with particu .

lars and salary required. - Address " Lex,” 18, Borongh
High -street, S . E .

TAW . - WANTED , a Young Man as Costs
CLERK and to post up Bill Books, and to Engross

and Copy . Hemust be well able to undertake the former.
- Apply , stating age , references, and salary required, to
“ X . Y ., " Ringwood, Hampshire .

TAW . - WANTED , an Assistant Common
| Law and Chancery CLERK , to attend ordinary ap

pointments, draw Ordinary Pleadings, and transact the
GeneralOutdoor Work . Salary to commence at 308 . - Ad

dress (stating age ,'qualifications, and references ) "SB. J .,"
care of Mr. Toovey, 59, Chancery-lane.

I AW . - WANTED , in an Office of large
I . Practice in the Country, a very steady , trustworthy,

middle -aged CLERK , to take exclusive charge of the press
copying and transmission of all letters, and to fill up his
time in general copying and engrossing. - Address , stating
age, previous situations, references, and salary required to
" H . H ." (No. 1599), 10, Wellington-street, Strand, W . O .

TAW .- WANTED, immediately , a Junior
U CLERK, competent to ingross deeds and makehim

self generally useful in connection with a Local Board , and
the usual routine of a Solicitor' s office . --Address, stating
terms, with recent testimonials , to “ Lex, " Post-office,
Bicester , Oxon .

T AW . - ARTICLED CLERK. - A Firm of
| Solicitors practising within twentv miles of London ,

and holding public appointments. are willing to RECEIVE
an ARTICLED CLERK . Arrangements may be made for
residence with one of thepartners on satisfactory references
being given . -- Address " B . D ., " Messrs Vizard and Co. , 55 ,

Lincoln 's-inn - fields, W . C .

TAW . - WANTED , in a Country Office
within twenty - five miles from London , a gentleman

fully competentto undertake the offices of Magisterial and
County Court CLERK , and to assist generally under the
superintendence of the principals . - Apply by letter, stating
age, references, and salary required , to " H . K ., " Mr. Mills ,
Law Stationer , 2, Serle-street, Lincoln 's- inn , London ,

T AW . - WANTED , by the Head of a Firm in
U extensive practice , & YOUNG SOLICITOR , who

will assist him personally in the details of his business. He
must be shrewd , quick , willing to work , and capable of pre

paring drafts in which some originality is required . He
should have some knowledge of accounts. An university
man preferred . A good salary will be given . - Address
* * E . Y . T ., " at Brown' s Advertising Office , , Little George
street, Westminster Abbey,

INTRODUCTIONS, NOTES, TABLES OF STATUTES REPEALED AND SUBJECTS ALTERED,

LISTS OF LOCAL AND PERSONAL AND PRIVATE ACTS AND A COPIOUS INDEX,

Edited by W . PATERSON , Esq .,
Barrister-at-Law .

CONTENTS :

Table of Enactments Repealed . Vagrant Act Amendment Act . Expiring Laws Continuance Act.
Table of Principal Subjects Altered . The Cathedral Acts Amendment Act. 1 Railways Regulation Act.

Tithe Commutation Acts Amendment Merchant Shipping Acts Amendment
SESSION 1873 - 36 & 87 VICTORIA , Act. Act.

Endowed Schools (Address) Act Government Annuities Act , Elementary Education Act .
Income Tax Assessment Act. Regulation of Railways Act. Endowed Schools Act (1869 ) Amend.

Bastardy Laws Amendment Act. Places ofWorship Sites Act. ment Act .
Custody of Inlants Act . Prison Officers Superannuation ( Ire Slave Trade (Consolidation ) Act .

Marriages (Ireland ) Act. land ) Act . Gas and Water Works Facilities Act

Customs and Inland Revenue Act . Intestates 'Widowsand Children Açt. ( 1870 ) Amendment Act,

Poor Allotments Management Act. MericalAct (University of London ) Turnpike Acts Continuance, & c ., Act .
Matrimonial Causes Amendment Act. Extradition Act. Statute Law Revision Act.
Municipal Corporations Evidence Act. Supreme Courtof Judicature Act .
County Debentures Act . Agricultural Children Act . List of Localand Personal Acte .
Crown Lands Act . Revising Barristers Act. Private Acts.
The Fairs Act. Balmon Fishery Act,

LONDON : HORACE COX, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND.

In

1 IU

Imperial8vo., cloth boards, price 188.
PY AUTHORITY. - THE REVISED EDI.

TION OF THE STATUTES, Vol. IV ., 41 Geo . III .
to 51 Geo . III.. A . D . 1801 to 1811. Prepared under the
direction of the Statute Law Committee, and published by
the authority of Her Majesty' s Government.
EYRE and SPOTTINWOODE , Her Majesty 's Printers, East
Harding-street, Fetter -lane, London , E . O ., and all Book
ellers ,

Price 2s . 6d ,, postage Sd., 230 pp ., 8vo, limp cloth .

THE JUDICATURE ACT 1873 Epitomised ,
Indexed , and Arranged for Notes, By THOMAS

PRESTON . Favourably noticed by all the Legal Journals,
by he Pall Mall Gazette, Morning Post, and other leading
newspapers.

AXER, Lincoln's -inn -gate, W . C .

DIARIES FOR 1874.

THE LAW and COMMERCIAL DAILY
I REMEMBRANCER, fifty -third year of publication ,

now ready, containing & Copious l ' iary for the Year, &
Large Amount of Useful Information, Instructions as to
Accounts to be Rendered by Executors and 'l rustees of
Wills , & c ., List of Railways, & c ., Tables of tamps,
Arses ed and Income Taxes, and varion other useful
Tables ; An Analysis of the Public Acts, and Table of Local
and Personal Acts of Last Session ,

Prices, either plain or ruled , from Ss , upwards.

London : Duxx and DUNCAN , 9, Fleet-street.

MUNICIPAL ELECTION PETITIONS.
SECOND EDITION , Price 6s.,

THE LAW AND PRACTICE
OT

MUNICIPAL REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS,

PRACTICE UPON MUNICIPAL ELECTION PETITIONS.

By THOMAS WILLIAM SAUNDERS, Recorder of Bath .

LONDON : HORACE COX, 10, WELLINGTON-STREET, STRAND, W .C.

INCLUDING THE

AT BIRCHIN LANE, 1740 – 1873.

s citant, bank accexplanatiothe followingforts on cash anco Price evitra forrid . 184 . dois his
SOLICITOR' S CASH BOOK . - A Cash Book

for Use of Solicitors, showing at a glance receipts and
payments on cash account, bank account, business account ,
and private account. Price, with explanation , in sheets,
38 . 6 . per quire , or bound in extra forril, of the following

thickness : one quire, 105. ; two quires , 138 . 60 . ; three
quires, 178. ; four quires, el is. ; five quires, £1 58 . ; six
quires, £1 9s.
The author says : " It is very simple , and with a little

attention it will be found to work well ; I have long proved
it to do so ." May be obtained direct, or through any book
seller by order,

London : H . Cox , 10 ,Wellington -street , Strand , W .C .

JUSTICES CLERKS' A ' 'COUNTS . A
Journal and Cash Book , prepared by Mr. GEORGE

0 . OKE, of the Mansion House, London , for Justices'
Clerk ' Accountof Fees received by them . The headings
are : Date - Subject of Entry- Fees earned - Fees debited
in Ledger - Leiger Folio - Current fees received -- Fines,
fees, & c ., credited - Ledger folio - Fines, fees, & c . repaid -
Office expenses. Prices : One quire, 58. ; two quires, 88. ;
thr- e quires, 118 . ; four quires, 14 . . ; five quires, 178. ; six

qnires , 28.; half-bound, or in sheets unbound' 3s. per
quire,

London : H . Cox, 10, Wellington -street, Strand,

WITHERBY & CO .,

Law and General

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, AND LITHOGRAPHERS,
Have removed to more commodious Premises in

NEWMAN 'S COURT, CORNHILL.

Steam Printing Works - Middle Row Place, Holborn ,
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Will be published on Nov. 25, price £1 118. 6d.,

THE SECOND EDITION

OF

Christmas Decoration of Churches .

THE MODE OF DECORATING
L CHURCHES atCHRISTMASand on other FESTIVE

OCCASIONS, with Illustratione, Third Edition . By the
Rev . EDWARD L . CUTTS , B . Á . Price 48, 6d ., cloth by
post sd , extra . Mayehad of all booksellers.

London : HORACE Cox , 19 , Wellington -street, Strand , W . C .

BOOKS FOR ARTICLED CLERKS.
Sent free by post on receiving price of Book .

A LECTURE delivered before the Hull Law
Students ' Society on the Course of Reading for the

Final Examinations of the Incorporated Law Society .
By Dr. ROLLIT. Price 2s .

DORIA AND MACRAE'S

LAW AND PRACTICE IN BANKRUPTCY;

BANKRUPTCY REPEAL AND INSOLVENT COURT ACT, 1869

(32 & 33 VICT. C . 83) .

THE FIELD,

Country Gentleman's Newspaper,
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22 .

THE ARTICLED CLERK 'S HANDBOOK ,
UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF containing a Course of Study for the Preliminary,

Intermediate , and Final Examinations of Articled Clerks,
and the Books to be read , & c ., being a Complete Guide to

THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 VICT. C . 71) ; THE DEBTOR' S the Candidate 's Successful Examination and Admission,
By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq ., Author of the “ Digest
of Examination Questions." Fourth Edition. By GEORGEACT, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict, 0 . 62); BADHAM , Esq ., Solicitor. This is designed as an Appendix
to the " Answers to the Examination Questions." Price
9s . cloth ,

AND THE

A . DIGEST of the EXAMINATION
A QUESTIONS in Common Law , Conveyancing, and

Equity, from the commencement of the Examinations in
1856 to Hilary Term , 1872, with ANSWERS ; also themode
of proceeding, and directions to be attended to at the Ex
amination . By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq ., Author of
" The Articled Olerk ' s Handbook. ” Seventh Edition , byAND ALL THE CASES AND DECISIONS OF ALL THE COU RTS DOWN TO THE GEORGE BADHAM , Esq ., Solicitor, Price 16s, cloth .

PRESENT TIME .

TEGAL MAXIMS, with Observations and
| Cases. In Two Parts. Part I . One Hundred

Maxims, with Observations and Cases , Part II. EightBy A . A . DORIA , of Lincoln 's Inn, Esq., B .C . L ., Barrister -at-Law . Hundrd Maxime, with Translations. By GEORGE
FREDERICK WHARTON ,Attorney-at-Law . Price 108. Od .
cloth

H . Cox, 10, Wellington -street, Strand.CONTENTS:
CHAP. I. - THE COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, | CHAP. XV. - OF THE Rights. DUTIES, AND LIABILITIES OF

Sect.
THE TRUSTEE

1. Preliminary observations. Sect . THE
2 . The Bankruptcy Repeal and Insolvent Court Ast , 1 . Generally .

1869.
2 . As regards the appointment of a solicitor .3 . The Debtors' Act, 1869 . 3 . To collect and realise the bankrupt' s estate .

4 . The Bankruptcy Act, 1869.
CHAP . XVI. - OF THE BANKRUPT' ESTATE .

CRAP. II.--OF THE COURT OT BANKRUPTCY.
1 . Effects of Bankruptcy in relation to the interest of1. Preliminary. creditors .

2 . Abolition of existing courts. 2. What passes to the trustee . CONTAINS :3 . Provisions for winding -up pending business.
The Winter Season .Chap. XVII.- OF REPUTED OWNERSHIP, The Custom of Warranty (Horses ).CHAP. III. - CONSTITUTION AND DIVISION OF THE COURT.
Mr. Bright on Free Land .1. Generally . CHAP. XVIII. – OF TRANSACTIONS NOT AFFECTED BY Hunting Notes from Leicestershire and Ireland .

2 . The London Bankruptcy Court. BANKRUPTCY . Warwickshire and Leamington Hunt Meeting .3 . The localbankruptcy courts ,
i Trotection of certain transactions with the bankrupt Are our Racehorses Deterioating ?4 . The buildings.

personally . South of England Club, Mid -Annandale, and other
2 . Protection of certain transactions relating to Coursing Meetings

the
CEAP . IV . - JURISDICTION OF THE COURT, disposition of the bankrupt' s property . Ornithological Rambles in Southern Spain .Generally . 3 . Of fraudulent preference . British Birds in Africa .

The London Court of Bankruptoy , 4. Of warrants of attorney, cognovits, & c . The Vegetation of Ashantee .
3 . The localbankruptcy courts . Our Spanish Expedition .

The procedure and practice . CHAP. XIX . - REALIZATION OF THE BANKRUPT'S ESTATE. Athletic Sports at Oxford and Cambridge.
Rowing at the Universities.Ofappeale.

6 . The sittings of the court. 1. Generally, City of London Chess Club Tournament.2 . To carry on the business of the bankrupt for the bene7 . Of fees and stamps. Dandie Dinmont Pedigrees.
fit of the creditors . The Conveyance of Dogs by Rail ,3 . To bring or defend actions, & c . Partridge Driving.CHAP V . - THE PERSONS LIABLE TO BECOME BANKRUPT. 4. To realise the estate .

An Autumn Day in the West.1 . Generally . 5 . To exercise powers vested in the bankrupt. A Ramble on the North Lincoln Coast .2 . Persons liable as traders. 6 . To mortgage or pledge the estate for paymentof debts. Our Inland Fisheries .

3 . Non -traders. 7 . To accept a composition or generalscheme of arrange Diseases of the Feet of the Horse.
ment. The Fcot and Mouth Disease in Cattle .CHAP. VI. - OF ACTS OF BANKRUPTCY, 8. To divide property amongst creditors. Hints to Emigrants.

1. Generally , Preparation of Manetti Stocks for Budding Roses .2 . Enumeration of. CHAP. XX . - THE PROOF OF DEBTS AND PAYMENT IN FULL The Crystal Palace Poultry Show .
i . wuen und before whom debts may be proved .

Price 6d. By post, 6 d.CHAP VIT. - OF PROCEEDINGS TO OBTAIN ADJUDICATION . 2 . By whom debts may be proved .

1 . Generauy, 3 . How debtsmay be proved .
2 . The petition . 4 . What Qubtn may be proved ,
3 . Service of petition ,
4 . Consequence of presenting petition . CHAP. XXI. - OF THE AUDIT AND DIVIDEND .
5 . Proceedings upon the petition . Of the audit,

2 . Of the dividend .
CHAP. VIII. - THE HEARING AND ADJUDICATION. 3 . Of staying & dividend .

1 . Generally.
CHAP. XXII. - CLOSE OF THE BANKRUPTCY AND RELEASE2 . Where the debtor does not appear . OT

3 . Where the creditor does not appear . OF THE TRUSTEE , SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22.4 . Where neither party appears . 1. Close of the bankruptcy.
5 . Showing cause against adjudication , 2 . Release of the trustee . CONTAINS :6 . Of the adjuo ication .

The Cambridge Syndicate's Report .CHAP. XXIII. - OF ANNULLING THE ADJUDICATION AND ITS7 . Ofappealagainst adjudication ,

CONSEQUENCES . The Teaching of Novels .
Abd -el Kader.OHAP . IX . - THE CONSEQUENCES OF ADJUDICATION ,

CHAP . XXIV . - OF LIQUIDATION BY ARRANGEMENT, Causerie de Paris ,As regards the bankrupt' s property ,
1 . Of the petition , Fellow Travellers : II. Second Class .2 As regards the bankrupt himself . Portraits of the Count Münster and the Duc Decazes,2 . 1he appointment of a receiver and manager, and of The Lord Mayor' s State Coach .

injunction .CHAP X . - OF THE MEETING OF CREDITORS First meeting and proceedings thereat. Cabinet Pictures by British and Foreign Artists at the
French Gallery , Pall Mall.1 . Generally , 4 . Registration of the resolution and its consequences.

Exibition of the Photographic Society of London ,2 . Of the first generalmeeting, 5 . Of the trustee, his rights and duties.
3. Ofproceedings at first meeting. 6 . Of the dividend.
4 . Ofgeneralmeetings, 7 . Discharge of the debtor.

8 . Close of the liquidation , and release of the trustee . COLOURED SUPPLEMENT OFCHAP. XI. -OF THE APPOINTMENT OF THE TRUSTEE,
CHAP. XXV. - OF ARRANGEMENT BY COMPOSITION.

1. Whomay vote in the appointment of trustee . LATEST PARIS FASHION9.2 . Whomay be appointed trustee.
CHAP. XXVI.- OF EVIDENCE.8 . As to the number of trustees.

4 . The appointmentof trustee and his confirmation . 1 . Written evidence .
DRESS AND FASHION : The Parisian Fashions ( from our

5. The rejection by the court of the trustee appointed by 2 . Oral evidence .
own Correspondent). - Oloth Jacket, with Silk Revers ;the creditors . 3 . Privileged communications. House Polonaise ; Indoor, Réséda Silk , and Winter Prome6 . The resignation , death, or removalof the trustee.

CHAP. XXVII. - OF THE SOLICITOR, nade Toilettes ; Paletot Mantelet, with Revers ; Blue
Cashmere Robe de Chambre ; Bride's Toilette ; Collars ;CHAP XII. – OF THE COMMITTEE OF INSPECTION, ITS 1. Generally. Parures ; Fichus; Caps, & c . , with Illustrations,

POWERS AND DUTIES. 2. Rights , duties, and authorities of the solicitor .
THE WORK TABLE. - Robe for Child : Square for Anti

1 . Of the appointment of the committee of inspection . CHAP. XXVIII.--Or Costs , macassar ; Trimmings for Underlinen ; Interlaced Initials ;
2 . The powers and duties of the committee of inspection . 1 . Generally . Footstool or Cushion : Borders ; Jacket for Child . & c ., with

2 . Taxation of costs . Illustrations.CHAP. XIII. - OF THE PUBLIC EXAMINATION OF THE 8 . The solicitor' s lien for his costs.
THE HOUSEWIFE . - Stormsin Teacups ; Economy in Fuel :BANKRUPT. 4 . Mode of enforcing payment of costs . Notes and Queries ; Answers, Cuisine : Recipes ; Notes

and Queries, Answers .CHAP . XIV . - DISCHARGE OF THE BANKRUPT. CHAP. XXIX . - OF OFFENCES IN BANKRUPTCY,
The Drama. Music and Musicians, Gazette des Dames

1. Grant, refusal, or suspension of order of discharge. 1. Generally . The Tourist The Library . Pastimes . The Exchange,2 . Etrect of, when granted 2 . Of contempts. Personal. The Boudoir Court Chronicle . Society .3 . Status of updischarged bankrupt. 3. Of offences strictly so calle.. . Obituary .
Notes and Queries on Dress, Work , Music, and other

subjects useful and interesting to Ladies.
All the Fashionable intelligence of the Week .
May be had of News Agents , Booksellers, and at the Rail

LONDON : way Stalls .
Price 60 ; Post Free, 6 d ." LAW TIMES ” OFFICE, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND, W .C . OFFICE : 346, STRAND, LONDON , W . C .

FIELD OFFICE, 346, STRAND, LONDON, W .C .

THE QUEEN ,
THE LADY' S NEWSPAPER ,
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NEW AND VALUABLE LAW WORKS
PUBLISHED BY

W . MAXWELL AND SON .

STEVENS AND SONS, 119, Chancery-lane,
LONDON.

LAW BOOKS PURCHASED OR VALUED .

TLMER' S PRACTICE IN LUNACY (New
U Edition ), adapted to " The Lunacy Regulation Acts

1853 and 1862," with Schedule and Notes of Cases and recent
decisions ; Duties of Committees of the person and estates
of Lunatics ; Forms, Costs, Statutes, General Orders, and a
full Index. 'Price 21s., cloth .

London : STEVENS AND Soxs, 119 , Chancery -lane.

Published Nov. Ist .
THE LAWYER' S COMPANION for 1874

(twenty-eighth annnal issue) containing & Diary,
London and Provincial Law Directory , Tables of Costs,
Legal Time Tables, an Outline of the Judicature Act, Cases
affecting Attorneys, & c . Edited by JOHN THOMPSON,
Esq ., of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law .
Thework is strongly bound in cloth, and may be had as

under :
8 . d .

1 . Plain , two days on a page ..... .
2 . Plain , two days on a page, Interleaved for

Attendances . ... .
3 . Ruled with faint lines, and with or without

money columns, two days on a page ..... . .. . . . .
4 . Ruled with faint lines, and with or without

money columns, two days on a page , Inter
leaved for Attendances

5 . Whole page for each day. plain ..
6 . Whole page for each day, plaid , Interleaved for

Attendances ...... .
7 . Whole page for each day , ruled with faint lines,

and with or withoutmoney columns ..... . . . .. . 8
8 . Whole page for each day, ruled with faint lines,

and with or without money columns, Inter
leaved for Attendances ... ... * ** . . . . . . .. . . . .. . 10 6

9. Ruled with faint lines, withoutmoney columns,
_ a week at an opening ....... 5 0

" We regard this book as an article indispensable in every

solicitor's office ." - laro Journal, Nov. 11, 1870 .
“ The Lawyer 's Companion is, indeed , what it is called ,

for it combines everything required for reference in the
lawyer 's office ." -- Lan Times, Dec . 3 , 1870 .

London : STEVENS and Soxs, 119, Chancery -lane.

Just published , in royal8vo , price 103. 6d . cloth .
MHE PANDECTS ; a Treatise on the

Roman Law , and upon its Connection with Modern
Legislation . By J . E . GOUDSMIT, LL. D . , Profossor of
Jurisprudence in the University of Leyden . Translated
from the Dutch by R . DE TRACY GOULD , M . A ., Coun.
sellor- at -law .

The Atheneum says :- “ A valuable addition to our library
of Romau Law . "
The Lax Journal says : - " It comes to English readers

with the highest credentials . It contains an admirable
exposition of the leading characteristics of Roman law ."

Tne La Times rays : " We constantly find occasion to
admire the accuracy of the anthor 's language and the happy
phraseology ofhis translator ."

London : LONGMANSand Co .

In 2 parts , price £2 128. 6d .. cloth , | ELPHINSTONE'S INTRODUCTION TO CONVEY.
DAVIDSON'S PRECEDENTS IN CON ANCING .

VEYANCING . Vol. III. Third Edition , contain . Crown 8vo., price 10s. 6d ., cloth ,
ing Settlements . By C . DAVIDSON , J. WALEY, and T. PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION to
KEY, Esqrs ., Barristers- at- Law . CONVEYANCING : containing the substance of

LINDLEY'S LAW OF PARTNERSHIP .
Two Courses of Lectures delivered before the Incorporated
Law Society in 1869, 70 , and 71. By HOWARD WAR .

Third Edi ion , in 2 vols., royal8vo ., price £3 10s., cloth , BURTON ELPHINSTONE, of Lincoln ' s- inn , Barrister .

TREATISE on the LAW of PART
at- Law .

" The whole volume is replete with instruction , and
A NERSHIP , including its application to Joint-Stock cannot be too attentively studied by those to whose care the

and other Companies. Revised throughout; several parts , interests of clients as involved in transfer and mortgage of
and especially those relating to the Duties of Directors , property , marriage settlements, and wills , will be hereafter
Sale of Shares in the Stock Exchange, Bankruptcy, and entrusted ." - Law Journal, May 26 , 1871.
Winding -up, being re-wri' ten . By NÄTHANIEL LIND .
LEY, Esq ., Q . C ., of the Middle Temple, Barrister-at-Law . HAYNES' OUTLINES OF EQUITY .

Third Edition , price 1 ts., cloth ,
BROOM AND HADLEY'S COMMENTARIES.

In 4 vols., Svo ., price £3 88.,
OUTLINES OF EQUITY ; being a Series

of Elementary Lectures on Equity Jurisdiction , deli
COMMENTARIES upon the LAWS of vered at the request of the Incorporated Law Society ; with
U ENGLAND . By HERBERT BROOM , LL.D ., of Supplementary Lectures on certain Doctrines of Equity,

the Inner Temple , Barrister-at -Law , Reader in Common and a Lecture on the subject of Fusion . By FREEMAN
Law to the Inns of Court, and EDWARD A . HADLEY. OLIVER HAYNES, of Lincoln 's - inn , Barrister -at-Law .
M . A . , of Lincoln ' s - inn , Barrister -at-Law , late Fellow of and late Fellow of Caius College, Cambridge.
Trinity College , Cambridge.

This work is mainly founded upon Blackstone, the chief WHITE & TUDOR'S LEADING CASES IN EQUITY.
aim having been to produce such a version of his celebrated Fourth Edition , in 2 vols ., Toyal 8vo., price £3 138., cloth ,
Commentaries as their author, if now living , would have A SELECTION of LEADING CASES in
produced .

EQUITY , with Notes. Vol. I . By FREDERICK
BAKER 'S LAW OF BURIALS. THOMAS WHITE and OWEN DAVIES TUDOR , Esgrs ,

Fourth Edition, price 89 ., cloth , of the Middle Temple, Barr sters at Law . Vol. II. By
OWEN DAVIES TUDOR , Esq ., of the Middle Temple,

THE LAWS relating to BURIALS ; with Barrister-at- Law .

- Notes , Forms, and Practical Instructions. By
THOMAS BAKER , Esq ., of the Inner Temple, Barrister. WILLIAMS AND BRUCE'S ADMIRALTY PRACTICE.
at- Law (of the Burial Acts Office ) . Fourth Edition , in In 1 vol., 8vo ., price £1 4s ., cloth,
cluding the Statutes of the present Session , and the Scotch THE JURISDICTION and PRACTICE
and Irish Acts . of the HIGH COURT of ADMIRALTY ; including

DICEY'S PARTIES TO AN ACTION AT LAW . the Practice on Appeals, with Formsof Pleadings, & c . ; to

Svo ., price 16s., cloth , gether with a Supplement, containing the Connty Courts '
Admiralty Jurisdiction Act, 1868. and the General Orders

A TREATISE on the RULES for the for Regulating the Practice thereof. By ROBERT GRIF.
SELECTION of PARTIES to an ACTION at LAW . FITH WILLIAMS and GAINSFORD BRUCE, of the

By ALBERT VENN DICEY, Barrister-at- Law , Fellow of Middle Temple, Eros., Barristers -at-Law .
Trinity College , Oxford . BROOM 'S COMMON LAW .

TAYLOR ' S LAW OF EVIDENCE . Fourth Edition , price £1 118 . 6d., cloth ,
Sixth Edition, in 2 vols ., royal 8vo., price £3 185. 6d., cloth , COMMENTARIES on the COMMON LAW ,
A TREATISE on the LAW of EVIDENCE , U designed as Introductory to its Study. ByHERBERT

H as administered in England and Ireland ; with Illug. BROOM , LL. D ., Barrister -at- Law , Reader in Common
trations from the American and other Foreign Laws. By Law to the Innsof Court .
JOHN PITT TAYLOR , Esq ., Judge of the County Courts
for Lambeth , Greenwich , and Woolwich . BROOM 'S CONSTITUTIONAL LAW .

YATE LEE' 3 LAW AND PRACTICE OF BANK .
In I vol., 850 ., price el lls. fd ., cloth ,

RUPTCY . A SELECTION of LEADING CASES on
. 8vo ., price £l 16s., cloth, OONSTITUTIONAL LAW , viewed in Relation to

Common Law , and Exemplified by Cases By HERBERT
THE LAW and PRACTICE of BANK BROOM , LL. D ., Barrister-at- Law , Reader in Common

L RUPTCY and IMPRISONMENT for DEBT : com . Law to the Inns of Court .

prising the Statutes , General Rules and Forms, and incor
porating such portions of the Third Edition of the late Mr. 8vo ., price £1 11s. 6d ., cloth ,
Shelford ' s Treatise on Bankruptcy as is applicable to the PROOM' S SELECTION of LEGAL
present Law , and the Insolvency, Bills of Sale, and War
rants of Attorney Acts. By LAWFORD YATE LEE , of

MAXIMS. Fifth Edition .

Lincoln 's - inn , Esq ., Barrister-at -Law . Royal 8vo., price 108 , 6d ., sewn ," What we inay now fairly venture to say is that this book
stands without a rival ; for it is the only book , so far as we DOMILLY' S NOTES of CASES. Part I .
are aware,which pretends to contain allthe authoritieswhich IU Notes of Cages extracted from the Manuscripts of Sir
can be found to illustrate the statute." - Law Journal, May Samuel Romilly , with Notes. By EDWARD ROMILLY,
5 , 1871, M . A ., of Gray' s - inn , Barrister -at- Law .

Second Edition ,with emendations, just published,
_ _ price 78 . 6a ,

DLACKSTONE ECONOMISED : Being a
compendium of the Laws of England to the Present

Time. By DAVID MITCHELL AIRD , Esq , of the Middle
Temple, Barrister-at-law .

" Messrs. Longmans and Co . send us a second edition of
• Blackstone Economised : being & Compendium of the
Laws of England to the Present Time,' by David Mitchell
Aird , of the Middle Temple . The volume is divided into
four books, each of which embraces the legal principles and
practical information contained in Blackstone's famous
Coinmentaries, ' supplemented by subsequent statutory

enactments, inportant legal decisionr, & c . A more excel.
lent introduction to the study of law could not be desired ;
and the fact of its having so soon reached a second edition
(the first was pubiished within the present year), is a suti .
cient proof that it sati. factorily fills a want that has been
widely felt. " - Daily News, Nov. 13 , 1878 .

* * * " It is probably with a view to the utility of such &
work for educational purposes that Lord selborne has
accepted the dedication of it; and we think beginners will

find its method thoroughly practical. " - Spectator , March 1,
1873 .

LongmaxS, GREEN, and Co., and all Booksellers.

EVISON & BRIDGE.
22 & 31 , CHANCERY -LANE, LONDON .
LAW STATIONERS AND PRINTERS,

PUBLISHERS OF
BANKRUPTCY, CONVEYANCING .
COMMON LAW PROBATE , and
CHANCERY, GENERAL FORMS.

EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LITHOGRAPHY .
EXECUTED WITH DESPATCH .

Catalogues forwarded post- free.

SOLICITOR ' S DIARY
Now Ready .

Medium 8vo ., page to a day .
TABLES OF STAMPS, by AUTXORITY .

Price 3s.

Ofany Bookseller or Newsvender .
ROBERT KERR, 81, Chancery-lane, London .

PRACTICAL COMPENDIUM OF EQUITY.
Just published , in 2 vols., price £2 68., cloth boards,

PRACTICAL COMPENDIUM of
EQUITY. under the following titles : - Accumula

tions, Annuities and Rent-Charges , Apportionment, Assets ,
Charity and Mortmain , Compromises and Family Arrange
ments, Contracts, Conversion , Copyright, Donatio Mortis
Causd, Easements, Election , Escheat and Forfeiture ,
Estates, Executors and Administrators, Fraudulent and
Voluntary Conveyances and Settlements , Guardian and
Ward , Parent and Child , Husband and Wife, Joint -Stock
Companies, Joint Tenancy and Tenancy in Common, Judg .
ments and Decrees, Landlord and Tenant, Lease , Limita .
tions to Suits, Marriage Settlements , Merger , Mortgages
Partnership , Perpetuities , Powers, Satisfaction, Trusts,
Uses, Vendors and Purchasers of Estates, Vesting and
Divesting of Lssates and Interests, Waste, Wills. By W .
W . WATSON , Esq ., of the Inner Temple , Barrister-at
Law .

More than any book that weknow of it will assist in the
education of the lawyers of the new order -- the lawyers
having an equal knowledge of law and equity. The author
has largely incorporated the law of real property , and in
somerespects we think we have detected an inclination to
refer at greater length than is usual in treatises on equity
to legal principles and legal remedies. The work has
evidently been compiled with very great labour, and with
every desire on the part of the author to produce a useful
ractice book." - Law lines.
London : H . SWEET, 3, Chancery-lane, Law Bookseller and

Publisher .

LONDON : W . MAXWELL AND SON , 29, FLEET-STREET.

A STUDENTS' LIBRARY, In a few days, post 8vo.

ANUAL of LUNACY : A Handbook re
FOR lating to the Legal Care and Treatment of the

Insane in the Public and Private Asylums of Great Britain ,
Ireland , United States of America , and the Continent. By

LAW STUDENTS, LYTTELTON S . WINSLOW , M . B . and M . L . Cantab ;
M . R . O . P . London ; D . O . L . Oxon . With a Preface by Forbes

DIVINITY STUDENTS , Winslow , M . D ., D . O . L . Oxon .
SMITH , ELDER, and Co., 15 , Waterloo- place .

MEDICAL STUDENTS,
MHE COMPANIES ACTS 1862 and 1867

NATURAL SCIENCE STUDENTS, 1 Third Edition, now ready, price 28 . 6d ., in cloth, A
HANDY BOOK , by RICHARD JORDAN , containing all
the necessary information for the Formation and ManageGENERAL AND PROFESSIONAL ment of Public Companies, Instructions as to the Prepara
tion of the Memorandum and Articles of Association ,

STUDENTS OF ALL KINDS. Special Resolutions, Annual Returns, Books to be kept,
Liability of Members , Voluntary Winding-up . Notices for
“ Gazette," Table of Fees, Stamp Duties , & c .

London : R . JORDAX , 123, Chancery-lane, and all Book
IT IS PROPOSED TO sellers .

OPEN A LIBRARY Price 1s ., by post is. 2d .
PEAUTIES of FRENCH LITERATURE ,

On the 1st of January next, which will , for a
A Translation into English , by JAMES LOWE, of

SUBSCRIPTION OF ONE GUINEA A YEAR, thememoirs and letters of Madame de Sévigné and Madame
la Duchesse D ' Orleans.

Enable Students of every branch of knowledge requiring London : HORACE Cox , 10, Wellington-street, Strand, W .C .
special books to study , at their own convenience as to time
and place, every book necessary for their particular require
ment. EDE AND SON,As the idea is novel, the range of subjects for study ex
tensive , and the books published on such subjects very
numerons, it would be impossible to open the Library , in
fair working order, without the class of book, and , indeed , ROBE MAKERS
the names of the various works, which would be in most
general and immediate request , being previously known wi
and made ready for issue.

By Special AppointmentStudents who are desirous of availing themselves of the TO HER MAJESTY , THE LORD CHANCELLOR,
intended Library , at the commencement of next year , are , The Whole of the Judicial Bench ,
therefore , respectfully requested to write , at once, Corporation of London , & c .

TO THE MANAGEMENT OF THE LIBRARY,

Addressed SOLICITORS' AND REGISTRARS' GOWNS.
BARRISTERS AND QUEEN ' S COUNSELS DITTO

“ LIBRARIAN ,"

Care of Messrs. HARWAR , CORPORATION ROBES.

Furnival'g -inn , London, E . C . UNIVERSITY AND CLERGY GOWNS, & c.

Vnd state the names of the works they would need on the Established 1689.
1st of January next. 94 , CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON .
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Classes: BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY,

Now ready, price 1s ., by post 18. 23d .,
MHE QUEEN ALMANAC and LADY' S

CALENDAR for 1874 contains An ILLUMINATED
DESIGN of BANNERETTE in POINT LACE, and
CHROMO-LITHO PLATE of a NEW DESIGN for BOR
DER ; Portraits of
The Shah of Persia, | Marshal McMahon ,
The Queen's Grandchildren, Bishop of Winchester (Dr.
The Queen of Sweden , Browne),
The Grand Duchess Marie The Late Lord Lytton ,
of Russia , John Stuart Mill,

The Cezarevna of Russia , Thomas Faed . R . A .,
The Czarewitch of Russia , G . F . Watts , R . A . ,
Archduchess Gisela of Aus- The Lady Beecher,
tria , Mrs. Somerville ,

Prince Leopold of Bavaria ,
And a host of Work Engravings, with Detailed Letter

press forWorking. Including full information ofallgeneral
matters usually looked for in an Almanac .

THE QUEEN Office, 346, Strand, W . C .

SAMUEL BROTHERS, 50, LUDGATE - THE NEW SYSTEM OF BUYING A
HILL, LONDON, MERCHANT TAILORS, BOYS'
OUTFITTERS, & c . HOUSE WITHOUT MONEY.

SAMUEL BROTHERS' vast Stock (the
largest in London ) is divided into Nine Classes .
Each piece of cloth and every garment is marked

the class to which it belongs, and the price in plain 29 AND SO, SOUTHAMPTON BUILDINGS,figures. CHANCERY LANE, LONDON .

EW AUTUMN FABRICS . Price List.
MOST PERSONS ARE FAMILIAR with

AUTUMN SUITS . UTUMN COATS . what is known as the " THREE YEARS' SYSTEM "
of the Pianoforte Makers, by which anyone who Hires an
Instrument and pays the Hire for that period , becomes the
ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE . Pre

CLASS viously to the introduction of this plan it was almost as
difficult forthose of limited income to buy a good Pianoforte
as to BUY A HOUSE : and persons went on year after
year, paying for the Hire of an Instrument, and expended
as much money as would have bought the Pianoforte
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diffico BUY for the would beeral times over as would him Instrumentit on year aitto

36s. 433. 6d . 135.6d. Α 178. 6a . 258. 21s .

428. 438. 495 . B 21s , 988 . 28s.

Now ready, price Is ., free by post is . 2 d .,

MHE RURAL ALMANAC and SPORTS
I MAN' S ILLUSTRATED CALENDAR for 1874, con

taining Seventeen Full -page Engravings. The Letterpress
consists of Lists of Hounds, their Masters , Whips, Kennels ,
& c . ; Clubs and their Club Houses ; Yachts and their
Stations, Commodore, Vice-Commodore, Secretaries , & o .,
with the Winning Yachts for the Year 1878 ; Chambers of
Agriculture ; Epitome of Acts of Parliament passed relating
to Country Gentlemen ; and vast amount of Information
relating to the Farm , Stable , Hunting , Country House,
Garden , Natural History , the Government and Government
Offices ; Rates of Postage ; and other matters usually looked
for in an Almanac.

London : HORACE Cox, 846 , Strand, w . o .

50s. 1578. 578 . 26s . 38s. 133s .

59s. 688. 618 . D 33s . 428 . 423 .

758 . 838. 788. 428. 50s. 50s .

of every self of
in

in

COX 'S LAW OF 818. 918. 803. 458 . 558 . 55s .

JOINT-STOCK COMPANIES.
918 . 1048. 99s . 55s. 65s . 653 .

The SEVENTH EDITION of the
TAW OF JOINT STOCK COMPANIES 1028 . 112s . 1078 . H GOS. 70s . 708.U AND OTHER ASSOCIATIONS ; comprising the
whole of the New Law relating to the Abandonment of
Railways and the Winding -up of Railway Companies, 116s. 130s. 1218 . 708 . | 845. 843 .
ag contained in the Statutes relating to Joint-Stock
Companies, the General Orders and Rules of the Court

Al sizes Guide to Patternsof Chancery , and Decisions of the Courty of Law and Perfect
Equity ; together with the Industrial and Provident All

Class, for Unap
Societies Acts, and County Court Orders thereon , the Stan . measure - every ( lothsimme style proached

Daries Act and Rules, with Notes as to the Mode of Proce mentdiate use Class thoroughly
and

dure under them . By EDWARD W . COX , Serjeant-at sent sent shrunk , style .or to
Law , Recorder of Portsmonth . Seventh Edition , by fit.free .free.

measure.CHARLES J. O 'MALLEY, LL . B ., Barrister -at-Law , of
the Middle Temple .

Price 21s., cloth. SAMUEL BROTHERS, 50, Ludgate-hill.
London : LAW TIMES Office, 10, Wellington -street, Strand.

NEW EDITION OF SAUNDERS'S LAW OF SAMUEL BROTHERS beg to notify to
BASTARDY. Parents and Guardians that they have just intro

MHE LAW and PRACTICE of AFFILIA duced a NEW FABRIC for BOYS' and YOUTHS'
CLOTHING that will RESIST any amount of

1 TION , containing the Bastardy Law Amendment HARD WEAR .
Acts 1872 and 1873, the New Forms jus tissued by the Local
Government Board, and all the Decisionsupon the subject. MHE NEW “ WEAR -RESISTING "
By THOMAS W . SAUNDERS, Barrister -at-Law , Recorder
of Bath , Sixth Edition . Price 68 , 6d . , cloth . FABRICS are manufactured in every style of

JUVENILE COSTUME.London : LAW TIMES Office , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand
SUIT for a BOY four feet in height, C Class ,

25s. ; D Class 80s . 6d .
THE DIAMOND DIGGINGS OF SOUTH Price ascending or descending according to size.

L AFRICA & Personal and Practical Account. By
CHARLES A PAYTON, “ SARCELLE" of The Field . With SAMUEL BROTAERS' much admired
a Briet Noice of THE NEW GOLD FIELDS. With * Alpine, " " Tyrolese," " Middy. " and " Jack Tar"
Map, large post Svo ., price 6s. Suits for Young Gentlemen (designs registered ) can

Part 1. - GeneralAccount of the Diamond Fields. only be obtained at their Establishment, 50, Lud .
gate -hill.

Part II. - Routes to the Fields.
Part III. - Sketches of Life and Character on the Fields. EW AUTUMN FABRICS. Price List.
Part IV . - My Diary at the Dry Diggings. BOYS ' DEPARTMENT
Pert V . - The Gold Fields.

THE wonderful discoveries of the year 1871 , far surpassing SUITS.
OVER

in richness everything that had gone before, and proving the JOA18.

South African Diggings to be no risky speculation , no
exaggerated humbug , but a source of great profit - nay , often
of immense wealth , to industrious and persevering diggers
have naturally caused (not only in the Cape Colony, but in
Europe , Australia , and America ) an all-pervading interest
in these Fie de , and & constantly increasing demand for r .
Lisble information .

wondon : " FIELD" Office. 848, Strana, w . o .

What will hold good for Pianofortes will hold good for
HOUSES ; and there aremany who would no doubt AVAIL
THEMSELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY , if it was
afforded them , of becoming

THE OWNER OF A HOUSE
in the sameway as they have already becomethe owner of
their pianoforte .

THE DIRECTORS
OF THE

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY
HAVE DETERMINED TO AFFORD

THE SAME FACILITIES FOR PURCHASING
HOUSES

As now exist for Buying Pianofortes,
A HOUSE being, however . & more expensive article to Pur:
chase than a Pianoforte, the “ Three Years' System " will
not apply , excepting in a very few cases ; so that a MORE
LENGTHENED PERIOD IS NECESSARY over which
the Timeof Hiring must extend .

In pursuance of this resolution

THE DIRECTORS HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTS
WITH

THE OWNERS OF HOUSES
In various parts of London , and its Suburbs, bywhich they

are enabled to afford to the

Members of the Birkbeck Building
Society

AND OTHERS

A very wideCHOICE in the SELECTION both of HOUSES
and the locality in which they are situated . The Plan upon

which the Directors propose to proceed is

TO LET THESE HOUSES FOR A PERIOD OF
TWELVE-AND - A -HALF YEARS,

Atthe end of which time, if the Rent be regularly Paid,
THE HOUSE

Will become the absolute Property of the
Tenant

WITHO - T FURTHER (PAYMENT OF ANY KIND,
IN ALL CASES

POSSESSION OF THE HOUSE
WILL BE GIVEN

WITHOUTANY IMMEDIATE OUTLAY IN MONEY,
Excepting Payment of the Law Charge for the Title

Deeds, which in all cases will be restricted to
Five Giineas

BEYOND THIS SMALL SUM
NO PAYMENT OF ANY KIND

13 REQUIRED BY THE SOCIETY

BEYOND THE STIPULATED RENT, WHICH MAY
BE PAID EITHER MONTHLY OR QUARTERLY.

THE RENT PAYABLE BY THE TENANT

Includes Ground Rent and Insurance for
the Whole Term .

Although the Number of years for payment of Rent is fixed
at Twelve and -a - Hall ,

A SHORTER PERIOD MAY BE CHOSEN AT AN
INCREASED RENTAL ,

OR

A LONGER PERIOD AT A LOWER RENTAL,

The Termsof which may be ascertained on application to
the Manager .

in these fie detalia, and Amepily in the Capeering diggers
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165. 238. 278 6d 146. - 188. 128. 6d .

Now ready. SECOND EDITION .
DOUND THE TABLE ; or, Notes on

I Cookery and Plain Recipes, with a Selection of Bille
Fare . B Tha G C ."

This work is an attempt to popularise the leading prin
ciples of Continental Cookery , and to show how , in an econo
mically -conducted household , a succession of agreeable Bills
of Fare can be provided . All its recipes have been tested by
experience , and are so given as to be intelligible of them .
selves, the object being not so much to provide a volume of
reference for a professed cook as to explain how , with ordi.
nary resources, an artistic dinner can be produced . Pub
lished in one vol., post Svo., pp . 300 , price os., free by post
Gs . 5d ,

20s. 278. S2s6d 208. 30s. 218. 205. 168. 6d.

24s. 32s. 383. 249. 358 . 258. 225 . 198 .

T
e
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s . 378 . 1 288 . 258 . 218 .

338.

BOYS SUITS,

« A little vol. of 800 pages does not profess to be exhaustive
Nor is ' Round the Table ' a cookery book in the ordinary

sense of the word ; it is rather a book for the mistress of
the household to read and ponder. Apart from the recipes,

many of which are new and original - all of which are so
carefully explained , that nothing but deliberate perversity
can make the cook go wrong , and each one of which has
been used in The G . C .' s ' own kitchen - the value of the
work is in its ' wrinkles.' . . . . And there are also a

bundred little bits of advice of which the British cook is in
gore need , and which , trivial as theymay appear, are yet very

valuable ." -- Observer , 22nd Sept 1872 .
" The G . 0 ' makes a tour of the dining table , and dwells

artistically on all themethods by which food is made pleas .
ing to the senses and conducive to social entertainment. . .
* The G . O .' presents us with one of the best treatises on the
art of dining thatwe have met with . . . . " The G . 0 .' sup.
plies a full, intelligible , and vivacious exposition of the
various steps in cookery ; of how to make broths, for in
stance , for the healthy and for the invalid ; of the mysteries
of boiling, frying. and roasting; of the proper treatment o :
vegetables . . . . . " - Lancet, July 20, 1872.

“ This book is a serviceable contribution to the literature
of the kitchen , presenting the reader with many very valu
able suggestions with regard to the art of cookery, all of
which seem to be the result of practical experience. . .

The duties of host and hostess , the method of managing
gervants on special occasions, the way to mrnage a dinner
party, and all the other et-ceteras of custom which polite
dinner-giving and dinner -taking society are expected to
oonform t nre lnid down with as much precision as the
rules of Hoyle' s games." - Bradford Observer.

London : HORACE Cox , 816 , strand, W . 0 .

31s . 418. 488 . 8 . 508 83 .. Consist . 25s .
ing of

Trousers

348. 479. 568 . – GOS . 88s . Shirt, 30s .
or Jer

- Silk Velvet, ey, Cap.
389 . 548 . / 658. / - 1708 . 428 . to 848 . ind Belt

The prices are regulated according to heieht,

Accurate Fit.
High -clair Style .
Durable Materials
Value for Mone .
Best W rkmens ir .NOTED FOR
Perman nt Colours .
Superior Trimmings .
Fashionahla Designs.
Gentlemanly Appearance .
Wear- Resisting Properiies .

THE NEW ILLUSTRATED BOOK of
FASHIONS, contains 48 Portraits of Boy Princes
of Europe, English Ministers, Statesmen , and Poli
ticians, selected from all ranks and parties. Each
Portrait (with brief biographicalmemoir ) adorns a
figure illustrating the newest and most gentlemanly
styles of costume. Price 6d ., or gratis to purchasers.
Patterns and guide to self -measurementsent free.

SAMUEL BROTHERS, 50 , Ludgate-hill,
London , E . C .

THE ADVANTAGES
OF THIS

New System of Purchasing a House,
MAY BE SUMMED UP AS FOLLOWS:

1 . Persons of Limited Income, Clerks, Shopmen , and
others, may, by becoming Tenants of the BIRKBECK
BUILDING 'SOCIETY , be placed at once in a position of
independence As regards their Landlord .

2 . Their RENT CANNOT BE RAISED.
3 . They CANNOT BE TURNED OUT OF POSSES

SION so long as they pay their Rent.

4 . NO FEES or FINES of any kind are chargeable .
5 . They can leave the Housn at any timewithout notice

rentbeing payable only to the time of giving up poseession .
6 . Il circumstances compel them to leave the House

before the completion of their Twelve-and a Half Years
Tenancy , they can Sub-let the House for the remainder of
the Term , or they can Transfer their right to another
Tenant.

7 . Finally, NO LIABILITY or RESPONSIBILITY of
any kind is incurred , beyond the Payment of Rent by those
who acquire Houses by this New System .

The BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY have on their
List severalHOUSES, which they are prepared to LET on
the TWELVE -AND - A -HALF YEARS ' SYSTEM , and in
many cases Immediate Possession may be obtained .

The Terms on which Houses can be placed on this
Register may be obtained on application to

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.
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GRAND RESTAURANT,

THE LONDON ,
191, FLEET-STREET, TEMPLE -BAR .

LUNCHEONS. DINNERS. FISH DINNERS. DINNERS À LA CARTE. PRIVATE DINNERS FROM 53.
DAILY FROM 1 TILL 8.

THE FAMOUS " LONDON DINNER ” OF 5 COURSES AT 38.
FROM 4 TILL 8 DAILY.

LADIES' DINING SALOONS AND LAVATORIES.
Handsome Smoking and Billiard Saloons. Open on Sundays from Six p .m .

Legal Notices. Sales by Suction .

Dated Srd November,1s7s.

WII.
-

I TMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE COM
1 PANY, 1, Old , Broad -street, E .C ., and 16 and 17, Pall.

Mall, S . W .
NOTICE to LONDON and COUNTRY 2 CHANCERY LANE . - CLEARANCE Capital £1, 000 ,000 paid -up , and invested £750,000.

SOLICITORS . - 10 guineas will be paid to the pro < ? SALE. - The remaining STOCK of high -class E . COZENS SMITH , General Manager .
ducer of anyWill, wills , or Codicil of a WILL , or proof of WINES , lying in the above cellars , comprising Ports and AQUITABLE REVERSIONARY
same. made, between 1869 and 1872. by one GEORGE Sherries off the highest character , anů most esteemed INTEREST SOCIETY .
STOTT LINCOLN . " deceased ," of the Alliance Hotel, shippers, some of great age , in bottle ; Perrier Jouet. Moet 10 . Lancaster -place, Strand .
High -strett, Aldershot, in the county of Southampton , and Chandon , and other Champagnes ; Chatrnu Margaux Established 1825 . Capital paid -up , £180,000 ,

J . J . RAE , Esq ., Solicitor. Claret, vintage 1869 ; Muscat de Lunel, Red Hermitage, and This Society purchases Reversionary Property and Life In
24, Chancery -lane. some very choice Brandy , bottled in France ; which will be terests, and grants Loans on these securities. Forms ofSOLD by AUCTION by Messrs . TAURGOOD and Proposalmay be obtained at the office .TAW EXAMINATIONS. - A Solicitor, a DURHAM , at the Cellars , as above, on FRIDAY, 28th F . S . CLAYTON ,

NOVEMBER , 1873, at One for Two o'clock .Graduate of Oxford , READS with GENTLEMEN c . H . CLAYTOX ,šJoint Secretaries.
Thewinesmay be tasted the day prior and on the day of

for their Preliminary, Intermediate , and Final EXAMI. sale, and catalogues obtained at the place of sale, or of the
NATIONS. - Address " M . A ., ” Messrs. Fletcher and Co., OSS OF LIFE OR LIMBAUCTIONEERS, 123, Chancery-lane, London , and Stoney
11, Staple inn , London, W . C . Stratford , Buck , WITH THE CONSEQUENT

LOSS OF TIME AND MONEY ,M R. E . H . BEDFORD , Author of the “ In . Whitechapel-road . - Capital Freehold investment, compris .
CAUSED BY

1 termediate ExaminationGuide," " The Intermediate ing extensive business Premises, in a good situation , ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS,opposite the London Hospital let on lease at a rental ofExamination Guide to Bookkeeping,” and Editor of " The
Preliminary, " " Intermediate, " and " Final," has CLASSES £210 per annum , end for many years occupied as a pawn. PROVIDED FOR BY A POLICY OF THE

broker' s.daily reading at his Chambers, 9 , King' s Bench -walk , RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE COMPANY
Temple , for each of the Examinations, MESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and An Annual Paymentof £3 to La 58. Iasures e1900 at Death

- FARMER are instructed by the Mortgagees to or an Allowance at the rate of en per week for Injury .T AW EXAMINATIONS. - The TELE SELL, at theMART. on TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 25th , £725, have been paid ag Compensation .
1 GRAM , No. 60, price 60 .. post 7d ., just published , at Two, the valuable FREEHOLD PREMISES, known as OXE out of every Twelve Annual Policy Holders becoming

contains : The Law Retorns of 1573 ; Epitome of Smith ' s Nos. 121 and 125 , Whitechapel road , consisting of two houses a Claimant EACH YEAR .

Leading Cases, continued ; and the Answers to this Term 's with pawnbroker' s shop , and a spacious warehouse of For particnlars, apply to the Clerks at the Railway Sta

Final Examination , by H . Wakeham Purkiss , Esq . The four floors in the rear. The property has a frontage of tions, to the LocalAgents , or at the Offices,

Supplement, price 6d . contains the Answers to the Inter abont 31ft , by a total dep h of about gift , bin ., and is let to 61. CORNHILL, AND 10 , REGENT-STREET, LONDON .

mediate Examinations. - WX, AMER, Linoln ' s -inn Gate, Messrs. Bell and George for a term of twenty -one years from WILLIAM J . VIAN , Secretary .
W . C . Midsummer 1873 , at £210 per annum . The rent being well

Recured , from the fact that an old -establisbed business is TAW UNION FIRE AND LIFE
TAW EXAMINATIONS. — The EDITOR of carried on upon the premises, and that a premium of £500 INSURANCE COMPANY.

the TELEGRAM , eight of whose pupilo obtained was paid for the lease by the present tenants, the property Chief Office. - 126 , CHANCERY -LANE LONDON, W .C .
is very suitable as an investment for trustees .

honours at one Examination , bas CLASSES reading for Particulars of Capital. - ONE MILLION STERLING .
next Hilary and Easter final and Intermediate Examina.
tions . L'ermsmoderate. -- dpply , WA, AMER , Lincoln ' s -inn

Messre, SHEFFIELD and SONS, Solicitors . 52. 1 ime- Fully subscribed by upwards of 400 Shareholders, nearly all

Street , Leadenhall-street ; of whom are members of the Legal Profession .
Gate , W . C .

and of the AUCTIONEERS, 80 , Cheapside . CHAIRMAX . - Sir William Foster , Bart .. Norwich .

QOLICITORS' INTERMEDIATE EXAMI. DEPUTY-CHAIRMAX . - James Cuddon , Esq . , Barrister -at.
WESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and Law , Goldsmith 's - building, Temple .NATION . - GENTLEMEN are PREPARED by a

The Capital subscribed and Funds in hand amount toFARMER'S LIST of ESTATES and HOUSESBÁRRISTER for this Examination , either personally or upwards of £1, 330, 000 , affording unquestionable security . .
through the post. Also for all the other Legal Examina to beSOLD or LET, including Landed Estates, Town and

The Directors invite attention to the new Form of Liro
tions. - Addresa " A . B ., ” care of Mr. Frederick Jones, 8 , Country Residences, Hunting and Shooting Quarters,

Farms, Ground Rents, Rentcharges, House Property, and Policy , which is free from all conditions.
Serjeant's - inn , Fleet - street, E . C .

Investments generally , is PUBLISHED on the first day of The Company ADVANCES Money on Mortgage of Life
Interests and Reversions, whether absolute or contingent.

TAW PUPILS. -- A BARRISTER , who hau, each month , and may be obtained , free of charge, at their
Offices, 80, Cheapside. E . C ., or will be sent by post in return Prospectuses , copies of the Directors' Report, and Annual

with almost uniform success , prepared nearly one for two stamps. Particulars for insertion should be Balance Sheet, and every information sent post free on ap
thousand Students for Examination prior to Admission as received not later than four days previous to the end of the plication to
Attorneys,many ofwhom have obtained a Prize or Certifi . FRANK M 'GEDY, Actuary and Secretary .preceding month .
cate of Merit, including twn Clifford 's - inn Prizemen , RE.
OEIVES PUPILS for intermediate or Final Examination ,

REEHOLD ANDLEASEHOLDGROUND DELICAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
to achom he derotes fire hours daily . Fee moderate . For
particulars , or an interview , address " Mr. J ., " Messrs . RENTS. - Mr. DAVID J . CHATTELL , having for Established in 1797.
Stevens and Sons, Law Booksellers, 119, Chancery lane , many years devoted his particular attention to this class of 70, Lombard-street, City , and 57, Charing-cross,Westminster,
W . 0 . - N . B . Olasses are forming , limited in number, for the investments, is , through his extensive and constantly in . DIRECTORS.
ensuing Hiliary , Easter , and 'Trinity Terms. creasing connection , enabled to dispose of Ground Ronts, Henry R . Brand, Esq., M . P . , Henry Lancelot Holland,

without delay , at fair market prices. The Special Octavius E . Coope, Esq. Esq .
DRELIMINARY, INTERMEDIATE, and Monthly List , containing particulars of numerous parcels , John Coope Davis, Esq. Sir John Lubbock , Bart.

FINAL EXAMINATIONS for SOLICITORS. - Mr. paying various rates of interest,and suitable for the employ. Henry Farquhar , Esq. M . P ., F . R . S .

J . ERLE BEXHAM ( formerly of King' s College, London , ment of large or small amonnte, may be had, gratis, on Charles Emanuel Good t , John Stewart Oxley , Esq .

author of several works), whose pupils have always met fields, and forms the best medium between buyers and Kirkman D . Hodgson , Esq . , Dadley Robert Smith , Esq .application at his Offices , 29A , ( corner of) Lincoln ' s - inn Esq . Benjamin Shaw , Esq .

with unparalleled success, has CLASSES READING for sellers .these Examinations. He has recently prepared a nephew M . P . | Marmaduke Wyvill, Esq .
and an article.l clerk of two of the legal examiners. For This Company offers

MR. DAVID J. CHATTELL, wbo inspects
references to Noblemen , Members of Parliament, Queen ' s COMPLETE SECURITY .

Counsel, Rectors , Memberg of the Incorporated Law all Ground Rents entrusted to him for disposal, MODERATE RATES of Premium . with Participation in

Society , and other gentlemen of status. -- Address to 20 , invites BUYERS or SELLERS of Ground Rents to CALL | Four- fifths or Eighty per cent. of the Profits .

Deve . eux-conrt, Temple ; or to the care ofMessrs . Butter upon or COMMUNICATE with him at his well-known LOW RATES without Participation in Profits.
worths, 7 , Fleet- street, Her Majesty ' s Law Publishers . corner Offices, 29A, Lincoln 's-inn - fields. No commission LOANS

charged to purchasers . in connection with Life Assurance , on approved Security , in
LONDON GAZETTE (published by authority ) and sums of not less than £500 .

LONDON and COUNTRY ADVERTISEMENT OFFICE MESSRS. VENTOM, BULL, and ANNUAL PREMIUM

No. 117 , CHANCERY-LANE, FLEET-STREET.
COOPER' S MONTHLY REGISTER , containing required for the Assurance of £100 for the whole term of life:

particulars of Estates and Farms, Furnished and Unfur.
UTENRY GREEN , Advertisement Agent, 1 nished Houses in Town and Country to be sold or let, | Without With WithoutAge . With

begs to direct the attention of the Legal Profession to Ground Rents, and other Investments,may be had free on Profits . Profits . Profits .

the advantages of his long erperience of upwards of twenty . application , or by post for one stamp. Particulars intended
five years , in the special insertion of all pro formá notices. for insertion in nextmonth ' s Register should be forwarded 1 £1 11 0 £1 15 0 £2 18 10 £3 6 5

dc. , and hereby solicita their continued support . - N . B . One by the 26th inst. -- Auction and Estate Agency Offices, 8 , 1 13 10 1 19 3 1 4 10 7
copy of advertisement only required , and the strictest care Bucklersbury , E . C . 2 4 0 2 10 4 11 6 1 0 6 74

and promptitude assured . Officially stamped forms for ad .
vertisements and file of London Gazette kept. By appoint ROBERT TUCKER , Secretary and Actuary .
ment THE SANS-PLIS SHIRT. ANNUITIES AND REVERSIONS.

REVERSIONARYREGISTERED Nov, 1848 .mo SOLICITORS. - Office for PATENTS,
INTEREST

SOCIETY,
5 . SERLE STREET, LixcoLx 's .Ixx , W . C .

Messrs. DAVIES and HUNT, Patent Solicitors, continue to Specially adapted to meet thewantı 68 , CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON.
procure BRITISH and FOREIGN PATENTS . & c ., at of CHAIRMAX . - Alfred H . Shadwell , Esq .

most moderate charges,and to SOLICITORS at agency rates. DEPUTY-CHAIRMAN - H . Cecil Raikes, Esq ., M . P .
Solicitors and intending Patentees should obtain their BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS

Reversions and Life Interests purchased . Immediate and
" HANDBOOK FOR INVENTORS " gratis on application and Deferred Annuities granted in exchange for Reversionary
or by letter .

GENTLEMEN OF SEDENTARY PURSUITE and Contingent Interests .
Loansmay also be obtained on the security of Reversions,

THE PRIVATE INQUIRY OFFICE,Estab Annuities, Immediate , Deferred , and Contingent, and also
Ease Combined with a Perfect Fit:lished 1852, by Mr. C . F . Field , late Chief Inspector ofthe Endowments, granted on favourable terms,

Metropolitan Detective Police, and Mr. C . Nicholls , dis Prospectuses and Forms of Proposal, and all further infor

covered the Rugely Murders, the Smyth Forgeries, the Patterns and Particulars of Measure. I mation , may be had at the office ,
Worcester Forgeries, Horse Poisonings, Incendiary Firre, ment free by post. 0 . B . CLABON , Secretary.
Frauds on Railway and Insurance Companies, Divorce and
Libel Cases, & c ., Mr. Nicholls having a thorough knowledge Printed and published by HORACE Cox, at 10 , Wellington
of the Law of Evidence, obtaine only that information street, Strand , London , W . C . in the County of Middlesex
which is material to the issue. - 33, Essex -street , Strand . 51, CONDUIT-STREET,BOND -STREET, - Saturday, Nov . 22 , 1878 .

Age . Profits.

-
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Spiners,

Price (with Reports ), 1s.
Without Reports, ed .

Money, Wanted and to Lend. T EGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY . I AWAA Gentleman , admitted , of large
L Mr. C . E . MASON , AUDITOR, LIQUIDATOR , and 10 experience, seeks an ENGAGEMENT as MAN

MHE IMPROVEMENT of LANDED ACCOUNTANT, 30, Essex -street , Strand . London, AGER of the Conveyancing Department in a good Office
in London. A liberal salary required .- Address * A . T . N ."I ESTATES.-- The LAND. LOAN , and ENFRAN . ROROUGH OF BIRMINGHAM . - NOTICECHISEMENT COMPANY (incorporated by special Act of (No. 1599 ), 10 ,Wellington-street, Strand, W .O .

IS HEREBY GIVEN , that the next GeneralParliament) ADVANCES MONEY Quarter Sessions of the Peace for this borough will be held T AW . - TO JUSTICES' CLERKS. - Thelst . - To the Owners of Settled and other Estates , for at the Public Office, Moor-street, on MONDAY, the 29th Advertiser desires & RE -ENGAGEMENTas ASSIST .
the Erection of FARM _BUILDINGS and COTTAGES. of DECEMBER , 1873 , before ' ARTHUR ROBARTS ANT ; has been in connection with magisterial business
and for the DRAINAGE, IRRIGATION , ENCLOSING . ADAMS, Esq ., QC., Recorder of the said Borough nearly three years . Could manage Magisterial business
CLEARING , and general Improvement of 'LANDED Pro TheCourt will beopened at ELEVEN o 'clock in the fores botough or county ) with slight supervision . Age 23 .
perty in any part of the United Kingdom : noon of the same day, when the Grand Jury will be imme. Address " E , W .," 10 , Bewsey -street, Warrington .
2nd. - To the Owners of Settled Estates in England , for diately empannelled and sworn, after which Motions will be

the ERECTION or COMPLETION of MANSIONS heard to enter and respite Appeals , and the Court will pro . T AW . - - The Advertiser, an experienced
STABLES, and OUTBUILDINGS : ceed to Trials upon Indictments. . U Costs' Clerk and Accountant, seeks an ENGAGE

All new Appeals must be entered pro forma with the Clerk
3rd . - To Landowners generally , to enable them to sub MENT as such , in or near London . He is & Shorthand

of the Peace before the hour of Eleven o ' clock in the fore ,scribe for Shares in Companies for the CONSTRUCTION writer, and has a good practical knowledge of Conveyancenoon ofthe said 29th day of December, 1878 .of RAILWAYS and NAVIGABLE CANALS, which will ing, and of the Procedure of all the Courts of Law and
All Appeals will be heard on a day to be appointed by the Equity. Salary required £180 per annum . - Addressbeneficially affect their Estates : Court . " L . M .” (No. 1600), 11, Wellington-street, Strand , W .C .4th . - TO INCUMBENTS, for the Improvement of their Prosecutors or their Attorneys are ordered to give in

GLEBE LANDS, by Drainage, and the Erection of FARM structions for their indictments to the Clerk of the Pance TAW . - MANAGING CLERK . – RE-ENBUILDINGS and COTTAGES : within one month after the committal of the prisoners, GAGEMENT desired at once to manage a branch
5th . - To COPYHOLDERS for the ENFRANCHISE unless in cases where such prisoners are committed within office or as Managing CLERK . Good Conveyancer, ex .

MENT of COPYHOLD LANDS. fourteen days previons to the commencement of the perienced Advocate . Bankruptcy, Common Law , andSessions, and then such instructions must be given to theThe amountborrowed with the expenses would be charged Clerk of the Pence immediately after the committal of the General business. Twelve years' experience in first-class
on the estate benefited , and repaid by a rentcharge , termi. Town and Country offices. Age 29 . Salary £130 . Referprisoners, and in all cases in which Prosecutors or theirnating in twenty- five years . ences unexceptionable. - " H . R . H . " 10 . Wellington -street .

Attorneys neglect to give such instructions within the time Strand , W . C .NO INVESTIGATION OF THE LANDOWNER' S mentioned , the Court will refuse the Costs of such Prosecu .
TITLE IS NECESSARY. tions. T AW . - WANTED , by the Advertiser, whoForms of application , and all further particulars,may be All Persons who are summoned to attend upon theGrand

is a very respectable youngman , a RE-ENGAGEMENTobtained of Messrs. Rawlence and Squarey , 22, Great George or Petit Jury, and who do not attend, must prove some
| as a GeneralCLERK, capable , under supervision ,of drawingstreet, Westminster, S . W ., and Salisbury ; of Messrs. reasonable excuse for their neglect, to the satisfaction of
ordinary Drafts, Abstraots, * ills of Oosts , and would beAshurst , Morris , and Co. , Solicitors, 6 , Old Jewry, London , the Court , or a fine will be imposed upon them ; and the
willing to make himself useful, and not object to post theE . C . ; of Messrs. Gillespie and Paterson, w . S ., 8ia ,George recognizances of all Prosecutors and Witnesses who shall
office books. References will be found unexceptionable.street , Edinburgh , agents for the Company in Scotland ; |i not be in attendance when called for will be estreated .
Age 81.THOS. R . T . HODGSON ,and at the Offices of the Company as below .

Eleven years in present situation . - Address

Clerk of the Peace. " Alpha " ( 1589 ), 10, Wellington-street, Strand, W . C .T . PAIN ,Managing Director.
EDWIN GARROD , Secretary . Clerk of the Pence' s Offices , 13, Waterloo-street,

I AW . - SHORTHAND. - WANTED , by aBirmingham , Nov. 29, 1873.Land , Loan , and Enfranchisement Company,
| Gentleman , who has had twenty years ' experience in

No. 22, Great George-street, Westminster, S . W . the offices of solicitors and others, a RE-ENGAGEMENT.
He is an Efficient Shorthand Writer, Correspondent, and

no INVESTORS and SPECULATORS. Situations, Wanted and Oacant. Accountant ; has been much engaged in the Settlement of
1 A LIFE POLICY for €500 in theGresham Office, on Railway Compensation Cases, and is generally conversant

a male, aged 53, now living in Sheffield , to be DISPOSED with the details relating to an extensive practice . He pos
T AW . - A Solicitor, who has his complementOF for a fair amount. - For particulars apply to " W , G .," sesses undeniable testimonials from several eminent firms.

10, Edwardes . quare , Kensington , W . U of Clerks,wishes to recommend an Undergraduate, -- Addrens “ Lex," Derby Villa , Church - fields, Salisbury.
London , asan Articled CLERK, to a Firm in good Practice .

T AW . - WANTED , at once, in a Country
MONEY. - £25,000 will be READY FOR - Address " F . M ., " Post-office, Hull .

Office, a thorougbly efficient and experienced EnI ADVANCE in December on Freehold Land security ,
at 4 per cent., in one sum or in three sums of £10 ,000 , £10 .000, TAW . - WANTED , by the Advertiser (who growing,CLERK , of steady habits. Salary 30s. - Apply to

" D . " ( No . 1600 ) , 10 , Wellington -atreet, Strand , W . 0 .
and £3000 each . - Apply to Messrs. GODFREY and Sox , is admitted , and in his soth year) , & SITUATION

Solicitors, Abingdon. as Chancery CLERK . - Address " A . Z ., " care of Mr. Mac . TAW . - A GENERAL CLERK to Copy,
laran , 13, Serle -street, Lincoln 's-inn -fields. Engross , and make himself generally useful in &M ONEY. - Various SUMS up to £500,000

Country Office . - apply, stating references and salary, toready for immediate INVESTMENT. Present rates T AW . - ADVERTISER, who is admitted , | Messrs. RAPER and ELLMAN, Battle , Sussex .
of Interest , Freeholds ( Trustees' Securities ) 31 per Cent . ; seeks a place as Conveyancing or Managing CLERK ,
Leaseholds, Houses, Mines , Collieries, Public Works, Public or otherwise , in ondon or within ten miles ; ample securityIT AW . - WANTED , in a Country Solicitor'sRates , Ground -rents , and similar Securities at proportion . off - red . - " W , L .” (No. 1600 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand . Office, an Engrossing and Copying OLERK , accus.ately low rates . - Apply to MR, BAILEY, 29, Walbrook, City, tomed to the routine of a solicitor' s office . - Apply, statingLondon . T AW . - WANTED, by the Advertiser , passed age, salary , and references, to HODDING and BEEVOR, Soli .

citors , Worksop.M ONEY LENT - £5 to £500, with and but notadmitted , a Junior Conveyancing (under super

11 without Sureties,upon Promissory Notes , Furniture, vision ) and General CLERKSHIP , in town or country . I AW . - WANTED , in a Country office, a
Goods , Deeds, Life Policies, Shares, Jewellery , & c ., from Address " c .," 5, Queen 's Parade, Cheltenham . CLERK to draw ordinary dratts and manage theone month to three years . Forms gratis. Bille discounted .

T AW . - A Gentleman (admitted ), desires a office under supervision . Must make himself generally
Offices : 71, Fleet- street, City , E . O ., and s , Pullen 's -row , useful in copying , & c . - Address with full particulars " X "High -street, Islington , N . Established thirty-four years . RE -ENGAGEMENT in & good office in which his
Open daily . - W . M . READ , Manager. time would be fully occupied. (No. 1600 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand .Experience in advocacy

desired . Advertiser willing to make himself useful. - T A W . -WANTED, immediately, in a
MONEY promptly ADVANCED on Personal Address " E . H . ” (No . 1600), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand

U Country Office,an Engrossing and General CLERK
1 Security, Bills of Sale, Freeholds, Leaseholds, ( unmarried ). Must be of good antecedents and thoroughly

I AW . - WANTED, by a Solicitor (recentlyStocks, Shares, Bonds, or other security, repayable by experienced . - Apply by letter to " W . B ., " care of Mr.
instalments, No preliminary fees. - REAL AND PERSONAL U admitted ), a SITUATION as Chancery and Con . | Rutherford , Law Stationer, 10 , Cook's -court, Lincoln 's -inn .
ADVANCE COMPANY (LIMITED ), Established 1856 , 8 , Tavi. veyancing CLERK . - Address “ O . P ., " atMessrs. Wooder.

I AW . - WANTED, a CLERK , in a Countrystock -street , Covent-garden . J . WOOLLETT, Secretary . spoon ' s , Law Stationery , 7 , Searle-street, Lincoln 's. inn .

U Office, who understands Kain 's system of Bookkeeping.
MONEY ADVANCED at a Day's Notice T AW . - The Advertiser desires an ENGAGE and can Draft Bills of Costs. One who understands Union

(from
Accounts preferred . A liberal ralary will be given . GoodU240 upwards) to respectable householders in MENT as Bill or General CLERK ; thirteen years'

the London District upon MORTGAGE of their FURNI. experience. - Address “ C . D ., ” care of Mr. Robert Oribb . | references required . - Address " P . W . 0 .. " Shaw and Sons,
TURE without removal, repayable by easy instalments. West-street, Poole, Dorset, Fetter-lane, London .
Yo charge of any kind unless money advanced . As this does T AW . - General Conveyancing (including T AW . – WANTED , immediarely, in anot emanate from an agent, applicants must apply personally

Uto Mr. BAUGHAN , 34, Southampton -buildings, Chancery - lane. Railway and " Land's Clauses ” undertakings). An U Solicitor's Office in London, as Copying CLERK, an
intelligent lad who can write Shorthand , and who writesadmitted MANAGER, of much town and country experi.The public are cautioned against paying preliminary fees to

ence , open to RE-ENGAGEMENTpretenders. & good hand. - Address by letter to " V . D .. " Harper andAlbany.
street, Regent' s -park , N . W . Co., Warwick -court, Holborn, stating age, salary, refe

MUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION rences, & c .
T AW . - WANTED , by the advertiser, aM (Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1850), 14 , Rus.

sell -street, Covent-garden , London , and 38, Ship -street, U I AW . - The Advertiser (aged 40, admitted ),CLERK , competent to prepare Costs and Accounts
Brighton , ADVANCES MONEY upon Personal Security, and assist in Conveyancing , and in theGeneral Routine of & U desires a RE-ENGAGEMENT as General Managing
Bills of Sale , Deeds, & c ., repayable by instalments . Bills | Country office . - Apply, stating age, references, and salary | OLERK . He is thoroughly efficient and competent to

advise clients and otherwise act without supervision . Un .promptly discounted . Forms free on receipt of stamped | required , to Mr. GOLDING, Solicitor, Walsham - le -Willows.
envelope. C . R . WRIGHT, Secretary . exceptionable references. - Address " Lex," Beech Cottage,

T AW . - The Advertiser, of considerable ex . Wigan -lane, Wigan .

U perience in Chancery, Conveyancing, Common Law , | I AW .- ARTICLED CLERK . - A Solicitor
and Bankruptoy, desires & Managing CLERKSHIP . in a U in the middle counties,with a good general practice,
Country Office. Aged 36 . Satisfactory references ' Liberal

has & VACANCY for an Articled CLERK Premiumsalary expected . -- Address " S . W . " (No. 1600 ) , 10 . Welling.
moderate. - Address, in the first instance, to " C . D ., " care

T AW - A Solicitor (eighteen years admitted ) ton-street, Strand, London, w . o .
ofMessrs, Job Brothers, 46 , Cannon -street, London , E .O .

U desires to PURCHASĖ an INTEREST of about TAW . - A Gentleman (admitted ) wishes for I AW . - WANTED , by a young Man (aged
L400 a year, in a good Conveyancing and general Business l & Conveyancing CLERKSHIP (assistant or with

U 24 ), a SITUATION as General CLERK . Has ain Liverpool or elsewhere . Has some Liverpool connection . slight supervision ), in an Office in Towo. Wag for six
- Address “ QUIDAX " (No. 1595 ), 10, Wellington -street, months with Counsel, and has held a Country Conveyancing knowledge of County Court and Magisterial business, can
Straad , W . O . Clerkship . Aged 24 . Good references . - Address " B . C ., " engross and copy neatly . Midland counties preferred ,

Address " A , B ." (No. 1599), 10, Wellington -street, Strand .75, Patshull -road , Kentish -town, N . W .
TAW PARTNERSHIP . - WANTED, by a LAW . - WANTED , a Young Man as Costs
U Solicitor (aged 29 ), a good Conveyancer, and tho. I AW . - A SOLICITOR will shortly CLERK and to post up Bill Books , and to Engross

roughly competent to undertake the Management of a require a SITUATION ag Managing CLERK : up . and Copy. Hemust be well able to undertake the former ,Practice, & WORKING PARTNERSHIP in & Country wards of five years in present situation ; well acquainted
Office , or a Managing Clerkship , with a view thereto , or to --Apply, stating age , references, and salary required , to

with duties of Town Clerk , and Parliamentary Registration “ X : 9 ., Ringwood, Hampshire.
the succession to the Practice. - " LEX,” (No. 1600 ) , 10 ,Wel. Agent, besides ordinary duties . Salary £150 ; age 83 . - Ad .

lington -streot, Strand , W . O . dress * B .," Reevesand Turner, 100 , Chancery-lane, London, T AW . - WANTED , in an Office in the
E . C . Country, a Copying CLERK ,whose handwriting mustT AW . - PARTNERSHIP or PRACTICE.
T AW . - WANTED, by the Advertiser, a be good . Reply stating age , reference, and salary required . -

U A young Solicitor of great practical experience, of Address " A B .," Post-office, Sherborne, Dorset. __
food position and connection , and who can introduce SITUATION as Assistant Common Law CLERK :

business, wishes to arrange to succeed to the WHOLE or & also draw ordinary Drafts. Abstracts, Memorials, and , if | T AW . - WANTED , in an Office of large
SHARE in a good Practice . The highest references given necessary engross and make up deeds, Good references. UAge 80.- " W . " Messrs. Atkinson , Law Stationers, Quality . Practice in the Country, a very steady, trustworthy ,and required. - Address " W .," Messrs. Hooper and Son, 45 , middle -aged CLERK , to take exclusive charge of the pressFleet -street. London . court, Chancery-lane. copying and transmission of all letters, and to fill up his
TAW PARTNERSHIPS.- KAIN , BULLEN , T AW - A Gentleman (admitted ) requires a time in general copying and engrossing . - Address , stating

age, previous situations, references, and salary required toELDRIDGE, and Co . , Law Accountants, invite U CLERKSHIP (Managing or otherwise ), primarily " H . 7 ." (No. 1590 ), 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W . O .
the attention of firms to their register of SELECTED Conveyancing, but also with the object of gaining experi
APPLICANTS having capital, influence , and ability . ence in Common Law and Chancery. Salary moderate,
69, Chancery -lane, and at Liverpool. Address " H . M .” (No. 1599 ), 10, Wellington -street, Strand. ' SITUATIONS VACANT continued on next page,

Railwax sadek, of much town . B ," 48, A

Partnerships, Wanted and Vacant.



THE LAW TIMES. Nov . 29, 1873.

WORKS OF LITERATURE AND ART:

TAW . - WANTED immediately, in a Country SHORTT'S LAW RELATING TO LITERATURE, & c.
U Office, an energetic managing CLERK , must_be

thoroughly competent to conduct the Conveyancing De THE LAW RELATING TO
partment without supervision , and well able to manage the
generalbusiness of a Country Practice. Unexceptionable
Teferences required as to character and ability . - Apply,
stating experience , references , and salary required , to

" F . A ." (No. 1600 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .

TAW . - MANAGING CLERK . - WANTED, EMBRACING

in a large Commercial and Bankruptcy Office, in th

North of England, an experienced Managing CLERK , to
conduct Causes and Businesses, and Advise Clients . A THE LAW OF COPYRIGHT,
good salary will be given to a thoroughly efficient gentleman ,

No objection to a Solicitor. - Apply , stating experience, andwith references and Falary required, to 1 . 1 ., care of THE LAW RELATING TO NEWSPAPERS, THE LAW RELATING TO CONTRACTS

Messrs. Waterlow and Sons, Birchin -lane, London,
BETWEEN AUTHORS, PUBLISHERS, PRINTERS, & c., AND

TINAHAN ' S LL WHISKY.
• THE LAW OF LIBEL.

This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the
sery

CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,
WITH

In quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome THE STATUTES RELATING THERETO , FORMS OF AGREEMENTS BETWEEN AUTHORS.
than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the red seal, pirk
label, and cork branded “ Kinahan 's LL . Whisky.” - Whole PUBLISHERS, & c., AND FORMS OF PLEADINGS.
sale Depot, 20, Great Titchfield -street, Oxford-street, W .

OLD FALCON HOTEL , EAST-STREET, By JOHN SHORTT, LL. B ,
TOWN PIER ,GRAVESEND

Public and private dining rooms facing the river. OF THE MIDDLE TEMPLE , ESQ., BARRISTER-AT-LAW .

Bed and breakfast one guinea per week , and dinners at
an equally moderate tariff .

Special arrangements for board and lodging, weekly or Price 21s., cloth .monthly, on reduced terms.
W . SKILLETER . Proprietor.

SOLICITORS, Students, and Witnesses, can LONDON: HORACE COX, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND, W .C.
be ACCOMMODATED very reasonably at the

BEAUFORT HOTEL , within a few minutes' walk of all
the Principal Law Courts . Large parties at a great reduc
tion . Gentlemen can have a business or private address, Now ready, 12.no., price 128 .6d., .
and their correspondence forwarded . - 14 and 15 Beaufort
buildings, Strand . THE

TUTES RELATING THESEETO,FOB 75 RMS OF PLE

1873THE QUEEN ALMANAC and LADY'S |PRACTICAL STATUTES OF THE SESSION

(36 & 37 VICTORIA ) ;
- CALENDAR for 1874 contains An ILLUMINATED

DESIGN of BANNERETTE in POINT LACE, and
CHROMO-LITHO PLATE of a NEW DESIGN for BOK
DER ; Portraits of WITH
The Shah of Persia , I Marshal McMahon ,

The Queen 's Grandchildren , Bishop of Winchester (Dr. | INTRODUCTIONS, NOTES, TABLES OF STATUTES REPEALED AND SUBJECTS ALTERED ,
The Queen of Sweden , Browne),
The Grand Duchess Marie The Late Lord Lytton , LISTS OF LOCAL AND PERSONAL AND PRIVATE ACTS AND A COPIOUS INDEX.
of Russia , John Stuart Mill,

The Cezarevna of Russia , Thomas Faed . R . A .,
The Czarewitch of Russia , G . F . Watts , B . A .,
Archduchess Gisela of Aus The Lady Beecher, Edited by W . PATERSON , Esq .,

tria , Mrs. Somerville,
Prince Leopold of Bavaria , Barrister -at-Law .
And a host of Work Engravings, with Detailed Letter.

press for Working. Including full information of allgeneral
matters usually looked for in an Almanac .

CONTENTS :
The QUEEN Office , 346, Strand, W . C .

Table of Enactments Repealed . Vagrant Act Amendment Act . Expiring Laws Continuance Act .
Christmas Decoration of Churches. Table of Principal Subjects Altered . The Cathedral Acts Amendment Act. Railways Regulation Act.

THE MODE OF DECORATING Tithe Commutation Acts Amendment Merchant Shipping Acts Amendment

SESSION 1873 – 36 & 87 VICTORIA .
1 CHURCHES at CHRISTMASand on other FESTIVE

Act . Act.
Endowed Schools (Address ) Act Government Annuities Act . Elementary Education Act.

OOCASIONS, with Illustratione, Third Edition , By the Income Tax Assessment Act. Regulation of Railways Act . Endowed Schools Act (1869 ) Amend .
Rev . EDWARD L . CUTTS , B . A . Price 4s. 6d., cloth by Bastardy Laws Amendment Act. Places of Worship Sites Act. ment Act.
post sd . extra . May be had of all bookseller s . Custody of Infants Act . Slave Trade (Consolidation ) Act.
London : HORACE Cox , 10 , Wellington-street, Strand, W . 0 .

Prison Officers Superannuation (Ire
Marriages ( Ireland ) Act. land ) Act . Gas and Water Works Facilities Act
Customs and Inland Revenue Act.

Price ls., by post ls. 20 .
Intestates' Widows and Children Act. ( 1870 ) Amendment Act .

Poor Allotments Management Act. Mecical Act (University of London ) Turnpike Acts Continuance, & c ., Act .
DEAUTIES of FRENCH LITERATURE Matrimonial Causes AmendmentAct. Extradition Act . Statute Law Revision Act.

A Translation into English , by JAMES LOWE, of Municipal Corporations Evidence Act. Supreme Court of Judicature Act .

the memoirs and letters ofMadame de Sévigné and Madame County Debentures Act. Agricultural Children Act. List of Localand Personal Acts .
la Duchesse D 'Orleans. Crown Lands Act. Revising Barristers Act. Private Acts .

The Fairs Act. Salmon Fishery Act.London : HORACE Cox , 10 , Wellington-street, Strand, w . c .

NEW EDITION OF SAUNDERS'S LAW OF LONDON : HORACE COX, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND.
BASTARDY.

THE LAW and PRACTICE of AFFILIA
TION , containing the Bastardy Law Amendment

Acts 1872 and 1878 , the New Forms just issued by the Local
Government Board, and all the Decisions upon the subject .
By THOMAS W . SAUNDERS, Barrister-at- Law , Recorder SECOND EDITION , Price 6s.
of Bath , Sixth Edition . Price 6s. 6d ., cloth ,
London : LAW TIMES Office , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand

Now ready. SECOND EDITION . OF

DOUND THE TABLE ; or, Notes on
N Cookery and Plain Recipes, with a Selection of Bills M

of pare . B * The G 0 . "

This work is an attempt to popularise the leading prin
ciples of Continental Cookery, and to show how , in an econo INCLUDING THE
mically-conducted household , a succession of agreeable Bills
of Fare can be provided . All its recipes have been tested by
experience , and are so given as to be intelligible of them
selves, the object being not so much to provide a volume of

reference for a professed cook as to explain how , with ordi.
nary resources , an artistic dinner can be produced , Pub

lished in one vol., post 8vo ., pp . 300, price 68 ., free by post
Gs . 5d .

MUNICIPAL ELECTION PETITIONS.

THE LAW AND PRACTICE

INICIPAL REGISTRATION AND ELEC

PRACTICE UPON MUNICIPAL ELECTION PETITIONS.

By THOMAS WILLIAM SAUNDERS, Recorder of Bath .

LONDON : HORACE COX, 10 , WELLINGTON-STREET, STRAND, W . C .

AT BIRCHIN LANE. 1740 — 1873.

" A little vol, af 800 pages does not profess to be exhaustive
Nor is Round the Table ' a cookery book in the ordinary
sense of the word ; it is rather a book for the mistress of
the household to read and ponder . Apart from the recipes,
many of which are new and original - all of which are so
carefully explained , that nothing but deliberate perversity
can make the cook go wrong, and each one of which has
been used in ' The G . C .' s ' own kitchen - the value of the
work is in its ' wrinkles. . . . And there are also a
hundred little bits of advice of which the British cook is in
core nced , and which , trivial as theymay appear, are yet very

valuable ." -- Observer, 22nd Sept 1872.
" The G . C .' makes a tour of the dining table, and dwells

artistically on all the methods by which food is made pleas.
ing to the senses and conducive to social entertainment,
* Tne G . C . ' presents its with one of the best treatises on the
art of dining that wehave met with . . . . The G . C . sup
plies a full, intelligible , and vivacious exposition of the
various steps in cookery ; of how to make broths, for in

stance, tor the healthy and for the invalid ; of themysteries
of boiling, frying ,and roasting ; of the proper treatment of
vegetables . . . . " - Lancet, July 20, 1872.

“ This book is a serviceable contribution to the literature
of the kitchen , presenting the reader with many very value
able suggestions with regard to the art of cookery , all of
which seem to be the resnlt of practical experience . . .

The duties of host and hostess, the method of managing
ervantson special occasions, the way to mrnage a dinner
party, and all the other et-ceteras of custom which polite

dinner-giving and dinner-taking society are expected to
.conform to . are laid down with as much precision as the
rules of Hoyle 's games." - Bradford Observer .

London : HORACE Cox , 316 , Strand w . .

WITHERBY & CO .,

Law and General

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, AND LITHOGRAPHERS,
Have removed to more commodious Premises in

NEWMAN 'S COURT, CORNHILL.

Steam Printing Works — Middle Row Place , Holborn ,
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Just published, price £1 118. 6d.,

OF

DORIA AND MACRAE'S

LAW AND PRACTICE IN BANKRUPTCY;

ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict. c. 62) ;

STUDENTS LIBRARY

ISOLICITOR ' S DIARY
Now Ready.

Medinm 8vo. , page to a day.

THE SECOND EDITION TABLES OF STAMPS, by AUTHORITY,
Price 38 .

Of any Bookseller or Newevender .
ROBERT KERR, 81. Chancery -lane. London .

T INCOLN'S -INN and the NEW CHAM
D BERS, with View and Plan : See the BUILDER of
this week , td ., or by post _4d. It also contains J . S . Mill
and Fine Art, Medieval Brickwork in Germany, Building
Afloat, Something about “ Bow - street, " & c . - 1, York - street ,
W . C . ; and all Newsmen.

Imperial 16mo., cloth , extra gilt edges, 5s . Printed on
thick Toned Paper.

THE CHASE , a Poem by WILLIAM
1 SOMERVILLE, Illustrated with nine Steel Engra

UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF vings, by John Scott.
London : WILLIAM TEGo, Pancras lane, Cheapside.

Imperial 8vo ., cloth boards, price 188.THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict. c . 71) ; THE DEBTOR 'S PY AUTÉORITY. THE REVISED EDI.
TION OF THE STATUTES, Vol. IV ., 41 Geo. III.

to 51 Geo . III. A . D . 1801 to 1811. Prepared under the
direction of the Statute Law Committee, and published by
the authority of Her Majesty' s Government.

AND THE EYRE and SPOTTISWOODE, Her Majesty' s Printers, East
Harding.street, Fetter-lane, Londor, E . C ., and all Book
sellers.BANKRUPTCY REPEAL AND INSOLVENT COURT ACT, 1869

DIARIES FOR 1874 .

(32 & 33 VICT. C . 83 ) . THE LAW and COMMERCIAL DAILY
REMEMBRANCER, fifty -third year of publication ,

now ready, containing a Copious Diary for the Year, á
Large Amount of Useful Information , Instructions as toAND ALL THE CASES AND DECISIONS OF ALL THE COU RTS DOWN TO THE Accounts to be Rendered by Executors and Trustees of

PRESENT TIME. Wills , & o ., List of Railways, & c ., Tables of Stamps,
Assessed and Income Taxes, and various other useful
Tables ; an Analysis of the Public Acts , and Table of Local
and Personal Acts of Last Session ,
Prices, either plain or ruled , from 38 . upwards.

By A . A . DORIA , of Lincoln 's Inn , Esq., B . C . L ., Barrister -at-Law . London : DunN and Duncan , 9, Fleet -street.

EVISON & BRIDGE ,
22 & 31, CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON .CONTENTS : LAW STATIONERS AND PRINTERS ,

CHAP. I. - THE COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, CHAP. XV. - OF THE RIGHTS, DUTIES, AND LIABILITIES OF PUBLISHERS OF
Secu. THE TRUSTEE , BANKRUPTCY, CONVEYANCING ,1. Preliminary observations. Sect. COMMON LAW , PROBATE , and2. The Bankruptcy Repeal and Insolvent Court Aet, 1. Generally . CHANCERY, GENERAL FORMS.1869. 2 . As regards the appointmentof a solicitor . EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LITHOGRAPHY &3 . The Debtors' Act, 1969 . 3 . To collect and realise the bankrupt' s estate . EXECUTED WITH DESPATCH ,4 . The Bankruptcy Act, 1869 .

CHAP. XVI. - OF THE BANKRUPT' S ESTATE , Catalogues forwarded post-free.
CHAP. II. -OF TEE COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, 1. Effects of Bankruptcy in relation to the interest of

1 . Preliminary . creditors.
2 . Abolition of existing courts. 2 . What passes to thetrustee.
3 . Provisions for winding -up pending business.

FORCHAP. XVII. - OF REPUTED OWNERSHIP ,
CHAP. III. - CONSTITUTION AND DIVISION OF THE COURT. Art Students, ProfessionalStudents of all

Divinity Students,CHAP. XVIII. - OF TRANSACTIONS NOT AFFECTED BY Kinds ,1. Generally .
Examination Students, Science Students, and2 . The London Bankruptcy Court . . BANKRUPTCY. Law Students, General Students of everyThe local bankruptcy courts ,

1 Protection of certain transactions with the bankrupt MedicalStudents , description .The buildings.
personally . Wiu be OPENED on the 1st of JANUARY next. Tbe2 . Protection of certain transactions relating to the LIBRARY is ESTABLISHED for the convenience of all

CHAP . IV . - JURISDICTION OF THE COURT , disposition of the bankrupt' s property .
Students , in Town or Country , who desire to carry on their1 . Generally . 3 . Of fraudulent preference.
Studies at times and places chosen by themselves.2 . The London Court of Bankruptcy . 4 . Of warrants of attorney, cognovits, & c . SUBSCRIPTION , for one volume at a time, ONE3 . The local bankruptcy courts .
GUINEA a Year.4 . The procedure and practice . CHAP. XIX . - REALIZATION OF THE BANKRUPT'S ESTATE, A Reading Room will be opened to Subscribers , at One

5 . Of appeals .
1. Generally . Guinea a Year, or 28. a Month Extra ,6 . The sittings of the court.
2 . To carry on the business of the bankrupt for the bene Prospectuses, and other information, will be supplied by

7 . Of fees and stamps. fit of the creditors. “ Librarian," care of Messrs. Harwar, Furnival'e- inn ,
3 . To bring or defend actions, & c . London , E . O .CHAP V . - THE Persons LIABLE TO BECOME BANKRUPT. 4 . To realise the estate .

1. Generally. To exercise powers vested in the bankrupt. BOOKS FOR ARTICLED CLERKS.
2 . Persons liable as traders . 6 . To mortgage or pledge the estate for paymentofdebts. Sent free by post on receiving price of Book,3 . Non -traders. 7 . To accept a composition or generalschemeof arrange A LECTURE delivered before the Hull Law

ment.

CHAP. VI. -OF ACTS OF BANKRUPTCY. 8 . To divide property amongst creditors. Students' Society on the Course of Reading for the
Final Examinations of the Incorporated Law Society .1. Generally .
By Dr. ROLLIT . Price 2s.CHAP. XX. - THE PROOF OF DEBTS AND PAYMENT IN FULL2 . Enumeration of.

i . wuen und before whom debts may be proved .Cap VII . - OF PROCREDINGS TO OBTAIN ADJUDICATION . 2 . By whom debts may be proved . THE ARTICLED CLERK 'S HANDBOOK ,1 , Generally, 3 . How debts may be proved ,
containing a Course of Study for the Preliminary ,2 . The petition , 4 . What dobts may be provod .

Intermediate, and Final Examinations of Articled Clerks,3 . Service of petition .
4 . Consequence of presenting petition , and the Books to be read , & e ., being a Complete Guide toCHAP . XXI.- OF THE AUDIT AND DIVIDEND. the Candidate's Successful Examination and Admission .5 . Proceedings upon the petition , Of the audit . By RICHARD HALLILAY , Esq ., Author of the " DigestOf the dividend . of Examination Questions. " Fourth Edition . ByGEORGE

CHAP . VIII. - THE HEARING AND ADJUDICATION, 5. of staying a dividend. BADHAM , Esq., Solicitor. This is designed as an Appendix
1. Generally. to the " Answers to the Examination Questions." PriceCRAP. XXII. - CLOSE OF THE BANKRUPTCY AND RELEASE 9s, cloth ,2 . Where the debtor does not appear.
3 . Where the creditor does not appear. OF THE TRUSTEE
Where neither party appears . 1. Close of the bankruptcy .

A DIGEST of the EXAMINATION5 . Showing cause against adjudication , 2 . Release of the trustee .
6 . Of the adjudication . A QUESTIONS in Common Law . Conveyancing , andCHAP. XXIII. OF ANNULLING THE ADJUDICATION AND ITS7 . Of appealagainst adjudication , Equity , from the commencement of the Examinations in

CONSEQUENCES. 1836 to Hilary Term , 1872, with ANSWERS ; also the mode
OHAP. IX . - THE CONSEQUENCES OF ADJUDICATION , of proceeding , and directions to be attended to at the ExCHAP. XXIV .--OF LIQUIDATION BY ARRANGEMENT. amination . By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq ., Author of. As regards the bankrupt' s property .

1. Of the petition , " The Articled Clerk ' s Handbook .” Seventh Edition , by2 As regards the bankrupt himself .
2 . The appointment of a receiver and manager, and of | GEORGE BADHAM , Esq., Solicitor. Price 16s. cloth .

CHAP X . - OF THE MEETING OF CREDITORS injunction .
3 . Firstmeeting and proceedings thereat.

1 . Generally . 4 . Registration of the resolution and its consequences, TEGAL MAXIMS, with Observations and2 . Of the first generalmeeting. 5 . Of the trustee, his rights and duties .
Cases . In Two Parts . Part I . One Hundred3 . Ofproceedings at first meeting . Of the dividend .

4 . Of generalmeetings, 7 . Discharge of the debtor. Naxims, with Observations_ and Cases. Part II. Eight
Hundr- d Maxim , with Translations. By GEORGE8 . Close of the liquidation , and release of the trustee. FREDERICK WHARTON,Attorney -at- Law . Price 108.6d .

CHAP . XI. - OF THE APPOINTMENT OF THE TRUSTEE.
CHAP. XXV. - OF ARRANGEMENT BY COMPOSITION . cloth

1 . Who may vote in the appointmentof trustee . H . Cox, 10, Wellington -street, Strand.
2 . Who may be appointed trustee.

CHAP. XXVI. - OF EVIDENCE, QOLICITOR' S CASH BOOK . - A Cash Book3 . As to the number of trustees ,
4 . The appointment of trustee and his confirmation . 1 . Written evidence . for Use of Solicitors , showing at a glance receipts and5 . The rejection by the court of the trustee appointed by 2 . Oral evidence .

payments on cash account, bank account, business account,
the creditors. 3 . Privileged communications. and private account. Price, with explanation , in sheets,

6 . The resignation , death , or removalof the trustee . CHAP. XXVII. - OF THE SOLICITOR . 88. 6d . per quire , or bound in extra forril, of the following
thickness : one quire, 10s. ; tiro quires, 19s. 6d. ; three

CHAP XII. - OF THE COMMITTEE OF INSPECTION , ITS 1 . Generally . quires, 178. ; four quires, ells. ; five quires, Llis . ; six
POWERS AND DUTIES. 2. Rights , duties, and authorities of the solicitor. quires, el 98.

1 . Of theappointment of the committee of inspection . CRAP. XXVIII.- OF Costs. The anthor says : “ It is very simple , and with a little
attention it will be fonnd to work well ; I have long prov ?2 . The powers and duties of the committee of inspection , 1 . Generally.

2. Taxation of costs . it to do so ." May be obtained direct, or through any book
CHAP. XIII. – OF THE PUBLIC EXAMINATION OF THE 3 . The solicitor's lien for his costs. seller by order.

BANKRUPT. 4 . Mode of enforcing payment of costs. London : H . Cox, 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .

CHAP. XIV .- DISCHARGE OF THE BANKRUPT. CHAP. XXIX . -OF OFFENCES IN BANKRUPTCY , JUSTICES' CLERKS ACCOUNTS. A
Journal and Cash Book , prepared by Mr. GEORGE

1 . Grant, refusal, or suspension of order of discharge . 1. Generally , 0 . OKE, of the Mansion House, London , for Justices2 . Eitect of, when granted 2 . Of contempts.
Cler ' ' Acconnt of Fees received by them . The headings3 . Status of undischarged bankrupt. 3 . Of offences strictly so called
aie : nte - Sabject of Entry - Fees earned - Fees debited
in Ldger - Lelger Folio - Current fees received - Fines .
fees , & c ., credited - Ledger folio - Fines, fees , & c . , repaid
Office expenses , Prices : One quire , 58. ; two quires , 89 . :

LONDON : three quires, 11s. ; four guires, 11 . five quires, 178. ; six
quires, 208 . ; half-bound, or in sheets unbound' 3s. per

“ LAW TIMES” OFFICE, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND , W .C . quire.
London : H . Cox , 10, Wellington-street, Strand ,
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NEW AND VALUABLE LAW WORKS

STEVENS AND HAYNES.
BELL YARD, TEMPLE BAR.

Just published , in one thick vol., 8vo., price 30s., cloth .90
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58 THE LAW AND PRACTICE IN BANKRUPTCY :

... 96

. . . 10.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

Second edition , greatly enlarged , with numerous additional Cases, Statutes, Forms, Sc.

TLMER'S PRACTICE IN LUNACY (New |
D Edition ), adapted to " The Lunacy Regulation Acts

1853 and 1862, " with Scheduleand Notes of Cases and recent
decisions ; Duties of Committees of the person and estates
of Lunatics ; Forms, Costs, Statutes, GeneralOrders, and a
full Index . Price 21s ., cloth . PUBLISHED BY

London : STEVENS AND Sons, 119, Chancery-lane.

Published Nov. 1st,

THE LAWYER' S COMPANION for 1874
(twenty -eighth annual issue ) containing a Diary ,

London and Provincial Law Directory, Tables of Coste ,
Legal Time Tables, an Outline of the Judicature Act, Cases
affecting Attorneys, & c . Edited by JOHN THOMPSON ,
Esq ., ofthe Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law ,
The work is strongly bound in cloth, and may be had as

under :

1. Plain , two days on a page ...

2 . Plain , two days on & page, Interleaved for
Interleaved for

Attendances .....
3 . Ruled with faint lines , and with or withou

money columns, two days on a pace ....... .
4 . Ruled with faint lines, and with or without

money columns , two days on a page, Inter
leaved for Attendances ... ... . COMPRISING5 . Whole page for each day, plain ....

6. Whole page for each day, plain , Interleaved for
Attendances . ........ .. ... THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869 ; THE DEBTORS ACT 1869 ; THE7 . Whole page for each day, ruled with faint lines.
and with or withoutmoney columns ............ 8 6

8 . Whole page for each day, ruled with faint lines, INSOLVENT DEBTORS AND BANKRUPTCY REPEAL ACT,
and with or without money columns, Inter
leaved for Attendances ... .. . .. 1869, AND THE SUBSEQUENT ACTS ;

9 . Ruled with faint lines, withoutmoney columns,
a week at an opening ............U an openiu .. . . . . . ... . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .... 50

“ We regard this book as an article indispensable in every TOGETHER WITH
solicitor ' s office." - Laro Journal, Nov. 11, 1870 .

" The Lawyer 's Companion is , indeed , what it is called ,

for it combines everything required for reference in the THE GENERAL RULES AND ORDERS IN BANKRUPTCY AND AT COMMON LAW .
lawyer' s office . " - Law Times, Dec . 3 , 1870 .

London : STEVENS and Sons, 119, Chancery-lane. WITH THE PRACTICE ON PROCEEDINGS, COPIOUS NOTES, AND A VERY
ELABORATE AND EXHAUSTIVE INDEX .

Just published , in royalSvo , price 108. 6d . cloth.
THE PANDECTS ; a Treatise on the

Roman Law , and upon its Connection with Modern
Legislation . By J . E . GOUDSMIT, LL. D ., Professor of
Jurisprudence in the University of Leyden . Translated
from the Dutch by R . DE TRACY GOULD , M . A ., Coun .
sellor-at-law . By HENRY PHILLIP ROCHE, Esq., of Lincoln 's Inn,
The Atheneum says : - " A valuable addition to our library

of Roman Law . ” AND
The Law Journal says : - " It comes to English readers

with the highest credentials . It contains an admirable WILLIAM HAZLITT, Esq., of the Middle Temple ,
exposition of the leading characteristics of Roman law . "

The Law Times says " We constantly find occasion to BARRISTERS-AT-LAW , AND REGISTRARS OF THE COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
admire the accuracy ofthe author' s language and the happy
phraseology of his translator ."

London : LONGMAN and Co .
" This work is one which has naturally carried with it more weight than any other text book , having been

Now ready, Second Edition , price 2s . 6d . written by two Registrars of the Court of Bankruptcy. In practice it has been found to realise the anticipations
THE WARNING TO BUILDING formed concerning it , in proof of which we have now in our hands a second edition . Perbaps the most valuable

1 SOCIETIES, conveyed by recent Legal Decisions.
feature of the work is the fulness of the practical details which enable a tyro to transact his business with

Contents . tolerable security . The first half of the work comprises the Bankruptcy Act and the Debtors Act, which have
1. The Present Position of Benefit Building Societies , been carefully and ably noted with all the decisions ; and the latter half is deyoted mainly to practice and pro
2 . Liability ofMembers and Directors. cedure . The Bills of Sale Act and one or two other enactments are incorporated , which are frequeutly con
3 . Outside Creditors. sulted by the Baukruptcy practitioner. A very elaborate index ends the volume." - Law Times.4 . Inside Creditors .
5 . Redemption of Mortgages and Fines .
6 . Stamp Duty .
7 . As to Shares in Winding-up, and Continuation of Second Edition , in 8vo . price 21s ., cloth , Now ready, in Imp. 8vo ., price 428 ., calf.

Alphabetical Digest of the Law , with the Recent MAYNE'S ( J . D .) TREATISE ON A N INDEX of the CASES OVERRULED ,
Cases .

1 DAMAGES : A Treatise on Damages, comprising REVERSED , DENIED . DOUBTED , MODIFIED ,
By ARTHUR SCRATCHLEY, M .A ., Author of the their Measure , the Mode in which they are assessed and LIMITED , EXPLAINED , and DISTINGUISHED , by

Treatise on “ Benefit Building Societies." Reviewed , the Practice of Granting New Trials , & c ., & c . the Courts of England, Ireland, and America , from the
LAYTOX 'S , 130 , Fleet -street, London . Second Edition . By LUMLEY SMITH , of the Inner Earliest Period to the Present Time, By M . B . BIGELOW .

Temple , Barrister -at- law . Esq . 1873 .

Published this day, Royal 12mo., price £1 11s .6d., cloth . | “ Few modern text books have a higher authority than Now ready, in royal8vo ., price 38s., cloth .DOSCOE'S DIGEST of the LAW of Mayne on Damages. An argument is seldom heard in the

V EVIDENCE in CRIMINAL CASES . Eighth edi.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE on the LAWCourts upon a question of the measure of damages without

the work being referred to ; and there are several points of COVENANTS for TITLE . By W . H . RAWLE,
tion . By HORACE SMITH , Esq ., Barrister-at- Law . upon which there was, at the date ofthe first edition ( 1856 ), Esq . Fourth edition . 1873 .
London : STEVENS and Sox , 119 , Chancery- lane ; H . SWEET, either an absence or a conflict of authority, and upon which

8 , Chancery -lane, and W . MAXWELL and Sox, 29, Fleet the views advanced by the author have since been held to Just published , in 8vo ., price 3s. 6d ., cloth .
street, be law by the Courts . . . . . It is fortunate for the repu AN EPITOME of LEADING COMMON

tation of the work that so good an editor has been found
PRACTICAL COMPENDIUM OF EQUITY .

LAW CASES ; With some short notes thereon :for it asMr. Lumley Smith . The additions to the text of chiefly intended as a Guide to " Smith 's Leading Cases.'
Just published , in 2 vols. , price £2 6s., cloth boards, the former edition are distinguished by brackets . Mr. | By JOHN INDERMAUR, Solicitor.

Lumley Smith 's work has been well done, and the new casesA PRACTICAL COMPENDIUM of are skilfully incorporated .” - Solicitors' Journal, Just published , in 8vo., price 5s., cloth .
EQUITY, under the following titles : - Accumula AN EPITOME of LEADING CASES in

tions, Annuities and Rent-Charges, Apportionment, Assets , In 8vo., price 9s. cloth .
Charity and Mortmain , Compromises and Family Arrange EQUITY and CONVEYANCING : With short notes

ments, Contracts, Conversion, Copyright, Donatio Mortis THE RULE of the LAW of FIXTURES. thereon . "By JOAN INDERMAUR, Solicitor,

Causa , Easements, Election , Escheat and Forfeiture, 1 Second Edition , embracing References to English , In one thick volume, 8vo., price 32s., cloth .Estates, Executors and Administrators, Fraudulent and Scotch , Irish , and American Decisions. By ARCHIBALD
Voluntary Conveyances and Settlements, Guardian and BROWN,oftheMiddle Temple, Barrister-at -Law . THE LAW of RAILWAY COMPANIES,
Ward , Parent and child , Husband and Wife, Joint- Stock comprising the Companies Clanses , the Lands
Companies, Joint Tenance and Tenancy in Common , Judg. In 8vo., 78 . 6d . cloth . Clauses, the Railways Clauses Consolidation Acts, the
ments and Decrees, Landlord and Tenant, Lease , Limita Railway Companies Act 1967, and the Regulation of RailAN EPITOME and ANALYSIS oftions to Suits, Marriage Settlements, Merger, Mortgages, ways Act 1868 ; with Notes of Cases on all the Sections,
Partnership , Perpetuities, Powers, Satisfaction , Trusts, A SAVIGNY' S TREATISE on OBLIGATIONS in brought down to the year 1868 ; together with an Appendix
Uses , Vendors and Purchasers of Estates, Vesting and ROMAN LAW . By ARCHIBALD BROWN, of the Middle giving all the other material Acts relating to Railways, and
Divesting of Essates and Interests, Waste, Wills . By W . Temple , Barrister-at-law . the Standing Orders of the Houses of Lords and Commons,
W . WATSON , Esq., of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at and a copious Index . By HENRY GODEFROI, of Lin .
Law .

" More than any book that weknow of it will assist in the
coln 's - inn , and JOHN SHORTT, of the Middle Temple ,Second edition, in one volume, crown 8vo ., cloth,

price 203. Barristers- at - Law .
education of the lawyers of the new order - the lawyers “ This book will prove to be of pre -eminent value to prac .

having an equal knowledge of law and equity . The author THE PROBATE, LEGACY, and SUCCES. titioners, both before Parliamentary committees and in the
has largely incorporated the law of real property , and in L SION DUTIES AOTS. Comprising S6 Geo . 3 , c . 52 ; Jourts of Law and Equity ." - Law Journal,
some respects we think we have detected an inclination to 45 Geo . 3 , c . 28 ; 55 Geo . 8 . c . 184 ; and 16 & 17 Vict. c . 51; with
refer at greater length than is usual in treatises on equity an Introduction and Copious Notes ; together with an In 1 vol., royal 8vo., price 308 ., cloth ,
to legal principles and legal remedies . The work has Appendix of Statutes, and a full Index . By ALFRED NASES and OPINIONS on CONSTITU
evidently been compiled with very great labour, and with HANSON, Esq., Comptroller of Legacy and Succession
every desire on the part of the author to produce a useful

ITIONAL LAW , and various points of English Juris .
Duties.

ractice book . " - Lar l'imes.
prudence, collected and digested from Official Documents

" His book is a most useful one to all practitioners, and other sources,with Notes . By WILLIAM FORSYTH .
London : H . SWEET, S , Chancery- lane, Law Bookseller and whether barristers or solicitors. " - Solicitors' Journul, Esq ., M . A ., Q . C ., Standing Counsel to the Secretary ofPublisher ,

" It is the only complete book on a subject of great im
State in Council of India .

portance.” — Laro Times. In a handy volume, crown 8vo., price 103.6d., cloth .
E DE AND SON, In one volume, 8vo , price 18., cloth, lettered. THE LAW of SALVAGE, as Administered

in the High Court of Admiralty and the County
THE LAW of COPYRIGHT, in Works of Courts ; with the Principal Authorities, English and Ame

Literature and Art : including that of the Drama, rican , brought down to the present time; and an Appendix
ROBE MAKERS Music , Engraving, Sculpture, Painting , and Photography , I containing Statutes, Forms, Table of Fees, & c . By EDWYX

and Ornamental and Useful Designs ; together with Inter | JONES, Esq ., ofGray' s - inn, Barrister-at-Law .
nationaland Foreign Copyright, with the Statutes Relating
thereto , and references to the English and American Deci.By Special Appointment In 8vo., price 5s., cloth .

TO HER MAJESTY , THE LORD CHANCELLOR , sions. By WALTER ARTHUR COPINGER , of the THE LAW of NEGLIGENCE , Incor
The Whole of the Judicial Bench , Middle Temple, Barrister-at-Law . porating the Recent Decisions of the Courts of the

Corporation of London , & c . " A book that is certainly the most complete treatise upon United Kingdom and America . By ROBERTCAMPBELL,
the complex subject of copyright which has ever been pub- Advocate of the Scotch Bar, and of Lincoln ' s Inn , Barrister
lished in England." - Atheneum , at Law .

SOLICITORS' AND REGISTRARS' GOWNS.
BARRISTERS' AND QUEEN ' S COUNSELS ' DITTO

LONDON :CORPORATION ROBES .

UNIVERSITY AND CLERGY GOWNS, & c.
Established 1689.

94 , CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON . BELL YARD, TEMPLE BAR.

thereon. Bus and CONVEYANAI
NING

CASES in

STEVENS AND HAYNES, LAW PUBLISHERS,
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GREAT CENTRAL WINE CELLARS,
22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON

755 . 425 .

653.

70s .

in
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SAMUEL BROTHERS, 50 , LUDGATE - THE NEW SYSTEM OF BUYING A
D HILL, LONDON , MERCHANT TAILORS, BOYS'

OUTFITTERS, & c. HOUSE WITHOUT MONEY.

SAMUEL BROTHERS' vast Stock (the
largest in London ) is divided into Nine Classes . BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.Each piece of cloth and every garment is marked
the class to which it belongs, and the price in plain 29 AND SO , SOUTHAMPTON-BUILDINGS,figures.

CHANCERY LANE, LONDON .

JEW AUTUMN FABRICS. Price List .

MOST PERSONS ARE FAMILIAR with
AUTUMN SUITS . AUTUMN COATS. what is known as the " THREE YEARS'SYSTEM ”

of the Pianoforte Makers, by which anyone who Hires an
Instrumentand pays the Hire for that period , becomes the

CLASS
ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE. Pre
viously to the introduction of this plan it was almost as
difficult for those of limited income to buy a good Pianoforte
as tc BUY A HOUSE ; end persons went on year after
year, paying for the Hire of an Instrument, and expended

as much money as would have bought the Pianofortą
several times over.

Sos. 435. 6d. 139.6d. A 175.60. 255 . 21s. What will hold good for Pianofortes will hold good for
HOUSES : and there are manywho would no doubt AVAIL
THEMSELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY , if it was

428. 499. 498 . 21s. 288 . 28s . afforded them , of becoming

| TRADE MARK , THE OWNER OF A HOUSE
50s. 579 . 578. 26s . 385. 33s. in the sameway as they have already become the owner of

their pianoforte .

59s .
THE DIRECTORS

688. 613 . 333. 428. 42s .
OF THE

838. 788 . E 50s. 50s . BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY
(OPPOSITE CHANCERY-LANE ). HAVE DETERMINED TO AFFORD

The Largest, Cheapest, and Best Wine Establishment in Sis. 91s . 838. F 458 . 558 . 558 . THE SAME FACILITIES FOR PURCHASING
HOUSESthe World .

94s . 104s . 99s . 1 G 55s. As now exist for Buying Pianofortes.
65s .

THE MOST NOTED VINTAGES, A HOUSE being, however, a more expensive article to Pur

chase than & Pianoforte , the “ Three Years' System will
1028 . 112s . 1078. H 60s . 70s . not apply , excepting in a very few cases ; so that & MORE

BY THE GLAS , BY THE BOTTLE, LENGTHENED PERIOD IS NECESSARY over which

BY THE GALLON , BY THE DOZEN , the Time of Hiring must extend .

116s . 130s. 121s . 70s. 84s. Sis.
AND BY THE CASK , In pursuance of this resolution

All sizes Guide to Patterus THE DIRECTORS HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTS

AT WHOLESALE PRICES; or every sell Perfectof All Unap WITH
Class, for

Or Packed in Hampers for Races and Picnics imme- 1
" measure every | Cloths THE OWNERS OF HOUSES

ment Class thoroughly in
diate use and

sentsent I shrunk . style .
or to

In various parts of London, and its Suburbs, by which theyfit .
free , free . are enabled to afford to themeasure.

22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON Members of the Birkbeck Building
SAMUEL BROTHERS, 50, Ludgate -hill.

(Opposite Chancery-lane).
Society

AND OTHERS

SAMUEL BROTHERS beg to notify to A very wideCHOICE in the SELECTION both of HOUSES
Parents and Guardians that they have just intro and the locality in which they are situated . The Plan upon
duced a NEW FABRIC for BOYS' and YOUTHS' which the Directors propose to proceed is
CLOTHING that will RESIST any amount of TO LET THESE HOUSES FOR A PERIOD OF
HARD WEAR . TWELVE -AND- A -HALF YEARS,

THE NEW “ WEAR-RESISTING ” At the end ofwhich time, if the Rent be regularly Paid ,(LIMITED ) FABRICS _ are manufactured in every style of THE HOUSE
SUIT for a BOY four feet in height, C Class, Will become the absolute Property of the

258. ; D Class 80s. 60 . TenantPrice ascending or descending according to size.
WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENT OF ANY KIND.

SAMUEL BROTAERS' much admired
“ Alpine," " Tyrolese, " " Middy,” and “ Jack Tar " IN ALL CASES
Suits for Young Gentlemen (designs registered ) can POSSESSION OF THE HOUSE
only be obtained at their Establishment, 50 , Lud .
gate-hill. WILL BE GIVEN

TEW AUTUMN FABRICS. Price List. WITHOUT ANY IMMEDIATE OUTLAY IN MONEY,
BOYS ' DEPARTMENT. Excepting Payment of the Law Charges for the Title

Deeds, wbich in all cases will be restricted to

SUITS. OVER Five Guineas
COATS.re Pire Resisting (see Testimonial). BEYOND THIS SMALL SUN

The afford great advantages for agricultural use, being NO PAYMENT OF ANY KIND

specially adapted to IS REQUIRED BY THE SOCIETY
COVERED FARM -YARDS , HAY BARNS BEYOND THE STIPULATED RENT, WHICH MAY

CORN, CATTLE, and all kinds of SHED . BE PAID EITHER MONTHLY OR QUARTERLY.

DING, Temporary or Permanent. THE RENT PAYABLE BY THE TENANT

F . M . & Co.'s Patent “ Iron Thatch Substitute" has been Includes Ground Rent and Insurance for
awarded the Silver Medal of the Royal Agricultural Society
of England.

the Whole Term .
Although the Number of years 'or payment of Rent is fixed

Attention is invited to F . M . & Co.'s
at Twelve and - a -Haf,

A SHORTER PERIOD MAY BE CHOSEN AT AN

PATENT IRON ROOFING TILES OR SLATES 165 . 233. 27s 6d 148. 188 . 125. 6d . INCREASED RENTAL,
which effect a considerable saving in timber framing as OR
compared with ordinary Slates.

20s.Designs and Estimates sent on application . 273. 3256d 208. 308. gis . 20s. A LONGER PERIOD AT A LOWER RENTAL ,16s. 6d.
The Terms of which may be ascertaised on application to

the Manager.
246 . 32s . 39s . 25s . 22s . 198 .

LONDON OFFICE : 36, PARLIAMENT-STREET, S . W

HIGH CLASS BOOTS .
288. 25s . 21s. THE ADVANTAGES

or This
818. 41s . 18s. 333 . Consist. 258. New System of Purchasing a House,

ing of
Trousers MAY BE SUMMED UP AS FOLLOWS :31s. 478 . 56s. 883 . Shirt, SOs.

1 . Persons of Limited Income, Clerks, Shopmen , and

. sey, Cap , others, may, by becoming Tenant of the BIRKLECK

G 39 . 548 . 658 . - 70s. 428. to 845. and Belt! 33s . BUILDING SOCIETY , be placed at once in a posis.on of
independence as regards their Land ora .

The prices are regulated according to height, 2. Their RENT CANNOT BE RAISED.
ROYS' SUITS, Accurate Fit . 3. They CANNOT BE TURNED OUT OF POSSES.

High class Style, SION so long as they pay ineir Rent.
Durab e Materials 4 . NO FEES or FINES of any kind are chargeable.
Value for Money
Best Workmanship . 5 . Tbey can leave the House at any time without notice .

NOTED FOR Permanent Colours . rent being payable only to the time of giviug up possession .
Superior 1 rimmings . 6 . Il circumstances compel them to l 'are the House
Fashiorable Designs. before the completion of their Twelve and a Half Years'

Fig . 1 . Fig . 2 . Gentlemanly Appearance . Tenancy, they can Snb -let the Hou - e for the remainder of
The normal condition of The perfect form of Shoes . Wear- Resisting Properties. the Term , or they can Transfer their right to another

the Foot, a , b , c, d , Elasticated Leather . Tenant.
THE NEW ILLUSTRATED BOOK of 7 . Finally , NO LIABILITY or RESPONSIBILITY of

FASHIONS, contains 43 Portraits of Boy Princes any kind is incurred , besond the Payment of Rentby those
of Europe, English Ministers, Stetesmen , and Poli who acquire Houses by this New Syetem .
ticians, selected from all ranks and parties . Each The BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY have on their

455, WEST STRAND, LONDON , Portrait (with brief biographicalmemoir ) adorns a List severalHOUSES , which they are repared to LET on
figure illustrating the newest and most gentlemanly the TWELVE -AND - A -HALF YEAHS' SYSTEM , and in

(Nearly opposite Northumberland House),
Ftyles of costume. Price 6d ., or gratis to purchasers .
Patterns and guide to self-measurement sent free.

many cases Immediate Possession may be obtained .
The 'l erms on which Honses can be placed on this

ESTABLISHED 1824 , SAMUEL BROTHERS Register may be obtained on application to

BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS . London , E . C . FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT,Manager,

(LIVERPOOL
SNAYLOR STREET

ON ROOFS & BUL
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GRAND RESTAURANT,

THE LONDON .

191, FLEET-STREET , TEMPLE-BAR.

LUNCHEONS. DINNERS. FISH DINNERS. DINNERS A LA CARTE. PRIVATE DINNERS FROM 5%.
DAILY FROM 1 TILL 8.

THE FAMOUS " LONDON DINNER ” OF 5 COURSES AT 3s.
FROM 4 TILL 8 DAILY.

LADIES DINING SALOONS AND LAVATORIES.
Handsome Smoking and Billiard Saloons. Open on Sundays from Six p .m .

Legal Notices. Sales by Juction .

with the Govern de hele railway Eysturb Wales

T EFT-OFF CLOTHES. – Mr. and Mrs.
U PHILLIPS , 31, THAYER-STREET, MANCHES.

TER -SQUARE, LONDON, W . , are the Best BUYERS of
all kinds ofLADIES'andGENTLEMEN ' S ATTIRE , Silk ,TAW EXAMINATIONS. - A Solicitor. a MR. DAVID J . CHATTELL, who inspects Satin , Velvet, Brocades, Dresses, Court Trains, Antique

U Graduate of Oxford , READS with GENTLEMEN all Gronnd Rents entrusted to him for disposal, Lace, old English and Foreign China, Household Furniture,
for their Preliminary , Intermodiate, and Final EXAMI. invites BUYERS or SELLERS of Ground Rents to CALL Jewels , Plate, in fact every kind of Property for ready
NATIONS. - Address " M . A ., " Messrs, Fletcher and Co ., upon or COMMUNICATE with him at his well-known cash , Ladies or Gentlemen waited on at any time or dis

11, Staple inn , London, W . C . corner Offices, 29A, Lincoln 's - inn - fields. No commission tance. All letters receive prompt attention . Moneyorders
charged to purchasers. to any ancunt for Parcels from Town or Country. Estab

lished 1820. Ready money only .
TAW EXAMINATIONS. - A GENTLEMAN

South Wales - Carmarthenshire. - 9miles from Carmarthen , Thousands of testimonials . The subjoined are copies :

at the BAR (Bachelor of Laws in Honours ) and 6 from Pembrey Port ; valoable Colliery Culm , Fire " Gloucester, April 2 .
PREPARES , in Chambers or through the post , for clay, and Dinas Brick Works. with the important Mineral Mrs. A . N . writes : - " I have received your P . 0 . 0 . withthe INCORPORATED LAW SOCIETY, the BAR , and thanks for your liberality and attention . I shall recommendand Surface rights over and under the Ynishafren Col.LONDON LL. B . References to former and present pupils lieries, situato in the far-famed Gwendraeth Valley , sur. allmy friends. I have had business with others, but none
will be given . - Address " LL . B .," care of Messrs. Reeves rounded by lands of Sir John Stepney, Bart., the Earl of have given me so much satisfaction as you have."
and Turner Law Booksellers, 100, Chancery -lane, W . C . Cawdor, Lord Dynevor, R . James, and R , Jennings, Esq8., Brighton, May 4 .

together with the lands known asGaders, Penderrw , and Lady S . T . writes : - " I received the registered letter con .
TAW EXAMINATIONS. – The TELE Cae-pont-paen , containing by admeasurement 200 Acres, taining the notes. I quite agree with Mrs. R . C . that you

all in the parish of Llanelly . The seams of coal are are very straightforward in conducting your business. I
| GRAM . No . 60 , price Gd .. post 7d ., just published, anthracite, the qualities of which are well known , and shall have great pleasure in recommending any friendswho

contains : The Law Reforms of 1873 ; Epitome of Smith ' s the thickness accurately determined by various adjoining may wish to dispose of their cast-off clothes that are too
Leading Cases, continued , and the Answers to this Term ' s mines on the same seams, embracing the celebrated Gelly good to give away. "
Final Examination , by H . Wakeham Purkisa, Esq. The fach Seam down to and including the Bresllyd Seam , " Edinburgh, May 13.
Supplement, price 6d ., contains the Answers to the Inter affording an aggregate depth of coal of 34ft, 10in ., giving “ I send you a largo box of clothes. I am quite satisfied

mediate Examinations. - WM. AMER , Lincoln ' s- inn Gate , an estimate of 13,000,000 of tons. The estate is in close that you give the full value, as I sent the last you had ofme
W . C . connection with the Gwendraeth Valley Railroad, and to someother person first , and your price was much above

thereby connected with the whole railway system ofGreat their valnation , I leave it to you to send mewhat you con .
TAW EXAMINATIONS. — The EDITOR of Britain and the waterways and ports of South Wales. sider the value of the present articles. I have recommended

the TELEGRAM , eight of whose pupils obtained The property is held on lease for sixty years at moderate you to my sister, Mrs , M . Y ., of Reading."

honours at one Examination , hos CLASSES reading for rents and royalties. Weare every day receiving the samekind of testimonials ,

next Hilary and Easter Minal and Intermediate Examina . which show that we do give the full value of all articles
TEESSRS. JONES and RAGGETT will offered to us. If this is not sufficient to satisfy themost

tions. Termsmoderate . - Apply, WX , AMER, Lincoln ' s- inn
Gate , W . C . VI SELL the above by AUCTION at the AUCTION sceptical we challenge all dealers. We not only bny of

MART, Tokenhouse Yard , near the Bank of England , in ladies and gentlemen , but our demand is so great that we
the City of London , on TUESDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1973 , purchase of the trade. Ladies and gentlemen , by disposing

SOLICITORS' INTERMEDIATE EXAMI. at two o 'clock precisely . of their property to us, get the best price, thereby saying a

NATION - GENTLEMEN are PREPARED by a second profit . Our only address in England is
Particulars of sale and plansmay be bad at the Mart, ofBARRISTER for this Examination , either personally or 31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHESTER -SQUARE,

through the post. Also for all the other Legal Examina. Messrs . DEANE and LICKORISH , Solicitors, 14, Wal. LONDON .
tions. - Address " A . B .," care of Mr. Frederick Jones , 8 , brook , London , and Loughborough , Leicestershire ; CANADA : ST. PAUL -STREET, MONTREAL.
Serjeant' s -inn , Fleet-street, E . C . at the Ynishafren Colliery Offices , 6 , Queen Victoria -street. AUSTRALIA : MYER'S -STREET, SANDHURST, VIC.

E . C . ; or of Messrs. JONES and RANGETT, Land Agents and TORIA : and
DRELIMINARY, INTERMEDIATE, and Auctioneers, 3 , Adelaide-place, London Bridge, E . C .
I FINAL EXAMINATIONS for SOLICITORS. - Mr. 31, THAYER-STREET, MANCHESTER-SQUARE

J . ERLE BENHAM (formerly of King's College, London , VIESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON, and Where all letters and parcels must be addressed .
anthor of several works), whose pupils have always met FARMER 'S LIST of ESTATES and HOUSESwith unparalleled success, has CLASSES READING for

Established 1820.

these Examinations. He has recently prepared a nephew to be SOLD or LET, including Landed Estates , Town and
Country Residences, Hunting and Shooting Quarters, SPECIAL NOTICE.

and an article: clerk of two of the legal examiners . For
references to Noblemen , Members of Parliament, Queen 's Farms, Ground Rents, Rentcharges, House Property , and A LFRED WEBB MILES' S Establishment
Counsel, Rectors, Members of the Incorporated Law Investments generally , is PUBLISHED on the first day of is replete with NEW GOODS for WINTER OVER
Society , and other gentlemen of status. - Address to 20 , each month , and may be obtained , free of charge, at their COATS, Elastics for Frock and Mourning Coats, Vestings,
Dere. eux -court, Temple ; or to the care of Messrs . Butter Offices, 80, Cheapside. E . C ., or will be sentby post in return Bedford Cords for Hunting Breeches, Scotch and West of
worths, 7 , Fleet - street, Her Majesty's Law Publishers. for two stamps. Particulars for insertion should be England stout Angolas för Riding Trousers, Travelling

received not later than four days previous to the end of the Suits , & c . A . W . M . is distinguished for Gentlemen 's
preceding month ,

LONDON GAZETTE (published by authority ) and Dress of the best quality atmoderate charges for cash pay.
ments .

LONDON and COUNTRY ADVERTISEMENT OFFICE 12, BROOK -STREET, HANOVER-SQUARE , LONDON , W .

No. 117, CHANCERY-LANE, FLEET-STREET. TREEHOLD AND LEASEHOLD GROUND
RENTS. - Mr. DAVID J . CHATTELL, having for

UTENRY GREEN , Advertisement Agent, ALFRED WEBB MILES' world -famed.
many years devoted his particular attention to this class of

begs to direct the attention of the Legal Profession to 11 163. TROUSERS (originated by him ) from stout
investments, is, through his extensive and constantly in .

the advantages of his long experience of upwards of twenty creasing connection , enabled to dispose of Ground Ronts ,
and warm new Scotch Tweeds, Cheviots, & c ., thoroughly

five years, in the special insertion of all pro formá notices, without delay, at fair market prices . The Special maintain their high reputation , and are in all respecte
better value than ever .

& c ., and hereby solicits their continued support. - N . B . One Monthly List, containing particulars ofnumerous parcels ,
copy of advertisement only required , and the strictest care paying various rates of interest, and suitable for the employ. 12 , BROOK -STREET, Hanover-square, W .
and promptitude assured . Officially stamped forms for ad ment of large or small amonnts , may be had , gratis , on
vertisements and file of London Gazette kept . By appoint application at his Offices, 29A, (corner of) Lincoln 's - inn
ment fields, and forms the best medium between buyers and HOOPER' S AUTUMN BULBS

sellers . FOR SPRING BLOOMING .
To SOLICITORS. - Office for PATENTS,

MESSRS. VENTOM , BULL, and5 . SERLE STREET, LINCOLN 'A - INX , W . C . Catalogues on application.
Messrs. DAVIES and HUNT, Patent Solicitors, continue to COOPER' S MONTHLY REGISTER , containing HOOPER and Co ., Covent Garden , London , W . C .

procure BRITISH and FOREIGN PATENTS, & c .. at particulars of Estates and Farms, Furnished and Unfur.
most moderate charges, and to SOLICITORS at agency rates. nished Houses in Town and Country to be sold or let,

Ground Rents, and other Investments,may be had free on OLD COINS FOR SALE. - Gold , Silver ,
Solicitors and intending Patentees should obtain their

" HANDBOOK FOR INVENTORS" gratis on application application, or by post for one stamp. Particulars intended Copper, Saxon , English , Roman, Greek , & c. Lists
or by letter. for insertion in next month 's Register should be forwarded free . - J VERITY, Earlsheaton, Dewsbury.

by the 26th inst. - Auction and Estate Agency Offices, 8 ,
Bucklersbury, E . C . COUGHS, COLDS, ASTHMA,

TMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE COM . RRONCHITIS, and NEURALGIA ,
1 PANY, 1, Old, Broad-street , E . C ., and 16 and 17, Pall.

Mall, S . W .

Capital £1,000,000 paid -up, and invested £700 ,000 . DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE' S CHLORO .
E . COZENS SMITH , General Manager . REGISTERED Nov. 1848. DYNE, a few doses quite effectual. - Caution . - The

extraordinary medical reports on the efficacy of Chlorodyne
render it of vital importance that the public should obtainANNUITIES AND REVERSIONS. Specially adapted to meet the wants the genuine, which is protected by a Government stamp,

AW REVERSIONARY INTEREST of bearing the words “ Dr. J . Collis Browne' s Chlorodyne."

SOCIETY, BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS
See decision of Vice-Chancellor Sir W . Page Wood, the
Times, July 16th , 1864. Numerous testimonials from

68 . CHANCERY-LAXE, LONDON. and eminent Physiciansaccompany each bottle .
CHAIRMAN . -- Alfred H . Shadwell, Esq . From W . C . Wilkinson, Esq ., F . R . C . S .

GENTLEMEN OF SEDENTARY PURSUITE
DEPUTY -CHAIRMAN - H . Cecil Raikes, Esq ., M . P . " I consider it invaluable in phthisis and spasmodis

cough : the benefit is very marked indeed ."
Reversions and Life Interests purchased . Immediate and Ease Combined with a Perfect Fit. . Dr. M 'Millman of New Galloway, Scotland.Deferred Annuities granted in exchange for Reversionary “ I consider it the most valuable medicine known . "and Contingent Interests. Patterns and Particulars of Measure Sold in Souvies, ls, 14d ., 28. 9d ., and 48 .6d, by all chernista,
Loansmay also be obtained on the security of Reversions, ment free by post. Sinle mepufacturer, J . T . DAVENPORT, 33 , reat RusselleAnnuities, Immedinte, Deferred , and Contingent, and also street, London, W .0 .

Endowmerts, granted on favourable terms.
Prospectuses and Forms of Proposal, and all further infor. BURDEN AND KEER

n Printed and published by HORACE Cox, at 10 , Wellingtonmation , may be had at the office .

O . B . CLABON , Secretary .
street, Strand, London , W . C ., in the County of Middleses

51, CONDUIT-STREET, BOND-STREET, - Saturday, Nov. 29, 1873,
Lee
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Money , Wanted and to Zend. TAW PARTNERSHIP. – HALF-SHARE T AW . - The Advertiser wishes for a Con
may be had in a provincial Practice , nineteen years' u veya icing CLERKSHIP , in e in town. Age

established . Average (net ) profits closeon a 1 hourand per 28 . Good references. - Address " W ., " 24, Sidney -street ,
THE IMPROVEMENT of LANDED annnm . Incoming Partner is required to attend to th - office Cambridge .

ESTATES. - The LAND , LOAN , and ENFRAN . work chiefly , ergo conveyancing. & c . For introduction
CHISEMENT COMPANY (incorporated by special Act of apply personally to Mr. B . C . JONES, 20 . Basinghall-street , T AW .- A Gentleman (admitted ) desires a
Parliament) ADVANCES MONEY City . Conveyancing CLERKSHIP (under supervision ) in a

Ist. - To the Owners of Settled and other Estates, for highly respectable firm . Has someknowledge of Chancery
the Erection of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES, TEGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY. practice . Amount of salary a secondary consideration.
and for the DRAINAGE, IRRIGATION , ENOLOSING , U Mr. O . E .MASON , AUDITOR , LIQUIDATOR, and Address . " T . A . R ." at Brown's Advertising Office, , Little
CLEARING , and general Improvement of LANDED Pro . CCOUNTANT, 30, Essex-street , Strand , London . George- street, Westminster Abbey.
perty in any part of the United Kingdom : T AW . - SHORTHAND CLERKSHIP RE2nd . - To the Owners of Settled Estates in England , for I AW . - LAW COSTS and ACCOUNTS .
the ERECTION or COMPLETION of MANSIONS, U QUIRED by the Advertiser , a neat and expeditious

STABLES , and OUTBUILDINGS:
All kinds of Costs and Accounts PREPARED , in | Writer, and who is well acquninted with the various duties

Town and Country, on the most reasonable terms. Highest of a Solicitor's office, both Town and Country. Country
Srd . - To Landowners generally , to enable them to sub references. - Address " Alpha," 35 , Doughty -street, Found preferred . --Address " B ., " Post -office , Hambrook, near

scribe for Shares in Companies for the CONSTRUCTION ling, W . C . Bristol.
of RAILWAYS and NAVIGABLE CANALS, which will
beneficially affect their Estates : TAW BOOK -KEEPING , byMr. G . J. KAIN , TAW . - BILL OF COSTS CLERK and

Ath . - TO INCUMBENTS , for the Improvement of their 1 F . S . S ., of the firm of Kain , Builen , Eldridge, and Co ., CASHIER of many years' experience, and at present

GLEBE LANDS. by Drainage , and the Erection of FARM Law Accountants . THREE METHODS , viz ., Single and engaged in the otfice of one of the leading firms in the Pro
BUILDINGS and COTTAGES : Double Column Systems ( in one volumoi 78. 60 . ; Triple fession , a thorough Accountant and Bill Clerk , will be DIS .

5th . -- To COPYHOLDERS for the ENFRANCHISE Column 'ninth edition ) , 6s . ENGAGED shortly after Christmas ; London or the vicinity

MENT of COPYHOLD LANDS. WATERLOW and Sons, Birchin -lane, and London -wall. preferred . - Adaress “ W . H . R ., " 2 , Featherstone-build .
ings, W . C .

The amount borrowed with the expenses would be charged POROUGH OF BIRMINGHAM . - NOTICE
on the estate benefited , and repaid by a rentcharge, termi T AW . - CONVEYANCING - WANTED,by
nating in twenty- five years. IS HEREBY GIVEN , that the next General

Quarter Sessions of the Peace for this borongh will be held the Advertiser , who has had over twenty years' ex

NO INVESTIGATION OF THE LANDOWNER' S at the Public Office , Moor-gtreet, on MONDAY, the 29th perienre , an who will be disengaged in a few weeks, a

TITLE IS NECESSARY . of DECEMBER, 1873. before " ARTHUR ROBARTS I REENGAGEMENT 48 Managing CLERK . - Address

Forms of application , and all further particular ,may be ADAMS, Esq ., QC., Recorder of the said Borongh . " A . B .,” Hoöperand Son, Fleet-street.
obtained of Messrs. Rawlence and Squarey , 22 , Great George. The l 'ourt will beopened at ELEVEN o 'clock in the fore TAW COSTS. - WANTED, by an experistreet, Westminster, 3 . W .. and Salisbury ; of Messrs . noon of the sameday. when the Grand Jury will be imme
Ashurst, Morris , and Co., Solicitors , 6 , Old Jewry, London , diately empannelled and gworn , after which Motions will be U Bill CLERK , a RE-ENGAGEMENT, in an office of

E . C . ; of Messrs. Gillespie and Paterson , W .S ., 81A , George beard to enter and respite Appeals , and the Court will pro extensive practice . The advertiser also possesses & tho . .

street, Edinburgh , agents for the Company in Scotland ; ceed to Trials upon Indictments. Tough knowledve of Conveyəncing . First class testimonials ,

and at the Offices of the Company as below . All new Appeals must be entered pro formawith the Clerk and salarymoderate . - A . B ., " Barnett's Library, 176 , Old

T . PAIN , Managing Director. of the Pence before the hour of Eleven o 'clock in the fore- Kent-road .
EDWIN GARROD , Secretary . noon of the said 29th day of December, 1873 .

Land , Loan , and Enfranchisement Company, All Appea s will be heard on a day to be appointed by the T AW . - - Advertiser (aged 29 and admitted )
Court. U seeks an ENGAGEMENT, in or near London, a'

No. 22, Great George-street, Westminster, S . W . Prosecutors or their Attorneys are ordered to give in . Conveyanciny or Managing CLERK , or otherwise ; salary
structions for their indictments to the Clerk of the Paace $ 100 ; ample security offered .-- " N . L . " (No. 1601), io, Wel.

M ONEY. - £3800 to be LENT on Freehold within one month aiter the committal of the prisoners , lington .s .reet , Strand, W . C .
V or Leasehold security . - Apply to " H .," care of unless in cases where such prisoners are committed within

Messrs . G . S . and H . Brandon , Solicitors, 13 , Essex -street, fourteen days previons to the commencemen ' of the T AW . - A Solicitor, of large and varied
Londoa. Sessions, and then such instructions must be given to the experience , desires & SITUATION as Managing

Clerk of the Peace immediately after the committal of the Conveyancing CLERK , in & Town Office , with liberty to
M ONEY. - £25 ,000 will be READY FOR prisoners, and in all cases in which Prosecutors or their practise on his own account. He is fully qualified to advise

I ADVANCE in December on Freehold land security , Attorneys neglect to give such instructions within the time with clients , and to take the entir responsiblity in the an.
at per cent., 'n one snın or in three sums of 210, 110 , £10,000, mentioned , the Court will refuse the Costs of such Prosecu sence of the Principal. - Address L . X ., " care of W .

tions.
and £ . pab. - Apply to Messrs . GODFREY and SON , Gribble, Esq ., Solicitor, 12, Abchurch - lane, City.
Solicitor ) , Ahinrion . All Personswho are rummoned to attend upon theGrand

or Petit Jury , and who do not attend , must prove some I AW . - CONVEYANCING . - An admitted
MONEY. - Various SUMS up to £500,000 reasonable excuse for their neglect, to the satisfaction of U Gentleman , well up in the theory and prartice ofthe Court , or a fine will be imposed upon them ; and the

ready for immediate INVESTMENT. Present rates Conveyancing, and who has condnoted matters on his own .
of Izterest, Freeholds ( Trusteen ' Securities ) 33 per cent. : recognizances of all Prosecntors and Witnesses who shall responsibility, desires an APPOINTMENT, in town or

not be in attendance when called for will be estreated .
Leaseholds, Holes. Mines , Collieries, Public Works, Public THOS . K . T . HODGSON, country . Acquainted with Conveyancing. Costs , Probate ,
Rites . Groun repts , and similar Securities at proportion . Clerk of the Peace. Practice , & c . - " B . D . M .," Waterlow and Sons, 24 , Birchin .
ately low rates. - Apply to MR. BAILEY, 29, Walbrook , City , Clerk of the Peace's Offices, 13, Waterloo -street, lane , E .U . _
London . Birmingham , Nov. 29, 1873 . I AW - A Gentleman who has had six years '

M ONEY LENT- £5 to £300 , with and experience in first- rate London offices, and for the

withoutSureties, uron Promissory Notes, Furniture, part 14 months bas had the generalmanagement (with and
Goods, Deeds, Life Policies , Shares, Jewellery, kc., from without supervision ) of an eminent country railway soli.

onemonth to three years. Formsgratis . Bills discounted . citor's office , desires a CLERKSHIP, at eizo a year salary,
Offices : 71, Fleet-street, City, E . C ., and 3 , Pallen ' s -row , TAW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman (aged in a firm ( Town or Coantry ), who will also be prepared to
High -street, Islington , X . Established thirty -four years . 23, admitted ) , a SITUATION as Conveyancing or

enter into articles for which advertiser will pay & premium
Open daily . - W . M . READ, Manager . of £200 ; undeniable testimonials . - Address " E . G . J .."

General Managing CLERK in London, Unexceptionable Arcade -chambers, Wrexham . "

M
references . -- Address “ LEX, " Post- office , Salisbury .ONEY promptly ADVANCED on Personal T AW . - COSTS. - A Gentleman of sixteenSecurity , Bills of Sale , Freeholds, Leaseholds, I AW . - A Gentleman (admitted ), desires a

Stocks, Shares , Bonds, or other security, repayable by years' experience in offices of large practice in
RE-ENGAGEMENT in a good office in which hisinstalments. No preliminary fees. - REAL AND PERSONAL | London , will be DISENGAGED in A short time. Can

ADVANCE COMPANY (LIMITED ), Establi-hed 1856 , 3 , Tavi time would be fully occupied . Experience in advocacy draw and settle arrears of costs in all branches of the Pro

stock -street, Covent-garden . J . WOOLLETT, Secretary . desired . Advertiser willing to make himselt useful. - fession , without supervision . Moderate coinmission . Either
Address " E . H . " No . 1000 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , town or country . -- Address “ Y . Z ., " Mr. Mande, Mesers .

M ONEY. - To Solicitors and others. Vincent, Brooks and Co., Gate-street, Lincoln 's -inn - fields,

M WANTED), £200 at 5 per Cent, to transfer a Mort T AW . - The Advertiser (aged 40 , admitted ), London .
gage secured on long leasehold shops and ground rents , U desires a RE-ENGAGEMENT as General Managing T AW . - The Advertiser (unarticled ) aged 39,producing nipwards of £300) per annun nett The property CLERK . He is thoroughly efficient and competent to
is valued by a well known firm of surveyors at €3750 . advise clients and otherwise act without supervision . Un I desires a RE -ENGAGEMENT as General Managing
Address " P .," 15 , Southampton -street, Bloomsbury -square, exceptionable references. - Address " Lex ," Beech Cottage, CLERK . Hehas had for many years the snpervision of an

London . Wigan -lane, Wigan . office of extensive and general practice. He is also a good
accountant aud_ bookkeeper. Unexceptionable references

MONEY ADVANCED at a Day's Notice T AW . - A Gentleman (admitted) wishes for can be given . The country preferred . -- Address " Beta "

W (from £40 upwards ) to respectable householders in & Conveyancing CLERKSHIP ( ith slight super (No. 1601), 19, Wellington street, Strand, W . C .

the London District upon MORTGAGE of their FURNI. vision ), in an Office in Town, Was for six months with
Counsel, and has held a Country Conveyancing Clerkship . TAW . - A Gentleman , aged 26 years, whoTURE without removal, repayable by easy instalments .

Yo charge ofany kind unless money advanced . As this does Age 24. Good references . - Address " B , C ., " 75, Patshall U has been fouryears manager of a country office of good
not emanate from an agent, applicantsmust apply personally road , Kentish -town , N . W . practice, uader supervision , (lesires a similar SITUATION .

to Mr. BAUGHAN , 31, Southampton -buildings, Chancery -lane. Salary not so much an object as gaining experience, and, if

The public are cautioned against paying preliminary fees to I AW - WANTED, by the Advertiser (aged possible , arranging for artic es. Good references . "

pretenders . 32) , a RE ENGAGEMENT as Assistant Conveyanc. (No. 1601), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .
ins and General CLERK . Long experience . Good refer

MUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION ences. - Address " J . T .” (No. 1601), 10 , Wellington -street, T AW . - A Gentleman (23 years of age
( Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1850 ) , 14 , Rus. Strand , W . C , U educate 1 at Eton who has served his Articles in a

Bell -street, Covent-garden , London , and 88 , Ship -street, London firm of extensive practice ) is seeking a SITLA
Brighton , ADVANCES MONEY upon Personal Security , TAW . - WANTED , by a very respectable | TION as JUNIOR CLERK in the Conveyancing or Ennity
Bills of Sale , Deeds, & c ., repayable by instalments . Bills O department of a well established office. Themost un xcepYoung Man 2 RE ENGAGEMENT as Copying
promptly discounted . Forms free on receipt of stamped OLERK , and to assist in Conveyancing and general busi.

tionable references can be given . - Address " D " 98 , Lin
coln 's inn fields. London ,WC.

envelope . C . R . WRIGHT, Secretary . ness. First-class references, Address " country" (No.
1601 ). 10 . Wellington -atreet Strand, W . C . I AW . - CHANCERY MANAGEMENT.-- A
T AW . – WANTED, for a well-educated D Gentleman who has had considerable experience

Yonth of 17 , a SITUATION as CLERK in a respect. therein , and in the sales (under the direction of the court

able Solicitor' s office for a year or two, with the view of being of large estates , and also real property actions, desires a
RE-ENGAGEMENT or in themanagement of Conveyanc.T AW . - A SOLICITOR (eighteen years ultimately articled .--Apply " Lex," Post-office, Kingsbury, ing alone. The highest references will be given , - Address
" A . B ." care of Messse. Moulton , 37 . Chancery -lane, W . O .

of about $400 a year, in a good Conveyancing and general T AW .- A Gentleman , of considerable expe
Business in Liverpool or elsewhere . Has some Liverpool TAW - A Solicitor (aged 27) , who has beenU rience in Conveyancingand General Practice in Townconnection . - Address “ QUIDAM ” (No. 1595 ), 10 , Welling and Country, SEEKS A RE-ENGAGEMENT. - Address

I four years Clerk in a Country Firm , with large busi.
tor - treet, Strand, W . C .

“ X . Y . Z ., " Post-office, North Brixton , London , S . W . ness , including several Stewardships and four years Clerk
to an eminent London Firm , desires a CLERKSHIP . at

DARTNERSHIP. - WANTED , by a T AW - WANTED, by a Solicitor, admitted 1800 a year salary, in a Firin (town or country) who will be
prepared , after twelve months' trial, to admit him as Part.Solicitor (aged 29 , & gond Conveyancer, and tho U in 1887, a SITUATION AS Conveyancing or Managing ner by Purchase. Satisfactory references given . -- Apply

roughly competent to undertake the Management of a CLERK . Has been used to hard work. In present situa " R . W .." care of E . A . Bennett, 4 , Raymond-building
Practice. WORKING PARTNERSHIP in & Country i tion two years . Salary moderate . First-class references. Gray's-inn, London, W . C .
Office, or a Managing Clerkship , with a view thereto , or to Addresa " A . B . " 26 . Orchard -place , Southampton ,
the succession to the Practice . -- " LEX," (No. 1600 ), 10, Wel. I AW . - The Advertiser, an experienced
lington -strect, Strand, W . O . T AW .- SHORTHAND. - WANTED , by a U Ooste' Clerk and Accountant, seeks an ENGAGE

GENTLEMAN , who has had twenty years ' experi. MENTas such , in or near London . He has a good prac

AW PARTNERSHIP . - WANTED , by a ence in the Offices of Solicitors and others , & RE -ENGAGE. tical knowledge of Conveyancing, and of the Procedure of
I Solicitor (admitted 1870 ), who served his Articles, and MENT. He is & rapid Shorthand writer , & good Corre all the Courts of Law and Equity. Salary required £164)

has since his admission held a Clerkship in the offire of a spondent and Accountant ; has had considerable Practice per annum . - Address " L . M ." (No, 1600 ) , 19 , Wellington
first- class conveyancing firm at Brighton , to PURCHASE | in the Law Department of Railway Companies, and is com . street, Strand , W . 0 .
& SHARE in a Country PRACTICE - Sussex preferred . petent to assist generally in the revernl branches. He
Highest references given and required . - Address " E . H .. " possesses undeniable testimonials from eminent firms. --
203 , School-hill, Lewes. Address " Lex , " Derby Villa , Church Fields, Salisbury . SITUATIONS VACANT continued on next page.
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Partnerships, Wanted and Vacant.
about £200 a year, in a good conASE AN INTEREST Episcopi, Ilminster, Somerset Lex," Post-office, Kingsb
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WORKS OF LITERATURE AND ART :

THE LAW OF COPYRIGHT,

T AW . - WANTED , a SECRETARY and SHORTT'S LAW RELATING TO LITERATURE, & c.
U SHORTHAND WRITER , and also a Chancery and

Common Law CLERK , in a large office. - Apply to Box 1, THE LAW RELATING TO
Port-office, Warrington .

T AW . - Copying CLERK WANTED, in a
City Office ; must write Shorthand. --Address, by

letter , with salary expected and other particulars, " G . H ., "
care of Mr. Vickers, 2 , Cowper's -court. Cornhill .

I AW . - WANTED ,an efficient Conveyancing EMBRACING

U ( LERK . Salary £2 10 :.- Apply by letter, stating
references, to " T . B .," 13, St. Mary's-square, Paddington .

TAW . - WANTED , in a Solicitor' s Office, agood Shorthand and General CLERK. - Address, THE LAW RELATING TO NEWSPAPERS, THE LAW RELATING TO CONTRACTS
with references , to Box 166 , Post-office. Bristol. BETWEEN AUTHORS, PUBLISHERS, PRINTERS, & c., AND
T AW . - A GENERAL CLERK to Copy,

Engross, and make himself generally useful in a

Country office . - apply, stating references and salary, to THE LAW OF LIBEL.
Messrs . RAPER and ELLMAX, Battle, Sussex .

T AW . - WANTED, a Young Man as Costs
WITH

CLERK and to post up Bill Books, and to Engross

and Copy . Hemust be well able to undertake the former.
THE STATUTES RELATING THERETO, FORMS OF AGREEMENTS BETWEEN AUTHORS,

-- Apply , stating age, references , and salary required , to PUBLISHERS, & c ., AND FORMS OF PLEADINGS.
" X . Y , " Ringwood , Hampshire .

T AW . - WANTED . a Corresponding CLERK By JOHN SHORTT, LL. B ,
who writes Shorthand . - -Apply , stating salary re

quired , to GAMBLE and HARVEY, 1, Gresham -buildings , OF THE MIDDLE TEMPLE, ESQ ., BARRISTER-AT-LAW .
Bashinghall treet .

TAW . - A Solicitor, in a small General
practice. chiefly Conveyancing, requires the services Price 21s., cloth .

of a middle -aged , efficient, and reliable OLERK , willing to
make himself generally useful. - Address (stating age,
salary required , and last situation ) “ Z ., " Witherby' s , LONDON : HORACE COX, 10, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W .C .
Newman ' s-court. Cornhill, London ,

TAW . - The Services of a thoroughly able
and experienced Conveyancing CLERK are required Now ready, 12mo., price 128. 6d .,hy & West -end Firm . - Apply, stating previous engagements

and salary expected , to " M . P ., " care of Mr. Boyle , S6 ,
southampton -buildings, W .C . THE

T AW . - COUNTRY. - WANTED , a CLERK D LA
U who can draw ordinary drafts , engross deeds, and is

willing to make himself generally useful. Must write a good
hand. - Address, stating salary required, age, and references,

* * A . Z ." (No. 1601 ), 10.Wellington -street, Strand , W . C . (36 & 37 VICTORIA ) ;
TAW . - WANTED, by a Firm of Solicitors

of extensive practice in the country , & Gentleman WITH

who is a really good Conveyancer , and fully competent to
undertake any ordinary business of the office, with or with INTRODUCTIONS, NOTES, TABLES OF STATUTES REPEALED AND SUBJECTS ALTERED ,
out supervision . - Apply by letter, to " P .," Messrs .
Wodderspoon and Shawe, 7, Serle-street, Lincoln's -inn , LISTS OF LOCAL AND PERSONAL AND PRIVATE ACTS AND A COPIOUS INDEX .
London .

I AW . - WANTED immediately for the
U North of England, a CLERK who has been ac Edited by W . PATERSON , Esq .,

customed to County Justice room business . None but ex Barrister -at-Law .
perienced clerks need apply . First-class references re

quired . Apply, with particulars as to age and salary re

quired , to Messrs . CARR and Co ., Law Stationers, New

castle -on- Tyne. CONTENTS :

AW . - WANTED , in a Conveyancing Once , | Table of Enactments Repealed . Vagrant Act Amendment Act . Expiring Laws Continuance Act .
L a good Engrossing and General CLERK . Hemust Table of Principal Subjects Altered. The Cathedral Acts Amendment Act . Railways Regulation Act .

write well and qnickly , be fully competent to makeout trust Tithe Commutation Acts Amendment Merchant Shipping Acts Amendment
and executorship accounts withoutsupervision , and to take SESSION 1873 - 36 & 87 VICTORIA . Act. Act .
charge of the office books, Kain ' s system . - Address, stating Endowed Schools (Address ) Act Government Annuities Act. Elementary Education Act.
age, salary required , and references, to “ Lex , " Post-office Income Tax Assessment Act. Regulation of Railways Act . Endowed Schools Act (1880 ) Amend
Nottingham . Bastardy Laws Amendment Act. Places of Worship Sites Act. ment Act .

Custody of Infants Act . Prison Officers Superannuation (Ire Slave Trade (Consolidation ) Act.
T AW .- WANTED, in a Solicitor's Office in Marriages (Ireland ) Act. land ) Act. Gas and Water Works Facilities Act

North Wales, a CLERK (not articled ) , to conduct Customs and Inland Revenue Act . Intestates ' Widowsand Children Act. ( 1870 ) Amendment Act .

the Conveyancing and Common Law Business , under the Poor Allotments Management Act. MedicalAct (University of London ) Turnpike Acts Continuance, & c ., Act .
super vision of the Principal, and to make himself generally Matrimonial Causes Amendment Act . Extradition Act . Statute Law Revision Act.

useful. A knowledge of the Welsh language is essential. Municipal Corporations Evidence Act. Supreme Court of Judicature Act.

Apply, stating age , salary expected , previous engagements, County Debentures Act. Agricultural Children Act. List of Local and Personal Acts .
and with references as to qualifications and character , to Crown Lands Act . Revising Barristers Act . Private Acts .
" H ., " care of Messrs. Waterlow , Birchin -lane, London , The Fairs Act. Salmon Fishery Act.

T AW . - WANTED , by the Head of a Firm in LONDON : HORACE COX, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND.
U extensive practice in the Country , a trustworthy and

experienced CLERK of wood address, to take up Convey

ancing and Chancery , matters of general business, and to
relieve him from detail and continuous attention thereto
which his engagements prevent him from giving personally .
Must be a neat writer and good correspondent. The situs
tion would be a permanent and comfortable one to a suit SECOND EDITION , Price 6s.,
able clerk . - Address, stating age , previous experience , situa

tions held , and salary required to " A . A ." (No. 1601 ), 10 ,
Wellington-street, Strand, W . O .

OF

In post 8vo., price 6s. 6d.,

PRACTICAL STATUTES OF THE SESSION 1873

MUNICIPAL ELECTION PETITIONS.

INCLUDING THE

THE LAW AND PRACTICE

THE ARTS OF READING ,WRITING ,NG MUNICIPAL REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS,

AND SPEAKING :
PRACTICE UPON MUNICIPAL ELECTION PETITIONS.

LETTERS TO A LAW STUDENT.

BY EDWARD W . cox, Serjeant -at- Law. By THOMAS WILLIAM SAUNDERS, Recorder of Bath.

LONDON : HORACE COX, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND, W .C.

AT BIRCHIN LANE. 1740 — 1873.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS .

" He lays down rules which every studentmust appreciate,
and he adduces examples that cannot fail to make a lasting
impression." - Lincoln Mercury .

" Instructions remarkable for their sound common sense .”
- The Sun .

LAW Times Office, 10 .Wellington -street , Strand , W . C .

COX' S LAW OF

JOINT-STOCK COMPANIES.
The' SEVENTH EDITION of the

TAW OF JOINT STOCK COMPANIES
AND OTHER ASSOCIATIONS ; comprising the

whole of the New Law relating to the Abandonment of
Railways and the Winding -up of Railway Companies ,

as contained in the Statutes relating to Joint- Stock
Companies, the General Orders and Rules of the Court
of Chancery, and Decisions of the Courts of Law and
Equity ; together with the Industrial and Provident
Societies Acts , and County Court Orders thereon , the Stan .
naries Act and Rules, with Notes as to theMode of Proce.

dure under them . By EDWARD W . COX , Serjeant-at
Law , Recorder of Portsmouth . Seventh Edition , by
CHARLES J . O 'MALLEY, LL . B . . Barrister -at- Law , o !

the Middle Temple.

Price 21s. cloth ,

London : LAW TIMES Omice, 10,Wellington-street, Strand. "

WITHERBY & CO .,

Law and General

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, AND LITHOGRAPHERS,

Have removed to more commodious Premises in

NEWMAN 'S COURT, CORNHILL .

Steam Printing Works - Middle Row Place, Holborn .
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Just published , price £l 118. 6d.,

THE SECOND EDITION

OF

DORIA AND MACRAE'S

NEW EDITION OF SAUNDERS'S LAW OF
BASTARDY.

THE LAW and PRACTICE of AFFILIA .
TION , containing the Bastardy Law Amendment

Acts 1872 and 1878 , the New Forms just issued by the Local
Government Board , and all the Decisions upon the subject.
By THOMAS W . SAUNDERS, Barrister-at-Law , Recorder
of Bath . Sixth Edition . Price 6s, 6d ., cloth .

London : LAW TIMES Office , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand

Now ready. SECOND EDITION .
DOUND THE TABLE ; or, Notes on
N Cookery and Plain Recipes, with a Selection of Bills

of Fare . B " The G 0 ."
This work in an attempt to popularise the leading prin .

ciples of Continental Cookery , and to show how , in an econo
mnically -conducted household , a succession ofagreeable Bills
of Fare can be provided . All its recipes have been tested by
experience , and are so given as to be intelligible of them
selves, the object being not so much to provide a volume of
reference for a professed cook as to explain how , with ordi.
nary resources , an artistic dinner can be produced . Pub
lished in one vol., post 8vo ., pp . 300, price os., free by post
Es . Bd .

LAW AND PRACTICE IN BANKRUPTCY;
UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF

THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict. c. 71) ; THE DEBTOR'S
ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict, 0. 62) ;

AND THE

BANKRUPTCY REPEAL AND INSOLVENT COURT ACT, 1869
(32 & 33 VICT. C. 83).

AND ALL THE CASES AND DECISIONS OF ALL THE COU RTS DOWN TO THE
PRESENT TIME.

By A . A . DORIA , of Lincoln 's Inn, Esq., B . C . L ., Barrister -at-Law .

CONTENTS:

CHAP. I. - THE COURT OF BANKRUPTCY , CHAP . XV. OF THE RIGHTS , DUTIES, AND LIABILITIES OF

Beci. THE TRUSTEE .
1. Preliminary observations. Sect.

2. The Bankruptcy Repeal and Insolvent Court Act, 1. Generally.
1869 . 2. As regards the appointment of a solicitor .

3. The Debtors' Act, 1889 . 3. To collect and realise the bankrupt's estate .
4 . The Bankruptcy Act, 1869 .

CHAP . XVI. - OF THE BANKRUPT's ESTATE .
CHAP. II.- OF THE COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, 1. Effects of Bankruptcy in relation to the interest of

1. Preliminary . creditors .
2 . Abolition of existing courts. 2. What passes to the trustee.
3 . Provisions for winding -up pending business .

CHAP. XVII.- OF REPUTED OWNERSHIP .
CHAP . III - CONSTITUTION AND DIVISION OF THE COURT.
1. Generally. CHAP. XVIII. - OF TRANSACTIONS NOT AFFECTED BY
2 . The London Bankruptcy Court. BANKRUPTCY.

3 . The localbankruptcy courts , 1 " rotection of certain transactions with the bankrupt4 . The buildings. personally .
2 . Protection of certain transactions relating to the

CHAP. IV . - JURISDICTION OF THE COURT. disposition of the bankrupt' s property .
1 . Generally . 3 . Of fraudulent preference.
2 . The London Court of Bankruptcy . 4 . Of warrants of attorney, cognovits , & c .
3 . The local bankruptcy courts .
4 . The procedure and practice. CHAP. XIX . --REALIZATION OF THE BANKRUPT'S ESTATE.
5 . Of appeals. 1 . Generally .
6 . The sittings of the court . 2. To carry on the business of the bankrupt for the bene7 . Of fees and stamps. fit of the creditors .

CHAP V. - The PBRSONS LIABLE TO BECOME BANKRUPT. 8 . To bring or defend actions, & c .
To realise the estate.

1. Generally . 5 . To exercise powers vested in the bankrupt.
2. Persons liable as traders . 6 . To mortgage or pledge the estate for paymentof debts.
3 . Non -traders . 7 . To accept a composition or general scheme of arrange

ment.
CHAP. VI. - OF ACTS OF BANKRUPTCY , 8 . To divide property amongst creditors.

1 . Generally .
2. Enumeration of. CHAP. XX . - THE PROOF OF DEBTS AND PAYMENT IN FULL

i . wuen aid before whom debts may be proved .
CUAP VIT. - OF PROCEEDINGS TO OBTAIN ADJUDICATION , 2. By whom debts may be proved .

1 . Generally 3 . How debtsmay be proved .

2 . The petition . 4 . What acbts may be proved .

3 . Service of petition .
4. Consequence of presenting petition . CHAP. XXI. - OF THE AUDIT AND DIVIDEND .
5 . Proceedings upon the petition . Of the audit .

2 . Of the dividend .
CHAP. VIII. - THE HEARING AND ADJUDICATION , 3 . Of staying a dividend.

1 . Generally .
2 . Where the debtor does not appear .

CHAP. XXII. - OLOSE OF THE BANKRUPTCY AND RELEASE

3 . Where the creditor does not appear . OF THE TRUSTEE,

4 . Where neither party appears. 1 . Close of the bankruptcy.
5 . Showing cause against adjudication , 2 . Release of the trustee.
8 . Of the adjudication .
7. Ofappeal against adjudication.

CHAP. XXIII. - OF ANNULLING THE ADJUDICATION AND ITS
C5XSEQUENCES .

CHAP. IX . - THE CONSEQUENCES OF ADJUDICATION , CHAP. XXIV . - OF LIQUIDATION BY ARRANGEMENT,
As regards the bankrupt's property . 1 . Of the petition ,

2 Asregards the bankrupt himself . 2 . The appointment of a receiver and manager, and of
injunction .

CHAP X . - OF THE MEETING OF CREDITORS 3 . Firstmeeting and proceedings thereat.
1. Generally. 4 . Registration of the resolution and its consequences .
2 . Of the first generalmeeting . 5 . Of the trustee, his rights and duties.
S . Ofproceedings at first meeting . 6 . Of the dividend .
4 . Of generalmeetings . 7 . Discharge of the debtor.

8 . Close of the liquidation, and release of the trustee .
CHAP. XI. - OF THE APPOINTMENT OF THE TRUSTEE

CHAP. XXV. - OF ARRANGEMENT BY COMPOSITION .1 . Who may vote in the appointment of trustee .
2 . Whomay be appointed trustee. CRAP . XXVI. - OF EVIDENCE ,
8 . As to the number of trustees.
4 . The appointment of trustee and his confirmation . 1 . Written evidence,
5 . The rejection by the court of the trustee appointed by 2 . Oral evidence .

the creditors . 3. Privileged communications.
6 . The resignation , death, or removal ofthe trustee. CHAP. XXVII. - OF THE SOLICITOR .

CHAP XII. - OF THE COMMITTEE OF INSPECTION , ITS 1 . Generally.
POWERS AND DUTIES. 2 . Rights, duties, and authorities of the solicitor.

1 . Of the appointment of the committee of inspection . CHAP. XXVIII.- OF Costs.
2 . The powers and duties of the committee of inspection . 1. Generally .

2 . Taxation of costs ,
CHAP. XIII. - OF THE PUBLIC EXAMINATION OF THE 8 . The solicitor' s lien for his costs,

BANKRUPT, 4 . Mode of enforcing payment of costs .

CRAP. XIV . - DISCHARGE OF THE BANKRUPT. CHAP. XXIX .- OF OFFENCES IN BANKRUPTCY.
1. Grant, refusal, c : suspension of order of discharge. 1 . Generally.
2 . Errect of, when granted 2 . Of contempts .
3 . Status of undischarged bankrupt . 3 . oi offences strictly so called.

" A little vol. of 300 pages does not profess to be exhaustive
Nor is ' Round the Table ' a cookery book in the ordinary
sense of the word ; it is rather a book for the mistress of
the household to read and ponder. Apart from the recipes ,
many of which are nery and originai- all of which are so
carefully explained , that nothing but deliberate perversity
can make the cook go wrong, and each one of which has
been used in The G . O .'s ' own kitchen - the value of the
wark is in its wrinkles.' . And there are also a
hundred little bits of advice of which the British cook is in
Eore need , and which , trivial as theymay appear, are yet very
vojnable." -- Obrerver , 22nd Sept 1872.

" The G . C . ' makes a tour of the dining table, and dwells
artistically on all the methods by which food ismade pleas
ing to the senses and conducive to social entertainment. . .
* The G . O !' presents us with one of the best treatises on the
art of dining that we have met with . . . . ' The G . O ' sup
plies a full, intelligible, and vivacious exposition of the
various steps in cookery ; of how to make broths, for in
stance, for the healthy and for the invalid ; of the mysteries
of boiling, frying and roasting; of the proper treatment of
vegetables , . . . . " - Lancet, July 20, 1872.

" This book is a serviceable contribution to the literature
of the kitchen , presenting the reader with many very valu
abie suggestionswith regard to the art of cookery , all of
which seem to be the result of practical experience. .
Tae duties of host and hostess, the method of managing
ervants on special occasions, theway to manage a dinner
party , and all the other et-ceteras of custom which polite
dinner -giving and dinrer -taking society are expected to
conform to , are laid down with as much precision as the
rules of Hoyle 's games." -- Bradford Obsercer .

London : HORACE Cox , 346, Strand, W . O .
Now ready, Post 8vo ., price 7s . 6d., with Eleven Dlustra

tions, on toned paper.

TTNASKED APVICE : A SERIES of
U ARTICLES on HORSES and HUNTING, re

printed from " The Field.” By " IMPECUNIOSUS. "
CONTENTS.

The Lady's Horse. “ Handfuls. ”
Varieties of the Horse : The Season of the Year.
The Arab, The Slable in a Frost .
The Barb . New Brooms.
The Racehorse. How Sport is Spoiled .
The Light Weight Hunter , The Charlier Shoe .
The Weight - carrying Economical Sport .
Hunter . Restiveness and Vice.

The Park Hack . The “ Screw ."
The Cob . The Hunter at Home.
The Charger . Use and Show .
The Covert Hack . Light Horse .
The Harness Horse. Stable Reforms,

ILLUSTRATIONS.

The " Teapot.” The Waterproof Coat.
Position of Bridle Hand. Common Position in the
Making the Most of a Star 1 Trot.

gazer . | “ A Wide Place on the other
The Tro . Bide .”
'the Canter. The Arab.
I'he " Laa " .wno Rides in Light Weight and Heavy

I etticoats." Weight Hunters.
" The title of tnis volume is so eccentric that the reader

will be the more readily induced to peruse its pages, when
no will find in them that which will fully justily it, and
prove that the advice should be given with or without
consent. To lady equestrians, or gentlemen in the habit of
keeping studs, large or small, the instructions contained
therein will be found very advantageous to adopt. There
are hundreds of ladies who ride to perfection , but there are
some to whom such hints as are here given , might be the
means of improvement. A lady's seat upon horseback is
so purely an artificial and acquired position , that unless by
a fortunate ' fluke, ' no lady can teach herself, and, as in
everything else, bad habits can be acquired - to get rid of
which is a totally differentmatter . Hence the reason why
So much attention is devoted to ' The Lady' s Horse . The
author also deals extensively with the different classes o
horses - from the Arab, the acknowledged ancestor, founder ,
in fast, of race horses, to the animalwho carries thebarness .
' Stable Reforms, ' The Seasons of the Year, ' & c . , serve to
render Unasked Advice ' an oracle which ought to be very
liberally consulted . There are numerous engravings of
horses and their riders, which give additional interest to the
work ." -- The Western Laily Mercury , Dec . 30th , 1872,

" Here are practical hints in abundance, written in a
gossiping style, upon a large number of subjects connected
with riding, both for lading and gentiemen , extending from
tho most minute particulars of position in riding and the
proper management of a horse in the Row ' or the hunting
field , up to suggestions for its training and stable treate
ment. Eleven engravings give additional force to the re
marks of the writer by illustrating his arguments and point
inx ont defects which it is desirable to avoid , -Wstern
Hampshire Independent, Dec . 28th 1872 .

London : FIELD Office , 846 . Strand, W . C .

THE DIAMOND DIGGINGS OF SOUTH
AFRICA & Personal and Practical Acoount. By

CHARLES A PAYTON , “ SARCELLE" of The Field . With
a Brief Notice of THE NEW GOLD FIELDS. With
Map, large post Svo ., price 68 .

Part 1 . - General Account of the Diamond Fields.
Part II. - Routes to the Fields.
Part III. - Sketches of Life and Character on the Fields.
Part IV . - My Diary at the Dry Diggings .
Pert V . - The Gold Fieids.

THE wonderful discoveries of the year 1871 , far surpassing
in richness everything that had gone before, and proving the
South African Diggings to be no risky speculation , no
exaggerated humbug, but a source of great profit - nay, often
of immense wealth , to industrious and persevering diggers
have naturally caused (not only in the Cape Colony, but in
Europe, Australia , and America ) an all-pervading interest
in these Fields , and a constantly increasing demand for re
liable information ,

London : " FIELD" Ofe, 846, Strand, w .c .

LONDON :
“ LAW TIMES ” OFFICE , 10 , WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND, W . C .
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THE FIELD,
Country Gentleman 's Newspaper,
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Published this day, Royal 12m0., price el 11s. 6d ., cloth . LORD CHIEF JUSTICE DENMAN . STEVENS AND SONS, 119, Chancery-lane,
DOSCOE' S DIGEST of the LAW of On the 13th instant, in Two Volumes. 8vo., with Two Por.

tra te, price 329. cloth . LONDON ,
U EVIDENCE in CRIMINAL CASES . Eighth edi. MEMOIR of THOMAS FIRST LORD LAW BOOKS PURCHASED OR VALUED .

tion . By HORACE SMITH , Esq ., Barrister -at- Law .
London : STEVENR and Sox , 119 , Chancery-lane ; H . SWEET, I DENMAN, formerly Lord Chief Justice of England .

Published Nov. Ist,By Sir JOSEPH ARNOULD , B . A ., K . B ., late Judge ofS . Chancery -lane, and W . MAXWELL and Sox, 20, Fleet
street . the High Court of Bombay. THE LAWYER' S COMPANION for 1874

London : LOXGMANS, GREEX, and Co., Paternoster -row ,
Imperial 16mo., cloth , extra gilt edges, 5s , Printed on L (twenty - eighth annual issue) containing a Diary ,

thick Toned Paper. London and Provincial Law Directory , Tables of Costs ,

THE CHASE , a Poem by WILLIAM
THE LAW ALMANACK for 1874, price 9d . Legal Time Tables, an Outline of the Judicature Act, Cases

Publisbed by THOLAS Scorr, Warwick .court, Holborn ; affecting Attorneys , & c . Edited by JOHN THOMPSOX,
I SOMERVILLE, Illustrated with nine Steel Engra. I SOTTABY & Co . Paternoster- rów : PEACOCK. Salisbury. Esq ., of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law .

vings, by John Scott. square ; and sold by all Law Booksellers and Stationers. The work is strongly bound in cloth , and may be had se
London : WILLIAM TEGc, Pancras lane, Cheapside. under :

Christmas Decoration of Churches. 8vo , price 6s. cloth .
1 . Plain , two days on a page ... ... ... .THE LAND TAX OF INDIA , according toM HE MODE OF DECORATING 2 . Plain , two days on a page, Interleaved i

the Mootmundan Law , Second Edition , with a new
1 CHURCHES ATCHRISTMAS and on other FESTIVE Attendances ... ... .

Introductory Essay on the Leading Principles of the Tax,OCCASIONS. with Illustratione. Third Edition . By the 8 . Ruled with faint lines , and with or withont
its Application to British Inria, and Effects on the Tenure

Rev.EDWARD L . CUTTS , B . A . P ice 4s. 6d ., cloth by _money columns, two days on a pase ...... . ... ...
of Lard , and the Condition of the Ryots and Zemindars. By

post sd . extra . May be had of all booksellers. 4 . Ruled with faint lines, and with or without
N . B . E , BAILLIE .

London : HORACE Cox , 19, Wellington -street, Strand , W . O . money columns, two days on a page , Inter
London : SMITH , ELDER, and Co., 15, Waterloo -place. leaved for Attendances ... ...

Price 1s., by post Is. 2d . 5 . Whole page for each day , plain ..
TAW MAGAZINE and REVIEW .DEAUTIES of FRENCH LITERATURE 6 . Whole page for each day, plain , Interleaved for

December. 28. 1. Illustrations of our Judicial Sys Attendances ... ... .. .
A Translation into English , by JAMES LOWE, of tem , by W . F . Finlason ; 2. Lew of International Copy. 7 . Whole page for each day, ruledwith faint lines ,

thememoirsand letters of Madame de Sévigné and Madame right, by Thomas Webster , Q . C . ; 3 , Brussels International and with or withoutmoney columns
la Duchesse D 'Orleans. Juridical Congress ; 4 , Belligerent Rights 18 Regards 8 . Whole page for each day, ruled with faint lines .

London : HORACE Cox , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, W .C . Neutrals ; 5 , Notes on Old Bow -street ; 6 , the Law Officers and with or without money coluans, Inter
of the Crown, & c . leaved for Attendances .... .. . . ... 10 6

QOLICITOR' S CASE BOOK . - A Cash Book Moxk , 81A, Fleet -street . 9 . Ruled with faint lines ,withoutmoney colntons,
for Use of Solicitors, showing at a glance receipts and a week at an opening ... ... .

payments on cash accouns, bank account, business account, On December 13th will be published , price 1s.. “ We regard this book as an article indispensable in every

and private account. Price, with explanation , in sheets , olicitor' s office. " - lam Journal, Nov . ll, 1870.

38. 6d . per quire , or bound in extra forril, of the following THE " The Lawyer's Companion is indeed , what it is called ,
thickness : one quire , 108. ; two quires, 135. hd. ; three for it combines everything required for reference in the

CHRISTMAS DOUBLE NUMBERquires, 178 . ; four quires, £l is . ; five quires, £l 5s . ; six lawyer ' s office ." - Lar Times, Dec. 3 , 1870 .

quires, ki gs .
The author says : “ It is very simple , and with a little

London : STEVENS and Sons, 119, Chancery-lane.OF
attention it will be found to work well; I have long proved
it to do so .". May be obtained direct , or through any book

DLMER 'S PRACTICE IN LUNACY (New

seller by order . U Edition ), adapted to " The Lunacy Regulation Acts
London : H . Cox, 10, Wellington -street, Strand , W . C . 1853 and 1862, " with Scheduleand Notes of Cases and recent

CONTAINING decisions ; Duties of Committees of the person and estates

TUSTICES' CLERKS ACCOUNTS. A of Lunatics ; Forms, Costa, Statutes, General Orders, and a
A Beautiful Chromo-Lithograph Plate, entitled, full Index , Price 21s ., cloth .

Journaland Cash Book , prepared by Mr. GEORGE
C . OKE, of the Mansion House, London , for Justices ' “ FEEDING THE ROBINS," London : STEVENS AXD Sons, 119, Chancery -lane.
Clerks' Account of Fees received by them . The headings
are : Date - Subject of Entry - Fees earned - Fees debited Two Full-page Engravings of THE LEGAL and GENERAL DIARY and.

in Ledger - Leiger Folio - Current fees received - Fines, MRS. SIDDONS AS THE TRAGIC MUSE COUNTY COURT3 GUIDE for 1874.
fees , & c ., credited - Ledger folio -- Fines, fees, & c ., repaid New EDITIOXS .
Office expenses , Prices : One quire , 58. ; two quires, Ss. ; (After Sir JOSHUA REYNOLDS), No .

three quires, 118. ; four quiren , 14 . ; five quires, 178. ; six 1 . Page a day ... ...
quires, 20s . ; half-bound, or in sheets unbound' 33. per AND 2. Ditto ( Diary and Calendar only )
quire. 8 . Half -page a day ...

London : H . Cox, 10 , Wellington -street, Strand. MRS. BILLINGTON AS ST. CECILIA 4 . Dit : o (Dia y and Calendar only )

(After Sir JOSHUA REYNOLDS). 5 . Week at an opening ....
R . Ditto ( Diary and Calendar only )

PORTRAITS OF TWENTY ENGLISH LADIES OF Ruled with faint blue lines, with or without cash columns.
THE THE PRESENT DAY, demy8vo ., superior thick paper.

Eminent in Philanthropy. Literature,and Art. Printed and published by Evisox and BRIDGE,
90, Chancery -lane.

Illustrations and Practical Directions for making two
OY entirely new laces - Embroidered Lace and Yak Lace . In . EVISON & BRIDGE,

structions for Decorating Churches at Christmas. Illus.
trations of the latest Paris Fashions in Dinner, Ball , 22 & 31, CHANCERY-LANE , LONDON .

CONTAINS : Promenade, and Afternoon Toilettes .
An Old - fashioned Virtue . LAW STATIONERS AND PRINTERS,
The Law of Warranty ofHorres. REVIEWS OF CHRISTMAS BOOKS, PUBLISHERS OF
The Anproaching Smirhtield Show .
Special Reports of Birmingham Cattile , Poultry , and WITH TWENTY ILLUSTRATIONS. BANKRUPTCY, CONVEYANCING ,

Dog Shows COMMON LAW , PROBATE , and
Amusements for Christmas (acting charade, & c .) . ChristMedicines and Poisons. CHANCERY, GENERAL FORMS.

Brigg, Bridekirk , and other Coursing Meetings. mas Fare , Christmas Stories, & c . & c . EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LITHOGRAPHY. &
Principal Two- year-Old Races of 1878. OFFICE, 845, STRAND . EXECUTED WITH DESPATCA ,
Hunting Notes from Leicestershire , Ireland, & c. . Catalogues forwarded post - free .
The New South African Goldt Sields. Now ready, price 1s., free by post 1s. 21d .,
Emigrant Fields of North America .
The Preservation of Coarse Fish . THE R U R A LA L M A NAC
Meetings of Salmon Fishery Boards. STUDEN LIBRARY
The Grouse Disease in Former Days. AND
Bicycle Race - Man v . Horae . FOR

Cambridge University Canoe Club Races . SPORTSMAN'S ILLUSTRATED CALENDAR Art Students , ProfessionalStudents of all
The largest Break on Record at Billiards . For 1874, Divinity Students, Kinde ,

Athletic Sports at Oxford and Cambridge. Examination Stude Science Students, and
Rambles in Search of Shells . Law Students , General Students of every
Oxford and Cambridge University Boat Clubs, The Letterpress consists of Medical Students, description .
Planting of Young Vines . Lists ofHounds,their Masters, Whips, Kennels, & c. Will be OPENED on the 1st of JANUARY next. The
Amateur Farining Clubs and their Club Houses . LIBRARY is ESTABLISHED for the convenience of all
York Fat Stock Show . Yachts and their Stations, Commodore, Vice -Commodore, Students , in Town or Country , who desire to carry on their
Football,Golf, Cards, Chess, Yachting, & c., & c . Secretaries, & c ., with the Winning Yachts for the Year Stndies at times and places chosen by themselves.

Price 6d . By post, 6td . 1873 . SUBSCRIPTION , for one volume at a time, ONE
Chambers of Agriculture, GUINEA a Year.

FIELD OFFICE. 346 . STRAND , LONDON .Wr. Epitomeof Acts of Parliament passed relating to Country A Reading Room will be opened to Subscribers, at One
Gentlemen . Guinea a Year, or 28 . a Month Extra,

Prospectuses, and other information , will be supplied by
SEVENTEEN FULL-PAGE ENGRAVINGS. “ Librarian , ” care of Messrs . Harwar, Furnival's - inn ,

London , E . O .
THE LADY' S NEWSPAPER ,

And a vast amount of Information relating to the Farm , SOLICITOR ' S DIARY
Stable, Hunting . Country House, Garden , Natural His Now Ready .

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 6 . tory, the Government and Government Offices, Rates of Medium Svo ., page to a day.
Postage, and other matters usually looked for in an

CONTAINS : TABLES OF STAMPS, by AUTÉORITY.Almanac.
The Wreck of the Ville du Havre . Price 3s.

London : HORACE Cox, 346 , Strand, W . C .
Ladies as Elementary Schoolmistresses . Of any Bookseller or Newsyender .

Holland House , with Illustrations. ROBERT KERR, 81. Chancery -lane. London .
BOOKS FOR ARTICLED CLERKS.

Portraits of T . I . H . Princes Paul and Sergius, Sons of DIARIES FOR 1874 .Sent free by post on receiving price of Book .the Czar of Russia .
The Balearic Islands, with Illustrations. LECTURE delivered before the Hull Law THE LAW and COMMERCIAL DAILY
“ In that State of Life." REMEMBRANCER , fifty -third year of publication ,
The Tichborne Case. Students' Society on the Course of Reading for the

Final Examinations of the Incorporated Law Society . now ready, containing a Copious Diary for the Year, a
Causerie de Paris .

By Dr. ROLLIT . Price 2s , Large Amount of Useful Information , Instructions as to
Five o 'clock Tea . Accounts to be Rendered by Executors and I rastees of
National Cat Show at Birmimingham . Wills, & o., List of Railways, & c., Tables of tampa,

THE ARTICLED CLERK ' S HANDBOOK , Assessed and Income Taxes, and various other useful
Tables ; an Analysis of the Public Acts, and Table of Local

COLOURED PLATE OF 1 containing a Course of Study for the Preliminary , and Personal Acts of Last Session .
Intermediate , and Final Examinations of Articled Clerks . Prices, either plain or ruled , from 38 . upwards.

LATEST PARIS FASHIONS. and the Books to be read , & c ., being a Complete Guide to London : Duxx and Duxcax , 9 , Fleet -street.
the Candidate 's Successful Examination and Admission .
By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq ., Author of the “ Digest

DRESS AND FASHION : The Parisian Fashions (from our of Examination Questions ." Fourth Edition . ByGEORGE
own Correspondent). - Promenade and Walking Costumes ; EDE AND SON ,BADHAM , Esq ., Solicitor. This is designed as an Appendix
Fashionable Outdoor, Promenade, and Carriage Toilettes ; to the " Answers to the Examination Questions." Price
Striped Satin , Grey Poplin , Silk , and Diagonal Cloth Petti. 9s. cloth .
coats ; Cloth and Velvet Confections ; Costumes, & c ., with
Illustrations. ROBE MAKERS
THE WORK TABLE. - Knitted Hoods : Trimmings for A DIGEST of the EXAMINATION

Underlinen ; Borders for Jackets ; Border < ; Square A QUESTIONS in Common Law , Conveyancing, and
Cushion ; Square ; Insertion , & c ., with Illustrations, Equity, from the commencement of the Examinations in By Special Appointment
THE HOUSEWIFE. - Moving House ; Notes and Queries ; 1836 to Hilary Term , 1872, with ANSWERS ; also themode TO HER MAJESTY . THE LORD CHANCELLOR ,

Answers, Cuisine : Words in Season ; Notes and Queries, ofproceeding, and directions to be attended to at the Ex The Whole of the Judicial Bench ,
Answers. amination . By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq .. Author of Corporation of London , & c .

The Drama. Music and Musicians. Gazette des Dames . " The Articled Clerk ' s Handbook . " Seventh Edition , by
The Tourist . The Library. Pastimes. The Exchange, GEORGE BADHAM , Esq ., Solicitor . Price 16s, cloth .
Personal. The Boudoir. Court Chronicle, Society . SOLICITORS' AND REGISTRARS' GOWNS.
Obituary . BARRISTERS' AND QUEEN ' S COUNSELS ' DITTO
Notes and Queries on Dress, Work, Music, and other T EGAL MAXIMS, with Observations and

subjects usefuland interesting to Ladies.
All the Fashionable intelligence of theWeek . U Cases. In Two Parts . Part I. _ One Hundred

Maxims, with Observations and Cases, Part II. Eight CORPORATION ROBES.
May be had of News Agents, Booksellers, and at the Rail

Hundred Maxim , with Translations.way Stalls .
UNIVERSITY AND CLERGY GOWNS, & c.By GEORGE

Price 6d ; Post Free, 6 } d . FREDERICK WHARTON ,Attorney -at-Law . Price 108. 60 . Established 1689.cloth .

OFFICE : 346 , STRAND, LONDON, W .C . H . Cox, 10, Wellington -street, Strand. 84, CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON .

THE QUEEN ,
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All sizes Guide to
of every self

Class, for measure

OLD FALCON HOTEL , EAST-STREET, SAMUEL BROTHERS, 50 , LUDGATE- THE NEW SYSTEM OF BUYING A

TOWN PIER ,GRAVESEND . D HILL, LONDON ,MERCHANT TAILORS, BOYS'
Public and private dining roomsfacing the river. OUTFITTERS, & c . HOUSE WITHOUT MONEY.
Bed and breakfast one guinea per week , and dinners at

an equally moderate tariff . SAMUEL BROTHERS' vast Stock (the
Special arrangements for board and lodging, weekly or largest in London ) is divided into Nine Classes.

monthly , on reduced terms. Each piece of cloth and every garment is marked
W . SKILLETER . Proprietor. the class to which it belongs, and the price in plain 29 AND 30 , SOUTHAMPTON.BUILDINGS,

figures .

SOLICITORS, Students, and Witnesses, can
CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON .

be ACCOMMODATED very reasonably at the NEW AUTUMN FABRICS. Price List.
BEAUFORT HOTEL , within a few minutes' walk of all
the Principal Law Courts. Large parties at a great reduc MOST PERSONS ARE FAMILIAR with
tion , Gentlemen can have a business or private address, AUTUMN SUITS . AUTUMN COATS. IV what is known asthe " THREE YEARS' SYSTEM "
and their correspondence forwarded. - 14 and 15 Beaufort of the Pianoforte Makers, by which anyone who Hires an

buildings , Strand . Instrument and pays the Hire for that period , becomes the

ASS
ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE . Pre

KINAHAN ' S LL WHISKY. viously to the introduction of this plan it was almost as
ditheult for those of limited income to buy a good Pianoforte
as to BUY A HOUSE ; und persons vent on year after

This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the year, paying for the Hire of an Instrument, and expended

very as much money as would have bought the Pianoforte
CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES, several times over,

In quality unrivalled , perfectly pure, and more wholesome 30s. 489. 6d. 139.6d . A 175. 6d. 258. 21s . What will hold gocd for Pianofortes will hold good for
than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the red seal, pirk HOUSES : and there aremanywhowould no doubt AVAIL

label, and cork branded “ Kinahan 's LL . Whisky. " - Whole THEMSELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY , if it was

sale Depot, 20, Great Titchfield -street, Oxford -street, W . 428. 498. B 215. 288. 288. at orded them , of becoming

THE OWNER OF A HOUSE
50s . | 575. 575. 1 20s . 38 . 33s. in the sameway as they have already become the owner of

their piazoforte .
**

53s. 618 . |
THE DIRECTORS

68s . D
!!

64s . S3s. 429 .
OF THE

75s. 83s. 50s. 50s . | BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY
HAVE DETERMINED TO AFFORD

818. 918. 86s. F | 455.453. 558 . 553 . THE SAME FACILITIES FOR PURCHASING
HOUSES

91s , 1045 . 99s . 65s. 653 .
As now exist for Buy ng Pianofortes.

A HOUSE being, however , a more expensive article to Pur
chrse than a Pianoforte , the " Three Years' System ” will

1028. | 1128. 1078. H 60s . 70s. 70s. Dot apply , excepting in a very few cases ; so that a MORE
LENGTHENED PERIOD IS NECESSARY over which
the Timeof Hiring must extend .

1168. 130s . 1218 . 703 . 848 . 845. In pursuance of this resolution

THE DIRECTORS HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTS
Patterns Perfect

of All Unap WITH
in

every Cloths proached
styleimme

THE OWNERS OF HOUSES
Classment thoroughly

diate use and

OOOOO sent sent I shrunk . style . In various parts of London,and its Suburbs, by which they
or to free . free. are enabled to afford to the

measure.
Members of the Birkbeck Building

| TRADE MARK . 1 SAMUEL BROTHERS, 50, Ludgate-hill. Society
AND OTHERS

SAMUEL BROTHERS beg to notify to | A very wide CHOICE in the SELECTION beth ofHOUSES
Parents and Guardians that they have just intro and the locality in which they are situated. The l' an upon

22 , FLEET-STREET, LONDON duced a NEW FABRIC for BOYS' and YOUTHS' which the Directors propose to proceed is

CLOTHING that will RESIST any amount of | TO LET THESE HOUSES FOR A PERIOD OF

HARD WEAR . TWELVE-AND- A -HALF YEARS,
(OPPOSITE CHANCERY-LANE).

THE NEW “ WEAR-RESISTING ” At the end of which time, if the Rent be regularly Paid,
The Largest, Cheapest, and BestWine Establishment in FABRICS are manufactured in every style of THE HOUSE

the World , JUVENILE COSTUME.SUIT for a BOY four feet in height, C Class, Will become tire absolute Property of the

THE MOST NOTED VINTAGES , 258 . ; D Class 80s. 6d . Tenant
Price ascending or descending according to size.

WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENT OF ANY KIND.
BY THE GLASS, BY THE BOTTLE, SAMUEL BROTHERS' much admired
BY THE GALLOX , BY THE DOZEN , " Alpine, " " Tyrolese ," " Middy ." and " Jack Tar

IN ALL CASES

Suits for Young Gentlemen (designs registered ) can
AND BY THE CASK ,

POSSESSION OF THE HOUSEonly be obtained at their Establishment, 50, Lud .
gate- hill. WILL BE GIVEN

AT WHOLESALE PRICES; FW AUTUMN FABRICS. Price List. WITHOUT ANY IMMEDIATE OUTLAY IN MONEY,

OrfPacked in Hampers for Races and Picnics BOYS' DEPARTMENT. Exceoting Payment of the Law Charges for the Title
Deeds, wbich in all cases will be restricted to

SUITS.
OVER Five Guineas
UOATS .

BEYOND THIS SMALL SUM

22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON NO PAYMENT OF ANY KIND

(Opposite Chancery-lane).
IS REQUIRED BY THE SOCIETY

BEYOND THE STIPULATED RENT, WHICH MAY
BE PAID EITHER MONTHLY OR QUARTERLY .

THE RENT PAYABLE BY THE TENANT

Includes Ground Rent and Insurance for
the Whole Term .

Although the Number of years for payment of Rent is fixed
at Twelve and -a - Half,

A SHORTER PERIOD MAY BE CHOSEN AT AN

165. 235. 279 6d 11s. – 188.
INCREASED RENTAL,128. Cd.

OR

203. 278 . 928 6d 20s. S03. 209.
A LONGER PERIOD AT A LOWER RENTAL ,168. 6d .

The Termsof which may be ascertained on application to
the Manager .

215. 328. 886. 258 . 22s. 19a.

in

fit .

GREAT CENTRAL WINECELLARS,

HIGH CLASS BOOTS . '
SSY'1O
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8 .150
FIG , 1. FIG . 2.

The normal condition of The perfect form of Shoes.
the Foot . a , b , c, d , Elasticated Leather .

DOWIE AND MARSHALL,
455, WEST STRAND, LONDON ,

(Nearly opposite Northumberland House),
ESTABLISHED 1824 ,

BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS.

ALLEN ' S PORTMANTEAUX,
37, STRAND, LONDON

318. 93s. Consist . 25s .
ing of

Trousers

Sis. 475. 565 . – 6os. 383. Shirt, 30s .

Silk Velvet,
or Jer

sey, Cap,

G 3Ss. 54 . 655. – 708. 129. to 84s. and Belt: 338.
The prices are regulated according to height.

ROYS' SUITS, Accurate Fit .
High class Style.
Durable Materials
Value for Money
Best Workmanship .

NOTED FOR Permanent Colours.
Superior ' l rimmings .
Fashionable Designs .
Gentleinanly Appearance.
Wear-Res.siing Properties ,

THE ADVANTAGES
OF THIS

New System of Purchasing a House,
MAY BE SUMMED UP AS FOLLOWS:

1 . Persons of Limited Income, Clerks, Shopmen , and
others. may, by becoming Tenants of the BIRKBECK

BUILDING SOCIETY , be placed at once in a position of
independence as regards their Landlord .

2. Their RENT CANNOT BE RAISED .

3. They CANNOT BE TURNED OUT OF POSSES.
SION so long as they pay their Rent.

4 . NO FEES or FINES of any kind are chargeable.
5 . They can leave the Houso at any timewithout notice ,

rent being payable only to the timeof giving up possession ,
6 . If circumstances compel them to leave the Houso

before the completion of their Twelve -and - a -Hall Years
Tenancy, they can Sub-let the House for the remainder of
the Term , or they can Transfer their right to another
Tenant.

7 . Finally . NO LIABILITY or RESPONSIBILITY of
anykind is incurred , beyond the Payment of Rentby those
who acquire Houses by this New System .

The BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY have on their
List severalHOUSES, which they are prepared to LET on

the TWELVE -AND - A -HALF YEARS SYSTEM , and in
many cases Immediate Possession may be obtained .

The Terms on which Houses can be placed on this
Register may be obtained on application to

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manageo .

See 999
DRESS BASKETS ,
OVERLAND TRUNKS.

DRESSING CASES ,

DESPATCH BOXES, & c .

NEW CATALOGUE OF 500
ARTICLES. Post Free.

THE NEW ILLUSTRATED BOOK of
FASHIONS, contnins 43 Portraits of Boy Princes
of Europe, English Ministers, Statesmen , and Poli
ticiods, selected from all ranks and parties. Each
Portrait (with brief biographicalmeinoir ) adorns a
figure illustrating the newestand most gentlemanly
styles of costume. Price 6d ., or gratis to purchasers .
Putternsand guide to self-measurement sent free .

& MUEL BROTHERS, 50 , Lulgate-hill,
London , E . C .

ALLEN ' S NEW
DRESSING BAG .

PRIZE MEDAL FOR

GENERAL EXCELLENCE
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THE

LEGAL PRACTITIONERS' SOCIETY .

WHIS SOCIETY has for its object the reform of the existing unsatisfactory state of the Legal Profession .

The want of such a Society has long been felt, and the demand for it hasbeen rendered all the more impera

tive by the recent and the impending legislative changes in our judicial system .

Societies for promoting these changes, as weil as Societies for the amendment of the law itself, already exist.

This Society is of a less ambitious character, and will confine its operations to the reform of abuses in connection

with the Profession only .

Although its basis is thus restricted , it will have no lack of work to perform . Among the many subjects which

are likely to engage its attention may be mentioned the following :

1. To adjust the relations of the two branches of the Legal Profession inter se, as well as in reference to the

Public .

2 . To protect the Legal Profession against the encroachments of unqualified persons.

LINGS . ses ar

Members of the Legal Profession of every degree, whether Barristers or Attorneys-at-Law , Solicitors , Special

Pleaders, Conveyancers, Proctors , Articled Clerks, or Students of the Inns of Court , are eligible for Membership .

Members' Annual Subscription, Five SHILLINGS. The expenses are not likely to be great, and the Subscription has

been fixed at an almost nominal amount, to secure the adhesion of as many Members of the Legal Profession as

possible. Moral influence is much more needed than material aid . Any movement for the reform of the existing

state of the Legal Profession, to be permanently successful, must necessarily proceed from within , and secure the

hearty co -operation and support of both branches of the Profession .

Members of Parliament, and other laymen of distinction, are eligible for the office of Vice-President. The

Annual Subscription of Vice- Presidents is ONE GUINEA. Donors of Five GUINEAS are eligible as Life Vice-Presi .

dents.

Any further information may be obtained from the Hon . Secretary, CHARLES Ford, Esq., at the Office of the

Law Times, 10, Wellington -street, Strand, London , W .C ., to whom all Communications should be addressed by

Members of the Legal Profession desirous of joining the Society . Subscriptions may be paid to the Treasurer ,

W . T . CHARLEY, Esq., D . C .L ., M . P ., 5 , Crown Office-row , Temple, London , E . C . ; or to the Society ' s Bankers, Union

Bank (Chancery -lane Branch ).

N .B . - A Preliminary Meeting was held on Thursday, the 20th of November last , at the Roomsof the Social

Science Association, at which a Resolution was unanimously adopted to establish the Society. The Meeting

adjourned to Wednesday, the 7th January next, at eight o'clock , on which day the attendance of the Profession

generally is earnestly invited . The adjourned meeting will be held at the Rooms of the Social Science Association .

No. 1, Adam -street, Adelphi, London , W . C .

Letters approving of and supporting the formation of the Society have already been received from numerous

Members of the Profession, not only in London, but the Provinces, including Liverpool, Birmingham , Manchester ,

Leeds, Portsmouth, Newcastle, and other large towns.

Prindand published by H RACE Cox at 10 ,Wellington -street, Strand, London , W . C ., in the County of Midlsox. - Satarday, December 6, 1873
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Money ,Wanted and to Lend.

aer .

IT AW PARTNERSHIP. - A Solicitor of ten T AW . - A Gentleman , recently admitted ,
years' standing , and of considerable legal experience, U desires an ENGAGEMENT as Conveyancing and

THE
Ohancery CLERK , or Manager in an office of moderateIMPROVEMENT having recently given up practice desires an ENGAGE-

of LANDED | MENT as Working PARTNER ; minimum remuneration Practice. - Address'. T . N .,” London Institution , FinsESTATES. - The LAND, LOAN , and ENFRAN £800 per annum . - Address “ P . P ., " Messrs . Thompson , bury-circus, E . O .OHISEMENT COMPANY (incorporated by specialAct of Law Stationers, 23, Chancery -lane.
Parliament) ADVANCES MONEY T AW . - SHORTHAND. - WANTED , in a
1st. To the Owners of Settled and other Estates , for TAW PARTNERSHIP. - WANTED , by a U Solicitor's Office in the City, a General OLERK , who

the Erection of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES, U Solicitor (aged 29 ). & Working PARTNERSHIP in writes Shorthand and a good long hand . - Apply by letter ,
and for the DRAINAGE, IRRIGATION , ENCLOSING , with particulars, to " A . A ., " Messrs . Street, Brothers, 5,& Conntry Practice, or a Managing CLERKSHIP with aCLEARING , and general Improvement of LANDED Pro view thereto , or to a Succession to a Practice . - “ Lex ," Serle-street, Lincoln 's-inn- fields, w . C .
perty in any part of the United Kingdom : Messrs. Street Brothers, 5 Serle-street, W . C . TAW . - WANTED, for a well -educated2nd . - To the Owners of Settled Estates in England, for
the ERECTION or COMPLETION of MANSIONS, TAW PARTNERSHIP . - A Solicitor , who | Youth of 17, a SITUATION as Junior CLERK in

STABLES, and OUTBUILDINGS : an officewhere hewill have good supervision , and an oppor.
is a good Conveyancer, energetic, and well-connected , tunity of progress. Writes a good hand, and is willing to

3rd . - To Landowners generally , to enable them to sub wishes to PURCHASE & SHARE to produce from £500 to make himsell generally useful. - Apply to J . L . KITON ,

scribe for Shares in Companies for the CONSTRUCTION £800 per annum . Town or country. - ex, ” Messrs. Lay | Solicitor, Beaminster, Dorset.
of RAILWAYS and NAVIGABLE CANALS, which will tons, 150, Fleet -street.
beneficially affect their Estates : T AW - A Gentleman (Passed, but not yet.

4th . - TO INCUMBENTS , for the Improvement of their TAW PARTNERSHIP or PRACTICE.- - A U Admitted ) seeks at the end of December, primarily a
GLEBE LANDS, by Drainage, and the Erection of FARM young So'icitor, of great practical experience, good Conveyancing, Conveyancing and Chancery, or Chancery
BUILDINGS and COTTAGES : connection , and who can introduce business, desires to CLERKSHIP, with opportunity of acquiring experience in

5th . - To COPYHOLDERS for the ENFRANCHISE SUCCEED to the whole of or to a share in a good Convey . Common law . Liverpool preforred , the Advertiser having
MENT of COPYHOLD LANDS . ancing PRACTICE . The highest references given and re been articled in that town . A reasonable salary expected ,

The amount borrowed with the expenses would be charged quired . - Address " R . B ., ” care of Messrs. Amer, Carey Addresg “ Z . Z ." (No. 16021, 10 , Wellinu ton street. Strazd .
On the estate benefited , and repaid by a rentcharge, termi. street, Lincoln ' s- inn . T AW . - The Advertiser (unarticled , aged 39 )
Dating in twenty - five years.

TAW PARTNERSHIP. - A City Solicitor , U desires a RE -ENGAGEMENT as General Managing
NO INVESTIGATION OF THE LANDOWNER' S OLERK . He has had for many years the supervision of an

U admitted about 16 years , with a fair General Prac.
TITLE IS NECESSARY. office of extensive and general practice . He is also a good

tice and good connection , is desirous or associating himself
Forms of application , and all further particulars ,may be accountant and bookkeeper . Unexceptionable references

with another City Solicitor of position wishing relaxation ,
obtained of Messrs. Rawlence and Squarey, 22, Great George can be given . The country preferred . - Address " Beta "

and having an ultimate view to recirement Unexceptionable (No. 1601 ) . 10 , Wellinxton -street , Strand , W . C .
street, Westminster, 3 . W . and Salisbury ; of Messrs . references & ven and required . - Apply by letter to
Ashurst, Morris , and Co., Solicitors , 6 , Old Jewry , London , ;.Mentor," care of Messrs . Reynell and Son, 44, Chancery TAW . - A SOLICITOR, experienced in
E . O . ; of Messrs. Gillespie and Paterson , W . S ., SIA , George- lane.
street , Edinburgh , agents for the Company in Scotland ; U Conveyancing, and conversant with the routine of

and at the Offices of the Companyas below . an office, desires & RE-ENGAGEMENT as CLERK . He

T . PAIN , Managing Director.
TEGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY . will give unexceptionable references as to ability and in

Mr. C . E . MASON , AUDITOR, LIQUIDATOR , and dustry, and would , if required , engage to abstainEDWIN GARROD, Secretary . from
afterwards practising within a certain radius. Salary

Land, Loan , and Enfranchisement Company, ACCOUNTANT, 30 , Essex .street, Strand , London . moderate . - Address " Solicitor." Port office, Nottingham .
No. 22 , Great George-street, Westminster , S . W . TAW COSTS and ACCOUNTS. — C . W . AW . — A Gentleman (23 years of age,

MONEY. - £25 ,000 will be READY FOR U CAULFIELD, who has had upwards of sixteen years' educated at Eton who bas served his Articles in a

L ADVANCE in December on Freehold Land security , experience in drawing and settling Arrears of Costs, is London firm of extensive practice ) is seeking a SITUA
prepared to undertake same on a moderate commission . TION as JUNIOR CLERK in the Conveyanciog or Equityat 4 per cent., in one sum or in three sums of £10,000 , £10 .000 ,

and 251.00 each . - Apply to Messrs. GODFREY and Sox , Town or Country. - Address “ Y . Z ., " Mr. Maude, Vincent department of a well established office . Themost unexoep

Solicitors, Abingdon . Brooksand Co .,Gate -street, Lincoln ' s - inn - fields, London , tionable references can be given. - Address " D ., " 26 , Lin
coln ' s inn fields. London, W . C .

M ONEY. - Various SUMS up to £500 ,000 MESSRS. HOOPER and SON will, at LAW . — The Advertiser, an experienced
L ready for immediate INVESTMENT. Present rates M Christmas, REMOVE to the NEW BUILDING ,69, Costs' Clerk and Accountant, seeks an ENGAGE

of Interest, Freeholds ( Trustees' Securities ) 31 per Cent. : Ludgate -hill. MENT as such , in or near London . He has a good prac
Leaseholds, Housee, Mines , Collieries , Public Works, Public CCOUNTANCY. - Mr. HOWSE U tical knowledge of Conveyancing, and of the Procedure of
Rates, Groun - rents, and similar Securities at proportion . all the Courts of Law and Equity . Salary required £160
ately low rates. - Apply to MR, BAILRY , 20 , Walbrook , City , takes the PREPARATION of all ACCOUNTS and per annum . - Address " L . M . " (No. 1600) , 10 Wellington
London . PAPERS necessary in Liquidation Petitions, and attends street, Strand , W . O .

all Meetinga, Agenny terms for the Profession , Town or

M ONEY LENT - £5 to £500 , with and Country. - 49, Leicester Square, London , I AW . - -SHORTHAND. - WANTED , by a
1 without Sureties , upon Promissory Notes, Furniture , GENTLEMAN , who has had twenty years' experi

Goods, Deeds, Life Policies , Shares, Jewellery, & c ., from ence in the Offices of Solicitors and others, a RE - ENGAGE
Situations, Wanted and Vacant.onemonth to three years . Formsgratis. Bills discounted . MENT. He is & rapid Shorthand writer , a good Corre

Offices : 71, Fleet-street, City , E . C ., and 3. Pullen 's -row , spondent and Accountant; has had considerable Practice
High -street, Islington , N . Established thirty- four years. T AW . - A Gentleman (admitted ), desires a in the Law Department of Railway Companies, and is com

Open daily. - W . M . Read, Manager .
petent to assist generally in the several branches , He:

RE -ENGAGEMENT in a good office in which his possesses undeniable testimonials from eminent firms.
time would be fully occupied . Experience in advocacy

M ONEY promptly ADVANCED on Personal Address " Lex," Derby Villa, Church Fields, Salisbury.
desired . Advertiser willing to make himselt useful.

In Security, Bills of Sale, Freeholds, Leaseholds, Address " E . H .” (No. 1600 ), 10, Wellington -street, Strand . TAW . - WANTED, an Articled CLERK ,
Stocks, Shares, Bonde, or other security . ropayable by in a good General Practice with Publio Appoin
instalments . No preliminary fees. - REAL AND PERSONAL TAW .- WANTED, by a Gentleman ments ( in Yorkshire ). Premium 1150. - Apply “ M , R .,"
ADVAXCE COMPANY (LIMITED ), Established 1858 , 3 , Tavi. (unadmitted, aged 21), a Conveyancing and Chancery Post- office , Leeds.
stock -street, Covent-garden . J . WOOLLETT, Secretary. CLERKSHIP in a London Solicitor' s office. Good refer

ences. - Address " A , F . B . A ., " care of Mr. Cox , Law Sta .IT AW . -WANTED , in a Law Stationer 's
WCONEY ADVANCED at a Day 's Notice iioner, 102, Chancery-lane, London , E .C . | Office , an efficient Ingrossing CLERK , to whom

(from £10 apwards) to respectable householders in liberal salary will be given . First- class testimonials re
the London District upon MORTGAGE of their FURNI. T AW . - A Gentleman (aged 35 ) of good quired. - Address JAMES WRIGHT, Law Stationer. Halifax.
TURE without removal, repayable by easy instalments, D education , desires & RE -ENGAGEMENT as General
No charge of any kind unless money advanced . As this does Managing CLERK , under slight superinte dence. T AW . - COUNTRY. - WANTED, a CLERKAnot emanate from an agent, app icants must apply personally moderate salary only required . - Address “ H .," 108, Lilford . who can draw ordinary drafts, engross deed , and isto Mr. BAUGHAX , 31, Southampton -buildings , Chancery -lane. road , Stoke Newington .green , willing to make himself generally useful. Must write a good

The public are cautioned against paying preliminary fees to hand . - Address, ftating salary required ,age, and references ,
pretendera . T AW . - Advertiser seeks an ENGAGEMENT " A . Z ." (No. 1611), 10,Wellington-street, Strand, w . .

as County Court CLERK , or as County Court and
MUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION LAW . --WANTED, by a Firm of Solicitors

General CI.ERK . Seven and a half years ' experience .
( Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1850 ) , 14 , Rus . Good references , - “ Alpha , ” care of Mrs . Smith , Bury Gate , in the Midland Counties, & thoroughly competent

sell-street, Covent-garden , London , and 38, Ship -street, Bill and Ledger CLERK . - Apply in writing , with fullNewport Parnell.
Brighton, ADVANCES MONEY upon Personal Security, particulars, in the first instance to " A . B , " care ofMessrs .

Bills of Sale , Deeds, & c ., repayable by instalments. Bills T AW . - WANTED, by the Advertiser, who Harwar and Co ., Law Stationers , Furnival's-inn , Holborn .
promptly discounted Forms free on receipt of stamped
envelope . LAW . - WANTED , in a Solicitor's office inC . R . WRIGHT, Secretary . I passed his final examination last term , and who in .

tends to apply for admission in Hilary Term , 1874, a SITU . the West ofEngland , a CLERK , competent to make
ATION _ as managing Conveyancing Clerk , - Address out Bills of Costs and keep the Office Books . - Apply by
" T . W . F ., " Post- office, Lancaster. letter to B . COULKAN , Law Stationer , Exeter.

A W . – WANTED, by a Gentleman T AW . - WANTED immediately, a Junior
TAW PARTNERSHIP required in London, U (admitted, and a prizeman of the Incorporated Law U Engrossing CLERK , - Apply with specimen of
U by a Gentleman with small capital, just admitted. - Society ) , an ENGAGEMENT in . firm of good general writing, and stating age and salary required to " U ., " Post

Address " R . T .” (No. 1602 ), 1" , Wellington -street , Strand. practice in Town.- Address " C . A . M .,” No. 18, Holford . office, Hereford .
square , London , W . C .

TAW . - A SOLICITOR (eighteen years TAW . - WANTED, by a Country Firm in
TAW - A GENTLEMAN requires a RE U Kent, a Copying and Engrossing OLERK. One who

U admitted ) desires to PURCHASE an INTEREST
of about £400 a year, in a good Conveyancing and general U nnderstands the routine of a Conntry Solicitors Bffice pre

ENGAGEMENT AS Managing Common Law

Business in Liverpool or elsewhere . Has some Liverpool CLERK : has had considerable experience ; also in Chan . ferred . - Address, with full particuları , salary required , & c ..

eonnection . - Address " QUIDAM " (No. 1595 ), 10 , Welling . cery and General Practice. - “ H . W . C .," Waterlow 's , Law * B .." Messrs. Hooper, 45 , fleet-street.
ton -street , Strand, W . C . Stationers , Birchin -lane, City . I AW . - WANTED, CLERK , competent to

UT AW . - WANTED by a Solicitor in theT AW PARTNERSHIPS. - KAIN , BULLEN ,
Draw Ordinary Drafts, and willing to make himself

useful in an office of general Practice stageand salary
ELDRIDGE, and on ., Law Accountants, invite Country, a thoroughly competent Managing CLERK . to Box 52. Post -office , Accrington .

the attention of firmas to their register of SELECTED - Address " H . S ., " care ofMessrs . Evison and Bridge, 90 ,
APPLICANTS having capital, influence , and ability . Chancery -lane, stating age, previous engagements, and | AW . - WANTED immediately for the
89, Chancery -lane, and at Liverpool, amount of salary expected , U North of England, & CLERK who has been ac

customed to County Justice room business . None but ex
T AW . - A Solicitor, of upwards of eleven T AW . - WANTED , by a Young Solicitor, a perienced clerks need apply . First-class references re

years' standing in a large Nor hern Commercial U Junior Conveyancing CLERKSHIP in a London quired . Apply, with particulars as to age and salary re
Town, is desirous of making a PARTNERSHIP arrange Office, experience being the primary object. Good re . quired , to Messrs. CARR and Co., Law Btationers, New

ment with a Solicitor, in London , whereby both the Town ferences . --Address C . W .," Box 21, Post-office, Warring castle -on Tyne.
and Country business could be carried on to mutualadvan . ton .
tage. - Address " B . C .” (No. 1902), 10, Wellington -street , TAW . WANTED, in the Mining Districts,
Strand, W . C . I AW . - An experienced and trustworthy i L an experieprod Managing CLERK (not under 35 ),

| CLERK weeks ENGAGEMENT. He is a skilled thoroughly convent with the routine of Country Prac
TAW PARTNERSHIP. - WORKING Conveyancer , can taka charge of part of the business , and tice, Preparing Succession Duties ; must be a good Con

PARTNERSHIP desired by a young Country Boli .
carry matters through with slixht supervision , Salary £80 . veyancer and Accountant, and having some knowledge of
- Address “ Fides, " Post-office, Kington , Herefordshire. Mining Lesses . No admitted person need apply . The

citor, trained in an office of excellent Conveyancers , and most strict inquiry as to character and antecedents will be
with some knowledge ard skill in County Court practice T AW . - CONVEYANCING. - WANTED ,by made. A liberal and increasing salary will be giy n ton
and Bankruptcy . Would do utmost to merit the confidence
of a practitioner desirous of relinquishing the chief burden U

competent Clerk . - Apply to Mr. W . BUNTING , Solicitor
the Advertiser, who has had over twenty years ' expe Chesterfield .of a large practice. Becurity to any reasonable extent and rience, and who will be disengaged in a few weeks , a RE

references given . - Addiess " Bolicitor" (No. 1602) , 10 . Wo : ENGAGEMENT as Managing CLERK ; London pre

lington -street, Strand , W . O . ferred, - Address “ A , B .," Hooj er and Son, Fleet-street. SITUATIONS VACANT continu (oon neat page.

Partnerships,Wanted and Vacant.
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WORKS OF LITERATURE AND ART :

TAW . -WANTED immediately, a General SHORTT'S LAW RELATING TO LITERATURE, & c .U CLERK, must have some knowledge of magisterial
business. One who understands turnpike and highway
books preferred . Unexceptionable references required . - THE LAW RELATING TO
Apply to W . C . LACEY, Magistrate' s Clerk ' s office, Ware
ham , Dorset.

T AW . - WANTED, a Copying and Engross
U ing CLERK , one with some knowledge of posting
up bill books and of accounts preferred . Unexceptionable
references required . - Address, stating _ age, salary, and EMBRACING
other particulars to Messrs. A , G . and T , W . EASTWOOD ,
Solicitors, Todmorden .

THE LAW OF COPYRIGHT,
Now ready . SECOND EDITION .

ROUND THE TABLE ; or, Notes on THE LAW RELATING TO NEWSPAPERS, THE LAW RELATING TO CONTRACTS
IU Cookery and Plain Recipes, with a selection of Bills

of Fare . B ' The G 0 ." BETWEEN AUTHORS, PUBLISHERS, PRINTERS, & c., AND
This work is an attempt to popularise the leading prin

ciples of Continental Cookery, and to show how , in an econo
mically -conducted household , a succession of agreeable Bills THE LAW OF LIBEL.
of Fare can be provided . All its recipes have been tested by
experience, and are so given as to be intelligible of them

WITH
selves, une object being not so much to provide a volumeof
reference for a professed cook as to explain how , with ordi
nary resources , an artistic dinner can be produced . Pub THE STATUTES RELATING THERETO, FORMS OF AGREEMENTS BETWEEN AUTHORS,
lished in one vol., post 8vo ., pp . 300, price os. , free by post
Gs . 5d . PUBLISHERS, & c ., AND FORMS OF PLEADINGS.

By JOHN SHORT T , LL. B ,
OF THE MIDDLE TEMPLE, ESQ., BARRISTER-AT-LAW .

Price 21s., cloth .

LONDON: HORACE COX, 10, WELLINGTON-STREET, STRAND, W .C .

THE

PRACTICAL STATUTES OF THE SESSION 1873
(36 & 37 VICTORIA ) ;

vegetabl
es

.trying,andy and forhow to mexposi
tion

C sup.

WITH

INTRODUCTIONS, NOTES, TABLES OF STATUTESREPEALED AND SUBJECTS ALTERED ,

LISTS OF LOCAL AND PERSONAL AND PRIVATE ACTS AND A COPIOUS INDEX .

Edited by W . PATERSON , Esq.,
Barrister-at-Law .

CONTENTS :
Table of Enactments Repealed . | Vagrant Act Amendment Act. Expiring Laws Continuance Act .
Table of Principal Subjects Altered . The Cathedral Acts Amendment Act. 1 Railways Regulation Act.

Tithe Commutation Acts Amendment Merchant Shipping Acts Amendment
SESSION 1873 - 36 & 87 VICTORIA , Act . Act.

Endowed Schools (Address) Act Government Annuities Act . Elementary Education Act.
Income Tax Assessment Act. Regulation of Railways Act. Endowed Schools Act (1569) Amend .
Bastardy Laws Amendment Act. Places of Worship Sites Act . ment Act .
Custody of Infants Act . Prison Officers Superannuation (Ire Slave Trade (Consolidation ) Act .
Marriages ( Ireland ) Act . land ) Act . Gas and Water Works Facilities Act
Customs and Inland Revenue Act. Intestates' Widowsand Children Act. ( 1870 ) Amendment Act .
Poor Allotments Management Act. Medical Act (University of London ) Turnpike Acts Continuance , & c ., Act,
Matrimonial Causes Amendment Act. Extradition Act . Statute Law Revision Act.
Municipal Corporations Evidence Act . Supreme Court of Judicature Act .
County Debentures Act . Agricultural Children Act , List of Local and Personal Acts .
Crown Lands Act . Revising Barristers Act . Private Acts,
The Fairs Act , Salmon Fishery Act.

LONDON : HORACE COX, 10 , WELLINGTON-STREET, STRAND.

" A little vol. of 800 pages does not profess to be exhaustive

Nor is Round the Table & cookery book in the ordinary

sense of the word ; it is rather & book for the mistress of
the household to read and ponder . Apart from the recipes,
many of which are new and original - all of which are so
carefully explained , that nothing but deliberate perversity
can make the cook go wrong, and each one of which has

been used in The G . O 's own kitchen - the value of the
work is in its ' wrinkles. . And there are also a
hundred little bits of advice of which the British cook is in
sore need , and which , trivial as theymay appear, are yet very
valuable ." - Observer , 22nd Sept 1872.

" The G . C .' makes a tour of the dining table , and dwells
artistically on all the methods by which food is made pleas
ing to the senses and conducive to social entertainment.
" The G . O presents us with one of the best treatises on the
art of dining thatwe have met with . . . . The G . C sup
plies & full, intelligible, and vivacious exposition of the
various steps in cookery ; of how to make broths, for in
stance , for the healthy and for the invalid ; of the mysteries
of boiling, frying , and roasting ; of the proper treatment of
vegetables. . . . ! " - Lancet, July 20, 1872.

" This book is a serviceable contribution to the literature
of the kitchen , presenting the reader with many very valu
able suggestions with regard to the art of cookery , all of
which seem to be the result of practical experience . . .
The duties of host and hostess, the method of managing
ervants on specialoccasions, the way to manage & dinner
party , and all the other et-ceteras of custom which polite
dinner -giving and dinner -taking society are expected to
conform to , are laid down with as much precision as the
rules of Hoyle ' s games. " - Bradford Observer .

London : HORACE Cox , 310 , Strand . W . 0 .

THE DIAMOND DIGGINGS OF SOUTH
AFRICA & Personal and Practical Account. By

CHARLES A PAYTON , “ SARCELLE" of The Field . With
a Brief Nocico of THE NEW GOLD FIELDS. With
Map, large post Svo . , price 6s .

Part 1. - General Account of the Diamond Fields.
Part II. - Routes to the Fields .
Part III. - Sketches of Life and Character on the Fields.
Part IV . - My Diary at the Dry Diggings.
Part V . - The Gold Fields ,

THE wonderful discoveries of the year 1871, far surpassing
in richness everything that had gone before , and proving the
South African Diggings to be no risky speculation , no
exaggerated humbug, but a source of great profit - nay, often
of immense wealth , to industrious and persevering diggerg
have naturally caused (not only in the Cape Colony , but in
Europe, Australia , and America ) an all-pervading interest
in these Fields , and a constantly increasing demand for re
liable information ,

icondon : " FIELD " Office, 843 , Strand , W .C .

Now ready, Post 8vo., price 7s. 6d.,with Eleven Illustra
tions, on toned paper .

TTNASKED ADVICE : A SERIES of
U ARTICLES on HORSES and HUNTING , re

printed from " The Field .” By " IMPECUNIOSUS.
CONTENTS,

The Lady's Horse. " Handfuls."
Varieties of the Horse : The Season of the Year,
The Arab . The Stable in & Frost .
The Barb . New Brooms.
The Racehorse. How Sport is Spoiled ,
The Light Weight Hunter, The Charlier Shoe.
The Weight - carrying Economical Sport .
Hunter. Restiveness and Vice .

The Park Hack , The " Screw ."
The Cob . The Hunter at Home,
The Charger . Use and Show .
The Covert Hack . Light Horse.
The Harness Horse. Stable Reforms,

ILLUSTRATIONS.

The " Teapot." The Waterproof Coat.
Position of Bridle Hand. Common Position in the
Making the Most of a Star Trot.

gazer . “ A Wide Place on the other
The Trot. Side."
"The Crater . The Arab .
The " Lady who Rides in Light Weight and Heavy
Fetticoats. " 1 Weight Hunters .
Tetitle of tnis volume is so eccentric that the reader

will be the more readily induced to peruse its pages, when
no will find in them that which will fully justify it, and
prove that the advice should be given with or without
consent. To lady equestrians, or gentlemen in the habit of
keeping studs, large or small, the instructions contained
therein will be found very advantageous to adopt. There
are hundreds of ladies who ride to perfection , but there are
some to whom such hints as are here given , mightbe the
means of improvement. A lady' s seat upon horseback is
EO purely an artificial and acquired position , that unless by
a fortunate fluke,' no lady can teach herself, and, as in
everything else, bad habits can be acquired - to get rid of
which is a totally different matter . Hence the reason why

80 much attention is devoted to ' The Lady's Horse. The
author also deals extensively with the different classes o
horges - from the Arab , the acknowledged ancestor,founder,

in fast, of race horses, to the animalwho carries theharness ,
* Stable Reforms,' The Seasons of the Year, ' & o . , serve to
render . Unasked Advice ' an oracle which ought to be very
liberally consulted . There are numerous engravings of

horses and their riders, which give additionalinterest to the
work ,” - The Western Daily Mercury , Dec, 30th , 1872 ,

" Here are practical hints in abundance, written in a
gossiping style, upon a large number of subjects connected
with riding, both for ladies and gentlemen , extending from
themost minute particulars of position in riding and the
proper management of a horse in the Row ' or the hunting

field , up to suggestions for its training and stable treat
ment. Eleven engravings give additional force to the re
marks of the writer by illustrating his arguments and point
ing out defects which it is desirable to avoid . - Western
Hampshire Inderendent, Dec . Both 1872.

London : FIELD Office , 346 , Strand, W . O .

In the press,

A TREATISE
ON

WARRANTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS
UPON THE

SALE OF PERSONAL CHATTELS.
By THOMAS WM. SAUNDERS, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law , Recorder of Bath .

LONDON : " LAW TIMES ” OFFICE 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND, W .C .

AT BIRCHIN LANE. 1740 — 1873.

WITHERBY & CO.,

Law and General

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, AND LITHOGRAPHERS,

Have removed to more commodious Premises in

NEWMAN'S COURT, CORNHILL.

e Ten2 e CO1222 NZSA

Steam Printing Works - Middle Row Place, Holborn ,
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Just published , price £1 118. 6d .,

THE SECOND EDITION

OF
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TOWN PIER, GRAVESEND. HILL, LONDON, MERCHANT TAILORS, BOYS'
Public and private dining roomsfacing the river . OUTFITTERS, & c . HOUSE WITHOUT MONEY.
Bed and breakfast one guinea per week , and dinners at
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Special arrangements for board and lodging, weekly or largest in London ) is divided into Nine Classes . | BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.monthly, on reduced terms. Each piece of cloth and every garment is marked

W . SKILLETER. Proprietor. the class to which it belongs, and the price in plain 29 AND 20, SOUTHAMPTON .BUILDINGS,
figures . CHANCERY.LANE, LONDON .

QOLICITORS, Students, and Witnesses, can EW AUTUMN FABRICS. . Price List.be ACCOMMODATED very reasonably at the
BEAUFORT HOTEL, within a few minutes' walk of all MOST PERSONS ARE FAMILIAR with
the Principal Law Courts . Large parties at a great reduc. AUTUMN SUITS . AUTUMN COATS. what is known as the " THREE YEARS'SYSTEM ”
tion . Gentlemen can have a business or private address, of the Pianoforte Makers, by which anyone who Hires an
and their correspondence forwarded . - 14 and 15 Beaufort Instrumentand pays the Hire for that period , becomes the
buildings, Strand. ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE . Pre

CLASS viously to the introduction of this plan it was almost as
difficult for those of limited income to buy a good Pianoforto
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Pery
several times over.

CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES, What will hold good for Pianofortes will hold good for
36s . 438. 60. ASs.6d. A 178. 6a. 258 . 21s.In quality unrivalled , perfectly pure , and more wholesome HOUSES ; and there aremanywho would no doubt AVAIL

than the finest Cognac Brandy . Note the red seal, pirk
THEMSELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY, if it was

label, and cork branded “ Kinaban 's LL. Whisky. " Whole 498 .428 . 49 . B
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their pianoforte .

THE DIRECTORS
599 . 685. 64s . D 83s . 42s . OF THE

75s . 83s . 785. BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY
E 428 . 50s . 50s .

HAVE DETERMINED TO AFFORD

81s . 918. 86s . 45s . 55s . 55s. THE SAME FACILITIES FOR PURCHASING
HOUSES

As now exist for Buying Pianofortes ,

94s . 104s. 998 . 55s . 65s. 653. A HOUSE being, however , a more expensive article to Par
chase than a Pianoforte, the " Three Years' System ” will

1028. | 1128. 1078. H 60s. 70s . 70s.
not apply, excepting in a very few caser ; so that a MORE
LENGTHENED PERIOD IS NECESSARY over which
the Time of Hiring must extend ,

1168. | 180s. | 1218. I 703. | 845. 845. In pursuance of this resolution

THE DIRECTORS HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTS
All sizes | Guide to Patterns
ofevery

WITH

self. of
Class, for measure - every Cloths proached THE OWNERS OF HOUSES
imme style

ment Class thoroughly in
diate use sent shrunk , In various parts of London , and its Suburbs, by which they

style.
or to fit.OOOOO free . free . are enabled to afford to the

measure .
Members of the Birkbeck Building

SAMUEL BROTHERS, 50, Ludgate-hill. Society
(TRADE MARK .) AND OTHERS

CAMUEL BROTHERS A very wide CHOICE in theSELECTION both of HOUSES
and the locality in which they are situated . The Plan upon

Parents and Guardians that they have just intro which the Directors propose to proceed is
duced a NEW FABRIC for BOYS' and YOUTHS'

22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON
CLOTHING that will RESIST any amount of TO LET THESE HOUSES FOR A PERIOD OF
HARD WEAR . TWELVE-AND - A -HALF YEARS,

(OPPOSITE CHANCERY-LANE). THE NEW “ WEAR-RESISTING ” At the end of which time, if the Rent be regularly Paid,
FABRICS are manufactured in every style of THE HOUSE

The Largest, Cheapest, and Best Wine Establishment in JUVENILE COSTUME. Will become the absolute Property of the
the World . SUIT for a BOY four feet in height, C Class ,

25s . ; D Class 80s. 6d . Tenant

THE MOST NOTED VINTAGES, Price ascending or descending according to size. WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENT OF ANY KIND .
VAMUEL BROTHERS' much admired IN ALL CASES

BY THE GLASS, BY THE BOTTLE, " Alpine," " Tyrolese, " " Middy." and " Jack Tar"
BY THE GALLON , BY THE DOZEN , Suits for YoungGentlemen (designs registered ) can POSSESSION OF THE HOUSE

only be obtained at their Establishment, 50 , Lud .
AND BY THE CASK ,

WILL BE GIVENkate-hill.

WITHOUT ANY IMMEDIATE OUTLAY IN MONEY,

AT WHOLESALE PRICES;
NEW AUTUMN FABRICS. Price List .

BOYS ' DEPARTMENT.
Excepting Payment of the Law Charges for the Title

Deeds, which in all cases will be restricted to
Or Packed in Hampers for Races and Picnics Five Guineas

SUITS . OVER
COATS. BEYOND THIS SMALL SUM

NO PAYMENT OF ANY KIND

22 , FLEET-STREET, LONDON
IS REQUIRED BY THE SOCIETY

BEYOND THE STIPULATED RENT, WHICH MAY

(Opposite Chancery -lane). BE PAID EITHER MONTHLY OR QUARTERLY.

THE RENT PAYABLE BY THE TENANT

Includes Ground Rentand Insurance for
the Whole Term .

por
Although the Number of years for payment of Rent is fixed

at Twelve and- a -Haif,

A SHORTER PERIOD MAY BE CHOSEN AT AN
INCREASED RENTAL ,165. 238 . 278 60 145 . - 188 . 128. 6d.

OR

A LONGER PERIOD AT A LOWER RENTAL,
208 . 278 . 828 60 208. 30s.2 21s. 20s . 168. 6d . The Terms of which may be ascertaiced on application toThe

the Manager.
325 . 88 . 215. 358. 258 , 228 . | 195.

THE ADVANTAGES288.

OF THIS

. 50s. 335. Consist. 258 . New System of Purchasing a House,
FIG . 1 . FIG . 2. ing of

The normal condition of The perfect form of Shoes. Trousers MAY BE SUMBED UP AS FOLLOWS :

the Foot. a , b , c , d , Elasticated Leather . 348. 475 . 585. - 608 . 385. Shirt, 80s. 1 . Persons of Limited Income, Clerks, Shopmen , and
others, may, by becoming Tenants of the IEKBECK

o , sey, Cap, BUILDING SOCIETY, be placed at cnce in a 101. 02 of

DOWIE AND MARSHALL ,IG 388. 543. 658. - 70s . 428. to 84s . and Belt. 838. independence as regards their Land.oru ,

455,WEST STRAND, LONDON , The prices are regulated according to height. 2 . Their RENT CANNOT BE RAISED .
9 . They CANNOT BE TURNED OUT OF POSSES.

Accurate Fit .
(Nearly opposite Northumberland House), POYS' SUITS, High -class Style .

SION so long as they pay their Rent.

Durable Materials 4 . NO FEES or FINES of any kind are chargenble.

ESTABLISHED 1824 , Value for Money 5 . They can leave the Hong at any timewithout notice ,Best Workmanship .
NOTED FOR

BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS . Permanent Colours.
rent being payable only to the time of giving 11 ) 10 - ession ,

Superior 1 rimmings . 6 . If circumstances comrel them to l are the Honse
Fashionable Designs. before the completion of their Twelve and allolf Years'HOOPER ' S AUTUMN BULBS Gentlemanly Appearance . Tenancy, they can Snb let the lliue ir rer on cr of
Wear- Resisting Properties, the Term , or they can Trausier their rigbt w

FOR SPRING BLOOMING
other

Tenant.
Catalogues on application , MHE NEW ILLUSTRATED BOOK of 7 . Finally. NO LIABILITY or RESPONSIBIUJTY of

HOOPER and Co ., Covent Garden , London , W . C . 1 FASHIONS, contains 48 Portraits of Boy Princes any kind is incurred, be on the fament of Rent by koze

of Europe, English Ministers, Statesmen , and Poli who acquire Housesby this New Siem .

DIANOFORTE BUSINESS, with the ticians, selected from all ranks and parties. Each The BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCITY have on their
Portrait (with brief biographical memoir ) adorns a List Nevernl HOUSES, winch they are treet OLET onI LEASE, GOODWILL, and STOCK -IN -TRADE, figure illustrating the newest and most gentlemanly the 1WELVE -AND - A -HALF YEAHS SYSTEM , and insituate in a first- class position in the City of London , to be styles of costume. Price 6d., or gratis to purchasers. many cases Immediate Po -session may be obtained .DISPOSED OF, by order of the administrator. Estab Patternsand guide to self -measurementsent free .lished and carried on in the same premises forſupwards of

The ' erms on which Konses can be placed in this

forty years. There is also a large Hiring and Tuning con SAMUEL BROTHERS, 50, Ludgate-hill,
Registermay be obtaine i on application to

nection , which may be extended . For particulars, apply to FRANCIS RAVEXSCROFT, Manuale
Mr. MURRELL, Surveyor, 1, Walbrook , Mansion -house. London , E . C .

HIGH CLASS BOOTS.
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GRAND RESTAURANT,

THE LONDON ,

191, FLEET-STREET, TEMPLE-BAR .

LUNCHEONS. DINNERS. FISH DINNERS. DINNERS A LA CARTE. PRIVATE DINNERS FROM 58.
DAILY FROM 1 TILL 8.

THE FAMOUS " LONDON DINNER ” OF 5 COURSES AT 38 .
FROM 4 TILL 8 DAILY.

LADIES' DINING SALOONS AND LAVATORIES.

Handsome Smoking and Billiard Saloons. Open on Sundays from Six p .m .

Legal Notices .

-
-

-

Sales by Juction.

Ave yearshereby solicits their contred, and the strictestrado
MANEY and CONNOR ,

SCIENTIFIC TROUSERS MAKERS.

315 , HIGH HOLBORN

Love of Charen we are not
OP REXO

R
, in

TAW EXAMINATIONS. — A GENTLEMAN TMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE COM .
U at the BAR ( Bachelor of Laws in Honours) PANY, 1, Old Broad-street, E . C ., and 16 and 17, Pall
PREPARES, in Chambers or through the post, for Mall, S . W .

TAW Capital 21,600 ,000 paid-up, and invested £750 ,000.EXAMINATIONS. - A. Solicitor, a the INCORPORATED LAW SOCIETY , the BAR, and
LONDON LL. B . References to former and present pupile E . COZENS SMITH , GeneralManager .

| Graduate of Oxford , READS with GENTLEMEN I will be given . - - Address " LL . B .." care of Messrs. Reeves

for their Preli ninary . Intermediate, and Final EXAMI. and Turner Law Booksellers , 100, Chancery-lane, W . C .
NATIONS. - Address " M . A .," Messrs . Fletcher and Co., ANNUITIES AND REVERSIONS.
11, Staple inn, London , W . C . SOLICITORS' INTERMEDIATE EXAMI. T AW REVERSIONARY INTEREST

D NATION. -GENTLEMEN are PREPARED by a SOCIETY
DRELIMINARY, INTERMEDIATE , and BARRISTER for this Examination , eitber personally or 68 , CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON .

I FINAL EXAMINATIONS for SOLICITORS. - Mr. through the post. Also for all the other Legal Exarnina
tions. - Address " A . B ., ” care of Mr. Frederick Jones, 8 ,J . ERLE BENHAM (formerly of King's College, London , CHAIRMAN . - Alfred H . Shadwell, Esq.

anthor of several works), whose pupils have always met Serjeant' s -inn , Fleet-street , E . C . DEPUTY -CHAIRMAN - H . Cecil Raikes, Esq ., M . P .
with unparalleled success, has CLASSES READING for Reversions and Life Interests purchased . Immediate and
these Examinations. He has recently prepared a nephew TO SOLICITORS and OTHERS. - New Deferred Annuities granted in exchange for Reversionary
and an articled clerk of two of the legal examiners. For Bridge -street. - TO be LET, first-clues SUITES of and Contingent Interests .
references to Noblemen , Members of Parliament, Queen ' s OFFICES on the ground , first, second, and third floors of Loansmay also be obtained on the security of Reversions,
Counsel, Rectors . Members of the Incorporated Law excellent newly -decorated premises ; also extensive Cellar Annuities, Immediate , Deferred , and Contingent, and also

Society , and other gentlemen of status. - Address to 90, age on basement. - Apply to Messrs . DEBEXIAX , TEWBOX , Endowmerts, granted on favourable terms.
Devereux -court , 'T'emple : or to the care ofMessrs . Butter and FARMER, 80 , Cheapside, Prospectuses and Formsof Proposal, and all further infor.
worths, 7 , Fleet -street, Her Majesty ' s Law Publishers. mation ,may be had at the office.

C . B . CLABON , Secretary.
LONDON GAZETTE (published by authority ) and

LONDON and COUNTRY ADVERTISEMENT OFFICE
W ANTED , by a Widow and Danghter,

No. 117, CHANCERY-LANE, FLEET-STREET. M R . DAVID J. CHATTELL, who inspects VV t' e CARE OF OFFICES or CHAYBERS. - Bas
T ENRY GREEN , Advertisement Agent, M all Ground Repts entrusted to him for disposal, SINE, 18, Park-road, Shepherd's Bush .

1 begs to direct the attention of the Legal Profession to invites BUYERS or SELLERS of Ground Ronts to CALL
the advantages of his long experience of uptoards of troenty . upon or COMMUNICATE with him at his well known
ve years, in the special insertion of all pro formd notices, I corner Ofices, 29A, Lincoln 's - inn - fields. No commission

dc., and hereby solicita their continned support . - N . B . One charged to pnrchasers .
copy of advertirement only required , and the strictent care
and promptitnde angured . Officially stamped forms for ad . LOREEHOLD AND LEASEHOLD GROUND
vertisements and file of London Gasette kept. By appoint T FASHIONABLE TAILORS,RENTS.--Mr. DAVID J. CHATTELL, having for
ment many years devoted his particular attention to this class of

investments , is , through his extensive and constantly in .

mo SOLICITORS. - Office for PATENTS, creasing connection , enabled to dispose of Ground Ronts ,

without delay, at fair market prices. The Special
1 5 , SERLE-STREET, LINCOLN'S -IXX, W . C . Monthly List, containing particulars of numerons parcels , A LARGE VARIETY OF

Messrs. DAVIES and HUNT, Patent Solicitors , continue to paying various rates of interest, and suitable for the employ . NEW GOODS for COATS and TROUSERSprocure BRITISH and FOREIGN PATENTS , to .. at I ment of large or small amonnte , may be had , gratis , on
most moderate charges, and to SOLICITORS at agency rates . application at his Offices, 20A . ( corner of) Lincoln 's - inn . FOR THE SEASON .Solicitors and intending Patenteey shonld obtain their fields, and forms the best medium between bayers and
" HANDBOOK FOR INVENTORS " gratis on application sellers .
or by letter. VESSRS. DEBENHAM, TEWSON, and 31

FARMER' S LIST of ESTATEA and HOUSES
DOROUGH OF DOVOR, in the County LONDON ,to be SOLD or LET, including Landed Estates, Town and

Country Residences, Hunting and Shooting Quarters, (Four Doors East of Chancery -lana.)
PEIRCE , Mayor. -- NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN . That Farms, Ground Rents, Rentcharges, House Property , and

the Court of Quarter Session of the Peace of and for the Investments generally , is PUBLISHED on the first day of
said Borough and the Liberties of the same, will be holden each month , and may be obtained , free of charge, at their T EFT-OFF CLOTHES. – Mr. and Mrs.
before Sir WILLIAM HENRY BODKIN , Knight. Re Offices, so, Cheapside . E . C ., or will be sentby post in return U PHILLIPS, 31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHES.
corder of the said Borongh , at the Court Hall, of and in the for two stamps. Particulars for insertion should be TER -SQUARE , LONDON, W , are the Best BUYERS of

said Borough , on MONDAY, the 20th day ofDECEMBER
received not later than four days previous to the end of the all kinds of LADIES'and GENTLEMEN ' S ATTIRE, Silk ,

instant, at the hour of Ten o 'clock in the forenoon , at which precedingmonth . Satin , Velvet . Brocades, Dressen , Court Trains , Antiquetime and place all persons bound by recognisance, or that ESSRS VENTOM . BULL. and Lace, old English and Foreikn China , Householu Furniture ,
have any other business to do at the said Session , are hereby Jewels, Plate, in fact every kind of Property for ready
required to attend . . COOPER ' S MONTHLY REGISTER , containing cash . Ladies or Gentlemen waited on at any time or dis
Appeals will be first heard , and Notice of every Appeal particulars of Estates and Farms, Furnished and Unfur. tance . All letters receive promptattention . Moneyorders

intended to be tried my to any amount for Parcels from Town or Country. Estab
Iwo clear Days at least before the Session . Ground Rents , and other Investments , may be had free on lished 1820. Ready money only .

LEDGER , Clerk of the Peace . application, or by post for one stamp. Particulars intended | Thousands of testimonials . The subjoined are copies :
for insertion in nextmonth ' s Register should be forwarded " Gloucester , April 2.

Dovor, 4th December, 1873. by the 20th inst. - Auction and Estate Agency Offices , 8 , Mrs . A . N . writes : - " I have received your P . 0 . 0 . with
N . B . - Persons having Traverser to try at the said Session , Bucklersbury, E . C . thanks for your libers ' ity and attention . I shall recommend

are to give eight days ' notice of trial, and the like notice allmy friends. I have had business with others, but none
is to be given in all cases of appeal, not provided for by the have given me so much satisfaction as you have."
12th and 13th Victoria , chapter 45 , or by any other Act of DUTNEY, about 10 minutes from the Brighton , May 6 .
Parliament. station , and a few minutes from Wimbledon -common . Lady S . T . writes : - “ I received the registered letter con .

- To be LET, unfurnished , a most substantially -built semi 1 taining the notes. I quite agree with Mrs . R . O . that you

UNIVERSITY OF LONDON . - The follow detached HOUSE , of handsome elevation , situate upon are very straightforward in conducting your business. I
summit of hill in the most delightful situation . The ap shall have great pleasure in recommending any friendswho

ing are the DATES at which the several EXAMI.
proach is by a broad carriage sweep , and the house contains may wish to dispose of their cast-off clothes that are tooNATIONS in the UNIVERSITY OF LONDON for the
Ax first- class bedrooms, two dressing rooms, bath room good to give away. "

year 1874 will COMMENCE : fitted with hot and cold supplies, large dining and drawing " Edinburgh , May 13.
Matrimulation . --Monday, January 12, and Monday, June 29 . rooms, with French casemates opening to large tastefully " I send you a large box of clothes. I am quite satisfied

Bachelor of Arts . - First B . A ., Monday, July 20 . laid out pleasure garden . The house contains most con . that you give the full value, as I sent the last you had ofme
Second B . A ., Monday , October 26 . venient domestic offices, and is fitted throughout in the to someother person first, and your price was much above

Master of Arts . - Branch I., Monday , June 1 ; Branch II .. very best manner. -- Apply to DEBENHAM, TEw8ox, and their valuation. I leave it to you to send me what yon con .
Monday, June 8 , Branch III., Monday, FARMER, 80, Cheapside. sider the value of the presentarticles. I have recommended
June 15 . you to my sister, Mrs. M , Y ., of Reading ."

Doctor of Literature. - First D .Lit , Monday, June 1. Weare every day receiving the samekind of testimonials,
Second D .Lit .. Tuesday , October 13 . THE SANS-PLIS SHIRT. which show that we do give the full value of all articles

Scriptural Examinations. -- Tuesday, November 21. offered to us. If this is not sufficient to satisfy the most
Bachelor of Science , - First B . Sc., Monday, July 20. sceptical we challenge all dealers. We not only buy of

Second B .Sc., Monday, October 20 . REGISTERED Nov. 1848. ladies and gentlemen , but our demand is so great that we
Doctor of Science. Within the first twenty -one days of June.
Bachelor of Laica . - First LL . B . Specially adapted tomeet the wants

purchase of the trade. Ladies and gentlemen , by disposing
of their property to us, get the best price , thereby saving >

Second LL. B . ) Thursday, January 8. second profit . Our only address in England is
Doctor of Lors - Thnrsday , January 15 .

Bachelor of Medicine. - Preliminary Scientific , Monday. BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS 81, THAYER-STREET, MANCHESTER-SQUARE.
July 20 . LONDON

and
First M . B ., Monday, July 27. CANADA : ST. PAUL-STREET, MONTREAL.
Second M . B ., Monday, Novem . GENTLEMEN OY SEDEXTARY PURSUIT
ber 2 . AUSTRALIA :MYER'S -STREET, SANDHURST, VIC

Bachelor of Surgery .-- Tuesday, November 21, TORIA : and
Ease Combined with a Perfect Fit.

Master in Surgery. - Monday, November 23. 31 , THAYER-STREET,MANCHESTER-SQUARE
Doctor of Medicine. - Monday, November 23 . U17 3 Patterns and Particulars of Measure
Examination for IVomen . - Monday, May 4 . Where all letters and parcels must be addressed.

ment free by post. Established 1820 .
The Rogulations relating to the above Examinations and

Degrees may be obtained on anplication to " The Registrar
of the University of London . Burlington-gardens, London , Printed and published by HORACE Cox, at 10 , Wellington

WILLIAM B . CARPENTER , M . D .. street, Strand , London , W . C . . in the County of Middleses
December 10, 1873." Registrar . 51, CONDUIT-STREET, BOND-STREET, - Saturday, Dec, 13 , 1813.

Yayor. -
said court

apound Renses in Tes and FLY REGISBUL
L
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-
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THE LAW TIMES,

THE JOURNAL OF THE LAW AND THE LAWYERS,
[REGISTERED AS A NEWSPAPER .]

Vol . LVI. - No. 1603. SATURDAY, DECEMBER 20 , 1873. Price (with Reports ), 1s .
Without Reports , 9d.

Money , Wanted and to Lend. I AW PARTNERSHIP . - A Solicitor of ten T AW . - WANTED, by a Young Man (aged
years' standing, and of considerable legal experience, L 25), a SITUATION as Conveyancing, Engrossing.

MTHE IMPROVEMENT having recently given up practice desires an ENGAGE and General CLERK. Is willing to make himself useful.
of LANDED | MENT as Working PARTNER ; minimum remuneration Good references. - Address " E . J . S ., " Post-office. Slough ,

ESTATES. - The LAND, LOAN , and ENFRAN . £300 per annum . - Address " P . P ., ” Messrs. Thompson, Bucks.
CHISEMENT COMPANY (incorporated by specialAct of Law Stationers , 23, Chancery -lane .

Parliament) ADVANCES MONEY TAW . - A SHORTHAND CLERK desires a
1st. - To the Owners of Settled and other Estates, for TAW PARTNERSHIP . - WANTED , byaI RE-ENGAGEMENT. Would be willing to take up

the Erection of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES , Solicitor ( aged 29 ) , a Working PARTNERSHIP in Copying . Highest references . Country preferred . - Ad
and for the DRAINAGE, IRRIGATION , ENCLOSING & Country Practice, or & Managing CLERKSHIP with a dress " A . B . , " Post-office , Chippenham .

CLEARING , and general Improvement of LANDED Pro view thereto , or to a Succession to a Practice. - “ Lex , ”
perty in any part of the United Kingdom : Messrs. Street Brothers , 5 , Serle -street, W . O . TAW . - A Gentleman , who has been receiv
2nd. - To the Owners of Settled Estates in England , for ing £120 a year as Head Clerk in a first -class Solicitor' s

the ERECTION or COMPLETION of MANSIONS , LAW . PARTNERSHIP , or CLERKSHIP office, requires a SITUATION , with Articles and about 260
STABLES, and OUTBUILDINGS : with a view to PARTNERSHIP, WANTED by a salary. The highest references. - " H , M ., " 12 , Howard .

3rd . - To Landowners generally , to enable them to sub
Solicitor pow managing in London , holding certificate of street, Strangeways, Manchester .

Bcribe for Shares in Companies for the CONSTRUCTION merit. Admitted 1871. - Address " Theta " (No. 1603), 10 , T AW . - WANTED , by a young man (aged
of RAILWAYS and NAVIGABLE OANALS, which wili Wellington -street, Strand .

U 22 ), a SITUATION in a Solicitor 's Office , as Copyingbeneficially affect their Estates : T AW . - PARTNERSHIP WANTED, by a and General CLERK . Ten years' experience. Salary
4th . - TO INCUMBENTS, for the Improvement of their

GLEBE LANDS, by Drainage , and the Erection of FARM
U Solicitor and University Gradnate, eight years ad . £l per week . – Address to " A . B ., " Sherborne House,

BUILDINGS and COTTAGES : mitted , and a good Conveyancer . Premium about £1000 . Harder's-road , Peckham , S .E .
Highest references. - Address “ B . A . " 42, Albert-street,

5th . - To COPYHOLDERS for the ENFRANCHISE T AW . - A Gentleman ( Passed , but not yetRegent's Park, N . W .MENT of COPYHOLD LANDS . Admitted ) seeks at the end of December, primarily a
The amount borrowed with the expenses would be charged TAW PARTNERSHIP . - WANTED, by a Conveyancing, Conveyancing and Chancery, or Chancery

on the estate benefited , and repaid by a rentcharge , termi. Solicitor (admitted 1870 ) , who served his articles in CLERKSHIP , with opportunity of acquiring experience in
nating in twenty- five years . the office of a first-clasg Conveyancing firm at Brighton , Common Law . Liverpool preferred , the Advertiser having

and has since his admission held a Clerkship in the same been articled in that town . A reasonable salary expected ,
NO INVESTIGATION OF THE LANDOWNER ' S

office, to PURCHASE & SHARE in & Country Practice Address " Z . Z . ” (No. 1602), 10 , Wellington -street. Strand .
TITLE IS NECESSARY. Sussex preferred . Highest references given and required .

Forms of application , and all further particulars ,may be T AW . - An immediate RE -ENGAGEMENT- Address " E . H . , " 203 . School-hill, Lewes.
obtained of Messrs . Rawlence and Squarey , 22, Great George U is sought by the Advertis or, who has had many years'
street, Westminster , S . W ., and Salisbury ; of Messrs . TAW PARTNERSHIP. - WORKING experience in CONVEYANCING and the general routine
Ashurst , Morris , and Co. , Solicitors , 6 , Old Jewry , London , PARTNERSHIP desired by a young Country Soli. of country practice . Satisfactory references given , Mode
E . C . ; of Messrs . Gillespie and Paterson , W . S ., SIA , George
street, Edinburgh , agents for the Company in Scotland ;

rate salary required. - Address " A . B . " (No. 1603 ), 10 , Wel.citor, trained in an office of excellent Conveyancers, and
with some knowledge and skill in County Court practice lington -street, Strand, W . C .

and at the Offices of the Company as below . and Bankruptcy. Would do utmost to merit the confidence
T . PAIN , Managing Director . IT AW COSTS. - WANTED, by an experiof a practitioner desirous of relinquishing the chief burden
EDWIN GARROD , Secretary . of a large practice . Security to any reasonable extent and 1enced Bill CLERK (middle-aged ), a RE -ENGAGE

Land , Loan , and Enfranchisement Company, references given . - Addiess “ Solicitor" (No. 1602 ), 10 , W6l MENT in an office of large practice. The Advertiser is also
No. 22 , Great George-street, Westminster, S . W . lington -street, Strand, W . C . competent to give efficient assistance in Conveyancing and

Chancery business. Salary moderate. - Address “ Lex ..”
MONEY. - £25,000 to LEND on MORT. TAW PARTNERSHIP or CLERKSHIP . Barnett' s Library, 176, Old Kent-road , S . E .

1 GAGE in one or more sums. - Apply Thos. WRIGHT, I WANTED , by & gentleman (who has served his T AW . - CHANCERY MANAGEMENT. A
Solicitor, Carlisle. articles in town , and is about to be admitted ), a CLERK .

SHIP , in & thoroughly respectable office. with a view to U Gentleman who has had considerable experience

MONEY. – To LEND, on Freehold Securi . PARTNERSHIP . Advertiser has, in addition to his legal therein , and in the sales (under the direction of the court)

M
of large estates, and also real property actions, desires aknowledge, & special acquaintance with agricultural andties, severalSUMS of from £2000 to £10 ,000 . Prin . RE -ENGAGEMENT, or in the management of Conveyano

cipals or their Solicitors only. - Apply Mr. Johnson, Soli.
stewardship matters, and it is probable he will be able to

citor, 5 , Raymond-buildings, Gray' s Inn , W . C .
ing alone. The highest references will be given . - Addressintroduce, at no distant period, some such business. - Ad

dress “ F . J ., ” care of Messrs Dawson and Sons, 121 , “ A . B . , " care of Messrs. Moulton , 37 . Chancerv -lane, W . C .

MONEY. - Various SUMS up to £500,000 Cannon -steet, E . C . T AW - A Gentleman of upwards of twenty
ready for immediate INVESTMENT. Present rates five years' experience (principally Conveyancing )

of Interest, Freeholds (Trustees' Securities ) 33 per Cent. ; TEGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY. seeks a RE-ENGAGEMENT as Managing CLERK . Is
Leaseholds, Houses, Mines , Collieries, Public Works, Public Mr. C . E .MASON , AUDITOR , LIQUIDATOR , and accustomed to the management of Trust matters and the
Rates, Ground -rents, and similar Securities at proportion ACCOUNTANT, 30, Egsex-street , Strand , London . preparation of Sucoesion and Residuary Accounts . - Ad
ately low rates. - Apply to MR. BAILEY, 29 . Walbrook , City , dress " A . B ., " 48, Camberwell New - road , London .
London . T ESSRS. HOOPER and SON will, at IT AW . - A Gentleman (aged 23 . recently
MONEY LENT- £5 to £500, with and M Christmas, REMOVE to the NEW BUILDING , 60, U admitted ), desires a SITUATION as Managing

I without Sureties,upon Promissory Notes, Furniture , Ludgate-hill. CLERK , under supervision , in a large Country office of
Goods, Deeds, Life Policies , Shares, Jewellery, & c ., from TAW JOURNAL REPORTS. - WANTED , good general practice , or & CLERKSHIP ina Town office
onemonth to three years. Formsgratis . Bills discounted . where his duties would not be confined to one branch of the
Offices : 71, Fleet-street, City , E . C ., and 3, Pullen 's - row , U a COPY of these REPORTS from the commence Profession . References given . - Apply by letter, addressed
High -street, Islington , N . Established thirty - four years. ment to Vol. 29 (inclusive ) N . S . - Apply " L . J . R ., " 80, Bel . “ M . S . H .," Messrs. Moulton and Sons, Law Stationers,
Open daily. - W . M . READ, Manager. grave -road, St. John ' s -wood . 37, Chancery-lane, London .

MONEY promptly ADVANCED on Personal TAW BOOK -KEEPING , byMr. G . J. KAIN , I AW . - A well-educated Gentleman (aged 32)
M Security, Bills of Sale , Freeholds, Leaseholds, U F . S. S ., of the firm of Kain , Bullen , Eldridge, and Co., who has been engaged in several first -class solicitors '
Stocks, Shares, Bonds, or other security , repayable by Law Accountants. THREE MÉTHODS, viz., Single and offices, and for four years under articles, but who some
instalments. No preliminary fees. - REAL AND PERSONAL Double Column Systems (in one volume) 7s, 6d . ; Triple years ago left the Profession , is desirous of obtaining .

ADVANCE COMPANY (LIMITED ) , Established 1856 , 8 , Tavi. { Column 'ninth edition ), 6s. OLERKSHIP in & Solicitor' s Office, where hewould have a

stock -street, Covent-garden , J . WOOLLETT, Secretary. WATERLOW and Sons, Birchin-lane, and London -wall. chance of promotion . - Address “ Equitas" (No. 1603), 10,

Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .

MONEY ADVANCED at a Day's Notice TAW - A SOLICITOR , admitted nearly
W ( from £40 upwards) to respectable householders in Situations, Wanted and Vacant. u eight years, competent to conduct business withoutthe London District upon MORTGAGE of their FURNI. supervision , lately partner in a large City firm , desires, &
TURE without removal, repayable by easy instalments, Managing OLERKSHIP with a view to Partnership , or as
No charge of any kind unless money advanced. As this does CAORTHAND WRITER. - If the Gentle a permanency where a liberal salary would be given in
not emanate from an agent, applicants must apply personally man (Mr. T . H . A ., late of Swangea ) will communi. return for hard work . - Address “ L . M .,” 44 , Chancery
to Mr. BAUGHAX, 84 , Southampton -buildings, Chancery -lane. cate his address to “ B . P . A ., ” 46, Chancery-lane,“ B . P . A ." lane, W . C .
The public are cautioned against paying preliminary fees to will feel obliged .
pretenders. TAW . – A Gentleman (23 years of age ,
MUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION

1 AW . - WANTED , by the Advertiser (aged educated at Eton who has served his Articles in a
L 25), who has had ten years' experience, a SITUATION London firm of extensive practice ) is seeking a SITUA

M (Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1850 ), 14, Rus. as Assistant Conveyancing and General CLERK . - Address TION AS JUNIOR CLERK in the Conveyancing or Equity
sell-street, Covent-garden , London , and 88 , Ship -street, " T . W ., ” 7 , Colville -road , Bayswater . department of a well established office. The most unexcep
Brighton , ADVANCES MONEY upon Personal Security , tionable references can be given . - Address " D ., " 26 , Lin .
Bills of Sale , Deeds, & c ., repayable by instalments . Bills T AW . - RE-ENGAGEMENT WANTED by coln 's -inn fields, London , W . O .
promptly discounted . Forms free on receipt of stamped
envelope . C . R . WRIGHT, Secretary. J a first-class Copying, Engrossing, and General TAW . - SHORTHAND. - WANTED , by a

CLERK . Many years' experience. Married ; age 29. Good
references . - Address " Z .," 18, Walworth -road . . GENTLEMAN , who has had twenty years ' experi

ence in the Offices of Solicitors and others, & RE -ENGAGE
T AW . - Advertiser (aged 29, and admitted ) MENT. He is a rapid Shorthand writer , a good Corre

2 soeks an APPOINTMENT in or near London spondent and Accountant; has had considerable Practice
in the Law Department of Railway Companies, and is comT AW . - PARTNER WANTED . - old estab . Ag CONVEYANCING or GENERAL MANAGING

OLERK . Salary £80 . Ample security offered , and bond petent to assist generally in the several branches, He
lished Practice , near London ; many Pablic Appoint not to practise.-- " N . L .” (No. 1603), 10, Wellington -street,

possesses undeniable testimonials from eminent firms.
ments ; might suit a London Solicitor with moderate prec Strand, W . O . Address " Lex,” Derby Villa , Church Fields, Salisbury.
tice . Advertiser having much town connection . - Write
“ Law .” care of Abbott, Barton , and Co. , Advertising T AW - WANTED, by a Gentleman (aged |TAW . - WANTED , a Conveyancing and
Agents, 289, Strand. U 22 , recently admitted ), a SITUATION in a small i U General CLERK (unadmitted ), accustomed to the

office to assist the principal. Good references. - AddressTAW . - A SOLICITOR ( eighteen years
routine of an office in the Country . - Apply to Messrs.

“ F .,” Wilkinson and Son, 49, Coleman -street, E .O . BLAKE, KEITH, and BLAKE, The Chantry, Norwich .
admitted ) desires to PURCHASE an INTEREST

of about 1400 a year, in a good Conveyancing and general T AW . - WANTED , by the Advertiser, who T AW . - WANTED immediately in a Country
Business in Liverpool or elsewhere . Has some Liverpool passed his final examination last term , and who in . U office , an Engrossing and General CLERK (un
connection . - Address * QUIDAM " (No. 1595 ), 10 , Welling tends to apply for admission in Hilary Term , 1874 , a SITU . married). Must be of good antecedents and thoroughly ex.
ton-street, Strand, W . C . " ATION _ as managing Conveyancing Clerk , - Address perienced . Apply, byletter, to " W . B . care of Mr.

T AW . - A Solicitor, of upwards of eleven " T . W . F .,” Post-office, Lancaster . Rutherford, Law Stationer , 10, Cook 's-court, Lincoln 'B- inn .

U years' standing in a large Northern Commercial I AW . - WANTED , a Junior Common LawT A W . – WANTED , by a GentlemanTown, is desirous of making & PARTNERSHIP arrange U CLERK, who will have opportunities of advance
ment with a Solicitor, in London , whereby both the Town (admitted , and a prizeman of the Incorporated Law ment ; one with knowledge of Chancery preferred ; salary
and Country business could be carried on to mutualadvan . Society ) , an ENGAGEMENT in . firm of good general 30s. per week . - Address “ L . P .," Messrs.Moulton and Sons ,
tage. - Address “ B . C .” (No. 1602), 10 Wellington -street, practice in Town. - Address “ C . A . M .,” No. 18, Holford . Law Stationers , Chancery -lane.
Strand, W . C . square , London , W . C .

TAW - WANTED , in the Mining Districts,
TAW PARTNERSHIP. - In consequence TAW . - A Solicitor (admitted Easter Term U an experienced Managing CLERK (not under 85),

of the death of one of the partners of an old- esto U 1870 ), aconustomed to extensive Country practice, thoroughly conversant with the routine of Country Prac
blighed city firm , an opportunity presents itsell to A desires a Managing. Conveyancing, or Conveyancing and tice, Preparing Succession Duties : must be a good Oon .
Gentleman with a capital of about 1000 . - Address " Lex," General CLERKSHIP in an office of good standing. - Ad. veyancer and Accountant, and having some knowledge of
care of Mr. Patterson , Stationer, 10. Cullam -street, City. ” dress " C . H .” (No. 1603 ). 10 .Wellington -street, Strand, w . C . Mining Leases. No Admitted person need apply . The

most strict inquiry as to character and antecedents will be
TAW PARTNERSHIP . - A SOLICITOR, TAW . - COMMON LAW . - RE -ENGAGE made. A liberal and increasing salary will be given to a

who is a good Conveyancer, energetic , and well

connected , desires to PURCHASE & SHARE , to produce U competent Clerk . - Apply to Mr. W . BUNTING , BolicitorMENT WANTED, by a Clerk , of long experience in
first class offres, Agency and proper. Salary. 3 guineas Chesterfield ,

from £500 to £800 per annum . Town or country . - " Lex ," per week . - " B . E ., " Deacon ' s News Booms, Leadenhall ,
Messrs. Laytops, 150, Fleet-street, street, E . O . SITUATIONS VACANT continued on next page.

Partnerships,Wanted and Vacant.
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THE LAW TIMES. DEC . 20, 1873.

SHORTT'S LAW RELATING TO LITERATURE, [& C.

THE LAW RELATING TO

LAW -WANTED, 4 Young Man as WORKS OF LITERATURE AND ART:
EMBRACING

THE LAW OF COPYRIGHT,

THE LAW RELATING TO NEWSPAPERS, THE LAW RELATING TO CONTRACTS
BETWEEN AUTHORS, PUBLISHERS, PRINTERS, & c., AND

THE LAW OF LIBEL.

T AW . - COUNTRY.- WANTED , a CLERK
who can draw ordinary drafts, en gross deeds, and is

willing to make himself generally useful. Must write a good
hand. - Address, stating salary required , age, and references ,
" A . Z .” (No. 1601) , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, W . O .

TAW. - WANTED, a Young Man as
I Copying and Engrossing CLERK, and able to assist

in accounts. One conversant with Local Board work pre
ferred . Address , with full particulars as to age, terms, and

references , to “ Lex," Tucker 's Library, Weymouth .

T AW . - WANTED , a CLERK , to keep the
Accounts of a Poor Law Union without supervision ,

and to make himself generally useful in & Country Soli
citor' s office . Salary £75 a year. - Address , stating age and

references, to “ C . " (No. 1603 ), 10 ,Wellington -street, Strand .

T AW . - WANTED, in a Midland Town , a
CLERK (unmarried ) , with some knowledge of

County Court and Bankruptcy practice . State age, salary

required , and references as to character, & c . - Address
" B . A . " (No. 1608 ) , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , W . O .

TAW . - WANTED, by a firm of Solicitors
D in the City, an Efficient Out-door CLERK . -- Address

stating age, salary required , and last engagement, to
“ W , É ., ” care of Mr. Vickers, 2 , Cowper' s -court, Cornhill.

T AW . - WANTED, by a Firm of Solicitors,
U in the City, a good General CLERK . Must know the

offices well, and have some experience in posting and
making out Accounts . - Address, by letter, stating age,
qualification , and salary required , to " X , Y , Z ., ” care of D .
Wood and Son , 16 , Basinghall-street .

T AW - ARTICLED CLERK . - A Country
| Firm of Solicitors, being Town Clerks, Clerks to

Borough and County Justices, to Local Boards, Highway
and Burial Boards, Board of Guardians, and Manorial

Courts, with a large Conveyancing and General Practice
and Estate Agencies, has a VACANCY for an Articled
CLERK. Two of their Clerks have been Prizemen . - Apply
to " P . M ., " Messrs. Waterlow and Sons, Birchin -lane, Lon .
don .

WITI

THE STATUTES RELATING THERETO , FORMS OF AGREEMENTS BETWEEN AUTHORS,

PUBLISHERS, & C., AND FORMS OF PLEADINGS.

By JOHN SHORTT, LL. B ,
OF THE MIDDLE TEMPLE, ESQ ., BARRISTER-AT-LAW .

Price 21s., cloth .

LONDON : HORACE COX, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND, W .C.

THE

PRACTICAL STATUTES OF THE SESSION
(36 & 37 VICTORIA ) ;

1873
TO PUBLIC COMPANIES, SOLICITORS,

and OTHERS. - New Bridge-street, close to Ludgate
hill and the Station on the Metropolitan District Railway .
- To be LET, three capital Ground floor OFFICES and
suite of three handsome ROOMS on first floor (one very
large ), and several Rooms on second floor. - Apply to
Mossrs. DEBENHAM , TEWson , and FARMER, 80 , Cheapside.

WITH

INTRODUCTIONS, NOTES, TABLES OF STATUTES REPEALED AND SUBJECTS ALTERED ,
LISTS OF LOCAL AND PERSONAL AND PRIVATE ACTS AND A COPIOUS INDEX,

HIGH CLASS BOOTS.

miten Edited by W . PATERSON , Esq.,
Barrister -at- Law .

Elect. ht shippit
ion

Acance Act.Table ofEnactments Repealed .
Table of Principal Subjects Altered .

SESSION 1873 - 36 & 87 VICTORIA.
Endowed Schools (Address) Act

Income Tax Asgessment Act .
Bastardy Laws Amendment Act ,
Custody of Infants Act .
Marriages ( Ireland ) Act.
Customs and Inland Revente Act .
Poor Allotments Management Act.

Matrimonial Causes Amendment Act.
Municipal Corporations Evidence Act .

County Debentures Act.
Crown Lands Act.
The Fairs Act .

CONTENTS :

Vagrant Act Amendment Act .
The Cathedral Acts AmendmentAct.
Tithe Commutation Acts Amendment
Act .

Government Annuities Act .

Regulation of Railways Act .
Places of Worship Sites Act.
Prison Officers Superannuation (Ire
land ) Act .

Intestates' Widowsand Children Act.
Medical Act (University of London )
Extradition Act .
Supreme Court of Judicature Act.
Agricultural Children Act.

Revising Barristers Act.
Salmon Fishery Act.

Expiring Laws Continuance Act.
Railways Regulation Act.
Merchant Shipping Acts Amendment

Act.

Elementary Education Act.
Endowed Schools Act ( 1869 ) Amende
ment Act.

Slave Trade (Consolidation ) Act.
Gas and Water Works Facilities Act

( 1870 ) Amendment Act.
Turnpike Acts Continuance, & c . Act .
Statute Law Revision Act .

List of Local and Personal Acta .
Private Acts.

FIG . 1. FIG . 2.

The normal condition of The perfect form of Shoes.
the Foot. a , b , c, d , Elasticated Leather.

DOWIE AND MARSHALL,

455, WEST STRAND, LONDON ,

(Nearly opposite Northumberland House),

ESTABLISHED 1824 ,

| BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS.

LONDON : HORACE COX , 10 , WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND .

MUNICIPAL ELECTION PETITIONS.
SECOND EDITION , Price 68.,

THE LAW AND PRACTICE
ОР

MUNICIPAL REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS,
INCLUDING THE

Now ready, price 18., free by post 18. 21d...

T H E RURAL A L M A N AC

AND

SPORTSMAN'S ILLUSTRATED CALENDAR

For 1874.

The Letterpress consists of

Lists of Hounds,their Masters, Whips, Kennels, & c .
Clubs and their Club Houses .

Yachts and their Stations, Commodore, Vice- Commodore,
Secretaries, & c., with the Winning Yachts for the Year
1873 .

Chambers of Agriculture .

Epitome of Acts of Parliament passed relating to Country
Gentlemen ,

SEVENTEEN FULL-PAGE ENGRAVINGS.

PRACTICE UPON MUNICIPAL ELECTION PETITIONS.

By TEOMAS WILLIAM SAUNDERS, Recorder of Bath .

LONDON : HORACE cox, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND , W .C .

AT BIRCHIN LANE. 1740 — 1873 .And a vast amount of Information relating to the Farm
Stable , Hunting, Country House, Garden , Natural His
tory, the Government and Government Offices, Rates of
Postage, and other matters usually looked for in an

Almanac.
London : HORACE Cox, 846 , Strand , W . O .

encuentra este

WITHERBY & CO .,

Law and General

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, AND LITHOGRAPHERS,

Have removed to more commodious Premises in

NEWMAN 'S COURT, CORNHILL.

Recently Published , price 1s., with Two Illustrations.

THE GROUSE DISEASE : a Statement of
1 Facts tending to Prove the Parasitic Origin of the

Epidemic.
At every opportune moment, & phamplet is being

issued from the office of The Field on this much vexed
question . According to Dr. Cobbold , the grouse disease is
immediately due to intestinal irritation set up by the pre

sence of parasites . " - The British Medical Journal.

London : " THE FIELD " Office, 346 , Strand, London .

NEW EDITION OF SAUNDERS'S LAW OF
BASTARDY.

THE LAW and PRACTICE of AFFILIA .
1 TION , containing the Bastardy Law Amendment

Acts 1872 and 1873, the New Forms just issued by the Local
Government Board , and all the Decisions upon the subject .
By THOMAS W . SAUNDERS, Barrister-at- Law , Recorder
of Bath . Sixth Edition . Price 6s, 6d ., cloth .

London : LAW TIMES Office, 10, Wellington -street, Strand

RIN

Steam Printing Works Middle Row Place, Holborn ,



Dec. 20 , 1873. 1 THE LAW TIMES.

Just published, price £1 118. 6d .,

THE SECOND EDITION

THE QUEEN ,
THE LADY' S NEWSPAPER ,

OP

DORIA AND MACRAE'S

LAW AND PRACTICE IN BANKRUPTCY;

or

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 20,
CONTAINS :

Workwomen ' s Grievances.
Lady Baker .
High -class Textile Fabrics at the Vienna Exhibition ,
with Illustrations .

Lace , Antique and Modern ,with Illustrations,
Causerie de Paris.
Five o 'clock Tea .
The Library, with Illustrations.

UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF
COLOURED SUPPLEMENT

ILLUMINATED DESIGN FOR NEW YEAR .THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 VIOT. 0. 71) ; THE DEBTOR' S

ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict. C. 62) ;
AND THE

BANKRUPTCY REPEAL AND INSOLVENT COURT ACT, 1869

(32 & 33 Vict. 0. 83).

AND ALL THE CASES AND DECISIONS OF ALL THE COURTS DOWN TO THE
PRESENT TIME.

DRESS AND FASHION : The Parisian Fashions (from our
own Corregpondent) . - " Winter ," " Day, " Medici, and Anne
Boleyn Fancy Costumes ; Hats for Children ; Afternoon
Promenade and IndoorWinter Costumes ; Children ' s Win
ter Toilettes, & c ., with Ilustrations.
THE WORK TABLE . - Baby' s Socks ; Children 's Gaiters ;

Neckties ; Jacket for Child ; Borders ; Rosette for Antima
cassar ; Medallion for Cover, & o ., with Illustrations.
THE HOUSEWIFE. - Christmas Presents ; Notes and

Queries ; Answers. Cuisine : Recipes for Game; Notes and
Queries ; Answers.
Music and Musicians. Gazette des Dames. The Tourist .

Pastimes. The Exchange. Personal, The Boudoir. Court
Chronicle . Society . Obituary.
Notes and Queries on Dress, Work , Music, and other

subjects usefuland interesting to Ladies .

All the Fashionable intelligence of the Week .

Price 6d . ; Post Free 6td .

May be had of NewsAgents, Booksellers, and attheRailway Stalls.

OFFICE : 346 , STRAND, LONDON , W .C .

By A . A . DORIA , of Lincoln 's Inn , Esq., B . C . L ., Barrister-at-Law .

THE FIELD,

Country Gentleman's Newspaper,
THE

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 20 .
CONTAINS :

Christmas, 1873.
The Agricultural Children Act.
The Law of Warranty of Horses.
The " Fog Sickness ” among Cattle .
Hunting Notes from Leicestershire, Ireland, &
The Principal Two- year -Old Races of 1873 .
Worcester Club , Corrie, and other Coursing Meetings.
Emigrant Fields of North America .
Rambles in Search of Shells .
Four Noted Racing Yachts (with illustrations) .
Deer Stalking in the West Highlands .
The Philosophy of Games of Cards.
Carp - Breeding in Schleswig -Holstein .
The Protection of Coarse Fish ,
Notes on Natural History .
The Management of Dog Shows.
Japanese Chrysanthemums.
Planting Young Grape Vines .
Steam Cultivation .
Coffee and Sugar-planting in Natal.
Leedsand Newcastle Cattle Shows.
Glasgow , Canterbury, and other Poultry and Pigeon
Shows.

Golf, Football, Bicycling, Billiards, Chess.
Price 6d. By post, 64d .

FIELD OFFICE , 346 , STRAND, LONDON , W .C .

CONTENTS :

CHAP. I. - THE COURT OF BANKRUPTCY . 1 CHAP. XV.- OF THE RIGHTS, DUTIES, AND LIABILITIES OF
Sect. THE TRUSTEE

1. Preliminary observations. Sect.
2. The Bankruptcy Repeal and Insolvent Court Aet, 1. Generally.

1869 . 2 . As regards the appointment of a solicitor.S, The Debtors' Act, 1869. 3 . To collect and realise the bankrupt' s estate .
4. The Bankruptcy Act, 1869.

CHAP. XVI. - OF THE BANKRUPT' S ESTATE ,
CHAP. II. - OF THE COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, 1 . Effects of Bankruptcy in relation to the interest of

1. Preliminary . creditors .
2 . Abolition of existing courts . 2 . What passes to the trustee ,3. Provisions for winding-up pending business .

CHAP. XVII. - OF REPUTED OWNERSHIP.CHAP. III. - CONSTITUTION AND DIVISION OF THE COURT.
1. Generally . CHAP. XVIII. - OF TRANSACTIONS NOT AFFECTED BY
2 . The London Bankruptcy Court . BANKRUPTCY.
3 . The localbankruptoy courts,

1 Protection of certain transactions with the bankrupt4 . The buildings. personally .
2 . Protection of certain transactions relating to theCHAP. IV . - JURISDICTION OF THE COURT, disposition of the bankrupt's property .

1 . Generally . 3 . Of fraudulent preference.
2 . The London Court of Bankruptcy. 4 . Ofwarrants of attorney, cognovits, & c .
3 . The local bankruptcy courts .
4 . The procedure and practice . CHAP. XIX . - REALIZATION OF THE BANKRUPT'S ESTATE,
5 . Of appeals .
6 . The sittings of the court.

1 . Generally ,
2. To carry on the business of the bankrupt for the bene7 . Of fees and stamps, fit of the creditors .
8 . To bring or defend actions, & c .CHAP V . - THE PARSONS LIABLE TO BECOME BANKRUPT, To realise the estate .

1 . Generally . 5 . To exercise powers vested in the bankrupt.
2 . Persons liable as traders. To mortgage or pledge the estate for paymentof debts,
3 . Non -traders . 7. To accept a composition or generalschemeof arrange

ment.

CHAP. VI. -OF ACTS OF BANKRUPTCY. 8. To divide property amongst creditors .

1 . Generally ..
2 . Enumeration of. CHAP. XX . - THE PROOF OF DEBTS AND PAYMENT IN FULL

i. When and before whom debtsmay be proved ,
CHAP VIT . - Or PROCEEDINGS TO OBTAIN ADJUDICATION , 2. Bywhom debts may be proved.

1 . Generauy. 3 . How debts may be proved .

2 . The petition . 4 . What áebts may be proved ,
Service of petition .

4 . Consequence of presenting petition , CHAP. XXI. -OF THE AUDIT AND DIVIDEND.
5 . Proceedingsupon the petition . Of the andit.

Of the dividend .
CHAP. VIII. - THE HEARING AND ADJUDICATION. 8 . Of staying a dividend.

1 . Generally .
2 . Where the debtor does not appear. CHAP. XXII. - CLOSE OF THE BANKRUPTCY AND RELEASE

OF THE TRUSTEE ,8 . Where the creditor does not appear.
4 . Where neither party appears . 1 . Close of the bankruptcy.
6 . Showing cause against adjudication . 2 . Release of the trustee.
6 . Of the adjudication .
7. Ofappealagainst adjudication . CHAP. XXIII. -OF ANNULLING THE ADJUDICATION AND ITS

CONSEQUENCES.

CHAP. IX . - THE CONSEQUENCES OF ADJUDICATION, CHAP. XXIV. - Or LIQUIDATION BY ARRANGEMENT.As regards the bankrupt' s property .
2 As regards thebankrupt himself , 1. Or the petition ,

2 . The appointment of a receiver and manager, and of
CHAP X . -OF THE MEETING OF CREDITORS injunction ,

3 . First meeting and proceedings thereat.1 . Generally. 4 . Registration of the resolution and its consequences,2 . Of the first general meeting. 5 . Of the trustee, his rights and duties .8 . Ofproceedingsat firstmeeting, 6 . Of the dividend.
4 . Or general meetings, 7 . Discharge of the debtor.

8. Close of the liquidation, and release of the trustee.CHAP . XI. - OF THE APPOINTMENT OF THE TRUSTEE ,
CHAP. XXV. - Or ARRANGEMENT BY COMPOSITION .1 . Who may vote in the appointment of trustee .

2 . Who may beappointed trustee.
3 . As to the number of trustees , CHAP. XXVI. - OF EVIDENCE ,

The appointment of trustee and his confirmation . 1. Written evidence .
5 . The rejection by the court of the trustee appointed by 2. Oral evidence .

the creditors. 3 . Privileged communications,
8 . The resignation, death, or removal of the trustee.

CHAP. XXVII. -OF THE SOLICITOR,
CHAP XII . – OF THE COMMITTEE OF INSPECTION , ITS 1. Generally .

PowBRS AND DUTIES. 2. Rights, duties,and authorities of the solicitor.
1 . Of the appointment of the committee of inspection

CHAP, XXVIII. - Or Costs,2 . The powers and duties of the committee of inspection .
1. Generally ,
2 . Taxation of costs ,CRAP. XIII. - OF THE PUBLIC EXAMINATION OF THE 3 . The solicitor ' s lien for his costs .

BANKRUPT. . Mode of enforcing payment of costs .

CRAP. XIV . - DISCHARGE OF THB BANKRUPT. CHAP. XXIX .- OF OFFENCES IN BANKRUPTCY.
1. Grant, refusal, of suspension of order of discharge. 1. Generally .
2 . Erfect of, rhen granted 2 . Of contempts.
3 . Status of undischarged bankrupt. 8 . OI offences strictly so called

W HAT AM I ? A Popular Introduction to
WV Mental Philosophy and Psychology. Vol. I. The

MECHANISM ofMAN , By EDWARD W . coš, Berjeant
at-Law . Price 88 . 6d .

CONTENTS :
СААР. | CHAP.

1. Introduction , 25. The Mechanism of the
2 . What am I ? Mind : The Faculties
8. The Man . that perceive the rela
4 . How weGrow tions of external ob
5 . How we Live. jects .
6 . What Life is . The Mechanism of the
7 . The Beginning of Lite . Mind : The Reflective
8 . The Germ . Faculties .
9 . How we Die . 7 . Of theMemory .
10 . How we are Moved , 28 . How the Machinery of
11. The Senses, the Mind works.
12 . Or the Sense of Sight. 29. Of the Win .

of the sense of Hearing. 80. The Soul - its Dwelling
14 . Of the Senses of Taste and its Destiny.

and Smell. 1 . Soul- Spirit - Anims.
15. Of the Sense of Touch .. . 2 . The Argument.
16 . Of the evidence of the 38. Consciousness.

Senses . 84. Presumptive Proofs .
. About Life . 5 . The Natural and the

18. Of the Brain . Supernatural,
19. The Mechanism of the 96. Whatthe soul is .

Mind . The Dwelling place ofthe
20. Classification of the Men Soul.

tal Powers. The Shape of the Soul.
21. The Mechanism of the The Condition of the

Mind: The Propensities. Soul after Death
22 . The Mechanism of the 40. The Outlook of the

Mind : The Sentiments Soul,
Common to Man with 41. The Pre-existence of the
the Lower Animals. Soul.

23. The Mechanism of the 42 , The Dwelling-place ofthe
Mind : The Sentiments Soni.
Proper to Man . 43. The Condition of the
The Mechanism of the Sanl.
Mind : The Intellectual The Mystery .
Faculties, 45. Conclusions.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS,
A most useful and charming book . - Standard ,
Serjeant Cox sketches his psychological system with a

bold , free , and not unsteady hand . - Daily Reviere ,
Written in such plain language and in such a popular

and entertaining style. ford Ierald .
A remarkable book . - Builder.
Wecommend it to the serious study of those who would

find an intelligible answer to the monstrous question
" What am I ? " - Leicester Mercury
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PARTRIDGE AND COOPER, SAMUEL BROTHERS, 50, LUDGATE THE NEW SYSTEM OF BUYING A

WHOLESALE & RETAIL STATIONERS, D HILL , LONDON , MERCHANT TAILORS, BOYS'
OUTFITTERS, & c . πουSE WITHOUT MONEY.

292, FLEET-STREET, AND 1 & 2 ,CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON , E .O . SAMUEL BROTHERS' vast Stock (the
Carriage paid to the Country on Orders exceeding 20s . largest in London ) is divided into Nine Classes .

Each piece of cloth and every garment is marked
DRAFT PAPER, 58., 6s. 6d .,7s. 6d., 78. 9d ., and 9s. 9d . per the class to which it belongs, and the price in plain
ream . figures . 29 AND 30 , SOUTHAMPTON BUILDINGS,

BRIEF PAPER, 158. 6d ., 178 . 6d ., and 238 . a . per ream . CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON .
FOOLECAP PAPER, 108 . 6d ., 12s. 6d ., and 15s. 6d . per ream , NEW AUTUMN FABRICS. Price List.
CREAM LAID NOTE , 38 ., As ., and 5s, per ream .
LARGE CREAM LAID NOTE , 4s , 6d ., 6s. 6d . , and 8s , per ream .
LARGE BLUE NOTE , 88 . 6d ., 48 . 6d ., and 6s . 6d. per ream . MOST PERSONS ARE FAMILIAR withAUTUMN SUITS. AUTUMN COATS.
ENVELOPES, CREAM OR BLUE, 4s . 6d ., and 6s , 6d ., per 1000 , what is known as the " THREE YEARS' SYSTEM "

THE " TEMPLE ” ENVELOPE , extra secure , 98. 6d . per 1000 . of the Pianoforte Makers , by which anyone who Hires an
FOOLSCAP OFFICIAL ENVELOPES , 1s. 9d . per 100 . Instrument and pays the Hire for that period , becomes the

THE NEW " VELLUM WOVE CLUB-HOUSE” NOTE , CLASS ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE . Pre
viously to the introduction of this plan it was almost asys. 6d . per ream ,
difficult for those of limited income to buy a good Pianoforte

“ Weshould direct particular attention to their New Club as tc BUY A HOUSE ; end persons went on year after

house Paper : in our opinion it is the very best paper we ever year, paying for the Hire of an Instrument, and expendedwrote upon ." - London Mirror ,
as much money as would have bought the Pianoforte

several times over ,
INDENTURE SKINS, Printed andMachine-ruled , to hold twenty 36s . 439.60. 133.6d. A 178.6d. 21s . What will hold good for Pianofortes will hold good for
or thirty folios , 28. sd . per skin , 26s. per dozen , 125s. per HOUSES ; and there aremanywho would no doubt AVAIL

roll , THEMSELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY , if it was
499. 498 . B 21s . 288. 288. afforded them , of becoming

SECONDS or FOLLOWERS, Ruled , ls. 11d . each, 225. per dozen ,
1058 , per roll. THE OWNER OF A HOUSE

RECORDS or MEMORIALS, 7d. each , 6s. 6d . per dozen . 50s . 578. 578 . 26s . 335. in the sameway as they have already becomethe owner of
their pianoforte .

LEDGERS, DAY-BOOKS, CASH - BOOKS, LETTER OGMIXUTE-BOOKS
An immense stock in various bindings. 59s. 68s . 645. D 83s. THE DIRECTORS428. 42s.

OF THEILLUSTRATED PRICE -LIST of Inkstands, Postage Scales
Oopying Presses, Writing Cases , Despatch Boxes , Oak and

759. 838. 78s. 50s .Walnut Stationery Cabinets, and other useful articles 508. BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY
adapted to Library or Office , post free. HAVE DETERMINED TO AFFORD

Sls . 91s . 458 . 558 . 55s .
DUNERAL REFORM . – The exorbitant

THE SAME FACILITIES FOR PURCHASING
HOUSES

items of the undertaker 's bill have long operated as

an oppressive tax upon all classes of the community . With 948 . 104s . 55s . 658 . 659. As now exist for Buying Pianofortes.
a view of applying a remedy to this serious evil the A HOUSE being, however , & more expensive article to Pur.

LONDON NECROPOLIS COMPANY, when opening chase than & Pianoforte , the " Three Years' System ” will
their extensive cemetery at Woking, held themselves pre 102s . 1128 . 1078. H 60s. 70s. 70s. not apply, excepting in a very few cases ; so that a MORE

pared to undertake the whole duties relating to interments LENGTHENED PERIOD IS NECESSARY over which

at fixed and moderate scales of charge, from which survivors the Time of Hiring must extend .
may choose according to theirmeans and the requirements 1168. | 1308. | 1215. I | 70s. 1 845 . | 846. In pursuance of this resolutionof the case . The Company also undertakes the conduct of
Funerals to other cemeteries, and to all parts of the United All sizes THE DIRECTORS HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTS

Guide to PatternsKingdom . A pamphlet containing full particulars may be of every Perfect
of All Unap WITH

obtained, or will be forwarded , upon application to the Class, for Clothsmeasure - everyChief Office, 2, Lancaster-place, Strand, W .0 . imme proachedstyle THE OWNERS OF HOUSESment Class thoroughly
diate use and

sent sent shrunk , style.fit.or to In various parts of London,and its Suburbs, by which they
free . free .KINAHAN ' S LL WHISKY. measure. are enabled to afford to the

Members of the Birkbeck Building
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the SAMUEL BROTHERS, 50, Ludgate-hill. Societyvery

CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES, AND OTHERS

In quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome SAMUEL BROTHERS beg to notify to A very wide CHOICE in the SELECTION both of HOUSES
than the finest Cognac Brandy . Note the red seal, pink Parents and Guardians that they have just intro and the locality in which they are situated . The Plan upon
Label, and cork branded “ Kinahan 's LL . Whisky. " - Whole . duced a NEW FABRIC for BOYS' and YOUTHS' which the Directors propose to proceed is

sale Depot, 20, Great Titchfield -street, Oxford -street , W . CLOTHING that will RESIST any amount of TO LET THESE HOUSES FOR A PERIOD OF
HARD WEAR . TWELVE-AND - A -HALF YEARS,

THE TEMPLE MHE NEW “ WEAR-RESISTING ” At the end of which time, if the Rent be regularly Paid ,
FABRICS are manufactured in every style of THE HOUSEJUVENILE COSTUME.
SUIT for a BOY four feet in height. O Class . Will become the absolute Property of the

25s. ; D Class 80s . 6d .
Price ascending or descending according to size. Tenant

WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENT OF ANY KIND.
SAMUEL BROTHERS much admired

“ Alpine," " Tyrolese, " " Middy," and " Jack Tar " IN ALL CASES
Suits for Young Gentlemen (designs registered ) can POSSESSION OF THE HOUSEonly be obtained at their Establishment, 50, Lud
gate -hill. WILL BE GIVEN

NEW AUTUMN FABRICS. Price List. WITHOUT ANY IMMEDIATE OUTLAY IN MONEY.
BOYS' DEPARTMENT. Excepting Payment of the Law Charges for the Title

Deeds, which in all cases will be restricted to
SUITS . OVER Five Guineas

COATS .
BEYOND THIS SMALL SUM

NO PAYMENT OF ANY KIND
IS BEQUIRED BY THE SOCIETY

BEYOND THE STIPULATED RENT, WHICH MAY
BE PAID EITHER MONTHLY OR QUARTERLY.

THE RENT PAYABLE BY THE TENANT

Includes Ground Rent and Insurance for
the Whole Term .( TRADE MARK. )

Although the Number of years for payment of Rent is fixed
at Twelve and- a - Half ,GREATCENTRAL WINE CELLARS, A SHORTER PERIOD MAY BE CHOSEN AT AN

235 . 27s 60 145. 188. 128. 6d. INCREASED RENTAL ,
22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON OR

20s. 279. 82868 205.(OPPOSITE CHANCERY- LANE). 21s . 16s. 6d . | A LONGER PERIODAT A LOWER RENTAL,
The Terms of which may be ascertained on application to

The Largest, Cheapest, and Best Wine Establishment in the Manager.
828. 385. 255. 198 .

theWorld .

THE MOST NOTED VINTAGES, 375. 443. 218, THE ADVANTAGES
OF THISBY THE GLASS, BY THE BOTTLB,

BY THE GALLON , BY THE DOZEN , 31s. 415. 488. 538.508. 335 . Consist . 258 . New System of Purchasing a House,
ing of

AND BY THE CASK , Trousers

845. 475. 565. 1 - 608. MAY BE SUMMED UP AS FOLLOWS:
385. Shirt, 30s .

or Jer 1 . Persons of Limited Income, Clerks, Shopmen , andAT WHOLESALE PRICES; others, may, by becoming Tenants of the BIRKBECK

Or Packed in Lampers for Races and Picnics G 389. 548. 659 . – 709. 428 . to 848. and Belt: 83s . BUILDING ' SOCIETY , be placed at once in & osi son of

independence as regards their Land.orit.
The prices are regulated according to height. 2 . Their RENT CANNOT BE RAISED.

Accurate Fit .BOYS' SUITS ,
22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON

s . They CANNOT BE TURNED OUT OF POSSES.
High - class Style . BION so long as they pay their Rent .
Durable Materials

(Opposite Chancery-lane). Value for Money 4 . NO FEEB or FINES of anykind are chargenble.

NOTED FOR Best Workmanship . 5 . They can leave the Bouga at any time without notice .
ALLEN ' S PORTMANTEAUX, Permanent Colours . rentbeing payable only to the time of giving up possession ,

Superior Trimmings . 6 . It circumstances compel them to l- are the House
Fashionable Designs .

37 , STRAND, LONDON Gentlernanly Appearance.
before the completion of their Twelve -and a Half Years '

Wear- Resisting Properties . Tenancy, they can Sub- let the House for the remainder of
the Term , or they can Transfer their right tw another

DRESS BASKETS, Tenant.
THE NEW ILLUSTRATED BOOK of 7 . Finally. NO LIABILITY or RESPONSIBILITY ofOVERLAND TRUNKS, FASHIONS, contains 43 Portraits of Boy Princes any kind is incurred , besond the Payment of Rent by lhore

DRESSING CASES , of Europe , English Ministers, Statesmen , and Poli. who acquire Houses by this New System .
DESPATCH BOXES, & c . ticians , selected from all ranks and parties. Each

Portrait (with brief biographicalmemoir ) adorns a The BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY have on their
NEW CATALOGUE OF 500 figure illustrating the newest and most gentlemanly List several HOUSES , which they are prepared to LET on

ARTICLES. Post Free. styles of costume. Price 60 ., or gratis to purchasers. the TWELVE-AND - A -HALF YEARS SYSTEM , and in
Patterns and guide to self-mensurement sent free. many cases Immediate Possession may be obtained .

The I erms on which Honces can be placed in this

ALLEY ' S NEW PRIZE MEDAL FOR ISAMUEL BROTHERS, 50 , Ludgate-bill, Register may be obtained on application to

DRESSING BAG . GENERAL EXCELLENCE London , E . C . FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manuger,
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EPPS ' S

GRATEFUL - COMFORTING .

COCOA,

BREAKFAST.
“ By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful

application of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately -flavoured

beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills.” — Civil Service Gazette.

MADE SIMPLY WITH BOILING WATER OR MILK .

SOLD BY GROCERS IN PACKETS ONLY, LABELLED

JAMES EPPS and Co., HOMEOPATHIC CHEMISTS,
48, THREADNEEDLE-STREET, AND 170, PICCADILLY.

WORKS FOR DIETETIC PREPARATIONS, DIANA-PLACE , EUSTON-ROAD .

Legal Notices.

TAW . - COUNSEL and Others WANTED,
competent to settle the Affairs and Property, Lands,

Funds, & c ., of a gentleman . - Letters " A . X ., " at Mr.
Stanley' s, 20, Gresham -street, E . O .

T AW EXAMINATIONS. - A. Solicitor, a
Graduate of Oxford, READS with GENTLEMEN

for their Preliminary , Intermediate , and Final EXAMI.

NATIONS. -- Address " M . A ., " Messrs. Fletcher and Co.,
11, Staple inn , London, W .C .

- NATIONAL LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY,
FOR MUTUAL ASSURANCE.

2, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON, E.C.

ESTABLISHED IN 1830.DRELIMINARY, INTERMEDIATE , and
L FINAL EXAMINATIONS for SOLICITORS. - Mr.

J . ERLE BENHAM (formerly of King's College, London ,
author of several works), whose pupils have always met
vith unparalleled success, has CLASSES READING for DIRECTORS :
these Examinations. He has recently prepared & nephew
and an articled clerk of two of the legal examiners . For President - GEORGE BURNAND, Esq . Vice-President - THOMAS CURTIS, Esq.
references to Noblemen , Members of Parliament, Queen 's
Counsel, Rectors, Members of the Incorporated Law JOSEPH COLLING Esq . RALPH RICARDO , Esq .
Society , and other gentlemen of status . - Address to 20 , RICHARD GARTH , Esq., Q . C . SIGISMUND RUCKER , Esq .

Deve eux -court, Temple ; or to the care of Messrs. Butter FREDERICK LOCK , Esq . HENRY SEWELL , Esq .
worths, 7 , Fleet-street, Her Majesty' s Law Publishers. GEORGE NICHOLAS, Esq . The Hon . G . TALBOT.

HENRY POLLOCK , Esq . Capt. H . W . TYLER , R . E .

LONDON GAZETTE (published by authority) and

LONDON and COUNTRY ADVERTISEMENT OFFICE

No. 117, OHANCERY-LANE, FLEET-STREET. * THE ACCUMULATED FUND of the Society (exceeding £600,000 ) is of anusualmagnitude in pro
TTENRY GREEN , Advertisement Agent, I portion to its liabilities.
I begs to direct the attention of the Legal Profession to

the advantages of his long experience of uproards of twenty . ALL THE PROFITS belong to the Assured, and are applied to the gradual reduction and ultimate
five years, in the special insertion of all pro formá notices, extinction of their premiums, a result which may be expected to occur, in the average of cases, in about
& c ., and hereby solicits their continued support . - N . B . One twenty years from the date of the Policy .
oopy of advertisement only required , and the strictest care
and promptitude assured . Officially stamped forms for ed . FUNDS for the EDUCATION of Children and for their ESTABLISHMENT IN LIFE may
vertisements and file of London Gazette kept. By appoint

be provided on unusually favourable terms, on a new system lately introduced by this Society, based uponment
tables of mortality specially constructed for the purpose.

M R . E . H . BEDFORD , Author of the “ In Persons residing in the Country can effect Assurances without personal attendance in London .
termediate Examination Guide," " The Intermediate

Examination Guide to Bookkeeping," and Editor of " The Prospectuses and further information forwarded post free on application.Preliminary , " " Intermediate ," and " Final, " has CLASSES
daily reading at his Chambers, 9 , King's Bench -walk , CHABLES ANSELL, jun., Actuary .Temple , for each of the Examinations,

To SOLICITORS. - Office for PATENTS, ANNUITIES AND REVERSIONS. TQUITABLE REVERSIONARY
5 , SERLE-STREET, LINCOLN ' S - IX , W . 0 . AW REVERSIONARY INTEREST INTEREST SOCIETY .

Messrs . DAVIES and HUNT, Patent Solicitors, continue to SOCIETY, 10 , Lancaster - place, Strand .
procure BRITISH and FOREIGN PATENTS , & o ., at Established 1835 . Capital paid -up, L450, 000.

68. CHANCERY LANE, LONDON .
mostmoderate charges, and to SOLICITORS at agency rates. This Society purchases Reversionary Property and Life In .

CHAIRMAN . - Alfred H . Shadwell. Esg .
terests, and grants Loans on these securities. Forms of

Solicitors and intending Patenteey should obtain their DEPUTY -CHAIRMAX - H . Cecil Raiker, Esq ., M . P .
" HANDBOOK FOR INVENTORS" gratis on application

Proposalmay be obtained at the office .
Reversions and Life Interests purchased. Immediate and F . S . CLAYTON , L

or by letter . Deferred Annuities granted in exchange for Reversionary o . 7 . CLAYTON Joint Secretaries.

And Contingent Interests.
SOLICITORS' INTERMEDIATE EXAMI. Loansmay also be obtained on the security of Reversions, TMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE COM

NATION . - GENTLEMEN Are PREPARED by al
Annuities, Immediate, Deferred , and Contingent, and also

Endowmerts, granted on favourable terms, I
BARRISTER for this Examination , either personally or

PANY (Established_ 1803), 1, Old Broad-street, E .C .,
and 16 and 17, Pall Mall, s . w .Prospectuses and Forms of Proposal, and all further inforthrough the post. Also for all the other Legal Examina Capital £1,600 ,000 . Paid -up and invested £700,000.mation , may be had at the office .

tions. - Address " A . B ., " care of Mr. Frederick Jones , 8 , Insurances against Fire on Property in all parts of the
Serjeant' s - inn, Fleet-street, E . C . O . B. CLABON, Secretary. World , atModerate Rates of Premium .

Prompt and Liberal Settlement of Claims.
T EGAL EDUCATION , - MR. T . DE LOSS OF LIFE OR LIMB Policies falling due at Christmas should be renewed beforo

WITH THE CONSEQUENT the 9th January, or the samewill become void .
COURCY ATKINS, Student to the Four Inns of LOSS OF TIME AND MONEY E . COZENS SMITH , General Manager.

Court, and late Reader in Roman Law at University CAUSED BY
College, proposes to FORM CLASSES for the study of the ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS,
gubjects required for the Easter Examination (1874) of the PROVIDED FOR BY A POLICY OF THE THE SANS-PLIS SHIRT.
Inns of Court, as well as for the systematic study of general | RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE COMPANY
and particular jurisprudence . To commence 19th January ,

An Annual Payment of Ls to £6 58. Insures £1000 at Death REGISTERED Nov. 1848 .1874. For particulars apply at 3 , New -square, Lincoln 's or an Allowance at the rate of £6 per week for Injury .
inn .

£795 ,000 have been paid as Compensation . Specially adapted to meet the wants
TAW PUPILS. - A BARRISTER, who has ONE out of every Twelve Annual Policy Holdersbecoming

a Claimant EACH YEAR . of
with almost uniform success , prepared nearly one For particulars, apply to the Clerks at the Railway Sta

BARRISTERS, SOLICITORSthousand Students for Examination prior to Admission as tions, to the Local Agents , or at the Offices ,
Attorneys, many of whom have obtained a Prize or Certifi - 64. CORNHILL, AND 10, REGENT-STREET, LONDON . and
cate of Merit, including two Clifford ' s - inn Prizemen , RE WILLIAM J . VIAN , Secretary .
CEIVES PUPILS for Intermediate or Final Examinations, GENTLEMEX OF SEDENTARY PURSUITS
to thom he devotes Ave hours daily . Fee moderate. For TAW UNION FIRE AND LIFE
particulars, or an interview , address " Mr. J ., " Messrs . Base Combinedwith a Perfect fit.
Stevens and Sons, Law Booksellers, 119, Chancery- lane,

INSURANCE COMPANY .

W . C . - N . B . Classes are forming , limited in number, for the Chief Office. - 126 , CHANCERY-LANE LONDON, W .C . Patterns and Particulars of Measure.
ensuing Hiliary, Easter, and Trinity Terms. Capital. -ONE MILLION STERLING . mentfree by post .

Fully subscribed by upwards of 400 Shareholders, nearly al
of whom are members of the Legal Profession . BURDEN AND KEER

HOLLOWAY' S PILLS. - These Pills are CHAIRMAX . - Sir William Foster , Bart ., Norwich .
I better for strengthening a debilitated constitution | DEPUTY -CHAIRMAN . - James Cuddon , Esq ., Barrister -at 51, CONDUIT -STREET, BOND-STREET,

than any other medicine in theworld . Persons of a nervous Law , Goldsmith 's -building, Temple .
habit of body, and all who are suffering from weak digestive | The Capital subscribed and Funds in hand amount to W DUCATION . - ONGAR GRAMMAR
organs, or whose health has become deranged by bilious | upwards of £1, 330 ,000, affording unquestionable security.
affections , disordered stomach , or liver complaints, should The Directors invite attention to the new Form of Life SOHOOL. - Specially devoted to Mercantile Educa .

lose no time in giving these admirable Pills a fair trial. | Policy , which is free from all conditions. tion , twenty miles from London . The domestic arrange
Coughs, colds, asthma, shortness of breath are also within The Company ADVANCES Money on Mortgage of Life ments include & dairy farm . For details see prospectus.

the range of the sanative powers of this remarkable medi Interests and Reversions, whether absolute or contingent. Termsmoderate . - Address the Principal, Dr. CLABE.

cine. The cures effected by these Pills are not superficial or Prospectuses, copies of the Directors' Report, and Annual
temporary, but permanent and complete. They are as Balance Sheet, and every information sent post free on ap Printed and published by HORACE Cox, at 10 , Wellington
mild as they are efficacious, and may be given with con . | plication to street, Strand, London , W . C ., in the County of Middlesex
fidence to delicate females and young children , FRANK M 'GEDY, Actuary and Secretary. I - Saturday, Dec. 20 , 1873 .
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Price (with Reports ), 1s .
Without Reports , 9d.

Money,Wanted and to Jend. Situations, Wanted and Vacant. IT A W . - WANTED, & Corresponding
OLERK , who writes Shorthand . - Apply , by letter ,

stating are and salary required , to GAMBLE and HARVEY, 1 ,

THE IMPROVEMENT of LANDED IT AW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman (aged | Gresham -buildings, Basinghall-street.
ESTATES. - The LAND . LOAN , and ENFRAN . 29, recently admitted ), « SITUATION in a small

CHISEMENT COMPANY (incorporated by special Act of office to assist the principal. Good references . - Address

Parliament) ADVANCES MONEY " F ., " Wilkinson and Son , 49, Coleman -street, E . O . Legal Notices.
1st. -- To the Owners of Settled and other Estates, for

the Erection of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES, T AW . - WANTED, by the Advertiser, who
and for the DRAINAGE , IRRIGATION , ENCLOSING , T EGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY .
CLEARING , and general Improvement of 'LANDED Pro. I passed his final examination last term , and who in .

tends to apply for admission in Hilary Term , 1874 , a SITU . U
perty in any part of the United Kingdom :

Mr. C. E .MASON, AUDITOR, LIQUIDATOR, and
ATION AS managing Conveyancing Clerk . - Address ACCOUNTANT, 80, Essex-street, Strand , London ,

2nd. - To the Owners of Settled Estates in England , for " T . W . F .,” Post-office, Lancaster .
the ERECTION or COMPLETION of MANSIONS, TAW EXAMINATIONS. - A Solicitor, a
STABLES, and OUTBUILDINGS : T AW . - Assistant Common Law or General U Graduate of Oxford , READS with GENTLEMEN

Srd . -- To Landowners generally, to enable them to sub for their Prelininary . Intermediate , and Final EXAMICLERK . - WANTED ,byadvertiser, aged 23, SITUA .Bcribe for Shares in Companies for the CONSTRUCTION NATIONS. - Address " M . A ., " Messrs. Fletcher and Co .,

of RAILWAYS and NAVIGABLE OANALS, which wili
TIOY as above . Five year ' s character from last employers .
Good writer. - Address " B .. " 21 . St. Thomas' s -road , Finsbeneficially affect their Estates :

11, Staple inn , London , W . C .

4th . - TO INCUMBENTS, for the Improvement of their
bury -park , N . TAW EXAMINATIONS. - A GENTLEMANGLEBE LANDS. by Drainage, and the Erection of FARM at the BAR (Bachelor of Laws in Honours)BUILDINGS and COTTAGES : TAW . - A Gentleman , who has been receiv PREPARES , in Chambers or through the post, for

5th . - To COPYHOLDERS for the ENFRANCHISE Jing £120 a year as Head Clerk in a first-class Solicitor' s the INCORPORATED LAW SOCIETY, the BAR , and
MENT of COPYHOLD LANDS. office , requires a SITUATION , with Articles and about 260 LONDON LL. B . References to former and present pupils

salary . The highest references. - " H . M .," 12, Howard .
The amount borrowed with the expenses would be charged will be given . - Address “ LL. B .," care of Messrs. Reeves

street, Strangeways, Manchester .
on the estate benefited , and repaid by a rentcharge, termi. and Turner Law Booksellers, 100, Chancery-lane, W . O .
nating in twenty -five years.

TAW . - A CLERK , who has passed his T EGAL EDUCATION . - MR. T . DENO INVESTIGATION OF THE LANDOWNER' S
TITLE IS NECESSARY . U Intermediate Examination , wishes to obtain a trans COUROY ATKINS. Student to the Four Inns of

fer of his articles to a gentleman with whom he wonld have Court, and late Reader in Roman Law at University
Forms of application , and all further partionlars,may be the opportunity of a gisting in a General Practice. A College, proposes to FORM CLASSES for the study of the

obtained of Messrs. Rawlence and Squarey, 22, Great George moderate salary would be expected . - Address “ R . N . " (No. subjects required for the Easter Examination ( 1877) of the
street, Westminster, S . W ., and Salisbury ; of Messrs. 1601), 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W . C . Inns of Court, as well as for the systematic study of general
Ashurst, Morris , and Co., Solicitors , 6 , Old Jewry , London , and particular jurisprudence . The Classes will include the
E .C . ; of Messrs. Gillespie and Paterson , W . S . , SIA , George
street , Edinburgh , agents for the Company in Scotland ;

subjects for the examinations of the Incorporated Law
T AW . - TheAdvertiser (uparticled , aged 39) Sociсty and the London University. To commence 12th

and at the Offices of the Company as below . U desires a RE-ENGAGEMENT as General Managing Jannary , 1874. For particulars apply at 8 , New -square,
T . PÄIN , Managing Director. CLERK. He has had for many years the supervision ofan Lincoln 's - inn .
EDWIN GARROD, Secretary . office of extensive and general practice . He is also a good

Land, Loan , and Enfranchisement Company, accountant and bookkeeper. Unexcentionable references LONDON GAZETTE (published by authority ) and

No. 22, Great George-street, Westminster, S . W . can be given. The country preferred . - Address * Beta " LONDON and COUNTRY ADVERTISENENT OFFICE
(No. 1601), 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W .C .

MONEY. - £25,000 to LEND on MORT. No . 117 , CHANCERY-LANE , FLEET-STREET.

1 GAGE in one or more sums. - Apply Thos.WRIGHT, T AW - A Gentleman (aged 23 , recently D ENRY GREEN , Advertisement Agente.
Solicitor, Carlisle. O admitted), desires & SITUATION as Managing 1 begs to direct she attention of the Legal Profession to

CLERK , under supervision , in a large Country office of the advantages of his long experience of uproards of twenty
MONEY. - WANTED, £1200 , on Perma good general practice , or a CLERKSHIP in a Town office five years, in the special insertion of all pro formá notices ,

nent Mortgage , at £4 per Cent. , on First-class Free . where his duties would not be confined to one branch of the 1 & c ., and hereby solicits their continued support . - N . B . One
hold Business Premises, in Bristol. Interest punctually Profession . References given . - Apply by letter, addressed copy of advertisement only required , and the strictest care

paid . -Apply " A . B .," Box 172, Post-office, Bristol. " M . S . H ., " Messrs . Moulton and Sons, Law Stationers, and promptitude assured . Officially stamped forms for ad
37, Chancery-lane, London . vertisements and file of London Gazette kept. By appoint

MONEY.- Various SUMS up to £500 ,000 ment

I readyfor immediate INVESTMENT. Present rates TAW . - SHORTHAND. - WANTED, by a
of Interest, Freeholds ( Trustees ' Securities ) 8 : per Cent. : mo SOLICITORS. - Office for PATENTS ,
Leaseholds, Houses, Mines , Collieries, Public Works, Public U GENTLEMAN, who has had twenty years' experi.

ence in the Offices of Solicitors and others, a RE -ENGAGE 5 , SERLE STREET, LINCOLN'S -Ixx, W . C .
Rates, Ground-rents , and similar Securities at proportion MENT. He is a rapid Shorthand writer , a good Corre Messrs. DAVIES and Hunt, Patent Solicitors , continue to
ately low rates. - Apply to MR, BAILEY, 29 , Walbrook, City, procure BBITISH and FOREIGN PATENTS , & o . . at
London . spondent and Accountant ; has had considerable Practice

in the Law Department of Railway Companies, and is com mostmoderate charges, and to SOLICITORS at agency rates.
MONEY LENT-- £5 to £500, with and petent to assist generally in the several branches. He Solicitors and intending Patentees should obtain their

possesses undeniable testimonials from eminent firms. " HANDBOOK FOR INVENTORS" gratis on application
without Sureties , upon PromissoryNotes , Furniture, Address " Lex ," Derby Villa , Church Fields, Salisbury . or by letter .

Goods, Deeds, Life Policíes, Shares, Jewellery , & c ., from
onemonth to three years. Formsgratis. Bills discounted . TAW . - WANTED, an efficient Convey .Offices : 71, Fleet-street, City , E . C ., and 3 , Pullen 's-row , QOLICITORS' INTERMEDIATE EXAMI.
High -street, Islington, N . Established thirty -four years . U ancing CLERK , aged about 25 . - Addregs " G ., " Mr.
Open daily . - W . M . READ , Manager .

NATION. - GENTLEMEN are PREPARED by aOsmond's , Law Stationer, Ironmonger-iane , Cheapside. BARRISTER for this Examination , either personally or

MONEYpromptly ADVANCED on Personal I AW . - WANTED, a good Bill of Costs through the post. Also for all the other Legal Examina
tions. - Addresa " A . B ., " care of Mr. Frederick Jones, 8 ,

M Security, Bills of Sale , Freeholds , Leaseholds, I CLERK , and to make himself generally useful - Serjeant's -inn , Fleet-street, E . C .
Stocks, Shares, Bonds, or other security, repayable by Apply, by letter, stating age, salary. and references to
instalments. No preliminary fees. - REAL AND PERSONAL T . B .," 13, St. Mary' s -square , Paddington .
ADVANCE COMPANY (LIMITED ), Established 1856 , 8, Tavi
stock -street, Covent-garden , J. WOOLLETT, Secretary . T AW . -WANTED, in an Accountant's

MONEY ADVANCED at a Day 's Notice Omce , a well -educated Youth as Junior CLERK . No
premium required . Small salary given . - Afply , by letter , MR. DAVID J. CHATTELL, who inspects

(from £10 upwards ) to respectable householders in to GAYBLB and HARVEY, 1, Gresham -buildings, Basinghall U all Ground Rents entrusted to him for disposal,
the London District upon MORTGAGE of their FURNI. street. invites BUYERS or SELLERS ofGround Rents to CALLTURE without removal, repayable by easy instalments. upon or COMMUNICATE with him at his well-known
Xo charge ofany kind unless money advanced . As this does TAW . - WANTED , immediately, by a firm
not emanate from an agent, applicants must apply personally corner offices, 29A , Lincoln 's - inn - fields. No commission

to Mr. BAUGHAX , 34, Southampton -buildings, Chancery -lane. U charged to purchasers .in Northamptonshire, a Copying and Engrossing
The public are cautioned against paying preliminary fees to CLERK . - Apply, stating age, salary, and references, “ A

pretenders, X ." (NO. 1604 ), 10, Wellington-street, Strand, w . d . A TREEHOLD AND LEASEHOLD GROUND
country clerk preferred . RENTS. Mr. DAVID J . OHATTELL , having for

MUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION many years devoted his particular attention to this class of

M (Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1850), 14 , Rus. I AW . - WANTED, an Assistant Chancery investments , is , through his extensive and constantly in .
sell -street, Covent-garden , London , and 38 , Ship -street , CLERK , who can write Shorthand. Also an Assistant creasing connection , enabled to dispose of Ground Rents ,

Brighton , ADVANCES MONEY upon Personal Security , Bankruptcy CLERK , who can write Shorthand. - Address without delay, at fair market prices. The Special
Bills of Sale, Deeds, & c ., repayable by instalments. Bills “ A . B " care of Mr. Osmond , Law Stationer, Ironmonger. Monthly List, containing particulars of numerous parcels ,

promptly discounted . Forms free on receipt of stamped lane, E . C . paying various rates of interest, and suitable for theemploy .

envelope. C . R . WRIGHT, Secretary . ment of large or small amounts, may be had , gratis, on
W ANTED, a Clever Shorthand Corre application at his Offices, 29A, (corner of) Lincoln 's -inn

sponding CLERK . - Apply by letter ,stating terms, fields, and forms the best medium between buyers and
sellers.Partnerships, Wanted and Vacant. to " A . Z . , ” care of Messrs. Foreman and Cooper , Public

Accountants, 7 , Gresham -street, E . C . WESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON, and
T AW . - A SOLICITOR (eighteen years

TAW . - WANTED, an active, intelligent to be sold or LET, including Landed Estates, Town andM FARMER'S LIST of ESTATES and HOUSES
admitted ) desires to PURCHASE an INTEREST

of about 1400 a year , in a good Conveyancing and general General CLERK , about 80 ; must write rapidly and Country Residences, Hunting and Shooting Quarters,

Business in Liverpool or elsewhere. Has some Liverpool well, and be up in accounts . Salary to commence at £2 & Farms, Ground Rents, Rentcharges, House Property, and
connection . - Address " QUIDAM ” (No. 1595 ), 10 , Welling. week . - Address " A . B , " 58 , Lincoln 's -inn - fields, stating Investments generally , is PUBLISHED on the first day of
ton -street , Strand, W . C . age, antecedents, and qualification each tuonth , and may be obtained , free of charge, at their

Offices, 80, Cheapside, E . C ., or will be sentby post in return
T AW - A Solicitor, of upwards of eleven TAW . - WANTED . in a large Office in for two stamps. Particulars for insertion should be

years' standing in & large Northern Commercial I London , a Conveyancing CLERK . - Address (stating received not later than four days previous to the end of the
Town , is desirous of making a PARTNERSHIP arrange precedingmonth .

age, qualifications, name of office in which last employed ,
ment with a Solicitor, in London , whereby both the Town and salary expected ) " B . C .," care of Messrs . Harwar, 3 ,
and Country business could be carried on to mutual advan . Bell - yard , Temple -bar. MESSRS. VENTOM, BULL, and
tage. - -Address " B . C .” (No. 1602), 10 Wellington-street, COOPER ' S MONTHLY REGISTER , containing
Strand , W . O . T AW . - WANTED , in London, a JUNIOR particulars of Estates and Farms, Furnished and Unfur.

TAW PARTNERSHIP. -- A Solicitor of ten nished Honses in Town and Country to be sold or let ,
OLERK , to assist the principal chiefly Common Ground Rents , and other Investments, may be had free on

years' standing , and of considerable legal experience, Law : hemust have a good character, write a good hand , application , or by post for one stamp. Particulars intended
having recently given up practice desires an ENGAGE and possess a knowledge of the offices, and be capable of for insertion in next month 's Register should be forwarded
MENT as Working PARTNER ; minimum remuneration attending ordinary summonses at chambers. Salary to by the 96th inst. - Auction and Estate Agency Offices , 8 ,
£300 per annum . - Address " P . P ., " Messrs . Thompson , | commence el per week , to increase according to merit . - Bucklersbury, E . C .
Law Stationers, 23, Chancery-lane. - Apply , stating age, “ W . J. P ." (No. 1604 ), 10 ,Wellington

street, Strand , W . O .
T AW . - PARTNERSHIP WANTED , by a PSYCHOLOGICAL SOCIETY of
U Solicitor and University Graduate, eight years ad LAW . - WANTED , in the Mining Districts, GREAT BRITAIN is in progress of formation .

mitted , and a good Conveyancer . Premium about £1000. Persone desirous of joining will receive a prospectus on ap
Highest references. - Address " B . A . " 42 , Albert-street,

thoroughly conversant with the routine of Country Prac
an experienced Managing CLERK (not under $ 5 ) ,

plication by post to " The Psychological Society ," Chemical
Regent' s Park , N . W . tice, Preparing Succession Duties ; must be a good Con . Nero Office, Boy- court, Fleet-street, London .

TAW PARTNERSHIPS. - KAIN , BULLEN , veyancer and Acconntant, and having some knowledge of
Mining Leasen . No Admitted person need apply . The DUCATION - ONGAR GRAMMAR

ELDRIDGE. and Co . , Law Accountants, invite most striot inquiry as to character and antecedents will be V SCHOOL. - Specially devoted to Mercantile Educa .
the attention of firms to their register of SELECTED made. A liberal and increasing salary will be given to a tion , twenty miles from London . The domestic arrango
APPLICANTS having capital, influence , and abildty . conpetent Clerk . - Apply to Mr. W . BUNTINO, Solicitor , ments include a dairy farm . For details see prospectus.

Chancery - lane, and at Liverpool, Chesterfield . Termsmoderate . - Address the Principal, Dr. CLARK,

Sales by Juction.
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THE SECOND EDITION (greatly enlarged and almost
entirely re -written ) of

In demy 8vo. (pp. xxiv -780), price 31s.6d.,
THE

EQUITY IN THE COUNTY COURTS: COUNTY COURTS ACTS, RULES, AND ORDERS
(COMMON LAW AND EQUITY),

A MANUAL OF THE

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF THE COUNTY
COURTS IN EQUITABLE PROCEEDINGS,

Including the powers given by the Friendly Societies Acte ,

the Charitable Trusts Acts, the Companies Acts , and all
other subjects of Jurisdiction not included under the heads
of Common Law , Admiralty, and Bankruptcy , with a
Chapter on the Probate Jurisdiction conferred by the Acts
of 1858 and 1873 , and Forms, Tables of Costs, and Lists of

Fees.

By HENRY FREDERICK GIBBONS, LL . B .,

AND

THE JURISDICTION AND PRACTICE
UNDER THE

STATUTES RELATING TO PROBATE, CHARITABLE TRUSTS, FRIENDLY SOCIETIES, INDUSTRIAL AND
PROVIDENT SOCIETIES, LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTIONS, MERCHANT SHIPPING ,

CUSTOMS, SUCCESSION DUTY, METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS, ALKALI WORKS,

AND JOINT-STOCK COMPANIES ;

WITH

CHAPTERS UPON ADMINISTRATION , TRUSTS, MORTGAGES, SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE

INFANTS , PARTNERSHIP, AND INJUNCTIONS ;

AND

NATHANIEL NATHAN , B .A ., Barristers-at-Lar .

LONDON :

HORACE COX, 10,WELLINGTON -STREET,STRAND

ANDNEW EDITION OF SAUNDERS'S LAW OF
BASTARDY .

THE LAW and PRACTICE of AFFILIA
TION , containing the Bastardy Law Amendment

Acts 1872 and 1873, the New Forms just issued by the Local
Government Board, and all the Decisions upon the subject .
By THOMAS W . SAUNDERS, Barrister-at-Law , Recorder
of Bath . Sixth Edition . Price 68, 6d. , cloth .
London : LAW TIMES Office , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand .

Summaries of the Law relating to Interrogatories, the Inspection and Discovery of Documents, Attachment
of Debts, and to Mistake, Accident, and Fraud, as Grounds of Equitable Defence; with

FORMS, SCHEDULES OF COSTS, AND A COPIOUS INDEX .

By JOHN SHORTT and EDWYN JONES, Esquires,
Barristers-at-Law .

LONDON : HORACE cox, 10, WELLINGTON-STREET, STRAND.

Now ready, price Is., free by post 18. 2 d .

THE RURAL ALMANAC and SPORTS
1 MAN ' S ILLUSTRATED CALENDAR for 1874 .

The Letterpress consists of Lists ofHounds, their Masters,
Whips, Kennels , & c . ; Clubs and their Club Houses ; Yachts
and their Stations, Commodore. Vice -Commodore, Secre
taries, & c ., with the Winning Yachts for the Year 1878 ;
Chambers of Agriculture ; Epitome of Acts of Parliament
passed relating to Country Gentlemen . Seventeen full-page
engravings. And a vast amount of Information relating
to the Farm , Stable . Hunting. Country House. Garden,
Natural History , the Government and Government Offices ,
Rates of Postage, and other matters usually looked for
in an Almanac .

London : HORACE Cox , 346 , Strand , W . C .

MUNICIPAL ELECTION PETITIONS.
SECOND EDITION, Price 6s.,

THE LAW AND PRACTICE

Now ready,price 19.,royal sto,bevelled boards,wilt edges, MUNICIPAL REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS,

OF

INCLUDING THE

DHEASANTS for COVERTS and
I AVIARIES : their Natural History and Practical

Management. By W . B . TEGETMEIER , F . Z . S ., Author
of " The Poultry Book ," " Pigeons, " " The Homing
Pigeon ;" Editor of the Poultry Department of the Field ,
& c ., & c . Illustrated with numerous Full- page Engravings
drawn from Life by T . W . Wood .

" Noone will regret that Mr. Tegetmeier 's skill in bring.
ing to bear upon any department of the history of gallina
ceons birds the stores of research which he has amassed has
been directed into this channel. With him for ga de and
mentor we may fairly hope to be spared absurd exaggera
tions, and to find reasonable explanations of statements

aboutwhich doubt might suggest itself." -- Saturday Reviero ,
Oct. 18, 1878 .

" A sine qua non in the library of every country gentle .
man ." - Baily' s Magazine.

" Mr. Tegetmeier's intelligent and finely illustrated work
on Pheasants ." - Lancet.

" An excellent monograph. . . . Tha illustrations are
simply exquisite." - Garden .

“ Mr. Tegetmeier's magnificent work on Pheasants."
Nature.

* * A handsome quarto. " - Gardener ' s Chronicle.

London : FIELD Office, 346 , Strand, W . C .

PRACTICE UPON MUNICIPAL ELECTION PETITIONS.
By THOMAS WILLIAM SAUNDERS, Recorder of Bath.

LONDON : HORACE COX, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND, W .C .

THE

PRACTICAL STATUTES OF THE SESSION
(36 & 37 VICTORIA ) ;

1873

WITH

INTRODUCTIONS, NOTES, TABLES OF STATUTES REPEALED AND SUBJECTS ALTERED ,

LISTS OF LOCAL AND PERSONAL AND PRIVATE ACTS AND A COPIOUS INDEX .
Recently Published , price Is., with Two Illustrations .

MHE GROUSE DISEASE : a Statement of
Facts tending to Prove the Parasitic Origin of the

Epidemic.
* At a very opportune moment, & phamplet is being

issued from the Office of The Field on this much vexed
question . According to Dr. Cobbold , the grouse disease is
immediately due to intestinal irritation set up by the pre
sence of parasites. " - The British Medical Journal.

London : " THE FIELD " Office , 346 , Strand, London ,

Edited by W . PATERSON , Esq .,
Barrister -at-Law .

Now ready. SECOND EDITION .
DOUND THE TABLE ; or, Notes on
IV Cookery and Plain Recipes, with a Selection of Bills

of Fare . B “ The G C . "
This work is an attempt to popularise the leading prin

ciples of Continental Cookery , and to show how , in an econo
taically -conducted household , a succession of agreeable Bills
of Fare can be provided . All its recipes have been tested by
experience , and are so given as to be intelligible of them
selves, the object being not so much to provide a volume of
reference for a professed cook as to explain how , with ordi.
nary resources , an artistic dinner can be produced . Pub
lished in one vol., post 8vo., pp. 300, price 68 ., free by post
Gs. 5d .

CONTENTS :
Table of Enactments Repealed . VagrantAct Amendment Act. Expiring Laws Continnance Act .
Table of Principal Subjects Altered . The Cathedral Acts Amendment Act. 1 Railways Regulation Act.

Tithe Commutation Acts Amendment Merchant Shipping Acts Amendment
SENATON 1878 - 86 & 87 VICTORIA . Act . Act.

Endowed Schools (Address ) Act Government Annuities Act. Elementary Education Act.
Income Tax Assessment Act. Regulation of Railways Act. Endowed Schools Act (1869 ) Amend .
Bastardy Laws Amendment Act . Places of Worship Sites Act. ment Act.
Custody of Infants Act. Prison Officers Superannuation (Ire Slave Trade (Consolidation ) Act .
Marriages (Ireland ) Act. land ) Act . Gas and Water Works Facilities Act
Customs and Inland Revente Act. Intestates ' Widows and Children Act. ( 1870 ) Amendment Act.
Poor Allotments Management Act. MedicalAct (University of London ) Turnpike Acts Continuance, & c ., Act.
Matrimonial Causes Amendment Act, Extradition Act. Statute Law Revision Act .
Municipal Corporations Evidence Act Supreme Court of Judicature Act.

County Debentures Act. Agricultural Children Act. List of Local and Personal Acts .
Crown Lands Act. Revising Barristers Act. Private Acts.
The Fairs Act . Salmon Fishery Act.

LONDON : HORACE COX , 10 , WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND.

AT BIRCHIN LANE. 1740 — 1873 .

« A little vol. of 300 pages does not profess to beexhaustive
Nor is 'Round the Table ' a cookery book in the ordinary
sense of the word ; it is rather a book for the mistress of
the household to read and ponder. Apart from the recipes,
many of which are new and original- all of which are so
carefully explained , that nothing but deliberate perversity
can make the cook go wrong, and each one of which has
been used in The G . C .' s ' own kitchen - the value of the
work is in its wrinkles ,' . . And there are also a

hundred little bits of advice of which the British cook is in
ore need , and which , trivialas they may appear, are yet very

valuable ." - - Observer, 22nd Sept 1872. .
" Tho G . O ! makes a tour of the dining table, and dwells

artistically on all themethodsby which food is made pleas
ing to the senses and conducive to social entertainment. . .
* The G . C .' presente us with one of the best treatises on the
art of dining that we have met with . . . . " The G . C ' sup
plies a full, intelligible , and vivacious exposition of the
various steps in cookery ; of how to make broths, for in
stance, for the healthy and for the invalid ; of the mysteries
of boiling, frying,and roasting ; of the proper treatment o !
vegetables . . . . . " - Lancet, July 20, 1872 .

This book is a serviceable contribution to the literature
of the kitchen , presenting the reader with many very valu
able suggestions with regard to the art of cookery , all of
which seem to be the result of practical experience . .
Tae duties of host and hostess, the method of managing
ervants on special occasions, the way to manage a dinner

purty , and all the other et- ceteras of rustom which polite
dinner-giving and dinner-taking society are expected to
conform to , are laid down with as much precision as the

rules of Hoyle's games ." - Bradford Observer .
London : HORACB Cox , 340 , strand, W . O .
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Just published , price £1 11s. 6d.,

THE SECOND EDITION
OF

DORIA AND MACRAE'S

LAW AND PRACTICE IN BANKRUPTCY;

THE QUEEN .
THE LADY'S NEWSPAPER ,

OF

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 27,
CONTAINS :

The Season .
A Work for Women ,
New Year's Day.
Five O 'Clock Tea .
Causerie de Paris .
National Training School for Music .
Dr. Von Bülow ' s Recitals ,
M . Demetz , of Mettray , with Portrait .
King and Queen of Saxony, with Portraits .
The Stately Homes of England, with Illustrations .

CUT PAPER PATTERN OF
A DOLMAN OPERA CLOAK .

UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF

THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict. c. 71) ; THE DEBTOR'S
ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict. C. 62) ;

AND THE

BANKRUPTCY REPEAL AND INSOLVENT COURT ACT, 1869
(32 & 33 Vict. C. 83).

AND ALL THE CASES AND DECISIONS OF ALL THE COURTS DOWN TO THE
PRESENT TIME.

By A. A . DORIA , of Lincoln 's Inn , Esq ., B .C . L ., Barrister-at-Law .

Weighs and Rablihen, Norton-on-Trent.
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W HAT AM IP A Popular Introduction to
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MECHANISM ofMAN , By EDWARD W . COX , Serieant
at-Law . Price 8s. 6d .

CONTENTS :
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5. of the dividende debtor. a release of the trus

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS .

A most usefuland charming book .-- Standard .
Serjeant Cox sketches his psychological system with a

bold , free, and not unsteady hand . Daily Reviet .
Written in such plain language and in such a popular

and entertaining style. - Orford Herald .
A remarkable book. -- Builder.
We commend it to the serious study of those who would

find an intelligible answer to the monstrous question
* What am IP " - Leicester Mercury.

Mr. Serjeant Cox's work is full of thought, and well worth
reading . -- Morning Post.
There is much to challenge the attention of reflective

readers . - Bristol Mercury .

London : LONGMAN and Co., Paternoster-row .
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Contents .
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PUBLISHERS OF
BANKRUPTOY , CONVEYANCING ,
COMMON LAW , PROBATE, and
CHANCERY, GENERAL FORMS.

• " This work is onewhich has naturally carried with it more weight than any other text book , having been
EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LITHOGRAPHY, written by two Registrars of the Court of Bankruptcy. In practice it has been found to realise the anticipations

EXECUTED WITH DESPATCH . formed concerning it , in proof of which we have now in our hands a second edition . Perbaps the most valuable

Catalogues forwarded post-free . feature of the work is the fulness of the practical details which enable & tyro to transact his business with
tolerable security . The first half of the work comprises the Bankruptcy Act and the Debtors Act, which have
been carefully and ably noted with all the decisions ; and the latter half is devoted mainly to practice and pro .

STUDEN cedure . The Bills of Sale Act and one or two other enactments are incorporated , which are frequeutly con .

sulted by the Bankruptcy practitioner. A very elaborate index ends the volume.” — Law Times.
FOR

Art Students, Professional Students of all
Divinity Students, Kinds,
Examination Students, Science Students, and Second Edition, in Svo. price 218 ., cloth, Now ready, in Imp. 8vo ., price 42s .. calf .
Law Students , General Students of every |M AYNE'S ( J . D ) TREATISE ON AN INDEX of the CASES OVERRULED,
Medical Students, description . 1 DAMAGES : A Treatise on Damages , comprising REVERSED , DENIED , DOUBTED, MODIFIED
Will be OPENED on the 1st of JANUARY next. Tbo their Measure, the Mode in which they are assessed and LIMITED . EXPLAINED , and DISTINGUISHED, by

LIBRARY is ESTABLISHED for the convenience of all Reviewed , the Practice of Granting New Trials, & c ., & o . the Courts of England, Ireland , and America, from the
Students , in Town or Country ,who desire to carry on their Second Edition . By LUMLEY SMITH , of the Inner Earliest Period to the Present Time. By M . B . BIGELOW ,
Studies at times and places chosen by themselves. Temple, Barrister-at- law . Esq . 1878 .
SUBSCRIPTION , for one volume at a time, ONB " Few modern text books have a higher authority thanGUINEA a Year. Now ready, in royal 8vo ., price 80s ., cloth .

A Reading Room will be opened to Subscribers, at One
Mayne on Damages . An argument is seldom heard in the
Courts upon a question of the measure of damages withoutGuinea & Year, or 2s . a Month Extra .

A PRACTICAL TREATISE on the LAW
the work being referred to ; and there are several points of COVENANTS for TITLE. By W . H . RAWLE,

Prospectuses , and other information, will be supplied by upon which there was, at the date of the first edition (1856 ), Esq . Fourth edition , 1873.“ Librarian , ” care of Messrs. Harwar, Furnival' s -inn , either an absence or a conflict of authority , and upon whichLondon, E . O . the views advanced by the author have since been held to Just published , in 8vo . . price 38. 6d ., cloth .

be law by the Courts. . . . It is fortunate for the repu . AN EPITOME of LEADING COMMON
SOLICITOR'S CASH BOOK .- A Cash Book tation of the work that so good an editor has been found LAW CASES : With some short notes thereon :

for Use of Solicitors, showing at a glance receipts and for it as Mr. Lumley Smith . The additions to the text of chiefly intended as a Guide to " Smith 's Leading Cases. '
payments on cash account, bank account, business account,

the former edition are distinguished by brackets. Mr. By JOHN INDERMAUR , Solicitor.
and private account. Price , with explanation , in sheets, Lumley Smith 's work has been well done, and the new cases

38. 60 . per quire , or bound in extra forril, of the following are skiifully incorporated ." - Solicitors' Journal. Just published , in 8vo ., price 5s ., cloth .
thickness : one quire , 108. ; two quires, 188. 6d . ; three AN EPITOME of LEADING CASES in
quires, 178 . ; four quires, £l ls . ; five quires, £i 5s . ; six In 8vo ., price 9s. cloth . EQUITY and CONVEYANCING ; With shortnotes

quires, £1 9s . THE RULE of the LAW of FIXTURES. thereon . By JOHN INDERMAUR, Solicitor.
The author says : “ It is very simple, and with a little

attention it will be found to work well ; I have long proved Second Edition , embracing References to English , In one thick volume, sro., price 328 ., cloth ,
it to do so . " May be obtained direct, or through any book Scotch , Irish , and American Decisions. By ARCHIBALD

seller by order. BROWN, of the Middle Temple, Barrister -at-Law . MHE LAW of RAILWAY COMPANIES,
London : H . Cox, 10 ,Wellington -street, Strand, W . C . comprising the Companies Clauses, the Lands

In 8vo., 78. 6d . cloth. Clauses, the Railways Clauses Consolidation Acts, the
TUSTICES' CLERKS' ACCOUNTS . A AN EPITOME and ANALYSIS of Railway Companies Act 1867, and the Regulation of Rail

ways Act 1868 ; -with Notes of Cases on all the Sections,
J Journal and Cash Book , prepared by Mr. GEORGE SAVIGNY' S TREATISE on OBLIGATIONS in brought down to the year 1868 ; together with an Appendix

O . OKE, of the Mansion House , London , for Justices ' ROMAN LAW . By ARCHIBALD BROWN, of the Middle
Olerks' Account of Fees received by them . The headings | Temple , Barrister -at-law . giving all the other material Acts relating to Railways, and

the Standing Orders of the Houses of Lords and Commons,
are : Date - Subject of Entry - Fees earned - Fees debited and a copions Index. By HENRY GODEFROI, of ¡Lin
in Ledger - Ledger _ Folio - Current fees received - Fines , coln 's - inn, and JOHN SHORTT, of the Middle Temple
fees, & c ., credited - Ledger folio - Fines, fees, & c ., repaid - Second edition , in one volume, crown 8vo., cloth ,
Office expenses.

Barristers -at-Law .price 20s .Prices : One quire , 58. ; two quires , 88. ; " This book will prove to be of pre -eminent value to practhree quires, 118. ; four quires, 143. ; five quires, 178. ; six THE PROBATE, LEGACY, and SUCCES titioners, both before Parliamentary committees and in the
quires, 205 . ; half-bound, or in sheets unbound 3s. per SION DUTIES ACTS. Comprising 36 Goo . 3, c . 52 : Courts of Law and Equity .” -- Law Journal,
quire .

London : H . Cox, 10, Wellington -street, Strand. 45 Geo . 3 , c . 28 ; 55 Geo . 3 , c . 184 ; and 16 & 17 Vict. c. 51 ; with
an Introduction and Copious Notes ; together with an In 1 vol., royal 8vo ., price 308., cloth .

MHE COUNTY COURTS CHRONICLE Appendix of Statutes, and a full Index . By ALFRED NASES and OPINIONS on CONSTITU
and GAZETTE OF BANKRUPTOY , monthly , HANSON , Esq ., Comptroller of Legacy and Succession ITIONAL LAW , and various points of English Juris .

Duties ,
price Is . 6d ., contains all the Law and Reports of the prudence, collected and digested from Official Documents
County Courts and in Bankruptcy . “ His book is a most useful one to all practitioners , and other sources,with Notes . By WILLIAMFORSYTH .

London : " LAW TIMES " Office, 10, Wellington -street, whether barristers or solicitors. " - Solicitors' Journul, Esq ., M . A ., Q . C ., Standing Counsel to the Secretary of
Strand , " It is the only complete book on a subject of great im State in Council of India .

portance." - Law Times. In a handy volume, crown Sro ., price 105, 6 . 1., cloth .
COX'S LAW OF

In one volume, 8vo , priee 18., cloth, lettered. MHE LAW of SALVAGE , as Administered

JOINT-STOCK COMPANIES. - in the High Court of Admiralty and the County
VHE LAW of COPYRIGH Works o Courts ; with the Principal Authorities, English and Ame

Literature and Art : including that of the Drama. rican , brought down to the present time; and an Appendix
The SEVENTH EDITION of the Music, Engraving, Sculpture, Painting, and Photography, containing Statutes, Forms, Table of Fees, & c . By EDWYN

and Ornamental and Useful Designs ; together with Inter JONES , Esq ., of Gray ' s -inn , Barrister-at- Law .
TAW OF JOINT STOCK COMPANIES nationaland Foreign Copyright,with the Statutes Relating

In 8vo ., price 5s., cloth .U AND OTHER ASSOCIATIONS ; comprising the thereto, and references to the English and American Deci.
whole of the New Law relating to the Abandonment of sions. By WALTER ARTHUR COPINGER . of the THE LAW of NEGLIGENCE , Incor
Railways and the Winding-up of Railway Companies, Middle Temple, Barrister -at -Law . porating the Recent Decisions of the Courts of theas contained in the Statutes relating to Joint Stock " A book that is certainly the most complete treatise upon | United Kingdom and America. By ROBERTCAMPBELL ,
Companies , the General Orders and Rules of the Court

he complex subject of copyright which has ever been pub - | Advocate of the Scotch Bar, and of Lincoln ' s Inn , Barrister
of Chancery, and Decisions of the Courts of Law and hed in England ." - Atheneum , at-Law .
Equity ; together with the Industrial and Provident
Societies Acts, and County Court Orders thereon , the Stan .
naries Act and Rules, with Notes as to the Mode of Proce
dure under them . By EDWARD W . Cox . Serieant at. LONDON :Law , Recorder of Portsmouth , Seventh Edition , by

CHARLES J. OʻMALLEY, LL . B ., Barrister-at-Law , of
the Middle Temple .

Price 21s., cloth .

London : LAW TIMES Office, 10, Wellington-street,Strand. BELL YARD , TEMPLE BAR .

STEVENS AND HAYNES, LAW PUBLISHERS,
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ROBE

PARTRIDGE AND COOPER, SAMUEL BROTHERS, 50 , LUDGATE - THE NEW SYSTEM OF BUYING A
HILL, LONDON , MERCHANT TAILORS, BOYS'

WHOLESALE & RETAIL STATIONERS, HOUSE WITHOUT MONEY.OUTFITTERS, & c .

192 , FLEET-STREET, AND 1 & 2 , CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON, E . C . SAMUEL BROTHERS vast Stock (the
Carriage paid to the Country on Orders exceeding 208. largest in London ) is divided into Nine Classes . BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY ,Each piece of cloth and every garment is marked

DRAFT PAPER, 5 ., 6s, 6d ., 78 , 6d., 78 . 9d ., and 9s. 9d. per the class to which it belongs, and the price in plain
ream . figures. 29 AXD 80. SOUTHAMPTON BUILDINGS.

BRIEF PAPER, 158, 6d ., 178 . 6d . , and 238. Bil . per ream . CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON .
FOOLSCAP PAPER, 108, 6d ., 12s. 6d ., and 158. 6d . per ream . NEW AUTUMN FABRICS. Price List.
CREAM LAID NOTE , 38 ., 4s., and 56 . per ream .
LARGE CREAM LAID NOTE, 4s , 6d ., 6s . 6d ., and 88 . per ream .
LARGE BLUE NOTE, Ss. 6d ., Is . 6d., and 6s. 6d . per ream . AUTUMN SUITS. AUTUMN COATS . MOST PERSONS ARE FAMILIAR with
ENVELOPES , CREAM OR BLUE , 48 . 6d . , and 6s . 6d ., per 1000 . what is known as the " THREE YEARS' SYSTEM "
THE " TEMPLE " ENVELOPE, extra secure , 98. 6d . per 1000 . of the Pianoforte Makers, by which anyone who Hires an
FOOLSCAP OFFICIAL ENVELOPES, Is, 9d . per 100. Instrument and pays the Hire for that period , becomes theTHE NEW “ VELLUM WOVE CLUB-HOUSE” NOTE , CLASS ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE. Pre

viously to the introduction of this plan it was almost as9s . 6d . per ream ,
difficult for those of limited income to buy a good Pianoforte“ We should direct particular attention to their New Club
as to BUY A HOUSE ; ond persons went on year afterhonse Paper : in our opinion it is the very best paper we ever
year , paying for the Hire of an Instrument, and expended

wrote apon ,” - London Mirror .
as much money as would have bought the Pianoforta
several times over .

INDENTURE SKINS, Printed and Machine-ruled ,to hold twenty 863 . 489. 6d. 188.6d. A 178 . 6d. 255. 218 . What will hold good for Pianofortes will hold good for

or thirty folios, 28 . 8d . per skin , 20s. per dozen , 1258 . per HOUSES : and there aremany who would no doubt AVAIL

roll . THEMSELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY , if it was
42s. 49s . 49s. 218 . | 288 . 288. afforded them , of becoming

SECONDS or FOLLOWERS, Ruled , 1s . 11d. each, 228. per dozen ,
1058. per roll. THE OWNER OF A HOUSERECORDS or MEMORIALS , 7d. each ,6s . 6d . per dozen . 50s. 579. 26s. 38s. 335 .

in the sameway as they have already become the owner of
their pianoforte .

LEDGERS, DAY -BOOKS, CASH -BOOKS, LETTER Or MINUTE-BOOKS 50s. 688 . 64s. 333 . 428. 428. THE DIRECTORS
An immense stock in various bindings .

OF THEILLUSTRATED PRICE-LIST of Inkstands, Postage Scales
Copying Presses, Writing Cases, Despatch Boxes, Oak and 758. 838. 788 . 425. 50s . 50s . BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETYWalnut Stationery Cabinets, and other useful articles
adapted to Library or Office, post free. HAVE DETERMINED TO AFFORD

81s. 91s . 888. F 45s . 559 . 55s. THE SAMÈ FACILITIES FOR PURCHASING
HOUSESLUNERAL REFORM . – The exorbitant

948 . 1045 . 993. Gitemsof the undertaker's bill have long operated as 55s. 653.T As now exist for Buying Pianofortes .

an oppressive tax upon all classes of the community. With A HOUSE being, however, & more expensive article to Pur .
chase than & Pianoforte, the " Three Years' System " willa view of applying a remedy to this serious evil the

102s. 1078. 60s . 70s. 705 .LONDON NECROPOLIS COMPANY, when opening not apply, excepting in a very few cases ; so that a MORE
their extensive cemetery atWoking, held themselves pre LENGTHENED PERIOD IS NECESSARY over which

the Time of Hiring must extend .pared to undertake the whole duties relating to interments 1168 . | 180s . | 121s. I | 705.1845.at fixed and moderate scales of charge , from which survivors 8is .
In pursuance of this resolution

may choose according to their means and the requirements
of the case. The Company also undertakes the conduct of All sizes Guide to Patterns THE DIRECTORS HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTS
Funerals to other cemeteries, and to all parts of the United Perfect

of All Unap WITH
Kingdom . A pamphlet containing full particulars may be Class, formeasure - every Cloths
obtained , or will be forwarded, upon application to the proachedimme style THE OWNERS OF HOUSESment Class thoroughly
Chief Office , 2, Lancaster-place, Strand, W .C . indiate use andsent sent shrunk ,

or to fit . style. In various parts of London, and its Suburbs, by which theyfree . free.
measure. are enabled to afford to the

Members of the Birkbeck Building
SAMUEL BROTHERS, 50, ' Ludgate -hill.

Society
AND OTHERS

MAKERS SAMUEL BROTHERS beg to notify to A very wideCHOICE in the SELECTION both ofHOUSES

Parents and Guardians that _ they have just intro and the locality in which they are situated . The Plan upon
duced a NEW FABRIC for BOYS ' and YOUTHS' which the Directors propose to proceed isBy Special Appointment CLOTHING that will RESIST any amount of

TO LET THESE HOUSES FOR A PERIOD OFTo HER MAJESTY . THE LORD CHANCELLOR , HARD WEAR .
The Whole of the Judicial Bench , TWELVE -AND- A -HALF YEARS,

Corporation of London , & c . THE NEW “ WEAR-RESISTING ” At the end of which time, if the Rent be regularly Paid,
FABRICS are manufactured in every style ofSOLICITORS' AND REGISTRARS' GOWNS. THE HOUSEJUVENILE COSTUME.

BARRISTERS' AND QUEEN ' S COUNSELS' DITTO SUIT for a BOY four feet in height, C Class , Will become the absolute Property of the
258 . ; D Class 30s. 6d .

CORPORATION ROBES. Price ascending or descending according to size. Tenant
UNIVERSITY AND CLERGY GOWNS, & c.

SAMUEL BROTHERS' much admired WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENT OF ANY KIND .Established 1689.
" Alpine, " " Tyrolese," " Middy,” and “ Jack Tar " IN ALL CASES

94 , CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON . Suits for Young Gentlemen (designs registered ) can POSSESSION OF THE HOUSEonly be obtained at their Establishment, 50, Lud .
gate -hill. WILL BE GIVEN

Price 1s., by post Is. 2d . NEW AUTUMN FABRICS. Price List. WITHOUT ANY IMMEDIATE OUTLAY IN MONEY.
PEAUTIES of FRENCH LITERATURE

BOYS' DEPARTMENT. Excepting Payment of the Law Charges for the Title
D A Translation into English , by JAMES LOWE, of Deeds, which in all cases will be restricted to

thememoirs and letters of Madame de Sévigné and Madame SUITS . OVER
Five GuineasCOATS.la Duchesse D 'Orleans.

BEYOND THIS SMALL SUM
London : HORACE Cox, 10 ,Wellington -street, Strand, W . C

NO PAYMENT OF ANY KIND
BOOKS FOR ARTIOLED CLERKS. IS REQUIRED BY THE SOCIETY

Sent free by post on receiving price of Book , BEYOND THE STIPULATED RENT, WHICH MAY

A LECTURE delivered before the Hull Law BE PAID EITHER MONTH Y OR QUARTERLY.

Students ' Society on the Course of Reading for the THE RENT PAYABLE BY THE TENANTFinal Examinations of the Incorporated Law Society.
Includes Ground Rent and Insurance forBy Dr. ROLLIT . Price 2s .

the Whole Term .
MHE ARTICLED CLERK ' S HANDBOOK , | Although the Number of years for payment of Rent is fixed

- containing a Course of Study for the Preliminary, at Twelve and-a -Huf,
Intermediate, and Final Examinations of Articled Clerks, A SHORTER PERIOD MAY BE CHOSEN AT AN
and the Books to be read , & c ., being a Complete Guide to 233 . 278 60 148. 188. 125. 60. INCREASED RENTAL ,the Candidate's Successful Examination and Admi- sion ,
By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq ., Author of the “ Digest OR
of Examination Questions. " Fourth Edition . ByGEORGE 278. 328 6d 203. 308. 218. 20 . 168 . 6d . A LONGER PERIOD AT A LOWER RENTAL ,
BADHAM , Esq., Solicitor. This is designed as an Appendix

The Termsof which may be ascertained on application toto the " Answers to the Examination Questions. ” Price
9s . cloth . the Manager.328 . 58s. 249 . 355. 255 . 228. 198.

A DIGEST of the EXAMINATION
378.QUESTIONS in Common Law , Conveyancing , and 148. 288. 128. 28s . 258. 21s . THE ADVANTAGES

Equity, from the commencement of the Examinations in
OF THIS1836 to Hilary Term , 1872, with ANSWERS ; also themode

ofproceeding, and directions to be attended to at the Ex 338 . 50s. 335 . Consist. 25s.
ing of New System of Purchasing a House ,amination . By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq ., Author of

Trousers" The Articled Clerk 's Handbook .” Seventh Édition , by
318. MAY BE SUMMED UP AS FOLLOWS:

GEORGE BADHAM , Esq., Solicitor. Price 16s . cloth , 475 . 568 . / - 60s. Shirt,888. Sos .
or Jer 1 . Persons of Limited Income, Clerks , Shopmen , and

others, may, by becoming Tenants of the bIRKBECK

TEGAL MAXIMS, with Observations and 388 . 543. 658. - 70s. 428. to 84s . and Belt. 338 . BUILDING SOCIETY , be placed at once in a losit .on of

independence as regards their Land ora .
Cases . In Two Parts. Part I . One Hundred The prices are regulated according to height.

Naxims, with Observations and Cases. Part II. Eight 2 . Their RENT CANNOT BE RAISED.
Hundred Maxims, with Translations. By GEORGE ROYS' SUITS, Accurate Fit.
FREDERICK WHARTON .Attorney -at- Law . Price 108.60 . 8 . They CANNOT BE TURNED OUT OF POSSES .

High -class Style . SION so long as they pay their Rent.
cloth Durable Materials

H . Cox, 10, Wellington-street, Strand . Value for Money 4 . NO FEES or FINES of any kind are chargeable.
NOTED FOR Best Workmanship . 5 . They can leave the Hous at any time without notice,Now ready, post 8vo., price 5s. (illustrated with numerous Permanent Colours . rentbeing payable only to the time of giving up posression ,woodcuts ), Superior Irimmings.

6 . IC circumstances comnel them to l -ave the HouseFashionable Designs.
MHE INTERNAL PARASITES of our Gentlemanly Appearance . before the completion of their Twelve and a Half Years '

L DOMESTICATED ANIMALS ; Manual of the Wear- Resisting Properties . Tenancy, they can Snb -let tue II ure for the remainder of
the Term , or they can Transfer their right to another

Entozoa of the Ox, Sheep , Dog , Horse , Pig, and Cat. By Tenant.T . SPENCER COBBOLD , M . D ., F . R . S ., F . L . S ., Professor THE NEW ILLUSTRATED BOOK of
7 . Finally . NO LIABILITY or RESPONSIBILITY ofin the Royal Veterinary College, and Lecturer on Parasites

FASHIONS, contains 48 Portraits of Boy Princes
and Parasitic Diseases at the Middlesex Hospital. any kind is incurred , be ond the l'Ayment of Rent by those

of Europe, English Ministers, Statesmen , and Poli.
“ The history of the Entozoa has been unpardonably who acqnire Houses by this New Sy tem .

ticians, selected from all ranks and parties. Each
neglected by veterinary practitioners ." -- Professor Yonatt .

Portrait (with brief biographicalmemoir ) adorns a The BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY hare on their
“ Whoever undertakes the publication of a treatise on the

figure illustrating the newest and most gentlemanly List several HOUSES, which they are nr18 'eito LET on
Entozoa of the domesticated animals will confer a boon on

styles of costume. Price 6d ., or gratis to purchasers . the TWELVE -AND - A -HALF YEADS' SYSTEM , and in
the public at large, aswell as on the profession ." - Professor Patternsand guide to self-measurement sent free many cases Immediate Po-session may be obtained .
Varnell .

The ' 1 erms on which Honker can be placed on this“ En fait d'helminthologie, M . Cobbold est considéré en
Angleterre commela première autorité." - Cosmos. JAMUEL BROTHERS, 50 , Ludgate-hill, | Register may be obtained on application to

London : " THE FIELD " Office, 846 , Strand, W . O . London , E . C . FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager .
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GRAND RESTAURANT,

THE LONDON ,
191, FLEET-STREET, TEMPLE-BAR .

LUNCHEONS. DINNERS. FISH DINNERS. DINNERS A LA CARTE. PRIVATE DINNERS FROM 53.

DAILY FROM 1 TILL 8 .

THE FAMOUS “ LONDON DINNER ” OF 5 COURSES AT 38.
FROM 4 TILL 8 DAILY.

LADIES' DINING SALOONS AND LAVATORIES.

Handsome Smoking and Billiard Saloons. Open on Sundays from Six p .m . i
- THE LONDON ” LUNCHEON BAR, ENTRANCE IN BASEMENT, CHANCERY -LANE.

DOWIE AND MARSHALL

455, WEST STRAND, LONDON,

MANEY and CONNOR .

ANNUITIES AND REVERSIONS. I EFT-OFF CLOTHES. — Mr. and Mrs.
HIGH CLASS BOOTS.AW REVERSIONARY INTEREST | PHILLIPS , 31, THAYER -STREET. MANCHES.

SOCIETY , TER -SQUARE, LONDON, W ., are the Best BUYERS of
all kinds of LADIES' andGENTLEMEN ' S ATTIRE, Silk68 , CHANOERY LANE, LONDON .
Satin , Velvet, Brocades , Dresses , Court Trains , Antique

CHAIRMAN , - Alfred H . Shadwell, Esq . Lace, old English and Foreign China, Household Furniture,
DEPUTY-CHAIRMAN - H . Cecil Raikes, Esq ., M . P . Jewels , Plate , in fact every kind of Property for ready

Reversions and Life Interests purchased . Immediate and cash . Ladies or Gentlemen waited on at any timeor dis

Deferred Annuities granted in exchange for Reversionary tance . All letters receive prompt attention . Money orders
and Contingent Interests. to any amount for Parcels from Town or Country . Estab
Loansmay also be obtained on the security of Reversions . lished 1820 . Ready money only .

Annuities . Immediate , Deferred , and Contingent, and alsc

Endowmerts, granted on favourable terms. Thousandsof testimonials. The subjoined are copies :
Prospectuses and Forms of Proposal, and all further infor “ Gloucester, April 2 .

mation ,may be had at the office . Mrs. A . N . writes : - " I have received your P . O . O . with

C . B . CLABON , Secretary . thanks for your liberality and attention . I shall recommend
allmy friends . I have had business with others, but none

TMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE COM bave given meso much satisfaction as you have."

PANY (Established 1803 ), 1, Old Broad -street, E . C ., " Brighton , May 4 .

and 16 and 17, Pall Mall, S . W . Lady S . T . writes : - " I received the registered letter con .

Capital £1,600,000 . Paid -up and invested £700 ,000.
taining the notes . I quite agree with Mrs . R . C . that you

Fig . 1. FIG . 2 .Insurances against Fire on Property in all parts of the are very straightforward in conducting your business. I

World , at Moderate Rates of Premium .
The normal condition of The perfect form of Shoes . shall have great pleasure in recommending any friends who

Prompt and Liberal Settl-ment of Claims. the Foot. a , b , c , d , Elasticated Leather. may wish to dispose of their cast-off clothes that are too
Policies falling due at Christmas should be renewed before good to give away."

the 9th January, or the samewill become void . " Edinburgh , May 13 .
E . COZENS SMITH , General Manager . “ I send you a large box of clothes . I am quite satisfied

that you give the full value, as I sentthe last you had of me
to some other person first, and your price was much abovePELICAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY. their valuation . I leave it to you to send mewhat you con .

Established in 1797. (Nearly opposite Northumberland House),
sider the value of the presentarticles. I have recommended

70, Lombard -street, City, and 57, Charing-cross ,Westminster. you to my sister , Mrs, M , Y ., of Reading. "

DIRECTORS. Weare every day receiving the samekind of testimonisis ,

Henry R . Brand, Esq ., M . P . Henry Lancelot Holland,
ESTABLISHED 1824, which show that we do give the full value of all articles

Octavius E . Coope, Era . Esq . offered to us . If this is not sufficient to satisfy themost
John Coope Davis , Esa Sir John Lubbock , Bart. BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS . sceptical we cha'lenge all dealers . We not only buy of
Henry Farquhar, Esq . M . P ., F . R . S . ladies and gentlemen , but our demand is so great thatwe
Charles Emanuel Goodhart, John Stewart Oxley, Esq . purchase of the trade . Ladies and gentlemen , by disposing

Esq . Benjamin Shaw , Esq . of their property to us, get the best price , thereby saving a

Kirkman D . Hodgson , Esq.,
second profit . Our only address in England is

M . P . I Marmaduke Wyvill , Esq . FASHIONABLE TAILORS, 81, THAYER-STREET, MANCHESTER-SQUARE ,This Company offers
YEBBEN LONDON .

COMPLETE SECURITY . SCIENTIFIC TROUSERSMAKERS.MODERATE RATES of Premium , with Participation ir. CANADA : ST. PAUL-STREET, MONTREAL.
Four-fifths or Eighty per cent of the Profits .

AUSTRALIA : MYER'S-STREET, SANDHURST, VIC.
LOW RATES without Participation in Profits . A LARGE VARIETY OF TORIA : and

LOANS
in connection with Life Assurance, on approved Security, in NEW GOODS for COATS and TROUSERS 31, THAYER-STREET, MANCHESTER-SQUARE
sums of not less than £500.

ANNUAL PREMIUM Where all letters and parcels must be addressed.FOR THE SEASON . Established 1820 .required for the Assurance of £100 for the whole term of life :

Without With | Without With THE SANS-PLIS SHIRT.Age. 315 , HIGH HOLBORN
Profits . Profits. | Age . Profits . Profits,

REGISTERED Nov. 1848 .
21 11 0 £1 15 0 L2 18 10 £3 6

1 18 10 1 19 3 4 0 9 4 10 7 (Four Doors East of Chancery-lana.) Specially adapted to meet the wante
1 2 4 0 1 2 10 4 1 1 6 1 0 1 6 7

ROBERT TUCKER , Secretary and Actuary. BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS
and

LOLLOWAY'S PILLS and OINTMENT.
1 Through these medicaments there is a hope for all GENTLEMEN OTSEDENTARY PURSUITS

who are labouring under disease, be its origin recent, re
mote , or altogether unknown. Whatever their ailments , Ease Combined with a Perfect Fit.
none need des pair of being cured until they have tried
these inestimable remedies. Whether the disease be in Patterns and Particulars of Measure
ternal or externa), srontaneous, or the result of violence , if ment free by post.
a cure be possit le Holloway ' s medicaments will effect it.
The severity or duration of the malady is no bar to the BURDEN AND KEER
successful influence exerted by these medicines, which
render every organ of secretion healthy. These admirable 51, CONDUIT-STREET,BOND-STREET,
antidotes to disease act immediately on the absorbent
system , lungs , heart, and circulation , whereby they in . KINAHAN ' S LL WHISKY.
variably give energy, tone, and vigour to all the natural

functions of life . This celebrated and mostdelicious old mellow spirit is the
COUGHS, COLDS, ASTHMA, very

CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,
DRONCHITIS, and NEURALGIA , In quality unrivalled , perfectly pure , and more wholesome

than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the red seal, pirk
label, and cork branded " Kinahan ' s LL. Whisky. " Whole

DR. J . COLLIS BROWNE' S CHLORO . |
Are Fire Resisting (see Testimonial). Bale Depot, 20 , Great Titchfield -street, Oxford -street, W .

DYNE , a few dores quite effectual. - Caution . - The
extraordinary medical reports on the efficacy of Chlorodyne They afford great advantages for agricultural use, being OLD FALCON HOTEL , EAST-STREET.
render it of vital importance that the public should obtain specially adapted to
the genuine, which is protected by a Government stamp,

TOWN PIER, GRAVESEND .
bearing the words " Dr. J . Collis Browne's Chlorodyne 3 | COVERED FARM -YARDS . HAY BARNS Public and private dining rooms facing the river .

See decision of Vice-Chancellor Sir W . Page Wood, the CORN , CATTLE, and all kinds of SHED Bed and breakfast one guines per week , and dinners at

Times, July 16th , 1864. Numerous testimonials from an equally moderate tariff.
eminent Physicians accompany each bottle . DING , Temporary or Permanent. Special arrangements for board and lodging, weekly or

From W . C . Wilkinson , Esq . , F . R . C . S ., Spalding . F . M . & Co.' s Patent " Iron Thatch Substitute " has been
monthly , on reduced terms.

" I consider it invaluable in phthisis and spasmodic awarded the Silver Medalof the Royal Agricultural Society W . SKILLETER . Proprietor.
cough : the benefit is very marked indeed." of England .

Dr. N 'Millman of New Galloway, Scotland.
“ I consider it themost valuable medicine known.” Now ready, price 58., cloth boards,
Sold ia bovues, 18 . lsd .. 2x . 9d . , and 4s. 60 . by all chemists. Attention is invited to F . M . & Co.' s MHE STUDENT' S GUIDE to HAYNES' S

Sole manufacturer, J . T . DAVENPORT, 33, reat Russell
PATENT IRON ROOFING TILES OR SLATES | PURKIS. Esg .

1 OUTLINES OF EQUITY. By H . WAKEHAMstreet, London , W . C .

which effect a considerable saving in timber framing as London : WILLIAM ANER , Lincoln 'g -inn - gate , Carey-street ,
NEW POTATOES for 1874 . – EARLY compared with ordinary Slates, W . C .

VERMONT, Early Gem , Vermont Beauty , Comp
ton 's Surprise . Some of the above have produced over Designs and Estimates sent on application
500lb . from llb . planted . Price of seed 28 . 6d . per pound . Printed and published by HORACE Cox, at 10, Wellington

street, Strand, London , W . O ., in the County of Middleser
100PER and Co., COVENT-GARDEN , W . C . LONDON OFFICE : 36, PARLIAMENT-STREET, S. W . - Saturday , Dec , 27 , 1873.
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of Interesante Houses
and im . BAILEY.

Money,Wanted and to Jend. I AW . - PARTNERSHIP OR PRACTICE . T AW . - WANTED , by a Gentleman , who
- A young Solicitor of great experience, good posi I was articled in an office of extensive practice in the

tion , and who has a good connection in the Midland Country, and who intends to apply for admission in Hilary
MONEY.- £25,000 to LEND on MORT Counties, wishes to succeed to the WHOLE or a SHARE Term , & SITUATION as Conveyancing CLERK , under
1 GAGE in one or more sums. - Apply Thos .WRIGHT, in a good PRACTICE . The highest references given and supervision . Country preferred . --Address “ W .," (No. 1605 ) ,
Solicitor, Carlisle . required . - Address " 0 . O ., " Messrs Hooper and Son , 45 , 10 , Wellington -street , Strand W . 0 .

Fleet-street London .
MONEY. - WANTED , £1200, on Perma TAW .-- A Solicitor of some years' staading T AW . - A CLERK , who has passed his In

nent Mortgage, at £i per Cent., on First-class Free | termediate Examination , wishes to obtain a transfer
hold Business Premises, in Bristol. Interest punctually | desires, for family reasons, to connect himself with of his articles to a gentleman with whom he would have
paid. --Apply " A . B .,” Box 172, Post- office, Bristol. an office in London , or neighbourhood, as PARTNER or the opportunity of assisting in & General Practice . A

Manager of branch , Practice or otherwise. Efficient assist moderate salary would be expected . -- Address “ R . N ." (No.MONEY. - TRUST MONEY.- £7000 to ance would be given , and business might be introduced . 1600) , 10, Wellington -street , Strand, W . O .
M INVEST in one or more SUMS, on Landed Secn . Address " Z .," Wildy and Sons, Law Booksellers, Lincoln ' s .

inn Archway, London ,
rity at £t per Cent. --Apply to Mr. Hughes, Solicitor, I AW . - WANTED, 2 SITUATION as
Coventry . TAW PARTNERSHIP . - WANTED , by a Chancery CLERK , the applicant is in his 30th year
MONEY. - MORTGAGE. – £2300 Solicitor, a Junior PARTNERSHIP in & well

and admitted , is conversantwith the principles and prac .
tice of Conveyancing and can assist in that department if

I WANTED ,at 5 per cent., on good freehold security . established Conveyancing Business in the counties of
required to do so . - Address " B . X ., " careof W . F . Wateca .

Principals or solicitors only may apply to Mr. W . YOUNG , 72, Somerset, Gloucester, Wiltshire , or Glamorgan . Adver

Basinghall-street, E . O .
Esq., Solicitor, No. 11, Southampton-buildings, Chancery .tiser is prepared to pay a good premium , and has first-class lane, W . 0 .

connections. - Address, with full particu lars, " Law , " 27.
MONEY. - MORTGAGE. - £1500 TRUST Milsom -street, Bath . GENTLEMAN (aged 23, recentlyMONEY ready to be ADVANCED at £5 per Cent.
in Freeholds or good Leaseholds. Can be divided . -- Address A SOLICITOR , of upwards of eleven years' admitted ), desires & SITUATION as Managing

F . TRUEFITT , Esq ., Solicitor , 4, Essex -court, Temple . A standing in a large Northern Commercial Town, CLERK , under supervision , in a large Country office of

is desirous of making & PARTNERSHIP arrangement good general practice, or a CLERKSHIP in a Town office

MONEY. - Various SUMS up to £500,000 with & Solicitor, in London , whereby both the Town and where his duties would not be confined to one branch of the
I ready for immediate INVESTMENT. Present rates Country business could be carried on to mutual advan . Profession . References given . - Apply by letter , addressed

of Interest, Freeholds ( Trustees' Securities ) 33 per Cent. ; tage. - Address " B . C . " (No. 1602), 10 Wellington -street, “ M . S . H ., " Messrs . Moulton and Sons, Law Stationers,

Leaseholds, Houses , Mines , Collieries , Public Works, Public
87, Chancery -lane, London .Strand , W . 0 .

Rates, Ground -rents , and similar Securities at proportion .
ately low rates. - Apply to MR. BAILEY, 29, Walbrook , City, TAW . - A middle-aged Solicitor, experienced
London . Situations, Wanted and Vacant. U in Conveyancing and other business, wishes to give

a Premium and his Services for a WORKING INTEREST
MONEY LENT - £5 to £500 , with and of about £100 a year, in a Conveyancing and General Busi

W withoutSureties,upon Promissory Notes, Furniture, T AW . - WANTED immediately, by a Gen . ness in Liverpool,West Yorkshire, London, or elsewhere .
Goods , Deeds, Life Policies , Shares , Jewellery, kc., from tleman recently admitted . & Conveyancing or Address “ Micron " (No. 1605 ), io , Wellington - street,
onemonth to three years. Formsgratis . Bills discounted . I Oeneral CLERKSHIP in a good office in the Midlands. Strand , w .C .
Offices : 71, Fleet-street, City , E . O ., and 3 , Pullen 's - row , 1 Willing to work hard . — " Lex," Post-office, Faversham ,
High -street , Islington , ' N Established thirty -four years. | TAW .- The Advertiser, having had con
Open daily . - W . M . READ, Manager. TAW . – A SOLICITOR (admitted 1871) U sidera ble experience in preparing Bills of Costs and

MONEY promptly ADVANCED on Personal U
being thoroughly acquainted with the Practice of all the

desires a Managing or Conveyancing and General Courts of Law and Equity , with a good knowledge of Con
CLERKSHIP in an office of good standing . - Address " S . "

In Security, Bills of Sale, Freeholds, Leaseholds, (No. 1605 ), 10 . Wellington street, Strand , W . C veyancing, SEEKS an ENGAGEMENT, either as Costs.
Stocks, Shares, Bonds, or other security , repayable by Clerk or in a General capacity. Age 30. Salary required ,
instalments . No preliminary fees. - REAL AND PERSONAL T AW . - WANTED . by a Solicitor (admitted £150 per annum . --Address “ H . L .” (No, 1605), 10, Welling
ADVANCE COMPANY (LIMITED ), Established 1856, 3 , Tavi. ton - street, Strand , W . C .
stock -street, Covent-garden , J . WOOLLETT, Secretary . U last Term ), a SITUATION as Chancery and Con .

veyancing CLERK . - Address " 0 . P ., " care of Messrs. TAW . - ASSIGNMENT WANTED , for
MUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION

Dobinson and Geare , 57, Lincoln 's -inn - fields, W . C .
remainder of term (2 year ), by a Gentleman of edu

(Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1850) , 14, Rus. cation and ability, with eight years' experience. Passed
T AW . - WANTED , by a Solicitor (in 23rd

sell-street, Covent-garden , London, and 38 , Ship -street, intermediate ; could manage a general Town or Country

Brighton , ADVANCES MONEY upon Personal Security , 1 year), a SITUATION as Conveyancing or General Practice under supervision ; good references ; moderate

Bills
CLERK , under slight supervision .

Bills of Sale , Deeds, & c ., repayable by instalments.
Address " J , H ., " salary. - “ Z ., " Messrs. Hepburn , Law Stationers, St.

promptly discounted . Forms free on receipt of stamped London Institution , Finsbury-circus, E .C . Pancras-lane, E .O .

envelope. C . R . WRIGHT, Secretary. T AW . - CHANCERY and COMMON LAW . T AW . - WANTED, a Managing CLERK ,CONEY ADVANCED at a Day's Notice1 The Advertiser, whohas had sixteen years' experi U practice chiefly conveyancing ; salary 8150 . - Apply
1 (from £40 upwards) to respectable householders in ence in a good City office, desires an ENGAGEMENT AS

the London District upon MORTGAGE of their FURNI. Managing CLERK . References unexceptionable . - Address
Box 47, Post-office, Bolton , Lancashire.

TURE without removal, repayable by easy instalments. “ H . B . M .” (No. 1605 ), 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W . C . T AW . - WANTED immediately , a Copying
No charge of any kind unless money advanced . As this does U and Engrossing CLERK . Apply , stating age , salary,
not emanate from an agent,applicants must apply personally TAW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman and references. - " A and B .," Post-office , Todmorden .
to Mr. BAUGHAN , 84, Southampton -buildings, Chancery -lane. U (admitted , aged 28 ) á Conveyancing or General
The public are cautioned against paying preliminary fees to CLERKSHIP, in a good office . Salary not so much an T AW . - WANTED , in an office of general
pretendere . object as the opportunity of extending present experience.

- Address “ X ., Messrs. Clarko, Woodcock, and Ryland , U practice , a CLERK , competentto managethe Convey .

Solicitors , 14, Lincoln 's- inn - fields. _ ancing without supervision . Apply, stating age and salary

T EGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY, expected to - Box 52, Post-office, Bristol.

U Mr. C . E .MASON, AUDITOR, LIQUIDATOR, and T AW . - Advertiser (aged 29, and admitted ), T AW . - WANTED, a CLERK practicallyACCOUNTANT, 30 , Essex-street, Strand, London , U seeks a POST, in or near London, as Conveyancing, acquainted with the work in an office of general
Common Law , or Chancery CLERK. Salary £80. Ample practice , more particularly bankruptoy . To a competentTAW BOOK -KEEPING , byMr. G . J. KAIN , security given , and bond not to practise. — N . L .” (No. person a salary with articles will be given . - Apply " Solici

U F . S .8 ., of the firm of Kain , Bullen , Eldridge,and Co., 1605 ), 10, Wellington-street, Strand, W .C . tor, " Post-office, Peterborough .
Law Accountants. THREE METHODS, viz ., Single and T AW . - REQUIRED , an APPOINTMENT
Double Column Systems ( in one volume) 78. 6d . ; Triple I AW . – WANTED, a CLERK who can
Column 'ninth edition ), 68 . | as Assistant Managing , General, ar Billand Account draw ordinary Drafts and engross Deeds and will

WATERLOW and Soks, Birchin -lane, and London-wall. CLERK . Salary about 100 per annum , or less with make himself generally useful. Must write a good hand.
articles . - " H . C .,” 25, The Grove, Camberwell. Address, stating salary required , age, and references to

TAW COSTS and ACCOUNTS. - RICHARD T AW . - WANTED, by the Advertiser (aged “ H . P .,” 8, Regent-streot,Great Yarmouth .
U FARRIES invites the attention of Solicitors to his

concise system of Bookkeeping, now widely adopted in 25 ), who has had ten years ' experience, a TAW . – WANTED, an Engrossing and
town and country, List of Copyright Books sent free, and TION as Assistant Conveyancing and General OLERK . I Copying CLERK , in an office in the West of Eng --
treatise thereon , for 31 stamps. Costs and accounts pre Address " T . W .," 7, Colville -road, Bayswater. land. - Apply, stating salary _ required , to " P ., " Messrs.

pared on strictly moderate terms. - 85 , Doughty -street T AW . - RE -ENGAGEMENT WANTED, Hunnard and Co ., 5 , Middle Temple - lane, London , E . O .
Foundling.

U by a first-class Copying , Engrossing, and General
T AW

T AW . - An experienced CLERK is required
COSTS AND ACCOUNTS. – J . Clerk, ofmany years' experience (age 29 ) ; good references.

U
u - Address " Z ., " 18 ,Walworth -road, S . E .

in the office of a Country Attorney of good General
SIMMONS and Co ., Costs Draftsmen and Account Practice, and holding several public appointments . A

ants ( establigbed 1845 ), particularly invite attention to moderate salary will be given , with Articles. - Apply, byT AW - A Solicitor (admitted Easter Termtheir arrangements for the preparation of costs of every letter, " A .," Mr. Hardy, 7, Staple-inn , London ,
description , requiriny no supervision ; also to the im U 1870 ), accustomed to extensive Country Practice,
portance of having them perfectly prepared , to avoid losses desires a Managing Conveyancing , or Conveyancing and T AW . - WANTED , a Costs' DRAUGHTS.which in a business of moderate extent only may be found General CLERKSHIP , in an office of good standing . -- Ad
great, but in one of extensive practice excessive. A very dress " C . H ." (No. 1603), 10 ,Wellington -street, Strand, w .c . MAN , who must also be able to assist in the Chancery

moderate commission charged , which would be found to be and Common Law Department of & Country Office .- -Ad
considerably more than covered by a careful settlement of T AW . - A Solicitor (age 29 , admitted in dress, stating salary required and references, to " T .," Box
such bills. - 48 , Watling.street, E . O . U 1867), of considerable experience, and of business-like

113 , Post-office , Sheffield ,

habits, is desirous of entering a respectable office as Man .IT AW . - An opportunity offers in & Pro
aging CLERK, ith a view to a Partnership on reasonable

Practices, wanted and for Sale. vincial Town to a CLERK experienced in Common
conditions. No objection to Advocacy. Country preferred .
Highest references. - Address " W .," care of Mr. Bigwood ,

1 aw and Bankruptcy and desiring articles . Must be of

Stationer, Victoria -terrace, Landport, Portsmouth , good address and character. -- Applications, with termsand
TAW . - Small General Country PRACTICE references , to " E . F .," 97, William -street, Sheffield .

V for SALE , within fifty miles of London . Advertiser TAW . - An Experienced and trustworthy
retiring. - Apply first by letter, to “ Lex, " care of W . M ., 19 , T AW . - WANTED, in a Solicitor's Office in

CLERK desires an immediate ENGAGENENT.
New Chambers, King's College, London .

He is a skilled conveyancer , can take charge of part of the U the City, a respectable Youth, as Junior CLERK ;
business, and carry matters through , with slight super one having some knowledge of shorthand preferred.

vision . Salary £80 . - Address " Fides," Post-office , Kington .
Address , stating age, references, salary, & c ., to " U ., " care

Herefordshire.
ofMessrs. Metchim and Son, Law Stationers, 32, Clement's
lane, E . C .

TAW . - SHORTHAND CLERKSHIP re-IT AW WANTED . a thoronghly practical
T AW . - PARTNERSHIP . - WANTED im quired by an experienced Shorthand Writer . Eight
U mediately , by & Young Solicitor, with capital and years' experience in the law , both town and country ; well U Bill of Costs CLERK and perfect Bookkeeper

varied experience , CLERKSHIP . or PARTNERSHIP acquainted with the general work of a Solicitor's office , and (Kain 's ), by a firm of large miscellaneous practice in one of

in a good office in the Midland Counties. -- " Lex ," Post- willing to assist therein . Age 23 . - Address " L . D . " (No. the principal towns of the West Riding . Commencing

office, Faversham . salary 2120. Must have (besides thorongh experience ) un .
1605 ), 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W . C . deniable testimonials. - Write to " Lex " (No. 1605 ), 10 .

TAW PARTNERSHIP.- A Solicitor (aged T AW . - A . Gentleman , of long and varied | Wellington -street, Strand , W .C .
82 . just admitted , good connection ) being about to experience, seeks a RE -ENGAGEMENT as Manag T AW . - WANTED , in a Midland County

commence businese, is in want of a Working PARTNER, I ing Common Law OLERK. Has been accustomed to full
with or withont capital. State full particulars . - Address responsibility , and is acquainted with Chancery Practice.

Town, a Managing CLERK , fully competent to take

“ Alpha " (No. 1605 ), 10, Wellington-btreet , Strand, W . O . Salary not a primary consideration . - Address " A . Y . Z ., " the Conveyancing Department, and assist in Common Law

Deacon' s News Rooms, 151, Leadenhall-street . and General Practice . - Apply (stating age, salary, Dature

TAW PARTNERSAIP. - A Solicitor (age and length of experience, with references as to character,

U 24),WISHES for & PARTNERSHIP or a Convey .
T AW . - Assistant Common Law or General & c .) to “ B . C .," Messrs. Waterlow and Sons, Birchin -lane,

ancing CLERKSHIP , with a view thereto . For particulars I CLERK .- WANTED, by advertiser, aged 23, SITUA .
London .

and references -- Address “ Z ., " care of Housekeeper , 12, TIOY as above . Five year ' s character from last employers .
Furnival's - inn , Holborn , Good writer. - Address " B ., " 13 , Arlington -square , N . * SITUATIONS VACANT continued on next page

STTUA

Partnerships,Wanted and Vacant.
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GREAT CENTRAL WINE CELLARS,

TAW . - Two CLERKS WANTED in a THE NEW SYSTEM OF BUYINGA LD FALCON HOTEL, EAST-STREET,
U Country Attorney's Office. One as Copying Clerk , TOWN PIER, GRAVESEND .

the other to assist generally . - Apply in own handwriting to HOUSE WITHOUT MONEY. Public and private dining rooms facing the river.
* * H . S ., " Messrs. Walker snd Son , Maidenhead, Bed and breakfast one guinea per week , and dinners at

an equally moderate tariff .
TAW . - WANTED, in the Country, an Special arrangements for board and lodging, weekly or

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY.Admitted CLERK , thoroughly competent to under monthly, on reduced terms.
take with but little supervision the duties of a Magistrates' W . SKILLETER. Proprietor .
Clerk and Clerk to the Guardians, the principal attending 29 AND 30 , SOUTHAMPTON-BUILDINGS,
the Bench and the Board . None need apply who have not CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON . KINAHAN ' S LLWHISKY

had the practical management in this office of both the
duties. An Advocate preferred . Applications with refer This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the
ences and salary required to be addressed to - " Civis " MOST PERSONS ARE FAMILIAR with(No . 1605 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , W . C .

vory

what is known as the " THREE YEARS' SYSTEM ” CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,
of the Pianoforte Makers, by which anyone who Hires an In quality anrivalled , perfectly pure, and more wholesome

Legal Notices. Instrumentand pays the Hire for that period , becomes the than the finest Cognac Brandy . Note the red seal, pink
ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE. Pre label. and cork branded " Kinahan 's LL, Whisky." Whole

viously to the introduction of this plan it was almost as sale Depot, 20, Great Titchfield -street, Oxford -street. W .
LONDON GAZETTE (published by authority ) and dificult for those of limited income to buy a good Pianoforte

LONDON and COUNTRY ADVERTISEMENT OFFICE as to BUY A HOUSE ; end persons went on year after
THE TEMPLE

No. 117, CHANCERY-LANE, FLEET-STREET.
year, paying for the Hire of an Instrument, and expended
as much money as would have bought the Pianoforte

HENRY GREEN , Advertisement Agent, several times over.
I begs to direct the attention of the Legal Profession to What will hold good for Pianofortes will hold good for

the advantages of his long experience of uptoards of troenty . HOUSES ; and there aremany who would no doubt AVAIL
five years, in the special insertion of all pro formá notices, THEMSELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY, if it was
de., and hereby solicits their continued support. - N . B . One afforded them , of becoming
copy of advertisement only required , and the strictest care
and promptitude assured . Officially stamped forms for ad . THE OWNER OF A HOUSE
vertisements and file of London Gazette kept. By appoint in the same way as they have already become the owner ofment

their pianoforte .

To SOLICITORS. - Office for PATENTS, THE DIRECTORS
5 , SERLE-STREET, LINCOLN ' S- IX , W . C . OF THE

Messrs. DAVIES and HUXT, Patent Solicitors , continue to
procure BRITISH and FOREIGN PATENTS, & c ., at BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY

DITmost moderate charges, and to SOLICITORS at agency rates. HAVE DETERMINED TO AFFORD
Solicitors and intending Patentees should obtain their

" HANDBOOK FOR INVENTORS " gratis on application THE SAME FACILITIES FOR PURCHASING
or by letter . HOUSES

M R . E . H . BEDFORD , Author of the “ In As now exist for Buying Pianofortes.

w termediate Examination Guide," " The Intermediate
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8 . Ofproceedings at firstmeeting. 6 . Of the dividend.
4 . Or generalmeetings. 7 . Discharge of the debtor.

8 . Close of the liquidation , and release of the trustee.
CHAP. XI. - OF THE APPOINTMENT OF THE TRUSTEE ,

1. Who may vote in the appointment of trustee . CHAP. XXV . - OF ARRANGEMENT BY COMPOSITION .
2 . Who may be appointed trustee. CHAP. XXVI. -OF EVIDENCE,8 . As to the number of trustees .
4 . The appointment of trustee and his confirmation . 1. Written evidence .
6 . The rejection by the court of the trustee appointed by 2 . Oral evidence .

the creditors . 3. Privileged communications.
6 . Theresignation , death, or removal ofthe trustee. OHAP. XXVII. - OF THE SOLICITOR .

CHAP XII. - OF THE COMMITTEE OF INSPECTION , ITS 1. Generally .
POWERS AND DUTIES. 2. Rights, duties, and authorities of the solicitor.

1 . Of the appointment of the committee of inspection . CHAP. XXVIII.- OF Costs.
2 . The powers and duties of the committee of inspection , 1. Generally .

2 . Taxation of costs,
CHAP. XIII. – OF THE PUBLIC EXAMINATION OF THE 3 . The solicitor's lien for his costs.

BANKRUPT. 4 . Mode of enforcing payment of costs .

CAAP, XIV. - DISCHARGE OF THE BANKRUPT. CHAP. XXIX . - OF OFFENCES IN BANKRUPTCY.
1. Grant, refusal, or $ 118pension of order of discharge. 1 . Generally .
2 . Effect of, when granted 2 . Of contempts.
3 . Status of undischarged bankrupt. 13. Ofoffences strictly so called .
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PARTRIDGE AND COOPER ,

may choand moderatehe whole duties, held themse,opening

THE SANS-PLIS SHIRT.

Sales by Juction . VESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and
FARMER'S LIST of ESTATES and HOUSES

WHOLESALE & RETAIL STATIONERS, to be SOLD or LET, including Landed Estates , Town and

192 . FLEET-STREET, AND 1 & 2 ,CHANCERY-LANE , LONDON , E . O .
MR. DAVID J. CHATTELL, who inspects Country Residences, Hunting and Shooting Quarters,

Farms, Ground Rents , Rentcharges , House Property , and
Carriage paid to the Country on Orders exceeding 208. all Ground Rents entrusted to him for disposal,

invites BUYERS orSELLERS of Ground Rents to CALL
Investments generally , is PUBLISHED on the first day of
each month , and may be obtained , free of charge, at their

DRAFT PAPER, 5s., 63. 6d ., 78 . 6d ., 7s. 9d., and 9s. Id , per upon or COMMUNICATE with him at his well -known Offices, 80 , Cheapside, E . O . , or will be sentby post in return
ream . corner Offices, 29A , Lincoln 's - inn - fields. No commission for two stamps. Particulars for insertion should becharged to purchasers .BRIEF PAPER , 158 , 6d ., 17s . 6d . , and 238. 61. per ream . received not later than four days previous to the end of the

FOOLSCAP PAPER, 10s. 6d ., 128 . 6d .,and 158. 6d . per ream , TREEHOLD AND LEASEHOLDGROUND preceding month .
CREAM LAID NOTE, 38 ., 4s., and 55. per ream . RENTS .- -Mr. DAVID J . CHATTELL, having for
LLARGE CREAM LAID NOTE, 48, 6d ., s . 6d ., and 8s. per ream . MESSRS. VENTOM , BULL, and
LARGE BLUE NOTE, 38 . 6d ., 4s. 6d ., and 6s , 6d . per ream . many years devoted his particular attention to this class of

COOPER' S MONTHLY REGISTER , containing
ENVELOPES, CREAM OR BLUE, 48 . 6d ., and 6s . 6d ., per 1000 . investments, is, through his extensive and constantly in .

THE " TEMPLE " ENVELOPE , extra secure, 9s. 6d . per 1000 .
particulars of Estates and Farms, Furnished and Unfurcreasing connection , enabled to dispose of Ground Rents ,

without delay , at " fair market prices .
FOOLSCAP OFFICIAL ENVELOPES, 18. 9d . per 100 .

The Special nished Houses in Town and Country to be sold or let ,
Monthly List, containing particulars of numerous parcels , Ground Rents, and other Investments ,may be had free on

THE NEW " VELLUM WOVE CLUB -HOUSE” NOTE, paying various rates of interest, and suitable for the employ application, or by post for one stamp. Particulars intended
9s . 6d . per ream , ment of large or small amounts , may be had , gratis, on for insertion in nextmonth' s Register should be forwarded
« We should direct particular attention to their New Club application at his Offices, 29A , (corner of) Lincoln 's- inn by the 26th inst. - Auction and Estate Agency Offices, 8 ,

house Paper : in our opinion it is the very best paper weever fields, and forms the best medium between buyers and Bucklersbury, E . C .
wrote upon ." - London Mirror . sellers.

By order of the Executors of the late John Patten , Esq ., LQUITY and LAW LIFE ASSURANCE
INDENTURE SKINS, Printed andMachine-ruled, to hold twenty Mile-end-road . - Commanding Leasehold Business Pre I SOCIETY, No . 18 , Lincoln ' s - inn - fields, W . 0 .
or thirty folios, 28 . 3d . per skin , 26s, per dozen , 1258 . per mises, let upon lease, and presenting a most secure Notice is hereby Given , that the DIVIDEND upon the
roll . investment, also a corner Plot of Building Ground. Capital of this Society , for the year ending Dec . 31, 1878 , at

BECONDS or FOLLOWERS,Ruled, 1s . 11d. each , 228 . per.dozen , M ESSRS. C . C . and T .MOORE , will SELL the rate of Twelve Shillings per Share , clear of income-tax,
105s. per roll. M by AUCTION , at the MART, on THURSDAY, will be PAYABLE to the Proprietors daily on and after

RECORDS or MEMORIALS, 7d, each, 68 .6d. per dozen . JAN . 15th , at One, the substantialſbrick built HOUSE , the 15th day of January inst. .
SHOP, WAREHOUSE, and PREMISES, No, 43, Mile By order of the Board of Directors.
end -road ; let on lease toMr. John R . Miles, at £120 per G . W . BERRIDGE, Actuary and Secretary .

LEDGERS, DAY-BOOKS, CASH -BOOKS, LETTER Or MINUTE-BOOKS annum ; term , twenty -six years ; ground- rent £8 . Also to Jan . 1, 1874 .

An immense stock in various bindings. Let by Auction , at same time and place, an eligible
Corner Plot of Building Ground, having a frontage ofILLUSTRATED PRICE-LIST of Inkstands, Postage Scales TQUITABLE REVERSIONARY

Copying Presses , Writing Cases, Despatch Boxes, Oak and 68 feet to Burdett-road, and side frontage to Bridge-street ; INTEREST SOCIETY.

Walnut Stationery Cabinets, and other useful articles term of lease eighty years from 1867. Particulars of, 10 , Lancaster- place, Strand .

adapted to Library or Office, post free. H . S .MITOHELL, Esq ., Solicitor, 5 , Great Prescot Established 1885 . Capital paid -up, £180 ,000 .
Street, E . ; This Society purchases Reversionary Property and Life In

at the Mart ; and at the Auctioneers' Offices, 141, Mile terests, and grants Loans on these securities. Forms of

DUNERAL REFORM . - The exorbitant End-road, E . Proposalmay be obtained at the office .
F . S . CLAYTON , L

items of the undertaker's bill have long operated as Mhe old-established PERIODICAL SALES C . H . CLAYTON Joint Secretaries .

an oppressive tax upon all classes of the community . With I of ESTATES, REVERSIONS, SHARES , & c ., for
a view of applying a remedy to this serious evil the the year 1874 , by MESSRS . C . C . and T . MOORE, are TMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE COM .
LONDON NECROPOLIS COMPANY, when opening appointed to take place at the AUCTION MART, Token PANY (Established _ 1808 ), 1, Old Broad-street, E . C .,
their extensive cemetery atWoking , held themselves pre house- yard , Bank, on the following THURSDAYS in each and 16 and 17 , Pall Mall, S . W .

pared to undertake the whole duties relating to interments month , as under , viz . : Capital e1,600,000 . Paid -up and invested £700,000.
at fixed and moderate scales of charge, from which survivors Jan . 15th . | April 9th . July 9th . October 8th . Insurances against Fire on Property in all parts of the
may choose according to their means and the requirements Feb . 12th . May 14th Aug . 13th . Nov. 12th . World , at Moderate Rates of Premium .
of the case. The Company also undertakes the conduct of March 12th . June lith . Sept. 10th . Dec. 10th . Prompt and Liberal Settlement of Claims.
Funerals to other cemeteries, and to all parts of the United Notices of Property intended to be included in any of the Policies falling dueat Christmas should be renewed beforeKingdom . A pamphlet containing full particulars may be above Sales should be forwarded at least fourteen days the 9th January, or the samewill become void .
obtained , or will be forwarded , upon application to the prior to the above dates ; but a longer notice, where pos E , COZENS SMITH , General Manager .
Chief Office, 2 , Lancaster-place, Strand, W . O . sible , is preferable. Further particulars and termsmay be

obtained upon application at Messrs . MOORE 's Auction and ANNUITIES AND REVERSIONS.
Estate Agency Offices, 144, Mile End-road . AW REVERSIONARY INTEREST
Stepney. - On the Mercers'estate. - Adapted for occupation SOCIETY,

REGISTERED Nov. 1848. or investment. 68, CHANOERY LANE , LONDON .
M ESSRS. C . C . and T . MOORE will SELL CHAIRMAN . - Alfred H . Shadwell, Esg .

Specially adapted to meet the wante 1 by AUCTION, at tho MART, on THURSDAY DEPUTY-CHAIRMAX - H . Cecil Raikes, Esq ., M . P .
JANUARY 15th , at One, Three substantial Brick -built Reversions and Life Interests purchased . Immediate and

of Seven -roomed DWELLING HOUSES, with forecourts Deferred Annuities granted in exchange for Reversionary
BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS and gardens ; 63 , 65 , and 67 , Bromley- street . Let at £75 per and Contingent Interests.

annum ; term 35 years. Ground rent, 29 each . Loansmay also be obtained on the security of Reversions.
and Particulars at Mercer's Hall ; at the Mart ; and at the Annuities, Immediate, Deferred , and Contingent, and alsc

GENTLEMEN OF SEDENTARY PURSUITS
Auctioneer' s Offices, 144 , Mile End -road , E . Endowments , granted on favourable terms.
By order of the executors of the late John Patten , Esq .. Prospectuses and Forms of Proposal, and all further infor

Base Combined with a Perfect Fit, deceased . Bow and Mile End. - Eligible Leasehold mation ,may be had at the office .
Estates, producing £250 per annum . Adapted for occu C . B . CLABON , Secretary .

Patterns and Particulars ofMeasure pation or investment.

M TAWESSRS. C . C . and T . MOORE will SELL UNION FIREment free by post. AND LIFE
M by AUCTION , at the MART, on THURSDAY, INSURANCE COMPANY.

JANUARY 15th , at one, in Nine Lots, Chief Office. - 126, CHANCERY-LANE LONDON, W . C .

51, CONDUIT-STREET, BOND-STREET,
Capital.- ONE MILLION STERLING .Two Eight-roomed residences, with front and back Gar.

dens, 6 and 7 , Avenue-road , Bow ; let at £52 ; term fifty Fully subscribed by upwards of 400 Shareholders, nearly all
eight years ; Ground rents , £4 4s . each . of whom aremembers of the Legal Profession .

À Seven -roomed dwelling house , with forecourt Garden , CHAIRMAN . - Sir William Foster , Bart. Norwich .
16 . Clarence-road , Bow ; let at £24 ; term seventy -three DEPUTY -CHAIRMAN . - James Cuddon , Esq ., Barrister -at
years ; Ground rent, 14. Law , Goldsmith ' s - building, Temple .

A Seven - roomed dwelling house , 2 , College-street, Trede The Capital subscribed and Funds in hand amount to
gar -square ; let at £26 ; term sixty -nine years ; Ground rent, upwards of £1,830, 000, affording unquestionable security.
Ls 10s . The Directors invite attention to the new Form of Life
Two five-roomed houses , 25 and 26 , Friendly -place , White Policy , which is free from all conditions.

Horse-lane ; let at £29 188 .; term , thirty -six years ; Ground The Company ADVANCES Money on Mortgage of Life
rent, £2 10s. Interests and Reversions , whether absolute or contingent.

A Six-roomed dwelling house, 1, Willow -place, St. Peter's. Prospectuses , copies of the Directors' Report, and Annual
road ; let at £19 ; term , fifty -six years ; Ground rent, 5s. per Balance Sheet , and every information sent post free on ap
annum . plication toThree double- fronted eight-roomed dwelling houses. 12. FRANK M 'GEDY, Actuary and Secretary.
13, and 14,Grosvenor-street, Commercial-road ; let at £94 ;
term , twenty-five years ; Ground rent, £3. MONEY, TIME, AND LIFE
The Land Tax on all the Property is redeemed . ARE LOST IN THE EVENT OF
Particulars of
* * H . S . MITCHELL, Esq., Solicitor, 5,Great Prescot ACCIDENTAL INJURY OR DEATH .

Provide against these losses by a Policy of the
street, E ; RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE COMPANY

at the Mart ; and at the Auctioneer's Offices, 144, Mile End . AGAINST ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS.
road, E . THE OLDEST AND LARGEST ACCIDENTAL ASSURANCE COMPANY.

FIG . 1. FIG . 2 . Commercial-rond , E . - The Lease of commanding House Hon . A . KINNAIRD , M . P ., Chairman .
The normal condition of The perfect form of Shoes . and Shop , with attractive plate -glass front, well adapted PAID UP CAPITAL AND RESERVE FUND £140,000 .

the Foot. a , b , c , d , Elasticated Leather . forbusiness occupation . ANNUAL INCOME $ 160, 000 .MESSRS. C . C . and T . MOORE will SELL €810, 000 have been paid as Compensation .
by AVOTION , at the MART, on THURSDAY. BONUS ALLOWED TO INSURERS OF FIVE YEARS' STANDING .

JANUARY 15 , at One, The PREMISES situated No. 8 . Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local
Crombies-row , Commercial road, containing five roomsup Agents , or
stairs, capital Shop , kitchen , washhouse and yard, with 64, CORNHILL, AND 10, REGÉNT-STREET, LONDON .
back entrance. Term 19 years, at the moderate rental of WILLIAM J. VIAN , Socretary.

(Nearly opposite Northumberland House),
£54 per annum . Particulars of

Messrs. WOODBRIDGE and SONS , Solicitors,
8 . Clifford ' s Inn , E . C . ; DDUCATION - ONGAR GRAMMARESTABLISHED 1824, at the Mart ; and at the Auctioneers ' Offices, 144, Mile End . D SCHOOL . - Specially devoted to Mercantile Educa .

BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS.
road , E . tion , twenty miles from London . The domestic arrango
ReMessrs. Peter Lawson and Son . -- City of London , Nos ments include a dairy farm . For details see prospectus.

20. Budge- row , and 19 and 20, Walbrook . The handsome Termsmoderate.--Address the Principal, Dr. CLARK.SPANISH FLY is the acting ingredient in block of modern Buildings , lately occupied by Messrs.

D ALEX . ROSS'S CANTHARIDES OIL, which
Peter Lawson and Son . Seed Merchants, placed in a posi. TO PUBLIC COMPANIES, SOLICITORS.

speedily produces Whiskers and thickens Hair . 38 , 60,
tion of great commercial importance , within a few yards and OTHERS. - New Bridge-street, close to Ludgate
of Cannon -street and the Mansion House, having im .

ALEX . ROSS , 248 , High Holborn, London ,
hill, and the station on the Metropolitan District Railway,

posing frontages to two thoroughfares, with a superficial to be LET, three CapitalGroundfloor OFFICES, and suitoLTAIR CURLING FLUID , 248, High area on the ground floor of about 2770ft. , and comprising of three HandsomeROOMS on first floor (one very large) ,
1 Holborn , London . - ALEX . ROSS'S CURLING five lofty, well lighted floors (exclusive of a sub -basement), and severalroomson second floor. - Apply to Messrs. DEBEN

FLUID curls Ladies' or Gentlemen 's Hair immediately it arranged in suites of offices and ware rooms. Thespacious HAM , Tewsox, and FARMER, 80, Cheapside .

is applied . Sold at 38 .60 . ; sent free for 54 stamps .
ground floor, two basements , and part of the third floor of
the Budge-row premises, lately used by Messrs. Lawson , MARE of OFFICES or CHAMBERS.GREY HAIR , 248, High Holborn ,London. and of the estimated value of £9 10 perannum , are in hand, WANTED . by a respectable Person , whose husband

UT ALEX . ROSS' S HAIR DYE produces a perfect and will be sold with possession, the remaining portions is already employed in a first- class Firm . The highest rete
colour immediately it is used . Price 3s. 60 . ; sent by post

are let to various mercantile firms, and at present pro rences as to character . No children . - Address " 0 ." (No .

for 54 stamps.
duce $ 1050 per annum , the gross rental value of the whole 1605 ), 10 , Wellington -street , Strand .
being about B1990 per annum . Leld by two leases direct

TTOLLOWAY' S PILLS AND OINTMENT. from the freeholders for terms having about seventy-three CLERGYMEN'S , Professional Men's , and
- Indigestion . - Bilions Headaches . - These ailments years unexpired . U Military and Naval Officers' SONS are received at a

may sometimes be considered by the young and thought MEESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON, and Clergyman ' s SOHOOL, strictly limited to gentlemen , on
less to be trifling inconveniences, but it should be borne in FARMER will SELL, at the MART, on Tuesday. specially reduced terms. - Address Rev . Master A . M . (to
mind that by simple inattention and neglect they often end Jan . 27. 1874 , at Two, the above described importantCITY be forwarded ), Messrs. Dawson and Sons, 121, Cannon
most seriously . T'he wise without delay rectify a deranged PROPERTY. which will afford a lucrative investment for street, London , E . C .
stomach , they take Holloway's Pills, rub his celebrated capital, as well as a fine opportunity for an insurance com .
Ointment over the pit of the stomach and liver, and they TVENING CLASSES at the BIRKBECKpany , bank , wine or produce merchants, or indeed any large
at once perceive the change for the better on their system , commercial firm requiring in the heart of the City such L INSTITUTION , Southampton -buildings, Chancery
spirits, appetite, strength , and energy . The improvement, spacious ground floor and basement premises for their own lane , The WINTER TERM of the EQUITY, CONVEY.
though it may be gradual, will be thorough and lasting. occupation . Particulars of ANOING , and COMMON LAW CLASSES will commence
They preserve from a recurrence of the malady. Hollo WILLIAM GORDON , Esq ., solicitor, 15 , New Broad - street. I January 6th , 7th , and 9th , at Seven o ' clock . Fees for each
war' s Pills will be found to purify the blood , and give ( late of 57 , Old Broad -street ;) . Class 75, 6d . ; members of the Institution , 5s. Prospectus
healthy action to every organ . and of the AUCTIONEERS, 80, Cheapside. gratis.

BURDEN AND KEER

HIGH CLASS BOOTS.

The norma.com
DOWIE AND MARSHALL ,

455, WEST STRAND, LONDON ,

grounded in suites of olicors (exclusiveofa sud . mpri
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GRATEFUL – COMFORTING .

EPPS ' s COCOA .

-
-

-
-
-

BREAKFAST.

“ By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful

application of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa,Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately -flavoured

beverage which may save usmany heavy doctors' bills.” — Civil Service Gazette.

MADE SIMPLY WITH BOILING WATER OR MILK .

SOLD BY GROCERS IN PACKETS ONLY, LABELLED

JAMES EPPS and Co., HOMEOPATHIC CHEMISTS,

48, THREADNEEDLE-STREET, AND 170, PICCADILLY.

WORKS FOR DIETETIC PREPARATIONS, DIANA-PLACE, EUSTON -ROAD .

-
-
-
-

THE

LEGAL PRACTITIONERS' SOCIETY.

M HIS SOCIETY has for its object the reform of the existing unsatisfactory state of the Legal Profession .

The want of such a Society has long been felt, and the demand for it has been rendered all the more impera

tive by the recent and the impending legislative changes in our judicial system .

Societies for promoting these changes , as well as Societies for the amendment of the law itself, already exist.

This Society is of a less ambitious character , and will confine its operations to the reform of abuses in connection

with the Profession only .

Although its basis is thus restricted , it will have no lack of work to perform . Among the many subjects which

are likely to engage its attention may be mentioned the following :

1 . To adjust the relations of the two branches of the Legal Profession inter se, as well as in reference to the

Public .

2 . To protect the Legal Profession against the encroachments of unqualified persons.

Members of the Legal Profession of every degree, whether Barristers or Attorneys-at-Law , Solicitors, Special

Pleaders , Conveyancers, Proctors, Articled Clerks, or Students of the Inns of Court, are eligible for Membership.

Members' Annual Subscription, Five SHILLINGS. The expenses are not likely to be great, and the Subscription has

been fixed at an almost nominal amount, to secure the adhesion of as many Members of the Legal Profession as

possible. Moral influence is much more needed than material aid . Any movement for the reform of the existing

state of the Legal Profession, to be permanently successful, must necessarily proceed from within , and secure the

hearty co-operation and support of both branches of the Profession .

Members of Parliament, and other laymen of distinction , are eligible for the office of Vice-President. The

Annual Subscription of Vice-Presidents is ONE GUINEA . Donors of Five GUINEAS are eligible as Life Vice-Presi

dents .

Any further information may be obtained from the Hon . Secretary, CHARLES FORD, Esq ., at the Office of the

Law Times , 10, Wellington -street , Strand , London , W . C ., to whom all Communications should be addressed by

Members of the Legal Profession desirous of joining the Society . Subscriptions may be paid to the Treasurer,

W . T . CHARLEY, Esq., D .C .L ., M . P ., 5 , Crown Office-row , Temple, London, E. C. ; or to the Society 's Bankers, Union

Bank (Chancery -lane Branch).

The Preliminary Meeting was adjourned to Wednesday, the 7th January next, at eight o 'clock , to be held

at the Rooms of the Social Science Association , No. 1, Adam - street, Adelphi, London, W . C ., on which day the

attendance of the Profession generally is earnestly invited.

Printed and published by HORACE Cox, at 10, Wellington-street, Strand, London , W .o ., in the County of Middlesex. - Saturday, January 3, 1874.
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ences,dc: - would bewiMLERR. Can tiser , a SITUA

Money,Wanted and to Jend. I AW PARTNERSHIP . - A middle-aged | T AW . - An efficient and experienced Manag
Solicitor, experienced in Conveyancing and other

ing Common Law CLERK , possessing knowledge of
MHE IMPROVEMENT of LANDED business , wishes to give a Premium and his Services for a Chancery nractice, seeks a RE -ENGAGEMENT. - Address

WORKING INTEREST of abont £400 a year, in a Con . " A . Z .," Waterlow 's , Birchin - lane , City.
ESTATES.- The LAND , LOAN , and ENFRAN veyancing and General Business in Liverpool, West York

CHISEMENT COMPANY (incorporated by specialAct of shiro, London , or elsewhere . - Address " Omicron " (No.
T AW . - WANTED, & General ManagingParliament) ADVANCES MONEY 1605 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , W . C . U CLERKSHIP , under slight supervision , or a Con18t. - To the Owners of Settled and other Estates, for

TAW PARTNERSHIP or SUCCESSION . veyancing and Chancery Clerkship , or either . Liverpoolthe Erection of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES,
preferred . Good reference «. Salary moderate . Will workand for the DRAINAGE, IRRIGATION , ENCLOSING , WANTED, by & Young Solicitor of ability and hard . -- Address " C . C ." (No. 1606 ), 10 , Wellington -street,

CLEARING , and general Improvement of LANDED Pro . energy ( a graduate of London ), to PURCHASES SUCCES. Strand, w . C .
perty in any part of the United Kingdom : SION or SHARE of not less than £400 . Highest references.

end. - To the Owners of Settled Estates in England, for I AW . - WANTED , by a Gentleman , who- " LL B .," H . G . Field, 10 , New -inn , Strand .
the ERECTION Or COMPLETION of MANSIONS,

IT AW PARTNERSHIP. - WORKING Rountryannatiched in an office ofextensive practice in theSTABLES , and OUTBUILDINGS :
1 . PARTNERSHIP or Managing CLERKSHIP Term , & SITUATION as Conveyancing CLERK, underSrd . - To Landowners generally , to enable them to sub

WANTED by a Solicitor iage 26 ), accustomed to Town and supervision . Country prelerred . - Address " W ., " (No. 1605 ).scribe for Shares in Companies for the CONSTRUCTION
Country practice, wellup in Conveyancing and the duties 10 , Wellington -street , Strand W . O .of RAILWAYS and NAVIGABLE OANALS , which will
of Magisterial, Highway, and Turn pike Clerkanips . - Ad.beneficially affect their Estates :
dress " H . U ." (No. 1606 ). 10, Wellington -street , Strand . TAW . - WANTED , a SITUATION asAth . - TO INCUMBENTS , for the Improvement of their

U Chancery CLERK , the applicant is in his 30th yearGLEBE LANDS, by Drainage, and the Erection of FARM T AW PARTNERSHIP . - WANTED , by a
and admitted , is conver -antwith the principles and prac .BUILDINGS and COTTAGES :

U Solicitor, & Junior PARTNERSHIP in a well tice of Conveyancing and can assist in that department if5th . - TO COPYHOLDERS for the ENFRANCHISE established Conveyancing Business in the counties of required to do 80 . - Address " B . X ., " care of W . F . Watson ,
YENT of COPYHOLD LANDS. Somerset, Gloucester, Wiltshire, or Glamorgan . Adver. Esq .. Solicitor, No. 11, Southampton-buildings, Chancery

The amount borrowed with the expenses would be charged tiser is prepared to pay a good premium , and has first-class lane, W . C .
on the estate benefited , and repaid by a rentcharge, termi connections. - Address, with full particu larg, " Law , " 27 .

Milsom -street, Bath .nating in twenty - five years . T AW . - WANTED , by a Gentleman, well
U qualified , admitted in 1961, & Conveyancing, Chan .NO INVESTIGATION OF THE LANDOWNER' S

cery, or GeneralManaging CLERKSHIP , with or withontTITLE IS NECESSARY. Situations, Wanted and Vacant. Anupervision , in town or elsewhere . Address " A . V . T ."Forms of application , and all further particulars,may be (No. 1606 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, W . O .
obtained of Messrs. Rawlence and Squarey, 22,Great George T AW . -- Advertiser seeks an ENGAGEMENT
street , Westminster , S . W ., and Salisbury ; of Messrs. T AW , - WANTED, by a Gentleman (adAshurst, Morris, and Co., Solicitors, 6 , Old Jewry, London , U as County Court CLERK. Seven and s-half years'

mitted in 1859, but not certificated), a ChanceryE . C . ; of Messrs . Gillespie and Paterson , W . S ., SIA , George experience. -- " Alpha," cire of Mrs. Smith , Burg Gate,
Newport Pagnell . CLERKSHIP , with or without supervision . Age 27.street, Edinburgh , agents for the Company in Scotland ; Salary £200, Can be highly recommended . -- Addressand at the Offices of the Company as below .
T AW . - WANTED,by Advertiser, a SITUA . “ F . W .." care of Mr. C . Saxby, 13, Gate -street, Lincoln 's .

T . PÄIN , Managing Director .
| TION as General CLERK , can Abstract. Engross,EDWIN GARROD, Secretary . inn-fields, W . C .

and Plan , and would be willing to assist generally . RelerLand, Loan , and Enfranchisement Company , I AW . - The Advertiser, having had conences, & c . - Apply " A . E . W .," Port-office . Croydon .No. 22, Great George-street, Westminster, 8 . w .
U siderable experience in preparing Bills of Costs and

T AW . - WANTED , by a Solicitor, a Con . being thoroughly acquainted with the Practice of all the
MONEY. - £3000 REQUIRED upon the Courts of Law and Equity, with a good knowledge of Con .U veyancing or General CLERKSHIP, under super. veyancing, SEEKS an ENGAGEMENT, either as Corts.1 Security of House and Land held on Lease for 999 vision . Town or Country . - Address " J . P . G . " (No. 1606 ) ,

Clerk or in a General capacity . Age 30 . Salary required ,year . . - For particulars apply to Messrs . MILLER and MILLER , I 10 . Wellington -street , Strand . W . C .
£150 per annum . - Address " H . L ." (No, 1603 ), 10 , WellingSolicitora, 5 and 6 , Sherborne-lane, London , E . C .

I AW . - WANTED , by a Solicitor (aged 22 ) , ton -street, Strand, W . C .
MONEY. - FREEHOLD and LEASEHOLD LaSITUATION ON Conveyancing or General CLERK , T AW . - A Gentleman (not Admitted ), of
I SECURITIES. - From £500 to £10,000 ready to be under slightsupervision. --Address " J . H .," London Insti U considerable experienco in the management of the
ADVANCED on Freehold and long Leasehold securities. tution , Finsbury -circus, E .C .

Chancery department, inclusive of the sales of Estates and- Apply in C . W . PALMER, Esq., 36, King William I AW . – A SOLICITOR (admitted 1871) Real Property Actions in Town , seeks & RE-ENGAGE.
street, E .C .

MENT or a Conveyancing management alone, in & welldesires & Managing or Conveyancing and General
established firm , Town preferred the highest referencesMONEY. - Various SUMS up to £500,000 CLERKSHIP in an office of good standing . - Address “ S ."
will be given . - Addrees " X ., ” Messrs. Harwar and Son, S ,I ready for immediate INVESTMENT. Present rates (No. 1605 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , W . C
Rell - yard , Temple Bar .of Interest, Freeholds ( Trustees' Securities ) 33 per cent. ;

TAW . - WANTED, by the Advertiser, aLeaseholds, Houses, Mines, Collieries, Public Works, Public I AW . - The Advertiser (aged 27) , is open toRates, Grouni-rents, and similar Securities at proportion . | SITUATION as Assistant Common Law and Chan .
U an ENGAGEMENT as General CLERK : is wellately low rates . - Apply to MR. BAILEY, 29, Walbrook, City, cery or General CLERK : good references. - Address

conversant with abstracting in all its branches, and verify - -London . " # . H .,” (No. 1606 ), 10, Wellington-street, Strand, W .C .*** ing : can draw ordinary conveyances, engross, and make up
deeds, and is thoronghly conversant with the rontine of aMONEY LENT - £5 to £500 , with and 1 AW . - WANTED, a CLERKSHIP , by al
Kolicitor's office : a first- class country office not objected to .1 withoutSureties, upon Promissory Notes, Furniture , | Young Solicitor (certificated ) , whose principalobject
References good ; salary 100 guineas . - Address " Litho, "Goods, Deeds, Life Policies , Shares, Jewellery, ko., from is to acquire experienca, Highest references. - Address 92, Clifton -street, Finsbury, London , E . C .

one month to three years . Formsgratis . Bills discounted . * C . F ." ( 1606 ), 10 ,Wellington -street, Strand, W .C .
Offices : 71, Fleet- street, City , E . C ., and 3, Pullen 's -row ,

TAW . - WANTED , by a Solicitor (aged 24 . TAW . - SHORTHAND CLERK WANTEDHigh -street, Islington , N . Established thirty -four years .
DOpen daily . - W . M . READ , Manager . Uadmitted 1873 ), & SITUATION as Conveyancing or in Worcester, and to agsist generally. -- Apply (in

applicant' s handwriting , stating speed of writing, age,GeneralCLERK , under supervision . - Address " J . H . W ., "
salary, and experience ) to “ H . H .," Pos -office, Worcester.MUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION Bradwell Rectory, Great Yarmouth ,

( Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1850 ), 14, Rus. T IT AW . - SHORTHAND CLERK.AW . WANTED, a Conveyancing | Lsell-street, Covent-garden , London , and 88 , Ship -street , WANTED , in a Solicitor's Office in London .- AppU CLERKSHIP by the Advertiser , who has had con - stating age, previous engagement, and salary required ,Brighton , ADVANCES MONEY upon Personal Security ,
siderable experience in the preparation of Residuary and 9 117. Chancery-lane

Bills of Sale, Deeds, & c ., repayable by instalments . Bills
Succession Accounts . Would assist generally . Aced 29,promptly discounted . Forms free on receipt of stamped
Address " M . B .. " 6 . Trafalgar- place , Ashley - road . Brixtol. TAW . - Conveyancing CLERK WANTED ,envelope. O . R . WRIGHT, Secretary.

T AW . - WANTED , by a Steady MAN (aged | Apply, stating experience, age, and references, and salaryU one having experience in railway matters preferred .
MONEY. - To CAPITALISTS and IN .

| 35 ), a Situation a . Copying and Engrossing CLER required to Box 38A , Post nffice , Leeda,VESTORS - WANTED, in one or more sums, who is willing to be generally useful in an office. God

£20 ,000 upon the security of fully paid -up SHARES (with character. - Address " Lex." care of Mrs. Palfrey, New T AW . - WANTED , in Manchester, &option of purchase) in a first- class and improving Freehold street, Honiton , Devon .
thoroughly qualified Bill of Costs CLERK . - Address ,Property and Business, yielding good revenne. Nove but

stoting references and salary required " A . A . " (No . 1606 ).Principals or their Solicitors will be treated with , - For T AW . - A Solicitor (admitted Easter Term
10 , Wellington -street. Strand. W . C .further particulars apply to Messrs . HENRY KIMBER and

U 1870 ), accustomed to extensive Country practice,Co., Solicitors , 9, Lombard-street, London ,
desires & Managing. Conveyancing , or Conveyancing and T A W . - WANTED immediately , in a
General OLERKSHIP in an office of good standing - Ad. U Country office, an Engrossing and General CLERK

M ONEY ADVANCED at a Day's Notice areng " C . H .” (No. 1603). 10. Wellington-street, Strand, w .o . (upmarried ) . Must be of good antecedents and thoroughly
1 ( from £40 upwards) to respectable householders in

TAW . - WANTED , by the Advertiser (aged experienced . - Apply by letter to " W . B , " care of Mr.the London District upon MORTGAGE of their FURNI.
TURE without removal, repayable by easy instalments. Rutherford , Law Stationer, 10, Cook’s -court,Lincoln 's-inn .U 28 , a RE -ENGAGEMENTas Conveyancing OLERK ,
No charge of any kind unlessmoney advanced. As this does | in an office in town. Unexceptionable references. Salary I AW . - WANTED, a Gentleman competent
not emanate from an agent, applicantsmust apply personally moderate.- Address “ K . W .," she Knowle -road , Brixton ,

to conduct County Court and Bankruptcy cases. Toto Mr. BACGHAN, 84, Southampton -buildings, Chancery -lane. S . W . one thoroughly competent a liberal salary will be given .The public are cautioned against paying preliminary fees to
T AW .- The Advertiser (aged 20 ) DESIRES Address, stating age, salary required , and references ,pretenders.

“ Y . Z ." (No. 1606 ), 10,'Wellington - treet, StrandU a SITUATION in a County Court Office . Could him .
selt manage the business of a small Court. Has had some T AW . - Required in a few weeks, a good

TEGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY . years ' oxperience. - Address " V . X . , ” County Court, Salis
U and expeditious Copying CLERK , accustomed toMr. C . E . MASON , AUDITOR , LIQUIDATOR , and bury .

magistrates ' business, and general business of an attorney' sACCOUNTANT. 30 , Essex-street, Strand, London ,
TAW . - A Gentleman , now conducting the office . Address, stating age, references, and salary required ,

to - MR. DAURNEY . Solicitor. Market Rasen .I Conveyancing departmentof a Country Firm of large
practice, requires a Conveyancing CLERKSHIP in a T AW . - WANTED, in an old established
London office . Apply to " M . P . H .. " care of Messrs .

office in Manchester , an assistant Conveyancing
Waterlow and Sons, Birchin.lane, London . CLERK . II admitted will be required to enter into a

TAW PARTNERSHIPS. - KAIN , BULLEN, TAW . - WANTED, by a respectable Young bond not to practise. - Address with references and palary
U ELDRIDGE , and co ., Law Accountants , invite U Man in a Country office , a RE -ENGAGEMENT as required " M . M ." (No. 1606), 10 , Wellington-street, Strand.the attention of firms to their register of SELECTED Copyin , CLERK , and to assist in Conveyancing . First TAW .- WANTED, a useful CLERK, whoAPPLICANTS having capital, influence , and ability . class references . Address " G . T . ” (No. 1606 ). 10 . Welling .

69, Chancery-lane, and at Liverpool.
ton-street, Strand, W . . U has been some years in a solicitor's office , and can.

write in shorthand from dictation . - Addres , stating capa
bilities , salary required , references, and where last em .T AW . - PARTNERSHIP OR PRACTICE . IL A W . -WANTED, by a Gentleman

- A young Solicitor of great experience , good posi. (admitted ) an ENGAGEMENT in a firm of good ployed ,' to " J . A . B .," care of Meredith and Ray, Law
Stationers , King street, Manchester .tion , and who has a good connection in the Midland general practice in the Country . Pas been chiefly accus

Counties, wishes to encceed to the WHOLE or a SHARE tomed to Conveyancing. - Address " J . ., " Post- office .IT AW . - General CLERK WANTED , in an
in a good PRACTICE . The highest references given and i Hastings.

| Office at the West-end. A knowledge of Commonrequired.-- Address " C . C .,” Messrs Hooper and Son , 16 , T AW . - WANTED . by & Gentleman (Ad.
Law and Conveyancing indispensable . - Apply, by letter,Weet-street London .
stating age, palary required . capabilities, and references ,mitted 1872, but not Certificated ), a Conveyancing
to " M . M .,' Marshall's Library, 50, Edgware-road, w .TAW PARTNERSHIP . - A well-connected oror Chancery CLERKSHIP . Aged 25 . Has bad experience

in a first- class London office . - Address “ X . " (No . 1606 ), 10 .IT AW . - Admitted MANAGER WANTED ,U and energetic Solicitor, of seven years' standing, Wellington-street, Strand, W . C .
in Common Law and Bankruptcy. Must be expe .desires to TRANSFER his pending BUSINESS and

SERVICES to an Established Office Minimum interest T AW A rienced and well-read , and s skilful Advocate. LiberalManaging Conveyancing . and I
£950 per annam . Premium up to £1000. The most unex General CLERK , et prerent in a first-class Town salary . - Apply to DUIGNAN , LEW18 , and LEWIS, Solicitors ,
ceptionable references can be given , and all replies will be office, requires a RE-ENGAGEMENT, at a moderate
received in confidence. Addross " Draftsman ,” care of salary, with Articles . Aged 29, - Ad Ireba " Leo " (No. 1606 ) ,
Messrs. Quinn and Sons, 22, Lord -street, Liverpool. 10, Wellington -street, Strand. SITUATIONS VACANT continued on next page.

Partnerships, Wanted and Gacant.

Walaxia. APPIY to DUIGNAN, L
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In demy 8vo. (pp. xxiv - 780), price 31s,6d.,T AW . - Bill CLERK WANTED , competent
U to settle every description of Town Costs. Address,

stating age, salary required , & o . - “ Lex , " Edward J .

Farries, 219, Gresham House , Old Broad -street .

THE

T AW . WANTED, À CLERK practically |COUNTY COURTS ACTS, RULES , AND ORDERS

(COMMON LAW AND EQUITY),

WITH

LONDON : HORACE Cox, 10, WELLINGTON.STREET, STRAND.

A TREA TISE

I acquainted with the work in an office of general

practice, more particularly bankruptcy. To a competent
person & salary with articles will be given . - Apply " Solici

tor,” Post -office, Peterborough .
AND

TAW . - WANTED , a CLERK who can
THE JURISDICTION AND PRACTICEdraw ordinary Drafts and engross Deeds and will

make himself generally useful. Must write a good hand.
Address , stating salary required , age , and references to UNDER THE
“ H , P . , " 8 , Regent-street, Great Yarmouth .

STATUTES RELATING TO PROBATE, CHARITABLE TRUSTS, FRIENDLY SOCIETIES, INDUSTRIAL AND
T AW . - WANTED , a thoroughly practical

PROVIDENT SOCIETIES, LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTIONS, MERCHANT SHIPPING,Bill of Costs CLERK and perfect Bookkeeper

( Kain 's ) , by a firm of large miscellaneous practice in one of CUSTOMS, SUCCESSION DUTY , METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS, ALKALI WORKS,
the principal towns of the West Riding. Commencing

AND JOINT-STOCK COMPANIES ;salary 8120 . Must have (besides thorough experience ) un
deniable testimonials . - Write to “ Lex " (No. 1605 ), 10 ,
Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .

TAW . - WANTED, in an office of extensive CHAPTERS UPON ADMINISTRATION , TRUSTS, MORTGAGES, SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE
business in the City , a GENTLEMAN capable of INFANTS, PARTNERSHIP , AND INJUNCTIONS ;undertaking the MANAGEMENT of Chancery and Con .

veyancing Business . Hemust have had not less than eight AND
years' experience, and have been articled . - Address stating
age, past employment, and expected salary, " A . B .," care Summaries of the Law relating to Interrogatories, the Inspection and Discovery of Documents, Attachment
of Messrs . Thomson , 23, Chancery -lane, E . C .

TAW . - WANTED , in the Country , an
of Debts, and to Mistake, Accident, and Fraud, as Grounds of Equitable Defence ; with

Admitted CLERK , thoroughly competent to under FORMS, SCHEDULES OF COSTS, AND A COPIOUS INDEX .
take with but little supervision the duties of a Magistrates'
Clerk and Clerk to the Guardians, the principal attending
the Bench and the Board . None need apply who have not

By JOHN SHORTT and EDWYN JONES, Esquires,had the practical management in this office of both the
duties . An Advocate preferred . Applications with refer

Barristers-at-Law .
ences and salary required to be addressed to " Civisº

(No. 1605 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, W . O .

T AW . - SALARY £200 per Annum .
U WANTED , immediately , in a town in Lancashire, a

General Managing CLERK , who thoroughly understands
Magisterial business , and who is capable of advising the
magistrates in the principal' s absence . He must also be

In the press,acquainted with conveyancing , and will be required to make
himself generally useful. - Address, stating age and previous

experience, " Gimel," Messrs. Meredith and Ray, 49, King -
street, Manchester . "

TAW . - A SHORTHAND writer WANTED ,
by a Firm in a Market Town in Wiltshire. Good re

ferences will be required , and the applicant must have a
knowledge of the Practice of a Solicitor' s office , and be wil .
ling to make himself generally useful. - Address , stating
age, salary required , and past experience. to " K . " care of
Mr. Horne, Law Stationer, 7 , Warwick -court, Gray' s - inn, UPON THEW . C .

T AW . - WANTED, in a Solicitor's Office, in
North Wales, a CLERK (not articled ) , to conduct

the Conveyancing and Common Law Business, under the
supervision of the Principal, and to make himself generally
useful. A knowledge of the Welsh language is essential,
- Apply , stating age, salary expected , previous engage
ments , and with references as to qualifications and cha
racter, to “ H ., " care of Messrs . Waterlow , Birchin -lane,

Barrister -at-Law , Recorder of Bath .London .

QOLICITOR' S CASH BOOK . - A Cash Book LONDON : " LAW TIMES ” OFFICE 10, WELLINGTON-STREET, STRAND, W .C .
for Use of Solicitors, showing at a glance receipts and

payments on cash account, bank account, business account,
and private account. Price , with explanation , in sheets,
8s .6d . per quire, or bound in extra forril, of the following
thickness : one quire, 105. ; two quires, 138 . 6 . ; three
quires, 178 . ; four quires , el Is. ; five quires, £1 5s . ; six

quires, £1 gs . SECOND EDITION, Price 6s.,
The author says : “ It is very simple , and with a little

attention it will be found to work well ; I have long proved
it to do so ." May be obtained direct, or through any book
seller by order.

London : H . Cox, 10, Wellington-street, Strand, W . C .
TUSTICES CLERKS ACCOUNTS. A

Journaland Cash Book, prepared by Mr. GEORGE
C . OKE, of the Mansion House, London , for Justices '
Clerks' Account of Fees received by them . The headings

INCLUDING THEare : Date - Subject of Entry - Fees earned - Fees debited
in Ledger - Ledger Folio - Current fees received - Fines,
fees , & c ., credited - Ledger folio - Fines , fees, & c ., repaid

Office expenses. Prices : One quire , 58. ; two quires , 86 . ;
three quires, 118. ; four quires, 14 . ; five quires, 178. ; six
quires, 208 . ; half -bound, or in sheets unbound' 38. per
quire .

London : H . Cox , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand.

Price Is., by post is. 2d .
DEAUTIES of FRENCH LITERATURE
D A Translation into English, by JAMES LOWE, of

thememoirsand letters ofMadame de Sévigné and Madame
la Duchesse D 'Orleans. THE
London : HORACE Cox, 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W . O

THE RURAL A L M A NAC

WATRRANTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS

SALE OF PERSONAL CHATTELS.
By THOMAS WM . SAUNDERS, Esq.,

MUNICIPAL ELECTION PETITIONS.

OF

THE LAW AND PRACTICE

MUNICIPAL REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS,

PRACTICE UPON MUNICIPAL ELECTION PETITIONS.
By THOMAS WILLIAM SAUNDERS, Recorder of Bath.

LONDON : HORACE COX, 10, WELLINGTON-STREET, STRAND, W .C.

PRACTICAL STATUTES OF THE SESSION 1873
AND

SPORTSMAN' S ILLUSTRATED CALENDAR

For 1874.

( 36 & 37 VICTORIA ) ;
WITH

INTRODUCTIONS, NOTES, TABLES OF STATUTESREPEALED AND SUBJECTS ALTERED,

LISTS OF LOCAL AND PERSONAL AND PRIVATE ACTS AND A COPIOUS INDEX.

The Letterpress consists of

Lists of Hounds, their Masters, Whips, Kennels, & c .
Clubs and their Club Houses .
Yachts and their Stations, Commodore, Vice -Commodore.
Secretaries, & c., with the Winning Yachts for the Year
1878 .

Chambers of Agriculture.
Epitome of Acts of Parliament passed relating to Country
Gentlemen ,

Edited by W . PATERSON , Esq .,
Barrister-at-Law .

SEVENTEEN FULL-PAGE ENGRAVINGS.

And a vast amount of Information relating to the Farm , Table of Enactments Repealed .

Stable, Hunting, Country Honse , Garden , Natural His . Table of PrincipalSubjects Altered .
tory , the Government and Government Offices , Rates of
Postage, and other matters usually looked for in an SESSION 1873 - 36 & 87 VICTORIA ,
Almanac . Endowed Schools (Address ) Act

London : HORACE Cox. 546. Strand. w . o . Income Tax Assessment Act.
Bastardy Laws AmendmentAct.

Recently Published, price 1s., with Two Illustrations, Custody of Infants Act.

THE GROUSE DISEASE : a Statement of Marriages ( Ireland ) Act .

Customs and Inland Revenue Act.
1 Facts tending to prove the Parasitic Origin of the Poor Allotments Management Act.

Epidemic. Matrimonial Causes Amendment Ac
" At a very opportune moment, a phamplet is being Municipal Corporations Evidence Act.

issned from the office of The Field on this much vexed County Debentures Act .
question . According to Dr. Cobbold , the grouse disease is Crown Lands Act .
immediately due to intestinal irritation set up by the pre. | The Fairs Act.
Bence of parasites." - The British Medical Journal.

London : “ THE FIELD " Office , 846 , Strand, London .

CONTENTS :

Vagrant Act Amendment Act.
The Cathedral Acts Amendment Act.
Tithe Commutation Acts Amendment
Act .

Government Annuities Act.
Regulation of Railways Aot .

Places of Worship Sites Act.
Prison Officers Superannuation ( Ire
land ) Act.

Intestates' Widows and Children Act .
MecicalAct (University of London )
Extradition Act,
Supreme Court of Judicature Act.
AgriculturalChildren Act.
Revising Barristers Act .
Salmon Fishery Act.

Expiring Laws Continuance Aot .
Railways Regulation Act .
Merchant Shipping Aots Amendment

Act.
Elementary Education Act .

Endowed Schools Act ( 1869 ) Amend.
ment Act .

Slave Trade (Consolidation ) Act.
Gag and Water Works Facilities Act

(1870 ) Amendment Act.
Turnpike Acts Continuanoe, & c ., Act .
Statute Law Revision Act.

List of Local and Personal Acta .
Private Acts.

LONDON : HORACE COX, 10 , WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND.
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Just published , price £1 11s. 6d., THE QUEEN .
THE LADY' S NEWSPAPER ,THE SECOND EDITION

OF

OF

DORIA AND MACRAE'S

LAW AND PRACTICE IN BANKRUPTCY;

SATURDAY, JANUARY 10,
CONTAINS :

Middle-Class " Boarding -Out."
Five o 'clock Tea .
Causcrie de Paris .
Mr. Holman Hunt, with Portrait.
The late Professor Agassiz , with Portrait .
The Suffolk -street, Gallery .
Tales of Our Great Families - XII. George Hanger
Lord Coleraine.

Sir Edwin Landseer 's Pictures at the RoyalAcademy.
John Flaxman and Josiah Wedgwood , with illustra
tions,

Russian Jewellery , & c ., with nlustrations.UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF

AND ALL THE CASES AND DECISIONS OF ALL THE COURTS DOWN TO THE
PRESENT TIME.

By A . A . DORIA , of Lincoln 's Inn, Esq ., B .C . L ., Barrister -at-Law .

THE FIELD ,

Country Gentleman's Newspaper ,

THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 VICT, c . 71) ; THE DEBTOR' S
COLOURED SUPPLEMENT:

DESIGNS FOR AFGHAN QUILTS.
ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict, C. 62) ;

DRESS AND FASHION : The Parisian Fashiong (from our
AND THE own Corresporident) . - Reception , Promenade, House, and

Afternoon Carriage Toilettes ; Costumes for Girls ; Costume
de Chasse ; Toilette de Chitean ; Dolman Paletot ; Black

BANKRUPTCY REPEAL AND INSOLVENT COURT ACT, 1869 Velvet Rotonde ; The Macfarlane Cloak ; Travelling Jacket ;
The Chasseresse Casque, & c . , with Illustrations,

(32 & 33 VICT, C . 83) . THE WORK TABLE. - Drawing -room Knicknacks, & c .
THE HOUSEWIFE , - London Luncheons for Ladies ; On

Home Service ; Notes and Queries ; Answers. Cuisine :
Recipes; Notes and Queries ; Answers.
Music and Musicians. Gazette des Dames. The Tourist .

Pastimes . The Library. The Exchange . Personal. The
Boudoir . Court Chronicle . Society . Obituary .
Notes and Queries on Dress, Work , Music , and other

subjects useful and interesting to Ladies.
All the Fashionable intelligence of the Week ,

Price 6d . ; Post Free 6 d .

May be had of News Agents, Booksellers, and atthe Rail
way Stalls .CONTENTS: OFFICE : 346, STRAND, LONDON , W .C .

CHAP, I . - THE COURT OF BANKRUPTCY , CHAP. XV. - OF THE RIGHTS, DUTIES, AND LIABILITIES OF
Secu. THE TRUSTEE

1 . Preliminary observations . Sect .
THE2 . The Bankruptcy Repeal and Insolvent Court Aet, 1. Generally .

1869 . 2. As regards the appointment of a solicitor.
3 . The Debtors' Act, 1869. 3. To collect and realise thebankrupt's estate .
4 . The Bankruptcy Act, 1869.

CHAP. XVI. - OF THE BANKRUPT'S ESTATE . OF
CAAP. II.- OFTKE COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, 1 . Effects of Bankruptcy in relation to the interest of SATURDAY, JANUARY 10 .1. Preliminary . creditors .

2 . Abolition of existing courts. 2 . What passes to the trustee . CONTAINS :
3. Provisions for winding-up pending business. Sermons upon Gambling .

CHAP. XVII. - OF REPUTED OWNERSHIP, Landseer's Engravings at the Royal Academy.
CHAP . III.--CONSTITUTION AND DIVISION OF THE COURT. Eton Charges.

CHAP. XVIII. - OF TRANSACTIONS NOT AFFECTED BY1 . Generally . Rambles in Search of Shells .
Animal Pets in India .2 . The London Bankruptcy Court . BANKRUPTCY. GreatWeight- for-age Races of 1874 : - The 1090Guineas .3 . The local bankruptcy courts , 1 Protection of certain transactions with the bankrupt Coursing Meetings at Burton - on - Trent, Wigtown, & o .4 . The buildings. personally . Hun ing Notes from Leicestershire , Ireland , & c .2 . Protection of certain transactions relating to the Good Runswith Staghounds, Foxhounds, and Harriers.CRAP. IV . - JURISDICTION OF THE COURT. disposition of the bankrupt's property. Emigrant Fields of North America : - Nebraska .

1. Generally. 3 . Of fraudulent preference .
Two Days ' River Fishing in Natal.2 . The London Court of Bankruptcy . 4 . Ofwarrants of attorney , cognovits, & c . Natural History of the Mayfly .

3 . The local bankruptcy courts. Down the Danube in a Canoe.
4 . The procedure and practice. CHAP. XIX . - REALIZATION OF THE BANKRUPT'S ESTATE , The Board of Trade and Masters of Yachts .
5 . Of appeals. 1. Generally . The Law of Warranty of Horses.
6 . The sittings of the court . 2. To carry on the business of thebankrupt for the bene Illustrative Whist Hands.
7 . Of fees and stamps. fit of the creditors . Tigers in India , and their Destruction ,

To bring or defend actions, & c . The Management of Dog Shows.
CHAP V . - THE PERSONS LIABLE TO BECOME BANKRUPT. To realise the estate . Reports of Poultry and Dog Shows.

Cultivation of the Raspberry .5 . To exercise powers vested in the bankrupt.1. Generally .
2 . Persons liable as traders . 6 . To mortgage or pledge the estate for paymentof debts . The Agricultural Labonrer.
8 . Non -traders. 7 . To accept a composition or general scheme of arrange Football,Golf, Bicycling, and Chess .

ment .
Price 6d .8 . To divide property amongst creditors .CHAP. VI. -Or ACTS OF BANKRUPTCY. By post, 6 } d .

1 . Generally .. FIELD OFFICE , 346, STRAND , LONDON , W . CCHAP. XX. - THE PROOF OF DEBTS AND PAYMENT IN FULL2 . Enumeration of.
i . When and before whom debts may be proved . MHE COUNTRY: A JOURNAL OFCap VII. - Or PROCZEDINGS TO OBTAIN ADJUDICATION. 2 . By whom debts may be proved .
3 . How debts may be proved . RURAL PURSUITS.1 . Generauy.
4 . What åebts may be proved .2 . The petition . . CONTENTS FOR THURSDAY, Jan . 8 :

8 . Service of petition .
CHAP. XXI. -OF THE AUDIT AND DIVIDEND . My First Kangaroo .4 . Consequence of presenting petition .
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what is known as the " THREE YEARS' SYSTEM "

ENVELOPES, CREAM OR BLUE, 48 .6d., and 68 . 6d ., per 1000, of the Pianoforte Makers, by which anyone who Hires anTHE " TEMPLE ” ENVELOPE , extra secure , 9s . 6d . per 1000 , Instrument and pays the Hire for that period , becomes theFOOLSCAP OFFICIAL ENVELOPES, Is. 9d . per 100 . ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE . Pre .THE NEW “ VELLUM WOVE OLUB-HOUSE” NOTE , viously to the introduction of this plan it was almost as

98 . 6d . per ream , difficult for those of limited income to buy a good Pianoforta
" Weshould direct particular attention to their New Club As tc BUY A HOUSE ; and persons went on year after

house Paper : in our opinion it is the very best paper we ever year, paying for the Hire of an Instrument, and expended

wrote upon.” - London Mirror . as much money as would have bought the Pianoforte
several times over.

INDENTURE SKINS, Printed andMachine-ruled , to hold twenty What will hold good for Pianofortes will hold good for
or thirty folios, 28, 3d , per skin , 266. per dozen , 125s , per HOUSES ; and there aremanywho would no doubt AVAIL
roll , THEMSELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY, if it was

SECONDS or FOLLOWERS, Ruled, 1s. 11d . each , 225. per dozen , afforded them , of becoming
105s . per roll .

RECORDS orMEMORIALS, 7d . each , 6s. 6d . per dozen . THE OWNER OF A HOUSE
in the same way as they have already becomethe owner of
their pianoforte.LEDGERS, DAY-BOOKS, CASH- BOOKS, LETTER ON MINUTE-BOOKS THE DIRECTORS
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ILLUSTRATED PRICE-LIST of Inkstands, Postage Scales OF THE
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adapted to Library or Office, post free .
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Sent free by post on receiving price of Book. HOUSES
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containing a Course of Study for the Preliminary , A HOUSE being, however, a more expensive article to Pur.
Intermediate , and Final Examinations of Articled Clerks, chase than & Pianoforte, the " Three Years' System ” will

and the Books to be read , & c ., being a Complete Guide to 22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON not apply, excepting in a very few cases : so that & MORE

the Candidate 's Successful Examination and Admi-sion , LENGTHENED PERIOD IS NECESSARY over which
By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq ., Author of the “ Digest (OPPOSITE CHANCERY-LANE). the Timeof Hiring must extend.
of Examination Questions.” Fourth Edition . By GEORGE The Largest, Cheapest, and Best Wine Establishmentin In pursuance of this resolutionBADHAM , Esq ., Solicitor. This is designed as an Appendix

the World .to the " Answers to the Examination Questions, ” Price THE DIRECTORS HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTS
9s, cloth , THE MOST NOTED VINTAGES , WITH

BY THE GLASS, BY THE BOTTLE,A LECTURE delivered before the Hull Law THE OWNERS OF HOUSESBY THE GALLON , BY THE DOZEN ,

Students ' Society on the Course of Reading for the AND BY THE CASK , In various parts of London, and its Suburbs, by which they
Final Examinations of the Incorporated Law Society . are enabled to afford to the
By Dr. ROLLIT . Price 23 . AT WHOLESALE PRICES ; | Members of the Birkbeck Building

Or Packed in Hampers for Races and Picnics .
A DIGEST of the EXAMINATION Society

QUESTIONS in Common Law , Conveyancing, and AND OTHERS
Equity , from the commencement of the Examinations in THE GRIDIRON A very wideCHOICE in theSELECTION both of HOUSES
1836 to Hilary Term , 1872, with ANSWERS ; also the mode and the locality in which they are situated . The Plan upon
of proceeding, and directions to be attended to at the Ex Is now complete and in full operation . which the Directors propose to proceed isamination . By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq ., Author of
“ The Articled Clerk ' s Handbook .” Seventh Edition , by CHOPS, STEAKS, & c., & c., ONE SHILLING . TO LET THESE HOUSES FOR A PERIOD OF
GEORGE BADHAM , Esq ., Solicitor. Price 16s , cloth . TWELVE -AND- A -HALF YEARS,

22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON At the end of which time, if the Rent be regularly Paid ,

TEGAL MAXIMS, with Observations and (Opposite Chancery-lane). THE HOUSE
Cases . In Two Parts. Part I . One Hundred

Will become theabsolute Property of theNaxims, with Observations and Cases. Part II. Eight
Hundred Maxims, with Translations. By GEORGE TOR PARK , FARM , and GENERAL Tenant
FREDERICK WHARTON , Attorney -at-Law . Price 108. 6d , ENCLOSURES.
cloth WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENT OF ANY KIND.

H . Cox, 10 , Wellington -street, Strand. IN ALL CASES

POSSESSION OF THE HOUSE
TUNERAL REFORM . – The exorbitant

1 items of the undertaker's bill have long operated as WILL BE GIVEN

an oppressive tax upon all classes of the community . With WITHOUT ANY IMMEDIATE OUTLAY IN MONEY
a view of applying a remedy to this serious evil the Excepting Payment of the Law Charges for the Title
LONDON NECROPOLIS COMPANY, when opening Deeds, which in all cases will be restricted totheir extensive cemetery at Woking, held themselves pre Five Guineaspared to undertake the whole duties relating to interments
at fixed and moderate scales of charge, from which survivors BEYOND TRIS SMALL BUX
may choose according to their means and the requirements NO PAYMENT OF ANY KINDof the case . The Company also undertakes the conduct of
Funerals to other cemeteries, and to all parts of the United IS REQUIRED BY THE SOCIETY
Kingdom . A pamphlet containing full particulars may be BEYOND THE STIPULATED RENT, WHICH MAY
obtained , or will be forwarded , upon application to the BE PAID EITHER MONTH Y OR QUARTERLY.
ChiefOffice, 2 , Lancaster-place , Strand , W . C .

The Rest PAYABLE BY THE TENANT

HIGH CLASS BOOTS. Includes Ground Rent and Insurance for
the Whole Term .

Is in use over many thousand miles .
Although the Number of years or payment of Rent is fixed
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F . M . & CO .'s PATENT GALVANISED
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The large extent to which these favourite Fences have | The Terms of which may be ascertained on application to

been adopted enables them to be supplied at a price meet
theManager.

ing all general requirements .

F . M . & Co.'s THE ADVANTAGES
NEW PATENTSUSPENSION WINDERS OF THIS
Dispense with the necessity of straining posts, thereby New System of Purchasing a House,
greatly reducing the cost of the fence and also effecting a
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6 . Il circumstances compel them to leave the House
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TOWN PIER,GRAVESEND . “ I consider it invaluable in phthisis and spasmodic List several HOUSES , which they are propared to LET on
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Bed and breakfast one guinea per week , and dinners at Dr. M 'Millman of New Galloway, Scotland. many cases Immediate Possession may be obtained .
an equally moderate tariff . " I consider it themost valuable medicine known, " The I erms on which Honses can be placed on this

Special arrangements for board and lodging, weekly or Sold in touties, ls . 1 d ., 28 . 9d ., and 4s, 6d . by all chemists. Registermay be obtained on application to
monthly , on reduced terms. Role mancfacturer, J . T . DAVENPORT, 38, Great Russell.W . SKILLETER. Proprietor. street, London, W . C . FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager ,

ACTS MORTO

(LIMITED)

(LIVERPOOL )
NAYLOR STREET

CABLE FENS

455, WEST STRAND, LONDON ,
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GRAND RESTAURANT,

THE LONDON .
191, FLEET-STREET, TEMPLE-BAR .

LUNCHEONS. DINNERS. FISH DINNERS. DINNERS A LA CARTE. PRIVATE DINNERS FROM 55.
DAILY FROM 1 TILL 8.

THE FAMOUS " LONDON DINNER ” OF 5 COURSES AT 3s.
FROM 4 TILL 8 DAILY.

LADIES' DINING SALOONS AND LAVATORIES.
Handsome Smoking and Billiard Saloons. Open on Sundays from Six p.m ,

“ THE LONDON ” LUNCHEON BAR , ENTRANCE IN BASEMENT, CHANCERY-LANE.

Legal Notices. Sales by Juction.JT EFT -OFF CLOTHES. - Mr. and Mrs.
PHILLIPS , 31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHES.

TER -SQUARE , LONDON, W ., are the Best BUYERS of
QOLICITORS' OFFICE of the GENERAL allkinds ofLADIES'andGENTLEMEN'S ATTIRE, Silk ,
D POST OFFICE . LONDON .- An OPEN COMPETI. Satin , Velvet . Brocades , Dresses, Conrt Trains, Antique V 1 . DAVID J . CHATTET , WOO 1ospects
TION for one SITUATION of Unprofessional CLERK Lace, old English and Foreign China, Household Furniture , I all Ground Rents entrusted to him for disposal,
will be held in London on FRIDAY, the 6th FEBRUARY Jewels . Plate , in fact every kind of Property for ready invites BUYERS or SELLERS of Ground Rents to CALL
1874 . Age 18 to 30 . Candidates must have sorved as Clerks cash . Ladies or Gentlemen waited on at any time or dis upon or COMMUNICATE with him at his well-known
(not articled ) in a Solicitor's office within the last two years tance. All letters receive prompt attention. Money orders | corner Offices , 29A, Lincoln 's - inn - fields. No commission
Application for the Regulationsand for the necessary form to any amount for Parcels from Town or Country. Estab charged to purchasers.
should bemade at once to the Secretary, Civil Service Com lished 1820. Ready money only .
mission . London , S . W . Thousands of testimonials. The subjoined are copies : - TREEHOLD AND LEASEHOLDGROUND

" Gloucester, April 2 .
TAW EXAMINATIONS. - A GENTLEMAN T RENTS.-- Mr. DAVID J. CHATTELL, having forMrs. A . N . writes : - " I have received your P . 0 . 0 . with many years devoted his particular attention to this class of

at the BAR (Bachelor of Laws in Honours) thanks for your liberality and attention . I shall recommend investments, is, through his extensive and constantly in .
PREPARES, in Chambers or through the post, for allmy friends. I have had business with others, but none creasing connection , enabled to dispose of Ground Rente,

the INCORPORATED LAW SOCIETY , the BAR , and have given me so much satisfaction as you have." without delay, at fair market prices. The Special
LONDON LL. B . References to former and present pupils “ Brighton , May 4 . Monthly List, containing particulars of numerous parcels,
will be given . - Address " LL . B ., ” care of Messrs . Reeves Lady S . T . writes : - " I received the registered letter con . paying various rates of interest , and suitable for the employ
and Turner Law Booksellers, 100, Chancery -lane, W . C . taining the notes. I quite agree with Mrs . R . C . that you ment of large or small amounta , may be had , gratis , on

| are very straightforward in conducting your business. ] application at his Offices, 29A , ( corner of) Lincoln ' s. inn .
LONDON GAZETTE ( published by authority ) and shall have great pleasure in recommending any friendswho fields, and forms the best medium between buyers and

LONDON and COUNTRY ADVERTISENENTOFFICE may wish to dispose of their cast-of clothes that are too sellers,

No. 117 , CHANCERY-LANE, FLEET-STREET. good to give away."
“ Edinburgh , May 13.

CENRY GREEN , Advertisement Agent,
VESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and“ I send you a large box of clothes. I am quite satisfied

FARMER' S LIST of ESTATES and HOUSES

I
that you give the full value, as I sent the last you had of mebegs to direct the attention of the Legal Profession to
to somno other person first, and your price was much abovethe advantages of his long experience of uptoarels of treerty

to be SOLD or LET, including Landed Estates, Town and

their valuation . I leave it to yon to send me whatyou con .
five years, in the special insertion of all pro formá notices ,

Country Residences, Hunting and Shooting Quarters,
Farms, Ground Rents, Rentcharges, House Property, and

dc., and hereby solicits their continued support . - N . B . One sider the value of the present articles. I have recommended
Investments generally , is PUBLISHED on the first day ofCopy of advertisement only required , and the strictest care | you to my sister, Mrs , M , Y ., of Reading . "
each month , and may be obtained , free of charge, at theirand promptitude pasured . ' Officially stamped forms for od 1 Weare every day receiving the samekind of testimonials Ottices, 80 , Cheapside, E . O ., or will be sentby post in return

vertisements and file of London Gazette kept . By appoint | which show that we do give the full value of all articles for two Stamps. Particulars for usertion should be

ment offered to us. If this is not sufficient to satisfy themost received not later than four days previous to the end of the
sceptical we challenge all dealers. We not only buy of precedingmonth .To SOLICITORS. - Ofice foTO SOLICITORS. - Office for PATENTS. ladies and gentlemen , but our demand is so great that we

5 , SERLE STREET, LIncoLN 'S -Iwx, W . C . purchase of the trade. Ladies and gentlemen , by disposing MESSRS. VENTOM , BULL, and
Messrs. DAVIES and Hunt. Patent Solicitors, continue to of their property to us, get the best price , thereby savir

procure BRITISH and FOREIGN PATENTS, & c .. at second profit . Our only address in England is L COOPER' S MONTHLY REGISTER , containing

most moderate charges, and to SOLICITORS at agency rates.
particulars of Estates and Farms, Furnished and Unfur.

81, THAYER-STREET, MANCHESTER -SQUARE,
Solicitors and intending Patentees shond obtain their

nished Houses in Town and Country to be sold or let ,
LONDON .

" HANDBOOK FOR INVENTORS" gratis on application
Ground Rents , and other Investments,may be had free on

CANADA : ST. PAUL-STREET, MONTREAL . application , or by post for one stamp. Particulars intended
or by letter .

AUSTRALIA : MYER'S-STREET, SANDHURST, VIC . for insertion in nextmonth 's Register should be forwarded
T EGAL EDUCATION . – MR. T . DE by the 26th inst . - Auction and Estate Agency Offices, 8,TORIA : and

J COURCY ATKINS, Student to the Four Inns of Bucklersbury, E . C .
31, THAYER-STREET, MANCHESTER-SQUARECourt, and late Reader in Roman Law at University

College, proposes to FORM CLASSES for the study of the Where all letters and parcels must be addressed. VALUATIONS for MORTGAGE, PUR
subjects required for the Easter Examination ( 1874) of the Established 1821 , CHASE , and SALE of Freehold , Copyhold , and

Inns of Court, as well as for the systematic study of general Leasehold PROPERTIES ; for Probate ani Succession

and particular jurisprudence. The Classes will include the MANEY and CONNOR , Duties ; and of Furniture, Stock - in - Trade, & c ., are care

subjects for the examinstions of the Incorporated Law fully made ; as also are Surveys, Inventories, and all

Society and the London University . To commence 12th matters incident to the business of an Auctioneer and
Jannary, 1574. FASHIONABLE TAILORS,For particulars apply at 8 , New -square, Estate Agent,by Messrs. DowSETT and WooDs, 19 , Lincola 's .
Lincoln ' s - inn . inn - fields, London .

= SCIENTIFIC TROUSERS MAKERS.
AUSTRALIAN ARCHIVES - HEIRS or NOWSETT and WOODS publish TWO

NEXT OF KIN . - Registers of Births, Marriages, A LARGE VARIETY OF LISTS : One RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES
and Deaths from 1787 alphabetically indexed . - Apply to ONLY, varying in character from the Mansion with its

NEW GOODS for COATS and TROUSERSBAKER and NAIRNE, 3 , Crosby -square, E . C . 3000 or 4100 acres, to the Vills with its garden ; town houses,
furnished and unfurnished ; and building lands. The other,

CARE of OFFICES or CHAMBERS.
FOR THE SEASON . INVESTMENTS ONLY, embracing ground rents , house

properties , and farms, producing income. - DOWSETT andWANTED , by a respectable Person , whose husband TOODS, 19 , Lincoln ' s -inn - fields, London .15 , HIGH HOLBORNis already employed in a first class Firm . The highest refe .
rences as to character. No children . - Address " C ." (No.
1605), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand. LONDON . TQUITY and LAW LIFE ASSURANCE
CLERGYMEN ’S , Professional Men' s, and (Four Doors East of Chancery-lana.) | SOCIETY , No. 18 , Lincoln 's - inn - fields. W . C .
U Military and Naval Officers' SONS are received at a Notice is hereby Given , that the DIVIDEND upon the

Clergyman 's SCHOOL, strictly limited to gentlemen , on THE SANS-PLIS SHIRT. Capital of this Society, for the year ending Dec. 31, 1878, at
specially reduced terms. - Address Rev. Master A . M . (to the rate of Twelve Shillings per Share, clear of income-tex,
be forwarded ), Messrs. Dawson and Sons, 121, Cannon will be PAYABLE to the Proprietors daily on and after
street, London , E . C . REGISTERED Nov. 1848. the 15th day of January inst .

By order of the Board of Directors.
mo PARENTS and GUARDIANS. Specially adapted to meet the wantı G . W . BERRIDGE, Actuary and Secretary .

L ARTISTS in STAINED GLASS . - An established of Jan . 1, 1874 .
firm are open to RECEIVE & PUPIL . One with taste for
drawing required . Premiom expected . - Apply by letter , IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE“ S . A ., Post- office, Broad .street, Bloomsbury, W . C .

and COMPANY,
DEGENT' S -PARK - T . LET, A BED and GENTLEMEN OF SEDENTARY PURSUIT 1 , Old Brond -street , E . C ., and 16 and 17 , Pall-mall, S . W .

U SITTING ROOM , Furnished , with use of Law Capital, £1,600,000. Paid -up and Invested , £700,000.
Library . - " W ., ” 76 Delancey -street, Gloucester- gate . Base Combined with a Perfect Fit. E . COZENS SMITH , General Manager.

AS HOUSEKEEPER to one or two Gen Patterns and Particulars of Measure ANNUITIES AND REVERSIONS.

A tlernen in chambers, a middle-aged Widow . Highest ment free by post. REVERSIONARY INTEREST
references. - Address " A . B .," 89, Norfolk - street west, Wis
beach , Cambridgeshire ,

SOCIETY ,

51. CONDUIT-STREET, BOND-STREET, 68, CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON .
TOLLOWAY' S OINTMENT and PILLS. CHAIRMAN . - Alfred H . Shadwell, Esg .

DEPUTY-CHAIRMAN - H . Cecil Raikes, Esq., M . P .
NT - CHFST PRESERVATIVES. - At all seasong of SPANISH FLY is the acting ingredient in Reversions and Life Interests purchased . Immediate and

the year the rate of mortality from diseases of the lung is ALEX . ROSS' S CANTHARIDES OIL , which Deferred Annuities granted in exchange for Reversionary

very great. Holloway' s Ointment well rubbed upon the I speedily produces Whiskers and thickens Hair. 38, 60 , und Contingent Interests.
chest, aided by his Pills, arrests all mischief. These ALEX . ROSS, 248 , High Holborn , London , Loansmay also be obtained on the security of Reversions ,
cleansing medicaments exercise the most salutary and re
storative influence over the entire contents of thepectoral LAIR CURLING FLUID , 248, High Annuities , Immediate, Deferred , and Contingent, and alsc

Endowmerts , granted on favourable terms.
cavity . Air tubes, nerves, blood vessels, and all other 1 Holborn , London . - ALEX . ROSS ' S CURLING
tissues feel their wholesomely potent power,more particu : FLUID curls Ladies' or Gentlemen ' s Hair immediately it

Prospectuses and Forms of Proposal, and all further infor

nation , may be had at the office .larly in their thoroughly purifying both venons and arterial is applied. Sold at 3s .6d . ; sent free for 54 stamps.blood,by promoting the free circulation of air through the C . B . OLABON , Secretary.
lungs . Neither Ointment nor Pils contain anynoxious in . NREY HAIR , 248, High Holborn , London.
gredient whatever, but their balsamic nature nourishes U ALEX . ROSS'S HAIR DYE produces a perfect Printed and published by HORACE Cox, at 10 , Wellington
rather than irritates the system , and kindly subdues un - colour immediately it is used . Price 38. 6d . ; sent by post street, Str: nd, London , W . O ., in the County of Middlobes

toward symptomstill all is well once more. for 5A stamps . - Saturday , Jan , 10, 1874

BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS

BURDEN AND KEER
LAD
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-

Practices, Wanted and for Sale.

Strand, Addresg
ot

be conil in un of sonen, age 25

and atthe Onice Ol the t hers,Directory LA

FIX . as aboronert
y
. - Apolge on Freeb

Money, Wanted and to Lend. AW . - A Solicitor (29 years of age ), desires
LaSITUATION , town or country , as Conveyancing or

General Managing Clerk . Salary £150 . Usual b nd if re .

THE IMPROVEMENT of LANDED TAW PRACTICE. - A Lawyer of long and quired.-- " N . S . R .” (No.1607), 10,Wellington -street, Strand,
ESTATES. - The LAND, LOAN , and ENFRAN | varied experience desires to PURCHASE a small re . W . 0 .

OHISEMENT COMPANY (incorporated by specialAct of *pectable PRACTICE, or to arrange for a Working Share is AW . - WANTED -bv affentleman , age 25
Parliament) ADVANCES MONEY in a well- established business in the Midland Counties or

Ist . - To the Owners of Settled and other Estates, for the South of England The highest references given and U (unadmitted ), articled in an oficb of goneral practice i
the Erection of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES, required . - Address “ V . L . " (No. 1607), 10 , Wellington . in the cotantry, & CLERKSHIP in a London office , where
and for the DRAINAGE, IRRIGATION , ENCLOSING . street , Strand, W . O . his duties would not be confined to one branch of the Pro . '

OLEARING , and general Improvement of LANDED Pro fession . - Address " X , L ." (No. 1607 ) , 10 , Wellington -street ,
perty in any part of the United Kingdom :
end . - To the Owners of Settled Estates in England , for Partnerships, Manted and Vacant. ET AW - WANTED , by a Gentleman whosethe ERECTION or COMPLETION of MANSIONS ,

STABLES, and OUTBUILDINGS : articles will expire in June next, a CLERKSHIP
TAW . - HALF-SHARE may be had in 'a (Chancery or Conveyancing) in a Town office, with a viery

3rd . - To Landowners generally , to enable them to snb
Provisional Practice , nineteen years established . to PARTNERSHIP . The advertiser has a good connecscribe for Shares in Companies for the CONSTRUCTION

Average (net ) profits close on £1000 per annum . Incoming tion , and could introduco capital to the amount of £1000.of RAILWAYS and NAVIGABLE CANALS, which will
partner is required to attend to the office work chiefly , ergo, Address " H . J . P ., " 10 , The Mall, Kensington , W .

beneficially affect their Estates : conveyancing , & c . - For introduction apply personally to
4th . - TO INCUMBENTS , for the Improvement of their T AW - A Gentleman (Admitted ), who hasMr. B . C . JOXES, 20 , Basinghall - street , City .

GLEBE LANDS, by Drainage, and the Erection of FARM U been six monthswith a Conveyancer, desires & Con .BUILDINGSand COTTAGES : T AW . - A Gentleman (admitted twenty veyancing CLERKSHIP, under slight supervision . Good
5th . - TO COPYHOLDERS for the ENFRANCHISE 3 years ), and with great experience, wishes to PUR references . -- Address " H . " (No. 1607 ), 10 , Wellington -street .

MENT of COPYHOLD LANDS. CHASE a small SHARE in a good Conveyancing and Strand , W . C .
The amount borrowed with the expenses would be charged General Practice , or the Succession to slike Practice in

on the estate benefited, and repaid by a rentcharge, termi. the Country. - Address " Ebor, ” No. 1607) , 10 , Wellington . T AW . - Advertiser (aged 29 and admitted ),
nating in twenty- five years. street , Strand, W . C . desires a SITUATION . in or pear London , as Con - .

veyancing or Managing CLERK , Salary a secondary con
NO INVESTIGATION OF THE LANDOWNER'S T AW PARTNERSHIP . A middle -aged | sideration . Ample security together with usual bond

TITLE IS NECESSARY . Solicitor, experienced in Conveyancing and other offered . -- " N . L ." (No. 1607 ), 10. Wellington -street, Strand .
Forms of application , and all further particulars ,may be business, wishes to give a Premium and his Services for a

obtained of Messrs. Rawlence and Squarey , 22,Great George- WORKING INTEREST of about £100 a year, in a Con - AW . - The Advertiser (aged 30 ) seeks a
@ treet, Westminster , S . W ., and Salisbury ; of Messrs. veyancing and General Business in Liverpool, West York U RE -ENGAGEMENT As Common Law and Chancery
Ashurst, Morris , and Co ., Solicitors, 6 , Old Jewry , London , shire , London , or elsewhere . - Address “ Omicron ” (No. CLERK Understands well the routine of a Solicitor' s
E . C . ; of Messrs. Gillespie and Paterson , W . S ., SIA , George 1605 ), 10 . Wellington -street . Strand, W . C . office . Twenty ears in last employment. Salary required
street, Edinburgh, agents for the Company in Scotland ; £150, Town or Country --Address " E . F . M .," Library , 10 ,
and at the Offices of the Company as below . . TAW PARTNERSHIP . - WANTED , by a | Claremont-place, Hornsey-road, N .

T . PAIN , Managing Director , U Solicitor, & Junior PARTNERSHIP in a well.
EDWIN GARROD, Secretary. established Conveyancing Business in the counties ofIT AWCOSTS. - WANTED,by an experienced

Land , Lonn , and Enfranchisement Company , Somerset, Gloucester , Wiltshire, or Glamorgan . Adver U Bill CLERK (middle nged ) á RE -ENGAGEMENT
No . 22, Great George -street, Westminster, S . W . tiser is prepared to pay a good premium , and has first-class in an office of extensive practice. The Advertiser also pos

connections. - Address, with full particulars, " Law ," 27. fesses & thorough knowledge of Convevancing.. Salary
MEONEY. - £1000 and £500 ready to be Milcom - street, Bath . moderata . - Address “ Lex , " Snelling's Library, Old Kent

ADVANCED on Freehold or long Leasehold Secu . road, S . E .
IT AW PARTNERSHIP.-- WANTED, by a

rities. - For particulars apply to Messrs. Ford _ and FORD, Solicitor (admitted 1870 ), who served his articles in LAW . - WANTED , by Advertser (aged 24),Solicitors, 1, Howard -street, Strand , London ,WC.
the office of a first-class conveyancing firm at Brighton , and U an ENGAGEMENT, in a firm of good practice .

M ONEY. - Several Thousand Pounds to be has , since his admission , held a Clerkship in the same office , Has been under Articles and passed Final Examination ,
to PURCHASE & SHARE in a Country PRACTICE. but not admitted . Well versed in Common Law and Con

LENT on Mortgage on Freehold or first- class Sussex preferred . Highest references given and required . veyancing . Good references given . - Axidress , stating
Leasehold Property . - Apply to Messrs. CLEAR and CHEF. - Address " E . H ., " 203 , Schoolhill, Lewes . terms " Q . V ., " 182, Barnsbury-rond. Islington .

TAW PARTNERSHIP.-- A SOLICITOR ,
MONEY. - £12,000 TRUST MONEY to be I AW . – WANTED, by a Gentleman of

U admitted Easter Term 1873 (since in practice for
ADVANCED on good Freehold Security . - Apply I him all deeiroshimself ) , desires A PARTNERSHIP in a thoroughly rePARTNERSHIP in a twenty years' experience, a SITUATION as Manag .

to Messrs . J . and S . HARRIS, Solicitors, Leicester . spectable firm . Experienced in Common Law , Con ing CLERK . Competent in all the superior branches .
N . B . -- None bus Solicitors or Borrowers need apply . Unexceptionable - references . Salary Ir per annum . -

veyancing , and Adrocecv , Could introduce capital and
connection . Highest references given and required . - Aadress " 0 . J ., " at Mr. Charlton 's . Stationer, 140, Great

MONEY. - WANTED , £20 ,000 at 45 per Address " J . S .. " Messrs. Clarke and Co ., Solicitors, 14 , College-street. N . W .
Cent. interest, on the Security of Freehold Ware . Lincoln ' s -inn - fields. TAW . - An experienced and trustworthyhonse Property in the city of Manchester of ample value.

Address " Box 25 ," Post -office, Manchester . TAW PARTNERSHIP . - CLERKSHIP in Clerk desires immediate ENGAGEMENT. He is a

view of PARTNERSHIP may be obtained in a skilled Conveyancer, can take charge of part of the busi
MONEY. - FREEHOLD and LEASEHOLD Country office near London . The practice is established , ness, and carry matters through with slight supervision .

M SECURITIES. - From £500 to £10,000 ready to be and is one of general business and no one will have the Salary £80 . -- Address “ Fides, " Mr. Bores, Churoh -street,

ADVANCED on Freehold and long Leasehold securities. slightest chance of acceptance unless he be a man of Kington , Herefordshi' e .
- Apply to C . W . PALMAR, Esq ., 36 , King William character and education ; a thoroughly efficient Convey . I AW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman (adstreet, E . C . ancer, has a practical knowledge of Bankruptcy, and is a

competent Advocate in Local Courts ; and he must be U mitted in 1860, but not certificated ), a Chancery
M ONEY. - £8000 and various Smaller Sums willing to work at any of them . A Churchman will be OLERKSHIP , with or without supervision . Age 27. Cad

1 ( trugt money ) are ready to be ADVANCED on preferred . Recent income of share abont 2500 . Salary be highly recommended . - Address " F . W ., " care of Mr.
MORTGAGE atmoderate rates of Interest. Securities in bill Partnership £180. State age (exceeding 35 will not Saxby, 13. Gate-street , Lincoln's -inn -fields, W . O .
Lincolnshire or the North of England will be preferred . do ), whether or not married, and other desirable infor .

TAW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman, whomation. - Apply to “ N . S . D ." (No. 1607 ), 10 , WellingtonFor further particulars apply by letter to Messrs. HARWAR
and Co., Law Stationers, Furnival' s- inn , E . C . street, Strand, w . o . was articled in an office of extensive practice in the

Country , and whn intends to apply for admission in Hilary

MONEY. – Various SUMS up to £500,000 Term , & SITUATION as Conveyancing CLERK , under
Situations, Wanted and Vacant.1 ready for immediate INVESTMENT. Present rates

supervision , Country preferred .-- Address " W ., " (No. 1605 ) .

of Interest, Freeholds ( Trustees' Securities ) 81 per Cent. ;
10 , Wellington -street, Strand W . O .

Leaseholds, Houses, Mines, Collieries, Public Works , Public TAW . - Assistant Common Law or General T AW . - WANTED , by a Gentleman, well
Rates, Ground-rents, and similar Securities at proportion CLERK . - WANTED by advertiser, aged 23, SITUA qualified , admitted in 1865 , & Conveyancing, Chan ..
ately low rates . - Apply to MR, BAILEY, 29. Walbrook , City , TIOY as above . Five year's character from last employers. cery, or GeneralManaging CLERKSHIP , with or withont.
London . Good writer . - Address “ B .. ” 8 . Vincent-terrace, Islington . supervision , in town or elsewhere . Address " A , V . T ."

MONEY LENT - £5 to £500, with and T AW . - Advertiser Seeks a RE.ENGAGE. (No. 16C6 ) , 10 , Wellington -street , Strand , W . 0 .

withont Sureties , upon Promissory Notes, Furniture , U MENT 8s Assistant Common Law , and Chancery T AW . - The Advertiser, having had con
Goods, Deeds, Life Policies, Shares, Jewellery, kc., from or General CLERK . Excellent references. - Addres
one month to three years. Formsgratis . Bills discounted . siderable experience in preparing Bills of Costs and

" Alpha ” (No. 1607), 10 , Wellington street, Strand , W . C .
Offices : 71, Fleet- street, City , E . C ., and 3 . Pullen 's - row , being thoroughly acquainted with the Practice of all the
High -street, Islington , N . Established thirty - four years . T AW . - WANTED , by a Solicitor, a Con Courts of Law and Equity , with a good knowledge of Con

Open daily . - W . M . READ , Manager . veyancing, SEEKS an ENGAGEMENT, either as Costs
veyancing or General ČLERKSHIP, under super Clerk or in a General capacity . Age 80 . Salary required ,

vision , Town or Country .- Address " J . P . G . " (No. 1606 ) ,
MUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION 10, Wellington -street , Strand, W . C £150 per annum . - Address " H . L ." (No, 1605 ), 10, Welling

(Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1850 ), 14, Rus.
ton -street, Strand , W . O .

Bell-street, Covent- garden , London , and 38 , Ship -street , TAW . - WANTED , by a Solicitor (aged 24 , TAW . - A Gentleman (not Admitted ), of
Brighton , ADVANCES MONEY upon Personal Security , U admitted 1873 ), a SITUATION as Conveyancirg or considerable experience in themanagement of the
Bills of Sale , Deeds , & c ., repayable by instalments. Bills GeneralCLERK , under supervision . - Address " J . H . W ., "
promptly discounted . Forms free on receipt of stamped

Chancery department, inclusive of the sales of Estates and
Bradwell Rectory, Great Yarmouth .

O . R . WRIGHT, Secretary .envelope.
Real Property Actions in Town , seeks a RE-ENGAGE

TAW . – WANTED , a SITUATION as MENT or a Co. veyancing management alone, in a well
established firm , Town preferred . The highest referencesMONEY ADVANCED at a Day 's Notice | COPYING and ENGROSSING CLERK . Five will be given . - Addrees X .,” Messrs. Harwar and Son, 3 ,

IV (from £40 upwards) to respectable householders in years ' excellent references. City preferred. - Address Bell-yard , Temple Bar.
the London District upon MORTGAGE of their FURNI * 0 . D . " 7 , Sale- street , Praed .street, Paddington , W .
TURE without removal, repayable by easy instalments. T AW . - WANTED, by the Advertiser (aged

T AW . - A Managing Clerk , thoroughly
No charge of any kind unless money advanced . As this does efficient in Chancery . Probate, Bankruptcy , Oommon

not emanate from an agent, applicants must apply personally U 29 ), a Conveyancing CLERKSHIP, with or without Law , and General Practice, a fair Conveyancer , and a good
to Mr. BAUGHAN , 31, Southampton -buildings, Chancery -lane. supervision , in Town or Country . Would assist generally .. Advocate, whose experience has been attained in offices of

The public are cautioned against paying preliminary fees to - Address " M . B ., " 6 , Trafalgar-place , Ashley -road , Bristol large practice, during a period of upward of eighteen years ,

pretenders. is desirous of entering into an ARRANGEMENT for bis
T AW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman (aged ARTICLES, and a fair salary . - Address “ L . M ., " care of

TEGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY. U 22, recently admitted ), a SITUATION in a small E . O . Mather , Esq ., 71, Fleet-street , E .O .
office to assist the principal. Good references. - Address

Mr. O . E . MASON , AUDITOR , LIQUIDATOR , and " F .. ” Wilkinson and Son , 49 , Coleman -street, E . C . T AW . - WANTED, an Efficient Costs
ACCOUNTANT, S1, Essex-street. Strand, London . TAW . - A Young Solicitor desires a CLERK

U CLERK and ACCOUNTANT,who could see Clients
occasionally . - Address " Box 12, " Post -office, Doncaster.

TAW BOOK -KEEPING , byMr. G . J. KAIN , SHIP in order to obtain experience in Conveyancing
U F . S .S ., of the firm of Kain , Bullen, Eldridge, and Co., and Advocacy, inter alia , Highest references . - Address TAW . - WANTED, by a Firm of Solicitors
Law Accountants. THREE METHODS, viz ., Single and " F . 8 ." (No. 1607 ), 10 . Wellington -street, Strand, w . . in the City , & thoroughly competent Common Law
Double Column Systems (in one volume) 78 . 6 . ; Triple
Column 'ninth edition ) , 68 .

T AW . The Advertiser, experienced in Con . CLERK. - Apply, stating references, & c., to " X .," Messrs.

WATERLow and Sons. Birchin-lane, and London -wal . I veyancing, and who has some knowledge of nearly
Son , 44,Chancery-lane, w .c .

every Public Appointment, seeks a RE-ENGÄGEMENT. LAW.- A Managing Conveyancing CLERK
OSTS and ACCOUNTS Aged 25. - Address “ A . X . Z ., " 48 . Lonsdale -road , West U required immediately in a leading Solicitor's otfice in

CAULFIELD , who has had upwards of sixteen years' bourne-grove, W . Liverpool. - Apply by letter to " A . B . " care of Messrs .
experience in Drawing and Settling Arrears of Costs in all T AW . - WANTED, by the Advertiser (aged Phipps and Fenton , Law Stationers, Castle-street, Liver
branches of the Profession , is prepared to undertake same pool.on a moderate commission . Address " Z .. " at Brown ' s U 92 ), SITUATION as Copying and Engrossing
Advertising Office , 4, Little George-street, Wostminster CLERK : good references given --Apply to ." A . B ." (No.
Abbey . 1607), 10, Wellington- treat, Strand, W .c . SITUATIONS VACANT continued on nest page

.
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GREATCENTRALWINE CELLARS,

Address: Wincluding date whet. Strand, w . . .

TAW . - Good WRITERSmay have Constant LD FALCON HOTEL, EAST-STREET, LONDON GAZETTE (published by authority ) and
EMPLOYMENT. - Apply , with specimen , not to be TOWN PIER , GRAVESEND . LONDON and COUNTRY ADVERTISEMENTOFFIOB

returned , to Mr. R . KERR, 81, Chancery -lane. Public and private dining rooms facing the river . No. 117, CHANCERY-LANE , FLEET-STREET.
Bed and breakfast one guinea per week , and dinners at

T AW . - WANTED , a Gentleman competent an equally moderate tariff . TTENRY GREEN , Advertisement Agent,
to conduct County Court and Bankruptcy cases . To Special arrangements for board and lodging, weekly or Il begs to direct the attention ofthe Legal Profession to

a good advocate a liberal salary will be given . - Address, monthly, on reduced terms. the advantages of his long experience of updards of troenty .

stating age, salary required, and references , " Y . Z ." (No. W . SKILLETER. Proprietor. five years, in the special insertion of all pro formá noticer,
2606) , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand. & c ., and hereby solicits their continued support. - N . B . One

KINAHAN ' S LL WHISKY copy of advertisement only required , and the strictest care
T AW . - WANTED , in a Country Office , anh and promptitude assured . Officially stamped forms for ed

active Coyping. CLERK , having a knowledge of | vertisements and file of London Gazette kept. By appoint
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the

Accounts , & c ., and willing to makehimself generally useful. ment

- Apply , stating age, salary, qualifications, and testi very
mo SOLICITORS. - Office for PATENTS,

monials, to “ Lex," 122, Chancery-lane, London , CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,
In quality unrivalled , perfectly pure, and more wholesome 5, SERLE -STREET, LINCOLN 'S - INN , W . C .

T AW . - WANTED, immediately, a respec than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the red seal, pirk Messrs. DAVIES and HUNT, Patent Solicitors, continue to
label, and cork branded “ Kinahan ' s LL . Whisky ." - Whole

table CLERK , accustomed to the general routine of procure BRITISH and FOREIGN PATENTS, & c ., at
sale Depot, 20 , Great Titchfield -street, Oxford -street , W . mostmoderate charges , and to SOLICITORS at agency rates.

a Country Office. One having some knowledge of Magig. Solicitors and intending Patentees should obtain their
terial Business preferred . - Apply to H . W . HARTLEY, Soli " HANDBOOK FOR INVENTORS " gratis on application
citor , Colne. THE TEMPLE or by letter .

T AW . - WANTED , a good Engrossing and W IGAN BOROUGH SESSIONS. –
General CLERK , and who is able to write Short V NOTICE is HEREBY GIVEN that the next

hand . - Apply , stating salary , and with references, to Messrs. GENERAL QUARTER SESSIONS ofthe PEACE forthe
BADGERS and RHODES, Solicitors, Rotherham , Yorkshire . BOROUGH of WIGAN , in the County of Lancaster, will

TAW . - WANTED , an experienced Convey be held before JOSEPH CATTERALL , Esq .. Recorder of
the said Borongh , at the Borough Court within the said

ancing CLERK , in an office of extensive practice , in Borough , on WEDNESDAY, the 25th day of January ,
the country . He must be fully competent to act without 1874 , at Half -past Nine o 'clock in the Forenoon, at which

supervision . - Apply , stating age , salary, and full particu . timeand place all Jurors, Prosecutors, Witnesses, Persons
lars as to experience , to " O . H ., ” care of Messrs. Dawson Bound by Recognizances , and others having business at
and Sons, 121 , Cannon -street, London , the said Sessions are required to attend .

THOMAS HEALD,
TAW . - WANTED , in a Conveyancing Clerk of the Peace for the said Borough .

U Office, in a Mining Town in Lancashire, a Managing Dated the 12th day of January , 1874 .
CLERK , fully competent to take charge of a General Prac
tice . - Apply, stating whether admitted or not , age, salary, HAMBER OF COMMERCE,
nature and length of experience , with reference, to " S ..." 145 , CHEAPSIDE ,care ofGregory and Co., 1, Bedford -row , W . O . LONDON , E . C .

AW . - GENERAL CLERK WANTED, in ROOMS FOR MEETINGS.
U a London office . - Apply in own handwriting, stating

age, capabilities, salary required , references, and where Superior accommodation on theGround Floor forholding

last employed , to “ z . A ., " Mr. Warner' s , 314J, Oxford . Meetings of Creditors, Arbitrations, & c ., at reasonable
street , W . terms. Conveniently situated , lofty, light, well -ventilated ,

and quiet.
T AW . - WANTED , immediately , a CLERK , ( TRADE MARK . Apply to COOPER, CRAIG, and CRAIG , on the premises.

thoroughly competent to undertake themanagement TO SOLICITORS and OTHERS. - NEWof a Conveyancing Practice . Best references required . -
Apply, stating qualifications and terms, to Mr. WILLIAM BRIDGE-STREET. - To be LET. - First - class

Perkins, Solicitor, Southampton. SUITES of OFFICES on the Ground, First, Second, and
Third Floors of excellent newly -decorated premises . Also22, FLEET-STREET, LONDONT AW . - WANTED, a YOUTH , as General extensive Cellarage on Basement. - Full particulars of

| OLERK , who can Copy and Engross neatly . - Apply, (OPPOSITE CHANCERY-LANE ). Messrs. DEBENHAM , TEwson, and FARMER. SO, Cheapside.
stating age, and salary expected , to Mr. W . FORWARD, The Largest, Cheapest, and Best Wine Establishment in DXCELLENT OFFICES to LET. near
Solicitor, Axminster, Devon . the World .

Mark -lane and the Corn Exchange, lately occupied
TAW . - WANTED ,a thoroughly trustworthy THE MOST NOTED VINTAGES, by a solicitor . Rent - £10 per year two rooms first floor,

and £30 per year two roomssecond floor ; immediate posses
CLERK , to take the entire superintendence of BY THE GLASS, BY THE BOTTLE, sion . - Apply on the premises to RESTELL and Co., 27 , Jewry .

the Books , & c ., of a small Union, Highway, and County BY THE GALLON ,
Court district . Assistance is given when necessary by a BY THE DOZEN, street, Crutched -friars , City, E . C .

junior clerk , and the principal attends all the meetings, AND BY THE CASE , MoSOLICITORS, PUBLIC COMPANIES,
Address, with references, age, salary required , and fuli LAT WHOLESALE PRICES ;particulars, including date when disengaged , to - “ B . J . G . "

& c . - 15 , Serjeant's -inn, Fleet-street . To be LET on
LEASE for seven years, from Lady-day next, & ten -roomed

( No. 1607 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , W . 0 .
Or Packed in Hampers for Races and Picnics. HOUSE , in good repair . It is next door to the Registra

I AW . - WANTED, in an office of extensive tration office and is suitable for one or more firmsof Solici.
tors or & Public Company. Rent £130 . - Apply to the

business , in the City , a gentleman capable of under HOUSEKEEPER ,
taking theMANAGEMENT of Chancery and Conveyanc THE GRIDIRONing Business . Hemust have had not less than eight years ' W ANTED , to Purchase for Investment,
experience , and have been articled . - Address , statingage . Is now complete and in full opera 'ion . y First-class FREEHOLD PROPERTY in the City
past employment, and expected salary , " A . B .," care of or the West- end. - Apply to Messrs . CLEAR and CHEFFINS,
Messrs. Thomson, 23, Chancery-lane, E . C . CHOPS, STEAKS, & c., & c ., ONE SHILLING .

Estate Agents, Ethelburga House, 70 and 71, Bishopsgate
T AW - WANTED, in a Country Office of street Within , E . C .

varied practice, a General Managing CLERK . He 22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON
must be admitted , capable ofdischarging the duties ofMagis . (Opposite Chancery -lane) . THE LAW ALMANACK for 1874 , price 9d .
trate' s Clerk, a good iConveyancer and Common Lawyer, I Publisbed by THOMAS SCOTT, Warwick-court. Holborn ;and not under 30 years of age. One acquainted with the SUTTABY & Co ., Paternoster- row : PEACOCK , Salisbury
duties of a Town Clerk and accustomed to Advocacy pre
ferred . - Address " B . 0 . " (No. 1607 ), 10, Wellington -street. square ; and sold by all Law Booksellers and Stationers.

Strand, W . C . NEW EDITION OF SAUNDERS'S LAW OF
T AW . - WANTED , in a Solicitor's Office , in IMR. E . H . BEDFORD , Author of the “ In BASTARDY .

U North Wales, a CLERK (not articled ), to conduct I termediate Examination Guide," " The Intermediate MHE LAW and PRACTICE of AFFILIA
the Conveyancing and Common Law Business, under the Examination Guide to Bookkeeping," and Editor of “ The TION , containing the Bastardy Law Amendment
supervision of the Principal, and to make himself generally Preliminary ," " Intermediate, " and " Final, ” has CLASSES Acts 1872 and 1873, the New Forms just issued by the Local
useful. A knowledge of the Welsh language is essential, daily reading at his Chambers, 9, King's Bench -walk , Government Board, and all the Decisionsupon the subject.
- Apply , stating age, salary expected , previous engage Temple , for each of the Examinations. By THOMAS W . SAUNDERS, Barrister- at- Law , Recorder
ments , and with references as to qualifications and cha of Bath . Sixth Edition . Price 6s, 6d ., cloth .
racter, to “ H ., ” care of Messrs. Waterlow , Birchin -lane, DRELIMINARY EXAMINATION for London : LAW TIMES Office , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand,
London .

SOLICITORS in FEBRUARY . - Mr. J . ERLE Price 18 ., by post Is, 2d .
BENHAM (Editor ofthe Preliminary Examination Journal,

QPANISH FLY is the acting ingredient in & c .), whose pupils have always met with very great success, PEAUTIES of FRENCH LITERATURE
D ALEX. ROSS' S CANTHARIDES OIL, which has CLASSES READING for th ' s Examination . Sixty D A Translation into English , by JAMES LOWE, of

three pupils successful last year. For over 150 Testimonialsspeedily produces Whiskers and thickens Hair. 3s . 60, thememoirs and letters ofMadamede Sévigné and Madame
ALEX. ROSS, 248 , High Holborn , London . address to 3 , Pump-court , Temple ; or to the care of Messrs. la Duchesse D 'Orleans.

Butterworths, 7 , Fleet-street, Her Majesty' s Law Publishers. London : HORACE Cox, 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .
LAIR CURLING FLUID , 248, High
I Holborn , London . - ALEX . ROSS'S CURLING NLERKSHIPS in the CHARITY COM SEVENTH ISSUE .
FLUID curls Ladies' or Gentlemen ' s Hair immediately it MISSION . - An OPEN COMPETITION for Two Now ready,super royal, 8vo ., pp. 1000, price 159.,
is applied . Sold at 3s. 6d . ; sent free for 54 stamps, SITUATIONSwill be HELD in LONDON on TUESDAY .

REY HAIR , 243, High Holborn , London. the 24th of FEBRUARY, 1874, and following days ; age 19 CROCKFORD' S CLERICAL DIRECTORY
to 30 . A good knowledge of law and of legal procedure is

ALEX . ROSS ' S HAIR DYE produces a perfect FOR 1874 .
essential. - Application for the regulations and the neces

colour immediately it is used . Price 39. 6d . ; sent by post sary form should be made at once to the Secretary Civil Being a Statistical Book of Reference for Facts relating to
or 54 stamps . Service Commission , Cannon -row , London , S . W . the Clergy and the Church .

TOLLOWAY'S OINTMENTand PILLS. London : CLERICAL DIRECTORY OFFICE, 10, Wellington
SOLICITORS' OFFICE of the GENERAL street, Strand , W . C .

THROAT AFFECTIONS. - All the varieties of
these distressing complaints may be readily and effectively POST-OFFICE, LONDON . - An OPEN COMPETI. Now ready.
treated by rubbing this Ointmenttwice a day upon the neck TION for one SITUATION of Unprofessional CLERK
and chest, and supporting the strength by proper nourish will be held in London on FRIDAY, the 6th FEBRUARY. I THE SECOND EDITION (greatly enlarged and almost
ment. By this simple means diptheria , ulcerated and re 1874. Age 18 to 30. Candidates must have served as Clerks entirely re-written ) of
laxed throat, irritation of the wind pipe, quinsey, and all (not articled ) in a Solicitor 's office within the last two years .

glandular enlargements will have their progress arrested Application for the Regulations and for the necessary form
and the destruction they have caused repaired . Holloway' s should bemade at once to the Secretary, Civil Service Com
Ointment is the most trustworthy remedy for all internal mission , London , S . W .

and external throat ailment , and may be safely and effec A MANUAL OF THE
tively employed in every case without regard to season , sex , MHE BOARD of WORKS for the ST.
age , or constitution . It is highly extolled for its ready

GILES' S DISTRICT. - The Office of CLERK to the PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF THE COUNTY
eures of spasmodic coughs, chronic hoarseness, and dis
avreeblae discharges from the throat and nose . BOARD having become VACANT by the death of Mr. COURTS IN EQUITABLE PROCEEDINGS,

Finnis , the late Clerk , the Board are desirous of obtaining
Including the powers given by the Friendly Societies Acts,the service of a Gentleman of skill and experience who isNARE of OFFICES or CHAMBERS.

legally qualified to act as a Solicitor, to fill the office of the Charitable Trusts Acts, the Companies Acts, and all
WANTED, by a respectable Person , whose husband Clerk to the Board , under the several statutes relating to other gubjects of Jurisdiction not included under the heads

is already employed in a first- class Firm . The highest refe themanagement of the District, and all such other duties of Common Law , Admiralty , and Bankruptcy, with a
rences as to character. No children . - Address " C . " (No. as are now ormay hereafter be required by the Board . The Chapter on the Probate Jurisdiction conferred by the Acts
1605 ), 10 , Wellin gton-street, Strand. salary assigned to this officer is £300 per annum . of 1558 and 1873 , and Forms, Tables of Costs , and Lists of

mo PARENTS and GUARDIANS. A statement of the duties of Clerk to the Board may be Fees .
seen at the Office , No. 199, High Holborn . Application in

I ARTISTS in STAINED GLASS. - An established writing for the appointment, with testimonials (not exceed . By HENRY FREDERICK GIBBONS, LL. B .,
firm are open to RECEIVE & PUPIL . One with taste for ing three ) , should be sent on or before Saturday, the 24th
drawing required . Prerniam expected . - Apply by letter , instant, addressed to Mr. W . J . Trehearne, the Surveyor, AND
" S . A ., '' Post office , Broad- street , Bloomsbury, W . C . at the Office of the Board, endorsed, “ Application for the NATHANIEL NATHAN , B .A ., Barristers-at-Lau .
AUSTRALIAN ARCHIVES. - HEIRS or Appointment of Clerk ” to the Board . Personal canvass of

themembers of the Board is strictly prohibited .
NEXT OF KIN . - Registers of Births, Marriages, By order of the Board ,

and Deaths from 1787 _ alphabetically indexed, - Apply to W . J . TREHEARNE, Surveyor and Acting Clerk , LONDON :

BAKER and NAIRN E , 3, Crosby-square, E . C . | Dated this 15th day of January, 1974 , HORACE COX, 10,WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND
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JAN. 17, 1874 . THE LAW TIMES.

In demy 8vo. (pp. xxiv - 780), price 31s. 6d.,

THE

COUNTY COURTS ACTS, RULES, AND ORDERS
(COMMON LAW AND EQUITY),

AND

THE JURISDICTION AND PRACTICE

SOLICITOR' S CASH BOOK . - A Cash Book
for Use of Solicitors, showing at a glance receipts and

payments on cash account, bank account, business account ,
and private account. Price , with explanation , in sheets,
38. 6d . per quire , or bound in extra forril, of the following
thickness : one quire, 10s. ; two quires, 138 . 60. ; three
quires, 178 . ; four quires, $ 1 ls . ; five quires, el 58. ; six
quires, £1 98 .

The author says : “ It is very simple, and with a little
attention it will be found to work well ; I have long proved
it to do so ." May be obtained direct, or through any book
seller by order .

London : H . Cox, 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .

UNDER THE

STATUTES RELATING TO PROBATE, CHARITABLE TRUSTS, FRIENDLY SOCIETIES, INDUSTRIAL AND

PROVIDENT SOCIETIES, LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIO INSTITUTIONS, MERCHANT SHIPPING ,

CUSTOMS, SUCCESSION DUTY, METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS, ALKALI WORKS,
AND JOINT-STOOK COMPANIES ;

BOOKS FOR ARTICLED CLERKS.

Sent free by post on receiving price of Book .
THE ARTICLED CLERK ' S HANDBOOK ,

containing a Course of Study for the Preliminary ,
Intermediate, and Final Examinations of Articled Clerks ,
and the Books to be read , & c ., being a Complete Guide to
the Candidate 's Successful Examination and Admission .
By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq ., Author of the “ Digest
of Examination Questions." Fourth Edition. By GEORGE

BADHAM , Esq ., Solicitor. This is designed as an Appendix
to the “ Answers to the Examination Questions," Price
98. cloth ,

WITH

CHAPTERS UPON ADMINISTRATION, TRUSTS, MORTGAGES, SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE
INFANTS , PARTNERSHIP , AND INJUNCTIONS ;

AND

Summaries of the Law relating to Interrogatories, the Inspection and Discovery of Documents, Attachment
of Debts, and to Mistake, Accident, and Fraud, as Grounds of Equitable Defence ; with

FORMS, SCHEDULES OF COSTS, AND A COPIOUS INDEX.

A LECTURE delivered before the Hull Law
A Students' Society on the Course of Reading for the

Final Examinations of the Incorporated Law Society .
By Dr. ROLLIT. Price 28 .

By JOHN SHORTT and EDWYN JONES, Esquires,
Barristers -at- Law .

A DIGEST of the EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS in Common Law , Conveyancing, and

Equity, from the commencement of the Examinations in
1836 to Hilary Term , 1872, with ANSWERS ; also themode
of proceeding, and directions to be attended to at the Ex
amination . By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq., Author of
" The Articled Clerk ' s Handbook . " Seventh Edition , by

GEORGE BADHAM , Esq., Solicitor. Price 16s . cloth ,
LONDON : HORACE COX, 10 , WELLINGTON-STREET, STRAND .

In the press,

TEGAL MAXIMS, with Observations and
U Cases . In Two Parts . Part I. One Hundred

Naxims, with Observations and Cases, Part II . Eight
Hundred Maxims, with Translations. By GEORGE
FREDERICK WHARTON ,Attorney -at-Law . Price 108. 60 .
cloth

H . Cox, 10 , Wellington -street, Strand.
A TREATISE

ON

WARRANTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS THE FIELD,
Country Gentleman's Newspaper,

SATURDAY, JANUARY 17.

UPON THE
ОР

SALE OF PERSONAL CHATTELS.
By THOMAS WM. SAUNDERS, Esq.,

Barrister -at-Law , Recorder of Bath .

LONDON : " LAW TIMES ” OFFICE 10 , WELLINGTON-STREET, STRAND , W . C .

MUNICIPAL ELECTION PETITIONS.
SECOND EDITION , Price 6s.,

THE LAW AND PRACTICE

MUNICIPAL REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS,

CONTAINS :

Canadian Free Land Grants,
The Battle of the Bottles .
Railway Encroachments.
Devon Long-wooled Sheep , with an Illustration by
Harrison Weir,

Altcar Club , Beckhampton , and other Coursing Meet
ings .

Great Weight-for -age Races of 1874 : - The Derby.
Hunting Notes from Leicestershire, Ireland , & c .
A Wet Day' s Shooting .

Gibbs and Pitt's Patent Self.cocking Gun, with Illus
trations.

TheWarranty of Horses.
Hands Illustrative of the Game of Whist.
The Spot Stroke v . Billiards.
Rambles in Search of Snells .
Observations on British Bats.
Diseases in the Feet of Horses.
Emigrant Fields of North America .
Education for Farmers' Sons,
Co-operation in Agriculture .
Kitchen Garden Cropping.
Reports of Poultry Shows.

Yachting, Rowing, Chess, Bicycling, Football,Golf.

Price 6d. By post, 6 d .
FIELD OFFICE , 346 , STRAND ,LONDON , W .C

OF

INCLUDING THE

THE QUEEN
PRACTICE UPON MUNICIPAL ELECTION PETITIONS.

By THOMAS WILLIAM SAUNDERS, Recorder of Bath .

LONDON : HORACE COX , 10, WELLINGTON-STREET, STRAND, W .C.

PRACTICAL STATUTES OF THE SESSION 1873

(36 & 37 VICTORIA ) ;

THE LADY' S NEWSPAPER ,
ог

SATURDAY, JANUARY 17 ,
CONTAINS :

Women and MentalWork .

THE Five o 'clock Tea .
Causerie de Paris.
The Visitor's Bell.
An Austrian Woman , with Portrait ,

Saxon PeasantGirls of Transylvania, with Portraits.
Leicester -square .

Tales of Our Great Families - XXII. George Hanger,
Lord Coleraine .

Marriage Rites of the Russian Church .

WITH Palms for the Dinner Table .
Exhibition of Engraved Works of Sir Edwin Landseer,
Celebrated Diamonds, with Illustrations,

INTRODUCTIONS, NOTES, TABLES OF STATUTES REPEALED AND SUBJECTS ALTERED .

LISTS OF LOCAL AND PERSONAL AND PRIVATE ACTS AND A COPIOUS INDEX. SUPPLEMENT OF

DESIGNS FOR FANCY WORK .

Edited by W . PATERSON , Esq .,
DRESS AND FASHION : The Parisian Fashions (from our

Barrister -at-Law . own Correspondent) . - French Riding Hat and Bodice ;
Promenade, Dinner, and Reception Toilettes ; Winter
Reception and Visiting Toilettes ; House Dress ; White
Cashmere and Striped Blue and White Hoods ; Ball,

CONTENTS : Evening, and Theatre Coiffures : Felt Hats ; Blue Tur

Table of Enactments Repealed . Vagrant Act AmendmentAct . Expiring Laws Continuance Act . quoise, Velvet, and Faille Bonnets, & c ., with Illustrations.

Table of Principal Subjects Altered . The Cathedral Acts AmendmentAct . Railways Regulation Act . THE WORK TABLE. - Lace , Antique and Modern , & c .,with

Tithe Commutation Acts Amendment | Merchant Shipping Acts Amendment | Illustrations.

SESSION 1873 - 36 & 87 VICTORIA . Act. Act. THE HOUSEWIFE. - Dyes and Dyeing : On Home Service ;
Endowed Schools (Address) Act Government Annuities Act. Elementary Education Act . Notes and Queries ; Answers. Cuisine : Sausages ; Notes
Income Tax Assessment Act . Regulation of Railways Act. Endowed Schools Act (1869 ) Amend - and Queries ; Answers.
Bastardy Laws Amendment Act. Places of Worship Sites Act. ment Act. Music and Musicians. Gazette des Dames. The Tourist .
Custody of Infants Act . Prison Officers Superannuation ( Ire Slave Trade (Consolidation ) Act.

Pastimes. The Library . The Exchange. Personal. Tho
Marriages ( Ireland ) Act. land ) Act . Gas and Water Works Facilities Act

Boudoir , Court Chronicle. Society . Obituary .
Customs and Inland Revenue Act. Intestates' Widowsand Children Act. (1870 ) AmendmentAct ,
Poor Allotments Management Act . Medical Act (University of London ) Turnpike Acts Continuance , & c ., Act. Notes and Queries on Dress, Work , Music, and other

Matrimonial Causes Amendment Act . Extradition Act . Statute Law Revision Act. gubjects usefuland interesting to Ladies .

Municipal Corporations Evidence Act. Supreme Court of Judicature Act . All the Fashionable intelligence of theWeek ,
County Debentures Act. Agricultural Children Act, List of Local and PersonalActa. Price 6d . ; Post Free 6 } d .
Crown Lands Act . Revising Barristers Act. Private Acts.
The Fairs Act. Salmon Fishery Act. May be had of News Agents, Booksellers, and at the Rail.

way Stalls .

LONDON : HORACE COX , 10 , WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND. OFFICE : 346 , STRAND , LONDON , W .C .
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Just published , price £1 118. 6d.,

THE SECOND EDITION

DORIA AND MACRAE'S

LAW AND PRACTICE IN BANKRUPTCY;
UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF

THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict. c. 71) ; THE DEBTOR'S
ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict. c. 62);

AND THE

BANKRUPTCY REPEAL AND INSOLVENT COURT ACT, 1869

(32 & 33 Vict. C. 83).

AND ALL THE CASES AND DECISIONS OF ALL THE COURTS DOWN TO THE
PRESENT TIME.

By A . A . DORIA , of Lincoln 's Inn, Esq., B .C . L ., Barrister -at-Law .

STEVENS AND SONS, 119, Chancery-lane,
LONDON .

LAW BOOKS PURCHASED OR VALUED .

Just Published, price 78 . 6d ., Second Edition , with
Emendations,

DLACKSTONE ECONOMIZED ; being a
Compendium of THE LAWS of ENGLAND to the

PRESENT TIME. ByDAVID MITCHELL AIRD, Esq .,
of the Middle Temple, Barrister -at -Law ,

“ A most admirable work for law students , for whose
use it has been compiled , appears with the title " Black
stone Economized ; a Compendium of the Laws of England
to the Present Time." The author is David Mitchell
Aird , Esq . Middle Temple , Barrister -at- Law . The book
is most compendious, and on an excellent plan ." - Daily
Telegraph, Dec 29, 1873.

" It is probably with a view to the utility of such a work
for educational purposes that Lord Selborne has accepted

the dedication of it , and we think beginners will find its
method thoroughly practical." -- Spectator. March 1 , 1873 .
London ; LONGMANS, GREEN, and Co., Paternoster -row ,

and all Booksellers .

On Friday , January 23 , price Is ., by post lx . Id .
THE LAW EXAMINATION JOURNAL ,

and LAW STUDENTS' MAGAZINE, Edited by
H . M . MOZLEY, Barrister -at-Law . No, XVIII. for
Hilary Term 1874. Contents : - 1 . Statutes of 1878 (Second
Notice , including the Supreme Court of Judicature Act and
subsequent Statutes ). - II. Digest of Cases. - III. Inter
mediate Examination , Michaelmas Term . 1873 . Questions
and Answers. - IV . Final Examination, Hilary Term . 1874.
Questions and Answers. - V . Correspondence and Notices .
London : BUTTERWORTHS. 7 , Fleet-street, Her Majesty' s

Law Publishers .

STEPHEN'S BLACKSTONE'S COMMENTARIES.
Seventh Edition .

Now ready, 4 vols ., 8vo ., 48. cloth .
MR. SERJEANT STEPHEN ' S NEW
M COMMENTARIES on the LAWS of ENGLAND ,

partly founded on Blackstone. Seventh Edition . By
JAMES STEPHEN , ESQ ., LL. D , Judge of County
Courts ; late Recorder of Poole, and formerly Professor of
English Law at King's College , London ,
London : BUTTERWORTHS, 7, Fleet-street, Her Majesty 's

Law Publishers.

DOWELL ' S INCOME TAX LAWS .

Just published, 8vo ., 128, 6d . , cloth .

THE INCOME TAX LAWS at present in
Force in the United Kingdom . With Practical

Notes. Appendices, and a copions Index. By STEPHEN
DOWELL, M . A ., of Lincoln 's - inn ; Assistant Solicitor of
Inland Revenue.

London : BUTTERWORTHS , 7, kieet-street, Her Majesty 's
Law Publishers .

DOWELL'S STAMP DUTIES AND STAMP LAWS.
Svo 128 . 60 ., cloth .

A HISTORY and EXPLANATION of the
STAMP DUTIES ; the Origin of Stamp Duties.

Observations on the Stamp Duties in Foreign Countries
and the Stamp Laws at present in Force in the United
Kingdom , with Notes, Appendices, and a copious Index ,
By STEPHEN DOWELL . M . A ., of Lincoln ' s- inn ; Assis
tant Solicitor of Inland Revenue .

London : BUTTERWORTHS, 7, Fleet-street, Her Majesty' s
Law Publishers .

Just published , price 6s. 6d ., cloth .

THE LOCAL GOVERNMÉNT DIREC
TORY 1874, with Almanac and Guide. Containing

besides other valuable information , Lists and particulars
of the Authorities in England and Wales Charged with the
Administration of Local Government, and an Article on
the Poor Law , Public Health , and Sanitary Legislation of
1873. By W . CUNNINGHAM GLEN , Esq ., of the Local
Government Board , Barrister-at-Law . '

London : KNIGHT and Co., 90, Fleet-street, E . C .
Publishers of LocalGovernment Books and Forms.

May be obtained through any Bookseller , or direct from
the Publishers, post free .

BYLES ON BILLS OF EXCHANGE.- Eleventh Edition .
Just published , Demy 8vo ., price 258 ., cloth .
TREATISE of the LAW ot BILLS 0
EXCHANGE, PROMMISSORY NOTES , BANK

NOTES . and CHECKS. By the Right Honourable Sir
JOHN BARNARD BYLES , late one of the Judges of
Her Majesty's Court of Common Pleas . The Eleventh
Edition , with Notes from the Fifth American Edition , by
MAURICE BARNARD BYLES, Esq ., of the Inner
Temple, Barrister -at -Law .

London : HENRY Sweet, 3, Chancery-lane Law Bookseller,
and Publisher ,

MTHE COMPANIES' ACTS 1862 and 1867,
1 Fourth Edition , now ready, price 2s . 6d ., in cloth , A

HANDY BOOK , by RICHARD JORDAN, containing all
the necessary information for the Formation and Manage
ment of Public Companies, Instructions as to the Prepara
tion of the Memorandum and Articles of Association,
Special Resolutions, Annual Returns, Books to be kept.
Liability of Members. Voluntary Winding-up, Notices for
“ Gazette, " Table of Fees, Stamp Duties, & c .

London : R . JORDAN, 123, Chancery-lane, and all Book .
sellers .

Just published, price 28. 6d ., post free.
RUILDING SOCIETIES and

D BORROWERS - Instructions, Suggestions, Rules,
and Tables, protective of their several interests. By
ROLLA ROUSE , Esq., Barrister-at-law , Author of the
“ PracticalMan .'

London : W .MAXWELL and Sox , 29 , Fleet-street.

May be obtain thePTEXCHANGE. Ele cloth : Ls of
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TTNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON . T EFT-OFF CLOTHES. – Mr. and Mrs. THE NEW SYSTEM OF BUYING A
U PHILLIPS, 31. THAYER -STREET, MANCHES HOUSE WITHOUT MONEY.LAW CLASSES. TER -SQUARE, LONDON , W ., are the Best BUYERS of

The Lent Term will begin on Monday , January 12 . all kinds of LADIES 'andGENTLEMEN' S ATTIRE, Silk ,
The Courses of Instruction in these Classes is specially Satin , Velvet, Brocades, Dresses, Court Trains, Antique

adapted for Students preparing for the LL . B , degree in the Lace , old English and Foreign China, Household Furniture ,
University of London , and for the Indian Civil Service Jewels , Plate, in fact every kind of Property for ready

Examinations. cash , Ladies or Gentlemen waited on at any timeor dis
Jurisprudence. - Professor SHELDON AMOS, M . A . First tance . All letters receive prompt attention . Money orders 29 AND 30 , SOUTHAMPTON -BUILDINGS,

Lecture, Tuesday, Jan . 20 , at 7 .30 p . m . to any amount for Parcels from Town or Country . Estab CHANCERY -LANE, LONDON .
Roman Lav . - Professor W . A . HUNTER , M . A . First Leclished 1820 . Ready money only .

ture, Monday, Jan . 12, at 7 .30 p . m . Thousandsof testimonials. The subjoined are copies :Constitutional Law and History and English Law .
Equity . - First Lecture. Tuesday, Jan . 20, at 5 .30 p . m . Gloncester. April 2. M OST PERSONS ARE FAMILIAR with

6 Constitutional Lan . - First Lecture, Tuesday , Jan , 20, at Mrs . A . N . writes : - “ I have received your P .0 . 0 , with what is known as the " THREE YEARS' SYSTEM ”

.30 p . m .
thanks for your liberality and attention . I shall recommend of the Pianoforte Makers, by which anyone who Hires an

Lars of India . - Reader, JOHN D . BELL , Esq . allmy friends, I have had business with others, but none Instrument and pays the Hire for that period , becomes the
Introductory Lecture. - Wednesday, Jan . 21, at 6 .30 p . m . have given me so much satisfaction as you have." ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE . Pre
The First Lecture of each of the above Courses will be “ Brighton , May 4 . viously to the introduction of this plan it was almost as

open to the public . Prospectus containing full information
difficult for those of limited income to buy & good Pianoforte

Lady S . T . writes : - “ I received the registered letter con .
may be obtained at the Office of the College, Gower-street, taining the notes . I quite agree with Mrs . R . C . that you as to BUY A HOUSE ; and persons went on year after

JOHN ROBSON , B . A ., are very straightforward in conducting your business . I year , paying for the Hire of an Instrument, and expended

Jan. 10, 1874. Secretary to the Council. | shall have great pleasure in recommending any friends who
as much money as would have bought the Pianofort

may wish to dispose of their cast -off clothes that are too severaltimes over.

MLERGYMEN ' S , Professional Men ' s, and good to give away. What will hold good for Pianofortes will hold good for
Military and Naval Officers' SONS are received at a “ Edinburgh, May 13 . HOUSES : and there aremany whowould no doubt AVAIL

Clergyman 's SCHOOL, strictly limited to gentlemen , on
“ I send you a large box of clothes. I am quite satisfied THEMSELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY , if it was

specially reduced terms. - Address Rev. Master A . M . ( to that you give the full value, as I sent the last you had of me afforded them , of becoming
be forwarded , Messrs. Dawson and Sons, 121, Cannon . to someother person first, and your price was much above

their valuation . I leave it to you to send me what you constreet, London , E . C . THE OWNER OF A HOUSE
sider the value of the present articles. I have recommended in the sameway as they have already becomethe owner of
you to my sister , Mrs , M , Y ., of Reading.” their pianoforte.TIMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE Weare every day receiving the samekind of testimonials , THE DIRECTORS

COMPANY, which show that we do give the full value of all articles

1. Old Broad -street , E . C ., and 16 and 17, Pall-mall, S . W .
OF THEoffered to us. If this is not sufficient to satisfy the most

sceptical we challenge all dealers. We not only buy of
Capital, £1,600 ,000 . Paid -up and Invested , £700 ,000 . ladies and gentlemen , but our demand is so great thatwe BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY

E . COZENS SMITH , General Manager . purchase of the trade. Ladies and gentlemen , by disposing HAVE DETERMINED TO AFFORD
of their property to us , get the best price , thereby saving a

T QUITABLE REVERSIONARY second profit. Our only address in England is THE SAME FACILITIES FOR PURCHASING
HOUSES

INTEREST SOCIETY . 81, THAYER-STREET, MANCHESTER-SQUARE,
10 , Lancaster-place, Strand . LONDON . Asnow exist for Buying Pianofortes.

Established 1885. Capital paid -up, £180 ,000 . CANADA : ST. PAUL-STREET, MONTREAL . A HOUSE being, however, a more expensive article to Pur
This Society purchases Reversionary Property and Life In . chase than a Pianoforte, the " Three Years' System ” will

terests , and grants Loans on these securities . Forms of | AUSTRALIA :MYER'S-STREET, SANDHURST, VIO . not apply , excepting in a very few cases ; so that a MORE
Proposalmay be obtained at the office . TORIA : and LENGTHENED PERIOD IS NECESSARY over which

F . S . CLAYTON , Z 31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHESTER -SQUAREI the Time of Hiring must extend .CÉ. CLAYTON Joint Secretaries.
In pursuance of this resolution

Where all letters and parcels must be addressed.
Established 1820 .MONEY, TIME, AND LIFE THE DIRECTORS HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTS

ARE LOST IN THE EVENT OF WITH

ACCIDENTAL INJURY OR DEATH . ALLEN 'S PORTMANTEAUX, • THE OWNERS OF HOUSES
Provide against these losses by a Policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE COMPANY 37, STRAND , LONDON In various parts of London, and its Suburbs, by which they
AGAINST ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS. are enabled to afford to the

THE OLDEST AND LARGEST ACCIDENTAL ASSURANCE COMPANY ,
Hon . A , KINNAIRD , M . P ., Chairman , DRESS BASKETS, Members of the Birkbeck Building

PAID UP CAPITAL AND RESERVE FUND £140, 000 . OVERLAND TRUNKS, Society
ANNUAL INCOME £160,000. DRESSING CASES, AND OTHERS

£810, 000 have been paid as Compensation . DESPATCH BOXES, & c .
BONUS ALLOWED TO INSURERS OF FIVE YEARS' STANDING. A very wide CHOICE in theSELECTION both of HOUSES

ALLES NEW CATALOGUE OF 500Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local | and the locality in which they are situated . The Plan uponFITTED
Agents, or ARTICLES. Post Free. which the Directors propose to proceed is

64, CORNHILL, AND 10, REGÉNT-STREET, LONDON BAG TO LET THESE HOUSES FOR A PERIOD OF
WILLIAM J . VIAN , Secretary . TWELVE-AND -A -HALF YEARS,PRIZE MEDAL FORALLEN ' S NEW

TAW
At the end of which time, if the Rent be regularly Paid,

UNION FIRE AND LIFE GENERAL EXCELLENCEDRESSING BAG .

THE HOUSEINSURANCE COMPANY .
Chief Office . - 126 , CHANCERY-LANE LONDON , W . C . Will become theabsolute Property of the

Capital. - ONE MILLION STERLING . Tenant
Fully subscribed by upwards of 400 Shareholders, nearly all

of whom are members ofthe Legal Profession . WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENT OF ANY KIND.
CHAIRMAN . - Sir William Foster, Bart., Norwich . IN ALL CASES

DEPUTY -CHAIRMAN . - James Cuddon , Esq . , Barrister-at
Law , Goldsmith 's -building, Temple . POSSESSION OF THE HOUSE

The Capital subscribed and Funds in hand amount to
upwards of £1,330,000 , affording unquestionable security . WILL BE GIVEN

The Directors invite attention to the new Form of Life WITHOUT ANY IMMEDIATE OUTLAY IN MONEY .

Policy , which is free from all conditions.
The Company ADVANCES Money on Mortgage of Life Excepting Payment of the Law Charges for the Title

Interests and Reversions , whether absolute or contingent. Deeds, which in all cases will be restricted to
Prospectuses, copies of the Directors' Report, and Annual Five Guineas

Balance Sheet, and every information sent post free on ap BEYOND THIS SMALL SUM
plication to

FRANK M 'GEDY, Actuary and Secretary . NO PAYMENT OF ANY KIND

18 REQUIRED BY THE SOCIETY
ANNUITIES AND REVERSIONS. BEYOND THE STIPULATED RENT, WHICH MAY

TAW REVERSIONARY INTEREST BE PAID EITHER MONTHLY OR QUARTERLY.FIG . 1. FIG . 2 .
SOCIETY, The normal condition of The perfect form of Shoes . THE REST PAYABLE BY THE TENANT

68 . CHANOERY LANE, LONDON . the Foot. a , b , c, d , Elasticated Leather .
CHAIRMAN , - Alfred H . Shadwell , Esq . Includes Ground Rent and Insurance for

DEPUTY-CHAIRMAN - H . Cecil Raikes, Esq ., M . P . the Whole Term .
Reversions and Life Interests purchased . Immediate and

Deferred Annuities granted in exchange for Reversionary Although the Number of years for payment of Rent is fixed

and Contingent Interests . at Iwelve and -a -Half ,
Loansmay also be obtained on the security of Reversions, A SHORTER PERIOD MAY BE CHOSEN AT ANAnnuities, Immediate , Deferred , and Contingent, and also (Nearly opposite Northumberland House), INCREASED RENTAL,

Endowments, granted on favourable terms.
Prospectuses and Formsof Proposal, and all further infor ESTABLISHED 1824 , OR

mation , may be had at the office . A LONGER PERIOD AT A LOWER RENTAL ,

O . B . CLABON , Secretary. | BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS . The Terms of which may be ascertained on application to

the Manager,

HIGH CLASS BOOTS.

DOWIE AND MARSHALL ,
455, WEST STRAND, LONDON,

Clerical, Medical, and General Life Assurance Society.
13 , ST. JAMES'S SQUARE, LONDON, S . W .

CITY BRANCE : MANSION -HOUSE BUILDINGS, E : C .

. . . . . . . . .

FINANCIAL RESULTS .
The Annual Income, steadily increasing, exceeds . .. ..... £249,000
The Assurance Fund , safely invested , is over .... ... 1,880 ,000
The New Policies in the last Year were 457 , assuring . .. . 304,457
The New Annual Premiumswere .. .. 9 ,770
The Bonus added to Policies in January 1872 was... .. . . . . . . . . . . . 323 ,871
The Total Claimsby Death paid amount to . .. ... .. 3 ,169,601
The subsisting Assurances and Bonuses amount to ..... . 5 ,773,144

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES.
CREDIT of half the first five annual Premiums allowed on whole-term Policies on healthy Lives not over

sixty years of age.
ENDOWMENT ASSURANCES granted , without Profits , payable at Death , or on attaining a specified age.
INVALID LIVES assured at rates proportioned to the risk .
CLAIMS paid thirty days after proof of death ,

REPORT, 1873 ,
The Forty-ninth Annual Report just issued , and the Balance Sheets for the year ending June 30, 1873, as

rendered to the Board of Trade, can be obtained at either of the Society 's Offices, or of any of its Agents.

GEORGE CUTOLIFFE, ACTUARY AND SECRETARY.

COMMISSION . - 10 per cent. on the First Premiam , and 5 per cent, on Renewals, is allowed to Solicitors .
The Commission will be continued to the Person introducing the Assurance , without reference to the channel
throngh which th Prem 'umsmay be paid .

THE ADVANTAGES
OF THIS

New System of Purchasing a House,
MAY BE SUMMED UP AS FOLLOWS:

1. Persons of Limited Income, Clerks, Shopmen, and
others, may , by becoming Tenants of the BIRKBECK
BUILDING SOCIETY, be placed at once in a posil .on of

independence as regards their Landlora .

2. Their RENT CANNOT BE RAISED.
8 . They CANNOT BE TUINED OUT OF POSSES.

SION so long as they pay their Rent.

4 . NO FEES or FINES of any kind are chargeable.
5 . They can leave the House at any time without notice ,

rentbeing payable only to the time of giving up possession .

6 . It circumstances compel them to leave the House
before the completion of their Twelve -and a Half Years'
Tenancy , they can Sub .let the House for the remainder of
the Term , or they can Transfer their right to another
Tenant.

7 . Finally , NO LIABILITY or RESPONSIBILITY of
anykind is incurred , beyond the Payment of Rent by those
who acquire Houses by this New System .

The BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY have on their
List several HOUSES, which they are prepared to LET on
the TWELVE-AND - A -HALF YEARS' SYSTEM , and in
many cases Immediate Possession may be obtained.

The Terms on which Houses can be placed on this
Register may be obtained on application to

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager . ,
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GRATEFUL – COMFORTING .

EPPS ' S COCOA .

BREAKFAST.
“ By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition , and by a careful

application of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately -flavoured
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills.” — Civil Service Gazette .

MADE SIMPLY WITH BOILING WATER OR MILK .

SOLD BY GROCERS IN PACKETS ONLY, LABELLED

JAMES EPPS and CO., HOMEOPATHIC CHEMISTS ,
48, THREADNEEDLE-STREET, AND 170, PICCADILLY.

WORKS FOR DIETETIC PREPARATIONS, DIANA -PLACE, EUSTON -ROAD.

Sales by Suction .

anyas1027
Tuesday. Mane

the fonr combo 15. he rear,being splendid. The propeilar

Os and kathbone pithe entirehorlotte-strers an areuna

Brixton . - Freehold Ground Rents , with valuable reversion Clapham -common and Balham -hill. - Highly valuable and
in thirty-two and fifty -three years respectively , affording exceedingly important Freehold Estates, comprising
investments of an exceptionally eligible character, which first -class family residences, fronting Claphani-common ,

Sales for the Year 1874 . it would be impossible too highly to commend. with beautiful gardensand grounds. coachhouse, stabling,
conservatories, and out-offices, and detached and semiMESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and MR. ROBINS (of 5 , Waterloo -place, Pall detached villa residences on Balham - hill, presenting

FARMER beg to announce that their SALES of Mall) is desired by the Representatives of the late Opportunities for occupation or investinent which in this
LANDED ESTATES, Town, Suburban , and Country Robert Stone, Esq .. to SELL by AUCTION , at the MART, pre -eminently attractive , delightful, and exceedingly
Houses, Business Premises, Building Land, Ground Rents, in Tokenhouse -yard , E . C ., on THURSDAY, FEBRUARY convenient neighbourhood very rarely occur .
Reversions and other properties for the year 1874, will be 12. at Two o 'clock , in Eight Lots, FREEHOLD GROUND MESSRS. EDWIN FOX and BOUSFIELDheld at the Auction Mart, Tokenhouse-yard , in the city of RENTS, reserved in various gums, ranging from 245 to £9
London , as follows : per annum , amounting in all to £168 per annum , super are directed to SELL by AUCTION , at the MART.

Tuesday, Jan . 27 Tokenhouse - yard , Bank of England , on WEDNESDAY.
Tuesday , May 12 abundantly secured on certain desirable residences, dwelTuesday, July 29

Tue day, Feb . 10
FEBRUARY 25 (unless acceptable offers are in the mean

Tuesday , May 19 ling honses, shops, and premises, situate in Church -road , inTuesday, Aug. 4
Tuesday, Feb .

time made), the compact and important FREEHOLDEffra -road, and in Water- lane, Brixton . The present rackTuesday, May 26 Tuesday , Aug. 11 rental is £1321, and the estimated annual value in reversion ESTATE , in the parishes of Clapham , and Streatham ,
Tuesday, March 10 Tuesday , June 2 Tuesday, Aug. 18
Tuesday, March 17

occupying a most enjoyable position in themuch -esteemedconsiderably excreds this rum . The reversion to the proTuesday, June 9 Tuesday, Aug. 25 perties in Church -roart will occur in thirty -two years , and district of Clapham .common and Balham -bill, consi-ting of
Tuesday, March 24 Tuesday, June 16 Tuesday, Oct . 6 to the properties in Effra -road and Water-lane in fifty-two four capital detached family residences , facing Clapham .
Tuesday, March 31 Tuesday, June 23 Tuesday, Oct. 20 years, common , with extensive outbuildings and pleasure grounds ,
Tuesday, April 14 Tuesday, June 30 Tuesday, Oct. 27
Tuesday, April 21 Tuesday, July 7 Tuesday, Nov. 10

Full particulars and plans may be had in due course at l in the several occupations of W . S . Edgar , B . Haywood, D . B .

the chief inns at Brixton : of Hanbury , and E . Habershon . Eaqs. Nine detached and semi.
Tuesday , An il 28 Tuesday. July 14 Tuesday, Nov. 24 Messrs. BOOTYS and BAYLIFFE , Solicitors , 1, Ray . detached residences, facing Balbam -hill, with stabling and
Tuesday, May 5 Tuesday, July 21 Tuesday, Dec. 8 . mond-buildings . Gray's -in , W . C . ; gardens, respec ' ively distinguished as Chestnut Honse ,
Auctions can also be held on other days besides those at the Mart , and of the Auctioneer . ( Sale 13,622.) Beauclerc Lodge, No. 2 , Balham -bill, Aston Lodge Elm

above specified . Due notice should in any case be given , Lawn , Hillside , Arundel House, Dunningley House, Hook
in order to insure proper publicity ; the period between Chelsea --Ground Rents, of a tenure perfectly equal to wood Lodge. The several houses will be submitted in
such notice and the auction must of course considerably Freehold , in two sums of £60 and £42 68. per annum , separate lots, with vacant possession on completion of the
depend upon the nature of the property intended to be secured by separate leases on Seventeen well built Resi. purchase, thos presenting a rare opportunity for gentlemen
sold . - 80 , Cheapside, London . denceg, all respectably tenanted , situate in Luna - street, desirous of acquiring freehold houses for their own occaps

tion to secure the same in this most delightful, healthy, andChelsea , near the World ' s End Tavern . The total rackCharlotte-street, Fitzroy-square, near to Oxford -street and convenient position ; while for investment, such is therental is about 4600 per annum . The land is held for anTottenham . court road . - Re the late Mr. R . T . Chamen ,
unexpired term of about 454 years, free of rent, and is demand for this class of property , that high and remunera .

deceased . - A very valuable Freehold Property (land -tax
also tithe free and exonerated from land tax. tive rents may be immediately secured . For more descrip

redeemed ), consisting of an importantand substantial tive advertisement see Times of Monday .
block of buildings , erected in the year 1868, up in the site M R . ROBINS (of 5 , Waterloo -place, Pall Particulars may be obtained of
of Percy Chapel, and comprising three spacious houses , Mall) is directed to SELL the above GROUND
with fonr commanding shops, warehouse , and stabling , Messrs. RUSSELL, SON , and SCOTT, Solicitors, 14,

RENTS attheMART. Tokenhouse-yard , Lothbury, E . C .,known as Nos. 15 , 17 , and 17A , Charlotte -street ; four Old -Jewry -chambers, E . C . ;
on THURSDAY, FEB . 12, at Two o 'clock precisely , in

houses and shops in the rear, being Nos. 41A , 12A , 43A , and at the Mart , E . C . ; and of Messrs. EDWIX Fox, and BOUS
Two Lots .

444 , Upper Rathbone place , and a splendid Feries ofwine FIELD, 24 , Gresham -street, Bank ,
Particulars of

vaults extending under the entire premises. The property
has a frontage of about soft . to Charlotte - street, a similar E . J. BARRON , Esq., Solicitor, 55, Lincoln's Inn M R . DAVID J . CHATTELL , who inspects
frontage to Upper Rathbone-place , and coversan area of fields, W . C . ; 11 all Ground Rents entrusted to him for disposal,
upwards of 7000 square feet . The whole of the ground at the Mart ; and of the AUCTIONEER. (Sale 13,623.) invites BUYERS or SELLERS of Ground Rents to CALL
floor of the Charlotte -street premises (which is admirably upon or COMMUNICATE with him at his well-known
adapted for a large wine merchants and grocery estab
lishment, or for sub -division ; and , with other parts of Brixton . - Twe Small Leasehold Dwelling-houses, being corner Offices, 29A , Lincoln ' s- inn- fields . No commission

charged to purchasers.Nos. 19 and 20 , Cold Harbour lane, let to old -standingthe property, for co -operative stores , also thewine vaults,
are in hand . The remainder is let to yearly and other weekly tenants at rents amounting to £44 48. per annum .
tenants, at rents amounting together to about £700 per Unexpired term about thirty-two years . Ground rent TREEHOLD AND LEASEHOLDGROUND
annum , less rates and taxes, wbich are paid by the land £6 108. RENTS. - Mr. DAVID J . CHATTELL , having for
lord . The gross rental value of the entirety (including M R . ROBINS (of 5 , Waterloo-place, Pall many years devoted his particular attention to this class of
the portions in hand ) is estimated at about £1150 per VL Mall) is desired by the representative of the late investments, is , through his extensive and constantly in .
annum . Shonld a purchaser desire to carry on the busi
ness of the late Mr. Chamen he may take the valuable Robert Stone, Exq ., to SELL the above by AUCTION , in creasing connection , enabled to dispose of Ground Rents ,

without delay, at fair market prices.
one Lot, as per the preceding advertisement. ( Sale 13, 622. )

stock of wines , spirits , and groceries at & fair valuation ,
The Special

Monthly List , containing particulars of numerous paroels ,
and have almost immediate possession as a going concern , paying various rates of interest,and suitable for the employMESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and MESSRS. VENTOM , BULL, and ment of large or small amonnts , may be had, gratis , on

FARMER are instructed by the Mortgages , with COOPER' S MONTHLY REGISTER, containing
application at his Offices, 29A , (corner of) Lincoln ' s- inn
fields, and forms the best medium between buyers and

the concurrence of the Trustees, to SELL , at the Mart, on particulars of Estates and Farms, Furnished and Unfur.
sellers ,

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, at Two, in one lot unless nished Houses in Town and Country to be sold or let,
previously disposed of by private treaty), thevery important Ground Rents, and other Investments,may be had free on
FREEHOLD PROPERTY above described . application , or by post for one stamp. Particulars intended

Particulars, with plans, & c . , may be had of for insertion in nextmonth ' s Register should be forwarded
ALFRED C . CRONIN , Esq ., Solicitor, S , Bloomsbury. by the 26th inst. - Auction and Estate Agency Offices, 8 ,

Aquare : of Bucklersbury, E . C . VALUED OR PURCHASED .
Messrs. RIVINGTON and SON , Solicitors, 1 , Fen

church -bnildings : of To be Sold , purguant to a Decree and an Order of the
Messrs. PLEWS and IRVINE, Solicitors, No.81, Mark High Court of Chancury, made in & canse of Sellers v .

and of the Auctioneers, 80, Cheapside . Mourau , with the approbation of the Vice Chancellor Sir
Richard Malins, the Judge to whose Court the said ENGLISH AND FOREIGN TIMBER MERCHANT,
Cause is attached , in Eight Lots, by

ESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON, and MESSRS. EDWIN FOX and BOUSFIELD . ST. THOMAS-STREET, LONDON, S .E .
FARMER'S LIST of ESTATES and HOUSES

to be SOLD or LET, including Landed Estates, Town and at the MART, Tokenhouse -yard, London , on
WEDNESDAY, 28th JANUARY 1874 , at Two o 'clock An Estimate given free for any quantity, however small orCountry Residences, Hunting and Shooting Quarters ,

Farms, Ground Rents, Rentcharges, House Property, and
or large, in any part of the United Kingdom ,precisely, certain _ exeeedingly important and valuable

Investments generally , is PUBLISHED on the first day of FREEHOLD ESTATES, on the verge of the City of Lon SYCAMORE AND LIME TIMBER WANTED.
each month , and may be obtained , free of charge, at their don, being in Ely - plare, Ely -mews, and Mitre -court, Hol

Offices , 80, Cheapside, E . C ., or will be sent by post in return born , one of themost convenient and centralpositions for
for two stamps . Particulars for insertion should be professional and commercial purposes within the metro

received not later than four days previous to the end of the nolis, comprising Four substantial and well -built Houses,

preceding month . Nos, 10 , 22, 23, and 29, Ely -place ; the Mitre Tavern , an old es
tablished and well-frequented licensed house in Mitre- court,

Perpetual Rentcharge , payable by the Governor and Com . the leading thoroughfare from Ely -place to Hatton -garden ; REGISTERED Nov. 1848.

pany of the New River. - To Trustees, Corporate Bodies, & small house in Mitre-court, in the rear of premises in
Insurance Societies, and to all concerned in acquiring an Hatton -garden ; the interesting and renowned ancient Specially adapted to meet the wants
Investment offering a security equivalent to Consols . building, now used as a Welsh chapel (originally the private ofM R . ROBINS (of 5 , Waterloo -place, Pall chapel of the Palace when Ely - place was the Bishop 's resi.

dence ) , a thoroughly substantial edifice , Occupying the BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS
I Mall), is favoured with directions to SELL by AUC important and superficial area of 4000ft. ; also the extensive
TION , at the MART, in Tokenhonse-yard , Lothbury, E . C ., and

range of stabling , coach houses , & o , known as Ely -mews,
on THURSDAY, FEB . 12, at Two o 'clock precisely, & at the top of Ely- place, occupying a superficialarea ofabout GENTLEMEN OF SEDENTARY PURSUITS
PERPETUAL RENTCHARGE of £100 per annum , se 6000ft., the whole being let on leases, for terms expiring in
cured on certain freehold mills, lands, and premises, being from five to seven years at nominal ground-rents, and Ease Combined with a Perfect Fit.
part of the estates of the New River Company, situate in together of the value of about £1300 per annum .
the parishes of Ware and Great Amwell, in the county of May be viewed by permission of the respective tenants, Patterns and Particulars of Measure
Hertford , and payable by the Governor and Company of the and particulars obtained at the Mart ; of ment free by post .New River, under a special Act of Parliament granted for

Messrs. F . and T . SMITH and SONS, Solicitors, No. | BURDENthat purpose in the lith year of the reign of King George
II. The income is receivable half -yearly at the office of the 15, Furnival' s inn , E . C . ; of AND KEER
New River Company, and is fubject to a deduction for land. CHARLES BEGBIE , Esq., Solicitor, 8 , New Ormond 51, CONDUIT-STREET, BOND-STREET,
tax of evo 8s. per annum and income-tax . street, Queen -square, W . 0 . ; of
Particulars may be had of Messrs . A . F . and R . W . TWEEDIE, Solicitors, 5 ,Messrs. BOOTYS and BAYLIFFE, Solicitors, 1. Ray . Lincoln ' s -inn - fields, W . 0 . ; and of Printed and published by HORACE Cox, at 10 , Wellington

mond-buildings, Gray 's -inn , W . C . | Messrs. EDWIN Fox and BOUSFIELD , 21, Gresham -street, I street, Strand, London , W . C ., in the Counts of Middlesex
at theMart ; and of the AUCTIONEER, Sale 13 , 621.) Bank , E . C . - J . A . Buckley , Chief Clerk . - Saturday, Jan , 17, 1874 ,

Monthly delay,ction, enabled extensitenti
on

to thiving for

TIMBER , STANDING OR FELLED ,

MARTIN R . COBBETT,

THE SANS-PLIS SHIRT.
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Practices, Wanted and for Sale.

Money , Wanted and to Jend. T AW . - A Solicitor (admitted in 1865) | T AW .- Advertiser seeks a SITUATION in
wants a SHARE in , or SUCCESSION to , a first JaSolicitor' s Office of General Practice . Can Draw

laas Country PRACTICE , of about £1000 a year. - Address | O , dinary Drafts , and willing to make himselfgenerally use
THE IMPROVEMENT of LANDED “ O . H . ” (No. 1608 ), 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W . O . ful. -Address " B . C .," Post-office, Great Yarmouth. Nor

ESTATES . - The LAND , LOAN , and ENFRAN . folk ,
CHISEMENT COMPANY (incorporated by special Act of TAW .- HALF -SHARE may be had in a

I AW - A Solicitor (aged 29 ) desires aParliament) ADVANCES MONEY
Provincial Practice , nineteen years established .

1st . - To the Owners of Settled and other Estates, for U SITUATION as Conveyancing orGeneralManagingAverage (net) profite close on e1000 per annum . Incoming
the Erection of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES, TOLERK . Salary £80 . Bond not to practice, if wished .partner is required to attend to the office work chiefly , ergo ,
And for the DRAINAGE , IRRIGATION , ENCLOSING , conveyancing, & c. - For introduction apply personally to ** N . S . R .” (No.107). 10 , Wel. ington -street . Strand, W . O .
CLEARING , and general Improvement of LANDED Pro . Mr. B . C . JONES, 20, Basinghall-street, City . I AW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman (adperty in any part of the United Kingdom :
2nd. - To the Owners of Settled Estates in England , for T AW PARTNERSHIP or PRACTICE .- A mitted Trinity Term last ) , a Conveyancing OLERK

the ERECTION or COMPLETION of MANSIONS young Solicitor, of much practical experience and SHIP in Town . First- class references. Small salary only
STABLES, and OUTBUILDINGS : good position, who can introduce business , WISHES to required . - Address " B . E . T . A . ” (No. 1608 ), 10, Welling

3rd . -- To Landowners generally, to enable them to sub ton -street, Strand , W . C .SUCCEED to the WHOLE or & SHARE in a moderate
scribe for Shares in Companies for the CONSTRUCTION practice . The highest references . - Address "

I AW . - The advertiser SEEKS a RE -ENof RAILWAYS and NAVIGABLE OANALS, which will Messrs. Hooper and Son , 69 , Ludgate -hill, London .
GEMENT as General OLERK in & Solicitor ' s Office .beneficially affect their Estates :

T AW PARTNERSHIP. – WANTED to Has had many years' experience. Country preferred Good4th . - TO INCUMBENTS , for the Improvement of their
PURCHASE, a SHARE of about £300 a year in an references. - Address " Z . A .," Post-office , Ross, Hereford

GLEBE LANDS, by Drainage, and the Erection of FARM
BUILDINGS and COTTAGES :

shire.established business. Advertiser has been admitted threo
years . is fully competent, of grod address , and is accus

5th . -- To COPYHOLDERS for the ENFRANCHISE T AW . - CONVEYANCING . -- A Gentlemantomed to work hard . - Address " M . M . M ." (No. 1608 ), 10 ,MENT of COPYHOLD LANDS. Wellington -street, Strand , W . O . (admitted ) desires a RE-ENGAGEMENT as

The amount borrowed with the expenses would be charged
Managing Conveyancing OLERK , or otherwise, in a good

T AW PARTNERSHIP . - A middle-aged office.on the estate benefited , and repaid by a rentcharge, termi. Sati factory references. -- Address " B . ' Y . " (No.
nating in twenty - five years . U Solicitor, experienced in Conveyancing and other 1503 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, W . O .

business, wishes to give a Premium and his Services for aNO INVESTIGATION OF THE LANDOWNER' S L AW . - GENERAL CLERK requires RE
WORKING INTEREST of about 100 a year , in a Con

TITLE IS NECESSARY. veyancing and General Business in Liverpool, West York I ENGAGEMENT. . Good Accountant and Corre
Forms of application , and all further particulars,may be shire , London , or elsewhere . - Address " Omicron ” (No . spondent : knows Kain ' s System and Magisterial work ,

obtained of Messrs . Rawlence and Squarey, 22, GreatGeorge 1605 ) , 10, Wellington -street. Strand , W . C . Ten years' exprience in Conntry offices . Aged 29 . Good
street, Westminster, S . W ., and Salisbury ; of Messrs. testimonials . - Address " A . B ., " 39 , High - street, Ipswich ,
Ashurst, Morris , and Co ., Solicitors , 6 , Old Jewry , London , TAW PARTNERSHIP . - WANTED, by a
E . C . ; of Messrs . Gillespie and Paterson , W . S ., SIA , George Solicitor (admitted 1870 ), who served his articles in T AW .- WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENT
street , Edinburgh, agents for the Company in Scotland ; the office of a first- class conveyancing firm at Brighton , and U as Copying CLERK, or to assist in Common Law .and at the Offices of the Cornpany as below .

T . PÄIN , Managing Director.
has, since his admission, held a Clerkship in the same office, knows the Office ; can attend ordinary Summonses. Salary

EDWIN GARROD , Secretary . to PURCHASE & SHARE in a Country PRACTICE. moderate . - Address " X . Y . Z ., " 12, Clarence -street ,

Land, Loan , and Enfranchisement Company, Sussex preferred . Highest references given and required . | Jeffrey's- road, Clapham -road, S . W .
- Address " E . H . , 203 , School hill, Lewer .

No. 22, Great George-street, Westminster , S . W . T AW . - REQUIRED , by ' a Gentleman
I AW PARTNERSHIP. - A SOLICITOR , UMONEY. - MORTGAGE. - A SUM of (aged 24, who will be admitted at Easter ) an ENL admitted Easter Term 1873 (since in practice for GAGEMENT 8 Common Law or Conveyancing and Gene

£4300 ( in sumsof £1000, £2000, or £8000 ) and a SUM himself ), desires a PARTNERSHIP in & thoroughly re ral OLERK . Unexceptionable references . - Addregg
of £5000 are ready to be placed out on MORTGAGE of first Epectable firm . Experienced in Common Law . . Con . " Quidam , " Law Linrnry , Cook -streat, Liverpool
class Freehold , Securities. If on Lant and Houses of veyancing, and AdvocaOS . Could introduce capital and
ample value, can be had at 4 per Cent. Noagatsneed ap connection . Highest references given and required . IT AW . - A Gentleman, uparticled , SEEKS
ply . - Apply to R . W , FORD, Solicitor, Portsmouth ; D . M . Address : " J . 8 .. " Messrs. Clarke and Co ., Solicitors , 14 , LaCLERKSHIP in town. Is well up in Conveyancing
FORD. Solicitor, Gosport ; or FORD and FORD, Solicitore, 1 , | Lincoln ' s - inn - fields. and has had considerable exper once in Chancory. ComHoward -street, Strand , London, W . C .

mon Law , Bankruptoy, and County Court practice . UnexT AW . - WANTED , by a Young Solicitor of ceptlonable references. - Address * Wall " ( 1608 ), 10 , WalMONEY. - £12,000 TRUST MONEY to be ability and energy, & PARTNERSHIP in & well. 1 lington -street, Strand , W . 0 .
M ADVANCED on good Freehold Security. - Apply established Practice, either in London or the Country ; a

I AW . - WANTED . a RE -ENGAGEMENTto Messrs . J . and 8 . HARRIS, Solicitors, Leicester prospect of Anccession to thewhole , and a large town pre
K . B . - None but Solicitors or Borrowers need apply . ferred . The advertiser is a Graduate of London, and took 88 Chancery and Oommon Law CLERK (fifteen

hononrs at the Final, and, having an excellent general yeurs ' experience ), thoroughly nnderstands the routine of a

M ONEY. - Several Thousand Pounds to be knowledge of the law , would apply himself specially to any Bolicitor' s Office, and willing to make himself generally

LEVT on Mortgage on Freehold or first- class
particular branch which might be desired . Themost un . useful. Salary required £150 . --Address " Lex ." 10, Claro
exceptionable references. - Address “ L . L . B .," H . G .Leasehold Property . - & pply to Messrs . CLEAR and CUEP. mont-place, Hornsey-road, W .
Field , Esq ., 10 , New Inn , Strand .FIXS, Estate Agents, Ethelburga House , 70 and 71, Bishops T AW . - WANTED , & SITUATION asgate -street Within , E . C .

Managing . Common Law , and General OLERK . Has

AFONEY.- Various SUMS up to £500,000 been used to London Practice . Can abstract, & c ., under
stands Divorce and other cases , twenty - five years ' experi

W ready for immediate INVESTMENT. Present rates enoe . - Address " B . G .. " 10 , Paradise -strcot, Barrow . in
of Interest, Freeholds ( Trustees' Securities) 31 per cent. ;IT AW PRACTICE . - A Lawyer of long and Furness. Lancashire .
Leaseholds, Houses, Mines, Collieries, Public Works, Public

U varied experience desires to PURCHASE a small reRates, Ground-rents, and similar Securities at proportion . T AW . - WANTED, by a Solicitor (aged 25,
ately low rates. - -Apply to MR. BAILEY, 29 , Walbrook , City ,

* pectable PRACTICE, or to arrange for a Working Share
in a well- established business in the Midland Oounties or and admitted in 1871) , # OLERKSHIP inLondon . London
the South of England The highest references given and Office. The advertiser is thoroughly competent to under

MONEY LENT - £5 to £500, with and required . - Address " V . L ." (No. 1607 ), 10 , Wellington , take the management of conveyancing, and to assist in
street, Strand , W . O . : Chancery and general business. First-class referencesW without Sareties, apon Promissory Notes , Furniture , given . Salary £120 . - Address “ B . B . D ." (No. 1608 ), 10 .

Goods, Deeds, Life Policies, Shares , Jewellery , & c ., from Wellington-street, Strand, W . C .
one month to three years. Formsgratis. Bills discounted . Situations, Wanted and Vacant.
Offices : 71, Fleet- street, City , E . C ., and 8 , Pullen ' s -row , T AW . - A Solicitor of experience, with some
High -street, Islington , N . Established thirty -four years . U conneetion , butwhose basiness, owing to peculiar cir .Open daily . - W . M . READ, Manager. T AW . - WANTED, a SITUATION as | cumstances , does not occupy his time fully, would be glad

U Shorthand and Copying CLERK .--Address " Lex,” to enter into an ENGAGEMENT, with or without Prospect
MUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION 1 , Coombe-lsne, Teignmouth, Devon . of Partnership , or to Undertake the Management of occa .

M (Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1850), 14 , Rus. sional or special business . - Reference in the first instance
sell-street, Covent-garden , London , and 38, Ship -street, T AW . - A Gentleman (admitted ), who has kindly permitted to W . H . HIGGIN , Esq ., Q . C ., Chairman of
Brighton , ADVANCES MONEY upon Personal Security , U been six months with a Conveyancer, desires a Con . the Quarter Sessions. Manchester
Bills of Sale, Deeds , & c ., repayable by instalments . Bills veyancing OLERKSHIP , under slight supervision . Good

T AW . - CONVEYANCING . - A Gentlemanpromptly discounted , Forms free on receipt of stamped references. - " H . ” (No. 1607 ), 10 , Wellington -street , Strand .
envelope. C . R . WRIGAT, Secretary. (admitted in 1873 ) desires an ENGAGEMENT as

T AW . - WANTED , by a Solicitor, a Con Conveyancing CLERK in & London office, under enpervi.
M ONEY ADVANCED at a Day's Notice | U veyancing or General CLERKSHIP , under super. xion . Salary not so much an object as to obtain experience

of London practice. The advertiser has spent four years in1 (from £10 upwards ) to respectable householders in vigion . Town or Country . Address “ J . P . G . ” (No. 1606 ) .
a country office and one year in a London office, and willthe London District upon MORTGAGE of their FURNI. 10, Wellington -street , Strand, W . C . shortly have concluded a year' s residence in the chambersTURE without removal, repayable by easy instalments.

T AW . - A Gentleman (aged 25 , passed , of an eminent conveyancer, to whom a reference is perYo charge of any kind unless money advanced. As this does mitted . - Address " G . F . N ., " 22, Maddox-street , Regent
not emanate from an agent,applicants must apply personally U but not admitted ), REQUIRES a SITUATION AS | street, London .to Mr. BAUGHAN , 31. Southampton -buildings , Chancery - lane . | Junior Conveyancing OLERK . First- class references.

The public are cautioned against paying preliminary fees to Address * C .," 47 , Godolphin - road. Shepherd's.hush . T AW . - A Gentleman (aged 22 ), who has
pretenders.

LAW . - Advertiser (aged 30, married ) seeks U been articled but seeks more experience prior to be
being admitted , desires an ENGAGEMENT as a General1 an ENGAGEMENT as Engrossing and GeneralTEGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY. | CLERK , eleven years' experience. Excellent references. - would see andbe employed in a good general Pracu.ce. Ad.
CLERK , in an Office either in Town or Country, where he

U Mr. C . E .MASON, AUDITOR. LIQUIDATOR, and Address " Scribo " (No. 1608 ), 10, Wellington -street, Strand vertiseris & competent Conveyancing Draughtsman .
ACCOUNTANT, 30, Essex -street, Strand, London . Highest references as to ability and character . Salary re

TAW . - WANTED , a SITUATION as qnired but moderate . Address " L . L . B . " (No. Itos), 10
TAW COSTS AND ACCOUNTS. - J . U CLERK . Can abstract and draw ordinary deeds, Wellington -street. Strand, W . C .

SIMMONS and Co .. Costs Draftsmen and Acconnte under supervision , - Apply " J . L . W .," Post-office , Hol. T A W . – WANTED, an Efficient Costs
ants ( established 18 5 ), particularly invite attention to beach .

I OLERK and ACCOUNTANT, wbo could see Clients
their arrangements for the preparation of costs of every T AW . - WANTED , in a Solicitor's office , a occasionally. --Address “ Box 12," Post-office, Doncaster.description , requiring no snpervision ; also to the im
portance of having them perfectly prepared , to avoid losses SITUATION, by a Young Man (age 21), who hashad
which in a business of moderate extent only may be found above four years ' experience in Magisterial and Municipal LAW . - WANTED , immediately , a Junior
great, but in one of extensive practice excessive . A very work . - Address " A ., " Mr. Lea , Market- place, Chesterfield , U CLERK, able to Engross neatly. - A pnly, with full
moderate commission charged , which would be found to be | particulars , to Mesers . TENRANT, Solicitors , Hanley, Stalconsiderably more than covered by a careful settlement of AW - A Solicitor's Clerk , of considerabl ) fordshire.
such bills . - 48, Watling. street, E . O .

experience, engaged in the Conveyancing depart. TAW . - WANTED, in an office of generalment, under partial supervision of Principal, desires a RE
ENGAGEMENT in that branch of the profession . - Ad. U practice, a CLERK capable of undertaking general
dreas " A . K . , " 5 , Carthusian -street, City, E . O . business under pupervision . Apply by letter, stating age

and salary expected , to " J . G . , " Betts and Sons, Law

TAW PARTNERSHIP. - WANTED , in T AW . - A Certificated Solicitor, experienced Stationers, 2, Gray's-inn-place , W .C .IU in Advocacy and Conveyancing , is desirous of Under.Town or Coantry, Graduate , eight years admitte , taking the former and Superintending the latter branch in I AW . - An Office in the City , of increasing
good Conveyancer, and experienced in all branch48. - Ad- & Country office . -- Address " Alpha, " Mr. Sunderland , Law Practice, desires to make Arrangement with .

dress C . WEAVER, 42, Albert-street, Regent' s - park, N . W . Stationer, Birmingham .
thoroughly Competent Mun of standing to reliere the
Principals of the General Business . - Address , with full

TAW PARTNERSHIPS. - KAIN ,BULLEN , T AW . - A Solicitor (admitted 1870 ) , particulars be to age, former or present position & o .. to
U ELDRIDGE , and Co . . Law Acoonntants, invite customed to extensive country practice, requires,

" X . Y . Z . . " Darcey and Ashton , Law stationere , 40, Fine

the attention of firms to their register of SELECTED immediately & Managing Conveyancing or General bury -circus.
APPLICANTS having capital, influence , and ability . | CLERKSHIP . in a good office , at & moderato salary . - Ad .

69, Chanoory-lane, and at Liverpool. dress " D . D ." (No. 1608 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, SITUATIONS VACANT continued on next page.

CLERN ENGAGEM
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GREY Sold at 8s.ca. Premdemen's Hosen

THE QUEEN ,
IN

T AW . - WANTED, by a Firm of Solicitors I SPANISH FLY is the acting ingredient in BOOKS FOR ARTICLED OLERKS.
I in the Country, a Junior Shorthand CLERK. Must D ALEX. ROSS' S CANTHARIDES OIL , which Sent free by post on receiving price of Book .

write a good longhand, and be willing to be useful. -- Ad speedily produces Whiskers and thickens Hair . 38. 60.
dress, stating salary required , age , and references , to ALEX, ROSS, 248 , High Holborn , London . THE ARTICLED CLERK ' S HANDBOOK,
" Lex," Messrs. Clarke and Co.,'14, Lincoln 's - inn- fields. containing a Course of Study for the Preliminary.

LTAIR CURLING FLUID , 248, High Int.Intermediate, and Final Examinations of Articled Clerks,T AW .- WANTED , in a West-end office , an Il Holborn , London. - ALEX . ROSS' S CURLING and the Books to be read, & c ., being a Complete Guide to
efficient General Managing CLERK . Must be a good | FLUID curls Ladies' or Gentlemen ' s Hair immediately it the Candidate's Successful Examination and Admission .

Conveyancer . - Address, with full particulars, to " Phi," is applied . Sold at 38, 6d . ; sent free for 54 stamps, By RICHARD BALLILAY, Esq ., Author of the “ Digest
care of Mr. Martin , Law Stationer, No. 10 , Great Turnstile , of Examination Qnestions. " Fourth Edition . ByGEORGE
Holborn , London , W . O . GREY HAIR , 248, High Holborn ,London . BADHAM , Esq ., Solicitor, This is designed as an Appendix

U ALEX . ROSS ' S HAIR DYE produces & perfect to the " Answers to the Examination Questions." Price
JAW . - WANTED, in a Country office , a colour immediately it is used. Price 35 . 6d. ; sent by post 98 . cloth .

Common Law and General CLERK (unadmitted ) . or 54 stamps.
Must be qualified to take evidence and , under supervision , A LECTURE delivered before the Hull Lawprepare briefs. - Apply , stating age and balary required , to DOLLOWAY' S OINTMENT and PILLS.
* Box 7 ,” Post-office, Nottingham . A Students' Society on the Courge of Realing for the

- THE BEST FRIENDS.- In cases of erysipelas , in Final Examinations of the Incorporated Law Society.
TAW . - ENGROSSING CLERK . – flammation , ulceration , and all the varietiesof skin diseases, By Dr. ROLLIT . Price 28 .

WANTED, by a firm of Solicitors , in a Seaport Town Holloway's Ointment never fails to give relief. Its very

in the South of England, a good Engrossing and Copying first appiication lessens the inflammation , and diminishes
CLERK . Apply, stating age, salary required , and refer both heat and pain . This soothing Ointment, by depurat
ences to - " E . F ., " care of Mr. Long, Carey -street , ing the blood on its route to or return from the affected A DIGEST of the EXAMINATION
Lineoln 's-inn , London . part, promotes healthy action . Even old indolent ulcers , QUESTIONS in Common Law , Conveyancing, and

which have resisted every other treatment, speedily assume Equity , from the commencement of the Examinations inTAW CLERK . - WANTED, by a Life As an improved appearance , healthy granulations spring up. 1836 to Hilary Term , 1872, with ANSWERS ; also the mode
surance Company, a Law Clerk , not a Solicitor, but the sore contracts, and soon closes by the judicious use of of proceeding , and directions to be attended to at the Ex

who has acted as Managing clerk and is a good Accountant. Holloway's noted remedies . In severe and chronic cases the amination . By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq ., Author of
Commencing salary £20 per annum . Apply by letter, Pills should always be taken , as their purifying , alterative, " The Articled Clerk ' s Handbook. " Seventh Edition, by
stating age to - " X , ” care of Messrs. Letts, Royal Ex aperient, and restorative qualities place the whole mass of GEORGE BADHAM , Esq ., Solicitor. Price 16s. cloth .
change. solids and fluids in a wholesomecondition .

T AW . - WANTED in the City, a Good NOUGHS, COLDS, ASTHMA,
Copying and Engrossing CLERK , one with a know TEGAL MAXIMS, with Observations and

ledge of shorthand preferred . - Apply , stating age and PRONCHITIS, and NEURALGIA , Cases. In Two Parts. Part I. _One HundredSalary required , with references, to " A . B ., " Mr. Steven . Naxims, with Observations and Cases. Part II . Eightson 's , Law Stationer , 1, Cook 's -court, Lincoln 's -inn, W . O . DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE' S CHLORO . Hundred Maxims, with Translations. By GEORGE
TAW . - WANTED, in a Solicitor's Office FREDERICK WHARTON ,Attorney -at- Law . Price 108. 6d .

DYNE , a few doses quite effectual. - Caution . - The cloth
U in the Country , a respectable Young Man , as Engross extraordinary medical reports on the efficacy of Chlorodyne H , Cox, 10 , Wellington -street, Strand.ing and Copying CLERK.-- Apply , enclosing specimens of render it of vital importance that the public should obtain

handwriting, and stating references, and salary expected , the genuine, which is protected by a Government stamp,
to T . DUNDAS BRUCE, Bishop Auckland . bearing the words “ Dr. J . Collis Browne' s Chlorodyne." MHE COUNTY COURTS CHRONICLE

See decision of Vice-Chancellor Sir W . Page Wood, the and GAZETTE OF BANKRUPTOY, monthly,T AW . - WANTED , a thoroughly competent Times, July 16th , 1864. Numerous testimonials from price 18. 6d., contains all the Law and Reports of the
CLERK to manage the following appointments : eminent Physicians accompany each bottle. County Courts and in Bankruptcy.

Clerk to Poor Law Union, Assessment Committee, Rural From W . c . Wilkinson, Esq ., F . R . C . S ., Spalding. London : “ LAW TIMES " Office, 10 , Wellington-street,
Sanitary Authority , and Highway Board . A principal " I consider it invaluable in phthisis and spasmodic Strand.
would attend meetings with him . - Apply , stating salary re- cough : the benefit is verymarked indeed ."
quired, & c ., THOMAS DUNDAS BRUCE, Bishop 's Anckland .

Dr. M 'Millman of New Galloway, Scotland.
T AW - WANTED, immediately, a respec " I consider it themost valuable medicineknown ."
U table CLERK , accustomed to the general routine of Sold in botties, 18. 11d ., 26. 9d ., and 48 , 6d . by all chemists.

Sole manufacturer, J . T . DAVENPORT, 39 , THE Nreat Russell T ' S
a Country Office. Onehaving some knowledge of Magis

PAPER ,

terial Business preferred . - Apply to H . W . HARTLEY, Soli street, London , W . C . OF
citor, Colne.

AW . - WANTED, in a Conveyancing MAMAR INDIEN , the only Medicine SATURDAY, JANUARY 24 ,
Office, in a Mining Town in Lancashire, & Managing admitted to InternationalExhibition 1872 , a Laxative, CONTAINS :

CLERK , fully competent to take charge of a General Prac | Refreshing , and Medicated Fruit Lozenge , the Immediate Baroness Burdett-Coutts .
tice. - Apply , stating whether admitted or not, age, salary , Relief and specific Cure of Constipation, Headache, Bile , The Weather.
nature and length of experience, with reference, to " S ., Hæmorrhoids, & c . " Tamar," unlike pills and the usual Women and Trades Unions.
care of Gregory and Co., I , Bedford -row . W . O . purgatives, is agreenble to take, and never produces irrita Dr. Lyon Playfair, C . B . and Baron Emly of Tervoe,with

tion . 28. 6d . per box ; post free 2d . extra .- E . GRILLON ,
T AW . - WANTED immediately , in the West Portraits .

22 . London Wall, E . 0 . ; also of BARCLAY and Sons, and Sir Edwin Landseer' s Pictures at the Royal Academy.
of England , & CLERK , accustomed to the usual of all chemists . Tales of Our Great Families -- XXIII . The Barings .

routine of a Country Solicitor' s Office, able to keep & c . Women 's Suffrage at Worcester.
counts (Kain ' s system ) , and willing to make himself gene Five O 'Clock Tea .
rally useful. - Address , stating age, salary, and references, Causerie de Paris .
to J . B . D ., " care of Messrs . Hooper and Son , Law Sta
tioners , Ludgate -hill , London .

AW . - WANTED , in a Country Office of COLOURED SUPPLEMENT OF
varied practice, a General Managing OLERK . He WINTER COMFORTS FOR CHILDREN .

mustbe admitted , capable ofdischarging theduties ofMagis
trate ' s Clerk , a good Conveyancer and Common Lawyer,
and not under 30 years of age. One acquainted with the SATURDAY, JANUARY 24. DRESS AND FASHION : The Parisian Fashiong (from ourduties of a Town Clerk and accustomed to Advocacy pre
ferred . - Address " B . C ." (No. 1607), 10 , Wellington - street , CONTAINS :

own Correspondent). - Evening and Promenade Toilettes ;
Toilette de Grande Ceremonie ; Toilette de Visite ; TheStrand, W . C . Our Silont Highways. Marie Stuart and Entonnoir Collars and Sleeves ; Morning

LAW . - Conveyancing CLERK WANTED, The New Bird of Paradise , with an Illustration , Habitshirt and Sleeves ; Fancy Bodice for Evening Toilette ;
The Ornithologist on the Gold Coast.

L in a Country Office, Midland Counties, must be Parure in Tulle and Turquoise Silk ; Scarf for the Throat;
Buck Shooting in Natal,thoroughly well up in the principles and practice of Oon Collarettes and Muffs ; Chatelaine Bag , & c ., with Instre
Hunting Notes from Leicestershire, Ireland, & c .veyancing , a good Draftsman , accustomed to the routineof tions.
Coursing Meetings of the Week .

a Country Office,willing to assist generally , and of metho Great Weight-for-age Races of 1874 : - The Derby. THE WORK TABLE. - Furniture Ornamented with Fancy
dical , industrious , business- like habits ; one who has not Putcher Fisheries of the Bristol Onannel. Work , & c ., with Ilustrations.
been articled , from 25 to 30 years of age preferred, with a On the Whiting Ground. THE HOUSEWIFE. - Schools of Cookery ; On HomeService ;
view to permanency . Testimonials of the highest class as The Law of Warranty of Horses. Notes and Queries; Answers. Cuisine : In & Normandy
to character and ability required . Commencing salary £170 Bulldogs and Mastiffs . Kitchen ; Notes and Queries ; Answers .
per annum . - Address, stating antecedents, & c . , to " K The Oxford and Cambridge Boat- race. Music and Musicians. Gazette des Dames. The Tourist ,Messrs. Waterlow and Sons, 24 , Birchin -lane, London , E . C . Emigrant Fields of North America : Wyoming Terri. Pastimes . The Library. The Exchange. Personal. The

tory . Boudoir , Court Chronicle. Society. Obituary.
KINAHAN ' S LL WHISKY Erysipelas Occurring in Horses. Notes and Queries on Dress, Work , Music , and otherAgriculturalMechanics .

subjects useful and interesting to Ladies .Briar and Manetti_Stocks for Roses . All the Fashionable Intelligence of the Week .This celebrated andmost delicious oldmellow spirit is the On the Growth of Peas.
Cards, Chess, Billiards, Golf, Football, Bicycling,very Price 6d . ; Post Free 6 } d .

CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES, Poultry, and Pigeons.

In quality unrivalled , perfectly pure , and more wholesome Price 6d. By post, 67d.
May be had of News Agents, Booksellers , and at the Baile

way Stalls .
than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the red seal, pink
label, and cork branded “ Kinahan 's LL, Whisky." Whole FIELD OFFICE , 346, STRAND, LONDON, W .C . OFFICE : 346 , STRAND, LONDON , W .C .
Bale Depot, 20 , Great Titchfield -street, Oxford -street, W .

W ANTED, by a respectable Widow , the
CARE of CHAMBERS or Offices, or the Situa .

tio n of Housekeeper to a Gentleman . She can be well
recommended. References will be given to personsaddress
ing - " J . S . C ., " 69 , Gray' s - inn- road , Holborn .

MARE of OFFICES or CHAMBERS.
WANTED , by a respectable Person , whose husband

is already employed in a first -class Firm . The highest refe
rences as to character. No children . - Address " 0 ." (No. WITH
1605 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand .

mo PARENTS and GUARDIANS. INTRODUCTIONS,NOTES, TABLES OF STATUTESREPEALED AND SUBJECTS ALTERED,
L ARTISTS in STAINED GLASS. - An established LISTS OF LOCAL AND PERSONAL AND PRIVATE ACTS AND A COPIOUS INDEX.

firm are open to RECEIVE & PUPIL . One with taste for
drawing required . Premiom expected . -- Apply by letter ,
" S . A ., Post-office, Broad-street, Bloomsbury, W . C .

CYLERGYMEN ' S , Professional Men 's , and
Military and Naval Officers ' SONS are received at a Barrister -at-Law .

Clergyman ' s SCHOOL , strictly limited to gentlemen , on
specially reduced terms. - Address Rev. Master A . M . (to
be forwarded , Messrs. Dawson and Sons, 121, Cannon
strect , London, E .C . CONTENTS :

mobe LET, the UPPER PART of a Corner Table ofEnactments Repealed . Vagrant Act Amendment Act . Expiring Laws Continuance Act .
Table of Principal Subjects Altered . The Cathedral Acts Amendment Act . | Railways Regulation Act.

1 HOUSE, near Blackman -street, Borough , in a com Tithe Commutation Acts Amendmont Merchant Shipping Acts Amendment
manding situation . - Apply by letter to “ W . S . V ., " 23, SESSION 1878 - 86 & 87 VICTORIA , Act , Act .Trinity -street, Southwark . Endowed Schools ( Address) Act Government Annuities Act. Elementary Education Act. .

Income Tax Assessment Act .
W Regulation of Railways Act .ANTED , to Purchase for Investment,

Endowed Schools Act (1869) Amend.
Bastardy Laws Amendment Act. Places of Worship Sites Act. ment Act.

First- class FREEHOLD PROPERTY in the City Custody of Infants Act . Prison Officers Superannuation ( Ire Slave Trade (Consolidation ) Act.
or the West- end . - Apply to Messrs . CLEAR and CHEFFINS, Marriages (Ireland ) Act . land ) Act . Gas and Water Works Faciliti
Estate Agents, Ethelburga House, 70 and 71 , Bishopsgate Customs and Inland Revenue Aot . Intestates' Widows and Children Act. (1870 ) Amendment Act.
street Within , E . C . Poor Allotments Management Act. Medioal Act (University of London ) Turnpike Acts Continuance, & c . Act,

Matrimonial Causes Amendment Act. Extradition Act. Statute Law Revision Aot .NEW POTATOES for 1874 . — EARLY MunicipalCorporations Evidence Act . Supreme Court of Judicature Act.
MY VERMONT, Early Gem , Vermont Beauty, Comp County Debentures Act. Agricultural Children Act. List of Local and Personal Acte.
ton 's Surprise. Some of the above have produced over Crown Lands Act. Revising Barristers Act. Private Acts.
50lb . from llb . planted. Price of seed 28 , 6d . per pound , The Fairs Act. Salmon Fishery Act.

XOOPER and co., COVENT-GARDEN , W . C , ! LONDON : HORACE COX, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND ,

THE FIELD ,
Country Gentleman 's Newspaper,|
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Just published , price £1 118. 6d .,

THE SECOND EDITION
OF

DORIA AND MACRAE'S

LAW AND PRACTICE IN BANKRUPTCY;

• THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict. c. 71) ; THE DEBTOR 'S
ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 VICT. C . 62 ) ;

Just published , price 6s. 6d., cloth.
THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT DIREC

TORY 1874, with Almanac and Guide. Containing
besides other valuable information , Lists and particulars
of the Authorities in England and Wales Charged with the
Administration of Local Government, and an Article on
the Poor Law , Public Health , and Sanitary Legislation of
1873 . By W . CUNNINGHAM GLEN , Esq ., of the Local
Government Board , Barrister- at- Law .

London : KNIGHT and Co ., 90, Fleet-street, E . O .
Publishers of Local Government Books and Forms.

May be obtained through any Bookseller, or direct from
the Publishers, post free .

BYLES ON BILLS OF EXCHANGE . - Eleventh Edition
Just published , Demy8vo ., price 258 . , cloth .

TREATISE of the LAW of BILLS of
EXCHANGE , PROMMISSORY NOTES, BANK

NOTES. and CHECKS. By the Right Honourable Sir
UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF JOHN BARNARD BYLES, late one of the Judges of

Her Majesty's Court of Common Pleas. The Eleventh
Edition , with Notes from the Fifth American Edition , by
MAURICE BARNARD BYLES , Esq ., of the Inner
Temple, Barrister-at-Law .

London : HENRY SWEET, 3, Chancery-lane Law Bookseller,
and Publisher ,

AND THE TAW EXAMINATIONS. - The TELE
GRAM . No. 61, price 6d . , post free 7d . . just pub

lished , contains Epitome of Smith 's Leading Cases (con

BANKRUPTCY REPEAL AND INSOLVENT COURT ACT, 1869 tinued ), and the Answers to this Term ' s Final Examination .
By H . WAKEHAM PURKIS , Esq . The Supplement,

(32 & 33 VICT. C. 83). price 6d., contains the Answers to the Intermediate Ques
tions.

Wm. AMER , Lincoln 's-inn-gate, W .C .

AND ALL THE CASES AND DECISIONS OF ALL THE COURTS DOWN TO THE Just published , price 28 . 6d ., post free.

PRESENT TIME.
RUILDING SOCIETIES and

BORROWERS - - Instructions, Suggestions, Rules,

and Tables, protective of their several interests . By
ROLLA ROUSE, Esq ., Barrister-at- law , Author of the
“ PracticalMan . "

By A , A . DORIA , of Lincoln 's Inn , Esq ., B .C . L ., Barrister-at-Law . London : W . MAXWELL and Sox , 29, Fleet -street.

OUR PORTRAIT GALLERY.” - In the
February number of the Dublin University Maga

CONTENTS : cine a Second Series of “ Our Portrait Gallery " will be
commenced, with a Portrait and Memoir of the late Chief
Baron Pigot.

CHAP. I. - THE COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. | CHAP. XV. - OF THE RIGHTS, DUTIES, AND LIABILITIES OF
Secu. THE TRUSTEE THE LAW ALMANACK for 1874, price 9d .

1 . Preliminary observations. Sect. Publisbed by THOMAS SCOTT, Warwick - court , Holborn :2. The Bankruptcy Repeal and Insolvent Court Aet, 1 . Generally .
1869 . 2 . As regards the appointment of a solicitor . SUTTABY & Co ., Paternoster -row : PEACOCK , Salisbury

3 The Debtors' Act, 1869 . 3 . To collect and realise the bankrupt' s estate . equare ; and sold by all Law Booksellers and Stationers.

4 The Bankruptcy Act, 1869 .
CHAP . XVI. - OF THE BANKRUPT'S ESTATE . NEW EDITION OF SAUNDERS'S LAW OF

CHAP. II. - Of TK2 COURT OF BANKRUPTCY ,
BASTARDY.

1. Effects of Bankruptcy in relation to the interest of
1 . Preliminary . creditors . MHE LAW and PRACTICE of AFFILIA ..
2 . Abolition of existing courts , 2 . What passes to the trustee . 1 TION , containing the Bastardy Law Amendment

3. Provisions for winding-up pending business. Acts 1872 and 1878, the New Forms jus tissued by the Local
CHAP. XVII .- OF REPUTED OWNERSHIP . Government Board , and all the Decisions upon the subject .

CHAP. III. - CONSTITUTION AND DIVision OF THE COURT. By THOMAS W . SAUNDERS, Barrister -at-Law , Recorder
1 . Generally . CHAP. XVIII. -- OF TRANSACTIONS NOT AFFECTED BY of Bath , Sixth Edition . Price 6s, 6d ., cloth .
2 . The London Bankruptcy Court . BANKRUPTCY. London : LAW Times Office, 10, Wellington -street, Strand .
3 . The localbankruptcy courts , 1 Protection of certain transactions with the bankrapt
4 . The buildings. personally. Price Is., by post 18. 2d .

2 . Protection of certain transactions relating to the
CHAP. IV . - JURISDICTION OF THE COURT. DEAUTIES of FRENCH LITERATURE .disposition of thebankrupt's property.

A Translation into English , by JAMES LOWE, of8 . Of fraudulent preference.1. Generally .
2 . The London Court of Bankruptcy . 4 . Of warrants of attorney , cognovits, & c . the memoirs and letters of Madame de Sévigné and Madame

la Duchesse D 'Orleans .
8 . The local bankruptcy courts,
4 . The procedure and practice. CHAP. XIX . - REALIZATION OF THE BANKRUPT's ESTATE, London : HORACE Cox, 10. Wellington-street, Strand, W . C
5 . Of appeale . 1 . Generally .
6 . The sittings of the court. 2. To carry on the business of thebankrupt for the bene SEVENTH ISSUE.
7. Of fees and stamps . fit of the creditors. Now ready, super royal, 8vo., pp . 1000, price 159.,

3 . To bring or defend actions, & c.
CHAP V . - THE PERSONS LIABLE TO BECOME BANKRUPT. To realise the estate . CROCKFORD'S CLERICAL DIRECTORY
1 . Generally. 5 . To exercice powers vested in the bankrupt . FOR 1874 .
2. Persons liable as traders , 6 . To mortgage or pledge the estate for payment of debts .
S . Non -traders . 7 . To accept a composition or general scheme of arrange. Being a Statistical Book of Reference for Facts relating to

ment. the Clergy and the Church .
CHAP . VI. Or Acrs OF BANKRUPTOY . 8 . To divide property amongst creditors . London : CLERICAL DIRECTORY OFFICE, 10, Wellington

1 . Generally , street, Strand , W . C .
2 . Enumeration of.

CHAP. XX . - THE PROOF OF DEBTS AND PAYMENT IN FULL
i . Waen had before whom debtsmay be proved . Now ready.

( RAP VII. - OF PROCEEDINGS TO OBTAIN ADJUDICATION , 2 . By whom debts may be proved .
3 . How debtsmay be proved . THE SECOND EDITION (greatly enlarged and almost

1 . Generauy.
2. The petition 4 . What debts may be proved . entirely re-written ) of

Service of petition .
4 . Consequence of presenting petition . CHAP. XXI. - OF THE AUDIT AND DIVIDEND.
5 . Proceedings upon the petition . Of the audit.

2 . Of the dividend .
CHAP. VIII. - THE HEARING AND ADJUDICATIOX . 3. Of staying a dividend. A MANUAL OF THE

1 . Generally. CHAP. XXII.- CLOSE OF THE BANKRUPTCY AND RELEASE2 . Where the debtor does not appear .
PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF THE COUNTY

3 . Where the creditor does not appear,
OF THE TRUSTEE. COURTS IN EQUITABLE PROCEEDINGS,

4 . Where neither party appears . 1. Close of the bankruptcy . Including the powers given by the Friendly Societies Acta ,

5 . Showing cause against adjudication , 2 . Release of the trustee. the Charitable Trusts Acts , the Companies Acte , and all
8 . Of the adjudication . other subjects of Jurisdiction not included under the heads

CHAP. XXIII.-- Or ANNULLING THE ADJUDICATION AND ITS of Common Law . Admiralty, and Bankruptcy , with a7. Of appealagainst adjudication ,
CONSEQUENCES .

CHAP. IX . - THE CONSEQUENCES OF ADJUDICATION ,
Chapter on the Probate Jurisdiction conferred by the Acts

CHAP. XXIV . - OF LIQUIDATION BY ARRANGEMENT. of 1858 and 1878 , and Forms, Tables of Costs , and Lists of

As regards the bankrupt's property. 1 . Of the petition ,
Fees ,

2 As regards the bankrupt himself. 2 . The appointment of a receiver and manager, and of
CHAP X . - OF THE MEETING OF CREDITORS

injunction, By HENRY FREDERICK GIBBONS, LL. B .,
8 . First meeting and proceedings thereat .

1. Generally. 4 . Registration of the resolution and its consequences . AND

2 . Of the first generalmeeting . 5 . Of the trustee, his rights and duties. NATHANIEL NATHAN , B . A ., Barristers-at-Lair.8 . Of proceedings at first meeting . 6 . Of the dividend .
4. Ofgeneralmeetings. 7 . Discharge of the debtor .

8 . Close of the liquidation , and release of the trustee . LONDON :
CBAP. XI. -OF THE APPOINTMENT OF THE TRUSTEE .

1 . Who may vote in the appointmentof trustee . CHAP . XXV.- OF ARRANGEMENT BY COMPOSITION . ORACE COX, 10 ,WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND

2 . Whomay be appointed trustee. CHAP. XXVI. - OF EVIDENCE.
8 . As to the number of trustees .

SOLICITOR' S CASH BOOK . - A Cash Book

4 . The appointment of trustee and his confirmation . 1 . Written evidence. for Use of Solicitors, showing at a glance receipts and

5 . The rejection by the court of the trustee appointed by 2 . Oral evidence . payments on cash accounc, bank account, business account,

the creditors . 8 . Privileged communications. and private account. Price , with explanation , in sheets ,

6 . The resignation , death , or removal of the trustee. 38. 6d . per quire , or bound in extra forril , of the following

Chap. XXVII. -OF THE SOLICITOR. thickness : one quire , 108. ; two quires, 135. fid . ; three

ORAP XII. - OF THE COMMITTEE Or INSPECTION , ITS 1 . Generally . quires, 17s . ; four quiros, £l is. ; five quires , £1 58 . six

POWERS AND DUTIES. 2. Rights, daties, and authorities of the solicitor . quires, Li 98 .

1 . Of the appointment of the committee of inspection .
The author says : “ It is very simple, and with a little

CHAP. XXVIII. -OF Costs .
2 . The powers and duties of the committee of inspection .

attention it will be found to work well ; I have long proved

1. Generally . 1 it to do so ." May be obtained direct, or through any book .
2 . Taxation of costs. seller by order.

CHAP. XIII. – OF THE PUBLIC EXAMINATION OF THE 3. The solicitor's lien for his costs . London : H . Cox, 10, Wellington -street , Strand, W . C .
BANKRUPT. 4 . Mode of enforcing payment of costs .

CRAP. XIV . - DISCHARGE OF THE BANKRUPT.
TUSTICES' CLERKS ACCOUNTS. A

CHAP. XXIX . - OF OFFENCES IN BANKRUPTCY . Journaland Cash Book, prepared by Mr. GEORGE
1 . Grant, retnsal, 02tspension of order of discharge. 1. Generally . O . OKE , of the Mansion House , London , for Jnstices '

2 . Errect of, when granted 2 . Of contempts. Clerke' Account of Fees received by them . The headings
3 . Status of asdischarged bankrupt. 3 . Of offences strictly so callod . are : Date -- Sabject of Entry- Fees earned - Fees debited

in Ledger - Ledger Folio - Current fees received - Fines ,
fees, & c ., credited - Ledger folio - Fines, fees, & c . , repaid
Office expenses. Prices : One quire, 5s . ; two quires , Se . ;

LONDON :
three quires, 11s. ; four guires, 14 . ; five quires , 178 . ; six
quires, 218 . ; half-bound, or in sheets unbound' 39. per

quire

“ LAW TIMES ” OFFICE, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND, W .C . London : H . Cox, 10, Wellington- street, Strand.
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THE LAW TIMES. TJAN . 24, 1874 .

NEW AND VALUABLE LAW WORKS
DREFERMENTWANTED to PURCHASE,

- Mr. W . Emery Stark , F . R . G . S , & c ., having in .
etructions from a large number of clients desirous ofPUR .
CHASING CHURCH FREFERMENT, will be glad to
receive confidentialcomunications from patrons or their
solicitors only . References can be given in every county
and diocese . - Ofħces, St. Paul' s -chambers, 23, Beaford
street (removed from ), Strand,WC.

PUBLISHED BY

1867,STEVENS AND HAYNES.

BELL YARD , TEMPLE BAR .

THE FINAL NO2 ontaining the THE LAW AND PRACTICE IN BANKRUPTCY :

THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869 ; THE DEBTORS ACT 1869 ; THE

Second edition , greatly enlarged ,with numerous additional Cases, Statutes, Forms, fc.

rho
vacate ,we

heartea
" This receptavery fuluits, guage, and Joseph

extremely
co first pline lifes, and dura has done

THE COMPANIES' ACTS 1862 and 1867 , IS
Fourth Edition , now ready, price 2s. 6d ., in cloth , A

HANDY BOOK , by RICHARD JORDAN , containing all
the necessary information for the Formation and Manage
ment of Public Companies, Instructions as to the Prepara
tion of the Memorandum and Articles of Association ,
Special Resolutions, Annual Returns, Books to be kept
Liability of Members. Voluntary Winding-up, Notices for
" Gazette, " Table of Fees, Stamp Duties, & c .
London : STEVEXSand Snus, 119 ,Chancery-lane, Fleet. Just published , in one thick vol., 8vo., price 30s., cloth .street .

Pablished Jan . 22. price 6d ., by post 7d .,

THE FINAL (No. 20 ) , containing the
Questions of the Final Examination of Hilary Term

1874.with the Answers. Edited by EDWARD HENSLOWE
BEDFORD , Author of " The Intermediate Examination

COMPRISINGGuide," " The Final Examination Guide to Bankruptcy."
& c .

London : Stevens and Sons, 119, Chancery.lane.
Published Jan 23 , price 6d., by post 7d .,

MHE INTERMEDIATE (No. 21), contain . INSOLVENT DEBTORS AND BANKRUPTCY REPEAL ACT,
1 ing the Questions of the Intermediate Examination

ofHilary Term 1874, with the Answers. Edited by EDWARD 1869, AND THE SUBSEQUENT ACTS ;
HENSLOWE BEDFORD, Author of The Intermediate
Examination Guide," " The Intermediate Examination

Guide to Bookkeeping," & c . TOGETHER WITH
London : STEVENS and Sons, 119 , Chancery- lane.

LORD CHIEF JUSTICE DENMAN. THE GENERAL RULES AND ORDERS IN BANKRUPTCY AND AT COMMON LAW .In Twn Volumes, 8vo. with Two Portraits , price 32s . cloth
MEMOIR of THOMAS FIRST LORD WITH THE PRACTICE ON PROCEEDINGS, COPIOUS NOTES, AND A VERY

M DENMAN , formerly Lord Chief Justice of England .
By Sir JOSEPH ARNOULD , B . A ., K . B ., late Judge of. ELABORATE AND EXHAUSTIVE INDEX
the High Court of Bombay.

“ Sir Joseph Arnould ' s bio . I lawyer, and a judge, stands
graphyof one of the greatest forth conspicuous as the re
men who ever adorned the presentative of one side of a
English Bench , does justice great political and social
to the great Lord Denman . struggle, which we may pro
His parrative is composed bably regard as closed for By HENRY PHILLIP ROCHE, Esq., of Lincoln 's Inn,
with admirable discretion ever in England ."
and perspicuity ." Daily News AND

Pirmingham Gazette. " It was time that a life
" This Memoir is certain of should be written to bring WILLIAM HAZLITT, Esq., of the Middle Temple ,

a cordial reception . It is , in back the remembrance of
the first place, a very full ac one who was at once an elo BARRISTERS-AT-LAW , AND REGISTRARS OF THE COURT OF BANKRUPTCY.
count of the life, pursuits, quent advocate , an upright.
acquaintanceships, and cor- judge, and a noble -hearted
respondence of onewho, dur . man. Sir Joseph Arnould
ing a long public career, was ba done his work extremely " This work is one which has naturally carried with it more weight than any other text book , having been
brought into contact with well , with good vaste and fair written by two Registrars of the Court of Bankruptcy. In practice it has been found to realise the anticipationsmost of the eminent persons discretion . The arrange .
of his time, and whose kind ment of his materials is ex formed concerning it, in proof of which we have now in our hands a second edition . Perbaps themost valuable

and manly nature won him cellent, and there is nothing feature of the work is the fulness of the practical details which enable a tyro to transact his business with
the regard of all . Butbesides to be desired in the careful tolerable security . The first halt of the work comprises the Bankruptcy Act and the Debtors Act, which bave
that, it is a record of the completeness of his foot . been carefully and ably noted with all the decisions ; and the latter half is deyoted mainly to practice and pro
labours of one who , A8 & notes , indices and references , cedure. The Bills of Sale Act and one or two other enactments are incorporated , which are frequently con .
member of Parliament, a Atheneum . sulted by the Baukruptcy practitioner. A very elaborate index ends the volume." - Law Times.
London : LONGMANS,GREEN , and Co., Paternngter-row .
Twenty-fourth Edition , Re-edited , and Re-composed .

In a thick volume, fop . 8vo ., price 98 ., cloth , Second Edition , in 8vo. price 21s., cloth , Now ready, in Imp. 8vo., price 42s.. calf.MHE CABINET LAWYER ; a Popular
MAYNE'S ( J . D . ) TREATISE ON AN INDEX of the CASES OVERRULED,

Digest of the Laws of England , Civil, Criminal and
Constitutional; intended for Practical Use and General L DAMAGES : A Treatise on Damages, comprising REVERSED , DENIED , DOUBTED . MODIFIED

Information , and adapted for the Ref repce of Solicitors, their Measure, the Mode in which they are assessed and LIMITED, EXPLAINED, and DISTINGUISHED, by
Attorneys, Magistrates, Justices of the Peace. Members of Reviewed , the Practice of Granting New Trials, & c . & c . I the Courts of England , Ireland , and America , from the

Parliament, and Country Gentlemen . 24th Edition , with Second Eaition . By LUMLEY SMITH , of the Inner Earliest Period to the Present Time. By M . B . BIGELOW .

all the recent changes in the Laws, up to the close of the Temple, Barrister-at- law . Esq . 1878 .
last Session of Parliament, incorporated in accordance with " Few modern text books have a higher authority than Now ready, in royal870., price 363 ., cloth .
the Chronological Table of Index of the Statutes published Mayneon Damages . An argument is seldom heard in the
by Authority. A PRACTICAL TREATISE on the LAWCourts upon a question of the measure of damages without
London : LONGMANS,GREEN, and Co., Paternoster-row . the work being referred to ; and there are several points of COVENANTS for TITLE . By W . H . RAWLE,

STEPHEN'S BLACKSTONE'S COMMENTARIES. upon which there was , at the date of the first edition ( 186), | Esq . Fourth edition , 1873 .
either an absence or a conflict of authority , and upon whichSeventh Edition Justpublished , in 8vo., price 3s. 6d ., cloth .Now ready, A vols ., 8vo ., LA 18., cloth . the views advanced by the author have since been held to
be law by the Courts . . . . It is fortnnate for the repu . AN EPITOME of LEADING COMMON

MR. SERJEANT STEPHEN' S NEW tation of the work that so good an editor has been found
LAW CASES : With some short notes thereon :M COMMENTARIES on the LAWA of ENGLAND, for it asMr. Lumley Smith . The additions to the text of chiefly intended as a Guide to " Smith ' s Leading Cases ."

partly founded on Blackstone. Seventh Edition . By the former edition are distinguished by brackets. Mr. By JOHN INDERMAUR , Solicitor.
JAMES STEPHEN , Esq ., LL. D ., Judge of County Courts ; Lumley Smith 's work has been well done, and the new cases

late Recorder of Poole , and formerly Professor of English are skiifully incorporated ." - Solicitors' Journal, * Just published , in 8vo., price 58., cloth .
Law at King's College, London ,

AN EPITOME of LEADING CASES inLondon : BUTTERWORTHS, _ 7 . Fleet- street, Her Majesty ' s
Law Publishers. In 8vo., price 98 . cloth . A EQUITY and CONVEYANCING : With shortnotes

SIR T . E . MAY'S PARLIAMENTARY PRACTICE .
MHE RULE of the LAW of FIXTURES. thereon . "By JOHN INDERMAUR, Solicitor.

Seventh Edition . Second Edition, embracing References to English , In one thick volume, Sro ., price 32s., cloth .
Just published , 8vo ., 408 ., cloth . Scotch , Irish , and American Decisions. By ARCHIBALD THE LAW of RAILWAY COMPANIES,

A TREATISE on the LAW , PRIVILEGES. BROWN, of the Middle Temple, Barrister-at-Law .
comprising the Companies Clauses, the Lands

PROCEEDINGS, and USAGE of PARLIAMENT. In 8vo ., 78.6d. cloth . Clauses, the Railways Clanses Consolidation Acts, the

1 By Sir THOMAS ERSKINE MAY, K . C . B ., of the Middle Railway Companies Act 1867, and the Regulation of Rsil .

Temple, Barrister-at-Law ; Clerk to the House of Com AN EPITOME and ANALYSIS of ways Act 1868 ; with Notes of Cases on all the Sections,
mons. Seventh Edition , Revised and Enlarged . A SAVIGNY'S TREATISE on OBLIGATIONS in brought down to the year 1868 ; together with an Appendir

CONTENTS : - Book I . Constitution , Powers and Privileges ROMAN LAW . By ARCHIBALD BROWN, ofthe Middle giving all the other material Acts relating to Railways, and

of Parliament. - Book II. Practice and Proceedings in Par Temple, Barrister -at-law . the Standing Orders of the Houses of Lords and Commons

liament. - Book III. The Manner of Passing Private Bills , and & copious Index By HENRY GODEFROL of Line
with the Standing Orders in both Houses , and the most coln ' g - inn , and JOHN SHORTT, of the Middle Temple .

recent Precedents . Second edition, in one volume, crown 8vo ., cloth , Barristers-at-Law .
London : BUTTERWORTHS, 7 , Fleet -street, Her Majesty ' s price 203. " This book will prove to be of pre- eminent value to prac

Law Publishers . M HE PROBATE , LEGACY, and SUCCES- titioners, both before Parliamentary committees and in the
GRANT' S BANKERS_AND BANKING COMPANIES. SION DUTIES ACTS. Comprising 88Geo . 8 , c . 52 ; Courts of Law and Equity. " - Lau Journal.

45 Geo . 3 , c . 28 ; 55 Geo . 3 . c . 184 ; and 16 & 17 Vict. c , 51 : with In 1 vol., royal8vo., price 308 ., cloth .
Just published , 8vo ., 283., cloth . an Introduction and Copious Notes ; together with an

Appendix of Statutes, and a full Index . By ALFRED NASES and OPINIONS on CONSTITU
NTS TREATISE on the LAW RE

UT LATING to BANKERS and BANKING COM . | Duties.HANSON, Esq ., Comptroller of Legacy and Succession TIONAL LAW , and various points of English Juris .
prudence, collected and digested from Official DocumentsPANIES. Third Edition . With an Appendix of the and other sources,with Notes. ByWILLIAM FORSYTH .

Statutes. By R . A . FISHER , Esq ., of the Middle Temple, “ His book is a most useful one to all practitioners, Esq ., M . A ., Q . C ., Standing Counsel to the Secretary of
Barrister -at- Law . whether barristers or solicitors.” - Solicitors ' Journul. State in Council of India .
London : BUTTERWORTHS, 7, Fleet-street, Her Majesty' s | " It is the only complete book on a subject of great im .

Law Publishers, portance ." - Lar Times. In a handy volume, crown Svo ., price 103. 6d., cloth .

In one volume, 8vo, prise 18., cloth , lettered . MHE LAW of SALVAGE, as Administered
· EDE AND SON , in the High Court of Admiralty and the County

THE LAW of COPYRIGHT, in Works of Courts ; with the Principal Authorities, English and Amo
Literature and Art : including that of the Drama, rican , brought down to the present time; and an Appendas

Music, Engraving , Sculpture, Painting, and Photography, containing Statutes , Forms, Table of Fees, & c . BY EDWYNMAKERS and Ornarnental and Useful Designs ; together with Inter JONES, Esq ., of Gray' s - inn, Barrister- at -Law .
national and Foreign Copyright, with the Statutes Relating
thereto , and references to the English and American Deci. In 8vo., price 53., cloth ,

By Special Appointment sions. By WALTER ARTHUR COPINGER , of the THE LAW of NEGLIGENCE. Incor
TO HER MAJESTY, THE LORD CHANCELLOR , Middle Temple, Barrister -at -Law . porating the Recent Decisions of the Courts of the

The Whole of the Judicial Bench , " A book that is certainly the most complete treatiseupon United Kingdom and America . By ROBERTCAMPBELL,
Corporation of London, & c. the complex subject of copyright which has ever been pub - | Advocate of the Scotch Bar, and of Lincoln 's Inn , Barrister

lished in England ." - Atheneum . at-Law .SOLICITORS' AND REGISTRARS' GOWNS .
BARRISTERS' AND QUEEN ' S COUNSELS' DITTO

CORPORATION ROBES. LONDON :
UNIVERSITY AND CLERGY GOWN

Established 1689 ,

94 , CHANCEBY-LANE, LONDON ,
Now ready , price Is. , free by post ls , fd ..

LEGACY; ing sa Goo.
With

GRANT
SUBt published: FISHER .NG COMPANI
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rican ,
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GREAT CENTRAL WINE CELLARS,

TUNERAL REFORM . – The exorbitant HIGH CLASS BOOTS. THE NEW SYSTEM OF BUYING A
items of the undertaker 's bill have long operated as

an oppressive tax upon all classes of the community . With HOUSE WITHOUT MONEY.
a view of applying a remedy to this serious evil the
LONDON NECROPOLIS COMPANY, when opening
their extensive cemetery at Woking, held themselves pre
pared to undertake the whole duties relating to interments BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY ,
at fixed and moderate scales of charge, from which survivors
may choose according to their means and the requirements 29 AND SO, SOUTHAMPTON-BUILDINGS,
of the case. The Company also undertakes the conduct of CHANCERY LANE, LONDON .
Funerals to other cemeteries, and to all parts of the United
Kingdom . A pamphlet containing full particulars may be
obtained , or will be forwarded , upon application to the
Chief Office, 2 , Lancaster-place, Strand , W . 0 . MOST PERSONS ARE FAMILIAR with

I what is known asthe “ THREE YEARS' SYSTEM ”
of the Pianoforte Makers, by which anyone who Hires an

TMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE Instrument and pays the Hire for that period , becomes the
COMPANY, ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE . Pre

1, Old Broad -street, E . C .,and 16 and 17, Pall-mall, S . W . viously to the introduction of this plan it was almost as

Capital, £1,600, 000 . Paid -up and Invested , £700 ,000. difficult for those of limited income to buy a good Pianoforte

E , COZENS SMITH , GeneralManager. As to BUY A HOUSE : and persons went on year after
FIG . 1 . Fig . 2 . year , paying for the Hire of an Instrument, and expended

ANNUITIES AND REVERSIONS.
The perfect form of Shoes .The normal condition of as much money as would have bought the Pianoforte

LAW REVERSIONARY INTEREST | the Foot. a , b , c , d , Elasticated Leather . several times over .
SOCIETY What will hold good for Pianofortes will hold good for

68 . CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON . DOWIE AND MARSHALL, HOUSES ; and there aremanywho would no doubt AVAIL
CHAIRMAN , - Alfred H . Shadwell, Esg . THEMSELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY, if it was

DEPUTY -CHAIRMAN - H . Cecil Raikes, Esq. , M . P . afforded them , of becoming
Reversions and Life Interests purchased . Immediate and 455, WEST STRAND, LONDON ,

Deferred Annuities granted in exchange for Reversionary THE OWNER OF A HOUSE
and Contingent Interests . (Nearly opposite Northumberland House),

Loansmay also be obtained on the security of Reversions , in the sameway as they have already becomethe owner of
Annuities , Immediate, Deferred , and Contingent, and alsc ESTABLISHED 1824 , their pianoforte .

Endowments , granted on favourable terms, THE DIRECTORS
Prospectuses and Forms of Proposal, and all further infor BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS. OF THE

mation ,may be had at the office . _
40. B . OLABON , Secretary.

THE TEMPLE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY
DELICAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY. HAVE DETERMINED TO AFFORD

Established in 1797 . THE SAME FACILITIES FOR PURCHASING
70 , Lombard -street , City,and 57, Oharing-cross,Westminster. HOUSES

DIRECTORS. Asnow exist for Buying Pianofortes.
Henry R . Brand, Esq ., M . P . , Henry Lancelot Holland, A HOUSE being, however, a more expensive article to Pur.Octavius E . Coope, Esq . Esq .

SirJohn Coope Davis, Esq .
chase than a Pianoforte , the " Three Years ' System ” will

John Lubbock , Bart.

Henry Farquhar, Esq . M . P . , F . R . S .
not apply, excepting in a very few cases ; so that a MORE
LENGTHENED PERIOD IS NECESSARY over whichCharles Emanuel Goodhart, John Stewart Oxley , Esq. the Time of Hiring must extend .Esq . Benjamin Shaw , Esq .

Kirkman D . Hodgson, Esq., Dudley Robert Smith , Esq . In pursuance of this resolution
M . P . Marmaduke Wyvill, Esq . THE DIRECTORS HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTSThis Company offers --

COMPLETE SECURITY . WITH
MODERATE RATES of Premium , with Participation ir
Four- fifths or Eighty per cent of the Profits, such profits THE OWNERS OF HOUSES
being either added to the Policy, applied in reduction of In various parts of London , and its Suburbs, by which they
premium , or paid in cash , at the option of Insured , are enabled to afford to the
LOW RATES without Participation in Profits .

LOANS Members of the Birkbeck Building
in connection with Life Assurance, on approved Security, in

Societysums of not less than £500 .
ANNUAL PREMIUM AND OTHERS

required for the Assurance of £100 for the whole term of life :
A very wideCHOICE in the SELECTION both of HOUSES

Without With | Without With and the locality in which they are situated . The Plan upon
Age. Profits . Profits . Profits . | Profits .

which the Directors propose to proceed is

( TRADE XARK . O LET THESE HOUSES FOR A PERIOD OF

15 £1 11 0 £1 15 0 | 40 £2 18 10 £3 6 5 TWELVE-AND - A -HALF YEARS,
20 1 1 13 10 1 19 3 1 50 40 9 4 10

At the end of which time, if the Rent be regularly Paid ,80 2 4 0 2 10 4 160 1610671

Any Insured partymay, if he think proper, pay the whole 22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON THE HOUSE
amount of premium required on a Life Policy in a few years Will become the absolute Property of the
by increasing the anuurl payments according to a fixed (OPPOSITE CHANCERY-LANE).
table , after which he will have nothing more to pay . The Largest, Cheapest, and Best Wine Establishment in Tenant

ROBERT TUCKER, Secretary and Actuary . the World . WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENT OF ANY KIND.
THE MOST NOTED VINTAGES, IN ALL CASES

BY THE GLASS , BY THE BOTTLE , POSSESSION OF THE HOUSE

FASHIONABLE TAILORS,
BY THE GALLON , BY THE DOZEN , WILL BE GIVEN

AND BY THE CASK , WITHOUT ANY IMMEDIATE OUTLAY IN MONEY .

AT WHOLESALE PRICES ; Excepting Payment of the Law Charges for the Title
Deeds, which in all cases will be restricted to

A LARGE VARIETY OF Or Packed in Hampers for Races and Picnics . Five Guineas

BEYOND THIS SMALL SUN

NO PAYMENT OF ANY KIND
FOR THE SEASON . THE GRIDIRON IS REQUIRED BY THE SOCIETY

Is now complete and in full operation , BEYOND THE STIPULATED RENT, WHICH MAY
CHOPS, STEAKS, & c., & c., ONE SHILLING. | BE PAID EITÃER MONTHLY OR QUARTERLY.

LONDON . THE REST PAYABLE BY THE TENANT

(Four Doors East of Chancery-lana.) 22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON Includes Ground Rent and Insurance for

(Opposite Chancery -lane). the Whole Term .
EFT -OFF CLOTHES. - Mr. and Mrs .

PHILLIPS , 31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHES Although the Number of years for payment of Rent is fixed
TER-SQUARE, LONDON, W ., are the Best BUYERS of at Iwelve and- a -Haf,
all kinds of LADIES' andGENTLEMEN'S ATTIRE , Silk , A SHORTER PERIOD MAY BE CHOSEN AT AN
Satin , Velvet, Brocades , Dresses, Court Trains , Antique INCREASED RENTAL ,
Lace, old English and Foreign China, Household Furniture ,
Jewels, Plate , in fact every kind of Property for ready OR

cash , Ladies or Gentlemen waited on at any time or dis A LONGER PERIOD AT A LOWER RENTAL,tance . All letters receive prompt attention , Moneyorders
to any amount for Parcels from Town or Country . Estab (LIMITED ) The Terms of which may be ascertained on application to

lished 1820 . Ready money only . the Manager.

Thousands of testimonials. The subjoined are copies :
" Gloucester, April 2.

Mrs. A . N . writes : - " I have received your P . O . O . with THE ADVANTAGES
thanks for your liberality and attention . I shall recommend
all my friends. I have had business with others, but none OF THIS
have given me so much satisfaction as you have. "

" Brighton , May 4 . New System of Purchasing a House,
Lady S . T . writes : - " I received the registered letter con .

MAY BE SUMMED UP AS FOLLOWS:taining the notes . I quite agree with Mrs. R . O . that you
are very straightforward in conducting your business . I 1. Persons of Limited Income, Clerks, Shopmen , and
sball have great pleasure in recommending any friends who others . may, by becoming Tenants of the BIRKBECK

may wish to dispose of their cast- off clothes that , are too BUILDING SOCIETY , be placed at once in a posiLOD of
good to give away ." independence as regards their Landiord .

“ Edinburgh, May 13.
“ I send you a large box of clothes. I am quite satisfied 2 . Their RENT CANNOT BE RAISED .

that you give the full value, as I sent the last you had of me Are Fire Resisting (see Testimonial). 3. They CANNOT BE TUINED OUT OF POSSES.
to someother person first, and your price was much above They afford great advantages for agricultural use, being | SION so long as they pay their Rent.
their valuation . I leave it to you to send mewhat you con . specially adapted to
sider the value of the present articles. I have recommended 4. NO FEES or FINES of anykind are chargeable.
you to my sister, Mrs, M , Y ., of Reading ." COVERED FARM -YARDS, HAY BARNS , 5 . They can leave the Hons at any timewithout notice.
We are every day receiving the samekind of testimonials . CORN , CATTLE , and all kinds of SHED . rent being payable only to the timeof giving up possession ,

which show that we do give the full value of all articles
offered to us . If this is not sufficient to satisfy themost DING , Temporary or Permanent. 6 . Il circumstances comnel them to leave the House

before the completion of their Twelve -and a Half Years
sceptical we challenge all dealers. We not only buy of F . M . & Co .' s Patent " Iron Thatch Substitute " has been Tenancy, they can Sub -let the House for the remainder of
ladies and gentlemen , but our demand is so great thatwe awarded the Silver Medal of the RoyalAgricultural Society the Term , or they can Transfer their right to another
purchase of the trade. Ladies and gentlemen , by disposing of England . Tenant.
of their property to us, get the best price , thereby saving &
Becond profit. Our only address in England is 7. Finally, NO LIABILITY or RESPONSIBILITY of

any kind is incurred , be ond the Payment of Rentby those
81, THAYER-STREET, MANCHESTER-SQUARE, Attention is invited to F . M . & Co.'s

who acquire Houses by this New System .
LONDON. | PATENT IRON ROOFING TILES OR SLATES The BIRKBEOK BUILDING SOCIETY have on their· CANADA: ST. PAUL-STREET, MONTREAL.

which effect a considerable saving in timber framing as List several HOUSES, which they are prepared to LET on

AUSTRALIA : MYER 'S-STREET, SANDHURST, VIO. compared with ordinary Slates, the TWELVE -AND - A -HALF YEARS' SYSTEM , and in
TORIA : and many cases Immediate Possession may be obtained .

Designs and Estimates sont on application
-31, THAYER-STREET, MANCHESTER-SQUARE The 'l erms on which Honses can be placed on this

Register inay be obtained on application toWhere all letters and paroels must be addressed .
Batabilehed 1890. | LONDON OFFICE:: 36, PARLIAMENT-STREET, S. W . FRANCIS RAVEXSCROFT, Manager .

MANEY and CONNOR ,

SCIENTIFIC TROUSERS MAKERS.

NEW GOODS for COATS and TROUSERS

315 , HIGH HOLBORN
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GRAND RESTAURANT,

THE LONDON ,
191, FLEET-STREET, TEMPLE-BAR .

LUNCIIEONS. DINNERS. FISH DINNERS. DINNERS A LA CARTE. PRIVATE DINNERS FROM 58.
DAILY FROM 1 TILL 8.

THE FAMOUS " LONDON DINNER ” OF 5 COURSES AT 3s.
FROM 4 TILL 8 DAILY.

LADIES DINING SALOONS AND LAVATORIES.
Handsome Smoking and Billiard Saloons. Open on Sundays from Six p .m .

« THE LONDON ” LUNCHEON BAR , ENTRANCE IN BASEMENT, CHANCERY -LANE.

Sales by Saction.

month perstamp. may be bold or let,

Legal Notices. NOTICE is hereby given , that the Executors WESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and
of the late Ilmo. Sor. Don GERONIMOMARTINEZ 1 FARMER ' S LIST of ESTATES and HOUSES

TO SOLICITORS. - A Gentleman wishing
Y ENRILE do SUMMON the hereinafter-mentioned , or i to be SOLD or LET, including Landed Estates, Town and
their HEIRS, to present themselves, either in person or by Country Residences, Hunting and Shooting Quarters ,

1 to extend or Commence Practice can have good In . Power of Attorney, at Calle Ancha, No. 23 , Cadiz , there to Farms, Ground Rents , Rentcharges, House Property, and
troductionsand the Use of Handsomely Furnished Offices , receive a communication of interest to them : - Sres. Fran . Investments generally , is PUBLISHED on the first day of

W . C . - " Lex, " 27 , Buckingham -street, Strand . quss y Compa.. D . Pascual Campos, D . José Ygnacio Barril, each month , and may be obtained , free of charge, at their
Sra . Vinda de Prats, D . Juan Barry , D . Diego Pinkradon , Offices, 80, Cheapside , E . C ., or will be sentby post in return

TAW EXAMINATIONS. — The Editor of Bor . Lacharnetta , D . Juan Prats , Sres. Galarza y Goineohea , for two stamps. Particulars for insertion should be
Dn. Felis Trapero , D . Antonio Morales y Ayensa , D .Mannel received not later than four days previous to the end of thethe Telegram , eight of whose pupils obtained honours Rodriguez Jarillo , D . Juan Antonio Faicat de Zuniga . Sres . preceding month .at one Examination , has Final and Intermediate CLASS s Guiral y de Warn , Sor . Marques de Villafranca , D . MiguelREADING for next Easter and Trinity . Termsmoderate . Lopez y Compa.. D . Jaime del Castillo, Sra . Vinda de Dan . Sales for the Year 1874.

- Apply to W » . AYER , Lincoln 's - inn-gate , W . O . deya y Compa , D . Juan de Dios Govantes , D . L , Cho Utroff, MTESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and
D . Roman Ducarnou Ksteban Laborde, D . Franco Berrix .

TAW EXAMINATIONS. - A GENTLEMAN D . José Pastor é hijo , Sra . Vind , de Macia , D . Yldefonso
VI FARMER beg to announce that their SALES of

LANDED ESTATES. Town, Suburban , and Country
I at the BAR ( Bachelor of Laws in Honours ) Ynfante , D . Fernando Jimenez de Alba . Houses, Business Premises, Building Land , Ground Rents,

PREPARES, in Chambers or through the post, for Reversions, and other properties for the year 1874, will be

the INCORPORATED LAW SOCIETY, the BAR , and AUSTRALIAN ARCHIVES. - HEIRS or held at the Auction Mart, Tokenhouse-yard, in the city of
LONDON LL . B . References to former and present pupile A NEXT OF KIN . - Registers of Births, Marriages, London , as follows :
will be given . - Address “ LL. B ., ” care of Messrs. Reeves and Deaths from 1787 alphabetically indexed . - Apply to Tuesday, Jan . 27 Tuesday, May 12 Tuesday, July 28
and Turner Law Booksellers, 100, Chancery -lane, W . C . BAKER and NAIRNE, 3 , Crosby-square , E . C . Tue .day, Feb. 10 Tuesday, May 19 Tuesday, Aug . 4

Tuesday, Feb . 24 Tuesday, May 26 Tuesday , Aug. 11
PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION for NHANCERY-LANE. - To SOLICITORS. Tuesday , March 10 Tuesday, June 2 Tuesday, Aug. 18

SOLICITORS. - A Clergyman whose Panile have
Tuesday, March 17 Tuesday, June 9 Tuesday, Aug . 25

To be DISPOSED of the LEASE of some capital
never failed to pass at their fret attempt PREPARES

Tuesday, March 24 Tuesday, June 16 Tuesday, Oct. 6

CANDIDAT - S for the above Examination very peedily .
PREMISES in the above advantageous position , suitable Tuesday, March 31 Tuesday, June 23 Tuesday, Oct. 90
for offices . For further particulars apply to - Messrs. E .- For particulars address the Rev. A . P , READ , M . A ., St.

Tuesday, April 14 Tuesday, June 30 Tuesday, Oct. 27
and H . LUXLEY, 31, St. James -street, Piccadilly .

James's College, Downs-rond, Clapton , E .
Tuesday , April 21 Tuesday , July 7 Tuesday, Nov. 1
Tuesday , Auril 23 Tuesday , July 14 Tuesday, Nov. 24

TAW PUPILS. - A BARRISTER, who has
Tuesday, May 5 Tuesday, July 21 Tuesday, Dec. 8 .

U with almost uniform Ruccess, prepared nearly one
Auctions can also be held on other days besides those

thousand Stndents for Examinution prior to Admission ar above specified . Due notice should in any case be given,
Attorneys, many nfwhom obtoined a Prize or Certificate of in order to insure proper publicity ; the period between
Merit, including two Clifforil's . inn Prizemen , RECEIVES Chelsen . - Ground Rents , of a tenure perfectly equal to such notice and the auction must of conrse considerably

PUPILS for Intermediate nr Final Examinations , to whom Freehold , in two sums of £60 and £12 hs. per annum , deperd upon the nature of the property intended to be
he derotes five hours daily . Fee moderate . -- For particulars , Recared by separate leases on Seventeen well built Resi. sold . - 50, Cheapside, London , E . O .
or an interview , address " Mr. J ., " Messrs. Stevens and den cer, all respectably tenanted , situate in Lana-street,
Sons, Law Booksellers, 119 , Chancery lane, W . C . - Chelsea , near the World ' s End Tavern . The totalrack MESSRS. VENTOM , BULL, and
N . B . Classes are forming , limited in number , for the ensuing rental is about £600 per annum . The land is held for en COOPER ' S MONTHLY REGISTER , containing
Easter, Trinity, and Michaelmas Terms. unexpired term of about 454 years , free of rent, and is particulars of Estates and Farms, Furnished and Unfur.

also tithe free and exonerated from land tax . nished Houses in Town and Conntry to be sold or let,

CLERKSHIPS in the CHARITY COM . M R . ROBINS (of 5 , Waterloo-place, Pall Ground Rents, and other Investments, may be had free on

MISSION . - An OPEN COMPETITION for TWO
application, or by post for one stamp. Particulars intended

Mall) is directed to SELL the above GROUND for insertion in nextmonth ' s Bogister should be forwarded

SITUATIONS will be HELD in LONDON ON TUESDAY, RENTS at the MART, Tokenhouse-yard , Lothbury, E . C ., by the 26th inst. - Auction and Estate Agency Offices, 8 ,

the Sith of FEBRUARY , 1874 , and following days ; age 19 on THURSDAY , FEB, 12, at Two o ' clock precisely , in Bucklersbury , E . C .
to 30 . A good knowledge of law and of legal procedure is Two Lots .
essential. - Application for the regulations and the neces. Particulars of MR. DAVID J . CHATTELL, who inspectssary form should be made at once to the Secretary Civil
Service Commission, Cannon -row , London , S . W . E . J. BARRON, Esq., Solicitor, 55, Lincoln's Inn all Ground Rents entrusted to him for disposal,

fields, W . 0 . ; invites BUYERS or SELLERS of Ground Rents to CALL

TEGAL PRACTITIONERS' SOCIETY. - at the Mart; and of the AUCTIONEER. (Sale 13,623.) upon or COMMUNICATE with him at his well-known
corner Offices , 29A, Lincoln 's -inn - fields. No commission

SUBSCRIPTIONS are now payable to W . T . charged to purchasers .CHARLEY, Esq ., D . 0 . 1.., M . P ., 5 , Crown Office -row , Perpetual Rentcharge, payable by the Governor and Com
Temple, London, E . C . Information supplied on written pany of the New River . -- To Trustees, Corporate Bodies,
application to CHARLES FORD, Esq., the Hon . Secretary, at Insurance Societies , and to all concerned in acquiring an TREEHOLD AND LEASEHOLD GROUND
the Office of the LAW TIMES , 10, Wellington -street, Strand , Investment offering a security equivalent to Consols. RENTS. - Mr. DAVID J . CHATTELL, having for
London . W . O . M R . ROBINS (of 5 , Waterloo -place, Pall

many years devoted his particular attention to this class of
investments, is , through his extensive and constantly in .

QOLICITORS' OFFICE of the GENERAL Mall), is favoured with directions to SELL by AUC creasing connection , enabled to dispose of Ground Rents,

TION , at the MART, in Tokenhouse -yard , Lothbury, E .C .,
POST-OFFICE , LONDON , -- An OPEN COMPETJ.

without delay , at fair market prices . The Special
on THURSDAY , FEB . 12 , at Two o 'clock precisely, aTION for one SITUATION of Unprofessional CLERK

Monthly List, containing particulars of numerons parcels ,
PERPETUAL RENTCHARGE of £40 per annum , sewill be held in London on FRIDAY, the 6th FEBRUARY,

paying various rates of interest, and suitable for the employ .

cured on certain freehold mills , lands, and premises, being
1874. Age 18 to 30 . Candidates must have served as Clerk

ment of large or small amonnts, may be had , gratis, on

part of the estates of the New River Company, situate in application at his Offices, 29A, ( corner of) Lincoln 's- inn:
(not articled ) in a Solicitor ' s office within the last two years the parishes of Ware and Great Amwell, in the county of fields, and forms the best medium between buyers and
Application for tbe Regulations and for the necessary form Hertford , and payable by the Governor and Company of the
should bemade at once to the Secretary , Civil Eervice Com

sellers .
New River, under a special Act of Parliament granted for

mission, London , S . W . that purpose in the lith year of the reign of King George
II. The income is receivable half -yearly at the office of the

Re JOSHUA ROSE ANDERSON , Deceased .
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,

New River Company, and is subject to a deduction for land . 145 , CHEAPSIDE,Mo SOLICITORS and OTHERS . — Any tax of £40 8s. per annum and income-tax,
LONDON , E . C .

person havinx & COPY of the SETTLEMENTmade Particulars may be had of
on the MARRIAGE ofMISS ELIZA ROSE ANDERSON Messrs . BOOTY8 and BAYLIFFE, Solicitore, 1 . Ray ROOMS FOR MEETINGS.
with Mr. WILLIAM BISHOP, of No. 50, Chepstow -villas, mond -buildings , Gray 's-inn , W . O . ;
Bayswater, in or about the year 1830 to 1840, or any docu at theMart ; and of the AUCTIONEER . ( Sale 13,621.)

Superior accommodation on theGround Floor for holding
ments relating to the affairs of the above deceased , will on Meetings of Creditors, Arbitrations, & c ., at reasonable

production thereof be handsomely rewarded . - Address
Brixton. - Freehold Gronnd Rents, with valuable reversionWILLIAX PEMBERTON , Esq ., 16 , Craven -street, Strand ,

terms. Conveniently situated , lofty , light, well-ventilated ,
and quiet.

in thirty-two and fifty -three years respectively, affording Apply to COOPER, CRAIG , and CRAIG , on the premises..
LONDON GAZETTE (published by authority ) and investments of an exceptionally eligible character , which

it would be impossible too highly to commend.
LONDON and COUNTRY ADVERTISEMENT OFFICE M R . ROBINS (of 5 , Waterloo-place, Pall TIMBER , STANDING OR FELLED,

No. 117. CHANCERY LANE . FLEET-STREET.
Mall ) is desired by the Representatives of the late

TTENRY GREEN , Advertisement Agent, Robert Stone, Esq.,to SELL by AUCTION , at theMART, VALUED OR PURCHASED.
I begs to direct the attention of the Legal Profession to in Tokenhonae - yard , E . C ., on THURSDAY, FEBRUARY

the advantages of his long experience of upwards of twenty . 12. at Two o 'clock , in Eight Lots , FREEHOLD GROUND MARTIN R . COBBETT,
five years , in the special insertion of all pro formá notices, RENTS, reserved in various sums, ranging from £45 to 29
& c ., and hereby solicite their continued support . - N . B . One I per annum , amounting in all to £168 per annum , super
copy of advertisement only required , and the strictest care abandantly secured on certain desirable residences , dwel. ENGLISH AND FOREIGN TIMBER MERCHANT,

and promptitude angured . Officially stamped forms for ad . ling houses, shops, and premises, situate in Church -road , in
vertisements and file of London Gazette kept. By appoint Effra-road , and in Water -lane, Brixton . The present rack ST. THOMAS-STREET, LONDON , S. E .
ment rental is eis21, and the estimated annual value in reversion

considerably exceeds this sum . The reversion to the pro An Estimate given free for any quantity , however small or
perties in Church - r08 will occur in thirty-two years, andTo SOLICITORS. - Office for PATENTS, to the properties in Effra -road and Water -lane in fifty-two

or large, in any part of the United Kingdom .
5, SERLE STREET, LINCOLN 'S -Ixx , W . C . years,

Messrs . DAVIES and HUNT, Patent Solicitors, continue to Full particnlars and plane may be had in due course at
SYCAMORE AND LIME TIMBER WANTED.

procure BRITISH and FOREIGN PATENTS , & c ., at the chief inns at Brixton ; of
most moderate charges , and to SOLICITORS at agency rates .

Solicitors and intending Patentees shond obtain their Messrs . BOOTYS and BAYLIFFR, Solicitors . 1. Ray.

mond -buildings , Gray' s - inu, W . C . ;
Printed and published by HORACE Cox , at 10 , Wellington

“ HANDBOOK FOR INVENTORS" gratis on application stroet, Strand , London , W . C ., in the Counts of Middlesex

or by letter, at the Mart : ard of the AUCTIONBER, ( Sale 13 ,622 .) a - Saturday , Jan . 24 , 1874 .

The one the above arde strand.
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Money ,Wanded and to Jend .
THE IMPROVEMENT of LANDED

Practices, Wanted and for Sale.

po SOLICITORS WISHING to RETIRE

I AW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman (aged | T AW . - The Advertiser, who has had many
U 25 ) « PARTNERSHIP , or a CLERKSHIP witha years' experience in Conveyancing and is acquainted

view to a Partnership , in London or the Country. The Ad with the general routine of a Country Practice is desirous
vertiser has had experience in good offices in Conveyancing of meeting with an immediate RE . ENGAGEMENT.

I ESTATES. - The LAND , LOAN , and ENFRAN and Chancery Practice , and also in Magisterial Work . A Salary required moderate . Satisfactory references given .
CHISEMENT COMPANY (incorporated by special Act of fair premium will be paid . The bighest references given - Address “ Lex " (No. 1609 ), 10 , Wellington street, Strand .
Parliament) ADVANCES MONEY and required . - Addres " Lex , " Post-office , Salisbury .

1st . - To the Owners of Settled and other Estates , for T AW - A Solicitor of ability and ex
the Erection of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES , TAW PARTNERSHIP . - A SOLICITOR , U perience (particularly in Conveyancing ), DESIRES
and for the DRAINAGE, IRRIGATION , ENCLOSING . U admitted Easter Term 1873 (since in practice for a Managing or Conveyancing CLERKSHIP , with a view
CLEARING , and general Improvement of LANDED Pro himself) , desires a PARINERSHIP in a thoroughly re- to a Partnership or Succession preferred . Would purchase
perty in any part of the United Kingdom : spectable firm . Experienced in Common Law , Con . practice or partnership . - Address “ X . " ( 1609 ), 10 , Wel
2nd. - To the Owners of Settled Estates in England , for veyancing, and Advocacy. Could introduce capital and lington -street, Strand, W . C .

the EREOTION or COMPLETION of MANSIONS , connection . Highest references given and required . - T AW . - WANTED , in Town or Country, a
STABLES, and OUTBUILDINGS : Addrees " J . S . " Messrs. Clarke and Co ., Solicitors, 14 ,

3rd . - To Landowners generally, to enable them to sub Lincoln 's - inn - fields . U SITUATION as General CLERK (Conveyancing
scribe for Shares in Companies for the CONSTRUCTION under supervision , Bankruptcy , County Court, and Ac

of RAILWAYS and NAVIGABLE CANALS, which will counts ). - Address Diligens " (No. 1609), 10 , Wellington .
beneficially affect their Estates : street, Strand , W . C .

4th . - TO INCUMBENTS, for the Improvement of their T AW . - WANTED, by a young Solicitor, a
GLEBE LANDS. by Drainage, and the Erection of FARM U CLERKSHIP , in a good general office in Tow » or
BUILDINGS and COTTAGES : TAW . - TO BE DISPOSED OF, the SUC - Country. Graduate and honours at final. Birmingham

5th . - To COPYHOLDERS for the ENFRANCHISE U CESSION to an old .established PRÁCTICE , in a preferred . Salary £150 to £200 , - “ B . A .," H . G . (Field , 10.

MENT of COPYHOLD LANDS. larg9 manufacturing town in the Midland Counties . New Inn, Strand .

The amountborrowed with the expenses would be charged Annual income from £500 to £1000 . - Address , by letter , to
on the estate benefited , and repaid by a rentcharge, termi. " A , B ., " Meredith and Ray, Stationers, Manchester . TAW . – WANTED, a SITUATION as
Dating in twenty - five years , D CLFRK : can abstract and draw ordinary deeds,

under supervision . Reference to J . E . Mason , Solicitor ,
NO INVESTIGATION OF THE LANDOWNER' S

1TITLE IS NECESSARY.
Alford . - Addressfrom PRACTICE. - A Gentleman of great experience X ., " Mr. Jno. Smith , Sheddlethorpe,

wishes to PURCHASE the SUCCESSION to a thoroughly
Alford .

Forms of application , and all further particulars,may be
respectable PRACTICE, chiefly Conveyancing , net income

Obtained of Messrs . Rawlence and Squarey, 22, Great George TAW PUPIL . - A Gentleman (aged 19) to
not less than £1000 per Annum . Advertiser would not

Btreet, Westminster , S . W ., and Salisbury ; of Messrs. object to PURCHASE & SHARE (not less than £800 per
U be placed with a Barrister to read for the Interme:

Ashurst, Morris , and Co., Solicitors, 6 , Old Jewry, London, annum net), in a well established and respectable Practice .
diate Law Examination ; to be kept to his work . - Send full

E . C . ; of Messrs.Gillespie and Paterson , W . S ., SIA, George Advertiser has bad twenty years ' experience, and will give particulars , or call immediately , Mr. G . W . WHITE , Clerical
street, Edinburgh , agents for the Company in Scotland ;

references of the highest respectability to members of both and Scholastic Offices, 10 , Southampton -street, Strand,
and at the Offices of the Company as below . W . 0 .

T . PÄIN , Managing Director. branches of the Profession , - Address " A . B ., " care of

EDWIN GARROD , Secretary .
A , T . Craig , Esq ., 9 , King' s -road , Bedford -row , W

I AW . - SOLICITOR 'S OFFICE. - A Young
Land, Loan , and Enfranchisement Company, Gentleman of 19 desires & SITUATION in an office
No . 22, Great George-street, Westminster, S . W . Situations, Wanted and Vacant. where there is moderate extent of practice . A premium

will be paid for five years' service . Country preterred to
MONEY. - MORTGAGE. - £50.000 avail . the City . - Apply by post, with terms, to “ M . N . .” care

able for INVESTMENT on Mortgage of Freehold TAW . - WANTED, a SITUATION as Messrs . Butterworth , Law Booksellers, 7 . Fleet -street

Landed Estate, at s } per Cent. - Apply to Messrs. CUDDON London , E . O .
CLERK . Can abstract and draw ordinary deeds,

and RAYNER, 15 , Bedford - row , W . C . under supervision . - Apply " J. L . W .," Post -office, Hol T AW . - To BARRISTERS and SOLICI
MONEY. - Various SUMS up to £500,000 beach . TORS . - WANTED , by a Gentleman of experience
M ready for immediate INVESTMENT. Present rates TAW WANTED by a Gentleman (aged and activity , an ENGAGEMENT as Confidential CLEEK .

of Interest, Freeholds ( Trustees' Securities ) 3 ) per Cent. ; A premium would be given for an introduction resulting in
U 22, recently admitted), a SITUATION in a small

Leaseholds, Honses, Mines , Collieries , Public Works, Public
Office, to ASSIST the Principal. Good references. - Address a desirable engagement. - Address " L ., " care of Messrs.

Rater, Gronnd -rents, and similar Securities at proportion .
F . WILKINSOX and Sox , 19 , Coleman-street, E . C . Laidman and Co., 37, Southampton -buildings, Chancery :

ately low rates. - Apply to MR. BAILEY, 29 , Walbrook , City , lane.
London . T AW . - A Solicitor (admitted 1871) desires TAW . - SHORTHAND - WANTED, by the
MONEY LENT - £5 to £500 , with and U Managing or Conveyancing and General CLERK U Advertiser, a RE -ENGAGEMENT. He is an efficient

11 withoutSureties,uron Promissory Noter, Furniture,
SHIP in na omce of sood standing. -- Address " . (No. | Shorthand Writer, and competent to render assistance in
1609), 10 , Wellington street , Strand, W . C . the several branches, having had great experience in the

Goods, Deeds, Life Policies, Shares, Jewellery , & c ., from offices of first- class firmg, from whom he has received theonemonth to three years. Formsgratis . Bille discounted . I AW . - The Advertiser, who has been highest testimonials . - Address " Lex " care of Mr. Paget,
Othces : 71, Fleet- street, City , E . O ., and 3 , Pullen ' s - row , articled in the Country , seeks & SITUATION in the 7 , Lincoln 's - inn - fields, London .
High -street, Islington , N . Established thirty -fonr years .
Open daily . - W . M . READ, Manager,

Office of a London Solicitor. Work the chief object. - Ad .
TAW CLERKSHIP . - A Solicitor, 25 yearsdress Mr. EDGEWORTH , Queen 's -parade, Cheltenham .
U of age, dortres . SITUATION as Managing orMUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION

W ( Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1850 ), 14, Ras.
IT AW . - CONVEYANCING . - A . Gentleman Assistant Managing CLERK, ip London or it . suburbs :

has a general practical knowledge of each branch of the

sell -street, Covent-garden , London , and 88 , Ship -street, (admitted ) desires & RE-ENGAGEMENT as
Profession, especially common law and conveyancing.

Brighton , ADVANCES MONEY upon Personal Security, Managing Conveyancing CLERK , or otherwise, in a good Would make himsell generally useful. Highest references.
Bills of Sale , Deeds, & c ., repayable by instalments . Bills office . Sati factory references . - Address “ B . Y . ” U Anlars moderate . - Address F . B .WIMOND, 6 , King-street,
promptly discounted. Forms tree on receipt of stamped 1608), 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W . C . Cheapside. E . O .
envelope. C . R . WRIGAT, Secretary. I AW . - WANTED , by a Gentleman whose
MONEY ADVANCED at a Day's Notice

T AW . - Conveyancing and GeneralCLERK,
U articles will expire in June Dext, a CLERKSHIP U WANTED, A SITUATION 19 above, under supervia

II . (from £40 upwards) to respectable householders in (Chancery or Conveyancing ) in a Town office, with a view gion , either in Town or Country . Can Abstract, draw ordi.the London District upon MORTGAGE of their FURNI. I to PARTNERSHIP . The advertiser has a good connec nary Drafts , prepare Residuary and Succession Accounts ,TURE without removal, repayable by easy instalments. tion , and could introduce capital to the amount of £1000. and is also acquainted with Magisterial business . TenXo charge ofany kind unless money advanced . As this does | Address " H . J . P ., " 10 , The Mall, Kensington, W . years' experience . falary moderate . Good references.
not emanate from an agent, applicants must apply personally Address " R . M .," Post- office, Scole, Norfolk .
to Mr. BAUGHAN , 34, Southampton -buildings, Chancery-lane . TAW .- SITUATION REQUIRED . - Fully
The public are cautioned against paying preliminary fees to I experienced in Conveyancing, County Court, and T AW . - Advertiser (steady and trustworthy),
pretenders . Magisterial business, and of Local Board and Highway U A sound Real Property Lawyer and able Conveyancer ,

Board ; conld manage branch office. Excellent testimonials & neat and accurate Draftsman , competent to investigate

TEGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY . and security . - “ Lex ," Post-office , Norbiton , S . W . Titles, SEEKS an immediate ENGAGEMENT. Salary

Mr. C . E . MASON , AUDITOR , LIQUIDATOR, and
very moderate . - Address " Zenas , " Mr. Jones' s , 4, Bar .

T AW . - WANTED, by Advertiser (aged 24 ,
ACCOUNTANT, 30, Essex .street , Strand , London .

gate, Leominster, Herefordshire.
U passed, but not admitted ), an ENGAGENENT, in a

TAW BOOK -KEEPING , by Mr. G . J . KAIN , firm of good Practice ; is well versed in Common Law and T AW . - To London Solicitors.-- Advertiser

L F . S . S ., of the firm of Kain , Bullen , Eldridge,and Co.,
Conveyancing . Good references. - Address, stating terms, U (admitted ), good Conveyancer, energetic and of strict

business habits, requires an ENGAGEMENT where he
Law Accountants . THREE MÉTHODS, viz ., Single and " Q . V .," 7, Falcon -street, City .

would have an opportunity of taking part in Common Law
Double Column Systems (in one volume) 78 , 6d . ; Triple TAW . - Advertiser (aged 29 ) seeks a RE -EN business , & c . Aged 26. Salary moderate. - Address " H . C .”
Column 'ninth edition ) , his. (No . 1609 ) 10 . Wellington -street Strand , W . O .

GAGEMENT as Copying CLERK , and to Assist inWATERLOW And Soxs, Birchin-lane, and London-wall.
Common Law . Knows the Offices. Can attend ordinary

TAW COSTS.- J . HARCOURT SMITH , TAW . - General Assistant CLERK.
summonser. Satisfactory references . - " A . B ., " 12 , Cle U WANTED by Advertiser (21), who has been fivets Draftsman and Accountant, having had rence-etreet, Jeffrey's - road, Olapham -rond , S . W .

twenty years' varied experience, DRAFTS and SETTLES
years in the office of an eminent firm of Solicitors , SITU .

ATION as above. Can make himself generally useful :
COSTs in all Conrts, and matters in Town and Country. TAW . - Advertiser seeks a RE -ENGAGE
References to eminent London and provincial firms. U

excellent references : fair writer ; salary moderate. - “ B ., "
MENT 2 Assistant, Common Law , and Chancery I 8 . Vincent-terrace, Islington .

Offices : 5 , King-street. Cheapside, E . O . CLERK . Unexceptionable references. - Address " Alpha "

( 1609 , 10 , Wellington -street. Strand , W . C . TAW . - WANTED , by the Advertiser
UI AW . - A Solicitor (admitted 1870) , acPartnerships, Wanted and Vacant. (aged 30 ), a SITUATION as General CLERK in a

Solicitor 's Office, in the Country . Can draw ordinary
customed to extensive couatry practice , requires , Drafts. and has a knowledge of Magisterial and Bank .

TAW . - A Solicitor, late Managing Clerk in
immediately, & Managing Conveyancing or General ruptcy business . - " X . , " Post-ofice, Middleton Cheney .CLERKSHIP , in a good office, at a moderate salary. - Ad.

U a London Office of good standing, desires to JOIN Banbury.
dress “ D . D ." (No. 1608 ), 10, Wellington -street, Strand,

an established FIRM . Capital £3000. A preliminary
clerkship would not be objected to . No agents need apply. T AW - A Gentleman (admitted ), who has

TAW .- WANTED , by the Advertiser (aged
23 ). 2 SITUATION as Assistant Conveyancing

Address " Zeta " (No. 1609 ), 10, Wellington -street, Strand , U been six monthswith a Conveyancer, desires à Con . CLERK , in Manchester . Competent to conduct ordinary

W .O. veyancing OLERKSHIP . under slight supervision . Good Conveyancing, with slight supervision. - Address " Z . z . "

TAW PARTNERSHIP. - A middle-aged
references . -- " H . ” (No. 1607) , 10 , Wellington - street, Strand . (1609), 10, Wellington street, Strand,WO.

Solicitor, experienced in Conveyancing and other T AW . - WANTED, by the Advertiser (aged TAW . - A CONVEYANCER of large ex
business , wishes to give a Premium and his Services for a
WORKING INTEREST of about $ 400 a year, in a Con

J 25 ), who has had ten years' experience, à RE . U perience, fully competent to act without super
veyancing and General Business in Liverpool, West York .

ENGAGEMENT as Assistant Conveyancing and General vision , and who is prepared to devote his whole energies to

shire , London, or elsewhere . - Address “ Omicron ” (No.
CLERK . - Address " T . W .," 7, Colville- road , Bayswater. the interests of his principal, seeks & Managing APPOINT.

16051, 10 , Wellington -street. Strand, W . C .
MENT. Highest references. - Address " B . B . B ., " Mr.

T AW . - WANTED , by the Advertiser (to Alexander's, 24, Old Cavendish-street, W .
TAW PARTNERSHIP . - A SHARE in an U be Admitted Easter Term ), a Conveyancing andIT AW . - WANTED, by a Solicitor (aged 29),

old -established and lucrative BUSINESS. in the Chancery or General CLERKSHIP. Liverpool preferred . U , SITUATION as Managing CLERK Can takaMidland Counties, is to be disposed of upon the ordinary Salary moderate . Good references ; willing to work . - Ad.

terms. No application will be entertained except from a dress " A . A ." (No. 1609), 10, Wellington-street, Strand,
entire managementofCommon Law , Conveyancing, and the
ordinary routine of a solicitor's office . Western counties,gentleman of good address who has studied with a Convey . London .

ancer , and bas bad experience in the Profession . There
and especially Bristol, preferred . Would be willing to go to

would be no objection to the sale of a further share, or the
TAW . - WANTED , immediately , a General a respectable firm for a month on trial. First-class re

withdrawalofthe advertiser at the expiration of five, ten , JOLERKSHIP , some knowledge ofMagisterial, Taxes
ferences in town and country. - Address " H . D . " No. 1609) ..

or fifteen years. A Conservative and Churchman decidedly
10 , Wellington -street, Strand , W . O .

Books , and the rou ine of an office. Salary mouerate.
preferred . - Address " Z . A . " (No. 1009 ), 10, Wellington Address " Lex, " care ofMrs. Palfrey , New -street, Honiton,
Street , Strand , W . O . SITUATIONS VACANT continued on next page.Dovon ,
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T AW . — WANTED, for a permanency, a LONDON GAZETTE (published by authority ) and IT EFT-OFF CLOTHES. – Mr. and Mrs.

steady and respectable CLERK, competent to engross LONDON and COUNTRY ADVERTISEMENT OFFICE PHILLIPS , 31. THAYER -STREET, MANCHES.
in black letter , and for general copying work. Specimens No. 117, CHANCERY-LANE, FLEET-STREET. TER -SQUARE , LONDON , W . , are the Best BUYERS of

of writing, with applications stating age, salary, and all kinds of LADIES' andGENTLEMEN ' S ATTIRE, Silk .references , to be addressed to " A . 0 . B .,” Post-office , UTENRY GREEN , Advertisement Agent, Satin , Velvet, Brocades, Dresses, Court Trains, Antique
Dorchester. L begs to direct the attention of the Legal Profession to Lace , old English and Foreign China , Household Furniture,

Jewels , Plate, in fact every kind of Property for readythe advantages of his long experience of uptoards of twentyT AW . - WANTED, in a West-end Office, a five years , in the special insertion of all pro formá notices, cash . Ladies or Gentlemen waited on at any time or dig.
Managing CLERK , who must be competent to advise & c ., and hereby solicits their continued support. - N . B . One tance . All letters receive prompt attention , Money orders

with c 'ients and conduct & Generalbusiness. - Apply, stating copy of advertisement only required , and the strictest care to any amount for Parcels from Town or Country. Estab
age, experience, previous engagements, salary required , & c ., and promptitude assured . Officially stamped forms for ad lished 1820 . Ready money only .
to " A . and . Z .. " care of Mr. Warner, 314, Oxford -street. W . vertisements and file of London Gazette kept . By appoint Thousands of testimonials. The subjoined are copies :

ment “ Gloucester, April 2.TAW . - SHORTHAND CLERK WANTED , Mrs. A . N . writes : - " I have received your P . O . O . with
in a Solicitor's Office in London . - Apply to " E . F ., ' DOROUGH of BRIGHTON . - NOTICE is thanks for your liberality and attention . I shall recommend

care o Messrs. Hunnard and Co ., Law Stationers, Inner HEREBYGIVEN that the Town Council are about all my friends . I have had business with others, but none
Tem plane. E . C . to APPOINT & TOWN CLERK for the Borough . have given me so much satisfaction as you have ."

The person to be appointed must be a Solicitor, and he " Brighton , May 4 .T AW . - WANTED, an Engrossing and will be required to perform all the duties of the Town Lady S . T . writes : - " I received the registered letter con

U Copying CLERK, in an office in the West of Eng Clerk , under the Municipal Corporation Acts, the Sanitary taining the notes. I quite agree with Mrs. R . C . that you
land' . \ pply, sta ing salary required , to “ P ., ” Messrs. Acts, and all other Acts of Parliament in force within the are very straightforward in conducting your business. I
Hur na :d and Co., 5 , Middle Temple-lane, London , E . C . Borough , and to transact the general business, and also all shall have great pleasure in recommending any friends who

Parliamentary and legal business of the Corporation . may wish to dispose of their cast-off clothes that are tooTAW . - WANTED, a CLERK , conversant He will have to attend at the Town Hall from 10a. m . till good to give away."
with the general business of a Poor Law Union. 2 p . m , daily, and at such other times as his attendancemay " Edinburgh , May 13.

Apply , stating age , qualifications, and amount of salary be required by the Town Council or any of the Committees “ I send you a large box of clothes. I am quite satisfied
asked , and giving good references , to " A . B ., " at Mr. of the Council . that you give the full value, as I sent the last you had of me
Maclaran 's , i3 , Serle -street, Lincoln 's -inn -fields . Hewill be required to pay over to the Borough Treasurer to someother person first, and your price was much above

all fees and emoluments received by him as Town Clerk , their valuation , I leave it to you to send me what you con
T AW . - WANTED immediately , a respect. from any bourse whatever. sider the value of the present articles. I have recommended

able Junior CLERK , accustomed to the general For the performance of the whole of his duties the Town you to my sister, Mrs , M , Y ., of Reading. ”
rontine of a Country Office. One having some knowledge Clerk will be paid a salary of £650 per annum . He will also We are every day receiving the samekind of testimonials ,
of Magisterial Business preferred . - Apply to H . which show that we do give the full value of all articles

W . be allowed actual disbursements .
HARTLEY, Solicitor, Colne. Further information may be obtained by personal appli offered to us. If this is not sufficient to satisfy the most

cation at the Town Clerk ' s Office, Brighton . sceptical we challenge all dealers. We not only buy of
T AW - WANTED,a Copying and Engrossing Applications from candidates for the office, accompanied ladies and gentlemen , but our demand is so great thatwe
U CLERK , in a Solicitor's office in Swansea. Apply , by testimonials, addressed to the General Purposes Com . purchase of the trade. Ladies and gentlemen , by disposing

stating age, salary required , and former engagements to mittee, and endorsed “ Application for the Office of Town of their property to us, get the best price, thereby saving a
" M . N . " Messrs. Witherby and Co ., Law Stationers, Clerk , ” are to be left at my office , at the Town Hall, Brigh second profit . Our only address in England is

Newman 's-court, Cornhill, London , E .C . ton , before 11 o ' clock a . m ., on Thursday, the 5th day of 81, THAYER -STREET, MANCHESTER-SQUARE,February next. DAVID BLACK , Town Clerk
LONDON .T AW . – ENGROSSING CLERK . – 22nd January , 187

CANADA : ST . PAUL-STREET, MONTREAL.WANTED, by a firm of Solicitors, in a Seaport Town
in the South of England, a good Engrossing and Copying NOTICE is hereby given , that the Executors AUSTRALIA : MYER' S-STREET, SANDHURST, VIO .
CLERK . Apply, stating age, salary required , and refer V of the late Ilmo. Sor. Don GERONIMOMARTINEZ TORIA : and
ences to - " E . F ., " care of Mr. Long , Carey -street, Y ENRILE do SUMMON the hereinafter-mentioned , or 31, THAYER-STREET, MANCHESTER-SQUARE
Lincoln's-inn , London. their HEIRS, to present themselves, either in person or by

Power of Attorney, at Calle Ancha, No. 23, Cadiz , there to Where all letters and parcels must be addressed .
T AW . - WANTED, in a Country Office of receive a communication of interest to them : - Sres . Fran . Established 1820 .

varied practice, a General Managing OLERK . He ques y Compa., D . Pascual Campos, D . José Ygnacio Barril,
mustbeadmitted , capable ofdischarging the duties ofMagis Sra . Vinda de Prats, D . Juan Barry, D . Diego Pingradon, W ANTED, by a Man and his Wife, the
trate' s Clerk , a good Conveyancer and Common Lawyer, Sor. Lachametta, D . Juan Prats , Sres . Galarza y Goinechea, CARE of CHAMBERS, where Trust and Con
and not under 30 years of age . One acquainted with the Dn . Felis Trapero, D , Antonio Morales y Ayensa , D .Manuel fidence can be relied on . Good references given . - " M . P .,'
duties of a Town Clerk and accustomed to Advocacy pre Rodriguez Jarillo , D . Juan Antonio Faisat de Zuniga, Sres . 69 , York -road, Lambeth ,
ferred . - Address " B . C ." (No . 1607 ) , 10 , Wellington -street, Guiral y deWarn , Sor . Marques de Villafranca , D . Miguel
Strand , W . C . Lopez y Compa ., D . Jaime del Castillo , Sra . Vinda de Dan W ANTED , by a respectable Widow , thedeya y Compa., D . Juan de Dios Govantes, D . L . Cho Utroff ,
TAW . - WANTED immediately, in a D . Roman Ducarnou Esteban Laborde, D . Francisco Berrix , CARE of CHAMBERS or Offices, or the Sitos .

D . José Pastoré bijo, Sra . Vinda de Macia , D . Yldefonso tion of Housekeeper to & Gentleman . She can be well
Country office , where the business consists princi. Ynfante , D . Fernando Jimenez de Alba . recommended . References will be given to persons address .

pally of Conveyancing, an Unarticled CLERK of not less ing - “ J . S . C ., " 69, Gray ' s -inn -road , Holborn .
than 23 years of age, competent to abstract deeds, draw
ordinary Drafts and Bills of Costs. Strict references in HIGH CLASS BOOTS. CARE of OFFICES or CHAMBERS.
dispensable. Apply by letter only , stating age and salary

WANTED by a respectable Person , whose husbandrequired , and whether married or single, to - Messrs. W .
doa is already employed in a first-class Firm .and W . HOLDICH , Solicitors, Sleaford , Lincolnshire. The highest refe

rences as to character. No children . - Address " 0 ." (No.
TAW . - WANTED, in a City Office, an 1605 ), 10, Wellington -street, Strand .

U energetic CLERK (unadmitted ), to undertake mo BARRISTERS and SOLICITORS.Chancery, Common Law , and Bankruptcy business, under
supervision . - Apply , stating age, salary , and full particu . . Several SUITES of CHAMBERS to LET, in the
lars, to “ Lex,” care of Mr. Willcox, Law Stationer, 9, Fire- proofBuildings, Lincoln 's -inn -chambers, 40 . Chancery.
Temple-street, E . C . lane : One suite of three rooms, first floor ; ditto three

rooms, on second floor ; eight good rooms on ground andT AW . -WANTED, in a Midland County next floor ; suitable for Solicitors . Two rooms and
town , a Managing CLERK , fully competent to take ante-room on ground floor, and several other suites on base

the Conveyancing and Common Law Departments, and mentand third floor. - Apply to F . CHIFFERIEL, S5 , Cursitor
capable of taking charge of the business in the absence of street ; or the Porter on the premises.
the principal. - Apply , stating age, salary , amount of expe

CYLERGYMEN'S , Professional Men's, andrience, and when at liberty , with references as to character ,
& c ., to " A . Z .," Messrs . Waterlow and Sons, Birchin - lane, Military and Naval Officers' SONS are received at a
London , Clergyman ' s SCHOOL, strictly limited to gentlemen , on

specially reduced terms. - Address Rev. Master A . M . ( to
T A W . - MIDLAND COUNTIES. FIG . 1 . FIG . 2 . be forwarded ), Messrs. Dawson and Sons, 121, Cannon

WANTED , in an Office of small General Practice, a The normal condition of The perfect form of Shoes . street, London , E . C .
Copying and Engrossing CLERK , who can Abstract the Foot. a , b , c , d , Elasticated Leather.Deeds, and is well acquainted with the routine of & SIDNEY SEED SOWER (PATENT).
Solicitor' s Office . Salary to commence with 265 & year, ♡ For Florists and Small Seeds, 2s. 60 . each . For Peas,Unexceptionable references required . Apply " A , B . " & c ., and Market Gardens, 38. 6d . each . - To be had of all(No. 1609 ) , 10 . Wellington -street, Strand ,wc. Seedsmen , Ironmongers, and General Shopkeepers in the

455, WEST STRAND, LONDON , United Kingdom .

Legal Notices . (Nearly opposite Northumberland House),

TAW EXAMINATIONS. — The Editor of ESTABLISHED 1824,
the Telegram , eight of whose pupils obtained honours BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS. THE LADY' S NEWSPAPER ,

at one Examination , has Finaland Intermediate CLASSES
OTREADING for next Easter and Trinity . Termsmoderate. ALLEN ' S PORTMANTEAUX ,- Apply to Wu, AMER, Lincoln ' s - inn -gate, W . O . SATURDAY, JANUARY 31,

37, STRAND, LONDON CONTAINS :M R . E . H . BEDFORD, Author of the “ In .
termediate Examination Guide," " The Intermediate The Duke of Edinburgh' s Wedding. ?

Examination Guide to Bookkeeping, " and Editor of “ The DRESS BASKETS, Dr. Livingstone.
Preliminary , " " Intermediate , " and " Final, " has CLASSES 99999 OVERLAND TRUNKS, Five o 'clock Tea .
daily reading at his Chambers, 9, King' s Bench -walk , Causerie de Paris .

DRESSING CASES, Reliability .Temple , for each of the Examinations .
DESPATCH BOXES, & c . Nicholas Frederick Peter, Grand Duke of Oldenburg,

NLERKSHIPS in the CHARITY COM . ALLES NEW CATALOGUE OF 500 with Portrait .
FITTED The Duke de Broglie , President of the French Ministry,

MISSION . - An OPEN COMPETITION for TWO ARTICLES. Post Free. with Portrait .
SITUATIONS will be HELD in LONDON on TUESDAY, BAG Sacred Harmonic Society .
the 24th of FEBRUARY, 1874, and following days ; age 19 Lunatic Revels .
to 30. A good knowledge of law and of legal procedure is ALLEN ' S NEW PRIZE MEDAL FOR
essential. - Application for the regulations and the neceg DRESSING BAG . GENERAL EXCELLENCE .
sary form should be made at once to the Secretary Civil CUT PAPER PATTERN
Service Commission , Cannon -row , London , S . W . SPANISH FLY is the acting ingredient in

D ALEX. ROSS 'S CANTHARIDES OIL , which OF A LOW BODICE .
TEGAL PRACTITIONERS' SOCIETY. speedily produces Whiskers and thickens Hair . 88, 60 ,
L SUBSCRIPTIONS are now payable to W .: T . ALEX . ROSS, 248, High Holborn , London ,
CHARLEY, Esq., D . C . L ., M . P . 5 , Crown Office-row , DRESS AND FASHION : The Parisian Fashions (from ourLAIR CURLING FLUID , 248, HighTemple , London , E . C . Information supplied on written own Correspondent). - Low Bodice ; Dinner Toilette in
application to CHARLES FORD , Esq ., the Hon . Secretary, at Holborn, London . – ALEX. ROSS 'S CURLING Blue and Grey Silk ; Fashionable Morning and Evening
the Office of the Law Times, 10, Wellington -street, Strand , FLUID curls Ladies' or Gentlemen 's Hair immediately it ! Toilettes ; Promenade and Fashionable Walking Costumes ;
London, W . C . is applied . Sold at 38 . 60 . ; sent free for 54 stamps , Costume of Brown Cashmere , Trimmed with Pink Faille,

REY HAIR , 248 , High Holborn , London. & c ., with Illustrations.

TEGAL EDUCATION. - Mr. T . DE UT ALEX . ROSS 'S HAIR DYE produces a perfect THE WORK TABLE . - Shawl or Cloud : Petticoat for Child
of 9 years of age ; Flounce ; Yak Lace ; Square for theCOUROY ATKINS, Student to the Four Inns o colour immediately it is used . Price 38. 60 . ; sent by post Head ; Down Quilt ; Worsted Ball Fringe ; Petticoat for

Court, and late Reader in Roman Law at University College or54 stamps. Ladies ; Couvrepied in Fluted Knitting with Crochet Edge,has FORMED GLASSES for the Study of the Subjects
required for the Examinations (1874) of the Inns of Court , HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT and PILLS. & c ., with Illustrations.

the Incorporated Law Society, and the London University . - Rheumatism and Gout. These purifying and THE HOUSEWIPE . - On HomeService ; Notes and Queries ;
Private Pupils received for the systematic Study of every soothing remedies demand the earnest attention of all per. Answers. Cuisine : Fish Cookery ; Notes and Queries ;
branch of English Law , of Roman Law , and General Juris gons liable to rheumatism , gout , sciatica , or other painful Answers.
prudence. - For particulars, apply at 3 , New .square, Lin . affections of the muscles, nerves or joints . The Ointment Music and Musicians. Gazette des Dames. The Touriste
coln ' s - inn . should be applied after the affected parts have been Pastimes. The Library . The Exchange. Personal. The

patiently fomented with warm water , when the unguent Boudoir . Court Chronicle . Society . Obituary .
To SOLICITORS. - Office for PATENTS, should be diligently rubbed upon the adjacent skin , unless Notes and Qneries on Dress, Work, Music, and other

5 , SERLE STREET, LINCOLN' S - Dux , W . C . the friction should cause pain . Holloway' s Pills should be subiects useful and interesting to Ladies .
simultaneonsly taken to reduce inflammation and to purityMessrs . DAVIES and HUNT, Patent Solicitors, continue to All the Fashionable Intelligence of theWeek .
the blood . This treatment abates the violence and lessens

" procure BRITISH and FOREIGN PATENTS , & c .. at the frequency of gout, rheumatism , and all spasmodic Price 6d.; Post Free 7 /d .most moderate charges, and to SOLICITORS at agency rates . diseases which spring from hereditary predisposition , or
Solicitors and intending Patentees should obtain their from any accidental weakness of constitution . The Oint May be had of News Agents, Booksellers, andat the Baile" HANDBOOK FOR INVENTORS" gratis on application ment cheeks the local malady ; the Pills preserve the vital way Stalls .

or by letter. power , OFFICE : 346 , STRAND, LONDON , W .C .

DOWIE AND MARSHALL ,

TAW TEXAm,eignet olarak yerine gepate cholesale
THE QUEEN .
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cox AND GRADY'S LAW OF REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS.

THE NEW LAW AND PRACTICE OF

REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS,

PARLIAMENTARY AND MUNICIPAL.
By EDWARD W . COX ,

Serjeant-at-Law , Recorder of Portsmouth ,

AND

STANDISH GROVE GRADY, Esq .,
Barrister-at-Law , Recorder of Gravesend.

The work comprises : The Representation of the People Act 1867 ; The Registration Act 1868 ; The Corrupt Practices Act
1868 ; The Ballot Act 1872 ; incorporating the Reform Act and the subsequent Statutes ; the decisions of the Court of Common
Pleas upon Appeal to 1872, with instructions for the management of Elections in Counties, Cities, and Boroughs, for the manage
ment of Registration , and for Returning Officers, with Precedents of Books, Forms, & c . And The Law and Practice of Munici.

pal Elections.
ALSO A CHAPTER ON

THE LEGAL PRINCIPLES RELATING TO CORRUPT PRACTICES AT ELECTIONS,
AS LAID DOWN BY THE JUDGES UNDER THE ELECTION PETITIONS ACT 1868,

By F . O . CRUMP, Esq., Barrister-at-Law .
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M

MHURCH PREFERMENT WANTED .
Twenty - fourth Edition , Re-edited , and Re- composed .

In a thick volume, Icp . Sro ., price Is., cloth ,
PATRONS or SOLICITORS interested in the SALE LONDON

(privately ) of ADVOWSONS, PRESENTATIONS. or
THE CABINET LAWYER ; a Popular

District Churches (either with deferred , or the prospect of LAW BOOKS PURCHASED OR VALUED . Digest of the Laws of England, Civil, Criminal and

immediate, possession ) are advised to communicate ( confi .
Constitutional; intended for Practical Use and General

dentially ) with Mr W . EMERY STARK , F . R . G . S ., & c ,
Information , and adapted for the Refrence of Solicitors,

who is enabled , through his extensive connection and THE COMPANIES' ACTS 1862 and 1867, Attorneys, Magistrates, Justices of the Peace, Members of
manyyears' exclusive attention to these importantmatters, 1 Fourth Edition , now ready , price 28 . 6d. , in cloth , A Parliament, and Country Gentlemen . 21th Edition , with
to give valuable assistance . - Offices : St. Paul' s - chambers , HANDY BOOK , by RICHARD JORDAN , containing all all the recent changes in the Laws, up to the close of the
No. 23 (removed from 27), Bedford -street, Strand , W . C . the necessary information for the Formation and Manage last Session of Parliament, incorporated in accordance with

ment of Public Companies, Instructions as to the Prepara the Chronological Table of Index of the Statutes published

MHE CHURCH PREFERMENT tion of the Memorandum and Articles of Association, by Authority .
1 REGISTER (monthly ) contains full details of about Special Resolutions, Annual Returns, Books to be kept. 'London : LoxGxANS, GREEN, and Co., Paternoster-row .

170 Advowsons. Presentations . & c ., for SALE by privato Liability of Members, Voluntary Wirding-up, Notices for In one vol., 8vo, price 18s. cloth .
treaty . Tne first work of its kind . Sent to bona fide prin " Gazette," Table of Fees, Stamp Duties, & c .
cipals or their solicitors on receipt of two stamps - Address London : Stevens and Sons, 119, Chancery -lane, Fleet A SYSTEMATIC VIEW of the SCIENCE
Mr. W . EMERY STARK, F . R . G . S ., & c . , St. Paul's -chambers street. A of JURISPRUDENCE. BY SHELDON AMOS,
23 (removed from 97 , B -dford -street, Strand, W . C . M . A ., & c ., Barrister-at- Law , Professor of Jurisprudence to

ELECTION LAW ..
CHURCH PREFERMENT. - ADVOWSON

the Inns of Court .
This day is published , price 148 ., cloth , lettered , “ The book has very considerable merits , and is a real

of ST. KEVERNE VICARAGE , near Helston , in USHBY' S MANUAL of the PRACTIC step in advance. It is probably the most comprehensive

Cornwall, for SALE. The present net income is over £500
of PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS THROUGH attempt which has yet been made in England to grasp the

8 year, and there is a comfortable residence ; incumbent OUT GREAT BRITAIN and IRELAND . Comprising whole subject of jurisprudence." - Law Magazine.
aged 74 . - For particulars , principals or their solicitors only London : LONGMANS,GREEN, and Co., Paternoster-row .
are referred to the accredited avent, Mr. W . EMERY STARK

the duties of returning officers and their deputies, town

No. 3 ( removed from No. 27). Bedford -street. Strand , W . O .
clerks, agents, poll- clerks, & c ., and the law of election ex TAW MAGAZINE AND REVIEW for
penses , corrupt practices, and illegal payments , with an ad

DEVONSHIRE. – ADVOWSON of the
pendix of statutes. Fourth edition. adapted to and embody I FEBRUARY. Edited by W . F . FINLASON. Price
ing the recent changes in the law , including the Ballot Act, 28. I. History of English Law , II. Michaelmas Term and

RECTORY of EXBOURNE for SALE. The net
the instructions to returning officers in England and Scot Sittings. III. Qualifications of Special and Common

income is about £150, and there 18 a comfortable residence ; land , issued by the Home Office, and the whole of the Juries, by T . W . Erle . IV . Our Judicial System , part 13.
incumbent aged 61. - For further particulars, principals or statute law relating to the subject. Edited by HENRY V . Changes in the Judicature . VI. The Tichborne Trial
their colici ore only are referred to the accredited agent, HARDCASTLE , of the Inner Temple, Barrister -at -Law . Commitment for Contempt- Reviews, & c .
Mr. W . EMERY STARK , 33 (removed from 27) , Bedford-street, London : STEVENS and HAYNES, Law Publishers, Bell REEVES and TURNER, 100 , Chancery-lane.

Strand, W . O . yard , Temple -bar .

MHURCH PREFERMENT. near Chester. -
TAW MAGAZINE AND REVIEW . - The

U For SALE, the NEXT and ALTERNATE RIGHT
DAVIS'S LAW AND PRACTICE OF ELECTIONS. I only Magazine devoted to the interests of the Profes

of PRESENTATION to a plea ant COUNTRY BENE .
12mo., 15s ., cloth .

sion. Important feature in future numbers : Summary of

FICE . Incomeabout e320, and there is an excellent resi.

A MANUAL of the LAW of REGISTRA leading Business transacted in all the Courts of Law and
Equity in London , and Civil and Criminal Courts on Cir .

dence ; incumbentaged 66 . Price moderate. - Principals or TION and ELECTIONS. With a Supplement

their solicitors only are referred to the accredited agent,

cuit . Also Sries of Articies on the New Judicature Act
comprising the Cases on Appeal ; the Rules and Cases re

Mr. W . EMERY STARK, 23 (removed from 27), Bedford-street,
and Rules . Post, per annum , 23s . Id .

lating to Election Petitions ; the Poor Rate Assessment Act

Strand Quote F 3116 . )
REEVES and TURNER, 100 , hancery- lane .

1869 and a complete Index to the whole Work . By J . E .
DAVIS , Esq ., Barrister-at -Law , SEVENTH ISSUE .

TRAIG ' S BOOKKEEPING for SOLICI.
London : BUTTERWORTHA, 7, Fleet-street. Her Majesty ' s

Law Publishers . Now ready, super royal 8vo ., pp. 1000, price 158.,
U TORS. 1863. Price 1s . - Of the Author, ALFRED T .CRAIC , Accountant, 9 , King's -road , Bedford -row , W . O . STEPHEN 'S BLACKSTONE' S COMMENTARIES. CROCKFORD'S CLERICAL DIRECTORY

BYLES ON BILLS OF EXCHANGE. - Eleventh Edition
Seventh Edition .

Now ready, 4 vols ., 8vo ., £4 48., cloth . FOR 1874 .
Just published , DemySvo ., price 258. , cloth . MR. SERJEANT STEPHEN 'S NEW
TREATISE of the LAW of BILLS of

Being a Statistical Book of Reference for Facts relating to
M COMMENTARIES on the LAWS of ENGLAND, the Clergy and the Church .

EXCHANGE PROMMISSORY NOTES . BANK . partly founded on Blackstone. Seventh Edition . By
NOTES, and ( HECKS. By the Right Honourable Sir JAMES STEPHEN . Ee .. LL . D ., Judge of Oounty Courts ;

" During the years which have passed since its first issne.

JOHN BARNARD BYLES, late one of the Judges of I late Recorder of Poole , and formerly Professor of English

this Directory has established a reputation for remarkable

Her Majesty ' s Court of Common Plens. The Eleventh | Law at King' s College, London .

accuracy and completeness. As & statistical book of re

Edition , with Notes from the Fifth American Edition , by

ference for facts relating to the clergy and the Church , it is ,

MAURICE BARNARD BYLES , Esq ., of the Inner
London : BUTTERWORTHS, 7 . Fleet -street , Her Majesty 's

Law Publishers .

we believe , quite unequalled . There is first a list of the

Temple, Barrister -at -Law ,

Archbishops and Bishops of England and Wales, from the
first appointment since the commencement of the present

Londor : HENRY SWEET, 3, Chancery-lane Law Bookseller, SIR T . E . MAY'S PARLIAMENTARY PRACTICE.
and Publisher.

Seventh Edition .

century, and this is followed by the fullest information as to
the personnel of Cathedral, Dincesan , Capitnlar , and Col.

TAW EXAMINATIONS. - The TELE .
Just published , 8vo., 408 ., cloth . legiate Establishments . The Directory proper occupies

A TREATISE on the LAW , PRIVILEGES, nearly a thousand pages, and is a marvellous compilation of
U GRAM , No. 61, price 6d ., post free 7d ., just pub . PROCEEDINGS , and USAGE of PARLIAMENT. usefuldetails upon theappointmentsand principal writings

lished , contains Epitome of Smith ' s Lending Cares ( con .
of clergymen in the Church of England or Scotch Episcopal

tinued ), and the Answers to this Term 's Final Examination .
By Sir THOMAS ERSKINE MAY, K . C . B ., of the Middle

By H . WAKEHAM PURKIS , Erg . The Supplement,

Temple, Barrister -at- Law ; Clerk to the House of Com . Church . The last feature of the work is a full list of the
Benefices and Curacies in England and Wales, with re

price 6d ., contains the Auswers to the lutermediate Ques
mons. Seventh Edition , Revised and Enlarged .

tions.

CONTENTS : - Book I. Constitution , Powers and Privileges | ferences to the page and paragraph where fall particular

W . AMER . Lincoln ' s-inn -gate , W . C .

ofParliament. - Book II. Practice and Proceedings in Par , are given ." --Nottinghamshire Guardian .

liament. - Book III. The Manner of Passing Private Bills, I London : CLERICAL DIRECTORY OFFICE, 10, Wellington .

Just published, price 28 . 6d ., post free .
with the Standing Orders in both Houses, and the most street, Btrand , W . C .

PUILDING SOCIETIES and
recent Precedents.
London : BUTTERWORTHS. 7. Fleet-street , Her Majesty' s

BORROWERS - Instructions, Suggestions, Bules , Law Publishers .

and Tables, protective of their several interests . By
ROLLA ROUSE , Esq ., Barrister -at- law , Author of the GRANT'S BANKERS AND BANKING COMPANIES.
“ PracticalMan ." By R . A , FISHER .

London : W . MAXWELL and Sox, 29, Fleet-street . Just published , Svo ., 288., cloth . ROBE MAKERS

MHE LAW ALMANACK for 1874 , price 9d .
ORANT' S TREATISE on the LAW RE

I Publisbed by Thomas Scott,Warwick.court, Holborn ;
UT LATING to BANKERS and BANKING COM .

SOTTABY & Co. . Paternoster-row ; PEACOCK , Salisbury .
PANIES. Third Edition . With an Appendix of the By Special Appointment

equare ; and sold by all Law Booksellers and Stationers.
Statutes. By R . A . FISHER , Esq ., of the Middle Temple , TO HBR MAJESTY . THE LORD CHARCELLOL ,

Barrister -at - Law .
The Whole of the Judicial Bench ,

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS .
Loudon : BUTTERWORTHA, 7 , Fleet- street, Her Majesty ' s Corporation of London , & c .

Law Publishers.
Now ready, crown ootavo , cloth , price 168., SOLICITORS' AND REGISTRARS' GOWNS.

New Edition , revised and enlarged , Price 1s., by post 18. 2d .
BARRISTERS' AND QUEEN ' S COUNSELS ' DITTO

THE COMMENTARIES of GAIUS and DEAUTIES of FRENCH LITERATURE .
1 RULES of ULPIAN translated with Notes, by J. T . |

CORPORATION ROBES .

ABDY, LL. D ., Judge of County Courts, late Regius Pro. I the memoirsand letters of Madamede Sévigné and Madame
D A Translation into English, by JAMES LOWE, of UNIVERSITY AND CLERGY GOWNS, & c .

lessor of Laws, in the University of Cambridge ; and
Establishod 1689 .

BRYAN WALKER , M . A . , LL . D ., Law Lecturer of St.
la Duchesse D 'Orleans.

John ' s College, Cambridge. Edited for the Syndics of
London : HORACE Cox, 10.Wellington-street, Strand , W .C ' 94 , CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON ,

the University Press .
London : CAMBRIDGE WAREHOUSE , 17, Paternoster -Row :

Cambridge : DEIG TOX , BELL, and Co .
Now ready, New Edition for 1874,with all the new Knights,
TOD'S PEERAGE, BARONETAGE.

KNIGHTAGE, & c., for 1874 ( Thirty-fourth year),
containing more than one hundred new Peers, Baronets ,
Knights , and Knights of the Bath , corrected throughout
on the highest authority , OF
WHITTAKER and Co., Ave Maria- lane ; and all Booksellers.

Now ready.
THE SECOND EDITION (greatly enlarged and almost

entirely re -written ) of

EDE AND SON,

Just published , price £1 118.6d.,

THE SECOND EDITION

EQUITY IN THE COUNTY COURTS :

DORIA AND MACRAE'S

LAW AND PRACTICE IN BANKRUPTCY;
UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF

A MANUAL OF THE

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF THE COUNTY

COURTS IN EQUITABLE PROCEEDINGS,

Including the powers given by the Friendly Societies Act ,
the Charitable Trusts Acts, the Companies Acts , and all
other subjects of Jurisdiction not included under the heads
of Common Law , Admiralty, and Bankruptcy , with a
Chapter on the Probate Jurisdiction conferred by the Acts
of 1858 and 1873 , and Forms, Tables of Costs , and Lists of
Fees,

THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict. c . 71); THE DEBTOR'S
ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict. 0. 62) ;

AND THE

By HENRY FREDERICK GIBBONS, LL. B .,
AND

NATHANIEL NATHAN , B . A ., Barristers-at-Law .

BANKRUPTCY REPEAL AND INSOLVENT COURT ACT, 1869

(32 & 33 Vict. C. 83).
LOXDOX :HORACE COX, 10,WELLINGTON-STREET. STRAND. I AND ALL THE CASES AND DECISIONS OF ALL THE COURTS DOWN TO THE

NEW EDITION OF SAUNDERS'S LAW OF
PRESENT TIME.

BASTARDY.

THE LAW and PRACTICE of AFFILIA .
TION , containing the Bastardy Law Amendmeu t

Acts 1872 and 17% , the New Forms jus tissued by the Local
Government Board , and all the Decisionsupon the subject.
By THOMAS W . SAUNDERS, Barrister-at-Law , Recorder
of Bath . Sixth Edition . Price 68 . 6d ., cloth .
London : LAW TIMES Omice , 10, Wellington -street, Strand LONDON : " LAW TIMES ” OFFICE , 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND, W .C.

By A . A . DORIA, of Lincoln's Inn , Esq., B .C .L ., Barrister-at-Law .
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BRIEE PAA PAPER LOSS ,AS ,40.64.,6 . .6d. per per 1000 .

Introspectuses,and every

may choose a The Comparies, and to full particularsto the

PARTRIDGE AND COOPER .IT AW UNION FIRE AND LIFE | THE NEW SYSTEM OF BUYING A
INSURANCE COMPANY.

WHOLESALE & RETAIL STATIONERS, Chief Office .- 126 , CHANCERY-LANE LONDON , W . C . HOUSE WITHOUT MONEY.
192 , FLEET-STREET, AND 1 & 2 ,CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON , E . C .

Capital. - ONE MILLION STERLING .
Fully subscribed by upwards of 400 Shareholders, nearly all

Carriage paid to the Country on Orders exceeding 20s. ofwhom are members of the Legal Profession . | BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY .
DRAFT PAPER, 5s., 6s. 60 ., 78 . 6d., 75, 9d ., and 9s. 9d . per CHAIRMAN . - Sir William Foster, Bart., Norwich .

ream .
DEPUTY-CHAIRMAN . - James Cuddon , Esq ., Barrister-at 20 AND 30 , SOUTHAMPTON.BUILDINGS,

Law , Goldsmith 's -building, Temple .
BRIEF PAPER, 158, 60 ., 178, 6d . , and 238 , Bd . per ream . CHANCERY LANE, LONDON .

The Capital subscribed and Funds in hand amount to
FOOLSCAP PAPER, 108. 6d ., 128 , 6d . , and 158 . 6d . per ream , upwards of £1,380,000, affording unquestionable security .
CREAM LAID NOTE , 38 ., 4s., and 5s , per ream . The Directors invite attention to the new Form of LifeLARGE CREAM LAID NOTE, 4s. 6d., 68 . 6d ., and 8s . per ream . Policy , which is free from all conditions. MOST PERSONS ARE FAMILIAR withLARGE BLUE NOTE , Ss . 60 . , 4s . 6d ., and 6s. 6d . per ream . The Company ADVANCES Money on Mortgage of Life
ENVELOPES, CREAM OR BLUE, 4s. 6d ., and 6s. 6d ., per 1000 , what is known as the “ THREE YEARS' SYSTEM ”

Interests and Reversions, whether absolute or contingent.THE " TEMPLE " ENVELOPE, extra secure , 9s. 60 . per 1000. of the Pianoforte Makers, by which anyone who Hires an
Prospectuses , copies of the Directors' Report, and AnnualFOOLSCAP OFFICIAL ENVELOPES, 1s. 9d . per 100 . Instrumentand pays the fire for that period, becomes the

Balance Sheet, and every information sent post free on ap ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE. PreTHE NEW " VELLUM WOVE CLUB-HOUSE ” NOTE , plication to viously to the introduction of this plan it was almost as
9s . 6d , per ream , FRANK MÄGEDY, Actuary and Secretary. difficult for those of limited income to buy a good Pianoforte
“ We should direct particular attention to their New Club as tc BUY A HOUSE ; and persons went on year after

house Paper : in our opinion it is the very best paper we ever year, paying for the Hire of an Instrument, and expended
wrote upon. " - London Mirror . THE TEMPLE as much money as would have bought the Pianoforte

several times over.
INDENTURE SEINS, Printed and Machine-ruled , to hold twenty What will hold good for Pianofortes will hold good for
or thirty folios, 2s, 3d . per skin , 26s. per dozen , 125s. per HOUSES ; and there are many who would no doubt AVAIL
roll, THEMSELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY, if it was

SECONDS or FOLLOWERS, Ruled, ls , lid, each , 225. per dozen , afforded them , of becoming
1038 . per roll.

THE OWNER OF A HOUSERECORDS or MEMORIALS, 7d . each, 6s. 6d . per dozen .
in the sameway as they have already becomethe owner of

LEDGERS, DAY-BOOKS, CASH -BOOKS, LETTER OG MINUTE -BOOKS their pianoforte.
An immense stock in various bindings . THE DIRECTORS

ILLUSTRATED PRICE -LIST of Inkstands, Postage Scales
Copying Presses , Writing Cases, Despatch Boxes, Oak and OF THE

Walnut Stationery Cabinets, and other useful articles
adapted to Library or Office, post free . BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY

HAVE DETERMINED TO AFFORD

THUNERAL REFORM . – The exorbitant THE SAME FACILITIES FOR PURCHASING
items of the undertaker' s bill have long operated as HOUSES

an oppressive tax upon all classes of the community . With As now exist for Buying Pianofortes,
& view of applying _ a remedy to this serious evil the A HOUSE being, however, a more expensive article to PurLONDON NEOROPOLIS COMPANY, when opening

chase than & Pianoforte , the " Three Years' System ” willtheir extensive cemetery at Woking , held themselves pre
not apply , excepting in a very few cases ; so that a MOREpared to undertake the whole duties relating to interments LENGTHENED PERIOD IS NECESSARY over which

at fixed and moderate scales of charge, from which survivors the Timeof Hiring must extend ,may choose according to their means and the requirements
of the case . The Company also undertakes the conduct of In pursuance of this resolution
Funerals to other cemeteries, and to all parts of the United THE DIRECTORS HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTS
Kingdom . A pamphlet containing full particulars may be | TRADE MARK.)
obtained , or will be forwarded , upon application to the WITH
Chief Office, 2 , Lancaster -place , Strand , W . 0 .

THE OWNERS OF HOUSES
In various parts of London , and its Suburbs, by which they

TIMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE 22 , FLEET-STREET, LONDON are enabled to afford to the
COMPANY, (OPPOSITE CHANCERY-LANE).i , old Brood-street, E .C ., and 16 and 17, Pall -mall, S . W . Members of the Birkbeck Building

Capital, £1,600,000 . Paid -up and Invested , £700, 000 . The Largest, Cheapest, and BestWine Establishment in SocietyE . COZENS SMITH , GeneralManager. the World .
AND OTHERS

TQUITABLE REVERSIONARY A very wide CHOICE in theSELECTION both of HOUSES

INTEREST SOCIETY. and the locality in which they are situated . The Plan upon
BY THE GLASS, BY THE BOTTLE,

10 , Lancaster-place , Strand . which the Directors propose to proceed isBY THE GALLON, BY THE DOZEN ,
Established 1885. Capital paid -up, £480,000 . TO LET THESE HOUSES FOR A PERIOD OF

This Society purchases Reversionary Property and Life In AND BY THE CASK , TWELVE-AND- A -HALF YEARS ,
terests, and grants Loans on these securities. Forms of AT WHOLESALE PRICES ;Proposalmay be obtained at the office . At the end of which time, if the Rentbe regularly Paid,

F . S . CLAYTON , 2
EH AVTON Joint Secretaries. Or Packed in Hampers for Races and Picnics THE HOUSE

Will become the absolute Property of the
ANNUITIES AND REVERSIONS.

- AW
TenantREVERSIONARY INTEREST THE GRIDIRON

SOCIETY Is now complete and in full operation ,
WITROOT FURTHER PAYMENT OF ANY KIND.

68, CHANCERY-LANE , LONDON .
CHAIRMAN - Alfred H . Shadwell, Esq . CHOPS, STEAKS, & c ., & c ., ONE SHILLING. IN ALL CASES

DEPUTY-CHAIRMAN - H . Cecil Raikes , Esq ., M . P . POSSESSION OF THE HOUSE
Reversions and Life Interests purchased . Immediate and

Deferred Annuities granted in exchange for Reversionary 22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON WILL BE GIVEN

and Contingent Interests .
(Opposite Chancery-lane).

WITHOUT ANY IMMEDIATE OUTLAY IN MONEY.
Loansmay also be obtained on the security of Reversions, Excepting Payment of the Law Charges for the TitleAnnuities , Immediate , Deferred , and Contingent, and also Deeds, which in all cases will be restricted toEndowments , granted on favourable terms. KINAHAN ' S LL WHISKY Five GuineasProspectuses and Forms of Proposal, and allfurther infor

mation ,may be had at the office . BEYOXD THIS SMALL SUX

C : B . CLABON , Secretary. This celebrated andmost delicious old mellow spirit is the NO PAYMENT OF ANY KINDvery

MONEY, TIME, AND LIFE CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES , IS REQUIRED BY THE SOCIETY
ARE LOST IN THE EVENT OF In quality unrivalled , perfectly pure, and more wholesome BEYOND THE STIPULATED RENT, WHICH MAY

ACCIDENTAL INJURY OR DEATH . than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the red seal, pink BE PAID EITHER MONTHLY OR QUARTERLY.

Provide against these losses by a Policy of the label, and cork branded “ Kinahan 's LL, Whisky. " - Whole
sale Depot, 20, Great Titchfield -street, Oxford-6treet, W .AILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE COMPANY THE Rest PAYABLE BY THE TEXANT

AGAINST ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS. Includes Ground Rent and Insurance for
THE OLDEST AND LARGEST ACCIDENTAL ASSURANCE COMPANY . OHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

Hon . A . KINNAIRD, M . P ., Chairman , 145, CHEAPSIDE, the Whole Term .
PAID UP CAPITAL ,AND RESERVE FUND £140,000. LONDON , E . C . Although the Number of years for payment of Rent is fixed

ANNUAL INCOME £160 ,000 . at Twelve and- a -Haif,
ROOMS FOR MEETINGS.£810,000 have been paid as Compensation . A SHORTER PERIOD MAY BE CHOSEN AT AN

BONUS ALLOWED TO INSURERS OF FIVE YEARS' STANDING , Superior accommodation on theGround Floor for holding INCREASED RENTAL,
Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local Meetings of Creditors, Arbitrations , & c ., at reasonableAgents , or OR

terms. Conveniently situated , lofty , light, well -ventilated ,
64, CORNHILL, ANDI10 , REGENT-STREET, LONDON and quiet . A LONGER PERIOD AT A LOWER RENTAL ,

WILLIAM J. VIAN , Secretary. Apply to COOPER, CRAIG, and CRAIG , on the premises. The Terms of which may be ascertained on application to
the Manager .

GREAT CENTRAL WINE CELLARS,

THE MOST NOTED VINTAGES,

R

Clerical, Medical, and General Life Assurance Society.

. . . . . . . .

13, ST. JAMES'S SQUARE, LONDON , S .W .
CITY BRANCH : MANSION -HOUSE BUILDINGS, B :C .

FINANCIAL RESULTS.
The Annual Income, steadily increasing , exceeds £249,000
The Assurance Fund , safely invested , is over 1, 880 ,000
The New Policies in the last Year were 457, assuring ... ..... .. 304,457
The New Annual Premiumswere 9 ,770
The Bonus added to Policies in January 1872 was.. ... ... ... .. .... .. 323 ,871
The Total Claims by Death paid amount to ... . .. .. 3 ,169,601
The subsisting Assurancesland Bonuses amount to .. .. . 5 ,773,144 : )

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
CREDIT of half the firstufiveannual Premiums allowed on whole -term Policies on healthy Lives not over

sixty years of age.
ENDOWMENT ASSURANCES granted , without Profits, payable at Death, or on attaining a specified age.
INVALID LIVES assured at rates proportioned to the risk .

CLAIMS paid thirty days after proof of death .

REPORT, 1873.
The Forty -ninth Annual Report just issued, and the Balance Sheets for the year ending June 30, 1873 , as

rendered to the Board of Trade, can be obtained at either of the Society's Offices, or of any of its Agents.

GEORGE CUTOLIFFE, ACTUARY AND SECRETARY.
COMMISSION . - 10 por cont. on the First Premium , and 5 per cent, on Renewals , is allowed to Solicitors .

The Commission will be continued to the Person introducing the Assurance, without reference to the channel
through which the Premiumsmay be paid.

THE ADVANTAGES

OF THIS

New System of Purchasing a House,
MAY BE SUMMED UP AS FOLLOWS:

1 . Persons of Limited Income, Clerks, Shopmen , and
others. may, by becoming Tenants of the BIRKBECK
BUILDING SOCIETY, be placed at once in a posi. .on of

independence as regards their Landlord .

2. Their RENT CANNOT BE RAISED .
3 . They CANNOT BE TUIXED OUT OF POSSES.

SION so long as they pay their Rent.

4. NO FEES or FINES of any kind are chargeable.
5 . They can leave the Hough at any time without notice ,

rent being payable only to the time of giving up possession ,
6 . If circumstances compel them to leave the House

before the completion of their Twelve- and a Half Years'
Tenancy, they can Sub -let the House for the remainder of
the Term , or they can Transfer their right to another
Tenant.

7 . Finally , NO LIABILITY or RESPONSIBILITY of
any kind is incurred , beyond the Payment of Rentby those
who acquire Housesby this New System .
The BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY have on their

List severalHOUSES , which they are prepared to LET on
the TWELVE -AND- A -HALF YEARS' SYSTEM , and in
many cases Immediate Possession may be obtained .
The 'l erms on which Honses can be placed on this

Registermay be obtained on application to

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT,Manager .
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GRATEFUL – COMFORTING .

EPPS ' S COCOA.
BREAKFAST.

“ By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful

application of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa,Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately -flavoured

beverage which may save us many heavy doctors ' bills.” — Civil Service Gazette.

MADE SIMPLY WITH BOILING WATER OR MILK.

SOLD BY GROCERS IN PACKETS ONLY, LABELLED

JAMES EPPS and Co., HOMEOPATHIC CHEMISTS ,

48, THREADNEEDLE-STREET, AND 170, PICCADILL Y .

WORKS FOR DIETETIC PREPARATIONS, DIANA -PLACE, EUSTON-ROAD.

Sales by Juction.
Sales for the Year 1874. A valuable Policy of Assurance in the Standard Life Assur

!MESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and iNESSRS. VENTOMBUL and COOPERance Company .

VI FARMER ber to announce that their SALES of
will SELL hy AUCTION , at the MART, TokenChelsea . - Ground Rents , of a tenure perfectly equal to LANDED ESTATES, Town, Suburban , And Country

house -yard , on TUESDAY, FEB. 17th , at Twelve for OneFreehola , in two sums of £60 and 219 6s. per annum , Houses, Business Premises , Building Land, Ground Rents ,
o 'clock , a POLICY of ASSURANCE for £700, effected onsecured by separate leases on Seventeen well built Resi. Reversions, and other properties for the year 1874, will be
the life of a gentleman , now aged 79, in the Standard Lifedences, all respectably tenanted, situate in Luna -street , held at the Auction Mart, Tokenhouse-yard , in the city of

Chelsea , near the World ' End Tavern . The total rack
Assurance Company. Annual premium , L22 145, 6d .London, as follows :

rental is about £600 per annum . The land is held for an Tuesday, Feb . 10 Tuesday, May 19 ( Tuesday, Aug. 1 Particnlars and conditions of sale may be had as in pre
anexpired term of about 451 years , free of rent, and is Tuesday , Feb . 24 Tuesday , May 6 Tuesday, Aug . 11 ceding Advertisement,

also tithe free and exonerated from land tax. Tuesday, March 10 Tuesday , June 2 Tuesday, Aug . 18
Tuesday , March 17 Tuesday, Ang. 25

M
Tuesday, June 9 To Barristern, Solicitors, A - d others . - Gray' s -inn -square.

R . ROBINS (of 5 , Waterloo-place, Pall Tuesday, March 24 Tuesday, June 16 Tuesday, Oct. 6 A suite of convenient Chambers, comprising four good

M Mall) is directed to SELL the above GROUND Tuesday, March 31 Tuesday, June 23 Tuesday, Oct. 20 roomsand usualaccommodation , on the second floor of

RENTS attheMART, Tokenhouse-yard, Lothbury, E . C ., Tuesday, April 14 Tuesday , June 30 Tuesday, Oct. 27 No. 11, Gray'x -inn-square, held for an unexpired term of
on THURSDAY, FEB, 12, at Two o'clock pre isely , in Tuesday, April 21 Tuesday, July 7 Tuesday, Nov. 1 abont 38 years (and having been renewed from timeto
Two Lots , Tuesday , Auril 93 Tuesday, July 14 Tuesday, Nov. 24 timemay be con > idered as equal to freehold ) from the

Particulars of Tuesday,May 5 Tuesday, July 21 Tuesday, Dec. 8 . Honourable Society ofGray' s Inn , subject to their rules

E . J . BARRON , Esq., Solicitor, 55 , Lincoln 's Inn . Tuesday , May 12 Tuesday, July 23 and regulations, and now let at the inadequate ront of £40
per annum . To be SOLD by AUCTION by

fields, W . C . ; Auctions can also be held on other days besides those

at the Mart ; and of the AUCTIONEER . (Sale 13,623. ) above specified Due notice should in any case be given, IM ESSRS. VENTOM , BULL, and COOPER .
in order to insure proper publicity ; the period between 1 at the AUCTION MART, Tokenhouse-yard. OL

Perpetual Rentcharge, payable by the Governorand Com . such notice and the auction must of course considerably TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 19th , at Twelve for One o 'clock ,
pany of the New River. - To Trustees , Corporate Bodies , depend upon the nature of the property intended to be

Insurance Societies, and to all concerned in acquiring an sold . - 80, Cheapside, London , E . O . Particulars and Conditions of Salemay be had as in pre
Investmentoffering a security eqnivalent to Consols. ceding advertisement.

M R . ROBINS (of 5 . Waterloo -place. Paul Charlotte- street, Fitzroy-square,near to Oxford-etreet and
Tottenham .court road. - Re the late Mr. R . T . Chamen , MR. MARSH'S REGISTER of LANDEDM Mall), is favoured with directions to SELL by AUO . deceased. -- A very valuable Freehold Property (land -tax L ESTATES, Town and Country Residences, and

TION , at the MART, in Tokenhon - c- yard ,Lothbury, E . C ., redeemed ), consisting of an importantand substantial property of every description , is published monthly , and
on THURSDAY , FEB. 12, nt Two o 'clock precisely , a block of buildings, erected in the year 1868, upon the site may be obtained at the offices of Mr. A . M . YETTS (late
PERPETUAL RENTCHARGE of £40 per annum , ne of Percy Chapel, and comprising three spacioushouses, Mr Marsh ) . Auctioneer, Land , and Estate Agent, 54 ,
cured on certain freehold mills, lands, and premiser, being with four commanding shops, warehouse , and stabling , Cannon -street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on appli
part of the estates of the New River Company, situate in known as Nos. 15, 17 , and 17A , Charlotte-street ; four cation ,
the parishes of Ware and Grent Amwell, in the county of houses and shops in the rear, being Nos. 41A , 12A , 48A , and
Hertford , and payable by the Governor and Company of the 44A , Upper Rathbone place, and a splendid series of wine Surrey. -- A valuable Freehold Residential Property . eligibly
New River , under A special Act of Parliament granted for vaults extending under the entire premises. The property sitnate in a favonrite and select locality , posressing every

that purpose in the lith year of the reign of King George has a frontage of about soft . to Charlotte-street, a similar facility for railway communication , being within half an

II. The income is receivable half-yearly at the office of the frontage to Upper Rathbone- place, and covers an area of hour' s ride by rail , and a distance of twelve milesby road ,
New River Company, and is subject to a deduction for land . upwards of 7000 square feet. The whole of the ground from the metropolis. The situation of the property is :
taxof 840 8s. per annum and income-tax . floor ofthe Charlotte -street premises (which is admirably extremely pioturesque, and the neighbourhood in which it

Particulars may be had of wlapted for a large wine merchant' s and grocery estab is placed is surrounded by the best society . It comprises
lishinent, or for sub-division ; and, with other parts of B superior residence of handsomeelevation, erected within

Mefers. BOOTY8 and BAYLIFFE, Solicitors, 1, Ray. the property, for co -operative stores ), also thewine vanlts, the last ten years at considerable expense for the occups
mond -buildings, Gray's-ion , w . . . ; are in hand. The remainder is let to yearly and other tion of the owner, and contains eleven bed chambers,

at theMart ; and of the AUCTIONEER . ( Sale 13 ,021 .) tenants , at rents amounting together to about £700 per dreasing rooms, three reception rooms, billiard room , con
annum , less rates and taxes, which are paid by the land servatory . and well - arranged domestic offices. The

Brixton . - Freehold Ground Rents , with valuable revergion lord . The gross rental value of the entirety ( inclnding grounds are laid out with great taste , and embrace ans
in thirty -two and fifty -three years respectively , affording the portions in hand ) is estimated at about 21150 per area of 18 acres. The property is adapted for the residence
investments of an exceptionally eligible character, which annum . Should a purchaser desire to carry on the busi of a nobleman , banker,merchant, or private gentleman .
it would be impossible too highly to commend . ness of the late Mr. Chamen he may take the valuable Mstock of wines, spirits, and groceries at a fair valuation , R . MARSH is favoured with instructions

M R . ROBINS (of 5 , Waterloo-place, Pall and have almost immediate possession as & going concern . to SELL by AUCTION, at the Guildhall Coffee .

M Mall) is_ desired by the Representatives of the late MESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and
house , Gresham -street, at Twelve for One o ' clock . OR

Robert Stone, Esq .. to SELL by AUCTION,at the MART, THURSDAY, MAY 21, the above desirable RÉSIDEN
in Token bouse -yard, E . C ., on THURSDAY, FEBRUARY M FARMER are instructed by the Mortgages , with TIAL PROPERTY . situate and known as River -hill, Wor.
12 , at Two o 'clock , in Eight Lots , FREEHOLD GROUND the concurrence of the Trustees , to SELL, at the Mart, on cester-park , near Ewell and Kingston, and within easy
RENTS, reserved in various sums, ranging from £45 to £9 | TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, at Two, in one lot unless roach of Epsom .
per annum , amounting in all to eirs per annum , super previously disposed of by private treaty ), thevery important Particulars and plans may shortly be obtained of Mr.
abundantly secured on certain desirable residences, dwel FREEHOLD PROPERTY above described, A . M . YETT: ( late Mr. Marsh ), No. 51, Cannon -street. E .C .
ling houses, shops, and premises, situate in Church -road, in | Particulars, with plans, & c . , may be had of
Bffre - road , and in Water-lane, Brixton . The present rack ALFRED C . CRONIN , Esq., Solicitor, 3 , Bloomsbury.
rental is £i3 1 , and the estimated annual value in reversion Rquare : of
considerably excpeds this sum . The reversion to the pro Messrs. RIVINGTON and SON , Solicitors , 1, Fen .
perties in Church -rowi will occur in thirty -two years, and church -buildings ; of
to the properties in Effra -road and Water-lane in fifty -two Messrs.PLEWSand'IRVINE, Solicitors, No.si, Mark VALUED OR PURCHASED.
years , lane :

Full particulars and plans may be had in due course at land of the Auctioneers, 80 , Cheapside. MARTIN R . COBBETT,
the chief inns at Brixton ; of

Messre. BOOTYS and BAYLIFFE, Solicitors, 1, Ray. Valuable Absolute Reversions to £1900 New Three per
mond -buildings, Gray ' s - inn , W . C . ; Cents , and £6 per annum in ENGLISH AND FOREIGN TIMBER MERCHANT,Red Sea Annuities ;

the Life Interest of a gentleman in a Copyhold House on
at the Mart ; and ofthe AUCTIONEER. (Sale 13,622.) Barnes green , let at 270 per annum ; & Contingent Life ST. THOMAS-STREET, LONDON, S.E .

Interest in the sumsof £1070 and £1400 ; and Two valuable
MR.DAVID J. CHATTELL, wbo inspects Policies of Assurance in the Scottish Widows Fund, for An Estimate given free for any quantity, however small or

Lall Ground Rents entrusted to him for disposal, £3000 and £2000 respectively, with bonus additionsamount or large, in any part of the United Kingdom .
invites BUYERS or SELLERS of Ground Rents to CALL ing to £2800 .
upon or COMMUNICATE with him at his well-known MESSRS. VENTOM , BULL, and COOPER SYCAMORE AND LIME TIMBER WANTED.
corner Offices, 29A, Lincoln ' s- inn -fields. No commission
charged to purchasers , will SELL by AUCTION , at the MART, Token .

house -yard , on TUESDAY, FEB . 17, at Twelve for One

TREEHOLD AND LEASEHOLD GROUND
O 'clock , the following INTERESTS : THE SANS-PLIS SHIRT,
Lot 1. The ABSOLUTE REVERSION to €1900 NEW

RENTS. -- Mr. DAVID J . CHATTELL, having for THREE per CENTS. . subject to the life of a lady now REGISTERED Nov, 1848.
many years devoted his particular attention to this class of aged 64.

investments, is, through his extensive and constantly in . Lot 2. The ABSOLUTE REVERSION to £64 per
creasing connection , enabled to dispose of Ground Rents , annum in Red Sen A Specially adapted to meet thewants

anpum ntiein Red Sea Annuities, terminable in 1902 , and
without delay, at fair market prices. The Special subject to the same life . of
Monthly List , containing particulars of numerons parcels, Lots. The LIFE INTEREST of a GENTLEMAN , now
paying various rates of interest,and suitable for theemploy. aged 67, in a COPYHOLD HOUSE , on Barnes.green , now BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS
mentof large or small amonnta, may be had , gratis , on let at £70 per annum . and
application at his Offices , 29A , ( corner of) Lincoln 's -inn . Lot . A CONTINGENT LIFE INTEREST of a
fields, and forms the best medium between buyers and GENTLEMAN , now aged 67, subject to his surviving a lady GENTLEMEN OF SEDENTARY PURSUITE
sellers . now aged 59 , in theSUMS of £1000 and 21400 .

Lot 5 . Two POLICIES of ASSURANCE in the SCOT. Ease Combined with a Perfect Fit.
VESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and TISH WIDOWY FUND , effected on the life of a gentle .

FARMER'S LIST of ESTATES and HOUSES man , now aged sixty -seven , for £3000 and £2000 respectively . Patterns and Particulars of Measure

to be SOLD or LET, including Landed Estates , Town and with bonus additionsamounting to £2800 . Annual preminm ment free by post.

Country Residences, Hunting and Shooting Quarters, £186 178 . 6d . Notice has been given by theoffice that another
Farms, Ground Rents, Rentcharges, House Property, and bonus will be declared in May.
Investinente generally, is PUBLISHED on the first day of | Particulars and conditions ofsale may be had of
each month , and may be obtained , free of charge, at their Messrs . LAWRANCE, PLEWS, and BOYER, Solici. 51, CONDUIT-STREET,BOND-STREET,

Offices, so , Cheapside. E . C ., or will be sent by post in return tore, 14, Old Jewry- Chambers ; of
for two stamps. Particulars for insertion should be Messrs. C . F . KEMP, FORD , and Co ., Accountants, 8, Printed and published by HCRACE Cox, at 10 . Wellington
received not later than four days previous to the end of the Walbrook ; street , Stran 1 , London , W . C . , in the Counts of Middlesex
precedingmonth , ! at the Mart; and of theAUCTIOXEERS,8 , Bucklersbury, E . C . - Saturday, Jan. 31, 1874 .

TIMBER , STANDING OR FELLED,

Lima

BURDEN AND KEER
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Money, Wanted and to Lend.

THE IMPROVEMENILOAR,and ENTRAN Wallin

Practices, Manted and for Sale.

I AW . -- A Solicitor experienced in Convey - | T AW . - WANTED , by a Gentleman (aged
I ancing and General Business desires PARTNER 22, admitted last term ), a OLERKSHIP in a good

SHIP with ultimate Succession to the Bariness of an Office. Experience chief object. Highest references.

M HE IMPROVEMENT of LANDED elderly Solicitor. - Address " W . W ." (No. 1611 ), 10, " Lex," Post -office, Rochford, Essex .
Wellington -street, Strand, W .C .ESTATES. - The LAND , LOAX , and ENFRAN . TAW . - WANTED, by the Advertiser (agedÕHISEMENT COMPANY (incorporated by special Act of

Parliament) ADVANCES MONEY I AW . - A Solicitor (aged 28 ), with a U $2), well up in accounts , the duties of Clerk to a
Local Board of Health , and the general routine of a Soli.Practice producing about £200 per annum , islst . - To the Owners of Settled and other Estates, for

the Erection of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES , DESIROUS of joining another Solicitor in a good practice citor's Office , a situation in a country office as General
and for the DRAINAGE , IRRIGATION , ENCLOSING , in 1 ondon with a view to AMALGAMATION : an elderly | OLERK . - Address " A . B ., " post office. Batley .

CLEARING , and general Improvement of LANDED Pro gentleman preferred. The highest references can be given .
perty in any part of the United Kingdom : IT AW .- Advertiser (aged 21) seeks an EN- Address " R ." (No. 1611 ), 10 , Wellington .street, Strand ,

2nd . - To the Owners of Settled Estates in England , for W . C . U GAGEMENT as Copying, Engrossing, and General
the ERECTION or COMPLETION of MANSIONS, CLERK . Could undertake ponting. Five years' excellent

STABLES , and OUTBUILDINGS : TAW PARTNERSHIP or PRACTICE references as to character, & c . from present emplovers .
Srd . - To Landowners generally , to enable them to snb U A Solicitor of good position and experience in the Pro Salary moderate . -- Address " Lex , " Port-office , Colchester .

scribe for Shares in Companies for the CONSTRUCTION fession , more particularly in Conveyincing, and who can
of RAILWAYS and NAVIGABLE CANALS, which will introduce business, desires to treat for & SHARE in or TAW . - WANTED shortly , a Managing
beneficially affect their Estates : succes- ion to a Moderate PRACTICE , or would manage a Conveyancing CLERKSHIP , without supervision ,

4th . - To INCUMBENTS, for the Improvement of their Branch office. The highest references. - Address " C . C ., " in a first-class Country office . Liberal salary lexpected .
GLEBE LANDS, by Drainage , and the Erection of FARM Messrs . Hooper and Son , 69, Ludgate-hill. Advertiser is a sound English Churchman . - Address
BUILDINGS and COTTAGES : “ Clericns, " 11. Clayton -street Birkenhead . .
5th . - TO COPYHOLDERS for the ENFRANCHISE T AW - WANTED, by a Gentleman (passed

MENT of COPYHOLD LANDS . last Hilary , of good position , who has command of T AW . – WANTED , a SITUATION as
The amount borrowed with the expenses would be charged money for investment, and experience in Chancery and Con . | Managing Common Law and GeneralCLERK . Can

on the estate benefited , and repaid by a rentcharge, termi. veyancing , a PARTNERSHIP , or CLERK HIP with a materially assist in Conveyancing . Salary £2 10s . per week .

nating in twenty - five years . view thereto , in a well established practice ; Town pre - Address “ W . A .," 18 , Jubilee -place, King 's - road , Chelsea ,
NO INVESTIGATION OF THE LANDOWNER'S ferred . - Address " E . N ." (No. 1611), 10, Wellington -street, S . W .

TITLE IS NECESSARY. Strand . W . C .
TAW . - SITUATION REQUIRED. - Fully

Forms of application , and all further particulars ,may be T AW - A Solicitor. Managing Clerk in aobtained of Messrs . Rawlence and Squarey, 22, Great George ll experienced in Conveyancing, County Court, and
street, Westminster, 3 . W ., and Salisbury ; of Messrs . Li London office of good standing . desires to JOIN a Magisterial business, and of Local Board and Highway
Ashurst, Morris , and Co., Solicitors, 6 , Old Jewry, London , firm in the Country, Norfolk or Sntfolk preferred ; hasBoard ; could manage branch office . Excellent testimonials
E .C . ; of Messrs. Gillespie and Paterson , W .S ., SIA , George capital. Preliminary Clerkship would not be objected to . and security . " Lex , " Post-office, Norbiton , S . W .

street, Edinburgh , agents for the Company in Scotland ; No agents need apply . - Address * F .. " Messrs. Cox and
and at the Offices of the Company asbelow . Sons, Law Stationers, Chancery-lane . W . C . T AW - WANTED, by a Gentleman whose

T . PÄIN , Managing Director .
TAW - A Solicitor of eight years ' standing, (Chancery or Conveyancing ) in a Town office, with a viewu

EDWIN GARROD , Secretary .
artioles will expire in June next, a OLERKSHIP

Land , Loan , and Enfranchisement Company, U who has had large experience in Commercial, Admi. to PARTNERSHIP. The advertiser has a good connec
No. 22 , Great George -street, Westminster, S . W . ralty , and Chancery Law , wishes to join a well-established tion , and could introduce capital to the amount of £ .000.

Firm as WORKING PARTNER. Hewould accept a t m . Address " H . J. P .;" 10, Tae Mall, Kensington , W .
M ONEY. - Various SUMS up to £500 ,000 porary appointment as Managing Clerk , with the view to a

I ready for immediate INVESTMENT. Present rates Parın rship . First- c asreferences . -- Address “ J ., " Messrs . TAW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman (aged
of Interest, Freeholds ( Trustees' Securities ) 81 per Cent. : Hooper and Son , 9 , Ludgate - hill, London , B . C . U 22 , recently admitted ), & SITUATION , in a small
Leaseholds, Houses, Mines, Collieries, Public Works, Public office to ASSIST the Principal ; good references. - Ad .
Rates, Ground -rents , and similar Securities at proportion dress " F .," Wilkinson and Son , 49, Coleman-stree , E . C .
ately low rates. - Apply to MR. BAILEY, 29, Walbrook , City , TAW . - A Gentleman ( B . A . Camb., admittedLondon,

U Michaelmas Term , 1878 ) wishes for en ENGAGE

MONEY LENT - £3 to £500, with and ITORS to RETIRE MENT as Conveyancing and Chancery CLERK , in an

1 without Sureties, upon Promissory Notes, Furnitnre ,
office in Town . Salary not so much an object as the gaining .l from PRACTICE - A Gentleman of great experience

wishes to PURCHASE the SUCCESSION to a thoroughlyGoods, Deeds, Life Policies , Shares, Jewellery, kc., from
of experience. - Address " E , E . T ." (No. 1811 , 10, Welling.

onemonth to three years. Formsgratis . Bills discounted .
ton -street, Strand, W . C .

respectable PRACTICE , chiefly Conveyancinx, net income
Offices : 71 , Fleet-street, Cits , E . C . , and 3 . Pullen 's -row , not less than £1000 per Annum . Advertiser would not T AW . – WANTED, by a GentlemanHigh -street, Islington , N . Katablished thirty -four years . object to PURCHASE a SHARE (not less than £80 ) per
Open daily . - W . M . READ , Manager . annam net ), in a well established and respectable Practice . U (Admitted ), a RE -ENGAGEMENT as a Conveyancing

Adverti er has had twenty years' experience, and will give or tieneral CLERK , under supervision . Aged 25 . lol
MUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION references of the highest respectability to members of both references. - Address " E . T .," Post-office, Great Portland .

street, London, W .
I

branches of the Profession , -- Address " A . B . , " care of
( Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1850), 14 , Rus.

sell- street, Covent-garden , London, and 38 , Ship -street,
A . T . Craig , Esq ., 9, King' s- road , Bedford -row . W . 0 .

I AW . - WANTED, by a Young Man (aged
Brighton , ADVANCES MONEY upon Personal Security , TAW PRACTICE . - Country PRACTICE U 24 ), a SITUATION as GeneralCLERK ; has a know .
Bills of Sale , Deeds, & c ., repayable by instalments. Bills
promptly discounted , Forms free on receipt of stamped U ledige of County Court and Magisterial Business. Canfor SALE, Thirty Miles from London ; small ; good

engtos and copy neatly - A dress " Y . Z ." (No. 1611), 10 ,
euvelope. C . R . WRIGHT, Secretary . introduction . - Addre 's " S . J ., " care of Mr. Noad , Law

Stationer, 59, Carey.street, Chancery-lane, London . Wellington -street , Strand , W . C .

MONEY ADVANCED at a Day's Notice AW . - An experienced and trustworthy
M (from £40 upwards) to respectable householders in CLERK seeks an ENGAGEMENT. He is a skilledSituations, Wanted and Vacant.

the London District upon MORTGAGE of their PURNI. Conveyanc r , can take cherge of part of the Business, and
TURE without removal, repayablo by easy instalmente , carry matters through with slight supervision . Salary £80 ,
Yo charge of any kind unlessmoney advanced. As this does IT AW .- WANTED, by the Advertiser (aged

- Address " Beta ," Mr. Lee's , Watcumaker, Queet -street,
not emanate from an agent,applicants must apply personally Burlem ,
to Mr. BAUGIAX ,81, Southampton -buildings, Chancery- lane. 1 23), who has had ten years' experience, à ŘE.
The public are cautioned against paying preliminary fees to ENGAGEMENT as Assistant Conveyancing and General T AW .- WANTED , by a Solicitor (admitted
pretendere . CLERK . - Address " T . W . ." 7 , Colville-road , Bayswater. U in 1869 ), a Mazaging Conveyancing, or Conveyancing

and Chancery CLERKSHIP in an office of good practice .
A Clerkship with a view to Partnership preferred . - Ad.T EGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY IT AW . - COSTS and GENERAL CLERK.

WANTED, an ENGAGEMENT in the above capa
dress " W . G .,

Mr. O . E .MASON, AUDITOR, LIQUIDATOR , and
care of Mr. Crawley, 26 , Clifton -crescent,

city : fifteen years' references. - Address " 1 . 0 . N . " (No. 1611) ,ACCOUNTANT, 30 , Essex-street, Strand, London .
Asylum -road , Peckham .

| 10, Wellington-street, Strand, London , W . C . T AW . - WANTED, by a Young Man , who ..
TAW BOOK -KEEPING , byMr. G . J. KAIN ,TL AW . - A Gentleman ofmatured experience, has had some years' general experience, a SITUA .

U F . S . S ., of the firm of Kain , Bnilen , Eldridge, and Co., TION as Shorthand CLERK in & Solicitor's office. Is a
ma coil L acquired in offices (both London and Provincial) ofLaw Accountants . THREE METHODS, viz ., Single and good Shorthand Writer, and would be willing to assist

Double Column Svetems ( in one volume 78 . 6 . Triple the highest eminence, seeks a Conveyancing CLERKSHIP generally . Salary 258. a week at commencement.- Address
Column 'ninth edition ) , 6s.

in Town, salary 28 ) guineas .-- Apply to " W . " (No . 1611 ), " H . M . H , " Post-office, Yeovil.
WATERLOW and Soxs, Birchin -lane, and London -wall. 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, W . 0 .

TAW COSTS.- J . HARCOURT SMITH , T AW - A SOLICITOR of good experience, T AW . - A Gentleman (aged 24 ), who will be
U admitted at Easter next, is desirous of meeting with

U LL. B . of London ( in Honours) , seeks & RE-EN .
U Costs Draftsman and Accountant, having had 1 GAGEMENT in a London ottice of general pra stice . & CLERKSHIP in a good Conveyancing firm , under a

twenty years' varied experience , DRAFTS and SETTLES supervision . - Address " A . N ., " care of Messrs, Lempriere,
Address " G . H . R ., " Woodside, Ealine, W .

Cosis in all Courts, and matters in Town and Country . Turner, and Clayton , 56, Lincoln 's Inn- fields .
References to eminent London and provincial firms. T AW . - A Young Solicitor, admitted last T AW . - CHANCERY MANAGEMENT. - A
Offices : 6 , King-street, Cheapside, E . C . Term , wishes for an ENGAGEMENT as Convey. U Gentleman (notadmitted ) ofmany years 'experience ,ancing or General CLERK in a first -class office in London I without supervision, in Town , desires RE -ENGAGE

ortheCountry. ---Address “ B . S . W .. " Post- office, Spaldine. TMENT. or Conveyancing only. Highest references.
Partnerships, Wanted and Vacant.

T AW . - -CONVEYANCING . - A Gentleman Address " S ., " care of Messrs. Harwar and Son , 3 , Bell .
yard, Temple Bar

T AW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman (aged
(admitted ) desires a RE -ENGAGEMENT as Convey .

ancing CLERK (Managing or otherwise ), in a good office . T AW . - WANTED , by the Advertiser (aged
U 25 ) & PARTNERSHIP . or a CLERKSHIP with a Salary about £180. Unexceptionable references . - Address U 26, married ), a SITUATION as Assistant Con

view to a Partnership , in London or the Country . The Ad * * B . Y . ” (No . 1611) , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , W . C . veyancing CLERK , in a London office , hos had twelve
vertiser has had experience in good offices in Conveyancing years' experience in Country offices. Can abstract, draw
and Chancery Practice , and also in Magisterial Work . A TAW . - A Firm wish to recommend a ordinary drafts and bills of costa . A good accountan :.
fair premium will be paid . The highest re!erences given Clerk as Common Law and Chancery, or General Address " A . D ..' 45, Hall-street, City-road, N .
and required. - addre 's “ Lex,” Post-office, Salisbury, Managing CLERK ; is thoroughly competent in allbranches. T AW . - WANTED, by the Advertiser, a
TAW PARTNERSHIP . - A Solicitor having Good Costs Draftsman and Advocate ; fifteen years ' ex . U RE-ENGAGEMENT as Chancery and Commonperience. - - " M ., " 78 , Newman street, Oxford -street, W .U a first-class City Practice desires to secure the ser . Law CLERK Fifteen years' experience . Thoroughly
vices of a Gentleman as WORKING PARTNER . The T AW . - WANTED , an ENGAGEMENT as understands the routine of a Solicitor 's Office . Twen y
usual premium will be required for any share of the Profite .

UApplicantmust bave had experience in a London office . A
1 years in last employment.Bill, Common Law , Bankruptcy , or Assistant Chan Town or Country . Salary
required, £150 . - Address " F . E . M .," 10 . Claremont-place,

preliminary Clerkship if desired . The strictest investiga . cery CLERK, nine years ' reference .-- Address " X " 50,
tion and references will be given and required -- Address, in Walford - road , Stoke Newington , N . Hornsey-road, N .

first instance, " M . B ., ” care of J . Emanuel, 27, Walbrook , T AW . - WANTED , by the Advertiser (aged I AW . - A Gentleman (admitted ) possessing
E . C .

U 20 . total abstainer ), & SITUATION as Copying and I testimonials for probity and business energy. is open toU a thorough knowledge of the Law , and the highest

r AW PARTNERSHIP - A Solicitor | Engrossing CLERK . London preferred . Four year " good undertake the confidential MANAGEMENT of the Con .
( Admitted in Easter Term 1869 ) desires to negotiate reference - Address "HA.. " Posteoftime ,Manningtree.

veyancing or theCommon Law department of an office, or
for a WORKING PARTNERSHIP in a well-established AW . - WANTED, by a respectable Young he would assist generally if desired . - Address " Fides "
Conveyancing Practice in the Country. Since his admis
sion, the advertiser has held Managing Conveyancing U (No. 1611) , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , W . C .Man in the Country, as Copying and General
Clerkships both in town and country otfices , and he is now CLERK . The highest references from present employers. LAW . - WANTED, an Experienced Country
acting in that capacity to a solicitor having a large and - Address " T . E . " (No. 1611) , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , CLERK , who can carry through an Executorship
Varied practice in an extensive mining district in one of the
Midland Counties. The advertiser is well connected, and can

Business without supervision , Salary 8 :20 per annum .TAW . - WANTED , by a Solicitor (aged 28 ), Address " M . " (Ne, 1610 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand ,
command capital to a considerable extent, and is p epared fully competent to actwithout supervision, a General
to pay a fair premium . A short preliminary Clerkship pre Managing CLERKSHIP : is a good Advocate, well up in
Terred . --Address " M . A .." Messrs. Wat SITUATIONS WANTED and VACANT con ." Messrs. Waterlow and Sons, Practice, and accustomed to rdvise cliente. Address
Birchin -lane, London, E .C . • B . 0 . L . ” (No. 1611) , 10 , Wellington - street, Strand, tinued on next page.
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Sales by Suction.

large to £1900
ties : the nes-gieen the sum

ot 2. A Pon 282 23.6d us addition

Slonveyanckiness.
Ferences.

colnshire

W . C .

T AW . - A Gentleman (aged 24 ), recently
Marylebone, on the Portm in and Portland Estates. - Valu

able Leasehold Investments, comprising private resi.
U admitted , having transacted the business of Magis . dences, shops, and stabling, held for terms varying fromtrates and County Courts, with other appointments. & c ., 14 to 30 years unexpired , at ground -rents, and producingduring articles, and served last year in London , now desires In Liquidation . - By order of the Trustee and Committee together about 2650 pºr annum . Byorder of the TrusteesCLERKSHIP for further experience . Highest references . of Inspection . - Two valuable old Policies of Assurance in

of the will of the late Robert McIntosh, Esq .- Address “ F . S . ” (No. 1611) , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , the Scottish Widows' Fund , for £3000 and £2000 respec .

W . C . tively , with bonus additions amounting to £2790, and very MEESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON, and
large expected further bonuses ; valuable Absolute Rever FARMER will SELL at theMART, on TUESDAY,

T AW . - An experienced Gentleman , ad sions to £1900 New Three per Cents ., and £64 per annum FEBRUARY 24th , at Two, in seven Lots, the following
mitted 1870, seeks an ENGAGEMENT as Convey . Red Ses Annuities ; the Life Interest of a gentleman in a LEASEHOLD PROPERTIES , viz .:

ancing or General OLERK , Town or Country, and either Copyhold House on Barnes- green , let at £70 per annum : Lot 1. - 26, UPPER BERKELEY -STREET, Portman .with or without a view to Partnership . Would assist with and a Contingent Life Interest in the sumsof £1000 and square. -- A capital Residence , let on lease at £100 per annum ,

Shorthand , Highest references and moderate salary. £1400 . and stabling in the rear, known as 26 , Cumberland-mews
Address " JUNIUS " ( 1611), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , MESSRS. VENTOM , BULL, and COOPER north , let at £20 per annum . Held for 14 years unexpired ,
W . 0 . at a ground -rent of £12 12s .

will SELL by AUCTION , at the MART, Token . Lot 2 . - 18 , CRAWFORD -STREET. - A House and Shon
T AW . - The Advertiser, a Gentleman with house -yard . on TUESDAY, FEB. 17 , at Twelve for One let at 470 per annum , and held for thirty years unexpired ,at
U long and extensive Practical experience, will shortly

o 'clock , the following INTERESTS : a ground rent of £7 78 .
be open to a RE-ENGAGEMENTas a Managing CLERK . Lot 1 . A POLICY of ASSURANCE in the SCOTTISH Lot 3. - 80, UPPER BAKER -STREET. - A Private Regi.
Is thoroughly conversant with all Branches of the Profes WIDOWS' FUND , effected on the life of a gentleman now dence , let on lease at 475 per annum ; and stabling in the
sion , and a good correspondent. Salary e130 . - “ R . H . R . " aged 66 , for £3000 , with bonus additions amounting to £1680 , rear, known as 80, Park - lane, let at £14 per annum . Held

(No. 1611), 10, Wellington -street , Strand , W . O . annualpremium 282 28 . 6d . for twenty-seven years unexpired, at a ground rentof 66 6s.

Lot 2 . A POLIOY of ASSURANCE in the same office Lot 4 . - 12 and 13, PARK-PLACE, Upper Baker-street.
T AW . -WANTED, by an experienced and on the same life , for £2000, with bonus additions Two Private Residences, let on lease at £150 per annum ;
U General CLERK , disengaged on the 20th inst., a amounting to £1120 . Annual premium £51 158 . A further and two gmall Shops in the rear, known as 25a and 25b ,

SITUATION in a Provincial office . Conversant with
bonus will be declared in May on the above Policies, which Park -street, let at £38 per annum , Held for twenty -seven

Conveyancing, Common Law , Magisterial, Union , and it is anticipated will be of very large amount. years unexpired , at a ground rent of €14 148 .

general business. Aged 32. Married . Unexceptionable tes. Lot 3 . The ABSOLUTE REVERSION to £1900 NEW Lot 5. - 10 . YORK -STREET, Baker -street. A spacious

timonials and references. - Address “ A . B . ." Waterloo THREE PER CENTS , receivable on the death (without Residence, let on lease at eso per annum ; and stabling

street, Market Rasen , Lincolnshire . issue) of a lady now aged 61. known as 11,Great York-mews; let on lease at £26 58. per
Lot 4 . The ABSOLUTE REVERSION to £64 in RED annum . Held for fourteen years unexpired at & ground

TAW . - An experienced Solicitor, Certifi SEA ANNUITIES, terminable in 1902, and subject to the rent of £ ' 3 2s. 6d .
cated (recommended by medical attendant to leave an same life .

Lot 6 . - 7 , BEAUMONT-STREET. - A Private Residence.
an healthy locality , where the former is now in good prac let on lease at £55 per annum ; and held for fifteen and &

Lot 5. The LIFE INTEREST of a gentleman , now aged
tice ), would take the Management of a Branch Business on quarter years unexpired , at a ground rent of £9 Ss .

arranged terme, or a Managing CLERKSHIP in a General
67, during the joint lives of himself and his wife , now aged

Practice ; accustomed to Advocacy. Satisfactory references
58, in a COPYHOLD HOUSE od Barnes-green , now let at Lot 7 . - 24 , NORTHUMBERLAND-MEWS. Notting .

ham -street. - Stabling. let at £18 per annum , and held for

given and required . - Address “ Work ” (No. 1611), 10 , Wel. £70 per annum . seventeen years unexpired, at a peppercorn .
lington -street , Strand, W . O . Lot 6 . A CONTINGENTLIFE INTEREST of a gentle . Particulars of

man , now aged 66 , subject to his surviving a lady, now aged
T AW . - WANTED, in an Office in the North 57, in the SUMS of 21000 and £1400 , invested upon mort R . B . BEDDOME, Esq., Solicitor, 27, Nicholas-lane,
U

Lombard -street ;gage of a freehold estate.of England a General Managing CLERK , one and of the AUCTIONEERS , 80, Cheapside, E . C .
having knowledge of Shipping and Notarialbusiness pre Particulars and conditions of sale may be had of

ferred . - Apply " Town Clerk , " Messrs . Redpath and Messrs . LAWRANCE, PLEWS, and BOYER , Soli . City of London . - A valuable Freehold Property , situate in
Holdsworth , Solicitors, 23, Bush -lane, Cannon -street, E . C . citors, 14, Old Jewry -chambers ; Long-lane, close to Aldersgate -street, covering the large

area of about 6000 square feet. In addition to an entrance
I AW . - WANTED, an expeditious Copying Messrs. C . F . KEMP, FORD, and Co., Accountants,

8 , Walbrook ; in Long lane, it has frontages to Cloth -street and New
and Engrossing CLERK , good character indispensa. at the Mart ;and of the AUCTIONEERS, 8, Bucklersbury, E . C . street, and offers an admirable site for the erection of a

ble . - Apply , stating age, salary required , and references, warehouse, manufactory , or other business premises. For

to “ F . W . F . " (No. 1611), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, A valuable Policy of Assurance in the Standard Life Assur. sale with possession ,

ance Company. MESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and
TAW . - WANTED , in a County Court or MESSRS. VENTOM , BULL,and COOPER IL FARMER will sell at the MART, on TUESDAY,

will SELL by AUCTION , at the MART, TokenJustices ' Clerk 's Office , a CLERK , whomust be tho
MARCH 10th , attwo, in one lot,the importantFREEHOLD

roughly acquainted with the system ofmaking the County
PROPERTY,known as 91), Long-lane, comprising extensivehouse-yard, on TUESDAY, FEB . 17th , at Twelve for One
ranges of workshops , together with a dwelling house . engineo 'clock , a POLICY of ASSURANCE for £700, effected onCourt Returns. - Andress , stating age, references, and

salary required , to " W . . " 48. Lincoln 's Inn Fields. the life of a gentleman , now aged 79 , in the Standard Life house, tall brick chimney Rhaft. and other conveniences.
Assurance Company. Annual premium , £22 145. 5d . The premises have an entrance in Long-lane, opposite

T AW . – An experienced Conveyancing Particulars and conditions of salemay be had as in pre
Aldersgate -street station , besides frontages to Cloth -street
and New -street, and cover an area of about 6000 square feet.U CLERK (accustomed to th4 partial supervision of ceding Advertisement, They are now occupied by Mr. Wm . Bishop , wholesalePrincipal) desires a RE -ENGAGEMENT in Town . Ace stationer, but possession can be had , and , with the existing

29. - Address " A . K .," 51, Frederick -street, Gray 's- inn -road . To Barristers , Solicitors, & od others.-- Gray's -inn -square. structure removed , the property offers an admirable site

W . 0 A suite of convenient Chambers, comprising four good for the erection of a manufactory, warehouse, or other

T AW . - WANTED , an intelligent CLERK rooms and usual accommodation , on the second floor of business premises, which from the central situation would
No. 11, Gray 's - inn -square, held for an unexpired term of no doubt at once command a tenant at a remunerative

to write Shorthand , and make himself generally use eighteen years, from Michaelmas 1878, with the right of rent .

tal in & Solicitor's office ; must write a good ordinary hand, renewal for a further term of 21 years from the Honour. Particulars of
- Address, stating age , salary , and reference, “ Messrs . able Society of Gray' s Inn , subject to their rules and re Messre . TANQUERAY -WILLAUME and HANBURY.
A . B ., ” care of Mr. H . Sanders, 2 , Cook 's - court, Carey gulations, and now let at the inadequate rent of £40 per Solicitors , 34, New Broad -street,
street. annum . and of the AUCTIONEERS, 80, Cheapside, E . O .

T AW . - WANTED, an Assistant CLERK , MESSRS. VENTOM , BULL , and COOPER,
within twenty miles south -east of London , must be will SELL the above by AUCTION , at the AUC TIMBER, STANDING OR FELLED

able to draw and engross all ordinary deeds, prepare resi TION MART. Token house-yard . on TUESDAY , FEB
duary accounts, and willing to be useful in a miscellaneous RUARY 17th , at Twelve for One o ' clock .
Country Practice. Salary 258 . a week for the first year, Particulars and Conditions of Salemay be had as in pre VALUED OR PURCHASED .
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references, to be addressed to “ H . C . B . " Post-office, o 'clock , the valuable PATÉNT, known as the ANTI An Estimate given free for any quantity, however small or
Dorchester . MILDÉW GRAIN and SEED PROTECTOR , invented by or large, in any part of the United Kingdom ,
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T AW . -WANTED, a Country Conveyanc from the damaging effects of close storing in ships SYCAMORE AND LIME TIMBER WANTED .
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shippers, merchants, and others ; also a Patent in thestating age, qualifications. references, and if married ,

Nemo," Messrs. Inchbold and Viney , Stationers, Hud apparatus invented by Mr. Jean M . Joannides and Mr. L .
M . Adutt, for ventilating, protecting, and preserving goods ALLEN' S PORTMANTEAUX,dersfield , Yorkshire. when packed . The apparatuses have both been practically

T AW . - COPYING and ENGROSSING tested and have fully realised the sanguine expectations 37 , STRAND, LONDON
formed of them by most eminent and scientific authorities .

I OLERK . -WANTED, in an Office in the West of Particulars and conditions of sale may be had of
England, a Copying and Engrossing CLERK. - Apply, H . MONTAGU, Esq ., Solicitor, 3 , Bucklersbury ; of WATI DRESS BASKETS,
stating references , age, and salary required , to " W . V ., " H . J. COBURN , Esq., 54. Leadenhall-street; and of the TODO
care of Messrs. Waterlow , Birchin - lane, London . OVERLAND TRUNKS,

AUCTIONEERS, 8 , Bucklersbury, E . C . DRESSING CASES.
TAW . - WANTED, a Gentleman capable of

U
DESPATCH BOXES, & c .MR. MARSH 'S REGISTER of LANDEDundertaking the Management of CONVEYANCING LLENS

BUSINESS, and well acquainted with the mode of Pre L ESTATES, Town and Country Residences, and NEW CATALOGUE OF 500
paring Bills for taxation . Hemust have had not less than property of every description, is published monthly, and ARTICLES . Post Free.
five years ' experience , and must not have served under may be obtained at the offices of Mr. A . M . YETTS (late BAG
articles . - Apply by letter , stating age , past employment, Mr. Marsh ), Auctioneer, Land , and Estate Agent, 54,
and expected salary, to Messrs. INMAN and INMAN , 4 , Queen Cannon -street, E . O ., or will be forwarded by post on appli ALLEN ' S NEW PRIZE MEDAL FOR
9quare , Bath . cation . DRESSING BAG . GENERAL EXCELLENCE .

T AW . - An Articled CLERK , disposed to Surrey . - A valuable Freehold Residential Property , eligibly
work , can be RECEIVED without premium in an office NEW EDITION OF SAUNDERS'S LAW OFsituate in a favourite and select locality, possessing every

of established general practice, within an hour's ride of BASTARDY.
facility for railway communication , being within half an

London . Must have had some experience, and be able to hour's ride by rail, and a distance of twelve miles by road, THE LAW and PRACTICE of AFFILIA
draw (and engross if required ), all ordinary drafts, briefs, from the metropolis. The situation of the property is TION , containing the Bastardy Law Amendment
do. A good education and character , and the feelings and extremely picturesque, and the neighbourhood in which it Acts 1872 and 1878 , the New Forms jus issued by the Local
manners of a gentleman essential. - Address, stating all is placed is surrounded by the best society. It comprises Covertment Board , and all the Decisions upon the subject.
nece -sary antecedents, to " A . 0 ." (No. 1611) , 10, Welling & superior residence of handsomeelevation , erected within | By THOMAS W . SAUNDERS, Barrister-at- Law , Recorder
ton -street, Strand, W . C . the last ten years at considerable expense for the occupa I of Bath , Sixth Edition . Price 6s, 6d . , cloth ,

tion of the owner , and contains eleven bed chambers, London : LAW TIMES Office, 10 , Wellington -street, Strand

SEVENTH ISSUE . dressing rooms, three reception rooms, billiard room , con
servatory , and well - arranged domestic offices. The

Now ready, super royal 8v0., pp . 1000, price 158., JUSTICES' CLERKS' ACCOUNTS. Agrounds are laid out with great taste , and embrace an
area of 18 acres. The property is adapted for the residence

Journal and Cash Book, prepared by Mr. GEORGB

CROCKFORD'S CLERICAL DIRECTORY of a nobleman , banker, merchant, or private gentleman . OKE. of the Mansion Honge, London , for Justices'
Clerks' Account of Fees received by them . The headingsFOR 1874 . M R . MARSH is favoured with instructions are : Dato - Subject of Entry - Fees earned - Fees debited

Being a Statistical Book of Reference for Facts relating to to SELL by AUCTION , at the Guildhall Coffee in Ledger - Ledger _ Folio - Current fees received - Fines,
the Clergy and the Church . house , Gresham -street, at Twelve for One o 'clock , on fees, & c ., credited - Ledger folio - Fines, fees, & c . , repaid

" During the years which have passed since its first issue, THURSDAY, MAY 21, the above desirable RESIDEN Office expenses. Prices : One quire , 58 . ; two quires , 8s. ;
this Directory has established a reputation for remarkable TIAL PROPERTY , situate and known as River -hill, Wor three quires, 118. ; four quires, 14 . ; five quires , 178. ; six
accuracy and completeness. As & statistical book of re oester-park , near Ewell and Kingston , and within easy quires, 2us . ; half -bound, or in sheets unbound' Ss. per
ference for facts relating to the clergy and the Church , it is , reach of Epsom . quire.

we believe, qute unequalled . There is first & list of the
London : H . Cox, 10, Wellington-street , Strand .Particulars and plans may shortly be obtained of Mr.

Archbishops and Bishops of England and Wales , from the A . M . YETTS (late Mr. Marsh ) , No. 54, Cannon -street . E . C .
Krst appointment since the commencement of the present SOLICITOR' S CASH BOOK . - A Cash Book
century, and this is followed by the fullest information as to SESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and payments on cash account, bank account, business account,

for Use of Solicitors, showing at a glance receipts and
the personnel of Cathedral, Diocesan , Capitnlar, and Col.
legiate Establishments . The Directory proper occupies FARMER' S LIST of ESTATES and HOUSES and private account . Price , with explanation , in sheets ,
mearly a thousand pages, and is a marvellous compilation of to be SOLD or LET, including Landed Estates , Town and 88 . 6d . per quire, or bound in extra forril, of the following
usefuldetails npon theappointments and principalwritings Country Residences , Hunting and Shooting Quarters, thickness : one quire, 108 . ; two quires, 188. 6d . ; three
of clergymen in the Church of England or Scotch Episcopal Farms, Ground Rents, Rentcharges , House Property, and quires, 178 . ; four quires, el ls. ; five quires, £1 58 . ; sir
Church . The last feature of the work is a full list of the Investinents generally , is PUBLISHED on the first day of quires, £1 98.
Benefices and Curncies in England and Wales, with re each month , and may be obtained , free of charge, at their The author says : “ It is very simple, and with a little
ferences to the page and paragraph where full particulars Offices , 80, Cheapside , E . C ., or will be sent by post in return I attention it will be found to work well : I have long proved
zre given . " - Nottinghamshire Guardian . for two stamps. Particulars for insertion should be it to do so ." May be obtained direct, or through any book

London : CLERICAL DIRECTORY OFFICE, 10, Wellington . received not later than four days previous to the end of the seller by order,

sireet, Strand, W . C . preceding month . London : H . Cox , 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W .C .
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Bench -walk , Temple . ment

London : STEVENsand Soxs, 119 , Chancery-lane. SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 14 .
Twenty-fourth Edition , Re-edited , and Re-composed . METROPOLITAN CONSOLIDATED

In a thick volume, fcp. Svo ., price 98., cloth , CONTAINS: 11 STOCK , authorised by Her Majesty 's Treasury

THE CABINET LAWYER ; "a Popular
Turf Prospects and Practices. under 32 & 33 Vict. c . lc2, and other Acts. Further issue of

Butter and its Adult - ration . £2, 00,000 Stock at £91 108 . per cent. Interest 23 10s. per
1 Digest of the Laws of England, Civil, Criminal, and Clubsand Club Management.

cent. per annum . First Cividend payable on th July ,

Constitutional ; intended for Practical Use and General The Duplex and Paragon Lamps Compared. 1874 . The SUBSCRIPTION LIST willbeOPENED at the

Information , and adapted for the Ref rence of Solicitors, The Hairy -faced Russians. Bank of England on WEDNESDAY, the Isch instant, and
Attorneys , Magistrates, Justices of the Peace, Members of Negretti Merino Sheep (with Illustration ). ULOSED on or before SATURDAY, the 21st instant, at
Parliament, and Country Gentlemen . 24th Edition , with The Agricultural Statistics for 1873. One o 'clock p . m .
all the recent changes in the Laws, up to the close of the Milk in Town and Country. The METROPOLITAN BOARD of WORKS GIVE

last Session of Parliament, incorporated in accordance with Collected Observationson British Bats . NOTICE that they are prepared to receive subscriptions as
the Chronological Table of Index of the Statutes published Ornithological Rombles in Southern Spain . above .
by Authority. The Emigrant Fields of North America . The Stock will be consolidated with that now outstand.

London : LOXGMANS, GREEN, and Co., Paternoster -row , Notes on the Spring Handicaps . ing , which amounts to £5, 411,011. Divideuds are paid

FOR ENGLISH STUDENTS OF THE CIVIL LAW . The Waterloo Cup . quarterly at ho Bank of England , but dividend warrants

A New Edition , in One Volume, 8vo .. price 158. Ses and Stream in Normandy. can be tratsmitted by post, it desirel, The Stock is re

Hunting in Leicestershire . deemable at par in 1920, it not previously cancelled by pur .

MHE INSTITUTES OF JUSTINIAN ; with Hunting Notes from Ireland .
chase in the open market. The books of the Stock are

1 English Introduction , Translation , and Notes. By Reports of good Hunting Runs . kept at the Bank of England. Transfers and Stock Vertifi

THOMAS COLLETTSANDARS, M . A ., Barrister-at- Law ,
Kitchen Garden - Cropping - Rotation of Crops -- Camel. cates are free of stamp duty .

late Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford . Fourth Edition , re lias - The Onion - Slugs and Snails . The Fund for paying dividends and redeeming principal

vised .
Diseases of the foot of the Horse and other Animals . is under the controlor Her Majesty's Treasury .

The study of the Roman those persons who are enter. Athletic Sports, Football, Bicycling, Chess, Cards , By a clause in an Act of 1871, Trustees who are empowered

law , which has lately made ing , on the subject. Under Cricket, Billiards , Croquet, & c ., & c . to invest in Public Stocks, or other Government funds ,

much progress in England, each paragraph of the text Price 6d . By post, 64d .
may, unless expressly forbidden , invest in this Stock

now forins & part of the legal references are given to the
The dates at which Instalments are required are as

education of the Universities parallel passages of the FIELD OFFICE, 346 , STRAND , LONDON, W . C . follows :

and of the Inns of Court; and Institutes of GAIUR of the
£ per cent on making application for the Stock .

the present work is designed Digest and the Codes. 9 10s . on 5th March , 1874 .
to meet the requirements of 20 .. on 9th April, 1874,

EDE AND SON , 20 on 9th July , 1874.
London : LONGMANS ,GREEN, and Co ., Paternoster-row . on 8th October, 1871.

This day is published , price 128 . cloth, on 7th January , 1675 .

A GUIDE to ELECTION LAW and the
Payments in full allowed on an i after 5th March , under

ROBE GO MAKERS | discount, at £2 per cent. per annum .
L LAW and PRACTICE of ELECTION PETITIONS. Subscribers to this issue of Stock will be entitled to full

By the Hon . CHANDOS LEIGH , M . A.., late Fellow of All dividend , on the amount of Stock forwhich they subscribe ,

Souls College, Oxford , Barrister -at-Law , Recorder of Stam .
ford ; and HENRY D . LE MARCHANT, M . A ., Ch . Ch .

By Special Appointment on 6th July, 1874 .
TO HER MAJESTY . THE LORD CHANCELLOR ,

Copies of the Prospectus, and Forms of Application , can

Oxford , Esq . , Barrister -at - Law . The Whole of the Judicial Bench ,
be obtained of the Accountant, in this ottice, or of the

London : Davis and Son , 57, Carey-street, Lincoln ' g. Corporation of London , & c . Chief Cashier, Bank of England.
inn , W . C . ( By order ) J . E .WAKEFIELD,

SOLICITORS' AND REGISTRARS' GOWNS.
Clerk of the Board .

Price Is., by post 18 , 2d . BARRISTERS' AND QUEEN 'S COUNSELS' DITTO Metropolitan Board of Works, Spring Gardens,
PEAUTIES of FRENCH LITERATURE London , 12th February , 1874.

A Translation into English , by JAMES LOWE, O CORPORATION ROBES.
thememoirs and letters of Madame de Sévigné and Madame UNIVERSITY AND CLERGY GOWNS, & c .
la Duchesse D 'Orleans. TURNISHED CHAMBERS REQUIRED

Established 1689 .
London : HORACE Cox, 10, Wellington- street, Strand , W . C in one of the Inns. - Apply by letter, stating terms,

RAIG ' S BOOKKEEPING for SOLICI.
94 , CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON . to " X , Y , Z .," 16 ,Northumberland-street, Strand.

U TORS, 1866 . Price 18 . - Of the Author, ALFRED T .
CRAIG , Accountant, 9, King's -road , Bedford -row , W . O . NOW READY.

THE SECOND EDITION (greatly enlarged and almost entirely re-written ) of
W ANTED , by a respectable Widow , the

W CARE of CHAMBERS or Offices, or the Situa.
tion of Housekeeper to a Gentleman . She can be well
recommended . References will be given to persons address .
ing — " J . S . C ., ” 69, Gray's -inn-road , Holborn .

YARE of OFFICES or CHAMBERS. A MANUAL OF THE
WANTED . by a respectable Person , whose husband

is already employed in a first-class Firm . The highest refe PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF THE COUNTY COURTS IN EQUITABLE
rences as to character. No children . - Address * 0 ." (No.
1605 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand . PROCEEDINGS,
mo BARRISTERS and SOLICITORS. Including the powers given by the Friendly Societies Acts , the Charitable Trusts Acts, the Companies Acts ,

1 Several SUITES of OHAMBERS to LET, in the land all other subiects of Jurisdiction not included under the heads of Common Law , Admiralty , and
Fire - proof Buildings, Lincoln ' s -inn -chambers , 40 , Chancery Bankruptcy, with a Cbapter on the Probate Jurisdiction conferred by the Acts of 1858 and 1873, and Forms,
lane : One suite of three rooms, first floor ; ditto three Tables of Costs , and Lists of Fees.
rooms, on second floor ; eight good rooms on ground and
next floor ; suitable for Solicitors . Two rooms and

ante-room on ground floor, and several other suites on base
mentand third floor. - Apply to F . CHIFFERIEL, 35 , Cursitor . By HENRY FREDERICK GIBBONS, LL. B .,street : or the Porter on the premises.

AND
CLERGYMEN 'S , Professional Men 's, and
U Military and Naval Officers' SONS are received at a

Clergyman 's SCHOOL , strictly limited to gentlemen , on
specially reduced terms. - Address Rev . Master A . M . (to
be forwarded ), Messrs . Dawson and Sons, 121, Cannon
street, London , E . O . LONDON : HORACE COX, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND , W .C .

20

EQUITY IN THE COUNTY COURTS :

NATHANIEL NATHAN, B .A ., Barristers -at-Law .
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THE NEW SYSTEM OF BUYING AIT EFT-OFF CLOTHES. – Mr. and Mrs. LOLLOWAY'S PILLS. - Weary of Life.
PHILLIPS, 31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHES Derangement of the liver is one of themost formid

HOUSE WITHOUT MONEY. TER -SQUARE , LONDON , W ., are the Best BUYERS of able causes of dangerous diseases , and the most prolific
all kinds ofLADIES ' andGENTLEMEN ' S ATTIRE, Silk , source of those melancholy forebodings which are worse

Satin , Velvet, Brocades , Dresses, Court Trains , Antique than death itselt. A few doses of these noted Pills act

Lace , old English and Foreign China, Household Furniture, magically in dispelling low spirits and repelling the covertBIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY. Jewels , Plate, in fact every kind of Property for ready attacks made on the nervesby excessive heat, impure atmo
cash . Ladies or Gentlemen waited on at any time or dis spheres, over indulgence , or exhausting excitement. The

20 AND 30 , SOUTHAMPTON.BUILDINGS, tance . All letters receive prompt attention . Money orders most shattered constitution may derive benefit from Hollo
CHANCERY LANE, LONDON . to any amount for Parcels from Town or Country. Estab way' s Pills, which will regulate disordered action , brace the

lished 1820. Ready money only . nerves, increase the energy of the intellectual faculties ,and
Thousands of testimonials . The subjoined are copies : revive a failing memory . By attentively studying the in .

structions and obediently putting them in practice, the" Gloucester , April 2 .MOST PERSONS ARE FAMILIAR with Mrs . A . N . writes : - " I have received your P . 0 . 0 . with most despondent will soon feel confident of a perfect
I what is known as the " THREE YEARS' SYSTEM ” . thanks for your liberality and attention . I shall recommend recovery.
of the Pianoforte Makers , by which anyone who Hires an allmy friends. I have had business with others, but none
Instrument and pays the Hire for that period , becomes the have given meso much satisfaction as you have."
ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE . Pre SPANISH FLY is the acting ingredient in
viously to the introduction of this plan it was almost as " Brighton , May 4 . D ALEX . ROSS'S CANTHARIDES OIL, which
difficult for those of limited income to buy a good Pianoforte Lady S . T . writes : - “ I received the registered letter con speedily produces Whiskers and thickens Hair . 38, 60,
as tc BUY A HOUSE ; ond persons went on year after taining the notes. I quite agree with Mrs. R . C . that you ALEX, ROSS, 218 , High Holborn , London .
year, paying for the Hire of an Instrument, and expended are very straightforward in conducting your business. I

as much money as would have bought the Pianoforte shall have great pleasure in recommending any friends who LAIR CURLING FLUID , 248, High
several times over . may wish to dispose of their cast- off clothes that are too

II Holborn, London . - ALEX , ROSS'S CURLINGgood to give away. "What will hold good for Pianofortes will hold good for
" Edinburgh , May 13 . FLUID curls Ladies' or Gentlemen ' s Hair immediately it

HOUSES ; and there are manywho would no doubt AVAIL " I send you a large box of clothes. I am quite satisfied is applied . Sold at 38 . 60 . ; sent free for 54 stamps.
THEMSELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY, if it waz that you give the full value, as I sentthe last you had of me

afforded them , of becoming QREY HAIR , 248 , High Holborn , London.
to someother person first, and your price was much above

THE OWNER OF A HOUSE their valuation . I leave it to you to send mewhat you con . UT ALEX. ROSS' S ÁAIR DYE produces a perfect
sider the value of the presentarticles . I have recommended colour immediately it is used . Price 3s. 6d . ; sent by post

in the sameway as they have already become the owner of you to my sister, Mrs, M , Y ., of Reading ." or 54 stamps.

their pianoforte . We are every day receiving the samekind of testimonials

THE DIRECTORS which show that we do give the full value of all articles
offered to us. If this is not sufficient to satisfy themost TMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCEOF THE
sceptical we challenge all dealers . We not only buy of COMPANY ( Established 1803 ),

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY ladies and gentlemen , but our demand is so great that we 1 , oid Broad -street, E . O ., and 16 and 17 , Pall -mall, S . W .
purchase of the trade. Ladies and gentlemen , by disposing Capital, £1,600 ,000. Paid -up and Invested , £700,000.

BAVE DETERMINED TO AFFORD of their property to us, get the best price, thereby saving a E . COZENS SMITH ,GeneralManager.
THE SAME FACILITIES FOR PURCHASING second profit. Our only address in England is

HOUSES 81, THAYER-STREET, MANCHESTER-SQUARE, IDQUITABLE REVERSIONARY
As now exist for Buying Pianofortes . LONDON .

INTEREST SOCIETY .
A HOUSE being, however , a more expensive article to Pur CANADA : ST. PAUL-STREET, MONTREAL . 10, Lancaster-place, Strand .
chase than a Pianoforte, the “ Three Years ' System will AUSTRALIA :MYER'S-STREET, SANDHURST, VIO Established 1825 . Capital paid -up, £180,000 .
not apply , excepting in a very few cares ; so that & MORE TORIA : and This Society purchases Reversionary Property and Life In
LENGTHENED PERIOD IS NECESSARY over which 31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHESTER -SQUARE terests, and grants Loans on these securities. Forms of
the Time of Hiring must extend . Proposalmay be obtained at the office .

Where all letters and parcels must be addressed.In pursuance of this resolution F . S . CLAYTON , L
Established 1820 . C . H . CLAYTON Joint Secretaries ,

THE DIRECTORS HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTS

WITH

HIGH CLASS BOOTS. ANNUITIES AND REVERSIONS.
THE OWNERS OF HOUSES AW REVERSIONARY INTEREST

In various parts of London, and its Suburbs, bywhich they SOCIETY ,

are enabled to afford to the 88, CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON .
Members of the Birkbeck Building CHAIRMAN . - Alfred H . Shadwell, Esq .

Society DEPUTY-CHAIRMAN -- H . Cecil Raikes, Esq., M . P .
Reversionsand Life Interests purchased . Immediate and

AND OTHERS Deferred Annuities granted in exchange for Reversionary
A very wideCHOICE in the SELECTION both ofHOUSES and Contingent Interests . .
and the locality in which they are situated . The Plan upon Loansmay also be obtained on the security of Reversiong .

which the Directors propose to proceed is Annuities, Immediate , Deferred , and Contingent, and aloc
Endowments, granted on favourable terms.TO LET THESE HOUSES FOR A PERIOD OF Prospectuses and Formsof Proposal, and all further infor

TWELVE -AND - A -HALF YEARS, mation ,may be had at the office . _
At the end of which time, if the Rentbe regularly Paid, C . B . CLABON , Secretary.

THE HOUSE MONEY, TIME, AND LIFE
Will become the absolute Property of the ARE LOST IN THE EVENT OF

Tenant FIG . 1 . FIG . 2. ACCIDENTAL INJURY OR DEATH .
The normal condition of The perfect form of Shoes. Provide against these losses by a Policy of the

WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENT OF ANY KIND. the Foot . a , b , c , d , Elasticated Leather . RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE COMPANY
AGAINST ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS.

IN ALL CASES THE OLDEST AND LARGEST ACCIDENTAL ASSURANCE COMPANY ,

POSSESSION OF THE HOUSE Hon , A , KINNAIRD , M . P ., Chairman .

455, WEST STRAND, LONDON , PAID UP CAPITAL AND RESERVE FUND £140,000 .WILL BE GIVEN
ANNUAL INCOME £160,000 .WITHOUT ANY IMMEDIATE OUTLAY IN MONEY

(Nearly opposite Northumberland House), £810 ,000 have been paid as Compensation .
Excepting Payment of the Law Charges for the Title BONUB ALLOWED TO INSURERS OF FIVE YEARS STANDING ,

Deeds, which in all cases will be restricted to ESTABLISHED 1824 , Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local
Five Guineas Agents , or

BEYOND THIS SMALL BUX BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS . 64, CORNHILL, AND 10 , REGÉNT-STREET, LONDON
WILLIAM J. VIAN , Secretary .

NO PAYMENT OF ANY KIND
THE SANS-PLIS SHIRT.IS REQUIRED BY THE SOCIETY TAW UNION FIRE AND LIFE

BEYOND THE STIPULATED RENT, WHICH MAY REGISTERED Nov. 1848 . INSURANCE COMPANY.
BE PAID EITHER MONTHLY OR QUARTERLY, Chief Office.- 126 , CHANCERY-LANE LONDON , W . C .

The Rest PAYABLE BY THE TENANT Specially adapted tomeet thowants Capital. - ONE MILLION STERLING .

Fully subscribed by upwards of 400 Shareholders, nearly all

Includes Ground Rent and Insurance for of whom are members of the Legal Profession ,

the Whole Term . BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS CHAIRMAN . - Sir William Foster, Bart., Norwich .

and DEPUTY -CHAIRMAN . - James Cuddon , Esq ., Barrister-ateAlthough the Number of years for payment of Rent is fixed Law , Goldsmith ' s -building, Temple .

at Twelve and-a -Half, GENTLEMEN OF SEDENTARY PURSUITS The Capital subscribed and Funds in hand amount to

A SHORTER PERIOD MAY BE CHOSEN AT AN upwards of £1,380,000, affording unquestionable security .
Ease Combined with a Perfect Fit. The Directors invite attention to the new Form of LifeINCREASED RENTAL ,

Policy , which is free from all conditions.
OR Patterns and Particulars ofMeasure The Company ADVANCES Money on Mortgage of Life

A LONGER PERIOD AT A LOWER RENTAL, ment free by post. Interests and Reversions, whether absolute or contingent.
Prospectuses, copies of the Directors ' Report, and Annual

The Terms of which may be ascertained on application to Balance Sheet, and every information sent post free on ap
the Manager, plication to

51, CONDUIT-STREET,BOND -STREET, FRANK MÄGEDY, Actuary and Secretary.

SOOT

DOWIE AND MARSHALL,

of

RICU

|BURDEN AND KEER

Clerical, Medical, and General Life Assurance Society.
THE ADVANTAGES

OF THIS

New System of Purchasing a House,
13 , ST. JAMES'S SQUARE, LONDON, S . W .

MAY BE SUMMED UP AS FOLLOWS:
1 . Persons of Limited Income, Clerks , Shopmen , and CITY BRANCH : MANSION -HOUSE BUILDINGS, E : C .

others, may, by becoming Tenants of the BIRKBECK
BUILDING SOCIETY, be placed at once in a posidon of

FINANCIAL RESULTS.
independence as regards their Landlord .

The Annual Income, steadily increasing , exceeds .. .. £219,000
2 . Their RENT CANNOT BE RAISED. The Assurance Fund , safely invested , is over .... 1 ,880,000
3. They CANNOT BE TURNED OUT OF POSSES. The New Policies in the last Year were 457, assuring .. . . ... 304,457

SION so long as they pay their Rent. The New Annual Premiumg were .. .. . .. . . 9 , 770

4 . NO FEES or FINES of any kind are chargeable. The Bonus added to Policies in January 1872 was. . .. 323 ,871
The Total Claims by Death paid amount to ... .... . . ... ... 3 ,169,601

5 . They can leave the Bongn at any time without notice .
The subsisting Assurances and Bonuses amount to ...... 5 ,773 ,144rent being payable only to the time of giving up possession .

6 . II circumstances compel them to leave the House DISTINCTIVE FEATURES .
before the completion of their Twelve-and a Half Years' CREDIT of half the firstufive annual Premiums allowed on whole-term Policies on healthy Lives not ovor
Tenancy , they can Sub - let the House for the remainder of
the Term , or they can Transfer their right to another sixty years of age.
Tenant. ENDOWMENT ASSURANCES granted , without Profits, payable at Death , or on attaining a specified age.

INVALID LIVES assured at rates proportioned to the risk .7 . Finally , NO LIABILITY or RESPONSIBILITY of
any kind is incurred , betond the Paymentof Rentby those CLAIMS paid thirty days after proof of deatn .
who acquire Houses by this New System . REPORT, 1873.

The BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY have on their The Forty-ninth Annual Report just issued , and the Balance Sheets for the year ending June 30, 1873, as
List severalHOUSES, which they are prepared to LET on
the TWELVE-AND- A -HALF YEARS' SYSTEM , and in rendered to the Board of Trade, can be obtained at either of the Society's Offices , or of any of its Agents .
many cases Immediate Po -session may be obtained . GEORGE CUTOLIFFE, ACTUARY AND SECRETARY.
The ' i erins on which Honses can be placed on this COMMISSION . - 10 per cent. on the First Premium , and 5 per cent. on Renewals, is allowed to Solicitors

Registermay be obtained on application to
The Commission will be continued to the Person introducing the Assurance, without reference to the channe.

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT,Manager, I through which the Premiums may be paid .
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ISSUE OF

£1,000,000 FIVE PER CENT. STERLING SINKING FUND BONDS

• OF THẺ

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY

OF £200 EACH.

PAYABLE 1st APRIL 1903, IF NOT PREVIOUSLY REDEEMED BY THE ACTION OF THE

SINKING FUND.

Interest and Principal payable in London. Interest payable 1st April and 1st October, in each year, at the Counting- house of Messrs.
Morton , Rose, and Co. The first Coupon payable Oct. 1, 1874 .

Redeemable in London , by a Sinking Fund of at least 2 per Cent. per Annum - viz., 1 per Cent. by Drawings at Par, and 1 per Cent.
by Purchases by Tender in London , at not exceeding Par. The first Drawing will take place in August next, and the Bonds

drawn will be paid at Par in London on the 1st October following ; the first purchase will be in March, 1875.

PRICE OF ISSUE 84 PER CENT., OR £168 PER £200 BOND.

Payable 10 per cent. or £20 per Bond on Allctment.
Payable 40 16th March ,

Payable 34 £68 , 15th April

84 per Cent. or £163 per Bond.

£80

Rebate on anticipated payment of Instalments will be allowed at the rate of 4 per cent, per Annum .

- --- == = -= - = - = = = =

Messrs. MORTON, ROSE , and Co. are prepared to receive | be provided for. The residue of the debt will then consist of

SUBSCRIPTIONS for the above £100,000,000 BONDS, which 2 ,500,000 dols . of Bonds, payable in 1890." “ The entire cost of

are issued under the provisions of an Act of the Legislature of the the property has been 34,061,196.56 dols. It is now represented

State of Illinois , dated Feb . 12 , 1855 , en titled “ An Act to entitle by a Share Capital of 25, 500 ,000 dols., and a debt, which , after

Railroad Companies to enter into Operative Contracts and to deducting the existing Sinking Fund , leaves 5,629,000 dols.,

Borrow Money." making the aggregate 2 ,932 , 196 .56 dols. less than the actual cost

"The Loan is raised for the purcbase of an equal amount of New of the whole . “ JOHN NEWELL, President.

Orleans, Jackson, and Great Northern Railroad, and Mississippi “ 20th March , 1873.”

Central Railroad Seven per Cent. Bonds, by which means the Since the above report new Shares were authorised to be created

Illinois Company will gain 2 per cent. annually , thereby providing to the extent of 5 , 100,000 dols . The net earnings for 1873 are

a Sinking Fund sufficient to redeem the whole of this issue in stated to be 2 ,530 ,891 dols . The revenue from other sources is

about 26 years. The Bonds of the above railroad so purchased stated at 329,851 dols., making the total income for the year

are to held by the Illinois Company as security for the payment 2 ,860,742 dols .

of this Loan . Scrip certificates to bearer will be issued against allotment

The Illinois Company covenant to apply the whole of the inte Letters, and will be exchanged for definitive Bonds as soon as

rest received from the Southern Bonds, after providing for the possible after all payments are completed . In cases where no

interest on the present issue, to the Sinking Fund, thus making answer to applications is returned it will be understood that it

it accumulatire. The surplus beyond the sum required for the has not been practicable to make an allotment.

interest and the Sinking Fund above provided will be applied to
Default of payment of any instalment when due will render all

purchases or drawings at the option of the Company, the numbers previous payments liable to forfeiture.

of the Bonds so purchased or drawn will be advertised , and the
Copies of the Acts of the Legislature, and other documents,

Bonds cancelled. may be inspected at the office of Messrs. Bischoff, Bompas, and

The arrangements with the above-named Companies afford the Bischoff, solicitors, Great Winchester-street-buildings, London,

Illinois Company direct through communication between Chicago

and New Orleans, which , it is expected, will add largely to its ! Applications, which must be made on the annexed form , will be

traffic . Through trains are now running over a distance of 1650 received at the Counting-house ofMessrs. Morton, Rose, and Co.,
miles. on Thursday, the 12th inst. ; and the Subscription List will be

The net receipts from the local traffic only of the Southern lines , Closed on or before Four p . m . on Monday, the 16th inst.

according to the returns for 1871 and 1872 (before the connection
Bartholomew -lane, Feb. 10 , 1874.

was made), showed even then more than sufficient to pay the in

terest on their Bonds.

The Illinois Company covenants that this Issue shall be included No. FORM OF APPLICATION .

in any future mortgage which hereafter may be created, and that
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY.

such mortgage shall be made to secure no more than 15 ,000 ,000

dols., which sum shall include all prior liens on themortgaged
( To Messrs. MORTON, Rose,and Co.)

property, and without preference.
Issue of £1,000,000 in Five per Cent. Sterling Sinking Fund

Bonds of £200 each .
The following is an extract from the last published report of

Gentlemen , - request you to allot the sum of £ of
the Illinois Company , for the year 1872, showing its position :

the above Issue, in accordance with the terms of your Prospectus,

“ During this period ” (lastten years) “ dividends have regularly dated 10th February , 1874, and engage to accept that or

been paid , amounting in the aggregate to 22,582,407 .07 dols., and any smaller amount you may allot , and to pay the in

the debt bas been reduced to theamount of 8 ,390 ,500 dols. Of the stalments due thereon , in accordance with the terms of the

debt outstanding, 3 ,390,500 dols. of the Construction Bonds, and | Prospectus.

Name in full...
2 ,500,000 dols. of the Redemption Bonds, will become payable 1st

Residence ... ...... .... ... ... .... ..................
April 1875. You have set apart a Trust or Sinking Fund of

Profession or description ......... ...

2 ,761,500 dols ., which , with its interest, will nearly provide for the Date .. .. . .. .

Construction Bonds, leaving 2 ,500,000 dols. Redemption Bonds to Usual Signature ...........

E .C .

Punted and publishe 1 by HURACE Cox, at 19 ,Wellington-street, Strand, London, W . C ., in the County of Middlesex. - Saturday, February 14, 1874.
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Money, Wanted and to Jend.

Practices , Wanted and for Sale.

IT AW . -- A Solicitor experienced in Convey - |LAW COSTS and ACCOUNTS.
ancing and General Business desires PARTNER . WANTED , an ENGAGEMENT to draw Arrears of

SHIP with ultimate Succession to the Business of an Costs in Town or Country. Terms very moderate.

MHE IMPROVEMENT of LANDED elderly Solicitor. - Address " W . w ." (No. 1611), 10, | Lex," housekeeper, 64, Chancery -lane.
ESTATES. - The LAND, LOAN, and ENFRAN Wellington - street, Strand , W . 0 . LAW . - WANTED , by a London LawCHISEMENT COMPANY (incorporated by specialAct of

Parliament) ADVANCES MONEY I AW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman (passed U Graduate (Honours!, admitted 1871, a CLERKSHIP.
Ist. -- To the Owners of Settled and other Estates, for last Hilary , of good position , who has command of with a view to a working Partnership . Has been since ad .

the Erection of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES, money for investment, and experience in Chanceryand Con . mission in a first-class city office. - Address " Z , " Stem
and for the DRAINAGE , IRRIGATION , ENCLOSING , veyancing, A PARTNERSHIP , or CLERK HIP with a son ' s , 1, Cook 's -court. Lincoln 's -inn .
CLEARING , and general Improvement of LANDED Pro : view thereto , in a well established practice ; Town pre TAW COSTS . - WANTED, by an Experiperty in any part of the United Kingdom : ferred . -- Address " E . N .” (No. 1611), 10, Wellington -street,
2nd. - To the Owners of Settled Estates in England , for Strand , W . C . enced Bill OLERK (middle aged ) a Re-engagement

the ERECTION or COMPLETION of MANSIONS in an Office of Extensive Practice , thorough knowledge of

STABLES, and OUTBUILDINGS : TAW - A Solicitor of eight years ' standing, Conveyancing. First- class Testimonials , and Balary mode
Srd . To Landowners generally , to enable them to sub | who has had large experience in Commercial, Admi. rate . -- Address “ LEX, " snelling ' s Library, Old Kent-road ,

scribe for Shares in Companies for the CONSTRUCTION S . E .Talty, and Chancery Law , wishes to join a well-established
of RAILWAYS and NAVIGABLE OANALS, which will Firm asWORKING PARTNER . He would acceptat m .
beneficially affect their Estates : T AW . - WANTED by the Advertiser (agedporary appointment as Managing Clerk , with the view to a

4th . - TO INCUMBENTS, for the Improvement of their Partnership . First- class references. - Address " J ., " Messrs. 21) . & SITUATION as General CLERK, with a

GLEBE LANDS, by Drainage, and the Erection of FARM London firm of Solicitors with a view to Articles . Has

BUILDINGS and COTTAGES :
Hooper and Son , 69, Ludgate-hill, London , E . C .

passed the Pre iminary Examination . Highest references .

5th . - To COPYHOLDERS for the ENFRANCHISET A W PARTNERSHIP _ A Solicitar - Address “ W . S ., " Messrs . Cox and Sons, Law Stationers,

MENT of COPYHOLD LANDS. 102, Chancery -lane, W . C .
The amount borrowed with the expenses would be charged 1 (Admitted in Easter Term 1869 ) desires to negotiate

on the estate benefited , and repaid by a rentcharge, termi. for & WORKING PARTNERSHIP in a well-established TAW . - WANTED by the Advertiser, a
nating in twenty-five years . Conveyancing Practice in the country . Since his admis . RE-ENGAGEMENT. He has for nearly ten yearssion, the advertiser has held Managing ConveyancingNO INVESTIGATION OF THE LANDOWNER'S Clerkships both in town and conntry offices, and he is now had the entire management of a City business with a large

TITLE IS NECESSARY acting in that capacity to a solicitor having a large and and general practice . The Country not objected to . - Ad

Forms of application , and all further particulars,may be varied practice in an extensive mining district in cne of the dress " M .. " Mr. Tubby, Law Stationer, Warwick .court,

obtained of Messrs . Rawlence and Squarey , 22, GreatGeorge Midland Counties. The advertiser is well connected , and can Holborn , W c .
street, Westminster , S . W ., and Salisbury ; of Messrs. command capitalto a considerable extent, and is p epared T AW . - WANTED, by a Young Man (age
Ashurst, Morris , and Co., Solicitors, 6, Old Jewry, London , to pay a fair premium . A short preliminary Clerkship pre
E . C . ; of Messrs. Gillespie and Paterson , W . S ., sia , George ferred . --Address " M . A .," Messrs. Waterlow and Sons, U 38 ), a SITUATION in a solicitor's Office as dopy.
street, Edinburgh , agents for the Company in Scotland ; Birchin-lane , London, E . C . ing or GeneralCLERK , has had ten years ' experience , and
and at the Othces of the Company as below . is well acquainted with the Public Offices and proceedings

T . PÄIN , Managing Director. in Bankruptcy. Salary moderate. - Address " E . K .," Mr.
EDWIN GARROD , Secretary . Cox, Law Stationer , 102 , Chancery -lane, W . C .

Land , Loan , and Enfranchisement Company ,
No. 22, Great George-street, Westminster, S . W . T AW . - SHORTHAND. - WANTED , by a

IT AW . - EXTENSION of PRACTICE . - An thoroughly efficient Shorthand Writer & RE-EN

MONEY. – WANTED to BORROW , opportunity offers for a Solicitor desirons of ex . GAGEMENT in a London Office. Six years' experience.
£100 ,000, on the security of a Life Interest covered tending a City practice, ofARRANGING with a GENTLE . Satisfactory references. - " Prono, " 50 , Queen ' s -crescent,

by insurances on the borrower's life interest ; £li per cent. MAN (capable of introducing business ) of thorough prac . Haverstock -hill, N . W .
Solicitors or principals only treated with . - Apply by letter, tical ability in Chancery, Common Law , Bankruptcy, I AW . - WANTED , by a Gentleman who
“ R . J . F .," care of Mr. Negue, 14, Charles-street, St. Probate , and Divorce matters, is a good Conveyancer and

James's-square , S . W . fair Advocate . Highest testimonials. rticle three years ) , U passed the Final Examination last Term , an EN .

and liberal salary, or hy arrangement. - " B . A ., " care of GAGEMENT as Conveyancing or General CLERK , with

To SOLICITORS. - An opportunity offers | E . C . Mather, Esq ., 71, Fleet-street, E . C . or without supervision . Unexceptionable references. -

L for the INVESTMENTof large CAPITAL in under
Address " G . , " Post- office , Norwich .

takings based upon perfectly safe and at the same tine mo SOLICITORS WISHING to RETIRE TAW . – WANTED shortly , a Managingvery profitable principles . Professional gentlemen of the 1 from PRACTICE -- A Gentleman of great experience
highest standing introducing clients can be met upon wishes to PURCHASE the SUCCESSION to a thoroughly Conveyancins CLERKSHIP , without supervision ,

mutual terms. -- Address " Syndicate, " care of G . Farring . respectable PRACTICE, chiefly Conveyancing, net income in a first class Country office. Liberal sulary expected .

ton, printer, 11, Knightrider-street, London , E . C . not less than £1000 per annum . Advertiser would not Advertiser is a sound English Churchman . Address
object to PURCHASE & SHARE (not less than £80 ) per “ Clericus," 11, Clarton -street, Birkenhead .

MUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION annum net), in a well established and respectable Practice . T AW . - -CONVEYANCING . - A Gentleman(Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1850), 14, Rus Adverti-er has had twenty years ' experience , and will give
Bell-streut, Covent-garden , London , and 38 , Ship -street, references of the highest respectability to members of both (admitted ) desires a RE-ENGAGEMENT as Convey
Brighton , ADVANUES MONEY upon Personal Security , branches of the Profession . - Address " A . B ., " care of ancing CLERK (Managing or otherwise ), in a good office .
Bills of Sale , Deeds, & c ., repayable by instalments. Bills A . T . Craig , Esq ., 9, King's-road , Bedford -row , W . O . Salary about £180. Unexceptionable references . - Address

promptly discounted . Forms free on receipt of stamped " B . Y . ” (No. 1611), 10, Wellington street, Strand, W . O .

envelope . C . R . WRIGHT, Secretary . TAW PRACTICE . - To be DISPOSED OF,
U the SUCCESSION to a modera ' e sized Practice in a T AW . - SITUATION REQUIRED. - Fully

NAPITAL . - Gentlemen desirous of employ . | large town . Conneotion chiefly Roman Catholic . -- Address J experienced in Conveyancing, County Court, and

v ing their capitalwith safety , and with a certainty of " P .," No. 11, Alfred -street, Bath . Magisterial business, and of Local Board and Highway

large and at the sametime fair profits , are invited to JOINT AL PRACTICE _ Tror immediate SALE Board ; could manage branch office. Excellent testimonials

a SYNDICATE forming for the purpose of carrying out and security . - " Lex." Post-office, Norbiton , S . W .

such undertakings as railways, water works, gas works. to a clever Advocate, a good GENERAL PRAC.
T AW . - A Gentleman (aged 24), who will bedooks , markets . & c . in any part ofthe world . The demand I TIOE, established twenty -four years, in important market

for these works abroad being greatly in excess of the capa town , adjoining large Mining District in Midland County , U admitted at Easter next, is desirous ofmeeting with
bilities of the present capital engaged in such matters, with Two valuable Appointments. - Address " E . H . " (No. & CLERKSHIP in a good Conveyancing firm , under a
there remains a great field for the legitimate employment 161 % ), 10 , Wellington -strect, Strand , W . O . supervision . - Address " A . N ., ” care of Messrs , Lempriere.

o ! money and the accumulation of large profits. Allapplica Turner , and Clayton , 56 , Lincoln ' s Inn - fields.

tions must bemade through solicitors or bankers. - Address I AW . - PRACTICE for SALE , in one of
“ Syndicate, " care of G . Farrington , printer, 11, Knight. the largestmanufacturing towns in England ( in conse . TAW . - CHANCERY MANAGEMENT. - A
rider -street, London , E . C . quence of the principal leaving England immediately ), con . U Gentleman (not admitted ) ofmany years' experience.

sisting of Conveyancing, extensive Common Law , Bank without supervision , in Town, desires RE -ENGAGE
MONEY ADVANCED at a Day 's Notice ruptcy , and Criminal, together with very large advocacy . MENT. or Conveyancing only. Highest references.

( from £10 upwards) to respectable householders in Value of practice about £800 to £1000 per year, which can be Address " S ., " care of Messrs. Harwar and Son , 3 , Bell
the London District upon MORTGAGE of their FURNI. largely increased . None need communicate except for yard, 1 emple Bar. _
TURE without removal, repayable by easy instalments. immediate purchase. A personal inspection at the place of
Xo charge of any kind unlessmoney advanced . As this does business is desired atonce, as the time is limited . A great TAW .-- A Gentleman possessing a thorough
not emanate from an agent,applicants must apply personally sacrifice will be made by the vendor for immediate sale . U practical knowledge of Common Law , Bankruptcy,
to Mr. BAUGRAX, 31, Southampton -buildings, Chancery -lane. - Address " W . B . C .” (No. 1612), 10, Wellington -street, and Chancery, a neat Conveyancer, and a good Bill of Costs
The public are cautioned against paying preliminary lees to Strand , W . C . Draughtoman, will shortly be disengaged, and is desirous of
pretenders. & RE -ENGAGEMENT & Managing OLERK Highest

Testimonials. Aged 36 ; married . Salary €250 per annum .
MWELVE THOUSAND POUNDS. — This Situations, Wanted and Vacant. " L . M ., " care of E C . Mather, Esq ., 71, Fleet -street, E . O .

SUM can be INVESTED in a bona fide commercial
undertaking, entirely free from risk , and the return from T AW . - An experienced Gentleman , ad .
which will be £5000 & year at the end of the second yearIT AW . - WANTED , by a Solicitor (admitted mitted 1870 , seeks an ENGAGEMENT as Convey .
from the commencement, and in the meantime produce a | 1871 ), & Managing Conveyancing CLERKSHIP in a ancing or GeneralICLERK , Town or Country and either
large income. It is based upon an important article of rood office . A Clerkship with a view to a Partnership pre with or without a view to Partnership . Would assist with
commerce, for which a certain home and foreign demand ferred . - Address “ H , M ., " 24 , Berkley -street, Liverpool. Shorthand . Highest references and moderate salary .
always exists, and , in fact, is really a monopoly, Capi. Address " Junius" (No. 1611), 10 , Wellingtor -street, Strand .
talists , applying through their bankers or solicitors, can IT AW . - The Advertiser who has for some
have interviews appointed . - -Address " Money," care of G .
Farrington , printer, 11, Knightrider- street, Doctors '-com U years had the management of offices of considerable T AW .-- The Advertiser seeks an ENGAGE
mons, E . C . and varied practices, is desirous of a RE -ENGAGEMENT. MENT as Assistant Common Law and Chancery

- Address " H . T ., " Mr. Banister's , Batley. Yorkshire . CLERK, fifteen years' experience in samecapacity in last
employment : understandswell the routine ola Solicitor's

T EGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY. I AW . – An experienced Conveyancing Office. - Address " Fides," 10, Claremont-place, Hornsey
Mr. C . E . MASON , AUDITOR , LIQUIDATOR, and CLERK (accustomed to the partial supervision o road, N .

ACCOUNTANT, 30 , Essex-street, Strand . London . Principal) desires a RE-ENGAGEMENT in Town . Age

29, - Address " A . K ., " 51, Frederick -street, Gray' s - inn -road . T AW . - WANTED , by the Advertiser, a
TAW COSTS. - J . HARCOURT SMITH , W . 0 RE - ENGAGEMENTS & Conveyancing or

Costs Draftsman and Accountant, having had General CLERK ,, can draw ordinary D afts and prepare
T AW . -WANTED, by a Young Man (agedtwenty years' varied experience , DRAFTS and SETTLES Abstracts, and well acquainted with the general routine of

COSTS in all Courts, and matters in Town and Country . U 24 ), a SITUATION as General CLERK ; has a know a solicitor's office . Age 25. Good references. - Address
ledge of Connty Court and Magisterial Business . Can * E . Y . . " Post-offee , Great Portland . street, London , W .

References to eminent London and provincial firms.
Offices : 5 , King-street, Cheapside, E . C . engros and copy peatly . - Andress “ Y . Z . " (No. 1611) , 10 .

Wellington -street, Strand , W . C . T AW . - The Advertiser, experienced in
Conveyancing, and who could manage in the absence

T AW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman (ad . of the principal, seeks & RE -ENGAGEMENT. Age 25,
U mitten last_ Term ), an ENGAGEMENT as a Con . Ten years experience. Married . Salary S guineat per

veyancing CLERK . The Advertiser is a Graduate and week . – Address " 2 , " 48, Lonsdale-road, Westbourne.
T AW . - A Solicitor, Managing Clerk to a aged 29. - Address " M . A .," Post-office, Alford, Lincoln . grove, W .
u London firm of good standing , desires to JOIN a shire . I AW . - A Gentleman REQUIRES a RE .firm or & Solicitor ; has capital ; preliminary Clerkship

desired . No agents need apply.-- Address s . X .” (No. T AW . - WANTED, by a young Solicitor, a JJ ENGAGEMENT in a Solicitor's Office, with £120
1612), 10, Wellington street, Strand, W . C . CLERKSHIP in a good office. Graduate of London salary , being what he received in his last situation : he also

and Honours at Final. The highest references . Town requires Articles, for which he is willing to pay £10 pre
T AW . - WANTED , by a Gentleman (aged proferred . - " B . A .. " H . G . Field , 10 , New -inn , Strand . mium . The highest references in all respects, including

U last employers . - " G . H . "25 ) # PARTNERSHIP, or a CLERKSHIP with a eight years' character from

view to a Partnership , in London or the Country . The Ad IT AW . - WANTED , by an Oxford M . A ., ( 1812 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, W .C .
vertiser has had experience in good offices in Conveyancing U (age 27 . recently passed but not admitted ), an
and Chancery Practice , and also in Magisterial Work . A ENGAGEMENT as ASSISTANT in the Conveyancing SITUATIONS WANTED and VACANT con .fair premium will be paid . The bigbest reerences given ) Department of a London firm . - Address " D . N . " No. 117"
and required . - Addre . " Lex , " Post- ofice , Salisbury . Chancery lane . tinued on next page.

Partnerships,Wanted and Vacant.



THE LAW TIMES. ( FEB . 21, 1874 .

LAW -WANTED:phy,a-Solicitor (in 23rd er d

E DE AND SON ,

T AW . - WANTED , by the Advertiser (aged Now ready, 870 ., 1s ., sewed , by post ls . 1d ., MHURCH PREFERMENT WANTED.
PATRONS or SOLICITORS interested in the SALEL22), a GeneralCLERKSHIP . Can engross, abstract, MHE PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION

& c ., has a knowledge of County Court Business , and salary ( privately ) of ADVOWSONS, PRESENTATIONS, or1 JOURNAL and STUDENT' S LITERARY MAGA
moderate . Highest references. - Apply " B ., " Post- office, District Churches (either with deferred , or the prospect ofZINE. Edited by JAMES ERLE BENHAM . No. 18 .
Barnstaple.

immediate , possession ) are advised to communicate (confi.February 1974. Contents :- - 1. Sperial Examination Notices dentially ) with Mr. W . EMERY STARK , F . R . G . S . & c .for Easter and Trinity Terms, 1874 . 2 . Quotations by
who is enabled , through his extensive connection andTAW . - WANTED, by a Solicitor ( in 23rd Authors and Advocates. 3. “ Men of Genius deficient in many years' exclusive attention to these importantmatters,

U year), an ENGAGEMENT as Conveyancing or
Conversation ." 4 . The Questions of the Preliminary Ex
amination of the 11th and 12th of February, with the

to give valuable assistance . - Offices : St. Paul' s -chambers,

General CLERK , under slight supervision . - Address No . 23 (removed from 27 ), Bedford -street, Strand , W .C .

* J . H .” London Institution (between 11 and 12 ), Finsbury. Answers. 5 . Review of the February Examination, and a

circus, E . C . few Suggestions. 6 . Debating Societies. 7 . Answers to
Correspondents, & c. This day is published, price 8s., cloth lettered, post free,

T AW . - WANTED, in a Solicitor's Office in London : BUTTERWORTHS, 7 , Fleet-street , Her Majesty ' s
Law Publishers. THE LAW and PRACTICE of ELECTION

U the Country, a Copying and Engrossing CLERK . PETITIONS : with an Appendix , containing The
Address, with references, stating age and salary required , This day is published, Sixth Edition , price 165 ., cloth, Parliamentary Elections Act, 1889 ; The General Rules of

to “ W . 8 ., " Post-office, Llanelly , Carmarthenshire. THE LAW of CONTRACTS. By JOHN Procedure made by the Election Judges in England, Scot
1 WILLIAM SMITH , Esq., late of the Inner Temple, land, and Ireland ; Forms of Petitions, & c . & c . By

TAW . - BILL CLERK , — WANTED , an Barrister-at- Law , Author of " Leading Cases , " " A Trea HENRY HARDCASTLE , of the Inner Temple, Barrister .
efficient CLERK to draw arrears of costs, temporary tiset on Mercantile Law .” & o . . Edited by VINCENT at-law .

T . THOMPSON , Esq., M . A .. of Lincoln 's-inn, and of theengagement offered for say six months. - Apply to J . BREND
London : STEVENSand HAYXEA, Law Publishers, Bell- yard ,

BATTEX, 32, Great George-street , Westminster. Midland Circuit, Barrister- at-Law . Temple-bar.
London : STEVENS and Sons, 119, Chancery-lane ; H .
SWEET, 3, Chancery- lane ; and W . MAXWELL, and S

T AW . - WANTED, an efficient Engrossing
THE COMPANIES ACTS 1862 and 1867,

29, Fleet -street. Fourth Edition , now ready , price 29 . 6d., in cloth , A

U and Copying CLERK , willing to make himself gene HANDY BOOK , by RICHARD JORDAN , containing all
Tally useful. - Apply, stating age, references, and salary Just published , the necessary information for the Formation and Manage

required , to Mr. ALFRED TOLHURST, Solicitor, Gravesend. THE REVISED TABLE of FEES, & c ., to mentof Public Companies, Instructions as to the Prepara
be taken in the Principal and District Registries of tion of the Memorandum and Articles of Association ,

T AW . - WANTED , immediately, a CLERK , the Court of Probate . Price 1s . - Evison and BRIDGE, Law Special Resolutions, Annual Returns. Books to be kept.

U to assist generally. One having some knowledge of Stationers, 90, Chancery -lane . Liability of Members. Voluntary Winding -up, Notices for
" Gazette , " Table of Fees, Stamp Duties , & c .Common Law and Shipping preferred . Salary £100. - Address

Just ready . 8vo . cloth , price 68 ., pp . ix -456 ,
" N . P .," Post -office, Barrow in Furness.

London : STEVENS and Sons, 119 , Chancery-lane, Fleet

MHE EDUCATION ACTS MANUAL , street .

TAW - WANTED, an Engrossing and 1 Eighth Edition . By HUGH OWEN , Jun., Esq ., This day is published, Part 1 , price 103. 6d., sewed .

U Copying CLERK, in an office in the West of Eng
Barrister-at-Law . The information in this new edition is MHE HISTORY of the COMMON LAW ofbrought down to the present time, and it is a completeland. - Apply , stating salary required , to " P ., ” Messrs . GREAT BRITAIN and GAUL, from the earliest
guide for all interested in the formation or management of

Hunnard and Co., 5 , Middle Temple -lane, London , E . C . School Boards. Period to the time of English Legal Memory . By JOHN

London : KNIGHT and Co.. 90 . Fleet-street, E . C . PYM YEATMAN , of Lincoln 's Inn , Esq ., Barrister-at
TAW - COPYING and ENGROSSING Low .

This day is published , price 128 . cloth ,
U CLERK. - WANTED , in an Office in the West of London : STEVENS and Sons, 119 , Chancery-lane.

England, & Copying and Engrossing CLERK . - Apply , A GUIDE to ELECTION LAW and the This day is published, price 98 ., cloth ,
- stating references , age, and salary required, to " W . V ., LAW and PRACTICE of ELECTION PETITIONS.
care of Messrs. Waterlow , Birchin -lane, London . By the Hon. CHANDOS LEIGH , M . A ., late Fellow of Ali | THE FACTORY and WORKSHOP ACTS ;

Souls College, Oxford , Barrister -at-Law , Recorder of Star comprising all the Lawsnow in force for the Regala

T AW . - WANTED, a CLERK to attend to ford ; and HENRY D . LE MARCHANT, M . A ., Ch . Ch ., tion ofLabour in Factories and Workshops, with Introduc

U Common Law and Chancery under supervision . Oxford , Esq ., Barrister -at- Law . 1 tion , Explanatory Notes, Notes of the decided Cases, & c .

Apply by letter, stating age , whether married or single,
London : DAVIS and Sox , 57 , Carey-street, Lincoln 's By GEORGE JARVIS NOTCUTT, Esq. , of the Middle

admitted or not, and the salary required , by letter to inn , w . e . Temple , Barrister-at Law .

* * X .. " care of Messrs . Witherby, Law Stationers, Newman 's London : STEVENS and Sons, 119, Chancery-lane.
NEW ILLUSTRATED NEWSPAPER .

1 Court, Cornhill. Threepence Weekly . No. 1, March 7 . LA SPINALL 'S MARITIME LAW CASES.
T AW - ARTICLED CLERK . — There are THE PICTORIAL WORLD will supply LASTJust published , the new part ( Vol. 2 , Part II.) .

U VACANCIES for TWO Articled CLERKS in the High -class Engravings of Events of the Week , and containing Reports of all the Cases on Maritime Low

office of a firm in the West of England of good general whatever is new in Art, Society , Politics, Literature, and decided by the Courts of Admiralty , the Privy Council, all

Practice, to which also are attached several public appoint Fashion . Fifty Artists and Writers of acknowledged merit the Superior Courts of Law and Equity , with a selection of

ments, - Apply to “ X .” (No. 1612 ), 10, Wellington -street, are engaged to contribute . The PICTORIAL WORLDThe PICTORIAL WORLD Foreign Cases . By J . P . ASPINALL, Esq ., Barrister -at
Strand, W . 0 . will be a First-rate Illustrated Newspaper, on fine toned Law . " Price 58. 6d . The back volumes and parts may be

paper. for Threepence Weekly . Prospectus free Order of I had to complete sets .

T AW . - WANTED, in a County Court or
your Newbvendor or at the Railway Bookstalls. London ; " LAW TIMES" Office, 10, Wellington -street,

Offices : 63, Fleet-street, London , Strand .
U Justices' Clerk 's Office, a CLERK , who must be tho

coughly acquainted with the system of making the County CRAIG 'S BOOKKEEPING for SOLICI.
Court Returns. - Address, stating age, references , and U TORS, 1866 . Price 1s . - of the Author, ALFRED T.
salary required , to “ W ., " 46, Lincoln ' s Inn Fields. CRAIG , Accountant, 9 , King's-road , Bedford -row , W .C .

T AW . - WANTED, in a Solicitor's office , a Price ls., by post ls . 2d .
YOUNG MAN who understands Pitman 's Shorthand DEAUTIES of FRENCH LITERATURE ROBE MAKERS

to assist in the correspondence and general business of A Translation into English , by JAMES LOWE, of
the office . -- Apply , stating age and salary required, to thememoirs and letters of Madamede Sévigné and Madame
" X . Y . Z .," care of Messrs. Smith and Hassell, 21, la Duchesse D 'Orleans. By Special Appointment
Cursitor-street, Chancery -lane. London : HORACE Cox , 10 ,Wellington- street, Strand, w .ci TO HER MAJESTY THE LORD CHANCELLOR ,

The Whole of the Judicial Bench ,
T AW . - WANTED, in an Office in a Country NEW EDITION OF SAUNDERS'S LAW OF Corporation of London , & c .

U Town, a CLERK (admitted ). Must be a good Con BASTARDY.

veyancer, and one who has had experience in conducting
SOLICITORS' AND REGISTRARS' GOWNS.MHE LAW and PRACTICE of AFFILIA | BARRISTERS' AND QUEEN' S COUNSELS DI

cases before Magistrates and in the County Court. - Apply , TION , containing the Bastardy Law Amendment
with particulars as to age, capabilities , and past experience, Acte 1872 and 1878, the New Forms jus issued by the Local
with salary required , to " L , H . W . ” (No. 1612 ), 10 , Welling. Government Board, and all the Decisions upon the subject . CORPORATION ROBES.

ton -street, Strand, W . O . By THOMAS W . SAUNDERS, Barrister -at-Law , Recorder UNIVERSITY AND CLERGY GOWNS

of Bath , Sixth Edition . Price 6s, 6d ., cloth , Established 1689.
LAW . - WANTED immediately (for 6 London : Law TIMES Office, 10, Wellington-street, Strand . I 94 , CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON.
1 months,and perhaps longer), & General Managing
CLERK ; must be thoroughly acquainted with Common
Law , Bankruptcy , and County Court Practice ; have a fair
knowledge of Conveyancing and the general routine of & NOW READY.
mized Country Practice, and be able to advise and act THE SECOND EDITION (greatly enlarged and almost entirely re -written ) ofwithout supervision ; a young Isolicitor, recently admitted ,
preferred . - Address, stating full particulars, salaryrequired ,
etc ., “ Lex, ” 2 , Worcester -street , Oxford .

T AW . - WANTED, in an Office in a Country
Town in the West of England, a CLERK , thoroughly

competent to Prepare Abstracts, ordinary Conveyances, A MANUAL OF THE
and practically acquainted with the routine of a Country
Solicitor' s Office. A gentleman who has completed his PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF THE COUNTY COURTS IN EQUITABLE
articles notobjected to . - Address , stating salary required ,
with references, & c ., to “ w . S ., " care of Messrs. Hunnard PROCEEDINGS,and Co ., Law Stationers , 5 , Middle Temple -lane, London ,
E . C .

Including the powers given by the Friendly Societies Acts, the Charitable Trusts Acts, the Companies Acts,

PUILDING LAND for the immediate
and all other subjects of Jurisdiction not included under the heads of Common Law, Admiralty, and
Bankruptcy , with a Chapter on the Probate Jurisdiction conferred by the Acts of 1858 and 1873, and Forms,creation of Ground Rente . - To Capitalists, Surveyors, Tables of Costs , and Lists of Fees.

Solicitors, Builders, and others. - To be SOLD , the ninety
nine years' lease at a nominalrent of a CapitalBUILDING
ESTATE of over 9 aores, at Brixton , surrounded by well
let houses. - Apply for particulars to “ T ., " Clare House, By HENRY FREDERICK GIBBONS, LL. B .,
Henley -on- Thames . AND

COUGHS, COLDS, ASTHMA, NATHANIEL NATHAN , B. A ., Barristers-at- Law .

PRONCHITIS , and NEURALGIA ,
LONDON : HORACE COX, 10 , WELLINGTON-STREET, STRAND, W .C .DR. J . COLLIS BROWNE' S CHLORO .

DYNE, a few doses quite effectual. - Caution . - The
extraordinary medical reports on the efficacy of Chlorodyne
render it of vital importance that the public should obtain TWENTY -FOURTH EDITION , RE-EDITED AND RECOMPOSED .
the genuine, which is protected by a Government stamp,
bearing the words " Dr. J . Collis Browne' s Chlorodyne, In a thick volume, fcp. 8vo., price 9s. cloth ,See decision of Vice -Chancellor Sir W . Page Wood , the
Times, July 16th , 1864. Numerous testimonials from

eminent Physicians accompany each bottle .
From W . C . Wilkinson , Esq ., F . R . C . S ., Spalding.

“ I consider it invaluable in phthisis and spasmodic
A POPULAR DIGEST OF THEcough : the benefit is very marked indeed . "

Dr. M 'Millman of New Galloway, Scotland. LAWS OF ENGLAND - CIVIL , CRIMINAL, AND CONSTITUTIONAL :
" Iconsider it the most valuable medicine known, ”

Sold in boilies, ls, 14d . , 28 . 9d . , and 4s. 6d , by all chemists . Intended for practical Use and General Information, and adapted for the Reference of Solicitors, Attorneys,
Role manufacturer , J . T . DAVENPORT, 33 , reat Russell. Magistrates, Justices of the Peace ,Members of Parliament, and Country Gentlemen , Twenty- Fourth Edition,

street, London , W . O . with all the recent changes in the Laws, up to the close of the last Session of Parliament, incorporated in

accordance with the Chronological Table and Index of the Statutes published by Authority .

THE COUNTY COURTS CHRONICLE “ The success which has been attained by this publication is the best guarantee of its utility . During the day
1 and GAZETTE OF BANKRUPTOY, monthly . | or two that it has been upon our table we have had occasion to refer to it, and found it extremely serviceable .

price 18 . 6d., contains all the Law and Reports of the Webelieve it will be a useful addition to the practical works which should be in the library of every lawyer."
County Courts and in Bankruptcy . Law Times , Feb . 7 .
London : " LAW TIMES " Office, 10, Wellington -street ,

Strand, LONDON : LONGMANS, GREEN , and co ., PATERNOSTER -ROW .

S . IC

EQUITY IN THE COUNTY COURTS :

om THE CABINET LAWYER ;
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MOST

KAME

THE NEW SYSTEM OF BUYING A HIGH CLASS BOOTS. HAMBER OF COMMERCE ,
145 , CHEAPSIDE,

HOUSE WITHOUT MONEY. LONDON , E . O .

ROOMS FOR MEETINGS.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY , Superior accommodation on theGround Floor for holding

Meetings of Creditors , Arbitrations, & c ., at reasonable

29 AND 80, SOUTHAMPTON -BUILDINGS, terms. Conveniently situated , lofty light, well-ventilated ,

CHANCERY LANE, LONDON . and quiet.

Apply to COOPER , CRAIG , and CRAIG , on the premises.

MOST PERSONS ARE FAMILIAR with
KINAHAN ' S LL WHISKY

1 what is known as the " THREE YEARS'SYSTEM "
of the Pianoforte Makers, by which anyone who Hires an This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the
Instrumentand pays the Hire for that period , becomes the very
ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE . Pre CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,
viously to the introduction of this plan it was almost as
difficult for those of limited income to buy a good Pianoforte In quality unrivalled , perfectly pure, and more wholesome

as to BUY A HOUSE ; end persons went on year after than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the red seal, pink

year , paying for the Hire of an Instrument, and expended Fig . 1 . Fig . 2. label, and cork branded “ Kinahan 's LL . Whisky ." - Whole .

As much money as would have bought the Pianoforte The normal condition of The perfect form of Shoes .
Bale Depot. 20 , Great Titchfield -street, Oxford -street , W .

several times over . the Foot. a , b , c , d , Elasticated Leather . VIDNEY SEED
What will hold good for Pianofortes will hold good for

HOUSES ; and there aremany who would no doubt AVAIL DOWIE AND MARSHALL, SOWER
THEMSELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY , if it was
afforded them , of becoming (PATENT) .

455, WEST STRAND, LONDON ,
THE OWNER OF A HOUSE

(Nearly opposite Northumberland House ), For Florists and Small
in the sameway as they have already become the owner of
their pianoforte. ESTABLISHED 1824, Seeds, 2s. 6d . each . For

THE DIRECTORS
BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS. Peas, & c ., and Market

OF THE Gardens, 8s. 6d , each ,

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY THE TEMPLE
HAVE DETERMINED TO AFFORD To be had of all Seeds.

THE SAME FACILITIES FOR PURCHASING men , Ironmongers, and

HOUSES General Shopkeepers in
As now exist for Buying Pianofortes. the United Kingdom ,

A HOUSE being, however, a more expensive article to Pur
chase than a Pianoforte, the " Three Years ' System " will
not apply , excepting in a very few cases ; ro that a MORE MANEY and CONNOR ,
LENGTHENED PERIOD IS NECESSARY over which
the Time of Hiring must extend . FASHIONABLE TAILORS,

In pursuance of this resolution SCIENTIFIC TROUSERS MAKERS.THE DIRECTORS HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTS
WITH A LARGE VARIETY OF

THE OWNERS OF HOUSES NEW GOODS for COATS and TROUSERS
In various parts of London, and its Suburbs, by which they

are enabled to afford to the FOR THE SEASON .

Members of the Birkbeck Building 315 , HIGH HOLBORN
Society
AND OTHERS LONDON .

very wideCHOICE in the SELECTION both of HOUSES (Four Doors East of Chancery-lane.)
and the locality in which they are situated . The Plan upon

which the Directors propose to proceed is T EFT-OFF CLOTHES. – Mr. and Mrs.
TO LET THESE HOUSES FOR A PERIOD OF

| TRADE MARK . ) PHILLIPS , 31, THAYER -STREET. MANCHES

TWELVE-AND - A -HALF YEARS,
TER -SQUARE , LONDON , W ., are the Best BUYERS of

GREAT CENTRAL WINE CELLARS, all kinds of LADIES' andGENTLEMEN ' S ATTIRE, Silk ,
At the end of which time, if the Rent be regularly Paid , Satin , Velvet, Brocades, Dresses, Court Trains, Antique

THE HOUSE 22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON Lace, old English and Foreign China , Household Furniture,
Jewels , Plate , in fact every kind of Property for ready

Will become the absolute Property of the (OPPOSITE CHANCERY -LANE). cash . Ladies or Gentlemen waited on at any time or dis
tance. All letters receive prompt attention . Money orders

Tenant The Largest, Cheapest, and Best Wine Establishmentin
the World . to any amount for Parcels from Town or Country. Estab

WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENT OF ANY KIND.
lished 1820 . Ready money only.

THE MOST NOTED VINTAGES, Thousands of testimonials . The subjoined are copies :
IN ALL CASES " Gloucester , April 2 .

BY THE GLASS,
POSSESSION OF THE HOUSE

BY THE BOTTLB, Mrs. A . N . writes : - " I have received your P . O . O . with
BY THE GALLOX , BY THE DOZEN , thanks for your liberality and attention , I shall recommend

WILL BE GIVEN all my friends. I have had business with others, but none
AND BY THE CASK , have given me so much satisfaction as you have ."

WITHOUT ANY IMMEDIATE OUTLAY IN MONEY. AT WHOLESALE PRICES ; " Brighton , May 4.
Excepting Payment of the Law Charges for the Title Lady S . T . writes : - " I received the registered letter con .

Deeds, which in all cases will be restricted to Or Packed in Hampers for Races and Picnics
taining the notes. I quite agree with Mrs. R . C . that you

Five Guineas are very straightforward in conducting your business . I
shall have great pleasure in recommending any friends who

BEYOND THIS SMALL SUM may wish to dispose of their cast- off clothes that are too

NO PAYMENT OF ANY KIND THE GRIDIRON good to give away."
" Edinburgh, May 18.

IS REQUIRED BY THE SOCIETY Is now complete and in full operation . " I send you a large box of clothes. I am quite satisfied

BEYOND THE STIPULATED RENT, WHICH MAY CHOPS, STEAKS, & c., & c., ONE SHILLING .
that you give the full value, as I sent the last you had of me

BE PAID EITHER MONTHLY OR QUARTERLY . to someother person first, and your price was much above
their valuation . I leave it to you to send mewhat you con

THE REST PAYABLE BY THE TENANT sider the value of the present articles. I have recommended

Includes Ground Rent and Insurance for 22 , FLEET-STREET, LONDON
you to my sister, Mrs, M , Y ., of Reading." .
Weare every day receiving the same kind of testimonials

the Whole Term . (Opposite Chancery-lane). which show that we do give the full value of all articles
offered to us . If this is not sufficient to satisfy themost

Although the Number of years for payment of Rent is fixed sceptical we challenge all dealers . We not only buy of
at Twelve and - a -Half, ladies and gentlemen , but our demand is so great that we

A SHORTER PERIOD MAY BE CHOSEN AT AN purchase of the trade. Ladies and gentlemen , by disposing

INCREASED RENTAL, of their property to us, get the best price, thereby saving a
second profit . Our only address in England is

OR 81, THAYER-STREET, MANCHESTER -SQUARE ,
A LONGER PERIOD AT A LOWER RENTAL, LONDON .

The Terms of which may be ascertained on application to (LIMITED)
CANADA : ST. PAUL-STREET, MONTREAL.

the Manager, AUSTRALIA : MYER' S -STREET, SANDHURST, VIO .
TORIA : and

31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHESTER -SQUARE

THE ADVANTAGES Where all letters and parcels must be addressed.
Brtablished 1820 .

OF THIS

New System of Purchasing a House, SPANISH FLY is the acting ingredient in
D ALEX. ROSS' S CANTHARIDES OIL , which

MAY BE SUMMED UP AS FOLLOWS: speedily produces Whiskers and thickens Hair , Ss . 60 ,

1 . Persons of Limited Income, Clerks, Shopmen, and
ALEX. ROSS , 248, High Holborn , London .

others, may , by becoming Tenants of the BIRKBECK LAIR CURLING FLUID , 248, High
BUILDING SOCIETY , be placed at once in a position of Holborn , London . - ALEX . ROSS' S CURLINGindependence as regards their Landlord ,

FLUID curls Ladies' or Gentlemen 's Hair immediately it

2 . Their RENT CANNOT BE RAISED . is applied. Sold at 38 . 6d . ; sent free for 54 stamps.

3 . They CANNOT BE TUINED OUT OF POSSES.
Are Fire Resisting (see Testimonial).

REY HAIR , 248, High Holborn , London .
SION so long as they pay their Rent. They afford great advantages for agricultural use, being UT ALEX . ROSS'S HAIR DYE produces a perfect

4 . NO FEES or FINES of any kind are chargeable . specially adapted to colour immediately it is used . Price 3s . 6d . ; sent by post

5 . They can leave the House at any time without notice .
COVERED FARM -YARDS , HAY BARNS, or 54 stamps.

rent being payable only to the timeof giving up possession . CORN , CATTLE , and all kinds of SHED TOLLOWAY' S PILLS and OINTMENT.
6 . It circumstances compel them to leave the House DING , Temporary or Permanent. - INFLUENZA , COUGHS, and COLDS. - In

before the completion of their Twelve- and a Half Years' diseases of the throat and chest, ever prevalent in our
Tenancy , they can Sub -let the House for the remainder of

F . M . & Co. 's Patent “ Iron Thatch Substitute " has been
changeable climate , nothing so speedily relieves, or SOthe Term , or they can Transfer their right to another awarded the Silver Medalof the RoyalAgricultural Society
certainly cures, as these inestimable remedies .of England . These

Tenant. disorders are too often neglected at their commencement,
7 . Finally , NO LIABILITY or RESPONSIBILITY of or are injudiciously treated , and in either case disastrous

any kind is incurred , be ond the Payment of Rentby those Attention is invited to F . M . & Co.'s consequences result. Whatever the condition of the patient,
who acquire Houses by this New System . Holloway 's remedies will restore, if recovery be possible :

The BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY have on their PATENT IRON ROOFING TILES OR SLATES they will retard the alarming symptoms till the blood is

List several HOUSES, which they are prepared to LET on
purified , when nature, gradually restoring strength and

which effect a considerable saying in timber framing as
the TWELVE -AND - A -HALF YEARS' SYSTEM , and in

vital nervous power, will consummate the cure . By perse
compared with ordinary Slates,

many cases Immediate Po - session may be obtained.
vering in the use of Holloway' s preparations, tone is con

Designs and Estimates sent on application ferred first on the stomach , and through it on the system
The 1 erms on which Houses can be placed on this generally . Thousands of persons have testified that by the

Register may be obtained on application to use of these remedies alone they have been restored to
FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT,Manager, LONDON OFFICE : 36, PARLIAMENT-STREET, S . W . health after every other means have failed ,

CTS MORTONCI
S
ME

LIVERPOOL )
NAYLOR STREET 2.0

ON ROOFS& BULL
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GRATEFUL – COMFORTING .

EPPS ' S COCOA .
BREAKFAST.

“ By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful
application of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa,Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately -flavoured

beveragewhich may save us many heavy doctors ' bills." -- Civil Service Gazette .

MADE SIMPLY WITH BOILING WATER OR MILK .

SOLD BY GROCERS IN PACKETS ONLY, LABELLED

JAMES EPPS and Co., HOMEOPATHIC CHEMISTS,
48, THREADNEEDLE-STREET, AND 170, PICCADILLY.

WORKS FOR DIETETIC PREPARATIONS, DIANA-PLACE, EUSTON -ROAD.

Sales by Juction . Legal Notices.

THE Right Ho

Surrey . - A volnable Freehold Residential Property, eligibly
situate in a favourite and select locality , posressing every
facility for railway communication , being within half an
hour ' s ride by rail, and a distance of twelve miles by road ,

VESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and from the metropolis . The situation of the property is THE I Honourable
FARMER'S LIST of ESTATES and HOUSES extremely picturesque, and the neighbourhood in which it 1 BURN , Bart., Lord Chief Justice of England, has

to beSOLD or LET, including Landed Estates , Town and is placed is surrounded by the best society . It comprises
kindly consented to Preside at the Forty-second Apniver .a superior residence ofhandsomeelevation , erected withinCountry Residences , Hunting and Shooting Quarters ,

Farms, Ground Rents, Rentcharges, House Property, and the last ten years at considerable expense for the occupa sary Dinner of the UNITED LAW CLERKS' SOCIETY.
HARRY G . ROGERS, Secretary ,Investments generally , is PUBLISHED on the first day of tion of the owner, and contains eleven bed chambers,

each month , and may be obtained , free of charge, at their dressing rooms, three reception rooms, billiard room , con
Offices, 80 , Cheapside, E . C ., or will be sentby post in return servatory , and well - arranged domestic offices. The TNCORPORATED LAW SOCIETY. -
for two stamps. Particulars for insertion should be grounds are laid out with great taste , and embrace an INNS of COURT. - UNIVERSITIES. - H . M .received not later than four days previous to the end of the area of 18 acres . The property is adapted for the residence SERVICES . - PUPILS PREPARED for the Examing .
precedingmonth . of a nobleman , banker, merchant, or private gentleman , tio s by Mr. WILL GRIFFITH , Barrister , Author of the

London bridge. - By order of the Mortgagee. - Valuable M R . MARSH is favoured with instructions " Institutes of Equity . ” 10 a m . to 4 p . m ., 77 , Chancery .

long Leasehold Shops, Offices , and Cellarare, comprised to SELL by AUCTION, at the Guildhall Coffee lane, London , W . 0 . ; 5 p . m . to 10 p . m . , 25 . Guilford -street.
in two extensive buildings, occupying an importantand house , Gresham -street, at Twelve for One o ' clock . on Russell-square, London , W . O .
commanding position on the south side of the principal THURSDAY, MAY 21, the above desirable RESIDEN
approach to the South - Eastern and London , Brighton , TIAL PROPERTY . situate and known as River - hill, Wor. I PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION for
and South Coast Railway Stations, the greater portion cester - park , near Ewell and Kingston , and within easy - SOLICITORS. - A Clergyman whose Punils have
let on lease, or otherwise , and the whole estimated to reach of Epsom . never failed to pass at their first attempt PREPARES
produce a profit rental of npwards of £1100 per annum . Particulars and plans may shortly be obtained of Mr. CANDIDAT S for the above Examination very speedily .

ESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON . and A . M . YETTs (late Mr. Marsh ), No. 5 *, Cannon-street. E . C . - For particulars address the Rev. A . P , READ, M . A ., St.
M FARMER,wlISELL, at the Mart , on TUESDAY, James' s College, Downs-road, Clapton , E .

the 10th March , at Two o ' clock , in one lot , the LEASE
HOLD PREMISES, known as Nos . 15 and 16 , and 17 and TIMBER , STANDING OR FELLED LAW EXAMINATIONS.— A GENTLEMAN
18, Railway-approach , situate in immediate proximity to
the Lond in -bridge Stations, and covering an area of about at the BAR (Bachelor of Laws in Honours)

VALUED OR PURCHASED. PREPARES, in Chambers or through the post, for3100 square feet , with an imposing frontase of sift. Each
the INCORPORATED LAW SOCIETY , the BAR, andbuilding consists of seven stories , and includes two capital MARTIN R . COBBETT , LONDON LLB. References to former and present pupilsshops on the grouod floor, also an excellent double base

ment, with entrances from a carriage-way in the rear. The will be given . - Address “ LL. B .," care of Messrs. Reeves
first, Second, and third floors are arranged in suites of ENGLISH AND FOREIGN TIMBER MERCHANT, and Turner Law Booksellers , 100, Chancery- lane, W . C .
offices , and comprise seven rooms on each ; the lower base .
ment is lofty, well lighted , and specially adapted for a wine ST. THOMAS-STREET, LONDON , S. E . TO SOLICITORS. - Office for PATENTS,
merchant' s , Held for 99 years from Midsummer 1868 , at
ground rente amounting to £125 per annum . The portions | An Estimate given free for any quantity , however small or 5 , SERLE STREET, LINCOLN 'S . Ixx , W . C .
let at present produce 1965, but the estimated rental value or large, in any part of the United Kingdom . Messrs. Davies and HUNT, Patent Solicitors , continue to
of the entirety is nearly £1600 per annum . procure BRITISH and FOREIGN PATENTS, & c .. at

Particulars of SYCAMORE AND LIME TIMBER WANTED. most moderate charges, and to SOLICITORS at agency rates.
Messrs. NEWMAN , DALE, and STRETTON , Soli. Solicitors and intending Patentees should obtain their

aitors, 75, Cornhill ; " HANDBOOK FOR INVENTORS" gratis on application
and of the Auctioneers, 80, Cheapside. DELICAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY. or by letter .

Established in 1797.
Fenchurch -street. - To Merchants, Bankers, and others.
Amportantand capital Premises, held for forty - five years, 0 , Lombard -street, City,and 57, Charing-cross,Westminster. AW PUPILS . - A BARRISTER , who has
at 2 :0W ground -rent. DIRECTORS. with almost uniform success, prepared nearly one

M ESSRS. ELLIS and SON are directed by Henry R . Brand, Esq . Henry Lancelot Holland, housand Students for Examinution prior to Admission de

the Executors of the late Henry Barber. Ex .. t Octavius E . Coope, Esq ., 1 Esq. Attorneys, many nfwhom obtained a Prize or Certificate of

M . P . Sir John Lubbock , Bart., Merit , including two Clifford ' s -inn Prizemen , RECEIVES
SELL by AUCTION , at the MART, on TAURSDAY, John Coope Davis , Esq . M . P . , F . R . S . PUPILS for Intermediate or FinalExaminations, to thom
MARCH 5 at Two precisely , the important and capital Henry Farquhar, Esq . John Stewart Oxley , Esq . he devotes five hours daily . Fee moderate . - For particulars,
PREMISES , of modern erection and handsome elevation , Charles Emanuel Goodhart, Benjamin Shaw , Esq . or an interview , address " Mr. J ., " Messrs, Stevens andhaving a frontage of Hoft., with fine north light, situate No. Dudley Robert Smith , E Sons, Law Booksellers , 119, Chancery - lane, W . 0 .
86, Fenchurch -street, in the best position , and iorming one N . B . Classes are forming, limited in number , for the ensuingof the chief features in this central mercantile locality , Kirkman D . Hodgson , Esq., Marmaduke Wyvill, Esq .
with immediate possession of the ground floor and base M . P . Easter, Trinity , and Michaelmas Terms.

This Company offers
ment, an opportunity now rarely occnrring in this neigh
bourhood . The premises comprise , on the upper floor, light, COMPLETE SECURITY . LONDON GAZETTE (published by authority ) and

lofty show rooms, with north skylights , and apartments for MODERATE RATES of Premium , with Participation ir. LONDON and COUNTRY ADVERTISEMENTOFFICE

housekeeper : on the first. Recond, and third floors several | Four- fifths or Eighty per cent. of the Profits, such profits No. 117, CHANCERY-LANE, FLEET-STREET.
suites of superior offices , fitted with strong roomsand water being either added to the Policy , applied in reduction of

closets ; on the ground floor, spacious, lofty show rooms D ENRY GREEN, Advertisement Agent,premium , or paid in cash , at the option of Insured .
and offices, with strong room and water closets ; a wide LOW RATES without Participation in Profits. I begs to direct the attention of the Legal Profession to
stone staircase to the top floor, and an extensive basement LOANS che advantages of his long experience of uproards of twenty
under the whole , well lighted in front, with lavatories , water in connection with Life Assurance , on approved Security, in Nve years, in the special insertion of all pro formá notices,

closets, and cellars . sums of not less than £500 , tc., and hereby solicits their continued support. - N . B . OneMay be viewed by orders only, to be had of Messrs. ELLIS ANNUAL PREMIUM copy of advertisement only required , and the strictest careand Sox .
Printed particularsmay shortly be hal of and promptitude Assured . Oficially stamped forms for edrequired for the Assurance of e !00 for the whole term of life :

vertisements and file of London Gazette kept. By appoint
W . A . CRUMP, Esq ., Solicitor, 10 , Philpot- lane : Without With Withat the Mart ; and of Messrs . ELLIS and Sox , Auctioneers

mentWithout
Age. Profits . Profits . Age. Profits. | Profits.and Estate Agents , 49 , Fenchurch -street.

TANTED, by a respectable Widow , theCustom -house-chambers , Lower Thames- street. - Extensive £111 01 £1 15 0 40 £2 18 10 £3 6 5
Leisehold Premises, producing a rental of £1451 108. per 20 1 1 13 10 1 19 3150409 CARE of CHAMBERS or Offices, or the Situs1 4 10 7

annum , & most eligible Investment. 2 4 0 2 10 4 11 60 6 1 0 6 7 4 tion of Housekeeper to a Gentleman . She can be well
recommended . References will be given to persongaddress .M ESSRS. ELLIS and SON are directed

Any Insured partymay , if he think proper, pay the whole ing -- " J . S . C ., " 69, Gray' g -inn -road , Holborn .to SELL by AUCTION , at the MART, on
THURSDAY, MARCH 5 , at Two precisely, the very amountof premium required on a Life Policy in a few years

extensive and substantial PREMISES , known as Custom by increasing the annul payments according to a fixed MARE of OFFICES or CHAMBERS.
table , after which hº will have nothing more to pay.house-chambers , Nus. 66 , 67, and 68 , Lower Thames WANTED, by a respectable Person , whose husbandROBERT TUOKER , Secretary and Actuary.street , and the capitol Bonded Warehouses and Cel. is already employed in a first class Firm . The highest refe

larage adjoinine, occupied by Messrs . Lemon Hart and rences as to character. No children . - Address " 0 ." (No.
Son , situste No. 704, Lower Thames -street, opposite the MPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE | 1605 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand .
Custom .honse, an important position . Tapidly increasing COMPANY (Established 1803).
in value . The property has a commanding frontage ; it has i , Old Brond-street, E . C ., and 16 and 17, Pall-mall, S . W . THE HOME and FOREIGN PUBLICbeen recently put into repair . It is almost entirely let, aud Capital, £1,600,000. Paid -up and Invested , 2700.000.
to good tenants, at very moderate rents . Held by lease from WORKS CONSTRUCTION ASSOCIATION are

E COZENS SMITH , GeneralManager .
the Commissioners of her Majesty ' s Customs for an unex . prepared to receive PROPOSALS for the EREOTION , in
pired term of 18 years , at the low rent of £135 per ANNUITIES AND REVERSIONS. any part of the world , of RAILWAYS, Water Works, Gas
annum . Works, Docks, Canals, Lighthouses, Irrigation Works,
May be viewed by permission of the tenants ; printed par REVERSIONARY INTEREST Reclamation ofWauta Lands. or any other worksof import

ticulars may be bad of SOCIETY , ance . - Apply to the Manager ,at the Offioe, 17,Gracechurch .
GEORGE WEBB, Esq , Solicitor, & , Crosby-square ; of street, London , E . C .
Messrs. DUNCAN and MERTON , Solicitors, 45, 68, CHANCERY LANE , LONDON .

Bloomsbury -equare ; CHAIRMAX . - Alfred H . Shadwell . Esa . CYLERGYMEN ' S , Professional Men 's, andat the Mart ; and of Messrs. ELLIS and Box . Auctioneers DEPUTY -CHAIRMAN - H . Cecil Raikes, Esq., M . P .
Military and Naval Officers' SONS are received at &and Estate Agents, 49, Fenchurch -street. Reversions and Life Interests purchased . Immediate and Clergyman ' s SCHOOL, strictly limited to gentlemen , on

Deferred Annuities granted in exchange for ReversionaryMR. MARSH 'S REGISTER of LANDED specially reduced terms. - Address Rev. Master A . M . (to
and Contingent Interests. be forwarded ), Messrs. Dawson and Sons. 121. Cannon .M ESTATES, Town and Country Residences , and Loansmay also be obtained on the security of Reversions. street, London , E . C .property of every description , is published monthly, and Annuities, Immediate , Deferred , and Contingent, and alex

may be obtained at the offices of Mr. A . M . YETTS (late Endowmerts , granted on favourable terms.
Mr. Marsh ). Auctioneer, Land , and Estate Agent, 54, Prospectuses and Forms of Proposal, and all further infor. Printed and published by HORACE Cox, at 12, Wellington
Cannon -street, E . C ., or willbe forwarded by post on application , may be had at the office . | street, Strand , London, W . O ., in the County of Middlesex
dation , C . B . CLABON , Secretary. -- Saturday, Feb . 91, 1874.

Esq .
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Price (with Reports ), ls.

Without Reports, ed .
-

Honey , Wanted and to Jend.

THE IMPROVEMENT of LANDED

No. 1613), 10. Wthe Paxt vorative businity for the

[ AW PARTNERSHIP . - A Solicitor of 45 T AW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman whose
years standing , with a wideand good generalbusiness articles will expire in June next, a CLERKSHIP

in Staffordshire , practising in a commercial town possessing (Ohancery or Conveyancing ) in a Town office, with a view
a large district County Court and daily Petty Sessions, is to PARTNERSHIP . The advertiser has a good connec

ESTATES. - The LAND , LOAN , and ENFRAN . desirous of MEETING with & clever young PRACTI. tion , and could introduce capital to the amountof £1000 .
CHISEMENT COMPANY (incorporated by special Act of TIONER and ADVOCATE as PARTNER , with a prospect Address " H . J . P ., " 10 , The Mall, Kensington, W .
Parliament) ADVANCES MONEY of succeeding to the business on easy terms, the adver ' iser

Ist. - To the Owners of Settled and other Estates, for being now somewhat out of health . - Address " H . W . . ' T AW . - A RE -ENGAGEMENT is re

the Erection of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES , Mr. H . L . Bird , Solicitor , Tondon -Wall, London , E . quired by the Advertiser, who is well up in Con .

and for the DRAINAGE, IRRIGATION , ENCLOSING ,
CLEARING , and general Improvement of LANDED Pro

veyancing and the general routine of country practice .
TAW PARTNERSHIPS. - MESSRS. Satisfactory references given . - Address “ Lex " (No. 1613 ) ,

perty in any part of the United Kingdom : HOOPER and SON can with confidence state that 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , W . O .
2nd. - To the Owners of Settled Estates in England , for the Partnerships which have been arranged through their

the ERECTION or COMPLETION of MANSIONS, Agency have given very great satisfaction , and as they have TAW . - A Gentleman ( 24 years of age,
STABLES , and OUTBUILDINGS : always on their Register numerousapplicants seeking occu . U admitted last term ), seeks a CLERKSHIP , either
Srd . - To Landowners generally , to enable them to sub pation for timeand capital, they are in a position to intro with or without a view to a Partnership : or would Treat

scribe for Shares in Companies for the CONSTRUCTION duce without delay gentlemen fully competent to render for a Partnership at once . - Address “ F . 8 .” ( 1618 ), 10,
of RAILWAYS and NAVIGABLE OANALS , which will essential service to any Solicitor who may requireassistance Wellington-street, Strand, W . C .
beneficially affect their Estates : in the conduct of his busin - 88, - 69, Ludgate -hill.

4th . - TO INCUMBENTS , for the Improvement of their T AW . - Advertiser (aged 29 ) seeks a RE
GLEBE LANDS, by Drainage , and the Erection of FARM TAW PARTNERSHIP . - A Solicitor, in the U ENGAGEMENT as copying CLERK. Is a quickBUILDINGS and COTTAGES : Country , having an old established Practice , and penman , can assist in Common Law and attend ordinary
_ 5th . - - To COPYHOLDERS for the ENFRANCHISE holling all the Local Legal Public Offices, is prepared to summonses. Undeniable references. Salary moderate. -
MENT of COPYHOLD LANDS . DISPOSE of a SHARE in the Bnsiness , to a Gentleman “ Lex," 12, Clarence-street, Jeffrey's-road , Clapham -road ,The amount borrowed with the expenses would be charged having had some experience in the performance of the s . w .e estate benefited , and repaid by & rentcharge, termi. | duties attached to Public Appointments and the General
pating in twenty - five years . Business of a Solicitor 's otrice . Undeniable references as T AW . – WANTED , a SITUATION as
NO INVESTIGATION OF THE LANDOWNER' S

to character in ispensable . No agents to apply . - Address
“ K . T ." (No. 16131, 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W . C . U

TITLE IS NECESSARY.
General Managing CLERK, has been in the Law

over 20 years, has a knowledge of Conveyancing. Salary
Forms of application , and all further particulars,may be moderate . - Address " G . A .," 18, Jubileo -place, King'sobtained of Messrs. Rawlence and Squarey, 22, Great George Practices, Wanted and for Sale. road , Chelsea , S . W .

street, Westminster , S . W ., and Salisbury ; of Messrs .
Ashurst, Morris , and Co., Solicitors, 6 , Old Jewry , London , T AW . – WANTED shortly, a Managing
E . O . ; of Messrs . Gillespie and Paterson , W . S ., SIA , George TAW . - A Solicitor who has recently esta - 1 Conveyancing CLERKSHIP, withoutsupervision, in
street, Edinburgh , agents for the Company in Scotland ; U blished a good and rapidly increasing Practice in the a first class Country office. Liberal salary expected . Ad .

and at the Offices of the Company as below . South of England, wishes to DISPOSE of it immediately. vertiser is a sound English Churchman. - Address " Cleri.

T . PAIN , Managing Director. To any gentleman (of Conservative politics ) with moderate cus, " 11, Clayton-street, Birkenhead ,
EDWIN GARROD, Secretary. capital and energy , this affords & fine opportunity for the

Land , Loan , and Enfranchisement Company , T AW . - MAGISTERIAL, TAXES, COSTS,formation of a very extensive and lucrative business. Esti.
No. 22, Great George-street, Westminster, s . w . mated profits during the past year over £600 . - Apply U & c . - WANTED,by Advertiser, RE-ENGAGEMENT

" E . R . " ( No. 1613 ), 10 , Wellington street, Strand , W . C . as Managing OLERK (33 years of age ) ; fifteen years ' ex

M ONEY. - £1000 to £4000 to be Advanced perince ; can draw ordinary drafts and keep the books.
1 on Mortgage of Land. - Apply to Mr. ATTER , Solici. Highest testimonials - Address " M . ” (No. 1618 ), 10 , Wel.

tor, Stamford . TEGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY. lington street, Strand , W . O .

U Mr. C . E .MASON , AUDITOR, LIQUIDATOR, and
M ONEY. - Various SUMS of Trust and ACCOUNTANT, 30, Essex -street, Strand. London .

I AW . - A Certificated Solicitor (aged 27)

1 other Money, from £100 to £9000, to be immediately
desires a general Managing CLERKSHIP ; compo

ADVANCED at 4 , 4 ) . and 5 per cent.. on good Freehold
TAW COSTS. - J . HARCOURT SMITH , tent to advise and act without supervision ; is a good advo

Securities . - Apply to Messrs . ' T HORNE, SMITH , and THORNE, Costs Draftsman And Accountant, having had cate ; well up in general practice and office work . - Address
Solicitors, 9, King. street, Wclverhampton . twenty years' varied experience , DRAFTS and SETTLES " Solicitor" No. 1613), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , W . C .

Cosis 'in all Courts, and matters in Town and Country .Mo SOLICITORS. - An opportunity offers References to eminent London and provincial firms. T AW . - A SOLICITOR (aged 27) , with
for the INVESTMENT of large CAPITAL in under. Offices : 5, King street. Cheapside, E . C . eleven years' experience in Conveyancing and Com .

takings based upon perfectly safe and at the same tiene TAW BOOK-KEEPING , byMr. G . J. KAIN , mon Law , seeks an immediate ENGAGEMENT to take
very profitable principles , Professional gentlemen of the
bigbent vanding introducing clients can be met upon F . S . S ., of the firm of Kain , Bullen , Eldridge , and Co.,

entire Management of one or both those branches . Good
advocate . Highest references. Salary moderate . "HT."mutual terms. - Address " Syndicate , " care of G . Farring Law Accountants. THREE METHODS, viz . Single and (No. 1613 ), 10 . Wellington street , Strand .

ton , printer , 11, Knightrider- street, London , E . C . Double Column Systems ( in one volumnoj 78. 6d . ; Triple
Column ninth edition ), 68. I AW . - WANTED, by the Advertiser, a REMUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION WATERLOW and Sons, Birchin -lane, and London -wall. U ENGAGEMENT as & Conveyancing or General

( Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1850 ) , 14 , Rus. CLERK , can draw Drafts and prepare Abstracts , and well
sell-street, Covent- garden , London , and 38 , Bhip -street, Situations, Wanted and Vacant. acquainted with the routine of a Solicitor's Office , capable

Brighton ,' ADVANCES MONEY upon Personal Security, ofmanaging under supervision . - Address “ E , T ., " 14. York .

Bills of Sale , Deeds, & c ., repayable by instalments . Bills terrace, Cheltenham ,
promptly discounted , Forms free on receipt of stampedIT AW . - The Advertiser, of considerable
onvelope. C . R . WRIGHT, Secretary U T AW . - To London Solicitors. - WANTED,experience in every branch, desires a RE-ENGAGE

MENT as General CLERK . Salary moderate. - Address by advertiser (aged 24) , pessed , but unadmitted , an
NAPITAL. - Gentlemen desirous of employ - " Lex,” 7, Woodland-road , Stoke Newington , N . ENGAGEMENT AS ASSISTANT in Common Low and

Conveyancing, in which branches he has had good ering their capitalwith safety, and with a certainty ofIT AW ACCOUNTANT. - A late Managing perience , as also in the general business of a solicitor' slarge and at the same time fair profits , are invited to JOIN
a SYNDICATE forming for the purpose of carrying out U CLERK to an eminent Firm ofLondon Accountants, office . - Address " Adjutor," 7 , Falgon -square, City .
such undertakings as railways, water works, gas works, is open to an ENGAGEMENT, permanent or temporary
docks,markets, & c ., in any part of the world . The demand on moderate terms. - " X . Y .," 84, Oamberwell-road , 8 T AW . - WANTED by a . Gentleman (aged
for these works abroad being greatly in excess of the capa UI AW . - The Advertiser seeks an ENGAGE.bilities of the present capital engaged in such matters,

26, married, recently admitted ) a SITUATION , as
Conveyancing or General CLERK under supervision , in a

there remains a great field for the legitimate employment I MENT as Bill or General CLERK, thirteen years ' respectable firm , London prefert . Does not mind work .o ! money and the accumulation of large profits. All applica experience. Address W . P . DOREY, West-street, Poole, Salary moderate, experience being the chief object ; good
tionsmust bemade through solicitors orbankers. - Address | Dorset. referencas. --Address " F ." (No. 1613), 10, Wellington-street,“ Syndicate, " care of G . Farrington , printer, 11, Knight.
rider -street, London , E 0 . I AW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman (aged Strand, W . C .

22, recently admitted), a SITUATION , in a small AW . - SHORTHAND. - WANTED &
MONEY ADVANCED at a Day's Notice office to ASSIST the Principal ; kood references . - Ad . SITUATION as Shorthand and General CLERK .
M (from £40 upwards ) to respectable householders in dress " F .," Wilkinson and Son, 49, Coleman -street, E . C . able to draw ordinary Drafts, Bills of Costs, & c ., and can

the London District upon MORTGAGE of their FURNI. be highly recommended . Salary £120 per annum . - Address
TURE without removal, repayable by easy instalments . T AW . - WANTED , by a Young Solicitor, a * Phonogram ” (No. 1613 ), 10, Wellington -street, Strand ,
Xo charge of any kind unlessmoney advanced . As this does CLERKSHIP in a good office ; Graduate of London W . C .
not emanate from an agent,applicantsmust apply personally and Honours at Final. The highest references. Town
to Mr. BAUGHAX, 34, Southampton -buildings , Chancery - lane. preferred . " B . A . . ” B . G . Field , 10 , New Inn. Strand . I AW . - A Gentleman REQUIRES & RE
The public are cautioned against paying preliminary fees to | ENGAGEMENT in & Solicitor's Office, with £120
pretenders. T AW - WANTED , by a Solicitor (admitted salary , being what he received in his last situation ; he also

MWELVE THOUSAND POUNDS. - This U 1871), a Managing Conveyancing CLERÅSHIP in a requires Articles, for which he is willing to pay $ 200 pre
good office. A Clerkship with a view to a Partnership pre mium . The highest references in all respects , including

L SUM can be INVESTED in a bona fide commercial ferred . - Address " H . M .," 24 , Berkley -street , Liverpool. eight years ' character from last employers. - " G . H ."
undertaking , entirely free from risk , and the return from ( 1812 ), 20 ,Wellington -street, Strand. W . c .which will be £5000 a year at the end of the second year I AW . - WANTED , by the Advertiser, who
from the commencement, and in the meantime produce & I AW - ARTICLES . - WANTED by adverI has had several years' experience in several eminentlarge income. It is based upon an important article of city firms, an ENGAGEMENT as Assistant Chancery . Icommerce, for which a certain home and foreign demand

tiser (in 21st year) SITUATION under Articles ,with
always exists, and , in fact, is really a monopoly,

reduced salary . Five and a half years' experience in office.Common Law , and Bankruptcy CLERK . - Address " W . S. "Capi of general and varied practice . Can ab - tract, draw alltalists , applying through their bankers or solicitors, can 172, Loughborough-road, Brixton, S . ordinary draft , & c . Good 'addenS ; excellent roferences .
have interviews appointed . - Addros " Money, ” care of G . T AW . - SITUATION REQUIRED. - Fully - Apply “ L . W .” (No. 1618 ), 10 . Wellington -street, Strand
Farrington , printer , 11, Knightrider-street, Doctors' - com

mons, E . C .
Id experienced in Conveyancing, County Court, and W . O .
Magisterial business, and of Local Board and Highway
Board ; conld manage branch office. Excellent testimonials I AW . - WANTTU, by the Advertiser (aged

Partnerships,Wanted and Vacant. and security. -- " Lex ," Post- office , Norbiton, S . W . L 25 ), a SITUATON Ás Common Law , Conveyancing.
or General CLERK , in London or the Country : has just

T AW . - An experienced Gentleman , ad . served five years in a city office of good practice, and possedTAW .- WANTED, by a Solicitor especially U mitted 1870, seeks an ENGAGEMENT as Convey- the final examination last Term . Oan Abstract. draw
ancing or General CLERK , Town or Country, and either ordinary Conveyances, and conduct Causes to trial ir. Lon

experienced in Conveyancing , & Junior PARTNER . with or without a view to Partnership . Would assist with don or at Assizes withont supervision, and has had con
SHIP . One where sole management is required pre

ferred . - Address “ Lex," Post- office, Chapelallerton , near
Shorthand. Highest references and moderate salary .- siderable experience in the Drawing and Taxation of Costs.
Address " Junius" (No. 1611) , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand. Good references. Salary required £120 . - Address " M ., "

Leeds.

LAW . — The Advertiser ( fifteen years' exT AW . - WANTED, a SITUATION as
care of Messrs. Gooch , Stationers, 55 , King Williarn .
street, E . C .

U perience ),seeks a RE - ENGAGEMENT'as ChanceryU Conveyancing or Managing CLERK, with a view to and common Law OLERK . under fupervision . Salary T AW . - Shortband CLERK WANTED , in
Co-partnership. - Address " N .," Newton -terrace, Potter moderate. Town or Country -- Address “ Lex, " Manning 's I Worcester, and to assist generally .- -Apply, in
newton , Leeds. Library, Hornsey-road, N . applicant's handwriting, stating speed of writing, age,

T AW . - A Solicitor experienced in Convey TAW . - ENGAGEMENT WANTED as salary, and experience to “ H . H ., " Post-office, Worcester.

U ancing and General Business desires PARTNER Managing CLERK in Country Office, or to take TAW . - WANTED , in an Office in a Country
SHIP with ultimate Succession to the Bnsiness of an charge of London Branch . Good advocate ; aged 80 . Good
elderly Solicitor , - Address U“ W . (No. Town, a CLERK (admitted ). Must be a good conW . " 1611) , 10 references. - W . Biggs, 44, Leighton -road, Kentish Town,
Wellington -street, Strand , W . C .

veyancer, and one who has had experience in conducting
London . cases before Magistrates and in the County Court. - Apply,

T AW . - A Solicitor, Managing Clerk to a T AW . - The Advertiser (aged 23, admitted
with particolars as to age, capabilities, and past experience ,
with salary required , to " L . I . W . " (No. 1612), 10 . Welling

U London firm of good standing, desires to JOIN & U last Term ), desires an APPOINTMENTasAssistant ton -street, Strand, w . .
firm or a Solicitor ; has capital ; preliminary Clerkship or GeneralCLERK . Salary moderate . Good reference to
desired . No agents need apply . - Address s . X . " (No. last employer. Will covenant not to practise , if required .
1612) , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, W . C . - Address “ Lex , " Post-office , Stratford -on -Avon . SITUATIONS VACANT continued on next page



THE LAW TIMES. [FEB. 28, 1874 .
ĪTIM PERCOMPAN. . and 18.00 Investeda.ManoLegal Notices.T AW . - WANTED , in a Solicitor's Office in TMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE

U the Country, a Copying and Engrossing CLERK . COMPANY (Established 1803 ).
Address, with references , stating age and salary required , 1, Old Broad -street , E . C ., and 16 and 17 , Pall-mall, S . W .
to “ W . X ., " Post- office, Llanelly, Carmarthenshire . MR . E . H . BEDFORD , Author of the “ In Capital, £1,600,000. Paid -up and Invested , £700 ,000 .

TAW . - WANTED , a good Copying and I termediate ExaminationGuide," " The Intermediate E . COZENS SMITH , General Manager .

U Engrossing CLERK. - Apply, with specimen , to R .
Examination Guide to Bookkeeping,” and Editor of “ The
Preliminary, " " Intermediate," and " Final, " has CLASSES TAW UNION FIRE AND LIFE

A . Dodds, Law Stationer, & c ., Shannon -court, Corn -street,
Bristol.

daily reading at his Chambers, 9 , King's Bench -walk , INSURANCE COMPANY.
Temple, for each of the Examinations. Chief Office. - 126 , CHANCERY- LANE LONDON , W .C .

T AW . - WANTED , in an office in South TONDON INSTITUTION , Finsbury- circus. Capital. - ONE MILLION STERLING .

Wales, a Copying and General CLERK , - Address U - The TRAVERS COURSE will be delivered at Fully subscribed by upwards of 100 Shareholders, nearly all
stating age, references, and salary required , to " LEX," Mr 7 p . m . on MARCH 4, 11, 18. Subject, “ Agent and Princi of whom are members of the Legal Profession .
Marshall, 8 , Brownlow -street, w . . pal. " Lecturer A . V . DICEY, Esq ., M . A ., late Fellow of CHAIRMAN . - Sir William Foster, Bart ., Norwich ,

TAW . - WANTED , a Shorthand CLERK ,
Trinity College , Oxford , Barrister- & -Law . Tickets will be DEPUTY-CHAIRMAN . - James Cuddon , Esq ., Barrister-at .
given , or sent, on application to the Principal Librarian . Law , Goldsmith 's -building, Temple.

U who will also Index and putaway papers. - Apply by The Capital subscribed and Funds in hand amount to
letter to " X . Y . Z ., " Bower and Cotton, 46, Chancery-lane, TO SOLICITORS . - For Disposal well fur- upwards of £1,330,000 , affording unquestionable securita
W . C . The Directors invite attention to the new Form of Life

L nished OFFICES near one of the Metropolitan Policy, which is free from all conditions.T AW . - WANTED , in the Office of a Clerk Police Courts ; the nucleus of a practice has been formed , The Company ADVANCES Money on Mortgage of Life
could be considerably increased by a good Advocate andto Magistrates and Guardians, a thoroughly efficient | Interests and Reversions, whether absolute or contingent .
attention . Address ADVOCATUS (No. 1613 ), 10 , Wellingtonand trustworthy General CLERK . - Apply , stating age and Prospectuses, copies of the Directors' Report, and Annual

salary required , with testimonials , to Messrs . COPEMAN and street, Strand, W . C . Balance Sheet, and every information sent post free on ap
Sons, Solicitors, Loddon, Norwich . plication to

MARGARET HOLME, Deceased . — Any FRANK M 'GEDY, Actuary and secretary.
TAW . – WANTED , a General CLERK , person claiming to be of the NEXT OF KIN of

accustomed to the routine of a Country Office . - A MARGARET HOLME, late of No. 20, Barnsbury -road , MONEY, TIME, AND LIFE
ply , stating age, salary required , and references to " F . V . B . Islington , spinster ,who died on the 15th Dec . 1873 (as it is ARE LOST IN THE EVENT OF

believed ) , intestate , and whose family , it is supposed,Messrs . Waterlow and Sons, Birchin -lane, London , E . C . ACCIDENTAL INJURY OR DEATH .formerly resided at Carlisle , or in the neighbourhood , is Provide against these losses by a Policy of the
T AW . - WANTED , immediately , an

requested to communicate forthwith with Mr. EDWARD
RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE COMPANY

PETER ARCHER , Solicitor , No. 47, Mark-lane, London ,
y efficient Chancery CLERK. No one Admitted need AGAINST ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS .

apply. - Address “ L . M .," Mr. Clark's, 2 , Newman's-row , DRELIMINARY EXAMINATION FOR THE OLDEST AND LARGEST ACCIDENTAL ASSURANCE COMPAXY.

Lincoln 's-inn, W .C . Hon , A . KINNAIRD , M . P ., Chairman .
1 SOLICITORS. - Mr. J . ERLE BENHAM (formerly

of King's College, London, and Editor of the Preliminary PAID UP CAPITAL AND RESERVE FUND £140, 000 .
T AW . - WANTED , in a Solicitor's Office in Eramination Journal), whore pupils have alwaysmet with ANNUAL INCOME £160 ,000 .
U Liverpool, a Copying andGeneral CLERK . - Address, great success, has commenced to take his CLASSES, and £810 ,000 have been paid as Compensation .

stating particulars and salary required, " M .," care of Mr. to give PRIVATE INSTRUCTION for the MAY BONUS ALLOWED TO INSURERS OF FIVE YEARS' STANDING .

Forshaw , 16 , North John -street, Liverpool. EXAMINATION . - For particulars address to 8 , Pump- Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local
court, Temple,or to the care of Messrs. Butterworth , 7 , Fleet Agents , or

T AW . - WANTED , to assist in the Common street, Her Majesty 's Law Publishers . 64, CORNHILL, AND 10, REGÉNT-STREET, LONDON

Law Department of a City Office, a YOUTH who WILLIAM J . VIAN , Secretary .
Mo SOLICITORS. - Office for PATENTS,has had experience at Chambers and in ordinary Practice ,

- Apply by letter only, with references and particulars of 5, SERLE-STREET, LINCOLN 'S -IXX , W . C .
age, salary expected , & c ., to " M ., " 8 , Birchin -lane, E . C . Messrs . DAVIES and HUNT, Patent Solicitors, continue to THE QUEEN , THE LADY' S NEWS.

procure BRITISH and FOREIGN PATENTS, & c ., at PAPER , of SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 28,
T AW . - WANTED, a good Engrossing mostmoderate charges, and to SOLICITORS at agency rates. CONTAINS :
U CLERK , one who can write Shorthand preferred. - Solicitors and intending Patentees should obtain their Female Middle - Class Emigration .

Apply stating age, wages required , and giving references “ HANDBOOK FOR INVENTORS " gratis on application
Oumberland Worthies.

and all particulars, to Messrs. MAYHEW and Son , Solicitors, or by letter. Five O 'Clock Tea .
Wigan .

TEGAL Causerie de Paris .EDUCATION . - Mr. T . DE Decorative Art Furniture , with Illustrations.
T AW - WANTED , in the Office of Solicitors U COURCY ATKINS, Student to the Four Inns of Tales of our Great Families XXIV : The Ducal House
U of extensive practice , an efficient Conveyancing Court, and late Reader in Roman Lawat University College of Hamilton .
CLERK . - apply by letter, stating age, experience, and has FORMED CLASSES for the Study of the Subjects A Lady ' s Experience of Jamaica ,
salary required , to " W . H . , " care of Messrs. Harwar and required for the Examinations (1874) of the Inns of Court, Crystal Palace Concerts .

Son, 3, Bell-yard, Lincoln 's-inn, W . C . the Incorporated Law Society , and the London University .
Private Fupils received for the systematic Study of every

C AW . - WANTED , a CLERK who can branch of Eng ish Law , of Roman Law , and General Juris COLOURED SUPPLEMENT :
write Shorthand . Hemust be able to Engross well , prudence - For particulars, apply at $ , New -square, Lin .

and willing to make himself generally useful. - Apply to coln ' s - inn . " REST BY THE WAY."
Messrs . BREWSTER and STUBBS, Solicitors, Middlesborough ,
Yorkshire. LONDON GAZETTE (published by authority ) and

TAW . - WANTED , Junior Shorthand and LONDON and COUNTRY ADVERTISEMENT OFFICE Price 6d. ; Post Free 64d.

U Out-door OLERK , in a City office . Commencing No. 117, CHANCERY-LANE, FLEET-STREET. May be had of NewsAgents, Booksellers, and at theRail
salary kl per week ; overtime allowed . - Apply, by letter LTENRY GREEN , Advertisement Agent. way Stalls.
only, stating full particulars, to " Lex, " care of Mr. Ohn , OFFICE : 346 , STRAND , LONDON, W . C .begs to direct theattention of the Legal Profession to
Law Stationer, Magon ' s Hall-avenue, Basinghall-street, E . O . the advantages of his long experience of upwards of trcenty .

five years , in the special insertion of all pro formá notices ,
TAW , - WANTED, a CLERK , must be able THE FIELD , THE COUNTRY GENTLE .

dc., and hereby solicits their continued support. - N . B . One - MAN ' S NEWSPAPER , of SATURDAY, FEB . 28
U to Draw and Engross all ordinary Deeds, prepare Resi. copy of advertisement only required , and the strictest care

duary Accounts , and be well acquainted with the general and promptitude assured . Officially stamped forms for ad . CONTAINS :
business of a Solicitor's Office ; one who writes Shorthand vertisements and file of London Gazette kept. By appoint Lord Granville upon Field Sports .

preferred .-- Address , stating age, salary required , and ment The Sanitary Policy ofthe new Government.
references, to “ 90 Box ," Post-office, Newcastle -on - Tyne. Mule Breeding in Poitou , with an Illustration ,

Ashdown Park Coursing Meeting .

T AW . - ARTICLED CLERK . – There are
EQUITABLE REVERSIONARY

Waterloo Cup Comments.
INTEREST SOCIETY .

VACANCIES for TWO Articled CLERKS in the Anticipations of Croydon, Bristol, and Liverpool10, Lancaster-place, Strand . Steeplechases .
office of a firm in the West of England of good general Established 1885 . Capitalpaid -up, £180 ,000. Reports of Meetings of the Week
Practice , to which also are attached several public appoint This Society purchases Reversionary Property and Life In Hunting Notes from Leicestershire , Ireland , & c .
ments, -- Apply to " X . " (No. 1612 ), 10 , Wellington -street, terests, and grants Loans on these securities. Forms of
Strand, W .0 . Proposalmay be obtained at the office .

Wild Ags Hunting in the Runn of Kutch, with ex
Illustration .

F . S . CLAYTON , Z Ornithological Rambles in Spain .

T AW . - WANTED , in a County Court or c . H . CLAYTON : } Joint Secretaries. Maleham 's Patent Hammerless Gun, with Illustrations,
U Justices' Clerk' s Office, a CLERK , whomust be tho Woodcock and Snipe Shooting.

roughly acquainted with the system of making the County ANNUITIES AND REVERSIONS. Three Lions and a Crocodile.
Court Returns. - Address , stating age, reterences, and The Work of the Special Fishery Commissioners.

salary required , to “ W ., " 48, Lincoln 's Inn Fields. W REVERSIONARY INTEREST Athletics at Oxford and Cambridge.

SOCIETY, Rowing at the Universities .

T AW . - WANTED immediately
The International Football Match .

for the 68, CHANCERY-LANE , LONDON. The Champion Billiard Match .
U North of England, a CLERK who has been ac OHAIRMAN . - Alfred H . Shadwell, Esq . Dog Shows and their Management.

customed to County Justice room business. None but DEPUTY -CHAIRMAN - H . Cecil Raikes, Esq ., M . P . The Emigrant Fields of North America .
experienced clerks need apply . First- class references

Reversions and Life Interests purchased . Immediate and Re-appearance of Footand Mouth Complaint
required . - Apply , with particulars as to age and salary Agricultural Statistics .
required , to Messrs . CARR and Co. , Law Stationers, New Deferred Annuities granted in exchange for Reversionary

Sweet Cream versus Sour Cream , -
and Contingent Interests. An Irish Horse Fair.
Loansmay also be obtained on the security of Reversions. Cards, Chess, Bicycling, Croquet, Golf, Poultry, andTAW . - WANTED, a GeneralCLERK , for a Annuities, Immediate, Deferred, and Contingent, and also Pigeons, Yachting, & c.

Endowments , granted on favourable terms.Country Office . It is essential thathe should be able
Prospectuses and Formsof Proposal, and all further inforto Draw an Ordinary Deed of Conveyance , subject to the Price 6d. By post, 6fd.

mation may be had at the office .approval of the Principal, and also Engross same. One C . B . CLABON, Secretary . FIELD OFFICE , 346, STRAND ,LONDON , W . C .having a knowledge of Shorthand preferred . - Apply, by FIELD
letter, in first place stating salary required , & c ., to Messrs .
WOODBRIDGE and Sons, 8 , Clifford 's -inn , Fleet-street.

T AW . - WANTED , Two or Three Good
Engrossing CLERK8 . Also a Clerk who can ex

tract Costs expeditiously from Day books. - Apply in own
handwriting, stating age, salary required , and references, 13 , ST. JAMES'S SQUARE , LONDON , S .W .
to " J . R ., " No. 20, Collingwood -street, Newcastle -upon
Tyne. CITY BRANCH : MANSION -HOUSE BUILDINGS, E .C .

LAW . - WANTED , for a Country Solicitor 's FINANCIAL RESULTS.
U Office, an experienced Engrossing_ CLERK , of he The Annual Income, steadily increasing, exceeds £249,000tween So and 40 years of age , capable of Preparing Drafts,

Bills of Costs, and Residuary Accounts, or the like ; & The Assurance Fund , safely invested , is over 1,880 ,000
Shorthand Writer preferred . - Apply, in the first place , The New Policies in the last Year were 457, assuring . 304,457
by letter, “ G . W , ” care ofMessrs. Spottiswoode and Co ., The New Annual Premiumswere . .. . .. .. 9 ,770
Law Stationers, 87, Chancery-lane. The Bonus added to Policies in January 1872 was.. .. .... 323,871

The Total Claims by Death paid amount to .. . . .. . . .... .. 3 ,169,601
T AW . - WANTED , in a Solicitor's Office in The subsisting Assurances and Bonuses amount to 5,773, 144
U North Wales, a CLERK (not articled ), to manage

the Conveyancin , Common Law , and Bankruptcy Busi. DISTINCTIVE FEATURES ,
ness , under the supervision of the principal ; one knowing CREDIT of half the firstufive annual Premiums allowed on whole -term Policies on healthy Lives not over
Welsh preferred , - Apply , stating age , salary expected, pre sixty years of age.
vious engagements , and with references as to qualifications
and character to “ H ., " care of Messrs . Waterlow , Birchin ENDOWMENT ASSURANCES granted , without Profits, payable at Death , or on attaining a specified age.
lane, London . INVALID LIVES assured at rates proportioned to the risk .

CLAIMS paid thirty days after proof of death .
T AW . - WANTED immediately ( for 6 REPORT, 1873 .

months, and perhaps longer ), & General Managing
CLERK : must be thoroughly acquainted with Common The Forty-ninth Annual Report just issued , and the Balance Sheets for the year ending June 30, 1873, as
Law , Bankruptcy , and County Court Practice ; have a fair rendered to the Board of Trade, can be obtained at either of the Society ' s Offices, or of any of its Agents .

knowledge of Conveyancing and the general routine of a GEORGE CUTCLIFFE, ACTUARY AND SECRETARY.mixed Country Practice , and be able to advise and act
withont supervision ; a young solicitor , recently admitted , COMMISSION . - 10 per cent. on the First Premium , and 5 per cent. on Renewals, is allowed to Solicitors
preferred . -- Address, stating full particulars, salary required , The Commission will be continued to the Person introducing the Assurance , without reference to the channe .
& c , " Lex ," 2 , Worcester-street, Oxford , through which the Premiums may be paid .

castle-on.InMessrs. The particulars First -class None by

LAWWANTED: Two or Three Good Clerical, Medical, and General Life Assurance Society.Camo

are of Merence
s as expected wing
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THE

LEGAL PRACTITIONERS' SOCIETY .

M HIS SOCIETY has for its object the reform of the unsatisfactory state of the Legal Profession . The want

of such a Society has long been felt, and the demand for it has been rendered all the more imperative by the

recent and the impending legislative changes in our judicial system .

Societies for promoting these changes, as well as Societies for the amendment of the law itself, already exist .

This Society , of a less ambitious character , does not seek to supersede any of the existing organisations, confining

its operations to the reform of proved abuses in connection with the Profession only .

Although its basis is thus restricted , it will have no lack of work to perform . Among the many subjects which

engage its attention may bementioned the following :

1 . To adjust the relations of the two branches of the Legal Profession, as well inter se as in reference to the

Public .

2 . To protect the Legal Profession against the encroachments of unqualified persons.

Members of the Legal Profession of every degree, whether Barristers -at-Law , Attorneys-at-Law , Solicitors ,

Special Pleaders, Conveyancers, or Proctors, and Articled Clerks, or Students of the Inns of Court, are eligible for

Membership. The Annual Subscription of Ordinary Members is fixed at the almost nominal amount of Fiye

SHILLINGS, to secure the adhesion of as many Members of the Legal Profession as possible . Any movement for the

reform of the existing state of the Profession , to be permanently successful, must necessarily proceed from within ,

and secure the hearty co-operation and support of both its branches.

The Annual Subscription of Vice-Presidents is ONE GUINEA. Donors of FIVE GUINEAS are eligible as Life

Vice-Presidents.

Any further information may be obtained from the Honorary Secretary, CHARLES FORD, Esq., at the Office of

the Law Times , 10, Wellington -street, Strand , London , W .C ., to whom all Communications should be addressed

by Members of the Legal Profession desirous of joining the Society. Subscriptions for the current year are now

payable to the Honorary Treasurer , W . T. CHARLEY, Esq ., D . C .L ., M .P ., 5 , Crown Office-row , Temple, London, E . C . ;

or at the Society's Bankers, Union Bank (Chancery-lane Branch ).

COX AND GRADY'S LAW OF REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS.

THE NEW LAW AND PRACTICE OF

PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIO

THROUGHOUT GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

By EDWARD W . COX ,

Serjeant-at-Law , Recorder of Portsmouth ,

AND

STANDISH GROVE GRADY, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law , Recorder of Gravesend.

The work comprises : The Representation of the People Act 1867 ; The Registration Act 1868 ; The Corrupt Practices AC

1868 . The Ballot Act 1872 ; incorporating the Reform Act and all the Statutes ; and the decisions of the Court of Common

Pleas upon Appeal to 1873, with instructions for the management of Elections in Counties, Cities, and Boroughs, for the manage

ment of Registration , and for Returning Officers, with Precedents of Books, Forms, & c . And The Law and Practice of Munici

pal Elections.

ALSO A CHAPTER ON

THE LEGAL PRINCIPLES RELATING TO CORRUPT PRACTICES AT ELECTIONS

AS LAID DOWN BY THE JUDGES UNDER THE ELECTION PETITIONS ACT 1868,

By F . O . CRUMP, Esq., Barrister-at-Law .

ELEVENTH EDITION . PRICE 208 , CLOTH . .

LONDON : “ LAW TIMES” OFFICE, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND , W .C .
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Sales by Juction .

MHE CHURCH PREFERMENT STEVENS AND SONS, 119, Chancery -lane, | STEPHEN ' S COMMENTARIES on the
1 REGISTER (monthly ) contains full details of about LONDON. LAWS OF ENGLAND , Sixth ( last) Edition , in four

170 Advowsons, Prerontations & c., for SALE by private LAW poora PTPLAW BOOKS PURCHASED OR VALUED.A and op VALTTD vols ., published at £44s . In perfect condition , price €3.
treaty . The first work of its kind . Sent to bona fide prin . G . L ., 69, King Henry's -road , Regent's -park , London, N . W .
cipals or their solicitors on receipt oftwo stamps. - Address A CATALOGUE OF MODERN LAW BOOKS (No. 18 ),

Mr. W . EMERY STARK, F . R . G . S ., & c . , St. Paul's - chambers , | 1874 , sent post free on receipt of two penny stamps. This day 19 publisbed , Sixth Edition , price 165 ., cloth ,
23 (removed from 27 ), Bedford -street, Strand , W . C .

THE COMPANIES' ACTS 1862 and 1867, MHE LAW of CONTRACTS . By JOHN
1 Fourth Edition, now ready, price 28. 6d ., in cloth , A 1 WILLIAM SMITH , Esq., late of the Inner Temple,

HANDY BOOK , by RICHARD JORDAN , containing all | Barrister-at-Law , Author of " Leading Cages," " A Tren
the necessary information for the Formation and Manage tise ' on Mercantile Law , " & c ., Edited by VINCENT
ment of Public Companies, Instructions as to the Prepara T . THOMPSON , Esq., M . A .. of Lincoln ’s -inn, and of the
tion of the Memorandum and Articles of Association , Midland Circuit , Barrister-at-Law .

TESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and Special Resolutions, Annual Returns . Books to be kept: London : STEVENS and Soss. 119 , Chancery-lane ; H ,
Liability of Members. Voluntary Winding-up, Notices for

M FARMER'S LIST of ESTATES and HOUSES " Gazette," Table of Fees, Stamp Duties, & c . SWEET, 3, Chancery -lane ; and W . MAXWELL, and Sox,
to be SOLD or LET, including Landed Estates, Town and 29, Fleet-street ,

Country Residences, Hunting and Shooting Quarters, London : STEVENs and Sons, 119 , Chancery-lane, Fleet.

Farms, Ground Rents, Rentcharges, House Property, and __ street. NEW ILLUSTRATED NEWSPAPER ,

Investments generally , is PUBLISHED on the first day of This day is published , Part 1 . price 108. 6d ., Bewed . Threepence Weekly . No. 1, March 7 .
each month , and may be obtained , free of charge, at their THE HISTORY of the COMMON LAW of THE PICTORIAL WORLD will supply
Offices, 80 , Cheapside, E . C ., or will be sentby post in return 1GREAT BRITAIN and GAUL, from the earliestfor two stamps.

High -class Engravings of Events of the Week , and
Particulars for insertion should be

received not later than four days previous to the end of the Period to the time of Euglish LegalMemory . By JOHN whatever is new in Art, Society, Politics , Literature, and
Fashion . Fifty Artists and Writers ofacknowledged merit

preceding month . PYM YEATMAN , of Lincoln 's - Inn , Esq ., Barrister -at
Law . are engaged to contribute . The PICTORIAL WORLD

City of London . - A valuable Freehold Property, situate in London : STEVENS and Sons , 119 , Chancery -lane. will be & First-rate Ilustrated Newspaper, on fine toned

Long -lane, close to Aldersgate-street, covering the large paper, for Threepence Weekly. Prospectus free , Order of
area of about 5625 square feet. In addition to an entrance This day is published , price Is.,cloth , your Newsvendor or at the Railway Bookstalls,
in Long-lane. it has frontages to Clo * h -street and New . THE FACTORY and WORKSHOP ACTS ; Offices : €3, Fleet-street, London ,
street , and offers an admirable site for the erection of a
warehouse, manufactory, orother business premises . For comprising all the Laws now in force for the Regula CRAIG 'S BOOKKEEPING for SOLICI.
sale with possession . tion of Labour in Factories and Workshops, with Introduc

tion , Explanatory Noter, Notes of the decided Cases, & c .
TORS, 1863. Price 1s. -- Of the Author, ALFRED T ,

M ESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and By GEORGE JARVIS NOTCUTT, Esq., of the Middle CRAIG , Accountant, 9 , King's- road , Bedford -row , W . 0 .

1 FARMER willSELL attheMART, on TUESDAY . Temple, Barrister -at Law . Price ls ., by post ls. 2 .
MARCH 10th , at Two, in one Lot , the important FREE London : STEVENS and Sons, 119, Chancery-lane.
HOLD PROPERTY, known as 91% Long-lane, comprising DEAUTIES of FRENCH LITERATURE
extensive ranges of workshops, together with a dwelling . This day is published , price 89., cloth lettored, post free, A Translation into English , by JAMES LOWE, 01
house, engine house, tall brick chimney sbaft, and other DHE LAW and PRACTICE OF ELECTION thememoirs and letters ofMadame de Sévignéaud Nadamo
conveniences. The premises have an entrance in Long la Duchesse D 'Orleans.
lane , opposite Aldersgate -street, Station ,besides frontages PETITIONS : with an Appendix , containing The London : HORACE Cox, 10, Wellington-street , Strand, W . O
to Cloth -street and New -street, and cover an area of about Parliamentary Elections Aor, 1868 ; The General Ruleg of

5625 square feet. They are now occupied by Mr. Wm . Procedure made by the Election Judges in England , Scot Now ready.
Bishop, wholesale stationer , but possession can be had , and land , and Ireland : Forms of Petitions, & c . & c . By

HENRY HARDCASTLE, of the Inner Temple, Barrister. THE REVISED TABLES of PROBATE
with the existing structure removed, the property offers an
admirable site for the erection of a manufactory, warehouse , at-law , FEES and COSTS, in blue wrapper . Price Is.

or other business premises , which from the central situation London : STEVENS and HAYNER, Law Publishers , Bell-yard , Published by Evisox and BRIDGE, Law Stationers, and
would no doubt at once command a tenant at a remunera . Temple-bar. Printers, 90 , Chancery - lane, London ,

tive rent.
Particulars of

Just out, 6th edition , in imperial8vo. , price 78. 6d ., no SOLICITORS, BARRISTERS, and
Messrs . TANQUERAY -WILLAUME and HANBURY. DUBLIC HEALTH , ÕIGEST of the LAW OTHERS. - For SALE, Five years' EQUITY and

Solicitors, 34, New Broad -street : of, with Precedents of 550 Bye -laws, and Notes of 864 I COMMON LAW REPORTS, unbound, 1866 to 1870 , com .
and of the AUCTIONEERS, 80, Cheapside, E . C . Cases . By G . F . CHAMBERS, Barrister. plete , and as good as new ; also WEEKLY NOTES for the

STEVENS, 119, Chancery -lane ; KNIGHT, 30 , Fleet- street. same period . - C . THOMPSON , 9, Gray's- inn-square.
Holborn , Brompton . and Whitechapel. - Valuable Rever
sion to Freehold and Leasehold Properties, estimated to
beworth about £170 per annum . - For Sale by order of the NOW READY.Mortgagee.

MESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON, and THE SECOND EDITION (greatly enlarged and almost entirely re-written ) of
M FARMER will SELL, at the MART, on TUES.
DAY, MARCH 17, at Two, in One Lot, the REVERSION
( equal in value to an absolute reversion ) on the decease of a
lady, now in her 70th year, to the following important
PROPERTIKS :
No. 11, LAMB'S CONDUIT-PASSAGE, Holborn , free .

hold ; annual value £45 . A MANUAL OF THE
Nos. 1, 3 , 5 , and 7, PELHAM PLACE , Brompton , lense

about 14 years ; ground .rent £3 ? : annual value €245 . PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF THE COUNTY COURTS IN EQUITABLE
No. 17, PELHAM -CRESCENT, Brompton , leago 46

years ; ground rent, £12 ; annnal valne, £so . PROCEEDINGS,
The PRINCE OF ORANGE, Phillip -street, White .

chapel, lease , 27 years : ground rent, £20 158. ; annual value,
£100 . Including the powers given by the Friendly Societies Acts, the Charitable Trusts Acts, the Companies Acts,
The properties are in improving neighboarhoods, and are and all other subjects of Jurisdiction not included under the heads of Common Law, Admiralty, and

all let. Particulars of Bankruptcy, with a Chapter in the Probate Jurisdiction conferred by the Acts of 1858 and 1873 , and Forms,
Messrs. WEEKS and SON , Solicitors , Tables of Costs, and Lists of Fees.

street ;

and of the AUCTIONEERS, 80, Cheapside.

MR. MARSAS REGISTER OF LANDED
AND

ESTATES , Town and Country Residences, and
property of every description , is published monthly, and NATHANIEL NATHAN , B . A ., Barristers-at- Law .
inay be obtained at the offices of Mr. A . M . YETTS (late
Mr. Margh ), Auctioneer , Land , and Estate Agent, 54,
Cannon -street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on appli.
dation ,

EQUITY IN THE COUNTY COURTS :

By HENRY FREDERICK GIBBONS, LL. B .,Pr Marabtaine
d

at encription.Cis Country REGLAN
DED

LONDON : HORACE Cox, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND , W .C .

elemente MEMOIR OF THOMAS FIRST LORD DENMAN ,

Surrey . - A valuable Freehold Residential Property , eligibly
situate in a favourite and select locality , possessing every
facility for railway communication , being within half an LORD CHIEF JUSTICE DENMAN .
hour's ride by rail, and a distance of twelve miles by road ,
from the metropolis. The situation of the property is In Two Volumes ,8vo. with Two Portraits, price 32s. cloth,
extremely picturesque, and the neighbourhood in which it
is placed is surrounded by the best society . It comprises
a superior residence of handsomeelevation , erected within
the last ten years at considerable expense for the occupa . III
tion of the owner , and contains eleven bed chambers,
dressing rooms, three reception rooms, billiard room , con FORMERLY LORD CHIEF JUSTICE OF ENGLAND.
servatory , and well - arranged domestic offices . The
grounds are laid out with great taste , and embrace an By SIR JOSEPH ARNOULD, B . A ., K . B .,
area of 18 acres. The property is adapted for the residence
of a nobleman , banker ,merchant, or private gentleman . Late Judge of the High Court of Bombay.

M R . MARSH is favoured with instructions " Sir Joseph Arnould's biography, of one of the a judge, stands forth conspicuous as the representative
M to SELL by AUCTION , at the Guildhall Coffee greatest men who ever adorned the English Bench , of one side of a great political and social struggle .

house . Gresham -street, at Twelve for One o 'clock , on does justice to thegreat Lord Denman. His narrative which we may probably regard as closed for ever inTHURSDAY, MAY 21, the above desirable RESIDEN is composed with admirable discretion and perspicuity ." England." - Daily News.
TIAL PROPERTY , situate and known as River-hill, Wor.
cester-park , near Ewell and Kingston , and within easy - Birniagham Gazette. " It was time that a life should be written to bring

usy " This memoir is certain of a cordial reception . It s . back the remembrance of one who was at once anench of Epsom .
in the first place , a very full account of the life, pr r . eloquent advocate, an upright judge, and a noble

1 Particulars and plans may shortly be obtained of Mr.
A , M . YETTS (late Mr.Marsh ), No. 51, Cannon -street. E . C . suits , acquaintanceships , and correspondence of one hearted man. Sir Joseph Arnould has done his work

who , during a long public career, was brought into ' extremely well, with good taste and fair discretion .
contact with most of the eminent persons of his time, The arrangement of his materials is excellent , and

QUNDAY LECTURE SOCIETY - Lectures and whose kind and manly nature won him the regard there is nothing to be desired in the careful complete
D at ST. GEORGE'S HALL, Langham -place, each of all. But besides that, it is a record of the labours ness of his foot-notes , indices, and references ."

Sunday afternoon at 4 precisely . On Sunday, March 1. A . of one who, as a member of Parliament, a lawyer , and Atheneum .
ELLEY FINCH , Esq . , on " The Source of Happiness , as LONDON : LONGMANS, GREEN , and co., PATERNOSTER -ROW .
shown in the connection between the Physical and the
Moral Sciences. " (With Tlustrations.)
Members' annualsubscription ei. Payment at the door

1s. 6d ., and ( reserved seats ) is.
TWENTY-FOURTH EDITION, RE-EDITED AND RECOMPOSED.

In a thick volume, fop. 8vo., price 9s. cloth ,
EDE AND SON,

THE CABINET LAWYER :
ROBE by MAKERS A POPULAR DIGEST OF THE

By Special Appointment LAWS OF ENGLAND - CIVIL , CRIMINAL, AND CONSTITUTIONAL :
TO HER MAJESTY, THE LORD CHANCELLOR .

The Whole of the Judicial Bench , Intended for Practical Use and General Information , and adapted for the Reforence of Solicitors, Attorneys ,

Corporation of London , & c . Magistrates, Justices of the Peace, Members of Parliament, and Country Gentlemen , Twenty-Fourth Edition

with all the recent changes in the Laws, up to the close of the last Session of Parliament, incorporated in

SOLICITORS' AND REGISTRARS' GOWNS. accordance with the Chronological Table and Index of the Statutes published by Authority .
BARRISTERS ' AND QUEEN 'S COUNSELS' DITTO “ The success which has been attained by this publication is the best guarantee of its utility . During the day

or two that it has been upon our table we have had occasion to refer to it, and found it extremely serviceable .
CORPORATION ROBES.

UNIVERSITY AND CLERGY GOWNS, & c . Webelieve it will be a useful addition to the practicalworks which should be in thractical works which should be in the library of every lawyer ,"
Lar Times, Feb . 7 .

Established 1689.
94 , CIANCERY-LANE , LONDON , LONDON : LONGMANS, GREEN , and CO ., PATERNOSTER -ROW .
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INAHAN ' S LL WHISKY.

This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the
very

CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,
In quality unrivalled , perfectly pure, and more wholesome
than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the red seal, pink
label, and cork branded “ Kinahan's LL. Whisky.” - Whole
sale Depot, 20, Great Titchfield -street, Oxford-street, W .

EFT-OFF CLOTHES. – Mr. and Mrs.
PHILLIPS , 31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHES .

TER -SQUARE, LONDON , W ., are the Best BUYERS of
all kinds of LADIES' andGENTLEMEN ' S ATTIRE , Silk .
Satin , Velvet, Brocades, Dresses, Court Trains, Antique
Lace, old English and Foreign China, Household Furniture ,
Jewels , Plate, in fact every kind of Property for ready
cash , Ladies or Gentlemen waited on at any time or dis
tance . All letters receive prompt attention , Money orders
to any amount for Parcels from Town or Country . Estab
lished 1820 . Ready money only.
Thousands of testimonials . The subjoined are copies :

" Gloucester , April 2 .
Mrs. A . N . writes : - “ I have received your P . 0 . 0 . with

thanks for your liberality and attention . I shall recommend
all my friends. I have had business with others, but none
have given me so much satisfaction as you have."

" Brighton, May 4 .
Lady S . T . writes : - " I received the registered letter con .

taining the notes . I quite agree with Mrs . R . O . that you
are very straightforward in conducting your business . I
shall have great pleasure in recommending any friends who
may wish to dispose of their cast-off clothes that are too
good to give away ."

" Edinburgh , May 13.
“ I send you a large box of clothes . I am quite satisfied

that you give the full value, as I sentthe last you had of me

to some other person first , and your price was much above
their valuation . I leave it to you to send me what you con .

sider the value of the present articles . I have recommended
you to mysister, Mrs, M . Y ., of Reading. ”
We are every day receiving the same kind of testimonials

which show that we do give the full value of all articles
offered to us. If this is not sufficient to satisfy the most
sceptical we challenge all dealers . We not only buy of
ladies and gentlemen , but our demand is so great that we
purchase of the trade. Ladies and gentlemen , by disposing
of their property to us, get the best price , thereby saving a
second profit . Our only address in England is
si, THAYER -STREET, MANCHESTER-SQUARE,

LONDON
CANADA : ST. PAUL-STREET, MONTREAL,

AUSTRALIA : MYER' S -STREET, SANDHURST. VIO .

TORIA : and

31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHESTER -SQUARE
Where all letters and parcels must be addressed.

Established 1820 .

THE NEW SYSTEM OF BUYING AIDHAMBER OF COMMERCE ,
145 , OHEAPSIDE ,

HOUSE WITHOUT MONEY. LONDON , E . O .

ROOMS FOR MEETINGS.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY , Superior accommodation on theGround Floor for holding
Meetings of Creditors, Arbitrations, & c ., at reasonable

; 29 AND 80 , SOUTHAMPTON-BUILDINGS, terms. Conveniently situated , lofty light, well -ventilated ,
CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON. and quiet .

Apply to COOPER, CRAIG , and Craio, on the premises .

MOST PERSONS ARE FAMILIAR with HIGH CLASS BOOTS.
what is known as the " THREE YEARS ' SYSTEM "

of the Pianoforte Makers, by which anyone who Hires an
Instrument and pays the Hire for that period , becomes the
ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE . Pre
viously to the introduction of this plan it was almost as
difficult forthose of limited income to buy a good Pianoforte
ss to BUY A HOUSE ; and persons went on year after
year, paying for the Hire of an Instrument, and expended
as much money as would have bought the Pianoforte
several times over.
What will hold good for Pianofortes will hold good for

HOUSES ; and there aremanywho would no doubt AVAIL
THEMSELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY, if it wa
afforded them , of becoming

THE OWNER OF A HOUSE

in the sameway as they have already becomethe owner of
their pianoforte.

* THE DIRECTORS FIG . 1. FIG . 2 .
OF THE The normal condition of The perfect form of Shoes .

the Foot. a , b , c , d , Elasticated Leather .
BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY

HAVE DETERMINED TO AFFORD

THE SAME FACILITIES FOR PURCHASING
HOUSES 455, WEST STRAND, LONDON,

As now exist for Buying Pianofortes . (Nearly opposite Northumberland House),
A HOUSE being, however , a more expensive article to Pur .
chase than & Pianoforte , the " Three Years ' System ” will ESTABLISHED 1824 ,
not apply , excepting in a very few cases ; so that a MORE
LENGTHENED PERIOD IS NECESSARY over which BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS.
the Time of Hiring must extend .

In pursuance of this resolution THE SANS-PLIS SHIRT.
THE DIRECTORS HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTS

REGISTERED Nov, 1848.
WITH

THE OWNERS OF HOUSES Specially adapted to meet the wants
of

In various parts of London, and its Suburbs, by which they
are enabled to afford to the BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS

Members of the Birkbeck Building and

Society GENTLEMEN OF SEDENTARY PURSUITS

AND OTHERS Base Combined with a Perfect Fit .
A very wideCHOICE in theSELECTION both of HOUSES
and the locality in which they are situated . The Plan upon Patterns and Particulars of Measure

which the Directors propose to proceed is ment free by post .

TO LET THESE HOUSES FOR A PERIOD OF
TWELVE-AND- A -HALF YEARS, BURDEN AND KEER

At the end of which time, if the Rent be regularly Paid, 51, CONDUIT-STREET, BOND-STREET,

THE HOUSE ALLEN ' S PORTMANTEAUX.
Will become theabsolute Property of the 37, STRAND, LONDON

Tenant

WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENT OF ANY KIND . DRESS BASKETS ,

IN ALL CASES ges OVERLAND TRUNKS,

POSSESSION OF THE HOUSE DRESSING CASES,

DESPATCH BOXES, & c .
WILL BE GIVEN ALLEN 'S NEW CATALOGUE OF 500

WITHOUT ANY IMMEDIATE OUTLAY IN MONEY FITTED
ARTICLES. Post Free .

Excepting Payment of the Law Charges for the Title
Deeds, which in all cases will be restricted to

Five Guineas PRIZE MEDAL FORALLEN ' S NEW
BEYOND THIS SMALL SUM DRESSING BAG . GENERAL EXCELLENCE.

NO PAYMENT OF ANY KIND THE TEMPLEIS REQUIRED BY THE SOCIETY

BEYOND THE STIPULATED RENT, WHICH MAY
BE PAID EITHER MONTHLY OR QUARTERLY.

THE REYT PAYABLE BY THE TENANT

Includes Ground Rent and Insurance for
the Whole Term .

Although the Number of years for payment of Rent is fixed
at Twelve and-a -Half,

A SHORTER PERIOD MAY BE CHOSEN AT AN
INCREASED RENTAL ,

OR

A LONGER PERIOD AT A LOWER RENTAL ,

The Termsof which may be ascertained on application to
the Manager.

DOWIE AND MARSHALL,

NIDNEY SEED

SOWER
(PATEXT) .

1 .

FOR
NAME

For Florists and Small

Seeds, 28 . 6d . each. For
Peas, & c ., and Market

Gardens, 3s. 6d. each .

SEED

To be had of all Seeds.
men , Ironmongers, and

General Shopkeepers in

the United Kingdom ,

SPANISH FLY is the acting ingredient in
D ALEX. ROSS'S CANTHARIDES OIL , which
speedily produces Whiskers and thickens Hair. 88 , 60 ,
ALEX. ROSS , 248, High Holborn, London ,

LTAIR CURLING FLUID , 248, High
L Holborn . London . - ALEX . ROSS ' S CURLING

FLUID curls Ladies' or Gentlemen 's Hair immediately it
is applied. Sold at 38 . 6d . ; sent free for 54 stamps.
GREY HAIR , 248, High Holborn , London.
U ALEX. ROSS'S HAIR DYE produces a perfect
colour immediately it is used . Price Ss . 60 . ; sent by post
or 54 stamps .

HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT and PILLS.
Shortness of Breath , Coughs, and Colds. - Thou

sands of testimonials can be produced to prove the power
possessed by these corrective remedies in cases of asthma,
incipient consumption , and all disorders of the chest and
lungs. The Ointmentwell rubbed upon the chest and back ,
penetrating the skin , is absorbed and carried directly to
the lungs, where, in immediate contact with thewhole mass
of circulating blood , it neutralises or expels those im .
purities which are the foundation of consumption , asthma,
bronchitis, pneumonia , and similar complaints. On the
appearance of the first consumptive symptoms the back
and chest of the patient should be foinented with warm
brine, dried with a coarse cloth , and Holloway' s Ointment
then well rubbed in . Its absorption will subdue advancing
symptoms, and baffle this formidable foe .

W ANTED, by a respectable Widow , the
CARE of CHAMBERS or Offices, or the Situa

tion of Housekeeper to a Gentleman . She can be well
recommended. References will be given to persons address
ing - " J . S . C ., " 69, Gray' s -inn -road , Holborn .

THE ADVANTAGES
OF THIS

New System of Purchasing a House,
MAY BE SUMMED UP AS FOLLOWS :

1 . Persons of Limited Income, Clerks, Shopmen , and
others, may , by becoming Tenants of the BIRKBECK
BUILDING ' SOCIETY , be placed at once in a position of
independence as regards their Landlord.

2 . Their RENT CANNOT BE RAISED .

3. They CANNOT BE TUINED OUT OF POSSES.
SION so long as they pay their Rent.

4 . NO FEES or FINES of any kind are chargeable .

5 . They can leave the House at any timewithout notice .
rent being payable only to the time of giving up possession .

6 . It circumstances compel them to leave the House
before the completion of their Twelve-and a Half Years'
Tenancy, they can Sub -let the House for the remainder of
the Term , or they can Transfer their right to another
Tenant.

7 . Finally , NO LIABILITY or RESPONSIBILITY of
any kind is incurred , beyond the Payment of Rentby those
who acquire Houses by this New System .

The BIRKBEOK BUILDING SOCIETY have on their
List severalHOUSES, which they are prepared to LET on
the TWELVE -AND- A -HALF YEARS' SYSTEM , and in
many cases Immediate Possession may be obtained .

The 'I erms on which Honses can be placed on this
Register may be obtained on application to

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager,

( TRADE MARK .

GREATCENTRAL WINE CELLARS ,
22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON

(OPPOSITE CHANCERY-LANE ).
The Largest, Cheapest,and Best Wine Establishmentin

the World .

THE MOST NOTED VINTAGES ,
BY THE GLASS, BY THE BOTTLE ,

BY THE GALLON , BY THE Dozen,

AND BY THE CASE ,

AT WHOLESALE PRICES ;
Or Packed in Iampers for Races and Picnics

MARE of OFFICES or CHAMBERS.
WANTED, by a respectable Person , whose husband

is already employed in a first- class Firm . The highest refe
rences as to character . No children . - Address " 0 ." (No.
1605 ), 10, Wellington -street, Strand .

THE HOME and FOREIGN PUBLIC
WORKS CONSTRUCTION ASSOCIATION are

prepared to receive PROPOSALS for the ERECTION , in
any part of the world , of RAILWAYS , Water Works, Gas
Works, Docks, Canais, Lighthouses, Irrigation Works,
Reclamation ofWaste Lands, oranyother worksof import
ance . - Apply to the Manager,at the Office, 17,Gracecburch
street, London , E . C .THE GRIDIRON

Is now complete and in full operation .

CHOPS, STEAKS, & c ., & c ., ONE SHILLING . CLERGYMEN'S , Professional Men ' s, and
U Military and Naval Officers' SONS are received at a

Clergyman 's SCHOOL, strictly limited to gentlemen , on
specially reduced terms. - Address Rev. Master A . M . (to
be forwarded , Messrs. Dawson and Sons, 121, Cannon .
street, London , E . C .

22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON
(Opposite Chancery-lane).
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MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY.
ESTABLISHED 1834.

DIRECTORS.
GEORGE BATTCOCK , Esq., 4 , Carlton -street, S . W . JOHN PARSON , Esq., Teignmouth .

JAMES BURCHELL , Esq., 34, Golden -square, W . C . WILLIAM TARN PRITCHARD, Esq., Doctors' Commons, E . C .
JAMES CHARLES, Esq., 116 , Bishopsgate-street Within , E . C . RICHARD ROTHWELL , Esq., 30, Eastcheap , E . C .
HENRY DARVILL, Esq ., Windsor. RICHARD ROWE, Esq ., 17, Water -lane, Tower-street, E . C .
Sir SILLS JOHN GIBBONS, Bart. and Alderman, Calvert's MARMADUKE B . SAMPSON , Esq ., 1, George-street, Mansion .

buildings, Southwark , S . E . house, E . C .
HENRYHÁRWOOD HARWOOD,Esq.,29, Cleveland -square, W . CHARLES JOHN TODD, Esq., 18 , Bread -street Hill, E . C .
W . T . HOOPER , Esq., Streatley, Reading. FREDERICK CHARLES WILKINS, Esq ., 31, Great Win

Sir KINGSMILL GROVE KEY, Bart., Streatham , S . chester-street, E .C .

AUDITORS — WILLIAM HARDY, GEORGE ARTHUR BATTCOCK , and JAMES RENAT SCOTT, Esquires.

BANKERS - BANK OF ENGLAND.
SOLICITOR — WILLIAM BURCHELL, Esq., 5 , Broad Sanctuary, Westminster, S . W .

PHYSICIAN - WILLIAM WADHAM , Esq., M . D ., 14 , Park -lane, W .

SURGEON - W . SEDGWICK SAUNDERS, Esq., M . D ., 13, Queen- street, Cheapside, E .C .

CONSULTING ACTUARY - CHARLES INGALL, Esq. I ACTUARY — THOMAS TULLY, Esq .

EXTRACTS FROM THE FORTIETH ANNUAL REPORT,

Presented by the Directors of the Mutual Life Assurance Society to the Members, at the Half-Yearly GeneralMeeting, held at the Society's House, 39,
King- street, Cheapside, on Wednesday, 25th February , 1874. ·

The Revenue Account and Balance Sheet for 1873, which the Directors have the pleasure to lay before the Members, are prepared
in the manner prescribed by the Life Assurance Companies Act 1870 .

The Total Assurances now in force amount to £2,477,374 , under 4417 Policies. The Assurance Fund has increased in the past year

from £769,538 to £802,381. The New Assurances have increased from 189 policies , assuring £96 ,506 in 1872, to 249 policies , assuring

£150 ,140 completed in 1873. The New Premiums have increased from £3113 in 1872 to £4639 in 1873 .
The Rate of Interest on the total cash assets of the Society has increased from £4 3s. 4d . per cent in 1872 to £4 78. 2d . per cent.

in 1873.

The Directors have pleasure in stating that the claims for 1873 are only £58,285, against claims in 1872 amounting to £51,054.
The Directors invite the attention of the Members to the satisfactory progress of the Society, and to the subjoined statement of

its financial position during the past forty years, as appearing on the 31st of December in each successive year :

Year. Policies in Force . SumsAssured. I
Total Annual
Income of
Society.

Amount of Assu . TotalAmount of
rance Fund at end Claims paid as

of each Year. atend ofeach Year.

Year.

105

181

246

286
397

1834

1835

1836

1837

1838

1839

1840

1841

1842

1843

1844

1845

1846

1847

1848

1849

1850

1851

1852

1853

1854

1855

1856

1857

1858

1859

1860

1861

1862

1863

1864

1865

1866

1867

1868

1869

1870

1871

1872

1873

505

555

579

598

646

729

882
984

1050

1145

1247

1312

1367

1492

1651

1856

2008

2160

2242

96 ,606

151,110

189,484

222,632
258 ,232

312 ,522

349,783

378 ,769

386 ,091

418 ,934

497,662

610, 176

688,389
731,847

782 ,600

828 ,090

848 ,805

874,347

931,029

1,017,372

1,095 ,225

1 , 152,068

1 ,232 ,448

1 ,271,093

1 ,371,735

1 ,461,567
1 ,548 ,258

1,634 ,755

1,695 ,875

1 ,811,633

1 ,936 , 173

2 ,000,238

2 ,111,486

2 ,195,972

2 ,265,557
2 ,360,819

2 ,391,955

2 ,385 ,145

2 ,412 ,338

2 ,477,374

4 ,211
5 ,550
7 ,179

8 ,530

10,447

12 ,492

14 ,475

16 ,279

17,078
18 , 522

22, 479

27 ,585

31,355

34 ,761

37, 158

39,452

40,734

42,092

43,019

42,857

44,293

47,410

49,520

52,326
59 ,800

61,022
63, 912

68,206

71,681

76 ,757
81, 129

86 ,173

90,548

98 ,141
101,568

101,814

106 ,689

106 ,467

107 ,422

109,734

3 ,391
7 ,553

12 ,625

16 ,851
20,929

27,045

35 ,803

46 , 151

54,936

64,871

74 ,779

86 ,815

105 , 128

112 , 363

128 ,688

141, 335

149,909

166 ,266

191,236

205 ,000

217 ,452
235 ,843

263,568

288 ,893
318,627

352,797
371,711

403, 165

439 ,174

475 ,676

530,941

554, 146

601 ,217

619,576

642 ,297

690 , 157

723,113

737 ,443

769,538

802,381

1 ,000

3 , 105

6 ,693

9 ,770
12, 994

16 ,019

18 , 184

21,421

29,040

37,459
41,976

61, 144

72,796

85 ,559

104,717
116 ,976

127,517

152,045

178 ,825

202 ,172

217 ,455

238 ,801

262 ,636

282,283

320,570

349 ,715

377,715

409,266

426 ,043

480, 356

513,902

581,812

646 ,233

689,447

748 ,811

828 ,836

889,890

948,175

1834
1835

1836

1837

1838

1839

1840

1841

1842

1843

1844

1845

1846

1847

1848

1849

1850

1851

1852

1853

1854
1855

1856

1857

1858

1859

1860

1861

1862

1863

1864
1865

1866

1867

1868

1869

1870

1871
1872

1873

2409

2564
2734

2873

3012

3185

3393

3507

3670

3799

3917

4092

4198

4241

4309

4417

The Directors submit that the figures given in the above table merit especial notice from the members ,and should lead to increased
exertions being made by them to induce their friends to effect Assurances in the MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY .

Prospectuses, Forms of Application , Revenue Accounts, and Balance-sheet,and allnecessary information for effecting Assurances
may be obtained on application at the Head Offices, 39, King-street , Cheapside, E . C .

THE USUAL COMMISSION ALLOWED TO SOLICITORS INTRODUCING BUSINESS .

Printed and published by HORACE Cox, at 10, Wellington -street, Strand, London , W .C ., in the County of Middlesex. - Saturday, February 28, 1874.
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Money ,Wanted and to Jend. Situations, Wanted and Vacant.

TESTAMEESTEMESLOS MELANDER Le

wood. "

SHIP. . Unes hili. Bath.

Tadmitted ) ,
Managing

IT AW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman (ad
I mitted Easter Term 1978, an Oxford Graduate ), an
ENGAGEMENT, in a London or Country Office, as A8THE IMPROVEMENT of LANDED IT AW . - The Advertiser, of considerable SISTANT in Common Law and Conveyancing. - Address

ESTATES.- The LAND , LOAN , and ENFRAN U experience in every branch , desires a RE- ENGAGE “ G . K . M ., ” care of Messrs . De Gex and Harding, Ray.

OHISEMENT COMPANY (incorporated by special Act of MENT as General CLERK . Salary moderate . - Address mond-buildings. Gray's-inn .
Parliament ) ADVANCES MONEY " Lex," 2, Woodland -road, Stoke Newington , N . T AW . - Managing Clerk , of upwards of1st. - To the Owners of Settled and other Estates, for T AW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman (agedthe Erection of TARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES , twenty years' standing , with high recommendations ,
and for the DRAINAGE , IRRIGATION , ENCLOSING , 22, recently admitted ), a SITUATION in a small and competent to advise Clients, is open o an ENGAGE
CLEARING , and general Improvement of LANDED Pro Office to asist the Principal. Good references . - Addroog MENT to Manage generally, o - take Charge uf a Depart

perty in any part of the United Kingdom : F . WILKINSOX and Sox, 49 , Coleman -street, EC. ment, without or with slight snpervision . Liberal terms
end . - To the Owners of Settled Estates in England, for expected . - Address “ Clericus, seu . ” (No. 1611), 10, Welling

the ERECTION or COMPLETION of MANSIONS TAW COSTS and ACCOUNTS ton -street, Strand, W . C .
STABLES, and OUTBUILDINGS : U WANTED , an ENGAGEMENT to take Charge of TAW . - Common Law and Chancery. - A

3rd . - To Landowners generally , to enable them to sub every branch of the Costs Department in a large office.
scribe for Shares in Companies for the CONSTRUCTION " Lex," housekeeper , 64 , Chancery -lane. CLERK , long experienced in Common Law , chiefly
of RAILWAYS and NAVIGABLE CANALS , which will contentious businese, been accustomed to Prepare Briefs
beneficially affect their Estates : I AW . - A Gentleor an (aged 25 ), passed, but and conduct cases to Trial, seeks an ENGAGEMENT.

Ath . - To INCUMBENTS, for the Improvement of their Been many years in his prenent situation . - Address " L . 0 ,"
GLEBE LANDS, by Drainage, and the Erection of FARM U not admitted ) . requires a SITUATION 4 Assistant Mr. Toovey' s , Law Stationer, 59, Chancery -lane.
BUILDINGS and COTTAGES : Conveyancing CLERK (London preferred ) . First - class

5th . To COPY HOLDERS for the ENFRANCHISE references. - Address “ C ..” 43, Alma-square, St. John' s IT AW . - CONVEYANCING CLERK . - A
MENT of COPYHOLD LANDS .

Gentleman (Admitted Trinity Term , 1871 ), who has
The amount borrowed with the expenses would be charged

on the estate benefited , and repaid by a rentcharge, termi. T AW - A Gentleman ( B . A . Camb., admitted been in Conveyancers ' Chambers , and held a Managing
nating in twenty - five years . U Michselmas Term , 1873 ) wishes for an ENGAGE. Clerkship in Town , desires a RE-ENGAGEMENT. Is

NO INVESTIGATION OF THE LANDOWNER' S MENT as Conveyoncing and Chancery CLERK , in an prepared to Purchase Share of Practice, if desired.
Addresg “ Z . A .," Mesgrg. Andrew and Wood , 8, Great

TITLE IS NECESSARY. office in Town . Salary not so much an object as the raining
of experience . - Address “ E , E . T . ” (No. 1611 ) . 10 . Welling. James-street, Bedford-row .

Forms of application , and all further particulars,may be ton -street, Strand, W . C . T AW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman (agedUbtained of Messrs. Rawlence and Squarey, 22 , Great George
street, Westminster , S . W ., and Salisbury ; of Messrs . I AW . - SHORTHAND. - WANTED, by a I 29 , married ), an ENGAGEMENT in a country
Ashurst, Morris, and Co., Solicitors, 6 , Old Jewry, London , thoroughly efficient Shorthand Writer, a RE Office, thoroughly efficient in Common Law , and Bank
E . C . ; of Messrs. Gillespie and Paterson , W . S ., SIA , George ENGAGEMENT, in a London Office . Six years' experi. ruptcy,and has a good knowledge of Chancery and Con
street, Edinburgh , agents for the Company in Scotland ; ence . Sarisfactory references. - " Phono, " 50, Queen 's veyancing : is also a skilled Shorthand Writer. Highest
and at the Offices of the Company as below . crescent. Haverstock -bill, N . W . references. Commencing salary £150 . - Address " X . X , X . "

T . PAIN , Managing Director. (No. 1614 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .
EDWIN GARROD , Secretary . T AW . - WANTED , by a Gentleman (ad

Land, Loan, and Enfranchisement Company,
No. 22 , Great George-street, Westminster, S . W . D T AW - SHORTHAND. - The Advertisermitted last Term ), an Engagement as CONVEY. |

ANCING or GENERAL CLERK under supervision . U (18 ), seeks a SITUATION as Shorthand CLERK ,
M ONEY. - £5000, and several lesser SUMS, Honoursat Final. -- Address “ Lex," 3, Cominerce Chambers, in a Solícitor's Office . Previous experience. References as

are ready to be ADVANCED on real securities, Lord .street, Liverpool. to ability and character can be given. - Please address, with
full particulars and salary given , to “ LEX, ” Robinson ' s

Apply Mr. THORNEY, Solicitor, Hull. I T AW . - SITUATION REQUIRED. - Fully Phonetic Institute, 18 and 15 , Great Prospect -road , Land
MUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION experienced in Conveyancing, County Court, and port , Hante .

( Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1830 ), 14, Rus ! Magisterial bu - iness, and of Local Board and Highway I AW . - SHORTHAND . - WANTED, by theBell -street, Covent-Karden , London, and se, Ship -street, Board ; could manage branch office . Excellent testimonials

Brighton , ADVANCES MONEY upon Personal Security , and security . - “ Lex ," Post-office, Norbiton , S . W . Advertiser, & RE -ENGAGEMENT. He is an efti .
cient Shorthand Writer , Correspondent, an Accountant,

Bills of Sale , Deeds, & c ., repayable by instalments . Bills competent to render general Assistance, having bad great
promptly discounted. Forms free on receipt of stamped I AW . - The Advertiser (aged 23 , admitted

experience in the offices of first -class firms, from whom he
envelope. C . R . WRIGHT, Secretary . U last Term ), desires an APPOINTMENTas Assistant

or General CLERK . Salary moderate. Good reference to has received the highest testimonials . - Address “ Lex, ” 3.

MONEY ADVANCED at a Day's Notice last employer. Will covenant not to practise, it required . West Lawn-terrace, Teignmouth, Devon .

( from £10 upwards) to respectable householders in - Address " Lex, " Post-office , Bradford-on -Avon .
T AW . - CONVEYANCING - ARTICLES.

the London District upon MORTGAGE of their FURNI. A thoronghly competent Managing ConveyancingT AW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman (ad .TURE without rernoval, repayable by easy instalments . Cierk , of twenty years' experience , and of meftiodical and
Yo charge of ar. y kind unless inoney advanced . As this does U mitted . nged 25 ), a General or Conveyancing CLERK business habits (described in the testimonial of his late
not emanate froin an agent, applicants must apply personally SHIP , in a good Office, with slight supervision . Country principal as a man of integiity, ability, and gentlemanly

to Mr. BaucHAX , 34 , Southanıpton -buildings, Chancery-lane . preferred . Unexceptionable referenors . -- Address " F habits , deportment, and address ; as possessing great ex.
The public are cautioned against paying preliminary fees to Sion Horos, Sion -hili, Bath . perience in Conveyancing and as competent to manage that .
pretenders.

TAW .- A Gentleman (admitted ), seeks an department without supervision ), is desirous of obtaining
an ENGAGEMENT, in an Office of larce Practice , where,

U Engagemont in a Country Office as Managing without supervision or otherwise, be could take all, or å
Partnerships, Manted and Vacant. CLERK under supervision. Has passed four years in a considerable portion of the Convoyancing and General

Magistrates' Clerk ' s Office, Good rolerences. - Addross Business, with Articles. During tho past ten years he has

T AW . -WANTED, by a Young Solicitor, " R . B .," 10 , Belle Vue Terrace, Southampton . been almost exclusively engaged in investigating Titles, and
preparing and rettling legal documents of every description

I who served his articles with a large conveyancing L AW . -WANTED, by Advertiser, an in Country Offices of extensive practice , of which he has had
fi in in the Midland Counties, and bas romained with them
since his admission, a JUNIOR PARTNERSHIP in the U themanagement. Hehas also had considerable experienceAssistant Conveyancing CLERKSHIP, can draw all in Probate Practice , and in Succession , Residusry , and
South of England , Premium about £1000. - Address ordinary Deede, Abstracts, Residuary and Sucoession Duty

General Accounts, and the Preparation and Settling ofAcoounts . Salary 4100 . Good references. - Address " Lex,
" Soior," post orfice, 84 . Hayley road, Birmingham , Bills of Costa , To any Gentleman desirous of retiring from

Post-office, Royal Crescent, Notting -hill. _ _ active duty the Advertiser would prove invaluable. Salary

TAW . - AS MANAGER or WORKING I AW - A Gentleman (aged 24 , recently with Articles (three years ' term ) 200 guineas, withont 301

U PARTNER . - A well known leading office recommend U Admitted ),wishes for a CLERKSHIP (Conveyancing guipoas per annum Testimonials and references of the
highest order . - Address " W . A . " (No. 1614 ), 10 , Wellingtonan adınitted gentleman (single ), of fifteen years ' town and or General) in a good office in town or country . Expo

country experience, with good abilities, character, and rienced in Conveyancing . Good referonces . - Address str et, Strand, W . 0 .

address , as Responsible Manager or Working Partner in “ Lex," Post- office , Glastonbury .
Conveyancing, Family , and General Business, including TAW .- Shorthand Corresponding CLERK
Railway and Lands Clauses Undertakings . - " S . 8 . " T AW . - WANTED, a Conveyancing CLERK . I REQUIRED, in a City Office ;mustbe able to trans
(No. 1614 , 19 , Wellington-street, Strand , w . C . SHIP . in Town preferred . The Advertiser was ad . cribe his notes quickly , and write a neat hand . - Apply to

mitted in Michaelmas Term
TAW PARTNERSHIP or SUCCESSION.

" C . B ., " at Good' s, Stationer, Moorgate-street. E . C .laste is 28 years old , was
articled in a large country conveyancing firm , and has read

A Solicitor , of good family and credentials, with with a conveyancing barrister . - Apply by letter to T AW . - WANTED , immediately, a CLERK
much practical experience (town and country ), will treat “ J . W . B .," 3, Lyme-street, Camden -road . U who can Keep Union and Local Board Accounts.for SHARE of, or SUCCESSION to , & well- established
PRACTI JE , bearing strict investigation and capable of LAW . - ASSIGNMENT of ARTICLES. - A Salary to commence with , She, a week . - Apply " Lex, "

Messrs. Short and Pickering, Hinckley .
extension ; London or provinces Midland , where adver. Gentleman (aged 22 ) , who is with a Firm of large Con
tiger has connections, preferred ) ; age 33 ; a bachelor. veyancing and General Practice in the Midland Counties, TAW . - WANTED immediately, a good
Delta " (No. 1614) , 10, Wellington-street, Strand, W . O . and with one year to serve , wishes en ASSIGNMENT. u Copying and Engrossing CLERK . - Address , stating

Moderate salary required in return for services, Address ago, salary required , and references, with specimens of
TAW PARTNERSHIPS. - MESSRS. “ T . A . J .” (No. 1614 ), 10 ,Wellington -street , Strand , W . C . writing and text, to Mr. ELIAS CLARKE, Law Stationer ,

U HOOPER and SON can with confidence state that Loseby-lane, Leicester.
the Partnerships which have been arranged through their T AW . - WANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE
Agency have given very great satisfaction ; and as they have T AW . - WANTED , in a Lancashire office, aU ENGAGEMENT as 8 Conveyancing or Goneralalways on their Register numerousapplicants seeking occn .

CLERK , can draw Drafts and prepare Abstracts, and well U
pation for timeand capital, they are in a position to intro

good CONVEYANCER (not admitted ), to act under

auce without delay gentlemen fully competent to render
acquainted with the routine of a Solicitor's Office , capable principal' s supervision . Address, stating age, references,

of managing under supervision . - Address “ E . T .. " 14 , Yorkessential service to any Solicitor who may require assistance
and wages required , and il married , to " A , K . Z . " ( No .

in the conduct of his busin -88. - 69, Ludgate -hill. terrace , Cheltenham . 1614 ), 10 ,Wellington -street, Strand, W .O .

T AW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman (aged I AW . - WANTED , a CLERK who can
TEGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY . U 26, married , recently admitted ) a SITUATION , as write Shorthand . Hemust be able to Engross well,

U Mr. C . E .MASON , AUDITOR , LIQUIDATOR , and Conveyancing or GeneralCLERK , under supervision , in a and willing to make himself generally useful. - Apply to

ACCOUNTANT, 30 , Essex-street, Strand, London , respectable firm , London preferred . Does not mind work . Messrs. BREWSTER and STUBBS, Solicitors, Middlesborough ,

Salary moderate, experience being the chief object ; good Yorkshire .

T AW . - PROCESS SERVED and INQUI. references. - Address " F .” (No. 1613), 10, Wellington -street, I AW . - WANTED , a Managing CLERK , toStrand , W . C .
RIES MADE for the Legal Profession, by a Young U to take Charge of a Branch Office. He must be a

Man of experience. Reference to solicitors. - Address T AW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman, who | fair Conveyancer, and be able to do Bankruptcy and Com
“ B . N .. " 70, Bartholomew - road, N . W . bas passed his Final Examination , & General mon Law . One who has Practised Advocacy preferred.

LAW COSTS.- J. HARCOURT SMITH, CLERKSHIP , under supervision , in a respectable firm , Apply , stating age, whether admitted or not, and salary

either in Town or Country. Country preferred . Salary required , to " S ., " Mr. Hodge's, Law Stationer, Liverpool.
Costs Draftsman and Accountant, having had moderate, experience being the chief object. -- Address

twenty years' varied experience , DRAFTS and SETTLES " J . S .,” 46, Chancery-lane, London , W . C . T AW . - WANTED, a CLERK, must be able
COSTS in all Courts, and matters in Town and Country .

to Draw and Engross all ordinary Deeds, prepare Besi
References to eminent London and provincial firms.
Omices: 5, King street, Cheapside, E .o .“ LAW - A SOLICITOR (aged 27) , with duery Accounts, and be well acquainted with the general

eleven years' experience in Conveyancing and Com business of a Solicitor 's Office ; one who writes Shorthand
TAW COSTS AND ACCOUNTS. — J . mon Law , seeks an immediate ENGAGEMENT to take preferred . - Address, staring age, salary required , and

SIMMONS and CO ., Costs Draftsmen and Account entire Management of one or both those branches . Good references, to " 90 Box, " Post office, Newcastle-on - Tyne.

ants (established 1845 ), par icularly invite attention to adrocate. Highest references. Salary moderate . -- " G . H ."
their arrangements for the preparation of costs of every (No. 1614 , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand. T AW . - WANTED , in a County Court or
description , requiring no supervision ; also to the import | Justices' Clerk ' s Office, a CLERK , whomust be tho
ance of having them perfectly prepared , to avoid losses I AW . - A Gentleman (Oxford Classman and roughly acquainted with the system of making the County

which in a business of moderate extent only may be found U Graduate), recently admitted, SEEKS a Convey. Court Returns. - Andress , stating age, references, and
great, but in one of extensive practice excessive. A very anging CLERKSHIP , in Town or Country ; has had con . salary required, to " W ., " 48 , Lincoln 's Inn Fields,
moderate commission charged , which would be found to be siderable experience in an eminent London firm . Salary
considerabiy more than covered by a careful settlement of small. - Address B . A ., ” at Brown' s Advertising Office ,
such bills . - 1 , Watling-street , E . O . Little George-street, Westminster Abbey. " SITUATIONS VACANT continuod on next page.

considers,with clusively on i
documetico.of erable OSDOT, and
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Legal Notices.

ar., and hereby solicits their continued summoforme notices,I

TAW . – WANTED shortly , a Managing INAHAN ' S LL WHISKY.
U Conveyancing CLERKSHIP , without supervision,

in a first class Country office . Liberal salary expected .Advertiser is a sound English Churchman , - Address DRELIMINARY EXAMINATION for This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the
very

" Clericus," 11, Clayton -street, Birkenhead , SOLICITORS. - A Clergyman whose Pupils have CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,
T AW . – WANTED immediately , in the never failed to pass at their first attempt PREPARES In quality unrivalled , perfectly pure , and more wholesomeCANDIDATES for the above Examination very speedily .Country , an expeditious Copying and Engrossing than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the red seal, pink

• CLERK . Good character indispensable . - Apply , with age ,
- For particulars address the Rev. A . P , READ, M . A ., St. label, and cork branded “ Kinahan 's LL. Whisky. ” - Whole
James' s College, Downs-road , Clapton , E .

terms, and references, to “ F . W . F .” (No. 1614 ), 10, Wel. sale Depot, 20 , Great Titchfield -street, Oxford -street , W .

lington -gtreet, Strand' w . c . TAW EXAMINATIONS. - A GENTLEMAN I EFT-OFF CLOTHES. – Mr. and Mrs.
I AW . - WANTED , an intelligent CLERK at the BAR (Bachelor of Laws in Honours ) PHILLIPS , 31. THAYER -STREET, MANCHESU to Write Shorthand , and make himself generally PREPARES, in Chambers or through the post, for TER -SQUARE, LONDON , W ., are the Best BUYERS of

useful, in a Solicitor' s Office . Must write a good ordioary the INCORPORATED LAW SOCIETY , the BAR , and all kinds of LADIES ' and GENTLEMEN ' S ATTIRE, Silk ,
hand. - Address, stating age, salary and reference , LONDON LL. B . References to formerand presentpupils Satin , Velvet, Brocades , Dresses, Court Trains, Antique
“ Messrs. A . B ., " care of Mr. H . Sanders, 2 , Cook ' s- court , will be given . - Address " LL . B .," care of Messrs. Reever Lace, old English and Foreign China, Housebold Furniture ,
Carey-street. and Turner Law Booksellers , 100, Chancery-lane, W . O . Jewels, Plate , in fact every kind of Property for ready

cash . Ladies or Gentlemen waited on at any time or disT AW . - MANAGING CLERK WANTED , TAW PUPILS. - A BARRISTER, who has tance. All letters receive prompt attention . Money orders
by & City Solicitor ; must be of a good address, with almost uniform success, prepared nearly one to any amount for Parcels from Town or Country . Estab

methodical, and have a good general knowledge of Con . thousand Students for Examinution prior to Admission as lished 1820. Ready money only .

veyancing ; good references indispensable. – Address, Attorneys, many ofwhom obtained a Prize or Certificate of Thousands of testimonials. The subjoined are copies :
stating age and salary required , “ A . P ., ” care of Messrs. " Gloucester, April 2 .

Merit, including two Clifford 's -inn Prizemen , RECEIVES
Hooper and Batty, 1, George-street, Mansion House , E . C .

Mrs. A . N . writes : - " I have received your P . 0 . 0 . withPUPILS for Intermediate or Final Examinations, to whom
he devotes fice hours daily . Feemoderate. - For particulars, thanks for your liberality and attention . I shall recommend

TAW . - WANTED, a good Engrossing or an interview , address " Mr. J.," Messrs. Stevens and allmy friends. I have had business with others, but none

U CLERK ; also a Clerk who can make himself gene Sons, Law Booksellers, 119, Chancery - lane, W . O .
have given me so much satisfaction as you have."

" Brighton , May 4 .
rally useful, one who writes shorthand preferred . Refer N . B . Classes are forming, limited in number , for the ensuing Lady S . T . writes : - " I received the registered letter con .
ences required . - Apply BURDEKIN SMITH and PYE SMITH Easter, Trinity , and Michaelmas Terms. taining the notes. I quite agree with Mrs. R . C . that youSolicitors , Sheffield .

mo SOLICITORS. - Office for PATENTS,
are very straightforward in conducting your business . I

TAW . - CHANCERY. - WANTED , in the
shall have great pleasure in recommending any friendswho

5 , SERLE-STREET, LINCOLN ' S- Iwx , W . C . may wish to dispose of their cast-off clothes that are too
) Office of a Firm in Westminster , an efficient SUB Messrs. DAVIES and HUNT, Patent Solicitors , continue to good to give away. "

ORDINATE , in the Chancery Department. Applicants procure BRITISH and FOREIGN PATENTS , & c ., at " Edinburgh, May 13.
shoullbe Admitted Solicitors of at least twelve months' most moderate charges, and to SOLICITORS at agency rates. “ I send you a large box of clothes. I am quite satisfied
experience of Chancery Practice in London , Salary , £100 &
year to commence with . - Addregs “ Y . Z ., ” care of Water Solicitors and intending Patentees should obtain their that you give the full value, as I sent the last you had of me

" HANDBOOK FOR INVENTORS" gratis on application to someother person first, and your price was much above
low and Sons, No. 49 , Parliament street , Westminster. . their valuation. I leave it to you to send mewhat you conor by letter.

sider the value of the present articles. I have recommendedI AW . – WANTED immediately, in the
LONDON GAZETTE (published by authority ) and you to my sister , Mrs , M . Y ., of Reading ."

U Country, a CLERK! (unadmitted),well up in office Weare every day receiving the same kind of testimonials

routine, having a thorough knowledge of Conveyancing LONDON and COUNTRY ADVERTISEMENT OFFICE which show that we do give the full value of all articles
and able to carry matters through with slight supervision , No. 117, CHANCERY-LANE , FLEET-STREET. offered to us. If this is not sufficient to satisfy themost
and must not object to Engross occasionally . Salary £80 . sceptical we challenge all dealers. We not only buy of
Address, stating experience and age, with copy testimonials L ENRY GREEN , Advertisement Agent, I ladies and gentlemen, but our demand is so great thatwe
to - " X . Z . " (No. 1614 ) , 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W . C . begs to direct the attention of the Legal Profession to purchase of the trade. Ladies and gentlemen , by disposing

the advantages of his long experience of upwards of troenty . Tof their property to 128 , get the best price , thereby saving &TAW . - WANTED immediately for the noe years, in the special insertion of all pro formá notices , second profit. Our only address in England is
North of England, a CLERK who has been ac & c., and hereby solicits their continued support. - N . B . One 31. THAYER-STREET. MANCHESTER -SQUARE,

customed to County Justice room business. None but copy of advertisement only required , and the strictest care LONDON .
experienced clerks need apply . First- class references and promptitude assured . Officially stamped forms for ed .

vertisements and file of London Gazette kept . By appoint
CANADA : ST. PAUL -STREET, MONTREAL.required . - Apply , with particulars as to age and salary

required , to Messrs. CARR and Co., Law Stationers, New ment AUSTRALIA : MYER' S-STREET, SANDHURST, VIO .
castle -on - Tyne. TORIA : and

TUSTICE ROOM , MANSION HOUSE. 31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHESTER-SQUAREACCOUNTANT CLERKS. - The Advertiser J Chief CLERK to the Lord Mayor. - The General Pur.
can RECOMMEND one who writes a very fast and poses Committee of Aldermen will meet at Guildhall, on Where all letters and parcelsmust be addressed

FRIDAY, the 20th day ofMARCH instant, at 12 o 'clock , to Established 1820.
clear hand, lowest salary £200 , well worth it ; also a second ,
very gentlemanly , son of a solicitor ; lowest salary £120 , receive APPLICATIONS for the above Office . The salary SPANISH FLY is the acting ingredient inbecause of delicate health . Recommended by Alfred T . of the office ( to be fixed by the court of Aldermen on the
Craig , Accountant, 9, King's -road, Bedford -row , London , recommendation of the above Committee) will be a sum ID ALEX, ROSS' S , CANTHARİDES OIL , which

not exceeding 21000 per annum . Candidates must be duly speedily produces Whiskers and thickens Hair , Ss . 60 .

qualified members of the legal profession, and all applica ALEX . ROSS, 248 , High Holborn , London ,

TAW . - COUNTY COURTS. - WANTED , tions must be made in writing and sent to the Town
an experienced Cash CLERK , who must be an LAIR CURLING FLUID , 248, HighClerk 's Office, not later than 11 o ' clock a . m ., on the aboveefficient book -keeper and a good penman ; not under 30 day , endorsed Application for Chief Clerkship .” Further L Holborn , London . - ALEX . ROSS ' S CURLING

years of age . Salary to commence at £120. - Address, stating particulars may be obtained at the Town Clerk 's Office , FLUID curls Ladies' or Gentlemen ' s Hair immediately it
age, references, and past experience, to " W . " (No. 1614) , Guildhall, E . C . MONCKTON . is applied . Sold at Ss . 6d . ; sent free for 54 stamps.
10, Wellington- street, Strand, W . O . It is requested none Guildhall, 2nd March , 1874 .
will apply who do not really possess all the qualifications, REY HAIR , 248, High Holborn ,London .

TAW . - BILL CLERK . - WANTED, for a T 'MPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE UT ALEX. ROSS'S KAIR DYE produces a perfect
COMPANY (Established 1803 ),

colour immediately it is used . Price 3s . 6d . ; sent by post
few months, in a Solicitor ' s Office, & Bil OLERK , 1 , Old Broad -street. E . O ., and 16 and 17 . Pall-mall , S . W . or 54 stamps.

competent to settle bills (principally Conveyancing) from Oapital, £1,600,000. Paid -up and Invested , £700 ,000.
the papers without assistance . - Reply , stating age, terms, W ONFORD HOUSE (Exeter.) - This
and references, to " A . B ., " care of Mr. SAUNDERS, 2 , E . COZENS.SMITH , General Manager. Institution for the INSANE, offering great ad .
Cook ' s - court, Lincoln 's -inn , vantages to the middle and upper classes , is beautifully

ANNUITIES AND REVERSIONS. situated near the city of Exeter. The building is spaciousTAW . - WANTED, in a Country Town, in REVERSIONARY INTEREST and handsome, and the ground extensive. - For terms apply

the office of a Solicitor, Ollerk to the Commissioners to Dr. LYLE , Resident Medical Superintendant,
SOCIETY.

of Taxes for a small district, á Managing CLERK , must bo
able to prepare ordinary Deeds and peruse ordinary 68 , CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON . JUSTICES' CLERKS' ACCOUNTS. AAbstracts of Title , and must understand Local Board of CHAIRMAN . - Alfred H . Shadwell, Esq .
Health matters, and themanagement ofthe Taxes. Address, Journal and Cash Book, prepared by Mr. GEORGEDEPUTY -CHAIRMAN - H . Cecil Raikes, Esq ., M . P .
stating age and salary required , to - “ Lex ,” care of w . 0 . OKE, of the Mansion House, London, for Justices '
Horncastle , Advertising Agent, Queen -street, Cheapside, Reversions and Life Interests purchased . Immediate and Clerks' Account of Fees received by them . The headings

E . C . Deferred Annuities granted in exchange for Reversionary are : Date - Subject of Entry - Fees earned - Fees debited
and Contingent Interests. in Ledger - Leuger Folio - Current fees received - Fines,TAW . - WANTED , a thoroughly competent Loans may also be obtained on the security of Reversions. fees, & c ., credited - Ledger folio - Fines, fees, & c ., repaid

Conveyancing CLERK , in an office of varied prac Annuities, Immodiate , Deferred , and Contingent, and alsс Office expenses. Prices : One quire, 58 . ; two quires,

tice in one of the Midland counties . The Advertiser whose Endowments, granted on favourable terms. three quires, 118 . ; four quires, 14 . ; five quires , 178. ; six
time is much occupied , requires efficient practical assist Prospectuses and Formsof Proposal, and all further infor quires, 208 . ; half-bound , or in sheets unbound' Ss , per
ance in the general management of his business, particu . mation , may be bad at the office . quire .

C . B . OLABON , Secretary.larly in the conveyancing department, and no person who London : H . Cox, 10 , Wellington - street, Strand .
is not fully qualified , and willing to render such assistance,

QOLICITOR'S CASH BOOK . - A Cash Book
need apply. Close attention to business, accuracy, good To SOLICITORS, STATIONERS, Iaddress , and experience in the working of a country office, for Use of Solicitors, showing at a glance receipts and
essential; age from 25 to 80 ; & churchman preferred ; BROKERS, & c . payments on cash account, bank account, business account ,
salary liberal, and in proportion to qualifications ; strict Her Majesty' s Commissioners of Inland Revenue now and private account. Price, with explanation , in sheets ,
references to be furnished as to character aswell as compe accept Cheques of the Cheque Bank ( Limited ) in payment 88. 6d . per quire, or bound in extra forril, of the following

tency . - Apply , with full particulars and stating salary for Stamps. thickness : one quire , 108. ; two quires, 138 . 6 . ; three
expected to H . H . (No. 1614), 10, Wellington -street, Strand , The attention of Solicitors, Brokers, Law Stationers, and quires, 178 . ; four quires, el ls. ; five quires, £1 5s . ; six
w . o . others, is directed to the safety and convenience of this quires, ki gs .

mode of payment, in lieu ofcash . The author says : “ It is very simple , and with a little

For further information apply personally, or by letter, at attention it will be found to work well ; I have long provedCLERGYMEN ' S , Professional Men 's, and the Offices of the Cheque Bank , at Pall Mall East, s . w ., or it to do so ." May be obtained direct, or through any book
Military and Naval Officers' SONS are received at & 124 , Cannon -street, E . C . seller by order.

Clergyman ' s SCHOOL, strictly limited to gentlemen , on S . J. NICOLLE, Secretary . London : H . Cox, 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W .C .
specially reduced terms. - Address Rev. Master A . M . ( to
be forwarded , Messrs. Dawson and Sons , 121 , Cannon .
street, London , E . O .

THE PRIVATE INQUIRY OFFICE ,
1 established in 1852 by Mr. C . F . FIELD , late Chief

Inspector of the Metropolitan Detective Police , and Mr. O . 13 , ST. JAMES'S SQUARE, LONDON , S . W .NICHOLLS, unravelled the Rugeley murders, the Smyth
forgeries. the Worcester forgeries, the collecting postage CITY BRANCH : MANSION -HOUSE BUILDINGS, E .C .
stamp delnsion , horse poisonings, incendiary fires, frauds
on railway and insurance companies,divorce and libel cases ,
& c . - Removed from Devereux-court to 33, Essex .street, FINANCIAL RESULTS.
Strand . The Annual Income, steadily increasing, exceeds . .. . .. .. £249,000

The Assurance Fund , safely invested, is over . .. . . . . 1,880 ,000
W ANTED, by a respectable Widow , the The New Policies in the last Year were 457, assuring .. .. . .. 304, 457
VV CARE of CHAMBERS or Offices, or the Situa The New Annual Premiumswere .. .. . .. . .. .. 9 ,770

tion of Housekeeper to a Gentleman . She can be well
The Bonns added to Policies in January 1872 was. .recommended. References will be given to persons address 323,871

ing - " J . S . O ., " 69, Gray' s- inn - road , Holborn . The Total Claims by Death paid amount to . .. ... .. 3 ,169,601
The subsisting Assurances and Bonuses amount to ..... ... 5 ,773 ,144

1 INCOLN ' S -INN . - Ground FloorOFFICES DISTINCTIVE FEATURES .three good rooms. 80 guineas per annum , or the
whole house, three floors , £175 per annum . - Apply for orders CREDIT of half the firstufive annual Premiums allowed on whole -term Policies on healthy Lives not over
to view , Mr. J. AMBROSE HARMAN , Walbrook Estate Ex- sixty years of age.
change, 35, Walbrook, E O . ENDOWMENT ASSURANCES granted , without Profits, payable at Death, or on attaining a specified age.

TMPORTANT to SOLICITORS. - A large INVALID LIVES assured at rates proportioned to the risk .

well -furnished Ground Floor ROOM to LET for meet CLAIMS paid thirty days after proof of death .
ings of creditors, & c . Seats seventy persons. Terms 1 REPORT, 1873.
guinea. per merting - Apply to Mr. J . AMBROSE HARMAN

(on premises ), 85 , Walbrook, E . O The Forty -ninth Annual Report just issued , and the Balance Sheets for the year ending June 30, 1873, as
rendered to the Board of Trade, can be obtained at either of the Society ' s Offices, or of any of its Agents,

MARE of OFFICES or CHAMBERS - GEORGE CUTOLIPFE, ACTUARY AND SECRETARY.WANTED . by a respectable Person , whose husband
is already employed in a first- class Firm . The highest refe COMMISSION . - 10 per cent. on the First Premium , and 5 per cent. on Renewals, is allowed to Solicitors
rences as to character. No children , - Address ” C ." (No. The Commission will be continued to the Person introducing the Assurance , without reference to the channo .
1605 ), 10, Wellington -street, Strand, through which the Premiums may be paid .

AW . -
WANTLERK, in an The Advertiser assist

pected

Clerical, Medical, and General Life Assurance Society.

. . . . . . . . . . . . .
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OF
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RRAIG 'S BOOKKEEPING for SOLICI- T EGAL PRACTITIONERS' SOCIETY.
TORS, 1866 . Price 1s . - Of the Author , ALFRED T . | SUBSCRIPTIONS are now payable to W . T .

CRAIG, Accountant, 9, King's -road , Bedford -row , W .0 . CHARLEY, Esq ., D . C . L ., M . P . 5 , Crown Office-row ,
Temple, London , E . C . Information supplied on written

Price 1s., by post 18 . ed . application to CHARLES FORD , Esq ., the Hon . Secretary, at

the Office of the LAW TIMES, 10, Wellington -street, Strand ,
DEAUTIES of FRENCH LITERATURE London , W . O .

A Translation into English , by JAMES LOWE, of
the memoirs and letters of Madame de Sévignó and Madame
la Duchesse D ' Orleans. COX'S LAW OF
London : HORACE Cox, 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, W . C

JOINT-STOCK COMPANIES.
BOOKS FOR ARTICLED CLERKS.

Sent free by post on receiving price of Book . The SEVENTH EDITION of the

MHE ARTICLED CLERK ' S HANDBOOK , T AW OF JOINT STOCK COMPANIES
l containing a Course of Study for the Preliminary . I AND OTHER ASSOCIATIONS : comprising the

Intermediate , and Final Examinations of Articled Clerks, whole of the New Law relating to the Abandonment of

and the Books to be read , & o ., being a Complete Guide to Railways and the Winding-up of Railway Companies,

the Candidate 's Successful Examination and Admi-sion . As contained in the Statutes relating to Joint-Stock
By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq ., Author of the " Digest Companies, the General Orders and Rules of the Court

of Examination Questions." Fourth Edition . ByGEORGE of Chancery, and Decisions of the Courts of Law and
BADHAM , Esq ., Solicitor. This is designed as an Appendix Equity ; together with the Industrial and Provident
to the " Answers to the Examination Questions, Price Societies Acts , and County Court Orders thereon , the Stan .
98. cloth . naries Act and Rules , with Notes as to the Mode of Proce

dure under them . By EDWARD W . 00x. Serieant-at
A LECTURE delivered before the Hull Law Law , Recorder of Portsmouth . Seventh Edition , by

CHARLES J . O 'MALLEY, LL . B ., Barrister -at- Law , of
Students' Society on the Course of Reading for the the Middle Temple .

Final Examinations of the Incorporated Law Society .
Price 21s., cloth .By Dr. ROLLIT. Price 2s ,

London : LAW TIMES Office , 10 ,Wellington -street, Strand ,

CONTAINS :

The Women 's Whiskey War.
Royal Wedding Presents .
Five o 'clock Tea .
Causerie de Paris.
In Memoriam .
The late Mr. Shirley Brooks and M . Michelet . with
Portraits .

Literature and Art in the Census.
Would -be - ism .

COLOURED SUPPLEMENT OF
LATEST PARIS FASHIONS,

DRESS AND FASHION : The Parisian Fashions (from our
own Correspondent) . - Morning and Fashionable Costumes ;
Afternoon , Reception , Dinner , Promenade, Fashionable ,

Ball Toilettes ; Toilette de Ville ; Polonaise Redingote ;
Dolman Trimmed with Feathers ; Cloth Confection ;
Double Cashmere and Prune Cashmere Costumes : Grey
Cloth Jacket, & c ., with Illustrations .

THE WORK TABLE. — Lace Antique and Modern, & c .,
with Illustrations.

THE HOUSEWIFE. – Domestic Economy; Notes and
Queries; Answers. Cuisine : On Some Uses of the Pig ;
Notes and Queries ; Answers .

Music and Musicians. Gazette des Dames. The Tourist .
Pastimes. The Library. The Exchange. Personal. The
Boudoir, Court Chronicle . Society. Obituary .
Notes and Queries on Dress, Work, Music, and other

subjects usefuland interesting to Ladies .

All the Fashionable Intelligence oftheWeek . .

Price 6d . ; Post Free 61d .

May be had of News Agents, Booksellers, and at the Rail
way Stalls.

OFFICE : 346, STRAND, LONDON , W .C.

A DIGEST of the EXAMINATION MHE COUNTY COURTS CHRONICLE
QUESTIONS in Common Law , Conveyancing, and I and GAZETTE OF BANKRUPTOY , monthly,

Equity, from the commencement of the Examinations in price ls, 6d ., contains all the Law and Reports of the
0896 to Hilary Term , 1872, with ANSWERS ; also themode County Courts and in Bankruptoy.
of proceeding, and directions to be attended to at the Ea London : " LAW TIMES ” Office, 10 , Wellington -street,
amination . By RICHARD HALLILAY. Esa .. Author of
• The Articled Olerk ' s Handbook . " Seventh Edition , by

Strand.

GEORGE BADHAM , Esq ., Solicitor . Price 16s , cloth .

MHE FIELD , THE COUNTRY GENTLE .
I MAN 'S NEWSPAPER , of SATURDAY,MARCH 7,

TEGAL MAXIMS, with Observations and
Cases. In Two Parts Part I, One Hundred CONTAINB:

Naxims, with Observations and Cases. Part II. Eight TheGame-Law Committee and Mr. Beesley .
Hundred Maxims, with Translations. By GEORGE Danger of Fire in the Country .
FREDERICK WHARTON ,Attorney -at- Law . Price 108. 6d . Grand National Hunt, and Grand Military Steeple.Stronie
cloth chases .

H . Cox, 10, Wellington -street, Strand . Meetings of the coming Week .
South Lancashire and other Coursing Meetings.

NEW EDITION OF SAUNDERS'S LAW OF Hunting Notes from Leicestershire, Ireland, & c .

BASTARDY. Salmon Fishing in the Thurso .

MHE LAW and PRACTICE of AFFILIA A Ramble in Wharfdale .
Preservation of Coarse l ish .

TION , containing the Bastardy Law Amendment Collected Observations on British Bats.
Acte 1872 and 1878, the New Forms jus lagued by the Local Yacht-building and Sail-making at Gosport.
Government Board , and all the Decisions upon the subject . Athletics at the Universities .
By THOMAS W . SAUNDERS, Barrister-at- Law , Recorder Oxford and Cambridge Boat Clubs .
of Bath , Sixth Edition . Price 6s, 6d ., cloth . Billiards at Cambridge University.
London : LAW TIMES Office , 10 , Wellington -street, Str and Management of Dog Shows.

Navicular Disease in the Horse.
Just published, price £1 119 .6d., 12mo, pp . 1100, the Second Emigrant Fields of North America .

Edition of Nova Scotia - Sport, Capabilities, & c .

TORIA and MACRAE'S LAW AND
Kitchen Garden Cropping.
Pests of the Garden .

PRACTICE IN BANKRUPTOY ; under the Pro Farm Calendar for March .

visions of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869 (82 & 88 Vict. c . 71 ) ; Sale of Shorthorns at Birmingham ,
the Debtor's Act 1869 (32 & 33 Vict. c . 62 ) ; and the Bank Bicycling, Football, Golf, Archery, Chess, Poultry, and
ruptcy Repealand Insolvent Court Act, 1869 ( 32 & 33 Vict, Pigeons, & c .
0 . 83) ; and all the Cases and Decisions of all the Courts
down to the present time. By A . A , DORIA , of Lincoln ' s . Price 6d. By post, 6fd.
inn , Esq., B . O . L . , Barrister -at- Law .
London : LAW Times Office, 10, Wellington -street, Strand. / FIELD OFFICE , 346, STRAND, LONDON , W . C

In post 870., price 6s. 6d.,

THE ARTS OF READING ,WRITING,

AND SPEAKING:

LETTERS TO A LAW STUDENT.

BY EDWARD W . cox, Serjeant-at- Law .

NOTICES OF THE PREAS .

" He lays down rules which every studentmustappreciate,
and he adduces examples that cannot fail to make a lasting
impression ." - Lincoln Mercury .

" Instructions remarkable for their sound common sense ."
- The Sun .
LAW Times Office, 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .

COX AND GRADY'S LAW OF REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS.

THE NEW LAW AND PRACTICE OF

PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIC

THROUGHOUT GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

By EDWARD W . COX ,
Serjeant-at- Law , Recorder of Portsmouth ,

AND

STANDISH GROVE GRADY, Esq.,
Barrister -at-Law , Recorder of Gravesend.

The work comprises : The Representation of the People Act 1867 ; The Registration Act 1868 ; The Corrupt Practices Ac
1868 : The Ballot Act 1872 ; incorporating the Reform Act and all the Statutes ; and the decisions of the Court of Common
Pleas upon Appeal to 1873, with instructions for the management of Elections in Counties, Cities, and Boroughs, for themanage
ment of Registration, and for Returning Officers, with Precedents of Books, Forms, & c. And The Law and Practice of Munici
pal Elections.

ALSO A CHAPTER ON

THE LEGAL PRINCIPLES RELATING TO CORRUPT PRACTICES AT ELECTIONS

AS LAID DOWN BY THE JUDGES UNDER THE ELECTION PETITIONS ACT 1868,

By F . O . CRUMP, Esq., Barrister -at-Law .

ELEVENTE EDITION . PRICE 20s., CLOTH .

LONDON : “ LAW TIMES” OFFICE , 10 , WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND, W .C .
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Sales by Suction .

EQUITY IN THE COUNTY COURTS :

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF THE COUNTY COURTS IN EQUITABLE

CHURCH PREFERMENT WANTED. BY AUTHORITY .
Published March 7 . price 108, 6d . , bound ,

PATRONS or SOLICITORS interested in the SALE
(privately) of ADVOWSONS, PRESENTATIONS. or

MHE LAW LIST FOR 1874 .

VESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and
District Churches (either with deferred , or the prospect of I London : STEVENS and Sons, 119, Chancers-lane.
immediate, possession ) are advised to communicate ( confi .

FARMER ' S LIST of ESTATES and HOUSES dentially ) with Mr. W . EMERY STARK , F . R . G . S ., & c , This day 18 publisbod, Sixth Edition , price 166 ., cloth ,
to be SOLD or LET, including Landed Estates, Town and who is enabled , through his extensive connection and ImHE LAW of CONTRACTS. By JOHN
Conntry Residences, Hunting and Shooting Quarters, many years'exclusive attention to these importantmatters,
Farms, Ground Rents, Rentcharges, House Property , and to give valuable assistance . - Offices : St. Paul's -chambers,

L WILLIAM SMITH , Esq ., late of the Inner Temple .

Investments generally , is PUBLISHED on the first day of No. 23 (removed from 27) , Bedford-street, Strand , W . C .
Barrister-at- Law , Author of " Leading Cases, " " A Tres

each month , and may be obtained , free of charge, at their
tise on Mercantile Law ," & c ., Edited by VINCENT

Offices, 80, Cheopside, E . C ., or will be sent by post in return
T . THOMPSON , Esq ., M . A .. of Lincoln ' s -inn , and of the

for two stamps . Particulars for insertion should be THE COMPANIES ACTS 1862 and 1867, Midland Circuit, Barrister-at-Law .

received not later than four days previous to the end of the
London : STEVENS and Sons, 119, Chancery -lane ; H .

Fourth Edition , now ready, price 28. 60., in cloth , A

preceding month . HANDY BOOK , by RICHARD JORDAN , containing all
SWEET, 3 , Chancery-lane ; and W . MAXWELL , and Sox,

22 , Fleet-street.
the necessary information for the Formation and Manage

London bridge. - By order of the Mortgagee . - Valuable ment of Public Companies, Instructions as to the Prepara
long Leasehold Shops , Omces, and Cellarase , comprised tion of the Memorandum and Articles of Association ,

STEPHEN ' S COMMENTARIES on the
in two extensive buildings, occupying an important and Special Resolutions, Annual Returns, Books to be kept.

LAWS OF ENGLAND. Sixth (last ) Edition , in four
commanding position on the south side of the principal Liability of Members. Voluntary Winding -up, Notices for vols . , published at Ls 4s. In perfect condition , price £3.

approach to the South - Eastern and London , Brighton , " Gazette, " Table of Fees, Stamp Duties, & c .
G . L ., 59, King Henry ' s -road , Regent' s -park , London , N . W .

and South Coast Railway Stations, the greater portion London : STEYExs and Sons, 119, Chancery - lane, Fleet

let on lease, or otherwise , and the whole estimated to street .
Actuarial Tables for valuing AdvotoSons, Next Presentations,

produce a profit rental of upwards of £1100 per annum .
Manor ial and Corporation Rights, Church and Copyhold

MESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and
This day is published, Part 1 , price 10s.6d., sewed . Enfranchisements , Renewal Fines, Heriots, de

THE HISTORY of the COMMON LAW of
FARMER , Will SELL, at the Mart, on TUESDAY,

COPIES of the 4th Edition (1859), price
the 10th March , at Two o'clock , in one lot , the LEASE 1 GREAT BRITAIN and GAUL, from the earliest U ss ,6d ., of the above entitled Manualon COPYHOLD
HOLD PREMISES, known as Nos. 15 , 16 , and 17 and

P - riod to the time of English Legal Memory . By JOHN
PYM YEATMAN , of Lincoln 's Inn, Esq ., Barrister-at18 , Railway-approach , situate in immediate proximity to

and CHURCH PROPERTY, by
ARTHUR SCRATCHLEY, M . A .

the London -bridge Stations, and covering an area of about
Law . ( Author of the " Treatise on Benefit Building Societies " )

3100 square feet , with an imposing frontage of sift. Each London : STEVENS and Sons, 119 , Chancery-lane. may be obtained of Messrs. LAYTON, 150 , Fleet- street,

building consists of seven floor , and includes two capital Londun .

shops on the ground floor, also an excellent double base
This day is published , price 9s ., cloth ,

ment, with entrances from a carriage-way in the rear. The THE FACTORY and WORKSHOP ACTS ; Now ready, price 109 . 6d . .

first, second, and third floors are arranged in suites of
TNDIAN APPEALS. - The Incorporated

comprising all the Laws now in force for the Regula
offices, and comprise geven rooms on each ; the lower base
ment is lofty , well lighted , and specially adapted for a wine

Council of Law Reporting for England and Wales
| tion of Labour in Factories and Workshops, with Introduc. having made arrangements for the publication of the

merchant'e , Held for 99 years from Midsummer 1868, at
tion , Explanatory Notes, Notes of the decided Cases, & c .By GEORGE JARVIS NOTCUTT, Esq ., of the Middle APPEALS from the EAST INDIES to the PRIVY

ground rents amounting to £125 per annum . The portions COUNCIL , the FIRST PART is now ready. The Series
let at present produce £965 , but the value of the entirety is

Temple , Barrister-at Law . will be entitled “ INDIAN APPEALS, " and as far as

nearly £1600 per annum .
London : STEVENS and Sons, 119, Chancery -lane. possible all the Important Cases will be Published within

Particulars of
the Year they are Decided .

Messrs. NEWMAN , DALE , and STRETTON , Soli TILMER' S PRACTICE in LUNACY (New The Subseription is el ls . . payable in ad vance to JAMES

eitors, 75, Cornhill ;
Edition ), adapted to the Lunacy Regulation Acts THOMAS HOPWOOD , Esq ., s, New -square, Lincoln 's

and of the Auctioneers, 80 , Cheapside, London .
1858 and 1862, with Schedule and Notes of Cases and Deci. inn , London , W . O . The Subscription for India , to include

sions , Duties of Committees of Person and Estate , Formy, the postage , is £1 58 .
Holborn , Brompton , and Whitechapel. - Valuable Rc ver Costs, Statutes, General Orders and Index . Price 21s., WILLIAM CLOWES and Sons, publishers to the Incorpo .

sion to Freehold and Leasehold Properties, estimated to cloth .
rated Council of Law Reporting for England and Wales, 51,

be worth about £470 perannum . - For Sale by order of the London : STEVEXs and Sons, 119, Chancery -lane. Carey-street, Lincoln 's -inn ,

Mortgagee.
MESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and

I FARMER will SELL, at the MART, on TUES Now ready, 12. o ., price 128. 6d ., cloth .
DAY,MARCH 17 , at Two, in One Lot, the REVERSION
(equal in value to an absolute reversion ) on the decease of a THE SECOND EDITION (greatly enlarged and almost entirely re-written ) of
lady, now in her 70th year , to the following important
PROPERTIES :
No. 11, LAMB'S CONDUIT-PASSAGE, Holborn , free

hold ; annual value £15 .
Nos . 1 , 3 , 5 , and 7, PELHAM -PLACE, Brompton , lease

about 14 years ; ground.rent £3? ; annual value €245 .
No . 17, PELHAM -CRESCENT, Brompton , lease 46

A MANUAL OF THE

years ; ground rent, £12 ; annual value, eso .
Tho' PRINCE OF ORANGE, Phillip -street, White

chapel, lease, 27 years ; ground rent, £29 158 . ; annualvalue,
£100 . PROCEEDINGS,
The properties are in improving neighbourhoods, and are

all let . Particulars ofMessrs. WEEKS and SON , Solicitors, 78, Newgate Including the powers given by the Friendly Societies Acts, the Charitable Trusts Acts, the Companies Acts,

street ;

and all other subjects of Jurisdiction not included under the heads of Common Law , Admiralty , and

end of the AUCTIONEERS , 80 , Cheapside. London ,
Bankruptcy, with a Chapter in the Probate Jurisdiction conferred by the Acts of 1858 and 1873 , and Forms,

Tables of Costs, and Lists of Fees,
Edgware-road . - Freehold Ground-rent of £120, with valu

able reversion after nineteen years.

MESSRS. PHILIP D . TUCKETT and CO . By HENRY FREDERICK GIBBONS, LL. B .,
will SELL by AUCTION , on TUESDAY, MARCH AND

Si, the very HandsomeFREEHOLD SHOP , known as 158,
Edgware- road, having a frontage of 19ft., and a depth of NATHANIEL NATHAN , B . A ., Barristers- at-Law .
120ft . ; occupied by Messrs . Garronld , the well - known
drapers, leased for a term , of which nineteen years are
unexpired , at 2120 a year, but worth & rental of seroral

hundreds a year.
LONDON : HORACE cox, 10 , WELLINGTON -STREET , STRAND , W . C .

Particulars of
Messrs. MASTERMAN, HUGHES, MASTERMAN .

and REW , Solicitors , No . 26 , Austinfriars ;
ITTNIVERSITY OF LONDON . - NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN , that on WEDNESDAY.

or of Messrs. Philip D . TUCKETT and Co., Land Agents and
Surveyors, 104, Old Broad -street, E . C .

J 29th of APRIL next, the Senate will proceed to ELECT EXAMINERS in the following departments :

EXAMINERSHIPS . SALARIES PRESENT EXAMIXERS.

MR. MARSA'S REGISTER of LANDED ARTS AND SCIENCE. (EACH ) .

- ESTATES, Town and Country Residences, and
{ R . C . Jebb . Esq ., M . A .

Two in class108 . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .... . . . .. . . . ... .. ... . . .. . .. . . .. £200

property of every description , is published monthly, and
Vacant.

may be obtained at the offices of Mr. A . M . YETTS ( late
Prof. Henry Morley,

Two in The English Language, Literature, and History ......... £120
Mr. Margh ), Auctioneer, Land , and Estate Agent, 54,
Cannon - treet, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on appli . Two in The French Language............. £100

(Gustave Masson, Esq., B . A .

dation ,
1 Vacant.
JR. Rost, Esq., Ph. D .

Two in The Gorman Language ...... ... £30

Surrey. - A valuable Freehold Residential Property , eligibly
Rev . C . Schoell, Ph . D .

situate in a favourite and select locality, possessing every
Two in The Hebrero Text of the Old Testament, The Greek Rev. J . J . 8 . Perowne, D . D .
Text of the New Testament, the Evidences of the Christian €50

facility for railway communication , being within half an
( W . Aldis Wright, Esq., M . A .

hour's ride by rail, and a distance of twelve miles by road ,
Religion and Scripture History ... . . S Prof. Baynes, LL. B .

from the metropolis . The situation of the property is Two in Logic and Moral Philosophy ....... £SO Rev. John Venn , M . A .

extremely picturesque, and the neighbourhood in which it S Prof. Fawcett, M A .
is placed is surrounded by the best society . It comprises Two in Political Economy ... .. ... ... . .. . LSO 1 Vacant.

& superior residence of handsome elevation , erected within Prof. Sylvester, LL. D ., F . R .S .
the last ten years at considerable expense for the occupa Two in Mathematics and Natural Philosophy........ Vacant.

tion of the owner, and contains eleven bed chambers,
dressing rooms, three reception rooms, billiard room , con

( Prof. Balfour Stewart, LL. D , F .R . S.
Two in Experimental Philosophy .. £100 1 Vacant .

servatory , and well - arranged domestic offices . The į H . Debus, Esq., Ph.D ., F . R .S .
grounds are laid out with great taste, and embrace an Two in Chemistry .... £175 Vacant.

area of 18 acres . The property is adapted for theresidence Rev. M . J. Berkeley, M . A . -
of a nobleman , banker, merchant, or private gentleman Two in Botany and Vegetable Physiology........ £75 Thomas Thomson , Esq . , M . D ., F . R . S .

M R . MARSH is favoured with instructions
Prof. Duncan , M . B , F . R . S .

Two in Geology and Paleontology £75

to SELL by AUCTION , at the Guildhall Coffee
Prof. Morris, F .G . s .

house, Gresham -street, at Twelve for One o 'clock , on LAWS.
THURSDAY, MAY 21, the above desirable RESIDEN
TIAL PROPERTY, situate and known as River- hill, Wor Two in Jurisprudence, Roman Law , Principles of Legisla Prof. Bryce,DC. L .

£100
tion , and International Law ... ... ...

cester -park , near Ewell and Kingston, and within easy
{ T . Erskine Holland, Esq.. B . C . L ., M .A .

reach of Epsom .

S Herbert H . Cozens-Hardy, Esq.,ILL . B .

Two in Equity and Real Property Law ........... TA. E . Miller, Esq . B . A ., Q . C .

Particulars and plans may shortly be obtained of Mr.
S Farrer Herschell, Esq . B . A ., Q .

A . M . YETTS (late Mr. Marsh ), No. 51, Cannon -street. E . C . Two in Common Law and Law and Principles of Evidence...... Henry Matthews Esq ., LL. B .,
Prof. Sheldon Amos, M . A .

Two in Constitutional History of England . £25 Prof. Courtney , M . A .

E DE AND SON, MELICINE.

Two in Medicine .......... £150 J . Syer Bristowe, Esq., M . D .
Prot. Wilson Fox, M . D ., F . R . S .

MAKERS Two in Surgery ... ... .. £150 Prof. John Marshall, F . R . S .
Vacant.

Two in Anatomy ...... .. £100
SG. W . Callender, Esq., F . R . S .
Prof. G . Viner Ellis , F . R . C . S .

By Special Appointment
To HER MAJESTY , THE LORD CHANCELLOR,

Two in Physiology , Comparative Anatomy, and Zoology
£150 Prof. Michael Foster , M . D ., F . R . S .

Prof . Rutherford , M . D . F . R . S . E .

The Whole of the Judicial Bench ,
Corporation of London, & c . Two in Obstetric Medicine ..............

Robert Barnes, Esq ., M . D .
175 ( Prof Graily Hewitt, M . D .

SOLICITORS' AND REGISTRARS' GOWNS.
Two in Materia Jedica and Pharmaceutical Chemistry .........

T . L . Brunton , Esq ., M . D .£75 T . R . Fraser, Esq ., M . 1),

BARRISTERS' AND QUEEN ' S COUNSELS' DITTO Two in Forensic Medicine. £50
Arthur Gamgee, Esq., M . D ., F . R . S .

1 Prof. Henry Mandsley , M . D .

CORPORATION ROBES.
The Examiners above -named are re- eligible , and intend to offer themselves for re- election .

UNIVERSITY AND CLERGY GOWNS, & c .
Candidatesmust send in their names to the Registrar, with any attestation of their qualifications they may think

desirable, on or before Tuesday, March 31st. It is particularly desired by the Senate that no personal applicativn of any

Established 1689 , kind be made to its individual Members . By order of the Senate,

94 , CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON .
University of London , Burlington-gardens, W ., WILLIAM B . CARPENTER, M . D .,

March 3rd , 1874. Registrar,

C O 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

................

250

ROBE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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HIGH CLASS BOOTS. THE NEW SYSTEM OF BUYING A

HOUSE WITHOUT MONEY.

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY,
29 AND 30, SOUTHAMPTON.BUILDINGS,

CHANCERY -LANE, LONDON .

PARTRIDGE AND COOPER ,
WHOLESALE & RETAIL STATIONERS,

192, FLEET-STREET, AND 1 & 2 ,CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON , E . C .
Carriage paid to the Country on Orders exceeding 208.

DRAFT PAPER, 58., 6s. 6d ., 78 , 6d., 78. 9d., and 9s . 9d. per
ream .

BRIEF PAPER , 158, 6d ., 178 . 6d ., and 238 . 6 . per ream .
FOOLSCAP PAPER , 10s. 60 ., 128. 6d ., and 15s. 6d . per ream ,
OREAM LAID NOTE, 88., 48. , and 5s. per ream .
LARGE CREAM LAID NOTE , 4s . 6d ., 6s. 6d ., and 8s . per ream .
LARGE BLUE NOTE , Ss . 6d ., 4s. 6d . , and 6s, 6d . per ream .
ENVELOPES, CREAM OR BLUE, 48. 60 ., and 6s. 6d ., per 1000 .
THE " TEMPLE " ENVELOPE, extra secure, 9s. 6d . per 1000 ,
FOOLSCAP OFFICIAL ENVELOPES, 1s. 9d . per 100 .

THE NEW " VELLUM WOVE CLUB-HOUSE ” NOTE,
9s. 6d . per ream ,

“ We should direct particular attention to their New Club
house Paper : in our opinion it is the very best paper we ever

wrote upon ." - London Mirror .

INDENTURE SKINS, Printed and Machine- ruled , to hold twenty
or thirty folios, 28 . 3d . per skin , 263. per dozen , 125s. per
roll .

SECONDS or FOLLOWERS, Ruled , 18 . 11d . each, 228 . per dozen ,
105s . per roll.

RECORDS or MEMORIALS, 7d. each ,6s. 6d. per dozen .

M

LEDGERS, DAY-BOOKS, CASH - BOOKS, LETTER OF MINUTE -BOOKS
An immense stock in various bindings .

ILLUSTRATED PRICE -LIST of Inkstands, Postage Scales
Copying Presses, Writing Cases, Despatch Boxes, Oak and
Walnut Stationery Cabinets, and other useful articles
adapted to Library or Office , post free .

items of tas upon a remedio
MPANHA

themseler
MORTON

DUNERAL REFORM . — The exorbitant
items of the undertaker' s bill have long operated as

an oppressive tax upon all classes of the community. With
view of applying a remedy to this serious evil the

LONDON NECROPOLIS COMPANY, when opening
their extensive cemetery at Woking, held themselves pre
pared to undertake the whole duties relating to interments
at fixed and moderate scales of charge, from which survivors
may choose according to theirmeans and the requirements
of the case . The Company also undertakes the conduct of
Funerals to other cemeteries, and to all parts of the United
Kingdom . A pamphlet containing full particulars may be
obtained , or will be forwarded , upon application to the
Chief Office, 2 , Lancaster-place, Strand , W . C .

AN
CI
S

MOST PERSONS ARE FAMILIAR with
what is known as the " THREE YEARS' SYSTEM ”

of the Pianoforte Makers, by which anyone who Hires an
Instrumentand pays the Hire for that period , becomes the
ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE. Pre
viously to the introduction of this plan it was almost as
difficult for those of limited income to buy & good Pianoforte
28 to BUY A HOUSE ; end persons went on year after

FIG . 1. FIG . 2 . year, paying for the Hire of an Instrument, and expended
The normal condition of The perfect form of Shoes . as much money as would have bought the Pianoforte

the Foot. a , b , c, d , Elasticated Leather . several times over .

What will hold good for Pianofortes will hold good for
DOWIE AND MARSHALL, HOUSES ; and there aremanywho would no doubt AVAIL

THEMSELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY, if it was
afforded them , of becoming

455, WEST STRAND, LONDON,
THE OWNER OF A HOUSE

(Nearly opposite Northumberland House),
in the sameway as they have already becomethe owner of

ESTABLISHED 1824 , their pianoforte .
THE DIRECTORS

BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS. OF THE

VOR PARK , FARM , and GENERAL | BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY
ENCLOSURES. HAVE DETERMINED TO AFFORD

THE SAME FACILITIES FOR PURCHASING
HOUSES

As now exist for Buying Pianofortes .
A HOUSE being, however, a more expensive article to Pur
chase than & Pianoforte , the " Three Years' System ” will
not apply , excepting in a very few cases ; so that a MORE
LENGTHENED PERIOD IS NECESSARY over which
the Timeof Hiring must extend .

In pursuance of this resolution

THE DIRECTORS HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTS

WITH

THE OWNERS OF HOUSES

In various parts of London ,and its Suburbs, bywhich they
are enabled to afford to the

Members of the Birkbeck Building

Society
AND OTHERS

Is in uso over inany thousand miles . A very wide OHOICB in the SELECTION both of HOUSES

Specialattention is invited to the WIRE CABLE FENCES and the locality in which they are situated . The Plan upon
which the Directors propose to proceed is- fitted with

TO LET THESE HOUSES FOR A PERIOD OFF . M . & Co .' s PATENT GALVANISED TWELVE-AND - A -HALF YEARS,
OVAL IRON PENCING POSTS

At the end ofwhich time, if the Rent be regularly Paid ,known as their No. A 5 and A 10 .
The large extent to which these favourite Tences have THE HOUSE

been adopted enables them to be supplied at a price moet .
Will become the absolute Property of theing all generalrequirements.

Tenant
F . M . & Co.'s WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENT OF ANY KIND.

NEW PATENT SUSPENSION WINDERS IN ALL CASES
Dispense with the necessity of straining posts , thereby POSSESSION OF THE HOUSEgreatly reducing the cost of the fence and also effecting a
considerable saving in labour for erection , as they efficiently

WILL BE GIVENstrain the wires from both directions at the same time.

They are readily inserted in existing fences WITHOUT ANY IMMEDIATE OUTLAY IN MONEY .
Excepting Payment of the Law Charges for the Title

Mlustrated Catalogue on application . Deeds, which in all cases will be restricted to
Five Guineas

LONDON OFFICE : 36 , PARLIAMENT-STREET, SW
BEYOND THIS SMALL SUY

NO PAYMENT OF ANY KIND
IS REQUIRED BY THE SOCIETY

BEYOND THE STIPULATED RENT, WHICH MAY
BE PAID EITHER MONTHLY OR QUARTERLY.

THE Reyt PAYABLE BY THE TENANT

Includes Ground Rent and Insurance for
the Whole Term .

Although the Number of years for payment of Rent is fixed
at Iwelve and- a - Half ,

A SHORTER PERIOD MAY BE CHOSEN AT AN

INCREASED RENTAL,

OR

A LONGER PERIOD AT A LOWER PENTAL,
The Termsof which may be ascertained on application to

the Manager.

(LIMITED)

LIVERPOOL
NAYLOR STREET

CABAESENCINS
TIMBER , STANDING OR FELLED

VALUED OR PURCHASED.

MARTIN R . COBBETT,

ENGLISH AND FOREIGN TIMBER MERCHANT,

ST. THOMAS-STREET, LONDON , S . E .

An Estimate given free for any quantity, however small or
or large, in any part of the United Kingdom .

SYCAMORE AND LIME TIMBER WANTED.

SIDNEY SEED

SO WER

(PATENT). Gu
ld

For Florists and Small
Seeds, 25. 6d . each. For

Peas, & c., and Market

Gardens, Ss . 6d . each ,

THE TEMPLE

File

To be had of all Seeds

men , Ironmongers, and

General Shopkeepers in

the United Kingdom .

MANEY and CONNOR,
FASHIONABLE TAILORS,

SCIENTIFIC TROUSERS MAKERS.
A LARGE VARIETY OF

NEW GOODS for COATS and TROUSERS
FOR THE SEASON .

315 , HIGH HOLBORN
LONDON .

(Four Doors East of Chancery -lana.)
MHAMBER OF COMMERCE ,

145 , CHEAPSIDE ,
LONDON, E . C .

ROOMS FOR MEETINGS.

Superior accommodation on theGround Floor for holding
Meetings of Creditors, Arbitrations, & c ., at reasonable
terms. Conveniently situated , lofty light, well-ventilated ,
and quiet .

Apply to COOPER, CRAIG , and CRAIG , on the premises.

COUGHS, COLDS, ASTHMA,

RRONCHITIS, and NEURALGIA ,

R . J. COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORO .
DYNE, a few doses quite effectual. - Caution. The

extraordinary medical reports on the efficacy of Chlorodyne
render it of vital importance that the public should obtain
the genuine, which is protected by a Government stamp,
bearing the words “ Dr. J . Collis Browne' s Chlorodyne."
See decision of Vice-Chancellor Sir W . Page Wood, the
Times, July 16th , 1864. Numerous testimonials from

eminent Physicians accompany each bottle.

From W . C . Wilkinson , Esq ., F . R . C . S ., Spalding .
" I consider it invaluable in phthisis and spasmodic

cough : the benefit is very marked indeed."

Dr. M ‘Millman of New Galloway, Scotland .
“ Iconsider it the most valuable medicine known,"
Sold in bouvies, ls , lfd ., 28 . 9d ., and As, 6d . by all chemists.

Anle manufacturer, J . T . DAVENPORT, 83 , Great Russell
street, London , W . O .

| TRADE MARK.)

GREATCENTRAL WINE CELLARS,
22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON

(OPPOSITE CHANCERY-LANE).
The Largest, Cheapest, and Best Wine Establishment in

theWorld .

THE MOST NOTED VINTAGES,
BY THE GLASS , BY THE BOTTLE ,
BY THE GALLON , BY THE Dozex ,

AND BY THE CASK ,

AT WHOLESALE PRICES ;

Or Packed in Hampers for Races and Pionios

THE ADVANTAGES
OF THIS

New System of Purchasing a House,
MAY BE SUMMED UP AS FOLLOWS:

1 . Persons of Limited Income, Clerks, Shopmen , and
others , may, by becoming Tenants or the BIRKBECK
BUILDING SOCIETY , be placed at once in a position of

independence as regards their Landiora ,

2. Their RENT CANNOT BE RAISED .
3. They CANNOT BE TULNED OUT OF POSSES.

SION so long as they pay tveir Rent.

4. NO FEES or FINES of any kind are chargeable.
5 . They can leave the House at any timewithout notice ,

rentbeing payable only to the timeof giving up possession .

6 . If circumstances compel them to leave the House
before the completion of their Twelve -and a Half Years
Tenancy , they can Sub -let the House for the remainder of
the Term , or they can Trausfer their right to another
Tenant.

7 . Finally, NO LIABILITY or RESPONSIBILITY of
any kind is incurred , bei ond the Payment of Rent by those
who acquire Houses by this New Sytem .

The BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY have on their
List several HOUSES, which they are prepared to LET on

the TWELVE-AND- A -HALF YEARS' SYSTEM , and in
many cases Immediate Possession may be obtained .

The 'l erms on which Honses can be placed on this
Register may be obtained on application to

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT,Manager . ..

THE GRIDIRON
Is now complete and in full operation .

CHOPS, STEAKS, & c ., & c ., ONE SHILLING .

22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON
(Opposite Chancery-lane).
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The Subscription List will open on MONDAY, the 2nd March , and close on WEDNESDAY, the 11th March

for London ; SATURDAY, 14th March, for the Country,

PARIS AND DANVILLE RAILROAD

COMPANY.

STATE OF ILLINOIS.

ISSUE OF 2,500,000 DOLS. (£500,000 STERLING )

FIRST MORTGAGE SEVEN PER CENT. SINKING FUND GOLD BONDS

OF 1000 DOLS. (£200) EACH OF THE

PARIS AND DANVILLE RAILROAD AND COAL COMPANY OF ILLINOIS.

TRUSTEES FOR THE BONDHOLDERS, THE NEW YORK STATE LOAN AND TRUST COMPANY.

Interest and Principal payable at the option of the holders in either London or New York (free from all United States Taxes).

ISSUE PRICE £170 STERLING PER BOND OF £200.

Interest at the rate of 7 29-100 per cent., or £7 5s. 10d. per Coupon, sterling, at the London Agency ; 35 dols. United States gold coin

at the Agency in New York ; or 87 florinsand 30 kreutzers at the Frankfort Agency, half-yearly , on the 1st January and 1st July .

The first Coupon will becomedue on 1st July 1874.

AT THE PRICE OF ISSUE THESE BONDS WILL YIELD AS AN INVESTMENT NEARLY EIGHT-AND- A -HALF

PER CENT. PER ANNUM .

Messrs. C . S . WEST and COMPANY are authorised by , deduction . Should a less number of bonds be allotted than are

the Paris and Danville Railroad Company to receiye APPLI. applied for, the amount paid on application will, so far as required ,

CATIONS for the above-mentioned 2500 BONDS of £200 each , be applied towards the payment due on allotment. Subscribers

the price of issue being £170 sterling per Bond, payable as and allottees will have the option of prepaying in full , under dig .

follows : £10 on application , £20 on allotment, £30 on 20th March , count at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum , either on allotment or

£10 on 20th April, £40 on 20th May, and £30 on 20th June atany of the dates when an instalment falls due. The failure daly
total, £170. to pay any instalments will subject all previous payments to

Scrip certificates to bearer will be issued against allotment forfeiture and a cancelment of the allotment.

letters ; and after payment of the final instalment bonds will be The documents connected with this issue may be seen by in .

delivered in lieu of these certificates . The bonds are redeemable tending subscribers at the office of F . W . Jennings, Esq., solicitor,

at par, repayable in 30 years, from 1st January 1873, in gold , in 34 , Lime-street, E . C .

New York and London . Prospectuses and forms of application to be obtained of Messrs.

The Principal and Interest of this issue are secured by a first C . S . West and Co., 163, Fenchurch- street, E .C ., and 23, 24 ,and

mortgage upon the whole of the Company's railroad franchises,of the Company's railroad franchises, 25, Exchange, Southwark -street, London , S. E .

rolling stock , and property of every description, and real estate , Cheques may be crossed London and County Bank, Southwark ;

including coal and mineral lands, now owned ; the Bonds having | or Messrs. M 'Culloch and Co., Bankers, Lombard -street, E .C .

& priority of lien upon all the franchises and property of the 28th Feb . 1874 .
Company of whatever kind or quality of every description of the

value of £1,800,000 now owned , and also upon all property which

may be hereafter required by the Company. FORM OF APPLICATION .

TRAFFIC GUARANTY. - Forty per cent. of the gross Messrs. C . S .West and Co., 163, Fenchurch -street, London, E .C .,'

earnings of the Chicago, Danville , and Vincennes Railroad , on
and 23, 24, and 25, Exchange, Southwark -street,London, S. E .

business derived from , or delivered to , the Paris and Danville Gentlemen, Haring paid to you the sum of Pounds,

Railroad , other than coal, and 20 per cent. of the gross amount being a deposit at the rate of £10 per Bond on Bonds of

earned or received by the transportation of coals, is semi-annually 1000 dols. each, of the Paris and Danville Railroad Company , I

appropriated for the purchase of these First Mortgage Bonds of request you will allot methat number of Bonds ; and I hereby

the Paris and Danville Railroad and Coal Company at par and agree to accept the same, or any smaller number you may allot to

interest, which fund will absorb the whole issue of the bonds at me, and to pay the balance thereon , according to the terms of the

that price before the bonds become due. Prospectus, dated February, 1874 .

SINKING FUND. - Ten per cent. of the year's earnings of „ Name (in fall ...........

the mines is to be set apart as a sinking fund , to provide for the Address ...........

payment of the principal of the bonds at the time specified in the Description ..........

mortgage. Date ........................ 1874 .

When no allotment is made thedeposit will be returned without Signature..............................

. . . . . . . . . .

Printed and published by HORACE Cox , at 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, London , W . C ., in the County of Middlesex, - Saturday, March 7, 1874
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LA

Practices, Wanted and for Sale.Money,Wanted and to Jend. II AW . - WANTED , & Conveyancing and
IU Chancery CLERKSHIP, or either, in the Countrv ;

Liverpool preferred . Salary not so much an object as eseTHE IMPROVEMENT of LANDED T AW PRACTICE WANTED . - A Solicitor perience . Willing to work. Good references. - Address
1 ESTATES. - The LAND, LOAN , and ENFRAN . U desiring fuller occupation , accustomed to the affairs " A . A ." (No. 1615 ), 10, Wellington .street, Strand, W . C .

CHISEMENT COMPANY (incorporated by specialAct of of clients of rank, wishes to enter into arrangements with

Parliament) ADVANCES MONEY & Solicitor in London seeking leisure, or contemplating T AW .-- A Solicitor, of extensive Practice,
1st. - To the Owners of Settled and other Estates, for retirement ; or to take up thepractice of a Solicitor recently wishes to BECOMMEND to a CLERKSHIP (witb

the Erection of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES , deceased . - " Lex ," by letter only , Messrs . Nash and or without supervision ) & Gentleman who served his
And for the DRAINAGE , IRRIGATION , ENCLOSING , | Teuten , Advertising Agenta , 1, Savile Place , W . Articles with him , and passed his final examination last
OLEARING , and general Improvement of LANDED Pro term . - Address " Q ." (No. 1615 ), 10, Wellington -street,
perty in any part of the United Kingdom : T AW . - PRACTICE for SALE in one of the Strand . W . C .

2nd . - To the Owners of Settled Estates in England, for U larvest manufacturing towns in England ( in conse
the ERECTION or COMPLETION of MANSIONS, L AW . - A Solicitor (aged 27 ), wishes for anquence of the principal leaving England immediately ), con .
STABLES , and OUTBUILDINGS : sisting of Conveyancing , extensive Common Law , Bank U ENGAGEMENT as CLERK ,where his duties will
Srd . To Landowners generally , to enable them to sub ruptcy . and Criminal, together with very large Advocacy, be to conduct the Conveyancing and to relieve the principal

scribe for Shares in Companies for the CONSTRUCTION about 8800 to £1000 per annum , which can be largely in . in othermatters, Salary £150 to $ 200. - Addreas " A . B . 0 ."
of RAILWAYS and NAVIGABLE CANALS , which will creased . None need communicate except for immediate (No. 16151, 10, Wellington -street, Strand , W . C .
beneficially affect their Estates : purchase . A personal inspection at the place of business is

4th . - TO INCUMBENTS , for the Improvement of their desired, as the time is limited. - Address " W . B . 0 ." (No. T AW . - WANTED , in the Country , a
GLEBE LANDS, by Drainage, and the Erection of FARM 1615 ), 10, Wellington-street, Strand , W . C . Managing or Assistant CLERKSHIP Advertiser
BUILDINGS and COTTAGES : is fully experienced in Conveyancing, Common Law , and

5th . - TO COPYHOLDERS for the ENFRANCHISE
MENT of COPYHOLD LANDS.

General Business . Age 25 . Unadmitted . Good references .Partnerships, Wanted and Vacant. - Address " Beta," 51, King William -street, E . C .The arnonnt borrowed with the expenses would be charged
on the estate benefited , and repaid by a rentcharge, termi. T AW . - WANTED, by the Advertiser (agedT AW PARTNERSHIP. - A young Solicitornating in twenty- five years, U 24), RE ENGAGEMENT as Copying, Engrossing,
NO INVESTIGATION OF THE LANDOWNER'S wishes to PURCHASES SHARE in a well -established and General CLERK , acoustomed to posting . Excellent

TITLE IS NECESSARY. Conveyancing Business , with or without a view to early references as to character, & c . - Address " Lex, " Post-office ,
Forms of application , and all further particulars,may be entire succession . Only principals need apply . - Address Colchester." J ., " Post-office , Chippenham , Wilts .

obtained of Messrs . Rawlence and Squarey, 22, GreatGeorge T AW . - The Advertiser (aged 23, admittedstreet, Westminster, S . W ., and Salisbury ; of Messrs. TAW PARTNERSHIP - A Solicitor of gooduAshurst, Morris , and Co., Solicitors, 6 , Old Jewry, London , last Term ), desires an APPOINTMENT as Assistant
E . C . ; of Messrs. Gillespie and Paterson , W . S ., SIA , George U experience in a first- rate City firm (LL . B . of London ) or GeneralCLERK . Salary moderate. Good reference to
street, Edinburgh , agents for the Company in Scotland : DESIRES a Working PARTNERSHIP in an office of last employer . Will covenant not to practise, if required .
and at the Offices of the Company asbelow . general practice. - Address " LL. B ., " care of Messrs. - Address " Lex ," Pont .office Bradlord -on -Avon .

T . PAIN , Managing Director . Thompson and Sons, 23 , Chancery -lane, w . C .
EDWIN GARROD , Secretary . T AW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman , who

Land, Loan , and Entranchisement Company, TAW PARTNERSHIP . - WANTED, by a U han Paned his Final Examination, a General
No. 22 , GreatGeorge-street, Westminster, S . W . U young Solicitor, in & good Conveyancing office , a CLERKSHIP , under supervision , in a respectable firm ,

either in Town or Country . Country preferred .JUNIOR PARTNERSHIP . South of England preferred .M
Salary

ONEY. - £5000 ,and several lesser SUMS, Premium about £1000 . - Address F . TALBOT, Post-office , modernte, experience being the chief object . - Address
IT are ready to be ADVANCED on real securities. Five Ways, Islington , Birmingham . __ " J . S ., " 4n , Chancery- lane London , W . 0 .
Apply Mr. THORNEY, Solicitor , Hull.

TAW PARTNERSHIP or PRACTICE . T AW - A Shorthand Writer, of eight years*
MONEY. - £2450 ready to be ADVANCED A yonng Solicitor, of great practical experience in L experience as General CLERK and CASHIER , and

on FREEHOLD PROPERTY, which must be | Conveyancing. & c ., of good position , and havin ? & connec possessing excellent testimonials , seeks a SITUATION .
situated in Hampshire. - Apply to Messrs. FORD and FORD, tion in the Midland Counties, wishes to arrange for a Conld render valuable resistance to any solicitor requiring
1 , Howard -street. Norfolk -street, Strand, London , W . C . PARTNERSHIP in , or SUCCESSION to a well-estab . such . - Address " Alpha," Post office, Worcester

MONEY. - MORTGAGES.- WANTED, at lished Practice, or would Manage a Branch Office. Highest TAW . - Advertiser (aged 20 ), of gentleman .references, & c ., given . -- Present address " R . W ., " Post5 per cent., 231,000 and £3000 , on well- built London office , Southport . U like appearance and address, seeks a OLBRKSHIP
Property ; and £16 , 000 at 4 per cent. on an estate ; all show in a Solicitor's Office, where he can gain a knowledge of the
ample margins.-- For particulars apply to " Mortgagor," I AW . - WANTED, by a Solicitor of five Profession . Nine months' experience in 1870 . Undeniable
Post-office , East Strand , London . U years' standing, a WORKING PARTNERSHIP . references. Noobjection to give a short time. - " Gamma, **

care of Housekeeper, 166, Fenchurch -street, E . C .
M Advertiser is well up in Conveyancing, and the GeneralONEY. - CAPITALISTS Desirous of Business of & Country Ofce, and has had considerable

- Investing in First -class COLLIERIES, may have experience in Advocacy . A Managing Clerkship with aIT AW . - WANTED shortly, a Managing
particulars of several properties direct from the vendors, view to Partnership pot objected to . "South of England U Conveyancing CLERKSHIP , without supervision ,irom £2000 to 22 : 0, 000 . Purchasers or their solicitors only preferred . - Address " Lex " (No . 1615 ), 10 , Wellington - in a first- class country ofice. Liberal salary expected.
willbe treared with . - Apply to Messrs. Joxes and RAGGETT, street, Strand, London . Advertiser is & sound English Churchman , Address
8 . Adelaide-place, London Bridge . " Clericus," 11, Clayton -street, Birkenhead .

MONEY. - GENTLEMEN WANTED , to T AW . - As MANAGING ASSISTANT or
I WORKING PARTNER - A well -known leading T AW - A Solicitor (aged 29, admitted in

L Syndicate the PURCHASE of a VALUABLE odice recommend an admitted Gentleman (single) of fifteen 1967), of considerable experience , and of ba iness
COAL MINE, in full work . Payment of £5000 down will years ' Town and Country working experience, with good like habits, is desirous of entering a respectable Office in
purchase one of tho best paying properties in England : the abilities, character, and address, as responsible Managing the Country as & Managing CLERK , with a view to a
balance of £65 ,000 in three and six months. By letter for Assistant or Working Partner , in Conveyancing . Family PARTNERSHIP ultimately , preferred . No objection to
interview . - " T C . C ., " 19, Clarence-street, Clapham , S . W . and General Business, including Railway and Lands Advocacy. Highest references . - Address " W ...” care of

MUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION Clauses undertakings. - " S . S . " (No . 1615 ), 10, Wellington . Messrs. Tayler and Ward, Solicitors, 27 . Great James
street , Strand, W . O . street, Bedford-row .

( Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1850 ), 14, Rus.
sell-street, Covent-garden , London , and s8, Ship-street, T AW PARTNERSHIPS.- MESSRS. T AW . - The Advertiser seeks a RE
Brighton , ADVANCES MONEY upon Personal Security , HOOPER and SON can with confidence state that ENGAGEMENT as Chancery and Common Law
Bills of Sale, Deeds, & c ., repayable by instalments. Bills the Partnerships which have been arranged through their CLERK . Thoroughly understands the routine of a Soli.
promptly discounted . orms free on receipt of stamped Agency have given very great satisfaction ; and as they have citor' s Office, Costs , & c . Fifteen years' experience (Rail
envelope. C . R . WRIGHT, Secretary . always on their Register numerous applicants seeking occu way and General practice . ) - Salary required , 6150 per
MONEY. - TO CAPITALISTS, SOLICI. pation for time and capital, they are in a position to intro- apnum . - Address " Lex ," 10, Claremont-place , Hornsey

duce without delay gentlemen fully competent to render road , N .
TORS , and OTHERS . - Mr. THOMAS CLARKE , essential service to any Solicitor who may requireassistance

Architect and Surveyor, 44 , Ludgate -hill, has clients in the conduct of his businege, - 69, Ludgate-hill. TAW . - A Gentleman of probity andowners of properties , and who are desirousofBORROWING U methodical habits , possessing a thorough practical
upon some easy way of MORTGAGE, at varied interest , knowledke of Chancery , Common , Criminal, Divorce .

and will be glad to hear from Capitalists, Solicitors, and Situations, Wanted and Vacant. Bankruptcy , and County Conrt Practice, and a fair Drafts
others having trnst or othermoney to lend. man , long accustomed to advise and act without super

MONEY ADVANCED at a Day's Notice
vision , seeks another APPOINTMENT as Country

IT AW . - An Experienced Conveyancing Managing CLERK . Reference to present principals .
M (from £40 upwards) to respectable honseholders in U CLERK , accustomed to slight supervision , desires a Address " B , F . " ( 1615 ), 10, Wellington -street, Strand .

the London District upon MORTGAGE of their FURNI. RE-ENGAGEMENT. Good references. - Address " A , K .,"
TURE without removal, repayable by easy instalments. 51, Frederick -street, Gray'g - inn -road . T AW . - WANTED , by a Solicitor (Admitted
No charge of any kind unless money advanced . As this does
not emanate from an agent, applicants must apply personally I AW . - WANTED by a YOUNG MAN , a 1870) , who sorved his Articles in the office of a first

to Mr. BAUGHAN , S4 , Southampton -buildings, Chancery- lane. class Conveyancing Firm at Brighton , and who has since
SITUATION as Common Law and General CLERK

The public are cautioned against paying preliminary fees to his Admission held a Clerkship in the same office, to PUK.
who has had thirteen years' experience. - Address " O . H .." CHASE & SHARE of a COUNTRY PRACTICE , Sussex

pretenders. 16 , Kilburn Park -road , Kilburn . prel- rred . Highest references given and required. - Apply
by letter to “ E . H .," 203 , School-hill, Lewes , Sussex.

TEGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY. TAW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman (aged
Mr. C . E . MASON , AUDITOR, LIQUIDATOR, and U 22 , recently admitted), & SITUATION in a small T AW . - WANTED, immediately, a Copying

ACCOUNTANT, 30 , Essex-street, Strand, London . Office to assist the Principal. Good references. - Address U and Engrossing CLERK, in a Country Office. A
F . WILKINSON and Sox, 49, Coleman-street, E . O .

T AW . - PROCESS SERVED and INQUI. permanency for a good Clerk . - Address “ F . M ." (1655 ), 10 .
Wellington -street, Strand , W . O .

U RIES MADE for the Legal Profession , by a Young TAW . - WANTED by Advertiser (aged 28),
Man of experience. Reference to solicitors . - Address U of fifteen years' experience, a General CLERKSHIP, TAW . - WANTED immediately, a CLERK ,
“ B . N . " 70. Bartholomew -road , N . W . where Articlesmay be had on easy terms. Good references . I to Copy and assist generally ; one with a knowledge

I AW COSTS AND ACCOUNTS. - " J . R ., ” (No. 1615 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , W . O . of Taxes, Union and Local Board acoounts , & c ., preferred
- Apply . stating salary required , and with references, to

EDWARD J . FARRIES, Oosts Draftsman , 4 , College TAW . - A Gentleman , who has passed the " 0 . " Post-office , Newnham , Gloucester .
Hill , Cicy , late Gresham House, Estimates for Drawing u Final Examination, is desirous of Seeing some
Costa Town or Country. References to firms of highest FAW - WANTED, in a Solicitor's Office inGENERAL PRACTICE. in & Solicitor 's Office , in Lon .
standing . don . No salary required . - Apply to " Lex," care of T . J . U North Wales, an efficient BU CLERK, to postthe
TAW COSTS. - J . HARCOURT SMITH , Pitfield , Esq ., S , Gray 's -inn -square, books, and to assist in the general work of the office.

U Costs Draftsman and Accountant, having had 1 T AW . - Magisterial. Taxes. Costs. Book . Apply to " A . B ., " stating salary required and pastexpt
twenty years' varied experience , DRAFTS and SETTLES rience (No. 1615 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , W . C .

COSiS in all Courts, and matters in Town and Country . keeping. --WANTED , RE-ENGAGEMENT, by &

References to eminent London and provincial firms. thoroughly efficient Clerk (S8 years of age.) Fifteen years' T AW - ARTICLED CLERK . - A Solicitor.
Offices : \, King-street , Cheapside, E . C .

experience . Married . Can draw ordinary Drafts . Highest with a rising Practice in & Town in the Midland
testimonials . --Address " R ,” (1615 ), 10 , Wellington -street,TAW BOOK -KEEPING ,by Mr. G . J. KAIN , Strand . W . O . Counties , has & VACANOY for an Articled CLERK .

Premium no object if Advertiser can meet with a Clerk
F . S . S ., of the firm of Kain, Bullen , Eldridge, and Co., I AW - A Solicitor of general experience willing to work and attend thoroughly to business. - Address

Law Accountants . THREE MÉTHODS, viz ., Single and D . E . F .” (No. 1615), 10, Wellington -street, Strand , W . O .
Double Column Systems (in one volume) 78. 6d . ; Triple U will shortly be disengaged , and requires a Managing
Column ninth edition ) , 68. CLERKSHIP, is a good advocate , wull up in Practice , TAW . -WANTED, in a City Office, a steady

WATERLOW and Sons, Birchin -lane, and London -wall. accustomed to advise and act without supervision , aged 98 .
- Address " A ." (No. 1615 ), 10, Wellington -street, Strand. YoungMan as Copying CLERK ; rust write a neat

mo SOLICITORS, INSURANCE COM . hand, and furnish good references. -- Reply by letter, giving

PANIES, and Others. --New Bridge-street. - To be
particulars of prior situations and salary required , toT AW . - SHORTHAND. - WANTED, by an " Alpha, " Mesers . Witherby and Co ., Newan -cout

LET. first class SUITES of OFFICE8, on the first, experienced Writer, & SITUATION ; can Draw , Cornbill , E . C .
second, and third floors of excellent Newly -Decorated Abstract, Coete , & c ., or could manage A small office.
Premises ; also extensive Cellarage on Basement. - Apply " B ., " Mr. Canning's , Chatworth -road , Forest-lane, Strat.
to Messrs DEBEXHAX , TEWSON and FARMER, 80, Cheapside. ford . SITUATIONS VACANT continuod on next page
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THE LADY'S NEWSPAPER,

U Must be notes in sy required , to
JOINT-STOCK COMPANIES.

SATURDAY, MARCH 14 .

T AW . - WANTED, an intelligent CLERK . ! COX'S LAW OF
U Must write well and fluently, understand figures, and

be able to take notes in shorthand . - Apply , stating age,
past experience , and salary required , to Mr. THURSFIELD,
Solicitor, Wednesbury.

T AW . - WANTED, a YOUTH , who can
The SEVENTH EDITION of the

COPY and ENGROSS neatly . - Apply, by letter,

stating age, salary expected , and where last employed , to TAW OF JOINT STOCK COMPANIES
Messrs . ROBT. OLDERSHAW and Sons, 18, King' s Arms-yard , U AND OTHER ASSOCIATIONS ; comprising the

Moorgate -street, E . C . whole of the New Law relating to the Abandonment of

Railways and the Winding-up of Railway Companies,

T AW . - ARTICLES. - A large City Firm ,
as contained in the Statutes relating to Joint- Stock

Companies, the General Orders and Rules of the Oourt
| with varied and extensive Practices in Town and of Chancery , and Decisions of the Courts of Law and

Country, have & VACANCY for an Articled PUPIL . Equity : together with the Industrial and Provident

Premium and salary a matter of arrangement. -- " Zeta , Societies Acts, and County Court Orders thereon , the Stan .

Messrs. Reynell and Son , 44, Chancery-lane . naries Act and Rules, with Notes as to the Mode of Proce
dure under them . By EDWARD W . OOX , Serjeant-at .

T AW . - WANTED , in a Solicitor 's Office in | Law , Recorder of Portsmonth . Seventh Edition , by

U Liverpool, a Gentleman , not less than 27 years of age , CHARLES J. O 'MALLEY, LL.B ., Barrister-at -Law , of
as Managing OLERK . He must be thoroughly efficient in

the Middle Temple ,

Conveyancing , Chancery , Common Law , and Bankruptcy . Price 218., cloth .
First-class references required . Address " M . M ." (No.
1615 ), 10,Wellington-street, Strand , W . O . London : LAW TIMB Omce, 10 , Welling ton -street, Strand,

OOXTAINS :

Welcometo the Bride.
Five o 'clock Tea .
Causerie de Paris.
A Scholarship for Girls.
The Duke and Duchess of Westminster, with Portraits.
In Northern Italy .
Maslanica or Butter -Week in Russia .

The Slough of Despond .
Arrival of T . R . H . the Duke and Duchess of Edinburgh

in England ,

COLOURED SUPPLEMENT OF

AN ITALIAN ANTIMACASSAR.

THE FIELD
T AW . - WANTED , in a County Court or
U Justices' Clerk 's Office , a CLERK , who must be tho

roughly acquainted with the system ofmaking the County
Court Returns. - Address, stating age, references, and
salary required , to “ W ., " 48, Lincoln 's Inn Fields.

NEL

TAW . – COUNTY COURTS. - WANTED, Country Gentleman's Newspaper,
U an experienced Cash OLERK , who must be an

efficient book-keeper and a good penman ; not under 80
years of age. Salary to commence at £120. - Address, stating
age, references, and past experience, to " w ." (No. 1614),
10, Wellington-street, Strand, W . C . It is requested none
will apply who do not really possessall the qualifications

LAW . - WANTED, in a Country Solicitor's
U Office , a good Conveyancing CLERK , and practically

acquainted with the general routine of a Country Office . If
married itwill be preferred that he should reside at office
premises. -- Apply , with particulars as to age, capabilities,
past experience, salary required , and whether married or
single , to X . C . Y ., General Post -office, Portsmouth . No

gentleman engaged in a London office, or admitted, need
apply.

T AW . - WANTED, an efficient Managing
U CLERK , of gentlemanly manners, who is well

acquainted with Conveyancing, Common Law , and Bank
raptoy, Costs and Accounts. An admitted Solicitor ,

between 25 and 40 years old ,whowould agree not to practise
without consent, preferred . Character and antecedents
must bear a rigid scrutiny - Address " Box 55," Post-office ,
Sheffield .

T AW . - WANTED, in a Solicitor' s Office in
U the City, a CLERK,whose duties will be of a public

nature ; he must be intelligent, and of great respectability
and integrity, and have a knowlede of Common Law , and
write a good hand. Salary £120 annum . Also & Copying
and Engrossing CLERK Salary 30s . per week. None
need apply whose references will not bear the strictest
investigation . - Address “ Lex, " at Messrs. Oowie and Co .,
2 . St. Ann's -lane, E . C ., stating where last employed , and
for what period .

DRESS AND FASHION : The Parisian Fashiong (from our

own Correspondent) . - Carriage and Afternoon Toilettes ;
Indoor Toilette for an Elderly Lady : Dressing Jacket ;
Trimmings for Ladies' Drawers ; Ladies Chemises ;
Morning. Breakfast, and Night Caps ; Garden Frock for å

Girl ; Trimmings for Petticoats ; Low Petticoat Bodices ;

Or
Short Bed Jacket ; Dressing Jackets , & c ., with Illustra

tions.

THE WORK TABLE . - Shawls for the Head and Opera

SATURDAY,MARCH 14 , Cloak ; Square ; Border of Muslin and Net ; Antimacassar,

& c ., with Illustrations.
CONTAINS: THE HOUSEWIFE, - Letters to Young Housekeepers;

The Opening of the Season .
Notes and Queries ; Answers. Cuisine : The Principles

Proposed Repeal of the Malt Tax . of Cooking ; Notes and Queries ; Answers.

Doings of the University Crews. Music and Musicians. Gazette des Dames . The Tourist.
Worcester and other Coursing Meetings. Pastimes . The Library. The Exchange. Personal. The
Croydon Steeplechases .
The Meetings of the Coming Week . Boudoir . Court Chronicle . Society . Obituary.
Hunting Notes from Leicestershire , Ireland . & c . Notes and Queries on Dress, Work, Music, and other
Yacht Building on theMedina. subjects useful and interesting to Ladies .
Oxford University and London Athletic Club Sports, All the Fashionable intelligence of the Week .
Our Salmon Fisheries.
TheWork of the Special Commissioners . Price 6d. ; Post Free 6 d .
Salmon Fishing on the Thurso .
Woodcock and Snipe Shooting . May behad of News Agents, Booksellers, and at the Rail
The Use of Concrete in Cottage Building , way Stalls.

Collected Observations on British Bats. OFFICE : 346 , STRAND, LONDON, W .C .
Ornithological Rambles in Spain .
Gigantic Octopus in Japanese Waters.
Three Days in the Straits of Malacca . Just published, price £1 119 . 6d., 1?mo, pp. 1100, the Second
Emigrant Fields of North America , Edition of

Notes from North Russia . DORIA and MACRAE ' S LAW AND
Sydney BotanicalGardens.
Agricultural Mechanics.

PRACTICE IN BANKRUPTCY : under the Pro

The Value of Oilcake for Cattle Feeding,
visions of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869 (82 & 83 Vict. c. 71) ;

Milk and its Adulterations.
the Debtors' Act 1869 ( 82 & 83 Vict. c . 62 ) ; and the Bank

ruptcy Repealand Insolvent Court Act, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict .

c . 88 ) ; and all the Cages and Decisions of all the Courta

Price 6d. By post, 6fd . down to the present time. By A . A . DORIA , of Lincoln 's
inn, Esq ., B . O . L ., Barrister -at- Law .

FIELD OFFICE, 346, STRAND , LONDON , W . C . I London : Law Times Office, 10,Wellington-street, Strand .

. THE

LEGAL PRACTITIONERS' SOCIETY.

M HIS SOCIETY has for its object the reform of the unsatisfactory state of the Legal Profession. The want

1 of such a Society has long been felt, and the demand for it has been rendered all the more imperative by the
recent and the impending legislative changes in our judicial system .

Societies for promoting these changes , as well as Societies for the amendment of the law itself, already exist .
This Society , of a less ambitious character, does not seek to supersede any of the existing organisations, confining

its operations to the reform of proved abuses in connection with the Profession only.

Although its basis is thus restricted , it will have no lack of work to perform . Among the many subjects which
engage its attention may be mentioned the following :

1 . To adjust the relations of the two branches of the Legal Profession, as well inter se as in reference to the
Public.

2 . To protect the Legal Profession against the encroachments of unqualified persons.

Members of the Legal Profession of every degree, whether Barristers -at-Law , Attorneys-at-Law , Solicitors,
Special Pleaders, Conveyancers, or Proctors, and Articled Clerks, or Students of the Inns of Court, are eligible for

Membership . The Annual Subscription of Ordinary Members is fixed at the almost nominal amount of Five
SHILLINGS, to secure the adhesion of as many Members of the Legal Profession as possible. Any movement for the

reform of the existing state of the Profession, to be permanently successful, must necessarily proceed from within ,
and secure the hearty co -operation and support of both its branches .

The Annual Subscription of Vice-Presidents is ONE GUINEA. Donors of Five GUINEAS are eligible as Life
Vice-Presidents.

Any further information may be obtained from the Honorary Secretary, CHARLES FORD, Esq ., at the Office of
the Law Times , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, London , W . C ., to whom all Communications should be addressed
by Members of the Legal Profession desirous of joining the Society . Subscriptions for the current year are now
payable to the Honorary Treasurer , W . T . CHARLEY, Esq ., D . C . L ., M . P ., 5 , Crown Office -row , Temple , London , E .C . ;
or at the Society' s Bankers, Union Bank (Chancery-lane Branch ).

ima ovisting state of the Profession, to be permanennyi
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PRUDENTIAL ASSURANCE COMPANY.

CHIEF OFFICES – 62, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON .

TWENTY-FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT,
FOR THE YEAR ENDING 31st DECEMBER 1873.

The Directors now present their Report for the Year 1873:
ORDINARY BRANCH .

During the year the Directors have received 2767 proposals for the sum of
2393 , 365. Of these 2195 have been accepted and completed , assuring the sum of

£303,560 , and producing a New Annual Premium Income of £10 ,183 ls. 80 . ; 572
proposals, assuring £89,805 , have either been declined or not completed .

The sum of £900 has been received for New Annuities granted .
The Claims amount to £40 ,420 16s. 100 . under 261 Policies ; £932 189 . of this

amount was for Claims on Endowments matured . The number of deaths was 235 .
Nine Annuitants have died , representing Annuities of £112 13s. 8d .
The Annual Premium Income at the end of the year is £66 ,414 58. 11d . in

respect of 13,007 Policies, assuring the sum of £2,055 ,515 , showing an increase of
of £3618 10s. 8d . per annum over the year 1872 .

SICKNESS AND ASSURANCE ACCOUNT

The increase in this Fhnd amounts to £19 12s . 8d . No claim by death has
prisen , and the sickness experience has been light.

INDUSTRIAL BRANCH .

The operations in this Branch have again been unusually successful. There

were 646 ,377 new Policies issued , representing a new Annual Premium Income of
£233 ,345 Os. 4d .

The Claimsamount to £127, 968 Os . 100 .

The Annual Premium Incomeat the close of the year is £471,296 16s., showing
an increase of £106 , 349 195. 4d, over the Income of the previous year,

GENERAL RESULTS .

The total Premium Income is £537,711 ls. lld ., showing the very remarkable
0s. , and being the largest accession of Incomeduring any year

of the Company's operations.

The total amount of Claims is £168,388 179 . 8d., raising the whole sum to
£1,103,402 88. 6d. These have, as usual, been paid with undeviating regularity .

The Assurance Fund at the close of 1873 was £482,933, showing an increase of
£73,799 4s. 4d . for the year .

In addition to the Assurance Fund there are :
Shareholder's Capital.. .. .. . . . . . . . . . 210 ,154

Contingency Fund .. 16 ,096

Guarantee Fund .. 15 ,000

Total £41,148
Which , together with the Assurance Fund of £482,933, make a total Fund of
£524,081 for the protection and security of the constituents of the Company .

The foregoing facts are so remarkable that the Directors consider it unnecessary
to do more than call attention to them .

The Agreementof the 27th February 1873, under which Mr. Harben will retire
on the 24th June next from the office of Secretary, has been in operation since the
last Annual Meeting. The official changes consequent thereon have worked very
satisfactorily , the business of the company having been conducted during that

to The Agreemenext from official
chambany havingto Ophe Agreement of the the office of Secretary:nant thereon have woning that

satisfactori Aiminished success.

The directors are glad
in the absence of

That agreement was conditional. The directors are glad to state that they
and Mr. Harben remain satisfied with its provisions ; and it will , in the absence of
proper notice for its rescission, becomebinding on all parties after the 25th March
next.

The retiring Directors are Messrs. Reid , Gibbins, and Fraser, who, being
eligible , offer themselves for re -election. The Auditors - Messrs. Allanson and
Clark - also retire , and submit themselves for re -election ,

16th February , 1874. J. GILLMAN, Chairman,

* * * * . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 ,042 2 4
£4,018 14

LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANIES ACT 1870. - THIRD SCHEDULE.

REVENUE ACCOUNTS of the PRUDENTIAL ASSURANCE COMPANY for the Year ending 31st December 1873.
(No. 1.) LIFE ASSURANCE ACCOUNT.

Amount of Life Assurance Fund at thebeginning of the year ....... £409,133 15 8 . 1 Claims under Life Policies (after deduction of sums re -assured ) ...... £168,388 178
Premiums, after deduction of re-assurance premiums .......... 458 , 262 19 5 Surrenders .... 4 , 877 9 3
Consideration for annuities granted . ... 900 00 Annuities ... ... .
Interest and Dividends* .. . .. £14,025 12 0 Commission (ordinary branch ) . . ..

Rent account . .... ... . 4 ,071 11 2 Special new business charges on £233,345 Os. 40. New
18 ,097 Premium Income in the Industrial Branch only ( in

Fines for revival of Policies .. . 52 18 6 lieu of commission )........ ........ 49,635 11 1
Profit on Investment realised 7 11 5 Agents' Salaries and Expenses attendant upon the

weekly collection of premiumsupon 1,330,563 Policies
( in lieu of commission ) ..... 74,133 17 0

127 ,788 30
Expenses of Management, inclusive of Extension expenses 86, 196 2 10

Dividends to Shareholders . 499 16 0
Interest on Deposits , & c . ... .. 1,228 17 i
Amount transferred to Guarantee Fund...... 10 ,000 0 0

Leasehold Redemption Fund .. . .. 500 0 0
Amount of Life Assurance Fund at the end of the year , as per
Fourth Schedule 482,933 00

£886 , 454 8 2 £886,454 8 2

* This item is exclusive of Interest on “ International" balance. (See Balance -Sheet.)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0
. ... .... .. ........

.. ... . .. .. .

46
15 0 0

. . . . . .

(No. 2.) SICKNESS AND ASSURANCE ACCOUNT.
No new business transacted for many years. Claims .... ... . . . . . . . .. .

Amount of Sickness and Assurance Fund at the beginning of the year £727 19 4 Surrenders .. . . ... .. . .

Premiumsreceived (no re -assurance..... 42 6 11 Commission .... 1 14 3
Sickness and Assurance Fund at the end of the year, as per Fourth

Schedule . . 747 12 0

£770 6 3 £770 6 3

. . . . . . . . . .

UI
Lo

T SOU L ICO C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

W w . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6,195 15

LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANIES ACT 1870 — FOURTH SCHEDULE .

BALANCE-SHEET of the PRUDENTIAL ASSURANCE COMPANY on the 31st December 1873.
LIABILITIES. ASSETS .

Shareholders ' Capital.. . ................. £10,052 0 0 Mortgages on property within the United Kingdom ................ .... £40,614 6 5

Life Assurance Fund . ........ . . 482,933 0 0 Loans on the Company's Policies 13,517 3 0

Sickness and Assurance Fund ... .. 747 12 0 Investments :

Contingency Fund, created at Annual Meeting, April 1872 16 ,096 0 0 In British Government Securities .. 27, 855 1 5
Guarantee Fund ............ 15,000 0 0 Indian and Colonial ditto . .. . .. 48,373 197

Leasehold Redemption Fund........ 500 0 0 Foreign ditto . ... . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 ,240 19 0
Railway and other Debenture Stock 33,342 15 0

£525,328 120 Ditto Sbares (Preference and Ordinary ) .... .... ..

Claims under Life Policies admitted , butnot yet paid ... .£9,538 16 4 Trust Fund Certificates 23,581 0 0
Depositors.... 20 ,492 17 11 Freehold Ground Rents .. .. 1 ,000 0 0

30, 031 14 3 House Property . ... ... 77 ,419 0 9
Life and other Interests and Reversions ... 84 ,504 9 5
Furniture and Fittings (Head and Branch Offices) 9,259 19 5

Loans upon Personal Security............... 23 ,025 18 11
Mortgage of Reversions. ... .. 4 ,502 14 4
Agents Balances ..... .. . 25,961 08
Outstanding Premiums 5 ,750 11 9

Ditto Interest . . . .. .. . 8 ,365 6 6
Amount due from Official Liquidator of International Society, and
purchase of Securities in International* 49,993 10 5

Déposits at three months' notice .... .. 27 , 000 0 0
Cash :
On Deposit.............. .. .. .. . .. ... .. .. ... . . £26 ,00000
In hand and on current account .. . .. . . .. .. . . . 13,856 14 5

- 39,856 14 5

£555, 360 6 3 £555 ,360 6 3

* The Interest of £3510 payable on this Account remains in abeyance, until the final adjustmentof accounts with the Society.
JAMES GILLMAN , Chairman.
THOS . REID ,

HENRY HARBEN , Resident Director and Secretary.
RICHD. THOS. PUGH Directors.

Wehave examined the foregoing Accounts, find them to be correct, and hereby confirm the same. Wehave also seen and examined the various securities.
JAMES ALLANSON, Auditors.

10th February, 1874 . GEORGE CLARK ,
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THE CHURCH PREFERMENT Just published , in 8vo ., price 58 . cloth . STEVENS AND SONS, 119, Chancery-lane,
L REGISTER monthly ) contains full details of about ON THE PURSUIT OF TRUTH as S LONDON .

170 Advowsons, Presentations. & c ., for SALE by private EXEMPLIFIED in the PRINCIPLES of EVI. LAW BOOKS PURCHASED OR VALUED .tresty. The first work of its kind . Sent to bona fide prin . DENCE, Theological, Scientific , and Judicial; a Discourse
cipals or their solicitors on receipt of two stamps. - Address delivered betore the Sunday Lecture Society : with Notes A CATALOGUE OF MODERN LAW BOOKS (No. 18 ).
Mr. W . EMERY STARK, F . R . G .S ., & c ., St. Paul's -chambers, and Authorities . By A , ELLEY FINCH . 1874 , sent post free on receipt of two penny stamps.

23 (removed from 27 , Bedford -street, Strand , W . C . " Shows clearly and shortly of well- chosen extracts from Just out, 6th edition , in 'imperial8vo ., price 78. 6d ..
the only principles of evi. some scores of authors is

BOOKS FOR ARTICLED CLERKS . dence upon which permanent DUBLIC HEALTH , DIGEST of the LAWgiven in the notes and ap

Sent free by post on receiving price of Book . and satisfactory belief can be pendix. . . . On the whole of, with Precedents of 550 Bye -laws, and Note3 of 966
founded , and the distinction we heartily commend this Cases . By G . F . CHAMBERS , Barrister ,

MHE ARTICLED CLERK ' S HANDBOOK , between the evidence which lecture ." - Examiner. STEVENS, 119, Chancery-lane ; Knight, 90, Fleet-street.1 containing a Coarse of Study for the Preliminary, satisfies the theologian , the “ Only & portion of this
Intermediate, and Final Examinations of Articled Clerks, lawyer, and the man of very interesting discourse is MHE COMPANIES ACTS 1862 and 1867,and the Books to be read , & c ., being & Complete Guide to science. Wewish the lecture devoted to purely legal in
the Candidate 's Successful Examination and Admi-sion , a large circulation among the vestigation , but Mr. Finch 's . Fourth Edition , now ready, price 28. 6d ., in cloth , A
By RICHARD HALLILAY , Esq . , Author of the “ Digest general public , whom it aim is to show that the truth HANDY BOOK , by RICHARD JORDAN , containing all
of Examination Questions.” Fourth Edition. ByGEORGE would tend to enlighten ." - in theology, science, and law the necessary information for the Formation and Manage

BADHAM , Esq ., Solicitor. This is designed asan Appendix Nature. must be pursued upon the ment of Public Companies, Instructions as to the Prepara

to the " Answers to the Examination Questions . " Price " Whether the reader agrees same principles. . . . . We tion of the Memorandum and Articles of Association ,

98. cloth . with Mr. Finch 's theological have only, in concluding this Special Resolutions, Annual Returns, Books to be kept.
opinions or not, he will un . notice, to thank the author Liability of Members. Voluntary Wioding-up, Notices for
doubtedly recognise the fact for much entertaining and " Gazette," Table of Fees , Stamp Duties, & c .

A LECTURE delivered before the Hull Law thathe is in the hands of an edifsingmaterial. His notes London : STEVENS and Sons, 119 , Chancery -lane, Fleet
1 Students' Society on the Course of Reading for the intellect singularly keen and are rich with the produce of street .

Final Examinations of the Incorporated Law Society . clear . . . . It is , however, wide reading. " - LawTimes .
By Dr. ROLLIT. Price 2s . with his masterly exposition " The text is somewhat LLMER'S PRACTICE in LUNACY (New

of the principles of evidence lofty for the general reader, V Edition ) , adapted to the Lunacy Regulation Acts
that we have mostly to deal. but the notes afford a volu - ! 1853 and 1562, with Schedule and Notes of Cases and Deci.

A DIGEST of the EXAMINATION . . . We strongly recom - able collection of authorities sions , Duties of Committees of Person and Estate , Forms,
mend the perunal of his lec- for those who are interested

Costa, Statutes, General Orders and Index . Price 21s . .A QUESTIONS in Common Law . Conveyancing, and ture, if only to clear up loose in the vexed question of the cloth .
Equity , from the commencement of the Examinations in and hazy notions as to evi. compatibility of science and " London : Stevens and Sons, 119, Chancery-lane.
1836 to Hilary Termn , 1872, with ANSWERS ; also the mode dence and truth . . . . Whe- religion . . . . . . . With the
of proceeding, and directions to be attended to at the Ex ther in the lecture itself, or author's conclusion that BY AUTHORITY .
amination . By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq ., Author of in the notes and quotations, reform and amendment of Published March 7, price 108 . 6d ., bound," The Articled Clerk ' s Handbook. " Seventh Edition , by the reader will find abundant the law of evidence have to
GEORGE BADHAM , Esq., Solicitor. Price 16s , cloth , food for reflection ." - Educa - a remarkable extent run THE LAW LIST FOR 1874.

tional Times, par llel with the progress 1 London : STEVENS and Sons, 119, Chancery -lane.
" The lecture is a compact and development of the phy

illustration of the changes sical sciences, ' we cordially
T EGAL MAXIMS, with Observations and NRAIG 'S BOOKKEEPING for SOLICI.

in moral science by which concur . . . The value of the
U Cases . In Two Parts. Part I. One Hundred the theological methods for book , which exhibits con TORS, 1866 . Price 1s. - Or the Author, ALFRED T .

Maxims, with Observations and Cases. Part II. Eight the pursuit of truth have by siderable research , is greatly CRAIG , Accountant, 9 , King' s -road, Bedford - row , W . O .

Hundred Maxims, with Translations. By GEORGE the wisest teachers been enhanced by a good index of
FREDERICK WHARTON ,Attorney -at- Law . Price 108.6d . surrendered for scientific the authorities referred to ." BY AUTHORITY .
cloth methods, . . A copious array 1 -- Lax Revietc . Will be ready on March 23,

H . Cox, 10, Wellington -street, Strand. London : LONGMANS, GREEN , and Co., Paternoster-row . I THE REVISED EDITION OF THE
Price 18 ., by post ls . 2d . 1 STATUTES, Vol. V . (52 Geo. 3 to 4 Geo. 4, 4 .D . 1812

DEAUTIES of FRENCH LITERATURE Just published, second edition with emendations, to 1823 ), Prepared under the Direction of the Statute Law
price 7s . 6d . Committee, and Published by the Authority of Hør

A Translation into English , by JAMES LOWE, O
| BLACKSTONE Majesty' s Government.

the memoirs and letters of Madamede Sévigné and Madame ECONOMISED ; Imperial 8vo ., cloth boards
Price 25s.

la Duchesse D 'Orleans. EYRE and SPOTTISWOODE, Her Majesty 's Printers, Esst
London : HORACE Cox, 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , W . 0 BEING A COMPENDIUM OF Harding-street, Fetter -lane, London, E . C , and all

THE LAWS OF ENGLAND Booksellers .

In post 8vo., price 6s.6d.,
TO Now ready, price 108 .6d.

THE PRESENT TIME. TNDIAN APPEALS. - The Incorporated
By DAVID MITCHELL AIRD, Esq ., Barrister-at- Law . Council of Law Reporting for England and Wales

having made arrangements for the publication of the
" A most admirable work for law students, compendious

APPEALS from the EAST INDIES to the PRIVY
and on an excellent plan . ” — Daily Telegraph , December COUNCIL , the FIRST PART is now ready. The Series
29th , 1873 . will be entitled " INDIAN APPEALS, ” and as far asLETTERS TO A LAW STUDENT. London : LONGMANS, GREEN , and Co., Paternoster -row . possible all the Important Cases will be Published within

the Year they are Decided .

BY EDWARD W . COX, Serjeant -at. Law . Just published , 8vo., 18.,sewed . The Subseription is £1 ls., payable in advance to JAMES

THE TICHBORNE CASE COMPARED THOMAS UOPWOOD , Esq ., 3. New square, Lincoln 's

inn , London , W . C . The Subscription for India, to include
WITH PREVIOUS IMPOSTURES of the SAME the postage, is £1 5s .

NOTICES OF THE PRESS . KIND , By JOSEPH BROWN, Esq ., Q . C ., London , WILLIAM Clowes and Sons, publishers to the Incorpo
" He lays down rules which every studentmust appreciate, BUTTERWORTHS, 7 , Fleet street, Her Majesty ' s Law Pub - rated Council of Law Reporting for England and Wales, 51 ,

and he adduces examples that cannot fail to make a lasting
lishers. Carey -street, Lincoln 's - inn .

impression ." - Lincoln Mercury. .
Instructions remarkable for their sound common sense . "

- The Sun , Now ready, 12 .no., price 128. 6d ., cloth .
LAW TIMES Office , 10. Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .

THE SECOND EDITION (greatly enlarged and almost entirely re-written ) of
COX AND GRADY'S LAW OF REGISTRATION AND

ELECTIONS.

THE ARTS OF READING,WRITING ,

AND SPEAKING :

EQUITY IN THE COUNTY COURTS :
A MANUAL OF THE

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF THE COUNTY COURTS IN EQUITABLE
PROCEEDINGS,

THE NEW LAW AND PRACTICE OF

REGISTRATION & ELECTIONS,

PARLIAMENTARY AND MUNICIPAL,

EDWARD W . Cox,

Sorjeant-at-Law , Recorder of Portsmouth ,

AND

STANDISH GROVE GRADY, Esq.,

Barrister-at-Law , Recorder of Gravesond .

Including the powers given by the Friendly Societies Acts, the Charitable Trusts Acts, the Companies Acts ,
and all other subjects of Jurisdiction not included under the heads of Common Law , Admiralty , and

Bankruptcy, with a Chapter on the Probate Jurisdiction conferred by the Acts of 1858 and 1873, and For

Tables of Costs , and Lists of Fees .

By HENRY FREDERICK GIBBONS, LL. B .,
AND

NATHANIEL NATHAN , B . A ., Barristers-at-Law .

LONDON : HORACE COX, 10, WELLINGTON-STREET, STRAND, W .C .

The work comprises : The Representation of the People
Act 1867 : The Registration Act 1868 ; The Corrupt Prac
tiaes Act 1863 ; The Ballot Act 1872 ; incorporating the
Reform Act and the subsequent Statutes ; the decisions of
the Court of Common Pleas upon Appeal to 1872, with
instruetions for the management of Elections in Counties .
Cities, and Boroughs, for the Management of Registration ,
and for Returning Oficers, with Precedents of Books,
Forms, & c ., and the Law and Practice of Municipal Elec
tions.

Also a chapter on the Legal Principles relating to Corrupt
Practices at Elections, os laid down by the Judges under
the Election Petitions Act 1868 . By F . 0 . CRUMP, Esq.,
Barrister-at-Law .

pour de unicipalele Clerical, Medical, and General Life Assurance Society.

ELEVENTH EDITION. PRICE 205. CLOTH .

London : LAW TIMES Office, 10 , Wellington -street, Strand,

EDE AND SON,

ROBE MAKERS

13 , ST. JAMES'S SQUARE, LONDON, S . W .

CITY BRANCH : MANSION -HOUSE BUILDINGS, E : C .

FINANCIAL RESULTS.
The Annual Income, steadily increasing, exceeds . .. . .. . £249,000
The Assurance Fund, safely invested , is over . .... 1,880,000
The New Policies in the last Year were 457, assuring . .. . .. 301, 457
The New Annual Premiumswere . . .. . 9 ,770
The Bonus added to Policies in January 1872 was. .. . . 323,871
The Total Claims by Death paid amount to .. . .. . 3 , 169,601
The subsisting Assurances and Bonuses amount to . 5 ,773,144

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES.
CREDIT of half the firstufive annual Premiums allowed on whole -term Policies on healthy Lives not over

sixty years of age.
ENDOWMENT ASSURANCES granted , without Profits, payable at Death , or on attaining a specified age.
INVALID LIVES assured at rates proportioned to the risk ,
CLAIMS paid thirty days after proof of deatn.

REPORT, 1873.
The Forty-ninth Annual Report just issued , and the Balance Sheets for the year ending June 30 , 1873, ag

rendered to the Board of Trade, can be obtained at either of the Society's Offices, or of any of its Agents.

GEORGE CUTOLIFFE , ACTUARY AND SECRETARY.
COMMISSION . - 10 per cent. on the First Premium , and 5 per cent. on Renewals, is allowed to Solicitors

son introducing the Assurance, without reference to the channel
through which the Premiumsmay be paid ,

By Special Appointment
TO HER MAJESTY. THE LORD CHANCELLOR ,

The Whole of the Judicial Bench ,

Corporation of London, & c .

SOLICITORS' AND REGISTRARS' GOWNS.
BARRISTERS' AND QUEEN ' S COUNSELS DITTO

CORPORATION ROBES .
UNIVERSITY AND CLERGY GOWNS, & c.

Established 1689.

94 , CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON ,
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TUSTICES CLERKS ACCOUNTS. A HAMBER OF COMMERCE, THE NEW SYSTEM OF BUYING A
Journal and Cash Book, prepared by Mr. GEORGE 145, CHEAPSIDE, HOUSE WITHOUT MONEY.0 . OKE, of the Mansion House, London , for Justices ' LONDON , E . C .

Olerks ' Account of Fees received by them . The headings
are : Date - Subject of Entry - Fees earned - Fees debited ROOMS FOR MEETINGS.
in Ledger - Ledger Folio - Current fees received - Fines,
fees, & c ., credited - Ledger folio - Fines, fees, & c ., repaid -- Superior accommodation on theGround Floor for holding
Office expenses . Prices : One quire, 58. ; two quires, 88. ; | Meetings of Creditors, Arbitrations, & c ., at reasonable
three quires , lls. ; four guires , 14 - . ; five quires, 178. ; six terms. Conveniently situated , lofty light, well-ventilated , 29 AND 80 , SOUTHAMPTON BUILDINGS,

quires, 21s . ; half-bound, or in sheets unbound' 38 , per and quiet. CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON .
quire. Apply to COOPER, CRAIG , and CRAIG , on the premises.

London : H . Cox, 10 , Wellington -street, Strand .

SOLICITOR' S CASH BOOK . - A Cash Book HIGH CLASS BOOTS. MOST PERSONS ARE FAMILIAR with
for Use of Solicitors, showing at a glance receipts and what is known asthe " THREE YEARS' SYSTEM ”

of the Pianoforte Makers, by which anyone who Hires an
payments on cash accounc, bank account, business account,
and private account. Price , with explanation , in sheets , Instrument and pays the Hire for that period, becomes the

38 . 6d . per quire , or bound in extra forril, of the following ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE . Pre
viously to the introduction of this plan it was almost as

thickness : one quire , 108 . ; two quires, 18s . 60 . ; three
difficult for those of limited income to buy a good Pianoforte

quires, 178. ; four quires, £l ls. ; five quires, 21 58. ; six as tc BUY A HOUSE ; ond persons went on year afterquires , £1 9s .
The author says : “ It is very simple, and with a little year, paying for the Hire of an Instrument, and expended

attention it will be found to work well ; I have long proved as much money as would have bought the Pianoforte

it to do so ." May be obtained direct, or through any book several times over .
seller by order. What will hold good for Pianofortes will hold good for

London : H . Cox, 10, Wellington -street, Strand, w . C . HOUSES ; and there are manywho would no doubt AVAIL
THEMSELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY , if it was
afforded them , of becoming

TMPORTANT to SOLICITORS. - A large THE OWNER OF A HOUSE
well furnished Ground Floor ROOM to LET for meet

ings of creditors, & c . Seats seventy persons. Terms 1 in the sameway as they have already become the owner of
guinea per meeting - Apply to Mr. J . AMBROSE HARMAN their pianoforte .(on premises ), 35 , Walbrook , E . THE DIRECTORS

FIG . 1. FIG . 2.
1 INCOLN ' S -INN . - Ground FloorOFFICES OF THE

The normal condition of The perfect form of Shoes.
three good rooms, 80 guineas per annum , or the the Foot . a , b , c , d , Elasticated Leather , BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY

whole house, three floors , £175 per annum . - Apply for orders
to view , Mr. J . AMBROSE HARMAN, Walbrook Estate Ex DOWIE AND MARSHALL , HAVE DETERMINED TO AFFORD
change, 35, Walbrook , E C .

THE SAME FACILITIES FOR PURCHASING
W ONFORD HOUSE (Exeter.) - This 455, WEST STRAND , LONDON , HOUSES

Institution for the INSANE , offering great ad As now exist for Buying Pianofortes.
(Nearly opposite Northumberland House),vantages to the middle and upper classes, is beautifully A HOUSE being , however, a more expensive article to Pur .

situated near the city of Exeter . The building is spacious ESTABLISHED 1824, chase than a Pianoforte , the " Three Years' System ” will
and handsome, and the ground extensive. - For terms apply not apply, excepting in a very few caser : so that a MORE
to Dr . LYLE, Resident Medical Superintendant . BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS . LENGTHENED PERIOD IS NECESSARY over which

the Time of Hiring must extend .
CLERGYMEN 'S , Professional Men 's , and SIDNEY SEED

In pursuance of this resolution
Military and Naval Officers' SONS are received at a

Clergyman 's SCHOOL , strictly limited to gentlemen , on SOWER THE DIRECTORS HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTS
specially reduced terms. - Address Rev . Master A . M . (to

( PATENT) . WITH
be forwarded ) , Messrs. Dawson and Sons, 121, Cannon .
street, London , E . O . THE OWNERS OF HOUSES

For Florists and Small In various parts of London, and its Suburbs, by which they

KINAHAN ' S LL WHISKY. Seeds, 2s. 6d. each . For are enabled to afford to the

Peas, & c ., and Market Members of the Birkbeck Building
This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the Gardens, 3s. 6d , each , Societyvery

CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES, AND OTHERS
In quality unrivalled, perfectly pure, and more wholesome To be had of all :Seeds A very wide CHOICE in the SELECTION both of HOUSES

and the locality in which they are situated . The Plan upon
than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the red seal, pink men , Ironmongers , and
Label, and cork branded “ Kinahan' s LL. Whisky." - Whole which the Directors propose to proceed is
Bale Depot, 20 , Great Titchfield -street, Oxford -street , W . General Shopkeepers in

TO LET THESE HOUSES FOR A PERIOD OF
the United Kingdom . TWELVE -AND- A -HALF YEARS ,T EFT-OFF CLOTHES. – Mr. and Mrs.

At the end of which time, if the Rent be regularly Paid,
PHILLIPS, 31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHES ALLEN ' S PORTMANTEAUX,

TER-SQUARE , LONDON , W ., are the Best BUYERS of THE HOUSE
all kinds of LADIES' andGENTLEMEN 'S ATTIRE, Silk , 37, STRAND, LONDON Will become the absolute Property of the
Satin , Velvet, Brocades , Dresses, Court Trains, Antique
Lace, old English and Foreign China, Household Furniture, Tenant
Jewels, Plate, in fact every kind of Property for ready DRESS BASKETS, WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENT OF ANY KIND .cash . Ladies or Gentlemen waited on at any timeor dis OVERLAND TRUNKS,tance. All letters receive prompt attention . Money orders
to any amount for Parcels from Town or Country. Estab . DRESSING CASES , IN ALL CASES
Lished 1820. Ready money only . DESPATCH BOXES. & c. POSSESSION OF THE HOUSE

Thousands of testimonials. The subjoined are copies : ALENS
" Gloucester, April 2 . NEW CATALOGUE OF 600 WILL BE GIVEN

Mrs . A . N . writes : - " I have received your P . 0 . 0 . with ARTICLES. Post Free . WITHOUT ANY IMMEDIATE OUTLAY IN MONEY.
thanks for your liberality and attention . I shall recommend
all my friends. I have had business with others, but none Excepting Payment of the Law Charges for the Title

have given meso much satisfaction as you have." PRIZE MEDAL FORALLEN ' S NEW
Deeds, which in all cases will be restricted to

" Brighton , May 4 . Five GuineasGENERAL EXCELLENCE .Lody S . T . writes : - " I received the registered letter con . DRESSING BAG .
BEYOND THIS SMALL SUM

taining the notes. I quite agree with Mrs. R . O . that you
are very straightforward in conducting your business. I NO PAYMENT OF ANY KIND
bhall have great pleasure in recommending any friends who IS REQUIRED BY THE SOCIETYmay wish to dispose of their cast-off clothes that are too

BEYOND THE STIPULATED RENT, WHICH MAYgood to give away."
" Edinburgh , May 18 . BE PAID EITHER MONTH . Y OR QUARTERLY.

" I send you a large box of clothes. I am quite satisfied THE Reyt PAYABLE BY THE TENANT
that you give the full value, as I sent the last you had ofme

to some other person first, and your price was much above Includes Ground Rent and Insurance for
their valuation . I leave it to you to send mewhat you con
sider the value of the present articles. I haverecommended the Whole Term .
you to my sister, Mrs, M , Y ., of Reading.”

Although the Number of years ' or payment of Rent is fixed
Weare every day receiving the same kind of testimonials

at Twelve and - a -Haif,which show that we do give the full value of all articles
offered to us. If this is not sufficient to satisfy themost A SHORTER PERIOD MAY BE CHOSEN AT AN
sceptical we challenge all dealers. We not only buy of INCREASED RENTAL ,ladies and gentlemen , but our demand is so great that we

ORpurchase of the trade. Ladies and gentlemen , by disposing
of their property to us , get the best price, thereby saving a A LONGER PERIOD AT A LOWER RENTAL,
second profit. Our only address in England is The Terms of which may be ascertained on application to
81, THAYER-STREET, MANCHESTER-SQUARE, the Manager,

LONDON .

CANADA : ST. PAUL-STREET, MONTREAL.

AUSTRALIA : MYER' S -STREET, SANDHURST, VIO THE ADVANTAGESTORIA ; and

OF THIS31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHESTER -SQUARE
Where all letters and parcels must be addressed . New System of Purchasing a House ,

Established 1820 . MAY BE SUMMED UP AS FOLLOWS:
( TRADE MARK.)SPANISH FLY is the acting ingredient in 1 . Persons of Limited Income, Clerks, Shopmen , and

D ALEX. ROSS 'S CANTHARIDES OIL , which others, may, by becoming Tenants of the BIRKBECK
speedily produces Whiskers and thickens Hair . 38 , 60, BUILDING SOCIETY , be placed at once in a posion of
ALEX , ROSS, 248, High Holborn, London .

22 , FLEET-STREET, LONDON independence as regards their Landlora .

ITAIR CURLING FLUID , 248, High 2 . Their RENT CANNOT BE RAISED .
(OPPOSITE CHANCERY-LANE).

Holborn , London . - ALEX . ROSS 'S CURLING The Largest, Cheapest,and Best Wine Establishmentin 3. They CANNOT BE TUINED OUT OF POSSES.
FLUID curls Ladies' or Gentlemen ' s Hair immediately it theWorld . SION so long as they pay their Rent.
is applied . Sold at 3s.6d. ; sent free for 54 stamps.

THE MOST NOTED VINTAGES, 4 . NO FEES or FINES of any kind are chargeable.
AREY HAIR , 248, High Holborn ,London . 5 . They can leave the Hongo at any timewithout notice ,

Or ALEX . ROSS 'S HAIR DYE produces a perfect BY THE GLASS, BY THE BOTTLE , rent being payable only to the time of giving up possession ,

colour immediately it is used . Price 38. 6d . ; sent by post
BY THE GALLOX , BY THE DOZEX ,

6 . It circumstances compel them to leave the Houseor 54 stamps. AND BY THE CASK , before the completion of their Twelve-and a Half Years '

LOLLOWAY' S OINTMENT AND PILLS. AT WHOLESALE PRICES ; Tenancy , they can Sub - let the House for the remainder of
the Term , or they can Transfer their right to another

T - A frequent cause of gout and rheumatism is the Or Packed in Hampers for Races and Picnics Tenant.
inflammatory state of the blood , attended with bod diges 7 . Finally , NO LIABILITY or RESPONSIBILITY of
tion and general debility . A few doses of the Pills, taken anykind is incurred , besond the Payment of Rent by those
in time, are an effectual preventive against gout and THE GRIDIRON who acquire Houses by this New System .
rheumatism . Any one who has an attack of either should
nse Holloway 's Ointmentalso, thepowerfulaction of which , Isnow complete and in full operarion . The BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY have on their

List several HOUSES, which they are prepared to LET oncombined with the operation of the Pills , must infallibly CHOPS, STEAKS, & c., & c., ONE SHILLING . the TWELVE -AND - A -HALF YEARS SYSTEM , and ineffect a cure. These Pills act directly on the blood , which
they purify and improve . Having once subdued the severity many cases Immediate Possession may be obtained .
of these diseases, perseverance with the ointment, after The Terms on which Houses can be placed on this
fomenting the affected joints with warm brige, will speedily 22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON Register may be obtained on application to
relax all st ffness, and preventany permanent contraction ,

(Opposite Chancery -lane ). FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

THE TEMPLE

AT CENTRAL WINE CELLARS.I
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GRAND RESTAURANT,

THE LONDON .
191, FLEET-STREET, TEMPLE -BAR .

LUNCIIEONS. DINNERS. FISH DINNERS. DINNERS A LA CARTE. PRIVATE DINNERS FROM 55.
DAILY FROM 1 TILL 8.

THE FAMOUS " LONDON DINNER ” OF 5 COURSES AT 3s.
FROM 4 TILL 8 DAILY.

LADIES' DINING SALOONS AND LAVATORIES.
Handsome Smoking and Billiard Saloons. Open on Sundays from Six p.m .

" THE LONDON ” LUNCHEON BAR, ENTRANCE IN BASEMENT, CHANCERY -LANE .

Sales by Zuction .

INTAL

Legal Notices . | TIMBER, STANDING OR FELLED
VALUED OR PURCHASED .

T AW . - PUPILS. - A Solicitor (University
Man ), in good Practice, offers great facilities to MARTIN R . COBBETT, IMR. MARSTS REGISTER of LANDED

L ESTATES , Town and Country Residences, and
Gentlemen (reading for the Bar or other Legal Examina .
tions ) wishing to combine practical with theoretical legal ENGLISH AND FOREIGN TIMBER MERCHANT, property of every description, is published monthly, and
knowledge . - D . C ., " Messrs . Reynell and son , 44, Chan . may be obtained at the offices of Mr. A . M . YETTO (late

ST. THOMAS-STREET, LONDON , S. E . Mr. Marsh ), Auctioneer, Land, and Estate Agent, 54 ,
cery.lane.

Cannon .street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on appli

DRELIMINARY EXAMINATION for An Estimate given free forany quantity , however small or dation .
or large, in any part of the United Kingdom .

SOLICITORS. - A Clergyman whose Pupils have Surrey .-- A valuable Freehold Residential Property , eligibly

never failed to pass at their first attempt PREPARES SYCAMORE AND LIME TIMBER WANTED. situate in a favourite and select locality, posseasing every
CANDIDATES for the above Examination very speedily . facility for railway communication , being within half an
--- For particulars address the Rev. A . P . READ, M . A ., St. THE SANS-PLIS SHIRT. hour' s rid . by rail, and a distance of twelve miles by road ,

James's College, Downs- road , Clapton, E . from the metropolis . The situation of the property is

M
extremely picturesque, and the neighbourhood in which itREGISTERED Nov. 1848 .R . E . H . BEDFORD, Author of the “ In . is placed is surrounded by the best society . It comprises

termediate Examination Guide," " The Intermediate Specially adapted to meet the wasta a superior residence of handsomeelevasion, erected within
Examination Guide to Bookkeeping, " and Editor of " The the last ten years at considerable expense for the occupa

Preliminary, " " Intermediate , " and " Final, " has CLASSES
of tion of the owner, and contains eleven bed chambers.

daily reading at his Chambers, 9 , King' s Bench - walk , BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS
dressing rooms, three reception rooms, billiard room , con .

Temple, for each of the Examinations. servatory , and well - arranged domestic offices. The

and grounds are laid out with great taste , and embrace an
TNTERMEDIATE and FINAL EXAMINA area of 18 acres. The property is adapted forthe residence

GENTLEMEN OF SEDEXTARY PURSUIT
TIONS for SOLICITORS . - Mr. J . ERLE BENHAM , of a nobleman , banker , merchant, or private gentleman .

who has compiled Note-books on Common Law , Equity , M R . MARSH is favoured with instructions
Conveyancing, X ., especially for his own Pupils, has Ease Combinedwith a Perfect Fit.

M to SELL by AUCTION , at the Guildhall Coffee
CLASSEs Reading for Easter anı Trinity Terms. Among houge , Gresham -street, at Twelve for One o 'clock , on
his recent pupi.s were the article i cerk of an Intermediato Patterns and Particulars ofMeasure THURSDAY, MAY 91, the above desirable RESIDEN
and Finalexaminer, and the nephew of arother. -- 3 , Pump ment free by post . TIAL PRUPERTY, situate and known as River-hill, Wor .
court , Temple, (ir to the care or messrs. BUTTERWORTH , 7 ,
Fleet-street, Her Majesty 's Law Publishers.

cester-park , near Ewell and Kingston, and within easyBURDEN AND KEER pach ot Epsom .

TO SOLICITORS. - Office for PATENTS , 51, CONDUIT-STREET, BOND-STREET, Particulars and plans may shortly be obtained of Mr.
A , M . YETTS (late Mr, Marsh ), No. 51, Cannon -street. E . C .

5 , SERLE STREET, LINCOLN'S -Ixx, W . C .
Messrs. DAVIES and HUNT, Patent Solicitors , continue to New Bond-street.- Very valuable Business Premixes , let at

procure BRITISH and FOREIGN PATENTS , & c . . at IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE £1000 a year, and nearly equal to Freehold, held of the
most moderate charges , and to SOLICITORS at agency rates . COMPANY (Established 1803 ). City of London , at a trifling ground -rent, on lease renew .

Nolicitors and intending Patentees should obtain their 1. Old Brond -street, E . C ., and 16 and 17, Pail-mall, S . W . able for ever. Preliminary

“ HANDBOOK FOR INVENTORS" gratis on application Capital, 21,60 ,000 . Paid -up and Invested , £700,000 . MESSSRS. HARDS, VAUGHAN and JEN
or by letter, E COZENS SMITH , General Manager . KINSON are instructed to SELL by AUCTION , at

LONDON GAZETTE ( published by Authority ) M110 the MART, on TUESDAY, the 31st MARCH , at TwoTQUITABLE REVERSIONARY
LONDON and COUNTRY ADVERTISEMENTOFFICE o 'clock , & very valuablo PROPERTY, nearly equal to Free

No. 117 , CHANCERY LANE, FLEET-STREET.
INTEREST SOCIETY.. hold , occupying one of the finest positions at the West

10 , Lancaster-place, Strand. end , and known as 97 , New Bond -street. The premises
UTENRY GREEN , Advertisement Agent, Established 1825 . Capital paid -up, 2480,000 . are of modern erection , most substantially built of stone
II begs to direct tho attention of the Legal Profession to This Society purchases Reversionary Property and Life In and brick , and finished throughout in a costly manner .
the advantages of his long experience of uprcards of trenty . terests, and grants Loans on these securities . Forms of The upper portion consists of four floors, comprising apart .
five years, in the special insertion of all pro formá notices, Proposalmay be obtained at the office. ments and suites ofchambers , elegantly decorated and fitted .
& c ., and hereby solicite their continued support. - N . B . One F . S . CLAYTON , The ground floor consists of shop , with handsome plate .
copy of advertisement only required, and the strictest care C . H . CLAYTOX. ] Joint Secretaries. glass front, three large and several smaller show rooms, the
and promptitude assured . Officially stamped forms for ad . whole covering an area of about 5000 feet. There is exten .

vertisements and file of London Gazette kept. By appoint TONEY, TIME, AND LIFE sive cellarage in the basement. Let to Messrs. B . Taylor

ment ARE LOST IN THE EVENT OF and Sons , the well -known cabinet makers and upholsterers

ACCIDENTAL INJURY OR DEATH . (who sublet the upper portion of the house to yearly tenants
TUSTICE ROOM , MANSION HOUSE. Provide against these losses by a Policy of the at high rentals , on lease for a term of 30 years from 1870 .
J Chief CLERK to the Lord Mayor. - The General Pur RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE COMPANY at the moderate rent of 21000 per annum . The lensees

poses Committee of Aldermen will meet at Guildhall, on having paid a considerable premium , and since expended a
AGAINST ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS.

FRIDAY, the 20th day ofMARCH instant, at 12 o 'clock , to large sum in extensive improvements and enlargement of
THE OLDEST AND LARGEST ACCIDENTAL ASSURANCE COMPANY,

receive APPLICATIONS for the above Office . The salary the premises, the property may now be considered worth a
Hon . A , KINNAIRD , M . P ., Chairman ,

of the office (to be fixed by the court of Aldermen on the much larger rental, and may confidently be recommended
recommendation of the above Committee will be a sum PAID UP CAPITAL AND RESERVE FUND £140,000. to trustees and capitalists as an investment of the first

not exceeding £1000 per annum . Candidates must be duly ANNUAL INCOME £160,000 . class. May be viewed by cards only, to be obtained of the
qualified members of the legal profession , and all applica . £810 , 000 have been paid as Compensation . Auctioneers .

tions must be made in writing and sent to the Town BONUS ALLOWED TO INSURERS OF FIVE YEARS ' STANDING , Particulars and conditions of sale of
Clerk' s Office , not later than 11 o ' clock a m ., on the above Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local CHARLES H . GATLIFF, Esq., Solicitor, 8 , Finse
day, endorsed " Applica :ion for Chief Clerkship .” Further Arents , or bnry. circas ;
particulars may be obtained at the Town Clerk 's Office, 64, CORNHILL, AND 10, REGENT-STREET, LONDON at the Mart ; at the Auctioneers' Offices, 62, Moorgate
Guildhall. EC MONOKTON . WILLIAM J . VIAN , Secretary . street , E . C ., and Greenwich, S . E .
Guildhall, 2nd March , 1874,

ANNUITIES AND REVERSIONS. VESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and
POROUGH OF DOVOR, in the County of - FARMER ' S LIST of ESTATES and HOUSES

AW REVERSIONARY INTEREST
KENT. to be SOLD or LET, including Landed Estates, Town and

PEIROE,Mayor .-- NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN , That SOCIETY, Country Residences, Hunting and Shooting Quarters ,
the Court of Quarter Session of the Peace of and for the 68 , CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON . Farms, Ground Rents, Rentcharges , House Property , ana
said Borough and the Liberties of the same, will be holden Investments generally , is PUBLISHED on the first day of

CHAIRMAX . - Alfred H . Shadwell, Esq .
before HARRY BODKIN POLAND , Esquire, Recorder of each month , and may be obtained , free of charge, at their

DEPUTY -CHAIRMAN - H . Cecil Raikes, Esq ., M . P .the said Borough , at the Court Hall, of and in the said Otficos, 80, Cheapside, E . C ., or will be sentby post in return
Borough , on MONDAY, the soch day of March instant, at Reversions and Life Interests purchased . Immediate and for two stamps . Particulars for insertion should be
tke hour of Ten o 'clock in the forenoon , at which time and Deferred Annnities granted in exchange for Reversionary received not later than four days previous to the end of the
place all persons bound by recognizance or that have any and Contingent Interests . precedingmonth .

other business to do at the said Session are hereby required Loansmay also be obtained on the security of Reversions, Valuable Reversionsupon the death of a lady now in theAnnuities, Immediate, Deferred , and Contingent, and alscto attend.
Appeals will be first heard , and Notice of every Appeal

73rd year of her age to €1750 and £2532 188. 5d . S per Cent.
| Endowmerts, granted on favourable terms. Console , standing in the names of two trustees of unintended to be tried mustbe given to the Clerk of the Peace Prospectuses and Forms of Proposal, and all further infor.
mation , may be had at the office .Two clear Days at least before the Session doubted responsibility .

LEDGER, Cle. k of the Peace, C . B . CLABON , Secretary . MESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and
Dovor, 7th March , 1874. M FARMER will SELL, at theMART, on TUESDAY,
N . B . - Personshaving Traverses to try at the said Session , TAW UNION FIRE AND LIFE MARCH 31, at Two, in two lots, the ABSOLUTEREVER :

are to give eight days' notice of trial, and the like notice is INSURANCE COMPANY. SION to a SUM of £1750 , part of £2532 138 . 5d ., an tundi.to be given in all cases of appeal not provided for by the Chief Office . - 126, CHANCERY -LANE LONDON , W . O . vided moiety of £5065 68. 10d . L3 per Cent. Consolidated
12th and 13th Victoria , chapter 45 , or by any other Act of Capital. - ONE MILLION STERLING . Bank Annuities, expectant on the death of a lady born in

Parliament . Fully subscribed by upwards of 400 Shareholders, nearly all 18012 , subject to suocession duty at 1 per cent. ; also an un
of whom are members of the Legal Profession . divided moiety of the sum of £6005 6s, 100 , £3 per Oent.

CHAIRMAN . - Sir William Foster, Bart., Norwich Consolidated Bank Annuities, expectant on the death ofMo SOLICITORS, STATIONERSIDEPUTY-CHAIRXAN .- James Cuddon , Esq ., Barrister-at. the same lady , and subject also to succession duty at 1 per
BROKERS, & c . Law , Goldsmith 's -building , Temple . cent.

Her Majesty ' s Commissioners of Inland Revenue now The Capital subscribed and Funds in hand amount to Particularsof
accept Cheques of the Cheque Bank (Limited ) in payment upwards of £1,330 ,000 , affording unquestionable security . Messrs. PATTISON, WIGG , and Co ., solicitors, 50,
for Slamps . The Directors invite attention to the new Form of Life Lombard -street ; of
The attention of Solicitors, Brokers, Law Stationers, and Policy , which is free from all conditions. Messrs. THOMPSON and DEBENHAM , solicitors,

others, is directed to the safety and convenience of this The Company ADVANCES Money on Mortgage of Life Salters' Hall, Cannon -street ;

mode of payment, in lieu of Cush . Interests and Reversions, whether absolute or contingent. and of the AUCTIONEERA , 80 , Cheapside, Lcndon .
For further information apply personally, or by letter, at Prospectuses, copies of the Directors' Report , and Annual

the Offices of the Chegne Bank , at Pall Mall East, S . W . , or Balance Sheet, and every information sent post free on ap - Printed and published by HORACE Cox, at 10 , Wellington
124, Cannon -street, E . C . plication to street, Strand, London, W C ., in the County of Middleses .

S . J . NICOLLE, Secretary. FRANK M 'GEDY , Actuary and Secretary . - Saturday, March 14, 1871.
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Partnerships,Wanted and Vacant.

ayton -streetshish Churchalar
y

expector

Money,Wanted and to Jend. IT AW . - WANTED, by the Advertiser , a RE
U ENGAGEMENT as & Conveyancing or General
CLERK . Can draw Drafts and prepare Abstracts, ind

THE IMPROVEMENT of LANDED | T AW . - WANTED, by a Solicitor especially well acquainted with the routine of a solicitor's office .
ESTATES. - The LAND , LOAN , and ENFRAN . U experienced in Conveyancing, a Junior PARTNER - Capable o managing under supervision . - Address " E . T ., "

OHISEMENT COMPANY (incorporated by special Act of SHIP , Onewhere sole management is required preferred . 14, York -terrace, Cheltenham .
Parliament) ADVANCES MONEY - Address " Lex, " Post-office , Chapelallerton , near Leeds.

Ist . - To the Owners of Settled and other Estates, for T AW . - Advertiser (aged 24 .admitted ) seeksthe Erection of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES , TAW PARTNERSHIP . - A Gentleman U an ENGAGEMENT in a Country office as Managing
and for the DRAINAGE, IRRIGATION , ENCLOSING ,

U (aged 23 ) desires to ENTER into PARTNERSHIP CLERK under supervision . Has had four years ' experienceCLEARING , and general Improvement of LANDED Pro of general Country practice. Good references. - Address
perty in any part of the United Kingdom : with a London Solicitor advancing in years and of large

practice . State terms, and address " G . W , " 6 , Belvedereand . - To the Owners of Settled Estates in England , for
" R . G . B .," 10 , Belle Vue-terrace, New Town, Sou: h --

the ERECTION or COMPLETION of MANSIONS ,
ampton ,villas, Belvedere -road , Upper Norwood .

STABLES, and OUTBUILDINGS :
Srd . To Landowners xenerally . to enable them to sub

T AW . - WANTED, by Advertiser (aged 24 ) ,
I AW PARTNERSHIP . - WANTED, by a U SITUATION as Assistant Common Law andscribe for Shares in Companies for the CONSTRUCTION Gentleman of Experience, now Managing CLERK General CLERK , or to assist generally in an office . Five

of RAILWAYS and NAVIGABLE CANALS, which will I to a well known City Firm , & PARTNERSHIP in & City
beneficially affect their Estates :

years' good, charucter from a firm of eminence. Good
Firm , ofgood General Practice. - Address " M ." (No. 1616 ),

4th . - TO INCUMBENTS , for the Improvement of their 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W . C . writer. Salary moderato. - " B .,” 8, Vincent-terrace, Isling.
ton , N .GLEBE LANDS, by Drainage , and the Erection of FARM

BUILDINGS and COTTAGES : T AW . - WORKING PARTNERSHIP in TAW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman (aged
5th . - To COPYHOLDERS for the ENFRANCHISE Town or Country . WANTED by a Solicitor , of eightMENT of COPYHOLD LANDS . 26 , married , recently admitted ) a SITUATION , as

years ' standing. Advertiser would take the entire manage. Conveyancing orGeneralCLERK , under supervision , in a
The amount borrowed with the expenses would be charged ment of Chancery, Common Law , and Bankruptcy . A six

on the estate benefited , and repaid by a rentcharge, termi respectable firm , London preferred . Does not mind work .
months' preliminary Managing Clerkship not objected to .nating in twenty - five years. Salary moderate, experience being the chief object ; good
- Address " K . E ., Messrs. Evison and Bridge, Law references. - Address " F . " (No. 1613 ), 10 , Wellington -street ,

NO INVESTIGATION OF THE LANDOWNER 'S Stationers, Chancery -lane. Strand , W . C .
TITLE IS NECESSARY.

Forms of application , and all further particulars,may be TAW PARINERSHIP or CLERKSHIP . T AW . - WANTED , a SITUATION as
obtained of Messrs. Rawlence and Squarey , 22, Great George WANTED by a Gentleman , & CLERKSHIP in & CLERK ; conversant with general business of
street, Westminster , S . W ., and Salisbury ; of Messrs. thoroughly respectable office , with a view to Partnership . Country Solicitor's office ; can assist in abstracting and
Ashurst, Morris , and Co., Solicitors, 6, Old Jewry , London , Advertiser bas, in addition to his legalknowledge, a special drawinx ordinary Deeds. - Apply J . L . WALKER, Church
E . C . ; of Messrs . Gillespie and Paterson , W . S ., 81A , George acquaintance with Agricultural and Stewardship matters, street, Holbeach , Lincolnshire .
street , Edinburgh , agents for the Company in Scotland ; and it is probable he will be able to introduce at no distant
and at the Oifices of the Company as below . period somesuch business. Highest references. - Address T AW . - WANTED, a Managing CLERK

T . PAIN , Managing Director. * F . J .. " Messrs. Dawson and Sons, 121, Cannon -street ,
EDWIN GARROD , Secretary. London , E . C , I SHIP in Conveyancing, Chancery, Executorship,

Land, Lonn , and Enfranchisement Company, Accounts, and all Country General Practice . Age 40

No. 29. Great George-street, Westminster, S . W . T AW . - WANTED, by a Solicitor (Admitted married. - Address “ Y ." (No. 1616 ), 10, Wellington -street,
U 1870 ), who served his Articles in the office of a first Strand , W . C .

M ONEY. - £5000, and several lesser SUMS, class Conveyancing Firm at Brighton , and who has since

U are ready to be ADVANCED on real securities. his Admission held a Clerkship in the same office, to PUR T AW . - A Solicitor, well up in Practice,
Apply Mr. THORNEY, Solicitor, Hull. CHASE a SHARE of a COUNTRY PRACTICE , Sussex particularly Chancery, Common Law , Bankruptcy.

preterred . Highest references riven and required .-- Apply Criminal Law and Advocacy, desires a General Managing
MONEY. - £8000 TRUST MONEY jeady by letter to " E , H ., ” 203 , School- hill, Lewes, Sussex . CLERKSHIP . Aged 28. - Address " B . " (No. 1616 ), 10 ,

1 to be ADVANCED on MORTGAGE of LAND or
Wellington -street, Strand, w . o .

HOUSES.- - ROBINSON and Sox , Solicitors, Beverley . TAW . - A SOLICITOR of middle age,
U carrying on an extensive general practice is open to TAW . - WANTED shortly, a Managing

M ONEY. - £35 ,000 at 95 per Cent. RE . negotiate with a younger man for a PARTNERSHIP, Conveyancing CLERKSHIP . without supervision ,
IT QUIRED on MORTGAGE of Buildingsand Land either at once , or after a preliminary clerkship . No one in a first- class country office. Liberal salary expected .

would be suitable who is not an able and energetic munior
valued at £30 , 50 ). - JAY and SUDBURY, Solicitors, Hereford | Advertiser is a sound English Churchman - Address

business, well up in his profession , of gentlemanly demen. “ Clericus," 11, Clayton -street, Birkenhead .
MONEY. - TO SOLICITORS. - WANTED. nour, and high moral character . A Nonconformist pre .

ferred . No capital or premium desired . -- Address " W . , T AW . - A Gentleman (aged 24 ), whose terms
V by a Connt- y Solicitor, to BORROW £500, to be used | 219, Vercury Office, Leede.

as Capital in his Business . In consideration of the Loan U of articles will expire 25th inst., desires an EN
GAGEMENT as Conveyancing or Goneral Managingthe Advertiser would appoint the Lender his London Agent
CLERK . Highest references as to character anal qualif .

and also on terms to be agreed on , give him a Share of the Situations, Wanted and Vacant.Profits of the Business . - Apply by letter to " P . Q ." (No. cations. Moderate salary . -- Address " H . W . " Post office ,
Duke-street, Manchester -square , W .

1616 ), 10 , Wellington.street, Strand , w . C .
T AW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman (aged

M ONEY. - TO CAPITALISTS, SOLICI-ID I AW COSTS . - WANTED , by an experi
22 , recently admitted ),' a SITUATION in a small

TORS , and OTHERS. - Mr. THOMAS CLARKE, Office to as - ist the Principal. Good references. - Address I enced Bill CLERK, & RE-ENGAGEMENT in an
Architect and Surveyor. 44 , Ludgate -hill, has clients F . WILKINSON and Sox, 49 , Coleman -street, E . O . Office of extensive practice . The Advertiser also possesses
owners of properties , andwho are desirous of BORROWING a thorough knowledge of Conveyancing and Chancery

apon same by way of MORTGAGE, at varied interest, T AW . - WANTED by Advertiser (aged 28 ), business. Salary moderate. - Address " LEX " Snelling 's

and will be glad to hear from Capitalists, Solicitors, and Library, Old Kent- road , S . E .
of fifteen years ' experience, a General CLERKSHIP .others having trust or other moneys to lend . where Articles may be had on easy terms. Good references . TAW . - WANTED shortly, a SITUATION

- " J . R ., " (No. 1615 ), 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W . O .MONEY. - TO SOLICITORS and Others. U by a good Copying, Engrossing, and General CLERK .
MONEYWANTED, on MORTGAGE on ordinary T AW . - WANTED , a SITUATION as | Thoroughly acquainted with general office business. Eight

years in present situation , Age 21. Churchman . Salarylong Leasehold Property , in good repair, in SUMB of £500 to | Conveyancing or Managing CLERK , with a view to£2000, for terms of three to five years, at 5 per cent. - ad 30s. Highest references. - Address " Lex," Post-office ,
Co- partnership . -- Address " N ., " Newton - terrace , Potter

dress " M . R .," care of Steel and Jones, Advertising Wimborne.
newton, Leeds .

Agents, Spring -gardens, S . W .
T AW . - WANTED , a Bill and General I AW - A Solicitor Articled in one of the

MUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION CLERK . - Apply by letter, stating age , and salary re U best City Firms, admitted eight months, desires a
Conveyancing CLERKSHIP , under supervision . Able to(Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1850), 14, Rus. ) quired , toMr. W . L . Chew , Solicitor, 23, Swan -street, Man assist in other departments if necessary . Highest refer

Bell- street, Covent- garden , London, and 38 , Ship -street, chester.
Brighton , ADVANCES MONEY upon Personal Security, ences. Salary moderate. - Address " F ., " Messrs . Witherby,

Bills of Sale , Deeds, & c ., repayable by instalments .
Newman ' s - court, Cornhill ,I AW - ABills Solicitor, recently admitted , a

promptly discounted . Forms free on receipt of stamped U Graduate and Clement's -inn Prizeman , who served I AW - A Gentleman ( B . A . of Cambridge,
envelope. C . R . WRIGHT, Secretary. his article with a firm in large general practice, desires &

CLERKSHIP (London preferred ), - Address " Y . Z .," 7 , recently admitt d ), who can command some capital.

MONEY ADVANCED at a Day 's Notice York -street, Newcastle-upon - Tyne.
desires a CLERKSH P , under supervision , in a respectable

London Firm , ot ei ae years' standing, with a view to a1 ( from en upwards ) to respectable householders in

the London District upon MORTGAGE of their FURNI. T AW . - WANTED , a RE -ENGAGEMENT Partnership. - Apply Z .," 8 , Great James-street , Bedford
TURE without removal, repayable by easy instalmente . U se Common Law and Chancery Managing CLERK . row , W . 0 .

No charge of any kind unless money advanced. As this does thoronghly experienced in Court and Chamber Practice , T AW - A Gentleman (aged 22), just servednot emanate from an agent, applicants must apply personally can act without supervision . - " Lex , " 73, Newman -street ,
to Mr. BAUGHAN ,34, Southampton -buildings, Chancery-lane. W . three years in Country Office of General Practice .

The public are cautioned against paying preliminary fees to wishes to TRANSFER his ARTICLES to a London Solici
pretenders, T AW . - ABLE MANAGING CLERK . -- A tor in good business. Willing to work . No premium given .

Solicitor of large practice in the Eastern Counties Salary expected.-- Address " B . A . C .," care ofMessrs. Daw
would be willing to grant ARTICLES , without premium , son and Sons, News agents, 121, Cannon - street , London ,I EGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY. I to a really able man of experience. - Apply to " c .” (No. E . C .

U Mr. C . E . MASON , AUDITOR , LIQUIDATOR. and 1616 ) , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , W . O . IT AW . - Book, Bill, and General CLERK ,ACCOUNTANT, 30 , Essex -street, Strand, London T AW . - WANTED , by a Solicitor (30 years I open to RE-ENGAGEMENT, Kain's system , good
T AW . - PROCESS SERVED and INQUI. of age, and experienced in the general business of a Accountant. Well -up in Country routine, including

L RIES MADE for the Legal Profession , by a Young
Country Solicitor's Office ), a Managing CLERKSHIP , if Magisterial. . .Good references i married . Age 30. - Ad .

dress “ O . 0 . " (No. 1616 ), 10. Wellington -street , Strand ,

Man of experience. Reference to solicitors - Address
with prospect of Partnership preferred . - Address " L . "
(No. 1618 ), 10 , Wellington-street, Strand, W . C ." B . N .,” 70, Bartholomew -road , N . W .

London , w . č . '

T AW . - WANTED, by Advertiser, a SITUA T AW . - CONVEYANCING, BOOK
TAW COSTS AND ACCOUNTS. U TION as General CLERK, seven years' experience, U KEEPING, and CASHIER . - Advertiser, having had

U EDWARD J. FARRIES, Costs Draftsman , 4 , College thoroughly acquainted with the general business of a good experience in these branches and Country generalPrac
Hil. City , late Gresham House, Estimates for Drawing solicitor's office - Apply to ' 'XY. Z ." (No. 1616 ), 10, Wel. tice, desires & Permanent ENGAGEMENT to Manage

Costa Town or Country . References to firms of highest lington -street, Strand, W . C . under supervision , or take a Department. Age 27. Excel.
standing. lent references. Salary £100 to £120. Neighbourhood of

T AW . - A Solicitor , of extensive Practice , Cheshire or South Lancashire ; Liverpool notobjected to.
TAW COSTS. - J. HARCOURT SMITH , I wishes to RECOMMEND to a CLERKSHIP (with Address “ C . D .” (No. 1616 ), 10, Wellington -street, Strand,

U Costs Draftsman and Accountant, having had or without supervision ) & Gentleman who served his

twenty years ' varied experience, DRAFTS and SETTLES Articles with him , and passed his final examination last T AW . - COPYING CLERK WANTED in a
COSTs in all Courts, and matters in Town and Country . term . - Address “ Q ." (No . 1615 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Country Office . Should understand Accounts.
References to eminent London and provincial firms. - Strand, W . O . Apply to " N . " Post -ofice, Swindon , Wilts, stating age, & c .
Offices : 5 , King -street. Cheapside, E . O . T AW . - WANTED , by a Gentleman , who TAW - WANTED , a Common Law CLERK
TAW COSTS AND ACCOUNTS . – J. bag passed his Final Examination , & General who has had good general experience, and could

1 SIMMONS and Co ., Costs Draftsmen and Account CLERKSHIP , under supervision , in a respectable firm , undertake Bankruptcy busines. - Apply to TIXLEY, ADAX
ants (established 1845 ), par icularly invite attention to either in Town or Country . Country preferred . Salery SON and ADAMSON , Solicitors , North Shields.
their arrangements for the preparation of costs of every moderate, experience being the chief object. -- Address

description , requiring no supervision ; also to the import | " J . S ., " 40, Chancery -lane, London , W . O . T AW . - WANTED, immediately , in the
Ance of having them perfectly prepared, to avoid losses TAW . - COUNTY COURTS. - Advertiser U
which in a business of moderate extent only may be found

officeofMessrs. Telley and Co., of Falmouth , Solicitors ,
an efficient General CLERK . Must engross well , - Appli

great, but in one of extensive practice excessive . A very requires & SITUATION as General and County cants should state age and salary expected .moderate commission charged , which would be found to be Court OLERK . Can manage a County Court, and make
oonsiderably more than covered by a careful settlement of no returns without supervision , - Addross " Z ., " 3 , Carleton

such bills.---48, Watling-street, E . O , terrace , Redhill . ' SITUATIONS VACANT continued on next page.
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Legal Notices.

JOINT-STOCK COMPANIES.

T

1

T AW . - WANTED, immediately, a Copying mo SOLICITORS, STATIONERS,
U and Engrossing CLERK , in a Country Office. A BROKERS, & c .

permanency for a good Clerk . - Address " F . M . " (1615 ), 10 , Her Majesty' s Commissioners of Inland Revenue now
Wellington -street, Strand ,WC. TAW .- PUPILS . - A Solicitor (University accept Cheques of the Cheque Bank (Limited ) in payment

Man ), in good Practice, offers great facilities to for Stamps.
T AW . - ARTICLES. A large City Firm , Gentlemen ( reading for the Bar or other Legal Examina The attention of Solicitors, Brokers, Law Stationers, and

with varied and extensive Practices in Town and tions ) wishing to combine practical with theoretical legal others, is directed to the safety and convenience of this

Country, have a VACANCY for an Articled PUPIL . knowledge.-- " D . C .," Messrs. Reynell and Son , 44, Chan . mode of payment, in lieu of cash .

Premium and salary & matter of arrangement . -- " Zeta , " cery - lane. For further information apply personally, or by letter, at

Messrs. Reynell and Son , 41, Chancery-lane. the Offices of the Cheque Bank, at Pall Mall East, S . W ., or
DRELIMINARY EXAMINATION for 24, Cannon -street, E .C .

T AW . - WANTED, in a County Court or S . J. NICOLLE. Secretary.SOLICITORS. - A Clergyman whose Pupils have
Justices' Clerk ' s Office , a CLERK , whomust be tho never failed to pass at their first attempt PREPARES

roughly acquainted with the system of making the County CANDIDATES for the above Examination very speedily . To SOLICITORS, FIRE AND LIFE
Court Returns. - Address, stating age, references, and - For particulars address the Rev. A . P , READ, M . A ., St. 1 ASSURANCE SOCIETIES, PUBLIC COM .
salary required , to “ W .," 45, Lincoln's Inn Fields. James's College, Downs- rond , Clapton , E . PANIES, AND OTHEKS. - New Bridge-street Chambers.

- To be LET, first- class SUITES of OFFICES on theT AW . - WANTED, immediately, in the TAW EXAMINATIONS. - A GENTLEMAN first , second, and third floors of excellent newly-decorated
U Country, an expeditions Copying and Engrossing at the BAR (Bachelor of Laws in Honours ) premises ; also excellent cellarage, with offices on base
CLERK . Good character indispensable . - Apply , with age, PREPARES , in Chambers or through the post, for ment. - Full particulars of Messrs. DEBENHAM , TEwsos,
terms, and references, to " . W . F .” (No. 1616), 10 , the INCORPORATED LAW SOCIETY , the BAR , and and FARMER, 80, Cheapside.
Wellington-street , Strand , W . C . LONDON LL . B . References to former and presentpupils

will be given . - Address “ LL. B .," care of Messrs . Reeves
T AW . - WANTED, a MANAGING CLERK , I HAMBER OF COMMERCE,

and Turner Law Booksellers, 100 , Chancery -lane, W . O .
145, CHEAPSIDE,in the north of Fngland, capable of taking charge of a DRELIMINARY, INTERMEDIATE , and

County Court, Magisterial, Conveyancing,and other general LONDON , E . C .

attorneys ' work , under the supervision of the principal. FINAL EXAMINATIONS for SOLICITORS . - Mr.

Salary £150. - Apply “ Lex ” (No. 1616 ), 10, Wellington J . ERLE BENHAM (Author of Several Works), whose ROOMS FOR MEETINGS.
street, Strand, W .c. _ Pupils have always achieved great success, has CLASSES

reading for these Examinations. For innumerable refe
T AW . - WANTED immediately, in the Office rences to M . P .s , Q . C . s , & c ., address to 3, Pump-court , Superioracoommodation on the Ground Floorforholding

of a Clerk to Guardians, a CLERK , competent to Temple, or to the care of Messrs. BUTTERWORTH , 7, Fleet Meetings of Creditors , Arbitrations, & c ., at reasonable
keep the Union Accounts, without supervision , and to street, Her Majesty's Law Publishers. terms. Conveniently situated , lofty light, well -ventilated ,

assist in the general office work . - Address by letter only, and quiet.
TEGAL EDUCATION . – Mr. T . DEstating age, experience , salary required , and references, to Apply to COOPER, CRAIG , and CRAIG ,on the premises .

Messrs . COPEMAN and Sox , Solicitors, Loddon . Norfolk . COURCY ATKINS , Student to the Four Inns of
Court,and late Reader in Roman Law at University College,

T AW . - WANTED , a CLERK , in a Country hag FORMED CLASSES for the Study of the Subjects COX' S LAW OF
office near London , to conduct under the principal required for the Examination ( 1874) of the Inns of Court,

the business of a small Union , and assist generally in the the Incorporated Law Society , and the London University .

office. - Apply to “ R . A . S .," 8 , Brownlow -street, Bedford Private Pupils received for the systematic Study of every

row , London . branch of English Law , of Roman Law , and General Juris
prudence . - For particulars, apply at 3 , New -square, Lin

TAW COSTS. - WANTED, at once , in an The SEVENTH EDITION of thecoln ' s - inn ,

U office of large practice in the provinces, an ex LAW PUPILS . -- A BARRISTER, who hasperienced CLERK , to assist in the Bill department.--- Apply, ITAW OF JOINT STOCK COMPANIES
stating age, salary, experience, where previously employed , U with almost uniform success, prepared nearly one | AND OTHER ASSOCIATIONS ; comprising the
& c., to " Ä , X ., " Messrs. Waterlow and Sons, Birchin - lane, thousand Students for ExaminBtion prior to Admission as whole of the New Law relating to the Abandonment of
London . Attorneys, many ofwhom obtained a Prize or Certificate of Railways and the Winding -up of Railway Companies,

Merit, including two Clifford ' s- inn Prizemen , RECEIVES as contained in the Statutes relating to Joint- StockTAW .- WANTED, by a Gentleman who PUPILS for Intermediate or FinalExaminations, to whom Companies , the General Orders and Rules of the Court
he devotes five hours daily . Fee moderate . For particulars ,U has passed his final examination , a General CLERK of Chancery, and Decisions of the Courts of Law and
or an interview , address " Mr. J .,” Messrs . Stevens and

SHIP (under supervision ) in a respectable firm in the Equity ; together with the Industrial and Provident
Sons, Law Booksellers, 119, Chancery - lane, W . C . -

country . Salary nominal, experience being the chief object . Societies Acts , and County Court Orders thereon , the Stan .
N . B . Classes are forming, limited in number, for the ensuing

-- Address " A ., Hooper and Son, 69, Ludgate -hill, Lon naries Act and Rules, with Notes as to the Mode of Proce
don , E . O . Easter, Trinity, and Michaelmas Terms. dure under them . By EDWARD W . COX , Serjeant-at

mo SOLICITORS. - Office for PATENTS, Law , Recorder of Portsmouth .
I AW . - WANTED immediately, in a

Seventh Edition , by
CHARLES J. O 'MALLEY, LL. B ., Barrister-at-Law , of

5 , SERLE-STREET, LINCOLN ' s -IXX, W . C .Lancashire office, a General CLERK . Must be will the Middle Temple .
Messrs. DAVIES and HUNT, Patent Solicitors , continue to

ing to make him seli generally useful, and able to assist in Price 21s., cloth .procure BRITISH and FOREIGN PATENTS, & c .. at
the duties connected with the office of Magistrates' Clerk . mostmoderate charges, and to SOLICITORS at agency rates.
- Address , stating age and salary , to " B . B . " (No. 1616 ), 10 , London : LAW TIMES Office , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand ,

Solicitors and intending Patentees should obtain their
Wellington -street, Strand, W . 0 . " HANDBOOK FOR INVENTORS" gratis on application

T AW . - WANTED, a Common Law and or by letter, TUSTICES CLERKS ACCOUNTS. A
U Conveyancing CLERK ; one accustomed to assize I LONDON GAZETTE (published by authority ) and Journaland Cash Book , prepared by Mr. GEORGE

and arbitration business , and who can take the entire super | LONDON and COUNTRY ADVERTISEMENTOFFICE O . OKE, of the Mansion House , London , for Justices'

vision in the absence of the principal. - Address, with testi No. 117, CHANCERY -LANE, FLEET-STREET. Clerks' Accountof Fees received by them . The headings

monials, age, and salary required , to Mr. WATTS, Law are : Date - Subject of Entry - Fees earned - Fees debited
Stationer . 54, Bank -street, Sheffield , LENRY GREEN , Advertisement Agent, in Ledger - Ledger Folio - Ourrent fees received - Fines,

I begs to direct the attention of the Legal Profession to fees, & c ., credited - Ledger folio - Fines, fees , & c ., repaid
TAW . - WANTED immediately , in a Solici- the advantages of his long experience of upwards of twenty . Office expenses. Prices : One quire, 58 . ; two quires , 8s. ;

tor' s office in the Country, an active Managing five years , in the special insertion of all pro formá notices, three quires, lls . ; four quires, 14. . ; five quires, 178. ; six
CLERK , with a view to a Partnership , a young gentleman , de., and hereby solicits their continued support.- N . B . One quires, 208 . ; half-bound , or in sheets unbound' ss. per
recently admitted, if otherwise qualified wonld be preferred . copy of advertisement only required , and the strictest care quire.
Premium moderate . - Address " M . C ., " care of Messrs. and promptitude assured . Officially stamped forms for ed . London : H . Cox, 10, Wellington -street , Strand.
Waterlow and Sons, 21, Birchin -lane, E . C , vertisements and file of London Gazette kept. By appoint.

ment
TAW . - WANTED, in the Country, a good SOLICITOR' S CASH BOOK. - A Cash Book

Copying and Engrossing CLERK , who can put Plans for Use of Solicitors, showing at a glance receipts and

on Deeds. It is requested that only those who have been LOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT and PILLS. payments on cash account, bank account, business account,

accustomed to a lar e office and are willing to make them L - Colds, Coughs, Shortness of Breath . - These cor and private account. Price, with explanation , in sheets ,

selves generally useful will apply . Address with particulars rective remedies are invaluable for pectoral complaints, 38 . 6d . per quire, or bound in extra forril, of the following

- " Z .," Messrs.Wodderspoon, 7, Serle-street, Lincoln 's- inn . which , neglected , otten end in asthma, bronchitis or con. thickness : one quire, 108. ; two quires, 138. 6d . ; three
sumption . The ointment well rubbed upon the chest and quires , 178. ; four quires , £l ls . ; five quires, £1 5s . ; six

TAW , - ARTICLES of CLERKSHIP - A back , penetrating the skin , is carried directly to the lungs , quires , £l 98 .

I Solicitor, with a rising Practice in the City of West. whence it expels all impurities. All the blood in the body The author says : " It is very simple , and with a little

minster , has a VACANCY for an Articled CLERK . Pre .
attention it will be found to work well ; I have long prosedoonstantly passes through the lungs, and there all noxious

mium not an object if Advertiser can meet with a Gentle particles tending to produce disease, can be quickly , it to do so." May be obtained direct , or throngh any book
man willing to devote himself to business . - Address thoroughly, and permanently neutralised, rendered harm . seller by order.

" C . F .” (No. 1616 ), 10 , Wellington -street , Strand , W . C . less, or ejected from the system , Holloway's Ointment and London : H . Cox , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, W . O .
Pills perfectly accomplish this purification ; and through

T AW . -- CONVEYANCING CLERK the blood , thus cleansed , the influence of these wonderful BOOKS FOR ARTICLED CLERKS.
WANTED . He must be competent to undertake medicaments reaches the remotest parts of the human Sent free by post on receiving price of Book.body , and thus cures all diseased action , whether internalthe ordinary detail work of Conveyancing , without super

vision . - Apply , stating age, qualifications, previous engage or external. THE ARTICLED CLERK 'S HANDBOOK,
ments , salary required, & c ., to " A . and Z .," 314J, Oxford containing a Course of Study for the Preliminary,
treet, w . SPANISH FLY is the acting ingredient in Intermediate , and Final Examinations of Articled Clerka,

ALEX . ROSS ' S CANTHARIDES OIL , which and the Books to be read , & c ., being a Complete Guide toT AW . - WANTED, in London Office, al speedily produces Whiskers and thickens Hair. 88. 60 . the Candidate 's Successful Examination and Admission,
Copying CLERK , must write a good hand, and ALEX . ROSS , 248, High Holborn , London . By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq ., Author of the “ Digest

understand the routine of a Solicitor' s business. Also a UTAIR CURLING FLUID , 248, High of Examination Questions." Fourth Edition. ByGEORGE

Junior Oopying Clerk , who knows the offices well, and can BADHAM , Esq ., Solicitor. This is designed asan Appendix
attend ordinary gommonses in Chancery and Common Law , il Holborn , London . - ALEX . ROSS' S CURLING to the " Answers to the Examination Questions." Price

and is willing to make himself generally useful. - Apply in FLUID curls Ladies' or Gentlemen ' s Hair immediately it 9s, cloth .
own handwriting , stating age , references, and salary ex is applied . Sold at 3s. 6d. ; sent free for 54 stamps.
pected . to " Beta , " Messrs Witherby and Co ., Law Sta Y REY HAIR , 248 , High Holborn ,London . A LECTURE delivered before the Hull Law
tioners, Newman ' s-court, Cornhill, E . O . ALEX. ROSS ' S HAIR DYE produces a perfect Students' Society on the Course of Reading for the

T AW . -WANTED, a thorough practical colonr immediately it is used . Price Ss . Bd . ; sent by post | Final Examinations of the Incorporated Law Society.
or 54 stamps . By Dr. ROLLIT. Price 25 .

I Common Law and Chancery CLERK , to transact all
Outdoor Business , under directions ; and a General Clerk, COUGHS, COLDS, ASTHMA,
with a good knowledge of the Procedure in Bankruptcy
and Elementary Conveyancing Practice (Shorthand Writer
preferred ). Admitted Attorneys need not apply . - Applica R RONCHITIS, and NEURALGIA ,

A DIGEST of the EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS in Common Law , Conveyancing, and

tions, stating age and full particulars, including salary re . Equity, from the commencement of the Examinations in
quired, to be addressed to " H .. " care of Messrs. Witherby R . J. COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORO . 1836 to Hilary Term , 1872, with ANSWERS ; also themode
and Co., Newman 's -court, Cornhill. DYNE , a few dores quite effectual. - -Caution . - The of proceeding, and directions to be attended to at the Ea.

extraordinary medicalreports on the efficacy of Chlorodyne amination . By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq ., Author of
TAW . -- OPEN COMPETITION for an

render it of vital importance that the public should obtain " The Articled Clerk 's Handbook.” Seventh Edition , by
u Assistant CLERKSHIP in the OFFICE ofWOODS. the genuine, which is protected by a Government stamp, GEORGE BADHAM , Esq ., Solicitor. Price 16s, cloth .

- An Open Competition for one SITUATION will be held bearing the words “ Dr. J . Collis Browne's Chlorodyne."in London and Edinburgh on TUESDAY, the 21st of See decision of Vice - Chancellor Sir W . Pace Wood the

APRIL , and following days, Age 23 to 80 . Knowledge of Times, July 16th , 1864. Numerous testimonials from
Scotch Law and Scotch Legal Procedure required . Com eminent Physiciansaccompany each bottle . T EGAL MAXIMS, with Observations and
mencing salary £300 a year. Applications for the regala | Cases.From W . O . Wilkinson , Esq ., F . R . C . S ., Spalding.tions and neco sary form should be made at once to the

In Two Parts, Part I. One Hundred
I" Secretary ," Civil Service Commission , London, S . W . " I consider it invaluable in phthisis and spasmodio Maxims, with Observations and Cases, Part II. Eight
cough : the benefit is very marked indeed. " Hundred Maxims, with Translations . By GEORGE

I AW . - WANTED, in an Office, twenty Dr. M 'Millman of New Galloway, Scotland .
FREDERICK WHARTON Attorney -at-Law . Price 108. 6d .
cloth

miles from London , a Managing CLERK , competent " Iconsider it themost valuable medicine known."
to render efficient assistance to the Principal, and conduct Sold in burties, ls . 1 d ., 28 . 9d ., and 43.6d . by all chemists.

H . Cox, 10, Wellington -street, Strand .
the business in his oc sional absence . Also a General Sole manufacturer, J . T . DAVENPORT, 33, u reat Russell
OLERK , accustomed to Union and Local Board accounts . street, London , W . C . Just published , price £1 Ils . 6d., 12mo, pp . 1100, the Second
A knowledge of Shorthand desirable , but not indispensable , Edition of

- Address , stating age, condition , whether admitted , pre TAMAR INDIEN . the only Medicine / DORIA and MACRAE' S LAW AND
vious engagements, and salary , to " C .. " Messrs . Kingsford PRACTICE IN BANKRUPTCY : under the Proadmitted to International Exhibition 1872, a Laxative,and Dorman ' s, 23, Eesex -street, Strand, London , Refreshing , and Medicated Fruit Lozenge, the Immediate visions of the Bankruptcy Act, 1869 (82 & 33 Vict . c . 71) ;

Relief and Specific Cure of Constipation , Headache, Bile, the Debtors' Act 1869 (82 & 83 Vict. c . 62) ; and the Bank

TURKEY CARETS. TRELOAR andand Hæmorrhoids, & c . " Tamar, " unlike pills and the usual ruptcy Repealand Insolvent Court Act, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict.
I SOXS receive frequent consignments of Turkey, Indian purgatives, is agreeable to take, and never produces irrita 0 . 83 ) and all the Cases and Decisions of all the Courts

and Persian Carpets, which they can offer at advantageous tion . 28 . 6d . per box ; post free ya . extra . - E . GRILLON , down to the present time. By A . A . DORIA , of Lincoln 's

prices. Brussels Carpets (special office patterns) in great 22, London Wall, E . 0 . ; also of BARCLAY and Sons, and inn , Esq ., B . C . L ., Barrister-at- Law .
variety . - Ludgate Carpet Warehouse, 69, Ludgate-hill , E . C . of all chemists , London : LAW TIMES Office, 10 . Wellington -stroot, Strand .

Muired, and Ebort. - N . B . One

ments and assured.

veyanciness need notludingwitherby
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THE QUEEN, L THE FIELD,
THE LADY'S NEWSPAPER ,

Country Gentleman's Newspaper,
SATURDAY, MARCH 21. OF

SATURDAY,MARCH 21,
Power:

A FICHU MANTELET.

Now ready, 442 pp., large post Svo., price 10s . 6d ., postage
6 d . extra , VOLUME II , of

W HAT AM I ? A Popular Introduction
V to Mental Philosophy and Psychology. By

EDWARD W . COX, Serjeant-at- Law .

OF Vol. II, THE MECHANISM IN ACTION .
CONTENTS :

CHAP CHAP.

1 . Introduction . 16 . Of Artificial Somnam .
CONTAINS : 2. Of the Intelligent Motive bulism : VI. Ecstacy .

Force . 17. Of Artificial Somnam
The Girls ' Home. 3 . The Conditions of Ex bulism : VII. Healing
Exhibition of Pictures at Manchester , istence .CONTAINS :Women in Business . 4 . The Mechanism in / 18. or Artificial Somnam .
Five o ' clock Tea . The Athletic Season . Health . bulism : VIII. Super
Causerie de Paris. Cafés for the People . 5 . Of Sleep . " sensuous Perception .
An Egyptian Almeh , with Illustration . Doings of the Oxford and Cambridge Crews. Of Dream . 19. Of Artificial Somnam
A Flower of the Campagna , with Illustration , Bristol and Windsor Steeplechases, 7 . Or Some of the Pheno bulism : IX . Thought
The Coming of Age of the Prince Imperial. Anticipations of Liverpool and Lincoln Meetings. mena of Sleep and Reading.
Her Majesty 's Opera. Sale of Baron Rothschild ' s Horses . Dream . 20 . Of Trance. .

Hunting Notes from Leicestershire, Ireland, & c . Of Delirium , 21. Of Unconscious Cerebra
Coursing Meetings in Ireland and Scotland. Of Insanity . tion .
Ornithological Rambles in Spain . Of Natural Somnam . 22 . Of Psychic Force.

CUT PAPER PATTERN OF Collected Observations on British Bats . bulism . 23. Of Psychic Force : I. The
Nesting Habits of the Australian Coot. 11, Of Artificial Somnam . Proofs .

Woodcock and Snipe Shooting. bulism : I. The Condi. 24. of Psychic Force : II. Its
Salmon Fishing on the Thurso. tion . Physiology.
The Irish Salmon Fisheries. 12. Of Artificial Somnam - 23 . of Psychic Force : III.
A Day' s Shooting on the Thames . bulism : II. Clairvoy The Directing Intelli
The Gameof Lawn Tennis . ance . gence .

DRESS AND FASHION : The Parisian Fashions (from our Athletic Sports at Oxford and Cambridge . . Of Artificial Somnam Other Paychic Pheno.

own Correspondent). - Toilette de Promenade ; Fichu Yacht Building at Wivenhoe. bulism : III. The mena : 1. Communi.

Mantelet ; Demi- Saison and Costume de Ville ; House The English Oricketers in Australia . Mental Phenomena . cated .

Toilettes Spring Indoor Costumes ; Spring Promenade Northampton Dog Show . 14. Of Artificial Somnam - | 27. Other Psychic Pheno.
Toilettes, & c ., with Illustrations. Light versus Heavy Bicycles .

bulism : IV . Catalepsy. mena : II . Experi

Diseases in Horses' Feet . 15 . Of Artificial Somnam . ments .
THE WORK TABLE. - Lace - Antique and Modern , with Emigrant Fields of North America . bulism : V . Insensi The Summing Up

Illustrations : Brush Rack and Bracket : Medallion ; Sydney BotanicalGardens. bility and Unconscious 29. Conclusions,
Crochet Yak Lace for Trimming Spring Dresses ; Crochet Farm Agreements. ness ,

Edgings ; Rosettes ; Borders, & c., with Illustrations. Colonialand Foreign Agricultural Statistics . London : LONGMAN and Co., Paternoster -row .
THE HOUSEWIFE. - Domestic Cooking and Warming Strawberry Culture .

Apparatus, with Ilustrations : Notes and Queries : The Breeding of Dragon Pigeons. MHE IDSTONE PAPERS. - A Series of
Answers . Cuisine : On some Uses of the Pig ; Notes and

Billiards, Chess, Cards, Archery, Croquet, Golf, Foota 1 Articles and Desultory Observations on Sport andball .
Queries ; Answers . Things in General, written originally for the Field news.

Price 6d. By post, 6 d . paper .
The Drama. Music and Musicians. Gazette des Damer , CONTENTS :

The Tourist. Pastimes. The Library . The Exchange. FIELD OFFICE, 346, STRAND , LONDON , W . C
Personal. The

1. Agricultural Labourers.
Boudoir . Court Chronicle. Society. | 21 . Shooting in Alderney.

Obituary.
The Rough Rider, 22 . Shirkers.

3 , The First of May.
In post 8vo., price 6s. 6d .,

23. Our Black Heath ,

Notes and Queries on Dress, Work , Music, and other 4 . " Strictly Confidential." 24 . Traps and Oalls .
subjects useful and interesting to Ladies . Shooting Dress. 25. Northward .

All the Fashionable intelligence of the Week . Some Old Portraits . 26 . A Bright October .
Dens and Sanctums. 27. Varied Shooting .

Price 60. ; Post Free 71d. 8 . The Rat-catcher . 28 . The End of the Season .
. Early Morning in Londo 29 . On Beating for Game.

May be had of News Agents, Booksellers, and at the Rail The Earth -stopper . ( 1 .) Flapper Shooting .
way Stalls. The Shooting Pony. (2 .) Partridge Shooting

LETTERS TO A LAW STUDENT. . Whistle and Whip . ( 8 .) Hares.
OFFICE : 346 , STRAND , LONDON , W . C . 13. Old Traps and Spring Pheasant Shooting

BY EDWARD guns.W . Cox, Serjeant -at - Law . ) Wild Fowl,

NEW EDITION OF SAUNDERS'S LAW OF . 14 . Tom Free, the Hard- rid (6 .) A ByeDaywith the
BASTARDY. ing Farmer. Gun.

15 . Expecting Brown . ( 7 . ) Driving Deer .
THE LAW and PRACTICE of AFFILIA . NOTICES OF THE PRERS. 3. Brown in the Country . (8 .) The End of the
I TION , containing the Bastardy Law Amendment " He lays down rules which every studentmust appreciate. I . The Earth • stopper' s Season .

Acts 1872 and 1878 , the New Forms jus issued by the Local and he adduces examples that cannot fail to make a lasting Feast. 80. Land Valuers and Stew .

Covernment Board , and all the Decisionsupon the subject . impression ." - Lincoln Mercury . . The White Snipe. ards.

By THOMAS W . SAUNDERS, Barrister-at- Law , Recorder " Instructions remarkable for their sound common sense." 9. Swans and Eagles. 81. Snipe Shooting.

of Bath , Sixth Edition . Price 6s. 6d ., cloth . - The Sun . 1 . The Philosophy of Mis
bing .

London : Law Times Office, 10 , Wellington-street, Strand / LAW TIMES Office, 10 . Wellington -street, Strand, W . C . London : HORACE COX, 846, Strand, w . . .

THE ARTS OF READING ,WRIT)

AND SPEAKING :

c
o
n
o

LAW OF ELECTION PETITIONS, WITH ALL THE DECISIONS.

THE

LAW & PRACTICE OF ELECTION PETITIONS,

WITH ALL THE DECISIONS,
INCLUDING THE

LAW AND PRACTICE OF REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS, PARLIAMENTARY AND MUNICIPAL,

THROUGHOUT GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

By EDWARD W . COX ,
Serjeant-at- Law , Recorder of Portsmouth ,

AND

STANDISH GROVE GRADY, Esq .,
Barrister -at-Law , Recorder of Gravesend .

FIRE The work comprises : The Representation of the People Act 1867 ; The Registration Act 1868 ; The Corrupt Practices Ac
1868 ; The Ballot Act 1872 ; incorporating the Reform Act and all the Statutes ; and the decisions of the Court of Common

Pleas upon Appeal to 1873, with instructions for the management of Elections in Counties, Cities, and Boroughs, for themanage

ment of Registration , and for Returning Officers, with Precedents of Books, Forms, & c . And The Law and Practice of Munici.

pal Elections. ALSO A CHAPTER ON

THE LEGAL PRINCIPLES RELATING TO CORRUPT PRACTICES AT ELECTIONS

AS LAID DOWN BY THE JUDGES UNDER THE ELECTION PETITIONS ACT 1868,

• By F . O . CRUMP, Esq., Barrister-at-Law .

TWELFTH EDITION . PRICE 20s., CLOTH .

LONDON : “ LAW TIMES” OFFICE , 10, WELLINGTON-STREET, STRAND, W .C .
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servatory, and well reception rooms, willbed chambers,
area of isare laid out withnged . domestis kotiroom , con :

EQUITY IN THE COUNTY COURTS :

Sales by Suction . Just published , second edition with emendations, MHURCH PREFERMENT WANTED
price 78 . 6d .

PATRONS or SOLICITORS interested in the SALE
(privately ) of ADVOWSONS, PRESENTATIONS, orMR. MARSH ' S REGISTER of LANDED | BLACKSTONE ECONOMISED :
District Churches (either with deferred , or the prospect of

ESTATES, Town and Country Residences, and BEIXG A COMPENDIUM OF immediate , possession ) are advised to communicate (confi.

property of every description , is published monthly, and dentially ) with Mr. W . EMERY STARK , F . R . G . S ., & c ..

may be obtained at the offices of Mr. A . M . YETTS (late THE LAWS OF ENGLAND who is enabled , through his extensivo connection and

Mr. Marsh ) , Auctioneer, Land, and Estate Agent, 54, manyyears' exclusive attention to these importantmatters,

Cannon -street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on appli.
TO to give valuable assistance. - Offices : St. Paul's -chambers ,

eation . THE PRESENT TIME. No. 23 (removed from 27 ), Bedford -street , Strand, W . C .

Surrey . -- A valuable Freehold Residential Property , eligibly By DAVID MITCHELL AIRD , Esq ., Barrister-at- Law .
Actuarial Tables for valuing Adrorsons, Nert Presentiunione,

situate in a favourite and select locality , possessing every " A most admirable work for law stndente, compendious
facility for railway communication , being within half an Manorial and Corporation Rights , Church and Copyhold

and on an excellent plan ." - Daily Telegraph. December
hour's ride by rail, and a distance of twelve miles by road , 29th , 1873. Enfranchisements. Renewal Fines, Heriots, de.

from the metropolis . The situation of the property : s London : LONGYANG,GREEN, and Co., Paternoster-row . NOPIES of the 4th Edition ( 1859 ), price
extremely picturesque, and the neighbourhood in whicbit V 33 . hd ., of the above entitled Manualon COPYBOLD
is placed is surrounded by the best society . It comprises BY AUTHORITY.
a superior residence of handsomeelevation, erected within and CHURCH PROPERTY, by

Will be ready on March 23,
the last ten years at considerable expense for the ocorre ARTHUR SCRATCHLEY, M .A .THE REVISED EDITION OF THEtion of the owner, and contains eleven bed chambers , (Author of the " Treatise on Benefit Building Societies " )

dressing rooms, three reception rooms, billiard room , con 1 STATUTES , Vol. V . (59 Geo . 3 to 4 Geo . 4 , A . D . 1819
may be obtained of Messrs. LAYTOX, 150 , Fleet-street,

servatory , and well - arranged domestis offices. The to 1823) . Prepared under the Direction of the Statute Law
London .

grounds are laid out with great taste, and embrace an Committee, and Published by the Authority of Her
area of 18 acres. The property is adapted for the residence Majesty' s Government. Imperial 8vo ., cloth boards.

ds. mo BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS, andof a nobleman , banker,merchant, or private gentleman . Price 258.

M R . MARSH is favoured with instructions EYRE and SPOTTISWOODE, Her Majesty 's Printers, East L LAW STUDENTS. - A number of valuable LAW

L to SELL by AUCTION, at the Guildhall Coffee
Harding-street, Fetter -lane, London , E . C . and all ' BOOKS for SALE . - For ca alogue and price apply to
Booksellers . “ Lex ," 39, Highbury- quadrant, N .

honga . Gresham -street, at Twelve for One o 'clcek , on
THURSDAY, MAY 21, the above desirable RESIDEN
TIAL PROPERTY . situate and known as River- hill, Wor. Now ready, 12mno., price 129.6d., cloth .cester -park , near Ewell and Kingston, and within easy
reach of Epsom , THE SECOND EDITION (greatly enlarged and almost entirely re-written ) of

Particulars and plans moy shortly be obtained of Mr.
A . M . YETIS ( late Mr. Marsh ,No. 51, Cannon-street. E . O .

VESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and
M FARMER'S LIST of ESTATES and HOUSES

to be SOLD or LET, including Landed Estates, Town and A MANUAL OF THE

Farms, Ground Rents, Rentcharges, House Property,ang PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF THE COUNTY COURTS IN EQUITABLEInvestments generally , is PUBLISHED on the first day of
each month , and may be obtained , free of charge, at their PROCEEDINGS,Offices, so , Cheapside. E . O ., or will be sent by post in return
for two stamps. Particulars for insertion should be including the powers given by the Friendly Societies Acts, the Charitable Trusts Acts, the Companies Acts,
received not later than four days previous to the end of the

and all other subjects of Jurisdiction not included under the heads of Common Law , Admiralty, and
Bankruptcy , with a Chapter on the Probate Jurisdiction conferred by the Acts of 1858 and 1873 , and Forms,

Edgware-road . - Freehold ground rent of £120, with valuable Tables of Costs, and Lists of Fees.
reversion after nineteen years .

MESSRS. PHILIP D . TUCKETT and CO . By HENRY FREDERICK GIBBONS, LL. B .,
W will SELL by AUCTION , on TUESDAY, MARCH

AND
31, the very handsome FREEHOLD SHOP, known as 158 ,
Edgware-road, having a frontage of 19ft. and a depth of NATHANIEL NATHAN, B . A ., Barristers-at-Law .1201t. ; occupied by Messrs. Garrould , the well-known
drapers, leased for a term , ofwhich nineteen years are un .
expired , at £120 a year, but worth a rental of several hun LONDON : HORACE COX, 10, WELLINGTON-STREET, STRAND, W . C .
dreds a year.

Particulars of
Messrs. MASTERMAN , HUGHES, MASTERMAN , Will be published on the 28th inst., price 6s.,and REW , Solicitors, No. 26 , Austin -friars ;

or ofMessrs . PHILIP D . TUCKETT and Co ., Land Agents and
Surveyors, 104, Old Broad- street , E . C .

K nsington . - To Trustees , Capitalists , and others . - Vaio .
able Freehold GROUND RENTS, producing £1920 per

annum , and Three Freehold SHOPS, producing £250
per annum , formerly part of Lady Holland' s Estate

MESSRS.HORNE, EVERSFIELD , and Co .
L ave received instructions from the trustees of the

UРОХ ГНЕlate Henry John Bartley E a ., to SELL by AUCTION , at
the AUCTION MART, Tokenhouse-yard, London, at the
latter end of MAY next, the above valuable Freehold
Property, situate in Holland road , Russell-road , Elshan
road , Russell-gardens, Russell-mews, and Hansard .mewe,
Kensington .

Further particulars will shortly appear, Applicationsmay
ia themeantimebe rddressed to

Messrs. BARTLEY, SAXTON ,and MORGAN, Solici. Barrister-at-Law , Recorder of Bath .tors, 30 , Somerset-street, Portman -square, w ., and to
HORNE, EVERSFIELD , and Co., 86 , Parliament-street, E . W . ,
and 80, Fore -street, E . C . LONDON : " LAW TIMES ” OFFICE , 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND, W .C .

received nmonth .

round rent fearan

ON
A TREA TISE

WARRANTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS

SALE OF PERSONAL CHATTELS.
By THOMAS WM. SAUNDERS, Esq .,

THOMAS PRATT AND SONS,

CLERICAL TAILORS AND ROBE MAKERS,
KEEP A LARGE STOCK OF

ECCLESIASTICAL, LEGAL, AND UNIVERSITY GOWNS,

HOODS, SCARVES, STOLES, BANDS, COLLEGE CAPS, CASSOCKS, AND SURPLICES.

Court Robes and Dress Hats Lent. Presentation Robes at a short notice.

Just published, 8vo ., 1s.,sewed .
MHE TICHBORNE CASE COMPARED

WITH PREVIOUS IMPOSTURES of the SAME

KIND . By JOSEPH BROWN, Esq ., Q . C ., London ,

BUTTERWORTHS, 7, Fleet-street, Her Majesty's Law Pub
lishers.

CRAIG 'S BOOKKEEPING for SOLICI
U TORS, 1866. Price 1s . - Of the Author, ALFRED T .
CRAIG , Accountant, 9, King' s -road , Bedford -row , W . O .

MHE COMPANIES' ACTS 1862 and 1867 ,
Fourth Edition , now ready, price 2s. 6d ., in cloth , A

HANDY BOOK, by RICHARD JORDAN, containing all
the necessary information for the Formation and Manage .
mentof Public Companies, Instructions as to the Prepara
tion of the Memorandum and Articles of Association ,
Special Resolutions, Annual Returns, Books to be kept.
Liability of Members. Voluntary Winding -up, Notices for
*Gazette, " Table of Fees, Stamp Duties, & c.

London : STEVENS and Sons, 119, Chancery-lane, Fleet
street .

TLMER'S PRACTICE in LUNACY (New
Edition ), adapted to the Lunacy Regulation Acts

1853 and 1862, with Schedule and Notes of Cases and Deci.
sions, Duties of Committees of Person and Estata , Forms,
Costs, Statutes, General Orders and Index. Price 218 .,

London : STEVENS and Sons, 119, Chancery-la ne .
Price 18., by post ls. 2a .

PEAUTIES of FRENCH LITERATURE
D A Translation into English , by JAMES LOWE, of

the memoirs and letters of Madame de Sévigné and Madame
ja Duchesse D 'Orleans.

London : HORACE Cox, 10, Wellington-street, Strand, W . 0

22 AND 24 , TAVISTOCK STREET, COVENT GARDEN ,
AND

14 , SOUTHAMPTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON , W .C .

Clerical, Medical, and General Life Assurance Society,
cloth .

13 . ST. JAMES' S SQUARE, LONDON , S . W .

CITY BRANCH : MANSION -HOUSE BUILDINGS, E .C .

V O IT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

E DE AND SON,

ROBE MAKERS

By Special Appointment
TO HER MAJESTY, THE LORD CHANCELLOR,

The Whole of the Judicial Bench ,

Corporation of London , & c .

FINANCIAL RESULTS .
The Annual Income, steadily increasing, exceeds . .. . .. . £249,000
The Assurance Fund , safely invested , is over ...... 1 ,880 ,000
The New Policies in the last Year were 457, assuring . .. . .. . 304,457
The New Annual Premiumswere . .. .... .. . .. 9 .770

The Bonusadded to Policies in January 1872 was. 323,871
The Total Claims by Death paid amount to . ... .. .. ... .... .. .. ... .... ... .. .. .. .. 3 ,169,601

The subsisting Assurances and Bonuses amount to ....... . ..... 5 ,773,144

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES.

CREDIT of hall the firstufive annual Premiums allowed on whole-term Policies on healthy Lives not over
sixty years of age.

ENDOWMENT ASSURANCES granted , without Profits , payable at Death, or on attaining a specified age .
INVALID LIVES assured at rates proportioned to the risk .

CLAIMS paid thirty days after proof of death .

REPORT, 1873.
The Forty-ninth Annual Report just issued , and the Balance Sheets for the year ending June 30, 1873, 19

rendered to the Board of Trade, can be obtained at either of the Society's Offices , or of any of its Agents.
GEORGE CUTOLIPFE, ACTUARY AND SECRETARY.

COMMISSION . - 10 per cent. on the First Premium ,and 5 per cent. on Renewals, is allowed to Solicitors
The Comicission will be continued to the Person introducing the Assurance, without reference to the channe

through which the Premiumsmay be paid .

SOLICITORS' AND REGISTRARS' GOWNS.
BARRISTERS' AND QUEEN 'S COUNSELS' DITTO

CORPORATION ROBES.
UNIVERSITY AND CLERGY GOWNS, & c .

Established 1689.

94 , CHANCEBY-LANE, LONDON .
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HIGH CLASS BOOTS. THE NEW SYSTEM OF BUYING A

HOUSE WITHOUT HONEY .

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY ,
29 AND 30 , SOUTHAMPTOX.BUILDINGS,

CHANCERY LANE, LONDON .

PARTRIDGE AND COOPER
WHOLESALE & RETAIL STATIONERS,

192 . FLEET-STREET, AND 1 & 2 , CHANCERY-LANE , LONDON , E . C .

Carriage paid to the Country on Orders exceeding 20s.

DRAFT PAPER, 5s., 6s. 6d ., 7s. 6d ., 78. 9d ., and 9s . 3d. per
ream .

BRIEF PAPER , 158 . 6d . , 178. 6d., and 238. 61 . per ream .
FOOLSCAP PAPER , 10s, 6d ., 128. 6d ., and 158 . 6d . per ream ,
OREAN LAID NOTE, 38 ., 45., and 58 . per ream ,
LARGE CREAN LAID NOTE , 4s. 60. , 6s . 6d ., and 8s, per ream .
LARGE BLUE NOTE, Ss. Bd . , 4s, 6d . , and 6s. 6d . per ream ,
ENVELOPES, CREAM OR BLUE, 4s. 6d ., and 6s . 6d ., per 1000 .
THE " TEMPLE " ENVELOPE, extra secure , 9s . 6d. per 1000.
FOOLSCAP OFFICIAL ENVELOPES, 1s. 9d . per 100 .

THE NEW “ VELLUM WOVE CLUB -HOUSE ” NOTE ,

9s . 60 . per ream ,

“ Weshould direct particular attention to their New Club
honse Paper : in our opinion it is the very best paper we ever
wrote upon .” - London Mirror.

INDENTURE Skins, Printed andMachine-ruled , to hold twenty
or thirty folios, 2s , 3d , per skin , 265. per dozen , 125s . per
roll.

SECONDS or FOLLOWERS, Ruled, ls , lid , each , 22s. per dozen ,
1058 . per roll.

RECORDS orMEMORIALS, 7d. each , 6s . 6d . per dozen .

FIG . 1, Fig . 2 .
The normal condition of The perfect form of Shoes.

the Foot. a , b , c, d , Elasticated Leather .

DOWIE AND MARSHALL ,

455, WEST STRAND, LONDON ,

(Nearly opposite Northumberland House),
ESTABLISHED 1824,

BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS .

LEDGERS,DAY-BOOKS,CASH -BOOKS, LETTER OrMINUTE-BOOKS
An immense stock in various bindings.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE -LIST of Inkstands, Postage Scales
Copying Presses, Writing Cases, Despatch Boxes, Oak and
Walnut Stationery Cabinets, and other useful articles

adapted to Library or Office , post free .

IS MORTONDUNERAL REFORM . – The exorbitant
L items of the undertaker's bill have long operated as

an oppressive tax upon all classes of the community . With

8 view of applying a remedy to this serious evil the

LONDON NECROPOLIS COMPANY, when opening
their extensive cemetery at Woking, held themselves pre
pared to undertake the whole duties relating to interments

at fixed and moderate scales of charge, from which survivors

may choose according to their means and the requirements
of the case . The Company also undertakes the conduct of
Funerals to other cemeteries , and to all parts of the United

Kingdom . A pamphlet containing full particularsmay be
obtained , or will be forwarded , upon application to the
Chief Office , 2 , Lancaster-place , Strand , W . C .

(LIMITED)

LIVERPOOL
WAYLOR STREET

YON
ROO

MOST PERSONS ARE FAMILIAR with
what is known as the " THREE YEARS' SYSTEM ”

of the Pianoforte Makers, by which anyone who Hiies an
Instrument and pays the dire for that period , becomes the
ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE. Pre
viously to the introduction of this plan it was nimost as
difficult for those of limited income to buy a good PianofortA

8 IC BUY A HOUSE ; and persons went on year aiter

year, paying for the Hire of an lnstrument. and expended

as much money as would have bought the Pianoicr :
several times over.
What will hold good for Pianofortes will hold good for

HOUSES ; and there aremany who would no doubt AVAIL
THEMSELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY, if it was
attorded them , of becoming

THE OWNER OF A HOUSE
in the sameway as they have already becometheowner of
their piazoforte .

THE DIRECTORS
OF THE

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY

HAVE DETERMINED TO AFFORD
THE SAME FACILITIES FOR PURCHASING

HOUSES

As now exist for Buy ng Pianofortes,

A HOUSE being, however, a more expensive article to Pur

chase than a Pianoforte, the " Three lears' System ” will
not apply , excepting in a very few cases , so that u MORE

LENGTHENED PERIOD IS NECESSARY over which

the Timeof Hiring must extend .

In pursuance of this resolution

THE DIRECTORS HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTS
WITH

THE OWNERS OF HOUSES

In various parts of London , and its Suburbs, bywhich they
are enabled to afford to the

Members of the Birkbeck Building
Society

AND OTHERS

A very wide CHOICE in the SELECTION both of HOUSES
and the locality in which they are situated. The plan upon

which the Directors propose to proceed is

TO LET THESE HOUSES FOR A PERIOD OF
TWELVE-AND - A -HALF YEARS,

· At the end of which time, if the Rent be regularly Paid ,
THE HOUSE

Will become the absolute Property of the
Tenant

WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENT OF ANY KIND ,
IN ALL CASES

POSSESSION OF THE HOUSE

WILL BE GIVEN

WITHOUT ANY IMMEDIATE OUTLAY IN MONEY .

Excepting Payment of the Law Charges for the Title
Deeds, which in all cases will be restricted to

Five Guineas

BEYOND THIS SMALL BCN

NO PAYMENT OF ANY KIND

IS REQUIRED BY THE SOCIETY
BEYOND THE STIPULATED RENT, WHICH MAY
BE PAID EITHER MONTAYOR QUARTERLY .

THE REST PAYABLE BY THE TEXAXT

Includes Ground Rentand Insurance for
the Whole Term .

Although the Number of years for payment of Rent is fixed
at Twelve and - a -Haif,

A SHORTER PERIOD MAY BE CHOSEN AT AX
INCREASED RENTAL,

VAME

SIDNEY SEED

SOWER

( PATEXT) . Are Pire Resisting (see Testimonial).
They afford great advantages for agricultural use, being

For Florists and Small specially adapted to

Seeds, 2s, 6d , each. For COVERED FARM -YARDS, HAY BARNS,
Peas, & c., and Market CORN, CATTLE , and all kinds of SI ED

Gardens, 3s. 6d , each . DING , Temporary or Permanent.
F . M . & Co .'s Patent “ Iron Thatch Substitute " has been

To be had of all : Seeds .
awarded the Silver Medalof the Royal Agricultural Scciety
of England .

men , Ironmongers, and

General Shopkeepers in
the United Kingdom .

Attention is invited to F . M . & Co.'s

PATENT IRON ROOFING TILES OR SLATES
MANEY and CONNOR which effect a considerable saving in timber framir 8 as

compared with ordinary Slates,

FASHIONABLE TAILORS, Designsand Estimates sent on application

SCIENTIFIC TROUSERS MAKERS.
A LARGE VARIETY OF

ONDON OFFICE : 36 , PARLIAMENT-STREET, S . W .

NEW GOODS for COATS and TROUSERS THE TEMPLE
FOR THE SEASON .

315 , HIGH HOLBORN
LONDON.

(Four Doors East of Chancery-lane.)

T EFT-OFF CLOTHES. – Mr. and Mrs.
PHILLIPS , 31 , THAYER -STREET, MANCHES.

TER -SQUARE, LONDON , W ., are the Best BUYERS of
all kinds of LADIES' and GENTLEMEN 'S ATTIRE, Silk ,

Satin , Velvet, Brocades, Dresses, Court Trains, Antique
Lace , old English and Foreign China, Household Furniture,

Jewels , Plate, in fact every kind of Property for ready
cash . Ladies or Gentlemen waited on at any time or dis
tance. All letters receive prompt attention . Money orders
to any amount for Parcels frorn Town or Country. Estab
lished 1820. Ready money only .
Thousands of testimonials . The subjoined are copies :

" Gloucester , April 2 .
Mrs . A . N . writes : I have received your P . 0 . 0 . with

thanks for your liberality and attention , I shall recommend
all my friends. I have had business with others, but none
have given me so much satisfaction as you have."

" Brighton , May 4 .

Lady S . T . writes : - " I received the registered letter con .
taining the notes. I quite agree with Mrs . R . C . that you (TRADE MARK.)
are very straightforward in conducting your business. I
shall have great pleasure in recommending any friends who GREATCENTRAL WINE CELLARS,
may wish to dispose of their cast -off clothes that are too
good to give away. " 22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON

" Edinburgh, May 13 .

“ I send you a large box of clothes. I am quite satisfied (OPPOSITE CHANCERY-LANE) .

thatyou give the full value, as I sent the last you had ofme The Largest, Cheapest, and Best Wine Establishment into some other person first, and your price was much above the World .

their valuation . I leave it to you to sendme what you con .
sider the value of the present articles. I have recommended THE MOST NOTED VINTAGES,
you to my sister, Mrs, M , Y ., of Reading."
We are every day receiving the samekind of testimonials BY THE GLASS, BY THE BOTTLE,

which show that we do give the full value of all articles BY THE GALLON, BY THE DOZEN,

offered to us. If this is not sufficient to satisfy themost AND BY THE CASK ,

sceptical we challenge all dealers. We not only buy of
ladies and gentlemen , but our demand is so great that we AT WHOLESALE PRICES ;
purchase of the trade. Ladies and gentlemen , by disposing
of their property to us, get the best price , thereby saving & Or Packed in Hampers for Races and Picnics
second profit. Our only address in England is

81, THAYER-STREET, MANCHESTER-SQUARE ,
LONDON . THE GRIDIRON

CANADA : ST. PAUL -STREET, MONTREAL. Is now complete and in full operation ,
AUSTRALIA : MYER'S-STREET, SANDHURST, VIO .

TORIA : and
CHOPS, STEAKS, & c., & c., ONE SHILLING .

31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHESTER-SQUARE
Where all letters and parcels must be addressed. 22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON

Established 1820 . (Opposite Chancery-lane).

SEED

OR

A LONGER PERIOD AT A LOWER RENTAL ,
The Terms of which may be ascertained on application to

the Manager.

EFOOOO THE ADVANTAGES

OF THIS

New System of Purchasing a House,

MAY BE SUMMED UP AS FOLLOWS:

1. Persons of Limited Income, Clerks, Shopmen , and
others, may, by becoming Tenants of the BIRKBECK
BUILDING SOCIETY , be placed at once in a posiuon of

independence as regards their Landloru .

2 . Their RENT CANNOT BE RAISED .
9 . They CANNOT BE TUINED OUT OF POSSES.

SION so long as they pay their Rent.

4 . NO FEES or FINES of any kind are chargeable.
5 . They can leave the House at any timewithout notice ,

rentbeing payable only to the time of giving up possession ,

6 . If circumstances compel them to leave the House
before the completion of their Twelve - and a Half Years '
Tenancy, they can Sub -let the House for the remainder of
the Term , or they can Transfer their right to another
Tenant.

7 . Finally , NO LIABILITY or RESPONSIBILITY of
anykind is incurred , beyond the Payment of Rent by those
who acquire Houses by this New System .

The BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY have on their
List several HOUSES , which they are prepared to LET on
the TWELVE-AND- A -HALF YEARS' SYSTEM , and in
many cases Immediate Possession may be obtained .

The 'l erms on which Houses can be placed on this
Register may be obtained on application to

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager. .
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GRATEFUL – COMFORTING .

EPPS ' S COCOA .
BREAKFAST.

“ By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition , and by a careful

application of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa,Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured

beverage which may save usmany heavy doctors' bills.” — Civil Service Gazette.

MADE SIMPLY WITH BOILING WATER OR MILK .

SOLD BY GROCERS IN PACKETS ONLY, LABELLED

JAMES EPPS and CO., HOMEOPATHIC CHEMISTS,
48, THREADNEEDLE-STREET, AND 170, PICCADILL Y .

WORKS FOR DIETETIC PREPARATIONS, DIANA -PLACE, EUSTON -ROAD.

EQUITY AND LAW LIFE ASSURANCE

SOCIETY.

18 , LINCOLN 'S -INN -FIELDS, LONDON, W .C .

ESTABLISHED 1844 .

Trustees.

The Right Hon . Viscount CARDWELL, The Hon . the Vice-Chancellor Sir RICHARD MALINS.
The Right Hon . Sir WILLIAM ERLE. THOMAS GLOVER KENSIT , Esq.
The Right Hon . Sir JOHN TAYLOR COLERIDGE . JOHN MOXON CLABON , Esq.

ROBERT J. P . BROUGHTON , Esq.

Assets ... ... £1,020,298 New Business , 1873, Premium ... ... £17,849
174,303 Sums Assured ... 344,280

Increase of Assets ... 67,565 TotalSum Assured . ... 3,845,356

". ... ...
Income, 1873

THE BUSINESS OF THE SOCIETY includes the grant of Immediate Annuities, and the purchase of Absolute and Contingent Reversions.
The Reserve made at the last valuation was in excess of that required by the Seventeen Office s ’ Experience Table with Interest taken at 3 per

cent., the most stringent Table in common use .
Nine-tenths of the Total Profits are divided among the Assured . Considerably more than One-tenth of the Profits is derived from Policies

which do not participate in the Profits , so that the Assured have larger Bonuses than if they formed a Mutual Insurance Company, and received
the whole of the Profits derived from their own Policies.

The following Table shows the totaladditions,made up to December 31, 1869, to Policies of £1000 each :

NUMBER OF PREMIUMS Paid.

Ages at Entry.

Twenty-five. Twenty. Fifteen . Ten . Five .

1 10 0
£ 8 . d .

448 0 0
507 0 0

575 0 0

663 00

£ 8 .
354 10
392 0

444 0
530 10
707 10

d .
0
0

0
0
0

of B .
271 0

297 0
336 0
397 0
537 0

0
0
0
0
0
0

£ 8. d .
161 10 0

175 00
195 100
231 0 0
308 10 0

£ 8 . d .

77 0 0
85 0 0

99 100
134 0 0

G . W . BERRIDGE, Actuary and Secretary .

CLERGY
MENI

Moden ser una banding securitate
DELICAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY. T MPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE WONFORD HOUSE (Exeter.) - This

Established in 1797. COMPANY (Established 1803 ). Institution for the INSANE , offering great ad

70, Lombard -street, City ,and 57,Charing-cross,Westminster. 1, old Broad-street, E .C . and 16 and 17, Pall-mall, s .W . vantages to the middle and upper classes , is beautifully
Capital, £1,600,000 . Paid -1p and Invested , £700 ,000 situated near the city of Exeter. The building is spacious

DIRECTORS. Insurances against Fire on Property in all parts of the and handsome, and the ground extensive. - For terms apply
Henry R . Brand, Esq. - | Henry Lancelot Holland, world atmoderate rates of premium . Prompt and liberal to Dr. Lyle , Resident Medical Superintendant.
Octavius E . Coope , Esq ., Esq . settlement of claims. Policies falling due at Lady-day

M . P . Sir John Lubbock , Bart. should be renewed before 9th April, or the same will CLERGYMEN 'S , Professional Men 's, and
John Coope Davis, Esq . M . P . , F . R . S . become void . Military and Naval Officers' SONS are received at a

Henry Farquhar, Esq . John Stewart Oxley , Esq . E COZENS SMITH , General Manager . Clergyman' s SCHOOL, strictly limited to gentlemen , on
Charles Emanuel Goodhart, Benjamin Shaw , Esq .

specially reduced terms. - Address Rev . Master A . M . ( to
Esq . Dudley Robert Smith , Esq . ANNUITIES AND REVERSIONS.

Kirkman D . Hodgson , Esq. Marmaduke Wyvill , Esq . be forwarded ), Messrs. Dawson and Sons, 121, Cannon
AW REVERSIONARY INTEREST street, London , E .C .

M . P .

This Company offers SOCIETY , T INCOLN ' S -INN -CHAMBERS, 40 , Chan
COMPLETE SECURITY . 68, CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON . cery-lane.--Several SUITES of CHAMBERS, from

MODERATE RATES of Premium , with Participation in CHAIRMAN , - Alfred H . Shadwell, Esq . two to seventeen rooms each , with strong rooms, to be LET
Four- fifths or Eighty per cent. of the Profits, such profits DEPUTY -CHAIRMAN - H . Cecil Raikes, Esq ., M . P . in these fire-proof buildings, suitable for Barristers, Solici.
being either added to the Policy, applied in reduction of

Reversions and Life Interests purchased . Immediate and
tors, or other Professional Gentlemen , at moderate rents ,

premium , or paid in cash , at the option of Insured . including all rates and taxes. - -Apply to Mr. F . CHIFFERIEL
LOW RATES without Participation in Profits .

Deferred Annuities granted in exchange for Reversionary Law Stationer, 35, Caraitor-street, Chancery -lane ; or to the
and Contingent Interests.

LOANS Loansmay also be obtained on the security of Reversions.
" Porter, " on the Premises.

in connection with Life Assurance , on approved Security, in
Annuities, Immediate, Deferred , and Contingent, and also TIMBER, STANDING OR FELLED

sums ofnot less than 2500 . Endowments, granted on favourable terms.
ANNUAL PREMIUM Prospectuses and Formsof Proposal, and all further infor VALUED OR PURCHASED .required for the Assurance of £100 for the whole term of life: mation , may be had at the office .

0 . B . CLABON , Secretary. MARTIN R . COBBETT,
Without With Without With

Age. | Age .Profits . Profits . Profits , | Profits .
KINAHAN ' S · LL WHISKY. ENGLISH AND FOREIGN TIMBER MERCHANT,

£1 11 0 £1 15 0 £2 18 10 L3 6 5 ST. THOMAS-STREET, LONDON, S. E .
20 1 18 10 1 19 3 50 40 9 4 10 7

This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the
An Estimate given free for any quantity, however small or

30 1 2 4 0 2 10 4 60 6 1 0 6 7 4
very

or large, in any part of the United Kingdom .

CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES, SYCAMORE AND LIME TIMBER WANTEDAny Insured party may, if he think proper , pay thewhole
amount of premium required on a Life Policy in a few years In quality unrivalled , perfectly pure, and more wholesome
by increasing the annual payments according to a fixed than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the red seal, pink Printed and published by HORACE Cox , at 10, Wellingtos
table , after which he will have nothingmore to pay. label, and cork branded " Kinahan 's LL . Whisky.” - Whole street, Sirand , London , W . C .. in the County of Middiodex

ROBERT TUCKER, Secretary and Actuary. Bale Depot, 20 , Great Titchfield -street, Oxford -street, W . - Saturday , March 21, 1874 .

enust paymentingmore to patctuary.
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Money , Wanted and to Zend.

THE IMPROVEMENT of LANDED

TAW . - A Gentleman admitted 20 years T AW . - WANTED, by Advertiser (aged 24 ,
U and with great experience, wishes to PURCHASE a U admitted last Term ) A Conveyancing CLÈRKSHIP

Share, amounting from 8 : 00 to £300 per annum , in a good in Town or Country , or a Managing CLERKSHIP (under
Conveyancing and General Practice , or the Succession to & supervision ) in the Country. Salary moderate . Good

ESTATES -- The LAND . LOAN . and ENFRAN . like Practice . - Address VULPES (No. 1617) , 10, Wellington references . --Address " A . C . " (No. 1617 ). 10. Wellington

CHISEMENT COMPANY (incorporated by special Act of street, Strand,wo. street, Strand, W . C .
Parliament) ADVANCES MONEY T AW PARTNERSHIP. - A Gentleman of T AW . - WANTED, by a Solicitor (aged 25 ,

Ist. - To the Owners of Settled and other Estates, for
the Erection of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES , U ten years' active experience in the Profession , desires

admitted in 1871) , a Conveyancing CLERKSHIP in
and for the DRAINAGE, IRRIGATION , ENCLOSING , & PARTNERSHIP with a Solicitor having a good general LondonLondon . The Advertiser will undertake themanagementThe Advertiser

CLEARING , and seneral Improvement of LANDED Pro practice - Middlesex preferred . Good references given and of conof Conveyancing , and assist in Chancery and Common Law
perty in any part of the United Kingdom : required . - Address " Y . Z ., ” Mr. Amer, Law Bookseller , business. Salary £100 per annum . - Address " J . R ." (No.end . - To the Owners of Settled Estates in England , for Lincoln ' s - inn -rate . Carey -street, W . O . 1617), 10 , Wellington-street, Strand, w . .
the ERECTION or COMPLETION of MANSIONS,
STABLES, and OUTBUILDINGS : SAW PARTNERSHIP - Managing

T AW . - WANTED, by the Advertiser (aged
3rd . - To Landowners generally , to enable them to sub CLERKSHIP or Working PARTNERSHIP.

scribe for Shares in Companies for the CONSTRUCTION WANTED, by a Solicitor (age 36) , who has had the manage 22 ), a SITUATION in a Solicitor' s office. Can
of RAILWAYS and NAVIGABLE CANALS, which will mentof a Conveyancing and General Practice in the City . Abstract and draw ordinary drafte under supervision . Six
beneficially affect their Estates : Excellent business abilities and character, and good ad . years with present employers. Good references. Salary

Ath . - To INCUMBENTS, for the Improvement of their dress. Moderate salary required . - " Lex," is, Queen Mar. £80 . - Address " G . R . H ., " Post-office, Sleaford .
GLEBE LANDS. by Drainage, and the Erection of FARM garet' s - grove , Mildmay -park , N .
BUILDINGS and COTTAGES :

TAW PARTNERSHIP or PRACTICE .
T AW . - WANTED, a Conveyancing , Chan

5th . – To COPYHOLDERS for the ENFRANCHISE cery, or General OLERKSHIP, in the Country .
MENT of COPYHOLD LANDS. A young Solicitor, of great practical experience in i Liverpool preferred . Salary moderate, experience being
The amount borrowed with the expenses would be charged Conveyancing, & c ., of good position , and having a connec 1 the first object . Good references. Willing to work .

on the estate benefited , and repaid by a rentcharge , termi. tion in the Midland Counties , wishes to arrange for a Address " A A . " (1617 ) , 10, Wellington - street, Strand , W . C .
pating in twenty - five years, PARTNERSHIP in , or SUCOESSION to a well-estab

NO INVESTIGATION OF THE LANDOWNER' S lished Practice, or would Manage a Branch Office . Highest | T AW . - WANTED , a Managing Convey
TITLE IS NECESSARY. references, & c . given . - Present address “ R . W ., " Post

office , Southport. U ancing CLERKSHIP, without Supervision ; adver
Forms of application , and all further particulars,may be tiser is an efficient costs draftsman , and assist generally if

obtained of Messrs. Rawlence and Squarey , 22, Great George TAW PARTNERSHIP . - A Gentleman (aged required , thorough Churchman, udexceptionable referBtreet, Westminster , 3 . W ., and Salisbury ; of Messrs.
29 ), who is engaged as Conveyancing Clerk in a first ences. - Address “ CLERICUS, " 11, Clayton -street, Birken

Ashurst, Morris, and Co., Solicitors , 6 , Old Jewry, London ,
E . C . ; of Messrs. Gillespie and Paterson , W . S ., 81A , George clase Conveyancing office in the conntry , where he has seen

head .

street, Edinburgh , agents for the Company in Scotland ; much practice in connection with the family estates of the
nobility and gentry in the county and the general clients, I AW . - The Advertiser (aged 35 ), notand at the Offices of the Company as below .

T . PAIN , Managing Director. for upwards of four years . is desirous of obtaining a PART U articled, of considerable London experience in Chan
EDWIN GARROD , Secretary . NERSHIP in , or encceeding to , a well -established Convey . cery and Common Law , also conversant with Conveyanc

Land, Loan , and Enfranchisement Company , ancing Prac ice . - Address " Z .” (No. 1617 ), 10, Wellington . ing, desires an ENGAGEMENT. No objection to the
street, Strand, W . O .

No. 22, Great George-street, Westminster, S . W . country . Satisfactory reference - Address “ Lex," 31,
Finchley - road , Lorrimore-square , S . E .

M ONEY. - £5000 ,and several lesser SUMS, T EGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY. T AW . - WANTED, by the Advertiser, a REare ready to be ADVANCED on reel securities. U Mr. C . E . MASON , AUDITOR , LIQUIDATOR , and
Apply Mr. THORNEY, Solicitor, Hull. ACCOUNTANT, 30 , Essex.street , Strand . London. U ENGAGEMENT 08 8 Conveyancing or General

OLERK . Can draw Drafts and prepare Abstracts , andM ONEY. - WANTED , £14 ,000, at £5 per T AW . - PROCESS SERVED and INQUI. well acquainted with the routine of a Solicitor 's office .
RIES MADE for the Legal Profession, by a Young Capable o managing under supervision . - Address " E . T . .'

Il Cent. on MORTGAGE . Security undoubted . 14, York terrace, Oheltenbam .
Mr. ADDINBROOKE, Solicitor . Middlesbrongh . Man of experience. Reference to solicitors. - Address

“ B . N ., ” 70 , Bartholomew -road , N . W .

M ONEY. - £35 ,000 at £5 per cent. RE
TAW . - CHANCERY and COMMON LAW .

TAW . - TO COUNTRY SOLICITORS. A Managing Clerk , with thirty years' active experi
QUIRED on MORTGAGE of Buildingsand Lond A Solicitor desires to undertake London Agency ence , is willing to undertake both or either, without super

valued at $ 50 ,500 , - JAY and SUDBURY, Solicitors, Hereford
Business for Country Solicitors on very moderate terms, – vision , and, time permitting , to assist in managing gene
Address " Agent" (No. 1617) , 10, Wellington -atreet , Strand, rally . ' High testimonials as to ability and bona fides.

MONEY. - To CAPITALISTS. - ASSIST Address " G . C ." (No. 1617), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand,
AXCE is REQUIRED , in the development of an TAW COSTS. - The Advertiser will un - / W . c .

important invention for the economic production of iron . U dertake to Draw ARREARS of COSTS in Town or
- Apply to J . C . MEWBURN, Esq ., 160, Fleet -street, E . C . Country , charging . very moderate commission . - " Lex, ” T AW - WANTED, by a Solicitor (36 years

64, Great Russell-street. of age ), of great experience, good Conveyancer , 8c - .MUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION customod to the duties of Public Appointments and Adro .
1 (Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1850), 14 , Rus. TAW COSTS AND ACCOUNTS. cacy, & Managing CLERKSHIP in the Country ; CAD act

Bell-street, Covent-garden , London , and 88 , Ship - street, EDWARD J. FARRIES , Costs Draftsman, 4 , College without supervision . Salary mode ate . - Apply to “ Lex, "
Brighton , ADVANCES MONEY upon Personal Security , Hill, City, late Gresham House , Estimates for Drawing Messrs . Kerby and Endean , Booksellers, 190, Osford-street.
Bills of Sale, Deeds, & c ., repayable by instalments. Bills Corts Town or Country . References to firms of highest
promptly discounted . Forms free on receipt of stamped standing. T AW . -WANTED, by the Advertiser, a RE.
envelope. C . R . WRIGHT, Secretary.

TAW COSTS . - J . HARCOURT SMITH ,
U ENGAGEMENT as Common Law CLERK, or Com

mon Law and Chancery ; thoroughly understands the out
MONEY ADVANCED at a Day's Notice Costs Draftsman and Accountant, having had door business, and willing to assist generally ; twenty yean

(from £40 upwards) to respectable householders in twenty years' varied experience , DRAFTS and SETTLES in solicitor' s offices. Salary moderate . - Address " A . X ., "
the London District upon MORTGAGE of their FURNI. COSTS in all Courts, and matters in Town and Country . Manning's Library, Hornsey -road , N .
TURE withont removal, repayable by easy instalments . References to eminent London and provincial firms.
Yo charge ofany kind unless money advanced . As this does Offices : 5, King street. Chenpside, E . C . TA W . - WANTED immediately, by a
not emanate from an agent,applicants must apply personally TAW BOOK-KEEPING , byMr. G . J. KAIN , U Gent'eman, who passed the final examination last .
to Mr. BAUGHAX , 34, Southampton -buildings, Chancery -lane. Term , an ENGAGEMENT as Conveyancing or General
The public are cautioned against paying preliminary fees to U F . s . s ., of the firm of Kain , Bullen, Eldridge, and Co., CLERK , with or without supervision . Unexceptionalblo
pretenders. Law Accountants. THREE METHODS, viz ., single and references can be given ; country preferred . - Address " B ."

Double Column Systems ( in one volume) 78. 6 . ; Triple (No. 1617), 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .MONEY. – To SOLICITORS and BUILD . Column ' ninth edition ) , 68.
WATERLOW and Soxs, Birchin - lane, and London -wall.

ING SOCIETIES - MORTGAGE. - WANTED T AW .- An Experienced and Trustworthy
£2900 at 6 per cent., npon seven well-built ten -roomed U OLERK seeks ENGAGEMENT. He is a skilled
leasehold houses at Balham , held on separate leases direct Situations, Wanted and Oacant. ' Converancer, can take Charge of part of the Business, and
from the freeholder at a moderate ground rent ; term carry matters throngh with slight supervision , Salary £50.
ninety -nine years ; estimated letting value £50 per annum - Addre - g " Zenas " Mr. Bore' s , s, Church -street , Kington ,
each . The houses are in course of finishing and half the TAW . - WANTED, a SITUATION as | Herefo 13 re
sum only is now required , the remainder to be advanced As

General and Copying CLERK in a Country office .
they are completed , upon the lender's surveyor 's certifi . The highest references as to character and ability . - Ad . Γ Α
cate, and the finishing will be guaranteed by the freeholder . - IRTICLES. - An experienced
The neighbourhood is matured and not in the slightest dreas " Lex , " Post-office, Bunga , Suffolk . Gera rk and certified Shorthand writer desires
degree speculative, all houses letting immediately . wbilst ARTIOLS, duced salary : will work hard ; highest

T AW .- The Advertiser (aged 23), admittedthe borrower is a bona fide responsible man holding a references. - " wex." ( 1617 ), 10, Wellington -street, Strand ,
Government appointment for rome years past. 'Bus and U Jast Term . seeks a Managing, Conveyancing, _ or W . C .

rail to all parts within threeminutes' walk . Soparate morto GeneralCLERKSHIP , with or without supervision . Ex.

gage on each lease required . TAW . - ARTICLES. - Advertiser , for manyThis security is a good one. cellent references. - Address “ Oyez," Post-office , Lan .
- Apply to Mr. WRAY , 19, Craven -street, Charing- cross. caster . U years Cashier and Accounts Clerk, and experienced

T AW . - A Gentleman (aged 24 ), admitted
in Country General Practice , desires & BE-ENGAGE
MENT with Articles. Willing to work ; small premium :

Practices, Wanted and for Sale. U last Term , REQUIRES & Conveyancing CLERK . salary £100 to £120 ; good referenca ; ago 28. married .
SHIP, in town or country ; food references. - Address Address " Delta " (No. 1617), 10 , Wellington -street , Strand
“ 8 . 8 .," Messrs .Waterlow , Birchin.Jane, London. London .

TAW PRACTICE for immediate SALE, T AW . - WANTED . by a Gentleman (aged T AW .- The Advertiser (aged 24), Clerk in
I situate in a large manufacturing town in a Midland 22 ; recently admitted ), & SITUATION in a small

County ; annual value from £800 to £900 per annum . The U a small office. would be glad to enter an office wbere ,
office asGeneral or Conveyancing CLERK , under the imme

practice is of a general character, employing three clerks. with his general knowledge, couplod with diligent, faithful
diate supervision of principal : good references. - Address

Good reason for principal giving up. Purchase money se vice, he would have a fair prospect of advancement.
about 2400. - Address " W . B . C ." (No. 1617 ), 10 , Welling. " F .." Wilkinson and Son, 49, Coleman -street, E . C . _ _ Salary low ; or he would give his Evening Services for
ton -street, Strand, W . C . T AW . - One of the best and most correct Instruction in Elementary Conveyancing and Bankruptcy.

1 Copyists , wishes a RE -ENGAGEMENT. Salary
and le . per evening for expenses. - " T ." (No. 1617 ), 10 , Wel
lington -street , Strand .

small, il permanent. Age 39. Small Office preferred . -

" A . Mr. Ashley, 22, Maze-pond, St. Thomas-street, Lon . LAW - ADVERTISER , who has had about
don Bridge .

U
TAW Gentleman

nine years ' experience as General and County Court
PARTNERSHIP . - A TAW . - A Solicitor, recently admitted , a Clerk, and who can take the entire management of the

1 ( aged 23 ) desires to ENTER into PARTNERSHIP I Graduate and Clement's - inn Prizeman , who served official business of a County Court (without Bankruptcy ),
. with a London Solicitor advancing in years and of large bis articles with a firm in large general practice, desires & desires & RE-ENGAGEMENT. A situation where , in

practice. State terms, and address " G . W ., " 6 , Belvedere- i CLERKSHIP (London preferred ).CLERKSHIP ( London preferred ) , - Address “ Y . Z . ,' addition to the management of the Oonrt, Advertiser
villas, Belvedere-road , Upper Norwood, York -street, Newcastle-upon - Tyne. wonld be engaged generally preferred . Salary, $ per

week . - Address " Lex," care of Mr. Gilbert, Sbakspere
TAW PARTNERSHIP . - An Attorney of T AW . - A COUNTY COURT CLERK de road , Dulwich ,

long established practice, whose health is declining, U sires a RE -ENGAGEMENT, has had 14 years' ex .

is anxious to receive a young and energetic PARTNER ,
perience . Cao take management ; is well up in Bankruptoy I AW . - COPYING CLERK WANTED in a

recently admitted , possessing the power of advocacy. and the duties of a Solicitor' s Office ; would make him -ell U Country Office. Should understand Accounts.
Address " J . U . S . , " Mr. Tyler' s Law Stationer , 44, Oarey . generally useful. Unexceptionable references , and security Apply to " NO" Post -office, Swindon , Wilts , stating age , & o .

street, Lincoln 's-inn . given . - " 8 . H ." (No. 1617), 10, Wellington -street, Strand.
I AW . -WANTED, immediately, a CopyingTAW PARTNERSHIP. - A Solicitor T AW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman, who u and Engrossing OLERK , in & Country Office . A

U recently admiited, REQUIRRS a OLERKSHIP, in U bas passed his Final Examination, a General permanency for a good Clerk. --Address " F . M ." ( 1615) , 10.
town or conntry, with a view to PARTNERSHIP (pre - CLERKSHIP . under supervision , in a respectable firm , Wellington -street , Strand , W . O .
mium ) or o berwire, Bond given not to practice , or other either in Town or Country . Country preferred . Salary
socurity . Term addresg - “ Lex , " care of Menara . Barker moderate, experience being the chief object . - Address
and Lane, Bolicitors, Bristol. " J . 8 .," 40 , Ohancery- lane, London , W . O . SITUATIONS VACANT continuod on next page.

Gartnerships, Wanted and Wacaat.
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THE QUEEN ,
COX'S LAW OF

JOINT-STOCK COMPANIES.

THE ARTS OF READING ,WRITING,

AND SPEAKING:

THE FIELD

Country Gentleman's Newspaper ,

T AW .- WANTEDa Corresponding
U CLERK , who writes Shorthand. - Apply by letter to

GAMBLE and HARVEY, 1, Gresham -buildings, Basinghall

street, E . C . THE LADY'S NEWSPAPER ,
TAW . - WANTED, a young Copying and

The SEVENTH EDITION of the

U Engrossing CLERK,who can also write Shorthand
OF

and make himsell generally useful in an office of large prac
TAW OF JOINT STOCK COMPANIES

tice in Yorkshire - Address " O , P . Q ." (No. 1617 ), lo, Wel SATURDAY, MARCH 28 .
lington -street, Strand ,WO

I AND OTHER ASSOCIATIONS ; comprising the
whole of the New Law relating to the Abandonment of

T AW . - WANTED, in a Country office, a
CONTAINS :

Railways and the Winding-up of Railway Companies,
AS contained in the Statutes relating to Joint-Stock

Copying and Engrossing OLERK . - Address, by letter The RoyalMarriage Settlement .
Companies, the General Orders and Rules of the Court

only , stating salary required , and references, to “ B . M . ” Return of the Troops .
Messrs.Moulton and Sons, 87. Chancery. lane, London, W . O .

of Chancery , and Decisions of the Courts of Law and

Five o 'clock Tea .
Equity ; together with the Industrial and Provident
Societies Acts, and County Court Orders thereon, the Stan

Causerie de Paris .
T AW - A CONVEYANCER of experience Impulsive People.

naries Act and Rules, with Notes as to the Mode of Proce

(admitted or unadmitted ) WANTED shortly in a Exhibition of the Society of Lady Artists .
dure under them . By EDWARD W . COX, Serjeant-at

large office ; must be thoroughly competent. A liberal The Alexander Palace at the Ozarsko Selo , with Illus. Law , Recorder of Portsmonth . Seventh Edition , by

salary will be given . Also a steady Engrossing CLERK . tration ,
CHARLES J. O 'MALLEY, LL . B ., Barrister-at- Law , of

Apply to Box 1, Post-office . Warrington
Easter in the Olden Time.

the Middle Temple.

TAW . - WANTED, a Copying and General
Imperial Drinking and Dessert Service , by Lobmever, Price 218., cloth ,

Vienna.
U CLERK , Age not to exceed 25 . Áust write a good

London : LAW Times Office , 10, Wellington -street, Strand .

hand . - Apply by letter, with specimen of handwriting,
stating salary required , and references, to " L . M . , "
Messrs. Witherby and Co., Newman 's -court. Cornhill , E .

JUSTICES' CLERKS' ACCOUNTS. A
COLOURED SUPPLEMENT OF Journal and Cash Book, prepared by Mr. GEORGE

T AW . - COUNTY COURTS. - WANTED, a LATEST PARIS FASHIONS. O . OKE, of the Mansion House, London , for Justices'
Clerks' Account of Fees received by them . The headings

Competent OLERK , to undertake the entire manage
"ment of a Court , issuing about 1000 plaints, with Bankruptcy

are : Date - Subject of Entry - Fees earned - Fees debited
in Ledger- Ledger Folio - Current fees received - Fines,

Jurisdiction (small ). Give full particulars as to capabiities ,
fees, & c ., credited - Ledger folio - Fines, fees, & c ., repaid

DRESS AND FASHION : The Parisian Fashions (from our

salary , & c ., to “ Z . Z ." (No 1617), 10, Wellington -street ,

Strand , W . C .

own Correspondent). - Fashionable Morning and Afternoon Office expenses. Prices : One quire , 58 . ; two quires, &c. ;
Toilettes ; Diagonal Cloth Costume : Dinner and Ball three quires, lls. ; four quires, 14 . ; five quires, 176. ; six

T AW . - WANTED , in a County Court or Toilettes ; Morning , Afternoon , Evening, and Ball Head quires, 218. ; half-bound, or in sheets unbound' 38 . per
quire .U Justices ' Clerk 's Office , a CLERK , whomust be tho dresses : The Angot and Pallas Hats ; The Chevreuse , London : H . Cox, 10 , Wellington-street, Strand .

Toughly acquainted with the system of making the County Mousse, and White Chip Bonnets ; Spring Capote, & c ., with

Court Returns. - Andress, stating age, references, and Illustrations. QOLICITOR' S CASH BOOK . - A Cash Book
salary required, to " W .," 48. Lincoln 's Inn Fields.

THE WORK TABLE. -- Cigar Box : Borders and Fringes ,

T AW . - WANTED, a MANAGING CLERK , Yak Lace

for Use of Solicitors, showing at a glance receipts and
for Trimming Spring Dresses ; Rosettes ;Squares ; Insertion ; Baby' s Gloves, & c .,with Illustrations. payments on cash account, bank account, business account,

in the north of Fngland, capable oftakin charge of a
and private account. Price, with explanation , in sheets,

County Court, Magisterial, Convejancing,and other general
THE HOUSEWIFE . - Letters to Young Housekeepers ; Notes 88. 6d . per quire , or bound in extra forril , of the following

attorneys' work , under the supervision of the principal, and Queries : Answers . Cuisine : Dinners to Remember ; thickness : one quire, 108. ; two gaires , 18s. 6d . ; three

Salary £15 ). - Apply " Lex™ (No. 1616 ). 10 . Wellington . Recipes ; Notes and Queries ; Answers.
quires, 178. ; four quires, £l Is. ; five quires, £1 58. ; six

street, Strand, w .c .
quires, el 9s .

Music and Musicians . Gazette des Dames The Tourist . The author says : “ It is very simple, and with a little

T AW .- WANTED immediately, in the Office
Pastimes. The Library . The Exchange, Personal. The attention it will be found to work well; I have long proved

Boudoir . Court Chronicle . Society , Obituary .

of a Clerk to Guardians, & CLERK , competent to

it to do so . " May be obtained direct, or through any book

keep the Union Accounts, without supervision , and to Notes and Queries on Dress, Work , Music , and other seller by order .

assist in the general office work . - Address by letter only, subjects usefuland interesting to Ladies , London : H . Oox , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .

stating age, experience, salary required , and references, to All the Fashionable intelligence of the Week.

Messrs. COPEMAN and Son , Solicitors, Loddon Norfolk Price 6d.; Post Free 6fd . In post 8vo., price 6s. 6d .,

TAW . - WANTED , in a Solicitor' s Office in May be had of News Agents, Booksellers, and at the Rall
the north of Hampshir , & CLERK well arquainted way Stalls .

with the routine of a Country Practice , capable of dis
charging ordinary matters of busines,and disposed to make OFFICE : 346, STRAND, LONDON, W .C .
himself generally useful. Unexceptional references will be
required . - Address " L .," Post office, Andover

T AW . - WANTED, a respectable YOUTH
LETTERS TO A LAW STUDENT.

U who is accustomed to Common Law routine. and
writes a good hand . - Address, with full particulars and THE BY EDWARD W . cox, Serjeant -at - Law .

salary expected , “ City ” (No. 1617), 10, Wellington -street,

Strand, W . C .

T AW . - WANTED , by a young Solicitor ,
NOTICES OF THE PRESS .

thoroughly competent, an ENGAGEMENT in

" He lays down rules which every student must appreciate,
or

good London office ; salary moderate . Or a Salaried Clerk

and he adduces examples that cannot fail to make a lasting

ship , with view to Partnership , for which a fair premium
impression . " -- Lincoln Mercury .

would be paid . - Address " M . N ., " care of Davies and Co .,
SATURDAY, MARCH 28,

" Instructions remarkable for their sound common sense."

Advertising Agents, Finch -lane. Oornhill.

- The Sun ,

T AW . - INDIA . - MANAGING CLERK.
CONTATTI

LAW TIMES Office , 10. Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .

The University Boat Race .

WANTED . & Gentleman (admitted ) to take the Rural Business in Parliament.
DEAUTIFUL POETRY : being a Careful

Management of the Conveyancing. Common Law , and Fish Legislation ,
D Selection of all the best published Poemsof the Past

Chancery in a healthy Presidency . Liberal salary . - Apply , March Days in Devon .
and Present Ages, both English and American , In Six

stating experience and qualifications, to Messrs BURTON, Sea-trout Fishing in Norway . Series . Price of the Series complete , 838. plain cloth and

YEATES and HART, 25 , Chancery lane, W . C . Kmigrant Fields of North America. 458 . cloth gilt and gilt edges . Each volume may be had

Duok shooting in Norfolk .
separately for 58 . 6d . plain cloth ; and 78. 6d .. cloth gilt and

T AW , - WANTED , by a firm of Solicitors Jottings on Tigers and Sport in Bengal. gilt edges.

U in Bristol, an efficient BILL CLERK to post the
The Lincoln and Liverpool Race Meetings .
Yacht Building at Erith ,

HORACE Cox, 10. Wellington -street, Strand , W . O .

books , draw residusry and other & counts, and to assist in
the general work of the office . - Apply by letter, stating

The Practice of the University Crews.
Rowing Match between Strong and Blair .

salary required , and past experience, to Messrs . J . G . and

( HIFTS and EXPEDIENTS of CAMP

E . STRICKLAND, Solicitors , 2, All Saint's -court, Bristol.
Reports of Hunting Runs. LIFE, TRAVEL, and EXPLORATION . By W . B .
Oxford and Cambridge A LORD , Royal Artillery , and T . BAINES. F . R . G . S . The

TAW . WANTED, Junior Conveyancing
The Marquis of Queensberry' s Boxing Cups . work is written expressly for the use of Military and Nava

Diseases of the Feet in Animals. Officers Missionaries, Travellers, and any who may be

U CLERK ; he must be competent to undertake all the
obliged to “ rough it " in Foreign and Bavage Countries.

ordinary detail work of Conveyancing ; he must no : have
Bicycling, Golf, Croquet, Cards, Chess, & c. The work is magnificently illustrated .

been articled . - Apply , stating age, qualifications, previous Price 6d. By post, 64d . " An inexhaustible volume." - Saturday Redion .
engagements, salary required, & c . to " A . and Z .," 3143,
Oxford -street, W .

FIELD OFFICE, 346, STRAND , LONDON , W . C London : HORACE Coz . 846 . Strand. W . O .

T AW . - WANTED , a CLERK , to take the
THE BOOK of DINNER SERVIETTES

management of the Assessment, & c ., of Property.
THE COUNTRY: A JOURNAL OF ( Third Edition ) contains a new Introduction on the

Income and other Taxes, with some knowledge of magis RURAL PURSUITS . Decoration of Dinner Tables , and General Directions for

terial business, and the ordinary routino of a solicitor's
folding the serviettes, with Ninety -two Woodcuts . Demy

offire. Apply, stating age and salary required , with
CONTENTS or NOXBER TOR MARCH 36 : Ato ., on toned paper , and in fancy cover , price 98 ,

reference as to character and ability , addressed - “ Taxes . Artificial Breeding of Salmon and Trout ( Illustrated ) .

& c ., ” Mr. Chadwell, Bookee ler, Peterhornngh .

London : HORACE Cox, MR. Strand . W . O .

Is Spring Salmon & Distinot Species ?

T AW . - WANTED , in a Country town, in
Swans and Fish -spawn.

pp ., large pontdwu ., price 109 . 60 ., postage

Horseshoes and Horseshoeing .
6jd , extra, VOLUME II. of

the office of a Solicitor, Clerk to the Commissioners The Working of Dogs.

of Taxes for a small district, & Managing CLERK .

W HAT AM I ? A Popular Introduction

Pugs.
Muss be able to prepare ordinary deeds and peruse ordinary The Late Northampton Dog Show .

to Mental Philosophy and Paychology. By

abstracts of title, and must understand Local Board of The Brighton Aquarium ,
EDWARD W . COX , Serjeant-at -Law .

Health matters, and the management of the taxes. - Ad . Artificial Mother for Chickens. Vol. II. THE MECHANISM IN ACTION .
dress, stating age and salary required , to “ Lex," care of Poultry from Ashantee .
W . Horncastle, Advertising Agent, Queen -street, Cheap Action Against the Secretary of the Bromley Show ,

COXTENTS :

side, London , E . C .
Class for American Fowls at Oxford.

CRAP. 1 CHAP

Poultry and Rabbit Exhibitions : Arpatria , Stanhope, 1 . Introduction .

I AW . - TO PARENTS and GUARDIANS.
16 . Of Artificial Somnam

East London Fancy Rabbit Society, Kent and Surrey 2. Or the Intelligent Motire bolism : VI. Ecstacy.

- An Articled PUPIL wil be taken by a firm of Solici. Fancy Rabbit Society .
Force . . Of Artificial Somnam

tors holding good appointments and having a large and The Belgian Canary.
8. The Conditions of Ex bulism : VII. Healing

high -class business in a manufacturing town in a Northern On Purchase and Selection of Bee Stocks. istence. Power.

County . Premium 200 guineas. The highest references Sugar for Cattle Feeding . 4. The Mechanism in 18. of Artificial somnam .

given and required.-- Apply by letter to OWESTER, URQU The Mole as a Farmer .
Health , bulism : VIII. Super

HART, MATHEW , and HOLDEN, Solicitors , 11, Staple - inn , How to Select a Farm and Manage it . 5 . Of Sleep . sensuous Perception .

Holborn , W . C .
Orchids for Amateurs ( Illustrated ) . 6 . Of Dream .

Of Artificial compan

Garden Calendar : Fruit Out of Doorg - March .
7. Of Some of the Pheno. bulism : IX . Thought

T AW . - OPEN COMPETITION for an Horticultural Exhibitions : Royal Horticultural Society, mena of Sleep and Reading.
D ASSISTANT OLERKSHIP iu tho OFFICE of Crystal Palace Exhibition of Spring Flowers, Dream , 20 . Of Trance .

WOODS. -- An Open Competition for one Appointment will
Cricket : The Australian Team , 8 . Of Delirium , 21. Of Unconscious Cerebra

be held in London and Edinburgh on TUESDAY, the 21st
The University Boat Race.

9. Or Insanity. tion .

APRIL , and following dars. Age 23 to 31. Knowledge of

Fishing, Bhooting, Natural Science , Geographical, Farm , 10 . of Natural Somnam - 22. Of Psychic Force . .

Garden , Footban , Cricket, Athletic , Billiards, Rac.

Seotch Lam and cotch Legal Procedure required . Com

bulism . 23. Of Paychic Force : I. The

Of Artificial Somnam .
quets, Golf, Archery, Quoits , and Aquatic News of the

Proofs .

mencing salary $ 300 a year. Applications for the Regala
tions and necessary Form should be made at once to the

bulism : I . The Condi

Week .

4 . Of Psychic Force : II. Ita

Secretary, Civil Service Commission , London , S . W .

Physiology .

Office : 32, Wellington-street, Strand, London. Of Artificial Soponam
25 . Of Psychic Force : IIL

T AW . - WANTED, in an Office in Man .
bulism : II. Clairvoy The Directing Intelli

NEW EDITION OF SAUNDERS'S LAW OF anco . Fence .

U chester, & CLERK (who has not served under Arti
18. Of Artificial Somnam - 26 . Other

BASTARDY.
les), fully competent to conduct business in the Court of

Psychic Pheno
bolism : III. Tho ! mena : 1. Communi

Record and the Courts of Common Plens and Chancery of THE LAW and PRACTICE of AFFILIA . Mental Phenernena . cated .

lancashire respectively , and the County Court (including
1 TION , containing the Bastardy Law Amendment 14. Of Artificial Somnam - | 27 . Other Paychio Pheno

actual Office, Chamber, and Court practice ), and who is ex,
bulism : IV . Catalepsy .

Acts 1872 and 1878 , the New Forms jus issued by the Local
mens : II . Expert

perienced in Bankruptcy and Liquidation matters, and isaud B
Of Artificial Somnam .

willing to make himsell ger erally useful. - Address, staring
Qovernment Board , and all the Decisions upon the subject .

menis .

I By THOMAS W . SAUNDERS, Barrister-at- Law , Recorder
bulis : _ V . Insensi- 28 . The Bumming Up.

nge, offices in which employed , experience , salary, and refer of Bath , Sixth Edition . Price 68 , 6d ., cloth .
bility and Unconscious 29 . Conolusions.

encer , "AA, A . " (No. 1617 ), 10, Wellington -Atreet, Strand ,
ness.

London : Law TTxes Office, 10, Wellington -stroot, Strand. London : LONGYAN and Co., Paternoster-row .

-

tion .
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LAW OF ELECTION PETITIONS, WITH ALL THE DECISIONS.

THE

LAW & PRACTICE OF ELECTION PETITIONS,

WITH ALL THE DECISIONS,

INCLUDING THE

LAW AND PRACTICE OF REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS, PARLIAMENTARY AND MUNICIPAL,

THROUGHOUT GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

By EDWARD W . COX ,
Serjeant-at-Law , Recorder of. Portsmouth ,

AND

STANDISH
GROVEGRADY

, Esq .,

Barrister-at-Law , Recorder of Gravesend.

* * The work comprises : The Representation of the People Act 1867 ; The Registration Act 1868 ; The Corrupt Practices Act

1868 ; The Ballot Act 1872 ; incorporating the Reform Act and all the Statutes ; and the decisions of the Court of Common

Pleas upon Appeal to 1873, with instructions for themanagement of Elections in Counties , Cities, and Boroughs, for themanage

ment of Registration, and for Returning Officers, with Precedents of Books, Forms, & c. And The Law and Practice of Munici

pal Elections.

ALSO A CHAPTER ON

THE LEGAL PRINCIPLES RELATING TO CORRUPT PRACTICES AT ELECTIONS

AS LAID DOWN BY THE JUDGES UNDER THE ELECTION PETITIONS ACT 1868,

By F. O . CRUMP, Esq., Barrister-at-Law .

TWELFTH EDITION . PRICE 20s., CLOTH .

LONDON : “ LAW TIMES” OFFICE, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND, W .C .

THE

LEGAL PRACTITIONERS SOCIETY.

M HIS SOCIETY has for its object the reform of the unsatisfactory state of the Legal Profession . The want

of such a Society has long been felt , and the demand for it has been rendered all the more imperative by the

recent and the impending legislative changes in our judicial system .

Societies for promoting these changes, aswell as Societies for the amendment of the law itself, already exist .

This Society, of a less ambitious character, does not seek to supersede any of the existing organisations, confining

its operations to the reform of proved abuses in connection with the Profession only .

Although its basis is thus restricted , it will have no lack of work to perform . Among the many subjects which

engage its attention may be mentioned the following :

1. To adjust the relations of the two branches of the Legal Profession , as well inter se as in reference to the

Public.

2 . To protect the Legal Profession against the encroachments of unqualified persons.

Members of the Legal Profession of every degree , whether Barristers-at-Law , Attorneys-at -Law , Solicitors,

Special Pleaders, Conveyancers, or Proctors, and Articled Clerks, or Students of the Inns of Court, are eligible for

Membership . The Annual Subscription of Ordinary Members is fixed at the almost nominal amount of FIVE

SHILLINGS, to secure the adhesion of asmany Members of the Legal Profession as possible. Any movement for the

reform of the existing state of the Profession , to be permanently successful, must necessarily proceed from within ,

and secure the hearty co-operation and support of both its branches.

The Annual Subscription of Vice -Presidents is ONE GUINEA . Donors of Five Guineas are eligible as Life

Vice-Presidents.

Any further information may be obtained from the Honorary Secretary, CHARLES Ford, Esq., at the Office of

the Law Times, 10, Wellington -street, Strand, London , W . C ., to whom all Communications should be addressed

by Members of the Legal Profession desirous of joining the Society . Subscriptions for the current year are now

payable to the Honorary Treasurer, W . T . CHARLEY, Esq., D . C . L ., M . P ., 5 , Crown Office-row , Temple , London , E .C . ;

or at the Society's Bankers, Union Bank (Chancery-lane Branch).
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STEVENS AND SONS, 119, Chancery-lane, BY AUTHORITY. THE CHURCH PREFERMENT
LONDON. Now ready. BEGISTER (monthly ) contains full details of about

LAW BOOKS PURCHASED OR VALUED . GUPPLEMENT to the Second Edition of ' 170 Advowsons. Presentations, & c ., for SALE by private
treaty. The first work of its kind. Sent to bona fide prin .

A CATALOGUE OF MODERN LAW BOOKS (No. 13 ) the CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE And INDEX of cipals or their solicitors on receipt of two stamps. -- Address
1871, sent post free on receipt of two penny stamps . the STATUTES, containing Additions and Alterations Mr. W . EMERY STARK , F . R . G . S . , & c . , St. Paul's -chambers,

consequent on the Legislation of the Session of 1873 , 93 (removed from 27 ), Bedford -street, Strand , W .C .
Just out, 6th ertition , in imperial8vo . , price 78 . 6d .. 36 & 37 Victoria . Compiled under the direction of the

DUBLIC HEALTH , DIGEST of the LAW Statute Law Committee . Price 1s . Just published , price £l lls . 6d ., 19mo, pp. 1100 , the Second
f of, with Precedents of 550 Bye-laws, and Notes of $ 64 EYRE and SPOTTISWOODE, Her Majesty's Printers, East Edition of

Cases. By G . F . CHAMBERS, Barrister.
Harding -street, Fetter-lane, London, E . O ., and all book - T ORIA ' S LAW AND PRACTICE IN
sellers .

STEVENS, 119, Chancery-lane ; KNIGHT, 90, Fleet-street. BANKRUPTCY : under the Provisions of the Bank .

EQUITY PLEADINGS IN COUNTY COURTS . ruptcy Act, 1869 (82 & 83 Vict. c . 71 ) ; the Debtors' Act 1869

THE COMPANIES ACTS 1862 and 1867, TEONARD ' S PRECEDENTS of PLEAD . (82 & 83 Vict . c . 62) ; and the Bankruptcy Repealand Insol.

Fourth Edition , now ready, price 28. 6d ., in cloth , A vent Court Act, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict . c . 83) ; and all the Cases
INGS in EQUITY in the COUNTY COURTS,

HANDY BOOK , by RICHARD JORDAN , containing all
and Decisions of all the Courts down to the present time.

comprising Plaints . Petitions. Decrees, Orders, Amdavits , By A . A . DORIA , of Lincoln 's -inn, Esq ., B . O . L ., Barristere
the necessary information for the Formation and Manage. and other Forms; with an Appendix . Price 168 ., cloth .
ment of Public Companies, Instructions as to the Prepara . at-Law .

tion of the Memorandum and Articles of Association , London : WILLIAN AMER , Lincoln ' s -inn -gate, W . C . London : LAW Times Office, 10, Wellington -street, Strand .

Special Resolutions, Annual Returns, Books to be kept.
Liabtlity of Mernbers , Voluntary Wirding-up, Notices for
" Gazette ," Table of Fees, Stamp Duties, & o . Now ready, 12ino., price 128 . 6d ., cloth ,
London : STEVENS and Snus, 119 , Chancery-lane, Fleet. THE SECOND EDITION (greatly enlarged and almost entirely re-written ) of

street .

TLMER'S PRACTICE in LUNACY (New
Edition ), adapted to the Lunacy Regulation Acts

1838 and 1862, with Schedule and Notes of Cases and Deci.
sions, Duties ofCommittees of Person and Estata , Forms, A MANUAL OF THE
Coste, Statutes, General Orders and Index . Price 218 .,
cloth .

London : STEPixsand Sons, 119, Chancery -lane.

Ready in a few days, post 880 ., price 155 . cloth , PROCEEDINGS,

THE TRAMWAY ACTS of THE UNITED Including the powers given by the Friendly Societies Acts , the Charitable Trusts Acts, the Companies Acts,
1 KINGDOM , with NOTES ON THE LAW AND and all other subjects of Jurisdiction not included under the heads of Common Law , Admiralty, and

PRACTICE, and an Appendix containing the Standing | Bankruptcy, with a Chapter on the Probate Jurisdiction conferred by the Acts of 1858 and 1873, and Forms,
Orders of Parliament, Rules of the Board of Trade relating Tables of Costs , and Lists of Fees.
to Tramwaye, and Decisions of the Referees with respect to
Locus Standi, By HENRY SUTTON , B . A ., or Lincoln 's . RODERIOK GIBB
inn, Barrister-at-Law .

London : STEVENS and Sons, 119 , Chancery-lane. AND

Just published , second edition with emendations, NATHANIEL NATHAN , B . A ., Barristers-at-Law.
price 78. 6d .

BLACKSTONE ECONOMISED LONDON : HORACE Cox , 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND, W .C .
BEING A COMPENDIUM OF

THE LAWS OF ENGLAND Willbe published on the 28th inst., price 68.,

EQUITY IN THE COUNTY COURTS :

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF THE COUNTY COURTS IN EQUITABLE

By HENRY FREDERICK GIBBONS, LL .B .,I

то A TRE A TISE
ON

non potem lehele para eliminerente con nom WARRANTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS
UPON THE

SALE OF PERSONAL CHATTELS.

THE PRESENT TIME .
By DAVID MITCHELL AIRD , Esq ., Barrister-at- Law ,

“ A most admirable work for law students, compendious
and on an excellent plan ." - Daily Telegraph . December
29th , 1878 .
London : LONGMANS, GREEN, and Co., Paternoster-row .

NEW WORK BY WILLIAM FORSYTH , Q.C ., M .P .
On April 2 , in one vol. 8vo . .

TISSAYS CRITICAL and NARRATIVE ,
U partly original and pırtly reprinted from the Edin.

burgh , Quarterly , and other Reviews. By WILLIAM
FORSYTH , M . P . for Marylebone, Author of " The Life of
Cicero, " & c .
London : LONGMAN , GREES, and Co ., Paternoster -row ,

Price 1s., by post 18. 20 .
DEAUTIES of FRENCH LITERATURE
D A Translation into English , by JAMES LOWE, of

the memoirs and letters ofMadamedeSévigné and Madame
1 . Duchesse D 'Orleans.

London : HORACE Cox, 10, Wellington -street, Strand, w . o .

BOOKS FOR ARTICLED CLERKS.

Sent free by post on receiving price of Book.

THE ARTICLED CLERK 'S HANDBOOK ,
I containing a Course of Study for the Preliminary,

Intermediate, and Final Examinations of Articled Clerks.
and the Books to be read, & c ., being a Complete Guide to
the Candidate 's Sucoessful Examination and Admi-sion .
By RICHARD HALLILAY , Esq ., Author of the “ Digest
of Examination Questions." Fourth Edition . By GEORGE
BADHAM , Esq ., Solicitor. This is designed as an Appendix

to the “ Answers to the Examination Questions." Price
98. cloth .

By THOMAS WM. SAUNDERS, Esq.,
Barrister-at-Law , Recorder of Bath .

LONDON : “ LAW TIMES ” OFFICE, 10 , WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND , W .C .

ASPINALL'S MARITIME LAW REPORTS.
Just published , Vol. II., Part II., price 58. 6d., of

MARITIME LAW REPORTS
(NEW SERIES).

By J. P . ASPINALL, Esq.,
BARRISTER-AT-LAW .

THE ADMIRALTY COURTS OF ENGLAND AND IRELAND. AND IN ALL THE SUPERIOR COURTS ;

TO WHICH IS ADDED A SELECTION FROM THE DECISIONS OF THE
UNITED STATES COURTS ;

WITH

NOTES BY THE EDITOR .
A LECTURE delivered before the Hull Law
A Students' Society on the Course of Reading forthe

Final Examinations of the Incorporated Law Society .
By Dr. ROLLIT . Prioe 2s .

TEGAL MAXIMS, with Observations and
Cases . In Two Parts. Part I. One Hundred

NAxims, with Observations and Cases . Part II . Eight
Hundred Maxims, with Translations. By GEORGE
FREDERICK WBARTON ,Attorney -at-Law . Price 108. 6d .
cloth ,

N . B . - This is a continuation of the “ Maritime Law Cases," placed under responsible editorship , and will be
cited as “ Aspinall's Maritime Law Cases " ( Agp . Mar. Law Cas. ) . It will be found to contain all the cases on

questions of Maritime Law decided by all the various courts up to the date of publication , including Marina
insurance Cases. Quarterly , price 5s, 6d ., and will be sent free by post to subscribers.

The 1st Series of “ Maritime Law " may now be bad complete in Three Volumes, half bound , price 5 guineas
for the set, or any single volume for 21. 28. Back numbers may be had to complete sets.

“ LAW TIMES ” OFFICE: 10, WELLINGTON -STREET STRAND , W .C .

A DIGEST 10 the EXAMINATION Clerical, Medical, and General Life Assurance Society.
A QUESTIONS in Common Law , Conveyancing, and
Equity , from the commencement of the Examinations in
1836 to Hilary Term , 1872, with ANSWERS ; also themode
of proceeding , and directions to be attended 10 at the Ex
amination . By RICHARD HALLILAY, Esq ., Author of
“ The Articled Olerk ' s Handbook, " Eighth Edition , by H .
WAKEHAM PURKIS , Esq ., Solicitor . Price 16s , cloth .

( In the pres .

H . COX , 10, WELLINGTON-STREET, STRAND.

13 , ST. JAMES' S SQUARE, LONDON , S . w ,

CITY BRANCH : MANSION -HOUSE BUILDINGS, E . C .

EDE AND SON,
. .

ROBE MAKERS

By Special Appointment
To HER MAJESTY . THE LORD CHANCELLOR ,

The Whole of the Judicial Bench ,
Corporation of London , & c .

FINANCIAL RESULTS.
The Annual Income, steadily increasing, exceeds. £249, 000
The Assurance Fund , safely invested , is over . . . .. .. . 1,880,000
The New Policies in the last Year were 457, assuring 304,457
The New Annual Premiums were . . 9 ,770
The Bonus added to Policies in January 1872 was. . . .. .. . . 323,871
The Total Claims by Death paid amount to . . .. 3 , 169,601
The subsisting Assurances and Bonuses amount to .. .... ..... . 5,773, 144

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES.
CREDIT of half the firstefive annual Premiums allowed on whole -term Policies on healthy Lives not over

sixty years of age.
ENDOWMENT ASSURANCES granted , without Profits, payable at Death , or on attaining a specified age.
INVALID LIVES assured at rates proportioned to the risk .

CLAIMS paid thirty days after proof of death .

REPORT, 1873 .
The Forty -ninth Annual Report just issued , and the Balance Sheets for the year ending June 30, 1873, as

rendered to the Board of Trade, can be obtained at either of the Society's Offices, or of any of its Agents.

GEORGE CUTOLIFFE, ACTUARY AND SECRETARY.
COMMISSION . - 10 per cent. on the First Premium , and 5 per cent . on Renewals , is allowed to Solicitors

The Commission will be continued to the Person introducing the Assurance , without reference to the channe
through which the Premiumgmay be paid .

SOLICITORS' AND REGISTRARS' GOWNS.
BARRISTERS' AND QUEEN ' S COUNSELS DITTO

CORPORATION ROBES .
UNIVERSITY AND CLERGY GOWNS, & c.

Established 1689.

94, CHANCEBY-LANE, LONDON .
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ALLE

PARTRIDGE AND COOPER KINAHAN ' S LL WHISKY. THE NEW SYSTEM OF BUYING A

WHOLESALE & RETAIL STATIONERS, | This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the HOUSE WITHOUT MONEY.
192. FLEET-STREET, AND 1 & 2 , CHANCERY -LANE , LONDON , E . O . very

CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,
Carriage paid to the Country on Orders exceeding 20s. In quality unrivalled , perfectly pure, and more wholesome

DRAFT PAPER, 5s., Bs . 6d ., 78. 6d ., 78 . 9d ., and 99. Od . per
than the finest Cognac Brandy . Note the red seal, pirk
label, and cork branded “ Kinahan ' e LL. Whisky.” - Whole .

ream .
29 AND SO , SOUTHAMPTON BUILDINGS,

Bale Depot, 20 . Great Titchfield -street, Oxford -street , W .
BRIEF PAPER , 158 , 6d ., 178 . 6d . , and 238. 6 . per ream . CHANCERY LANE, LONDON .

FOOLSCAP PAPER , 10s. 6d ., 128. 6d ., and 158. 6d . per ream , SPECIAL NOTICE.

CREAM LAID NOTE , 38., 4s ., and 58. per ream . ALFRED WEB B MILES,
LARGE CREAM LAID NOTE , 48 . 6d ., 69 . 6d ., and 8s . per ream . - of 12, Brook street, Hanover-square, London , MOST PERSONS ARE FAMILIAR with
LARGE BLUE NOTE , 3s, id ., 48 . 6d . , and 6s. 6d . per ream . with whom originated the world - famed 168. TROUSERS .
ENVELOPES, CREAM OR BLUE, 49. 6d ., and 6s , 6d ., per 1000 .

what is known asthe " THREE YEARS' SYSTEM ”
has the pleasure to inform many thousand customers that

THE " TEMPLE ” ENVELOPE, extra secure , 9s. 6d . per 1000 . of the Pianoforte Makers, by which anyone who Hires an
his Establishment is replete with the BEST and NEWEST

FOOLSCAP OFFICIAL ENVELOPES, Is. 9d . per 100 .
Instrumentand pays the Hire for that period . becomes the

DESIGNS for GENTLEMEN ' S DRESS , Elastic Saxony ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE. Pre
THE NEW “ VELLUM WOVE CLUB-HOUSE " NOTE . Twills for Morning , Frock and Light Overcoats, Scotch , viously to the introduction of this plan it was almost as

98. 6d . per ream ,
Angola , and West of England Tweeds for Riding Trousers difficnlt for those of limited income to buy a good Pianoforte

• We shonld direct particular attention to their New Club Elastic Twills for Ladies' Riding Habits, the Utile Dulci, as tc BUY A HOUSE ; und persons vent on year after
bonse Paper : in our opinion it is the very best paper we ever Vicunas, Angolas, and Mosstrooper Tweeds for the Loch , year, paying for the Hire of an Instrument, and expended

wrote upon .” - London Mirror.
Moor, and Mountain Suits at 3 guineas, illustrative of as much money as would have bought the Pianoforte
Scotland' s beauteous heathers ; also the R . Y . S . Indigo several times over .

INDENTURE Skins, Printed and Machine-ruled , to hold twenty
Blue Yarn Dyed Cheviots , for Yachting , impervious to wind
and weather.

What will hold good for Pianofortes will hold good for

or thirty folios, 28, 3d . per skin , 268. per dozen , 125s. per HOUSES ; and there aremany who would no doubt AVAIL

roll,
THEGUINEA TWEED WATERPROOF OVERCOATS, THEMSELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY , if it was

all sizes and colours, ready for immediate use.
BECONDS or FOLLOWERS, Ruled, 1s. lid , each, 223. per dozen ,

afforded them , of becoming

1059. per roll .
ALFRED WEBB MILES.

Only address, 12 , Brook-street, Hanover-square, London, W . THE OWNER OF A HOUSE
RECORDS OF MEMORIALS, 7d. each , 6s. 6d . per dozen . Established 1841. in the sameway as they have already become the owner of
LEDGERS, DAY -BOOKS, CASH -BOOKS, LETTER OFMINUTE-BOOKS

their pianoforte.

An immenso stock in various bindings. HIGH CLASS BOOTS, THE DIRECTORS
ILLUSTRATED PRICE -LIST of Inkstands, Postage Scales OF THE

Copying Presses, Writing Cases, Despatch Boxes, Oak and
Walnut Stationery Cabinets, and other useful articles BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY
adapted to Library or Office , post free. HAVE DETERMINED TO AFFORD

DUNERAL REFORM . – The exorbitant THE SAME FACILITIES FOR PURCHASING

T items of the undertaker's bill have long operated as
HOUSES

an oppressive tax upon all classes of the community . With Asnow exist for Buying Pianofortes.
4 view of applying & remedy to this serious evil the A HOUSE being, however a more expensive article to Pur .

LONDON NECROPOLIS COMPANY, when opening chase than & Pianoforte , the " TŁree Years' System " will

their extensive cemetery at Woking, held themselves pre not apply , excepting in a very few cases ; so that & MORE
pared to undertake thewhole duties relating to interments LENGTHENED PERIOD IS NECESSARY over which
at fixed and moderate scales of charge, from which survivors the Time of Hiring must extend.
may choose accrding to their meansand the requirements
of the case . The Company also undertakes the conduct of

In pursuance of this resolution
Funerals to other cemeteries , and to all parts of the United THE DIRECTORS HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTS
Kingdom . A pamphlet containing full particularsmay be
obtained , or will be forwarded, upon application to the

WITH

Chief Office, 2, Lancaster- place , Strand , W . C .
Fig . 1 . FIG . 2 . THE OWNERS OF HOUSES

The normal condition of The perfect form of Shoes In various parts of London , and its Suburbs, by which they
ALLEN 'S PORTMANTEAUX, the Foot. a , b , c, d , Elasticated Leather . are enabled to afford to the

37, STRAND, LONDON |DOWIE AND MARSHALL , Members of the Birkbeck Building

455 , WEST STRAND, LONDON ,
Society

DRESS BASKETS , AND OTHERS

OVERLAND TRUNKS, (Nearly opposite Northumberland House), Avery wide OHOICB in the SELECTION both of HOUSES

DRESSING CASES , ESTABLISHED 1824 , and the locality in which they are situated . The Plan upon

DESPATCH BOXES, & c.
which the Directors propose to proceed is

BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS .

NEW CATALOGUE OF 500
TO LET THESE HOUSES FOR A PERIOD OF

TWELVE-AND- A -HALF YEARS,
ARTICLES. Post Free . SIDNEY SEED

Atthe end ofwhich time, if the Rent be regularly Paid ,
8OWER

PRIZE MEDAL FOR
ALLEN ' S NEW

THE HOUSE
(PATENT).

DRESSING BAG . GENERAL EXCELLENCE . Will become the absolute Property of the
Tenant

I EFT-OFF CLOTHES. — Mr. and Mrs. For Florists and Small WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENT OF ANY KIND.
| PHILLIPS, 31. THAYER -STREET. MANCHES08: Seeds, 28. 6d. each. ForTER -SQUARE, LONDON, W ., are the Best BUYERS of

all kinds of LADIES' andGENTLEMEN ' S ATTIRE , Silk .
IN ALL CASES

Peas, & c ., and Market

Satin , Velvet. Brocades, Dresses , Court Trains, Antique Gardens, 89. Bd . each .
POSSESSION OF THE HOUSE

Lace , old English and Foreign China , Household Furniture,
Jewels , Plate , in fact every kind of Property for ready WILL BE GIVEN
cash . Ladies or Gentlemen waited on at any time or dig .
tance . All letters receive prompt attention , Money orders

WITHOUT ANY IMMEDIATE OUTLAY IN MONEY.To be had of all Seeds
to any amount for Parcels from Town or Country . Estab men , Ironmongers, and

Excepting Payment of the Law Charges for the Title

lished 1920. Ready money only.
Deeds, which in all cases will be restricted to

General Shopkeepers in
Thougands of testimonials . The subjoined are copies :

Five Guineas

" Gloucester, April 2 . the United Kingdom , BEYOND THIS SMALL SUX

Mrs . A . N . writes : - " I have received your P . 0 . 0 . with NO PAYMENT OF ANY KIND
thanks for your liberality and attention . I shall recommend

all my friends. I have had business with others, but none
IS REQUIRED BY THE SOCIETY

have given me so much satisfaction as you have ." BEYOND THE STIPULATED RENT, WHICH MAY

" Brighton , May 4. BE PAID EITHER MONTHLY OR QUARTERLY .
Lady S . T . writes : - " I received the registered letter con .

taining the notes . I quite agree with Mrs . R . O . that you The Rest PAYABLE BY THE TENANT
are very straightforward in conducting your business . I
shall have great pleasure in recommending any friendswho Includes Ground Rentand Insurance for
may wish to dispose of their cast- off clothes that are too the Whole Term .
good to giveaway." “ Edinburgh , May 18 . Although the Number of years for payment of Rent is fixed

" I send you & large box of clothes . I am quite satisfied at 'Iwelve and - a -Aalf ,
that you give the full value, as I sent the last you had of me
to some other person first, and your price was much above A SHORTER PERIOD MAY BE CHOSEN AT AN
their valuation . I leave it to you to send mewhat you con .

INCREASED RENTAL,

sider the value of the present articles. I have recommended
you to my sister, Mrs, M , Y ., of Reading."
Weare every day receiving the samekind of testimonia la

A LONGER PERIOD AT A LOWER RENTAL,
which show that we do give the full value of all articles The Termsof which may be ascertained on application to
offered to us. If this is not sufficient to satisfy the most the Manager.
soeptical we challenge all dealers . We not only buy of
ladies and gentlemen , but our demand is so great that we
purchase of the trade. Ladies and gentlemen , by disposing
of their property to us, get the best price , thereby saving a THE ADVANTAGES
second profit . Our only address in England is OF THIS

81, THAYER -STREET, MANCHESTER-SQUARE ,
LONDON . New System of Purchasing a House,

CANADA : ST. PAUL -STREET, MONTREAL. MAY BE SUMMED UP AS FOLLOWS :
AUSTRALIA :MYER 'S STREET, SANDHURST, VIO .

TORIA : and | TRADE MARK. ) 1 . Persons of Limited Income, Clerks, Shopmen , and

31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHESTER-SQUARE GREAT CENTRAL WINE CELLARS .
others, may, by becoming Tenants of the BIRKBECK
BUILDING SOCIETY, be placed at once in a position of

Where all letters and parcels must be addressed . independence as regards their Landlord .

Established 1820 . 22 , FLEET-STREET, LONDON 2. Their RENT CANNOT BE RAISED.
(OPPOSITE CHANCERY -LANE). 8 . They CANNOT BE TUINED OUT OF POSSES.

LOLLOWAY'S PILLS. - Weak Stomach . The Largest, Cheapest,and Best Wine Establishmentin SION so long as they pay their Rent.
I The wisest cannot enumerate one quarter of the dis the World . A. NO FEES or FINES of any kind are chargeable .

tressing symptoms arising from enfeebled digestion , all of
which might be readily dispelled by these admirable pills . 5 . They can leave the House at any time without notice .

They remove all unpleasant taste from the mouth , flatu BY THE GLASS, BY THE BOTTLE, rent being payable only to the time of giving up possession .

lency, and constipation . Holloway' s Pills rouse the BY THE GALLON, BY THE Dozen , 6 . If circumstances compel them to leave the House
stomach , liver, and every other organ , thereby helping
digestion to that healthy tone which fully enables it to con AND BY THE CASE,

before the completion of their Twelve -and a Half Years
Tenancy, they can Sub -let the House for the remainder of

vert all we eat and drink to the nourishment of our bodies, AT WHOLESALE PRICES ; the Term , or they can Transfer their right to another
Hence these pills are the surest strengtheners and the Tenant.
selest restoratives in nervousness , wasting , and chronic Or Packed in Hampers for Races and Pioniosdebility . Holloway' s Pills are infallible remedies for im .

7 . Finally , NO LIABILITY or RESPONSIBILITY of

paired appetite, eractations , and a multitude of other dis anykind is incurred , berond the Payment of Rent by those

agreeable symptoms which res:der miserable the lives of THE GRIDIRON who noquire Honses by this New System .

thousands. These pills are approved by all classes. The BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY bate on their
Is now complete and in full operation . List several HOUSES , which they are prepared to LET OD

DURE VEGETABLE CHARCOAL the CHOPS , STEAKS, & c ., & c ., ONE SHILLING . the TWELVE-AND - A -HALF YEARS' SYSTEM , and in

E NEW CURE for INDIGESTION , BILious and LIVER many cases Immediate Possession may be obtained .
COMPLAINTA Recipe for preparation and use, together The 1 erms on which Honses can be placed on this
with trial box of Concentrated Charcoal DIGESTION PILLS 22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON Register may be obtained on application to
sent free on application . - Enclose stamped address to
Secretary , Sanitary Carbon Co., Nottingham . (Opposite Chancery -lane). FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager.

-
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GRAND RESTAURANT,

THE LONDON ,
191, FLEET-STREET, TEMPLE - BAR.

LUNCHEONS. DINNERS. FISH DINNERS. DINNERS A LA CARTE. PRIVATE DINNERS FROM 5s.
DAILY FROM 1 TILL 8 .

THE FAMOUS “ LONDON DINNER ” OF 5 COURSES AT 3s.
FROM 4 TILL 8 DAILY.

LADIES' DINING SALOONS AND LAVATORIES.
Handsome Smoking and Billiard Saloons. Open on Sundays from Six p .m .

« THE LONDON ” LUNCHEON BAR , ENTRANCE IN BASEMENT, CHANCERY-LANE.

Legal Notices. THE SANS- PLIS SHIRT. Sales by Guction .
TAW EXAMINATIONS. - A Solicitor, a REGISTERED Nov. 1848 .

MR. MARSAS REGISTER OF LANDED
Graduate of Oxford , READS with GENTLEMEN Specially adapted to meet the wants M ESTATES, Town and Country Residences, and

for their Preliminary . Intermediate , and Final EXAMI.
NATIONS. - Address " M . A ., " Messrs . Fletcher and Co., of property of every description , is published monthly, and

may be obtained at the offices of Mr. A . M . YETTS (late11. Staple-in, London , W . C . BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS Mr. Marsh ). Auctioneer, Land , and Estate Agent, 54,

M
Cannon -street , E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on appli .R. E . H . BEDFORD , Author of the “ In and
cation .

W termediate Examination Guide," " The Intermediate GENTLEMEN OF SEDENTARY PURSUIT
Examination Guide to Bookkeeping,” and Editor of " The Surrey . - A valuable Freehold Residential Property . eligiblyPreliminary ," " Intermediate, " and " Final, " has CLASSES Ease Combined with a Perfect Fit , situate in a favourite and select loonlity, posressing everydaily reading at his Chambers , 9, King's Bench -walk , facility for railway communication , being within half an
Temple, for each of the Examinations. Patterns and Particulars of Measure hour' s ride by rail , and a distance of twelve miles by road ,

ment free by post. from the metropolis. The situation of the property isDRELIMINARY, INTERMEDIATE, and extremely picturesque, and the neighbourhood in which it

I FINAL EXAMINATIONS for SOLICITORS. --Mr. BURDEN AND KEER is placed is surrounded by thebest society. It comprises
J . ERLE BENHAM (Author of Several Works), whore 51. CONDUIT-STREET, BOND-STREET,

a superior residence ofhandsome elevation , erected within
Pupils bave always parsed after short periods of tuition , the last ten years at considerable expense for the occupa

has CLASSES READING for there Examinations. For tion of the owner , and contains eleven bed chambers,
innumerable references to M . P . , Q . C . 8 , & c ., address to dressing rooms, three reception rooms, billiard room , con

Pump- court, Temple , or to the care of Messrs . BUTTER DQUITABLE REVERSIONARY servatory , and well . arranged domestic offices . The

WORTH , 7, Fleet -street, Her Majesty 's Law Publishers. INTEREST SOCIETY .. grounds are laid out with great taste , and einbrace an
10. Lancaster-place , Strand . area of 18 acres. The property is adapted for the residence

TO SOLICITORS. - Office for PATENTS , Established 1825 . Capital paid up , 4180,000, of a nobleman , banker, merchant, or private gentleman .

5 , SERLE-STREET, LINCOLS'A -IwX, W .C . This Society purchases Reversionary Propertyand Life In M R . MARSH is favoured with instructions
Messrs. DAVIES and HUNT, Patent Solicitors, continue to terests, and grants Loans on these securities. Forms of

Proposalmay be obtained at the office
to SELL br AUCTION, at the Guildhall Coffee

prooure BRITISH and FOREIGN PATENTS, & c .. at
F . S . CLAYTON , I housa , Gresham - street, at Twelve for One o 'clock, on

inost moderate charges, and to SOLICITORS at agency rates. C . H . CLAYTON Joint Secretaries.
Solicitors and intending Patentees should obtain their

THURSDAY . MAY 21, the above desirable RESIDEN
TIAL PROPERTY . situate and known as River-hill, Wor

" HANDBOOK FOR INVENTURS" gratis on application cester-park , near Ewell and Kingston, and within easy
or by letter . IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE Teuch of Epsom .

COMPANY ( Established 1803) . . Particulars and plans may shortly be obtained of Mr.
LONDON GAZETTE ( pnblished by authority ) and 1 , Old Broad -street , E . C ., and 16 and 17 , Pail-mall, S . W . A . M . YETTs (late Mr. Marsh ) , No. 51, Cannon - street . E . C .

LONDON and COUNTRY ADVERTISEMENTOFFICE Oapital, £1,600,000 . Paid -up and Invested , £700,000.
No. 117, CHANCERY-LANE, FLEET-STREET. Insurances against Fire on Property in all parts of the MESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON, and

worid at moderate rates of premium . Prompt and liberal
TENRY GREEN , Advertisement Agent, Msettlement of claims. Policies falling due at Lady-day FARMER'S LIST of ESTATES and HOUSES

begs to direct the attention of the Legal Profession to shonla be renewed before 9th April , or the same will to be SOLD or LET, including Landed Estates , Town and
the advantages of his long experience of upwards of troenty . become yoid . Country Residences, Hunting and Shooting Quartert ,
five years, in the special insertion of all pro formá notices , E . COZENS SMITH , General Manager. Farma, Ground Bents , Rentcharges, House Property , and

dc., and hereby solicits their continued support. - N . B . One Investments generally, is PUBLISHED on the first day of
copy of advertisement only reqnired , and the strictest care each month , and may be obtained , free of charge, at their

ONEY, TIME AND LIFEand promptitude nrgured . ' Officially stamped forms for ed Offices , 80 , Cheapside, E . C ., or will be sent by post in return
vertisements and file of London Gazette kept . By appoint ARE LOST IN THE EVENT OF for two stamps. Particulars for insertion should be
meut ACCIDENTAL INJURY OR DEATH . received not later than four days previous to the end of the

Provide against there losses by a Policy of the precedingmonth ,
RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE COMPANY

OFFICE FLOORS. — TRELOAR and SONS, AGAINST ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS . Oxford -street. -- The Freehold Estate of the late Charles
69 . Ludgate -hill. manufacture a great variety of | THE OLDEST AND LARGEST ACCIDENTAL ANSURANCE COMPANY. Nicolas Stuart , Esq ., for Sale , by direction of the Trustees

durable FLOOR COVERINGS specially adapted for offices . Hon , A . KINNAIRD , M . P ., Chairman . of his Will, comprising the Star Brewery , in the occupa
Fine Cocos Nut Matting, Cork Carpet. Linolenm , Kamp. PAID UP CAPITAL AND RESERVE FUND 2140,000 . tion of Messrs. Lightfoot, the eminent brewers , che
tnlicon , good Floor Cloth , & c - Ludgate Carpet Warehouse, houses ard shops Nos. 10 , 11, and 12, Oxford-street, and

ANNUAL INCOME £160 , 000.
69, Ludgate hill. Nos . 29 , 81 , 83 , 85, and 37. Hanway-street , the whole

£810,000 have been paid as Compensation . occupying an area of about one-third of an acre, and preT INCOLN ' S - INN -CHAMBERS, 40 , Chan BoxUS ALLOWED TO INRURERS OF FIVE YEARS ' STANDING . senting investments of a most valuable character, with
Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local

cery -lane. - Several SUITES of CHAMBERS, from important reversions attached. Present rental, £514 per
Agents , or

two to seventeen rooms each , with strong rooms, to be LET annum , virtually equivalent to ground rents . Let on
64 , CORNHILL, AND 10, REGENT-STREET, LONDON

in these fire -proof buildings, anitable for Barri- torg, Solici. leases expiring in 1874, 1876 , and 1897 respectively .
WILLIAM J. VIAN , Secretary.

tors, or other Professional Gentlemen , at moderate rents, M R . ROBINS (of 5 , Waterloo-place, Pallincluding all rates and taxes - Apply to Mr. F . CHIFFERIEL,
lav Stationer, 33. Cursitor-street, Chancery-lane ; or to the

TAW UNION FIRE AND LIFE Mall ), is directed to SELL the above FREEHOLD
ESTATE by AUCTION at the MART, in Tokenhouse

" Porter, " on the Premises. INSURANCE COMPANY . yard , Lothbury, E . C ., on WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15th , at
Chief Office . - 126, CHANCERY-LANE LONDON, W . O .

MHAMBER OF COMMERCE, Capital. - ONE MILLION STERLING . Two precisely, in three lots.
Particulars and Plans are now ready, andmay be had of

145, CHEAPSIDE , Fully subscribed by upwards of 400 Shareholders, nearly all
ofwhom are members of the Legal Profession , Messrs. BOOTYS and BAYCLIFFE, Solicitors, 1.

LONDON , E . O . Raymond-buildings, Gray' s -inn , W . O . ;:CHAIRMAN . - Sir William Foster , Bart., Norwich . at the Mart ; end of theAUCTIONEER ,
DEPUTY-CHAIRMAN. - James. Çuddon , Esq., Barrister-at A detailed advertisement appears in he Times eachROOMS FOR MEETINGS. Law , Goldsmith 's-building, Temple .

The Capital subscribed and Funds in hand amount Saturday .

upwards of £1,400,000 , affording unquestionable security ,
Superior accommodation on theGround Floor for holding The Directors invite attention to the new Form of Life TIMBER , STANDING OR FRLLED

Meetings of Creditors , Arbitrations, & c ., at reasonable Policy, which is free from all conditions.
terms. Conveniently situated , loftv light, well -ventilated , The Company ADVANCES Money on Mortgage of Life VALUED OR PURCHASED.
and quiet. Interests and Reversions, whether absolute or contingent.

Apply to COOPER, CRAIG , and CRAIG , on the premises. _ Prospectuses, copies of the Directors ' Report, and Annual MARTIN R . COBBETT ,
Balance Sheet, and every information sent post free on ap

mo SOLICITORS, STATIONERS, plication to , ENGLISH AND FOREIGN TIMBER MERCHANT,
BROKERS, & c . FRANK M 'GEDY, Actuary and Secretary . ST. THOMAS-STREET, LONDON, S . E .

Her Majesty' s Commissoners of Inland Revenue now
Estimate given free for any quantity , however small or

accept Cheques of the Cheque Bank (Limited ) in payment ANNUITIES AND REVERSIONS.
or large, in any part of the United Kingdom .

for Stamps. .
The attention of Solicitors, Brokers, Law Stationers,and REVERSIONARY INTEREST SYCAMORE AND LIME TIMBER WANTED.

others, is directed to the safety and convenience of this SOCIETY .

mode of payment, in lien of cash . 68. CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON.
For further information apply personally , or by letter, at SPANISH FLY is the acting ingredient inCHAIRMAN . - Alfred H . Shadwell, Esg .

the Offices of the Cheque Bank , at Pall Mall East, S . W ., or
DEPUTY -CHAIRMAN - H . Cecil Raikes, Esq ., M . P . D

24 , Cannon -street, E . C .
ALEX. ROSS' S CANTHARIDES OIL , which

speedily produces Whiskers and thickens Hair. 88, 6d .
8 . J. NICOLLE, Secretary. Reversions and Life Interests purchased . Immediate and ALEX, ROSS , 248, High Holborn , London.

Deferred Annuities granted in exchange for Reverzionary
W ONFORD HOUSE (Exeter.) - This and Contingent Interests. TAIR CURLING FLUID , 248, High

Loansmay also be obtained on the security of Reversions,Institution for the INSANE, offering great ad . Annuities, Immediate, Deferred , and Contingent, and alsс II Holborn , London . - ALEX. ROSS'S CURLING
vantages to the middle and tipper classes , is beautifully

FLUID carls Ladies' or Gentlemen ' s Hair immedistely it
Endowmerte, granted on favourable terms.

situated near the city of Exeter. The building is spacions Prospectuses and Formsof Proposal, and all further infor . is applied . Sold at Ss. 6d. ; sent free for 54 stamps.
and handsome, and the gronnd extensive. - For termsapply mation ,may be had at the office. Ito Dr. LYLE , Resident MedicalSuperintendant. REY HAIR , 248 , High Holborn , London .

O . B . CLABON . Secretary. UT ALEX. ROSS'S HAIR DYE prodnices a perfect
CLERGYMEN 'S , Professional Men's , and colour immediately it is used . Price 38. 6d . ; sent by post

U Military and Naval Officers' SONS are received at a TREEHOLD GROUND| DREEHOLD GROUND RENTS. - For or 54 stamps.
RClergyman 's SCHOOL, strictly liznited to gentlemen , on I SALE , to pay a clear nett 5 per cent, if sold immedi.

specially reduced terms. - Address Rev . Master A . M . (toately , most amply secured upon private houses at Bornsey , Printed and published by HORACE Cox , at 10 , Wellington
be forwarded , Messrs. Dawson and Sons, 191, Cannon . I and Balham , in amounts from £28 to £204 per annum , - 1 street, Strand , London , W . C ., in the County of Middleserstreet, London , E . C . Apply to Mr.WRAT, 19, Craven -street , Charing-cross . - Saturday, March 28, 1874 .
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Money ,Wanted and to end.

-

LAW .– The Advertiser (aged 23), admitted

Legal Notices.

T AW COSTS. - J . HARCOURT SMITH ,IT AW . - WANTED , in a City Offce, a .
Costs Draftsman and Accountant, having had U Junior Shortband CLERK . - Apply, stating age,

twenty years' varied experience, DRAFTS and SETTLES salary expected , and reference , to " Phono , ” care of Moesrs .
MHE IMPROVEMENT of LANDED COSTS in all Courts , and matters in Town and Country . Hopburn and Co ., Liw Stationers, 7, Pancras-lane, E . C .

ESTATES. - The LAND , LOAN , and ENFRAN . References to eminent London and provincial firms.

CHISEMENT COMPANY (incorporated by special Act of Offices : 6 , King-street, Chespside, E . C . I AW . - WANTED, in the office of a
Parliament) ADVANCES MONEY U Justices' Olork and County Court Registrar, &

1st. - To the Owners of Settled and other Estates, for OLERK acquaintod with the system of County Courtthe Erection of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES, Situations, Wanted and Vacant. Aocounts and Ro urne . - Address, atating age, references ,
and for the DRAINAGE. IRRIGATION , ENCLOSING , and salary required , to “ W ., " 18, Lincoln 's- inn -delds
CLEARING , and general Improvement of LANDED Pro T AW . - A Young Solicitor (LL. B . London London ,
perty in any part of the United Kingdom :
2nd . - To the Owners of Settled Estates in England , for U and Honours at Fipal) desires a CLERKSHIP ina T AW . - WANTED, in a Solicitor's Office

the ERECTION or COMPLETION of MANSIONS, good office . The highest references. Town preferred .

STABLES , and OUTBUILDINGS : " B . A ..” H . G . Fi- ld , 10, New Ion , Strand. U in Leeds, a Managing CLERK, to assist and work

Srd . - To Landowners generally , to enable them to sub
under the supervision of the Principal. A gentleman re

scribe for Shares in Companies for the CONSTRUCTION
cently or about to be admitted , it otherwise qualified , would

ot RAILWAYS and NAVIGABLE CANALS. which will U Jast Term , seeks & Managing Conveyancing . or
be preferred . Address, stating age, experience, and salary

beneficially affect their Estates : General CLERKSHIP , with or without supervision . Er.
expected , " X ," 92, Hercury Office, Leeds.

Ath. - TO INCUMBENTS, Ior the Improvement of their cellent references. - Address " Oyez," Post-office, Lan . I AW . COUNTY COURTS. - WANTED,
GLEBE LANDS, by Drainage , and the Erection of FARM caster,

BUILDINGS and COTTAGES :
an experienced Cash CLERK , who must be an effl .

5th . - To COPYHOLDERS for the ENFRANCHISE T AW . - WANTED , by & Gentleman (aged cient book-keeper and good penman ; notunder 80 years

MENT of COPYHOLD LANDS.
U 22 ; recently admitted ), & SITUATION in a small ofago. Salary to commence at £120. -- Address, stating age ,

The amount borrowed with the expenses would be charged office as General or Conveyancing CLERK , under the imme.
reference, and past experience , to “ W . " (No. 1618 ), 10 ,

on the estate benefited , and repaid by a rentcharge, termi. diate supervision of principal : good references . - Address
Wellington -street, Strand, W . C . It is requested none wil

pating in twenty - five years, " F .," Wilkinson and Son , 49 , Coleman -street, E . O .
apply who do not really possess all the qualifications.

NO INVESTIGATION OF THE LANDOWNER'S TA W . - WANTED
TITLE IS NECESSARY.

immediately. & T AW . - WANTED, a CLERK , to take the

Forms of application , and all further particulars,may be
Managing Conveyancing CLERKSHIP . without U managemont of the Assessment, & c ., of Property,

obtained of Messrs. Rawlence and Squarey, 22, Great George
sapervigion . Advertiser is an efficient Costs Draftsman , Income and other Taxes, with some knowledge of magis.

street, Westminster, S . W . and Salisbury ; of Messrs.
and would assist generally il required , Thorough Church terial business, and the ordinary rouring of solicitor' s

Ashurst, Morris, and Co., Solicitors, 6 , Old Jewry , London ,
man . Unexceptionablo references . - Address “ Clericus, " othine. Apply , stating age and salary required , with

E . C . : of Messrs . Gillespie and Paterson , w . S ., SIA , George
14, Clayton street , Birkenhead , reference to character and ability , addressed - " Taxes,

street, Edinburgh, agents for the Company in Scotland ; I AW - A Gentleman ( B . A . of Cambridge,
& c ., " Mr. Chadwell, Bookseller , Peterborough .

and at the Offices of the Company as below .
T . PAIN , Managing Director.

junt admitted ), with somo capital. wishes for & T AW . - WANTED , in an Office in Man .
EDWIN GARROD, Secretary.

OLERKSHIP , under supervision , with a view to Partner chester, a CLERK (who has not served under Arti .

Land, Loan , and Enfranchisement Company,
abip , in a respectable London Pirm of some years ' standing . clos ), fully competent to conduct business in the Court of

No. 22, Great George-street, Westminster, S . W . - Address " M .,” Elm Cottage, Old Charlton . 8 . E . Record and the Courts of Common Pleas and Chancery of
Lancashire respectively, and the County Court (including

T AW . - WANTED, by a Certified PhonoMONEY. -- WANTED, £14 ,000, at £5 per
actual Office, Chamber , and Court practice ), and who is ex ,

1 Cent. on MORTGAGE . Security undoubted,
grapher. A SITUATION as Shorthand and Bu . perionced in Bankruptcy and Liquidation matters , and is

grossing CLERK . Eastern counties preferred . Age 27.
Mr. ADDEXBROOKE, Solicitor, Middlesbrough .

willing to make himsell generally useful. - Address, stating

8 . W ., 114, Bramford - road , Ipswich. age, offices in which employed , experience, salary, and refer ..

MUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION I AW . - SITUATION as CLERK WANTED .
encen , " A . A . A . " (No. 1617), 10 , Wellington -acreet, Strand,
W . O .

M (Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1800), 14, Rus. U Can Abstract and Draw ordinary Deeds. under
Bell-street, Covent-garden , London, and 38, Ship-street, supervision , and at end to general office work. - Apply
Brighton , ADVANCES MONEY upon Personal Security, " Lex,” Post-office, Holbeach , Lincolnshire.
Bills of Sale , Deeds, & c ., repayable by instalments. Bills
promptly discounted , Forms free on receipt of stamped T A W . - WANTED immediately , by &
envelope ,

C . R . WRIGHT, Secretary . U Gent' eman , who passed the final examination lastLA GENCY - AUSTRALIA . - A Solicitor,
Term . aa ENGAGEMENT as Conveyancing or General

MONEY ADVANCED at a Day's Notice
Labout to proceed to Srdney, New South Wales , is

OLERK , with or without supervision . Unexceptionalble open to undertake COMMISSIONS of a Legal or Oom . .
(from 240 upwards) to respectablo householders in references can be given ; country preferred . -- Address " R . " mercial character. The highest referenres. - Address

the London District upon MORTGAGE of their FURNI. (No. 1617) , 10 , Wellington -etreet, Strand , W . O . " Solicitor, " R . S . Mason , Esq ., 30, Newgate -street, E . O .

TURE without removal, repayable by easy instalments .
Yo charge of any kind unless money advanced. As this does TAW . - & n immediate RE-ENGAGEMENT TAW EXAMINATIONS. - A Solicitor, a
not emanate from an agent,applicants must apply personally
to Mr. BAUGHAX, 31, Sonthampton -buildings, Chancery -lane .

is sought by the Advertiser, who is well av in Convey .
Graduate of Oxford , READS with GENTLEMEX

The public are cautioned against paying preliminary fees to

ancing and the general routine of County Practice, and of for their Preliminary . Intermediate, and Final EXAMI.

pretenders .

someyoars' experience. Moderate salary will be accepted . | NATIONS. - Address " M . A ., " Messrs. Fletcher and Co.,
Satisfactory references given . - Address " W . B . " No. 11 . Staplo-inn , London, W . O .
1618 ), 10 ,Wellington -street, Strand, W .C .

TAW . - A Solicitor desires an ENGAGE.
TAW EXAMINATIONS. -- A GENTLEMAN
U at the BAR (Bachelor of Laws in Honoara )

TAW PRACTICE . – A Small Country Ice
MENT. to manage antirely or under principal. PREPARES, in Chambers or through the post, for

Country preferred . Good conveyancer. Considerable er . the INCORPORATED LAW SOCIETY, the BAR , and
U PRACTICE for DISPOSAL in Norfolk , requiring perience in general country business in all branches ; also LONDON LL . B . References to former and present apils

only 8 :00 purchase money down ; domestic ill health only had experience in town business . Excellent referencen, will be given . - Address " LL , B ., " care of Messrs. Reoret

reason for sale . Every facility afforded to test bona ndes . - Address “ G .," ) , Charmouth-villa , Cambridge-road, Chis. And Turner Law Booksellers, 100. Chancery-lane, W . O .
Address " E . S . J . "" care of Mr. Stretton , solicitor, 18 ,care o M Strate

wick , Middlesex .
Southampton -buildings, Chancery.lane, W . C .

LAW .- A Managing CLERK , accustomed
TAW PUPILS. - A BARRISTER, who has

U
U

Partnerships, Wanted and Bacant. to advise, and without supervision , will, after Easter,
with almost uniform success, prepared nearly one

be open to accept another Country ENGAGEMËRT. As
thousand Students for Examinetion , prior to Admission as

such has had a long PracticalBxperience ,more particularly
Attorneys, many ofwhom obtained a Prize or Certificate of

TAW PARTNERSHIP . - A Gentleman
Merit, including two Clifford ' s -inn Prizemen , RECEIVES

in Chancery and Common Law , and is thoroughly up in PUPILS for Intermediate or Final Examinations, to tohom
U (aged 23 ) desires to ENTER into PARTNERSHIP Magisterial, County Court, and Bankruptcy Practice. " Re he devotes Nve hours daily . Feemoderate . - For particulars .

with a London Solicitor advancing in years and of large ference to present principals . - " Omega ” (No. 1618 ), 10 , or an interview , address " Mr. J ., " Messrs. Stevens and
practice . State terms, and address " G . W , ” 6 , Belvedere Wellington street Strand, w . C . Sons, Law Booksellers, 119, Chancery . lane, W . O . -

villas, Belvedere-road, Upper Norwood. T AW . - The Advertiser (aged 34) seeks an
N . B . Classes are forming , limited in number , for the ensuing

TAW .- WANTED, by a Young Solicitor, U ENGAGEMENT in any towi on the sea coast. Is
Koster, Trinity , and Michaelmas Terms.

well -experienced in Conveyancing, & PARTNER.
thoroughly competent to prepare expeditionely Bills of MOMMISSIONS, & c ., to AUSTRALIA .

SHIP in a well-established Practice in the south of Eng.
Coats and complicated acoounts, also manage Town Clerk ' s

To Solicitors, & 0 . - A practising solicitor , of experi
business. Taxen, Copyholds, Registration , and other ap

land . Premium about £ .000. - Address " B . B ., " 26, Beau .
fort-road, Edgbaston , Birmingham ,

pointments . Nearly seventeen years with late employers , enco, purposes going to Melbourne abou ' the end of April,

to whom reference may be made. Moderate salary
and would execute legal and other commissions there,

TAW PARTNERSHIP . - An experienced accepted. - Address “ W .," 4, Whitfield -street, Newark-on
returning to England after a short sojourn in the colony .
Parties entrusting advertiser with business may thus have

Conveyancer is DESIROUS of entering an office of Trent . the advantage of a personal conference with him both
good practice in a pleasant country Town, with a view to T AW - A Gentleman (Articled ) of upwards before his departure and after his return . Excellent refer
an early partnership . Age 30 . Admitted 1865. " L " U of twenty years' experience in Conveyancing , Com .

ences given , - Address “ Commissioner," care of Mr. R . F .

(No. 1618 ), 10 ,Wellington .street , Strand , W . O . mon Law . and the General Business, of & Solicitor and White, Advertising Agent 33, Fleet Street, London , E . C .

T AW . - A Gentleman (age 25, recently Notary Public , is desirous of MANAGING a moderate
Country PRACTICE, with occasional supervision , where mo SOLICITORS. - Office for PATENTS,

| Admitted) seeks & PARTNERSHIP , or Managing the gentleman . from age, infirmity , or otherwise , desiresCLERKSHIP with view to Partnership , with a solicitor
5 . SERLE-STREET , LINCOLX ' - IWN , W . 0 .

such assistance . Has passed intermediate.
of good standing , in Town or Country . Highest references

Salary £150 , I Messrs . DAVIES and HUNT, Patent Solicitors, continue to
including Assignment of Articles for nine months only .given . - Apply to " P . X , N .," Post-office, Bradford- on .

procure BRITISH and FOREIGN PATENTS , & c .. at
Most satisfactory references can be given . - Address most moderate charges, and to SOLICITORS at agency rates .

Avon . " A . B . " Box 42 , Post-office , Gloucester, Solicitors and intending Patentees should obtain their

TAW PARTNERSHIP - Managing
" HANDBOOK FOR INVENTORS" gratis on application

T A W . - SHORTHAND WRITER . -
U CLERKSHIP or Working. PARTNERSHIP. -

or by letter .
WANTED . in an Office in the Eastern Counties, &

WANTED, by a Solicitor (age 36 ), who hashad themanage
LONDON GAZETTE (pnblished by authority ) and

ment of a Conveyancing and General Practice in the City .
Yonne Man 18 SHORTHAND WRITER and as Generol LONDON and COUNTRY ADVERTISEMENTOFFICE

Excellent business abilities and character, and good ad .
OLERK . - Address, with particulars of age, references , and No. 117, CHANCERY-LANE, FLEET-STREET.

dress . Moderate salary required . - " Lex ,” 13, Queen Mar
salary required , to " T . , " Iparich Journal Ofnce, Ipswich . TENRY GREEN , Advertisement Agent,

garet 's -grove, Mildmay-park , N . T AW . - WANTED, immediately, as Copying IT begs to direct the attention of the Legal Profession to
TEGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY. I and Engrossing CLERK , who is willing to make him

the advantages of his long experience of upwards of troenty

U

five years, in the special insertion of all pro formd notices,
Mr. O . E .MASON , AUDITOR, LIQUIDATOR , and

self generally useful. -- Address, by letter, stating age, ex . In08 yeurn the pe

ACCOUNTANT, 30 . Essex -street , Strand . London .
perience , and salary required , to Messrs . WELSBY and HILL .

& c ., and hereby solicits their continued support. - N . B , One

Solicitors, Ormskirk, Lancashire .
copy of advertisement only required , and the striotest care

TAW . - TO COUNTRY SOLICITORS.
and promptitude assured . Officially stamped forms for ad

A Solicitor desires to undertake London Agency

vertisements and file of London Gazette kept . By appoint
T AW . - WANTED , in an Office of large ment

Business for Country Solicitors on very moderate terms. - U Public Appointments in Norfoik, a young Copying
Address “ Agent" (No. 1617 ), 10 , Wellington - street , Strand . and Engrossing CLERK , who can write Shorthand , and

TAW COSTS AND ACCOUNTS.
will make himself generally useful. - Address " J , O . C . .
Mesers. Harwar and Co ., Furnival's-inn -gateway, Holborn , BROKERS, & c .

EDWARD J. FARRIES, Costs Draftsman , 4, College London , E . C . Her Majesty's Commissioners of Inland Revenue now

Hill, City, late Gresham House, Estimates for Drawing accept Cheques of the Choque Bank (Limited ) in payment
Costs Town or Country. References to firms of highest T AW . - ENGROSSING CLERK. for Stamps,

standing .
U WANTED, for a Conntry Solicitor's Office, an ex The attention of Solicitors, Brokers , Law Stationery, and

perienced ENGROSSING OLERK , of between 80 and 40
T AW . - COSTS AND ACCOUNTS. — The

others, is directed to the safety and convenience of this
years of age, capable of preparing Drafts, Bills of Costs . mode of payment, in lieu of cash .

Advertiser is open to an ENGAGEMENT to Draw and Residuary Accounts , or the like. A shorthand writer For further information apply personally , or by letter, at
Arrears of Costa, in Town or Country, charging a very preferred . - Apply in the first place, by letter, t - 'GW " the Offices of the Cheque Bank , at Pall Mall Easy 8 . W .

moderate commissior . - Address " Lex," 64 , Great Russell. care of Messrs. Spottiswoode and Co., Law Stationers, 87, 24, Cannon -street, E . C .

street .
Chancery -lane . 8 . J. NIL LLE, Secretary.

Practices, Wanted and for Sale.

To so LICITORS, STATIONERS,
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Just published, price £1 118. 6d .,

THE SECOND EDITION
OF

Easter Decoration of Churches .

THE MODE OF DECORATING
CHUROHES at EASTER and on other FESTIVE

OCCASIONS, with Ilustrations, Third Edition . By the
Rev. EDWARD L . CUTTS, B . A . Price 4s . 6d ., cloth by
post 3d . extra. May be had ofall booksellers.
London : HORACE Cox, 10 , Wellington-street, Strand, W . C

NEW EDITION OF SAUNDERS'S LAW OF
BASTARDY.

THE LAW and PRACTICE of AFFILIA .
TION , containing the Bastardy Law Amendment

Acts 1872 and 1878 , the New Forms jus issued by the Local
Covernment Board , and all the Decisions upon the subject.
By THOMAS W . SAUNDERS, Barrister- at- Law , Recorder
of Bath, Sixth Edition . Price 6s, 6d ., cloth .

London : Law Times Office, 10, Wellington -street , Strand .

DEAUTIFUL POETRY : being a Careful
Selection of all the best published Poemsof the Past

and Present Ages, both English and American . In Six
Series. Price of the Series complete, 338. plain cloth and
459 , cloth gilt and gilt edges. Each volume may be had
separately for 58 , 6d . plain cloth ; and 78 , 6d ., cloth gilt and
gilt edges.

HORACE Cox, 10 , Wellington -street , Strand , W . O .

Ꭰ Ꭰ Ꭱ Ꭲ Ꭺ ? s

LAW AND PRACTICE IN BANKRUPTCY;
UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF

THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict. 0 . 71) ; THE DEBTOR'S

ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict. c. 62) ;

AND THE

BANKRUPTCY REPEAL AND INSOLVENT COURT ACT, 1869
(32 & 33 Vict, C. 83).

TUSTICES CLERKS' ACCOUNTS. A
Journaland Cash Book, prepared by Mr. GEORGE

O . OKE, of the Mansion House, London , for Justices'
Clerks' Account of Fees received by them . The headings
are : Date - Sabject of Entry - Fees earned - Fees debited
in Ledger - Ledger _ Folio - Current fees received - Fines ,

fees, & c ., credited - Ledger folio - Fines, fees, & c . , repaid
Office expenses. Prices : One quire, 58. ; two quires, 88. ;
three quires , lls. ; four quires, 14s. ; five quires, 178. i six
quires, 208. ; half-bound, or in sheets unbound' Ss. per
quire .

London : H . Cox, 10, Wellington-street, Strand .

AND ALL THE CASES AND DECISIONS OF ALL THE COURTS DOWN TO THE
PRESENT TIME.

By A . A . DORIA , of Lincoln 's Inn , Esq., B .C . L ., Barrister -at-Law .W ONFORD HOUSE (Exeter.) - This
V Institution for the INSANE, offering great ad

vantages to the middle and upper classes, is beautifully
situated near the city of Exeter. The building is spacions
andhandsome, and the ground extensive. - For terms apply
to Dr. LYLE, Resident MedicalSuperintendant.

ST. GEORGE'S HOSPITAL MEDICAL
W SCHOOL. - The SUMMER SESSION commences on
MONDAY, MAY 4th . Prospectuses and full particulars 1
may be obtained on application , personally or by letter, to
the Treasurer or Dean of the Schools , at the Hospital

CLERGYMEN' S , Professional Men ' s, and
U Military and Naval Officers' SONŞ are received at &

Clergyman 's SCHOOL, strictly limited to gentlemen , on
specially reduced terms. - Address Rev. Master A . M . (to
be forwarded ), Messrs. Dawson and Sons, 121, Cannon .
street, London , E . O .

pital. 21.60Teet, E . c .,establish
ed

182,URAN
CE

TMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY (Established 1803),

1 , Old Broad -street, E . C ., and 16 and 17 , Pall-mall, S . W .
Capital, e1,600,000 . Paid -up and Invested , £700 ,000 .

Insurances against Fire on Property in all parts of the
world at moderate rates of premium . Prompt and liberal
settlement of claims. Policies falling due at Lady-day
should be renewed before 9th April, or the same will
become void .

E . COZENS SMITH , General Manager.
ANNUITIES AND REVERSIONS.

REVERSIONARY INTEREST
SOCIETY,

68 , CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON .
CHAIRMAN . -- Alfred H . Bhadwell, Esq .

DEPUTY -CHAIRMAX - H . Cecil Raikes, Esq., M . E

Reversions and Life Interests purchased . Immediate an
Deferred Annuities granted in exchange for Reversionary
und Contingent Interests.
Loans may also be obtained on the security of Reversions.
Amuities, Immediate, Deferred , and contingent, and alec

Endowments, granted on favourable terms,
Prospectuses and Forms of Proposal, and all further infor

mation ,may be had at the office .
C . B . CLABON, Secretary .

LATV
To

resercise le or
plesition of

CONTENTS :

CHAP. I. - THE COURT OF BANKRUPTCY, CHAP. XV.- OF THE RIGHTS, DUTIES, AND LIABILITIES OF
Secu. THE TRUSTEE

1 . Preliminary observations, Sect.
2 . The Bankiuptcy Repeal and Insolvent Court Act, 1. Generally . .

1869 . 2 . As regards the appointment of a solicitor.

8 The Debtors' Act, 1869 . 3 . To collect and realise the bankrupt's estate.
The Bankruptcy Act, 1869.

CHAP . XVI. -- OF THE BANKRUPT'S ESTATE .

CHAP. II. - OFTEN COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. 1. Effects of Bankruptcy in relation to the interest of
1 . Preliminary . creditors .

2 . Abolition of existing courts . 2 . What passes to the trustee.
3. Provisions for winding -up pending business.

Csap. XVII. - OF REPUTED OWNERSHIP ,
CHAP. III. - CONSTITUTION AND DIVISION OF THE COURT,
1 . Generally . CHAP. XVIII. - OF TRANSACTIONS NOT AFFECTED BY
2 . The London Bankruptcy Court. BANKRUPTCY .

3 . The localbankruptoy courts, 1 Protection of certain transactions with the bankrupt
4 . The buildings. personally .

2 . Protection of certain transactions relating to the
CRAP. IV . - JURISDICTION OF THE COURT. disposition of the bankrupt's property .

1. Generally . 3 . Of fraudulent preference.
2 . The London Court of Bankruptcy . 4. Of warrants of attorney , cognovits, & c .

The local bankruptcy courts .
The procedure and practice . CHAP. XIX . - REALIZATION OF THE BANKRUPT'S ESTATE,

5 . Of appeale . 1. Generally .
6 . The sittings of the court. 2 . To carry on the business of the bankrupt for the bene
7 . Of fees and stamps. _ fit of the creditors .

8 . To bring or defend actions, & c .
CHAP V . - THE PERSONS LIABLE TO BECOME BANKRUPT. 4 . To realise the estate .
1 . Generally . 5 . To exercise powers vested in the bankrupt .

2 . Persons liable as traders . 6 . To mortgage or pledge the estate for paymentof debts.
. Non -traders . 7 . To accept a composition or general schemeof arrange

ment.

CHAP. VI. - OF ACTS OF BANKRUPTCY. 8 . To divide property amongst creditors,
1 . Generally . CHAP. XX. -- TEE PROOF OF DEBTS AND PAYMENT IX FULL2. Enumeration of.

i . Waen had before whom debts may be proved .
Cuap VIT. -OF PROCEEDINGS TO OBTAIN ADJUDICATION . 9. By whom debts may be proved .

1 . Generany. 3 . How debts may be proved .

2. The petition . What aubts may be proved .

3 . Service of petition .
4. Consequence of presenting petition . CRAP. XXI. --OF THE AUDIT AND DIVIDBXD.

5 . Proceedings upon the petition . of the audit.
Of the dividend .

CHAP. VIII. - THE HEARING AND ADJUDICATION . 3. Of staying a dividend .

1. Generally . P . XXII. - OLONE OF THE BANKRUPTCY AND RELEASE
2 . Where the debtor does not appear . OF THE TRUSTEE
3. Where the creditor does notappear .
4. Where neither party appears. 1. Close of the bankruptcy .
5 . Showing cause against adjudication . 2. Release of the trustee.

Of the adjudication .
7. Ofappeal against adjudication . CHAP. XXIII. - OF ANNULLING THE ADJUDICATION AND ITS

CƏNSEQUENCES.

CHAP. IX . - THE CONSEQUENCES OF ADJUDICATION , CHAP. XXIV .-OF LIQUIDATION BY ARRANGEMENT.
As regards the bankrupt's property .

1 . Of the petition ,
2 As regards the bankrupt himself ,

2. The appointment of a receiver and manager, and of
injunction .

CHAP X . - OF THE MEETING OF CREDITORS First meeting and proceedings thereat.
1. Generally , Registration of the resolution and its consequences .

2 . Of the first generalmeeting, 5 . Of the trustee, his rights and duties .
8 . Ofproceedings at first meeting. 6 . Of the dividend.
4. Of general meetings. 7 . Discharge of the debtor .

8 . Close of the liquidation , and release of the trustee.
CHAP. XI. OF THE APPOINTMENT OF THE TRUSTEE

CHAP. XXV.- OF ARRANGEMENT BY COMPOSITION.1 . Who may vote in the appointment of trustee .
2 . Who may be appointed trustee. CHAP. XXVI. - OF EVIDENCE.8 . As to the number of trustees ,
4 . The appointment of trustee and his confirmation . 1. Written evidence.
5 . The rejection by the court of the trustee appointed by 2 . Oral evidence.

the creditors. 3. Privileged communications.
6 . The resignation , death, or removal of the trustee. CHAP. XXVII. --OF THE SOLICITOR .

OHAP XII. – OF THE COMMITTEE OF INSPECTION, ITS 1. Generally.
POWERS AND DUTIES. 2. Řights , duties , and authorities of the solicitor ,

1. Ofthe appointment of the committee of inspection . CHAP. XXVIII. - Or Costs.
2. The powers and duties of the committee of inspection . 1. Generally .

2 . Taxation of costs .
Cuar. XIII. - OF THE PUBLIC EXAMINATION OF THE 8. The solicitor's lien for his costs .

BANKRUPT. 4 . Mode of enforcing payment of costs .

CHAP. XIV . - DISCHARGE OF THE BANKRUPT, CHAP. XXIX. -OF OFFENCES IN BANKRUTTOK .
1. Grant, retusal, suspension of order of discharge. 1 . Generally .
2 . Effect of, when granted 2 . Of contempte .
3 . Status of discharged bankrupt. I 3. of offences strictly so called

TIMBER , STANDING OR FELLED,
VALUED OR PURCHASED.

MARTIN R . COBBETT,
ENGLISH AND FOREIGN TIMBER MERCHANT,

ST. THOMAS-STREET, LONDON, S . E .
An Estimate given free for any quantity, however small or

or large, in any part of the United Kingdom .

SYCAMORE AND LIME TIMBER WANTED .

COUGHS, COLDS, ASTHMA,
BRONCHITIS, and NEURALGIA ,

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE' S CHLORO .
DYNE, a few doses quite effectual. - Caution. -- The

extraordinary medical reports on the efficacy of Chlorodyne
render it of vital importance that the public should obtain
the genuine, which is protected by a Government stamp,
bearing the words “ Dr. J . Collis Browne' s Chlorodyne. "
See decision of Vice-Chancellor Sir W . Page Wood, the
Times, July 16th , 1864. Numerous testimonials from
eminent Physicians accompany each bottle .

From W . C .Wilkinson , Esq ., F . R . C . S ., Spalding.
“ I consider it invaluable in phthisis and spasmodio

cough : the benefit is very marked indeed."

Dr. M 'Millman of New Galloway, Scotland.
“ Iconsider it the most valunble medicine known."
Sold in boutes, 1s. 1 d ., 28 . 9d ., and 4s, 6d . by all chemist

Anle manufacturer, J . T . DAVENPORT, 33 , ureat Russell.
street, London , W . C .

SPANISH FLY is the acting ingredient in
ALEX, BOSS'S CANTHARIDES OIL , which

speedily produces Whiskers and thickens Hair. 88. 60.
ALEX . ROSS , 248, High Holborn , London .

LAIR CURLING FLUID , 248, High
Il Bolborn, London . - ALEX. ROSS 'S CURLING
FLUID curls Ladies' or Gentlemen ' s Hair immediately it
is applied . Sold at 88 . 60 . ; sent free for 54 stamps,

REY HAIR , 248, High Holborn , London.
U ALEX . RISS' S HAIR DYE produces a perfect
colour immediately it is used . Price Ss. 6d . ; sent by post
or 54 stamps.

LONDON :

" LAW TIMES” OFFICE , 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND, W .C.
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| THE QUEEN ,

THE LADY'S NEWSPAPER ,

OF

SATURDAY, APRIL 4 .

Now ready, price 128. 6d . COX'S LAW OF

THE SECOND EDITION (greatly enlarged and almos JOINT-STOCK COMPANIES.
entirely re-written ) of

The SEVENTH EDITION of the
EQUITY IN THE COUNTY COURTS : TAW OF JOINT STOCK COMPANIES

A XANUAL OF THE AND OTHER ASSOCIATIONS : comprising the

whole of the New Law relating to the Abandonment of

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF THE COUNTY Railways and the Winding -up of Railway Companies,

as contained in the Statutes relating to Joint- Stock
COURTS IN EQUITABLE PROCEEDINGS, Companies, the General Orders and Rules of the Court

Including the powers given by the Friendly Societies Actr, ! of Chancery, and Decisions of the Courts of Law and

the Charitable Trusts Acts, the Companies Acts , and all Equity ; together with the Industrial and Provident
other subjects of Jurisdiction not included under the heads Societies Acts, and County Court Orders thereon , the Stan
of Common Law . Admiralty , and Bankruptcy with a naries Act and Rules, with Notes as to the Mode of Proce

Chapter on the Probate Jurisdiction conferred by the Acts dure under them . By EDWARD W . COX, Serjeant-at
of 1859 and 1878. and Forms. Tables of Costs , and Lists of Law , Recorder of Portsmouth . Seventh Edition by

Fees, CHARLES J . O 'MALLEY, LL. B ., Barrister -at- Law , of
the Middle Temple .

By HENRY FREDERICK GIBBONS, LL. B., Price 21s., cloth .

AND London : LAW TIMES Office, 10 , Wellington -street, Strand.

NATHANIEL NATHAN , B . A ., Barristers-at-Laro. In post Svo., price 6s. 6d .,

LONDON : THE ARTS OF READING ,WRITING ,
HORACE COX, 10,WELLINGTON-STREET, STRAND.

AND SPEAKING :
THE COUNTY COURTS CHRONICLE

and GAZETTE OF BANKRUPTOY , monthly , LETTERS TO A LAW STUDENT.
price ls . 60 ., contains all the Law and Reports of the

County Courts and in Bankruptoy. BY EDWARD W . cox, Serjeant -at- Law .
London : " LAW TIMES " Office, 10, Wellington -street,

Strand.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.
MTHE BOOK of DINNER SERVIETTES

" He lays down rules which every studentmust appreciate ,
1 ( Third Edition ) contains a new Introduction on the andhe adduces examples that cannot fail to make a lasting

Decoration of Dinner Tables, and General Directions for impression ." - - Lincoln Mercury .
folding the Serviettes, with Ninety-two Woodcuts. Demy " Instructions remarkable for their sound common sense .”
sto ., on toned paper, and in fancy cover, price 28 . - The Sun .

London : HORACE Cox, 846, Strand , W . O . LAW Times Office , 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W . C .

CONTAINS :

The Famine in Bengal.
Japanese Reforms.
Five o' clock Tea .
Causerie de Paris .
Out of the World .

The Right Hon . Lord Hampton , G . C . B . , with Portrait .
The Ellison Collection of Water Colours.
Tales of OurGreat Families .

The RightHon. Chichester S . P . Fortescue, now Lord
Carlingford , with Portrait .

COLOURED SUPPLEMENT OF

LATEST PARIS FASHIONS.

DRESS AND FASHION : The Parisian Fashions (from our
own Correspondent) . - Marie Antoinette , and Charlotte
Corday Fichus; The Isabelle and Toilette de Visites ; The
Florentin , Out Door , The Scotch , and Morning Costumes ;
The Parisian Mantille : Circular Mantle : Open Linen ,

Spright Collar of Cambric and Lace, and Cambric Collars
and Sleeves ; Embroidered and Morning Habit Shirts and
Sleeves ; Cravats for the Throat ; Aprons ; Handkerchiefs :

Muslin Cap, & c ., with Illustrations.

THE WORK TABLE. - Square for Quilt ; Lappet : Anti
macassar : Borders ; Insertion : Lace , Antique and Modern ,

& c ., with Illustrations.

THE HOUSEWIFE. - The Aylesbury Milk Company : Notes

and Queries : Answerg. Cuisine : Practical Dinners :

Cookery for Invalids ; Notes and Queries ; Answers .

The Drama. Mugio and Musicians. Gazette des Dameg,
The Tourist. Pastimes. The Library . The Exchange.
Personal, The Boudoir. Court Chronicle . Society.
Obituary .

Notes and Queries on Dress, Work, Music, and other
subjects usefuland interesting to Ladies .

All the Fashionable intelligence of the Week ,

Price 6d. ; Post Free 61d .

May be had of News Agents, Booksellers, and at the Rail.
way Stalls ,

OFFICE : 346 , STRAND, LONDON , W .C .

Now ready, price 6s.,

ON

A TREATISE

WARRANTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS

SALE OF PERSONAL CHATTELS.
By THOMAS WM. SAUNDERS, Esq.,

UPON THE

A SPINALL'S MARITIME LAW CASES.
Just published , the new part (Vol. 2, Part II.) .

containing Reports of all the Cases on Maritime Law

decided by the Courts of Admiralty , the Privy Council, all
the Superior Courts of Law and Equity , with a selection of
Foreign Cases. By J . P . ASPINALL, Esq ., Barrister -at.

Law . Price 58 . 6d . The back volumes and parts may be

had to complete sets.

London ; “ LAW TINES" Office, 10, Wellington -street,
Strand .

Barrister-at-Law , Recorder of Bath .

LONDON : " LAW TIMES” OFFICE, 10 , WELLINGTON-STREET, STRAND, W . C .

LAW OF ELECTION PETITIONS, WITH ALL THE DECISIONS.

THE

LAW & PRACTICE OF ELECTION PETITIONS,

WITH ALL THE DECISIONS,

INCLUDING THE

LAW AND PRACTICE OF REGISTRATION AND ELECTIONS, PARLIAMENTARY AND MUNICIPAL,
THROUGHOUT GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

By EDWARD W . COX ,
Serjeant-at-Law , Recorder of Portsmouth ,

AND

STANDISH GROVE GRADY, Esq.,
Barrister- at -Law , Recorder of Gravesend .

The work comprises : The Representation of the People Act 1867 ; The Registration Act 1868 ; The Corrupt Practices Act
1868 ; The Ballot Act 1872 ; incorporating the Reform Act and all the Statutes ; and the decisions of the Court of Common
Pleas upon Appeal to 1873 , with instructions for the management of Elections in Counties, Cities, and Boroughs, for the manage
ment of Registration , and for Returning Officers, with Precedents of Books, Forms, & c . And The Law and Practice of Munici,

pal Elections.
ALSO A CHAPTER ON

THE LEGAL PRINCIPLES RELATING TO CORRUPT PRACTICES AT ELECTIONS

AS LAID DOWN BY THE JUDGES UNDER THE ELECTION PETITIONS ACT 1868,

By F . O . CRUMP, Esq., Barrister-at-Law .

TWELFTH EDITION . PRICE 248., CLOTH .

LONDON : “ LAW TIMES” OFFICE , 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND, W .C .
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Sales by Juction .CHURCH PREFERMENT WANTED . - IMHE COMPANIES' ACTS 1862 and 1867,
PATRONS or SOLICITORS interested in the SALE 1 Fourth Edition , now ready, price 2s . 6d ., in cloth , A

(privately ) of ADVOWSONS, PRESENTATIONS. or HANDY BOOK , by RICHARD JORDAN , containing all
District Churches (either with deterred , or the prospect of the necessary information for the Formation and Manage MR. MARSH'S REGISTER of LANDED
immediate, possession ) are advised to communicate (confi ment of Public Companies, Instructions as to the Prepara

tion of the Memorandumdentially ) with Mr. W . EMERY STARK , F . R . G . S ., & c .,
ESTATES , Town and Country Residences, andand Articles of Association ,

property of every description , is pnblished monthly, andSpecial Resolutions, Annual Returns, Books to be kept.wbo is enabled , through his extensivo connection and
many years' exclusive attention to these importantmatters, Liability of Members. Voluntary Winding-up. Notices for may be obtained at the offices of Mr. A . M . YBTTS ( lato

to give valuable assistance . - Offices : St. Paul's -chambers, " Gazette, " Table of Fees, Stamp Duties , & o . Mr. Marsh ), Auctioneer, Land , and Estate Agent, 54 ,

No. 23 (removed from 27 ), Bedford -street, Strand , W . O . London : STEVENS and Sons, 119 , Chancery-lane, Fleet. Cannon -street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on appli.
cation ,

street.

Surrey . - A valuable Freehold Residential Property , eligibly
Actuarial Tables for valuing Adroiosons, Nert Presentations, sitnate in a favourite and select locality, possessing everyHanoi ial and Corporation Rights, Church and Copyhold LLMER'S PRACTICE in LUNACY (New
Anfranchisements , Renewal Finer, Heriots , & c . V facility for railway communication , being within half anEdition ), adapted to the Lunacy Regulation Acts hour' s ride by rail, and a distance of twelve miles by road ,
NOPIES of the 4th Edition (1859 ) , price 1853 and 1862, with Schedule and Notes of Cases and Deci. from the metropolis . The situation of the property is

sions, Duties of Committees of Person and Estata, Forms,
88, Rd., of the above entitled Manual on COPYÅOLD extremely picturesque, and the neighbourhood in which it

Costa , Statutos, General Orders and Index . Price 218 .,
and CHUROH PROPERTY, by is placed is surrounded by the best society. It comprises

cloth . & superior residence of handsomeelevasion , erected within
ARTHUR SCRATCHLEY, M .A . London : STEVENS And Soxs, 119, Chancery-lane. the last ten years at considerable expense for the occupa

(Author of the " Treatise on Benefit Building Societies " ) tion of the owner, and contains eleven bed chambers ,
may be obtained of Messrs. LAYTON, 150, Fleet-street, Ready in a few days, post8vo ., price 158. cloth , dressing rooms, three reception rooms, billiard room , con

Londun . servatory . and well - arranged domestic offices . The
THE TRAMWAY ACTS of THE UNITED grounds are laid out with great taste , and embrace an

KINGDOM , with NOTES ON THE LAW AND area of 18 acres . The property is adapted for theresidence
SOLICITOR' S CASH BOOK . - A Cash Book PRACTICE , and an Appendix containing the Standing of a nobleman , banker, merchant, or private gentleman .

for Use of Solicitors, showing at a glance receipts and Orders of Parliament, Rules of the Board of Trade relatingpayments on cash account, bank account, business account, to Tramways, and Decisions of the Referees with respect to IM R . MARSA 18 tavoured with instructions

and private account. Price , with explanation , in sheets, Locus Standi. By HENRY SUTTON , B . A ., of Lincoln 's to SELL by AUCTION , at the Guildhall Coffee

36 . 6d , per quire , or bound in extra forril, of the following inn , Barrister-at-Law . houga, Gresham -street, at Twelve for One o 'clock , on

thickness : one quire, 10s . ; two quires, 138 . 60 . ; three THURSDAY, MAY 21, the above desirable RESIDEN
London : STEVENS and Sons, 119, Chancery -lan : .

quires , 178 . ; four quires , £l Is . ; five quires, el 58. ; six TIAL PROPERTY . situate and known as River-hill, Wor.

quires, £1 9s . cester-park , near Ewell and Kingston, and within easy
Just published , second edition with emendations,The author says : “ It is very simple, and with a little

reach of Epsom .
price 78 , 6d . Particulars and plans may shortly be obtained of Mr.

attention it will be found to work well ; I have long proved A . M . YETTI (late Mr. Marsh ) . No . 51, Cannon -street . E . C .
it to do so . " May be obtained direct, or through any book .
seller by order .

London : H . Cox, 10 , Wellington-street, Strand, W . C . BEING A COMPENDIUM OF VESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and
1 FARMER ' S LIST of ESTATES and HOUSES

THE LAWS OF ENGLAND to be SOLD or LET, including Landed Estates, Town and
Price 18 ., by post 18. 8d. Country Residences, Hunting and Shooting Quarters,

DEAUTIES of FRENCH LITERATURE Farms, Ground Rents, Rentcharges, House Property , and

D A Translation into English, by JAMES LOWE, OF THE PRESENT TIME. Investments generally , is PUBLISHED on the first day of

the memoirs and letters of Madame de Sévigné and Madame By DAVID MITCHELL AIRD , Esq ., Barrister-at- Law . each month , and may be obtained , free of charge, at their

j & Duchesse D 'Orleans. Offices, 80, Cheapside, E . C ., or will be sentby post in return
“ A most admirable work for law stndenta , compendious for two stamps . Particulars for insertion should be

London : HORACE Cox, 10, Wellington -street, Strand, w . c . add on an excellent plan ." - Daily Telegraph. December received not later than four days previous to the end of the
20th , 1873 . preceding month ,
London : LONGMANS,GREEX ,and Co., Paternoster-row .

Oxford -street . - Tho Freehold Estate of the late Charles

This day is published, in 8vo ., price 128., Nicolas Stuart, Esq ., for Sale , by direction of the Trustees
of his Will, comprising the Star Brewery, in the occupa

PARADOXES AND PUZZLES, Historical, tion of Messrs. Lightfoot, the eminent brewers, the
MAKERS I Judicial, and Literary. By JOHN PAGET, Bar. houses and shops Nos 10 , 11, and 12, Oxford -street, and

rister -at- Law . Now for the first time published in collected Nos. 29 , 31, 33 , 35 , and 37 , Hanway -street, the whole
form , occupying an area ofabout one-third of an aore, and pre

By Special Appointment Contents, senting investments of a most valuable character , with

TO HER MAJESTY important reversions attached . Present rental, £514 per
THE LORD CHANCELLOR , THE NEW " EYAMEN " (2nd ... JUDICIAL PUZZLES,

The Whole of the Judicial Bench , Edition ), Elizabeth Canning .
annum , virtually equivalent to ground renta. Let on

Corporation of London , & c . An Inquiry into the Evi. The Campden Wonder .
lenses expiring in 1874, 1876, and 1897 respectively .

dence relating to certain The Annesley Cass . WR. ROBINS (of 5, Waterloo-place, Pall
passages in Lord Macau . Eliza Fenning .

SOLICITORS AND REGISTRARS' GOWNS. Mall), is directed to SELL the above FREEHOLD
lay' s History. Spencer Cowper's Case . ESTATE by AUCTION at the MART, in Tokenhouse

BARRISTERS' AND QUEEN'S COUNSELS' DITTO VINDICATIONS, ESSAYS OX ART. yard , Lothbury, E . O ., on WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15th . at
| Nelson and Caracciolo , The Elements of Drawing. Two precisely , in three lots .
Jady Hamilton A Day at Antwerp : Rubens

CORPORATION ROBES .
Particulars and Plans are now ready , andmay be had of

The Wigton Martyrs. And Ruskin .
UNIVERSITY AND CLERGY GOWNS, & c. Recollectionsof Lord Byro 1. George Cruikshank , Mergra. BOOTYS and BAYCLIFFE, Solicitors, 1,

Raymond -buildings , Gray ' s-inn, W . 0 . ; :
Established 1689 .

Lord Byron and his Calun . John Leech.
niators . at the Mart ; and of the AUCTIONBER.

94, CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON .
A detailod Advertisement appears in the Timer each

I WILLIAM BLACKWOOD and Sons, Edinburgh and London , Saturday.

BLACKSTONE ECONOMISED ;

TO

EDE AND SON,

ROBE

LAW UNION FIRE AND LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY.

Chief Office — 126 , CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, W . C.
The only Law Office in the United Kingdom combining Fire and Life Insurance.

CAPITAL - ONE MILLION STERLING .
Fully Subscribed by upwards of 400 Shareholders, nearly all of whom are Members of the Legal Profession .

THE FIRE AND LIFE DEPARTMENTS ARE UNDER ONE MANAGEMENT, BUT WITH SEPARATE FUNDS AND ACCOUNTS.

CHAIRMAN — Sir WILLIAM FOSTER, Bart., Norwich.

DEPUTY-CHAIRMAN - JAMES CUDDON, Esq., Barrister-at-Law , Goldsmith -building, Temple.

EXTRACT from the REPORT of the DIRECTORS for the YEAR 1873.

In the Fire Department, during the twelve months ending 30th November last, 5 ,246 Proposals were made for insuring £4,681,881 ; and 4 ,831
Policies and Guarantoos insuring £4,230,417, yielding new Premiums to the amount of '£7,074 168. 3d ., were completed .

In the Life Department, during the same period, 334 Proposals were made for insuring £320,570, and 261 Policies were completed, insuring
.£267, 106 , and yielding new Premiums to the amount of £10,594 148. 2d., of which £3,484 48. 5d . were single Premiums.

Nine Annuities were granted , the purchase-money for which amounted to £1,575 10s. 4d .
The totalnumber of Life Policies in force on 30th November last (exclusive of Annuity Policies) was 2,703, insuring the sum of £1,885,405.
The Gross Income of the Company (exclusive of the sums received for Annuities ) for the year ending 30th November last amounted to

£110,016 98. 5d ., which , added to the sum received for granting Annuities, makes a total receipt of £111,591 198. 9d .

The average rate af interest obtained on the Invested Assets of the Company, during the past year, was £4 15s. 7d. per cent.
Every description of Fire and Life Insurance Business transacted .
Whole World and Unconditional Policies granted at a slightly increased Premium .
This description of Poliey is simply an undertaking to pay the sum assured on the happening of the event on which it is payhble , without any

condition whatever, except the payment of the annual Premium .
To Mortgagees the advantages of such a Policy cannot be over-estimated .

This is the Bonus Year and all Policies effected on the “ with Profit Scale ” before 30th November next will participate.
The Company advances money on Mortgage of Life Interests and Reversions, whether absolute or contingent.
By express provision in the Company' s Deed of Settlement, and by the Conditions of the Policies of the Company, the Capital and Funds of

each Department are kept distinct, and under no circumstances can the Capital or Funds of one Departmentbe applied to the payment of Losses on
Expenses incurred in the other Department.

Prospectuses, Formsof Proposa ', Reports of the Company' s progrəss, and every information will be forwarded postage free on application to the
Secretary at the Head Office, or to any of the Agents of the Company.

FRANK MCGEDY, Actuary and Secretary .
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HIGH CLASS BOOTS. THE NEW SYSTEM OF BUYING A
HOUSE WITHOUT MONEY.

KINAHAN ' S LL WHISKY. )

This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit isthe
very

CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,
In quality unrivalled , perfectly pure , and more wholesome

than the finest Cognac Brandy . Note the red seal, pirik
label, and cork branded “ Kinahan 's LL , Whisky." - Whole
sale Depot, 20, Great Titchfield -street, Oxford -street, W .

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY ,
29 AND 30, SOUTHAMPTON BUILDINGS,

CHANCERY LANE, LONDON .

DOWIE AND MARSHALL,

MANEY and CONNOR,

SCIENTIFIC TROUSERSMAKERS.

POR

NEW GOODS for COATS and TROUSERS

315 , HIGH HOLBORN

SCIS MORTO

SPECIAL NOTICE.

ALFRED WEBB MILES,
MOST PERSONS ARE FAMILIAR with

what is known as the " THREE YEARS ' SYSTEM "
A of 12, Brook -street, Hanover -square, London , of the Pianoforte Makers, by which anyone who Hires an

with whom originated the world -famed 16s. TROUSERS . Instrument and pays the Hire for that period , becomes the
has the pleasure to inform many thousand customers that ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE . Pre
his Establishment is replete with the BEST and NEWEST viously to the introduction of this plan it was almost as
DESIGNS for GENTLEMEN ' S DRESS , Elastic Saxony difficult for those of limited income to buy a good Pianoforte
Twills for Morning, Frock and Light Overcoats, Scotch , 88 to BUY A HOUSE ; and persons went on year afterAngola , and West of England Tweeds for Riding Trousers , FIG . 1 . Fig . 2 . year, paying for the Hire of an Instrument, and expended
Elastic Twills for Ladies ' Riding Habits, the Utile Dulci The normal condition of The perfect form of Shoes . As much money as would have bought the Pianofortą
Vicunas, Angolas , and Mosstrooper Tweeds for the Loch , the Foot . a , b , c , d , Elasticated Leather several times over .
Moor, and Mountain Suits at 3 guineas, illustrative of
Scotland ' s beauteous heathers ; also the R . Y . S . Indigo What will hold good for Pianofortes will hold good for

Blue Yarn Dyed Cheviots, for Yachting, imperviousto wind HOUSES ; and there aremany who would no doubt AVAIL
THEMSELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY, if it wasand weather

THEGUINEA TWEED WATERPROOF OVERCOATS,
afforded them , of becoming455 , WEST STRAND, LONDON ,

all sizes and colours , ready for immediate use .
(Nearly opposite Northumberland House), .

THE OWNER OF A HOUSE
ALFRED WEBB MILES. in the sameway as they have already become the owner of

Only address, 12 , Brook -street, Hanover-square , London , W . ESTABLISHED 1824, their pianoforte .
Established 1841 . THE DIRECTORS

BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS. OF THE

SIDNEY SEED | BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY

FASHIONABLE TAILORS, HAVE DETERMINED TO AFFORD
SOWER THE SAME FACILITIES FOR PURCHASING

(PATEXT). HOUSES

As now exist for Buying Pianofortes .
A LARGE VARIETY OF For Florists and Small A HOUSE being, however, a more expensive article to Pur.

chase than a Pianoforte, the “ Three Years ' System ” will
Seeds, 28. 6d . each. For pot apply, excepting in a very few cases ; so that & MORE

Peas, & c., and Market LENGTHENED PERIOD IS NECESSARY over which
FOR THE SEASON. the Time of Hiring must extend .

Gardens, 38. 6d . each , In pursuance of this resolution

THE DIRECTORS HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTS
To be had of all Seeds WITH

LONDON . men , Ironmongers, and
THE OWNERS OF HOUSESGeneral Shopkeepers in

(Four Doors East of Chancery-lana.) the United Kingdom . In various parts of London, and its Suburbs, by which they

T EFT-OFF CLOTHES. – Mr. and Mrs.
are enabled to afford to the

PHILLIPS, 31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHES. PARK , FARM , and GENERAL | Members of the Birkbeck Building
TER-SQUARE, LONDON , W ., are the Best BUYERS of ENCLOSURES . Society
all kinds of LADIES' andGENTLEMEN ' S ATTIRE, Silk ,
Satin , Velvet , Brocades, Dresses , Court Trains, Antique AND OTHERS
Lace, old English and Foreign China, Household Furniture , A very wideCHOICB in the SELECTION both of HOUSES
Jewels , Plate, in fact every kind of Property for ready and the locality in which they are situated . The Plan uponcash . Ladies or Gentlemen waited on at any time or dis
tance. All letters receive prompt attention. Money orders which the Directors propose to proceed is
to any amount for Parcels from Town or Country. Estab TO LET THESE HOUSES FOR A PERIOD OF
lished 1820. Ready money only . TWELVE-AND- A -HALF YEARS,
Thousands of testimonials . The subjoined are copies : At the end ofwhich time, if the Rent be regularly Paid ,

“ Gloucester, April 2 .
Mrs. A . N . writes : - “ I have received your P . 0 . 0 . with THE HOUSE

thanks for your liberality and attention , I shall recommend Will become the absolute Property of theall my friends. I have had business with others , but none
have given me so much satisfaction as you have ." - Tenant

" Brighton , May 4 .
Lady S . T . writes : - “ I received the registered letter con . WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENT OF ANY KIND.

taining the notes. I quite agree with Mrs. R . C . that you IN ALL CASES
are very straightforward in conducting your business . I
shall have great pleasure in recommending any friends who POSSESSION OF THE HOUSE
may wish to dispose of their cast-off clothes that are too WILL BE GIVEN
good to give away."

“ Edinburgh , May 18 . WITHOUT ANY IMMEDIATE OUTLAY IN MONEY.
“ I send you a large box of clothes . I am quite satisfied Excepting Payment of the Law Charges for the Title

that you give the full value, as I sent the last you had of me I . in use over inany thousand miles . Deeds, which in all cases will be restricted to
to someother person first, and your price was much above
their valuation . I leave it to you to send mewhat you con

Special attention is invited to theWIRE CABLE FENCES Five Guineas

sider the value of the present articles. I have recommended - fitted with BEYOND THIS SMALL SUM
you to my sister , Mrs, M , Y ., of Reading." NO PAYMENT OF ANY KIND
We are every day receiving the same kind of testimonials

F . M . & Co .'s PATENT GALVANISED

which show that we do give the full value of all articles OVAL IRON FENCING POSTS, IS REQUIRED BY THE SOCIETY

offered to us. If this is not sufficient to satisfy themost BEYOND THE STIPULATED RENT, WHICH MAY
sceptical we challenge all dealers . We not only buy of known as their No. A 5 and A 10.

BE PAID EITHER MONTHLY OR QUARTERLY.
ladies and gentlemen , but our demand is so great that we The large extent to which these favourite Fences have

purchase of the trade. Ladies and gentlemen , by disposing been adopted enables them to be supplied at a pricemeet THE REST PAYABLE BY THE TENANT
of their property to us, get the best price , thereby saving 8 ing all general requirements,
second profit . Our only address in England is Includes Ground Rent and Insurance for

81, THAYER-STREET, MANCHESTER-SQUARE, F . M . & Co.'s the Whole Term .
LONDON . Although the Number of years for payment of Rent is fixed

CANADA : ST. PAUL-STREET, MONTREAL.
at Twelve and -a - Half,

Dispense with the necessity of straining posts, thereby

AUSTRALIA : MYER'S-STREET, SANDHURST, VIO .
greatly reducing the cost of the fence and also effecting a A SHORTER PERIOD MAY BE CHOSEN AT AN
considerable saving in labour for erection , as they efficiently INCREASED RENTAL ,

TORIA : and
strain the wires from both directions at the same time. OR

31, THAYER-STREET, MANCHESTER -SQUARE They are readily inserted in existing fences
A LONGER PERIOD AT A LOWER RENTAL,

Where all letters and parcels must be addressed , Mlustrated Catalogue on application , The Termsof which may be ascertained on application to

Established 1821 . the Manager .
LONDON OFFICE : 36 , PARLIAMENTSTREET, S. W .

TURKEY CARPETS. - TRELOAR and THE ADVANTAGES1 SONS receive frequent consignmentsof Turkey, Indian To SOLICITORS and OTHERS. - First
and Pergian Carpets, which they can offer at advantageous 1 Class CHAMBERS to be LET in a leading thorough OF THIS
prices. Brussels Carpets (special office patterns ) in great fare in the W . 0 . district. - Apply to Messrs . FAREBROTHER,

variets. - Ludgate Carpet Warehouse, 69, Ludgate-hill, E . O LYE and Co., Surveyors, 8, Lancaster- place , Strand. New System of Purchasing a House,
MAY BE SUMMED UP AS FOLLOWS :

. . . DE MARK . 1. Persons of Limited Income, Clerks, Shopmen , and
others, may, by becoming Tenants of the BIRKBECK
BUILDING' SOCIETY, be placed at once in a posi..ou of
independence as regards their Landlord .

ORIGINAL
MANTICORROSION PATRONIZED BY THE QUEEN, 2 . Their RENT CANNOT BE RAISED .
PAINT 8 . They CANNOT BE TUINED OUT OF POSSES.

MANUFACTURED The BRITISH , INDIAN, AND COLONIAL GOVERNMENTS, AND 7000 OF THE NOBILITY SION so long as they pay their Rent.
WALTER CARSON /

& SONS , AND GENTRY. 4. NO FEES or FINES of any kind are chargeable.
LONDON

For every Description of
5 . They can leave the House at any timewithout notice .

rent being payable only to the time of giving up possession .

6. Il circumstances comrel them to leave the Honse
ENTERED AT STATIONERS MALL . before the completion of their Twelve -and a Half Years'

· AS IRON , WOOD, STONE, BRICK , AND COMPO,
Tenancy, they can Sub -let the House for the remainder of
the Term , or they can Transfer their right to another

Lasting quite as long as the best common paints in exposed situations, being manufactured expressly for external
Tonant.

purposes. ANY PERSON CAN LAY IT ON . 7 . Finally, NO LIABILITY or RESPONSIBILITY of
any kind is incurred , beyond the Payment of Rent by those

2 owt. and upwards CARRIAGE FREE TO ALL STATIONS. who acquire Honses by this New System .

The BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY have on their
List several HOUSE6, which they are prepared to LET on

PRICES, PATTERNS, with TESTIMONIALS, on application. the TWELVE-AND - A -HALF YEARS SYSTEM , and in
many cases Immediate Possession may be obtained.

The 1 erms on which Honees can be placed on this
Register may be obtained on application to

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager ,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE-YARD, LUDGATE-HILL , LONDON, E .C .,and 21, BACHELOR' S -WALK, DUBLIN .

(LIMITED)

LIVERPOOL )
NAYLOR STREET

CABLE FENCING

NEW PATENTSUSPENSION WINDERS

CARSON'S , PAINT.
THE

SOLELY

OUT-DOOR WORK,

OILS AND VARNISHES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION .

WALTER CARSON AND SONS,
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THE

LONDON CO -OPERATIVE WINE

ASSOCIATION , LIMITED .

STORES : 446 , STRAND, W . c .

(Immediately opposite Charing-cross Station ).

ANNUAL TICKETS, 5s.

(PERMANENT TICKET LIST NOW CLOSED).

GOVERNING COUNCIL .

F . DU PRE THORNTON, Esq . ( President), 103, Victoria - | HENRY HOULDSWORTH , Esq., Craigforth , Stirling , and

street, S . W . Carrick House, Ayr, N . B .

NASSAU J. SENIOR, Esq. (Vice -President), Elm House, Major PEEL, 2, Howick -placę, S. W .

Lavender-hill, S . W . Captain the Hon. RANDOLPH STEWART, 85, Eaton -square,

WALTER M . GEE , Esq. (Managing Director ), 117, Park - / S. W .

street, Grosvenor-square , W . | TOM TAYLOR , Esq., Lavender Sweep, S. W .

SECRETARY. - JOHN GEE, Esq .

SOLICITOR .

JAMES CROWDY, Esq ., 17, Serjeants’-inn, Fleet-street.

BANKERS.

Messrs. COCKS, BIDDULPH , and CO., 43, Charing-cross.

AUDITOR .

H . BISHOP, Esq. (Messrs. TURQUAND, Youngs, and Co.), 16, Tokenhouse-yard, E .C .

STORES.

446, STRAND, W .C . (opposite Charing-cross Station), London,

The object of the Association is to apply the principles of co -operation to the high -class Wine trade.

The Managing Director was until lately partner in an old and well-known house in the London Wine Trade,

from which he retired to accept his present post .

The business is, therefore, conducted by him as by a partner in a private firm , so that purchasers will have

every advantage obtained by dealing with a private house of high standing , in addition to the advantage of co

operation .

The prices quoted by the Association are based upon those of leading houses in the wine tradewho conduct

business on the old credit principle. From these prices purchasers receive an immediate discount of 15 per cent.

or 3s. in the £ .

No liability attaches to ticket -holders, although in the form of a postponed discount they obtain all the

benefits of participating in profits, thereby insuring them that the Association is bona fide co - operative, and not

co-operative in nameonly .

Sherries, Ports, Clarets, and all other Wines of the highest class .

MAX GREGER'S HUNGARIAN WINES, bottled by himself at a discount of 15 per cent. off his own prices.

Goods delivered free in town, or to the London Railway Stations for the country .

ANNUAL TICKETS, 5s.

(PERMANENT TICKET LIST NOW CLOSED).

The Governing Council are now issuing tickets to the public entitling them to purchase from the Association on the same terms.

as to prices and discounts as Shareholders. Annual Tickets, 5s.

Post Office orders payable at the General Post Office . Application for tickets, giving name in full, address, and usual signature,

must be accompanied by a remittance for the amount of ticket. For Price Lists, & c., address

STORES, 446 , STRAND, W .C . JOHN GEE , Secretary.

Printed and published by HORACE Coz , at 10. Wellington-street, Strand, London , W .C ., in the County of Middlesex . -Saturday, Aj ril 4, 1874.
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Money, Wanted and to Jend. acant.

Price (with Beports), 1s.
Without Reports, ed .

Partnerships, Wanted and TAW .- A gentleman (admitted ), the Pupił
of a conveyancing counsel and a special pleader ,

I AW .- Excellent OPENING for a Young desires to meet with a Managing or Conveyancing OLERKMHE IMPROVEMENT of LANDED SHIP , in town . The advertiser has had considerable
U SOLICITOR , in a large town in South of England . experience both in London and Country offices. - AddressESTATES. -- The LAND , LOAN , and ENFRAN . If a clever Advocate, without Purchase or Premium . Mustderer Ado

B . X ." (No. 1619), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, W . O .OHISEMENT COMPANY (incorporated by special Act of
be a Conservative in politics. - Address immediatelyParliament) ADVANCES MONEY
" A . A . A .” (No. 1619), 10, Wellington-street, Strand, W . O . T A W . – WANTED immediately , &

1st. - To the Owners 'of Settled and other Estates, for
the Erection of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES, Managing Conveyancing CLERKSHIP , withoutT AW . - A Gentleman (aged 25, recentlyand for the DRAINAGE , IRRIGATION , ENCLOSING , supervision . Advertiser is an efficient Costs Draftsman ,
CLEARING , and general Improvement of LANDED Pro admitted ) , with a moderato capital, is desirous of and would assist generally il required . Thorough Church
perty in any part of the United Kingdom : obtaining & PARTNERSHIP in an established Practice. man. Unexceptionable references. - Address “ Clericus, "
end . - To the Owners of Settled Estates in England , for Town or Country. - Address “ E .,” Post-office, Bradford . 11, Clayton street, Birkenhead.

the ERECTION Or COMPLETION of MANSIONS, on - Avon .
STABLES , and OUTBUILDINGS :

TAW PARTNERSHIP. - A Gentleman of ten TAW . - An immediate RE-ENGAGEMENT
Srd . To Landowners generally , to enable them to sub

is SOUGHTby the Advertiser, who is well up in Conscribe for Shares in Companies for the CONSTRUCTION years' active experience in the Profession , DESIRES
veyancing and the general routine of County Practice, and ofof RAILWAYS and NAVIGABLE CANALS, which will & PARTNERSHIP with a Solicitor having a good general
someyears' experience . Moderate salary will be accepted .beneficially affect their Estates : practice. Middlesex preferred . Good references given and Satisfactory references given . - Address " W . B ." (No.Ath . To INCUMBENTS. for the Improvement of their required . - Address “ Y . 2 . Mr. Amer. L & W Bookseller .
1618 ), 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W .C .GLEBE LANDS, by Drainage, and the Erection of FARM Lincoln 's-inn -gate, Carey-street , W .C .

BUILDINGSand COTTAGES :
I AW PARTNERSHIP. - A country solicitor5th . To COPYHOLDERS for the ENFRANCHISE . LAW . - WANTED shortly , a SITUATION ,

by a good Copying , Engrossing , and GeneralCLERK .MENT of COPYHOLD LANDS . (age 30, and married ), desirous of living in London or
Thoroughly acquainted with generaloffice business ; eightThe amountborrowed with the expenses would be charged Liverpool, wishes to ENTER as Managing OLERK an office
years in present situation ; aged 21 ; Churchman . Salaryon the estate benefited , and repaid by & rentcharge , termi. of the highest respectability in which in a short timehewould
30s. Highest references. - Address * Lex," Post -office,Dating in twenty -five years. be allowed to purchase a share. Good Conveyancer ; small
WimborneNO INVESTIGATION OF THE LANDOWNER ' S salary required , High references. - " E . D .," 153, Kings

TITLE IS NECESSARY. road , S . W . I AW . - A Solicitor of private means (agedForms of application , and all further particulars, may be TA W PARTNERSHIP - Managing
24 , admitted Easter Term , 1872,and since studied withobtained of Messrs. Rawlence and Squarey, 22, Great George

street, Westminster , B . W ., and Salisbury ; of Messrs. U Conveyancing Counsel for upwards of a year) . EEŞIRESCLERKSHIP or Working PARTNERSHIP . -
a Conveyancing CLERKSAP, under supervision , HichestAshurst, Morris , and Co., Solicitors, 6, Old Jewry, London, WANTED, by a Solicitor (age 36 ), who has had the manage
references. - Address " Solicitor," Easton Grey, The Park ,E . C . ; of Messrs. Gillespie and Paterson , W . S ., SIA , George ment of a Conveyancing and General Practice in the City.
Cheltenham .street, Edinburgh , agents for the Company in Scotland ; Excellent business abilities and character, and good ad .

and at the Offices of the Company as below . dress . Moderate salary required , - " Lex, " 13, Queen Mar TAW . - WANTED, by the Advertiser , a
T . PAIN ,Managing Director. garet' s- grove, Mildmay- park , N .

SITUATION _ as General CLERK . Can AbstractEDWIN GARROD, Secretary .
and Draw ordinary Drafts under supervision , is acquaintedTAW PARTNERSHIP . - A young SolicitorLand, Loan , and Enfranchisement Company,
with Magisterial business, and the general routine of aNo. 22, Great George -street, Westminster, S . W . I of much practical experience , who can introduce Country office. Satisfactory references. - Apply " G . B ., "

business , wishes to obtain a SHARE in a well Established Port-office, Scole, Norfolk .
M ONEY. - £14 ,000 to £15 ,000 ready for Practice . The highest references and testimonials , & c.

1 immediate ADVANCE on FREEHOLD LAND, in * W . W ., " Messrs. Amer and Son , Carey-street, Lin . I AW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman (aged
one or more sums, st 4 per Cent. - Apply to Messs. coln ' s -inn .

29. who passei bis Final Examination in HilaryGODFREY and Sox , Solicitors , Abingdon . TAW PARTNERSHIP.-- A Solicitor (ad . Term last, but is not yet admitted ) , & General CLERK .
MONEY. - TRUST MONEY. - From mitted 1870 ), who served his Articles in the Ofices of SHIP , under supervision , Country preferred . - For infor

mation and references, apply to " A . V . W . . " care of£20,000 to £10 ,000 to be LENT on approved Freebold a first-class Firm at Brighton , and who has since bis ad .
Messrs . Lovell, Son , and Pitfield , 3, Gray's -inn -square .Security (land preferred ). Principals or their Solicitors mission held a Clerkship in the same office, desires to PUR

may send particulars to - " Trustee," care of Mr. Horne, 7, CHASE & SHARE in & PRACTICE, in London or in one of
I AW . - CONVEYANCING . - WANTED, athe Home Counties. Highest references. - Apply ,by letter,Warwick .court, Gray's-inn.

to " E . H .,” 203, School-Hill, Lewes , Sunsex, RE -ENGAGEMENT as Conveyancing CLERK .
MONEY. - £150,000 TRUST MONEY to be under slight supervision , or as Assistant, thoroughly ex
VI ADVANCED on approved FREEHOLD or LEASE perienced in Probate and Testamentary business as well

Situations, Wanted and Vacant. as in ordinary Conveyancing. Progressive _ ra 'ary comHULD SECURITIES Interest per Cent , per annnm on
mencing at £2 per week reguired. — “ 6 . J ." (1619 ), 10 .sumsof not less than £1000 . - Apply to Messrs. ROWLANDS and

Wellington -street, Strand, W . 0 .BAGNALL, Solicitors, 25, Colmore -tow , Birmingham . T AW . - - A good Copying and Engrossing
MUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION L CLERK seeks a RE-ENGAGEMENT. Satis factory TAW .- SHORTHAND CLERK . - A young
IT (Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1850 ), 14 , Rus. references ; salary 308 . - Address * F . M .,” 57, Cardington . certificated Shorthand Writer seeks A SITUATION
Bell-street, Covent-garden , London , and 38, Ship -street, street, Hamp tead- road , N . W .

as above. Is now engaged in same capacity, and has been
Brighton , ADVANCES MONEY upon Personal Security , for several years. More experience chief object in chang

I AW . - WANTED. by a Solicitor (age 24 ) ,BillsBills of Sale, Deeds, & c ., repayable by instalments . ing. Referencer , il required . Full particulars and salary
promptly discounted . Forms free on receipt of stamped & CLERKSHIP under supervision, with the object to " Lec, " Mr. Robinson , 13 , Great Prospect -road , Land
envelope , C . R . WRIGHT, Secretary . of gaining experience : highest references . - Address port, Hants.

" F . D . " (No. 1619 ), 10, Wellington .street, Strand, W . O .
T AW . - A Solicitor (aged 29) (admitted inMONEY ADVANCED at á Day 's Notice

T AW . - WANTED, a RE -ENGAGEMENT U( from 240 upwards) to respectable householders in 1867), of considerable experience and of businesslike
habits, desires a RE ENGAGEMENTas Managing CLERKthe London District upon MORTGAGE of their FURNI. U as Copying and General CLERK ; knows the Offices. in a respectable office in the Country . No objection toTURE without removal, repayable by easy instalments. Undeniable references. Salary moderate. - " LEX , 12, Advocacy. Highest refer caces , - Addross " W , " care of

No charge of any kind unlessmoney advanced. As this does
Clarence-street, Jeffery's road, Clapham -road, S . W . Messrs. Tayler and Ward, Solicitors , 27, Great Jamesnot emanate from an agent, applicants must apply personally

street, Bedford -row .to Mr. BAUGHAX, 84, Southampton -buildings, Chancery -lane. T AW . - MANAGING CLERK . - An experi.
The public are cautioned against paying preliminary fees to T AW . - ASSIGNMENT of ARTICLES.pretenders. enced Managing Clerk is open to an ENGAGEMENT.

Balary £300 a year. - L M .," at Brown's Advertising Office, A young Gentleman (aged 20 in June, and who will
4 , Little George-street, Westminster Abbey. then have served three years ol his Articles to his Father ).

TEGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY. desires to be TRANSFERRED into an office of good
I AW . - WANTED , by a Gentleman (aged Practice, either in London or the Country, where he mayMr. C . E .MASON , AUDITOR, LIQUIDATOR, and

ACCOUNTANT, 30 , Essex -street, Strand, London . U receive a salary for his services. He urderstands Convey22 ; recently admitted ), a SITUATION in a small
office as General or Conveyancing CLERK , under the imme. ancing and General Omce Business, and would be desirong

TAW COSTS and ACCOUNTS carefully diate supervision of principal: good references. - Address of making himself useful. - Address " O . S .," 18, Southamp
ton -building , Chancery-lane.U “ F ., " Wilkinson and Son , 49, Coleman-street, E . O .PREPAREL in Town or Country with ability,

despatch , and economy. For terins and highest references TAW . – WANTED , by a thoroughlyT AW .- ARTICLES. - A Gentleman havingaddress " Beta ,” 21, King Henry's-road, N . W .
U served three years in a Country office, of General L competent and an energetic man (admitted ), who

T AW . - TO COUNTRY SOLICITORS. has had experience both in London and the Country . &Practice, wishes an ASSIGNMENT to a London Firm ,
| A Solicitor desires to undertake London Agency General, or Conveyancing Managing CLERKSHIP. TheWilling to work . No premium given . - Address " B . A , C ., "

advertiser has had for four years the control of a largebusiness for Country Solicitors on very moderate terms. care of Messrs . Dawson and Sons, 121, Cannon -street ,
office , and has been accustomed to act without superviAddress " Agent” (No. 1617 ), 10, Wellington -street, strand. London .
sion , and to advise with clients . To a gentleman wishing

TAW COSTS AND ACCOUNTS. TAW . - A Gentleman (recently admitted ) to be materially relieved from work the advertiser would be
valuable . A liberal salary required . - Address " A . Z ., " 82..| EDWARD J . FARRIES . Costs Draftsman , 4 , College U REQUIRES temporary ÈMPLOYMENT in some Burton -road , Brixton-road , London.

Hill, City, late Gresham House, Estimates for Drawing good Conveyancing Office, Town or Country . Salary no
Conts Town or Country , References to firms of highest consideration , experience being the principal object. - Ad TAW and PARLIAMENTARY. - TAE
standing . dress " A . B . " ( No . 1619 ), 10 , Wellington street, Strand .

Advertiser was of a firm of parliamentary agents,
TAW COSTS. - J . HARCOURT SMITH , TAW . - CONVEYANCING . - A Gentleman, and a Promoter of several public companies : had many

u Costs Draftsrnan and Accountant, having had years experience in country and town , Solicitors' andof many years ' experience in the conduct of this Clerks to Magistrate' s offices of extensive practice, receivtwenty years ' varied experience , DRAFTS and SETTLES
branch without supervision , DESIRES an ENGAGE. ing Clients, acting as Cashier and Acconntant, and disCOSTs in all Courts , and matters in Town and Country. | MENT. Salary 960 guineas . Age 43. - " W ., " Mr. Mauning's , charging ordinary matters of business ; has practised in the

References to eminent London and provincial firms. Stationer, Hornsey-road .
Lord Mayor 's Court, assisted in keeping Poor Law Union

Offices : , King-street, Cheapside, E . C .

TAW .- WANTED , & Chancery, Convey . Accounts, and is disposed to be useful SECRETARIALLY
or otherwise , in any way bis services conld bemadeavailable .TAW BOOK -KEEPING , by Mr. G . J . KAIN , | ancing, or General CLERKSHIP in the Country . - Address " J , S ., " MOBSTA. VACHER and Sons, Law Sta .

F .S . S ., of the firm of Kain , Builen , Eldridge,and Co ., Liverpool preferred . Good references, Salary moderate, tioners, Parliament- street, London .
Law Accountants . THREE METHODS, viz ., Single and experience being the chief object. Willing to work . - Ad.
Double Column Systems (in one volumej 78 6d. ; Triple dress " C . C ." (No. 1619 ), 10 , Wellington -street , Strand. TAW . - WANTED , in a Solicitor's office in
Column 'ninth edition ) , 6s.

1 AW - A Conveyancing Barrister (aged 30 , UWATERLOW and Sons, Birchin - lane, and London -wall. South Wales , an Engrossing and General OLERK ,
with a knowledge of accounts. - Apply to " A . B .." Box 45

U date of call 80th April 1869 ), desires to TREAT with Post-office, Swansea .
J & FIRM of good standing in Town or Country, with a viewPractices , Wanted and for Sale. to being ARTICLED ; ten years' thorough experience . TAW . - WANTED, a Copying CLERK , who
Highest references . - Apply " T . S . " (No. 1619 ), 10 , Welling can write A goo hand , and will make himself useful

in a solicitor's office, in Gray 's - inn . Address " A . Z .," Mr.T AW . - A Country Solicitor wishing to do street, Strand , W . O .
Crutch , Law Stationer, Gray' s -inn -square .I his own Agency, desires to PURCHASE a small T AW , - CLERKSHIP WANTED . under

PRACTICE in London , Conveyancing preferred . Address, supervision by a gentleman (age 28 ), recently admitted T AW . - WANTED , & good Copying, En
stating full particulars to - " Z . P ." (No. 1619 ), 10, Welling- and articled in an office ofhigh standing,who would accept U grossing, and General CLERK, in an attorney 's
ton street, Strand, w . C . _ & very low salary for the sake of gaining experience . The

office. - Apply, stating age, salary required , and references ,
TAW PRACTICE or PARTNERSHIP. - AĪ highest references given . - Address “ Lex, " Eldon Cham to " R . H . D .," Post-office, Market Rasen , Lincolnshire .

bers, Gloucester .
Solicitor in Shropshire, intending shortly to retire,

wishes to take a PAR L'NER for a short period , with a view I AW . - A Solicitor (admitted in T AW . - SHORTHAND WRITER required ,1858) ,to Succession , or to DISPOSE of bis Practice , Residence, U wishes to MEET with a Managing Conveyancing análu no objection to one from the Country, Address ,
and Offices . The practice is & varied one, and is worth £300 General OLERKSHIP with or without a view to a stating age, Falary required , & c . - " 0 . and w . , Messrs .
or £100 a year. The above offers a capital introduction to a Partnership on the usualterms. Bristol, Bath ,'or London

Deacons, Leadenball-street, London , E . O .
good advocate and energetic practitioner. -- Apply to preferred . - Address " M . M . " (No. 1619 ), 10, Wellington .

W . D . B . " (No, 1619) , 10, Wellington -street, Strand , W . C . Street, Strand, W . 0 . SITUATIONS VACANT continued on next page.

Availedeopenstreet.Wat mbes.

buindocomo blirchin lane,and London wall.
La se na
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and

|BLACKSTONE ECONOMISED

AW . - WANTED, in Solicitor's Office, in STEVENS AND SONS, 119, Chancery-lane, THE CHURCH PREFERMENT
South Wales, & Shorthand CLERK . Must be LONDON . REGISTER (monthly ) contains full details of about

efficient. - Apply , by letter, stating age, salary required , and 170 Advowsons, Presentations. & c ., for SALE by private
LAW BOOKS PURCHASED OR VALUED.previous engagements, to " B . B ..” care of Messrs.Witherby treaty. The first work of its kind. Sent to bona fide prin .

and Co., Newman 's -court, Cornbill, E . C . cipals or their solicitors on receipt of two stamps. - AddressA CATALOGUE OF MODERN LAW BOOKS (No. 13 Mr. W . EMERY STARK, F . R .G . S ., & c . , St. Paul's -chambers,

TAW . - COPYING CLERK . - WANTED, a 1874 , sent post free on receipt of two penny stamps. 28 (removed from 27 ), Bedford-street, Strand, W . C .

U CLERK , accustomed to Copying and the charge of " There is no book on the subject bearing any comparison
legal documents . - Apply by letter , giving references and DLMER' S PRACTICE in LUNACY (New with this oneby Mr. Glen ." - Law Times.
Balary required , to “ H , " care of Housekeeper , 18 and 19, Edition ) , adapted to the Lunacy Regulation Acts
Fenehurch -street. 1858 and 1862, with Schedule and Notes of Cases and Deci. Just published , 8vo ., price 365. - pp. xliii- 1056 .
T AW . - WANTED , at once, by a Solicitor a sions, Duties of Committees of Person and Estate, Forms, SEVENTH EDITION
U competent Managing CLERK (not admitted ), must

Costs, Statutes, General Orders and Index . Price 21s..

cloth . OF THE
be well up in conveyancing, able to keep Solicitor's Accounts London : STEVENSand Sons, 119 , Chancery-lane .
and Books, and have a general knowledge of the different LAW RELATING TO PUBLIC HEALTH ,
branches of the Profession . Salary 2100. - Apply " M . ,
care of Mr. HAMMETT, Bookseller, Taunton . Just out,6th edition , in imperial 8vo ., price 7s. 6d., LOCAL GOVERNMENT,
T AW . - WANTED, in an Office in a small DUBLIC HEALTH , DIGEST of the LAW AND

Country Town in Dorsetshire, a CLERK , competent I of, with Precedents of 550 Bye- laws, and Notes of 864
URBAN AND RURAL SANITARY AUTHORITIES,Cases. By G . F . CHAMBERS, Barrister.to manage the Conveyancing and General Business of the

office, under the supervision of the principal. - Apply, stating STEVENS, 119 , Chancery-lane ; KNIGHT, 90 , Fleet-street . I Including the Law as to the Removal of Nuisances Inju
previous employment, salary required , & c ., to Mr. G . HIBBS, rious to Health , and the Preven tion of Diseases, with

Lyme Regis , Dorset. STATUTES AND CASES .
THE COMPANIES' ACTS 1862 and 1867,

I AW . - SHORTHAND. — WANTED, in a 1 Fourth Edition, now ready, price 2s. 6d., in cloth , A W . CUNNINGHAM GLEN , Barrister-at- Law ,
large office in a Manufacturing town a Shorthand HANDY BOOK , by RICHARD JORDAN , containing all

CLERK . - Addregs stating age, experience , and salary the necessary information for the Formation and Manage ALEXANDER GLEN , B .A ., LL. B ., Barrister-at-Law .
expected . “ A . X . ” care of Messrs. WATERLOW and Sons, ment of Public Companies, Instructions as to the Prepara

tion of the Memorandum24 , Birchin -lane, Cornhill, London, E . C .
The very extensive changes in the Sanitary Laws whichand Articles of Association,

Special Resolutions, Annual Returns, Books to be kept. were effected by the Public Health Act 1872 necessitated

T AW . - WANTED, in a Solicitor' s Office in Liability of Members Voluntary Winding-up, Notices for the entire revision of the work, but the arrangement of the
work has been preservel ; and the branches of it appliU a sea port town, a OLERK , who can undertake the Gazette," Table of Fees, Stamp Duties, & c . cable respectively to urban and rural sanitary authorities

ordinary routine duties, and the returns of a County Court : London : STEVENSand Sons, 119, Chancery -lane, Fleet . have been clearly indicated .
who is a good Accountant and acquainted with the general street . The work is in Six Parts : the First Part treats of theduties of a solicit .r ' s office . The highest references will be

division of England into sanitary districts , the powers
required . -- Address " A . A ., " care of Messrs. Hooper and and duties of the anthorities of these districts, and other
Son, 69, Ludgate -hill, E . O . Just published , second edition with emendations,

price 78 . 6d . matters under the Act of 1872, and of the formation and

T AW . - To PARENTS andGUARDIANS. constitution of local boards ; the Second Part treats of the
powers of urban sanitary authorities ; the Third Part, ofA Solicitor , with a good Conveyancing and General rating , raisingmoney on mortgage of the rates, purchase ofPractice in the Country , has & VACANCY for an Articled

PUPIL . Arrangements may be made to reside with the
lands, audit of accounts , contracts, arbitration , legal proBEING A COMPENDIUM OF ceedings, bye- lawe, and other miscellaneous subjects ; the

Principal. - Addrers “ Oxfordshire " (No. 1619 ), 10, Welling Fourth Part , of the removal of nuisances ; the Fifth Part,
ton- street, Strand, W .C . THE LAWS OF ENGLAND of sewage utilisation ; and the Sixth Part, of the law relat

TAW - WANTED, in an Office of large ing to the prevention of diseases .
TO The plan of the work places before the reader the whole

U Public Appointments in Norfoik , a young Copying of the law upon each particular subject embraced in it, and
and Engrossing CLERK , who can write Shorthand , and THE PRESENT TIME. it is practically a consolidation of the Statute Law as ex
will make himself generally useful. - Address " J , O . O .. pounded by the courts .
Messrs. Harwar and Co ., Furnival' s- inn - gateway, Holborn , By DAVID MITCHELL AIRD , Esq ., Barrister- at- Law . Not only during the interval of each edition of this work

London , E . O . " A most admirable work for law stndents , compendious | have additions been made by the Legislature to the Sani

I AW . – WANTED , in the office of a and on an excellent plan , ” - Daily Telegraph. December tary Laws, but very numerous decisions have been pro
29th , 1878. nounced by the courts of law . The whole of the decisions

Justices' Clerk and County Court Registrar, & will be found incorporated with the text. Those which
CLERK acquainted with the system of County Court London : LONGMANS,GREEN, and Co., Paternoster-row . bear upon the pollution of rivers by sewage are of peculiar
Accounts and Returns.. - Address, stating age, references , importance, as the subject demands the serious attention
and salary required, to “ W .," 18, Lincoln 's-inn -fields A PAMPHLET, by CHARLES FORD, of all sanitary authorities.
London . A distinguishing feature of the present edition is that it

Solicitor, Member Incorporated Law Society , Honor contains a series of model bye - laws, framed upon bye - laws
TAW . - A Solicitor, in the Country , holding ary Secretary Legal Practitioners' Snciety, & c ., will be which have received the sanction of the LocalGovernment

ready next Month , entitled SOLICITORS , AND WHAT
U appointments ,would be willing to give a young MAN, Board . The orders of the Board have been included in the

CONCERNS THEM AS SUCH .
of industrious habits, who has bad experience in Convey appendix .
ancing, and who is accustomed to the routine of a Country London : HORACE Cox, 10, Wellington -street, Strand , W . C . I LONDON : KNIGHT and Co ., 90, FLEET-STREET.
office, his ARTICLES, and a small salary. - Address, with
testimonials , to " F . A .” (No. 1619 ) , 10 , Wellington- street ,
Strand, w . c .

T AW .- WANTED, a CLERK , to take the
U management of the Assessment, & c. of Propertv,

Income and other Taxes, with some knowledge of magis
terial business , and the ordinary routine of a solicitor' s

office. Apply , stating age and salary required , with
reference as to character and ability , addressed - " Taxes,
& c. , " Mr. Chadwell, Bookseller, Peterborough .

T AW . - CLERK . - WANTED , in a Solici.
U tor's Office at the West-end, a respectable Young

MAN, writing a good hand and accustomed to the general
duties of a Solicitor' s office . A shorthand writer preferred ,
- Apply, bylletter , stating age, qualifications. previous en . BARRISTER -AT-LAW .
gagements, and salary required , to " G . D , " Mr. Reed 's .
No. 5 , Great Portland -street. W . THE ADMIRALTY COURTS OF ENGLAND AND IRELAND, AND IN ALL THE SUPERIOR COURTS

TAW .- WANTED , in a Country Office in TO WHICH IS ADDED A SELECTION FROM THE DECISIONS OF THE
U Yorkshire, a Managing CLERK. Must be a good UNITED STATES COURTS ;

Conveyancer and well up in all kinds of General Business , WITH
Salary £135, to be increased £10 per annum up to £200. A
thoroughly trustworthy, steady, and competentman might NOTES BY THE EDITOR .
find this a permanent engagement. Address, with testi
monials as to fitness and character and stating age , & c ., to
- " Solicitor X ." (No. 1619), 10 , Wellington street, Strand."

N . B . - This is a continuation of the “ Maritime Law Cases," placed under responsible editorship , and will be
cited as “ Aspinall ' s Maritime Law Cases " (Asp . Mar , Law Cas . ) . It will be found to contain all the cases on

OWNESS AND BOWNESS, questions of Maritime Law decided by all the various courts up to the date of publication , including Marine
REMOVED FROM BELL- YARD . insurance Cases. Quarterly , price 5s, 6d., and will be sent free by post to subscribers .

ROWNESS'S SALMON RODS, The 1st Series of “ Maritime Law " may now be had complete in Three Volumes, half bound, price 5 guineas
GREENHEART from sos. for the set, or any single volume for 21. 2s. Back numbers may be had to complete sets .

ROWNESS'S GUINEA FLY RODS. “ LAW TIMES ” OFFICE 10, WELLINGTON -STREET STRAND, W . C .
Two topsbest.

ROWNESS'S TROUT AND GRAYLING 12mo., price 12g. 6d.,
FLIES, 2s . per dozen . THE

SALMON AND LOCH FLIES in great
variety.

TACKLE CASES fitted for all parts of
the world ,

DOWNESS' S THAMES SPINNING RODS WITH
D Improved Winches, Patent Lines, Baits and Tackle

of every description , INTRODUCTIONS, NOTES, TABLES OF STATUTES REPEALED AND SUBJECTS ALTERED,

ROWNESS and BOWNESS, 230 , STRAND , LISTS OF LOCAL AND PERSONAL AND PRIVATE ACTS AND A COPIOUS INDEX.

near Temple Bar, London.
Catalogues gratis,

THE NEW FRANCIS FLY-BOOK AND FLIES. Edited by W . PATERSON , Esq.,
Barrister -at- Law .

EDE AND SON,
CONTENTS :

Table ofEnactments Repealed . Vagrant Act Amendment Act . Expiring Laws Continuance Act.

ROBE MAKERS Table of Principal Subjects Altered . The Cathedral Acts Amendment Act. I Railways Regulation Act.
Tithe Commutation Acts Amendment | Merchant Shipping Acts Amendment

SESSION 1873 - 36 & 87 VICTORIA , Act . Act .

By Special Appointment Endowed Schools (Addrens ) Act Government Annuities Act . Elementary Education Act.

TO HER MAJESTY , THE LORD CHANCELLOR , Income Tax Assessment Act. Regulation of Railways Act. Endowed Schools Act ( 1889 ) Amand

The Whole of the Judicial Bench , Bastardy Laws Amendment Act, Places of Worship Sites Act. ment Act .

Corporation of London , & c . Custody of Infants Act. Prison Officers Superannuation (Ire - Slave Trade (Consolidation ) Act. .

Marriages (Ireland ) Act. land ) Aot. Gas and Water Works Facilities Act

SOLICITORS' AND REGISTRARS' GOWNS.
Customs and Inla d Revenue Act . Intestates' Widowsand Children Act. ( 1870 ) Amendment Act,
Poor Allotments Management Act. Me ical Act (University of London ) Turnpike Acts Continuance, & c., Act.

"BARRISTERS' AND QUEEN 'S COUNSELS' DITTO Matrimonial Canses Amendment A Extradition Act . Statute Law Revision Act,
Municipal Corporations Evidence A Supreme Court of Judicatnre Act .

CORPORATION ROBES. Courty Debentures Act . Agricultural Children Act. List of Local and Personal Acte .
UNIVERSITY AND CLERGY GOWNS, & c . Crown Lands Act. | Revising Barristers Act. Private Acts.

The Fairs Act, Salmon Fishery Act.
Established 1689 .

24 , CHANCERY-LANE, LONDOA . LONDON : HORACE COX, 10 , WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND .

ASPINALL'S MARITIME LAW REPORTS.
Just published , Vol. 11., Part II., price 5s. 6d., of

internet belspeler perintendent required MARITIME LAW REPORTS

(NEW SERIES).

By J. P . ASPINALL, Esq.,

PRACTICAL STATUTES OF THE SESSION
(36 & 37 VICTORIA ) ;

1873

Conceipa
l
Corponses Amenent Act:
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HIGH CLASS BOOTS.

TV

FOR
NAME

SEED
the TimeHENEB PER A very few ree Years' Systeto,Pur;

As you hapers, but mend

KINAHAN ' S LL WHISKY. THE NEW SYSTEM OF BUYING A

HOUSE WITHOUT MONEY.This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the
very

CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES,
In quality unrivalled , perfectly pure , and more wholesome BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY,than the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the red seal, pirk
label, and cork branded " Kinahan ' s LL. Whisky ." - Whole 29 AND 30, SOUTHAMPTON.BUILDINGS,Bale Depot, 20 , Great Titchfield -street, Oxford -street , W . CHANCERYLANE, LONDON .

TREEHOLD GROUND RENTS WANTED
immediately , in parcels of from £2000 to £12,000 . - Par .

ticulars to be sent to John Rae , Esq. , Solicitor, 9, MOST PERSONS ARE FAMILIAR with
Mincing lane, E . C . what is known as the “ THREE YEARS' SYSTEM ”

TO INVESTORS and SPECULATORS. of the Pianoforte Makers, by which anyone who Hires an
Instrument and pays the Hire for that period , becomes the

To be DISPOSED of, for a fair amount, a POLICY ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE . Pre

of ASSURANCE, in the Gresham Office, on the Life of a viously to the introduction of this plan it was almost as
Male,aged 53, now living in Sheffield . - For further particu difficult for those of limited incometo buy a good Pianoforte
lars apply to “ W . G .," 10 , Edwardes-square, Kensington as to BUY A HOUSE ; ond persons went on year after

Fig . 1. Fig . 2 . year, paying for the Hire of an Instrument, and expended

The normal condition of The perfect form of Shoes . as much money as would have bought the Pianoforty

SPECIAL NOTICE. the Foot. a , b , c, d , Elasticated Leather several times over.

ALFRED WEBB MILES , What will hold good for Pianofortes will hold good for

DOWIE AND MARSHALL , HOUSES ; and there aremany who would no doubt AVAIL

2 of 12 , Brook street, Hanover-square, London , THEMSELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY , if it was
with whom originated the world -famed 168. TROUSERS.

455, WEST STRAND, LONDON , afforded them , of becoming
has the pleasure to inform many thousand customers that
his Establishment is replete with the BEST and NEWEST (Nearly opposite Northumberland House), THE OWNER OF A HOUSE
DESIGNS for GENTLEMEN 'S DRESS, Elastic Saxony
Twills for Morning, Frock and Light Overcoats, Scotch , ESTABLISHED 1824 , in the gameway as they have already becomethe owner of
Angola, and West of England Tweeds for Riding Trousers, their pianoforte .

BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS .
Elastic Twills for Ladies ' Riding Habits , the Utile Dulci THE DIRECTORS
Vicunas, Angolas , and Mosstrooper Tweeds for the Loch , OF THE
Moor, and Mountain Suits at 3 guineas, illustrative of SIDNEY SEED
Scotland' s beauteous heathers ; also the R . Y . S . Indigo
Blue Yarn Dyed Cheviots, for Yachting, impervious to wind

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY
6OWER

and weather . ( PATENT). HAVE DETERMINED TO AFFORD
THE GUINEA TWEED WATERPROOF OVERCOATS , THE SAME FACILITIES FOR PURCHASING

all sizes and colours, ready for immediate use. HOUSES

ALFRED WEBB MILES. For Florists and Small
As now exist for Buying Pianofortes.

Only address, 12, Brook -street, Hanover-square, London , W . Seeds, 28 . 6d . each . For A HOUSE being , however, a more expensive article to Pur .
Established 1841. Peas, & c., and Market chase than a Pianoforte, the " Three Years ' System ” will

not apply , excepting in a very few cases ; so that a MORE

T EFT-OFF CLOTHES. — Mr. and Mrs. Gardens, 3s. 6d . each . LENGTHENED PERIOD IS NECESSARY over which

PHILLIPS , 31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHES the Timeof Hiring must extend .

TER -SQUARE, LONDON , W ., are the Best BUYERS of To be had of all Seeds. In pursuance of this resolution
all kinds of LADIES'and GENTLEMEN' S ATTIRE, Silk ,
Satin , Velvet, Brocades, Dresses, Court Trains, Antique men , Ironmongers, and THE DIRECTORS HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTS
Lace, old English and Foreign China , Household Furniture, General Shopkeepers in WITH
Jewels, Plate, in fact every kind of Property for ready
cash . Ladies or Gentlemen waited on at any timeor dis the United Kingdom , THE OWNERS OF HOUSES
tance . All letters receive prompt attention . Money orders

to any amount for Parcels from Town or Country. Estab
In various parts of London ,and its Suburbs, by which theyTHE TEMPLE

lished 1820 . Ready money only.
are enabled to afford to the

Thousands of testimonials . The subjoined are copies : Members of the Birkbeck Building
" Gloucester, April 2 .

Mrs. A . N . writes : - " I have received your P . O . O . with Society
thanks for your liberality and attention , I shall recommend AND OTHERS
all my friends. I have had business with others, but none very wide CHOICE in the SELECTION both of HOUSER
have given meso much satisfaction as you have ."

and the locality in which they are situated . The Plan upon
“ Brighton , May 4 . which the Directors propose to proceed isLody S . T . writes : - " I received the registered letter con .

taining the notes . I quite agree with Mrs . R . O . that you TO LET THESE HOUSES FOR A PERIOD OF
are very straightforward in conducting your business. I TWELVE-AND - A -HALF YEARS,

shall have great pleasure in recommending any friends who At the end of which time, if the Rent be regularly Paid ,may wish to dispose of their cast-off clothes that are too
good to give away. " THE HOUSE

“ Edinburgh, May 13 .
“ I send you a large box of clothes. I am quite satisfied

Will become the absolute Property of the
that you give the full value, as I sent the last you had of me Tenant
to some other person first, and your price was much above
their valuation. I leave it to you to send mewhat you con. WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENT OF ANY KIND,
sider the value of the present articles. I haverecommended
you to my sister ,Mrs , M , Y ., of Reading." IN ALL CASES
We are every day receiving the same kind of testimonials

POSSESSION OF THE HOUSEwhich show that we do give the full value of all articles
offered to us . If this is not sufficient to satisfy the most WILL BE GIVEN
soeptical we challenge all dealers. We not only bay of
ladies and gentlemen , but our demand is so great that we WITHOUT ANY IMMEDIATE OUTLAY IN MONEY.
purchase ofthe trade. Ladies and gentlemen , by disposing Excepting Paymentof the Law Charges for the Title
of their property to us, get the best price, thereby saving a Deeds, which in all cases will be restricted to
second profit . Our only address in England is . (TRADE YARK .] Five Guineas

81, THAYER-STREET, MANCHESTER -SQUARE , BEYOND THIS SMALL SUX
LONDON . NO PAYMENT OF ANY KINDCANADA : ST. PAUL-STREET, MONTREAL .

22, FLEET-STREET, LONDONAUSTRALIA : MYER'S -STREET, SANDHURST, VIO. IS REQUIRED BY THE SOCIETY
TORIA : and (OPPOSITE CHANCERY-LANE ). BEYOND THE STIPULATED RENT, WHICH MAY

BE PAID EITHER MONTHLY OR QUARTERLY.
The Largest, Cheapest, and Best Wine Establishmentin31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHESTER -SQUARE

the World ,
Where all letters and parcels must be addressed , THE REST PAYABLE BY THE TENANT

Established 1820. THE MOST NOTED VINTAGES , Includes Ground Rent and Insurance for
BY THE GLASS , BY THE BOTTLE,

WAUKENPHAST' S
the Whole Term .

BY THE GALLON , BY THE DOZEN ,
BOOTS . Although the Number of years for payment of Rent is fixed

AND BY THE CASK , at Twelve and- a -Half,
Messrs . WAUKENPHAST and AT WHOLESALE PRICES ; A SHORTER PERIOD MAY BE CHOSEN AT ANCO .are now prepared with a Special INCREASED RENTAL,Stock of Goods for Spring and Or Packed in Hampers for Races and Pionics

Summer wear, combining the light. OR
ness of French , with the recognised A LONGER PERIOD AT A LOWER RENTAL ,

THE GRIDIRONfitting quali ies of their own manu
facture . The celebrated “ Tour Is now complete and in full operation .

The Terms of which may be ascertaioed on application to

Boot ” for wear in dirty weather , the Manager.
and the Duke of Edinburgh Shoot CHOPS, STEAKS, & c., & c., ONE SHILLING.
ing boots always ready . Choose
your own fit , and the number will 22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON THE ADVANTAGESbe registered for future orders. - 10,
Pall Mall East , London , S . W . (Opposite Chancery -lane). OF THIS

New System of Purchasing a House,
TRADE MARK . MAY BE SUMMED UP AS FOLLOWS:

1. Persons of Limited Income, Clerks, Shopmen , and

ORICINAL
others, may, by becoming Tenants of the BIRKBECK

ANTICORROSION BUILDING' SOCIETY,be placed at once in a position of
PAINT independence as regards their Landlord.
SOLELY

MANUFACTURED 2. Their RENT CANNOT BE RAISED.
THE BRITISH, INDIAN, AND COLONIAL GOVERNMENTS , AND 7000 OP THE NOBILITYWALTER CARSON 8 . They CANNOT BE TUINED OUT OF POSSES.

AND GENTRY .& SONS,
LONDON. SION so long as they pay their Rent.

For every Description of 4 . NO FEES or FINES of any kind are chargeable.

5 . They can leave the Hongo at any time without notice .
ENTERED AT STATIONERS HALL. rent being payable only to the timeof giving up possession .

6 . Il circumstances compel them to leave the House
before the completion of their Twelve -and a Hall Years '
Tenancy , they can Sub - let the House for the remainder of

Lasting quite as long as the best common paints in exposed situations, being manufactured expressly fcr external the Term , or they can Trausfer their right to another
purposes. ANY PERSON CAN LAY IT ON Tenant.

2 owt. and upwards CARRIAGE FREE TO ALL STATIONS. 7 . Finally, NO LIABILITY or RESPONSIBILITY of
any kind is incurred , beiond the Payment of Rent by those
who acquire Houses by this New System .

The BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY have on their

PRICES, PATTERNS, with TESTIMONIALS, on application . List several HOUSEB, which they are prepared to LET on
the TWELVE -AND - A -HALF YEARS' SYSTEM , and in

many cases Immediate Possession may be obtained

WALTER CARSON AND SONS, The 'i erms on which Honses can be placed on this
Registermay be obtained on application to

LA BELLE SAUVAGE-YARD, LUDGATE -HILL, LONDON , E .C ., and 21 , BACHELOR' S-WALK , DUBLIN FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manuver .

S
A
L
E
S

GREATCENTRALWINE CELLARS,

CARSON'S
PATRONIZED BY

PAINT.
THE QUEEN,

THC

OUT-DOOR WORK,
AS IRON , WOOD, STONE, BRICK , AND COMPO,

OILS AND VARNISHES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION .
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GRATEFUL – COMFORTING .

EPPS ’ S COCOA .
BREAKFAST.

“ By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful
application of the fine properties of well- selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately -flavoured
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills.” — Civil Service Gazette.

MADE SIMPLY WITH BOILING WATER OR MILK.
SOLD BY GROCERS IN PACKETS ONLY, LABELLED

JAMES EPPS and CO., HOMEOPATHIC CHEMISTS,
4 8 . THREADNEEDLE-STREET, AND 170, PICCADILLY.

WORKS FOR DIETETIC PREPARATIONS, DIANA-PLACE, EUSTON -ROAD.

Sales by Juction .

servatory,relaid out with freins adaptedfor theentleman.

Oxford -street. - The Freehold Estate of the late Charles
Nicolas Stuart, Esq., for Sale,by direction of the Tru -tees Legal Notices.
of his Will, comprising the star Brewery , in the occupa
tion of Messrs. Lightfoot, the eminent brewers, the

MR. MARSAS REGISTER of LANDED TAWhouses ar. d shops Nos 10 , 11, and 12, Oxford -street, and
EXAMINATIONS. - A Solicitor, a

ESTATES , Town and Country Residences, and Nos. 29, 31, 33 , 35, and 37, Hanway-street, the whole | Graduate of Oxford , READS with GENTLEMEN
property of every description , is published monthly, and occupying an area ofabout one- third of an acre, and pre for their Preliminary . Intermediate, and Final EXAMI.
may be obtained at the offices of Mr. A . M . YETTS ( late senting investments of a most valuable character, with NATIONS. - Address " M . A ., ” Messrs. Fletcher and Co.,

Mr. Marsh ), Auctioneer, Land, and Estate Agent, 54 , important reversions attached . Present rental, £54 per 11. Staple-in, London , W . 0 .
Cannon -street, E . C ., or willbe forwarded by post on appli annum , virtually equivalent to ground rents. Let on

cation ,
leases expiring in 1871, 1876 , and 1897 respectively . M R . E . H . BEDFORD, Author of the “ In

M R . ROBINS (of 5 , Waterloo- place , Pall termediate Examination Guide," " The Intermediate
Surrey . - A valnable Freehold Residential Property, eligibly IN Mall), is directed to SELL the above FREEHOLD | Examination Guide to Bookkeeping,” and Editor of " The

situate in a favourite sud select locality , possessing every ESTATE by AUCTION at the MART, in Tokenhouse Preliminary," " Intermediate , " and " Final, " has CLASSES

facility for railway communication , being within half an yard, Lothbary, É . O ., on WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15th , at daily reading at his Chambers, 9, King's Bench -walk ,
hour's ride by rail, and a distance of twelve miles by road , Two precisely , in three lots. Temple , for each of the Examinations.
from the metropolis . The situation of the property is Particulars and Plans are now ready, and may be had of
extremely picturesque, and the neighbourhood in which it Messrs. BOOTYS and BAYLIFFE, Solicitors, 1, DRELIMINARY, INTERMEDIATE , and
is placed is surrounded by the best society . It comprises Raymond buildings, Gray' s -inn , W . O . ; FINAL EXAMINATIONS for SOLICITORS. - Mr.a superior residence of handsomeelevation , erected within at the Mart ; and of theAUCTIONEER . J . ERLE BENHAM (Author of Several well-known
the last ten years at considerable expense for the occupa A detailod advertisement appears in the Times each Works), whose Pupils for years past have achieved great
tion of the owner, and contains eleven bed chambers, Saturday . success, has CLASSES READING for these Examinations,dressing rooms, three reception rooms, billiard room , con .

References to former Pupils. - Address to 8 , Pump-court,servatory , and well - arranged domestic offices. Thegrounds are laid out with great taste , and embrace an TIMBER, STANDING OR FELLED , Temple , or to the care of Messrs. BUTTERWORTH , 1, Fleet.
street, Her Majesty ' s Law Publishers .area of 18 acres. The property is adapted for the resiuence

of a nobleman, banker, mercbant, or private gentleman . VALUED OR PURCHASED. To SOLICITORS. - Office for PATENTS,
VR. MARSH is favoured with instructions | MARTIN R . COBBETT, 5 , SERLE STREET, LINCOLN' s- 1xx, W .C .

to SELL by AUCTION , at the Guildhall Coffee ENGLISH AND FOREIGN TIMBER MERCHANT, Messrs . DAVIES and HUNT, Patent Solicitors, continue to
honse, Gresham -street, at Twelve for One o'clock , on procure BRITISH and FOREIGN PATENTS , & c ., at
THURSDAY, MAY 21, the above desirable RESIDEN ST. THOMAS-STREET, LONDON, S . E . mostmoderate charges, and to SOLICITORS at agency rates.
TIAL PROPERTY , situate and known as River -bill, Wor. Solicitors and intending Patentens should obtain theirAn Estimate given free for any quantity , however small orcester -park , near Ewell and Kingston , and within easy “ HANDBOOK FOR INVENTORS" gratis on application

reach of Epsom .
or large, in any part of the United Kingdom .

or by letter.
Particulars and plans may shortly be obtained of Mr. SYCAMORE AND LIME TIMBER WANTED .

A . M . YETT (late Mr.Marsh ) , No. 51, Cannon -street. E . O . LONDON GAZETTE (published by authority ) and
LONDON and COUNTRY ADVERTISEMENTOFFICE

TESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and THE SANS-PLIS SHIRT. No. 117, CHANCERY LANE, FLEET-STREET.

FARMER ' S LIST of ESTATES and HOUSES LT ENRY GREEN, Advertisement Agent,
to be SOLD or LET, including Landed Estates , Town and REGISTERED Nov. 1848 , begs to direct the attention of the Legal Profession to
Country Residences, Hunting and Shooting Quarters, the advantages of his long experience of upwards of twenty .
Farms, Ground Kents, Rentcharges, House Property, and Specially adapted to meet tho wante five years, in the special insertion of all pro formá noticus ,
Investments generally , is PUBLISHED on the first day of & c ., and hereby solicits their continued support. - N . B . One
each month , and may be obtained , tree of charge, at their of copy of advertisement only required , and the strictest care
Onces, 80, Cheapside, E . O ., or will be sentby post in return BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS and promptitude Assured . Officially stamped forms for ed
for two 'stamps. Particolars for insertion shonld be vertisements and Ale of London Gasetts kept . By appoint
received not later than four days previous to the end of the and ment

preceding month . GENTLEYEN OY SEDENTARY PURSUITS
City Freeholds, - Mincing -lane and Great Tower-street. - To SOLICITORS and OTHERS. – First
Highly important Properties, occupying large areas and Ease Combined with a Perfect fit. Class CHAMBERS to be LET in a leading thorough.well-known sitts within the circle of the Colonial and ' fare in the W . C . district. - Apply to Messrs. FABEBROTHER,other Markets, part let for 47 years unexpired at ground Patterns and Particulars ofMeasure Les and Co., Surveyors, & , Lancaster -place , Strand ,rents of £520 per annun , and the remainder for eight ment free by post.
years unexpired , ab rentals of £550 per annum , which are OFFICE FLOORS. — TRELOAR and SONS,considerably inadequate to the present actual value of | BURDEN AND KEER
tbe premises. -- By order of the Trustees under the Will of 60 , Ludgate -hill, manufacture a great variety of
the late Major Vincent Joseph Biscoe . 51, CONDUIT-STREET, BOND-STREET, durable FLOOR COVERINGS specially adapted for offices.

Fine Cocoa Nut Matting. Cork Carpet, Linoleum , Kamp.
MESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and tulicon , good Floor Cloth , & c. - Ludgate CarpetWarehouse,

FARMER will SELL , at the MART, on TUES. IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE 60, Ludgate -hill. -
DAY, APRIL 28, at Two , in Three Lots , the following

COMPANY (Established 1803 ).very valuabie FREEHOLD PROPERTIES, viz . : CLERGYMEN 'S , Professional Men's, andLot 1. - Tho portion of the extensive Building, No. 21, i , Old Broad -street, E . C ., and 16 and 17, Pall-mall , S . W . |

Capital, £1 ,600 ,000 .Mincing- anº, former y known as Nos, I and 2, Hammond' s
Military and Naval Officers' SONS are received at a

Paid-up and Invested, £700,000. Clergyman ' s SCHOOL, strictly limited to gentlemen , on
court , coinprising num :rous sui.es of first- class offices E . COZENS SMITH ,General Manager. specially reduced terms. - Address Rev. Master A . M . (to
arranged oltive floors (including basement) , with rooms be forwarded ), Messrs. Dawson and Sons, 121, Cannon
for huuseketper above ; also the substantial modern pre DQUITABLE REVERSIONARY street, London, E . C .
mises, 20, Mincing-lane, comprising tive floors (including INTEREST SOCIETY .
basement), let by two leases for sixty years from Lady-day, 10, Lancaster-place, Strand. INEWSVENDORS' BENEVOLENT AND
1861, at ground rents amounting to £520 per annum . Established 1835 . Capital paid -up, L480,000. PROVIDENT INSTITUTION.Lot 2. - The prominent corner premises, known as 19, This Society purchases Reversionary Property and Life In . PATRON ,
Mincing-Jane , and 82, Great Tower-street, comprising four terests, and grants Loans on these securities . Forms of The Right Honourable The EarlDERBY.
capitaliy ligated floors , with cellar under part ; let on lease Proposalmay be obtained at the office . The FESTIVAL will be HELN at the CRITERION,for twenty -one year , from Lady-day 1861, at the very low F . S . CLAYTON, ) Joint Secretaries . Piccadilly , on WEDNESDAY, APRIL 29, and
rent of £200 per annum , C . H . CLAYTONJJOnt Secretaries, A . J . B . BERESFORD HOPE, Esq ., M . P .,

Lot 3 . - The spacious premises adjoining, known as 80 will preside, and will besupported by
and 81, Great Tower -street, comprising five floors, with

ANNUITIES AND REVERSIONE. WM . HENRY SMITH , Esq., M . P ., Presidents.
cellar under part ; let on ltase for twenty one years, from Mr. Alderman COTTON , M . P .,
Lady-day 1861, at the moderate rent of £350 per annum . LAW REVERSIONARY INTEREST and thefollowing
Upon the expiration of the leases affecting lot 1, the pur SOCIETY , STEWARDS :
chaser will be entitled to the full rack rentals, and as to 68. CHANCERY LANE, LONDON .
lots 2 and 3, at the end of the terms, largely increased rents

TheHon . Earl Desart. Wm Forsyth . Esq ., M . P .
CHAIRMAN . - Alfred H . Shadwell , Esq .

will readily be obtained for the existing premises, but this Lieut-Gen , Sir H . Storks, Lionel Lawson, Esq .
DEPUTY- CHAIRMAN - H . Cecil Raikes, Esq., M . P .part of the property would probably be still more valuable G . O . B . Ed. Yates, Esq .

Reversions and Life Interests purchased . Immediate and R . J . Wood, Esq .as a vacant site for the erection of one handsome block of Wm . McMurray, Esq .
Deferred Annuities granted in exchange for Reversionary

modern offices .
S . O . Hall , Esq ., F . S . A . T . Dixon Galpin , Esq .

Particulars,with plans, may be had in due course of
and Contingent Interests . William Lethbridge, Esq . W . T . Emmott, Beq .
Loansmay also be obtained on the security of Reversions.

T . W . DENBY, E . q ., Solicitor, 8 , Frederick 's-place, Old
Jenkins, Esq ., M . P . Chas. L . Gruneisen , Esq .

Annuities, Immediate , Deferred , and Contingent , and alsc John Hodge , Esq .
Jewry :

John Francis , Esq .
Endowmerte , granted on favourable terms.

and of the AUCTIONEERS, 80 , Cheapside. G . W . Petter, Esq . Eneas Dawson, Esq .
Prospectuses and Formsof Proposal, and all further infor. William Stevens, Esq . Peter Terry , Esq .

Kensington. - 1o Trustees, Capitalists , and Others. - Valu .
mation , may be had at the office . Edward Dicey, Esq . Edmond Smith , Esq .

C . B . CLABON , Secretary.abie Freehold Ground .rents, producing £1320 per annum
Fredk , Ledger , Esq . James Lee, Esq .

and Three Freeholu Shops, producing £250 per annum MONEY, TIME, AND LIFE Alsager H . Hill, Esq . Robert Ferguson, Esq ;

formerly part of Lady Holland' s Estate.
Jno . E . Simmons, Esq . M . P .

ARE LOST IN THE EVENT OF George Cruiksbank, Esq . C . D . Walker, Esq .MESSRS. HORNE, EVERSFIELD and ACCIDENTAL INJURY OR DEATH . Sir John Bennett, F . S . A . C . E . H . Chadwyck Healey,
Co., have received instructions from the Trustees Provide against these losses by a Policy of the Geo . Godwin , Esq., F . R . S . Esq.

othe late Henry John Bartley , Esq ., to SELL by RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE COMPANY Gentlemen who will kindly act as Honorary Stewards
AUCTION , at the AUCTION MART, Tokephouse-yard , AGAINST ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS,
London , at the latter end of MAY next, the above valuable

please address Mr. G . L . Riche, the Engineer, Strand : Mr.
THE OLDEST AND LARGEST ACCIDENTAL ASSURANCE COMPAXY.

FREEHOLD PROPERTY , situate in Holland - road ,
Newstead , the Field , Strand : Mr. Charles Butcher , LAW

Hon , A , KINNAIRD . M . P ., Chairman ,
Russell-road , Elsham -road , Russell- gardens, Russell-mews, PAID UP CAPITAL AND RESERVE FUND !

Times, Wellington -street, Strand , W . C . : Mr. David Jones,
, 000 .

and Hansard-mews, Kensington. Further particulars will
Saturday Review , Southampton- street, Strand, W . C .

ANNUAL INCOME £160,000 . the Secretary , Walter W . Jones, 9 , Laurence Pountney.hu ,

shortly appear. £810,000 have been paid as Compensation. Cannon -street, E . O .Applications may, in themeantime, be addressed to BONUS ALLOWED TO INSURERS OF FIVE YEARS' STANDING ,
Messrs. BARTLEY, SAXTON, and MORGAN , Solici. | Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local

tors , 30 , Somerset-street, Portman -square , W . ; Agenta , or Printed and published by HORACE Cox , at 10 , Wellington
and to HORNE, EVERSFIELD, and Co., 17 , Great George- 61, CORNHILL, AND 10 , REGENT-STREET, LONDON street, Strand , London , W . O ., in the County of Middiesem
street, S . W ., and su, Fore-street, E . C . WILLIAM J . VIAN , Secretary . - Saturday, April 11, 1874 ,
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treet,WestmiösternLAW . - * Georüe-rtreet

Money,Wanted and to Jend. ITAW PARTNERSHIP. - A SOLICITORTAW . - WANTED, by the Advertiser
with good connection practising in the West of Eng . U ( recently admitted ), a SITUATION as CONVEY

IMPROVEMENT of LANDED 1 lion
land , wishes for a PAKINER who could introduce capital inTHE | ANCER in & good office . - Apply , with particulars, to
lieu of purchase money . - Address " D . D . " (No. 1620 ) , 10 , " Hawthorn ," Post-office, Whitby.

1 ESTATES. - The LAND, LOAN , and ENFRAN . We'lington -street, Strand , W . 0 .
CHISEMENT COMPANY (incorporated by special Act of T AW . - WANTED , a SITUATION as
Parliament) ADVANCES MONEY Situations, Wanted and Pacant. Copying and Engrossing CLKRK . Would m . ke

1st. - To the Owners of Settled and other Estates , for himself generally useful. Expeditious writer ; good re
the Erection of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES. ferences , Age 19 . - Address " S . W . A ., " 3 , Norfolk -terrace ,
and for the DRAINAGE , IRRIGATION , ENCLOSING ,
OLEARING , and general Improvement of LANDED Pro T AW . - A practising Solicitor having spare Bath ,

perty in any part of the United Kingdom : timewould be willing to MAKE ARRANGEMENTS TAW . - WANTED , an APPOINTMENT, by
Ind . To the Owners of Settled Estates in England, for with another Solicitor to ASSIST him in his basiness, an experienced Person , who, with other acquire .the ERECTION or COMPLETION of MANSIONS, " A . Z . " ( 1690 ) , 10 , Wellington -street , Strand . ments of a Solicitor' s Office, has a thorough knowledge of

STABLES, and OUTBUILDINGS :
Srd . - To Landowners generally , to enable them to anb T AW . - Managing, Chancery, and Common Probate Court Practice and all Executorship Business,

having had the sole management of & Probate District
scribe for Shares in Companies for the CONSTRUCTION 1 ) Law CLERK (not admitted ), onen to ENGAGE- Registry for eight years . - Address Mr. T . B . REES, Llan
of RAILWAYS and NAVIGABLE CANALS , which will MENT. Unexceptionable references . Salary £300 a year. - daff .
beneficially affect their Fatates : Address " W . M . , " at Cox and Sons, Chancery- Jane, London .

Ath . -- TO INCUMBENTS, for the Improvement of their T AW . - A Gentleman (admitted ), the Pupi),
GLEBE LANDS , by Drainage, and the Erection of FARM TAW .- A Gentleman , Articled in London , U of a conveyancing counseland a specialpleader , desiregi
BUILDINGS and COTTAGES : D and about to be armitted & Solicitor , desires a

5th . To COPYHOLDERS for the ENFRANCHISE to MEET with & Managing or Conveyancing CLERK
SITUATION as Conveyancing CLERK . -- Address “ Lex ," SHIP, in town . The advertiser h 8 had considerable

MENT of COPYHOLD LANDS. Mr. F . Cartwright' s , Law Stationer, 57, Chance' y -lane. experience both in London and Country offices.-- Address
The amount borrowed with the expenses would be charged “ O . B . X . " (No. 1619 ), 10 . Wellington -street, Strand , W . C .

on the estate benefited , and repaid by a rentcharge, termi. T AW . - CLERKSHIP . - WANTED, by a
nating in twenty - five years, Gentleman (aged 26 , admitted ) . a OLERKSHIP in T AW . - WANTED, & Chancery , Convey
NO INVESTIGATION OF THE LANDOWNER' S an offca with general prantice . -- Address " Zeta ," Post ancing. or General CLERKSHIP in the Country .TITLE IS NECESSARY. office , Llandysgul, South Wales. Liverpool preferred . Good relerences. Salary moderate ,
Forms of application , and all further particulars,may be T AW . - Advertiser SEEKS a SITUATION experience being the chief object. Willing to work - Ad

obtained of Messrs. Rawlence and Squarey , 22 , GreatGeorge
street, Westminster, S . W ., and Salisbury ; of Messrs. U

dress " C . C ." (No. 1619 ), 10 , Wellington -street. Strand ,in a Solicitor's office of general practice. Can draw
Ashurst, Morris, and Co., Solicitors, 6 , Old Jewry, London , ordinary drafta and willing to make himself generally use TAW . - An experienced SOLICITOR many
E . C . ; of Messrs. Gillespie and Paterson, w . S ., 81A , George ful. - Address “ G . L .," Post-office , Great Yarmonth U years admitted , DESIRES to enter a well establishedstreet, Edinburgh , agents for the Company in Scotland ;

Ir AW - A Gentleman (admitted last EasterAW A Gentleman Cadmitted last. Faster office in Liverpool or elsewhere , coult purchase a share, or
and at the Offices of the Company as below .

T . PAIN , Managing Director , Term ), an Oxford graduate , wishes for a CLERK . wonld accept & Conveyancing or other MANAGERSHIP .
- Address * Omicron, " Messrs . LEE and NIGHTINGALE ,

EDWIN GARROD , Secretary . SHIP . under supervision , Conveyancing and Common North John -street, Liverpool.Land, Loan , and Enfranchisement Company, Law work preferred . - address " G . K , M ., " care of E . P .

No. 22 .Great George-street, Westminster, S . W . De Gex , Esq ., 4 , Rarmond .huildings, Grev ' s - inn . I AW - A Gentleman (graduate of Oxford ,
TAW . - WANTED , by a Young Solicitor UMONEY. - £50,000 to LEND on MORT admitted Michaelmas lat) , with some Capital, seeks

an ENGAGEMENT As Conveyancing or GeneralManag
W (admitter last Michaelmas Term ), a Generalor ConGAGE in severalsumson approved security . - Apply

veyancing OLERKSHIP , in Liverpool or Manchester ,
ing OLERK , with a view to subsequent partnership . Town

to Mr W . D . Ring. Solicitor, Camellord .
Good references . - “ C . W .," Box 24 , Post-office, Warring .

or country . - Address “ B . A , " at Brown ' s Advertising
Office, 4 , Little George- street , Westminster Abbey .M ONEY.-- - £14,000 to £15 ,000 ready for ton .

immediate ADVANCE on FREEHOLD LAND. in TAW . - WANTED, by a Gentleman (ad . I AW . - A Gent'eman (aged 25, paesed ,
one or more _ sams, at 4 per Cent. - Apply to Messrs. Jmitted in Hilary Term last ), an ENGAGEMENTas but not admitted ) , requires a Conveyancing , or Con . .
GODFREY and Sox, Solicitors, Abingdon . Conveyancing or General OLERK . Honours at Final. veyancing and Chancery CLERKSHIP , under supervision .

Address . " Lex," 5 Commerce-chambers, Lord -street, Three years with London firm of large practice . Salary
MONEY. - £150,000 TRUST MONEY to be Liverpool. oderate ; good references, Address " C ., " 43 , Alma- 3quare ,

1 ADVANCED on approved FREEHOLD or LEASE St. John's Wood.
HOLD SECURITIES Interest ei per Cent, per annnm on T AW . - WANTED, & Managing CLERK

T AW - ADVERTISER seeks a RE -ENsumsof not less than 21000 . - Apply to Messrs ROWLANDSand U SHIP , in Conveyancing, Chancery, Executorship
BAGXALL, Solicitors , 25 , Oolmore-row , Birmingham . Accounts, and all Conntry General Practice ; aged 40 : U GAGEMENT a General CLERK , can Abstract, En

married . Good references. - Address " Y ." ( 1620 ). 10 , gross , Draw ordinary Deeds, and willing to Angint generally . .
MUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION Wellington -street , Strand, W . C . Seven years' experience . -- Address * 0 . H . W . " (No. 1620 ),

( Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1850 ), 14, Rus. 10, Wellington -ntreet, Strand , W . O .
T AW . - WANTED, a RE-ENGAGEMENTsell-street, Covent-warden , London , and ss, Ship - street,

Brighton . ADVANCES MONEY upon Personal Security , Ag COPYING OLERK . and would gladly assist T AW . - Chancery , Common Law , or General
Bills of Sale , Deeds, & c ., repayable by instalments. Bills generally in the office ; knows all the law offices ; good | Management. - The Advertiser (unarticled ) , with
promptly discounted . Forms free on receipt of stamped references , salary moderate. - LEX , 19, Clarence-street, upwards of twenty years ' experience as a Manager, is open
envelope. C . R . WRIGAT, Secretary . Jeffrey's- road , Clapham -road. 8 . W to an ENGAGEMENT, to act without supervision . High

testimonials as to ability , & c ., and liberalterms expected . .
MONEY ADVANCED at a Day's Notice T A W . - A SHORTHAND WRITER Address " G . C ." (No. 1620), 10, Wellington-street, Strand .

(from _ L40 upwards) to respectable householders in U attends in the City (or at residences of Solicitors) to
TAKE ENTRIES, & c ., on moderate terms. Undeniable T AW - WANTED immediately, by a firmthe London District upon MORTGAGE of their FURNI.
referencer . - " D ., " Mr.Canning' s , Chatsworth -road , Forest .TURE without removal, repayable by easy instalments. U of solicitors in Bristol, an efficient BU CLERK , to .

No charge ofany kind unlessmoney advanced . As this does lane, Stratford . post the Books, draw Residuary and other Accounts, and to
not emanate from an agent,applicants must apply personally TAW COSTS. - WANTED, by an assist in the GeneralWork of the office. - Apply by letter,
to Mr. BAUGHAN , 31, Southampton -buildings, Chancery -lane . experienced Bill CLERK , a RE -ENGAGEMENT stating salary required and past experience . to Messrs .
The public ara cautioned against paying preliminary fees to J . G And E . STRICKLAND, Solicitors , 2, All Saints -court ,

in an office of extensive practice ; thorough knowledge of
pretenders . Bristol.Conveyancing and Chancery business ; salary moderate ;

town preferred . - Address LEX, Sne ling's Library, Old I AW . - WANTED , by ' a CLERK of manyT EGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY. Kent-road , S . E .
years' experience as Managing Clerk in Liverpool, &

Mr. C . E .MASON , AUDITOR, LIQUIDATOR, and T AW . - Town or Country . - The Advertiser SITUATION as Managing Common Law in an office of
ACCOUNTANT, 80, Essex-street, Strand, London .

U is open to an immediate ENGAGEMENTas Con . extensive practice , or as general manager in an office of

veyancing . Common Law , or Chancery OLERK . Hag had moderate practice. Compe*ent to advise with clients and
LAW . TO COUNTRY SOLICITORS. considerable experience in all three branches, Unexcep . conduct business without supervision . A liberal salary ex.

A Solicitor desires to undertake London Agency pected , or ao arrangement for Articles preferred . - Addresstionable references. - Address " H . W .," 4, Orchard-street,Business for Country Solicitors on very moderate terms. Portman -equare, London , w . " R . M .." 17,Greenfeld -road, Old Swan, Liverpool.
Address " Agent" (No. 1617), 10, Wellington -street , Strand ,

T AW . - A GENTLEMAN of considerable ex . I AW . - The Advertiser (aged 34 ), who has
TAW COSTS AND ACCOUNTS. U perience in the routine of London practice desirf g an I had great experience in matters connected with the

U office of Town Clerk , the preparation of Bills of Costs , com .EDWARD J. FARRIES, Costs Draftsman , 4 , College ASSIGNMENT to a good London office. No premium .
Hill, City , late Gresham House , Estimates for Drawing Salary required. -- Address " M . " (No. 1620 ) , 10 . Wellington . plicated Accounts. Returns, Copsholds, Registration , and

Costa Town or Country. References to firms of highest street, Strand, W . O . other appointments, is desirous of a RE -ENGAGEMENT
in any town on the sea coast. Nearly seventeen years withstanding . T AW , - CLERKSHIP WANTED , under late employers, to whom reference may be made as to

TAW COSTS.- J. HARCOURT SMITH , character and efficiency. Moderate salary accepted . - Ad .supervision by a gentleman (age 26 ), recently admitted
dress “ W .," 4,Whitfield -street, Newark -on - Trent.Costs Draftsman and Accountant, having had and articled in an office of high standing , who would accept

twenty years ' varied experience, DRAFTS and SETTLES A very low falary for the sake of gaining experience . The T AW . - A Gentleman (unarticled ) with an
COSTS in all Courts , and matters in Town and Country. highest references given . - Address " Lex," Eldon Cham .
References to eminent London and provincial firms. bers, Gloucester. extensive practical experience as Managing CLERK ,

thoroughly competent, and accustomed to the sole conductOffices : 1, King-street, Cheapside, E .O . TAW . - A Solicitor (admitted in 1858 ) , of a large Chancery , Common Law , and Bankruptoy prac

wishes to MEETwith a Managing Conveyancing and
tice, with Conveyancing ,DESIRES & RE-ENGAGEMENT

General OLERKSHIP, with or without a view to & in the country , south proferred. High - class references to
Partnership on the usual terms. Bristol, Bath , 'or London employers. Salary , 2150. - " W . R . M ." (No . 1620 ), 10 , Wel

preferred. - Address " M . M ." (No. 1619 ), 10 , Wellington lington -street, Strand, W . O .

T AW . - A Country Solicitor wishing to do street, Strand, w . c . I AW . - WANTED, a Person well acquainted
1 his own Agency, desires to PURCHASE a small T A W . – WANTED immediately , a U with Municipaland Public Health Law , and thoroughly
PRACTICE in London, Conveyancing preferred . Address,
stating full particulars to - " Z . P . ” (No. 1619 ), 10, Welling. U Managing Conveyancing OLERKSHIP , without competent (without supervision ) to perform the duties of

ton -street, Strand , W . O . supervision . Advertiser is an efficient Costs Draftsman , DEPUTY TOWN CLERK and COMMITTEE CLERK to

and wonld assist generally it required . Thorough Church & Local Board of Health ; one who has held a similar ap

man . Unexceptionable references. - Address “ Clericus, " pointment preferred . Applications, endorsed " Deputy
11, Clayton street, Birkenhead . Town Clerk , ” stating age, experience , and salary required ,

together with testimonials of character and ability , to be
T AW . - WANTED , a SITUATION as Copy . sent on or before Wednesday , April 22 , 1874, addressed to

T AW . - A Solicitor (aged 30), of education U ing. Engrossing, and General CLERK, or the Man . JESSE SMITR, Town Clerk, Bond-street, Dewsbury.
agement of a small office under supervision . FourteenU and experience , accustomed to hard work , wishes to T AW . - WANTED , in a Solicitor's office inyears ' experience. Good references . Age 82 years. - AddressPURCHASE a small 'BHARE in a Conveyancing PRAC .
" D . N ., " Post-office, Northampton . U South Wales, an Engrossing and General CLERK ,

TICE . No objection to occasional advocacy. - Address with a knowledge of accounts. - - Apply to " A . B ., " Box 45,
" Bigma," 42, Albert-street, Regent's-park, N . W . T AW - A Conveyanciug or GeneralManag. Post -office, Swansea.

TAW PARTNERSHIP. - A City So'icitor ing CLERKSHIP WANTED, by a thoroughly i T AW . - WANTED , a CLERK (unadmitted )competentman of excellent abilities, energy, and character ,
(admitted 1861) having a general practice desires a who has been accustomed to act without supervision , who is a good Draftsman and thoroughly aoquainted

PARTNERSHIP in a City firm ; no objectior to stated having had the management of a good Conveyancing and with Conveyancing and Chancery Practice . - Apply with

salary in lieu of shares , and willing to take ar attiva part in general business ; admitted , moderate salary _required. references to Messrs MATHEW and ADCOCK, Solicitors,
the business . - Address " O . S ." (No. 1620 ), 20, Wellington " Lex." 13. Queen Margaret's Grove, Mildmay Park, N . Wigan .
street, Strand , W . 0

T AW . - WANTED shortly , by a Certificated T AW . - WANTED , in Liverpool a Convey .
T AW - Excellent OPENING for a Young U Solicitor, accustomed to advocacy, and competent to D ancing CLERK, unarticled , capable of Managing

SOLICITOR , in a large town in South o ! England . Manago without supervision , the Common Law , Chancery, without supervision ; salary about £150 . - Address " Law ,
Il a clever Advocate , without Purchase or Premium , Must and Bankruptcy Departments, a RE-ENGAGÉMENT 28 I care ofHENRY GREENWOOD, Advertising agent, Liverpool.
be a Conservative in politics. - Address immediate Managing CLERK , aged 27 . - Address " Lex " (No. 1690 ) ,

A , A , A . " ( No. 1619 ) , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, W 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W . C . SITUATIONS VACANT continued on next page.

Practices, Wanted and for Sale.

Partnerships, danted and Vacaat.
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and

TO

A mp

London : BUTTERWORTHS,?,Floet-street, Her Majesty's
10

TAW . - WANTED, a steady Writing CHURCH PREFERMENT WANTED . " There is no book on the subject bearing any comparison
U CLERK . - Apply, stating salary required , to “ U .," PATRONS or SOLICITORS interested in the SALE with this oneby Mr.Glen ," - Law Times.

Post-office, Hereford . (privately ) of ADVOWSONS, PRESENTATIONS, or
District Churches (either with deferred , or the prospect of Just published, 8vo., price 868. - pp. xliii-1036.

T AW . - An OPENING is OFFERED to a immediate, possession ) are advised to communicate (confi. SEVENTH EDITION
| SOLICITOR , of some experience , willing to take a dentially ) with Mr. W . EMBRY STARK , F . R . G . S ., & o .. ! OP TIE

CLERKSHIP , in an Office in the Country, with a view to a who is enabled , through his extensive connection and
future Partnership . - Apply , by letter ,addressed “ C . C , 0 ., " many years' exclusive attention to these importantmatters, LAW RELATING TO PUBLIC HEALTH.
care of Mr. Amer, Lincoln 's -inn -gate , Carey - street, W . O . to give valuable assistance. - Offices : St . Paul' s chambers,

No. 23 (removed from 27 ), Bedford-street , Strand , W . O . LOCAL GOVERNMENT,
TAW .-- WANTED, in an office in a small

| Country town & YOUTH about 16 years of age who
ANDJust published, second edition with emendations,

price 7s . 6d . URBAN AND RURAL SANITARY AUTHORITIES.can write a very good hand . - Apply _ stating age , salary
required , and references, to Messrs . PRESTON and DAVIS , BLACKSTONE ECONOMISED ; Including the Law as to the Removalof Nuisances Inin
Solicitors, Tenbury , Worcestershire . rious to Health , and the Prevention of Diseases, with

T AW . - WANTED , a thoroughly efficient BEING A COMPENDIUM OF STATUTES AND CASES.
BY

Chancery CLERK , unadmitted. Capable of con .
ducting Suits, chiefly important Administration Suits .

W . CUNNINGHAM GLEN , Barrister-at-Law ,THE LAWS OF ENGLAND
Good salary offered. - Apply . with particulars, to “ R . P . ,' ALEXANDER GLEN , B . A ., LL. B ., Barrister-at-Law .
Mr. Hunter' s , Stationer, 9 , Cursitor-street, Chancery- lane. The very extensive changes in the Sanitary Laws which

THE PRESENT TIME. were effected by the Public Health Act 1872 necessitated
T AW . - WANTED immediately , a CLERK , the entire revision of the work , but the arrangement oftheBy DAVID MITCHELL AIRD, Esq., Barrister-at-Law . work has been preserve i ; and the branches of it applicompetent to make out Costs from Papers, keep

Office Books, and assist in general business ; & Shorthand “ A most admirable work for law students , compendious cable respectively to urban and rural sanitary authorities
have been clearly indicated .writer preferred . - Address , stating age , salary , and refer and on an excellent plan ." - Daily Telegraph . December The work is in Six Parts : the First Part treats of theences, to Mr. FORREST, Solicitor, Fenwick -chambers , Liver 29th , 1873. division of England into sanitary districts, the powers

pool. London : LONGMANS,GREEN , and Co., Paternoster-row . and duties of the authorities of these districts, and other

matters under the Act of 1872, and of the formation andTAW . - WANTED , in an office of extensive DE COLYARS LAW OF GUARANTEES. constitution of local boards ; the Second Part treats of the
U practice in Manchester, an experienced Conveyancing Just published , 8vo . , 14s . cloth . powers of urban sanitary authorities ; the Third Part, of
CLERK , capable of investigating titles, and conducting TREATISE on the LAW of GUARAN . rating, raisingmoney on mortgage of the rates, purchase of
Conveyancing business without supe . vision . - Address

TEES and of PRINCIPAL and SURETY . By lands, audit of accounts, contracts, arbitration , legal pro
" A . B ..” Messrs . HINE and Co ., Law stationers, 89 , Princess ceedings, bye-laws, and other miscellaneous subjects ; the| HENRY A .DECOLYAR, of the Middle Ternple, Barrister
street, Manchester. Fourth Part, of the removal of nuisances ; the Fifth Partat-Law . of sewage utilisation ; and the Sixth Part, of the law relat.TAW . - CLERK WANTED, immediately. ing to the prevention of diseases .

Law Publishers .
One who is accustomed to the routine of, & Magis Theplan of the work places before the reader the whole

trate's Clerk 's Office , and competent to draw ordinary On Friday, April 28 , 8vo ., ls., by post. ls. 1d . of the law upon each particular subject embraced in it, and
Deeds and Abstracts . He will also be required to Engross , THE LAW EXAMINATION JOURNAL it is practically & consolidation of the Statuto Law as ex

- Apply , stating age and salary expected, with references . pounded by the courts.
L AND LAW STUDENTS MAGAZINE . Edited by

to FAWCETT, GABRUTT and FAWCETT, Solicitors, Stockton . * Not only during the interval of each edition of this workH . N .MOZLEY, Esq ., Barrister at Law . No 19 for Easter
on - Tees , have additions been made by the Legislature to the Sani.

Term , 1874 . Contents : - 1, Leading Cases (continued ) . II. tary Laws, but very numerous decisions have been pro
T A W . -- Bankruptcy Digest of Cares. III. Intermediate Examination , Hilary

and Liquidation Term , 1874 : Questions and Answers. IV . Final Examina nounced by the courts of law . The whole of the decisions
will be found incorporated with the text. Those whichCLERK WANTED , under manager : must be ex . tion , Easter Term , 1874 : Questions and Answers . V .
bear upon the pollution of rivers by sewage are of peculiarperienced , steady , and of good character . Salary to com . Review . Seventh Edition of Stephen ' s Blackstone's Com
importance, as the subject demands the serious attentionInence with eu per week . Also wanted , a good copying mentaries. VI. Correspondence and Notices .
ofall sanitary authorities.Clerk . - Apply , by letter only , to DUIGNAN, LEWIS, and London : BUTTERWORTHS, 7, Fleet-street, Her Majesty' s A distinguishing feature of the present edition is that itLEWIS, Walsall. Law Publishers ,
contains a series of model bye-laws, framed upon bye- laws

T AW . - WANTED , at once, by a Solicitor a THE WEST INDIAN INCUMBERED ESTATE ACTS . which have received the sanction of the LocalGovernment
Board . The orders of the Board have been included in thecompetent Managing CLERK (not admitted ) , must SUPPLEMENT to Mr CUST' S TREATISE appendix .

bewell up in conveyancing , able to keep Solicitor' s Accounts I on the above Acts , containing reports of cases decided LONDON : KNIGHTand CO., 90, FLEET-STREET.
and Books, and have a general knowledge of the different by the court to the end of 1878 . Price 3s. cloth .
branches of the Profession . Salary £100 . -- Apply “ M ., " "WILLIAM AMER, Law Bookselier , Lincoln 's -inn -gate,
care ofMr. HAMMETT, Bookseller , Taunton . THE LAND TRANSFER BILL. TheCarey-street.

L SOLICITORS' JOURNAL of April 11, contained sTAW . – WANTED, in the office of a NEW PARLIAMENT. full analysis and summary of this measure. Single number,
U Justices' Clerk and County Court Registrar, & Now Ready . 6d . ; annual subscription , 268. ; by post, 283. with the

CLERK acquainted with the system of County Court TOD'S PARLIAMENTARY COMPANION, Weekly Reporter , 528 . - Office , 12 , Cook ' s -court . Lincoln 's
Accounts and Returns.- - Addresu , stating age, references, containing the NEW PARLIAMENT and the inn .
and salary required, to “ W .," 48, Lincoln 's- inn- fields NEW MINISTRY . Royal82mo, morocco gilt .
London . WHITTAKER and Co ., Ave-Maria-lane , and all Booksellers Price 1s., by post 18 . 2d .

in Town or Country .
T AW . - WANTED , a CLERK accustomed PEAUTIES of FRENCH LITERATURE,

to the usual business of a Solicitor' s office in the
A Translation into English , by JAMES LOWE ofJust published, price 108 .6d., cloth .

thememoirs and letters of Madame de Sévigné and Madame
Country chiefly Conveyancing,who can undertake ordinary THE PRACTICE before the RAILWAY la Duchesse D 'Orleans.matters of business with slight superintendence of the COMMISSIONERS under the Reguiation of Rail
principal. - Apply by letter stating salary required , to " M . ways Act 1873 , with the Law applicable thereto and the London : HORACE Cox, 10 ,Wellington -street, Strand, W .O .
A ., " care of Mr. AMER , Law Bookseller, Carey-street , General Orders , Forms, Table of Fees, Statutes, and all
Lincoln 's -inn . the cases down to present time. By R . GORDON JUNNER A PAMPHLET, by CHARLES FORD ,

Esq., Barrister-at-Law . A Solicitor, Hon . Sec. Legal Practitioners' Society, & c.T AW . - WANTED, a CLERK for a small WILDY and Sons, Law Publishers . Lincoln ' s - inn -archway. will be ready next Month, entitled SOLICITORS, AND
U County Court, who is also able to draw Abstracts and London , W . C . WHAT CONCERNS THEM AS SUCH .

Drafts , and conduct theusual routine of a Solicitor' s ottice London : HORACE Cox, 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , W .C .
under supervision of principal, Address stating age, salary Just published , price 12A., cloth .
required , & c . -- " A . Z ." (1620 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , DATEMAN 'S AUCTIONEER' S GUIDE .
W . C . Fifth Edition . The Auctioneer's Guide ; containing SOLICITOR' S CASH BOOK . - A Cash Book

a Practical Treatise on the Law of Auctions, with a com for Use of Solicitors, showing at a glance receipts and
TAW . - WANTED, an experienced plete series of Conditions of Sales, Rules for Valuing Pro payments on cash account, bank account, business account,

MANAGING CLERK , not under 30 years of age ; perty , The Law of Distress , and numerous Forms, Tables , and private account. Price , with explanation , in sheets,
must be well up in Conveyancing and the general business and Precedents. By JOSEPH BATEMAN , Esq ., LL. D ., Ss. 6d . per quire, or bound in extra forril, of the following
of a country office, and able to act without supervision if | Barrister-at-Law , late Assistant Solicitor of Inland Re thickness : one quire, 108. ; two quires, 188. 6 . ; three
required . Apply stating age whether inarried or single, venue. Fifth Edition . By ROLLA ROUSE, Esq., Bar quires , 178 . ; four quires, el ls. ; five quires, £1 58 . ; six
references and salary required to “ D . P . , ” (No . 1620 ), 1 rister -at-law . quires, 21 98 .
Wellington- street, Strand, W . C . London : W . MAXWELL and Sox, 29, Fleet-street . The author says : “ It is very simple, and with a little

attention it will be found to work well ; I have long proved
TAW . - WANTED, in a Solicitor' s office in Actuarial Tables for valuing Advorosons, Next Presentations, it to do so ." May be obtained direct , or through any book

Manorial and Corporation Rights, Church and Copyhold
I & Midland County town ,where the business is prin . seller by order .

Enfranchisements. Rencroal Fines, Heriots, & c .
cipally Conveyancing , a MANAGING CLERK, well up in London : H . Cox, 10, Wellington -street, Strand, W .C.
Conveyancing and the generalbusiness of a Country office . COPIES of the 4th Edition (1859), price
Address stating age, previous employments, and salary U 38. 6d ., of the above entitled Manual on COPYÃOLD

required , “ B .” (No. 1620 ), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , and CHUROH PROPERTY, by
W . 0 . ARTHUR SCRATCHLEY, M . A .

T AW - WANTED , in a Solicitor' s Office, a (Author of the ' Treatise on Benefit Building Societies »

OLERK, who is a good Accountant, to take charge of | may be obtained of Messrs. LAYTON, 150, Fleet-street,
London , ROBE MAKERS

the books, to make out Bills of Costs, and to make himself
generally useful, one who can write shorthand preferred . GUY' S HOSPITAL REPORTS .
- Applications, with references,and stating salary required ,
to be sent to Messrs. R . W . and A . ASCROFT, Solicitors, 4 , Edited by H . G . HOWSE, M . S . By Special Appointment

10 HER MAJESTY . THE LORD CHANCELLOR,Cannon-street, Preston . THE VOLUME for 1874 is now ready . The Whole of the Judicial Bench ,
1 Price 78. 6d . Contains the following Medico-legal Corporation of London , & e .

DLMER'S PRACTICE in LUNACY (New papers.
Medico Legal Observationson Tattoo Marks as Evidence

V Edition ), adapted to the Lunacy Regulation Acts of Personal Identity . Remarks on the Tichborne Case . SOLICITORS' AND REGISTRARS' GOWNS,
1853 and 1802, with Schedule and Notes of Cases and Deci. By Alf. Swaine Taylor , M . D ., F . R . S . BARRISTERS' AND QUEEN 'S COUNSELS ' DITTO
sions. Duties of Committees of Person and Estate , Forms, Death from Disease or Poison ( The West Haddon Case ).

Costs , Statutes, General Orders and Index. Price 21s . By Alf . Swaine Taylor, M . D ., F . R . S .
cloth , Action of the Poison of the Cobra di Capello. By A . S . CORPORATION ROBES.

. London : STEVENSand Sons, 119 , Chancery-lane. Taylor, M . D . F . R . S . UNIVERSITY AND CLERGY GOWNS, & c .
Toxicological Cases . By Thomas Stevenson , M . D .

Rearly,April 23, price 6d ., by post 7d . Established 1689 .
And many other Papers.

THE FINAL (No. 21), containing the J . and A , CHURCHILL, New Burlington -street. 94 , CHANCERY-LANE , LONDON ,
QUESTIONS of the FINAL EXAMINATION of

EASTER TERM . 1874, with the Answers. Edited by
EDWARD HENBLOWE BEDFORD , author of " The
Intermediate Examination Guide, " " The Final Examina
tion Onide to Bankruptcy, " & c .

London : STEVENS and Sons, 119, Chancery-lane.
Rendly, Anril 91, price 6d .,by post 7d .,

THE INTERMEDIATE (No. 22 ) , containing INSTITUTED 1858 .
L QUESTIONS of the INTERMEDIATE EXAMINA

TION of EASTER TORM 1871, with the answers. Edited
hy EDWARD HENSLOWE BEDFORD , author of " The For the Relief of Poor and Necessitous Attorneys, Solicitors, and Proctors, in England and Wales!Intermctii te Examination Guide," " The Intermediate
Examigation Guide to Bookkeeeping, " & c . and their Wives, Widows, and Families.London : STEVENs and Sons, 119 , Chancery -lane,

THE COMPANIES' ACTS 1862 and 1867, THE THIRTY -SECOND HALF-YEARLY GENERAL MEETING of the Members of this Associa
Fourth Edition , now ready, price 2s. 6d ., in cloth , A tion will be held in the HALL of the INCORPORATED LAW . SOCIETY, CHANCERY LANE , LONDON ,

HANDY BOOK , by RICHARD JORDAN , containing all on WEDNESDAY next, the 22nd inst. , at ONSon WEDNESDAY next, the 22nd inst. , at ONE o'clock , p . m . : To receive from the Board of Directors
the neser , intor .nation for the Formation and Manage . their Half-yearly Report and Statement of Accounts, and to transact other General Business.mentof Public Companies, Instructions as to the Prepara
tion of the Memorandum and Articles of Association , The Meeting will be open to the Profession generally .
Snecial Resolutions, Annual Returns, Books to be kept.
Liability of Members Voluntary Winding-up, Notices for (By Order of the Board.)
* Gazette ," Table of Fees, Stamp Duties, & c . | Offices of the Association , 9 , Clifford 's -inn, THOMAS EIFFE , Secretary.
London : STEVENS and Soxs, 119, Chancery -lane, Fleete

street . London, April 16 , 1874.

E DE AND SO N ,

Solicitors ' Benevolent Association .
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KINAHAN ' S LL WHISKY. SPECIAL NOTICE .

ALFRED WEBB MILES,
This celebrated and mostdeliciousold mellow spirit is the 1 of 12, Brook -street, Hanover-square , London ,

very with whom originated the world -famed 168 . TROUSERS,
CREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES, has the pleasure to inform many thousand customers that

In quality unrivalled , perfectly pure, and more wholesome his Establishment is replete with the BEST and NEWEST
DESIGNS for GENTLEMEN ' S DRESS, Elastic Saxonythan the finest Cognac Brandy. Note the red seal, pirik

label, and cork branded “ Kinahan' s LL. Whisky.” - Whole Twills for Morning, Frock and Light Overcoats, Scotch ,

Bale Depot, 20 , Great Titchfield -street, Oxford-street , W . Angola, and West of England Tweeds for Riding Trousers ,
Elastic Twills for Ladies' Riding Habits , the Utile Dulci
Vicunas, Angolas , and Mosstrooper Tweeds for the Loch ,
Moor, and Mountain Suits at 3 guineas, illustrative of
Scotland' s beauteous heathers ; also the R . Y . S . Indigo
Blue Yarn Dyed Cheviots, for Yachting , impervious to wind
and weather.
THE GUINEA TWEED WATERPROOF OVERCOATS .

all sizes and colours , ready for immediate use .

ALFRED WEBB MILES.

Only address, 12, Brook-street, Hanover-square, London, w .
Established 1841.

FIG . 1. Fig . 2.
The normal condition of The perfect form of Shoes.

the Foot . a , b , c, d , Elasticated Leather MANEY and CONNOR ,
DOWIE AND MARSHALL , FASHIONABLE TAILORS,

455, WEST STRAND, LONDON , SCIENTIFIC TROUSERSMAKERS.
(Nearly opposite Northumberland House),

ESTABLISHED 1824, A LARGE VARIETY OF
BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS.

NEW GOODS for COATS and TROUSERS
SIDNEY SEEDAre Fire Resisting (see Testimonial). FOR THE SEASON.

They afford great advantages for agricultural use, being SOWER
specially adapted to

(PATENT) . 315 , HIGH HOLBORN
COVERED FARM -YARDS, HAY BARNS,

CORN, CATTLE, and all kinds of SÆED LONDON .For Florists and Small

DING , Temporary or Permanent. Seeds, 2s, 6d . each. For (Four Doors East of Chancery-lane.)
F . M . & Co.'s Patent " Iron Thatch Substitute" has been Peas, & c., and Market | T EFT-OFF CLOTHES. – Mr. and Mrs.awarded the Silver Medal of the Royal Agricultural Society PHILLIPS , 31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHES

of England , Gardens , 3s . 6d. each. TER -SQUARE , LONDON , W ., are the Best BUYERS of
all kinds of LADIES' andGENTLEMEN' S ATTIRE , Silk ,
Satin , Velvet , Brocades, Dresses, Court Trains, AntiqueAttention is invited to F . M . & Co .'s To be had of alliSeedg. Lace, old English and Foreign China, Household Furniture ,

men , Ironmongers, and Jewels , Plate , in fact every kind of Property for readyPATENT IRON ROOFING TILES OR SLATES
General Shopkeepers in cash . Ladies or Gentlemen waited on at any time or diswhich effect a considerable saying in timber framing as tance . All letters receive prompt attention . Money orderscompared with ordinary Slates. the United Kingdom . to any amount for Parcels from Town or Country. Estab

lished 1820 . Ready money only .
Designs and Estimates sent on application

THE TEMPLE
Thousands of testimonials. The subjoined are copies :

" Gloucester, April 2 . .
Mrs . A . N . writes : - " I have received your P . 0 . 0 . with

LONDON OFFICE : 36, PARLIAMENT-STREET, S .W . thanks for your liberality and attention . I shall recommend
allmy friends . I have had business with others, but none
have givenme so much satisfaction as you have."POWNESS AND BOWNESS, " Brighton ,May 4.

D REMOVED FROM BELL-YARD . Lady S . T . writes : -- " I received the registered letter con .
taining the notes. I quite agree with Mrs. R . C . that you
are very straightforward in conducting your business. IDOWNESS' S SALMON RODS,
shall have great pleasure in recommending any friendswho

GREENHEART from sos . may wish to dispose of their cast-off clothes that are too
good to give away .”ROWNESS'S GUINEA FLY RODS. “ Edinburgh , May 13 .

Two tops best. “ I send you a large box of clothes. I am quite satisfied
that you give the full value, as I sent the last you had of meDOWNESS' S TROUT AND GRAYLING
to some other person first , and your price was much above

FLIES, 2s . per dozen , their valuation . I leave it to you to send mewhat you con .
sider the value of the present articles, I have recommendedSALMON AND LOCH FLIES in great you to my sister, Mrs, M , Y ., of Reading. ”

variety . Weare every day receiving the same kind of testimonials
which show that we do give the full value of all articles

MACKLE CASES fitted for all parts of offered to us. If this is not sufficient to satisfy themost

the world . sceptical we challenge all dealers . We not only buy of
ladies and gentlemen , but our demand is so great that weDOWNESS'S THAMES SPINNING RODS purchase of the trade. Ladies and gentlemen , by disposing

D Improved Winches, Patent Lines, Baits and Tackle of their property to us, get the best price , thereby saving a
second profit . Our only address in England isof every description .

81, THAYER-STREET, MANCHESTER-SQUARE,DOWNESS and BOWNESS, 230 , STRAND, I
[TRADE MARK.]

LONDON .

near Temple Bar, London , CANADA : ST. PAUL-STREET, MONTREAL.
IGREAT CENTRAL WINE CELLARS, AUSTRALIA : MYER'S-STREET, SANDHURST,VIO

THE NEW FRANCIS FLY- BOOK AND FLIES. TORIA : and

22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON 31, THAYER -STREET, MANCHESTER-SQUARE .
MURKEY CARPETS. - TRELOAR and (OPPOSITE CHANCERY -LANE ) . Where all letters and parcels must be addressed .L SONS receive frequentconsignments of Turkey, Indian

The Largest , Cheapest, and Best Wine Establishment in Established 1820 .and Persian Carpets, which they can offer at advantageous the World .
prices, Brussels Carpets (special office patterns) in great
variety . - Ludgate Carpet Warehouse , 69, Ludgate-hill, EC. THE MOST NOTED VINTAGES, COUGHS, COLDS, ASTHMA,

BY THE GLASS, BY THE BOTTLE,WAUKENPHAS'I ' s BY THE GALLON , BY THE DOZEN , BRONCHITIS , and NEURALGIA,
BOOTS. AND BY THE CASE , DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLOROMessrs. WAUKENPHAST and AT WHOLESALE PRICES ; DYNE , a few doses quite effectual. - Caution . TheCO . are now prepared with a Special

Stock of Goods for Spring and
extraordinary medicalreports on the efficacy of ChlorodyneOr Packed in Hampers for Races and Picnics render it of vital importance that the public should obtain

Summer wear, combining the light the genuine, which is protected by a Government stamp,ness of French , with the recognised
THE GRIDIRON bearing the words “ Dr. J . Collis Browne's Chlorodyne."fitting qualities of their own manu See decision of Vice - Chancellor Sir W . Page Wood , thefacture. The celebrated " Tour Is now complete and in full operation . Times, July 16th , 1864. Numerous testimonials fromBoot ” for wear in dirty weather,

eminent Physicians accompany each bottle .CHOPS, STEAKS, & c., & c., ONE SHILLING .and the Duke of Edinburgh Shoot
ing boots always ready. Choose From W . O . Wilkinson , Esq., F . R . C . S ., Spalding.
your own fit, and the number will 22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON

“ I consider it invaluable in phthisis and spasmodic
be registered for future orders . - 10, cough : the benefit is very marked indeed . "
Pall Mall East, London , S . W . (Opposite Chancery-lane). Dr. N 'Millman of New Galloway, Scotland.

“ Iconsider it themost valuable medicine known .”
Sold in botties , ls . 1 d ., 21. 9d ., and As , 6d , by all chemists .

Sole manufacturer, J . T . DAVENPORT, 33 , ureat Russell .TRADE MARK street, London , W . C .

THC SPANISH FLY is the acting ingredient inORIGINAL
ANTICORROSION PATRONIZED BY THE QUEEN,

D ALEX . ROSS'S CANTHARIDES OIL , which
PAINT, speedily produces Whiskers and thickens Hair, 38, 60 ,
SOLELY ALEX . ROSS , 248 , High Holborn , London ,MANUFACTURED

THE BRITISH, INDIAN , AND COLONIAL GOVERNMENTS, AND 7000 OF THE NOBILITY TAIR CURLING FLUID , 248 , HighWALTER CARSON
& SONS , AND GEXTRY. Holborn , London . - ALEX . ROSS' S CURLINGLONDON

FLUID curls Ladies' or Gentlemen ' s Hair immediately itFor every Description of is applied . Sold at 38 . 60 . ; sent free for 54 stamps .

OUT-DOOR WORK, AREY HAIR , 248, High Holborn , London.
ENTERED AT STATIONERS HALL ALEX . ROSS ' S HAIR DYE produces & perfect

AS IRON, WOOD, STONE, BRICK , AND COMPO , colour immediately it is used . Price Ss. 6d . ; sent by post
or 54 stamps .

Lasting quite as long as the best common paints in exposed situations, beingmanufactured expressly for external
purposes. ANY PERSON CAN LAY IT ON . HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT AND PILLS.

IL - Diseases of Advanced Years . - When man has

2 cwt. and upwards CARRIAGE FREE TO ALL STATIONS. passed to the borders ol old age , the digestion becomes
impaired , the nervous system growsfeeble , and the physical

OILS AND VARNISHES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION . power shows increasing weakness . Hence arise congestion
of the liver, lungs, or head , followed by dropsy, asthma, or

PRICES, PATTERNS, with TESTIMONIALS, on application . apoplexy, which too frequently afflict the aged . The liver
usually first becomes torpid , but its activity mayspeedily be
revived by rubbing Holloway' s Ointment thoroughly over
the pit of the stomach , and right side, at least twice a day .
and taking the Pills at the same time. This treatment also

LA BELLE SAUVAGE-YARD, LUDGATE -HILL , LONDON , E . C ., and 21, BACHELOR'S -WALK , DUBLIN , rubbed according to the situation of the congestion ,
cures all other congested organs, by varying the parts

THE NEW P . Catalogues grandon.

CARSON'S . PAINT.

WALTER CARSON AND SONS,
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GRAND RESTAURANT,

THE LONDON ,

191, FLEET-STREET, TEMPLE -BAR.

LUNCIIEONS. DINNERS. FISH DINNERS. DINNERS A LA CARTE. PRIVATE DINNERS FROM 55.
DAILY FROM 1 TILL 8.

THE FAMOUS " LONDON DINNER ” OF 5 COURSES AT 3s.
FROM 4 TILL 8 DAILY.

LADIES DINING SALOONS AND LAVATORIES.

Handsome Smoking and Billiard Saloons. Open on Sundays from Six p . m .

" THE LONDON ” LUNCHEON BAR , ENTRANCE IN BASEMENT, CHANCERY -LANE.

LAW

Sales by Jaction . MESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON, and ' T AW PUPILS. - A BARRISTER, who has
FARMER'S LIST of ESTATES and HOUSES with almost uniform success , prepared nearly one

to be SOLD or LET, including Landed Estates, Town and thousand Students for Examination prior to Admission as
MR. MARSH ' S REGISTER of LANDED Country Residences, Hunting and Shooting Quarters, Attorneys,many of whom obtained a Prize or Certificate of

M ESTATES, Town and Country Residences, and Farms, Ground Rents, Rentcharges, House Property, and Merit , including two Clifford 's -inn Prizemen , RECEIVES
property of every description , is published monthly, and Investments generally, is PUBLISHED on the first day of PUPILS for Intermediate or FinalExamina' ions, to whom
may be obtained at the offices of Mr. A . M . YETTS (late each month , and may be obtained , free of charge. at their he devotes five hours daily . Fee moderate . - For particulars,

Mr. Marsh ), Anctioneer, Land, and Estate Agent, 54, Offices, 80, Cheapside, E . C ., or will be sent by post in return or an interview , address " Mr. J .,” Messrs. Stevens and

Cannon -street , E . O ., or will be forwarded by post on appli. for two stamps. Particulars for insertion should be Sons, Law Booksellers, 119, Chancery . lane, W . O . -

cation .
received not later than four days previons to the end of the N . B . A Class is forming, limited in numoer, for the ensuing
precedingmonth . Trinity and Michaelmas Terms.

Surrey . - A valuable Freehold Residential Property , eligibly
situate in a favourite and select locality, possessing every Wilkinson , deceased . - By order of the Trustees. - Freehold
facility for railway communication , being within half an Ground rents, with reversions to the rack rentals in about WIGAN BOROUGH SESSIONS.
hour' s ride by rail, and a distance of twelve miles by road, forty -six years, and Copyhold Premises . NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the next
from the metropo is . The situation of the property is MESSRS. EDWIN FOX and BOUSFIELD General Quarter Sessions of the Peace for the Borough of
extremely picturesqne, and the neighbourhood in which it are instructed to SELL by AUCTION , at the Wigan , in the County of Lancaster , will be held before

is placed is surrounded by the best society . It comprises i MART, Bank of England , on WEDNESDAY, APRIL JOSEPH CATTERALL, Esq ., Recorder of the said
a superior residence of handsomeelevation, erected within 22. at Two o ' clock precisely, in Lots , FREEHOLD Borongh, at the Borough Court within the said Borongh ,
the last ten years at considerable expense for the occupa . GROUND -RENTS . amounting to £96 128. 10d ., being

on WEDNESDAY, the 29th day of APRIL 1874, at Hall .

tion of the owner, and contains eleven bed chambers, nominal amounts when compared with the rack Tentals
past Nine o 'clock in the Forenoon , at which time and place

dressing rooms, three reception rooms, billiard room , con and future development of the property of five
all Jurors, Prosecutors. Witnesses , Persons bound by Re

servatory , and well - arranged domestio offices. The superior Dwelling-houses with extensive grounds in cognizances,and others having business at the said Sessions

grounds are laid out with great taste, and embrace an the rear, situate in St. Ann 's-hill : also % acres of land,
are required to attend . THOMAS HEALD,

area of 18 acres . The property is adapted forthe residence upon which fifteen cottages now stand, fronting All
Clerk of the Peace for the said Borough .

of a nobleman , banker ,merchant, or private gentleman , Farthing -lane, Wandsworth ; also @ Copyhold House, Dated the 18th day of April 1874.

M R . MARSH is favoured with instructions Premises, and Land, in High -street, Wandsworth , let at
£50 per annum , and a Copyhold Residence, being No. 1, LONDON GAZETTE (published by authority ) and

to SELL by AUCTION , at the Guildhall Coffee Percy -street, Tottenbam - court- road . let at £70 per annam .
LONDON and COUNTRYADVERTISEMENT OFFICE

housa . Gresham -street, at Twelve for One o 'clook , on Particular: may he had at the Mart, Tokenhouse- yard, No. 117 , CHANCERY-LANE , FLEET-STREET.
THURSDAY, MAY 21, the above desirable RESIDENT

Bank of England ; of
TIAL PROPERTY . situate and known as River -hill, Wor. HENRY GREEN , Advertisement Agent,

Messrs. ILIFFE, RUSSELL , and ILIFFE, No. 2 ,
oester-park , near Ewell and Kingston , and within easy Bedford-row ;

I begs to direct the attention of the Legal Profession to
reach of Epsom . and of Messrs. EDWIX Fox and BOUSFIELD , 24, Gresham the advantages of his long experience of upuards of twenty

Particulars and plans may shortly be obtained of Mr. street, Bank, E . O .
five years, in the special insertion of all pro formd notices ,

A . M . YETTS (late Mr. Marsh ), No. 54. Cannon -street . E . C . & c ., and hereby solicite their continned support . - N . B . Ono
On the Portland Estate . - Harley -street, Cavendish -square . copy of advertisement only required , and the strictest care

Freehold Estate, 284 acrer , at Ilford , Essex , producing £870 - Eligible Leasehold Property for Investment. and promptitude assured , Officially stamped forms for ed

per annum . To be Sold in one Lot, pursuant to an order MEESSRS. EDWIN FOX and BOUSFIELD
vertisements and file of London Gazette kept. By appoint

of the Court of Chancery , entitled Hill v . Hibbett. ment

MR. EILOART will SELL by AUCTION , M have received instructions to SELL by_AUCTION ,
at the MART, Tokenhouse -yard , Bank of England, on

M at the MART, London , on TUESDAY, May 19, at WEDNESDAY, APRIL 22nd, 1874, at 1'wo o 'clock
Twelve o 'clock , the MANOR FARM , at Little D ' ord . precisely , & capital LEASEHOLD ' FAMILY RESI.

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE
Essex , seven miles from London , and within half a mile of DENCE, being No . 11, Harley .street, Cavendish -square, COMPANY (Established 1803)
two railway stations. It comprises a capital residence and containing seven bed rooms, two dressing rooms, two 1 , Old Broad -street , E . C ., and 16 and 17 , Pail-mall, S . W .
homestead , with nearly 250 acres , of first-rate early pro spacious and elegant drawing rooms, 22ft. by 16ft ., and Capital, £1,600 ,000 . Paid -up and Invested , £700,000 .
ducing market -garden ground and marsh lands, in a high zoft. by 14ft., noble dining room 20ft. by 16ft., library E . COZENS SMITH , GeneralManager.
state of cultivation , let on lease , of which about fifteen years and extra room , bousekeeper' s room . butler 's pantry, and
are inexpired , at £740 per annum ; also the Cottage and the usual domestic offices ; small garden in the rear. Held
Gardens adjoining the hmestead, let to an annual tenant for an unexpired term of reventeen years from Lady-day ANNUITIES AND REVERSIONS,
at £30 per annum , and nearly 83 acres of marsh land and next, at & ground -rent of £75 per annum . Let on lease for REVERSIONARY INTEREST
ozier beds adjoining, and let to an annual tenant at £100 per a term of sixteen years from Lady-day 1874, at 2280 per
annum , the whole forming a compact property of rapidly . annum .

SOCIETY,
increasing value, and presenting a most secure investment Particulars may be obtainąd at the Mart, E C . ; of 68 . CHANCERY LANE, LONDON .

for trustees and capitalists. GEO . D .WEBB. Esq., Solicitor, Union Bank .chambers,
CHAIRMAN - Alfred H . Shadwell, Esq .

May be viewed by permission of the tenants, and con 61, Carey -street , W . C . ;
DEPUTY-CHAIRMAN - H . Cecil Raikes, Esq ., M . P .

ditions of sale had of
and of Messrs. EDWIN Fox and BOUSFIELD , 24 , Gresham Reversions and Life Interests purchased . Immediate and

Meresa GEDE. KIRBY , and MILLET. 1. Old street, Bank, E . C . Deferred Annuities granted in exchange for Reversionary

Palace- yard , Westminster :
and Contingent Interests.

Messrs . SYDNEY M Hand SON , 1 , Furnival' s - inn :
Loangmay also be obtained on the security of Reversions.

Messrs. MORLEY and SHIRREFF, 59 , Mark -lane :
Annuities, Immediate , Deferred , and Contingent, and also

J . M . POLLARD , Esq ., Ipswicb ;
Endowmerts, granted on favourable terms.

at the Mart ; and of the AUCTIONEER , 40, Chancery -lane,
Prospectuses and Forms of Proposal, and all further infor

TAW EXAMINATIONS. - A Solicitor, a
mation , may be had at the office .

0 . B . CLABON , Secretary.
East Loigh Farm , Warblington, near Havant. U Graduate of Oxford , READS with GENTLEMEN

MTESSRS. WYATT and SON will SELL by
for their Preliminary . Intermediate, and Final EXAMI

NATIONS. - Address " M . A . " Messrs . Fletcher and Co., THE SCOTTISH EQUITABLE (MUTUAL)
AUCTION . at the Dolphin Hotel, Chichester, on 11. Staple-ion , London , W . 0 .

WEDNESDAY, the 18th MAY 1874, at Two for Three o 'clock
LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY .

HEAD OFFICE
the very valuable and attractive FREEHOLD ESTATE . TAW EXAMINATIONS. - A GENTLEMAN
known as East Leigh Farm , comprising a suitable farm

26 , St. Andrew 's-square, Edinburgh .
at the BAR (Bachelor of Laws in Honours)house , with parklike meadow in front, convenient farm

LONDOX OFFICE

buildings, cottage residence, and 148a . Or . 7p., statute PREPARES, in Chambers or through the post, for So ,Gracechurch-street , E .C .
the INCORPORATED LAW SOCIETY, the BAR , and

MANAGER - T . B . Sprague, Esq ., M . A .
measure , of very rich Arable and Pasture Land , in a ring
fence, in the highest state of cultivation , and surrounded

LONDON LL .B . References to former and presentupile SOLICITORS IN LONDON - Messrs Burton , Yeates and Hart ,
25 , Chancery -lane.

by good roads. Also a field . called Little Denvills , or Clip will be given . - Address “ LL. B ., " care of Messrs. Reeves Income £265,0no . Assets £2, 0:33 .000 .
gate , and containing 2a . Ir. 38p ., statute measure. The and Turner Law Booksellers, 100, Chancery-lane, W . C .
estate is situate in the parish of Warblington , Hants, and

Every description of life insurance busines transacted .

is about eight miles from Chichester, ten from Portsmouth , T EGAL EDUCATION . - Mr. T . DE
The usual commission allowed to solicitors .

and about one mile from each of the Emsworth and Havant
This society purchases REVERSIONS , whether absolute

COURCY ATKINS, Student to the Four Inns of
Railway Stations. May be viewed by application to Mr.

or contingent, life interests, and annuities , also makes
Court, and late Reader in Boman Law atUniversity College,Scammel. the bailiff of the farm . advances upon mortgage of such properties .

Particulars and conditions of sale , with plang, may be has FORMED CLASSES for the Study of the subjects
required for the Examination ( 1874) of the Inns of Court ,

had fourteen days prior to the day of sale , of TAWthe Incorporated Law Society , and the London University .
UNION FIRE AND LIFE

EDWARD ARNOLD , Esq ., Solicitor, Chicherter :
Messrs . PARKER, WATXEY, and CLARKE , St. Michael' s Private Pupils received for the systematic Study of every INSURANCE COMPANY .

Alley, Cornbill. London ; Messrs. WYATT and Sox , Ertate branch of English Law , of Roman Law , and General Juris Chief Office. - 126, CHANCERY-LANE LONDON , W .C .
Agente, & c ., Chichester : at the Exchange Auction Mart, prudence. -- For particulars , apply at 3 , New -square , Lin

coln 's . inn . Capital. - ONE MILLION STERLING .
London : and of the bailiff at the farm . Fully subscribed by upwards of 400 Shareholders, nearly all
Kensington . - 1o Trusteen, Capitalists , and Others . - Valu . I USTICES CLERKS SOCIETY. - The next ofwhom are members of the Legal Profession .
able Freehold Ground -repts , producing £1320 per annum GENERAL ANNUAL MEETING of the above

CHAIRMAN. - Sir William Foster, Bart., Norwich .

and Three Freehold Shops, producing £250 per annum Society is appointed to be held at the LAW INSTITU .
DEPUTY -CHAIRMAX . - James Cuddon , Esq ., Barrister-at

formerly part of Lady Holland ' s Estate . TION , Chancery- lane, London , on FRIDAY, the 24th of
Law , Goldsmith ' s-building, Temple .

MESSRS. HORNE, EVERSFIELD and APRIL inst ., at Two o 'clock in the afternoon precisely , to
The Capital subscribed and Funds in hand amount to

Co . . have received instructions from the Trustees choose the Committee and Officers for the current year, and
upwardsof£1, 400,000, affording unquestionable security. . .

of the late Henry John Bartley, Egn ., to SELL by transaction of general business , By Order ,
The Directors invite attention to the new Form of Lite

AUCTION , at the AUCTION MART, Tokenhouse -yard, Barnet, Herts, STANLEY HARRIS ,
Policy, which is free from all conditions .

London , at the latter end of MAYnext, the above valuable April 1874 . Secretary ,
The Company ADVANCES Money on Mortgage of Life

FREEHOLD PROPERTY , situate in Holland - road ,
Interests and Reversions, whether absolute or contingent. .

Russell-road. Elsham -road, Russell -cardens, Rurgell-mewr,

To SOLICITORS. - Office for PATENTS, Prospectuses, copies of the Directors' Report, and Annual
Balance Sheet, and every information sent post free on ap

and Hansard.mews, Kensington . Further particulars will 5 , SERLE-STREET, LINCOLN 'RIN, W . C . plication to
shortly appear. Messrs. DAVIES and HUNT, Patent Solicitors, continue to FRANK M 'GEDY, Actuary and Secretary .
Applicationsmay, in the meantime, be addressed to procure BRITISH and FOREIGN PATENTS, & c ., at
Messrs . BARTLEY, SAXTON , and MORGAN , Solic mostmoderate charges, and to SOLICITORS at agency rates .

tors, 30 , Somerset-street, Portman -square, W . ;
Rolicitors and intending Patentees should obtain their Printed and published by HORACE Cox , at 10 , Wellingtos

and to HORNE, EVERSFIELD, and Co ., 17, Great George . I " HANDBOOK FOR INVENTORS" gratis on application street , Strand , London , W . C .. in the County of Midollesel

street, S . W ., and 80, Fore -street , E . C . or by letter. - Saturday, April 18, 1874 .

Legal Notices.
W .C .
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Practices, Wanted and for Sale.

Money,Wanted and to Xend. Partnerships, Wanted and Pacant. ILAW . - WANTED, by Advertiser, &
SITUATION in a Solicitor' s Office, can abstract and

THE IMPROVEMENT of LANDED | T AW PARTNERSHIP . - A draw ordinary drafts under supervision ; wonld make him .

City Solicitor self"generally useful. --- Address " A . B . C.," Post-office,
ESTATES.- The LAND, LOAN , and ENFRAN . (admitted 1861) having a generalpractice desires a Ruthin ,

QUISEMENT COMPANY (incorporated by special Act of PARTNERSHIP in a City firm ; no objection to a stated
Parliament) ADVANOES MONEY salary in lieu ofshares, and willing to take ar. ac ive part in T AW . - A Gentleman of considerable

18t. - To the Owners of Settled and other Estates, for the business . - Address C . S .'' (No. 1620 ), . 0 , Wellington
the Erection of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES,

experience in Townand Country Practice , DESIRES
street, Strand, W .C

and for the DRAINAGE, IRRIGATION , ENCLOSING : an ASSIGNMENT to & London of Country office ; no
OLEARING , and general Improvement of LANDED Pro . I AW PARTNERSHIP. - A Solicitor, well premium ; salary required . - Address " M . " (No. 1620 ) , 10 ,

perty in any part of the United Kingdom :
Wellington -street , Strand, W . C .

2nd . - To the Owners of Settled Estates in England, for U connected , with £1000 to £1500 at his command,
the ERECTION or COMPLETION of MANSIONS, DESIRES & SHARE in a well. e tablished BUSINESS T AW . - A Solicitor (admitted in 1858),
STABLES, and OUTBUILDINGS: Can introduce business . Hiehest references given and wishes to MEET with a Managing Conveyancing and

Srd . - To Landowners generally , to enable them to sub required . - Address “ Lex ," Messrs Bruce and Ford, Sta
General CLERKSHIP , with or without a view to a

scribe for Shares in Companies for the CONSTRUCTION tioners, Trump-street, Cheapside. Partnership on the usual terms. Bristol, Bath , or London

of RAILWAYS and NAVIGABLE OANALS, which will preferred. --Address " M . M ." (No. 1619), 10 , Wellington .beneficially affect their Estates : street, Strand , W . C .
4th . - To INCUMBENTS , for the Improvement of their

GLEBE LANDS , by Drainage, and the Erection of FARM
BUILDINGS and COTTAGES : TAW . - Town or Country . - The Advertiser
5th . -- To COPYHOLDERS for the ENFRANCHISE . T AW . - TO SOLICITORS ABOUT TO is open to a present ENGAGEMENT as Convey

MENT of COPYHOLD LANDS. U RETIRE.- A Gentleman , who has been in Practico ancing Common Law or Chancery CLERK . Has had con
The amount borrowed with the expenses would be charged ten years, and has a good taff of Clerks, is DESIROUS giderable experience in all three branches. Highest refer

on the estate benefited , and repaid by a rentcharge, termi of ADDING to his BUSINESS that of some Gentleman ences. - Address " Lex, " Morbury Lodge , Knight's -hill ,
nating in twenty - five years . who contemplates Retiring . - Apply to " S . ," W . W . Feast , Lower Norwood , London , S . E .
• NO INVESTIGATION OF THE LANDOWNER'S Esq ., 5 , Railway- place , Fenchurch -street, E . O .

TITLE IS NECESSARY . TAW . - WANTED , by a Young Gentleman ,
Forms of application , and all further particulars,may be U & SITUATION in the country where he could

obtained of Messrs Rawlence and Squarey , 22 , GreatGeorge Situations, Wanted and Vacant. attend to books and a ' sist in the business generally . Has
Street, Westminster, S . W ., and Salisbury ; of Messrs been fifteen year in a country office , his present situation ,
Ashurst, Morris, and Co., Solicitors, 6 , Old Jewry, London , Highest references. Small salary - Address " Alpha ," care
E . C . ; of Messrs. Gillespie and Paterson , W . 8 . , 81A , George T AW . - WANTED, by the Advertiser of Housekeeper , No. 9, Adam -street, Adelphi, London ,
street, Edinburgh , agents for the Company in Scotland ; U (recently admitted ), a SITUATION as CONVEY W . C .
and at the Offices of the Company as below . ANCER in a good office. - Apply, with particulars , to

T . PÄIN , Managing Director, “ Hawthorn ," Post-office, Whitby. TAW . - A Conveyanciug or GeneralManag
EDWIN GARROD , Secretary. ing CLERKSHIP WANTED . by & thoroughly

Land, Loan , and Enfranchisement Company , [ AW - A Gentleman (admitted last Easter competentman of excellent abilities , energy, and character ,
No. 22 ,GreatGeorge-street , Westminster, S . W . who has been accustomed to act without supervision ,Term ), an Oxford graduate, wishes for & CLERK . having had the management of a good Conveyancing and

SHIP , under supervision . Conveyancing and Common
W ANTED to BORROW , on the security of Law work preferred .-- Address " GʻK . M ." ", care of E . P . general business ; admitted, moderate palary required .

" Lex." 13, Queen Margaret's Grove , Mildmay Park , N .Freehold Lands of ample value, in the West of De Gex, Esq ., 4 , Raymond-buildings, Gray' s - inn .
England, the SUM of £50,000 . None but principals or their
solicitors will be treated with . - Apply , stating termsof loan T AW . - WANTED , by a Gentleman who T AW .— The Advertiser ( 28 ), recently passed
and interest required , to JAMES CROWDY, Esq ., Solicitor, U Final Examination , and Admitted , SEEKS Manag
17, Serjeant's - inn , Fleet-street, E .O . has passed , and is about to be admitted, & SITUA ing CLERKSHIP . Has had eight years' practical ex

TION in a good country office, as Assistant Conveyancing, perience in a country office, principally Conveyancing ,

MONEY. - £50,000 to LEND on MORT
and General Business CLERK . - Apply to “ Lex ," Post Probate , and Bankruptcy ; accustomed to manage and to
office , Ryde, Isle of Wight.

W GAGE in severalsumson approved security . - Apply advise, under supervision . Where there would be a prospect

to Mr W . D . King, Solicitor , Cameltord .
of purchasing a working Partnership preferred . Excellent

T AW - A Gentleman (admitted ) SEEKS tortimonials as to character and ability . - Address “ Spes,'

MONEY. - LOANS, at 5 per Cent. on Per
care of Mr. J . Bithrey, Tennis- court, High Holborn .Jan ENGAGEMENT in a Country Office, as Managing

| OLERK , under supervision . Is " ccustomed to Magisterial
gopal Security , in conjunction with Life Policies and general business . - Address " R . B . ." 10 , Belle Vue T AW . A SOLICITOR (aged 29, admitted

granted by the West of England Fire and Life Office ( A . D . terrace , Southampton .
1807), Exeter. - London , 20 , New Bridge-street, E . C .

in 1887 ), of conaidera hle experience and of basiness
like habits, DESIRES & RE-ENGAGEMENT as managing

M ONEY. - £14 ,000 to £15 ,000 ready for
M HE Advertiser (aged 24), well up in CLERK in a respect ble ottice in th country , accustomed

immediate ADVANCE on FREEHOLD LAND , in 1 to advocacy. Highest references. -- Address " W ., " care ofMagisterial Practice and a rapid Shorthand Writer
REQUIRES a SITUATION . In present situation eight Messrs. Taylor and Ward , 27, Great Janes-street, W . O .

one or more sums, at 4 per Cent. - Apply to Messs. years ; highest references given . - " B . C .” ( 1621), 10 . Wel London .
GODFREY and Son , Solicitors , Abingdon . lington -street, Strand , W . O . T AW . - WANTED , by a Gentleman recently
MONEY READY to be ADVANCED upon I AW - A Solicitor (aged 24, and fully I admitted , who was articled to a good country firm

freehold , copyhold , and leasehold securities, repay . U qualified ), DESIRES & CLERKSHIP in an office of
holding several public appointments, & SITUATION as

able either in one sum or by instalments . - Apply to Mr. Managing OLERK in a good office, Town or Country . The
varied practice, in a healthy neighbourhood , experience

TRESIDDER, Secretary of the Perpetual Investment and highest references, both as to ability and character can be
being the chief object. --Address " F . S .” (No. 1621 ), 10,Building Society , 16 , New Bridge -street, Blackfriars . furnished . - " 8 ., " 1 , Lyndhurst- road , Peckham , S . E .
Wellington -street, Strand, W .0 .

MONEY on MORTGAGE. - Trustees desire
IT AW - A Gentleman (age 26 , admitted

TAW . - COPYING CLERK WANTED,
to INVEST nearly £300,000 on APPROVED SECU - 1 having someknowledge of accounts . - Address "

RITIES in sums of 23000 and upwards. On ) y Principals or three years ), an experienced conveyancer, is desirous
Post-office , Swindon , Wilts, stating age, salary , & c .

their Solicitors need apply to - A , S . MAPLES, Esq ., 87 , of ENTERING AN OFFICE of good practice , with a

Queen -street, Cheapside.
view to an early Partnership . Town preferred . - Address

" T , H . S .. " 7 , Park -place, Highbury-park , London , N . T AW . - An experienced Solicitor has a
| VACANCY for an ARTICLED CLERK , orhewould

MONEY. - £150 ,000 TRUST MONEY to be take assignment of existing articles . - Address " M . O . L .,"
M T AW . - WANTED, a SITUANON as JuniorADVANCED on approved FREEHOLD or LEASE la , New -street , Bishopsgate Without, London , E . O .
HOLD SECURITIES Interest LA per Cent, per annnm on En rossing and Copying CLERK , knows routine
sumsof not less than £1000. - Apply to Messrs. ROWLANDs and of solicitor's office, well up in book -keeping and accounts . T AW . - WANTED, & CLERK about 25BAGNALL, Solicitors, 25, Colmore -row , Birmingham . Good references . - Address G . W . HOTSTON , Farnham ,

Surrey . 1 years old , conv -rsant with Magig erial business.

MUTUAL LOAN FUND ASSOCIATION Apply , stating age, references, and salary, to Mr. R , STEVEN
T AW . - WANTED , by a Gentleman , who SON , Solicitor, 4 , Bagnall-street. Hanley.

( Incorporated by Act of Parliament 1850 ) , 14, Rus .
I passed the final lant Term , an ENGAGEMENT asBell-street, Covent- garden , London , and 38 . Ship -street,

Brighton , ADVANOES MONEY upon Personal Security ,
Conveyancing or GeneralCLERK ( country preferred ) . TAW . - WANTED , in an office in the

Bills of Sale , Deeds, & c ., repayable by instalments. Bills Address by letter, “ G .,” Messrs. Sharpe, and Co., 41, U Country, a General CLERK , thoroughly compe
promptly discounted Forms free on receipt of stamped Bedford -row . W . O . tent to manage Coets and Accounts . - Address, stating age,

envelope. C . R . WRIGHT, Secretary . T AW . - WANTED, a SITUATION , as
salary, & c ., “ H , C ., " Post-office, Harrogate.

MONEY ADVANCED at a Day's Notice U Copying and Engrossing CLERK ; would make him . T AW . - WANTED, in a Solicitor's office in
IV (from 240 upwards) to respectable householders in self generally useful ; expeditious writer ; good references ;

| South Wales, an Engrossing and General OLERK ,the London District upon MORTGAGE of their FURNI. age 19 . South preferred . - Address " S . W . A ., " 3, Norfolk
with a knowledge of accounts. - Apply to " A . B .." Box 45.terrace, Bath .TURE without removal, repayable by easy instalments . Post -office, Swansea .

No charge ofany kind unless money advanced . As this doesIT AW . - WANTED, a Chancery, Conveypot emanate from an agent, applicantsmust apply personally
to Mr. BAUGHAN , 84, Southampton -buildings, Chancery- lane.

ancing , or General CLERKSHIP in the Country : T AW . - WANTED , a Conveyancing CLERK

The public aro cautioned against paying preliminary fees to
Liverpool preferred . Good references. Salary moderate , U who can act entirely without supervision . Good

pretenders .
experience being the chief object. Willing to work . references are indispensable . A non admitted gentleman
Address C . 0 ." (No. 1619), 10 , Wellington -street, Strand . preferr- d . - Apply stating age, salary, & o ., to Messrs,

BADGERS and RHODES, Rotherham , Yorks.
T EGAL and GENERAL ACCOUNTANCY. T AW . - A Solicitor (aged 23) WISHES for

| Mr. O . E . MASON, AUDITOR, LIQUIDATOR , and U an ENGAGEMENT as Conveyancing or General T AW - WANTED immediately, by a firm
ACCOUNTANT, 30 , Essex -street , Strand , London , CLERK in a good office in London or the country. He of solicitors in Bristol, an efficient Bill OLERK , towonld prefer a Clerkship with a view to being admitted to

post the Booke, draw Residuary and other Accounts, and toTAIN ' S BOOK -KEEPING for SOLICI. & Partnership within a reasonablo time, by purchase or
assist in the General Work of the office . - Apply by letter,

TORS, 9th Edition , Price 6s ., post free . Testi
otherwise. - Address “ W . B . S .," Post-office, Spalding. Rtating salary required and past experience . to Mesers .

monials will be found on the 6th page . J . G . and E . STRICKLAND, Solicitors, 2, All Saints- court,T AW . - The Advertiser (aged 23 ) , recently Bristol.
London : WATERLOW and Sons. U admitted, DESIRES an APPOINTMENTa . Assist

T AW . - WANTED, in a Solicitor' s Office, &T AW . - TO SOLICITORS.-- A Gentleman ant or General CLERK . Salary moderate. Good refer :.
ence to last employer . Will covenant not to practice , if I OLERK , who is a good Accountant, to take charge of

U in City Practice is willing to enter into arrangements required . - Address “ F . R . S . , " Woolley Lodge, Bradford the books, to make ont Bills of Coste, and to make himsell
to OONDUOT SUITS or other business requiring capital. on -Avon . generally nseful. one who can write shorthand preferred .
- Apply to “ Lex, " care of F , R . Clements, 47, Carey -street, - Applications, with references,and stating salary required ,
Lincoln 's Inn . IT AW . -- A Gentleman of twenty years' to be sent to Messrs. R . W . and A . ASCROFT, Solicitors, 4,

Cannon -street, Preston .TAW COSTS. - J . HARCOURT SMITH . experience in General Business in good offices,
SEEKS # RE -ENGAGEMENT as Common Law or

Costs Draftsman and Accountant, having had General MANAGER, Bill CLERK, or otherwise, with or I AW . - ARTICLES. - A Firm of Solicitors
twenty years' varied experience , DRAFTS and SETTLES without supervision . Good testimonials. - Address " F in the Eastern Counties are prepared to GIVE
OOSIS in all Courts , and matters in Town and Country . (No. 1621) , 1o , Wellington street, W . C . ARTICLES to an Experienced CLERK , who is able to
References to eminent London and provincial firms. attend to Conveyancing, and the General Business of the
Offices : 6 , King-street, Cheapside, E . C . T A W . - WANTED immediately, a office without supervision , if required . Apply, with re .

Managing Conveyancing OLERKSHIP, without ferences, stating age, & c ., " N . S ." (No. 1621), 10 , Welling

mo SOLICITORS and OTHERS. - First supervision . Advertiser is an efficient Costs Draftsman , ton -street, Strand , W . 0 .

1 Class CHAMBERS to be LET in a leading thorough - and would assist generally il reqnired . Thorough Church .
fare in the W . 0 . district. - Apply to Messrs. FAREBROTHER, man . Unexceptionable r - ferences . -- Address “ Clericus, "
Lee and Co., Surveyors, 8, Lancaster-place, Strand, I SITUATIONS VACANT continued on next page.11, Clayton street, Birk het.

YA
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Tequences and salestrand, W .C .

T AW . - WANTED , immediately , a young MR. E . H . BEDFORD, Author of the “ In EWSVENDORS' BENEVOLENT AND
U man as Copying and Engrossing OLERK .- Aadress, termediate ExaminationGuide, " " The Intermediate PROVIDENT INSTITUTION .

stating age, salary required , and references, " C ., " Mr. Examination Guide to Bookkeeping. " and Editor of " The PATRON ,
Meacham 's, Stationer, Lichfield . Preliminary," " Intermediate ," and " Final," has CLASSES The Right Honourable The Earl DEBBY.

daily reading at his Chambers, 9 , King's Bench -walk , The FESTIVAL will be HELD at the CRITERION

TAW . - T . PARENTS and GUARDIANS. Temple , for each of the Examinations. Piccadilly, on WEDNESDAY, APRIL 29, and
- WANTED , in a City Office of good practice , an A . J . B . BERESFORD HOPE, Esq ., M . P . .

ARTICLED PUPIL . Premium required . - Address mo SOLICITORS. - Office for PATENTS, will preside, and will be supported by

“ A . B .," Messrs Field and Tuer, 50, Leadenhall-street, WM . HENRY SMITH , Esq ., M .

E . C . 5, SERLE-STREET, LINCOLN 'S- IWN, W . C . Presiden ' s .Mr. Alderman COTTON ME
Messrs . DAVIES and HUNT, Patent Solicitors, continue toTNT Patent Solicitors, continue to and the following

T AW . - WANTED ,at once, by a Solicitor a procure BRITISH and FOREIGN PATENTS, & c ., at STEWARDS :

competent Managing CLERK (not admitted ) , must mostmoderate charges , and to SOLICITORS at agency rates, The Hon , Earl Desart. Wm . Forsyth . Eaq., M . P .
bewell up in conveyancing, able to keep Solicitor' s Accounts Solicitors and intending Patentees should obtain their Lieut-Gen , Sir H . Storks, 1 Lionel Lawson , Esq .
and Books, and have a general knowledge of the different " HANDBOOK FOR INVENTORS" gratis on application G . C . B . Ed . Yetes , Reg.
branches of the Profession . Salary £100. -- Apply " M or by letter. R . J . Wood, Esq. Wm . McMurray, Esq .
care ofMr. HAMMETT, Bookseller, Taunton. S . C . Hall, Esq ., F .S . A . T . Dixon ( alpin , Leg .

William Lethbridge , Esq . W . T . Emott, EstTAW . – WANTED , in the office of a Jenkins, Esq ., M . P . Chas , L . Grunelden , ER
Justices' Clerk and County Court Registrar, a John Hodge, Esq . John Francis, Leg .

CLERK acquainted with the system of County Court G . W . Petter, Esq . Eneas Dawson , Esch
Accounts and Returns. - Address , stating age , references , William Stevens, Esq . Peter Terry , Esq .
and salary required , to “ W ., " 48 , Lincoln 's -inn -fields (Published by Authority ) Edward Dicey, Esq. Edmond Smith , Eng .

London . Fredk , Ledger, Esq . James Lee, Esq .AND LONDON AND COUNTRY Alsager H . Hill, Esq . Robert Ferguson , Esq .
TAW . – WANTED, an experienced Jno. E . Simmons, Esq . M . P .

MANAGING CLERK , not under 30 years of age ; ADVERTISEMENT OFFICE , George Cruikshank, Esq . C . D . Walker , Esq .

must bewell up in Onveyancing and the general business Sir John Bennett, F . S .A i C . E . H . Ohadwyck Healey,
of a conntry office, and able to act without supervision if 117, CHANCERY-LANE, FLEET-STREET. Geo. Godwin , Esq ., F . R . S . Esq .

required . Apply stating age whether inarried or single , Gentlemen who will kindly act as Honorary Stewards
references and salary required to “ D , P . . ” (No. 1020 ), 10 . please address Mr. G . L . Riche, the Engineer, Strand ; Mr.
Wellington -street, Strand, W . O . Newstead , the Field , Stran 1 ; Mr. Charles Butcher, Law

HENRY GREEN , TIMES, Wellingion -street, Strand, W .0 . ; Mr. David Joner,
T AW . - WANTED, a competent CLERK Saturday Revieto , Southampton -street, Strand, W . C . ; or
U able to undertake the management and preparation Advertisement Agent and Contractor, begs to direct the the Secretary , Walter W . Jones, 9 , Laurence Ponntney-bill ,

of cases without supervision , in a Common law , Magis - attention of the Legal Profession to the advantages of his Cannon -street, E . C .
terial, and County Court practice, where one of the long erperience ofuporardsof twenty - five years in the special
principals undertakez Advocacy . Gooi references indis insertion of all pro forma Notices, & c ., and to solicit their DOOKS BOUGHT to any amount; the
pen -able. - Apply stating age, salary, & c. , to Messrs. BADGER continued support .

)N . B . - One copy of Advertisement only required , and theand RHODES, Rotherham , Yorks .
utmost prices given , in cash , saving the delay, un

striotest care and promptitude assured, and all information Certainty , and expense of auction , by a second -hand book .

T AW . - WANTED, a very efficient Bill imparted as to thenecessary formalities and authentications years of Newgate -street, 90 ,000 coloresBeller, toirty

CLERK , Bookkeeper, and Accountant, thoroughly required . Catalogues gratis. - T . MILLARD, 79, St. Paul' s Church
Officially Stamped Forms for Advertisements and File yard .

qualified to manage the Books and Accounts of a Firm of of London Gazette kept. By appointment.
large Practice , and who can also take the Management of POOKS BOUGHT, however many or few .a Department of the Business . Only those having occupied
a similar position and accustomed to a large Practice may VINTAGE 1827 . D The utmost value given in cash , thus avoiding all
apply. The best references indispensable. - Write to delay and expense in realisation . Books exchanged .

" W . R .,” Post-nffice, Bradford . Libraries catalogued and valued . - W . Skeprington, in
Piccadilly , W . Established over thirty years.

T AW . - WANTED, a Managing CLERK
U (unadmitted ) , for an Office ofGeneral Practice. Able GRANDE CHAMPAGNE COGNAC KINAHAN ' S LL WHISKY.

to undertake Common Law without supervision , and have
a knowledge of Bankruptcy Practice . Must have a know BRANDYledge of all kinds of Costs . A liberal salary to a competent This celebrated and most delicious old mellow spirit is the
person . Gond references required . - Apply to CHARLES J. MESSRS. E . J . GARDERE and CO ., very

OREAM OF IRISH WHISKIES ,GARBUTI, Solicitor Newcastle upon Tyne.
86 , Great Tower-street, E . C . , London , Direct In quality unrivalled , perfectly pure , and more wholesoma

T AW . -- A Managing CLERK WANTED , Importers and Wholesale Brandy Merchants , have now than the finest Cognac Brandy . Note the red seal, pirk
decided to offer for an exceptional competition direct to

U in a Solicitor's Office in a midland county town . label, and cork branded “ Kinahan 's LL . Whisky." -- Whole
consumers, and principally to connoisseurs , this cream of

He must be experienced in Conveyancing and general Bale Depot, 20 , Great Titchfield -street, Oxford -street, W .
Cognac Brandies ; age , quality , and strength of which are

practice ; capable of seeing business through , and advising GUARANTEED TO BE AS IMPORTED , and as bottled
without supervision ; if unadmitted (age about 40) pre from the originalcasks old landed in London Docks. DISHER'S GLADSTONE BAG , perfect as a
ferred . - Apply , stating age, salary and references, to Messrs. E . J . G . and Co . hold 5000 gallons o ! this very 1 Dressing bag : perfect as a Travelling Bag.
“ N . B ." (No. 1621), 10, Wellington -street, Strand, w . . curious old vintage, and will sell AS SAMPLES the first FISHER' S STEEL-BANDED SOLID LEATHER

T AW . - WANTED shortly , by the Head of 2000 gallons at 86s. per gallon (in jars of one gallon each , PORTMANTEAU8; a new article, registered .
FISHER' S DRESSING BAGS. Catalogues post free .jar included ) , afterwich the price will be 48s .U & Firm in considerable practice in Yorkshire, &

thoroughly competent Conveyancer and General CLERK
- 188 , Strand .N . B . Delivered free of charge to any railway station

of good character and address, to take up and work out in England on receipt of nett cash or P . 0 . 0 . payable at
matters of business from the Principe. l' s hands, and to

DORTMANTEAUS, BAGS, TRUNKS, and
chief office . No reduction or allowance can be made for

relieve him from detail. Bond require3 against practising any quantity . every description of LEATHER GOODS are ob .

(if admitted . A gentleman accustomed to Preparation of tainable at HARRON' S, 60 , Red Lion -street, Holborn . The

Commercial Documents preferred . - Address, stating age, SPECIAL NOTICE. lowest prices, consistent with the best workmanship in the

salary, references, and preyious situations held , to trade.
" Yorkshire ” (No. 1621 ), 10, Wellington - street , Strand , ALFRED WEBB MILES,
W . C . A of 12 , Brook -street, Hanover-square, London, ALLEN ' S PORTMANTEAUX,

with whom originated the world -famed 16s . TROUSERS,
TAW ARTICLES. - WANTED , in an has the pleasure to inform many thousand customers that 37, STRAND , LONDON

Office in the Country , & thoronghly competent Man . his Establishment is replete with the BESTand NEWEST
aging General CLERK . The advertiser, who sutlers from DESIGNS forGENTLEMEN ' S DRESS , Elastic Saxony

ill health , requires efficient practical assistance in the Twills for Morning, Frock and Light Overcoate, Scotch , DRESS BASKETS ,
mbagementof his business, which consists chiefly ofhigh Angola, and West of England Tweeds for Riding Trousers,

Elastic Twills for Ladies' Riding Habits, the Utile Dulci
CO2

class county conveyancing, and no person who is not fully OVERLAND TRUNKS

qualified , and willing to render such assistance , need apply . Vicunas, Angolas, and Morstrooper Tweeds for the Loch , DRESSING CASES,
Ability to prepare all lands of Residuary , Succession , and Moor, and Mountain Suits at 3 guineas, illustrative or DESPATCH BOXES, & c .
General Accounts, and to draw and settle Oo - ts , without Scotland 's beauteous heathers ; also the R . Y . 8 . Indigo
supervision , close attention to business, accuracy , and Blue Yarn Dyed Cheviote, for Yachting, impervious to wind NEW CATALOGUE OF 500
experience indiepensable.

FITTED
Age from 25 to 30 . and weather.The adver . ARTICLES . Post Free.

tiser would be willing to give a person possessing these THE GUINEA TWEED WATERPROOF ( VERCOATS BAGqualifiioations his articles and a salary , and if conduct
all sizes and colours, ready for immediate use .satisfactory he would receive an interest in the Practice at ALLEN ' S NEW PRIZE MEDAL FOR

the end of his term .-- Apply , with references and full par ALFRED WEBB MILES. DRESSING BAG . GENERAL EXCELLENCE
ticulars, to F . W . BLAKE, Esq., 44, Lincoln 's -inn - fields ,
W . C . Only address , 12 , Brook -street , Hanover-square, London, W .

Established 1841. DOWNESS AND BOWNESS,
REMOVED FROM BELL-YARD.I EFT -OFF CLOTHES. - Mr. and Mrs.

PHILLIPS , 81, THAYER -STREET, MANCHES. OWNESS' S SALMON RODS,
TER -SQUARE , LONDON , W ., are the Best BUYERS ofTAW EXAMINATIONS. - A. Solicitor, a all kinds of LADIES' andGENTLEMEN' S ATTIRE, Silk , GREENHEART from Sos.

U Graduate of Oxford , READS with GENTLEMEN Satin , Velvet , Brocades, Dresses, Court Trains, Antique DOWNESS'S GUINEA FLY RODS.
for their Preliminary. Intermediate , and Final EXAMI Lace, old English and Foreign China, Household Furniture ,
NATIONS. - Address " M . A ., Messrs. Fletcher and Co ., Jewels , Plate, in fact every kind of Property for ready Two tops best.
11. Staple -inn , London , W . 0 . cash . Ladies or Gentlemen waited on at any time or dis NESS'S TROUT AND GRAYLING

tance . All letters receive prompt attention . Money ordersTAW EXAMINATIONS. - A GENTLEMAN to any amount for Parcels from Town or Country. Estab. FLIES, 28. per dozen .

at the BAR (Bachelor of Laws in Honoura) | lished 1820 . Ready money only. MON AND LOCH FLIES in greatPREPARES, in Chambers or through the post , for | Thousands of testimonials . The subjoined are copies :
the INCORPORATED LAW SOCIETY, the BAR , and " Gloucester, April 2 . variety .
LONDON LL. B . References to former and present pupils Mrs . A . N . writes : - " I have received your P . 0 . 0 . with MACKLE CASES fitted for all parts of
will be given . - Address " LL. B ., " care of Messrs . Reeves thanks for your liberality and attention , I shall recommend
and Turner, Law Booksellers, 100, Chancery -lane, W . C . all my friends. I have had business with others, but none the world ,

have given me so much satisfaction as you have."QAMUEL HOLMES (Deceased ). - Pursuant POWNESS'S THAMES SPINNING RODS
" Brighton , May 4 .

to the Act of Parliament 22 & 23 Vict. c . 35, intituled Lady S . T . writes : - " I received the registered letter con . oved Winches, Patent Lines, Baits and Tackle

• An Act to further Amend the Law of Property and to taining the notes , I quite agree with Mrs. R . O . that you of every description .
Relieve Trustees," NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN , that all are very straightforward in conducting your business . I ROWNESS and BOWNESS, 230 , STRAND,
creditors or persone having and claim or demand upon or shall have great pleasure in recommending any friends who
against the ESTATE of SAMUEL HOLMES, formerly of may wish to dispose of their cast-oil clothes that are too near Temple Bar, London.
No. 3 , Great Knightrider-street, Doctors '-commons, in the good to give away." Catalogues gratis .
city of London , and of No. 23, Stonefield -street, Cloudesley " Edinburgh , May 13 . THE NEW FRANCIS FLY-BOOK AND FLIES.
square, Islington , in the county of Middlesex , but late of “ I gend you a large box of clothes. I am quite satisfied
No. 7 . Staple- inn , in the said city , and of No. 17 , Thornhill . that you give the full value, as I sent the last you had of me
square, Islington aforesaid , Solicitor, deceased (who died to someother person first , and your price was much above
on the sist day of December 1879, and whose will was proved their valuation , I leave it to you to send mewhat you con .
on the 19th day of January 1874 , in the Principal Registry of sider the value of the present articles . I have recommended
Her Majesty' s Court of Probate, by Rachel Holmes, the sole you to my sister, Mrs, M , Y ., of Reading."
executrix therein named , now al- o deceased , and whose Weare every day receiving the samekind of testimonials
present personal representative is John Archer, of Gar which show that we do give the full value of all articles
ling , near Margate, in the county of Kent, Esq .). are offered to us . If this is not sufficient to satisfy themost
hereby required to send the particulars of their debts, sceptical we challenge all dealers. We not only buy of By Special Appointment
claims, or demands to the said John Archer, at the office of ladies and gentlemen , but our demand is so great that we TO HER MAJESTY , THE LORD CHANCELLOR ,
his solíc tor, Mr. George William Hussey, No. , Knight purchase of the trade. Ladies and gentlemen , by disposing The Whole of the Judicial Bench ,
rider -street, Doctors'-commons, aforesaid , on or before the of their property to us, get the best price , thereby saving a Corporation of London , & c .
26th day of May , 1874, after which day the said John second profit. Our only address in England is
Archer will proceed to distribute the assets of the said 81, THAYER-STREET, MANCHESTER-SQUARE ,
testator among the parties entitled thereto , having regard SOLICITORS' AND REGISTRARS' GOWNS.LONDON . .
only to the claimsand demands of which he shall then have
had notice ; and the said John Archer will not be liable for

BARRISTERS' AND QUEEN 'S COUNSELS' DITTOCANADA : ST. PAUL-STREET, MONTREAL.
the Assots , or any part thereof, 80 distributed to any person | AUSTRALIA : MYER'S -STREET, SANDHURST, VIO .of whore debt, claim , or demand he shall not then have TORIA : and OORPORATION ROBES .
had notice.
Dated this 7th day of April, 1874. 31, THAYUR-STREET, MANCHESTER-SQUARE UNIVERSITY AND OLERGY GOWNS, & o,

GEORGE WILLIAM HUSSEY. Solicitor to the Where all letters and paroole must be addressed. Established 1689 .

said John Archer, Established 1820,

nging Gen . requires business, whico persona

Legal Notices .

A

E DE AND SON,

ROBES MAKERS

d the sa demands of thereto, laof the shin
y part thereon Archer ch he shall the regard

94, CHANCERY-LANE, LONDOX ,
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IMPORTANT TO THE LEGAL PROFESSION.

| PARTRIDGE & COOPER.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL LAW AND GENERAL STATIONERS,
ACCOUNT-BOOK MAKERS AND DEALERS IN PARCHMENT,

192, FLEET STREET, and 1 and 2, CHANCERY-LANE, LONDON , E . C .

PARTRIDGE and COOPER, as well as being bona fide Manufacturers of many of the best qualities of Writing Papers, are the Sole Agents in
London for some of the largest Paper Makers in the kingdom , therefore beg to impress upon their patrons the advantages they are enabled to offer them
(unattainable by other houses) viz., supplying the pablic with “ papers direct from the mill " at one profit only - being at least 30 per cent, under the
EETAIL charges - as the intermediate profit is saved to the purchaser.

CARRIAGE PAID TO THE COUNTRY ON ORDERS OVER 20s.

Laid ... ...... . . . . . .

LEGAL PAPERS. NOTE PAPERS. ENVELOPES.
Per Ream .

| Noto Paper. - Superfine Cream Laid .....................
PARTRIDGE and COOPER ' s envelopes are manufactured

8 . d . by patent machinery , therefore every envelope (inferior
Note Paper. - Extra Super Thick Cream Laid ...... 60

Draft Paper. - Good BlueWove ................
or best quality ) can be warranted thoroughly adhesive

Note Paper. - Extra Superfine Double Thick Cream and exactly folded . Per 1000
Draft Paper. - Superfine Satin ............ 8 . d .
Draft Paper. - Superfine Thick Blue Laid...

Note Paper. - Extra Superfine Treble Thick Cream
Envelopes. - Superfine Cream Laid ................

Draft Paper. - Superfine Thick Satin .... Laid . . .. . .... . . .. . ... . .. .... . .
100 Envelopes. - Superfine Thick Cream Laid . . ... ..... ... 6 6

Droft Paper. - Superfine Thick Satin Laid ... 99
Note Paper . - Superfine Thick Blue Laid .. ... . 5 6& Envelopes.- Extra Superfine Thick Blue Laid ..... 16 6

Foolscap Paper. - Fine Blue Laid.........
Note Papor. - Extra Superfine Thick Blue Laid ...

, high inner flap ......... )

Foolscap Paper. - Superfine Blue Laid .................. Envelopes. - Superfine Large Blue Wove ............. 49
Note Paper . - Patent Straw .... ...

Foolscap Papor. - Superfine Thick Blue Laid . Envelopes. - Superfine Thick Large Blue Laid ..... . 6 6
Note Paper . - Superfine Thick Cream Wove .........

Foolscap Paper. - Superfine Extra Thick ...... Envelopes. - Superfine Double Thick Blue Laid ...... 8 6Note Paper . - Cream Laid Thick, Rough Surface... 8 6
Foolscap Paper. - Outsides Hand Made.. Envelopes. - Buff Colour, for Circulars, & c............. 3 6Note Paper . - Large Cream Laid Superfine .........
Brief Paper. - Good Water Lined .......... Per 100 .

Note Paper . - Large Cream Laid Extra Superfine 6 6
Brief Paper . - Superfine Thick ......

8 . d .

Note Paper . - Large Cream Laid Extra Superfine Envelopes. - Official for Foolscap ...................
Brief Paper. - Very Superior

Thick . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... .. .. ... . 8 6 Envelopes. - Draft Cartridge .....

Brief Paper. - Blue Ruled Note Paper. - Large Blue Wove .. . .. 4 6 | Envelopes. - Brief Cartridge ..... ..... ... ... ........ .... .. .

Brief Paper . - Blue Ruled , best quality .......... Note Paper. - Large Blue Wove Superfine ........... 5 0 Envelopes. - Deed Cartridge ...........
Bil Paper . - Superfine Blue Laid ... | Note Paper . - Large Blue Laid Superfine.... ........... 6 6 | Envelopes. - Cloth Lined, all sizes , from ................
Bill Paper. - Extra Superfine Thick ............... Note Paper . - Large Blue Laid, Extra Superfine Envelopes. - For Book Post, all sizes, from ............
Ruled Draft Paper . - Super Thick Quality .......

.............. 7 6 Envelopes. - For Foreign Correspondence, Cream
Letter Paper.- Cream Laid ...... 78. 6d., 8s. 6d ., and 106

Note Paper. - Large Blue Laid, Whatman's Thick 12 0 or Blue .. .. .. .. ..

Letter Paper. - Blue Laid ......... 8s . 6d., 10s. 6d ., and 126
Note Paper. - LargeCream Laid ,Whatman's Thick 12 0

66

. . . . . . . .

1 11
I LOI L O . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .

RULED PARCHMENT. LETTER COPYING PRESSES.
OFFICE SUNDRIES.

Cartridge Papers, lg. 6d ., 28., and 28 . 6d . per quire.
Best Quality. London Manufacture. WroughtCast

Cast
Each , Per doz .

Beams Iron Beam Brown Papers, 9d., 1s ., and ls . 3d . per quire.

Beamg. and Brass and Brass Blotting Papers, ls, and 28. por quire,

INDENTURE SKINS, Texted and Machine- s . d . 8 . d £s, d . Balls . Balls . Blotting Pads, ls. and ls. 9d, each ,

led to contain from 20 to 30 folios ... 2 3 26 0 Large Quarto ... ... ... 1 100 £ s . d . £ s . d . Sealing Wax, 28. 6d. and 3s. 9d. per lb .
2Ditto larger size, ditto

6 30 0 Ditto extra strong ... 2 2 0 4 153 12 6
Quill Pens, from 2g. 6d . per 100.

FOLLOWERS, Machine-ruled . .. .
22 0

6Foolscap .. . . . .. .. . . .. . . 3 13
5 0Ditto extra strong... 4 7 0 0 6 15 0 Portfolios and Guard Books.

Ditto, larger size , ditto ........ 26 0
Stands for above from 20s , Portable Copying Presses, from 68. each .

BILL -SKINS, ruled for 30 folios 230 Improved Lever Stamping Presses, from 78. 6d . each,

MEMORIALS, , 20 folios 200 Postage Scales to weigh 4oz., from 59. 60 . each ,
Ditto , 8 or 10 folios ... .. 0 7 6 6 LETTER COPYING BOOKS.

Cash Boxes, 3s. 6d ., 4s. 6d., and 58. 6d , each .
INTENTURE SKINS, folded Bookways, Of FIRST QUALITY. - Best English Copying Paper, Improved Manifold Writing Cases, from 28 . 6d . ench .

Texted , and Machine-ruled on three Half-bound , Red Leather , Lettered on back, Type:

sides .

Black Leather Cases for Briefs and Drafts .
.... 19

Each ,20 0 Paged and Indexed .
8 . d . Inkstands in Walnut and Black Wood, for Office or

FOLLOWERS, folded Bookways, ruled all 500 Leaves, Letter size ................ 5 6
Library .

sides
.... 17 18 0

650
Courier and Travelling Bags.

» 7. .. ....... 6
Brief Bags for Solicitors, best calf , patent lock , 148. 64.

1000 each .

500 301Russia Leather Wallets.

PLAIN PARCHMENT. 750 Oak and Walnut Stationery Cabinets, warranted of best
IN A VARIETY OF SIZES, ALWAYS IN STOCK . / 1000 01 materials, with Bramah patent lock .

Bides . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

no110SOOGLE

PARTRIDGE AND COOPER are Sole Manufacturers and Vendors of

| THE VELLUM WOVE

CLUB HOUSE PAPER .

Which sürpasses all others for smoothness of surface, delicacy of colour, firmness of texture, entire absence of any colouring matter

or injurious chemicals, tending to impair its durability or in any way affecting its writing properties.

“ To lawyers, whose writing should be as distinct as possible ,this paper will be particularly acceptable.” — Law Times.

SPECIMENS AND PRICES FREE ON APPLICATION .

MANUFACTORY AND WAREHOUSE , 192, FLEET-STREET.
ESTABLISHED 1841,
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THE NEW SYSTEM OF BUYING AHOUSE WITHOUT MONEY. * CLERICAL, MEDICAL AND GENERAL LIFE

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY ,
ASSURANCE SOCIETY.

13 , ST. JAMES' S SQUARE. LONDON , S ,W .
CITY BRANCH : MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS, E . C .

29 AND 80 , SOUTHAMPTON -BUILDINGS,
CHANCERY LANE, LONDON .

Annual Income, steadily increasing - - - - - £249,842

Assurance Fund, safely invested - - - - - - £1,880, 104

SPECIAL NOTICE.
All persons who effect Policies on the Participating Scale before June 30th , 1874, will be entitled at the

next Bonus to one year ' s additional Share of Profits over later Entrants .

Every information given at either of the Society' s Offices, or by any of its Agents.

GEORGE CUTCLIFFE , Actuary and Secretary.

THE

GENERAL REVERSIONARY AND INVESTMENT

COMPANY,
5 , WHITEHALL, LONDON, S . W .

ESTABLISHED 1836 .

Further Empowered by Special Act of Parliament, 14 and 15 Vict. cap. 130 .

CAPITAL, £500 ,000.

MOST PERSONS ARE FAMILIAR with
what is known asthe " THREE YEARS' SYSTEM "

of the Pianoforte Makers, by which anyone who Hires an
Instrumentand pays the Hire for that period , becomes the
ABSOLUTE OWNER OF THE PIANOFORTE . Pre

viously to the introduction of this plan it was almost as
difficult for those of limited income to buy a good Pianoforte
28 to BUY A HOUSE ; and persons went on year after
year, paying for the Hire of an Instrument, and expended
as much money as would have bought the Pianoforta

several times over.

What will hold good for Pianofortes will hold good for

HOUSES : and there aremany who would no doubt AVAIL

THEMSELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY, if it was

afforded them , of becoming

THE OWNER OF A HOUSE

in the sameway as they have already becomethe owner of
their pianoforte .

THE DIRECTORS
OF THE

BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY

HAVE DETERMINED TO AFFORD
THE SAME FACILITIES FOR PURCHASING

HOUSES

As now exist for Buying Pianofortes .

A HOUSE being, however, & more expensive article to Pur .
chase than a Pianoforte, the “ Three Years' System ” will
not apply excepting in a very few cases ; 80 that & MORE
LENGTHENED PERIOD IS NECESSARY over which
the Timeof Hiring must extend .

In pursuance of this resolution

THE DIRECTORS HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTS
WITH

THE OWNERS OF HOUSES
In various parts of London, and its Suburbs, bywhich they

are enabled to afford to the

Members of the Birkbeck Building

Society

AND OTHERS

very wideCHOICE in the SELECTION both ofHOUSES

and the locality in which they are situated . The Plan upon
which the Directors propose to proceed is

TO LET THESE HOUSES FOR A PERIOD OF
TWELVE -AND- A -HALF YEARS,

At the end of which time, if the Rent be regularly Paid ,
THE HOUSE

Will become the absolute Property of the
Tenant

WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENT OF ANY KIND.

IN ALL CASES

POSSESSION OF THE HOUSE
WILL BE GIVEN

WITHOUT ANY IMMEDIATE OUTLAY IN MONEY.
Excepting Payment of the Law Charges for the Title

Deeds , which in all cases will be restricted to

Five Guineas

BEYOND THIS SMALL SUM

NO PAYMENT OF ANY KIND

IS REQUIRED BY THE SOCIETY
BEYOND THE STIPULATED RENT, WHICH MAY

BE PAID EITHER MONTHLY OR QUARTERLY .

The Reyr PAYABLE BY THE TENANT

Includes Ground Rent and Insurance for

the Whole Term .
Althongh the Number of years for payment of Rent is fixed

at Twelve and - a -Half,

A SHORTER PERIOD MAY BE CHOSEN AT AN
INCREASED RENTAL ,

OR

A LONGER PERIOD AT A LOWER RENTAL,

The Terms of which may be ascertained on application to

the Manager,

DIRECTORS.
Chairman - GEORGE PERCY ELLIOTT, ESQ.
Deputy-Chairman - SEYMOUR TEULON , Esq .

MAYOW WYNELL ADAMS, E8Q .
Colonel JOSEPH W . JASPER OUSELEY,

THOMAS ALLEN , ESQ .
EDWARD CARLETON TUFELL, Esq.

JOAN CHAVE LUXMOORE, ESQ .
EDWARD WALMISLEY, ESQ .

Auditors - WM. R . BARKER, Esq. ; Geo. HUGHES, Esq.; Chas. H . SAVORY, Esq.

Bankers - Messrs. DRUMMOND.

Solicitor - HARRY SHOUBRIDGE, Esq., 1, Lincoln 's-inn -fields, W .C .

The business of this Company consists in the PURCBASE of, or LOANS upon
REVERSIONARY INTERESTS, vested or contingent, in Landed or Funded Property, or Securities ; also

LIFE INTERESTS in Possession , as well as in Expectation ; and
POLICIES of INSURANCE upon LIVES.
Loans upon Reversions may be obtained either at an Annual Interest, or in consideration of deferred

charges, payable upon the Reversions falling in ,
IMMEDIATE ANNUITIES are likewise granted upon the latter principle to persons entitled to Reversionary

Interests, who may thus obtain an incomeuntil their property falis iuto possession, without being called upon

for any payment until that event.Prospectuses and Forms of Proposal may be obtained from the Secretary , to whom all communications

should be addressed .
WM . BARWICK HODGE, Actuary and Secretary.

THOMAS PRATT AND SONS,

CLERICAL TAILORS AND ROBE MAKERS,
KEEP A LARGE STOCK OF

ECCLESIASTICAL , LEGAL, AND UNIVERSITY GOWNS,
HOODS. SCARVES, STOLES, BANDS, COLLEGE CAPS, CASSOCKS, AND SURPLICES.

Barristers' and Attorneys' Gowns, Wigs, & c.

Court Robes and Dress Hats Lent.
Presentation Robes made at a short notice .

22 AND 24, TAVISTOCK STREET, COVENT GARDEN,

| 14 , SOUTHAMPTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON , W .O.
AND

THE ADVANTAGES
OF THIS

AMERICAN & ANGLO -AMERICAN STOVES.

They require no Brickwork Setting, and can be

placed either in or out of Fireplaces.

New System of Purchasing a House,

MAY BE SUMMED UP AS FOLLOWS:

1 . Persons of Limited Income, Clerks, Shopmen , and
others, may, by becoming Tenants of the BIRKBECK

BUILDING SOCIETY, be placed at once in a position of

independence as regards their Landlord .

2 . Their RENT CANNOT BE RAISED .
8 . They CANNOT BE TURNED OUT OF POSSES.

SION so long as they pay their Rent.

4 . NO FEES or FINES of any kind are chargeable.
5 . They can leave the House at any timewithout notice.

Tent being payable only to the timeof giving up possession ,

6 . Il circumstances compel them to leave the House

before the completion of their Twelve -and a Half Years '
Tenancy, they can Sub -let the House for the remainder of

the Term , or they can Transfer their right to another

Tenant.

7. Finally, NO LIABILITY or RESPONSIBILITY of
anykind is incurred , betond the Payment of Rent by those

who acquire Houses by this New System .

The BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY have on their

List several HOUSES, which they are prepared to LET on

the TWELVE-AND- A -HALF YEARS' SYSTEM , and in

many cases Immediate Possession may be obtained .

The Terms on which Honses can be placed on this
Register may be obtained on a plication to

FRANCIS RAVENSCROFT, Manager,

The SMALL COOKING STOVES are la

cellent for auxiliary and Summer purposes.

Catalogues to be had froin the Constructors,

MURDOCH & CO.,
115 , Cannon -street , London.erms o,ediate PEA

LFS
are VETY h.

WORKS - LARBERT, N . B .
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THE ALBION

LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY ,

INCORPORATED LAW SOCIE
(ON THE MUTUAL PRINCIPLE )

120, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON.

OF THE

UNITED KINGDOM .

Council.

PRESIDENT- FRED. HALSEY JANSON .

POLICIES may be made payable to the Assured ,
on attaining a given age, or at death , if previous.

NON -FORFEITURE OF POLICIES . - Assurers
unable, or who find it inconvenient to pay their Pre
miums as they fall due, may obtain , on application

to the Board of Directors, a temporary credit ; or

after five years' Membership a new Policy will be

granted of a smaller amount, of an equitable valuo,
without any further payments ; which may also
participate in the Profits .

FOUR -FIFTHS OF THE VALUE of a Policy
of five years' standing will be advanced on the
security of the Policy.

JAMES TESSIER NORTHCOTT,
Manager and Secretary .

IMPERIAL FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY (Established 1803) .

1, Old Broad -street, E . C ., and 16 and 17 , Pall-mall, 8 . W .
Capital, £1,600 , 000 . Paid -up and Invested , £700,000 .

E . COZENS SMITH, GeneralManager.

VICE -PRESIDENT - FRANCIS THOS. BIRCAAM .

ALFRED BELL.
EBENEZER JOHN BRISTOW .
EDWARD FREDK . BURTON .

JOHN MOXON CLA BON .

W . STRICKLAND COOKSON . !

FREDERICK G . DAVIDSON .

ROBERT RICHARDSON DEES, Newcastle-on

Tyne.
CHAS. CLARIDGE DRUCE .
EDWD. FIELD , Norwich ,

CHAS. J . FOLLETT, Exeter.

WILLIAM FORD .
C . FRANCIS , Cambridge.

BARTLE J. L . FRERE.

GEO . B . GREGORY, M . P .

JOHN HOLLAMS.
F . S . HULL, Liverpool.[

WILLIAM ALFRED JEVONS, Liverpool. .
CHARLES EDWARD JONES .

BENJAMIN GREENE LAKE.

CHARLES WILLIAM LAWRENCE , Ciren.
cester .

NATHANIEL TERTIUS LAWRENCE .
HENRY MARKBY.

THOMAS MARSHALL , Leeds.

PARK NELSON .

FREDERIC OUVRY.

THOMAS PAINE.

HENRY WATSON PARKER .

WM . BENJN . PATERSON .

HENRY ROSCOE .

A . RYLAND, Birmingham .
CORNELIUS THOMAS SAUNDERS, Bir

mingham .

ARNOLD W . WHITE .

CHARLES REYNOLDS WILLIAMS.
WILLIAM WILLIAMS.

MATTHEW BATESON WOOD, Manchester.
HENRY T . YOUNG .

JOHN YOUNG .

NQUITABLE REVERSIONARY
INTEREST SOCIETY.

10, Lancaster -place, Strand.
Established 1885. Capital paid -up , L480,000 .

This Society purchases Reversionary Property and Life In .
tereste, and grants Loans on these securities. Forms of
Proposalmay be obtained at the office .

9: H .CLAYTON } Joint Secretarios.

EXTRAORDINARY MEMBERS OF COUNCIL .

JOHN DAW , Exeter ; and CHARLES BETTESWORTH HELLARD , Portsmouth .

ANNUITIES AND REVERSIONS.

- AW REVERSIONARY INTEREST
SOCIETY .

68, OHANOERY LANE, LONDON .
CHAIRMAN . - Alfred H . Shadwell, Esq .

DEPUTY-CHAIRMAN - H . Cecil Raikes, Esq ., M . P .
Reversions and Life Interests purchased . Immediate and

Deferred Annuities granted in exchange for Reversionary

ind Contingent Interests .
Loans may also be obtained on the security of Reversions.
Annuities, Immediate, Deferred , and Contingent, and also

Endowments, granted on favourable terms.
Prospectuses and Forms of Proposal, and all further infor

nation ,may be had at the office .

C . B . OLABON , Secretary.

THE SCOTTISH EQUITABLE (MUTUAL )
LIFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY .

HEAD OFFICE

26 , St. Andrew 's-square, Edinburgh .
LONDON OFFICE

30 , Gracechurch -street, E . C .

MANAGER - T . B . Sprague, Esq ., M . A .
SOLICITORS IN LONDON - Messrs Burton , Yeates and Hart,

25 , Chancery- lane.

Income £265,000 . Assets £2,098 .00n .
Every description of life insurance busines transacted .
The usual commission allowed to solicitors .

This society purchases REVERSIOYS, whether absoluto
or contingent, life interests, and annuities, also makes

advances upon mortgage of such properties.

THIS SOCIETY, composed of Attorneys, Solicitors, and Proctors, was established in
incorporated by Charter in 1831. In 1833 it instituted courses of Lectures : in 1836 the Judges

issued regulations , uuder which the Council act , with the Masters of the Courts , as Examiners of all Candidates
for admission on the Roll ; in 1843 it was appointed Registrar of Attorneys, under the 6 & 7 Vict . c . 73 ; and in

1845 obtained a second Charter containing extended powers . A Supplementat unaontaining extended powers. A Supplemental Charter was obtained in 1872 for
increasing the number of the Members of the Council.

The Council of the Society hold weekly meetings for considering all matters connected with the interests of
their branch of the Legal Profession , and for promoting and advancing the character and respectability of its
members .

The Society now consists of upwards of 2500 Solicitors in London and in the Country ; all Solicitors are
eligible as Members of the Society on being proposed by two Members, and on being approved by the Council.

Admission Fee. - Town Members, £5 ; Country Members, £2. Annual Subscription - Town Members , L2 ;
Country Members, £1.

MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE .

THE SCOTTISH PROVIDENT INSTITU
1 TION . Accumulated Funds exceed 22,250 , 000 .
The PREMIUM usually charged for £1000 will here in most

cases Assure £1200 or £1250 from the first, while (in addition )
THE WIOLE SURPLUS belongs to the Assured ,

Full informationmay be had on application .

JAMESWATSON , Manager.
Edinburgh , April, 1874.

London Offices, 18 , King William -street , E . C .

annual subscrip. |
BONUS ALLO

1. - The HALL, open daily , from Nine o ' clock in the morning until Nine at night, is furnished with the M ONEY, TIME, AND LIFE
Votes and Proceeding of Parliament, the London Gazetto, Morning and Evening Newspapers , Reviews, and other ARE LOST IN THE EVENTOF

publications. Here also Members are enabled to meet one another by appointment, and for all purposes of ACCIDENTAL INJURY OR DEATH.
business ; Waiting or Conference Roomsare provided for the use of Members. Provideagainst these losses by a Policy of the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE COMPANY
AGAINST ACCIDENTS OF ALL KINDS .2 . - - The LIRRARY is open daily , from Nine o ' clock in the morning until Nine at night, except from

THE OLDEST AND LARGEST ACCIDENTAL ASSURANCE COMPANY.
10th August to 24th October, when it is closed at Six o 'clock, and on Saturdays at Four. It comprises upwards Hon . A . KINNAIRD , M . P ., Chairman .
of23 ,000 volumes, PAID UP CAPITAL AND RESERVE FUND £140 , 000 .

ANNUAL INCOME £160, 000 .

The Articled Clerks of Members are admitted to the Law Library on payment of an annual subscrip £810 ,000 have been paid as Compensation .

tion of £i. BONUS ALLOWED TO INSURERS OF FIVE YEARS' STANDING .

Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local

3. - LECTURES on the differentbranches of the Law are delivered in the Hall on each Friday from November Agents , or

64, CORNHILL , AND 10, REGÉNT-STREET, LONDONto May inclusive. The Members are entitlod to attend gratis , and their Clerks are admitted on payment of
WILLIAM J. VIAN , Secretary .£1 ls. for each set of Lectures , or £2 28 . for the whole. The Clerks of Gentlemen not Members pay £1 11s . 6d .,

for each set , or £3 3s. for the whole ; and other Students , not falling within either of those classes , are admitted
on paying £2 2s. for each set , or £4 4s, for the whole,

4 . - LAW CLASSES have also been instituted for the purpose of facilitating the acquisition of Legal
Knowledge by the Articled and other Clerks of Solicitors. The Classes are held from vember to May

inclusive, and the fee payable by each subscriber is £2 12s. 6d , for each branch , or €5 58. for the whole course .

5 . - The REGISTRY OFFICE, for the use of Members and their Clerks. Here are kept the General and
Daily Cause Papers of all the Courts, the Sittings Papers, Peremptory Papers, Special Papers, and Papers of
New Trials in the Courts of Law , and Papers of Appeals in the House of Lords and Privy Council.

ROOMS FOR MEETINGS
6 . - ROOMS FOR MEETINGS OF ARBITRATORS. - Several additional Rooms are provided in the New

Wing of the Building for these and other Professional Meetings.
Superior Accommodation on the GROUND FLOOR

7 .- FIRE -PROOF ROOMS AND CLOSETS are provided for the deposit of Deeds, & c . ; and roomsare let for holding Meetings of Creditors, Arbitrations,

either for temporary or permanent purposes, each renter having a private key of his own room or closet. & c ., at roasonable terms (from 108 . 6d .) .

8 . - The CLUB consists of Members of the Society, who pay an Entrance Fee of £10 10s. and an annual
Subscription of £5 58. for Town Members, and £3 3s. for Country Memborg.

Conveniently situated, lofty , light, well ven .
* * * Under the Attorneys Act, 1860, a Rogister is kept of all Articles of Clerkship , and of Cominissions to take tilated , and quiet.

acknowledgments of deeds by married women , and to administer oaths in any of the Courts . .

Apply to COOPER , CRAIG , & CRAIG , on the
Law Society's Hall, Chancery Lane,

April, 1874, EDWARD WAI WILLIAMSON, Secretary. premises,

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE ,

145 , CHEAPSIDE,

LONDON, E . C .
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SOLICITORS' BOOK -KEEPING ,
• By MR. G .' J . KAIN , F . S . S .

(OF THE FIRM OF KAIN , BULLEN, ELDRIDGE, AND CO.)
First Edition , 1850 — Ninth Edition , 1872.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.
" LAW TIXES." the management of their offices, and we feel sure that if | ordinary sized account book the practitioner may be able

" Mr. Kain has conferred a boon on the Profession by the
many of these suggestions were carried out far less difficulty I to arrive at a balance at any moment, and see his exact

publication of his work . " would then be experienced in lawyers'offices in themanage position as respects himself, bis busine- s , and his clients,
ment and controlof a large stad of clerks than at present.• Kain ' s system , after a little examination , appears emi. or, in other words, his cash , his profits , and his book debts.
In the Expenses Book ' ( p . 28 ) there are several valuablenently simple ; and we think with him it is one with which Mr. Kain ' s plan shows these results from day to day. The

any clerk possessed of average ability , however inexperi hints, and practitioners are referred to Re Remnant ( 11 Beav. book before us is well and clearly written, and is, in nur
603 - 611)."enced , can make himself acquainted in an hour' s moderate opinion , the mort simple and perfect method of book

application . And if it be followed out, & principal who " That a book of this kind was much needed weare sure, keeping that has yet comeunder our notice . The fact that
and the fact that so many editions have been sold showsunderstands it may ascertain the leading results of the 80 many editions have been published , showshow it hasbeen
that it has been appreciated by the Profession . It seems abusiness and indeed its details, almost at a glance , and this already appreciated by the profession to wbich it is par.

withouthimself doing more than seeing that his own trans pity that articled clerks are not examined on some such ticularly addressed ; and the numerous and very flattering
system as Mr. Kain ' s . At preseut the book -keeping ques . testimonials given at the end of the work . exemplify in

actions are duly recorded . " tions submitted to them at the ' intermediate examination“ The book is well and lucidly written , and sets forth what estimation the author' s efforts are held by those best
are we think hardly satisfactory. To young solicitors Mr.certainly the most perfect and simple method of book able to form an accurate opinion . For ourselves, we believo
Kain ' s system must prove invaluable , since during their

keeping that has yet come under our notice . The system we are only doing justice to the author by most cordially

it propounds we have reason to know has been extensively
articles few clerks are allowed to domore than look at ' tho recommending Kain 's system to the consideration of the
books ' in the hands of the principal or his cashier, the profession. "

adopted .” result being that under ordinary circumstances when they“ We strongly recommend to the consideration of the
profession Kain 's system of Solicitors' Book -keeping." commence business, either solely or in partnership , they are " LAW JOURNAL."

for sometimeunable to understand their accounts, Any: " This work known as Kain 's System ,' has attained
one of ordinary comprehension can readily understand some celebrity in the legal profession , who are indebted to
Kain 's system of Solicitors ' Book -keeping ."

" SOLICITORS' JOURNAL."
Mr. Kain for the only feasible system of bookkeeping
which till his advent had been presented to them . Soli.

* This book deals with a subject upon which every citors, as & rule , unaccountably neglect their books, or
solicitor has an opinion , and in which every solicitor and “ JUSTICE OF THE PEACE. " rather neglect to keep them efficiently ; they are earners
his clients have an interest. The first edition was published and inderatigablo in dealing with a large amount of
more than twenty years ago ( 1850 . ) In 1854 an extended « In the manifold transactions of this great commercial business, but careless of the ultimate measures which
edition appeared . Since that time the converts to Mr. nation there are nonewhich more require a clear and simple they should take to secure the reward of their exer.
Kain 's system have, we understand, been many, and in the method of book-keeping than those in a solicitor' s office ; tions. By & liberal expenditure of time, labour, and
preface to this (the 9th ) edition of his book he states that and as a general rule, perhaps, the worst accountants , money, they accumulate pell mell a mass of mate .
his plan of book -keeping is adopted in upwards of 2000 amongst gentlernen of education , are to be found in the rials for costs, but neglect the costs themselves. TO
instances, and that the number of aecount books sold to ranks of the profession to which this little work is Mr. Kain is due greatmeritofawakening their attention to
carry out the system ig upwards of 5000 ." addressed . In saying this , we do not use the expression this state of things , and of placing in their hands a system

" Objections have no doubt been raised to the number of offensively - we nerely mean to call attention to the fact which is a great improvement on the old régime Bemay .columns in someof the account books employed under Mr. I that in the inultitudinousaffairs of business with which his therefore, justly claim to be a reformer in this department.
Kain 's system . To meet those objections Mr. Kain refers time is constantly employed , the solicitor really has little or . . . . Mr. Kain ' s works are well printed, and are, so far
us to the preface to the eighth edition of his book , in wbich no time to devote to his own individual interests. Mr. as we have been able to discover, remarkably free from those
he briefly describes another of his works, where are con - Kain , therefore , peculiarly deserves the thanks of the Pro errors which so often disfigure works on accounts . The
sidered two other methods called respectively the ' single ' fession for the plain and simple system which he has pro entries in the various books correspond well with eachand the double column system -- the system treated in duced , and whilst those requisites have never been lost other, and embrace all the transactions that occur in a soli
this work being by triple columns. Tomany, theapparently sight of, it will be found that the efficacy of the plan citor' s practice. The work contains formsof books better
simpler system recommends itself , but the numerous testi has been in no way sacrificed . One great object here than those so long in use . The second work contains
monials received by Mr. Kain show that whether single , attained is the keeping of a separate and distinct systems intended for use when the triple coluinn plan 13
' double,' or ' triple , his system is widely appreciated . " acoount of the moneys belonging to the solicitor and thought too elaborate . . . . . We consider Kain 's to be

* Mr. Kain ' s book is full of suggestions to solicitors as to I those belonging to the clients , so that on one page of an an excellent system of S ors' Book -keeping."

"be traced with the book

PERSONAL NOTICES.
Batracts from Letters to the Author by Solicitors who have adopted Kain 's System :--

* Simple and easy." . " Thesystem is simple and intelligible and of most essen - L .. " Mr. Kain 's system of Book -keeping, as applicable to
" Most satisfactory." tial service." the Profession , I can recommend as being most correct,
" An admirable system ." “ Wehave much pleasure in expressing our admiration of simple , and concise. I am sure all who use it will be

“ Imuch approve of it ." Kain 's system ." satisfied ."

" A great improvement. " " An excellent system ; the result of a year's trial is most “ Kain 's is a great improvement on our previous system ,

" Accurate and valuable ." satisfactory ." which we had thought good . It is more simple and pro
" I find it very satisfactory ." " Wehave every reason to be satisfied with the working duces more satisfactory results than any with which we are

“ I like Kain ' s system much ." of the system ." acquainted .”

“ I am much pleased with it . " " The principle is sound, while there is much simplicity " Kain 's system of Solicitor ' s Account-keeping ought to

“ It ie simple and satisfactory ." . in its operation ." be widely adopted ; I have found it work most admirably ,
" Simple and most satisfactory." “ I have used Kain 's plan of Book -keeping, and find great correctly , and satisfactorily, and it has the advantage of
“ I like the system very much . " advantage from it. " being very simpie . "

“ I think Kain ' s system exeellent. " “ Wehaveadopted Kain 's system , and found it to work " I am perfectly satisfied with the system , and dails es.

« he system works a Imirally . " satisfactorily ." perience the benefits resulting from its use . After several
" The system is simple and easy ." " Themore I see of Kain 's plan of Book -keeping themore years' experience, it is a duty I owe to express mny approba

“ I like the system exceedingly ." pleased I am with it ." tion of it."

“ I find the system very efficient." " Mr. Kxin 's plan of Solicitors' Book-keeping is very easy “ Wehavemuch pleasure in stating thatwehave adopted

“ We consider it inost satisfactory." Mr. Kain 's system of book -keeping . We have found it a
“ Wehave found it very efficacious." " " I am perfectly satisfied with the system , which is both great saving of time and trouble , and , at the same time,
“ I am well satisfied with Kain 's system ." simple and accurate ." correct and satisfactory . "
" I think the system exceedingly good." " I like Kain 's system much, Any one following it will " Mr. Kain's system of book-keeping is an advantageous

“ The system is working satisfactorily. " have good accounts ." one."
“ I am highly satisfied with Kain 's system ," “ I have found Kain 's system o work exceedingly well " I have had Kain 's system in use for nearly four years,

“ The Cash Journal is an excellent book ." . and am much pleased with it." and I find it works very satisfactory . Its greatest recom .

“ I am perfectly satisfied with the system ." " I think the system admirable ; it is a boon to the pro mendation is its simplicity . I consider it is the best

“ I recommend the system wherever I can ." fession which wasmuch needed ." system that has been broughtundermy notice ."
« Kain 's system is used by us, it is satisfactory. " “ Webave found the system more than we could have " Kain 's system is exceedingly good. I will do the best I

" I have found much benefit from the plan ." hoped for ; it is simple to perfection ." . ean to recommend it. The Treatise itself is un pretending.
“ The system has given us great satisfaction . " " We find Kain ' s system work admirably , and would re short and honest : his fr ends cannot help adopting tho

" The system continues to work satisfactorily." commend every solicitor to adopt it. " admirable plan it recommends. "
" I approve of Kain ' s system after three years ' trial." " Thesystem has been in operation in our office for some _ “ I approve most highly of Kain 's system ; the Cash
" The system is at once simple and satisfactory . " . year , and we find it very satisfactory . Journalshows at one view , at all times , the exact state of
“ I am exceedingly well satisfied with the system ." “ It works admirably , correctly and satisfactorily , and it affairs ; and its extreme siinplicity and self -adjusting prin

" The more I gee of the system the better I like it . " has the advantage of being very simple." ciple renders the smallest inadvertent error at any time
" The adoption of Kain ' s system is most usefulto me,' " I will thank you to send me as early as possible, a new detecta le."
“ The beauty of the system is its extreme simplicity." set of Kain ' s excellent Account Books." " Wehave reason to to speak very highly of Kain ' s system ,
" I feel bound to say that I am pleased with the system ." “ The system continues to give us much satisfaction , and after five years' trial ; it is much less trouble than the old
“ The system is original, has merit ; and is practicable ." it answers the purpose intended remarkably we l.' system , and has themerit of showing results in a very clear

* " Its best feature next to its soundness, is its sim " The beauty of Kain 's system is its extrerae simplicity, and satisfactory manner. Wecan highly recommend it ."

plicity." and it is applicable to any business almost ad infinitum ," . " We can with confidence recommend Mr. Kain ' s system
• Wehave every reason to be satisfied with Kain 's sys “ Kain ' s system of Solicitors' Bookkeeping, with which of book -keeping, which has met with great support by the

tem we aremuch pleased , is comprehensive and simple." Profession here,many of the principal firms having adopted" Iam thoroughly satisfied with its simplicity and effi " As I opprove of the system , I shall use myexertions ir
ciency. " recommending the tise of Kain ' s books wherever I can." “ Kain 's system of book -keeping is what few human things
" We most readily express our satisfaction with the “ We have much pleasure in bearing our testimony to the are , perfect and incapable of improvement. In addition to

Bystem . " simplicity of the system ,and the accuracy it secures, " the beauty of the system , we may remark upon its extrems

The system works well, and I am very much pleased " The system is highly satisfactory, and I think the simplicity , a feature wanting in all others that we have
Profession are greatly indebted to Mr. Kain for bringing it seen ; and we cannot place too high an estimate upon the

" We find the system answer very well , and like it very before them ." value of the information which it daily affords us of our
" During the time that we have had Kain 's system of position , progress, and profits."

" I need hardly say how much I admire Kain's excellent Solicitors' Book-keeping (about three years),wehave found “ Wehavemuch pleasure in expressing our admiration of
bystem . " it very efficacious. " Kain ' s system of Solicitors' Accounts. If the proper* **Wehave reason to speak very highly of Kain's excellent " I have been recommended very strongly to adopt Kain 's entries are made (and they may be made with ease, and,

system , and shall be glad if you will send me a set of books according to our experience, with pleasure
" I have found it exceedingly useful and very simple in before the 1st of January . ” Journal will afford unerring information . We think tha

working."
" I have pleasure in again expressing my approbation of | principle is sound, and peculiarly applicable to Solicitors'

" I continue to approve ofthe system after a trial of three the system , after an experience of its working for many | Accounts , while in its operation there is much sim
years. It is admirable , and saves labour greatly .

AND MANY MORE OF A SIMILAR CHARACTER .

WATERLOW and SONS are the SOLE MANUFACTURERS of KAIN 'S ACCOUNT BOOKS, which are copyright.
LISTS FREE ON APPLICATION.

with it."

much .”

system ."

Jears." plicity

1. , LONDON :

WATERLOW AND SONS,
London Wall, E .C. ; Birchin -lane, E .C.; and Parliament-street, S.W .
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THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 1869 (32 & 33 Vict. c . 71) ; THE DEBTOR 'S

MR. EFFINGHAM WILSON ' S IMPOR
M TANTCOMMERCIAL AND OTHER WORKS.
NOTICE . - Now ready , Twelfth Edition re -written , price

353. ' dedicated by special permission to the Committe of
the Stock Exchange .

OF 1. HENN ' S COMPENDIUM of the
ENGLISH and FOREIGN FUNDS, DEBTS ,

and REVENUES of ALL NATIONS : together with
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dealt in by Investors at Home and Abroad ; the Laws
and Regulations of the Stock Exchange, & c. ; the whole
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vol, Svo ., 21s .AND ALL THE CASES AND DECISIONS OF ALL THE COURTS DOWN TO THE

PRESENT TIME. 6 . DOSANQUETS ( B . T . ) SIMPLE
D INTEREST TABLES. One vol. 8vo , 5s .

7 . NATE' S COUNTING -HOUSE GUIDE to
1 the HIGHER BRANCHES of COMMERCIAL

By A . A . DORIA , of Lincoln 's Inn , Esq ., B . C . L ., Barrister -at-Law . CALCULATIONS, Ninth Edition . One vol. fcap.
840 , 78 . 6d .

8 . DOBINSON 'S STOCK and SHARE
1 TABLES. Fifth Edition. One vol. fcap 8vo , 5s.

CONTENTS:
9. DUTTER' S SILK and TEA TABLES .

CHAP. I.-- THE COURT OF BANKRUPTCY , Chap. XV. - Of The Rights, Duties, AND LIABILITIES OF One vol. 8vo, 105.
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1 . Preliminary observations. TABLES.
Sect .

10. PUTTER'S EXCHANGE
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2 . Protection of certain transactions relating to the 14 . DARNELL'S LAND and HOUSES. A
CHAP. IV . - JURISDICTION OF THE COURT. disposition of the bankrupt' s property .
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3 . The local bankruptcy courts . (ANTHONY)15. DULLROOK 'S COM
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I PANIES ACTS, 1862-67. Fourth Edition. With5 . Of appeals . 1 . Generally . Copious Index . One vol. demy8vo ., 68.6 . The sittings of the court. 2 . To carry on the business of the bankrupt for thebene
7 . Of fees and stamps . fit of the creditors. 16 . MITH ' S (DR. JAS. WALTER ) LEGAL

3 . To bring or defend actions, & c .
CHAP V . - THE PERSONS LIABLE TO BECOME BANKRUPT, D FORMS for COMMON USE. Eighth Edition .4 . To realise the estate .

One vol, fcap . Svo ., 8s. 6d .1 . Generally. 5 . To exercise powers vested in the bankrupt.
2 . Persons liable as traders. 6 . To mortgage or pledge the estate for payment of debts . 17. SHAW 'S FIRE SURVEYS : A Summary
3 . Non -traders . 7 . To accept a composition or general schemeof arrange of the Principles to be observed in Estimating thement.

Risks of Buildings. By Captain Shaw , of the LondonChap. VI. -OF ACTS OF BANKRUPTCY. 8. To divide property amongst creditors. Fire Brigade . Price 108. 6d .
1. Generally .
2 . Enumeration of. CHAP. XX. - The Proor OF DEBTS AND PAYMENT IN FULL | 18. W ARD' S INVESTMENTS . Being a

i. When and before whom debts may be proved. y Popular Exposition of the Advantages and
( WAP VII. - OF PROCEEDINGS TO OBTAIN ADJUDICATION . 2 . By whom debtsmay be proved . Disadvantages of each kind of Investment, and of its
1 . Generauy, 8 . How debts may be proved . Liability to Depreciation and Loss. By ROBERT ARTHUR
2 . The petition . 4 . Whatácbts may be proved . WARD, Solicitor. Fourth Edition . Price 28 . 6d .
3 . Service of petition ,
4 . Consequence of presenting petition , CRAP. XXI. - OF THE AUDIT AND DIVIDEND. Now ready. Eighth Edition ,
5 . Proceedings upon the petition , Of the audit . 19 . DEARCE'S MERCHANTS CLERK . A

2 . Of the dividend . L Short Exposition of the Laws and Customs regu .CHAP VIII, - THE HEARING AND ADJUDICATION . 3 . Of staying a dividend. lating the Principal Operations of the Counting -house .
1 . Generally . Price is.-OHP. XXII.- CLOSE OF THE BANKRUPTCY AND RELEASE2 . Where the debtor does not appear .
3 . Where the creditor does not appear, OF THE TRUSTEE Price 18 . each , by post for 13 stamps.

4 . Where neither party appears. 1 . Close of the bankruptcy . NILSON' S LEGAL HANDY BOOKS.5 . Showing cause against adjudication . 2 . Release of the trustee .
8 . Of the adjuoication .

7 . Of appealagainst adjudication .
CHAP . XXIII. -- OF ANNULLING THE ADJUDICATION AND ITS 20 . BILLS, CHEQUES, NOTES, and I. O . U .' S .

COXSEQUENCES. 21. BANKING : 108 Customsand Practice .

CHAP. IX . - THE CONSEQUENCES OR ADJUDICATION ,
22. MASTER and SERVANT: Employer and Employed .

CEP. XXIV . - OF LIQUIDATION BY ARRANGEMENT, 23. PRIVATE TRADING PARTNERSHIP .
As regards thebankrupt' s property .

2 As regards the bankrupt himself . 1. Ofthe petition ,
24 . JOINT-STOOK COMPANIES. With Directions for

Forming & Company.2 . The appointment of a receiver and manager, and of
25 . PUBLIC MEETINGS.

CHAP X . - OF THE MEETING OF CREDITORS injunction . 94. TRUSTEES : Their Duties and Liabilities,
3 . Firstmeeting and proceedings thereat.

1 . Generally. 4 . Registration of the resolution and its consequences ,
27 . HUSBAND and WIFE , MARRIAGE and DIVORCE ,

2 . Of the first generalmeeting . PARENT and CHILD : Containing " The Married5 . Of the trustee, his rights and duties.
3 . Ofproceedings at first meeting. 6. Of the dividend . Women 's Property Act, " 28 . 6d .
4 . 01generalmeetings . 7 . Discharge of the debtor. London : EFFINGUAM WILSox , Royal Exchange .

8 . Close of the liquidation , and release of the trustee.
ORAP. XI. - OF THE APPOINTMENT OF THE TRUSTEE Third Edition, crown 8vo., cloth, price 58.

CHAP. XXV.- OF ARRANGEMENT BY COMPOSITION .1 . Who may vote in the appointment of trustee . TITTLE DINNERS ; HOW to SERVE
2 . Who may beappointed trustee . CHAP. XXVI.- OF EVIDENCE.

THEM with ELEGANCE and ECONOMY. By
3 . As to the number of trustees. MARY HOOPER , Author of " The Handbook of the
4 . The appointment of trustee and his confirmation 1. Written evidence. Breakfast Table."
5 . The rejection by the court of the trustee appoin ' ; 2 . Oralevidence.

the creditors . 3 . Privileged communications . HENRY S. KING and Co ., 65 Cornhill ; and

6 . The resignation , death , or removalofthe trustee . . 12, Paternoster-row . _
CHAP. XXVII. - OF THE SOLICITOR. Small crown 8vo ., cloth , price As.

CHAP XII. - OF THE COMMITTEE OF INSPECTIC M , ITS 1 . Generally,
POWERS AND DUTIES .

T ONGEVITY ; TheMEANS of PROLONG .2. Rights, duties, and authorities of the solicitor,
ING LIFE AFTER MIDDLE AGE. By JOHN .

1 . Oftho appointment of the committee ofinspection . CHAP . XXVIII.--Or Costs . GARDNER , M . D ., Author of " Household Medicine."
9 . The powers and duties of the committee of insieotion . 1. Generally .

HENRY S . King and Co ., 65 . Cornhill ; and

Char. XIII. -- OF THE PUBLIC EXAMINATION OF THE
2 . Taxation of costs . 12 . Paternoster - row .
3 . The solicitor 's lien for his costs .

BANKRUPT. 4 . Mode of enforcing payment of costs . RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS.

ORAP. XIV . - DISCHARGE OF THE BANKRUPT. . Demy 8vo., price 88., cloth.Chap. XXIX OF OFFENCES IN BANKRUPTCY .

1 . Grant, refusal, co si pension of order of discharf THE REGULATION OF RAILWAYS
1 . Generally.

2 . Errect of, when granted 2. Of contempts.
ACT. 1873 ; with a digest and epitomeof the decisions

3 . Status ut ardischarged bankrupt. 1 5 . Of offences strictly so called. under the Railway and Canal Traffic Act, and theGeneral
Orders, Forms, and Table of Fees published by the Railway
Commissioners : containing also selected clauses of the
State Purchase Act, 1814, and of the Railway Clauses Act ,
1845, and an account of the Report of the Amalgamation
Committee of 1872 . - By J . M . LELY, Barrister- at- Law .
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THE QUEEN . THE FIELD,
THE LADY' S NEWSPAPER.

Published every Saturday, price Sixpence.
THE COUNTRY GENTLEMAN 'S NEWSPAPER :

Published cvery Saturday , price Sixpence .
LEADERS

ARE given every week on current and
A interesting topios.

" THE TOURIST "
GIVES account of Traveland Places.
UT

" GAZETTE DES DAMES "
CHRONICLES all events of special in
U terest to ladies . It also contains
correspondence on the cocial subjects
that are within the province of women .

“ CA SERIE DE PARIS ”
Sa weekly letter from Paris , giving all
the chit- chat and doings of that city .

« THE COURT CHRONICLE ”
MIVES all the fashionable movements at

home and abroad ." MUSIC AND MUSICIANS."
TREATS of all the MusicalSocieties, the

Operne, and the new Vocal and
Instrumental Music .

" THE LIBRARY TABLE
IVES reviews of the New Books,

U Litorary, Artistic, and Scientific
Gossip . Notes and Queries about Authors
and Books, & c .

" THE DRAMA "
RITIQUES of all Performances at the

U London Theatres, Theatrical Gossip,
& o .

ALL the NEW MUSIC Is noticed .

I

PORTRAITS AND BIOGRAPHIES
F the most celebrated Personages, LETTERS
both men and women , of the TROM Paris and Vienna, with Notes

past and present ages , are frequently from Scotland , Ireland, and else
given . where , are given weekly.

THE " WORK TABLE ” " THE GARDEN

TS dovoted to designs and descriptions TS & column set apart for instructions for
Ladies ' Gardening .I of all new and useful work . Orna

mental Feather Work, Fretwork , Solid
Wood Carving, Church Embroidery , " THE HOUSEWIFE "
Orochet, Tatting . Leatherwork , Knitting , IVES practical instructions for the
& c ., & c ., are all fully treated . U management of a household , useful

and valuable recipes for cooking, pre
“ PASTIMES " serving, pickling, & c. & c .

TNCLUDE Acrostics , Croquet, Chess,
Acting Charades, & c ., & c . EMBROIDERY, CROOVET, AND

TATTING
RE all treated by Ladies well qualified

THE BOUDOIR
to do so .TS set apart for Notes and Queries on

Etiquette and such - like.
THE NEW BOOKS

NOTES AND QUESTIONS, MHAT would be likely to interest Ladies
W ITH their Answers , on every subject are carefully reviewed .

relating to Ladies, will be found in
their respective departments. " LYRA DOMESTICA "

MONTAINS Original Poetry .

COLOURED FASHION PLATES
RE given gratis with THE QUEEN of THE DOINGS OF THE UPPERA the first Saturday of every month . TEN THOUSAND

IT Home and Abroad are chronicled .
PATTERNS

F all kinds, both coloured and plain ,
including Traced Paper Patterns,

“ THE EXCHANGE ” .Bralding Patterns, Cut Paper Patterns, TS & departmet of THE QUEEN that
Crest Album Designs, Wood -Carving De

1 enables ladies and others to procuresigns, Berlin Wool Patterns, Fretwork
articles that they want for those forPatterns , & c ., & c ., are given . which they have no further use . Creats ,
Monograms, Seals , Stampe, Feathers

" THE PARIS FASHIONS ” Coins, Objects of Art or verin , Patterns,
WIVES Illustrations and Descriptions Jewellery, or, in short, any of those mul.

T of the Dresses worn in Paris at the titudinous articles that interest, or are
Promenades, Balls, Fétos, and elsewhere . of use to, ladies , are readily disposed of.

Coloured Supplements, Chromo- Lithographs, and Coloured Patterns are
frequently given.

LEADERS " COURSING. "
Ninteresting Sporting subjeots are DEPORTS of all Meetings are given

given every week in THE FIELD . n weekly for the duration of the season .

“ SHOOTING." " FOOTBALL "
CONTENTS : Original Articles and Cor thoroughly reported by competent
U respondence on Shooting Adventures , authorities.
Game Preservation ,New and Old Shooting
Grounds, New Guns, Cartridges, and all " ATHLETIC SPORTS "
the paraphernalia of a sportsman . fully reported every week during

the season ." ANGLING . "
ARTICLES and Correspondence on
A Fishing, Reports from " POULTRY AND PIGEONS ”the Rivers,
Oyster and Salmon Culture, and every A RE fully treated , and Reports aro
thing connected with river , lake, or sea 1 given of all Showe.
fishing are given .

" NOTES AND QUESTIONS. "
" YACHTING ." W ITH their Answers, on every subject

DEPORTS of Matches , Accounts of interesting to Country Gentlemen ,
n Cruises, Correspondence, & c ., will be will be found in their respective depart.
ound here in the season . mente .

" THE FARM " “ THE TURF."
IVES practical advice for the proper DEPORTS of all Race Meetings, except
management of Farms (both arable n those of only local interest, are always

and pasture) and Farm Stock . given .

" TRAVEL ”" ARCHERY ." CONTAINS graphic and trustworthyALL the principal Matches of the week
A throughout the United Kingdom are U Articles upon Explorations in new or
reported during the season . little known parts of the world , with

accounts of their flora , fauna , and geo
logical formation , & c ., and the manners" DOGS AND HORSES.” and customs of the natives.

ARTICLES and Correspondence on the
A above subjects appear constantly from " THE GARDEN ."
the pens of well -known authors . HOROUGHLY practical instruction for

1 laying out and managing Flower and
" HUNTING ." Kitchen Gardens, Grape Houses, Orchard

TULL and accurate reports of the Runs , Houses, Forcing Beds, & c ., are given .
T with the various Packs of Hounds ,
Hunting, Appointments , Visits to the " THE LIBRARY TABLE ”
Kennels Notes from the Shires, & c . , are NONTAINS Reviews of Books on Sports,
given during theseason . Hunting, Cards, Natural History , and

in fact all those that treat of subjects
" HUNTING APPOINTMENTS ." that come within the scheme of THE

AN Alphabetical List of the Appoint FIELD .
A ments for the ensuing week are given
during the season . " SKATING .”

ARTICLES and Diagrams on the above
" ROWING ." are given during the season .

MHE Reports of Matches, Articles on “ THE COUNTRY HOUSE."
Training, and Letters from men well

TINDER this heading will be foundversed in the subject, are given every week .
Articles , Notes, Queries, & c ., on all

Subjects and Inventions that concern the
" THE VETERINARIAN Country House .

IVES full and practical instruction for
the management of Cattle in health " FOREIGN FIELD SPORTS.”

and disease. ARTICLES descriptive of Sport in all
parts of the world .

" CRICKET."
TNULL and accurate Reports of all " STEEPLECHASING ."
T Matches of interest are given during Steeplechases of general interest
the season . are fully reported .

Also Articles relating to " THE NATURALIST,” “ CHESS," “ CROQUET," " CARDS,

Subscription : Quarterly, 78. ; Half- Yearly, 143. : Yearly, £1 88.

OFFICE : 346 , STRAND, LONDON , W .C . .
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A SELECTION OF IMPORTANT LAW BOOKS RECENTLY PUBLISHED BY

STEVENS AND SONS,
119, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON , W .C .

cloth .

Published this day, 8vo . 1874. Price 30s., cloth 8vo. 1873. Price £1 18., cloth. Second Edition , 8vo. 1878. Price 148., cloth ,

Shelford's Real Property Statutes, in . Browne's Probate Practice. - A Treatise Russell on Mercantile Agency , - A
cluding the principle Statutes relating to Real Property on the Principles and Practice of the Court of Probate, Treatise on Mercantile Agency. By John A . RUSSELL
passed in the reigns of King William IV , and Queen in Contentious and Non -Contentious Business, with the Esq., LL . B .
Victoria ; with potes of decided cases. Eighth Edition . Statutes, Rules, Fees, and Forms relating thereto . By
By THOMAS H . CARSON , M . A ., of Lincoln 's - inn , GEORGE BROWNE, Esq ., Barrister- at-Law (Author Royal8vo . 1871 . Price £1 168., cloth .

Barrister-at- Law . of “ Practice for Divorce and Matrimonial Cauges " ). Smith ' s Mercantile Law - A Compendium
Third Edition, royal 12mo. 1868- 73. Price 248., cloth . 5 large rols., royal 8vo . 1870. Price £12 129., cloth . of Mercantile Law . By JOHN WILLIAM SMITH , late

COSTS UNDER THE BANKRUPTCY ACT 1869. Fisher' s Digest of the Reported Cases
of the Inner Temple . Esq ., Barrister -at- Law . Eighih
Edition . By GEORGE MORLEY DOWDESWELL , of

Scott' s Costs in the Superior Courts of DETERMINED in the HOUSE OF LORDS and PRIVY the Inner Temple, Esq., one of Her Majesty's Counsel.

COMMON LAW, and Probate, and Divorce, and in Con .
COUNCIL , and in the COURTS of COMMON LAW

In Four very thick vols., royal 8vo. 1865. Price £12 128.,
veyancing ; also in Bankruptcy (Act 1869 ), Proceedings in

DIVORCE , PROBATE , ADMIRALTY, and BANK

the Crown Office, on Circuit and at Sessions, and in the RUPTOY, from Michaelmas Term , 1756 , to Hilary Term ,
1870 ; with References to the Statutes and Rules of Chitty 's Collection of all the Statutes of

County Court ; together with Costs of Interlocutory
Rules and Orders under the Common Law Procedure Court. Founded on the Analytical Digest by Harrison , PRACTICAL UTILITY in the CIVIL and CRIMINAL

Acts 1852 and 1854 ; Bills of Exohange Act 1855 , & c . , & c . ;
and adapted to the present practice of the Law , By ADMINISTRATION of JUSTICE , with Notes thereon ;

and the Railway and Canal Tractic Act 1854. With an R . A . FISHER , Esq., of the Middle Temple, Barrister intended as a Court and Circuit Companion . By W . N .

Appendix , containing Costs under Parliamentary Elec at-Law , WELSBY and EDWARD BEAVAN , Esqrs., Barristers
tions Act 1868 By JOHN SCOTT, Esq ., of the Middle " Mr. Fisher's Digest is a wonderfulwork. It is a miracle at- Law . The Third Edition , greatly enlarged .
Temple, Barrister -at- Law . of human industry. ” - Mr. Justice Willes. Supplemental Volume to the above, comprising the Statutes

" The fact is , that we have already the best of all possible
Published this day , royal 12mo. 1874. Price £1 11s.6d ., cloth . Digests . I do not refer merely to the works which pass 1865 – 72. By HORATIO LLOYD , E q ., Barrister at

Roscoe's Digest of the Law of Evidence under that title - though , I confess, I think it would be very
Law , Vol. I., royal8vo . 1872 . Price £3 is , cloth . Vol.

difficult to improve upon Mr. Fisher' sin CRIMINAL CASES. Eighth Edition . By HORACE
II., Part I ., for 1873, price 78 . 6d ., sewed . (Continued

Common Law
Digest.' " - Mr, Stephen , Q . C ., in his address to the LawSMITH , Esq ., Barrister-at- Law .

Annually.)

Amendment Society on Codification in India and England , Two vols ., 8vo . 1871. Price £4 4s., cloth.
Seventh Edition , 2 vols ., royal 8vo . 1873 . Price £3 8s ., cloth . Session 1872- 3 . Daniell' s Chancery Practice. - The Prac.Prideaux's Precedents in Conveyancing ; Royal 8vo . 1873 . Price £1 188., cloth . tice of the High Court of Chancery, with some Observa

with Dissertations on its Law and Practice. Seventh Addison on Wrongs and their Remedies ; tions on the Pleadings in that Court . By the_ late
Edition . By FREDERICK PRIDEAUX and JOHN
WHITCOMBE, both of Lincoln 's -inn , Esqrs ., Bar

EDMUND ROBERT DANIELL, Barrister-at- Law .being a Treatise on the Law of Torts . Fourth Edition .
risters- at- Law .

Fifth Edition , with considerable Alterations and AddiBy F . S . P . WOLFERSTAN, Esq ., Barrister-at- Law . tiong, incorporating the Statutes , Orders , and Cases to
“ We really can hardly imagine a conveyancer being re- This day is published , Seventh Edition, Two vols., royal8vo . the Present Time, and Braithwaite 's Record and

quired to prepare any instrument which he will not find 1873. Price £3 16s., cloth . Writ Practice, together with References to a Companion
sketched out in the work under notice . . We can

Williams on the Law of Executors and
Volume of Forms and Precedents . By LEONARD

cordially recommend the book to both branches of the Pro . FIELD and EDWARD CLENNELL DUNX, Bar
fession ."' - Larc Journal, Jan , 1, 1870 ; See also March 15 , ADMINISTRATORS . A Treatise on the Law of Exe risters-at-Law , with the assistance of JOHN BIDDLE.
1873. cutors and Administrators . By the Right Honourable of the Master of the Rolls ' Chambers.
* * * This is a revised edition of a work to which the most Sir EDWARD VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, lato one of the

" It is the merit of Mr Daniell's Practice that it takes
favourable criticism cannot add reputation ." - Law Times, Judges of Her Majesty' s Court of Common Pleas .

nothing as known. The reader is minutelv instructed what
March 22, 1873 . Seventh Edition . By the Right Honourable Sir

EDWARD VAUGHAN WILLIAMS and WALTER V . he is to do and how he is to do it, and if he closely follows

Two vols., 8vo. 1878. Price £3 39., cloth . VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, Esq., of the Inner Temple , his guide he cannot go wrong. " - Laro T'imes, Dec. 9 , 1865 .
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Fourth Edition , in 2 vols., royal 8vo., price £3 158 ., cloth . literary world. HOW TO ADDRESS TITLED PEOPLE andA SELECTION of LEADING CASES in
For the Musical Department the services of a dis

A EQUITY , with Notes . Vol. I. By FREDERICK OFFICIAL PERSONAGES :
THOMAS WHITE and OWEN DAVIES TUDOR, Esqrs ., tinguished musical critic have been secured . Opera , With Explanation of 550 Abbroviations, Academical
of the Middle Temple, Barristers-at-Law . Vol. II. By | Oratorio , and Concert performances of general interest Ecclesiastical, Legal, Literary , Medical, Masonic, Im
OWEN DAVIES TUDOR , Esq ., of the Middle Temple , perial, and Ancient. A companion to the writing desk ,
Barrister -at- Law . will be duly noticed ; and on the first Saturday of each 82mo., limp. Price Is.

month newly published music will receive special | EVERY KNOWN FERN (Synopis Filicum ) .
BROOM 'S CONSTITUTIONAL LAW . attention in a “ Monthly Musical Review ." By_ the_ late _ Sir W . J. HOOKER, K . H ., and JOHN

In 1 vol., 8vo . price £1 11s . 6d.. cloth . From the encouraging promises of support which GILBERT BAKER , F . L . S . New Edition , brought up

SELECTION of LEADING CASES on have been received , it is expected that the “ ILLUS to present time. Price el 2s . 6a . plain , £1 88 . coloured .
(Ready shortly.CONSTITUTIONAL LAW , viewed in Relation to TRATED SPORTING and DRAMATIC NEWS" will

Common Law , and Exemplified by Cases. By HERBERT
BROOM , LL . D ., Barrister -at-Law , Reader in Common secure a world -wide demand , and supply a want which COOL ORCHIDS, and HOW to GROW THEM ,
Law to the Inns of Court. has long been felt. We would , therefore , suggest to With Descriptive List of all thebest Species in Cultiva

tion . By F . W . BURBIDGE . Nlustrated by Woodcuta
our subscribers that in order to avoid delay in the and Coloured Figures. Crown 8vo . Price 6s. cloth .

8yo ., price el 11s. 6d . , cloth ,

'DROOM ' S SELECTION of LEGAL
receipt of the paper they should at once send in their

THE SHILLING PEERAGE , SHILLING
D MAXIMS. Fifth Edition , names and subscriptions for the ensuing year, either to BARONETAGE , SHILLING KNIGHT.

their news agents or to this office direct, addressed to AGE, and SHILLING HOUSE of COM
YATE LEE'S LAW AND PRACTICE OF the Publisher, 9, Wellington -street, Strand . MONS, for 1874 .

BANKRUPTCY . Edited by E . WALFORD, M .A .

Svo.. price £1 16s.. cloth. THE COUNTY FAMILIES of the UNITED
THE LAW and PRACTICE of BANK TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. KINGDOM ;

L RUPTCY and IMPRISONMENT for DEBT : com .
Dr. ROYAL MANUAL of the TITLED and UN

prising the Statutes, General Rules and Forms, and incor TITLED ARISTOCRAOY , for 1878 . Edited by .
porating_ such portions of the Third Edition of the late Three Months ... ... ... .. .
Mr. SHELFORD ' S TREATINE on BANKRUPTCY as WALFORD, M . A . Price £2 108 .

Half-yearly ... ... ... ... ... 14 0in applicable to the present Law , and the Insolvency, Bills
of Sale , and Warrante of Attorney Acts . By LAWFORD Yearly ... ... ... ... ... ... 27YATE LEE , of Lincoln 's Inn , Esq ., Barrister -at-Law . 0

LONDON :

LONDON : OFFICES : ROBERT HARDWICKE,
W . ATAXWELL & SON, 29, FLEET-STREET. ' 9, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND, W . C . & 192. PICCADILLY .
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MESSRS.
SMITH AND CO.,

SAMPSON LOW , MARSTON, Low ,
LAW BOOKSELLERS. LICENSED VALUERS, AND PURCHASERS OFAND SEARLE

LAW LIBRARIES,Are prepared to import any of the following

STANDARD AMERICAN LAW BOOKS No. 27, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, W . C .,
(if not in stock)within Five Weeks from date of order. Beg to call the attention of Gentlemen forming Libraries to their Extensive and Cheap STOCK o£

STANDARD LAW BOOKS. SECOND-HAND LAW BOOKS of which the following forms a portion .
ABBOTT, B . V . & A . LAW or CORPORATIONS.

Royal8vo . 495. THE LAW JOURNAL. - Reports in all the Courts, Crompton and Jervis, Exchequer. 2 vols . 1832 £l 26
ANGELL, J. K . ON CARRIERS. 4th Edition . Magistrates' Cases, Statutes and Digests to 1860. Old Crompton and Meeson , Eschequer. 2 vols, 1834 1 10

8vo . Sis . 60 . and new series , from 1823 to 1865, inclusive. A good | Crompton , Meeson, and Roscoe, E .sch . 2 vols .

- ACTIONS AT Law . 5th Edition . Bet, in ball calf, 55l. ; a fine copy , 571, 108. ; new hall , 1835- 36 . . .

8vo . Sls . 6d . calf , 6ll . 108.
DeGex,Macnaghten, and Gordonciin 2 7 68 vols .

(scarce )WATERCOURSES. 6th Edition . THRÉE COPIES, from 1840 to 1871. Chenp.
Svo . 318. 6d .

ANOTHER COPY, new ball calf, 1823 to 1871, complete Do Gex and Jones. 4 vols. 1857-60
DeGex , Fisher, and Jones. 4 vols, 1880-61

- and DURFEE , THOMAS. with Digests to 1865 . 100 vols. , 791.LAW OF THE LAW JOURNAL. - Reports. New series, 1832 to De Gex, Jones, and Smith . 4 vols . 1862-65
HIGHWAYS. 2nd Edition . 8vo . 258.

1865 , inclusive, with Digests to 1850 . Half calf, 501. ;
De Gex and Smale . 5 vols. . . io .

- and AMES, SAMUEL. LAW OF COR new half calf, 551. Douglas, King's Bench . 4 vols. 1813-21. : :
PORATIONS. 9th Edition . 31s. 6a . ANOTHER COPY, new half calf, 1832 to 1871, complete Dowling, Q . B ., C . P , and Exch , 9 vols. 1833 -42 3 0

with Digests to 1865 . 90 vols ., 701. Dowling's new series . 2 vols. . .
BISHOP ON CRIMINAL LAW . 2 vols. 8vo. 638.

. .

LAW REPORT3. 1866 to 1872, halt call , 361. 10s. Drewry' s Chancery. 4 volg. (very scarce)

- LAW OF MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE . THE JURIST. - Reports in all the Courts, Digests and Durnford and East, King's Bench . 8 vols.
5th Editin. 9 vols. 8vo . 689 . Articles. Old and new series, complete from 1837 to 1797- 1809 . . . . : : : . : . . . . .

East, King's Bench . 16 vols. . . . .1866, inclusive. 55 vols ., hall call, 231, ; a fine copy,DUER , JOHN . LAW OF MARINE INSURANCE .
1 13

211. 10s. ; Reports , only 201. Exchequer, by Welsby, Hurlstone , and
9 vols . 8vo . 633 . THE LAW TİMES RÉPORTS.---New series, 1859 to 11 vols., calf. 1849-56, 131, 108. ; 10 vols. . . 10 0 OGREENLEAF, SIMON . LAW OF EVIDENCE . 1865 . 12 vols . , half calf. 91. 10s. ; to 1867 , 15 vols . , 111, 108.; | Giffard . 3 vols .
13th Edition . 3 vols . 843 . to 1870, 22 vols., 161, 155. ; to 1872, 26 rols ., 201. ; to Haggard , Consistory Court. 2 vols. 1822 , . 013

HILLIARD , FRANCIS. LAW OF INJUNCTIONS. 1873 , 28 vols . 221. 10s. Haygard , EcclesiasticalCourts. 4 vols. 1829 -31 1 18

and edition . Svo. Sis. 6d .
THE WEEKLY REPORTER . - Decisions in all the Hare's Chancery. 11 vols . . . .

Courts, from 1853 to 1865 . 12 vols ., halt calf , 101. ; 19 Hemming and Miller. 2 vols . 18
- - - LAW OF MORTGAGES. vols . , 181. Hudson and Brooke, K . B . and Exch . 2 vols . 16

4th Edition . 2 vols . 8vo. 658. STATUTES AT LARGE . by Tomling and Raith Jacob, Chancery , temp. Lord Eldon , 1823

- LAW OF REAL PRO0 . 1 Magoa Charta to 1865 . 85 vols. , 8vo . , calf, 231, Jacob and Walker , Chancery . 2 vols . 1

PERTY. 4th Edition. 2 vols. 8vo . 688. STATUTES AT LARGE, by Ruffhead. Magna Charta Johnson' s Chancory . vol. 1859

LAW OF Torts.
Johnson and Hemming. 2 vols . 1860-62to 1865. 45 vols., 4to .. call , 241.

3rd STATUTES AT LARGE , 'by Runnington . Magna Kay's Chancery . 1 vol. . . . . . . . . 18 %
Edition . 2 vols . 8vo. 635. Charta to 1830 , 1831 to 1865 . Royal 8vo ., fine set , Kay and Johnson . 4 vols. (very scarce)

LAW OF VENDORS. 2nd 181, 108.
Leach 's Cases in Crown Law , 2 vols. 1815

Edition . 8vo . 818. 6i . THE PUBLIC GENERAL STATUTES, in royal8vo . Lee 's Judyments in the Ecclesiastical Courts ,

by Phillimore .1830 to 1865. A good set, half calf, 101, 10s. ; new half 2 vols .
KENT, JAMES. COMMENTARIES ON AMERICAN

1832 - 33 . .

LAW . 12th Edition . 4 vols. 8vo . £5 .
Llord and Goold , Irish Chancery , temp. Sug .calf , 121. 128. ; in boards, 77. 10s.
den , 1838 , .

MAY, J . W . LAW OF INSURANCE . 3rd Edition . Machaghten and Gordon, Chancèry: 3 vols.
8vo . 389. 1850 -51 .

Bacon 's Abridgement. 8 vols . 1832 . . . . £2 10 0
PARSONS'S LAW OF CONTRACTS . 6th Edition . MiCleland, Exchequer. 1825 : : : : : : : 6 19

Burges' Commentaries on Colonial Law . 4 vols . . . M 'Cle !and and Young, Exchequer. 1827. . . 012
S vols . 948. 6d . (searce ) . 13 10 0

Maddock , Chancery. 6 vols . 1817 - 29 .

- LAW OF PARTNERSHIP. 2nd Edition. siastical Law , by Phillimore. , Maule and Selwyn , King's Bench . 6 vols .vois. 1842 .
8vo. Sls , 6d . 181 - 291814-29 .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Bythewood and Jarman's Conveyancing , by
- LAW OF PROMISSORY NOTES. 2

Maeson and Welsby. 17 vols. (scarce ). . . . 17
Sweet. Vols. I. to VII., IX . and XI. 41. and

vols . 8vo. 638 . from 5l, to . . . : :
Merivale , Chancery. 3 vols . 1817 -19 . . . . 0 15 @6 6 0 Modern , by Leach . 12 vols . 1793 - 96

LAW OF MARINE INSURANCE. 2 Bythewood and Jarman 's Conveyancing,with Moody's Reserved Crown Cases.vols . 8vo . GRR. 2 vols.Sweet' s Index . ll vols . 2 1001829 - 36
1837 -44 (scarce ) . . . 1 18LAW OF SHIPPING. 2 vols. 8vo . 63s. Comyn ' s Digest, by Hammond . 8 vo

Cruise's Digest of the Laws of Real Property,
Moody and Robinson, Nisi Prius Cases. 2 vols .

PHILLIPS' S LAW OF INSURANCE. 5th Edition. 1837 - 44 . .
by White. 7 vols.

vols. 80. 63s. Hayes' Introduction to Conveyancing. 2 vols.
Moore's C.P .and Exch . 12 vols. isis- 3: ' :
Moore and Payne, C . P . and Exch .RAWLE, W . H . LAW OF COVENANTS. 4th : : 0 180 5 vols.1810 . i. 1828 - 32 : : :

Hughes Concise Precedents in Conveyancing. : : 1 10
Edition . 8vo . 3 ! 8 . 6d . olsMyine and Keen, Chancery. 3 vols . 1831-37 i i183437 . i 13 vols.SCOTT and JARNAGIN . LAW OF TELEGRAPHS. Mylneand Craig, Chancery. '5 vols . 1837 -48 . 20Lewin on Trusts and Trustees. 1857. i3s 18ci
8vo . 2os . Nicholl , Hare, Carrow , Oliver, Beavan , de Le

Morley's Digest of the Reported Cases in
SEDGWICK , H . D . DAMAGES. 6th Edition. froy' s Railway and Canal Cases. 7 vols . . .

India , published at 101. 10s. . Perry and Davison , Queen 's Bench . 4 vols.
8vo . 383 . Roper on Legacies, last edition, by H . H .

W bite
1839.42.

STATUTORY LAW . 8vo. 2 vols . . 1 10 : , :0. : : :
icoPhillimore, Ecclesiastical Casog. 3 vols. 1818 -27vols. igis-27

ine 1656 .Tudor's Leading Cases in Conveyaueing. 1856. 0 15
Sls .6d .

0 Philips, Chancery Cases, 2 vols. 1847 -49 . .
Sugden ' s Decisions in Ireland . 8 vols . New

SHEARMAN and REDFIELD . LAW OF NEG Rassell, Chancery, temp. Eldon and Lynd.
calf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 15 0 hurst. 5 vols. .LIGENCE. 8vo . Sls . 60 . . : : : wie ' 1832: 37 . O 13Russell and Mylne, Chancery . 2 vols. 1832-37, o 13

SCHOULER . LAW OF PERSONAL PROPERTY. Russelland Ryan, Reserved Crown Cases. 1825 0 7
Svo . Sis. 6 . REPORTS IN ALL THE COURTS. Ryan and Moody, Cases at Nisi Prius. 1827

STORY, JOSEPH . LAW OF AGENCY. 7th Octavo Editions. Salkeld ' s K . B . , by Evans, 3 vols . 1822 . . .

Edition . Sis. 6d . Cox's Criminal Cases. 10 vols, Brown calf, Saunders (Sir Edm . ) K . B ., by Williams. 3

LAW OF BAILMENTS. 8th 211. 10s. vols . . . . : . · 1824, 6s . ; 184. 10 1 10

Edition . 8vo . Slg. 6d . Addams, Ecclesiastical. 2 vols . 1823 . . . 090 Sausse and Scully , Irish Chancery, Rolls Court.
Adolphus and Ellis , K . B . 12 vols. 1835 -42 . 3 0 0 1841. .

- BILLS OF EXCHANGE. 4th Adolphus and Ellis . New series, 18 vols .
Edition . Svo. Sls. Od . 1806 - 10

- CONFLICT OF LAWS. 7th Ambier's Chancery, by Blunt.' 2 vols. 1923 . Shower's King's Bench ,by Leach: 2 vols. 1794. 0 8
Edition . 8vo. 355. Atykns, Chancery . '3 vols . 1781, 83. ; 1794 1 5 0 Shower , K . B ., by Butt . 1836 .

- CONSTITUTION Ball and Beattie , Chan ., Ireland. 2 vols . 1807 - 14 0 9 Simons and Stuart , Chancery . 2
OF THE

UNITED STATES. 4th Edition . 2 vols . 850. 633 .
Barnewell and Alderson , K . B . 5 vols . 1818 -22 0 12 0 Simons, Chancery, V . C . Courts. 17 vols . 1829-54 6 15
Barnewell and Cresswell, K . B . 10 vols . 1823 - 32 2 Simons, Chancery , new reries . 2 vols . 1851-52 1

EQUITY JURISPRUDENCE . Barnewell and Adolpbus, K . B . 5 vols , 1831 - 35 1 00 Strange's Law and Equity , by Nolan . 2 vols .
11th Edition . 2 vols . 8vo . 758. Beattie , Chancery , Ireland . 1814 -30 . . . . 0 16 61 1795 . . . . . . . . . .

- EQUITY PLEADINGS. 8th Batty, K . B ., Ireland . 1825 - 26 . . . . . 0 4 6 Swanstone, Chancery, temp. Lord Eldon .
Beavan 's Rolls Court. 36 vols. , cal 0 0 3 vols . 1321- 27 . . 1 100Edition . 8vo . $ 14,6d .
Blackstone ( H .), C . P . and Exch . 2 vols. 1827 Taunton, Common Pleas, & c. 8 vols. ' 1310. : i 15

LAW OF PARTNERSHIP . 6th Blackstone ( H .), C . P . and Exch ., by Meymott . Turner and Russell, Chancery, temp. Lord
Edition . Svo . Sis .6d . 1837 Eldon . 1 - 32 , . . .

PROMISSORY NOTES. Tyrwhitt, Exchequer . 5 vols.

Edition , 8vo. 318 .6d . 1828 TyrwhittaniGrangor, Exchequer, 1897. . .

-- W . W . Bingham , Common Pleas. 10 vols . 1824–33 . 3 10 0 Vesey and Beames, Chancery. 3 vols . 1813-15 . 0 10 6
LAW OF CONTRACTS. 5th

Bingham , Common Pleas. New cases. 6 vols. Vesey (Sen . ), with Belt's Supplement. 3 vols.
Edition . 2 vols. 8vo. 63s . 1835 . 1825 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 10

- LAW OF SALES. 4th Boganquet and Puller , c .P . Esch. 3 vols, 1871 Vesey (Jun.), Chancery , with Index. 20 vols .
Edition . 8vo . 31s . 6d . Bosanquet and Puller . New Cases. 2 vols. 1806 06 1801-22, £4 108. ;edition 1827,with Hovenden 's

Bosanquet and Puller , Exch . 5 yols . 1826 Supplement. 22 vols . . . . . 9
TOWNSHEND ON SLANDER AND LIBEL . 2nd

10

Broderip and Bingham , C . P . 3 vols. 1822 . 0 9 6 Younge, Exchequer in Equity. 1833 . . . . 06 @
Edition . Svo . 308. Brown ( W .) , Chancery. 4 vols . 1801. . . . 0 10 0 Younge and Collyer, Chancery. 2 vols . 1813 - 44 1 2

WASHBURN 'S LAW OF REAL PROPERTY. 3rd Brown ( W .), Chincery, by Belt . 4 vols . 1820 2 10 0 Younge and Collyer , Exchequer in Equity.

Edition . 3 vols. 948 . 6d . Brown ( W . ), Chancery , by Eden . 4 vols .

LAW OF EASEMENTS AND Burrow , King 's Bench . 5 vols. 1790 . ii . 12 0 1 Younge and Jervis, Exchequer. 3 vols. 1828-30 i 70

SERVITUDES. 2nd Edition . 8vo . Ses. Burrow , King's Bench . 5 vols. 1812 .
Burrow , Settlement Cases . 1732.76 , 3s .

WHARTON , F . CRIMINAL LAW OF THE Caldecott, Settlement Cases . 1790 .

UNITED STATES. 7th Edition . 3 vols . 948. 6d. Published by SMITH & Co., the Third Edition ofCampbell, Nisi Prins. 4 vols, 1808
WHEATON , H . ELEMENTS OF INTERNATIONAL Carrington and Payne. Nisi Prius. 9 vols . . . 600| THE COMMON LAW PROCEDURE. BY THOMAS

LAW . Sth Edition , Svo . 303. Carrington and Marshman, Nisi Prius. 1940 -4 % HUGI MARKHAY , Esq . Price 10s, 6d. Reduced to 78.

Carrington and Kirwan , Nisi Prius. 2 vols . nett .
1815 - 50 , 30s. ; with Vol. III. , Parts 1 and 2 . 3 REDMAN ' S LIABILITY OF RAILWAY COM

LONDON : Carrow , Hamerton, and Allen , New Sessions PANIES AS CARRIERS OF GOODS AND LIVE
Cases. 3 vols, 1811-51. Vol. IV., Parts I . to STOCK . Price 38. 6d .

SAMPSON Low , MARSTON , Low , . . 200Chitty, Bail Cases. 'isi9_20 2 vols . . . 0 15 01 Just out,

Coke, by Thomas and Fraser. 6 vols. 1826 G . E . LYONS' HANDBOOK OF THE LAW 05

Croké. K . B , and C . P ., by Leach, 4 vols, 1791 1 100 BILLS OF SALE. 28, 6d.

2
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0
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NEW NATIONAL SERIAL .- Messrs. CASSELL, PETTER and GALPIN have NTEVENS AND SONS, 119, Chancery-lane,
LONDON .

in preparation a New Serial Work, which they will issue under the title of LAW BOOKS PURCHASED OR VALUED ,

A CATALOGUE OF MODERN LAW BOOKS (No. 13),
874, sent post free on receipt of two penny stamps.

Just out, 6th edition , in imperial 8vo ., price 7s. 6d .,

DUBLIC HEALTH , DIGEST of the LAW
[ of, with Precedents of 550 Bye-laws, and Notes of $64

Cases. By G . E . CHAMBERS, Barrister.

Each Number will comprise an Authentic STEVENS, 119, Chancery -lane ; Knight, 90 , Fleet-street.

THE COMPANIES ACTS 1862 and 1867,
- Fourth Edition , now ready, price s . 60., in cloth , A· LIFE -LIKE PORTRAIT , IN COLOURS, HANDY BOOK, by RICHARD JORDAN , containing all

the necessary information for the Formation and Managc.
ment of Public Companies , Instructions as to the Prepara .
tion of the Memorandum and Articles of Association ,

Of one of the prominent characters of the present day, accompanied by an ORIGINAL Special Resolutions, Annual Returns, Books to be kept.
Liability of Members, Voluntary Winding-up, Notices for

MEMOIR, compiled from reliable sources. The Work will be published once a Fortnight, Gazette ," Table of Fees, Stamp Duties, & c .
London : STEVENS and Sons, 119, Chancery - lane, Fleet

namely, on every alternate Wednesday, price SIXPENCE , and the First Number will be

issued on the 20th of May .
Pub'ished this day , post sto ., price 123., cloth .

THE TRAMWAY ACTS of the UNITED
KINGDOM , with Notes on the Law and Practice :

THE FIRST FOUR NUMBERS WILL CONTAIN PORTRAITS OF an Introduction , including the Proceedings before tho
Commitees , and Decisions of the Refereas with respect to
Locus Standi; and an Appendix , containing the Standing

1. THE RIGHT HON. W . E . GLADSTONE. Orders of Parliament, Rules of the Board of Trade re .
lating to Tramways, & c . By HENRY SUTTON, B . A ., of

2. THE RIGHT HON . B . DISRAELI.
Lincoln 's - inn , Barrister-at- Law .

London : Stevens and Sons, 119 , Chancery.lane,

3. THE RIGHT HON. JOHN BRIGHT. DE COLYARS LAW OF GUARANTEES.

Just published , 8vo ., 143. cloth .

4. THE RIGHT HON . THE EARL OF DERBY. A TREATISE on the LAW of GUARAN
TEES and of PRINCIPAL and SURETY. By

FULL PROSPECTUSES can be obtained of all Booksellers, or will be sent post free on application HENRY A ,DE COLYAR, ofthe Middle Temple, Barrister
at- Law .

to the Publishers.
London : BUTTERWORTHS, 7 , Fleet-street, Her Majesty' s

Law Publishers .

GUY'S HOSPITAL REPORTS.

Edited by H . G . HOWSE , M . S .

CASSELL , PETTER AND GALPIN : LONDON , PARIS , AND NEW YORK. THE VOLUME for 1874 is now ready .
1 Price 78 . 6d . Contains the following Medico -legal

MOLESWORTH ' S HISTORY OF ENGLAND , papers .
Medico Legal Observations on Tattoo Marksas Evidenca

of Personal Identity . Remarks on the Tichborne Case ,
By Ali . Swaine Taylor, M . D ., F . R . S

NOW READY, VOL. I., PRICE 69., OF A CHEAP EDITION,
Death from Disease or Poison (The West Haddon Case ).

By Alf Swaine Taylor, M . D ., F . R . S .
Action of the Poison of the Cobra di Capello. By A . S .

In 3 vols., crown 8vo, carefully revised , and carried up to March, 1874 ,of Taylor, M . D . F . R . S .
Toxicological Cases. By Thomas Stevenson, M . D .

And many other Papers.

THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND,
J . and A . CHURCHILL, New Burlington -street .

Just published, price 128., cloth .

DATEMAN 'S AUCTIONEER' S GUIDE .
FROM 1830 TO THE RESIGNATION OF THE GLADSTONE MINISTRY. ) Fifth Edition . The Auctioneer' s Guide ; containing

a Practical Treatise on the Law of Auctions, with a come

plete series of Conditions of Sales, Rules for Valuing Pro

By the Rev. W . NASSAU MOLESWORTH . perty. The Law of Distress , and numerous Forms, Tables ,

and Precedente . By JOSEPH BATEMAN , Esq ., LL . D .

Barrister -at- Law , late Assistant Solicitor of Inland Re

venne. Fifth Edition . By ROLLA ROUSE , Esq ., Bar

rister-at-law .
London : W . MAXWELL and Sox , 29 , Fleet-street .

FROM THE RIGHT HON . JOHN BRIGHTS SPEECH AT BIRMINGHAM .

“ It is a great misfortune that the history of our country that is nearest our own times young
MESSRS. HATCHARD ,

men are leastacquainted with . It is not written in histories that were read at school, and they are BOOKSELLERS AND PUBLISHERS,

not old enough , as I am old enough . to remember almost every political fact since the great Reform 187, PICCADILLY, LONDON ,

Bill of 1832 . I wish young men would read some history of this period. A neighbour and a friend
of mine, a most intelligent and accomplished clergyman - Mr. Molesworth - has published a work , A very large Assortment of

being a political history of England from the year 1830 — that is, from the first Reform Bill - until NEW AND STANDARD BOOKS,
within the last two or three years ; a book honestly written, in which facts are plainly, and I believe
truly stated , and a work which would give great information to all the young men of the country, if

In Cloth and Leather Bindings,

they could be prevailed upon to read it.” FOR THE LIBRARY, THE TABLE , AND FOR CHILDREN .

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT FOR CASII .

CHAPMAN and HALL, 193, Piccadilly . MESSRS. HATCHARD 'S LIST .

Now ready , price 68.,
Just published,small crown 8vo., cloth , 69.,

The Modern Avernus. The Descent of
ENGLAND - HOW FAR ? Being a Protest against

ON conceding the Claims of the Roman ists . By JUNIUS

JUNIOR.
« book like this does much good in making the public

aware of latent danger. " - Church Bells,
" This is one of the most valuable works of its class wo

have met with for some time, and is evidently the produce

tion of a well-stored and cultivated mind ." - Review .

UPON THE

Will be published shortly, crown 8vo., cloth, 78 .6d.,

An Authentic Report of the Speeches and
PROCEEDINGS of the MEETINGS held in ST.

JAMES' S and EXETER HALLS, to EXPRESS

BYMPATHY with GERMANY in ite ST , UGGLE
AGAINST ULTRAMONTANISM . With Introduc

Barrister-at-Law , Recorder of Bath .
tion and Appendixes, containing a History of tho
Movement ; also the Encyclical, the Syllabus, the
Vatican Decree, and other important Documents ; also

LONDON : “ LAW TIMES ” OFFICE , 10 , WELLINGTON-STREET, STRAND, W . C . Reports of Meetings in Berlin , with fac-simile Auto

graphs of Count Moltke, Marshal Wrangel, ard others

who signed the Address of Thanks to the English

people. Edited by the Rev . Dr. BADENOCH .

SEVENTH ISSUE .
Now ready, thick fcap. 8vo ., cloth, 9s..

Now ready, super-royal 8vo., pp. 1000 , price 155. ; to subscribers, 135.60. Interpretation : being Rules and Prin
ciples assisting to the Reading and Understanding of
the Holy Scriptures. By S . R . BOSANQUET, M . A .,
anthor of " Principia ; or, Principles of Evil in

Religion," & c .

Third Edition , fcap. 8vo ., cloth, 8s. ; paper cover , 28 .6d .,
BEING A STATISTICAL BOOK OF REFERENCE FOR FACTS RELATING TO

Remarks on the Influence of Mental

THE CLERGY AND THE CHURCH ,
CULTIVATION and EXCITEMENT upon HEALTH .

By AMARIAH BRIGHAM , M . D . Reprinted from
« During the years which have passed since its first issue, this Directory has established a reputation for the Second American Edition .

remarkable accuracy and completeness . As a statistical book of reference for facts relating to the clergy and

the Church , it is , we believe, quite unequalled . There is first a list of the Archbishops and Bishops of England Seventh Edition, revised, square fcap . 8vo., cloth, 88 . 60 .,
and Wales, from the first appointment since the commencement of the present century , and this is followed by Scripture and Science not at Variance.
the fnllest information as to the personnel of Cathedral, Diocesan , Capitular, and Collegiate Establishments . By the late ARCHDEACON PRATT, of Calcutta .

The Directory proper occupies nearly a thousand pages , and is a marvellous compilation of useful details upon " The Archdeacon 's reply is firm and candid ,and has ong
the appointments and principal writings of clergymen in the Church of England or Scotch Episcopal Church , great quality which we earnestly recommend , that it is

The last feature of the work is a full list of the Benefices and Curacies in England and Wales, with references to decided in tone." - Christian Advocate .

the page and paragraph where full particulars are given .” - Nottinghamshire Guardian .

London : CLERICAL DIRECTORY OFFICE , 10, Wellington-street, Strand, W .C . | HATCHARDS, 187, PICCADILLY, LONDON ,

A TREA TISE

WARRANTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS

SALE OF PERSONAL CHATTELS.
By THOMAS WM. SAUNDERS, Esq.,

CROCKFORD' S CLERICAL DIRECTORY

FOR 1874 .
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une present year, will not merely require the Tabut keep them to week,shall notmore difficulttask toly require the" Lathe Law

DECENT LEGISLATION HAS MADE GREAT CHANGES in the Practice of the Law , and many other

I changes of almost equal importance are imminent.

The Law TIMES, as the Journal of the Law and the Lawyers, has for Twenty-eight years striven , aswe venture to

hope not unsuccessfully , to keep its Readers fully acquainted with the many Law Reforms that have been effected

during its long career , and strenuously to maintain the interests of the Profession .

The reform of the Judicature, and the consequent revolution in the Practice of the Law , which will

come into operation in the course of the present year, will not merely require the Lawyers to learn their

Profession anew , but will impose upon them the still more difficult task of unlearning. They will now need more

than ever an assistant that, from week to week , shall not only instruct them what the new law is, and to what extent

it modifies the old law , but keep them well informed of the decisions of the Courts upon the new Rules of Practice

and upon themany lesser changes that must for a long time follow the greater changes already accomplished.

To this duty the Law TIMES will devote itself. Arrangements are being made for the supply of complete infor

mation upon all that affects the Practitioner, so that he may be as well instructed by perusing these pages at home

as if he had been present in all the Courts. - .

The REPORTS of the Law TIMES are too well known to need description. It is necessary only to add, that special

attention will be paid to giving the earliest and fullest reports of all the many new points of Practice that must be

raised and decided in the new Courts under the new rules.

The CONTENTS of the Law TIMES may be classified thus:

LEADING ARTICLES. — The Legal Topics of the Day - | MARITIME LAW . - All the new cases relating to Maritime Law .

Practical Papers on Current Law - Recent Decisions and New | ECCLESIASTICAL LAW . - All the new law decided.

Laws and Rules.
THE COUNTY COURTS . The Law of the County Courts, with

THE LAW LIBRARY. - Careful Reviews of new Law Books.
reports of the most important cases decided in them .

THE BENCH AND THE BAR .

THE SOLICITORS' JOURNAL. - This Department has an
BANKRUPTCY LAW .- Reports of the cases decided in the

Superior Courts and the County Courts .
Editor devoted to it and 'all subjects interesting to the Solici
tors or affecting their interests are fully discussed. CORRESPONDENCE OF THE PROFESSION. - On all sub.

MAGISTRATES' LAW . - - All the Law decided in relation to jects relating to the Law and the Lawyers.

Magistrates', Municipal,and Election Law . LEGAL OBITUARY. - Biographies of deceased Lawyers, by

REAL PROPERTY LAW. - All the New Decisions, with com EDWARD WALFORD , Esq ., F . R . S .

ments on the Law of Real Property. THE GAZETTES. - Fully abstracted.

JOINT STOCK COMPANIES' LAW . - All the New Decisions ADVERTISEMENTS OF THE PROFESSION. – Estates for

and Law , with Comments, relating to the Law of Joint Stock Sale and to Let - Auction Sales Legal Notices - Wants and

Companies. Vacancies - Moneys wanted or to lend , & c .

od

THE LAW TIMES REPORTS

Are published on a separate sheet , large 8vo., for the convenience of binding in portable separate volumes, with

copious İndices. These Reports are the earliest and most complete . They are as follows :

HOUSE OF LORDS, by C . E . Malden, Esq., Barrister-at-Law . The COURT OF EXCHEQUER, by T. W . SAUNDERS and I

PRIVY COUNCIL, by J . P . ASPINALL . and C . E . MALDEN. LEIGH , Esqrs., Barristers -at-Law .

Esqrs., Barristers-at -Law . The BAIL COURT, by R . A . KINGLAKE, Esq., Barrister-at-Law .

The COURT OF APPEAL IN CHANCERY, by E . STEWART
The EXCHEQUER CHAMBER, by the Reporters of the Courts

ROCHE, and H . PEAT, Esq ., Barristers-at-Law . from which the cases come.

ROLLS COURT, by G . WELBY King and S . H . S . LOFTHOUSE,
The COURTS OF BANKRUPTCY, by A . A . Doria and B .

Esqrs, Barristers-at-Law . GUEST, Esqrs., Barristers -at-Law .

VICE -CHANCELLOR MALINS COURT, by F . Gould and
CROWN CASES RESERVED, by JOHN THOMPSON, Esq .

J . E . HORNE, Esqrs., Barristers-at-Law . Barrister-at -Law .

VICE -CHANCELLOR BACON 'S COURT, by the Hon . R . COURT OF PROBATE,by W . LEYCESTER, Esq., Barrister-at -Law .

BUTLER and F . GOULD , Esq., Barristers-at-Law . COURT FOR DIVORCE AND MATRIMONIAL CAUSES,

VICE-CHANCELLOR HALL' S COURT, by RICHARD MARRACK, by W . LEYCESTER, Esq., Barrister-at-Law .

M . A ., and S . H . S . LOFTHOUSE , Esqrs., Barristers-at-Law . ADMIRALTY COURT, by J. P . Aspinall,Esq ., Barrister -at -Law .

The QUEEN 'S BENCH , by J. SHORTT and M . W . McKELLAR, REGISTRATION APPEALS, in the COMMON PLEAS, by

Esqrs., Barristers-at-Law . the Reporters of the Common Pleas.

The COURT OF COMMON PLEAS, by J. M . LELY and ELECTION PETITIONS, by F . 0 . CRUMP, Esq., Barrister
ETHERINGTON SAITH , Esqrs., Barristers-at-Law . at-Law .

Two volumes of the Reports are published each year, containing upwards of Eighteen Hundred Pages, of three

thousand six hundred columns — equal in quantity to 8 vols . of the Law Reports , or others of the ordinary size.

N . B . - The Law Times is sent by post to subscribers paying in advance ; or it may be had by order through all

Newsmen and Booksellers.

The Reports in the Law TIMES may be had separately, if desired . The Law TIMES may be had alone at 9d . per

week ; the Reports alone at 1s. per week , including the double numbers.

Any of the volumes of the new series of the Law TIMES Reports, to complete sets, may be had bound at a very

trilling price by addressing the Publisher.

Persons desirous to take the Law TIMEs are requested to sign the following form of order, cut it off and forward

it by post to the “ Publisher,” Law TIMES Office , 10 , Wellington -street, Strand, London.

TO THE PUBLISHER OF THE “ LAW TIMES.”

SIR - Send until countermunded the “ LAW TIMES, THE JOURNAL OF THE LAW AND TIR
LATVYERS ” to

Yours, 8c.,

Name

Dated _ 1874 . Address
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HEPBURN AND COCKS,

ESTABLISHED 1790 .

93, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON , W .C .
Two Doors North of Union Bank.

DEED , BALLOT, CASH , and DESPATCH BOX , and
FIRE-PROOF SAFE MANUFAOTURERS. Air tight
and Travelling Boxes in stock , and made to order . Offices
and strong rooms fit ed up with Iron Tra les and She vet,

Sets o ' ands and Boxes made tot recesses to order ,

Estim to given . Price Li- ts of Deed buxes on application ,
Coun ny ders punctually attended to .COUN

T

A JOURNAL
F RURAL PURSUIT

EDWARD TANN,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL LAW AND

GENERAL STATIONER,

308 , HIGH HOLBORN ,
LONDON , W . C .

(Three doorswest of Chancery-lane.)
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY, PRICE TWOPENCE.

LAW AND GENERAL STATIONERY.

Draft Paper from 58. a ream ,
Ruled and Plain Foolscap from 9s. 6d . a ream ,

Brief, 198, 6d . & eam .
Note Paper from Is, 6d . a ream .

Envelopes, ss. 1000 .

Die Sinking and Stamping.

EDWARD TANN ,

308, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON , W .C .

( Three doors west of Chancery-lane.)

CONTENTS.

Aviary and Apiary . - Articles and Notes on Cage Birds
and Bee Keeping ; Reports of Shows.

Fishing and Sbooting. – Current Events noted ; Articles
and Letters from various Correspondents on the many
questions embraced by these sports,

Kennel and Stable. - Articles on Dogs and Horses ;

Reports of Shows, & c.

Natural Science . - Articles and Letters on Entomology,

Botany, Zoology, & c.
far and Near, - Emigration fully treated ; Travels in
" all Countries ; Epitome of recent Geographical dis
coveries and doings.

Farm and Garden . - Reports of Meetings of Agricultural
and Horticultural Societies ; Articles interesting to the

Farmer, professional and amateur ; Gardening in all its
branches ; Cultural directions for various flowers and

fruits , both out of doors and under glass.
Poultry and Rabbits . -- Articles on Poultry, Pigeons,

and Rabbits ; full, early, and accurate reports of Shows.

Ts the new “ Worcester -made ' Giove for
gentlenion , supplied only by SCOTT and ORAM .

Glovers, Victoria House, Worcester. They are chicker than
kid , but thinner than dog kin , every size, piqué seams in
BRUNDORE, sewn black and white, GOLD TAN Sewa
black and white, LIGHT DRAB sewn black , NEW

BROWN sewn black and white . Also the new HYDB

PARK CREAM TAN FOR THE SPRING , which they
especially recommend .

For LADIES also in BRUNDORE,GOLD TAN ,LIGHT
DRAB, and are highly approved for riding, driving, archery,

croquet, & c .
2 / 3 PER PAIR ; postage additional, viz ., for one pair Id .

two pairs to four pairs, 2d . ; six pairs sd . ; with size colour,

and stampe, or P . 0 . 0 . to cover amount.

THE TEMPLE

REPORTS OF ALL IMPORTANT EVENTS IN
FOOTBALL, RACING, ATHLETICS, CRICKET, ROWING , ARCHERY,

YACHTING , CROQUET, GOLF, and other Sports in their Season.

Quarterly Subscription, prepaid , 2s. 8d.

OFFICE : 32, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND , LONDON , W .C.

[TRADE MARK .)

12mo., price 12s. 6a .,

THE

PRACTICAL STATUTES OF THE SESSION

(36 & 37 VICTORIA) ;

1873 GREATCENTRALWINE CELLARS,
22, FLEET-STREET, LONDON

(OPPOSITE CHANCERY-LANE).

The Largest, Cheapest, and Best Wine Establishment in
the World ,

WITH

THE MOST NOTED VINTAGES,
NTRODUCTIONS, NOTES, TABLES OF STATUTES REPEALED AND SUBJECTS ALTERED. BY THE GLASS, BY THE BOTTLE

LISTS OF LOCAL AND PERSONAL AND PRIVATE ACTS AND A COPIOUS INDEX . BY THE GALLON, BY THE DOZEN ,

AND BY THE CASK,

AT WHOLESALE PRICES ;

Edited by W . PATERSON , Esq ., Or Packed in Hampers for Races and Picnion

Barrister -at- Law . THE GRIDIRON
Is now complete and in full operation .

CHOPS, STEAKS, & c., & c., ONE SHILLING,
CONTENTS :

Table ofEnactments Repealed . Vagrant Act Amendment Act . | Expiring Laws Continrance Act.
Table of Principal Subjects Altered . | The Cathedral Acts Amendment Act. 22, FLEET-STREET, LONDONRailways Regulation Act.

Tithe Commutation Acts Amendment Merchant Shipping Acts Amendment (Opposite Chancery-lane).
SESSION 1873 - 36 & 87 VICTORIA . Act. Act.

Endowed Schools (Address ) Act Government Annuities Act. Elementary Education Act.
Income Tax Assessment Act . Regulation of Railways Act . Endowed Schools Act ( 1800) Amend . TTOLLOWAY' S PILLS. - There is ncthire
Bastardy Laws Amendment Act. Places of Worship Sites Act. ment Act.
Custody of Infants Act .

in thewhole " Materia Medica " like these mediaPrison Officers Superannuation (Ire - Slave Trade (Consolidation ) Act.
Marriages (Ireland ) Act. land ) Act. Gas and Water Works Facilities Act

Inents for the certainty of their action in lumbago , sciatica,
Customs ard Inland Revenue Act . Intestates' Widowsand Children Act. ic doloreux, and all link or ee! tled race in the nerve

_ ( 1870 ) Amendment Act.
Poor Allotments Management Act . Me ical Act (University of London ) Turnpike Acts Continuance , & o ., Act. andmuscles. Disenses of this nature originate in bad blond

Matrimonial Causes Amendment Act. Extraditior Act. Statute Law Revision Act .
and depraved humours, and until these are corrected tbere
can be no permanent cure . The ordinary remedies mayMunicipal Corporations Evidence Act. Supreme Court of Judicature Act.

Courty Debentures Act. Agricultural Children Act . List of Localand Personal Acts. afford temporary relier, but in the end always disappoint

the sufferer. Holloway's Outinent retetrates the humanCrown Lands Act . Revising Barristers Act. Private Acts ,
system as salt penetrato ment, anittbe Pills greatly a 10

The Fairs Act. Salmon Fishery Act. and accelerate its operation by clearius Away all obstruc

LONDON : HORACE COX, 10, WELLINGTON -STREET, STRAND
tion , and piring tone to tbe system reterally . Tlie pro

phylactic virtues of Holloway' s remedios stand unrivalled .

EndoweAct (COD
MOTHS. .
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GRATEFUL - COMFORTING .

EPPS ' S COCOA.

BREAKFAST.
“ By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful

application of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a delicately-flavoured

beverage which may save us many heavy doctors' bills.” — Civil Service Gazette.

MADE SIMPLY WITH BOILING WATER OR MILK .

SOLD BY GROCERS IN PACKETS ONLY, LABELLED

JAMES EPPS and CO., HOMEOPATHIC CHEMISTS ,

48, THREADNEEDLE-STREET, AND 170, PICCADILLY

WORKS FOR DIETETIC PREPARATIONS, DIANA-PLACE , EUSTON-ROAD.

GRAND RESTAURANT,

THE LONDON .

191, FLEET-STREET, TEMPLE-BAR .

LUNCHEONS. DINNERS. FISH DINNERS. DINNERS A LA CARTE. PRIVATE DINNERS FROM 58.

DAILY FROM 1 TILL 8 .

THE FAMOUS " LONDON DINNER ” OF 5 COURSES AT 3s.

FROM 4 TILL 8 DAILY.

LADIES' DINING SALOONS AND LAVATORIES.

Handsome Smoking and Billiard Saloons. Open on Sundays from Six p .m ,

“ THE LONDON ” LUNCHEON BAR, ENTRANCE IN BASEMENT, CHANCERY-LANE.

CARSON 'S K . , PAINT.

: : . .

SIDNEY SEED | TRADE MARK ,

BOWER
THE

(PATENT). ORIGINAL

ANTICORROSION PATRONIZED BY THE QUEEN ,
PAINT

For Florists and Small SOLELY

MANUFACTURED

Seeds, 25. 6d . each. For THE BRITISH, INDIAN, AND COLONIAL GOVERNMENTS, AND 7000 OF THE NOBILITY
WALTER CARSON

& SONS . AND GENTRY.
Peas, & c., and Market LONDON .

Gardens, 3s. 6d . each .
For every Description of

OUT-DOOR WORK,ENTERED AT STATIONERS HALL ,

To be had of all}Seeds
men , Ironmongers, and AS IRON , WOOD, STONE, BRICK , AND COMPO ,
General Shopkeepers in Lasting quite as long as the best common paints in exposed situations, beingmanufactured expressly for externa

the United Kingdom . purposes. ANY PERSON CAN LAY IT ON .

WAUKENPHASI ' S 2 cwt. and upwards CARRIAGE FREE TO ALL STATIONS.
BOOTS .

OILS AND VARNISHES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION .
Messrs. WAUKENPHAST and

CO . are now prepared with a Special PRICES, PATTERNS, with TESTIMONIALS, on application.
Stock of Goods for Spring and
Summerwear, combining thelight
ness of French , with the recognised
fitting qualities of their own manu WALTER CARSON AND SONS,
facture . The celebrated “ Tour

Boot ” for wear in dirty weather, LA BELLE SAUVAGE-YARD, LUDGATE -HILL, LONDON, E . C ., and 21, BACHELOR' S -WALK , DUBLIN .
and the Duke of Edinburgh Shoot

ing boots always ready. Choose
your own fit, and the number will

be registered for future orders. - 10,
Pall Mall East, London, S . W . ASPINALL' S MARITIME LAW REPORTS,

HIGH CLASS BOOTS. Just published, Vol. II., Part II., price 5s.6d., of

MARITIME LAW REPORTS
(NEW SERIES).

By J. P . ASPINALL, Esq .,
BARRISTER-AT-Law .

THE ADMIRALTY COURTS OF ENGLAND AND IRELAND, AND IN ALL THE SUPERIOR COURTS

TO WHICH IS ADDED A SELECTION FROM THE DECISIONS OF THE

UNITED STATES COURTS ;
WITH

NOTES BY THE EDITOR .

FIG . 1 . Fig . 2.

The normal condition of The perfect form of Shoes .

the Foot.

a , b , c, d , Elasticated Leather N . B . - This is a continuation of the “ Maritime Law Cases,” placed under responsible editorship , and will be
cited as " Aspinall' s Maritime Law Cases ” (Asp . Mar. Law Cas. ) . It will be found to contain all the cases on

DOWIE AND MARSHALL , questionsof Maritime Law decided by all the various courts up to the date of publication , including Marine

455 , WEST STRAND, LONDON ,
insurance Cases. Quarterly, price 58. 6d ., and will be sent free by post to subscribers.

(Nearly opposite Northumberland House),
The 1st Series of " Maritime Law " may now be had complete in Three Volumes, half bound , price 5 guines

for the sat, or any single volume for 21. 2s. Back numbers may be had to complete sets.
ESTABLISHED 1824 ,

BOOK OF TESTIMONIALS POST FREE GRATIS ,
“ LAW TIMES” OFFICE 10, WELLINGTON -STREET STRAND, W .C .
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THE

LEGAL PRACTITIONERS SOCIETY

M HIS SOCIETY has for its object the reform of the unsatisfactory state of the Legal Profession. The want

of such a Society has long been felt , and the demand for it has been rendered all the more imperative by the

recent and the impending legislative changes in cur judicial system .

Societies for promoting these changes, as well as Societies for the amendment of the law itself, already exist.

This Society , of a less ambitious character, does not seek to supersede any of the existing organisations, confining

its operations to the reform of proved abuses in connection with the Profession only .

Although its basis is thus restricted , it will have no lack of work to perform . Among the many subjects which

engage its attention may bementioned the following :

1. To adjust the relations of the two branches of the Legal Profession, as well inter se as in reference to the

Public.

2 . To protect the Legal Profession against the encroachments of unqualified persons.

3 . To exercise a vigilant supervision over all proposed legislation affecting the Profession , and to initiate the

same when found to be necessary or advantageous.

Members of the Legal Profession of every degree, whether Barristers-at-Law , Attorneys -at-Law, Solicitors,

Special Pleaders, Conveyancers, or Proctors, and Articled Clerks, or Students of the Inns of Court, are eligible for

Membership . The Annual Subscription of Ordinary Members is fixed at the almost nominal amount of Five

SHILLINGS, to secure the adhesion of as many Members of the Legal Profession as possible. Any movement for the

reform of the existing state of the Profession , to be permanently successful,must necessarily proceed from within

and secure the hearty co -operation and support of both its branches.

Doncrs of Five GUINEAThe Annual Subscription of Vice - Presidents and Law Societies is ONE GUINEA.

are eligible as Life Vice -Presidents.

Any further information may be obtained from the Honorary Secretary, CHARLES FORD, Esq., at the Office of

the Law Times, 10 , Wellington -street, Strand , London , W . C ., to whom all Communications shculd be addressed

by Members of the Legal Profession desirous of joining the Society . Subscriptions for the current year are now

payable to and donations will be received by the Honorary Treasurer , W . T . CHARLEY, Esq., D . C .L ., M .P ., 5 , Crown

Office -row , Temple, London , E .C . ; or at the Society' s Bankers, Union Bank (Chancery -lane Branch).

Donations towards the Expenses of Establishing the Society .

£ 5. d . £ 8 . d .

The Law Times (first donation ) - - 21 Ö Ö | Charles Ford, Esq. (Life Vice-President) 5 5 0

Two Country Law Societies have already joined the Society and thirteen members of the Profession have

pecome Vice -Presidents of it,while the number of its ordinary members is steadily increasing.

NO FAMILY WHO VALUE THEIR HEALTH SHOULD BE WITHOUT ONE OF THE

LONDON AND GENERAL WATER PURIFYING COMPANY, LIMITED .

PATENT CISTERN FILTERS, CHARGED SOLELY WITH ANIMAL CHARCOAL ,

Honse Cistern fitted

with & Cistern Filter.

Requiring, when once mixed ,noattention whatever,

And superior to all others. Vide Professor Frankland' s Reports to the Registrar-General, July 1866 , November 1867, and May 1870 :

See also the Lancet, January 12 , 1867 ; algo Testimonials from Dr. Hassall , September 23, 1863 ; Dr. Lancaster, September 30 , 1867 : and

Dr. Letheby, February, 15 , - 63 ; and December, 1872. Price el 10s . and upwards. Portable Filters on this system , £1 58. to £3.
Patronised and used by Her Majesty the Queen at Osborne, H . R . H . the Prince of Wales at Sandringham , by H . R . Á . the Duke of

Cambridge, the elite of the Medical Profession , and the London, St. George' s , Fever, and German Hospitals , and at Govern .

ment Barracks and Lunatic Asylums, and numerous Institutions, Breweries, & c.

Water Testing Apparatus, 10s.6d. and 21s. each . Pocket Filters from 4s. 60. to 63. each. Houschold and Fancy Filters from 12s. 6a .

These Filters may be seen in operation,and full particularsmay be obtained on application to the Secretary, at the Offices,

157. STRAND, W . C . (FOUR DOORS FROM SOMERSET HOUSE ), LONDON .

Rearl Water : its Impurities and Purification .” Price post , 2d ,
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SAMUEL BROTHERS, 50 , LUDGATE - / MESSRS FULLER, LAND AGENTS, SUBYEYORS, THE PARLOUR TELEGRAPH , consisting
HILL, LONDON , MERCHANT TAILORS, BOYS'

and TIMBER VALUERS 25 , Bucklersbury , London . of single need e instrument, with alphabet on dial,

OUTFITTERS, & c . invite attention to the following polished mahogany stand , galvanic battery , connecting

EXPLICIT ANNOUNCEMENT and PRICE LIST : TOLANDED PROPRIETORS. - OAK , Ash, wires, and full instructions. Will work through 100yds. of

1 Elm , and Fir Timber REQUIRED, as also Under wire. In box, post free 20 stamps. - T . H . PRENTICE, High
strett, Leicester,THE SYSTEM (introduced by SAMUEL woods. Messrs FULLER are instructed to purchase a l rge

broke. - Particulars to be addressed to " Contractor, care
I BROTHER , and favourably tested for upwarde of ofMessrs Fuller, Land and Timber Valuers, 25 , Bucklerg CLERGYMEN 'S , Professional Men' s, and

THIRTY YEARS) admits of no possible disappointment.
By it the ENTIRE STOCK is divided into NINE

bury, London . - A . B . Timber of all sort valued and set out U Military and Naval Officers' SONS are received at •
for sale.

CLASSES, respectively marked A to I, and graduated in
Clergyman' s SOHOOL, strictly limited to gentlemen , on

quality and price. Every Garment and every Piece of
specially reduced terms. - Address Rev. Master A . M . (to

Cloth plainly and unmistakably marked the class to which O LANDOWNERS, FARMERS, and be forwarded ), Messrs. Dawson and Sons, 121, Cannon

It belongs. T OTHERS. - COMPENSATIONS for LAND, Timber, street, London , E . C .

House Severance, Damage, & c ., arranged in all cases of

SUITS. COATS.
property be ng required for lines of railway, public improve ST. GEORGE' S HOSPITAL MEDICAL
ments , school boards, & c . - Terms on application to the SCHOOL. - The SUMMER SESSION commences oa
Surveyors,Messrs FULLER, 25, Bucklersbury, E . O . MONDAY, MAY 4th , Prospectuses and full particulars

may be obtained on application , personally or by letter, to

CLASS. HOOTING , FISHING , and HUNTING . the Treasurer or Dean of the Schools, at the Hospital.

with Furnished Residence , and 17 acres ofGrass Land,
within one and a half hours's ride of London, on the Great OFFICE FLOORS. — TRELOAR and SONS,
Western line. - Tobe LET, with immediate possession, the U 69 , Ludgate -hill, manufacture a great variety of
well- preserved MANOR, extending to 1850 acres , and about durable FLOOR COVERINGS specially adapted for offices.
fourmiles of fishing The house contains diring, drawing , Fine Cocoa Nut Matting, Cork Carpet, Linoleum , Kamp

365. 488. 6d. 138 .6d. 178. 6 . 255 .
and morning rooms, nine bed rooms, excellent domestic tulicon, good Floor Cloth , & c . - Ludgate Carpet Warehouse,
offices, two water closets ; pleasure and kitchen gardens, 69, Ludgate hill,
capital stabling, coach house , cog kennels , piggery , &

423. 498. 498. 213 . 288. 288.
The property is situate within four miles of Reading, and in DON' T BEAT YOUR CARPETS. Have
the immediate neighbourhood of good hunting. - Particu . I
lars and cards to view , apply to Messrs. FULLER, Land them thoroughly cleaned and colours revived. Price

4d ., & c ., per yard , Faded carpets dyed .
50s .

The best general
578. 578. 268. Agents, 25 , Bucklersbury, E . 0 .33s . dyers in Lindo ). Price lists sent. - METROPOLITAN STEAX

BLEACHING and DYEING COMPANY, 472, New Oxford -street
LENDON (one mile from the railway and 17, Wharf-road, City-road.

595. 68s. 648. 83s . 428. S89. station , and eight miles from London ), - For SALE ,
& most desirable RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY. com

883. 789. | 423. 50s . 455.
prising old - fashioned house , standing on a pleasant emi. TIMBER , STANDING OR FELLED ,
nence , containing in all sixteen room . There are gardener' s
cottage, stable , coach house, farm buildings, productive VALUED OR PURCHASED .

Sls . 9ls . 86s . 558. 50s .
kitchen garden , and 30 acres of excellentmeadow land, on
which are some fine old elms, with rookery ; also an un . MARTIN R . COBBETT ,
failing supply of pure spring water . - Particulars of Messrs

915 . 1048 . 99s , 55s . 658 . 60s . FULLER, 25 , Bucklersbury, E . O . ENGLISH AND FOREIGN TIMBER MERCHANT. '

M ALVERN . - To be SOLD , with possession , ST. THOMAS-STREET, LONDON , S . E .
1024. 112s. 1078. 70s . 653. lamost desirable FREEHOLD FAMILY RESI. An Estimate given free for any quantity, however small or

DENCE , containing in all fifteen rooms, with capital large, in any part of the United Kingdom .

I 116s. 130s. 121s . 708 . 845 . 758 .
stabling and outbuildings, pleasure and kitchen gardens.
Price 0 0 guineas . - Particulars of Messrs. FULLER, 25, SYCAMORE AND LIME TIMBER WANTED .

In English , Scotch , Irish , and foreign mannfactured
Bucklersbury, E . O .

Tweeds, Doeskins, Home Spuns, Worsted Diagonals ,
Buperfine Cloths, Silk -mixed Coatings, and every known SEA VIEW , Isle of Wight, Ryde. - To be Sales by Suction .
Texture . LET, or for SALE, & desirable sinall FAMILY

RESIDENCE , comprising three reception and six bed
OVERCOATS. TROUSERS. WAISTCOATS . rooms, the usual dom stic offices, and gardens. - For par

Long Ditton , Surrey . -- A Freehold Residence, with gardens

ticulars and to view apply to Messrs. FULLER, 25, Backlers and orchard , occupying more than an acre, with posses

bury, E . O .
sion immediately .

MESSRS ELLIS and SON are directed to
CLASS. I AND for SALE , at a moderate price ( £350 1 SELL by AUCTION , at the Mart, on Thursday

U an acre ), wel adapted for public institutes, situate | next, April 30, at Two precisely, a detached FREEHOLD

near two railway stations, and within one and a half miles RESIDENCE, pleasantly situate in Russett , Long Ditton ,
of the Crystal Palace. - for plans and further particulars close to the river, and about one mile from the Surbiton
apply to Messrs. FULLER and FULLER , Land Agents, 25 , Station , with stabling, pretty garden , greenhouse, orchard

Bu klersbury, E . O . und piece of ground adjoining . It has a frontage of 9ofto

21s .
by a depth of 582ft. A moderate outlay would make it &

30s. very attractive property for occupation , or the land may
BRICK EARTH , SAND, and GRAVEL. be advantageously used for building purposes. May be

288 . 4 .s .
D viewed,For SALE, LAND containing the above, situate near

14s . to Elmers. end Station , Mid -Kent line. - Particulars of Printed particulars may be had ofMerors HEPBURN and
Messrs FULLER, 25 , Bucklersbury, E . C . Son, Solicitors, Bird - in -Hand-court, Cheapside ; at the

835. 503. 168. 163. 88.
Mart ; and of Messrs ELLIS and Sox , Auctioneers and

THE GRANGE, Coulsden , Surrey . - To be Estate Agente , 49 , Fenchurch -street.

| 428. Gos. 178. 6d. 178.60. 8s. 6d . 149.
1 LET, Furnished, by the year, an old -fashioned

FAMILY RESIDENCE, containing three roception rooms,
Burr-street, Lower East Smithfield . - A Freehold House

fire bed roomson the first floor, and five others in the shape M ESSRS ELLIS and SON are directed by

503 . 705. 228. | 229. 11s.
f nurseries and servants' rooms, with the usual domestic the trustees of the late J Clarkson , Esq , to SELL

offices, and all necessary closets . The outbuildings com . by AUCTION , & , the Mart , on Thursday next. April 30, at
prise stabling for four horses, coach -house, harness room , Two precisely , a substantialand commodious FREEHOLD

555. 738. 249. 245. 128 .
cow and poultry houses ; & remarkably well-stocked kitchen

189 .
| DWELLING HOUSE, situato No. 18 , Burr-steet, between

garden , well-timbered pleasure grounds, lawn, with 11 acres the London and St. Katherine Docks, and adjoining Messre
of meadow , together with the use of three cows, ponitry , Hoare's Brewery . It has a frontage of 20t, by a depth of
and pew in the church , which is close at hand. The above

6õs . 849. 269. 13s. 209.
8ft ., and contains three floors of three rooms each , good

is situated within fitteen miles of London and two miles of hall and staircase, basement, and large yard or garden
Caterham Junction , and forty minutes' ride o ! Charing behind . Immediate possession may be had .

70s . 90s. 1 - 288 . 1 148. 228.
cross or Cannon -street. - For ti rms and cards to view apply
to Messrs FULLER, Surveyors, Land and Estate Agents, 25 ,

Printed particularsmay be had of Messrs MORRAY and

Bucklersbury, London ,
HUTCHINS, Solicitors , 11, Birchin - lane ; at the Mart ; and
of Messrs Ellis and Son , Auctioneers and Estate Agents

Ι | 848 . | 1008 . 1 - 80s. 16s. 248 .
49, Fenchurch -street .

IN NORTH HANTS . - East Woodhay, near
OVERCOATS. - In Witneys, Elysians, Beavers, Moltons, 1 Newbury, Berks. - A FURNISHED FAMILY RESI. City . - Capital Freehold Premises, occupying a large ares

Irish Friezes , and all New Textures. _ DENCE to be LET, for one or two years , including 35 acres with possession .

TROUSERS. -- In Tweeds, Cheviota, Diagonals, Sataras , of well-timbered pasture land, desirable pleasure grounds,
Black Oxford and Mixed Doeskins, and every new mate

MESSRS ELLIS and SON are directed to
gardens, and fishponds. The hous , has been recently re

nal. paired and re -decorated , and is approached by a carriage
[ SELL by AUCTION , at the Mart, on Thursday

WAISTCOATS. - Fancy Thibets, Tweeds , Quiltings, Linen drive , and in addition to the large entrance hall are four
next, April 8 , at Two o 'clock pr -cisely, a fine old FREE

Drills , Superfine Cassimere, Corded and Figured Silks, lofty reception rooms, with French windows opening on to HOLD MANSION, situate No. 25 , Crutche lfriars , Mark

and the latest novelties . the lawn and conservatory, with handsome stone staircast lane, near the Corn Exchange, and in themidst of the corn

leading to the dormitories, consisting of nine bed room
nd winemarkets, being one of the few remaining dwellings

· W EAR -RESISTING ” FABRICS for and two dressing rooms, bath rooin , with hot and cold
ofthewealthy merchants of the olden time. It is approached
by & carved doorway, with spacious hall paved with stone,

GENTLEMEN 'S, BOYS', and
supply , housemaid ' s and other closets, with back stairs to

YOUTHS' and wide a tairoase, and contains numerous snites of lofty
the servants ' apartments ; the domestic offices consist of a

CLOTHING . large kitchen with Flavel' s close fire range, sculery with
partments, and capital arched vaults ; it is in substantial

The " Wear-resisting " Fabrics that are specially mann force pump and hotwater tap from boiler , larder, servants '
repair , and is adapted as a whole for one largemercantile

factured in every variety of colour and design , and are bail, housekeeper' s and store rooms, and butler ' s pantry .
establishment, for letting in portions, or it may be advan

made from carefully selected yarns, extra twisted in , Warp The ontbuildi' gs comprise an inclosed yard , with stabling tageously rebuilt as offices or warehouses.
anel Weft, so as to render them extremely durable (almost for eight horses, standing for four carriages, harness room Printed particnlars may be had of Messrs BENNETT,

antearable ), and justify their title of “ Wear -resisting ." and servant's room over. At the back is the farmyard , DAWSON , and BENNETT, Solicitors, 2 , Nex -square , Lincoln ' s
The Cand D classes are recommended in the with cowhou . es, calf -pens, piggeries, mealand fowlhouses, an ; at the Mart ; and of Messrs ELLIS and Son , Anc

" Wear-resisting Fabrics."
and summer boxes fir hunters. This very desirable pro tioneers and Estate Agents, 49, Fenchurch -street.
perty is situate at East Woodhay, overlooking High Ciere ,

PRICES - C CLASS. and in a good hunting district, and the church , post office ,
and telegraph stations are all within three-quarters of a VR. A . M . YETTS, Auctioneer, Surveyor ,

£8, d . Suit for Boy, m 'le from the house . The well-preserved shooting over the 1 and Land Agent (successor to and formerly pupil
Coat 1 6 6 A feet in height, of the late Mr. Marsh , is desirous of informing his friendse tate can be had it wished , and there is excellent tishing in
Vest ... ... 0 8 0 258 , the neighbourhood . - For termsand cards to view apply te ind esteemed connection that he has taken into PART

Trousers ... ... ... 0 16 0
Price ascending or Messrs. FULLER, Surveyors , Land and Estate Agents , 25 . NERSHIP Mr. JOHN MEEK MILNER, who for fifteen

descending . Bucklersbury, London .
years suici essfully carried on the business of an auctioneer

Suit - ... ...... 2 100 according to size . LS & principal in Herefordshire , and latterly , for seven years.

PRICES - D CLASS.
has been actively engaged as a valuer and auctioneer in a

TO FARMING CAPITALISTS. - The eading City office . The style and address of the firm will

£ s . d . Suit for Boy, I LEASE (sixteen years unexpired ) to a first-rate now be MARSH , YETIS, and MILNER , 54, Cannon

Coat 1 13 0 4 feet in height, FLOCK FARM , in Sissex and near the coast, con aining street, E . C .

Vest .. . ... .. . .. . 08 6 80s . 6d . 150 acres , to be SOLD , with live and dead stock . Mesurs

Trousers 0 17 6 Price ascending or FULLER, of 25 , Bucklersbury, Land Agents , can introdure Periodical Sales ( established in 1843 ), appointed to take

descending i his desirable business occupation to any gentleman com ..

Suit ... ... ... 2 1901
place the first Thursday in every month , of Absolute and

according to size . inanding from £8000 to $ 10 ,000 . Contingent Reversions to _ Funded and other Property .
Life Interests, Annuities, Policies of Assurance, Advowe

SAMUEL BROTHERS guarantee to supply | DAILWAY and other COMPENSATION
sons. Next Presentations, Manorial Rights , Rente

the very Finest Materiale , with gentlemanly style,
charges, Post Obit Bonds, Debentures, Shares in Docks,

IV CLAIMS under the Lands Clauses Consolidation Canals, Mines, Railways , Insurance Companies, and other

sound and exquisite workmanship , and perfect fit . Acts. Claims Prepared and Conducted or Evidence give public undertakings for the present year.
Patterns and guide to self-measurement sent free . before Juries and Umpires by Mewers FULLER and FULIER,

Compensation Surveyors and Land Agents, 25 , Bucklers. MARSH , YETTS, and MILNER, beg to
bury, London .; W

MHE NEW ILLUSTRATED BOOK of
annonnce that their Periodical SALES of the above

| class of PROPERTIES will take place at the Guildhall

FASHIONS, containing 48 Portraits of Boy Princes
and eminent Ministers , Statesmen , and Politicians. Price Q

Coffee-house, Gresham -street on the following dates :
o no AT 4 per Cent, to be

LENT on Mortgage of BROAD
Thursday, May 7

6d . , or gratis to purchasers.

Thursday, September :

ACRES for a Term . Smaller bums required on Freehold
Thursday, June 4 Thursday, October

and Leasehold Properties at 5 and 6 per cent. for & Term . Thursday , July 2 Thursday , November 3

BROTHE Apply to FULLER and FULLER, Estate Agents and Valuers, Thursday, August 6 Thursday, December

London, E .C . 23 , Bucklersbury . MARSH , YETTS, and MILNER, 54, Cannon- streeta '

12s .

16s .
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Sales for the Year 1871. Epsom , Surrey . - In one Lot,without Reserve . - An import | Kent .-- Valuable Freehold Grazing Land, adapted for the
MESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and ant Freehold Building Estate, comprising 454 acres of erection ofmanufactories, for mark t gardens, or ccoon

V mo ation purposes, being situate within two or threeFARMER beg to announre that their SALES of valuable land , situate on themost attractive side of this
remarkably healthy and favourite town , where there is a minutes' walk of Plumstead Station on the Nor h KeoLANDED ESTATES, Town, Suburban , and Country constantly increasing demand for first-class houses ; Railway, and near to Woolwich Arsenal.Houses, Business P .emises, Building Land , Ground Rents, within three minutes' walk of the South -Western Station ,

Reversions, and other Properties, for the Year 1971, will be I MESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON, anda short mile from that on the London and Brighton Rail .
neld at the Arction Mart, Tokenhouse-yard , in the City of way, and sixteen miles by road from London . With im M FARMER will SELL, at the Mart, on TuesdayLondon , as follows :

mediate possession , May 12, at Two o 'clock, in Tvo Lots, about 15 acres of
Tuesday, April 28 Tuesday, June 23 Tuesday, Aug. 18 valuable FREEHOLD GRAZING LAND, & portion abut
Tuesday, May 5 Tuesday, June 30 Tuesday , Aug . 25 M ESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and ting on Griffin Manor Way, witlrin abont 100 yards of Plur
Tuesday, May 19 Tuesday, July 7 Tuesday , Oct. 6 FARMER will SELL, at the Mart, on Tuesday, stead Station, another portion being on the opposite side
Tuesday, May 19 Tuesday, July 14 Tuesday, Oct, 20 May 5 , at Two , in one lot, without the slightest reserve of the railway, and having an approach from the main
Tuesday, May 26 Tuesday, July 21 Tuesday, Oct. 27 ( unless an acceptable offer bé previously made), the remain . London road . Lot I will comprise nearly 13 acres, 2.0dTuesday, June 2 Tuesday , July 28 Tuesday, Nov . 1 ing portion of the HOOKFIELD GROVE ESTATE , in Lot 2 about 21 acres .
Tuesday, June 9 Tuesra , Aug. 4 | Tuesday, Nov. 24 the parish of Epsom , comprising about 154 acres, the whole Particulars of J , R . ADAMA, Esq., Solicitor, 15 , Old JewryTuesday, June 16 Tuesday, Aug. 11 Tuesday, Dec . 8 has been developed , and rendered available for the erection chambers ; of GEORGEWARE, Esq ., Solicitor, 83. Blackman
Auctions can be held on other days besides those above of first-class residences by the formation of a noble new street, Borough ; and of the AUCTIONEERS, 80, Cheapside .

specified Due notice should in any case be given in order road . communicating with themain Dorking-road , to which
to ensure proper publicity ; the period between such notice the land has also an extensive frontage, and terminating Kent. In a delightfully open and healthy situation . com
and the auction must of course considerably depend upon nearly opposite to the Epsom Railway Station on the South manding a charming and picturesque view , extending to
the nature of the property intended to be suld . - 80, Cheap Western Railway . The land has a beautiful undulating the sea , the compact Freehold Property, known as Mount
side, London , E .C . surface, studded with timber of ancient growth ; it is all old Pleasant, in the parish of Aldington , a mile from Smeeth

pasture of prime quality, very park - like , almost surrounded Station , and six from Ashford , comprising a moderate
West Brompton . - To Builders and others . by the ornamental grounds and pleasure grounds attached sized house , with garden , ontbuildings , capital cottage

MESSKS DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and to gentlemen 's seats , and pogsesses attractions of no ordi adjacent, stable, cart shed , piggeries, farmyard , cottags

IN FARMER beg to announce that several lots of the nary character to builders or private gentlemen who may for gardener, and an enclosure of fertile land , the whole

FREEHOLD LAND were NOT SOLD at the Auction on be desirous of erecting houses in this aristocratic , healthy, lying together in a ring fence, and containing 28 . Ir.
and favourite neighbourhood . There is a neat farm cot .loth st., and can now be treated for. The land has good MESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON , ang

fr ntages to the main road leading from South Kensington tage, homestead , and capital walled kitchen garden on the FARMER will SELL the above -described FREE

Musenm and West Brompton Station to Hammersmith
estate . Tae land tax is £l 4s . 1d . per annum .
Particulars of Messrs FRESHFIELD and WILLIAMS, Solici. HOLD PROPERTY, at the Mart, on Tuesday, May 12, at

and to other parish thoroughfares, and is at once available
for the erection ofshops or p ivate dwellings. Most of the tors, 5 , Bank-buildings ; and of the AUCTIONEERS, No. 80 , Two, in One Lot.

Particulars of Messrs. W . W . and R . WREX, Solicitore
adjacent lands are already covered , and doubtless any pro Cheapside .

82, Fenchurch -street, and of the AUCTIONEERS, 80, Cheapperty erecte i on this estate wond command a ready sale . side, E . O .
Purchasers intendig to build can have possession by paying By order of Trustees. - Edmonton , Middlesex . - A desirable
down only a portion ofthe purchase money . Building ope Freehold Residence, with good gardens, about five Reigate . - An attractive detached Freehold Cottage Resa
rations are about to be commenced on the property on some minutes ' walk from the two stations on the Great dence, with charming gardens, in a delightful situation
of the lots sold . - E tate offices, 80, Cheapside Easti rn Railway. With possession . in this notedly healthy district, about a mile from the
City Freeholds. -- Mincing-lane and Great Tower-street. MESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and station . With possession .
Highly important Properties, occupying large areas and I FARMER will SELL , at the Mart, on Tuesday, MESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and
well-known sites within the circle of the Colonial and | May 5 , at 2, the FREEHOLD eemi-detached RESIDENCE , FARMER will SELL at the Mart, on Tuesday ,
other Markets, part let for 47 years unexpired at ground No. 12 , Hyde-end -villas, Edmonton , containing six bed May 12 , at Two (unless previously disposed of by privata
rents of 4520 per annum , and the remainder for eight rooms, drawing, dining, and breakfast rooms, kitchen , and contract ), the desirable FREEHOLD VILLA RESI..
years unexpired , at rentals of £550 per annum , which are offices, with large gardens frontand rear . Gas is laid oz . DENCE known as Fern -cottage, South -park , comprisingconsiderably inadequate to the present actual value of The house was recently let at £50 per annum , is now in good four bed rooms, & dressing room , fitted bath room ,the premisez. - By order of the Trnis ees under the Will of | order, and will be sold with possession . capitaldining and drawing rooms, each with a bay win ons
the late Major Vincent Joseph Biscoe . Particulars of Messrs STONEHAM and LEGGE, Solicitors , conservatory with vines, also good offices . The gardens are

MESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and 5 . Philpot-lane ; and of the AUCTIONEERS, 80, Cheapside, well maintained , and include croquet lawn and excellent
M FARMER will SELL, at the MART, on TUES. E . C . kitchen garden . The house has been oocupied for some
DAY, APRIL 28, at Two, in Three Lots, the following l Lewisham Park . Ladywell. Kent. - An extremely well-bnilt years by the owner, is thoroughly well built , and very com

very valuable FREEHOLD PROPERTIES , viz . : fortable . The kitchen garden has a frontage in the rear to

Lot 1. - The portion of the extensive Building, No. 21, and compact detached Residence , standing in its own & good road, and affords a suitable site for stabling or
Mincing - an , fo merly known as Nos. 1 and 2 , Hammond' s ground , within five minutes ' walk of Ladywell Station. another house .

For sale with possession .court, comprising num rous suite of first- class offices Particulars ofMessrs MORRISONS, Solicitors, Reigate ; and
arranged or five floors (including basement ), with roomsIMESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and of the AUCTIONEERS, 50 , Cheapside .
for houseker per above ; also the substantial modern pre FARMER will SELL, at the Mart, on Tuesday, Dorking, Surrey.-- A capital detached Freehold Residence.
mises, 20 . Mincing-lipe, comprising five floors (including May 5 , at Two, the excellent detached residence, known as with good gardens, pleasantly situate on the brow of
basement ) let by two lenses for sixty years from Lady- day, LINDEN VILLA, Lewisham Park , constructed on two hill, fifteen minutes' walk from the station, and command
1861, at ground Yents amounting to £520 per annum . floors only, and comprising five excellent bed chambers, ing & beautiful prospect extending over Box-hill, - With
Lnt -- The prominent corner prem ses, known as 19 , bath room , dining room , about 15ft. bin . by 15ft. 10in ., ex possession .

Min ing- ane , and 8 , Great Tuwer-street, comprising four clusive of bay, drawing room , 19ft. 9in . by 15ft. 6in ., library,
capital y lighted floors, with cellar under part ; let on lease MESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON , andexcellentbilliard room for a full-sized table, and suitablefor twenty -one year , from Lady -cay 1861, at the very low domestic offices . The house is surro anded by grounds of FARMER will SELL , at the Mart. on Tuesday .

rent of £299 per annum . an ornamental and attractive character, with croquet May 12 , at Two, the convenient Freehold Residence
Lot 3 .- The spacious premises adjoining, known as 80 lawn, walled kitchen garden , planted with fruit trees, and known asMOUNT OLIVER , Harrow -road , Dorking , con

and xi, Great Tower-street, comprising five floors, with containing greenhouse, hothouse, fowlhouse, & c . The taining five capital bed rooms, dressing room , bath room ,
cellar under part ; let on lease for twenty one years , from whole is in good order , and will be sold with immediate | hall, drawing room , with conservatory attached , dining
Lady-day 1861, at the moderate rent of £357 per annum . possession. It is held from the Earl of Dartmouth for room , breakfast room , opening to conservatory , kitchen ,
Upon the expiration of the leaces affecting lot 1, the pur. about eighty -six years unexpired . offices, and cellarage. At the rear is a pleasant garden

chaser will be entitled to the full rack rentals, and as to Particulars of T . G . BULLEN , Esq., Solicitor, 69, Cheap including a level croquet lawn, flower beds, and borderz,
lots 2 and 3 , at the end of the terms. largely increased rents side ; and of the AUCTIONEERS, 80, Cheapside. Thekitchen garden is well stocked with wall, espalier, andwill readily be obtained for the existing premises, but this standard fruit trees .
part of the property would probably be still more valuable Particulars of Jas. LILLEY, Esq ., Solicitor, 23, Trinity
as a vacant site for the erection of one handsome block of Blackheath , Kent, on the Dartmouth Estate, about four street , Borough ; and of the AUCTIONEERS, No. 60, Cheap
modern offices . minutes' walk from the railway station . Four superior side.

Particulars, with plans, may be had in due course of T . W . long Leasehold Residences , with gardens. occupying a
DENBY , E q ., Solicitor, 8, Frederick 's place , Old Jewry ; and choice position on the heath , three let at £110 per annum South Devon . - An important Freehold Property, in the

of the AUCTIONEERS, 80, Cheapside . each , and one with possession , picturesque parish or Bishp' s Teignton , two and a hall
miles from the fashionable watering place, East Teign

Beech -hill-park , Hadley , Middlesex , about two miles from IMESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and mouth , comprising a first-class family house, known as
Barnet station . About 500 Loads of first-class Upland I FARMER will SELL, at the Mart, on Tuesday. May Huntley, standing on high ground , in a charming pook
Meadow Hay, and 26 prime fat Shorthorn Bullocks and | 5 . at Two, in four lota , Four substantially built. semi tion , well sheltered from cold winds, and commanding
Heifers . detached RESIDENCES, known as Nos. 1 to 4, Talbot views of the Teign -valley and the picturesqne hol and
MESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and place , Blackheath , each fronted by & neat fore-court, and coast scenery towaros Torquay. Ten good bed chambers,

M FARMER are instructed by the Proprietor to containing seven bed rooms, a dressing room , bath or box three attics, bath room , day and night nurseries, threeSELL , on the Premises, on Thursday, April 30 , SIX room , entrance-hall, a very pleasant drawing room about dressing rooms, two drawing rooms of large dimensionsLarge RICKS of superior well -made UPLAND MEADOW 23ft. bin by 15ft., a dining room 2oft , bin . by 15ft. Sin ., small dining room , library, school room , servants' hall andHAY, containing unwards of 500 loads, and 26 very prime, study, housekeeper's room , well- fitted kitchen , and other offices ; stabiing for four horses , conch -house, dwelling
well-bred, fat Shorthorn Bullocks andHeifers . offices, ample cellarage , and garden in the rear. Nos. 1, 3. rooms, and laundry, conservatory, grapery 87ft . long
May be viewed a " any time previous to the sale, by apply and 4 are let at net rentals of e110 per annum each : No. 2 melon pits, & c . ; lawns and flower gardens, with fine ola

ing to Benjamin Marshall, the bailiff, and catalogues had is in excellent order , and will be sold with possession . The elm and oak timber, and various kinds of shrubs and
of the AUCTIONEERS, 80, Choapside N . B . Luncheon at houses are held direct from the freeholder , the Earlof Dart evergreens, fernery, summer house, walled kitonen.
One o 'clock ; thesale to commence at Two. mouth, for about seventy - six and a half years , at & ground garden , vegetable ground, and paddock , in all six acres,

rent of £25 per annum for the whole , which will be appor With possession .
Forty -hill, Enfield . - By order of the executors of the late tioned .

MESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON, andJ . B . Howat. Esq . - An exceedingly cornfortable Freehold Particulars of Messrs Evans and Co ., Solicitors, 28 .
Family Residence , with unusually att active pleasure Nicholas- lane, Lombard -street ; of Messrs. PARKER and M FARMER are instructed to SELL the bofore
gronn is , walled kitchen gardens, stabling, ou 'buildi. gs , Sox , Solicitors , Lewisham ; and of the AUCTIONEERS, 80, mentioned at Collins' Royal Hotel, Teignmouth , on 'I hurs
and two good grass padlocks, in all about 6 acres, ocou . Cheapside . day, May 11, at 3 for 4 o'clock punctually , by order of
pying an extremely open , healthy, and rural situation, Captain West, R . N ., the late resident proprietor, who has
little more than a mile from the two Enfield Stations on now left England .Clapham -common , near the Parish Church and tramwaythe Great Northern and Great Eastern Railways , the Farther particulars of REGINALD W . TEMPLER, Esq .
lotter of which has now its City Terminus in Liverpool

and omnibus rontes.- A spacious old -fashioned Resi
derce , with large garden and out-buildings, adapted for a Solicitor, Teignmouth ; and of the Auctioneers, 80, Cheap

street . With possession . side.school, an institution , or for private occupation . Held
MESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and for 89 years at & ground -rent of 109 . per annum , and for By order of the trustees .- -Sussex, about ten miles from
VI FARMER will SELL at the Mart, on Tuesday , sale with possession, by order of Executors. Brighton , a mile and a half from Burgese -hill Station

May 5 , at Two, the desirable FREEHOLD PROPERTY, MESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON, and and i ur miles from Hayward ' s -heath . - The exceeul gly
known as Bridgen Hall, in the parish of Enfield , Middlesex.

IVI FARMER will SELL, at the Mart, on Tuesday. *compact and attractive freehold
The residence comprises eight bed chambers, two dressing

property known as

rooms, a bath room , large
Abbotsford, comprising a moderate -sized family resiMav 5 , at Two, in One Lot, the substantial LEASEHOLDquare entrance hall, noble dence, with excellent stabling, pleasure grounds, kit ,het

drawing room . 24ft. 6in . by 2 ft. 6in ., having & bay with RESIDENCE , known as Clarence House, or No. 11, garden , vinery, conservatory , ornamental cottage , andFrench easements, opening to the ground , morning room , Church -buildings, on the north side of Clapham -common ,
dining room 21ft. Gin , by lett . 6in ., also with bay and French

park - like meadow land, in all nearly twenty- one acres .containing 18 rooms, kitchen , scullery , and other offices,
ensements , butler's pantry , kitchen , senllery, dairy , the with a lead flat on the roof (from which extensive views in For sale, with possession, and offering a desirable pur.

all directions can be obtained ), forecourt, long garden ,asunloffics, and cap talcellarage for wine, beer, and coals ;
chase to any gentleman requiring a cheerful country
home, having the advantages of a picturesque neighbour.stabling for four horses, coach honse for three or four and a two -story building formerly used as stabling. With

carriages, harness room , an Itwo rooms for coachman . The 1 possession . Also a large cow -house with loft over , let to hood , accessibility from London , and being well within

kruunds ara cbarmingly disposed in lawns and flower beds, a yearly tenant at £15 per annun . the limit of the excellent society afforded by proximity to
Particulars of T . W . DENBY, Esq ., Solicitor , 8 , Frederick 's .adorned with choice shrubs and specimen trees, among Brighton ,

which may be mention + d the deodora Wellingtonia , aran . place , Old Jewry ; and of the AUCTIONEERS, 80, Cheapside. MESSRS DEBENHAM TEWSON and
cara, catalpa, magnolia , tulip tree , and cedar of Lebanon . FARMER witl SELL, at the Mart , on Tuesday,
There is a level croquet lawn , two brick -built summer Bickley , Kent, close to the railway station , affording quick May 19 , at Two (unless an acceptable offer be previously
houses, & c . The kitchen gard : ns are surrounded by lofty and frequent communication with the City andWest-end . made) , the modern Freehold Residence known asABBOTS
walls , and are profu - ely stocked with espalier , wall, and
ptandard fruit trees of the best kinds and in full bearing.

FORD , approached by a carriage drive, baving a portice- A substantial and very commodious Freehold Family
Residence, on high ground and gravel soil, with superior entrance, and constructed on two floors only . The accom

They also contain a range of vineries near y 150 feet long, stabling and attractive grounds of about an acre . With modation comprises six well-proportioned bed rooms and
& peach house , melon pits, and cucumb r frames. There dressing room , approached by principal and secondary
are two good grass paddocks, in one of which are cow and staircases , spacious entrance hall, three lofty reception
poultry houses and pigseries. The wholo comprises about MESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and roomswith bay windows, drawing room 19ft. by 17ft., dining
6 ) acres. FARMER will SELL, at the Mart, on Tuesday, room 19ft . by 17ft., library 19ft. by 15ft. Oin . ( the drawing
Particulars of Messrs WALTERS and GUSH , Solicitors, 3, May 12, at two (unless previously disposed of), the excellent room communicates with a handsome conservatory ) ; the

Finsbury-circus ; and of the AUCTIONEERS, 80, Cheapside. FREEHOLD detached RESIDENOE, known as Gordon domestic offices are complete and well arranged , and
Lodge, Bickley, approached by a carriage drive, and com include kitchen , dairy , butler' s pantry , scullery , larder, & c

Epsom , Surrey,about twenty minutes' walk from theSouth marding extensive and pleasing views. The house is well . At a eonvenient distance from the house , and with separate
Western railway Station . - A detached Freehold Rosi. fitted and decorated , and contains eight spacious bed approach , 13 stabling for seven horses, double coachhouse ,
dence, known as Newt n -villa , Mill .road, occupying a chambers and two smaller rooms (one fittedwith bath ), a harness room , lofts, and living rooms. There is also a
pleasant situation on the common , and commanding handsome suit of reception rooms, comprising drawing cowhouse toining the meadow and an excellent six
extensive views . The house contamos fur bed rooms, room abunt ft., dining room 23ft , and library 15ft. long, roomed cottage. The pleasure and kitchen gardens include
drawing and dining rooms, kitchen and offices ; with two large kitchens, other domestic offices, and good cellar. large vinery and forcing pits, fitted with hot water ap
large garden , in which is a timber building used as age ; three -stall stable, double carriage-house, and harness paratus on themost approved principle . The land lieswell
stabling. With possession . room , with loft and two living rooms over ; also a tool together , and is very productive, the whole comprises nearly

MESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and house. The grounds are prettily displayed , and include a 21 acres . Church near. Shops and post -office within ten
M FARMER will SELL the above at the Mart, on capitallarge croquet lawn, likewise a good kitchen garden . minutes' walk . A capital supply of water. Two or threa
Tuesday, May 5, at 2. Gas throughout, and a plentiful supply of water laid on . packs ofhounds hunt the district.
Prticulars of T . G . BULLEN, Esq ., Sylicitor, 69, Cheap Particulars of WILLIAM SiLLs, Esq., Solicitor, 26 , Old Particulars of H . A . CLARKE, Esq ., Solicitor, 94 , Austin

ddo ; and of the AUCTIONEERS, 80, Cheapside , Broad-street ; and of the AUCTIONEERS, 80 , Cheapside. friars , E . C . and of the Auotioneers, 80, Cheapside, E . ,

Pitle more thorthern
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Blackwall, Penge , and South Norwood . - Eight Leasehold Woodford , Essex, near the village and less than a mile from St. Leonard 's -on -Sea . - A charming Freehold Marine Resi

Dwelling-houses, in good situations, producing a total the station on the Great Eastern Railway , which now has dence, with attractive garden , croquet lawn, conserva

rental of £158 125. per annum , and held for long terms at its terminus in Liverpool-street. A moderate - sized , tories, & c ., in a beautiful situation, facing the sea ; witt
moderate ground-rents . By order of the Executors of detached Family Residence, with stabling , well -dressed possession .

Mr James Smith , deceased. grounds, paddocks, & c., in all nearly 71 acres, command | M ESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON, and
MESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and ing fine views and possessing extensive road frontages , M FARMER will SELL , at the Mart, in the Spring

M FARMER will SELL, at the Mart , on Tuesday, adapted for the erection of villas or first-class residences . (unless previously disposed of by private treaty ), the very
With possession .May 12, at Two, in three Lots, the following LEASE . complete FREEHOLD RESIDENCE , known as West-bil

HOLDS. viz . : MESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and House, West-hill, St. Leonard 's -on-Sea , possessiag a
Lot 1. Four HOUSES. Nos. 32, 33, 34, and 33 , Queen ' s . FARMER aro instructed by the Trustee under the magnificent sea view , and containing ten bedrooms, three

terrace , Manchester road , Blackwall, let at rentals amount- will of the late Charles White, Eag ., to SELL, at the Mart, dressing roams, bath room , outer and inner halls , drawing
ing to £83 48., and held for seventy -seven years unexpired , on Tuesday, May 26 , at Two, in Six Lots, & valuable COPY | dining, and billiard rooms, library , cloak room , lavator

at a ground-rent of £20 per annum . HOLD PROPERTY, held of the Manor of Woodford . and capital domestic office, with a very pretty garden ,

Lot 2 . Two DWELLING HOUSES, No3 , 1 and 2 , Mor Lot I will consist of the residence known as Forest Lodge, paved terrace walks, croquet lawn, extensive range of
land -villas,Maple-road , Penge, let at rentals amounting to occupying a choice situation immediately adjoining the vineries, greenhouse , conservatory , aviary , & c . Linmediata

£52, and held for ninety -three years unexpired , at a ground . ornamental grounds attached to the residence of Andrew possession will be given

rent of £12 per annum .
Johnston , Esq ., and containing seven bed rooms, small Particulars may be had of Messrg LINDSAY , Yasox , and

Lot 3 . Two COTTAGES , Nos. 1 and , Florence cottages , dressing room , box room , drawing room about 25ft. by 15ft., | GREENFIELD, Solicitors, 81, Basinghall- street, E . C . ; of Mr

Holland-road , South Norwood, let at rentals amounting to dining room , library , two kitchens , dairy, and other offices, 1 0 . H . GAUSDEN, Auctioneer, 49, Marina, St. Leonards' -on

£9% 8s., and held for ninety -three years unexpired , at a with conservatory, two stall stable , chaise house , and Ses ; and of Messrs DEBENHAM , TEWSON, and FARMEE

ground-rentof £6 per annum . garden , Land Agents and Anctioneers, 80 , Cheapside, London .

Particulars of W . A . GREATOREX, Esq . Solicitor, 59 , Lot 2 . The finely -timbered Lawn and Pleasure Grounds.
opposite Lot 1, embracing an area of about 14 aore, withChancery-lano; and of the AUCTIONEERS, 80, Cheapside, E . C .

Kent. - High Elms, Bendon wall. - A Freehold Residential

long frontages to Manor-road and to the road in the rear, Property of about six acres, comprising a detached
Sussex , - In a most agreeable and elevated position , & mile forming a very charming site for the erection of a superior country house , standing high on dry soil , in the raidst or

from Bramber_ Station on the London , Brighton , and residence or for several villas .
well-retired grounds, commanding an extensive prospect,

South -Coast Railway, and within seven miles rail or Lot 3 . A detached Kitchen Garcen , of nearly an acre and containing eight bed rooms, two dressing rooms,

drive of Brighton . - Tho charming Freehold Residence , having a good frontage, also available for building pur handrome drawing room ( 26ft. 6in . by 17ft .) , and cheerful

known as Knells , in the parish of Beeding, recently
poses.

dining room , each communicating with an elegant

erected in the most substantialmanner, the design being Lots 4 and 5 . Aboutan acre of Ground , with long front modern conservatory,morning room , study , and compact

in the old English style , and internalfittings of a superior ages towards Manor -road and a road at the side , and an domestic offices, gas, with hot and cold water to the tirst

class in keeping with the elevation . It contains six ex enclosure of pasture land, containing about 13 acre, with floor, stabling for three horses, two coach -houses and
cellent bed chambers (more could readily be added ), harness room , lawn , flower garden , croquet ground.
dressing room , dining room 19ft. by 13ft. oin . , drawing long road frontage, both presenting admirable sites for

building.
prolific walled fruit garden with vinery and pench house ,

room 23ft. Oin . by 14ft ., having a deep bay window , hall Lot 6. A piece of Land, comprising about 2a . 3r . 24p .. orchard , and paddock , the whole easily accessible, being
with massively frared porch , and domestic offices . There situate near to Chingford Hatch , and possessing a good only about one and a half mile from Abbey -wood and

is a pony stable, also a chaise house and buildings. The frontage to Mornington-road , at present let to a yearly
Belvedere Stations, little more than half an hourby rail

ground about the house is chiefly a grass paddock , from the City. For Sale, with possession .tenant at £ per annum .planted with ornamental trees, and kept in order at a Particulars, with plang, of Messrs HYDE and TANDY, MESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and
merely nominal expense . The whole comprises an area Solicitors, 33 , Ely -place , Holborn ; of Mossrs HAMMACKof an acre , is in excellent order, and offers a first-rate

FARMER will SELL at the MART, in MAY next

opportunity for any gentleman wishing to secure an in
and LAMBERT, Architects, 59 , Bishopsgate -street Within ; (unless previously disposed of), the above named attractive

expensive country home in a notedly healthy and pictur and ofthe AUCTIOXEERS, 80, Cheapside. FREEHOLD PROPERTY.
eaque district . Three packs of foxhounds and harrit ry Further particulars of the AUCTIONEERS, 80, Cheapside .

meet in the immediate vicinity , and there are delightful Preliminary Advertisement. - Berks, in the parishes of

rides and drives in all directions. With possession ,
White Waltham , Waltham St. Lawrence, and Shottes Sussex . - Preliminary Notice of Sale of several valuable

MEESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and
brook . - A small Pleasure Farm , known as Wake' s , about Freehold Estates, comprising in all about 638a . r . Sóp ,
four miles from Maidenhead Station , consisting of a situate as follows :- Milton -street, Farm , 2168. Sr . 22p ., in

VI FARMER willSELL the above-described charming farm -house , with homestead , and 87 acres of land , sait the parish of Arlington , Hempstead Farm , 25la . Sr . p .
FREEHOLD PROPERTY , at the Mart, on Tuesday, able for the erection of a superior residence , being in the in the parishes of Arlington and Heilingby. Toll Farın ,

May 19 , at Two (unless an acceptable offer be previously midst of a good hunting and residential district ; also 1318 . Or. s9p ., in the parish of Warbleton. Cobb Court,
severaldetached enclosures of accommodation land, con . 450 . Ir. 16p ., in the parish of Selmeston ; also 88 . Ir. Sp .

Particulars of Messrs SHEPHERD and Sons , Soli itors, taining together about 35 acres. The property is partly in the parishes of Laughton and Oniddingly .

32, Finsbury -circus, and of the AUCTIONEERS, 80 , Cheap freehold , and the remainder nearly equal thereto, beingM ESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and
side, E . C . copyhold , subject only to small fixed payments . Posses FARMER have received instructions to prepare for
By order of tho Executrix of the late W . Beckingham , Esq .. sion may bo had Michaelmas next. SALE by AUCTION , in June, the above-named important

- De Bengvoir Town, Islington , and Ball' s -pord . - Valu ESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON and FREEHOLD ESTATES.
able Freehold and Leasehold Houses and Shops, all M
situate in well -letting neighbourhoods, and offering very

FARMER will SELL, at the Mart, on Tuesday, Further particulars will appear in future advertisements,

desirable investinents, and in some instances the oppor.
May 26, at Two, in lots, the above-mentioned valuable and meanwhile may be obtained of John Lewis, Esq ..
PROPERTIES. Solicitor, Lewes, Sussex ; and of the AUCTIONEERS, 90,

tunity of obtaining, possession should purchasers desire Further particulars in future advertisements , and in the Cheapside, London .
it . The total rentals amount to about £162 per annum ,

MESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON, and
meantime of J . W . LAMBERT, Esq ., Solicitor, 30, Bedford
row ; and of the AUCTIONEERS, 80, Cheapside. Herefordshire. - The Queach , in the parish of Walford ,

IM FARMER will SELL, at the Mart, on Tuesday about three miles from Ross, and half a mile only from
May 19, at Two o'clock , in Lots, the following PRO - Surrey, about three miles from Caterham Junction Station , Kerne-bridge Station , on the Boss and Monmouth Line,

PERTIES : five and half from Croydon , six from Reigate, and in a a gentleman 's Country Residence with about twenty
Description , neighbourhood acknowledged to be one of the most salu two acres of ornamentalgrounds and attractive land , for

Leasehold . Rental, brious in the kingdom . - A charming Freehold Residen . sale with possession . _
Lot 1 . No. 49, Enfield- road North , De Beauvoir -town £45 tial Estate of about 125 acres, with a substantial and MESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and
Jeot . No, 171, Southgate- road , De Beauvoir -town ... commodious Family Residence , excellent stabling, & fine
Lobs, No . 168, Southgate road , De Beauvoir-town ...

M FARMER will SELL, at Mart, in the City of
series of glass houses, four capital Cottager, small

Lot 4 , No. 160, Southgate-road, De Beauvoir-town ...
London , in June (unless an acceptable offer be previously

Farmery, and every necessary convenience, for Sale, with
Lot 5 , No. 161, Southgate -road, De Beauvoir-town ... almost immediate possession , by order of the Executors

made by private contract ), tho desirable and compact
FREEHOLD RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY , known a

Lot 6 , No. 1e2, Southgate-road, De Beauvoir -town ... of the late John Cunliffe Pickersgill Cunliffe, Esq .
Jot 7 , No. 160, Southgate -road, De Beauvoir -town ...

The Queach , comprising a substantial stone-built residence,

Lot No. 105, De Beauvoir-road
MEESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and Laving seven good bed rooms, an elegant ootagonal draw .

Lot 9 , NO. 69, St. Peter-street, Islington ..... FARMER will SELL , at the Mart, on Tuesday,
ing- room , measuring 18ft. over and about 12ft high ; dining

Lot 10 , No. 71, St. Peter-street, Islington ...... May 26 , at Two (unless an acceptable offer be previously room , 21ft. by 12ft.; breakfast room , 15ft by 121t. and the
usual offices .

made by private contract), the exceedingly attractive
There are excellent gardens, with lawns

Lotu , No. 1, William -street, St. Peter-st ., Islington
Freehold . FREEHOLD RESIDENTIAL ESTATE (land tax re

shrubberies, & c ., and several enclosures of pasture , arable ,

Lot 12, No. 38, Newington -green -road , Ball's -pond deemed ) known as Hooley House, in the parish of Coulsdon .
and wood land, containing in al 229 . Or . 27p. There are

No. 22, Mildmay-street, Ball's -pond . The residence (a modern one) is in the Elizabethan style,
also two cottages, stabling, and convenient outbuildings

No. 23 , Mildmay.street, Ball's-pond. and contains on the two upper floors, sixteen bed rooms,
The situation is exceedingly attractive ; the scenery in

No. 30, Mildmay-street, Ball' s- pond . day and night nurseries, two dressing rooms, & boudoir,
oludes Goodrich Court and Castle, a long reach of the

No. 36, Mildmay .street, Ball's -pond. school room , bath room , linen and housemaid 's closets,
lovely Wye Valley, Coppel Wood , and part of the town of

37, Mildmay -street, Ball' s-pond. store rooms, and three water-closets ; on the ground floor
Ross . The property stands high and dry , is well supplied

88, Mildmay-street , Ball's -pond . entrance and inner halla , principal and secondary stair
with water, and has recently been much improved and

89, Mildmay -street, Ball's .pond cases , drawing room abont saft. 9in , by 17ft., dining room decoratod at considerable expense. Possession of the

40, Mildmay -street, Ball's -pond about 7ft. by 17ft . 6in ., library about Isft. 6in . by 14it,bin .,
house and grounds may be had immediately, and of the

Mildmay.street, Ball' s -pond . including bay, study, billiard room about 26ft . by 18ft., with land at an early date .

42, Mildmsy -street, Ball' s -pond . lavatory and water -closet, two kitcbens, butler's pantry,
Particulars of Messrs MINETT, Sox, and PIDOCKE

43, Mildmay-street, Ball's -pond and bed room , with other offices, and good dry cellar
Solicitors, Ross ; and of the AUCTIONEERS, 80, Cheapside,

Mildmay -strett, Ball' s - pond ...... age in the basement ; conveniently placed is an excellent E . C .

No. 45 , Mildmay-street, Ball's pond . enclosed stable yard , with eight stalls , three loose boxes,
Lot 20, No. 46, Mildmay-street, Ball' s- pond .

Mount Lee, Surrey , uron Egham - hill , onemile from Eghavn
harness room , coachhouse for five or six carriages (all

Lot 27, No. 47, Mildmay -street Ball's -pond ..
station , and only nineteen milesby road from London.

heated by hot water ) , coachman ' s cottage , roomsfor grooms
Lot No

This well-known and nearly matchless Freehold Estate of
. 48 Mildmay - treet Ball' s - pond . and gardeners, carpenter 's shop , and spacious loft. The

Lot 29, No. 49, Mildmay street, Ball' s -pond.
about 95 acres for sale with possession . It occupies a

26 picturesque pleasure grounds are well timbered, and pro .
Lot 80, No. 50, Mildmay-street, Ball's -pond ...

grand position, and as a site for a first -class mansicn is
26 tected at their entrance by a pretty lodge. There are ample

Lot 31, No.51, Mildmay-street, Ball' s- pond ..
certainly not to be surpassed , if it can be equalled by any

26 kitchen and fruit gardens and orchards, and perhaps one of similar property near London . It has a rich combination
themostextensive series of glass houses in the county, in of self- contained and surrounding charmsand advantages ,982 cluding conservatories, vineries, orchid , palm , orchard , of which the following is a brief epitome : - As the cur.May be viewed by permission of the tenants, and particu fern , and other houses, with potting sheds, and all neces

dern ,with conditions of sale, may be obtained of G . H , K ,
tilage of an ancient mansion (now removed ) it is rich in

sary appliances for heating and working the entirety .
FISHER, Esq ., Solicitor, No. 24, Essex-street, Strand , and

old timber ; as someof the highest ground in the locality
Capitalmodern -built house, suitable for head gardener, two

of the AUCTIONEERS, 80, Cheapside. good cottages, complete laundry, small farmery , bailiff' s
it commands fine views over a district renowned for
exquisite landscape scenery ; Its own configuration of

Gondhurst, Kent, about four miles from Marden Station , cottago, and numerous out-buildings, also various enclo

a pleasant drive of 10 milee from Tunbridge-wells, and
surface, its heights and graceful slopes , prettiiy secluded

sures of arable, pasture, and wood land . The estate is dells , with miniature waters fed by flowing springs, tha
only about 43 miles from London . - For Sale, with bounded on one side by an extensive common known as whole deftly adorned by thousands of conifers, evergreeng.
possession , a choice Residential Property known as Farthing Down , a large portion of which in the event of an and flowering shrubs, form as beautiful an entirety as it
Ladham -house , Occupying one of the most enviable enclosure would no doubt be allotted to this property . is possible to imagine. It has the advantage of a dry,
positions in the beautiful and favourite parish of Gond There are many meets of stag.hounds, fox -hounds, and gravel soil, in which are veins of sharp sand, an abun
hurst. It contains 13 bed rooms, two dressing rooms harriers in the district, and the scenery is remarkably fine. dance of pure water, long frontages to the main road a
very pleasant entertaining rooms, library , a modern Capital water supply . Good socioty . Church distantabout well as to a rural lane, both frontages being belted by
billiard room , school room , and ample domestic offices , & mile . trees, so that complete privacy is insured .

Particulars with plansmay be had of FRANCIS KEARSEY ,
It is within

The house is surrounded by charming grounds, exqui. half a mile of an entrance to Windsor Great Park , a short
Bitcly dressed with well-grown specimen conifers and Esq., Solicitor, 35, Old Jewry ; and of the AUCTIONEER, 80, distance only from Virginia -water ; indeed , it may be said
forest trees . There are very choice flower gardens. & 1 Cheapside . the whole country teems with objects of interest , the

prouuctive kitchen garden and orchard, and prettily popularity of which is established by the erection in old
arranged , park - like land encircled by an ornamental Hants, on the borders of Surrey and Sussex , in the lovely and present times of themany stately mansionswhich are
wood, througla which are numerous shady walks . The district between Haslemere, and Petersfield , only about within a few miles' radius. In combination with the great
entire area is about 85 acres 2 roods. In an enclosed , five minutes' walk from Liphook Station on the London facility of access from London are most of the attractions
paved yard is very superior, modern stabling, containing and South -Western Railway. - A desirable Freehold of country life , fine bracing air, good sporting with stag
live stalls , loose box, saddle room , and large coach -house , Residence, with stabling. pleasure grounds, kitoben and fox hounds and harriera, fishing (the Thames beinz
all fitted up after the most recent fashion . There are garden , and paddock , in all upwards of five acres . For within easy reach ). excellent society, and, so far as can ba
also other buildings uniform in construction , consisting Fale with possession . foreseen , there is no probability of any interference withof cart shed , cow -house , calf-house, piggeries, poultry - M ESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and these enjoyments , for most of the surrounding land is the
house, dwellings for coachman and gardener, spacious FARMER will SELL, at the Mart, on Tuesday , property of the Crown or of residential proprietors. who
lofts , wash -house , & c . The scenery from the house is jealously exclude the mere speculative builder.June 2 , at 2 , the FREEHOLD RESIDENCE , known asexceedingly fine, and the walks and drives in all directions

It is ,
however, obvious that while Mount Leemay be considered

most attractive. The parish church is within a mile of Liphook House, in the parish of Bramshott, comprising unique for one mansion it is also well circumstanced for
the house. The premises are thoroughly dry and nine bed chambers, a box room , dining room with bay, division into lots, for it is a fact that its peculiar formation
ethiciently drained , and there is a large supply of fine 2010. 6in , by 14ft. Sin ., drawing room , also with bay, 23ft. bin . admits of the erection of several houses, ench of which
water . The land.tax is redeemed , and the tithes are by lift, Sin .,and having a casement opening to the grounds,

morning room or school room , large square entrance hall,moderate . Near this property, and for sale, in separate
would be within private grounds and scarcely seen by its

used also as a library . The stabling department consists oflots, are two capital, modern cottages, with gardens,
proximate neighbour.

paddock , and small farmery ; also an enclosure of free . a two- stall stable , coach -house , and harness room . The MESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and
hold pasture land, containing about 8 acres 1 rood , com . pleasure grounds are planted with a choice variety ofshrubs VI FARMER are instructed by the Owner, to SELL ,

mauding truly magnificentviews,and forming a charming and trees. There is a level croquet lawn , a greenhouse and at the Mart , on Tuesday, June 30, at Two, in onelot (unless
site for another residence potting shed , and a well -stocked kitchen garden . Separated an acceptable offer be previously made), the above -named

TESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and
from the pleasure grounds by a haba fence is the fertile , singularly beautiful FREEHOLD ESTATE. Those who
well-timbereil land, on three sides of which is a pleasant

I
are in search of a grand site upon which to erect a resi

FARMER will SELL, at the Mart, on Tuesday, shubbery walk , and in a suitable position are a cow -house dence are invited to view this property .
May 26, at Two, in thrce lots (unlesy an acceptable offer be ! and piggerier, stackyard, & c . The whole comprises up Full particulars are now being preporod , andwhen ready
previously made by private contract ), the above-described wards of five acres, all in a ring fence, and to be sold with may be had of W . B . Lucas, Esq ., Solicitor, No. 7, Staples
chaimi. g FREEHOLD RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY . possession , inn, Holborn : and of Messrs DEBENIAM , TEwsox, and
Particulars, when ready, may be obtained of Messrs. Partir ularsof Messrs BRIDGES, SAWTELL , and Co ., Solici. FARMER, Auctioneers and Land Agents, so , Cheapside

WANSEY and BOWEX, Solicitors . 50, Moorgate-street ; and tors, 93 , Red Lion -square : and of the AUCTIONEERS, Eo, from whom only cards can be obtained, and who have full
of the AUC7103EEES, 80, Cheapsida . Cheapside , E . C . power to treat for the sale .
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n lease coach-fonden, alsories, andmoreinfo

SRS GANTS - short distansque walkabour,

secluded wel048-housesfamily morey hit an moroads and

Highbury- park , in a very desirable situation . - Two spacions Surrey . - A valuable Freehold Residential Property , eligibly Weybridge Station , on the South -Western Railway.- Very

Freehold Residences, with gardens and stabling , let on situate in a favourite and select locality, possessing every valuable Freehold Building and Accommodation Meadow
lease at the wholly inadequate rents of £86 and £90 per facility for railway communication , being within half an Land, together with Cottage Residence and Homestead,

annum . Byorder of Trustees, hour 's ride by rail, and a distance of twelve miles by road , the whole comprising about 65 acres, bounded by the

MESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and from the metropolis . The situation of the property is River Wey , in which there is most excellont fishing .
extremely picturesque, and the neighbourhood in which it

FARMER will SELL , at the Mart, on Tuesday, MESSRS GADSDEN , ELLIS, and co .is placed is surrounded by the best society. It comprises
June 9 , at Two, in two Lots, the excellent FREEHOLD a superior residence of handsomeelevation , erected within M have received instructionsto SELL by AUCTION,
semi-detached RESIDENCES, known as 6 and 7 , High ! the last ten years at considerable expense for the occupa at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard , Bank of England, on
bury-park . No. 6 (Lot 1 ) comprises five bed rooms, dressing tion of the owner, and contains eleven bed chambers, Wednesday, June 10, at Two o ' clock precisely , in
room , dining room , two drawing rooms, bath room , store dressing rooms, three reception rooms, billiard room , con numerous lots (unless previously disposed of by private

closet, outer and inner halls, with kitchens, scullery, wine servatory, and well - arranged domestic offices. The contract ), the charming FREEHOLD ESTATE, situate in

and coal cellars, & c ., and at the rear a lawn and garden , also grounds are laid out with great taste , and embrace an the parish of Byfleet, on the high road to Weybridge
& stable and coach house , with lofts over, and entrance from area of 18 acres. The property is adapted for the residence Station, and immediately adjoining Canes Wood and the
mews. Let on lease for twenty-one years from 1855 , at the of a nobleman, banker,merchant, or private gentleman . famous St . George' s Hills, bounded by the sinuous river

extremely low rental of £86 per annum . No. 7 ( Lot 2 ) com Wey in which there is capital fishing It comprises about
M R . MARSH is favoured with instructions

prises six bed rooms, bath room , dining room , drawing 65a . Ir . Slp . of building and accommodation land ,

rom , housekeeper' s room , kitchens, sculleries , and other M to SELL by AUCTION , at the Guildhall Coffee within three quarters of a mile of the Weybridge Station ,

offices ; at the rear, lawn and garden , also a two-stalled house , Gresham -street, at Twelve for One o 'clock , on having a frontage of upwards of 4000 feet. The beauty of

stable , two loose boxes , coach -house , & c. , with entrance THURSDAY, MAY 21, the above desirable RESIDEN the locality and attractive character of the neighbourhood

from mews. Let on lease for twenty -one years, from 18 : 8 ,at TIAL PROPERTY , situate and known as River-hill, Wor are Loverbial, while it is within easy driving distance of

the extremely low rental of £90 per annum . cester-park , near Ewell and Kingston , and within easy Epsi m , Dorking, Virginia Water,Windsor, Hampton Court ,
reach of Epsom . Claremont, and other places of fashionable resort . It is wel

Particulars of Mossrs LINKLATER, HACKWOOD, ADDISON , Particulars and plans may shortly be obtained of Mr. timbered , and offers a favourable opportunity for the erec
and Browx, Solicitors , 7 , Walbrook ; and of the Arc A . M . YETTS (late Mr. Marsh ), No. 54, Cannon-street. E . C . tion of residences, with land attached , either for occupation
TIONEERS, 80, Cheapside, E . O . or investment. The residence , which is known as Rose

Breconshire , on the borders of Monmouth. - By_order East Leigh Farm , Warblington , near Havant. Cottage contains five bed rooms and dressing rooms, two

the Executors, the compact and attractive Freehold MESSRS. WYATT and SON will SELL by sitting rooms, entrance hall, and the usual domestic offices .

Residential Estate, known as Aberbaiden , charmingly The homestead consists of double bay barn , cow stall and

placed on the banks of the Usk , about a mile from Govilan Į AUCTION , at the Dolphin Hotel, Chichester, on yard , piggeries, stable, and cart shed ; also a cottage con

Station , three from Abergavenny, and five from Crick WEDNESDAY, the 18th MAY 1874, at Two for Three o ' clock taining four rooms, & c . The property is surrounded by the

howell. It comprises a modern Residence, surrounded the very valuable and attractive FREEHOLD ESTATE , estates of the Hon. P . J . Locke King, Admiral the Hon .

by its own land, in all 45a , Ir. 6p., is approached through known as East Leigh Farm , comprising a suitable farm F . Egerton , M . P . ; P . L . Hinds, Esq ., and W . Curry, Esq .

a plantation by A carriage drive , with a lodge entrance , house, with parklike meadow in front, convenient farm Plans are in course of preparation, and , with particulars
commands magnificent views, embracing the vale of the buildings, cottage residence, and 143a . Or. 7p ., statute may shortly be obtained of Messrs ABBOTT, JENKINS, and

Usk , with the range of mountains in the background, measure, of very rich Arable and Pasture Land, in a ring ABBOTT, 8 , New -inn , Strand ; at the Mart ; and of Messrs

The accommodation comprises eight bedrooms, dressing fence, in the highest state of cnltivation , and surrounded GADSDEN , ELLIS, and Co., 18 , Old Broad -street, London , E . C .

room , and bath room , besides servants' bedrooms, outer by good roads . Also a field , called Little Denvills , or Clap
Esher, Thames Ditton , and Hersham , Surrey . - Valuablogate, and containing 2a . Ir. 38p ., statuto measure. Theand inner halls , dining room (23ft . Sin . by 17ft.) , drawing

room (21ft. by isft. ), with window opening to verandah,
Freehold and Copyhold Properties , including an excellentestate is situate in the parish of Warblington , Hants , and
Residence, with stabling, small farmery, fertile meadow

morning room , store room , together with requisite is about eight miles from Chichester, ten irom Portsmouth ,
land , and complete appurtenances ; several inclosures ofand about one mile from each of the Emsworth and Havantdomestic offices, including butler 's pantry, servants' hall,

dairy , and capital cellarage, stabling for four horses,
well situate arable and meadow land , with frontage to theRailway Stations. May be viewed by application to Mr.
river Thames, affording exceedingly choice sites for gen

coach house, & c. ; farm Scammel, the bailiff of the farm .buildings, three cottages, and Particulars and conditions of sale, with plang, may besuitable appurtenances . The pleasure grounds surround .
tlemen 's residences ; also a Small Farm ,with Homestead ,

had fourteen days prior to the day of sale , ofing the house are very attractive, and are tastefully dis ,
Cottages, and Buildings . The whole comprising upwards

EDWARD ARNOLD , Esq ., Solicitor, Chichester ; of63 acres, situate in a high - class residential neighbour
po ed , with ornamentalwaters and summer-houses, and

Messrs. PARKER , WATXEY, and CLARKE, St. Michael' s hood , abounding in the most picturesque walks and
are planted with rhododendronsand other choice shrubs ;
con ervatory , succession houses, tool house , & c . ; three Alley, Cornbill, London ; Messrs. WYATT and Sox , Estate drives , and being within a short distance of Hampton

Court and ClaremontAgente, & c ., Chichester ; at the Exchange Auction Mart,kitchen gardens, and enclosures of fertile , well timbered London : and of the bailiff at the farm . MESSRS GADSDEN , ELLIS , and Co. are
land . The estate slopes to the River Usk , where there is
& right of salmon and trout fishing ; three packs of M instructed by the Executors to SELL by AUCTION ,Camden -town . Important sale of valuable leasehold pro
bounds are within easy reach , Possession will be given at the Mart, Tokenhouse- yard , City, on Wednesday , June

perties , comprising forty-four dwelling -houses of a good
on completion of the purchase . | 17, at Two, in Seven Lots, the following desirable PROPER

class, situate in the well -established thoroughfares known TIES, being a second portion of the estates of the lateMESSRS DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and Es Camden -road , Camden -street, Hamilton -street, Caro Robert Pulſord , Esq ., deceased :
FARMER will SELL, at the Mart, in the City of line-street, and Kentish -town-road , the whole occupied , The attractive Freehold Residential Property , known as

London , in June, the above -described attractive FREE and producing & gross rack rental of about £2230 per ENBER-GROVE, situate at Esher, within a few minutes'
HOLD PROPERTY annum , Held by eight leases for long terms direct from walk of Esher Station , and consisting of an excellent resid

Marquis Camden , at moderate and in some instances
Particulars of Messrs COLBORNE and WARD , Solicitors , ence, with south aspect, containing five bed rooms and

peppercorn ) ground rents. Also leasehold ground rente ,
Newport, Monmouthshire, and of the AUCTIONEERS, 80, dressing room , besides servants ' rooms, drawing, dining,

amounting to £15 10s. per annum , amply secured upon ten
Cheapside, London , E . C . and breakfast rooms, library , large sitting room suitable

houses in Hamilton -street . for a billiard room , butler 's pantry , and ample domestic

Shooter'g -hill, Kent. - Preliminary Advertisement - The MESSRS GADSDEN , ELLIS and Co . are offices ; the stabling comprises four stalls and two loose
charming and well-known Residential Property, May M instructed by the executors of the late Robert Pul boxes, carriage house ; there is also a small farmery, with
field , situate on dry gravel soil, on the summit of the ford , Esq ., deceased , to SELL by AUCTION , at the Mart, many useful buildings. The surrounding grounds are
hill , within a pleasant drive of 83 miles from London . Tokenhouse-yard , City , on Thursday , May 28, at Two, in beautifully timbered and shrubbed , and include_ spacions
overlooking the Eltham -valley , the Elmstead woods and suitable lots, the following valuable PROPERTIES, viz .: lawns and flower beds, shady walks, ornamental fish pond ,

he ghts, near Chislehurst , and having & more distant Nos. 18 , 20, 22, 24, 26, and 28, Camden -road . Let at rents kitchen and fruit gardens, melon ground, with pinery and
view in the direction of the Surrey hills and Knockholt, varying from £12 to £56 per annum , and held for ninety - five succession houses, together with two fertile meadows.

It includes a first-class family house, with lodge entrance and three-quarter years from Lady-day 1831, at a ground The whole comprises about 14a . Or . 9p ., and will be sold
stabling . glass-house. and ornamental woodlands, with rent of R12 & year. with possession .

secluded walks and glades in same; in all 44 acres. The Nos. 30 , 32 , 34, and 36 , Camden -road . Let at rents varying Two valuable enclosures of Freehold MEADOW LAND ,
woods contain a large number of pheasants and rabbits. from £52 10s. to £58 per annum , and held for ninety -tour immediately adjoining the foregoing , containing about 8

With possession . and a half years from Midsummer 1832, at & peppercorn and 6 acres respectively, having extensive road frontages,
ground -rent . and affording capitalsites for gentlemen 's residences .

2A ESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and Nos. 38 , 40 , 42 , 44, 46 , 48 , 50 , and 52 , Camden -road . Let at A valuable enclosure of Freehold Land, known as the
L FARMER have received instructions from theRight rents varying from £50 to £60 per annum , and held for CLUMP MEADOW , ornamented by some handsome

Hon . Lord Penzance (who has no further occasion for a resi ninety- six and a quarter years from Michaelmas 1884 , at a timber, and favourably situate at Thames Ditton , imme
dence neer London ), to SELL by AUCTION , at the Mart. ground-rent of 230 a year, diately opposite Hampton - court-gardens, comprisingabout
on Tuesday, June 30 , the above important PROPERTY, Nos. 54, 56, 58, 60 , and 62, Camden -road , and 121 and 123, lla , Or. 23p., having fine frontages to the River Thames and
which is situate one and a half mile and two miles respec Camden -street . Let at rents varying from £48 to £30 per the road from Kingston ,and offering an exceedingly eligible
tively from two stations on the North Kentand South annum , and held for ninety -three and & quarter years from site for the erection of a first- class residence , with the
Eastern lines . The mansion was built from the designs Michaelmas 1887 , at a peppercorn ground -rent. advantage of capital boating and fishing.

and under the supervision of one of the leading architects , Nos . 113, 115, 117, and 119 , Camden -street. Let at 248 and A small Freebold FARM , in the hamlet of Hersham ,

especially for the occupation of the present proprietor. It £50 per annum eacn , and held for ninety - five years from comprising an old -fashioned farmhouse, with outbuildings,
is in the old English style of architecture, and no expense Michaelmas 1838 ,at a ground -rent of 221 a year . gardens, and four cottages, with good sound arable land,
has been spared to make it in every respect a complete Nos . 12 and 13, Hamilton -street . Let at et and £44 per in all upwards of 14 acres.
and comfortable abode. It contains four large principal annum respectively , and held for eighty - five years from An Enclosure of Freehold ARABLE LAND, situate near
bed chambers with dressing rooms to three of same, pix Michaelmas 1848, at a peppercorn ground-rent. the foregoing, comprising about 104 acres , with an excellent

secondary bed chambers and three servants ' bed rooms, Nos. 19, 20 , 22 , 24, 26 , 28 , 30, 32, 31, 36 , and 38, Kentish -town. road frontage, highly suitable for the erection of a superior
a handsome drawing room or library , about 45ft. by 18ft. or road . Let at rents varyingifrom £47 5s , to £56 per annum , residence .
19ft., besides bay 8ft, deep, second drawing room about and held for ninety and three-quarter years from Mid Particulars and conditions of sale may in due course be
22ft . by 18ft., dining room about 20ft, by 18ft. , study , a large summer 1811, at a ground - rent of £20 a year . obtained of w . T . ELLIOTT, Esq ., 5 , Verulam -buildings,

square hall nearly the whole height of the house , servants' Nos. 5 and 16 , Caroline-street, let at £29 and £28 per anuum Gray' s - inn ; at the Mart, and with every information in the
hall, housekeeper's room , butler' s pantry, kitchen , scullery , respectively , and held for ninety -four years from Michaelmas meantime, of Messrs GADSDEN , ELLIS, and Co., 18, Old
dairy , and all suitable premises. The walls and ceilings of 1828 , at & ground -rent of £4 & year . Broad -street , London, E . C .

the principal rooms are panelled , and the general fittings Leasehold Ground-repts, amounting to £15 109. Der MESSRS JOHNSON and DYMOND beg
and arrangements are in character with the style of annum , secured upon Nos. 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 , 25 , 26, and
architecture of the building. Stabling for five horses, 27, Hamilton -street. Held for nearly sixty years at pepper Il to call the attention of Members of the Profession
double coach -house , two coachnan ' s rooms over turret corns, and sub -leased at rents of £17, £10 , L5, L5, and £8 10s. to their SALES of JEWELLERY, which occur upon each
with turret clock striking the quarters, cow house, and respectively . Monday,Wednesday, and Friday, throughout the year, and
sheds ; & convenient lodge entrance , now occupied by the Particulars, with conditions of sale, may in due course be also to their Sales of Wearing Apparel and Miscellaneous
gardener, and four glass houses. The house has south and obtained of W . T . ELLIOTT, Esq ., Solicitor, 5 , Verulam Property, which take place every Tuesday, Wednesday,
west aspects, and the principalwindows open upon a series buildings, Gray's - inn ; at the Mart ; and of Messrs . Thursday, and Friday, offering unsurpassed advantages for
of grass slopes and ornamental gardens, in the latter is & GADSDEN , ELLIS , and Co., 18 , Old Broad -street, E . O . the disposal of all kinds of property on account of the
fountain ; kitchen and fruit gardens,melon grounds, and central position of their spacious rooms. All accounts are
ornamentalwoodland, containing some fine olioak timber, Surrey. - The Brokes, Reigate , a most enjoyable Freehold paid oneweek after the disposal of the property .
underwood , and ferns. The grounds have been laid out Residential Property, delightfully situate on a command . City Auction Rooms, 38 and 39 ,Gracechurch -street . Esta
under skilled superintendence, and although exceedingly ing eminence , sheltered by Reígate -hill, overlooking a blished 1793 .
plcturesque and attractive, they are inexpensive to main landscape unrivalled in beauty and extent, embracing
tain ; numerous glades and ornamental walks have been Leith -hill, Boxhill, Lord Somers's park , and other noted MESSRS JOHNSON and DYMOND' S

scenery . The residence is adapted for the reception of a Mformed through various parts of the woods, and the whole ARRANGEMENT of SALES for the ensuing week
is a choice purchase for any nobleman or gentleman of for family of position . There are beautiful pleasure grounds is as follows :

tune, or London merchant. Gas laid on to the house and
and a noble conservatory, green and hot houses, well. Monday and Friday, at Twelve o 'clock each day .

stables . A private reservoir , containing 120,000 or 180,000 arranged stabling, and two inclosures of fertile meadow | MODERN JEWELLERY, comprising a choice assortment

gallons, is placed on the property , at such an elevation as land, the whole occupying an area of about 11 acres ; of diamond, emerald , and ruby ornamente , single-stone and

to supply water to all parts of the house , and pipes are laid and , being within a few minutes' walk of the station on cluster brilliant rings, ladies and gentleman 's fashionable

down for the purpose of irrigating the gardensand for the the South - Eastern line, frequent and direct access to gold chains, 600 gold and silver watches , many by eminent

supply of additional fountains. The buildings and a great the city and West- end is obtained . For sale with pos . English and foreign makers, several hundred onnces of

portion of the property are held from the Crown for the session , modern and antique silver plate , superior plated goods, and
residue of a term of ninety -nine years from 1863, at IM ESSRS.GADSDEN , ELLIS,and Co . have other valuable property .

moderato ground rent; the residue is held from somo M received instructions to SELL by AUCTION , at Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, at Twelve o 'clock

trustees for a long term .
each day . - An assemblage of SILKMERÇERY, linen and

the Mart, Tokenhouse-yard , City, on Wednesday, June 17,
Printed particulars, with plansand views, are in course of woollen drapery , ladies and gentleman ' s fashionable wear

at Two precisely (unless previously disposed of private
preparation , and can shortly be had of Messrs WILDE, treaty ), THE BROKES, Reigate , one of the most com ing apparel of every description , boots and shoes, table and
BERGER , MOORE, and WILDE, Solicitors, No. 21, College. bed linen , carpets, hearthrugs, beds, bedding, household

plete Residential Properties in this part of the country .
hill, E . O . ; and of the AUCTIONEERS, 80, Cneapside . furniture , sewing machines, cutlery, guns, revolvers, and

The residence is approached by a carriage drive, with lodge miscellaneous property.
entrance, and contains thirteen bed rooms, drawing, and The property comprised in Monday's sale may be viewedVESSRS. DEBENHAM , TEWSON , and dining rooms ofhandsome proportions, the former opening this day. Catalogues on application gratis . .

1 FARMER'S LIST of ESTATES and HOUSES into a noble conservatory, three smaller reception rooms,
entrance hall, and excellent domestic offices. The stablingto be SOLD or LET, including Landed Estates , Town and MR. DAVID J . CHATTELL, who inspects

Country Residences, Hunting and Shooting Quarters, and outbuildings are judiciously placed , and include Lall Ground Bents entrusted to him for disposal,

Farms, Ground Rents , Rentcharges, House Property , and coachman's dwelling, two stalls and a loose box, spacious invites BUYERS or SELLERS of Ground Rents to CALL

Investments generally , is PUBLISHED on the first day of carriage house , harness room , hay store , fowl house, & c . upon or COMMUNICATE with him at his well -known

each month, and may be obtained , free of charge, at their The pleasure gardens immediately surround the mansion , corner Offices, 29A , Lincoln 's - inn - fields . No commission

Offices, 80, Cheapside, E . C ., or will be sentby post in return and are laid out with evident taste in terraces , parterres,and charged to purchasers .
lawns , the latter being studded with specimen shrubs andfor two stamps . Particulars for insertion should be coniferæ . The kitchen and fruit gardens are profuselyreceived not later than four days previous to the end of the

LREEHOLD and LEASEHOLD GROUND
stocked with a rare variety of the best trees ; there are also Tpreceding month . RENTS.- Mr. DAVID J. CHATTELL, having for
green and hot houses, forcing pits , two fish ponds, and in . many years devoted his particularattention to this class of

MR. MARSH' S REGISTER of LANDED closures ofmeadow land which possess a valuable road front investments, is , through his extensive and constantly
age. The whole comprises about 11 acres , and forms a most increasing connection , enabled to dispose ofGround Rents.

ESTATES , Town and Country Residences , and compactand desirable estate . without delay, at fair market prices. The Special Monthly
property of every description , is published monthly , and Particulars and conditions of sale may be obtained of List, containing particulars of numerous parcels, paying
may be obtained at the offices of Mr. A . M . YETT3 (late Messrs. R . M . and F . LOWE, Solicitors , 2, Tanfield -court , various rates of interest, and suitable for the employment
Mr. Marsh ) . Auctioneer , Land , and Estate Agent, 54 , Temple ; at the White Hart, Reigate ; at the Mart ; and oflarge or smallamounte, maybehad gratis , on application
Cannon -street, E . C ., or will be forwarded by post on appli. with cards to view , of Messrs . GADSDEN , ELLIS, and Co ., at his Oficos, 994 , corner of Lincolp 's - inn - fields, and forma
cation , 18 , Old Broad -street, E . O . I the best medium between buyers and sellers,
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Wiltshire . -- The Great Durnford Estate, a very valuable
Gloucester-terrace, Regent' s - park , - Leasehold Family City of Bath . - Highly important Sale of Investments

freehold property of about 746 acres of capital arable ,
Residence, with stabling in the rear, late in the occupa comprising a large number of freehold houses and lande,

water meadow , and pasture land, nearly all tithe free,
tion of J . J . Beecroft, Esq ., M . P ., deceased . With pos. freehold ground rents, with valuable reversione, rent

most advantageously situate about seven miles from the ession , charges, fee farm and water rents, and other property.
city of Salisbury, first- class stations on the London and DUSHWORTH , ABBOTT, and RUSH . The whole producing a gross rental of upwards of £2500

South -Western and Great Western Railways, which are N WORTH have received instructions to SELL by
per annum , and offering to trustees and capitalists most

reached from London in two hours , two and a half miles
desirable and safe investments, and affording an eligible

AUCTION at the Mart, Tokenhouse -yard , E . C ., on Wed .
from the town of Amesbury, and four from Wilton . There

opportunity to the various tenants of acquiring the tree
nesday, April 29, at One for two, a very attractive LEASE

is a good family farmhouse and all requisite buildings,
hold of their property, and thereby extinguishing the

HOLD FAMILY RESIDENCE , pleasantly situate, No. 4 ,
labourers' cottages, and a powerfulwater corn -mill doing

rents payable by them , together with the covenants and
Gloucester-terrace, overlooking the Regent's -park A short

a good trade. There is excellent fishing in the river Avon ,
restrictions by which they are now bound .

distance from the Portland -road station on the Metropoli
a right to which belongs to the property, also good par tan Railway , and near the Royal Botanical and Zoological DUSHWORTH , ABBOTT, and RUSH .
tridge and wildfowl shooting . The estate is famous for Gardens, also within a short drive of the principal theatres,
oureing, is in the centre of a good hunting district, and

N WORTH have been favoured with instructions from
the Opera House, and other places of fashionable resort.

within easy reach of two packs of foxhounds and a pack
the owner to SELL by AUCTION , at the White Lion

It contains twelve bed and dressing rooms, bath room , two
of harriers . The land is well adapted for stock breeding.

Hotel, Bath , in May next, in upwards of 100 Lots, to suit
spacious drawing rooms, dining room , library , and capital

The tenants are under notice toottMichaelmas next,
both small and large capitalists, the following valuable

domestic offices. The stabling is situate No. 4, Gloucester
when possession may be had ir desired .

FREEHOLD PROPERTY, in the city of Bath , viz .: No . 2,
mews, in the rear, and comprises two stalls , a loose box , Abbey -churchyard ; Nos. 1, 4 , 6 , and 7 , Abbey.street ; the

DUSHWORTH , ABBOTT, and RUSH . carriage house , with standing for two carriages, forage premises occupied by the PoorLaw Guardians at the corner

LV WORTH kave been favoured with instructions from
store and loft, and two rooms over . The whole held by of Abbey-street and York -street ; Nos. 1 and 7, Abbey .

the Trustees of the noble owner to SELL by AUCTION ,
lease for a term whereof 52 years are now unexpired , at & green : Nos . 3 , 4, and 5 , Abbey Gate -street ; No. 2 , Abbey.

at the Mart, London , on Wednesday, May 18 , at one for two ground rent of £50 per annum . With immediate posses place ; Nos. 4, 5 , 6 , and 7, Kingston -buildings ; Nos. 4 . 5. 6 .
sion ,o ' clock . the above important and valuable FREEHOLD and 7. Parade-walks ; No. 14, North - parade ; Nos. 7, 8 , 9 ,

LANDED ESTATE .
May be viewed , and particulars had ofMessrs .Mason and & c ., York -street ; Nos . 1, 2 , 3 , 4 , 6 , and 7. Church-street :

Particulars may shortly be obtained of Messrs NICHOLL
WITHALL, Solicitors, 18 , Bedford-row , W . C . ; and of the and Nos . 1 and 2 , North Parade passage ; let to respectable

and NEWMAX, Solicitors, & , Howard -street, Strand ; of
AUCTIONEERS, 22, Savile-row , W ., and 19, Change-alley , W . O . tenants at moderate rents, amounting to £1120 per annum ,

Mr H . Paix , Christchurch ; and of the AUCTIONEERS, 22,
A strip of vacant land between the river _Avon and the

Savile-row , W ., and 19, Ohange -alley, E . C ., London .
Valuable Leasehold Ground-rents, secured upon two capi Institution Gardens ; a plot of ditto in St. James's-street;
tal Residences in Westbourne-terrace, Hyde-park , pre and a plot of ditto behind the Southern Dispensary at

Hendon, Middlesex : - An attractive Freehold Property, of senting most desirable investments. Widcombe. Perpetual rent charges, amounting to £968 per

between 8 and 4 acres, lately in the occupation of Miss DUSHWORTH, ABBOTT and RUSH . annum , secured upon Nos, 1, 2 , , 5 , 6 , 8 , 9 , 10 , 11, and 13,

Lambe , deceased , with immediate possession . I WORTH will shortly SELL by AUOTION , at the
North -parade : No. 1, Pierrepont-street ; the Roman

RUSHWORTH , ABBOTT, and RUSH
Catholic Church , South - parade ; Nos. 3 and 4 , Abbey.

Mart, Tokenhouse-yard , near the Bank of England , on churchyard : Nos, 2 and 3 , Abbey -street ; No . 19 , Orange
WORTH have received instructions from the Wednesday, April 29, in Two Lots , improved LEASEHOLD grove ; Nos. 1 , 3 , and Sa , Parade-walks ; Nos. 3, 4, and 5 ,

Trustees under thewill of the above deceased lady to SELL GROUND -RENTS, amply secured upon 38 and 62 , West North Parade- passage ; Nos. 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 8 , 9 , and 10, Abbes.
by AUCTION , at the Mart , Tokenhouse -yard , E . C . , on bourne-terrace, each held by separate leases for an unex. green ; Nos. 1, 2, and 5 , St. James's -street ; Nos. 4 to 10,
Wednesday, May 13 , at One for Two o ' clock , in One Lot, the pired term of sixty-three years, at £10 per annum , and Manvers-street ; Nos. I to 7 , Manverg-place : Chapels in
very compact Freehold Residential Property known as under-lease for the whole term (less a few days) at £55 per Henry-street and Manvers-street ; the Catholic Schools,
LANGTON LODGE, Hendon, delightfully situate on aigh annum , each therefore yielding a net income of £15 per and Masonic Hall in Orchard -street : St. James' s Hall, and
ground , opposite the Vicarage, and near the old parish andum , and well suited to trustees and othersseeking in . Nos. 1 to 6 , Kingston - road , the Royal Hotel ; the Railway
church , about a mile from the Hendon station on the Mid vestments accompanied by neither trouble nor risk , the Hotel : and premises in Newark - street, Dorchester.
land Railway, and about five miles from the Regent' s Park . | tenants usually paying by crossed check through the post . street, Railway-street , Stanley -road , and Railway -place.
The residence contains eight bed and dressing rooms, Particularsmay be obtained of E . RYE, Esq ., 16 , Golden Freehold ground rents, amounting to £275 per annum ,
elegantdrawing room ,dining room , library, capital domestic square , W . : Messrs RUSHWORTH , A BBOTT,and RUSHWORTH , arising out of Nos . 8 , 9 , 10 , 11 , 12, and 13. Kingston -build .
offices, and cellarage ; yard , and outbuildings. The pleasure 22, Savile-row , W ., and No. 19 , Change-alley. E . C . ings ; Nos. 1 and 2 , Kingston -square ; Nos. 1, 2, 11, 12 ,

grounds are of a very attractive character, being laid out 13, 14 , 15 , 16 , 17, 18 , and 19, York -street ; No. 1, Orchardwith great taste , and planted with rhododendrons and Bedfordshire. - -Goldington Hall, a Freehold Residential street : Nos. 1, 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 7 , and 8 , Henry -street ; Henry Cot
other shrubs and trees ; they comprise & large flower Property or Hunting Box (in the midst of excellent tage ; Nos. 2 to 19, Phillip -street ; and Nos. 1 , 2 , 3, 6 , 7, 8 , 9 ,
garden , with conservatory , summerhouse, and ornamental society ) , a few years since occupied by R . W . Arkwright, and 10, Newark -street ; ten sbares in the new Parade.

PORd , a productive fruit and vegetable garden , with vinery , Esq ., master of the Oakley Hunt, and now in the occu bridge ; also water and other rente , amounting to £170 per

greenhouse , forcing house, melon pits, & c ., and adjoining is pation of Capt. Thursby, whose tenancy is expiring ; annum
a paddock of about 2 wcres, with belt of evergreens and immediate possession will therefore be given upon com .
shrubs. The surrounding country is remarkably open and

Particularsmay shortly be obtained of Messrs DAVIES,
pletion of the purchase. The estate is bounded on two

healthy, and there are numerous parks and gentlemen ' s
CAMPBELL , REEVES, and HOOPER , Solicitors , 17 , Warwick

sides by high road , on the third by Goldington -green
seats in the neighbourhood , affording the best society .

street, Regent street ; of WILLIAM MERRICK , Esq ., Brad.
(which cannot be inclosed ), and on the fourth by lands

the whole forming & charming residential property,
ford , Wilts ; of HENRY MERRICK, Esq ., 2 , Abbey-church

belonging to his Grace the Duke of Bedford , yard , Bath , and of the AUCTIONEERS. 22 . Savile -TOR ,
specially suited to the requirements of those who wish to
combinethe pleasures of a country life with the convenience

DUSHWORTH , ABBOTT, and RUSH . Regent-street , W ., and 19, Change-alley, Cornhill, London,
L . C .

of being within a short drive of town . N WORTH have received instructions to SELL by
May be viewed by orders, to be obtained of the AUCTION . AUCTION , at theMart, London , on Thursday, May 21, in

EERS , 22. Savile- row , W ., and 19 , Ohange-alley, E . O . , of | One Lob, GOLDINGTON HALL , a picturesque, old -fash
On the Crown Estate . -- First-class Leasehold Investments,

whom particulars may shortly be had ; also at the Bell Inn ioned residence of red brick , in the Elizabethan style, in situate in York -gate and Sussex -place , Regent's -park, let
and the Midland Hotel, Hendon ; and of Messrs HARTING excellent order, most delightfully situste on a gravel soil, on repairing leases at very moderate rents , and sold by

and Sox , Solicitors, 24, Lincoln 's - inn -fields, W . C . facing Goldington -green , from which is a carriage sweep to direction of the trustees under the willof Charles Octavius

the house , with spacious lawn , flower gardens, shrub Parnell, Esq ., deceased .
Hertfordshire . - The Highfield Hall Estate, with a desirable beries , & c . It is also close to the parish church ,
residence, compact stud farm , stable buildings , admi. and within two miles of the county town of Bedford ,

DUSHWORTH , ABBOTT, and RUSH .
rably arranged, and about 210 acres of very rich and which is reached by the Midland Railway from London in IV WORTH , bave received instructions to SELL by
productive land , principally meadow , well drained , and little more than sixty minutes. The railway communica | AUCTION ,at the Mart, on Thursday May 21, at One for
in excellent state of cultivation . With immediate tion with Bedford bymeans of the Midland, Great Northern , Two, in 2 Lots , the following VALUABLE LEASEHOLD

possession . and Great Eastern lines renders it one of the most eligible INVESTMENTS, viz . :

DUSHWORTH, ABBOTT, and RUSH . positions for any gentleman fond of sport , being within Lot 1 . The capital RESIDENCE, situate No. 11, York .

WORTH have received instructions from the about three miles of the Oakley Kennels, and within easy
reach of MrLeigh 's and the Cambridgeshire hounds. The

gate, Regent's -park , let upon lease expiring in 1881, at the
Trustees under the will of the late George Mather, Esq ., to low rent of eiso per annum , and held at a ground rent of

DELL by AUCTION , at the Mart, London , on Wednesday, house contains several principal and secondary bed 140 per annum .
May 13, at One for Two o'clock , in one Lot, a very desirable chambers and servants' apartments, with three separate

FREEHOLD RESIDENTIAL ESTATE , distinguished
staircases , waterclosets, and other household conve Lot. 2 . The excellent RESIDENCE , situate No. 19 ,

BS Highfield Hall, pleasantly situate, about two and a half
niences, a good dining room 29ft . by 15ft ., double drawing Sussex-place, Regent's -park , with stabling, let upon lease

miles from St. Alban 's , and eighteen from London , in a
room saft. long, library or morning room , housekeeper' s to Lord Edward Kussell for a term expiring in 1884, atslov

delightful district ofthe county of Herts, within themeets
room , servants' hall , butler 's pantry , kitchens, and rent of £163 124, 6d . per annum , and held at & ground -rent

of geveral packs of hounds, and adjoining the property of other domestic offices. The stabling is well planned of 240 per annum .

the Earl of Verulam , the Countess Caledon, and others, in and of modern erection , consisting of three stalls and
five loose boxes, with a large carriage house, harness Each lot is held for an unexpired term of 47 years.

a neighbourhood abounding in objects of historic interest,
and about a quarter of an hour's drive from stations on

room , & c . ; also convenient farm buildings, inclosed cattle May be viewed with permission of the tenants , and parti

the Great Northern, London and North -Western , and
yards ofmodern construction , and well arranged . There is culars obtained of GEORGE CARTER MORRISON, Esq ., Soll

Midland Railways. The residence is approached by a
a capital partly -walled fruit and vegetable garden well citor, Reigate ; and of he AUCTIONEERS, No. 22, Savile- row ,

enrriage drive, and is very conveniently planned ; it contains
stocked . The grass land occupied with the residence is of Regent- street, and 19 , Change-alley , Cornhill, E . C .

eleven bed and dressing rooms, bath room , spacious drawing park - like character, prettily timbered , and the remainder

room , dining room , library ,and capitaldomestic offices, with is arable (about 17 acres ) of first-rate quality , highly farmed Theobald ' s Park , Hertfordshire, in the parish of Cheshunt,

dairy and brewhouse. The pleasure grounds are of consider by Mr Paine (an excellent tenant), who has received notice and within a short ride of London from the railway ter

able extent, and have been tastefully laid out and planted
to quit at Michaelmas next. The entire property consists miniof St. Pancras and Liverpool-street .

with choice shrubs and trees. In the rear of the honse ofabout 35 acres.
is a large and well-stocked fruit and vegetable garden , with May be viewed by cards, which , with particulars (when DUSHWORTH , ABBOTT, and RUSH .

& range of greenhouses, 91ft. in length , heated by hot water,
published ) ,maybe obtained of Messrs TURNLEY, SHARMAN , LV WORTH have received instructions to announce for

and a small ornamental fishpond . Adjoining the residence and SMAIL , Solicitors, Bedford ; and of Messrs RrSHWORTH , SALE by AUCTION ,at the Mart, London , in thesummer,
is & double carriage house, with two-stall stable , seven loose ABBOTT,and RUSHWORTH , 22, Savile - row , W ., and 19 ,Change in such lots as may hereafter be determined (unless an

boxes , barness -room , & c . The farm buildings comprise two alley, E . C . acceptable offer for the whole be previously made by
large barns, one of which is at present fitted up with nine

Private Contract ), the above very valuable, beantiful, and
Kent. - The valuable Freehold Residential Estate of H . E .

loose boxes, large cart shed , six -stall cart-horse stable, 23
historical FREEHOLD ESTATE, so well known in the

loose boxes, cattle sheds, piggeries, poultry houses, & c . At Marsh , Esq., deceased , distinguished as The Mount, reign of Queen Elizabeth , and comprising about 360 acres .
a convenient distance from thehouse there hasbeen erected ,

Bexley. The mansion , which is built of red brick , is a handsomeand

with all the modern improvements, stabling, comprising 80 PUSHWORTH , ABBOTT, and RUSH . imposing structure, with conservatories, & c ., placed upon

loose boxes for broodmares and foals, and four stallion yards WORTH have received instructions from the Exeou .
an eminence, surrounded by a magnificently - timbered

with boxes attached , corn and chat house, engine house, tors and Trustees under the will to announce for SALE by
park , with extensive pleasure grounds, terrace walks,

& c . ; the whole arranged with great care and judgment, re AUCTION , in May next , the valuable and very attractive
shrubberies, & c . The fruit and vegetable gardens are

gardless of expense . There is a bailiff 's house and garden , Freehold Residential Property (with possession ), well very extensive, walled all round , and containing green

and two cottages , together with about 210 acres of produc- known as THE MOUNT. with about 60 acres of arable and houses, succession houses, and every necessary for pro

tive land, a large portion of which was chalked and drained
viding delicacies and luxuries at all seasons. There are a

meadow land , most delightfully situate at Bexley (within
a few years since ; about 160 acres is meadow , divided into onemile ofthat station on the South - Eastern Railway, and

racquet court and well -arranged stabling, with capital farm

convenient inclosures and paddocks, well supplied with
buildings, the whole in excellent order . The mansion and

thence about thirty - five minutes' ride from Cannon -street
water , and with ornamental timber , presenting a park - like

park are in the occupation of Mr Alderman Cotton , M . P ..
and Charing-cross ), one of the most favoured districts

appearance. The land-tax upon the estate has been re within the same distance of London , commanding most
who holds the same for a term of years , Theobald 's Farm

deemed .
adjoining , is in the occupation of MrArnold , of which early

charming views over the finely wooded scenery for which
May be viewed by orders, to be obtained of the Auc

possession may be had . On the border of the estate are
this district is celebrated , The property is also con

TIONEERS, and particulars and plans (when ready ) obtained
three capital residences , with extensive gardens and beautiguous to Bridgen -place , Danson Park , Blendon Hall, and

of Messrs DAVIES, CAMPBELL, REEVES, and HOOPER ,
tifully timbered pleasure grounds , ornamental lakes, & c .,

other known seats of gentlemen of great position in the
Solicitors, No. 17, Warwick -street, Regent-street ; and of

in the respective occupations (on lease) of C . Wilson , Egg ,
county. The residence is ofmodern construction , erected

Messrs RUBHWORTH , ABBOTT , and RUSHWORTH , 22 , Savile
C . Kingsford , Esq ., and O . Kuypers, Esq., which might be

at considerable cost within the last twenty years, and
row , Rogent-street, w . , and 13, Change-alley, Cornhill, admirably arranged for the requirements and comforts of a

advantageously sold off without interfering with Theo

London , E . C . bald 's Park .
gentleman ' s family, having numerous principaland secon

Herefordshire and Radnorshire. - A valuable Freehold dary bed chambers, including dressing roomsand nurseries , The mansion and other residences can only be viewed by
special arrangement with Messers RUSH WORTH , ABBOTT,a lady's boudoir and a bath room , approached by two stairEstate, distinguished as Letchmore Farm , most advan and RusHWORTH , 22 , Savile -row , Regent- street, W ., who

tageously situate in a very picturesque district, in the cases, a spaciousand very elegant drawing room opening
into a beautiful conservatory (Cranstone's patent), finished will be happy to give intending purchasers every informa

parishes of Presteign and Kinsham , within two miles in an expensive manner with allmodern appliances, capital tion prior to the publication of the particulars and plans.
from the county town of Presteign , eight from Kington dining room , library , morning room , and billiard room , and Particularsmay likewise be obtained of Joux NOYES, Esq .
and Knighton , and eleven from Leominster, at each of
which three latter towns is a railway station . Another

12, Clarges -street, Piccadilly , W .all requisite offices in complete order. The reception rooms
railway will be opened to Presteign in a few months, open to delightful pleasure grounds , with lawnsand terrace
within two miles of the lestate . The property comprises 817

walks, laid out under the superintendence of an eminent Crown Property . - Essex . - A One-third Part or Share of a

acres of very valuable and highly productive arable rich
landscape gardener , and planted with American and other valuable Freehold Estate , distinguished as Miller' s Farm ,

water meadow , pasture, and orchard land with a farm
shrubs and evergreeus, also greenhouses, & c . The principal situate in the parish of Chigwell, and comprising a farm

house and buildings thereon ,thewhole being in the occupa
front of the house overlooks its own park-like and prettily house and buildings, and about 55 acres of arable, pasture

tion ofMr John Rogers, a highly respectable tenant, upon
wooded land. The stabling is well planned , and consists of and orchard land, in the occupation ofMr. John Chilton ,

lease ( expiring in 1880 ), at a net rent of £150 per annum .
four stalls and two loose boxes, carriage houses, coachman's whose lease expires at Michaelmas, 1875 , at the very low

The property has been in the owner's family for nearly
cottage, & c . ; also a laundry, and productive fruit and vege rent of £130 per annum , and being a portion of the pro

200 years, and is well worthy the attention of capitalists table gardens, well stocked . There is also a compact farm perty of Sir Samuel Raymond Jarvis , deceased .

requiringan investment in land in the centre of a country homestead , with bailiff's house and all requisite buildings, T USHWORITE ABBOTT and RUS
celebrated for its beauty and prosperity , The property is particularly eligible for the ocoupation of a

gentleman whose avocations require his daily attendance in U WORTH . have been favoured with instructions on
PUSHWORTH , ABBOTT, and RUSH town, combined with the enjoyment of country life. Other behalf of the Crown, and by direction of the Nominees
N WORTH have received instructions to SELL by outlying properties will be offered for sale on the same day thereof in trust for sale , to SELL by AUCTION , at the

AUCTION, at Leominster, in June next, the above valu . in lots, to be hereafter particularised .
Mart, London , in June pext, the above valuable FREE

able FREEHOLD ESTATE , of which particulars and Further particulars (with orders to view on special days ) HOLD PROPERTY.
plans, when published, may be obtained of E . J . JENINGS, I may be obtained of the AUCTIONEERS, 22, Savile -row , W .. Particulars (when ready) may be obtained at the offices
Esq .. Solicitor, l , Mitre- court-buildings, Temple ; and of and 19, Change- alley , E . O . Particulars and plans, when of the Solicitor to Her Majesty' s Treasury , Whitehall ;
the AUCTIONEERS, 22, Savile -row , W ., and 19, Chango-alley , published , may likewise be obtained of Messrs HENDERSON I and of Messrs RUSHWORTH , ABBOTT, and RUSHWORTH, 2
London, E . C . and BUCKLE, Solicitors , 24 and 25 , Fenchurch -street, E . C . Sayile-row . W ., and 19 . Change-alley, E . O ., London ,

nvenientdittle sheds, piggeriestall cart horse stahinir

fucture,wnded bye" groundsble
gardensreen

es,the the attached mares auments, therehas rises,and
tta ense. sed with a chair apa los comper

e

walkscape gardener:us, also greenwon park.likenal consis

ouse and buland, in the richnelmas, 1875.tion of the pro
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Elmshade, Reigate, Surrey . - Desirable Leasehold Property. Farnham Royal, Bucks. A charming Villa Rosidence, with Tavistock -square ,on the Bedford Estate . - Improved Lease
producing & net incomeof £150 per annum , and sold by stabling, pleasure grounds, and orchard , comprising about hold Ground-rents , amounting together to about £272 per
direction of the Trustees under the will of Charles five acres, in the centre of the Royal hunt. With posses . annum , amnly secured upon seven capitaldwelling -houses
Octavius Parnell, Esq ., deceased . sinn , anu promisus, Nos. 1, 2 , 3 , 4, 5 , 6 , and 7, Tavistock -square ;
RUSHWORTH ," ABBOTT, and RUSH DUSHWORTH , ABBOTT, and RUSH . each house is let on a separate lease, and in some of the

WORTH have received instructions to SELL by houses there is a few years' reversion to the rack rent.
IU WORTH have received instructions to SELL byAUOTION , at the Mart, on Thursday, May 21, at One The total rental value is over £1000 per annum .
AUCTION , at the Mart, Tokenhouse -yard , on Thursfor Two, the capitalFAMILY RESIDENCE, distinguished MESSRS DRIVER are instructed by the

Ag Elmshade, Reigate , with pleasure grounds, on lease to day, May 21, at One for Two o ' clock , in One Lot,
a very attractive Residential Property , distinguished as Trustees to SELL by AUCTION , at the Mart,

0 . Hilhouse, Esq ., for a term expiring Christmas, 1877, at SWISS VILLA, and situate at Farnham Royal, upon & Tokenhouse- yard , on Tuesday . May 5 , at I'wo o' clock pre
the moderate rent of £159 per annum , and held for sixty gravel soil, near the old church , about two miles from the cisely (unless an acceptable offer be previously made by
years from Michaelmas, 1846 , at the extremely low ground . Slough Station , on the Great Western Railway , two and . private contract), the above LEASEHOLD GROUND
rent of £9 per annum , with prospect of an increased rent in half from Windsor, and twenty -one from London . The RENTS, held direct from the Duke of Bedford , at a very
1877. when possession can be obtained if required for residence is of an ornamental Gothic elevation , and com moderate ground -rent.
occnpation . mands delightful views of Windsor Castle , Stoke park , and Particulars shortly , ofMessrs Rixox and Sox , Solicitori ,
May be viewed with permission of the tenant, and par. the surrounding country . It is approached by a carriago 62, Gracechurch -street, E .C . ; of Messrs SATCHELL and

ticulars obtained of GEORGE CARTER MORRISON, Esq .. sweep through a front garden , and contains seven bed and OHAPPLE, Solicitors, 6 , Queen -street, Cheapaide ; or of
Solicitor, Reigate , and of the AUCTIONEERS, 22, Savile- row , dressing rooms, bath room , with hot and cold bath , elegant Messrs DRIVER , Surveyors, Land Agents, and Auctioneers ,
Regent-street, W ., and 19, Change- alley, Cornhill, E . O . drawing room opening into a conservatory, dining room , 4 , Whitehall, London ,

Burlington - gardeng. -- The distinguished and exceedingly library, and capital domestic offices, laundry, and dairy,
The stabling comprises three stalls , carriage house , andvaluable Freehold Mansion of General the Hon . H . F . C .

Coventry. - Advowson and PerpetualRight of Presentation
harness room , with loft and two rooms over.Cavendish , recently deceased , comprising the block of

to the Rectory of St. John the Baptist in the City ofThe pleasure Coventry, of the value of about £100 per annum , thehandsome Buildings opposite the University of London , grounds are extensive and tastefully laid out in lawn .
present incumbentbeing in his 79th year.croquet ground , and beds, planted with choice shrubs andwith a frontage of 180ft. to Burlington- gardens ; also the

spacious Freehold Family Residence adjoining, being No. trees . MESSRS DRIVER are instructed to SELLThere is a productive fruit and vegetable garden ,
83. Old Burlington -street ; the entire area comprising with a well -stocked orchard adjoining. Thewhole contain - by AUOTION, at the Mart. Tokenhouse -yard,

ing about 5 acres, and forming a most desirable property asabout 8000 superficial feet, with possession . London , on Tuesday, May 5 , at Two o ' clock precisely , the
DUSHWORTH, ABBOTT, and RUSH . a hunting box, or as a country residence for a small family. valuable ADVOWSON , with next and perpetual right of

The tenure is almost equal to freehold , and immediate presentation and patronage, to the RECTORY of ST .
V WORTH (the persons appointed by Vice -Chancellor possession may be had upon completion of the purchase. JOHN the BAPTIST, in the City of Coventry. The Annual

Sir Richard Malins, to whose court the cause is attached ). May be viewed , and particulars with plans shortly ob income is about £400, of which £290 are permanent pay.
will shortly SELL by AVOTION , at the Mart, Tokenhouse tained of Messrs MASON and WITHALL., Solicitors, 18 . Bed . ments, the remainder being derived from pew rents and
yard , near the Bank of England, pursuant to an order of ford -row , W . C . ; and of the AUCTIONEERS, 22, Savile -row , gurplice fees. The present vicar is in his 79th year.
the High Court of Chancery, made in the cause of “ Caven . W ., and i9, Change-alley, E .O . Particulars shortly of Messrs SIMSOX and Co., Solicitors ,
dish v . Cavendish ," with immediate possession on comple. 11, Great George-street , Westminster ; of A . S . FIELD ,
tion of the purchase , the distinguished FREEHOLD Esg .. Solicitor, Leamington ; of Messr3 MACLACHLAX and
MANSION of the late General tho Hon . H . F . O ., Caven . Islington , Barford -street. - Five Freehold Dwelling-houses, RODGER, W . 8 ., Edinburgh ; of JOHN HOLMES, Esq ..
dish , most eligibly situate in Burlington - gardens, immedi. let at rents producing £184 per annum ; also Freehold Solicitor, Union Bank , Johnstone, Scotland ; and ofMessrs
ately opposite the University of London , extending from Ground-rents, amounting to £10 per annum ; in lots. DRIVER , Surveyors , Land Agents, and Auctioneers, 4 .Old Burlington -street on the east to Cork -street on the MESSRS DRIVER will SELL by AUC Whitehall , London .
west ; also the spacious Freebold Residence, situate No. 33,
Old Burlington -street (adjoining ), the whole presenting å TION , at the Mart, Tokenhouse -yard , in May (un Middlesborongh , North Riding of Yorkshire. - Swatters
valuable site for the erection of a first-class clubhouse, less previously sold by private contract) , the above FREE Carr. - A valuable Freehold Building Property, most
hotel, bank, insurance office , literary or scientific institu HOLD PROPERTIES , viz. : desirably situate , close to the important, rapidly increan

tion , being in close proximity to thewestern branch of the A Freehold Ground-rent of £5 per annum , secured upon ing, and flourishing port and market town of Middles
Bank of England, the University of London , the Royal NO. 10 , Barford -street. borough , containing 70 acres . It has a considerable
Academy, the Geographical and other Societies, and mid A Freehold Ground-rent of £5 per annum , secured upon frontage to the High Linthorpe -road , and adjoins Albert
way between Old Bond-street and Regent-street. No. 11, Barford -street. park . The house , buildings, and about 60 acres are
The premises may be viewed by cards, to be obtained of No. 12 , Barford -street, Freehold , let at £10 per annum . occupied by Mr. White , a yearly tenant, with power for

the AUCTIONEERS, 22 , Saville -row , Regent-street, W ., and No. 13 , Barford -street , Freehold , let at £34 per annum . the landlord to resume for building . & c ., and about eight
19, Change-alley, Cornbill, E . C ., of whom copies of the par. No. 14, Barford -street, Freehold , let at £10 per annum . acres are let to the Middlesborough Cricket Club for a
ticulars may be had . Particulars and conditions of tale No. 15 , Barford - street, Freehold , let at £36 per annum . term expiring April, 1875, when possession can be bad .
may also be obtained of Messrs BAILEY, SHAW , SMITH , and No. 16, Barford -street, Freehold , let at £34 per annum . The town and port of Middlesborough has during the
BAILEY, Solicitors, 5 , Berners-street, Oxford -street, W . ; Particulare, shortly , of Messrs LEE, PEMBERTON , and last few years risen into a place of considerablo import
ofMessrs NEWMAX And PAYNE, Solicitors, No . 15 , Clifford' s - REXVES, Solicitors , 41, Lincoln ' s inn - fields ; and of Mesars ance , and certainly there is no town in England that has
inn , Chancery -lane, W . 0 . ; of Messrs WinG and Du CANE, DRIVER, Surveyors, Land Agents, and Auctioneers, in so few years made such progress . Trade is now very
Solicitors, 1, Gray' s - inn -square, Holborn , W . O . ; of PINDER Whitehall, London . flourishing , and there is a considerable demand for
SIMPSOX , Esq., 34, Savile-row , W . ; and at the Mart. building land, and consequent on the estate being close

to the park and on the High Linthorpe-road (which is the
Hertfordshire. - Valuable Farm and other Freehold Pro Gloncestershire. - The Cowley Manor Estate . - A highly promenade of Middlesborough ), this land is well adapted
perties, being outlying portions of the Theobald ' s Park important freehold residentialdomain , land tax free, five for the erection of buildings of a superior class .
Estate , comprising about 107 acres of capital land , suit miles from Cheltenham , nine from Gloucester, and ten M ESSRS DRIVER have been instructedable for market garden purposes, also a gentleman 's from Cirencester, comprising about 1870 acres, in & ring
Residence , known as the Manor House, Cheshunt. fence, bounded by the high roads from Cheltenham to - by Trustees to offer the above valuable FREEHOLD

DUSHWORTH , ABBOTT, and RUSH . Cirencester, and from Gloucester and Painswick to PROPERTY, comprising about 70 acres ,known as Swatters
Cirencester. The mansion is approached by carriage Carr, to AUCTION , at the Queen Hotel, Middlesborough ,

IV WORTH have received instructions to SELL by on Thursday, May 28, at Two for Three o 'clock (unless an
AUOTION , in June next, at theMart, London , in Lots, tho drive, with ornamental stone-built entrance lodge, is

charmingly placed on table land, whence extensive views acceptable offer be previously made by private contract ) .
following valuable FREEHOLD PROPERTIES , most of its own park -like grounds, lakes, and woods are ob . Particulars of Mr. HENRY CURRY, Land Agent, Finckle
eligibly situate , about two miles from Cheshunt and Wal. tained . It is stone-built in the Italian style ,with beautiful street, Stockton -on - Tees ; of C . E . Tuck , Esq . , Solicitor .
tham stationson the Great Eastern Railway, which has now internal decorations, and in very good order and repair . St.Giles'-street,Norwich ; and ofMessrs. DRIVER , Surveyors,
a terminus at Liverpool-street, within a few minutes' walk It comprises every necessary accommodation for a county Land Agents, and Auctioneers , 4, Whitehall, London .
of the Bank of England, namely, & residential property . family , and has a large billiard room (adapted also as &distinguished as the MANOR HOUSE , adjoining the picture gallery ) ; and a Roman or Turkish bath , complete . Near Middlesborough , North Riding of Yorkshire . - Ulla
church , at Cheshunt , in the occupation of B . Hargreaves, I The domestic offices and servants' apartments aro amply Farm . - A valuable and desirable Freehold Estata, in the
Esq ., comprising & desirable residence, with greenhouses, sufficient. The coach house and stable premises are of township of Helmington , in the parish of Stainton -in
garden , and park -like meadow land , the whole about 24 stone, and sufficient for a largehunting establishment. It Cloveland, and well situate on the high road from Yarm
acres ; also BROOKFIELD FARM , consisting of a farm . I is in the Cotswold hunt, and within easy distance of Lord to Middlesborough and Stockton -on- Tees , about four
house and buildings, and about 83 acres of excellent arable Fitzbardinge ' s and the V . W . H . hounds. The church is miles from each of the two latter important and greatly
and pasture land . Early possession of the whole may be in the grounds, and has been very recently restored at increasing ports and market towns. It comprises a
had , the tenants being under notice to quit. There are considerable expense . There are two rookeries on the farmhouse and homestead, garden , rick yard , and inclo .
also other smaller properties, of which particulars will be estate . The gardens and pleasure grounds are very charm sures, containing about 90 acres of productive arable and
advertised . ing and extensive, comprising the terrace and Italian grass lands, in a good state of cultivation . A very largo

Particulars may be obtained in due course of John garden , with fountains, beyond which grass slopes extend portion of the land has been pipe drained . It fronts the
NOYEX, Esq ., 12 , Olarges -street, Piccadilly ; and of Messrs to a large piece of ornamental running water, supplied by high road for a considerable distance, and is not far from
RUSHWORTH , ABBOTT, and RUSHWORTH, Surveyors and never- failing springs from one of the sources of the river Acland Hall. It is bounded on the north and east by
Auctioneers , No. 22, Savile- row , Regent- street, W ., and 19, Thames ; from this the water passes over the falls among lands belonging to Thomas Hustler, Esq., and on the
Change -alley , Cornhill, E . O . charmingly dressed grounds to the lower lakes, which , west by lands belonging to J . 8 . Pennyman, Esq . It is
Crown Property . - Isle of Wight, A valuable Freehold with their islands, are prominent ornamental features in the occupation of MrSickling, yearly tenant, at a very
Estate, lately belonging to Sir Samuel Raymond Jarvis, inadequate rent.in the grounds. The mansion is supplied with water by
deceased , comprising about 282 acres, situate between a force pump. There are extensive kitchen gardens, with M ESSRS DRIVER have been instructed
Ventnor , Niton , and Newport, & fine agricultural district orchard houses, graperies, melon and pine houses, hot by Trustees to offer the above valuable Freehold
and producing a net rental of 1500 per annum . and greenhouses of considerable extentand variety . Tho

woods. plantations, and shooting are in hand, and extendDUSHWORTH , ABBOTT, and RUSH .
Property , known as ULLA FARM , containing about 30

over about 140 acres, including Cowley Wood, & well acres, to AUCTION , at the Queen Hotel, Middlesborough ,
V WORTH have been favoured with instructions on known fox covert. At the foot of this wood is a series of on Thursday, May 28 , at Two for Three o ' clock , in One Lot

behall of the Crown , and by direction of the nominees fishing pools and stews. In the grove adjoining the (unless an acceptablo otier be previously made by private
thereof in trust for sale , to SELL by AUCTION . at the pleasure grounds is Cookleford Brook , which gives nearly contract) .
Mart, London , in June next, in one lot, a valuable FREE three -quarters of a mile of good trout fishing . There is | Particulars of Mr HENRY CURRY, Land Agent, Finckie
HOLD ESTATE , distinguished as Dean and Berryl Farms, good partridge and ground game shooting , and a large street, Stockton -on - Tees ; of C . E . Tuck , Esq ., Solicitor
advantageously situate in the parishes of Godshill and head of pheasants can be easily reared . The estate is St. Glles' s-street, Norwich ; and of Me ars DRIVER , Sur
Whitwell, adjoining the Undercliff at St. Lawrence, near undulated, and possessesmany charming views, including veyors, Land Agents , and Auctioneers, 4, Whitehall, London .
the pretty little church , within about two miles of Ventnor , the far-famed views of the valley of Gloucester, extend
and an easy distance from the capital market town of ing to the Welsh and Malvern hils. The soil is Glouces. The Pennoyro Estate, Brecon. - A charming Freehold Resi
Newport. It consists of a capital farmhouse, facing the tershire stone brash (oolite formation ) , and is well adapted dential Property , about three miles from Brecon , com
high road , with extensive and useful buildings , seven cot for sheep farming and the growth of all varieties of corn prising about 490 acres of park and grass lands. The man .
tages for labourers, and about 282 acres of excellent arable, and roots. Nearly thewhole of the estate has been re sion is an elegant stone-built residence in the Italian
meadow , and pasture land , which is well farmed by the cently pipe drained at considerable cost. It is divided style, placed on the southern slope of an eminence, in a
present highly respectable tenant, Mr Daniel Attrill, jun ., into four farms, each with capital farm house and home well -timbered and undulating park of about 120 acres ,
who holds the same upon lease for a term of twenty-one stead. There are also numerous cottages . Likewise the and commanding extensive views over its own beautiful
years from October 1862 (determinable by the lessor or George Hotel, at Birdlip Hill, and other small holdings, grounds and the Valley of the Uek , backed by the
lessee at the expiration of lonrteen yeare ), at & net rent, and the Manor of Cowley. The entire annual rental of Breconshire Beacons, the Black Mountains, and other
free from all deductions, of £500 per annum . The property the property, including the cottages and estimated value mountain scenery . It contains a handsome suite of tre .
forms one of the most compact and eligible farms in the of the manor farm ( in hand ), mansion, woods, grounds, ception rooms, including lofty saloon and grand entrance
island , and presents a very desirable landed investment. and shooting is about £2630 per annum . Possession of hall, principal and secondary bed and dressing rooms,
May be viewed , with permission of the tenant, and the mansion , park , and home farm and lands in hand ample domestic offices and servants' apartments. The

particulars, with plans, shortly obtained at the offices of on completion of the purchase, or earlier by arrangement. stabling is detached , and comprises two stables, coach

the Solicitor to Her Majesty' s Treasury, Whitehall ; and of To be viewed by cards to be had of Messrs Driver. house, colt -sheds, harness room , & c. The pleasure grounds
Messrs RTSHWORTH , ABBOTT, and RUSHWORTH , 22, Saville MESSRS DRIVER will OFFER for SALE are well laid out, timbered , and adorned with a variety of
row , W ., and 19, Change-alley, E . O ., London , coniferæ and other ornamental and forost trees and

by AVOTION, at the Auctior Mart, London, on shrubs, and comprise terrace walks with sloping grass
Crown Property . - Ventnor, Isle of Wight. - A very delight .uesday , June 9 , at Two o 'clock precisely , in One Lot banks, & beautiful Italian garden , with _ fountain , lofty

fully situate small Freehold Residential Property , distin . ( unless an acceptable offer be previously made by private conservatory and palm house , and a fine Irish yew walk .
guished as Cove - cottage , lately belonging to and occupied contract ) the above very valuable and important FREE . The walled kitchen and fruit gardens are well stocked ,

by Sir Samuel Raymond Jarvis , deceased . HIOLD , RESIDENTIAL , and INVESTMENT DOMAIN . and comprise a range of fine vineries extending over about

DUSHWORTH, ABBOTT, and RUSH . Particulars ofMessrs TRAVERS, SMITH , and Co., Solicitors, 130 feet, also peach houses, pineand melon pits, & c . In tho
park , and screened from themansion , are the home farm

WORTH have been favoured with instructions on | 25, Throgmorton -street, London ; of L . W .WINTERBOTKAN . and homestead, with bailiff's cottage, two entrance lodges ;behall ot the Crown and by direction of the nominees s .. Solicitor, Stroud ; or of Messrs DRIVER, Surveyors . tho Cradoc Inn , smithy, and cottages.Land Agents, and Auctioneers, 4, Whitehall, London.thereof in trust for sale, to SELL by AUCTION , at the
Also an orna .

mental lake of 10 acres, known as Llyn Gludy, with fishingMart. London , in June next, COVE -COTTAGE, Ventnor cottage in Swing style , backed by an ornamental plants
& very pretty and charmingly situate , detached , stone-built Halden , Surrey . -- Tho Blagdon -lodge Etate. - A desirable tion , and forming a charming feature in the landscape
Residence, 'in the best position in this delightful and Freehold Property, land -tax redeemed , and partly tithe from the mansion . The entire estate contains about 400
favourite watering place, between the Marine and Royal free, comprising capital farm residence, homestead, Seven acres of valuable park , grass lands, and plantations, .
Hotels. The house contains four bed rooms, approached dwelling houses and shops, one formerly a beer shop , also few acres only being arable, and lies in a ring fence .
by two staircases, drawing and dining rooms shaded by a cottages, and about 200 acres of valuable accommodation Immediate possession of the mansion by arrangement.
verandah, kitchen , scullery, & c . It is surrounded by and building land, forming a desirable property for imme
prettily laid -out grounds, fruit and vegetable gardens, & c ., M ESSRS DRIVER will offer the abovediate building operations , investment, or occupation ,
in all about half an acre ; the frontage to the main road is close to the Coombe and Malden Station , and within valuable FREEHOLD PROPERTY to AVOTION .

nearly 200ft , and there is sufficientspace for the erection of three -quarters of & mile of the Raynes - park Station on at the Mart, Tokenhouse -yard , London , on Tuesday , June

another residence. The property is in the occupation of the London and South -Western Railway. Early posses 9 , at Two o ' clock precisely, in one lot, unless an acceptable
George S . Wells , Esq ., as yearly tenant, but notice to quit sion . offer be previously made by private contract. To be viewed
has been given , so that early possession may be had if
desired .

on Tuesdays and Thursdays by order only, to be had of Mr'MESSRS DRIVER beg to inform the Isaac Davies and Messrs Driver
May be viewed with permission of the tenant, and par public that the SALE of this PROPERTY, adver Particulars of Messrs BENXETT, Dawson, and BENNETT,

ticulars obtained at the offices of the Solicitor to Her 1 ised to have taken place on Tuesday, the 14th inst ., has Solicitors, 2 . New -square, Lincoln ' g - inn , London ; of Mr
Majesty' s Treasury, Whitehall ; and of Messrs. RUSKWORTH Teen POSTPONED, and that the day on which it is decided ISAAC DAVIES, Land Agent, & c ., Brecon ; or of Messrs
ABBOTT, and RUSAWORTH , 22 , Savile-row , W ., and 19, 1o offer the property to auction will be duly announced in DRIVER, Surveyors, Land Agents, and Auctioneers,
Obange-ley, E . C ., London , future advertisements . - No. 4 , Whitehall, April, 1874 , Whitehall , London ,
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Ladbroko-square, Notting-hill, near the Notting hill-gate M ESSRS. EDWIN FOX and BOUS- St.George's , East.- By order of the Executors of William
Station of the Metropolitan Railway . - Valuable Treehold Meredith , Esq . -- Desirable short Leasehold Estates, pro
Residences, producing £550 per annum , and forming most

FIELD ' S Forthcoming SALES at the MART, ducing £300 per annum .
eligible and secure investments. In five lots . E . C ., commencing at Two o'clock. M ESSRS C . C. and T . MOORE will SELL

MESSRS DRIVER will offer to AUCTION ,
Wednesday, April 29th ,

RE HARRIETMILLER DECEASED . - Valuable Long I by AUCTION , at the Mart, on Thursday, May 14,
JVL at the Mart London , on Tuesday, May 5 , at 9 leasehold and copyhold investment, comprising & Ground at Twelve for One o 'clock , in Two Lote, Four DWELLING
o 'clock precisely (unless an acceptable offer be previously | Rent of £26 per annum , secured on two houses at the HOUSES, 88 , 90, 92, and 94.Grove-street, Commercial-road ,
made by private contract ), FIVE capital FREEHOLD corner of Norfolk -road and Westbourne-grove West, Bays . let at £so. 128. EightHouses , 1 to 8, Meredith 's -buildings,
RESIDENCES, being Nos. 38, 42 , 43, 44 , and 45, Ladbroke water ; unexpired term of 69 years at a peppercorn rent. in rear, let at £104. And Three Houses , 1, 2 , and 3 , Turner s .
square . Let on leases at moderate rents , amounting to Ground Rent of £30 per annum , secured on five messages buildings, in rear , let at £42 18s. ; term twenty -three years ,
£555 per annum . in Pitt' s-place, Drury-lane, held for & term of about 700 ground-rent, £22 for the whole. Three Dwelling Houses,
Particulars of PRESTON KARSLAKE, Esq ., solicitor, 4 , years, and leased for a term of 14 years . Semi-detached 71, 78 , and 75 , Middle Grove-street, 71 and 78 underlessed,

Regent-street ; and of Messrs DRIVER, Surveyors, Land Residence, No. 49, Adelaide- road , Haverstock -hill, unex No. 75 let at £21 ; term , twenty -eight years ; ground rent,
Agents, and Auctioneers , 4, Whitehall, London , pired term of 70 years, at & ground rent of £7 per annum ; 46 . Also the Dwelling -house , stable, and premises, 69,

also a Copyhold House, situate at North -hill Highgate, let Middle Grove -street, let at £52 ; term twenty -eight years ;
Berkshire . - A very beautiful Freehold Estate, charmingly on lease at a rental of 234 10s. per annum . - Vendor's solici. at 821 per annum .
situate at Buckland , in this favourite county, and espe tor, M . B . MILLER, Esq ., 15 , Clifford ' s- inn, Strand . Particulars of Messrs MORRIS, STONE. Townsox , and
cially adapted for the erection of a residence, consisting

Wednesday, May 6th .of the Barcott and Ragnall Farms, comprising two farm
MORRIS , Solicitors , 5 , Finsbury-circus, E . C . ; at the Mart ;

houses , with agriculturalbuildings, and 581 acres of most BARNET. - Upset price , £16 ,000 , in One Lot, a valuable and at the AUCTIONEERS' Offices , 141, Mile-end -road , E .

productive arable , pasture, wood, and meadow land of the Freehold Estate , known as Green - hill Grove, comprising & Woodford - A Pair of attractive and well- finished Villa
finest quality, with a long frontage to the river Thames, Mansion , with beautiful grounds, about 40 acres of park . Residences, particularly adapted for Occupation. - By
with possession . like land , immediately available for building operations ;

also Two well-built modern Residences, let at £180 per order of the Executor of MrGeorge Squire .
MESSRS HENRY NEWSON and Co ., are annum . Vendor's Solicitors, Messrs WOODALL and Wood M ESSRS C . C . and T . MOORE will SELL

favoured with instructions to SELL by AVOTION , ALL, Scarborough ; and Messrs SHARP and ULLITHORNE, 1 , 1 by AUOTION , at theMart, on Thur-day, May 14 , at
in June, the above exceptionally fine PROPERTY. Field court, Gray's -inn . Twelve for One, in Two Lote, the PAIR of sernidt tached ,
Particulars may be had or Messrs SMITH and Co., Solici. HAVERSTOCK -HILL. - Two handsome and well-built Nine-roomed RESIDENCES, with good gardens, 8 and 4,

tors, 13 Northumberland -street, Charing- cross ; or the AUC Residences, being Nos. 127 and 129, Queen 's - crescent, held
TIONEERS , 2 , Walbook , Mansion House, E . C .

Grove-hill-crescent, Wocdford , let at 888 per annum each .
under separate leases. direct from the freeholder, for terms Term 81 years ; ground-rents £5, 148 . each .
of 74 years, at ground-rents of £10 and 28 per annum , to

East Suffolk . - Small Estate at Brampton , consisting of 133 Particulars of Messrs . SORRELL and Sox, Solicitors, 63,
gether of the rental value of £130 per annum . Vendor' s

acres of excellent land, with house and buildings, close to
Great Tower-street , EC.; at the Mart ; and at the AUC

Solicitor, JAMES CROWDY, Esq., 17, Serjeant' s -inn, Fleet
& station , six miles from the sea . With possession .

TIONEERS ' Offices, 141, Mile -end -road , E .
street.

MESSRS HENRY NEWSON and Co ., will OLAPHAM COMMON . - By order of themortgagees . A Notting- hill. - The Lease, fixtures, fittings, and goodwill in
M SELL by AUCTION , in June (unless previously

valuable long Leasehold Property , comprising the very trade ofan old -established Baker's Business, as formany
vell-built detached residence, known as “ Fair View , "

disposed of by privaie contract), the above attractive PRO
years successfully carried on by the late Mr. William

PERTY, of which
situate in Macaulay-road , with garden of about half an Burgess , nipon the premises , No. 3 , Hope-terrace, oppo .

Particulars may be had at the office, %, Walbrook, Man . acre, held for an unexpired term of 97 years , at the low rent site Uxbridge-road Railway Station ,
of £15 per annum . Vendor' s Solicitor. WALTER WHITE ,sion House, E . O . Esq ., 1 , Raymond-buildings, Gray' s -inn . MESSRS C. C . and T . MOORE will SELL

City . - Freehold , close to the Holborn -viaduct. - Modern , Wednesday, May 13th , I the above by AUOTION , at the Mart, on Thursday,
sabstantial Business Premises, with workshops, possess HIGHQATE. - A capital detached Family Residence , May 14, at Twelve for One. The premises are well adapted

ing a ground area of about 1200ft. distinguished as “ Lynton House," situate in Hampstead for the trade, and are held for seventeen years unespired .

MESSRS WINSTANLEY and HORWOOD lane. Held for a long term at a ground rent of 122 per Rental £15 .
annum , rental value £150 per annum . - Vendor's Solocicors, Particulars ofMessrs T . W . RATCLIFF and Sox . Solicitors ,

L are instructed to offer for SALE by AUOTION . at Messrs . SHEPHEARD and Sons, 32, Finsbury-circus, E . O . S , St. Michael's -alley , E . C . ; at theMart ; and at the AUC

tnt Mart, Tokenhouse -yard , E . C ., on Friday, 22nd May , the STEPNEY. - Freehold House and Premises, No. 75, TIONEER ' Offices, 111, Mile -end -road, E .

valuable FREEHOLD PROPERTY , comprising the well Salmon 's -lane ; let at £20 16s. per annum . - Vendor' s solici

lighted business premises, situate on the east side of, and tor. J . H . KAYS, Esq ., 2 , New .inn , Strand . Near Victoria Park ,adapted for occupation and investment,
numbered 15 and 16 , Giltspur-street, a lew paces from New STREATHAM PARK . - First-class long Leasehold Resi MESSRS C . C . and T . MOORE will SELL
gate -street and the Viaduct , for many years in the occupa dence, known as “ Thrale House, " a short distance from

three railway stations, standing in large garden grounds, IM
tion of Mr. Meacock , gas engineer. The premises consist

by AUCTION , at the Mart, on Thursday, May 14 ,
of a lofty , showy shop (wich plate-glass front)on the ground and having adequate family accommodation . Held for a

at Twelve for One, Nine-roomed RESIDENCE , with
front garden and long garden in rear, 6 , Lansmere -terrace,floor, a show room on the first floor, counting house and term of 89 years at & moderate ground rent.-- Vendor' s

policitor, T , W . NELSOX , Esq ., 6 , Laurence Pountney - lane, facing Victoria Park , let at $ 10 ; term eighty years ; gronnd .spacious workshops, with a very convenient dwelling house ,
containing twelve rooms, and are suitable for any busine - 8

rent L . An eight -roomed House, 6 . Haliford terrace,E . O .
Ii quiring nightand space . The frontags is 34ft ., the depth TVednesday, May 20th .

Grove- road , let at £38. 16s. Also a Dwelling House and
on north side about 4610 ., and total area about 1250 super BELGRAVIA . - Upset price £2,750) with £2,500 on mort Premises, known as Halliford House in rear, let at £30,

fizial feet. To be viewed . gage. A valuable long Leasehold Property, comprising
term eighty -six years , ground -rent 25 each ; and seren

Printed particulars, with plans,may be obtained twenty the commodious town house, No, 84, St. George' s - square .
eight- roomed House (one with shop ), 74 to 134, Chisen

One days previously of Messrs . R . S . TAYLOR and Son, Soli . Held for a long term atamoderate ground rent. Possession hale- road in rear, overlooking Victoria Park , let at £273,
citors, 4 , Field -court, Gray' s -inn, W . C . ; At the place of sale ; on completion ofthe purchase . - Vendor' s Solicitors, Messrs. term ninety years , ground -rent £4 108. each .

on the premises , and of the AUCTIONEEKS, 10 , Paternoster CLUTTON AND HAINES, 10, Serjeant's- inn , Fleet -street.
Particulars of SAMUEL PRENTICE, Solicitor, 298, White .

row , St. Paul's , E . C . UPPER NORWOOD. - A delightful Freehold Residence ,
chapel-road , E . ; Messrs LETUBRIDGE and Son , Solicit yrs,

distinguished as “ Sherwood Lodge, " on the summit oł
25 , Abingdon -street, S . W . ; of A , E . FRANCIS , Esq . , So icitor,

To Solicitors, Executors, Trustees, Accountants, and Beulah Hill, embracing the fail beauty of the view which 9 , Austinfriars, E . C . ; at the Mart ; and at the AUCTIONEERS'
others. The best medium for the disposal of Jewels , has rendered this spot 60 famous , surrounded by well. Offices, 141, Mile-end-road, E .

Watches, Silver Plate, Clocks, China , Bronzes, Ladies' wooded gardens and grounds of about four acres with
and Gentlemen 's Wardrobes , Furniture, & c., is dotached and complete out offices , entrance lodge. A part Mile -end-road.- Five newly -built Dwelling-houses , adapted

for investment.
MESSRS DEBENHAM , STORR , and of the land might advantageously bo used for building

operations. - Vendor's Solicitors, Messrs. ELMSLIE, For M ESSRS C. C . and T . MOORE will SELL
NS GREAT AVOTION JART, where Sales SYTH , AND SEDGWICK , 27 , Leadenhall-street, E . C . M by AUCTION , at the Mart, on Thursday, May 14,

or similar property are held daily throughout the year . WALTON -ON - THAMES. - A charming Freehold Rosi at Twelve for One, Five Eight-roomed HOUSES , with
Established 1813 ; rebuilt 1500 . - 20 , King -street, Covent donce, distinguished as " Wykeham Lodge," near Walton front areas and yarde, 15 to 19, Canal- road ; let at L-31 per
Garden . Station on the South -Westera Railway, placed in well. annum each . Torin seventy years ; ground rent £5 128 .

timbered grounds of over 12 acres, stabling, and outbuildTo Pawnbrokerg. - Investment for about £9000. - In Liqui. each .
ings , and adequate family accommodation . Possession on

dation : re W . J . Tomlinson , deceased .
Particulars of Messrs BAYLIS, BAYLTS, and PEARCE,

completion of the purchase . - Vendor's Solicitor, JOHN Solicitors , No. 1, Church -court, Od Jewry, E . 0 . : at the
MESSRS DEBENHAM , STORR, and | RAE , Esq ., 9, Mincing-lane, E . O . Mart; and at the AUCTIONEERS' Offices , 146, Mile-end .

M SONS will SELL by AUCTION , at the Great CLAPHAM COMMON and BALHAM HILL . - Valuable road , E .

Marc, King-street, Covent-garden , on Monday, April 27, at Freehold Estate, comprising about 3 acres of building land ,
Two for Three o 'clock , without reserve, in One Lot, by and four Residences for occupation , respectively known as Mile End, Bethnal Green and Rotherhithe , for occupation
order of the Trustees , who are now finally winding -up the " Elm Lawn," " Aston Lodge ," " No. 2, Balham Hill, and investment.
accounts of the estate, Mr. Tomlinson 's PAWNBROKING and " Beauclere Lodge ;" also a beautiful Rosidential site , MTESSRS C . C . and T . MOORE will SELL
and SALE BUSINESSES, 218 and 215 , Kentish -town . road . over 1 acro in extent, on Clapham Common , admirably
hela for about 21 years unexpired , at a moderate rent. Also adapted for a first -class family residence, or for four smaller by AUCTION at the Mart on Thursday , March 14 , at
the Trade and House Fixtures. The genuine Pledge Stock semi-detached houses. - Vendor' s Solicitors, Messrs. Twelve for One, a Freehold BEERHOUSE and SHOP. 35,

of about £7000 to be taken at & premium of 10 per cent, and RUSSELL, Son , and Scorr, 14, old Jewry -chambers , E . O . Globe-road , Mile End, let on lease at £24 per annum ; Five
the Sale Stock (under £1000 ) by valuation in the usual way. Wednesday , May 27th . five-roomed Houses with yards, 7 , 8 , 9 , 21, and 23, Norfolk

Particulars of Messrs STILEMAX and NEATE, Solicitors, CHINGFORD , ESSEX.-- A rural and accessible district, street, Bethnal Green , let at £110 . 108., term forty years,
16 Sonbempton -street, Bloomsbury ; and of the AUCTION | with a well- regulated train service to the City , performing ground-rent £14 ; an eight-roomed House, 2 , Gold -worthy
EERS, 26, King -street, Covent-garden , w . o . tue journey to Liverpool-street in 38 minutes. - A compact

terrace , Lower -road, Rotherhithe , let at £25 , term eighteen

and very valuable Estate of about 80 acres of park -like
years, ground rent, £1, 178, d . : Two Houses (one with shop ).

Kentish -town. - To Trustees , Builders, Capitalists , or 2 and 3 , William -street, New - road , Mile End, let at £38. 188.
land, bounded by high roads, intersected by numerous foot
paths, lying exceedingly high , adorned with finely -grownManagers of Pablic Institutions. - Nearly 63 acres of term thirteen years, ground -rent €12.

Freehold Land , the chief part now available for building timber, and presenting delightful sites for the erection of Particulars of WILLIAM SHEARMAN, Esq .. Solicitor, 18.
Little Tower -street, E . C . ; at the Mart ; and at the AUCpurposes, together with three houses fronting the High gentlemen ' s residences in a neighbourhood which will vie

gate -road , at present producing £318 per annum . with any in the vicinity of themetropolis,together with the
TIONEERS' Offioes , 114 , Mile -end-road, E .

comfortable Family Residence, standing in grounds of
MESSRS DEBENHAM , STORR , and unusual benuty on the summit of the hill, near the pic Barking -road. - Adapted for investment.

1 SONS are instructed by the Executors of the late turesque ruins of Chingford Old Church , and about one M ESSRS C . C . and T . MOORE will SELL
MrWilliam Woodfall to SELL by AUUTION , at the Mart, mile from the new church , and near the Railway Station , M by AUCTION , at the Mart, on Thursday, May 14,
Token house- yard , E . O ., on Monday, May 11, at Twelve for Vendor' s Solicitors, Messrs. ASHURST, MORRIS, and Co ., 6 , at Twelve for One, Two Seven -roomed HOUSES, Nos. 12
One o ' clock ( unless previously disposed of privately ) , the Old Jewry, E . O . and 11, Clarkson -street, Rathbone-street. Let at £31. ds. ;
GROVE-END ESTATE, & freehold property , with excep NORFOLK . - The valuable Freehold Residential Estate , term ninety years ; ground -reut £6.
tional attractions and elements of value, tithe free and distinguished ag " Hethersett Hall," near a station on the Particulars of R . J . BOWERMAX, Esq., Solicitor , 4 , Gray's ,
land tax nominal in amount, consisting of Grove-end main line of railway , and within six miles of the City of inn -square, W . 0 . ; at the Mart ; and at the AUCTION EERS'
house , Grove -end -villa , and Grove-end - lodge, with gardens Norwich , comprising about 270 acres of well- cultivated Offices , 111, Mile -end- road , E .
thereto , and large paddock in the rear, available for the land, affording excellent shooting, being in close proximity
erection of suburban residences of a superior class ; the to the estates of Sir Francis Boileau , Bart. Possession on Bow - road - Adapted for occupation or investment.whole containing very nearly 69 acres, and producing a completion of the purchase . Vondor' s solicitors , Messrs.
present income of £843 per annum , which can be imme ALLEN and Sox , 17, Carlisle-street, Soho-square, London , MESSRS C. C . and T . MOORE will SELL
diately increased by letting the land for building. ISLE OF WIGHT. - - Valuable Freehold Landed Estates, by AUCTION , at the Mart on Thursday, May 14 ,

Solicitors, Messrs STILEMAN and NEATE , 16, Southamp at Twelve for One, Five seven -roomed DWELLING
ton .street, Bloomsbury -square . known as Alvorstone Farm , Chiddle ' s Farm , Alverstone HOUSES, with forecourts and gardens, 43, 45 , 47, 19 , andFor further details apply to Messrs DEBENHAM , STORR. Mill, and Queen Bower Farm , comprising about 470 acres of 51, British -street, Bow -road , let at £10. Term ninety -one
and Sons, Surveyors and Auctioneers, King-street, Covent first- rate arable and meadow land, with convenient home. years, ground-rerit £5 each .

garden . stead , and appropriate buildings, for the most part in the Particulars of Messrs WYATT and BARBAUD, Solicitors,
occupation of excellenttonants , at low rentals , and together 1 , Arthur -street West, E . C . ; of Messrs ASHURST , MORRIS

Freehold Estate, 284 acres , at Ilford , Essex , producing £870 of the value of £780 per annum . Vendor' s solicitor, J. B . and Co., Sclic tors, 6, Old Jewry , EC. at the Mart ; and at
per annum . - To be sold in one Lot, pursuant to an order BATTEX , Esa.. 32 Great George-street, Westminster, the AUCTIONEERS' Offices , 141, Mile -end-road , E .
of the Court of Chancery , entitled Ul v . Hibbett. London ,

MR. EILOART will SELL by AUCTION , Wednesday June 10th . Stepney. - Adapted for Investment.HERTFORDSHIRE. - Only sixteenmiles from town, and
L at the MART, London , on TUESDAY, May 19 , at MESSRS C . C , and T.MOORE will SELLtwo miles from Potter's Bar Station , on the Grent Northern

Twelve o ' clock , the MANOR FARM , at Little Irord . I Railway, the beautiful Freehold Residential and Sporting M by AUCTION, at the Mart , on Thursday, May 14,
Essex, seven miles from London, and within half a mile of Estate of Nyn Park , of abont 450 acres in extent, entirely as Twelve for One, a Six -roomed HOUSE, 9, Alfred -street ,
two railway stations. It comprises a capital residence and within a ring fence , and encirc ed by high roads, without a White Horse -lane, let at £19 108. ; two five-roomed Houses ,
homestead , with nearly 250 acres , of first- rate early pro public way or footpath of any kind, beautifully timbered 8 and 9 , Bohn-street, let at £30 . 88 . ; and 4 five .
dacing market-garden ground and merch lands, in a high having a spacious and comfortable residence ; also the roomed House, 8, St. Vincent-street, Charles-street, let at
state of cultivation , let on lease, of which about fifteen years ancient manor of Northaw , Nyn, and Cuffeley , and the £17.
are unexpired , at €740 per annum ; also the Cottage and Donative Advowson of Northaw . - Vendor's solicitors. Particulars of P . J .GORDON, Esq ., Solicitor, 51, Liocoln 's.Gardensadjoining the h mestead , let to an annual tenant Messrs.Woon, STREET, and HAYTER, 6 , Raymond-buildings, inn - fields, W . 0 . : at the Mart ; and at the AUCTIOXBERS
at eso per annum , and nearly 53 acres of marsh land and Gray's -inn , W . O . Offices, 141, Mile -end- road , E .
ozier beds adjoining, and let to an annual tenant at £100 per GLOUCESTERSHIRE. - Valuable Freehold Pleasure
annum , the whole forming a compact property of rapidly Farm , on the Cotteswold Hills , near Stroud , comprising Wandsworth -road . -- Valuable Leasehold Estate , producing
increasing value, and presenting a mostsecure investment about 170 acres of pasture, arable, and wood land, with £488 . 123 ., well adapted for investment .
for trustees and capitalists. convenient residence, suitable agricultural buildings and
May be viewed by permission of the tenants, and con . cottages, most desirable, from the attractions of its M ESSRS C . C . and T . MOORE will SELL

ditions of sale had of position, for occupation, or equally eligible as a sound and M by AUCTION , at the Mart, on Thursday, May 14 ,
Messrs. GEDGE, KIRBY, and MILLET, 1, Old remunerative landed investment. - Vendor's solicitors, at Twelve for One o 'clock , in One Lot, Twelve six -roomed

Palace-yard , Westminster ; Messrs. WATERJOUSE and WINTERBOTHAM , 61, Carey HOUSES, with gardens, 2 to 13, Arden -street, Hainese
Messrs . SYDNEY SMITH and SON , 1, Furnival' s- inn ; street, London , W . C . ; and LINDSAY W . WINTERBOTHAM , street, Lower Wandsworth- road . Let at LUSS. 1 . s ., term
Messrs. MORLEY and SHIRREFE, 59 , Mark- lane ; ' eighty-eight years, ground-rent £50 . 88 .
J . M . POLLARD , Esq., Ipswich ; Particulars of the above properties may be obtained of Particulars of A . KERLY, E . , Solicitor, 94, London -wall ,

at the Mart ; and of the AUCTIONEER, 4 Ohancers.lane, the respective solicitors as above, and of Messrs. EDWIN E . 0 . ; at the Mart ; and at the AUCTIONEERS' Offices, 146
Foxand BOUSFIELD , 24,Gresham -street, Bank , London , E . O .

Two ofthe Frustreets,MT 09 and 25.
moderatorent stock

RUSSELL,SOX,on Wednesdays Turator the city,per compositeGINGFOR Piated
trainstreet bolit son bf numerely grownWith a well-regula basex. - A tuon 27th.

Little Lies Office

market. a nearly compris ana withat Lit May 19,

state

Esq ., solicito " the above propertiend of Messrs. EDWIN
1 .0 . Mile.end-road , E
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Sunbury, Middlesex . - A charming Freehold Villa Resi. Preliminary - Lincolnshire , about midway between Gains. Upper Tootinx, only half a mile from the Balham Station ,
dence , situate at Charlton , with its beautiful pleasure borongh and Brigg (nine miles from each ), both excellent on the Crystal Palace Railway. A desirable Freehold ,
grounds, gardens, and orchard, about three acres, with market towns, and only two miles from the Northope detnched Family Residence , with its beautifully timbered
possession , Station on the Manchester , Sheffield , Lincoln , and Hull pleasure grounds, gardens, and stabling , in all about
MESSRS FAREBROTHER, CLARK , and Railway. A very valuable Freehold Estate, forming the three acres ; with possession ,

Co . are instructed by the owner to offer for SALE, greater part of the parish ot Scotton , including East
at the Mart, Tokenhouse -yard, Lothbury , E . O ., on Tues Ferry, and lands in Ouston and Susworth , comprising the MESSRS FAREBROTHER , CLARK , and
day, May 12, at One for Two o 'clock , a beantifulFREE . fishery in the River Trent, to which the property has a I CO . are instructed by the owner to offer for SALE

HOLD RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY , charmingly situate very extensive frontage, numerous farms and detached at the Mart, Tokenhouse - yard , E . O ., on Tuesday, May 12 .
at Charlton , in the parish of Sunbury , abont a mile from lands, the Three Horse Shoes Inn at Scotton ; several at One for Two o 'clock , an excellent FREEHOLD , de
the Shepperton Station , on the London and South cottages and small holdings in the occupation of Messrs tached FAMILY RESIDENCE, known as the Laurels ,
Western Railway, and three miles from Staines , comprising Roadley , Oxley . Robinson , Fish , Lamb, Scuptholme situated at Upper Tooting (screened from the road , and
& substantially -built Villa Residence, enclosed from the Everett , and others , with good farm dwellings, appro . approached through folding gates by a carriage drive ), con
road by park palings , and approached by & carriage drive , priate agricultural buildings , and about 1200 acres of taining fourteen bed and dressing rooms, entrance -hall,
containing six bed chambers , entrance hall, elegant draw . found productive land , partially drained ; with possession . cloak room , library , drawing room 25ft. by 20ft , bin ., dining
ing room , dining room , and domestic offices ; also two-stall Valuable rights of feeding in very excellent land known room 21ft. 6in . by 18ft., and most convenient domustic
stable and coach -house , poultry yard , & c . The pleasure as The Pasturer , near the village of Scotton , also the offices . The pleasure grounds are beautifully timbered ,
grounds are prettily timbered , and consists of lawns and Advowson and Right of Presentation to the valuable and tastefully disposed in lawn and flower gardens, with
flower gardens with shrubberies , ornamental fish -pond, Rectory of Scotton , subject to the life of the present in gravelled walks, summer house . Kreenhouse , and largo

cumbent.vinery, greenhouse, & c ., orchard stocked with fruit trees, kitchen gardens. In the rear, detached from the residenre ,

and paddock , the whole occupying an area of about three VESSRS FAREBROTHER , CLARK , and is a gardener' s cottage of four rooms, four- stall stable ,
harness room , large carriage yard , with gates opening to

acres . IL CO , have received instructions from the Trustees of private road at side. granery . Cowsheds andMay be viewed , and particulars had , of Messrs PALMER, the late Sir Richard Frederick , Bart., to offer the above
BULL, and FRY, Solicitors , 24, Bedford -row , W . C . ; at the the whole comprising an area of ahoutthree acres . Posscs

important FREEHOLD ESTATE for SALE, at the Corn
Mart, E . C . , and at the offices of Meers FAREBROTHER, sion will be given on completion of the pur hase.

Exchange, Gainsborough , in the Summer, in numerous May be viewed by cards only , which , with particulars,
CLARK , and Co ., 5 , Lancaster-place, Strand , W . O . lots . when ready, may be had at the offices of Messrs FARE

May be viewed , and particulars and plans had (when BROTHER , CLARK and Co ., 5 , Lancaster-plac , Strand .Lincolnshire . - Next Presentation to the Vicarage of Blyton ready) of Messrs BAKER , FOLDER , and UPPERTON , Solici. W . C . ; particulars also of Messrs Wilson , BRISTOWW, and
in the diocese of Lincoln ; annual income £108 ; ago of tors, No. 52, Lincoln 's-inn - fields , W . 0 . ; of Messrs . OLD . CARPHAEL, Solicitors, 1, Copthall -buildings, E . C . ; and atincumbent 87. MAN and IVESTOX, Solicitors , Gainsborough ; of I . H . the Auction Mart, E . C .

MESSRS FAREBROTHER , CLARK , and VESSEY, Esq ., Welton Manor, Louch , Lincolnshire ; and at
the offices of Messrs FAREBROTHER , CLARK , and Oo , 5 , Bedfordshire . -- Very important Freehold Estates, in theM CO . are instructed to offer for SALE , at the Lancaster-place, Strand, W . 0 .Auction Mart, E . C ., on Tuesday, May 12, at One for Two agricultural and sporting district between Fedford and

Higham Ferrers , in the parishes of Carlton , Pavenham ,o ' clock (unless previourly disposed ot by private contract ).
the NEXT PRESENTATION to the VICARAGE of | Preliminary . - Middlesex . - The Ashford Manor Estate. Stevington , and Felmersham , comprising Low Town

BLYTON , half a mile from Blston station, on the Man . freehold , great tithe free , and lead -tax redeemed , with and Poole 's Farms, including,accommodation lands, cot
chester, Sheffield , and Lincolnshire Railway , and fourmiles residence, farm buildings, and lands, about 130 acres. tages, osier beds, and fishing in the Ouse ; the whole
from Gainsborough , contingent upon the vendor (age about about 150 acres, with possession ,

VESSRS FAREBROTHER , CLARK , and60) surviving the incumbent, who is now in his 87th year. MESSRS FAREBROTHER, CLARK , and
The annual income, arising principally from 267 acres of VL CO . are instructed to OFFER for SALE , at the
glebe lands, arnounts to £403 per annum .

LCO . are instracted to SELL, at the Swan Inn . Red .The vendor will Mart, Tokenhouse -yard , Lothbury , E . O ., in June, & valug
insure his life in the fall value of the living, and so secure able Freehold Residential or Building Estate (great tithe ford , in May. the following important FREEHOLD

the purchaser in case his life should drop prior to that of free and land -tax redeemed ) , known as ASTFORD ESTATES, situate from five to eight miles from the town

the incumbent. MANOR , situate close to the village and railway station , of Bedford , about midwaybetween the Sharnbrook Station
Particulars may be had of Messrs Few and Co ., Solicitors , and about one and a half mile from the Staines Station of on the Midland Lin , and the Tarvey Station on the Bed

2 . Henrietta -street, Covent-garden , W . C . ; at the Mart, the London and South -Western Railway ; comprising & ford and Northampton Railway, viz. :

E . C . ; and at the offices of Messrs FAREBROTHER, CLARK , comfortable residence , in perfect order, approached by a Lot 1. A Plot of Meadow LAND, central in the village of
and Co ., 5 , Lancaster - place, Strand , W . C . carriage drive, with its charming pleasure grounds and Carlton , with frontage to two roads, suitable for building .

gardens, substantial farm buildings and lands, in all about about 1 acre ; let to Mr Franklin .
Kingsbury , Middlesex. - A desirable freehold detached resi. 130 acres . The estate possesses very extensive frontages to Lot 2. Four Inclosures of Arabla. Pastare, and Wood
dence , surrounded by its own grounds, chermingly the existing roads, is a short distance only from three rail Land, about 52 acres, known as THE PASTURES. itnate

way stations. viz., Staines , Ashford , and Sunbury, and pre - l in the parish of Pavenham , intermixed with the lands of
sitnated , at Kingsbury, opposite the Green, within an
hour' s drive of London , and only one mile from the sents unusualfacilities for building operations. The soil Joseph Tucker, Esq . ; let to Mr Claridge .
Hendon Station on the Midland Railway . The house is is gravel, and a registered indefeasible title will be given , Lot S . GARDEN GROUND , in the village of Pavenham ,
ofreat elevation , brick -built and stuccoed , and comprises Possession may be had on complecion of the purchase . situate opposite the Pr mitive Methodist Chapel ; in the
eight bed chambers, two dressing rooms, entrance hall, May be viewed , and particulars and plans (when ready) occupation ofMessrs Geeves and Howe.
conservatory, morning room , dining room , and the usual had of Messrs SPYER and Son, Solicitors, Winchester Lots 4 , 5 , 6 , and 7 . Valuable Pa tura LAND, abutting ondomestic offices, The outbuildings consist of a newly . House , Old Brond-street, E . O ; at the Mart, E . C . ; and at
built coachhouse for three carriages, three -stall stable, the offices of Messrs FAREBROTHER, CLARK, and Co., 5 , the Ouse, cottage known as MILL HOUSE, and garden ,

poultry -house, washhouse, & c . ; gardens and paddock ; Lancaster-place, Strand, W . C . orchard land opposite , and os er berts in the Ou e ; let to
Mes rs Geeves, Hilton , Wells , and others .thewhole comprising about is acres . In the occupation

of Mr Ponsford . The purchaser will be enabled to rent Lot 8 . LOW TOWN FARM , situate near Pavenham
Preliminary . - Hampshire, near Alton , in the parish of

more meadow land if required . Also two newly -erected , Holybourne, and Tithing of Neatham - Desirable Free village, with farm cottage, all neceg ary agricu 'tural build .
brick-built and tiled cottages, each containing two bed hold Estates , situate about one mile from the Alton ing , and about 46 acres of rich feeding meadow land, lying
rooms, sitting room , scullery, and washhouse . Station of the Mid Hants Railway, comprising two private on the Ouse ; let to Mr Claridge,

MESSRS FAREBROTHER , CLARK and residences or hunting boxes, known as Holybourne Lodge Lot 9 . COTTAGE and Garden , in Stevington ; let to
and The Priory (one let to J . James, Esq., and the other George Tyso .1 00. are instructed to offer the above desirable in hand ), each having good stabling, coachhouses, and Lots 10 and 11. POOLE' S FARM . in the parish of TelPROPERTY for SALE , at the Mart, Tokenhouse- yard,
other offices ; paddocks and charming grounds, sloping morsham , with farmhouse and ontbuildings, and about 88Lothbury, E . C ., in June. down to the ornamental water or trout stream intersect acres, including osier beds in the Ouse ; let to Mr JamesParticulars when ready) may be had of Messrs. BARLOW , ing the properties ; Five Heads Farm , with three cottages Poole .

Bowling, and WILLIAMS, Solicitors, 26 , Essex. street, and outbuildings, situate opposite Holyrood Church . let
Strand, W . C . ; of Mr HURSEY, Land Agent, The Green , Lot 12 . MEADOW LAND . at Felmersham Bridge , abut

to Mr Lillywhite ; residences and sundry cottages, let to
High Wycombe ; at the Mart, E .C . : and at the Offices of Mrs Chalcroft and others ; detached lanas , lying between ting on the churchyard ; let to Mr Thomas 'I homas.
Messrs . FAREBROTHER , CLARK , and Co., 5 , Lancaster-place , Possession will be given of the forego ng estates on comAnsty , on the high road to Farnham , and the Free
Strand , W . C . pletion of the purchase .Grammar School next Holybourne Village, wood land The lands have ben highly

Hendon , Middlesex . - Valuable Freebold Building Land
farmed , and the district is noted for very heavy crops of( principally larch ), in hand, thewhole comprising an area cereals of the finest quality , and is particularly adapted for

situate near the Upper Welsh Harp , about five miles from approaching 300 acres . the growth of all kinds of roots .
the Marble Arch , not only possessing very extensive front. MTESSRS FAREBROTHER , CLARK , and May be viewed , and narticulars, with plans, had at theages to the high road from London to Edgware , but also M CO . have received instructions from the representa place of sale ; of MrHan SANDERS, Little Odell ; at theto the intermediate roads, which are designed for develop . tives of the late Robert Cole , Esq .. to offer the above im - Green Dragon Inn , Higham Ferrers ; of Mesera BAKER,mentofthe property. The numerous plots vary in front, portant PROPERTIES for SALE, in the Summer, in | FOLDER , and UPPERTON , So icitors, 52, Lincoln ' s - inn - fields.ages from 50ft. upwards, and care has been taken in the

numerous Lots . W . 0 . ; and at the offices of Mergrs FAREBBOTAER , CLARK ,
distribution of the several lots not only to preserve the
ornamental trees, but that each lot may have an inde More detailed advertisements will shortly appear, and and Co., 5 , Lancaster-place , Strand, W . C .

pendant view of the surrounding district, which is ex. particulars and plans when ready may be had of Messrs 0 .
ceedingly picturesque. and W . TRIMMER , Solicitors, Alton ; and at the offices of Walton-on -Thames, Surrey. --An important Freehold Resi

Messrs FAREBROTHER , CLARK, and Co., 5 , Lancaster -place, dential Estate , tithe free, situate only half a mile from
TESSRS FAREBROTHER , CLARK , and Strand , W . O . the Walton Station on the London and South -Wes ", ru
VL Co. have received instructions to offer for SALE , at Railway, distinguished as Brwood Park , with capital

the Auction Mart, Tokenhouse-yard , Lothbury, in June, in Bucks.-- Important Land Investment, in the parishes of mansion , placed central in the park , approached by two
numerous lots , the above valcable BUILDING LAND . Waddesdon , Upper Winchendon , and Cuddington, and lodge entrances , comprising eighteen bed rooms, nursery.
More detailed advertisements will shortly appear, when hamlet of Westcott. - A very important Freehold ladies boudoir , bath room , rorte-cochère , noble entrance

the present survey now being made is completed , and par Manorial Estate, principally tithe- free and land-tax re and inner halls supported by four columns ; dining and
ticulars and plans when ready may be had of Messrs BAR deemed, situate about 57 miles from Aylesbury, only one drawing rooms, saloon , study, library , billiard room
LOW , BOWLING, and WILLIAMS, Solicitors, 26 , Essex .street, mile from the Quainton Station of the Aylesbury and with passage opening to conservatory and orangery,
Strand ; of Mr. HUSSEY, Land Agent The Green , High Buckingham Railway, and 12 from Buckingham ; com and the most ample domestic offices ; screened oll
Wycombe ; at the place of sale ; and at the offices ofMessrs prising the Manor of Over Winchendon, and Manor or from the residenceare extensive stabling , coachhous ,and
FAREBROTHER, CLARK , and Co ., 5 , Lancaster-place, Strand , Lordship ofWaddesdon, and also theManorof Westcott, detached is a farmery, with all appropriate buildings ,
London . with their rights, members, and appurtenances thereto bail fls cottage, large walled kitchen garden , with gar

belonging : Mains hill, Lince, Upper Winchendon , Decoy. dener 's cottage and homestead adjoining : pleasurePreliminary . - Middlesex . Ashford . - The Spelthorne Windmill hill , Common Leys, Westcott- field , Lodge hill, grounds most beautifully disposed , sloping down to the
Estate, Freehold , great tithe free and land tax redeemed, and Westcott Farms, with superior farm residences ornamental water , whi h extends for nearly half a mileclose to the Ashford Station on the London and South aud very extensive and appropriate farm buildings ; the through the property, large park studded with the finestWestern Railway, comprising about 116 acres of capital Crooked Billet public house, situate at Ham -green and the forest timber of large growth , shrubberies, and plants
building land . With possession . Marlborough Arms, in the village of Waddesdon , about tions, the whole comprising about 420 acres , lying within
ACESSRS. FAREBROTHER, CLARK , and fifty cottages , part newly built , sundry inclosures of ac a ring fenre, and presenting miles of frontage to the high

Toads which sarround the property , presenting altogetherM commodation land , the whole within a ring fence, exceptCO. are instructed to offer for SALE,at the Mart, as to a small part, in and near the villages of Waddesdon one of the most speculative properties within the sameTokenhouse -yard , Lothbury , in June, & valuable FREE
and Westcott, in one of the finest dairy districts in the distance of themetropolis .

HOLD BUILDING PROPERTY ,knownas the Spelthorne connty . The lands are thoroughly drained , and in theEstate, with a registered indefeasible title , and in imme MESSRS. FAREBROTHER , CLARK , andbest heart and condition , the holdings are all yearly ;diste proximity to three stations on the London and South 11 00 . have received instructions from the Trustees ofBome of the principaltenants have been awarded prizesWestern Railway, viz ., Ashford , Staines, and Sunbury the late Sir Richard Frederick , Bart ., to offer the aboveformany years hythe RoyalAgricultural Society for their( close to the former ), comprising about 116 acres, having superior breed of sheep andoxen ; great improvements have valnable ESTATE for SALE by AUCTION , at theMART.
extensive frontages to existing roads, capable of subdivision Tokenhouse -yard , Lothbury , E . C ., in the Spring.been carried out under the immediate inspection of theinto lots of from three to 22 acres, and admirably adapted

egentto the noble owner by the erection of new homesteads | More detailed particulars will shortly appear, when particufor the erection of detached residences or public institu
on the most approved principles of modern farming ; the lars, with plans, may be had of Messrs. BAKER , FOLDER . and

tions . The soil is gravel, and the district dry and healthy . remainder thoroughly repaired and kept in good order : UPPERTOR, Solicitors, 52, Lincoln 'a - inn - fields, w . o ., and atPogression will be given on completion of the purchase . water laid on to the yards, each being placed as centralas the offices of Messrs. FAREBROTUER , CLARK, and Co., 5 ,
May be viewed , and particulars and plans (when ready ) practicable on the farms, which is so essential for their Lancaster-place, Strand, W . C .had of Messrs, SPYER and Sox, Solicitors, Winchester convenienceand economicalworking, having also detachedHouse , Old Broad -street, E . C . ; at the Mart , E . C . ; and at buildings and extensive sheds in the large inclosures for Walton -on - Thames, Surrey . -- Outlying Lands, sitante , art .the offices of Messrs. FAREBROTHER, CLARK , and Co., 5 , the cattle , with abundance of labourers ' cottages . There joining , add near Burwood Park , only 9 miles from theLancaster-place. Strand . W . C . is good building stone, severalsprings and streamsthrough Walton Station on the London and South -Western Rail

Preliminary . - Lincolnshire. - Outlying Lands, near Caistor the property ; the accommodation roads leading out to the way - viz ., Southwood Manor Farm , with good farm resin
and Newark . - - The Holton - le -Moor Farm , situate about turnpikes intersecting it have been thoroughly repaired . dence, extensive agricultural buildings, and sundry in .
one and a half mile from the Moortown Station, on the The estate has the advantages for transit of produce by closures of very prod ctive land, having a rontage of it
Hull, Market Rasen , and Lincoln Railway, and nine and having the local tramway belonging to the Duke of Buck miles to the river Mole, and embracin some of themost
a half miles from Brigg , comprising a farm hous , capital ingham passing through the property , with stations for charming views in the district of Esher and Claremont,
buildings , and about 160 acres of land, in the occupation loading and uploading at convenient distances from in the occupation of Mr Pudney : building and accommo
of Mr. John Brown ; also , in the parish of Fenton , near nearly all the farms. Baron Rothschild 's staghounds dation land, near Mole Honse, let to F . Farrar, Esq . :
the village, and only five miles from the Newark Siation hunt the district , es also the Bioester hounds; the whole cottage, building , accommodation , and garden grund ,
on the Great Northern Railway, a desirable Farm , with embraces an area approaching 3000a ., and producing , in situate at Back green , let to Mr Thompson ; Rabbit-lane
dwelling-house and agricultural buildings, and about 150 dependent of the valuable woods in hand & present in Farm and other lands near Burvale, let to Mr Gosden
acres, let to Mr. John Andrew , with possession . adequate rental of nearly 20000 per annum . and others ; the whole comprising about 250 acres .

MESSRS FAREBROTHER , CLARK , and MESSRS FAREBROTHER, CLARK , and MESSRS FAREBROTHER, CLARK , and
U 00 . are instructed by the Trustees of the late Sir I CO . are honoured with instructions from the noble L CO . have received instructions from the Trustees of

Richard Frederick , Bart., to offer the above FARMS for owner to OFFER the above MANORIAL ESTATE for the late Sir Richard Frederick , Bart., to offer the above
SALE , at the Corn Exchange, Gainsborough , in the SALE , at the Mart, Tokenhonse -yard , Lothbury, early in valuable ESTATES for SALE by AUCTION , at the Mart,
Summer , in Two lots. the Spring. More detailed advertisements will shortly Tokenhouse- yard , Lothbury, E . O ., in the Spring .
May be viewed , and particulars and plans (when ready ) appear ; and More detailed particulars will shortly appear, when par

had of MessT5 BAKE , BOLDER , and UPPERTON , Solicitors , Particulars and plans, when ready, may be had of Messrs ticulars with plans may be had of Messrs BAKER, FOLDER

52, Lincoln 's -inn - tieids, W . 0 . ; and at the offices of Messrs WHATELEY, MILWARD, and Oo., Solioi ure , Birmingham ; and UPPERTON, Solicitors, 52, Lincoln 's - inn fields, W . C . ;

FAREBROTHEU, CLARK , and Co., 5 , Lancaster.place, Strand , I and at the offices ofMessrs FAREBROTHER, OLARK , and Co . I and at the offices ofMessrs FAREBROTHER, CLARK , and Co.
W .C . 5 , Lancaster-place, Strand , W . C . 6 . Lancaster - place, Strand, W .O .
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Preliminary. - Bedfordshire, in the parish of Felmersham , Lambeth , - Valuable Freehold Dwelling-houses, with shops, Kont, Rear Bromley .-- Amost attractive Residential Estate,
known as Koston Lodge , situate in the parish of Keston,about seven miles from the town of Bedford , and two and Commercial Property , being Nos . 41 to 49, inclusive ,miles from the Sharnbrook Station , on the Midland Lambeth-walk , and in Mill-street and Pratt- street, two and . half miles from the Bromley and Bickley

Railway, comprising a Freehold Furin , with good Farm Stations on the London , Chatham , and Dover Railwaynearly all adjoining, forming two blocks, containing to .
Dwelling, offices, and about a acres of arable, meadow , gether 51,000 superficial feet of freehold land, principally two miles from the Orpington Station on the South

Eastern direct Tunbridge line , near the high road fromlet on leases, four of which will expire in 1886, 1909, 1915 ,and pasture land, let to Mr. Charles King, at a rental of
£150 per annum . and 1931 ; one of the houses is let to & yearly tenant. The London to Hastings, one mile from Farnborough , and

whole produces at the presenttimeabout £550 per annum ,MESSRS FIREBROTHER , CLARK , and only thirteen from the metropolis, comprising a substan .
with reversions to the rack rents of the portions leased , tially -built family residence, good stabling, large and

CO ., are instructed to offer for SALE, at the Swan estimated at £950 per annum . . . productive wallod -in kitchen garden , vinery and sheds,
Inn, Bedford , in May, the above desirable FREEHOLD Kennington . - Valuable Copyhold House 'Property, com . rustio lodge, gardener' s cottage, picturesque pleasuro
ESTATE.
May be viewed , and particulars and plans (when ready)

prising a terrace of ten private residences, Nos . 45 to 61, grounds, with ornamental lake, rosary , park , meadow .
Harleyford - road (alternate numbers ), let on lease ur til and woodland of a delightfully undulating character, the

bad of B . F . Watson, Esq ., Solicitor, i, Lincoln 's -inn . 1884, at a ground rent of £22 per annum , with reversion to whole beautifully and extensively timbered , intersected
fields, W . C . ; at the place of sale ; and at the offices of Messrs the rack rents , estimated at $ 300 a year. by lovely drives and walks and embracing 96& . 3r. 38p .,
FAREBROTHER , CLARK , and Co ., 5, Lancaster - place, The properties are very compact, and offer good opportuni. lying in & ring fence, having considerable frontages to the

Strand, W .C . ties for safe investments . Westerham Turnpike-road , and the road from Hayes to
Farnborough, with belts of trees screening the groundsMESSRS DANIEL SMITH , SON , andUpminster, Essex , 16 miles from London. - The Hacton . from view .

Honee Estato , comprising & gentleman's small brick man . II OAKLEY have received instructions to offer the M ESSRS BEADEL are instructed to offersion , with stabling for eight horses, large walled gardens, above valuable FREEHOLD and COPYHOLD PROPER .
lawns, and pleasure grounds, and several well. timbered TIES, for SALE by AUCTION , at the Mart, Tokenhouse V for SALE by AUCTION , at the Mart, Tokep house.
paddocks; the whole Freehold , and comprising yard , City, E . C ., on Wednesday, May 27, at One for Two yard , London , E . O ., on Tuesday, the 26th May, 1874, at
23a , Ir . 83p., occupying high ground, approached by good o 'clock precisely, in various lots . Twelve for One o ' clock precisely , the above very desir .
roads, and commanding extensive and pleasing views Particulars will shortly be ready,meantimefurther infor. ablo ESTATE , with possession . Tho residence contains
Theproperty is situate 31 miles from Romford, a first mation may be obtained of Messrs LINDSAY, Mason, and entrance hall, drawing, dining , and morning rooms,

class station on the Colchester Line of the Great Eastern GREENFIELD , Solicitors, 84, Basinghall-street, E . C . : and of housekeeper' s room , kitchen , and the usual domestic

Railway , the journey from London occupying only half an the AUCTIONEERS, 10 , Waterloo -place, Pall Mall, S . W . offices, three large and three secondary bed rooms, two
hour, and is within the meets of two good packs of lox . dressing rooms, linen room , and four servants' bed rooma.
hounds. With possession . Shropshire, in a beautiful distriot , about midway between The stabling includes six stalls, loose bor, harness room ,MESSRS DANIEL SMITH , SON , and Shrewsbury and Hereford , two miles from the market straw loft, a double and two single coach houses, wood saed ,

and railway town of Ludlow , whence London is reached , granary , and coachman 's rooms, with cow house and yard
1 OAKLEY have received instructions from the Exe . viâ Hereford, in a little over six hours. adjoining. The soil is gravel, the situation a very healthy

cutors of the late Rev. R . Battiscombe to prepare the above
valuable FREEHOLD RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY for MESSRS DANIEL SMITH , SON , and and popular one, and the estate presents exceptional attrac.
SALE by AUCTION , at the Mart, Tokenhouse- yard, City, 11 OAKLEY have received instructions to offer for

tions for residential purposes, either as a whole orby sub .
division into numerous building sites, for which its formon Wednesday, May 13 , at One for Two o 'clock precisely . SALE by AUCTION ,on Wednesday, June 10 , at the Mart . and character are admirably adapted . Several packs of fox

Particulars will shortly be ready. Further information Tokonhouse -yard , City. E . C ., at One for Two o 'clock, in
may be obtained of Mesars BENNETT, DAWSON, and BEN . one lot, the HENLEY HALL ESTATE , . very choice

and stag hounds and harriers hunt the neighbourhood.
Particulars, with plans, may be obtained of Messrs R . S .

NETT, Solicitors, 2. New -square, Lincoln ' s -inn, w . C . , and and attractive freehold residential domain, situate in the TAYLOR and Sox . 1 , Field .court, Gray's -inn ; and with
with orders to view of Messrs DANIEL SMITH , Son , and parishes of Staunton , Lacy, and Bitterley, comprising in a
OAKLEY, Land Agents and Surveyors, No. 10 , Waterloo ring fence 1056 acres of for themost part extremely fertile orders to view of Messrs Boadel, 25, Gresham -street, Lon.

don , E . O .
place, Pall-mall, S . W . agricultural land, with the commodioas family mansion

The Chigwell- grange Farm . - A valuable Freehold Property , Henley Hall, occupying & delightful site , surrounded by Bucke, near Wolverton . - A first - class Freehold and Titho
finely-timbered , park - like meadows, and an undulating free Farm , situate in the parish of Haversham , two miles

situate close to the village of Chigwell, Essex, three miles deer park of about 50 acres , studded with oaks of vast and from Wolverton Station, on the London and North
from Woodford and 14 from Chigwell -lane Stations on the
line of the Great Eastern Railway, and comprising unusual size and great beauty . The mansion , approached Western Railway (main lino ), and mid -way between the

from the direct high road to Ludlow through a double market towns of Newport Pagnell and Stoney Stratford ,
108a .1r. 87p .of rich arable and pasture land , possessing con . avenue of elms, affords accommodation for the reception of a including a very comfortable residence, with offices andsiderable building value, intersected by thehigh road from considerable establishment. Itcontains on theground floor good walled -in garden , well arranged and convenient
Chigwell to Abridge ,with a largeold -fashioned family resi. large entrance -hall, inner orstaircase -hall , dining room , 22 homestead , four labourers' cottages, with gardensdence, gardens, and modern farm buildings . The whole by 18 .6 , drawing room 29 by 19 .6 , an extremely handsomeand attached , barns and cattle sheds, and several inclosures
is let to Mr. Job Watts , whose tenancy will expire at richly decorated apartment, second drawing room 33ft. bin , of deep staple land . The estate is situate in # fine agri .Michaelmasnext. Theneighbourhood is a very favourite by 15ft . 9in ,, library, and breakfast room ; on the first floor cultural and good sporting district, within easy reach ofone for residence, and the views in all directions are very nine good bed rooms, two dressing rooms,water closet, and the Duke of Grafton 's , Mr. Selby Lowndes, and tho
pleasing two small rooms; on the upper floor four bed rooms, four Oakley hounds, and contains altogether 306 acres , and
MESSRS DANIEL SMITH , SON , and servants' rooms, and two store rooms. Thedomestic offices, formning a first-class occupation , at present held by Mrs .

I OAKLEY have received instructions to offer the completely shut off from the reception rooms, comprise Mary Ann Franklin , a yearly tenant, at the low rent of
above valuable FREEHOLD ESTATE for SALE by housekeeper's room , butler' s pantry, servants' hall, large £160 per annum .
AUCTION , at the Mart, Tokenhouse-yard , City , on Wed . kitchen , china closet, and two larders. In a separate wing M ESSRS BEADEL are instructed to offer
nesday, May 13, at one for two o 'clock precisely , in one or are a large ball room Sift . 9in , by 18ft . in ., and supper room M theaboveby AUCTION , at the Mart, Tokenbouse.
more lots. adjoining, with laundry, browhouse, and various other yard , London , E . C ., on Tuesday, the 26th May, 1874. at

Particulars will shortly be ready. Meantimefurther in . offices. The stabling comprises four boxes, five stalls, and Twelve for One o ' clock precisely. .formation may be obtaiced of Messrs BENNETT, Dawson , harness room , with large double coach house ; and in the Particulars and conditions of sale may be obtained of
and BENNETT, Solicitore, 2 , New - square, Lincoln ' s -inn , rear is a range of farm buildings, timber stores, & o . There Messrs PART. WOODCOCK , and WALMSLEY, Solicitors,W . 0 . ; and with orders to view of Messrs DANIEL SMITH , is a capital kitchen garden , walled all round, and a very fine Wigan ; of WILLIAM LEADER, Esq ., Solicitor, 78, Cross.
Son , and OAKLEY, Land Agents and Surveyors , 10, Water ornamental range of glass 200ft. long, heated by water street, Manchester : Messrs GREGORY , ROWCLIFFEN, and
loo -place , Pall -mall, S . W . pipes, divided into six vineries , and peach house , with cen . RAWLE, Solicitors , 1, Bedford -row , London , W . c . ; and oftral greenhouse. The lawns , pleasure grounds, and shrub Messrs BEADEL, 25 , Gresham . strect, London, E . C .
Hereford- road , Westbourne-grove . - Leasehold Residence, beries are extensive , tastefully laid out, and adorned with

beld for a term of seventy -eight and a half years from
Essex . - Rettendon and Woodham Ferris. - Valuable Freevery well-grown Araucarias , Wellingtonias, other choice

December 2 th , 1841, at a peppercorn , and Freehold shrubs, and handsome timber trees. The estate pre hold and small part Copyhold Estate, known as Brick

Stabling. With possession . sents a gently undulating surface, and consists almost House or Hill House Farm , situato near Woodham Fen ,
entirely of very fertile land in arable and pasture,MESSRS DANIEL SMITH , SON , and

and close to the high road leading from Maldon to
& considerable portion of the latter being meadow Southend, equidistant ten miles from Chelmsford and

1 OAKLEY have received instructions from the land of rich feeding quality. It is divided into seven Maldon , and within a short distance of water carriage,

Executors of the late Mr Richard Haines to SELL by compact farme, with one exception let to yearly tenants, affording facilities for shipping corn , landing manure,
AUCTION , at the Mart, Tokenhouse-yard , City, E . C . , on affording early possession if required . Immediate pos & c . It comprises a substantially built dwelling house,
Wednesday, May the 13th , at One for Two o 'clock precisely , session will be given of themansion and about 110 acres in Agricultural buildings, three cottages for labourers, and
in One Lot, the substantially -built, detached RESIDENCE , hand. The rental value of the whole exceeds £2000 per altogether 163 acres of rich arable and pasture land. Let
45 , Hereford -road , three doors from that important tho annum . The district is a very favourite one for residence, upon lease to a first-class tenant.
roughfare Westbourne-grove, any about five minutes 'walk and is hunted by the South Hereford , Ludlow , and Wheat M ESSRS BEADEL are instructed by order
from the Queen ' s -road Station , on the Metropolitan Rail. land foxhounds. The estate is wellstocked with partridges, M of the mortgagee, urder a :power of sale, io SELL
way, and contains entrance hall, four reception rooms, four and good fly fishing is obtained in Lydwych Brook, an by TAUOTION , at the Mart, Tokenhouse-yard, London ,
bed and two dressing rooms, and capital domestic offices , excellent trout stream , which either intersects or bounds E . C ., on Tuesday, the 26th May, 1874 , at Twelve for Ons
garden , and freehold stabling in the rear, opening to Botte the property for a considerable distance . The surrounding o 'clock precisely, the above desirablo PROPERTY. "
mewa. country abounds in fine scenery , and the views from many Further particulars may be obtained of Messrs ARTIY

Particulars , with conditions of sale and plan , may be parts of the estate are very extensive and picturesque , and BELL , Solicitors, Chelmsford ; and of Messrs BUADEL,
obtained of H . G . SAITA , Esq . , 4 . Warnford-court, Throg . reaching in all directions over a luxuriant and richly culti 25, Gresham -street, London , E . C .
morton -street, E . C . ; at the Mart ; on the Premises : and of Fated landscape, redeemed from monotony by the bolder
Messrs DANIEL SMITH , Son , and OAKEY, Land Agents and beauties of the Clee Hills and the lofty wooded ranges Leytonstone. A very attractive Freehold Residential
Surveyors , 10, Waterloo- place, Pall-mall, S . W . around and beyond Ludlow . There is a capital water corn . Estate, known as Walwood , close to the station , and

mill on the estate, and a newly-built agent's or bailiff' s abutting on a beautiful part of Epping Forest, within six

Argyllshire. - The important and beautiful Freehold Resi. miles of London , comprising a most substantial briok and
house, and several labourers ' cottages .

dential and Sporting Estate of Melfort, embracing an stone built residence, standing in park - like grounds, conParticulars, with plans and viewe, may be obtained ofarea of about 4000 statute acres , in the parishes of Kilmel taining four reception rooms, conservatory, thirteen bed

fort and Kilninver , bordering the northern shores ofLoch
Messrs SWINBURNE and PARKER, 29, Bedford -row , W . C . ;
at theMart ; and of Messrs DANIEL SMITH , Sox, and OAK and dressing rooms, with very ample domestic offices .

Melfort to the east of the islands of Mull and Jura , and LEY, Land Agents and Surveyors, 10 , Waterloo - place , Pall The lawns, pleasure grounds, and shrubberies around the
surrounded by the finest scenery in the Western High . Mall, S . W . " residence are very tastefully arranged , and studded with
lands. It is intersected for more than two miles by the ornamental timber. The outbuildings include rustio
high road from Ardrishaig to Oban , over which coaches Sussex, - The Crawley Down Park Estate. - A choice Free . entrance lodge, stabling for nine horses, with severalpass daily , in connection with the steamboat from Glasgow hold ResidentialProperty , comprising a moderate-sized coach -houses , coachman 's living rooms, gardener 's cot .
to Ardrishaig, placing the estate in direct communication modern mansion , of handsome elevation , approached for tage, and three large glass houses with range of forcingwith the Caledonian and English railway systems, all considerable distance through park lands, studded pits . The kitchen garden is of considerable area , Dearlyparts of the Highlands, and within twenty hours of with oak timber, by a wide carriage road , at each end of all walled in and well stocked . There is a small farinery,London . Ardrishaig is twenty - four, Crinan twenty, and which is a highly ornamented entrance lodge . There are with several enclosures of very productive pasture land .
Oban twelvemiles distant. good stabling for nine horses, capital coach house , with a The house has recently been painted externally, and the
MESSRS DANIEL SMITH , SON , and coachman' s cottage. The pleasure grounds are well ar . buildings put into a good state of repair . The property ,

ranged , and there is a large walled kitchen garden with two from its proximity to the metropolis and easy access
1 OAKLEY have received instructions to prepare vineries and succession houses and bricked pits, and in (which will bematerially increased on the opening of the

for SALE by AUCTION , at the Mart, Tokenhouse-yard , the park is a lake several acres in extent, supplied by run terminus of the Great Eastern Railway terminus in
City, on Wednesday , the 10th of June, at One for Two ning water . On one of its banks is a summer house , and Liverpool-street ) , has considerable prospective value.
o 'clock precisely, unless previously sold by Private Con . on the opposite side & boat bouse, forming a very pretty The subsoil is chiefly gravel, there is an abundant supply
tract, the above very beantiful Highland Residential feature from the grounds. A large sum fof money has reProperty , with the well-built commodious Residence, of good water; and a large portion of the land migot it
MELFORT HOUSE , affording ample accommodation cently been expended on the mansion, lodges, and estate desired be utilized for houses of a superior class, with

generally , and the whole is in perfect condition and fit for little injury to the present residence .
for & family of moderate size , and charmingly placed the immediate occupution of a gentleman of position . Theon a sheltered site at the head of Loch Melfort, in a M ESSRS BEADEL are instucted to offer

mansion contains dining, drawing, and billiard rooms,
position commanding magnificent views of the Loch and M the above very desirable PROPERTY for SALE bylibrary , boudoir, seven principal bed chambers , three
the adjacent islands and mountains. The grounds are
handsome and well lnid out, and there is a large dressing rooms, five other bed rooms, bath room , and | AUCTION ,at the Mart, Tokenhouse-yard, London , E .C .,

kitchen garden . The estate includes a considerable por
on Thursday , the 28th May, 1874 , at Twelve for One o 'clock

good domestic offices. A handsome conservatory adjoins
the drawing room , from wbich large plate glass windows precisely (unless previously disposed of by privato con .

tion of land bordering on Loch Melfort, protected from tract).
the north by lofty hills , and enjoying a mild and genial open . On the estate is a farmhouse, occupied by the

bailiff , and a good homestead . Also next the London . Particulars, with orders to view , may be obtained of
climate. This portion of the property affords some ex road a brick residence called Park Cottage, and two cot Messrs PRIDEAUX and Sox , Solicitors, Goldsmith ' s - hall ;
cellent meadow land and useful dairy pastures . The tage dwellings near thereto , all let. The estate is in the and of Messrs BEADEL , 25 , Gresham -street, E . O .
slopes of the hills furnish good grazing land , and the parish of Worth , about one mile from the Grange-road Redhill, Surrey . -- By order of the Trustees of the late Led
higher grounde comprise a large tract of sound, healthy station on the Tunbridge Wells Branch of the London , Mostyn . - The very desirable Freehold Residential Estate
sheep walk About 200 acres of the hill sides are covered in the above healthy and favourite locality , known aswith valuable and thriving larch plantations and under Brighton , and Sonth Coast Railway, about one and a

quarter hours' journey from London , and about three Hooley Lodge within a mile of the station, comprising a
wood . The estate is well suited for, and at present quarters of an hour from Brighton . Many residential capital house of Italian design , with portico entrance
carries, a large flock of sheep , its mild temperature ad
mitting of their being wintered here . There is a capital 1

estates of noblemen and gentlemen are in the district, approached by a carriage drive, containing four reception

well -built farm house, 'with superior buildings , several
rooms, eleven bed and diessing rooms, and convenientand the society is good and select. Distant views over

cottages , and an excellent Inn called Cuilfail. The sport
domestic offices. The grounds, lawns and pleasure garKent, Surrey, and Sussex are obtained , and the air is

very pure. The entire estate consists of about 91 acres, dens are allmost tastefully arranged and thickly panted . .
ing features of the property , which are of a varied and of which the mansion and 72 acres are freehold ; 19 acres The outbuildings include capital lodge at entrance ,
attractive kind , and capable of largely increased develope are leasehold . Themeets of two packs of foxhounds are stabling for four horses, with coachhouses , two cow .
ment, include grouse , black game, pheasant and wood . 1 houses , piggeries , tool house , wood shed , & . The kitchesin the neighbourhood ,cock shooting , for the latter of which the estate is famed , gardens are all well stocked , and contain conservatory.
and fine trout fishing in several beautiful fresh -water lochy MESSRS DANIEL SMITH , SON , and
and streams on the property itself, and in the immediate

greenhouse and cucumber house. There are several inOAKLEY have received instructions from the Pro closures of good grass land, the whole containing an areaneighhourhood . Good salmon net fishing is obtained in prietor, who is changing his residence , to offer the above of about 16 acres .
Loch Melfort, and the property possesses great advantages choice and attractive RESIDENTIAL ESTATE for SALE
for & yachtsman . With the exception of a few acres let by AUOTION , at the Mart, Tokenhouse- yard , City , on MESSRS BEADEL are instructed to SELL
with the Inn to yearly tenant, the estate is in hand , and 1 Wednesday, Juno 10 , at one for two o 'clock precisely, with W by AUCTION, on Thursday, the 28th of May, at
immediate possession will be given . . possession , Twelve for One o 'clock (unless previously disposed of by

Particulars and planswill be published in due course, and Particulars will shortly be ready for publication . Mean . Private Contraot ), the above valuable FREEHOLD PROin the meantime further information may be obtained of time further particulars may be obtained of Messrs CUNDY, PERTY , with possession .
Messrs SWINRURXE and PARKER, Solicitors, 28, Bedford. BURROWg, and BARNAS, Solicitors, 11, Jermyn -street, W . ; Plans, with particulars and conditions of sale , maybe
row , W . O . : Messrs J . and F . ANDERSON, 4 $ , Castle -street, and, with orders to view , of Messrs DANIEL SMITH , Sox ,and obtained of Messrs NORRIS and Sons, No. . Bodford - rov :Edinburgh ; and of the AUCTIONEERS, 10 , Waterloo -place. I OAKLEY, Lend Agents and Surveyors, 10 , Waterloo place, at the Mart ; and (with orders to view ) of Messrs BEADEL
Pall Mall, s . w . Pall Mall, S , W , 2 , Gresham -street, London , E . C .
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meantimefurther 1. Solicitors, 57:House, Alrest

loose bo Excellent szin ,and when

Valuable Freehold Property in the City of London , No. 1 , Hampshire, near Winchester, - Th. ('rawley Estate , & very Holme Lodge. Tottoridge. Herts. - A detached Freehola !

Orosby-square , Bishopsgate street, situate at the corner compact and enjoyable property or avont 2000 acres, in & Residence, situate at the junction of the road from Whit
of the entrance to the square , having considerable front ring fence, situate chiefly in tho parisi , and including stone to Hendon , with etabling and outbnildings, good
ages, and containing an area of about 1758 feet superficial, part of the village of Crawley ( five acres only being in the gardens, and productive paddock, the whole containing
let on an old lease at & nominal rental, the term expiring parishes of Sutton and Headbourne Worthy) s iniles 2a . lr . 83p ., let out a yearly tenancy . The property is
at Lady-day, 1875 . The situation is one of the most from Fullerton and Stockbridge, both stations on the situate near the green and church , and fronts the high
eligible in this busy centre, it being close to main City Andover, Romsey, and Southampton branch of the road to Hendon .
thoroughfares, near to the colonialmarkets and the great London and South Western Railway, five miles from the MESSRS BEADEL ave' instructed to SELL
monetary centres of the City . ancient City of Winchester, and only two hours journeyMESŠRS BEADEL are instructed to SELL from London .

M by AUCTION the above convenient FREEHOLD
RESIDENCE .

by AVOTION , at the Mart, Tokenhouse- yard , M ESSRS BEADEL are instructed to offer Plans, with particulars and conditions of sale, are in
London , E . O ., on Thursday, 28th May, 1874, at Twelve for U for SALE at the Mart, Tokenhouse-yard, E .O ., in course of preparation , and when readymay be obtained of
One o 'clock precisely . this valuable FREEHOLD PRO - the Spring, this valuable ESTATE, comprising tour pro Messrs UPTON, JOHNSON , U Prox, and Boun, Solicitors, 2 ),
PERTY, one of the old City mansions, which would , on a ductive and well cultivated farms, with good residences, Austinfriars ; and of Messrs BEADEL, No. 23, Gresham
moderato outlay in reconstruction , yield & considerable suitable agricultural buildings and cottages for farm street , E . O .
income for office purposes , or . from the extent of it, the labourers, well-grown woods and plantations, & small resi.
site will repay to rebuild . dence in the village o ! Crayley, timber yard , carpenters' Great Baddow , Essex (with possession ). - Freehold Tess
Plans, with partioulars and conditions of sale , may be shop , & c . The fino old mansion has not been inhabited dential properties , pleasure farm , accommodation and

obtained of Messrs BIRCH , INGRAM, HARRISOx, and Co., for many years, and is now in ruins, but the beauty and cottages, situate adjoining the village of Great
Solicitors, 68, Lincoln 's -inn -fields ; and of Messrs BEADEL, of the gigantic cedars of Lebanon , the fine beech , fir, Baddow , a healthy and good sporting part of the county ,
25, Gresham -street, E . C . and other timber trees , with luxuriantly growing ever only two miles from Chelmsford , and one hour's ride by
Castle-street, Holborn , near to Chancery -lane, within & greens and flowering shrubs in the pleasure grounds rail from London ,

short distance of the New Law Courts no « in course of and ornamental plantations by which it is surrounded MESSRS BEADEL are instructed to SELL
erection . - Several substantial and spacious Freehold contribute to render it & most attractive site for the by AUCTION , at the Corn Exchange, Chelmsford ,

Houses, covering a large area , being Nos. 13, 14 , 15 , 16 , and erection of a family residence , the expenditure required
17, Castle - street, and Took' s -court, let under old leases at being materially lessened by the value of the old materials,

in May the following valuable FREEHOLD ESTATES,

ground -rents amounting to £54 58. per annum , but with which are of excellent quality, and in a good state of pre BADDOW COURT, & commodions and conveniently

reversions at an early date to the rack rentals. The pro servation . This estate is particularly worthy the attention arranged family residence, pleasantly situate on the out

perty is situate in a locality where there is great demand of sportsmen , being in the midst of a first- class hunting skirts of the village of Great Baddow , close to the postal

for premises adapted for business purposes, being in the district , within easy reach of the Hursley, Hampshire ,
Hambledon , and Vine foxhounds, andMrDear's harriers.

and telegraph office, and within a few minutes ' walk of tho

centre of a large trade in law printing and lithography.
The South Hants celebrated coursing meeting is held at

church . The residence is a substantial structure of pleasing

M ESSRS BEADEL are instructed to SELL elevation , fitted in the best possible manner, and contains
Danebary, only six miles distant, and good trout fishing

by AUCTION , at the Mart, Tokenhouse-yard , a suite of well proportioned reception rooms, batli yoon
may be found in the rivers Itchen and Test , near to the

London , E . C . on Thursday , the 28th May, 1874, at Twelve property , the boundaries of which are to a great extent
sixteen bed and dressing rooms, and excellent domestic
offices. The pleasure grounds are well screened from the

1or One o 'clock precisely , the above valuable FREEHOLD skirted by plantations. The interior woods form good
PROPERTIES, in three lots , offering good opportunities

road , are laid out with great taste, and are studded with
coverts for game. The partridge shooting cannot be ex . ornamental timber. The kitchen gardens are very producfor investments in a neighbourhood which is daily increasing celled . Exclusive of the woodlands and pleasure grounds tive, partly walled in and well stocked with choice fruit

in value. the whole is let at the moderate rental of £1866 6s , 6d . per
Plans, with particulars and conditions of sale , may be annum .

trees . Excellent stabling , including seven stalls and two

obtained of Messrs BIRCH , INGRAM , HARRISON, and Co.,
loose boxes, with loft over , double and single coach - honses ,Particulars, with plan, are being prepared , and in the convenient farmery , comprising barn , cow -house, openSolicitors, 68 , Lincoln 's - inn- fields ; and of Messrs BEADEL , meantime further information may be obtained of Messrs

25 . Gresham - g ' reet, E . C . MAYNARD and Son, Solicitors, 57, Coleman -street, London,
sheds, and other outbuildings. The grass land adjoining is
of first- rate quality, the whole forms an exceedingly comE . C ; Capt. CALDWELL, Candover House, Alresford , Hants ;Bush -lane, City of London . -- Valuable Freehold Building and ofMessrs BEADEL, 25 , Greshamn -street, London , E . C . . pact property of about 17 acres, and is in most completo

Sits, containing an area of over 600ft ., superficial, close to order .
Upper Thames-street and the Cannon-street Terminus of PITT-PLACE , a genteel residence, situato nearly opTotteridge, Herts. - Within & mile of the Station , and ofthe South -Eastern Railway, with early possession . posite the above, contains the following accommodation :easy access from Moorgate-street. - With immediateM ESSRS BEADEL are instructed to SELL dining , drawing, and breakfast rooms, tive bed rooms, ant!possession . -- A very compact Freehold Residential Pro three dressing rooms, three attios, with the usual domestic

by AUCTION , at the Mart , Tokenhouse- yard , perty , comprising a capital detached family mansion , offices ; in the rear are stabling for four horses , chaiso
London , E . C ., on Thurdsay , the 9th May, 1874, at Twelve known as Totteridge House, with excellent stabling . house, and other outbuildings, productive garden , and twofor One o 'clock precisely (unless previously disposed of by farmery, bailifi' s cottage, large pleasure and kitchen inclosures of rich grass land, the whole containingprivate oontract) , the above valuable FREEHOLD PRO gardens, and several enclosures of park - like meadow 79 . Or. 18p ., at present occupied by G . M . Earle, Esq.PERTY , of which lave , all prettily timbered , the total area being 23a . 2r . PONDLAND'S FARM comprises a comfortable resi
Particnlars and conditions of sale may be obtained of 12p ., and forming a most desirable property. dence , pleasantly situate in park - like land, bailiff's cottage ,

Messrs BIRCH , INGRAM , HARRISON, and Co., 68, Lincoln 's . MESSRS BEADEL are instructed to SELL farm premises, and numerous inclosures of arable and
inn- fields, W . 0 . ; and of Messrs BEADEL 25, Gresham .

Istreet, B . O .
pasture land , of first- rate quality and in a high state ofby AUCTION, in the ensuing season , the above

valuable FREEHOLD RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY . cultivation , containing altogether 138 acres, at presen : hold
The Three Tuns, Whitechapel, with early possession . pleasantly situate near the Green and church , fronting the by Mr James Duffield , who is under notice to quit at

A valuable Freehold Corner Public -house , commandingly high road to Hendon . Michaelmas next for the purpose of this sale .
situate, fronting the High -street, with a long return Plan , with Particulars and Conditions of Sale , are in An attractive Residence known as THE GROVE , situste

frontage to Mansell-street, close to the Butchers ' market, course of preparation , and when ready , may be obtained of near Pondland 's residence, and facing the road from
and adjoining the City boundary ; also the capital Shop, Messrs UPTON, JOHNSON, UPTox, and BUDD, Solicitors, 20 , Chelmsford to Rayleigh and Rochford . It stands in
with warehouse over, known as No. 1, Mansen -street, in Austinfriars ; and of Messrs BEADEL, 25 , Gresham -street , prettily laid -out grounds, and contains dining, drawing,
the occupation of Messrs. Judge and Co., Ironmongers . E . C . and breakfast rooms, six bed rooms, dressing room , and
The Public -house , sublet to Mr. Morgan , is placed most domestic offices , with stabling , coach house, and other
advantageously for carrying on an extensive bar trade, The Priory, Totteridge, Herts. - A very comfortable, old . outbuildings in the rear ; also an inclosure of rich grass
and offers & most lucrative investment. The whole is let fashioned , detached, Freehold Residence, situate near the land , the whole containing 7a . 2r. 13p., let to F . Willett,
to Messrs . Hoare and Co ., Brewers, on # lease expiring Green and Church , at the junction of the Barnet-road , Esq ., wbosetenancy expires at Michaelmas next.
Christmas, 1874, at a nominal rental, the property being Several COTTAGES and FIELDS of accommodationwith stabling and out-buildings, gardener' s cottage, and
capable of producing at least £300 per annum . land adjoining to and partly in the village of Baddow , letland, let on lease till Midsummer, 1876 . Included with

M ESSRS. BEADEL are instructed to offer this will be an adjoining field , let on a yearly tenancy, to Mr Davies and others, who are under notices to quit .

1
Particulars and conditions of sale may be had of Messrscontaining 2a , 2r . 9p ., having good frontages to the Barnet.the above desirable FREEHOLD PROPERTY for BLOOD and Sox, Solicitors, Witham , Essex ; and of Messrs

SALE by AUCTION , at the Mart. Tokunhouse -yard , road, in all 5a . 3r . lp . BEADEL, 25, Gresham -street, London , E .O .
London , E . C ., on Thursday , the 28th May, 1874, at Twelve M ESSRS BEADEL are instructed to SELL
for one o 'clock precisely .
Particulars , with conditions of eale , may be obtained of JV Somersetshire. - A very desirable Freehold Residentialby AUCTION , in the ensuing season , the above

desirable FREEHOLD PROPERTY . Plans, with parti.Messrs . Wing and Ducane, Solicitors, No. 1, Gray 's -inn
Property, known as Ash House , containing 13a . Or. 16p .,

square, W . C . ; and of Messrs . Beadel, 25 , Gresham -street,
situate in the parish of Martock , a mile and a half fromculars and conditions of sale, are in course of preparation , Martock station on the Bristol and Exeter Railway, six

London , E .C . and when ready may be obtained of
Messrs UPTON , JOHNSON , UProx , and BUDD, Solicitore , miles from themarket town of Yeovil, only a few minutes'

Hampshire, near Lymington , - Pylewell-park . - A walk from the parish church , and within easy reach ofthevery 20 , Austinfriars ; and of Messrs BEADEL, 25 , Gresham .
attractive Freehold Residential Estate, with an exten . principalwatering places on the south and west coasts .street, E . O .
sive sea frontage, situate in the parish of Boldre , two It comprises a substantial stone-built residence, in the

Tudor style, approached by a carriage sweep , convenientlyand a half miles from the seaport town and watering Essex. - Felstead and Great Waltham . - - Important Free
arranged , expensively fitted up , and containing entranceplace of Lymington on the South -Western Railway , hold and small part Copyhold Estates , partly great tithe
hall , drawing and dining rooms, library, gentleman ' stwenty miles from Southampton , and within easy reach free and land -tax redeemed, comprising two superior
room , with lavatory, six bed and two dressing rooms, twoby steamer of the Isle of Wight. It comprises the occupations, with capital residences and suitable farm
attics, domestic offices, and cellarage. The outbuildingsmansion known as Pylewell- park , an imposing struc homesteads ,several cottages, and plots of accominodation
include capitaimodern stabling , and there are also cowture of Italian design , with handsome colonnade and land, the whole containing upwards of 633 acres, situate

portico , standing in the midst of a large and prettily and cart sheds, poultry pens, & c ., the whole being in first
between the market towns of Chelmsford , Braintree , and

timbered park , with tastefully arranged pleasure grounds class repair . The lawn and grounds are studded with
Dunmow , a good sporting and fine agricultural part of shrubs and prettily -timbered , and the gardens andand shrubberies, and commanding charming views of the above county .

orchard well planted with wall and other fruit trees .the Solent and the picturesque shores of the Isle of
Wight. It contains entrance hall, dining room , draw . M The vinery is filled with choice vines, and the land in .ESSRS BEADEL are instructed by the
ing room , ante room , library, morning room , sitting room , trustees under the will of the late James Skill, Esq ., cludes two inclosures of rich pasture and one arable tield .

The celebrated non -subscription pack of Blackmore-valeInusic room , business room , and large conservatory , com . to SELL by AUCTION , in the Spring, the following, viz . : Foxhounds and the Langport Harriers hunt the immemunicatingwith the principalreception rooms, the doors of FELSTEAD BURY FARM , with possession . A very diate neighbourhood, and good shootingmay be obtained .which open to the lawn , fifteen bed and dressing rooms, superior Freehold Estate , great tithe free and land -tax This property offers great advantages to anyone fond ofnursery , governess ' s rcom and ladies' -maid ' s room , ten redeemed , situate in the parish of Felstead, adjoining
secondary and servants ' bed rooms, and suitable domestic the village, and within a mile of the railway station , only sporting. It is believed that more land can be had at a
offices . The out-buildings comprise stabling for twelve four miles from Dunmow , six from Braintree, and ten

reasonable price if desired .

horses, three loose boxes, coach houses , & c . ; at a con from the county town of Chelmsford . It comprises an ex M ESSRS BEADEL are instructed to offer
venient distance from the mansion are two kitchen gar cellent residence , surrounded by prettily laid -out grounds, M the above for SALE by AUCTION , at theMart ,
dens, the inner one,surrounded by a high wall, is stocked close to the church, and within a few minutes' walk of Tokenhouse-yard , London, E . O ., in May next.
with the choicest wall fruit trees, espaliers , & c ., three the grammar school. Adjoining is an extensive homestead , Particulars, with plan , may be obtained of GEORGE
vineries, greenhouse, orchard .house, forcing pits, and the gardener' s coltage, and numerous inclosures of sound ROOPER, Esq ., Solicitor, 17, Lincoln 's-inn - fields, London ,
usual out-buildings. The land is divided into farms, with arable and pasture land, the whole containing 8330 , 3r. 29p .. W . C . ; and of Messrs BEADEL, 25 , Gresham -street, London ,
dwelling-hou - es and homesteads, and there is a large saw | in a high state of cultivation . Also E . O .
milland other machinery worked by water-power , together A Field of ACCOMMODATION LAND , containing 4
with numerous cottages and small occupations ; the whole acres, and piece of Garden Ground on Prior's Green , and Hatfield Peverel, near Witham , Essex. - Barnard' s Farm ,
embracing an area of 1400 acres. The woodlands and Five Tenements in Felstead village. situate about a mile from the village of Hatfield , two irom
plantations afford excellent covert for game, of which GRAVELLY' S or LITTLEY GREEN FARM , in the Witham , and abutting on the road leading to Maldon . It
there is a fair stock , and the ornamental waters abound parish of Great Waltham , distantseven miles from Chelmg. comprises a comfortable dwelling-house, farm homestead ,
with fish . This estate, from its proximity to the sea and ford . It comprises a genteelresidence, pleasantly situate and several enclosures of capital mixed soil, arable and
the Isle of Wight, offers unusual advantages to any on high ground, with excellent homestead, four cottages, pasture land , lying exceedingly well for cultivation and
gentleman fond of yachting . and 148 acres of productive arable and pasture land, abutting intersecting the property of several owners, the whole

M ESSRS BEADEL are instructed by the upon good roads, and let upon lease to Mr John Root. containing 102a . Or. 25p ., at present in the occupation of
MABB ' s FARM and KEMP' S BARN , situate & short Mr G . W . Aldham .JIVI Trustees of the late W . P . Williams Freernan , Esq ..

distance from Littley -green , comprises a farmhouse, now MESSRS BEADEL are instructed toto offer the above ESTATE for SALE by AUCTION , at divided into three tenements, labourer' s cottage, and home.
the Mart, Tokenhouse-yard , London , E . C ., in May next. prepare the above for SALE byAUCTION, in Lots .

stead , with several inclosures of excellent corn land , conParticulare, with plan and conditions of sale, are being Particulars may be obtained of Messrs BLOOD and Sox ,
prepared , and in themeantime further information may be taining upwards of 120 acres . Also let upon lease to Mr Solicitors, Witham ; and of Messrs BEADEL, 26 , Gresham

John Root.obtained of Messrs BIRCH , INGRAM , HARRISON, and Co ., 68 , street, London , E . O .
TILE BARN FARM , comprising four inclosures ofLincoln 's -inn-fields, w .o ., or of Messrs BEADEL, 25, Gres arable and pasture land, containing 278 . 1r. 28p ., situate Huntingdonshire , Bythorn , - Freehold Pleasure Farm

ham - street , E . C . near Great Waltham Parsonage, and abutting ou the road known as Smiths, situate in the parish of Bythorn , fonr
Hampshire, Lymington . - To Speculators. Building Socie leading from GreatWaltham to Braintree , also let upon miles from the market town of'l hrapston, on the London

ties , or others. - Valuable Freehold Building and Accom lease to Mr John Root . and North -Western Railway, three miles from Rannds, on
modation Pasture and Arable Land, containing altogether THREE MESSUAGES , divided into seven tenements, the Huntingdon and Kettering branch of the Midland
50a, Sr. 7p . , with extensive frontages, situate in and with large gardens, on Littley-green . Railway, twelve from the market town of Huntingdon ,
forming part of the town of Lymington , and in innme Particulars and conditions of sale may be obtained of and within easy reach of the Fitz William and Oakley
diate contiguity to the principal street. The land is of | Messrs COLLYER BRISTOW , WITH ERS, and RUSSELL, Solici. hounds, comprising & comfortable house, containing two
superior quality, in an elevated position , and affords tors, 4, Bedford -row , London , W . 0 . ; at the Mart ; and of parlours, kitchen , and domestic offices, five bed rooms,
every facility, from situation and character, for immediate Messrs BEADEL, 25, Gresham -street, London , E . C . and attic ; four cottages for labourers, farm premises,
development. At the north -eastern extremity is a valu including two capital brick and slate barns, malt-house
able bed of brick , tile, and other earth , partially worked , Essex, Barking. – Valuable Inclosure of rich Grazing Marsh with granary over, and kiln , cart-horse stable, cow .house,
and now producing a large quantity of first- class ware. Land. cattle and implement sheds, and several inclosures of
The property is at present let upon yearly tenancies, at MESSRS BEADEL are instructed to SELL first-class arable and pasture land , containing altogether
rents amounting to £215 per annum , 1679 . Or . 11p .. the whole of which is tithe free.

M ESSRS BEADEL are instructed to INCLOSURE of rich GRAZING MARSH LAND, conM by AUCTION , in the Spring, a valuable M ESSRS BEADEL are instructed to Ter
U offer the above for SALE by AUCTION , at the taining 8 acres, let to Messrs Scoones and Son , whose M the above ESTATE for SALE by AUCTION in May
Mert, Tokenhouse- yard . E . O ., in May next. tenancy expires at Christmas next . next.

Particulars, with plans, are being prepared , and in the Particulars and conditions of sale may be obtained in due Further particulars may be obtained of Messrs DIRCH ,
meantime further information may be obtained of Messrs time ofMessrs MAYNARN and Sox, Solicitors, 57, Coleman INGRAM , HARRISON, and Co., 68 , Lincoln 'g - inn - tiei si C . ;
MOORE and JACKMAN , Solicitors, Lymington, Hants ; and street, E . C . ; at the Mart ; and of Messrs BEADEL , 25 , and of Messrs BEADEL, No. 28, Gresham -street, Lone
of Messrs Beadel, 25 , Gresham -street, London , E . C . Gresham -street, London, E . 0 , don , E . 0 .

the shrubbers with tastermidst of some colonna struc
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Warwickshire , near to Nuneaton and Coventry . - Highly Charles- street . Haymarket. - Important safe Leasehold In - / Wimbledon -park Estate . - Extensive Sale of choice Building
valuable Freehold Farms, situate in the parishes of vestment, comprising a net rental of €1885 per annum , Sites, containing some of the most beautiful portions
Bulkington and Wolvey, two miles from Bulkington Arising out of and abundantly secured by the extensive of this well-known and extensive park , situate near the
Railway Station , equi-distant for miles from the market property known as the United Hotel and other property , Wimbledon Station , close to the cburcii and village, and
townsand Railway Stations of Hinckloy and Nuneaton , to the possession of which at the end of the present adapted for houses of a moderate class, induding also a
seven miles from Coventry , and fourtoen from Rugby, lease - viz ., in 1893 - a purchaser will be entitled for the re few plots of land, suitable for the erection ul mansions,
and producing 2680 per annum . Bramcott Farm com . mainder of the lease from the Crown , expiring in 1912, being studded with codar, oak , and other trees of large
prises à superior modern residence , containing three re less three days , the rack rental value being estimated at growth , with shrubberies already formed , & c . The plots
ception rooms, seven bed rooms, cheese room , dairy , upwards of £3300 per annum . To be sold free from ground vary in size to suit builders for villas , which are in grest
tellars, & c . , good homestead (partially new ), off premises rent and land tax . request in this locality, by reason of the frequency of
nown as Tookeys, consisting of a six -roomed dwelling HINNOCK, GALSWORTHY, and trains to this station , and to gentlemen wishing to secure

house, agriculturalbuildings , six cottages (four recently choice sites near London for building according to theirterected ), with gardens, and about 250 acres of first-class > OHINNOCK have received instructions from the requirements,
arable , pasture, and meadow land , let to the late Mr. W . Trustees of H . E . Holloway, Esq ., to SELL by AVOTION ( HINNOCK, GALSWORTHY, andWitherington at £545 . Wards Farm , & short dis At the AUOTION MART, in the city of London , at Two
tance from the above, is tithe free, and comprises O 'clock on WEDNESDAY, the 20th day of MAY 1874, the im 2 CHINNOCK will SELL by. AUCTION , at the
a convenient homestead (part newly erected ), cottage let portant LEASEHOLD PROPERTY known as the United MART, Tokenhouse yard, City , early in MAY next, the
as two tenements, and about 61acres of highly -productive Hotel and Clergy Ciub, comprising 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, and above Valuable BUILDING LAND.
land, together with an inclosure of first- rate old pasture, 24, Charles -street, and 71, Haymarket , which a few years Plans may be seen at the offices of Mr. Ogden, Wimblo
kno * n as Broad Meadow , and bontaining 15a . Ir. held by since were reconstructed by the lessees at an enormous don ; at
the reprosentatives of the late Mr Witherington , at £185 , outlay , and now form a comfortable , roomny, and extensive Messrs . PARKER and Co .' s , Solicitors, 17, Bedford
These farms are of superior quality , well supplied with hotel, with all the appliances of modern requirements, row ;
water,and approached by good roads, and possession may together with separate guites of club rooms occupied by the and at Messrs. CHIXNOCK and Co.'s offices, 11, Water oo
behad at Miehne mas next. The Atherstone and Pytchley Clergy Club, the whole being a property of the highest im place, Pall.mall.
foxhounds are within easy reach . portance, occupying an unrivalled situation, and enjoying

extensive patronage from the nobility , country gentry , and
Charing cross and Spring -gardens. - Important Freehold

MESSRS BEADEL are instructed to SELL clergy. The rental payable by the present lessees is only Estate , comprising a site of $ 250 feet super , in this im

V the above by AUCTION, at the Mart, Tokenhouse portant situation , having thereon two houses facing£1885 per annum , including the premises of Messrs. Kirby,
who pay £200 per annum , the whole being estimated to be Oharing -cross and two houses facing New -street, Spring

Particulars, with plans, are being prepared , and in the worth upwards of £3000 a year, to which there is the reversion gardens, admirably adapted for a club , bank, insurance

meantime further information may be obtained of Messrs offices, or other first- class business premises, to be soldin 1893. Also the premises occupied by Mesers. Leader and with possession,HOLCROFT, KNOCKER,and HOLCROFT, Solicitors, Sevenoaks, Co. ,producing €35 per annum till 1886, and then being worth
Kent ; or of Messrs BEADBL, 28 , Gresham -street, London , £150 per annum . The entirety presenting an advantageous HINNOCK, GALSWORTHY, and
E . O . leasehold investment rarely to bemet with . CHINNOCK are instructod to SELL by AUCTION ,

Maybe viewed by permission , and particulars obtained of at the AUCTION MART, City, on TUESDAY, JUNE 9 ,
Kent. - In the parishes of Headcorn , Boughten Malherbe, Messrs. FIELD,ROSCOE , and 00 ., Solicitors,86 , Lin . at two o ' clock , the important FREEHOLD PROPERTY,
Marden , Lenham , and Charing. - Valuable Freehold Pro coln 's - inn - fields, w . 0 . ; . comprising two houses, Nos. 46 and 47, Charing-crons, une
perties (with possession at Michaelmas next), comprising at the Mart, Tokenhouse- yard , E . C . ; and of Messrs. of which forms a part of that well-known Tavern the Ship
several small Farms, Dwelling Houses, Cottages , and 153 CHINNOCK , GALAWORTHY, and CarNXOCK, Land Agents and Hotel, and two houses, 25 and 27 , Spring- gardens. The
acres of arable, pasture, and hop land , let at moderato Surveyors, ll , Waterloo -place, Pall-mall, S . W . whole occupies an area of 3230 feet super., and offers 20rents to tenants of long standing . admirable site for the erection of first- lass premises . ThePallm -all. - Important Leasehold Estates comprising
MESSRS BEADEL are instructed to SELL estimated value ofthe present buildings to let on lease 15

valuable houses and shops, let on leases at low rentals , £1000 per annum ,1 by AUCTION, in the Spring , the following PRO. producing a present net income of £985 per annum , withPERTIÉS, viz. : May be viewed, and particulars had , of
prospective early increase, and reversions to valuable HERBERT H . WALFORD, Esq. Solicitor, 27,SOUTHENDEN FARM , including a dwelling house, trade premises , to be sold ( freo from ground rent and Bolton-street, Piccadilly ;homestead, and 62a . Sr. 12p . of arable , pasture, and hop land tax ) for an unexpired term of abont thirty -eight at the Mart, City ; and of Messrs . CHINXOCK and Co.,land. Let to MrWillism Chainey. years, when the property falls to the Crown ; in lots. Land Agents and Surveyors, 11, Waterloo - place , Pall-ma. .BARN FARM . Comprises a barn , oast - house , and HINNOCK, GALSWORTHY, and S . W .742 . 8r. 7p . of arable and papture land. Let to MrWilliam

Brown . The above are situate in the parishes of Head OBINNOCK are instructed to SELL by AVOTION , Bond-street. - Capital Freehold Premises in the best part of
corn and Boughton Malherbe, about two miles from Head . | by the trustees of H . E . Holloway, Esq ., at the AUCTION this important thoroughfare , having a frontage of I$it.
com station . MART, Tokenhouse -yard , City , on WEDNESDAY, 20th 2in . to bond-street, and 18ft. 10in , to Little Bruton-street

A compact PROPERTY , situate in the parish ofMarden . I MAY, at Two o 'clock , Four substantial HOUSES , with West, by a depth or about 110ft., admirably adapted for
and within a mile and a half of the railway station . It extensive shops and business premises , forming the prin . re- building. - By direction of the Trustees of Mrs. Ridd,
comprises & dwelling house, premnists , and 7a . 2r . 10p . of cipal portion of the Opera Colonnade, and numbered 2, 3 , 4 , deceased .
land . Let to Mr Taylor . and 5, Pall-mall. These houses are let at very low rents, THINNOCK , GALSWORTHY, and

A COTTAGE, outbuildinge, and 8 . 1r. 19p , of accommo tae leases of which expire in 1876 , 1583, and 1894, when much
dation land, situate at Warren -street, in the parish of Len higher rents may be obtained or adequate premiums. Held CHINNOCK are instructed to SELL by AUCTION ,
bam . Let to Mrs Gilbert. direct from the Crown for a term of thirty -eight years un . at the MART, City , on TUESDAY, the 9th JUNE 1874, at

A MESSUAGE , divided into three tenements, with large expired , and will be sold free of a ground rent or land tax, Two o 'clock , the important and very valuable FREEHOLD

gardens, known as the Old Poor House, situate at Charing thus presenting for investment the safest possible security , PROPERTY, comprising the House and Shop, No. 143 ,

Village. Let to Mr Brenchley . and for purchase for trade purposes an opportunity rarely Bond-street, with excellent private dwelling accommoda
Particulars and conditions of sale , when ready, may be obtained in Pall-mall. tion , extending through to and including a house and pre

obtained of Messrs MAYNARD and Sox , Solicitors, 57, Cole May be viewed by cards, and particnlars obtained of mises in Little Brutun -street ; the whole occupying a

man stret, E . O . ; at theMart ; and of Messrs BEADEL , 25 , Messrs. FIELD, ROSCOE, and Co., Solicitors, S6, superficial area of upwards of 20001 ., admirably arranged

Gresham -street, London , E . C . Lincoln 's - inn - fields, w . 0 . ; with regard to lights for re-building, and presents an un
at the Mart, Tokenhouse-yard , E .C . ; and of Messrs . usually good opportunity for securing in this favourite und

Her Majesty ' s Theatre . CHINNOCK , GALSWORTIY, and CHINNOCK, Land Agents and important business locality one of the best positions in the
CHINNOCK, GALSWORTHY, and Surveyors, 11, Waterloo-place, Pall-mall , S . W . street .

May be viewed by permission , and particulars had ofCHINNOCK have received instructions from the Trus- | St. James's -street and King-street. - Important Leasehold Messrs. TOMPSON, PICKERING , SIYAN, and
tees of H . E . Holloway, Esq., to SELL by AUCTION ,at the Estate , comprising Palace New Club Chambers, & sub NEILSON , Solicitors, 4 , Stone-buildings , Lincoln 's
AUCTION MART, City , on WEDNESDAY , the 20th MAY, I stantial and highiy ornamental pile of buildings , pro
at Two o 'clock , this importantand truly -distinguished PRO - 1 ducing a present gross rentalof £3183 per annum , held for at the Mart ; and of Messrs. CHINNOCK, GALSWORTHY, and
PERTY, producing a present net improved ground- rent of 1 41 years unexpired, when the property falls to the Crown. CHIXNOCK , Land Agents and Surveyors, ll , Waterloo-place,
€1171 14s., until Michnelmas, 1891, when the lease now held
by Earl Dudley, as assignee of Mr. Benjamin Lumley , ex

Pall-mail.CHINNOCK, GALSWORTHY, and
pires, and the purchaser will be entitled to possession for IOHINNOCK , will SELL by AUCTION , at the Fleetwood, Lancashire .-- Important Freehold Estates, land
the remainder of a term expiring in 1912, when the estate I AUCTION MART, City, on WEDNESDAY, MAY 20, at tax redeemed , comprising about 800 acres of very superior
falls to the Crown. An idea of the importance and value Two o ' clock , the desirable LEASEHOLD PROPERTY arable and pasture land , divided into tive compact farms,

beatre may be realised from the fact of an offer | known as Palace New Club Chambers, occupying the corner with excellent farmhouses and homesteads in good
having been mada by unexceptionable parties to furnish of St. James' s -street, and being 20 and 21, King street, repair, and situate close to the important town and port
and refit the theatre at a large outlay , and pay a rentof having a frontage of 150ft. to King -street and 421t. in St. of bleetwood -on -Wyre, where exiensive docks are in
€5000 per manum . although there are a large number of James's -street, a handsomely designed and suitable strus. course of construction by the Lancashire and Yorkshire
property boxes and stalls, all the rights ofwhich expire with ture, one of the leading features in this favourite locality , a Railway Company , which will add greatly to the large aud
the present lease in 1891, when the theatre is estimated to building especially adapted to its present purposes, and increasing trace of this already important seaport, and
produce upwards of LS 00 per annum . Most persons inte which by an outlay of a further sum of £1500 will produce render it in a short time a formidable rival to the over
Tested in such matters have seen and well remember the old from a new suite of chambers an extra rental of 2750 per crowded port of Liverpool. The land is of a highly pro
house, and but few have ever had the opportunity of seeing annum . The position of this important building renders it ductive quality , yielding capital exop # , and is in the occu
the present beautiful building ; it will , however, bear also very eligible for other purposes, such as a club, hotel, pation of most respectable tenants , and producing &
advantage us compar son , not only with the old honse, bank, insurance office , or public institution . The whole of present rental of sovut # 1400 per annum , with the pro
bnt with Corent Garden and the best of the Continental the premises are in g od order, and occupied by tenants of spect of a large increase in value for accommodation and
Theo tres . The ftructure , in consequence of the fire in the highest respectability . From the convenience of the garden lauds , some portions being also wel adapted for
1867, has been entirely rebuilt from the foundations, by the situation rooms are rarely unoccupied , so that the rental building purposes .
eminenc architect, Charles Lee, Esq ., the original horse now obtained , after deducting the necessary outgoings , is MHINNOCK, GALSWORTHY, andshoe form so much admired and adapted to aconstics, has peculiarly safe and free from contingencies . The property

Uis held on lease at a low ground.rent for a term of 41 years,been to a great extent retained , and supplemented by all CHINNOCK will SELL by AUCTION (by direction
the advantages modern art and ingenuity could devise, the when it falls to the Crown , with whom renewal terms may of the Trustees for Sale of the Estates of the late Sir P .
capacity for audience being much the same, the stage usually be advantageously negotiated before the lease Hesketh Fleetwood , Bart ., and with the concurrence of his

arrangements greatly improved , and all the well-known expires. Murtgugees), at the Bull Hotel, Preston , in MAY, the
acces es of salles - d ' -attente maintained in the original May be viewed by cards only, and particulars had of above -named valuable FREEHOLD ESTATES, Ofiering

positions, as they have ever been pronounced for such a C . HODGSON, Esq., Solicitor, 10, Salisbury- street , excellent investments for capital, with a certainly of a
building perfect. With the property will be sold the right, Strand , W . C . ; large iutare increase .
at the expiration of the lease in 1891, to a substantiell at the Mart ; and of CHINNOCK and Co., Land Agents and Faruculars, with conditions of sale , may be obtained of
Bonus in Consols , arising from the special insurance fund Surveyors . 11, Waterloo -placu, Pall-mall, S . W . Medisi8 . TOMPSUN , PICKERING , SIYAN , and
now accumulating , and estimated to produce many thou NEILSON , Solicitors , 4, one-buildings, Lincoln 's

sands of pounds. Also, a Box, No. 125, in one of the best Oheapside. - Valuable City freehold , embracing an area of inn , Loudon , W . 0 . ; of
positions, giving tho purchaser the entrée during the leaso . about 1200 superficial feet, occupying a most command Messrs . PARKIN and PAGDEN , Solicitors, 5 , New

Also , the substantial corner_ house and business premises, 1 ing site, and at present producing £200 p - r annum . square , Lincoln ' s -inn, W . C . ; of
No. 1 , Pall -mall, lot to Earl Dudley at the very low rent of NHINNOCK, GALSWORTHY, and Capt. JAMESON , bleetwood Estate ottice ; at the Crown and
£230 per annum . CHINNOCK willSELL by AUCTION , at theMART. tuamer Hotels, Fleetwood ; tho Baul Bocel, Preston ; and
May be viewed by permission , and particulars obtained of Tokenhons - yard , on WEDNESDAY. MAY 21 . & t Two of Messrs . CHINXOCK and Co., Laud Agents and surveyors ,

Messrs. FIELD , ROSCOE , and co ., Solicitors, 86, o 'clock , the importantFREEHOLD ROPERTY . beine 40 11, Waterloo-place, Pail-mall. s . W .
Lincoln ' s inn - fields ; and 41. Foster-laue, one d or from Cheapside, occupying & Fleetwood -on -Wyre, Lancashire. - Eligible Freehold Build

at the Mart , City ; and of Messrs . OHINNOCK, GALRWORTHY, capitalsite, having a frontage of 66ft. by a depth of 14ft. 6in .. ing and Accommodation Land, close to this improving
and CHINNOCK. Land Agents and Surveyors, ii, Waterloo 28ft . of the frontage having an extra depth of lift .. compris port and town , where building operations are now com
place, Pall-mall. ing a five -storied warehouse with cellarage, & c ., let to Mr. mencing on an extensive scale in consequence of the

John Faulkner, wholesale ironmonger, on lease for a term ofThe Opera Arcade, Haymarket. - First- class Lensehold In construction of the new cocks and extensive barbour im
which six and a half years are unexpired at the low rent of

vestments, producing £1115 per annum , comprising the provements, which are destined to render this con
£200 per annum , the whole embracing an area of about 1200

whole of this extensive property, extending from Pall veniently situate and easily accessible port one of the
Aquare feet, and from its excellent position is well adapted

mall to Char er-street, including the shops at either end greatest in the kingdom The land comprises about 110
for the erection of first- class premises , whereby a largeand the vast c - llarage belorging to the Pall.mall premises, acres, chiefly fronting the Bolton - road, on the outskirts
rer tal might be realised .

to besold free from ground -rent and land - tax fur a term of the town, being of a highly productive quality , andnow
Particulars of let at from £3 to 24 per acre as acoommodation land, Itof about thirty eight years unexpired , when the property Messrs .GREENE andMALIM , Solicitors, Chichester :

falls to the Crown , will be sold in plots of about two acres each , offering an
at the Mart : and of Messrs . CHINNOCK and Co .. Land unusually good opportunity for profitable investment,

NHINNOCK , GALSWORTHY, and Agents and Surveyors, 11, Waterloo-place, Pall Mall, s. W . HINNOCK , GALSWORTHY, andCHINNOCK are instructed by the trustees of H . E . High -street, Hampstend. - Large Freehold House and ex' U CHINNOCK will SELL by AUCTION (by direction
Holloway. Esq ., to SELL bv AUCTION , at the MART. tensive Premises in rear, occupying & commanding site,
Tokennonse-yard , City, on WEDNESDAY, MAY 20 , at 2 of the trustees for sale of the estates of the late Sir P .

well adapted for a builder, contractor, or manufacturer .o 'clock , in lots, the above valuable LEASEHOLD EB Hesketh Fleetwood , Bart., and with the concurrence of his
- By oruer of Trustees .TATES, comprising fifteen compact shops, being ? to 16 CA mortgagees ), at the Bull Hotel, Preston , early in MAY.

NNOCK . GALSWORTHY. and in 85 Lots , about 120 acres of valuable BUILDING and
inclusive , Opera -arcade, let to excellent tenants on leases ,
at low rents of £50 per annum each ; also the house and OHINNOOK will SELL by AUCTION , at the MART, ACCOMMODATION LAND , close to the outskirts of the
tobacconist's shop , 17, fronting with the Arcadeand Charles Tokenbouse-yard , City , on WEDNESDAY, MAY 6th , 1871, town and port of Fleetwood , and possessing a graduall, in

street, Haymarket , producing £120 per annum , and the at lwo, the capital FREEHOLD PROPERTY, situate at creasing and high prospective value, and yielding. S at

extensive offices, premises, and cellarage , No. 1 , Royal the corner of High -street and Church -lane, Hampstead , presenu ler for accommodation purposes, & fair remunera .

Opera -arcade, fronting Pall -mall , now in the occupation of comprising a substantially built d selling-house , bing 76, tive rental.

Messrs. Page and Sandeman , at the very low rent of 1245 High -street, with cottage and stable in rear , in the occupa . Particulars, with plans and conditions of sale, may be
per annum fr m Christmas next. The whole will be sold tion of Mr. Sells ; an upholsterer's shop and house in obtained of
irte from ground rent and land-tax, presenting highly ad . Church -lene adjoining, let to Mr. Nash ; a builder's yard Messrs. TOMPSON , PICKERING , STYAN. and
vantageous investments. . and shops, in the occupation of Mr. Hudson ; and a dwell NEILSON, Solicitors, 4 , Stone-buildings, Lincoln 's.
May be viewed by permission of the tenants , and partiou - ing -house adjoining, known as Farley Cottage, let to Mr inn , London , W . C . ; of

lars obtained of Herbert ; the whole te be sold with possession . Messrs. PARKIN and PAGDEN, Solicitors, 5, New
Mesers . FIELD , ROSCOB, and Co . Solicitors, 86 , Particulars of square, Lincoln ' s- inn, W . C . ; or

Lincoln 's- inn - fields, W . C . ; Mr. JOHN J. TOURLE, Solicitor, 13, Southampton . Captain JAMESOX, Fleetwood Estate Office : at the Crown
at the Mart, Tokenhouse yard . E . C . and of Mesars, CHIN . buildings , Chanoery- lane, W . 0 . ; and Steamer Hotels , Fleetwood : the Bull Hotel, Preston ;
XOCK, GALSWORTHY, and CHINNOCK , Land Agents and Sur. at the Mart : and of Messrs. CHINXOCK and Co ., ul. Water and of Messrs. CHINNOCK and Co., Land Agents and Sur
yeyors, ll, Waterloo - place, Pall-mall , 100- place. S . W . veyors, 11, Waterloo-placo, Pall-mall, London , 8 , W .
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F . CHIFFERIEL & CO .,

LAW , PARLIAMENTARY, AND PUBLIC COMPANIES'

STATIONERS, PRINTERS, & LITHOGRAPHERS,

ENGRAVERS, AND ACCOUNT BOOK MANUFACTURERS,

34 to 37, CURSITOR STREET,
AND

. 1 to 6 , CHURCH PASSAGE, CHANCERY LANE, E .C .

EACH BRANCH EXECUTED ON THE PREMISES.
E CHIFFERIEL'S PRINTING OFFICER

主題圈圈圈圈圈圈圈

靈靈靈靈靈靈靈靈靈題。

化圈圈圈圈圈圈圈圈圈

A LARGE AND

hrane

EFFICIENT STAFF IN EACH DEPARTMENT.

LAW COPYING AND STATIONERY.

DEEDS AND WRITINGS ENGROSSED AND COPIED WITH ACCURACY AND DESPATCH .

Any Quantity of Writing received by the Morning's Post can be Returned the same Evening.

LAW LITHOGRAPHY.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE, ABSTRACTS OF TITLE, BRIEFS, PETITIONS, BILLS OF QUANTITIES.

DEEDS LITHOGRAPHED ON PARCHMENT WITH INDELIBLE INK .

PLANS DRAWN, ENLARGED , AND REDUCED .

CHROMO-LITHOGRAPHY IN THE BEST STYLE.

The Newly - Invented Steam Lithographic Machines are now in full and successful operation on the

Premises,whereby a Great Saving in Cost is effected .

LOW ESTIMATES FOR LONG NUMBERS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTING.

LAW AND PARLIAMENTARY PRINTING .

PLANS, SECTIONS, AND BOOKS OF REFERENCE LITHOGRAPHED WITH EXPEDITION .

BILLS, NOTICES, MINUTES OF EVIDENCE, APPEAL CASES, AND APPENDICES,

CHANCERY BILLS & ANSWERS PRINTED WITH EXPEDITION & CORRECTNESS.

Deeds and Documents printed in the proper form as required by the Land Registry Act.

PUBLIC COMPANIES PRINTING

PROSPECTUSES,and PLANS to accompany the same, MEMORANDA and ARTICLES

OF ASSOCIATION , and SPECIAL RESOLUTIONS,

Printed (with the utmost expedition ) in proper form for Signature and Registration.

ALLOTMENT LETTERS, SHARE CERTIFICATES AND WARRANTS TO BEARER , DEBENTURES AND

COUPONS, DIVIDEND WARRANTS, AND CHEQUES, ENGRAVED AND PRINTED .

COMPANIES ACCOUNT BOOKS

Kept in stock and made to order.

SEALS FOR PUBLIC COMPANIES AND CORPORATIONS DESIGNED AND ENGRAVED.

A PRICE LIST FORWARDED , POST FREE , ON APPLICATION ,
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LONDON CO -OPERATIVE WINE

ASSOCIATION, LIMITED .

STORES : 446 , STRAND, W . c .

(Immediately opposite Charing -cross Station ).

ANNUAL TICKETS, 5s.

(PERMANENT TICKET LIST NOW CLOSED).

GOVERNING COUNCIL.

F . DU PRE THORNTON , Esq. (President), 103, Victoria - | HENRY HOULDSWORTH , Esq ., Craigforth , Stirling, and

street, S . W . Carrick House, Ayr, N . B .

NASSAU J . SENIOR , Esq . (Vice -President ), Elm House, Major PEEL , 2, Howick -place, S. W .

Lavender -hill, S . W . Captain the Hon. RANDOLPH STEWART, 85 , Eaton -square,

WILLIAM FOWLER, Esq ., Whittington Hall, Chesterfield . S. W .

WALTER M . GEE, Esq. (Managing Director), 117, Park TOM TAYLOR, Esq ., Lavender Sweep, S. W .

street,Grosvenor-square, W .

SECRETARY.- JOHN GEE, Esq .

SOLICITOR .

JAMES CROWDY, Esq., 17 , Serjeants’-inn , Fleet-street

BANKERS.

Messrs. COCKS, BIDDULPH , and CO ., 43, Charing- cross.

AUDITOR .

H , BISHOP, Esq. (Messrs. TURQUAND, Youngs, and Co.), 16 , Tokenhouse-yard, E .C .

STORES.

446, STRAND, W .C . (opposite Charing -cross Station ), London .

The object of the Association is to apply the principles of co-operation to the high-class Wine trade.

The Managing Director was until lately partner in an old and well-known house in the London Wine Trade,

from which he retired to accept his present post .

The business is, therefore, conducted by him as by a partner in a private firm , so that purchasers will have

every advantage obtained by dealing with a private house of high standing, in addition to the advantage of co

operation .

The prices quoted by the Association are based upon those of leading houses in the wine trade who conduct

business on the old credit principle . From these prices purchasers receive an immediate discount of 15 per cent.

or 3s. in the £ .

No liability attáches", to ticket-holders, although in the form of a postponed discount they obtain all the

benefits of participating ' in profits , thereby insuring them that the Association is bona fide co -operative, and not

co -operative in name only . .

SHERRIES OF THE HIGHEST CLASS IN WOOD AND OLD IN BOTTLE.

PORTS FROM VINTAGE ... ... ... . .. ... ... ... .. . ... 1834

MADEIRAS FROM VINTAGE ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1792

CLARETS FROM VINTAGE ... ...
... ... ... 1851

MAX®GREGER’ S HUNGARIAN WINES, bottled by himself at a discount of 15 per cent. off his own prices.

Goods delivered free in town, or to the London Railway Stations for the country.

ANNUAL TICKETS, 58.

(PERMANENT TICKET LIST NOW CLOSED).

- TheGoverning Council are now issuing tickets to the public entitling them to purchase from the Association on the sameterms

as to prices and discounts as Shareholders. Annual Tickets, 5s .

Post Office orders payable at the General Post Office. Application for tickets , giving name in full, address, and usual signature,

must be accompanied by a remittance for the amount of ticket. For Price Lists , & c., address

STORES, 446, STRAND , W . C . JOHN GEE , Secretary .

Printed and published by HORACE Cor, at 10 ,Wellington-street, Strand, London , W .C ., in the County of Middlesex. - Saturday, April 25, 1874.
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